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$5000
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

was or^'aiiizi'il in Is'.cu'or the purpose of
tlisniaiithnti rhe W.nid's V^ir of Chica-

go, sincf^ whitli iiinc we have purchased
and disiiiaiiilHd all Ifudin^ Kxi>ositLons,
incllKhiit: ihe J'an-Ann-ru-aii of Hiirfalo,the
Trans-M lssI^sl!ll•l ot <Hnaha anil the ^reat
$50,0(Mt.iHK.i.(xi St. Louis World's Fair.
In addition our business consists in the

purchase from Sheriffs' Receivers and
Maimfartiir rs* Sales of immense stocks
of general merr-handiseand supplies includ-
ins practi'-ally fvcry known manufactured
artioh^. i:n;i::iiicM. Iloih-rs. JMaohinery
of all kinds. llardwarc.Strurtural Iron,
Metal and Coinpositloit Koofing a. id

Sidinyr. PIuinl)iiisc Material. Heatiiie-
Apparatus. Building Material of all
knids. Carpets, itii:;^, Furniture, Com-
plete Office E<iuipment. etc. Durinfr the
past five years we liave devoted ourselves
extensivelytotliepurohaseandsaleof brand
new stocks of Lumber, Sash, Doors and
Mill Work.
At its inception, this Company never

realized that its operations would extend
to its present vast drmensions. We have
spent millions of dollars acquainting the
public with our wonderful mercantile in-

stitution and with the vast quantities of
merchandise and supp ies tliat we have for
sale. At the present time material we
a<lvertise for sale is first-class, hrami
new merchandise.
Our greatest difficulty has been to impress

upon the public mind the salient fact that
our floods are not second-hand; neither
are they wrecked material, nor anything
but first-class high-grade goods just

WE WOULD PAY
FOR A NAME.

the same as you would purchase at any
mercantile house in the land. The false
impressions gamefl by our name ijiislcads
the puVdic into the belief that the goutLs we
offer for sale are not brand new.

It is for :hat reason that we have been
forced to the conclusion that if we could
discover a name broad enoue:li in its

terms to correctly convey the meaning of
our institution and its possibilities for the
public's use, we would adopt such a name
and would willingly pay the sum of
$5,000 to the one suggesting it. The name
accepted woiUd be used in place of the
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
In making us a suggestion the name must

imply to the i>ublic thought that we are the
purchaser of great histitutions, such as ex-
positions, etc. It must also impress the fact
that our goods are new and first-class :

also that our location is at Chicago. It

must be crisp^ short and original in every
sense. Some idea of who we are and the
n^jfixre ol our business will be gained by the
careful reading of this advertisement.
Set your niitid to thinking and see if you

canuot invent a name that will be the
keynote to our continued success, aiid that
will remove any false impression now
existing.
Our new 50() page Catalog containing a

short sketch of our organization and busi-
ness career, with 100.000 valuable articles
fnlly illustrated and described will be sent
free to tliose who ask for it. It is of in<le-

8cril)able value to the buyer for any institu-
tion, and should prove an inspiration and
help to those interested in finding us a new-
name.

All suggestions should be addressed as follows

:

BUSINESS MANAGER'S OFFICE No. B. 18
CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., CHICAGO
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CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY

WORLD'S BARGAIN CENTD
SAVE 30 TO 50 PER CENT.

BRAND NEW STAPLE MERCHANDIS]
MANUFACTURERS'

SALES
RECEIVERS'

SALES
SHERIFFS'
SALES

FURNITURE
Over $300,000 worth of high grade, brand new

furniture, carpets, rugs and linoleum. Everything
needed to fiiinisli your liome complete. No slioddy
fmnitiire in our stock. It is the best ttiiit can bemjinu-
factured. It is built for the tastes of people who
know real quality. Our goods are bought at Sheriffs'
Receivers' and Manufacturers' Sales. This gives
us a bipT advantage over any possible competition and
the public gets the benefit of our buying operations.
Write for prices on any article you may require. Our
General Catalog shows all our wonderful furni°
ture stock. When in Chicago visit our monster
furniture salesroom, the largest in America.

STEEL ROOONG
100,000 Squares of New Steel

Roofing which we are selling at the
following prices, freight prepaid :

Flat $1.60
Corrugated, V Crimped or
Standing Seam $1.85

At these prices we prepay freight to
all points east of Colorado, except Oklalioma and
Texas. Quotations to these points on application.
Our high grade Galvanized Rust Proof Roofing
at prices ranging from $3.00 per square up. Write
to-day for free sample.

BRICK SIDING
$1.85 \n^\< 100 squrire feet of our Pressed Steel

Imitation Brick Siding, a flre-proof covering for
l)uildings of every kind. It is easy to put on. requires
no previous experience. Looks just like the real brick
after you put it on your building. Sheets are 24 inches
\v ide I) i m.h
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We will prepay the freight if

you live East of Colorado, ex-
cept in tiie States of Texas
or Oklahoma.
The freight prepaid

proposition refers only to
this brick siding. Ask for
samples.

BEADED CEILING
steel Beaded Ceiling $1.85 for 100

sq. ft. of our New Metal Beaded Ceil-

ing. It can also' be used for siding.
The sheets are 6 and 8 ft. long by ii
inches wide. The beads are small

'
I

! I I! 11 I
!

'

•'"TUgations % inch size, running the
J

I
j

i

I

J
full length of the sheet. A fine ceiling

UJlXllJi-U' for any general purpose. Easy to lay,
requires no experience. We will pre-

pay freii-'ht on this Beaded Ceiling at this price to all

points East of Colorado, except to Oklahoma and
Texas, prices to these points on application.

LAWN FENCE
Beautiful designs : improves your grounds. 35 in.

at 10c. a ft. Our Catalog gives full details.

WATER PRESSURE SYSTEMS

Modern Air Pressure
Water Supply Systems at
prices ranging from $48 to
$200. They are strictly new
first -class and comnlete in

every detail. Our Book of

Plumbing and Heating,
which we mail free of charge,
tells all about them. You can
enjoy all the comforts of city
life by their use.

HARDWARE
You will find that there isn't an article in

the Hardware Line but what we can furnish
to you at extremely low prices. Our entire
stock of this material is new, nice clean goods

just as good as you can purchase anywhere and Prices
are Right. Get our prices before buying elsewhere.

HOG TROUGHS
^

strongest made. "'So strong no animal can break
or injure," made of ^ inch boiler steel. Size 13 in. by
7 inx5 ft., at $1.95, worth $5.00. Over 1,50 other
styles and sizes for Poultry, Hogs, Sheep, Horses and
Cattle. Write for circular.

RUBBERIZED GALVO ROOFING
$1.00 per square for our genuine

Rubberized Gal vo Roofing bestready
to lay roofing on the market. Price
includes nails, caps and cement suffi-
cient to make the laps;? ply at $1.25 ;

.1 ply at $1.75 and we pay freight to
points within 400 miles of Chicago,
This freight paid offer does not ap-

ply to any of ou r other offers.

RAWHIDE RUBBER ROOFING
Our New Itawliide Rubber Roofing

is the finest roofing produceU. Alisolutely
No. A-1 grade, guaranteefi three to tea years. Positively no
equal on the market. Priee $1.25 per square and up.

Best in

.THE
^ORLD

FENCING
The best Galvanized Woven
Wire Fencing manufactured.
Strictly first-class Made of
hard spring wire.Top and bot-
tom wire are made of two
wires twisted together to
form one extra heavy coil. We
can furnish in all sizes and
shapes. Our special 25 in. Hog
fencing with stays 6 in. apart
we quote at 20j^c per rod.

Extra heavy Cattle fencing, 46 in. high, with 6 in.

stays, per rod, 35c. Our Special Poultry and
Rabbit Fencing, small enough to turn any poultry
or rabbit, and heavy enough to turn cattle, 48

inches high, per rod, 34c.

HEATING APPARATUS
We furnish complete Hot Air, Hot

Water and Steam Heating Plants of
every kind. It makes no difference
" hether it is an old or a new l)uil(ling, we
can tuniisli material at real wrecking
prices. Our Special Heating Booklet,
which we send free to those interested. It
tells all the facts and gives much valuable
information. Send us sketch or diagram
of your building or home and we will

make you an estimate. Anyone can install them
with the aid of our blue prints and free instructions.

LUMBER
Send us your Lumber Bill for our Estimate. We

will quote you on brand new high grade, clean stock
and make you prices lower than anv one el.se can
afford to sell it lor. We own outright over 50,000,000
feet of brand new lumber. There isn't a piece of
second-hand luml)er in our stock. All our Mill Work
is also brand new. If you will tell usjust what you
need, listing up each item correctly,we will quote you
on the entire bill of material you need to construct
your building. Our prices are always the lowest.
We are .selling more lumber and building material
direct to users than any other concern in the world
Write us for our low estimate.

SHINGLES

liTFILL OUT THIS COUPON
CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

I Saw Your Page Advertisement in The Christian Herald. I am
interested in the following items:

—

S"? 1-10

Send Me Your Large Illustrated Catalog.

My Name

Town

K. F. 1).

County

P. (). Box

State 373 1-0

RUGS
9x13 ft. Smyrna Rugs $6.00,

extensive variety of beautiful
patterns, oriental or floral de-
signs, rich color, comtjinations.
I'liese rugs are reversible afid
may be used on either side, thus
giving you the service of two
floor coverings for the price of
one. These rugs are absolutely
brand new and perfect. We also have large stocks of
Royal Wilton Axminster and Brussel Rugs.

LINOLEUM—Last five times as long ns oilcloth. Brand
new at 29c per sq. y<1. Alisolutely perfect, no cracked or
soiled pieces in entire lot. Hundrecls of l)eautiful patterns in
rich colors, consistinK of lieautiful tile and floral designs.
See our Catalog tor illuslratioiis in colors.

PLUMBING MATERIAL
90c. buys our special flat rim. cast iron, white

enamel Kitchen Sinks, new but slightly defective.
Price includes strainer and cou-

ipling. $5.50 buys an enamel
Bath Tub. $10.00 is our price
for a cast iron, roll rim, white
enamel Bath Tub. $9.50 for
our white enamel low down

tank Water Closet, complete outfit. You can buy
Wash Stands from us at $3.25.

IRON PIPE—A complete stock of new pipe. Black H
in. at 3Xc ; 1 in. at 4^c; IM in. at 6c. per ft. Galvanized,
% in. at 4}«c: l in. at 6Mc; 1^ at SXc.
Other sizes at equally low prices.

.50 carloads Washington Red Cedar
shingles at exceptionally low prices.
Oui shingle mill connections on tlie

I'acific Coast enables us to supply you
the very best grades of shingles that
you can positively rely on. We carry
a tretiiendous slock of all grades in

Chicago and can tnake immediate ship-
ment. Special low prices on stiaight car loads. We
guarantee grades. Write today for quotations.
Tell us how many shingles you need.

SIILL WORK — ^ave 25 to .50 per cent on brand new
JNIill Work. Our stock includes everything. Send us
conir>lete list for our \o\v delivered prices.

BARBED WIRE
$1.65 Per Reel. At this price we furnish special

high-grade galvanized brand new Barbed Wire. The
price is per reel, and each reel contains 80 rods. This

tnaterial is acknowledged the
best wire manufactured. It is

fnade of No. 14 and has barbs
Sinchcsapartandevery reel is

guaranteed true to measure.

We have an unlimited supply but the price is bound
to advance, and would advise quick action if you are

in need of wire. Have now in stock several carloads

of Galvanized 4-point Barbed-Wire put up 100 lbs. to

a reel, damaged slightly, but good for all general pur-

poses. Price per 100 lbs.. while it lasts, $2.00. Painted
Barbed Wire, 100 lbs. Four point $1.75 or Two point

at $1.85. Twisted Cable Wire. 100 lbs., $1.75.

BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
Horseshoes $3.00 per keg. Horseshoe
Nails 7c per lb. Hammers, 80c, Forges
from $4.25 up ; Anvils 65^c. per lb. up.
Everything you need in Blacksmith Tools
Our General Catalog fully describes our
present stock. No matter what your
needs, write us. Tell us what you need.
We save you from 30 to 60 per cent.

2 H. P. GASOLINE ENGINES. $36.00.
Strictly lirand new; vertical,2 cycle type. Electric spark igniter,

complete ready to run. Guaranteed. Write for description.

OVR MAMMOTH FREE CATALOG
The Qreatest Price Maker Ever Produced. A book of 500 Pages

profusely illustrated. A demonstration of w hat the CHICAGO HOUSE
WRECKING COMPANY stands for as a bargain center. It's such

a book as every buyer of merchandise must have in his or her posses-

sion. It will save you money every day you buy
goods. Its a pace maker in the bargain worUl. It

shows what vast lines of merchandise are secured
bv us at Sheriffs', Receivers' and Manufacturers'
Sales. It costs $1.00 to produce each one of these
catalogs. We send it to you absolutely without
charge of any kind and without any obligation. It

contains a description of our vast stock of Furniture,
Household Goods, Office Fixtures, etc. Fill in

the coupon shown elsewhere in this advertisement and
tell us what line of merchandise interests you most
and we will furnish you with the additional informa-
tion concerning the material you need. Write today.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY, 35tli and Iron Sts., CHICAGO
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A White Miwionary and Her Native Worl-ers A Mission Boat at Bapatia, India Interior of a Native Fruit Market

NEW GOSPEL TRIUMPHS IN INDIA

I
NDIA has just completed a year of wonderful
Gospel prog^ress. Missionaries of many denomi-

nations write us glowing letters relative to the

spiritual work in their respective districts; and all

unite in reporting such a wave of revival as has not

been known there in many years. We give below
extracts from several of these communications,

which the readers of this journal, whose liberal gifts

have done so much for India, will find full of interest

and encouragement.
Missionary A. S. Paynter, of Mahagastota, Ne-

wera Eliya, writes this very interesting account of a
revival in that section of India

:

"Five years ago, while in a
district in North India, I had
sent to me the most remarkable

I petition I ever received. It was
I

signed by, or on behalf of, a
thousand Hindus on the East
Coast of India, who begged me
to come to them with the Gos-
pel and send them Christian
workers. Living near these
people was a converted Moham-
medan, a personal friend of
mine of more than twenty
years standing. He had told
the heathen around of our mis-
sion and its leaders.
"The needed money for trav-

eling and initial expenditure
was sent in answer to prayer,
and, with a party of fifteen
workers, we proceeded to the
district. It is situated .in and
around the Kolair Lake, Kai-
kalur, Kistna, East Coast. A
wonderful series of meetings
was held, such as I have not
seen during my twenty-seven
years' work in India, and hun-
dreds professed to find Christ.

„
One village, Biarapatnam—

a

hamlet containing some 300
people—for forty years had held out against Chris-
tianity. At the time of our going there there was
not a Christian in the village. The headmen of
Biarapatnam came to one of our meetings in another
village. They .=pent a whole day and night with us,
attending three large gatherings and seeing about
two hundred people .seek salvation. They returned
home with so favorable a report that the followring
day we received a petition, signed by all the leading
men of Biarapatnam, begging us to hold meetings
in their village and send them preachers. We re-
sponded to the call next day. Long-to-be-remem-
bered gatherings were held, during which almost all

the adults of the village, and not a few of the chil-

dren, professed to give themselves to Christ. I

doubt if I shall ever forget the joy these converts

of but a few hours manifested. They sang and
praised God like old Christians. On my second visit

I had the joy of baptizing fifty-three of them. The
villagers publicly threw their idols into a large lake

near by. Biarapatnam is now a happy Christian

village. The workers hold daily meetings, and a
school, begun and ended with prayer and singing,
has been started for the children.

"The work spread from hamlet to hamlet, and

Photographed £ur Xub Ci

Preaching to the Natives in an Indian Village

there are now close to three thousand Christians in

the district. The whole character of the neighbor-
hood is changed. Drinking, gambling, cock-fighting

have ceased. The converts hitherto have been almost
entirely from among the lower-caste Hindus; but
now the fire is spreading to the higher castes. The
persecution inevitably following the public confes-

sion of Christ by high-caste Hindus makes it abso-
lutely necessary to have a home where converts can
be received till work is found for them, etc. We are
praying earnestly now for money for this purpose.
Some of your readers may know me as the author
of the hymn (which I saw in many American hymn

books when I was last in the States) , "A Little Talk
with Jesus Makes It Right." I wrote it during my
first few months in India, in 1882. I do not know
why it became popular, for there is no merit in the

verses. I suppose it is accounted for by the glorious

fact of the blessed efficacy of ejaculatory prayer."

Rev. G. N. Thomssen, missionary of the Telugu
Baptist Mission, Bapatia, Madras, writes of a great
wave of revival now sweeping through that section
of India. He says: "Our God hears and answers
prayer. How often, since childhood, have I expe-
rienced the truthfulness of this fact. Let me just

point out two instances of this

truth in our experience dur-
ing the year 1909. First, at
the beginning of this year our
hearts were heavy, because so

few, so very few, on our large
field of 660,000 inhabitants
were coming to Jesus. We
all agreed here to pray out
our work and work out our
prayers for one thousand res-

cued souls from the darkness
of heathenism. Up to the
present day (November 16)
990 have been baptized this

year in Jesus' name, and hun-
dreds more are waiting. I

could write a volume, describ-

ing the marvelous experiences
of the year.

"Second, the object of our
large school in The Chris-
tian Herald Gospel Hall is to

train Gospel workers—'teach-

er-pastors,' we call them. It

is owing to the daily, persis-

tent work of love by these
consecrated men and women
who teach the young and lead
the old that we are indebted
for the great success in our
work. The success of this work

is so great that it has embarrassed us. After
ten years of prayerful work we have come to be-

lieve that now the time has arrived to properly house
the large school we have. For the sixty students of

our normal class we have plenty of room in The
Christian Herald Gospel Hall, but for the 150 chil-

dren of the practising school we have no class-rooms,

but have to teach them in palm-leaf huts, that are
open to heat and storms, and, when rain comes,
offer no protection to the little ones. Your gift

received to-day is evidence to us that God will supply
our need of money for this great work.

Continued on page 6
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The American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis* il

HERE we have a prisoner at the bar, indicting

the judge on the bench. Here is a subject lift-

ing his fetters to terrify the king on the

throne. Forgetting his chains, Paul lifts his hand to

pronounce judgment and penalty on the guilty. For-

getting his purple, Felix cringes in terror before the

decree of Paul. Outwardly Felix was king, and by
a word, by a single nod of the head, he could

have sent Paul to the headsman's block. And
yet this prisoner, strangely enough, by a word and
a nod of the head, terrifies the king, and judging,

he sends Felix to the left. For Felix is the king
outwardly through purple, and Paul is God's un-

crowned king, ruling by divine right. History holds
but two other scenes comparable to this judgment
hour when Paul indicts the wicked monarch and the
beautiful woman on the throne beside him. One
such scene took place in the palace of Lorenzo the
Magnificent. Worn out by his excesses, the prince
was dying. Terrified by the shadows falling from
the wings of Death spread above him, Lorenzo sends
for the one man in Florence in whom he has con-
fidence, his old enemy, Savonarola. Piteously
the prince begged for absolution. Like an aveng-
ing angel Savonarola towered above the mon-
arch. "Dost thou repent of thy sins? Wilt thou
relinquish thine ill-gotten gains? Wilt thou restore

her liberties to Florence?" Lorenzo shook like a
leaf caught in the storm. Terrified he crept into

the silken coverlids, and Savonarola stalked out of

the hall like the angel with the flaming sword,
and would not open the gates of Paradise.
More striking still, the condemned martyr's in-

dictment of his ruler. Before him were the stake
and the blazing pile, toward which the youthful
disciple walked between two rows of spears and
armed soldiers. Stopping just before his ruler,

the youth lifted his hand, condemned the cruel mon-
arch for his crimes, handed him over to the wrath
of the Lamb and the terrors of eternal justice.

Then the awe of the unseen world fell on the multi-

tude. With white lips the soldiers dropped to their

knees. On and on spoke the prophet of God, until

the ruler crawled to the feet of the condemned dis-

ciple and begged piteously for his foi'giveness and
intercession. When God comes, doubt, sin, rebellion

flee before his presence. The word of God is a
sword, quick and living and powerful, that divides

the sinner from his sins, burning where it touches.

There is nothing great in the universe but man,
there is nothing great in man but his soul, and God,
from whom his soul came. And, while Paul rea-

soned of righteousness and the judgment to come,
all illusions fell away from Felix; and his great
palace and his power, with his soldiers, and his

wealth, became only as cobwebs through which
Death and Eternity sat glaring.

Sought Entertainment, Found Judgment

What Felix looked for was entertainment; what
he found was judgment and penalty. Claudius was
Emperor, and Felix, and Pallas, his brother, were
Caesar's favorites. No other ruler had Felix's

power to raise money by taxation, and build a gov-
ernment. When Caesar's finances were embar-
rassed, his general counseled sending for Felix,

because half of his wealth would repair the king's

exchequer. Drusilla was the daughter of one king
and the wife of another, and was now living with a
third. Because time hung heavily upon him, Felix
bethought himself of Paul, the prisoner. The fame
of Paul's eloquence had made its way even into the
palace. For reasons of curiosity, and motives of

entertainment, soldiers were sent for the apostle,

in the hope that he might while away an hour and
kill a little time. Life must grow irksome for kings.
For the king no idle sauntering down the street, to
look in shop windows. For the king, no lounging in

the park, to fulfil Whitman's phrase "to loaf and
refresh the .soul." For the king, no joining himself
to the little group of eager disputants. For the
king, starch, dignity and primness. For kings pay
dearly for their crowns. Weary of the court jester,
the dancers and the magicians, Felix sent for Paul.
What a figure was that which stood before the great
monarch and the beautiful woman! How pathetic
the scarred hero's chains! Pathetic, too, his old
cloak, the prison pallor and his white age.
Tempted oft, never was Paul tempted more sore-

* Pastor, Plymouth Church (Congregational), Brooklyn, N. Y.

ly. Soon his trial would come. Sorely he needed a
friend at court. His enemies were not present.

Events had given him the king's ear for an hour.

What if he pleaded his case so skilfully as to se-

cure release from chain and dungeon? A little

judicious flattery of Drusilla's beauty, a little frost-

ing over of her sins, a shrewd and well-turned com-
pliment for Felix, with the persuasive arts of which
Paul was a past-master—then liberty, and fare-

well to the dungeon and his chains. But, no! Paul
was a man of God! This hour had come, not as
an opportunity to save himself, but to save Felix

and Drusilla. In that moment, all forgotten Paul's

chains! The one thing remembered was that he
might yet win this king and queen. Paul gathered
himself for the great task, while God was full on
him, and he was full on Felix. He marshaled every

argument, told the story of his own vision hour on
the road to Damascus, he reasoned of righteousness,

the folly and stupidity of sin, the importance of
temperance and self-control, and then, lifting his
finger, he wrote in letters of fire on the wall the
penalties of sin and the terrors of the judgment to

come. He made that circle on which God sat guard-
ing his universe, to be a circle of fire. Felix's cheek
went white as marble and he trembled with ap-
prehension. For the guilty king and queen had
come to the judgment day, and the angel of con-
science and penalty had sent them to the left.

Moral Kingship

Not those things which are physical are might-
iest. The greatest forces are not vociferous. Omni-
potence in the sunbeam and gravity is noiseless.

The soul carries a moral power in the words of this

flaming apostle, that makes Niagara petty and tor-

nadoes ridiculous. It is given unto the sunbeam to
fall with resistless might on the black clouds. Shat-
tered into flakes of light, the cloud dissolves into
nothingness. Lifting the rod of God's law, Paul
smote Felix's life, and like the baseless fabric of a
dream it dissolved and left not a wrack behind.
In a moment his house of cards fell about his head.
Remorse got hold of him. Fear gripped. Terror
shook him through and through. What hopes he
had blasted! What lamps and lights he had
quenched! What opportunities wasted, like jew-
els falling between the fingers into the sea! His
youth lost, his manhood debased, his ideals dead,
his vows broken, his forehead seared, his soul like

an old tree broken by the storms, scarred by the
thunderbolts. Battered without, wormeaten and
rotten within. Strange that in one hour Felix
could pass from the uttermost of success to the low-
est abyss of darkness, remorse and failure. Great
is the power of God's truth. It was given unto
Paul to surround Felix with the great ocean of
eternity. In the blazing light of God his palace be-
came unsubstantial as a dream within a dream.
His gold was tinsel and his purple rags. All his

worldly honors weighed light as punk against the
gold of God's lavi^. His mind became a sea of fire.

The whole e^rth reeled; all about him was a black
river, that was bearing him on, toward the realm of
death. At last he saw things in their right per-
spective, knowing that but one thing was needful,
namely: To do the will of God, surrendering one's
self fully to his divine law.

A Quickened Memory
Great is the power of conscience. The moral

faculty can quicken memory, also, and make the
dead past to live. It is a wonderful fact that recol-

lections that have faded forever on the tablets of
memory can be recovered to their early freshness
when conscience is roused. The old artists used col-

ors of blue and crimson that have not faded in 500
years. But more permanent still the pictures of
memory. What has been, shall always be. Sins
strike into the soul, just as fire drives the color into
the china. Rebellion against God and his law
seems to set evil into the texture of the soul. We
are told that the Indian is afraid to have his photo-
graph taken. He thinks that a thin layer of his
soul floats away and is caught in the picture. Not
understanding, the red man believes that if a thou-
sand photographs were taken his whole body would
be peeled off, and nothing would be left whatsoever.
You smile at the Indian's conception, but let me
tell you the Indian's view holds an element of poetry

that is absolutely true. The soul sins ; a little filmy
substance leaves the soul, to be transferred to the

sin. With each new sin goes a new exhalation of

self. As the sins on the memory grow more and
more, the soul grows less and less. At last, after

a thousand transgressions, there is scarcely the

seed of the soul left. This is experience—the soul

that sinneth, it shall die. This is history—sin dis-

solves the very structure of the soul. And when
Paul startled Felix, these old sins, like sleeping

serpents, awakened. For the sin of yesterday is an
egg, from which shall come the retribution and
penalty of to-morrow. Men make the round of life

twice—once to sow the seed of action, good and bad;
then, with' God's angels of judgment and reward, the

soul, in memory, retraces the long life pathway.
And men are responsible not only for the seeds, but

for the shocks of retribution. Some men's sins go
beforehand unto judgment and some men's sins fol-

'

low afterward, ripening late. Often penalties are
like the storm clouds that linger in the sky.

Lost Opportunities and Powers

Felix's first impulse was to repent and do his first :

works. Shaken like a reed in the wind, he thought
to rise up and forsake his old life. But the de-

lay wrought danger. He was unwilling to act with
instant energy. His emotions were right, but he
did not convert his feelings into actions. Feelings
are like blossoms—they must go on, and set into the
young fruit. Once the heart is roused and the de-

sires quickened, the one duty of the moment is to

act. Oh, if Felix had only risen up and played the
,

man! We long to hear him say, "I will arise and go ;

to my Father." In our eagerness, we feel that we '

could lift him from the throne, and coerce him into :

action. Reason urged him to change his life. Con-
,

science scourged him, judgment rebuked, memory
whispered her warning, fear threatened. But he
postponed. When I have a more convenient season .'

I will send for thee. To-morrow vWll be time
enough. There is a new deity to-day set up in the
temple, and the name of that goddess is To-morrow.
To-morrow I will found the school, the college, the
church; to-morrow I will break with my evil com-

^

panions, exclaims the youth. To-morrow I will give
up this cup of flame, whispers the drunkard. To-
morrow I will forsake idleness, pursue industry and ^

learning, reflects the youth. To-morrow I will align
myself with the disciples of Jesus Christ. To-mor-
row I will write my name among his apostles. But

,

to-morrow will never come. Oh, child of folly, know
that there is no to-morrow! Thou art dwelling in

the street named By and By, in the house called
Never.

Give Hostages to the Future

To-morrow is but the shadow of a dream.
When to-morrow comes, it will be to-day. If thou >

wilt not act now, from whence wilt thou have
strength to act to-morrow? It is an ignis fatuus
that thou art pursuing. Delay not! That way lies

death. Rise up and act. Burn all bridges behind '•

you. Turn to the one nearest to you, and make
pledges. Give hostages to the future. Reason
grows by use, the body by exercise, the memory by
practice, and will power grows by action and reso-
lution. Nothing weakens the will like drifting. In-
decision is as fatal to character as dry rot to that
fallen ceiling in the chapel of Westminster Abbey.
We are in a world where neglect of what we have
destroys these very gifts.

Not long ago I was in Ann Arbor. Going along
the street, under the electric light, a squirrel ran
down the tree, and stood before me, stretching out
its paws for nuts. It was a poor, gaunt, emaciated,
starving squirrel. All good squirrels ought to have
been in bed asleep. Only lecturers had any right
to be up at that time of night. Industrious squir-

rels ought not to have been hungry in February.
Why had it not stored its nuts in the ground, and in

the great oak trees about the campus? On inquiry,
I learned that the city council had made it a mis-
demeanor to kill the squirrels. The college stu-

dents also had fed them abundantly; growing sleek,

the squirrels grew lazy and thriftless. When the
first frost came, they were careless about laying
up a store of nuts against the winter's cold. Soon,
through carelessness, they lost all power of self- .

support. And so, little by little, that squirrel went

Continued on next page
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iown the primrose path of dalliance. On

1 dark night in February, weak and

starving, the squirrel came out to beg

•jne morsel. Gone its power of self-sup-

Dort; ruined its instincts. It had betrayed

itself. The scholars say that these squir-

rels will all die out, and must be replaced

by those brought in from the forest. And

why smilest thou at a squirrel's folly?

Knowest thou not that this is but a faint

image of what thou hast made thyself?

iWhere is the freshness of thy youth?

Why are these torches burned out?

Where are the ideals that once flamed

like stars? How is it that thou hast for-

gotten prayer, gentle service, those sweet

and kindly ministerings to God's little

ones? Verily, custom lies upon thee like

a thick frost. Even the lava in the cra-

ter of Vesuvius puts on a thick crust as

soon as it becomes quiet. And wilt thou

,
settle down into impassiveness, dumbness,

deadness? This is the epitaph for the

tomb of Feli.x: "He postponed until to-

morrow; therefore he lost his own soul."

I But some one will ask, what was it that

held Felix back? In the hour when he

Itrembled under the conviction of God's

spirit, why did he not act forever, and
settle the great question? Why was it

that he made the great refusal? For
answer, lift your eyes to the beautiful

Drusilla beside him. He had given host-

ages to her, and she held him. Power to

rise up and break with her, for his good
land her good? Ah I That power was
not his. Had there been one note of

goodness left in her, Drusilla would have
risen up and fled from one door, and Felix

from the other. Oh, if this man had but
had strength to have severed his evil as-

sociations, what might he not have done!
What if he had broken with his past, as

Saul did? Felix might have been the one
great apostle, the nation-builder—might
have lifted Christianity to the throne of

the Caesars. Felix might have turned
the world's hand forward a thousand
years. But his sin held him fast. How
can the engine move when the brakes are
on? How can the yacht leave the wharf
when the mooring has not been cast off?

How could that great ocean steamer get
off the rocks? The sharp granite pin had
cut a hole through the bottom of the prow
and pinned the steamer fa.'-t. And so the
waves rose and fell, until the storms and
the tides pounded her to pieces. It was
Cleopatra that spoiled Anthony and Julius
Caesar. It was Delilah that ruined Sam-
son. Oh, who shall measure the influence
of women? With women men rise, and
with their wives and mothers men fall.

Oh, these beautiful women, who lend dig-
nity to rude men, who lend refinement to
coarse men, who lend goodness to bad
men! Oh, these women, with power to
light the torch and put it in the hand of
the pilgrim! What women admire men
become. If women ask for a warrior,
men will fight tournaments for them; if

women want an explorer, and give men
their love, men will dare the Arctics and
the tropics for them. If women will have
gold and gems, men will become gold-
seekers for them. Oh, these women, who
put justice into government, ethics into
laws, ideals into politics, pity into reform,
humaneness into religion! But oh, these
evil women, whose selfishness and petti-
ness, and frivolity, and love of ease, at
last quench the lights in men's souls, and
lead them down the slopes toward the
abyss

!

Gone Felix and Drusilla! Their names
are but a legend! Perished their beauti-
ful palace. It is a ruin. Only Paul and
his argument remain. Down the long
aisles of time come the warnings, and
the voices of incitement. Be not deceived,
lest thou repeat Felix's sin. God is not
mocked. Character is an achievement.
Virtues must be cultivated. There must
be resolution and high purpose. Delay
not. Put away fear. Act. To-day is
the appointed time. Once more you arem the great hall of judgment. God's

Covtinved o)i last column

Sermons for the Young

BENDING A SWORD INTO A CROWN
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

EIGHT days of 1910 have folded their tents. Each one stole

away silently at midnight. All the other days of this New
Year are in the temple of To-morrow. To-morrow, the

tormenting day that never comes. It is that strange day that
never arrives, but always sends To-day. We call To-morrow a
temple, because from To-morrow To-day comes to us so pure and
good. It comes without sin and without stain, alike in sunshine
and rain. Every junior takes To-day as it comes from To-morrow,
and writes something on it before it passes into Yesterday. When
the day slips by without being stained or spoiled, God takes it

and reads with pleasure all you have written on it. If the day
does not go from you as clean and sweet as it came to you, Satan
will claim it when it becomes Yesterday. He will read all you
write on it as a letter to him from you.

OVER the head of every boy and girl who redeemed each day
for God, hangs a crown. It is held in the air, over his head,

by a very slender thread. This thread will some day break, and
let the crown do\vn softly upon his head. God has a crown for
every one of his workers. I believe the brightest are for boys
and girls. The juniors ai-e wearing crowns to-day, but their eyes
are not bright enough to see them. In the next world you will

see the crowns you on earth woi-e on your daily rounds.

OVER the head of every boy and girl who works for Satan
there hangs a sword. It is suspended only by a thread. I

do not like to talk about the sword; I would rather talk about the
crown. But there is a sword hanging over the head of every
junior who is not redeeming each day, and is not sending it back
clean and sweet to God. Now I am sure you will think this ser-

mon is long enough and you are waiting for a story. Here is a
story which I change a little for the sake of the juniors, but it

is really one of the great stories of the world, and the main part
of it actually happened. Many years ago there was a boy who
wrote on each day unkind words and marked each day with dark
deeds—received each day from God, and sent it on to Satan.
He was a Prince, the son of Dionysius. So cruel and unkind was
the Prince that the people called him the "Young Tyrant." He
was vei-y rich, and lived in a fine palace, with everything as beau-
tiful as money could buy. But he did not purchase each day for
God; he just stained it for Satan. Then there was something the
King and all his friends tried to find. It was something unseen
that made the Prince unhappy. He said he felt something over
his head, but no one could see it.

ONE day a very poor child, the son of Damocles, came to the

palace and saw the Prince as he walked in the garden. The
boy spoke to the Prince, and said, "How happy you must be! You
have here everything you desire." The boy was surprised to hear
the Prince was very unhappy. The Prince said, "Perhaps you
would like to change places with me; if so, I will give you all my
riches and pleasures for one day if you may teach me how to

play. You can take my place and everything that is here will

be yours for the day, but you must stay and play as I say." The
boy agreed and anxiously waited for "to-day" to come from "to-
morrow." He could not sleep that night, thinking how happy he
was going to be for one day. The next day he went to the palace,
and all the servants were told to treat him as the Prince. He
soon tired of the palace and its pleasures.

HE went out and sat dowrn under a tree in the garden, where
everything that was good to eat and drink was placed before

him. Anything that he could think of was brought to him the
moment he mentioned it. He sat enjoying the good things and
listening to the wonderful music. He tried to make himself
believe that he was the happiest boy in all the world. He thought
he was enjoying the life his father and mother had taught him
not to live. He chanced to raise his eyes toward the sky, and
saw a sharp sword that hung directly over his head. He was
frightened when he saw it was held only by two threads of a
spider's web. What if the threads should break? The smile
faded from his lips and he became ashy pale.

THE Prince came and asked him what the trouble was. "That
sword! That sword!" cried the boy. "How can I escape the

edge of the sword?" He was so frightened that he feared to
move lest the sword would fall. "Let me go," he said, "for I

cannot be happy with this sword hanging over my head." He
went back to his old home, in the poor little cottage, where he
thanked God for the plain food and Christian home and the music
of the birds and the brook.

XTE began again to think good thoughts and to do noble deeds,
---*- and then real joy filled his heart. Looking up from the

table, he saw hanging over his head a crown, a beautiful crowTi,

suspended by just one thread of a spider's web. Some one whis-
pered, "When your life is pure, and you are content and willing
to think more of God than of riches and pleasures, then this crown
will fall gently upon your head. As soon as he learned this, he
ran, almost out of breath, to the Prince and told him about the
crown. It is the sword that makes you unhappy. He told the
Prince if he would be a brother to the Prince of Peace, an angel
would come and bend the sword, now hanging over his head, into
a crown. From him the Prince was glad to learn how to escape
the edge of the sword.

*P,i«tor. First Reformod Church, Brooklyn. N. Y. Text: Heb. 11 :
34— "Escaped

the I'll'.'f of the sword."
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angels are testing you. The moment is

short, but it is long enough for you to rise

up and repent. Leave thy low self for-
ever. One hour was long enough for the
thief on the cross; for Nicodemus, who
met Jesus in the night; for that woman
by the well. Yea, one moment is big with
destiny. Oh, hear His voice, the voice of
conscience and of memory. Hear His
voice, the voice of reproof, the voice of
invitation, the voice of mercy and of love.

Thou art not far from the kingdom of
God. Thou art like that young man on
whom Jesus looked, and, looking, loved
him. Why go away sorrowful, because
ye have refused the great invitation?
Know that postponement is refusal. "Be-
hold, this day I set before you life and
death, blessing and cursing." "Choose ye
now whom ye will serve." Felix trembled,
but postponed. Then, at last, he went
away, leaving Paul" in prison. Will ye
also go away and leave the Saviour in
fetters behind you?

A Noble German Woman
FRAU LINA MORGENSTERN, who

died recently in Berlin, Germany, at

the age of eighty years, was in many re-

spects a remarkable woman. From her
eighteenth year she had been actively in-

terested in sociological work. She formed
a league to aid the poor school-children
of Breslau, and this was followed by the
establishment of a society to improve the
condition of workingwomen—one of the
first of its kind in Germany. She was also
the foundress and president of the Berlin
Kindergarten Association. At the close

bf the War of 1866 she established the
Berlin Public Kitchens, which provided
food for thousands of poor families. The
plan of these kitchens was adopted in

many other large German cities. In
addition to these vai'ied activities Frau
Morgenstern founded and conducted a
Foundlings' Home, the Berlin Working-
women's Union, and the Housekeepers'
Union. After the Franco-German War,
and when bread and other necessaries
were at famine prices, she opened co-

operative supply depots, where food was
sold to the poor at less than market rates.

These depots were the models for the
stores now existing for the benefit of the
employees of the German government.
Amid these multifarious undertakings she
still found tim.e for lighter work. She was
the author of a number of books, some of
them stories for children, and others deal-
ing with philanthropic enterprises. Few
women in Germany were more widely be-
loved or more deservedly honored. Her
example gave to the women of Germany
not only the desire for, but the knowledge
of, many economic reforms, which have
been of great service to the nation.

A Glimpse of Three Homes
Dear Mr. Klopsch: The premium ar-

rived safely, Bible Stories and Before the
Doctor Comes, also the lovely calendar
and picture, and I find that the two new
subscribers I sent you have also received
theirs. Words cannot thank you for the
comfort they will bring in the coming
year. Let me give you a picture that may
tell you better of the subscribers' three
homes

:

No. 1. An old lady, a cripple, with her Bible
and Christian Herald before her. She waits anx-
iously for the ne.\t number. She can talk on
almost any subject and always says, "The Chris-
tian Herald says so." She has been a subscriber
for many years. Laying it down she says, "God
bless the editor, and all of our Herald family."

No. 2. An old soldier of the Civil War, living

away from friends on a farm. He says, "I take
more comfort with my Christian Herald than all

the reading I get ; you learn something from it."

No. 3. A young married man and wife : live in

the country, and have no religious privileges. Have
sent The Christian Herald to them, without their
knowledge, and praying that God may speak to

them through the lovely face of the sleeping child

and the weekly messages of the paper to save their
souls.

I have thought I would like a glimpse
into the many homes when their paper
comes. May the same wishes that you
give your readers be returned to you, with
still greater blessings.

Portland, Me. Mrs. M. J. Frilty.
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NEW GOSPEL TRIUMPHS IN INDIA - cw y>o. p„,e J

"A veteran worker, who lately passed away, was
the Rev. George Churchill, who established a mission
in a needy part of India, among the Telugus living
north of the Godaueri River. For thirty-four and
a half years he was permitted to serve Jesus faith-
fully in Bobbin and Rayagadda. He was the first

man missionary of his board to enter the service in

heaven. Rev. and Mrs. Churchill have been sub-
scribers to The Christian Herald for many years.
They have always eagerly and joyously welcomed
the paper that brought them the weekly news of the
triumphs won by King Jesus in all parts of his
great world."

Missionary J. O. Deming, of Muzaffarpur, tells

this interesting story of a won-
derfully talented little native or-

phan:
"We have a special room set

apart for prayer, where any one
can go apart and be alone with God
a while. At noon, I heard singing
there. The second day I peeped in

to see. I suppose the angels were
as much interested as I was. Six
or eight little boys, eight to ten
years of age, were holding services;

no play about it, but really revival
services. John was leading. After
singing, he said, 'Ham Bhai Butler
ke sath dua mangen' ('We will be
led in prayer by Brother Butler').

William Butler is nine years old,

and he offered a touching little

prayer. Then the meeting went oil.

On Sunday evening, Butler asked
me for a lamp. I gave him one,

and about ten boys held a meeting
on my verandah. Butler was leader
this time. I went and joined in.

After singing, two or three prayed. Then they sang
again, and Butler read a part of the third chapter
of John, and commented on it. Then he asked for

testimony. After I left, the boys carried on the

meeting just as if I had not been there.

"William Butler is the son of a native man, who
washes dishes in a kitchen at $1.65 per month and
boards himself, and tries to keep his family on that.

He can't read, but he is trying to live a Christian
life. William is in classes with boys of twelve and
fourteen. He was largely the inspiration of these

revival meetings. When Bishop Warne, at confer-

ence, asked for volunteers for the ministry twelve
of the oldest boys of the school dedicated their lives

for God's service. One of them was William's older

brother, Daud, who is about seventeen. We call

them 'the twelve apostles.' We have sixty-five boys
in school, and we expect most of them to be preach-

ers and teachers. As they are poor we have to feed
and clothe them, as well as teach them. They are
all Christians. William Butler is supported by a
young lady in America, who is a clerk in a store. I

think she will have a big star in her crown."
Doubtless many of our readers will remember

Kittie Wood Kumarakulasinghe, whose bright let-

ters of travel and experience in India have appeared
from time to time in the pages of The Christian
Herald. She writes to us from Vemballa, Tiru-
vella, Travancore, as follows

:

"I am sitting at the house of a Syrian Christian,

who has just royally treated us (a party of twelve)
to breakfast, after the Sunday morning meeting at a

A Baptism in Bapatla During the Revival of 1909

village half a mile from here. The people do not
live close together, in villages, in Central and North
Travancore, as they do in South India, but a family
from each homestead made up a large congrega-
tion : Pariahs and Puliyars in the middle, and some
Christians of the ancient Syrian Church, on one
side, with the officers in the front.

"Last evening, at Tiruvella, the Colonel, Briga-
dier Yesu Patham, Major Gnana Seelan and myself
visited by request the Syrian Bishop in his cham-
ber, for he has been sick. He is a beautiful old
man, with a long white beard; he was simply dressed
in white, with his bishop's cap, with twelve crosses
on it; but his suffragan was gorgeously arrayed in

scarlet satin. After a long conversation between
him and Colonel Nurani, we prayed, and he gave us
his benediction and expressed pleasure that we were
working for his Lord, and added, 'You know we are

the people the apostle Thomas preached to.' Th
next night we had many more than five hundret
people, Syrians and villagers, at our meeting. Th
suffragan was with us, as also a parish priest
There is a strong movement here, called 'The Syriai
Evangelical Alliance,' the leaders of which are youn;
men who used to attend and take regular part in thi

Salvation Army meetings in Madras."
Balaghat, India, is in the heart of Gondland

about 80 miles from Nagpur and 120 from Jabalpur
It is situated in a lovely country, and it is a relie],

to the dweller in the plains to turn to these wild for!
est uplands. Missionary Robert Barrow, now sta
tioned there, sends these interesting facts:

"The Gonds are the most numer-
ous caste of people in the district

They are aborigines, very primi-
tive, and demon worshipers. W(
long to win them for the Lord Jesus
Christ. If the stewards of God ir

the home lands would 'hold the

ropes,' and help us by prayer and
money, Gondland would inevitably
be the scene of many triumphs foi'

the cross of Jesus.
"One of our great needs is a new

school building. The present mud
house is utterly inadequate; it can
hardly be dignified by the name of

'school'; but the scholars are the joy
of our hearts. At present we have
an average attendance of thirty-five

to forty bright boys and girls, all

heathen, with the exception of four
or five. It is a grand opportunity,
an urgent need and we (my wife
and I) would be so grateful for help
in this direction. Toward the $325
needed I have received $100. The

government will help with a grant.
"The Baigas are the aborigines of the Central

Provinces ; they are very scantily clad.
"One of our Baiga friends was converted under Mr.

Lampard's preaching some years ago; and very soon
after his baptism he became eager to help his Sahib
in his endeavors for the souls of his heathen neigh-
bors, and conceived a desire to preach in the bazaar.
He delivered a very practical address, his main point
being the benefits which accrue from becoming a
Christian. His oration was as follows: 'Behold,
brethren, what Christianity can do for a man!
Much knowledge is mine since I forsook my idols;

before my conversion I only knew the name of one
day in the week, i. e.. Bazaar day. Now that I am
a Christian I know the names of two, i. e.. Bazaar
day and Sunday.' Needless to say his aboriginal
friends were much impressed."

,
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OUR NEW DIPLOMATS AT FOREIGN COURTS
AMONG the great changes that have taken place

in the last few decades, and one which will

^ be noted in future years by all careful his-

torians, is the great advance in the importance
of our diplomatic corps. The time when our legis-

lators looked upon the men who represent us as a

nation at foreign courts as holding sinecure posi-

tions, attractive for their social opportunities only,

is long since past. It is now recognized that only
men of especial fitness should be chosen and that the
work they are called upon to do is of the utmost
importance, as the tact and foresight of a clever

diplomat is often the means of averting grave
international misunderstandings.

In our earlier history a few ministers in the most
important European capitals were sufficient to pro-
tect our interests, but that was when ships sailed

much as the wind listeth, and America was sepa-
rated by several weeks from the nearest shores of
the Old World. Now the world is more compact,
America is five days' sail away from Ireland, nearer
than Spain was to Britain seventy years ago. Our
country has grown, and we are a world power, with
interests in every country and on every sea. The
course of events, greater and more powerful than
the desires of our earlier statesmen—such as Jef-
ferson, who wished to have the United States re-
main in a perpetual state of isolation—have forced
us to the forefront and we cannot turn back. Our
diplomats are now found in the capitals of every
country in Europe, Asia, and Central and South
America, and their moves in the great international
game of chess, where peace and war are the pawns,
are watched with the keenest interest and their
opinions command the greatest respect. America
has grown to such dimensions (her fleet of battle-
ships ranks second among the navies of the world)
that though she stands for peaceful methods when-
ever possible the chancellories of Europe and of the
East know that she can speak with authority.
There is also a widespread feeling that our system

of diplomacy is not one of deceit, that we have "no
ax to grind," no desire to set one nation against an-
other.

Recently there has been made the largest number
of appointments and promotions by the President
that has occurred for several years. It was thought
that perhaps Ambassador Reid, who represents us
at the Court of St. James, might retire, but this

R. S. Reynolds Hitt
Minister to Panama

Charles W. Russell
Minister to Persia

apparently has proved idle rumor, and he will
probably hold the much-coveted and at the same
time dreaded position until he wishes to return to
this country. It is counted as the highest diplo-
matic honor our government can bestow, and
dreaded by most aspirants on account of the great
amount of money its holder must spend to maintain
the dignity of the position.

Those who are ministers plenipotentiary are not

expected to live in such great style, and the places
are consequently held often by men who have no
other source of income than that which appears in

the drafts sent out by Uncle Sam.
The following names were sent to the Senate for

confirmation : Hon. Robert Bacon, former Assist-
ant Secretary and Secretary of State in the Roose-
velt administration, to be ambassador to France. It

has been known for some months Mr. Bacon would
receive this important appointment, for which he is

most eminently fitted. He has not served in any
subordinate position of the diplomatic service, but
his experience in the State Department is more than
an offset. He knows France, its people and its in-

stitutions, and will be cordially welcomed by the
highest official and social circles of Paris. Mr.
Richard C. Kerens, of Missouri, was nominated as
ambassador to Austria. Mr. Kerens was born in

Scotland in 1842. He came to this country as a
boy. He served in the Union Army during the Civil

War, and has held various positions of public trust
and importance. Mr. Henry Lane Wilson was nomi-
nated for ambas.sador to Mexico. He is at present
minister to Belgium. He entered the diplomatic
service in 1897, as minister to Chile.
The names of eleven were sent to the Senate for

confirmation as ministers : Charles Page Bryan, of

Illinois, as minister to Belgium; William J. Calhoun,
of Illinois, minister to China; Henry P. Fletcher,

of Pennsylvania, minister to Chile; Horace G.

Knowles, of Delaware, minister to the Dominican
Republic; Laurits S. Swenson, of Minnesota, min-
ister to Switzerland; Charles W. Russell, of the

District of Columbia, minister to Persia; Edwin V.

Morgan, of New York, as minister to Paraguay;
Fenton R. McCreary, of Michigan, minister to Hon-
duras; John B. Jackson, of New Jersey, minister to

Cuba; R. S. Reynolds Hitt, of Illinois, minister to

Panama; Henry T. Gage, of California, minister
to Portugal. Several of these have served the State_

in official capacities before. Ten new secretaries

of embassies were also named.
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ENGLAND'S FIGHTING CHANCELLOR
rHROUGH the courtesy of the Independent we

are permitted to reproduce, in part, a very

remarkable article contributed to that journal

f the Hon. David Lloyd-George, Chancellor of the

xchequer of Great Britain, in which he tells of the

resent status of the great battle between the Lords

rid Commons on the Budget. Mr. Lloyd-George

rites

:

There was a case given to me from South Wales

: a company which had sunk a good deal of money
I mining operations. They sent me their balance

leet. This company paid £3,500 in rates, they

lade a profit of £3,000, and the landlords got

10,600—more than the profits and the rates to-

other—and yet they never sunk a penny in the

line, and do not pay one halfpenny toward the

lites of the district.

When I come along and say, "Here, gentlemen,

ou have escaped long enough—it is

our turn now; I want you to pay
jst five per cent, on the £10,000

dd—

"

"Five per cent!" they say to me.

You are a thief; an attorney; worst

if all, you are a Welshman."
That is always the crowning epi-

let. Well, I do not apologize^I
Duld not help it, and, if I could, I

'ould not. I am proud of the little

ind among the hills. But whenever
ney hurl my nationality at my head,

say to them, "You hypocrites!

'harisees! You are the people who
,1 every peroration always talk about
ur being one kith and kin through-
ut the empire, from the old man of

[oy in the north down to Van Die-

len's Land in the south." And yet
' any one dares to aspire to any
.osition who does not belong to the
articular nationality which they
ave dignified by choosing their par-
nts from they have no use for him.
Veil, they have got to stand the
Velshman this time

!

I defy any reasonable man any-
where to say that there is any
ijustice in taxing men under the
londitions, when the State needs the The

loney. We want money for the de-

ense of the country; to provide
'jhe pensions of the old people who have been spend-

ig their lives in tilling the soil at a very poor pit-

.ance, in sinking those mines, risking their lives,

ind when they are old we do not want to starve

hem or humiliate them; and we say what better use

an you make of wealth than to use it for the pur-
ose of picking up the broken, healing the wounded,
uring the sick, bringing a little more light, comfort
nd happiness to the aged? These rich men ought
feel honored that Providence has given them the

hance to put a little into the poor-box, and since

hey won't do it themselves we have got to do it

or them.
We are fighting in the House of Commons. We

lave had a prolonged fight—one of the longest fights

'n the history of the House. We are getting
hrough. It has got a very dangerous passage still

efore it is safe. If it does not get through there,
hen it will come to the people, and there will be

two questions to settle. One is the Budget, the next
will be the House of Lords. They will both be on
the same ballot paper. It will be the last time,
probably, the question will be asked.

It is an old question, and it is time it should be
answered. Who is to govern—the people or the
Peers? We must depend upon the people. We may
be inviting opinion on these questions within the
next few weeks—momentous weeks in the history of
England. I don't know of any time which is so
charged with matters of moment for the destiny of
our nation as the present. You will probably soon
have to settle these problems. It may be within
the course of the next few months the future of
Britain will depend on not merely the intelligence,
the clearness of vision, but the courage the people
will display in the real hour of their trial.

What will the Lords do? Frankly, it is a matter

Chancellor Lloyd-George Reading His Correspondence

phototrraph shows the Cliancillor of the Exchequer in his new Welsh Home

which concerns them far more than it concerns us.

The more irresponsible and featherbrained among
them want to throw it out. But what will the rest

do? It will depend on the weather. There are

some who are not fair-weather sailors, and they will

go on. But poor Lord Lansdowne—with his creak-

ing old ship and his mutinous crew—there he is; he
has got to sail through the narrows with one eye on
the weather glass and the other on the forecastle.

But it does not depend on him. It will depend,

in the first place, probably on the reports from the

country. The most important gentleman in the

business is not Lord Lansdowne, with his adroit

management of the House of Lords. The real sail-

ing master is Sir Alexander Acland-Hood, the chief

whip of the Tory party; and the Ancient Mariner
is engaged at the present moment in trying to decide

whether it is safe to shoot the albatross. He will

probably not decide until too late. But still this is

the great constitutional party, and if there is one
thing more than another better established about the
British Constitution it is this: that the Commons,
and the Commons alone, have the complete control
of supply and ways and means; and what our
fathers established through centuries of struggle
and of strife—even bloodshed—we are not going to

be traitors to.

As long as the Constitution gave rank and posses-

sion and power to the Lords, it was not to be inter-

fered with. As long as it secured even their sports
from intrusion and made interference with them a
crime ; as long as the Constitution enforced royalties

and ground rents and fees and premiums and fines,

and all the black retinue of exaction; as long as it

showered writs and summonses and injunctions and
distresses and warrants to enforce them, then the
Constitution was inviolate. It was sacred. It was

something that was put in the same
category with religion, that no man
should with rude hands touch, some-
thing that the chivalry of the nation
ought to range itself in defense of.

But the moment the Constitution
looks round; the moment the Consti-
tution begins to discover that there
are millions of people outside park
gates who need attention—then the
Constitution is to be torn to pieces.

Let them realize what they are do-

ing. They are forcing a revolution.

The Lords may decree a revolution,

but the people will direct it. If they
begin, issues will be raised that they
little dream of. Questions will be
asked which are now whispered in

humble voices, and answers will be
demanded then with authority. The
question will be asked whether five

hundred men should override the de-

liberate judgment of millions, who
are engaged in the industry which
makes the wealth of the entire
country.
That is one question. Another will

be. Who ordained that a few should
have the land of Britain as a per-
quisite? Who made ten thousand
people the sole owners of the soil,

and the rest of us trespassers in the
land of our birth?

Who is it who is responsible for the scheme of
things whereby one man is engaged through life in
grinding labor to win a bare and precarious sub-
sistence for himself, and when, at the end of his
days, he claims at the hands of the community he
served a poor pension of eightpence a day, he can
only get it through a revolution, and another man
who does not toil receives every hour of the day,
every hour of the night, while he slumbers, more
than his poor neighbor receives in a whole year of
toil? Where did the table of that law come from?
Whose fingers inscribed it?

These are the questions that will be asked. The
answers are charged with peril for the order of
things the Peers represent; but they are fraught
with rare and refreshing fruit for the parched lips

of the multitude which have been treading the dusty
road along which the people have marched through
the dark ages, which are now merging into light.

A BABY Musk-Ox, one of the rarest
•^ animals of the Polar world and
ne seldom seen in the temperate zone,

as recently arrived in New York and
3 on exhibition at the Zoo. It is the
nly specimen in captivity in the
Jnited States. The little northern-
welling creature has come from over
six-thousand miles journey from

lelville Island, in the Arctic. She
/as captured by Captain Joseph E.
Jemier, an explorer of the Canadian
.ovemment, and brought to Quebec.
'>om this point the animal was boxed
ip comfortably in an express crate
nd shipped to New York.
The Musk-Ox is about six months

Id, and is a splendid, healthy speci-
nen, with a happy disposition and
ood temper. Our photograph shows
young girl tempting the Arctic new-
omer with her first taste of an Amer-
3an apple. The Mu.sk-Ox is quartered
n a large corral adjoining the Rocky
-lountain .sheep. Her pre-sent diet is

mixture of clover hay, crushed oats
nd various chopped vegetables. The
ntire body is covered with a dense

THE WONDERFUL BABY MUSK-OX

The Docile Little Musk-Ox at the New York Zoo

mass of fine, dark-brown hair, and she

has abroad, white band across the fore-

head and a light gray saddle mark.
The legs are of a white or grayish

color. The two horns, an inch or so

long, are hid in the thick wool on the

head. In time, however, the horns will

grow together at the base until they

meet at the centre of the forehead.

The baby is about three feet long and

nearly two and one-half feet in height,
and might be said to be near half-

grown and weighs 200 pounds. A
full-size adult male stands 4 feet 5

inches high at the shoulder and is 6
feet 7 inches in length, weighing about
1,200 pounds. This is the only living

specimen of this extremely rare land
mammal which has reached civiliza-

tion in many years. It is thought
there is a fair chance that the little

animal will be healthy and live a rea-

sonably long time.
The meat of the Musk-Ox is as good

as any beef, and Commander Peary,
and Arctic explorers generally, have
had to depend largely on the flesh of

this animal to furnish food. The
Musk-Ox stands in a genus of its own,
midway between the cattle and the

sheep.
Commander Peary states that the

Musk-Ox of the far North is a very

strong and tireless animal. At the

present rate at which they are being

killed by whalers, explorers and na-

tives, the Musk-Oxen are destined soon

to be creatures of the past.
Lillian E. Zeh.
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OUR greetings in last week's issue have been re-

turned to us with thousandfold increase. Our
daily mail, is filled with expressions of hearty appre-
ciation from Christian Herald readers, who find

its premiums and pictures a treasure of delightful

entertainment and instruction and its pages a source
of strength and inspiration for the duties of daily

life. Their kind wishes for the New Year are cor-

dially reciprocated. We wish -e could answer each
letter personally, but their number makes this an
impossibility, hence this general acknowledgment.

A Beautiful Offering

ALONG-TIME reader of this journal, living in a
Western State, and who prefers to remain un-

known in his benevolences, recently wrote to us

announcing his intention of making a "self-denial

gift" of $500, to be apportioned apiong a number of

needy foreign and domestic missions. The writer
himself named several which he desired to be in-

cluded among the beneficiaries, and requested The
Christian Herald to submit others from which he
might complete the requisite number. After due
consultation the following list received his approval

:

Ihimfxtir
Moody Bible Institute, ChicaRO. Ill S25.00
Moody Schools. East Northfield, Mass 25.00
McAuley Mission, New York City 25.00
Bowery Mission, New York City 25.00
Living Waters Mission, New York City 25^00
Pacific Garden Mission, Chicago, 111 25.00
Voorhees Industrial School, Denmark, S. C 25.00
Normal and Industrial Institute, Utica, Miss 25.00
Beach Institute, Savannah, Ga 25.00
Mountain Whites of Pleasant Hill, Tenn 25.00
Cremorne Mission. New York City 25.00
Gospel Settlement, New York City 25.00
E. O. Guerrant Soul Winners' League 25.00
Taylor University. Upland, Ind 25.00
Steele Orphanage (Coloreil), Chattancoga. Tenn 25.00

Foreian
Pastor Zamora, Manila, P. 1 25.00
Rev. F. Jansen, Cebu, P. 1 25.00
Rev. W. Hagqvist, China ; 25.00
Mary Reed Lepers, India 25.00
Rev. E. H. Richards, Inhambane, Africa 25.00

This consecrated gift was apportioned as above,

and forwarded to each of the twenty beneficiaries

on the same day on which the sender's check was
i-eceived in The Christian Herald offices in New
York. Every letter bore the simple statement that

the giver was "a humble Friend of Missions, and
sent this offering In His Name." A beautiful gift,

truly, and one that cannot fail to bring joy and
blessing to the unknown giver, as well as to the

workers in the field who are spreading the Gospel of

redemption through Jesus Christ, God's greatest
Gift to a sinful world.

Has the Pole Been Discovered ?

AFTER due examination of the data furnished

by Dr. Frederick A. Cook, in support of his

claim to have reached the North Pole, the University

of Copenhagen has presented a report unfavorable

to the explorer. In its, finding, the Committee ap-

pointed by the University to examine Dr. Cook's

records, officially declares that the documents sub-

mitted are wholly insufficient to establish his claim.

It states: (1) that his report sent to the University

is identical with that already published in this coun-

try in September and October last; (2) that the

copy of his notebooks contains no original astronom-

ical observations, but merely results, and (3) that

the documents presented fail to prove that the ob-

servations to which they refer were really made, and

supply no details of the practical work of the expe-
dition, nor concerning the long sledge journey, which
would aid the Committee to decide as to their relia-

bility. The verdict of the Committee is, substan-
tially, "no proof." This report is signed by the
entire Committee, of which Dr. Stromgren, profes-
sor of astronomy, is chairman, and it has received
the indorsement of the University Council. This
will be generally accepted as effectually disposing
of the claim of Dr. Cook to be regarded as the dis-

coverer of the Pole. There are, of course, many
who on the strength of the Danish verdict will not
hesitate to stamp Cook as an out-and-out impostor;
but it is not to be overlooked that the Copenhagen
University, which has been absolutely impartial

throughout, in its report casts no reflection upon Dr.
Cook's personal honesty. It is simply his misfor-
tune, if he really reached the Pole, that he is inca-

pable of demonstrating the fact to the reasonable
satisfaction of a body of scientists. So, whether he
is self-deceived through his ignorance of astronom-
ical observations, or suffering from a species of

hallucination akin to insanity (as his lawyer has
suggested), which might be termed polar dementia,
or whether he is simply a plain, vulgar impostor,
cannot even now be determined. Considerations of
this sort did not come within the scope of the Uni-
versity's investigation.
With Cook eliminated, the question may now arise

as to the validity of Commander Peary's claims,
which have already been examined by the National
Geographic Society. It would seem to be only
proper that both claimants should come before the
same tribunal. Objection to such a course would
be regarded with suspicion. If Peary's records,

after submission to the Danish University, should
be approved, it would be a great satisfaction to know
that there was at least one American explorer
capable of demonstrating scientifically the fact that
the Polar quest had actually been accomplished.

Indu^ry and the Saloon

IT is worth noting that some of the foremost trades

union leaders have come out openly as enemies
of the saloon. President Thomas Lewis, of the

United Mine Workers, publicly declared that "the

trades unions are now doing more for the cause of

temperance than any other institution in the world";

and another prominent labor leader, John B. Len-
non, makes the statement that "to the trades union-

ist there is no redeeming feature in the saloon."
President Samuel Gompers, of the Federation of
Labor, has proclaimed that "the time has come
when the saloon and the labor movement must be
divorced." Till now it has been one of the greatest
follies of the labor movement that it has believed the
protestations of the liquor traffic of an interest in

labor, when in reality that traffic has been the cause
of imposing many irksome and gratuitous burdens
upon the working class, besides being the prolific

parent of poverty, crime, disease and a host of other
evils. Thoughtful people everywhere will welcome
the change of attitude and join in the hope that
much good may flow from it.

Lloyd-George and the Lords

DAVID LLOYD-GEORGE, the courageous and
able Welshman who fills the post of Chancellor

of the Exchequer in Great Britain, is, for the

moment, the foremost figure in British if not in

Continental politics. He is the author of the fa-

mous Budget, which has aroused such a tremendous
stir in England, because it aims to place a fair share
of the burden of supporting the government upon
the shoulders of the wealthy classes. The House
of Lords, and the aristocracy generally, own a
large proportion of the land area of Great Britain,

and hold their vast revenues from these possessions

so tightly that the commercial and industrial com-
munities are compelled to submit to outrageous ex-

tortions in order to secure even the commonest busi-

ness facilities. Of the working classes it may be

said truthfully that they are subjected to the worst
treatment of all.

In the remarkable article by Mr. Lloyd-George,
from the Independent, an extract from which we
are permitted to quote in The Christian Herald,
the battle between the Lords and the Commons

—

the aristocrats and the Enelish people—is described
in trenchant language. The Chancellor's presenta-
tion carries with it the force of conviction, and is a
notnble contribution to the literature of the greatest
social and political struggle England has witnessed
in a century. He makes it quite clear that the bat-
tle must be fought out to the end, and he points out
that even a Liberal reverse in the coming elections
would only serve to make the situation more serious
and to postpone for a brief season the inevitable
reforms which will either curb the much-abused
power of the Peers or abolish the Upper House

altogether. Great Britain is really a democracji i

and the factious and frequent opposition of tb

Peers to popular government and their attempts t

control and thwart the financial policies of the part
in power constitute an anachronism which is wholl
out of place in this age of social and politicj

advancement.
Americans should read the great Chancellor'

statement, and ponder it well. It is an importar
chapter in the story of human progress, and show
how far a nation must travel and what it has t

endure before it can attain to its ideal of popula
government.

GENERAL NOTES
—By way of illustrating the fact that there is such

thing as a "good trust." or that any trust may have a benev<
lent side, it is proper to note the "business-like benevolence
of the United States Steel Corpoi-ation, which has just place
50,000 more of its shares at the disposal of its employees, wh
already own over 200,000 shares in that concern. It is vcr
evident that this "soulless corporation" believes in practice
benefits for its workmen. There is scant likelihood of labo
strikes in a business conducted on such principles.

—Four high officials in different countries were recently th
victims of attacks by assassins on the same day. They wer
Premier Yi Wan Yon, of Korea, who was fatally stabbed a
Seoul, the capital ; Colonel Karpoff , chief of Russia's secre
police, killed by an anarchist bomb in St. Petersburg ; the Brit
ish chief magistrate in Nasik, India, Hon. A. T. Jackson, she
by a native anti-English agitator, and Premier Bratiano, o
Roumania, shot and severely wounded by an anarchist at Buch
arest. In all four cases, the cause was political. These tragc
dies are significant of the widespread and deep-rooted unres
and disaffection which prevail in many countries at the presen
time.

—La Lucha, a leading Havana newspaper, has this notabli
paragraph concerning the attitude of the United States towari
Nicaragua: "Why should Zelaya suggest investigations whei
not a single thing has escaped the eye of the United States',
. . . The United States stands as a guarantee to Latir
America nowadays against the atrocities, pillage and abuse o:

their Presidents. And the United States in the near future
will be the sole guarantee of the independence and sovereigntj
of the Spanish-American continent." This is a just view
We seek only the welfare of the Southern republics, not theii

territory. Peace, good government, respect for the rights ol

others and an honorable observance of treaties should be th(
Mini of all. The criisliiii^ defeat and capture of Zclaya's army
iiiifl the downfall of the whole fabric of military despotism iii

NicMMsriia, Rive promise of a brighter future fortli.it republic.

—"Little Tim" Sullivan, who died a few days ago in New
York, was a paragon among the multitudinous poor of the
lower East Side. He was a type of the remarkable political
product, not infrequent in great cities, which springs from the
humblest sources and gives promise of qualities that often
lead to real greatness. In his boyhood he blacked boots and
sold newspapers in the streets. Then, by successive stages, he,
became errand boy, student, lawyer, gravitating naturally to

politics and rising to be a leader in the Board of Aldermen, and
finally becoming the "king of the Bowery" and a representative
in the State Legislature. Politics has its own peculiar code of

ethics, and "Little Tim" followed that code, anel grew rich and
prosperous. But he had one big virtue—the virtue of a kind
heart. He was the good angel of his district, the patron and
benefactor of the poor, the Santa Glaus of thousands whom he
shod and clad and fed, not only at Christmas, but at other
seasons. He paid the widow's rent, kissed the babies, buried
the paupers, fed the starving, clothed the naked, and to-day he
is remembered with genuine affection by the people among
whom he lived, to whom his faults were wholly obscured by hiS;

boundless generosity and his overflowing geniality, which were
all the credentials they ever wanted of ' Little Tim.'

't
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

China's New Miniver
r-T-rU TING FANG, the former minister of

\/\i China to this country, is a man of singu-

Y Y lar ability and learning. He was very

opular in Washington, and in other cities of the

ountry which he visited. His wife shared his wide-

oread popularity. We are fortunate in having as

is successor, as China's minister to our country,

hang-Yin-Tang, and his interesting family, who
ave just taken up their new home in comfortable

uarters in Washington. Mr. Chang has a fine per-

Dnal presence, with features almost as regular as

lose of a European; is substantially built, but

ather under height; he wears a sparsely-sprouted

lustache, and has a keen, kindly, honest eye. He is

man of high intellectuality, broad statesmanship,

nd incorruptible integrity. He comes with the

irgest confidence of his government reposed in him,

nd is received with the warmest cordiality by our

wn nation. He is not a stranger to this country,

aving served his country as Consul-General at San
'rancisco and as Secretary of Legation in Washing-
m a dozen years ago. The new envoy brings with

im, as members of his family, Mrs. Chang, their

on, two daughters, Lily and Alice, twelve and four-

sen years old respectively, and a few other rela-

ives. Mr. Chang's son wears American costume,

peaks the English language
;uently, and acts as interpreter

or his father, who wears na-

ive costume and speaks Eng-
ish poorly. John Hay's hand,
lore than that of any other

lortal influence, stayed the
/holesale robbery by which
he Chinese empire was being
roken into pieces and divided

p as .spoils to those who were
leased to call themselves the

;hristian civilized races. Since
hat time, and especially since

he United States Government
eturned the Boxer indemnity
loney, China has had a very
/arm place in her heart for the
United States. This relation is

eferred to by Minister Chang
n remarks made at Washing-
on the other day : "Before I

tarted for the United States I

/as impressed by the fact that
le relations between China and
his country were of the closest

nd most satisfactory character
nd by the importance of mak-
ng this understanding still

nore cordial. It is my purpose
o do all that I am able to fur-
her strengthen these happy
elations." This delightful re-

ationship between the greatest
lation of the East and the most
lowerful nation of the West will hasten the purpose
f the advent of the real ruler, as sung by the
ngels

:

' Glory to God in the lligliest, and on earth pc:uc, good will to-

ard men. (Luke 2 : M.)

'a«le Pearls

The social world received a surprise and shock at
he announcement that the famous five-strand pearl
lecklace worn by the late Mrs. Astor, the leader of

-lew York society, contained ninety imitation pearls,

'he revelation was made through the .'ettlement of

ransfer tax on the estate of Mrs. Astor. It seems
hat this necklace had $5r,000 worth of real pearls,
'Ut to make it appear more royal there were ninety
paces pieced out with pa.ste; and on the many occa-
ions when the necklace was woi-n its glitter at-
racted the attention of all eyes, and prompted the
nvy of many who were not able to sport such splen
'or. The inventory showed that the total value of
>Irs. Astor's jewels was about a quarter million
'f dollars, which is not a great sum now in a land

fabulously rich as ours. The gorgeous adorn-
nent of the body with precious stones as an adver-
isement of wealth is cheap and coarse. As a con-
ributor to beauty it can hardly be counted a success,
s it makes a homely woman appear more homely
nd does not add to the charm of one that is beauti-
ul. The gaudy jewels worn in the so-called highest
ircles are rather relics of a worse, than the expres-
ion of our better, civilization. There are genuine
ewels in high life, but a good deal of pa.ste among
he pretensions and displays of wealth. The only
ewels that are worth considering are those of char-
cter, of highest thought, sweetest .sentiment and
oblest action, which may be worn alike by rich and

poor, high and low. Character is a necklace of gen-
uine pearls, arranged about and in harmony with
the pearl of great price.

The kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchantman, seeking
goodly pearls : who, when he had found one pearl of great price,
went and sold all that he had, and bought it. (Matt. 13 : 45, 46.)

Commercieil Aviation

The navigation of the air has passed from the
stage of experimentation to the realm of business
in the organization of the Wright Brothers Aero-
plane Company, with a capital of a million dol-
lars, for the manufacture of airships for the mar-
ket. The manufactory will be built at Dayton, O.
It is reported that Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt, Mr.
Robert J. Collier and Mr. Russell A. Alger, directors
of the new company, have each ordered an aeroplane
for his own private use, which is likely to be em-
ployed as a feature in outdoor sports. That the
aeroplane is likely to be used in war is suggested by
the fact that governments are making guns to resist
aerial attacks. In the target practice at Sandy
Hook the other day a cannon made for the purpose,
about five feet long, with a bore of about two inches
diameter, shot twenty shells of two poimds each,
never once hitting the balloon, which was anchored
five hundred feet above the earth. The aiming was

The New Chinese Minister, Chang-Yin-Tang, and his Family

bad or the gun insufficient. Krupp and Ehrhardt
have made guns which they claim can hit these bal-

loons. While it is considered out of place to com-
mercialize discoveries in medicine and surgery which
alleviate pain and cure disease, and the great in-

ventors decline to put a money value on their

thoughts, the inventions that multiply the conven-
iences of civilized living are usually commercialized,
with the commendation of the public. There will

be a general wish that the Wright brothers may
make a financial success of their scheme for manu-
facturing airships. Swift as are the advances of

aerial navigation, it has not ceased to be the wonder
of our age. The flying of a machine like an eagle in

the air, or sailing as a ship through the waves of

ether, remind us of two of the four things the wise
man said were too wonderful for him:

'I'lio way of an easlc in the air; the way'of a sliip in the midst of

llicsca. (Prov. 30: 19) ,

Christmas Gifts Sent Abroad

It is estimated that from fifty to sixty millions

of dollars' worth of Christmas gifts were sent from
this to other countries during the past holiday sea-

son. Conservative bankers estimate that this

amount has been sent in small drafts and money
orders to make relatives happy on the other side of

the sea. The steamship St. Louis, the last foreign

mail-carrier to make Europe for Christmas delivery,

carried $610,000 in United States money orders

alone, 62,000 of them averaging under $10. If these

Christmas presents to foreign lands are, as is

claimed, a barometer of the condition of the country,

the record this year will show a manifest increase

in our temporal prosperity. The New York Post-

office Exchange alone sent holiday remittances to

the amount of $7,524,000 as against $5,200,000 last
year. The amount handled by the postoffice this
year is about 44 per cent, in excess of that remitted
last year, and there has also been an increase of
about 41 per cent, in the total number of senders;
that is, there were about 140,000 more persons in
the New York Exchange who sent Christmas re-
mittances this season than last; Irish servants send-
ing to relatives in Great Britain, Italian labor-ing
men to people in their land; presents to Germany,
to Scandinavia, Russia, and in fact all nations mul-
tiplied the joy of friends and loved ones. The world
is not very large after all, nor an ocean wider than
a little stream when we measure the love that binds
the heart with ties of blood, and when we celebrate
the one Gift that was meant for universal man, and
the giving at home and abroad brought as much or
more joy to those giving than to those receiving.
The Christ whose birthday was celebrated said:

It is more blessed to give than to receive. (Acts iO : 35.)

Mark Twain Returns Home
Mr. Samuel L. Clemens, the humorist, better

known as Mark Twain, reached New York from
Bermuda the other day. Reporters for the city

papers always got something fresh and funny
from his lips on his return trips, but found

him in a very serious frame of
mind, half full of despondency,
rather than bright, buoyant
and full of jest. Mr. Clem-
ens clasped his hands near
his heart, reflected for a few
minutes, and then said to thfi

interviewer: "I am through
with work for this life and this

world." It is to be hoped that
the great humorist will recover
from his ill-health enough to

complete the five or six unfin-

ished books which he has in

hand. The American people
can not miss a word from the
pen of this brilliant, unique,
helpful and singularly popu-
lar American author. In many
regards he is the most unique
character in the history of

American literature. Of all the
humorists that have been and
are now on the stage he stands
easily at the head of the list.

From Huckleberry Finn to his

latest publication he has kept
hundreds of thousands, if not
millions, of our people who
have read or listened to him
with infinite good humor, now
with a broad smile and then
with a hearty laugh. He has
thrown sunshine into many a

darkened heart; refreshed
many a weary traveler, and has helped him over
the rough places, and has put new hope, ambition
and inspiration into hearts that would have been in

despair. His knowledge of human nature was so

keen, his acquaintance with affairs was so general,

his sympathies were so tender, his wit so sponta-
neous, his humor so genuine, that he delighted and
blessed all who came under the spell of his pen or

tongue, and made his fellow-men laugh and be

happy. For this reason the permanent retirement
of Mark Twain would be little less than a national

calamity. And his words of despondency at his in-

ability to do any more work have cast a pathetic

shadow over the popular mind. But the sunshine,
the cheer, the hope, the love, the new courage and
resolve and better life which the pen of this large-

minded, warm-hearted, jovial, manly man has in-

spired will live long after the quaint author shall

have gone to his long home. The old, severe notion

that mirth is incompatible with religion, that re-

quired seriousness only, has given way to the lai'ger

truth that sunshine and joy, and even mirth, have a

place with the deepest spirituality.

Tlurc is a lime to weep and a time to lausli. (Eccles. 3 :4.)

From a Ninety-Six-Year-Old Reader
Dear Dr. Klopsch: I was agreeably surprised

upon receiving your beautiful premiums. I am an

admirer of your excellent paper. It comes each

week, and brings joy and consolation with it. I am
nearly ninety-six years old, but still retain my facul-

ties, and can read and enjoy doing so. I hope the
kind Father will give you long life, and much hap-
piness will be yours. Emily S. Gill.
Henderson Harbor, Mich.
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What the Bowery Says of Mr. Tafi
THE visit of President Taft to the

Bowery Mission was such a sur-

prise to the workers, to the congrega-

tion that had gathered together on

that memorable night without any
premonition of the impending event,

and to the community at large that for

many hours after he had waved his

kindly farewell from the platform few
people seemed to realize the tremen-
dous and far-reaching importance of

what had happened.
To the Rev. John Wesley Hill, D.D.,

the well-known pastor of the Metro-

By Rev. John Q. Hallimond, D.D., Superintendent, ^Bowery Mission

Rev. John Wesley Hill, D.D.

politan Temple, New York, credit is

due for bringing about the visit of

President Taft to the Bowery Mission.

He it was who, being personally ac-

quainted with the President, told him
of the wonderful work that is being
done by the Mission among the men
and lads of the Bowery; and it was
through his eloquent persuasion that

the President, though suffering from a
cold, consented to visit the Mission on
the most inclement night of the winter.

The President was Dr. Hill's guest at

dinner that evening, and together they
attended the great meeting at Carne-
gie Hall, after which they rode down-
town through the storm in a closed

automobile to the Bo very. It was
through the good doctor's tact that the

President was induced to make that
wonderful speech to the "down-and-
outs," which was read next morning in

the daily papers throughout the coun-

try. Dr. Hill is a stanch friend of

the Bowery Mission and a prime fa-

vorite with the men whenever he visits

them and makes an address.

Rarely have the editorial rooms of

the metropolitan newspapers buzzed
with such wondering excitement as

when the news was carried over the

telephone wires that t\\e President was
on his way from Carnegie Hall to the
Bowery.

It was a matter of sheer necessity,

for various reasons, that the proposed
visit should be kept perfectly quiet.

What preparations, therefore, were
necessary had to be carried out in

the stealthiest possible fashion. The
police, of course, had to be seen, for

every provision for the President's

comfort and convenience must be
made. The Edison Electric Company
were requested to instal additional arc
lamps in the rear alley, through which
it was deemed advisable to bring
the distinguished visitor. This they
promptly and enthusiastically under-
took.

The neighbors of the Mission had to

be spoken to confidentially, so that the

danger of obstruction by wagons or

wares should be reduced to a min-
imum.

Jupiter Pluvius materially helped
this well-intentioned conspiracy by
sending a downpour of watery ele-

ments for twenty-four hours previous
to the meeting, thus keeping the crowd
within manageable proportions.

When the doors were opened for the
evening service it was unmistakably
evident that something was about to

happen, but what it was no one could
guess. It was not until three-quarters
of an hour before his arrival that the
men were told that President Taft was
coming, and was almost on his way.
They were so dazed by the information
that for once, and for some time, this

Bowery crowd could not properly ex-

press itself.

As, however, the men gradually re-

alized the truth they gave vent ex-

citedly, almost hysterically, to cheers,

long sustained, and to singing, over
and over again, their favorite hymns.
The Bishop of Harrisburg, Dr. Dar-
lington, fortunately happened to be on
the platform, and relieved the sus-

pense by a hearty and wholesome talk,

which was listened to most eagerly.

Then, while the congregation were
singing "Nearer, My God, to Thee,"
the auspicious moment, and the Presi-

dent, arrived.
Vigorous as their efforts had been in

singing and cheering for the previous
three hours and a half, the Bowery men
had plenty of strength and enthusiasm
in reserve to give what even the Presi-

dent, accustomed as he is to all kinds
of receptions by rip-roaring crowds,
must have considered a uniquely cor-

dial greeting.
When the superintendent put it up

to them to let the President know how
grateful they were for his kindness,
and asked them "Are you grateful?"
the answer was given in such a unan-
imous and thundering affirmative that

Mr. Taft's proverbial smile assumed
broader proportions than ever.

The President's speech was a model
of frank, unhesitating sympathy with
his down-and-out audience. Several
months ago, before Mr. Taft was
President, at a Cooper Union meeting,
on being asked the question, "What
can a workingman do when he is able
and willing to work and cannot get an
opportunity?" he replied, "God knows,
I don't."

These words were diligently quoted
during the Presidential campaign, to

the detriment of the man who uttered
them, among hundreds of thousands of
unemployed people all over the coun-
try, and prejudice against the Repub-
lican candidate was thereby created.
So far as his hearers at the Bowery
Mission were concerned this prejudice
was instantly dissipated by the noble
utterance, "I am glad to be here, if by
being here and saying so I can con-
vince you that the so-called chasm be-
tween you and those who seem for a
time to be more fortunate is not a
chasm, and that there is extending
through and between you and them a
deep feeling of sympathy, a deep, ear-
nest desire that you shall have that
equality of opportunity—that means
of getting on your feet, of supporting
your family and of earning your live-

lihood—which we hope every man un-
der the Stars and Stripes may fully
enjoy."

During the day following the visit

the event was the principal topic of
conversation everywhere—in offices and
factories, on the cars and in stores.

The effect produced on the men of the
Bowery themselves was marvelous.
At the Brotherhood meeting the next
night several men reported that in the
lodging-houses a distinct change of at-

titude to the Mission was visible.

One of the workers said : "Where I

live, a certain doctor resides. When
his wife became aware of my connec-
tion with the Bowery Mission she de-
clared, with great contempt, that she
could not understand how I could work
in such a place. On hearing of the
President's visit, however, she ac-
knowledged she was mistaken, and
said, 'Surely the Bowery cannot be as
bad as it is painted.' "

Another man said: "I am employed
in the Labor Bureau, and every day I

go around among the city factories,
warehouses and offices, seeking jobs
for our brethren. To-day, in places
where formerly I have been received
coldly, I have been assured of sympa-
thy and have received everyv.'here
promises of future help."

Another said : "I am one of tho.se

who have felt bitterly conscious of the
'chasm' between rich and poor, but the
President has bridged it over."

Another, Mr. C. B. Ratcliffe, wh
while these lines are being written,

celebrating the "first anniversary" >

his conversion, sent in the followir

letter to the superintendent imm
diately after "the visit":

"The visit of Presdent Taft to tl

Bowery Mission, on December 13, asic

from its primary object of encouraj
ing and uplifting the so-called 'dowi
and-out,' is having a more far-reacl
ing influence than, possibly, even D
Klopsch had hoped. The writer know:
from expressions of many of the Pres
dent's attentive audience, that the rt

Rev. John G. Hallimond, D.D.

maining spark of manhood in many ol

them was stirred to vigorous life. His
remarks did more to bridge the sup-
posed 'chasm' separating the 'down-i

and-out' from the 'up-and-in' than
many an appeal made upon directly:

spiritual lines. The President's ap-
peal to their patriotism, duty and man-
hood struck a responsive chord in the I

breasts of his hearers. His 'Good
night, boys!' and his smiling counte-
nance will long be remembered, and
bear good fruit."

Workers among human derelicts on
the Bowery know what an immense
advantage is gained when, by any
means, self-respect and new ambition
are created within discouraged, dis-

pirited and despairing men. This is

what President Taft's visit and kindly
words have done for countless thou-

sands all over the country. He has

done more than that. His demonstra-
tion of genuine interest in and sym-
pathy for his fallen brethren, his

strong and almost tender words, have
brought much nearer to us all that

happy millennial day when, in blessed
reality, "the rich and poor shall meet
together," and realize that "the Lord
is maker of them all."

Hero Tales Delightful

Dear Dr. Klopsch: Your beautiful

premium. Hero Tales, arrived this

evening, and is delightful both in cover

and contents. That and the sweet
picture and calendar have, as they
always do, exceeded our expectations.

We thank you for them and the be-

loved Christian Herald, and wish
you and your helpful and far-reaching
paper every success in the year 1910.

Christine F. Carrothers.
WashingtoTi, D. C.

Charmed with Her Bible

Dear Dr. Klopsch : The premiums
offered with The Christian Herald
have been received, and are giving
much pleasure. My mother, in her
ninety-fourth year, is delighted with
the Bible, as she can easily hold it and
readily read the plain print. May you
be spared many years to bless and
brighten other lives.

Madison, Ga. Mrs. M. C. Ware.

AMONG THE WORKERS
—At Parkek, S. D., five churches united

and services were held in a specially erected

tabernacle. There were about three hundred
professions, a large percentage being men.
Evangelists Bromley and Myei-s conducted the
meetings.

—During the year just closed Abigail Mis-

sion (which has a free school and kindergarten

at 25 Charlton Street, New York City) has had
an aggregate attendance of 82,770, and has fur-

nished 39,500 free meals to the poor children
of the district. Superintendent Devare is

doing an excellent work, and deserves liberal

support.

—The first annual meeting of the Broth-
erhood of Rescue Mission Superintendents will

be held at Grand Rapids, Mich., January 16 to

23. One year ago it was organized, with a
membership of forty members. The members
meet once a year, in the general interest of the
work. Among the speakers at the coming
meeting will be Rev. Len G. Broughton, of At-
lanta, Ga. ; Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner, and Dr.
James Gray, dean of Moody Institute.

—Next summer a party of Americans will

cruise in the Mediterranean, to visit American
colleges, missions and hospitals in the Near

East. They will go to Macedonia, Turkey,
Asia Minor and Syria. Conferences with mis-
sionaries are arranged in Constantinople,
Smyrna, Beirut, and Cairo in Egypt. The
itinerarj- will also include Greece, the Holy
Land and the Nile. Professor Harlan P.
Beach, of Yale, will lead the missionary
thought of the whole trip.

—On Sunday evening, December 12, the

Rt. Rev. James H. Darlington, Bishop of Har-
risburg, spoke at the evening service at the

Bowery Mission. The Bishop had just started

to give the invitation for those who desired to

forsake a life of sin to kneel at the altar when
an old man in the rear arose. "I'm a veteran
of the Civil War," he said, falteringly : "sev-

enty-two years have passed by since my birth ;

twenty-six of them were spent in the Joliet

State prison. I am almost to the end of the
rope, but I ask an interest in your prayers, so
that I may lead a Christian life till God calls
me home." The old man stumbled to the altar,
where the gentle hand of "Mother" Bird rested
in his and he gave his heart to God. At the
same meeting a minister's son confessed Christ,
and the son of a well-known general in Penn-
sylvania also chose the path that leads to a
better life.

Abundantly Satisfied —
^

Dear Dr. Klopsch: The "Dream-
land" calendar and the "Dorcas" pic-

ture were received, and last, but not

least, your good paper and the book,

Hero Tales. They are very fine read-

ing for any person, young or old, poor
or rich. I showed your pictures to my
friends, and they praised them very
highly. I feel fully repaid by these

good things. I hope more people will

read your honest advertisement and
spare $2 for your good and generous
offer. Wishing you and your paper
the greatest success, I remain,

James Fluker.
Tecumseh, Mich.

A Beautiful Book
Dear Dr. Klopsch: The premium.

Hero Tales, has just been received, for

which accept my thanks and sincere

appreciation of it—a beautiful book

for my grandson. E. H. Stone.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The Fire at Lincoln Memorial University
IN

the newspapers of December 15 there was a

small telegraphic dispatch from Cumberland

Gap, Tenn., briefly stating that the beautiful

Grant-Lee Hall, the main building of Lincoln Memo-

rial University, was in ashes. Probably no dis-

patch of the same size has caused such a feeling of

poignant regret and disappointment through the

whole length and breadth of the mountian country

of the Middle South, for Lincoln University has

been and is educating hundreds of young men and

The Yoke of Calves Given for an Education

women of the finest American stock, who, without

this institution, would have hungered in vain for

an education.
The picturesque tower of Grant-Lee Hall, rising

high above the roof, was visible for a great distance

up and down the valley and from distant mountain
peaks, and it served as a veritable beacon on the

road to knowledge to the students who had come
from a great distance to see if a place could not be

found for them within the already overcrowded por-

tals of the Memorial University.
Grant-Lee Hall was originally built as a fine sum-

mer hotel; later, it was acquired by the university,

and was their main structure, both in size and the
purposes to which it was put. It served in part as
a dormitory for the young men, and these have been
left without shelter. The cold weather has already
set in, and Dr. Stooksbury, the energetic president
of the university, having carefully gone over the
situation, is in a quandary as to what is to be done
to house these students during the cold winter
months.

Lincoln Memorial University is situated differ-

ently from other schools, even in the South. It

was established for the mountain people, who are
eager for an education, and where one could be
admitted fifty have applied for entrance. Con-

sequently the buildings have been filled, every avail-

able house in the vicinity used, and many of the
students have built little cabins, in which they live

during their courseiat the university. As the struc-

tures are already overcrowded, there is really no
place for those bui-ned out to go, unless they abandon
their hearts' fondest hopes and tramp wearily»home
again over the long hills, some for the distance of a
hundred miles or more.
The insurance on the building was very small, and

the loss is one which will be felt for years to come
by the university, which needed more buildings, and
has been working heroically to get an endowment
so that the boys and girls, who are working so hard
to get an education, can be received. If the work at
Lincoln is not supported and must, as a result of the
fire, be curtailed, it will be as much, if not more,
the country's loss as it is that of the students, for
these young people are God-fearing, patriotic and
industrious, and will be an uplifting force in any
community where they make their homes. The
country needs young men and women of the type
this university turns out, and Americans every-
where should rally to its support in this its critical

hour of need.
The university has had two hard blows in rapid

succession. General O. 0. Howard was its founder,
and was giving all of his time to enlisting people to
its support when he was called by his Captain to

answer the last roll call. The loss of Grant-Lee
Hall coming so soon after is enough to dishearten
thelmost active of its officers. Dr. Stooksbury was
on a flying trip to New York when the fire occurred,
and said, in speaking of the fearful loss it had en-
tailed, that the students who had been burned out
would literally camp out and give their whole time
to working on a new structure if the money for the
materials were forthcoming. He said it was a crisis

they would do their best to meet, and if any were
interested in the great work the university was do-
ing for the young people and the country, they could
find no better time to show it than now.

Immediately after his arrival at Cumberland Gap
Dr. Stooksbury went carefully over the situation,

and wrote to this paper that fortunately no lives had
been lost. "Besides the loss of the building," he
writes, "nearly all the furniture and furnishings
were destroyed, as were three printing presses, one
large steam press and two job presses. The coal in

the cellar was burned, as were the workshop and
tools. Nearly all of the working boys lost their

trunks, and some of them all their clothing, except a
suit of overalls. Some of the teachers rooming in

the building lost their books and furniture."

A large number of the students teach during the
fall and early winter in the district schools of the
mountains and then come in after the Christmas
holidays, when their schools have closed for a time,

to take up their college work. What is to be done
with them is a question which can only be answered
by the philanthropic heart of people both North and
South. The students who have lost all they possess

are in actual need.
The way to realize what is done by Lincoln Uni-

versity for the people it has undertaken to educate,

and the type of students who come to her, is best

realized by a few illustrations of happenings which
are almost of daily occurrence. A young man in

his distant home among the hills had heard, now
and then, of the university which was founded to

give the mountain boys a chance for a start in life

with the education which is the birthright of every
American boy and girl. He had no money, but he
did have a yoke of calves. He started for college,

driving his capital on its eight legs before him.

A Young Student and His Two Sisters

He arrived at Lincoln Memorial University and
saw President Stooksbury. He explained that he
wanted to trade the yoke of calves for as far as they
would go on an education. Dr. Stooksbury took the

young man and the oxen, put them to work, and
the lad has driven them as they drew lumber,
dragged stone and performed a hundred other tasks

which are paying the lad's way through school.

One day there came a letter from a boy some dis-

tance from Cumberland Gap, which stirred Dr.

Stooksbury 's interest, even though similar letters

are frequently received. The letter read

:

"Dear Sir: As I have heard of your school being

a good place for boys to go to school at, I want to

come there and go to school, and work my way, as

I haven't any money to pay for schooling. I haven't
any father or mother now; my mother was buried
Thursday, and I want to get in school somewhere.
I am fifteen years old, and I am in the fifth grade.

I have two little sisters I want to get in school there,

in the orphan home."
Dr. Stooksbury made arrangements for the boy

and his two sisters to come to Cumberland Gap.
The boy entered school, and is doing well in his

studies. The older sister does the work of the little

home. Any one wishing to extend a helping hand to

the students or school at this critical time can ad-
dress Dr. Stooksbury, Cumberland Gap, Tenn.

I

TEN thousand "jack-

ies" of our Atlantic
fleet are in New York
enjoying a well-earned
holiday. They were paid
on Christmas week, and
a great -majority of

them, from apprentices
to plain seamen, spent
their "shore leave" in

merrymaking and fes-

tivity. The men belong
to the powerful aggre-

' gation of warships un-
der Rear-Admiral Sea-
ton Schroeder, which
includes the Convectl-
'iit (flagship), Kansas,
Vermont, Missouri,
Wisconsin, Neiv Hamp-
tihire, Minnesota, Ne-
braska, Rhode Island,
\'ew Jersey, Panther,
and hospital ship Sol-
ace. Ail the ships were
at anchorage along the
Hudson, between Sev-
'•nty-ninth and 141st
'Streets, and two public
landings were used by
the ships' boats during
the holidays. The

TEN THOUSAND ''JACKIES" HAVE A HOLIDAY

"Jackies" of the Atlantic Fleet Ready to Go Ashore for Holiday Leave

"jackies" went ashore
by hundreds at a time,

and spent a good por-
tion of their wages in

holiday gifts. Loads of

Christmas boxes were
received on the war-
ships from friends in

diff'erent States. Sports
were arranged for the
men ashore, and they
were kept under mild
supervision to keep
them out of harm. Some
went off to spend a few
days with friends;
others frequented the

markets and the big de-

partment stores; many
patronized the Y. M.
C. A. rooms on Seventh
Avenue, which kept
open house for them.
At the New Year's Day
reception on the fleet

visitors came and went
all day long, and en-

joyed the fine music and
abundant hospitality.

The "jackies" them-
selves enthusiastically
pronounced the holiday
week a brilliant success.
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Oue^ions and Answers
Anonymous communications cannot

receive attention in "Our Meiil-Bag."

C. D., Harrisburg, Pa. Where is Cabot Strait ?

I cannot find it in ordinary school geog-
raphies.

Cabot Strait is between Cape Breton and
Newfoundland. It is sixty miles wide.

Mrs. W. W. O., Overton, Neb. 1. Please ex-
plain II. Cor. 12:2, 3. 2. Ako John 6:53.
3. Where is David's throne? 4. What be-
came of the gold and the golden vessels of
Solomon's temple?

1. The apostle evidently was referring to an
ecstasy which is recorded in Acts 22:17. In

his humility, he refrained from telling these

Corinthians the experience was his own. 2.

Faithfully patterning after the example of the

Son of Man, we grow like himself, and become
partakers of eternal life, which spiritual life

we have not in ourselves. 3. There is no record

to show what became of it. 4. Carried to Baby-
lon. See II. Kings 25:8-15. -See also Wars
of the Jens, by Josephus, the celebrated Jewish
historian.

Mrs. R. S. G., Stamford, Neb. Were Achan's
family stoned with him, or were they wit-
nesses only ?

See Josh. 7 : 25, last clause.

Calmet, Taylor, Watson and
Jones all affirm his family

were stoned with him, they

being privy to his crime.

Mrs. J. M. M., Greer. S. C.
Explain II. Cor. 12:2-4.

The apostle refers to an
incident recorded in Acts
22:17, his humility (verse 1)

preventing him from stating

the experience as his own.
The Jews enumerated three

heavens : ( 1 ) where birds

fly, which were therefore

called "the fowls of heaven"
(Job 35:11) ; (2) the firma-

ment of heaven (Gen. 1:8),
where are the sun, moon and
stars; and (3) the abode of

God and his angels, to which
Paill says he was "caught
up" in a trance. Elsewhere,
this heaven is spoken of as

"paradise" and "Abraham's
bosom."

C. S. S., Morrison, 111. 1. Ex-
plain II. Cor. 12:2-4. 2.

What did Paul mean by
a thorn in the flesh?
What were the thorns ?

3. Name some of the
ways in which, in this
age, we may offend our
brothers by eating meat.

1. See reply to Mrs. J. M.
M., given above. 2. Although
not positively certain, it is

the popular opinion that, un-
der this figure of speech, Paul referred to an
affection of the eyes, or a weakness of vision,

from which he is said to have suffered. Some
writers believe that the "thorn" referred to

certain troubles in Paul's domestic relation-
ships. 3. The orthodox Jew abhors the flesh

of swine and other "unclean beasts," nor will

he eat of blood or anything containing blood.
Deut. 14 contains a list of these unclean meats.

A. M., Duluth, Minn. 1. Are rent, profit and
interest forbidden and condemned through-
out the whole Bible? 2. Was Jesus the
first great master to proclaim socialism
abroad to the open world ? 3. Is the fact
that the early Christians practised com-
munism, or socialism, the main reason for
the enmity of the capitalist class, and the
persecutions under the various Roman Em-
perors ?

1. No. Usury and extortion are condemned,
but not the reasonable and legitimate profits of
business. (See the parable of the pounds, Luke
19:12-27.) 2. He did not proclaim socialism

in the modern .sense of that term. The reforms
he advocated were in the hearts and lives of

men, not in the organic state or nation. He
denounced injustice and oppression, but advo-
cated the recognition of proper law and author-
ity. (See Mark 12:17.) His paraliles fre-

quently showed the righteous use of riches and
denounced their abuse. He pointed out the
danger of loving wealth and pleasure, of pride,

of indifference to th3 rights of others, of neglect

of the poor, of having the heart hardened by

riches. (Sec Matt. 19:22; Mark 10:24.) But
at all times the essence of his teaching was that

his kingdom was not of this world, but a spirit-

ual one in the hearts of men. Some of the
ancient prophets taught along lines of social

and economic as well as moral reform, yet they
have never been called socialists. 3. They did

undoubtedly, in some instances, carry out the

principle of having all things in common, but
their communism was of the beneficent co-oper-

ative type, and was never a menace to the

State, although accusations to that effect were
made against them. Their antagonism to pa-
gan doctrines and worship naturally brought
down upon them the full vengeance of the
pagan powere.

S. A. II., Omaha, Neb. Is it true that it is~onIy
witliin comparativclj' recent times that cities
have tried to keep streets clean out of regard
to the public health ?

No ; it is a mistaken impression not fbunded on
fact. In London, England, a law was passed as

early as A.D. Ii97 that the streets should be kept
clean. In 1309, it was a punishable offense to

throw refuse into the streets. Of course the people
of that day had more difficulty in keeping streets

clean, as there was no adequate sewerage system
and the drainage was faulty. Paris had a sewer
system at an early date ; it is doubtful, however.

tion and future life, with a tenacity unknown
to the people at large." If we remember that
Paul was "of the strictest sect of the Phari-
sees," and mark the importance he attaches to

this belief in his epistles, we may clearly un-
derstand the wide difference which existed

between Pharisees and Sadducees.

P. P. H., St. Albans, Vt. Will you give me the
main dimensions of the great cathedral of St.
Paul's, in London, England ?

The length from the cast end to the grand
portico is 510 feet; breadth, south to north por-

tico, 282 feet ; height from ground to cross, tOt

feet (nearly twice as high as Bunker Hill Monu-
ment) ; circumference of dome, 420 feet; entire

circumference of the building, 2,292 feet; diameter
of ball, 6 feet.

A. C. P., Kokomo, Ind. I remember that there
is a place in the Old Testament where it

is stated that God's anger was kindled. Is

it true that the writer of the book was
treating of some unevolved element of
God's nature, that he did not fully under-
stand, and he, therefore, wrote down the
word "anger"?

This does not necessarily follow. There is a
"righteous anger." Righteousness must be at

variance with wickedness. There is an anger
fully commensurate with love, having love as

its source, its motor, and its end. We our-

tonishment—at the conspiracy of silence, if

may so call it, and the effect of these uncos
tradicted teachings of our colleges and univei
sities upon the rising generation and the futur
of our beloved Christian faith. I am pastor o
three country churches, and have been pasto
of eleven M. E. churches in Wisconsin, and
could tell you of a growing indifference amon
our young people here in this Middle West."

We are glad to hear from our readers on thi

subject, because it furnishes evidence that th
country is waking up to the necessity of a vig

orous campaign in behalf of the old Book an
the old Gospel.

M. A. P.. Passaic, N. J. Explain I. Cor 15:2!
What is the meaning of baptizing "for th
dead"

?

See the better arrangement of this passag
given in the Revised 'Version. According t

Dean Alford, Canon Wordsworth, and others,

practice was prevalent among the converter
Greeks of baptizing by proxy those who ha^

died without baptism. The apostle demande
a belief in the resurrection of Jesus as a pre
requisite of conversion ; therefore the ridicul

he casts on this practice.

E. C. G., Hampton, la. Can you tell me wh.
said : "I would rather be right than h

President" ?

It was said by Henry Clay

in one of his most importan
speeches.

A. R., Yardsley, Pa. Giv.

the width of the Isthmu;
of Panama at its nar
rowest part ; also stati

how long the Panami
Canal will be when com
pleted.

The Isthmus of Panama a.

its narrowest is only thirty

seven miles wide. The Pan
ama Canal will be aboui

forty-si.\.

ONE of
ture

A Wonderful Group of Pigmy Men and Women

the principal attractions of London just now is what is known as "Tiny Town" at Olyinpia. It consists

people from two and one-half feet high, and aged from twenty-one to seventy-two years. For their u;

twenty carriages and horses. The "town" consists of a church, town-hall and circus, with shops and dwell
ing with the miniature surroundings. The little people of "Tiny Town" are of various nationalities.

of 100 minia-
se there are
ngs in keep-

if this system was of great value in keeping the
streets clean.

C. F. N., Concord. N. H. Who wrote the words
and music to "Rule Britannia" ?

The words were w ritten by James Thomson.
The music has been ascribed to Dr. Arne. A
German writer has made the claim that the air

is found in Handel's "Occasional Oratorio," this,

however, has not been proved to the satisfaction
of critics.

O. P. M., Los Angeles, Calif. At what period was
New 'York a city of 50,000 inhabitants, and at
what period a city of 100,000?

New York had 'a population of 50,000 between
1790 and ISOO, as the census of 1790, the first one
taken, gave the number as 33.1:3), and the census
of l&OO put the number at 60,489. It had 100,000

inhabitants between the census of 1810 and the
census of 1820. as the former gave the number of
inhabitants as 96,37:!, and the latter as 123,706.

D. Y. U., Harrisburg, Pa. From what plant
is ginger made, and where is it found ?

Ginger is made from the root of the amomum
zingiber. It is a native of India and China, but
has been transplanted to the West Indies and is

grown there with success.

Mrs. D. F. R., Lovilla, la. The Sadducees did
not believe in a resurrection of the body :

then please tell us what the Pharisees be-
lieved about that.

Rev. Dr. Green says : "The Pharisees held
certain great doctrines, as that of a resurrec-

selves have often to be cruel to be kind. Read
Eph. 4 : 26. God loves the sinner, but hates

the sin. An earthly judge may be moved to

indignation by crime, yet deal mercifully with
the culprit. Your other queries do not lie

within our category.

S. McA., Warren, Mass. What is the pyx in
Roman Catholic churches?

It is the little ornamental box or casket in

w liich the consecrated wafer is kept.

Rev. J. J. Robinson, Albion, 111., writes: "I

am exceedingly glad to read your brave and
sensible comments, at various times, in refer-

ence to the utterances of certain university

professors, such as Eliot, Foster and the fac-

ulty of the University of Chicago ; but I think
the danger of these writings is greater than
you, or the religious people of America, have
even begun to realize. As you rightly say, in

itself this teaching 'is neither dangerous nor
even clever, but simply ridiculous ; ... it

is to be regretted chiefly because of its perni-
cious influence on the students." That influ-

ence, however, will be, I fear, vastly more
potent than is generally realized, judging by
the silence with which these teachings have
been met by the leaders of Christianity. I

have been a teacher of youth for many years,
and I know something of the implicit faith the
youth has in his teacher at school or university.
It far outweighs any counteracting influence
possessed by the minister of the Gospel. I

therefore look with grave fear—with great as-

MISCELLANEOUS
Mrs. J. W-. Beaver FallS;J

Pa. Yes, we believe so.

E. G. L., Bronxville, N. 'V

It is pronounced "Mas-n;i
Kar-ta."

W. E. G., Araesbury, Mass
The attached returned postal;

have only been used in receiil

years. Write to the Postmaster
General,Washington, D. C.,foi

the exact date of its intioduc
tion.

A I'eader, F. A. Quinby, of

Schenectady, N. Y., kindly

sends the following informa-
tion : "In your December 16

issue you state, in answer to

'J. B. S., Sharon, Conn.,'

that you are not certain

where President Arthur is

buried. President Arthur is

buried in the Rural Ceme-= tery, Albany, N. Y."

Reader, Birmingham, Ala.

The Bella Cooke Mission is at 239 East Twenty-
seventh Street, New York, where the work
among the East Side poor, which she founded

in her lifetime, is now carried on by her

daughters.

Would Like to Kiss the Baby
Dear Dr. Klopsch: The pictures

have arrived, and are beautiful! Be-

yond all expectation, so lifelike! The
calendar baby is so likelife one feels

impelled to stoop and kiss it—lightly,

lest its slumbers be disturbed. Kindly
accept my thanks.
Portland, Ore. MRS. M. F. Wolfe.

Exceeds Highest Expectations

Dear Dr. Klopsch: I thank you

very much for the beautiful picture

and calendar. The Story Bible ex-

ceeds my highest expectations. I hope

to do much good by giving it into a

family where the Bible is an unknown
book. The Christian Herald is

vidthout exception the best paper pub-

lished. I have shown all to a number
of neighbors, and one at least will sub-

scribe. I have been a reader of THE
Christian Herald for ten years.
linadliig, Pii. MRS. CHAS. A. SaYLOR.
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

A Bit of Talk With the Men Folk By MARGARET E. SANGSTER
THE phrase is homely, but we all know what it

means. The men folk, God bless them, are

the strength and stay, the foundation and the

supporting walls of every household worth living in.

When a home is composed altogether of women
folk it is shorn of variety and loses half its charm.

Husbands, fathers, brothers, sons, their coming

and going, their loud cheery voices, their decided

opinions, their love of argument, and even their

almost universal tendency to wet-blanket any propo-

sition inade them, are, on the whole, engaging
qualities that somehow complete the sum of domes-
tic happiness. As for the wet-blanket
tendency, they cannot help it. It is in-

grained in the fibre of the masculine
i nature, and more than half the time
when they oppose, or contradict, or dis-

courage the women they care for, it is in

order that there may be discussion and
that they may have the pleasure of

yielding to persuasion.
When the men folk are American, it

almost goes without saying that it is

their highest delight to serve, gratify,

and, if you please, indulge the women
who belong to them. An American hus-
band enjoys talking affairs over with his

wfe, and is seldom reluctant to accept
her conclusions as worthy of considera-
tion. Sons and brothers are loyal to

their families, and fathers joyfully wear
themselves out that the daughters of

whom they are so proud may have no un-
satisfied wish.

This, however, is simply talking about
our men, and can hardly be regarded as
an address made to them directly. Sup-
pose my readers accommodating and
kind, and willing to let me change from
the third to the second person. I won-
der if you, dear paterfamilias, as I fancy
you reading The Christian Herald in

the mellow light of the lamp when your
day's work is done, ever entertain the
idea that your wife's working day is

rather longer than your own, and that
in most cases her housekeeping is car-
ried on under difficulties. I heard the
other day of a woman who had a serious
fall, from which she suffered for weeks,
because the back porch, that had long
been in need of repair, had been neg-
lected until one of its planks broke
beneath her weight. You, of course,
never forget to see that eveiy part of
the home that comes under your super-
vision is made as trim and safe and com-
fortable as it possibly can be. But you
know as well as I that a good man and
true may forget to mend a gate, to see
that a window sash is what it should be,
and to remedy a leaking roof.

at the table. The temptation to do this often over-
masters the best of you, because when you sit down
to breakfast you are in a hurry to get away, and
when you sit down to supper at night you are weary.
I i-emember a man whose habit it was to ring the
changes in the matter of fault-finding straight
through every meal that he took in the privacy of
his family. He was seldom restrained by the pres-
ence of visitors, and was, on the whole, a disagree-
able personage to have about, although he was an

THE WINTER WIND

OH, the Winter Wind is a jolly elf

As he sings through the forest

aisles.

He cares not a jot for glory or pelf

As he travels his merry miles.

And he quickens the pulse and brightens

the eyes.

And he blows the ships to port

;

The breeze of the summer for lullabies,

But the Winter Wind for sport.

A delicate woman, who does her own
washing and who has never had any out-
side help in the management of her
home, would be more than grateful if some day a
wagon should stop at the door and her husband
should surprise her by the gift of a washing
machine.
Another woman whom some of you may have met

is a good deal troubled because those boys of hers,
whom she carried in her arms and rocked to sleep
when they were babies, for whom she has saved
and scrimped and denied herself all the years when
they were growing up, are now so forgetful of her
comfort that they never have a moment to spare for
mother, and use the home over which she presides
as if it were only a place where they may eat and
sleep. It .seems a pity, does it not, if this be your
mother, that you should fail in making her happy
when she has spent all the years of your life in
being good to you?

There is just another word I would say to the
men folk in general, and it is this: Don't find fault

elder in the church, a high-minded and conscientious

man, and, in brief, the salt of the earth.

Once, when he was dining at the house of a friend,

he proved so very genial and such good company
that a young lady who had hitherto known him only

in the bearish guise of a man at liberty to speak
his mind in his own house, could not understand the

metamorphosis. "Oh," said her mother, "that gen-
tleman is what I call a street angel." I am sure,

as I write, that the good men to whom I am ven-

turing to preach this little sermon do not desei"ve

the title of "street angels." Yet, my friends, if you
ever are assailed by the faintest temptation to criti-

cise or complain of a lack in the cooking, or a mis-

take in the catering, or a lapse in the good manage-
ment of the women at home, stop a moment and
remember that hej-e silence is golden. If there is to

be real home happiness in this world of ours, men
folk and women folk alike, wherever they are, must
pull together.

Conversational Blunders

AGENTLEWOMAN, whose conversational gifts

are acknowledged to be excellent, has an un-
fortunate habit of repeating every statement

she makes two or three times in the course of a half
hour. She is not satisfied with telling her friends

once for all that yesterday she took a ti'ip out of

town to visit her mother, or with explaining in a
single sentence that Uncle Robert called at nine
o'clock in the morning and left a message from Aunt
Sarah. Having related a story once, she repeats
it in a slightly varied form two or three times be-
fore leaving the subject. She does this especially,

and with wearisome iteration, when
she is telling what she herself said or
did on a definite occasion. In conse-
quence of this defect in her daily talk
people dread her appearance, and she
is privately voted a bore notwithstand-
ing that she is really clever and at
times almost brilliant.

A conversational blunder of a diiTcx

'

ent kind, but one that is equally fatal
in its effect upon listeners, is fre-

quently made by people who have a
reputation for talking fluently and
well. Usually these people are beyond
middle age, but not always. They
have accumulated a fund of anecdotes,
and they bring them in at every oppor-
tunity until their families and friends
are so familiar with the stories that
they are ready to take flight at the first

sentence. When young people are in

the company of older ones they should
cultivate patience in the hearing of a
thrice-told tale. With the aged, mem-
ories of the present are often dim,
while memories of the past are vivid

and strong. There comes in old age a
hardening process to the brain, which
often accounts for the fact that stories

are repeated over and over. Yet we
all know many old people who have
never felt this indurating process, who
are not tedious nor tiresome, and who
do not repeat the same stories over and
over. This conversational blunder is

largely a matter of habit, and we
should guard against its commence-
ment in ourselves. The trouble is that
those nearest us refrain from hurting
our feelings by candidly telling us our
fault. Perhaps they are awai'e that
we would not receive fault-finding in

a graciovTS spirit. We may, however,
be frank and even severe in the court
of our own consciousness, and if we
have fallen into a rut or drifted into

a custom of telling the same stories

again and again, why should we not
call a halt?

Allied to these errors is another,
and it is equally undesirable. There
are numbers of people who constantly
interlard their talk with expressions
and expletives far from elegant.

"Heavens!" "Gracious me!" and similar phrases
drop from pretty lips and are so nearly akin to pro-
fanity that they cannot be defended. We do not
need in our common talk these little phrases, that
have no meaning and are much like blots of ink on
a fair page. Slang attracts many of us to our un-
doing, because it frequently crystallizes in a word
or two much that requires a longer time to say. A
man the other day remarked that when he said that
somebody was "up a tree" or "up against it," etc.,

he painted a picture in colors more striking and
effective than he could have done had he simply said

that his friend was in circumstances of embarrass-
ment. Undoubtedly there is a picturesque quality
in some of our current slang. Equally, it is a mis-
take to use it too often.

—C. S. Alway.s thank any one who docs you a kindness. Your
Question as to whether you should allow an acquaintance whom
you casually meet to pay your fare on the streetcar must he
answered in the neprative. Pay your own fare.
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A TALE OF COLONIAL DAYS IN OLD NEW YORK>
L BY ^j^

AMELIA E BARR

CHAPTER THREE—Conimwec/

WHEN the bell rang for din-

ner, Rose went down with all

her charms about her. She
had removed her plumed hat, but a
comb set with brilliants circled her

black hair, and flashed a thousand
darts into the senses of those who
looked at her. The Captain met her

with outspoken words of admiration.
Arent was dumb with wonder and de-

light until a glance from Virginia re-

stored him to himself. He was in his

handsomest uniform and ready for the
race course.

"The town has forgotten the Stamp
Act," he said. "Rich and poor 'are
making bets, and talking of Justice
Artaveldt's Corisande. It is not the
tyranny of England that amazes the
streets this morning; it is the pre-

s.'Hi'-ption of the man."
"The city grows crazy," said Mad-

ame Van Vroom; "yet they must go
to a horse race! I am against such
foolish ways."

"It is the way of the world from
the beginning," said Virginia. "This
morning the Governor was speaking
to Rose about it. He reminded her
that Sodom and Nineveh were racing
and betting, and feasting, and dress-
ing, with fire and the sword at their

gates."
"Far-fetched were the Governor's

examples," answered the Captain,
"and it was very ungrateful in him
to compare New York to Sodom and
Nineveh. Very kind has New York
been to Cadwallader Colden, and well
he knows her citizens are honorable
men, true men, good men, all of us;
at least, most of us; there may be a
few bad men, I

"

"Plenty to serve for examples. Cap-
tain, without going back thousands
of years for them. I know a few my-
self;" and Rose laughed merrily, and
touched Arent's hand, and then an-
swered his adoring look with a smile
so speaking that he comprehended in-
stantly he must corroborate her state-
ment.

"I, also," he added, "I also know
bad men—many of them. But I thank
God, all the women I know are angels
of goodness and beauty!"

"Stuff and nonsense!" ejaculated
Madame. "Plenty of women only
middling to bad. I could name a few
of them."
"Enough said, Katrina. We must

make an early start, two o'clock at the
latest."

The crowd went with them to the
Artaveldt course, and they found an-
other crowd already there. A large
tent had been erected for the invited
guests, and beautifully dressed men
and women rested in its shade, or
strolled over the green grass. Every
one was laughing, arguing. Mer-
chants, traders, and mechanics stood
in groups conversing; farmers were
sitting stolidly in their wagons; negro
women selling cold chicken pie, or
freshly fried crullers; and on the
river there was a great number of
small boats, gay with flags and finely
dressed parties and pleasantly noisy
with the sounds of conversation,
laughter, music and singing. It was
a happy scene, for it was both a race
and a social reunion; and the atmos-
phere was full of the harmony of a
humanity that believed itself to be
making merry.

Suddenly a strange, restless feeling

took possession of the outskirts of the
course. Men gathered together,
stood for a few moments, and then
hastily left the field. Very soon Joris,

with a face white and angry, passed
rapidly along the line, and was seen
speaking with passionate gestures to
his father. At the same moment
there came from the city a confused
sound of bells and drums and human
voices. A silence ominous and in-

quisitive stopped the talkers, even in

the midst of their sentences, and as
Joris said a word or two here and
there, in the assembled company, men

Keep Arent by you—the soldiers may
turn ugly."
"And the race, father?"
"I care not, Arent, what is done

about the race. More is at stake now
than dollars and horse fame. The
Lady Rose, your mother and sister

take safely home, and suffer no im-
pertinence from those redcoats in the
kitchen. If one rude word they say,

rough them! Knock them down!
Kick them out! God help us!"
"Come, Captain."
"Ready, Philipse."
Then Arent looked helplessly at his

hurried away to their vehicles—their
wives and daughters following in a
kind of sullen, silent anger.

Captain Van Vroom was among the
first to call his party together. "What
is the matter, Jan? whatever is the
matter?" asked Madame.

"Robbei-y! Tyranny! Slavery!
That is all, Katrina; not our lives—

•

our lives we may keep, if like cowards
and slaves we will live."

"That Stamp Act again?"
"Yes—here is the carriage. Arent

will drive you home. I am going with
Fred Philipse to the Mayor's office.

When I shall get home I know not.

sister. He could not drive; he knew
no more of driving than he did of
plowing; and charged with the care
of the three women he loved best in
the world, he feared to touch the
reins. Virginia understood his

dilemma. She whispered a few words
to Rose, and Rose went to the young
man.

"Captain Van Vroom," she said,

"pray let me drive. I want to drive so
much ! Oh, you need not fear to trust
me, and you can sit at my side, and
give me help, if I need it—which I

shall not."
So the drive which had turned

Arent sick with apprehension was af
ter all a happy drive. In spite of th
public anxiety, it ended in smiles'

and was followed by an evening that
four young hearts never, never foi'

got. For Joris joined them at th
tea table, though the news, he said

was "as bad as could be. "There wil
be three mass meetings to-night," h^

continued; "one at the Exchange Hall
one at Fraunce's Tavern, and ai^

open-air gathering round the Cit;-

Hall. Sooner or later this quarre
will end in war;" and he uttered thii;

decision with a proud solemnity, quiti

unconsciously touching the sword a'

his side.

But never yet was Love silenced bjil

war, or rumor of war. His whisper is i

clearest and sweetest when drumsi
beat and amis clash, and the loved om
rides away to death or victory. Vir-j

ginia drew closer to her lover, and
tighter held his hand, as they sat to-

gether in the dim room speaking of;

things sorrowful and yet to come..
For lovers desire this luxury of woe
and sweet uncertainty. And no one
that night interfered in their delicious

confidences. Madame was passing in

and out, but busily occupied with her
household affairs and her compulsory
guests. She thought the men were
more impudent than usual, and more
familiar with the slaves. She was
afraid they were putting insubordi- i

nation, perhaps even incendiarism, into

their stupid minds. She was suspi-

;

cious of every movement, fearful of
every strange sound, anxious for her
outspoken husband, and frightened

,

lest Arent should be drawn into a

,

quarrel that she could not help feeling
was almost hopeless for the colonists.

|

Arent was walking with Rose in the
starlit garden. In that still, scented
place Arent found the eloquence that
is of the inner and nobler man. He
told his love in his own plain, child-

like way^"I love you. You love me.
I am yours. You are mine. Who or
what shall part us?"

Nothing could be simpler, nothing
more irresistible. She caught love

from his bending face. His touch
made her tremble with joy.

At length she became alarmed at his

influence over her, perhaps also a little

weary; for she was not accustomed
to encourage feeling that went much
below the surface; so that when Vir-
ginia called her, she was cold and
disillusioned by her own withdrawals.
Arent was too happy to note any
change; it was to Vii'ginia she made
her complaint

:

"It is shameful!" she said, as she
uncoiled her hair, and flung aside her
splendid robe, "shameful ! It is even
cruel! Why are women made so

suceptible to a man's arm, or the touch
of his lips! I vow we are the most
helpless of creatures. I have said
things once to-night that I must un-
say as long as I live. I wish I was
uglv and fifty years old; yes, I vow
I do."
"Why did you go into the garden

with Arent? You should have stayed
with Joris and me."

"Virginia, if I had done so you
would both have looked a thousand
reproaches at me. Believe me, it was
for your sake I went with Arent."
"Had you no other reason. Rose?"
"Sure, my dear. I wished to get

rid of Joris."
"You are only talking, Rose."
"It is all I can do—at present. It

Continued on next page

!
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

\ a bad, uncomfortable world, Vir-

linia; nothing but tyranny, robbery,

avery, war, love, and such exasper-

:ions! In faith, a bad world, my

"1 wish it were better for your

ike. It ought to be better."

"Oh, it does well enough. I don't

.ally want it better. I like it as it

;, not as it ought to be. Let us go
')' sleep. I am tired of the day and

s indiscretions." She raised herself

little on her elbow, drew Virginia's

ice to her own, kissed it, and then

ith a sleepy sigh said

:

' "If you meet me in the land of

reams, be so polite as to forget

rent, and Joris, and the Stamp Act."

'Virginia laughed and promised; and
)r at least ten minutes there was
aither sound nor movement. Then
irginia said softly

:

"Rose, are you asleep?"
"Very near so."

' "I let Joris see the handkerchief."
= "Yes?"
"He was delighted with it—I gave

' to him."
"I am not in the least astonished.

'ovr will he wear it?"
' "He said only over his heart."
' "He will fold it cai-efully in white
aper, he will fasten the ends of the
;ring with wax, and his own seal

—

oris.' Then he will write on the
)ver 'from dear Virginia,' and put
jlow your name the year 176.5, and
le month of the year, and the day of

he month, and the hour of the day;
nally, he will put it in his desk, or

is top drawer, or wherever he keeps
•is love tokens. And in plain truth
2 will do the right thing."
"Rose?"
"The exactly right thing. One
mely lover in all New York, with a
ve gift over his heai't, would be
mny."
"Funny?"
"Yes. The King gave honor to the
•ibble in London. I wonder if it

ould be possible to induce Governor
olden to wear a Strawberry Hand-
jrchief. I would cheerfully resign
ine. What thrills! What romances!
^hat delightful misunderstandings
ight follow! Mrs. Golden might be-
)me jealous!"
"I suppose your handkerchief is

romised?"
"Who to?"
"Arent."
"Do you suppose so? Do you? I

^lieve myself to have more intelli-

ence."

"Arent would proudly wear it over
is heart."

"There! I know it. He would wear
on his cap. He would make it mto
love knot, and wear it at his throat.

[e would frame it, and glass it, and
ang it for a picture in his cabin.
es, I should like to give it to Arent,
ut I dare not."

"Then who will have it from you?"
"Chiefly my washerwoman. Ki.«s

16, Virginia, and then for goodness
ake let us bury this weary day in a
)ng, deep sleep. Good-night!"
"Good-night, dear Rose."

CHAPTER FOUR
A HOUSE PARTY

CHERE are hours in which the
most trifling cross will assume

he proportions of a calamity, and
ladame Van Vroom was not ig-
orant of such occasions; but on this
ight of di.sappointment and anxiety
rte had substantial reasons for her
Jarful looking-forward into the fu-
ire. Never before had she seen her
ood-natured husband so .stern and
etermined in manner, and so reck-
ss in speech; and what might come

|f two such dangerous weapons at
his passionate hour, she was afraid
> imagine.
She was al.so troubled about Arent.

With pain and disapproval she had
watched him walking with Rose in the
garden; for she knew that, however
great his love for the beautiful girl,

it could never meet with any real
encouragement and success. "Poor
Arent!" she kept whispering to her-
self, "he will love away his very soul,
and then in some cruel hour he will
awaken, and he will cry out 'Moeder,
it was all a dream!'" Nor was she
quite easy about Virginia and Joris.
Certainly she had no suspicion of
their engagement. That event would
be so completely outside of all the
family plans and expectations, she
could hardly imagine it as possible.
Almost angrily she put the thought
away, and yet Joris came so often,
and Virginia always seemed to know
he was coming—how was that? Be-
sides, it was not Rose but Virginia
that drew him to the house; he came
quite as often when Rose was not
with them.

These things were matter sufficient
for anxious speculation, but they were
attended by other small worries that
added to her sense of trouble. The
soldiers in the kitchen were making
merry over the passage of the Stamp
Act, and the slaves, instead of spin-
ning, were drinking, and she was
afraid to interfere. When Arent
came in from the garden she intended
to a.sk him to do .=o, but at that time
Arent was not wisely available.

If she went to the door, which she
was frequently impelled to do, the
.sounds from the city frightened her.
The beating of drums, the ringing of
bells, and the confused noise of hu-
man voices shouting, singing, quarel-
ing, assailed her ears, while the at-

mosphere showed red and lowering
with the rising and falling of flame.
It was only the torches in the hands
of men marching to rendezvous, or
lighting up some place of meeting, and
she suspected nothing worse; but it

was unusual and unnatural, and
helped to intensify the restless, un-
certain feeling of the hour.

She did not expect the Captain until
late, perhaps midnight, but he re-

turned very early, and for once he
acknowledged utter weariness. He
threw off his coat with an air of
temper, and had little of his first en-
thusiasm about him. Katrina knew
better than to a.sk questions. She
gave him his house jacket and slip-

pers with her own hands as he was
removing his shoes.

"Very tired art thou, dear one."
He succumbed at once to the gentle

service, and as he lifted his head he
smiled lovingly into her sympathetic
face.

"I .see also that thou art displeased.
What has happened to grieve thee so

much, dear Jan?"
"How can thou ask such a question?

.\]I the things that we feared have
happened to us. Now it has come to

this pass; the men of New York—

I

mean the good men who love her

—

must fight for her."

Continued on next page

Pleased with Pidtures and Bible
Dear Dr. Klopsch: For the beauti-

ful "Dreamland" calendar and the
exquisite picture, "Daughters of Dor-
cas," which I have received in perfect

condition from you, allow me to ex-

press sincere thanks. They will be
ornaments in our home and teach les-

sons of peace and charity. "Dream-
land" hangs with the 1906 and 1907
calendars in one corner of our living

room, and it is a pretty group—the

babe, the maiden and the young bride.

I also received in perfect order the
premium, the Red Letter Testament,
which will be a great comfort, and
thank you heartily for it.

Mrs. John S. Crosby.
Arlington, Mass.

Women know!

It isn't necessary to tell them how
to wash the thousand and one pretty
trifles that come under the general name
of "fancy work."

They would not think of using ordi-

nary laundry soap—or washing powders
—or chemicals.

Oh, no!

There is a better way ; a safer way

—

Ivory Soap and lukewarm water.

Why Ivory Soap ? Because it is pure

;

because it contains no *'free" alkali; no
coloring matter; no harmful ingredient
of any kind.

Ivory Soap - 99 ''^^o Per Cent. Pure.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Sclentlllo and Effective Treatment o<

CANCER
Without Reaortlns to Surfflcal Procedure

Tbe only private iastitutlon of magnitude in the United
States ior the exclusive treatment ol Cancer and other
malleoaot and beniKQ new growths. Conducted by a

physician ol standing. Established thirty-two years.

Por compute information address

BcriuUre Hilk Sanatoriom, North Adams, Musachasetts

"California Now or
Never!"

"The Kuhn California Project" will irrigate ^50,000 acres in the fiimous Sacramento Valley.
The land is ready ! i'he water is ready ! Are you ready? Ihe sale of these rich valley lands
has just befrun in tracts of l(i to 80 acres. Small payment down: tlien ten annual payments.

The valley is garden soil, .50 feet deep, yielding immense crops of Iruit, alfalfa, sugar beets
and all llie fimons products of California. Mature orange groves on these lands have yielded
as high as .11,000 per acre. If >oii are going to have a farm, why not have the best ? The Kulins

are always looking for the best, and their experts tell

them in this enterprise they have found ft. They are
putting millions of dollars into improvements to make it

still better. The land is close to big markets and will

pay for itself.

Yon taVe no chance in bnying lanrl under the Kuhn projects.
Tilt- Iviiliii interests are irrigaliiiK •Uhi.iuhi arri'B m the Twin ?"aU3
Ciuiiitiy, Idaho. Their great .^Mcr:iiiiiiito Valley iiroject offers
a tidstli'ss wniter and a still wider r:inf;f of crujis. Organize a
California Colony in your own cilv or town. Take your neigh-
bors with you.

There is in press a very choice book of 48 pages. "California—
Now or Never." It is by far the handsomest" California book
ever issued, and will show yon at a glance whether you want a
hf)nie ranch m California. To insure a sele<-t distribution, it is
pri<ed at ten cents. All other publications which are tuUy
descriptive ,are free. Fill out the coupon below and mail. If
you want the new book, enclose ten cents for each copy.

H. L. Hollister, 205 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

Please send (ree information about Sacramento Valley Irrigated
Lands to the following addresses:
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The

New
Caruso

Records

"^ Nov. 15, 1909.

"I have renewed the agreement now existing between, the

Victor Talking Machine Company " and myself for a further

period of twenty-five years, giving to this Company the exclusive

right to rnake and sell records of ^ ^^

Hear these new Caruso records—especially his new "Forza del Destino" solo (88207), and
'Mamma mia", the beautiful Neapolitan gondolier song (88206)— at any dealer's. Then you'll

tppreciate the wonderful advances recently made in the art of Victor recording.

V|p

And be sure to hear the

ictrola .HIS MASTERS VOICE

,

DIRECT from FACTORY at
Wholesale Prices, Freight Paid
We sell to yoa at vhe same price we wonld Bell to
the dealer—pay the freight besides. Stove pol-
ished, ready to set op, safe delivery insured.
Then, after

ONE YEAR'S TRIAL
we refund yoar
money if you are
not satislled.

Gold Coin
stoves and Ranges

standard for li

vears.
Our niutrated
Stove Book free,'

tells all abiiut
stoves, drafts,
chimneys, etc.
Send for it.

Gold Coin Stove Co
110a.k8t Troy.N.T.

AGENTS
Make big profits selling this 8-piece
Eitcb«B t^t. H. a. CuQuiDgb&m made
%1'2 a daj. Copy of flwora statemont
furnished. 'We have agests wLo have

Made$40aWeek
Write today for terms of free outfit

and bow to make |.l to }10 a day.

No preTioufl experience necessary.
All goods (Tuaratitted. Money back to any customer nut perfectly pleased.
Uur elefranl display eamiile case makes sales easy.

THOMAS MF«. CO., 334 Wayne St.,Daytoii,OhIo

BronchialTroches
A preparation of superior merit for relieving Coughs,
Hoarseness and Irritation of throatt of great benefit
In Lung Troubles, Bronchitis and Asthma. Free
from opiates or any harmful ingredient.
Priee, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00 per box.
Sample mailed on request,

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. Boston, Mass.

[The confidence felt by farmers and
gardeners in Ferry's Seeds to-day

'

would have been impossible to feel inj

any seeds two score of years^

ago. Wc have made a_
science of seed_
growing.^

always do
exactly what you

expect of them. For sale

everywhere. FERBVS 1910 SEED
[ANNOAL Free on request

D. M. FERRY & CO., Ootroit, M!oh.

To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records.

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month

Heart Palpitation
Is cansed by generation o( gas In the stomach.
Charcoal absorbs all gases and stops iermentatlon.

MURRAY'S
CHARCOAL TABLETS

are made o( purest charcoal. Try them for palpi-
tation ol the heart, dyspepsia, and Indigestion.

Foi" 1 Or* *" stamps, a full-size 25c« box
k \jr 1 vr^« niniled for trial. Once only.
A. J> Oirn/iAN, 2 Astor House, New Vork

A^Piy^C Mr Sanitary Coffee and Tea Bl&tcerb.

#%VlKI« I ^ produce a pare^ sweet cap. N^dB i^
settler nor strainer and

"^

never wears out. Saves iea^

and coffepf money and
health. Every wife bnysat
sight. Now inventions.

Send 15c for 50c size of
either, postpaid, or will

eend sample of both for

25c. Without question the

,^^^^_ two best soUin articles -^^b^-
COFFEE ever invented. Order both, TEA MAKER
MAKER Dr. Lyons, 1480l>aySt., Pekin.IlU

VACUUM ^^aI^r^ivS
To prove to every reader of this magazine that she
can ivash clothes with least work and wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial end pay'
freight both ways if you do not find it far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump*
ing motion. Water heated in rnst'proof tub.
Cleanses laccs, clothes, carpets. Write for
free booklet, oaiuable recipes and trial offer,

DODOi: & ZUII.T.
B35 B Dillaye Bldg., Syracaae, N.Y.

VALENTINES
10 fine Post Cards. tOc; 100 for 90 c. A Special
assortment for dealers and agents, 1 00 mailed for 60c

DAYWASHINGTON'S BIRTH
SAINT PATRICK'S
10 DnCT r'ADnC mailed for lO cents

100 I Udi CAIyLIO mailed for 75 cents

TTtree 10 cent packages mailed for 25 cents.

Continued from preceding page

"Fight! Oh, Jansen!"
"Well, then, we are traders, and

we will fight with our own weapons.
Donner! we will pinch England
harder than she can pinch us. Into

the Valley of the Shadow of Hard
Times, shut up factories, angry and
hungry men, without work and with-
out bread, we will push her."
"A great thing you propose, Jan.

God only knows how it can be done."
"Well, then, by God's help it will be

done. At John Cruger's there was a
large company discussing the matter
quietly—our best merchants, lawyers,
and the like, Katrina—and they have
a plan which thou would call 'tit-for-

tat,' but which I say plainly is a good
plan."
"Not the sword, Jan?"
"It will cut deeper than the sword.

See, here it is—if England will cripple
our commerce and trade, we will shut
up England's factories. Nothing that
she makes will we buy; shoes, nor
hats, nor nails, nor saws—nothing at
all."

"What then, Jan? What shall we
do?"
Jan laughed, a strong, satisfactoiy

laugh, then he added, "A few troubles
and quarrels England will have at
home, no doubt; these men will find

out very soon that the Stamp Act
is not constitutional, and whatever is

not constitutional in England is alto-

gether wrong. In the meantime, we
will make our own hats, and our own
shoes, and coats, and kirtles, and petti-

coats. It is high time we did so."

"Many things will be very hard on
us—many things we shall miss."
"But to be free, Katrina ! To be

free at all risks, and through all suf-
ferings—that was the law laid on us
by our fathers. We will never break
it, we will never shirk it. Vri
Vriesen! Free Fi'isons are the Van
Vrooms! So I was bom, so will I

die!"
"If thou dies "

"It is right. When a man dies

fighting for freedom, he has not
failed. No, indeed!"

"Did no one say a word for us in

London, Jan? Where was Mr. Pitt?
I thought he was surely our friend."
"We have friends in London, and we

have enemies, and I think our worst
enemy in London is Cadwallader
Golden in New York. He is a whim-
pering, whining dog of a fellow, that
is always taking occasion, and seek-
ing occasion, and going out of his
way to find occasion for complaining
of us; and then, like the wolf in the
fable book, he thanks God that he is

not ferocious."
"You like not the Governor, Jan,

that is easv seen."
"Who does like him?"
"Lady Rose says he is a good man

in his own home."
"That is nothing. That is loving

himself. Judge Livingston says
Golden treats both the judges and
the assembly contemptuously, if they
dare to differ from him. Mr. Watts
called him to-day 'an old mischief-
maker.' He said 'the poor body was
hated by the people, who would prefer
Beelzebub to him.' Yes, and he added
that Golden would condemn all Amer-
ica, if by doing so he could make
himself appear great in the contro-
versies now going on; just because
he has such an unbounded opinion of
his own cleverness. Then Mr. Smith
reminded us that Golden was thought
to be an enemy to New York in Clin-
ton's time; and 'tis a burning shame,
Katrina, for much wealth and honor
New York has given the cunning,
stingy little Scot with his decorums
and his slavish little tricks. The
spaniel of the world he is! Let him
lick the King's hands or feet if he
wants to. Eh, Katrina? But one good
friend we had in the house, a member
called Barre. In our favor he said

many grand words that before til

end of May will ring in every hen
in America. Yes, Katrina, they \ri
ring in the hearts of our children i
ever and ever!"
"What mean you, Jan?"
"One hundred thousand copies, iyi

and more also, of that speech will 1

printed. Night and day, men will 1

printing it in all the big cities; ar
far and wide oui; young men vdll tal
it. From town to town, from villaj
to village, from farm house to far
house, they will sow this seed (

freedom. Squire Reid, who is a gre;
farmer, Katrina, thinks it is the be
way; 'scattering it ham-sam, broai
cast, will not do,' he said; 'we mu
drill the whole country.' Well, Ki
trina, I have worked in my garde:
and surely I know my peas and bear
scattered broadcast would do us litt

good; they must be so\vn in drill

Yes, indeed!"
"And pray, then, how are you goir

to do it? A great undertaking it wi
be."
"And a great company of younj

men have we ready for the worJ-
Arent must get the Manhattan out c

harbor quickly. All do^vn the A
lantic coast he can sail. Many citi(

he can touch, and the cities can reac
their outlying villages. Barre's speec
should be in the hands of every mai'
woman, and child. It is full of livin

words."
"Let me sec it. Thou must have

copy."
"No, I have not. Eveiy cop

brought from London is in som
printer's hands; but I heard it rea
by Jared IngersoU's nephew, and
can tell thee a little about it. Ths
ignoramus To\vnshend, who is at th

head of American affairs, speaking i

favor of the Stamp Act, said, 'w

had been planted by England's carij

and nourished by England's ir;

dulgence, and protected by England''
arms.' Then Barre, who had bee
with Wolfe in Canada, and who kne'
America and Americans better tha
any one in the House, got to his fee

in a passion. Ingersoll said his eye
flashed, and he sti'etched out his arm:
and mocked at the English goverr
ment's claim. He said we had bee
planted by England's oppression, tha

we had been given as a prey to he.

favorites, and that we had not onl

defended ourselves, but also helpe
England to defend herself. And ther

Katrina. he told them to beware, b(;

cause 'the Americans were Sons o,

Liberty, and very jealous of thei

freedom, and its rights.' And thos

three words, Soits of Liberty, throbbe
in our hearts, and evei-y man in th

room rose to his feet. Without know
ing it we rose, and some lifted thai

right hand, and some touched thei

swords, and I, Katrina, I found m
right hand on my heart, and I fel

the tears in my eyes, and John Watt
cried out 'Sons of Liberty!' and w
answered him with a shout. For .

few moments like gods we felt."

"I am glad for thee. Such moment
salt a whole life, Jan."

To be continued

Framing ttie Beautiful Picture:

Dear Dr. Klopseh: My brother ha

just framed four of the beautiful pic

tures you sent, with good effect, and a

perhaps a third to half the usual cosi

He gets moulding from the lumbe
yard and stains it any desired coloi

Only very moderate skill with the sav

and hammer produces a frame nearly

if not quite, equal to the shop-mad,
frame. Some one else may be glad o

this hint for reducing the expense o

framing so many at once. The fo'u

that my brother made cost $1.75.

Josephine E. Sondericker.
Woodstock, III.

1^
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y UR last financial discussion had to

y do with mortgage bonds and

cter certificates, and we shall con-

tue the subject this week, only

c (fining ourselves to that form of

ctificate known as irrigation bonds.

( late years we have heard much of,

si some of us have witnessed the

rracle of the water, which, gathered

i regions of excessive moisture and

] into arid districts, has "made the

c;ert to blossom as the rose." Ac-

cints of bountiful crops, produced

vler conditions which allow the

f-mer to be his own weatherman,

h/e resulted in the development of

res of farms on land which, under

f mer conditions, grew only sage-

tish.

li'irst, there was the land, rich in the

neral salts which give it fertility,

t; poor in vegetation because it lay

vier a rainless sky. Then came the

rn with the idea that, if the melted

s>w water from the sides of the dis-

tit mountains could be collected and

f led far out over the plains, the en-

e,y of fertility lying dormant there

f centuries could be made to yield

r quota of world wealth. The suc-

cs of one project begot another.

Mley after valley was opened up, and
i nigration was invited. In capital-

i ig the various properties, bonds
vre created and sold to obtain money
f development purposes. These
bids were the promises of the devel-

onent companies to pay back the

rney borrowed, at a subsequent date,

v h interest at intervals for the use
it. And as a guarantee that they

vuld do so they offered liens on the

ligation project as a whole, and, in

sne cases, on the farms under culti-

v.ion in particular.

The Carey Act

The opportunity to arrange the lat-

t form of security was provided by
t contract into which the farmers
e ered when purchasing the land and
vter rights. Farms and water rights

vre paid for at the rate of a certain

pcentage, cash down, and the rest in

aiual instalments. Mortgages thus
c ated were used to secure the bonds
a a one-and-a-half rate. In other
vrds, each .$1,000 bond was secured
vh $1,.500 worth of mortgage. As
t annual instalments of each mort-
g^e were paid off, the equity of each
bidholder became the larger. And
i: cases where such ideal conditions
csted the projects were successful.

It not all were so ideally conducted,
al in some cases great financial loss

vs sustained.
,n certain regions irrigation pro-

j ts were started, surveys were made,
dns were built, pipes were laid,

f ms were sold, and bonds were is-

sd, all to end in failure and a return,
afar as the landscape was concerned,
t the former desolation. In some
c es, this was due to unsound engin-
e ing judgment in estimating the
vter supply, in others to bad man-
a>ment. In particular instances, it

vuld seem to have been due to fraud.
S^h cases were not without their uses,
hvever, for the gravity of the situa-
1 1 resulted ultimately in the framing
owhat is known as the Carey Act.
Jnder this act the lands to be oper-

ad are segregated by the Secretary
the Interior, at the request of the

S.te Land Board, and in accordance
V'h plans which th2 Land Board has
a)roved for the appropriation of
vter and the construction of an irri-

K ion system. After these lands
h'e been segregated, the prospective
S'iler must make a contract with the
rating corporation for a water

r ht before entering upon his land.
S)ervision of the irrigation system is

nintained by the State Engineer and
Ste Land Board until the entire con-
si jction is satisfactorily completed
a I the system turned over to the set-
tl'S. In this way the settler is guar-

anteed a perpetual water right, with a
good title. The settler pays ten per
cent, of the purchase price of his water
right, and in his contract gives a mort-
gage on the water right purchased and
on his equity in the land to secure the
deferred payments. These mortgages
and contracts are deposited with some
responsible bank or trust company,
which acts as trustee.

Government Land Bonds

The Carey Act arranges to allov/

not more than 1,000,000 acres each to
the States of Washington, Oregon,
California, Nevada, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota,
South Dakota and Utah, and in such
other States as may contain desert
lands. A question as to its constitu-
tionality has been raised, but chiefly

along technical lines, which would not
seem to militate against its practical
value as a preventative of fraud. It is,

in any event, as much of a government
restraint as could be expected to be ex-
erted over what, after all, are private
enterprises. For, although it is true
that the lands operated are "govern-
ment" lands, for the reclamation of
which any citizen of the United States
may make application to enter, and
although the project, as a whole, is un-
der the supervision of each State En-
gineer, still the irrigating company is

a matter of private enterprise, or-

ganized by its promoters by contract
with the State. Nevertheless, the fact
that the settlers must bind themselves
to pay off the mortgages, which guar-
antee the bonds issued by the com-
panies, gives the arrangement gi-eat

stability.

This as to government lands. But
there are irrigation bonds issued in

many Western States, which differ

from those discussed above, in that
they are the result of sectional enter-

prise. These bonds are issued by or-

ganized districts, very similar to school

districts, for the purpose of purchasing
or constructing irrigation systems for
their own use. Such bond issues are
to be approved by a majority of the
resident freeholders in the district who
have paid taxes the preceding year.
The procedure is quite similar to that
of a school district issuing bonds to

construct a schoolhouse, or a munici-
pality issuing bonds to purchase or

construct a city water plant. The
bonds then become what is practically

a municipal obligation. The interest

on such bonds, and the maturing bonds,

are paid through the county treas-

urer's office, by a tax levied in the reg-

ular way. The value of such bonds,

as with all municipal securities, de-

pends on the population of the district

and on the value of the property sub-

ject to the tax lien.

Private Corporation Bonds

Then there are the private corpora-

tion bonds, issued by a corporation for

the purpose of acquiring water rights

and purchasing or constructing irriga-

tion systems. These bonds constitute

a mortgage lien on all property owned
by the company, and occasionally they

are also secured by additional mort-

gages on the lands to be irrigated. As
in the government lands, these mort-

gages constitute trust deeds, given by
the farmers owning the land subject

to irrigation, to secure deferred pay-

ments on water rights purchased.

So, in considering irrigation bonds,

the purchaser can have his interests

safeguarded in all three divisions

by practically the same provisions.

Which section of country to select as

security for bonds purchased is also a

question to be considered, not only on

the proved fertility and prosperity of

the section, but also on the integrity

of the bond house offering the proof,

and, hence, before purchasing irriga-

tion bonds, it will be well to consider

the advice of John Hays Hammond,
Continued on page 21

Which Hose Will

You Have?
Holeproof Hosiery is guaranteed to be as

free from holes at the end of six months as it

is the day you buy. We give you this guar-

antee in writing, so if any holes appear in six

months you receive new hosiery free of charge.

Costs Same as Common
Common hosiery has no such guarantee. It

costs you just as much as "Holeproof," but

at the end of six months it is worthless. You
spend hours darning it when for no extra

expense you can have "Holeproof" and do no
mending whatever. Why not have the best

when it costs just the same .''

Insist on the "Holeproof" trade-mark as it

is reproduced below. Many have imitated the

guarantee but none have equaled the quality.

We pay an average of 63 cents a pound for

Egyptian and Sea Island cotton yarn, but

common hosiery is made from cotton costing

about 12 cents a pound.

We use 3-ply yarn in the body and 6-ply h\

heels and toes. Ordinary hosiery uses 2-ply

throughout.

jlolepra^ osieri^
FOR MEN WOMEN'^ AND CHILDREN

When you get genuine "Holeproof" you get the

utmost for the money—the very finest hose in the

market—and you get them for just what poor hose

would cost.

The genuine "Holeproof" are sold in your town.

We'll tell you the dealers' names on request. Or we'll

ship direct where we have no dealer, charges prepaid

on receipt of remittance. Write for free book "How
to Make Your Feet Happy."

Holeproof Sox—6 pairs. $1.50. Medium and lightweight.

Black, black with white feet, liglit and darlc tan. navy blue, pearl

gray. lavender, liglit blue, green, gun-metal and mode. Sizes, 9

to 12. Si.x pairs of a size and weight in a box. All one color or

assorted, as desired.

Holeproof Sox (extra light weigrht)—6 pairs, $2.00.

Mercerized. Same colors as alx'vc.

Holeproof Lustre-Sox—6 pairs. $:! 00. Finished lilio silk.

E.vtra liglit weiglit. Blaclc, navy blue, light and dark tan, pearl

gray, lavender, light blue, green, gun-metal, flesh color and mode.
Sizes. to 12.

Holeproof FuU-Fasliloned Sox— pairs, $3.00. Same
colors and sizes as Lustre-So.x.

r Holeproof Silk Sox—3 pairs for $2.00. Guaranteed tor

three i:ionths—warranted l)urf silk.

Holeproof Stockings—C pairs, $2.00. Medium weight.
Black, tan. Mack with white feet, pearl gray, lavender, light blue
and nai7 blue. Sizes, 8 to 11.

Holeproof Lustre-Stockings—G pairs,
$3.00. Finislied like silk. Extra light weight. Tan,
black, pearl gray, lavender, light blue and navy
blue. .Sizes. 8 loll.
Boys' Holeproof Stockings—G pairs,

$2.00. Black and tan. Specially reinforced knee,
heel and t<«\ Sizrs, r, to H .

Misses' H<>l<*proof Stockings—C pairs,

$2.00. Black anil 1,111 .'^iHrially reinforced knee,
heel and too. ."^izo^. Ili il,' j. These are the best
children's liosc nuule to-day.

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO.
398 Fourth Street (26i IMilwaukee, Wis.

Write for this Book

IT'S FREE

by

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw
(Former Secretary of the United

States Treasury.)

The First Mortgage

Guarauitee &Trust Compeuiy

Dept. H, 927-929 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music
whether a besinncr or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-
sire) for either Piano, Organ. Violin. Guitar, Banjo,
Cornet, Sight Singring, or Mandolin will be given
free to make our home study courses for these
instruments known in your locality. You will
get one lesson weekly, and your only expense
during the time you take the lessons will be the
cost of postage and the music you use, which is

small. Write at once. It will mean much to you
to get our free booklet. It will place you under
no obligation whatever to us if you never write
again. You and your friends should know of
this work. Hundreds of our pupils write : "Wish
I had known of your school before." "Have
learned more in one term in my home with your
weekly lessons than in three terms with private

teachers, and at a great deal less expense."
"Everything is so thorough and complete." ' The
lessons are marvels of simplicity, and my 11 year
old boy has not had the least trouble to learn.

One minister writes: ".As each succeeding lesson

comes I am more and more fully persuaded I made
no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Established 1898—liave thousands of pupils

from seven years of age to seventy.

Don't .say you cannot learn musics till you send
for our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be
sent bv return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL
OF MUSIC, Box T, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City.
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IT ought to be the biggest Ivind of a help—but is it ?
There's many an exasperating thing a sweeper can
do—and wilt do—if it's not the National. Think of

the numberless ways of the ordinary sweeper that would
try the patience of an angel

—

Then remember that the National has none of them.
That's the difEerence.

The National
Roller-Bearing Carpet Sweeper
The National Brnsh is made of full, short tufts of

ImportedHankow Cliinese bristles. Tliey dig out and
pick up every scrap of paper, lint, dirt, thread—every-
thing. But never injure the rugs.
The National lias a patented Anti-Tipping Device

—

ciin't dump the chrt till you want it to. The Dust Pans
open (one at a time) witli Independent Dump Levers.
The National Handle is ferruled with a steel ring—no

splitting or coming out.
The National Brush is released for cleaning by a

second's touch of the thmnb and finger.
The National operates on Dust-Proof Roller Bearings,

60 jier cent easier rtmning tlmn the others.
The National will work harder and longer for you than

any other sweeper made. And look better all the time.
Fully warranted.
The best of it is—the National costs you no more than

the hm<lering kind. Ask the livest dealer hi your town-
he's sme to have them.

Learn How to Double the
Life of Your Carpets and Rugs

Send for cm' little book about
"How to Double the Life of Your
Carpets and Kngs." It is free for
the asking and tells you how to
f;et twice the wear out of your
iloor coverings. Enclose your
dealer's name when you WTite.
.Vddress nearest othce,

NATIONAL SWEEPER CO.
Dept. M.—

9

Newark, N.J. Chicago, IlL

'^V,5'5ic.

FREE
BOOK
TellsHow

By the wonderful Simplex copy-
righted system anyone of ordinary
intelligence can quickly leam to
play piano or organ

WITHOUT A TEACHER
You need not know the first

principles of music. By no other
tnethod can you- ream music so
cjuickly and thoroughly as by the
Simplex System. The study is
easy and fascinating. By our
system you can study during
spare time in your home and
quickly become a capable
musician, playingpopular, sacred
or classical selections. Delighted
students in every state and terri-

tory. Some of our students, after
six or eight lessons, begin playing
piano or organ in church and Sun-
day school. Others write that af-

ter one lesson they are able to
play a waltz from memory. If you
wish to become a skilled musician,
write at once for our free book.
Address
Simplex School of Music
Conservatory 521 Kansas City, M o.

^^^ Fnor PnwnFD ^»iWDER

THE WOMAN W^HO KNOWS
that her good looks—her success in society
—depend chiefly on her complexion, uses
always that greatest of beautifiers, Lablache.'
It keeps the skin smooth and velvety. Pre-
vents redness, roughness and chaps caused
by winter winds, and imparts
to its users the appearance of
perennial youth.
Refuse substitutes. They may be

dangerous. Flesh, White, Pink or
Cream, 50c. a box, of druggists or
by mail. SendlOc./orsamplebox.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers, Dept 22
125 Kingston St., Boston, fliass, io^^ ^ .^-^y-

THE GOSPEL NET
Sunday School Lesson ip Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

"N
OW when he heard that John
was delivered up." Jesus was
told that John had been put

into prison by Herod, the ruler of Gal-

ilee. John had been brave and out-

spoken in reprimanding Herod. John
was probably imprisoned in the rocky
fortress of Machaerus, nine miles east
of the northern end of the Dead Sea.
"He withdrew into Galilee." The

action of Herod probably hastened the
beginning of Jesus' ministry in Galilee.

Herod must be shown that he could not
imprison the Gospel. On his way from
Judea to Galilee Jesus stopped two
days to preach the Gospel to the Sa-
maritans, and many believed on him.
"Leaving Nazareth, he came and

dwelt in Capernaum." The opening
sermon of his Galilean ministry was
naturally delivered in his home city;

as he stood in the synagog*ue in Naza-
reth, having been invited in the cus-

tomary way to read and expound the

tainly the teeming, turbulent multi-

tudes in Galilee needed Jesus.

Nazareth had rejected him. Did
Capernaum welcome him when he took
up his abode there? Yes; only the
devils cried out, "Let us alone." And
Jesus compelled them to take their de-
parture. The people gathered in

throngs at the seaside when Jesus
preached, and they brought their sick
to him to be healed, and later on we
shall hear how he healed all that were
brought to him. Yes, Capernaum wel-
comed Jesus. But alas for Caper-
naum ! "for if the mighty works which
have been done in thee had been done
in Sodom, it would have remained until
this day." So said Jesus himself
(Matt. 11:23). And more terrible
still, "It shall be more tolerable for
the land of Sodom in the day of judg-
ment than for thee."

All that the traveler in Capernaum
sees to-day is a few carved stones, sup-

Jesus Preaching from a Boat by the Shore of Galilee

Learn Piano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TUNE-
A-PHONE. A Profession that can be converted into
money at any time or place In the civilized world at an
hour's notice. Earn 85 to 815 per day. Illustrated book
Free. Write HILBS BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TrNINU,

61 HqsIc Uall, Battle Creek , BIchlgan.

••HAPPY-WOMAN"
(Trade Mark Registered)

DOILY BELT (All Elastic), Price 25 cents
Light, smooth, soft and secure. Does not irritate or curl under

Corset. Sold by live DEAUJRS.or mailed in plain Envelope for 25c.
If not the best you ever wore fOr floublethe money, mail it back
and get your 25c. w ithout question. Give waist measure when
ordering. UFBITE HFO. CO;, 62i WalnntSt., Cincinnati, 0.

Scriptures from the roll which he
held in his hands. That day he read
from Isaiah, chapter sixty-one. And
his comment was: "This day is this

Scripture fulfilled in your ears." It

was startling to those who heard him,
and when he was come out of the syna-
gogue they tried to do him violence by
pushing him over the hill ; but he dis-

appeared, they knew not how, but God
and the angels knew. And then it was
he came and dwelt in Capernaum; and
after that, for three years, Capernaum
was "his own city." If we ask why
he chose Capernaum, we will find the

reason in the statement that "the peo-

ple sat in darkness," that it was "the
region and shadow of death."

Going Where Needed

A brilliant and highly educated
young minister had before him two
alternatives: to become the assistant

pastor in a large and influential

church, or to go into a logging camp,
where Sabbath-keeping was unknown
and the name of God was used only as
a swear word. He chose to go to the
logging camp, and when asked why, he
replied, "Because I wish to go where
I am most needed."

After several years of service in the
logging camp, where through his ef-

forts a great change was made, a call

came to him to go to China. And he
went there for the same reason that he
had gone to the logging camp.
Capernaum, all Galilee, needed Je-

sus. It had a mixed population of
Romans, Syrians and Jews. "Galilee
of the Gentiles" was the name of con-

tempt given to it by the Jews of Judea.
"Can any good come out of Nazareth?"
is a saying of theirs, showing how they
rated the people of Galilee. But cer-

posed to be a part of the synagogue
given by the centurion. Also, there is

a very humble rest-house, or monas-
tery, where all who come are made
welcome.
"And walking by the Sea of Gal-

ilee." Dean Stanley says: "The Sea
of Galilee is the most sacred sheet of
water which this earth contains."
And it is so because Jesus walked
beside it and on it. He slept upon it,

rocked by its billows. He preached
upon it, with a fisherman's boat for his
pulpit. He performed miracles of
healing upon its shores. He appeared
through its mists to his apostles after
his resurrection. It was in the after-
noon of an April day that it burst
upon our enraptured vision. We had
been riding all day from Nazareth,
along the Plain of Esdraelon,when sud-
denly we came to the brow of the hill,

and a thousand feet below, like a sheet
of molten silver, the Sea of Galilee lay
spread out before our enraptured
vision. Like painted ships little ves-
sels, with sails, dotted it here and
there. It was altogether more like a
delicious dream than a reality. Pres-
ently we began to descend the winding
roadway dovsm the hillside, passing in-

numerable trains of camels, and at
nightfall we found ourselves in Tibe-
rias, about midway of the western shore
of the sea. And for supper we had
fishes from the Sea of Galilee. It was
to us almost a sacrificial meal. It is

said that on one occasion a dinner was
given to a rabbi when there were three
hundred kinds of fish served from the
Sea of Galilee.

That day when Jesus left Nazareth
he came to Capernaum, at the north-
ern end of the sea. The Sea of Galilee

Continued on next page
* International Sunday School Lesson for Janu-

ary 16, 1910. The Beginning of the Galilean
Ministry. Matt. 4 : 12-25. Golden Text : "The
people that sat in darkness saw a great light."
Matt. 4 : 16.

\ ou can"place money in the Industrial Savings, and
Loan Company, and know that it is'safe. and is irhere
you can obtain tt when wanted, and will yield fa\r earn-
ings for every day invested. See their advertisement
on page 22, and write them for full information.

RISING SUN
pTOVE'POLISH, 1
I Polishes quickly with a dry brush,;

Jjy,giving a brilliant, durable lustei
''" which outlasts all others. The last

particle may be used, as it does uol

deteriorate. One cake of Rising Sun
will black the stove many times, as

it polishes more surface than, sev-

^ eral packages of so-called liquid

stove polish. Your grocer

keeps it. Ask for it

^^Mj^^ and take no

'^J' '^ndpHj^^k substitute.

MORSE BROS..
Proprietors,

Canton,

Mass.,

U.S.A.

IF you have the natural attri-

butes of a food nurse we
will undertake to teach you to

earn $10 to $25 a week, as thou-

sands of our graduates are doine.

Let us submit to you our plans.

Send today for our 9th aonaal
66-page Blue Book, explaining onr
method, with stories of successful

UNUSUALOFFER
TJ^E grant every

^

student two
months* probation-

ary or trial study—
this costs you notk-

ing if dissatisfied.

QIl]p (El)aulauqua i>rbefll
o of -Nuraing o

341 Main Street, Jamestown, New York

MV FAVORITES
THE BEST CHOCOIATES IN THE WORLD

IN THE MOST ARTISTIC BOXES EVER RUDE.

THE BOXES CONTAIN ONIT CHOCOUTES
WITH NUT CENTERS OF SUCH PURIH.
OUALITT, FLAVOR. AND DELICIOUSNESS

AS CAN BE PRODUCED ONLl BY

URGE SIZE MORE THAN A POUND, SI .00

jHEOIUM SIZE MORE THAN A HALF POUND. SOC:.

SMALL SIZE MORE THAN A
QUARTER POUND 2Sc.

AGENTS WANTBE
To show otur Shirt Waist and Salt Materials, Handketchlefs.etc
We have Konu- cdoil tin itoi v Ici a»»lsii. Kxccptioiial opportunity wit

e»talilisliiMl Ik. ii>e.l)eautifiil.111(1 exclusive MBniples free. Apply ntoiir

to Mitchell <K Church Co., 231 Washington St., Binghamton, H.I

I—PATENTS that PROTECT—

I

Our 3 books for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 cts. stamps.
^a.AA.B.LACEY,WaBhintrton.D.C.,Dept.36,Eit.ia69
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vas at that time a great thorough-

are, covered with boats of traffic and

)leasure and passage, and yet so

illed with fish that it was a funda-

nental law that any might fish in the

!ea of Galilee so long as they did not

rapede the free passage of boats. And
o numerous were the fish that their

ins, as they went in great schools,

'ave the water a ruffled appearance.
' Many times Jesus walked by the Sea

.f Galilee, and all along the way he

ound opportunities for deeds of

aercy, so that sometimes he had no

eisure so much as to eat ( Mark 6:31).

'apernaum by the sea was not a place

f retreat for Jesus. It has been said

hat from no other centre could his

ame have so gone throughout all

Syria; nowhere else could he have so

.rawn round him the vast multitudes

i/ho hung on his lips, from Galilee,

rem Decapolis, from Judea and from
)eyond Jordan.

The Fwhers of Men

"And they straightway left their

lets." In his walking beside the sea

esus came across Peter and his

brother Andrew, mending their nets,

esus had spent that wonderful Sab-

ath of healing at Peter's house; so he

/as not a stranger to the fisher broth-

rs. And when Jesus said to them,
Come ye after me, and I will make
ou fishers of men," they were ready to

bey him.
He saw two other brothers in the

oat with Zebedee, their father, and
e called them. And they left the

oat and their father and followed

im. Thus Jesus chose the first four

f his followers: Peter and Andrew,
ames and John, not yet called to be
postles. But already they had spent

ne holy Sabbath day and night alone

fith Jesus, and listened to his teach-

'tigs (John 1:35-42).
"I will make you fishers of men."

Ind thus a new avocation for men
/as created! Jesus did not call the

our fishermen from empty nets, but
rom nets that were filled to breaking
nth fish. Those four men were not
allures as fishermen. It is true they
ad just been having a little bad luck,

had toiled all night and taken noth-
ig," but that was not usually their

'ondition. But how quickly their nets
/ere filled when, at the word of Jesus,
hey let them down again! Jesus had
ome lessons to teach those fishermen
iy giving them a haul of fish. First, a
lesson of obedience. Peter was a
eady pupil. "Nevertheless, at thy
|/ord I will let down the net." Second,
hat he had the power of God to be
heir helper. Witness how Peter fell

pon his face before Jesus when he
aw the great multitude of fishes,

'bird, Jesus wanted to impress them
'ith the thought that he had a great
'ork for them to do: many fish, many
lien. Fourth, a lesson in self-denial

;

' might have been easier for them to
jave left empty nets than full ones to
bllow Jesus. Fifth, that as the nets
'ere filled with all sorts of fish, so, as
shers of men, they were to gather in
11 sorts and conditions of people.

\

It was quite the custom in those
ays for a wise teacher to gather about
iimself a school, or coterie of learners,
^nd so Jesus' call to the fishermen
Duld hardly have created any surprise
T comment. On the day following the
jshing scene Jesus added two more to
is group: Philip and Nathanael (gen-
rally called Bartholomew). Later,
esus called six other followers:
'homas, Matthew, James and Lebbeus
sons of Alpheus;, Simon (not Peter)
pd Judas Iscariot. They were men
r common, practical affairs, who knew
fe. They needed the instruction of
esus, and the uplift that would come
com daily association with him and a
miraculous endowment by the Holy
pirit before they should be able to do
le work of fishing for men. How
nail the company of men Jesus gath-

ered about himself! how great the
"net," large enough to cover the whole
world! "God so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth on him should not
perish, but have everlasting life."

And the "fishers," how their tribe has
increased! From twelve to millions,
out of every tribe and nation. No
man's nationality is a bar to his be-
coming a "fisher of men."
As to the Gospel nets. There is a

great diversity in them.
First, the Sunday School net. Two

million four hundred and eleven thou-
sand three hundred and seventy-three
"fishermen" (teachers) in all the
world are gathering in the youth and
the older ones. Some of the "fish"
are so small that they are like the min-
nows, but we will not let them escape,
so we put them in "the cradle roll."

Some are so large and strong we hold
them by putting them into "the adult
department." And all the way along,
between the cradles and the adults, are
good-sized fish and middle-sized fish

that we call our "primaries" and "jun-
iors." They have all been sorted, in

order that we may give each kind the
care they need. All in the Sunday
School net have been counted : 25,432,-

936. And such a variety of fish! It

is said that six hundred varieties of
fish have been counted from the Sea of

Galilee. But in the Sunday School net
there must be many more kinds, be-
cause they are found in every part of
the world!

Special Service Mission Nets

That is a kind of Gospel net they
have over in England, that we have
not yet seen in the United States. The
"fishermen" are wise men and women,
who go to the different seashore places
where the children are spending the
summer, and they hold delightful serv-
ices on the beach. They know how
well the children like to dig in the sand
and play with shells, so they teach
them to write texts of Scripture in the
sand, and make them beautiful with
shells, and how to make maps in the
sand, locating the Sea of Galilee
and Jordan River, with little houses of
sand to locate the cities and towns that
Jesus either visited or lived in when
he was in this world. Sand pictures
are made by the children, and prizes
are given for the best.

Be Glad this Good New Year

BK glad this good New Year !

It means another chance for victory;

To triumph where you fail;

To make your will more strong, more tme.
When .sin and self assail.

Be strong this good New Year.

Be glad, this sweet New Year !

It means another opportunity
To let your heart be kind
To needy ones you did not see

—

Not meaning to be blind.

Be kind, this sweet New Year I

Be glad this fair New Year !

It means a little time—another day.
For noble thought and aim;
For time to love—to work—to pray.

And sinners to reclaim.

Oh, do all this, this Year !

Baddonfield, N. J. Mrs. Frank A. Breck.

The Doctor Book Is Excellent

Dear Dr. Klopsch : I want to thank
you for my calendar. I think it just

fine. I dearly love children, and that

seems so real. Before the Doctor
Comes I think excellent. I had
planned to give it away, but like it

so well I have decided to keep it. I

shall tell my friends about it. Thank
you for your words of help and kind-

ness through this grand paper of

yours. I hope it will always be so that

I can have it in my home, wherever I

am. Eda MacLean.
Manchester, N. H,

Dear Dr. Klopsch: Permit me to

send my heartfelt thanks for the ex-

quisite photogravure of "Dreamland."
It certainly is one of the most beauti-

ful pictures I have ever- seen. I do
not see how you give such an exquisite

Christmas gift free, besides the pic-

ture of the "Daughters of Dorcas." I

shall have it framed and it shall be
among my choicest treasures. Again
thanking you for such a gift,

Mrs. (H. a.) M. J. Elliot.

New York City.

Dear Dr. Klopsch: I was very much
surprised to receive the book. Hero
Tales, so soon after renewing my sub-

scription; also more than pleased with
the "Dreamland" calendar, and very
much surprised to receive "Daughters
of Dorcas," as I did not expect that. I

do not see how you can give so much
for so little. I never intend to be
without The Christian Herald, as

the sermons alone are worth the $2.

Mrs. C. H. Vaughan.
Aurora, III.

READ HOW
2 men make

$12,000 a year

raising eggs : :

FOUR years ago the
Comings, father and son,

both in poor health, and
without experience, began egg-

raising at Bound Brook, N. J.,

with only thirty hens. To-day

they have one of the greatest

egg - producing plants in this

country, and a business that, with 1953 hens, paid last year a
clear profit of more than twelve thousand dollars.

When the publishers of the Farm Journal learned what these two
inexperienced men had actually done, they decided at once that their sub-
scribers should know all about an operation so important. They saw that

any one with "gumption," woman or man, could raise eggs by Corning
methods, which had succeeded both on a small and on a large scale. So
these practical egg-raisers were induced to describe their methods fully in the

CORNING EGG-BOOK
(entitled "^6.41 per Hen per Year") which tells just HOW they made their

splendid success. It will interest every one who wants a safe, paying business,

that can be built up without large capital or long training, and also the million

families who need plenty of fresh eggs for table use. There is a great demand

Main laying house, ibo feet long, with ijoo pullets always at work.

in all cities for "nearby, selected fancy eggs," and the few who can furnish an
unfailing supply, winter and summer, get very high prices. This is one of the

most precious of the Comings' secrets. The book tells the whole story—where
they find their market, why they raise only white-shelled, sterile eggs, how they

keep hens laying regularly in winter, when they hatch chicks that are to do
their best work in December and January, how to mix the feed that produces
the most eggs, how to prevent losses, how they found the best breed for egg-

producing, and how their whole system works to that one end—eggs, eggs,
EGGS. It gives photographs of their plant, and complete working plans

of their buildings, which can be made in sections, large or small, as needed.

Next year the Comings expect to have twice as many hens—that is, 4000. Will
they make twice ?i2,ooo? Take the Farm Journal and find out.

The Farm Journal publishers believe that thousands of readers, of this paper,

women as well as men, will want to learn how two novices could in four years

make egg-raising pay a profit of f12,000 a year; so they have arranged to sell the

Corning Egg=Book in combination with

to increase its subscription list

to ONE MILLION for next year.

Farm Journal is the standard farm and home paper of America ; made for fruit-growers,

truckers, poultrymen, stock-men, dairymen, suburbanites, village people, housekeepers, boys and
girls. It IS clean, brief, bright, "boiled down," intensely practical, "Cream, not skim-milk," is its

motto. It is thirty-three years old, and known everywhere. "Judge Biggie" and "Peter Tum-
bledown" are characters better known to many than Hamlet or Micav/ber. Its poultry depart-

ment is famous for the practical value of its contents. It is well printed and illustrated. It has
now more than 650,000 subscribers, but won't be happy until it gets a million, which it expects in

iQio. More than half a million of its subscribers pay five and ten years ahead, which shows rare

confidence in a paper. It never prints a medical, fraudulent or trashy advertisement, and it is

famous among high-class advertisers for its

extraordinary "pulling" power. ^««i^^^«^ ^••^bb^^»«<
I Cut out and send tbis Coupon
I Farm Journal, 1004 Race St., Philadelpliia

I Enclosed find $1.00. Send the Corning

I
Egg-Book and Farm Journal for five years to

I Name

' Address
I

I

I
Include Poor Richard Almanac free, if

this order is received in time.

FARM JOURNAL

Special Offer:
We will send, postpaid, the Cornine EsK-Book

and the Farm Journal for five years.

Both For $1.00
cash, money order or check. Book and paper
may ^o to different addresses, if desired.
And if you order within thn days we will

send also "Poor Richard Revived," a splen-
did 48-page FARM almanac for 1910,

full of wit and wisdom for the rural home.
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This Exquisite $1.75
Embroidered Wai^

WAIST^
$1

00

Lot 4G.—An iiiiportcil Froncli Blouse MtKlel that arrived just two days
before this magazine went to prcsb. Correct in every fashion detail—including
the new "Bishop" sleeve. Direct from the maker at wholesale prices—$1.70

v.iho> fcr $1.00. Of sheer soft White Batiste, with exquisitely designed
jilasiri'ii front of dainty embroidery. Handsome bands of Irish crochet,

iiixii^ I'f Val. lace and luckin? provide effective trimminc- Circular yoke of

j.iiiuii Val inserts. Back employs Val. inserts and tuekings. Tucked collar with
e trimming and deep pin-tucked cuffs with matched Val, inserts ^« AA
;i edgings. Closes invisibly in back. Sizes 32 to 44 . Postpaid ^i*UU

This $2.50 "Heather-
bloom" Petticoat, only $125

Y.— "Hoallierblooin" is the Ideal Polticoat Fabric. ^ Light,

lid fine, brilliant and silky. It combines the life and "swish"
silk with gliaranteed durability. It outwears three silk

skirts, but costs leS8 tliau one-third. Suitable for dress
et weather. The flounce displays 10 rows of clustered
lirring, finished with rutHe daintily embroidered. An
underneath ruffle provided for protection. Black only.

A O. Hjde tc Son (the makers of "Heatherbloom")
irantee its quality and advertise petticoats at ?'2.00

1.1 up- We have selected one of the lietter ti.M
UK dels and offer it to vou. postpaid, A« ~r
lit One-Half the adveitised price: ^l.CO

Made-to-Order Department
The "Standard Way of Kail-Order Mcrehandisinl;"

otTers you all kinds of Ready-to-Wear Merchandise;
iilso Made-to-Order Garments CUt and made tO
your individual measure in our own imilding,

and sold with the .Standard Guarantee of •'Absolute
S.'itisfaetlon or Money Back."

1^|5T?17 I
'Write for a Free yearly

A^ J^.I-'i-' • subscription to tlio

",stand.ard Monthly Bulletin." This
Jlonthly Btilletln—another "Stan-
iliird" feature—shows ycu each
month the very latest New York
.Styles In Made-to-Order Gar-
ments, as well as dozens of
.Special Offers in o«ir Kcady-
to-l'se Department— similar
to the two .Special Offers in
this advertisement.

RDROERER ST.Y O R

Clitt^^nimeui^REDUCES
40 DAY FREE TRIAL s'e°x?s

So confident am I that simply wearing it will
permanently remove all supernuous flesh that I

mail itfree, without dei»osit. When you see your
stiapelioess speedily returnincr I know you will
buy it. Try It at my expense. Write to-day.

DDnC nilDUC I>ept. 203. No. 1800
rnUrt DUnnO Broadway, New TorU

H THE BESTLIGJIT\
Gives 500 candle power. Casts no shadow.
Costa 2 cents per week. Halves and bums
lt3 own gas. Over 200 stylos. Every lamp
warranted. No dirt. No odor. No grease.

Agents wanted. Write for catalog, now.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St., Canton. O.

Wise
Trappers
Ship Their FURS

to us because we treat them
right. Do likewise, send for
price list and ship to

M. F. PFAELZER & CO.
6 East 12tli St. (Desk 16). New York

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Ciuirch or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for$3forioo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Let Us Ship You a House!
We Save You 50% on Building Material

Write for Grand FreeCatalog of 5000 Building Material Bargains
Send today for Grand Free Millwork Catalog of all material needed to

build, remodel or repair houses, barns and all classes of buildings. Over
5,000 items in building material described, illustrated and offered at half

the price charged by your local dealers. Everything in the latest styles,

approved by best architects. Made in America's Model
Millwork Plant, the largest in the world.

IH!

L

Doors, Windows, Mouldings, Stairs, Porches,
Etc., Direct to You at HALF Regular Prices!
Quality, Safe Delivery and Satisfaction Guaranteed!
We do a business of over a million dollars a year. Our

enormous reserve stock insuresprompt shipment, no mat-
ter how large the order. We sell for cash and guarantee
to refund money if material is not found absolutely satis-

factory. Send list of material needed, for FREE ESTI-
MATE. Write for Free Catalog and full information today.

Gordon-Van Tine Co., 1888 Case St., Davenport, la.

Plan Book
FREE

44 Complete! Plans
for beaut ifunprac-
tical houses, cot-
tages, bunpnlowB.
etc. Send Wo for
postof^o & nuiilinK-

ArtWindow,S3, Oak Beamed Ceiling, 13c per ft. Oak Flooring, 100 lineal feet, 80c Mantel, $24.75

How to Hear God's Voice*

EVERY conscientious Christian de-

sires, above all things else, to walk
in the path of righteousness; but all

of us often grope after it blindly.

Not only are v^e, especially those of

us who are not naturally clear-sighted

and quick-witted, in doubt frequently

as to the expediency of a particular
course; but the "rights and wrongs,"
the ethical aspects of it, puzzle and
confuse us also. Then we long for the
"great voice as of a trumpet," which
shouted in the ears of the inspired seer

of Patmos.
It will be observed that when this

voice was heard, John was "in the
Spirit." If we also could be "in the
Spirit," we might hear God's voice.

How can we rise to that exalted
state? It is probably the same condi-
tion of mind into which Paul rose when
he prayed in the temple. He calls it

"a trance," and in it he, too, heard the
Voice, outlining exactly the course
which he should pursue. It will be
observed that he was in prayer at the
time. It is doubtless while we are in

prayer, our spirits rising on its wings
from these murky lowlands of earth
to the clear upper air, that we are
most likely to hear God's voice.

And when he speaks, how shall we
understand him?

In the scorching arraignment of the
Jews, described in the eighth chapter
of John, Jesus implies that they cannot
understand him because they are evil.

They are not "of God." Hence they
cannot comprehend his words.
How can we learn the language in

which God is likely to speak to us?
Doubtless it is learned as any other

is learned—by study and practice.

The man who does not read his Bible,

who has no acquaintance with the
words which God has spoken in the
past, will not recognize the words
which he speaks to-day.
"The voice of the Spirit," says Dr.

David J. Burrell, "is, as ever, heard to-

day among the children of men. God
does not leave himself without a wit-
ness in the case of any man. He
speaks with 'many voices, and none of
them is without signification.'

"r.o, the poor Indian, whose untutored mind
Sees God in clouds or lie.irs liini in the wind.

But not all voices laying claim to
divine authority are the true voices of
the Spirit.

"The youth in the Book of Proverbs
heard, on the one hand, the -voice of
Wisdom crying, 'How long will ye love
simplicity? Turn you at my reproof!'
"But Folly, also looking forth from

the casement, called, 'Stolen waters are
sweet and bread eaten in secret is

pleasant.'

"Even conscience is so often per-
verted by habit that we cannot rely
upon it. The preacher is not always
a safe guide, nor the consensus of the
church, as history tells us.

"How, then, shall we discriminate?
"The touchstone is Scripture. It

is the one and only 'infallible rule of
faith and practice.' Search the Scrip-
tures. The man who believes his
Bible is safe, though he find himself in
a very cyclone of conflicting voices.

He lives, as mariners say, 'in the very
eye of the storm.' He can speak as
John Knox did, who, on being admon-
ished of the wrath of Bloody Mary, as
he was walking to Holyrood with his
blue Genevan cloak over his shoulders
and a Bible under his left arm, replied,
'All hell cannot harm the man who
hath in his left hand a safeguard for
the right.'

"

It is seldom that the man who prays
continually, and daily saves time to
study his Bible, fails to decide on the
right course; for thus he can hear the
voice of God directing his steps.

* Topic of the Epworth Leaeue for Siindav.
Januaiy 16. Texts : Acts 22 : 17; John 8 : 1.1, 47;
Rev. 1 : 10.

Candles Under Bushels*

LIFE demands a constant exercise o;
i the judgment. The chief end »

education should be to strengthen thi
leading faculty. Judgment and reasoi
are but two phases of the same qualit:—the quality which usually, more thai
any other one, determines a man'
success in life.

This is because Providence has S(

arranged our liyes that a trifle tot

much of this or a trifle too little o:

that may spoil them. We are to wori
enough, but not too much; eat enough
but not too much; study enough, bu"
not too much ; and so on through ever;
human function.
Among them all there is probablj

not another which requires the fin*

discrimination that is needed in thi

obtrusion of personality. "The over
shy or over-modest man is at fault
The vain and egotistical man is equallj
at fault. He who "blows his owi
trumpet," and talks constantly of him
self, may be more offensive than b
who sinks out of sight, declines respon
sibility, and blushes to have his nami
spoken in the market place; but he is

perhaps, no more blameworthy.
One reason why the Bible seems t(

lay more stress upon the suppressioi
of boasting than upon the necessity for
self-assertion may be because men arij

far more prone to the latter than t(

the former. The human heart usualh
thinks more highly of itself than i

ought; which indeed seems sometimes!
to be a happy circumstance, since th(|

average course of life tends so greatlji

to discourage and distress us, and w(
need much support in order to prej
serve our self-esteem.

But even when we are conceited anc,

over-proud, we do not always "let ligh
j

shine." We may be presumptuous
and forth-putting, yet without shed
ding a single ray of light. It is no
alone the unduly self-deprecating mai
who hides his light under a bushel

:

nor he who is blinded by self-interest

fear, depression, suspicion, or the lov(|

of luxury. The "light" of the mai
who brags and boasts, who wishes tij

preside at every meeting, "talk all tb[

feast," and generally, in the slang a
the day, to "run things," may also bij

"darkness." He makes his cause un
popular, and sheds around him any
thing but light; and all this, perhaps
when his heart is really full of gooc

intention.

The trouble with such a man is tha

he has not attained that "goldeii

mean" which alone brings success. '

You may say, "He probably has m
idea that he is hiding his light undei

a bushel. He may think that he ii

doing everything just exactly right.'

Very true, and a discouraging fea

ture of life, if we stop to think mud
of it, is the consciousness that we cai'

seldom appraise properly our own ef

forts. "The Scripture injunction is

plain: "Brethren, if a man be ever

taken in a fault, ye which are spiritua

restore such an one in the spirit o:

meekness, considering thyself, les

thou also be tempted." But in thesi

modern days nothing short of a scan

dalous crime is ever so treated. Wi)

should not dare to tell our fellow

church-members that they are over!

bearing, conceited, unintentionally in

jurious to our society; and few of ui

would endure a similar imputatior

with patience.
No, we must, from time to time

search deeply our own souls, andtrj
to fix for ourselves the happy mediun
between letting our light shine an(

hiding it under a bushel. Nobody elsi

is likely to do it for us.

Yet it is unselfishness, and uncon,

sciousness of self—and always prayer

prayer, prayer—which will help ui

most to reach this "golden mean."
|

* Christian Ende.-.vcr Tonic for Sunday, Januj ?»

ary 16. Text : Matt, 5 : 13-16.
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Answered Prayers
"I received relief in an
and herewith acknowl-

A. R-. Flint Hill,

nexpected manner,
.ige it."

A. S., Missouri. "I called upon God in a

me of trouble and sore distress, and my
rayers were answered.

A. E. W., Shelton, Conn. "I wish to express

iy gratitude to my heavenly Father for an-

.vering my prayer and restoring me to health."

OILRIGHT

"3 io Ooe" fevi»ei otJ icw*

iaf macKmet, clocks, lypewrtt-

crs. Sunt, bicycles, making ihem

work like oew. "3 IO One"
d.rt. relieves foci.on

•nd miUcB all achon parts work

amoolhly, easily, and accurately.

WJI ooi cske. gum or colled

"3 in One"
cleans and polithea (urnilure.

varnished or veneered v»ood-

work-*-preTenis rual and larnish

on brssa and n.cLel I

bathroom and kiicheo fiiiures""

Keepa bnchi lUcrware. t'sas

end bric-s-brae lo all climate*

and weather.

Wril« now for

good free sample

and booklet. 3-IN-ONE OIL
COMPANY, 54 Broad-
way, New Yofit.

^ake Your Old
Wagon New

Just as slrong and as good as ever
itid more convenient, write us and
lit us show you how cheaply wo
c;in lit your old running gear with
our sui)(rb

Electric
Steel

Wheels
which put an end to all break-downs.

No shrinKlng or drying apart or tire set-

,ttlne. Makes your wagon a real handy wagon. Our
page book bhows you why no otticr wagon wheels in

e world equal the famous Electric Steel Wheels,
.adlng it will Save you time, money and horseflesh.
s free. Write for It to-day to

LECTRIC WHEEL CO., Box 8 . Quincy, III.

ELECTRO-
I^H'l

1
the pirlVct Silver Polish.

I clean* anil imparts Exniiisitr
Brilliancy to SII.VKR \V.\ K I',

anrl all line metals, with least

labor and expense. Over 40
years iu household use.

Absolutely harmless. Senrl address for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Si/.il l!..v. post iiui.l. ir, els. In sliiiiipa.

Til" F.lr<-tro Silicon (,).. :iiiriill' St. .
Ni'w Yiirlt.

Sold by Grocers and Druggists Everywhere.

Pint of M i Ik, merged into one pou n '1 of

Per

lb.

BPlnt
of Milk, merged into one pc

uHer4c
Wonderful New Discovery. Family size
machine m.ikes 3 i>ound8 in 2 minutes. No

emicals UHed. Pure food nlwolutely. KcepB, looks
<te» sweeter and is healthier than anv ere.iinerv
tter. A golsend to every family. FOUR OKNTS
POUND. Think what this saves In one year. 25
orn testimonialH. illustrated circulars and agents
''dit terms sent freo to anvone. Family size ma-
ine sold on p.i% mcnts of SI (10 monthly. '

JTTER MERGER CO.. Depl. 5. Brooklyn, N. Y

les Your Church Use Individual Communion Cups?
II not,'

ductory Offer"
"Soeclallntro-

\'!<iir-HH Thomas Conimanion
fiendce Co., Box 125, Lima, Ohio

mm TOBACCO

I

ami Its D.-li-terloufl

KITe.ts, liy Dr. ('.

l'",..Sloeuni. ,\ Hook
1 l-.veryhody, T<iliai-eo-n»er8 anrl Non-users. Ladies
"Ulil lead II. Hoys, (ilrls, ami Arliilts eaii do well
lUsale. Semi one iloUar for sample copy, and ask

I terms, to The Slocum PnblUhlng Co.. Toledo, Ohio.

ADIES Make $3 to $5 Daily
SelliiiK Dress Ooods, .Skirls and

iixIkerehlefH. Tree Oiilflt. No capital recpiired.
iitual l-nhr'e To., Dept. .'".8, ItliiKhaintoii, N. Y.

Jlomable examination coplej of the great hvmn bonk

FALLOWED HYMNS
1?,. "2". '''luest to churches needing new books
HK lil<il,i>\V .V MAIN ( O., Nen Vork or < liiea!:((

mP APHQ 15 Valentine IDc, 10 Easter, 10c.

,

VlHnUO 12 Views, 29c., 10 Birthday, 10c.

,

.f.!!."';''
-"-"^ * 811k EastCT, 25c , All. $1. Elegant

laJlty. N. E. POST CARD CO., Dept. 86, Bprlngfleld, Maas.

Zelaya's Forces Crushed
in Battle

ALL doubt as to whether the follow-

ers of Zelaya would be able to

put Madriz, the successor chosen by
the late dictator, in the Presidential
chair of Nicaragua, or Estrada would
become the dominant factor in the
turbulent republic, has been settled de-
cisively on the field of battle. Rifle

shot, the bayonet and the machine gun
have done their work as the Nicara-
guan court of last resort, and Estrada
is the victor. The army of the late

dictator was not only defeated, but
captured. No more decisive action
has occurred in the recent struggles of
the Central or South American repub-
lics. Arms, munitions of war, the
soldiers and the generals who led them,
are at the disposal of the victorious in-

surgent leader.

President Madriz, i.lmost by an iron-

ical turn of fate, was being proclaimed
President of Nicaragua almost at
the very time Estrada's troops were
sweeping everything before them and
clearing the way to the capital city of

Managua. On Monday and Tuesday
the two forces clashed in battle at Ta-
tumbla Hill. The regular army fought
well, but they were weakened by long
marches and the lack of proper ra-

tions and they were repulsed. The
ai'my of the insurgents, though expos-
ing themselves with great recklessness,
had but slight loss.

A day or two later, Estrada forced
the final conflict at Recreo, a few miles
north of Rama, which is the key to the
military situation, commanding as it

does the road to the capital and the
road to the coast. Estrada found
Zelaya's forces strongly posted, but
opened the battle by an attack on their

front. This was led by two of Es-
trada's generals, while he took a part
of his army and gained the enemy's
flank and rear. First, the field guns
began firing rapidly at long range,
then, as the lines came closer, the
bark of the machine guns mingled with
the heavier detonations; then came the

crash of rifle volleys as Estrada's men
came rushing forward through the
brush. For three hours the struggle
went on, the insurgents standing a
little farther forward at the end of

every rush. The lines of the insur-

gents finally met at each side. Caught
in a trap, the defeated generals hoisted

the white flag, and the firing ceased,

to be followed by the hearty cheers of

the victors.

The news spread rapidly, and the
crowds, even in Managua, did not hesi-

tate to cheer the victors. Zelaya, at

this writing, is on his way to a Mex-
ican gunboat, under a heavy guard.
Before this strikes the eye of the

reader he may be safely on Mexican
soil or captured by the revolutionists.

Irrigation Mortgage Bonds
Continued from page 17

who, in an address before a Y. M.
C. A. meeting in New York the other

day, said:

"I think there should be some drastic

legislation in connection with the flota-

tion of mining companies—and many
industrial companies, too—to compel
them to publish, before flotation, re-

ports of engineers; also to compel the

companies to issue full monthly and
annual reports as to their financial

status.

"I think it would be well also to com-
pel such companies, before going to

flotation, to have on printed prospect-

uses a conspicuous skull and cross-

bones, such as is used as a mark of

danger in the case of poisonous med-
icines, to call the investors' attention

to the fact that such an investment
must be deliberately considered before

taking, and then only on the advice of

the financial doctor."

The bond house is the financial doc-

tor when it comes to purchasing irriga-

tion certificates, and one cannot be too

careful in selecting a physician.

An Exceptional Issue of

6% Bonds
Secured by a Thousand Farms

Here are brief facts about one current issue of Irrigation Bonds
They will illustrate what ideal security lies back of such bonds
when the issues are rightly selected.

The Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co. owns
one of the largest irrigated fruit land projects

in the world. The Company is composed of

well known men who are wealthy, e.xperienced

and capable. The land to be watered consists

of about 40,000 acres in the heart of our great-

est fruit belt—in the famous apple region of

the Pacific Northwest.
A large part of the valley has been under

irrigation for many years, so the possibilities

of the land have been demonstrated. Fruit

land in the valley has lately sold as high as

$1,000 per acre.

The water rights are unassailable, and the

total w'ater supply is more than sufficient for

all needs. For the irrigable land is distinctly

limited by the mountainous bounds of the

valley.

$2,500,000 Invested

The Irrigation Company has invested in the

project about $2,500,000, or about twice the

total bond issue. And the bonds are secured

by a first mortgage on all the property which
the Irrigation Company owns.
The bonds are additionally secured by first

liens on the lands and the orchards watered.

These liens are given by individual land owners
in payment for the land and the water rights.

Forty per cent, of the price is paid down, and
the balance, secured by the liens, is payable in

annual installments.

To secure each $1,000 bond there are depos-

ited with a Trust Company as trustee $1,400 of

these first liens on farm land.

The average price at which this land has
been sold is about $200 per acre. The min-
imum price at present is $250 per acre. Yet
the bond issue is limited to $30 per acre, or to

less than one-sixth the average selling price of

the land.

Double Security

Thus the bonds have double security. The
first is a mortgage on all the property which

the Irrigation Company owns, and the Com-
pany's investment is nearly twice the whole
bond issue. The second security is these first

liens on farm land—on land which is worth
more than six times the amount of the bonds
which it secures.

One can hardly conceive of more ample se-

curity. Yet these bonds pay six per cent,

interest, because the demand for irrigated land
is so great that the projects are vei-y profitable.

Part of these bonds mature each year from
1914 to 1919. One may have his choice of
maturities.

Ask for the Facts

In the past 15 years we have purchased 75
separate issues of Reclamation Bonds—Drain-
age and Irrigation. All have been secured by
first liens on good farm land, and not a dollar

of loss has resulted to any investor.

Irrigation bonds have now become the most
popular bonds that we handle. No other largo

class of bonds offering equal security now pays
si.x per cent.

We have issued a book on Irrigation Bonds,
based on all this experience. Every investor,

small or large, owes to himself its perusal.

Please write for the book to-day. Cut out this

coupon so you won't forget.

First National Bank Building, Chicago S

SO Congress St.. Boston 111 Broadway, New York *

First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Please send your free book on Irrigation Honds ;

and list of other securities •

Name-

City- state-

Nam p of my hauk-

Flrst National Bank BIdg..

Chicago

(11)

Q^jvw^idffeh^cfi^
50 Congress St.. Boston

111 Broadway, New York
Fust National Bank Bldg.,

San Francisco

When a lamp-

chimney breaks

it means a loss,

not only of the

^ chimney, but of

the use of the

lamp.

Sometimes that

inconvenience
amounts to ten

times the value

of any lamp-
chimney.

When my name, Macbeth, is on

a lamp-chimney it says, "This

chimney will not break from heat."

If you would be sure of always

getting the right chimney, have

my book. Free. Address

Macbeth, pittsburt-h.

R«g O S P«t Od

r
It is the impurity or adulteration

in cod liver oil that makes it

offensive to taste and smell.

=\

Peter Moller^s^

is just pure cod liver oil—free from dis-

guise, because none is needed. The
PURITY of MoUer's Oil makes it

Free from Disagreeable Taste or Odor

It is this puritv that makes MoUer's Oil so di-

gestible and without that nauseous "repeat."

The genuine is sold ONLY in flat, oval bottles,

imported from Norway, bearing the name of

Schieffelia & Co'., New York, Sole AgentsJ
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Brows wrinkled by worries j^
are soot/iecf and smoot/iecf by

WRIOLEY5
SPEARM/NT
PEPSIN GUM

Tlie refreshing mintleafjuice
has a remarkably calming effect

Fine for nerves? Fine fbr digestion
Fine for teeth ! Fine for breath!

)

Lookfbrthe spear. The flavor lasts

.

GRAND PRIZE CONTEST
Can yon copy this drawing? Then win a valuable prlzel Do yon want the only magazine pnb-

j^^ llsbed entirely devoted to lUuBtrating, DesIgDing and Cartooning. Each edition roste ten
c!yl thnueand dollars to produce. Simply make a freehand drawing of thia picture with a pen

-J or pencil and mail it to ub, STATING YOUB AGE.

COPY HANS, ITS REAL FUN
If your drawing Is at least -fO per cent, as good ae the original we will Bend yon ABSO-

LUTELY FftEE the liaiKlsomestBn.imost faarinallne Art Journal
In existence. The first Issue alone has 125 PICTUUES by WORLD
FAMOUS ILLUSTRATORS.

Copy This Picture and Get a Magazine Subscription
Hunflreds have talent for drawing but do not know It; this contt-wt will please thousands and stim-

ulate an Interest lu illustrating. Merely an hour copying Hans may win this splendid Ait magazine.
U'8 worth trying lor. Send In your 8ltetrh;it coats you nothing; try to night.

Copy the Utile man, you'll get a lot of fun out of it.

Correspondence Institute of Anierica, Dept. 213 Scranton, Pa.^

FREE

Automobile Jackets,
Blizzard Proof

Outside texture so closely woven it

resists wind and wear alike. Lined
with wool fleece that defies the cold.
Snap fasteners, riveted pockets.

PARKER'S
Arctic Jacket

Registered in U. S. Patent Office-

Better than an overcoat for facing
cold and work together. Warm, dur-
able, comfortable. Ask yourdealer,
or sent postpaid on receipt of $2.35.

JOHN H. PARKER CO., Depl. K,
25 James St., Maiden, Mass.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We ship on approval without a rent

depisit, trelerht prepaid. DON'T
PAY A CENT If jou sr. not latiiBed
after using the bicycle 10 dayi.

nn MflT RIIV " bicycle or a pair
U\t nUI DUI of tires tnca anyone
at any price until you receive our latest

art catalog illustrating every kind of

bicycle, and have learned our unheardof
prices and marvelous new offers.

niir PEIIT '" it"'l>co>t you to

UnC UCn I write & postal and every-

thing will be tent you free postpaid by

return mail. You will get much valuable in-

formation Do not wait, write it now
TIRES, Coaster - Brake rear

wheels, lamps, sundries at A"'/ usual prtces.

MEAD CYCLECO. Dept. C-71. CHICAGO

Madam,WhichWay DoYou Prefer?

See a Demonstration of Our Wonderful Marvel Self-Working Washer.

It Is Revolutionizing Laundry Work. The grandest invention of the age
for the complete relief from all wash-day work and troubles. It Solves the
Servant Question. It Does the Washing by Itself. Attach hose to faucet, our
iMarv'el will do the rest, and you can read or rest or go about your other work.

The New Way rkA\|J-r—strain Your Back Over a Wash-Tub.
1 11 1 \ I —Have Red Arms and Swollen Knuckles.
17V/

1 1 I —Wear Your Life Away Over a Wash-Board
or an Old-Style "Woman-Power" Washer. The next
time you are feeling half dead after a hard day'swash-
ing, you will wish you had our Marvel. Don't delay,

send for it today. Protect Your Clothes from the
rough usage they receive from steam laundries and the
wear and tear from rubbing on wash-boards.

It Will Save Its Cost Many Times Over in the
First Six Months, in the saving it will show on the
clothes. Will last a lifetime. From now on, it will be

rromaoiniii hot ahofMarvei
wash-houT instead of wash-day. You Will Buy This

doinBwe°k°f«a>hinK.
""" Washer Eventually. Why Not Order It Right Now?

Will wash the heaviest blankets or the most delicate fabrics equally well, snow white,
sweet and clean. No trouble keeping servants with our machine in your home.

Handled by All First-Class Dealers. Price only |15.00. If your dealer does
not carry it, we will ship direct, upon receipt of price, transportation prepaid.

DON'T FAIL TO SEND FOR OUR NEW PLAN showing how you can get
the first machine we place in a community ABSOLUTELY FREE.

Fully Guaranteed by an old-established atid reliable firm, and if

not entirely satisfactory after 30 days' trial, let us know and you can re-

turn same, and your money will be immediately refunded. You are to
be the judge.

THIS IS A MARVELOUS MACHINE, and although we have only
recently obtained our first patents, we have made and sold over ten
thousand of them, every one to a satisfied customer. We have had to
increase our output four different times within the past two years, and
are now building an addition to our plant which will give us forty
thousand more square feet of floor surface. THERE MUST BE SO.UE
GOOD REASON FOR THIS. You are doing yourself an injustice if

you do not send for this
machine immediately.
Write today.

The Old Way

Please mail me your two free books.

I am interested in your Marvel Self-
Working Washer.

My dealer is

My name is

Address

Send for These Free
Books With Your
Dealer's Name and
Address.—We have __^^__^
published two books, one is a complete description of our
marvelous labor-saving invention and the other is'a laundry
guide, containing information on how to remove spots and
stains and many useful laundry hints. A postal will do.

THE EAGIE MFG. CO., 1641-1657 Blue Rock St, Cin'ti a

The Galilean Ministry

By Mrs. M. Baxter

AFTER His temptation, we learn

from Luke 4 : 14, 15, our Lord
"Jesus returned in the power of the

Spirit into Galilee; and there went
out a fame of him through all the re-

gion round about, and he taught in

their synagogues, being glorified of

all."

It is not every man whom Jesus calls

to leave his ordinary occupation to

become a disciple. Paul expressly
directs his Corinthian converts: "Let
every man abide in the same calling
wherein he was called." But every
man who would be a real Christian,
and not a sham, is called to present his

body a living sacrifice, holy, accept-
able unto God, which is his reasonable
service, or spiritual worship. And
every man or woman who is a real

disciple is called in the words of Paul
to a life of self-renunciation. Christ
"died for all, that they which live

should not henceforth live unto them-
selves, but unto him which died for
them and rose again." Nothing short
of this is discipleship, and such dis-

cipleship can be carried on, not by our
natural power or will, but only by the
grace of Christ dwelling in us. And
this is possible, even in the midst of all

the rubs of family life, of business, or
of service, or whatever our calling may
be. It is self that we are called out
of; Christ that we are called into.

"Follow me, and I will make you
fishers of men." Andrew had already
brought his own brother Peter to Je-
sus, and the two brethren had brought
Philip into touch with him; and Philip

Nathanael. It is impossible for one
who is a real disciple to be indfferent

to the spiritual condition of the uncon-
verted around him. Life communi-
cates life. There is something in the
presence of one in whom Christ lives

which encourages hungiy souls to seek
Christ for themselves. Some faces,

such as those of Fletcher of Madley,
the late Rev. W. Pennefather, of Mild-
may; the late Rev. W. E. Boardman,
Mr. Hudson Taylor, and others, have
been used of God to inspire faith in the

fact of the reality of a life lived with
God. There are not only some who
are conscious fishers of men, but some-
times even unconscious. But no man
can make himself a soul-winner. "Fol-
low me" is the first necessity, and,
then, "I will make you fishers of men."
The two disciples did not suffice.

"Going on from thence, he saw other

two brethren, James the son of Zebe-
dee, and John his brother, in a ship

with their father, mending their nets;

and he called them. And they imme-
diately left the ship and their father
and followed him." This is true dis-

cipleship; immediate, unquestioning,
uncalculating obedience to the Lord.
With this little band of followers,

"Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching
in their synagogues, and preaching the
Gospel of the kingdom," the detail of

which is contained in Matt. 5, 6 and 7;

the Sermon on the Mount, which gives

the tone, and the good news of a king-
dom of righteousness, according to

God's standard, such as will exist when
Christ reigns on earth during the thou-
sand years.
But this was not all. Our Lord also

went about "healing all manner of

sickness and all manner of disease

among the people."

A Picfhire of Innocence
Dear Dr. Klopsch: Accept my

heartiest thanks for the beautiful

"Dreamland" calendar and picture,

"Daughters of Dorcas," which I re-

ceived yesterday. The calendar is

certainly all that it has been described

to be; it is beautiful and truly a pic-

ture of innocence and purity. Thank-
ing you again for the pictures, and
wishing The Christian Herald all

success for the coming year,
Mrs. Luther Linaweaver.

Elizabeth, N. J.

January 5, 1910

Whenever Yo
See An Arrow

'Think of

'mi:
The all the year round best beverage

for all classes, ages and sexes.
Delicious—Wholesome—Thirsl»(Juenching

5c Everywhere

Our Free Booklet
"The Truth About Coca-Cola"
tells all about Coca-Cola—what
it is and why it is so delicious,
wholesome and beneficial. Itgivrs
analyses made by scientists audi
chemists from coast to coast. pro\-
ing its purity and wholesomeness. -^

Send 2c forpostaje—and we will send
you our 1910 Coca-Cola Girl Calendar.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, AUanta. Ga.

This Company's 34th
Semi-annual Dividend

At the

Rale ol

has been credited as of January
1st, 1910, on amounts from
$25 to $3,000. All moneys
invested are credited with_
earnings from date received to"

date withdrawn—there is no
loss of time. Our business is

conducted under supervision
of New Yorlt Banking Department, and your
funds are safeguarded by the best of security-

selected mortgages on New
York and Suburban Real
Estate. Established seventeen
years.

5%
PER

I

Assets over . $2,000,000

Surplus and profits $150,000 .

Write for booklet.

Industrial Savings and Loan Co.
2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York City

LADY WANTED
To introduce our very conirlcte Spring line of beautifi

wool suitings, wash tabrics, fancy waistings, silki

etc., handkerchiefs, lai'es and petticoats. All up to dat

J<ew York City Patterns. Finest line on the niarkel

Dealing direct with the mills you will linil our price

low. Profits, $1(1.(10 10 $30.00 weekly. .Sanijiles and ful

instructions packed in a neat sample case, shippe.

express prepaid. No money required. Exclusiv
territoiy. Write for particulars. Be first to apply

Standard Dress Goods Co., Dept. B 2, Binghamton, N.V

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

and Almanac for 1910 Ims 22i pnpos with man
colored iilatts^f fowls 1 rur t., lift-, It tells al

about cliickens. thrir I'l ir. t^, tli'-ir care, disease

and remedies. All ah<>ul Incubators, tlieirprice

and their opprfltion. All al>iait pmiltry house

and how to build them, 11'^ an fncvclopedii

of ,-lii<-k.'ndoni. Ynii need it. Only 15 CentB

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 688, Freeport, 111

90 Beautiful Post Cards mn
iL U No Two Alike—Latest Designs IU llj
Lovely assortment of -31 Artistic Birthday, Friendship.'
(iood Luck, Hoses and Khnv ers in exquisite colors, alU
for only 10 cents, if you answer this ad. immediately
jr. H. Seymour, 255 W. Elglith St.,Topeka, Kan,

Do«
YouSTAMMER
Send for my 200 page book with Free Trial'

Lesson explaining methods for Home Cure.
Established 15 years. Reputation world-wide.

G. A. LEWIS, ai Adelaide St . Detroit. Mich

^-J ..A^.I,i.-^ LAWN FENCE
Many design^ Cheap as
wood, 38 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to

Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Sjprine Fence Co.

Box D wincbester. Iiid<

5 Fine POST CARDS rppF
Send only 2c. stninp and re- M. M\mJmJ

ceive 5 colored Gold and em-
bossed cards free, to introduce post card offer.

CAPITAL CARD CO., Dept. 132 Topeka, Kan.

IFENCEi•STRONGESTMADE. Bull-
strong chlck-

^en-tlght Sold to the user at Wholesale
^Prices. We Pay Freight. Catalogue tree.

^ COIt-EO SPRING FENCE CO.,
cBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

Bl
VnUVCTD >^^ ITKinZOTEES BELLS

fc iwl ¥ En ^g^sWEBTEB, MOSZ CCB-

^UIIRf^M MJM^ABtE. LOW£S FEICE,\^nUKi^n ^^oUBmE CATALOGUE
EIIjIjJS.^^ TELLS why.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. P.

PRINT p^p^

Oi/rni

circulars, book, newB-

Pres>$5. Larger $18.

Mfy Rotary$60. Save money. Print

Y^^^IIT* 'or others, bie profit. All easy,*^^**^ rules sent. Write factory for

press catalog,TYPE, paper ,&c

The PRESS to. l!Ierlden,Conn.
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'\ MONG passing events of general

i public interest we note the laiinch-

ig of the Utah, the latest addition to

le Navy, which took place with the

jstomary ceremonies on Friday, De-

>mbei- 24, from the New York ship-

uilding plant in Camden, N. J. The

sssel is the largest battleship in our

f^avy, and was launched without the

ightest hitch or accident, and the oc-

lision was made memorable by the

er's art gracefully glided from her
cradle the very skies above seemed to
echo back their plaudits.

Early in the day the friends and
families of the employees gathered in
the yard, attired in their gala cos-
tumes, reflecting a veritable kaleido-
scope of moving color. Raised high
over their heads was a draped plat-
form, glowing with the national colors,

where, at the announced hour, ap-

BeWeU WithoutDrugs

• Miu Spry

Governor Spry and Party at the Launching of the "Utah"

I let that the christening party had
' 'aveled all the way across the conti-

l^nt to officiate. In the party were
Dvernor William Spry, of Utah; Mrs.
II y and their son James; State Sen-
<>[ Henry Gardner and Mrs. Gardner,
ate Senator Simon Bamburger and
IS. Bamburger, Senator Reed Smoot
id Miss Chloe Smoot, Miss Julia

\ amburger, Senator Sutherland, Judge
'imuel Steward and Mrs. Steward,
r. John Sharp, president of the Agri-
Itural Board of Utah; Miss L. M.
an Cott, dean of the University of
tah; Mrs. Bonemart, the Misses Alice
iid Eva Wrathall and Dr. S. E. Bald-
ird.

' On every side, among the multitude
' resent when the ceremony of naming

jrd launching the vessel was over, was
ard nothing but congratulations and
•pressions of delight. The clear
ightness of the day drew together

; 'ier ten thousand persons, and as the

^ agnificent triumph of the shipbuild-

Called Higher
>r. Alvarado Middleditch, of Pasadena.
lif., passed away April 26, at his home.

-. B. F. Severance, of Shelburne Falls,
. who passed away recently, had been a

' r of Tub CiiKisTiA.N Herald since 1882.
was an earnest Christian, and it was a

it pleasure for her to assist those less fortu-
than herself.

I'inK those whom God called home during
I a.^t few months was Mrs. J. O. Denniss, of

ittsville, Colo. She was the daughter of
lliam Chamberlain, and was born in Cincin-

iM in 1856. She had been an active leader in
wrch affairs and had been president of the

C. T. U. She is survived by her husband
• 1 two children.

'^^

oves Her Bible Best of All
Dear Dr. Klopsch : I have received

i

beautiful calendar and picture and
' Red Letter Bible, offered by you as
^nemium. I am exceedingly pleased
^th each and all, especially the beau-
tul Bible. I am telling my friends

' i^ut it, and doubtless they will em-
rice this rare advantage. I thank
>J very much indeed.

Miss Laura E. Koontz.
Philadelphia, Pa.

peared the fair sponsor. Miss Spry,
and her party. Much higher above
their heads towered the bow of the
vessel, dwarfing almost into insignifi-

cance her builders and sponsors. Miss
Spry, at a signal from the naval archi-

tect, Mr. James Swan, uttered the

words, "I christen thee Utah!" and, as

if instinct with life, the stern of the
vessel gracefully dipped, the magnifi-
cent hull gently slid along the ways,
and the Delaware received another off-

spring to her care. The multitude
grew wild with enthusiasm, and thou-
sands of American citizens will long
remember the day of the launching of

the Utah.

I will help \;ou to

Vibrant Healtli and Rested Nerves
.After my university course, 1 concluded I could be of greater

help to my sex by a&isting Nature to regain and retain

the strength of every vital organ, by bringiug to it a i

circulation of pure blood ; by strengthening the nerves,

and by teaching deep breathing, than 1 could by cor-

re(5ling bodily ailments with medicine, it is to my
thorougli knuvvledge of anatomy, physiology and health principles that I

A
Good

Figure

1 good Economy
and

Means More Than
a Pretty Face

I have corredled thousands

attribute my marvelous success. I'have'helped over 44.000 women, lean X^c °/ Sgu/es as illustrated below,

help you to ^ f^^^
'* '? ""« f'8>"'e »"'' P»'«

Arise To Your Best Ar^ ,

""''
"'A=^^°'',"-

The gown .n

, , , , , . ,,-,., ^^ " 'g- I cost $250 ; the one in Fig. 2
I have given lo each woman ihaisatisfacttnn icilli self which comes ^X „„,, tA fifl C 1 • .L

through the knowledge that she is developing ihat sweet, personal loveliness^ '^p. *°-"^- ^ 'g- '^ '« the same woman
which health and a wholesome, graceful body gives---a cultured, self- y^r ^^ '"'g- '

reliant woman with a definite purpose, which makes her the greatest y^r develope d
help to family and Friends. She is a Better Wife, a Rested Mother, >>r and in correct
a Sweeter Sweetheart. She adds lo the beauty of the world, thus y^T P' ^ 4
contributing (oils refinement, cultivation and education, lean yyr. PO'^e. rigs. J, 4,

helpyoulomakeevery vilalorganandnervedoefficientwork, yyr 5 and 6show actual
thus clearing the complexion and conecting such ailments as yyr photographs of nupils

Constipation Irritability Indigestion AT before taking up myWeak Nerves Colds Dullness ^X I /-TL i

Rheumatism Nervousness Weaknesses ^X ^°.''''; I ' "^y "avegiven me
Sleeplessness Torpid Liver Catarrh

Tliis work is dont by follnwlng simple directions
a few minutes each day in the privacy of your
own room, tn delicate cases 1 co-operate with
the physician, t regard medicine for reduc-
tion as dangerous, and bandages and
dncing appliances do not remove the
cause, hence only give temporary
suits. In correcting faulty habi
of digestion and assimilation, I X^/ T/jn Thlll
build up the strength while I am XXX IWUIIIIII
reducing, or developing you.
This is practical common

sense.

permission to use them). They
stand, now, as correctly and

appear as well as Fig. 2.

WheZWhen every organ <<\

the body is doing eft

-

> dent work, there will beor X «.. -..— fl fl_,L 1

Think it over and
write me to-day for

particulars.

no superfluous flesh and
no bony, angular bodies. 1

have reduced thousands of
women 80 lbs., and have built

p thousands of others 25 lbs. What 1 have done for others
can do for you. It would do your heart good to read the

daily reporU from my pupils. Here are some of them :

_
"My weight has increased 30 lbs." "My kidneys are much better."

"My eyes are much Stronger and 1 have taken off my glasses
"

" 1 have not had a sign of indigestion or gall stones since 1 b^an with you
.

'

"1 weigh 83 lbs. less, and have gained wonderfully in strength. 1 never
get out of breath, the rheumatic twinges have all gone, and I look and feel 15 years younger."

"1 am delighted with ihe effed upon my catarrh."

"Just think of it I To be relieved from constipation. Entirely free after having it for 30 years 1"

"Have grown from a nervous wreck into a state of steady, quiet nerves."

"The relief from backache alone is worth many times the money, and I haven't had a cold
since I began with you."

Write me to-day, telling your faults of health and figure. If I cannot help

you, I will tell you so. I study your case just cis a physician, giving you the

individual treatment which your case demands. I never violate a pupil's

confidence. I will send you an instru<5live booklet, showing correct lines of a
woman's figure in standing and walking, FREE.

SUSANNA COCROFT, R?redl. 246 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO
Author uf "Sri/ Siifflciencu," "Tlie Vila/ Organs, Their Use and Abuse," Etc.

Miss Cocro/I's name stands for progress in the scientific care of the health and figure of woman.

SQIIAB
M:iieiJ pftir

1910

BOOK FREE
Wril.- Inr ImiKi

free Book, 1

inone.v-breedjiiif w

bound book now
"We tiiUe HUbscrlpttoii

...ni(. 1910
i.w ic. in.iUe

innlm. Cloth-

303 p»K«8,
• Ic.r thf new

Of.
Flymoutli Rocli Sqnab Co. , 3S0 Howard Street, Melrose, Mass.

18-30AMIS'
SELLING *EVER-RaDr

TOOLKIT
Suoccsa positive.
Weaver (farmer)
made $1,500 last
year. A Hason.O.
Bold 21 first day.
Yoii can do as well. Sells on sight. Think, 10 tools inL
Free Sample to hustlers. Reserve territory today.
Foote Mfg. Co., Dep't 468 Dayton, Ohio

15
CENTS 13 WEEKS

illustrateii

weekly all

the Important
ot the world is stated clearl,

fHlrlv, briefly, lor busy rea<iers. UniqiK
popiiUr novels condenser!, odd sketches, hoii:

foieU'u
sioiis—iiiiiny

ori^'liial featurea of rare interest. It is rt-lial-le, eniei laiiiins—
TMK pap^r for the lioiiif, Ttkh-s place of .$3 i" $4 papers.
Send 15c now for 13 weeks to Pathfinder. Washington, D.C.

«

MOVING PICTURES
OF THE WONDERFUL WORLD CHAMPION

DAN PATCH 1:55

^'-

ABSOLUTELY TOSTOCKOWNERS

tional
night

It ia a New Invenlion that you can carry in your pocket and show your friends in-
stantly, day or night, once or a hundred times. The original is the only moviag picture
ever taken of a World Champion Horse in his wonderful burst of speed.

A MILE OF 2400 MOVING RACE PICTURES OF DAN PATCH 1:56
and every picture shows the King of all Horse Creation aa plainly as if you stood on
the track and actually saw Dan Patch 1:55 in one of his Thrilling Speed Exhibitions for
a full mile. 2400 distinct moving pictures taken of Dan in one minute and fifty-five

seconds means twenty-one pictures taken every second all of the way around the en-
tire track from the back seat of a high power automobile. You can see Dan shake his
head to let his driver know that he is ready for a supreme effort and then you can
watch every movement of his legs as he flies through the air with his tremendous stride
of 29 Feet. You can see his Thrilling Finish as he strains every nerve to reach the wire,
you can see his driver dismount and look at his watch while thousands of people crowd
around, you can see his care taker force his way through the crowd and throw a beauti-
ful woolen blanket over Dan to prevent his catching cold and then you can follow him
up the track before the Madly Cheering Multitudes. As a Study Of Horse Motion it is

liitter than the actual speed mile because you can see Dan right before you for evei-y
foot of the entire mile. When first shown to the public this marvelous picture caused
people to stand up all over the theatre calling "Come on Dan"— "Come on Dan."

This Remarkable Moving Picture is the Most Realistic and the Most Thrilling ever
presented to the public. I have taken a part of the Original 2400 Wonderful and Sensa-

I'ictures and made them into a Newly Invented Moving Picture that you can carry in your pocket and show to your
It does not need a machine, it does not need a curtain and it does not need a light. It Creates a Sensation Whatever

s

frientls

Shown.
at any tune, uay or

MY NEW MOVING PICTURES MAILED FREE TO STOCKMAN, postage prepaid, IF YOU ANSWER THESE THREE QUESTIONS
1st. In what paper did you see my Moving Picture Offer? 2nd. How many head Each of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs and Poultry do you own?
3rd. How many acres of land do you own or how many acres of land do you rent?

IF YOU ARE NOT A STOCKOWNER AND WANT THE MOVINO PICTURES SEND ME 25 CENTS TOR POSTAGE, For Packing, etc.. In Silver or Stamps
and I will mail you this Wonderful Moving Picture of Dan Patch 1:55, The Fastest Harness Horse The World Has Ever Seen.

Addres. - - - INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., M. W. SAVAGE, Proprietor, MINNEAPOUS, MINN.
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The Standard for 60 Years"

The test of time has only served to

strengthen confidence in the efficacy

of Pond's Extract, the most useful

household remedy.

Soothing, Refreshing

and Healing
Ask your druggist for POND'S EXTRACT.
Sold only in sealed bottles—never sold in

bulk. Refuse all substitutes.

VANISHING CREAM
(POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY'S)

is an ideal non-oily toilet cream of great purit}) and exquisite Jacque Rose

fragrance. " Vanishing Cream " effe&ively promotes that fineness of sl^in

texture so requisite to a clear and beautiful complexion.

FREE SAMPLE ON REQUEST
Or Send 4 CENTS in Stamps

for Regular 10 CENT Tube

The General Family Remedy
|t(( !».! IM tlF.I TION>.
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POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, Department H, 78 Hudson Street, NEW YORK
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SNOW-BOUND; AN INCIDENT OF THE LATE BLIZZARD



"Best Thing Mr. Taft Has Ever Done"
The Press Universally Praises His Visit to the Bowery Mission as a Unique Event and Noble Precedeni J„

The newspapers are tilled v\ itii articles upon the recent visit

of President Taft to the Bowery Mission. As tlie topic is a na-

tional one. we devote space to the reproduction of some of these

comments below :

Not Likely Soon to Forget

Daily Times. Brooklyn. N. Y.

THE President had a reception he is not likely

to forget very soon, and incidentally it may be

said that he is equally unlikely to listen with

patience to those fastidious citizens who complain of

the appeals that are made to them, especially in this

Christmas season, for such small donations as make
possible such relief as this mission extends to those

whom no one else cares to relieve. There is nothing
of the snob or the Pharisee in the make-up of Presi-

dent Taft; he is a plain, hearty, genial American,
who is willing to be on the friendliest possible terms
with all of his fellows who have anything of man-
hood in them, no matter if, as he said last night, they

may be down on their luck.

Well Within His Presidential Duties

Evening Mail, Neiv Yoilc City

Until Mr. Taft spoke at the Bowery Mission last

night no American President, we believe, had ever

addressed the "down-and-outs."' Coxey and Frye
and Kelley led so-called "armies" of them across the

country in the soup-kitchen days of 1894; but they

obtained no audience with Grover Cleveland, and
Coxey was taken into custody for not observing the

"keep off the grass" signs at Washington. Candi-
dates for office—this a very recent fashion—have
addressed meetings of street characters in the small

hours of the night. But last night's was the first

heart-to-heart talk between the official embodying
the national sovereignty and the workless American.
He frankly admitted a mixture of motives in coming
down to the Bowery. "I don't know much about the

Bowery," he said, "and I have always had consid-

erable curiosity about it." As head of the Red
Cross Society, he knew Dr. Louis Klopsch and his

effective influence for good, and knowing also his

relation to the Bowery Mission he had made the

visit, realizing "that the best part of the Bowery
must be where Dr. Klopsch and the Bowery come
together." The President's manifested concern for

their welfare is more than an outpouring of his na-
tive kindliness; it is well within his duties as a

citizen and as our chief magistrate.

"The Big Fellow" in the Bowery
Neu) York iliiyning Teleyraph

Big Bill fared much better in the Bowery than in

Carnegie Hall. In the latter place he was rushed
by ill-mannered hand-shakers, and had the narrow-
est escape of his life from a painful, if not disas-

trous, fall from the stage. At the Bowery Mission
they didn't do anything worse than the utterance of

a deal of Bowery breath, and that was all in the way
of welcome. It was thus borne in upon the Big
Fellow, what every New Yorker Knows, that the
Bowery, as a slum, is an exploded superstition, as

commonplace and prosy as Fifth Avenue on a rainy
Sunday.

A Remarkable Precedent
Colnriihns. O.. Nen's

President Taft's recent visit to the Bowery Mis-
sion was an incident unique in the history of that

noted thoroughfare. He was the first President of

the United States who ever officially visited the

Bowery. Mr. Taft's excursion into the East Side

was a proper recognition of one of the greatest reli-

gious works in the city—the Bowery Mission, where
"crooked men are made straight."

It is almost impossible to compute the good which
has been done by this Mission, the number of men,
down and out, who have been braced up and given a
fresh start, or the number who have been saved from
despair and death. It is one of the many humani-
tarian enterprises undertaken and carried forward
by that remarkable paper, The Christian Herald,
and its remarkable proprietor, Dr. Louis Klopsch.

Eliminates Rancor from the Class Struggle

Kcir York Daily People

There, in the presence of five hundred men, all of

them willing, anxious, able to work, but condemned
to idleness by a social system that, bars the wage
slave from the opportunity to exercise his labor-

power unless some employer can whack profit out of

him—there, facing such a sight, stood the chief

representative of capitalism—and, did what? He
did, unconscious though the deed was, contribute his

share to eliminate rancor from the class struggle in
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the only way that rancor can be eliminated, to wit,

by exemplifying the utter lack of intellect on the

part of the ruling class regarding the social ques-

tion, hence the utter futility of looking to its repre-

sentatives for help.

It should not be doubted that President Taft felt

sick at heart at the sight of the human waifs
crowded before him, and that he spoke sincerely

when he told them: "I assure you that your fellow-

citizens and more fortunate fellows aren't the

greedy and oppressive persons some would make
them out to be, but more than ever are their hearts
open to help the suffering, and the desire to do go is

growing every day." A clearer picture of helpless-

ness before the social problem can with difficulty be
conceived.

Man to Man
Denver. Colo.. Post

There was a something friendly, a touch of unaf-
fected democracy, in that visit made by President
Taft to the Bowery Mission. He went neither to

patronize nor to dispense commonplace platitudes.

He talked to the inmates of the Mission as a pros-

perous, plain man, addressing plain men smitten
by penury; but he indicated the uncertain character
of personal prosperity in a republic, and suggested
that courage, even on an empty stomach, was a

sound American quality that might, by the hazard
of the unexpected, switch the poorest man into

affluence. The color of youth has not yet departed
from his imagination; and you figure him as a man
with the heart of a boy as he took that drive in the

storm to the Bowery Mission, to leave there the
memory of a plain man's cheering words. Clearly
the episode was a case not of the gift but the giving.

Bridging the Chasm Between Rich and Poor

Standard Union. Brooklyn, N. Y.

The thing which Mr. Taft attempted, and doubt-
less partly .accomplished, was the breaking up of the

belief on the part of the very poor that there is a
gulch which separates them from those in more
fortunate circumstances. The eradication of such
an opinion is important. The moment a sufficiently

large portion of the people obtain the notion that

the rich and powerful care nothing for the unem-
ployed and poverty-stricken, that they live in a dif-

ferent world, that they have no sympathy for those
without a dollar, and are unwilling to lend a helping
hand, that moment a positive danger arises. Presi-

dent Taft's presence in the Bowery and his words
must carry some conviction that the bond of fellow-

ship extends from the White House or the palace of

the millionaire to the ten-cent lodging houses.

How the Contrast Struck Him
Provideiiee. R. I., Neirs

President Taft always has been the ward of good
fortune, and while he has deserved to so be and has
rendered very valuable services to his country in

many ways, he must have thought hard of the dif-

ference between his life and that of the unfortunate

men about him. In reminding them of the more

general inclination nowadays to help those who hav(l|

been crushed by fortune, either through their owr
carelessness, some lack of grit, or other cause foi

which they were perhaps not wholly responsible, h(j|

must have kindled the fires of hope anew in somff
breasts.

Few Public Men Could Do It

Buffalo. N. Y., Commercial

President Taft is a man of wide sympathies anc

so obviously genuine in his expression of them thali

no one has ever suspected him 'of insincerity. Few!
public men could go down to address a crowd ofj

waifs, strays and human derelicts on the Bowery
and not strike one false note. As head of the Reci

Cross Society, he knew Dr. Louis Klopsch and hi;

effective influence for good. He made the visit

realizing "that the best part of the Bowery must
be where Dr. Klopsch and the Bowery come to-

gether."

The Bigness of His Heart

Kansas City. Kas.. Gazette-Glohc

President Taft did not go to the Bowery Missior
"from the seat of the mighty to the bottom pit oi

despair" to make a parade. He did it out of the

bigness of his heart, as he had done in Manila,* tc

cheer those who are down in the world and need the

encouragement of a hopeful word.

Calls It a "Thankless Task"

Pittsburg. Pa.. Sun

President Taft in his time has been called upon
to undertake thankless tasks, and to make speeches

under circumstances that were anything but inspir-

ing, but we doubt if he ever came to a place where
he faced a more thankless task, or found himself at

greater loss for words that would ring true, than he

did the other night when he rose to address the

flotsam and jetsam of New York gathered in a

Bowery mission. What could he say'? What could

any one say? The President did the best he could;

but at best it must have sounded queerly in the ears

of the human derelicts before him.

The Real Bowery Yell

Philadelphia Inquirer

Bully for the President! He attended a gather-

ing of denizens of the slums at the Bowery Missioiij

'way down town, hearing the real Bowery yell for

the first time and making what was, perhaps, the

biggest hit that any President has ever made among
the lowly.

The "Best Thing" He Has Done
St. Louis, Mo., Dispatch

President Taft's visit to the Bowery Mission ir

New York, and his address to the unemployed and

homeless men he met there, may be accounted amonp,

the best things he has done since he attained the

Presidency. The visit and the speech can hardly

have failed to carry not only a new hope, but a help-

ful energy, to the heart and the will of some of the

forlorn men in his audience, and as a consequence
the results may be beneficial beyond all calculation.

"You Done Us a Heap of Good"
Saginaie, Mich.. Courier-Herald

This excursion of one of the busiest men in the

world down to the seat of vice, immorality and pov-i
j

erty in the New York Bowery reflects another side W
of Mr. Taft's character. It needs no explaining

how the Bowery tramp called after the President:

"Bill, you done us a heap of good." The person-

ality of the man had revived the flickering spark of

manhood and hope that their ill-fed, ill-cared-for

bodies contained, and made them realize that ii'

America there is a chance for all men.

Taft's View Better Than the Pessimistic

Hoston Post

It is to be hoped that the unemployed at the Bow-
ery Mission in New York took President Taft's call

on them the other evening in the right spirit. It is

not an unmixed solace for men down on their luck

to see at close range a President of the United

States, very much up on his. Yet it may be an in-

spiration to renewed activity and hope. Mr. Taft

told them that as "earnest Americans" they still had

a chance. That was much better than the "bottom

of the pit of despair" phrase handed them by the

superintendent of the Mission himself.

Continued on page 29
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Beggars by the Wayside "Jacob's Well" as Shown near Shechem To-day Harvest Time in Samaria

A LITTLE TOUR AROUND SAMARIA
M OST travelers enter Samaria from Judea.

Halves of the same mountain they are, yet

how different in disposition and in history!

Samaria is as open and fair as Judea is secluded and
.ustere; and the life history of each is in full accord

\'ith what nature seems to have predestined.

To the prophets, Samaria is the older sister, stand-
ng nearer to the world and takinsr precedence alike

n good and evil. The more forward to attract, the
nore quick to develop, she was alwavs less able to

etain. The patriarchs came
irst to Shechem, but later

hose their homes about He-
')ron. The earliest seats of

srael's worship and the ear-

iest rallies of her patriotism
vere upon Mount Ephraim;
)ut both church and state

ultimately centred in Jeru-
;alem. After the disruption
,)f the kingdom, the first

prophets and heroes sprang
pp in the richer life of north-
ern Israel; but the splendor
ind endurance of prophecy
,ind kingship remained with
fudea. And so, though we
)we to Samaria some of the
nost brilliant flashes of Is-

ael's patriotic life, the bulk
)f her history is full of scorn
:—scorn for her traffic with
'oreigners, for her luxury
ind her tolerance of many
idols. Pride, "fulness^ of
pread," and prosperous ease,
hen rottenness and swift
uin, are the chief notes of
orophecy concerning her. To-
lay, while pilgrims throng on
Mther hand to Judea and to
jalilee, none seek Samaria

•;ave for one tiny spot of her
surface, and this is but the
icene of a wayside saying by
lim who journeyed in this
and as a casual passenger.
But if hardly holy land—if hardly even national

and—there is no region of Syria more interesting
nd romantic. The traveler, entering from Judea, is

•efreshed by a far fairer landscape. When he
eaches the vale of Shechem, he finds himself at the
rue physical centre of Palestine, from which the
eatures of the whole country radiate and group
liemselves. Historical memories, too, cluster about

I he pliotoeraphs for this nrlicle wore l.iUeii l)V Prof. K. J.

'iiisoii .111(1 Ilcv. A. Forder. of r:.lcstiiic.

By Professor M. P. YOUNG
Assiut, Egypt *

the paths of Samaria more lavishly than even those

fountains which render her such a contrast to Judea
—the altars at Shechem and Shiloh, the fields around
Dothan, the palm tree of Deborah, the wine-press of

Ophrah, Carmel and Gilboa, the vineyards of Na-
both, Elisha passing to and fro, Jehu's furious driv-

ing, and a dozen other important events.

On the Highways of Samaria

The openness of Samaria is one of her most prom-
inent features and tells most in her history. Few
invaders were successfully resisted. It is a singular

fact that we have no account of the invasion by
Israel. In the battles of her history that are re-

corded the chariot is always mentioned, and all the

long drives of the Old Testament are within her bor-

ders. It was in Samaria that we have recorded the

race of Ahab against the storm, the furious drive of

Jehu, and the long drive of Naaman from Damascus.

Contrasted with this, we have only two meagre ref-

erences to chariot driving in Judea—in the one case

the chariot carried a corpse, and in the other it

bore a dying man.
The most prominent characteristic of Samaria is

her central and dominant position. Nothing comes
with greater surprise upon the visitor to Palestine

than to discover that, with all her advantages of

defense, Jerusalem lies on a barren and awkward
site, and that both natural and historical precedence

have to be given, not to

Mount Zion and the City of

David, but to Mounts Ebal
and Gerizim, with Shechem
between them. As seen from
the regions across Jordan, she
occupies the topmost point of

that long ridge which runs
through Palestine, and from
which valleys lead off into all

parts of the kingdom. Joppa,
the principal seaport, stands
three miles nearer than to

Jerusalem; Csesarea is but
thirty miles away, the rich

plains of Esdraelon but eigh-

teen. From Samaria spring
the only great roads that
lead to the regions east of
Jordan.

It is therefore natural that

the story of the patriarchs
brings both Abraham and
Jacob, on their entrance to

the Promised Land, at once to

Shechem, and that the book
of Deuteronomy selects Ebal
and Gerizim as the scene of a
great inaugural service by all

Israel on taking possession of

the country. This place was
selected by one whose ruling
principle was the centraliza-

tion of Israel's worship in one
sanctuary. On account of

this strategic and command-
ing position we find Samaria

closely connected in her history with the tribes

east of Jordan, and with Carmel on the west.

Both Abraham and Jacob came from the east to

Shechem. Manasseh was settled on both sides of

the river; Ephraim gave its name not only to the

western mountains, but also to a wood on the eastern

side; Elijah, the prophet of Samaria, was from Tish-

beh in Gilead, and Elisha crossed Jordan to anoint
Jehu. In a similar manner we find the prophet of

Coiifiuiicd on page 37 -*;
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I THE WORKINGS
OF PROVIDENCE

TEXT—Rom. 8:28

-^ "And we know that all things work
9^ together for good to them that love God."

WE have here Paul's epitome of Providence,
his summing up of human life and expe-
rience under the superintending hand of

God. Had he been a materialist, he would have left

God out of the question, and said, "You are a part

of a great, merciless machine, wound up by chance
and controlled by circumstances, and your suffer-

ings are due to the inexorable movements of fate,

against which you struggle in vain." Had he been

a Stoic philosopher, he would not have said, "All

things work together for good," but, "You are in

the hands of an awful system, of which evil is an
inevitable part," and his exhortation, would have

been, "Resist the evil with the bold front of an un-

flinching spirit." Had he been an Epicurean, he

would have said, "Chance has projected evil into the

world. Fight chance the only way in which you

can, by drowning all your cares in a sea of sensual

pleasure." But Paul was neither a materialist, nor

a Stoic, nor an Epicurean, but a Christian philos-

opher. He believed that God's plans are eternal,

that human suffering is a part of the necessary dis-

cipline of life, that eternity alone is the final inter-

pretation of time, and that "all things work to-

gether for good to them that love God."

Under Divine Protection

Note the boldness of this Pauline declaration:

"All things work together for good." Had Paul

known nothing of the shocks and storms of life, had
his career been one of uninterrupted inspiration and
unabated triumph, then it might be urged that the

audacity of the proposition is evidence of ignorance

of the facts involved. But Paul's life was inter-

woven of sunshine and shadows; in fact, he knew
much more of the storms of life than of its calms.

The vision of the past was ever before him : the

prisons through which he had passed, the uproar at

Ephesus, the earthquake at Philippi, violence at

Jerusalem, trials with the churches, chains at Caesa-

rea, shipwrecks and stripes, while before him passed

scenes of anguish which were far beyond his power
to describe; and yet, towering above these dark and
painful memories, we hear him exclaim, "All things

work together for good to them that love God." He
thus compresses the universe into this one little

word of three letters, all!

Glorious truth ! We are not alone in life's vicissi-

tudes! God's eye is upon us, and his arms encircle

us. We are not helpless, for the infinite Deliverer

is ever present, even when we are unconscious of his

presence, inspiring with wisdom, imparting strength

and enabling us to come off more than conquerors

over all the trials and difficulties of life, the toils

and sufferings, defeats and crosses, gains and
losses; all things seen and unseen, near and remote,

dark and bright, good and eAdl, are harnessed as

swift steeds to the chariot of the divine purpose,

and nothing can permanently obstruct its progress.

Harmony and Co-operation

Again, let us notice the law of this Providential

process: "All things work together." And what
is this but the law of co-operation? Nothing in the

universe below the being of God is complete within

itself. Everything leans upon and helps to bear

up everything beyond, below, above, and around
itself. The dewdrop works with the sunbeam, the

seed with the clay, the bee with the flower; the val-

ley with the mountain, the rivulet with the river,

and the river with the ocean ; the heavens lean upon
the earth, and the earth reflects the splendor of the

heavens from its laughing valleys, its snow-crowned
mountains and its ever-changing sea. There is no
isolation anywhere. The faintest trace of matter,
the most delicate, microscopic cell has its place in

the universal creation, and performs its function,
not only for itself, but in behalf of all. The gases
that compose the air we breathe work together with

•Pastor of the Mptropolitan Temple (Methodist), New York City.

life-giving and health-sustaining power; eliminate

the oxygen, and this old world would be shrouded in

death; the seasons work together, spring and sum-
mer, fall and winter, in a grand procession of

beauty, order and fruitfulness.

Light is beautiful, but light cannot form the ex-

quisite picture. Shadows must lie there, a dark
background upon which the light can pencil its

beauty. The sunshine and shadow must work to-

gether. Why, God cannot paint a rainbow until he
has unbraided a beam of light into its seven pris-

matic hues, to borrow from and lend to each other

entrancing loveliness. So also the Lord knows how
to blend bright and dark things in human life, so as

to produce the most happy, holy and heavenly char-

acter. Oh, my friend, you can afford to be patient

and trustful, for God is moulding you to a pattern
brighter than angelic being, even according to the
image of his Son. The blow of the hammer and the
incision of the chisel may be painful, but these are
necessary to the removal of imperfections and to

the revelation of the angel that is lurking in the
hiding places of your being. God is the great, in-

flnite Sculptor, and you may depend upon it he will

not overlook the roughness, nor fail to smooth down
the rebellious grain!

All things work together. The lightning in its

livid rage only purifies the atmosphere; the thunder-
bolt that prostrates the giant oak, beneath which
many found shelter, lets the sun shine upon a spot

of earth that had hitherto been full of darkness;
the cloud that overspreads the sky is frequently but
the shadow of an approaching blessing. Some
flowers must be trampled upon before their fra-

grance is detected, and it is likewise true that human
hearts must be broken before their wealth of sym-
pathy and love becomes productive.

Strength and Love Through Suffering

Then, again, we should remember that things are
not always as they appear. The sun appears to

rise and set, but science places it in the centre of a
family of worlds; the stars appear to rove about
without restraint, but they, too, are fixed centres,

fastened to their points in space. The rainbow ap-
pears to be a dense and permanent arch of beauty,
reared against the solid sky, but philosophy ethere-

alizes both the bow and the sky. And so in human
experience, we are deceived by appearances. It

seemed a cruel fate that tc.re Joseph from his

father's arms and sold him into slavery; but God
lifted Joseph from a pit to a throne and made him
lord over all Egypt. "All these things are against
me," exclaimed Jacob, when the outrayings of Prov-
idence were no longer discernible; but at that very
moment the horses and chariots were on their way
to carry him down into the land of plenty. It

seemed a great calamity that turned aside a pro-
fessor of natural science from his self-appointed
way, but Scotland gained through that the ministry
of Thomas Chalmers.

A Divine Hand at the Helm

It is hardly possible for us to appreciate the force
of the original verb, "work together." The thought
is that there is a beneficent power grasping, subor-
dinating, overruling and directing all things for the
largest measure of good. True, this good may not
always be apparent, but it is none the less real. We
cannot measure the movements of Providence by the
swift beating of our little timepieces. God's clock

strikes once in a thousand years. It is not a ques-

tion of calendar, but of character. The thought of

the text involves the largest good. This is the goal

of the divine intent. God is not absorbed in grati-

fyin'g our temporary whims. He will not conde-
scend to our petty wants, as the indulgent parent
who pampers the spoiled child by granting the sweet-
meats for which it cries. God's medicine is not
always sweet. It is sometimes bitter-sweet, but if

it is necessary to our highest good he will not with-
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hold it. The statement of the text employs I

singular verb with a plural noun, denoting 1

harmonious workings of Providence, and we m
rest assured that thi^ power, is working in our 1

half eveiy moment. Though we deny it and res

it, the process continues, silently and savingly, si

ordinating all things to our final good, yes, a

making even the stumbling-blocks of life steps

ward the throne.

Oh, what comfort there is in this thought! Th{

can be no wreck, for God's hand is at the helm; thf

can be no calamity, for his wisdom and power ov(

rule for good all that comes to me. The promise
in the present tense, not that in some ason of eti

nity these things shall result in good, but here a

now, amid the changing scenes of life, poised as

are in a probation bounded by two eternities, it

the believer's privilege to look through and beyo
all secondary causes and agencies to trace the fo<

'

prints of God as upon the billows moving forwa
to the accomplishment of his beneficent purposi

and to know that "all things work together for go

'

to them that love God."

"God Thinks of Me"

It is this thought that gives me my position in t

universe. If God thinks of me, loves me, a;

watches over me, it is because I am a part of \

plan. I may be but a rough pebble, yet I have r

place in the great universal mosaic. I am essenti

to the unity and perfection of the whole. I am he

but for a day. I am not a tenant, but a touri;

Eternity is my race course, and the universe is n

home. All things are in league with me; yea, thi

are my servants, "working together for good

"Therefore I shall not be afraid for the terror 1

night, nor for the arrow that flieth by day, nor for t.

pestilence that walketh in darkness, nor for the d

struction that wasteth at noonday. A thousai

shall fall at my side, and ten thousand at my rig

hand; but it shall not come nigh me." Yea, I she

not tremble when death knocks at the door, for 1

comes as the messenger of God, bringing my pas

port to yonder world out of sight, still working fi

my eternal good.

Standing thus, strong and secure, the future flani'

with light, the clouds roll back, the eternal df

draws nigh, and although dark questions arour

me rise and the path is not always plain before^n
eyes, faith brings the distant near and enables n

to sing with John Burroughs

:

Serene, I fold my hands and wait,
Nor care for wind or tide or sea ;

I rave no more 'gainst time and fate,

For lo! my own shall come to me.

The stars come nightly to the sky.
The tidal wave unto the sea ;

Nor time nor space nor deep nor high
Can keep my own away from me.

Good Resolutions

SOME persons hesitate to make resolutions fc

fear they will not keep them. They will n(

promise, lest they fail of performance. There
'

little reason in such an attitude, for every life '

making promises all the time. A life without pron

ise of some sort is a contradiction of terms. Whs
the promise is need not be proclaimed by the lip:

although so to proclaim it may often be the best c

helps toward its fulfilment. We are always "i

honor bound" to some course of action or other. W
have given hostages to the future, though we ma
never have signed a pledge or taken an oath. Th

hostage is our past reputation and our present chai

acter. It may be forsaken if we will, but if it b

worthy, to forsake it is faithless indeed. Men nee

not to make fewer promises, but they need to b

more careful that all their promises be wort

keeping. L. J. H.

{See "The Children's Pvlpit" on next page)



President Taft's Visit

Continued from page 26

The Nation's Sympathetic Heart

Salt Lake City Herald-Republican

In his speech to the people on the

)wery, the other night, President

'ift expressed the belief that the

art of humanity beats in sympathy

th those in ill-fortune, and strongly

apealed to his hearers for manhood's

:Sponse to the sentiments of men.

3 man could have listened to Presi-

nt Taft's address and missed the

,;ing strength and courage to better

J^
own condition.

etter Than All His Western Speeches

Atlanta, Ga., Constitution

It is when his heart is touched and

e theme suggests an argrimentum ad

,minem that President Taft appears

his best and most lovable aspects.

le assertion was exemplified a few
ghts ago when he addressed about

ree hundred typical habitues of the

)wery in New York City. It is to be

„ubted if any of the Sunday lay-talks

I !t. Taft delivered on his recent West-
- in tour was half so effectual as this

1 i.e simple speech to men so long ac-

rstomed to viewing happiness through

,e eyes of other men. He has estab-

ihed an achieving precedent. It is

•»t the ninety and nine that need

Drds of solace and encouragement
om high places.

A Simple Message of Hope

Washington Post

It was just a simple message of

>pe; but the fact that the President

, the United States—their President

had come from Washington to give

to them inspired every man who
lard with a new power and confi-

. :nce. The three hundred who heard
,ld thousands who had not heard.

he President was their friend, and
ad told them not to falter, but to

i. pt on.

r ^ Worth Something to the Country

Lincoln, Neb., Joiirnnl

: President Taft's visit to a Bowery
ission and his sight of the Bread
ne was worth something to the coun-

y in the ideal it called to his lips.

he President will find that most of

e important issues raised at Wash-
srton will involve equal opportunity
r all against special opportunity for

part. If he throws his weight in

ich case to the side he espoused on
e Bowery it will be enough.

L ji Never Did a Better Thing
" ' Orangi', N. J., Clironirle

President Taft, with all his ability,

!ver accomplished more in a few min-
< ;es than he did when, hoarse with a

vvere cold, he braved the weather and
' iid a visit to the Bowery Mission,
eeting the men there just as a man
ith a messa-ge of cheer and optimism.

Honored Himself and His Country

Stttniford, CoiDt., Advocate

The President honored himself, and
)nored his country, when he con-
nted to go down to the Bowery, even

; the late hour of eleven o'clock at
ght, to say helpful words to the class
men assembled at the Rescue Mis-

on. These be gracious words from
le President of the United States, and
ley will have their effect. Good and
)t evil shall come from them.

II
He Did a Real Service

I
New York TVibune

" There was not a trace of patronage
what the President said, or of that

ere curiosity which the unfortunate
iturally and deeply resent. His ap-
eciation of the conditions which he
w illustrated before him, his frank

Continued on ktst column

'Cbe Cbildren^s pulpit

CHILD LABOR DAY-By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

LAMENTATIONS is a long word. But its length you need not fear.

You can put it in a tear. It means sorrow, crying out for help. Jere-
Jmiah is called the weeping prophet. His tears, I think, fell into his

ink. With this tear-ink he wrote the sad look of a child into a book, and
called it Lamentations. He tells us that cruel taskmasters made little

children carry heavy burdens of wood. Bundles so heavy and large that
the children fell under them. These children were made to work, work,
work. Day by day it was all work, and no play. They had no music, and
their dance was turned to mourning. Their, "Oh, I am so glad!" was
changed to, "Oh, I am so sad!"

BUT this, you say, was a long, long, long time ago. Why should we have
any dread about those who are dead? But you juniors must not for-

get that a long, long, long time ago is like Halley's comet: it comes back
again after a long, long, long time away. Thousands of children are fall-

ing under their burdens to-day. Falling and dying, and there are only a
few who are crying.

THIS is "Child Labor Day," and every minister in New York is asked
to write his Lamentations for the children. You did not know there

were any slave children in America? There are more than 2,000,000 chil-

dren to-day who are slaves to hard work. Just think—of these 790,623

are little tots! Let us see if we can get a picture in our brain of 2,000,000

children at hard work, with little pay and no play. If we had all these

children in Brooklyn at one time, where would we put them? There are

more than 500 acres in our Prospect Park. If the 2,000,000 children would
stand close together, we could put them all in the park. But they must
sleep standing up, as there would not be room for them to lie down.

The police would soon be after them—"Move on, move on, no place for you
here." Suppose they came out of the park like an army, with twenty-five

in each company. There would be 80,000 companies. I will ask the police

to let them march past the church, so that you can all see them. Here
they come in companies, with ten feet between each company. March,

r

'

'

" " ^ """i

J

These Child Slaves Have Worked Almost from the Time They Could Walk

march, march; tramp, tramp, tramp! They are slave children, and we
will give them long marches. Push them, drive them, make them march
twenty-five miles a day. After a long time watching them pass the church,

a telegram will tell us that the first company is marching past West Point.

March, march, march, on, on, on, past the church. Another telegram

states that the first company is passing the Capitol at Albany. On, on

they march, and as the last company passes the church a long-distance

telephone message says the first company is marching into Troy, nearly

1,52 miles from New York. All these are children in our country workmg
like little slaves. It makes us sad, it makes me mad. Sad, it is too bad

!

IF you stay to see them all march by, you will miss your dinner, and

Sunday School, and evening service. If you watch them all pass, you

will be marked absent from school on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday. You can see the first companies passing to-day,

and when you are coming to prayer meeting on Friday night you will see

the last company going by. Is it not awful that such a sad story must be

written in "tear ink," with the pen of 1910? The story of overworked

children! Child slaves, with no outlook but their graves!

APROFESSOR.of Columbia University says he talked with a man who
lives in Brooklyn about how little children work in this Brooklyn

man's Texas cotton fields. He asked him how early the children began to

work. His answer was, "At six, and younger." This Brooklyn-'Texas

man described the way a bag is slung about the neck of a child, who drags

it on the ground, so that he can pick cotton with both hands. The pro-

fessor asked how big the boy had to be before he was strong enough to

drag the bag. The answer was, "We make the bag to fit the boy." We
believe they should make the boy to fit the bag. They should take good

care of the boy's body, and good care of his mind, and good care of his

soul Make him big and strong, and able to carry the bag that need not

drag. I am sure my juniors will pray for and work for the National

Child Labor Committee, who are trying to free these child slaves.

WHILE the army of children is marching past I will tell you a story of

one little child, not able to march. He was working in a mine, and

a heavy piece Of wood he was helping to carry fell on him and broke his

back "He fell under the wood." For many months he was m the hos-

pital When he was strong enough to go out, a nurse took him to church.

It was Child Labor Day, and an offering was taken for the society

When a tall man passed the collection plate the little cripple said, Hold

it lower please." With tears in each word he said, "Hold it lower, lower;

low enough for me to stand in it. I waht to give myself for this work.

Pastor, 1st Ref. Church, B'klyn. N.Y. Text: Lam. 5 : 13. "The children fell under the wood."

His Inspirational Message
Continued from first column

reference to the contrast which his

own circumstances presented, his ob-

vious wish that some helpful stimulus

might go out from him to his hearers,

gave those keen discriminators be-

tween the true and the false a clear

sight of the man behind the title. It

was a real service which the President
rendered in the right spirit—real be-

cause the spirit was right.

"One Touch of Nature"

Jersey City, N. J., Journal

It was no sermon President Taft
delivered—just a plain talk, glowing
with human sympathy. That he
touched the hearts of the unfortunates
in the Mission was evidenced by the
ringing cheers they gave him. When
he said "Good night, boys," at the
close of his talk, many of the griz-

zled veterans of the road gave vent to

their feelings in muffied sobs. What's
that the poet says about one touch of
nature making the whole world kin?

"That Was a Man"
St. Louis, Mo., Times

President Taft has so far given no
more unmistakable evidence of his
kindliness and wisdom than he did
yesterday when he addressed the men
of the Bowery Mission. But that was
a man with a big brain and a good
heart who went into the byways yes-

terday and reminded his brothers that
they were, indeed, his brothers.

An Inspirational Speech

Baltimore, Md., Star

It was quite an inspirational speech
that the President delivered on the
Bowery, after his Carnegie Hall ad-

dress, and the reception of his remarks
can have left no doubt in his mind con-

cerning the properly receptive attitude

of those who sat before him. He talked
to his audience as to men who were up
against hard luck for fair, and as-

sured them that the world was not so

cold and indifferent to them as they
might infer. He told them that this

is a land of opportunity for them, if

only they Mali get firmly on their feet

and earnestly endeavor to make it so.

Never Did a Better Hour's Work
New York World

President Taft never did a better

hour's work than when, hoarse with a

heavy cold, he braved the deluge of

Monday night to speak to the men in

the Bowery Mission. It is not a thing
that any man who heard him is going
to forget, nor does its cheery message
end with the audience that heard it or

the famous street that yesterday could

talk of so little else.

An Earnest Appeal for a

Worthy Cause

THE Bowery Mission, "the place

where God makes crooked men
straight," would welcome additional

contributions toward the great work
carried on by godly men and women
at the "Gospel Lighthouse."

Clothing for the naked, shelter for the

homeless and bread for the hungry are

the requirements.

Which of these two verses of Holy
Scripture would you prefer to hear?

Whoso stoppeth his ears at the cry of the

poor, he also shall cry himself, but shall not be

heard : or, -,

Come, ye blessed of my Father. • • •

^
was hungry and ye fed me, naked and ye clothed

me, sick and ye ministered unto me. . . .

Inasmuch as ye did it, etc.

If you can send a contribution for

the Bowery Mission, do so; it will come
in very opportunely. Address

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, Treasurer of

The Bowery Mission, 91 Bible House, New York
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THE YEAR'S SPLENDID BENEFACTION)
Over $140,000,000 Given to Education, Benevolence, Missions, Churches, and Various Worthy Cauh

Jacob Schiff

Charlet M. Pratt

Mr». W. K. Vanderbilt, Sr.

James A. Patten

George T. Oliver

A LL previous records in gifts for benevolence,

/A philanthropy and charity were eclipsed in
* •*- 1909. It was a year of^truly magnificent

giving, the grand total amounting to $141,250,000,

which is over $40,000,000 in excess of any previous

year. Some of the greatest individual gifts have

already been recorded in The Christian Herald
at the time they were announced, but the total ag-

gregation of public benefactions for the twelve-

month is so phenomenal as to demand more extended

notice.

Notable Gifts to Education

The cause of education is one that has proved

most worthy in the eyes of many of these lavish

donors, for it has received $54,766,603, or somewhat
over a third of the whole. Chief among the gifts

of this class were the $10,000,000 from Mr. John D.

Rockefeller to the General Education Board, to

bring its endowment up to the $50,000,000 mark.

Mr. Rockefeller also gave Chicago University

$1,177,000. The late millionaire John S. Kennedy
bequeathed to Columbia College $2,500,000, to Rob-

erts College, Constantinople, $1,500,000, to the Pres-

byterian Board for educational purposes $1,500,000,

and to other educational institutions $1,375,000.

Mr. 'Carnegie gave to the Pittsburg School of Ap-
plied Science $2,000,000, and $1,840,000 to other

institutions of learning. Mrs. Sage bestowed $250,-

000 on schools and colleges. The late Senator Vilas,

of Wisconsin, bequeathed $2,000,000 to Wisconsin
University; Mrs. Newcom.b, of Louisiana, be-

queathed $1,500,000 to the Newcomb Memorial
School, New Orleans, having already given $1,000,-

000 during her lifetime; Dr. D. K. Pearson, whose
great gifts to education and religion have made his

name known throughout the nation, gave $100,000
to Chicago Theological Seminary, $25,000 to Pied-
mont College, and $1,000,000, divided in smaller
amounts, to several other institutions. Charles M.
Pratt, the oil magnate, added $1,700,000 to the en-

dowment of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn; Miss Helen
Gould gave $150,000 to the Girls' College at Con-
stantinople; Benjamin N. Duke supplemented his

earlier gifts to Trinity College, North Carolina, by
a new donation of $750,000; George T. Oliver, of

Pittsburg, gave $500,000 to provide a pension fund
for the public school teachers of that city, and Levi
I. Shoemaker gave $500,000 to Yale University.
These are among the largest of many gifts for
education.

Many Millions for Benevolence

In the domain of benevolence the most notable
gifts were these: $1,000,000 from an anonymous
donor to establish a Home for the Aged in New
York State; $5,000,000 bequeathed by Mrs. Chris-

topher Magee to endow a hospital for women in

Pittsburg; $2,500,000 bequeathed by John S. Ken-
nedy to the Presbyterian Hospital, New York;
$1,500,000 from the same donor to the United Chari-
ties, and $750,000 to the Charity Organization of
New York; Mrs. Sarah Todd, of Pennsylvania, gave
$750,000 to endow a Home for Aged Women in Car-
lisle, Pa.; John D. Rockefeller gave $150,000 to the
"Sea Breeze Home," New York; Mrs. Sage gave
$200,000 for a Home for the Relief of Aged Women,
and $180,000 to found an Industrial Home on Long-
Island, N. Y.; W. K. Vanderbilt gave $500,000 for a
Home for Cripples at Chautauqua, N. Y.; Elizabeth
F. Noble, of Mansfield, Mass., bequeathed $500,000
to humane and anti-vivisection societies; Charles
M. Schwab gave property valued at $500,000 for a
Foundling Asylum on Staten Island, and Mrs. Sarah
Morris, of Chicago, gave $400,000 for a Children's
Hospital in that city. Thonnas Murdoch, merchant,
of Chicago, bequeathed between $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000 to a number of deserving religious,

educational and charitable institutions.

CoryriKlit by W.-.ldo

H. H. Rogers Andrew Carnegie George Crocker
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Below are the leading benefactors of the year.

The entire list would fill many columns of The
Christian Herald:

John S. Kennedy 826,550,000
John D. Rockefeller ' 12,852,000
Andrew Carnegie 6,056,511
Mrs. Christopher L. Magee 5,000,000
James Masterson Burke (estimated) 4,000,000
Ex-Senator William F. Vilas 2,000,000
C. N. Crittenton 2,000,000
James Milliken (approximately) 2,000,000
Mitchel Valentine 2,000,000
Mary Rhinelander 2,000,000
Mrs. Russell Sage 1,300,000
Charles M. Pratt and Mrs. E. B. Dane, his sister. .

.

1,700,000
George Crocker (estimated) 2,000,000
Harry S. Henry 1,500,000
Mrs. Josephine L. Newcomb 1,500,000
Elizabeth Brigham 1,500,000
Dr. D. K. Pearson (estimated) 1.000,000
Tiios. Murdoch, rcliRious, charitable, cclur'l (cstim'd). 2..")00,O0O

B. N. Duke 750,000
G. T. Oliver 500,000
L. I. Shoemaker 500,000
Unknown donor for Home for Aged 1.000,000
Mrs. Sarah Todd 750,000
W. K. Vanderbilt 500.000
C. M. Schwab .^OO.OOO

Mrs. Sarah Morris 400,000
Nath. P. Bagley, to S. P. C. A., Boston 75,000
Ex-Governor Odell, N. Y. Home for Consumptives.. 75,000
James Patten, Hospital, Evanston, 111 40,000
John W. Gates, Hospital, Port Arthur, Tex 500,000
J. E. Berwin. Maternity Hospital, New York 100,000
Edward Ginn, Promotion of Peace 50,000
Jacob H. Schiff, Jewish Schools and Colleges 1,000,000
Col. R. M. Thompson, Restoration Ft. Ticonderoga. 600,000
Miss C. P. Stokes, Negro Schools 300,000
Joseph Fels, Philadelphia, Single Tax Promotion. . . 250,000
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Sanitary Tenements 1,000,000
H. H. Rogers, Schools of Fairhaven 100,000
Anonymous, Cure for Consumption 1(10,000

To Missions and Churches

There were gifts aggregating over $1,000,000 for
the protection of animals, and for the promotion of

humanitarian work among the dumb creatures. The
bequests and gifts to missions reached a total of

$12,500,000, of which the Presbyterian Church re-

ceived $5,750,000, American Bible Society nearly
$1,000,000, the Methodist Church $2,000,000, Bap-
tist Church $1,500,000, and others in proportion.
For church wQrk also the benefactions were unusu-
ally liberal, the special gifts for this purpose
amounting, to nearly $9,500,000. This great sum
represents gifts to building funds, church extension
funds, endowments, etc.

Among the multitude of charitable institutions
the year was one of large financial realization, and
gifts running from the hundreds well up in the
thousands were numerous, so that many of these
deserving organizations begin the new year on a
better footing than ever before. Altogether, the
year has been rich in financial benefits for good
works of many kinds. The possessors of wealth are
showing in many ways, and in increasing numbers,
that they realize that riches are a trusteeship, not an
absolute ownership, and that, properly used, they
may be made to redound to the glory of God and the
benefit of mankind.

EXTENSION OF TIME— Important

!

We learn that, owing to the storms which generally

prevailed the country over and consequent impassability

of the roads, many subscribers could not mail their sub-

scriptions in time to secure our special premium "THE
DAUGHTERS OF DORCAS." Therefore, we hereby
extend the term from December 31,1909, to JANUARY
31, 1910, on or before which day all subscribers intend-

ing to secure this extraordinary inducement must mail

their subscriptions, STORM OR NO STORM. THIS IS

THE LIMIT FOR MAILING. Hence, act to-day, and
thus make it impossible for further storms to inter-

fere with your plans. It is not necessary to mention
"DAUGHTERS OF DORCAS" when you subscribe or

renew, as this extension of time applies to every sub-

scription mailed on or before January 31, 1910.

Qil.yriKlit l.y (I.-.-.. M VAmr.

John S. Kennedy Charles Schwab

I

John D. Rockefeller |

J. W. Gates

Mrs. Russell Sage

C..|iviii;lit l.y F .1 r:,.rHI

Helen GouM

W. K. Vanderbilt, Sr.
j

Charles N. Crittenton
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MANY STATES SWEPT BY STORM

A Scene on West Street, Near the Docks, New York City The Shovelmen Clearing Madison Square, New York

-^VrlTHOUT the sliKhtest intimation of what
A/ was to come. Christmas Day broke fair and

i V clear alonjj the Atlantic Coast, from Vir-

g'ia to Maine. In the reach from Connecticut

sith there had been but little snow, and another
" een Christmas" was the e.xpression passed from

n ith to mouth as holiday seekers .started out to

p s the day with friends or relatives, in the coun-

t) or in distant towns, with no thou.uht that nature

wild cover the fj'ound with such a snowy mantle

tit trains would he buried in the drifts and their

C'i.stmas calls would be prolonjjed to holiday visits.

]very one who happened to be a few years older

tin the person he was talkini;- to would tell, as one

k, over from a past a.ee. of the way the snow used

t(.-ome the last of November, and how Christmas

I,^- was ushered in to the musical sound of the

slKhbells. Then came the bifi^est storm in twenty

y rs, and the "jrreen Christmas" story was put
aiy until people forget what a time they had get-

tu home and how cold they were in the trains

slled from Massachusetts to Washington.
I little before noon a few white flakes came fiently

d /n from a uray sky. Gradually the flurry devel-

d into a heavy snow storm. The wind rose, and
"iiiped it into little hillocks, which soon became bij;-

and drifted it over the car tracks and over the

^is, and all who could made themselves snup for

ad nij>ht. It snowed heavily until well into the

n t day, when thousands of men were put to work
iihe cities to dip out the streets and also the street-

s, which had been unable to move and had been
only shelter, in many places, for the half-starved

P-senpers who had to stay in electrics as their
oy refuKe. Relief expeditions were sent out to

fi 1 the trains which were reported to have started,
b, had not reached their destinations. The storm,
vtch beat in upon the coast, strewed it with wrecks,

I many a ship which sailed proudly out of port a
or two previously will shortly be posted at
Chambers of Commerce as mis.'^insi'.

Massachusetts suffered severely. Nearly every

ship in the harbor of Gloucester, the famous old fish-

ing port, sustained some damage, while grave fears

were felt for the vessels on the far-off fishing

banks, which might never again see the white spume
dash over Norman's Woe. High waves beat over

the sea-wall at Salem, and people in the exposed part

of the city were ready to leave for points of safety

if the sea rose much higher. Beautiful Nahant, on

its peninsula, found itself an island, for the water
covered the neck which reached to the mainland.

One of the worst disasters was at Chelsea. This

city was nearly burned to the ground some time ago.

Now it has too much water. The tidal wave, which
came with the storm, beat over the sea-wall, flooding

a large district to the height of the second story

windows and making twelve hundred people home-
less. Volunteers secured rowboats and took the

marooned occupants out of the upper stories and
rowed them to places of safety. There was much
suffering from the bitter cold. Several people were

unable to escape and were drowned. The town of

Hull was much exposed, and, according to the latest

dispatches, it is not all there, as incoming steamers

report that cottages from the shore are drifting

about the bay, some nearly whole. The shore is

strewn with broken masts and shattered hulks, silent

witnesses of the gale's fury.

New York was covered with a heavy blanket of

snow. The suburban trains were soon out of com-

mission. Some of those on Long Island were in the

drifts for twenty-four hours, and the men made their

way to near-by farmhouses and purchased food.

Some attempted to bring back coffee, but after the

bearer had disappeared several times in the depths

of the drift he was glad to get to the car with the

empty pail and the sandwiches. Two trains for

Bath Beach were snowed in. They were crowded
with pleasure-seekers, who were compelled to spend
nearly a whole day as prisoners, with their own
homes almost in view. One Coney Island car was

missing twelve hours, and the people who stood up
all night in it will probably date all events in their

existence hereafter from Christmas night in a snow-
bank.

Twelve thousand men and two thousand trucks

were put at work in New York City to clear away
the snow, but it was several days before all the

streets were clear, as the main thoroughfares were
first dug out by the shovelmen. Trucks were hired

in New Jer.sey to help carry the snow to the water
front.

South of Philadelphia the storm raged furiously,

and no trains came up from Washington. Two
thousand people camped in the station at the Cap-
ital, and the President could not leave the city to

meet an engagement in New York. Our cover pic-

ture illustrates an incident on the Pennsylvania
Railroad, where a train is being dug out of a drift,

while the farmers bring food for a proper considera-

tion. No; the climate has not changed, and we can
still look for old-fashioned storms at holiday time.

EXTENSION OF TIME— Important!

We learn that, owing to the storms which generally

prevailed the country over and consequent impassability

of the roads, many subscribers could not mail their sub-

scriptions in time to secure our special premium "THE
DAUGHTERS OF DORCAS." Therefore, we hereby
extend the term from December 31,1909, to JANUARY
31, 1910, on or before which day all subscribers intend-

ing to secure this extraordinary inducement must mail

their subscriptions, STORM OR NO STORM. THIS
IS THE LIMIT FOR MAILING. Hence, act to-day,

and thus make it impossible for further storms to

interfere with your plans. It is not necessary to mention

"DAUGHTERS OF DORCAS" when you subscribe or

renew, as this extension of time applies to every sub-

scription mailed on or before January 31, 1910.

A Snow-Plow Clearing a Path for Snow-bound Street Cars Scene in the Flooded District of Chelsea, Mass.
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The Great Storm

IN many States the winter is proving a severe one,

and there is much suffering among the poor in

consequence. In some sections the snowfall has

been the heaviest known since the great blizzard of

1888. Traffic has been seriously impeded, trains

being stalled on many roads. The storm's toll of

death and devastation has been a heavy one. It is

well for those of us who are sheltered in comfortable

homes, and enjoy domestic blessings regardless of

winter's icy reign, to remember the poor at this

arctic season. In every locality where the severity

of the winter has been pronounced there are oppor-

tunities for kindly deeds and little acts of helpful-

ness, the doing of which ought to be a pleasure as

well as a sacred duty. In our great cities, East and
West, the storm has had full sway, and the suffering

in many homes of poverty is- keen and pitiful.

Winter is a cruelly hard time for the poor. The
Bread Line at the Bowery Mission is a reliable ther-

mometer of the state of .the indigent, and it is now
crowded nightly beyond all precedent. These men
and lads come from well-nigh every State, and many
of them have been reared in comfortable homes ; but
now, as waifs and strays, they are grateful for the
warm coffee and the rolls that give them nourish-
ment and courage to keep up their quest for employ-
ment. Don't forget the Bread Line, and don't

overlook the needy in your own neighborhood. You
will sleep the sounder and enjoy life the better all

through this winter, when you honestly feel that you
have done what you could for those less fortunate
than yourself.

The Press on Mr. Taft's Bowery Visit

THAT President Taft, in his recent address to the

unemployed at the Bowery Mission, struck a
popular note which has sounded far and near is

made evident from the almost universal press com-
ment upon the incident. His visit is hailed as a

unique historical event, a worthy precedent and an
object-lesson to other statesmen, an example well

within his duties as the nation's Chief Magistrate,

a noble, magnanimous act, the influence of which,

both socially and politically, it would be difficult to

estimate at the present time. Some of these com-
ments appear elsewhere in this issue, but it is im-

possible to reproduce more than a mere fraction of
the whole. They practically constitute a vote of

thanks from the whole American people, which the
President has fairly earned by his big-heartedness
and his generous words of sympathy for an unfortu-
nate but deserving class, who needed just such
a kindly uplift as he gave them that stormy winter
night, when he faced them on the Bowery Mission
platform.

Following a Bad Example

FORMER President Zelaya is evidently following

the bad but unprofitable example of Castro, who
continued to claim that he still held office long after

his country and the world was done with him.

Zelaya resigned in due form, and made his way to

the seashore, to embark on a Mexican warship. He
had a heavy guard to prevent the populace from
showering him with hard and unwelcome attentions.

In a day or two he was on Mexican soil, where he
issued a declaration that he was still President of

Nicaragua and that Dr. Madriz only held the office

temporarily.

As Zelaya made a formal resignation to the Nica-
raguan Congress, it is difficult to see on what he
bases his claim that he is on leave of absence. It is

probable that if Madriz has a successor it will be
the revolutionary general Estrada, who would make
a better public official than either Madriz or Zelaya.
As Mexico has given her- word that she will be re-

sponsible for Zelaya's future, it is difficult to see

how he could return and foment trouble in Nica-
ragua without involving the country of President
Diaz. The United States would be warranted in

taking strong action if Zelaya were allowed to return
and be, as before, a disturbing factor in Central
America, which is trying to settle down after almost

continuous wars and usurpation of power by dic-

tators.

It is said that Mexico fears that the United States
wishes to get possession of Nicaragua, and that this
country will hem her in on both sides. This is a
nightmare on the part of Mexico. The United
States does not want Nicaragua, but she will see
that she does not break every international law and
shoot Americans after a farcical trial. It is inter-

esting to note that, as added testimony comes in, it

is clear that Groce and Cannon died like heroes.
Whichever party wins, all reparation possible will

be demanded by our State Department.

The Mangling Mania

THOSE who believed that the crusade against the

vivisectionists was a mere passing wave of fem-
inine sentiment are finding out their mistake. Many
of the best people in the country are making common
cause with the movement, which proposes to put a

stop to the frightful cruelties practised on the lower

animals in the name of Science. For the moment,
interest is centred upon the charges made against a

leading New York institution, where the methods of
dealing with living animals have been exposed by a
former employee in a way that has shocked the pub-
lic. In all likelihood, these revelations—which un-
mask cruelties so hideous as to be almost incredible

—will lead to a thorough investigation of the system
pursued in vivisection operations there and else-

where. Indulgence in the mangling mania, as
modern vivisection may well be denominated, is a
sort of pseudo-scientific craze, on which we will

doubtless look back with shame as civilization ad-
vances. It is very questionable whether any one
should have the right to torture animals under the
plea of scientific necessity. That right, once
granted, is capable of the grossest abuse, as the
recent disclosures have shown. There is no law,
human or divine, which confers on man the right to

torture, maim, mangle, or slay indiscriminately the
dependent creatures over which God gave him a
dominion that was meant to be beneficent and hu-
mane, but which some have interpreted to imply
any degree of brutality they choose. What is needed
now is not a law to impede proper scientific research,
but to restrict and punish scientific savagery, no
matter whether the offender be influential or unim-
portant. Such a law will have the cordial support
of every humane and right thinking person.

One-Talented People

WE are not all gifted with many talents. We
can imagine one who is in poverty and has

little influence and few friends, saying, "If I have
any talent, it is at most but one"; that is to say, if

you have it in your power to do any good at all, it is

the least in the world. But how do you know this?

Have you drawn upon your stores of mind, heart,

time, opportunities to the utmost? Have you gone
to the bottom of your purse? It looks very small,

perhaps, and almost empty; but there may be great
riches hidden in it.

A young girl with much tenderness nursed an
aged relation when she was well-nigh forsaken by
her kindred. At length the old lady died. She left

a small amount of money to be divided among a
number of heirs. She left also an old watch, the
only value of which appeared to be as a keepsake,
for it had been worn for many years by the owner
and had her likeness in it. "This watch was to be
given to whichever one of the heirs might choose to

take it instead of five hundred dollars of the money
distributed. One after another examined it and
turned away indifferent. They cared nothing for
the picture of the old lady, and saw no value in the
worn-out watch. But the warm-hearted girl, who
had been nurse of her who died, made the choice
which the others despised. She was ridiculed for
her tendei'-heartedness—which they called foolish-

ness—that led her so to choose; but she had chosen
for love's sake and was satisfied. What was her
astonishment when, months afterward, a secret
spring in the watch was accidentally touched, an
unsuspected extra casing flew open, and there was
discovered a wealth of diamonds!

So what seems to be your one poor little talent

may have enfolded in it undreamed-of treasures,
may be only a solitary virtue—fidelity, truth, pers
verance, sincerity, consideration for others. 1:

matter what it is, open it, use it, try every sprii

of influence. Only thus can, you be sure that y
have found out all the Master has entrusted to yc
and for which he will expect a good return.

GENERAL NOTES
—A GOLD MEDAL, in memory of the Hudson-Fulton Celebrati

in New York, was lately presented to Queen Wilhelmina
Holland by the Hudson-Fulton Celebration Commission.
—The cause of Zionism makes indifferent progress. In I

Zionist Congress in Hamburg, held the closing week in Dece
her, a resolution calling upon well-to-do Hebrews to pled
themselves to emigrate to Palestine within a few years caus
an acute division of opinion. Theoretically, Zionism see;

attractive, but practically its fate is doubtful, for another g«
eration at least.

^Leopold Ferdinand, the new King of the Belgians, is m"
in his fiftieth year. He is a popular favorite, fond of hunt!
and motorin.cr, energetic and vigorous, mentally and physical
He has traveled a great deal abroad, and explored and hunt
in the Congo, and it is understood that he favors very huma
reforms in that country, which may ameliorate the sad conr
tion of the natives. i;

—Captain Bertram Dickson, former British Consul at Val
says that every year, in August, a great fete is held at t|

top of Ziarat, on Jebel Jude (a mountain in Mesopotam
7.000 feet high), to do homage to Noah, local tradition in(

eating this peak as the Ark's resting-place. The villagere ev
point out the place where Noah descended, and in a near-
village, Hassana, they show his traditional grave.

—Now THAT THE Mann-Bennet bill for the suppression
the "white slave" traffic is to be reported to Congress after t

holiday recess, people generally will expect to see some defini'<

legislative action in the right direction. This question is n,
confined to individual States ; it is one with which the Fedei:
Government must deal, and deal drastically. As we understai
it, the measure before the Interstate Commerce Committee
be reported to the House is probably sufficiently comprehensiv
but if not entirely so, it should be made broad enough ai

sweeping enough for the purpose. There is no class save t
criminal which can have an interest in opposing legislation th'
aims at the preservation of home purity, the protection
youth, the stoppage of vicious immigration and the detectii
and punishment of a class who have proved themselves tl

worst enemies of society.

—In a pamphlet on "Armaments and Their Results," M
Andrew Carnegie, the millionaire philanthropist, says: "La
year Britain spent upon army and navy, in round number
£70,000,000 ($345,000,000) ; Germany, £48,000,000 ($233,00(1
000) : America, £97,000,000 ($470,000,000), £32,000,000 ($16C
000,000) of this upon war pensions. This expenditure wi
before the day of Dreadnoughts, now costing about $12,000,01
each, say £2,250,000. The naval expenditures of nations, ai

hence the dangers of war, are to be much greater in the futur
and the end thereof, no one can foretell."

An Incentive to Young People
Dear Dr. Klopsch: Your beautiful book. Her

Tales, has been received, and it far exceeds my e>

pectations. I believe it will be an incentive to th

young people who read it, as well as a delight to th

older ones. I am holding my copy in reserve as

Christmas gift to one of my grandsons. Am als

very much pleased with the beautiful calendai

"Dreamland," and the "Daughters of Dorcas."
feel that words are inadequate to express my thank

and delight in the possession of these gifts of yourf

May God's richest blessing attend you is my earnes
prayer. M. L. Johnson.
Newark, N. J.
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rHE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Shirtwai^ Girls* Strike

rHE greatest women's strike of the nation,

which has been in progress since November 3,

is still unsettled. Two hundred girls, shirt-

aist makers in a shop in New York, undertook to

•ganize a union. The proprietors, learning of their

itempt, laid them off, but gave as a reason that the

;;shion in sleeves had changed and that they would

ive to let some of the girls go. They believed this

cry until they learned that others were hired in

leir places, when they brought the matter to the

.tention of Local Union No. 25. This trouble oc-

irred last September, and would never have grown
its enormous proportions had it not been for the

titude of the police and courts, which the strikers

garded as persecution. The Woman's Trade Union
sague, and other labor organizations, in harmony
ith a sympathetic press, took the side of the girls

' the conflict, and 30,000 women shirtwaist makers,

ost of them girls around nineteen years of age,

'ed out of the various shops. As it was the busiest

.ason of the year for them, many of the manufac-
4rers made concessions to the strikers and took

lem back to work. At the present time there are

000 of the girls who are still on strike. It was
lought that the trouble was settled by compromise
easures proposed, but at five mass-meetings held

1 New York on the even-

^g of December 27 the

.)mpromise, agreed to by
le manufacturers and a

;lect committee of the

hirtwaist Makers' Union,
as rejected by the girls,

ho insisted that the last

aragraph did not une-
jivocally recognize the

{istence of the union,

hich they claimed was es-

ential. The Associated
7aist and Dress Manufac-
irers declare that they
ill never accede to that
smand. President Isaac
'. Hyman,of the Manufac-
arers' Association, said.

We will not consider that
smand of the strikers for
moment. We insist upon
le right to employ union
nd non-union employees,
ithout discrimination,
nd from that stand we
rill not budge." One of
le surprising features of
'le contest is that some
f the leading society wom-
n, including Mrs. O. H. P.

elmont and Miss Anne
[organ, daughter of J.

ierrepont Morgan, the
reat money king, have
een among the most efl^cient supporters of the girls
1 maintaining their strike. Now that the conflict
as been narrowed down to a fight against the man-
facturers for an open shop, time will be required to
ill whether they will succeed or fail. While it is

dmitted that some of the manufacturers have
eated their employees well, it is generally believed
lat in most cases the girls were working too
lany hours, on too small pay, in unhealthy quar-
;rs, and that they had grievances. There is sym-
athy, human and divine, for the poor sewing-women,
ho pick their eyes out and pierce their hearts with
needle in their attempt to make a living for them-
ilves and their families, a^d insufficient remunera-
on or ill-treatment of them is naturally resented
y a just public, as well as by themselves. The
rophet records the divine objection to the starva-
on wages that were sometimes paid in his day in
lese words

:

I will be a swift witness against those that oppress the hireling
-his wages. (Mai. S:5.)

umbered with the Saints

Miss Ella Mooney, of Red Hook, N. Y., died re-
sntly, leaving an estate worth about $100,000. She
ad an artistic taste and skill, and in her will she
!ft $15,000 to the National Academy of Design, in
few York City, to aid pupils to study art in foreign
3untries. She was a devout Christian, and left
loney to a number of benevolences. In the will she
ave a description of the kind of monument she
anted erected over her grave, and indicated this
pitaph to be cut in the marble: "Make her to be
umbered with the saints in glory everlasting." Her
lith in Christ and obedience to his commandments
d her to expect a place with his followers in glory.

The apostle refers to this companionship of the
saints in the future life when he says:
When Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then shall ye also

appear with him in glory. (Col. 3 : 4.)

A Sorrowful Holiday

Death, which seems doubly horrible at Christmas
time, has been busy during the past holiday season.
A husband and wife, with carriage full of toys for
the children, were run down by a train and killed.
A man, with his arms full of presents, fell off an
elevated car fifty feet to the street and was fatally
hurt. A father, loaded down with Christmas
bundles, fell dead on the threshold of his home. A
mother, who had made pretty little things for the
Christmas tree, after the children had gone to bed
at night was called away by the death messenger.
A great author and his daughter had their presents
ready for each other, when she was suddenly re-
moved from him. A little boy in an Ohio town
called his mother to him and said, "Mother, help me

.

to say my little prayer; I am not going to be with'
you on Christmas, for I am going to die, and spend
my Christmas with Jesus in heaven." A playmate,
in a friendly scuffle, wounded the little fellow's scalp
with his tooth, and blood poison set in, which car-
ried him away before Christmas. The little prayer,
no doubt, was the "Now I lay me down to sleep"

Society Ladies Visiting the Shirtwaist Strikers' Headquarters, New York

that the mothers of most of us taught their children
among the first things in life. It seems a terrible

thing to have a death in the house at holiday
time, and yet the advent means life and not death,

and the loved ones that pass from the earth at that

or any other time, through His grace are translated

into the beautiful home Christ has gone to prepare.

The little fellow had all there was in the Bible and
Gospel and human existence when he said that to

go through the gateway of death was to be with
Jesus in heaven. Jesus, the child, came to destroy
death and open the gateway of eternal life.

I am come that they might have life. (John 10 : 10.)

Lost Picking Flowers

George Venechanos, a Greek who has a bakery at

54 Cherry Street, New York, with his three-and-a-
half-year-old daughter Sophia and his wife's sis-

ter took a trolley ride out to the Eagle Rock Reser-
vation, on top of the Orange Mountains, to have
lunch under the trees. Little Sophia went from
bush to bush, picking huckleberries; then she gath-

ered her hands full of daisies and brought them to

her father. She went from flower to flower until

her hands were full, and started back for her
father; but she went in the wrong direction, and
sank down tired just as dark came on. She cried

and then waited for her father to come, as he
always had come to her, wherever she was, when
she cried. Fatigued with her sobs, she fell asleep.

The father missed her after a while, and beat

around through the sumac and scrub-oak, but with-

out success. The West Orange police station sent

a number of men and the neighborhood supplied

still more, and the woods were carefully searched
with lanterns until morning. A young farmer

named Courtney, going to his work the next morn-
ing, hearing her cries, went to her and found her
with face all scratched and bruised and her clothes
torn. He carried her back to the hotel, where she
was soon claimed by her parents, who had been
almost distracted.

It might have been well for the father to have
exercised a little more careful parental oversight,
and thus to have saved trouble both to the child and
to himself. Children are constantly straying away
from the shelter of parents into the forest and night
of danger. Often there are flowers of temptation
so beautiful that they woo them step by step away
from safety. Fortunately, there are many instru-
mentalities employed for searching the woods and
finding the lost child. At the head of such institu-
tions is the Great Shepherd, who leaves the ninety
and nine to find his lost sheep, and who has de-
scribed in his parable the joy felt at its recovery.
How think ye? If a man have a hundred sheep, and one of

them be gone astray, doth he not leave the ninety and nine, and
goeth into the mountains and seeketh that which is gone
astray ? (Matt. 18 : 12.)

Buddhist's Tribute to Christianity

Dr. Wu Ting Fang, the ex-Chinese Minister, be-
fore departing for his home in the Far East, made
his farewell public appearance in this country at the
Christmas exercises of the Presbyterian Chinese Mis-

sion in East Thirty-first
Street, New York City.
He was introduced to an
audience of 150 Chinese,
ranging in age from three
years upward, by Rev.
Huie Kin, the superinten-
dent of the mission.

"I find myself in a very
awkward position," said
Dr. Wu. "I have never
before appeared in the role
of a preacher. I have made
some speeches, but to oc-

cupy a platform like this,

and on Sunday—this is my
first experience. But it

gives me great pleasure to

see this gathering. It is

very good in you, ladies
and gentlemen, to spend so
much time and money for
the uplift of my country-
men in this far distant
land, where there are so
many temptations that
they are easily led astray.
I see before me youngsters
that receive instruction
here. I hope they will

profit by this. Christian-
ity teaches you to be good
citizens, to be moral men,
and to love God and your
neighbors. If you observe

the tenets of Christianity you will become good citi-

zens and you will be welcomed wherever you go.

When a man reverences God and loves his neighbor
he cannot but be a good citizen. Therefore my
advice to you is to learn as much as you can while
you are here, to act up to it and be good Christians."

All of the great religions of the world have some
elements of truth in them ; that is what makes them
great. But none of the rest have the high morals
of Christianity, and none are able to save the soul

as it does. The tribute of this distinguished Bud-
dhist to Christian faith and morals is as beautiful
as it is singular. Dr. Wu advised that which the
Master said was obedience to the Ten Command-
ments :

Jesus said unto him. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is

the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it.

Thou Shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On these two command-
ments hang all the law and the prophets. (Matt. 22 : S7-40.)

A Helpful Book for Invalids

Dear Dr. Klopsch: I received the book and also

the pictures, and am more than pleased with them
all, especially the book Before the Doctor Comes. It

was a great help to me, as I have been quite sick,

and this book, with its instructions, helped me a
great deal. Many thanks for your kind wishes. I

more than appreciate The Christian Herald and
could not do without it. After I read them I pass
them to a dear friend, who is not able to subscribe.

I ask God's blessing upon the good you are doing
throughout the world. Mrs. Leo McGrath.

Worcester, Mass.
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CONCERNING THE SUPERNATURAL

THE lights were turned low and the glow of the

fire on the her.rth was the only illumination in

the room. Several of the neighbors had come

in to wish Mr. and Mrs. Wallace many more happy

wedding days. The friendly feeling in the little

community impres.sed itself on every household, and

there was never a joy that all did not share, nor a

sorrow with which every one did not sympathize.

Many villages like Pleasant Corners are scattered

over' the country, villages in which the clustered

homes, while standing apart, seem somehow to be-

long one to the other.

The Wallaces had been married fourteen years,

and they were accustomed to declare that each year

of the fourteen had been fuller of contentment and

solid satisfaction than its predeces-

sor. They had five children. Nor>e

of these were just then present,

though Estelle, the eldest, had plead-

ed with her mother to let. her stay

downstairs the entire evening. There

were lessons to prepare for the next

day, and the mother had been firm in

reminding her daughter that it was
well to finish the home-work before

going to bed. Her real reason had

been that a ripple of excitement had

lately swept over the town in refer-

ence to the supernatural.

A short time previous to this even-

ing an aged couple had passed away.

They had not been together during

the "latest years of their life, their

separation being due to poverty and
to that semi-barbarous provision for

the old and indigent that sometimes
keeps a husband in one institution

and a wife in another when they are

too poor and feeble to care longer for

themselves. There should always be

homes for aged people in which mar-
ried pairs might remain together;

and there are, of course, many such,

yet the greater number are specially

for old women or for old men.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss had been

worthy and respectable, but by suc-

cessive calamities everything they

possessed had drifted out of their

leach. Their children had died be-

fore them, and they were alone in the

world when both, in different places

miles apart, were taken ill. Mrs.
Bliss had passed the crisis and was
getting better, so that her doctor and
nurse felt easy on her account. She
v.'as one of those sweet old ladies

whom every one loves, a sunbeam in

the household where there were the
usual varieties of difficult, crabbed
and queer old women. The nurse
came into her room at dawn and
found her wide awake. "Why did you not tell me,"
she said, "that .John Bliss died last night? I ought
to have been told that my hu.sband was so ill. No
one told me, but it makes no diflTerence. I shall be
where he is before noon to-day." Her words had
proved prophetic. Strength left her, and in a few
hours she and her husband were reunited.

Naturally, the talk around the fire turned on the
topic that was interesting eveiy one.. It seemed a
beautiful thing that the love between the aged peo-
ple, who had spent fifty years together, should have
been strong enough to make itself felt in a way that
had made the wife aware that her husband was
gone. "Call it telepathy, or what you will," said the
doctor, as he looked around the circle, "I believe it

was a direct message from the soul that departed to
the soul still here. Why not? Are we not every
one of us supernatural, spiritual beings, clothed
upon with flesh? Yet we are so literal that we lose
faith the moment any one speaks of that which is

beyond our comprehension."
"There is a pretty story," said the minister, "in a

little book by Dr. Theodore L. Cuyler, entitled 'The
Empty Crib.' Twin sons of Dr. and Mrs. Cuyler,
many years ago, were ill at the same time with
scarlet fever. They were six years old. One had

Bu MARGARET E. SANGSTER

been removed from the manse to the house of a

friend, in the hope that he might not develop the ill-

ness. He did, however, become ill and was lying

in his little bed one day when he had a vision. To
some one coming in he said, 'Georgie has been here.

He came and looked at me and smiled, and then

went away.' At that very hour Georgie had died,

but in going to the 'upper fold' he had shown him-

self somehow, for a happy instant, to the little

brother he was leaving."
"We need not," said Mr. Wallace, "believe in

ghosts and apparitions, if to our minds they do not

appear convincing. "The machinery of clairvoy-

I

WOODLN SHOON
Litde Dutch baby with wooden shoon,

You were not born to the golden spoon.

Never fear, darling, for homely love

Is watching your brave little steps above.

ance, and much that is done for money by mediums
and psychics is offensive to sensible people. A
friend of mine, widely known as a poet, one day re-
ceived a copy of a spiritualistic paper. In it she
found under capitalized headlines. 'Great News from
the Unseen World.' Elizabeth Barrett Browning-
had communicated a poem through a trance medium.
My friend smiled when she read the poem, for it

was an early effort of her own, that had been pub-
lished anonymously and had made the circuit of the
globe. Why should we refuse to take the comfort
we may, notwith.standing these deceivers, in the fact
that the veil between us and the other world is very
thin, and that to some fortunate ones whispers from
the invisible land are heard in sweet music? In an-
cient times God sent his angels often to comfort and

sustain those whom he loved when they were in

peril. Surely the great all-Father is not less able

to send his messengers now than he was in the cen-

turies that are past."

Some one who thought the conversation might bet-

ter take another turn went to the piano and began
to play. Mrs. Wallace lighted a lamp, and Estelle,

who had finished her home work, came to the door,

asking if she might not sit up a while longer, as it

was mamma's wedding day, and they were to have
refreshments.

Misunderstood

"The reason you do not succeed better in trainin-^

your Katherine," said a wise grandmother to a per-
plexed mother, "is because the child is misunder-

stood. You had an idea that when
the dear Lord sent you a daughter
he had made her after the exact pat-
tern of yourself. Precisely the oppo-
site thing has taken place. Kath-
erine is not like you, nor like her
father, nor very much like her broth-
ers. Probably you would have to go
back a hundred years and search
among- the ancestors to discover -

from whom Katherine inherits her
traits of mind. We all can see that
she resembles the miniature of her
great-great-grandmother. It is cu-
rious, is it not, that a little child can
come into the world, freighted like a
ship that has crossed the sea, with
characteristics and peculiarities that
are an inheritance from the long ago.
You reprove Katherine for being too
impulsive. You do not consider the
fact that her nature is still undis-
ciplined. Why do you keep her at

home under your own hand? She
would improve faster in every way
if for a while at least she could be
among strangers."
"Do you believe," asked the

mother, "that a little girl of twelve
should be sent away to school? Is

she not safer and more likely to grow
into beautiful and symmetrical devel-

opment if she is kept in her home?
Who can understand her if her
mother fails?"

"I know how you feel about it, and
yet I am of the opinion that for some
children, if it can be afforded, a

school at a distance from home is

very desirable. The day will come
in the future when you and Kath-
erine will draw near to one another,
but there will continue to be friction

until she reaches you alon^ the path-
way of womanhood. You love her

and she loves you. You are obeyed,
as a rule, whenever you speak, and

the child tells you the truth. Acknowledging this,

there is still no little irritation in the relation that

exists between you. Frankly, do you understand
your daughter as you do your sons?"

"No," replied the mother, "I must confess that

Katherine is an -enigma to me much of the time. I

do not understand her moods. I am often conscious

that I have not taken the right course in my dealings

with her. Whether I ought to send her to school, or

let her remain at home, or for a while allow her to

go on a long visit to an aunt or cousin, in whose
house she could live while attending school, are

among the decisions I must soon make. Anyway,
I thank you for your counsel."
"There would be little use in being a grandmother

and having brought up one's own family, if one had
not gained a clearer vision where the second genera-
tion is involved. I am only asking you not to repeat
errors that I once made myself."

FINE AND INSTRUCTIVE
Dear Dr. Klopsch : I have received the Hero

Talcf, of American Life, and consider it a fine and
instructive book. MRS. N. L. BRADLEY. -

Mcridcn, Conn.
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CHAPTER FOUR—CouCnicd

WHEN we left Cruger's," con-

tinued Jan, "the people were
shouting- the three words

p and down the streets. Turn
'hich way you would, you heard
lem calling to one another. 'Soim of
ibcrtij!' and William Smith, whom we
let in ^laiden Lane, told us Isaac

ears, John Lamb, Marinus Willet,

lott Bancker and others wei'e then
nd there forming a patriotic society

be called the 'Sons of Liberty.'

.rent must join it. Where then is

\rent?"
"Very sensible is Arent; he is asleep

n his bed," said Katrina.

"Sensible, I fear not. With the

•ther men he ought to have been."
"He was with Lady Rose in the

,arden."

"A stop must be put to that foolish-

less. See thou to it."

"See to it thyself, Jan. To thy sons
t is thy place to .'-peak. Thy duty is

lot mine."
"Well, then, it is thy duty to speak

iome wise words to thy daughter. This
iftei'noon I saw some carryings-on be-

ween her and Joris Artaveldt that I

k"

,vill not have. I like not that young
nan; he has such a cock-sure military
nsolence."
"He is a middling nice young man.

IS men go, Jansen; i)ut I take no worry
ibout Virginia and Joiis. He has not
lad the secret to touch her heart."

'T wonder mc at what Virginia sees
n him. For a son-in-law I will not
lave him. Never! Remind her that
^he is promised to Batavius I)e \'ries,

ind Batavius she will marry, and that
very .soon. I will not give bad fortune
and Joris Artaveldt the scope of more
opportunities."
"Prepare thy.seif for a disappoint-

ment. Virginia will not marry Ba-
\ tavius."

"I swear she shall marry him. In
' Boston he is now, next week he will be
in New York. Very soon we settle
that matter— in a wedding we will set-

tle it."

"Whatever art thou thinking of? In
such a way as that my daughter can-
not be married. It would be shame
and .sorrow to both of us, and also
there are no marriage clothes ready,
and "

"Very few clothes will do now. I

tell thee it will soon be .scandalous to
have on a fine dress. Nothing English
will be worn—only homespun and
homemade for good men and women."
"That is to be seen. I believe it not.

Women will give up many things, but
their silks and satins and fine clothes
will not be among them."
"Never before have I heard thee talk

such raving foolishness."
"Go and sleep thy temper sweet, and

then the time of smiles will come round
once more."
"A man must do as his wife says,

there is no help for it; but listen, Ka-
trina," and he droi)ped his voice
until it was barely audible—"Listen!
Pretty soon now, we are going to do
the deed that has been the secret of our
hearts these many years—we are going
to strike for our freedom—we are go-
ing to be free."

"Jan, be silent. Thou art talking
trea.son."

"Now it is treason; but soon, Ka-
trina, we shall call such words patri-
otism and Americanism."

In the morning early there was a

message from Mrs. Golden. She said

they were going to their country house

at Flushing that day, and she wished
Rose and Virginia to join them there.

Virginia was reluctant to go. The
journey to P'lushing was disagreeable,

and she had little .sympathy with the

Golden family. But social prestige was
as powerful then as now—perhaps
more so—and the Gaptain, though to-

tally disapproving the Governor polit-

ically, was net opposed to his daughter
mingling socially in a set regarded r.s

the highest in the land.

Early on the following day the two

not care ; but I am sure you love him a
little, Rose; is not that the truth?"

asked Virginia.

"Say I grant so much?"
"You may safely do so. Love is

invincible, Rose. You will have to

submit to it."

"Love is not invincible. Love is con-

stantly conquei-ed by duty and other

nobler virtues."
"A victory like that no woman could

gain."
"If you believed you could gain it,

you would gain it. If you despaired
of gaining it, you would rightfully
lose it."

"Postmasters and postriders were continually examined by Colden"

girls were escorted to Flushing by
Arent, who captured the Colden ladies

the first hour of his visit. They urged
him to remain for a few days, but
Arent had been selected for certain
woik in the Southern colonies, and
purposed leaving by the night tide.

Arent's parting with Rose was in a

crowd, and she gave him no visible

token of interest. But on his face,

and in his eyes, there was that wonder-
ful light that is always the reflection

of some secret only Love can impart;
and though Rose would not talk of
him, and snapped in two Virginia's fine

opinions of her brother, her interest in

the young sailor was not to be denied.
"You pretend that for Arent you do

"Suppose your lover should leave
you. Rose? Would it not kill you?"

"No. Of that sorrow I should soon
cure myself."
"How?"
"I would not permit one hope to

enter my heart, not one hope of any
kind. If you arc a reasonable crea-
ture no passion will survive the death
of hope."

"Is there any passion you would die

for?"
"Yes."
"Love?"
"Guess again."
"Honor?"
"Now you touch the truth. I would

die for my honor, for my religion, for

my country, for my father. So tlien

honor, faith, patriotism, and filial af-
fection are stronger than love—

a

fussy, aching, selfish little passion
love is."

"Oh, Rose, surely you have never
been in love. It makes men and wom-
en angels."
"Has it made Joris an angel? He

looked like a very disappointed man."
"Very handsome I thought him."
"I believe you. I'll swear you have

built altars to him in your heart."
"I do not speak of Joris to any one

but you."
"You are a darling, and I am as ill-

natured as can be."
"But why?"
"Because I have to bear all sorts of

disappointments for the people I care
nothing about. Arent would have
stayed a few days here, but for that
southward business. If father had
come to New York, in three weeks I

might have been in London, instead of

watching in this wilderness town."
"New York is not a wilderness town.

Rose."
"What then? Its best business

streets are shaded with trees."

"The trees are beautiful."
"But fancy trees in Pall Mall, or

Holborn! My dear Virginia, we are on
the edge of the wilderness."
"New York is a great business city,

and I will admit nothing contrary.
And is not this a lovely house?"

"I will say anything you wish. And
I do think we sliall make a creditable
pretense of amusement. But nothing
ever happens at the Coldens. Now at

Aunt Portman's something unusual is

always on hand—an engagement, a

lovers' quarrel, a runaway match."
"And here there is much the same

thing in moderation."
"I hate moderation in anything.

Fancy a moderate lover! Does Joris
love you in that fashion? Pray now
tell me, what extremities he vows?"
"He knows I should not credit ex-

tremities. I trust his simple word, and
he trusts mine."
"What miraculous faith! T would

not trust a woman out of sight and
hearing, nor a man even while he was
in the act of protesting."

"Joris is
"

"Absolute perfection. And behold
him walking in the garden. Velvet
coat and breeches, satin vest and silk

stockings, diamond buckles and lace

ruffles, and sure as I am a sinner, the
Strawberry Handkerchief at the last

gold button!"
Then the girls went to the window

and watched the young man. Joris

was walking with the air of one who
possessed the world and the fulness
thereof; his figure admirably set off by
his blue velvet coat trimmed with sil-

ver. Yet conspicuous amid all this

finery was a small pocket from which
was shown a triangular bit of cambric,
delicately embroidered with a bunch of

strawberries.
Virginia hardly knew whether this

exhibition pleased or displeased her.

Perhaps she would have preferred a
sealed packet in a secret drawer, in a
locked desk; perhaps she liked the

overt confession that his love was
already given. But his appearance
was so handsome that either way
seemed the right way; and she began
to hurry her toilet.

It was not diflicult to make people

Continued on next page
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Let the New Year Bring

Van Campus
Let home-bzJced beans—the indigestible beans

go with the rest of the Old Year's mistakes.
It is time to realize that there are better ways

for preparing this premier food. Millions have
already proved it.

There is a way to bake beans so they won't
be mushy and broken and flat.

There is a way to make them digestible, so

they will not ferment and form gas.

But one cannot do this without a steam oven.
You must let us bake your beans.

They can be used to cut your meat bills in half.

But they never can do it, and have your folks

well pleased, until you learn to serve Van Camp's.

Meat is enormously high now, but beans cost
the same as of old. And beans are 84 per cent,
nutriment.
Beans have more food value than the choicest

beef, yet they cost but a third as much.

Our future and fortunes are at stake on baked
beans. That's why we are careful about them.

We pay for Michigan beans, selected by hand,
four times what some beans cost.

We use only whole, vine -ripened tomatoes.
Plenty of tomato sauce can be bought for one-
fifth what we spend to make ours.

We use steam ovens heated to 245 degrees.
Thus we make beans digestible, yet we leave
them nutty and mealy and whole.

These things are essential if you woujd have
your folks glad when you serve baked beans.

WITH TOMATd
SAUCE

It is true there are plenty of ready -baked
beans inferior to your home-baked dish. But it

is easy for you to avoid them.
There are no home-baked beans which compare

Van@mp*s
BAKED Xi>^ - ^

with Van Camp's. It is time that you knew this fact.

Van Camp's will become, when you know them,
almost a daily dish. You'll buy them by the dozen
cans. Please start the Neu Year by finding this out.

'"'* Three sizes: 10, 15 and 20 cents per can

Van Camp Packing Company '^^''^^'ef^'* Indianapolis, Indiana

(Watch This Space Every Week for Our Special Bargains !)

Irish Linen Tailored 4^'i /\/\
Waist—$1.75 value for 9-l-*"U
LOT IX.—Tailored Waist of guaranteed Pure Irish Linen, witli

plaited Gibson front and tuckings. Closes with pearl buttons fastening through
the scallops. An ideal waist fabric of splendid durability, beau- ^1 f\f\

Sizes 32 to 44. SPECIAL,

Taffeta Silk Under- <gA QQ
skirt—$4.50 value for ^dUmVO
LOT 1216 X.—Black underskirt of Pure Taffeta. A crisp, bright silk

..f exceptional durability, pure in dye and absolutely without loading. The
five-section flounce is exquisitely tailored and hangs with delightful

re and fullness. Underneath ruffle of durable An rkO
.Tcalinc for protection SPECIAL, If^.ifO

Special Oiler ol a Black Voile Skirt,

Made to Your Measure 4^0 AP
Value $6.50 lor . . . t|>d*eF

d

k special purchase of good Black V<.ile erjal.les
fcrthi^ exceiitional value Each skirt is made-to-Order
your own measurements in our splen.iidlv iqnippe.i
r ^ll.l]l^ and uiul.-r ..ur rigid supervi.'^i.iij ns t.i fit anil
kniansliip Kaili skirt is cut over four yards Wide and
.poitn.ned t" fit VM,,, s.. as t.. express the individuality

f yourfigur. an.i ,-,„rcctlv fasliioned as to sweep and
i.g Attractively side-plaited all around in the
pry latest fasljioii and with Ijeautifullv arranged silk
taffeta strapping. Give us your waist measure, hip
measure (6 inches below the waist) both side lengths
and back and front lengths. We guarantee to fit
and please you or promptly refund your money,
tlierefore you take no risk in order- AO fkC
ing one of tliesc skirts. Postpaid <|>0.i73

Our Made-to-Order Department
"ffers ytm outer garments cut and made to your
individual measure under our own supervision
and sold under our "Standard Guarantee of
Absolute Satisfaction or Money Back."

ITDITI?! Write for a FREE Yearly
*^ M^Ml'*-! i Subscription to the "Stand-
ard Monthly Bulletin" another "Standard"
feature—shows you EACH MOKTH the very
latest New York Styles in Made-to-Order
Garments, and dozens of Special Offers in our
Ready -to -Wear Department—similar to the
wonderful values in this advertisement.

NDARD/?.
IL-ORDERW

^^ 161 Wooster Street, New York

The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

uncomfortable at Governor Colden's

dinner table that day. His efforts to

introduce subjects alien to the one

great subject in every mind generally

ended in the very heart of that dispute.

"Suppose we take a stroll by the sea-

shore, and watch the sunset," said

Mrs. Golden, and she added, "there is

a lovely little cottage a mile away. An
English gentleman—nobleman, some
say—built it, and brought there a
young wife whose beauty was marvel-

ous. One day he gave the key of the

place to the Governor, and asked him
to keep it until he returned. He has
never returned."
"And the girl wife?" asked Rose.

"She may have gone away with
him. Some people believe she did,

or
"

"Or was murdered, perhaps."
"He loved her passionately."

"I remember hearing of a nobleman
who had run away with a beautiful

girl, and who after a year's absence
returned to England without her.

Perhaps I am on the edge of discov-

ery!" cried Rose.
In a short time the party were stroll-

ing towards the deserted cottage.

Mrs. Golden opened the door and they
entered. An air of unspeakable sor-

row permeated the empty place. It

had been left evidently at a moment's
notice. Nothing had been removed or

put away. By the hearth there was
an empty cradle, with the most dainty
furnishings.

"It is all too pitiful," cried Rose.
"Did no one ask what came of the poor
lady?"
"Why not suppose that she went

away with her husband?" said Vir-
ginia. "They may come again."

Rose and Virginia together went
twice more to the deserted home. It

was to both the event of the visit.

The time passed in its usual course,

given over to what was called diver-

sion. But Rose was throughout the
whole week distrait and unlike herself,

and Joris, irritable with her contradic-
tions, asked Virginia, "What is the
matter with my Lady Rose?"

"Rose cannot give you favors she
gives to no other young man in this

company."
"She is dreadfully cross and pet-

tish."

"She is in love."

"And you, Virginia, are so exceed-
ingly clever and beautiful, and have
become a toast."

"And let me tell you, Joris, I am
unhappy at our secret engagement.
My good father and mother ought to
know."

"I will speak to your father when we
return to the city. I know not how to
break the subject to my father."

"Until you have your father's con-
sent, it will be folly to speak to my
father. The first thing he will ask is,

'What message from Justice Artaveldt
do you bring?' And if you say, 'I

have no message,' he will answer,
'Then it is not my time to speak.' "

"But he will not, he cannot, refuse
his consent to our marriage."

"I think he will refuse. Many years
ago he chose a husband for me, and
lately very often he speaks of him. It

is Captain De Vries. Do you know
him?"
"Know him! I know nothing about

him! But if he interferes between
you and me, I will know him, and that
to some purpose. Why did you not tell

me this story before?"
"Joking I thought my father was.

But now I see that my father is in very
earnest, and my mother also told me
his heart was set on marrying me to
Gaptain De Vries."
"We go home to-morrow. I will then

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know tliat it is ,!(/;>, and is whefe
von can olitain it ttheii tcrinted,»T\i\ will yicld./'oi/' parn-
in{fs for fverv day investerl. See their advertisement
on page 41, and unite them for lull information.

ask for his consent to our marriage.
If he says yes, well and good; if he
says no, we must be married without
his consent."

"That is an impossible folly, Joris.

It could never be."

"What should prevent it? Am .1

not your equal?"
"Yes."
"Yes. Is that all you can say? I

believe in my soul, Virginia, you are
jealous, because I have wasted a few
attentions on other beauties. As for
Rose, I hope she will not return with
you."
"Never mind Rose. She is the same

sweet Rose, only she is in despairing
love."

"With Arent?"
Virginia nodded gravely.
"I thought the wind might come

from that quarter. Well, then, she is

her own mistress in a year. She can
marry as she wishes."

"No. Race, caste, pride, wealth,
family, religion, a score of things con-
trol her. Such a marriage can never
take place. She knows it, and so she
suffers. We must bear with her. She
is doing her best to forget—a hard
thing it seems to do. There is Arent,
too—poor Arent!"
As they were speaking they were

joined by Rose. She bowed to Joris,

and said, "Gome, Virginia, let us walk
once more as far as the empty cot-

tage."
Then Joris offered his company, but

it was refused; and the two girls

walked alone to the sorrowful place.

"I cannot help feeling as if the poor
lady was murdered. Rose," said Vir-
ginia.

Rose was standing before the mirror
combing her long black hair. She
turned with ivory comb lifted in her
hand, and letting her loosened tresses
fall around her, she looked at Vir-
ginia. Her face was white, her eyes
full of fear, her voice low and thick.

"She was not murdered, Virginia.
She was loved to the last. If she had
been murdered I should have known it

as I sat in her chair to-night."
"But how? I cannot see."

"I will tell you. I have lived in old
English houses and castles red with
murder. I have seen, I have heard,
and I have felt the wraiths of evil fate.

Virginia, murder tells its tale and will

not be dumb. Fifty years, one hun-
dred years, three hundred years, is not
the date of the bond to the place of
their blood. They haunt it, Virginia.
They make you shiver as you tread
upon it. They whisper the crime till

the walls of the room repeat it. If

you go to sleep you dream of the dead.
If there had been murder in that cot-

tage, I must have felt it. Virginia,
you cannot tell how good it has been to
live in this new world, in new houses
unstained by blood, and unhaunted by
the furies of ancient crimes."
"How sensitive you are. Rose! Such

a nature is a great suffering."
"The suffering made me sensitive

when I was four years old. I knew
the ghosts of Gressacre Castle—

a

queer, bad lot they were, men and
women."

"Oh, Rose, what did you do?"
"Prayed for them. That was what

most of them came for. Poor souls!
I wonder if they miss me. I will say
a prayer for their peace this night. I

may soon be among them."
"Rose! Rose! What are you say-

ing?"
"When Arent and I parted, it was

the end of the world—to me. The end
of love is the end of life."

"This beautiful world. Rose "

"Is just a still waste, in which I have
lost everything."
"Arent will return to you."
"I forbade him."
"Why did you forbid him?"

Continued on next page
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•Because I was proud and cruel, and

, 1 not know how much a woman could

.ffer."

"You \vill go back home with me?'

"I will come to you in a short time.

) home with Joris. You ought to

ep your lover more at your service."

"We are going home with the Gov-

nor in the morning. We shall land

the Battery, and walk together up
ladway."
I hope you may have a pleasant

alk, but I feel sure the Governor had
id news this afternoon. New York
behaving disgracefully."

•'Others are also behaving disgrace-

illy."

•Meaning England?"
"Meaning England. Good-night.

o to sleep and dream of Arent."
"In truth, it is what I usually do.

fter midnight, when dreams come, I

ander gayly over the sea till I find

im. Two nights ago I saw him stand-

ig by the mainmast, and he was
'. linking of me. I stood by him. I

-. lid to him all I would never say when

I wake. I kissed him as I went away.
: irginia, here is a mystery, solve me
—if you can. The room was dark,

iv eyes were shut, but I saw Arent
nd his ship more plainly than I see

... ou. Tell me, where does the light of

reams come from?"

CHAPTER FIVE
THE UNWELCOME LOVER

rHE passage of the Stamp Act had
for a few days an influence on

j ^ew Yorkers best expressed by the

.Id-fashioned word dumfounded. In

heir hearts, the great merchants of

. he city had believed such folly im-

possible to the English government.
Yet they heard the bill had passed
without amendment, debate, protest, or

dissenting vote. It seemed incredible.

No wonder that for a few days they
remained silent and passive. It was
the wisdom of an anger that meant to

take no false step. Yet the Governor
chortled and snickered at the ominous
silence, and was quite sure the Act
would enforce itself. Even the fiery

Otis had told Boston, "If the Act be-

comes a law, we can only submit."
The tone of New York was very dif-

ferent from the first. "There is not
gold and silver enough in aft the colo-

nies to carry this Act through!" cried

John Watts. "What can be expected
but open opposition?" said William
Smith; and John Moran Scott in the
New York Gazette wrote boldly, "If

the interest of the mother country and
her colonies cannot be made to coin-

cide, then the connection between them
ought to cease, and sooner or later

must inevitably cease." Thus New
York at this early date plainly point-

ed to independence.
Indeed it soon became impossible to

restrain the growing tide of popular
indignation. From New York a con-
stant flood of inflammatory papers was
scattered over the country, and this

secret correspondence of the "Sons of
Liberty" baffled tne government's ut-

most vigilance. Postmasters and post-
riders were continually cross-exam-
ined by Golden, but l3 no purpose. In
fact, the great majority of men in the
country were secret colporteurs of lib-

erty, and their reticence and faithful-
ness was so perfect that the authorities
never succeeded in proving a single
case. To be continued

A LITTLE TOUR IN SAMARIA continued from ^a,e 27

•jamaria contending with
he Baal-worshipers of

Darmel on the west. Here
vas carried on one of the
nightiest contests chron-
ded in the history of the
hildren of Israel. It was
a contest between the
3ne Jehovah and those
deities that had been car-
fied over from Egypt and
whose places of habita-
tion had been adorned
with majestic temples
and sanctuaries.
The Samaritans re-

mained in Palestine dur-
ing the exile, and were
ever afterward held in
contempt by the Jews.
Though separated socially and polit-

ically, they did not give up their Juda-
istic faith. Even to this day the feast
of the Passover is observed, and the
tables of the law are read as in the
days of old. They have always re-

garded Gerizim as more .sacred than
Jerusalem, and have clung to it as the
very Mount of God. It was within its

shadow that the Great Teacher for
once and for all threw aside all geo-

The Tower of Jezreel, from Which Jezebel Wa» Thrown, as

Related in II. Kings 9 Chapter

graphical limitations and gave to the

Tower in Samaria Where John the Baptist Is Said to

Have Been Beheaded

religion cf Israel the charter of univer-
sal worship: "Neither in this moun-
tain, nor yet at Jerusalem, .shall ye
worship the Father; but the hour
Cometh, and now is, when the true wor-
shipers shall worship the Father in

spirit and in truth."
Christ came in contact with the peo-

ple of Samaria only once. This one
great discourse did not involve the
proud records of the early history
of Samaria, nor of its inhabitants;

but it was a simple and
plain lesson about the soul

needs of a sinner. As we
sit by the well during the
last midnight hour of our
stay in Samaria our hearts
are touched with the great
need of its wicked and sinful

inhabitants to-day. And as

we look over the dirty Mos-
lem villages of filth, sin and
vice, and then think of our
supreme obligation, there
comes to us anew and in an
ever-living way the words
of Christ: "The fields are
white unto the harvest.
Pray ye the Lord of the
harvest that he send forth
laborers unto his harvest."

>
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IIGHT Desserts are the thing.
-^ Heavy indigestible pastries and

puddings are out of fashion.
Dozens of delicate creams, cus-

tards and souffles are made with

KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH
Its use by well-known cooks in every section

of the country is described in our remarkable

little cook book O—"What a Cook Ought to Know
about Corn Starch." It contains one hundred
and sixty - eight

perfect recipes.

Send us a
post card today
and we will mail

you the book
free.

T. Kingsford

&Son
Oswego, N.Y.

National Starch Co.

Successors
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USE IN PUCE OF FRESH MILK
FOR COOKING.

BORDENS
|j3|afr|Wa(^Vr1

BRAND EVAPORATED

MILK
(unsweetened)

RICHER AND MORE DEUCIOUS

ru Save You
$26:50

on my 1910 Split Hickory Auto-
Seat Butriry. Or, 25% saving
guaranteed on retail price of any
vehicle, ilaile to order. SOdays'
road test—a-year guarantee.

Let Me Pay the
_, Postage on Big

Free Book to You
Shows 19.5 styles. Also harness.

Beautiful color-views. Prices aston
Isliingly low. Write me now.

H. C Phelps. Pres.

The OhioCarriageMfg.Co.
Sta. 236 .Columbus, O.
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Pay for

Rent, Food and Clothing
Every Month for Life*
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'

Dept.

70

The Prudential Insurance Co.
of America

I in-orporatod as a Stock rompiuiy by tho State of New .Jersey

John F. Dryden, Presideot. Home Office. Newark, N.J.

Newest
Monthly
Income
Policy

Send this

pon for full

particulars and
cost.

For $ a Month
lith C:Lsh 1\im...:mI :iI D.-atll

Occupation

My Age Is

leficiary's Age, .

Incomes from $10 per Month up Guaranteed
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Bread and Karo ! Give the children
all they want. It's the most wholesome thing they

can eat—Karo is pure, nourishing, higher in food value

than other syrups—and more digestible. Folks ivho find

that other syrups do not agree Hvith them can eat Karo freely.

aro
Eat it on
Griddle Cakes
Hot Biscuit
Wattles

Use it for

Ginger-Bread
Cookies
Candy

*Send your name on
a post card for Karo
Cook Book 50
pages including 30
perfect recipes for

home candy-making.

CORN SYRUP .b^i

z'

fiqm
Corn Products Relining Ca.

Dept. 0, P.O. Box 161. New Ifori ^' r'f'

'

Bnrnjj a mantle
Ukc gas. niukine fjus

it-'ht from kerosene. Oflor-
Jcs-<.Tioisele?J^,abpolutpIv safe.

KKI ciiii'llc power, lO h'Hirs on
qvinrt of kerosene, liest .iiul

t. li^'ht on thee>fs. Gi\c-; pn rr,

hiti^liL'Iit. Kctiiiire<n<i{--ii>cni1in^;.
lit JI-; any lamp, and ha\c a y

t liulit in-tantlv. Bnrnrr lifs

any lamp, ineludint; the lia\o.

Nothing eiimbersome or unsi;.'hlly.

Handsome in appearance. Dificnnt
^trU's for homes, stores, factories,
offices, lodge rooms, churches, halh
etc. Used everywhere by best pen]
Satisfaction gviarantced or money ba
Live agents wanted. jMake hij^proiits

Tisrtin, Mich, makes Sl^ to S:W dail
Send today for fnn; catalog.

JOHN S. NOEL.IIO Div., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Seeds, Plants, Roses,
Bulbs, Tines, Shrubs, etc,

Hundreds of car lots of

FRUIT ami ORNAMEN-
TAL TRKKS. 1200 acres.

50 in hardy Roses, none bet-

I

ter grown. 44 greenhouses
of Palms, Ferns, Ficus,
Geraniums and other
things too numerous to men-
tion. Seeds, Plants,Bulb9,

Roses, Small Trees, etc.. by mail postpaid.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Im-
mense stock of SUPERB CANNAS. the queen
of bedding plants. 50 choice collections cheap
in Seeds, Plants. Roses, etc.. Elegant 168-page

Catalogue FREE. Send for it today and see
what values \vc give for vour money. Direct deal
will insure you the best at first cost. 56 years.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Box :> ', PAINESVtLLE, OHIO HI

"DON'T SHOUT"
[ hear you. I can hear no«
.s «cll as anybody. 'Hon?

Oh, somethini! new
The MO R LEV PHONE
I've a pair In my ears no
but you cantsee Ihcm- ih

are invisible. I .vourd not
I.no,^ thar I had (hem in, myself

onl) Ihal I hear all lijhl.'

DINGEET
Roses

are positively the best grown.
Sold on their own rootH aiitl wor.

ranted t<» grow. Plants sent to any
point in I'nitedStatesorCTnada. Safe
arrival guaranteed. Write for the

"Dingee Gaide to Rose Colture"
for 11110— till' k-aJing rusv .ata-

L'tic of America. 120 ijam-s.
M iili-,1 free. Describes ovit
i^KI varielies. Tells how to

prow tlioni and all otliiT

d>^irahU Howcrs. TTc also
sill Iho best flower and
Mk'ctal.le seeds. Estab-
isbed 1H50. 70 greenhouses;
r-e acreage of the tinesL

Rose land in the country.

,TI1K III\'GER * rn\ARD CO.
Box .4ti , West Grove, Pa.

about
an

oryanIhinkRijhf
They fling them together of

poor material and varniih them
nicely anti call them as good as

Estey Reed Organs at less price

ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
Makera of Pipe and Reed Organs

BRATTLEBORO, VT.
Stnd for catalogue

6Ae MORLEY
PHONE

MiaUcs low sounds and
«hispers plainlv heard.
Invisible, comlorlable,

ncilihiless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. \\ rite lor booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO., Dtpl. 702. Perry Building, Philadelphia

Don't Throw if Awa

lUey iiii'iia all Ualis in all utensils—tin
l:tass,io)i|)ei-.};ianiicware.liutwa'eibags,
etc. >u solder, ecnient or rivet. Anyone

emi iiselln in: lit any snrfaee; llnee iiiiuion
in Use. Seiiil fe.r sample nku. Mr. Complete

pkg.asEOrted sizes. 25c. pc&tpaid. Agents wanted.
CoUette Mfg. Co.. Box 122, Amsterdam, N. Y.

Salesmen Wanted
Traveling Salesmen earn from $1,000 to
$25,000 a year and expenses. Over 600,000
employed in the United States and Canada.
The demand for good Salesmen always ex-
ceeds the supply. We will teach you to bean
expert by mail and ourFREE EMPLOY-
MENTBUREAU will assist you to secure
a good position. We receive calls for thous-
ands of Salesmen and cannot supply the de-
mand. Thousands of our graduates have
secured pood prysitions. Many who formerly
earned $2.5 to $7.5 a month have since earned
from$100 toashi^h as $1,000 a month and ex-
penses. Thousands of good positions now
open. If you want to secure one of them or
increase your earnings our free book "A
Knight of the Grip''^ will show you how.
Write or call for it today. Address nearest oMce.

Dept, 496 Mational Salesmen's Training Association
Chicago.New Tortt,Kansas City,Mirn4>apoliB, San Franci8eo,At!aiit«

$650 A. B. C. Automobile $650
Tlie biKf-'est
.\uti;iniobiIe
li.'irirain in
.Vineiiea, •!

or 4 Cyliii-
• lers Suneys,
Itunatio 111 s
and Delivery
AVations, 18
or no II. 1".,

fili.l r.r I'lieiiinalie Tires. Write for FISKF. ('!vtaU)j.'.

A. B. C. Motor Vehicle MIg. Co., 3941 Morgan, St. Louis

YOU CAN AFFORD 10 have a new Son;^; Hook in your
(_'liurcli or Sunday .Scjioo). and one
for every person wiien vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSsfcrioo. Words and mu.-^ic, 83 very best
song<. Sample copy 5 Cents. f£. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

than the rest of it he V. .S. and
Canada. Me .ire one of tliciii

and want your furs. Send for
price list ami sliip to

M. F. PFAELZER & CO.,
6 East 12lh SI. (Desk 16), New York

New York
Exporters
Handle MoreFURS

How to Win God's Blessings

Sunday School Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wdbur F. Crafts

MANY times Jesus spent the

night alone on a mountain-top

in prayer; in all probability he

did so on the night preceding the day
when he was to formally appoint his

apostles, those who were to be his am-
bassadors and representatives, those

who were to be the foundation pillars

of his church. The mountain thus
made sacred still stands to view.

The traveler from Nazareth to Tibe-
rias sees it in the near distance, just

before beginning the descent down the

hillside to the Sea of Galilee. It is a
hill rather than a mountain, being-

only sixty feet high, but it looks

higher, rising from the level plain. It

is peculiar in having a double summit,
hence the descriptive name "Horns of

Hattin." Delitzsch calls this moun-
tain "the Sinai of the New Testa-
ment." But Mount Sinai of the Old
Testament was a barren, rocky,
almost inaccessible mountain, between
eight and nine thousand feet high, ris-

ing out of a desert plain. From its

summit the law was given to Moses by
the Almighty God, who said that no
man could look upon his face and live.

Christ Preaching on Hattin

While on Hattin, the Mount of Beat-
itudes, the words which fell from the
loving, living iips of the Lord Jesus
were written upon the tables of the
heart. With the awful grandeur of
Sinai, when fire burst forth and the
mountain trembled, let us compare,
in the words of Condor, the scene on
Hattin:
"We may understand that our Lord,

on being joined by some of his dis-

ciples, began to descend the mountain
side, meeting the stream of people,
which rolled itself about him, gather-
ing at every step, till he found a shel-
tered spot. Seating himself on a
rock, where all could see and hear
him, he looked around on his disciples

seated at his feet. The multitude
was seated, or stood on the grass, or
on the scattered boulders and rocky
ledges, the mountain flowers painting
the turf and perfuming the air; the
ravens and daws flying in and out
among the cliff's; above, the calm, blue
sky; and far below the blue lake, with
its city-studded shores. Then, amid
the solemn, happy quiet of his Fath-
er's works, looking round on not many
wise, not many mighty; but on faces
bronzed and weather-beaten, figures
bent with toil, cheeks worn with care
and thin with hunger, eyes that had
wept bitter tears of the oppressed
that have no helper, and the poor that
have no comforter, the great Teacher
begins to speak."

Among our treasures we have a pic-
ture which came to us from Japan,
drawn by the Christian girls in the
Ferris Seminary. Outlined upon the
peculiar Japanese rice paper is Mount
Fuji, which is to all the people of
Japan a sacred mountain, almost wor-
shiped by them. But when the Chris-
tian girls had learned about Jesus giv-
ing the Beatitudes on the mountain
far away they conceived the idea of
connecting his teachings with their
own mountain, and so making it sa-
cred indeed. So on the sides of the
mountain which they had drawn they
wrote in Japanese letters all of the
Beatitudes. With a touch of fine po-
etic sentiment they wrote in the snow,
at the top of the mountain, "Blessed
are the pure in heart, for they shall
see God." We believe that teachers
would find the boys and girls in their
classes would be much interested to
outline the Horns of Hattin and write
the Beatitudes on the sides. Perhaps
it would be well to provide each with

*The International Sunday School Lesson for
January 23, 1910. True Blessedness. Matt. .5 :

1-lii. C.oiDi-v Tkxt: "Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see God." Matt. 5 : 8.

such an outline, and have the writiiffl

done during the lesson time. The'
superintendent might make a veiy ej

fective blackboard exercise accordii

to this suggestion.

The Beatitudes as Horns of Plenty

The Beatitudes appear to us as eiglil;

horns of plenty, from which the LorSji
Jesus lavishly poured out upon hM
hearers the fulness of blessing. .-.f

Upon those poor in spirit he prom-'<

ised a blessing which included the
whole kingdom of heaven! The only
hearts that could not receive sucft

a blessing were those already fillelj

with a too good opinion of themselva|
and their belongings. ,.

The rich blessing of comfort was
promised for those who mourned, b^
cause they deserved the sweetness
the consolation which comes from Goi

in all life's trials.

For the weak there was a blessin!

promised whose measure was thi

whole earth. For them who had heartfl

hunger and heart thirst for the sweet-
ness of the Christian life Jesus gave
the promise that they should be filled.

The horn of blessing he poured out
upon those who were themselves mer-
ciful in their dealings with their fel-

low-men : "Blessed are the merciful,
for they shall obtain mercy."
To the pure in heart should be

poured out the greatest blessing of all,

for they should "see God," not in

heaven alone, but day by day God
would reveal himself unto them.
A blessing should be poured out

upon those who not only would not
quarrel themselves, but would try to

keep others from quarreling. They
should be called "the children of God,"
for he is the God of peace, and his chil-

dren are peacemakers.
And Jesus poured out blessing upon

those who are persecuted for right-
eousness' sake—the blessedness of per-
secution! He would have them know
that "holy suff'ering is a glorious
thing," and that persecuted Christians
will find themselves in great company,
even of the prophets, "for so perse-
cuted they the prophets which were
before you."

The Beatitudes of Jesus in Human Lives

Did those who listened to Jesus that
day on the mountain put into practice
the principles which he gave them?
Let us compare Peter with himself,
with the timid follower that he was
when he denied that he was one of
Jesus' disciples at the taunt of a maid-
servant in the high priest's palace,
and the brave defender of the faith
that he was when he stood in the hall
of the Sanhedrin, face to face with the
high priest, defending Jesus as a
Prince and Saviour whom God had
exalted, and charging with his death
those in whose presence he stood.
What had wrought so rich a change
in Peter but living according to the
precepts of Jesus?

Think of James and John, so fiery

and vindictive in spirit that Jesus
called them "Boanerges," the Sons of
Thunder, when they wanted him to call

down fire to destroy the Samaritans
for refusing to listen to his teaching.
Think what a change must have been
wrought in John that it was his wont
to lean on the heart of Jesus, and that
his tenderness became so great that
when Jesus was about to die upon the
cross he gave him his own mother to

care for as a son should do.

And James, fiery and vindictive in

the beginning, became most tolerant
and forgiving. It is related of him
by Clement of Alexandria that, when
he was being led to execution, his ac-

cuser was so stung by remorse that he.

confessed his faith in Christ and a.sked

James to forgive him. James replied,

Continued oil next page
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'Peace be with thee," and gave him a

>rotherly kiss, and had him for a com-

)anion in maityrdom.
There was Thomas, the man of little

I'aith among the apostles. But so

•hanged was he that he traveled far-

her, perhaps, than any other apostle,

save the apostle Paul, to preach the

Sospel. To-day there is a sect in

[ndia calling themselves "St. Thomas
Ilhristians." Their faith is of such a

ibre that in nearly 2,000 years it has

lot lost its vital principle.

How shall we account for Judas.'

Simply as one who would not allow the

)eatitudes of Jesus to enter his heart

md transform his life into Christ's

)wn image.
We recall two ancient pictures

which we have seen: the first repre-

sents an evil man; in the middle of his

lieart is Satan, with horns and hoofs

and bat-like wings, his power indi-

:ated by the trident, which he holds in

[lis right hand. The qualities with

which Satan endows the man are rep-

resented by pictures of different crea-

tures: pride, by the peacock; licen-

tiousness, by the goat; intemperance,

by the hog; lethargj-, by the turtle;

anger, by the tiger; envy and deceit,

by the serpent, and covetousness by

the toad. The second picture is the

heart of a good man: in the centre is

the star of Chri.st. and the Holy Spirit,

represented by a dove ; the whole heart

is illuminated with the radiance of the

Holy Spirit, and all the vile creatures

which were in the first heart are out-

side, and still on the run, even Satan

himself. Lovely and noble qualities

appear where before there was only

evil; humility instead of pride, purity

instead of licentiousness, temperance

instead of intemperance, industry in-

stead of lethargy, Christ instead of

Satan, long suffering instead of anger,

"love instead of envy and deceit, disin-

terestedness instead of covetousness.

Dr. Payson tells of two men who said

"they were never happy until they

ceased striving to be great men." The
only good reason anybody can have
for' wishing to be great is

To be the best that lie can be

For truth and righteousness and Thee.

The Beatitudes Not Out of Date

"Blessed are the poor in spirit."

Making the most of one's self for

the glory of God is a laudable ambi-

tion. The root of such an ambition is

not pride, but humility. The great

Hillel said, "My humility is my great-

ness, and my greatness is my humil-

ity."

"Blessed are they that mourn,
for they shall be comforted." Some
one has said that "to be made strong

is to be comforted." Every noble soul

would prefer to be made strong, rather

than to have the cause for mourning
taken away.

Look up. take hope, the sun still shines,

ThoHsh clouds at times obscure it

;

The man "ho cries and mopes and pines
Will add to woe, not cure it.

Look up. God lives, God lives, God reigns;

Take lieart, nor brood nor sorrow;

A bit of courage often drives

The strength to meet to-morrow.
—Gfx). a. Warbcrton.

"Blessed are the meek, for they shall

inherit the earth." A meddlesome old

woman was sneering at a young moth-

er's awkwardness with her infant, and
said: "I declare, a woman never ought

to have a baby unless she knows how-

to hold it." "Nor a tongue, either,"

quietly responded the young mother.

A tailor of Mannheim, Germany,
made a breastplate that not even the

modern rifle bullet can pierce. So will

angry and cruel words fail to wound
a meek and quiet spirit.

rThis Fashion Book Free-

DOES RELIGION PAY?-

THERE is something almost revolt-

ing in the attitude of any one who
goes into any sort of work under false

pretenses of disinterested piety. The
man who engages in regular business

is openly in it for profit. Everybody
knows it, and everybody generally

thinks that, so long as the man is hon-

est, it is a good thing to engage in

business. Not always in Europe, but

in America usually, the business man
ranks in honorable esteem with the

professional man; while he far sur-

passes him in wealth.
But when one goes into religion, or

into friendship, or into society, for

what one can make out of it, he is con-

sidered despicable. Some people even

take the lofty stand that all art and
literature should be unpaid, and that

tho.se noblp branches will never attain

to their true development and beauty
until we arrive at the state which Kip-

ling has so eloquently pictured:

When only the Master shall praise us and only

the Master shall lilmic :

And no one shall « oi U for money and no one shall

work for fame :

Hut each for the joy of the working.

Yet, SO long as a condition of mendi-
cancy is considered deplorable, as it

surely is to-day. and rightly; and so

long as the best country is that in

which the largest proportion of the citi-

zens support themselves, and paupers
are unknown, so long must money be
charged for all work, whether of hand
or brain. "The workman is worthy of

his hire."

But it is true to-day, and likely to be
so always, that though the man who
works with his brain is not usually so

rich in this world's goods as he who
engages in what is called "business,"
yet he has noble compensations. His
thoughts and his books, his choice com-

* Christian Kndeavnr Topic for Sunday, Jan-
uary 2H. TfXT : I. Cor. 3 ; 18-«i5.

' NEW YOi^k'ciTY N V-V-

TT mastrates the ad-
* vanced Sprinp

and S 11 m m e r A' e ir

Voil .S't/les in ladies'

suits, ilresst'S, skirts

and waists for 1910,

also exqiusite models
in lingerie, silk retti-

coats, lioys' ami girls'

.lotlung. It tells you
liow yon oanliuythe

t Hrmi'hraij and
I Ar, />i/i Stylesof

1»<X Ciin and
live theui rtelivered

to yon 7ritlii,iit pay-

inn n rent of mnil or

pri'X^i <'/i(/rftts. It

is a valtiaWe style

reference book for

von to own. Write
for a copy to -day.

.tdilress upon application.

;;;:;.<, „„ bellas hess & co. fjiday
Branch Broadway, Prince & Crosby SU. feL™"

NoTg'uts NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. ,,,',,,

S.-nt /"/.'Ai' .".iiy

VALENTINES
10 fine Post Cards. I Oc; 100 for 90 c. A Special

assortment (or dealers and agents. 1 00 mailed for 60c

WASHINGTON'S BIRTH "T^ A "VT
SAINT PATRICK'S LJ Jh\, I
10 D/^CT /^ADI^C mailed for 10 cents

100 rUO 1 V/AI\1/D mailed for 75 cents

Three 10 cent packages mailed for 25 cents.

MADISON AltTCtlMPANV, MADISON. COXX.

Are You Getting Stout?
You can have as good a figure as I

any woman if you wear one of our I

Ewing Reducing Garments
|

and you need not diet, lake drugs or

tiresome exercises. We make the

Ewing Hip and Abdominal Reducing
Band and the Ewing Bust Reducing

6-0-'. » - -j>i Garment and Corset. They are beau-

^»' .^
"*

tifuUy made of light materials, lined

i^ with thin rubber, ventilated, cool and
} "\ comfortable to wear. No buckles,

straps or steels. They will reduce you

without the slightest harm or incon-

venience. We make them to

your measvire to reduce just
the parts you wish. Every gar-

ment guaranteed. No corset can reduce

you p>em'.anently,and no other Reduc-
ing Garments are hygienic and com-

7J / (citable. The Ewing Reducing Gar-
*" M \ ments do not bind or distribute the

^ !, , flesh to other parts — they draw
T^^*'_»^_^'' the fat completely away.

TheEwingHipand Abdominal Reducer weighs only 5 oz.

Endorsed I'V eminent Physician^ .ind hundreds of men
rmd women wearers. Wear the band a few weeks before
having yonr new gowns made. Send 2-cent stamp for

illustrated booklet and measurement blanks. Don't go
a week longer without knowing what we can do for you.

THE E. L. EAVIXG COMPAN\
Dept. C P, 3333 Shpffield Avenue. CUicagro

n %

n

A
DAYAGENTS $3 to $10

Selling these Patented Scissors.

Can't be bought in stores. Every
pair guaranteed. Replaced if

not perfectly satisfactory, 2000
other fast sellers. No experi-
We teach you. Proof furnished

of big profits. Writ© today for terms of free outfit.

THOMAS MVii. CO., 1 124 Wayne St., IJnyton, Ohia

An Exceptional Issue of

6% Bonds
Secured by a Thousand Farms

Here are brief facts about one current issue of Irrigation Bonds
They will illustrate what ideal security lies back of such bonds
when the issues are rightly selected.

panions and his social position gener-

ally brinp him much of quiet joy. The
very rich sometimes possess and value

similar privileges; but in far too many
cases the pleasures of luxury and sense

are by them regarded as the best.

We are wont to say of each sort of

life (according, as a rule, to the ideals

implanted in our souls in childhood),

"The intellectual life, with poverty,

pays best"; or, "Keep out of the so-

called professions. Go into something

that will make you rich. That is the

way to be happy."
In the same manner, according to

your ideals, you will say of the reli-

gious life, "It pays," or "It does not

pay."
It does not often pay in money. The

Founder of our faith had not where to

lay his head, and he bids us lay up
treasures not in earth, but in heaven;
and yet every earnest Christian will

testify that, "poor though he may be,

he would not give up his faith for all

the "wealth of Ind." Nothing else in

life pays so well in the highest and
best coin, the coin of the Spirit.

Thus, in the eloquent language of

Bishop Williams, "Here is a conscien-

tious Christian business man, con-

fronted with the opportunity of mak-
ing large profits by shady methods;
but he puts it indignantly away from
him, saying, 'Money is nothing to me,
but my peace of mind is everything."

He puts first things first. He means
that, compared to the integrity of his

conscience, any amount of wealth is

woi'thless to him. The life is more
than meat and the body than r^'iment;

Jesus tells us that the first thing for

us to seek is the kingdom of God and
his righteousness. Moral profit and
spiritual surplus alone measure the

value of life. It is only as you put
first things first that you can find the

real joy of living and the peace of

God."

The Bitter Root Valley Inin.Ttion Co. owns
one of the largest iirijrateil fiuit land projects

in the world. The Company is composed of

well known men who are wealthy, experienced

and capable. The land to be watered consists

of about 40,000 acres in the heart of our sreat-

est fruit belt—in the famous apple rcRion of

the Pacific Northwest.

A larsie part of the valley has been under

irrigation for many years, so the possibilities

of the land have been demonstrated. Fruit

land in the valley has lately sold as high as

?1,000 per acre.

The water ritrhts are unassailable, and the

total water supply is more than sufficient for

all needs. For the irrigable land is distinctly

limited by the mountainous bounds of the

valley.

$2,500,000 Invested

The Irrisration Company has invested in the

project about $2,500,000. or about twice the

total bond issue. And the bonds are securetl

by a first mortgaKe on all the property which

the Irrigation Company owns.

The bonds are additionally secured by first

liens on the lands and the orchards watered.

These liens are given by individual land owners

in payment for the land and the water rights.

Forty per cent, of the price is paid down, and

the balance, secured by the liens, is payable in

annual installments.

To secure each SI. 000 bond there are depos-

ited with a Trust Company as trustee $1,400 of

these first liens on farm land.

The average price at which this land has

been sold is about $200 per .-icre. The min-

imum price at present is $250 per acre. Yet

the bond issue is limited to $.'?0 per acre, or to

less than one-sixth the average selling price of

the land.

Double Security

Thus the bonds have double security. The

first is a mortgage on all the property which

the Irrigation Company owns, ami the Com-
pany's investment is nearly twice the whole
bond issue. The second security is these first

liens on farm land—on land which is worth
more than six times the amount of the bonds
which it secures.

One can hardly conceive of more ample se-

curity. Yet these bonds pay six per cent,

interest, because the demand for irrigated land

is so great that the projects are vei-y profitable.

Part of these bonds mature each year from
191! to 1919. One may have his choice of

maturities.

Ask for the Facts

Ih the past 15 years we have purchased 75

separate issues of Reclamation Bonds—Drain-
age and Irrigation. All have been secured by

first liens on good farm land, and not a dollar

of loss has r;sultcd to any investor.

Irrigation bonds have now become the most
popular bonds tliat we handle. No f)ther large

class of bonds offering equal security now pays
six i)er cent.

We have issued a book on Irrigation Bonds,

based on all this experience. Every investor,

small or large, owes to himself its perusal.

Please write for the book to-day. Cut out this

coupon so you won't forget.

! First National Bank Building. Chicago !

5 50 CongreK St.. Boston 111 Broadway, New York
J

; First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Please send yonr free book on Irrigation Hoii<i3 ;

5 ami list of other secMities

Name-

atu— . Slalc-

Xcime of m\j luuk^

First National Bank BIdg

Chicago S^m^&ic^eh^e/i^
50 Congress St.. Boston

111 Broadway, New Vork
a First National Bank Bldg ,

San Francisco
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Hew they shone—those old folks—

at a function or reception

—

But oh ! what they missed

in their lack of all

conception of a food so good as

Uneeda
Biscuit
The Soda Cracker that makes

our days the best of days

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

GRCIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
of pure bred poultry, for iflio, aw iiages,
handsomely illustrated, 15« engravings,
photos, 30 tine colore<i pl:it**s, describes 65
leading varieti-es of land and water fowls,
gives low prices of stoek, eggs, ineul)a-
tors, poultry supplies, etc. Calemlar for
eaeh month. Howto care for poulti y and
all details. Only 10 cents. Send to clay.

B. H. QREIDEB, Box 79, Rheems, Pa.

WITH THE
EMPIRE KING"

and bu^s, wnmis, Mik'ht, ..-tc, willSPRAT^^^1 ' Btmctioii, perft_'ct agitators, no scorclifd

^B^ foliage. Wemakeailsizesandstylpsof G:isoHne
Kiiu'ineSpraj'erB. Free Book on Sprayia?. ARents wanted.
FIFLD FORCE PUMP CO., 75 Fie venth St., Elmlra, N. Y.

^
( This laf'i'l on cvt'iil if(trutcifl)

Underwear
The kind o( Summer Com-
fort you've always wanted.

The healthful kind for your
boy. ^
CHALMERS KNITTING CO.

!

Amsterdam,
NY. /^

^^rWHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our sri'ciduates are filling UIgh Salaried

Positions. Good Artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
upwards in easy, raselDatlng wort. Our

courses of Personal liome Instracilon by corre-
spondence, are complete, practical. Twelve years' suc-
cessful teaching. E.^cpert Instructors Superior Equip-
ment. Positions readj for competent workers.
Write for valuable

Art Book, Free.

School of Applied Art
(FouBiied 1899)

B 58FineArtBldg.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Of»Op^,SofBo"-»»<=

A WOMAN DOCTOR
Was Quick to See that Coffee was Doing;

the Mischief

A lady tells of a bad case of coffee poison-
ing and tells it in a way so simple and
straightforward that literary skill could not
improve it.

"I had neuralgic headaches for 12 years,"
she says, "and suffered untold agony. When
I first began to have them I weighed 140
pounds, but they brought me down to no. I

went to many doctors and they gave me only
temporary relief. So I suffered on, till one
day a woman doctor told me to use Postum.
She said I looked like I was coffee poisoned.
"So I began to drink Postum and I gained

15 pounds in the first few weeks and contin-
ued to gain, but not so fast as at first. My
headaches began to leave me after I had
used Postum about two weeks—long enough
to get the coffee poison out of my system.

" Since I began to use Postum I can
gladly say that never know what a neuralgic
headache is like any more, and it was nothing
but Postum that made me well. Before I

used Postum I never went out alone; I would
get bewildered and would not know which
way to turn. Now I go alone and my head
is as clear as a bell. My brain and nerves
are stronger than they have been for years."
Kead the little book, "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new

one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

OUR MAIL-BAG
\

Oue^ions and Answers
O. Y., Meriden, Wyo. Women seek to have equal

rigrhts with the men. In our State they are
allowed to vote. The first thing a woman
should do is to show that she lias sense
enough to vote. Does she wear, wlien she is

at her wash-tub, hat and lac-e-belriiled gowns
with a body twisted out of .slinpe!' One at-

tired in this way suggests a weak mind. It is

not meant by this that lier dress sliould be
mannish. Far from it. Let tlie clotlies be
very womanish, because tliey are worn by a
woman. She sliould dnss as sieatly as po;si-

ble; that is her duty. Slie should dress in a
way most becoming : that is also her duty. If

she can afford expensive material, all right.

You have a picture of two women in your
mind. Whicli should vote ?

This is a woman's question addressed to both

tnen and women, but principally to the latter.

Slie puts the pioblcm very plainly. Perhaps some
of our readers would like to an.swer her in the

columns of The Mail-Bag.

J. M., Andover, Mass. When is the taking of

the next census to begin, and how many
enumerators will be engaged ?

All applications for the post of enumerator
must be filed not later than January 25, with

the supervisors. Tests will be made February
5. The examination will be such as any appli-

cant with a fair common school education can
pass. Applicants may be of either sex, must
be over eighteen and under seventy, and must
reside in the district. There will be 68,000

enumerators, and the real work of taking the

census will begin April 15.

M. B., Eminence, Ky. 1. Explain Matt. 25 : 32.

2. Are the righteous to be judged ? 3. Shall

the redeemed see God ? 4. Is there an
intermediate state between death and res-

urrection?

1. Read the parable of the tares. In this

world the righteous and unrighteous necessarily

commingle ; but there will come a time of sepa-

lation, just as the Eastern shepherd enfolds

his sheep at night, but leaves his goats in the

open air. 2. See I. Tim. 4:1; Heb. 10 : 30

:

Heb. 12:23; Ps. 7:11. 3. Matt. 5:8; Matt.

18:10; Rev. 22 : 4. 4. See Luke 23 : 43 ; I. Pet.

3 : 19. In connection with those texts it might
be well to refer to chapter 6 in After Death—
What? by Dr. M. C. Peters.

J. E. L., Concord, N. H. 1. Explain what the
term "normal" means in connection with
schools for teachers. 2. Have normal
schools been long in existence ?

1. The word "normal" comes from the word
norma, a nde. 2. The first school especially

for teachers was established by law in Paris

in 1795, but was soon closed. Napoleon opened
one in 1808. It was closed in 1822. In 1826

the system was revived and spread to England,
America, and several other countries.

Miss E. L. H., Haddonfield, N. J. Explain
Luke 18, latter clause of the eighth verse,
"Nevertheless, when the Son of Man Com-
eth, shall he find faith on the earth ?"

Read Matt. 24 : 3-28, taking special notice of

the twelfth verse. The passage you cite reads

in the original Greek, "Nevertheless, when the

Son of Man cometh, will he find the faith in

the earth ?" This, notwithstanding the long

suffering of God. See the parallel examples
given in the previous chapter, verses 26-30.

L. C. S., Rogers, Ark. Can you give me any
information about St. Patrick ? When did
he live? What was his real mission? Is

there any authentic history of his life, or
is it all legendary ?

St. Patrick, according to the best authorities,

was born at Dumbarton, on the River Clyde, in

Scotland, in the fifth century A.D. Several

countries, England and Fi-ance among the num-
ber, have claimed to be his birthplace, but with
less proof. He was captured by freebooters,

and was carried to Ireland. He escaped to

Gaul and became a monk, and, after 431, re-

turned as a missionary to Ireland. He is said

to have found all Ireland heathen and left it

all Christian. Various dates of his death are
given : 463, 492 and 493. Legend has added so

to his life that it is hard to construct an au-
thentic history.

F. F. F., Oshkosh, Wis. 1. Is it known whose
marriage it was, in Cana of Galilee? 2.

What is meant by the words of the gov-
ernor of the feast, as given in verse 10?
3. Are the words of Christ to his mother,
as given in the fourth verse of the second
chapter, fully in harmony with the fifth

commandment? 4. What portion of Scrip-
ture do the Jews, and certain others, quote
and believe in as touching the non-use of
swine's flesh ? 5. Is its use regarded as
sinful? 6. What other use, if not for
food, may we believe swine were intended
for ? 7. Is it important whether fer-
mented or unfermented wine be used at
Sacrament, seeing it is only a symbol ?

8. Why was unleavened bread at the time
of Christ used at Sacrament, and not now ?

1. It is nowhere stated in Scripture. 2. He
meant that wine-drinkers, after they had
drunk copiously, were incapable of distinguish-

ing good wine from bad. 3. In the title

"woman" is no reproach. He was thirty

years of age at this time. Mary herself

showed no sign of being humbled or reproved ;

surely she is the best judge. 4. Lev. 11 : 7.

5. Yes, by orthodox Jews and Mohammedani
6. Certain birds and animals are natural sew
engers, and consumers of carrion. 7. Siut,
only as a symbol, unimportant. Unfermentrt
preferably. 8. In memory of hasty departl|H:

from Egypt, and wanderings in the wild^
ness, when leaven could not be carried nor \ng

needed. Our Passover is spiritual, that of tU
Jews was material. Unleavened bread is gtfl,

required in the Sacrament of the Latin Chuicb

R. H. W., Harrisburg, Pa. 1. Where is tin

topaz found, and is it ever more than oiti

color ? 2. Has it any historical signift
cance ?

1. The finest topaz comes from Brazil. Tk
Brazilian stone is deep yellow, and almosi

equals the diamond in lustre. The stone is alsil

found in Siberia, where it is of a bluish tini

in Scotland, England, Mexico, Germany am
America. 2. It was the second stone in th I

high priest's breastplate.

S. R., Fredericksburg, Pa. Is it not our dut,
to forgive all our enemies and all wb
wrong us, even if they never ask us t'

do so ? I

The last verse of Matt. 18 answers this ques

!

tion. Forgiveness is a quality residing in oui

selves, and is independent of professions o

contrition. It reaots on ourselves, making u

the happier and preserving our minds at peace

whether our foes remain antagonistic and im

penitent or not. Only when they express con

trition does our forgiveness avail them ; but i

benefits us all the time. We sin against Go
by word and thought and deed ; we need his foi

|

giveness continually, and that we cannot havJ

unless we have forgiven our fellows. Se
j

Matt. 6:15.
J

M. M. L., Cherry Valley, Mass. What is th
|

woolsack, referred to in the papers in coe|

ncction with the House of Lords contrt
]

versy ?

The woolsack is the seat of the Lord Hig 1

Chancellor of England in the House of Lordri

It is a large bag of wool, covered with rsi

cloth. In the reign of King Edward III. woil

was the most important commodity in Englamj
and the woolsack was first used in the Houses]

that time.
J

M. H., Bloomington, III. Will you please te

me why Josephus did not say anythin
about Jesus ?

There is a passage in Josephus' Antiquitie>\

book 18, chapter 2, section 3, which refers \

Jesus, his works, his crucifixion and resurrei

tion. It is true the authenticity of this pa
sage has been disputed by both Jews and ii

fidels, but it cannot be satisfactorily explainc

away, and stands in the record to-day. Thei

is still another passage in book 20, chapter

which refers to "James, the brother of Jesus.

Other secular historians of that age, notab

Tacitus (see Annals, book 44, chapter 15

have references to Christ and the Christiana.

H.D., Philadelphia, Pa. What can a ministi

mean by saying that the idea of penitence I

going up and kneeling at the altar is the mo.
damnable heresy ever introduced into tl.

Christian Church ?

He probably objects to the ceremonial form, bv

the objection is out of place, and the criticiff

harsh and ill-tempered. Kneeling is a physic'

expression of deep reverence. See II. Chron. 6:

1

Ezra 9 : 5; Ps. 95 : 6: Dan. 6 : 10; Acts 7 : 60, 9 :4

21 : 5; Eph. 3 : 14. Kneeling is the attitude

penitence and repentance. We think you mn
be mistaken in saying that any one could call

"heresy," as the word has no application her

"Heresy" is a belief or doctrine at variance wil

fundamental truths which are everywhere a

ccpted as orthodox.

Adsum, Harrison, N. J. Rev. 2:17: What (

the expressions "the hidden manna" ai

"white stone" represent?

By "hidden manna" is meant spiritual su

tenance ; the parallel reference is to the pot

manna formerly kept in the ark of the sancti

ary. By "white stone" is meant distincti'

honors ; parallel reference is to a custom th<

common among Oriental potentates of givir

to an honored guest a polished, hard, whi
stone or jewel, having the new name or tit

so conferred on the guest engraved thereon.

M. O. T., Winchestei-, Ind. E.xplain Mai
5:32; Matt. 19:9; Mark 10:11, and Lul
16:18.

These passages fully set forth the righted

and spiritual aspect of marriage and divorc

Questions of divorce and remarriage are no

regulated by courts of law in the several Stat

in this country.

J. B. M., Baltimore, Md. 1. Did Ahaz have
right to make a pattern of the alts

(II. Kings 16:10)? 2. What became
the Ark of the Covenant? 3. Was the vi

in the temple ever replaced (Matt. 27 :51)]

4. When and by whom was the Apostk
Creed written ?

1. A Syrian altar, raised for the worship I

other than the God of Israel. Ahaz, as tM

vassal of Tiglath-pileser, the spoiler of Dama
cus, might easily obtain permission to make
pattern of the altar ; but he grievously sinn

in setting up its replica for purposes of sa

rifice in the land of Israel. 2. This questi.

Continued on next page
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s been repeatedly answered in The Mail-

\G. 3. Josephus, book 5, chapter 5, describing

e temple just previous to its destruction in

e reign of Titus, makes mention of this veil,

it must have been replaced. 4. The Apostles'

eed, erroneously attributed to the apostles, is

St mentioned as "the Roman Creed," by Ru-

lus, who died about 410. Its use was first

dained in the Latin Church in the eleventh

ntury. It cannot be traced beyond the fourth

Titury, and its author is unknown.

R. M.. Richland Center, Wis. What author-
ity have you for saying that Abraham
Lincoln was a Presbyterian ?

The World Almanac, which is usually accu-

,te. A recent work on Methodism claims Lin-

In as a Methodist. He is also claimed by the

mgregationalists. In point of fact, so far as

shown by records accessible at the moment,
ncoln was not a member of any church,

oUKb he svas a truly religious man.

'. M. P., Martinsville, Va. In II. Cor. 15:56,
explain how the strength of sin can be
the law.

L John 3 : 4, "Whosoever committeth sin,

snsgresseth also the law, for sin is the trans-

ession of the law." Rom. 4 : 15, "For where
law is, there is no transgression." It is the

;istcnce of the law which makes sin possible.

J. McF., Waldron, Mich. Does the first

clause of I. Thes. 5:23 refer to Christian
experience in this life? If so, at what

t

period in the Christian life may such a con-
dition be reached ?

Certainly; to Christian experience in this

Ee. Every earnest believer grows into it.

Let our whole being be set apart for Jesus,

and for Jesus only. We shall not have to shut

up the house, for our beloved Lord will inhabit

every chamber of it, and make it a permanent
abiding place. Let us see to it that all be holy,

all pure, all devout."

—

Rev. Ch. Spurgeon.

J. J. B., Marthasville, Mo. Explain the divin-
ity of the Holy Trinity of God, how they
are combined in one.

Trinitarians do not explain it, deeming it an
ineffable mystery. They point to such passages

as Gen. 1 : 26 ; Gen. 2:6, 7 ; Isa. 48 : 16 ; Isa.

34:16; IL Cor. 13:14; John 14:23; Matt.

28 : 19 ; Acts 5:3, 4.

H. B. H., Norwalk, O. 1. What language did
Christ speak ? 2. Is that language now
spoken, where, and by whom? 3. In what
language were the books of the New Testa-
ment first written ? 4. Have we knowledge
of Christ's understanding or conversing in
more than one language? 5. Did not he,

who understood thoughts and intents of
men, know all languages ? 6. In his syna-
gogue holdings, did Christ use the language
spoken by the people ? 7. In what lan-
guage was the Ethiopian reading when
accosted ?

1. Aramaic, a Syro-Chaldaic dialect. 2. No

;

all languages have very much altered since

then. 3. Greek. 4. As fact, no ; see next an-
swer. 5. Could not the Holy Spirit, which
imparted the gift of tongues on the day of

Pentecost, also have given him power to under-
stand or converse in any language, if occasion
demanded ? 6. FischI says he did, but it is un-
certain. He may have spoken to the learned
men in Hebrew, the language of the Jewish
Church and Jewish culture. 7. The Septuagint
version, in Greek.

A GOOD CONSCIENCE*
\ GOOD conscience—a conscience
"^ void of offense—what a world of

leaning is included in these phrases!

every man's conscience were normal

nd healthy, never havinp been dead-

ned by frequent rebuffs nor warped

y worldliness and folly, then he might
e sure that, if it did not trouble him,

e was certainly walking in the right

ay.

But the metaphysicians tell us that

le sensitiveness of conscience is easily

flfected. It can be dulled and dis-

orted, and, like the delicate mechan-
sm of a fine clock, which by rude
reatment is made to strike amiss, to
ain or lose by jumps and starts, and
go wrong generally, can be rendered

iseless for all the purposes of a good
onscience.

Or a man may be bom with a de-
ective conscience. We all know indi-

iduals who are mentally weak. We
hould not think of consulting their
•pinion on any subject. We know

I
hat they cannot judge aright.

I
• It is the same with consciences. In
act, it is the opinion of many wise
)hilosophers that there are far more

• Topir of tlie Epworth Leatrue for Sunday,
iTHiary ?i. Tkxts : Acts 24 : Ifl ; I. Tim. 1 : 5-ia;

Titer .1 : 15, Ifi.

1%
On Your Savings

^( t Mon.-y |.lac«l willl (hi' Iiiiliixt rial
/ '-^ i8snt'i-i,'iianli-(l liv inoitgaKes on ri'iil

(•stall- in Ni'w York City anil the
iinini'iliatr viriintv. Tlierc is no
stipiilatiun as lo tin* amount wc

pay .I IXT rent, oil Hiiiiisiiot cxtM-t'itiiii; $:i.<)<)<).
i ijiii- savings an- ni'vcr inaitivr, ami in HcvciitiM'ii
X'HrB \vi- liave not |iaiil ii'sa than .''. iii'i- cent. Tliivr

I'- no arhitraiily llxi-il •'iliviilcnil ilays" t-viTy
llur works tor you from tin' day of rt'celpt

until the (lay of withdrawal.

Assets over . $2,000,000

Surplus and profits $ 1 50,000

Under Riiporvision of New York
H;iiikii)fr Di-|mrtriit'nt. our record is

"pi II (.) luililii- I'xniliiniitiiiii in their
files, als.. at ..iir place of business.

Wrtit for BooHel.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Timei Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York City

SaVP ^tPnC I"'"'-!-" H'eheii nil. I .lii.lntr room.Javc ,3lt:pS -lilp wlil.WheelTray-ee.lal.le.
>iM.llierrl,ar. II. St»n.l.l.e« l.il,le (..i sei vliij;. l!e,l,le
ir.li Willie wa^hloi; .li-hes. frif e (11). exp. p,,i,l. Clrenlar

'WHEEL TKA7 C0.,435C We»t 6l8t Place,Chicago HI.

OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY
Delightful .Hnninicr Tours. If interoHtcil personally or
Jill orKanize small company, write W. A. I»UATT,I'anadluu Pacific, !i3'-4 So. Clark Street, Chlcaso

people with defective moral sense than
with poor minds. One reason for this

may be that a lack of mind is early de-
tected, and means are set to work to
develop and brighten it, while the
weak moral fibre may not be seen. It

is a sort of color-blindness of the soul,

and color-blindness, as we all know,
may exist indefinitely without discov-
ery. If it is known in early childhood,
it can often be remedied.

Dr. Banks illustrates one difficulty

of conscience by the figure of the com-
pass. It is well known that any mass
of iron will affect the reliability of the
compass. Therefore the Clyde ship-
builders, when testing their newly
launched vessels, always send them at
least fifty miles down the river, for
fear the iron-stocked yards near their
buildings will divert the compasses.

Thus, if we live amid evil customs,
our consciences may become untrust-
worthy. The great power of the sin

around us may divert them from their
true use. This is a real peril to us all.

A story is told of an old Indian who
once asked a white man for some to-

bacco to smoke in his pipe. The white
man gave him a loose handful from his
coat pocket. The next day the Indian
came back and asked for the man. He
had found a coin among the tobacco, he
said, and he wished to return it.

"Why didn't you keep it?" inquired
his friend.

"I've got a good man and a bad man
here," said the Indian, pointing to his
breast. "The good man say, 'It is not
yours. Give it back'; the bad man
say, 'Never mind. He gave it to you.
It is yours.' The good man say, 'No.
You mustn't keep it.'

"So I don't know what to do, and I

think I go to sleep, but the good man
and the bad man keep talking all night.
They trouble me. Now I bring the
money back, and I feel good."

"Like that old Indian," remarks Dr.
Banks, "we all have a good man and a
bad man within. The bad man is the
temptation of the evil one. The good
man is the conscience set in every hu-
man breast."

It is true of us all, as the poet said
of him "who rounded Peter's dome,"
and who "wrought in a sad sincerity,"
that

Himself from Ootl he could not free.

Let US heed that inner voice. Let us
never disregard and scorn it. Keep it

pure, unspoiled, sensitive, and it shall
help to guide us into the kingdom.

Make
Money

Growing Fruit

in the Northwest
You can realize $500 to ^1,000 per acre per year from
apples, pears and peaches, ^300 to ^500 per acre per year

from berries
; $300 to $600 per

MTT rri XT J r, r Q-CTG from grapes. Gratifying
fn The Northern Pactfc ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ vegetables, grains

-it extends into or thrnijah j ir ir iand alfalfa, also.

The Northern Pacific

extends into or through

Minnesota, Wisconsin,

North Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Ore-
gon. New, rich territory

being opened up by exten-

tions now building. The
Homeseeker's Chance!

The irrigated lands in Montana, Idahoand
Washington reached by the Northern
Pacific offer you the most profitable op-
portunities for farming and fruit-growing

to be found anywhere in the United States.

The prize-winning fruits almost inva-

riably come from orchards in the
Northwest. The climate and the soil

are great factors in the popularity of this

country. People are constantly buying Northwestern lands. Don't delay
too long— write tonight for information about the State that interests you.

The Scenic Highway Through the Land of Fortune

Northern Pacific Railway
L. J. Bricher, General Immigration Agent

Dept. 24, St. Paul, Minn.

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent, St. Paul

Why not get a set of

Beautiful SPOONS and FORKS
Practically FREE.

Full size, of Rogers' heavy silver plate,

special rose pattern, with latest French
g^ay finish. Free from advertising.

For each spoon send metal ra|) from jar and 10 cts. In

staini>s. and for ca<'li fork send metal cai) from jar and
20 cts. in stamps. No limit to tlie number you ean tret.

The jar caps must be from the genuine

LIEBIG COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

witli blue signature. \\ e want you to know by
trial that it's the purest, most concentrated, and
the best for sick room and kitchen use.

Send postal for Mrs. Rorer's Conk Book. Address for
Conk Book, Spoons or Forks, Pept. S.

CORNEaLE DAVID & CO., 118 Hudson St.. New York.

LADY WANTED
To introiiiiee onr very coni|ilete Spring line of beautiful
w(kj1 suitutjrs, wash tabries, faucj' waistiutjs, silks,

ete., hatidkerehiefs. laces an<l petticoats. All up to date
New York City Patterns. Finest line on the market.
Dealing direct with the mills yon will find our prices
low. Profits, $10.00 to 83000 weekly. Samples and full

instructions pa<'.ked in a neat sample case, shipped
express prepaid. No money required. Kxclusive
territory. "NVrite for particulars. Be Jlrst to apply.

Standard Dress Goods Co., Dept. B 2, BInghainton, N.Y.

for Whooping
Cough,Croup,
Sore Throat,
Coughs, Bron-

"Used while chitis. Colds,
you sleep.' Diphthcna.Catarrh.

Vaporized Cresolone stops the paroxysms of

Whooping Couish. Ever dreaded Croup cannot

exist where Cresolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat, making
breathing easy in the case of coldsi soothes the sore

tin oat and stops the cough.

Cresolene is a powerful germicide, acting both

as a curative and preventive in contagious diseases.

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.

Cresolene's best recommendation is its 30 years

of successful use.

For Sale By All Druggists.
tStJid I'ostalfor Inscriptive Booklet.

THE VAPO-CRESOLENE CO. , 180 Fulton St.,NewYork

Leeming-Milea Building, Montreal, Canada

Send for our 1 9 1 Catalogue ; It's Free.
It contains 1 1 2 pages, over 250 illustra-

tions, cultural directions, etc.

Seeds -None Better Than Nolls

SWEET PEAS: Send 15c. for '4 lb. of
Noll's Superb Mixture, postpaid, and our
newdescriptiye and illustrated Catalogue.
You'll be delighted. Order today.

J. F. NOLL & CO.
121 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

DUTCH COLLAR

OR BELT PIN

with Your Initial
GIVEN AWAY

90 Beautiful Post Cards mp
^ U No Two Alike-Latett Designs IU U
Lovely assortment of -.ii Artistic liirtliiiay, Kriendsliip,
Good 1,1 ck. Hoses and Klowers in ex(|Uisite i-olors, all
for only 10 cents, it you answer this ad. immediately.
jr. U. Sermour. 355 W. Eighth St.,Topeka, Kan.

These pins are made of a solid piece of c*^™?" 5}.'T*'>
heavy Satin Silver Finish, with raised bright polished

letters and scroll. (Illustration Is exact slje.)

They were manufactured by us to sell for 25 cents, but

we have decided to use them as a leader to advertise our

other goods. Simply send us your name and full address

also the Initial you want, with 4 two-eent """'P* ''^

pay mailing and advt. expen.ses: we will send you oneot
the.se beautiful pins by return mall Free.

BEST SILVER CO., Dept. Cll. 83 Chambers St,, New lork Cltf.

PATENTS that PROTECT
Our 3 books for invrntors mailed on receipt o( 6 cts. st.^i .. ,

B.B.AA.B.LACEY,W»shlDgton.D.C..D<pt.36.E»t.l869
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Vou Can Clear

^2,880
With Each

24 Hens

4
Year

GUARANTEE
^X/E do hereby agree to re-

' ' fund the full purchase
price of the MILLER SYS-
TEM BOOK by return mail

to any purchaser at the

regular price, who, having
followed the system as

clearly given therein, fails to

realize the results claimed
below. This guarantee is

good for one year.

Show this guarantee to your lawyer.

Claims Included in Guarantee

1 . Men and women alike can operate the Miller System

without previous experience and secure the full results.

2. The hens can be at free range or penned up.

3. Only a garden plot of ground is necessary for 24 hens.

4. An average hour per day is sufficient for 24 hens.

5. No specially built coops are needed.

6. Almost no capitcd is required.

7. Cost for Miller feed for each hen. 5 cents per month.

Number of eggs laid not less than 220 per hen per year.

8. Cost of feed for ma-

turing a broiler, 5 cents.

Time required, seven

weeks.

9. Cost of feed for ma-

turing a laying pullet, I 5 cents ; time required, five months.

10. Eighty per cent, of time required for feeding is saved.

I I . The Miller Brooder is heated by>sponlaneous combustion.

Fuel costs '4 cent a month. Requires refilling once in 2 months.

Result is heat of same "feeling" and temperature as body heat of a

hen. Uniform regardless of weather conditions.

12. Ninety per cent, of chicks will positively mature. Almost

no attention is required.

1 3. Under the combined Miller Methods each hen will net $1 20 a year

EVEN A TEN DAY
TEST will show

a high increase in

egg production and
decrease in expense.
Hens respond imme-
diately to our method
Thirty days will suf-

fice to demonstrate
the value of our foods
and feeder in speedy
maturing of chicks.

ONE EXPERT SAYS:—"The liey to success in the poultry business is correct hrooding. Your brooder solves the problem."

A FARMER WRITES:—"Vour foods and feeding methods are the cheapest I have tried and yet I set more eggs."

ANOTHER SAYS :—"I have installed five oi them. They do what you say."

7'HERE is a reason why the Miller System brines these wonderful results. It will
all seem "so simple" when you read the Miller System Book. It gets results.

THE MILLER SYSTEM BOOK (Synopsis)
It is in three books or volumes, the regular price being 50c. per volume. These three volumes

can be secured also bound under one cover; this makes a large work of over 160 pages.

VOL. 1 contains the illustrations and plans
for the construction of the Miller System
Coops and Devices and for Setting Up and
Operating the "Poultry Plant" (24 and 32
hens being taken as units).

VOL. II is a hand-book
of Miller System Sec-
rets. It is a condensed
encyclopedia arranged
for ready reference.

VOL. Ill contains symp-
toms and cures for the
poultry diseases includ-
ing Roupe, Cholera,
White Diarrhea, etc.

SPECIAL OFFER Send $1.50 for Miller System Book, ISO pages 'the
three complete volumes bound in one) and your nams

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ will be placed on subscription list for twelve montha of
the Miller System Book Monthly Supplement which keeps same up to date. It is a place
for questions and answers and for discussions of Miller System users.

THE MILLER
ADDRESS

SYSTEM CO Dept.CHI Binghamton, N. Y.

MAKES
HOME
BEAUTIFUL

Why not make your home attractive outside?
It won't cost much toeucloso your lawn and garden with

Cyclone Opnantentai Fenco
and it is wonderful how it will improve its appearance.
Cyclone Fabrics are strong and durabi©—made of

heavy palvauized. lar^e Bessemer steel wiros. Erected
with either wooden or our special steel posts. Mo
previous experience necessary to put them up. *

Write to-d»y for handsome catalog showing fences,
gates, tree and flower-bed guards trellises, etc.

Cyclone Fence Co., Dept t4L Waukegan, III.

Don't Pay Two Prices—

j

{or Stores and Ranges.
Bnyat Factory Prices,
Save SIS.OO to $22.00

HOOSIER
STOVES

Are Wonderful "Fuel
Savers and Easy Bakers."
The 20 new 1910 improve-

ments make them the finest
Ptovesand ranges in the world.
"Why not buy the best when
you can buy them at such low
unheard of Factory Prices I

""

Hoosiers Are Delivered for You to Use 30 Days
Free in Your Own Home Before You Buy.

A written guarantee with each stove, backed by a
Million Dollars. Our new 1910 improvements on
stoves absolutely surpass anything ever produced.

il^Send postal today for free catalogue.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 State Street* Marion* Indiana

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,'- no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

T YOUR IDEAS
500 for one invention. Book,

How to Obtain a Patent" ami
What to Invent" si-nt ficc. Send rout;li

tr!i Ini ti.T i<-|.ort ;tst(..]tatcntal«iUty.
l'ari-iitsa«lvfiiiM-.| for saU-at (Hir t-xpriise
HI louitfrii .'Maiiufafiun'is' .lounials.

Patent Obtained or Fee Retarned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent AttVs
EstaMi?he.l \>'. Yenrs

928 F Street, Washington, D.C.

Seeds That Grow!
If you want the Best it is

possible to grow—such as
you can rely upon to pro-

duce the Choicest Vegetables and Most Beautiful Flowers, you should try
Burpee's Seeds! We shall be pleased to mail you, upon application,
Burpee's New Annual for 1910,—long known as "The Leading American
Seed Catalog." The first edition is more than four hundred thousand copies,
and yet it is too expensive a book of 178 pa^es to mail unsolicited except
to our regular customers. With elegant colored plates and hundreds of illus-
trations from nature it tells plain
truth and is a Safe Guide to success \y, ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
in the garden. Do you want a copy?

«•«>*.
If so, send your address to-day to Philadelphia, Pa.

MY PIN-OAK CHAPEL

MY toils of hand and cares of head and heart
Yield sweet obeisance to the Lord's Day
rest.

Pervading calm brings quiet to the breast,

Inviting soul from earth to come apart.

Nor seek life's deepest joy in things of art.

One luring tree of all to me the best.

Around or near my summer cottage nest.

Kind shelter gives from Sol's consuming dart,

Conelike its shapely dome spreads leafy shade.

Hangs round each branch and twig its foliate

lace.

Affording covert Safe for many a gladsome bird.

Pin-oak men call this comely shrine Cod-made.
Entrancing chans

place.

Lo! sunset flames,
heard.

To night the day gives

Be still. God's voice is

—Albert Osdorn.
Washington Crorc. Md.

Our Mo^ Precocious Boy
INTELLECTUAL prodigies are not

uncommon in our country in this

age of special training and intellectual

development, but such phenomena as

young William J. Sidis, of Brookline, a

suburb of Boston, are rare indeed, so

rare that young Sidis undoubtedly is

the only one of his kind in the United

States. Something of his unusual

powers may be known from the fact

that he has entered college at the age

of eleven years.

Sidis entered the grammar school in

Brookline at the age of six years, and
passed through seven grades in seven
months. At the age of eight years he
was a student in the Brookline High
School, and within three months was
helping the mathematical master of

the school to correct the papers of the

other boys. He read and wrote, and
could spell with surprising accuracy at

the age of three years, and by the time
he was four years old he could sit down
before a typewriter and write about as
well as the average man. He was the
star orator when a student at the
grammar and high schools in Brook-
line, and at ten years of age his ora-

tions in Greek would have done credit

to a Harvard graduate. This is all

the more remarkable because of the
fact that such mathematical prodigies
as young Sidis are nearly always de-

ficient along other lines of mental at-

tainment. Some of the most wonderful
mathematical prodigies in history were
helpless once they strayed from the
realm of figures. Most of them were
not of average intellectual ability

along other lines, but young Sidis tri-

umphs in the most surprising way
along every line of mental effort, and
he is believed to be the most remark-
able boy in the world when it comes to

mental attainments. His father and
mother are both physicians, and his

father. Dr. Boris Sidis, has achieved
marked distinction for his fine work
along the line of the new science
of psychopathology, or medical psy-
chology.
Young William J. Sidis is as normal

as the average boy in his physical ap-
pearance, and in some of his tastes, but
it can hardly be said of him that he is

a "real boy," and it is probable that
the world of boyhood would be robbed
of much of its sheer delight if all boys
were developed along the educational
system devised by Dr. Boris Sidis.

J. L. Harbour.

Comes Like a Benediction
Dca7- Dr. Klopscli : When I realize

your efforts to improve and benefit
your subscribers it seems to me that
words are inadequate for my heartfelt
appreciation. The "Dreamland" slum-
ber and the "Daughters of Dorcas"
came to us like a benediction. Our
hearts look up and onward, to the
Source of all good, and we will pray
that your glorious work will ever suc-
ceed. The Christian Herald, as I

tell my friends, I study next to my
Bible, and value its precious articles,
published from week to week. I thank
you for the beautiful pictures and also
for your letter, and wish it were my
privilege to meet you face to face.

Le Mars, la. Mrs. H. D. Drerr.

January 12, 1910

Successful

Egg

Farming
Anions people who can aftord luxuries thereiK

^reat demand for a regular supply of fresh egB»4
The few growers who can furnisli them regularly, !

winter and summer alike, get very high prices.

The Corning Egg-Book
(entitled "$6.41 per Hen per Year"), tells how

jt"omen. in poor health, starting four years ago -1

with only thirty hens, made from their little
j

egg farm a < lear profit of over $12,000 last year. I

It tells all al)out their experience, their failures, ':

their methods: .ind how others, men or women i

with good sense, care and faithful work, can make
,money in the same way. Not a detail left out.
i

The Corning Egg-Book i^ sold in combination I

with the Farm Journal, I'hilidelphia. Pa., and
jwe have ni.ide arrangenKiits to make this (

CnoPlfli nffoP* For $1.00 (cash, money order -^CSpcLldl VIICI . or check), we will send ;

postpaid tlic Corning Egg-Book and the Farm
]

Journal for two sears, .infl American Poultry
Advocate tuo ye.ars—all for .'fl.oo if order is sent •

at once to
j

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE '

754 Hogan Block Syracuse, N. Y.

Rider Agents Wantet
, in each town to ride 'and exhibit samp
jgio bicycle. Write for Specia! Offer.
Finest Guaranteed^ */l ^_ Cfr O',

1910 Models ^#t/««»^«i
with Coaster- Brakes and Puncture-Proof tire

1908 & 1909 Models «ty^_ atfi
all of best makes ip M *0 ^ l£
100 Second -Hand Whoel.
Alt 7nakfS and tnodils, Ao *^^ Aii

f;ood ai 71,11., 'PJ *0 9ei
(ireat FACTORY CLEARING SAU

1

We SMfM on AppPOVal wUhoul
cenc dcp'i:t' /.'v t'u /rfJi:ht and alio

TEM DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear wheel

lamps, sundries, hfil/ usual pruts. Do not bu
till you get our catalogs and offer. U'rUt now.

All::AD CYCLE CO., Dept. €-71 diicag'

JiJillff
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ipiiw?
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?AWSI
1 Man ;^.„^M'.rh'."„S Beat

ANY WOOB
IN ANY POSITION
ON ANY GROUND

_ _ ^ 4 In to 6 Ho Through
I
»it& • Folding D»af* 9 **^'* **'" '

I Sawing Maehino 00915 C Crosa-culSM*
810 Gorda dally la iha uaual averag* tar one man*

Btms BIBT Cfa-—g.—...^ Ab BAWS DOTIR
SBUa

Our 1910 Model Macliine saws faster, nans easier and will
last longer tlian ever. Adjusted In a minute to sultalg»
year-old boy or strongest man. Ask for catalog No. Md
and low price. First order gets agency
Foldiae Sawing Macb.Co..l5gC.tlarrisoo St., Cblcago.IlL

COPYTHISSKETCH
k't I rith ! Vm

tan earn $t:",i«i' tr. Sllij.nu or more per w
118 illuatmtor or cartoooist. My practiod I

svgtetii <jf |ii:r30Qal indivKliml lessons by mdl S

will tU'vel»p roiir talent. Fifteen years »••
cespfiil wyrk'fitr newspapers and magazlDM
qualitie.<! me to teach T""-

t^ena me vwur sketch of I'rceident Taft wlft

(if. in stamps and I >vill svv,<\ you a te?t IcaaOB

plale. al?>'. oollection i-f diawinss showing
pif?ibilities for vou.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
of Illustrating and Cartooning

1473 Schofield Bldg, , Clevel and,

WE Will TRIST YOU TEN DAYS. $1.S('
Sent on Approval. Send No Money, hair Swtti

i,
Send a lock of your hair, and we will mail a i:^ 01.

ich short atem tino human hair switch to matctu
you find it a bit^ bar^in.remit |l.t>'.) in ten days, art
Sand GET YOUR SWITCH FREE. Eitra ehftdM

Inclose Oc postage. Free beauty booklbo
ing latest atyle of hair dressing—also hlph grt

Swttche9,pompadours, wi(;s, piiffa.ctc. AnnaAyW~
QulncySt. Chicago

,L^ LAWN FENCE
sf^mn'ii^f'ff'fiKm^

) Many deslemg Cheap »s
' wood. 33 page Catalogun
I free. Special Prices to

\ Churches and Cemeteries.

j Coiled Spring Fence Co.
• Box D Winchester Ind.

i^CJlf^ IT* STRONGEST\r tin%jrmL MADE. Bull-
ST ^""" ^^^~ strong chlck-
fen-tight Sold to the user at Wholesale
SPrices. Wc Pay Frelsht. Catalogue tree.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
CBgx 47 Winchester, Indiana.

Bl
VMJIVErD y^S^ tnrLIZEOTEESEELU

*m I IWa I en ^^Sj^sWEETEB, ISOSS DUB-

CUIIPr^U rM» ABLE, LOWES TEICE.

HHtlaS. * TELLS WHY.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. P.

Returnable examination copies of the great hvnin bo'ok

HALLOWED HYMNS
sent on request to churches needing- new books
llil!; 1U<;I,(MV .V .MAI.V (0., New \m\. iii (lii>ai,'U
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Don't Weep At
The Ice House

m

iSome people swell up on "emotion"
ewed from absolute untruth.

It's an old trick ol the leaders of the

abor Trust to twist facts and make the

sympathetic ones" " weep at the ice

use." (That's part of the tale further on.)

Gompers el al sneer at, spit upon and
fy our courts, seeking sympathy by
Isely telling the people the courts were

ying to deprive them of free speech and
ee press.

Men can speak freely and print opin-

ns freely in this country and no court

lill object, but they cannot be allowed

print matter as part of a criminal con-

•iracy to injure and ruin other citizens.

• Gompers and his trust associates

arted out to ruin the Bucks Stove Co.

;

ive its hundreds of workmen out of

!ork and destroy the value of the plant

Ithout regard to the fact that hard
rned money of men who worked, had

een invested there.

The conspirators were told by the courts

stop these vicious "trust" methods,

;flforts to break the firm that won't come
ider trust rule), but instead of stopping

ley "dare "the courts to punish thetii

d demand new laws to protect them in

ich destructive and tyrannous acts as

ley may desire to do. * » • The
;ason Gompers and his band persisted in

ying to ruin the Bucks Stove Works
as because the stove company insisted

1 the right to keep some old employees
t work when "de union" ordered them
ischarged and .some of "de gang'' put in.

Now let us reverse the conditicms and
ave a look.

Suppose the company had ordered the

nion to dismiss certain men from their

nion and, the demand being refused,

ould institute a boycott against that

nion, publish its name in an "unfair list,"

struct other manufacturers all over the

iJnited States not to buy the labor of that

nion; have committees call at stores and
Ihreaten to boycott if the merchants sold

nything made by that union. Picket

iC factories where members work and
lug them on the way home, blow up their

iouses and wreck the works, and even
urder a f&w members of the boycotted
nion to teai-h them they must obey the

rders of "organized Capital ?"

It would certainly be fair for the com-
lany to do these things if lawful for the

labor Trust to do them.

In such a case, imder our laws the boy-
otted union could apply to our <-ourts

nd the courts would order the company
cease boycotting and trying to ruin

ese union men. Suppose thereupon
he company should sneer at the court
nd in open defiance continue the unlaw-
ul acts in a persistent, carefully laid out

plan, purposely intended to rum the
ainion and force its men>bers into poverty.
jWhat a howl would go up from the union
Demanding that the courts protect them
pud punish their law-breaking oppressors.
•Then they would praise the courts and go
:)n earning a living protected from ruin
md happy in the knowledge that the
people's courts could defend them.
How could any of us receive protection

from law-breakers unless the courts have
power to, and do punish such men.
The court is placed in position where

lit must do one thing or the other —punish
'men who persist in defying its peace
orders or 50 out of service, let anarchy
reign and the more powerful destroy the
weaker.

Peaceable citizens sustain the courts as
'Inir defenders, whereas thieves, forgers,
liiirglars, crooks of all kinds and violent
members of labor unions, hate them and
llireaten violence if their members are
punished for breaking the law. They
want the courts to let them go free and at
1 lie same time demand pimisliment for
other men "outside de union" when they
hreak the law. * * * Notice the above
reference is to "violent" members of labor
unions. The great majority of the "un-

' heard" union men are peaceable, upright
'Citizens. Tli<! noisy, violent ones get into
office, and the leaders of the great Labor
Trust know how to mass this kind of men

in labor conventions and thus carry out
the leaders' schemes, frequently abhorrent
to the rank and file: so it was at the late

Toronto convention.
The paid delegates would applaud and

"resolute" as Gompers wanted, but now
and then some of the real workingmen
insist on being heard, sometimes at the
risk of their lives.

Delegate Egan is reported to have said

at the Toronto convention

:

"If the officers of the federation would
only adhere to the law we would think a
lot more of them."'
The Grand Council of the Provincial

Workingmen's Ass'n of Canada has de-

clared in favor of severing all connection
with unions in the U. S., saying, "any
imion having its seat of Gov't in America,
and pretending to be international in its

scope, must fight industrial battles ac-

cording to American methods. Said
methods have consequences which are ab-
horrent to the law-abiding people of
Canada involving hunger, misery, riot,

bloodshed and murder, all of which might
be termed a result of the practical war
now in progress in our fair province, and
directed by foreign emissaries of the
United Miners of .America."
That is an honest Canadian view of our

infamous "Labor Trust."

A few days ago the daily papers printed
the following

:

( By the .Associated Press)

Washington, D. C, Nov. 10.—Charac-
terizing the attitude of Samuel Gompers,
.John Mitchell an<l Krank Morrison of the

Ameri<-an Federation of Labor in the con-
tempt proceedings in the courts of the

District of Columbia, in c(>nnecti(>n with
the Bucks' Stove and Range company, as

"a willful, premeditated violation of the
law," Simon Burns, general master work-
men of the general assembly. Knights of
Labor, has voiced a severe condenniation
of these three leaders. Mr. Burns ex-

pressed his confidence in courts in general
and in those of the District of Columbia in

particular.

AI'PROVKD I«Y DELEGATES.

This rebuke by Burns was in his annual
report to the general assembly of his or-

ganization. He received the hearty ap-
j)roval of the delegates who heard it read
at their annual meeting in thisc-ity.

"There is no trust or combination of
capital in the world," said Mr. Burns,
"that violates laws oftener than do the

trust labor organizations, whicn resort to

more dishonest, unfair and dishonorable
methods toward their competitors than
any trust or combination in the country."

Mr. Burns said the action of "these
so-called leaders" would be harmful for

years to come whenever attempts were
made to obtain labor legislation.

"The Labor Digest," a reputable work-
ingman's paper says, as part of an article

i-ntitled "The beginning of the end of
Gompersisra, many organizations becom-
ing tired of the rule-or.ruin policies which
have been enforced by the president of
the A. V. of L."
"That he has maintained his leadership

for so long a time in the face of his stub-

born clinging to policies which the more
thoughtful of the workingmen have seen
for years must be abandoned, has been fin

account partly of the sentimental feeling

on the part of the organizations that he
ought not to be deposed, and the unwill-

ingness of the men who were mentioned
for the place, to accept a nomination in

opposition to him. In addition to this,

there is no denj'ing the shrewdness of the
leader of the A. V . of L., and his political

sagacity, which has enabled him to keep a
firm grip on the machinery of the organi-
zation, and to have his faithful henchmen
in the positions where they could do him
the most good whenever their services

might be needed.
"Further than this, he has never failed, at

thelast conventions,to have some sensation
to spring on the convention at the psycho-
logical moment, which would place him
in the light of a martyr to the cause of
unionism, and excite a wave of sympathetic
enthusiasm for him, which would carry the

delegates oflF their feet, and result in his

re-election.

"That his long leadership, and this ap-
parent impossibility to fill his place has
gone to his head, and made him imagine
that he is much greater a man than he
really is, is undoubtedly the case, and
accounts for the tactics he has adopted
in dealing with questions before congress,

where he has unnecessarily antagonized
men to whom organized labor must look
for recognition oif their demands, and
where labor measures are often opposed
on account of this very antagonism, which
would otherwise receive support.

"There is no doubt but what organized
labor in this country -would be much
stronger with a leader who was more
in touch with conditions as they actually
exist, and who would bring to the front

the new policies which organized labor

must adopt if it expects to even main-
tain its present standing, to say nothing
of making future progress."
We quote portions of another article,

a reprint, from the same labor paper:
"Organized labor, through its leaders,

must recognize the mistakes of the past

if they expect to perpetuate their or-

ganizations or to develop the movement
which they head. No movement, no
organization, no nation can develop
beyond the intellects which guide these
organizations, and if the leaders are
dominated by a selfish motive the or-

ganization will become tinged with a
spirit of selfishness, which has never
appealed to mankind in any walk of life

at any time since history began.
"It can be said in extenuation of certain

leaders of organized labor that the pre-

carious position which they occupy as

leaders has had a tendency to cau.se them
to lose sight of the object behind the
organization. The natural instinct in

man for power and position is in no small
measure responsible for the mistakes of
the leaders, not necessarily in labor

unions alone, but in every branch of

society. This desire for power and lead-

ership and personal aggrandizement causes
men who have been earnest and sincere

in their efforts in the start to deteriorate

into mere politicians whose every act
and utterance is tinged with the desire
to cater to the baser passions of the work-
ing majority in the societies or organiza-
tions, and this is undoubtedly true when
applied to the present leaders of the Fed-
eration. We mention the Federation
of Labor particularly in this article be-
cause that organization is the only or-

ganization of labor which has yet found
itself in direct opposition to the laws of

the land. There are other organizations

of labor whose leaders have made mis-

takes, but they have always kept them-
selves and their organizations within the

bounds of the law and respected the rights

of every other man in considering the

rights of themselves and their constitu-

ency ; whereas, the motto of the Federation
is just the reverse, and unless the leaders

conform themselves and their organization

in accordance with the laws of the land,

the leaders and the organization itself

must be disintegrated and pass into his-

tory, for in America the common sense in

mankind is developed to a greater extent
than in any other nation on the earth, and
the people, who are the court of last resort

in this c'ountry, will never allow any system
to develop in this country which does not
meet with the approval of the majority of
the citizens of the country.

This must have forced itself upon the
leaders of the Federation by this time. If

it has not, the leaders must be eliminated.

The organization which they head hasdone
many meritorious things in times past and
the people are always ready and willing to

acknowledge the benefits which their

efforts have brought to their constituency
as a whole, but at the present time labor
organizations in general, and the Federa-
tion of Labor in particular, stand before
the bar of public opinion, having been
convicted of selfishness and a disposition

to rule all the people of the country in

the interest of the few. The people are
patient and awaiting to see if the object
lesson which they have been forced to give
to these leaders is going to be recognized
and if they are going to conform them-
selves and their future work and actions in

accordance thereto."
Let the people remember that comment,

"The Federation of Labor in particular
stands before the bar of public opinion
having been convicted of selfishness and a
disposition to rule all the people of the
country in the interest of the few."
The great 90 per cent of Americans do

not take kindly to the acts of tyranny by
these trust leaders openly demanding that
all people bow down to the rules of the
Labor Trust and we are treated to the hu-
miliating spectacle of our Congress and
even the Chief Executive entertaining these
convicted law-breakers and listening with
consideration to their insolent demands
that the very laws be changed to allow
them to safely carry on their plan of gain-
ing control over the affairs of the people.

The sturdy workers of America have
come to know the truth about these "mar-
tyrs sacrificing themselves in the noble
cause of labor" but it's only the hysterical
ones who swell up and cry over the afore-

said "heroes." reminding one of the two
romantic elderly maids who, weeping co-

piously, were discovered by the old janitor

at Mt. 'Vernon.
"What is it ails you ladies ?"

Taking the handkerchief from one
swollen red eye, between sobs she said:

"Why we have so long revered the mem-
ory of George Washington that we feel it

a privilege to come here and weep at his

tomb."
"Yas'm, yas'm, yo' shore has a desire

to express yo' sympathy but yo' are over-
flowin' at de wrong spot, yo' is weepin' at

de ic-e house."
Don't get maudlin about law-breakers

who must be punished if the very existence

of our people is to be maintained.

If you have any surplus sympathy it can
be extended to the honest workers who con-
tinue to earn food when threatened and are
frequently hurt and sometimes killed before
the courts can intervene to Protect them.
Now the Labor Trust leaders demand of

Congress that the courts be stripped of
power to issue injunctions to prevent them
from assaulting or perhaps murdering men
who dare earn a living when ordered by
the Labor Trust to quit work.
"Don't weep at the Ice House" and

don't permit any set of law-breakers to

bully our courts, if your voice and vote
can prevent. Be sure and write your
Representatives and Senators in Congress
asking them not to vote for any measure to

prevent the courts from protecting homes,
property and persons from attack by paid
agents of this great Labor Trust.

Let every reader write, and write now.
Don't sit silent and allow the organized

and paid men of this great trust to force

Congress to believe they represent the
great masses of the American people. Say
your say and let your representatives in

Congress know that you do not want to be
governed under new laws which would em-
power the Labor Trust leaders with legal

right to tell you when to work. Where !

For whom! At what price! What to buy !

What not to buy ! Whom to vote for! How
much you shall pay per month in fees to

the Labor Trust! etc., etc., etc.

This power is now being demanded by
the passage of laws in Congress. Tell your
Senators and Representatives plainly that

you don't want them to vote for any meas-
ure that will allow any set of men either

representing Capital or Labor to govern
and dictate to the common people, who
prefer to be free to go and come, work or
not, and vote for whom they please.

Every man's liberty will disappear when
the leaders of the great Labor Trust or
any other trust can ride rough shod over
people and mass their forces to prevent our
courts from affording protection.

"There's a Reason."

C. W. POST, Battle Creek, Mich.

The above article is inserted as a paid advertisement



NAPOLEON'S name fills more pages in the world's solemn history than that of any other mortal. This famous painting shows Lim a captive, on board the English ship Bellerophon, gazing out

across the solemn sea toward France, where he was once Emperor. He realizes that his dream of Universal Empire is at cin end, yet is unconscious that he is soon to be banished like an outcast a

thousand miles from shore to the lonely and barren rocks of St. Helena. This famous picture from Ridpath's History is but ONE of the TWO THOUSAND in the complete work and serves to

illustrate but ONE event out of all the THOUSANDS which make up the history of every empire, kingdom, principality and nation, all accurately and entertainingly told in the world-famed publication,

mOPATH'S HISTORY OF THE WORLD
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition oi this monumental work. BRAND NEW,
down to date, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco, which we must sell immediately. We are offering the remaining sets

At LESS than even damaged 3et3 were ever 3old!
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and
address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our price
broadcast for the sake of more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon to-day.

WILLIAM Mckinley said:
"I am familiar with tiie merits of

Ridpath's History of the World, and
cordially commend it to the scholar as
well as to the plain people generally."

BISHOP VINCENT said:
"Ridpath's History is in clear and

agreeable style, comprehensive in

treatment, readable type and admira-
ble illustrations. This set of books is

a permanent college chair of general
history in one's own house."

BISHOP NEWMAN said:
"In reading Ridpath I experience

the pleasure often realized when look-
ing at some grand panorama. The
superb pictures of temples, palaces,
scenes, events and men add a cliarm
to the clear and vigorous style of the
learned author."

BENJAMIN HARRISON said:
"The author's labors are deserving

of the highest praise. The printing
and binding are first class and the
illustrations are numerous and of a
high order. I most heartily recom-
mend this great work for study and
convenient reference."

LEW WALLACE said:
"I have not words to sufficiently

recommend Professor Ridpath's 'His-
tory of the World.' The author has
done his work in the most thorough
and interesting manner. No library

is complete without it."
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you imagine a greater testimonial for any set of books ? The
English-speaking world has endorsed this as the only History

of the World worth having.

RIDPATH in your home means you need never spend
a lonely evening. You can associate with the
world's heroes

;
you can cross the Rubicon with

CiEsar, after which Rome was free no more. You
can sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest genius

of the ancient world. You can kneel at the
shrine of Lincoln, '"the greatest character of

all time, the gentlest memory of our world."
It is ennobling to commune with these
children of destiny. To be associated

with great men is to be great one's
self, and you will add to your

store of knowledge which is

power, and to the richness of
your life.

SEIMD COUPON TO-OaVJust sign Coupon, or copy o

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before the pyramids
of Egypt were built; down through the romantic troubled times of
Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence: of Babylonia's wealth

and luxury; of Grecian and Roman splendor; of Mohammed'an culture and
refinernent; of French elegance and British power; of American patriotism
and religious freedom, to the dawn of yesterday. He covers every race, every
nation, every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.
Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written by man.

RIDPATH throws the mantel of personality over the old heroes of history.
Alexander is there—patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning the
glory of Grecian history. Xerxes, from his mountain platform, sees

Themistocles, with three hundred and fifty Greek ships, smash his Persian
fleet of over a thousand sail, and help to mould the language in which this
paragraph is written. Rome perches Nero upon the greatest throne on earth,
and so sets up a poor madman's name to stand for countless
centuries as the synonym of savage cruelty ; Napoleon fights
Waterloo again under your very eves, and reels before the
iron fact that at last the end of his gilded dream has come.
Bismarck is there—gruff, overbearing, a giant pugilist in the
diplomatic ring, laughing with grim disdain at France, which
says "You shall not." Washington is there, "four-square to
all the winds," grave, thoughtful, proof against the wiles of
British strategy and the poisoned darts of false friends; clear-
seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrymen, and on into
another century—the most colossal world-figure of his time
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Oue^ions and Answers

J C. Scranton, Pa. Please tell me the first

name of General Howe, of the American
Revolution. There were only two Amer-
ican generals, one in New England (Con-

necticut), the other in Virginia. The

name of the New England one is what I

want.

The only two commanders during the Revo-

lution of which we have record were the two

British officers, General Sir William, fifth Vis-

count Howe, 1725-1814, who commanded at

Boston and Bunker Hill, and his brother.

Admiral Richard, Earl Howe, 1725-1799.

R. T., Riverside, Calif. 1. Explain Matt.

5 : 22. 2. Was the colored race black at

first, or have they been tanned black by

the sun ?

1. Two judiciary courts were recognized by

the Mosaic law, dealing with offenses according

to their enormity: the first, an assemblage of

the eldei-s, or municipal rulers, convened in the

gates of the cities, to try trivial offenses. This

court, in the te.xt, is termed "the judgment."

The higher court was that of the Sanhedrin,

called "the council" in the text. "Raca" was

an expression of contempt ; if used by one Jew

toward another, the offense was tried before

the higher court. The use of the word

"moreh," here translated "thou fool," was a

Hebrew form of condemnation, which if proven

was punished by stoning, the corpse of the

guilty one being afterward cast into the fires

of Gehenna, i. e., the burning refuse-pit, out-

side the walls. 2. The dark coloration of the

negro is due to development of a black pig-

ment beneath the skin, protective against the

heat of the tropical sun, and perpetuated by

heredity.

Reader, Mount Stirling, la. 1. Are the Jewish
people now classed as a nation ? 2. If a

Jew would accept the teachings of Christ,

as given in the New Testament, would he
yet be a Jew or a Christian?

1. They are a race, though not a .nation.

"Nation" implies political and governmental

form and organization. 2. A Hebrew Chris-

tian.

M. E. W., Westfield, N. J. 1. What does the
word "compass" mean in Acts 28:13?
2. Was there such a thing as a compass in

those days?

1. "Fetched a compass" means made a cir-

cuit, or, as a modern seaman would phrase it.

"sailed on a traverse," not heading toward
their destined harbor. 2. The mariner's com-
pass was not invented till 1260 A.D.

Mrs. E. McN., Muskegon, Mich. What is

the blackdamp spoken of in the Cherry
mine disaster?

Blackdamp is carbon dioxide gas. It is

found mixed with firedamp in mines. It is

formed by fires, exhalations from the coal or

ground, or by explosions of firedamp. Fire-

damp is an explosive gas. consisting of light

carbureted hydrogen (marsh gas). It is fre-

quently generated spontaneously from coal.

Mrs. W. B. W., Westfield. N. J. Explain
Eccles. 11:3.

The previous chapter and the first eight

verses of chapler 11 are a collection of prov-

erbs current among the people at that time, so

are of wide and general application. In the

verse asked about the word "toward" is better

rendered "in," meaning "if a tree fall in the

south (country), or in the north (country), in

the place where the tree falleth there shall

it be."

Reader, Richland Center, Pa. 1 am supersti-
tious. How can I rid myself of my foolish
ideas and fears?

It is astoni-shing to find how many nominal
Christians are fettered in this way. They know
that out of thirteen who sit together at table

one is no more likely to die than out of any
other thirteen people ; that a four-leaved clover

brings no more "luck" than any other kind,
except as it develops extra industry ; that the
new moon will serve you no better if seen over
your left shoulder than over your right : that
Friday is just as good a day for all purposes
as any other ; and the same of dozens of other
.senseless beliefs. They are all unworthy of
intelligent beings, and especially so of those
who are Christians, for we read in God's Word
that no evil thing can befall those who trust in

him, and that if we love him we need never
fear. Our superstitions (demon terrors) are
an inheritance handed down to us from the
old, dark pagan days, when every one. from

the priest down to the slave, believed in signs

and omens. The old pagan religions were

filled with feai- and terror, from which the

religion of Christ makes us free. Many Scrip-

ture passages condemn superstitious fear. Pray

and fight until you conquer it. Never allow

>()ursell to be governed by silly fears awakened
by "signs."

W. H., Tuscarora, N. Y. What becomes of the

spirit at death? Does it become dormant
until the resurrection, or does it mingle
with other spirits, and enter its full re-

ward?
See Luke 23:43: I. Pet. 3:19; Mark 9:4;

Heb. 12 : 1. These and other texts indicate

an existence of activity.

O. F. R., Lexington, Ky. 1. Is there any pas-

sage in the Old Testament which John the

Baptist could have possibly construed to

mean that Jesus went for him to immerse
him ? 2. Would it have been possible for

John to have baptized all those people that

went out from Jerusalem, and all Judea,

and all the region about Jordan, by im-

mersion? The Bible does not speak of

John having any one to assist him.

1. John's baptism was simply a compliance

with the long-existing Levitical ordinance lor

purifying and cleansing (Num. 8:7; Ezek.

36:25); officially, as evangelist and prophet,

John's right to administer this ordinance to

the as yet unrecognized Jesus could not be dis-

puted. 2. There is nothing in the language of

The Great Teneriffe Volcano, Mt. Chinyero, in Eruption

AFTER a silence of centuries, Mt. Chinyero. a large volcanic peak in Teneriffe, Canary Islands, lately

showed signs of alarming activity. The eruption began on November 18. Lava flowed down in

three directions, tW9 streams moving toward Santiago, and one toward Icod. rujning banana, potato,

and tomato plantations. Two of these streams were iSS yards in width: the other was 650 yards
wide. A stream of lava flowing down the Santiago Valley advanced over half a mile in twenty-four
hours: another advanced only 300 yards during one night It wa^ possible to view the eruption with
.safety from neighboring peaks. Guards were set to watch tlie volcano and the lava streams by night
and day, that the alarm might be given in good time. Immense masses of xcorim and rock were
thrown into the air (luring the eruptions. Gales accompanied the outbursts, and in one of these
violent storms the American yacht Varuna was wrecked off Madena. Our photograph, from the
London Illustrated Neics, shows the volcan'o during a particularly violent outbreak. The w hole
island of Teneriffe is volcanic.

M. S. J., St. Louis, Mo. Please suggest a sen-
tence for each of the following combina-
tions of letters, in order to impress upon
a child's mind the musical facts for which
they stand: For the sharps: F, C, G, D.
A, E, B ; for the flats : B, E, A, D, G,
C, F ; for signatures of sharps : G, D, A,
E, B, F, C ; for signatures of flats : F, B,
E, A, D, G, C.

Many better sentences might be framed, but
the following are suggested as likely to be re-

membered by children

:

1. Frank calls good David an evil boy.

2. Betty eats a doughnut while guarding
cross Florence.

3. Great dogs are equally brave, fearless,

clumsy.

4. Fat Ben eats a dozen great cucumbere.

Matt. 3 : 5, 6, implying either the manner in

which those people were baptized, or how many
days were occupied in the administration. A
similar instance is recorded in Acts 2:41. Both
"immersion" and "aspersion" (pouring or
sprinkling) were used in the early Christian
churches, either being accepted as valid and
equally symbolical.

Rev. A. C, Palestine, Tex. 1. Is it not true
that the ordinances that the Lord Jesus
nailed to his cross were the Old Testament
ordinances (Col. 2:14; Heb. 9:1)? 2. Is
it not also tnie that the ordinances of bap-
tism and the Lord's Supper were instituted
after he nailed to his cross the ordinances
referred to in these passages ?

1. A careful reading of chapters seven and
eight of the Epistle to the Romans will explain

led J

I

the quoted passage in Colossians. Hebrews,
,

ninth chapter, shows the blotting out of the

type by its antitype. 2. The ordinance of our

Lord's Supper was instituted previous to the

crucifixion ; that of baptism, previous to his

ascension. (See Matt. .28 : 19.)

C. A. G., Baltimore, Md. Explain what iS'

meant by the petition, "Thy kingdom
come," in the Lord's Prayer.

Jesus elsewhere explains it as the inception.

of the spiritual kingdom of righteousness in,

the hearts of men, which was ultimately to

spread throughout the world.

Sunday School Worker, Wheeler, N. Y. What
was the name of Paul's sister, and where
can we find it?

There is no way of finding it, as at is not
)

mentioned in the Scriptures.

A reader, R. C. Finley, of Connecticut,
kindly sends the following in i-egard to a recent

query : "In your issue of October 27 G. T.,

Sawtelle, Calif., asks about Mother Shipton's

prophecy. Below find same in full. This was
first published in England in 1485. All the

events have come to pass except that contained
in the last two lines

:

"Carriages without horses shall go, •

And accidents fill the earth with woe

;

Around the world thoughts shall fly

In the twinkling of an eye

;

Waters shall yet more wonders do,

Now strange, yet shall be true

;

The world upside down shall be,

And gold be found at root of tree ;

Through hills man shall ride
And no horse or ass be found at his side; y, •

j

Under water men shall walk.
Shall ride, shall sleep, shall talk; ^
In the air men shall be seen .Ji
In white, in black, in green ;

Iron in the water shall float

As easy as a wooden boat

;

Gold shall be found 'mid stone ,

In a land that's now unknown ; ' J

Fire and water shall wonders do;
England shall at last admit a Jew ;

And this world to an end shall come
In eighteen hundred and eighty-one."

Miscellaneous
J. M. A.. Mountainview, Okla. See Gen. 2 : 5. t-

A. A. S., Erieville, N. Y. See 1. John 3:15!
Acts 16:28, and Job 14:14.

Subscriber, Baldwin, Kan. Write to the

postmaster at Athens, O.

This Is Your Opportunity!

OWING to the severe storms, that

rendered many country roads prac-

tically impassable, a large number of

our subscribers were unable to make
good their intention to mail, on or be-

fore December 31, 1909, their subscrip-

tions in time to secure our great
and exceedingly popular photogravure,
"Daughters of Dorcas."

These subscribers claimed our indul-

gence in view of the circumstances,
and in response to their appeal to us

we granted them an extension so as to

entitle their belated subscriptions tO'

this extra premium.
But we find it difficult to differen-

tiate between unavoidable delays and
others, and therefore we have deter-

mined to grant the same indulgence to

all our subscribers by

Extending the Time to Jan. 31, 1910

which will entitle every subscriber, new
and renewal, whose subscription is

mailed on or before January 31, to se-

cure this great supplementary pre-

mium in addition to our beautiful

"Dreamland" calendar.
This gives ALL an opportunity for 12

MORE DAYS to claim this special in-

ducement, which many of our subscrib-

ers value at twice the cost of a year's

subscription.
This is your last opportunity, as thej

second edition, specially prepared for

this occasion, is now nearing its er\6.

^t^ No more will be issued. Orrly

Twelve More Days Left.

ill so:

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, January 19, 1910. Page 46
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IN THE WORLD'S HIGHEST CAPITAL
[HAVE recently returned from a missionary

visit to Ciiile and the South. One of the sen-

sations during the last few months in Soulli

\merica has been the crisis between Bolivia and
Vru, in which the Argentine, Brazil and Chile are

ill somewhat involved. The crisis is the result of

I boundary que.-tion between Peru and Bolivia,

. hich was submitted to the President of the Arjicn-

ino for arbitration. The decision was unfavorable
Bolivia. For the time being that country has

ejected the decision.

Since then Bolivia has been on the verge of a
leclaration of war with Peru. In La Paz, the Min-
-ter of Argentina got his papers, with orders to

luit. Several outrages were committed on Peiu-
. ians in that city, and a great number of them fled,

lossing the borders to Puno, on the shores of Lake-

I'iticaca. War between the two na-
tions would be a calamity, and we
arnestly pray that it may he averteti.

It is believed the United States i>

Mving to arrange a pacific solution
I'the difficulty.

Holivia is a country of which the
itside world knows but little. It is

a country rich in minerals, chiefly

tin, silver and copper, but its surface
has only been scratched. A few
years ago, leligious lil)erty was pro-
' laimed. But this action of a pro-
L;i<.'ssive government did not entirely
l)rfak the despotism of the Roman
Church. Liberty in Bolivia will exist
in proportion as Protestant prin-
ciples and ideals are disseminated by
evangelical workers. Many of the
Bolivians are still slaves to supersti-
tion and priestcraft. There is an in-

creasing number of Christian work-
ers in the country, all aiming at
improving the education of the people
and bestowing on them the gift of an
open Bible and the message of free
salvation which it proclaims. Last
year I visited the three most active
centres of Bolivia : La Paz, the actual
capital; Oruro, the centre of the rail-
way system now in construction, and
lUyuni, the chief custom house centre
for a great part of the country.
Oruro is a bleak, uninterestinj>r, half-Indian, half-

Spanish-speaking, mining town. Standing at an
elevation of some 13,000 feet above sea level, it is a
;v/:ld jumble of mountains, with a dreary, monot-
onous horizon. The only vegetation is a stunted
grass, and the only trees are a few shrubs in the
plaza, covered over from the night frosts. Every-
where along the hillsides can be seen prospectors'
holes and deserted shafts. Above the town rises an
artificial hill, where the tin mines have dumped vast
upheavals of waste. Miners went there in quest of
(Wealth, and many of them found it, and then de-
]
parted to a more hospitable clime. While in

^'By A. R. STARK, Cdlao

Oruro we were kindly entertained in the missionary
home of Rev. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell, of the Can-
adian Baptist Mission. It was a great and unex-
pected pleasure to address this native gathering,
composed of Spanish-speaking Bolivians and Qui-
chua Indians. X lasting memory was a small gift

toward the circulation of the Bible in Bolivia, from
a grateful convert.
The journey from Oruro to La Paz can now be

made by train. On the way a few small Indian
hamlets are passed. Quichua and Aymara Indians
crowd into the train, with heavy bundles on their
backs. It was evening as we reached the Alto of
La Paz. All day long we had been traveling on the

Selling Bibles and Sacred Pictures in La Paz

great elevations. The level rays of the sun were
shining on the great central snow range of the
Andes, lighting up Sorata, Illamani and Quimpsi
Cruz, the highest peaks of the Bolivian Alps. Far
below lies this wonderful sierra city of La Paz,
beautiful for its name and its situation, with its

churches and red-tiled roofs, and with almost noth-
ing to disturb the solemn stillness.

La Paz in many ways is unique. It is nearly the
quaintest city in all South America. As a city
standing- nearly 12,000 feet above the sea, with a
population of some 83,000, it is easily the largest
city in the world at this elevation and at the same

time the world's highest capital. Its Indian popula-
tion is unique. In the early morning the city is

astir with Indians, cliolos and Spanish-speaking
Bolivians; the Indians are clad in all dazzling col-

ors of bright red, yellow and blue. In the market
place Indian women sit around, with their fruits
and vegetables on the ground, arranged in little

heaps, to be sold for a few cents a pile. Their little

black-eyed, dusky children crawl about, playing
with potatoes or anything that happens to be about.
Groups of llamas lumber along, with more merchan-
dise, to the peril of crawling babies, whose mothers
rush to rescue them from trampling feet.
The spirit of progress is only beginning to stir the

place from slumber. At the railway station the
traveler is met by a group of sturdy Indian car-
riers, ready to carry your baggage for a trifle. The
cargador is an indispensable factor in the carrying

trade. Here everything is carried on
his back. The cargador will pick up
a trunk or a sack of flour on his back
and start off at a jog-trot pace, up
and down hill, faster than you can
walk. A new arrival, panting for
breath at this great elevation, looks
with astonishment on this feat of
strength, the result of the Indians'
training back to the days of the Incas.

It was a Sunday morning of bril-

liant sunshine as we wended our way
to the American Methodist School,
where a small group of missionaries
and a few Christian friends, gath-
ered from many lands, meet for wor-
ship in the city of La Paz. In the
group was an earnest Swede, a couple
from Canada, several from the United
States and a few from England and
Scotland. There was a young Span-
iard, who had studied in America,
and a young Bolivian, who had mar-
ried an American lady. In the even-
ing we met for a Spanish service in

another part of the city. We pick

our way along crooked and narrow
streets, stumbling over boulders and
open sewers, until we reach the open
door of the Salon Evangelica, or what
does service for a Methodist Church
in Bolivia. The two Spanish Prot-

estant meetings had united, and the

result was a good audience, as far as audiences go
in this city, and an enthusiastic meeting of Boli-

vians, who were coming under the influence of an
open Bible and the earnest teaching of evangelical

Christian doctrine.

The workers in Bolivia represent the Canadian
Baptist, the American .Methodist Episcopal and a

Pentecostal Church. The Bible Societies are also at

work. Last year my colporteurs circulated 3,000

copies of the Word of God. God bless these distant

and lonely workers, as they help to plant the stand-

ard of the Cross on the highest elevations of the

Andes of South America

!
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A SERMON TO PARENTS

By Rev. J. W. Chapman, D.D.* j:

IT
has been my pleasure, in many of the cities of

our country, to preach a sermon entitled "An
Old-Fashioned Home," the text for which I

found recorded in the Second Book of Kings, twen-

tieth chapter and fifteenth verse : "What have they

seen in thy house?"

In this sermon I made an appeal for right living,

for the family altar and for the re-establishment of

all those influences that have made homes so sacred

in the past. I endeavored as faithfully as I could,

with the memory of my own mother influencing me,

to picture a Christian mother, and tried to pay a

tribute to the fathers who in days past have added

strength to the household and whose memories are

such that their children rise up and call them

blessed.

In Fall River, Mass., at the conclusion of the

preaching of this sermon, one of the pastors, Rev.

Dr. Swift, came to me, saying, "Your message is all

right for the man who is so fortunate as to have had

such a home as you describe ; but there sat near me
this evening one who seemed utterly disconsolate,

because such an experience had not been his." And
then he said, "I think you ought to preach a sermon

on the modern home, and, if you wish, I will give

you a text." It is to Dr. Swift that I am indebted

for the text for this sermon: "When my father

and my mother forsake me, then the Lord will take

me up."

The Homes of Our Fathers

I am quite well convinced that many of the mod-
ern homes are as thoroughly filled with the Spirit

of Christ as ever the homes of our fathers were;
but I am also persuaded that what we need more
than anything else is a better home life. Homes in

which the fathers are the priests of the household

and mothers are saints in the estimation of their

children. Give us such homes as these, and the

cities will be better, the churches will be stronger,

and the whole world experience a spiritual uplift.

Years ago, when the English soldiers were fight-

ing against their enemies, it was found that the

Scotch laddies were dying in great numbers. The
disease which carried them off baffled the skill

of the best physicians, but at last they learned the
secret in a strange way. It was found that the
pipers, near by them, were playing the tunes that
reminded them of the heather and the hills, and
they were literally dying of homesickness. This is

one side of the picture.

The other is the story of the man who came to me
at the conclusion of a sermon, and said, "My mother
died at seventy-six years of age, and, so far as I

remember, she never kissed me. I never knew what
a mother's love was, and, in all my life, I have never
known the first touch of homesickness."

There is no greater heritage for us than the mem-
ory of homes founded in the fear of God and
strengthened by his abiding presence. If we are
to have such homes, the fathers must exercise their
priestly functions. It is not possible for many men
to be great, neither is it possible for very many to
be rich; but it is possible for every man to be good
and true, and if he lives such a life in the presence
of his children that when he comes to the end of
life's journey they can stand by his grave to say
that they considered him more like Christ than any
one else in the world whom they have known, then
such a life is worth while. And it may be yours
and mine.

The Mother Must Be True

If our homes are to be as God would have them,
the mother must be true. She cannot be given to
worldliness, and she must be thoroughly consistent.
Mothers have always influenced for good or evil in

* Rev. J. W. Chapman, D.D. (Presbyterian), probably the great-
est evangelist since Dwight L. Moody, has lately returned from a
Gospel World-Tour, and is now conducting evangelistic work in
our leading Eastern and Middle State cities.
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a mightier way than any other person. James
Whitcomb Riley expresses this when he writes

:

My mother she's so good to met
If I was good as I could be,

I couldn't be as good, no sir;

Can't any boy be good as her.

If our homes are to be as they should, then love

must abide in every room. The atmosphere must
be quiet and peaceful. To cross the threshold of

such a home would mean to enter into blessing. It

is for such an abode as this I plead. If our homes
are as God meant them to be, then the moral atmos-

phere of them will always be mighty in its influence.

A Tribute to Good Mothers

I was in Northfield, Mass., one season, when I

heard Dwight L. Moody pay this tribute to his

mother. He had a number of his friends to go up
with him to his mother's house, and, calling her out

on the lawn, he said, "Gentlemen, this is my mother.

It was she who put her arms around us when father

died. It was she who made it possible for us to

have even the small comforts of life, and when we
were so poor that we scarcely had food to eat or

fire to warm us it was she who protected us. All

that is good in my life, I think, has come from her;

and I have never come near Northfield that I have
not found myself walking nervously up and down
the aisle of the car, anxious to reach home, that I

might see my mother."
There is no greater loss to an individual than to

miss this out of his life, but if it has been missed,

the case is not hopeless, for "when my father and
my mother forsake me, then the Lord will take
me up."

Over in England, years ago, there lived a woman
who was not cultured, neither was she ignorant.

She was fairly well acquainted with books; but one
book she knew well, and that was her Bible. Her
devotional study of the Word of God was never neg-
lected. Three times a day, morning, noon and night,
she drew her children to her knees, and told them
how to live. When she was dying, she said, as they
crowded about her bed, "Children, when I am gone,
sing a song of rejoicing, for I am going home." She
was the mother of the Wesleys, and I would a thou-
sand times rather be that mother and the memory
she left than the one in the city of Philadelphia,
who, when a little boy went home from our meetings
and told her he had accepted Christ and asked her
to pray for him, scoffed at him.

Our Duty to Our Children

Down in Kentucky there lived years ago a sweet-
tempered, beautiful woman, illiterate in a way, as
most of her neighbors were, but with all the virtue
of a good mother. She did not know much about
books, but she knew the Bible, and, with her little

boy upon her knees, she told him wonderful stories.
She knew little of science and art, but she knew
nature, and she talked to her little son about the
glories of God in the world. She had no knowledge
of philosophy, but she told her boy that the meanest
thing in the world was to be a liar or a hypocrite
and the g:reatest thing was to be a good man. When
he was nine years of age she died, but that boy was
Abraham Lincoln, and he says that all he was he
owed to his mother. And I would rather a thousand
times be such a mother than be one who, in the
social circle of life, taught her boy to play cards,
permitted him to drink, or was unmindful of her
influence over him.

I put these pictures over against the so-called
mother who is devoted to the world and insensible
to the approach of eternity, and ask, which will you
choose and which would you prefer for your
memory?
A boy in New York was about to be sentenced to

Sing Sing, and when the judge asked him to say
why sentence should not be passed upon him, said,
"Oh, your honor, if I had only had a mother!" It is
true that many a boy is supposed to have a mother
when he is worse than motherless.
Homes are not what they should be until fathers

and mothers realize the value of the souls of their
children. Two years ago, in Arkansas, a man
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bought two hundred and forty-three acres of lai

for $200. In passing over it one day he found :l

crystal, which attracted him, and when he took

into a neighboring city he found that it was a dia-''

mond. He sold the farm for $.36,000, but now you

could not buy it for $1,000 an acre, so great is the,

value of it. For years it was in the possession of its!

owner, and he was insensible to its priceless worth; i

but this is nothing as compared with the worth oil

an immortal soul, and one never will be concerned!

about winning one's children to Christ until he]

realizes their value in the sight of God and also

that the only hope for them is in Jesus Christ.

This is for all without discrimination. None too

rich and none too poor, none too wise and none too

ignorant, none too young and none too old. A street

preacher in London, speaking on the blessing of the

peacemakers, who were the children of God, gave an

invitation to all who would accept him to come for-

ward, and a little street urchin, with ragged clothes

and dirty face, pushing his way to the front, holding

his mother by the hand, speaking in the vernacular

of the street said, "Say, boss, I would like to be one

of them chilluns of God, if I am not too small, and,"

pointing back to his mother with his thumb, he said,

"she would like to be one of them chilluns of God, it

she is not too big." That is the beauty of it. The =

Eternal Life, Jesus Christ, is for all, and it is this

that makes the home beautiful.

Two Homes Contrasted

The best way I know to teach my lesson is to

give the picture of two homes. One has an old-

fashioned father, like the man who came into his

boy's room when he was dying to tell him that he

would soon be with Christ, and the little fellow drew
him on his knees beside the bed and said, "Father,

don't you cry, for as soon as I see Jesus I will tell

him that ever since I can remember you sought tol

bring me to him."
Such a father is unlike the one on the Mississippii

River, with a great plantation, his million of dollars

in the bank and his name spoken everywhere as a
synonym of wealth and power. He came to his

house to learn that his boy had fallen in front of a
great reaping machine and was frightfully mangled.i
When the boy found that he must die, he said,

"Father, I cannot die; you never told me how to

die. You must pray for me"; but the father could
not pray. Before the minister came, the boy was
dead. And the father said he would give all he had
if he could have him back, or if he could have of-

fered one brief prayer.
There is a home where an old-fashioned mother

presides like a queen. Thank God, some of us
have, and others have had, old-fashioned mothers.
Dear, old-fashioned, sweet-faced mother! Eyes in

which the love-light shone, her brown hair threaded
with silver, lying smoothly on the faded cheek; her
dear hands, worn with much toil, gently guiding
our tottering steps in childhood and smoothing our
pillow in sickness, ever reaching out to us in yearn-
ing tenderness. Precious memory of an old-fash-
ioned mother ! It floats to us now, like the powerful
perfume of some fragrant blossom. The music of
other voices may be lost, but the entrancing memory
of her will echo in our souls forever. Other faces
will fade away and be forgotten, but hers will shine
on until the light from heaven's portals shall glorify
our own.

Influence of a Godless Home

The modern home is a home exactly the opposite
from the one I have described. There is no family
altar. There is no Bible. There is no Christian
service. The father is like the man in a New Jersey
city, whose boy was being sentenced to the peniten-
tiary, and as the father passed his boy's chair he
said to him, "Curse you! if you had trained me prop-
erly, I should not now be on my way to the prison."
And the mother is like the one who came to me in

an Ohio city and said, "Pray for my boy." She told

me the sad story how her boy, a year before, asked
her to go with him to church on a certain evening,
for he was profoundly stirred and thought he would

Continued on next page
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come a Christian, but she said, "I

,d an engagement and could not go,

it would go some time with him. God
ity me, sir! He found out where the

igagement was. It was at a whist

rty. I kept my engagement, but I

st my boy. He has not been in

urch for a year." Five years later,

saw the minister and he told me that

jy had gone to destruction. The boy
as still drifting. God pity the child

ho has such a home! If you have
issed the blessing in your home thus

ir, and if you have no memory of a

hristian mother and a noble father,

len, when your father and your
other forsake you, the Lord will take
DU up. He will be your light and
lur strength. He will be your salva-

on.

And if you have failed as parents,

lere is still hope. You may still lay

old upon eternal life. "I once met
thoughtful scholar," wrote Bishop

Oiipple. "He said that for years he
iad every book that had assailed the

iligion of Jesus Christ, and he would
ave become an infidel but for three
asons: 'First,' said he, 'I am a man.
am going somewhere. To-night I

m a day nearer the grave than I was
ist night. I have read all that such
ooks can tell me; they shed not one
ay of hope upon the darkness. They
lall not take away the guide and
aye me stone blind. Second, I had a
lother. I saw her go down into the

ark valley where I am going, and she
aned upon an unseen arm as calmly
s a child goes to sleep on the breast
Jf its mother. I know that she was
ot dreaming. Third, I have three
otherless daughters. They have no
rotection but myself. I would they
hould die rather than I should leave

Jhem in this sinful world, if you blot

ut from it the teachings of the
iospel.'

"

So, parents, you had better turn to

od. God will one day require your
hildren at your hands, and it will be
, sad thing then if you stand before
lim and are unable to speak well con-
erning them and your influence over
hem.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" in

Adjoining Column]

JThis Is Your Opportunity

OWING to the severe storms, that
rendered many country roads prac-

ically impassable, a large number of
)ur subscribers were unable to make
;ood their intention to mail, on or be-
fore December 31, 1909, their subscrip-
ions in time to secure our great
ind exceedingly popular photogravure,
'Daughters of Dorcas."
These subscribers claimed our indul-

gence in view of the circumstances,
md in response to their appeal to us
'.ve granted them an extension so as to
mtitle thei>r belated subscriptions to
his extra premium.
But we find it difficult to differen-

';iate between unavoidable delays and
others, and therefore we have deter-
mined to grant the same indulgence to
ill our subscribers by

I

Extending the Time to Jan. 31, 1910

vhich will entitle every sub.scriber, new
ind renewal, who.se subscription is

mailed on or before January 31, to se-
cure this great supplementary pre-
nnium in addition to our beautiful
'Dreamland" calendar.
This gives ALL an opportunity for 12

V10RE DAYS to claim this special in-
ducement, which many of our subscrib-
ers value at twice the cost of a year's
subscription.

This is your la.st opportunity, as the
second edition, specially prepared for
th is occasion, is now nearing its end.

MT" No more will be issued. Only
Fwelve More Days Left.

>»

Cbc Cbildren's pulpit

CARNATION CELEBRATION
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

THE Carnation holds the world's admiration. It was first found
in southern Europe. Flower lovers have cultivated it for

many, many years, because of its fragrance and beauty. Do
you know the meaning of the name Carnation? We get the name
Carnation from a Latin word that means flesh. The wild Carnation
was flesh-colored. The beautiful pink color of a little child's flesh.

Carnation, therefore, means flesh, or flesh-colored. It was once
called a pink. By loving the Carnation a little, coaxing it a little,

and pushing it a little, the florist has made it bloom in several colors.

THIS name Carnation will help you to remember the long word,
"Incarnation." Take off the "in" and you have left "Carna-

tion," the name of this flower. Put "in" back again, and you have
"Incarnation." Now you have a new word, one you will never for-

get. What does this long word mean? Carnation, you know, means
flesh, and Incarnation, then, means in the flesh. The Incarnation of

Christ means his life here on earth in the flesh; that is, in the body.

"The Word was made flesh." "Word" is one of the names the

Bible uses for Christ. "In the beginning was the Word." Christ
came down from heaven, and lived in a flesh body like yours. He
came as a little child, with beautiful pink cheeks. "Carnation," a
flesh-colored flower; "Incarnation," the beautiful flesh-color, or body,

in which Christ lived while on earth.

JUST think, isn't it great? The junior congregation knows what
the minister means when he talks to the senior congregation

about the "Incarnation of Christ." He means our Christ living in

the flesh, living close to us, suffering with us, rejoicing with us, dying
for us. The Bible calls Christ the "Rose of Sharon" and the "Lily

of the Valley." We will also call him our "Carnation." I am glad

the Bible tells us to think of Christ as being like a flower. He is

just like a flower I read of last week. On one side of a gangway
entering a coal mine grows a plant which is perfectly white. Vis-

itors on seeing it were surprised that this little plant could be so

pure and white, clean and sweet, with coal dust and dirt flying over

it all the time. A miner took a handful of coal dust and threw it

upon the plant. The coal dust fell off the flowers. There is some-
thing like enamel on the white flower, to which the finest speck could
not stick. There the flower lives, the one spot of beauty and purity
amid a world of work and dirt. Christ became incarnate, lived in

a body as we do, to show us how we can live and work in the dust
and dirt of sin and still keep our body, mind and soul clean and sweet.

FLOWERS also help to make our lives clean and sweet. A young
girl on a train gave a bunch of Carnations to a little cripple.

The child held them to her lips and pressed them to her heart until

she fell asleep. As the train neared her home, her father came in

from another car. At the sight of his little one lying peacefully with

her Carnations in her hand and her head against the stranger, he
said, in a voice full of feeling, "I'm not a prayin' man, but, the Lord's
blessin' rest on you for your kindness to my motherless child." The
little girl roused as she was taken in her father's arms, and said,

"I've been—in—heaven—pa; I've got—some—Carnations." The
dear child, I hope some one told her about the "In-Carnation."

LOOK a little louder, please, through that tear! Now I hear. You
' say, "If I will tell you another story, you will remember all

the sermon." Here, then, is the story. President McKinley loved

the Carnation. It was the flower he wore in the buttonhole of his

coat. Next Saturday, January 29, will be the sixty-seventh anni-

versary of his birth. Millions of people each year, on January 29,

wear a Carnation in memory of this great and good man. We there-
fore call .lanuary 29 "Carnation Day." To-day we will call "Carna-
tion Sunday." Our Carnation Celebration!

PRESIDENT Mckinley was shot September 6, 1901, when visit-

ing the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo. He died on Sep-
tember 14, at the Milburn home. Three days before he died, a poor
but sweet-faced old lady tried to get to the house to see Mrs. McKin-
ley. She carried a bunch of old-fashioned garden posies, and had
them tied with a faded pink ribbon. In this bouquet were many
"hardy pinks," now called Carnations. A policeman stopped her
near the rope that kept the crowd back from the house. "You can't
go through, lady," said the officer, stepping in front of her. She
stepped back trembling, and the tears began to flow as she said,

"Will you be so kind as to give these flowers to Mrs. McKinley?
They're from my own yard, and I've walked clear in from out near
Grimesville to give them to Mrs. McKinley, with my love. Tell her
that we are all praying out at Grimesville that her husband will

get well."

IT is said at the Milburn home that, while there were bouquets of

American Beauty roses here and there in the rooms, the bunch
of old-fashioned posies from the woman from out Grimesville way,
who prayed for the President, had the place of honor on her dresser.
The Incarnation of Christ made the world wonderfully beautiful,
fragrant and kind.

* P.istor First Reformed Chiircli, Brooklyn. Text: "The Word was made flesh."
John 1 : U. On this day the children come with arms full of Carnations, and after the
service they are sent to the children's ward of the liospital. and to any sick children
known of to whom they can be sent.

"One Day in Seven
rpHE Federal Council of the Churches
J. of Christ in America has taken up
the labor question, and in a notification
just issued lays down the following
principles as the platform of the
churches represented in the Federa-
tion:

First: The gradual and reasonable
reduction of the hours of labor to the
lowest practicable point, and that de-
gree of leisure for all which is a con-
dition of the highest human life. Sec-
ond: A release from employment one
day in seven. Third: A living wage
as a minimum in every industry, and
the highest wage that each industry
can afford. The Federal Council's
communication goes on to say

:

"The Pittsburg survey revealed a
state of industrial affairs in many re-

spects surprising. In the steel mills,

according to the report, the twelve-
hour day prevailed. Twenty per cent,

of the employees, or about 14,000 men
in Allegheny County, worked twelve
hours a day, seven days in the week.
Full sixty per cent, of all employees
were classed as unskilled, and paid
16% cents an hour—not a living wage
for a man with an average family.
In the regions where these low-paid
workmen were housed the drink evil

was at its worst, and general morality
at its lowest." The investigation also
showed that many industries were
run seven days in the week, wages be-
ing set on a seven-day scale.

"The Commission calls the attention
of the churches everywhere to this con-
dition and the menace involved in it,

and urges upon all Christian churches,
through their pulpits, their Brother-
hoods and various other organizations,
to emphasize and bring home to their
members their Christian obligation in

these premises, namely, that it is the
right of every man to have one day out
of the seven for rest and recreation of
body, soul and mind, and that it is the
obligation of every Christian employer
so to arrange his business that each of
the employees may have one day holi-

day in seven, without diminution of
wages. The normal holiday is the
Christian Sabbath, the Lord's Day;
. . . it is the obligation of every
Christian employer so to arrange his
scale of wages that the living wage of
his employees is calculated, not on a
seven-day, but on a six-day, basis.

"It is the obligation of every Chris-
tian employer, a part of the essential
Christian teaching of the brotherhood
of man, to pay every employee a living
wage; that is, a wage on which not
only the worker, but the average fam-
ily, can live under proper sanitary con-
ditions and with reasonable comfort.
It is manifest that that industry
which, employing its laborers six days
in the week, compels them to work
twelve hours out of the twenty-four
does not give to those employees a
proper opportunity for sane and
healthy living. Family life, intelligent

social intercourse with one's fellows,

are impossible under such conditions.
Such a condition is, we believe, con-
trary to the dictates of the religion of
Christ, and a menace to the well-being
of the State. It is an obligation rest-

ing upon Christian employers so to

organize their industry that the em-
ployee may have reasonable hours of
labor."

A Consecrated Gift

ALADY reader of this journal (Mrs.

J. P. L., of New York City) sends
this touching letter:

"Enclosed please find a check for

the Bowery Mission, in memory of my
dear husband, who is spending his first

Christmas in heaven. The last paper
he had in his hands was The Chris-
tian Herald."

This gift, from a bereaved one, will

carry comfort and cheer to some who
are homeless and helpless. Though
those who are helped may never know
the donor, their prayers and sympa-
thies will go out toward her in her
deep affliction.
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OUR LEAST KNOWN MILLIONAIRESS
THE recent accident to Mr. Andrew Carnegie,

who dislocated his kneecap by a fall on an icy

footpath in Central Park, and the solicitude

of his wife regarding the condition of the famous

ironmaster-philanthropist, have indirectly focused

public attention upon one of the least known of the

world's wealthiest women. Mrs. Carnegie is consid-

erably younger than her husband. It will be years

before little Miss Carnegie, their only child, becomes
of age.
That Mrs. Carnegie is the least known American

millionairess, and the most retiring of the

wives of the republic's most conspicuous citi-

zens, is due entirely to her own attitude and
inclination. She has been importuned, time

and again, in every possible manner, to enter

fashionable social life, fesninine club activities

and other spheres which engross the attention

of many of her sex ; but she has always given

the same answer: that she prefers to make
her home and her family the centre of her in-

terests. But it must not be supposed from
this that Mrs. Carnegie is in any sense narrow
in her activities, her sympathies, or her appre-
ciation of those things that to many people go
far towai'd making life worth living. She has
taken a most active interest in all her hus-
band's public projects, and many of them, as

carried out, represent her ideas quite as much
as those which originated in the brain of the

famous steelmaker. Moreover, she has trav-

eled extensively, accompanying her husband
on almost all his journeys, and every person
who meets her is quick to, realize her cleverness
and the fact that she has as keen, if not
a keener, sense of humor than her canny
husband.

Mrs. Carnegie, who is now in her fifty-

second year, is a native of New York City,
which has always been "home" to her, not-
withstanding the fact that she has acquired
an affection for her husband's native town of
Dunfermline, Scotland. As Louise Whitfield,
the daughter of a prosperous wholesale mer-
chant, she gTew up in the metropolis, and
quaint old Gramercy Park, close by her home,
was her playground. The Carnegie and Whit-
field families were old friends, and Andrew
Carnegie and the merchant's daughter were
good friends for years ere any thought of a
tenderer relationship seems to have entered
the head of either. The romance that culmi-
nated in their marriage began in 1879, when
Mr. Carnegie returned from a trip around the

world and found his girl friend transformed, in a

comparatively brief space of time, into a most at-

tractive woman, with just the right commingling of

heart instincts and intellectuality to appeal to a
man with his tastes and temperament.

However, it was not until eight years later, and
following the death of the ironmaster's mother, that

the two were united in marriage. Miss Whitfield

was thirty and the groom fifty years old. The wed-
ding was a very simple one, and conducted so quietly

that it was a thing of the past ere even their rela-

tives learned of the event. The honeymoon was

IVlrs. Andrew Carnegie

spent on the Isle of Wight, and then the couple wer
to Scotland, where they leased a castle, which the

occupied for some ten years, or until Mr. Carnegii
in 1897, purchased his now famous Skibo estate, an
removed, with his wife and baby daughter Mai'gare
to the picturesque home where it has ever sine

been their wont to spend the interval from May t

November of every year.
Among her intimates, Mrs. Carnegie has the repv

tation of being an ideal mother. Notwithstandin
the demands upon her time by many house guest
by a voluminous correspondence (much of it unit

vited), and by elaborate housekeeping ai

rangements, which she personally supervisei

it is seldom that she finds it necessary t

digress from her rule to give over the mornin
hours of each day to her daughter Margate
reading and talking with her, playing game;
and, if opportunity offers, riding, driving c

walking. Mrs. Carnegie, like her husband,

:

an enthusiastic disciple of the outdoor lif(

and a love for this healthful sort of existenc

is being fostered in their only child. Mii,

Carnegie, however, does not go in for streni'

ous athletics, and she has no fads, unless
passionate love for music may be considere

as such. She has a strong preference for tl:

music of the pipe organ, and she has been tl

inspiration of Andrew Carnegie's numeroi
and much-appreciated gifts of pipe organs 1

poor churches on both sides of the Atlanti
In not a few instances, Mrs. Carnegie has he)

self paid the salary of a good organist, ii

order that the people of a poor congregatio
might derive the fullest benefits from an o;

gan installed by her husband, or through h
aid, as Andrew Carnegie, following his usui

custom, prefers to contribute one-half to foui!

fifths the cost of the instrument, rather that:

donate it outright.

Mrs. Carnegie's simplicity of taste extent

to dress, though it may be added that th

simplicity is of that difficult-to-attain variet

which involves the use of the richest material

the most perfect harmony of colors and ti

most artistic general effect.

Mrs. Carnegie has her own personal char

ties, quite apart from those to which her hui

band gives so much of his time, and on sever;

occasions, in connection with her helpful wor
on behalf of the tenants of the Skibo estat

this naturally reserved and retiring Lad
Bountiful has actually been induced to mat
an impromptu public address.

Waldon Fawcftt,
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A PIONEER, FINANCIER AND PHILANTHROPIST GONE
DARIUS OGDEN MILLS, one of the best known

business men in America, a man of many
reriiarkably successful enterprises and whose

vast wealth has been the means of upbuilding many
philanthropies, passed away in his California home
at Milbrae, near San Francisco, on January 3.

Mr. Mills was born on September 2-5, 1825, in
North Salem, Westchester County, N. Y., and was
the fourth son of James and Hannah Ogden Mills.

He was educated at the North Salem Academy and
Mount Pleasant Academy. Even in boyhood his
tastes ran to a business career. At seventeen he
.secured a clerkship in New York, and soon showed
marked business capacity. A few years later he
was appointed cashier of the Merchants' National
Bank of Erie County, in Buffalo, where his ability
soon induced the directors to offer him an interest in
the concern. In 1848, just after the discovery of
gold in California, two of his brothers, James and
Edgar, sailed around the Horn for the land of gold,
and he followed them. Arrived at San Fran-
cisco, he planned a trading expedition to Stockton,
then the business headquarters of the Southern
miners. This venture was successful. Next he
went to Sacramento, where he began a regular busi-
ness, selling general merchandise, buying gold-dust
and trading in exchange on New York. He closed
this business in November, 1849, and started back
East, with $40,000 as the profits for his season's
work. A few months later, with a partner named
Townsend, he chartered a bark for the Sacramento
trade and also sent a paitial cargo in another vessel.
He followed his ships to Sacramento. He founded
the bank of D. O. Mills & Co. in Sacramento, and in
two years owned the entire business.
The next ten years were marked by continuous

success, and he became the leading banker in the
State and one of the wealthiest citizens. Thus was
laid the foundation of his vast fortune. Like all
business men in that new country, he had occasion-
ally to face unusual difficulties; but his tact and
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business acumen enabled him to overcome them,
where others with less courage and ability would
have gone under. In July, 1864, with several asso-
ciates, he founded the Bank of California and
became its president. In 1873, he resigned the
bank presidency and retired from the directorate,
leaving the bank in splendid condition. In 1875 the
bank faced a crisis. Ralston, its president, was

Copyright by P.irli Bios.

The Late Darius Ogden Mills
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found dead in the bay, and Mills was again chosej

president. He reorganized the bank, and it waj

due in large measure to his methods that it cm
more regained its position as the leading financi!

institution on the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Mills now became engaged in various la;

enterprises, including railroad construction, iMi

works, oil fields, lead mines, and the erection (

many buildings in San Francisco and Sacrament
He was also interested in many practical philai

thropies, which included orphan asylums, hospital

colleges, etc. At last he returned East, as he ha

long intended, and transferred many of his interesi

to New York. Soon he engaged in new enterprise

He constructed the well-known Mills Building, i

the financial district, which when finished was sai

to be the largest of office buildings. Few mei

even in this busy age, have been in so many an
such varied activities. Amid this most active lii

Mr. Mills always showed himself mindful of t\

call of charity, and his benevolences were many an
generous. The entire list of his philanthropies wi

probably never be known. He gave to New Yor
City a building for a T)-aining School for Mai
Nurses. He erected the three great Mills Hotel

for homeless men, personally supervising their cor

struction and planning their administration. H
established a Provident Loan Society and a Cit

Suburban Homes Company, both of them genuin
benevolences and a substantial benefit to the wori
ing classes. His donations to various institution;

including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, ai

highly prized, and include sculptures, painting;

collections of gold coins, etc. He was a leadin

patron and member of many artistic, benevolent an

social organizations. The great fortune whic
he honorably accumulated he used to the be;

advantage, doing good with it at every opportunity
Mr. Mills was a widower, his wife having died i

1888. Two children survive him, Ogden Mills an
Mrs. Whitelaw Reid. His estate is valued at b(

tween 850,000,000 and $60,000,000.



rHE SHIRTWAIST STRIKE NEARLY OVER
VHEX the women shirtwaist makers of New

York first went on strike, some weeks ago,

p pie outside of their immediate acquaintance read

a>ut it in the papers and then forgot it, thinking it

vuld have the usual features of many other strikes,

b settled, and the industrial East Side go on as

b ore. A number of

tl igs soon happened, how-
( r, which showed that

t i s was no ordinary
.- ike, but the biggest one
V ich has yet been con-

( ted by women in behalf

a women's working
anization. It was re-

. ikable, in addition to

I dimensions it assumed,
I the way in which the

r mbers of the woman
s frage societies lent their

; 1. and for the support
-. en the striking girls by
1 iminent New York i.o-

( ty women.
Several picturesque ele-

I nts, calculated to at-

i ict attention to the
dims of the strikers, have
ien introduced by Mrs.
( H. P. Belmont, Miss
ine Morgan, daughter of

, Pierpont Morgan, the
ancier, and several

(iiers.

The employers have
actically conceded a 1 1

mands made by the
:riking girls, except the
cognition of the union.
ning the first two weeks
the strike at least

,1)00 were out. As this

Lie goes to press there are 15,000 still on strike,
>• lest having returned to work as a result of the

! essions granted by the employers. Among the
-tions alrea<ly settled satisfactorily are wages

'i time of employment.

The strikers started a newspaper, edited by some
sympathizers, who had had college educations and
gave their services free. These papers were sold
by the strikers at the entrance to the subways and
on the streets. The girls attracted much attention,

as they wore wide white sashes over their shoulders.

Meeting of the Shirtwaist Strikers at Carnegie Hall, New York

Some of these girls had been arrested while acting
as strike pickets, and the broad sashes bore in-

scriptions, evidently copied from the suffragettes of
England, who have gloried in the number of times
they were taken in by the strong arm of the law.

The woman suffrag-ists of New York have taken
an active part in the strike, in the hope that they
could, as a result of their efforts, bring the women
of the East Side to support the movement of "votes
for women." Mrs. Belmont has made herself very
popular with the shirtwaist-makers.

One of the largest and
most enthusiastic meetings
gotten up by the strike
sympathizers was held in

Carnegie Hall. Four thou-
sand people were in the
audience. A woman was
chairman of the meeting,
but both men and women
spoke, among them Martin
W. Littleton, who is prom-
inent in city politics.

There was much denun-
ciation of the city magis-
trates, who had sentenced
some of the strikers to the
workhouse, but the report
issued by an unprejudiced
committee, appointed to in-

vestigate the strike, says
that the judges were most
lenient, and in fact fa-
vored the girls whenever
it was possible to do so,

and only sentenced them
when they violated the law
in such a manner that the
judges had no alternative
to sending them to jail.

The meeting, however,
adopted a resolution de-
nouncing the magistrates.
The struggle now seems

drawing to a close, with
the question of union rec-

ognition still open. It

seems probable that the girls of the organization
will not be able at present to drive out of their posi-

tions the non-union workers, and that some shops
will have many of the latter in their employment.
The organization, however, continues unimpaired.

The President's Niece Wedded
3 LOCKING the way from Washington, the

great storm prevented President Taft from
coming to New York to speak at the gathering

economists and historians, but fortunately the
acks were cleared in time for him to reach the
etropolis to attend what was of much more impor-
nce to him per.sonally, the wedding of his niece,
iss Louise Walbridge Taft, to M)-. George H.
nowden on the evening of Thursday, December 30.

Miss Louise Walbridge Taft in Her Wedding Gown

I
It The Taft family, in its several branches, has
)een noted for loyalty to family ties, and there has
)een a constant interchange of visits between the
'amily of the President and the families of his
)rothers, to whom the Chief Magi.strate is never an
iwe-inspiring per.sonage, but jolly "Uncle Will," as
lis nephews and nieces call him. In the family
,'atherings no one is more eager to add to the pleas-
ire of the occasion than the President himself.
The romance, although both bride and groom are

iuitc young, dates back a number of years. In fact.

they were friends when young Snowden was in his

teens, preparing to enter Yale, and with no thought
that the young girl who made such a delightful com-
panion would some day be his wife.

At Yale Mr. Snowden became the chum of Miss
Taft's brother. As Mr. Snowden's home was in

Seattle, too far away to be reached except during
the long summer vacations, he frequently passed the
shorter holidays at the home of his chum. After he
completed his college course he went to Seattle to
take up the lumber business, in which his father had
made a fortune. He found oppoitunity, however, to

make trips now and then to the East, and always
saw IMiss Taft before he returned.

Last year IMiss Taft and her mother went abroad,
and Mr. Snowden also went over to the Continent for
a tour. It was also noted by those who were the
most observing that when there was a jolly house
party at the White House in Washington, if

Miss Taft was present Mr. Snowden was likely to

be there, conse(]uently there was little surprise when
the date of the wedding was announced.

After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Snowden started
on a brief wedding tour in this country before sail-

ing for Egypt. The driver of the car which took
the bride and groom to the railroad station was
young Mr. Taft, disguised in cap and goggles, but
the happy pair did not know it. They will make
their home in Seattle.

The White Slave Traffic

JUDGE O'SULLIVAN, of the Court of General
Sessions of New York, has empaneled a grand
jury for the specific purpose of investigating;-

the "white slave traffic." At the head of this body,

as foreman, is Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., son of

the well-known Standard Oil magnate. In recent

years young Mr. Rockefeller has served frequently
as a grand juror. When he was informed that he

had been drawn as foreman he immediately re-

quested that he be excused from accepting such a
lesponsible position, as he felt that he had not suffi-

cient experience and, besides, his general health was
not equal to the task of such an investigation.
Judge O'Sullivan replied that he had chosen him

for this important woi'k because of his standing in
the community and because he believed the young
man owed this patriotic service to the city. In
charging the jury the judge urged upon them the
necessity of a thorough inquiry, in order that
facts might be brought to light concerning the
tiaffic in question and that it might be shown
whether New York City was in reality a clearing-

hou.se for an organized traffic in immorality. He
believed that the existing penal l;aw was adequate
to pvmish offenses of this class, and it was not nec-

essary for the city authorities to wait for Federal
action, or new legislation, to deal with the situation.

Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., who is now in his thiity-third
year, has been engaged in active religious work ever
since he reached the age of manhood. He was grad-

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

uated from Brown University, married in 1901, and
is associated with his father in many large business

enterprises. He resides at No. 1.3 West Fifty-

fourth Street, New York City. His Bible class for

men, at the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, has been
a notable feature in the religious work of the church
for a number of years past, and his weekly talks,

which are marked by sound evangelical ti'uth and
practical common .sense, have been widely quoted.
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The Nation's Moral Uplift

ON every hand the New Year has opened auspi-

ciously for Christian work. In all the denomi-

nations there is an unwonted and inspiring activity.

Everywhere the churches are earnestly discussing

the great question of Christian unity—the removal

of those ancient barriers that have hitherto pre-

vented general co-operation for the spiritual and

material good of the whole. The Laymen's Conven-

tion, which opened in New York January 14, with

a phenomenal attendance, , is demonstrating to the

world the unanimous desire of the Christian rank

and file for a union of forces in the missionary field.

Pastors in our leading churches are freely discuss-

ing the practicability of carrying the principles of

the Master into politics and trade. Consecrated

gifts for the advancement of Christ's kingdom at

home and abroad were never so large as now. Vast

wealth of private treasure is being laid at the foot

of the cross. Almost every municipality of conse-

quence is getting into line for a moral and physical

reformation of the sort that aims to put a check on

public immorality, drunkenness, civic oppression,

unsanitary conditions and bad politics generally.

It is a time of moral house-cleaning, and we pray

that the purification may be deep and lasting.

Nor is the uplift confined to any particular class,

for we see even among our statesmen the growing
trend toward practical Christianity. Conviction is

growing that a clean, wholesome, progressive nation

can be none other than a Christian nation. We
confess to a feeling of optimism, while looking over
the field, while the year is still in its infancy. We
see on every side so many tangible evidences of the
right spirit: greater consideration for the worker,
and for all who are dependent; increased respect for

civic, State and national morality; a larger humani-
tarianism, a firmer hold of the great central truths
in the teachings of Jesus.
We are growing—growing. It is undeniable that

the seed has been sown which, under divine blessing,

is to result in a rich harvest of national uprightness,
purer politics and better fraternal relations between
man and man than we have yet experienced. And
let us not forget that in all this transformation
which is taking place there is no need for even the
thought of a "new religion." There are no new,
mysterious forces at work. It is the plain old Gos-
pel that is leavening the mass—the only power that
has ever been known to give such an uplift and
accomplish such a transformation.

Why Ministers Fail

AMERICA'S leading evangelist, Dr. J. Wilbur
Chapman, in a recent address before an audi-

ence composed largely of preachers, took for his

topic "Why Some Ministers Fail." His conclusions
may interest a considerable proportion of the 146,-

500 Protestant pastors in this country, as they
express the convictions of a man of extensive expe-
rience and with the best opportunities for observa-
tion.

First, Dr. Chapman held that one cause of failure
is because preaching has largely become a profes-
sion, instead of "a passion for souls." Second, the
method of approach is too often by the head instead
of the heart. Third, in too many pulpits the Bible
is no longer held as authoritative, and the Gospel of
Jesus Christ is not proclaimed as the hope of a sin-
ful world. Fourth, too many pastors have lost the
evangelistic note. Fifth, too many are afraid to
utter the ti-uth authoritatively, lest they offend
either the church officials or some of the congrega-
tion. Sixth, there is too little private pastoral devo-
tion. "Every minister," says Dr. Chapman, "should
come from his knees to the pulpit."

It should be noted that spiritual, and not material,
growth and expansion is set down as the true crite-
rion of success in the pastorate. A church may be
rolling in riches, with the finest edifice and the most
gorgeous equipment, and an eloquent and popular
pastor, and yet be spiritually starving. It may
have a large fashionable attendance, and still be
stricken through with dry-rot and indifference.
Like some other churches, it may be one in which

the pastor preaches year in and year out to the same
company of people, without a solitary conversion,

or the slightest spiritual ripple to disturb the stag-

nation.
Happy the church whose pastor is filled with the

Spirit, and zealous for souls; whose pulpit sets all

else aside as vain and profitless, that it may present
Jesus as the light of the world and the Saviour of

men, and whose people are active in every good work
and continually laboring with every art, skill and
resource at their command to bring others into the

kingdom. A church of this kind can never fail.

A Scientist's Forecast

ALTHOUGH Mr. Edison is somewhat of a scien-

tific recluse, he occasionally emerges* from his

laboratory long enough to say something, and it is

usually worth listening to. He has been looking

into the future lately, and he sees, a few generations

ahead, some wonderful inventions and discoveries

that are going to make life easier and happier. He
foresees economical devices for saving much of the
eighty per cent, of fuel energy that is now wasted in

coal consumption; the widespread utilization of
waterfalls and tides as power-generators; the use
of sun engines as heat and energy-producers, and
even the harnessing of the earth's interior fires, as
they issue through artesian wells, geysers and
steaming volcanoes, to become agents in the world's
work. Turning to food, he says there is noth-
ing better in sight than good, honest, nourishing
farm products. Chemical or artificial foods cannot
compare with nature's food. In a couple of centu-
ries, automatic machinery and advanced farming
will produce food so abundantly that the working-
man's table in 2100 A.D. will be as varied and appe-
tizing as that of the Astors and Vanderbilts to-day.
All of which is very comforting and encouraging.
But the Menlo Park philosopher drops in a wise
word edgewise at this point when he warns society
to stop whisky drinking, "which is like throwing
sand in the bearings of a steam engine," which
observation will strike most people as being worth
more than a bushel of scientific speculations dealing
with conditions two hundred years ahead.

Little Left for Explorers

F'
one takes up a school geography of a generation

ago, and compares it with one of the current
year, he will find that the business of an ex-

plorer has been one of the most active during the

last few decades. The map of Africa in the older

book shows a continent with a few cities and towns
marked along the northern coast, no more and no
less than were known to the makers of maps several
centuries ago. In South Africa a few rivers and
towns were marked. Taut the greater portion marked
as desert or unexplored. Parts of our own United
States were imperfectly known, and many thousand
square miles were marked "the Great American Des-
ert," land which we now know to be among the most
fertile of this favored country. So it was in many
parts of Asia. Tibet was almost an unknown word,
and there are geographies not old in which that
country is not even mentioned. The poles were
dreams of the mentally unbalanced.
The recent action of the British people to pay

$100,000 toward the expenses of the Scott expedition
to discover the South Pole brings forcibly to mind
the fact that there is now little left but the South
Pole to bring fame to the searcher for new places.
Now they are building railroads througVi the entire
length of the Dark Continent, every nook and corner
of the United States has been reached, intrepid trav-
elers are covering what little unexplored territory
there is in Asia, and in Tibet missionaries of the
Cross are already spreading the message of the
Gospel.
The new expedition to the South Pole will start in

July. Captain Scott, its leader, is an officer in the
British navy, and was in charge of a previous expe-
dition in 1900 and 1904. He won by his discoveries
medals from the Royal and the Scottish Geograph-
ical Societies. He reached 82 degrees 17 minutes
south. A relief expedition was sent out to help him
return home. Lieutenant Ernest H. Shackleton
went farther in 1908-09, reaching a point within one
hundred miles of the South Pole. He was knighted

as a reward for his efforts. There seems little

doubt of the success of the present expedition, and 'n,

all wish Captain Scott success and a safe return, /
with a knighthood like Sir Ernest Shackleton's as a
permanent reminder of work well done.

I

Church Work in Winter

ONE would think that church work would flourish

best in summer, when storms are few, roads

clear and days long. Just the contrary is the fact.

In winter, the season of cold and sleet, o± deep drifts ,

and driving gales, every department of church work
is at the fullest swing of activity. Prayer meet-

J

ings, revivals. Young People's Societies, missionaryil
reunions, pertaining each and all to the spiritujj*
side, at this time call people into their circles of 1

warmth and radiance. Fairs, bazaars and suppers,
concerts and lectures, and other entertainments hav-
ing especially to do with the social life of the church

<jj

choose the winter for their development. Naturally,
]

in winter families are drawn closely into union at fl

home, while in summer there is mpre scattering i

apart. The evenings are long, although the days 1

are short, and perhaps it is as well that church<
goers should forego the fireside, and, tramplini
temptation under foot, sally forth to the churcl
home. And, by the way, the phrase "church home'
is very attractive. The church that is a refriger*v
ator, the church that is given over to cliques, th#*
church that fosters clans, and, to its shame, permitslll

the existence of class distinctions, can never la;

*

claim to the sacred name of home.

I

m
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GENERAL NOTES
—"The Children's Pulpit" will be conducted in the re^lar

issues of The Christian Herald every week, by the Rev. J. M,
Farrar, D.D. These sermonettes deserve to be read in every home.

—Mr. Roosevelt has achieved the distinction of discovering a
new animal in Africa, hitherto unknown to the scientists. It is

called Otocyon vergates, and is a small carnivorous mammal,
closely resembling a fox. Vergates means "striped."

—There is a probability that the steamer Roosevelt, lately com-
manded by Peary on his polar trip, may be commissioned to carry
an expedition in search of the South Pole some time this year.
Donald M. B. McMillan, formerly with Peary, and Captain Robert
Bartlett, who commanded the Roosevelt, may be at the head of
the expedition. Both are veterans in polar exploration.

— A National Anti-Trust League has beer formed in Washing-
ton, p. C, which proposes a national boycot' of those combinations
that increase the cost of living, in other words, stopping the use of
such articles or commodities as have soared In price, until they
come down to a reasonable figure. The plan is said to have been
tried in Germany with considerable success a few years ago.

— Justice of the Peace JoAn D. Frisbie, of Hillsdale, Mich., re-
signed his position last week. In his letter of resignation to the
mayor, he gave this reason for his act : "County prohibition, local
option, no drinks, no vagrants, no disorderlies, no business to make
the office desirable or profitable." There is something here which
other local authorities may find it wortli while to consider.

— That grand old sea-fighter and lover of fair play. Admiral
Schley, adopts The Christian Herald's view of the Polar contro-
versy when he says that in the interest of justice the University
of Copenhagen should now pass on Commander Peary's proofs as it

did on those of Cook. It is not to be overlooked that the responsi-'
bility for the popular acceptance of Dr. Cook, in the first instance,
rests wholly with Denmark, whose University Committee at the;
first interview declared itself satisfied. This was before any data!
wliatsoever had been submitted.
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^ HE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Crowds Waiting in Front of the White House to Greet the President

fresident's New Year's Reception
T 1^ HE annual New Year's reception, held at the

I White House on January 1, was a most de-
-•- lightful affair. At eleven o'clock the President

nd Mrs. Taft, preceded by Colonel Spencer F.

osby, Captain A. W. Butt and the other military

nd naval aids of the President, came down the main
taircase and entered the Blue Room, while the

larine Band, after the buple call, played "The Star-

pangled Banner." The reception committee was
ot as large this year as usual, being confined to

lie members of the Cabinet, their wives, and mem-
I rs of the Taft family and a few intimate friends,
he ambassadors were at the front of the line,

"he distinguished representatives of the various na-
ions and their wives, clothed in the costumes of
heir countries, some of them dazzling with Oriental
plendor, made a spectacular introduction to the
ong line of New Year's callers that followed. Next
ame the members of the Supreme Court, Justice
bloody being the only one of the judges absent.
Then came the United States Senators and mem-
I'Ts of Congress. Speaker Cannon had seemed to
orget about the reception and came in about half
III hour late, but was warmly received. Then came
he military and naval delegations, General Miles
leing among them; then the assistant chiefs of the
governmental departments, and then members of
he patriotic organizations; and at one o'clock the
general public was admitted, and for over an hour
;he line filed past the President. The counting ma-
hine at the White House recorded the fact that the
President actually shook hands with 5,575 people
luring the time. At the same time he was shaking
liands with his friends and our friends across the
sea. Emperor William, King Victor Emmanuel,
and the new King of Belgium .sent New Year's telc-
rrams to President Taft, who cabled congratulations.
How appropriate it is that the Happy New Year

should follow the Merry Christmas time! All of the
joy at the White House, all of the good will of the
nations, as voiced by their rulers; all of the happi-
ness of homes and of individual hearts, which we
'emphasize -the first day of the year, are only the
reflections of that peace and good will which Jesus
.brought to man and of which the angel spoke to the
'shepherds at the advent.

Behold, I bring you cwhI tidings of great joy, which sliall be to
all people. (Luke 2: 10.)

Hanged Innocent Man
On September 25, 1903, Samuel T. Ferguson was

murdered near Washington, Pa. Milover Kovovic
was convicted of the murder and was hanged. Mil-
over Patrovic was convicted as being an accessory to
the crime, and was .sent to the penitentiary for
twenty years, where he is now serving out his sen-
tence. The horrible fact has just been revealed that
the man who was hanged for the crime had nothing
whatever to do with it, according to the confession
of Jo.seph Vastello, a prisoner in the Moundsville,
W. Va., penitentiary, which he made to G. G. Daw-
son, captain of the guards. He .said: "I want to
tell you something I have had on my mind for a good
many years. I cannot keep the terrible secret any
longer. It was I and two foreigners who killed
contractor Samuel T. Ferguson, and the man they
hanged and the one who is serving twenty years for
that crime are innocent. I knew that Ferguson had

Naval Officers Going to the White House Reception

money, and that he was to make a certain trip. I

hung the wires on the bridge and put the charge of

dynamite in the place over which I knew he had to

pass, and I blew him into the other world." He im-
plicated two foreigners, who had returned to their

native land. He said that the misery which he had
endured in his heart was more than he could bear,
and he would rather suffer the death penalty itself

than the remorse which had tortured him. The re-

morse of Joseph Vastello reminds us of the agony of

the first murderer as God visited upon him the pen-
alty of his crime.

My punishment is greater than I can bear. (Gen. 4 : 13.)

Protection Agsiinst Automobiles

A new automobile law in New York, which
went into effect the first of the year, provides a
penalty of .$100 fine, or six months imprisonment, or
both, for any one convicted of such driving as endan-
gers life, or running away after his car has inflicted

injury. Under the old law no offender, however out-
rageous, could be imprisoned except for a third con-
viction of recklessness or over-speeding. It had got-
ten to be an ordinary occurrence for a chauffeur to
run down and kill men, women or children on the
street and then run away to conceal his identity, and
it had got to be that special detectives had to be
put on each case to find the criminal. Now a man
runs himself into the prison door when he attempts
to get away from any personal damage he has done
to another. None will rejoice more at these laws
against the reckless injury and killing of people
than the owners of automobiles, who believe in

law and order or have the least spark of humanity
in them. Our modern laws against wrongdoing of
all kinds have their foundation in the eternal jus-
tice which God reveals through Moses and echoes
through his prophets, which provides punishments
suited to the crime.

And they shall bear the punishment of their iniquity. (Ezek.
14 : 10.)

Ambassador Bryce on Missions

The convention of the Student Volunteer Move-
ment, held at Rochester, N. Y., was a memorable one.
The total number of volunteers who have sailed for
niission fields since the beginning of the movement,
in 1886, is 4,346. The students of the colleges are
now giving $127,000 a year toward the missionary
work in foreign lands, an increase in four years of
nearly 60 per cent. The young men at Yale give
$10,000 a year, and the young women of Vassar
$3,400 a year to the world's evangelization. The
British Ambassador, James Bryce, made an address,
which ought to be read by the followers of Christ
throughout the world. He reminded his audience
that nine-tenths of the habitable earth was under
the control of so-called Christian powers, "and
though vast multitudes remain non-Christian there
is scarcely a spot in which the influence of the white
race is not felt, and in which the uncivilized and
semi-civilized native peoples are not being pene-
trated by the ideas and habits of those more
advanced nations. Mr. Bryce .spoke of the harm
done among un-Christian peoples by members of the
Christian nations, who disregard the teaching of
their religion, and then described the unprecedented
power among English-speaking peoples to draw men
to the pursuit of wealth and enjoyment. The close
of the address was an exhortation to live in the true

Gospel spirit. The ambassador only did as Mr.
Gladstone often did, repeated the injunction of his

Lord and Master to resist the worldliness and mam-
monism of the times in sanctifying the every day
affairs of life with the deepest spirituality.

Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your sood
works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven. (Matt. 5 : 16.)

War on Opium

Every true American ought to feel proud of the
stand the United States Government has taken with
reference to the opium traffic in the Philippine Isl-

ands. It has prohibited the opium traffic there abso-
lutely, and made its use in any form and the pos-
session of it by any person a crime. At the same
time its medical use, under rigid restrictions, is per-
mitted. The officers claim that the law is enforced
to the letter, and they are determined to prevent the
introduction of the drug into the islands by smug-
gling. Those who thought that the law would be
lightly enforced were fined and imprisoned, and
later the fine was omitted and imprisonment was
the penalty. The money interest the government
has in the opium trade has retarded its abolition in

India, and the Chinese are having a hard time in

their determination to destroy the traffic in the ten
years' limit set for that work. The action of the
American government in the Philippines is a splen-
did example to set to the world, for no language can
describe the intense suffering and the complete
wreckage of body, mind and soul that is involved
in the opium habit. The torture and ruin of the
opium habit are suggested by the locusts which John
described on the Isle of Patmos.
And they had tails like unto .scorpions, and there were stings

in tlicir tails: and their power was to hurt^men. (Rev. 9 : 10.)

Squirrels Carry Bubonic Plague

There is great local and national alarm at the
danger of the spread of the bubonic plague on the
Pacific Coast. Rats brought this dreadful Indian
plague in ships to California, in the fleas which were
on their bodies. These rats communicated the
fleas to the ground squirrel, and from these animals
the plague has for six years been almost imper-
ceptibly dis.seminated until there is a territory of
six hundred miles around San Francisco which is

affected with this virus. Out of nine persons re-

cently attacked by the plague, seven died, and the
Department of Agriculture, the experts of the Public
Health and Marine Hospital Service and officials of
the Biological Survey are busy trying to check the
disease. The trouble began six years ago, when a
man shot a ground squirrel, which he put in his
pocket; fleas from that squirrel bit him and gave
him the plague, from which he died, and from these
squirrels can be traced most of the cases of the
infection. There is a wholesale destruction of the
squirrels, as there was of the rats, and most swift
and heroic action will be necessary to prevent a
blight of the far West, and perhaps of other sections

of the country, that will be appalling. The Founder
of Christianity fought the diseases of men's bodies
as well as of their minds and souls, using the phys-
ical cures as an introduction to, and evidence of, the
spiritual health which he brought. The science and
institutions which Jesus Christ has instituted for
the cure of diseases are but the echo of his voice,

when upon earth, to the man sick of the palsy.

Arise, take up thy bed. and go unto thine house. (Matt, fl: fi.)
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Modern Murder of the Innocents By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

No name in history excites greater loathing

-than that of Herod, who, in his desire to

destroy the infant Prince whose advent he

dreaded, ordered a wholesale slaughter of the babes

in Bethlehem and the adjoining parts, from two

years old and under. One may easily imagine the

dread and dismay of the Judean mothers when the

ruthless soldiers of Herod forced their way to

tha cradles of the babes and thrust their dripping

swords into those helpless breasts. Yet infamous
as Herod was, he has modern successors before

whom his wickedness pales. It is said on good au-

thority that two hundred and fifty out of every

thousand infants born in the large cities of America
perish between their first and their fifth year, and
that in New York City alone infant mortality

reaches two hundred and seventy-five deaths in each
thousand. The chief cause for this alarming state

of things is impure milk. As milk is the earliest

food of infancy, and as it enters

into the composition of food for

the family, for the grown peo-

ple as well as for the children,

it is of the greatest importance
that the milk supply should be

of the best. No other food af-

fords such easy opportunity for

the lodgment and rapid growth
of malevolent bacteria. No
other food is so imperatively
demanded by every household.
The desire to make money is a

temptation that assails various
people who have to do with the
conveyance of milk from the
farm to the consumer. It may
be robbed of its rich cream and
the skimmed product further
weakened by the addition of

water. It may be delayed in

transit or exposed to germs
from the barnyard before it is

placed in cans or bottles. The
greatest danger, however, may
be summed up in a single word
—dirt.

In dairies where entire clean-
liness is the rule, the cows are
scrubbed and cleansed daily,

and are groomed until their

coats shine. Their sides and
udders are perfectly clean.

Those who perform the office of
milkers are compelled to be im-
maculate as to clothing and
hands, and rigid daily inspec-
tion keeps every one concerned
up to a point of entire spotlessness. Milk bottled
under such conditions and sent directly to the con-
sumer is wholesome milk and will not kill children,
but the millions of gallons of milk consumed in a
great city daily do not all coine from the well-known
dairies that are synonyms for advanced ideas.
Large quantities of milk are sent to the towns from
places to which chemical analysis is unknown, and
in which notions of fastidious delicacy as to the
cleansing of cows and the washing of hands are, to
say the least, rudimentary.

Meanwhile, the babies starve because they are
fed with milk that has been robbed of its nutriment
or loaded with germs that assail the stomach and
bowels. An idolized baby dies of cholera infantum;
so reads the doctor's certificate. The babe has
really died of impure milk acting upon it as a viru-
lent poison. A fair young girl, or a man in his
prime, dies of diphtheria or typhoid fever. Parents
bow the head in resignation, and fancy that the dis-
ease came in the ordering of Providence. It came,
of course, by the permission of Providence, but as
the direct result of broken law, and in many cases
easily traceable came from carelessness in the food
supply or in the supply of milk on the table.
Not long ago an epidemic of typhoid fever in a

State insane a.sylum, not three hours' di.stant from
New York City, was attributed to criminal neglect
of proper precautions on the part of those who
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milked the cows in the dairy which gave the milk

supply to the institution.

If we could have pure air, pure water and pure

milk for the babies, both in city and country, there

would be fewer little graves in the cemetery and
fewer mothers wearing their hearts out in grief

over empty cribs.

Our Decaying Trees

The Department of Forestry has had its atten-

tion recently called to a pest that is preying upon
thousands of our most beautiful native trees. When
a splendid tree—oak, chestnut or maple—shows
signs of dying at the top, look for the trouble near
the roots of the tree. A destructive grub, multiply-

ing by millions, has found its way into this country.

It must be fought and exterminated, and we are told

TIRLD WITH PLAY
Here's little Marie so tired with play,

She's fallen asleep in the morn of the day.

Dollie, whom lately she held in her lap.

Now tucked in her cradle, is taking a nap.

that, for the purpose, another grub, an enemy to the
first, has been imported. It behooves those who
possess fine trees to care well for them. State ento-
mologists ai'e doing what they can. A house may
fall to ruin and be rebuilt in a few months, but gen-
erations are required for the production of magnifi-
cent trees.

THE LENGTHENING DAYS
V\/^EEK by week the Jays prrow longer,
'* Hour by hour the sun is stronger;
Winter soon shall pass away.
Birds return with breath of May.
In the trees the sap is stirrintr.
Wines of l>ees will yet be whirring
Through the blossom-scented air,
Thouph to-day the bouprhs are bare.
.Storm and chill and frost and snow
Raj?e while wild northeasters lilow.
Rut in briffht and sunny weather
We shall all be glad together.
When the soft sprin.cr rains are here
And again the flowers appear. Eva InELANn.

The Children's Bedtime

WHEN shall little people g.o tobed? After they

leave the nursery, and between the ages of

6 and 12, when they are growing fast and
need plenty of sleep, boys and girls should be in bed

soon after eight o'clock. To allow a growing child the

freedom of choosing his or her bedtime, with per-

mission to stay up until sleepy, is a mistake. Chil-

dren very much enjoy remaining with their elders

in the evening, and they sometimes feel aggrieved
when obliged to say good-night when the clock

strikes eight. Later, they will reap the benefit of

the long, quiet night, when sleep came the moment
their heads touched the pillow. Children who re-i

tire early are wide awake early in the morning, and
do not need to be called several times. During the

first three or four years of life an afternoon nap is

indispensable to a child's good health and temper.
A child of high-strung, nervous temperament is the
better for a daytime nap until the age of seven. A

trained nurse, speaking of the

difference between children in

households where she was em-
ployed, said that those who
were brought up by rule were
uniformly in better health and
wci'e better behaved than those
who were allowed to sit up until

ten or eleven at night. It may
be added that the beauty sleep'

of young girls, and the sleep
that makes for health and vigor
when young men are in their

teens, must be taken before
midnight. "Sleep that knits up
the raveled sleeve of care" is a
boon straight from heaven, and
if we would enjoy it fully we
must not scorn the old-fash-
ioned rule of "early to bed and
early to rise."

How to Read the Bible

When we read the Bible in

the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and ten there are two
or three things that we ought to

remember. The Bible is the
inspired Word of God. It was
w)-itten by holy men of old, who
spoke as they were moved by \

the Holy Spirit. The Bible was'
not written all at once. In it-

self it is a library composed of
many books, the work of many

"

authors, extending over many
centuries. In, for example, the

wars of Israel with the Canaanites we must not
forget that we are reading of primitive peoples, in a ^

period very different from our own, and that the
chronicles were made by writeis who used Oriental,
phrases and were often poetic in their treatment of

I

their subject. War in all ages is hideous in cruelty,!
and in modern as in ancient times has been carried

\

on without regard to pity or humanity. Since the'
Prince of Peace came to the earth to bring in a reign

]

of good will, a different spirit 1 as come into the con-
j

flicts of nations. There has been care for women
j

and children, and less wholesale cruelty than in an-
cient times, but the years of God move slowly. The
day will yet dawn when peace shall reign from sea
to sea.

In reading any chapter in the Bible anywhere be-
tween its covers the believer in God, the child of the
heavenly Father, will always find some word of com-

,

fort or help if the Bible is approached as the Bookl
of God.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-All
—Emily X. I cannot define the duties of a nursery gov-

erness. In a preneral way, they include most of the care of the
small people durinpr the dayliprht hours. The Koverness is not
precisely a nursemaid, yet in some families she performs the
work of one. Why do you not prepare yourself to be a kinder-
partner? The time devoted to acquirint; the training would not
b? wasted, and as you have a little money, and can afford to
wait before enterins? the ranks of wage-earners, this study will
be a Rood investment.
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STRAVBERRY

AMELIA EBARR

CHAPTER ¥l\E—Co)ttinned

HESE general conditions had nu-

merous individual aspects. The
J- party which supported the Kinu,

yd which considered an Act of Parlia-

r nt in the light of a divine decree,

vre indignant at those who dared to

cticise the one and defy the other.

Inancial ruin staied them in the face;

lin, which was the deliberate work of

r:rowd of fanatics, whose principles

TV abhorred, and whose punishment
uy ardently desired. They were cur-

tiled in their enterprises and even in

1;ir pleasures by a public sentiment

Mich at first they despised, but which
1 y soon found themselves compelled
: obey. There was open discussion

1 many families, and friends of a

It'time ceased to know each other.

For every man—no matter what side

1 had taken—was hurt in the most
.snsitive part of his life: his business
MS assailed. And his business repre-
•nted his honor, his civic standing,
t comfort of his home and family,

,s individual impoitance. Yet the

^'ponents of the Stamp Act were
awing every burgher into their own
Jserable condition—they were ruin-

jg the trade of the city; and the mer-
^ants, one and all, no matter what
•>ey thought of the Act, must suffer

(id fall together.
jin this general insurrection of feei-

ng, the women struck a dominant
)te. They made no secrets of theii-

limosities; they regarded no civilities

their disputes. If any of their sex
)peared in clothing of English quality
id make, the lash of their tongues
id scorn of their manner was quite
pirestrained. They made it a disgrace
i> wear anything but clothes of home
anufacture, and every luxury of the
•ilet and table which represented
nglish workmanship was rigorously
oandoned. Any one can perceive that
woman had in this wide-open field

;/ery weapon she could desire; and
oubtless many a social grudge and
Tense found in the compulsions of the
tamp Act comforting reprisals. It

as the moving spiMng of every word
nd action. Wherever two or three
len were gathered together, they were
iicouraging each other in their resist-

nce to the Stamp .\ct. Wherever
omen weic busy spinning and weav-

,ig, they wtMe almost cei-tain to have
oth public and private reasons for
leir enthusiasm.
But these men and women were of

ne heroic ca.ste. Clothe'd in home-
pun, they were clothed in immortal-
ly; for never sui-ely will there be a
eneration of American or English
reemen foigetful of these noble trad-
rs, sitting in their silent stores and
aeing ruin for the sake of that
eathless element of Liberty's Magna
Iharta, "No taxation without repie-
entation." They were American
lampdens, .standing for the same
rinciple that carried the English
lampden into the battlefield. It was
nly twenty shillings in the English
ase, it was only three pennies in the
vmerican case; but neither English
or Americans were beguiled by the
mallness of the imposition. They
new that it was the open door for
ppression, boundless in extent and
ndless in duration.
Thus the summer of A.D. 17G")

passed tumultuously away. The beau-

tiful young city,

rouiul whose virgin zone
111', livdi. like two mighty arm.s, were thrown.

was bathed in her usual bright sun-

shine, and the same cool winds stirred

the leaves of the poplars, and dappled
the pavements on which the gravely
anxious or angry citizens sat, or stood,

talking. But, oh, the change in the
once busy, cheerful streets! A few
months ago they had been crowded
with drays and wagons and vehicles of

every kind, and the air resonant with
all the sounds of commerce and hu-
manity; now they were so silent that

months previous had become, in ap-

pearance, the frontier pioneers; and
the luxuries of fashion and civiliza-

tion lay unasked for in the closed

stores of the silent city.

The women fairly followed suu;
though with many some darling luxury

was kept against all advices and up-
braidings. Thus Virginia Van Vroom
would not give up her English shoes.

She declared homemade shoes lamed
her, and she really walked in them
with such evident distress that her feet

were perforce excused the mortifica-

tions that other portions of her toilet

gave her. It was a hard time both for

"They encouraged each other in their resistance"

the guffaw of some idle negro team-
ster sent an echo thi-ough them. For
it must be remembered that more than
two hundred of the largest business
houses had signed the agreement to
import no English goods until the
Stamp Act was repealed—their stores

were practically closed, and their ships
rocking idly at their piers.

The men themselves had suffered a
noticeable change. In place of their
rich broadcloth, silk hosiery, and fine

linen, they were dressed in homemade
jeans, or woolen cloths, and home-knit
stockings. No powder was on their
hair, no lace on their linen; no English
chains or fobs or rings were visible.

The princely merchants of a few

men and women, that summer of 1765,
and when Colonel Rutgers passion-
ately called the English government "a
desolating power," New Yoi-k City was
sufficient evidence of the truth of his

assertion.

Yet, in the midst of all this calamity,
lovers found every opportunity they
desired. The anxiety, the suspense,
the watching for news, the Governor's
anger, the tittle-tattle of private ha-
treds, the injustice of public wrongs,
were all food for the voracious little

god. They were a kind of bitters that
whetted his appetite for the sweets of
confidence and affection. Lovers had
always some new tale to tell, some
wrong against which they could effect-

ively spread their own magnanimity
and courage.
The engagement of Joris and Vir-

ginia was, however, still unrecognized.
On their return from the Governor's
house party, they had found Captain
Van Vroom in a mood of great exhil-

aration regarding Batavius De Vries.
He had just had a letter from him, and
it was apparently full of financial suc-
cess and good news. After the receipt
of this letter, when not talking of the
Stamp Act, he was talking of Bata-
vius, and he always managed to con-
nect Virginia and her future with
happy predictions concerning his fa-
vorite. Generally Virginia refused to

notice both his innuendoes and his

plain assertions; but she understood
that the claims of Joris would be pas-
sionately denied, if presented at a time
so inauspicious to them.

Perhaps they were both rather glad
of the secrecy which they believed to

be so necessary. Love likes hidden
ways, and little compromises. He is

also a shameless seeker after sym-
pathy, and perfectly willing to invent
reasons for asking it. Joris was
aware that his own father would re-

ceive the news of his engagement with
angry denials, and he expected nothing-

better from Virginia's father. So he
liked Virginia to pity his situation, he
liked her to advise him to conceal his

love for her, he enjoyed the sweet
duplicities of tenderness that was
forced to secret expiession.
And after all, what could be settled

until the Stamp Act business was ar-
ranged? Besides, Justice Artaveldt
had further complicated matters by
attaching himself positively to the
Governor's party. Captain Jan said
"it was the homespun." He believed
Artaveldt would prefer slavery in

satin to liberty in jeans; and he spoke
contemptuously of young Artaveldt's
English riding-boots, and jockey-like

coat, with its scarlet facings and gold
buttons.

"I wonder me at him!" he cried an-
grily. "I wonder how he can face the

home-dressed Liberty Boys. Ashamed
of himself he ought to be!"
And Virginia answered not in words,

but her whole lovely personality ra-

diated denials, from the upward fling

of her head to the restless tapping of
her English-shod feet.

With her mother she was more con-
fidential. "Father is talking continu-
ally of Batavius," she said scornfully.

"He has made some money, it seems,
and so then he is the man in a thou-
sand."
"Very well, that is a good thing.

What ails thee at Batavius? Always
great friends you have been, and many
fine gifts he has brought thee. Thou
should not forget the past—also I

think thou art dear to him."
"I wish not to be dear to him."
"It is better for thee to be dear to

Batavius than dear to that fop-of-fops,

Joris Artaveldt."
"Because Joris will not make a

fright of himself, thou and my father
begin to hate him. Very well, so much
more will I love him."
"Then thou wilt bi-eed pain and .sor-

row for thyself, for be sure of this

—

thv father will marry thee to Batavius
De Vries."

"I will throw myself in the river,

rather than I will be his wife. Tell

that to my father."

Continued on next page
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

' "Not much would he heed such

words. They are foolishness. Thou
hast read them in some of those novel-

books Lady Rose brings thee."

"But I hate Batavius, mother."

"That is nothing. Many girls ^I

have heard say, 'I hate Bram!' 'I

hate Case!' 'I hate Peter!' and I have

seen them cry and wring their hands,

and want to die then and then; and so

soon as the man is their own man, in

one week they are crazy about him,

and there is no one in the wide world

to match him. That is the way. Hate
is turned into love by marriage. What
is the matter with thee? crying, cry-

ing for nothing at all ! Batavius is

handsome and rich, and so easy with

women, thou may rule him like a little

child. Very fortunate art thou. I

say that plainly."

Such conversations were as frequent

as they were futile, all the summer
long; for Madame remained loyal to

her husband's desire, and indeed, for

her own part, she was quite of ^his

opinion in her estimate of Virginia's

two lovers. Joris she admired, and in

a measure liked; Batavius she trusted;

and there was no hesitation in her
mind as to which of the men would
make the most satisfactory and com-
fortable husband. She listened to

Virginia's complaints and entreaties

with a certain amount of sympathetic
understanding, but she always, in the

end, insisted on the superiority of

Batavius as a husband. "When you
marry yourself," she would say, "it is

not a man that is handsome to look at,

or pleasant, that you want. No, it is

the good provider, and the kind helper

in sickness and trouble." And though
such advice had apparently no effect

on Virginia, it did really, though un-
consciously, influence her. Unavoid-
ably she began to regard Batavius as

a fate from which she could not es-

cape; and Joris as the glorious, but
unattainable. Love of her crossed and
unhappy destiny.

One morning in September she was
walking slowly up Broadway. She
had been to the Walton house with a
letter from her father, containing good
news concerning the proposed Con-
gress of the colonies in New York, dur-
ing the following month. In fact, the
ready enthusiasm of all to form a con-
tinental union was the great hope
which had brightened the listless, inac-

tive summer. But now, at least,

twenty-eight deputies, speakers of the
colonial assemblies, had pledged them-
selves to be present at the New York
congress in October; and though Vir-
ginia, North Carolina and Georgia
were prevented by their Governors
from sending representatives, letters

of sympathy with the movement had
been forwarded, with promises to abide
by the decisions of the United Con-
gress. Van Vroom, with the aid of his
son Arent, had been working hard for
this result; and, in the joy of its cer-
tain accomplishment, he had sent a
letter containing many hopeful details
to his friend and coadjutor. William
Walton. Virginia had asked to carry
this letter, for she had friends in Pearl
and Cherry Streets, and she knew the
happiness of being the bringer of good
tidings.

So with the light of many welcomes
on her face, she was passing the park
when she was overtake., by Joris. He
had been to the fort, and was riding,
but he gave his horse into the charge
of his servant, and, taking his place at
Virginia's side, he sauntered slowly
home with her. It was a lovely au-
tumn morning, and the bright young
city had the atmojphere of not unhope-
ful waiting. Here and there, shops
and booths had been opened for the
sale of goods of home manufacture;
and there was a pleasant stir round
such marts. The Liberty Boys were
standing in small parties at the street

corners watching the English soldiers,

who were ever ready to stir up a quar-
rel. Sitting or standing under the

trees, men were discussing the last let-

ter from the London emissary of the

New York colonists; or congratulating
each other on the certainty of what
every one felt to be a most important
event—the meeting of the Colonial

Congress in October.
Now and then some youth would look

contemptuously at the English clothing

of Joris; and occasionally words of ad-
vice accompanied the look; but as a
general thing the appearance of Vir-
ginia protected her escort from un-
pleasant notice. She was dressed in a
gray woolen frock, which had been
woven in the Van Vroom household,
and though the little cambric tippet,

frilled with lace, which covered her
shoulders was evidently an imported
adornment, it passed unnoticed in the
superior smartness of her homemade
gipsy bonnet. For with her own hands
she had fashioned it of braided corn-
shucks, and trimmed it with ears of

ripe wheat, and with scarlet poppies
from the Van Vroom garden. Its pic-

turesque shape and gay coloring had
won her many hearty compliments that
morning, and when Joris added his

praises she felt that her toilet was
both a personal and political success.

As they reached the outskirts of the
city they lingered lovingly in the warm
grass and the cool shade of the elms,
and at the Van Heemskirks' gate stood
a few minutes to speak to Madame
Van Heemskirk, who had been gather-
ing vegetables, and had a basket full of
them in her hands. She praised Vir-
ginia's dress and gipsy hat, and asked
if her mother had wool enough to keep
her women busy. "If not," she added,
"I can share a little with her. Tell her
that, Virginia."

"I will, madame, and many thanks
for your kind offer. My father thinks
we shall do great things next month.
He says Congress is now certain."

"I know not, child. All this quarrel-
ing troubles me. Who can say where
any fresh road will lead to?"
"Some of the colonists think this

road will lead to liberty, madame,"
said Joris.

"Well, then, as my good husband
says, we had to draw the line some-
where about here. The English gov-
ernment had gone far enough. If we
submit now, it will be all up with us;
that is what Joris Van Heemskirk
says. However, the King's hands don't
reach to heaven. He goes as far as he
is let go, not as far as he would like

to go. There is One above George
King of England. Yes, indeed!"

""The King is not to blame, madame,"
said Joris.

"I suppose not. What does the King
know? With other men's ears he
hears, with other men's eyes he sees.

Virginia, take care of your homespun
dress, and your corn-shuck hat; some
day you will be proud of them."
They went away laughing over such

an improbability, and were still mirth-
ful at the prospect when they reached
the Semple house. Madame Semple
was at the open gate watching her son
Neil walking toward the city. They
stopped and bade her good morning,
and she looked them both over from
head to feet.

"You are a' right, Joris," she said;
"and, Virginia, youth and beauty can
wear a hodden-gray, 'specially if

there's a trifle o' French lace and a
gipsy hat wi' scarlet poppies aboon it.

But, oh, lassie, if you were fifty, in-
stead o' eighteen, you would turn
Tory, rather than thole it."

"Indeed I would not, madame."
"As for myself, I'm wearing the

brawest silks and satins I have to my
name—on the Sabbath Day. There's
nane dare to cast it up to me in the

Covtinved on next page

Use ordinary soap for ordinary pur-

poses; Ivory Soap for better-than-ordi-

nary purposes.

That is the rule in most households;

and it is a good rule.

Take, for example, a garment such as

is shown in the illustration. It is too

valuable, too dainty, too fragile to be

cleansed with any other than Ivory Soap.

The same remark holds good in the

case of a hundred other articles—colored

goods, wash silks, lawns, dimities, cur-

tains, etc. The safest, best, and only

right way to launder them is with Ivory

Soap.
There is no "free" ( uncombined ) alkali in Ivory Soap. That

is\ why it will not injure the finest fabric or the most delicate skin.

Ivery Doap . 99*Xoo Per Cent. Pure.

V J
'pdmr'ji^^

ALLEN5

No. 200
Opera Last.
Kid, Kid Tip; Steel
Arch Support, Cushion
Rubber Heels. ^_ _,_.
Widths A to EE. S3»50
THEY romhin^ tlu- b.-sl <lfiufnts of qnalitv and style with an

original Cold-proof and Damp-proof Sole construction
that conforms to every curve and pressure of the foot—oak
outersole, cushion-fork innersolc resting on a bed of antiseptic
felt; cushion rubber heek to prevent shock or jar to the
nervous system. Easy and comfortable right from the time you
first put them on. Need nohreakinp in, They will stimulate you
to the free enjoyment of the best exercise tliat exists—walking.

1/ our shoes art not on sale in your vicinity, order direct from us,

sending your sixe, width and money order for $3.50. Send for
Catalogshowingother styles at S3. 50 /or women and at $4.00 for men

BLAKE ALLEN CO^ 15 South Street. BOSTON. MASS.

PREPAID FROM FACTORY
For 50 years the best etovea made. We guaran-

tee in writing to take any stove back and refund
all your money after a year's lue if you are not
eatislied. Sold at wholesale prices
(same as your deal-
er buys), freight
prepaid.

Gold Coin
Stoves and Ranges

are polished, ready
to set up, safe de-
livery insured.

Send for Free

Illustrated

Stove Book

It will save
you money.
Gold Coin Stove Co.
11 Oak St., Troy, N.y,

Retarnable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
sent on request to churches needing new books
IHK l!l<;l;OU A JI.\I\ CO., New Vork or (lii<a!;o

^ every part of any
_^ sewing machine, making

p^^each action point work just right. ^

».^Won't collect dust or gum or soil thread _
Eor goods like "so-called 6»h" oils. Even old"

SEWING MACHINES
an like new. Cleans and polishes wooden case":

J prevents rust on every meial part. Has thirty :

Tother household uses. Sampl"- bottle and

:rnrC ttnnarv" free. Writ-,

TrlLL 3 h OneOU Co.. S4 Broadway. N. Y. C»y.

CYCLONE CEMETERY
FENCES AND GATES

will make your family burying
ground or cemetery lot

against desecration and
the last resting place of loved
ones that well kept
ance that proves enduring
devotion.
Cyclone Fences

made strong and rust
resistant, so will stand
for many years,

They
are cheaper

than wooden
fences and more ar-

:. Write today for

prices to Churches
and Cemetery Associations
and for catalog showing
iiianystyles.inchidin? non-
cliniiiahle cemetery fence
and jrate arches.

Cyclone Fence Co.
Dept. l4l,Wauke4an.lll.

PATENTS that PROTECT-
Our 3 books for invfntori mailed on receipt <f 6 cts. stamps'
H. B. ft A. B. LACEY,Washington, D.C.,Dept.a6.Est. 186!
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rl and on the six days, when they

igt say this or that, I wear, as you
1 see, my ain tartan—the Gordon
in, and no less; and I would like

-.i king or kaiser that would order

me.".
"am an American girl, and have no

r n, madame."
"f course not. It would be a queer

ii: if any Van had a tartan, though
rght come, in a way, by the moth-
'fside. It's a great comfort to be

itind Scotch, for when Madame Lib-

t: wears her hodden-gray, you can
r'our bonnie checker stuff."
" thought," said Joris, "that King

7;<ge the Second had forbidden the

s\i; to wear their tartans."

''aebody minded him. My father

» his Gordon tartan till he died, and
'as buried in it—plaid, and kilt,

cohilabeg. He would hae worn his

r likewise, but there was one or two
f;rs t& settle wi' it, and sae he left

elirk to his next of kin. The lad

ted them with a good heart and a
sy hand, and he's wearing the dirk

nthe tartan to-day, God bless him!
£W your father an hour ago, Vir-

ri. He was walking vera majest-

ic homeward. I'm thinking he had
cough o' good news in his heart, he
23ed his way north wi' such an air

tisfaction. Weel, weel, my cakes
deeding looking after, so you may
1/ yoursel's off now, you twa foolish

lis! Thinking of marrying, nae
1 (t—baith o' you. Anyway, Vir-

ri, wait till you can wear a decent
eiing dress—a bit o' white silk, or
(like o' it. Virginia, what is your
cier wearing?"
^ dress like the one I have on,

iame."
'oor thing! And her wi' quilted

.1 and lutestring petticoats, and
t sacques o' every quality; bodices
ti, and stomachers of a' makes and
iriptions!"

VIother does not mind. If her dress
: all the trouble, she

"

To be sure. There's Arent too

—

\rent wears his uniform."
That's a comfort, but I fancy the
like their jeans and homespun. A

» e impertinent lot o' young, crowing
/):rels you couldn't find in all crea-
r < than the lads parading the streets

^e-w York, and calling themsel's
lerty Boys. The Dominie says they
u put on broadcloth again, but he's
jred they'll never put off their home-
en manners. Now my Neil is just
iiity itsel', and you could get no
r,; and easy ways with him, no mat-

I ;i what he was wearing—-but Neil
;ji a common kind o' young man."
oris bowed assent, and Virginia
I "No, indeed!" and then Madame,

L 'h a sarcastic little laugh, hurried
l-> the house to look after her cakes.
I was rolling up her long sleeves as
;ll went, and she called after the
n;rs a few words they did not hear.
' Nor like to," she commented. "They
•^ that ta'en up wi' themselves. It's

-•auld, auld way, and yet aye a young
\ foolish one—when Alexander Sem-
first came becking and bowing to
I wasn't altogether sensible-like."

land in hand Virginia and Joris
it slowly homeward, and then lin-
ed in the Van Vroom garden to en-
the pungent odor of the box hedges,

1 the hot, imperious perfume of the
•ender bed, whose ripe, fragrant

J kes were intoxicating the bees and
I
I hummingbirds hanging in deliri-

'.f delight over it. Joris felt its

;|tle power to an extent that aston-
ijed Virginia. He bent his head to

;|| fascinating odor, and seemed be-
.^vdered with its penetrating power.
I jl

rubbed the flowers in his hands, and
i^Jtaled their sweetness with a sort of
^•)ture; and Virginia stood looking at
*j(i with an expression not altogether
,;npathetic. She was indeed wonder-
^ how he could be so enthusiastic

over a bed of lavender, and so gener-
ally cool and prudent over subjects of
far greater interest and importance.
She had not yet learned that every soul
has some subtle doorway to its inmost
self, and that the sense of smell is the
most frequent and the most potent of
all such entrances; consequently she
could not realize that it was in that
very moment embalming herself and
her love in the memory of Joris by an
everlasting odor, sweet smelling as the
dews of Paradise. Indeed, she was
almost troubled when Joris took from
his breast-pocket a little case of scarlet
morocco, and showing her within its

folds her own betrothal gift—the
Strawberry Handkerchief—said

:

"Gather some lavender, dearest, and
with your own hands sweeten it for-
ever."
"But I would rather not, Joris," she

answered. "Mother has often told me
that there is always quarreling in a
house that uses lavender."

"I never heard such a thing before,
and I do not believe it, Virginia. I

defy anything to make us quarrel."
To be continued

The Story of a Small Deposit

RECENTLY there came to the office

of The Christian Herald a
check for the Bowery Mission, and an
explanatory letter from the Union
Square Savings Bank of New York
City, which shows how a small sum
of money, deposited years ago and for-

gotten by its owner, has come out of

the bank vaults to do good at a time
when most needed. It shows that our
business men are not forgetful of the
men "who are temporarily down and
out," as President "Taft said in his re-

cent speech at the Mission, and also
what pains a great financial in-

stitution, such as the Union Square
Savings Bank, takes to trace its de-
positors and their heirs in order that
they may receive, with interest, the
money which was entrusted to its care.
"Over forty years ago," reads the

letter, "a depositor, Sarah Gray, left

a small balance of $5.40, which she evi-
dently forgot. While we have endeav-
ored to trace her, it was only recently
that we found the executor of her es-

tate, Mr. John Crolius. He is a very
old man, and the Mrs. Gray in question
was his aunt, who died nearly forty
years ago. At first he was reluctant
to touch the present balance of $42.0.5,

as not being worth while, but finally

at our solicitation he consented to turn
it over to charity, and selected your in-

stitution." After giving a few busi-
ness details, the vice-president of the
bank, Mr. William R. Rockwood, closes
with the words: "We are glad that the
money can now be put where it will do
some good." The money will be ex-
pended in the wisest way possible by
the Bowery Mission, for the men it is

encouraging and putting on their feet
to face the world again, and doubtless,
if the lady who deposited the money so
many long years ago were here to-day,
she would be glad that her money had
"been left to grow until it could be
drawn out this cold winter to aid, feed
and clothe the needy.

A Most Useful Book
Dear Dr. Klopsch: The calendar

and picture are beautiful, very realis-
tic and attractive. I 'vish to thank
you for the promptness of delivery and
the good condition of the pictures.
The premium book. Before the Doctor
Covies, has al.'^o been received. It is
certainly a very useful book. I wish
The Christian Herald every success.
May the circulation increase.
Indianapolis, hid. James C. Owen.

I make all sorts

of clear glass for

all sorts of uses;

each the best

glass for its par-

ticular purpose.

For my Pearl

Glass lamp-
chimneys — that

bear my name,

Macbeth—I make

Res. D. s. p.t. Off. the best glass

ever put into a lamp-chimney.

These chimneys are clear as

crystal, and they won't break

from heat
;

proper shapes and

lengths, and they fit.

I'll send you. free, my lamp-chimney book, to

tell you the rik'ht chimney for any burner. Address

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

AfiFNTS 200% PROFIT**^^*^* ^ * k-/ Handy, Automatic

HAME FASTENER
Do away with old hanie strap.

Horse owners and teamsters
wild about tbeni. Fasten

instantly with gloves on. Outwear the harness. Money back if

not satisfactory. Write today for confidential terms to agents.

F. Thomas Mfs:. Co., 724 Wayne St., l>ayton, Ohio

ADo not be satisfied with an in-

definite "emulsion" which
may disguise impurities, but
which does not exclude them.

Peter Moller'^^

may be obtained of any jsood druggist.
It is made and bottled in Norway, thus
reaching you without possibility of
adulteration. It is so PURE that it is

entirely

Free from Disagreeable Taste or Odor
D'Sests completely — no nauseous " repeat-

ing." Never sold in bulk. Take only the flat,

oval bottles bearing name of

Schieffelin & Co. , New York, Sole Agents

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

and Almanac for 1910 has 2.4 pa^-'es, witll many
colorcl plates ..f fowls tin,- tn lit. It tells all

about ehifkens, their I'l ices, tlnii eare. diseases

and remedies. All aliout Incubators, tlicirpiiees

and their (iperation. .411 iiii. iit p. iiltrv houses
and h..w t<, liuild them. Us an eii.Tcl. i edia

of ehiekend.'ni. Y.i, ii.(,l it. Only 15 Cents.
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 688, Freeport, ni.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Churen or Sunday Sciiool. and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," forSsfonoo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

25
"""''"""•"""""""Valentine Post CardslflCSilk Crushed Plush Finish
The moBt bcttuiiful Valentine Post Cards you eve

well known ant at anJ are worlt8of art. Printed I

board. The price for these 25 oardB la only 10 oec

Dught at (be price. The deBlifna. Lovers. Hearta, CuT'ldfl. etc.. are by a
)lorB wllb a hackkTTOuntl of solid gold and Bllveron a good quality of card
V. HERMAN & CO., 81 CAXTON BLDC, CHICAGO10

hSOO
Manufac^
turers

of FURS
in New York City alone can use quite some
skins. They have sold their old stock and
:ire hungry for fresh poods. We sell to most
(if them. Sriul for price list and ship to

M. F. PFAELZER & CO.,
6 East 12th Street. (Desk 16). New York.
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This Fashion Book Freei
J
T JUnsti-ates the ad-

^ V a 11 e cl •'Spring

r yiw
y

l<i .S' » /)

.. ,; S' ijif^ in larlies'

biuts, ilifsst's, skirts

and ANaibts for 1910,

also exquisite models
in lingerie, sill; petti-

eoats, boys' and girls'

I'lothing. It ti'llsyoa

how }ou can Imy the

1, 1, si /,'). .i.hr.ni and
)Ofstyle

'//// and
have tliem delivered
10 you inlhniil piiy-

1,111 <( I i III vi iiinil or

Lnii h„. s^ It

IS a \ ilualilr style

letei.ii. . lii.ok for

you to 0%™. Write
for a copy to - day.

addicss upon application.

1°,, „„ BELLAS HESS & CO. J'jiday
BrancJi Broadway, Prince & Crosby Sts.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Sent rnEi:

Houses,
NoAcents

Free

ALENTINESVW 10 fine Post C^ids, lOc; 100 for 90 c. A Special

w assortment for dealers and agents, 1 00 mailed for 60c

WASHINGTON'S BIRTH f^ \ "\r
SAINT PATRICK'S U r\, 1
10 DACT PA one mailed for 10 cents

100 1 UOl vAIVLIlJ mailed for 75 cents

Three 10 cent packages maiUd for 25 cents
MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON", CONN

Deaf People

Send this Coupon
We Want All Hard-of-Hearing People to

Use this New Hearing Device for

30 Days on Home Trial

Electricity has worked an additional
wonder, and by its use in this new device
it is now possible for the deafest person to

Iiear distinctly ail the sounds audible to

those who possess their normal faculties of
hearing.

We have perfected this instrument to

such a degree that we now unhesitatingly
.send it to any afflicted person on thirty

days' trial, that they may know by actual
experience that by its aid the deafest person
can hear—can converse as those who arc
not afflicted converse and can enjoy the
concert and distinctly hear public speakers.

The Electrophone is so sensitive that tlie

faintest sotuid is multiplied many times in

volume, so that the ear is made to receive
and properly record every sound made.

The Electrophone is much more sensitive

and multiplies the sound a great deal more
than any other device. A small transmitter
gathers in the sound and transmits it with
greatly increased volume to the ear, an
electric device accomplishing this result.

IMost people who use the Electrophone
tell us it has greatly improved their hearing
and that it stopped their head noises, and
in many instances the normal hearing has
been entirely restored. Just as the arms
or legs shrivel and become useless through
the lack of exercise, the ear also fails

through disuse. The Electrophone exer-
cises the parts of the ear, each to play its

l>roper function, with the result the hearing
is greatly improved.

Thousands of these instruments are in

use. No treatment of any kind is taken in

connection with their use.

If you are deaf or hard of hearing, don't
fail to send name and address on this

coupon. We will send you a list of many
responsible people who are using the
Electrophone. You are to use the Stolz
Electrophone thirty days before you are to
decide to keep it.

CHRIST THE INTERPRETER

Sunday Schoel Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

Stolz Electrophone Co.
59 Stewart Bldg., 92 State St.

Opposite Marshall Field's

Chicago

Please .sciul iiii^ partitrulars concerning the home
trial yon give of your ileviue w hicli inukcsit possibh!
tor the tleaf to hear. (2)

Kamc_

.\ddrcss.

IF
we should count all of the laws

which God gave through Moses to

his people Israel, we should find in

all over six hundred, including the Ten
Commandments. These laws were

divided into two groups: (1) The
ceremonial, or moral law, prescribing-

forms of worship, modes and times of

sacrifice, feasts, etc.; (2) the polit-

ical or civil law, which described rela-

tions between man and man in regard
to life, property, etc. (See Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteron-
omy.) The Old Testament has been
called "the Saviour's Bible," because
he had it in substantially the same
form in which we have it. The use
which Jesus made of the Old Testa-

ment will show its bearing- upon the

Christian life of to-day.

The Unquestioned Utterance of Christ

Those Bible critics who assail almost
every part of the Bible unanimously
leave the Sermon on the Mount un-
mangled as the unquestioned utterance
of Christ. All Christians usually
agree with the sentiment of Daniel
Webster in regard to this discussion

:

"The Sermon on the Mount cannot he
a merely human production." And
what parts of the Sermon on the
Mount are reckoned of highest value
and inspiration? It would usually be
answered, the Beatitudes, the Lord's
Prayer, the Golden Rule, the command
to love all men as our neighbors, the
exhortation to love our enemies, the
comments on the Commandments, as
kept or violated by the state of the
heart, and the reference to fasts to be
kept in spirit, and not merely in form,
and the declaration of God's care for
ravens and other creatures of nature.
These are elements in the Sermon on
the Mount which have won the eulogy
even of those who condemn the Old
Testament. But every one of these is

either a quotation or paraphrase of the
Old Testament, with which Christ's
spirit was so saturated and his mem-
ory so filled that its principles in new
forms and fuller utterances make up
his greatest discourse. It is in Ps.
37: 11 that it is first declared that "the
meek shall inherit the earth." It is in

Ps. 24:3, 4, that we are first told of
the blessedness of those who have
clean hands and a pure heart. It is in
Isa. 61 : 3 that the blessedness of those
that mourn is first declared; and there
are three passages in Isaiah and the
Psalms that tell us of the blessedness
of the poor in spirit, in whose contrite
hearts God dwells. The blessedness of
those that hunger and thirst after
righteousness, of the merciful, of the
peacemakers, are also declared repeat-
edly in the Old Testament. (Isa.

57:15; Isa. 62:3; Ps. 21:7; Ps.
145:19; Isa. 65:13; Ps. 41:1, 2, 4;
Ps. 34: 14, etc.) The Lord's Prayer is

really a paraphrase of I. Chron.
29:10-13.

Turning Light on the Commandments
The command, "Love thy neighbor

as thyself," often spoken of as a New
Testament commandment, is a quota-
tion from Lev. 19 : 18, and the exhorta-
tion to "Love your enemies" was given
thrice at least in the Old Testament,
Christ's words being a free quotation
from one of them, Prov. 25: 21, 22. As
to the Golden Rule, Jesus said himself
that he had learned it from the Law
and the prophets.

It is sometimes urged that Christ
introduced an entirely new element
into the Decalogue when he said, "He
that hateth his brother is a murderer."
But instead of introducing a new prin-
ciple Christ was simply turning on

* International Sunday School Lesson for Janu-
ary 30, 1910. .Some Laws of tlio Kin^'<loni. Matt.
r>: IT-iti; :18-4S. (Joidin Tkxt : "Ho vc therefore
pcrfoci.eveiias your Ktillier wliicli is in lieavcn is
perfect." Malt. 5 : -18.

these commands the light of the tenth

commandment, as Paul intimates in

Rom. 7:7, "I had not known lust, ex-

cept the law had said, Thou shalt not

covet."

How Many Commandments ?

A boy was being examined for
church membership. The old elders
looked rather askance at him because
of his youth. Finally one of them
asked the question, "How many com-
mandments are there?" "Eleven,"
promptly replied the boy. There was
a look on the faces of the elders of sur-
prise and gratulation, as if their judg-
ment of the boy's unfitness had been
confirmed. "How is that, boy?" asked
one of the elders; "do you not know
there are only ten commandments?"
"God gave ten commandments to

Moses, and when Jesus Christ came he
said, 'A new commandment I give unto
you, that ye love one another; as I

have loved you, that ye also love one
another.' " The elders had nothiug
more to say, only that the boy was
eligible for church membership.

Jesus gave yet other commandments.
Repent, Mark 1:15. Believe, Mark
1:15. Prav, Matt. 6:6. Confess me.
Matt. 10:32. Be baptized, Mark
10:39. Follow me, John 12:26. Go,
Mark 16: 15. This do in remembrance
of me, Luke 22:19. Love, Mark
12: 30, 31.

We have learned the Ten Command-
ments "by heart"; it might be more
appropriate to say that we have
learned them "by lips," for we can say
them almost without thinking; about
them. And there certainly are a lot

of people who can say them without
doing them! But we are not so fa-
miliar with the commandments of
Jesus. The only way to become famil-
iar with them is to live by them. Let
each one ask herself or himself. Which
of Jesus' commandments am I keep-
ing? which am I breaking?

The Inauguration Sermon

In Jesus' Sermon on the Mount,
which was the inauguration sermon for
the apostles, Jesus did not give "new"
commandments, but he lifted up the
old commandments to a higher plane,
and this he did by going to the root of
things. "Thou shalt not kill." "Thou
shalt not be angry with thy brother,
nor use words of contempt, as 'Raca'
and 'thou fool.' " Christ showed that
the thought of enmity was in very
truth the deed of murder. In Moses'
time no Israelite might appear before
the altar to offer a sacrifice while he
was still acting- the part of a law-
breaker; and Christ taught if a per-
son treasured anything in his heart
against another, had "a grudge," he
must get rid of it before any offering
he might make to God could be ac-
cepted. "Go thy way, first be recon-
ciled to thy brother, and then come and
offer thy gift." Reconciliation has
been called "renewed friendship," and
sometimes this is even sweeter than
friendship in the first instance. Two
brothers quarreled and separated, one
went to live in far-away Australia.
During twenty years they never com-
municated with each other. The
Christmas season was drawing nigh,
and the brother in Australia said to
himself, "I am going back to the old
home in England to spend Christinas.
I think it will do my heart good to
smell the Christmas tree again, and to
see the loved ones that are still there.
I believe it will feel good tc make up
with John," and so he traveled for
nearly forty days across two oceans
and one continent to experience the
joy of forgiving and being forgivei:,
and of being reconciled to his brother!
Those who were his fellow-travelers
testify that he was one of the happiesi

Continued on next page
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Whenever Yoi

See An Arrow
Think of

^
The all the year round best beverage

for all classes, ages and sexes.
Delicious—Wholesome—Thirst-Quenching

Sc Everywhere /^i;,^^

Our Free Booklet
"Tlic Truth About Coca-Cola"
tells all about Coca-Cola—what
it is and why it is so delicious,

wholesome and beneficial. Itgivcs
analyses made by scientists and/
chemists from coast to coast, prov-
ing its purity and wbolesomencss."
Send 2c for postage—and we will send"
you our 1910 Coca-Cola Girl Calendar.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY. Atlanta, Ga.
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IF YOUR savings earn less than 3% you ar

depriving yourself of a certain percentage o
income. Your savings placed with the Industrial ar
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voice. There is nothing so effective for Sore Throi'
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JOHN I, BROWN fc SON. Bo-^^ton. Mas.'i.
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You need not be an-

noyed by a rusty or
neglected stove, when
you know what you
ran do with our Sun
Paste Stove Polish,

put up ready -mixed
for use with a wet
cloth, instantly pol-

ished with a dry cloth.

It is the quickest Stove
Polish known, and cives
that mirror-smooth, jet-black
luster so much appreciated
by the tidy housekeeper. You

don't have to dread the job of

putting iton, either — it is ab-
solutely dustless.

Aik your grocer fur it.

MOKSK BROS.. Proprietors,
CaDton, Mast , U.B. A.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Music

].essons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.
uonderfnl offer to every lover of music

vetlier a lieginner or an advanced player.

' Jinety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-
1 si) for either Piano. OiK.Tn. Violin, (iuitar. Banjo,
"Onet, Sislit Sinsinff. Mandolin or Cello will be
—S'^n free to makeour home studycoiirscs for these

Iii

ruments known in >our lo<"ility. Voii will

V one lesson «cckl.\ . and your only expense
(ting the time >ou take the lessons will be the
A of postajte .ind the n)usic you use, w liieli is

'sKll, Write at once. It w ill mem much to you
— t|fet our free booklet. It w ill place you under
Ti]|>bliKatioii whatever to us if you never w rite

I

L-uin. ^ou and your friends should know of
Ut work. Hundreds of our pupils write : "Wish
^I}ad known of your school before." "Have
Irned more in one term in my home w itii your
v?kly lcs.sons than in three terms with private

-t|clicrs, and at .a preat deal less expense."
icrytliins is so thorouiili and complete. I'lie

.^ llions are marvels of simplicity . .ind m\ II >car

I

<1 boy has not had the least tmuble to learn."
' Oi minister writes : ".As each succccdinir lesson
^enes I am tnorc.and more fully pcrsu.ided I made
rmistakc in bccomiu!; your pupil."

Established 1S9S have thousands of pupils
I f m seven years of age to seventy.

)on't say you cannot Ic.iru music but send for
*c' free booklet .and tuition offer. It \> ill be scut
l' return mail free. Address V. S. SCIIOOI,
~*:, MUSIC, Box 7, i?5 Fifth Ave.. New York City.
^jjlt lime Ills s";////(f(/ vlitit iierflid, Co.iltorcrcdit
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passengers on the ship. How much
greater must have been his joy when
the brothers clasped each other in

their arms and determined that by-
gones should be bygones.

Charles Wagner, in his book L'Ami
(The Friend), says: "In the very
depths of yourself dig a grave. Let it

be like some forgotten spot to which
no path leads; and there in eternal
silence bury the wrongs you have suf-

fered. Your heart will feel as if a
weight had fallen from it, and a divine
peace will come to abide with you."

In Old Testament times, "adversa-
ries" seemed to abound; this is not
saying that adversaries have gone out
of date! Some cpuarrels, as family
feuds, or neighborhood feuds, have
been handed down from generation to

generation until the original cause has
been almost, if not quite, lost sight of.

Christ would have none of this; he
said, "Agree with your adversary
quickly." A gentleman once remarked
in our hearing, "I always kill my ene-
mies!" The words were startling.

"How do you kill them?" was the ques-
tion asked by one who heard the state-

ment. "Oh. I kill them with kindness,"
was the reply. The law has nothing" to

bring against any one who kills his

enemies in that way.

A Story of Forgiveness

Two women had had a difference,

both had spoken bitter words to each
other. And after that they would not
speak to each other or take any notice

of each other, although they were often
together in church meetings. The hus-
band of one of the ladies, after a few
days, urged his wife to go and tell the
other lady she was sorry for the angry
words she had spoken. At first she
stoutly refused to do so, because she
had not started the quarrel, but finally

she was persuaded to do so. She went
to the home of her "adversary," and
was ushered into the parlor. "I don't

see what you have come here for." was
the greeting she received, spoken with
a flushed and angry face. "I have
come to tell you I am sorry for what I

said," was the reply. "Then I am
sorry, too, and I am glad you came,"
was the gracious respon.'e. And ever
after the bearing of those two women
was marked by unusual gentleness, so

marked that an explanation had to be
made to their friends. If you have an
enemy, kill him—with kindness. It is

related of George IV. that, desiring to

take the sacrament, he sent for the
Bishop of Winchester. The messen-
ger delayed along the way, which fact

was explained in accounting for the
late coming of the Bishop. The King
demanded that the messenger be
brought into his presence, when he
promptly dismissed him from his serv-

ice. Then the King said to the Bishop,
"Now, my lord, if you please, we will

proceed." The Bishop, with great kind-
ness but firmness, refused to admin-
ister the sacrament while the King had
anger toward a fellow-creature in his

heart. "You are right," replied thf.

King, and he sent for the servant he
had discharged, restored him to his

position, and asked his forgiveness for
his act of hasty temper.
"An eye for an eye, and a tooth

for a tooth." .lesus quoted these words
from the Old Testament (Lev. 24:20).
It described the mode of punishment
to be given by the court of justice to
those who had injured their fellows.

But there were some among the Jews
who considered that it permitted them
to exercise private revenge after that
manner. How differently it all must
have seemed that day on the Mount
when .Jesus sent the gleams of love
through it! If a man strikes you on
the cheek, give him another cheek to
strike, and let it be your cheek.
The grandest expression of peace be-

tween nations is the colossal statue of
the Christ of the Andes (a picture of
which was shown in The Christian

Herald a few years ago) . Argentina
and Chile were disputing about a
boundary line, and they decided to stop
disputing and melt their cannon and
mould out of them a statue of Christ,
to be placed on the disputed boundary,
and they pledged each other never
again to enter upon such a quarrel.

But Christ in his Sermon on the
Mount rose even higher than being at
peace with one's enemies. It was love
your enemies and pray for them.
Does this seem too high for mere mor-
tals to realize? Certainly if South
Americans can do it, with their war-
like propensities, cultivated Anglo-
Saxon people like ourselves should be
able to do it.

A Vicftorious Life

IT does not require wealth, learning,
high position, or fame to make a

hero, or a man's life worthy of grate-
ful mention when he passes away.
Such was Adolph Koch, a "shut-in"
for nearly twenty years, the latter part
of the time at the Home for Incurables
in Chicago, where he died recently. He
had been a successful business man in

earlier life. Affliction came upon his

family circle. His wife and two little

daughters all died upon the same day,
and this bereavement was followed by
the death of his only son. Then came
his own long sickness, in the course
of which he was the subject of re-

peated operations, losing both his legs,

his left arm, three fingers of the right
hand, the right collarbone, and two
ribs from each side. Yet this man,
whose afflictions might be compared to
those of Job, bore all unmurmuringly.
He was uniformly cheerful, loved and
constantly studied the Bible, had full

faith in God, wrote many letters and
in a beautiful hand, and did all the
good to others that was in his power.

It was my privilege occasionally to
furnish him with a little money, for
an outing in the summer. His mode
of locomotion was in a wheel-chair,
and when he returned from several
weeks' absence in the country his de-
scription of his enjoyment would be
most enthusiastic. I count it one of
the privileges of my life to have met
him in the home of his later years, and
to have been one of his correspondents.
Several years before his death, he
wrote this beautiful poem, with the
request that it should not be published
during his life:

The Master's Orders

"Go Work and Pray"
.Such \vcrc tin' orders yesterday,
.\ii(l >lii>iil>l I dare to disobey?

Then His Command
Whs yvliolly chaufrcd : He hade rue static!
Ami <()iih'iii|>late the \vorkiiifi:s of His liand.

To-day His Will
Isspokcii in the words "Me Still";
And shall I not His \yisli lit 1 11 1 r

"Lie Still and Pray"
That is niv Lnicl's coinm.aud lo ^\.\\

And I will do His will- His way.
'

In the contemplation of such a life,

patient and faithful and even rejoicing
amid pain and tribulation, we cannot
fail to see the upbearing hand of Him
who "keeps his own." J. C. H.

Valuable Book for Every Home
Dear Dr. Klopsch : All that you

promised for the %2 subscription I have
received, and more. The Christian
Herald is no stranger in our home, but
rather an old friend. The calendar
and picture (which was a surprise)
are simply beautiful. The book, Be-
fore the Doctor Comes, far surpassed
our expectations. Such a book should
be in the hands of every young home-
keeper. What a quieting sense of
safety it would afford!

Philadelphia, Pa. Frank Bersch.

Yon can place luoney in the IndiistrinI Savinps and
Loan Coinji.aiiy, and know that it is xfiti.n\u\ is irlu'r<'

you can ohifun it irhci) iraiihij, and will yield nnr t an)-
tiiris for • very iIkii iiircslnl. See then- adverti.scnienl
on pajie .'.s, and write them for Mill infoiinalion.

Teach Yourself Music
During Leisure Moments at Home-

Piano, Organ, Guitar and Voice.

.Vtiyone can learn all Tnaes, Notes, Chords, Aoeoni-
imnnnents and the Laws of Harmony in a short time.
It is the cheapest, easiest, most rapitl and correct way to
Uarn yiusic. Over 4<i,«Ki strongest kind of teetiniomals
ie4'eive<l. Makes mnsic clear to the lieplnner. A few
days' piactice and yon |da\' perfect accompaniments in
all keys. Circulars free. Worth dollars to anyone
interested in Mnsic. \\ iite loi tluin to-day. I'rmier
Lessons 10c. Established 1876.

G. S. RICE MUSIC CO., 241 Wabash Ave., Dept. B. Chicago

Learn Piano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TL ^ E-

A I'HONE. A Profession that can be cunyerted into

money at any time or place in the ciyilized world at an
hour's notice. Earn $5 to $1.5 per day. Illustrated book
Free. Write NUBS BRY.4NT SCHOOL OF piano TININU,

61 Uusle Hall. Battle Creek, nichlgan.

KRINT
Youp
O'wn

Cards, circulars, book, news-
paper. Press $S. Larger $18.

Rolary$60. Save money. Prim
for others, bif! profit. All easy,
rules sent. Write factory for

press cataloe.TVl'K. paper &c
The I'KKSS ( O. llfriilen.t onii

STAMMER
I can cure you. Reputation world-wide Trial

lesson o."tplaining Home Instruction FREE.

G A. LEWIS, 31 Adelaide St.. Detroit. Mich

Do
You

IN A SHADOW
Inveterate Tea Drinker Feared Paralysis.

Steady use of either tea or coffee often

produces alaimiiig symptoms as the poison
(caffeine) contained in these beverages acts

with more potency in some persons than in

others.

"I \vas never a coffee drinker," writes an
111. woman, "but a tea drinker. I was very
nervous, had frequent spells of sick headache
and heart trouble, and was subject at times

to severe attacks of bilious colic.

'•No end of sleepless nights—would have
spells at night when my right side would get

numb and tingle like a thousand needles

were pricking my flesh. At times I could

hardly put my tongue out of my mouth
and my right eye and ear were affected.

"The doctors told me I was liable to be-
come paralyzed at any time, so I was in con-
stant dread. I took medicine of various
doctors and no end of patent medicine—all

to no good.
'•The doctors told me to quit using tea. but

I thought I could not live without it—that it

was my only stay, I had been a tea drinker
for twenty-five years; was under the doctor's

care for fifteen.

"About six months ago, I finally quit tea

and commenced to drink I'ostuni.

"I have never had one spell of sick head-
ache since and only one light attack of bilious

colic. Have quit having those numb spells

at night, sleep well andniy heart is getting
stronger all the time."
Read the little book, "The Road to Well

ville," in pl<gs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.
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Be Wei! Without Drugs
/ Will Help You to

Vibrant Health,

Rested Nerves and a

Good Figure
After my university course,

I concluded I could be o(

greater help to my sex by as-

sisting Nature to regain and

rttain the strength ol every

vital organ, by bringing to it

a good circulation of pure

blood; by strengthening the

nerves, and by leaching deep
breathing, than I could by cor-

recting bodily ailments with

medicines.
I have helped over 44,000

women. 1 can help you to

Arise to Your Best
giving 10 you that satisfaction

with self which comes through
knowledge that you are devel-

oping the sweet, personal love-

liness which health and a

Wholesome, graceful body gives

—a cultured, self-reliant wom-
an with a definite purpose,

which makes you the greatest

help to family and friends.

You will be a Better Wife. •

Rested Mother, a Sweeter
Sweetheart.

I cfto help you to make every vital organ and nerve do
efficient work, thus clearing the complexion and correcting

ucb ailments as

Constipation Irritability Indigestion

y^eak Nerves Colds Dullness
Rheumatism Nervousness Weaknesses
Sleeplessness Torpid Liver Catarrh

This work is done by following simple directions a few
minutes each day in the privacy of you; own room. In

delicate cases I co-operate with the physician.

A Good Figure Is Economy
and means more than a pretty face

I have corrected thousands of figures as illus-

trated below. Style is in the figrure and poise
and not in the gown. The gown in Fig. 1

cost $250; the one in Fig. 2 cost $6. Fig. 2 is

the same woman as in Fig. 1, developed and
in correct poise. Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 show actual
photographs of pupils before taking up my work.
(They have given me permission to use them).
They all stand, now, as correctly and appear as
well as Fig. 2. When every organ of the body is

doing efficient work, there will

be no superfluous flesh and no
bony, angular bodies. I have
reduced thousands of women
80 lbs., and have built up
thousands of others 25 lbs.

What I have done for others I can do for you. H-fo
are a few extracts from daily reports of my pupils:
"My weight has increased 30 pounds." "My kidneyk
are much better." "Mv eyes are much stronger and
I have taken off my glasses." "I have nothadasipa
of Indigestion or gall stones since 1 began with you."
"I weigh 83 Iba. leas and have gained wonderfully Id
itrength. I never get out of breath, the rheumatic
twinges have all gone, and I look and feel 15 yeart
younger." "Just think of it! To be relieved from
constipation. Entirely free after having It for 30
years." "Have grown from a nervous wreck into »
state of steady, quiet nerves."
Write me today, telling your fanlta of health and

figure. If I cannot help you, I will tell you so. I
study your case just as a physi-
cian, giving you the individual
treatment wliich your case de-
mands. I never violate a pupil'i
Confidence. 1 will send you an
Instructive booklet, showing
correct lines of a woman'sfienra
In standing and walkinp, free.

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept. 18

246 Midiigan Ave. Chicago

Too Fleshy
or

Too Thin

Miss Coiroft's name stands for progress fn the scientifit tare

of the health and figure of woman.

Write for this Book
IT'S FREE

"How

To

by

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw
(Former Secretary of the United

States Treasury.)

The First Mortgage
Guarantee &Trust Compeuiy

Dept. H, 927-929 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LET us now consider municipal bonds.

i Suppose you were to be asked to

invest in the bonded securities of some

city or town, how could you be sure

that such an investment would be safe?

There are three methods of assur-

ance : One is to leave the matter to the

judgment of some bond house, with a
record of irreproachable integrity. An-
other is to be guided by the State law.s

which prohibit savings banks investing
in any but certain municipal securities.

The third is to make personal inquiry
concerning the status of the bond issue

in question.

The first naturally depends upon
personal acquaintance, or upon reputa-
tion acquired in the public prints. The
second presupposes access to the stat-

utes of the various States and a knowl-
edge of which of those States provide
the greatest restrictions, for not all

States are alike in regard to the
amount of latitude allowed.

It used to be said that if the bond
buyer were to be bound by the restric-

tions imposed by Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, New York and New Jersey,
there would be very little chance of
loss, for the laws of these States con-
fine the bond-purchasing power of
their savings banks within the nar-
rowest of limits, in many cases naming
the very bonds which may be bought.
But many other States have fallen in

line with restrictions that make their

guidance reasonably safe, and very
naturally their statutes have come to

be regarded by many financial institu-

tions, trustees and private investors as
a trustworthy guide for the purchase
of bonds. But the field of investment
thus indicated is limited, and the in-

terest in some cases quite small, and
so, before following the lead of the
banks, the small investor may desire
to look farther afield, for there are
municipal bonds which offer a fraction
more of interest than do those indi-

cated above. It is not our purpose to
name them. Most well-known bond
houses have them to offer. But we can
make a few suggestions that may help
the reader to protect his principal. Let
us, in the first place, inquire just what
is a municipal bond?

What a Municipal Bond Is

Now, every city is in effect a gigan-
tic business enterprise, conducted, in
theory at least, according to the laws
that govern less public corporations.
When any corporation desires officially

to extend the field of its endeavor it

is permissible under the law for it to
borrow money for the purpose, issuing
therefor its written and printed prom-
ises to pay back the principal within
a certain time, with interest also, at
stated intervals. These promises to
pay are known as bonds, and they are
generally secured by liens or mort-
gages on tangible property owned by
the corporation, which can be sold for
cash in case of a forced sale.

In the case of an industrial corpora-
tion, the plant, good will, fixtures,
machinery, etc., may be pledged. In
the case of a railroad, the properties
owned by it, its stations, rolling stock,
etc., may be pledged, as the case may
be. And so in the case of a city, when
it desires to make some large economic
improvement, it may borrow money
and issue in return its promises to pay
in the form of bonds, pledging as secu-
rity certain public works in its pos-
session, such as waterworks, electric
light plants, etc.

The industrial corporation expects
to meet the interest on its bonds, and
eventually to pay off the principal,
from the profits of the business. The
railroad corporation expects to do like-
wise from its earnings on passenger
and freight traffic. The city or mu-
nicipal corporation expects to retire
its bonds, with interest, from the profit
on its improvements, paid by its citi-

zens in the form of taxes. In all

events, it is agreed, in case the indus-

trial, railroad, or municipal corpora-

tion default in its payment of the prin-

cipal or interest, that the property

used to secure the bond may be sold

to pay the bondholder.

Factors to Be Considered

Now it would seem at first glance
that the municipal bond were much the
safer form of security. There is the
city full of people, identified with it

through friends and the possession of
property. It would be unreasonable
to suppose that any great number of

them would suddenly move away, and
hence they can be expected to continue
paying the taxes, which are to be de-
voted to paying off the bonds. And
yet there are many factors to be con-
sidered in determining the safety of a
municipal bond issue. This is par-
ticularly the case with small munici-
palities which have felt the effect of a
boom, or are preparing for booms to

come. Some of the bond houses pay
large salaries to experts who can accu-
rately judge the value of a bond issue
for a small town.

These men are swayed by sentiments
very different from those displayed by
the eager townsman, enthusiastic for
the success of his home city, and they
make the most searching inquiries, not
only concerning the visible security be-
hind the issue itself, but as to the
number of the population, the charac-
ter and nationality of the citizens, the
progress made by the municipality
since its incorporation, its railroad and
water facilities, the political character
of the administration issuing the
bonds, etc.; even whether or not there
be a tendency toward municipal own-
ership.

These are some of the things which
it cannot hurt the prospective bond
purchaser to know if he desires abso-
lutely to be sure of his investment.
They are things about which you are
entitled to question the bond house
which may solicit your investment for
an issue it may have in charge. It

makes a very great difference in the
value of a municipal bond whether or
not the town issuing it be located in a
good productive territory, with ample
railroad facilities, and whether its citi-

zens show a proper amount of progres-
sive spirit.

If you ask your bond house about
it, you vnW be able to obtain the most
minute statistics, because a reliable

house cannot afford to be other than
absolutely sure of the issue itself.

Such a house will have found means to
ascertain all about the tax valuation
of the city, town, county, or school dis-

trict in question (municipal bonds in-

clude all of these), and this valuation
will include all taxable property, real
and personal, assets which the muni-
cipality may own in the form of water-
works, lighting plants, available sink-
ing funds, etc.

Further Investigations

Such a house will have inquired into
the limit of indebtedness allowed by
the municipality. For instance, a com-
munity prohibited from having a net
indebtedness of more than five per
cent, of the assessed valuation, and a
population of at least 20,000, would be
considered safer than one where the
debt limit is higher and the population
lower. The percentage varies with the
different States. In New York, where
the population is very high, it is ten
per cent.

To be able to ascertain such facts,
and to apply them to the benefit of the
prospective bond buyer, is the special
office and the desire of all good bond
houses, and where a house will not at-
tempt to satisfy a customer thoroughly
in this regard there is cause for sus-
picion, for, after all, no customer can
be blamed for wanting to be made ac-
quainted with the details of a security
for which he is asked to pay good
money.

Welch
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A PAINTER OF THE PLAINS

] OR two decades past there has been

J one painter of scenes from Amer-
1 n life who made a distinct place for

] nself in the magazines and as an

1 istrator of historical scenes. The
ist, Frederic Remington, greatly

t the sorrow of art lovers from Maine
t California, has just laid down his

tjsh forever. His death was unex-

1 :ted, as his illness was very brief.

]• was buried at Canton, N. Y., where

Frederic Remington

large gathering of distinguished men
me to pay their last respects and
;ten to a eulogy from the lips of the
esident of St. Lawrence University.
Frederic Remington was different

om most artists, who pass their lives

a city studio, or making brief trips

seashore or mountain in search of

cal color for their pictures, and who
lint as others have painted before.

e loved to mingle with the people he
ainted with such spirit, to ride his

-oncho in the "round-up," camp with
le herders on the Texas plains, where
le sky shuts down on the horizon like

great blue arch, or march with a

t ONLY /"ScTs
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|
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]
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|
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very best qual-

1

ity. Nobody can
I
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Write for our big I
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We guarantee
|

iatisfa<:iion.

The
, A. L Lewis Co.

Dept. 37A.
Amesbury, Mass.

:OMBINATION OFFER
J Beautiful 1? ACTITO Post Cards, 10c
Xtra Quality HiHLiS 1 HiK. Post Cards, 10c
3 Fine Art Birthday Post Cards 10c
J Best 'Wishes and QreetinK Post Cards, 10c
Any s of the al)<ivi' packaKcs mailed for 25 cents. A
leclal Assortnieiil of l(«i Kaoter I'ost Cards for Dealers
ill be mailed for Co cents.
ADISON AKT COMPANY, MADISON. CONN.

column of cavalry as it wound its way
on narrow paths along the side of
Arizona ravines and gulches. His
sketches were made on the spot and
were of notable accuracy. If one saw
in his picture a little silver button on
the stirrup leather of a Mexican cow-
puncher he could be sure that Reming-
ton saw it before he transferred the
ranchero to canvas.

In regard to his painstaking accu-
racy the story is told that some art
critics, who knew more about Broad-
way than they did of Oklahoma, ob-
jected to the way certain horses were
drawn. They said horses did not gal-
lop that way. Remington had some
snapshots taken of horses in full can-
ter. The photographs showed that the
artist was right and that his keen and
practiced eye had caught certain move-
ments of the swiftly-moving mustangs
which had been overlooked by the
others.

Remington was a sculptor as well as
painter. His subjects were much the

same. An Apache scout, lithe, a bundle
of steel muscles, mounted on his pony,
and gazing intently for the coming of
the white man, a relic of a past age in

vain protest against the coming of the
new; or a group of troopers, one
wounded and supported in the saddle
by his "bunkie," who is seeing him
safely from the field. These groups
and his pictures will have an increas-
ing historical value, for they depict a
state of society which is already rap-
idly vanishing. The war whoop has
died away, the iron-horse has routed
the pony express, and the cowboy is

becoming less picturesque.
America owes a deep debt of grati-

tude to this typical American artist,

who will not be forgotten, but remem-
bered in future histories of art as one
who developed a distinct field and
showed to the world the life, the free
atmosphere of the great West.

Loves "The Christian Herald"

Dear Dr. Klopsch : My sister, Mrs.
F. W. Benson, of Wenonah, N. J., has
renewed my subscription to The
Christian Herald, as a Christmas
gift, a most acceptable one indeed, for

I love the old paper. After we have
read it in the home, I send it to my
brother, in Manila, P. I. May God
bless its mission there. I want to

thank you for the splendid gifts accom-
panying the paper, "Dreamland" and
"The Daughters of Dorcas." Both are
most beautiful pictures.

Stewart W. Dan ley.
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Frightened Cloud
(A SUNSET FANTASY)

/^UT from the gleaming azure, as the day
^^ was nearly done.
A scarlet Cloud came fleeing back from the set-

ting sun.
Fleeing as if she were pursued by a deadly

scorpion.

Up from the far horizon, slow and solemn
and vast.

The angel Night came sweeping, till the sky
was overcast.

And the scarlet Cloud fled toward her, as the
stately angel passed.

"Hide me, oh, hide me quickly !" she sobbed,
as she gasped for breath.

"I have murdered my own father—behold the
marks of death !

The terrible red-blood stains of him that
murdereth !"

"I will hide thee in my shadows," the merciful
Night said :

"I will banish from thy garments the tell-tale

stains of red."
And the Cloud hid on Night's bosom her beau-

tiful bright head.

The great Night smiled to see her. "Poor
thing !" she whispered low ;

"She only thinks she killed the Sun, since he
was wounded so.

But he will rise, just as he did a million
years ago." —Kate Upson Clark.

An Exceptional Issue of

6% Bonds
Secured by a Thousand Farms

Here are brief facts about one current issue of Irrigation Bonds
They will illustrate what ideal security lies back of such bonds
when the issues are rightly selected.

The Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co. owns
one of the largest irrigated fruit land projects

in the world. The Company is composed of

well known men who are wealthy, experienced
and capable. The land to be watered consists

of about 40,000 acres in the heart of our great-

est fruit belt—in the famous apple region of

the Pacific Northwest.
A large part of the valley has been under

irrigation for many years, so the possibilities

of the land have been demonstrated. Fruit

land in the valley has lately sold as high as

$1,000 per acre.

The water rights are unassailable, and the

total water supply is more than sufficient for

all needs. For the irrigable land is distinctly

limited by the mountainous bounds of the
valley.

$2,500,000 Invested

The Irrigation Company has invested in the

project about $2,500,000, or about twice the

total bond issue. And the bonds are secured

by a first mortgage on all the property which
the Irrigation Company owns.

The bonds are additionally secured by first

liens on the lands and the orchards watere<i.

These liens are given by individual land owners
in payment for the land and the water rights.

Forty per cent, of the price is paid down, and
the balance, secured by the liens, is payable in

annual installments.

To secure each $1,000 bond there are depos-

ited with a Trust Company as trustee $1,400 of

these first liens on (arm land.

The average price at which this land has

been sold is about $200 per acre. The min-

imum price at present is $250 per acre. Yet

the bond issue is limited to $30 per acre, or to

less than one-sixth the average selling price of

the land.

Double Security

Thus the bonds have double security. The
first is a mortgage on all the property which

the Irrigation Company owns, and the Com-
pany's investment is nearly twice the whole
bond issue. The second security is these first

liens on farm land—on land which is worth
more than six times the amount of the bonds
which it secures.

One can hardly conceive of more ample se-
curity. Yet these bonds pay six per cent,
interest, because the demand for irrigated land
is so great that the projects are very profitable.

Part of these bonds mature each year from
1914 to 1919. One may have his choice of
maturities.

Ask for the Facts
In the past 15 years we have purchased 75

separate issues of Reclamation Bonds—Drain-
age and Irrigation. AH have been secured by
first liens on good farm land, and not a dollar
of loss has resulted to any investor.

Irrigation bonds have now become the most
popular bonds that we handle. No other large
class of bonds offering equal security now pays
six per cent.

We have issued a book on Irrigation Bonds,
based on all this experience. Every investor,

small or large, owes to himself its perusal.

Please write for the book to-day. Cut out this

coupon so you won't forget.

First National Bank Building, Chicago *

50 Congress St.. Boston 111 Broadway, New York
j

: First National Bank Building, San Francisco" «
rieaee send your free book on Irrigation Bonds ;

Z and list of other securities •

nijj fUnlc

^^rf^f of 'p^y hniiJ^ 7R0

First National Bank Bldg.

Chicago ^vuStclste^jt!fve/^
50 Congress St., Boston

111 Broadway. New York
First National Bank Bldg.,

San Francisco

on

Here Is Something New
From Kalam£izoo

Prove tor yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo Is the most
perfect—most economical—most satisfactory range for you to use—Your
money back if it's not.

Send for Catalog No. 103 with special terms and compare Kaiamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewile to know the comfort anil convenience of a Kala-

izoo in tier home. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash if

, ju like. Either way—you save $10 to $20 on any stove in the catalog. We
make it easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
Frelgtit

Kalamazoo Slove Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich*

A RaieimeizoQ
Direct to You"

Burpee's Seeds

Cost More than do usual commer-

cial grades,—but (and this is a

great big BUT!) they are worth

much more than the difference in

cost! w. ATLEE

If you appreciate Quality in Seeds and
are willing to pay a fair price for the Best
Seeds that can be grown, we shall be
pleased to mail Burpee's New Annual for
1910. An elegant book of 178 pages, with
hundreds of illustrations and colored plates
painted from nature, it is famous as The
Silent Salesman of the World's largest
Mail-Order Seed Trade. Do you want it?

If so, write to-day! A postal card will do!

BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA
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WHEN DINNER COMES
One Ought to Have a Good Appetite.

A good appetite is tlie best sauce. It goes

a Ions way toward lielping in tlie difjestive

process, and tliat is absolutely essential to

health and strength.

Many persons have found that Grape-Nuts
food is not only nourishing but is a great ap-

petizer. Even' children like the taste of it

and grow strong and rosy from its use.

It is especially the food to make a weak
stomach strong and create an appetite for

dinner.
"I am 57 years old," writes a Tenn. grand-

mother, "and have had a weak stomach from
childhood. By great care as to my diet I

enjoyed a reasonable degree of health, but

never found anything to equal Grape-Nuts
as a standby.
"When I have no appetite for breakfast

and just eat to keep up my strength, I take

4 teaspbonfuls of Grape-Nuts with good rich

milk, and wiien dinner comes I am hungry.
While if I go without any breakfast I never
feel like eating dinner. Grape-Nuts for break-

fast seems to make a healthy appetite for

dinner.
"My little 13-months-old grandson had been

very sick with stomach trouble during the

past summer, and finally we put him on
Grape-Nuts. Now he is growing plump and
well. \Vhen asked if he wants his nurse or

Grape-Nuts, he brightens up and points to

the cupboard. He was no trouble to wean
at all—thanks to Grape-Nuts." Read the

little book, "The Road to Wellville," in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
jrenuine, true, and full of human interest.

Urs. ifary 11. Passm

IF yon have tlie natural attri-

butes of a (.'ood nurse wc
will undertake to leacli ^ ou to

earn $10 to $25 a week, as thou-

sands of our graduates are doing.

Let us submit to you our plans.

Send today for our 9lh uununi
56-pfige Blue Book, e-XplaiiuuR our
method, with stories of successful

UNUSUAL OFFER
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341 Main Street, Jamestown. New York

WESHIPonAPPROVAL
ilkout a cent def'-": If. pTcp2iy the freight
and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our

unhfird of prices and 7nnrvelous offers
oo highest ^rade 1910 cnodcl bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES liZ^^'^^Z
a pair of tires from anyone at any frue
until yuu write for our large Art Catalog
and learn our wonder/niproposition on first

sample bicycle going to your tuwD.

RIDER AGENTS Z^UlT^^l
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.

TIRES* Coaster-Brake rear wheels,
lamps, repairs and all sun.iries at hal/ usual prices.

Do Not Walt; write today for our sPeciat offtr.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept.C-71 CHICAGO

ELECTRO-
SILICON

f
transforms tarnished SILVER-
WARKto the highest degree of
Brilliancy. Cleans and polishes
easily and quickly ami saves your

ware.thiis saving: many ti mcs the trivial cost of
the polish. Absolutely harmless. Send atkliess for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box, post-paid, 15 cts. in stamps.

The Klootro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street. New York,
Seld by Grocers and Druggists Everywhere.

DO YOU EMBROIDER?

Foreign Missionary Events*

To one who reads the book of Acts

in full sympathy, and with an im-

agination able to picture to himself

the facts with which that wonderful

story deals, it surpasses in thrilling-

interest 'all other missionary annals.

It is, in fact, a sketch and an epitome
of every other missionary book; teach-

ing us that these consecrated messen-
gers of the cross are but men of like

passions with ourselves; and teaching

them that they must pass through
much tribulation.

It is hard to generalize concerning
any great movement. In some quar-

ters the signs are discouraging; in

others, encouraging. A fair average
is almost unattainable. But there are

certain positive gains along our "fight-

ing front," which are no doubt perma-
nent. For instance, Maurice Phillips,

of the London Society, testifies of India

as follows: "Not long ago the burning
of a widow on the funeral pyre of her
husband was the custom. It is now
abolished. Not long ago infanticide

was the custom. It is now abolished.

Not many years ago the civil and
military officers of the government at-

tended heathen festivals, not in order
to protect them, but in order to dignify
them. That custom is now abolished.

Not long ago the government managed
all the temples, collected the revenues,
paid the priests and the dancing-girls;
but it does none of these things now.
Not long ago converts to Christianity
lost their civil rights, but they keep
them now. All of these reforms have
been effected through missionaries."

Mrs. Mason, in Lnx CIn-isti, says
that the Hindu temples throughout
India are falling into decay. Lord
Curzon called the people to task for
this, but without much effect. This,

and the fact that all the new temples
are on an inferior scale, indicate the
truth of what a bright Hindu recently
said: "Hinduism is sick unto death.
It must fall."

In China an even greater change has
been experienced, and still greater are
to come. Jacob Speicher tells dramat-
ically of the rude awakening of that
mighty nation after its defeat by Ja-
pan: "The awful truth was beginning
to dawn upon their sluggish minds
that the methods of the Western world,
of which Japan had been a diligent
student, were superior to their own.
Scholars and teachers soon sought the
friendship of the missionary. He was
the only foreigner who could speak
their language and who was- available
for information, except in the treaty
ports. The 'elders,' and the very best
minds in each city, would invite the
missionary to their homes and schools
that he might tell them of things relat-
ing to Western learning."
Through his influence libraries and

new schools were established, in order
to satisfy this newly awakened curi-
osity. Incalculable good was thus
done, and not the least part of this
was the dignity imparted to the mis-
sionary in the minds of the Chinese.
The tale of the evangelization of

Africa is, perhaps, the most thrilling
of all. Read Blaikie's Life of Living-
stone; Miss Fisher's On the Borders of
Pignyij La'.id ; Miss Parsons' A Life for
Africa ; and other works describing the
dawn that is breaking there.

Persia, Turkey, South America,
Mexico—wherever our missionaries
have gone—have likewise moving tales
to tell of the labors of those devoted
men and women. Study these wonder-
ful books, and resolve that you will do
more than you have ever done before
to help foreign missions.

If eo, don't fall to write for our tree 198 page Illustrateil
catalog P. It will Bave you money and give you all the
latest Ideas In Needlework. Illustrates full line Stnmped
Linens In Eyelet, Wallachlan and Silk Embroidery, Pillow
Tops, Hemstitched Linens, Towels, Braids, Perforated

* Cliristian Kndeavor Topics for Sunday, Jan-
iiarj 3(1.1910. 'i'KXT : Acts 11 : 8-22.

P P C C Pattertis aa'd Needlework Supplies.
• • t fc Write postal today for this FREE cataloR.
FRED HERRSCHNER. €468 Harihdeld Ave., Gtilcage

A Greatly Delighted Subscriber
Dear Dr. Klopsch : My Bibles have

come, and oh, the joy of having two
_ handsome copies and one Story Bible!

Extra Fine Post Cards FREE '

'^^^^ ^ ^°^'i^ °f j°y y°" ^•'e putting
' in the hands of the children, and won't
Margaret Sangster have a crown

!

Youvgstown, O. Mrs. A. C. HiRST.

Send 4c. stamp for five samples of our very best (lobl
aiidSllk Finish FrioiidHliip, Flower iiiid Valt'iitiiie
Postcards. Beautiful Colors .and Loveliest Desit-'us.
Art Post Card Club, 885 Jackson Street, Topeka, Kan.

The sick boy spends
his pennies for

indigestibles.

The sturdy boy
spends his pennies

for

.^^RIGLEYSkJi
SPEARMINT
PEPSIN GUM^I^s

The delicious mintjuice is fine for digestion*

fine forteeth -fine for breath!

FERRr5<
SEEDS To grow the fin-

est flowers and
|

most luscious
vcfretablps, pl.int the best
seeds. Ferry's Seeds are best
becaus they never fall in yield
or quality. Tho best pardon-
ers and farmers everywhere
know Ferry's seeds to be tho
highest standard of quality
yet attained. For sale
everywhere.

,
rERRY'S 1910 Seed Annnal

Free on request

D. M.FERRY SCO..
^

OmiOIT, MICH.

THE'BEST" LIGHT
MAKKSandburnsitsowngas. Pro-

duces 100 candle power light—
bright er than electricity or acetylene

clieai)er than kerosene. No dirt.

I
No (flease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

1 Every lamp warranted. Ajrents want-
ed. Sv rite for catalog. Do not delay.

TIIR DRST lilGHT CO.
»-;o K. Stii St.. Canton. Ohio

A Sample of Page Fence FREE
Send for an actual sample of the world-fatnous Page
Woven Wire Fence. See the Basic Open Hearth Page
Wire— the strongest fence wire in existence ! See the

wonderful Page Knox— tlic i:iio/ //inf inu't coiiic off
.'

Get a Free copy of the Quarter-Centennial Catalog
of Page Fence, explaining its amazing durability,

elasticity and economy. Justapostal. Address: (3)

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Box 213 H, Adriaii.Micli.

VAriTITH/I WASHERW/ik.\^lJ*JlWl. 30 DAY TRIAL
To prove (o every reader of this magazine that she
can wash clothes vvith least work aad wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Wasber
we will ship one on 30 days' trial and pay
freight both ways if you do not find it far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump,
in^ motion. Water heated in rnst-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
fret booklet, valuable recipes and trt^'. offer.

DOI>GE & ZITILL
53S CDlUayeBldg., Syracnse. N. Y.

BLVMVPD >l^ tRTLIZ£OTB£SBELU

CHURPH tXM^able, lowss fbice.

Ji"**"^" ^^^OUSrSEECATALOODB
^SXjIjS.^^ tells WE7.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundr* Co.. Cln'-'nnatl. P.

Are Your EYES Affected
in Any Way?

If BO, let us send you

The Ideal
Sight Restorer
for 10 days at our expenn.

i

1 1 1m1i>s iiatuiv in n pnrcljfl
jiatural way tv Mrpn-rtlK^n thel
oycs uiid rostoro the nataral<l|

vision. Its nction is in iSuiJ
nattin^ c>f a fr.Mitl.' massat;i\ w Iiich stiniulatps tlio eves Ml
r,'st..rinKtlu' normal .iiTulftti on of MfKid—tliat is all (hat wpali
I y< s rrf|nii-p. Rut it doosmoro— it molds the rye painlessly Imt

Minly to its porfoct shape. This is lirrrssavy to corrrct lu-ar-

sit:lit. far-siglit. nstipmatism and kindred defects. It ii

ahsi'hitcly safe— it does not couif in direct contact with tin

cyis; and five miniitos' nianipnlntioti in yonr own home, tuicr
a day. is all that is necessary to counteract eyestrain and lu-ad-

aclif. and relefiato oyeplasscs to tlie nih)')ish box. Thro'\v awaj;

v-'nr (Veplasses. Sec natun-. an<l Vi ad with \o\iv naked eves.

Write for instruetive Booklet iJTR. aiul tOIl days* test, tf

THE IDEAL CO.. 134 W. 65th St.. New York

THE NORMAL EYE

A ^l^iyn*^ My Sanilarv roffee and Tea Maker
#%Vldv I ^9 produce a pure, sweet cup. Needs D

settler nor strainer aad
~

ever wears out. Saves tea
> and Coffee, money and
I health. Every wife buys at

[sight. Now inventii>n9.

I Send liJc for 5uc size nt

tither, postpaid, or will

send flftmple of both for

25c. Witliout question the

. two best sellin articles ^^^^^^
COFFEE ©verinvented. Orderboth. JEA MAKEI
MAKER Dr. Lyons. 1480 Day St.. Pekln.IU<

ELECTRIC 2fe"erw^Sir
Save your strength a thousand times with the low lift i

Easier on the horses ; easier on you. Wagon for al

work. No shrinking, no breakdowns or repairs. Al

.

widths of tire. 20 to 60 inch wheels. Send for free cata
log of up-to-date farm wagons to

ELECTRIC WHEEL COMPANY
8n 8< QWNCT, lu.

|^^:^^JK2a<A55^ REDUCED

40 DAY FREE TRIAL iin
So confident am I that simply -wearing it wi i

permanently remove all superfluous flesh that']

mail it free, without detiosit. When you seeyojj
.shapeliness 8peedilv returning I know you Wl'

buy it. Try It at my eipense. Write to-aw
]

DDnC RliDMC "ePt- -^3. No. 180,
rtlUrs DUnilO Broadway, >ew^ or.

FENCE'STRONGEST!
MADE. Buii-r
strong chlck-II

en-tlght Sold to the user at WholesnleJ
Prlce§. We Pay Frelthl. Catalogue free.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,

Box 47 Winchester, Indiana.

is the title of Our 1910 Catalogue — the most beautiful and
instructive horticultural publication of the day— a book of 200 pages—700 photo engravings from nature—8 superb colored and
duotone plates of vegetables and flowers. It is a mine of
information of everything in gardening either for pleasure or for
profit, and embodies the results of sixty years' experience.
To give this catalogue the largest possible distribution we make the following liberal

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash

To every one who will state where this advertisement was seen and who en-
closes Ten Cents (in stamps) we will mail the catalogue and also 6cnd
free of charge our famous 50 cent "HENDERSON" COLLECTION
OF SEEDS, containing one packet each of Giant Mixed Sweet Peas; Clani
Fancy Pansier, Mixed; Giant Victoria Adcrs, Mixed; Henderson's Big
Boston Lettuce; Freedom Tomato and Henderson's Blood Turnip Beet In a
coupon envelope which, when emptied and returned, will be accepted as a
2S-cent cash payment on any order amounting to $1.00 and upward.

In addition, all ordering from this advertisement will receive a copy of Otlf
Garden Guide and Record, which we consider one of our most valuable
publications. A book of condensed cultural information of which one of our
customers who has had an advance copy, says: "It is the most complete,
concise and comprehensive book of its kind.

"

Peter Henderson & Co.
35 A 37

CORTLANO ST.

New York Cit
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llAULE'S SEEDS
,

I
ONCE GROWN ALWAYS GROWN

'he reason why for many years past I have
'"^ euch an enormous seed hiisiness. 67.801
<mprs in Pennsylvania alone, \\itli almost
:i million the world over. My NewSeeri Boole
1910 is a wonder; contains everything in
H. biill)9 and plants worth wrowing. Weighs 12
es, contams over fiOO illustrations, 19- pages,
gardener sending his name on a postal

; can have it for the asliing. Address

Wm. HENRY MAUL.E
^0 Filbert St. Philadelphia, Pa.
^^^.S'««d5 cents (stampx), and if you metdion

^^f^this paper In-iU enclose in ihecatalogue
" a packet of the above choice pansy seed.

>1^fl Per Hen Per Year

end a post card to - day for " The 'Why and
[ow of The Miller System and Guarantee."

'REE BOOK

nhe ifuor

of 11.8119 Hordt and 56 pa«ei.
Test your ideas far enougli to
form an opinion. You will see
that we positively guarantee to

h hen will net SI2(I per year.
,lddri„TBZ MILLER

YSTEM COMPANY, Dept. CH2. Blnghdmton, N. Y.

litHIS

7
>; I

Get new low. delivered prices
>Q all sizes o£ tamous

Id I
incubators. Metal -covered all

(round.Belf-remilatluK' and vcii- _
lllatlng. Safest and niireet. delivered free east of
ollssourl River and north of Tennessee, Write for
delivered prices to jmlrits beyond. Lowest prices
pn Brooders, too. Send for free book today.
ft. W. MILLER CO., » Box 179, FREEPORT.' ILL.

ry package

ETIC
ases ol

TROUBLES
STRICT DIET

For book

Walertown, N. Y., U. S. A.

reiiitriJ in U. S
attnt Ofiit.

^ HealthflU
m^.chamlnT.

120-EGGC^f RQ
ip HATCHER^ ^"

FREIGHT PREPAID
'' iRI^C'E'^T ^aliie of ti.e year

1.n^B* h * 4.f*** 4.f**U 4.»*4.n*t**f«.

M'lt'iiV III II II II II II II II II II nil nil II II lij

J'ii?!ikV,kVl»ikV,.Vjiifi.v..v>,Vi,'irj.n..iKcif,,^r,,v,,Ui.v.,Vi>v,||

)rnamental Fence {;:;;3,cC;ir;;,c/m^
Me», Piil.lu; (in.MN.lB. AKo Wriiugbt IroQ Fence. Catalogue
». Write for Hpeelul Offir.

^ THE WARD FENCE CO., Box 146 Daeatur, Ind.

PARKER'S Arctic Socks
I . .^^ Healthful Kur bt-d-

buth aud
Bick-roorh. Worn iti

rubber boots, absorb
pLTspiration. Made of

knitted fahric, lined
with soft white wool
fl.-et-e. Soldinaltsizes

by dealers or by mail, 25c

a pair. Park<^r pays postane. Catalogue free.

LcKikforPurkerV name In every pair.
H. Parker Co., Uept. K, ^5 James 8t, MAldeo, Haas.

LIWN FENCE
Many designs Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,

Coiled Spring Fence Co,
Bos U Winobester. lad.

THERE is something majestic in

the sigrht of a man, or a cause, go-

ing forward from year to year in the

strength of a great purpose, openly
attacked often, perhaps, or under-
mined by sly enemies, or ridiculed by
witty skeptics, yet living them down
and constantly growing mightier.

Such has been the course of the

great mission movement. In spite of

the injunction of our Saviour to "go
into all the world and preach the Gos-

pel," it was with much of doubt and
misgiving that his people took up the

literal obedience to his word. The
work looked too great for common
men. The harvest seemed dubious,

and the laborers were few.

Then came a period of enthusiasm
and renewed activity, such as the

world experienced under the preaching
of Peter and Paul, In the middle of

the last century there was almost a

craze upon the subject of missions. It

was set up before the students of

Mount Holyoke, Bradford and Whea-
ton Seminary that the noblest thing a
woman could do was to marry a mis-

sionai-y. It mattered not that the

coral strand and the icy mountain were
dotted with the gi-aves of missionaries'

wives. The devoted daughters of

pious families offered themselves
freely for the service.

Then, as it was realized that the

zenanas and harems must be reached
before any widespread religious move-
ment could take place, women were
urged to go by themselves, whether
married or unmarried. As early as

1820 Miss Cooke went to Calcutta. In

1830 Mary Reynolds was at work in

Smyrna. Later, she married the

saintly W. G, Schauffler, and every one
knows the place of their wonderful
family in missionary annals.

The Christian Herald has lately

reported the noble utterances of our
President upon the usefulness and
value of missions, and the great ability

and consecration of our missionaries.

He has visited a large number of mis-

sionary stations during his journeys
around the globe, and no one knows
better than he whereof he speaks. He
has confounded and abased those who
have dared to traduce and slander the

cause and its helpers.

This is not to say that among this

great body of men there are not some
who are lacking. Not all are giants
in intellect, or angels in spirit; but
there is probably no company in which
the average of intellect and of spirit-

uality is so high.
The fast and hard lines of secta-

rianism which are gradually fading
from among us, but which still hinder
our progress, have been even more
harmful in our missions. They have
repelled more among the heathen than
they can possibly have helped.
A pretty story is told by Mr, Ellis,

of our Presbyterian workers in Taiku,
Korea. They undertook to raise there
American fruits and vegetables. The
French Roman Catholic priest near
them generously shared with them his

fine bed of strawberries. Up on their

hill the transplanted strawberries
prospered; but the next season the
priest's own crop failed entirely.

Then the Presbyterians came forward
and replenished his garden.

These friendly offices were most use-
ful in stilling the suspicions of the re-

spective followers of the two sets of
teachers. Both were trying to make
the natives more cleanly, more tem-
perate, more moral. Their modes of
worship were different, but their God
was the same. In many of our mission
fields a similar spirit of fraternity pre-
vails. Those are the fields where the
largest numbers are converted.

The Battle Creek Sanitarium

Here, The Very Air Inspires New Health

INSIDE the Battle

Creek Satiitari m
you will find a

perfect "Florida
Climate"- -- hygien-

ically maintained---

ne ver hot, just
v>arm, with perfect

ventilation,

THE RALM GARDEN Bananas ripen in

the great garden-

of-palms—and other tropical plants. And our sun parlors,

rest foyers, and our cosy nooks tempt one to rest for

mind and body.

Outside, is the famous Michigan winter air --- clear, pure ;

full of tingles and fine inspiration.

There are pleasant walks, with trainers or attendants. For
those so inclined, there ate sleighing, skeeing, tobogganing,

skating and walking parties---outdoor an6 indoor amusements.

Time never hangs heavily here—not even an invalid's time.

When a patient comes, the firS thing is a thorough and

scientific examination of his case. Then, a special day's pro-

gram IS marked out for him—something interesting and helpful

to do every hour of the day.

The Battle Creek Sanitarium System seeks to cure by cor-

re<!ling wrong habits of life and rebuilding the body. Results

usually begin to appear quickly.

The baths prescribed comprise 200 or more kinds, including

Nauheim, and Electric Light, Ele<!lricity, Finsen Ray, Massage,

Mechanical Vibration, Manual Swedish Movements ; indoor

swimming pools; the great gymnasium, with class and individual

inilru(5lors; trained nurses; expert bath attendants, both men

and women,
service firft-class

best hotels.

Accommodations and
—equal to those of the

Rates Are Reasonable

The outlay for room, board, baths,

bath -attendants and necessary medical

attention, is no more than is charged for

room and board alone at any firfl-class

winter-resort hotel.

Our beautiful book of photographic

views gives glimpses of the great Battle

Creek Sanitarium Buildings, and illus-

trates the methods and advantages of the

Battle Creek Sanitarium Sy^em.

SECTION OF GYMNASIUM

Kindly send coupon and address

Box 120.

THE SANITARIUM
BATTLE CREEK, MICH,

rTHE SANITARIUM I

Box 120, Battle Creek Mich.
I Without ol)ligating me in aiiy way, -

1 will lie pleased to receive the Kook I
of Views mentioned ill this advertise- I
iiieiit,

I

,

i

• Name f

I
Address .. |

, • City
I

«J I I

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
January 30, 1910. Texts: Matt, 28: 20; Acts 18 : 10,

"California Now or
Never!"

"Tlie Kuhn California Project" will irrigate 250,000 acres in the famous Sacramento Valley,
The land is ready ! The water is ready ! Are you ready ? 1 he sale of these rich valley lands
has just begun in tracts of 10 to 80 acres. Small payment down: then ten annual payments.

The valley is garden soil. 50 feet deep, yielding immense crop.* of fruit, alfalfa, sugar beets
and all the famous products of California, Mature orange groves on the.se lands liave yiel<ieci

as high as $1,0U0 per acre. If you are going to have a farm, why not have the best ? Tlie Kulins
are always looking for tlie best, and their experts tell

them in this enterpri.se tliey have found it. Tluy are

putting millions of dollars into improvements to make it

still better. The land is close to big markets and will

pay for itself.

Ton take no chance in buying land under the Knlin projects.
The Kuhn interests are irrigating 400,000 acres Ih the Twin Falls
Country, Idaho. Their great Sacramento Valley project oft'ers
a frostless winter and a still wider range of crops. Organize a
California Colony in your own city or town. Take your neigli-
bors with you.

There is in press a very choice book of 4.i pages, "California—
Now or Never." It is by far the handsomest California book
ever issued, and will show you at a glance whether you want a
home ranch in California. To insure a select distribution, it is

priced at, ten cents. All oilier pulilicntions which are fully
descriptive are free. Fill out the coupon below and mail. It

yon want the new book, enclose ten cents for each copy.

H. L. HoIIister, 205 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send free information
Lands to the following addresses:

about Sacramento Valley Irrigated
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A LIVING FROM POULTRY

Q
o

$1,500.00 From GO Hens in Ten Months
On a City Lot 40 Feet Square

To the average poultryman that would seem impossible and when we tell you that we have actually done a $1,500

poultry business with 60 hens on a corner in the city garden 40 feet wide by 40 feet long we are simply stating

facts. It would not be possible to get such returns by any one of the systems of poultry keeping recommended
and practised by the American people, still it is an easy matter when the new PHILO SYSTEM is adopted.

The Philo System is Unlike All

Other Ways ot Keeping Poultry

and in many respects just the reverse,

accomplishing things in poultry work

that have always been considered im-

possible, and getting unheard-of-results

that are hard to believe without seeing.

The New System Covers
,J^;°™ l^l

All Branches of the Work breeders to

mi M CI marketing
Necessary lor Success the product

It tells how
to get eggs that will hatch and haw to hatch near'y

every egg and how to raise nearly all the chicks

hatched, it gives complete plans in detail how
lo make everythmg necessary to run the busi-

ness and at less than half the cost required to handle the poultry business in any other manner.

Two-Pound Broilers in Eight Weeks ^'^
'^'f'^,"'

%^p^^^ °* less than a square

^^^^^~i^i—^^-^^—>»——^-^>i—>^^a^ foot to the broiler almost without loss, and
the broilers are of the very best quality, bringing here 3 cents per pound above the highest market price.

Chicken Feed at 15 Cents a Bushel ^ur book teiis how to make the best

^i^^^^-^^^^i^aoiB^^^^B^—a^^MB^aa^^ gTeen food with but little trouble and
have a good supply, any day in the year, winter or summer. It is just as impossible to get a

Don't Let Chicks Die in the Shell

One of our secrets of success is to

save all the chickens that are fully de-

veloped at hatching time, whether they

can crack the shell or not. It is a simple

trick and believed to be the secret of

the ancient Egyptians and Chinese

which enabled them to sell the chicks

at 1 cents a dozen.

Our Six-Months-Old Pullets

Are Laying at the Rate of

24 Eggs Each Per Month

In a space of two square feet for each bird. No
green cut bone of any description is fed, and the

food used is inexpensive as compared with food

the Philo System of Poultry Keeping, pives full particulars

easy-to-undersland directions that are right

others are using. Our new book,

regarding these wonderful discoveries, with simple,

to the point, and 1 5 pages of illustrations showing all branches of the work from start to finish.

Our New Brooder Saves N°'^'".P'«q"fd- .No danger of chillmg, overheating
vi»* 111,11 uAvvuvA uav«,0 or burning up the chickens as with brooders using lamps

2 Cents on Each Chicken "•.any kind of fire. They aUo keep all the lice off the

^^^^^^^^•-^^^^—^^^^^^^ chickens automatically or kill any that may be on them
when placed in the brooder. Our book gives full plans and the right to make and use them.

One can easily be made in an hour at a cost of 25 to 50 cents.large egg yield without green food as it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

Send One Dollai' direct to the publisher and a copy of the latest revised edition of the hook will be sent you by return mail

South Britain. Conn.. April 14, 1909.
Mr. E. R. Philo, Elmlra, N. Y.
Dear Sir :

--- 1 have followed your system as close as 1 could ; the result

is a complete success. \i there can be any improvement on nature, your
brooder is it. The first experience I had with your System was last December
1 hatched seventeen chicks under two hens, put them as soon as hatched
in one of your brooders out of doors and at the age of three months I sold

them at 35 cents a pound. They then averaged 2J^ pounds each, and the
man 1 sold them to said they were the finest he ever saw, and he wants all 1

can spare this season. Yours very truly, A. E. Nelson.

TESTIMONIAIS
My dear Mr. Philo: Valley Falls. N.Y.. September 10, 1909.

I want to tell you how pleased 1 am with my use of the Philo System
during the past year. The fowls laid exceptionally well in the New Econ-
omy Coop, much better in proportion than those in my old-style house. The
firetess brooder has solved the problem for me of raising extra early chicks.

1 am going into your methods more extensively this coming year. Wishing
you success. 1 am, sincerely yours. (Rev.) E. B. Templer.

Mr. E. R. Philo. Elmira. N.Y, Elmira, N.Y.. October 30. 1909.
Dear Sir : — No doubt you will be interested to learn of our success in

keeping poultry by the Philo System. Our first year's work is now nearly
completed. It has given us an income of over $500 from six pedigree hens
and one cockerel. Had we understood the work as well as we now do after

a year's experience, we could easily have made $1,000 from the six hens.

In addition to the profits from the sale of pedigree chicks we have cleared over
$960, running our hatchery plant consisting of fifty-six Cycle Hatchers.
We are pleased with the results, and expe<5t to do better this coming year.

With best wishes, we are, very truly yours, (Mrs.) C. P. Goodrich.

\9\

PHILO NATIONAL
POULTRY INSTITUTE

ELMIRA, N. Y.
A School of Progressive Poultry Keeping
Ttie Wonderful Discoveries Made l>y ttie
Originator of tlie Pliilo System Has
Revolutionized Poultry Keeping.

and made it possible to secure Large Pro-
fits from poultry in a small yard and with but

very little capital. The thousands of success-

ful Philo System poultry plants in all parts

of the world have awakened an interest in

poultry keeping never before dreamed of, and
thousands of people in all walks of life, from

all sections of the United States and foreign

countries, are visiting the originator of these

phenomenaJ discoveries, to see and learn at

firA hand how baby chickens fresh from the

incubator can be raised without artificial heat

every day in the year, including the coldest
New Building of the Philo National Poultry Institute. Floor Space, 27,000 Square Feet

Three-Pound Roasters Ten Weeks Old

winter weather. The improved methods are not confined to rearing the baby chickens, as all branches of the work have
been revolutionized. The demand for instruction by Government Experts, State Agricultural Colleges.
Governors, Supreme Court Judges, Mayors, Preachers, Lawyers and thousands of the be^ people of

the land made it necessary to buy and equip a large tract of land for educational purposes, and some of the massive

buildings are now nearly completed and the educational work will commence at once.

Every Man or Woman who would like to handle a profitable poultry business either for themselves or for

others at a good salary can now get the necessary induction at firSl hand, at a Very Small Cost, and in a very short

time learn to handle the business and accomplish the wonderful results that have required over thirty years of the origi-

nator's time to discover and develop. A postal card will bring full particulars.

PHUO NATIONAL POllTRY INSTITUTE, 1637 Lake St., ELMIRA, N.Y.
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^%^ COUPON
_ ^j^ .<».<• A ^F^ V ^P^ W W • ^ Enclosed find $5 for best lot at South New York,

^^\ _ _ ^^^^m U ' I ' W B % in accordance with the guarantees in this ad-

Greatest Orrer in Keal hstate History x^.;j.s-».a«..„.„,o..

NEW YORK CITY LOTS ^

"Few large fortunes can now be made in any part ot the world except Irom one cause—the rise in value of real estate.

—From Andrew Carnegie's Book, "The Empire of Business. **

THERE seems to be a sort of magic about the ownership of New York City real estate. In no other city

are values so high—nowhere else are they advancing so fast.

New York City real estate increases in value according to the growth of population. Each year

we add a city as big as Denver or Toledo ; each five years as big as St. Louis or Boston. New York is at the

gateway of the continent—Staten Island is at the gateway of New York. No one questions the desirability of

owning New York City real estate. To buy and hold is to amass wealth—if you buy right.

"Buy cheap land near dear land" is the maxim of the shrewdest investors. The dearest land in the country is at Wall Street and
Broadway. The cheapest land in New York City, distance, improvements and transportation considered, is on Staten Island—almost in

sight of the Battery—at South New York. $5 starts you, and the balance can be paid in easy monthly payments of $5 and upwards.
The Staten Island movement has only just begun. Will you get aboard now, or wait?

OUR NEW BUREAU
OF MANAGEMENT
Every responsibility taken from
owners. Every interest safe-
guarded, it makes New York
Real Estate as easy to control as
a government bond. Charge $1.

OUR REFERENCES
Bradstreet's and Dun's rate us
higher than any real estate con-
cern in the world. For further
information, apply to any com-
mercial agency, bank, trust com-
pany in the U. S. as to our fi-

nancial standing and reputation.

Now, won't you sit down and give us a chance of telling you
our story ? It won't take long and it will be interesting. We will

send you some astonishing facts about New York and its marvelous

growth that will interest you. You don't object to getting this, do
you ? All right. Sit right down now—not to-morrow—to-morrow
ruined Napoleon. To-day—now—this minute. A pen hill of ink

—

a postal card—a minute's time—may bring you a fortune. Isn't it

worth while ? Remember, our offer also carries a free deed in case

of death, high-class improvements hee, a hee round trip (railroad

fare) to New York—east of Chicago or like distance.

Send us your name to-day for full particulars, or, better yet, get

first choice by immediately sending us first payment of $5.00, upon
the distinct understanding that if you are not satisfied v^ath our

selection, we will return your $5.00.
Only about 10'^ of our properties are offered to out-of-town

buyers ; the rest have already been sold to New York people.

WOOD, HARMON & CO.
Dept. B 7, 261 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

MONEY BACK
IF NOT SATISFIED

COME TO NEW YORK at
any time within a year after

you purchase; visit our proper-
ties ; keep what you have if you
think it is the best bargain in our
$10,000,000 holdings; change to
any other lot if you will, or go to

our cashier's desk and get back
every dollar you have paid us. It

is all the same to us. We would
prefer to have you a good friend
and not a customer, rather than
a customer and not a good friend.

This offer applies to all purchases
made within 60 days from the date of
this periodical.
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Minister de Lagercrantz The Swedish and Danish Legations in Washington Mme. de Lagercrantz

Copyright by Cliiiediiist

HIS LIFE SPENT IN HELPING OTHERS
THE Swedish legation at Washington stands on

the hill at the head of fashionable Sixteenth

Street, in the stately granite building which
Mrs. John B. Henderson erected last year. The
house suggests the Spanish type of architecture,

and is said to have been copied from the famous
archiepiscopal palace at Salamanca. From the

south windows of the legation there is a fine view
of the capital city lying in the valley below, with
ijoth branches of the silver Potomac outlined at its

feet, and the blue hills of Virginia and Maryland
glimmering in the distance.

Upon the afternoon when the representative of

The Christian Herald called at the legation the

.winter sun shone with dazzling bril-

[liancy over the crisp surface of the
I snow, and, pouring through the long
windows, flooded the reception room
with sunlight. The furnishings in this

room remind one of the homeland of
the Minister. A portrait of King Os-

I

car II. graces the space above the man-
I

tel, while portraits of other notables of

!
Sweden are to be seen in almost every
room.

His Excellency, Herman de Lager-
crantz, Sweden's Minister Plenipo-
tentiary, is the typical Swede in

appearance, fully six feet tall, broad
shouldered, blonde hair and complexion,
and with deep blue eyes which reveal
a quick sense of humor in their con-
tagious twinkle. He speaks English
fluently, and is a charming conversa-
tionalist.

Minister de Lagercrantz is a philan-
thropist as well as a diplomatist. But
any public man who steps out of the
beaten track must pay for it always by
a certain amount of unpleasant noto-
riety, and he has found himself no
exception to this rule. When he re-
ceived his appointment at Washington,
in April, 1907, the newspapers heralded
the announcement far and wide that the new Swe-
dish envoy was a member of the Salvation Army,
and many exaggerated stories were published about
him.

"It was embarrassing, very embarrassing," said
Mr. de Lagercrantz. "So many things were pub-
lished which were not true. I am in sympathy with
the Salvation Army, and I am greatly interested in

it; I believe that it is one of God's great agencies
in reaching the most unfortunate of his children,
l)ut I could not possibly have done all that the
American papers credited me with doing."

It may be that Minister de Lagercrantz could not

By ABBY GUNN ^AKER

have done some of the things credited to him, but

that does not alter what he has done nor what he

is still doing for the world's betterment. By birth

he belongs to one of Sweden's oldest and best fami-

lies. His father—for a quarter of a century Min-
ister of Finance in the King's cabinet—was widely

known for his activity in public philanthropies and
civic betterment organizations. The son received

the usual education of youths of his rank in Sweden,
going through the college at Stockholm, and then, in

Minister de Lagercrantz and His Youngest Daughter

preparation for his service in the army, he took a
full course in the officers' military high school. For
twelve years he served in the smartest regiment of
Swedish artillery and won a reputation as a fearless
and trusted officer.

While in college, young De Lagercrantz began to

make a study of social and economic problems and
to consider what could be done for the uplift of the
laboring classes. In prosecuting this study he was
appalled at the number of homeless men he found
in Stockholm, especially the old men who, through
poverty and crime, were literally spending their last
days in the saloons and jails, and upon the streets of

the city. To remedy this evil he, writh the help of

his father and others whom he interested, started

the first Harberge for husvilla (Home for Home-
less Men) ever established in Sweden. That was
some twenty years ago, and it was a small affair

then and did not shelter more than two hundred
men, but the idea grew. Mr. de Lagercrantz has
.kept a guiding hand upon the plan. Other men cf
wealth have seen in it a chance to help their less
fortunate brothers; they have come to his assist-
ance, and now, in Stockholm alone, there are four
such Homes, which shelter more than twenty-five
hundred homeless men every winter night.
After Mr. de Lagercrantz had completed a twelve

years' service in the army he felt that
he must be free to extend his study of
philanthropy, and he resigned his com-
mission and, with his wife, set out
upon a trip around the world to see
what was being done in other countries
for the "submerged tenth." They
went to London, met General Booth,
and, becoming convinced of the great
good the Salvation Army was accom-
plishing, they gave it their moral as
well as financial support. From Lon-
don they went into the Far East,
spending months in India and Africa,
where they made an exhaustive exam-
ination of the mission work carried on
there, both in the church fields and in

that of the Salvation Army. Every-
where they lent help and inspiration
to the missionaries. Upon their re-

turn to Sweden, after a two years'
absence, they established a branch of
the Salvation Army's philanthropic
work at Stockholm, which was warmly
endorsed by the royal family.
From his family Mr. de Lagercrantz

inherited the estate, lying about thirty
miles from Stockholm, one of the
larger landed properties in the king-
dom, containing some ancient ances-

tral buildings, which have stood for hundreds of
years. Soon after coming into possession of this
property he and his brothers began enlarging the
steel plant and other industries which had been
established by their predecessors. Year by year it

has grown until now they manufacture steel prod-
ucts of all kinds so extensively that Minister de
Lagercrantz, who is connected with several other
steel plants as well, has become known as "the Car-
negie of Sweden," and his railway coaches are be-
coming known the world over. This, of course, has
made necessary the employment of a large force of

Continued on page 7h
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WHAT do we mean by an honest man? We
want a definition to begin with; and let it

be as simple as possible. An honest man is

one who pays his debts. That covers the whole

case.

In Westminster Abbey there are two tombs, which

will serve to illustrate the matter in hand. One is

that of John Wesley, who lived in his country par-

ish "content on forty pounds a year." His motto

was "Owe no man anything, save to love one an-

other." He was buried without pomp or circum-

stance, and left only enough to furnish twenty

shillings each to the bearers who carried him to his

grave. The other is the tomb of William Pitt, Earl

of Chatham, who died with honors thick upon him,

but so deeply in debt that Parliament was con-

strained to vote an appropriation of forty thousand

pounds to meet his outstanding obligations. We
take our stand between those tombs, and give our

meed of praise to the poor itinerant, who lived and

died an honest man.
It will be seen that the definition, so simple appar-

ently, is quite comprehensive, and it cuts deeper

than we think. For when the matter of life's assets

and liabilities is fully canvassed, it will appear that

it is no easy matter to live and die with a clean

balance sheet.

Debtors to God

The question at the outset touches our relations

with God. Are we debtors to God? Yes, by uni-

versal consent. In the bill of particulars there are
three items, to wit:

First: Creation. Is there any one who does not
rejoice in the fact that he was made "but a little

lower than the angels" and in the likeness of God?
Is it nothing to stand erect, sensible of a divine

birthright and of a divine inheritance? Is there no
occasion for gratitude in the fact that I am able to

dream dreams and see visions, and, as Kepler said,

"think God's thoughts after him"? What do we
owe in return for these? The least possible recog-
nition of God's goodness, thus far, is in keeping
ourselves on friendly terms with him. Here is the
rationale of prayer, as Tennyson says:

For what are men better tlian sheep and goats,
That nourish a blind life witliiii tlie brain.
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer
Botli for themselves and those who call them friend ?

For so the whole round world is every way
Bound with gold chains about the feet of God.

The second item in the bill of particulars is Provi-
dence. In God we live and move and have our
being. We slept in his arms last night, cared for
as tenderly as children in their mother's arms. He
feeds us, clothes us and continually cares for us.

Through all the various shifting scene
Of life's mistaken ill or good.

Thy hand, O Lord, conducts unseen
The beautiful vicissitude.

What shall we render unto him for these loving
kindnesses? Do they lay no obligation upon us?
The least that we can do is to bend our knees in
thanksgiving. To the beggar who, this morning,
stretched out his hand saying, "I am hungry," I gave
enough to buy himself a breakfast, and he said, "I
thank you." Could he do less and bear the sem-
blance of a man? What then of the man who never
prays, who takes God's gifts without a word of rec-
ognition? Is he an honest man? Not so did the
pagan Socrates think, who asked Euthydemus, "Did
you never reflect how much care the gods have be-
stowed upon us?" "No, never, I assure you." "Go
then to the temple and, pondering on their gifts,
bow down and prove thyself a man."

The Debt We Owe to Society

The third item in the bill of particulars is divine
grace. It matters not, so far as the question at
issue is concerned, whether a man has accepted the
overtures of God's mercy or not; it still remains
that provision has been made for his deliverance
from sin. You may not have accepted Christ, my
friend ; that does not affect the fact that God gave
his only begotten Son to die in your behalf that you

.
* Pastor Marble Collegiate Church (Reformed Church in Amer-

ica). Fifth Avenue and Twenty-ninth Street, New York City.

might be saved from sin. Here is an immeasurable
obligation laid upon every man. How shall we pay
it? The answer is in the familiar hymn which we
have just sung. Would that we might sing it but

once with heart and understanding! For it contains

the sum total of the philosophy of due-ty ; that is, of

what we owe to God.

Alas ! and did my Saviour bleed.
And did my Sovereign die ?

Would he devote that sacred head
For such a worm as I .'

But drops of grief can ne'er repay
The debt of love I owe:

Here, Loid, I give myself away.
'Tisall that lean do.

It is a startling fact that men are so prone to

overlook their obligations to God, for here is the

very root of honesty. "Will a man rob God?"
Shall we withhold from God that which is his honest

due? Nay, that is clearly impossible if one would

be an honest man.
But the question touches, secondly, our relations

with our fellow-men. For no man liveth unto him-

self and no man dieth unto himself. It would
appear that the angels were created one by one ; but

men are of one family, and "blood is thicker than
water." We are mutually interdependent, as lend-

ers and borrowers; and each is bound, in honesty,
to balance his account with his fellow-men.

I am debtor to society; that is, to my fellow-men
en masse. The liberties, immunities and sanctities

of my daily life come to me through the social or-

ganism; and, so far forth, I am a debtor to the
community in which I live. How shall I meet that
obligation and thus prove myself an honest man?
To state it as briefly as possible, I am bound to put
more into the common exchequer than I draw out
of it.

There are two kinds of people, consumers and pro-

ducers. The consumer says, "The world owes me
a living," and proceeds to exact it. An idler, rich

or poor, living in pursuance of that dictum, is a dis-

honest man. The producer, on the other hand, is

cne who adds to the common fund by making some-
thing. He earns a livelihood and something more.
He exacts nothing which is not quid pro quo. And
when he makes his exit, he leaves the community
richer from his having lived in it.

Our Debt to the Human Race

What are you producing, my friend? Make some-
thing, I pray you. Make a plow or a poem, make a
house or a history, dig a well or build a stable; pro-
duce something that will remain as your memorial,
leaving the balance on the right side when you have
gone your way.
But my indebtedness is not merely to humanity

en masse. "I am debtor to every man." The orig-
inal break in the family circle was made when Cain
asked "Am I my brother's keeper?" I owe some-
thing to the next man. Get that in mind when you
meet a drunkard reeling in the street, for he is a
brother of yours. Draw not your skirts aside when
you meet the next painted bawd, for she is a sister
of yours. Again I say, Blood is thicker than
water. To these and to every other you are a
debtor. What do you owe them? All the category
of kindnesses marked out in the Golden Rule: "Do
unto them as ye would be done by." Lend a hand!
Be not an over-reacher, like Jacob; buy no man's
birthright for a mess of pottage; give Laban the
benefit of the square deal. Say never, "Honesty is

the best policy," for honesty is right whether it

pays or not. Take shame to yourself if ever you
get the better of another man. And if he fall,

what then? Lend a hand! Help him up!
Are you living that way? Are you paying your

debt to the community? Are you dealing fairly
with your fellow-men? If not, give ear to your con-
science which is saying, "Thou art not an honest
man."
But there is a third reckoning, not with God nor

with our fellows, but with ourselves. It is written

:

Unto thyself be true:
And it must follow, as the night the day.
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

I owe it to myself to be a clean man. In view of
the common sensitiveness as to physical purity, it is
difficult to understand the common indifference to
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purity of soul. I have a slight birthmark, the size]

of a penny, on my cheek; and once and again stran-j

gers have volunteered to wipe it off. It was onlyi

yesterday that a conductor on a surface-car, as htj

took my fare, drew out his handkerchief and gra-'

ciously said, "Permit me, sir,' you have a slight'i

smudge on your cheek." To me this seems a fine

tribute to the courtesy of the average man. But is]

it not marvelous, then, that we should be so willing

to continue in sin? For what is sin but defilement

of the soul? It is the only thing in the world that

robs us of self-respect. We are, therefore, under
bonds to ourselves to rid ourselves of it. But how?
At "the fountain filled with blood." I know no

other way. Let us, therefore, wash and be clean.

Here is the promise: "Though your sins be as scar-

let they shall be white as snow; though they be red|

like crimson they shall be as wool."
I owe it to myself, also, to be the best possible

man. This means character. I am bound to add
grace to grace, as when one lays stone upon stone

in building a house to live in. "Whatsoever thingsj

are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever
things are of good report; if there be any virtue,

and if there be any praise, think on these things."
A man without character is a defaulter to his own
life and destiny. But he who makes the most of

himself is like Stephen of Colonna, who, when his'

castle had been razed, his fields ravaged, his army
destroyed and himself made captive, on being asked,]

"Where now wilt thou seek refuge?" laid his handj
upon his breast saying, "Here is my fortress!" j

What We Owe to Ourselves

I owe it to myself still further to make my lifej

tell. The waste of time, the waste of privilege and]
opportunity, the waste of vital energy; this makes

|

men poor indeed. Oh, the frightful waste, the rob-|

bing of one's self, the dishonesty of it! The alter-'

native is to invest one's energies in the profitable!

pursuits of life, not in mere self-gratifications or]

sordid ambition, but in the building of character;
and in doing for others and for the glory of God. !

There is a place for you, my friend, in the eternal
i

plan of God. He wants you, and surely you have;
need of him. If you would be an honest man, you
must find that place and do your best to fill it.

An account of the taking of Port Arthur has been
published by a lieutenant of the Japanese army,

;

named Sakurai, in which he describes with thrilling!
eflfect the awful rain of death in the face of which
he and his fellow-soldiers climbed the slope of the
fatal hill. He and his comrades of the Twelfth
Company advanced steadily until, on a sudden, the
captain was seen to stagger and fall. The young-
lieutenant ran, bent over him and sadly closed his
eyes. Then he said, "Faint and cold though I was,
I felt in his girdle for the secret map, in which his

j

commission was marked out, and finding it I arose '

and said, 'Comrades, I lead the Twelfth Company

!

Forward!' " Ah, that is what should justly be ex- i

pected of every man : to find his commission, his
place in "the secret map," and then to rise and
fulfil it.

The Divine Ideal

As was said at the beginning of this discourse, the
j

definition of honesty goes further than we think, i

For where in the world was there ever a man who
thus paid his honest debts? Diogenes with his lan-
tern goes up and down, peering into all faces and
saying, "There is none honest, no, not one." But
once there lived an Honest Man. "The Best of Men

;

that e'er wore flesh about him" was an honest man.
He met his obligations, every one: to God, to his I

fellows and to himself. He was true to his com-

!

mission ; he finished the work which had been given
|him to do. The measure of our honesty will be our I

imitation of this Ideal Man, Christ Jesus. To fol-
j

low in his steps, this is to come up to the fulness of
i

the measure of the stature of a man.
|

And here, in a last word, is the prayer of honesty.
I

Would that it might be written in our hearts and
\

that we might constantly offer it

:

Lord, make me like thyself I

Lord, make me be myself

!

Seeming as one who lives to thee.
And being what I seem to be. I

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page]
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The Lost Lamb
IT is a poor lost lamb,

Tired, bleeding, worn ;

How did it wander so.

By fierce winds shorn ?

How doth it fare—that lamb?
Where doth it dwell ?

Thou knowest. Shepherd true.

And lovest it well.

It is a poor spent lamb.
So needing care !

So lonely, famished, bruised.

In marsh and snare.

But thou hast pity, Christ,

Thou hast gone far

To bring thy lamb so missed.
Where comforts are.

It is a sorrowing lamb.
Mid wild alarms ;

Oh, bring it back, dear Christ,

Within thine arms !

To pastures green, and where
Still waters flow.

Kind Shepherd, let thy lamb
Contentment know.—Mrs. Frank A. E.ieck.

I Little "Moon-Flower"
/TTE have in our home a little Chi-

V nese girl, ten years old. Her
ine is Nguok-Hua ("Moon-Flower")

.

A en she was two years old her

n-her died, and her father, who was
lAy from home a good deal, making
•iber in the jungle, left his little girl

vh another Chinese family. She was
(i,te, happy in this place, and stayed

Ire a long time. Then a little boy

rthe house got smallpox, and his

K^her, fearing the little girl might

J.
it too, told her father he had better

"^e her away. This he did, and sold

V to another family for $35 (gold) !

ii was bought to be the wife of the

iljst son (now nine years old) when
ly are both of age, which according
c;he Chinese is 16 or 17. If a girl

>;y is born, she is often sold to an-
)ier family, to some time become a
[;ighter-in-law, while her mother, if

:1 happens to have a little son, buys
uiebody else's girl baby to become his

ve at some future date.

, in most cases, these children are well

.I'ated; indeed little "Moon-Flower"
she only one I know who has had a
1 d time. Her future mother-in-law
),.ctically made a slave of her. When
r|er children of her age were at play,

i) was cooking, or getting firewood,

.,) washing clothes. Her work was
^1, done when night came; she had to

i^ty up till almost midnight, to pre-

5'e pig-feed for the next day. In
.••urn for all this work she got noth-
-! but blows. On her head she has a
>r which was made by this woman
hiing her with a knife; on one side

.)her face she has a similar mark; her
i le body was full of bruises when she
:.ne to us, eight months ago. She
.v»5 brought here by her father, who
:iild no longer endure seeing his

iaghter suffer. She was never al-

hred to speak to him, for fear she
n^ht tell of all that was done to her.

i- told me that she never dared to

:;,nplain to him, even when she got
l] chance, but one day she said, "You
X'i me they wouldn't beat me here."
Viile she was with her mother-in-law,
[ ardly saw her smile, and she never
li ghed when this woman was around.
ier father had great difficulty in

5 ting her away, and finally succeeded
-v,h the help of our Chinese preacher,
/cording to an agreement then made,
5 • is to stay with us six years. At the
el of this time she will, in the opinion
o'the Chinese, be of a marriageable
a J. They would be glad to get her
b;k, because she does the work.
^.s I said before, she has been here

e ht months, and her board bill is .$10

(aid). Her father is unable to pay
t • whole amount, and we fear that he
ny take hei- back to that cruel wom-
a, because he cannot feed her. She
p;s to school now, and is as happy as
t- day is long; and it would be a pity
t have her return to the old place.
I takes $1.5 (gold) a year to board
h". Are there not some readers of
IrE Christian Herald who will unite
i making this child happy?

(Mrs.) Mary Y. Hoover.
^ E. Mission, Siba, Sarmvuk, Borneo.

'Cbe Cbildren^s pulpit

WOODCHUCK DAY-By Rev, j. m. farrar, p.p.*

WISH I could be a country boy again, just for a day. If the

choice came at this time of the year, I would take Febru-
ary 2 for that one day. What a great day it used to be in

the fields, watching for the woodchuck. We Pennsylvania boys
called it Groundhog Day. But as the woodchuck and the ground-
hog are the same animal, it does not matter which name we use.

The mound around the groundhog hole was our weather bureau. It

was an old myth, that had great interest for the blacksmith's son.

If the groundhog came out on February 2, and saw his shadow,
we believed he would dive head foremost into his hole. Out from
his dark hole in the ground he would not come for six weeks. I am
sure you are all sorry for the foolish groundhog. Running from his

shadow, and hiding in a dark hole for six long weeks

!

I
IMAGINE that the Indian boys call him "groundhog afraid of

his shadow." Do we know any "boy afraid of his shadow," or

"girl afraid of her shadow?" Why should any one be afraid of a

shadow? One of the most beautiful homes in this country was built

from a shadow. How could a house be built from a shadow? One
day Mr. Spencer Trask and his little daughter were crossing a rustic

bridge, over a beautiful lake. The little girl saw their shadows in

the water and, pointing with joy, said, "Yaddo," which was as near
as her baby tongue could get to the word shadow. Near this lake

her father built a mansion, where the little child could see its shadow
and shout "Yaddo." He named the mansion "Yaddo." This is

what I mean by building a home from a shadow. Would it not be
great to build our shadows into something beautiful and useful?

BUT I am not going to preach to-day, and will stop right here, and
tell you a story. It is about "The Land of the Shadow People."

I found the story in one of our daily papers. Elaine made a long

journey to the Land of the Shadow People. She soon noticed

that they had a strange custom of always walking and working with
their backs to the sun. In the morning they worked with their faces

set westward, and at noon turned and began working backward.
Always with their backs to the sun. Approaching one, whose strong
body she admired, Elaine said that it was a beautiful day. To
her surprise, this man replied that one so sick and sad as he did

not care whether the day was beautiful or not. And when she

expressed surprise at such a remark, he pointed down to his shadow
lying on the ground and said, "You see me there, see how dark and
thin I am." "But," she cried out in surprise, "what difference does
that make? That is not your.self, it is only the shadow of your real

body." The man answered, "No, that is not my shadow; that is my
real self lying on the ground."

ELAINE was sorry, but he would not let her help him. She went
to a beautiful young girl, who was sitting with her face to the

west while sewing. A straighter, better developed girl, with more
beautiful face, she had never seen. When Elaine spoke to her, she
began complaining of her poor health, and said she was sinking into

an early grave. "But," murmured Elaine, "you have no signs of

sickness; you are beautiful and strong." "You are a strange girl,"

the young woman responded; "if you look at my body you will see

that it is already shrunken and eaten away by sickness." "But,"
Elaine said, "what of it? That is not yourself! That is nothing
but a shadow of yourself." The beautiful girl said, "You tell me
that this is not my body! Whose is it, then?" Elaine kindly said,

"Why, nobody's. It is nothing but your shadow." But the young
woman would not believe her.

ELAINE hurried over to a group of little children who were stay-

ing in one place, but not playing. Here, too, she found that

each one's attention was bent upon his or her shadow on the ground,

and each was afraid of it. Elaine asked, "Why don't you juniors
turn your faces to the sun, and you wouldn't see those ugly shadows."
"Turn to the sun! Why, then, we couldn't see ourselves, and, if

we didn't see our bodies, how could we care for them?" At last

Elaine succeeded in persuading one little girl to turn toward the
light. "Why," she exclaimed, "where is my body? I don't see it!

What has become of it?" "Just where it always was," Elaine
replied, and she laid her hand oh the girl's shoulder. "It seems so

strange. Why, I don't feel a bit sick." Elaine asked, "Why not
remain with your back to the dark and your face to the light? Are
you not happier as you are?" "Oh, so much happier. Why, I never
was happy before." Then all the juniors turned from their shadows
with a shout of joy, and Elaine taught them how to play and pray.
Thin was the first junior congregation in the Land of the Shadow
People.

WOODCHUCK DAY is a good time for us to say we will not
dv/ell in the Land of the Shadow. In the Bible we read of

"a sun and shield." A sun to give us light, and a shield to protect
us from danger. See if you can find the name of our "Sun and
Shield," who taught us how to dwell and to be happy in the Land
of the Shadow.

*P;i>tor First Reformed Church. Brooklyn, N. Y.
of the shadow." Isa. 9:2.

Tf.xt : "They that dwell in the land

"I'se Afraid"
<'COME one come and stay wiv me,

"^ It's dark up here, and I'se afraid."
This small sinner, aged three.
Some stern rule had disobeyed ;

But no one heard her plaintive plea

:

"Won't some one come and stay wiv me?"

Now cautiously she ventures forth.
Robed in soft and clinging white.

She listens to the joy and mirth
Wafted on the air of night

;

But no one hearkens to her plea

:

"It's dark up here, come stay wiv me."

A draught came playing hide-and-seek
Around the little golden head ;

It dried the tears upon her cheek.
But left .a hectic flush instead.

Tired and forlorn, she falls asleep.
Breathing this prayer: "My soul a-keep."

And some one heard the plaintive plea.
Answered the lisping, broken prayer

Of this small sinner, aged three.
Prone on the floor, all cold and bare

;

Her naughtiness is now forgiven

—

There's no dark chamber up in heaven !—H. E. Loveless.

Women and the Trades

THE effects of the munificent Rus-
sell Sage Foundation are already

beginning to appear. A bulky volume
by Elizabeth B. Butler, issued under
the auspices of the Foundation, con-
tains invaluable facts and tables con-
cerning the industries in which women
are now engaged.

Pittsburg is the city whose statistics

are treated here. Other cities will be
examined in the same way. It can
readily be seen that a comparison of
the figures of the different towns will

form a basis for general industrial and
philanthropic work, such as we have
never had before. Twenty-two thou-
sand wage-earning women are classi-

fied here. This does not include the
number grouped under the following
census headings : in agricultural pur-
suits, domestic and personal service
(except in small part), and profes-
sional service. It is an interesting
fact that the male population of Pitts-
burg exceeds the female by 10,000.

Since the occupations which once
kept women in the home are now large-
ly performed in factories, it is natural
that we should find girls and women
reaching out of their homes to grasp
their age-long work. It is significant,
however, that the average period of
their outside labor (in Pittsburg, and
probably about the same elsewhere) is

less than six years. In some of the
trades it is less than two years.

This is partly because the girls leave
to marry; but oftener because their
health breaks down. When they marry
they sometimes continue their work.
Even if they remain in their homes for
a few years, they are likely to be found
in the factories again as mature mar-
ried women.
As for weekly wages, they run at

low figures. 'Those of the cracker-
makers average between $3 and $6.99.
More than half of the mattress-
makers, on the other hand, make from
$8 to $10. An illustrative story is

told of an enthusiastic young engineer,
who informed a party of visitors that
the hundreds of girls in a great room
full of high-speed machines received
$20 each per week.
One of his hearers was incredulous,

and took pains to ascertain the exact
facts. She found that the girls made
an average of $5 to $7 per week, only
the forewoman receiving $20. The
young man knew all about the turbines
and the cams, but he had apparently
studied little the human factors in the
great factory.
The descriptions presented of the

mode of life and work of many of these
women are highly interesting. As a
rule, their labor is what is called
"light," but in the cracker industry,
and a few others, it is heavy. There
they are "pale and anaemic, with an
older look than the rest." "Over-
time" work is common. The govern-
ment inspectors visit the factories, and
see nothing wrong to report; but, after

they go, 1:he infractions of the over-
time laws proceed unchecked when-
ever business presses. This is a de-

partment for the philanthropic women
of Pittsburg to inquire into.

Kate Upson Clark.
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THE LINCOLN RELIGIOUS RELICS
SEVERAL circumstances have lately served to

direct popular attention to some of the most

interesting relics of Abraham Lincoln—relics

that include among their number probably the most

significant mementoes reminiscent of his religious

life. A proposal is now before Congress. for the

purchase by the government of the largest and most

valuable collection of Lincoln relics in existence. A
bill is now before the national legislature for the

appropriation of $150,000 to acquire what is known

Lincoln's Pew in the Presbyterian Church, Washington

as the Oldroyd Lincoln Memorial Collection and

perpetuate it in the form of a museum as a per-

manent memorial.
Osborn H. Oldroyd, a veteran of the Civil War,

made the collecting of Lincoln relics his lifework.

He conceived a great admiration for Lincoln, even
before the Illinois lawyer was elected President, and
began at that early date the labor of love which he
has pursued so energetically ever since. For some
years Mr. Oldroyd's collection reposed in the Lin-

coln homestead at Springfield, 111., which is open to

the public; but when, some dozen years ago, Con-

3y WALDON FAWCETT

gress purchased for $30,000 the house in Washing-
ton where Lincoln died, the relic collector was invited

to occupy the building, rent free, as a repository

for his treasures.

Among the more than three thousand objects in

this collection relating to Abraham Lincoln are

many which directly or indirectly throw interesting
lights upon his religious convictions and the deep
feeling he had for spiritual things. The most in-

teresting of the relics is the Lincoln family Bible,

from which Abraham Lincoln's mother read to him
when he was a boy. The Bible is quite an old one,

dating back considerably more than a hundred
years. In addition to the traditional family chron-
icle which it contains there is found on the inside

front cover the autograph of Abraham Lincoln,
penned, evidently very laboriously, when the Presi-
dent-to-be was only nine years of age. This Bible,

if offered at public auction, would readily command
a large price.

A development of recent date, which has served to

recall public attention to the religious side of Lin-
coln's life, is found in the announcement that
"Lincoln's church" is to be torn down. The New
York Avenue Presbyterian Church, in Washington,
of which Lincoln was a member and a pewholder,
is situated about three blocks from the White House

;

but, with the rapid development of the national cap-
ital, business has invaded the district, and commer-
cial houses now hem in the historic place of worship
on all sides so that the pastor and congregation
have virtually decided upon removal to a residential
neighborhood.
The picturesque red brick church, which might

fittingly be called the "Church of Presidents," had
important historical associations even before Lin-
coln became a member. It was founded in 1803,
and in the early days John Quincy Adams saved it

from bankruptcy by advancing to the congregation
the sum of $2,000. Other Presidents who attended
this church were Andrew Jackson, James K. Polk,
Franklin Pierce, James Buchanan and Andrew
Johnson. President Jackson withdrew from the
church as the indirect result of the bitter social feud
which marred the Jackson administration, the pas-

tor of the,church having been inclined to side
tl

the majority of the Cabinet and against "Old ] \.

ory" in the famous controversy.

The pew occupied by Lincoln and his family
j,

ing the years he served as President is still r.j.

ently preserved at the New York Avenue Ch
),

The pew, which is located on the central aisle
nj

well toward the front of the church, bears a s et

plate inscribed with the name of Abraham Lii
and the years of his occupancy. The church

The Lincoln Family Bible

been refurnished since Lincoln's time; but this <—
toric pew was left undisturbed, and is distinctly

}

fashioned and conspicuous amid the modern
pointments of the church's stately interior,
pew is readily recognizable from all parts of
large edifice, by reason of the fact that it ha
black walnut finish, suggestive of mourning, wh
as all the other pews have the contrasting gel
oak finish. Just what will be done with the Line
pew when the congregation acquii-es a new h
has not been determined, but dominant sentiir
favors its removal to a place of honor in the i

edifice.

\^7^ THE WEDDING OF MARTHABAI <^7»

NOVEMBER 8, 1909, was a day of days in the

life of Ahilaji, for it was the day of his mar-
riage to Marthabai Abaji Tadhae. It was

performed in India; but in India millions are mar-
rying, and this event of itself would mean little to

us were it not for the fact that when the
famine children were being taken care
of by The Christian Herald family
Ahilaji was among the very first of the
boys to be assigned. He was the pro-
tege of a Long Island pastor for a
number of years, till he was graduated
from school. Then a special training
was given him, and he was made as-

sistant teacher in a Christian school at
Hauge. The minister in America and
Ahilaji in India exchanged presents and
letters, and it came about that Ahilaji
came to the time when he wanted to be
married. "But," he wrote, "it would
cost fifty (50) cents more per month
to support a wife." Yet it seemed wise
for a Christian teacher to be married
in that land, and he chose the dark-eyed,
smart and modest Marthabai, who lived

three miles from his school, as his bride.

You may be interested in knowing the
cost of their wedding outfit. Here it is

:

Cloth for coat 1 rupee 14 annas
Lining for coat 2 "

Headdress 1 " 10 "

Long cloth for loins and limbs. 1 " 2 "

Cloth to adorn shoulders 8 "

Shoes for four feet 1 10 "

Flowers for bride and groom 5 "

In our American money, the total

would be $2.58! How many American
couples could get their wedding clothes
for a like sum? Yet Ahilaji is happy.
He is to be congratulated, like many
in India whom Christ has blessed, for
he was an orphan and starving and
homeless, and now he has a Christian
home of his own. His wife, too, is a
Christian and a member of Dr. Hume's
church, the First Church at Ahmed-
nagar.
Now, it is deemed good in India (as

in some parts of America) for a newly-wedded
couple not to dwell too near to the wife's paternal
relatives. Relatives often make plenty of trouble
even in Christian lands.

So Ahilaji took Marthabai and traveled from

Ahilaji and Marthabai in Wedding Attire

Hauge to Balirwodi, where he has establishei
home and where he teaches in a school under
superintendency of Dr. R. A. Hume, and wt
Marthabai, like Martha of old, in caring fo:

Christian home, sings and prays and reads the B
to those who call.

Busy, ambitious and a conscienti

;

student and teacher, Ahilaji will i

doubt be advanced and may yet hav
government position. At present
Home Department of the Union Ev
gelical Sunday School, of Corona, ^
York City, Mrs. J. J. Jenkins, supei^

tendent, is guaranteeing his salary (

per annum) and its 270 members s.

many wedding congratulations and g
wishes to the newly-wedded pair.

W. J. I

Current Comment
— A READER of this joumal writes inqui

whether we do not consider that vivisection i

produced any valuable results to medical sci<

and the human race. This inquiry probably
resents the attitude of a very larse proportioi
thoughtful people at this time, when a furious
sade is being: waged against vivisection. S •

journals, carried away by sensational impulse, f;

its entire suppression. On the other hand,
scientists and the medical fraternity—who ma:
regarded as better informed on this subject t

the average citizen — claim that vivisection
scientific necessity; that it has resulted in dis

eries of the utmost value to the human r

enabling the qualified practitioner to fight m
diseases successfully and to apply effective ff

dies which would never have been known but
the knowledge gained through vivisection,
the whole, therefore, the reasonable attituds
this controversy would seem to be the mit
ground. Vivisection sho uld be permitted only
der proper restrictions and in qualified hands,
wanton cruelty, even in the name of sciei

should not be tolerated. We do not believe
scientists or doctors will contend for moret
this.

—A NUMBER of the Liberal leaders in England
at work on an insurance plan under which aid i

be rendered to the unemployed. It may take
form of a compulsory and contributory unemp
ment insurance bill benefiting 2,250.000 skilled :

unskilled workers. The insurance would be can
by the State, and 150 labor exchanges would
opened, to aid in regulating the labor market,
proving and standardizing labor and equally bt

filing employer and worker.
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s WORKING WONDERS IN A PRISON

i o Prisoners. (1) Served Thirty-one Years and Was Finally Found Innocent Warden J. C. Sanders No Stripes and Lockstep in this Model Prison

i LITTLE more than a year ago residents of

\ Fort Madison, la., began to murmur at the
- -*- fact that convicts from the State peniten-

t ry, located in that city, were permitted to go
;out the streets absolutely unattended by guards.

Iwas even whispered about that the cells of some
£thty-five prisoners were left unlocked at night,

lople began to write urgent letters to the news-

ipers, calling attention to the dangei-ous innova-
tns introduced by the new warden, J. C. Sanders,
id predicting serious trouble. So insistent were
te complaints that the State appointed a commis-
^n to look into the warden's reforms. Their report

it only exonerated the new official from all blame,

it held him up for universal praise. Since then

fe eyes of the whole country have been directed to-

•vird this institution in the Middle West, where
(irist's command, "Do unto others as ye would that

(hers should do unto you," is literally being carried

h in every-day life in a place where it least would
H looked for.

'Warden Sanders is a composite character. He
Is been at different periods of his life barber, mas-
t? tailor, cabinetmaker, printer, professional base-

fll player, league umpire,
(rector of a band, solo

(rnetist with a traveling

ecus, and high school

jincipal. When he was
>aced at the head of the

jwa State penitentiary as

arden of the Fort Madi-

Jn institution he started
• to remould the condi-

pns, and to transform the
Jnitentiary into a reform-
^ory instead of a "de-
^rmatory," as it had been
i
the past.

I At first he would saun-

Ifr carelessly about the
Hson, hands in pockets,
udying just what was
jTong with conditions. In
He kitchen he found
tings needed an imme-
:ate shaking-up. He knew
'at no man could be at his
!st on a steady diet of
^up and stew, so he hunt-
1 up a ch6f among the
i-isoners and arranged
ith him for a diversified
Mson menu, which should not cost any more than
:e old-time slop that had been served, and which, he
jit certain, would result in healthier, better he-
aved, harder working, less sullen men. He was
-eatly aided by his vnfe, who is an expert cook and
)usekeeper. The kitchen crew r:;adily fell into the
•irit of the change, and vied with one another to
irn out gastronomical surprises. Potatoes were
,ired, and served in many tasteful styles; eggs were
rved occasionally, and puddings and other simple
xuries found their way to the table. Settings
ere altered to make the dining-hall more homelike
id uplifting. Waiters, usually unkempt, were
•laved and dressed in white uniforms and caps, and
*e kitchen force also appeared in immaculate white,
ormerly the men were silent and sullen at meals:
1 this was quickly changed by the warden, who in-

oduced a stringed orchestra, composed of pris-
lers, who played during the meal hour. Men who
id not smiled for years lifted up their brightened
ices, and went back to work cheerful and willing.
This new kind of prison reform has continued
nee that time. Warden Sanders has put himself

By SAINT N. SINQH

in the place of the man behind the bars. He is striv-

ing to nurture the good in the prisoners and starve

out the bad, so that they may be able to stand up
like men and do their part when the time comes for

the prison doors to open and restore them to liberty.

It would be difficult to enumerate all of the re-

forms introduced in the prison by this erstwhile

school teacher. He organized a glee club, buying
the music himself. The prisoners' voices were un-
trained, but he persevered, and now the Fort Madi-
son Penitentiary Glee Club is considered one of the
best in the State. Any prisoner who evinces a
taste for music and is willing to learn is eligible to

the band and glee club. A historical and literary
society was organized, and a lecture course was pro-
vided. The convicts paid for the lecture course out
of their own pockets.
Warden Sanders next began to remodel the school

connected with the penitentiary. The curriculum
now embraces all branches ordinarily taught in mod-

A Talk With the Men in the Prison Lecture-room

ern schools. There are 200 pupils in the school, one
employed and eleven inmate teachers, and classes
are held evenings. The library has been trebled
in size, and a daily list of current magazines is cir-

culated among the men. The warden also intro-

duced athletics, with a view to bringing up the
physical condition of the prisoners. He gave the
men a half hour's leisure immediately following the
noonday meal, during which they play basketball
and indoor baseball.

In the hospital each man now receives a private
examination. The old gray-and-striped blankets
have been removed from the hospital beds and their
place supplied with neat white spreads. The gen-
eral gloom of the place was so transformed that the
inmates did not recognize it.

Warden Sanders next designed new uniforms for
the prisoners, that were calculated to conduce to a
spirit of self-respect. He now uses the old-time
striped suits merely as a punishment for serious in-

fraction of rules. As soon as a new convict has
convinced the warden that he is worthy of trust, he
is given a neat gray uniform and cap, somewhat re-

sembling a letter carrier's suit. Convicts who are
able to afford it are permitted to wear, on Sundays
and holidays, laundered dress shirts, stiff collars,

fancy ties and good shoes, and even to have their

shoes polished. This has resulted in a considerable
saving of money to the people of the State of Iowa,
for the men are eager to secure the money to wear
these respectable clothes, and thus get away from
the prison taint as much as possible. Over seventy
per cent, of the prison population of Fort Madison
have purchased their own shirts, shoes, collars, ties
and underwear. No prisoner ever is designated by
a number, but invariably is called by his own name.
An expert dentist and an optician attend to all eye
and dental troubles among the men. A fire depart-
ment has been organized among the convicts, and the
cell doors of eighty-five men are left unlocked every
night, in order that they may respond immediately
to an alarm. In several instances their efforts have
saved the prison shops from destruction. These
men never have shown any disposition to take ad-
vantage of their privileges. The cell doors of the
water carriers are also left unlocked at night. The
sanitary conditions have materially improved.

Prisoners are allowed to
decorate their cells. This
permission extends even
to the chapel, formerly a
bare, dismal place, the
walls of which are now
decorated with religious
scenes, painted by an in-
mate under the direction
of Warden Sanders. The
offices in the penitentiary
also have been beautifully
decorated in the same way.
Thus every effort has been
made to convert the place
into a cheerful, homelike
place, rather than a dreary
dungeon. Even the prison
yard now becomes a bower
of beauty in the summer
time, the convicts being
permitted to raise flowers
according to their own
fancies.

Furthermore, the idea of

privacy and private rights

is emphasized. Letters ad-
dressed to prisoners are
delivered immediately upon

passing the proper authority. The men are per-

mitted to have paper and writing materials in their

cells all the time, without restriction, and those who
are so fortunate as to receive the daily papers or

weekly or monthly publications from outside are per-

mitted to hand them on to those less fortunate.

When the wives and children of the men come to

visit them they are allowed to see them in the war-
den's private parlor, or alone in the office. More-
over, this humane Christian warden encourages the

women folks to visit the prisoners, for he believes

the men may be strengthened morally by keeping
Tip the home ties. He is doing everything in his

power to rouse the spark of manhood in them into

activity and to make them Christians, eager to do
the right thing when they go out into the world of

temptation once more. The warden is a firm be-

liever in his own experiment. His practical Chris-

tian faith has already gone very far toward chang-
ing a dark, dismal dungeon into an institution which
is purging the unfortunate men of the taint of crime
and inspiring them to lead a healthy, normal, pro-

ductive life.
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ThU issue of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD is 400,000.

As it is generally accepted that on an average every

subscriber stands for four other readers in his household,

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD may be said now to reach

the enormous total of TWO MILLION readers. Pray

that it may indeed be a savor of life unto life !

Our Enlarged Family Circle

THE Christian Herald comes before its readers

to-day with a preatly aug:mented constituency.

We have adopted into our family circle the entire

body of 150,000 subscribers of The Home Herald, of

Chicago (formerly The Ram's Horn), that paper,

with its subscription list, having been acquired by

the proprietor of this journal, with the view to

merging it with The Christian Herald into one

vast united household. Our new friends are being

served with this issue, and we hope to have them
with us every week for many years to come.

We welcome these new friends to our Christian
Herald family table, and its weekly feast of good

things. We extend to them a hearty, fraternal

greeting. We yield to them a place in all of the

varied worthy enterprises and undertakings, at

home and abroad, the sharing of which in the de-

lightful spirit of Christian comradeship has long

been a source of strength, inspiration and happiness

to the readers of this journal.

We welcome this great addition to the spiritual

as well as to the material influence of The Chris-
tian Herald. Long recognized as the most widely

read Christian weekly on this continent, it now has,

by virtue of this great united army of 400,000
subscribers, the largest audience of any religious

publication on the globe! This is a commanding
position, with vast possibilities and equally great

responsibilities, of both of which we are deeply sen-

sible. It carries with it the inestimable privilege

of speaking, through every issue, to the hearts and
consciences of upward of Two Million readers.

We invite the cordial co-operation and the prayers
of all onr friends, new and old, in carrying forward
the great mission of The Christian Herald in the

service of Christ and humanity. With such aid,

great things have been accomplished in the past.

Let us trust that, under God's blessing, the future
may be even brighter in noble achievement than all

the years that have gone.

More Light on the Old Bible

WHEN the theory was first advanced, by some
brilliant writers of the "new school" of the-

ology, that the historical records of the Old Testa-
ment were largely of Babylonish origin, Bible lovers
wore at a loss how to meet such an attack. It was
boldly claimed by the writers in question that the
Bible, as a whole, was borrowed from Babylonian
literature and that the narratives of the Creation,
the Deluge and the Tower of Babel had all been
deciphered in Babylonian tablets of a date contem-
porary with Abram. It all seemed very conclusive,
but the peculiar thing about such claims, as about
all others from similar sources, is that they rest
upon insecure foundations, being largely guesswork.
It is not surprising, therefore, to find the Babylonian
theory utterly demolished by later discoveries, which
are described in a book just issued by one of the
leading Bible scholars in America. Dr. Albeit T.
Clay, professor of Semitic Philologj- and Archje-
ology of the ITniversity of Pennsylvania. His work,
which is entitled Amnrni, the Home of the Ancient
Semites, shows conclusively that the religion and
culture of ancient Israel are not of Babylonish
origin. He has made extensive research amone- the

earliest Aramaic, Egyptian and Amoritic remains,
and the result has been to demonstrate the authen-
ticity of Bible history. Amurru was a land in

Syria, which in very ancient times included the
whole of Palestine as it is known to-day. Its people
were Semites, and they held as a part of their reli-

gious history practically all the essential elements
of Bible history, as we know it. From Palestine
these beliefs were transmitted to Babylonia, the
priority of the Amoritic beliefs being proved by re-

search. Much of the Babylonian culture emanated
from this source. Professor Clay says : "The re-

searches of the last few decades have illustrated
almost every page of the Old Testament, one way
or another. Many historical facts here found have
been confirmed by parallel inscriptions. The result
of the investigation seems to be in every particular
that the traditions handed down by the Old Testa-
ment are, in every instance, to be considered as
being of genuine worth."

Professor Clay's book will no doubt excite con-
troversy. It demolishes with a single blow a whole
line of the pet theories of the "higher critics," and
shows upon what slender basis their claims rest.

The Overburdened

AH, those thorns—many and keen in our flesh as

they may have been—let us thank God for them
all, and even rejoice if his strength may be mag-
nified in our weakness. That was the sweet and
peaceful issue to which Paul was brought. He did

not see it, and did not want it at jirst. "For this

thing I besought the Lord thrice that it might de-

part from me."
And have not you done the same? Have not you

called to your heavenly Father, with longing heart
and streaming eyes, hour after hour, day after day,
that some cup at your lips might pass away? That
seme threatened trial, which would darken all your
life, might be spared you? That some bodily dis-

ease might be healed? That some bereavement you
saw coming might be kept off, and the feet of the
king of terrors be stayed outside?
There are two ways of helping an over-burdened

man : one is to give him less to do, to take some of
the burden oft" his back; the other is to get under
it with him. This was the way the gracious Lord
thought best to answer Paul. It was more impor-
tant that Paul should see. and the world should see
to the end of time, how gloriously God can couple
his strength to the pitiable weakness of one of his
children, than it was that the child should suffer
no special weakness at all. And so, "My grace is

suflicient for thee." No words in all the blessed
Book have oftener brought comfort and hope to the
believer's soul through all the years and centuries
since they were first spoken. God be thanked that
so many know what that triumph is—that so many
are living every day in the peace and glory of it.

A NOTABLE SERIES
TN a recent issue we announced the eaily publication of a

series of articles by Mr. E. R. Johnstone, makinsr note-
worthy comparisons between our own nation and others. The
initial article of the scries appears in this issue of The Cllias-
TiAN Hk;!AU). In the preparation of these articles the author
has a definite purpose in view. "He proceeds according to a
well-conceivod plan, takinpr up in due order of comparison the
governmental system, politics, judiciary and laws, commercial
customs, social and business usapres. culture and peneral char-
acteristics of our own people and those of other lands, and
contrastinR them, without bias or prejudice. Thes.^ articles
are written by one who has traveled widely in manv lands and
who. having ma.io a thorcuirh study of that whereof he writes,
IS well tnialihcd to compare our own national points of strength
and weakness v.ith those of other civilized peoples at the pres-
ent time. Frciiuently the contrr.st will tie sharp and not
altogether flattering : but such n criticism must needs be truth-
ful to be of value, and we may learn much fivm these articles
that can be made of practical value in our own lives, wholly
ai>art from the varied information thev will furnish, which to
very many readeiis will be in a sense the equivalent of a special
educational course on international alTairs.
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DR. KLOPSCH GREETS
OUR NEW READERS

TX/TY good friend, Mr. P. L. Chapman, editor
IVJ. xhe Home Herald; who for many years

successfully catered' to your happiness, now fii

himself so immersed in other business enterpri

that he feels physically unable to do justice to h

self and to the subscribers to The Home Herald.

I have for more than three years been consci'

of the battle he was waging, and the wear and t

he was undergoing, while striving to measure
under the great strain of innumerable duties

tailed by the gratifying growth of his various bi

ness ventures.

To relieve him, and at the same time to add to

splendid prestige of The Christian Herald, I si

gested to him recently that, if he felt unable to m
the reasonable requirements of the great Ho
Herald family, I would be glad to welcome t]tiil|

into The Christian Herald family.

He hesitated a long time. He made three tr

from Chicago to New York to discuss the propoi

change, and not until he was convinced that

health demanded relaxation did he finally consent
The readers of The Home Herald, in parting w

him, lose a warm-hearted, devoted and never-to-1

forgotten personal friend, whom it will be diffic

to replace; but The Christian Herald, which \

done so much to bring comfort to the comfortli

and to relieve distress the world over, will endea\
to make up to you the loss sustained.

I will make it my principal and personal concei

through The Christian Herald, to reconcile 7

Home Herald subscribers to the change, and I f<

confident that, before long, they will agree that
was not for the worse, but for the better. Tl

issue will introduce to you The Christian Herai
and we honestly believe that soon you will love

and be as loyal to it as you have been to The Hoi
Herald.

Let me hear from you frequently, with such su

gestions as you may deem helpful to me, and, wht
ever you vrrite, be sure to say that you were a Hoi
Herald subscriber, in order that your communit
tions may be brought to my personal attention.

And now I welcome you heartily and cordially ir

The Christian Herald family, and shall be gl

to shake hands with you as soon as occasion permi
When in New York, come and visit us. that we m
become personally acquainted with each other.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

^
I

King Albert's Coronation
1E0P0LD FERDINAND, the new King of the

.Belgians, took the oath on the day following

^the funeral of his predecessor on the throne.

T^ ceremony was held at the House of Parliament,

Nbcpre the Senators and Deputies, sitting together.

Ti words of the oath were: "I swear to observe

=:th Constitution, and to defend the integrity of the

n;ional territory." After this, the new King, re-

m ning seated, read his speech from the throne,

.;wch inspired hope in his own and all other

speples, that he would have a wise and prosperous

adinistration. The king took his place under a

rii canopy of purple and gold, erected on the site

oJthe tribune and of the presidential chair. Un-
dt a smaller canopy stood the Queen, between her

t\' sons. Both the canopies and the dais were
iditical with those that were used in 1865 for the

iruguration of King Leopold II. The King's title

is\lbert I., and with this name he will rule the

Bgians. King Albert was born April 8, 1875, and
w^ the nephew of the late King Leo-

pd II., who died the 17th of last

D'ember. King Albert mairied Prin-

ces Elizabeth of Bavaria October 2,

I'.'O; and they have two sons. Prince
L>pold and Prince Charles, aged nine

a 1 six respectively, and a daughter,
Pncess Marie Jose, born in 1906.

^^e of the promises of the new King
a I'eceived with more favor by the Bel-

gns and the world at large than his

pdge of a reform administration of the

Cigo Free State, whose atrocities have
b n the disgrace of the civilized world.

Lis hoped that the new King will be

p ded by the Supreme Ruler of all na-
tiis and administer his exalted office

a ording to the principles of righteous-

n s, justice and mercy, and that the

L-d and the King and the people may
k p the covenant which Jehoiada the
pest made between the Lord, Jehoash
al his people at his coronation as King

Judah, "that they should be the
Ld's people." The coionation of the

ymg King of Judah by the priest at

tl death of his father is thus described:

ad he broHKlit forlli tl.o kinir's son .iiul put tlio

crvn upon liini. and t-.ivc liini tlu' Icstiinony; .incl

tl.- made liim kine, and anointed liiin; and lliey

cl ped tlioir hands, and said, God save the kin?.

(1 Kings 11 ; 1.'.)

Atdemy Honors Roosevelt

The Academy of Moral and Political

Sences, of France, on December 18,

ected Theodore Roosevelt to associate
nmbership. With this honor he will

b entitled, when delivering lectures at
te Sorbonne, to wear the plumed cap of

a academician, a pearl-handled sword
ad a suit embroidered with green
plms. Mr. Roosevelt received twenty-
fie votes out of twenty-eight—two did
n; vote, and one cast a blank ballot,

lis likely that Mr. Roosevelt would feel

nre at home in his rough rider's uni-
Pm or in his grizzly bear or lion hunt-
iiS: suit than fixed up in this finery,

vth cap plumed, sword with a peai'l

1-ndle and a suit embroidered with
plms; and yet Roo.sevelt, with his rugged animal-
i'l and his nearness to nature, is much of a gentle-
r n, and looks well in his dress-suit. Although
anost a boy in his fondne.ss for spoi't, he has one
othe most virile intellects of his time; is one of the

_ nst widely read men of his age and an author of no
ran rank, and he will add more lustre to the uni-
f m of the academy than it can reflect on him. It

i the man inside of the clothes that constitutes the
nl vestments and decorations, and not their fabric,

c,color, or cut. Theodore Roosevelt, in his journey
f )m Harvard to a ranch in the West, from the back
c a mustang as a cowboy to the Presidential chair,
i his promotion from the second place in a regiment
f rough riders to the leadership of the armies and
rvies of the Union, in his hours in the library and
C3r his study-table, in the years of service for his

cantry and his fellow-men, in his trip into the
jigles of Africa for scientific research and sport,

id now in his proposed visit to the leading univer-
^"ies of the world, who have invited him to come
id speak his words of wisdom, appears one of the
list unique personalities on the globe, and any in-

ftution honors itself in honoring him. Our coun-
ts, with its many faults and sins, is a long way
i )m decay when it can produce such a specimen

of physical, intellectual, moral and sipritual man-
hood as its ideal. The dominant element in Mr.
Roosevelt's character is his faith in the Bible and
in the Christ which it reveals, and he stands, the
world over, as an example of successful Christian
manhood.
Watch yc, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong,

(I. Cor. 10 : I:!.)

World's Greatest Soprano

Mary Lasalle, a poor orphan twenty-three years
old, from Beatrice, Neb., is said to possess the finest

natural soprano voice of any one in the world. She
studied a few months with W. L. Hubbard, a music
teacher of Chicago. Riccardo Martin, of the Met-
ropolitan Opera Company, discovered her superb
native musical qualities in Chicago, and made ar-
rangements for her to come to New York, which she
did a few days ago, when competent critics heard
her and were wild with enthusiasm at the beauty
and charm of her voice. Rich people subscribed a
handsome purse and arranged to send her to Flor-
ence, Italy, to have a year's study with Maestro

and a gain over last year of about $274,443,000.
The corn crop was worth over a billion and a half
dollars. The following table shows the acreage and
production of the different crops of 1909 compared
with those of 1908.

Production Production
Acreage. (bushels). (bushels)

.

Crops. 1909. 1909. 1908.
Corn .108.771,000 2,772.376,000 1,616,145,000
Winter wheat. . 28,330,000 446,366,000 437,908,000
Spring wheat. . 18,393,000 290,823,000 226,694,000
Oats . 33,204,000 1,007,353,000 807,156,000
Barley . 7,011,000 170,284,000 166,756,000
Rye . 2,006,000 32,239,000 31,851,000
Buckwheat . .

.

834,000 17,438,000 15,874,000
Fla.xseed . 2,742,000 25,856,000 25,805,000
Rice 720,000 24 368 000 21,890,000

278,985,000Potatoes . 3,525,000 376,537,000
Hay . 45,744,000 64,938,000 *70,798,O0O
Tobacco . 1,180,000 +949,347,000 1718,061,000

*Tons. I Pounds.

These enormous crops would be a mockery and
weakness if there could not be recorded a corre-
sponding growth in the mental, moral and religious
interests of the country. Never were our public
schools better maintained, nor did the academies,

colleges and universities show better
evidences of thrift. The hearts of our
rich people, and those of moderate
means as well, have been opened to the
widest charities, and the religious sta-
tistics show that the various churches
are growing faster than the population
in proportion. And while there are
great sins to cure and injustices to
overcome, the optimist has abundant
reasons for claiming that we never
lived in such prosperous times in every-
thing that goes to make the greatest
wealth of a nation, and that we never
had a better opportunity or encourage-
ment to work in ushering in the king-
dom of our Lord. The promise to
Abraham of the greatness of the na-
tion he was to found has been fulfilled

in the history of America.
And I will niiikc of thee a Kroa nation, :iihI

I will bless Ihce and niakt thy name sreal.

(Gen. l.':».)

King Albert of Belgium, Taking the Constitutional Oath

Lombardi, after which time she is to return to New
York for permanent engagement. If the prophecies
which the best mu.sical critics make for her shall be
fulfilled, the achievements even of Melba will be
eclipsed within the next two years. The human
voice in song touches, melts and fires the heart. It

is not only a powerful instrument in the enjoyment,
inspiration, development and benefit of the souls of

others, but is itself an emanation of the absolute
Beauty in whose image we have been made. There
are some individuals that, like Miss Lasalle, have
been endowed with unusual musical faculties, such
as were selected for the service of Jehovah; some to

play on stringed instruments, and one who, by the
beauty and skill of his voice, stood out above the
rest was chosen to lead the singers.

And Chenaniah, chief of the Lcvites. was forsone: he instructed
about the song, liecanse he was skilful. (I. Chron. 15 : 22.)

The Country's Crops

The Department of Agriculture at Washington
recently issued its annual estimate on the country's
crops and their value. December 1 it shows the
aggregate value of all kinds of harvests for the year
1909 was almost $4,000,000,000, a new high record

Lunatic Wins a Cow
Dr. Thomas Darlington, while Health

Commissioner of New York City, re-

cently ofl'ered prizes for the best essays
on "How Can Clean and Wholesome
Milk Be Produced at the Least Cost
for the New York Market?" Strange
to say, the winner of the second prize
is an insane man, who has been a
patient at the Midoletown State Hos-
pital for the Insane for many years.
His name is Ray Sponenbergh, and he
was originally committed to the insti-

tution from Fulton, N. Y. The prize
which was awarded him is a .$200 full-

bred Jersey cow. The essay revealed
such an intimate knowledge of dairy
farming, and expressed that knowledge
in such clear language, that it excited
wideKi)i'ead interest and commendation.
The readers thought it was the opinion
of an expert scientific dairyman. The
highest genius and insanity are often
found combined. Insane patients
often have periods when their men-
tal faculties assume their normal
condition. The success of this man

in winning the cow as his prize illustrates the unu-
sual results that often flow from apparently insig-

nificant causes. In the spiritual realm the most
wonderful results have been produced by apparently
the most feeble instrumentality.

Ciod has chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the
wise. (1. Cor. 1 : '-'7.)

Thief Buried Alive

There is no end to the devices for getting other
people's property. It would seem that every inge-

nuity conceivable had been employed in this kind
of wrongdoing, but recently a man invented a novel
method of attempting robbery. It was in the
crowded city of New York that the man dug a tun-

nel, which he intended should come up under a jew-
elry store or a bank, and give him access to its

treasure. The heavy rains softened the earth,

which fell in on him and buried him alive, furnish-
ing a new illu-stration of the fact that those that
seek the injury of others injure themselves, and that
there are penalties ready to fall upon those who
break the law, which penalties are constantly re-

ferred to in the Scriptures.

Because there is wrath, beware lest he take thee away with his

stroke. (Job 36: 18.)
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SHAKE-UP IN THE FORESTRY SERVICI
IT has been some time since the

placidity into which Washington
political life has fallen has been so

startlingly ruffled as by the sudden dis-

missal of Chief Forester Pinchot, chief

of the Forestry Division in the De-
partment of Agriculture. The act of
the President in dismissing Mr. Pin-

chot attracted double attention from
the fact that few men not of Cabinet
rank have been so much in the public

eye as the chief forester, the first one
to bear the title, and also on account
of the fierce controversy which has
been in progress between the forestry

department and Secretary Ballinger,

of the Department of the Interior, who
has had different views on the methods
and extent of the conservation of our
national resources.

Mr. Pinchot has made an excellent

record as a government official and has
accomplished much in arousing the
government and the people to the fact

that if they did not act practically all

the available timber and mineral lands
would be taken up, and the extrava-
gance and wastefulness of to-day

would have to be paid for, and that
heavily, by the generations which come
after us. His interest in his favorite

subject has, however, in this case car-

ried him too far, and his zeal, or rather
excess of zeal, has made him overstep
the rules governing the utterances
of officials below Cabinet rank and
brought him into open conflict with
the President, leaving apparently no
other course than dismissal open to

the Chief Executive.
Mr. Pinchot has been fearful that

the best mineral lands and water-
power sites still left in the West and
in Alaska were about to be taken up
by private, unscrupulous interests, and
claimed to have good evidence to that
effect. Secretary Ballinger claims that
the present condition of affairs is the
result of our over-generous and lax
system of land distribution for many
years. He is also an advocate of con-

servation of our public resources, but
claims that conservation should be
achieved under the laws as they now
exist.

Last fall L. R. Glavis, chief of the

field service of the General Land Office,

visited the President and put before
him reports in which he cast doubts

on the official sincerity of the Secre-

tary of the Interior. Mr. Glavis was
dismissed, as well as several other offi-

cials of the General Land Office. Mr.
Pinchot upheld Mr. Glavis in his con-

tention and the present trouble is the

result. The chief forester urged that

an investigation be made, and spoke

doubtfully of the integrity of certain

officials of the
Department of

the Interior. Mr.
Price and Mr.
Shaw, two offi-

cials of the De-
partment of Agri-
culture, were
charged vdth as-

sisting in prepar-
ing the Glavis
charges and mak-
ing a campaign
against the Secre-
tary of the In-

terior.

At last a bill

was introduced
into Congress call-

ing for an investi-

gation of the now
famous Pinchot-
Ballinger contro-
versy, and Presi-
dent Taft sent a
message dealing
in part with the
subject. Mr. Pin-
chot, at this junc-
ture, adopted an
unusual course
and one contrary
to the rules governing the officials

serving in a subordinate capacity.
According to the regulations, no
officials can give out information or
make official statement without the
consent of the secretary of his depart-
ment. Mr. Pinchot, however, sent a
letter to the Senate, which was read by
Senator Dolliver. In this letter he up-
held his position, and it was intended
undoubtedly to offset the effect of the
President's communication. Its read-
ing caused intense surprise, as it was
nothing less than a defiance of the

Mr. Gifford Pinchot

President, and, as most people believe,

a challenge to remove him from his

position of chief forester. Greatly to

Mr. Pinchot's surprise, the President
did. Mr. Pinchot said in his letter

that Price and Shaw acted in behalf of

the public when confronted with an
extraordinary situation. He said they
had violated a rule of propriety,
and he had reprimanded them, but rec-

ommended that further action against
them be dropped.
When the act of

Mr. Pinchot was
made known to

the President he
considered the
situation in two
Cabinet meetings,
and then sent a
letter to Mr. Pin-
chot, saying that
by his own act he
had terminated
his usefulness in

the Forestry Divi-

sion. The Presi-
dent's letter cov-
ered the entire
ground of the con-
troversy and was
most moderate in

tone.

President Taft
has selected as
chief forester
Henry S. Graves,
who is now direc-

tor of the Yale
University Fores-
try School. Mr.
Graves will give
up his duties as

a professor at Yale this month and take
charge of the national forestry service
about February 1. He has had much
experience and his appointment, has
given much satisfaction. He studied
first in Yale and then went to Europe
to get a first hand knowledge of for-
estry methods in vogue there. In 1897
he made a thorough investigation of
the forests of the Black Hills. The
next year he became an associate of
Mr. Pinchot, and remained in the gov-
ernment service until 1900, holding the
rank of assistant chief forester. He

was then appointed director of 1

Yale Forestry Schools.
Albert F. Potter has been appoint

associate forester. He is a practi
man, of large experience on the We
em ranges. He went into cattle a

sheep raising in the days when the
[

dian was a real menace and the hen
had to watch over his stock to keep
from being run off to some Apac
encampment. He was first named
acting forester in place of Mr. Pincl

and then given his present post.

This Is Your Opportunil
\

OWING to the severe storms, tl

rendered many country roads pn
tically impassable, a large number
our subscribers were unable to ma
good their intention to mail, on or ]'>

fore December 31, 1909, their subser

tions in time to secure our grej

and exceedingly popular photogravu I

"Daughters of Dorcas."
'

These subscribers claimed our ind

gence in view of the circumstanc
j;

and in response to their appeal to I

we granted them an extension so as
j

entitle their belated subscriptions
this extra premium.

But we find it difficult to differe

tiate between unavoidable delays a,
others, and therefore we have det(|

mined to grant the same indulgence
'

all our subscribers by

Extending the Time to Jan. 31, 1911

which will entitle every subscriber, m
and renewal, whose subscription
mailed on or before January 31, to f

cure this great supplementary pi

mium in addition to our beautii

"Dreamland" calendar.
This gives ALL an opportunity for

MORE DAYS to claim this special i

ducement, which many of our subscri

ers value at twice the cost of a year
subscription.

This is your last opportunity, as t

second edition, specially prepared f

this occasion, is now nearing its er

IPIT'No more will be issued. On
Five More Days Left.

I

f

HIS LIFE SPENT IN HELPING OTHERS ^ comn.^ fro., pa,. 67

workmen, several thousand being engaged in the

various shops, and more than a thousand of them,
with their families, living upon the Lagercrantz
estate.

This has given him the opportunity to put into

practical operation some of his plans for the better-

ment of the working classes. Sanitary conditions

have been introduced into their houses, shortened
working hours have been granted, and amusements
devised for their recreation. As far as possible, he
is trying to persuade the men to buy small plots of
ground, upon which he builds modern, sanitary cot-

tages, and thus he enables them to become home-
owners and independent men.

"This system, I believe, would do more than all

else to solve labor troubles," said the Minister, "for
as soon as a man becomes a land-owner, no matter
how small a one, he ceases to be a menace to society.
He has become a part of it, and thereafter he will
try to build up rather than tear down. But the
process is slow, and I am not yet sure what success
we will have in Sweden. It seems to me that the
outlook in this country is brighter; there are so
many more chances for the men, thanks to the nat-
ural resources of the continent.

"There is one thing which surprises me, and
which surprises all Europeans, about America, and
that is the marvelous growth of your cities. In
Europe we try to stem that growth; it seems to us
that it is wiser to persuade the people to live in the
country as far as possible. Surely, agricultural life
is more simple and sane than life in a crowded city
can possibly be, and I believe that, could people of
even moderate means be persuaded to leav: the city
and go into the country, especially here whsre there
are such great and wonderful opportunities in agri-
cultural pursuits, it would not only be better for
them morally, but also financially."

In Sweden, as in many other parts of the world,
the liquor habit has been the greatest curse of the

nation, and Minister de Lagercrantz has devoted
much time and study to the best method to stem
it. He thinks that Sweden has gone a long way
toward the solution of the problem, in the Gothen-
burg system, which has been widely introduced
throughout the larger cities of the country. By this

Copyright l)_T Clinedinst

Misses Mary and Eva de Lagercrantz

system all private liquor selling is prohibited and
the municipal government becomes the only dealer.
It allows liquor to be sold in a certain number of
public houses, but only by salaried men employed
by the municipality, and the liquor can only be
purchased when food accompanies it. This does
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away with the bar and all saloons, and has reduce
the amount of liquor consumed to a surprisir
degree.

Minister de Lagercrantz is most fortunate i

having a vdfe who fully sympathizes with him i

all these ethical questions. She is quite his ai

tithesis in appearance—a dainty, dark-eyed, darl

haired little gentlewoman, whose cordial manns
and soft, low voice would make her friends an;

where. She is the daughter of an old and distil

guished Swedish family also, her father, Wi
helm Croneborg, having been for many years tl

senior Senator of Sweden and a man of gre£

wealth and influence. Madame de Lagercrantz is

cultured woman, an accomplished linguist and a

authority on art and literature. She ably seconc

the Minister in all his philanthropies, and in add
tion is at the head of an organization of Swedis
women to aid friendless girls and women, a charit

which is doing great good in the larger towns c

the kingdom.
There are seven children in this delightful famil;

six girls and one boy, the latter of whom inherits hi

father's name and will succeed to the estate. A
the children are now at the country place in Swedei
the most loved of all places to them; but last yea
the two elder daughters. Miss Mary and Miss Ev:
spent the winter in Washington, where they wei
exceedingly popular with the young people of th

official set. Miss Mary enters enthusiastically int

all her father's plans for the betterment of his pec

pie. She has inaugurated many plans of her ow
for their pleasure and benefit. In a large hal

which her father has had erected for her upon th

estate, she has established reading rooms, a recrea

tion hall, where she has frequently some kind o

amusement or entertainment provided for them, an
in many other ways is looking after their welfart
It is needless to add that her people are devoted t

her. To them no canonized saint could be as love

able and as good as their "Miss Mary."



AMERICANS CONSTITUTION THE BEST
1—Our Country, its Laws^ its People and its Customs Contrasted with Those of Other Lands

fl/ ^
George Washington Thomas Jefferson John Adams Joseph D. Story Benjamin Franklin J. Marshall

TCyO one has ever disputed, successfully, the

J truth of the deliberate statement by Glad-
^^ stone, "The American Constitution is the

m;t wonderful work ever struck off at a given time

b},the brain and purpose of man."
,'he best proof of the superiority of this "wonder-

fLWork" is found in the existence and conditions of

i\ forty-six commonwealths which, under the Con-

stution, make up the great power known as the

U ted States, or, according to that wise statesman,

Jin Hay, "America."
Vebster defined "constitution" to be "The prin-

ci es, or fundamental laws, which govern a State,

oipther organized body of men, and are embodied in

-v.'tten documents, or implied in the institutions

a) usages of the country or society; organic law."

'he American Constitution is our written organic

la ; has been such for more than one hundred and
t\nty years; has withstood attacks from within
ai without; survived the most terrible civil war
ir;he world's history; has proved its adaptability

ai; governing strength under conditions of life and
n.|ional responsibility that the minds of its orig-

irtors could not have imagined; is to-day the

iipiration of all freedom-lov-

ii peoples, the monitor for

vik or vicious governments,
tl example for well-disposed

Tiers everywhere.
Oo you know what needs in-

sVed our Constitution? Are
yi acquainted with the history

its conception and birth?

1 you appreciate the funda-
rntal greatness of its three

d isions of government? Did
yi ever read and study the

d^ument itself, bearing in

nnd the effect it would have
UDn your personal fortunes
ad liberties were it to be
a'lndoned?"
[f you can answer "yes" to

tVse questions you are a far
b-.ter American, a more valu-
a e member of society, than if

y!jr answer be "no." If you
hVe not read and digested the
(nstitution that made the
I'ited States possible, I adjure
ya to lose no time in remedy-
ii: this vital defect in your
nntal equipment.
Of course, it is unpleasant to

t'nk, it is not necessarily true,
tit were a new Constitution
r;essary our 90,000,000' of
i:)ple could not furnish a
civention equal in dignity, patriotism, perspicacity
al statesmanship to that composed of fifty-three

degates, representing less than 4,000,000 people,
V o met in the State House in Philadelphia May 17,

1^7, and gave to the world this great certificate

©national unity and strength.
jranting, however, that in the end the genius of

or land would rise superior to self-seeking, polit-

ic intrigue and honest diversity of belief, and that
rtv "Fathers of the Republic" would be made con-
s'rate by their words and works, we may be sure
t; present Constitution would be the model and
i piration of the new. Let us thank God, as pa-
tots, that no such substitution confronts us! That
i the minds of the best and purest of our people no
tjbt exists that our present "organic law" will

eiure through the life of the republic. It may be
r^essary to amend, or rather to amplify, our basic
' -ument. We hear much of amendment nowa-
' ^, but again is there reason for thankfulness in

B^ E. R. JOHNSTONE

that this wise foundation of our nation contains pro-
visions for such amendment and that these pro-
visions preclude ill-considered or destructive action.

Need for a Constitution

The need for a federation of the American prov-
inces and for a Constitution or agreement that
should serve as "organic law" was felt as early as

1697, when William Penn submitted what is known
as his "Plan of Union," and suggested a "congress,"
consisting of two delegates from each province, to

meet annually in time of war and at least once every
two years in time of peace. Naturally, this con-
gress would have been held subject to royal decree
and its principal functions would have been to

adjust differences between the existing provinces.

No action was taken on Penn's suggestion, though
it was generally recognized as good, and it was not
until June 19, 1754, that a real assemblage of dele-

gates was held in Albany. A conspicuous figure

there, as everywhere in every nation which he vis-

ited, was Benjamin Franklin—by many foreign and

The State House, Philadelphia, in 1775

some native writers acclaimed as the genius of the
new world.

Franklin drew up a plan of union, which was
amended and adopted. A President-General, to be
appointed by the crown, was provided for, as was a
grand council, to be chosen by the several provincial
assemblies. The vexed and mooted questions of cus-
toms, taxes, provision for armies of defense and
offen.se, territorial rights and the like, were to be
decided by this grand council. The plan of the
Albany Convention fell through because some of the
provinces thought it gave too much power to the
crown, while others insisted that it conferred too
much independence on the people. Probably this
was the earliest general division between those
afterward to be designated "Tories" and "Rebels."
When the loathed Stamp Act, the tea duties, and

other ill-advised actions of George III. and his min-
isters made war inevitable, a congress was held in
New York (October 7, 1763), wherein a "Declara-

tion of Rights," very moderate in tone and fully

recognizing royal rights, but protesting against

taxation without representation, was adopted.

• To write of the various meetings, declarations,

protests and petitions that originated in the prov-

inces from 1765 to 1775 would be to traverse the
history of the beginnings of the war for American
independence. Through all that strenuous time,
however, the need for union and for a written law
which would preserve liberty in life and thought
was felt and accented in speeches, papers, town
meetings, pulpits and homes.
When the guns of Concord and Lexington (April

19, 1775) opened the struggle that was to bring the
"union of States, the union of hands, the union of
hearts none can sever," preparations were already
forward for the first real Congress of the Provinces,
the same meeting in Philadelphia May 10,~1775, and
being the fruit or ripe continuation of the more un-
settled and undetermined body that met in the same
city the year before.

First Attempts at Constitution Building

In November, 1777, the "Articles of Confedera-
tion and Perpetual Union between the States" were

agreed upon, and given to the
country for ratification. This

^^^^^^^^^— I first Constitution, known as the
^^^^^^^^^H "Thirteen Articles," was adopt-
'^^^^^H ed by eight States July 9, 1778,
!^^^^^^^^B and for eleven years was the

^^^^^H^^B supreme law of the new na-
^^^H tion. It has been ridiculed and

& ^m scoffed at, but, like Mercutio's
^ wound, "it served," and many

of the same men who, later,

drafted our present Constitu-
tion, had to do with the fram-
ing of the Articles of Confed-
eration. The document was
inherently weak, in that it gave
too little authority to Congress,
but it was a basis upon which
the greater structure could be
reared.
After the close of the Amer-

ican Revolution the thirteen
States found themselves beset
with contentions as to the best
plans for the future, over-
whelmed with debt, little con-
sidered abroad, helpless for
real defense against possible
foes without and savage foes
within. The great minds of
the republic saw but one rem-
edy—real federation under a
central, strong, law-embodied
government, that should still

preserve to the States rights insisted upon
by their several peoples. Congress, as then
constituted, could make treaties but could not en-
force them; could borrow money, but could give no
assurance of payment; could coin money, but could
not import bullion; could declare war, but could not
raise an army. As one writer put it, "May declare
everything—can do nothing."

In May, 1781, Pelatiah Webster urged a national
convention, for "the express purpose of ascertain-
ing, defining, enlarging and limiting the duties and
powers of their (the Congress') constitution."
Noah Webster, in 1784-85, urged "a new system

of government, which should act, not on the States,
but directly on individuals, and vest in Congress full

power to carry its laws into effect."

Finally, on January 21, 1786, Virginia took the
initiative, and appointed delegates to what was
afterward known as the Constitutional Convention

Continued on page SU
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Depression as a Malady

THERE is something alarming in the greater

frequency of nervous disorders at present as

compared with their record in the past. Life

on this continent for most of us used to be harder

than it now is. There was more work to do, there

was less money to spend, and, on the whole, our

homes were less luxurious. Yet we seldom heard

in those austere days much about melancholia. Our
present pace hurries us along at railway speed.

Where formerly a man wrote as many letters as he

could with his own hand, and did his day's work in

somewhat leisurely comfort, he now does four times

as much in dictation to several stenographers.

Where of old a woman had a half dozen friends to

take tea with her, ran in upon her neighbors or

welcomed them when they dropped in with thimble

and needle, she now has a reception, entertains a

crowd, and goes to bed thoroughly worn out. The
next day and the one after she joins a crowd in a

friend's house, and meeting dozens
of people, returns to her own
home without having had time for

more than a handshake or a sen-

tence or two with hostess and
guest.
Apart from the social life that

exacts haste and waste of every
participant there is the anxiety
born of an attempt to live up to

fictitious standing. Mrs. A. can-
not afford the style of living that

is entirely easy for Mrs. B. Her
income allows her to live quietly,

with no superfluities, but she feels

that her rugs, her curtains, her
waxed floors, and even her table,

must be as nearly as possible pre-

cisely like those of her neighbor.
Living beyond one's income is a
terrific strain, and will wear the
strongest person to shreds. This
is one potential cause of nervous
depression.

Another cause, and a different

one, is monotony. There are wom-
en and men who suffer from the
exasperation of doing the same
thing over and over every day, and
all days, and also from extreme
loneliness. Women who are forced
to lead solitary lives, where neigh-
bors are few and far between and
the men of the house are absent
through the daylight hours, often
become victims of melancholia be-
cause they are so much by them-
selves and have so little to interest
them from the outside. Country
life is not in itself monotonous, nor
do people in rural communities
suffer from isolation. Either in
city or country, it is the woman
who broods and the man who wor-
ries who fall a prey to this form
of disease. The remedies are two-
fold. One of the most beneficial is change of
scene. Another is rest for the body and mind.
How these are to be secured is sometimes a diffi-

cult problem. Considering the risks involved,
almost any sacrifice should be made in order that
the sufferer may be lifted out of the slough of
despond and set upon firm ground. Then the re-
lieved one, looking up to God in renewed faith, may
say, "He took me from the miry clay, and set my
feet upon a rock and established my goings." To
fret at people who are depressed, to scold them, or,
on the other hand, to treat them with too much
commiseration, does little good. They are the vic-
tims of disease, and must be treated accordingly.

The Matter of Tips

In crossing the ocean it is customary for the voy-
ager to make provision for tips. This is over and
above the amount paid the company for the passage

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

from port to port. The amount of the tip given to

the several stewards on a steamship may vai-y with
the pocketbook and the disposition of the individual

passenger, yet there is a certain unformulated idea

as to the minimum sum which it is possible to offer.

Tips insure many little services that add a great
deal to the convenience and comfort of the traveling
public.

In hotels and restaurants tips are usually paid to
the waiters, and these little fees are taken for
granted by most of those who serve the guests at
places of popular resort.

In England, the schoolboy looks for and accepts
tips from visiting relatives as a matter of course,
and shows his gratitude in unstinted measure.
American lads dislike to accept pecuniary gifts

from any one except their parents. When spending
a week-end at the house of a friend, or when leaving

NOW MIND
Give me your paw, old fellow. That's right

;

Be a good dog, and mind on sight.

After the lesson we'll both have fun :

I'll take you off for a splendid run.

a home in which one has been entertained, many
persons show their appreciation of the pains taken
to please them by servants in the house by giving
them a small gratuity. There are hosts and host-
esses who frown upon this, and prefer that their
guests shall offer nothing of this sort to the people
in their employ. Unless a guest is sure that his
offer of a tip will be annoying to his host, he need
not hesitate to bestow it, as it is usually very wel-
come to the recipient. One gets large returns in
good will and personal liking from these small in-
vestments, and possibly small self-denials.

The Messenger Stork

ACURIOUS incident occurred in Northern G(

many. A minister was surprised to find o

• day that a stork had made its nest upon t

roof of his house, and his children having petted
feeding it every day, the stork became tame a

!

companionable.
At the first sign of approaching cold weather t

stork prepared to flit to warmer climes. The eh

dren were sad at the thought of losing their pet, b
their parents consoled them with the assuran
that the bird would surely return in the sprir
The children, still uneasy at the idea of the sto

not being cared for during the long winter, co

suited together and evolved a brilliant idea, whi
they immediately proceeded to put into execution.
They wrote a little note in their best Germ;

script, stating that the stork was very dear
them, and begging the good people in whose count
it might spend the winter to be kind to their pi

and send it back in the sprir

They sealed the note, fastened
to a ribbon and tied it around t

bird's neck and tucked it und
its wing. The next day th

sadly watched the stork wing i

way toward milder skies. T
snow and ice came. Christm
time brought the children gif

and fresh amusements, but tht

summer pet was not forgotten.
When the spring came roui

again their little feet used
climb to the roof day by day, loo

ing and longing for the stort

return, and behold one day the

it was, tame and gentle as evt

Great was the children's deligl

but what was their surprise
discover around its neck and und
its wing another bright ban
with a note attached, addressed
the children who wrote the lett

the stork brought. The ribb(

was quickly untied, and the mi
sive opened.

It was from a missionary
Africa, stating that he had re£

the children's note, and had can
for the stork, and he thought th;

young people whose hearts h£

prompted them to provide for tl,

comfort of a bird through tl

winter would be willing to he!

clothe and feed the destitute boj

and girls of his mission. A fu

name and address followed. Tl

German children were full of syn

pathy, and the missionary's nol

won a golden answer from tl

family. Other letters came an

went by post between them unti

by and by, the children learne

to know the missionary an

his little black waifs almo;

as well as they knew the belove
stork that had proved so trusty a messenger.

Mary Barton Cookman.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catcli-AU
—Property Rights of Women. In most States of th

Union the property riKhts of married women are jealous;
guarded, and if there be any difference the laws are moi
favorable to wives than to husbands. Your feelinjr that woitie

do not help make the laws is not justified by reality. Wome
may not vote, but they influence the men who do. and they ai

as potential without the ballot as they would be with i

Women will never succeed in gaining the vote by the preser
popular methods of unseemly violence. Why should they mak
themselves ridiculous ?

—Realism in Literature. Your question, as I understan
it, is How far may an author approach realism in dealing wit
evil ? There are two ways in which an author may treat vici

He may so describe it that it will be hateful in the eyes of hi

readers, his approach to it being that of the surgeon who cut

out a cancer. On the other hand, he may throw over it

glamour of beauty so that his book may be a real means o

propagating vice. The latter way seems popular at preseni

The best method of putting an end to bad books is neither t

read them nor to advertise their existence by telling how ba

they are.
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CHAPTER FlYE—Continued

QUITE reluctantly Virginia obeyed

that mastery which Joris could

always exercise over her if he

d;ired. She gathered a dozen spikes

lavender, blue as the sky, and sweet

a heavenly incense, and dropped them
b^ween the folded lawn of the hand-

le chief.

vValking a little apart, they ap-

fiached the house, and heard as they

e:ered it the sound of hearty laughter
ad domineering talk. "There is some
s anger present, Joris," said Virginia
s'tly.

iFogether they entered the living

rom, and then involuntarily both of

ti!m stood still. At the large table
(ptain Van Vroom and Batavius De
^ ies were sitting. Between them
\ s a pile of papers tied with pink
t)e, and many little columns of golden
fineas; and the faces of both men
vre shining with satisfaction. For a
rment the picture remained un-
iDken, then Batavius leaped to his

f ;t, and with outstretched hands came
tvard Virginia.
'My Virginia!" he cried. "My dear

^iginia! My own sweet Virginia!
It you have grown—yes, indeed you
Ive grown, and I am glad of that.

VU you not speak? Have you no kiss

f- Batavius?" and he made as though
1 would embrace her.

She drew back and stood erect, and
Ir face became white and cold as
sow.
f'Sir!" said Joris.

"Be quiet, Joris!" she cried, with
jssionate imperiousness. "I can speak
tc myself."
''But you will speak to me, my Vir-
}iia! Many lovely presents I have
1 ought thee. Speak, dear one."
"I am glad you are safe home, Ba-
1vius."

r"Then ki.ss me. You kissed me
^nen I went away."
j"I was a schoolgirl then, a child."
"Yes, and now you are a woman,
'lat is right. I have no objections
1 modesty in a woman. I approve of
i And who is your friend? I do
rt remember him."
Then Virginia introduced Lieuten-

i t Artaveldt to Captain De Vries,
: d the Captain said, "The land serv-
i', I suppo.se. I am a sailor and a
lader. Come down to my ship

—

The
rvis of StiMjvesant—and I will give
Jiu some strange things, both to eat
"d to drink. A man does not go
rund the world, and bring nothing
Ick, or a great fool he miist be; and
rginia's friend will be welcome to

i\ I am honest in these things."
And he certainly looked into Arta-

'Idt's eyes with the clear, open ex-
lession of a man who has no second
)>tive. Nor was he unhandsome. The
•a. had bronzed his broad face, and his
li.ir hung straight and black around
i He was of medium height, a vig-
<ous, sunburned man, with splendid
lath and round black eyes, and a voice
Hding the frank, yet melancholy,
ines of all seafaring men. In a few
:ars he would probably be stout and
lavy.

While he was talking to Virginia and
•;ris, Captain Van Vroom was quietly
amoving the gold and the papers, and
lidame was superintending the laying
< the dinner table. And as reticence
'is a quality quite unknown to Bata-

vius, he at once produced some curious
little boxes holding Indian jewelry, and
insisted on Virginia and Joris examin-
ing them.

"I judge of such things correctly," he
said with the air of a connoisseur, "and
I am satisfied with the choice I have
made. Is not this opal a gem worth
having, Virginia? And these I'ings,

my dear? And this locket set with
sapphires? When I was in London I

intended to have my portrait painted
for you, and put into the locket, but I

found disagreeable events in London;
and people were asking me this and
that about affairs I had nothing to do

"I will tell you very plainly. Lieuten-
ant, that I saw the Governor when I

was in Boston. He came into James
Bradwell's store, and stood close by my
side. And when I spoke politely to

him—for I am always polite—he took
off his hat, and was quite friendly with
me. So I let him feel that he had my
approval, and Bradwell was astonished
at the notice taken of me. That is my
way. I am a sailor and a trader, and
I will have nothing to do with the
King's business. My own business is

on the Arms of Stnyvesant, or at Van
Vroom and Company, 14 Wall Street,
coffee and spice brokers, and dealers in

" 'I am a Dutchman, Lieutenant, born in Amsterdam,' said De Vries"

with. So I made haste out to sea. I

came quickly away from Boston for the
same reason."
"And I think in New York you will

not be able to escape meddling," said
Joris. "The question here is liberty."

"Well, then, Lieutenant, I adore lib-

erty—that is, peaceful liberty."

"It will not be peaceful liberty long,
Batavius," said Virginia. "The rights
of the people have been trampled on,

and they are very angry."
"Wherever I went in Boston they

were talking just such nonsense."
"The government and the Governor

of Massachusetts are very unpopular,
Captain, I believe?" said Joris inter-

rogatively.

East Indian wares of all descriptions;
glad to see you at either place, Lieu-
tenant."
"Thank you. Captain. But tell me,

if your rights as a citizen were taken
from you, what would you do?"
"My rights are on my ship. If any

one, in a thievish or unfriendly spirit,

touched a plank of her I should not
complain. I should get rid of the of-

fender for everlasting. Grumblers are
low fellows. I can't bear them."

"Still, Captain, we must all bear our
share in our country's honor or dis-

honor."
"I am a Dutchman, Lieutenant, born

in Amsterdam and christened in the
Oude Kirk of Amsterdam. The gov-

ernment of Holland has no quarrel
with her bui-ghers. Every man minds
his own business, and lets the govern-
ment attend to public affairs. I tell

you plainly, that a man who is a sailor
and a trader cannot afford to get the
name of troubling himself about poli-

tics." He knew little of life on shore
and he had no curiosity about it,

except as it touched his own life; so he
turned to Virginia with a fresh eager-
ness. "Come, dear one!" he said, "let

us look at the gems."
Virginia held the boxes in her hands,

but before she could make any reply,
young Harry Rutgers entered; and as
he came with a special letter to Captain
De Vries, Joris and Virginia found the
opportunity to withdraw themselves
into the comparative privacy of the
large bow window.

"It were best for you to leave us,

Joris," said Virginia. "Every moment
I fear myself there will be trouble."
"An explanation of our positions

must now be made, Virginia. I wish
with all my heart it had taken place
earlier."

"The fault of the delay is mine,
Joris. I thought delay was best. I

did not believe Batavius would be here
before the feast of Saint Nicholas."
"He spoke to you as if you were go-

ing to marry him."
"That is what he thinks. Since I

was a baby he has thought so."

"And you loved that man? No, it

is not possible!"
"Well, then, I did not dislike him.

He has been a kind of fairy godfather
to me. Beautiful things of all kinds
he brought me, and I had not seen thee
then, Joris. After I saw thee, dearest,
there was no other in all the v/orld."
"Now what is to be done? To me it

appears best to tell your father at
once we are promised to each other."
"My father will speak to me as soon

as Batavius goes. That is certain.

Then I will tell him plainly that I will

marry no one but thee. Mother is

calling us to dinner; do not stay to-

day, Joris."

"It seems that you are glad to be
quit of me."
"Now you are unreasonable. You

know—oh, you know why it is best!"
So with an air of some slight of-

fense, Joris left, passing Batavius and
Harry Rutgers—who were in earnest
conversation—with a formal bow; and
nursing all the way to Artaveldt house
a feeling of anger at his dismissal.
"But there were rings and lockets to

examine," he muttered angrily, "and
the lover who comes with gems and
rich presents is not to be put off for a
poor gentleman who has only his heart
and his sword to offer. Virginia is a
woman, and therefore to be won by
any black-browed pirate who can deck
her hands with opals, and her tiiroat

with sapphires, and his likeness in-

cluded!" and he laughed with a con-
suming scorn.

For he did really think Virginia had
been more polite and interested than
there was any occasion to be, and,
moreover, that he himself had been
shuffled off at dinner-time like a most
unwelcome guest. And it did really

seem as if that day Joris was the one
person not wanted. Madame had made
a place for him at the table, and was
the only one who made an inquiry con-

cerning him.
"No one asked him to stay, mother,"

Continued on next page
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PVEN Sister Bess can
make good desserts

—

custards, creams, puddings
—if she goes by the book
flflO 11S6S

KINGSFORD'S COM STARCH
^ Desserts too that every member
of the family can eat and enjoy.

^ Housewives famous for their cook-

ing from nearly every State in the

Union tell us how they use Kings-

ford's to improve their cooking.

^ You'll find the recipes in our re-

markable little Cook Book
O — "What a Cook Ought
to Know About Corn
Starch" with 168 of the

best recipes you ever tried.

W Mail a post card today.

^ We'll send the book
free.

-s^^
Q

T.Kingsford&Son
Oswego, N. Y.

Natisml Starch Co., Successors

GARDEN HUCKLEBERRY
A new fruit from Washington State. Most

desirable introduction of many years. Will outyield
any other Berry ever grown. Grows from seed
and ripens its crop same year. Berries jet black,

four times the size of Huckleberries. For pies,

jams, jellies, sauces, and canning, it is equal to any
fruit grown. Full particulars in catalog, page 13.

Packet of 100 seeds, 10 cents.

MISS MARY E. MARTIN. FLORAL PARK. NEW YORK

U/}e BlacK 5Heep
TRADE MARK

TKe N£\ir CA.RD Gi\M£
YOU will like it— the

children will be delight-

ed— easy to learn— 3 games

in one — get it and give a

Black Sheep Party. 50 cents

(75 cents with gilt edges) at

toy shops and news stands or

sentprepaidbythepublisher

CO-OPERATIVE GAME & NOVELTY CO.
110 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

Send for Special Agent's offer.

For 6 cents in stamps we will mail you a set oi

$ funny " Black Sheep " Post Cards. Write now.

Dessert Booh
Free

What sliall we have for dessert or sahul r—
is answered over a hundred times in the
new illustrated Knox de.ssert book. Also
many recipes for candies better than "fudge"
or "Divinity." For the name and address of
your grocer we will send you the book free.

If he doesn't sell Knox Gelatine, we will
send a full pint sample for 2c. in stamps and
his name, or for 15c. a two quart package.

Knox l^^^rSS^ Gelatine
55 Knox Ave^ Jotinstown, N. Y.

Cyclone Farm Gates arethestrongest.longest-

lived gates made. Have heavy tubular steel frames and
stronK, rust-resistant wire fabric. They will turn all

stocb. A thorough iiispection will prove their Taluo.
Write forfurtherinformationonFarmGatesandoarnew,
finoly illustrated catalog showing OroanicDtal Fencing

.

Cyclone Fence Company, Dept. 141, Wankegan, lU.

/^Dollars and Millinery Go Hand-in-Hand
You can make an<l trim your own hats—thus SAVE Money.
You can make anil trim hats for others—thus MAKE Money.

YOU can become an expert inilliner in from six to eight weeks. It is the best p,^yinJr
business for ladies to-day. We prepare you to make your own hats, to hold a

salaried position or to open a store of your own (retail stores pay from $!» to $:iii

per week). Taught right in your o\vn home, no matter where you are located, liy
our Conespondoncc Conrse, "with working nioficls, we eai» positively tea<-li >4mi
witlioiit iiiii-i tfi ing wilh vonr daily w tn k. 'iVrnis iii(i<leratc. Mav It iiaid in sni:ill

uisliilhnrnts It i.vi-li-iri-d." Senil TollAV for l'l!i:i-: IJOOK witii Colorcil ]'lat.-s.

{NATIONAL MII.I.IMIHV SYM>I< ATE AM) .'^CHOOE ()E !MII.I.INl:i{V. Buffalo. N.Y.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a ne\v Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSsforioo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

FUR
25

buyers are expensive. We have none on the road. The 10
per cent, saved thereby we give to our shippers. Would you
not like to be one of them? Send for price list and ship to

M. F. Pfaelzer & Co., 6 East 12th St. (Desk 16), NewYork

ooio&s,Lvi,B»oKc»o«,.Yaientine Post CardslflCSilk Crushed Plush Finish
Themoet boauiiful Valentino PoRtCarde you evtr liouebt at the price. The deslene, Lovere, Hearts, Cupida. etc., are by a
well known anistandare wnrkeof art. Printed in coifr» with a baok?round of eolld gold and silver on a pood quality of card
board. TLoprlcofortheeoliacftrdaiBonlylUcentB. V. HERMAN & CO., 91 CAXTON BLDC, CHICAGO10

THE OLD FAMILY DOCTOR

PONDS EXTRACT
SOOTHING! HEALING! REFRESHING! THE MOST USEFUL HOUSEHOLD REMEDY.
"The Standard for 60 Years" POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, New York.N. Y.

Continued from preceding page

said Virginia, "and of course he has

gone home."
"And pray, since when has Joris

Artaveldt needed to be asked to draw
in his chair?"

"There were strangers to-day, and
he thought he might be in the way."
The dinner was prolonged far into

the afternoon. Harry Rutgers was
anxious for any news Batavius could
give regarding affairs in England and
Boston. The Captain and Batavius
were in high spirits, and Madame
echoed their satisfaction. Only Vir-
ginia was silent and indifferent.

After the condition of Boston had
been as thoroughly considered as Bata-
vius was willing to supply material
for, there was a pause of nervous
length, and then Rutgers asked, "Were
you in Glasgow, Captain?"

"Yes," he answered.
"And how did you find affairs

there?"
"I found affairs there as miserable

as a lot of bad-tempered Scotchmen
could make them. I think the men of
Glasgow will do a great deal toward
the repeal of the Stamp Act."

Harry was delighted, and answered
with great excitement, "My father
holds the same opinion. He will be
delighted to hear you second it. Cap-
tain."

"Well, then, I am wise, I reflect for-

ward. I ask what does this mean?
What does that mean? What must be
the end of it? And I tell my.self

—

'Batavius, Scotchmen will tear their
union with England to tatters, rather
than do without their snuff.'

"

"My father thinks as you do, Cap-
tain."

"Then Colonel Rutgers has reflected
also. Few men I have seen do that.

They are led by their feelings, which
are generally wrong."

"Then," said Virginia pointedly,
"then, Captain, I hope you will not be
led by your feelings."

"My dear Virginia, I was speaking
of politics and business—these things
should be ruled by reason. But when
a man thinks of a woman, that is dif-

ferent; about a woman no man can
reason. That is because she is to be
judged by the soul! by the intellect!"

"Soul! Intellect!" and Virginia
looked with wide open eyes of amaze-
ment at Batavius. It was as if she
had told him plainly, "You possess
neither the one nor the other." He felt

the thrust sent home with such a
scornful glance, and shook himself im-
patiently; then he continued:

"I am a sailor and trader, and a
man of peace, and I dislike quarreling;
and Glasgow is a quarrelsome city. A
grievance of some kind it always has;
but never have I seen it in such a blaz-

ing passion as it is now. I tell you
plainly, the men of Glasgow will be in

London soon if their trade with Amer-
ica is not resumed. I saw one
gathering of these red-cheeked, red-
bearded, angry men, and I think if

the King could have heard them shout,
'Repeal the Stamp Act!' he would have
done it instanter, without waiting for
any parliament to help him. Sir, you
could hear their roar from the Broo-
mielaw to Dumbarton. I tell you what
is true, for I respect the truth, and
what is to hinder me confessing it?"

Virginia looked at him with eyes
flashing contempt, Harry Rutgers,
with amusement, and Captain Jan and
Madame with real admiration. But
before any expression could be given
to these sentiments the door was flung
open by a servant in sky-blue livery,
and Lady Rose Harley aligrhted in the
middle of the company. "Alighted" is

the word most capable of explaining

T
You can place money in the Industrial Savings and

Loan ( ompaiiy, ami I<no\v tliat if is S(y>. and is tchere
y,}il rail uhl.ini it irtii-ii iriiiitui,am\ will y\ph\ fair eitni-
ii/ii^ lor rvriii <i,iii iiiri-siril . .Scf tlu'ir advertisement
oil page SO, and write tliein tor lull nitorniation.

her entrance, for only a bird darti'

from some hidden branch to t

ground could express the miracle
her presence. One moment she i\

not there, and the next moment s

was embracing Virginia, and radiatii

her beauty and influence on every oi

in the room. But it was to Captsf
Jan she addressed herself: I

"I have come to show you my nc
frock. Captain," she said, as she sto

before him, and, spread out her hoc

and the lovely silks that shrouded
1

"Is it not modesty itself? Notice t|

delicate brovnis, and the bodice in go
colored damask, and the pipings of t

same. And look at my bronzed she.

with gold buckles, to match my nee
lace and my bracelets. Could t

Committee on Household Matters c

sire anything more unassuming?"
"My dear Lady Rose," said the Cajl

tain, "a man must make some nt

words if he would praise you rig]

Your dress suits you from head to fei

Just as the feathers of a little bird si

it, so your dress suits you."
Rose's face shone with pleasvn

She turned to Harry Rutgers, and i

cidentally included Batavius in the re

ognition. "Take notice, young gentL
men," she said, "of a perfect comp
ment. None of you know in these da;-

how to pay one, but Captain Jan c:

teach you." Then she looked fro

Madame to Batavius, and Madame u

derstood, for Batavius was standii
on the very tip-toes of expectatio
Here was a real titled lady, and he Wi
going to speak to her, perhaps ev5

walk in the garden with her. Such i

honor was ibeyond all dreams, yet
was coming, and he told himself Bat
vius De Vries must rise to the occasio

Certainly he put on what he consii

ered his best manner, and under Rose
encouragement he soon grew eloquen
and began to tell her about his advei
tures and investments, and as soon i

he was sure of his ground, to free)

express his opinions on the politic;

crisis then crippling the city.

"New York is rich and discontente<:
as is her way," he said.

"But New York is not rich nov
Captain."
"My lady, the men are not working

and whoever will not work is poor, i

a matter of course. And they are n(

particular in their principles, and mui
feel the chastisement of poverty."

"Still men want their political right 1

Captain." '

"My lady, I am a sailor and a trade
born in Amsterdam, and on the sea w
have whatever rights we wish to havi

Rights! Of what use are they to I

man in his business? I like to do m
business with a person who pays hi

taxes to the government, and defend
religion and morality. If a man ha
his good profits, they are his bet

rights."

"You must try and convert Captai
Van Vroom to your opinions, sir, the

\

are so sensible."
"Shall I tell you, my lady, how ma1

ters stand? I am to marry Virgin!
in a few weeks, and then I shall spea
to my father about his foolishness."
"Have you heard the rich house

Eastervelt has become bankrupt?"
"They are Lutherans. They hav

even a Roman Catholic bookkeepei
What can they expect?"
"The Governor declares them to b

honest gentlemen. Trade now rur 1

strange hazards. Every business

house feels it."

"That is so, my lady. But you mus
not suppose Van Vroom and De Vrief

14 Wall Street, have nothing to do.

cannot have my business injured b;

other men's foolishness."
"You will be stronger than the Kin)!

of England!"
\

"He is crazy. When he signed t"hj

Stamp Act he was crazy."
"The poor King!"

|

To be continued
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i;ERE are few religious and
hurch-going people who are not

I'rriar with that popular Gospel

fi^, "Whiter Than Snow"; but with-

itflooking it up in

lei' song-books, there

re'ew who are able to

aij! the author. In

itisment, at Oster-

vi la., lives Eden R.

all, who not only

ro the above-named
jatiful hymn, but
10 sixteen hundred
;h:-s as well. In fact

iri Latta can well

all the world's rec-

•das being the most
rcfic hymn writer.

ei^as born March 24,

i^, in a beautiful

ij of Noble County,
icina, known as "The
aJ Patch," and has
nOrtalized the name
: »e place in some of

is')ublished poems.
Brly in his career, Mr. Latta com-
)sl "Whiter Than Snow" for a work
hh Professor H. S. Perkins, of Chi-

.^ was compiling. It was entitled

E. R. Latta

"The River of Life," and was pub-
lished by O. Ditson & Co. The piece

sprang into immediate and immense
popularity, and, besides being copied

into many works, it

was translated into
Hindi several year
ago, for the use of mis-
sionaries. Other popu-
lar hymns of Mr. Latta,
which have brought
him much popularity,
have been "Wandering
Away" and "Blessed
Be the Fountain."

Dr. W. E. Penn, the

noted Baptist evangel-
ist, stated to Mr. Latta
that he had witnessed
over five hundred at

one time come down for
prayer while the hymn,
"Wandering Away,"
was being sung. Be-
sides composing and
writing over sixteen
hundred popular

hymns, the writer has revised hun-
dreds of others in connection with
his hymn and song writing.

E. D. ROBB.

AMONG THE WORKERS
- EV. W. T. Williams, of Wilkes-Barre,

i.,3 devoting his entire time to evangelistic

oi! He is a reRularly ordained minister of

ei. E. Church, and is a member of the

. I Conference.

.—JvANGELlsT .J. H. Gkamps, of Fort Plain,

. I, is engrage<l in independent mis.sionary

or and durinK the last season has conducted
ai successful meetinR.s. He conducted a

ri; of meetines lately in Montreal, Canada.

—iVANGELlST W. W. Bkntley, who during
etear just closed has been very successful

fvotional and children's meetings, is ar-

:ning to continue the same cla.ss of work
irb 1910. He may be addressed care of

iajaper.

-iBV. Dr. William R. Richards, one of the
sf.nown Presbyterian ministers in the coun-

y id long pastor of the famous Brick Pres-

et* an Church, 14 East Thirty-seventh Street,

e'York, died lately of heart disease, at the

tef fifty-nine.

-Irs. M. a. Dawes, East Poultney, Vt.,

ris of a recent visit to Bethesda Mission,
'i 'ood, Okla., where Miss E. F. Johnston is

leiissionary in charge. The work is among
leioorest class of Indians. There is great
>s ution, and any assistance will be wel-

"f-
-|. B. Mitchell, missionary to the mountain
hjs, Harriman. Tenn., can use Bibles, Testa-
leR, hymn books, and other good literature

) 'vantage in his missionary work. He has
ee many years in this field, which is a very
rtjising one.

-/Irs. Elizabeth F. Brewster, missionary
t |inghua, China, makes an appeal for the
lii-on Press, which needs new facilities for

le'issemination of Christian literature, Sun-
aySchool Lessons, Helps, etc., among the
h.?se people of that section. The mission-
ri consider this press and publishing work
^sltial to spiritual life and progress in China.

-|\t a great meeting in Brooklyn, held to

/e»me the returning evangelists. Chapman
niAlexander, Mr. Chapman close<l his address
Ml* these words: "I do not know how long

i' to be permij.ted by Cod to live, but if I

v'ive years I expect to see China and Japan
vir?elixed and my own beloved country, Amer-
;afn the throes of a great revival. The hour
a.'jome."

-VIrs. H. E. Evans, a reader of- this paper,
a: ent us a very pretty hand-painted calendar
oil910 (in water colors, size 5x7 inches),
'h painting is done by a worthy Christian
i^oan of artistic taste, who is in dire poverty,
n'who would be glad to supply them to the
ej-rs of this journal at 60 cents each, post-
>a She can be reached through Mrs. Evans,
v): e address is 145 West Eighth Avenue,
;o.mbus, O.

(Missionary William Porter, a teacher in

hiijordon College at Ranal, India, who is now
n e United States on furlough, with his wife
in little daughter, reports a narrow escape
10 assassination at the hands of fanatical
Ifjus on May 2, 1907. A mob of two hun-
lr< stormed the mission with clubs and stones,
in were driven off with great difficulty. Mrs.
oer was prostrated by the excitement, and
labeen an invalid ever since.

A simultaneous evangelistic campaign is

io> under way in Lawrence, Mass.. and vicin-

tv conducted by Dr. Arthur J. Smith, super-
n xdent of the Evangelistic Committee of

^i York City. Evangelists H. D. Sheldon.
-S.jt. Davidson, C. C. Smith. Samuel Lindsay,
.ijj. Dockrell and Edith Mason Waterman,
irtsingers Fred Butler, Lewis Smith, Robert
S.loper, William McEwan. Caswallon Davies,

Dt, Hatch and B. H. McCurdy are associated
ntais campaign. Thirty churches are united

in Lawrence, Methuen, Andover and North
Andover.—One of the workers in the John Watkins
Academy, Mokpo, Korea, sends an account or

a recent annual Field Day celebration, in which
the native boys and girls, in holiday attire, the
Mayor and many invited guests participated.
There were sports, lantern races and other
exercises, and the whole arrangement by the
Koreans showed their ability to arrange and
execute to be equal to those of our own Western
institutions. The writer adds that unite<l

intercessoi-y prayer is now offered in many
Korean homes and churches. Plans are being
made to issue a large special edition of a
million copies of one of the Gospels.

—Superintendent I. E. Kimball, of the
New York Industrial Home and Bible School,
Tappan, N. Y., writes us that he has a num-
ber of good, reliable, industrious men open for
employment. They are used to farm work, and
can milk and plow. A note from employers to

Mr. Kimball will receive attention..

—A MODEST request comes from a very ear-

nest worker in darkest Africa. Miss Anna E.
Hall, of the Oarraway Mission, Liberia, writes
that fifteen reference Bibles are needed to aid

the workers under her supervision in their

study of God's Word. If a few of our good
readers would take this matter in hand the
cost would be covered and the little band of

Christians at the Garraway Mission would have
a day of rejoicing when the Bibles are received.

Remittances for this purpose may be sent to

The Christian Herald.

—Meetings were held in Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, Canada, recently by Dr.

Elliott and his as.sociates, Mr. Naftzger and
Mr. Leggett. The large First Methodist Church,
seating 1,800, was filled to overflowing. On the
special day of prayer fifty homes were opened
for union neighborhood prayer meetings. Peo-
ple came from various parts of the province.
Many of the churches of Charlottetown have
received large accessions, in several instances
over 100. One result is the formation of a
"King's Business Council" of ministers and
laymen, to extend the work all over the island

province. Numerous conversions are reported.

—Jennie Fowler Willing, of the "Sister-

hood of Prayer," sends us the announcement
that the General Council requests- all members
to mention in daily prayer during 1910 these

subjects in the months named : January, Bible

students ; February, for the removal of all that
hinders the coming of the kingdom ; March,
that Christians may be filled with joy ; April,

conversion of the Mormons ; May, of the Mo-
hammedans ; June, of the Jews ; July, for

means for the Lord's work : August, for the
Italians; September, for American missions;
October, for India : November, for the chil-

dren ; December, for the suppression of the
liquor traffic.

—Bishop Aves, of Mexico, writes from Mon-
terey : "The first carload of American corn
from Houston, Tex. (for the flood sufferers),

reached Nopala. The presidentes (mayors) of

the twenty-five surrounding towns had fur-

nished lists of the absolutely helpless destitute

persons and families, and had notified them
where and when they might go to get relief.

Two-thirds of a Hiro (little more than a pint)

of corn was given for each adult per day, and
one-half a litro (less than a pint) for each
child. The crowds that pressed into the patin
of the mission house on the day of distribution
represented the blind, crippled, malformed,
feeble-minded, palsied, half-clad, consumptive,
infirm with old age, widowed, fatherless and
orphaned, with no able-bodied among them.
The bales of Christian Herald blankets, which
Consul-General Hanna sent me, were reserved
for the vei-y old."

Quhi J^hAU, %js^
1064. — Neat Serviceable

Drawers of good Cambric. The
ruffle is trimmed with a pretty pal-

tern of Embroidery Insertion and
Edging. Darted at waist soasto 6t

smoothly over hips. Cut
generously wide. Sf
did value. Special

generously wride. Splen- ^ ^/*

1065.—Daintily Trimmed Drawers
of soft finished Cambric. A pretty pattern

of Val lace insertion and Edging trim the

neatly tucked deep ruffle. Shaped waist

band and wide full legs.The careful sewing
even on so low priced a garment a^
represents the good values you M "%^

Special " v\i*gelat the*'Standard.'

1066. — Fine Cambric Draw^ers
with 7V^ inch full ruffle of beautiful

worked embroidery, headed with five pin

tucks. Cut full and wide. Waist band
shaped to fat smoothly over waist and
hips. You will appreciate the j ^
wonderful value we offer you /m jCg*
in this garment. Special . . . ^wV»

'END YOUR ORDER NOW and learn for yourself the SAVING
and SATISFACTION there is in dealing at the "STANDARD."

WATCH
THIS SPACE EVERY
FOR OUR SPECIAL
BARGAINS. WE OFFER
YOU GOOD, HONEST
VALUES. GUARANTEE
YOU ENTIRE SATIS-
FACTION OR PROMPT
REFUND OF YOUR
MONEY.

WEEK

&
^ OPB. ^
I "StejjdaTd"

|
I guarantee |

TANDAKD
ML- ORDER

i6i WOOSTER ST

NEW YORK CITY "'^"'

MT'l^ ¥7*r Write for FREEr IVUlIll yearly subscri^
tion to 1 rl t."^^^^^^" STANDARD

MONTHLY BULLETIN. Shows you
EACH MONTH all the very latest

New York Styles in Made-
to-Order Suits and Skirts,@and also offers you many
SPECIAL BARGAINS in

> our Ready -to -Wear De-
partment, similar to those
shown in this advertise-

INDESTRUCTIBLE
RECORDS FOR PHONOGRAPHS AND GRAPHOPHONES
IF

you own a Columbia Cylinder Graphophone (or an Edison phonograph)

get one Indestructible Record from your dealer.

Or let us mail one to you:— 35 cents, prepaid, and a catalog with it.

Lend it to the youngsters. Toss it on the table. Drop it on the floor. Kick it

across the room. Leave it in the sun. Then play it and hear a finer, clearer, purer,

stronger reproduction—better music in every way—than your machine ever gave

out before. Play it every day for ten years and you will still have it, good as new.

Almost too good to be true ? Try it ! Prove it ! Risk your 35 cents.

Just Out! The first numbers of a new line of

4-IVIINUTE INDESTRUCTIBLE RECORDS 50 c.
Fit any Columbia or Edison machine that

complete selection — from 4 to 3 minutes.

Columbia Phonograph CompaDy, Gen'l,

Manufacturers of Disc and Cylinder Graph-
ophones— $20. to $200. Double-

Disc and Indestructible

Cylinder Records.

has the new 200-thread attachment. Play the

The only "4 minute" records that are right 7

Dept. X, Tribune Building, New York
Prices in Canada plus duty-

Address, Confederation Life BIdg, Toronto.

DEALERS WANTED — Exclusive selling rights

granted where we are not properly represented.
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The San Joaquin Valley has 10,000,000

acres that can be irrigated. The soil is

fertile. The water for artificial irrigation

is inexhaustible. The climate is bracing,

healthy, delightful. The Valley now has

splendid roads, schools, churches, social

organizations. All that is needed is more
men and women, and they are coming fast.

Land to-day may be had at from $50 to

$150 per acre. One year of energetic cul-

tivation and development will increase its

value one-half. You can make a living

from the start. This claim is not hearsay.
It is a demonstrated fact.

H. A. Carmichael, Clovis, California,

bought 80 acres in 190-2 for .f5,000. Last
year he sold his crop for $6,000, and re-

fused $^25,000 for his farm.

N. M. Gramley, Reedljs California,
bought 40 acres in 1904 for $4,000, and has
been offered $20,000 for them. He did not
sell. His average revenue for the past
three years has been over $3,000.

S. W. Hill, Modesto, California, paid
$10,800 for 80 acres in February, 1909.

Up to October 10 he has sold $3,137.50

Go Back to the

Soil-and SmOe
Be independent. Get
100 i)er cent of the
wealth you create.

Don't work for

the other fellow.

Work for your-
self. Buy 40 acres
of irrigated land
in the San Joaquin
valley, California.

Cultivate it inten-
sively. You will get

more revenue than the
average unirrigated big
farm back East yields.

You will have fewer hours of
labor. You will have more

time tor other things.

You will be
healthier,

happ ier
cind richer.

worth of hay from 50 acres of alfalfa, and
has fed 8 milk cows that bring him $10
each per month.

The above are not exceptions. They are
average examples. You reasonably raay
expect to do as well, when j'ou go.

I believe land in the San Joaquin Valley
is selling for less than its value. I am
satisfied that the day when any of it can
be bought for $100 an acre is passing.

The Santa Fe has no land to sell, but it

wants to have the country along its line

settled up. Every ton of produce grown
makes so much more freight for our trains
to haul. That's where we come in.

We have collected much authoritative
data which has been condensed into a pro-
fusely illustrated book-folder of 72 pages.
Ask for it. It is FREE to you.

If you enclose a two-cent stamp and
make special request, I also will send a
copy of our 208-page travel book, "To
Cahfornia Over the Santa Fe Trail."

C. L. Seagraves, General Colonization
Agent, A. T. & S. F. Ry. System^
1192 Railway Exchange.Chicago.

's^Ith NIGHT L/\n/IP
Oni'.c tilled with kerosene it »ill liiirn for
4<» lioiirs ami is absuliili-lv oiIiiiIosn.
4>rii:iiiloill:ll. too, be(:iu.si' liaiidsdiiirl i

eoiist.racted of brass, iiicKel plalt-<l, ami i'a< ii

lamp is provided \vit!i ciioiirli wuk to la!,t

several years, Th*' lamp ran be used in entries,
hallways, closi'is. and is invaluable Tor

\iirseivv :iimI >ii('Ui*ouin.
Askyom- dealer
or liy mail (post-
paid) (k> cents.
Agents wanted. G5c.
SILVER & conpaniY

Brooklyn, N,Y.320 Hewes St.,

VIOLIN

Fine, liandsome. clear toned, good sized Violin highly pclislicd.

beautiful wood, ebony-finished pegs' finper board and tail pict-i-.

1 silver string. 3 gut strings, long bow of white horse-hair, box
resin, fine self-instruction book. ALL, FREE fnr selling only
24 packages Quaker Sheet Bluing at lOe. each. Write for Bluing.

FRIEND SOAP CO., Dcpt. 865. BOSTON, MASS.

"Don't Be Downhearted, Dad,

Your Income Won't Stop!"

THOSE are the cheering words that ring: in
the ear of the man who is laid up but
insured against accident or illness by the

Empire State Surety Company.
Freed from worry about money matters, he

will soon be on his feet again because he has
nothing to tliink about but getting well.

Have you such protection against hard luck}

You can't afford not to have it when this
great company has just the kind of insurance
policy you need—low in cost, but providing a
sure and ample income when you want it most.

You can't tell ho'w soon you will need help
like this. It may be to-morrow. It may be
to-day.

Therefore, think seriously now, this very
nunute, about getting prepared for an emer-
gency which may stop your earning power.

Sit right down now and write for our booklet, "How to Insure
your Income," which gives full information about our policies.

Empire State Surety Company
84 William Street. New York

Offices in alt important cities

OUR MAIL-BAG
Que^ions and Answers
iHT" The Christian Herald having

absorbed the HOME HERALD, of Chicago,

former subscribers of the latter publica-

tion will please bear in mind that all

communications relating to subscriptions

(new or renewal), advertising, editorial

contributions, complaints, inquiries—in

fact letters of any character whatsoever

—

should be addressed to THE CHRISTIAN
HERALD, 92 Bible House, New York.

When you write, please say : "I was a

subscriber to the HOME HERALD."

A. H. N., Des Moines, la. What was the na-
ture of the "pledge," and its purpose,
which the youth Dayjd had to exact from
his brothers in the army of Kinp: Saul,
when he was sent with food to them?

Simply some guarantee of their welfare, and
token that they had received the supplies.

Writing was not a common accomplishment
in those days ; it mi.crht be a garment, or some
article easily recognized as the property of the

sender.

W. B., Boylston, Mass. Are we to infer from
the following that but a small portion of
the human family will be saved : Matt.
20:16; Luke 13:24; Matt. 7:14?

The first of these passages has no bearing on
the question; Luke 13:24 marks no finality to

their endeavor, and Matt. 7 : 14 specifies the
ways men pursue, again without indicating
their final ending. Rather should we heed the
"whosoever," of Acts 2:21; the "not one," of
John 18:9, and the "all," of Rom. 5:18.

Miss M. P. F., Philipsburg, Pa. 1. Was Christ
a Roman citizen ? 2. If he was, did he
inherit or buy his citizenship? or was citi-

zenship given to the people of Judea?
3. Is it right to discuss the political side
of Chrisfs life?

1. No ; had he been a Roman citizen, they
dared not have crucified him. 2. No, to all

these. Roman citizenship was not conferred
on the people of Judea till the edict of Cara-
calla, A.D. 212. 3. Most assuredly. He is our
example in all that makes for righteousness.

R. M. L., Newburgli, .\'. Y. Where .ire the
ruins of Casas Grandes, mentioned in press
accounts from Me.xico?

Casas Grandes is a town in the State of
Chihuahua, Mexico. It is connected by rail-

road with I'.l I'aso, Tcx.i.';. I hero arc :i l.ir;;e

number of ruins about the town, discovered by
the Spani:)rds in 1660.

J. B., Philadelphia, Pa. Why is it that the
House of Lords so bitterly oppose a budget
which contains a land tax? Is it patriot-
ism or selfishness?

It is simply a matter of money. The peers

did own, and probably own to-day, more than
one-fifth of the total acreage of the United
Kingdom. They held some 16,500,000 acres,

only a portion of which is subject to taxation.

Some of the largest titled owners are: Duke of

Sutherland, 1,358,545 acres; Duke of Buccleuch,
469,108 acres; Marquis of Breadalbane, 438,358
acres ; Earl of Seafield, 305,930 acres ; Duke of

Richmond, 280,409 acres ; Duke of Fife, 249,220
acres ; Duke of Devonshire. 198,572 acres ; Duke
of Northumberland, 186,397 acres ; Duke of

Portland, 183,189 acres: Duke of Argyll, 175,-

114 acres; Marquis of Conyngham, 166,710
acres. There are at least twelve other peers
who have holdings running all the way from
100,000 to 162,000 acres.

O. W. B., Traer, la. 1. Why was- the word
"dram" used in I. Chron. 29:7, and what
is the value of a dram of gold, as used in
this connection? 2. What is the value of
a talent of brass : also of a talent of iron ?

1. Notwithstanding the substitution of the
word "daric" (R. V.) for "dram" (A. V.),
the fact is that the Persian "daric" was not
coined before the reign of Darius, so could not
have lieen used at the time specified. All money
values in the reigns of David and Solomon were
computed by weight, the standard being "the
shekel of the sanctuary," which was carefully
guarded by the priests. This shekel was of
silver, and was fixed as the standard by the
Mosaic law. There were two variations of it,

however, in use: the shekel of commerce, in-

troduced for transaction of business with for-

eign merchants, and "the shekel of the king's
weight," introduced by intercourse with As-
syria. In the same way did the "talent" vary;
the weight talent of the king being equivalent
to 3,600 shekels, the gold talent equaled 3,000
shekels ; likewise the much larger silver talent.

The comparative value of these metals being dif-

ferent, also of iron and brass, we must expect
that while the talent did not vai-y in weight, it

would vary in pecuniary value. The term
"dram," or "daric," as has been shown, was
not in use at the date of building Solomon's
temple ; hence, in any attempt at computation
in these modern times, it must be set aside.

The "holy shekel" was equivalent to 56 cents
of our money ; on which basis the value

of the talents mentioned in this verse j.

be computed. The "dram," or "(j
,'

(introduced at a much later date), „
equivalent to a quarter-shekel; it beinsL
practice in Solomon's time to break or (i!

the shekel, for convenient use. 2. The U
and iron would be weighed by the "shek

j)

the sanctuai-y," and valued according t( i,

values of those metals at that time. But vL
of metals have materially changed since

Ji

lime, and it has become an imoossibili .,

accurately estimate the present monetary
;,(

represented in I. Chron. 29 : 7.
j

Rev. J. P. L., Adrian, S. C. 1. How old ,,

Christ when he was crucified ? 2. Wa j

rich young ruler that went to Christ,
j

the rich man that went to hell, the .

man or not? '

1. Supposed to be about thirty-three j

old ; no precise data. 2. Absolutely no coi ..

tion between the two. One was fact, the .

r

parable. Nothing but a monkish legend o ;

sixth century is the authority for suppi
;

them the same.

O. W. H., Compton, Calif. What is the .

oral meaning of the French tei-m Jeu ,

Dorcc ?

The term, which means "gilded youth," .

inated in 1794, when it was applied to a i ,

of young men who tried to oppose the h .

thirsty policy of the revolutionists. Late t

was used to describe young men who lived i

pleasure as their chief aim in life, a mea
it still holds.

J. B. L., Boston, Mass. How many bri •.

now connect New York with Long Ish '

There are four, a new one having
,

opened last week, a little north of the Broo
:

Bridge, which was the first span put acros;

East River. The bridges, in their order g
north, arc the Brooklyn Bridge, the Manha
Bridge (the one ju.st completed), the Willii

burg Bridge, and the Queensboro Bridge.

C. N. L., Hoboken, N. J. Who was called
"Rock of Chickamauga?

General George H. Thomas, of the Fet
Army. The sobriquet was given him for

determination in holding the position he
taken in the battle of Chickamauga.

J. M., Mississippi. 1. Respecting mentioi,
"star" in Matt. 2:2, is there no acco,
Icgendai-y or otherwise, that such a
would be given ? 2. What authorit

'

there for likening the Gospel of Mark
lion ; of Matthew to an ox ; of Luke
man, and of John to an eagle?

1. See Num. 24:17, which in those <

would be considered sufficient authority
astrological observation. Tacitus, Suetor
and Josephus agree in affirming that .such

astronomical phenomenon occurred, but
attribute it to the birth of Emperor Vespas'
Kepler, and after him Ideler, proved tha'

conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Sal

was visible at this period ; an opinion endo
by Dean Alford, in the first edition of

Greek Testament. 2. Ezek. 1:5; Rev.
In the second century, the church attribi'

this symbolism to the evangelists: Matthew
ured by the man or cherub (not the (

because in his Gospel the human nature
the Saviour is more insisted on than the div:

Mark, the lion, because he has set forth

royal dignity of Christ ; Luke, the ox, bes!

he has emphasized the priesthood of Christ :

which office the sacrificial ox is emblemati
and John, the eagle, symbolical of the higl

inspiration.

H. A. C, Mentor, O. What is the Kesw
doctrine?

It may be summed up in the words "Holii

'

unto the Lord." Its followers believe in a 1

1

petual Pentecostal blessing, the gift of tong
|

healing by faith alone, and other tokens
Spirit-power ; and lay great stress on I;

12:14.

F. B., Dwight, 111. Who were the "barbaria||
mentioned in Rom. 1:14? i

According to Grecian usage, all persons i

did not speak Greek were accounted "bar;

rians." As Greece was then the seat of

learning and philo.sophies, the apostle ampli

his statement by affirming his indebtedr

"both to the wise and to the foolish." In I

verse the apostle expresses his indebtedness

all men.
,

Effingham B., Madison, Wis. How are we.
regard the astonishing statement, app.
ently coming from Constantinople, that
precise site of the Garden of Eden haS;

last been found?

With equanimity, preferably. The site

Eden has been found by enthusiastic travel

in at least half a score different countries,

eluding Ceylon, Armenia, Africa and Aral

This latest discoverer is not a Turk, but;

British subject. Sir William Wilcocks, v

locates the Garden at Hairieh, northeast

Bagdad, where there are four convergi

streams, that agree with the Biblical dcscr

tion in Gen. 2:10-14. Professor Edgar Jar|

Banks, of Chicago, who has traveled very
;

tensively in Bible lands, made a similar t

covery in 1905, which he fully described in T

Continued on next page
j
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We Own and Offer, Subject to Prior Sale and Advance in Price

$1,000,000 First Mortgage 6% Gold Bonds

d Sacramento Valley Irrigation Company
Guaranteed by the American Water Works and Guarantee Co.

Oiid June 1, 1909. Due Serially.

Denominations $100, $500, and $1,000, Interchangeable.

Interest payable June Ist and December Ist at the Trust Company of America,
New York City, Trustee. Principal may be registered.

1 1 PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THIS ISSUE:
'_li The property lies in the Sacramento Valley, California, and has a remarkably

high productive value. .

2 The company owns in fee and controls by option at this time over 100,000
acres of land.

3 The company possesses an unusual water right, granted by the State and
confirmed by special Act of Congress, giving it more than enough water from
the Sacramento River to irrigate 250,000 acres.

4 The bond holders are amply protected by purchase money mortgages and bonds
can be issued only as these purchase money mortgages are deposited with and
assigned to the trustee at a ratio of 125% of mortgages deposited to 100% of

bonds issued.
The success of the same interests in the Tivin Falls
Country, Idaho, is well known and a matter of record.

Prompt Payment Guaranteed.

Ve prompt payment of both principal and
niest on the bonds of this issue is uncondi-
;icilly guaranteed by the American Water
tV <s and Guarantee Company, of Pittsburgh,
Palcapital and surplus $4,500,000. This com-
>a 's net earnings exceed $600,000 annually,

guarantees only the securities of proper-
Jeit investigates and constructs with its own
!n leers, and controls and operates with itji

>v, organization. Since it.s organization,
,w ty-eight years ago, there has never been a
lire day's delay in the payment of either
ir :ipal or interest on any bond it has guar-
in k1. The strength of its guarantee contin-
la increases as its business extends. With
•a< new issue the additional assets acquire<l by
hi construct inp, operating and guaranteeing
'o'jany are always greater than the contingent
in ity assumed.

Investigation, Construction and Operation.

The most important requisite to a successful
irrigation enterprise is the constructing and
operating experience which insures intelligent

discrimination in the selection of properties,
accurate engineering, careful construction and
successful operation. The unifonn success of
the American Water Works and Guarantee
Company in the selection, construction and
operation of over forty water works properties
and three irrigation projects in different parts
of the Unite<l States, amply protects the in-

vestor in this issue of bonds.

Send to otnr Department V. for "The
New California," an illustrated descriptive
booklet ; a text book entitled "Irrigation,"

and for circulars and printed matter
describing this issue.

1 S. & W. S. KUHN, Inc.
'

I

Investment Bankers,

Bank for Savings Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
:iCAGO, First National Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, Real Estate Trust Bldg.

NEW YORK, 37 Wall Street. BOSTON, John Hancock Bldg.

Guaranteed Irrigation Bonds. Guaranteed Water Works Bonds.

Public Utility Bonds. Municipal Bonds.

i\

Guaranteed fresh and pure, and sold at
a reasonable price. Try them this year.
Gregory's Improved Crosby Egyptian Beel
the darkest and earliost beet ever Introduced.
A great favorite among market gardeners.

Gregory's Improved Danvers Carrol
Is a rich, dark orange in color, and a great
tavorite. The largest and best English houses
Bre purchasing quantities of this seed from us.

Write for a copy of our
beautiful new catalogue,
the most valuable book
for farmers and market
gardeners ever given away.

J.J. H. CregotTiton, Martlehesd, Man.

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script nrirne of
Stewart 1 liirtshoni on label.

Get " Improved,' no tacka reqtilred.

Jood Rollers Tin Rollers

ricycles for Cripples
and

Chairs (or

Invalids
Complete catalog

ta^i reqaest. Write (or it today.

VdHINGTON CO., 301 Cedar St., Elyria.Ohio

Incubafors
and Broode»-4
Supplier & r^fmedics

Make iSe brginmng of bigger «n<J more cerUiB

pfofils in Pouliry Ramng, K»p your hen» UyibS

And Satch betirt and ttronger cbKki wuh MODEL

INCUBATORS. Let u> icU you Why and how.

SwkJ lo-day lor thu

Practical Poultry
Book FRE]

Nine (hapten on the opportumrtes m
Poultry Bui.nc«, Wheie to Locale. H.

Build Cheap HouK-i. Foods. How to Rexogru2i

aod Prevent Dist^M^ Valuable to both ame

and breeder Dewinbei ihe tpecial (caturej thai

Model Incubalon and Brooderi the best id iht

to( producmg bigga and lUonger chicka-

Modtl Incabalor Campany. Depy G BufTalo. W. J.

WRITE

J? DAY

Our 1910 t'ataloKue Is FKEE. It
contains 112 paries, ovt-v 2.V> illustra-
tions, cultural directions, etc.

Seeds -None Better Than Noils
We handle only the highest ttraiics nf
seeiLs, iilaiit.'i and Imlhs.

NASTURTIUMS : Send 2.10. for H Ih. of
oiu" Finest M ixed 5ort8,an<l copy of our
1910 t'alalot,'iu-, postpaid. Oi iler today.

J. F. NOLL & CO.
121 Mulberry St., Newark.K. J.

LADY WANTED
To introduce our very complete Spring line of beautiful
wool suitin^^s, wash tabrics, fancy waistings, silks,

etc., liandkerchiefs, laces and petticoats. All up to date
New York City Patterns. Finest lino on the market.
Dealing; direct with the mills you will lind our prices
low, rrolits, $10.00 to $30.00 weekly. Samples and full

instructions packed in a neat sample case, shipped
express prepaid. No money required. Exclusive
territory. Write for particulars. Be first to apply.

Standard Dress Goods Go,, Oeot. B 2, Binghamton, N.Y.

b
Yon will be satisfied with the products ot

Urpee's "Seeds that Grow"
Shall we mail you our New Complete Catalog?

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Building, Philadelphia.

Our Mail-Bag
Continued from preceding page

Christian Hbkald. His Edcnie site was 100

miles north of the Pei-sian Gulf, on the Shatt-

el-Arab, and in a neiorhborhood called Kourna
by the Arab natives, who have inherited legends

and traditions which they claim prove it to be

the original Garden. Its location and sur-

roundings meet all the Scriptural requirements.

These people showe<I Professor Banks a tree,

which they declared the lineal successor of the

original tree of knowledge.

A. P., Fort Scott, Kan. Explain Acts 2:4;
objection in verse 13. and Peter's reply in

verse II.

A fulfilment of the promise made by the

Baptist (Matt. 3:11), also of the benediction

of Jesus (John 20:22). These passages clearly

show that the bestowal of the Spirit was "of

the Lord." Exception must not be taken to

the "gift of tongues," since it was the fulfil-

ment of various prophecies, and was continued

in the early Christian Church (see Epistles).

Peter refutes the charge of drunkenness, re-

minding them that by Rabbinical law it was
too early in the day for Jews to indulge in the

use of wine.

M. M. W., Newport, Vt. Give some informa-
tion about Andreas Hofer, who figures so

much in Gennan paintings.

Hofer was an Austrian patriot, born in the

Tyrol in 1767. He died in 1810. He was an
inn-keeper. When Napoleon took the Tyrol

from Austria and gave it to Bavaria he headed

a revolt, and drove the Bavarians twice from
the country. In 1809 he again defeated the

French and Bavarians, occupied Innsbruck, and
defeated them near that city once more. He
was betrayed to the French, who took him to

Mantua and shot him.

Mrs. L. S., Red Oak, la. 1. How many books
are in the Bible? 2. How many in the
Douay Bible? 3. Does any church accept
the Apocrypha?

1. Sixty-eight. 2. Eighty. 3. Latin Church,

by ordinance of the Council of Trent.

A. C. T., Shreveport, La. What is the plan
of the Gothenburg liquor system, used in

some parts of Europe ?

It is a Swedish system to control the liquor

business. P'irst, the licenses are limited, with

the idea that in the end the sale of liquor shall

be a monopoly of the city itself. All who de-

rive profit from the trade were to be excluded.

It was much advocated in England, and has

been suggested for adoption in this country,

but has met with little favor, as the idea of a

city government going into the liquor business

in any form is repugnant to the American
people.

Reader, Chicago, 111. What is a morganatic
marriage, mentioned in connection with
the late King Leopold of Belgium ?

It is a marriage between a member of a
royal family and one of less than royal rank.

It is stipulated that neither she nor her chil-

dren shall have the rank or inherit any of the

possessions of the husband. The children are

legitimate. In the ceremony the left hand is

given instead of the right.

W. L., Dunedin, P'la. Which is correct, the
island of Hayti, or Haiti ?

Both are used. The Standard Dictionary

gives preference to the latter way of spelling it.

Miscellaneous
Mis. S. N., Banj^or, Mich. "Selah" indicates a

pause in music.

Prdence J., Gilmore City, la. We are not
disposed to discuss purely speculative science
and philosophy, however fascinating. No pro-
gress can be made by applying the laws of

nature (which we only partially know) to spir-

itual things.

J. W. T., Springfield, S. Dak. No specific

directions as to the form or manner of baptism
are given in the Scriptures, otherwise every
Christian denomination would follow that form.
Each should employ the method of his own
denomination, and tolerate the same liberty of
action in others.

J. 11.. Ronkonkoma. N. Y. 1. The closing: lines

in the hymn "Sweet Hour of Prayer," imply that
believers who have passed from eiirth to heaven
have no more need of prayei-. 2. See Acts 20 : 35.

Reader, B.tltimorc, Md. The wise men were
supposed to he three kinfrs or princes, and tradi
tion has prcsei ved their names as Melchior, Cas
par and Halthasar. .Some legends say they came
with a frrc:it retiiuie of servants and camels, bear-
ing rich gifls.

R. M. G., Bridgeport, Conn. The foremost
patriotic societies connected with our earlier hi.s-

tory are the Society of Mayflower Oe.scoiidants.

the Society of Colonial Wais, the Patriots and
Founders, the Colonial Dames. the Holland Dames,
tlie Sons of the American Revolution, the Sons of
the Revolution, the Cincinnati, the Daughters of
the American Revolution, the Daughters of the
Revolution and the Society of 1812.

Referring to a recent paragraph in Tkf. Chris
TiAN Hkrald. L. McC, I'hiladelpliia, P.i., writes:
"The actual Roman Catholic population of France
is i?8,0oo,000; approximately ;)0i).000 profess some
form of Protestantism: eliminate 500,000 more
avowed non-Catholics and there remain at least
7S.000,000. at least nominally Catholic. How
many of these are practical we do not know, but
if only half are practical there would still be over
18,000.00u Catholics."

SOLD ON APPROVAL
THIS wonderful new typewriter, at

one-sixth the cost, with one-tenth the
number of parts, does the same work as expensive

machines with quickness, neatness and ease.

The Bennett is a portable, visibie-wriring, ink-ribbon

typewriter; standard keyboard; light, simple, speedy, com-
pact, strong. In neat case, size only 2x3x1 I inches, weight

only 4J^ pounds. Made from best materiab by experts.

Send Name and Address
for free illustrated catalog and sample of writing.

Don't pay more than $18 for a typewriter until you
know the Bennett. Don't pay less than $100 unless

you buy a Bennett.

Agents wanted for a few unfilled territories.

p. A. BENNETT TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
366 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.

Let Us

Send You

Dr. C. W. Saleeby's Book FREE
We want you to read this latest book by

the noted physician-author, Dr. C. W. Saleeby.
In it he makes many new and interesting
statements about your nervous system that are
surprising. How it controls your success

—

your health—and that without nervous activity
you would be but a " locomotive vegetable."
He also tells some mighty interesting things
about

Sanatoaen
THE FOOD -/TONIC

He tells you that Sanatogen is composed
of Albumen, the nutritive part of Nature's
only true food—milk, and Sodium Glycero-
phosphate, the great brain and nerve builder.

He tells how Sanatogen builds up the worn-
down body—revitalizes theoverworked nervous
system— restores one to general healthy body
and brain activity.

In it he has lost none of his noted interesting

style and it is sure to prove a profitable as

well as a pleasing half-hour's reading.

We will gladly send you a copy with our
compliments upon request. Fill in the coupon
noiu.

Get Sanatogen from your druggist—
if not obtainable from him, write

THE BAUER CHEMICAL COMPANY
Everett Building Fonrtb Avenae New York

GENTLEMEN:—Please send me a free

copy of Dr. C. fV. Saleeby's "The Will To

Do."

Name -

Address

Druggist

Address - -
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il^'THE Christian Herald having

absorbed the HOME HERALD, of Chicago,

former subscribers of the latter publica-

tion will please bear in mind that all

communications relating to subscriptions

(new or renewal), advertising, editorial

contributions, complaints, inquiries—in

fact, letters of any character whatsoever

—

should be addressed to THE CHRISTIAN
HERALD, 92 Bible House, New York.

When you write, please say : " I was a

subscriber to the HOME HERALD."

Municipal
Irrigation
6% BONDS

ISend for Circular 10246 C

Farson, Son & Co.
MEMBERS N. Y. STOCK EXCHANGE

New York Chicago

21 Broad Street First National Bank Bldg.

^rWHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
' Our graduates are filling High Salaried

Positiong. Good Artists

EARN $25 Td $100 PER WEEK
iiiiLi upwards in easy, fascinating work. Our
courses of Personal Home Instruction by corre-

spondence, are complete, practical. Twelve years' suc-

cessful teaching. Expert Instructors Superior Equip-
ment. Positions ready for competent workers.
Write for valuable .^^^^ DUROWN RinLO''<C

Irt Book, Free. ,^^^^^:CiaisM<fi"
S«hool of Applied irt

(Founded 189tl)

B 58 Fine Art Bldg.
BATTLE CREEK. MlCtt.

WE Will TRUST YOU TEN DAYS. $1.50
Sent on AKproval. Send No Money, ttair Switch

^ Seed a lock of your b&ir,and wo nill mail a 2^ OL £2

\/ iocl. short stem fine human hair switch to match. It
you find ita big bargain, remit 11.GO in ten dajs.or sell

Sand GET TOUR SWITCH FREE. Eitra shades a
little more. Incloae&c postage. Free tw&uty book show-
ing latest style of hair dressing—also high frade
Bwitchee, pompadours, wigs, puffs, etc. AlinaAyerB,
Dept.633, 1 7 QnlncySt. Chicago

COMBINATION OFFER
10 Beautiful TC \ CT'lTD Post Cards, 10c
6 Xtra Quality t-ir\xS 1. HiK. Post Cards, 10c

10 Pine Art Birthday Post Cards 10c
10 Best Wishes and Greeting Post Cards, 10c
Any 3 of the above packages mailed tor 25 cents. A

Special Assortment of 100 Easter Post Cards for Dealers
will be mailed for 60 cents.

MADISON A14T COMPANY, MADISON, CONN.

DO YOl EMBROIDER?
K eo, don't fall to write for our tree 192 page illustrated
catalog P. It will save you money and give you all the
latest ideas In Needlework. Illustrates full line Stamped
Linens In Eyelet, Wallachlan and Silk Embroidery, Pillow
Tops, Hemstitched Linens, Towels, Braids, Perforated

Fn r P Patterns and Needlework Supplies.
n C C Write postal today for this FREE catalog.

FRED HERRSCHNER, 6168 Marahfleld Ave., Chicago

AGENTS $3 to $10
A
DAY

Selling this forged steel

Q Tnni ^ IM 1 NICKEL PLATED
B^£L5IN 1 Combination Hatchet

Durable, low priced. Guaranteed.
Monpy back tti any purchaser not perfectly pleased. Send today
for •.erins of FREE OUTFIT and proof of bitr profits to AKCntaH.THOMAS MFU.CO. 2134 Wayne St. Dayton, Ohio

,L^ LAWN FENCE
Many designs) iCheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D Winchester Ind,

IITCHf/•KT STRONGEST,
IF MLKm^ML MADE. Bull-
S ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ strong chlck-
fen-tlght Sold to the user at Wholpsaie
iPrlcc's. We Pay Freight. Catalogue free.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
eBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

BLVIUIVITD >«9#v mTLHEOTHZSBELUf» «pBJWSWEBTE2, UOSE DUB-

\^nwn\«n ^|^0DarEEECATAL0OtJE
XEXaXjiS. V TELLS WHY.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundm Co- Cincinnati. 0.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn book

HALLOWED HYMNS
sent on request to churches needing ne^v books
THK UU;liO» k WAI\ <0., New ¥ork or Oiitauo

TAKE A TRIP IN SAFETY
Post Card Tours to any city or locality. T\\ t'lity-five

selected views 50 cents, ten views 25 cents. Very instruc-
tive. EMOE ILLUSTKATINSCO., 222 Fifth St., Elyria, 0.

CataloK of PrcifesBioiinl .-iiul Amateur Plnvf-
SkelihcB, M(>n..l"i;», Minstrel J.ike», li.. ila-

liciiiB, Make up (iocida, etr., sent TREE.
Sick & Fitzgerald, 30 Ann St., New York.PLAYS

Sunday School Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

IN
1893, at the four hundredth

celebration of the discovery of

America, in Chicago, there vi^as a

Parliament of Religions, whose daily

conferences for fifteen days were

opened by the Lord's Prayer, led one

day by Cardinal Gibbons, another by
a Protestant, another by a Brahman,
another by a Confucian, another by a
Parsee, another by a Buddhist, another

by a Mohammedan, all joining in the

words "Our Father, who art in

heaven," which was thus adopted as

the universal prayer. Only an ignor-

ant man can therefore propose to omit
the Lord's Prayer in our American
schools "to please the Catholics."

Rather should it be used in all the

schools of the world as the beginning
of every day of intelligent study of a

world made by a m.ind like ours, but
greater, "the Father of our spirits."

When Count Okuma and other Jap-
anese statesmen were seeking new
foundations for moral education in

that land where the new learning had
produced uncertainty among students

as to which is the true religion, the

writer suggested, and the suggestion
was favorably considered, that ethics

should be based on this universal
prayer, which the leaders of all reli-

gions had adopted in the manner above
described.

"Our Father Which Art in Heaven"

You can see the walls of the room in

which you are, but there is something
as large as the walls, filling all the

space between them and all around us,

that you cannot see. Can you think
what it is? It is something that yoii

breathe. Can you see the air? And
yet you know it is just as real as the
walls that you do see. What is it that
drives the snow about and makes the
sailboats move so swiftly? You have
felt it blowing in your face, and heard
it whistling around the house. Wind,
you know, is only the air moving about.
Now this air that we cannot see

(although we can see what it does, and
so know that it is real) will help us to

understand God, our Father, who does
so many great things, although no one
sees him.

Let us see how the air helps us to

understand God, our Father. First,

the air is everywhere, up in the sky
and down in the caves, and even among
drops of water in the ocean, and here
so near that I can feel it when I blow
on my hand. Still more, God is every-
where, not only in heaven, but here
with us. As a little boy said, "There
isn't room for but one God, for he fills

heaven and earth."
Our father on earth cannot always

be with us to protect us and help us,

but God is with us, as close as the air,

"all the days."
Second, the air is very powerful, as

it lifts the waves toward the skies, and
sometimes blows down the great trees
and buildings, reminding us that God,
who "causeth the wind to blow," is all-

powerful. Our fathers on earth are
sometimes not strong enough to defend
us or provide for us, but our Father in

heaven is stronger than the mighty
winds, and promises to protect us and
help us by his power. Once a great
emperor was riding in a chariot
through a city when a little boy ran
through the lines of soldiers toward
the chariot. The soldiers cried, "Stop,
that is the emperor." He answered,
"He is your emperor, but he is my
father," and so he kept on, and was
taken by his father into the chariot. So
the mighty God, who rules the winds,
is our Father, and we are not afraid
to come to him in prayer.

Third, the air is very useful and

* International Sunday School Lesson for Teb-
ruary 6, 1910. AlmsKivinsr and Prayer. Matt.
6 : 1-15. Text : "Take heed that you do not your
righteousness before men." Matt. 6 : 1 (R. V.).

necessary. We could not live a minute
without it. If the air should be taken

away, all the men and all the animals,

and all the birds and all the plants

would soon die. So we could not live

a minute without God, "in whom we
live and move and have our being."
And let us remember also, as we

breathe the air into our lungs to keep
us alive, so God our Father promises
to come into every heart that will pray
to him.

"Hallowed Be Thy Name"

Long years ago, a good minister and
prophet, named Isaiah, was allowed
for a moment to look into heaven. He
saw on a beautiful throne a shining
light, brighter than the sun, which he
knew was the gloi'y of God; and all

around the throne the angels were cry-

ing "Holy, holy, holy is the Lord!" At
another time, another minister and
prophet, named Moses, saw just such
a shining light in a bush, down here
on the earth, and when he came nearer
to it a voice told him that the place

was "holy ground," and he must put
off his shoes (as they do in some coun-
tries, instead of taking off their hats,

when they go into a church), and then
he knew that the light and voice in the
bush proved that God was there to

speak with him.
So you see that while the angels

treat as holy God in heaven on his

throne, we are to treat as holy what-
ever God sends down to the earth to
represent him or to remind us about
him. We are reminded of God in five

ways: by his Names, his Sabbaths, his

Bible, his Churches and his Son. That
is just what it means when we pray,
"Hallowed be thy name"; that is, holy
be thy name, and everything that rep-
resents thee on earth.

1. How can we treat God's names
themselves as holy? You know that
anybody's name stands for the person
himself. Your name, written on the
leaf of a book, or a letter, or the list of
a Sunday School class, stands for you.
Anybody who treats your name badlj*
treats you badly. Any one who speaks
your name kindly treats you kindly.
So, if anybody abuses your mother's
name, it is abusing her. God has sent
his name to the earth to represent him,
to stand for him, and any one who uses
God's name profanely in swearing
abuses and displeases God himself, and
any one who speaks God's name in

prayer lovingly and reverently honors
and loves God himself. That little boy
understood it who said to those who
asked him to swear: "God is my
Father, and do you think I would say
rough words of my Father?"

It chills my blood to hear the blest Supreme
Rudely appealed to on each trifling theme.
Maintain your rank, vulgarity despise

;

To swear is neither brave, polite, nor wise.
You would not swear upon the bed of death !

Reflect ! Your Maker now may stop your
breath.

2. God has given us not only his
name, but also the Sabbath, to remind
us of him, to represent him; and so,

when we pray "Hallowed be thy
name," we should think also of the
day that God commands us to "keep
holy."

3. We should hallow the Book that
God has sent us to represent him, the
Holy Bible. It is wrong to treat the
Bible roughly, or mark up its leaves
with scribblings. To let the dust
gather on it because we neglect to read
it is not keeping it holy. We treat
God and his Word rightly when we
read, study and obey it, as Timothy
did when a child.

4. When we pray, "Hallowed be thy
name," it means also that the churches
that belong to God are to be treated as
holy. Jesus made a whip of cords and
drove out of God's temple at Jerusalem

Continued on next page

Do This To-Da
Ask us to send you our Five Vt\

Book. We want you to know all tl
;j

to know about this Company.
'

The more you know the surer you
become a customer.

This Company is strong—conserv;
eii

managed and all its investments
First Mortgages.

Money invested with us may be
\

drawn at any time without notice am r^. i,

out loss of dividends. """

But write for the booklet— that tells all about it.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore

\

'*Used whiie
you sleep."

for Whooj
Cough, Cri

Sore Thr
Coughs, B
chitis, Co

Diphtheria,Cats
Vaporized ('resolene stops the paroxyi

Wliooping ConKh. Ever dreaded Croup i

exist where Ci'esolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat, n
hreathiiif^ easy in the case of colds; soothestl
throat and stops the cough.

Cresolene is a powerful germicide, actinii

as a curative and preventive in contagious dii

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.
Cresolene's best recommendation is its 30 ti\

of successful use.

For Sale By All Druggists^
Send Postalfur Desc7HpHve Booklet,

THE VAPO-CRESOLENE CO. , 180 Fulton st,N« ^

Leemin^Miles Building, Montreal, Canada

"DON'T SHOUT
'ou. I can hear now
as anybody. 'How?'
Oh, something new-
The MORLEY PHONE.
I've a pair in m)
but you can't see them— the

are invisible. I would i

know that I had them in, myself, I

only that I hear all right."

ii6e MORLEY
PHONE

nakes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.

lie, comfortable,
,

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. C '

Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and test

THE MORLEY CO., Dcpt. 702. Perry Building, Phil

10 DAYS FREE T
We ship on approval wilho

deposit, freigrht prepaid.
PAY A CEJJT if jou ara no
after using the bicycle 10 days.

D0H0TBUY2/?J^^f/to
at any price until you receive
art catalogs illuBtratiug ever:

bicycle, and have learned our vi'

prices and marvelous new offe.

niic pcuT •>> itwiiicUnC Utn write a postal a

thing will be sent you free posi
return mail. You will get much vft

formation . Do not wait, write

TIRES, Coaster - Brat
wheels, lamps, jundrles at half usual y

MEAD CYCLECO. Dept, C-71, C W

V DI/AT "EMPIRE KIN
^^k1^^K AA P and bugs, worms , blight, etc.

^ VV Iv' have no terrors for you. Best

^^^BH " struction, perfect agitators, noscor
^^^^ foliage. "WemakeaUsizesandstjleaof Gas
Engine Sprayers. Free Book on Spraying. Agents wai

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO,, 76 Eleventh St., Elmira,

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE

.

of pure bred _poultry, for 1910, 200 pages.
liaTulsoniely illustrated, 150 engraviiiKf^-.
photos, 30 fine colored plates, describes <>'>

.

leading varieties of land and water fowls,
gives low prices of stock, eggs, inculia-
tors, poultry supplies, etc. Calendar for
each month. How to care for poultry and
all details. Only 10 cents. Send to-day,
B. H. GREIDER, Box 79, Rheems, Pa.

LAWN ml
Many styles. Sold on t*
wholesale prices. S»

Jj

to 30 per cent. lUuSi"'

Catalogue free. Write i*'

KITSELMAN BR-
Box302 M uncle, In''
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

tlse who bought oxen and sheep and

j d 'es there.

J
i. We must especially treat as holy

iCp's Son, Jesus, who comes to our

h.rts to be our Saviour and Lord.

"Thy Kingdom Come"

1 poor boy was once dying in a

h pital. He was a soldier, but a mere

b' for all that. The lady who
wtched by his bedside saw that death

U3 coming fast, and placing her hand
or his head she said to him, "If this

isleath that is coming upon you, are

yi ready to meet your God?" The
IfGre dark eyes opened slowly, and a

passed over the young soldier's

as he answered, "I am ready, dear

izy, for this has long been his king-

Jd«," and as he spoke the placed his

^liAd upon his heart. "Do you mean,"
liilstioned the lady gently, "that God

s and reigns in your heart?"
;s," he answered; but his voice

nded far oflf, sweet and low, as if it

le from a soul already well on
ml way through the dark valley and
sldow of death. And still he lay

tire, with his hand upon his heart,

e'^n after that heart had ceased to

bet and the soldier boy's soul had gone
u;to its God.

- :'hat boy was right who answered
tl: question, "What is the kingdom
orJGod?" by saying, as he pointed to

h heart and then toward heaven,
" is something here and something
tire." All the hearts in heaven and
iuarth that trust and obey Jesus are

leal subjects of this kingdom.
.'hat little girl was right, too, who

caie from her room after she had been

p ying, so happy that her mother
srJ, playfully, "Have you been to the

k gdom of heaven?" and she an-
si'!red, "No, but the kingdom of

h<ven has come to me."
£ the Bible had not told us about it,

TV' might have thought that none but
"g^wn people could enter this kingdom.
iB; the King himself has said, "Suffer
Mile children to come unto me, and
f(>)id them not."

hy Will Be Done in Earth as It Is

in Heaven"

seem to hear some one say, "How
a we know what God's will is, so that
wean do it?"

I. .jittle Samuel heard God's voice
•S]aking to him in the night, and tell-

ir him just what to do. We don't

hir God speaking aloud in these days,
b'l conscience, which a little girl

rJhtly called "Jesus whispering in our
^h;rts," tells us some of the things
jtlit we ought to do and some things
[tlft we ought not to do. Conscience
•is'ine of our teachers as to what God's
w4 is, but it only tells us a part of it.

,Iow can we, down here on the earth,
k iw more about what our Father in

h'ven wishes us to do? The fathers
ir,our earthly homes, when they die

ail go up to heaven, let their children
a1 friends know what they wish them
tcdo in this way: they leave a paper
ireome trunk or bureau to tell their
sc's and daughters what to do with
tl; money and land, and they write in

^italso anything else that they wish
tljn to do. This paper is called "a
Hvi," or "testament." So our Father
irneaven has given us two wills, two
'"festaments," the Old Testament and
tJ^ New Testament, that together
^ke up the Bible, to tell us what he
-whes us to do in order to be happy.
4_ Vhen we pray, "Thy will be done,"
it« asking God that we, and all others,
tDW do what our Father in heaven tells

\u|in the two Testaments of the Bible,

he wishes us to do.

*|,
ive Us This Day Our Daily Bread"

,,^ 1 suppose you have heard at home or
'tirthe Sunday School about the men,
winen and children of Israel, out in
tl wilderness, where there was no
fcjd, gathering up the little grains of

manna which God sent down, like

flakes of snow, every day for the hun-
gry people.

There is only this one sentence in all

the Lord's prayer about things for our
bodies, and when we ask for "bread"
it means clothes and water and money
and health, as well as food—all that

our bodies require and that is best

for us.

Forgive Us Our Debts as We Forgive
Our Debtors"

If we do not forgive those who wrong
us, then in saying the Lord's Prayer
we tell God not to forgive us, because
we say "as we forgive." We ought to

pity, instead of hating, any who wrong
us, because they are hurting their own
souls more than they are harming us.

"And lead us not into temptation."
When we pray to our Father in heaven,
"Lead us," it is partly because we do
not know enough about the path we
ought to walk in to go in it alone; and
so we desire the all-wise God, who
knows all things, to lead us.

But there is another part of this

prayer, "Lead us not into temptation."
We ask God, who knows where there is

danger and sin, to guide us away from
them whenever it is best for us; and
we ask God, because he has strength
for his children, to give us power to
resist and refuse all temptations when
we must meet them.

"Deliver Us From Evil"

This prayer reminds us, first, that
God can deliver our bodies from evils

and dangers. He has often done this

for us, as really as he saved Daniel and
David from lions, and Paul from a
snake, and Elijah from starving, and
Noah from drowning, and Daniel's
friends from the fire, and Peter from
prison, and Jacob from his brother
Esau, and the disciples from ship-

wreck. He saves those in these days
who pray, "Deliver us," whenever it is

not better for us to suffer than to be
delivered.

But we ought, most of all, to ask
God to deliver us from evils that injure
our souls, from sin and wrong.
"For thine is the kingdom, and the

power, and the glory forever."

This Is Your Opportunity

OWING to the severe storms, that

rendered many country roads prac-

tically impassable, a large number of

our subscribers were unable to make
good their intention to mail, on or be-

fore December 31, 1909, their subscrip-
tions in time to secure our great
and exceedingly popular photogravure,
"Daughters of Dorcas."

These subscribers claimed our indul-

gence in view of the circumstances,
and in response to their appeal to us
we granted them an extension so as to

entitle their belated subscriptions to

this extra premium.
But we find it difficult to differen-

tiate between unavoidable delays and
others, and therefore we have deter-
mined to grant the same indulgence to

all our subscribers by

Extending the Time to Jan. 31, 1910

which will entitle every subscriber, new
and renewal, whose subscription is

mailed on or before January 31, to se-

cure this great supplementary pre-
mium in addition to our beautiful
"Dreamland" calendar.
This gives ALL an opportunity for 5

MORE DAYS to claim this special in-

ducement, which many of our subscrib-
ers value at twice the cost of a year's
subscription.

This is your last opportunity, as the
second edition, specially prepared for
this occasion, is now nearing its end.

p^T^ No more will be issued. Only
Five More Days Left.

r-

tllMIII'^

There are only a few of these

beautiful fashion books left—you
must send now if you want your copy.

Mail your request today before it passes out of your
mind. A postal is all your copy costs. Write for it

now, before it is too late. This beautiful book gives

you authentic Spring and Summer 1910 fashion news.
And not only shows the new attractive Ladies',

Children's and Misses' Dresses, House Gowns, Dress-

ing Sacques, Kimonas and Wrappers, but samples of

the actual fabrics used in making the garments.

Be sure you are one of those to gel a copy of this book. It con-
tains samples of the new 1910 Passaic Printed Fabrics—by far

prettier this season than ever before. Examine closely the clolh,

the beautiful patterns and delightful colorings—then ask your
dealer, who now has all the 1910 designs on his counter, to show
you the prints in bolt. You'll never know how serviceable, how
washable, how fast the colors hold, what a truly good print value
is, until you've tried Passaic Printed Fabrics.

There are many other uses for Passaic Prints besides making
House and Outdoor Costumes. Very pretty patterns for Fur-
niture Covers, Bed Spreads, Draperies, Box Couch Covers,
Pillow Covers and Comfortables. These are only a few of the
1910 beautiful designs. Your dealer has them and the full line

of Passaic Printed Fabrics. Ask to see them.

ViAaHa Raficto TT^"*"
Ladies', Misses' and Children'slaene OanSie Dresses. Many patterns and colorings to

select from. 27 inches wide.

VahnOnt Batiste
-F<"^ Children's Dresses In an end-
less assortment of attractive designs and

colorings. 28 inches wide.

riiallia Venilnmo tA" imitation of imported woolCnalUe Venaome ^hallies. for Kimonas and Dressing
Sacques. In all leading patterns and colorings. 29 inches wide.

WiAa I icKnm I a urn
—^°' l^imonas. House Gowns,

Ide Lisbon Lawn
etc. a delightful array of patterni

and colorings. 38 inches wide.

Passaic Galatea Cloth Ca^en,^'^ a"''
°""'°'"

wide variety of pattemsand colorings. 27 ins. wide.

Ask only for Passaic Prints. Be sure yon see

the Passaic trade-mark. Remember only a
few reqaests for the Fashion Book can be
filled. Better tend your card now—today.

PASSAIC PRINT WORKS
77 South Street, - Passaic, N. J.

Water
is the universal drink

Quaker Oats
is the universal food.

Every nation on earth knows

that to build a strong people of

brain and brawn, there is no food

like the best oatmeal.

Quaker Oats is the only per-

fect oatmeal.

Cheap—Strengthening. ^
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Instantaneous

Answer

DISTANCE

TELEPHONE

Sending a message is only half

of the transaction. The other, and

equally important, half consists in

getting back the answer.

Sometimes this is a reply to a

question, or the acceptance or re-

jection of a proposal. Sometimes

it is simply an acknowledgment

that the message has been re-

ceived.

The value of the message de-

pends upon getting an answer.

When a general manager sends

word to a representative in a dis-

tant city, he wants to know that his

man is there, that he receives the

message, and that he will act.

If the answer is not final, but

raises another question, there is no

delay. The other question can be

settled at once. It is possible, in

one telephone interview, to come to

a decision v/hich could not have

been reached without the instan-

taneous answer.

Each answer is made instanta-

neous by the Bell telephone service.

The Bell system, with its ten

million miles of wire, provides the

instantaneous answer for anybody,

anywhere, at any time.

Increased use of the Long Distance Telephone means greater

results in every line of human endeavor. Telephone
efficiency means One Policy, One System, Universal Ser-

vice. Every Bell Telephone is the Center of the System.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND Associated Companies

mia
SOAP clean-ness, because It ^
is sterilized, germ-destroyine: . i:?

clean-ness. ——-

—

'

*

The standard hygienic soap
used all over the world—the
safe-guard of the home. h
cleans and disinfects at the
same time. Use it for Toilet,

Bath and Shampoo.

OC at your grocer

LEVER BROS. CO.. CAMBRIDGE. MASS.

NEW YORK
REAL ESTATE
IS THE ONE INVESTMENT

CERTAIN TO INCREASE
PRODUCING LARGE INCOME

A BOND Secured by it

yielding G% a year

is an ideal investment

/I Share of STOCK
which represents its ACTUAL
OWNERSHIP, yields a regular

INCOME, and obtains its INCRE-

MENT, is a better investment.

yVrite to-day for Booklet 14
describing our Bonds and Stock

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION BEST

Contimied from page

of 1787. Other States, more or less

willing-ly, followed suit, and May 14,

1787, the delegates from every State

but Rhode Island (aforetime cantan-

kerous and difficult) met in the State

House in Philadelphia. Full attend-

ance was not secured until May 25,

when George Washington was chosen

chairman and William Jackson secre-

tary. The former proved again his

right to the title "First in Peace.'

The latter was perfunctory in dis-

charge of his duties, and the world has

had to depend for an account of this

momentous convention upon the diary

and notes of James Madison of Vir-

ginia, afterward President of the

United States, and always shrewd,

able, diplomatic, comprehending. The
convention sat with closed doors and
finished its labors September 17, 1787,

when it made its final report.

September 17, as Rossiter Johnson
points out, is a memorable date aside

from its being that of the conclusion

of the Constitution. On that date, in

1796, Washington made his farewell
address, and September 17, 1862, wit-

nessed the battle of Antietam—one of
the bloodiest contests in history.

Place and Personnel

It does not requii-e a very vivid im-
agination to picture that assemblage
and its environment. If desks, ros-

trum, walls, lights and conveniences in

general were of the antique and se-

verely plain, the fifty-three who there
deliberated, debated, orated, contend-
ed, compromised and federated, were
neither plain nor ignoble. There was
glimmer of brocade, gleaming of pow-
dered heads, sheen of silken hose,

stateliness of presence, gravity and
courtesy of demeanor, and now and
again flashes of compelling eloquence.
We may be sure some of the delegates
wore swords that had flashed on more
than one stricken field, or took snuff
from boxes with histories older far
than that of the republic itself.

Impossible as it is to tell of the diffi-

culties encountered and overcome, we
may be sure the greatest was to pla-

cate the jealousies between States; to

remove apprehension from the minds
of the Southerners lest their five com-
monwealths be out-voted and out-influ-

enced by their eight Northern neigh-
bors ; to preserve slavery where it then
existed, without doing violence to the
sentiments of its Northern contemners.

It is a noteworthy fact that when
the Constitution was finally submitted
for State acceptance it was so full of
compromises that some of the highest,
brightest Americans—Washington and
Hamilton among them—openly ex-
pressed doubts as to its continuance.
They builded better than they knew,
these very human, very great Amer-
icans. They had not, could not have,
due perspective.

Why It Is "The Best"

The American Constitution is the
best the world has ever known, because

:

It is unique in its explicit provision
for a tripartite government: Legisla-
tive (Congress), Executive (the Presi-
dent), Judicial (the Supreme Court).

It is concise. Compare it with the
administrative law of France, with the
confederation agreements of the Ger-
man States, with the vast volumes of
acts of parliament which serve Great
Britain as a Constitution.

It is final. There are no countries
in Europe wherein the Legislature or
the royal ruler does not claim the right
to construe the Constitution—a right
that in America rests solely with the
majority of the nine members of the
United States Supreme Court—that
"most august body of modern times,"
as an English jurist calls it.

It is lucid. Despite the number
meanings read into it; despite the c

stitutional-law suits and the compl
ity of views in Congress and out of

in minor courts and in State Legis

tures, the main, the basic, the vi

provisions laid down in the origi

Seven Articles are expressed so clea

that only those wilfully blinded
prejudice or treason can mistake thij

It is comprehensive. It has pro'

ample and compelling, even under
stress of civil and foreign war; it ji

embraced and, often, beneficently
ified the complications of modern l

It is a model. From the France
the last years of the eighteenth c

tury, to the Young Turks, the const!
tional Chinamen and the oppres
Russians of the early years of
twentieth, the American Constitut
has been the pattern for free gove
ment, the inspiration for republics,
fount of wisdom for patriots j

statesmen.

It is a warning. No despot in

world—thank God there are few lef

but dreads the influence of our C
stitution upon his subjects; no ri;

into whose heart that great docum
has not put proper fear.

Suggested Reading

If you are a believer in your coun
and its future, an admirer of its pi

you can buttress your faith and dee]

your love by reading about the Con
tution under which you live in libei

Probably the greatest text-book
Story's Commentaries on the CorisU
Hon, and a close second are the p
lished judgments of Chief Jus1
Marshall. Rossiter Johnson and 1

ward W. Townsend have written
Story of the Constitntion, and in fc

and manner alike entertaining and
structive. Bryce's Avierican Comm
wealth has many chapters, full of d
interest, on this subject, as have
histories written by Rhodes, Wils
and Bancroft; while the last volume
Washington Irving's Life of Washi
ton will give the reader insight of

times and men involved in the weld
of our organic law.

Before the meeting of the consti

tional convention many weak-kn
opportunists insisted that only s'

things as the people would appr
should be embodied in the documf,
by "the people" meaning the debati'j

discussers and doubters, who were
plentiful and potent then as they h.

often been since. Against such tii

serving contention George Washing
uttered the memorable words wh
Fiske, the historian, aptly says "ou,

to be em.blazoned in letters of gold, i

posted on the wall of every Ameri.
assembly that shall meet to noniin

a candidate, or pass a law, so long
the weakness of human nature si

endure." Washington gave this Is

note for the body over which he ^

to preside:

"It is too probable that no plan
propose will be adopted. If to pie

the people we offer what we oursels,

disapprove, however can we afterw:

defend our work? Let us raise

standard to which the wise and hon

can repair: the event is in the hi

of God."
What the convention did was

\

furnish v/hat the prophet Jerem*
described as "a covenant with all

|
people to proclaim liberty unto thei'

This issue ofTHE CHRISTIAN HERA

'

is 400,000. As it is generally accep

'

that on an average every subscriber sta '

for four other readers in his househi*

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD may be sJj

now to reach the enormous total of T^'

MILLION readers. Pray that it rf

indeed be a savor of life unto life

!

fH
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ROMINENT MEN OF THE HOUR

ipvl.tl.y H;,r,.> A- l.u,,,.-

Captcun Archibald Butt

. TAIN ARCHIBALD BUTT,
President's chief military aid,

ir.:h in the public eye at present.

f,t, it could not be otherwise, for

:v gathering of large men the

y 11 would tower above most of

nd he looks every inch a soldier.

lit Taft has several other aides

ssist at ceremonial functions at

! ^hite House. These aides are

ecd from both the Army and
v and present a mo.st imposing
.'a of gold lace and brass buttons
tl public as the gue?ts pass down
t) receiving line. Captain Butt,

ffter, attends the President on his

•pack rides and in his numerous
1 ys about the country. He was
,lvhe President on his recent trip

tl Pacific Coast and southward to

! [exican border for the famous
elig with President Diaz. He has
gjeen a personal friend of Mr.
ftand his fine military record also

)b3ly had much to do with his ap-

n lent to his present post. He

accompanied the President on his re-

cent visit to the Bowery Mission. In
the picture of that interesting event,

the captain stands just back of the

President, his hand resting on the left
of Mr. Taft's chair. He is connected
with the Quartermaster's Department
of the Army.

Nicaragua's New President

PRESIDENT MADRIZ, the new
Chief Executive of turbulent Nica-

ragua, is not finding his chair of office

very comfortable. Zelaya forced his

election by the Nicaraguan Congress,
and he is following the deposed dicta-

tor's plans as far as possible. General
Estrada is still pushing forward, and
it would seem that Madriz's term of
office may be suddenly terminated by
his political rival. Dr. IMadriz is a
lawyer, and was a judge of the Central
American Court when called to Mana-
gua to take up the reins of government
at the request of Zelaya.

President Madriz

THE MODEL ENDEAVORER*
I] great success of the Christian

ndeavor Society has emphasized
•eally one certain profound truth,

ic- is often lost sight of. It is the

ithat different aspects of religion

T.-t different people.

rf, cause of Christian Endeavor is

'. 'use of the church. Its activity

a art of the wider activity of the
ja original movement inaugurated

( rist and his disciples; and yet,

thts expressive name, set apart as
is'"or the younger Christians, and
•ted by excellent mottoes and its

TDeculiar organization, it has ap-
ill to many to whom religion in

y ther guise' had not before ap-
il'l—perhaps never would.
r lesson is plain. We must use
ft?nt methods with different men
d ith different classes. If one mo-
e loes not touch the friend for
•o salvation you are praying, try
otsr. Be "fertile in expedients."

Psident William De Witt Hyde, in

i loquent analysis of the great
e« philosophies, and the compari-
1 iith them of the Christian reli-

>n lays especial stress upon the
injr in which our faith embraces
Mich was good in those wonderful

I stems: "The Epicurean's varied
d ipontaneous joy in life is not
n ished, but enhanced, by the
ir ian spirit. The Epicurean lived
aittle world of himself and a few

self-centred companions. The
;in lives in the great world of

'dind shares all its joys with all

'd human children. Christianity

I i in Entieavor Topic for Sunday, Feb-
I'KXT : John 15 : 1-8.

has the Epicurean gladness without its

baseness, its geniality without its

heartlessness.
"Christianity takes up all that is

true in the Stoic teaching, without fall-

ing into its hardness and narrow-
ness.

"Christianity is as lofty as Platon-
ism; but it gets its elevation not by
rising above drudgery and details, but
by lifting them up into a clearer at-

mosphere, where nothing is servile or

menial which can glorify God or serve
a fellow-man. It is so much higher
than the highest dream of Plato that
it guards certain forms of social good
at points where, even in Plato's ideal

republic, they were ruthlessly be-

trayed.
"The Aristotelian principle was the

devotion of life to a worthy end, and
thj selection of efficient means for its

accomplishment; but it is because the

end at which the Christian aims is so

much higher and the fortitude de-

manded by it is so much deeper that
Christianity has superseded, and de-

serves to supersede, the noblest teach-

ing of the greatest Greeks."
It is to exemplify this perfect reli-

gion that the disciple is called.

Then we shall have the Epicurean
joy in life, which Paul described to

Timothy when he told him that "every
creature of God is good"; we shall

train ourselves to "endure hardness,"
like the Stoic; to set up high ideals of

intellect and spirit, like Plato; to bend
all our energies to the selection of the

best means for attaining the best ends,

like Aristotle; and, above all, to love

our fellow-men, and live for others,

not ourselves, like Christ, our model.

INSOMNIA
Leads to Madness, if not Remedied

in Time.

"Experiments satisfied me some 5 years
ago," writes a Topelia woman, "that coffee
was the direct cause of the insomnia from
which I suffered terribly, as well as the ex-
treme nervousness and acute dyspepsia which
made life a most painful thing for me.

"I had been a coffee drinker since child-

hood, and did not like to think that the
beverage was doing me all this harm. But it

was, and the time came when 1 had to face
the fact, and protect myself. I therefore
gave up coffee abruptly and absolutely, and
adopted Postum for my hot .drinks at meals.

"I began to note improvement in my con-
dition very soon after 1 took *n Postum. The
change proceeded gradually, but surely, and
it was a matter of only a few weeks before I

found myself entirely relieved—the nervous-
ness passed away, my digestive apparatus
was restored to normal efficiency, and I be-

gan to sleep, restfully and peacefully.

"These happy conditions have continued
during all of the 5 years, and I am safe in

saying that I owe them entirely to Postum,
for when I began to drink it I ceased to use
medicines." Read the little book,"The Road
to Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new one
appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

Why not get a set of

Beautiful SPOONS and FORKS
Practically FREE.

Full size, of Rogers' heavy silver plate,

special rose pattern, with latest Frencti
gray finish. Free from advertising.

For each spoon send metal cap from jar and 10 cts. in
stamps, and for each fork send metal cap from .iar and
20 cts. in stamps. No limit to the number you can ^ct.

The jar caps must be from the genuine

LIEBIG COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

with blue signature. We want you to know by
trial that it's the purest, most concentrated, and
the best for sick room and kitchen use.

Send postal for Mrs. Rorer's Cook Book. Address for
Cook Book, Spoons or Forks, Dcpt. S,

CORNEILLE DAVID & CO., 118 Hudson St., New York.

Fine Post Cards FREE^^ Send onlv 4^cent stamps and
receive 5 colored Gold and

embossed cards free, to introduce post card offer.
CAPITAL CARD CO., Dept. 132. Topeka, Kan.

An Exceptional Issue of

6% Bonds

Secured by a Thousand Farms

Here are brief facts about one current issue of Irrigation Bonds
They will illustrate what ideal security lies back of such bonds
when the issues are rightly selected.

The Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co. owns
one of the largest irrigated fruit land projects

in the world. The Company is composed of

well known men who are wealthy, experienced

and capable. The land to be watered consists

of about 40.000 acres in the heart of our great-

est fruit belt—in the famous apple region of

the Pacific Northwest.

A large part of the valley has been under
irrigation for many years, so the possibilities

of the land have been demonstrated. F"ruit

land in the valley has lately sold as high as

$1,000 per acre.

The water rights are unassailable, and the

total water supply is more thar sufficient for

all needs. For the irrigable land is distinctly

limited by the mountainous bounds of the

valley.

$2,500,000 Invested

The Irrigation Company has invested in the

project about $2,500,000, or about twice the

total bond issue. And the bonds are secuied

by a fii-st mortgage on all the property which
the Irrigation Company owns.
The bonds are additionally secured by first

liens on the lands and the orchards watered.

These liens are given by individual land owners
in payment tor the land and the water rights.

Forty per cent, of the price is paid down, and
the balance, secured by the liens, is payable in

annual installments.

To secure each $1,000 bond there are depos-

ited with a Trust Company as trustee $1,400 of

these first liens on farm land.

The average price at which this land has

been sold is about $200 per acre. The min-

imum price at present is $250 per acre. Yet

the bond issue is limited to $30 per acre, or to

less than one-sixth the average selling price of

the land.

Double Security

Thus the bonds have double security. The
first is a mortgage on all the property which

First National Bank BIdg.

Cliicago

the Irrigation Company owns, and the Com-
pany's investment is nearly twice the whole
bond issue. The second security is these first

liens on farm land—on land which is worth
more than six times the amount of the bonds
which it secures.

One can hardly conceive of more ample se-

curity. Yet these bonds pay six per cent,

interest, because the demand for irrigated land
is so great that the projects are very profitable.

Part of these bonds mature each year from
1914 to 1919. One may have his choice of
maturities.

Ask for the Facts

In the past 15 years we have purchased 75
separate issues of Reclamation Bonds—Drain-
age and Irrigation. All have been secured by
first liens on good farm land, and not a dollar

of loss has resulted to any investor.

Irrigation bonds have now become the most
popular bonds that we handle. No other large

class of bonds offering equal security now pays
six per cent.

We have issued a book on Irrigation Bonds,
based on all this experience. Every investor,

small or large, owes to himself its perusal.

Please write for the book to-day. Cut out this

coupon so you won't forget.

r

First National Bank Building, Chicago

{ SO CongreM St., Boston 111 Broadway, New York

; First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Please send your free hook on Irrigation ISonds

i and list of other seciu'ities

I
Name^

City— . Utate-

» yame of my bank^

50 Congress St., Boston
111 Broadway, New York

ij/
First National Bank Bldg.,

San Francisuo
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Hew they shone—those old folks

—

at a function or reception

—

But oh ! what they missed

in their lack of all

conception of a food so good as

Uneeda
Biscuit
The Soda Cracker that makes

our days the best of days

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

HTBOOK

FREE

^Memory -the Basis
of All Kno-w-led^e

^
SUCCESS

are no greater intellectually
Mn|^T' —Ta tinn your memory. Easy, increases

j0 ^*Si»>'^income
; gives ready memory for faces,

RIMEMBER'* D^tnes, business, studies, conversation;
wnie 10-day develops Will, public speaking.

Dickson SIESORY school, 701 4o<IIforium Bldg., CbluEO

TYQUB IDEAS
$8,500 for one invention. Book,
"How to Obtain a Patent" anil

"Wliat to Invent" sent fice. Semi rontili

.>^kHt(•h for free rei»ort as to patentability,
ratentsailverti.sedfor sale at our expense
111 fourteen Jhinufaetnrers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'y>
Kslalilishtd 10 VearB

928 F Street, Washington, D.C.

lO
BETTER than honey on hot

biscuit—delicious on buckwheat
cakes. The best and purest syrup
in the world for all uses

—agrees with everybodyc

&ro
CORN SYRUP

Eat it on Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger-Bread
Hot Biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

^ Send your name on a
post card for Karo Cook
Book— fifty pages includ-
ing thirty perfect recipes
for home candy-making.

CORN PRODUCTS
REFINING CO.

Dept.O, P.O.Box 161, NewYork

How to Watch*

IN one of the very pleasant and
profitable stories of Miss Ellen

Fowler she makes an elderly woman
say something like this: "I used to

think that when one reached a cer-

tain age there was no more danger

from the attacks of the evil one. But
it isn't so. I find he has temptations

for us suited to all ages and sizes, like

ready-made clothes."

There was never a truer word.

From the time that we know anything,

on to our dying day, the motto for

every one of us may well be "Watch!"
And the more secure one feels the

more danger there is likely to be.

"Let him that thinketh he standeth,

take heed lest he fall."

We realize this the most keenly, per-

haps, when we see that conceited per-

sons are often the most defective, while
the ablest and best are likely to be the

most modest.
A few months before the death of

James Russell Lowell he confided to

an intimate friend his belief that his

work had been greatly over-praised.

"I am ashamed of nearly all of it," he
said sadly. "Nothing that I have done
will live—and yet I did my best."

How often we find commonplace peo-

ple who think that their works are
wonderful! They think that they
stand—yet they fall.

This foolish belief in our own men-
tal perfections is even more universal
in the moral world.

Thus, in a small New England vil-

lage, a minister once preached a
searching discourse upon the failure

which men often made to square their

deeds with their professions, intimat-
ing that there were those present who
might well take the lesson to heart.

As the congregation passed down the

aisles a certain Jotham Sikes, a prom-
inent church member, sitting on one
side of the church, pointed to one on
the other side, and whispered to a
friend, "I guess Stillman Peck felt

pretty mean this morning. Anybody
could see that that sermon was aimed
right at him"; while Stillman Peck
was saying also to a neighbor, "You
wouldn't have thought that Jotham
Sikes would have had the face to sit

through that sermon. It fitted his

case to a T, and he must have felt it."

It was only another example of the
mote and the beam; and it behooves
us all to try ourselves from time to

time, and see if the sins of which we
often accuse others are not also de-

forming our own lives; or, if not just
those sins, others quite as bad.

There is nothing more astonishing
than the rosy light which is shed
around our own pet sin, which, when
committed by another, looks gross and
revolting.
One of the most beautiful of our

modern religious poems, familiar
doubtless to many of our readers, deals
with this great subject. We are bid-
den to watch at the eventide when "we
have time to sit in the twilight, in the
rays of the sinking sun"; at the mid-
night when

The flre burns low and red
And tlie watch is ticking loudly beside the bed;
At the cock crow wlien the night is dying slowly

Along the sky.
And tlie sea look.s calm and holy,
VVaitin? for the dawn of the golden sun

That draweth nigh.

And so on, until the last beautiful
stanza

:

So I am watching quietly every day.
Whenever the sun shines brightly I rise and say,
"Surely it is the shining of His face,"
And look unto the gates of his High place

Beyond the sea.

Fori know He is coming presently to summon me.
And when a shadow falls across the window of

my room
Where I am working my appointed task.
I lift my head to watch the door and ask

If He is come.
And the angel whispers sweetly in my home,
"Only a few more sliadows and He will come."

*Topicof the Epworth League for Sunday, Feb
rnary 6. Tkxts : Mark 13 : 33-37; Col. 4 : 2.

Pure Milk for Baby
Sanitary milk production was first started by Gail

Borden in the early G(is. The best systems to-day are
largely based on his methods, but none are so thorough
and so rigidly enforced as the liorden system. For over
fifty years the Eagle Brand Condensed Milk has proved
its claim as the best food for infants.

(
n/lake Yout !
Savings Earn ^
I F placed with the Industrial ^^^
^ your savings work for you at

this rate every day in the year—we have n .

paid less in seventeen years. Money >

be deposited and withdrawn on any date wii:

loss of earnings. Your funds are safeguarde<

'

mortgages on the best of New York and Subui
Real Estate— a form of security which n

depreciates In value— and by the entire resou
of the Company, having

Assets over . $2,000,

Surplus and profits $150,

Under supervision of New '

Banking Deparlment. Our r<

of i; years of conlinually incrr^.

strengtti is open for inspection

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN (

2 Times BIdg., Broadway & 42d St., New YorklC

JO(l'

I

abo
ai

IhinkRijht
Think of the small difference in price

for a lifetime of organ satisfaction

and you won't put a cheap instrument

of pipes or reeds into your church

Think right about an Estey Orga

estey organ company
Makers of Pipe and Reed Organs

BRATTLEBORO, VT.
Send far Catalogue

Seeds, Plants, Re
Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs
Hundreds of car lo

FKUIT and CRNAS
TAL TREES, 1200 )

50 in hardy Roses, non
ter BTOwn. 44 Rreenh'
of Palms, Ferns, I
Geraniums and
things too numerous tc

tion. Seeds, Plants,B
Roses, Small Trees, etc., by mail pos
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
mense stock of SUPERB CANNAS. the (

of beddine plants. 50 choice collections t

In Seeds, Plants, Roses, etc., Elegrant 168

Catalogue FREE. Send for It today am
what values we give for your money. Direc
will insure you the best at first cost 56 y

THE STORRS & HARRISON C
Box 262, PAINESVILLE, OHIO

hanfrjFinest (!

novelty of the sea:

I A masnificent I;

flower with long st

of perfect shape
J ust the color of the I

ed Enchantress Carnation, i

bloomer and you'll like It. Rei
1 worth 2.1 cents per packet, but
[desire to place our large, beautlfi

illu.strated catalog
seeds and plants In

' hands of every flo'

lover and will senc

with packet of SOseedsof Encli
tress Aster FKKE, if .vou mention p

r. If you have had our catalog, please .say

foivaSeetf Co., l>e(>t.9 DeaMomea,

SIX BEAUTIFUL GOLDFISH
Assorted colors.
Oriole, Pearl. Sil-
ver. White and ^

Red, OiBloo
Orange. All
healthy, I<

lived tish.

Delivery Guaranteed

Gc
I

lola I

Jo troub
bother. F.

parlor, libr

lick room. B
'fal as any ornament
ways moving,active,l

Make home pJoasant—attractive. Oany
vest a dollar to better advantage. Order t

Send postal or money order. Free Catalog conts
valuable hints on the care of poldfieh sent on rei

^VINCENT SANFORD, Box 419 Toledo,,

9 CORDS IN lO HOUR

BY ONE MAX. It's KINO OF THE WOODS. SaTes moncj
backache. Send for FREE catalog No. I"'', showing low

and testimonials from thousands. First order gets agency.

Folding SawJDs Macb. Co. 158 E.Harrisoo St., Cfaica.tto

90 Beautiful Post Cards
|(]^ W No Two Alike

—

Latest Desigrns I

W

Lovely assort inent of 20 Artistic Birthday, Friendt

Good Luck, Roses and Flowers in e.xqiiisite ooloi

>

for only 10 cents, if you answer this ad. ininiediai

J. H. Seymour, 255 W. KiBlith St..Topekit, H

r— PATENTS that PROTECT
Our 3 books (or inventors mailed on rtccipt ol 6 cts. 5taii

R. 8.<t A.B.LACEY,Wa8hiEgton,D.C.,Dept.36,E6ti;
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A New Watch Idea

In the Jeweled IngersoU-Trentqn

K

Never Such a Watch
for the Money Before

NY RESPONSIBLE jeweler can now show you the
first moderate-priced watch built in bridge-model
construction like the very best American watches.

Here is a strictly high-grade watch of exceptional accuracy.

It embodies every essential feature found exclusively in the

most expensive movements. It contains 7 ruby, sapphire and
^garnet jewels protecting the points of principal wear.

I It will give 20 years of service.

Every tngersoll-T renton Watch is placed in its case, timed,
tested and regulated at the factory and a printed guarantee
ti;iven with it covering the complete watcn. No other is

sold this way

lQgersoiI^?entDn
The Best 7-Jewel Watch

One grade
of move-
ment only t|/€f case e|/ A

in 10-year
gold-filled $9

in 20-year
gold-filled

Although the Ingersoll-Trenton is entirely different in

construction from our Dollar watch, and is built in another
[factory, yet it is the same value per dollar of cost as the
Dollar Ingersoll.

Every Ingersoll-Trenton has its price plainly printed on its

guarantee so that you cannot be overcharged. Others are sold

I

at different prices in different stores.

Other watches have increased in price since the passage of
the Payne Tariff Bill. The "I-T" is sold at the same advertised

prices a^ formerly. It's the only one that gives you the full

worth of your money.

You can buy the *'I-T" only at Responsible Jewelers

The " I-T " watch can be handled only by Jewelers who are com-
petent to regulate and repair it and who will sell it at the moderate prices
established and advertised by us. The "I-T" is new now. Jewelers who
have not yet put it in stock, or those who demand exorbitant profits, as
well as those whom we consider irresponsible and undesirable as sales

agents, may recommend something else.

But in your own interest simply insist upon examining the new "I-T"
and comparing it in quality, appearance and price with others. Many
Jewelers display the "I-T" in their windows. Our free booklet, "How to

Judge a Watch," is a complete explanation of watch construction which
every man who carries a watch should understand. Send to our home
office for it and also for list of local jewelers who sell the "I-T."

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro.
Home Office :

61 FRANKEL BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY.

The beautiful Ingersoll-Trenton Movement, with

plates and bridges removed. This and other

makes are clearly explained in our free

booklet, "How to Judge a Watch."

Showing how the finished watches look in their

cases. Jewelers have styles to

suit all tastes.



BEWARE
of "Hoss" Traders

There lived in Michigan a shrewd old horsedealer who gave folks due warning to

when he donned his selling clothes. He used to say, "When I say 'Hoss'—look

I'm a-goin' to trade. But when it's 'Horse,' nawthin' doin' ! Ye' re perfectly

safe."

—

Extract from Horse Secrets.

Did you ever find a lemon in a horse's nose ? How and
why did it get there ?

What was the meaning of the ears being tied together
with a fine silken thread ?

Perhaps you are half persuaded to buy a horse because
you like his "ginger?" Are you sure it is health and high
spirits, or is it ginger—commercial ginger ?

Are you sure you could tell the age of a horse by its

teeth ? Or w^ould your experience be like that other man's,
who paid $3500 for a 17-year-old horse, thinking he was buy-
ing a 7-year-old ? The horse had been Bishoped.

Horse buying and trading offer hundreds of opportunities and temptft'l

tions to use trickery and sharp practice. There is only one way to meet it

"Horse Secrete" Will Protect You
—make you horse-wise and crook-proof, and save you from being cheated by

dopes or tricks when buying, selling or trading. It exposes and makes you

acquainted with the tricks, many secret drug preparations, and handling

methods of gyps and a certain class of unscrupulous dealers. Many of the

secrets of this book are now made public for the first time. No such collec-

tion of Horse Trading, Horse Buying, Horse Training, and Horse Feeding
information has ever before been published. It is impossible even in this

large space to give a complete list of the secrets in this sensational and

instructive book. Some of the topics of greatest importance are

:

Secrets About Horse Feeding

and Raising

Secret of hand-raising a foal.

Secret of successful silage feeding to

horses.

Secret method of fattening draughters.

Secret of molasses feeding for horses.

Secrets About Horse Trading and Selling
The lemon trick explained, the horsehair

trick, the fresh butter trick, flaxseed trick, etc.

Secret of shutting a "heaver." Secret of making a horse appear unsound.

Secret of plugging a "roarer.

"

Secret of stopping a "switcher.

"

Secret of making a horse appear vicious. Secret of hiding a spavin.

Turpentine, gasoline and ginger tricks exposed, and many others.

Secrets About Horse Training

and Handling

Secret of stopping halter pulling.

Secret of keeping a mule from kicking.

Secret of handling and curing balkji:

horses.

,
Secret of curing stall kicking.

"Horse Secrets" has been prepared by Dr. A. S. Alexander, the famous veterinarian, who has had upwards of 25 years' experience in Horse-

Breeding and Veterinary Science. He is the author of the first stallion service regulation and inspection regulation adopted and enforced in America.

He is Professor of Veterinary Science at the University of Wisconsin. There is no more competent authority on horses anywhere.

How to Secure "Horse Secrete"
It may be obtained only inHorse Secrets is not sold separately

connection with the following offer

:

Horse Secrets and subscription to
FARM JOURNAL

for five years, both for

(COUPON)

FARM
JOURNAL,
1004 Race Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

$1.00

Gentlemen :—Enclosed
find $1.00 for a copy of

Horse Secrets and subscription

to Farm Journal for five years.

Name

FARM JO URNAL—"tmUke any other Farm Paper."

You Will Like FARM JOURNAL.
FARM JOURNAL is the paper taken by nearly

every busy farmer, and the man that wants to know
for sure about agriculture. They value it so highly

that it is kept year after year and is continually

re-read and referred to. It is a departmental

paper with a convenient arrangement for

the reader to find what he wants, and it

is what he wants when he finds it.

The Farm, the Home, the

Cow and Dairy, Bees, Poultry,

Fruit and Garden occupy
their proportionate share in

every issue. Then there

are the less technical

and material pages devoted to matters of the home—fashions, housekeeping,!

recipes, and bright, fresh reading for the younger members of the family.

FARM JOURNAL is a paper that you don't have to "blue pencil"

before handing it over to the children. It is never carried out of the house

with the tongs. The advertising columns receive the most careful scrutiny

of our editorial department and the bars are up all the time against,

medical, deceptive, suggestive or nasty advertising of any kind whatever.

We believe in the goodness of the good things of this earth, and

through FARM JOURNAL we tell our readers about them.

FARM JOURNAL is thirty years old, and has grown to be a

million dollar paper. Its score of editors are men and women who write

with their sleeves rolled up." They know what they are talking about,

and can quit when they are through. Here are some of them:

Wilmer Atkinson, Jacob Biggie, author of the famous Biggie books

of which nearly 200,000 copies have already been sold, Walter E. Andrews,

William W. Polk, Emma J. Gussman, E. L. Vincent, HoUister Sage,

Michael K. Boyer, Abby Speakman, A. H. Throckmorton, D. G. Curtiss,

Dr. St. John, E. R. Jinnette, D. E. Lyon and others who speak with

authority on all that caters to the real interests of progressive farm life.

If you send your dollar within 10 days, we will include free "Poor

Richard Revived," our 1910 Farm Almanac. This is a worthy successor

to our 1909 Lincoln Almanac, of which many thousands of copies are in

farm homes all over the country.

As I send this within 10 days, send me
"Poor Richard Revived," as promised. FARM JOURNAL, 1004 Race Street, Pliiladelphia.
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What thrill of joy the shatcrs feci.

Ha o'er the ice the gleaming steel

dhitns swift and sure ; and strong and bold,

r^be young bearts brave tbe winter's cold*



Lumber and Building Material
AT A SAVING OF FROM 30 TO 50 fiER CENT.

THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO'S. Wonderful Offer on Brand New
Lumber and Building Material—Plumbing—Heating Apparatus—Paint, etc.

We Furnish all the Material to BuUd these Houses and Barns

$420.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 122.

This neat and comfortable cot-

tage has six rooms within space
of 24 ft by 24 ft., and is very
little higher than a one-story
house. On the second floor are
two fair sized rooms with ample
space for closets or store rooms.
The first floor has large living
room, two bed rooms and a
large kitchen. A cozy thome.

$725.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 130.

This house, the most popular de-
sign ever built. Size 25 ft. 10 in.

by 29 ft. 6 in. Pleases a large
number and can be economic-
ally constructed. Has eight
rooms, with bath, pantry, vesti-
bule entrance and large hall
connecting with kitchen.

$650.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 6.

House design No. 6 is known
practically througliout the U. S.

The most popular design ever
placed on the market. Contains
reception hall, parlor, dining
room, kitchen, pantry on first

floor ; 3 bed rooms and bath on
the second floor.

$798.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 139.

The design shown herewith is a
modern house of liberal dimen-
sions and extremely handsome
effect. Size 29 feet wjde by 33
feet 6 inches deep, exclusive of
porch, and has every convenience
of a strictly up-to-date home.

$550.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 117.

Here is a bungalow intended
for a wide city or suburban lot.

Size 39 feet 6 in. tiy 27 feet deep.
Living room, dining room, kit-

dien, pantry, 3 bed rooms and
bathroom oh one floor. Rooms
epsy of access. For a summer
sul)urban home this class of

house offers many advantages.

High Grade Bathroom Outfits.

strictly new and as
good ns anyone eel Is.

We have everything
needed in Plumbing

,<i\ Material. Our prices
hVA mean a saving to you of

Illy 30 to 60 per cent.. We
can easily prove it if

you will give us a
chance. Here is an il-

lustration of a Bath-
room Outfit we are sel-

Price of this duMit IS $37.50 ling .
at S.S7..';0- Your

Plumber would ask you about $60.00 for this same outfit. It s

onlv one of ten other complete outfits that we are offering

from SS.OO to SlttltlO. Our catalog describes them in detail.

You need the book if you want to keep posted on up-to-date

business methods. Get our prices on Pipe and littings.

PRICES FOR COMPLETE
PLUMBING OUTFITS.

We furnish complete plumbing
for any of the above houses
including Bath Tub, Closet, Lav~
atory and Kitchen Sink, and all

material necessary for 'Toughing
in" work, so as to complete the
whole job to the ground line.

All material "A" grade, brand
new and guaranteed for $92.50

PAINT FOR THESE HOUSES.
Double coat inside and outside,

except floor and roof paint.

No. 122. $17.93 No. 6. $26.54
No. 130. 26.84 No. 139 27.54

No. 117. . . $19.70

PRICES FOR COMPLETE
HEATING PLANTS.

We will furnish a complete
Heating Plant guaranteed first

class and brand new, for these
houses as follows:

Prices for Hot Water
Heating Plants.

No 122. $125.00
130. 222.63
6.

139.
117.

No.
No
No.
No.

216.00
245.77
176.21

Prices for Steam
Plants.

No. 122. $128.84
No. 130. 196.84
No. 6.
No. 139.
No. 117.

180.84
202.34
147.85

Prices for Hot Air Plants.
No. 122 $ 78.65
No. 6 99.36
No. 130 l27.lo
No. 117 83.05

Hot Water Heating Plants.

We furnish new complete hot water
heating outfits at half the usual prices
Our proposition includes all necessary
I)lans, specifications, blue prints and de-
tailed in,st ructions, so that any ordinary
mechanic handy with the use of tools can
easily install it. You can't go
wrong when you deal with ua. We

J
stand back of every sale. You E

send U9 today a sketch of yourB
building and we will make you al
proposition to furnish you a com-l
plete steam or hot water heating!
outfit. We also have hot air tur-J
naces. Our booklet on heating
Iplants tells every feature of the heating
rQuestion. We can quote radiators and
"heaters separately. Whether you buy

from us or not it is|a valuable book for you to own.

OUR "STAR BARN
DESIGN" SHOWS
A modem cattle and
horse barn which we be-
lieve will meet the re-
quirements of many far-

mers who make a business
of raising stock on a
moderate scale. This
building is of the balloon
type of construction as
shown more fully by our
Blue Print Plans. Tlie
hay mow extends to the
ground floor and also
above the grain rooms
on each end of the barn.
Cattle stalls are arranged
on one side of the hay
mow, while the horse
stalls are arranged on the
other side.

S550.00 Buys the Material
to Build this Barn.

OTHER FEATURES
OF OUR "STAR
BARN DESIGN."
We particularly call your
attention to the numer-
ous windows shown in
the ground floor plans.
There is no part of this
structure that is not amp-
ly liglited, and the win-
dows together with the
ventilation in the roof
furnishes an ample supply
of fresh air to every part
of the building. The
size of this barn as
stated is 53 feet wide by
80 feet long. 8 feet to the
eaves, 24 feet to the comb
Price, without stable ma-
terial, $550.00.

SEND US YOUR LUMBER BILL FOR OUR ESTIMATE
We carry in stock over 20,000,000 feet of brand new lumber and can furnish mill work of all kinds. Also Structural Iron and Metal and Ready Roofing.

$2.00 Buys complete set of Blue Prints

That's the price for the plans for any of the buildings
in this advertisement. We send you a set of plans of
any of the houses described above including the neces-
sary specifications and a list of material, transportation
charges prepaid for the sum of $2.00. deposit. At this
price we will furnish the blue prints and plans including
list of material for the designs illustrated and described
above. This $2.00 that we require is only a deposit or
guarantee of good faith. Our proposition is as follows:
IS after you receive these blue prints specifications and
list of material and decide to place an order with us for
the complete bill of material, we will credit you with the
$2.00 received, so that no charge whatever is made for the
blue prints. If you decide to return the plans, specifica-
tions and list of material inside of twenty days, we will re-
fund $1.50, thereby making the total cost only 50 cents.

FILL OUT THIS COUPON.
Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago.

I saw your ad. in The Christian Herald (?-10 373)

Send me free of all cost your "Free Book of Plans" and
your large General Catalog. 1 am interested especially in

Name

Town County

.

R. F. D P.O.Box. State

If you don't wish to send coupon drop us a postal card,

tell us %vhere you saw this ad. and what items interest you.

Water Supply Outfits.

Modem Air Pressure Water Supply systems at prices rang-
ing from $48.00 to $200.00. They are strictly new, first

class and complete in every detail. It makes no difference
whether you live in the country, you can enjoy every
city comfort at little expense. Why not investigate this?
We are ready to furnish you with all the facts free of
charge. All material fully guaranteed. We also have
a complete stock of Pipe, Valves and fittings at 40 to
60 per cent saving. Gasoline engines at low prices.

^O^ no BUYS A 2 H. P. GASOLINE ENGINE. We
'P^rJ \___ are offering the finest 2 H. P. engine^ • ever produced at a price lower than you
can possiljly secure it for el.sewhere. It is strictly first

class and brand new and covered by a binding guarantee.

Our Free **Book of Plans".

This undoubtedly, is the handsomest Book of Designs
ever produced. It is a practical worl< of art produced by
the best architects. We give it awaj^ without obligation
of any kind to any one who intends to build now, or has
any future prospects of building a home or a Ijarn. It
contains reproductions of photos and is true to life in
every way. It explain in detail Our Wonderful Building
Offer whereby we propose to sell at a given price tliu

complete bill of material needed to construct houses, cot-
tages, bungalows, barns etc. We want every reader of
this paper who values such a book to write us for a copy.
We are leaders in our methods, and our complete building
propo.sition is the most enterprising building offer ever
presented to the pulilic. You fill in the coupon shown
elsewhere in this advertisement and we will .'-end this
*Book of Plans" without any obligations on your part.

Our Mammoth Free Catalog.

The Greatest Price Maker ever Produced. A book of
500 pages profusely illustrated. A demonstration of what
the_Chicago House Wrecking Co. stands for as a bargain

center. It's such a book as every buyer
of merchandise must have in his or
her possession. It will save you money
every day you buy goods. It's a pace
maker in the bargain world. It shows
what vast lines of merchandise are
secured by us at Sheriffs', Receivers'
and Manufacturers' Sales. It costs $1.00
to produce each one of these catalog.s.
We send it to you absolutely without
charge of any kind, and without any
obligation. It contains a description of

our vast stock of Furniture, Household Goods, Office Fix-
tures, etc. Fill in the coupon shown elsewhere in this
advertisement and tell us what lines of merchandise in-
terest you most and we will furnish you with additional
information concerning the material you need.

WE WOULD PAY

$5,000 FOR A NAME.
The Chicat:o House Wrecking Co. was ortranized in 1693 for

thp I'urpose of disniantliiiK the World's Fair of Chicago, since
which time we have purchased all the leading Expositions.

At the present time our business consists in the imrchase from
Sheriffs', Receivers' and Manufacturers' Salesof immense stocks
of tr^neral merchandise and supplies.

We have spent millions ectiuainting the public with our
wonderful institution and with our vast quantities of new mer-
chandise. Our greatest diflBculty has been to impress the fact
that our goods are not second-hand; nor anything but first-class,
high-grade roods, just the same as you would purchase in any
mercantile house. Our name mislFads the public into the belief
that the goods wo offer for sale are not brand new.

If we could discover a name broad enough and general enough
to correct these false impressions, we would willingly pay tho
sum of $5,000. Address

Business Manager's Office, Dept. No. B 18

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.. CHICAGO

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY, 35th and IRON STREETS, CHICAGO.
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They Worked with Skill The Little Frame Churcii Upon which the Women Labored Lovingly Mrs. Mumford as Carpenter
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THE CHURCH THE WOMEN BUILT
P the college professors, the profound thinkers

and other learned men, who hold that the church
is, decadent, could but gather for an instant

a>ut a little frame church in Philadelphia perhaps
t;re might creep into their minds the shadow of a

cibt as to the finality of their belief. It is rather

a rude little church. It stands on a narrow lot, at

t; corner of Fifty-second and Jefferson Streets,

iclassified as to architecture, resplendent as to

f !sh paint, sending out through its windows joyous
sinds of real old camp-meeting hymns. The
rsser-by would probably not deem it a church to

b proud of. It is a low, one-story building, with
finy ordinary paned windows and a plain door.
""- ere is little that is distinctive about the church.
It the people who are its congregation look upon
i not only with reverence, but with pride, for it is

ti first church they ever pos-
.•^ssed, and it is almost entirely

13 work of their own hands.
Men, women and children
Ive labored at that low frame
1 ilding. The first spadeful of

(rth removed from the cellar

Hs taken up by a child of four
^ars! Little girls of eight
i d nine have carried lumber,
nmen have hammered and
;wed and swept and painted,
; d, when they could do noth-
i? else, sung good old camp-
neting hymns to cheer the
i;n on. With all their hearts
i d souls and bodies they want-
t a church in which to worship
')d, and they were too poor to

J t it in any other way.
A little over a year ago the
l-ritory between Fairmount
-irk and the Pennsylvania
-lilroad was churchess. A
ngle chapel in the neighbor-
1 od closed its doors for lack of
; tendance, and was finally removed. Yet the ter-

1 ory between Fairmount Park and the Pennsyl-
'nia Railroad is a populous one. There are streets
'th many small houses, and the churches south of
<2 railroad are a good way off".

In June, 1908, the Baptist City Mission sent Mr.
id Mrs. Mumford to try to organize a church.
Jr. Mumford is an architect in the employ of the
I>ard of Education in Philadelphia. He is also an
fdained minister, a graduate of Temple University,
-rs. Mary T. Mumford, his wife, is also an ordained
I nister. There was a vacant lot at Fifty-first
Ireet and Parkside Avenue, and on this lot

h. and Mrs. Mumford held their first service, the
(ngregation consisting of four young girls, three
< four children, and a man leaning over a garden
.nee. At the close of the service the man who had
lined over came to the preachers and became the

By HELEN CHRISTIAN BENNETT

first convert. Meetings on the lot wei*e held nightly

after that. During the summer a tent was erected,

and evening after evening saw its capacity tested by
the hundreds waiting to hear the Gospel. When
fall came, and the cold weather threatened to stop

the meetings, women brought oil stoves from their

homes, and begged the ministers to keep on. Those
who joined the congregation pledged one-tenth of

their income to its support, and with this money and
some outside contributions they were enabled to rent
a property at 5012 Parkside Avenue just as winter
set in. All winter the services continued, and all

next summer the congregation prayed for a chapel.

There Is a Fine Growing Sunday School of Bright Children

Although the members brought regularly their
tenth, their incomes were so small that a chapel was
an impossibility. It would cost $6,700. Neverthe-
less, they prayed and believed.

One day in the fall a man in the audience sought
Mrs. Mumford at the close of the service. He had
seen a small chapel for sale. Although she had no
m.oney, the plucky woman pastor went directly to
the owners.
"Why do-you want the chapel?" she was asked.
"We have been praying for it all summer," she

answered, and told them of the poverty of her con-
gregation and their desire for a church. They gave
her the chapel. The next step was to get it moved,
and to get a place to put it. Among the recent
members of the congregation is Dr. Joseph Kennon
Ellis, a physician of some means. He bought a
house and a large lot at Fifty-second and Jefferson

Streets, the house for a parsonage, the lot as a
chapel site. But, unfortunately, the construction

of the chapel made it necessary to take it to pieces

to move it, so that when it was placed upon the site

it represented mere heaps of lumber, window frames
and nails. Mrs. Mumford explained the situation

to her people.

"No money," she said cheerfully, "but a chapel,

and a lot, and hands." The faces of her audience
lightened. In a twinkling the men of the congrega-
tion—hard-working laborers on the railroad, for the
most part—had promised their evenings, their Sat-
urday half-holidays and their holidays toward the
labor of erection; the women had promised every
spare hour, and the schoolboys and girls added ther
promises. Night after night saw the men, women
and children gather. Women and children carried

lumber and with the men
worked side by side, with ham-
mer and saw. The work ran
into weeks and months, but the
workers never grew weary.
When the women and children
were not needed, they sat and
sang cheerily all the hymns
they could remember, while the
hammers pounded. Schoolboys
came from classrooms with
overalls under their arms, and
fell to gilding radiators and
pipes. Industrious girls swept
up shavings and rubbish and
carried them away. Sometimes
all worked till after midnight.
During all these weeks, meet-

ings were held almost nightly.
The noise of the workers was
but a part of the devotion. Dr.
Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Mum-
ford took charge of the meet-
ings in turn. Every service
was marked by joyful praise
and earnest thanksgiving. The

Gospel preached at the chapel is the plain orthodox
Gospel. It accepts the Bible from cover to cover;
it renounces theatres, cards and dancing; it does not
countenance church suppers, bazars, fairs and enter-
tainments inside the church. Although Mr. Mum-
ford and Dr. Ellis share the labor of preaching with
Mrs. Mumford, the last named is the real pastor of
the people, as both men earn their livings by their
professions. Not one of the three receives a single
penny from the church. Mrs. Mumford is a cheery,
buxom woman of thirty, with one little daughter,
four years old. "The best thing in life," she says,
"is saving souls."

She is called "mother" by all the girls in her con-
gregation; she is the recipient of all their con-
fidences. She personally leads the choir of fresh
young voices. "The trouble to-day," she declares,

Continued on page 115
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God's
Golden Overplus

TEXT—John 6: 12 (R.V.)

" He saith unto bis disciples. Gather up the broken -

pieces which remain over, that nothing be lost."

VICTOR HUGO has somewhere spoken of those

who are at home in the infinite. Confining

the idea to the possibilities of genius, he

makes much of "lofty minds in full riot of omnipo-

tence." Shakespeare is the Frenchman's supreme

illustration of this thought. He says Shakespeare

—the condor alone gives some idea of such gigantic

flight—departs, arrives, starts again, mounts, de-

scends, hovers, sinks, dives, drops, submerges him-

self in the depths below, merges into the depths

above. He is one of those geniuses that God pur-

posely leaves unbridled, so that they may go head-

long and in full flight into the infinite. Beyond

question, Hugo had rare capacity for saying start-

ling, brilliant things. If Shakespeare's rhythm is

so vast that it staggers, Hugo's rhetoric is ofttimes

so dazzling that for the moment it blinds us.

The Divine Breaking Through the Human

Strictly speaking, however, there has been but

one Man who was at home in the infinite. The in-

finite cannot be explored by genius, but its uttermost

reaches are caught and blended in the person of

Jesus Christ. He himself is the final and command-
ing miracle. It is begging the case to ask miracles

to explain him. They were but flashing swords
drawn from scabbards of unseen power. He in-

tended them to be only intimations of the truth lying

back of them, even as the highest music is but a
suggestion of an invisible world of harmony far

beyond all human ken. Now and then we see asser-

tions of his authority over material things. Into

the raging winds he breathes the breath of his

power, and the winds cease. Into the roaring bil-

lows of the sea he drops the note of peace, and there

is calm. Disease vanishes before his touch, and the

dead are kissed into life. But I insist that these

attestations of his power do not explain him.

Rather does he explain them, for he is the only suffi-

cient cause and explanation of them.
Therefore the text is a record of God's golden

overplus—a history of the divine and infinite break-

ing through the human and finite, a veritable

flashing forth of the eternal upon the temporal,

revealing that back of the common and material are

the hidings of spiritual forces, ready to be touched
into activity by the finger of God. Rightly do we
call the multiplication of the five loaves and two
fishes a miracle; but behind the miracle is the world-
old parable of man's perplexity, the unfading pic-

ture of unavailing human endeavor. There is the

weary Christ toiling up the mountain side in search
of rest. He needed to be alone wdth the Father in

prayer, and, as so often in his life, sought his

sanctuary in the mountain. But when the multi-

tudes heard that he had gone into the mountain,
"they followed him on foot from the cities." What
a picture it is of the multitudes pursuing the Christ!
Confessing that their aims were not always the
highest, let us remember that the Christ looked be-

yond their meanness, thinking only of their need.
"And he came forth, and saw a great multitude, and
he had compassion on them, and healed their sick."

That was the Christ's masterful way of doing mas-
terful things!

The Perplexed Disciples

Consider, in the first place, the perplexed dis-

ciples. I do not wonder at their perplexity. Con-
sidering the circumstances in which this miracle has
its setting, I should rather be surprised if they were
not deeply perplexed. The disciples were of a very
human set of men. Being such, they exhibited the
weaknesses of humanity. Consequently, it is hardly
in point to say, as one eminent critic does say, that
Philip had an opportunity to overcome his weakness
in strength by boldly saying, "We have neither meat
nor money, but we have Thee," and that Philip let

his opportunity slip by fixing his eyes upon the two
hundred pennyworth of bread, instead of remember-
ing the resources of Jesus. Granting that Philip
lost his opportunity, is not that just what men have
been doing from the beginning? Philip and his
brother disciples may have lost their opportunity,
but I hold that there are some legitimate reasons for
their doing so. And these reasons, it seems to me,

* Pastor, Grace M. E. Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

not only throw into the scene a humanness as tender
and deep as the universal heart of humanity, but

they open the way for the entrance of the divine

element, without which there is neither thrilling

power nor high spiritual significance.

Now, what was it the disciples said to Jesus as

they looked upon the thousands of men, women and
children in need of food? They said precisely what
man has been saying through all the centuries.

"And when even was come, the disciples came to

him, saying. The place is desert, and the time is

already past; send the multitudes away, that they
may go into the villages, and buy themselves food."

The desert place, the time already past, the famish-
ing multitudes—here, in brief, are the shadowed
lengths and breadths of humanity's checkered his-

tory—the tragic loneliness, the deepening wail of

hopeless despair, the unsatisfied necessities of man's
soul.

Over against the naturally perplexed disciples

stands the unperplexed Christ in glorious perspect-

ive. To that plea to send the multitudes away into

the villages to buy food comes the full-toned, majes-
tic answer of the Son of God, "They have no need to

go away." "But, Master, you forget that we are in

a desert place!" "On the other hand, I remember
that I am Lord of the desert. They have no need to

go away—I am here." Here, then, is the God of

necessity abroad in his world. Let necessity confess
her Master. That day the Christ added a new les-

son to the soul's literature. Under his touch the

sullen desert puts on a smile. Under his tread
life's waste places tremble with song. He turns the
clod of despair into the bread of life. He smites the
rock, and it answers back in refreshing streams.
"O man," he says, "you have no need to go away
from your desert place in life. I am in the desert
with you. I am the shadow of a great rock in life's

weary land."

The Lord of the Desert

Teaching the disciples that he is Lord of the des-

ert, he says, "Give ye them to eat." They answer,
"We have here but five loaves and two fishes." Is

it not the old story of man's great task and his

appalling weakness? Is it not the history of man's
supreme problems and his insuflScient wisdom to

solve them? Has there not come to every truly

great soul this command to feed the waiting thou-
sands? Here is that Midian shepherd keeping his

flock at the back of the wilderness. Told by the
angel in the flame that God would send him to de-

liver Israel out of Egypt, Moses answered, "Who
am I, that I should go unto Pharaoh, and that I

should bring forth the children of Israel out of
Egypt?" "Who are you?" God seems to answer.
"You are nobody. You get your significance from
the fact that I am with you." Here are Homer,
Dante and Shakespeare, commanded by God to feed
humanity's hungry heart with inspiring song.
"Who are we, that we should be entrusted with
such high work?" they answer. "You are minstrels
of the divine. You are prophets of the dawn. You
are harps of a thousand strings. The Great I Am
writes your song, indites your message, inspires
your music. Therefore, give ye them to eat." Here
is Chrysostom entering the practice of law at An-
tioch. The wickedness about him opened his eyes.
In grief and disgust he abandoned the forum for-
ever. Beyond the precincts^ of the licentious city,

the disappointed man joined himself to a colony of
monks. He lived in cells with them, studied with
them, fasted with them, prayed with them, slept
with them on beds of straw. After spending six
years in the desert, practising ascetic severities and
eating root dinners, God said unto Chrysostom,
"Leave your cave. Go back to the hungry multi-
tudes. Open your golden mouth. I will fill it with
wisdom divine. Give ye them to eat."

God's Strength and Our Weakness

But still insisting that "we have here but five
loaves and two fishes," what then? Why, there is

but one solitary alternative, and that is to get our
slender, scant resources to Jesus Christ. He said in
the desert, and he still says, "Bring them hither to
me." Oh, how far this call reaches to the uttermost
needs of our humanity! God's strength is indeed
made perfect in weakness, but the weakness must

first be laid alongside the strength before perfee
!

splendors the soul. Life's first, last and grea;

end is to be brought to its Master. Tissot be

with five loaves and two fishes of art. He aln

lost these by wasting many -years of his life pa

ing the vain women of Paris salons. But he Ci

to himself, gathered up the remnants of his tatt(

genius, brought them to Christ, left the gay (

went to Palestine, followed the earthly footstep;

his Master, and after years gave to the world

noble collection which now adorns the Brool'

Museum, Alfred Tennyson began with five lo£

and two fishes of song. His first poem was wrii

one Sunday morning, after his mother and brol

had locked him in the room and gone to chu
Alfred was too little to go to church, but he
big enough to play with his five loaves and
fishes of rhyme. He brought them to Jesus,
they were multiplied into powers which gave b
to a song vibrant with immortal melodies.

Peter Cooper came to New York when sevent

years of age. He held less than five loaves and
fishes in his youthful hand. Walking the str(

for days before getting a place, he at last succee

in apprenticing himself to a carriage-maker for

board and two dollars a month. While working
fifty cents a week 'he said to himself, "If I ever
rich, I vnll build a place where poor boys and g
of New York may have an education free."

brought his unpromising store to Jesus. His l

hood dream was multiplied into that golden rea

named the Cooper Institute in New York C

Paying His Debt to God

Only recently a princely layman in New York c&'\

his bookkeeper into his private office. The gi

merchant said to his trusted employee, "Accord
to your own statement, I still owe God 345,000
this year's business. Make out the check, brinf

to me, and I will sign it." I tell you that re

known around the world, is not in business for h

self alone. He must be about his Father's busin
because in early life he got himself to Jesus. I

told that this same man finds time to spend thi

minutes each morning with God in prayer. W
a lesson to the thousands in this great city who
wedded to their golden idols, and who are also r

erably lean in heart and soul ! My brothers, tl^

is but one problem in life, and that is to get c

selves, our loved ones, our unfortunate brothers,
unconsecrated things to our blessed Lord ;

Master! Consider, also, what happened when
perplexed disciples brought their loaves and fis

to Christ. Ready obedience to the divine voic(

always a forerunner of the divine overplus, wb
is the same yesterday, to-day and forever. Th
is, first of all, orderliness. "He commanded
multitudes to sit dowoi on the grass." They h

been running here and yonder, weary, panting, h

gry, as sheep without a shepherd. The dee

voices of the soul are drowned in the noise i

bustle of the world. Men need to be taught ;

retaught the high philosophy of pausing, of sitt

down on God's green grass and hearing again
commanding voice of the ageless Messiah. A
what is the next step? "He took the five loaves, i

the two fishes." Ah, this is the upper-world hist

of the little becoming great, of the human becom
divine, of the finite becoming infinite! He t

them into his own omnipotent hands—that is

story of every lofty movement, of every worthy
stitution, of every royal soul that has thrown
resistless impulse into the current of these hun
years.

Moreover, it is the only way of the little becom
truly great. Martin Luther alone is puny inde

but Martin Luther in the hands of Christ hurls

thunders of another Sinai. John Bunyan alont

only a tinker; but John Bunyan, taken by Chr
takes the world by his sublime allegory. John W
ley alone is a polished churchman; but John Wesl
conscious of the indwelling Christ, changes the c

rent of the eighteenth century. Dwight L. Mot

alone is a shoe clerk; but Dwight L. Moody,
Christlike layman, girdles the world with his fi£

ing evangel. When men and institutions are pas

through the divine hands of Jesus Christ, t)

drop the old trade-marks and take unto themsel

Continued on next page
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trod's Golden Overplus
A Sermon by

lev. FREDERICK F. SHANNON, D.D.

Continued from precediiig page

ernal values. If all light is at some
jint condensed into a flame, it may be

taly said that every epoch is con-

cnsed in a man. And the higher
eoch-making men are always Christ-

, ude men—men who have yielded"

\ tfemselves into his hands and been
otributed as soul-food for the march-
i? generations!

Then, too,we behold the divine meth-
c of distribution. "He gave the
hves to the disciples, and the dis-

cUes to the multitudes." It has been
jid that whenever a masterpiece ap-
|ars, a distribution of God is taking
}ice. Now, that is just what oc-

C)rred when Jesus fed the multitudes
i miraculous fashion. He command-

-^ the disciples to distribute God to

tDse hungry thousands. Are not we,
E disciples, commanded to do likewise
tday? O men, we are called to be
c.tributers of God! A smaller con-
c'otion of our Christianity will not
sffice, and hardly a larger, grander
iijal could urge us forward in our
V)rk. Science teaches that physical
lie cannot be sustained except by
ling as food that which has been
Jive. The nutritive properties of

trth and air must be assimilated for

V by living plants and animals before
- ^ can use them. For instance, the

}'int sucks sustenance out of the
('rth. We can live upon the plant,

It not upon the earth. The ox fat-
- tns on grass. We can eat the ox, but
it the grass. Nor is it otherwise
<th spiritual nourishment. The souls

c men cannot thrive on abstract truth.

(>d knew we would shrivel up on
£-stractions, becoming at best only
tin-blooded and spectral worshipers,
"jierefore, the Word becomes flesh, and
i is when we reproduce the living

\>Td in our own lives that the fam-
iping multitudes are fed. Let us go
Jk"th into the world, my brothers, with
Hts thought making melody in our
larts—we are the divinely chosen dis-

t buters of God

!

The overflowing abundance of that
(jsert meal must not be overlooked.
'ind they did all eat, and were filled."

thile every man, woman and child re-

c'ved their full share, they did not
chaust the divine supply. Exhaust
te divine supply? Why, the mere
*.tement suggests these questions

:

J)es the vast vital fluid that we call

tignetic or electric flash through the
«)ud-masses with less splendor be-
(use it consents to perform the office

d pilot to a bark, and to keep constant
1 the north the little needle intrusted
l^it, the gigantic guide? Is Aurora
fts splendid, clad less in purple and
(herald, suffers she any diminution
< majesty and of radiant grace, be-
(use, foreseeing an insect's thirst, she
trefully secretes in the flower the dew-
cop needed by the bee? Much less
)• the bounty of the soul's Father in
cnger of being exhausted by supply-
ig the needs of men. To the last
lur of the world it may be said, "And
tey did all eat, and were filled."

(Finally, there is the divine economy.
*Ie saith unto his disciples. Gather

tthe broken pieces which remain
r, that nothing be lost." Do we

' it always find a remainder in God's
( lack? He not only fills the cup of
He with abundance, but there is still

')d's golden overplus—the love of
•hrist, which passeth knowledge, fili-

ng the soul unto all the fulness of
-

J!>d! Man is still put in a cleft of
je rock and covered by the divine
Ind. When God passes by in his un-
sleakable glory, what can the soul do
%t cry, "He is able to do exceeding
.-undantly above all that we ask or
1'ink"?

^But you say, "I know so much more
yi life's broken pieces than I do of the
««rflowing cup." Be quiet, be pa-
lint, be tru-stful, dear heart! The
-aster's eye beholds not only the frag-

Continued on last column

The Cbildrcn^s pulpit

ASH WEDNESDAY AND CLEAN LENT
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D *

FEBRUARY 9 is Ash Wednesday, and the first day of Lent.

March 27 is Easter Sunday, and the last day in Lent. From
early times the church has set apart this season in memory of

Christ's forty-day fast. The name of Lent comes from an old word
meaning Spring. This observance in memory of Christ's forty days'

fast in the vrildemess came in the spring, so they called it Lent.

Some call it "Clean Lent." What a strange name? What do they

mean? On Ash Wednesday, in some of the churches, ashes and holy

water are sprinkled on the people in the sign of the cross. Ashes
mean humility—we must be humble. Water has reference to our

need of washing clean from all sin. The sign of the cross refers

to what Christ has done for us. Because Lent begins on Ash Wed-
nesday with this ceremony of cleaning it is called Clean Lent.

• • •

A QUAKER, named Isaac Hopper, was a great lover of little chil-

dren. When he met a boy with a dirty face or hands he would
ask him, "Didst thou ever study chemistry?" The boy, with a
wondering stare, would answer, "No." "Then I will teach thee how
to perform a curious chemical experiment. Go home, take a piece

of soap, put it in water, and rub it briskly on thy hands and face.

Then thou wilt see what a beautiful froth it will make. From it

thou canst make soap bubbles. This is a chemical experiment; I

advise thee to try it."

IT is not the body, but the mind and soul, that are to be cleansed

and made ready for the Easter joy. In our church we do not

have the chemical experiment with ashes and holy water, but we do

want you to be humble and to keep your mind and soul clean.

Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow.

On Ash Wednesday just think, think, think of what the day means.
You wash and get ready for dinner. Lent is the getting ready for

the feast of Easter. Let your prayer eveiy morning be, "Wash me,

and I shall be whiter than snow." At the close of Christ's forty

days' fast we read that the angels came and ministered unto him.

Make this "Clean Lent," and at Easter I am sure the angels will

bring blessings to you. Remember not only the water of cleansing,

but also the ashes of humility. Humility means bowing your proud
head. Can I help you to remember this? Listen! An eccentric

minister, preaching on "The Ark," said: "Noah sent his boys out

to measure the animals, in order to know how large to make the door

of the Ark. The boys brought back the measurement of the elephant

as the largest animal. When the door had been completed, they

came in, much excited, and said, 'Father, father, the door is too

low! We found a giraffe, with head so high it can never get in.'

The old gentleman replied, 'I have made the door large enough to

admit the elephant, and that high-headed giraffe must get its head
down to enter.' And I say, brethren," continued the preacher, "the

door into the Ark is wide enough to admit an elephant of a sinner

like me, and if you high-headed sinners want to get in you must get

your heads down." You must be humble and use God's method of

cleansing. I hear a junior say, "I am not a great sinner, I am sure

my sins are not like scarlet; why should I be humble and ask God to

wash my mind and soul?"

DR. HULBERT'S story about one drop of red paint will help you
to understand. A boy walked into a house-painter's shop one

day, and stood looking at the different colors. The painter had gone
out for something, and the boy began to meddle. On the floor stood

a large keg of white paint, and close beside it was a smaller one,

filled with Indian red, all ready for the brush. The boy took hold

of a paddle in the smaller keg and held it up, watching the thin red

stream which flowed from the end. Something startled him, and he
turned quickly and let a single drop fall into the white paint. The
boy was frightened, and tried to hide the one drop of red paint by
mixing it well with the white paint. At last he thought that the red
drop was completely hidden. But the first thing that the painter
said when he came in was, "That keg of white paint isn't very white.

I wonder what's the matter with it?"

SOME of you have tried the same thing with the spots in your
characters that the boy did with the spot in the paint. You try

to hide your sin by mixing it in with your good life. But one little,

mean sin will spoil your good character just as the one drop spoiled
the keg of white paint.

*Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
siarlet, they shall be as white as snow.'' Isa. 1 : 18.

Text: Tliough your sins be as
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God's Golden Overplus
Continued from first column

ments which remain after the feast,

but our God sees the broken pieces

which never knew any feast. Out of

these broken pieces thou shalt be made
an eternal excellency! "Thou shalt
also be a crown of beauty in the hand
of the Lord, and a royal diadem in the
hand of thy God." This moment God
is sweeping his universe in quest of
the broken pieces, for they must be
gathered up, that nothing be lost!

Hereafter thou shalt know and under-
stand.

But not to-day. Then be content, poor heart

!

God's plans, like lilies pure and white, unfold ;

We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart

—

Time will reveal the chalices of gold.
And if, through patient toil, we reach the land
Where tired feet, with sandals loosed, may

rest.

When we shall clearly see and understand,
I think that we shall say, "God knew the

best
!"

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

«^>

The Mikado's Garden Party

REV. CHARLES W. IGLEHART,
a Methodist missionary assigned

to educational work in Tokyo, Japan,
in a letter to relatives in this country
gives a description of the palace gar-
den party of the Emperor of Japan,
a portion of which we give to our
readers:

"I think the greatest example of a
man who has freed himself from the
old days on non-essentials, but who has
kept all the best from the past, that I

have ever known of is the Emperor of
this country. At the imperial garden
party, which I attended, I had a fine

chance to see the Emperor on one of
the most democratic occasions of the
whole year. He walked into the
grounds. I was on the front row of
the people, who simply moved back,
and made a lane for him to pass
through, and he was as simple and
friendly in his looks and bows as an
ordinary man. Only a few years ago
he would not have thought of looking
at anybody as he walked by. There
was an open pavilion set up, and he
took his stand under this, to have the
presentation of the various personages
who were present.

"I had a superb chance to stand
there and watch him. His figure, es-

peciaily from the waist down, is not
prepossessing. He was dressed in the
uniform of an army officer, and would
have carried native Japanese dress
much better; but his face was worth a
long journey to see. Instead of the
extreme formality of the court, which
there has always been in Japan, he
stood with extended hand and freely
greeted every person who was pre-
sented, even the ladies (it is a very
new thing for any one but men, and
these only of a certain rank, to come
into his presence). He talked to each
person, and shook hands again as they
retired. The Empress also received, a
little distance away from him. On
his way out, I was on the front row
again, and, on making as pretty an
obeisance as I knew how, actually got
a bow in i-eturn.

"The Emperor has gradually intro-

duced many new ideas without any
jar, and the people are so used to the
exercise of their new privileges that
when he ceases to reign there will be
no serious danger. He is directly re-

sponsible for the Constitution. I feel

sure that his purpose was to divert
some of the loyalty of the people from
his person to the country and its laws.
He is still vigorous, and every one
prays that he may live a long while
still to see many reforms farther
along. Prince Ito's death makes a
great vacancy, but the work of his

long life is already secure. The Ko-
rean Crown Prince is here in Tokyo,
being educated; we saw him the other

day. I met Mr. and Mrs. O'Brien at

the embassy on Thanksgiving Day,
and had quite a nice little visit with
them. Charles Wheeler Iglehart."
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PRESIDENT TAFT ON THE LAW'S DELA,
AT the recent three

days' session of

the National Civic

Federation Congress,

in Washington, Presi-

dent Taft was the

principal speaker. He
delivered an address
at the opening session

on January 17, in

which he urged the
desirability of having
the States use actively

their powers in the in-

terest of uniform leg-

islation affecting con-

servation of national
resources, divorce,
marriage, and more
expeditious judicial
procedure. He inti-

mated also that the
cry against the over-

centralization of the

government would be
hushed if the States
worked in harmony
with each other in

their law-m a k i n g,
otherwise Congress
will be urged to enact
for the whole country
the laws which condi-
tions demand and State statutes fail to supply.

The President further said that there should be
uniformity in judicial procedure. If anything in

the system deserved attack, it was the delay secured
by the wealthy under judicial proceedings. He
advocated changes in the form of Federal Court
proceedings which could be taken as all example by
the States. Court procedure could be simplified

along the lines of English practice.

Concerning conservation he said: "The Federal
Government has no power to compel owners of for-

ests to attend to those forests with a view to the
welfare of the community, of the neighbors who live

there, or of those who are affected by the denuding
of the land of the trees. That must be done through
the State governments if it is done at all. The same
applies with respect to many of the streams.

President Taft Addressing the National Civic Federation Congress in Washington

There is more to be done by the States in the con-
servation of resources than by the Federal Gov-
ernment."

Addresses were also made by Hon. Seth Low,
Ex-Judge Alton Parker, Governor Wilson of Ken-
tucky, and several others. It was a most repre-
sentative assemblage, including Governors and
delegates from all parts of the United States, rep-
resenting various commercial, labor and social asso-
ciations, among them the American Federation of
Labor, the National Grange, the Farmers' National
Congress, the National Association of Life Insur-
ance Presidents and the National Association of
State Boards of Arbitration.
The third Conference of the Governors of the

States of the Union opened in Washington on Jan-
uary 18, with more than thirty Governors in attend-

ance. Governor ^i

son of Kentucky jL

sided. In welcom
\

the Governors a1

White House rw
tion, after the f

session, P r e s i d
Taft made a brief
dress of welcome,
the course of wl
he said:
"You are here

the purpose of coni

ering those subji

for laws in respec;

which the legislal
' of the States ough'
be uniform and tot
the course of mak
up for what some I
pie point out as a
feet of the Fed«
Constitution, in t

it does not give jn
diction to the FedtP
Government vnth
spect to certain p
poses which can c

b e accomplished
joint action of
States. I regard 1

movement as of
greatest importai

The Federal Constitution has stood the test

more than one hundred years in supplying
powers that have been needed to make the cehtf
government as strong as it ought to be, and \i

this movement toward uniform legislation
agreement between the States I do not see why
Constitution may not serve our purpose always.

"I hope and feel that this is the beginning of c

ferences which are certain to lead in the end to

adjustment of State legislation that shall make
country capable of doing much more team work
the public good than we ever thought possible."

At a later session of the conference Cover
Harmon of Ohio said it would not be possible
Governors in conference to undertake the draft
of uniform laws, but their united recommendati
would supply the necessary impetus for reforms,

f

<^7> STRICKEN MESSINA RISING FROM ITS RUINS

Marching to the Service to Commemorate the Disaster Portable Houses Sent by America After the Earthquake

IT
was but little over a year ago that one of the

worst earthquakes in the history of all Italy—

a

part of the world where the surface of things
seems unable to lie easily, and is striving continually
to readjust itself—shook down the walls, churches,
palaces and homes of Messina, and devastated about
thirty other towns in Sicily and on the mainland
of Calabria.
The readers of The Christian Herald, always

ready to lend a helping hand to those in distress, no
matter from how great a distance the cry for aid
comes, responded generously to the appeal made in
the columns of this paper to contribute to the Italian
Relief Fund, and especially to the Mothers' and
Babies' Fund, whose fame spread over two conti-
nents, and which was under the direct charge of her
gracious Majesty Queen Helena herself.
Now it appears, contrary to all prophecies made

in regard to the future of Messina, that the city may
in time be rebuilt. For several months after the
appalling disaster it seemed as if the once fair city
of the straits would be abandoned forever.

Within the last few months, hov/ever, a change
seems to have come over the spirit of the people.
Messina, in part, is being rebuilt. Not as it was
before—the ancient Messina has gone forever. The
new Messina is of wood, American wood. Many of
the houses were built by money from the American
relief funds.

In the interior of the city, and in the new suburbs
built by the refugees, the greatest revival of activity
is now noticed. There the people have really begun to
live as nearly as possible in the way they did before.
In the Via San Martino numerous shops have been
opened, displaying wares of all kinds, which are
attracting customers, many of them visitors from
the mainland, who have come over to Messina to
view the havoc wrought by the earthquake. Visitors
also furnish the support of the new wooden hotels,
which are fairly well constructed and have clean,
well furnished rooms.
The manager, all smiles and politeness, receives

the American tourist with many bows, and one can-
not but notice that "mine host" looks quite prosper-
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ous. He is dressed in a frock coat of the latest c

and does not seem at all depressed by the fact 1

1

he is keeping a hotel in a city of ruins. The ch£

bermaids are pretty and neatly dressed, and
doorkeepers are in smart liveries. The wait

move about the dining-room with surprising agil

acquired no doubt when the walls were falling ri;

and left and safety lay only in a man's speed to

"out from under" before they came down.
Small churches have been built of wood and c-

rugated iron. The high schools and gramn
schools have been reopened, and quite a number
students are registered at the university.
As the visitor watches the renewal of the cit

life there arises in his mind a grave question as

the wisdom of it all. The city has been shaken do

by one of the most fearful earthquakes in histo

and, though the people seem confident of th

safety, there is no reason why it should not oci

again. Plainly nature has shown that this is
;

a place intended for the habitation of man, aftC'

would seem that people are taking fearful risks.



FOR WORLD-WIDE EVANGELIZATION

THE LAYMEN'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT BANQUET IN THE HOTEL ASTOR, NEW YORK, JANUARY 14

/MASS meeting: of 5,200 men on January 16,

in the Hippodrome in New York City, indi

*- cates to some degree the enthusiasm aroused
ly he Laymen's Missionary Movement, which is

oi.uctinf^ a campaign of education on a national

ci!, with the endorsement of the Foreign Mission-
ir:|Boards of America.

is doubtful if any meeting was ever before held

n ew York of just such character and significance.

rh effect of five thousand men singing in one

ni ity chorus "All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name,"
ir Onward, Christian Soldiers," was to melt the
let and stir the soul, as well as to testify to the
diction of mighty responsibilities to be enthusi-
.s'ally assumed.

le campaign, as outlined, includes the presenta-
io of the question as to America's part in evan-
fe .ing the world at seventy-five conventions be-
w n the months of October, 1909, and May, 1910.
'h fourteen conventions held previous to this great
a ering in New York were attended by leading
ajien of the various cities. Wherever the move-
net has been presented it has received the enthu-
ia ic commendation and co-operation of represen-
a1 e men. A commission of six laymen, from
hi Jnited States and Canada, presented the move-
nt t in Great Britain, where it was taken up, and
Jajnal committees organized, both in England and
pc land. It has since spread to Germany and to

Australia. It seems as if the time is rapidly ap-
proaching when the Christian inen of all nations will

be federated for co-operative action in behalf of
mankind.
"We shall never be able to save America until wc

are willing to undertake an intelligent, well-planned
crusade for the redemption of the world," declared
J. Campbell White, general secretary of the Lay-
men's Missionary Movement, who was introduced
as the active potential force and the single best type
of the activities of the movement. "Expression
deepens impression. Three-fourths of the laymen
in our churches have had an idea that their duties

are to fill the pews throughout the year, and make
up the deficit in the accounts at the end of the year.
It is a great thing when a layman realizes that it is

his duty and opportunity to stand shoulder to shoul-

der with every other man in the church in a com-
prehensive movement to evangelize the world. One
of the important discoveries of the last two years
has been that the Christian forces of a whole nation
can be led to act together in behalf of a cause that
is large enough to appeal to them."

"In an ideal investment," said Mr. G.S. Eddy, "we
seek good security and large returns. In these two
respects missions present a gilt-edged security.

Nothing is so sure and nothing yields larger returns.

When the government of Japan went to the English
money market to finance the Manchurian Railway
scheme, it was learned in London that the money

was spent in the United States to buy railroad sup-
plies, amounting to some $50,000,000. The reason
why the Japanese government spent English money
in the United States was due solely to the fact that
the Japanese engineers in charge of the work had
been educated in the United States, at the expense
of American missionaries, and had there imbibed
Yankee notions, which made it impossible for them
to build a railroad along any other than American
lines. Thus, in one swoop, American commerce
reaped a direct return- of $50,000,000 from mission-
ary effort. That one order would have paid the
cost of all the missions in the world from the North
American continent for the last seven years."

"Twenty-five years ago Korea was a closed land,
having no trade with the United States. To-day
there are 200,000 Christians in Korea. A hundred
years ago we sent the first missionary to China.
Our trade to-day with that country totals nearly
$50,000,000 and is rapidly growing. American com-
modities are found in the heart of India and China,
miles from the railway, and our trade alone receives
a tenfold return for all that is spent in missions. I

believe in God, I believe in humanity, therefore I

believe in missions."
Through the next four months a "double team"

of speakers will be in the field, holding meetings
simultaneously through the West and South, cul-

minating in a National Missionary Congress in

Chicago May 3 to 6.

A GREAT GATHERING OF LAYMEN IN PITTSBURG
n REATEP, PITTSBURG made great prepara-

1 - tions for the Laymen's Missionary Conven-
V. tion, which is now being held in that city.
['^ Laymen's Missionary Movement originated
h|e years ago in the city of TSlew York, at the time
•f he celebration of the centennial of the "Hay-
ti-c" Prayer Meeting. It is the massing of the
h ches of all denominations on the platform of
ring Christ to the whole world in this generation.
CI headquarters of the Pittsburg campaign are in
hi Central Young Men's Christian Association
hiding, and the energetic executive secretary is

W'C. W. Hensel. He is assisted by a large force
'f .ecretaries and stenographers.
ne convention is self-entertaining. A charge of

I tllar is made for registration to meet the neces-
:a;" expenses. No collections or sub.scriptions are
aln. The convention opened on Thursday, Jan-
la- 20, at 6:30 P.M., with a dinner. The first

iP'ker on the progi-amme was the Rt. Rev. Cort-
ai, Whitehead, D.D., Episcopal Bishop of Pitts-

>Uo on the topic "The National Missionary Cam-
)a n." The second speaker was Colonel Elijah W.
I;'ord, of New York, on "Men and Missions," and
hilast .speaker Mr. J. Campbell White, of New
i^ft, on "America's World Responsibility." The
e.' on on Friday forenoon, January 21, was de-

voted to addresses from missionaries from Alaska,
West Africa, India, Siam, Japan, Philippine Islands,

China and Korea. Among the speakers at this ses-

sion the leading names are Bishop Peter Trimble
Rowe of Alaska, Dr. J. L. Bearing of Japan, and
M. D. Eubank, M.D., of China. The balance of the

Dr. M. D. Eubank, China Geo. Sherwood Eddy, India

programme was as follows: Friday afternoon an
open conference, Mr. J. Campbell White presiding.

The topics include "Encouraging Features in the
Present World Outlook," "How to Enlist the Men
of the Church in the Work of Evangelizing the
World," "The Pastor as a Leader," "The Missionary
Committee," "Missionary Education," "The Every-
Member Canvass." At 6 P.M., a supper with co-

operating committees to determine the policy to be
recommended to convention. Friday evening's topic,

"Business System in Missionary Finance," the
speakers being Mr. J. Campbell White, of New
York, and Dr. Homer C. Stuntz, also of New York.
Saturday morning's topics: "The Spiritual Signifi-

cance of the National Missionary Campaign," "The
Effect on the Home Church of Really Obeying the

Great Commission," "What Should This Convention
Undertake?" "How to Conserve and Extend the

Influence of this Convention?" "Missions, the Su-
preme Opportunity for Investment," among the

speakers being Dr. Stanley White, of New York;
Dr. Cyrus J. Musser, of Philadelphia; Mr. John W.
Wood, of New York, and Bishop J. E. Robinson of

India. Among the speakers on Saturday evening
are Rev. C. A. R. Janvier, of Philadelphia, and Dr.

Isaac Taylor Headland, of Peking.
Warren G. Partridge, D.D.
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THE promised article by Rear-Admiral Sigsbee,

which he has specially prepared for the readers

of this journal, and in which he gives his views con-

concerning the raising of the battleship Maine, will

appear in The Christian Herald of February 16.

It is a contribution of the first importance, and

should be read everywhere.

The "Meat Strike"

THERE are indications that the boycott recently

begun in the West against the inordinately high

prices of food will quickly spread to many States.

It has already attained considerable proportions in

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Missouri, Michigan, Virginia,

Maryland, Nebraska and Kansas. In Cleveland

nearly sixty thousand persons have united in a

"meat strike," with the prompt result that twenty-

seven butchers have lowered their prices. Similar

tactics are now being pursued to bring down the

cost of eggs. In Pennsylvania the movement in-

volves one million five hundred thousand consumers,

and is felt in many counties. In Kansas City, Atchi-

son, St. Joseph, Topeka and Leavenworth the strike

has taken a wide sweep, and many families are

living temporarily on cereals and vegetables.

It is undeniable that the increased cost of living is

one of the most important questions now before the

public. It is a problem which takes hold of every

household and almost every individual. Some au-

thorities tell us that the advance in all kinds of

food is caused by tl^e tariff; others assure us that
it is due to the over-production of gold; while still

others declare that the trusts are to blame for all

the trouble. But it is a waste of time to speculate
concerning causes while the actual situation con-
fronts us. Bread, milk, fruit, all kinds of meats,
vegetables, eggs, and almost everything that goes to

make up the daily menu of the average American
family, have risen until they are nearly out of reach.

Families are driven to sharp economy; boarding-
houses are obliged to raise prices, and restaurants
reduce the regular portions to the lowest point the
public can stand. It is a situation that calls for a
quick remedy. To appeal to those who control the
sources of supply would be useless; to wait for the
slow process of regulative legislation would be
equally futile. In the adoption of the German boy-
cott—which means a general understanding to ab-
stain from the buying of any article of commerce so
long as it is held at inordinate figures—it may prove
that an effective, if radical, remedy has been found.
It is impossible to predict to what proportions this
movement may yet expand, and it would not be sur-
prising if it should grow to be big enough to teach
a well-deserved lesson to those who juggle with the
price of the necessaries of life, regardless of the
natural laws of supply and demand.

The Maker's Business

TO many of those who attended the great gather-
ing of the Laymen's Missionary Movement in

New York recently, when over five thousand men,
representatives of many kinds of business and pro-
fessions, were present, there must have come the
conviction that here was evidence of a great trans-
formation in the methods which we Americans have
heretofore followed in our religious affairs.

It may be said briefly that the keynote of the Lay-
men's Missionary Movement is "the Evangelization
of the World in this Generation." How is this great
work to be accomplished? Is world-wide evangeliza-
tion a dream, as so many have pronounced it, which
we hold up before our eyes as though we were look-
ing upon some beautiful vision that is wholly impos-
sible of realization? Shall we ever see "a nation
born in a day"? Will the time indeed come in this
generation when "many nations shall join them-
selves to the Lord"?

In that assemblage was an unlooked-for element
of inspiration in the presence of Mr. J. Camp-
bell White, who is, in a sense, the founder of the
movement. He is one whose faith outruns that of
the multitude, and he unhesitatingly declares that,
not years hence, but now is the time to girdle the
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world with the Gospel and bring to pass the literal

fulfilment of the Great Commission. He holds that
world evangelization is a practical enterprise, and
needs only the adoption of a proper business system
to bring it about. Such a system is indispensable,
just as it is in the affairs of secular business. It

is the lack of it that has been the cause of our fail-

ure in the past. He therefore appeals for business
methods. We must work by consecrated human
agencies and invoke God's blessing upon their opera-
tion. We have made a mistake too long in holding
our missionary work to be a mere matter of senti-

ment. We have turned it over largely to women,
instead of making it a men's concern. To the ever-
lasting honor of these women, let it be recorded that
they have done their part nobly and well. In every
congregation they have been permitted to bear the
principal burden of the missionary effort while the
men have not taken the work seriously.

There is another point on which the same high
authority lays special stress. Mr. White holds firmly
to the great Gospel truth that we are merely trustees
of our worldly possessions, and that to advance the
Lord's work in the right way we must practise, sys-
tematically and liberally, the grace of giving. We
must give wisely as well as quickly—give as we have
been prospered, and not hold back; and we must
put implicit faith in God to make the investment
good. He will not fail to give the increase; he
never fails.

A Busy Gospel Life Ended

BY the death of the Rev. Michael Paget Baxter
the London Christian Herald loses its founder

and editor, the Gospel activities of the English
metropolis lose a stanch and generous friend, and
various missionary enterprises in foreign lands a

strenuous co-worker and liberal supporter. Mr.
Baxter personally, and in conjunction with the
forces he organized and controlled, was equal to a
strong missionary army corps. In a quiet and un-
ostentatious way the influence of his spiritual teach-
ing reached countless multitudes in his own land
and elsewhere. Life for him held a high and
very definite purpose, and through it all, in his own
simple evangelical way, by pen, voice, hand and
purse, he labored strenuously and faithfully for the
furtherance of evangelical Protestantism. To him
The Christian Herald of New York owes its

origin. It ceased to be his property twenty years
ago, but its present owner and editors have always
remembered kindly the Gospel-loving, soul-winning,
warm-hearted, talented English preacher, who first

conceived the idea of the publication which has
since grown to be the greatest religious newspaper
in the world.

A Mother's Problem

A CORRESPONDENT writes us this letter:

"I am the mother of a large family, the young-
est of whom is now ten years old. None of them
have confessed Christ. I joined the Episcopal
Church at the age of sixteen, but after my marriage
moved to a country place where there is no Epis-
copal Church. The children and I attend the Chris-
tian Church near us. My husband is not a member
of any church and rarely attends one. It troubles
me that my children are not Christians. The boys
especially are drifting away. Do you think it would
influence them to be Christians If I should join the
Christian Church and enter into its work?"

This pictures conditions that are doubtless dupli-
cated in many thousands of American rural homes.
It is a beautiful thing to join early the church of
one's parents, and remain always in its communion.
The writer of this letter should love and honor her
girlhood's choice for creed and worship; but since
"from out her bourne of time and place" the tide
has swept her into the vicinage of a different church
she should cheerfully enter into its life, and do what
she can to build it up and to interest her children
in its work.
By throwing herself heartily into the work of her

new church, this troubled mother may yet be able,
with God's blessing, to gather her loved ones into
his fold. .•

It is as if all denominations were marching under
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one great flag, though the banners of the differe

divisions may each bear a different motto. Enl
in the one which is nearest you, and fight the go
fight with your whole strength. It is all done '

His name."

GENERAL NOTES
II

it

—There is a stir among the suffragists in New York o
the charge that some of the leaders have advocated the c
cealment or disuse of the wedding ring.

—The Omaha Bee is authority for the statement that V
liam Jennings Bryan will be a candidate for President in 18

It credits this statement to R. J. Metcalfe, editor of 3

Commoner.
—Prof. Hugo Muensterberg, the celebrated psychologist

Harvard, has declared that Eusapia Paladino, the noted spi

ualist medium, who puzzled the scientists of Europe, is a dec
tion and a sufferer from the worst form of hysteria.

—Paulhan, the French aeroplanist, made a record fliJ

for height at Los Angeles January 12, rising in a Fam
biplane to an altitude of nearly 5,000 feet. This would se'

to dispose of any apprehension that the aeroplane cannot (

beyond the range of the rifle. !

—In the last great snowstorm in the Eastern States 1'

inches of snow fell, being the heaviest precipitation in a sin'

fall in sixteen years. The removal of the snow from the strei

of New York City kept 18,000 men' and 2,800 carts busy
,

greater part of a week.

—Twenty thousand acres of fi-uit lands in Oregon, bord

ing on the Columbia River, will be thrown open to settlem

by the government at 9 A.M. on February 10. It will be p
tioned out in farms of from 10 to 40 acres, and the charge
irrigation will be $60 per acre, of which $18 per acre m
be paid the first year and $6 per acre yearly thereafter. (

matic conditions in this beautiful fruit region are said to

perfectly adapted for the purpose.

—It is a wise suggestion, if a novel one, which Mr. Marli

a business man who is deeply interested in missions, makes
relation to raising funds for that branch of Christian wi

hereafter. He would organize a syndicate of business men
supply the money, just as syndicates are now formed and op

ated to provide funds for many great business enterpris

which, with ability in financing and skilful management;
forward successfully. There is unquestionably a very la:

body of business men who have safely passed through the sto

and stress of the early struggle and reached a point wh
competence brings leisure, many of whom would be glad

employ their talent and experience in channels where tl

might accomplish great spiritual good.

—While the Unionists, who support the House of Loi i

have made considerable gains in the British elections, it is n

fairly probable that the Liberals, together with their allies, ,

Laborites and Irish Nationalists, will still control. Up to Ji

uary 21—the returns still being incomplete—the figu

showed the Liberals to have 137 seats. Labor members 29 sei

.

Irish Nationalists 53 seats, a total of 219 against 163 sc

for the Unionists. This is a net Unionist gain of 61 sei

Should the same ratio of gains continue, the net Unionist g.'

in the next Parliament would be 107, reducing the Liberal c

lition majority to 120. These figures show that the House.
Lords, and the traditions that surround it, have a much stroni

hold upon the English people than was supposed. The Uni'

ists have whittled down their opponents strength in me
districts, but if the coalition holds, the Liberals will still h:

a fair working majority in the next House, thus assuring
uninternipted progress of the reform measures of Chancel
Lloyd-George and his associates.
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HE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Menelik and His Successor

MENELIK, Emperor of Abyssinia, for a score

of years has ruled his country with a wise
head and a strong arm; by his ability, tact,

ccrage and statesmanship he harmonized the fac-

tiiS led by warlike chiefs, and bound the restless

fejration of States into the strong empire of

E iopia. A year and a half ago, he suffered a
st>ke of paralysis, which disabled him, and caused

sc.ewhat a relaxation of his grip upon the govern-

mit, and in October he suffered another stroke,

w ch paralyzed his body and dethroned his mind.

Ira period of mental lucidity, he selected, as the

si:essor to his throne, Lij Yasu, son of the Em-
por's daughter, Waizaro Shoa Rogga, and Ras
M;hael. There is grave apprehension in the home
lai, and among the nations, who by the triple alli-

aie are to a certain degree responsible for the good
beavior of the Ethiopian empire, that the death of

Mielik and the change of rulers may result in

a volution, in which the chiefs of the various prov-

in.'S may fight for the throne. The word Abyssinia

is'rom the Arabic Habash, which means "mixed
p(ulation," indicating what con-

glneration there is among the ele-

mits of the various provinces.

Tse provinces are Tigre, Lasta,

Ahara, Gojam and Shoa. Abys-

si a is called the Switzerland of

A ica, and is one of the most beau-

tiil and fertile countries on the

ghe. The Christian Church was
plited in Abyssinia fifteen hundred
ycrs ago, and has existed continu-

01 ly in that country until the pres-

et time. It has been diluted from
tie to time by Judaism and other

iss, but it has been the basis of a

fi better civilization than that of

p: anism, and makes it the more
ea for the empire to take its place,

aft does to-day, among the progres-

si; nations of the earth. As Men-
el had no direct heir he was under-
st)d to favor the recognition of the

sc of Ras Makonnen, a relative of

hi wife, the Empress Taitu. The
b( died five years ago, and the Em-
piss, who was very ambitious to rule

t\ empire herself through some
af.nt, and who had great influence

oyr her husband, persuaded him to

d]p the consideration of a successor
tciis throne; but when the Emper-
0) physical and mental condition

biime so grave his councilors and
tl foreign ministers at his court as
wl, insisted upon the designation of

arheir to succeed him. The matter
w; compromised by the marriage of

tl. grandson, Lij Yasu, and the Prin-
ce; Romaine, niece of the Empress
T.tu, which united the old dynasty
olTigre with that of Shoa and fas-

tcsd the ruling house to many pow-
eial families.

"he young Emperor is only thir-

t€i years of age, and he has been
gan over to the guardianship of one
01 Menelik's most faithful friends,
R; Tasma. The council of minis-
tts, providing a guard of 50,000 sol-

d:"s, commissioned the father of the
y ng Emperor to defend the city. The prospective
cl nge of rulers provoked a revolt in the prov-
ir; of Tigre, which the Governor suppressed, but
a^a fearful loss of life, three thousand men hav-
ir, been killed on one battlefield. Great Britain,

Fince, Italy and Germany especially will do all in

tlir power to aid the new Emperor in the preserva-
tii of peace, and in the promotion of prosperity.

A/ssinian tradition claims that King Menelik was
a neal descendant of King Solomon, and he himself
irde the same claim and boasted in the fact. There
isi record given of the selection of Solomon as the
Kig by his father David in the following language:

't Zadok the priest ;in(l N.itlian tlie prophet anoint him there
ki over Israel: and blow ye with tlie trumpet, and say, God
sa kins Solomon. TIkm ye shall come up after him. that he may
cce and sit upon my throne: for he shall be kine in my stead :

ar I have appointed him to be ruler over Israel and over Judali.

(' '.ings 1 :34, .15.)

P Breaks ; Mill Stops

'he breaking of a pin in the driving-wheel of the
fi shing engine in the rail mill of the Illinois Steel

C-poration at South Chicago recently cost the com-
Piy $369,000. The mill, which was compelled to

bijdle for the greater part of a week for repairs,
sr'ered the enormous monetary loss. The little

pieces of machinery among mills and men are just
as important as the larger ones, and anything that
would derange or break them will seriously interfere
with the harmonious working of the machinery of
society. The little things in the material and spir-
itual world must be carefully looked after. The
necessity that the smallest pin in the machinery of
character or of human life shall be in perfect form
and adjusted is suggested by the Saviour, who de-
clares that:

He that is faithful in that which is least is faithful also in

much: and he that is unjust in the least is unjust also in much.
(Luke 16 : 10.)

Killed by Leopard

Pauline Russelle, the animal trainer, was fear-
fully wounded by a black leopard which she was
training, and died a week after in Bellevue Hospital
as the result of her injury. Mrs. Russelle had for
some years appeared at summer parks and museums
as an animal trainer. A short time ago she went
to Yardsley, Pa., and secured from an animal dealer
a troupe of five leopards. She took the animals to

New York, and was training them in a loft for a

From the London lllnstrtited Aeirs

Lij Yasu (1), the Heir to Menelik's Throne, and His Tutor (2)

museum entertainment when Clayton, the largest of

the leopards, struck her down and would have killed

her on the spot had not the attendants come to her
rescue. She leaves two children, for whose support
she was providing. In subduing the beasts of ap-
petite and temptation there is the greatest danger,
and the need of prudence and wisdom to prevent
their pouncing upon and destroying us. The prophet
in his description of divine judgment makes refer-

ence to the ferocity of the leopard in these words

:

I will tje unto them as a lion : as a leopard by the way will I

observe them. The wild beast sliall tear them. (Hosea 13 : T-8.)

False Weights

Dr. Fritz Reichmann, New York State Superin-
tendent of Weights and Measures, spent a year in

carefully inspecting the systems of weights and
measures throughout the State, in which he has
found fraud so gross and general as to be a public
scandal. The revelation of these frauds has been
made in a report to Governor Hughes, and special

legislation to check this wholesale dishonesty has
been recommended. The following are some of the
frauds which Dr. Reichmann has revealed

:

One-pound print butter is 14 ounces; No. 10 gal-

lon can holds 3 quarts; No. 3 3-pound can has 1%

pounds; No. 2 2-pound can has 1 pound; large bot-
tle, quart, is 1-5 gallon; small bottle, pint, is %
pint; olive oil measure, 8 quarts to gallon; pound
box crackers is 8 to 12 ounces; 2-pound package
cereal is 1-pound bag.

At this time, when the price of living is soaring
so high as to inconvenience and afflict the people, it

is doubly disgraceful to add to the price of the living
by such wholesale theft through false weights and
measures. Those who are responsible for these dis-

honesties should be prosecuted and punished at once.
How hateful to the Almighty must these dishones-
ties be, and if unrepented of how severe will the
penalties be!

A false balance is abomination to the Lord; but a just weight is

his delight. (Prov. 11 : 1.)

Youthful Suicides

The shocking record of twenty-two suicides the
first week of this year in the city of Berlin is re-

corded, and that which seems even worse is the
fact that a boy of twelve years of age is included in

the list. The rate of suicide in Germany is greater
than that of any other nation in the
world. It also reports a much larger
number of children's suicides than
other countries. The Germans are
very highly educated, and the chil-

dren of no land are so driven in their
studies as the school children of Ger-
many, and scientists and physicians
have been inclined to trace quite a
proportion of the self-destruction of
children to the excessive strain put
upon them in their educational sys-

tem. Suicides from over-study by
boys and girls, young men and wom-
en, in this country frequently occur.
It is commendable for school boards
and teachers to have a high standard,
and excite a very laudable ambition
upon the part of the scholars to reach
it, but there is often the dangerous
experiment of trying to push the
whole school up to the pace of the
most brilliant scholars rather than to

adjust a curriculum which will suit

the capacity of the average child of
the school. It is a sin and shame to

take the joy and spice out of the life

of childhood and shatter its nerves,
and even destroy its life, in an
unnatural pressure toward a high
standard of scholarship. The wise
men recorded the damaging effect of

over-study when he wrote:

Much study is a weariness of the flesh.

(Eccles. 12 : 12.)

Clergyman Favors Sunday Theatre

Newspapers report that one of the
ablest and best clergymen of New
York City, in a recent sermon, re-

ferred to the popular demand for a

Sunday theatre, and commended the

putting of plays of a high character
upon the stage on Sunday night in

response to this demand. It is also

reported that he went to Albany with
a delegation to talk with the Gover-
nor about the kind of law that should
be enacted legalizing a Sunday the-

atre that should be pronounced morally safe by
a constituted commission. This seems almost as

foolish as that of meeting the popular demand for

a saloon with a "religious" saloon, which proved
such a dismal failure in the Subway Tavern experi-

ment, which failed at the end as a financial under-
taking and was a moral failure at its beginning.
The Sunday theatre is justly a lawless institution,

breaking the laws of God and of man, and the church
is in poor business undertaking to reduce our laws
to a low standard of ethics, rather than elevate the

morals of the community up to just laws. The
church does not make any headway yielding to the

wrong; it is only in fighting it, and fighting it un-
compromisingly, that there is any certainty of suc-

cess. It is a lamentable confession the pulpit makes
when it confesses its inability to compete with a
lawless stage on Sunday nights. The thing that
must have surprised some of the projectors of this

scheme is that many of the theatre men themselves
object to it upon the ground that six days are
enough in which to work, and that the seventh ought
to be left for rest. And they have voiced the com-
mand of the Almighty, expressly given

:

Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work: but the seventh
day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God: in it thou shalt not do
any work. (Ex. 20: 9. 10.)
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OUR NAVY S TAILORING PLANT
THE government clothing factory in the Brook-

lyn Navy Yard, where Uncle Sam furnishes

the enlisted men of the Navy with their trim-

fitting uniforms, is one of the busiest and most im-

portant places in the yard. The United States can

justly claim the best dressed sailors in the world,

for the uniforms in quality and making are of the

highest standard. The naval clothing factory, in

Building No. 31, is up to date and modern in all its

details, and contains many in-

genious appliances for testing,

cutting, making and baling the

numerous garments. Thirty-

four thousand garments a
month were turned out last

year; 342,341 garments of vari-

ous kinds were made, in addi-

tion to 359,993 small articles,

such as caps, rating badges,

distinguishing marks and in-

signia. The cost valuation

amounted to $717,366.75.

In order to have the sailors'

apparel uniform in appearance,
material, cut and make-up,
each man is bound to purchase
a prescribed outfit from the

naval clothing factory at a

fixed listed price. On enlist-

ing in the Navy, every young
sailor receives from the gov- -

ernment his first suit, called a
"bounty outfit," valued at $45.

In buying clothing thereafter,

the young tar first gets a requi-

sition signed by the command-
ing officer of his ship. He pre-

sents this to the paymaster of

the clothing factory, who de-

livers the desired goods in the
presence of some divisional offi-

cer. The amount is then charged
to the purchaser and deducted from his allowance.
There is no limit to the number of suits a sailor

may own. Each man must have six different uni-

forms. These are blue flannel dress, blue flannel

undress, white working dress. The cost is as fol-

lows: Blue flannel overshirts or coats, $2; white
dress trousers, $1.05; undress trousers, 90 cents;

white dress jumpers, $1.40 a pair; working undress,
60 cents; trousers, dungaree, 80 cents; jerseys,

$1.50; overcoats, $10; neckerchiefs, $1; caps, 40

cents. An athletic equipment is given to each ship

free. Last year the factory sent out to the ships

161,000 jumpers and overshirts, 175,000 of several

kinds of trousers, 100,000 hats, shoes, underwear,
socks And neckerchiefs.

Probably one of the most interesting operations
carried on in the factory is the cutting out of the
numerous styles of garments. A skilful operator
manipulates a marvelous little electric cutting ma-

Relatives of Sea Veterans Employed at the Navy Tailor Shops

chine, supplied with a thin blade of steel. This knife
flies up and down at the rate of two thousand times
a minute and ploughs through many layers of super-
imposed cloth, cutting the thick and bulky mass as
easily as though it were a single sheet of paper.
The machine does the work of fifteen men using
shears. It goes through eighty thicknesses of denim
and white duck, sixty of flannel, forty of trousers'
cloth and twenty of heavy overcoat cloth. The cloth
to be cut IS arranged in layers, on long tables, and

press-board patterns are so arranged on them th

no cloth is wasted. When all is ready the operat

grasps the bundle of the electric cutter, and, folio

ing in the wake of the chalked pathway, severs ea

pattern in a twinkling. The numbered lots belor

ing to each particular garment are gathered v

and, together with the proper trimmings, are coi

bined in a bundle for the final sewing and finishir

This is not done in the factory, for lack of room, b
by expert needlewomen outsic

the majority of whom are wi
ows, sisters and relatives
dead or incapacitated navy p(

pie and veterans. They ea
profitable wages by their ham
work.
Each Wednesday and Sati

day morning at nine o'clo

some thirty or forty call f

their allotted bundles. A go
price above the sweatshop a

commercial house figure
paid, but the department
return demands exacting ai

strictly first-class work. Mai
once well-to-do families, it

said, are represented in the j

sembly.
The Navy Department pa

these women nearly $250,0

last year for their labor. /

garments are inspected aga
after they are made, and ai

package coming from a hou

containing contagious disea

is at once sent to the chemi
for disinfection.

The last stage is the baliii

and compressing of the finisb

garment for transit and sto

age. The clothing, by hydra
lie pressure, is made into sma

solid bales to save space; these are kept in the pre

for an hour or more. During this interval the ba

is first wrapped in black enameled cloth and afte

ward with a layer of burlap. The seams are sewi

and painted with white lead, the whole forming
tight, waterproof parcel. The name, size and nur

ber of garments contained within are marked
large letters upon the outside, and on call the nav
clothing factory can safely send these to any part i

the world. Lillian E. Zeh.

THE REV. MICHAEL P. BAXTER DEAD
ON Friday, January 7, Rev. Michael Paget Bax-

ter, founder and proprietor of The Christian

Herald, of London, England, died of heart

failure at his residence in Highbury, North London,
at the age of seventy-six. Mr. Baxter was a cler-

gyman of the Church of England, and had made a

life-long study of the prophetic Scriptures. He was
converted in his twentieth year, while a student at

Cambridge. In 1867 he began the publication of

The Signs of Our Times, with special reference to

prophecy, of which he was an ardent student. In

1873-74 he enlarged the paper and printed extended
reports of the great Moody and Sankey revival. In

the same year he renamed his publication The
Christian Herald and Signs of Our Times, the title

it bears to-day. All these years he has been its

active directing spirit and editor. He also estab-

lished The Prophetic News and The Signal.
Mr. Baxter's activities, however, were not con-

fined to editorship. He was imbued with the true
missionary spirit, and took especial pleasure in aid-
ing weak and struggling missions at home and
abroad, and in founding such missions where oppoi--
tunity offered.

Of late "years "he was widely known for his prac-
tical woi^ of philanthropy. He was, indeed, "a
succorer of many." Few have any idea of the ex-
tent of his gifts to the poor and needy. Distressed
at the number of half-starved men to be seen in
London, he founded the Willow Street Philanthropic
Mission at Shoreditch, which is doing a quiet but
extensive work of benevolence in providing food and
shelter for the disti-essed. In addition to this, many
branches of evangelical effort were liberally helped
by him. He was particularly interested in the dis-
tribution of Gospels in Continental cities. For
many years, until prevented'by increasing infirmity,
it was Mr. Baxter's custom to go almost every Sat-
urday to some Continental town, and stand in the
streets for about six hours, where he would give
away on an average from 3,000 to 5,000 Gospels. It
is estimated that he has personally distributed be-

tween 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 Gospels with his own
hand in Belgium, France, Italy, Spain and England.

Mr. Baxter was a lineal descendant of the brother
of the famous divine, Richard Baxter, of Kidder-
minster, author of The Saints' Everlasting Rest,
written in the year 1650. He founded The Chris-
tian Herald, of London, with the view of reaching
the common people, and more especially the non-
church-going masses, with a cheap evangelical pub-

The Late Rev. Michael P. Baxter

lication, representing every phase of Gospel effo

at home and abroad. He succeeded beyond his e:

pectations, and his paper soon reached a circulatic

of several hundred thousand, being sold at a penr

per copy.

Mr. Baxter, some thirty years ago, conceived tl

idea of an American edition of the paper, which vv<

started in 1878, with Joseph Spurgeon as businei

manager and the late Dr. B. J. Fernie as editor. 1

1890 the American Christian Herald was pu

chased from Mr. Baxter by its present proprieto

Dr. Louis Klopsch, and has been conducted ev(

since as an independent publication.
Mr. Baxter and his wife (who was a MissElizabet

Foster) were both intensely interested in missionai
woi'k. In addition to large domestic missionary ii

terests in England, they were personally intereste

in work in India, China, Japan and several oth(

foreign countries, and aided, through their pap*

and otherwise, in the support of many woi-kers i

the field. Both traveled extensively in missionar
lands. Mr. Baxter's deep study of prophecy brougl

him into much prominence, and he was one of tl

leading figures in the prophetic conferences whic

have met annually in London for many years pa;

to discuss the "end of the age" and the "secon

coming." He was a warm personal friend of bot

the late C. H. Spurgeon and Dr. Talmage, and hi

published many of their Sermons in his paper.
Personally Mr. Baxter was a large man, of pov

erful physique, with a kindly voice and an opei

generous hand for those in need. He devoted prai

tically all of his large income to missions and charit

and to the spread of the Gospel. He was in a sens

a bishop, though an evangelical one, having in h'

care, providing for the support and arranging th

work of a number of evangelical preachers. He W2

greatly esteemed by those who knew him as a ma
of singularly upright character and conduct, whos

devotion to Christian work amounted to a consumin
passion. He is survived by his widow and one soi

M. P. Baxter, Jr., who has been associated with h:

father in the latter's various enterprises.
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FOR A NEW NATIONAL PARK
, Vo States Unite to Give the Nation a Great Reservation Where Washington Crossed the Delaware

>ART of the pictur-

esque country in the

cinity of the little set-

ement known as"Wash-
igton's Crossing," i n
few Jersey, is to be set

side for a national park,
commission has been

ppointed by the Gover-
or of Nev/ Jersey to

arry out the negotia-

ions, and the State of

ennsylvania will co-

perate, so that the land

n both sides of the Dela-

ware can be reserved for-

ver for the nation as a
reat national park,
rhich, like the reserva-

ion at Valley Forge, will

e a Mecca for patriotic

ilgrims for all time.

The scene of the fa-

laous exploit that put
eart into the despairing
atriots and changed
;loom into sunlight has
een neglected by the
istorical societies. One
eason is that the scene
f the crossing of the
)elaware is a little diffi-

ult to reach. Only one railroaa goes there, and
rains are infrequent, while the trip by trolley is a
lew business. Nevertheless, one monument has
een erected. This stands on the road from the sta-

ion to the house where Washington made his head-
uarters during the battle. The inscription reads:

Thi* tablet i> erected by the Society of the Cincinnati in the
tate of New Jersey to Commemorate the crossing of the Dcla-
rare by General Washington and the Continental Army on
Ihristmas night, seventeen hundred and seventy-six.

A little farther along the
oad is the little frame house
ifhere Washington directed the
ittack on the surprised He.s-

lians at Trenton. There is no
ablet to mark the house.

"I am often asked what has
)ecome of the tablet," said the
jresent occupant of the house
;o the writer, "but I cannot tell

where it is. No tablet has been
seen since I came here, and if

;here ever was one it must have
)een taken down and spirited

iway during the period of re-

storing or rebuilding the old

place."

This neglect to mark the
headquarters of General Wash-
ington during the battle will

doubtless be remedied now that
the scene of the crossing and
subsequent conflict is to be
made a national park.

;
Other monuments will prob-

jably spring up to mark the
most interesting places on this famous battle-

ground. The exact spot where Washington himself

crossed will be difficult to locate accurately, for on

that wild Christmas night, when the elements had
conspired both to hinder and to help the patriot

army, the shivering Continentals crossed as they
.could, dodging the cakes of floating ice and making
the most rapid progress possible under conditions

that were about the very worst that human energy
and determination ever coped with.

^ Blame for the surprise of the Hessians quartered
in Trenton has been laid upon various shoulders, the

'commander of the mercenaries. Rail, coming in for

most of it, some would say, because he paid for

'whatever mistakes he made with his life, and there-

fore could not reply to his critics. But if some of

the ragged patriots who marched on Trenton that

Christmas night, leaving a trail of blood from their

bleeding feet, could be called to life again and asked
to give their opinion of the matter it is probable
that they would answer that the same wild storm
that made it impossible for the patriot army to keep
its powder dry and rendered it a task almost hercu-
lean to march under such weather conditions was a
blessing in disguise in that it kept the Hessians

i under cover and made the surprise complete.
• Visitors to this new park in the future will see a

'pretty country, with rolling slopes picturesquely

wooded, and a peaceful looking river, moving be-

tween low banks. It will require a vivid imagina-
tion on the part of the summer visitor to picture the

almost insuperable obstacles that Washington and
jhis army overcame in the descent on Trenton.

Washington Crossing the Delaware

When the patriot army prepared to move from its

camp, on the Pennsylvania side of the Delaware,
only twenty-four hundred men were in condition to
undertake the expedition. They started at three
o'clock on the afternoon of Christmas Day, every
man carrying three days' rations and forty rounds.
With them were eighteen field pieces.

It was twilight when the army reached the
ferry, where the boats, manned by Glover's sail-

ors, from Marblehead, were waiting to take them

\

The Delaware, Where Part of the Army Crossed

across. Rowing in and out of the ice cakes that
drifted down the river, the little army reached the
Jersey shore and disembarked as they could. The
condition of the troops can be imagined when it is

said that a messenger, who had followed them, had
easily traced their route "by the blood on the snow,
from the feet of the men who wore broken shoes."

Artists are fond of picturing the patriot army at
this time in fine looking uniforms and a military
equipment. The actual truth was that many of

Washington's Headquarters Before the Battle

them were a ragged lot

and worn with privation.

But men who could win
the Battle of Trenton
must be judged by diff"er-

ent standards from that
of the art critic. Half
frozen and almost de-
spairing, the troops and
artillery were at last all

got over the river, and
prepared to march the
nine miles between the
crossing and Trenton.
One American general
found that the powder of
his men had been ren-
dered useless by the wet,
and he so informed
Washington.

"Tell your general to
use the bayonet," replied
Washington, "for the
town must be taken, and
I am resolved to take it."

Huddled in a hut, shel-

tering from the snow and
sleet, the Hessian pickets
made small opposition,

and when the drums and
bugles aroused the sleepy
soldiers in Trenton it was

too late to make a stand. The Hessians were con-

fronted by the enemy whichever way they turned,
and finally surrendered, the loss on the American
side being only two officers and one or two privates
wounded, while the British lost nearly a thousand in

prisoners and a score or two in killed and wounded.
The scene of such a victory should always remain

on the patriot's map as one of the sacred spots of
the country. While the defeat and capture of a
thousand Hessians may not seem a very vital mat-

ter, it was actually one of the
most important in the war, for
the waning courage of the pa-
triots was revived and the fact
demonstrated that the Conti-
nental Army, ragged and de-
spised, was able to beat the
German mercenaries at the war
game.

Employments Open
to Women

FIFTY years ago there were
but few employments open

to women, and definite training
in preparation for work was
almost unknown. In every class

of work to-day women with
skill and training can command
good salaries. Wages are
undoubtedly higher than they
were fifty years ago, but the
cost of living is much .greater.

General averages of wages, in computing the abso-

lute gain to men and women, are of little use. In
almost every trade a few receive high wages, and
therefore averages conceal the wages of a large
number of workers. Again, the worth of vvages

depends upon the cost of living, and income from
wages depends, not on what a woman receives per
day, but upon the number of days in the year she

works. Statements of wages are vitiated by the
bias of opinion of those who Interpret or collect data.

Reformers often estimate wages lower than they
are, to show the need of reform. Supporters of
political administrations are tempted to statements
as roseate as possible, and often misleading.
As to occupations, women are in the majority in

only nine, viz., musicians, or teachers of music;
school teachers, boarding-house keepers, housekeep-
ers, laundresses, nurses, servants, stenographers
and typewriters. Among the occupations in which
there are about as many women as men, as nearly as
can be estimated, are: acting, architecture, jour-

nalism, music, government employments, janitor
service, agencies, bookkeeping, salesmanship, sten-

ography, typewriting, telegraphy, telephone service,

baking, pottery, confectionery making and selling,

clock and watchmaking, book-binding and pho-
tography.
Many new vocations are being rather cautiously,

but successfully, taken up by women. They are cut-

ting and setting gems, hammering brass and silver,

and working in gold. Bee-keeping, mushroom cul-

ture and fruit and poultry raising are profitably

pursued by many women.



V

AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

A Talk About Millinery

WHEN the Princess Alexandra, radiant in

youth and beauty, came from her native

Denmark to marry the Prince of Wales it

was said that the first offering made her by her fu"-

ture husband took the shape of millinery. In other

words, fast following upon the heir to England's

throne came several persons carrying boxes in

which reposed bonnets appropriate for the wearing

of the royal maid. One's heart warmed at once to

the man who had the thoughtfulness thus to honor
his lady love.

The milliner's art is extremely important in the

eyes of women. The woman who can design and
trim her own hats and bonnets is a fortunate being.

For one thing, she is certain she can save money.
Over and above what one pays for headgear, as to

mere material and workmanship, there must be
counted in what one pays for creative skill. The
successful milliner is an artist, and she puts as much
thought and talent and possibly
genius into the hats she sells

her customers as the painter
puts in his pictures. If a wom-
an is possessed of a suitable

hat and of well-fitting shoes
and gloves the rest of her cos-

tume is comparatively unimpor-
tant. No matter how beautiful
a gown may be, no matter how
modish a cloak or coat, the
whole effect will be spoiled if

on her head a woman wear a
hat that is out of harmony with
the remainder of her toilette.

One day in the autumn a
milliner's shop was crowded by
women, young and old, who
eagerly selected something in

her line. It was her opening
day, and she displayed a great
many remarkable hats. Most
of them were large and over-
weighted with plumes, tinsel,

flowers and foliage. A sweet-
faced, elderly lady came in,

wandered around, gazing hope-
lessly at the triumphs in the
show-cases and on the tables.
"What I want," she said, ad-
dressing one of the assistants,
"is a simple black velvet bon-
net, with satin bows and strings
to tie under the chin; a bonnet
suited to my age and general
style." The young woman to
whom she spoke in turn gazed
hopelessly at her. "We have nothing like that to
show you," she said, "but perhaps madame can make
what you want, if you really wish to be out of the
fashion."

A letter that came to the editor of this page the
other day frankly stated a similar situation. The
correspondent described herself as in her sixties,
with white hair, rather thin on the top of her head,
although capable of a graceful arrangement. The
preposterous hats of the hour, she declared, made
her look like a fright; but where was she to find
what she longed for, a comfortable, close-fitting
shape, neither too severe nor too ornamental, a hat
which would stay on her head vdthout the necessity
of torturing hatpins? Where indeed? The lady
who knows what she wants, and sees it in her mind's
eye, must have the strength of her convictions and
insist on their being respected when next she goes
to her milliner.

For a long time thoughtful women have been per-
suaded that large and showy hats wore not in good
taste at church services. In places of amusement
such hats are universally removed at present, but
they are still worn in church, to the great discomfort
of pastors and people. The minister from his
pulpit sui-veys a congregation in which faces are
ob.scured by headgear with wide brims, waving

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

feathers and clustering flowers and fruit. But for

the presence of men in the audience the preacher

would find himself sorely at a loss for the respon-

sive gaze that helps him in his work. As for the

sitters in the pews, most of them subside into quies-

cent resignation before the service has proceeded
very far. To see around and over the big hat in

front of you is so manifest an impossibility that all

you can do, fair reader, is to shut your eyes or fix

them on your lap. Happy for you if your con-
science does not prick you with the knowledge that
your own hat is a trial to those behind you, just as
that worn by your neighbor in front is a trial to you.
One of these days there may come in a beneficent
fashion of great simplicity in the raiment worn at
church. We may help to bring in a reform, but to

make it popular pretty girls and lovely young ma-

Coiiyright 'I'abei-riaiig Art Co.

CLOSE, or A LONG DAY
The long day's work is over and done.

Rest is earned by the set of sun

;

Lullaby, little one, sleep is sweet,

Mother enfolds you, her joy complete.
The kettle is singing and night falls fast,

Daddy is hurrying home at last.

trons must help along. It will never be successful
if the only ones to push it are those who are elderly
and, perhaps, a bit old-fashioned.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-AH
—Right or Wrong? The following letter was received by

Aunt Prudence the other day. She would like the sisters to
speak in meeting and give their candid opinions. Is there any-
thing essentially wrong in a bowling club on a week-day after-
noon ? If it is right for other people, is it wrong for church
members to engage in this diversion? If so, why? Write to

Aunt Prudence Payson, care of The Christian Herald. Here
is our friend's letter: "I submit the enclosure, which was on
our last Sunday's Church calendar. I do not agree with it, and
look upon it as a disgrace: 'Women of the church who would
enjoy the recreation of an afternoon bowlin<r club, and will
join, are requested to report their names to Mrs. Blank.' "

A Foolish Strike

AUSEFUL and practical portion of the woi
done in the Babies' Hospital, New York Cit

has for some years past been the training '

nursery maids for employment in private familiej

Under the supervision of trained nurses these your)

women have been taught how to take excellent ca:(

of infants, so that they have been regarded ax

sought for as mothers' helpers by families who ecu
|

afford to pay high wages for good service. N

I

very long ago the entrance upon the scene of a ne •

sub-oflScial nurse wrought havoc in the minds of tlj

whole squad of young women who were learning
]

be nursery maids. The new comer politely ai

dressed them as Miss Jennie, Miss Mary or Miii
Kate, and was told by the superintendent that tl

prefix Miss was not in order, and that she mui
speak only to the nurses by that designation. Wit!
out long demur the contingent of embryo nursei
maids waited upon the superintendent in a bod;

informing her that they woui|
no longer remain in training
they were to be addressed I

their plain Christian name
As she was firm on the poii

the young women proceeded 1

strike, and did so a*t an hour i

the morning when one hundre
and twenty babies were waitiri

to be bathed and fed and mac
comfortable for the day.
Anything more stupid tha

this can hardly be imaginei
What difference could it mak
to girls who are otherwise sa

isfied with everything in thai

condition that they were nt

spoken to as Miss? In theii

future situations their emploj
ers would not so address then

and, after all, there was n

special dignity or advantage t

be gained by their holding ot

'

for an empty title. Naturall;

when socialism pervades the ai

and there is much needless fri(

tion between the classes, dii

turbances of this kind ma'

arise. Few of them, howeve
have so little to plead in excus<

Love at First Sight

If the old married folk wh
read this family page woul
turn over a leaf in the past, an

tell the rest of us their expc

rience, at least half would hav,

to admit that with them in the days of youth it wa
love at first sight. Love is not generally an affai

of deliberation. Very slight causes determine it i;

the beginning. A young man steps from a railwa;

train, and sees a pretty girl in a white frock walkin;

up and down the platform. He does not know he

name and has no ideas about her people, but ther

she is, a beautiful being, who in a mysterious wa;

attracts him with magnetic force. A little later, b;

some happy coincidence, he meets and is presentei

to the radiant girl, and a few months later the tw
are engaged.

In a certain instance, a man now gray-haired wa
riding on an express train to keep a business ap

pointment. Sitting in front of him was a girl witl

iDooks in her hand, evidently going home from schoo

on Friday afternoon to stay until Monday. H'

watched the back of her head, and now and the)

caught a glimpse of her profile as she glanced fron

the window. He said to himself, "There is the gir

I would like for my wife." Providentially, as 1

seemed to him, she stepped from the train at his sta

tion, and, lo! waiting to receive her was her brother

who had been his classmate at college. In the nSx

vacation these two were married, and they have hac

a long and happy life.

Love at first sight may be trusted to outlast th(

spurious article, dim with alloy or cheapened h}

mercenary considerations.

t



THE

STRAWBERRY
J/Vi^lDilSiiCUM?

AMELIA EBARR

^OPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

Ft the benefit of our new subscribers we
^ive a brief synopsis of the preceding

htvers of Mrs. Amelia E. Barr's most inter-

st 5 story: The scene is laid in New York,
it -e time of the Stamp Act, in 1765. Cap-
aitJansen Van Vr&om was a rich, retired

ea'aptain, and lives with his wife Katrina in

: t'? Dutch house, by the North River. They
lav a daughter, Virginia, whom they wish to

oa^ to a young sea captain, Batavius De
'r!, for whom she has little liking. She is

ear in love with Jons Artaveldt, a dashing
oii officer. Virginia's dearest friend is

ia<- Rose Harley. Captain Van Vroom is

itr against the enforcement of the Stamp
VC' Joris and the two girls dine at the cap-
aii house, after which the two men leave.

ir<^. Van Vroom, the son of the house, ap-
es and is introduced to Lady Rose. The
en morning Van Vroom describes the con-
iti of New York to his son, and the things
;h 1 were leading to the breaking point.

'h«Lady Rose becomes interested in Arent
rb' he describes his voyages. Joris declares

is ve for Virginia, and she returns his affec-

ior Arent, her brother, falls in love with
ac Rose, who gives Virginia a handkerchief
mlpidered with strawberries. She herself has
ne ke it. Virginia gives Joris the handker-
hi^ Politically, things grow worse. The
eo3 determine to resist the oppression of the
'ri;h government, and wear only home-made
liio. Batavius De Vries suddenly returns,
xp;ting to mari-y Virginia.

I

JHAPTER FIVE—Continued
r TARRY RUTGERS and Virginia
|-, were by this time at the side of

L .. Rose and Batavius. Batavius
o^:d his adieus almost down to Rose's
r(,ze slippers. And Virginia noticed

C; one of them was suddenly flung

oijard with all the passion of an un-
e"^oped kick. In fact, the action

7ajso impressive that Harry Rutgers
lc^:ed from Rose's foot to her face,

n-ji-eceived in return a look from her
n<t open, angry eyes that fully ex-
Ujed the action.

Vhe compliment was not for me?"
e fiked.

'Ilo," she answered sweetly; "it was
or^aptain De Vries! but alas! I fear
e(id not understand it"—and Bata-
iv:was so obtuse that all the way to

Ih/ry Street he worried Harry to tell

- ii\ what private signal of Lady
-io|'s favor he had missed.

..id all that night Batavius could
hit of nothing else, though there
rod have been shadows in his

hcjghts and dreams if he could only
a-t heard the following conversation
etieen Virginia and Rose, as hand
1 land they sauntered back to the
o^e after th^ two men had departed.
'Vhen did the creature get here,

'i inia?"

found him sitting with father
/h.1 I returned from the Waltons'
nijMidways'."

'if I prevent this marriage, will

oudo all I tell you?"
'Everything! Anything! Rose,

ai you really help me? I would
al^er die than marry him."
'fou shall neither die nor marry

^nd so with their anger, their youth,
ndheir hope they went to Virginia's
oci», to consult on Rose's ways and
lejas. And Rose's decisiveness soon
Mjirted confidence to Virginia; she
ejTi to be conscious of that sustain-

npsomething which whispers an as-

uiice of "livino- happily ever after

CHAPTER SIX

j(
THE PLOT AGAINST BATAVIUS

[^LL of passionate and bewilder-
^ ilng feeling, Joris stumbled upon
hcvery occasion he had tried for

to avoid—an hour suitable for

the presentation of his hopes with
regard to Virginia. In the first place,

in his desire to dine at the Van
Vrooms' he had forgotten the Arta-
veldt dinner hour, and his father's

anger at any unpunctuality respecting

it. And then as he neared his home,
and did remember, a kind of obstinate

defiance of all possible circumstances
took possession of him. In a crisis so

imperative, a certain reasonable impa-
tience was natural, and he could have
met his father's anger with dignified

explanations if it had at once settled

on Virginia; but passionate words

you certain details as to how the

message was received. The Governor

must have looked pleased or displeased.

His manner surely said something, if

you had taken the trouble to ob-

serve it."

"The Governor's face was expressive

of nothing but personal worry. I

think it likely he regarded your letter

as an addition to it."

"He asked after my health?"
"No, sir. He made no inquiries at

all about you."
"And pray, then, what did he say

to you?"

" Virginia, my child, come here to me "

about "cold soup," and "meat baked to

a poultice," it was impossible, in his

frame of mind, to justify.

"I am quite indifferent to the soup,"

he said, with an air of contempt.
"I am not, and while you are in my

house, remember, sir, that soup is

served at half-past twelve."
"It seems the fact is important. I

will try and remember it."

"Did you reach the fort with my
letter to the Governor?"

'*Yes sir."

"What did he say?"
"Nothing at all, to me. He gave

your letter to a secretary, and told

him to read and report on it."

"But it was marked private."

"It was given to a confidential clerk,

I suppose."
"You suppose! When I send you on

an important message, I expect from

"He hardly noticed me."
"What was the matter with the

man?"
"Bad temper, I dare say. It seems

prevalent this morning."
"And I would like to know what

made you send Corisande home with
Dan. Dan is unfit to trust with any
decent horse. Corisande had been rid-

den hard."
"I am sorry for that. I will attend

to Dan in a short time. I trusted
Corisande to him, because I saw Miss
Van Vroom on Broadway, and I

wished to walk home with her."
"I'll be bound you did, if only be-

cause you knew I would rather you
walked with any other creature."

"I will trouble you, sir, to speak
with respect of Mi^s Van Vroom. If

her father permit me that honor, she
has promised to be my wife."

"The old man will be only too glad

to tag her on to a reputable family like

the Artaveldts."

"I am quite sure he regards no fam-
ily to be of greater importance than
his own."

"Likely enough. He is an impudent
old sea dog. Why should he object to

you? Because you are an aristocrat

—because you are my son—because
you wear a sword "

"Nonsense, sir! He has no particu-

lar objections to me, ex:cept that I

interfere with plans he has already
formed for his daughter."
"And pray who may the favored

party be—a De Lancey—a Walton—an
English officer—prospective lord, or

earl, or ?"

"Sir, you are turning into ridicule

interests dear as life to me."
"Nothing seems incredible in the

matrimonial line. Can you tell me
the name of your rival?"

"Sir, I wish I could do so without
shame, for if a soldier desires a foe-

man worthy of his sword, a lover—if

he must have a rival—wishes it to be
a man worthy of the woman he loves,

as well as of his own honor. I cannot
believe Captain De Vries is either."

Justice Artaveldt laughed compla-
cently as he asked, "Do you mean Cap-
tain Batavius De Vries?"

"Yes, sir."

"I know the man. Well, Joris, he
is not a bad selection. Batavius is a
fine sailor, a ready fighter, not to be
beat at a trade, and, as he is never
weary of telling us, a great admirer
of morality and respectability—the
latter qualities kept for use on shore.

He was brought up by Van Vroom on
his own ship, and he is now his part-
ner in business. The man is fairly
rich, and not very repulsive look-
ing; most women would consider him
eligible."

"Virginia detests the fellow, yet her
father is determined to marry her to
him, on or before the feast* of Saint
Nicholas."

"Will he succeed?"
"She loves me, and has a will, not

theirs. She will persist in refusing
him, and be encouraged in her deter-
mination by her friend, Lady Rose
Harley."
"There was your chance, Joris. If

you had only given me Lady Rose for
a daughter, I should indeed have been
a proud and happy father."

"Sir, Lady Rose has her own fancies
and ideas. I do not come into them."
"And as to Batavius, he is well

enough—bluff and sailorlike, he makes
no pretense; he stands for what he is.

Do you intend to marry Miss Van
Vroom? Or do you intend to let this
boaster set you aside, and carry off the
girl in your sight?"

"I am going to marry Virginia if by
any human means I can compass it. I

have no fear that if I fail Batavius
will succeed. Virginia is not a woman
to be influenced by a creature like Ba-
tavius De Vries."

"I am glad to hear it. I should not
like my son to be plucked by Batavius
De Vries—far from it. I have plumed
myself, Joris, no little on your courage
and good fortune, and I tell you point
blank, if you let De Vries carry off the
bride you desire, I shall think next to
nothing of you. Now I will speak

Continued on next page
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

about an affair of my own—within a

few months the Widow Eastman will

become Madame Artaveldt."

And without a moment's hesitation

Joris answei-ed with evident pleasure,

"I am glad to hear it, sir."

"Had you chosen a wife agreeable to

my wishes, I should not have married

again."

"But why not marry, sir? You are

yet in the prime of your life, and I

must away into the world to seek my
fortune. Why for any one's sake de-

prive yourself of a good wife and a
happy home? I have often seen Mrs.
Eastman; she is handsome, and I am
.sure she is good-natured and sweet-

tempered. I wish you every happi-

ness, father."

"I consider myself fortunate, Joris,

and I am pleased with your sympathy.
As to the future, be content to leave it

for a time. The luck and love that is

for you will come to you, and if Vir-
ginia Van Vroom is your fate, I do not
feel inclined to hinder destiny. Who-
ever does so, turns his way into a
cross.

So the threatened storm blew over,

and left the heaven of his hopes so far
clear-skyed that he knew that such ill

fortune as he was destined to meet
with regard to Virginia must now
come either from her own timidity and
scrupulous sense of her father's au-
thority, or else from that authority
itself. He was not inclined to seek
further revelations that day.

This afternoon the two girls had in-

deed more than enough material for
consideration. First of all. Rose de-
sired Virginia's unqualified dismissal
of De Vries' pretensions.

"Could you possibly, under any cir-

cumstances, be the wife of that man ?"
she asked. "Of course you could not."

"I have only to think of Joris, then
I feel that I would rather die than be
thp wife of Batavius," was Virginia's
answer.

"I believe Batavius is a privateer,
or something of the kind," said Rose.
"Both Arent and Batavius might be

called privateers."

"Virginia! How can you take the
two names into your mouth at the same
time? Arent is of the noblest race of
men, and to couple his name with that
of the other man shocks me."

"I never thought of it in that light.

Arent has known—the other man—all

his life."

"Poor Arent! How has he endured
the trial? But it will soon be a thing
past and forgotten."

, "Oh, Rose, I see not!"
"Oh, Virginia! Upon my word, I

see clearly. The dear King is in
urgent need of good sailors and fight-
ers, and it is only just Batavius should
do him some service. He told me, over
and over, he was for the King and the
government, and hated the low fellows
against them. I am going to make
him do his duty."
"You are surely talking in your

sleep. Rose."
"Do not dream of such an explana-

tion. I am in square earnest. It con-
founds me that a creature so suitable
for a man-of-war has not been carried
off by the press-gang years ago. How
in the name of wonder he has sneaked
out of his duty so long is a marvel." *

"But, Rose, is it his duty? Batavius
is a Dutchman."
"Why, has he not told me he was a

Dutchman, born in Amsterdam, about
a thousand times? That does not alter
the matter. Every man sailing under
the English flag—and his ship flies it

on occasions—owes the poor dear King
his service. Batavius is going to be
kidnaped. Oh, Virginia! the thought
is exhilarating! He has gone his
selfish way of 'round the world and
home again' quite long enough; it is

high time he made himself useful.
And really, he is now specially needed
in the Indian seas. He told me he
knew every wind that blew on them.
Yet he is idling at anchor in New York
Bay, when the dear King is pushed to
the wall for men that know about In-
dia and the Indian seas. I can tell

you, my father will snap up Batavius
as if he was a heavenly miracle for
emergencies; nor will he mind, if he
thinks the miracle came from quite an
opposite direction. I verily believe no
woman ever had a more befitting
thought. I wonder myself what quar-
ter it came from—but that is of no
consequence; the great point is, that
Batavius is going to be kidnaped."
There was a minute's silence, and

then Virginia looked at her friend and
smiled. "How are you going to man-
age it, Rose?" she asked.
"The kidnaping is positive, Vir-

ginia; the precise ways and means not
yet decided on. But I shall go to my
father to-morrow and arrange the
smallest details. Colonel Gordon, with
his wife and an escort of twenty men,
leave New York for Boston in the
morning. I am going with them."
"When will you get back?"
"As soon as I find proper escort."
"And during that time, what shall

1 do?"
"Be true to yourself and Joris."
"Suppose father should insist upon

my marriage while you are away?"
"Poor dear! Give me a kiss, and

then remember how many invincible
weapons are in your possession. You
can be sick, awfully sick. You can cry.
You can coax, and smile, and beg for
a little more time."
"You leave me a hard part to play.

I could do it with your help; alone I

fear for myself. I never could get the
better of father—mother never could."

"Oh, indeed, you are mistaken.
Your mother never fails to overcome.
If you find you must have help, then
trust to your mother. Captain Jan
will be vanquished, as soon as you two
sit down before him. All I ask is, that
by any and all means you put off the
wfedding day until Christmas. I shall
be in New York long before that date,
but I like big margins, don't you?"

Virginia said "yes," but said it so
mechanically that Rose looked at her
sharply, and her next question was one
with no second thought behind it.

"Are you in earnest about this mat-
ter, Virginia? For goodness sake,
speak sincerely. For if it be in the
power of man or woman to make you
marry that creature, say so. You can
easily go mad, and do it without my
help."
"Dear Rose, if my heart you could

see! But look now, this is the way

—

whatever you do, you do with rush and
power, and you have no other thought.
That is your nature. I come more
slowly, but quite as surely, to the same
point as you. All afternoon my heart
has been growing hotter and hotter,
yet a faintness and fear made me
dumb, when I wished most of all to
speak. But I would think very ill of
myself if I was willing to let you go to
Boston on my affairs, and was not sure,

and doubly sure, that I wished it. Yes,
indeed, most grateful am I to you.
For I would die rather than deceive
Joris, and be the wife of Batavius."

"Indeed, Virginia," replied Rose,
the thing I am going to do may prove
to be a great good fortune for him. A
commission in his Majesty's service
will be easily within his reach, for he
will certainly be sent to Bengal."
"Why to Bengal?"
"To help Lord Clive—the little Great

Mogul—compel the real Great Mogul
to surrender the whole Empire of Ben-
gal to England. England wants it,

and Lord Clive has promised it to the
dear King for his next birthday gift."

Continued on page 110

An automobile is like everything else.

To do its best and look its prettiest, it

must be clean—engine, body and brass-

work.

To keep the engine clean, get hold of

the best machinist you can find.

To clean the painted parts, use Ivory

Soap, tepid water and a couple of soft

cloths.

To clean the brasswork, use Ivory

Soap paste. This is the wayto make it

:

To one pint of boiling water add a quarter of a cake

of Ivory Soap, shaved fine. Boil ten minutes after the

soap is thoroughly dissolved. Let it cool. Keep in

a glass jar with a tight-fitting top. Apply with a

soft cloth. Polish with another soft cloth.

Ivory Soap . . . 99*Xoo Per Cent. Pure.

^
Here Is Something New

From KalamEizoo
Prove tor yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most
perfect—most economical—most satisiactory range lor you to use—Your
nione> bick if it's nut.

Send for Catalog No. i03 with special terms and compare Kalamazoo prices tvith olhf

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a K:

mazoo in her home. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash

you like. Either way—you save $10 to $20 on any stove in the catalog,

make it easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range ia the woi

We Pay the
Freight

kalaraazoo Stove Co.
KalamazoOj Mich.

A Ralanvazo
Direct to Yo

$1.50 Worth to Test Only 10 Cents
We ask you to try our Superior Seeds. lOne trial will make a

tomer. We will mail oue full packet each ofthe following 1 5G il

New Sorts for only locts. These would cost at least $1.50 elsew)

BEET, Perfected Red Turnip, earliest, best. OWIOW, Prizetaker, wt.3lbs.,iooobus. pera
CABBAGE,Winter Header,sureheader,fine. PARSNlP^White Sugar, long, smooth, si

SEEDS
CARROT,PerfectedHalfLongr,besttablesort.
CELERY, Winter Giant, large, crisp, good.
CUCUMBER, FamilyFavorite, favoritesort.
LETTUCE, Bell's Prize Head, early, tender.
MUSE MELON, Luscious Gem, best grown.
WATERMELON. Bell's Early, extra fine.

This loots. retumedon first 25c. order. J^ J, BELL SEED COi| DGpOSU) N

RADISH, White Icicle, long, crisp, tender,

TOMATO, Earliestin World, large .smooth,
TURNIP, Sweetest German, sweet, large.

Flower Seeds, 500 sorts mixed, large packe
Sweet Peas, 5-302. CaliforniaGiantsGrandl
Catalogue and Check for lOctS. free with

Automobile Jackets,
Blizzard Proof

Outside texture so closely woven it

resists wind and wear alike. Lined
with wool fleece that defies the cold.
Snap fasteners, riveted pockets.

PARKER'S
Arctic Jacket

Ri instei-ediii U. S. Patent Office-

Better than an overcoat tor facing
coldandworktogether. Warmtdlu*-
able, comfortable. Askyourdealer,
or sent postpaid on receipt of $2.35.

JOHN H. PARKER CO., Depl. K,
25 James St., Maiden, Mass,

gMIII!....»M IIM IH»jJBJ«JMMMUjmUtJ»l

RUGSS$1.
Ingrain
Tapestry
Velvet

Axminster, Body-Brussels, Wilton to 9

We have made rugs for a quarter -cc

and sell direct to you at mill price

dealer's profit to pay on

Hancock Rugs
Bciiiitifiil rtisiens. best materials, larfi

Money back if not satisfact'
Send to-day for catalogue showing

in actual colors and telling how V

the freigrht.
Hancock Rug Mills, Dept. E.
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Rjfed how
egg-raisers

12,0Qaa
TO men, women, and young people who want to make money at home,

one of the most interesting of recent books is the Corning Egg-Book, which tells how the
Comings, on a patch of ground at Bound Brook, N. J., have built up in four years an egg-raising plant that earns a

clear profit of over $12,000 a year. When they took up egg-raising, both were in poor health, and had no

experience. Capital ? Well, they began with one little pen of thirty hens ! Now they have a large and valuable

plant, and their 1,953 hens averaged a profit for last year of $6.41 each.

The Corning Egg-Book is valuable especially because it shows how ordinary, every-day people, without large

capital or special training, but with "gumption" and industry, can make money in a business that can be carried on anywhere. Egg-raising

is much simpler than poultry-raising. The hard work of killing, dressing, and marketing fowls is left out. The rest can be done by

persons who are weak, old, or in poor health. The Corning methods have proved successful on both a small and a large scale. There

is a ready market everywhere. Everybody wants fresh eggs. They are better food than meat, easier to cook, keep fresh longer, and

make a greater variety of dishes. Your own family wants them. When high you can sell them, when low you can eat them. You can

sell one dozen or one

thousand dozen a week,

and for ready money
;

and if you only learn

the Comings' great se-

cret of raising a regular

supply for customers
:n winter, you can get

fancy prices.

This and all the se-

crets of actual success

ill egg-raising are told in

the Corning Egg'Book.
It tells where the Com-
ings find their market,
why they raise only

white-shelled, sterile
eggs, how they keep

hens laying regularly

in winter, when they hatch chicks to lay best in December and January, how to mix the feed that produces most eggs, how to

prevent losses, how they found the best breed for egg-producing, and how their whole system works to that one end— eggs, eggs,

EGGS. It gives photographs and complete working plans of their buildings, which can be made in sections, large or small, as needed.

The FARM JOURNAL publishers believe that thousands of Christian Herald ' readers will want to learn how two novices could

in four years make egg-raising pay a profit of $l 2,000 a year; so they have decided to offer the Corning Egg'Booli to subscribers to the

Main laying-house 160 feet long, with 1.500 pullets always at work

FARM JOURNAL to increase its sul)scriptlon list

to ONE MILLION for next year
FARM JOURNAL i.s the standard farm and home paper of America: made for housekeepers, boys and girls, as well as fruit-growers, truckers, poultrymen,

stock-men, dairymen, suburbanites and village people. It has always "stood up" for women, and is a great favorite with them. It is clean, brief, bright, "boiled

down," intensely practical. "Cream, not skim-milk," is its motto. It is thirty-three years old, and known everywhere. "Judge Biggie" and "Peter Tumbledown"
are characters better known to many than Hamlet or Micawber. Its poultry department is famous for the practical value of its contents. It is well printed

and illustrated. It has now more than 650,000 subscribers, but won't be happy until it gets a million,

which it expects in 1910. Over half a million of its subscribers pay five and even ten years ahead,

which shows rare confidence in a paper. It never prints a medical, fraudulent or trashy advertisement,

and it is famous ainong high-class advertisers for its extraordinary "pulling" power.
P"

^"^ri^^i'M" A T ^^1^1 'I
^1 fc , We will send, postpaid, the Corning Egg-Book

and the FARM JOURNAL for two years,

BOTH FOR 50 CENTS
cash, money order or check. 'Book and paper may go to different addresses, if desired.

FARM JOURNAL, 1004 Race Street, Pliiladelpliia

Cut out and send this Coupon
Farm Journal, 1004 Race St., Philadelphin,

Enclosed find 50 cents. Send the Corning

Egg-Book and Farm Journal for two years to

Name

Address

.
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YoHF "\ATIOIVAL" Style Book

Is Waiting tor You
One copy of the indispensable "NATIONAL"

Style Book is here reserved for you—waiting for you
to write for it.

We call it the "indispensable Style Book" because
it is entirely necessary as a guide to what will be
worn this Spring and Summer. So important is this
book that

No One Can Even Know All the Desirable New Styles

without this "NATIONAL" Style Book

In the business world it is admitted that the
"NATIONAL" leads in the gathering of desirable
styles. Also it is undisputed that, as the "N.A-
TIONAL" sells more Ladies' Apparel than any
house in the World, just so we can and do seil
garments cheaper.

"NATIONAL" Tailored Suits

Measure $10 tO $40
Any "NATIONAL" suit will be cut to your measure from your

own choice of over 450 materials. And all the risk of fitting and
pleasing you will be ours. Twenty-two years' experience in making
suits from measurements sent by mail has so perfected our methods,
so broadened our experience, that we can give with each suit this
guarantee:

The "NATIONAL" Policy
Every "NATIONAL" Garment has the "NATIONAL" Guar-

antee Tag—our signed Guarantee—attached. This tag says that
you may return any "NATIONAL" Garment not satisfactory
to you and we will refund your money and pay express charges
both ways.

The "NATIONAL" Prepays ezpressage and postage to all

parts of the world.

Now, applications for the * 'NATIONAL" Style Book will be filled
exactly in the order in which they are received. But if you sit
down now and write at once you will get one of the first copies from
the press.

In writing for your Style Book, be sure to state whether you wish
samples of materials for a Tailored Suit and state the colors you
wear. Samples are sent gladly, but only when asked for.

National Cloak & Suit Co.
218 West 24th Street, New York City

Largest Ladies' Outfitting Establishment in the World
Mail Orders Only No Agents or Branches

TEMPERANCE AT HOME AND ABROAD

^—It is ESTiMATfeD that during 1909
saloons have been closed throughout
the country at the rate of forty per
day; that forty-one million of our peo-
ple are now living in prohibition terri-

tory, and that seventy per cent, of the
area of the whole country has forbid-
den the license liquor traffic.

—During 1909 four States were
added to the list of State-wide prohi-
bition territory: Alabama, Mississippi,
North Carolina and Tennessee. Flor-
ida, through its Legislature, voted to
submit a prohibitory amendment to
the people. Four other States adopt-
ed local option laws. Twenty-eight
State Legislatures passed temperance
measures of various sorts. Two hun-
dred counties, in the aggregate, voted
"dry" during the year, in Ohio, Indi-
ana, Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, South
Carolina, Texas, Minnesota, New Mex-
ico, Nebraska, Colorado, Washington,
Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, California and
Missouri. These statistics are given
by the American Issue.

—Manitoba has just experienced
a "dry" wave, which added eighteen
counties to the seventy which had pre-
viously voted for the restriction of the
liquor traffic.

—Maryland is now intensely inter-

ested in the discussion of State-wide
local option, embodied in a bill pro-
posed by the Anti-Saloon League. This
bill, if enacted, will not of itself close
the saloon. It leaves the matter en-
tirely to the people for their decision
whether the saloon shall go or stay

—

a question which may be decided at
any time, under a proper system of
legislative machinery created by the
bill. The bill contains adequate en-
forcement powers for the people to
carry out their will; and it provides
against bringing saloons into territory
now free from them.

—Mr. Andrew^ Carnegie, in a re-
cent address on temperance, said he
once offered to give any of his men
ten per cent, of their yearly earnings
as a bonus on condition that they
would give their word of honor that
they had not taken a single drink of
spirituous liquor during the year pre-
vious.

—The Countess of Carlisle is not
only a lady of exalted rank and title

in England, but she is probably the
most prominent woman in the temper-
ance ranks to-day. She is president
of the British Woman's Temperance
Association and has done much to en-
able it and the Women's Total Absti-
nence Union to work in harmony. She
is also president of the World Women's
Christian Temperance Union, and for
several years has been president of
the North of England Temperance
League, besides being an active official

of the United Kingdom Alliance. Her
husband, the Earl of Carlisle, is also
an active worker in the temperance
cause; but in no sense as prominent as
Lady Carlisle, who is an admirable
speaker and a splendid executive.

—In a recent issue the London
Times ("The Thunderer") had this
remarkable passage: "Drinking baf-
fles us, confounds us, shames us, and
mocks us at every point. It outwits
the teacher, the man of business, the
patriot, and the legislator. Every
other institution flounders in hopeless
difficulties; the public-house holds its

triumphant course."

—At the recent International Con-
gress on Alcoholism, held in London, a
German delegate made the statement
that Emperor William had instituted
a very notable temperance reform in
the army. "Schnapps," or liquors of
any sort, is no longer served to the

troops, as formerly. The only liquor
allowed besides tea, cofi'ee, water or
milk is lemon soda.

—The famous old temperance story.
Buy Your Own Cherries—in which the
drinking working-man is represented as
being rebuff'ed in those words by the
saloonkeeper, when he asks for a hand-
ful from the tempting bunch of cher-
ries the whisky seller has just pur-
chased—has a companion piece in a
story told by the Knoxville (Tenn.)
Journal. A miner, who was a hard
drinker, wasted so much of his wages
on liquor that he could only afford to
buy 15 cents' worth of liver on Satur-
day nights for the Sunday dinner.
One Saturday night, while he was in
the butcher shop, he saw this saloon-
keeper throw down a five-dollar bill,

which he recognized as having been
passed by himself over the dealer's bar
during the week. Of course, the sa-
loonkeeper purchased the best—roast
and trimmings—for his Sunday din-
ner. This set the miner to thinking,
and he told his fellow-workers about
it. They put their heads together,
and concluded to do something. That
something was that they would not
touch a drop of liquor that week—and
they didn't. So the next Saturday
night some forty miners marched down
to the butcher store, and bought out
every roast in his place for their Sun-
day dinners. When the last miner
was being served the saloonkeeper
dropped in. "Well, John," he said to
the butcher, "trade's awfully dull. I

guess I'll have to take liver this time."
So the butcher sold him the liver.

—Two counties in Illinois, one
"wet," the other "dry," show the result
of such conditions in a very instructive
way : Alexander County, which is un-
der the domination of the liquor traffic,

has sixty-seven of its convicts in the
State penitentiary; Edwards County,
which is "dry," and has had no saloons
for forty years, hasn't had a single
person in the penitentiary in thirty
years. Besides this, Edwards County
is free from debt, and has a balance
in the treasury of $15,000.

—Readers of The Christian Her-
ald in districts where the temperance
question is now being agitated are in-
vited to send us the facts for publi-
cation.

Answered Prayers
L. S. H., Virginia. "God has wonderfully

answered my prayer."
Mrs. J. C. T., Canada. "God has restored

my child to health, in answer to prayer."
M. C, Ottawa, Kan. "The Lord has answered

me in behalf of a sick member of my family."
Mrs. L. W. H., Longford, Kan. "I wish

to acknowledge a recent answer to prayer."
A. G. Y., Washington. "I wish to acknowl-

edge that the Lord has answered many
prayers."

Mrs. S.T.P., Waco, Tex. "Many, many timeg
direct answers to my prayers have been
granted."

R. A. B., Sallis, Miss. "The Lord recently
answered a prayer for me when I was in
trouble."

Mrs. E. S. L., Cameron, W. Ya. "1 wish
to acknowledge that the Lord has answered
many prayers for me."

O. S., Delaware, N. J. "I promised God if
he would answer my prayer I would acknowl-
edge it publicly. It was answered."

L. H. C, Pennsylvania. "God has recently
answered a prayer for me, and in answering it

sent a blessing more than I had asked."
Mrs. I. B. B., Cincinnati, O. "Last spring

I was ill, and I promised God if he would re-
store me to health I would tell the world. He
has answered my prayer."

Mrs. R. M., Brooklyn. "I want to acknowl-
edge that the Lord has heard and answered
prayer for our little boy, who was very ill."

Mrs. E. E. S., Dayton, O. "I promised the
Lord if he would hear and answer my prayer,
when I was in great financial trouble, I would
acknowledge it to the world. My prayer was
answered."

_L
TMI CHAUTAUOUA NlJRS

r

Mrs. tola Lipp
Covington, Ky.

BECOME A NURSE
IF you have the natural attributes of a g

nurse we will undertake to teach yoi;

earn $10 to $35 a week, as thousands
our graduates are doing.

ITNUSUAL OFFER : We grant every student i

'-' months' probationary
trial study—this costs you nothing if dissatist

If you wish to know how we train by correspondence,

Mail this Coupon

The Chautauqua School of Nursi
341 Main St.. Jamestown. N. Y.

Please send 9th Annual Blue Book with stories hy nun

Whenever you see
an Arrow
Think of

The all the year round best bev-
erage for all classes, ages

and sexes.

Delicious — Wholesome
Thirsl-Quenching^

Sc Everywhere

The Coca Cola Girl
Calendar for 1910 Ihttmtf,

Send us 2c for postage and wc will

send you our beautiful 1910 Coca
Cola Girl Calendar and our interest-

ing booklet "The Truth About Coca
Cola". Telia all about Coca Cola

—

what it is and why it is so delicious,

wholesome and beneficial. It gives

aTialyses made by scientists and chem-
isrs from coast to coast, proving its

purity and wholesomeness. Your
name and address on a postal will bring you the booid

by itself.

THE COCA COLA COMPANY. Atlanta. Ga.

sewing ma-

nines perfectly,

leans out dirt an'|

""grease and lubricates ever
' delicate part so your

Seiving MacKine
works more easily, more smoothly^

^ 'and lasts longer. You do more
'work, better work, with half the

flabor. Prevents rust on all metal

parts; saves cost of expensive
[repairs. Generous trial bottle^
land new booklet free. ,^^|

i B'way,

New
York ii

ELECTRQ-
SILICON
has achieved its world-wide
reputation as the leading Sil-

ver Polish by reason of the

wondertul brilliancy it imparts

to SILVERWARE—Wllhoni

scratching or wearing. It saves

your Ware—as well as Time, labor and Expense.

SendaddresstorPDCp SAMPLE
Full Sized Box. post-paid, 15ots. in stamiis.

The Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff St.. New York.

Sold by Grocers and Druggists Everywhere.

1 on can place money in the Industrial Savings andLoan tonipany, and know that it is .!«/>, and is tchere
vnii can obtain il when irantft!, and will yield fatr earn-
inas for nerv day inrested. See their advertisementon page 114, and write them for full information.

tt^mtSnr^aat Start the New Year right. I

w *Mri^tM99S you have suffered in the past will

l/£aSmm^ varicose veins or anything of till

w tsmrtsm sort, Invest in one of our seamleBB nei

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS
Put an cndtosiifli needlesi

siifferin}; and be comfort
able. Best treatment yet dis

covered by medical scienci

for Varicose Veins, Weal
Knees, Weak Ankles, etc.

Descriptive booklet, prices

and self-measure dire€- 'i

tions free.

Curtis & Spindell Co., EIaBtl(

Weavers, 202 Ozford St., Lynn, MaM
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: So and Chorus Words and Music by Robert Harkness
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1. When we cross the val - ley there need be no shad - ows, When life's

2. When our loved ones leave us there need be no shad - ows, If their

3. When He comes to meet us there need be no shad - ows, When He

llb'zM:S -^- ^
h±i —^-

35 • ^ '

^ziL

day is end - ed and its sor»rows o'er;

faith is fixed in Je - sus as their Lord;

comes in all His glo - ri - ous ar - ray;

^ ^ N .

When the sum-mons comes to

For they go to be with

When the trump of God shall

i!=5^-•—•—5--^

1^
^-

:?={?=
J

:*:

<i?T
t=5:

-f-^g S^ 1
meet the bless-ed Sav-iour, When we rise to dwell with Him for ev-er-more.
Him who died to save them, To be with the One whom they have long a - dored.

sound and lov'd ones wak-en, When He leads us on - ward with tri-umph-ant sway.

u fc s I ^ X .._.. fv ^ ,N ______
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Shad-ows! no need of shad-ows When at last we lay life's bur-den down;
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Shad-ows! no need of shad-ows When at last we gain the Vic-tor's crown!
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Copyright hy Cliai-les M. Alexaiuler

CIS is one of Mr. Alexander's new
ngs, which has proved popular

^h^ever it has been tested. In Aus-
ra\, in England and in America it

ptivated great audiences. It is

m of hope and faith. At the
<o iitield Bible Conference, last sum-
leiit was called for constantly. Mr.
'' ness tells how he came to write

was driving with a friend along
unks of a quiet river, on the out-

ki;s of Philadelphia, on a delightful
i-P» afternoon. The sun was setting,
ncis we rode along I looked into the
'lad stream and saw reflected some
lajiificent shadow effects. I stopped
nclrank in the beautiful scene. The
uties of the trees bursting forth

with new foliage; the tints of gold
and red and blue and green combined
to make a picture of rare beauty. As
I peered into the water, Ps. 23 : 4 came
into my mind, 'Though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I

will fear no evil.' 'Yes,' I thought,
'there are shadows in the water; but
for the Christian the shadows and the

gloom are dispersed. In Him is no
darkness at all.' On returning to my
friend's home I said, 'I want to write
a song which came to me while I was
admiring the beautiful shadow in the
river.' Asking the Holy Spirit for
guidance, I wrote the words of the first

two verses and the chorus, and also

the music of the song."

The Mark That Means
Seventy-Cent Yarn

When you buy Holeproof Hose—the genuine "Holeproof,"
bearing the mark below on the toe—you get hose that are knit

with yarn that now costs us an average of 70 cents a pound

—

a

three-ply, "soft-as-down, strong-as-silk-cord" yarn, knit into

the hose by the "Holeproof" process.

We could save 30 cents a pound by using a two-ply yarn. We
could knit in the common way. But that would mean simply

to waste 32 years of hose-making experience.

It would be a death-blovi? to our pride—a pride that compels us to spend

for inspection, now $33,000 a year. We incur this expense simply to

know that each pair that's sent out is perfection. This is more
for our sake than for yours—but you get the benefit.

These are things you don't see in the hose when you
buy them. But they count in the wear at the end

of six months.
' To be sure you are getting them

look for this mark. Other marks
look something like it. So

please memorize ours.

The genuine "Hole-

proof '
is sold in your

town. Dealers'
names given on

request.
If ihat

mark doesn't
appear on the
toe it isn't GENUIIME

lloleproomosieru
^OR MEN WOMEN^AND CHILDREN^

THE ORIGINAL GUARANTEED HOSE
Holeproof Sox— fi p;iii-s, $l.r)0. Medium

aiul h'^lit \v. l^'ht. Blark, black with white
frit, lib'lit aiiit ilaik tan, navy blue, pcai-l

gray, laVL-iidcr, light blue, green, gun-metal
and mode. Sizes, 9 to 12. Six pairs of a
size and weight in a box. All one color or
assorted, as desired.

Holeproof Sox (extra light weight)—

e

pairs, $2-00. Mercerized. Same colors as

above.

Holeproof Lnotre-Sox—6 pairs. $3.00.

Finislied like silk. Extra liglit weight.
Black, navy blue, liglit and dark tan, pearl

gray. lavender, light blue, green, gun-metal,
fli-sh ecihir aTid mode. Sizes, 9 to 12.

Holeproof FuU-Fashloned Sox—6 pairs,

$'i.i)0 Sami- roiors.and sizes as Lustre-Sox.

Holeproof Silk Sox— :l pairs. ?2.(10. Guar-
anteed for :t iiioiitiis-warranted pure silk.

Holeproof Stockings— 6 pairs, $2.00.

Medium weiglit. Black, tan. black with
white feet, pearl gray, lavender, light blue

and navy blue. Sizes. 8 to 11.

Holeproof Lustre - StocklngB—6 pairs,

$3.00. Finished like silk. Extra lightweight.

Tan, black, pearl gray, lavender, light blue

and navy blue. Sizes. 8 to 11.

Boys' Holeproof Stockings—6 pairs.

$2.00. Blaek aiKl Ian, Sin-c-ially reinforced

knee, heel and t.H- Sizes. :j to 11.

Misses' Holeproof Stockings—6 pairs,

$2.00. Black and tan. Specially reinforced

knee, heel and toe. Sizes, 5 to M. These
are the best children's hose made to-day.

jfjoleproof
• TRADEMARK
^ Hosierx

Reg, U.S.
Pat. Office, 1906

We'll ship direct where
we have no dealer

—

Charges Prepaid—on
receipt of remittance.

Write for free book, "How to Make Your Feet Happy." (32)

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., 412 Fourth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Are You Getting Stout?
You can have as good a figure as

any woman if you wear one of our

Ewing Reducing Garments
-tf»*?^ t-d 1 and you need not diet, take drugs or

^^Sf^J-' tiresome exercises. We make the

Ewing Hip and Abdominal Reducing
Band and the Ewing Bust Reducing
Garment and Corset. They are beau-

tifully made of light materials, lined

with thin rubber, ventilated, cool and
comfortable to wear. No buckles,

straps or steels. They will reduce you
without the slightest harm or incon-

venience. We make them to
your measure to reduce just
the parts you wish. Every gar-

ment guaranteed. No corset can reduce

\
I
you permanently, and no other Reduc-

I,"

"
ing Garments are hygienic and com-
fortable. The Ewing Reducing Gar-

!.< ments do not bind or distribute the

/- flesh to other parts --- they draw
the fat completely away.

The Ewing Hip and Abdominal Reducer weighs only 5 oz.

Endorsed by eminent Physician- and hundreds <! men
and women wearers. Wear the band a few weeks belore
having your new gowns made Send 2-cent stamp fur

illustrated booklet and measurement blanks. Don't go
a week longer without knowing what we can do for you.

THE E. L. EWING COMPANY
l^ept. 1' \ , ^-fZ-.i Shcll'ithl Axcnuc. < hic.iKio

\

\

Rider Agents Wanted
in each town to ride 'and exhibit sample
iQio bicycle. Write for Special Offer.

Finest Guaranteed «t «/l ^_ Si97
i 1910 Models 9'*^'**^^'

with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires.

1908& lS»09]Model9*f 7^_ <(f9
all of best makes ^ M 'O qt 1^
too Second -Hand Whoeta
\aU makes and models^ Si^ #0 ^Q\[:oodasne-w ^•^ *' •pC*

GreatFACTORY CLEARING SALE
Iwe SMu on Approval wiihoui a
cent deposit, /.iv the freight and allow

TEM DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear m heels,

lamps, sundries, ha// usual prices. Do not buy
till you get our catalogs and offer. IVrite ttow.

MKA.D CYCLE CO., Oept.C-71 Cbicago

Near=Brussels Art=Rugs, ^3.50
Sent to your home by Express, Prepaid.

Beaut iful and attrac
live patterns. Sl.iii''

in all colois. Ea'Jih

kept clean and Mat
ranted to w^ai
Woven in one pit-tf

Hoth sidts can iif

used. Sold direct at
one profit Money
refunded if not sat-
isfactory

New Catalogue showing goods in actual

ORIENTAL IMPORTING C0..69I.Bourse

Sizes and Prices
|

9x 6 ft.. $3.50

9x Vi ft. 4.00

Si 9 ft-, 4.50

9x 10',. ft. , 5.00

9x 12 ft.. 5.60

9x 15 ft.. 6.50

Learn Fiano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TUNE-
A-PHONE. A Profession that can be converted into
money at any time or place in the civilized world at an
hour's notice. Earn $,") to 816 per day. Illustrated book
Free. Write SILES bryant sriiooL of ruxo rrxifid.

51 Music Uall, IJutlle Creek, Michigan.

colors, s nl liee

Bldg,Philadelphia>

(lut^fflimeu^REDUCES
40 DAY FREE TRIAL 11^^
So confident am I that simply wearfnff it will

permanently remove nil superfluous flesn that I

mail it free, without deuosit. When you see your
slmpeliness speedily rornrning- I know you will

buy it. Try It ut my expense. Write to-day*

PROF* BUS? ?!S Kr<mdway, New York
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Hartford Fire InsuranceCo.
With the coming of 1910, THE HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY has rounded out a century of business hi^ory. That means somethmg

in the haz^dous business of fire msurance, for four out of every five companies organized

in this country have either failed or retired. It means unshaken lability. The smoke

of every great American conflagration has darkened the sky over the Hartford's

head. In San Francisco alone it paid ten millions. But emerging triumphant from

the ordeals of 1 00 years, it enters its second century Wronger than ever.

Unshaken stability for a century is no mean heritage, but age is venerable only

when adorned with honor. Honor implies more than honesty. It is the quality which

impels an institution to meet every obligation, not only with promptness and exadness,

but with fairness and a spirit of equity. That is the Hartford's record in the pa^, its

aim to-day and its ideal for the future. Its policies afford unsurpassed indemnity, and

by co-operating with its patrons to lesson fire dangers, it offers continuous service. Its

business, scattered among more than 1 5,000 communities throughout this great land,

is the larger of any fire insurance company in America. Its agents are everywhere.

Insure in the Hartford

15

PATKFTQ CHOICE GARDEN AND FLOWER CFFH^r i IVdlL' 1 O We will mail one full packet of each OL(l-(l/kJ
of the following 15 grand varieties, our 1910 catalog^, and a coupon good for 10
cents all for one dime. FLOWER SEEDS

VEQETABLE SEEDS Annuals. 200 sorts mixed, Perenn-
Beet Lettuce RaJish Turnip iais, 100 sorts mixed, Sweet Peas,
Onion Cabbage Spinach Parsnip 50 varieties mixed. Your money
Carrot Parsley Tomato Cucumber back if not satisfied.

BINQHAMTON SEED CO.. 1402 Water St.. Binghamton, N. Y.
10

YOU'LL see a decided

increase in your mental

activity and clearness in your

physical vigor ifyou eatmore

Quaker Oats

Delicious; a pleasant way

of proving a statement.

Try it—eat more Quaker Oats. 2

Our Mail-Bag
Anonymous communications cannot

receive attention in "Our Mail-Bag."

T. K. H., Banksville, Pa. In what part of the

Bible are nether millstones, or hand-mills,

mentioned ? If I mistake not, the children

of Israel, while in the wilderness, were for-

bidden to loan them.

The passage you want is in Deut. 24 : 6.

Mention is also made of millstones in Job

41 : 24 ; Isa. 47:2; Jer. 25:10; Matt. 18:6;

Rev. 18:21, 22.

B. L., Lancaster, Pa. What is the estimated
deficiency in the British budget of Chan-
cellor Lloyd-George ?

The deficiency amounts to £18,000,000 sterling,

equal to $90,000,000. The largest item in the

budget is $43,000,000 for old-age pensions.

With the exception of $15,000,000 for naval

increase, the other items are comparatively

small.

J. G., Belle River, 111. Do you believe a fall

from grace possible? I believe that if one
once completely falls, he can never get

back.

Yes, a fall from grace is certainly possible

(See Gal. 6:4; IL Cor. 4:15; IL Cor. 12:9;

Eph. 2:5, 7, 8, and Heb. 7:25). We have no

reason, however, to conclude that because one

falls he is irredeemably lost. God's mercy is

boundless, and Jesus saves "to the uttermost."

Besides, we must not judge others who may
have fallen, but rather endeavor to help them
back to the right path.

Miss E. A. G., Norwich, Vt. Please explain
exactly the meaning of graft ; Tammany ;

watered stock ; red tape ; gold brick ; Dr.
Eliot's so-called new religion.

Graft is the slang term used to express

money or advantage gained through one's polit-

ical position or connections. For instance, a

political leader is a contractor, and gets in

consequence rich city contracts, which other-

wise might have gone to some one else. This is

his "graft." Tammany Hall is an organization

formed within the Democratic party of New
York, for the purpose of controlling the New
York City government. It does not include all

Democrats by any means, for the present city

government, while nearly entirely Democratic,

is anti-Tammany, as is Mayor Gaynor, who
was endorsed by Tammany. When a company
increases its stock issues unduly, not illegally,

for the purpose of putting the control of the

company in the hands of certain individuals,

or for the purpose of getting additional funds,

the stock is said to be watered. Often watered

stock is so increased as to seriously diminish the

dividends the company can pay, as the more
shares the less the amount that can be paid from
the earnings on each. "Red tape" means the

long, tedious and official way of doing business.

Gold bricks were ordinary bricks, gold-plated,

sold to unsuspecting persons. Dr. Eliot's reli-

gion has been fully discussed in previous issues

of The Mail-Bag.

W. F. D., Columbus, O. Did "ecclesia" (trans-

lated in our Bibles "church") originally

mean simply an assembly or congregation,
without regard to any particular organiza-
tion or building? If so, when was it first

applied to the church, and by whom ?

The meaning of the word, as it is used in

the New Testament, would seem to be, the

whole company of God's elect—those whom he

has called to be his people under the new dis-

pensation. It had no special reference to any
particular assembly, congregation or organiza-

tion, nor to the place where believers met. It

came, however, to be afterward applied to par-

ticular societies in certain places. The first

instance of such application is probably that

by Luke, in Acts 2 : 47.

L. L. S., Granthurst, Ontario. When were
church choirs first established ? Is a choir
of any benefit to a church ?

Sacred song has formed an important part of

worship from the very earliest times. There
are many passages in the Bible which show
that praise and thanksgiving, with voice and
instrument, have always been regarded as ac-

ceptable. Even as early as the days of Exodus
the Israelites employed voice and instiniment

in their songs of praise for deliverance. The
Psalms (which are the old Jewish hymnal) give

instructions which show that they were to be

both sung and played, and the choirs of the

temple in David's and Solomon's day (the sons
of Asaph, etc. ) were far larger and more
varied than we moderns have any idea of.

The early Christians, too, comforted themselves
with psalms, hymns and spiritual songs (see

Eph. 5:19). The twelve apostles sang a hymn
(see Matt. 26:30). When choirs were first

established is uncertain, but, as we have shown,
it must have been veiy early in human history.

A church without music would miss much ; it

would be dispirited and soulless. Next to

prayer, sacred music gives more zest and en-
ergy to the heart and soul of the worshiper
than anything else, except possibly a good GoS"
pel sermon.

Continued on next page

February
2!9](|

H After Holidax
Clean-Up of Clarkson'a I

Bankrupt BookBai*Q\
At lOc to SOc on the Doll.l

Also regular stock at wholesale prices ar ijw
A few hundred sets and a few thousand odd \ma
left over from the biggest collection of I k,,

gains ever made fora holiday sale to be aim oi.,,

away. Get my Bargain List before order -i,

quick or miss your life's chance forallbriLu
price of paper and printing—binding free

Books Shipped on Apppoy •

for examination in your own home befor
and returnable at my expense if not sati

Sample Prices—All Mew Bo
Late fiction, were SI. 50; my price. 38c. List ini

"Shopherd Of the Hills," "That Pr
Udell's," "}Meavers," "Ooctor," and
of others at 38e to 4.jc.

Calling of Dan Matthews, t\

All BestNOMf Fiction at Slashed . \

Pub. Price

Shakespeare, complete, 39 vols. $13.75
EncyclopediaBrltannica,12vols. 48.00
Gospels in Art 20.00
Famous Pictures ...... 12.00
Koran of Mohammed, V-i Mor. . 2.50

Stevenson, 10 vols., De Luxe . 39.00

Oe Luxe editions of nearly 100 si

authors at similar bargains. Also
different authors in regular sets for next to nothi:
sands of single volumes on nearly every subject—

t

out quick at 10c to SOc on the dollar.

Free Bargain List illustrated decc
Send font.

requestwill l>ring it. See what Ihave. I buy bank
and remainders at my own price and close them on
small advance on cost to me. Don't ntISi
Clean-up bargains. All books guaranteei
perfect,

David B. Clarkson, The Book k
ZZZ Clarkson Building, Chica

yini,

flOlJ,

(
^:

"flint

^

Pni!'

.91

.75

.9S

.51

.58

.75

iiH

1jS
Tb»

Moller's
Cod Liver Oi

should be purchased
for the followin|{
dood reasons:

It Is a pure oil, so pure that It Is
positively free from disagreeable
taste and odor. Children take it wit! tpi

suasion. It dliJests readily, does ilcll

to the palate, and never "repeats."

It is made and bottled by Peter Moller ; lisi

factory at the Norway fisheries— no ac ;riii

possible.

Not sold in bulk. You know you get the gem lia

you receive the flat oval bottle bearing the aiif

SCHIEFFELIN & CO.. New York. So iti

Is Your

Child's Life Worth $:?

e-Year-Old Mary Brown Dies at :
>•

pllal from Burns
As the result of a stray match upon'e.

Ititchen floor of their home at 45 h

street, Mr. arid Mrs. G. R. Brown «'

plunged into uncontrollable grief at
I death of their daughter Mary. _

If this child's garments had been dip
I

in Pyrolin, the child would hi

been living to-day.

PYROLIN
is a transparent, odorless liquid which do 5

injure the finest fabrics, but which abs< t

prevents flames. A five gallon can, l

cient to fireproof a child's garments for i

for $5.00. A sample bottle sufficient t.|i

proof a small piece of cloth will be sent

"

Try it and be convinced.

American Liquid Fire Proolinfl

100 Johnston Street, New Hampton, lov

SIMRLEX
STOCKING DARNER
WUI darn a dozen stockings
on any sewing machine in
less time required to darn
oneby hand—and will do it
better. A simple attachment
—no complicated niechan-
icism. Anyone can attach _^
stocking ready to darn in a few ^fconds.
Acknowledged by sewing machine dealers

only perfect darner made. Send for free b

and sample of work, orsend 80c for simplex 1

prepaid. Money returned if not eatiefactorj
sale by dealers.

THE SIMPLEX DARNER CO.
358 Palace Bldg^ MlnneaiJoliB, 1
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OUR MAIL-BAG
Continued from preceding page

'I
i. 'cD., Paterson, N. J. What is the average

otal annual output, or circulation, of

Jibles, in the English language, at the

Wesent time ?

/recent writer, who has gathered all the

it^ available statistics on this subject, says:

,E^i year there are printed 17,000,000

^rtistant Bibles, Testaments, and portions

P:ms or separate Gospels) in more than 500

m ages or dialects. Of these Bibles 10,000,-

00* re published by Bible societies, and sold

el< cost. The remaining 7,000,000 are

ri'3d commercially. Of the 10,000,000 Bibles

noarts of Bibles printed and distributed by

ihacy, almost 2,000,000 are issued by the

.m ican Bible Society, and over 7,000,000 more

y -nilar organizations in Great Britain."

In A. C. G., Jei-myn, Pa. Is a promise
:iade to the Lord by a child not old enough

p realize all that the promise involved

finding upon him for life? Ought he to

jeep it, under any circumstances, or should

le ask the Lord to forgive him for making
uch a foolish promise, and go where duty
•eems to lead ?

A>romise made before the age of responsi-

ili is to be regarded in a different light from

i.
fomise made by one who is responsible.

.ei:inly, if such a promise, made before the

,esjisible age, be a foolish one it would be a

re. hardship were the person to be held to it

tr:ly. On the other hand, if one be pledge<l

'r Wicated in childhood by father or mother,

^c"pledge or dedication ought by all means
^ V regarded as a sacred obligation, assuming
lait is of the right character. In the case

ucd in your letter, however, the promise

w;h was never to leave a certain church

r^nc-ilways to worship in the same building)

moi seem to have been both unwise and un-

rjccfeary, and the one who gave it should be

ibsied from keeping it.

y. j. M. D., Hagerstown, Md. About what
; jer cent, of the men of the Bread Line

, lesire work rather than charity ?

J A of them will work, if they can get any
injof work they can do, and will be glad of

lel'pportunity. Many are weakened from
iSHg and exposure, and incapable of compet-

1 l^n heavy manual labor with workers who
'a\ibecn well fed and decently cared for.

without operation. All depends on the type
of case. Each case is a study for itself, and
only an intelligent and experienced physician
can arrive at a definite conclusion as to the

proper treatment."

M. C. W., Madison, 111. 1. Why was Judas
chosen a disciple when his true character
was known to Christ? 2. Did Edison ever
invent anything by which a vein of water
was certainly located, and its depth from
the surface?

1. He was drawn, as others were, by the

preaching of the Baptist, or by the gracious
words of Jesus. His call as an apostle implies

that he had previously declared himself a dis-

ciple. What ulterior motives may have been
hidden behind his profession no man can tell.

although it is clear from the Scripture record

that Jesus knew his purpose and his heart

from the beginning (see John 6:64, 70; John
12:4). The choice of Judas is explained by
some theologians on the ground of God's abso-

lute foreknowledge (see John 17:12). The
presence of a false friend in the company of

disciples may have been needed to complete the

circle of Christ's trials and temptations. This
view, it is claimed, is upheld by prophecy (see

Zech. 11:12, 13, and Zech. 13:6). 2. We have
never heard that Edison invented a water-
finder.

One in Great Trouble. The fact that
you are so deeply concerned about your
sins is evidence that the Spirit is still

strivinj^' with you. Let none persuade
you that you have "sinned away your
day of grrace." Jesus saves to the
uttermost. God's love and mercy are
infinite, and we cannot set bounds to

them. He is more ready to forgive
than we are to ask.

Miscellaneous

[A w.,
^ ^or apt

Amarillo, Tex. Is there any cure
appendicitis without a surgical opera-

ion? If so, by what method, or remedy,
md by whom and where?

Is question has been submitted to Dr. Sam-
elli. Tracy, of New York, who replies as

)l|.s: "Appendicitis in different patients

si its symptoms in different degrees of se-

?r . depending upon the process of inflam-

a II. How it should be treated depends
il -ly on the severity and progress of the

is<iie. A layman cannot judge for himself,

ei' a competent physician must say if the

ididual case under consideration is a med-
apr a surgical one. In acute attacks of

Plidicitis most physicians consider the case

ne,vhich should be operated upon when the
;v. or temperature, is over 100 degress and
loulse 110 to 120 beats per minute; also,

"h"' a microscopical examination shows the
'h • blood-cells arc over 1.5,000 and the

ioMuclear percentage over 80. Many cases

f Ippendicitis can be treated successfully

R. M., Lexington, Ky. ; Reader, Dubuque,
la., and others. For full information regard-
ing our Shorthand Classes send postal for free
booklet to Tub Christian Herald, Bible House,
New York City, N. Y.

All of our readers are not like-minded con-
cerning vivisection. Dr. Sophy Ellen Page,
of East Bethany, N. Y., writes us, giving a
woman doctor's view of the question. She
says: "I believe in the prevention of cruelty
to animals, but I also believe in the prevention
of cruelty to human beings. Do you know what
has been gaine<l to medical science by animal
experimentation ? What does it mean to you ?

Have the lives of your children been saved by
the use of the antitoxin for diphtheria? No
doubt some investigators are cruel ; but look
around you and see how few of the laity are
not cruel. The other day one of my neighbors
let a horse die from neglect and insufficient

food. Little was thought about it, but had I

used that horse in which to develop an anti-

toxin for pellagra, no doubt the neighborhood
would have been hysterical and called it "scien-
tific savagery." But could it have been done,
what a boon to those suffering from that fatal

disease! Who is to judge as to what is in-

cluded in the term 'scientific research' ? I

cannot believe that there is any gi-aduate physi-
cian carrying on any kind of animal experi-
mentation except in the belief that in some way
it will add to medical science. It may not at

once, but sooner or later it must, because every
bit of knowledge gained means a step ahead."

CHRISTIAN HERALD PRIZE-WINNERS
^HE following CHRISTIAN HERALD subscription agents have been

/ r awarded Monthly State Prizes for December, in connection with our

^scribers' Agency Department

:

^^^ ^j^l^^^^ p^.j^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^s
site. Winners. Prizes, xvon by the Rev. Jewell Howard, who
(jif Mr. p. B. Wilcox '..State earned $28.50; the next prize was won

Mr. w. R. Giison Consolation
[jy jyj^.g Ervin Dieterly, who earned

Mrs. L. Lamb Consolation ^"^^ «« i .li j.i • i
• „

dkrgia.Mrs. M. o. Brown State $27.00, and the third pi'ize was won
tt Mr. w. M.Rudy State by Mrs. M. W. Morvison, who earned

Dr. G. R. White Consolation «24.00. She had also earned for the
Mr. s. w. Bon toy State ,„._,^ ^^^^^^1^ ^^ November $21.00.

' Mrs. C. G. Feisenheiser Consolation preVlOUS
Mrs. C. L. Cole State

ns. . . Mr. A. A. Sigler State
*:h Mrs. E. Undcrhill State

Mr. I. I. Dobbe<lal State
Mrs. P. D. Hawkins State
Mrs. J. S. White State
Mrs. William Bodine State
.Miss G. Gilman. State

Sin

* %r:
i\3.

'llY.

Our subscribers have not yet fully

realized the wonderful opportunity for

earning: big' money that is here pre-

sented to them. Eig:hteen of the forty-

nine States in the Union have already
entered this Monthly Contest. These

Mrs. M. Jennie Updike
.'.".' .Consolation individual Contestants are now reaping

- li ... Mrs. L. w. Ailing Consolation a rich harvest. Why not you? You
SJ!"' "'?]'"

/""'i?^''
^""^"^'i"" should lose no more time, but enroll

... Miss M. A. H Con.solation • xi •
i.

I Car. .Mr. s. Matthias State your name at once in this great cru-
'' S] Mrs. Ervin Dieterly State sade for introducing the foremost
'"if JJ""^' ??,•

'^'o.^'y.''!'"
Consolation

Qj^j.jg^ij^j^ ^„j Family Weekly into
' Mr. Allen S. Fisher Consolation , . ,

•'
, " .

S(Car. . Mrs. Joel Hough State every American home, and securmg
/ Teas... Rev. Jewell Howard State also your share of its rewards. Write

''

Mrs. M. W Morrison State g^. Qjjce tO THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
....Mr. M Rcichert Consolation . „ t-» «>4- no d;ki„ xi«,,„„ xt v
... Mrs. Ada K. White Consolation Agency Dep t, 92 Bible House, N. Y.

\ sh. . . Mrs. J. M. Lane State City. Open to Christian Herald Subscribers Only.

Do Your Shopping Here at

The Standard Every Week

LingerieWaists, $1 Value,79c
J 5;S 11. Dainty I.ingciie WiUst uiiii

fourbruad bands of handiuiiit; ^wiss embroidery,
inlaid with dainty Cluny lace insertions aud
wide center panel of baby Irish crochet. Collai-

and Bishop sleeves chaniiingly tucked and fin-

ished with laces and insertions to correspond-
Tucked back and yoke. Correctly sized, and care-

fully made. This waist will launder beautifully

and give splendid service. Sizes 34 W9£\.^
to 42 Bust. Splendid $1.00 value. / M|*
Special VV
55 H. Cbarniiug: Lingerie Waist with

handsome embroidered panel, inlaid with finr

Val. Two exquisite baby Irish Medallions, inlaid

witli lace form the square yoke effect'. Collar and
Bishop sleeves, are prettily tucked and trimmed
with matched laces and insertions. Front, back
and yoke laid in wide tucks. A smart style, made
of pretty material, with every seam carefully
sewed. Will stand repeated laundering ^9£\^^
and gi ve splendid service. Sizes 34 to 42 £ iTf^
Bust. Regular $1.00 value. Special, t'

^

Panama Skirl, $5 Value, $S*^
8(J8 II, Chiffon Panama SlUrt, de-

signed according to the latest style ideas. The
close-fittini^ yoke is cut in graceful lines, and
ample fullness is given to the flounce by means
of side-plaits which extend from front panel all

the way around. These plaits are joined to yokf
in scalloped outline, piped with taffeta silk aiiii

trimmed with buttons Comes in black, navy
bl«e or brown. This stylish, serviceable skirt is

made of splendid material, neatly
tailored and is a remarkable value.

Sells regularly for $5.00. Special

Voile Skirf, $6.50 Value, $4'5
«C2 H. Stylish. All Wool Black

Voile Skirt. This dressy skirt is cut amplv
wide, the fullness being gathered into side-plaits
stitched down flat to a little below hips and fall-

ing into graceful flare at bottom. Front panel
tastefnllv trimmed with taffeta stra|>ping and
buttons Two narrow and one wide fold of tafFct.-i

trim bolt.ini Its purchase will prove
tlie saving and =.itisf,ictir.u voii get at
tin-' Staiia.ird • *|-, .-,11 valu.' S|ifcial

With Siilt Drop ^^lilit Attaehed.$7.7,">

fTDITI? Write for FREE yearly subscrip-
* »».l-i*-i tion to the "Standard Monthlv

Bulletin
. '

' Shows yon EACH MONTH

^^i6i VOOSTER ST
NEW YORK CI Tir

$411

STANDARD
mHORDERlO

TRAV€L€RS'

AMCRICAN >
BANKERS' ^'

ASS'N y
(MEMBERSHIP:
10,000 BANKS
AND BANKERS)

THE Cheque

To Travel

With

''The

Perfect

International

Exchange"

HE "cheque universal"

is here shown, the ideal

cheque to travel with.

Supplies the traveler's need for

a currency that is acceptable at

every port."

Identifies the holder to those called upon to cash or "change" it.

Prevents the delay and embarrassment often met with in attempting
to cash drafts.

Shows on its face /asi ivhai it is tuorth in all leading countries.

Safer than money; twice as convenient.

Write for Free Booklet fully describing the System

BUY THEM FROM YOUR OWN BANKER
OR IF MORE CONVENIENT APPLY TO

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY 7 WALLST.NEW YORK CITY

Four
Denominations

$10, $20,
$50, $100
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-DON*T MISS IT-

IVcw York's Leading

Fashion Catalogue

Write For Free Copy To-day
nPHlS 160-Page Book is the most Complete

and Authoritative Publication on New
York Styles for Spring and Summer, 1910.

NEW YORK'S LEADING
FASHION CATALOGUE

faithfully illustrates and fully describes everything to

wear for Women, Misses, Girls, Boys and Babies.

also—Dresses—Skirts—Coats—Underwesu"
—Hats (trimmed and untrimmed)—Millinery

—

Hosiery—Shoes—Gloves—Handkerchiefs
—Laces and Embroideries—Neckwear

—

Jew^elry, etc., etc.

At Money-Saving Prices
The Lowest Ever Quoted for reliable merchzuidise

With this book before you. you will be sure to know
what the correct and latest New York Styles are—
You will be able to intelligently make comparisons as

regards QUAUTY and PRICES-
You will find a broad and liberal business policy

back of each transaction, protecting the custumer always

—

affording you the same shopping pleasure, safety and satis-

faction as if you visited us personally.

FURTHERMORE^==^====
We Prepay Postage or Expressage to
any part of the United States and Guar-
antee Satisfaction or Refund Money.^=^== vol/ TAKE tSIO Risk

To receive full value for your money you cannot
afford to be without a copy of this valuable
Fashion Book and Shopping Guide.

4 Copv is FREE. Write TO-OaV
Address Depl. H.

THE USELESSNESS OF WORRY*

Sunday School Lesson M; Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

WE are still with Christ listening

to his Sermon on the Mount.

It took him only a brief hour,

or less, to deliver that sermon; but it

has taken mankind ages long to com-
prehend it.

A Lasting Sermon

"Is the sermon done?" asked a late

comer to church of a woman whom
he met at the church door. "The ser-

mon is preached," she said, "but it's

not done yet." Neither is the Sermon
on the Mount "done," although it was
preached nearly twenty centuries ago.

We are studying that sermon in sec-

tions; the portion we are now to con-

sider concerns our earthly goods. A
little boy had heard read from the

Bible the story of the rich man and
Lazarus, the former living sumptu-
ously every day, while Lazarus lay at

his gate; but after death the rich

man was in torments while Lazarus
was in the bosom of the heavenly
Father. The boy was asked the ques-
tion, "Which would you rather be, the

rich man or Lazarus?" He replied, "I

would rather be a good rich man."
Those who are born rich, or who have
the desire to become rich, can learn
much for their guidance from Jesus'
Sermon on the Mount. And also, those
who have been born poor, or have no
desire for riches (if any such there

be) , will find much to make their con-
dition seem desirable. In either case

all depends on being a Christian. Mr.
Gladstone of England once said : "The
older I grow the more confirmed I am
in my faith and religion. I have been
in public life fifty-eight years, and
forty-seven in the Cabinet of the Brit-
ish government, and during those
forty-seven years I have been asso-
ciated with sixty of the master minds
of the country, and all but five of the
sixty were Christians." Jesus said in

his sermon, "The lamp of the body is

the eye; if therefore thine eye be
single, thy whole body shall be full of
light; but if thine eye be evil, thy
whole body shall be darkness." It is

the "mind's eye" to which he refers.

Some people will say, "It is no
matter what a man thinks, so long as
he lives right." This is absurd, for no
one can live right unless he thinks
right.. To attempt to do so is like try-
ing to ride two horses going in opposite
directions. And so Jesus said, "Ye
cannot serve God and mammon." We
have all seen hideous pictures of idols,

if not idols themselves. Some of them
are many-headed and many-handed.
Mammon might be called a three-head-
ed idol, the three heads springing from
one neck, selfishness; the three heads
being riches, fame and pleasure. Who
could be a devotee of such a god and a
worshiper of the true and living God?
Jesus said, "Ye cannot serve God and
mammon." It is not a matter of
choice whether or not we will do the
two things at the same time, but to do
it is a "cannot of character." We must
"hold to the one and despise the other."
We cannot go east and west at the
same time. Dr. Parker asks, "Where,
then, is the value of your criticism
upon the rich Christian man? You
have mockingly said, 'That man has
served God and mammon to some pur-
pose, for he has accumulated immense
wealth.' When a man's heart burns
with the love of God, if he be the
owner of the Bank of England, he lifts

up all his property to the high level
which inspires him."

The Unchang^g Law
A man cannot be a correct astron-

omer who puts the earth, instead of

""The International Sunday School Lesson for
February 13, 1910. Worldliness and Trust.
Matt. 6 : 19 34. Goldkn Tkxt : "Seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and his righteou.sncss. and all
these tilings sJiall he added uato you." Matt,
e : M.

the sun, as the centre of the solar sys-
tem. Imagine what would be the dis-

order in the heavens, in the whole
planetary system, if it were possible to
instal both the sun and the earth as
the centre. The planets would go fly-

ing through space, and worlds would
crash against each other and destruc-
tion would follow.

Something like this occurs in human
lives when we try to serve God and
mammon. There can be only one safe
centre, and that is God. "A self-cen-

tred man or woman is a most danger-
ous element in society and in the whole
body politic."

Some one has said: "We must learn
to think of our heavenly Father's will

as the one unchanging and unchange-
able law of all things in heaven and on
earth, in body as well as in spirit."

And thus we shall be saved from be-
ing mammon-worshipers and money-
grubbers.
A little boy was once told that God

could do everything, whereupon he
asked, "Can God make a rock so big
that he can't lift it?" It was told the
child that God cannot do what is wrong
or foolish. God cannot be tempted of
evil (Jas. 1:13). It is impossible for
God to lie (Heb. 6:18). These are
some of the "cannots" of God's char-
acter. In his Sermon on the Mount
Jesus says, "A city set on an hill can-
not be hid. A good tree cannot bring
forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt
tree bring forth good fruit." Put be-
side these sayings, "Ye cannot serve
God and mammon." He thus finds a
spiritual law in the natural world. It

is not an arbitrary enactment of his
own, but an eternal law of the uni-
verse, that only a purified heart can
permanently produce right life, and
that such a heart must surely make
itself known in words and deeds, as
the tree must reveal its life by leaves
and fruit.

Something About Worry
Jesus might have said, "Ye cannot

serve God and worry." He did not put
it quite that way, but "Be not anx-
ious." He knew full well that a lot of
his hearers were serving the god
Worry. Some people believe every-
thing the worry god tells them, though
he is the most vicious, lying, unhappy
god anybody could serve. He not only
troubles people all through the day,
but he keeps them awake at night to
fear things that may never happen.

There are bitter herbs enough
In the brimming cup of to-day.

Without the sprig of rue
From to-mori'Ow*s unknown way.

Robert Burdette says, "There are
two days about which no one should
ever worry : yesterday and to-morrow."
But why worry about the happenings
of to-day?
A woman was walking along a road,

carrying a heavy basket. She was
overtaken by a gentleman riding in a
buggy, who invited her to ride. She
accepted the invitation, but still kept
her basket on her arm. The gentle-
man said to her, "My good woman,
your basket will ride just as well in
the bottom of the carriage, and you
would be much more comfortable." So
it would, sir, thank you," said she; "I
never thought of that," and she set the
basket down in the bottom of the buggy
and was greatly relieved. "That is

what I do very often," said the gentle-
man. The woman looked surprised,
and asked, "How is that, sir?" And
the gentleman replied, "The Lord Jesus
has taken me up in his chariot, and I

rejoice to ride in it. But very often
I carry a burden of care that would
ride just as well if I put it down. If
the Lord is willing to carry me, he is
willing to carry my cares."

But it often happens that the cares
which never come, but are dreaded,

Continuechon next page

Old Dresses Made Nev

and Handsome
By the Work of Diamond Dyt I

Don't think that because last year's dress h
\

become faded and lost its freshness that you w \

have to have another now. J

Don't think that because the shade is not
fashion that you'll have to put it away. .

That pretty dress, the one you liked so well,:]
becoming to you, too, can be worn again and agai
Diamond Dyes have solved this problem f

thousands of women. It will do the same foryo
A ten-cent package of just the right shade w

dye your old clothes so they'll look just likene<
And not only look new, but the chemical acti(

;

of the dyes will add life to the material and gi'

it longer wear.
You may have tried dyeing some old materi

before and were not satisfied. But it wasr
Diamond Dyes you used. Diamond Dyes are f

J

superior to any in the world and give perfect;
splendid results. After trying it once, you'll u
it with pleasure on many things you have in ll

home that seem too good to throw away.
Be sure to ask for Diamond Dyes—"Tl

Standard of The World."

The Troth About the Use of Dyes

:

Diamond Dyes are the Standard of the world and alws
{live perfect results. You must be sure that you get the n
Diamond Dyes and the kind of Diamond Dyes adapted tot
article you intend to dye.

Beware of imitatioDS of Diamond Dyes. Imitators wl

make only one kind of dye* claim that their imitatio

will color Wool, Silk, or Cotton ("all fabrics'") equal
well. This claim is false. Because no dye that wiU gi

the finest results on Wool, Silk, or other animal fibri

can be used successfully for dyeing Cotton, Linen, oroth

vegetable fibres. For this reason we make two kin

of Diamond^Dyes, namely : Diamond Dyes for Wool, ai

Diamond Dyes for Cotton.

Diamond DycsforWool should notbe used for coloringCotto
Linen or Mixed Goods, as they are especially adapted for Wo<
Silk, or other animal fibres, which take up the dye quicW
Diamond Dyes for Cotton are especially adapted for Cotto

Linen. or other vegetable fibres, which take up the dye bIowI

"Mixed Goods." also known as "Union Goods," are ma
chiefiyof either Cotton. Linen, or other vegetable fibres. F

tliis reason our Diamond Dyes for Cotton are the best dj

made for these goods.

Diamond Dye Annual—Free. Send us youmai
and address (be sure to mention your dealer's name and tell

whether he sells Diamond Dyes) and we will send y<>u aco
of the famous Diamond Dre Annual, a copy of the Directii

Book, and 36 samples of dyed cl.-tli. all I'llEE. Addrt

WELLS & RICHARDSON CO.. Burlington, \

Ease Your Fci
"THE PILLOW" SHi
For Woman's Wear; absolute ct

fort for TIRED, TENDER FEl

a beautiful hand turned shoe, no bn

ing-in required ; relief from pel Corns

Bunions; soft, flexible, durable, dre

and stylish. The sole oak leather. Tncw '

>p genuine Vici Kid, soft, pliable. RUBB

'

HEELS. No lining to wrinkle and chafe.
''.

guarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfort i

satisfaction or money cheerfully refund
Oxford Style $3.00. Write to-day for our F
Illustrated Catalog and sf>ecial self-measure blank

join our Grand Army of delighted customers.

PILLOW SHOE COMPANY
184 Summer Street, Dept. 3, Boston, M:

AGENTS WAISTTE
To show our Shirt Waist and Suit Materials, Handkerchiefs
We have some good territory to assi;:rti. Exceptional opportauity

established house. Beautiful and exrlnsive samples free Apply a'

to Mitchell & Church Co., 231 Washington St., Binghamton,

COMBINATION OFFE
10 Beautiful T? \ CTPl?!* Post Cards,
6 Xtra Quality I!i/1.3 1 1!ill. Post Cards,

10 Fine Art Birthday Post Cards '
|

10 Best Wishes and Greeting Post Cards,
j

Any 8 of the above packages mailed for 25 cents, i

Special Assortment of 100 Easter Post Cards for Deal
will be mailed for CO cents. i

MADISOJf AKT COMPANY, MADISON, COT
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

reheavier than those which come

pc us. The story is told of a lady

rhfifor a time kept a list of troubles

rhri she thought might come to her.

iLff a few months, she checked off all

Kiahad failed to materialize, and she

ti that nine-tenths of the things

ad feared had not happened. God
ises to comfort us when real sor-

come upon us, but he gives no

„ ises for imaginary troubles.

lat day, as Jesus was preaching

is ermon on the Mount, he doubtless

iwanxious looks on many upturned

j,cJ; some bore the traces of insuffi-

er food, some had on ragged gar-

leis, some bore the marks of disease,

nd Jesus knew they were troubled

bo; what they should eat, and what
le: should wear, and how long they

Kigt live. And so he tried to comfort
le' by bidding them to consider the

apy little birds, who were never anx-
)u:about where their next mouthful
'asto come from. Also, he directed

18 ! to consider the beautiful gar-

le^s of the flowers, the tiny, blood-red

lie that even now dot the fields of

al'itine. There was not a dye in

leime of Solomon that could produce
> argeous a color, not even for the

of God living in affluence. A story is

told of two men who were riding to-

gether, one a farmer, who owned the
wagon, and the other a newcomer.
The newcomer spoke of a certain man
in the village, and said: "He is a man
of means, I hear." "Well, sir," replied
the farmer, "he hasn't got much
money, but he is mighty rich." "He
has a great deal of land?" asked the
newcomer. "No, sir, he hasn't got
much land, neither; but still he is

mighty rich." The farmer observed
the puzzled look on the face of the
newcomer, and added, "You see, he
hasn't got much money, and he hasn't
got much land, but still he is rich, be-
cause he never goes to bed owing any-
thing to any man. He tells every man
the truth, and does his duty by him-
self, his family and his neighbors; his

word is as good as his bond, and every
man, woman and child in the town
looks up to him, and i-espects him.
No, sir, he hasn't got much land, but
still he is a mighty rich man, because
he's got all he wants." That is the
way of living Jesus must have meant
when he told his hearers to seek the
kingdom of God and his righteousness.
In contrast put what a multi-million-

' Ye cannot serve God and mammon '

oyl garments. And then he uttered
he gracious words, "Your heavenly
I'aier knoweth that ye have need of

11 lese things. Are ye not of much
lol value than the birds and the

Tii (the lilies) of the field?" And
hej we seem to see him, by a signifi-

ai' gesture, wave off the demon of

/o'y as he raised his arm and, point-

nglvith the forefinger of his left hand
o \e tip of the middle finger of his

igj;, and moving it along the hand
ni arm, clear to the elbow, said,

Wich of you, by being anxious, can
done cubit unto the measure of his

if(" (unto his stature).
' eek ye first the kingdom of God

ni his righteousness, and all these

ihi^s shall be added unto you."
'h' is the large promise Jesus made
hi; day; good not for that day only,

\ukor all days; not for that people
nl. but for all people.

] t us not misunderstand this prom-
se, We are surely not to think that

|t jjan easy way to obtain all we need
o lit and wear, and perhaps to attain

:r(t riches. If such a price had been
)u on prosperity, there would be a
'61. small number of sincere Chris-

-ias to be found anywhere in the

Voa. But God does take care of his

•w' King David said

:

^have been young, and now am old;

'ehave I not seen the righteous for-

ialn, nor his seed begging bread"
;P 37:25). But he did not mean
h^he had always seen the followers

aire, who lived in New York, said of

himself: "I don't see what good it

does me, all this money that you say
is mine. I can't eat it, I can't spend
it; in fact, I never saw it, and never
had it in my hands for a moment. I

dress no better than my private sec-

retary, and cannot eat as much as my
coachman. I live in a big servants'

boarding house, am bothered to death
by beggars, have dyspepsia, and most
of my money is in the hands of others.

And so it must seem that a man rich

in this world's goods is not, after all,

to be much congratulated; certainly

not, if he is not a seeker after right-

eousness.

The Right Kind of Investments

We begin to wonder if, after all,

we have not quite mistaken the meas-
ure of a rich man! Can a person

really be rich whose possessions are of

such a nature that he may have to

part with them at a moment's notice?

That depends entirely upon whether
he is making the right kind of invest-

ments. If he is "dealing in futures,"

according to the commercial idea, he

cannot be too utterly condemned; but

if he is dealing in futures according

to the Christian idea, laying up for

himself treasures in heaven, he must
be commended. "Blessed are the dead
that die in the Lord. . . . Their
works do follow them" (Rev. 14:13).
Thus it is that only what we give away
we keep!

Puffed Wheat or Rice

with Bananas
A Morning Treat

Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice, when, served alone, seems as good as

•anything can be.

But try serving Puffed Wheat in a dish of sliced bananas. Note how
the flavors blend.

Crisp the wheat before serving, so you get all the nut-like taste.

Then judge if any breakfast dish was ever more inviting

Whole Grains
Made Wholly Digestible

Whole wheat and whole rice—the world's premier foods—are prepared
in numerous ways.

But never before were they made so digestible as they are in this

process—Prof. Anderson's process—where the results are accomplished
by internal explosion.

Here the starch granules are literally blasted to pieces, so the digestive

juices act instantly. In any other process—cooking, baking or toasting

—only part of the granules are broken.

That's why Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice seem so hearty. That's

why they're so wholesome. You are getting the whole of their food value.

Puffed Wheat, 10c
Puffed Rice, 15c

Except in
Extreme West

These are the foods shot from guns. The whole wheat or rice kernels

are put into great guns made of bronze and steel, and sealed. Then the

guns are revolved for 6o minutes in a heat of 550 degrees.
The heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and develops

enormous pressure. Suddenly the guns are unsealed—the steam ex-

plodes—and every starch granule is blasted into a myriad particles.

The grains are thus expanded to eight times natural size. ^^ ^
Yet the coats are unbroken, the shapes are unaltered The ^r J^

Reminder
gigantic grains are made porous and crisp and digestible

Lest You Forget
Don't put off trying these curious, enticing

foods. For breakfasts, luncheons and suppers
they are best and best for you. Order a pack-
age of each to-day. Cut out this coupon
so you won't forget.

Made Only by the
Quaker Oats Company

to include

Puffed Wheat

and Puffed Rice

in my grocery order to-day.
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Be Well Without Drugs
/ will help you to

Vibrant Health and Rested Nerves
Good

Figure
After my university course.I concluded 1 could be of greater

help to my sex by assisting Nature to regain and retain J^ EcOIlOinV
the strength of every vital organ, by bringing to it a good^^ ^^j ^

circulation of pure blood ; by strengthening the nerves, A^ Means More Than
and by teaching deep breathing, than i could by cor- y^r a Pretty Face

L , 1 J f"^'"^
^°^\

^''r^''" ^}\. Tu'^'""^-.
,'' ''!\}°ryy\ have corredled thousands

thorough knowledge of anatomy physiology and heahh principles that ^ A^ ^[ fi ^, .lluSrated below,
attribute my marvelous success. I have helped over 44,UUU women. 1 can y^ Style is in the fieure and Doise
help you to

Arise To Your Best and not in the gown. The gown in

Fig. 1 cost $250 ; the one in Fig. 2
cost $6.00. Fig. 2 is the same woman

as Fig. I

/

Constipation Irritability Indigestion

Weak Nerves Colds Dullness
Rhenmatisni Nervousness Weaknesses
Sleeplessness Torpid Liver Catarrh

This work is done by following simple direclions
a few minutes each day in the privacy of yoi
own room. In delicate cases I co-operate with
the physician. I regard medicine fo
tion as dangerous, and bandages a
ducing appliances do not remove
cause, hence only give temporary r

suits. In correcting faulty habits
of digestion and assimilation, I

build up the strength while 1

reducing, or developing y.ju

This is practical common
sense.

Think it over and
write me to-day for

particulars.

the

1 have given to each woman \hn satisfaction Kith self which comes
through the knowledge that she is developing that sweet, personal loveliness

which health and a wholesome, graceful body gives---a cultured, self- _ _
reliant woman with a definite purpose, which makes her the greatest y^r develope d
help to family and friends. She is a Better Wife, a Rested Mother, y^r and in correct
a Sweeter Sweetheart. She adds to the fjeauty of the world, thus y^r • p. -i ,

contributing to its refinement, cultivation and education, lean ^^Tr P
^ ^* ^

*8^* -'* ^*

help you to make every vital organ and nerve doefficient work, y^r ^ and 6 show actual
thus clearing the complexion and conecling such ailments as ^^ photographs of nuDlIs

before taking up mv
work. (They have given me

permission to use them). They
all stand, now, as correctly and

appear as well as Fig. 2.

When every organ <k

the body is doing elh-

cient work, tliere will lir

, -J superfluous flesh and

Too Thin/ ,
"° bony, angular bodies. 1

c^^ thousands of

3s., and have buili

up thousands of others 25 lbs. What 1 have done for others

I can do for you. It would do your heart good to read the
daily reports from my pupils. Here are some of them

:

'My weight has increased 30 lbs." "My kidneys are much belter."

"My eyes are much stronger and I have taken off my glasses."

"I have not had a sign of mdigeilion or gall stones since I b^an with you."
"1 weigh 83 lbs. less, and have gained wonderfully in strength. 1 never

gel out of breath, the rheumatic twinges have all gone, and I look and feel 13 years younger."
"I am delighted with the effea upon my catarrh."

"Just think of it I To be relieved from constipation. Entirely free after having it for 30 years !

'

"Have grown from a nervous wreck into a stale of steady, quiet nerves."

"The relief from backache alpne is worth many times the money, and I haven't had a cold

since I began with you."

Write me to-day, telling your faults of health and figure. If I cannot help

you, I will tell you so. I study your case just as a physician, giving you the

individual treatment which your case demands. 1 never violate a pupil's

confidence. I will send you an instrudlive booklet, showing correct lines of a

woman's figure in standing and walking, FREE.

SUSANNA COCROFT, R?m?ved"to 246 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO
l»//»)/i./".SV// Siiffieii'tiry," ••Tlie Vital Orrians, Thtir i'se ami Abuse," Kir.

Miss fornfl's name stands fur progn-ss in the scientific care of the health and Jigiive of iroinan.

The stove that is

bright aud shiny when new
will lose its attractive appearance il you
dou't use the right polish on it. You
Tvant the polish which gives

The Most Durable I,uster
and which far outlasts all others under
heat; the polish that will not cake on
the iron. Use Rising Sun next time.

Mix with a little water the thickness of cream
and apply evei;Iy and smoothly and polish

with a dry brush and it is done.

Makes your stove took like new
MORSE BROS.. Proprietors, Canton, Mass., 17.8. A.

BronchialTroches
An immediate relief for Hoarseness, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Bronchial and Asthmatic Troubles. An
article of superior merit, absolutely free from any
harmful ingretjient.
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $(,00 per box.
Sample n^ailcd on request.

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. Boston. Macs.

MusiSIC

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music
whether a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a le.ss number, if you de-
sire) for cither Piano, Organ. Violin. Guitar, Banjo,
Cornet, Sight Singing. Mandolin or C;ello will be
given free to malieour home studycourscs for the.se
instruments known in your locality. Yon will
pet one lesson weekly, and your only expense
during the time you take the lessons will be the
cost of postage and the music you use, which is
small. Write at once. It will mean much to you
to get our free booklet. It will place you under
no obligation whatever to us if you never write
again. You and your friends should know of
this work. Ilundredsof our pupils write : "Wish
I h.ad known of your school before." "Have
learned more in one term in my home with your
weekly lessons than in three terms with private
teachers, and at a great deal less expense."
"Everything is so thorough and complete." "The
lessons are marvels of simplicity, and my 11 year
old boy has not had the least trouble to learn."
One minister writes: ".^s each succeeding lesson
comes I am more and more fully persuaded I made
no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Est.iblishcd 1898—have tlioiisnnds of pupils
from seven years of age to seventy.

Don't say you cannot lo.trn music but send for
our free booklet and tiiilion offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL
OF MUSIC. Box 7. 2« Fifth Ave.. New York City.
Iiisliinncii ta suppVual irlien needed. Cashorcredit

AGENTS
Make bit; profits selline this 8-piocc
KitcLen Set. H. S. Cunningham mailc
%V2 a day. Copy of snorn Btatcmrnt
furnished. Wo have agents who have

Made $40a W^eek
Write today for terms of frf^e ontfit

and how to make %ti to $10 a day.
No previous eiperience necessary.

All goods guaranteed. Money back to any customer not perfectly pleased
Our elegant display sample case makes sales easy.

TUOMAS MFG. CO., 334 Wayne gt.,Dayton«Ohio

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Sclentillc and Effective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Reflortlne to Surgioal Procedure

The only private Institution of ni.ignitudc in the United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other
malignant and benign new growths. Conducted ly a
physician of standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address
Berkshire Hills Sanatoriam, North Adaia», Massachnsetts

THE STRAWBERRY
HANDKERCHIEF

Continued from page 102

"Do you believe the King will get
it? I don't."

"I'll stake my word on it."

"Rose, I am now satisfied. Tell me
what to do, and I will obey you in all

things."
"There is only one thing positive,

and beyond all shadow of doubt; that
is, the secrecy to be preserved about
the fate of Batavius. Neither by word,
look, nor sign of any kind must our
interference be revealed."

"I promise you perfect silence."

"I vow you the same promise. Now
I shall go and see Mrs. Gordon, and I

may drink tea with her; for Batavius
might return, and I do not feel myself
able to endure a second sight of him."

Batavius did not return. He found
excellent business to be done with Colo-
nel Rutgers, and was busy on The
Arms of Stityvesant all through the
small hours of the night. Captain
Van Vroom was evidently aware of the
detention and its cause, for his words
of approval were neither few nor cold

:

"You cannot show me another man
so clever in business as our Batavius,"
he said proudly to Madame.
"Ah, then, Jan!" she answered, "he

comes to us always with his best side
foremost."

"It is an undoubted matter. All the
best business men speak of Batavius."
"And some speak ill, quietly. I have

heard words not respectable—words
like contraband—and "

"Katrina, a close mouth is a wise
mouth," interrupted Jan. "There is so
much not to say, Katrina. And here
is our Virginia, silent as a little mouse.
What is thy wish, dear one? Another
waffle?"

"I care not for them, father."
"Why art thou so still and cross?

Will nothing please thee?"
"I am tired. My heart aches. I

want to sleep. Perhaps I might have
a good dream."
"A good dream! Why talk of that,

when so many real good things are at
thy hands and feet—money, jewels,
fine clothing "

"I cannot wear fine clothing."

"Not just now, but in a short time it

may be worn, and thy good mother,
and father, and brother, and thy
friend Lady Rose, thy sweetheart, and
the handsome house he is going to give
thee. Both thy hands are full of bless-
ings. So ungrateful art thou! It is

very wicked to be so ungrateful

!

Smile, and talk to thy father and
mother, and be glad in thy heart."
Madame looked at her daughter and

moved the tea things about like a
woman who wishes them to speak for
her, but she did not continue the re-
proach in words. She saw it was use-
less. The air of revolt in Virginia's
face was too positive, and an unhappy
silence settled over the tea table.

Madame £oon felt and resented the
deadening influence. She rose in an-
gry haste, saying, "Good food eaten in

bad temper inakes both body and soul
sick"; and as she put away the silver
and sweetiTieats she accompanied her
work with a little broken monologue
about "sulky people" and "girls who
did not knov/ when they were well off."

At length she went to the slave quar-
ter, and left the father and daughter
together—Jan nervous, and Virginia
standing at the bow window appar-
ently gazing into the garden, but
really trying to persuade herself to go
with a kiss to her father and make all

right between them.
Ere she could do so he called her.
"Virginia, my little child, come here

to me." Then she went hastily, and
drew a stool to his side, and sat down
at his knee, and looked into his face
with a smile just dashed with tears.
"What is it?" he asked. "What

troubles thee? Speak to me the truth.
Eh? Tell thy father, who loves thee
so much."

To be continued

When You Buy a PiW

you want to know yoiiue

getting the best for your p w.

When yc
"CORNIf
get full

value —
added
Srotec
oalers.

Sent To You For A Year** Fro

Cornish Pianos, for real
merit, are unexcelled
by any other, what-y
ever the price,
or name, or
reputation.

DO YOU WAr
EGGS

WHEN PRICES ARE Hit II

The only book that rt ttDi

how to make money raisin iltr^.

The boolc that hat been c lui

I discuoscd more than any f

[ its «ale is increasing dail Vli)f
-

Because it tells facts and tbtt' *'

rics. Endorsed by poultr tb»

I

itics and successful am« «ki

re making money followii ;i^

' vice of the author, Milo ti*

in|s, Ei-Commercial Poultry Expert lor U. S. Go- itii

" The Dollar Hen" is sold in combination with the ^r(

Digest'* to increase its circulation. It is • real ,111

pages, with Illustrations; not • paper bound pam] .cV

plaining *' Systems," " Secrets " or " Methods." ' »«t

end " Poultry Digest" one year, postpaid, $1.00.

tion guaranteed. Order to-day-

POULTRY DIGEST PUB. CO., 57 Q ANN ST., NEW II n.

A Bad Complexion
pimples, and rough skin, are caused by i-

gestion. Charcoal is an active dige8tiv> it

stops fermentation, absorbs all gases andc i

up the complexion.
MURRAY'S

CHARCOAL TABLET!
P_„ I f\-, in stamps, a full-size 25c s

1 ur M.yjK,. mailed for trial. Once o /.

a. J. OITMAN, 2 asiot House, New *

TJIE"BESTZIC
GiVes BOO candle power. Casts no f I

'

'

I Costs 2 cents per week. Makes ai

II its own gas. Over 200 styles. E>

11 warranted. T^o dirt. Ko odor. N'

I Agents wanted. Write for cataloi "

THE BEST LIGHT CO. 1

3-70 E. 5Ui St.. Cai Ml

lOc'
for Transfer* Pain !

of this Shirt 'Will r

Collar and Cuf ei t

and a trial sub; P; i

tion (3 Nos.) to our BOOKI "' r

Embroidery & Art Brass .

Novelties. Post-paid only vi

WalterP. Webber, Lynn, Mass Bj

STAMMER!)
1 lesson explainintj Homo Instruction FREE. ^ ^i

GEO. A. LEWIS. 81 Adelaide St., Detroit. Mich J

Do
You

New Doilies, ItfiUTm''
rattenis and a year's subRcript
Inealls' Faney \Vork Rook—all for

!

Address J. F. Ingallo, Lynn, Ma«»^.

DON'T YOU WANT TO SHAR f
spreading t\w prlacl news that. Jesua is comini.

'

'

your name to MARANATHA, Box 276, Skaneitek '
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]'arm Land
llie Basis of

Value
Innaking investments the first consideration

loi- always be the character of the security,

ve investor to whom income is important

lov learn the facts about Irrigation bonds.

he;:'orm, in our estimation, the safest way to

imi per cent.

e ared byaThousand Farms

Irjation bonds are secured by first liens on

)oc'arm land—sometimes a thousand farms.

hCfrms are worth usually at least four times

e rin.

Tf farms are exceedingly fertile, and are

)t bject to crop failures. Any one season's

rrgs are generally sufficient to repay the

ho loan.

TI bonds are additionally secured by a first

lorbge on an irrigation system, in which the

Ivcncnt is often twice the bond issue.

tSc e Irrigation bonds are municipal securi-

es, rhich form—as do School bonds—a tax

an 1 the district. Some are issued under the

Oa ' Act," where the State supervises the

-."ojt.

ItI ' arc issued in denominations of $100,

|O0 nd $1,000, so one may invest either little

l-ich. All are serial bonds, part of which

fe id annually, so one may make long-time
' sjrt-time investments.

78 Issues Sold

klniie past 16 years we have sold 78 separate

ju< of Reclamation bonds, all based on farm
•ns Not a dollar of loss has resulted to any
Ivebr.

?0« dominant place now gives us the pick of

ieslprojects. They are passed on by our

*'n|ngineers and attorneys. And an officer

01 Company constantly resides in the irri-

'itel sections, watching the projects we
la ?.

W have issued a book based on all this ex-

-^ri<ce—a book which every investor should

ad| Please cut out this coupon as a re-

in«- to send for it. (16)

I First National Bank Building, Chicago S

SO ingTus St.. Boiton 111 Broadway, New York
' First National Bank Building, San Francisco •

' jiase send your ficc book on Irrigation llonds
J

Si.e-

*\\

Half the money-

spent for chim-

neys would be

saved if every-

body bought
Macbeth " Pearl

Glass" lamp-

chimneys.

Because Mac-

beth lamp-chim-

neys never break

from heat—they

will melt first.

en they're handsome— clear

stallinc—and give a lamp a

Ijbred look.

less my name is on a lamp-

ilney it is not a Macbeth.

Bonds and the Co^ of Living

\ îve a book whicli tells which chimney to yet

I

burner made. It is free. Address

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

ONE of the most absorbing questions
of the day is the increasing cost of

living. Everywhere people are asking,

and newspapers are discussing, the

reason why prices are so much higher

than they were ten years ago. Lead-
ing economists are offering reasons,

and even Congress is contemplating a
minute investigation, of the subject.

Every possible cause has been cited

—

monopolies, trusts, speculation, cor-

ruption, excessive freight rates, rising

land values, labor unions, increase in

city populations, greed of middlemen,
demand greater than supply, extrava-

gance, etc. Wall Street declares it is

due to the depreciation of gold, and
backs its opinion with imposing arrays

of statistics, which seem to show that

the general price level has kept accu-

rate pace with the increasing supply

of this most precious metal.

From the standpoint of the investor,

this is the most significant reason of

all those yet advanced, for the opinion

of Wall Street is bound to affect its

securities, and so it may be well to

examine into it and see if a financial

moral may be deduced for the benefit

of the country at large. Here are the

statistics, according to Mr. Byron W.
Holt, that well-known Wall Street

economist, who cited them for the con-

sideration of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science at its

recent annual meeting:

The World'* Supply of Gold

"From 1850 to 1856 the world's vis-

ible supply of gold increased from
about $1,606,400,000 to $2,109,640,000,
or 31 per cent., while average prices

rose about 27 per cent, in this country.
From 1870 to 1890 the supply of gold
rose less than an average of W2. per
cent., and prices declined 22 per cent.

Since 1896 the world's supply of gold
has increased from $4,359,600,000 to

about $7,500,000,000, or 72 per cent.

And during this same period prices

have risen about 60 per cent, in this

country and 40 per cent, in England.
"The cost of producing gold, as com-

pared with the cost of producing other
commodities, will determine ultimately
whether more gold or more of other
commodities will, relatively, be pro-

duced. If, as seems probable, the net
profits of producing gold, in most of

the world's important gold mines, are
now from two to five times the net
profits of producing most other com-
modities, we should naturally expect
the production of gold to outrun the

production of other commodities. This
it has been doing for two decades, and
this it will probably continue to do for

two more decades."

Depreciation of Gold

Now it is a self-evident truth that

the greater the supply of a substance
in the world the cheaper must it inev-

itably become, and this is as true of

gold as it is of any other commodity,
only, inasmuch as gold is the unit of

monetary value we notice the effect of

the condition in the decreasing pur-
chasing power of each dollar. In ef-

fect, it is not that the necessities of

life have become any more valuable
(we produce and eat proportionately
the same amount of food, buy and
wear the same amount of clothes) , but
gold has become so plentiful, and
therefore so cheap, that its old-time
popular unit of value, one dollar, will

not purchase nearly as much of these

necessities as it would formerly.
If it were possible to increase the

I
size of the unit of value, in other

I

words, to issue a gold dollar the

I
weight of which would bear a definite

relation to the amount of gold in the
! v;orld, the effect might be to bring
about an equilibrium that would result

in a steadying of the general price
movement. But there are difficulties

in the way of this that make it im-
probable of realization.

As Wall Street views it the gradual
depreciation of gold will result in a
certain increase in the interest rate,

because as prices rise there occur un-
usual opportunities for the investment
of money. This has already begun to

affect the bond market in a peculiar
manner. One of the biggest bond
houses in New York has lately been
doing a large business in relieving its

clients of their long-term bonds, gilt-

edged securities that have fifty or
more years to run and yielding very
small interest, and procuring for them
instead municipal, irrigation, mort-
gage, or other short-term bonds yield-

ing larger rates of interest.

This is one of the most significant

features of the situation. Not so

many years ago, the wise investor
sought out the long-term railroad and
other bonds, securities with a century,
if possible, to run, absolutely safe as
far as the underlying mortgage was
concerned, and for that very reason
yielding very small interest. But now-
adays necessity for earning more
money, due to the increasing cost of
living, is compelling these investors to
take up the shorter term bonds, yield-

ing a rate of interest more in keeping
with the inflation of the modern price
movement.

Short-Term Bonds

The shorter-term bonds have also

the advantage of not tying up money
for a period of time long enough to

result in probable depreciation. In
England, for instance, there are
bonds which are practically perpet-
ual, in that they have several hundred
years to run. They are a pop-
ular form of "permanent" invest-

ment for widows and orphans. Doubt-
less they are safe and the interest

sure, but if the monetary unit keeps
on depreciating, the value of a fixed

interest, in the course of long time, will

be greatly lessened and the bonds
themselves will be worth far below
par. The philosophy of the situation,

then, is to buy only short-term bonds,
securities with not more than twenty-
five years to run, and as much less

than this as possible, and yielding as
high an interest rate as is compatible
with safety. There are many of these
secured by mortgages on real estate,

municipalities and irrigation projects
(the latter covered by the provisions
of the Carey Act) , and if the relia-

bility of the firm offering such securi-

ties for sale be unquestioned there can
be but little risk in taking them up.

In acquiring such short-term securi-

ties the investor will have the oppor-
tunity, in a comparatively few years,
of turning his money over and rein-

vesting it at whatever may then be the
prevailing rate either as to value of
principal or size of interest. As to

the latter its maximum is, of course,
determined by statute, but even here
the personal judgment of the investor
or the general integrity of the house
selling the securities must be the de-
termining factor. The mere legality

of a rate does not necessarily assure
its safety.

Outcome Good for Investor

Whatever the outcome of this pres-
ent movement, it would seem to tend
to the benefit of the investor, for to

quote Dr. John Franklin Crowell, an-
other keen investigator of social and
economic conditions, "the borrowers of
capital are also realizing that, from
the investors' standpoint, additional
inducement must be offered. We are
undoubtedly entering upon a field of
greatly enhanced demand for free cap-
ital. As that demand asserts itself,

not only will the rates of interest have
to be increased, but the older and more
highly capitalized projects will have to
make concessions in order to secure
the additions to capital which they
themselves may require to meet the en-
larging burdens of business."

6%
with Safety

Through the oldest and larger

Banking House specializmg in

Municipal
Irrigation

Bonds
First Offering:

We have just purchased a new
Municipal Irrigation Loan
and would call your attention to the

following particularly strong points

:

1—Municipal Irrigation District Improvement

has added 1 25,000 acres to the famous

Greeley Distri<5l. This old diStridl produces

aind ships more field products than any

other equal acreage in the world. The
principal development of the old district

has been during the last 10 years.

2—Water supply. This district stands pre-

eminent among the large irrigation enter-

prises of the country, inasmuch as its water

supply is a constant and direct flow. This

fact, combined with an ample reservoir

capacity, makes a never- failing and con-

tinuous water supply.

3—These are municipal bonds, payable from

a diredl tax voted by the people, assessed

by the County Assessor, and colle<5led

by the County Treasurer.

Savings Banks and Life Insurance
Companies are buying these secur-

ities, as well as other institutions and
private investors.

Farson^Son&Co.
Members New York Stock Elxchzmge

Over 30 years' experience

New York Chicago
21 Broad Street First National Bank Bldg.

Dear Sirs: — Please send me Circular No. 10246
C. H., (leseiil)ing largest and best issue of Muni-
cipal Irrigation Bonds ever issued.

Name

Address

State 1120

J/*e*fHe
COMPLEXION INSURANCE

against harmful exposure to siio\

daily by women evcrvwht
wish to preserve their beauty aiid^
keep their youthful appearoiitt is

Lablache. It prevents chaps,

^

roughness and redness and ketpfi

the skill smooth and velvety. It

is pure and liarmlesa.

Refuse Substitutes. They may
|

be dangerous. Flesh. White,
Pink, or Cream, 50e. a box, of
drugj^ists or by mail.

Send 10c. for sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers

Dept. 22 125 Kingston St."^
Boston, Mass.

^ and wind— used

Old Appliance |A]y|£ pEQPLE ^^^
f
PP",^°<=-

'

The Perfection Extension Shoe
for any person with one short

limb. Worn with any style of

ready-made shoes with perfect

ease and comfort. Shipped >

__^ trial. Write for Booklet.

HENKYE. LOTZ, 313 Third Ave., NEW YORK

Bl
VRflVEn >«^ tT27Ln:£0THESBELL3!¥mTU% ^^gK^SWEETEB, KOEE rU2-

r^UIID/^U ^fM^ABLE. LOWEB FSICE.%^nunv#n ^^^ousFBEECATALoaua
:esxjX*s,^^ tells why.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. O.

I
For '.i'l years wo have been p.-iyint; our customers
tho highest returns consistent with conservative

methods. First mortgage loans of $-00 and^ up

I
which we can recommend after the m»>st thorough

flonal investigation. I'leaa© ask for Loan l.iet No. 707-

I
$25 Certificates of Deposit also for saving investors.

PERKINS g, CO. Lawrence, Kans^
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Briggsdiditl BRIGGS, the Thomas A. EdiSon

of the Poultry World—the man who wrote

"Profits in Poultry Keeping Solved," a treatise

so tremendously practical and original that four

editions have already had to be printed.

Briggs actually made each hen pay him more
per month than her purchase price.

EDCAR BRICCS—
Tvvenly Years At It

No branch of mercantile business or farming
pays the profit that poultry raising guarantees,

under the Brisss system. Thousands who have
never made a specialty of poultry raising are now
starting in, most of them on a small scale—with
only a few dollars invested and a chicken yard
perhaps smaller than your garden. Under the

Briggs system their flocks multiply and increase

rapidly at trifling cost Meanwhile the market
price of poultry goes up, up, up I

BRIGGS' "POULTRY SILO"
Briggs' "Poultry Silo" discovery alone is now

saving poultrymen thousands of dollars daily.

He feeds his hens "poultry ensilage"—a processed
feed that makes them lay regularly, even in the

winter when egg prices are "out of sight." Briggs

makes this "Ensilage" at not to exceed 15 cents

a bushel.

Briggs" Pouhry Book gives

Secrets on Early Hatching

—

Raising Late Hatched Chickens
—Insuring a Large Egg Yield

Every Month—Erecting a Poul-
try Plant—Diagrams—Pictures

—Running an Incubator—
Brooders—Feeding— Breeding
—and literally HUNDREDS of

other secrets.

The Briggs book, "Profits In

Poultry Keeping Solved," has
been purchased by "POUL-
TRY SUCCESS," the repre-

sentative American poultry

journal. Briggs' future discov-

eries, made at his big Experi-

mental Poultry and Egg farm,

will be announced exclusively

by "POULTRY SUCCESS."

A. D. HOSTERMAN
Publisher of Poultry

Success

FEAST OF FACTS—$1.00
As an advertising feature. "POULTRY SUC-

CESS" now offers, for a short time, the
complete new and Fourth Edition of the Briggs
System and Secrets and a full year's subscription
to "POULTRY SUCCESS" for a dollar. This
is the greatest offer ever made to poultry raisers,

comprising:

1. "Profits in Poultry Keeping
Solved"—100 pages, fully illustrated

and nicely bound. Worth $5, $10
or $100, according as one makes
use of it

Z The new section, "Secrets in

Poultry Culture," a startling, useful

Brief, by Briggs.

3. "POULTRY SUCCESS"—
The leading monthly poultry publi-

cation. 21st year ; 64 to
164 pages. If you have
never read it, borrow a
copy from your neigh-
bor, or write for sample
copies. 50 cts. per year.

All for only $1.00.

Decide now to make biggest
poultry profits. Adopt the
Briggs* System and "POUL-
TRY SUCCESS" as your
guide. You need only a few
dollars—a small yard. You can
make it pay big from the sXtft
Send postal for free samples
of Poultry Literature, or better
Still, order direct from this ad-
vertisement, enclosing $1.00.

Hosterman Publishing Co.

Briggs Desk 92

SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

GRAND PRIZE CONTEST
'^^

Can you copy this drawing? Then win a valnable prlzel Do yon want the only magazine pnb-
lUhed entirely devoted to Illustrating, Designing and Cartooning. Each edition costs ten
thousand dollars to produce. Simply make a freehand druwing of this picture with a pen
or pencil and mail it to us, STATING YOUB AGE.

COPY HANS, IT'S REAL FUN
If yoTir drawing la at leaet 40 per cent, as gond as the original we will send yoo ABSO-

LUTELY FREE the haniisomest and most tascinatlng Art Jounial
In exiBteote. The first Issue alone has 125 TICTURES by WOULD
FAMOUS ILLUSTRATORS. FREECopy This Picture and Cet a Magazino Subscription
Hundreds have talent for drawing but do not know It; this contest will please thoosanda and atim<

niate an Interest in illuatratlng. Merely an hour copying Hans may win this splendid Art magazine.
It's worth trying for. Send in your sketch ; it coats you nothing; ti y to night.

Copy the little man, you'll get a lot of fun out of it.

Correspondence Institute of Aiwrica, Oept. 294 Scranton, Pa.

ef

California Now or
Never !"

The Kuhn California Project" will irrigate 250,000 acres in the famous Sacramento Valley.
The land is ready ! The water is ready ! Are you ready? The s.ile of these rich valley lands
has just begun in tracts of 10 to 80 acres. Small payment down; tlien ten annual payments.

Tlie valley is parden soil, 50 feet deep, yielding immense crops of fruit, alfalfa, sugar beets
and all the famous pioducts of Californi;i. Mature orange groves on these lands have yielded
as high as $1,000 per acre. If you are going to have a farm, why not have the best ? The Kulins

are always looking for the best, and their experts tell

them in this enterprise they have found it. Tliey are
putting millions of dollars into improvements to make it

still better. The land is close to big markets and will
pay for itself.

You take no chance in buying land under the Kuhn projects.
1 lie Kiiliii iiiteiests are irrij-'ating 400,000 acres In the Twin Falls
tonnti y, Idalio. Their great Sacramento Valley project offers
a frostless w niter and a still wider range of crops. Organize a
Caiitonua Colony in your own city or town. Take your neigh-
bors with you.
There is in press a very choice book of 48 pages, "California-How or Never." It is by far the handsomest California book

ever issued, and will show you at a glance whetlier you wajit ahome ranch in California. To insure a select distribution, it is
priced at ten cents. All other publications wliich are fully
descriptive are free. Fill out the coupon below and mail. If
you want the new book, enclose ten cents for each copy.

H. L. Hollister, 205 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

Please send free information about Sacramento Valley Irrigated
Lands to the following addresses:

^GmS PRPAU -^Htw mi

The New York Tombs
'T'HE New York Tombs, Inside and
-' Out, is a neat octavo volume of

over 300 p&ges, copiously illustrated,

the author being the Rev. John Josiah

Munro, who spent nearly ten years in

the Tombs Prison as a chaplain. He
writes, therefore, from a long and va-

ried experience with the criminal class.

His book contains much that is of an
interesting, not to say thrilling, char-

acter. He met with from fifteen to

twenty-five thousand prisoners a year,

and had opportunity to converse with
young men and women beginners in

crime, as well as with the hardened
offenders. Some of the incidents are
extremely touching, and the lights and
shadows of a life of crime are depicted
by a skilful and sympathetic hand.
The author shows that prison adminis-
tration needs reforming almost as
much as the unfortunate inmates
themselves need it. The thirty-eight
chapters of his book treat of a great
variety of subjects, including How
Criminals Are Made, Modern Tempta-
tions to Crime, Schools of Crime, Fa-
mous Tombs Prisoners, Strong Drink
and Crime, The New York Police and
the "Third Degree," Poverty and
Crime, Crime Among Women, How
Young Men Get Into Prison, The Cost
of Crime, etc. The book has been fa-

vorably commented upon by the secu-
lar and religious press, as well as by
many ministers and lawyers. The
Rev. Dr. MacArthur, pastor of Cal-
vary Baptist Church, New York City,

writes: "You have made a valuable
contribution to penology and practical
Christianity. Your wide and varied
experience gave you a fitness for the
discussion of the whole subject. I

trust it may have a wide circulation.
Your book is an important element of
preparation for the work of citizen,

lawyer, physician and clergyman."
Copies may be secured, postpaid, by
sending check or postoffice money order
for $1.15 to author at 186 Ainslie Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

BOOKS RECEIVED
The Garden in the Wilderness. By a Hermit.

Illustrated. The Baker & Taylor Co., New
York. $1.50. Another to add to the long list

of garden books, now so popular.

A Son of the Desert. By Bradley Gilman,
with illustrations by Thornton Oakley. A book
for boys of travel and adventure in Egypt.
Cloth binding. Pp. 363. Price $1.50.

TJie Home Afloat. By Thomas Townsend. A
good, clean book for boys, not greatly over-
drawn. Cloth binding. Pp. 313. Price $1.
Athenia Publishing Company, Athenia, N. J.

Human Equipment. By Edward Howard
Griggs. Deals with the problem of the right
use of things. Cloth binding. Pp. 73. 50
cents. B. W. Huebsch, New York, publisher.

The Wistful Years. By Roy Rolfe Gilson,
author of In the Morning Glow, Katrina, Miss
Primrose, etc. New York: The Baker & Tay-
lor Co. $1.50. A charming love story, full of
human interest and loftiest ideals.

Elements of Descriptive Astronomy. By
H. A. Howe, A.M., Sc.D. New York: Silver,
Burdett & Co. $1.25. A new edition of a
valuable text-book issued thirteen years ago,
and now revised and brought up to date.

Old Lady No. 31. A delightful story by
Louise Forsslund, which relates in a charm-
ingly sympathetic style the adventures of Ange-
line and Abe, an aged couple, whom age and
poverty drove to the poorhouse, and how it all

came out happily in the end. Pp. 275. Cen-
tury Company, New York, publishers.

Susannah and Sue. By Kate Douglas Wig-
gin. The influence of this story should be far
reaching, since it treats of a subject of particu-
lar timeliness. Cloth covers ; gilt top. Illus-
trated by Alice Barber Stevens and N. C.
Wyeth. Pp. 225. Price $1.50. Houghton-
Mifflin Company, Boston and New York, pub-
lishers.

Medical Sociology. By James Peter War-
basse, M.D. This book has been divided into
two parts : Part I., treating of the sociology of
health, of special interest to the lay reader, and
Part II., dealing with questions of medical
science and art, having special interest for the
medical reader. Cloth covers

; gilt top. Pp.
355. Price $2. The Care and Feeding of
Children. By L. Emmett Holt, M.D., LL.D.
Dedicated to the Young Mothers of America.
Cloth binding. Pp. 195. Price 75 cents. The
above two books are published by D. Appleton
& Co., New York and London.
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HARD TO DROP
But Many Drop It.

A young Calif, wife tall(s about coffi

"It was hard to drop Mocha and Ja\
give Postum a trial, but my nerves W(

shattered that I was a nervous wreck ;

course that means all Icinds of ails.

"At first I thought bicycle riding cai

and I gave it tip, but my condition ran
unchanged; 1 did not want to aclcnov
coffee caused the tronble for I was ven
of it. At that time a friend came to liv

us, and I noticed that after he had
witli us a weelc he would not drink his

any more. I asked him the reason,
replied, 'I have not had a headache s

left off drinking coffee, some months a;

last week, when I began again, here at

table. I don't see how anyone can lik

fee, anyway, after drinking Postum 1'

'I said nothing, but at once ordered a
age of Postum. That was five month
and we have dranlc no coffee since, exoi

two occasions when we had compan;!
the result each time was that my hvi

could not sleep, but lay awake and
and talked half the night. We wen
vinced that coffee caused his suffering,

returned to Postum, convinced that

was an enemy, instead of a friend, am
troubled no more by insomnia.

"I, myself have gained 8 pounds in v
and my nerves have ceased to quiv'

seems so easy now to quit coffee that (

our aches and ails, and take up Postun
Read the little book, "The Road to

ville," in pkgs. " There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A

one appears from time to time. The
genuine, true, and full of human int

Successll

Egg I
Farmin*

, Among people who can afford luxuries t

great demand for a regular supply of fresi

The few growers who can furnish them res
winter and summer alike, get very high

The Corning Egg-Bd
(entitled "$6.41 per Hen per Year"), tel

two men, in poor health, starting four ye

with only thirty hens, made from the! ft

egg-farm a clear profit of over $12,000 la; a.

It tells all about their experience, their f, v,

their methods; and how others, men or lei

with good sense, care and faithful work, ca ike

money in the same way. Not a detail lefl

The Coming Egg-Book is sold in comb ic)

with the Farm Journal, Philadelphia, P.

we have made arrangements to make this

dlD<>i<l1 Affor* For $1.00 (cash, mone dtt

i7pcl.l<U VllCl . or check), we wil mi

postpaid the Corning Essr-Book and th( ini

Journal for two years, and American ! Itn

Advocate two years—all for $1.00 if order ('•

at once to

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCA'
754 Hogran Block Syracuti .^

SEEIi

5 Fine Gloxinias,5 colors, 25c
1

7 Dble Begonias,? colors, 25c

3 Pkts. Fl

Park's New Ei

Ing Petunias.
known. Aglot
grant bed, 20 fe

lovely shades a

Ings, the envy
neighbors, Fn
1 Dark Purp
Carmine, Cri

2 Fancy Strii

Veined, Spot
3 Easing Dv
Spangled, Tl

My Flower Friend, write me a letter (no

and I'll send these Grand Petunias (Worth

culture, with Ciuido—all about flowers, pa^

good things, nearly 1000 plain and colored en,

I want to know you. Will you not write me

^^^ AndWhen Writing Why Not Enclose

SfSV for year's trial of Park's Floral J

just what you need to help cheer and
your home. The Oldest and Best floral m
the world, and a welcome visitor in over

homes. Why not in yours? With it I'll send

Surprise Seed Paetage, 1000 Sorts,

bed that will delight you with flowers new
every morning tbe entire season. Money bi

pleased. Club of three 25 cts. Club with frie

Address GEO. W. PARK, Box 64. La Pa

Masnzine and 10 pkts choicest Flower Seeds

Magazine and 10 pkts choicest Vegetable See'

Magazine and 20 pkts. I'nough fnr both gardei

C3l

ip.

ill

SQUAB
Mated pair

1910

BOOK FIS
Write for hantl^on'

Free Book, how
moiiev-brc-piliiiK squal -'"'

bound book now 33;"';;

136 IllnstratlonB. It's great. We Inltc subscrlptlona To I'

splenill.l Xntkmal filiiali Magnxine (nionthlyi. Rl)e<-lnicli c,J'

Plymooth Rock Squab Co. , 350 Howard Street, Melrc ••»
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lAULE'S SEEDS
ONCE GROWN ALWAYS GROWN

the reason why for many years past I lia%'e

ae Buch an enornioua seed business. 67.801

stomerg In Pennsylvania alone, with almost
If amillion the world over. My New Seed Hook
• 1910 is a wonder; contains everj'thlng In

'ds, bulbs and plants wort li trrowitig. Weighs Vl

nces, contains over (iuu lllcist rations, 102 pages,
ly gardener Bending his name on a postal
rd can have it fur the asliiiiK. Address

WM. HKNRT MAULE
20 Filbert St. Philadelphia, Pa.
^^p^.S>nd'5 cents (xtampx), and if you mcntinn
^^g^thi.t paper lifill enclose in iheeafatogue

a packet of the above choice pansy teed.

JT i

F.li-ctrf.plinni- in iisr-

iliMoat INVISIBLE

Deal People

!end this Coupon
V; Want All Hard-of-Hearing People to

I

Use this New Hearing Device for
' 30 Days on Home Trial

Electricity has worked an
additional wonder, and by

^^^ ^^^ its use in this new device

i ^^K.^ £^^^B ^^ '^ "''^ possible for the

1 ^^m'^^ ^r tleafest person to hear
'^^^ ' distinctly all the sounds

audible to those who pos-

sess their normal facul-

ties of hearing.

We have perfected this

instrument to such a de-

gree that we now unhes-

itatingly send it to any
afflicted person on thirty

days' trial, that they may
k'lw by actual experience that by its aid the

tffest person can hear—can converse as those

\ I are not afflicted converse and can enjoy
t concert and distinctly hear public speakers,

•he Electrophone is so sensitive that the

ffitest sound is multiplied many times in vol-

I'e, so that the ear is made to receive and
fiperly record every sound made.
Ohe Electrophone is much more sensitive and
rfltiplies the sound a great deal more than

4^ other device. A small transmitter gathers
ithe sound and transmits it with greatly in-

ejased volume to the ear, an electric device

domplishing this result.

Most people who use the Electrophone tell us
i^as greatly improved their hearing and that

• stopped their head noises, and in many in-

f nces the noimial hearing ha.s been entirely

itored. Just as the arms or legs shrivel and
ffome useless through the lack of exercise, the
*• also fails through disuse. The Electrophone
yrcises the parts of the ear, each to play its

r^per function, with the result the hearing is

^?atly improved.

fhousands of these instruments are in use.

treatment of any kind is taken in connec-
yi with their use.

tf you are deaf or hard of hearing, don't fail

'.send name and address on this coupon. We
fl send you a list of many responsible people

|o are using the Electrophone. You are to

e the Stolz Electrophone thirty days before
U decide to keep it.

>tolz Electrophone Co.
200 Stewart BIdg., 92 State St.

< OppnlteMarghall Field's

Chicago
Please send nie particulars concerning the home

rial veil give of yonr device which makes it possible
for the deaf to hear. (3)

Sani«i_^

Address.

True Dignity of Human Life*

EVER since those early days when
the first slaves were brought into

America the question of the welfare
of our colored population has been
a pressing one for this nation. It

was the cause of our Civil War. It

cost us untold blood, treasure and an-
guish. In the Reconstruction days, it

was a main obstacle to the restoration
of peace and harmony. Even yet it is

a living and ever-present stumbling-
block. It will not down. It confronts
us in a number of States of the Union.
Sorrow and bitterness attend upon it,

and must for many years to come.
Our chief hope for the peaceful set-

tlement of this burning and insistent

question lies in the uplifting of the
country, of its white and black people
alike, by slow evangelization and edu-
cation. There is no way around it.

The mountain is there. But one path
is open for its conquest, and that re-

quires money and helpers. We must
all join to provide them. It is impos-
sible that any intelligent person can
fail to perceive the need, and only the
hopelessly hard-hearted and unpatri-
otic can fail to respond to it.

Let us not undervalue the school for

our dark-skinned fellow-countrymen;
by all means let them be taught all

that our white children are taught.

Especially let them be taught the won-
derful art of earning a living. Along
with arithmetic and geography should
be taught, to white and black alike, the

use of tools—the value of the expert
hand—the mastery of at least one
branch of manual labor, by which reg-
ular wages may be earned upon leav-
ing school.

But the education of hand and brain

is a small thing beside that heart-cul-

ture which is the main element in good
citizenship and true manliness.

"Evangelism," said President Mac-
kenzie, of Hartford, "is the only true

regenerator of the human heart, the

only cleanser of the nation."

Really evangelize the people and
the work of civilization will be easy.

Teach every man to love his neighbor

as himself, and the lesson of good citi-

zenship has been learned. Plant a liv-

ing church in every community, and
the millennium will be hastened.

Here, again, is a chance to practise

Christian unity. No matter what your
denomination may be, remember that

it makes little difference when you are

reaching out to save some perishing

souls. It is true that the work of the

Methodists and Baptists has seemed
to be the most successful among the

colored people; but all of the other

evangelical denominations are helping,

and we must all uphold each other's

hands in the great work.

Dr. Wilbur Chapman tells of preach-

ing in one of the Southern States, when
a colored member of one particular sect

came up to him and said that he wished

to join another one, but he could not,

"because of the doctrine." The doc-

trine of election especially bothered

him; and while they were talking about

it an old colored man came up, and in-

jected the following lucid explanation

into the conversation: "Why, breth-

ren," he said, "that is the very easiest

thing in the church. You see it's dis

away: the votin' is goin' on all the

time, and God, he's votin' for you, and
the devil he's votin' agin you; and
whichever way you vote, that is the

way the election goes."

Lay all but the essentials of the

Christian faith aside when you are

working in the mi.ssion fields. Every-
thing else is simply an encumbrance.

The Gospel of Jesus is sufficient for

all needs.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
February 13, 1910. Texts : Amos 9:7; Ps. 87 : 4.

\feu pay as much for

the poorest quality

chewind ^um as for'

this delicious mint
leaf flavored

WRIGLEY'S
SPEARMINT
Each piece is wrapped separately,,
so unused pieces stay clean.

Each separate wrapping has
waxed paper inside so tflegum

cant stick.

Its pure chicle gum.deliciously
flavored and perfectly pocl^ed.

Look fbr the spenr

.

is the title of our new hand book of condensed cultural instruc-

tions, and which we consider to be one of our most valuable

publications. One of our customers who has had an advance copy,
says: "// rs (ha most complete, concise and comprehensive book of its

kind," To give our annual catalogue, "Everything for the
Garden," described below, the largest possible distribution, we
make the following liberal offer.

EVERY EMPTY ENVELOPE
COUNTS AS CASH

To every one who will state where this advertisement was seen and
who encloses Ten Cent* (in stamps) we will mail our annual catalogue
**Everythingr for the Garden*' described belo^, the **Garden
Guide and Record.'* and also send free of charge, our famous
50c "HENDERSON** COLLECTION OF SEEDS, containing one
packet each of Giant Mixed Sweet Peas; Cianl Fancy Pansies, Mixed;
Giant Victoria Asters, Mixed ; Henderson's Big Boston Lettuce; Free-
dom Tomato and Henderson's Blood Turnip Beet in a coupon envelope
which, when emptied and returned, will be accepted as a 2S-cent cash
payment on any order amounting to $1.00 and upward.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN, our 1910 catalogue is a
book of 200 pages with 700 photo engravings direct from nature. 8
superb colored and duotone plates of vegetables and flowers. Complete
and thorough in every respect, it embodies the results of sixty years of

practical experience. We believe it is the best we have issued ami the
prettier horticultural publication of the year.

Peter Henderson & Co.
as a 37

CORTLANDT ST.

NEW YORK CITY

Buy Direct—Save Money—We Pay Freight
Our inoiilhly iiistalliiwtit plan of seUinp direct saves you all the dealer's profit and

Ins exct'ssivf i-linr^'i's tm- insinuation an<l repairs. S\'e can save at least one-third
thf cost ol y»"u tiinia.-i'. \Vr have been building Jahant Furnaces for over thirty
years ;unl ^'ll;u:nll<. sat isla'-iion.

JAHANT DOWN
DRAFT FURNACE

The Best Heating: System Made for residences, schools, hotels, ehurclies,
etc. It is the most economical furnace too, and saves one-third to one-lialf the
cost of fnel, because the patented "l)o\vn-I)raft System" burns wood, hard or soft
coal, and burns it all without cinders, clinkers or any waste. Needs less attention,
yet heats much better than any other furnace, hot air, steam or hot water heating
system. Our plan of monthly iiayments

ONLY $10 DOWN and $10 A MONTH
makes it easy for any one to Ikivi' the best licatiiiu system made. Every Jaliant
Furnac is sold with a strong "(Uiaiaiity liond" that allows you 365 DAYS TRIAL.
You don't run any risk buyinji from us.

We send complete outfit, furnace, pipes, registers, etc. together with special
plans, full <lirection8 and all tools for installing. If you can drive a nail you can
install a .Tabant P^urnaee without the aid of a tinner.

Wt>ito Ta ilnxr Iai» l^atolnn which explains the Jahant Down-Draft System
ttl lie IW-Udy lUl ^dldlUy and tells why it gives more heat at less cost.

THE JAHANT HEATING CO., 35 Hamilton Bldg., Alo-on, O.

Burpee's Seeds Cost More
than do most other " brands "

but are worth much more than
those that cost less ! It is a fact that our

"^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^ margin of profit over actual cost of pro-
duction is less than it would be at half our prices,—were we willing to compete
merely in price. We aim to excel in Quality and seek the trade only of intelli-

gent planters who desire to raise the Choicest Vegetables and Most Beau-
tiful Flowers it is possible to produce. Are you able to appreciate the

difference in seeds? If so, you should read The Burpee Annual for 1910,

—

our complete catalog of 178 pages, with hundreds of illustrations and colored
plates painted from nature. Name this Paper, write your address upon a
postal card and this elegant book will come by ^, attcc wttducc m
return mail. Write TO-DAY! Address simply W. AlLfct tJUKftt & LU.

PHILADELPHIA

y^y^ A^^"Style Book of Vehicles and Harness"
.^ ' now ready. Write for it—Free

The 1910 "MURRAY" catalog is the BIGGEST
VEHICLE and HARNTLSS catalog published. 192 pages.

345 illustrations. Send us your name and address. We pay
the postage. Sold on trial. Guaranteed for two (2) years.

SAFE DELIVERY INSURANCE ON ALL SHIPMENTS.
Get our catalog and prices and save the middleman's profit.

Tlie WiiberH. Murray IHfg.Co.,.,.,Kar,"."c£:f:;.j,.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort WaynCi lod.
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Victor Double-faced Records
10-inch 75 cents; 12-inch $1.25

Perfect-est
A new word ! But a new word is needed

to describe the height of perfection

reached in the new Victor Records.
So great is the improvement that we

made over, at a cost of a half-million

dollars, practically our entire list of Victor

Records — records universally acknowl-

edged to be perfect.

And the result is a record that plays clearer

and sweeter and better than ever before.

Take one of your old Victor Records to any
dealer's and hear it in comparison with a new
Victor Record of the same selection.

And be sure to hear the Victrola.
Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N. J., u. s. a.

Berliner Gramophone Co,, Montreal, Canadian Distributors.

To get best results use only
Victor Needles on Victor Records.

Victor Single-faced Records,
10-inch 60 cents; 12-inch $1

Victor Red Seal Records,
10- and 12-inch, $1, $1.50, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month

ru Send It

#^ on 30 Days'

Free Trial!
'% Gi t niy special offer on

this KMuarkably iiii-

prcvfd fireless cooker.
It has p'.it all others
'vray out of date. And
I sirid it on free trial

at I.'W fai-tory prire.

Saves 75 per<ent
of your fuel,time
and work and gives

•d than yuu ever liad. The

Chatham Jei/vel No. 3
Fireless Cooker

is the original and only s^lid aluininmn c-;.l.r. Sanitary;
casv to ilt:iii; no rhitli I'aii^ Has separate, solid-aluminum
cooking ntensilB, which boil, roast, steam, fry, stew or
bake. Oth.-r C'...kors ar.- m-Mv uf T.tiic I'late or Ualvanizt-d
iron. My Jewel is easy to clean and keeps briglit forever.
With cover pulled down it makes a fine window seat. Write

nie for Free Book 5. low price and free trial HOW.

MANSON CAMPBELL CO., Detroit, Mich.

St. Paol, Minn. f^AngeSl cl
' Chatham, Ont.

ittcT-Ookeil fo

Tbese traij^mark crisscross lines on every package

CRESI
And

KIDNEY MD LIVE

FOR
lYSPEPTICS

[ESud OBESITY
K forXrerybody.

you^tohysician.

Makes deUCious :

Unlike omer goodi
Leading j^Tocers.^^or bodl^or sarr^We, writ©

FARWELL & RHINES, Walortown, I^Y.,U.SJL

SELUNQ *tVER-READr^
^ '"^^

TOOL KIT
^=^

Success positive,
"VV'eaver (farnier)
made Sl.ftOO last
year. AHason.O.
Hoid 21 first day.
You can do as well. Soils on sight. Think, 10 tools inl.
Free Sample to hustlers. Reservo territory today.
Foote Mfg. Co., I>ep*t 468 Dayton, Ohio

I—PATENTS that PROTECT—

I

Our 3 hooks fr.r inventors maUe.l on r(-cei|)t ..( 6 cts. st.imps.
B;j^A.B. LACEY,Wa8hini;ton,D.C.,Dept.a6,E8t.l869

% On Your
Savings5̂̂̂̂ In 17 years the Industrial

has never paid less than Five
Per Cent, on money entrusted to its care.

Money may be deposited and withdrawn at

any time without loss of earnings. During each
year the Industrial has increased in strength

to such an extent that to-day it is one of the

largest and strongest of Savings Institutions, with

Assets over . $2,000,000
Surplus and profits $150,000

Undc
Bankin;

safcjua

NewY(

supervision of New York
Department. All funds

ded by mortgages on best

rk rfhd suburban real estate.

Write for Booklet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York City

A^CIilTC My Sanitary Coffee and Tea Biater.
'^^w^lw m ^9 produce a piare, sweet cap. Needs nj

settler nor strainer and
never wears out. Savesitea
and cofTee, money and
health. Every wife buys at
sight. Now inventions.
Send I'tc for JJOc size of
either, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for
2dc. "Withoutquestionthe

^___ two best Gollin articles ,^^_^,,^
COFFEE overinvonted, Orderboth, TEaTmAKERMAKER Dr. Lyons, 1 4 ; Day St., Pekln, lU.

VACIIITM WASHER*-»»^' *-"U IW* 30 DAY TRIAL
Topr
can w

30 DAY TRIAL
coder of this magazine that she
iih least work and wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' (rial and pay
freight both ways if you do not find it far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump,
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
free booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer.

DODGE & ZUIM,
536BDiiIayeBldg., Syracase, N. Y

Retamable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
sent on request to churches needing: new books
THE liKiLUW & MAIN (O., ^C1T ioik or (liicigo

Texts That Help*

THE texts that appeal to others may
not exactly appeal to you. No-

body knows the wants of your own
heart as you do. Study the Word
until you find just what you need. Re-
member that it is always there. Look
for it.

Few realize their dependence upon
God until trouble overtakes them.
When all goes well with us it is aston-

ishing how self-sufficient we feel. We
think we are so exceedingly clever that

we need no help. This is why young
people are usually less likely to be

humble than are their elders. The
young, perhaps, have not stood in the

furnace of affliction, finding all human
and earthly props of no avail. They
have not been taught their own help-

lessness, and that God alone gives

peace and rest. The true Christian

has learned by bitter experience the

sweet truth that nothing matters so

long as he has his Bible and can lift

up his heart in prayer.

Are you discouraged? Does your work
seem hopelessly poor? Read the 111th
and 112th Psalms. Have you blun-

dered, and committed some fault which
other's find it hard to condone? Read
Lam. 3:22-33, and Ps. 37:5, 6. Are
you lonely? Do you feel neglected,

forsaken? Read Ps. 27, Josh. 1 : 5, 6,

and Is. 41 : 10, 13. Do you feel your
faith wavering? Read the wonderful
eleventh chapter of Hebrews. Are you
in danger through fire or flood or

famine? Read the 91st Psalm. Like
apples of gold in baskets of silver, the
fit word is waiting for you somewhere
between the Bible covers.

In Scott's wonderful story of The
Monastery occur these powerful lines

upon the Bible, which are all too un-
familiar to our young people:

Witliin this awful volume lies

The mystery of my.steries !

Happiest they of human race
To whom our (Jod has granted (jrace

To read, to fear, to hope, to pray.
To lift the latch, and force the way;
And better h.id they ne'er been born
Who read to doubt, or read to scorn.

It is a theory of one of the great
religious bodies that the study of the
Scriptures is likely to be harmful to

the lay mind. Its mysteries are too

deep to be understood, it is said, and
bewilderment and doubt are likely to

replace clear faith. Even the priest-

hood in that great division of the

Christian army are not well fui^nished

with,the Scripture armor. Their loss

is incalculable, for the history of civili-

zation proves conclusively that it is in

the countries where the Bible is most
widely distributed and read that intel-

ligence and morality are at flood-tide.

Before the art of printing was intro-

duced there was a pitiable lack of

Bible knowledge. It is related of a
certain doctor of the Sorbonne, in

Paris, th^t he was amazed at the rea-

soning of the reformers. "They con-

stantly quote the New Testament," he
said, "but I was fifty years old before
I knew anything of the New Testa-
ment." And Albert, Archbishop of
Mentz, in the year 1530, accidentally
meeting with a Bible, opened it, and,
having read some pages, observed, "In-
deed, I do not know what book this is,

but this I see, that everything in it is

against us."
Let us count it one of our highest

privileges that we may have the Bible
ever beside us, and may learn by heart
its blessed promises, "pure words, as
silver tried in a fuimace of earth, puri-
fied seven times." "More to be de-
sired are they than gold, yea, than
much fine gold. Moreover, by them is

thy servant warned, and in keeping of
them there is great reward."

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Feb-
ruary 13, IPIO. Text : Ps. 119 : 97-104.

How We Make It Easy For Yoi
Own Elither An Irrigated or N(

Irrigated Farm In Canada
This wonderful offer of the Canadian P
should be read by every man and w
watcbingr for a lifetime opportunity-
write at once and investigate. Hun
have paid fully for homes here out ol

one or two crops.

Iflc

jen

ids

Irst

Get the Land That Pays For Itse In

SunnyAlberta'sValli
The Famons Valleys of Canada's Bow River
Saskatchewan River. Only Small Payment D<
—Pay Balance Out Of Your Crops—"N»Cl
-No Pay."

In our 3.000,000-acre irrigated block ir

River Valley of Southern Alberta, w
break and develop your land, erect buili

fences, etc.—at less than you could do it

self. Select your land— let us put in
Get development circular.
In the non-irrigated section of the

katchewan River Valley, in Central Al
we offer you a farm on a new line c

Canadian Pacific at lowest prices ande
terms.
Get a home here. Under agreement. Pay

crops for your land. Let us tell you of othe;
raising potatoes, onions, vegetable products
beets, berries, alfalfa, field peas, timothy, da
general stock raising—enormous crops whea
barley and flax. Send me your name todi
check which books you want FREE,

J. S. DENNIS. Assistant to 2nd Vice-PreA

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIU
Colonization Dept. 274 9tli Are.. We

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

LOOMING CACJSBl Cactus is the most fascinating
and beautiful plant you can grow
The endless variety of shapes
and species, bearing exquisite

flowers in scarlet, yellow, pur i)le,etc.,readily
appeal to everyone.We are in the heart of the
cactuscountry and sell the healthiest, hardiest
plants, guaranteed to bloom, at lowest prices.

Special In«ro<lu<tory Offer. Wa will i

mail you a rare 75c Cactus Plant (variety E.

;

C. DasyacantliHs) with beautifully colored =

spines; bears handsome yellow y^ ^m '

flowers2to,'! ins.wide for oiir Spe- 'jfftf*
cial Introductory Price of only ^" #*»

.

Write To - day for Free Catalosriie.
"Catai and How to (Irow Them." Include w onlft

the name of two flower-growing friends and i!
will

add a free sample of oiu- delicious Cactus Cant

The FRANCIS E. LESTER Co., Dept.E2. MesiUa Par IJk

$750^g|ia^F0RI20= INCUBATOR
at once. Other sizes
priced very low.

Irleolc al^v^ys hatch
lUCaSO most and
strongestchicks. Metal
covererl; safe. Deliver-
ed free east ot Missouri
River, noith ol Tenn-

"Write for delivered
price beyond—Big Free
Book; best gnide to
Success and economy,

J. W. MILLER CO*
Boi 179Freeport, III.

\Metal
\Coverei

Safest
Made

h±tj:±l±±t±xX±.i
Ornarnental F e«

Chi;ili'T:Mi.l f:(rifinnduralj "'

WL.na (nr LiwiM, Churches, ue-

terie3,PuWic Grounds. Ca we
free. Ask For Special * er.

FJiCF, CO. Hnrl46,l>c.patnr .

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTIY

and Almanac for 1910 has'224 pages t
JJ»"'

c<.lored plates o£ fowls true to life.
-'"^l

about chickens, their prices, their can «*"'

and remedies. All alx.utIncnliatorB,tl P"'"

and their operation. All about pouH "»»»'

and how to build llicDi. If s an eiu ^^^
of oliicken.toni. Y. u need it. Only '•»!!

C. C. SHOEMAKEK, Box 688, Free *.

"

tjt^-nmfimtrmm.
{}[{]' \mymm\ {mm

LAWN FECE
Many design^ t'"!?"
wood. 32 page O lo5«

free. Special P'-',"
Churches and Cer eri^

go Coiled Spring Fe W;

n Box D Winchest ^^'
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Church the Women Built

Continuea from page 91

at the people are hungry for the

ospel. The heart of the people

truth. The only duty of a

These Ladies Helped Nobly

vriian minister is the winning of

mli-nothing else."

*r» little church, built by women,
thhe co-operation of the men, now
s,bout 150 members. In addition
jr are about 1.50 Sabbath School

.

pJ!
and a congregation of about 400

other. The church conducts a
•rment temperance crusade, with
.e'lgs twice weekly. The earnest-
;snd sincerity of these people, their

-gjtruggle to maintain their church,
d>heir ultimate success have won
• phem respect and admiration

;i"(^hout Philadelphia. The church
sTl undedicated. "It will not be

diited," said the little pastor, "until
^ fet penny is paid." The members'
^Vi' are rough from the hard, unac-
^tmed labor; but they stand un-
aed and filled with a faith that
\ no discouragement.

Dicourse, they are only a handful
; sfiple people, and veiy likely the
^aones of the world would put them
>)|ingly aside; but they are happy

IK

B Even the Children Helped

Pdheir humble faith m God and reli-

"ctupon his promises makes them a
r y practical example to others,
.hcan tell what mighty results may
it ")ring from this little church, for
-'li I men labored ana women toiled

Id^rayed, and kept on working and
iwng, until their prayer was

-aed?

Gotpel Progress !n Ecist Africa

7 V. William C. Terrill, of the Methodist
.'Sipal Mission, Inhambane, East Africa.

' ^ "I am pleased to report to you suc-
-^- We have at present 71 centres of life

irjr '" ^'^'^ dark part of the great uni-
\}si\ We have 1.783 Christians scattered
' oi-iout this district, with a possible 2,000

r< (Iherents, who are quite regular in their
^iince at prayers each day. We have also

h'ldren in our day schools, and well or-
Sunday Schools on 68 of tliese stations."

YOUR FIML OPPORTUMTY!
Sunday School Teachers ! Superintendents ! Pastors ! Bible Students ! You need these Books

!

Examine them at our risk ! See offer below ! They are now offered FOR THE LAST TIME at these prices.

ONE - QUARTER OF FORMER PRICE
Opportunity of a Lifetime
Satisfaction Guaranteed %'&T^56'^^ l^owOnly $14

15
Magnificent Volumes
Every One Handsomely Bound in Cloth

Average size ol volumes,
!) , v (; - \ 1 .

These Books should be in every Christianhome
Thousands of Illustrations, Maps, Etc.

Nearly 12,000 Pages

VOUR UBRaRV IS IVOT COMPLETE WITHOUT THESE IISIDISPENSaBLE REFERENCE BOOHS

Gilbert's Three Thousand Selected Quotations
Bvir:

oiiipK't.'

.ifl.r

s..f .mill.

1 th,

Former price, $2.00.

Smith's Dictionary of the Bible
An iiidisin-iisablp aid Ut Ministers. Tfarhors. Families, Sunday School

Superintendents and Bit)le readers generally. 1024 pages, finely illustrated.

Former price, $4.50.

Crnden's Complete Concordance
Scrlpliirc iw the best interpreter of Scripture and. i

th<- Hil.l.-, n.. v.iliiiiM- is of i;r..:il.r valio' t.. th.- KiW.i student tlian Cn
C<.nc..nijii T.Mi pa^'i ^- Former price $1.50.

Conybeare and Howson's Life and Epistles of St. Paul
Tli.rr IS IK, w.irk tliat will cniparewitli this in civiiu; a l.f.hl,., j.i.-lur.

of Ihi L-irnt :i|.c.-tle and the work which he did. inU laiu-.- ... i.n.i paK'

s

nianv liri.' illu-t rations, maps, charts, etc. Formerly sold for $4.50.

Jamieson, Faussetand Brown's BibleCommentary, 2Vols.
iplet.

Old an,l N.w Te^taiii.nls fonsists
easilv un.l. .st.....l. Iliat . hu'idiite th
pa^'.s. Form-^r price. $9.00.

^planat.iry and practical—on the
r.f notes tliat are concise, learned and
ditlicult passagi'S of Scripture. 1380

IGtIo's Illustrated History of the Bible
Xo modern writ^-r has d- .10* ni-r.- 1.. rli .tti.> w ith afresh and living interest

the main personages and iiiiiil- iits i[i Hil>I.Hi--t..ry than .John Kitto in this

Ijiagnificent work. Over KKl.uoo ,-,.pi. s li.L\r 1.. .11 sold. "^ double-column
pages- J.^O ilhistriitioMs. Former price. $4.50.

Greatest

Religious

Book Otter

Ever Made
Ctiristian

Herald
Readers

Fausset's Critical and Expository Bible Cyclopedia
Tliis i;rr;,t w.irk is the rrsult ..f seven years of lal.or liv the author.
itains 3,700 articles, and makes a complete and perfect Bible Cvcl.>-

l.eilia. 76(1 tline-column pages. GOO illustrations. Former price, $5.00.

Edersheim's Life and limes of Jesus the Messiah, 2 Vols.
Hives a full account of the society, life aiid d.v.l.,piij.ut— intellectual

:iii.l religious— in Pales-tine, to serve as a frame ami background for the
picture ..f Christ. .\ life of thf Savi,.ur which is critical as well as

Biblical. K>_'4 pages. Former price, $6.00.

Josephns' Complete Works
In his great work is contained the History and Antiquities of the

b'ws; Destruction of Jerus.alem by the Romans; Dissertations concerning
Icsus Christ. .John the Baptist. James the .lust, and the Sacrifice of

Isaac. Nearly 1(1110 pages. Former price. $4.00,

Thomson's The Land and the Book, 3 Vols.
Tlie modern Holy Land as illuminating the ancient and the Bible. An

invaluable and charming classic by a great missionary forty-five years
HI Syria. Three volumes, averaging 664 pages each, beautifully printed
and bound: 6 maps, over 100 fine full-page woodcuts, besides several

liuiidred in the tc.vt. Former Price. $12.00.

Sanford's Concise Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge
A storehouse of information regarding t'liurch History. Bible History.

Names. Places, (^stoms. Doctrines, Creeds. Denominations. The Early
(;'liurch. The Story of the Reformation, the various Young People's

S-.cieties. Theologians. Scholars. Cathedrals. Churches, etc. 9S5 pages.

heaiitifiillv illustrated. Former price, $3.50.

HOW TO ORDER
On tlii-l.Miiiithly I'ajntient I'laii

we rtMiuire an advance of $2.00
w itli oilier and promise to pay
Sl.iK) monthly until payment is

roiii]iloli'il. r,oi)l<s forwarded at once on receipt o£ cash price or first

iiistaliiieiit of S-.o". Custoinei-s pay freight or express charges. Those
at rciiKiIc points or in toremn countries desiring us to prepay will send
50 cents per volume to cover cost of postage or express. Safe delivery
guaranteed to any station in the coinilry or to any mall point in the
world. W'c will take back hooks tliat are nut s.atisfactory in ten days
after exainiiialioii .and return money, ilediieiiiig only the return trans-
portation charges. As to our reliability we refer you to the ipublisher oi

•'The Christian Herald" or to any commercial agency. EstabUshed 1866.

Every
book
newly
made
and
unusually
well
bound

MONTHLY PAYMENT PRfCES CASH PRICES

Complete Set, 15 Vols., $16.00
Choice of

Choice of

Choice of

Choice of

Choice of

Choice of

12
10
8
6
4
2

13.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00

15 Vols. $14.00
12 " 11.00
10 " 10.00
8 " 8.25

6 " 6.75
4 " 5.00
2 " 3.00

Money
cheerfully

refunded
if books
are not
entirely

satisfac-

tory

S, S. SCRflNTON CO., Publishers, 281 to 305 Asylum Street, HARTFORD, CONN. J

DIRECT from FACTORY at
Wholesale Prices, Freight Paid
We sell to you at the same price we would eeil to
the<iealer—pay the freight beeidea. Stovf pol-
ished, ready to set up, safe delivery insured.
Then, after

ONE YEAR'S TRIAL
we refund your
money if yoa are
not satisfied.

CkHd Coin
stoves and Ranges

standard for fifty
years.
Our Illtutrated
Stove Book free,

tells all about
Btovos, drafts,
chimneys, etc.
Send for it.

Gold Coin StovaCo
11 Oak St Troy.N.T

TiSSnS^^SSB
.•) Concord Grapes, 2.")C.

12 Wood's Imp. Cuthhcrt or
12 Columbian Raspberry, 5»c. Ail Prepaid.
Write at once for Illustrated Catalogue and

Bargain list, ALLEN L. WOOD. KocheBter, N. Y.

MAKES
HOME
BEAUTIFUL

Why not make your home attractive outside?
It won't cost much to eucloso your lawn and garden with

Cyclone OrnQmentai Fence
and it is wonderful h'>w it will improve its appearance.

Cyclone Fabrics are strong and durable—made of

heavy galvanized, lar^o Bessemer steel wires. Erected
with either wooden or our special steel posts. No
previous e-xperience necessary to put them up.

Write to-day for handsome catalog showing fences,
gates, tree and flower-bed guards, trellises, etc.

Cyclone Fence Co., Dept I4L Wankegan, III.

i^C'Jlf/^^^ STRONGEST
lrMLMW%^ML MADE. Bull.
3 strong chlck-

f
en-tlght Sold to the user at Wholesale

\Prlces. We Pay Freight. Catalogue free.

t COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana. M

You can t sow thistles and
reap figs. If you plant
Ferry s Seeds yc
grow exactly what
you expect andia
a profusion
and perfec-
tion never
excelled.

Fifty

years of
study and
experience

m.ike them re-
liable. For sale

'everywhere. Ferry's
1010 Seed Annual

''Iree on request.

D. M. FERRY & CO..

Detroit, inch.

Extra Fine Posf Cards FREE
.Seiiil 4c stnnip for live samph's in our very li.-st Oolrt
and Silk Finish l'ri<-ii(l»liii>. I lower :iM<rvMI(.|itiiie
Postcards. Beantiful Colors ami l.ovi-liesf Designs.
.\rt Post Card Club, 885 Jackson Street, Topeka, K&u



Vernis Martin Bed No. 697. Artistic de-
sign. Rich Vernis Martin gotd finish. Height
of head, 5 ft. 5 in. xi/t.6 in. wide. Given with
$10.00 worth of our Products. See catalog for
other beds, bedding, etc.

Extension Table No. 855. Made
of selected hardwood, with fine iinita*
tion qnarterejl oak finish. Beautifully
grained and polished. Top i2xi2in.

Three ertra leaves. Extends to 6 ft. Given with $10.00 worth of
vur Products. See catalog for complete description of this ana
other dining tables, sideboards, buffets, table linen, silverware^
dinner sets, cut glass, etc., all given with our Products by our
convenient Factory to Home Plan.

Music Cabinet
No.663:-0«ar-
ter sawed Oak or

Birchwood - mahog*
any. Given with
$10.00 order.

Kitchen Cabinet No.
_75. Complete with top.

Top of base^f^xlSin. Many
drawers and shelves. Given with
$10.00 worth of our Products.

Uoclter No. 871
Made of oak and

liai d/cood, mthfine
golden finish. Up-

holstered in Chase leather. Spring
Seat 18x20'A. Adjusts tofiveposilions.
Given with $10 worth of ouf products.

How The Housewife Can Save
Nearly H Her Home Expenses
YOU have o.ften thought of this : how if your supplies for Kitchen

and Household did not cost so much you could make good use of

the extra money Then why not do as thousands of other good house-
do. Deal with us, the manufacturers, and get

Dresser No. 619. Madt o''

golden oak, highly polished.
Full serpentinefront of guar-

,

tered oak veneer. Top 21x40
in. i drawers. Given with $20 worth
of our products,

Wives

Soaps, Pure Foods,
Etc., At One-Halt

THIS direct dealing cuts out

all Middlemen's profits and
saves you just about half the

usual cost on over 280 staple arti-

cles of everyday use, including

Family Laundry and Toilet

Soaps,Washing Powder, Borax,
Scouring Soap, Flavorings,Tea,

Coffee, Spices, Rice,Beans, Break=
fast Foods, Chocolate, Shredded
Cocoanut, Tapioca, Salt, Olive

Oil, Etc.

When you order from us we
ship straight from

FACTORY-TO-HOME
at factory prices. And look at the saving
Laundry Soap 2^c instead of 5c a bar,

flavorings 10 and 125^c instead of 20 and 25c

coffee 16%c alb. instead of 30 to 35c, and so

on through our list of guaranteed goods.

$20.00 retail value in products for $10.00

WHAT CUSTOMERS SfAY
Here is a sample of the thousands of testi-

monials in our files;

—

"We receiTed the consignment of goods all right
and what we have tried we find better than any
received from the grocery store. They have that sweet smell of being

fresh. You can look for another older from me. The premium is

splendid. I am delighted with it." Mrs. W. H.Nichols, Texas.

"Mv wife considers your soaps, both toilet and laundry, of a very high

grade", and yom- Havering extracts and baking powder of superior purity

and strength " Cordially, Kev. M. W. SatTerfield. Chicago, 111.

Ladies' Waists, Coats, Etc.

Ladies' wearing apparel of all kinds.
Suits, Waists, Skirts, Coats, Furs, Etc.,
given w itli purcliases of our Products.
See catalog for illustrations of latest
styles and our remarkable offers.

Your Cliolce ot
1500 Premiums

IF YOU prefer, you may pay
regular retail prices for our

products and as your saving take

your choice of over 1500 premiums
including not only the things

shown here, but all kinds of

Furniture, Rugs, China, Silver,

Kitchen Utensils, Wearing Ap=
parel. Etc.

Suppose, for example, you
want the Morris Rocker No. 871
or any article listed here at

i^io.oo. We will give it to you to-

gether with $10.00 worth of our
products for $10.00. Any average
family will use $10.00 worth of

our products in a few weeks.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
No Money in Advance
Our customers never take any

risk All our products and pre-

miums are shipped subject to

30 days test in your own home,
money back and order removed at our expense
if you are not delighted with everything.

Responsible parties need not even send
money in advance.

iffonier No. 101
Well made, auhl, it oiil

three la I ge ili am is,tio\

smaller drairei s and hat bo'$h>

of top 19x33 in. hnen wi 'till

worth of our Products.

* Mirror No. 654. Beaulifut
^ Florentine Combination
V frame. Glass IHxlfl in . Given

\, with $10.00 worth of our
* Products.

% ^x

\ "ts^A^ IF YOU SEND

% '-IV^ \ COUPON

\ \ ••. '^<^9 \

FREE=A Full Size Cake of Fine Toilet Soap
Send for our large FREE Catalog showing over 1500 premiums, and clearly

explaining our Factory-to-Home Plan. Sample of soap FREE if you sign and

send the coupon. Only one sample to any one person or family.

CROFTS & REED COMPANY
Ask
About
Our

Club
Of Ten
Plan

S'e?5 CHICAGO

Curtain ]No. 81011. 5 #
reproduction of real peasai "'"'

lace. Size52in.x3\.,yJs. 7V «"

given with $10.00 worth of o r'<'

ducts. See catalog for mm i«"

styles in fine curtains given »
money saving Factory-to-Uoii f<"'

Dinner Set No. 16078. Handsome set of 71 pieces. Lightweight
vitreous porcelain decorated with delicate pink ro.ies and green foliage.
Plain edges are neatly traced with gold. Exceptional value. Given
icilh $10.00 worth of our Products.

Boys' Knickerbocker Suit No. 90019. Nobby double breasted
coal with fancy flaps on lower pockets : fancy cuff on sleeve, button
trimmed. Welt pocket at breast . Lined with Italian cloth. Knickerbocker
pants with straps and buckles. Materials: Striped and mixed Cheviot.
Given with $10.00 worth of our Products.

Rujgrs. Carpets, Linoleums, Crib No. 403. 'White enamel tJi.U

etc., in many styles, colors and improved sliding side. Given wm'-
sizes. Given with orders for our worth of our Products. See catalog

j<f"
Products. See catalogforfull line, beds and bedroom furniture.
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One Dollar
Puts the

Richmond^ Suction Cleaner

in Your Home

YESTERDAY, Electric Vacuum Cleaners cost $65.00 to $250.00-a big outlay in Cash.
To-day, a single ONE DOLLAR BILL will put a guaranteed "Richmc.-<d" Suction

Cleaner in your home.
And the balance of its purchase price you pay for out of the actual month-to-month money

which it saves you.
You are paying the price of a suction cleaner now^, anyway—whether you have one or not.

You are paying its price out in house-cleaning alone—for a "Richmokd" makes house-cleaning
needless.

You are paying its price out many times over, in the hard labor of sweeping and dusting,

which the "Richmond- makes unnecessary.
You are paying it out, again and again, in the damage which dust does to your furniture, to

your hangings, to your clothing, to YOU.
You are paying the price of a sudtion cleaner, when a single Dollar would save the waste

!

Weighs Two Pounds Less than a Common Carpet Sweeper

You see here cin electric suction cleaner which weighs but ten
pounds—instead ot sixty.

All that any vacuum cleaner or suction cleaner can do, this one
does. And it does, besides, some things which no other machine
can do.

You can, for example, use this "Richmond" Suction Cleaner
either with or without the hose.

For use with the hose, we furnish, without extra cost, special tools

for cleaning portieres,walls, books, bedding, upholstery, clothing, hats.

For Hair Drying
Also a special attachment for hair drying, pillow renovating, etc.

The hose attachment slides on and off with the same ease that

your foot slides into an easy slipper.

Slip on the hose and the ten- pound 'Rickmohd' rivals any
machine—no matter how much it weighs or how much it coSls.

Slip off the hose, and you have a floor machine which weighs two
pounds less than an ordinary carpet sweeper—and glides over the
floor more lightly, more easily than even the lightest carpet sweeper.

Advantage of Light Weight
The "Richmond- Suction Cleaner enables you, now for the

lira time, to clean by electricity without lugging a sixty to eighty

pound machine from room to

room—up stairs and down.
It represents as great an

advance over heavyweight
vacuum cleaners as these

cleaners represented over
brooms and carpet sweepers.

But light weight and easy
operation are but two of the

Richmond's exclusive superi-

orities. There are many more.

There is, for example, the

vibrating brush, which you
find in no other machine.

This brush fits in the floor

nozzle of the "Richmond' . It

vibrates at the rate of 10,000
times a minute. Not a rotary

motion to wear out the carpet,

but a light up-and-down
lapping motion.

Taps Out the Dirt

The vibrating brush taps the caked dirt out of the carpets and
fabrics which no other machine could clean.

The brush slips in or out, without the use of tools. It is but

the work of ten seconds to take it out or put it in.

And without the brush the "Richmond' will do all that any

machine— vacuum or suction—can possibly do without working

injury to even the fineil fabric.

A Comparative Test
In a comparative teS with the leading $125.00 machines,

Messers Duncan & Lyndon, Consulting Engineers, 56 Pine

Street, New York, recently found and reported :

FirS—that the heavy-weight machines consumed two and one-

half times the electrical current which the "Richmond' requires.

Second—that the "Richmond' is more durable, being all metal,

without valves, and with only two wearing surfaces.

Third— that the ten-pound "Richmond' equalled the $125.00
machines in efficiency

—

in every test.

Fourth—that the Richmond' is the simple^ known conSruction,

easy to operate and easy to lubricate, there being but two oil holes,

both readily accessible from the outside of the machine ; while to

lubricate the' $125 .00 machines requires 9 dismantling operations,

with the consequent danger of replacing parts in the wrong position.

Simplest Construction
We could multiply comparisons endlessly.

But without saying more, you can judge our confidence in the

"Richmond' by the facS that we not only cover it with the broad-

est possible guarantee, but we give you besides, if you choose,

a full year to pay for it. Or, if you prefer to pay Ccish in advance,

taking the discount, we give you a ten-day trial at our risk.

Absolutely Guaranteed
Your guarantee is the absolute guarantee of a $3,000,000 com-

pany, with four large plants and br£mchesand agencies in all cities.

It IS a guarantee by the manufacturers of "Richmond' Boilers,

"Richmond' Radiators, Richmond' Bath-tubs, Lavatories, Sinks,
"Richmond' Soap-savers.

Surely you must see that the "Richmond' Suction Cleaner
mnst give perfedl service, perfedl satisfadlion, day after day,
month after month, else we could not afford this offer. Snip out
the coupon and send to-day to

Points About the "Richmond"

Costs less per month for electricity than the average family
spends for brooms.

After a year of consistent use you couldn't find a thimble-
ful of dirt in a 14-room house if you took all the carpets up.

No more Spring or Fall "house-cleanings"—no more
"sweeping days"—no more "dusty Fridays."

Its total cost is less than the cost of one single annual
house-cleaning—to say nothing of saving the wear and tear
which house-cleaning brings to furniture.

Cleans furniture, walls, upholstery, bedding, clothing,
decorations, bookshelves, tile floors, hardwood floors, nooks
and crannies, as well as making old carpets look like new.
Equally valuable in homes, offices, stores, hotels, hospitals,

libraries, schools, churches, theatres, public buildings.

Without any change or adjustment, uses either direct or
alternating current ; universal motor of our own construction.

Thirty feet of electrical cord, with connecting socket,
comes with the Cleaner—everything ready to start—any one
can do it.

Handsome in appearance— all exposed parts are highly
polished—operates with easy gliding motion, no pressure
required.

Absolutely guaranteed for one year, and without abuse
should last as long as a watch.

One Dollar brings it— you pay the balance out of the
month-to-month money it saves you.

Many have written us that they were so delighted with the

"Richmond' that they desired to own it outright at once.

Many have written us that they were so delighted v/ith the

"Richmond' that they desired to give it to someone as a present.

And for these reasons they asked us as a favor, if we would

not make them a special cash price, so that they could own the

machine outright, and present it to the friend whom they had in

mind.

To meet these conditions, we make a special cash price ol

$65, and if after 10 days' use the Richmond isn't found to be

all we claim, return the machine at our expense and we will returr

your money.

But please remember that we have such great confidence in tw

'Richmond' that we prefer to allow it to pay for itself through

the work it saves you, at the rate of $6.00 per month!

The M^Crum-Howell Co.
Mfrs. of "Richmond' Heating Systems, Richmond'
Enameled Ware, "Richmond' Household Utensils

Two Factories at Unioiitown. Pa. -One at Norwu'li. Conn.-- One at liafine Wis
General Office: 308 Terminal Building, Park Avenue and 41st St., New York

IF convenience and perfect cleanliness
*' were worth nothing; if it were
worth nothing to put an end to the back-
aches of sweeping; to the drudgery of

dusting; to the bugbear of annual
house -cleaning— if all these were worth
nothing* remember this

:

The "RICHMOND" Suction

Cleaner will pay its own cost

and Earn Vou a Pfofit
besides, from the actual

month-to-month money it saves.

DOLLAR COUPON
THE McCRUM-HOWELL CO.

Park Avenue and 4Ut St.. New York :

I hereby order one "RifHMoND" Suction Cleat
coinplete, w itli liose attachment anfl seven spei

tools, for which I ajiree to pay to your order $
herewith, anil $6.00 per month for twelve com-
ntive months. Title to be given me when )

amount is paid.

Name,,

Address

Name of Electric LIthI Co.
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THE GREAT ANTI-MEAT STRIKE
rHIS country, with its many industries and as

many rival interests, has had a great number
of widely extended strikes in its history, but

le present great meat strike is the first of its kind

I America. Several years ago there was a similar

le in Germany, which was successful in bringing

jout a reduction of prices. The whole question of

:gh prices of foodstuffs is more or less involved in

lis remarkable popular revolt against the ris-

ig prices of meat, so that every citizen, be he rich
• poor, is interested in the outcome.
It is needless to recapitulate here
le various stages in the gradual rise

tthe price of meat during the last

o years. Every housewife has had
ie facts brought home to her every
ime she has added up the family bills

r has gone personally to do the mar-
pting. Many who have hitherto re-

i&rded meat once a day as an absolute
ecessity have been made vegetarians
Imost against their will. The man
iho lives in the suburbs, and can boast
t fifty or a hundred hens, is regarded
dth envy by his city friends, who
tust buy meat at high prices or buy
»gs for 60 cents a dozen, as they
re now doing in New York City.

( At last some one proposed, a few
leeks ago, that people eveiywhere join

\ a "meat strike" for 30 days or more,
hd refuse to buy meat of any kind,
id see if the old economic law of sup-
ly and demand was still in working
•der or was merely cumbering the
iges of the school text-books. Ac-
irding to that old law, anything for
hich there is little or no demand
ust necessarily decrease in price, un-
«ss, to put in a modern amendment, it

• put in cold storage until the present
'>t wave of indignation passes.
The idea was at first greeted with
jrision in some places, but one group
fter another pledged themselves to
)stain from all kinds of meat for the
irty days, live on cereals and eggs if

jcy could get them, and put the mat-
r to a real test. At any rate, they
jOuld save some money by the process,
T though cereals might rise in price
e increase probably in a short time would not be
proportion to the recent rise in meat.
The plan proved surprisingly popular, and spread
om city to city, gaining recruits from all classes
society, from the man who worked in the street
the merchant at the head of a large store.
There was one watcher of the trend of events get-
ig ready to act in no uncertain way. That was
e United States Government. It put all of the

legal machinery of the Attorney-General's Depart-
ment into operation to get all the whys and where-
fores of the soaring prices of beef, pork and mutton,
and see if it were the results of any illegal combine
formed by the great packing companies and any at-

tempt to raise the prices by agreement in restraint

of trade. In addition to the action being taken by
Attorney-General Wickersham, the Secretary of

Agriculture is investigating the entire subject of

the rise in price in all foodstuffs, and when his re-

Sheep on a Colorado Ranch Ready for Shipment to Chicago

port is made it should be of interest to every Amer-
ican, for it involves not only our own personal com-
fort and physical welfare, but also that of the
generations which are to come.
The centre of the government's legal investigation

will be the headquarters of the world's meat pack-
ing business at Chicago. Mr. E. W. Sims, United
States District Attorney at Chicago, has immediate
charge of the investigation, though he is in constant

communication with Attorney-General Wickersham
in Washington. So urgent is the matter considered

that it is said that the energetic district attorney

uses the telephone to the capital more often than the

more tardy postal service. Mr. Sims has three able

lawyers to assist him in preparing the evidence

which is to be pi'esented to the grand jury. Probably
various members of the large packing firms will be
summoned to appear before the grand jury to tell

what they can of the rise in prices during the last

few months. Subordinate officials

who are active in the packing con-
cerns will also be asked to give infor-

mation, as it is the intention of the
government to probe the question to

the bottom.
The government feels that, the peo-

ple are behind it in the matter, and
that it will get much information
from volunteers which will prove
invaluable.
The firms of Chicago—the Swifts,

the Morrises and the Armours—are
said to control the prices of meat in

all the great cities east of the Missis-
sippi, in which they have big dis-

tributing depots. These firms do a
business of from five hundred to
six hundi'ed millions a year. The
government wishes to find out how
much the prices may have been raised
by the packers and how much by the
natural increase in the cost of rais-

ing cattle on the western ranges.
That the cost is greater than it was
a decade ago no one will deny. The
farmer who raises cattle for the
packing houses has to pay more for
his hay and grain, and must sell at
a higher price to the yards.
An Anti-High Food Trust League

has been organized, with a member-
ship of thirty thousand to date, and
including people from all over the
country. Its founders hope soon to
have over a million names on its lists.

Whenever the price of any article of
diet becomes excessive the members
will stop buying it, even if they per-
sonally can afford it, and thus help
force the price do^'^'n. They have

recently planned for a big conference in Washing-
ton. In the Capital City the meat boycott found
strong support among the government employees;
in the printing office over five hundred pledged them-
selves to support the "meat strike," and the anti-

high-price movement spread to other departments.
Papers were sent around for signatures, and there
were few who made any objections to signing them.

Continued on page 122
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A SERMON BY

Rev. A. B. Simpson, D.D.*

THE twenty-eighth chapter of Job is a realistic

description of the process of mining, that

would almost seem to have been taken from an
actual scene of modern engineering. "Surely there

is a vein for the silver, and a place for gold where
they fine it. Iron is taken out of the earth, and
brass is molten out of the stone." This, a general

description of the process of mining and smelting

silver, gold, iron and copper. Then he describes

the deep shaft down into the depths of darkness and
the discovery of sapphires and the rich golden ore.

How fine is this picture of the miner's shaft : "There
is a path which no fowl knoweth, and which the

vulture's eye hath not seen; the lion's whelps have
not trodden it, nor the fierce lion passed by it."

Then he describes this path and how the engineer
digs it through the mighty mountains. "He put-

teth forth his hand upon the rock; he overturneth
the mountains by the roots. He cutteth out rivers
among the rocks; and his eye seeth every precious
thing. He bindeth the floods from overflowing; and
the thing that is hid bringeth he forth to light."

Where shall we find a more perfect picture of the
tremendous operations of blasting and hydraulic
engineering?

The Hiding-place of Wisdom

It is thus that man pushes through every barrier
and obstruction of nature to find the precious treas-
ures of material wealth. And then the patriarch
pauses and asks, "Where shall wisdom be found?"
This greater treasure of which he says, "It cannot
be gotten for gold, neither shall silver be weighed
for the price thereof. It cannot be valued with the
gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the sap-
phire. The gold and the crystal cannot equal it;

and the exchange of it shall not be for jewels of
fine gold. No mention shall be made of coral, or of
pearls; for the price of wisdom is above rubies."

"Whence, then, cometh wisdom?" again the
patriarch asks, "and where is the place of under-
standing?"

First, he tells us that it is not to be found through
natural channels. "It is hid from the eyes of earth,"
he declares, "and kept close from the fowls of the
air." The birds have their own instincts and know
when to fly to Southern lands from approaching
winter, and when to return to their nests in our
Northern gardens and orchards. Even their knowl-
edge of the poisoned berry is wiser than that of the
scientist. But instinct is not heavenly wisdom.
Nay, "it is hid from the eyes of all living." Man

knows much of material things, and culture and ex-
perience have taught him how to rend the rocks and
blast the mountains and cut a passage for the treas-
ures of earth's bosom and bring them forth in all

their marvelous adaptation of modern art and in-
dustry. And man knows something of the secrets
of nature, and the conditions of physical, intellectual
and social culture and enjoyment. He has wrung
from the sin-cursed earth many a beautiful flower,
many a fruitful field and many a precious treasure
and princely fortune. And man's intellect and
achievements have not been trifling. Mathematics,
poetry, science, art, music, architecture, commerce,
all these have added to his pleasures, his treasures
and his pride. But this is not wisdom. The dark
blot of poverty, sickness, vice and sin has proved too
well that humanity has failed to meet the real prob-
lems of life. And the cemeteries, of which all our
landscape gardening and beautiful art and archi-
tecture have tried to make the fairest scenes on
earth, point with cruel irony to the grave and the
dark unknown that lies beyond as the last chapter
here, at least in the history of every human being,
and echo back the question, "Where shall wisdom be
found?" Where shall we find a solution for the
real problems of human life, and a remedy for sor-
row, sin and death? Nothing else than this can be
worthy of the name of wisdom. All the other
achievements of humanity are but attempts to blind
us to our misery and decorate the portals of that
dark grave into which we are surely passing, one
by one. Wisdom must be something which can meet
the mighty problem of humanity and solve it. And
"where shall wisdom be found?"

* Rev. Dr. Simpson is the founder and active head of the Chris-
tian and ^Iis.ionary Alliance (RvanKelical), He has just gone on
an extended missionar.\' tour to Soutli America.

Centuries ago Greek philosophy tried to answer,
but only made the darkness denser and the problem
more hopeless. Buddhism, the light of Asia, came
with its soft dreams of Nirvana and Rest, but Bud-
dhism is only the stupidity of the silly ostrich, which
hides its head behind a leaf and refuses to see the

danger that is pursuing it. Atheism and agnosti-

cism tried to answer the questions that will not
be silenced. "There is nothing beyond this life.

There is no future. Let us eat and drink, for to-

morrow we die," it cried. But the human heart has
not been able to accept these blind negations, for

something deep as our instinctive consciousness
tells us:

It is not all of life to live,

Nor all of death to die.

The Philosophy of the Foolish

Christian Science has played with the problem,
but it is the silliest play that any set of children
ever tried to find amusement in, for it coolly assumes
that life is all a farce and nothing is real, neither
life nor death, nor even the Christian Scientist her-
self. And now we have the latest foolishness, psy-
chology, the science of the soul. If metaphysics
were rightly described by a shrewd critic as a Scotch
mist, surely psychology, as it is being taught to-day,
is a modern mirage and npt unlikely to become a
deadly marsh and mudhole. Just listen to a few of
the phrases which this modern science has already
coined: The Subliminal Self, the Thingness of
Thought, the Great Within, which, of course,
m.eans the big I, that is, the fool himself. This is a
small specimen of the latest evolution of wisdom,
and a little of it will go a great way. Surely God
was right when he said, "Esteeming themselves
wise they become fools." Well may we cry in dis-
may at all this multiplication of foolishness, "Where
shall wisdom be found?" Listen: "God under-
standeth the way thereof, and he knoweth the place
thereof. For he looketh to the ends of the earth,
and seeth under the whole heaven; to make the
weight for the winds; and he weigheth the waters
by measure. When he made a decree for the rain,
and a way for the lightning of the thunder; then
did he see it, and declare it; he prepared it, yea, and
searched it out. And unto man he said, Behold, the
fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart from
evil is understanding."

The Chief Business of Life

I. The first thing that overwhelmingly impresses
us as we read this majestic paragraph is that the
wisdom here introduced grapples at once with the
great problem that lies at the root of all man's desti-
nies and wrongs, the problem of sin and righteous-
ness and our right relations with our God. "The
fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart from
evil, that is understanding." The fatal fault with
all other manifestations of human wisdom was that
they ignored or evaded the real trouble, while heav-
enly wisdom diagnoses the disease and then pre-
scribes the efficient remedy. The radical and fatal
troifble v«th humanity is that it is wrong with God
and wrong at heart. It has departed from its divine
centre and it has wandered into darkness, sin, sor-
row, death, and eternal despair. And before it can
ever be made happy it must be made right.
That is the supreme quality of the revelation of

Jesus Christ. He might have unfolded to us all the
secrets of the stars and all the mysteries of the uni-
verse, but he lived thirty-three years among us, and
left but one message. How to get right wdth God,
how to be saved from sin. The one crying evil that
he was fighting at every turn was sin, and ruin as
its unavoidable result, and the very name which he
assumed was significant of the one business of his
life: "Thou shalt call his name Jesus: for he shall
save his people from their sins."

Everything, therefore, in the Gospel of Jesus
Christ bears directly upon the great question of sin
and its remedy. And if we are vdse, as our Master
was, the great business of our life will be deter-
mined with relation to this question. We shall feel
that we have not rightly measured the meaning of
life and the responsibility of our individual exist-
ence, unless we have lived, like him, to remedy the
one great wrong of our race and to save our fellow-
mortals from their sins.

And how wdsely did the Master work for this
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great end! Was there ever such a problem pr

sented even to the mind of God? Once before, s

had entered the universe, and it was dealt m\,
effectively, but fatally to those that sinned. By oi

swift act of justice they were hurled to the abyss
darkness and expelled from the universe whii

they had defiled and threatened with dissolutio

Once again the problem arose, and this time with
profounder complication; not merely, how can s

be expelled and punished, but how can sin be e

pelled and punished and yet the sinner saved? He
man's wisdom would have dealt with this proble
appears in man's various religious beliefs and rem
dies for sin. The prophet Micah expresses some
them when he represents a heathen king as askin
"Wherewith shall I come before the Lord, and be,

before the high God? Shall I come before hi

with burnt offerings, with calves of a year ol;

Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of ran
or with ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I gi

my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of r

body for the sin of my soul?" How cruel and va
the sacrifices, the penances, the self-inflicted tortu
of superstition, and how simple and sublime t'''\

remedy of heavenly wisdom when the world by w
dom knew not God! Well may the apostle a;

"Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is t

,

disputer of this world? Hath not God made foolii

the wisdom of the wise, for after that in the wisdc!
of God the world knew not God, it pleased him by t

,

foolishness of preaching to save them that belies

Christ, the Wisdom cf God

"The Jews require a sign, and the Greeks se

after wisdom; but we preach Christ crucified, ur
the Jews a stumbling-block and to the Greek foi

ishness; but unto them that are called, both Jewsai,
Greeks, Christ the power of God and Christ the w
dom of God." It will take all eternity to reveal tij

wisdom of God displayed in the plan of redemptic
What obstacles had to be overcome, what problei
had to be solved, what contradictions had to be hii

monized! God's justice must be vindicated, a
Christ's atonement has vindicated it as the sinne
suffering through eternal ages could never ha
done. "The broken law had to be honored, a

Christ's obedience and death have magnified the I;

and made it honorable. God's holiness had to

recognized, and how it shines in the life and dea
of Jesus Christ! Perfect obedience was demand
from humanity, and Christ, the Head of humani

,

has given an obedience that no other man could e\'

have rendered. God's threatenings against sin h
to be fulfilled to the letter, and every one of thi'

has been met and satisfied in the death of Jes,

Christ in the name of sinful men. An example
sin had to be made before the universe, and whf
can there ever be so fearful an example as the en
of Calvary? All this had to be made available 1

sinful men, and how perfectly this is done, first

Christ's assuming our nature in the incarnatii
and secondly, by our resuming his nature in reg(

eration. The sinner had no strength to exercise,
righteousness to give; and the Gospel required no
but to take him as he is and save him by gr;

alone. The sinner had no power to repent and 1

lieve, but even this is provided by the grace of i

Holy Spirit in his work of convicting and conve
ing. So fallen was humanity that it was witht
strength, and the very least attempt at righteoi
ness was beyond its power. But this wondrous pi

of grace asks nothing of the sinner, but simply
receive and believe, and this is an act within 1

power of the most helpless and lost, and even ti

God himself bestows. We ask the universe in va
"Where shall wisdom be found" to solve the probl
of deliverance from sin, and heaven answers, "Chr
is the wisdom of God."

The Needs of the Race Supplied

But not only does heavenly wisdom provide :

our salvation, but for all the deeper needs of <

fallen race. It was not enough to turn away fr

men the judgment of heaven and close the gates
future punishment by the death of Jesus. But,
the wreck of humanity there was a fallen nature'
be restored and a soul to be transformed to puri.

happiness and glory. Here again all man's ex

dients fail, all man's moralities are inadequc]'

Continued on next page
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)W shall we make bad men good?

Puish them, says the disciplinarian.

Bv punishment can only destroy, it

cai.ot create. Give him good ex-

anles, says the moralist. But good

ex;iples can give no power to imitate

whb is beyond our reach. Give him

ZO' teaching and legislation, cries the

ieglist. But all this can only reach

^hiiead, and it is the heart of human-

ity'.hat is wTong. All this the Gos-

pe)f Jesus Christ provides. It puts

int the human heart a new nature, it

^i^3 him the love of righteousness, it

en:owers him with the indwelling of

thiHoly Ghost and the very life of

.Je,s Christ himself within, and it

gi\s to him the love of Christ and tho

ho of eternal reward as the all-

insiring sanctions and inspirations of

a 'ly life. The ethics of the Gospel

is i much above all human moralities

as ;s authority is above humanity it-

sel "Where shall wisdom be found''

to lake men holy? we ask again in

va of the sages and ages, and again
thianswer comes, "Of him are ye in

CI" st Jesus, who of God is made unto
usvvisdom, even righteousness, and
sa tification, and redemption."

If divine wisdom has thus
plrned and wrought for human sal-

va^n, surely our highest wisdom is

to'jspond to the call of heavenly wis-

do and to receive that which at such
tniendous cost God has had for the

3U eme end of fallen human nature,

r^'efore the Scriptures speak of be-

in; "wise unto salvation." Until we
ha> thus become wise everything else

in ur life is utter folly. This is the

on thing that is indispensable, and the

m; or woman who presumes to go
th ugh life without making sure of

th great salvation is indeed a fool.

it not only is heavenly wisdom
Gc s provision for our eternal future;
it the secret of holy character and
rift living in this present world,
ri'-e is a secret in everything, and
the is no .secret more precious than
th secret of the Lord, which enables
usco conquer ourselves and to live

ab'e the power of sin. How helpless
th struggles of honest hearts to live

up ven to their own highest ideals by
m('2 self-efFort! And how marvelous
th .secret which heavenly wisdom re-

ves to the humble and believing
he-t, and which in a moment lifts us
ab'e the law of sin and death and
eri's us a charmed life through the
in veiling Christ, the power of the
H'V Ghost and that new law of gravi-
tam which the apostle calls "the law
of he spirit of life in Christ Jesus."
He we learned this secret and found
th wisdom?

ot only so, there is a secret in every
suessful life and every victorious
Clistian life. There is in the revela-
tic of Jesus Christ a divine provision
foall the practical needs even of our
seUar life. There is guidance in per-
pl ity. There is efficiency for duty.
Tire is that- quickening of mind and
m'lory, that gift of wise utterance
ar that efficiency of mind and touch
w,;h heavenly wisdom promises for
th life that now is as well as that
w,2h is to come. He that taught the
w';-hearted men and women of an-
ci' t Israel to design and build their
bejtiful tabernacle can teach us still

al ,ve need to know for even the most
coimonplace duties of life. Listen to
w t heavenly wisdom says of herself:

, Wisdom, dwell with prudence, and
fit out knowledge of witty inventions.
C<nsel is mine and sound wisdom. I

ai understanding and have strength.
B;rne kings reign and princes decree
jv ice. I lead in the way of right-
ecsness, in the midst of the paths of
ju?ment."

-I. But the supreme business of
w iom is not merely to claim its bless-
in

5 for ourselves, but to be workers
to;ther with God in bringing many
to eceive it and saving them from sin

Continued on last column
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ST. VALENTINE AND LINCOLN
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

SUNDAY, February 13, is a fortunate day. It is bounded on the

west by Lincoln's birthday and on the east by St. Valentine's

Day. Why did the early church call Valentine a saint? Be-

cause he had a great heart of love. An old Roman legend tells us

that Valentine was arrested and thrown into prison because he

became a Christian. Asterius, who was a very wise man, tried to

win Valentine back to heathenism. This wise man had a beautiful

daughter, who was blind. Valentine, in the name of Christ, opened

her eyes. Her father, Asterius, then believed in Valentine's Chris-

tianity, and he and all his family were baptized. But loving all who
were in sorrow did not save him from being murdered. The date of

his death, February 14, is celebrated in memory of his love, and is

known as St. Valentine's Day. If you watch your big brother and
sister on February 14, you may see them sending valentines—love-

letters hid in pictures.

WE celebrate February 12 as Lincoln's Day. He had a great

heart of love. "He loved our nation." Ask father to tell you
how much Lincoln loved our nation. Ask him the price Lincoln paid

for his love of our nation. But like St. Valentine, Lincoln's great

heart of love did not save him. On April 14, 1865, he, like St. Val-

entine, passed into the larger world of love.

HOW big was Lincoln? More than six feet in height. But that is

not his full measure. He had a great brain. But you cannot

find how big he was by measuring his brain. To know how big he

was, how really great he was, you will have to get the measure of

his heart. Last week I was talking to a man who writes and pub-

lishes books. He told me that the real greatness of a man was not

found by the measure of his head, but by the measure of his heart.

THE time will come when we will not speak of how tall a junior is,

or how much a junior weighs, but will ask the size of his or her

heart. All juniors have big and good hearts. But sometimes, as

the junior grows, the heart begins to shrink. There are many things

that make the heart smaller and smaller as juniors gi'ow larger and

larger. When Lincoln was a boy, he avoided things that would have

wrinkled his heart. His mother taught him never to swear, never

to drink liquor, and never to he. Do I hear you say, "I know how
telling lies and swearing will shrink the heart. But I do not think

that drinking liquor would make the heart any smaller." I am glad

to hear you say that you "think." Your pastor wants you to think,

and if he is wrong in what he thinks he wants you to set him right.

Here are two questions for your "think": Would Lincoln's heart

have grown if he had become a drunkard? Will strong drink take

love out of the heart? I will leave you to think, and to decide on

these two questions. Send to me this week your vote. Vote yes

or no on each of the questions. As a reward for sending me your
vote, I will tell you a story.

A MINISTER, who was my neighbor in the City of Brotherly

Love, told the following story to a large congregation: "We
had in the city of Philadelphia a man who was secretary and treas-

urer in one of our great institutions. I suppose there is scarcely a

man in this city that would equal him as a financier. Certainly not

one who could surpass him. He was a college graduate, and had all

the fine instincts of a gentleman. But strong drink claimed him as

its victim. He drank and drank until he had to move into a very

humble home. When his baby died, they had no clothing to put on

him to make ready for the grave. We furnished the clothes. Some-

body said that, although the child's feet were hidden by the dress,

they were bare, and that we should put shoes on the little feet. I

got some white kid shoes and slipped them on the little icy feet. An
old-time friend said, 'Get the father and bring him in. Maybe if he

sees the baby, he will come back to himself.' We brought the father

in. He stood beside the little casket for a moment, and looked down
into the sweet face of his child. Then he began to shake with great
emotion. The tears just ran down his cheeks. The friends said to

us, 'Leave him alone,' and we went out and left him alone with his

child. He ran his fingers over the folds of the little white dress and
underneath, and took off from those icy feet the white kid shoes and
crammed them in his pocket. When I took his baby to the grave the

father was insensible from drink. He had pawned the little white
kid .«hoes and had spent the money in a saloon. This man's heart
had at one time been as large and as full of love as your father's

heart." Please do not forget to send me your vote.

*l';i>tor First Rrfornictl Cliurch, Brooklyn, N. Y. Tfxt : "lie lovoth our nation."

I.iikeT:5.
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The Oue^ of Wisdom
Continued from first column

to righteousness and God. If the busi-

ness of Christ was to teach men the

fear of the Lord and help them to de-

part from evil, surely our supreme
business is to bring our fellow-men
into right relations with God and teach

them the secret of life's greatest prob-

lem, salvation from the power of evil.

Therefore we are told, "He that win-
neth souls is wise," and again, "They
that be wise shall shine as the bright-

ness of the firmament, and they that
turn many to righteousness as the
stars forever and ever." The last
clause in this splendid passage is the
interpretation of the first in the ap-
pearance of the Hebrew parallelism
which constitutes the same utterance
in different parallel sentences. The
wise are they that turn many to
righteousness.
For us, the fear of the Lord, that is

wisdom; and to depart from evil, that
is understanding. That is what many
long to know, and we have the knowl-
edge of that. All else is waste, and
all else is lost.

But for this we need the same heav-
enly secret that we have already
spoken of in all other departments of
our life. There is a secret in soul-
winning as well as in salvation, sancti-
fication and right decision. And that
secret is nothing less than the Christ
himself. Thus he who so marvelously
loved souls died to save our fallen race.
He who knew so well how to draw the
heart of the woman of Samaria to see
her need, her sin and her Saviour, he
still comes in us to draw the hearts of
men to the revelation of their sin and
the love of God. And only as his
Spirit possesses and controls us shall

we be wise to win souls to Christ. As
Anna Shipton expresses it in her beau-
tiful dream: she found herself swim-
ming in a great sea toward the gates
of glory, and drawing drowning men
and women behind her by bleeding-
heartstrings of her own soul, which
had become unloosed and fastened
round them as cables of help and de-
liverance. So we can only bring men
to Christ as we grapple them with our
life and grip them with our heart, and
draw them by the power of the Christ
within us. Shall we go forth, then, to
translate the splendid imagery of our
text into living action and loving min-
istry? Shall we be among the wise,
who shall shine as the brightness of
the firmament, and them that turn
many to righteousness, who shall shine
as the stars forever and ever?

ISee "THE CHILDREN'S PUU»IT"
in Adjoining Column]

Gospel Spreading in Bulgaria

MR. VULCO SHOPOFF, ex-Mayor
of Philippopolis, Bulgaria, who

was the Commissionei- in charge of the

Bulgarian exhibit at the World's Fair
in Chicago, and who is president of the

National Bulgarian Temperance So-

ciety of Men, writes of the First Gen-
eral Congress of all Evangelical Work-
ers, of every name, throughout Bul-
garia. Methodists and Baptists, as
well as Congregationalists connected
with the mission of the American
Board, were present. Mr. Shopoff
writes: "I was surprised to see the list

of more than eighty-five places where
evangelical services are maintained
every Sabbath. The delegates num-
bered upward of one hundred, all men
of firm Christian belief. The Con-
gress had for its object to work out a
general plan, or constitution, for all

evangelical bodies in Bulgaria, by
which their official standing in the
kingdom will be regulated. "The spirit

of brotherly love pei"vaded all discus-

sions, and all sessions were well at-

tended. Upward of five hundred hear-
ers were deeply interested in watching
the doings of the Congress. There is

a growing interest in the Gospel
throughout the country."
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THE RURAL HOMES OF ENGLAND
IT

has been well said that "the real England is

not London, but the rural homes." To see "real

England" I have turned aside from the beaten

paths of the tourist into Surrey and Kent, and other

shires where English gentlemen have rural villas.

The typical rural home is separated from the

high road by a six-foot hedge. There used to be a

ten-foot fence or wall outside the hedge, and a minia-

ture forest behind it, that together completely hid

the house. But visitors objected to monotonous

walks and rides between what seemed to be the for-

tified lines of suspicious enemies, and so many of

the walls and fences have come down. The hedges

and trees remain, suggesting exclusiveness, but my
English friends say it is only "privacy." They can-

not understand how the American pas-

sion for "publicity" should lead rich

householders to remove even low skele-

ton fences along our avenues and give

the public an unrestricted view of their

beautiful grounds. Some of these Eng-
lish gentry wish the high walls were
back to protect their gardens from the

blighting dust of the automobiles, whose
owners the world over, even amid beau-

tiful scenery, seldom lose for a moment
their mad passion for speed.

When we come to a break in the Eng-
lishman's hedge for gate and roadway,
and anticipate a glimpse of the home
itself, it eludes us again, for the house

is around the bend of the roadway, which
is bordered with high trees, that stand

like tall guardsmen on both sides of the

way. These often give the name to the

place, for example, "The Beeches," "The
Pines," for every house of high or low
has a fancy name. There is no entrance
except this carriage way, for it is as-

sumed, even by families by no means
rich, that nobody will come afoot. When
you venture round the bend the real

home is seen, not ponderous, but home-
like, usually two and a half stories high, with a
wealth of green lawn and brilliant flower beds that

proclaim the Englishman's characteristic love of na-

ture. Even behind the house, where an American
would raise at least vegetables enough for the fam-
ily, there are more lawns and flower gardens and
tennis grounds, that will help to keep the household

in "God's out of doors." All this is often seen where
the house is on leasehold land, belonging to some
mighty lord of the manor, who is literally monarch
of all he surveys in every direction and can displace

his tenant and take possession of his beautiful home
and improvements by raising the rent to a prohib-

itive point whenever the lease expires.

Whenever one of these country gentlemen has been

able to get freehold land for his house, then is he as

happy as a king. At this country home, if he be a

By Rev. WILBUR F. CRAFTS. Ph.D.

commuter, he is wont to stay for his "week end"

fron^ Friday to Tuesday.

The British love of nature crops out in the great

cities, even in the poverty wards, where there are

flowers in almost every little yard, and vines on

many a house front, and boxes of rooted flowers

even at the windows of the fire engine houses. It is

due to this same national interest in nature that in

cities and villages alike great areas of land are kept

for parks, but these are mostly left wild, free from
the disturbing sign "Keep Off the Grass."

A Group of New Cottages, Letchworth, Elngland

The most surprising thing about the rural life of

England is that so much land suitable for pasturage,
if not for other farming uses, lies idle when England
is so dependent on other lands for foodstuffs, of

which her farmers might surely provide more than
they do. The government's agricultural department
is alert, but the farmers are slow in individual ac-

tion, and particularly slow in such co-operative

action as is required to make the most of their great
market, close at hand. Whenever I have seen a
farm-hand, with his team of heavy-footed horses, he
and they have been all apparently attempting to

beat the cyclist trick of seeing how slow one can go
without stopping altogether.
With this exception, the impression of English

country life is one of cultured repose and content
and simple life. The people, who lack opulence in

THE GREAT MEAT STRIKE ^

the American sense, but have a competence, see to

have generally adopted the motto, "Live ano;t

live."

English love of home, and pride in landed est 5

will probably make it easier in England, than aligt

anywhere else, to get the city crowds "back toU
land." The modern trend to the cities will, inj
case of England, be largely offset by the an(it

honor of landholding. ;

It was a unique experience to visit Letchw(|h
known as "the Garden City," with its score of c'

tories, surrounded by model homes for workmer
"The Garden City" has no flavor of antiquity It

is the most modern city in the land, a city del r-

ately planned and built (not evolved like other t< is

by gradual processes), to give fact =3

and their work, people a better placto

perform their mutual task than coujje

found in the crowded cities. Quielu
great stretch of farm land was boi

at farm prices, by the agents of a s

company, organized to do philanthj

work on a business basis, their pi

being limited to five per cent, on
investment. Certain portions of

new city were allotted for facte

Not too near, not too far away, st:

were laid out and cottages built fo]

workmen's homes, every one wil

flower garden in front, and with
enough for a vegetable garden in

rear. Two-thirds of an acre will

nish vegetables for a year for a fa

of five. The tradesmen's shops p
allotted a certain section of the y,

and away from all these were st ts

where only houses of considerable k

and of good quality could be ere d.

The charter forbids more than tv ;e

houses to the acre anywhere, as ag: st

fifty to the acre often found in ! ^
cities. The city can never exceed 31 ID

population, for around it has :n

placed a strip of farming land that can neve )e

used for anything else. Already there are • )0

residents in the new city working for a dozen f 0-

ries, large and small, to which as many more air ly

contracted for are to be added. The health ratt id

measurements of the robust children both ; w

already how much better it is than the large ( es

for the rearing of families, each of which may n
a home of its own.
One well-knovkTi factory, that of the firm of \ 1

Smith Company, the London booksellers, has s ;d

its workers a thousand miles a day of expei fe

travel by bringing them here from London, v re

nearly all had to ride twice daily. The govern (it

in 1909 introduced a "Housing and City Plan ig

Bill," by which more of such wholesome cities n bt

be developed under State supervision.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 119

Cleveland, 0., went into the "strike"

in a way which astonished the promo-

ters of the plan in that city. On Jan-

uary 23, 35,000 people had signed the

pledges, and by the next day there

were 150,000 who were abstaining

from meat, whether they signed the

pledges or not. Pledges were placed

in all of the big concerns for the em-
ployees to sign. A plan was also

started in Cleveland to have a law
passed that meat could not be kept in

cold storage over thirty days, as it was
naturally feared that as much meat as
possible would be held over in the re-

frigerators and thus defeat in part the
campaign of the "meat strikers."

Baltimore had about 100,000 people
pledged to the cause, and vegetables
and eggs were the main staples of life

in the Monument City.

In Memphis, Tenn., about 10,000
people pledged themselves. In Pitts-

burg over 5,000 Westinghouse em-
ployees joined the boycott, and in many
other great firms the meat abstainers
formed a large proportion of the work-
ers. Sixty butcher shops stopped busi-
ness altogether, as they did not care to
run in opposition to the meat strike.

In the States west of the Mississippi,

where most of the cattle raising for
market is done, there have not been
such high prices as in the East and
South, but nevertheless there has been
sufficient upward trend to cause the

people to take interest in the movement.
In Des Moines, la., twenty men in-

vested enough money to start a meat
market. They plan to buy meat
directly from the farmers, and sell it

at a price which will pay all charges
and six per cent, on the investment in

the scheme. It is their intention to

i?he liv Unclerwnn.l It UiKlPi-wnnd

sell only to the working people of
the city.

These are but a few instances of
what is taking place in cities and large
towns all over the country, and is

already accomplishing in a measure
the desired result. It has also brought
down the prices of other foodstuffs, as

Cattle in the Chicago Stockyards

the great milk and butter firms,

ing the boycott might extend to
'

and also the action of county j

juries, voluntarily lowered their p
In Detroit eggs went down, and b

was five cents cheaper. In Pitts

where such a determined stand ag
high prices of meat was made
charges for cattle on the hoof I

to go down during the last part c

week of the 23d. The distric

torney was ready to act instant

any complaint that might be ma
keep the prices up by agreement
the knowledge of this fact probab
prices take their natural course.

In New York City recently

went up to nine cents a quart,

grand jui-y began an investigatior

the price was at once reduced to

cents by nine of the companies,
one company holding out for the h

price.

Chicago witnessed a fall in l

on Wednesday, January 27.

butter and eggs came down a ce

two, and the price of potatoes

lower. The packers were surpriJ

the lack of orders for meat fo

East, showing that the upi

against high prices is a fact that

be faced or else business will sufl

As this issue is going to press 1

are still dropping, and the anti

movement is growing, and is <

ing tremendous pressure and bri'

results. Robert S. Bl;
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A GREAT AMERICAN ARTISTES WORK

iyVuii&Sion of Current Litr

'THE FAMILY REPAST," FROM THE PAINTING BY ELIZABETH NOURSE

ISS ELIZABETH NOURSE is a young
American painter of rare talent, who has

won high honors abroad. Her work is

ed by fine spiritual qualities, and her repre-

tion of simple domestic scenes has won admira-
from the ablest art critics of Europe. She is

ally the interpreter of the poor and humble,
.ler pictures are types of human character. A
writes of her paintings: "A sincere student

iture, of the real, the actual, she paints only
she sees, but hers is the vision of a noble soul,

a pierces through the conventionalities to the

poetry and beauty that underlie all life. She shows
us not only the struggles of those who labor, but
their participation in the great joys of life: mother-
hood; the pleasure of a man resting from toil in his

humble home; the happiness of children in their

play; the deep consolation which religion brings to

those who suffer; such are the themes which appeal
to her most strongly." Of "The Family Repast,"
which is one of her finest paintings (here repro-
duced), another authority writes: "Miss Nourse
puts into these intimate little scenes the sentiments
of goodness, of charity, of devotion and of thankful-

ness which she herself feels better than any one else,

and she reproduces them with an emotion which is

always true and which communicates itself perfectly

naturally, for she makes appeal to the best in each

of us."

Miss Nourse is a native of Cincinnati, O. Many
of her canvases have been exhibited at public expo-
sitions and elsewhere on the Continent of Europe,
and have won the highest praise. She has received
many honor medals here and abroad and examples
of her work are now found in many of the leading
art collections.

A TRAVELING EVANGELIST'S LONG TOUR
V"T B. MARYE, a "traveling evangelist," who
y/ several years ago set out to walk around
' the globe, preaching the Gospel as he went,
rred in New York City lately, having walked the

its distance from San Francisco across the con-

nct. Mr. Marye, who was formerly a land sur-
iy in the government service, has been engaged
I <ispel work for many years. He left San Fran-
S( in 1903, traveling afoot except where it was
3C sary to avail himself of transportation by
air. The record of his adventures since that
m would fill a good-sized volume. He had no
.01 y, but possessed abundant faith and good
eah. Wherever he found an opportunity, he
re;hed the Gospel to the people en route, some-
m; on the streets, at other times in halls, chapels
* "urches. On many occasions he has gone with-
it upper and breakfast; he has slept in limekilns
nparns, and sometimes beside a camp-fire in the
oe when he could find no one hospitable enough to
ik him in. In many towns and villages he was
ehmed by ministers and people, and gave the
o.'el message from regular pulpits; but quite as
'ti* his platform was an improvised one outdoors,
it the sky for a covering.
(e day, in the Colorado mountains, he had a
ai)w escape from death from two grizzly bears,
Jthis was merely one of many similar incidents
I hich his preservation was providential. He
re;hed to trainmen, ranchmen and farmers, in
leage brush, in the valleys of the Sierras, and in
le illage settlements and towns. In Boise City,
la>, he gave the Gospel message in the saloons,
t any places he received marks of kindness and
-n-ous treatment; at others he was treated as an
fivlcome visitor and ordered away. In Utah he
50;! to mixed audiences of Mormons and Gentiles,
!id.t one place they opened the opera house for his
'rtes. He had many strange experiences during
is rduous journey across the Rockies, and ive-
ie-;ly he suffered from hunger and exposure. He
asd through Utah, Kansas, Indian Territory,
rlnsas, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, Ten-
^s e and Virginia on his way to Washington.
n«e he went to Wilmington, Del.; Philadelphia

and Boston, preaching at every opportunity. In

Philadelphia he was supplied with a new traveling

equipment by a generous friend, and was kindly
received by the Y. M. C. A. From the Quaker City
he walked to Camden. On last Christmas Day he
traveled all day long in a driving snow storm. He

W. B. Marye, Traveling Evangelist

next preached at Trenton, in the public street.

Thence to Princeton, Elizabeth and Newark, speak-
ing as opportunity offered. At Rahway a photo-
grapher made a "snap" picture of the evangelist,
which is reproduced on this page. On January 4,

1910, he reached New York, tired and footsore, but
with the inward satisfaction of knowing that a
long stage of his Gospel journey had been accom-
plished and that he had traveled through and

preached in nineteen States, holding over 1,900
services.

Mr. Marye now proposes going to Europe to con-
tinue his round-the-globe itinerary. He hopes to be
able to secure free transportation from some steam-
ship company to England, whence he will go to the
Continent. He is full of courage and resolute in his

determination to carry the Gospel around the world.
Any one interested iti his unique work can address
him to the care of The Christian Herald.

Anvil Sparks
. . Love is the clean white soul of the universe.
. . Reason reaches to the stars, but faith looks on

beyond.
. .Life without an inspiration is like a race with-

out a goal.

. .A gentleman, generally speaking, is a saint

acclimated to this world.
. .The shriek of the man in the "alcoholic horror"

is an echo from the pit.

. . The difference between rest and idleness is about
the same as between honest and stolen money.

. .To be independent of evil and dependent on good
is the highest attainment man can ever reach.

. .After all, "fate" is a word born out of due sea-

son, and dies when summoned to the court
of Providence.

. . A ship far out at sea, without mast, or rudder,
or chart, is like a man without hope in the
world.

. . Death hushes the song of life, but eternity goes
on in endless drama, and makes even death
moan out its own sad requiem.

. . Ancient Egypt enthroned architecture on the
pyramids, but the infinite God enthroned
never-dying love on the cross of Calvary.

. .The deepest valley of human sorrow is sometimes
the highest mountain-top of divine grace.

. . The fool hath said in his heart, "There is no
God." The fool did not say there was no God
with his mind, for the good reason that he
had no mind.

Stock-dale, Tex. W. B. Wootton.
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An International Misfortune

FRANCE for years seems to have been unusually

favored by nature, and the only things which

have disturbed the peace of mind of the people have

been the rumor of international conflicts, which

happily have not occurred. We usually think of it

as a well cultivated, well ordered country, in which

life moves in a defined groove and where the ele-

ments never break the customary bounds from one

season to another. The present floods, which have

turned a large part of the country into a lake and

which have caused almost incalculable damage to

the beautiful cities along the banks of the northern

rivers, and, above all else, to Paris, "the interna-

tional capital," have almost no parallel in recent

French history. Lives have been lost, how many it

is difficult at present to say with accuracy, great

public improvements have been ruined, and it will

take years before the damage can be completely

repaired.

The damage done in Paris is a loss to all coun-

tries. It is one of the most cosmopolitan cities in

the world. Its historic, literary and architectural

monuments are known through pictures and books

to reading people of every land. The size of the

foreign colonies in Paris is astonishing. It is said

that twenty thousand Americans make their homes
there for longer or shorter periods. These include

artists who feel they cannot paint unless they have
studied there, and many students of architecture.

Few ai-e the architects of this country of any prom-
inence who have not bent for a term over a draught-
ing board in the Ecole des Beaux Arts. Then there

are the innumerable young Americans who are cul-

tivating the voice, or learning the language of the

counti-y to teach it in their home schools. In addi-

tion to all these there is a small army of cultured
people, who go to Paris with the intention of remain-
ing a year and stay several. As it is with Amer-
icans, so it is with the English, Gennans and Rus-
sians. All of these will be equally involved, in

proportion to their numbers, with the French people
in any disaster which befalls Paris.

It is to be fervently hoped that the mortar of the
old builders will hold together until the winter's
floods subside and the storms vanish in the beautiful
summer we always associate in our minds with
La Belle France.

The Revolt Again^ Higher Prices

WITHIN a surprisingly short time the popular
uprising against the high prices of meat and

foodstuffs has swept from State to State, as was
foreshadowed in The Christian Herald. This
national protest is already producing very substan-

tial results. Many of the leading cities report a
general drop in the prices of meat, milk, eggs, flour,

poultry and butter, and the outlook is favorable

to a still further reduction. Meat combines, egg
traders, and nearly all others concerned in keeping
up prices are emulating Davy Crockett's famous
'coon, and coming down the tree.

It is not alone the popular boycott that is assist-

ing in the solution of the problem of the cost of

living. Other powerful agencies are at work. Fed-
eral authorities, State legislatures and courts and
grand juries are taking up the subject in earnest.

The labor unions, too, are lending their influence

toward a solution. In twenty-five counties in

Pennsylvania grand juries are investigating on
general lines and planning the casting of a drag-
net to catch the price-jugglers wholesale. It must
be admitted that there is a general impression prev-
alent that the American people have been most
unfairly treated on the food question. They have
been cruelly exploited by those who control the food
supplies of the country, at a time when these sup-
plies are abundant for all normal demands. Re-
dress has been unattainable, and ordinary forms of
protest have only excited the derision of the food
manipulators, who kept on forcing up meat and
foodstuffs until the situation grew intolerable.
Prices that would be justifiable only in a time of
great scarcity or actual famine have prevailed, en-
abling the manipulators to make gigantic profits

out of the necessities of their victims. It is sur-
prising that the revolt did not come sooner.
Now that our State and national authorities have

set the machinery of the law fairly at work we may
hope to find out whex-e the real responsibility lies,

and whether an effective check cannot be applied to

prevent such extortion and oppression in the future.
Juggling with the public food supply should be
made a severely punishable offense. The anti-meat
movement has brought the whole question to a
sharp focus, and if the investigations now under
way in Washington and elsewhere do not result in

some radical reform, which will save the public
from the imposition of famine prices in times of
plenty hereafter, it will be a great disappointment.

Mercifulness
"rpHE Lord requireth of thee to love mercy." It

-L is a, large term, comprehending all kindly sen-

timents and helpful actions toward our fellow-

creatures in want or in distress. It may be a great

thing, done grandly, or it may be—most frequently

it is—a small thing, done very humbly.
Mercifulness, that is opposed to all hardness and

selfishness and cruelty; mercifulness, that pities

the unfortunate and runs to their relief; merciful-

ness, that deals tenderly with the erring, and does

good even to the evil-doer and the unthankful;
that is gentle to the undeserving, generous even to

the tramp and the outcast, kind to those who have
no claim on us save such as all have upon all men
in right of a common Father and a common Sa-
viour. Mercifulness, that will be compassionate in

thought and judgment as well as in deeds; that
when a tale of transgression is heard of one who
did run well, but has been snared and has fallen,

will not turn away with risings of disgust, of re-

pulsion, of contempt—with a self-righteous thank-
ing God for superior goodness—but rather will

draw nigh, like Jesus, and put a brotherly arm
around the weak and sinful one, speaking" words of
hope and cheer through the love of God. This, and
nothing less, is the mercy that God requires of us.

A Forgetful Critic

MRS. NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS has lately

spoken some rather stirring words concerning
the American woman's responsibility for our numer-
ous divorces. She considers our girls too luxurious

in their tastes. They spur on their husbands to

make money, until they either fall exhausted by the

way, or else, in sheer self-defense, procure a divorce.

"The American woman," she is quoted as saying,

"has been set upon a pedestal, and raised upon a

false conceit." Mrs. Hillis proceeds: "The German
and English women are far better housekeepers than
we are and the French are better business women.
As for art, we have not yet produced an Angelica
Kaufman, a Mme. Le Brun or a Rosa Bonheur. In

literature, we have had no Mme. de Sevigne, no
George Sand, no George Eliot, no Elizabeth Brown-
ing, Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, or even Mrs.
Humphrey Ward. The cause of this Mrs. Hillis

considers to be that our women do not devote them-
selves seriously to study, and she quotes with appar-
ent approval the saying of a young Englishman, who
says that American girls "do not know anything."

Criticism is wholesome, no doubt; but Mrs. Hillis
seems to have forgotten that we have our Mary
Cassatt, our Jessie Wilcox Smith and our Rhoda
Nichols, to say nothing of other artists; and our
Mrs. Stowe, Mrs. Wharton, Mary Johnston, Mary
Wilkins, and a dozen others have produced powerful
and beautiful literary work; while our housekeepers,
in spite of the contrary comparisons so often made,
will, we believe, measure up bravely beside those
of other nations.

The Golden Egg

PEW people appreciate the importance of the egg
as an article of comm.erce. An authority in

the trade says that New York City alone eats
$50,000,000 worth of eggs yearly, or 5,000,000 cases,

aggregating 1,500,000,000 dozen. These are sold

li

II

at $7 per case, or 23^4 cents a dozen. To n
them all at one trip would take a train of ]

cars. In addition, there may be added $50,0( (o

worth of poultry consumed every twelve moni
jD

the metropolis. Big dealers assert that thi

not and cannot be an egg trust, because the
of the country is so widely scattered and in so jv

different hands. Besides, the egg-producing f; ie,

usually trades his eggs for groceries, and henc
fc,

fixing of prices is largely a local affair, regi,«

by the legitimate supply and demand. Pract ll\

evei->'body in our large cities eats storage eggs ^
the "strictly fresh" article is purely mythica v

cept in rural districts. However we may vi(
ii

the egg is the most valuable staple food prj

in this country to-day, and the domestic hen
greatest wealth producer, the annual "lay" ej..

ing in value that of the wheat, hay or cotton i

pj,

Besides, at the present time, the tariff is prohi vf

in favor of the Western farmer, and the egg : et

benefits accordingly. It is evident that the cu a-

tion of the great American egg as a practical m-

mercial pursuit offers greater inducements ml

larger and quicker profits than almost any m
popular industry. It is no longer the goose, bi j|
hen, that lays the golden egg.

GENERAL NOTES
—Foreigners in this country sent $71,295,004 to fricn

relatives in other lands during the year just closed, throi

New York postoffice alone. Throuirh the same channel
orders were received from abroad for $9,207,599.

—The oldest fixed recorded date in human history I

B.C.. which recent discoveries have deciphered on the

Egyptian inscriptions, which refer to that far-off tim<
j

six thousand years ago—as the actual date on which the

tian astronomers first calculated their solar year. Civil]

is probably much older, but how much none can say,

beyond is in the wide region of conjecture.

—Prokessor Shailer Mathews, of Chicago Univeri

outspoken on the question of the church's social obligatioij

says: "The church will never succeed in being merely

organ of social reform ... to substitute sociologicj

cussion for the exposition of truth that stimulates and e i

the spiritual life ; to substitute interest in society as a

for interest in individual spiritual lives will be fatal I

church."

—A MAN IN Fort Worth, Tex. (according to a pre

patch), has swapped 100,000 acres of land in two cour

that State for 100,000 gallons of whisky, the latter bein

an Ohio distillery. The land may have been poor a

worth $1 per acre, but there never was a foot of e\

poorest soil en earth that wcs not worth all the alcoholic

that ever were brewed. Esau, when he sold his birt

made a far better bargain than this Texan did. Evide

must live in a "dry" section.

—Great Britain's parliamentary elections are pra

over as this issue goes to press. The Unionists have 251

five seats more than the Liberals. The latter, howev
pecte<l to have the support of the Irish Nationalist

number 76, and who now hold the balance of powei

mier Asquith will probably continue as Prime Minist'

will have to have the support of the Nationalists a

Laborites, who number 40. The Nationalists, by refusii

port to his measures, could bring about such a situatii

another election would have to be called within a year.
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]HE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

VIEW OF PARIS AND THE RIVER SEINE, WHERE FLOODS HAVE CAUSED LARGE LOSS OF LIFE AND $200,000,000 DAMAGE

Floods in Paris

rIE River Seine has broken its banks and
Paris, the most beautiful city in the world, is

submerged. It has been 300 years since

lei has been such a disastrous flood there. The
ict ies along the river bank have been flooded,

nd twenty-five thousand workmen are locked

at oy the flood. Some idea of the flood is

)n^yed by a telegram from Paris to one of the
e\York dailies: "Picture to youiself that New
oi'' from the Battery to Bowling Green is under
at', that West and South Streets are flooded,

unn Harlem from High Bridge to Port Morris,
ndn the Bronx from Classon Point to Westches-
!r illage, people have to get home as best they
imrough the water; thc^t on the West Side, along
'' ide Drive to West End Avenue, many have

leave their houses because of the floods, and
... :ave a picture of the conditions in Paris to-

ay Many beautiful bridges are undermined,
ndwith the water and debris, are threatened with
3l])se. There are fears for the priceless treas-

rein the Louvre, for the lower part of the great
ui ing is full of watei-. The cellars of the palace
f e Legion of Honor and the President's palace
f € Elysee are submerged.
mowing the appeal of the Premier, M. Bri-

ne the Chamber of Deputies unanimously voted
40,000 for the aid of the flood sufl"crers. At the
im the money was voted the watei' had penetrated
he basement of the Chamber of Deputies and
touted the electric light engines, and it was by oil

ins that the members were enabled to continue
he, session and vote the needed relief. It was
ea^'d that the Eiff"el Tower, whose foundations were
hrttened by the waters, would fall. Streets have
all in, sewers have burst, subways caved in, and
on of the most beautiful historic buildings in the
'0^, including Notre Dame, are partly submerged
n kes and rushing streams. The foreign offices

n(;he residence of our American Ambassador have
ee. abandoned. Two hundred millions of dollars
roh of propej-ty has been destroyed, and one hun-
lr( thousand people are homeless and hungry. A
iriit picture in the dark background of the calam-
ty5 the heroism of the officers, from the President
•f le republic down, and the charity of nations,
nc ding our own, in sending instant relief. The
no foi'tunate thing about the whole calamity is

h(;mall number of lives lost.

^
. mo.st all great cities are situated on rivers,

^h has always been so in the history of the
vod. There were floods from the overflow of
iv's in the olden times, as there are now, indicat-
n^that there is likely to be peril where thei-e is

'I'iilege. Floods in the Scripture are used as sym-
10} of the direst calamities. The inhabitants of
'as are uttering the prayer for physical relief
vhh the prophet off'ered for salvation from spir-
tu calamities, of which earthly floods are a type:
'- not ilic walcr flood overflow me. neither let tlie deep

»''>«' me up, and let not tlie pit shut her mouth upon me.
f's I : 15.)

"Id's Speedy Conversion

Jv. Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, the evangelist, who
s nducting a series of religious meetings through-
" the cities of Maine, has just returned to his

native land after a series of world-wide revival

campaigns. His strong- faith and his recent expe-

rience with peoples of all lands leads him to the

most splendid optimism, expressed in the following

words: "If I live five years, and I hope to live that

long, I'll see China a Christian natron, Japan under
the control of the cross of Christ, Koi'ea a most reli-

gious country, and America in the midst of a great
revival. It will be just as easy to inaugurate a
world-wide campaign as to run a local revival in

Boston or New York." His prophecy as to the time
it will take to convert the world may be over-
onthusiastic, but he has only caught the spirit of
the missionaries in the field, pastors over their
flocks, and the laymen in their pews, who seem bent
on carrying out at once the command of our Lord
to evangelize the world and who believe that in some
way it can and must be done within the present
generation; and the indications of Providence are
that the faith and the wise and diligent eff'orts put
forth for the accomplishment of the work, under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, will bring the success
so much desired. It is a glorious thing to live in

the world at a time when the ears of God's children
are so wide open to Christ's command

:

(;<) ye into .-ill Iho vorkl, and preacli the Gospel lo every erea-

tine. iM:irk M : I". )

Honors Father's Memory

J. Pierpont Morgan, the millionaire, gave to the
city of Hartford the Morgan Memorial Art Museum
in honor of his father. The dedicatory exercises
were held the other day. Mr. Morgan made an
appropriate speech, and then surprised the people
of Hartford by announcing a gift of $250,000 for
the maintenance of the institution he had given.
The building is one of the finest in architecture and
in furnishings between New York and Boston. On
the floor of the main entrance is inlaid in rolled
brass, "This building has been erected in loving re-

membrance of Julius Spencer Morgan, a native of
Massachusetts, a merchant of Hartford, and a mer-
chant of London." This act of Mr. Morgan's is

only one of the numerous substantial memorials
founded by dutiful children in honor of their par-
ents. There is an added eloquence to these institu-
tions of education, beneficence and piety in the
thought of the loyal love of children for parents
which they contain, fulfilling one of the ten com-
mandments.
Honor thy faflicr and thy mother. (Ex. 20 : 12.)

A Magical Laugh

A singular incident occurred at the United Mine
Workers' Convention, held at Indianapolis recently.
Two factions were fighting bitterly for the ascend-
ancy. One wing of the convention was led by
Thomas L. Lewis, the president. Mr. Francis Fee-
han was speaking, and was declared out of order
by the president. There was excitement, followed
by something of a riot. In this moment of terrific
excitement one of the delegates burst out into a
hearty laugh, which could be heard distinctly above
the tumult of the crowd. Others caught the con-
tagion, and the boisterous, angry convention was
turned into a meeting of infinite good humor. The
ang-ry leaders dropped into their seats, and joined
in the laugh with the rest. What a funereal world

this would be without laughter, and how important
in the development of character as well as the con-

tentment of the soul is a hearty laugh! Our sus-

ceptibility to mirth is a divine endowment. The
laughs of the world, like those at the convention at

Indianapolis, are an emanation of divine joy, which
is so powerful in overcoming hate. This joy was
manifested by the Lord's children in their restora-
tion from captivity, and described in the words of
the psalmist:

I'hen was our mouth filled wiLli lausliter, and our tongue with
sinsiiisr. (Cs. 126:2.)

The Stone Face

As excavations were going on at South Bethle-

hem, Pa.,.in the formation of a new park, the other

day there was discovered in the solid stone a statue

of George Washington. Nature had used the chisel

so delicately as to make Washington's face so plain
that a school-child would instantly recognize it.

This curious freak of nature calls to mind Haw-
thorne's great stone face, which his imagination
caused to be cut out of the side of the mountain,
and the beautiful moral lesson which he teaches
from it. There was a legend among the Indians
that the one who most resembled that face from the
mountain was to be the greatest man in the nation.
An humble farmer in the valley grew to look exactly
like the stone face, so all his neighbors said, and
Hawthorne held his wisdom and rustic virtue to be
the chief essentials of American greatness. The
reason why the farmer's features grew like those
of the face from the mountain was that every day,
as he began his work, as he continued it in the field

and at its close at night, he looked steadily upon the
stone face, and loved it. And Hawthorne says that,
while he looked and loved, invisible hands fashioned
the features of the farmer like those of the face of
the mountain. The face of Washington, cut by na-
ture in the stone, reminds us of the fact that the
eyes of the generations have been upon Washington
to love him, and that American manhood has
reached its highest ideal as it has copied him. Lin-
coln, when he began to read, made Washington his
ideal and copied him in his moral qualities as nearly
as he could all his life; and the people of the nation
ascend in the scale of wisdom and virtue as they
look upon and love Washington, Lincoln, and such,
and are transfigured into the likeness of their fea-
tures. There is One who is greater than Washing-
ton, Lincoln, or any other man, more lovely than all

the sons of men, and we by looking upon and loving
him may be changed into his image. This process
is beautifully described by the apostle as he wi-ites

:

But we all, with open face beholdin-' as in a glass the glory of
the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to glory,
ev»n as by the Spirit of the Lord. (M. Cor. 3 ! 18.)

Killed by Wolves

Baron Otto Von Orban, a wealthy landowner, while
traveling through the forest in Transylvania, Aus-
tria, was pursued by a pack of wolves. His fright-
ened horse threw him, and the wolves tore him to
pieces and devoured him. There are enemies with-
out and within, fierce as this pack of wolves. The
prophet makes this reference to them: They are
Swifter than the leopards, and are more fierce than the evening

wolves. (Hab. 1 : 18.)
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO VARIOUS GOOD CAUSE;
N. Y. Herald Ice Fund

Mrs F M Brooke.. 10 00

Christian Mission toJews

A A Kerrick 1 00

People's Settlement,

Wilmington, Del.

J T Bogle 5 00

, Cliicago, 111

I^eiief Worl< Among the l EmrieU & family. 15 00
D S Crawford 5 00Poor

Mrs .S K MfElree. 1 00
Mrs A W .Tenks.. . 5 00

(For Rev ohn W Hill)

, N Y City... IW 00

Soc. of Soul -Winners

J T Bogle 5 00

Mr W Nowlaud. . . 1 00
Mrs C M

American Bible Soc.

William A—, Brigh-
ton, Micli 20 00

Any Good Cause

In His Name. Inde-
pendence, Kan . . 5 00

Geo Cornell 50
Subr. Newton. N H 2 00
Miss J P Kneedler 50
A Friend, Spring-

field, Mass 20

Bethesda Home
Hattie M Twiss. . . 2 50

Christian Herald Gospel

Hall, India

Mrs Sarah J Werner 5 00
McAllister Un S S,

Carlisle, Pa 8 00
Mrs R Murray 2 00

A Friend, New Rich-
mond, Wise 1 00

Daisy Field's Home for

Crippled Children

Mrs B Armstrong.. 25
J T Bogle 5 00

Judson Memorial Church

. N Woburn,
Mass 25 00

Five Points Mission

Mrs C E Purdy... 1 00
L M Sargent 1 00
C H Reader. Marsh-

ville, N C 20 00
Mrs E A Freeman 5 00
Mrs Rosine Ruger.25 00
Miss C L Haight.. 100 Friends of. Humanity,

, Atglen. Pa... 10 00 Rochelle, 111 1 W
Gospel Settlement

W. Goossville. X H12 50
Mrs Wm Baxter &
Mrs M A Meador

Mrs E E Clock
Mr. Geo E Wilkins 1 no

Mrs P M Storrey . . 5 00
Mrs A L Baldwin
J R Hoffman

Dean Peck Children's

Home
L Emrlch & familylO 00

Children's Home Finding

Society

Mrs
, Strong, Me

(For .\frica)

A Friend. Carpen-
ter. S Dak 12 00

A Friend. Matta-
poisett. Mass ... 2 00

L Emrich & family. 10 00 jj p Wanpaca. Wis 1 00

(For G W Verity

(For India) A Friend. Boyce Sta. E T Pugh 50 00 Thomas Buck 100 E B Ware^...
T? F R-irksdale 1 00 Pa 5 00 G L Cook 15 00 Lillian Leach 25 Mrs J F Chris
jj L caiK.uaie i

peryan 5 00 Mrs A W Bell .'iO 00 Mrs N P Rosmussen 50 Mrs W H Cross,!

Moody Bible Institthe

2 00

Mrs J S Crosby ... 2 00
(For Rose Lambert's

Work
T J Keith 5 00

Okayama Orphanage

Miss F L Carter. .10 00
Mrs H Ingham 5 00
Mrs Wm McCartliy.20 00
Farther Lights Soc,

Krebs.. 1 00 H
25 G,

1 75 D Compton
50 Mrs D StclBe

H Fox
Hiuitingdon,

25 Mrs Dawsoa

5(11

15,

Lepers, Dutch Guiana

IJi N, 25
(For Range)

Mrs Theo Ivens...
^rs H Steurnagel

1 00
1 00

A Friend, Boyce,
Pa 25 00

Reynolds 3 00 Lambert Bewkes . 1 00
Mrs J B Callahan. 1 00

Sunday Morning Break-

fast Assn., Phila.

.T T Bogle 5 00
L Emrich & family 5 00 Lydia H Emmett

A Friend 5 00

, Bklyn, N y..50 00 Mrs C A Nelson
W W Young 50 00 Mr Saville Bowden

, , Iowa 50 00 Mrs L F " "

L H Carter 50 50 Miss A W Walter
Samuel A Law 25 00 A M G Christoph

, Rochelle, 111. 5 00 E P Wright 25 Children ....

Annie L Brubaker. (J 00 Miss E Revard 100 Mrs B Wharton
Isaac ScofleId& wf 100 00 Miss E M Logan.. 50 Mrs A Northrup

C W Loomis 20 00 Mrs Geo G Charlton 1 00 Mrs G Miller..

, Wichita, kan.37 50 Louisa Vogler 1 00 Maurice Miller

Miss E Pollock ..30 00 Matilda E Wolfert. 100 Carlton Miller .

WestUeld Mass..' 5 00 Thos M Peck. .. .100 00 Mrs W E Klasgge. 2 00 Mr & Mrs H T

Mrs Margt"M Allen20 00 Anna C Scholley.. 5 00 Mrs LH Coats 100 man
W Concord Un Ch James A Hopflnger 7 50 E L, RoclieUe 111. 2 02 Three Brown CI

S S Mass ... 375 Mrs F Dubbs 12 50 Miss W C Baird.. 100 dren
W Mrs M C McC«nkev20 00 N M Thomp.son ..50 00 Miss L M Lawson. 1 00 A Friend, A

Hattie B Balch..lO(K) Mrs W H Simmons. 10 00 Mabel Corrall 100 burne Pa
-, Detroit, Mich. 15 00

JJ'^**
'?"*'' P^t'^f-

•

^ ?S "TT"
Middletow

Qooy^ 50 00 Mrs E C Nichols.. 10 Conn
'joj

A Savage..::... 100 Miss E Holdredge. .10 (K) A Friend," -^,' Paio2 Oft Mrs W S Milmlne. 25 Martlia NichoU n^A odvaoc i vv
wtester 10 00 W W Yoiimr 24 00 J«"e R Dunn 1 00 A Friend, Onei

(For R_ M Wilson, Srs^j„^n' M^cEwJn 5 dlJ D F^asron^! ! ! ! ! :gO W Alfred Baker 1 00 NY ij^

Rev T G Bov<'e . . . 50 00 Mrs H E Downs.. 1 00 M T, Milford, (,ioo

Blind Babies' Home Eva J SanfoVd. .. .20 OO Mary Van Owen
A Friend, Middle

China)
Harvey Bechtel

(For China
A Friend, Troy, O 6 00

(R M Wilson. Korea)
Mrs N Meredith. . . 1 00

(Walter B Williams,
Africa)

H E Douglass 5 00 m^s h A Ingham. 5 00

(Meth Mission, India) Cornelia P Woodinlo 00 F
D

R M Wilson,
Korea)

Pa 2 50 James A Hopflnger 5 00
Jones ... 1 00 (ppr Jag Murray, China)

The White Door

J T Bogle 5 00
L Emricli & family 5 00
Mrs W H Richards 1 00

Dr. Grenfell, Labrador

Widow's Mite, Grand

Bethel Mission, Needles,

California

Harvey Beclitel ... 1 00

Lepers in China
Mrs W W Brewster

G L Harrington... 1 00

Italian Earthquake

Wm M Anderson. . . 1 00

Work Among Canadian

Indians

Rev Dr J MacDougall

1 50
25

Ezekiel

? ^'^"oT"^ illll
Clinton, pa... 100 Pauline, Woodbine,

•^ ' '^°" Ul (For Rev C Schmidtt) N H 2 00 C W
A B Stevens . 5 00 V?, Emlcnton, Pa.. 2 00 Edward Becki,- .

Wm* S^Lowry '.;.".. . 200 Fred'k Cheetham . 500 Mary_.T Gates 10 00 Overton Win.ston

Mrs C Putnam. . .

.

town, N Y .50 02 Mrs M E Currier..

Lcwmis 20 00 Mrs E M Drake..
25 00 A E Magoffin 1 00
25 00 Mrs J H Stevens.. 26

66 Mrs M D Chamb 3
50 Mrs L B Goody. 2sil

25 I H Stauffer... 30,
10 Mrs S M BoothlKuW A Ooeliringe Khi

A Friend, War

W, Friend 5 00

Foreign Missions

J B Shoemaker 100
Aug H Merchant. . . 5 15 A B

(For
A B
(For

Hagqvist)
5 00

Rev W
Stevens

J M L Harrow,
W Africa)

Stevens 5 00

Mrs Whitmore
"A," Tidioute,
Mrs Armstrong
P N Kraybill.
N C Friend.

Pa.

.\ H Tucker 5 (H> (has Harris

25 A F Biownell 10 50 E M Pfriemd 100 Mich ]f,

5 00 Mi-s M M Meiner..30 00 Geo J Kuhn 3 00 Thelma Mc.\nna;ir.
•>5 Marion Hills 25 00 Mrs Susan Saunders 1 00 Mrs O B Stioiifi jo

2 50 Ida Simmons .'.'.'.. 5(H) Dr A G Florez... 20 I H N, Newark. '5(„

100 Fred Kingsley ...25 00 Mrs Whitmore ... 2o A Friend, Whiti

25 00 -^ Ij Smith 100 ville. Mass
Florence Smith 1 00 R L Daniels..
.John M Androvette 1 50 Mrs M M Litllr

2 3.3

Forks, S Dak.
Mrs C M Reynolds.

5 00
3 00

A B Stevens 5 00 Watts De Peyster Home
E P Wiard 1 <»>

India Famine

Mrs A B Tadlock. 2 50 MineDisaster, Cherry, III.

Edson S Winkley. 1 00

Invalid Children's Home Geo H Holmes o 00
Fancy, btonington,

Bernice L Alderman 3 00 Conn 10 00
W, Tidioute, Pa . . . 5 00
Mary .1 Gates 10 00 Cremorne Mission
Mrs W H Ricliaids 100
Dotty. . B I.. 100 , Atglen, Pa... 10 00

^wife^
.'^..*^".'"..* 2 00 FinnishSeamen'sMission

E H, Teii City, Ind 1 00 ^ Nelson 20 00
J Pashby 3 00 Miss E E Rowland. 3 OO

Finnish Mission Ass'n.Jerry McAuley Mission

Friends in N J 50 00
Rowland H Morrison 2 00
E H Morrison 1 25
R H Morrison 1 00
R H Morrison 1 00
A B Rowley 3 00

Pundita Ramabai

Friends, Middle Dam,
Me 5 00

Mrs C M Cooper.. 2 05
Mrs E G W & dau,
Poultney, Vt 2 OO

Lepers in India

Mary Reed

05 Mary B Clark.
1 00 Mrs Manda Rav(
50 Alice Allen .

.".
\,;

50 , Sharon, Pi
j

:,

1 00 John Bennett....! ;,.

H T Stevens..., 1(1

Milicent VanPelt lo
A J B & wife, S

I

ton. N H. ..;,, iKii,

Raymond Parsons- ilW)
|A Constant KeaO

Chester, Pa .. 1 1,

Mrs M .1 Ashley A"
Mrs .T H Semoi. ; ;,

MrsBird'sChristmasTree Mrs .Tno 'Toor..
E D Howell li

1 00 .Mrs M S Watkii i]
1

1 00 F Brandly 2

Mi-s M .Johnson. . ip
1 00 Mi-s M .lohn.son.. ] (>

J Henderson 2.50 Mrs Geo Garwoo,2i
3 00 A Bower

Mrs C T Fiege.l
'

5 00 Miss G Sikes' S
50 Class \].

1 00 A Friend, Unit'
50 Me Ji.

50 Primary S S Clai
j

2 00 Wayland, N Y. I :»

J J Barnliou :

Siilem, Ohio 2^

Geo E Pettitt.
.Mrs F VanHise
Dudley Hoyt .

.

Stanle.v Hoyt . .

Constance Bott

Mrs. Bird

Mary T demons. .25 00
Two Friends, North-
ampton. Mass . . 75

. Atglen, Pa.. 10 00
Mrs G W Saulpaw.10 02

A H Merrill
.Mrs D L Coe
In memy of dear
Motlier, Pa

Mrs A
Mrs W S Wvlie..
J H K, Reynolds-

ville. Pa
Mrs C Mayne
Mrs Eva Tomson..—— , .Mientown. Pa
Mrs .Tohn P Flint,
.lennie Fletcher . .

McCartney.. 2 00 Mrs
. N C. . 1 00 —Mrs .T

I'riend
Laura
Mrs .1

K M
-Mrs C
.Mrs J
Julia

J .Mien.... .'>o Old Snlir. New
P Walltran 3 00 don, Iowa J iki

Stuart 1 00 Ann Moore ....loi
G Bi'iin.-tt.. 1 00 . . N Y.. 5»i

M Penland. 1 00 Aaron Flohr KB
Klein 1 .'lO A Simpson KIi

Friends in N J 50 00 Judden Ubben
L M. Mansfield. Ct 5 00 G L Harrington...

G S. Milwaukee,

Tenncsseetown Mission

Mary T Clemens. . .10 00
Marv T demons .. 25 00
J T Bogle 5 00

White Rose Home
Friends in N J 50 IIO

2 00
1 00

Wise 2 00
Margaret Marshall. 2 00

Red Cross Society

Mrs Anna Pester.
Mrs Chas Sherriff.

1 00
1 00

Kessab Schools, Syria

, ... ,- ,., ,
A Arnold 10 00

Invalids Support.Nyack Mrs C G .Mercer. . .la 00

Mayesville Institute

i S A Hall 2 00

Taylor University

J T Bogle 5 00
.

, Atglen, Pa.. 10 00

W. W. Peet, Mcnnonite

Mission, Turkey

J D Guengerich .... 3 00

Hope Farm Protectory

.\ Friend. Constan-
tine, Mich 2 00

Lincoln University

Matilda K Wolfert 2 02
Stella Snyder 2 50

A A. Ripon. Wise. 2 00
Baldwin Coolidge . 5 00
.Vnna Regier 2 00 Mr
Rev P L Miller &
Wife 1 00

Mrs Lex Small 5 00
, Clinton, Pa . . 1 00

Carrie M Cooper... 3 00
, .Albion, N Y. 3 00

The First Trial of the Monorail in the United States

A MONORAIL car of the Schorl type (which has attracted much attention in Europe) was
an object of mucli interest in Brooklyn, N. Y., a few days ago, where it received its first

public American test in the Clertnont Rink. The car carries twenty passengers. It is eigliteen

feet long, four feet wide and weighs two and one-half tons. Two gyroscopes are mounted in the

car and revolve in different directions at the rate of 8,000 revolutions a minute, preserving a per-

fect equilibrium. It was explained by the demonstrators that even if the motor became deranged
or stopped, the gyroscopes would have sufficient momentum to continue working and would
preserve the balance of tlie car for three-quarters of an hour at least. Both gyroscopes are operated

in a vacuum. It is claimed that the car can run 100 miles an hour and even 120 under specially

favorable conditions. Small rails, not much larger than heavy trolley wires, were laid upon the
floor of the rink and the car ran with astonishing speed and smoothness, carrying twenty passen-

gers. In the monorail there is a notable absence of the jarring sensation which is common to

railway cars that run on the usual two-railed track.
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TEMPERANCE AND PATRIOTISM

The Washington Monument

"irTHAT does it mean that the

}\/ International Lesson Commit-
T tee have assigned the Golden

R e as a quarterly temperance lesson

fc February 20? The alert patriot

w read between the lines that this

dg is selected because Washington's

B'thday is at hand, and that the tem-

punce lesson is set on this broad

fcidation of the Golden Rule in order

tonake it include all kindred virtues

th; make for good citizenship.

he whole day should be Christian

Ci,zenship Day for the whole commu-
ni'. This selection is a timely recog-

niDn of the fact that there are many
teperance lessons in the Bible in

w ch neither the word wine nor the

wd drunkenness occurs, in which
eiit principles are proclaimed, obe-

diiice to which would drive out in-

teperance and kindred evils. If any
or thinks there is not much connection
beveen the Golden Rule and the tem-
pemce question, let him take Paul's
ve;ion of the Golden Rule, "Love
wketh no ill to his neighbor," and
ptit it on a sign, and hang it over
thdoors of a saloon during the night,

an see whether
t h people of

thi community
iv* not in deri-

3 i, e laughter
•e'^gnize that
;he is some
;otiection.

said to a
-)! icher of a
a 'e denomina-
',io in a certain

;e ion of our
:cintry, in

vhh very much
li ussion is de-

/O'd to the Sabbath question, but
f/]2h is very backward on the temper-
ir; question : "Your people seem to be
n'e interested in the Sabbath than
n emperance." "Oh, yes," he said,

'tl; Sabbath is in the command-
Jitts." But put Paul's summary of
h' second table of the law over the
io" of a saloon, as I have suggested,
)r^aste the words on a beer bottle, or
v;.;e them across brewery stock, and
vishall at once recognize that alcohol
)riks not one commandment, but all.

he second great commandment,
"] ou shalt love thy neighbor as thy-
!e"; and the Golden Rule, "Whatso-
JVf" ye would that men should do
irD you, do ye even so unto them, for
-h is the law and the prophets"; and
?j I's words, "Love worketh no ill to
li neighbor, for love is the fulfilling

)f he law," are all but varied expres-
5i«s of the same truth.

Two Great Commandments

nd now let us divide our lesson
n the two great temperance com-
n idments

:

Abstain for Christ's sake.
* I. Abstain for our country's sake.

h the Bowery Mission of The
C USTIAN Herald, and in other New
Y k missions, and among the children
:)f;ome Sunday Schools, and even in
th buttonholes of a number of mil-
li< aires, may be seen a blue button
wi the white cross, the badge of the
C istian Abstainers' Union, better
ki wn as the Blue Button Army. The
wring of the button does not involve
ar dues, or any attendance at meet-
ins; it means simply "total absti-
mce for Chri.st's sake and in Christ's
stngth." This is the best kind of a
ojge, because it calls for courage,
fnces us show our colors and gives a
's^ent and constant testimony" in be-
htf of practical Christianity wher-
e\r we go. Blue is the symbol of
hiven, and recalls the "ribband of
blj" worn by Hebrew teachers, and

he International Sunday School Lesson for
r«uary 20,1910. Tlio Golden Rule. Matt.7:l-li.
OES Text: "Tlierefnre all tliiries whatsoever
ve ould that men should do to \ ou. do ye even
;", them; for this is the law and the prophets "

^IH. 7 : 12.

Quarterly Temperance Lesson 6p Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

so by Jesus Christ. It was this rib-

band of blue that the sick woman
touched, through which a flood of heal-

ing power entered her sick body and
quickly restored her to

health. It is only by keep-
ing "in touch" with Christ
that a man who is under
the slavery of appetite can
be healed and delivered.
And even boys and girls

vsdth as yet no appetite
for alcohol will find it

hard to keep their pledge
through life without the
courage that comes, not by
the imitation of Christ,
but by the impartation of
Christ.

If it means some sac-

rifice to wear the badge,
let us remember that
Christ bore for us the
heavy, crushing cross, and
be glad that we may bear
some lesser cross for him.
The man or boy who puts
the blue button in his coat

will find it like

a shield when he
is tempted to en-

ter a saloon. He
will not dare to

enter with this

badge of its foe
upon his coat,

and if he at-

tempts to work
it out of his but-
tonhole his man-
hood, if he has
any, will rise at

once in revolt

at hiding his colors and breaking
his word of honor. The button was
invented by Mr. John S. Huyler and
Colonel Hadley, in order that heroic

Christian men might know each other
on the road just as soldiers know each
other by the bronze button. It is an
intere.sting fact that in Europe, inde-

pendently, for similar reasons, the
white button with the blue cross has

information in regard to these two
organizations should write to Rev.

George D. Hadley, Jersey City, N. J.,

in regard to the Blue Button Army,
and to Miss Wintringer, Evanston, 111.,

in regard to the Loyal 'Temperance Le-
gion. In any case, let every Sunday
School have pledges in its class-books,

or on the wall, in which its members
may enrol themselves as life abstain-
ers, and if blue buttons cannot be had
in time the boys and girls should don
the blue ribbon until the blue buttons
can be secured.

Total Abstinence for Our Country's Sake

In our own country every pupil in

the schools that is under a faithful

teacher has learned from scientific

temperance lessons that even the small-
est glass of beer diminishes a man's
power to work and a child's power to

study, so much so that one ounce of
alcohol will cut down a man's work
as a typesetter one-tenth; and it is

known by the testimony of judges and
prison wardens and others that drink
causes more than eighty per cent, of

the crime and more than half of the
poverty and insanity and idiocy, all of

which diminish a nation's wealth and
happiness.
Washington fully recognized, as a

statesman, that good morals are the
foundation of national prosperity, and
these words from his Farewell Address
should be memorized by all pati-iotic

young Americans:
"Of all the dispositions and habits

which lead to political prosperity, reli-

gion and morality are indispensable
supports. In vain would that man
claim the tribute of patriotism who
should labor to subvert these great
pillars of human happiness, these firm-

est props of the duties of men and citi-

zens. The mere politician, equally
with the pious man, ought to respect
and cherish them. A yolume could
not trace all their connections with pri-

vate and public felicity. Let it simply
be asked, Where is the security for
property, for reputation, for life, if

The Washington House With the Tablet, in England

been adopted as the badge of the ab-
staining Christian.
Temperance workers in the United

States are beginning to realize that
they have been depending too much on
law, and have been neglecting pledge-
signing, especially among the young.
If we had as many pledged children
organized, in proportion, as they have
in England, there would be eight mil-
lion boys and girls enrolled in such
societies as the Blue Button Army and
the Loyal Temperance Legion, the lat-

ter the very best organization for boys
and girls, for its members meet and
study all the questions of Christian
citizenship. Those who desire fuller

the sense of religious obligation desert
the oaths, which are the instruments
of investigation in courts of justice?

And let us with caution indulge the
supposition that morality can be main-
tained without religion. Whatever
may be conceded to the influence of re-

fined education on minds of peculiar
structure, reason and experience both
forbid us to expect that national mor-
ality can prevail in exclusion of reli-

gious principle.

"It is substantially true that virtue
or morality is a necessary spring of
popular government. The rule, in-

deed, extends with more or less force
to every species of free government.

Who that is a sincere friend to it can
look wth indifference upon attempts to
shake the foundation of the fabric?
Can it be that Providence has not con-
nected the permanent felicity of a
nation with its virtue?"

The Lesson of the Monument
The Washington Monument will fur-

nish us a good illustration of temper-
ance principles. The original corner-
stone of the Washington Monument
was laid July 4, 1848, as a part of
the celebration of Independence Day.
When only one-third of the monument
had been built it was discovered that
the foundation was not strong enough
to hold any more, and so for a third
of a century the monument stood in-

complete. But in 1880 a man of great
ability. General Casey, was put in

charge, and he was able to take out
the old foundation, piece by piece, and
substitute a new and stronger founda-
tion. And then two-thirds more of
brighter stone was put upon the monu-
ment, and the shining capstone was
laid with rejoicing, crying, "Grace,
grace unto it!"

For many years the monument could
be seen to the best advantage from the
President's oflice, while it was in the
White House. Day after day, one
President after another, as he came
to his desk, before he took his seat,

would behold, framed in the open win-
dow behind his chair, the picture of
what the first great President was, of
what every true President ought to be,

a monument like him it celebrates,
simple and lofty and strong. And as
the visible monument pictures the
great qualities of Christian statesman-
ship and Christian citizenship which
should be cultivated, so the story of its

foundations forcibly illustrates the se-

cret of character building.
The words of Washington, trans-

lated into their meaning for the tem-
perance reform, certainly proclaim
nothing less than prohibition, the pro-
hibition of the sale of that which is

harmful to the individual, to the fam-
ily and to the nation. It is no business
of ours whether the standard we raise
can be fully realized or not. The
standard of character presented in

Christ is not fully realized by Chris-
tians. The standard set by any law
is seldom fully realized, but law should
always be an expression of right that
it may teach the people; for "law," as
the Bible says, "is our schoolmaster."

A Providence in Washington's
Ancestral History

The deep religiousness of Washing-
ton, which was a large element in the
success of his life and in the develop-
ment of the country of which he was
the first great leader, was inherited
from deeply religious ancestors, as one
of the teachers of The Christian Her-
ald's million Bible class learned last

summer in visiting the home of the
Washington family at Northampton,
England. This family belonged to the
"gentry," and an earlier member of it

was Lord Mayor of Northampton, very
highly esteemed. During a period of

financial misfortune a great-grand-
father of Washington found it neces-

sary to curtail his former style of liv-

ing and went to live in a cottage on
the estate of Lord Spencer, with whom
the Washington family was connected.
It was in marked contrast to the ele-

gance of his ancestral estates; but in-

stead of murmuring at his lot, he put
into a white slab over the door, "The
Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken
away; blessed be the name of the
Lord." Shortly after, fortune once
more came, and in the New World they
had abundant means for those times.

Returning prosperity did not mar the
spirit of devotion that had been so

strikingly displayed, and which comes
to its full blossom in the emphasis
which Washington puts in the Fare-
well Address upon religion and mor-
ality as the secrets of national pros-

perity, as he had found them also the
secrets of individual success.
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Yesterday in the Schoolroom

THERE drifted into my hands the other day, all

the way from California, a book with the title

Grace and Glory. I imagined the book, from

its title, to be purely devotional; but on investiga-

tion discovered that it was not only that, but some-

thing far better—the life-story, beautifully told, of

Abbie Mills, a woman eighty-one years old, with an

outlook on the present over which streams a radi-

ance from a beautiful and consecrated past. One

of these days I shall tell my readers something of

the brave struggle made by Abbie Mills, when she

was a young girl, to gain the best education offered

in her day. As every one does who valiantly

strives, she won out, and there must be both in

heaven and on earth many who can testify to the

good they owe her.

To-day I wish to call your attention to something

else. In Mrs. Roger A. Pryor's fascinating story

of her life there is a bit of description worth repeat-

ing because of its contrast to present educational

methods. We all know how we feel when we first

take a little girl by the hand
and lead her to school. If we
are up-to-date we start our lit-

tle maid in the kindergarten,
and she slips by easy stages,

after a while, into the primary
school and thence to the gram-
mar grades, and ever by a
gently ascending scale finds

herself at last, in the dawn of

womanhood, a student in col-

lege. Mrs. Pryor is a beautiful
woman of eighty, and she has
lived through a wonderful day.
In Virginia, seventy years ago,
little girls were frequently edu-
cated at home, and seldom en-
tered upon school life until

their tenth year. At this pe-

riod little Sara Rice became a
pupil in a seminary for girls.

Here is what she says about the
books placed in her childish

hands. The setting of the scene
may be imagined. "There was
a large room, with rows of
desks, at which sat girls of all

sizes intent on study; the prin-
cipal, a clergyman, sat at a
desk upon an elevated plat-

form. These were the books
deemed suitable for my age:
Abercrombie's I nt e llectval
Philosophy, Watts on the Im-
provement of the Mind, Gold-
smith's History of Greece, and
somebody's Natural Philosophy. I worked hard on
these subjects, with the result that, as I could not
understand them, I learned by rote a few words in
answer to the questions. A bright, amiable little

scrap of a girl, who always knew her lessons, volun-
teered to assist me. If any collector of old books
should happen to find a volume of Watts on The
Mind, much thumbed and blotted here and there
with tears, and should see within the early pages
penciled brackets enclosing the briefest possible
answers to the questions, that book, those tears,
were mine; and the brackets are the loving marks
made by Margaret Wolfe, whose memory I ever
cherish.

" 'What is logic?' questions the teacher's guide at
the bottom of the pages. 'Logic,' answers Dr.
Watts (in conspicuous penciled brackets), 'is the
art of investigating and communicating truth.'

"

The residuum that remained to the weary child,
when she was wisely removed from the school after
a few months of strenuous toil, was this condensed
epitome of logic.

Convalescence

After a severe illness, when the trained nurse is

dismissed and the doctor stops coming every day,
and the strain of continual anxiety is relaxed, the
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period of convalescence is pleasant for the invalid

and the caretakers. It is often tedious to those who
have had little experience of the slow return of

strength after fever or any other great drain upon
vitality. There are times in convalescence when im-

provement, although steady, is very gradual. For
a while it is marked rather by the week than by the

day. Great care should be taken during convales-

cence that there are no indiscretions as to diet. A
relapse may be caused by imprudence while the

stomach is still too weak to assimilate food in quan-
tities. In the matter, too, of receiving friends, lis-

tening to and talking with them, an invalid is in

peril of growing too tired, and every time this occurs
there is a little falling back or at least a little failure
to go forward.

In convalescence as much care should be taken
not to overdo, so far as the patient is concerned, as
was taken to conserve every remnant of strength

HLR PLTS

Some girls prefer a cat or bird,

But I think rabbits far more dear.

They know my very softest word,
And never run when I appear.

when the disease was at its height. The care-
takers, too, should be replaced to a certain extent
by others, who are fresher and less jaded than those
who bore the fatigues of watching and nursing at
the critical hour.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-Ail
—"What course should a younpr man take who is troubled

deeply on account of the refusal of a father to give his child in

a matrimonial engaKcment, just because the man is not 'well

off ?" Aunt Prudence advises the young man not to be dis-

couraged, but to go to work at once, save all he can, and show
the girl's father that he has the ability to support a wife. Until
a young man has something saved he would better not enter
upon the responsibilities of marriage. It is not necessary to
have a fortune, but a small sum in the savings bank is a proof
of the young man's steadiness of purpose and ability to earn a
living. If the girl he loves cares for him she will wait till he
can claim her, notwithstanding her father's opposition.

Mothers and Education

How are we to decide what is best and sa

for our girls? There is an Order of Mot
hood in this country and a National Cong

of Mothers, that meets at stated intervals,

everywhere there are little maternal groups
study child-culture and strive to do what they
toward the symmetrical development of both dai

ters and sons. Whatever may be said about
boys, we have some reason to fear that the
muchness of things is pressing heavily upon
girls. Athletic sports have their value, yet v

in the gymnasium is often overdone, and baskel
sometimes proves too great a strain upon the h(

Not long ago a girl of eighteen suddenly droj
dead from the rupture of an artery, and was i

tfied by her name in the books she was carry
She had been a conspicuous leader in girlish sp(

and the physicians said that her sudden death
due to the strain to which these had subjected
A few days later the newspapers recorded the
cide of a young girl whose first year in col

had so worn upon her a
induce melancholia and in

ity. Mothers and fat

should watch the effect t

health and nerves of

school work, both in me
study and physical cult

Mothers need not carry
entire responsibility, but

:

other lines of service here,

their province is that of

vestigation and action. F
ers, in America at least,

mothers a free hand in

management of the yo
During the last football

son, so mournfully signal

by a terrible death-rate
an alarming list of casual
the mothers of Monte
N. J., took the decided
of stopping a game that
been announced between
rival schools when the pla

were actually on the grc

and the usual crowds av
ing the battle. There (

those who blamed them,
in view of the fatal endin
many young lives they
that they were within t

rights. They simply infor

the principals of the sch

to which the contestants
longed that they would
held legally responsible

any calamity that might happen during the g<

No game was played that day. What to do
how to do it, where our young people are concer
are hard questions for mothers to settle.

«<274

International Marriages

Undoubtedly there are successful and happy r

riages in which the husband is an Old-World £

tocrat, with a family tree losing itself in antiqi

while the wife is a lass with a full purse and a \

derful dower of American beauty and viva(

There is no absolute obstacle to congenial wee
life in the fact that a man is the scion of a d
house in Europe and the woman the diughter '

Western mine owner or a New York millionaire,
is notable, though, that we seldom hear of im)

erished young women forming alliances >

princely suitors of great wealth in these intei

tional marriages. Generally it is the other ^

There are exceptions, of course, but they are so

as to point the moral.
Why are there not men enough, good and t

honorable and attractive, to meet the wishes
win the hearts of girls here in America? Amer
men and American women should form ideal c

rades in the race of life. Many international r

riages become international shipwrecks.



.nonymous communications cannot

reJve attention in '"Our Mail-Bag."

S. ., Marietta, Ky. Is it incorrect to desig-

nate eating, drinking, breathing, etc., as

habits? Broadly speaking, may these

physical processes be considered bodily

(habits? Is there anything involved in the
Jefinition or meaning of the word which
?would forbid such an application ?

5) ; these' are natural functions, common and
nessary to all. A habit is some custom an

inifidual acquires, either through his own in-

ch tion or the result of his environment, or

bcfjse it was forced upon him at an early age,

bere his own powers of discrimination had

de- oped.

Ml F. L., Shelburne Falls, Mass. Was there
^ver a time when the word "mystery" was
used in the Catholic religion ?

' ere were "mystery plays,' so-called, in

thi^arly days of the Catholic Church, repre-

sepng, in rude dramatic form, scenes and
ev<ts described in the Scriptures and the

Aprypha. These are still continued in some
Caolic countries. The early Christian fathers

(Cysostom and others) applied the word
"mtery" to the Lord's Supper. In the Ro-
(n£ Church, the Eucharist was the last and
liifjst point of the secret discipline, and to

joi extent the early Christian Church gener-

ilKattached much secrecy to the observance

'A iie sacrament. The word "mystery" is

freiently used in Scripture, but more in the

:ig; of explanation or contrast than for any
Jtl- purpose. (See I. Cor. 13:2; II. Thes.

2:; I. Cor. 1.5:51; Eph. 3:9, and other

laiges.

)

M.L., Charleston, Tenn. When, where and by
phom was the first silver dollar coined ?

~ le word dollar comes from the German
-wd thaler. In the sixteenth century the

wql dollar began to be applied to Spanish
oids cf eight parts, equal in value to the Ger-

n^ thaler. In 1792 this government coined
ts,rst silver dollars, modeled on the Spanish
lo,r. The minting at that time was done in

Ph'idelphia, the mint havinr; just been estab-

isil, through the efforts of Robert Morris.

VI.L McD., Des Moines, la. Is a preacher
- {justified in the assertion that Jesus, while

^''aveling and ministering with his dis-
• fiples, ever sang a hymn ?

pile there is no record of such a thing in

5C oture, or anywhere else, it does not seem
mrobable. See the passage in Matt. 2S : 30
in Mark 14 : 26. The closing hymn here re-

el d to was probably the chant called by the
le^ "the great Hallel," and which consists

•)f .arts of Psalms 115, 116, 117 and 118,

he parts being sung at the close of the Pass-
"It is hardly conceivable," writes one

ntator, "that the eleven disciples should
lu been singing to cheer their sorrowing
ie;-s and that their Lord should have stood

'.ilft beside them."

Ml. M. E. R., Friendship, N. Y. Could you
* lellme .something of tho persecution in the

ieign of Domitian ?

"Je Roman Emperor Domitian came to the

;hiie A.D. 81. In 95 A.D. there was a perse-
iu1[n against the Christians, but it seems to
laj fallen much more severely on the Jews,
.vi whom the Romans at that time classed the
Chilians. Eusebius says: "Domitian was
.hcecond that raised a persecution against us
mi established himself I's a successor to Nero
n s hati-ed and hostility to God."- It is said

•Ooitian summoned the grandchildren of Jude,
hi^postle, to him, but when they said the
iii)lom of Christ was a spiritual kingdom he
lisissed them. He, however, persecuted his
>Wj relatives, killing all who were probably
^hl^tians.

, Lancaster, Pa. Does Brazil allow Chris-
ian missionaries to preach, or are they
ersecuted ?

azil, like most of the South American
ota^s, is strongly Catholic. Protestantism is

loicncouraged there ; but it is not now for-

>it|fn by law, as formerly, and its ministers
ir<jiot openly persecuted.

r-S E., Twin Falls, Idaho. 1. What evidence
IS there that the prayers of human beings
»re answered, aside from the assurance of
[he Scriptures? 2. Is physical death the
p-esult of sin? 3. What is the cause of
fhe "second death" ?

The evidence of individual experience,
''I'h is so abundant and so well attested as
o e unquestionable. There are, however,
nrr who, not being spiritual minded and not
lel/ing the Gospel, cannot understand or ac-

^o

cept what, to a mind spiritually open, is pal-

pable and conclusive. Belief in prayer is the

result of faith, and unless \vc have faith our
pi-ayers remain unansvv'ered. 2. Yes, see Rom.
6:23; Rom. 8:2; James 1:15, and other pas-

sages. 3. The "second death," mentioned in

Rev. 20 : 14, is held by commentators to mean
a form of punishment, which consists of "ever-
lastin.ri' exclusion from the presence of the
Lord." Weiss says: "The second death is

not a bodily death, but a condition in which
men are eternally overcome by the fire of divine

wrath"—a fixed condition from which there is

no change forever.

A. N. G., Rochester, Pa. In your beautiful
premium picture, "Tho Daughters of Dor-
cas," does the group stand for any par-
ticular .society or individuals?

It is simply a typical party of sweet-faced
young women, who, while one of their number
reads aloud, sew on "coats and garments" for

the poor, like the saintly Dorcas of old (Acts

9:36, 39).

Miss Dell Haight, of Shaniko, Ore., sends
this interesting incident: "One dark night
lately a half-drunk man, with a face marred
by sin and suffering, staggered into a lonely

of water poured into the Dead Sea by the

river found its way to the Mediterranean by
subterranean canals, but later science declares

that evaporation alone is sufficient to account
for the maintenance of the usual height in

the lake.

I. D. D., Marion, Wis. What is the width of

the Panama Canal ?

The surface width of the Panama Canal
varies from 200 feet at the Culebra cut to 1,000

feet in the stretch from the Gatun locks to

San Pablo. We are unable to answer the

other questions sent. They are a matter of

personal viewpoint only.

A. H. B., Muskegon, Mich. 1. What is the
origin of the Welsh people? 2. I read of
relics found in Peru as being 7,000 years
old. Are those relics better evidence than
the Bible narrative, which gives the age
of the human race as being about 6,000
years ?

1. The Welsh are descended from the Cyrari,

or Combrages, a name adopted by the native

tribes which held out longest against the Eng-
lish. Probably the earliest inhabitants of

Wales known to history were tho Celts of

Belgic Gaul, who introduced Celtic civilization

London's Open-air Schools for Child Consumptives

LONDON lia^ for some time carried on outdoor sclioolrooni work in the Cator .Street London County
' Council School for cliiUlren of tuberculous tendencies. Classes study under the care of an

instructor who lias made a study of outdoor education, 'llie usual studies of tho primary school arc

carried and the opportunities for the practical application of such studies arc much more evident than

in a schoolroom. Contour maps of the surrounding country arc made use of, the children are p^iven

rcBul.'ir gyninnslic drills, and classes in natural history for the study of plant and animal life nrc part

of the system.

road-house, and sat by the fire to wai-m him-
self. One of your "Dreamland" calendars

hung above the place where he sat. He gazed

at it in silence for a few moments, then turn-

ing, said in a low voice, 'I wish I was inno-

cent as that babe.' Surely the longing in his

voice may lead him to better his wretched con-

dition ; and if so, there may be another star in

your crown some day."

L. L. G., Poughkcepsie, N. Y. 1. Are there any
Catholics on the Supreme Bench of the

United States? 2. What is the correct
pronunciation cf hydropathy, allopathy,

telepathy ?

1. There is one Roman Catholic on the Su-

preme Bench, Justice McKenna. 2. The words
are pronounced /it-dro-pat/i-ee, u(-lo-pa(/i-ee,

tel-ej)-ath-y ; accent on italic syllables.

J. W. D., Greer, S. C. Where did the River
Jordan empty its waters before there was
any Dead Sea—before the destruction of

the cities of the plain ?

Raised beaches have been found by explorers

in various parts of the Ghor, or Valley of the

Jordan. The conclusion is that the valley,

which was probably formed by a depression

early in the tertiary period, was once filled by

a chain of lakes. Some great physical change
was produced in the valley by the convulsion

which de.stroyed the cities. One result was
the lowering of the bed of the Dead Sea. It

was anciently believed that the great volume

and art into Britain. 2. The Bible nowhere
says the world, or the human race, is 6,000

years old. It simply says, "In the beginning,"

which may mean countless ages. The chro-

nological data in the margins of the Bible are

the work of a learned divine, Archbishop
Ussher, who lived 300 years ago and whose
calculations—mere estimates—have long since

been rejected. They are in no sense a part of

the Bible itself, and never were.

C. R., Fryeburg, Me. We have often had
reason to question the wisdom of certain public

confessions of wickedness, especially where
these have gone into details that were neither

edifying nor helpful. There are confessions

that should be made to God alone. If we have
wronged any one, it is our duty to confess the

wrong to the injured one. Confession of re-

pentance, of faith, of acceptance of Christ as

Saviour, should be made publicly before man ;

but the details of a wicked life, if told to any
human being, should be told to a few only, and
not poured out before a promiscuous assembly,

as is sometimes done.

E. G. B., North Thetford, Vt. Can you tell me
to what the expression "Send a message to

Garcia" lefers?

The expression is, "A message to Garcia."

Garcia was in command of some of the Cuban
insurgents during the late war with Spain.

An American commander wished to communi-

cate with him, and, calling an officer, said,

"Here is a message for Garcia." The oflScer

had no knowledge of where the insurgent was,
but he did not stop to ask questions, set out
on his dangerous quest, and found him. It has
become famous r.s showing a fine type of man
who does things without csking questions, but
finds the way for himself.

E. W. K., Egypt, Pa. Is it necessai-y for a
criminal, in order to be right with God, to
confess his guilt before execution, if he has
not confessed before ?

If guilty, and if he truly repents of his crime,

it will ease his conscience to confess it, and
may prevent unjust suspicion of others. Con-
fession of one's sins is an essential if we wish
to obtain forgiveness. Such a confession is

usually made, either in writing, or orally, to a
pastor, before witnesses, but not necessarily to

a public audience.

M. G. T., Albany, N. Y. What is a clipping
bureau ?

A clipping bureau clips accounts dealing

with topics in which its subscribers are inter-

ested from papers all over the countiy. For
instance, if a person is interested in the

woolen industi-y, the bureau, on receiving the

order, clii^s out evei-y notice it can find dealing

v;ith the topic. We are unable to answer the

other questions sent.

H. S., Tacoma, Wash. Would it be right to

teach a class of university students in Ger-
man in Sunday School ?

It would be altogether out of place to do so.

Sunday School is for spiritual, not secular,

instruction.

Called Higher
Mrs. Anna Dorian, of Chicago Junction, O.,

passed away on July 10, 1909, aged forty-five.

Mrs. Charity H. Hedges, of Sagaponack,
N. Y., passed away to her heavenly home Au-
gust 20, 1909, in her seventy-fourth year.

Mrs. Susan L. Price, of Dayton, O., died

September 28, 1909. She was a noble, devoted
Christian. She dearly loved to read The
Christian Herald.

Mrs. I. H. Wilfong, of Vineland, N. J., passed
over the river recently, aged eighty-three
years. She was a subscriber to this paper
for twenty-five years.

James Rowe, of Hazleton, Pa., a subscriber
of The Christian Herald for many years,

went to his reward Saturday, September 18,

1909, aged sixty-one years.

Mrs. Mai-y Espy departed this life at her
home, near Bellbrook, O., on February 27, 1909,

aged eighty-six years and six months. She was
a member of the United Presbyterian Church.

A few months ago Mrs. Lucy J. Jones was
called to her reward. A true Christian, whose
faith never wavered ; a faithful mother and
friend. She was for years a subscriber to

The Christian Herald.

Mrs. Ruth Franklin died November 27, 1909,

at her homt in St Peter, Minn, aged eighty-one.

She was a member of the Methodist Church.
and for thirteen years had been a reader of

The Christian Herald.

Mrs. Jane Kirkpatrick, of Eldora, la., passed
home in June of last year. Her daily life was
a blessing to the neighborhood in which she
lived. She was born in Ireland in 1833, and
came to Amei-ica in 1849. She had been a
church member for sixty years.

Mrs. Louisa Sisson, of Corfu, N. Y., died

on July 4, 1909, aged sixty-seven years. She
had been a Christian and a member of the

Methodist Church for over fifty years, and for

ten years had been a sub.scriber to The Chris-
tian Herald and was a frequent and generous
contributor to its many charities.

Deacon Lewis Philips departed this life on
September 4, 1909, at his home in East Nant-
meal Township, Chester County, Pa., at the

age of eighty-seven years, seven months and
eight days. He was a constituent member of

the East Nantmeal Baptist Church. He was a
man of great moral foi-ce and spiritual influ-

ence.

Walter B. Baker, of Philadelphia, Pa., who
was a subscriber of The Christian Herald for

many years, was called higher on the 27th of

October, 1909, aged thirty-two years. He was
an active member in the East Baptist Church
of that city ; but not to this only, for it wa^
said of him, as it was of our Master while here
on earth, "He went about doing good."

Charies H. Newell, of Buffalo, N. Y., died

November 7, 1909, aged eighty-three years. He
was a veteran of the Civil War and won an
honorable discharge from the Twelfth New
York Light Battery, and was the chief bugler
of that company. He was a lifelong member
of the Methodist Church and a good Christian

worker. He was a constant reader of The
Christian Herald and a full believer in the

good work it has done.
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;strawberryI^
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'A TALE OF COLONIAL DA^S IN OLD (MEVYORK.
V. BY ^

AMELIA ETBAFtR

v
'(%

^V

SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

FOR the benefit of our new, subscribers we
give a brief synopsis of the preceding

chapters of Mrs. Amelia E. Barr's most inter-

esting story : The scene is laid in New York,
at the time of the Stamp Act, in 1765. Cap-
tain Jansen Van Vroom was a rich, retired

sea captain, and lives with his wife Katrina in

a fine Dutch house, by the North River. They
have a daughter, Virginia, whom they wish to

marry to a young sea captain, Batavius De
Vries, for whom she has little liking. She is

really in love with Joris Artaveldt, a dashing
young officer. Virginia's dearest friend Is

Lady Rose Harley. Captain Van Vroom is

bitter against the enforcement of the Stamp
Act. Joris and the two girls dine at the cap-
tain's house, after which the tvvJO men leave.

Arent Van Vroom, the son of the house, ap-
pears and is introduced to Lady Rose. The
next morning Van Vroom describes the con-
dition of New York to his son, and the things
which were leading to the breaking point.

The Lady Rose becomes interested in Arent
when he describes his voyages. Joris declares
his love for Virginia, and she returns his affec-

tion. Arent, her brother, falls in love with
Lady Ro.se, who gives Virginia a handkerchief
embroidered with strawberries. She herself has
one like it. Virginia gives Joris the handker-
chief. Politically, things grow worse. The
people determine to resist the oppression of the
British government, and wear only home-made
things. Batavius De Vries suddenly returns,

expecting to marry Viririnia. He is a coarse,
bombastic person, and Lady Rose is disgusted
with the idea of V'irprinia raanyinsr him. Joris

tells his father of his love for Virginia and he
offers no objection. Lady Rose pl.ins to get
Biitavius drafted into the naval service. Virginia
protests to her father against marrying Batavius.

I

CHAPTER SIX—Continued

DO not wish to marry him," said

Virginia." "He called me 'his

Virginia.' He spoke as if I had
promised to be his wife. I have not

promised Batavius. I will not marry
him. Father, tell him what I say."

"Not that," said Jan. "I would cut

out my tongue first. I promised him
thou should be his wife. For many
years I have made him this promise.
Not even for thee will I forswear my-
self. Thou must marry him. It is a
happy fortune for thee. He is a good
man, arid

"

"Do not tell me again that he is

moral, and respectable, and rich, and
knows how to make money. I care for
none of these things. I will never
marry him."
Then Van Vroom stood up, and

looked down upon the shrinking, sob-
bing girl with anger.
"Thou shalt surely marry Bata-

vius," he said. "I will have the banns
published in the kirk, and give thy
betrothal feast before the members of
the great Assembly go back to their
homes. Few of them have ever seen
a Dutch festival, or been inside a
Dutch home; and we will show them!
Yes, indeed!"
"The banns, father! That is too

cruel. How could I sit in the congre-
gation and hear myself named with

—

that man! I could not. I should
shriek and faint."
"Thou would not. I would see to

that. I on one side of thee, Batavius
on the other, we should carry thee out
very quickly. And tell me, what
would the women say? That thou did
it for a scene—to show thyself off—to
be specially noticed—such, and such
like, would be the least of their kind
speeches."

"Oh, I know! I know! But, father
•—banns are now old-fashioned. Why
not a license from the Governor?"
"That is the truth. I will get a

license, if it pleases thee better. Then
thy wedding must come before the first

of November, for, sure as I live, I

will have no stamped-paper wedding in

my family. Fix the day in this month
—any day that pleases thee—and I

will get a license."

"And sure as I live, I will not be
married until Saint Nicholas Day."
He smiled at the quoting of his own

words, and laid his hand gently on Vir-
ginia's head. "Very well," he an-
swered, "then it is the banns ! for after
November the first, no marriage with-
out the stamped paper."

"Then how can the banns make mar-
riage legal on the feast of Saint Nich-
olas?"

"In the kirk thou will be married

woman's words. Nothing at all. I

will go away from thee now. A cruel

daughter thou art; but so, even against
thy will, I must still be kind to thee.

When four years old, thou came near
to death, a great sickness was on thee,

and thy medicine, no one could make
thee take it. Then I opened thy mouth,
and held tight thy nostrils, and made
thee swallow it; and so thy life was
saved. Now, it is 'I will not take Ba-
tavius,' but he is for thy life's welfare,
and I shall find means to make thee
take Batavius."
"Not till the world ends."

"Joris put his hand on his sword"

by the law of God. There is no three-
penny stamp on His service, yet

—

whatever there may be later."

"Fader! Fader dear! Pity thy
Virginia ! She does not wish to marry
any one. Let her stay with thee."
"Some day I shall go away from my

Virginia—away forever. Then, if be-
fore that day I have married thee to a
good husband, I shall go with an easy
heart. See now, it is my love for thee,
only my love for thee."

"Choose some other good man,
father. I hate Batavius."

"Peace! I will choose no other than
Batavius."

"I will not marry him. I will not.

That, I promise thee."
"Nothing care I for a mouthful of

"On, or before, the feast of Saint
Nicholas."
Then Virginia burst into hysterical

laughter, and the Captain was so dis-

tressed and annoyed that he went out
to the stables, and in his haste to es-
cape forgot both his outer coat and
the beaver cap for his head. Madame
heard the heavy door clash, and as
soon as she noticed her husband's ab-
sence she noticed also that he had gone
into the night air without protection
from its cold, damp wind. She looked
reproachfully at Virginia, sent the coat
and hat to her husband, and then said
in a hard, tense voice

:

"I am ashamed of thee. Everything
that a reasonable woman could desire
is at thy feet; but because of a lanky

boy, with a sword at his side, t!

would kick thy own happiness to ;

Back of Beyond. A selfish daugh'
I have nursed at my breast."

j

"Mother, you married the man ;ii

loved. Only the same right I wai

'

"About my love, and my marris

,

nothing is known to thee, nor ever i

thy father. Learn this, every he,

has a closed room, and always ther
i

some tragedy of love locked up in

.

Thy father is planning for the haj

ness of thy whole life, and, for

part, I do not wish to see all his hos
destroyed by a lovesick boy, like J(i

Artaveldt."
"Mother, I am sick and tired. '

Rose, when she returns, I have g ;

to bed."
"That is well. Thy father can C(

then to his warm fireside. A sad tb
;

it is for a good father to be dri

from it by an ungrateful, unlov:'

daughter."
So Virginia, with an unaccepi

good night on her lips, went to •

room, and in an hour's time E;:

joined her there. She found her fri I

in a more angry and determined m '.

than she believed possible to Virgir

but the girl had been slowly nurs

;

her anger into a passionate sense

'

resentment against her father's tyr

ny and her mother's sympathy witl

,

"Already, Rose," she said, "t\ i

have risen difficulties that neither

'

us thought of," and she slowly
plained the subject of the marri i

banns and the betrothal feast.

Rose put both difficulties contemf
ously aside. "Virginia," she answei

,

"all you have to do is to stubbor
stick to your assertion, that you I

not marry any one—not even the ha
some George, Prince of Wales, or !

still handsomer George, heir of A;
veldt—until Christmas. Betrotha i

not marriage; it is only a prom.
As for the Dominie calling your nai i

together in the kirk, he will only ;

doing what all your friends and
quaintances have already done, wl •

ever it so pleased them. Let tl.i

bann and betroth you as much as t

'

like; but while the world stands, 1

you are in it, or on it, let no one ma '

you until I return."
"You would have me go to the k ,

and sitting beside Batavius, hear '

marriage with him announced to '-

whole congregation? How could
bear it. Rose?"

"It will not kill you."
"Very nearly it will kill me."
"No, you are made of better st

You will smile a scornful negative, i

tell your heart not to hurry, or wci'

itself; that every word is a lie. TH
is another thing—your father cart

publish your banns until you are

trothed ; so then the betrothal f< t

must come before the kirk affair."

j

"Mother told me to-night that Ji-

tice Artaveldt is to be married sii-

Joris will have a step-mother," ii

Virginia, after a pause.
"Good for him! If hisstep-motr

pitches him into the world, she 'vvil

"

him a kindness."
"He has been in the world. Rose-"

two wars."
"My dear, do you call Canada «

world? It is a wilderness, with li^

settlements of French peasants ^

Scotch gentlemen—the latter ex.S

because they could fight, but could j''

conquer, for Prince Charlie. A, l|r

Continued on next page '
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V rid, Virginia ! A poor world ! Joris

I ;st go to England—or to India."

'This evening he did not call."

'How unreasonable you are to ex-

p ;t it. I am i-eminded now of another

t al you may have to meet. I think

yar father will forbid him to call at

a. In Captain Jan's place, I should."

in fact, this was exactly the position

t:en by the Captain, and Rose had
hrdly started on her journey when
ti opportunity for such an order

cne. He was standing at his garden

gee, and saw the young man ap-

pjaching him. In a moment he real-

i:d what he believed to be his duty,

ad he did not hesitate in its per-

f-mance.
foris came pleasantly forward, and

osred his hand with a smiling "Good
nrning, Captain."
I'Good morning, Joris. Come into

m garden one ten minutes. I want to

tk with thee." Then without prelim-

i:.ry, or conventional platitudes, he

sd bluntly, "I do not wish thee, Joris,

tcome to my house again—not for a

1 ;le time—not until Virginia is mar-

nd."
S'Sir, I love Virgmia as my own soul.

Ilannot keep away from her."

.'It is must, not can, or cannot, in

ts case. My mind is made up to

nrry my daughter to Captain De
\iies."

'No! no, sir! That is impossible."

I' See here, now—talk with some good
sise, or go away. Virginia is to be

t^ wife of De Vries before Saint

>cholas' feast. Now, then, treat her

i:<ended husband as thou would like

I; Vries to treat thee, if in his place."

('His place! No, it is my place.

Vginia has promised to marry me,

ad only me. I trust her promise. I

v^l not give it up."
CAnd who gave a girl of eighteen

t'i power to make such a promise?
Ad why, when it was made, did thou
rk, come to me, and speak out at once?
Ii/ill tell thee—because an underhand,
h.ckguardly thing thou wert doing."

i'Sir, I am at least a gentleman."

f'A poor kind, I think. Thou had no
ryht in my house, wooing my daugh-
tj without my permission. So much
t5>u knew. A great fault thou hast

li her into, for since ever she was six

J(irs old, Virginia has known she was
the the wife of Captain De Vries."
•'A child's promi.se is nothing. I

lid her woman-love vow. She will

kpp it—in spite of all extremities."

i'She will not. She shall not. If

uireasonably thou wilt talk, then I am
f'ced to talk roughly. Go thine own
v.y, and come not into my daughter's
'v^y. I forbid thee to speak to her in

rj' house, or out of my house."
i'l shall see Virginia, somewhere,

s. I will speak to her wherever I

s: her."
('All that I wish to say to thee is

d," and h^ civilly touched his beaver
with his right hand, and went into

t\ house, shutting the door very de-

c'edly behind him, though Joris was
anost on the threshold.
^Imost blind with grief and passion,

t| young man stumbled through the
f'ieway. His nature bled in every
s-e of it. He felt that he had been
batally assailed, and there was even
afneasure of astonishment in his grief,

lery hope seemed to have so suddenly
filed him, and about the sorrows of
yuth there is a terrible finality—the
ei of life is not more tragic than the
e^i of love. For a few minutes he had
snething of the awful experience of
aost soul; he knew not which way to
tm for comfort or help.
jThen he remembered" Lady Rose.
qe would certainly be on his side, so
I^went home and wrote her a letter;

c); as he did not know that Rose had
pie to Boston, he sent it to the fort.

lere it remained some days before
t|^ Governor forwarded it; and natu-

rally he waited in vain for an answer.
He watched the Van Vroom house,
wandering in all the city streets Vir-
ginia had been accustomed to visit, but
for nearly a week all his efforts ended
in despairing disappointment.
Then suddenly one afternoon little

Katherine Van Heemskirk came to his

aid. He met her going up Broadway
with a letter in her hand, and instantly

hope's encouraging whisper thrilled his

heart.
"Katherine," he said, "you are going

my way. May I walk with you?"
"To see Madame Van Vroom I am

going," she answered, "and with me
thou may walk, Lieutenant."

"Listen to me, Katherine. I am in

trouble. Do you know Virginia Van
Vroom? Will you see her this after-

noon?"
"My friend Virginia? Very likely

I shall see her."
"I love her so much, Katherine. My

heart is breaking to speak to her. Can
you imagine how I suffer?"

She looked sadly into his face, and
gently nodded her head, but she did
not speak.

"I want to see her once more—if it

be only to bid her farewell forever.

You understand, Katherine?"
Again she answered with a nod, but

she also lifted to Joris beautiful eyes,

full of warm, intelligent sympathy.
"Virginia loves me, Katherine, just

as I loye her, but Captain Van Vroom
is going to force her to marry Batavius
De Vries."
"Him! A very disagreeable man

he is. To my sister Joanna he makes
love; bear him, I cannot."

"I have a letter, Katherine. I have
been watching many days to find some
one who will give it to Virginia. Can
you?"

Without a word she held out her
hand for the letter, and then slipped it

beneath her bodice.

"Let no one else see it, Katherine."
"Virginia only."
"She may give you a letter. I will

wait for you, for if I go further I

might be seen from the Van Vroom
house."

In about half an hour he saw Kathe-
rine returning. Batavius, carrying a

small parcel of wool, walked ostenta-

tiously at her side, and when they
overtook Joris, Batavius, with an of-

fensive leer, said, "Good day to you,
sir. I have forgotten your name,
though it is not my way to forget
names, if they are of any importance."

Joris gave him a point blank angry
stare, but answered him not in words.

"Sir, you have not any good man-
ners, I think."

"If the young lady was not with you,
I would—" and Joris put his hand on
his sword, with a motion more signifi-

cant than words.
"Oh! Oh! You would fight me.

Good! Come to The Armsi of Stuy-
vesant and on her deck I will lend you
a cutlass."

"Captain De Vries," said Katherine
angrily, "give to me my wool;" and
having taken it from him, she stepped
to the side of Joris and said:

"Lieutenant, kindly see me safe to

my home."
To he continued

Likes Our "Children's Pulpit"

Dear Dr. Klopsch: I have been a
subscriber to The Christian Herald
for fifteen years; it is invaluable to

me. Grows better each year. But I

think Dr. Farrar's sermons for the
children, you have added recently, have
perfected it as a family paper. There
is something now for every member of
the family. I wish to thank you for
the additional attraction.

Virginia Williams.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Meal in a Minute
There's many a time when you want a meal

ready-cooked.

You are tired or hurried, or unexpected
guests come in.

Think then what it means to have the pantry
shelf laden with Van Camp's Pork and Beans.

You can serve them cold in a minute. Or
put the can in hot water and serve them hot

—

as fresh and savory as when they came from
our ovens.

Not a common meal, but the best dish of

its kind that any chef ever created.

Plump Michigan beans that are baked in

steam ovens—nut-like, mealy and whole.

Tender, corn-fed pork.

Tomato sauce made from whole, luscious

tomatoes, ripened on the vines.

And all baked together—an inviting blend
of pork, tomato sauce and beans.

It would take i6 liours of soaking, boiling
and baking to prepare such a dish at home.

Then the beans would be broken, because
you bake in dry heat.

They would not be digestible— would fer-

ment and form gas— for lack of sufficient
heat.

And the tomato sauce which we bake in
would be added on the top.

Telephone now for a dozen cans, then
watch the pantry shelf. For you'll find it

hard to keep Van Camp's on hand.

When your folks once wake to how good
beans can be they'll eat more than you think.
It is well to have it so, for beans don't cost
a third as much as meat. And they are
84 per cent, nutriment

(.S6)

\^n@inpls
PORKah-'BEANS

BAKED
WIH TOMATO

SAUCE

Three sizes : 10, 15 and 20 cents per can

Van Camp Packing Company/"ilei'""' Indianapolis, Ind.

The
Irrigated

Garden Spots
of the Northwest, along the Northern Pacific Railway, not only make ideal

homes, but embrace land that is productive to an astonishing degree.

The small, irrigated farm is most easily

^TT T/ \^ ..; D £ worked— the tiller of the soil is sure of
fl I/ie ISortnern racthe , . u 1 1 a 1 ^i.^ . . ' . his crops. His land needs only the
Ji extends into orthroupli ^ater to make it produce bountifully—

and the water is there at his command.
He farms scientificaUy. economically
and with no waste of effort.

The irrigated lands in Montana, Idaho,

Washington and Oregon are cheap when
you figure their productive capacity.

Farm units under U. S. Government
irrigation projects may be secured on
easy terms and deferred payments.

The climate in the Northwest is a great inducement. People are constantly buyinc
land there. Don't delay too long. Write tonight for information about the section
that interests you and about the home-getting opportunities along

The Scenic Highway Through the Land of Fortune

Northern Pacific Railway
L. J. Bricker, General Immigration Agent, Dept. 72, SI. Paul, Minn.

'

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent, ST. PAUL

The Northern Pac'tfie

extends into or through

Minnesota, Wisconsin,

North Dakota, Alontana,

Idaho, Washington, Ore-

gon. New, rich territory

being opened up by exten-

tions now building. The

Homeseeker's Chance!
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For Babies That Do Not Thrive

Try Holstein Cow's Milk
You are anxious about your baby and

would do most anything if you could only

see the color come into its face and its

strength increase. Just try unmodified

Holstein Cow's Milk. It is simpler, safer

and far more beneficial to give your child

Holstein Cow's Milk, either with or with-

out modification, than to try various arti-

ficial foods or "formulae." Most babies

digest Holstein Cow's Milk as easily as

mother's milk, for Holstein Milk acts much
the same in the stomach as the normal milk

of tiie mother. Your baby will probably

thrive on Holstein Cow's Milk in a way
that will surprise you. Your milkman can

get Holstein Cow's Milk for you. If he

cannot supply it, write us, and give us his

name and address as well as your own, and

we will send you a booklet about milk,

and help you to get Holstein Cow's Milk
in your own town.

HOLSTEIN - FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION
3C American Building Bratlleboro, Vermont

BUNNIES AND BOYS
The Siory of a California Rabbit Drive

By Rev. ERVIN S. CHAPMAN, D.D.
Author of "The Stainless Flag"

chine Into your
It 30 (lays tree;
It you do not wish to keep It.

return It, and we will pay tho
frelsUt charges both ways. It satisfied, pay us only
(Dl fin A MAMTII which is loss than other
g> I lUU H nilfn I fl hierh-grade machines
rent for. Discount for cash. This machine has the
newest drop head automatic lift; ouartercd oak cab-
inet: Is ball bearing, and was piven'thc highest award
gold medal at the .Maska-Yukon Exposition lor being
the "World's Best Vlbratin(;-Shuttlc Lock-Stltch
Sewin? Machine." It was lormerly sold through
agents and dealers tor S05.00. We have hundreds
of testimonials from castomcrs who paid the retailer's
price. You may buy it direct from the factory for
less than hiiit the prices charged by awnts and

SAVC iJHiU TO $40i dealc?s^and are the
only sewing-machine manufacturers In the world who
sell high-grade sewing machines direct from factory to
family, sivingour customers tlie prolits and expenses
of the wholesalers, retailers, jobbers, and agents.

QUR 20-YEAR GUARANTEE ^^t*^^^
your machine (or attachments) prove defective In
material or workmanship any time within twenty
years we will replace It, or return your money.
Among the operations It performs are Adjustable
Hemming, Hemming and Sewing on I.acc. the
French Seam, Fri.ilng. Tucking, Binding, the French
Fold. Braiding, Darning, Quilting. Huflling, Plaiting,
Ruflllng between Two Bands, Edge Stitching, and
Piping and Shirring. We guarantee that this mar-
velous variety and perfection of work cannot be
duplicated by any other family .sewing machine
attachments In the world. Write to-day tor hand-
somely Illustrated catalog.

KING SEWING MACHINE CO.
437 COURT ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

)=^^Ife^-
[^^^***-

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,' no tacUs required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

T YOUR IDEAS
500 lor one invention. Book,

'How to Obtain a Patent" aii'l
What to Invent" s'-nl. tii*'. Snui luntjh

sk.-trh lov licr it-iM.il ashi j i;i h'nla,l)ili1 y

.

I'al.'iitsa.tviTlisr.l fur >al.' .ii lau ,'xpciis.-
Ml h'liitffn Maiiutai-tmi'ih' .['Hiinals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Rflurned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE. Patent Au*ys
I-:s'!iljlie)i.Nl ir, Years

928 F Street. Washington. D.C.

OOFLN S
I^isky to cut coins—may cause blood-
lK)is(ming. M.ikes them K'ow faster, too.
A-Corn Salve takes them out by tlie

loots. ISc. at (Irii.i^Qists' or by iu.iil.

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia.

[The article entitled "Bunnies and
Boys" is published in this issue of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, for the benefit

of those who were formerly readers of

THE HOME HERALD, in which publi-

cation the earlier chapters of the same
series of articles appeared.]

PART IV,

THEY cannot now escape by break-

ing through the walls of the

corral, nor through the fences,

which are so constructed as to keep

them in. The one remaining method

of escape is to break through the ser-

ried column of the advancing men.

But now that gives but little promise

of success. The cordon now must
move over the fan-shaped space be-

tween the fences, and as it moves to-

ward the open gate of the corral it

constantly diminishes the space on
which the rabbits are, while the con-

verging fences force the shortening of

the cordon which makes more compact
and harder to break through that
seemingly invincible wall of living men.
And now the rabbits realize their

peril, and wildly seek a passage to the

freedom they have lost.

No writer's studied words, nor stroke
of skilful painter's brush can fittingly

portray the consternation that pre-

vails among the imprisoned bunnies
when the strong and compact walls of

the corral and fences rudely turn them
back, and in vain they dash against
the solid ranks of strong, determined
men. The merry twinkle of their

eyes is gone and in its stead a glassy
brilliancy of fear is seen. They rush
from side to side of the enclosure and
yielding to the pressure of the advanc-
ing human wall they crowd more
nearly to the open door of the corral.

In vain they leap and bound and dash
against each other and against the en-
closing walls. Their efforts every-
where are unsuccessful. They are
strong and agile and marvelously fleet

of foot, but vain are all their efforts

to escape.
They are like the victim of the boy

drive who when he comes to realize his

bondage is powerless to escape. When
first he promises to put away his cups
he thinks he has an easy task, but
soon the raging thirst returns and his

will, made feeble by his long indul-
,gence, yields with scarce the semblance
of a struggle, and he finds himself
again in the clutches of his cruel en-
emy. It is not always, nor most fre-

quently, that men who thus become the
slaves of rum are by nature weak or
lacking in the traits of noble man-
hood. The boy drive gathers in its

strong enclosure some of the brightest
gems of human kind. Men of highest
type, with native, rugged strength of
character, brainy, brave, magnetic,
have, at the zenith of their years,
reached that station in the boy drive
at which they cannot break away from
their degrading bondage to alcoholic

drinks. Millions of such men, like

bunnies in the drive, when near the
gaping prison gate, haye vainly fought
like heroes to escape and sadly fallen
back, only to renew the unsuccessful
struggle.

Giant Victims of the Boy Drive

During my years of public life, espe-
cially when serving as a clerk in Con-
gress, I know many princely men fill-

ing exalted stations in the nation, but
utterly unable to control their appetite
for drink. They were brave when in

the fierce.st battle and never yielded to
the foe. But the amber liquor, when
it came, instantly transformed them

into craven cowards and caused them
ignominiously to strike their colors.

They were not drunkards. They were
only regular partakers of intoxicating

beverages, but had come to realize that

convivial habits had woven around
them fetters which they could not

break nor cast aside. They were not
like the rabbits in the strong-walled
prison with the door made fast. They
had not yet quite reached that point

in the barbaric boy drive. They were
like the bunnies out in the field, but
near the termination of the drive, and
realizing with alarm the bondage they
were in.

One of Many Mighty Victims

I am thinking now of one rare man
who came into my life at Washington
during those eventful years. He had
been a general of distinction in the
Union Army and those who knew him
on the field declared "He was a model
soldier." At the time of which I speak
he was in charge of a vast business
enterprise which he was pushing with
tremendous force. During our ac-

quaintance I had come to hold him in

very high esteem, and it was with vei'y

great delight that one morning I was
able to place within his hands a paper
duly signed which he had asked me to

secure for him, if possible, and which
he said would be of priceless value to

him in his work.
He seized my hands with gTateful

joy, and said, "Young man, you have
done me a great service and I am
more than thankful for your kindness.
Sometime I hope to do as much for
you. Come and take a drink with
me." I gripped his hand with vi.gor,

and replied, "General, I thank you for
the spirit of your invitation, and if

there were a living man with whom I

would drink, you would be that man,
but such a man does not exist nor
ever did."

"What," he said, "you do not mean
to say you never drink!" "Never,"
was my reply, "and God helping me I

never will." And as the tears came
to his eyes and ran down his bronzed
and furrowed cheeks he clasped my
hand so vigorously that I could feel

the quiver of his stalwart frame as
with sobs and sighs he said, "Come, my
dear young friend, and live with me.
Be my confidant and assistant. I will

give you a royal salary and keep you
with me day and night. This drink-
ing habit is rushing me to ruin. Every
morning I resolve that not a drop shall
pass my lips that day, and then as I

walk down the street, the friends I

meet will ask me in to drink and when
I politely ask to be excused they urge
their invitation and take me by the
arm, and before I realize what is being
done the morning pledge is broken and
the evening finds me far the worse for
liquor. If I had with me a man who
never did indulge, and who cannot be
induced to break his pledge, he could
aid me to become a man again."
What a scene was that! A great

and mighty man, brainy and battle-
scarred, with intellect and will and
strength of personality to lead an
army of one hundred thousand men in
battle, or successfully to control mil-
lions of capital in business enterprises—such a man clinging to a man of less
than thirty summers and weeping like
a child as he entreats that youngster
to become his strength in battle with
the foe that holds him in a galling
bondage.
That man was in the boy drive and

by the harmful influences of private
life, and of the army, he had been

Continued on next page

Hot Water Bottle
and Combination Fountain Syringe

No Seams, Joints or Cement
Positively cannot leak. No more danger of bums,

scalds, or water-saturated bedding, as too frequendy

happens with other bottles made of several pieces oi

'

rubber, cemented together.

Ask your druggist. If he cannot supply you, order

from us direct, giving his name, enclosing expre^ oi

money ordtr, and we will send it prepaid. Bottles— I qt.,

$1.73; 2 qts., $2.00; 3 qts., $2.25; 4 qts.. $2.50.

Combinations— 2 qts.. $2.75; 3 qts., $3.00.

WALPOLE RUBBER WORKS
Department R, 185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

Write for this Book

IT'S FREE

How

by

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw
(Former Secretary of the United

States Treasury.)

The First Mortgage

Guareuitee &Trust Company

Dept. H, 927-929 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Save-The-Horse"5pavinCur
BECJ-RADQ MABIi

No promise ci results impossible to perform or o

testimouiuls to mislead you. You cnnnot mistak'

»

certainty of its unfailing and une<m#lled poweroi »

Becurity of our guarantee.
924 rarrajutSt., Pittsblir?,

I used bnftlo ot " Savo-the-Horso," which I pot through '

CrorsCo., New York, and our horse that was lamo for a yea '

Epavins is now sound. Kindly send two bottles by expressC

Boon as you can. Very respectfully, JOHN ClAU

ALLTN-HILL CO., Bonds and Insurance,

115 So. I2th Street, Tacoma, Wash., Juno2tlh,_l

Troydiemical Co. , Binghamton, N. Y. : — I used year

tlio-Uorse" on my horse, a valuable driving aniniaI,_for af
J|

of two years' standing and tho horso now fIiows no signs of -

ness and is perfectly sound even with hard workon paved 61
*•

It is surely a Rreat remedy and did great work for nie.

Very truly yours. FRANK ALLTN, J

f\f\ a bottle, with si;ncd guarantee or contract.

•UU for copy. bo.iklet and letters from butiness me$c
I'tTaTners. Permauenlly eurcs Spayin, Thorooghpln, !"

W bone (except low). Curb, Splint, Capped Hocli, Hi" '•

Shoe Boil, Injured Tendons and all lameness. No scar (

ot hair. Horse works as usual. Dt.iUrs or Express

Troj Chemical Co., 39 Commurcial Ave., BiligtuuntoOi

Entireli New BABY RAMBLER
•mil. t Phyllis, scaahell pink Baby Rambler,

regular price 20c.—and New Germar

White Baby Ramblci—both novelliei

and absolutely genuioe. Also geni^w

Crimson Baby Rambler. al> 3'°'4UC
I Phvllis never offered be-

"
Phyllis never offered be-

I fore. All frnuin«—White, Pink am.

Crimson Baby Ramblers. Cataloi

-rf^ !-% 1000 varieties of seed sent with ordei

3MISS MABV E. MARTIN. FLORAL PARK. H. Y.^

r—PATENTS that PROTECT
Our 3 hooks for inventors mailed on receipt ol 6 cts. Stan

B. B.aA.B.LACEY,Wa»hiDirton,D.0.,D«pt.36Jttl
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dviiven from a model boyhood to the

Vlpless feebleness his words so graph-
iilly described when with a normal
(owth he would have been at the very
]ime of life. That man was not a

cunkard. Those who knew him well

ci not regard him as in serious dan-
jjr of ever sinking- into helpless and
(igraceful inebriety. They did not
low the struggle he was making to

Isak through the cordon which vicious

i.luences had cast about him. He
Id long been in the boy drive, and as

iolish rabbits yield to the cordon that

cives them into bondage when they

1 ght have dashed bravely through the

cen gaps to freedom, he had when
vung and sti-ong and amply able to

i;ist the tempter, gone tippling on-

urd to the fixed, unyielding habit
\lich now enthralls him. He had just

l^n to realize his danger and when
r sought to lead a sober life he was
aazed and terrified to find himself so

v-ak and his fetters so unyielding. I

culd not help him as he asked me to,

I't I have been informed that he found
cliverance, and I now think of him as
ca among the millions of our bright-

er;, bravest men led into bondage by
iioble influences and kept there by
t;ir friends.

Effort to Sreak the Cordon

During those years in Washington I

1-ow officially and by personal ac-

caintance many rare and gifted men
vio were in the barbarous boy drive
rd were far along, some near the
tjte of the corral and some within
tkt strong enclosure. Senators and
(ngressmen were daily in their seats
I fit for duty and sometimes maudlin
mk within the halls of legislation

I J upon the streets. With the fond
tae of snatching from the ranks of
t; fast moving boy drive some of

t)se public men, a congressional to-

t| abstinence movement was inaugu-
r;ed with Hon. Henry Wilson, Sen-
atv from Massachusetts and later

^;e-President, a man of God as well
a a great statesman, at its head.
Mo words can ever half disclose the

r^elations of that effort to induce our
r Lion's legislators to pledge their hon-
c to a life of manly, firm sobriety.
I was like the lifting of a hazy cloud
tit veiled from view the field on
vich the rabbits in a drive, when
rar their prison door, first realized
tfir danger and fiercely struggled to

e ape. Men in whose veins there
fl)Ved the blood of noble ancestors;
rn of imperial gifts and thorough

:, tuning; men endowed by nature with
I t| power of leadership and with
' n'ong wills that ruled the counsels
vere mighty men conferred respect-
ii'f law and statecraft; men of heroic

,

slture and majestic mien—such men
a'these were of the number who only
b the most heroic efforts gained their
f^edom. Against the habits of a life-

tae they contended and against the
s'ong, unyielding cordon of evil influ-

e^es that had brought them to their

vakness and enthralment. -

And many failed like the procrasti-
niing bunnies, not from the lack of
s:ong endeavor, but because their ef-
f ts were too late. Those great tem-
F'ance rallies held in the House of
Ipresentatives that memorable win-
t, caused those distinguished men to

rilize their danger and stimulated
t<ir purpose and endeavor to reform.
ft one of all their number ever

« (^amed how far advanced he was
' ajng the road to ruin, nor how deter-

1; nned were the forces that had urged
hn on and were holding him in their
uyielding grasp. I could tell of
nny who at those public meetings
tid the thrilling story of their strug-
gs to escape the drunkard's doom and
tnr rapturous joy at their deliver-

• a;fe. It is not quite impossible, though

I,

v^y difficult, for bunnies by furious,
• P severing efforts to escape when near

t gate of the corral, and it is not

quite impossible, though very difficult

and rare, for men to turn and lead a
sober life after they have almost
reached the drunkard's realm of utter
helplessness.

Escape Now Impossible

But escape is quite impossible after
the gate of the corral is tightly closed

and all the bunnies are within its

strong enclosure. Those terror-
stricken bunnies may dash for free-

dom, but they will not find it. They
cannot scale the wall nor burrow be-

neath it to the boundless liberty from
which they have been driven.

And that rabbit drive corral, that
prison pen from which escape is utterly
impossible, in this analogy represents
the realm of utterly helpless inebriety.

And as no rabbit can escape from the
corral after its gate is closed, so when
a man becomes a drunkard his fate is

sealed. No human effort or human
help can restore him to sobriety and
manliness. He may make heroic ef-

forts to escape and faithful friends
may by their sympathy, encourage-
ment and help lift him to a higher
plane, but the strong walls of the dis-

mal prison into which he came are all

around him, and no human ministra-
tion can so supplement his own en-

deavor as to restore him to his lost

estate. The rabbit drivers are not
more certain of the bunnies they have
driven into the corral than are the evil

forces certain of the one whom they
have driven to habitual inebriety.

A Hercules in Chains

Among the mighty men who were
awakened at the nation's capital, of

whom I have already spoken, I heard
one tell the thrilling story of the des-

perate struggle by which he brought
himself to sign the pledge of total

abstinence. It was a story such as

having heard, one never could forget.

He was one of the nation's greatest
rulers, yet that night he told with
pathos that could not be surpassed the
story of his years of helpless slavery
to drink, and then with rapturous
ecstasy he thrilled the vast assembly
when he announced that, having signed
the pledge, he was forever free. He
had no lack of human help and he
made as brave a fight as ever marked
the histoiy of man. But he lost the

battle, went back to the enticing cup,

and soon was at his journey's end. He
lost the battle long before I heard him
make that eloquent address. Great
and mighty as he was, with large and
fertile brain and love as boundless as

is human need, that model ruler and
far-seeing statesman was lost when
vicious customs and pernicious agen-
cies forced him into the corral and
closed and barred the door. For years
he lived in that imprisonment of bond-
age to his appetite and still was loved,

as few are loved, for his rare and noble
qualities, and he was honored for his

great service to his State and nation,

but in the boy drive he had reached the
point where, as with ancient Israel,

"There was no remedy."

"Mighty to Save"

I am not forgetting nor doubting
the ability of One who "is able to save
to the uttermost them that draw nigh
imto God through him." But I am
speaking now of human possibilities

when one has reached the realm of

slavery to drink. And all the way
along the track of the accursed boy
drive that noble-hearted lad, that soul-

ful, generous, magnificent young man,
that brave and brainy leader, had been
forced by vicious customs until the
evening of his life was full of tragic
struggle, fears and futile efforts, and
at last he fell.

Great Was the Fall

He fell because he could no longer
stand environed as he was and with his

Continued on next page

$6.50 Moire Rain Coat $4.50
807H. Handsome Rubberized Moire Rain Coat made of

a splendid richly watered fabric. The coat is a semi-fitling docble-

breasled model with military collar, fancy cuffs and flap pockets. It is cut

generously wide and a\\ seams are carefully cemented. This coat is absc»-

lutely w^aterproof and will give you good service. Send your order
to-day (or this coat— -they will not la^ long at this Special ^ m p fk
Price. Colors: Black, Navy Blue, or Grey. Length !k4.*ill
about 52 inches. A $6.50 Coat for

f|y-»««^V

Special Offer of "KAYSER Gloves, 39c
3000 H. Two Clasp "Kayser"
Pure Silk Gloves. Each pair

contains the maker's guarantee

that the tip will outwear the

gloves. Pure sil k,woven to wear
like iron Better,6nerand stronger

(a- d guaranteed) yet lower in

price than inferior, slazy, im-

perfect kinds. America's stan-

dard 50c silk glove value, never

retailed for less. Black or white,

sizes 5Ja to 8^2- We have only

a limited quantity, so f^gy^
send your order to- ^ jytf*

r\0 YOUR SHOPPING HERE AT THE ''STANDARD*'U EVERY WEEK. We offeryou here each week in this

advertisement stylish up-to-date ffarments at MONEY
SAVING PRICES. More than that, we GUARANTEE
you ENTIRE SATISFACTION or PROMPT REFUND cf
your money. You take NO RISK, so mail us your order
for these SPECIAL OFFERS TO-DAY.

FREE Write for FREE
yearly subscrip-
tion to THE^^^^^^^^ STANDARD

MONTHLY BULLETIN. Shows you
EACH MONTH all the very latest

New York Styles in Made- to -Order
Suits and Skirts, and also offers you
many SPECIAL BARGAINS in our
Ready -to-Wear Department, similar

to those shown in this

^MK adver'isement.

JANB
MHO
161 WOO&TLRj

NEW YOBuK CITY

day. Special . .

OUR
"6tai\dea'
GMevreiivtee

SALESMEJ*!
Earn the Bifirerest Salaries of any class

jf men in the world. Over 600,000 employed
in the United States and Canada. The de-
mand for g:ood Salesmen exceeds the supply.
We will teach you to be one by mail and assist
you to secure a good position through our
FREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.
Wo receive calls for thousands ot Salesmen and have

a9si8t«d thoos&nds of men to Becure good positions or better lala*

rieB. A great many of our eradaates who formerly earned $25 to
$75 a month, havo since earned from $100 to as hieh as $1,000 a
month and expenses. Thonsands of good positions now open.
If yoa want to secure one of them or increase your earnings oar
Free Book "AKnifjhto/The GWp" will show yoa how. Writa
or call for it todav. Address nearest office.

Dept.496 National Salesmen's Training Auociatioil
ChieagOfNew Tork.KanBasCltjtHinneBpolls, San Franeiseo^tlant*

"DON'T SHOUT
'I hear you. 1 can hear n(

I as anybody. 'How
Oh, something ne

TheMORLEY PHONI
I've a pair in my ear

u can't sec them— they
invisible. I would nol
w that I had them in, myself,
nly that 1 hear all right.'

kes low
lispcrs pi

weightless and harmless.
Hundred Thousand Sold.

THE MORLEY CO., Depl. 702, Perry Building, Philad

GA^ MORLEY
PHONE

ounds <

nly heard
Invisible, comfortable

Anyone can adjust it. Ov
e lor booklet i

"VT'/^TT /"^ \ "VT \ T717/^T> T\ to have a new Song Book in yourIV^U VJXvi^ /\.r 1; VyrvJL/ Churcii or Sunday school, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSjforioo, Words and music. 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, ind.

Business Law for the Busy Man
Mail the Coupon for FREE Examination

A complete aiitlioritative book of business l.iw for all the States.and Terri-
toriis of the Union—an encyclopedia of Icgral kiKmledge to which the tjusi-
Me>;s man or the corporation official can continually refer. It .saves the time
and annoyance of a lawyer's conference—it saves the expense of a lawyer's
fees. You can base your every transaction on exact leg-al knowledge—no
matter wliat your problem, you can get expert lesal advice instantly. The
success and national reputation of the author .-is a lawyer stand back of
every bit of advice or information you take from his book.

Parsons "Laws of Business"
treats ni nntPchiiioal, understaiuialile Inisiness Knglish of rights ami duties tuiiler
Coiitrat-ts. .Sales. Notes, .Vtrency, .Vgreeiiient, C'onsideration, Limitations, Leases,
l'artiii'i.<hip. Executors, IIltt^^^.t, liisuraiicp, C'oUeptious, Bonds, Receipts, Patents,
l)i.-i-(ls, .Mortcaues, Liens, .\ssitMiniriits, Minors, JIarried Women, Arbitration,
(lUardians, Wills, and nuioli beMdes. ,, ,

The book contains also abstracts of All State Laws relating to Collection
of Debts, Interest, Isury, Deeds, Holuiays,Uays of (iraee. Limitations, Liens,
etc. Likewise nearly 300 Approved ForiiiM for t'oiitracts of all kinds, ^
\ssipTmu'iits, Guaranty, Towers of Attorney, Wills, etc. ^^ S. S,

^^ Scranton
1 lie 1910 edition contanis up-to-date chapters on Employers' Liability; .^r Co 266-81
I'owers and Liabilities of Stockholders, Officers and Directors of ^^ Asyiom St

Corporations; Food and Drue Law; New Trade Mark Law; Bailment; ^^Hartford Conn
Hew (1909) Copyright Law, etc. .Vlso a full Glossary of Law Terms.

To Htislness niid
Profoss'onal M«'ii

.Mail the conpon at once and we will send yon this work, bomid
in Law Canvas, for 10 days' free examination. If you tlici

see its importance to your business, remit $3.60 as payment
in full. If you can get along without it, write us and we
will send stamps for i's return. __ .,•"^ Name

F^RE^E Examination
Pleas." !.-iid M.r

ithout exprnsi- or

obligation on liiy part.

"Parsons' Laws of Busi-

ness." In ten days I will

remit $3.50 or notify you to

send retnrn stamps.

The S. S. Scranton Co.,
256-281 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

Basiness Address
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DINGEE Roses
Dingee Roses are positively tho ,^
-, lifst grown. Sold on tbeir
own roots and warran-
•ed to grow. Plants
sent to any point In

U ni ted States and
Canada. Safe arrival

fe'uaraiiteed. Write lor the

"DINGEE GUIDE
TO ROSE CULTURE

for 1910—tliu Icaiii ns rose oatalOKUC o (America. 120

DiiKes.licautirully illustrated. Ou tlio cover is a true

cture of the marvelous new BLUE ROSE.
liletl free. Describes overl.OOOvurieties,

Tells how to grow them and all other

desirable flowers. We also sell tlie best

flower and vegetable seeds. Established

1850. lO greenhouses; large acreage of the tiuest

Ko*e laud in the country.

THE DINGEE & CONAKT» CO.
Box 46, W est firove, P».

AND
UP

Gallowajr
^'BATH IN OIL''

High Grade Separator—Direct
Save $25 to J50 direct at my factory
price—freiglit prepaid. Gft the only
" Lirator that rims ill "Batli ol Ojl,"

e a J?, 000 automobile. This
alone is worth $50 extra, "but

costs you nothing extra.
Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Why pay $85 to $110 to dealers or agents

ho cannot sell you a separator equal
o tlie Galloway—closest slcimmer

—

easiest run—easiest cleaned— 10-yr.
Buarantee. Send for BOOK FREE

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
913 Uallowa; £ta.. Waterloo, la.

^^^ Ruby Nugget
^ Tomato

Tl
V..;..^'^'JSyr«JG6.^.

II

Agraoti noveiEy wnicn ong
I nlcS.^ ^S/SW^?**^"* I

®^ '*" °"'" pl**^ *"d Js now offer-
'<ll0 ^ j^aKaai ed for the flr»t time, nrhile not

inrL/^ y'^i^uT^ L
^rge^tm It Is a handsome truit,

\5^iVCf*-^^-^/-^Q—^^ of dftl'cloua flavor and wonder-
r

I
^*^

fully prodactlve—over 700 fruits

\AA/ia t^ have been grown on one plant.

UvClIx lV\i\£x AcashprIreof$l0.00 wiUbepaid
"V I I fJ|J to the person growingthelargest

^*V* number of Ruby Nugget Toma-
toes on a single plant thts year. Price Is 35 cents per pacnet
of 100 seeds, but to induce you to give our Choice lows
Seeds a trial this y«ar, we will send you a trial packet of
about 26 seeds without charge, together with a copy of oar
large illustrated seed and plant catalog. If yon have had
our catalog this year, pleaso say flo. Mention this paper.

'

IOWA SEED ^O^ Dept> 9 PES MOINES. IOWA.

DWARF DAYUGHT
M.\GNIFICENT novelty; thick bush form, two feet high;

grows rapidly from seed sown in May. Flowers
freely from July to frost; beautiful white pea-

shaped Itlossoins in striking contrast with briglit green,
heart-shaped leaves; not affected by insect pests. Will
mail yiu parkaye. also 20 varieties of flower seed (sufficient
to sow spai-** ') X h(i feet) together with descriptive catalog

—

all for 10 Cents. On first 50 cent order will allow 10
cents w.jrth of Il«.wer seed free. Order from this adv.

Meier & Shoemaker, 410 SycainoreSt.,CInciiifiati,0.

A
DAYAGENTS $3 to $10

Selling these Patented Scissors.
' Can't be bought in stores. Every
pair guaranteed. Replaced if

not perfectly satisfactory. 2000
other fast sellers. No eiperi-
We teach yon. Proof furnished

of big profits. Write today for terms of free outfit.

THOUAS MFG. CO., 1124 Wayne St., Oayton, Ohio

CUTS TO THE END

ence needed.

««i
WITH THE

EMPIRE KING
and bugs, worms, blight, etc., will
have no turrors for you. Best con-

struction, perfeet agitators, no scorched
foliage. We make all sizes and styles of Gasoline

Engine Sprayers. Fr«e Bp»k-op flyrmying. Agents wanted.
FIELD FORCE PDUF CO., 76 Eleventh St., Elmlra, N.T.

GREIDER*S FINE CATALOGUE
of pure bled j)unltry, for 1910, 'JOf) pages,
handsomely UlustratetL 150 eiiKiavhiKS,
photos, 30 tine colored plates, destri lies 6')

leading vanelies of land and walci- fowls,
gives low piiffs of stock, eggs, iixuha-
tors, poultry supplies, etc. Calendar tor
each month. Hnw to care for poultry and
all d<-i:iils. Onlviocents. Send to-day.
B. H. GREIDER, Box 79. Rheems, Pa.

LAWK FENCE
Many styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalot^'ue free. Writetoday,

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box302 Muncie, Indiana.

*:< >>>i*i*>>!^i>»x*:
:o:(i]i^<^<^<».*MM>.i jiiiixiiji;

»;() ' ItM^ItL'MOul.UoOWt;

LAWN FENCE
Many desljfns Cheap as
wood. 32 page Cataloguo
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D Winohester Ind.

\
"^^ ~ ^^ ^" etronu chlcli-

fen-tlght Sold to the user at W holesr.le

\Prlcf». We P«y Freight. Catalogue tree.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
eBox 4 7 Winchester, Indiana

-^s-^^AT BARGAIN PRICES
TPEE5 8 Apples for $1.00. 6 Pears fur $1,00.

S I'luiris for $1 W). 8 Cherries for |1.00.

.^^^^ 12 Peaches for $1 in. Trees guaranteed.
_ ^^^^ Wrlteat oneeforllluBtrated Catalogueand
Bargain ilat. ALL£N L. WOOD, Kochester, U. Y.

BUNNIES AND BOYS
Continued from preceding page

heart's blood boiling hot with quench-

less thirst for runv He fell as weak
as infancy and at a time when his

great sinews should have had the

strength of Hercules. He fell just

at the prime of life, not when the

flower gave promise of a plenteous

fruitage, but when the rich, ripe fruit

of great attainments hung in gorgeous
clusters on his vine. Not when the

evening shadows pointed eastward did

his light go out, but when the noonday
sun had just moved slightly toward
the west; when at his best he should

have been, and grappled with and
solved the problems which his master
mind by long and thorough training,

and by years of faithful public service

should have found but simple tasks.

He fell when he was sorely needed in

the movement for a broad and liberal

reconstruction of a nation riven and
torn by war's relentless strife. He fell

most bitterly lamented by a people who
realized their need of his wise and
skilful leadership. Tears of joy leaped
to the eyes of millions when the good
tidings of his reformation flashed over
all the nation, but down the cheek of

sorrow swiftly flowed, as rivers flow,

the scalding tears of grief when, after

such a brief and tragic struggle, the

great victim fell. He fell surrounded
by a million men who like himself had
come to be helpless victims of their

cups, under the influence of the most
iniquitous conditions, customs and col-

laborations that ever cursed the human
race. And when he fell the bloody boy
drive bastile in which he fell was full

to overflowing of those who came there
much as he had come and whose de-

parture thence was like his own. And
since that day when he went down,
each year, a hundred thousand victims
have been driven into that enclosure
and sacrificed as he was sacrificed by
the resourceful agencies that brought
him there.

Bunnies Weep Like Babies '

To each successful rabbit drive there
is a tragic termination. The wild and
terrifying tumult of the moving cordon
ceases when the rabbits are all housed
in the corral, and the gate is closed by
sturdy men crowding thickly into that
narrow entrance. But when the men
leap into the corral and with clubs sav-
agely begin the work of beating them
to death the helpless bunnies, like ten
thousand weeping babies, cry and rend
the air with wails of anguish until

sometimes the most inveterate rabbit
hater turns deadly pale and trembling
quits the field. Only men of iron
nerve can prosecute this cruel slaugh-
ter and even such will sometimes, when
the work is done, turn instantly and in

silence hasten to their homes. Few
who attend a rabbit drive desire ever
to witness one again. Necessity may
compel them more than once to join in

such a movement, but few, if any, will

for sport, aid or attend a rabbit drive
after once hearing the heart-piercing
shrieks of the terrorized and helpless
bunnies, and the sickening sound of
the death-dealing blows during the
progress of the savage slaughter. A
gentlemen of my acquaintance, when
recently relating his attendance at a
rabbit drive, solemnly and with much
emphasis declared that he would end
his own life rather than to witness
such a scene again.

;

At no point is the analogy between
the rabbit drive and the ruin of our
manhood by the ravages of rum more
accurate than at the tragic close. And
^s I write this story of the bunnies'
child-like weeping a poignant pain is

at my heart, my eyes are filled with
tears, and in my thoughts I see the
reader shudder, and I hear the angry
verdict that the rabbit drive is too
basely brutal for this age of tender
human love and sympathy.

That may be true, but, reader, if all

the cries of fear and suffering of the

victims of a rabbit drive were multi-

plied by millions they would not equal

the volume of sad remorse and con-

scious shame, of crushing disappoint-

ment and discouragement, of the

groans and moans and smothering
sighs, and pleas of penitence and
prayer to God for help, which in a

single hour ascend to heaven from the

victims of the boy drive who have
reached the bastile of imprisonment.
What a very hell of agony must burn
within the soul of one well born and
bred, conscious of superior natural
gifts, with native pride and high ambi-
tions, who spends the evening of his

day of life in such a place and plight

and there with fear and trembling-
closes his eyes in death.

Closing Words

Some things there are respecting
which there cannot be a doubt. We
know that every rabbit that is slain

within the rabbit drive corral was
driven there for the sole purpose of
being slain. We know that he reached
that dismal destiny by yielding to the
men who drove him to that slaughter.
We know that every degraded drunk-
ard was once an innocent child, free
from all the consequences of a personal
use of liquors. We know that each
one of those degraded drunkards, of
whom we have at least one million
now within our land, was brought from
that innocent childhood to his present
sad condition by the influences I have
named. We know that family, social,

festive, saloon and official liquor drink-
ing are as eff"ective in bringing inno-
cent boys to the condition of helpless
inebriety as are the rabbit drivers effi-

cient in their work of driving the timid
bunnies into the corral. We know that
if total abstinence from all intoxicants
prevailed in the lives of our American
boys not one of them would ever reach
the drunkard's sad estate. We honor
the boy who, like the escaping bunnie
that will not drive, will not be coaxed
nor flattered nor in any way induced to
use intoxicating drink.
The existence of the beverage liquor

traffic under the sanction of govern-
ment and law is an infamy as black as
can be found in the infernal regions.
We are familiar with the story of

the ravages of rum, but we do not
bring ourselves to realize its unspeak-
able iniquity. Knowing that this
greedy monster gulps his millions at
his meals and that our tender children
are the diet on which he most delights
to feed, we, by the law, enlarge his
mouth and maw, and when we see his
ravenous jaws close on the precious
morsels we have helped to bring to his
repast, we do not recognize their blood
upon our hands, nor the deeper and
indelible crimson on our souls. But
painful though it be, permit this story
of the rabbit drive to turn its reveal-
ing light upon your inmost being. See
in the eyes of your imagination twenty
thousand bunnies being driven to the
corral for slaughter. Now close your
eyes of thought and open them again
upon the same scene and for bunnies
substitute bright, buoyant boys, your
ovm bright boys, now being driven to
ignominious death. Close your eyes
again and open them upon the rabbit
drive corral when the bunnies are
piercing the atmosphere with shrieks
,of fear and suffering as they are being
clubbed to death. Now substitute boys
for bunnies and you will have a picture
of the truth I am by this story seeking
to aid you to realize, that you may
wash your hands and garments from
the blood of those whom rum destroys,
and may aid to drive the boy drive
from our land and from the world.

[The End]

^ ou can place money in the Industrial Savings andLoan Company, and know that it is snfe. and is where
voii can nbtatn it trim iciintui, ei.nil will' yield fmrearn-
xtiqs .for every ilay inresled. See their advertisementon page 186, and write them for fuU information.
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE BIBLE

FLOBABLY the best known of those

who devoted their time and study

tcBible chronology in the past was
A:hbishop Usher. After profound
irestigation, he came to the conclu-

si( that man was created 4,004 years

bewe the Christian era, and this the-

or was widely received. The dates

ghn by Usher were inserted in the

m'gins of the Authorized Version of

th English Bible. Usher, however,

hi been superseded. The data on
wch he based his calculations have
bti discredited by modern scholars,

f these there are many in the field,

th| latest and one of the most helpful

bag Mr. W. S. Auchinloss, whose
C\onology has recently been issued

frn the press of the Van Nostrand
Cdpany, New York, with an approv-
in introduction by Professor A. H.
Sice, of Queen's College, Oxford,
w<, known as an Egyptologist and

"The "Inness" Comet, as Viewed from New York

TMie middle of January, Professor Inness, of Joliannesburir, South
*• 'frica, announced by cable tlie discovery of a new celestial visitor

-a-illiant comet—in the southwestern skies. Astronomers in <lif-

ent parts of the (tlobe immediately focussed their lenses, and several
-eplt seeing the newcomer, which has been named the Inness comet.
t ^is caueht photographically a few evenines afro. The students of

.^ol^bia University, New York, made a detiiiled study ot it. Professor
laciy says : "There is nothing remarkable about it save its brilliancy
tncis proximity to the sun. It is now diminishing rapidly and will
»o,disappear."

Afvriologist. Mr. Auchinloss is of
;h' opinion that the Bible presents no
ie:)us difficulties in the way of chro-
10 gy, giving an imbroken span of
if,-three centuries. He gives an ex-
-la.itive account of the chronological
la;, of the Old Testament. He does
loi depend upon one book or set of
A'lings, but from a comparison of

pitpr deduces his conclusions. For
-nnnce: from Acts, Judges and Sam-
ijehe is able to determine the length
bffamuel's reign over Israel. By a
sinar collation of extracts from dif-

feint sources, he endeavors to prove
ninontentions throughout the work.

e places the creation of Adam at
' B.C., and makes this the basis
iis deductive dates, though he ac-

uivledges that the chronology from
Adm to Terah, father of Abraham, is

ouly approximate. Of course, when
;h nology connects with modern his-

-or, all is plain sailing.

:
^e great fathers of the first three

!emries, men like Origen, Eusebius
in, Clement of Alexandria, dwelling
apt the Septuagint Version, placed
^hi creation at 6,000 years before
^hjst, but later thinkers were in-

Ifli
d to a shorter period. Much con-

trc^rsy and bitterness arose over the
\oTn and short chronology. Most Jew-
sh;cholars, among them Maimonides,

j

ncned to the shorter period. Me-
' arhthon fixed the creation of man
it J963 B.C. Luther wrote, "We
iTi'V on the authority of Moses that
orer ago than 6,000 years the world
lif'pot exist." The Roman Church,
in'.r Urban VIII., declared that the
•rttion of man took place 5,199 years
)elre Christ.

'le same adhesion to the Hebrew
5C otures which influenced Usher

"irc^ht many other celebrated contro-

versialists to a like view. Lightfoot
and Jansen, Salmeron and Scaliger,

Petavius and Kepler, inquisitors and
reformers, Jesuits and Jansenists,
priests and rabbis united in the belief
that man's creation lay between the
years 3900 and 4004 before Christ,
the majority, like Usher, inclining to
the latter date. But coming down to
the last century, the study of the
Egyptian monuments revealed new
evidence, overwhelmingly in favor of
a vastly longer existence for man in

the valley of the Nile than any which
the theologians had given him. It is

the discovery of these monuments that
has revolutionized chronology, and
altered the clock of Biblical time.
Manetho professed to carry the ori-

gins of Egypt 30,000 years anterior to

Alexander. There can be little ques-
tion that Egypt had a high form of
civilization at least 5,000 years before

the birth of Christ,
and this view is held
by such eminent au-
thorities as Sayce and
Flinders Petrie. Such
civilization presup-
poses a long period of
development; but as
to the beginning of
this period we can
scarcely even conject-
ure. It is wholly hid-

den in the night of
time. At any rate
the Egyptian proofs
are utterly antag-
onistic to the accepted
chronological system.
And the discoveries in

Egypt are confirmed
by later researches in

Assyria and Baby-
lonia.

Here is what Pro-
fessor Sayce has to

say touching this sub-
ject: "On the shelves
of the British Museum
you may see huge sun-

===^^=^= dried bricks, on which
are stamped the names

and titles of kings who erected or re-

paired the temples where they have
been found. . . . They must have
reigned before the time when, accord-
ing to the margins of our Bibles, the
Flood of Noah was covering the earth,
and reducing such bricks as these to

their primeval slime." Inscriptions,
also recovered from the valley of the
Tigris and Euphrates, show that a
powerful civilization had grown up
much earlier than can be made con-
sistent with the earlier accepted chro-
nology.
The supposed chronology of the pe-

riod between the Flood and Abraham
shows many elements of uncertainty.
In the three versions of the Old Testa-
ment, the numbers widely differ. Ac-
cording to the Hebrew Bible, the sum
total of the years between the Flood
and Abraham was 427; the Samaritan
gives 1,002 and the Septuagint 1,132.

Therefore, supposing the "call" to have
taken place in 1945 B.C., as above
stated, the Hebrew date for the Deluge
would be 2372 B.C., the Samaritan
2947 B.C., and the Septuagint 3077
B.C. These figures surely point to

some corruption in all three versions.

The following table of the four ap-
proximate events in Bible chronology,
showing the long and short systems
according to Usher and Hales, two of

the leading exponents of each division,

can be compared with the modern tab-
ulation of Auchinloss:

snoRT LONG
SYSTEM SYSTEM AUCHIN-
USHEK HAI.ES LOSS

B.C. B.C. B.C.

Creation . . . 4,004 5,411 5,.300

Flood .... 2,349 3,155 3,045

Call of Abraham 1,921 2,078 1,907
Exodus .... 1.491 1.648 1.477

Joseph Devlin, M.A.
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The Howard Watch
TThe great Railroads
^ of the country
have spent millions of

dollars for automatic
signal systems to
safeguard life and
property.

The signal-man by means of automatic
levers works all the switches in the

yard and prepares for the arrival and
departure of every train.

Time is a factor in all traffic matters,

and the signal system, perfect as it may
be, depends after all upon the man who
works the levers and the trainmen who
observe the signals.

Back of the signal system is the time
inspection service to insure the accuracy
of employees' watches.

The time inspectors of 180 leading

Railroads of America have officially

approved the HOWARD watch for

Railroad service.

A Howard is always worth what
you pay for it. The price of each
watch—from the 17-jewel in a Boss or

Crescent gold-filled case at $35.00, to

the 23-jewel in a 14k. solid-gold case at

$150.00—is fixed at the factory—and a

printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the
HOWARD Jeweler in your town and talk to him. He is a
good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. W, and we
will send you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.

BORDEN'S
PEERLESS BRAND

EVAPORATED MILK
Makes

THE BEST
ICE-CREAM

Don't Pay Two Prices—

|

for Sioves and Ranges.
Buy at Factory Prices,
Save S18.00 to S22.00

HOOSIER
STOVES

Are Wonderful "Fuel
Savergand Easy Bakers."
The 20 new lyio improve-

ments make them the finest
stoves and ranges in the world.
"Why not buy the best when
you can buy them at such low

^^mm^^^^^^m^^ unheard of Factory Prices I

"

Hoosiers Are Delivered for You to Use 30 Days
Free in Your Own Home Before You Buy.

A written guarantee with each stove, backe<i l>y a
Million Doihirs. Our new 1910 iniprovenients on
stoves absolutely surpass anything ever produced.

fC^Send postal today for free catalogue.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 State Street, Marion, Indiana

CrCLOME CEMETERY
FENCES AMD GATES

will make your family burying
ground or cemetery lot proof
against desecration and give
the last resting place of loved
ones that well kept appear-
ance that proves enduring
devotion.
Cyciono F0nces are

made strong and rust
resistant, so will stand^
for many years,

They
are cheaper

than wooden
fences and more ar-

tistic. Write today for

special prices to Churches
and Cemetery Associations
and for catalog showing
many styles, including non-
clirnnable cemetery fence
and gate arches.

Cyclone renco Co.
Dept. 141, Wdukedan.UL

Ufye BlacK tSHeep
TRADE MARK

THe NB'W CA.RI> GAMS
YOU will like it— the

children will be delight-

ed— easy to learn— 3 games

in one— get it and give a

Black Sheep Party. SO cents

(75 cents with gilt edges) at

toy shops and news stands or

sent prepaid by the publisher

CO-OPERATIVK GAME & NOVELTY CO.
110 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

Send for Special Agent's offer.

For 6 cents in stamps we will mail you a set ol

6 funny " Black Sheep " Post Cards. Write now.
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Buy Your Lace

theNYLICWay
BY MAIL direct from the Iniporter at wliolesalr prices

You save from '4 to '-, always get clean, pcrte. I lace,

and a mneli wider assortment than your loial ^ll>le-. carry.

The two lace.<; shown are typical examples. Any quantity
from three yards up maile(l postpaid. Stamps aceei^ted.

ITDCC Write for samples and Spring t'atalui; illns-

rixHlli tralinj.' hundreds of other genuine imported
Valenciennes, Jlechlin, t'luny. Jlaltese and ! ilet Laces
iklgmt'S,Insertions,JIedallions,eti-.,froin 3 cts. ayardup.

THE NEW YOUK LACE ISIPORT CO..
Z1 Eiist 21st Street, Dei)t. L, New York City

Short-time
Investments5%
BECAUSE your money comes to you between

"interest days" it need not remain idle. If

placed with the INDUSTRIAL it works for you
every day from the day of receipt till the day of

withdrawal ; there is no loss of time. In seventeen
years we have never paid less than 5'i'c Your
funds are protected by selected mortgages on
New York and suburban real estate- a form of

security that never depreciates in value.

Assets over . . . $2,000,000
Surplus and Profits, $150,000

Under Supervision of
New York Banking Department

The INDUSTRIAL is one ol

the largest and strongest o( sav-

iors institutions. It merits your
investigation.

Write for Booklet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York City

IhinkRijhr.^..

This is an Estey suggestion—

-

it won't lead you astray

Think right about an Estey Organ

and write for information to

Estey Organ Co., Brattleboro, Vt.

?rWHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our graduates are tilling HlEh Silarled

Positions. Good Artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
nd upwards in easy, raseinatlii^ work. Our

courses of Personal Home InstnicUon by corre-
spondence, are complete, pmctical. Twelve years' suc-
cessful teaching'. Expert Instructors Superior Equip-
ment. Positions ready for competent workers.

Sthool of ipplkd 4rt
^""B^ rixtf

(Founded lS9'i)

6 58FineArtBldg.
,
BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

WE WILL TRIST YOU TEN DAYS. $1.50
Sent on Approval. Send No Money, hair Switch
S..-ndft I'^k of jour hair, and we will mall a 'J ^ oz. 23
loci. Bhort stem eno humin hair switch to match. 1

1

jou And 1 1» tig bargain, remit »I.M) in ten days, or Bell
Sand GET YOUR SWITCH FREE. Eilra shades a
little more. Inclose 6c postage. Freebaautjbookshow.
in? latest stjle of hair dresainp—also high grade
ewitches.pompadours. wico. puffs. etc. AnnaAyeps,
Dept.C3S,l 1 QatncySt. Chicago

fc

COMBINATION OFFER
10 Beautiful r * CT'ITIJ Post Cards, 10c
6 Xtra Quality JZj/^iS Jl EjH. Post Cartis, 10c
10 Fine Art Birthday Post Cards 10c
10 Best Wishes and Greetine Post Cards, 10c
.\ny '.: of tlip aliove iiaokages maileil lor 2.'; cents. A

Spccifil .Vssiirtinciil of liKJ Easter I'ost Cards for Dealers
\\ iU l»f niiiilcil for (ill cents.

M.VDISON ART COMPAIVY, MADTSON. CONIS.

on Beautiful Post Cards mp
^ U No Two Alike—Latest Designs IU U
LoTely assortment of 20 Artistic UirtUday, Friendship,
fJood Lack, Roses and Flowers in exquisite colors, alt
for only 10 cents, it yon answer tliis ad. ininiediately.
.T. II. Seymour. !>.->.'-. \V. Fislitli .St.,Topeka, Kan.
Returnable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
sent on request to churches needing: new books
Till'; l!I(;I.(MV .^: M.\l\ (0., Acn ^(iik or (liiiiiv'O

I nP Ifl irCC KFV Lock nnuecessiirv: Door or
I^\^VIVL<C<,3«9 IVI^I Window secured Hiirsjlar-
vrtiof. .Simple. Price 1 .1 reiitM. Acciitn \\ aiited.
INTER-STATE SALES CO., R807-225 Flf.h Ave, New York.

—New York State, with its popu-
lation of 8,067,308, Hfas one license to

every 295 persons.

—A RECENT convention of teachers

in Indiana adopted resolutions favor-

ing a course of education concerning
the baneful effects of alcoholism.

—During the last two years there

has been a decrease of fifty per cent, in

the number of men treated for alco-

holism in the United States Navy.

—

The Goshen (Ind.) News-Times
says it cost the county $1,567 to feed

its prisoners the last twelve months.
The previous year it cost $2,630.

Cause: the suppression of the saloon.

—Prohibition prohibits in Missis-

sippi. In addition to the closing of

the saloons, gambling is disappearing,

pool halls are shut up and the Sunday
law is being enforced in many counties.

—In the whole country there was
a decrease in the consumption of beer,

amounting to 2,444,185 barrels, in the

last twelve months. At the same time
there was an increase in population of

something like a million.

—Thirty counties in Michigan are
"dry," and every branch of business
shows the good effects of the saloon's

suppression. Manufacturers say their

men give better service, and mei'chants
report an increase in business.

—In those counties in Ohio which
have abolished the saloon there has
been a remarkable increase in sav-

ings bank deposits. Over fifty banks
united in reporting an increase, which
is definitely traceable to the spread of

temperance.

—The Danish government has
practically recognized local option for

the rural districts, and a government
parliamentai'y commission has recom-
mended its introduction and also a
limitation of the number of the saloons
in the cities.

—Grant County, Ind., is "dry," and
its people are more prosperous than at
any time heretofore. The general
stores do better business, report
prompter payments, and there is a
general improvement of home life

throughout the county.

—Battle Creek, Mich., is under
local option. A local paper reports
142 less arrests than last year and a
saving of $6,362 to the county. Busi-
ness everywhere is improved and, not-
withstanding the loss from licenses,

the State taxes are not increased.

—James J. Hill, the famous railroad
magnate, sent this order to the heads
of all the branches in the vast railroad
system which he controls: "Do not
employ drinking men. If the men
who are working under you drink, tell

them they must stop or make way for
men who will not drink." This order
is the result of the investigation of a
number of accidents on the railroads,
almost all of which were caused by
employees indulging in drink.

—The Beverage Trade News, of
Philadelphia, one of the leading organs
of the saloon business, in reviewing the
anti-liquor crusade of the last twelve
months says: "Not in half a century
has the trade been subjected to attacks
so strenuous, or passed through a pe-
riod so crucial. Never in any period
has public thought been so directed to

the relations the trade bears to society
and government. . . . We have
need of all of our resources and the

wisest generalship if we are to turn
back the tide that has threatened to

overwhelm us."

—A number op farmers, who were
known to be drinking men, voted for
"no license" at a recent election in

Davenport, N. Y. When asked why
they did so, they replied, "We are
farmers, and we find that, when we go
to town, we cannot resist the tempta-
tion to drink at the hotel bars. Often
we take too many drinks, and we do
not get back home in time to do our
work; we spend a great deal of money
which we cannot afford, and our farm
business and homes are the sufferers.

If there were no bars, we could go to

town and vote and go home all ri.ght,

and never think of drinking." The
moral is: remove the temptation and
the people will be sober.

—Here are a few figures which
should greatly encourage those who
are fighting the battle for sobriety and
good citizenship. They are from The
American Issue:

IJriiig lit

Year Pupiilation in U.S. "dry" territory

1870 3,500,000 9 per cent
1880 7,000,000 14
1890 11,000,000 18
1900 18,000,000 25
1910 40,000,000 50

It will be observed that the ratio has
been steadily increasing in forty years,
without any setback. It does not re-

quire much calculation to figure out
what the next two or three decades
may accomplish, if the friends of tem-
perance fight shoulder to shoulder.

—Governor Stubbs of Kansas was
in New York recently, on his way home
from the Conference of Governors in

Washington. Speaking of his State,
the Governor told many interesting
things. "There is not in Kansas an
open saloon or a gambling house," he
said, "and the pi'oblem of social evil

does not exist there. In more than
one hundred counties the prohibition
law is thoroughly enforced. Nearly
half the jails are empty, and frequent-
ly half the poor-houses and poor-farms
are unoccupied. We have less illiter-

acy there than in any other State, with
a few exceptions; fine schools, univer-
sities, colleges, and the people are of
high moral character. We have more
money per capita than any other State.
Mortgages are well cleared up, and the
farmers own eighty per cent, of the
$200,000,000 of Kansas bank deposits.
The sale of merchandise in "dry"
towns has increased twenty-five per
cent.; debts are promptly paid; the
women and children have better
clothes, and the cost of police ad-
ministration has decreased."

—Mayor D. L. Love, of Lincoln,
Neb. (population 65,000), has this to
say of the results of "no license" in
that city: "The liquor laws are oftener
broken when saloons are running than
when prohibition is in force. There
was more liquor sold in drug stores,
dives and rooming houses when this
town was open than since prohibition
has come into force. It is a false as-
sumption that there is less liquor sold
illegally under license than under pro-
hibition. The farmers report better
conditions since the saloons were closed
in Lincoln. Now they do not have
trouble with their hired men getting
drunk when they come to town. There
is no doubt that Lincoln is cleaner in
every way without the open saloons."
The chief of police of Lincoln also adds
his testimony regarding "no license" in
a few significant words : "It cuts down
the number of poverty cases we have
to deal with. It also cuts down the
amount of fighting and assaults, as is
shown by the records. It cleans up the
town, to a great degree, of sots and
loafers and saloon hangers-on."

Why not get a set of

Beautiful SPOONS and FORI

Practically FREE.

Full size, of Rogers' heavy silver pla

special rose pattern, with latest Frei

gray finish. Free from advertising, ^f

For each spoon send metal cap from js,r and 10 ct i

stamps, and for each fork send metal cap from jar \

20 cts. in stamps. No limit to the number you cani
J

The jar caps must be from the genuj

COMPANY
Extract of BLIEBIG

with blue signature. We want you to kno\i

trial that it's the purest, most concentratea, (

the best for sick room and kitchen use.

Send postal for Mrs. Rorer's Cook Book. Addrcs

Cook Book, Spoons or Forks, Dcpt. S,

CORNEaLE DAVID & CO., 118 Hudson St.. Newt

Bums a mant/e
Like gas, making gas

.. 1 ight from kerosene. Odor-
ioss.noi.selcss,absolutely safe.

100 candle power, 16 hours on
one cjuart of kerosene. Best and

,.
easiest light on the eyes. Gives pure,
ffhitolight. Requires no generating.
Light as any lamp, and hove a per-

fect light instantly. Burner fits

any lamp, including the _Rayo.
bthing cumbersome or unsightly.

Handsome in appearance. Different
styles for homes, stores, factories,
officeSL^Iodge rooms, churches, hall
etc. Used everywhere by best people.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
Live agents wanted. Make big profits.

Martin, Mich, makes $1S to $30 dailyj
'

Send today for free catalog.
JOHN S. NOEL, no Oi«.. Grand Rapids, Mich

They mend all leaks in all nteneils

'

l:rass,copper,graiuteware,hotwa'-erl
etc. No solder, cement or rivet. Anj

cau use them; tit any surface; threemi
in use. Send for sample pki;. 10c.. Com

pkg. assorted sizes, 25c. postpaid. Agents wa .

ColletteMfg. Co., Box 122, AmstercUun, J

PARKER'S Arctic Soc>
---"^

^"^SiJs Healthful if for
\

-^chamber, batt "
Stgislered V.
Pattnt Offict, ^"~

rubber boots, -

luTspiratioo. W ^

knitted fabric «

with soft wliit "

fleece. Suldina «

hy dealers or by mi*
a pair. P.Trlvcrpavs postape. Catalopi '•

I/Ook for Parker's name In every '•

J.H.Parker Co.. IX-pt.K, 25 .Lames St, Maiden, •

FfREE ROUISD TRI!
TO INEW VORK

Persons contemplating a visit to New York
"witliin tlie next sixty days, may learn how
to save the entire cost of their railroad fare
by addressing a postal to

The Largest Real Estate Concern in theWc
Wood. Harmon & Co., Dept. 37, 261 B'way, N. Y.

N. I!.—No obligation incurred — no persona
solicitation, or other annoyance of anyUno^
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Dividends

Guaranteed

I

^"'^ more besides

aii: POSTAL LiFE-lNSURANCE COMPANY
)( .-.v/ York is the only sound legal-reserve

nstii ion that ^»ara((<«es dividends on its policies;

t c2 do this because it dispenses with soliciting

iger general agents, and collectors of premiums.

IL policies are expressly approved by the

juplntendenl of Insurance of New York State.

H. \nmplifies the business of life-insurance by

Jeal; with the public direct—over the counter

it it lome Office, or by correspondence. Result

:

The POSTAL LIFE

SAVES where others SPEND

Jl/IAIVTEES where others ESTIMATE

I Vtrn you write the POSTAL no insurance agent will

othcou; you don't have to take the word (often mislead-

ig) any middleman; you get exnrt and rt'liahle

ifori.tion by iiiail from the Company itself, conveyed
] {ft ml letters and literature, and your policy is sent ou
ipp'Val.

I B<iof all, no agent or middleman gets a commission or

ikc- on your premiums, either the first year or any
\ih('. You gti this saving as guaranteed divideyids,
iabf. <ind more besides.

I Nf, women and young people will find it well worth
irWl<| write the Company. Justsay: "Send iJisurance
iartiilars <fs jter advertisement in CHRISTIAN
iE \LD/' and be sure to give:

I. Your occupation and
I, The exact date of your birth

?orAL Life-Insirance Company
Dept. C. H. 527 Hfth Avenoe

HHH NEW YORK

for Whooping
Cough,Croup,
Sore Throat,
Coughs, Bron-
chitis, Colds,

Diphtheria,Catarrh.
V.joiized Cresolpiip slops llic piiroxysiiis of

[Ftijiing CouKli- Kvcr <lreade<l Croup cannot
IxiA'liere Cresolcne Isused.

Itjts directly on tlie nose and throat, making
^rcijing easy in tlie case of colds: soothes the sore
Jir(j and stops the cough.

Ciolene is a powerful germicide, acting both
18 a*rative and preventive in contagious tliseasea.

Itia boon to sufferers from Asthma.
f'lolpne'B best recommendation is ita 30 years

}f sLessful use.

J For Sale By All Druggists.
> NeuJ Puslitlfiir Disrriplive Bunklft.

rHIAPO-CRESOLENE CO. , 180 Fulton St.,Newyork
Leemlng-Miles Building, Montreai, Canada

MiNEY COMES EASY
nWi YOU DO BUSINESS WITH OURCAPITAl

Hundreds of good men doing this
to-day have independent incomes. Wa
offer you the same opportunity.

We will send you free—express
charges prepaid—our bis outfit of
tailoring samples, and a nandsome
cabinet to carry them. You don't
pay one cent.
Take orders for tailoring in your

own town. Show yourself indus-
trious and able and the next step
forward we will arrange for a local
store for you.

WE PREPAY EXPRESS
CHARGES on all your orders.

Nothingcomesout of yourovvn pocket.

The work is easy for anybody. If

you are experienced so much the better.

Write at once and tell us all about
yourself. We want a limited number
of connections and those quickest to

reply will be given preference.

Tlie Chicago Tailors' Association,
(In H.iBincss Twenty Years)

259 Market Street, Chicago. Illinois.

\>UR OLD SWEATER
Mie Into a Coat Sweater for $1.00

1 h neck or Mouse slyli' inaili^ into handsonie
m* rncoa, sweater wit li reinforced knit strip. .\iiy
co(i desired. Pearl huttoiis.

i"P sweater by mall (rate Ic. oz.) Send letter
eu'.slng $1.00 and nolKlialion of shipment.

Cr n Koittinz Co. 302B East 35th St.. Chicago, III.

Sins of the Body='=

A GREAT writer has said that the

measure of a man's worth is his

"capacity to do without."

The tendency of civilization is to

create wants—wants of the body and
wants of the mind. In this place, the

wants of the civilized body only must
be considered.
Some of these are legitimate, and

are in the line of a higher and nobler
development. Some of them are de-
grading and deadly. Even many of
the best of them must be disregarded
by the explorer and the huntsman. No
elaboration of the art of living for
them. Even the cardinal virtue of
cleanliness gets scant observance at
their hands. Plain food, hard beds,
rough clothing suffice for them—and
generally they are the better in health
for their deprivations.

It is claimed by many students and
philosophers that most of our bodily
sins are the result of sheer, crass
ignorance. In Dr. Reeder's interest-
ing book, How Two Hundred Children
Live and Learn, numerous cases are
adduced in proof of this.

P''or instance, "an undersized boy of
fourteen, when asked why he was so
small for his age, said that he could
not account for it unless it was due to
smoking cigarettes, from about seven
years of age. He did not know the
habit would injure him. He is a good
boy, and would no doubt never have
formed the habit had he been properly
instructed.

"M , now fourteen years of age,
brought with her when she entered the
school four years ago a vulgar song,
which she immediately proceeded to

teach to the other little girls. The
child showed little knowledge of the
meaning of the song when questioned
about it, and is now one of the most
refined girls in the school.

"Just as school nurses and settlement
workers find, in thousands of homes, de-
plorable ignorance concerning dietary
and sanitation, so many teachers find

distressing ignorance among school
children concerning personal habits,
purity, temperance, righteous living,

and so on ; resulting every year in a
record of juvenile delinquency, vice

and crime. In such cases direct in-

struction, if properly given, will go a
long way toward prevention."
Jacob Riis says that ignorance is at

the root of the political corruption in

New York City, and probably in all

of our cities. Men see no harm in sell-

ing their votes to the highest bidder;
nor in raising the price of a piece of
ground which they may have privately
discovered to be desired by the city;

and in a dozen other common crimes.
They have never been instructed; and
moral instruction is far more neces-
sary than mental, especially in a re-

public. It is character, more than
shrewdness, which makes the good
citizen.

There is one form of wickedness,
common in our cities, to which too little

attention has been paid. Men throng
to the theatres (not merely the low-
class ones, but the best), among them
many professing Christians, to gaze
upon girl actors, who wear costumes
and appear in parts which those men
would never allow their own daughters
to assume. If their daughters would
be disgraced, those other daughters are
disgraced by so appearing; and what
right has any man to demand that, for
his amusement, such disgrace should
be foisted upon his fellow-being?
But the great abuse of the body at

the present time lies in drunkenness.
To most of us, the moderate drinker
seems a potent aid to the drunkard.
"Touch not, taste not, handle not,"
should be the motto of the Christian
Endeavorer.

How to Pray*

THE directions regarding prayer in

the New Testament are sometimes
considered to be conflicting. Christ
says, "Enter into thy closet." There
we are to shut the door, and pray to
our Father "which seeth in secret."
The apostle tells us, on the other

hand, to "pray without ceasing." The
old monks tried to reconcile these two
injunctions by departing from the
world, shutting themselves up in mon-
asteries, and spending literally almost
all of their time in active prayer and
worship.
We know better now; and it is to one

of the church fathers of the early days
that we are indebted largely for our
knowledge. He coined the great
phrase, "To labor is to pray." So
that we are led to infer that if we
withdraw to our closets at certain
times during the day, and if during
the rest of the time we do good, faith-
ful work for the promotion of high
objects, we are fulfilling both com-
mands. But neither one of these de-
partments can be slighted without
detriment to character.
Much more is said these days con-

cerning the honest labor than concern-
ing the private petition. It is to be
feared that the latter is dangerously
neglected by many Christians, yet it

is a source of undreamed-of power.
One young Christian was accused

by her sister, who roomed with her, of
failing in her prayers.
"You used to kneel down and pray,

and you don't now," she said.

"But I pray just the same," the sis-

ter protested. "It isn't necessary to

kneel down to pray."
This is very true. God doubtless

accepts our petitions, whether we offer
them on the swiftly moving trains, or
amid the press on the streets, or as we
sail the sea; still, it is appropriate
that at our morning and evening devo-
tions we adopt a special attitude.
One result of this is a concentration

of mind which is not likely to accom-
pany any other posture. Your mind
will probably wander, or you will drop
away in sleep ere you are aware, if

you depend upon saying your prayer
in bed. Protect yourself from cold.

Avoid undue parade before strangers;
but, if possible, kneel before your Lord
in a seemly and befitting way every
day, retiring to the utmost privacy
attainable. Then, in the best lan-
guage you can frame, pray to your
Father in heaven.
A shrewd observer once remarked

that he could tell in a moment those in

the prayer meeting who were in the
habit of offering prayers at home.
Their superior language and rever-
ence, as if they had learned from long
and intimate experience, betrayed
their secret vigils before God's altar.

This judgment is not always just.

A natural aptitude may sometimes
cover all defects; while one who is

timid or untaught may never be able,

however faithful he may be in private
prayer, to deliver himself in public;
but no doubt the general conclusion is

valid.

"Even desires turned toward God
are prayers," says Dr. J. R. Miller.

"Many of the most real prayers are
never voiced in words. They are only
breathings of the soul, longings of the
heart. The true spiritual life is full

of longings, and
The thing we lonr for, that we are.
For one transcendent moment "

It has been nobly said that the whole
existence of some saintly soul is a
prayer, and one heard of all men.
"Thrice blest are those," says our
great poet.

Whose lives hre faithful prayers,
Wh;it souls possess themselves so pure.
Or is there blessedness like theirs?

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Febru-
ary H>. Text : Horn. 8 : 1-14.

* Topic of the Epworth Leasrue for Sunday, Feb-
ruary 20. Texts: Luke 11 : 1-13; Mark 11 : 24-25.

Farm Land
the Basis of

Value
In making investments the first»consideration

should always be the character of the security.

Every investor to whom income is important
should learn the facts about Irrigation bonds.

They form, in our estimation, the safest way to

earn 6 per cent.

Secured by aThousand Farms

Irrigation bonds are secured by first liens on
good farm land—sometimes a thousand farms.

The farms are worth usually at least four times

the loan.

The farms are exceedingly fertile, and are

not subject to crop failures. Any one season's

earnings are generally sufficient to repay the

whole loan.

The bonds are additionally secured by a first

mortgage on an irrigation system, in which the

investment is often twice the bond issue.

Some Irrigation bonds are municipal securi-

ties, which form—as do School bonds—a tax

lien on the district. Some are issued under the

"Carey Act," where the State supervises the

project.

They are issued in denominations of $100,

$500 and $1,000, so one may invest either little

or much. All are serial bonds, part of which
are paid annually, so one may make long-time

or short-time investments.

78 Issues Sold

In the past 16 years we have sold 78 separate

issues of Reclamation bonds, all based on farm
liens. Not a dollar of loss has resulted to any
investor.

Our dominant place now gives us the pick of

these projects. They are passed on by our
own engineers and attorneys. And an officer

of our Company constantly resides in the irri-

gated sections, watching the projects we
finance.

We have issued a book based on all this ex-

perience—a book which every investor should

read. Please cut out this coupon as a re-

minder to send for it. (16)

S First National Bank Building, Chicago !

' 50 Congress St.. Boston HI Broadway, New York !

First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Please send your free book on Irrigation bonds

iVame_

Citv

State.

GET THIS BOOK
Send us your name and address and we will mall
free, this absorbing treatise, " Electricity_ «» a
Remedy," written by a graduate physi-
cian of life-longr experience. He tell

what electricity does, its effects and

^''Wizard W[re[ess^«,«. peson
hether

interested
not should

read this enlight-
ening book on so

important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

If afHicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this

book and learn whether elec-

tricity can help. I f it can you
ought to know. You will read
the book with profit In any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of It. Don't delay
until ycu forget.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 358. 211 Lake St„ CHICAGO

offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home
plication, and cites
many instances
successfully treat-
ed by it.

ELECTRICIJ'.

REMEDY

I

Central Electric Co., 36 Adelaide 8t.W., Toronto, Can.

EASTER GREETING CARDS
A New I<lea in a I'lrsoiial cnn!. I»anity il:c-st:iinped

poetal with your naiiif and j-'ifctniK pirnlfd thrrcoii.
fiOeadozen. Samplrs Free. A<;i ;>'rs AV ANTI'^D.
S. L. Formaii. 10th and Arch Ms.. IMiihuH>l|>lila.
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CLEAR-HEADED
Head Bookkeeper Must Be Reliable.

The chief bookkeeper in a large business

house in one of our great Western cities

speaks of the harm coffee did for him :

"My wife and I drank our first cup of

Postum a little over two years ago, and we
have used it ever since, to the entire exclusion

of tea and coffee. It happened in this way:
"About three and a half years ago I had an

attack of pneumonia, which left a memento
in the shape of dyspepsia, or rather, to speak
more correctly, neuralgia of the stomach.

My 'cup of cheer' had always been coffee

or tea, but I became convinced, after a time,

that they aggravated my stomach trouble. I

happened to mention the matter to my grocer

one day, and he suggested that I give Postum
a trial.

"Next dav it came, but the cook made the

mistake of not boiling it sufficiently, and we
did not like it much. This was, however,

soon remedied, and now we like it so much
that we will never change back. Postum,
being a food beverage instead of a drug, has

been the means of curing my stomach trouble,

I verily believe, for I am a well man to-day

and have used no other remedy.
"My work as chief bookkeeper in our Co.'s

branch house here is of a very confining

nature. During my coffee-drinking days I

was subject to nervousness and 'the blues' in

addition to my sick spells. These have left

me since I began using Postum and I can
conscientiously recommend it tothose whose
work confines them to long hours of severe

mental exertion."
"There's a Reason."
Look in pkgs. for the little book, "The

Road to Wellville."

Ever read the above letter? A new one
appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

ruSaveYou$50
On a Manure Spreader

r-if You'll Lei Me *t
This is }ust a little ad—but a postal will bring my Big

Book—and give you my $50.00 Saving Price and Special

Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-

vertisement as ii it coveted a page.
My Spreader positively will do better work and last longer

than any Spreader made—no mat
ter what rhe price— so why pay $50
more? 40,000 farmers have

'

tamped Iheir O. K. on"^
my spreader and money,
saving price. My Special

Proposition will interest you.

Just a postal addressed to Gal-

loway of Waterloo. Iowa, will'

bring you everything postpaii

Will You Pay a Penny For
The Poseal and Save S90.00f
Ad^cess Wm. Calloway, Pre««

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
949 Calloway Sta. Waterloo, ta.

FrBlghi
Paid

GetOur$1000-Car Book
Send name at once before you decide. Let us show
you the choice of all who investigate thoroughly.
Our Big FKEE Book will convince you.

1910 Black-Crow
Biggest car for the price—powerful, silent engine.
6 styles, 81000 to *17.W. Our book proves reliability,
durability, economy, simplicity, style and all

advantages. Write today sure.

BLACK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
201 VV. Ohio Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Greenes Dollar Offer
3 Very Best Grape Vines. I red, i white, i black.
3 Rose Bushes. 2 years old. i red, i pink, i white.
1 White Clematis Vine, hardy and rapid growers.
2 Peach Trees. 2 Choice Red Cross Currant Bushes,

11 in ail, delivered by mail at your door—$1.00
vines. Shade Trees. Pear. Cherry,
Peach Trees. Berry Plants for sale*

Send to-day ior New Iruit Catalogue,
and a copy of Bijr Fruit In.structor. all a
gift to you. Established 30 years. Capi-
tal, $100,00000 Send 10c for Green's
Book on Fruit Growing, worth $1.00

GREEN'S NURSERY CO.,BOX IB ROCHESTER.H.Y.

^LIVINGSTON'S New Orchid-Flowered
Giant Sweet Peas are onaurpassed.

Cnv 1 nA ^® "''^ ^®"'^ ^ packets,

r nr I UR each a distinct aud beau-

P F%pp Our superb seed and rose cata-

I

r ^CKEb logue rewritten and enlarged to

130 pages, lavishly illustrated with bcfviilifiil

I>hoto-engrBvings and colored plates, A comiilfte
' catalogue of seeds, bulha, roses, hardy shrubs, plants

I small fruits, trees, etc. Send for it to-day.

THE UVINGSTON SEED CO.
iFamonaforTomatoea. zi High St., Colnmbiu, Ohio

KINDNESS

LET us be kind ;

' Around the world the tears of time are
falling.

And for the loved and lost these human hearts
are calling

—

Let us be kind.
To age and youth lefr gracious words be spoken.
Upon the wheel of pain so many weary lives

are broken.
We live in vain who give no tender token

—

Let us be kind :

Let us be kind.
The sunset tints will soon be in the west,
Too late the flowers are laid then on the

quiet breast

—

Let us be kind.
And when the angel guides have sought and

found us.

Their hands shall link the broken ties of earth
that bound us.

And heaven and home shall brighten all

around us

—

Let us be kind.

Among the Workers
—Sullivan Street Mission, Elmira. N. Y.,

reports during the past year: total attendance,

8,683; professed conversions, 175. The mission
is growing, and the prospects are most en-
couraging.

—Missionary Robert H. Bender, San Sal-

vador, writes: "Through the gifts of Chris-
tian Herald friends I have been able to place
a native to do evangelistic colporteur work for

five months, at $10 (gold) a month."

—Rev. L. M. Copley, Louisa, Ky.. is a minis-
ter and missionary in the eastern part of that
State, among a vei-y needy mountain people.

He would appreciate any contributions of good
books. Bibles, Testaments and magazines for

use in his work.

—Mrs. Gertrude A. Williams, of the Chris-
tian Home for Women, Bridgeport, Conn.,
reports a growing and hopeful work. Twelve
to eighteen persons are fed and cared for daily
at the Home. The work has been in existence
six years.

—All arrangements are now complete for

the World Missionary Conference, in Edin-
burgh, Scotland, June 14 to 24 next. Meetings
will be held in three halls. The approximate
number of missionaries falling to the share of

the American Executive Committee is seventy.

—The Union Mission, Herkimer, N. Y.—

a

mission for the neglected children of that rural
section—has conducted a regular Sunday School
for these children for the last six years. The
mission is only slenderly supported. Mr. D. A.
Silliman, superintendent, will answer any in-

quiries concerning this work.
—On Sunday, December 12, Hon. W. Jen-

nings Bryan filled the pulpit of the First Pres-
byterian Church in Austin, Tex., his theme
being "Missions." At 3:30 o'clock, at the
University Auditorium, he spoke upon the
theme "The Price of a Soul." He had large
and attentive audiences at both services.

—The Bella Cooke Mission, 239 East
Twenty-seventh Street, New York, thanks those
friends who have contributed to the mission
through The Christian Herald gifts of money
or clothing. Superintendent Shaw reports that
the mission did excellent work among the East
Side poor during the holiday season, helping
many deserving cases.

—Rev. George W. Truett, who has been
called "one of the most wonderful preachers
since Moody," a Southerner and a remarkable
pulpit and platform orator, has been preaching
lately to great audiences at the Greene Avenue
Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. His evan-
gelistic meetings are among the most success-
ful in the history of that church.
—The "Family Altar" movement has taken

remarkable hold of the churches and the Chris-
tian public. Requests have already come in

for more than 50,000 covenant cards. The
Advisory Board is composed of well-known
ministers and leaders in Christian work. The
headquarters of the League are 602 Lakeside
Building, Chicago, 111.

—Missionary Elizabeth Jansen writes
from Cebu, P. I. : "The good work here is

going forward encouragingly. We are pass-
ing through a fierce outbreak of cholera here.
While at its height, the spiritual peace and
trust in God among the Christians was won-
derful. Among them all who had drunk from
the cholera-infected wells only one died of
sympahetic cholera, brought on by fear. Not
one of the congregation of Christians was at-

tacked by cholera. It is good to trust in the
Lord !"

—Evangelist H. W. Bromley writes : "As
a result of our union tabernacle meetings at
Onawa, la., the city, which has had saloons
for sixteen years, went 'dry' by vote of the
city council January 4. The Mayor was
among the converts, and joined the temperance
crowd. In addition to our series of men's
meetings, we gave three separate services on
the liquor situation. We thank God, and take
courage. We begin tabernacle meetings with
seven churches at Beresford, S. Dak., Janu-
ary 18."

—Mr. F. B. Waterman, of the National Flor-
ence Crittenton Mission, New York, writes

:

"This morning I received a clipping from the
New Haven Rej;i.?(<'r, which refers to the 'Year's
Splendid Benefactions,' and which states that
Mr. Crittenton gave to charities $2,000,000.
This is incorrect, for the reason that Mr. Crit-
tenton gave nearly all his money to charity be-
fore he died : in other words, he was largely his

own executor. The executor of his estate is

unable to say as yet what the total value of his

estate is ; but I assure you it will be very far
below the amount of $1,000,000. If you will

kindly make this announcement in your next
issue of The Christian Herald you will greatly
oblige."

soda crackers when
and where you will,

there is only one way

by which you can

absolutely depend on

their freshness and

goodness, and that is

to say

Uneeda
Biscuit

' (Never sold in bulk)

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Strawberry searcb
The secrets of America's sue-

"" " ''^

cessful strawberry growers are
all told in the new edition of

FARMER on the Strawberry
A real book, not a catalogue, by
L. J. Farmer, who has worked
27 years among strawberries.
•'Worth its Weight in Gold,"
but costs only 25c. postpaid.
Your Money back xf not sat^fied.
Big Norwood Strawberry, Plum,

Farmer Raspberry, etc. Immense
stock of Berry plants—all varieties.
Write for free Catalogue to-day.

L. J. Farmer Nursery Co., Box 55, PulasU, N. Y.

WESHIPonAPPROII
ivilhout a cent deposit, prepay the I jM

and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRI
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to i

our

unheard of prtees and marvelcn fin

on highest grade 1910 model bky

FACTORY PRICES ft
^^

a pair of tires from anyone at a ^riii

until you write for our large Art '
il*t

and learn our -wonderfutprapositU- m'

sample bicycle going to your town

RIDER AGENTS ?rn
f^money cxhihitintj and selling our ' '»

WvSell cheaper than any other fi V

TIRES, Coas«or-Brak»r«»r> ».

lamps, repairs and all sundries at half usuai f-

Do Not Wait; write tfday for our stccialeji

MEAO CYCLE CO.. Dap* C-71 CH «

Write for Grand Free Millwork Catalog

Lumber and Millwork for this House Build, Remodel or Repair a Hfl>t

Plan Book ^_ ^ $619 at HALF USUAL CO!!
We will supply you with high-grade, guaranteed r u-

ing Material—the best made in America—at an :

'^'

cash saving of HALF the regular retail dealers [
»

Doors, 77 Cents and up
Windows, 63 Cents up^

Comer Blocks, 2 Cents
Porch Columns, $1.85

1

Strong Door, 77c

5,000 Building Material Bargains
Including Doors, Windows, Mouldings, Stairs

and Porches—Flooring, Finish and LUMBER
Get our prices on everything yoii need to build a new

house or modernize an old one. Free Catalog offers
5000 Bargains—the very latest designs in Millwork,
approved by best architects. Quality, Satisfaction
and Safe Delivery Guaranteed Anywhere,
We saved our customers a million dollars in

1008. We sliii) everywliere nucier an absolnte
guarantee of <iaallty, safe delivery and
satisfaeti on . M oney refunded and freight
paid both ways if poods are not as
represented. VVrite for Grand Free
Millwork Catalog.
GORDON-VAN TINE COMPANYI
1906 Case St., Davenport. Iowa

Cor "
and r(

1°

pot lose •

\i

We offer a siil^

variety of .Stair'*;

rial in Oak and \
>".

Pine. Our designs «(l ,"'

many variations. Cm
o,.vevoa from 860to$l-^,'»

eoniplete fliglit of stairs ''

Catalog for latest, stair III '^

Estimates FRE
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CIRISTIAN
iERALD
lEADERS,

Mtr and Afore, each year

arc nging scientific instruments

inttse for pleasure and profit.

F.lizing this fact, we offer

ihe! our new Solar Telescope

at I popular price of $1.00.

SOUR

PIECE

N< ilescope with a Solar Eye
PI has ever before been sold
fo 88 than $8.00 or $7.0.00.

5 IS A LONG, powerful
slescopefor terrestrial and
al use. Every student.

• r female, needs this Tele-
:o study the su II in eclipses.
e mysterious recurrent sun
Remove the Sol.-ir Eye-

lens and you have a good
:al Telescope for land ob-
ions, etc.

TIVELY such a good Tele-
was never sold for this
>efore. These Telescopes
ide by one of the lar^'est

acturers of Europe: meas-
ised. 12 in., and open over
in & sections. Tliey are

3ound, brass safety cap on
:nd to exchide dust, etc..

powerful lenses, scien-

y ground and adjusted,
nteed by the maker. Every
iier in the country or at the
e resorts sh<»uhl certainly
one of tliese instruments.

> fanner siiotiUI be witliout
Objects miles away are

lit to view Willi an astnni^h-
;arness.

0;r 354 Ft. Long
Ciximference 5^ Inches.

IrMaU, Iniored, $1.20.

Ofiiew ciU.il.ji; il i:

Miit in

<.ITer

riMs Ih

><l kIk

ml8 1 Abaolata Satiitactlou
OasQteed <>i' mk y ici u-'\.

.1,000 Christian Herald
S«a '8 are using this Telescope
irlt >erfect satisfaction.

li m

ONLY

Th |7st«Tloo8 spots on the sun Get
ooiblar Telescope and see them.

Dikt of What CustomersSay
fff thim ; uttd mot laki our word.

V aessed snn eclipse at Austrian
Tyji with It. — 1.. s. ii.iu i. ih.-
Sa>, N. Y.

I elslor superior to a $15 one.—
Frc,W«l»li, llnwc l«lai.il, (li.lnii...

Ajknsss Farmer Counting Stock

J
Several Miles Away

(Idl count cattle miles away
—I . Pali.. II, .*ik,iii»«a City, KiiiiB.

1 eededmy expectations.^^lur
I'll; Leviiit;H lj:i OhUwoliI Ituiil.,

Ch .-o.

liile think it fine. — E. c. Ghs-
IniiJislk Sevll, Mo.

Ijidreds of others saying; ^'ood
thi s about theseTelescopes. GET
OB&lfDTKYIT.

Jtklet containing information
abii Telescopes, eclipses and
pMb, FREE with each order.

9 d $1- (money) by Registered
Lellr, Post. Office Money Order.
or Ilk Draft payable to our order.
Seby mail, insured, $1..'0.

Ktland Bros. &Co.
Department C. H.

9(:hamber$St., New York.
' the Excelsior Tc-lesrnpe cnn he

ha t any of tho following places;
'lEL k COOPKB. New Vnrk and

Ch go; Lit Bbothess, Philadelphia
As.iAM & Stbaum, Brooklyn. New
Vo Thi Faib, Chicago: I..,f.»
Ml«». 83 Main Street. Buffalo. N Y •

Q- BSHniiD, M W. nth St.. N. Y
• 'ythfr denUm wnniing the sale o/ th ia

"'• IX apply (0 Kirtlixml BroK.S: Co. N. 1'.

'

[•It]

[9]

Pastor Bartoli's Visit

THE Rev. Giorgio Bartoli, D.D.,

formerly a leading Jesuit, whose
conversion to the Evangelical faith and
reception into the Waldensian Church
of Italy created a profound sensation
in the religious world last year, is now
on a visit to this country, with Rev.
Dr. Muston, president of the Board
of Evangelization of the Waldensian
Church of Italy. Dr. Bartoli is one
of the most learned and distinguished
men who have left the Church of Rome
within the last thirty years. His con-

Rev. Giorgio Bartoli, D.D.

ception of Christianity is sound, his

preaching clear, and he is full of sym-
pathy for his brethren who are still

entangled in the errors of Rome.
In his last great work, published by

Hodder & Stoughton, London and New
York, The Primitive Church, he ex-

plains why he left the Church of Rome
and the order of which he had been a
prominent member for twenty-seven
years. He says in the preface of this

book: "Had I listened to the world, or

to the voice of the flesh, I should not

have left the Society of Jesus, much
less the church. I had nothing to

gain, but evei-ything to lose, by the

change; although Italy is the happy
land of compromises and peace at all

costs. But I could not trifle with my
conscience. I could not preach doc-

trines I did not believe; or teach, as

divinely revealed, dogmas which I

knew to be human inventions; nor
could I defend customs, rites and
usages which I held to be superstitious.

My duty was clear. At one stroke I

broke the chains of slavery."

Dr. Bartoli has united with the Wal-
densian Church, which has a continu-

ous history of over one thousand years
of evangelical doctrine. This Dr. Bar-
toli perceived during his study of reli-

gious conditions in Italy. The object

of this visit to America is to give in-

formation about the splendid opportu-
nities for Christian work that now
exist in Italy, where the entire popula-
tion of some villages, especially in the
south, have joined the Waldenses.
Drs. Muston and Bartoli also hope to

interest the American people actively

in the cause of Italian evangelization.

An American Waldensian Aid Society
has been organized in New York, and
incorporated May, 1906, Bishop David
H. Greer, of the diocese of New York,
being president, and such prominent
persons as Rev. D. Stuart Dodge, Rev.
Henry Evertson Cobb, Rev. Henry A.
Stimson, Mr. Gilbert Colgate, Miss
E. Ogden Butler and Mr. Richard S.

Barnes being on the board.
Mrs. Gilbert Colgate, 306 West Sev-

enty-sixth Street, New York City, is

the assistant treasurer since the death
of Mr. Spencer Trask. Contributions
for the Waldensian work may be sent

to her at the address given above.

Free literature containing valuable in-

formation about the Waldenses will be
sent on application to Mrs. R. A. Dor-
man, 28 West 69th Street, New York.

The more you eat

Quaker Oats

the better your health

will be.

Practical experiments

with athletes show
Quaker Oats to be
the greatest strength

maker.
BETTER and

Cheaper than

Lath and Plaster WallboaRD
Easily Applied.

Doesaway with

Bnildmg Delays

ANY WEATHER is "GOOD BUILDING WEATHER" when you use Bishopric Wall
L Board (patented) as a substitute for lath and plaster. It is nailed to studding

dry, ready for immediate decoration ; therefore does away with all delays in building.

Immediate shipment in any quantity. Price

$2.50 per square of 100 ft. or $6.40 per

crate of 256 sq. ft., f.o.b. factories New
Orleans or A Ima, Mich. , or Cincinnati. Write
for FREE SAMPLE and booklet.

Bishopric- \V;tll Boani is niailo of Uiln-driecl, dressed
lath, imbedded in liot Asphalt Mastic, and surfaced

with sized cardboard. It is cut
at the factory into 4 x 4 ft.

slioets. which are easily
and quickly nailed to stud-
dins ready for imnudi-
ate application of wall
paper, paint, burlap or
otlier decoration.

It is guaranteed proof
against dampness ; will
not swell, .shrink, warp,
crack, flakeor blister: is

clean, sanitary and
odorless. Being a non-
conductor, saves fuel
in winter and keeps
out summer heat ; also
deadens sound. Is

nationally used for

dwellings, pleasure,
health-resort and Vic-

tory buildings, new partitions in old buildings, fin-

ishing at tics, cellars, porches, laundries and garages.

Bishopric Sheathing (Pat'd)

Mode of prerisely the same materials and in same way as Wall
Board, but finish not neressarily s.i fine; therefore rosts less.

Cheaper anil better than lumber. Nailed to outside of studding
with lath and asphalt exposed, fomiing dead air si)ace between
lath and weather btiards. Idea! material for cement exterior

nrstueeo work. Cli.-apest ;iri.l )„-st eonstmclion for residences

andfaet.iii.s Kxrell.nl 11 oiiii; for ,l;n iv b:i in-, pooll rv houses.

driving viai.l,-s or nijv otii.r .ml. I i.uil.iiou- Price $2 per
square of 100 sq. ft. or $5.12 per crate of 256 aq. ft., f.o.b.

New Orleans, Cincinnati, or Alma, Mich.

Bishopric Roofing (Pat'd)

Made of wooleu felt coated on both sides with Asphalt Mastic

and flaked with mica, making a neat, clean, artistic, durable
roof which is self-protecting; tlu-refore requires no paint or

,.ther .-..aliiii; (;u:uant,-..l pr....f aKain.-.t dirt, heat, moisture,

wiliil an. I «. alh.'i « ill ....! .T.i.i,. .orl or l.i.'ak PriCCB per
square Of 108 sq. ft.: 3-ply, $2.50; 2-ply. $2.25; 1-ply,

$1.75. NaUs and cement free. Freight prepaid East of West
line of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, OiLlaboma and Texas.

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE of Bishopric Wall Board, Sheathing and Roofing; also Full Particulars.

The Mastic Wall Board & Roofing Mfg. Co., 40 East Third Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

Make Your Old
Wagon New

Just as strong and as good as ever
and more convenient. Write us and
let us show you how cheaply we
can fit your old running gear witb
our superb

Electric
Steel

Wtieels
which put an end to all break-downs.

No shrinking or drying apart or tire set-

setting. Makes your wagon a real handy wagon. Our
48 page book shows you why no other wagon wheels in

the world equal the famous Electric Steel Wheels.
Reading it will Save you time, money and horseflesh.
It's free. Write for It to-day to

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Box 8 % Quincy, IH.

Send for our 1910 Catalogue ; It's Free,
h contains 1 12 pages, over 250 illustra-

tions, cultural directions, etc.

Seeds = None Better Than Nolls

SWEET PEAS : Send 15c. for '4 lb. of

Noll's Superb Mixture, postpaid, and our
new descriptive and illustrated Catalogue.

You'll be delighted. Order today.

J. F. NOLL & CO.
121 Mulberry St., Newark, N J.

Bl
VIMVErD jiA^ t7I7LIS£0TEESBELL3

CMIIPCH ^'Stable, LOWES fsice.\«nunvrn ^^^ooEFEEECATALoanamaXaS.^^"^^ TELLS WH7.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

Gregorys
Improved Yellow
Globe Onion Seed

Best rust-resisting onion seed ever \

put on the market. Thoroughly tes-^

ted by the largest onion gi-owers. A
tremendous cropper. No onion equals
it for storage. Our customers in 1909

harvested over 800 bushels per acre,

$1.75 per pound, prepaid.

CRECORY'S NEW SEED CATALOGUE
^^^=^^w is the handsomest catalogue ever issued.

^flEGOftw^^ Itcoiitainschoicecollectionsof flower and
.,^!r:,_ ';J,'^%k vcsotalil.- sciiila and is full of practical

.HDNESTdB inf..rnir.licin f..r farmer and gardener.

'EEO§r^ '*^'''' ''" ' "'I'.T—it's free.

•-*—^ J. J. H. Gregokit S Son, Marbuhud. M«ss.

NINE Practical Poultrv ^"'"

CHAPTERS Book FREE '

Nine vhaplers on the opporlumties in the Poultnf

BiBine« Where lo Locale, Ho* lo Bwlld Cheap
HouMS. Foods. Ho« to Ketos^ae and Prevent Diica^

Valuable 10 both amaleut and breeder tX-wnbts
special (eaturei that make Model locubalori anj Bn
tne btsr in the world for producing hig;jer and strong

Model Incubator Company, Dept. G. Buffalo. N. Y

Fine Post Cards FREE9M Send onlv 1-oent stamD.^and
receive 5 colored (iokl and

embossed curds free, to introduce post card offer.

CAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. 132, Topeka, Kan.



The Biirpec-Qnality is AI'Qualily o! Seeds'

SIX SUPERB NEW

"SPENCER"
SWEET PEAS
AU for 25 Cents

!

For 25c.

These Six are of the Choicest Re-selected

strains— all true to type, and of such quality as has

not been possible to obtain before at any price

!

we will mail one regulcir packet

each of Burpee's King Ed-
ward Spencer, the largest

and best of all Crimson-Scarlet Sweet Peas, the greatest

Novelty of 1909, which sold 20 seeds for 25c.; Othello

Spencer, the first gigantic rich maroon, which sold last

year at "ten seeds for a quarter"; Asta Ohn, the large,

lovely waved true Lavender Spencer ; Burpee's White
Spencer, largest and most beautiful of all whites ; Helen
Lewis, a glowing Crimson-Orange, and our re-selected

Pink Countess Spencer, the parent of all this new race

of "Truly Gigantic," ruffled, Orchid-Flowered Sweet Peas.

These Six Superb Spencers, together

with our new Leaflet on culture, mailed for only

25 Cents (Five Collections for $1.00),
and mailed to separate addresses if so ordered.

Eight Grandiflora
Sweet Peas for 25 Cts

!

we will mail one regular packet

each of St. George, the most

Gorgeous Orange, which sold

last year at 1 5 seeds for 25 cents ; New Mid-Blue, the

unique Deep Sky Blue which sold \aSl year at 20 seeds for

25 cents ; Millie Maslin, largest size in a new shade of

Rosy-Crimson; Lady Grisel Hamilton, light Lavender;

Burpee's Janet Scott, best Deep Pink; Mrs. Collier,

Primrose; Helen Pierce, the Gloxinia-Flowered Blue

Mottled, and a Large Packet of the Special New
Burpee's Best Mixed Sweet Peas for 1910.

For 25c.

A Spray of BURPEE'S
•KING EDWARD" SPENCER

Exactly Natural Size

2'5C buys either of the above collections, or $1.00 any Five
^^BMi Collections, mailed to separate addresses, if so ordered.

For 50c.
we will mail Both Collections as above, together with your choice of

a 15 -cent packet of either lie-selected Burpee's Queen Victoria
Spencer, Burpee's Apple Blossom Spencer or Burpee's Un-

equaled Mixture for 1910 of New Superb Spencer Seedlings, which will delight Sweet Pea
lovers everywhere. UiP^ Thus you obtain, for Only 50 Cents, Fifteen of the Finest Sweet
Peas, which even at our reduced prices for 1910 amount in value to Sl-35 ! Nowhere else can

you obtain such value and never before has it been possible even for us to equal this offer. We have
been long recognized as American "Headquarters for Sweet Peas," and are determined to

maintain this unique position.

Send One Dollar
and write simply "for All the Seeds advertised in The
Christian Herald." You will then receive by return mail All
the 25 Packets named in this advertisement (including the three

15c. packets of New Spencers named above), and also a liberal 15c. packet of Burpee's New
Royal-Race of Variegated-Leaved Nasturtiums, as improved for 1910, all neatly packed in

a pafteboard box. ^j^^This makes 26 separate packets for only One Dollar! Purchased
separately at regular retail prices "per packet," these 26 packets would cost $2.65—eveii at
our reduced prices for 1910 ! This is certainly the greatest Dollar's worth of the Choicest Flower
Seeds ever offered, and should delight thousands of Christian Herald readers. Besides our new
Leaflet on Sweet Peas, we shall enclose with each Dollar Box a copy of Burpee's Vest Pocket
Guide to the Culture of Flowers from Seed.

One of these Special Dollar Boxes would make a most Acceptable Present to a distant friend

or near neighbor. Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded. If you do not

consider that you have received more than
double value, write us at any time this

winter, spring or summer, and your dollar
will come back to you immediately—
without question ! Your ^rord alone is

sufficient. We never knowingly have a single

dissatisfied customer.

^^^ In ordering either for yourself or for

a friend, please state whether you want also

a copy of Burpee's Annual for 1910, so

long and favorably known as "The Leading
American Seed Catalog." in ail

probability this advertisement will
not appear again—at least in this paper

—

and therefore we would urge you to take
this Special Opportunity to "become
acquainted" with the MOST POPULAR

SEEDS THAT GROW!
Order To-day—Lest You Forget !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
BURPEE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Biirpee'.s Nkw
QlIKF.N VU'TOKIA

Sl'KNCKU

Kxiictlv natural size.

Engraved from a
photograph.

pOR MANY YEARS we have hale

^ Largest Mail-Order Seed Trac
in

the World. This is an acknowledget
ij

and there must be a reason foit

There are other firms that issue moreexpe
Ve

catalogs and send out "drummers" to I;!

trade, while we are exclusively a Wi
Order House. Therefore, the reason

be in the Quality of Seeds delivered

the charader of service rendered.

We travel many thousands of miles

season to inspedl growing crops which are

duced for us under special contracts throujlut

America and Europe— and also spend much le

in making seledions of ^ock seed upon our %

farms—but never travel a single mile to s ;it

an order. And yet,we want your trade—i i

can appreciate the value of Quality in SciS,

The Only Gold Medal of e

National Sweet Pea Society c|r

won by any growers outside I

Great Britain was awarded to the American Fiin

of Burpee, at the great exhibition in Lond

July 23, 1909.

An immense amount of interest was taken in the very fine display mai ly

Messrs. W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, America. The name suffice a

guarantee of excellence, and we can truly add that the excellence of thefliji

^aged was such as to uphold the fame of the American sweet pea specialist'

—From The Garijener's Magazine, London, England, July ^i, 15

For 25 Cts.

Beautiful New Giant-Flowered Pansies-

Burpee's Best-Blend
Tliis is thefinest complete Mix

ture of " Truly Giant"flowered
Pansies yet produced. It in-

cludes all colors of Burpee''

s

Defiance, illustrated herewith,

and the new Burpee^

s

Hercules Giant; also Brest.

McKinley, Brest. Carnot,
etc., with all colors of y5'/o/'r/^?fl?

Bugnot and Giant - Ruffled
Masterpiece. Per pkt. 15 cts.

"Magnificent" Celosia
As grown fxchisivfly bv us, this is

surpassingly beautiful, with its gor- ]

geously brilliant feathery plumes of
magnificent colors. Per pkt. 10 cts.

Cecily Phlox jraH-iwarf^'';]li';.!s
— covered all summer with lovely large
flowers of many colors. Per pkt. 10 cts.

KochiaTricophylla,^°nlar,T;„„ "
of rounded, globe-like form th.tt excite admiration
everywhere,— the bushy plants resembling "balls of
fire" in the fall. Per pkt. 10 cts.

We will mail the above four and also otie regular
ten cent packet eachoi the grand Novelty Red-CtI ant
Mignonette, largest spiked of all, deliciouslv fra-

grant,— DianthusFordhook Favorites, single and double, in unequalled Mix-
ture,— "Fuchsia-Flowered" Ipomcea, most attractive and unique, new quick
growing climber, and the lovely dwarf Little Gem Sweet Alvssum.

our Sweet Pea Collections,2C f^f-Q
invested in no other way— unless in one of c

^"^ V'*-** —can be productive of so much pleasure. The seeds are all of The
Burpee Quality and better strains can not be had at any price!

Whether ready now to order, or not, vet if interested in havin
seeds that will produce the Choicest Vege-

tables and Most Beautiful Flowers, vou should write

1:^"^ Burpee's 1910 Annual

Ruving seeds bv mail made safe aid '

Kindly name this paper and addi

W. ATLEE BURPEE &<
PHILADELPHIA

written on post card, j

iTig your own name and
dress, will bring you a c(

_ . ^ of The Leading Americ
Seed Catalog -/)ot/;</^rf you intend to have a garden this season. A hook of 178 pages with i

orcd plates painted from Nature. It tells the plain truth about The Best Seeds that Grow.-
have the largest Mail-order —
Seed Trade in the World and it

is sufficient to address simply ULirUeC IT lllld.UdLIIII<

Burpee^ Philadelphia
'^ ' '"

'
' ' intend to have a garden this season,

ure. It tells the plain truth about Th

Burpee, Philadelphi
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SCENES IN PARIS DURING THE GREAT FLOOD
1. Soldier* Rescuing a Family. 2. Crowds Watching Workmen Saving Property. 3. Part of a Submerged Custom House in Front of the Louvre.

4. Water Rising on the Bridge of Alma. 5. Looking Toward One of the Railway Stations.



Que^ions and Answers
S. E. P. R. G.. Newark, N. J. Will you please

give us information whether the ship Re-
public, which was sunk in midocean by a

collision about eight months ago, was or is

being raised ?

Shortly after the Republic sank it was stated

that efforts would be made to raise the vessel,

or at least to recover the bodies of those who

were killed in the collision. So far as we can

ascertain, nothing has yet been done. The

ship was not sunk in midocean. It went down

a short distance off the Atlantic Coast.

R. R., Bridgeport, Conn. Are there more than
three classical orders of architecture? I

saw it stated recently that there were more.

There are three main classic orders of archi-

tecture, all known by the style of their capitals

and columns : the Doric, the Ionic and Corin-

thian. There are variations, knov?n as the

Roman Doric, the Roman Ionic and Roman
Corinthian, but the classification in three styles

is really correct.

J. A., Albany, N. Y. Can it be
stated definitely and authori-
tatively that Lincoln ever at

any time made profession of

religion ?

Various statements have been

made on the subject, but prob-

ably the most reliable is that of

the late Rev. Dr. James F. Jac-

quess, a Methodist pastor of

Springfield, 111., who was colonel

of a Union regiment during the

Civil War. Dr. Jacquess left a

remarkable account of Lincoln's

religious experience. He wrote

that after a certain sermon, which
he preached in Springfield and
which Lincoln attended, the latter

called upon him. "I invited him
in, and my wife and I talked and
prayed with him for hours. Now,
I have seen many persons con-

verted ; I have seen hundreds
brought to Christ, and if ever a

person was converted Abraham
Lincoln was converted that night

in my house. His wife was a

Presbyterian. He never joined my
church, but I will always believe

that since that night Abraham
Lincoln lived and died a Christian

gentleman."

Mrs. G. J. B. Why did not Christ
commence his public ministry
sooner than at the age of
thirty ? Was there any law
among the Jews concerning
the age for beginning public
work ?

We have referred this question

to Rev. Leopold Cohn (an ex-

rabbi), superintendent of the Wil-
liamsburg and Brownsville Mis-
sions to the Jews, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

who gives this explanation : *'A

Talmudical maxim, which existed

for centuries before Christ and
was accepted by all the Jews, is

found in Pirkay Aboth, Perek V,
Section 21, and reads as follows; ^^j^^
'At 5 years, a son must begin to

study the Pentateuch ; at 10, the
Mishna ; at 13, he is a son of the law ; at 15,

the Talmud ; at 18, he must marry ; at 20, he
must pursue good works ; at 30, he is in his

full strength.' In accordance with that usage
the Lord Jesus came, at the age of 30, to

offer his full strength, and in this way to

fulfil Isa. 49 : 4, 'I have spent my strength for

naught, and in vain.' Neither before 30, nor
after 30, would it have been so fitting as at
30 years of age."

B. C, Gretna, Neb. 1. Is Korea an absolute or
limited monarchy? 2. What is the mean-
ing of the proverb, "Calamity is the touch-
stone of a brave heart" ? 3. While it is

Sunday on one side of the "international
date line," why is it Monday on the other?
4. Has the Cherry (111.) mine ever been
opened since it was sealed the last time?
5. Has Turkey any control over Egypt?

1. Korea was formerly an absolute monarchy.
In the last few years she has become a subject

nation of Japan, and her ruler acts under Jap-
anese direction. An oflScial sent by Japan is

now the real ruler. 2. A touchstone is a piece

of fine-grained jasper, usually, and is employed
to test the fineness of gold, consequently the

expression means that calamity tests the human
heart and shows whether it possesses true cour-

age. 3. This can be answered by an explana-

tion of the date line. This is an imaginary

line fixed as the point where the reckoning of

the calendar day changes. It runs through

Behring Strait, and then down through the

Pacific Ocean. East of this line the day is

dated one day earlier than west of it. 4. Yes.

5. Egypt is a semi-independent State, practically

under the control of Great Britain. In theory,

the Sultan of Turkey is over-lord of Egypt, and

the latter is a kind of vassal State.

Mrs. A. D., Carmen, Okla. 1. Is it possible

for any person not believing in Christ to

be saved? 2. How can one profess Chris-

tianity and deny Christ? 3. Explain
Titus 3:10, 11.

1. We are not to judge any man ; judgment

belongs to God alone. 2. To confess iChris-

tianity and deny Christ is incongruous and a

contradiction of terms, as Christianity, without

Christ, would have no existence. 3. Heresy, in

doubtless, that the "children of light" might do

well to emulate their zeal and sagacity, apply-

ing it, however, to spiritual things. 2. Jesus

organized no church, in the ordinary accepta-

tion of the word ; but he set up his kingdom
in the hearts of men. The church, which as-

sumed organic form in apostolic days, is the

visible, outward expression of that kingdom.

In this sense, it has its foundation in Christ

and his finished work.

J. C, Barboursville, W. Va. Please tell me
how to pronounce "De Luxe."

It is pronounced "De Loo-x."

A. E. R., Stockton, Calif. What are we to

understand by the baptism of fire?

It has been variously interpreted to mean

:

(1) the baptism of the Holy Spirit, (2) the

fires of purgatoi-y, and (3) the everlasting

fii-es of hell. Modern theologians take the view

that the baptism of fire and that of the Holy
Ghost are the same, and that it may be ren-

dered "baptized with the Holy Ghost through

A Remarkable View of the Great Flying Contest at Los Angeles, Calif.

SOME famous feats in aviation have been accomplished at Los Angeles. Among the contestants were Glenn H. Curtiss,

Louis Paulhan, Lieutenant Beck, Charles M. Hamilton, and a number of others of less prominence. Groat crowds
witnessed the .aerial flights and tremendous enthusiasm was aroused by the daring of Paulhan, who several times took up
passengers with him, and on one occasion directed his aeroplane's course far out above the Pacific Ocean, covering a
distance of twenty-two miles before he alighted near the point of starting. The composite photograph above is a
clever combination showing all the leading contestants in one picture.

the meaning of the epistle, was the causing
of schisms, or division, through self-will ; doing
and teaching what one might choose indepen-

dently of the church, and not always necessa-

rily as to fundamental errors of doctrine:

The heretics in Crete, of whom Paul wrote,

were men bent on having their own way, im-
moral in practice and unsound in principles.

Such, after repeated admonitions, were to be
shunned (not excommunicated), because of

their evil influence upon others.

W. W. J., Gregory, Tex. 1. Please explain
Luke 16 : 8 ; the last part of the verse.
2. Did Christ set up his church on earth ?

1. The "lord" here mentioned is the stew-

ard's master, or employer, who, speaking in a
worldly, unspiritual sense, commended his

shrewdness, saying, "Men will praise thee

when thou doest well to thyself" (or, as the

modern phrase would say, "When you take
care of Number One"). That is the world's

wisdom, and Jesus remarks that "The children

of this world are wiser in their generation

than the children of light," because they excel

them in the energy and shrewdness with which
they prosecute their business. He meant,

the outward symbol of fire," or "as with the
cloven tongues of fire, " referring to the Pente-
costal baptism.

S. U. E., East Schodack, N. Y. Why is John
Mark regarded as nephew to Barnabas by
some writers and as cousin by others ?

-He was a near relative of Barnabas (see

Col. 4:10). The word "anepsios" is capable
of being interpreted as near relative, cousin,

nephew, or grandchild.

R. A. G., Central Butte, Saskatchewan, Can-
ada. Why did Christ go into the wilder-
ness for forty days to be tempted ? Had
he not the temptations of everyday life, as
we have?

He was led of the Spirit (Matt. 4:1), a
leading to which he gave voluntary assent. To
interpret the mind of Christ, or the purpose of
this sojourn which he was to undergo, has
been the effort of many distinguished commen-
tators, the general conclusion apparently being
that he went voluntarily, in order that he
might become familiar through experience
with the devices of the tempter and thus be
prepared for the work before him. It was to
be a demonstration of the divine over the Sa-

tanic power, rather than a test of the fori
.

It is true that Jesus knew he would havi')

meet the»ordinary temptations of everyday ','];

but this was to be a supreme test, in whic t

was purposed to draw out to the utmost lii s

the powers of the evil one and to defeat tti

A. v.. Soldiers' Home, Washington. WhaL
the derivation of lihe word bayonet? jT

The weapon is called bayonet because i|

supposed to have been invented in the Fr<

city of Bayonne, on the Bay of Biscay, s

time in the early part of the seventeenth

tury. It is probable that the name was t

permanently given to it there, as there

some forms, under other names, dating 1

a hundred years earlier.

J. B., New York. Was there ever a coin ci 1

the angel ?

Yes ; it was sometimes called the angel-n

It was an English coin, first made in Eng 1

in 1465. It was worth about nine shilli
j.

None have been made for two hundred yil

G. W. C, Horton, Kan. PUc
give, in a general way, e

occupations commonly ope o

women, and something a
p

the increase of their earn b

in industrial pursuits. f

Nearly every occupation is y

open to women. If you writ o

the Director of the Census, Vt ,

ington, D. C, he will probabl; e

able to supply the statistics.

Miscellaneous
In replying to a letter in

JE

Mail-Bag from Mrs. L. S., Id

Oak, la., in our issue of Jan y

26, page 81, the number of b s

in the Bible was given as i.

This was a typographical e .

The number is 66.

O. F. R., Lexington, Ky. e

receive many questions regar g

baptism which are purely co )•

versial and unprofitable for di: ;•

sion. We will gladly answer y

questions other than controve il

ones. ;i

R. H. W., Hinton, W. Va. i|e

do not regard the passage qv d

as applicable to the insur e

question. Insurance is a pr r

provision for wife or chil( i.

who are dependent on the hus il

and father for support, and u

might be left destitute by >

death. The lack of proper >-

vision for our dear ones is i-

demned in I. Tim. 5:8.

J. A. D., Beaver Falls, ,,

writes : "In The Christian 'i-

ALD Mrs. A. D. Carmen, of ( i-

homa, asks : 'Why do nearlj H

the denominations put so i li

stress on the ordinances when il

tells us that Christ nailed thei II

to the cross ?' Let me su£ i

that the ordinances that C ^t

nailed to the cross were the '

'

monial ordinances, all of w h

pointed to himself, such as ff

blood of bulls and goats, etc. 1 *

ordinances he put an end t( y

his death on the cross, and y

had no reference whateyei. '

Christian ordinances, especiall 'f

his own appointment."

iHTTo our HOME HERALD Frier :

Please read notices on second colu >i

page 150.
I

Chri^ian Herald Subscribe 5

Agency

IN response to numerous inqui is

received from our subscribers, e

wish it to be made known that s

Agency Department is now a per -

nent feature of The Christian H;-

ALD, and that the very generous ofl s

of Cash Commissions, Premiums :^

Cash Prizes are still in operation, •"

will continue to be so till further »;

tice. Write at once for our New Age '>

Handbook, which contains full infori
-

tion on this very attractive propositi.

Address, Christian Herald Agency Djt'

92 Bible House, New York City.
j
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Saving Property from the Inundation Bridge de La Concorde and Chamber of Deputies Before the Flood Water Covering One of the Squares

HOW PARIS FOUGHT THE FLOOD
'* F'FTER inundating the most important sections

of the city of Paris, besides covering hundreds
of square miles of the country, and causing

I mage which in money is estimated at hundreds
( millions, the flood has begun to subside, having

lien four feet as this issue goes to press. Struc-

les in the city itself, which it was feared would
ik with the falling streets or topple into the flood,

! 11 remain in an upright position, but the ground
Ineath them in many places has been honeycombed
1 the rush of the underground torrents which
imed such an unusual feature of the disaster, and
I- a number of years to come it seems likely that

l.mdation walls will crumble,
cessitating a more or less

implete reconstruction.

It is a modern miracle that,

th Paris turned into a sec-

d Venice, with her streets

canals and her beautiful
iblic squares, such as the
lace de la Concorde, turned
:to lagoons, with the water
'^veral feet deep, so few lives

"ere lost.

'The death roll will prob-
:ly reach one hundred, with
ie fate of quite a number in

rfubt. Some lost their lives

? trying to wade from their
Imes to places of business or
K escape from a building
Mich they knew was being
i.dermined. These, while
nlking in w^ter which would
I'.rhaps reach to the knee,
")uld suddenly find them-
.'Ives drawn through some
jjeat hole into the sewers or
ibways beneath, disappear-
i? as if snatched by an un-
im hand. To understand
te strange condition of af-
i^TS where there was a flood
5 0ve ground and also one
Ineath the city, one must re-
ijze that for centuries, for
<!ie purpose or another, Paris
lis burrowed, like a rabbit, underneath its streets
Jjd buildings. It has one of the most remarkable
^Wer systems of the world, started centuries ago at
Spme when, according to our modern and erroneous
iia, no one was supposed to pay any attention to
lanicipal improvements and the hygiene of muni-
oal life.

There are over five hundred miles of these sub-
t^-ranean sewers, and some of the larger ones are
jpm fourteen to eighteen feet high. It is possible
i ride around part of this vast system of subter-
inean rivers in a small steam launch. The ride is

<;en taken by tourists in search of a novel expe-

rience, but one trip is generally enough. Those
who have read Victor Hugo's powerful but unpleas-

ant story of Les Miserables will recall the wander-
ings of Jean Valjean in the gloomy depths of the

city, far below the streets. Under ordinary condi-

tions the water from the system flows into the
river Seine. The mouths of these great sewers can
be seen in any short walk along the quays. During
the flood this was reversed, and the Seine, moved
by the great mass of water coming down from the
upper country, poured into the openings until the
sewers were filled to the top, causing such a pres-
sure that in hundreds of places it blew great holes

liulu by riuler\\ood tt riiderwood

A View of the Seine as the River Was Rising

in the roadways and the water burst through from
below to flood the streets above, even in quarters
which had managed up to that time to escape the
overflow from the banks of the river.

In addition to its sewer system Paris has been
rapidly completing an extensive system of subways,
similar to those of Greater New York. These were
flooded and the walls caved in, and now the work,
costing many millions, must be done over again.
As the American tourist wanders about Paris these
days, after wishing for "seven-league rubbers" in-

stead of the famous "seven-league boots," the im-
pression is forced home that a good part of the beau-

tiful city "must be done over again." The hopeful
Parisians do not feel this way, but streets sag,

there are great holes everywhere, and it seems prob-
able that the foundations of many buildings are
resting on mud, and that for months they will be
gradually settling, a danger both to the passerby
and the dwellers within.

The most ancient buildings, for which the greatest
alarm was felt, seem to have stood the water test
better than some of modern build. Stone and mor-
tar in the passing years seem to have become amal-
gamated until the buildings are monolithic, and the
surging currents gnawed in vain upon the ancient

walls. The flood was at its

height on January 28, and
pumps were being worked all

over the city in a frantic en-
deavor to keep the cellars
clear, but it seemed a losing
fight. Paris was as a city
besieged. Trains were stalled
in distant suburbs, and none
were allowed to leave, as it

was feared the tracks would
give way beneath the weight
of the cars. The surface
trams had ceased to plow
their way through water
which reached almost to the
firebox, and the telegraph and
telephone systems were out
of commission. The great
electric light plants were
flooded, and large parts of
the city were in total dark-
ness. The roughs of Paris,
the Apaches as they are
called, took advantage of this

to go about in boats and com-
mit depredations. Troops
pursued them in rowboats,
and in the fights which fol-

lowed several of the robbers
were killed. The French sol-

diers worked like beavers,
rescuing people from their
houses, protecting abandoned
property and checking the

attempts of looters to make a harvest in the
flooded districts. The patrols were everywhere,
wading through the water to the thigh or go-

ing in detachments to build dams or relieve people
isolated in some building by the rising flood. Forty
thousand soldiers of all arms, comprising the regu-
lar garrison of the city, were all in active duty.

Sailors were also brought from the coast to help
with the boats.

The water was flowing into the lower floor of the

Louvre for several days. It did not reach, however,
the art collections, the largest in the world, on the

Continued on 'page 150
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American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. J. Balcom Shaw, D.D., LL.D.*

What Jesus Can Do
For a Human Life

TEXT—John 21 :20
"The disciple whom Jesus loved"

ilii li iiui iiiiii i iiii nn i

FIVE times this clause occurs in the fourth Gos-

pel. It is, as we are all aware, John's reticent

way of referring to himself, and brings to the

fore his two most striking characteristics: his ex-

treme modesty, which would not let him so much as

write his own name, and his exceeding lovableness,

which drew to him the heart of the Christ and made
him of all the twelve the Master's favorite.

But this is the John whom history introduces to

us. It was quite another John that nature first in-

troduced to Jesus. The man whom Jesus called

away from his nets on Gennesaret and the man
whom, three years after, he sent forth to help found

his church were absolute opposites. And how do

we know this? From certain incidental records

that have come down to us. Who was it that, with

his brother, asked the first place in the coming king-

dom? John; and when the personal request failed

they induced their mother to prefer it in their behalf.

Nothing particularly modest or retiring in that, is

there? But a forwardness and self-assertiveness

that gets the condemnation of even this self-seeking

age. To me this incident was typical, stamping
John as by nature an ambitious, selfish and ego-

tistic soul.

What Softened the "Son of Thunder"

Then there was that happening down in Samaria.
Jesus, to reach Jerusalem, had determined to go
through Samaria, and had sent the disciples to ar-

range for a friendly passage through that country.

The Samaritans, because of their religious prejudice,

refused it, and when the refusal came it so angered
John and his brother James—they were both alike

—that their instinct (mind you, I use the word "in-

stinct," by which I mean their natural impulse) was
to despatch these people on the spot. "Lord, wilt

thou that we command fire to come down from
heaven and consume them, even as Elias did?"

What was that but an irascibility, a severity and
vindictiveness which are the very opposite of the

winsome and lovable?
Of a piece vdth these two instances was his word

to Jesus in reporting their work: "Master, we saw
one casting out devils in thy name, and we forbade
him, because he followeth not with us." What nar-
rovimess and bigotry! Is there any wonder Jesus
rebukes them?

If we had no other data, the name which Jesus
himself gave John would be sufficient to determine
the question. Boanerges he surnames James and
John—sons of thunder. Without doubt the name
was descriptive, just as Didymus, Thomas' other
name, Zelotes and Cephas, the surnames of the
Simons, were, and indicate that John was originally
of a vehement, fiery, impetuous temperament, the
very antipodes of the John we know and love.

If this was all so, then what wrought so great a
change? What so humbled this high-minded egotist
as to make him hesitant about giving his own name?
What so softened this stem son of thunder that he
became at length the grand old man of Ephesus, as
gentle as a dove, as kindly as a woman, and as benev-
olent as an angel?

The Two Wonderful Friends

It is related that at one time Mrs. Browning,
when sitting next to Charles Kingsley, ventured to
ask him the secret of his character—a character
which all who knew him enthusiastically admired
and praised. His answer was, "I had a friend."
That is the answer John would give us. He had a
wonderful friend. It was the young man from.
Nazareth. The two were young men together

—

Jesus and John. Jesus was only thirty when he met
John, and John nothing but a lad, eighteen or nine-
teen at the oldest. Three years they spent in the
closest and holiest relationship, Jesus giving John
the place nearest him, and John yielding Jesus the
secretmost place in his heart and life. And with
this result: that Jesus found in John his first favor-
ite, his chief confidant and his best representative;
while John found in Jesus the sweetener of his
spirit, the transformer of his character and the
Saviour of his soul.

Three things that friendship did for John.
I. First of all, it eliminated the bad that was in

* Piistor of tlie Second Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
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him. This came about through a threefold process

:

training, the highest kind of training; tempering
and trepanning—the cutting out of the evil. It was
a severe handling which Jesus gave John—disci-

pline, heart-searching, hardship, self-abasement

—

but when John completed the course he was given

the highest diploma. The irascibility, the stern

and selfish nature was gone, burned up, put away,
and he stood out before the early church a calm,

gentle, steadfast soul, a fountain of sweetness and
light, the proto-saint of Christianity, and the finest

illustration of what Jesus Christ was able to do for

a human life.

II. If Jesus eliminated what was bad in John's

nature, he also evoked all that was good within him,

calling it into full exercise and giving it a degree of

development that would never otherwise have been
possible. In other words, John found himself, his

truer, larger, better self, when he found Jesus
Christ. How else account for that philosophic

fourth Gospel, that poetic, prolound last book of the

Bible, or those three exquisite letters that are as

chaste in spirit as they are choice in style—all writ-

ten by whom? A humble Galilean fisherman, with
not only no literary antecedents, but no educational

preparation. How else explain the genius of lead-

ership afterward shown by this man in the closing

days of the first century? To what other cause

refer his lofty self-control, his calm, strong serenity

in the midst of the bitter persecutions that were
afterward visited upon him? As the repeated kiss

of the springtime sun will call what has long lain

cold and dormant within the earth into life and
bloom and fruitage, so the chrism of Christ's Spirit

awoke within this man his deepest, fullest capabili-

ties, and gave these the largest fulfilment.

III. If Jesus' influence eliminated the bad and
evoked the good in John's nature, it also endowed
and equipped him with what he did not before pos-

sess and could not have had from any other source.

What did he thus get from Jesus?

How Jesus Influenced John's Life

(a) A new outlook into life Jesus gave him.
Eveiything seemed different to him at the close of

those years. God was difl'erent, more attractive,

more beautiful, more lovable; the world about him
had changed, he was not himself the same.

(6) A new purpose in life. Up to this time he
had lived for himself; thenceforth the service of
others was his passion and his pursuit. Jesus im-
planted within him a fountain of love, which flowed
out into his own nature, fertilizing and enriching it,

and overflowed in health-giving streams into other
lives about him. Tune a harp to concert pitch, and
every other string within sound of it will begin to
vibrate with the same note. John's heart came so
near to the heart of Jesus those years that it ab-
sorbed its warmth and learned its beat and rhythm.

(c) A new power for life. Jesus seemed to instal
a kind of spiritual dynamo in John's soul, capable
of unlimited energy and enabling him to translate
his ideals into fact, to live his life after Christ's pat-
tern, and to work mightily the works of God on the
earth. Out from this threefold process of elimina-
tion, evocation and endovimient, John came forth a
high, strong, well-balanced, noble soul, proving a
joy to his Master and a staff and inspiration to his
fellows. He leaped at once into the place of leader-
ship, was more and more respected, believed in, de-
feiTed to and depended upon, and when the time
arrived for the kingdom to pass into the hands of a
generation who should know Christ, not after the
flesh, as the twelve had done, but after the Spirit,
John became the bridge over which the royal pro-
cession passed. Outliving all the other disciples, he
came down well-nigh to the close of the first century,
placing upon his pupils the stamp with which Christ
had sealed him and thus setting the pace for the
church's life and work in the second century and in
all the centuries since. So that to-day John's name
is like the ancient vase that still retains the scent of
the spikenard.
Men and women of like natural passions with

John of Galilee, I am here to remind you that Jesus
Christ still lives, is more alive indeed than when he
trod the roads of Palestine; I am here to bid you
remember that, since his triumphant death and glo-
rious resurrection, since his ascent into glory and
his resumption of his throne there, Jesus exercises
gi-eater power than when he was incarnate among

us. I am here to declare to you what Paul emp.
sized for the Christians at, Corinth, that they ')

know Jesus Christ in the Spirit may come neare >

him and enjoy a more vital and intimate rela'i

with him than those who once knew him in the fli,.

And because of all this I speak the words of sol '.

ness and truth when I assure you that what Je ':

did for John he can do, he stands ready to do,

you. Enter into a like friendship with him, wli
is far easier for you than it was for any of tli>

first disciples, and the same results will follow.

The Tyranny of Sin

I. What is untoward and evil in your nal

;

and mine Jesus is thus able to extract, as he dii i

John's case. And to whom does not such an asi

ance come like a stream discovered in the dest)

What one of us does not feel the need of such e

ination? It is the very process we have been ri

ing for years, but without success. You have i

evil bent of nature, which you despise, but car

:

get the best of. You are a slave to circumstai

;

or associations, and, try as you may, you are ;

able to break away from their tyranny. A h:

:

has slowly grown upon you until you now feel y( -

self to be its victim. Oh, struggling men 1

women, fighting the odds and long since wearvf
the encounter and routed thus far in it, believe rr •

I speak the truth as it is in Jesus—a living,
;

-

sonal, intimate friendship with the Christ of to-

r

will correct all this. Not a loose, remote, indiffeit

touch, not a make-believe, abstract relation, bull

actual, vital union of your heart and his heart, }'

spirit and his Spirit, that binds your will to his 1

in the closest bonds—such a friendship will ext t

the evil from your nature as effectively as it i

for John.
II. Come under this sacred spell, and the i i

within us never hitherto awakened and unguesse^ 5

yet he will likewise evoke. Two things are true i

me every day I live, namely, that every man is be r

than he seems. All of us have resources and cap -

ties undiscovered by our friends and unrealizec

ourselves that need calling into expression and e

cise. And this also, that no one finds his dee

larger, higher self until he finds Jesus Ch
Great as wore Socrates and Plato and Seneca,
much greater they would have been if Jesus
touched their lives! Was it not the touch of Ch
which made Lincoln and Bright, and Gladstone
McKinley, what they were? Get this touch,
friends, and its effect upon you will be like ms,

There is a legend of a mysterious musical ins

ment once found in the garret of a baronial ca

The musicians of the court brought it out and t

to play upon it, but could get nothing but the r

discordant notes. One day a great foreign ai

visited the castle and was showrn the strange
seemingly useless instrument, only to rub off

rust, straighten and tune the strings, and mak
give out tones that sounded scarcely less than ct

tial. He was the maker of the instrument, an<

course knew how to repair and manipulate it. ,

men, what you need is the hand of the Master v

the keys of your lives, and then they will vib

with the loudest and sweetest tones; then, and
until then, will you be and do your best and f

the highest end of your being.

'What Jesus Can Do for Us

III. And the third effect vrill also follow in

case, the bestowment of the largest possible enc

ment and equipment for life. Jesus will give us

same elevated outlook into life, the same high
]

pose in life, the same unfailing power for our
and we too shall stand forth before the world
proof and illustration of what Jesus can do fi

man when once he gets a full chance. Do you v

these things? Of course you do. With your
hearts you long and pray for such a change,
rnember, it hinges upon one only condition—

i

living, constant, unfolding fellowship with
Christ of to-day. When that is yours, John's
tory will be repeated in you and for you.

To be made with Thee one spirit
Is the boon I loneingly ask.

To have no bars 'twixt my soul and Thine,
My will to echo the will divine.

Myself Thy servant for any task.
Life, life I may enter through Thee, the door.
Saved and strensrthened forevermore.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page]
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H Means to Die Penniless

"/IH, yes, I've given away five or

V| six millions," laughed Dr. D. K.

Pe sons, the Chicago millionaire phil-

an ropist, the other day, "but I'm

me^ly my own executor. I've acted

IS le executor of estates, and I find

it not a satisfactory plan. When
a rin desires to restore to the public

tht, fortune he has accumulated let

hirdo it himself.
' intend to die penniless," he con-

tinid; "if there are any other mil-

liojires who want to have a lot of

ref! enjoyment, let them follow my
jxjnple. I am going to live ten years
lonir, and during that time I expect

to ) nothing but give away money."
'Ais remarkable man is now on the

veie of ninety. Beginning life as a
ioc,)r, he saved every cent he could,

im he married a wife who helped

lir She found that he had a talent

lODuying and selling, so she advised

lin to quit the practice of medicine
incgo into money-making.

'v^hy did she wish you to make
no!y?" was asked him by a repre-

seritive of the New York Tribune.
' o give it away," laughed the good

loc >r.

'tow did you make your 'irst

loir?"
'hoveling snow in the Vermont

no'itains."

'low did you make your first big
noSy?"

'I
put my savings into Michigan

imer land."
]\ Pearsons never gives to beggars,

leays: "I am no dispenser of char-
ty I have invested my money in

'or'-seven colleges, in twenty-four
Iti^is, but I made every one of them
•ai' it. They had to raise three dol-

ar to every one I gave."
]•. Pearsons was born in dire pov-

rt in the Green Mountain State, of
kc'^h-Irish parents. He rented an
itt room, chopped wood to pay his

en and cooked his own potatoes and
oi'ny-cakes, in order to get a college

dution. Unable to complete his col-

eg course, he taught school and
tu ed medicine. Then he married a
:oc wife. For fifty-seven years she
va his boon companion, and her death
hr; years ago was the severest blow
f s life. Dr. Pearsons is tall, dark,
trig-featured, and wonderfully vig-
ircfe for his years.

': live on the plainest of food," he
ai! "and haven't tasted meat for four
'ess. I sleep twelve hours out of the
wrty-four, from seven to seven.
Vie laughed at me when I sold my
101 ?s and carriages the other day. I

:o(id of them on purpose, so that I'd

la- to walk to keep my old legs under
ne'' I'm going to walk five miles every
!a\pretty soon."

rh Be^ Paper in the World
/,'«?• Dr. Klopftch: Received the

loci Hero Tale.i, also the calendar and
)iciire, "The Daughters of Dorcas."
a more than pleased with all the

>r«aiums, as they are all far better
hi. I expected to find them, although
hve received from you no less than

ift-five books as premiums with The
^HKSTiAN Herald, and ought to be pre-
>a Id for a good thing, but this is way
ihid of what I expected to get. You
aid for subscriptions to help pay the
xjnses of the Christmas dinner for
htpoor of the city; but I don't see
10' you can have much left to pay
•n;bills after sendin.g such books and
)icnres as you do for only $2. I have
•ee a subscriber to The Christian
Ievld for quite a number of years,
.nicould hardly get along without it,

in«3hall not do so as long as I can get
henoney to pay for it; for I think it

s ^e best paper in the world, not only
is paper, but in the good work the
Tfrietor is carrying on in every part
'f 'le world. Wishing you success in
hc'uture, and may God bless you, as
01 richly deserve, I am, etc.,

Mrs. M. E. Chandler.
libattus, Me.

The Cbildrcn^s pulpit
THE FATHER OF OUR COUNTRY

By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

GEORGE WASHINGTON did not have a little boy or a little

girl to call him father. He was lonesome, and adopted all

the people in this country as his children. We are glad he

adopted us, as he certainly was a good father. We will call eacli

State in our country a room in Father Washington's home, and each

person in our country a member of his family. In 1776 how many
rooms were in his home? That is right, thirteen. You do not know
how many people were in his family? This you should know. There
were 3,929,214. He loved every one; they were all his children.

Why should we honor the "Father of our Country"? One reason is

because of the troubles he had with and for the children. He had
many trials, and, when fighting those great battles, he had more
defeats than victories. Some one has counted forty times in his life

when it did not seem possible for him to succeed.

DO you know the secret of his final success? Here is what a stu-

dent of history says: "Washington was great in his courage

and sticking qualities. He would stick until he succeeded." This

was one secret of his success, but there must be some secret greater
than this one. He met difficulties that could not have been overcome
by merely sticking at his work. Listen, and I will give you what I

believe was the secret of his success. Mr. Potts owned the house at

Valley Forge in which Washington made his headquarters. One
day Mr. Potts was walking along the creek, near the house, and
heard a deep voice. Then he noticed a horse tied to a sapling. On
looking further, he found General Washington on his knees praying.
Washington believed God would hear and answer his prayer. Read
his history and see if this was not the great secret of his success.

WE should honor Father Washington also for the way he trained

those 3,929,214 children. After his death, the family did not

quarrel. In each of the thirteen rooms they remembered what he

told them, and kept on working together and adding more rooms to

the house. How many rooms are now in the George Washington
house? Forty-six is the correct answer. I am glad you know your
history. I am sure you know that there are five rooms not yet built

under the one roof. We call them territories: Hawaii, New Mexico,
Arizona, District of Columbia and Alaska. Forty-six, plus five,

fifty-one rooms! In these rooms are 87,971,000 George Washington
children. There are also children in a far-away land, in a house we
call the Philippines. If we call each island in the Philippines an
ocean cubby, we have in this far-away home 3,139 cubbies, or small
rooms. In them are 8,159,502 George Washington grandchildren.
The father of our country could have been a king or an emperor, but
he chose to be just a father, and to work for his children.

WILL a story help you to remember this? Then I will tell you a

story. It is about a discontented stonecutter. He had a family,

bright boys and girls, but he loved himself better than he loved his

children. One day he said, "Would that I were rich, and could lie on

a couch with silk curtains." An angel said, "Your wish is granted."
But he soon tired of his soft couch and silk curtains and said, "Would
that I were king." The angel crowned him and made him a king.

As king it was his duty one day to review a very long procession of
soldiers. The sun shone down with fierce rays through the silken

sunshade that was held over him. This made him discontented, and
he cried out, "I want to be the sun, for the sun is stronger than a
king." The angel picked him up and threw him into the air. Before
he had time to think, he was the sun shining in the sky. While he
was rejoicing, a storm arose and hid his power. Again he became
discontented and wished that he could be the cloud that was more
powerful than the sun. The angel was very patient, and changed
him into a big black thunder cloud. But there was a mountain that
he could not move. He could cover it with the thunder cloud and the
lightning would flash and the thunder roar, but the mountain did not
move. "Therefore he was very unhappy. "I wish I were a mountain
of stone, stronger and more powerful than the stormcloud." In a
mom.ent he was a great m.ountain like Gibraltar, and boasted of his

strength. The next day a man came with a chisel and hammer, and
began to cut stones out of his side. "What is this?" he cried out in

despair; "a man has power over me and cuts stones out of my body.
Would that I were a stonecutter, for a stonecutter is stronger than a
mountain, and a mountain is stronger than a stormcloud, and a
stormcloud is stronger than the sun, and the sun is stronger than
a king, and a king is stronger than a rich man on a silk couch." "It

shall be as you desire," said the angel. In a few minutes he found
himself a stonecutter, again at his old work. But he had lost the
best years of his life.

THE "Father of Our Country," whose birthday we celebrate, was
content to work without asking for honor and more power. Now

we all honor him, and his name is power. At our national capital a
George Washington Memorial Hall is to be erected. It will cost two
million and a half dollars. Fifty thousand children are to give a
dime each toward the cost. We love to honor this father.

*raf tor 1st Refd Ch., Brooklyn. N. Y. Tkxt : "Honor tliy father." MnrklO:in.
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"Remember the Maine"
THE Maine Monument Association,

of Washington, D. C, with Rear-
Admiral Charles D. Sigsbee as presi-

dent, has now perfected its organiza-
tion and has established headquarters
at 910 Evans Building, Washing-
ton. The Maine's dead are buried in

Arlington National Cemeteiy, at the
national capital, and there the associa-

tion aims to erect a monument to com-
memorate the Maine and to serve as
an inspiration to patriotism for future
generations.

Starting with the idea of making
subscriptions truly popular and na-
tional, a plan of subscription is offered
that should meet with spontaneous and
broadcast favor. By simply sending
one dollar ($1) to the Maine Monu-
ment Association, at the above ad-
dress, together with name and mail
address of the subscriber, the latter
becomes a member of this patriotic as-
sociation and receives by mail a cer-
tificate of membership and the badge-
premium of the association. The
badge is a black taflfeta, navy-style,
cap ribbon, bearing the title "Member,
Maine M. A." in gold embroidered let-

ters. The ribbon is thirty-six inches
long and one and a half inches wide,
and is made from the exact specifica-
tions of the navy cap ribbon. It is

worn on the arm, hat, waist, hair,
around the shoulders or muff, or in
various decorative ways in the home.
Mrs. John Hay subscribed one hun-
dred dollars to help start the monu-
ment; others have subscribed liber-
ally. The private schools of Washing-
ton are showing enthusiastic interest
and are subscribing on a scale that
promises great success for the M. M. A.
The dead of the Maine represented all

sections, creeds and parties of the
country, so we find the advisory board
of the M. M. A. equally broad in
scope—North, South, East, West,
Union, Confederate and Spanish War
Veterans. Residents of New York
City may send subscriptions to the
New York representative, N. G. Gun-
ther, 504 West 143d Street, New York
City, and all will receive prompt ac-
knowledgment.

Anvil Sparks
..To SAY "yes" to any kind of sin

is to say "no" to Christ.

. . It is a long step toward God to
forsake bad company.

. .The only cure for unbelief is the
knowledge of God's love.

. . Gold is never so bright as when
it is doing the will of God.

. .The man who will say a mean
thing will sooner or later do one.

. .The love that "suffereth long and
is kind" is not the love of self.

..The sound of an oath hurts a
Christian more than a blow in the face.

. .The road to heaven is all uphill to
the man who tries to get there alone.

. . Do as much good as you can, and
God will see to it that you soon have
more to do.

. .No matter how harmless a thing-

may seem, if it has God for a foe it is

not right.

..A MAN that knows that he has
God's love will always believe that he
has God's help.

. . You CAN tell what sort of a man
a boy will maki if you know what
kind of a man is now his hero.

. . It is God's design that every win-
dow in heaven shall be a door of bless-
ing to the pure in heart.

. .The fear of punishment may keep
men from doing evil, but it cannot
make them love the good.

. .Have you ever noticed how long it

takes a moderate drinker to fi^nd out
that he has any bad habits?

ifiP'To our HOME HERALD Friends :

Please read notices on second column,

page 150.
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AN INDUSTRIAL BROTHERHOOD VISIl

A BROTHERHOOD NOON-HOUR SERVICE IN A BRONZE FOUNDRY

ONE year ago last May twenty-five workmen,
representatives of their fellows in eight fac-

tories of the lower West Side, Manhattan,
met at the home of one of the employers to discuss

the needs of shopmen and to devise some means for

reaching these needs. The result was the forma-
tion of the Industrial Brotherhood, which to-day has
ten councils, or branches, and a membership of over
five hundred. While the organization has been
aided by the Twenty-third Street branch of the
Young Men's Christian Association, with which it

is affiliated, yet to a gi-eat degree it has been self-

governing, independent and democratic.
The underlying principle of the fraternity is set

forth in the constitution, drafted by a committee
of the shopmen, as being "to elevate ourselves and
our fellow-workmen to a higher physical, intel-

lectual, moral and religious plane; our ideal being
Jesus Christ." The means to be employed include
religious and educational gatherings, right living,

reverence for sacred things, liberty of conscience
and worship, sick and death benefit societies,

libraries, etc.

I shall regard it a privilege to take the reader in
imagination to a factory to see what the Industrial
Brotherhood is trying to do. We shall go at noon,
from 12 to 12:30. Dozens of men are rushing out
as we enter. They hastily ring up at the time clock.
They need to hurry, for there are no decent restau-
rants in the neighborhoods, and most of them go
three blocks away to a delicatessen, or to a lunch
counter, where they eat a plate of soup and a sand-
wich, and ring in again before 12:30, or be docked
a quarter of an hour's pay next Saturday. "Back
for the meeting!" several shout.

This is a model factory building, perfectly lighted,
roomy, fitted with lockers for the men, and wash-
basins with running water and plenty of soap.
Legal requirements are more than lived up to. As
you go back and forth along the lines of benches,
from one floor to the other, you chat with some of
the men as they sit on stool or bench, black with
grease and filings, or luxuriously curl up in the
sunny windows, eating their lunches, which most of
them have warmed by the gas flame, and sipping
their hot coffee.

"What is the Industrial Brotherhood?" repeated
the first man you put the query to, an Armenian,
with intelligent face and keen eyes; "why, it's the
organization that puts the music here on Tuesday
noons, and sends the speakers. Do I go? Yes, once
in a while. Good thing. You learn to speak Eng-
lish from these fine speakers."

"It used to be what some of the boys called Sun-
day School," said the next informant, a good-
natured German, "but they don't say sarcastic
things about it like that any more. The Friday lec-
tures on "Law and Citizenship" changed their tone.
It's them—the educational talks— I care about. We
workmen need more education."

"I learned how to split my ballot," the next one
says, "and I attend the business meetings, and vote
for the laws ; but I don't know as much about it as
Shorty, yonder; he's the librarian and the commit-
teeman on our floor. Ask him."
"You ask the undersized man, smooth faced, with

firm lips, clear eyes. He is a sub-foreman, with

* Mr. \oris is executive secretary of the Industrial Brotherhood
at tlie Iwiiity-third Street Y. M. C. A., New York.
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several men and machines in his charge. He
speaks thoughtfully. "Well, the Brotherhood means
a different thing to nearly every man. Maybe that
is its strongest feature; it meets our needs and
better desires. Now, I've nerer called myself a

Christian, but thought I was an agnostic. But the
meetings interested me. The talks were practical,

and the men who came seemed to be straight and
square. I began to think there might be something
in this religion, if practised rightly. After the
Brotherhood was formed, and the men had a voice
in the work, I became more interested and was will-
ing to be librarian. Want to see the library?" He
threw open the doors of the well-made closet, with
five shelves, built for the purpose by the firm. "The
books are covered with brown paper at our sugges-
tion. Too bad to get them soiled, and, as you see,
we do have black hands. Fiction is used most, then
mechanics, then history. About forty men a month
use books. That's about thirty-eight more than
read before the library was placed so handy to them
that they could hardly get around thinking about
books. Something is needed to make the men read
solid books. I think the Brotherhood has struck
the solution."

"Most of the men," said another worker, "be-
lieve the Brotherhood is a coming movement—even
some who oppose it. I certainly should not be
opposed to it, for I got my job through it. It is

needed. It does not take the place of the church,
or the lodge, or the union. It unites us all, and it

doesn't cost much. We pay a dollar a year toward
the music in the shop."
A younger man answers: "Oh, yes, I believe in

the Brotherhood. It stands for clean athletics.
No, I'm not a church member. Only one Protestant
church member among the fifty on this floor that I

know of, and we just about know who are active
Christians."
"The Brotherhood," says a Hungarian, speaking

with painful effort, "oh, yes; the Y. M. C. A., you
mean. A member? No, my wages too small.
I'm a helper. My wife seeck. She in hospital now.
Brotherhood sent her. My boy, he went up the
country last summer, through the Brotherhood and
the Christian paper, The Christian Herald—two
whole weeks. All right, it is. We be brothers
here. I'm going to join the class in English for for-
eigners, and the industrial secretary he going to
take me to the naturalization office."
You move toward the meeting place. What a

striking picture of a religious service! The men

—

a hundred of them—are grouped about the speaker,
sitting or standing in easy attitude, as convenient.A typical factory group, in overalls and aprons;
strong faces, listening intently and intelligently.
The ^speaker—a young minister, representing the
men's club of a neighboring church—has used most
of his SIX minutes. He understands how to speak
to this audience. He is simple, straightforward,
democratic in spirit.

"You men know more about it than I do," he is
saying, "and perhaps I am mistaken, but it seems
to me that workingmen treat Christianity, or at
any rate the churches, with almost as much sus-
picion as the Pharisees treated Jesus. Now, I don't

mean to say that you are Pharisees. They wi

the professional religious people—made relig'

their business. You go to the other extreme in p
tending to be less religious than you really are, \

you pin your faith more to Christ. You seem
be afraid. Now, why not listen tahis voice to-d;

speaking to you through your conscience, your mil

calling you to Christian leadership, to clean thii

ing? Men, the Christ saves us from our wo
selves."

There is a moment of silence. The man was
dead earnest, and the words sink home. Seldomj

a church audience so attentive. Then there is i

plause, coming from the heart; as good is t

handclapping as the old-fashioned "Amen," for tl

is what it is.

The chairman of the shop committee comes fi

ward—a man of vigorous movement; a clean-fac
clear-cut Scotchman, foreman over seventy me
a man of purpose and ability. He has much to .=

in his two minutes.
"Men, I want to stop in time for the singer i

give us another number, so I'll talk fast. I h(

a large number will be present at the Brotherhc
meeting next Monday night. You will then let

what is being done in other factories. You will f

more of a solidarity with the other men from i

rest of the factories. Meantime, let's get as ma
members as we can. Push the organization,
ought not to try to extend it to other factories ui

it is strong at home. The speaker next Friday v

talk of 'Health and Morality.' He is a physici._

Every man ought to hear him. Let's get out of
"'

rut we're in. Attend the entertainment, stand
the bowling league. I have a lot more to say, 1

we want another song."
The singer gets through the first verse of

'

"Glory Song," the men humming or whistling
'

chorus, when the shrill whistle blows, and all hai

break into applause, drowning the last note of

soprano. One man—the treasurer—takes time
say, in answer to your remark that the Broth
hood seems to have possibilities, "The best thi

about it, according to my notion, is that it gi'

the Christian men opportunity to take leadersh

and puts them on their mettle to do it, when he

tofore the downward pull has been too strong."
The chairman says, as he takes you to the ele

tor, "Yes, the Brotherhood has come to stay

think. The field is a needy one; it is unoccup
by any Christian organization. "The beauty of it

that the men themselves run the organization,
is developing quite a good deal of talent in the sh

which we did not realize existed. The execut
secretary, here, he visits the homes of the m
organizes new councils; and the Y. M. C. A. hel

pushes, directs, encourages, but the organization
our own. Yes, we'll be glad to have your aid

extending it. You will find that workingmen v

respond to it more than you dream of."
Thus the Industrial Brotherhood is an organi

tion intended to bring into the lives of workm
and into the factory environment where they wo.
life—the fulness of life—which comes from H*

who is the light and the life.
I
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A DAY WITH MINISTER CHANG
7R NEW CHINESE AMBASSADOR AND HIS DELIGHTFUL HOME CIRCLE IN WASHINGTON

Photos by Harris & Ewiiig

In the Beautiful Oriental Drawing-Room of the Chinese Legation The Chinese Minister's Wife

^^HE Chinese Legation at Washington during

the past few years has been a striking ex-

- ample of the progress which is making such

mvelous strides in the Flowery Kingdom. Not
scliany years ago it was unthought of for the Chi-

m? envoys to this country to be accompanied by

th'r wives at our national capital, and when, dur-

in the second Cleveland administration, Minister

Yig brought his wife to Washington and she ap-

pi'red with him at the White House receptions she

w the sensation of the day. When Mrs. John W.
F'ter—whose husband was then repre.senting the

C nese government in several pending interna-

ti al questions—gave the first reception in Madame
Y'lg's honor only women were invited, and every

mi-servant of the household was banished from
th receiving rooms in order that the madame's
C'nese sense of propriety should not be shocked.

/ow, however, the necessity for anything of that

kd has entirely passed away. Madame Wu Ting-

f;g, the wife of China's former popular, erratic

eioy, went everywhere, with or without her liege

Id, and her receptions for both sexes were among
tl largest given in Washington. The social regime

the wife of the new minister, Madame Chang
"ii-tang, promises to be even moi"e brilliant than
t: t of her predecessor.

linister Chang Yin-tang, with his suite, arrived
iiWashington toward the end of December. His
c ling was heralded as soon as he reached San
Fincisco, as he had brought with him a large num-
b of young men and several young women, to be
peed in American colleges. Immediately upon his

a'ival at our national capital he quartered his sec-

rarial force at the legation on Nineteenth Street,

b,, for himself and his immediate family he leased
C onel Colton's fine residence in the fashionable
el of Connecticut Avenue. This house, with its

cssic pillared entrance, long has been one of Wash-
i ton's show places, and is charmingly adapted for
pierous entertaining. The wide stairway, leading
f m the reception hall of the ground floor to the
r in floor, is strikingly attractive. It is built of
Iglish oak, .and the flight is broken midway by a
Bicious landing facing on an exquisite stained-glass
Mdow. The long drawing-room, which Minister
(ang is using as his office, is fini.shed in white,
\:h touches of gold in the decorations, and with its

1 g windows and comfortable window-seats makes
snost inviting apartment.
When The Christian Herald representative

c led at the legation the Minister's son, Mr. Henry
(^ang, did the honors for his father, as the latter
^.s entertaining the Secretary of State and the
..sistant Secretary, Mr. Adee, who chanced just
Im to be returning His Excellency's first call of
<'emony.
'My father received Dr. Klopsch's letter," said
:ung Mr. Chang, who speaks English perfectly,
'nd it will give him much pleasure to tell you
jything about our great country which will be of
i merest to the readers of The Christian Herald.
; is quite familiar with the philanthropy of that
"mderful paper, and, like his predecessors, he has
2 most profound appreciation for what its readers
•i for China in time of flood and famine. It was
Jhilanthropy which placed o«r country under last-

.? obligations to the generous people who contrib-
ed to it. My father would like to say this to you
mself ; but, unfortunately, he has been away from

By ABBY GUNN ^AKER

America for so long, and has been so engrossed in

other countries with the cares of state, that he has
forgotten much of his English."

To one who is familiar with the Minister's active

life, and the events of his career, it is not surprising

that he should have forgotten his English. He was
born in Kuantung province, Cantonese district,

about forty-nine years ago and spent his boyhood
there. Like all young Chinese of his rank, he re-

ceived his elementary education under private tutors

and then entered the list of competitors for classic

honors under the rigid civil service regulations

Young Ladies of the Chinese Legation

Miss Euiily Tang Jliss Lily Cliang, elder dauglitei-

In center, Mrs. Henry ( liang, bride of Chinese Minister's son

which prevailed for a thousand years in China, and
which were in force until they were recently swept
away in the educational reforms that are progress-

ing in the Chinese empire now. He received the

"Bachelor" degress in Chinese literature at the age
of twenty and the "Master" degi-ee at twenty-three.

For the next few years he was associated with his

uncle, one of China's most astute statesmen, who
was then commander-in-chief of the military forces

in Chikiang province. After serving from 1890 to

1897 as Under Secretary of the Grand Secretariate

in Peking, he was given the post of Secretary of

the Legation in Washington, where he remained for

a little more than a year. Then he was transfered

to San Francisco as consul-general, a post he held

for another year. During this period he acquired

the English language, and spoke it with some
fluency; but in 1899 he was appointed Charge
d'Affaires to Spain, and for the next ten years he

did not return to the United States, nor had he any
occasion to use our language, and naturally it

slipped from his memory.
After representing his government in Madrid for

two years he was sent as Chief Secretary of the

special embassy which the Emperor of China sent

to Tibet and India. He acquitted himself so

well on this mission that the following year

he was created special ambassador, with plenary

power, to negotiate the Anglo-Tibetan treaty.

This led to his appointment as Imperial Minister

Resident at the capital of Tibet, a position which he

held for two years. During this time affairs between
China, India and Tibet became strained and de-

manded adjustment. An Imperial High Commis-
sion was appointed to look into the matter, and Min-
ister Chang was named as chief of the commission.
He succeeded in bringing about a most satisfactoi-y

settlement and in recognition of this service his gov-
ernment made him senior councilor of the Wei-
wu-pu, a branch of the Chinese government which
corresponds to our Department of State.

Minister Chang Yin-tang's next promotion of im-
portance was his appointment as Chinese Minister
Plenipotentiary at Washington, and in naming him
for this the Emperor bestowed upon him one of the
highest decorations in the gift of the crown, the

Order of the Double Dragon.
His great activity in public affairs has, of course,

made Minister Chang an important factor in the
progressive party, which has inaugurated many
reforms in the Chinese empire. Nearly ten years
ago he endorsed the progressive movement by send-
ing his son to be educated in the United States.

This son, now his private secretary, has traveled
extensively while pursuing his studies, and has re-

ceived a much broader education than usually falls

to the lot of so young a man. He was only twenty-
one when he was graduated from the law school of

the University of Pennsylvania last June. Largely
through his son Minister Chang has become greatly
interested in the material results of our Western
civilization. He looks with favor upon the project
of introducing railways, manufactures, telegraphs
and electrical appliances in China. Further, he
heartily endorses Western education for young men,
and as has been said he brought two of his own
daughters and some other young women from China
in order that they might be educated here. Both
Minister Chang and his son have a wide acquaint-
ance among Christian missionaries in China and
speak highly of their woi'k.

Quite apart from politics and diplomacy Minister
Chang has always
been an earnest stu-

dent, and is a man of
unusual culture and
attainments. For
many years he has
made a specialty of
ceramics, and in com-
ing to Washington he
has brought a most
interesting collection,

although it is only a

small part of a much
larger collection which
he has in his Peking
home. The massive
pieces of silver which
grace the dining table
in his Washington res-

idence all bear the
familiar Chinese drag-
on and are a part
of his family plate.

Cont'd on page 150
Mr. Henry Chang

Son and Sec'y of the Chinese Jliiiistei-
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Controlling the Food Supply
APPARENTLY in defiance of public opinion, the

Western packers have advanced the price of

beef, and the meat sellers of Chicago and other

Western cities have seconded the advance by a pro-

portionate rise in prices. Meanwhile, the meat
strike, which began in disorganization, promises to

assume definite shape. A National Anti-Food-
Trust League has come into existence, and is said

to be rapidly attaining a large membership, espe-

cially in the West. Legal and legislative forces

are getting into line for the ceriou3 work of investi-

gation.

It must be conceded, however, that the real
trouble cannot be permanently overcome by the boy-
cott. The remedy must be sought for in a different
direction. We may have to .come gradually to a
more economical standard of living; but there
should be, and soon or late there will be, laws that
rigidly prohibit corners and gambling in the neces-
saries of life. This can only be reached by legisla-

tion. To permit any combination of men to seize

upon a large percentage of the visible food supply,
and put it away in cold storage, to be held until big
profits are assured, thus making the supply scanty
and prices high all the year around, is simply an
intolerable situation. We have a practical illustra-
tion of this sort of corner in the discovery made by
a New Jersey grand jury, that one concern alone
had placed 36,000,000 eggs in cold storage in Jersey
City, to be thrown on the New York market when
the prices had reached the highest point. If this
method of cooping up the egg supply and artificially
creating a shortage be not a conspiracy "in re-
straint of trade," as defined by law, it is diflicult

to determine what it is. Obviously, if such prac-
tices were general, it would soon become impossible
to prevent any of the necessaries of life from com-
ing under the absolute control of powerful and
unscrupulous men. Gigantic capitalistic combina-
tions would ultimately have the whole of the coun-
try's food supply at their mercy, and the result
would be a condition of affairs that can be better
imagined than described. We once had a tea revolt
that led to great changes ; who knows to what a food
revolt might not lead? Fortunately, the present
experience has revealed the peril and has also shown
us that the remedy lies in Federal legislative
action, supported by vigorous State co-operation.
If there are no adequate laws in existence to meet
the situation, then the sooner we have them the
better.

The Folly of Extravagance

THERE was never a truer proverb than that
which calls the making of money an easy matter

compared with the keeping of it. But the man who
makes the money is usually better fitted to manage
it than if he had inherited it. In order to amass a
fortune one must possess a certain amount of busi-
ness ability, while the veriest fool con inherit it.

This truth has been freshly illustrated lately in
one of our large cities, where the widow of a wealthy
man has just entered a petition in bankruptcy, un-
able to pay even the small fees required for that
legal service. Her husband's fortune was mainly
invested in land. It is estimated by careful finan-
ciers that, though this property was unimproved
and somewhat mortgaged, it might, by economy and
wise management, have been made profitable. But
this unfortunate woman was caught in the swirl of
the social whirlpool, and left her inheritance largelym the hands of hirelings. The results are exactly
what might have been anticipated. The large in-
come derived from the available part of the prop-
erty has gone for mortgagee's fees, and similar
charges; and fine clothing, lavish entertaining and
elegant travel have eaten up the rest of it.

Our women may well take warning from this
striking and tragic example. Look well after such
property as may fall into your hands. If you find
it heavily encumbered, stifle your vanity and re-
strain your social ambition until your heritage is
rendered free and profitable. Study the list of this
woman's debts: Wearing apparel, dressmaking, and
bills contracted through luxurious entertaining form
the chief items, after the charges upon her property.
By her silly mismanagement of her resources.
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though she may have meant no harm, she has
brought trouble upon scores of her friends and has
belittled the business ability of all of her sex in the
eyes of the world.

A Voice From Beyond the Tomb
TWENTY great sermons by the late evangelist,

Dwight L. Moody, never before published, will

appear in The Christian Herald at regular inter-

vals during the current year. These sermons, the
authenticity of which is vouched for by Mr. W. R.
Moody, the son of the evangelist, constitute a price-
less Gospel find! They deal with the most vital
religious topics of the present day, and are as
fresh, as powerful, and as original in treatment as
though they had been written but yesterday. They
are the voice of Moody, an utterance from beyond
the grave to the American people. "He being dead,
yet speaketh." The first of these great sermons,
which is entitled, "When Jesus Comes," will appear
in the next issue of The Christian Herald. We
confidently believe that every one of these wonder-
fully eloquent discourses, replete as they are with
spirituality, will be welcomed by Christian men and
women everywhere with genuine pleasure and read
with appreciation, as though they were indeed "mes-
sages from the great beyond." Never did Moody
put such tremendous energy and conviction into
any of his eflForts in past years as he did in those
last discourses. His rock-bound faith in God, his
assurance of salvation through a risen Christ, and
his clear convictions of the life hereafter, are all

set forth in language such as probably no other
modern evangelist has ever used. So strong, so
realistic, so conclusive, is the message of these ser-
mons, that we urge all of our readers to give them
the widest possible circulation.

The Po^al Rate Controversy

ON a recent occasion President Taft, speaking on
the second-class postal rate controversy, made

a good-natured plea for co-operation by the pub-
lishers and the Congressional Committee, "in order
that all the evidence of the case might be ascer-
tained and examined in a fair and judicial manner."
We cordially endorse the President's suggestion, and
all the more readily because we believe that, if the
committee gets down to bed-rock facts, it will be
soundly converted to the publishers' view, which will
be found to be sustained by the evidence, by national
precedent, and by a broad, patriotic sense of jus-
tice, which revolts at depriving the people of the
benefits they have thus far enjoyed in the wide cir-
culation of educational and entertaining literaturt.-

There is one important aspect of the postal ques-
tion that does not appear to have been considered
fully by the committee. In the course of a long
personal investigation, Mr. John Brisben Walker,
the well-known publisher, has acquired a vast
amount of accurate information, showing the condi-
tion of the postal service in our and other countries.
He points out that the establishment of a parcel
post would greatly simplify matters and add largely
to the revenue of the department, completely wiping
out any deficit. In Germany, the postoffice carries
packages for one-third of a cent per pound to any
point in the empire. Austria-Hungary is practi-
cally doing the same thing; yet our own government,
though receiving one cent a pound for periodicals'
finds the business a loss. Lest it should be objected
that there is no good basis for comparison between
the countries just named and ourselves, we turn to
Canada, where the territory is as wide as our own.
Canada has found it so profitable to carry her peri-
odicals at one-half cent a pound that she voluntarily
cut the rate in half, making the charge a quarter
cent per pound. This rate, just a fourth of what
our postoffice department charges. Canada seems to
have found very profitable, for at the end of the
postal year, in March last, 1909, her postoffice d'-
partment reported a surplus of $809,237.53.
How is such a remarkable contrast to be ex-

plained? Mr. Walker proceeds to show that our
government has omitted to take advantage of a large
and assured source of revenue in its postal depart-
ment by neglecting to establish a parcel post, which
in other countries, has proved one of the most remu-
nerative branches of the service. Express com-

panies and similar concerns, by carrying parcel
present rates, make vast profits. Why should
our postoffice secure for itself this revenue, as o
countries are now doing? Our railroads are
to ship freight for one-fifth of a cent per ton
mile—a lower charge than that of any Euro)
railroad. This rate forms the basis for all kinc
freight carriage. The average express haul to
is less than thirty-eight miles. If the governr
carried parcels at even one cent per pound, it w
get a large share of the hundreds of million
packages now sent out by the great dry g
houses. With our sixty thousand postoffices,
their organized army of managers and clerks,
handling of parcels would not add materially tc
expense at a majority of the stations. From
facts adduced, it is clear that our governmer
neglecting a rich source of revenue, and leavir
to public and private express companies. Mr. V
amaker, when he was Postmaster-General, said
nificantly: "The insuperable obstr.cles in the
of a parcel post system are the four leading exp
companies." If these obstacles are the real re;

of our postal service being handicapped, so th;
cannot become self-sustaining, why blame
periodicals?
From all the facts at hand, Mr. Walker feels ji

fied in claiming that even the cent a pound rate
periodicals is exorbitant. He points out that
American News Company, which ships magaz
and newspapers all over the country, sends r
than seventy per cent, of its total carriage b
cheaper rate than the government pound rate,
sends half a million pounds' weight of periodi
monthly from New York to Boston at a cost of $
which, at the cent a pound rate, would cost r
than $4,000 in excess of that amount. Even the g
newspapers find the cent a pound rate excessive,
the metropolitan dailies largely patronize the
press companies, which give a half a cent ratC'
a five hundred mile radius.
These are matters which every Congressi

should know, especially the members of the c

mittee. They point the way to a policy which w.
result in three desirable things, viz., the wiping
of the present postal deficit; the establishmen
an assured revenue, permanent and growing,
would bring an annual surplus to the departm
and the securing to the people the facilities nei
for the dissemination of popular educational lit

ture at a popular rate.
If the Congressional Committee—which may

for several weeks to come—should widen the s(

of its inquiry on the lines indicated, we believ
would presently see a new light on this whole q'

tion. In such an inquiry the committee would
suredly find the publishers ready to co-operatt
cordially as President Taft, or any other offi>

could desire.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Ice-Breaking Ships

L'NTIL a generation ago our great lakes of the

North were closed with the ice, which stopped

. all navigation until the thaw of the spring

:ar. Now there are iceboats, made of steel with

)o\rful engines, that not only cut paths for them-

iehs and the heavy freight which they carry, but

Us make a path for less powerful craft. They
)Oid their way through the ice fields, and thus

na; all-the-year-round navigation possible. The
)0i. of northern Europe used to be locked with

ce fitil these great ice-breaking ships were brought

nt use. There is nothing short of an iceberg

whti they cannot overcome. Our lakes do not have

)ei5, of course, and hence these great ice-cutting

;hi have a marvelous mastery over the obstacles.

Wr.r, fire, electricity, the wind, as man's masters
ireterrible; as his servants, they are beneficent.

^0 and then a river submerges a capital; a vol-

:ar buries a village; a conflagration sweeps a city,

inia storm sinks a ship. But usually the rivers,

noitains, fires and winds are tamed and obedient

,0 an's command. The mastery of the ice fields

)y le hardy men and powerful ships of the North
s lother illustration of human genius and sov-

jrcnty. The psalmist

ri\! a graphic description

)f nan's mastery over

la re:

T u madcst him to have do-

nini over the works of thy
lan: thou ha^t put all tilings

indihis feet: all sheep and oxen,

eafnd tlie beasts of tlie field;

he Nvl of the air, and the fish of

he "a, and whatsoever passeth

hrcU the paths of the seas.

Ps :8-8).

\o <ers' Violent Death

le bodies of two uni-

ieified men were blown
to ieces by dynamite on
thoank of the Arkansas
Ri r, at Tulsa, Okla.
Th'e had been a series

Df ank robberies, includ-
in; that of the State
Btk at Paoli, the day be-
fo , and as there was a
la.e amount of money in

thoank at Tulsa it is ba-
lie-d that these two men
wc; on their way to break
op I and rob that bank,
an were destroyed by the
exosives which they were
ca ying to blow open the
sa. "There is peril in crimes of all kinds; more
in )me than in others. The night robber, with his

m:k and dark lantern, is looking into the eye of

vejeance which threatens, and of death which con-
fn ts him. Nature and society are against the vil-

la . The print of a shoe, the initial on a handker-
chf, the button torn from a coat, the cap left in

hi ied escape, the stain of blood on the sleeve, the

a\kened sleeper, the loaded revolver and the
tricherous explosive, all conspire to convict or de-
st y the villainous burglar. These two thieves and
m derers as well were killed by the instrument
wch they had provided for the hurt of others.
Hnan society, in its best condition, is organized
w 1 a law of righteousness and of vengeance, and
aficies employed by men meant for the harm of
ot!rs are often those that injure and destroy them-
sees. The burglar and murderer is likely to live
in poverty or die a violent death. Reference is

m.le to this law of justice in the Pentateuch:
'me belonu-eth ventreance and recompense. Their foot shall

8li in due time: for the day of their calamity is at hand, and the
tlilw that shall come upon them make haste, ajcut. ii : 33.)

|i

E'on's Latest Invention

homas A. Edison, the wizard, has invented a
ft age battery, which many think will supplant the
OM-head trolley and underground wires of the
st-etcar systems of the country. Mr. Edison had
on experimenting with his new car on five hun-
Q'i feet of track in his factory yards at West
9 nge, and then he took his experimental car, hold-
up twenty passengers, on the streetcar track to-
wd Newark. A number of electrical engineers
a traffic men witnessed the test. Mr. Edison was
<^' rely satisfied with the experiment, and says he
Cj run a car from New York to Philadelphia on
H electricity which he can put in storage at the

start. Mr. Edison claims that his invention is the
more important because during rush hours the over-
head and underground-wire systems are inadequate
to furnish all the power necessary. Men like Mr.
Edison have been endowed by the Almighty with
singular creative faculties, which have been im-
proved diligently and have ministered strangely to

the physical well-being, intellectual development and
moral improvement of their fellow-men. Their en-
terprise and diligence are a splendid example to

those who are engaged in the spiritual activities of
the Master's kingdom. The spirit of Edison's tire-
less industry in his investigations and experiments,
copied by the workers in the Christian church, is

accomplishing wonders in the spiritual progress of
mankind.

It is eood to be zealously affected always in a good thing.
(Col. 4 : 18.)

Died of Grief

Mr. Hamilton McK. Twombly, the millionaire and
railway magnate, who passed away recently, filled

an important place in the business and social world.
He married a daughter of William H. Vanderbilt,
and was active in the ownership and management
of parts of the New York Central Railroad system.

A Freighter on Lake Superior Breaking Through the Midwinter Ice

He had beautiful homes in New York City and New-
port, but his favorite residence was the magnificent

one at Florham Park, near Madison, N. J., where
he spent much of his time. The Florham Park es-

tate has six hundred acres, with palatial buildings,

exquisite grounds, and everything that could min-
ister to the highest taste or comfort. In the summer
of 1906 his young son, H. McK. Twombly, Jr., was
helping to entertain some poor boys on their summer
vacation; and while swimming in Square Lake, New
Hampshire, he was seized with cramps and was
drowned. The boy was talented, upright, religious,

and gave promise of a beautiful manhood. He was
the idol of his father's heart, and at his death his

father's health began to fail, and no medication, or

travel, or nursing could check that decline; the

man's spirit was broken, and his body gave way and
sank to the tomb. If the sorrow had come to him
earlier in life, it is possible he would have been
able to bear it, but he was over sixty and his phys-

ical energies the more readily gave way. The
pathetic love which this millionaire business and so-

ciety man had for his boy is possessed by the parents

of poor families as well, and is one of the sweet,

divine things our Father has left with his children

here. The effect of sorrow at the death of a son,

upon the health of the body, is mentioned by Jacob

in his answer to Reuben, vdth reference to Ben-
jamin:

If mischief befall him by the way in the which ye go, then shall

ye bringdown my gray hairs with sorrow to the grave. (Gen. 42: 38.)

The King and Prohibition

The Althing, or Legislature, of Iceland passed a

law recently prohibiting the manufacture of all in-

toxicating drinks, and another law, which will go
into effect the first day of January, 1912, forbidding

the importation of spirituous and fermented liquors,

except for medicinal and industrial purposes, into

the island of Iceland. There was a vigorous pro-

test against this last measure by a number of the

nations of Europe, who besieged the royal authori-

ties of Denmark with petitions to withhold their

sanction, but Frederik, King of Denmark, had a

deaf ear to these petitions, and cheerfully signed

the bill, saying that it gave him great delight to

have the privilege of being the first European King
that signed such a prohibition law, and he said to a

temperance deputation, who came to congratulate

him on his friendly official action, that whenever the

Danish Rigsdag should adopt a prohibitory bill for

Denmark he would be glad to sign it. The action

of King Frederik in signing this bill for Iceland is

in marked contrast to that of the Czar of Russia,

who vetoed the national prohibition bill passed by
both houses of the Parliament of Finland, and fas-

tened upon the people of that country their vicious

license system. The common people of the world
are being inspired with the larger liberty for body
and mind, and the wise ruler will befriend those
healthful measures of reform that will minister to

the happiness and welfare of the whole people.

Moses at the command of the Almighty ordered
Pharaoh to let the children of Israel go from the

slavery that oppressed
them, and the king diso-

beyed the command, suf-
fering the penalties that
followed. King Frederik
of Denmark, unlike Pha-
raoh, led by the divine
Voice within, i-eleased his
people of Iceland from the
intolerable slavery of the
liquor traffic and granted
them the freedom their
hearts so much desired.

Thus saitli the Lord, Let my
people go. (Kx. 8 : I.)

Downtown Church Problem

The widow of Mr. D.

Willis James gave $180,000
to complete a fund of

$300,000 of endowment for

the First Presbyterian
Church in New York City,

of which the Rev. Dr.
Howard Duffield is pastor.
The church lacks five years
of being two hundred years
old. "The original church
was situated on Wall
Street near Broadway. It

moved with the people up-
town. The church parish houte and parsonage
now occupy a whole block front on lower Fifth
Avenue. Most of the old members have died or
moved away, and it was necessary to endow or sell

the church and follow the people uptown; and the
endowment has been wisely provided. The problem
of the First Presbyterian Church is that of the
downtown churches in almost all the cities; some
are maintained by members who come long distances
and pass many other churches to worship in their
old home, but as a rule the people find it necessary
to have church buildings nearer their residences,
and especially Sunday Schools nearer at hand for
their children, and hence the downtown churches
have very generally been sold and new buildings
erected in the residential districts. The city prob-
lem is so momentous that this abandoment of down-
town churches must cease and a certain number
must be preserved for the people whose employ-
ment requires them to live in their local neigh-
borhoods. Under ordinary conditions, endowed
churches would be a curse rather than a blessing,
but these conditions seem to be extraordinary, and
the endowment seems to be the duty of the church.
Heretofore the Roman Catholics have been wiser in

maintaining their downtown churches than the Prot-
estants. They have been enabled to do so the easier
because so many of the foreign and labor element
residing in the business districts belong to their
communion. Mrs. James will be preaching Christ's
Gospel to the poor hundreds of years after she shall

have gone to her reward, and it is likely that other
hearts touched by God's spirit will imitate her splen-
did beneficence. If there is anything on earth that
the poor have a right to it is the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. When the disciples of John came to Christ
to find out whether he was the Messiah or not, Jesus
gave as one of the evidences of his divinity that

:

The poor have the Gospel preached to them. (Matt. 11:3)
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Madame Chang and Her Daughters

Continued from page 1^7

There are also a dainty tea set and an imposing

coffee set, on every piece of which the dragon's

extended jaws and curling tail are delineated.

In one end of the dining-room is a rack bearing

twenty or more plates, the product of the oldest

potteries in China. Rare as these are they are over-

shadowed by the many pieces of old pottery and por-

celain in the cabinets and cases of the Minister's

office. The entire lower part of the walls of the

large drawing-room is lined with enclosed shelves

and upon these are placed the precious relics, which

include quaint tea sets, bowls, plates, platters, fruit

dishes, and many others, which none but a Chinese

connoisseur could name. There are also wondrous

carvings in teakwood, unique designs in lacquer and

other beautiful things. His Excellency has the his-

tory of every piece in this wonderful collection at

his finger tips, and was most gracious in explaining

them through the courteous interpreter of lega-

tion, and the kind offices of his son, in the three or

four subsequent visits made by the representative

of The Christian Herald.
The sun was shining brightly on the afternoon

when permission was asked by the writer to have

photographs made of the Minister and his family.

"The young ladies are going to a tea, and I fear that

you vvdll have to wait for them to dress," replied

young Mr. Chang; but the Minister and Madame
Chang came in just then, and there was no delay.

Madame Chang is typically Chinese in appearance

and manner, and does not speak much English yet,

but' she is very gracious and amiable. She was
the daughter of one of China's successful offi-

cials, and, like her husband, was born in the

Cantonese district, although the greater part of

their lives since their marriage has been spent in

Peking. They have four children : the son, Henry,
a married daughter in China, and two daughters of
school age, who are in Washington with them.

Just as the photographer had finished Madame
Chang's sittings there was a patter of slippered feet

on the wide stairway and five young girls came
gliding into the drawing-room. Pretty dark-eyed
maids they were, in their heavily-brocaded, bright-
colored satin frocks and quaint, long trousers, with
the daintiest little silk slippers turning up at the
toes. It was noted with satisfaction that not one
of their shapely feet had ever been bound. Young
girls they all were, although one was the bride of
Mr. Henry Chang and so should scarcely be called
a "girl" any longer. "Do you speak English?" po-
litely inquired the photographer, as they began
taking their places in front of the camera. "Oh,
no!" they chorused with a remarkable unanimity,
and then they joined in the laugh that followed as
heartily as did the others. They really do speak
English, and French, too; for they have had both
English and French as well as Chinese tutors from
babyhood. They were the Minister's two daughters
(who have taken the familiar names of Alice and
Lily, and who are in their very early teens) , the
little bride, who was married with Oriental cere-
mony at the legation just before Christmas, and her
two sisters. Misses Emily and May Tang. The^e
last three are daughters of Tang Shao-yi, the Gov-
ernor of Manchuria, who came to the United States
last year as the special envoy bearing the Chinese
government's thanks to this government for the
return of the Boxer indemnity.
The first public appearance of Minister Chang

with his family and suite was at the reception at
the White House on New Year's Day. It was the
usual New Year pageantry, in which the entire
official world at the capital turns out in its fullest
court dress. Minister Chang and his family were
almost complete strangers, and were the centre of
interest as they passed from room to room with the
unconscious, staid dignity which is characteristic of
the high-class Chinese. In the East Room they were
the focus of attraction, and many guests were pre-
sented to them by Secretary Yung Kwai and his
American wife, who have been connected with the
legation in Washingrton for several years.
"She is a sweet, motherly woman," and the Amer-

ican women are sure to like her when they become
acquamted with her," said Mrs. Yung, in speaking
of Madame Chang. "I met her in her own home
last year in China, and I was very much interested
in watching her there. Her household there is a tre-
mendous affair. I imagine that the majority of us
women here would think we simply could not run
such an establishment; but she did it with the great-
est ease. And her gentle motherliness to all the
numerous members of her household was that which
struck me most forcibly. I really think she is a
wonderful woman, and I know that the Americans
are sure to like her." And The Christian Her-
ald's representative, from her slight acquaintance
vrith her, is sure that they are, too.
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To Our Subscribers
Formerly of the

HOME HERALD
EAR FRIEND: We are still very busy with

the work of consolidating the Home Herald

with The Christian Herald. Every now
and then we meet new problems arising from the

differences of business methods employed by the two

concerns, and these are taken up, one by one, and

solved. This consumes considerable time, but we
feel sure that our new friends will bear with us

patiently for at least a little while, when we hope

to have everything in such perfect order that the

great business machinery will move on without a

single hitch.

In the meantime, our new friends will, we feel

confident, give us credit for having almost imme-
diately established prompt and regular delivery of

The Christian Herald, and we will continue this

course until every difficulty has been adjusted. Our
uniform custom has been to first recognize the right

of a subscriber to regular service before anything
else is considered, after which, if any differences

exist, they may be taken up for consideration and
amicable adjustment.

Hence the subscription list was a matter of first

consideration. The system employed by the Home
Herald, of omitting the year from the date "tab,"

made the immediate checking up of 150,000 names
a physical impossibility. So we decided that we,

and not the subscriber, should stand whatever sac-

rifice might be entailed or loss incurred by the una-
voidable delay, and instructions were promptly given
tha't every name on the Home Herald list should at

once be incorporated with The Christian Herald
list, in order that the service of the former might
be as prompt as the service of the latter.

This course proved very expensive, entailing work
all day and all night for four weeks, but it could
not be avoided if our new friends were to be treated

as promptly and fairly as our older ones.

Now that our house is again getting into apple-
pie order, we meet you and greet you with hearty
salutations of welcome, welcome, thrice welcome!
May you, one and all, find the new companionship
as lovable and enjoyable as we are sure that we
shall find yours. Let the now greatly enlarged
Christian Herald family, which in the past has
built up a record unprecedented for deeds of love, of
kindness, of unselfishness and of self-sacrifice, con-
tinue more aggressively than ever to work together
to make our future history even more illustrious

than our past.

Very cordially yours,

Bible House, New York City
February 12, 1910.

SPECIAL NOTICE
TTfTE are now preparing for our new friends an-
'" other edition of our famous "Dreamland"

Calendar, to enable us to meet their requirements
without delay. We are also printing special edi-
tions of our Premium Books and arranging for
Magazine Combinations, in order that every advan-
tage enjoyed by The Christian Herald subscribers
may also be extended to the Home Herald contingent.

As it is rather a large undertaking to provide for
150,000 newcomers, we ask your indulgence for yet
a few days, when all things will be ready. At the
same time accitrate dates of expiry tvill be available
and subscribers will be corresponded with individ-
ually to ascertain their further pleasure.

Flood Days in Paris

Continued from page liS

floors above. The structure, added to by succesr^

kings, has an inner and an outer court. The inr
upon which abut the statue galleries, is even yd^
danger of sinking into the water below. The o L
court looks west toward the Place de Carrousel,

5e

Tuileries Gardens and the Place de la Concordi'
The Place de la Concorde was covered with sev y

feet of water. In the centre rises the obelisl.if

Rameses the Great, and beyond is the Arc de ij.

omphe of Napoleon I. This great square is (j.

narily the teeming centre of modern Paris.
,e

Rue Rivoli runs into it from the east. Durinfgie
flood the water ran in from the southwest. A g|t
fountain, with tritons, ordinarily plays here. j|3

surrounded by ideal statues, representing the c ig

of France, with Strasbourg alway's in mournin
The weather became intensely cold and card

much suffering, as there w^s no way to heat my
of the buildings and the supply of fuel began to jn

low in the dry districts. Food also became sce?

as the farmers had not been able to make their y
into the city for days. Probably it will be fold

that most of the poultrymen and others have >.

fered equally with the people of the capital. Fiia

while it seemed as if there might be a famine.
Engineers devised various ways to stop the in n

over the city. One of them was to build d s

across the streets leading to the river, remin(
g

one of the barricades of the Commune. These )-

terfered with traffic, even where the streets \|e

dry. Here and there the pressure against the hi-

lly constructed bulwarks was too great, and le

dams would break, letting the water through.
|

The people who lived within several square.'}!

the river, both rich and poor, had to seek safer qi:'-

ters. Ambassador Bacon, who has but rece y

established himself in Paris, had to leave the Un d

States Embassy Building and go to a hotel fari:r

from the river and on higher ground. Sevil

other foreign Ambassadors found their ho s

flooded, and transferred their families to hoi ;.

The hotels were soon overcrowded with refug i,

and it soon became a problem to accommodate tl'e

who applied for shelter. Feeding them, also, {s

a still harder problem for the proprietors.
i

President Fallieres, though urged to leave je

palace, remained there, actively engaged in direds;

relief work and keeping in touch with the situa a

throughout the entire valley of the Seine. je

palace was entirely surrounded by water, thougl t

this place it was not deep. Madame Fallieres g^
her usual reception, but the only lights were a *

tallow candles.
j

The Chamber of Deputies was flooded also. )e

water rose over the parapet at the Place de la C

-

corde, and swept up to the front of the Chambe; f

Deputies. The deputies held their sessions as us
,

but had an exciting journey to reach the build ;.

Gun-carriages were in waiting to receive them; e

deputies would mount to the uncertain seats, e

drivers cracked their whips, and away they wc i

dash, the horses leaping through the water a i

gallop. The deputies, on arrival, would be de) -

ited several steps above the street level, at e

main entrance.
Paris made a brave effort to put on a smil

;

face, but, though done heroically, it was a dis 1

failure. At first they thought, if the water wc'J

recede, all they would have to do would be to el i

up the debris it had left; now, however, that e

first excitement is passing, a sense of the maj -

tude of the disaster has begun to dawn on th ;

All know that it is a national calamity, and that -

covery from its effects will cost millions of mo f

and will take many months to accomplish, perhs
years.
As soon as the magnitude of the disaster becre

known offers of assistance were made by priv e

individuals and governments. Dr. Klopsch comi

-

nicated by cable with Ambassador Bacon, send?
his sympathy to President Fallieres, and offer?
aid. A cable was also sent to Pastor Wagner, \ 1

known to our readers as the author of The Sime
Life and of sermons in The Christian Her^s
offering the aid of this paper in relief measu::.
President Fallieres gave $20,000 from his own pu s

and subscriptions are coming in from Germa .

Great Britain and America. Twelve thousand p
-

pie are homeless, and many free soup kitchens 2

being established. Meanwhile, if there are no rais

the river will cease to be a menace to the city.

Likes the Story Bible
Dear Dr. Klopsch: We have received The St'i)

Bible, "Dreamland" calendar and "Daughters i

Dorcas" with our renewal of The Christian H-
ald. We are pleased with each. The Story BvS
draws out the facts of the Bible in such a way tt

any one should see the Gospel truths. We je

pleased to see that Mrs. Sangster has dedicatee t

to one so worthy as Miss Helen Gould.
Breckenridge, Colo. C. BULI

il



AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Less Meat and More Fruit

CONSTANT diet of meat, fortified by rich

k pastry, is the bane of many an American
^^ household. The popular anti-meat crusade

btigs this subject prominently into view. Meat,

ipne or another form, is served three times a day,

ai partaken of indiscriminately by parents and
cldren. Once a day is often enough for most
ptple to eat meat. A man who is going out to a

l(g day's work, and who can be sure of nothing
nre than a hurried luncheon, may be excused for

eting the hearty breakfast of fried or broiled meat,
p:atoes and cakes that is set by some of us on the
nri'ning table. Still, the same amount of energy
al vitality would be conserved if a well-cooked

cieal were substituted for the chop or steak and
a omelet or poached egg were eaten in addition,

luit should form part of every meal. Whether
C:iked or uncooked, fruit is wholesome, and is na-
t-e's remedy for indigestion. The haste with
v.lch we eat and the undue pace at which we work,
vited with a corroding anxiety about making both
e.Js meet, account for the fre-

cency of dyspepsia. This
rilady causes physical suffer-

i?, spiritual depression and
aDcking ill-temper. A dys-

iptic is seldom a saint, nor
(1 he be altogether blamed for
liing a sinner.

Plenty of fruit and plenty of

flld water, very little coffee

5d tea, and the elimination of

lit bread, highly-spiced foods,

?;h pies and cake would add
;ars to the life of men and
)men who are in danger of

dng before the meridian.
lA hint to men on the use of

ibacco in any form is usually
asonable, for when nicotine

?ison is added to overmuch
se of fresh meat incurable ill-

fsses are ready to spring out
ambush. Children are the

:tter if permitted access to

pe fruit as often as they
ave it.

jie Care of the Hands in Winter

''Women whose hands in win-
r are apt to be red and rough
ould have less trouble if they
ere careful thoroughly to dry
le hands after having them in

ater. If any moisture is left

1 the hands, contact with a
^ill atmosphere may roughen them. A little cold

•eam thoroughly rubbed into the hands at night,

fter which a pair of loose gloves are put on for an
our or two, will insure whiteness and smoothness.
. is not necessary to wear the gloves through the
itire night. They can be slipped off after a while,
' the wearer prefers. Wx)men who are obliged to

ave their hands very much in hot water should be
rovided with rubber gloves. They would find in

lese a complete protection.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

shall be its portion in the days to come? Bless the
little feet, so dimpled and so sweet, that are bal-
ancing on the floor and finally learning to walk and
to run on the right road.

In Behalf of Our Friend the Dog

Our British cousins understand much better than
we how to care for and keep in health and comfort
man's dearest and truest animal friend, the dog.
Everywhere in English towns there are low drink-
ing troughs, conveniently placed, so that the way-
faring dog may solace himself when thirsty. A
little care in this direction here in America would
be much more to our credit than is the annual sum-
mer crusade that aims to exterminate this four-
footed comrade. Undoubtedly hydrophobia is a
malady to be regarded with apprehension and dis-

may. The fact is that comparatively few dogs are
the victims of rabies, and that the bite of a dog in

I

A Persian Millionaire

Fis bul a few yean nnce Peraia'was a comparatively unknown country to all except the ^dent of archaeology. Suddenly the country

look a prominent place in the public press ; the Persians showed themselves acSive in the things which interest the people of the

present. It is expanding its trade with other countries and has men of large capital and enterprise. The richest man in Persia is Hon.

Khodja Baba, and lives in Senah, Kurdistan. He owru seven villages and has a large business in woolens and rugs. He sits at toe

extreme right in the pi<aure. The firSl woman in the second row is the millionaire's wife. The boys of the family will undoubtedly

be influential in the coming history of the new Persia.

I« Baby's First Step

When baby learns to walk, and takes the first in-

ependent step over the carpet, with a fluttering

lotion like that of a bird learning to fly, the house-
old is stirred with interest. A grandmother may
ave seen her own babies learn to walk long ago,
ather and mother may have watched the first steps
f other children, but when the latest baby takes
he plunge and sets out independently on its own
ittle feet the performance is as new and interesting
o everybody as if all had perceived it for the first

ime. The little feet may take many a step on the
oad of life, they may find plenty of steep places,

hey may sometimes flounder in bogs, or they may
turdily keep the middle of the path and go straight
orward to their goal. They have before them, let

IS hope, long years in which to work and play. If

mly the baby gets started right, who knows what

health is unlikely to produce serious results, espe-

cially if the wound be promptly cauterized. When
no doctor is at hand, cauterization may safely be

done at home by any one who has the nerve thor-

oughly to cleanse a wound. This having been done,

a touch of carbolic acid, followed by a dash of alco-

hol, will render the bitten person immune from in-

jury. A bit of absorbent cotton on the end of a
wire should be used to introduce the carbolic, and
no drop of it should be allowed to fall on the sur-

rounding surface.
People are unwise to take liberties with dogs to

whom they are strangers, and children should not

be allowed to torment these or any other animals.

Some little time ago a newspaper in Virginia re-

lated an incident that had its tragic side. A dog
noted for good behavior suddenly ran to his mis-

tress with every demonstration of violence. He
pulled her dress, barking furiously, and very nearly

knocked her down. It happened to be at a time

when the general public had lost its head on the

subject of the dog, and the woman, thoroughly

frightened, shrieked for aid. Her husband, running
up, shot the dog and killed him. A little later the

couple discovered that their only child, a little lad

of four, was missing. They searched for him in

vain until the adjacent river gave up its dead. The
faithful dog had been trying as best he could to tell

them of the child's peril, and had they listened to

him the boy might have been rescued.

Our Children's Friends

N some households the different sets of people

are as distinct from one another as if they were
ivory balls. The family breaks itself into sepa-

rate groups, or separate units, as it may be, and
almost the only points of contact are in the daily

meetings around the table. The parents have their

friends, the grown daughter has hers, the sons have
theirs, and even the little boys and girls have com-
panions and playmates who are practically un-
known in the home. This is, in a way, unfortunate
all round. That home is the happiest in which
there is the largest fellowship of love and the com-
pletest unification of purpose. In other words, the
friends of one should be the friends of all. This
would not prevent intimacies on the part of one or
another, the young girl having her chum, who was-
almost as dear as a sister, and the lad in his teens
possessing a comrade who might be to him as Jona-
than to David. Mothers ought to be acquainted
with their children's friends. For the reason that,

in a large measure, education goes on outside the
schoolroom, and the people with
whom we associate have as
much to do with our develop-
ment as the books we read and
the lessons we learn, fathers
and mothers should know what
their children are deriving
from those whom they con-
stantly meet.
There are homes to which

young people throng, taking as
much pleasure in the elders of

the family as in those whom
they specially go to see. In
the ideal home there is no
diversity of interests. Every-
thing tends to help and elevate
the common lot. Our chil-

dren's friends should be our
friends all the way along the
road. Try the plan and see if

it does not work.

In Quarantine

The public health is carefully

guarded by municipal restric-

tions against the spread of con-

tagion. Notices, conspicuously
posted on houses that we pass,

inform us that the families
therein are quarantined. When
a doctor orders a quarantine
because scarlet fever, diphthe-
ria, or any other dreaded mal-
ady has attacked a victim, the

edict of seclusion is rigidly enforced. The patient

and the caretakers are isolated from the rest of the

household, as well as from contact with the outside

world. If there are those in the house who are
compelled to go to business, they are shielded from
contact with the sick one as effectually as if they
lived in a different dwelling. In many cases the

victims of contagious disease are without delay re-

moved to a hospital, and this is done in their own
interest as well as in the interest of the community.
Certainly it is every one's duty to observe quaran-
tine regulations as strictly as possible. No one
knows what the end may be when a child or an adult

is seized with a malignant sickness. We are all

bound together, and in a way, all over the nation,

we are one great family—each for all and all for

each. Even if there be private burdens to bear,

they must be borne cheerfully, because of the broth-

erhood and sisterhood that unite our people in

friendly bonds.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-All
—Housekeeper. The greatest care should be taken to label

plainly and clearly every jar, bottle and box on the pantry
shelves. This is especially necessary if irresponsible people or
children are in the habit of taking articles from the shelves.

Serious results have ensued from mistakes due to heedlessness.

What you say about using poison for rats, and leaving it in

closets, is alarming to me. I once lived next door to a house
in which a child died from eating a slice of bread and butter

on which arsenic had been spread for the mice. Do use greater
care than you appear to do in this matter.
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SHALL WE RAISE THE "MAINE"?
By REAR-ADMIRAL CHARLES D. SIGSBEE, United States Navy

\

IN
response to the invitation of The Christian

Herald, tliat I give my views relative to raising

or removing the wreck of the old Maine, and at

the same time announce my own attitude in the

matter, I venture to present the following remarks

:

Several months ago I gave a lecture on the sub-

ject of the Maine, in order to swell the funds of the

Maine Monument Association, of which I have the

honor to be president. In my delivery, which occu-

pied only fifty minutes, I was largely intent on

reviving public knowledge of the almost inconceiv-

ably shattered condition of nearly, or quite, one-half

of the Maine's hull and fittings. For the purpose I

used photo-pictures taken soon after the destruction

of the vessel, and before the above-water hamper
had been removed by the wreckers. I set forth the
difficulties that must attend any effort to raise the
wreck intact. Also, I reaffirmed my belief that the

condition of the wreck, and the cause of the explo-

sion, had been correctly investigated and amply
reported by the American Court of Inquiry, after its

four weeks of sittings at Havana and Key West.
Apparently very many of our people have tended
to forget the convincing details contained in the
report of the court, which was issued in print as a
public document. My object was to set forth facts
clearly, and to give no opinion whether the wreck
should or should not be raised. I gave no opinion
on that point.

Then followed certain editorials in leading news-
papers, based on the inference that I was opposed
to raising the wreck. They were kindly in tone,
but held that my supposed attitude was impolitic.

To dispel all doubt, let me say that if the people of
the United States wish to have the wreck of the
Maine raised or exposed, then I wish it more than
any other citizen. I have never taken any other
stand. But, having in mind the evidence already
gathered by the American Court of Inquiry, as well
as the facts that were obvious to myself indepen-
dently, my own wish must necessarily be one of
patriotic sentiment. I cannot base it on a disagree-
ment with the opinion rendered by that highly com-
petent court. Certainly I can have no sympathy
with the people who hint at facts withheld. I know
of no such facts. So far as I know and believe, all
ascertained facts are already published and avail-
able universally. I have never expressed a prefer-
ence for any particular private enterprise having
in view the final disposition of the wreck. I have
kept my balance rigidly in such matters, as the
friends nearest me well know. I have not been
under any imposition of silence or secrecy by the
government. The government has never stayed nor
directed either my voice or my pen, nor has it ever
seen any article from
my pen prior to pub-
lication.

As president of the
Maine Monument As-
sociation I am engaged,
with others, in a move-
ment to erect inWash-
ington a monument to
the Maine and her
dead, so my own in-

terest in my old com-
mand is active, not
passive. I should not
think of volunteering
opposition to any gen-
eral wish regarding
the disposition of the
wreck, but I conceive
that I may properly
discuss the mechanical
conditions that must
be met in dealing with
the wreck by methods
already proposed and
publicly discussed.
Congress, when ap-
pealed to, may be expected to wring any proposition
quite dry of false flavorings, and to consider the
actual conditions before appropriating the great
amount of money that will be needed. It is well,
therefore, that any appeal should be well grounded
in a knowledge of the conditions known to exist by
those who are sufficiently informed.
Many people are influenced by the expectation of

finding bodies of the dead down in the wreck. I
fear that the hope will not be realized. This topic
is painful, but it is well that the public should be
prepared for disappointment. Twelve yeai-s have
passed since the Maine was destroyed. In the warm
water of that land-locked and tropical harbor any
human remains must have disintegrated and disap-
peared long ere this. It is probable also that the
number of dead recovered—by, sufficient indications

—was larger than estimated at the time. The
wreclj was well searched by both naval and civilian

divers. For a long time it was my belief that re-

mains might be found in the cabin, or compartment,
of the chief petty officers, which was on the berth

deck, at the dividing line between possible safety

and certain death. On comparing my list with the

names of men who habitually slept there I find that

the remains of some were recovered and identified.

Others may have failed of identification, and some

of the men may not have been in the compartment at
the critical moment.

Three methods of treating the wreck have been
proposed, viz.: first, to "raise" it, with a possible
view of repairs; second, to remove it in parts, as a
hindrance to navigation; third, to build a coffer-dam
around it and expose it to view.

Before the American Court sworn testimony
showed that, in the destruction of the Maine, there
were two distinct explosions, one short and sharp
and the other—the second—of greater volume and

The Wreck of the Battleship "Maine," in Havana Harbor

duration. Various witnesses heard both. The re-
port was followed by a lifting of the forward part
of the vessel, and then by an immediate sinking of
that part. As to the visual effect, a Spanish lieu-
tenant testified, before the Spanish Court, that he
saw an enormous blaze of fire rise toward the zenith
and to a great height, followed by a terrible explo-
sion; that almost the whole of the ironclad was cov-
ered by a thick smoke; that the illumination (ship's
own lights) was instantaneously extinguished, and
that an infinite number of colored lights passed
away into space. He added that the moment after
the explosion all was dark until, a little later, the
scene was illuminated by the brightness of the fire
caused by the explosion, and that other explosions,
apparently of shell, followed, which continued until
two o'clock in the morning.
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The explosion occurred at 9 :40 P.M. The a r

part of the vessel, supported by its watertight C|.

partments, remaining more or less intact, sfe

slowly. The initial explosion was forward, on e

port side, and nearly under the conning-tower.
je

American inquiry was unsparing in its investiga
jn

of the officers and men of the Maine. It went b

lines of inquiry apparently ignored by the Spaih
Court, whose sittings were much more brief, (j.

corning the vessel destroyed, the American Ctjt

required testimony as to the amount, character i

stowage of the inflammable and explosive mater ,s

on board, the measures taken to safeguard them,
ie

attention to duties of the persons in charge,
|1

much more. For weeks our divers were worktr

under expert direction, aided by the detailed dr f-

ings from which the ship was built. Their res s

were given under oath to the court, and are tcs

found in the published records. Finally, the ccit

knew the condition of the submerged wreck with a

accuracy needed to form an opinion, which was t 'p

"The Maine was destroyed by an explosion of a f '-

marine mine, which caused the partial explosior f

two or more of the forward magazines." Nj -

rally, the Spanish Court depended largely on arl-

ment for its report, which said, in part : "No km j

case has yet been recorded where the explosior f

a torpedo against the side of a vessel has caused ;

explosion of the magazines." Undoubtedly 1;;

statement had much more weight, universally, v

fore the destruction of the Russian battleship Pe, -

pavlovsk, the flagship of Admiral Makaroff, off li

Arthur. On April 13, 1904, she ran against a jl

anese mine, the explosion of which communica|l
with the magazines of the ship. Then the ma!-

zines of the ship exploded, vdth awful destruct)

and loss of life. The ship sank in two minutes, t

repeating the loss of the Maine. Apparently
have the same similarity in the case of the Japan
battleship Hatsuse, sunk on May 15, 1904. For't

reason yet advanced am I able to disagree with

opinion of the American Court. It is one thing

)

wish to raise the Maine, but for me it is anot •

thing to question our own court without warn

.

Let us do what we choose with the wreck of ;

Maine, and do it openly, so that all men may see ; I

judge, but let us do it only on the ground of pa •

otic sentiment. We owe no apologetic concessi )

anywhere for that terrible disaster. I

The forward half of the Maine was distorted {:|

disintegrated beyond hope of repair. The intric i

confusion of parts was astounding. The early p
tographs show, above water, a vast, interwoven il

conglomerated mass of details, large and sm|,

nearly all of which has since been removed, t

us turn again to those pictures before we conde)

the government •

not "stopping up ;

h ol e in the bo
'

Under water, har'
more than loose m£ •

rial, such as guns ; 1

ammunition, were ,-

moved. The forwi 1

half of the wreck

;

disrupted, bent, tw •

ed and tied togetl,,

one part to anotl;,

by ligaments of mei

.

In urging measure! I:

is very essential tl'f

we should hold
||

mind this condition'

things. If the int.-

tion be to expose p

wreck to re-examiir

tion, then it is higf
important that !

maintain the s t aif

relation of the varic

'

parts. The bend;;

even of small detcS

might wrongfully |-

verse the conclusions already reached by loi-

continued examination. Three methods of dealif

with the wreck have been proposed. Let us discif

them briefly.

"Raising" the ivreck intact. To insure non-cip

turbance of any part, it seemingly would be necl
sary to insert under the whole structure, and bel'

many feet of mud, a rigid platform, about 70 ft

wide and 350 feet long. It must be capable of •

maining rigid under a load, unequally distribut,
of about 4,000 tons. Then would come the liftii.

bodily, of this 4,000 tons, increased by the weight'
the platform. By operating on a large scale,/

could be done, but only at enormous expense. On
above water, what should we do with that he-

buoyant, hopelessly damaged mass of wrecka.
Continued on next page
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Shall We Raise the "Maine"?
Continued from preceding page

thi supported? Where should we

tal it, and how? What object would

we ave in view? Obviously the prob-

ler would be only partly solved.

.zmoving the wreck in parts. By
reH'ting to blasting, this method

(vo d be comparatively simple, inex-

peiive and quick. But here enters

thtiuestion of disturbing those condi-

tio; on which the court based its opin-

ior Considered merely as a mechan-
ica proposition, this method affords

fajind away the simplest solution of

thearoblem. Before we can attempt

it e must decide whether we have

retng on us any further responsi-

bil/ of demonstrating the cause of

ihOlaine's destruction. The question

)i xpense might force this method,

ou in advance of operations, Spain
milt be invited to make an indepen-

Jei examination of the wreck on her

)w account and at her own expense,

ou with drawings provided by our

ETC rnment.
jUding a coffer-dam around the

wr:k, and pumping out the contained

wafr and mud, thereby exposing the

?e!3l to full view and without the

ea. disturbance of parts. There is

no'ing repugnant in this method. I

na it in mind the very day after the
Mne was destroyed. It would afford

i mplete opportunity for re-exam-
,n;|0n. Then would come the matter
)f inal disposition, which at least

;oil be' determined intelligently. It

s irdly to be doubted that a suitable

;ofr-dam could be built. So far as
[ a informed, the plans heretofore

or osed have had in view a dam
ar nd the whole ship, but this is not

16 ssary for the purpose of re-exam-
nt.on. The damage was done in the

fo:'ard half of the vessel. The after

la has never been in dispute. There-
To; a coffer-dam, to include only
;hi| injured part, with bulkheads of

:a ked timbers, built into the hull,

;r; sversely, at the middle body,
ivc.ld suffice.

has been proposed to employ this

ch i method, and, after re-examina-
tit, to cover in the wreck with earth
in make a monumental islet of the
sif', The plan appeals, but it would
36 egate a part of the harbor which,
thigh not much needed now, may be
reiired with the increase of com-
mtce.

Havana harbor is nearly enclosed.
The rise and fall of tide is about eigh-
teen inches only. There is but a single
channel for the ebb and flow. Conse-
quently the harbor is not well scoured
by the tide. The water and mud are
filthy, and disagreeable in odor when
stirred up. Any of the suggested op-
erations would keep the water and
mud agitated for months, perhaps for
many months. The city is very near,
the climate tropical and the population
large. This is to be considered. Even
blasting, except of small pieces, might
prove objectionable to the people of
Havana, and to the vessels in the
harbor.

Frequently I get letters on the sub-
ject of "raising" the Maine. Com-
monly, the writers conceive that "hole
in the bow." Some, instead of refer-

ring to the records of the court, with
its sworn testimony arrayed intelli-

gently, prefer to "pick up" their infor-

mation from haphazard and irrespon-
sible statements. One citizen vigor-
ously and publicly urged his scheme,
which was to "raise" that mass of dis-

integrated metal by means of inflated

gas bags, and then tow the wreck to

Key West for "docking." He wrote me
a severe letter, apparently because I

would not discuss his undigested
scheme. There is no dock at Key
West, and only a machine shop for
minor repairs. The dry dock nearest
Havana is at Pensacola—a long span
indeed. Some letters that I receive are
worthy of more attention than I can
give them. This I regret, because they
are patriotic and convey a sentiment
for my old command, but my mails are
larger than I can manage. I have no
secretary nor other writer to assist me.

Shall the wreck of the Maine be
"raised," or shall it be removed? By
what method? If raised, what shall

be done with it? The Maine is ob-

solete both in size and in type. Foi'

fighting value she may be compared
with the Texas. Shall her after-half

be floated and placed, monumentally,
elsewhere? Is the prime object re-

examination, or patriotic sentiment and
sorrow for the dead? Have we evaded
any responsibility? May I express
the hope that I have now shown myself
quite ready to fall into accord with
any scheme for dealing with the wreck
of the Maine that may meet with popu-
lar approval. C. D. SIGSBEE.

RESULT OF THE MEAT STRIKE
V'HILE the anti-meat strike is not
V occupying so much space in the

piJic prints, yet the movement is still

he ing public attention in many parts
of he country, and may be said to
haj succeeded in one of its principal
obcts—to draw universal attention
to he present constant upward trend
in oodstuffs, and to arouse the people
ar lawmakers to some line of effective
acDn. The strike was only called for
thty days, and did not succeed in
koing wholesale prices down, though
it d frighten the dealers into tempo-
ral concessions.

robably the most startling single
di losure during the strike was the
mhods of putting supplies in cold
stage, when they should be plentiful,
ar thus keeping control of the market
at ill seasons, the price never being
al wed to drop in eggs below a certain
fiji point. If fresh at the time they
ai put in cold storage, no harm will
coe to the user; but if they are at
al indent when put away they are a
m ace to health. Cold storage plants
in he vicinity of New York were in-
veigated, and 80,000 eggs in one
st ehouse were destroyed as unfit for

in January 29 an order was sent
ot by packers in Omaha, Neb., to all
tr live stock shippers in the Western

States not to ship live stock of any

kind to market until the present pro-

test against the high price of fresh

meat had died out. Every shipper in

Wyoming, South Dakota, Montana,
Iowa and Nebraska is said to have
received one of these orders.

After the decline at the first of the

strike, meat went up again by Febru-
ary 4 in New York City. Beef rose

in one day 50 cents on the 100 pounds,
selling at $10. Lamb and mutton, un-

der orders from Chicago, went up half

a cent a pound.
The grand jury investigating condi-

tions in New Jersey made a round of

the .storehouses in Hudson County. In

a distributing station in Jersey City

they found half a million tons of meat
on hand. It was covered with ice and
frozen hard as a board. Some of it

had been there since last April. The
superintendent, in answer to the query
why it had been kept so long, replied

that it was kept in "anticipation of

trade requirements." In an egg stor-

age plant it was found that 36,000,000

eggs were in cold storage.

These are but a few instances of

many from all over the country, and
the knowledge of packing methods now
being acquired by the public and inves-

tigators will play an important part

in regulations which must be made.

Does your skin dry, harden, roughen
and crack when you venture out of doors
in cold weather?
The trouble may be due to any one of

several causes—wind; exposure of the
face and hands after bathing them in

warm water; or the use of a soap which
is not properly made.
In any event, you should use Ivory

Soap. Made of pure vegetable oils and
containing no "free" (uncombined) al-

kali, it not only cleanses the skin, but it

helps to keep it smooth, soft and healthy
—in winter as well as in summer.

Money will not buy purer soap than Ivory. Many
toilet soaps which find a ready sale at 15, 25 or even 50
cents a cake are not so pure.

Ivory Soap . , , 99^Xoo Per Cent. Pure.

^^^^ J
Here Is Something New

From Kalamazoo
Prove for yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the mo^
perfect—most econoniical—most satisEactory range lor you to use—Your
money back if it's not.

Send for Catalog No. 103 with special ternrs and compare Kjlamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a Kala-

in.izoo in her home. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash if

yuii like. Either way—you save $10 to $30 on any stove in the catalog. We
make it easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
Freight

Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich. Direct to You"

RU6SiS$l.90
(nerain ^% I | ^\ ^^ Sizes
Tapestry |< I I I _ ^6x9 to <

[Velvet IW^WUxlS
\xminster, Body-Brussels, Wilton to $60.00

We have made rugs for a quarter-century,
and sell direct to you at mill prices—no deal-

er's profit to pay on

Hancock Rugs
Beautiful designs, best materials, large vari-

ety. Money back if not satisfactory.
Send tod.iy fur catalogue showing the rugs
n nctual colors and telling how we pay
tlio frclfjiit.

Jancock Rug Mills, DepI.Ei Phila.Ua

Varicose
Veinsm

If you know you have Varicose
Veins, don't "let it go," for such
thingslt left to themselves do not
getbetter, but worse. Begin now
wearing oiu' Seamless Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKING

and save yourself years of suf-
fering. The best treatment
yet discovered by medical
science for troubles of this

sort. Illustrated booklet,
prices^ self-measure direc-
tions olailhj sent free.

Curtis & Splndell Co. , Elastic
Weavers, 202 Oxford St.. Lynn. Mass.

Burpee, Philadelphia,
written on a post card, giv-

ing your own name and ad-
dress, will bring you a copy
of The Leading American

See<i CaXalog—provided you intend to have a garden this season. A book of 178 pages with col-
ored plates painted from nature. It tells the plain truth about The Best Seeds that Grow. We
have the Largest Mail-order
Seed Trade in the World and it

is sufficient to address simply

^

^

re. ii leiis me piain truin aDOiu i ne xsesi »eeas mat ijrow. we

Burpee, Philadelphia^
YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your

Churcii or Sunday School, and one
for every person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 fcr loo. Words and music. 83 very best
songs, Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. tlackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne. Ind.
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F*^

The good cook knows
that a spoonful of Kingsford's

mixed with the flour makes per-

fect pie-crust. She also knows that

.
; Kingslord's Corn Starch
y ^ is farbetterthan flour

,_^ for thickening gravies,

.^^^ soups and sauces.

Send a post card today,

and we will mail without
charge our remarkable lit-

gHHw^tle Cook Book "O" —
H|p,,^ " What a cook ought to

know about corn starch."

It contains one hundred
and sixty-eight of the best
recipes you ever tried.

T. Kingsford

1 & Son
?^^w? Oswego, N. Y.

National Starch Co.. Saccessors

Lg^

EVERY EMPTY ENVELOPE
COUNTS AS CASH

To secure for our annual catalogue the largest possible circulation, we make
the following unusual offer : To every one who will state where this advertisement

was seen, and who encloses Ten Cents (in stamps) we will mail the catalogue

described below and also send free of charge our " HENDERSON " COL-
LECTION OF SEEDS, containing one packet each of Giant Mixed Sweel Peas;

Giant Fancy Pansies, Mixed; Glanl Victoria Asters, Mixed; Henderson's Big

Boston Lettuce; Freedom Tomato and Henderson's Blood Turnip Beetin a coupon

envelope, which when emptied and returned will be accepted as a 25-cent cash

payment on any order amounting to $1.00 and upward.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN

Is the title of our 1910 catalogue. It is a book of 200 pages with 700

photo engravings direct from nature, 8 superb colored and duotone

plates of vegetables and flowers. Complete and thorough in every

respect, it embodies the results of sixty years practical experience.

We believe it is the best we have ever issued, and the premier

horticultural publication of the year.

In addition, all ordering from this advertisement will receive a copy

of our Garden Guide and Record, which we consider one of our most

valuable publications. A handbook of condensed cultural infonnation of

which one of our customers who has had an advance copy,_ says :
// Is the

most complete, concise and comprehensive book of its kind.

'

Peter Henderson & Co.
35 a 37

CORTLANDT ST
HEW VIRK CITY

Just fills a real and long-felt S\
want of the tidy housekeeper— '\^-

a paste stove polish in boxes
filled full and al-

ways ready -mixed
for quick applica-

tion. A rub on with

a wet cloth and a

little rub up with a
dry one give instantly just

•what you are looking for—
A Jet-Black, Mirrof

Smooth Luster,

Vith No Dust.

and practically no
labor to speak of.

ry IS THE Quickest Stove
Polish Known.

BORSS BROTHERS, Proprietors',
Canton, Mass., V. S. A.

Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music
wliether a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-
sire) for either Piano, Organ, Viol in. Guitar. Banjo,
Cornet, Siglit Singing, Mandolin or Cello will be
given free to tnal<eour home study courses for these
instruments Icnown in your locality. You will
get one lesson weel<ly, and your only expense
during the time you take the lessons will be the
cost of postage and the music you use, which is

small. Write at once. It will mean much to you
to get our free booklet. It will place you under
no obligation whatever to us if you never write
again. Vou and your friends siiould know of
this work. Hundreds of our pupils write: "Wish
1 liad known of your school before." "Have
learned more in one term in my home with your
weekly lessons than in three terms with private
teacliers, and at a great deal less expense."
"Everything is so thorough and complete." "The
lessons are marvels of simplicity, and my U year
old boy has not liad tlie least trouble to learn."
One minister writes: ".'^s each succeeding lesson
comes I am more and more fully per.suaded I made
no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Established 1898—have thousands of pupils
from seven years of age to seventy.

Don't .say you cannot learn music but send for
our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL
OF IMUSIC, Box 7,225 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Instruments supplied ivhen needed. Cashorcredit
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PACKFTwS CHOICE GARDEN AND FLOWER CFFFIQ

.!u ^V -
*-' We will mail one full packet of each aCCI/S

?™f!f_n i.^l"? i?_^^"° varieties, our 1910 catalo>r,.and a coupon good for 10
cents all for one dime.

VEQETABLE SEEDS
Beet Lettuce RaJish Turnip
Onion Cabbage Spinach Parsnip
Carrot Parsley Tomato Cucumber

\rt(

FLOWER SEEDS
Annuals. 200 sorts mixed. Perenn-
ials, 100 sorts mixed. Sweet Peas,
50 varieties mixed. Your money

back If not satisfied.BINGHAMTON SfcED CO.. 402 Water St.. Blnghamton, N. Y.
10

The Work for Peace

By Miss Veer De Vere

IN 1915, and most likely in 1913, the

Hague Conference will be held, and
it will depend on our work whether

the third Hague Conference will mark
an era in which reason will prevail

over brutal force. The United States,

through its very position and the very

elements the nation is composed of, is

Miss Veer De Vere

the only power which effectively could

bring about arbitration. It is in view
of this that I want to make a campaign
throughout the United States to arouse
public sentiment and opinion in favor
of arbitration to settle disputes.

Once that we are convinced that war
is not necessary to settle differences

between nations, and that a cool talk

together with a third competent party
will do far more to advance the inter-

est of a country than to kill each other
blindly to prove that we were right and
the other wrong—if once we are con-
vinced of the foregoing statement that
wars are detrimental to our welfare,
they will soon disappear, and with
them the extravagant budgets to keep
up the army and navy.

This movement of universal peace,
which may lead one day to a general
confederation of the entire world, is

one of the grandest causes to which a
man could devote his efforts.

I have devoted myself to this peace
and arbitration with heart and soul, as
also to the question of old age pensions
by the State. One is an international
and the other a national, economic
question; both, however, intended to
make this world of ours a little bettei,
a little brighter, to all of us. All of
those who want to contribute to the
betterment and welfare of their fellow-
men should join our forces, or support
our hard work, as they will find no bet-
ter cause. I feel encouraged that the
third Hague Conference will be a mem-
orable event in the annals of the civili-

zation of mankind.

Miss Veer de Vere, the writer of the
above, arrived last March from Paris,
France, and has since been speaking
Oil "Peace and Arbitration" before dif-
ferent Peace Societies, especially The
Peace Society of the City of NewYork,
of which Mr. Andrew Carnegie, the
well-known millionaire and philanthro-
pist, is active president.

Miss De Vere belongs to the Au-
thors' Club of Paris, is an officer of
the Academy, and also belongs to the
Association of Peace through Justice
of France. She makes her home at
1531 Pacific Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
where those interested in the cause
she represents may address her in
regard to lectures before clubs and
societies.

Called Higher
Mrs. Ann Yohe, of Toledo, C, died on Ma'

10, 1909, aged eighty years.

Mrs. Ann Percy recently entered into rest a
Rochester, N. Y., in her eighty-fourth year.

Mi-s. Sophia M. Rothert, of Lake, Ind., passe<

to her rest October 31, 1909. For over lift

years she was a member of the German M. E
Church.

Mrs. Sarah Cline, of Blocher, Ind., died th
23d of last July. She was a member of th
Methodist Church, and was a faithful membe
for sixty years.

Mrs. Mary A. S. Gilbert, of Philadelphia, Pa,
departed this life January 1, 1910, aged sixty

five years. A reader of The Christia!
Herald for many years.

Roswell R. Davis, of Casey, 111., passed t

his eternal home on August 4, 1909. He wa
a soldier in the Civil War. He was a membe
of the Methodist Chuj-ch.

Asa F. Crocker, of Roxbury, Mass., wa
called higher on November 30, 1909. He serve

'

gallantly in the war to maintain the Uftior

He was an earnest Christian and a lover oi
The Christian Herald. \\

Mrs. Almira Greene Hoyt, of Milan, Pa,]

died September 23, 1909, aged eighty-eigh'

years. She was a devoted Christian. Sh

'

had read The Christian Herald for ove
j

twenty years.

'm

This
is the trade-

mark which is

found on every

bottle of the

genuine

Scott's Emulsion
the standard Cod Liver Oil

preparation of the world.

Nothing equals it to build up
the weak and wasted bodies

of young and old. au Drugguts

Send lOo. name of paper and this ad. for cup
beautiful Savings Bank and Child's Sketch.
Book. Each bank containsa Good Luck Penny.

SCOTT & BOWNE. 409 Pearl St, N, Y.

iThe confidence felt by farmers and
gardeners in Ferry's Seeds to-day

would Iiave been impossible to ieel inj

any seeds two score of years^

ago. We have made a^
"

science of seed^
growing.

always do '

exactly what you
expect of them. For sale

everywhere. FERRY'S WW SEED

[ ANNUAL Free on request

D. M. FERRY A CO., Detroit, MIoh.

Let Us Send You a Ge
Edison Phonograph
On FREE TRIAL
ngntto your own home without a cent J

frum yoa. No C. O. D. No obligations. \
Send it back at our expense if you don't
wanttokeepit. $2.00 a month
now pays for a genuine
Edison Phonograph at
Rock Bottom prices
and without even interest

j

on monthly payments.
Send today for cor beau?- _^

tiful Free Edison Catalog. A postal will do, bat send at one

F. K. BABSON Edison Phonoersph Dlstr.,
Suite 5572. Edison Block, Ohlcaffu, T

'.mm

Old Appliance IAjy|£ pEQPLE °"»"''

I
1

1 j The Perfection Extenaion Shoe
I /( / for any persi'n witli one short
'

I

'
I

limb. Worn witli any style of
)r-vj ready-made siioes with perfect

1 XTr ease and comfort. Shipped on ^

,=^ L^ trial. Write for Booklet. L
HENRY E. LOTZ, 313 Third Ave., NEW TOKI

KLIP BINDER
Picture Price- List Free 33;
No folloit'Up letters

H. H. BALLARD PITTSFIELD, MASS

CASTER POST CARDS
25cH 20 Floral and Gold Embossed "Greetings,

^^^ 8S for $1. Write at once. You will want more

New Eng. Poit Card Co., Dept. 86, Springfield, Man
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By Dr. F. T>. Crothers

rr'lE so-called temperance movement
Xiof to-day is really an evolutionary

st;g"gle upward from the ignorance

an delusions of the past, and a call

fo a larger knowledge of the great

la J and forces that govern the pro-

gr s of the race. The study of ine-

brty is scientific, and should be con-

fir i to the facts and the laws which

go;rn the growth and development of

th great evil. Every advance of sci-

enfic knowledge makes it clear, from
a irger study of the causes, that

m: y of the diseases which afflict the

ra; ai'e preventable. This is con-

fii ed in the diminishing mortality in

di ases of the present day. An exact

stiy of crime, pauperism, insanity

F. D. Crothers, M.D.

aa a great variety of evils of this

chs show that alcohol is the most
ppiinent exciting and contributing
c;|se.

'his fact is also more and more evi-

d t in disease, accidents and losses,

a I it is the consciousness of this, felt

iralmost every home in the land, that
ges to the temperance movement a
pier above all sentiment or theory.
Sltistics show beyond question that
oir half a million persons are sick

al dying yearly in this country, and
tit alcohol is most intimately related
a a prominent cause. Also, in many
c es, the use of alcohol is a symptom
o:;onditions which existed before, and
ii all cases it contributes to make
fal and hurry on the degenerations
t(t are present. Inebriety is an in-

suty, springing from states of ex-

Histion, poisoning, defective living,

al alcohol i§ a narcotic, covering up

these conditions and intensifying them.
The inebriate is literally insane, be-

cause his conduct is suicidal to his

own interests and antagonizes every
impulse of life and healthy living.

Scientific study and experience show
that the inebriate is curable, not by
emotional appeals or secret drugs, but
by the use of accurate means and
measures, applied along the lines of
exact laws of cause and effect. The
suppression of the saloon and educa-
tional measures are all helpful, but
removing the causes farther back,
training parents and children to live

on higher planes of hygienic life in
both conduct and thought, will prevent
and stamp out this great menace to

civilization.

The army of inebriates, with all the
associated degenerations seen in crime
and pauperism, are as truly grown
and cultivated in our midst as weeds
in the garden. Given certain condi-
tions and surroundings, and all these
degenerations will follow from them,
with the same certainty that typhoid
fever germs, scattered through drink-
ing water, result in an epidemic of
that disease. It is the stress and
strain of life, bad living, bad thinking,
ignorant conduct, that brings on fa-
tigue and weakness, and resort to alco-

hol to cover it up. How to live right,

how to take care of the body and the
mind, is the highest kind of temperance
culture, that will bring a race of total

abstainers, to whom alcohol can never
have any fascination. Break up the
great delusion of to-day that alcohol is

a stimulant and a tonic, and a new age
will come in. The saloon is doomed to

disappear, and alcohol is going to be
one of the great fuel and light pro-

ducing forces of the world. Already
its power has been demonstrated, and
it only awaits the inventor to devise

means for harnessing it into the great
productive forces of the world.
The temperance problem is a

hygienic one, and the diseased in-

sane inebriate is curable by means and
measures along lines of exact science.

These facts are becoming more and
more prominent, and with them the
absolute certainty that inebriety will

be stamped out and many of the con-
ditions of which crime and pauperism
are only results will be removed. Both
local option and prohibition are ter-

minals that are absolutely certain to

be reached in the near future. What
we want to-day is a study of the causes
and conditions which make inebriates

in every community. Knowing these,

we can apply means for their removal.
This must be done by physicians and
scientists, and it is the great unknown
field of preventive medicine, that is to

be occupied in the very near future.

TEMPERANCE NOTES
—In Elkhart, Ind., many saloons

a: ticketed "For Sale."

—Dr. F. E. Yoakum, an evangeli.st
m Los Angeles, is conducting a re-

^ al in Carson, Nev. It has taken a
song temperance turn, and large
cintities of liquor and tobacco, turned
Cpr to the evangelist by dealers, have
ttn publicly burned.

.—Birmingham, Ala., affords a good
ifistration of the results of prohibi-
t;n. Three years ago the city had 200
sOons. When local option won in
JTerson County, Birmingham became
(/. It was a bad season in trade,
}]th strikes and a panic; yet capital
li'ested in Birmingham increased
|)m $13,500,000 to $17,000,000 in a
l:;le over a year, crime decreased -50

}r cent., there was a decrea.se of 172
i-the number of violent deaths and a
grease of about 4,.500 in the arrests.

p moral clean-up alone was well

worth the experiment, to say nothing
of the business improvement.

—Alcoholism is a prominent cause
of crime and mental disease in Italy.

Antonini, the director of an insane
asylum, wi-ites: "The hospitals and
the insane asylums are filled with alco-

holic patients; consumption, promoted
by alcoholic degeneracy, rages; pella-

gra joins itself with alcoholic poison-

ing; crime is becoming more frequent
among the young; the suicides are
legion; the people are growing steadily

weaker and more morally degenerate.
. . . But the rulers are blind; they
do not see that the cei-tain conse-

quences of the encouragement they
have given to the alcohol industry will

be the extension of alcoholism."

You can place money in the Inrtastrial Savings and
Loan Comi)any, and know that it is saff^ and is irhn-e
you cftn ohtaiii it rpUeii 7pant/-fl^a.n<\ will yield/air earn-
in0S for f'Vfrv <lay inrcst'^fi. See tlieir advertisement
on page 156, and WTite them for full information.

THREE *«STANDARD'» GARMENTS
Ollered You at Remarkably LOW PRICES !

35c Lace-Trimmed Corset Cover, Off^
1 1.50H—Dainty Cors.-t (over of liiif Cambric. TJi<. mikft9^

front IS inlaid witll Hire,- ruws o£ iiietty U>rchon lace insertion,
and the neck and annholes are effectively trimmed with t<irclnm lace edging and
ribboned beading. A very pretty, serviceable^arment, carefullv sewed, and offered
you at a wonderfully low price. Order this Corset Cover To-<iay—and if you arc
not entirely satisfied and do not think it the best value you ever sawReturn It at Our Expense, and Your Money WillBo «%S

^

Promptly Refunded. Sizes 32 to 41 bust. SPECIAL PRICE- i2«>C

$1
ce trimincd i

$1.50 Handsome White Petticoats,
1100 H—Splendid, Serviceable Cambric Petticoat.

One of the "Standard's" wonderful values. Deep double lawn
th pin-tucks and two insertions of open-work Swiss,,.,, ~, , , T

-- 1 "i-.,,^;, embroidery.
th full ruffle of embroidery edging to match. The cambric underlay givcMidditional

earing qualities to this attractive garment, and the low price 'is due only to a
?cial purchase of material. Cut generously wide and splendidly made.Ihe purchase of this Pettic<.at will prove the saving and Satisfaction

you get by dealing with the ".Standard." Lengths 38 t.. 44 inches <»4 AA$1.50 Value SPECIAL PRICK : 91.UU
1101 H—Exquisite Cambric Petticoat. Made with .i lo-inch lawn flounce The
flounce IS headed by six pin-tucks and elaborately trimmed with five rows of fine 'wide
Val. insertions and matched Val. edge. Underlay of good cambric. This is a beautiful
garment and an excellent value. In the picture we show you the design hut the fineness
of material, splendid workmanship and perfect finish of this ".•.nii.iit cm onlv be
appreciated by you seeing the garment itself. That is whv « . >.,v Olderlo-day and know for .yourself the wonderful values th. "Sin iKlnrcl" (Ik'l AAoifersyu. Lengths 38 to 44 in. $1.50 Value. SPEC! .\ M>1{1< T. tt^l.UU

You can shop here at the "STANDARD" each week
with pleasure and satisfaction. You will have
the pleasure of purchasing stylish, dependable
garments at Money-Saving Prices, and Satis-

faction is Guaranteed you, or your money will be
promptly refunded. So send your order for one or
all of these garments To-day. You take no risk!

m\ VltW f Write for Free yearly subscription to the

s^;i
"-iJ*:^ . "STANDARD MONTHLY BULLETIN."

HbK Shows you, each month, all the very latest New York
^A Styles in Made-to-Order Suits and Skirts, and also
'^ *"\ offers you many Spccia/ Sar^ains in our

TftfS Tag Ready-to-Wear Department, similar to
those shown in this advertisement.

5^
STANDARD

miL-ORDERI
iei voosTtR st

NEW TORK CITY

VAriTITlVf WASHER*>^X^*J*Jlwl 30 DAY TRIAL
To prove to every reader of this magazine (hat she
caa wash clothes with least work aod wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial and pay
freight both ways if yon do not find it far
better than any yoa ever tried. Easy pump-
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
fret booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer,

DODGE & Ztni.L.
635 E Dlllaye Bldg., Syracnae, N. 7.

AGENTS- _My Sanitary Coffee and Tea makers
""produce a jmre, sweet cnp. Needs no

settler nor strainer and
~

\
never wcarsout. Saves tea^

) and Coffee, money and
I health. Every wife buys at

k sight. New inventiuns.

fSend lOc for 50c size of
?ither, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for
25c. Without question the
two best selUn articles -^-.^_-

COFFEE ©verinvented. Orderboth. XEA MAKERMAKER Dr. Lyons, 14^0 Day St.. Pekln. Ui*

Every country on
earth eats

Quaker Oats

It is the one universal

food; it costs least

and builds muscle

and brain better than

other foods.
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is ready to mail. It will be sent to any person interested in

fruit-growing on receipt of 7 cents to cover postage. The
Stark Year Book for 1910 represents an entirely new idea in

nurserymen's literature—it is a work of art as well as a

catalogue of Stark Nursery products. Within its covers are 32 full-page illustrations of

fruits and Howers, representing 175 varieties, done in four colors, and exactly reproducing

nature. 84 pages are devoted to descriptions, prices, and records.

Stark Delicious, the apple that has revolutionized orchard planting and established a

new standard of apple values (selling at |10.00 per bushel box this year); Stark King
David, another apple of wondrous quality and merit; Stark King Philip, a hardy black

grape of California grape quality, and dozens of the very best things in the horticultural

world are fully described, illustrated, and priced.

To any one planting one tree or many, of fruits or ornamental, this book is of

inestimable value^a horticultural text-book— a guide to proper selection.

Stark trees have stood the supreme test of actual planting for 85 years—they are the

yard-stick by which all other nursery products are measured—they are the first choice of

this country's most successful orchardists. The success of the orchard is dependent on
the kind and quality of tree planted. Stark varieties are the best of the best. Our record

of 85 years of successful selling is a positive guarantee of tree quality.

Before you decide to buy, send 7 cents for the Stark

Year Book—do it today before the edition is exhausted.

Stark Bro's Nurseries and Orchards Co.
Lock Box 14, Louisiana, Missouri

Split Hickoiyr^'J!^-,?-^,
No year in history has seen such splendid Split-Hickory-
Vehicle styles as this—or such low prices. 1 promise
you also just as great savings on high-grade Harness.
Just send me your name this season—right away, sure,
for my new. Big Free Book of over 125 styles to select
from. Select just the ma.de-to-order. direct-froni-fac-
tory Split Hickory you want. I'll send it promptly on

H. C. PHELPS
Manufacturer of

Split Hickory Vehicles

30 DAYS' FREE ROAD TEST
2 Years' Guarantee

YouSave $2QmSO or More
Make your own selection from my book-
trimmings and finish to suit you best—all
materials and workmanship and values
just as represented or money back with-
out question, from the largest exclusive

carriage and harness factory in the world.
Writeformy Book, Free, today—personal Iv to

H. C.Phelps, Pres. OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.
Station 236t Columbus, Ohio

**l save you $30 to 335 on this
Spijt-Hlckory Auto-Seat Buggy.**

Over 125 other styles at even I

Bigger Savings—See Free Book.
|

—

P

p Lumber is high. A car load or two pays

J for an American Mill. Supply your needs

Y^ and your neighbors'. No experience nee led.

M Haul mill to timber ff desired. Alt Sizes—
\ All PrK:es. The Variable Friction Feed,
y Combined Katchet Set Worksand Quick Receder"* — meats most work

ivith least power, t'
Free Catalogue k^
lists all kinds of \
vood working ma- H
cbiuery. Ask for it. ^

American Saw BIUl
Itlacliinery Co*

C Faith St..

HA'jkettatown.N.J.
1353 Terminal

liuihlings

New Yori\

THIS i20-EGG$Y SO
issi HATCHER^7 :2r

FREIGHT PREPAID
BIC.GEST value of the

Get liewlinv, clellveredi
on all sizes oi famous

Id

Cyclone Farm Gates aretheBtrongest. longest-
lived gates made. Have heavy tabular steel frames and
strong, rust-resistant wire fabric. They will turn all

stock. A thorough inspection will prove their value.
Write for further information on Farm Gates and our new,
finely illustrated catalog showing Ornamental Fencing.

Cyclone Fence Company, Dept. 141, Waukegan, HI.

Ineubatora. Metal - covered all
'round, Belf-regulating and ven-
tllating. Safestand surest. Delivered free eastof
Missouri Riverand north of Tennessee. Write for
delivered prices to points beyond. Lowest prices
on Itrooders, too. Send for free book today,
J. W. MILLER CO.. Box 179. FREEPORT/ILL.

A Sample of Page Fence FREE
Send for an actual sample of the world-famous Page
Woven Wire Fence. See the Basic Open Hearth Page
Wire -the strongest fence wire in existence ! See the
wonderful Page Knot—ihc kiioi l/iiii cait't come off

.'

Get a Free copy of the Quarter-Centennial Catalog
of Page Fence, explaining its amazing durability,
elasticity and economy. Just a postal. Address: (3)

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Box 213 H, Adrian.Mich.

Sweet Peas and Pansfes
Send me the addresses of two

flower -loving friends, and fciir
cents in stamps and I will send a
packet each of beautiful Sweet Peas
and Pansies, mixed colors; also my
handsomely illustrated 17th An-

nual Catalog, and "Floral Culture," telling how
to grow flowers from seed. Send stamps today.

MISS C. H. LIPPiNCOTT, Pioneer Scfdswoman
Dept..'iM Hudson, Wis. (One hour's ride from Minneapo"''j

'Style Book of Vehicles and Harness'
now ready. Write for it—Free

IlARNF,.>,ScataloKpul)lisliCTl. 192 puses. .i« illustrations. .Send usyourname and address. We pay the postage. Sold on trial.
Ouaranleed for two (i) years.

Safe delivery insurance on all shipments.
Oct o\ir calalo- ;itul prices and save the luiddleinan's profit

The Wilber H.Murray MIg.Co. sei.s'eV'^'oYhft^cfSikti.o

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We ship on approval without a rent

deposit, freight prepaid. DON'T
PAY A CENT if ;ou are cot utiefied
after using the bicycle 10 day*.

DO HOT BUY tf^^rZ^^
at any price until you receive our latest

art catalogs illustrating every kind o!
bicycle, and have learned our unheard of
prices and marvelous new offers.

nUC PCHT "'I it will cost you toUHC UCII I write a postal and every-
thing will be sent you free postpaid by
return mail. You will get much valuable in-

formation. Do not wait, write it now
TIRES, Coaster - Brake rear

wheels, lamps, sundries at lialf usual prices.

MEAD CYCLEGO. Dept. C-71, CHICAGO

Winning Our Nation*

As "charity begins at home," and as

the man who does not work for

the salvation of his own household i«

considered no better than an infidel, so

the true patriot, no matter how much
he may be concerned for the fate of

other nations, has most at heart that

of his own country.
Therefore he must desire for it the

highest ideals of life and conduct; and
it is not likely that anybody will dis-

pute the claim that the Christian ideals

surpass all others.

The first thing that must occur to

every thinker upon this subject is per-

sonal. A man must shape his own life

after those Christian ideals. If he be-

lieves they are the best, he is no patriot
unless he strives to make them his ov^n.

The next is that he must strive to

make his family share his beliefs and
his objects; then the town in which he
lives; but, most of all, the nation to

which he belongs. We rose up in

might when a project was formed to

rend our nation in twain, and with
blood and tears maintained its unity.

It is now a great union of States—one
and inseparable—but how much more
important that it should be Christ's
country than merely a great, united
nation! Can we not in some way
kindle as fiery an enthusiasm for its

evangeliisation as was once kindled for
its political salvation?

Dr. Jefferson has profoundly treated
this question in his Neiv Crusade. He
would kindle this fire as the so-called

Christian nations of Europe kindled
the passion to save the holy sepulchre
from the contamination of the Mus-
sulman. He says:
"The Saracen of the twelfth century

has gone; the Saracen of the twen-
tieth century is here. Who is he?
He is the rumseller and the gambler
and the scurvy politician; the dishon-
est merchant, the mischief-making
artisan; the greedy capitalist and the
anarchistic wage-earner; the bribe-
taker, the bribe-giver, the man who
works iniquity and makes a lie. Let
us break the power of his mailed fist.

To beat back the Saracen, to rescue
America, the land dedicated to liberty
and God, that is the goal of the cru-
sade of our new centuiy.
"To many, home missions suggest a

lumber camp, a mining camp, a strag-
gling settlement on some far-off fron-
tier. The fact is, we are all on the
frontier. We are always in sight of
the Saracen.

"It will be a long campaign. It will
cost money and it will cost men. But
to what better purpose can they be
spent than in breaking the power of
the Saracen?"
True as it is in one sense that "we

are all on the frontier," in another it

is not true. We in the towns and
cities of the East and the great Middle
West have, in the beautiful old phrase,
"means of grace" on every hand.
Schools, churches, libraries, beneficent
institutions of all kinds surround us.
On the desolate stretches of the far

Western plains, and throughout many
sparsely settled districts oif the South,
no such privileges are to be found.
Read Ralph Connor's unsavory but
powerful story of The Foreigner, and
realize something of the needs of those
sections.

As Dr. Strong has so keenly re-
minded us, public opinion in these far-
off places is as yet unformed, but it is

forming fast. There is not a moment
to lose. "Strike while the iron is hot."
Let us do all we can for home mis-
sions—it is for God and native land.

O beautiful my country, ours once more.
What were our lives without thee?
What are all our lives to save thee ?

We reck not what we prive tlioe.
We will not dare to doubt thee ;

But ask whatever else and we will dare.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Feb-
ruary 27. Text : Luke 10 : 1-17.

UTTo our HOME HERALD Friends:
Please read notices on second column,
page 150.

Crops—

^

No Pay"
How We Make It Easy For You To
Own Either An Irrigated or Non-

Irrigated Farm In Canada
This wonderful offer of the Canadian Pacific
should be read by every man and womar
watching: for a lifetime opportunity—ther
write at once and investigate. Hundred;
have paid fully for homes here out of firsi:

one or two crops.

Get the Land That Fays For Itself Ir

SunnyAlberta'sValleys
The Famous Valleys of Canada's Bow River and
Saskatchewan River. Only Small Payment Down
—Pay Balance Out Of Your Crops—"No Crop*
—No Pay."

In our 3,000,000-acre irrigated block in Bom
River Valley of Southern Alberta, we wil
break and develop your land, erect buildings
fences, etc.—at less than you could do it your
self. Select your land—let us put in crop
Get development circular.
In the non-irrigated section of the Sas

katchewan River Valley, in Central Alberta
we offer you a farm on a new line of thi.

Canadian Pacific at lowest prices andeasies
terms. ;

(iet a home here. Under agreement, Pay out o
'

crops for your land. Let us tell you of others her
raising potatoes, onions, vegetable products, suga
beets, berries, alfalfa, field peas, timothy, dairylnp
general stock raising—enormous crops wheat, oatt;
barley and flax. Send me your name today an<l
check which books you want FREE,

J. S. DENNIS. Assistant to 2nd V!ce-Presidcot

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
. Colonization Dept. 274 9tb Ave.. West

'

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

I

I
die Money
Can Earn 5%

SMALL SIHMS that would otherwise be idle for i

few months <'<an be deposited with the Indnstrit
|

to-day, anci will bear earnings from the day w- '

receive tlicm to the day they are withdrawn. You
money need never remain inactive, for the Industria
offeis safe opportunities for short-time invcstmenla
which are protected by mortgages on New Yovl
City and Suburban Real Estate-a form of secuiin
that iievei- <lepreciatcs in value. Ih 17 yean
we hiive never paid less than FIVE PER CENT

per Year, and have increase! •

m strength yearly.
,

Assets of over . $2,000,00( i

Surplus and profits, $150,00)

linden- supervision New Yoril
Baulking Depai'tment, wher'l
our rccoicl is open to publi'l

examination. I

Write for Booklet.
|

Industrial Savings and Loan Co
2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York Cit

Gallowa
<'BATH IN OBL

High Grade Separator—Direct

Save f25 to $S0 direct at my facto

price—freight prepaid. Get the on
Separator that runs in "Batli of Oil.

e a $5,000 automobile. TIi

aloue is worth $50 extra, b
costs you notliing eitr

Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepai
Why pay $85 to$llO to dealers or agen
who cauiiot sell you a separator equ
to tlie Galloway—closest skimmer
easiest run—easiest cleaned—10-y
^arantee. Send for BOOK FRE

WM. CALLOWAV CO.
Si3 flallonsy Sta., Wsterloo, Ii

ELECTRO-
SILICO

f restores the natural lustre <

S I L V R R WA R E easily ai

quickly ; does not scratch or wea
Brieht housekeepers who d'

tnand the best, quickest and cheapest use Eld
tro-Silicon—the standard for over 40 years.
Send adi1re<;s for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box. post-paid. 16 cts. in stamps.

The Klcctro Silicon To.. 30 Cliff Street, New York.
Sold by Crocsrs and Druggists Everywher*.
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TAKE ONE
lie copy of tliis famous Style Book Is

)ur»— is here reserved for You. You
:iy as well have it, you may as well

rite for it To-day.

3 one can even know all the new fash-

.'is without this Style Book. It is the

)st complete guide to stylish and be-

ming dress, the most interesting and
jVantageous Style Book ever published,

pictures for you all the new waists and skirts

:d dresses and all kinds of wearing apparel
Women, Misses and Children—and all these

.lutiful new garments are offered you at

r ATIONAL" Prices—prices that mean a very
portant saving for you.

t to write for your copy of the"NATIONAI. "

tie Book Now is to pass an opportunity, is to

edlessly yield to some one else all the pleas-

3 and profit, all the delight and .idvantago of

3 book we want to send to you—of Your
1 le Book we have reserved for You.
is Style Book also shows you the most won-
rful garments in the Fashion World.

"NATIONAL"
lilored Suits C;: $10 1440
,y 8uit will hv rut to your iiH-asun' from your own
.jiceot ovfr 4.'')0 niali'iialH. And all the risk of llttuig

-i pleasing you will Iw ours. Twenty-two years'
'lerience in making suits from measurements sent
mail lias so iierfccted our methods, so Liroiulened

r experience that we can give with each suit this

irautee

:

The "NATIONAL" Policy
•ery '• N A T I O N A I, " (Jnrment hns the
VATIONAI." <;ii!iriiiitee Tag — our signed
liaranlee—u(ta<lie<l. This tag sayn that you
«iy return any " NATIONAL" garment not
tisfaetory to yo<i and we «iil refund your
oney and pay express eliarge» liotli «ay».
lo "NATIONAI," prepays expressnge and
.'Hta^e to all parts of the worUI.

I wTitlng for your Style Hook tie sure to state
letlier yon wish samples of materials for a Tailored
it, and state the colors you iireter. Samples are
it gladly, but only when asked for.

ATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.,
218 We.t 24lh Street. New York City

Itrftsl Udlct' Oalfitting Establishment in the World,

ail Orders Only. No Agents or Branches.

( Aliens

USHION 1

ONFORT..200.

-era La§t.
d.KidTlp: Steel ^*^^ / ,^__
ch Support, CuBhion *^^^ ^*^ rz^ ^^
ibber Heela. ^ _ ^-_ ^ I** <:i» ^Ji ^
IdthsAtoEE. $3»50
HF,Y crimbinpthc N-st elcmpnta of qnaliW ftnd ?1yIo with an

original Cold-proof Uld Damp-proof Sole ronstruction
it conforms to every curve and itrts^ure of the ftw.t—oak
:ersole. cushion-cork Innersole resting on a bed of antiseptic

:: cushion rubber heclc tu prevent shock or jar to the

I

rvous system. E-nsy and comfortable riRht from the time you
(tputthemon. Need nobreaking in. They will stimulate you
llie free enjoyment of the best exercise thatexists—walking.

our >Aers art mot en salt in your vietnityt order direct from us,

ding your liit, width and money order for $3.50. Send for
'alogshowlngolher styles at S3.50/or women and at $4.00 /or men

AKE ALLEN CO^ 15 South Street. BOSTON, MASS.

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New Yorl^

By AMELIA E. 3ARR

Baby Go WM 'ou?"
No troulile to take liaby on ea'S,
in elevators, crowds, anywhere.

~X Wlleriver wheels will run the

.i whi-cl.-.i. WIhi.' uiii.of..-,il)U'

to wheel, ehaufie in a sfconil to
carry on your arm with baliy

in it, wheels out of sight. Also
';U8ed as liij-'h-cliau , iiiiiii>er,

liassiiict. SnuK, warm. In-

dorsed by vhysicians. Free
illustrated booklet li-lls

how to cet it en approval.
Write today.

The AVitiirowMfo. Co.
277 Walnut Street. CincinnatL

BE AN aiUSTRATOR !.• ^.i-,, i , ii: .,u \\ .
» .11 t. ... i.

I'M l,y „„„l l„,„ SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATION
10 tl r

mnRMiiios mill dlK_^_^^^^^^ Chicago,

SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS
POR the benefit of our new subscribers we
^ give a brief synopsis of the preceding
chapters of Mrs. Amelia E. Barrs most inter-
esting story : The scene is laid in New York,
at the time of the Stamp Act, in 1TG5. Cap-
tain Jansen Van Vroom was a rich, retired
sea captain, and lives with his wife Katrina in
a fine Dutch house, by the North River. They
have a daughter, Virginia, whom they wish to
marry to a young sea captain, Batavius De
Vries, for whom she has little liking. She is

really in love with Joris Artaveldt, a dashing
young officer. Virginia's dearest friend is

Lady Rose Harley. Captain Van Vroom is

bitter against the enforcement of the Stamp
Act. Joris and the two girls dine at the cap-
tain's house, after which the two men leave.

Arent Van Vroom, the son of the house, ap-
pears and is introduced to Lady Rose. The
next morning Van Vroom descinbes the con-
dition of New York to his son, and the things
which were leading to the breaking point.

The Lady Rose becomes interested in Arent
when he describes his voyages. Joris declares
his love for Virginia, and she returns his affec-

tion. Arent, her brother, falls in love with
Lady Rose, who gives Virginia a handkerchief
embroidered with strawberries. She herself hcs
one like it. Virginia gives Joris the handker-
chief. Politically, things grow worse. The
people determine to resist the oppression of the

British government, and wear only home-made
things. Batavius De Vries suddenly returns,

ixpecliiis to marry Virsriiiia, He is a coarse,

bombastic person, and Lady Rose is dissusted
with the idea of Virsinia marrying him. Joris

tells his f.ither of liis love for Virginia and he
ofl'ors no objection. Lady Rose plans to get
Ritavius drafted into the naval service. Virginia
protests to her father against marrying Batavius.
He angrily insists. He says the banns must be
luiblished within the month, and threatens her.

The mother also t.nkes the father's part. Joris

tells Van Vroom he loves his (laughter and is

ordered away. Katherine Van Heemskerk offers

to earry Joris' letter to Virginia. Batavius, walk-
ing back with Katherine, insults Joris, who lays

his hand on his sword, but refrains from action
for the lady's sake. She goes to Joris' side.

CHAPTER Sni—Continued

WHEN Batavius returned to the

Van Vroom house they were

ready for tea, and as they

drank it Batavius made rude mirth

over the temper of the young- lieuten-

ant, of his own offer of a cutlass on the

deck of his ship and of the womanly
claim of Katherine on Joris; all of

which incidents went like fire to the

heart of Vii-^nia. Her low laup:hter

flooded her white face with a sudden

Klory, her eyes shone, and she said

with an accent of delight:

"The dear child ! So wisely, so prop-

erly she behaved. A little lady is

Katherine; thougrh her sister Joanna is

beyond all belief plain and common."
This opinion was hardly expressed

ere it was followed by a shrill, long-

drawTi whistle, and a chanty-like cry.

Captain Jansen leaped to his feet.

"It is Arent!" he cried.

"It is Arent!" echoed Virginia, also

rising.

"It is my friend Arent!" added Ba-
tavius, with unctuous appropriation.

Madame, who had the sugar tongs

in her hand, turned her face, shining

with mother love, toward the door, and
the next moment Arent threw it wide

open, and with a following of fourteen

Southern gentlemen, entered the room.

Then the air vibrated with happy
greetings and exclamations, and Arent
explained that the visitors were "a

few of the Southern members and sym-

pathizers who had come to the Assem-

bly on the Manhnttan; and who wished

to make Captain Van Vroom's ac-

quaintance.
By this time Madame had half a

dozen black women cariying her or-

ders to the kitchen, and drawing out

the long table, Virginia soon covered

it with white damask and set in order

on it the best china and crystal,

while Madame brought out all her

treasures of condiments, jellies, cakes,

and other dainties. And as the Cap-

tain did not seem in a hurry she felt

sure that there was no special hurry;

she could take time to place before

the strangers a meal worthy of them.

In fact, within ten minutes the men
were in stern discussion of the Stamp
Tax folly. They were noble men, well
worth seeing and hearing—tall of stat-

ure, and full of animal strength and
courage and self-dependence. And
as the two proud, pleased women
moved hither and thither about their
hospitable duties they listened; and
when any specially forcible words were
said they looked at each other and
smiled their approval.

"The English government," said
Aiken of South Carolina, "intends to

yoke the South as a laboring ox, and
they will find they have roused a lion."

"I think Mr. Pitt will yet save us
from actual war"—this from an optim-
istic member of the party.

"Save us from those vv^e trust in,"

was Aiken's retort. "We do not know
what ought to be. God alone knows
that—but we do know that our taxa-
tion, as it is at present, ought not to

be; and with God's help we will save
ourselves from its tyranny."

"Right, Aiken!" said Worth of
Maryland, in a voice of thunder. "The
time has not come, and it will never
come, for us to make bricks in Egypt.
If great and good deeds are to be
done, our colonies are full of great and
good men ready to do them." There
was a proud general assent to this

statement, and a chorus of questions
and opinions, from which Virginia
gathered the following:

"What is Lord Bute about? I do
not understand."
"Who can understand him?"
"You cannot touch his reason."
"No, he is to be knocked en the

head."
"Before we finish this business, we

shall have many casualties."

"We shall thrive by them."
"We might be driven by necessity

to
"

"Necessity does everything well."
"The fact is," said Jeffries of Rhode

Island, "England feels to us as a
scholar feels toward Latin. However
well he knows the language, it is not
his mother tongue."

"Step-bairns!" laughed McLeod of
South Carolina; "even sae, but we
are na going to be mere buttons on the
coat tails o' our rulers. If they will

put us in such a humiliating position,

we ha'e hands, and we ha'e swords,
and we can use them.."

"Right, McLeod! Right!" and there
was a storm of inarticulate sympathy
and smiles.

In less than an hour they sat down
to a feast fit for a king. They had by
this time talked themselves into a fever
of passionate patriotism; their souls

vibrated and urged each other; the at-

mosphere was charged as if with elec-

tricity; the spacious room felt as if it

was on fire. Long before they left the

Van Vroom house they felt quite able

to cut themselves loose from the but-

tons of their rulers' coats, and McLeod
chuckled merrily over "the puir Ger-
man King, and the trouble he was help-
ing to make for him."

"Prince Charlie may come to his ain
yet," he mused, "and he might do waur
than come here for it. This is a fair,

broad kingdom, and if we could put
Charlie in Geordie's chair, the clans
would gather round him, and it would
be a sort o' compensation for that
black woe, Culloden."
He was so full of this impossible

hope that he went down to the City
Hotel with the crowd, humming "Wha
wouldna fight for Charlie?" though the
Liberty Boys escorting them marched
to their own fine song of the "Liberty
Tree."

Cont'nmcd on next page

The Sifter-

Can is Handy

and Economical

No time, effort or Cleanser

wasted. You can sprinkle on

as little as you need — just

where you want it—with a turn

of your wrist. This wonderful,

a 11- 'round Cleanser

Cleans, Scrubs,

Scours, Polishes

easier, quicker and better than

old-fashioned,destructive, caus-

tic and acid cleaners— it cleans

mechanically, not chemically.

Large Sifter -Can
(at all grocers) lOc.

If your grocer doesn't keep it

send his name and 10c. in stamps
(regular price) to Cudahy, Omaha,
for a full-size can. Also write for
frce"Hintsfor Housewives" booklet.

'^

Makes and burns its own gas and
produces a pure white, steady,
safe, 100 candle power light. No
vick, smoke, dirt, grease or odor.

/loo THE BEST' LIGHT!
rCANDlE/

fLighted instantly. Over 200 styles.

Agents wanted. Write for catalog

TH£ BEST L,IGHT CO.
3.90 E. 5th St., Canton. O.

COMBINATION OFFER
10 Beautiful 'C * CT17I> Post Cards. 10c
6 Xtra Quality Hi/^iS 1. HiHl Post Cards, 10c

10 Fine Art Birthday Post Cards 10c
10 Best 'Wishes and Greetiut,' Post Cards, 10c
.\ny -> of the above pacliaties mailed tor 25 cents. A

Special Assortment of l«o Raster I'ost Cards for Dealers
will be mailed for Co cents.

MADISON AUT COMPANY. MADISON, CONN.

PATENTS
1^ Free report as to Pat

SECITRKH OR FFR
KI<:T|I|t,\l<n.

Free report as to Patentability. Illnstiaterl Guide
Book, and List of Inventions \V anted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EV^VNS & CO., WasUinffton, D. C.
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Three Years' Credit
If Needed, On This

Baby
Grand

Sent to You
for a Year's

Free Trial

On Terms
of Your Own

Choice

We will
send direct
f r o 1X1 our
Factory,
any Cornish
piano or organ
that you may
select from
our catalog,
on any terms
of payment
that you may
choose, with
the distinct
understanding
that If the in-
strument does
not come up
to your fullest

expectations you will be under no obligations what-

soever to keep It, and that the

TrisJ Will Cost You Absolutely Nothing

If the Instru-

ment does not
prove better
value for the
money than you
can get any-
where else—if it

fs not as good an
Instrument aj

you can buy for
one- third more
than we ask—If

at any time
within a year
you feel that
you have not a
good bargain,
send It bai-k; we
won't find one
word of fault
with your decis-

ion, and you

Two Years Credit If Needed

We^aveTou tlOOand
More On a Piano

win not be one cent out of pocket for freight or for

use of the Instrument.

We Give You a Legal Bond of Indemnity

Easy Terms which holds us strictly

to this offer. Tou risk
nothing. We assume
all responsibility,
because we know all

about the great beauty
of material and work-
manship In Cornlsb
pianos and organs and we
know ail about the pure,
sweet, rich tone quality
of our instruments and
we know what a quart-
er of a million satis-
fied purchasers think
of them.

If you keep the Instru-
ment It will cost you the
Rock-Cottom Fac-
tory Price, not one
cent more, and you will
receive with it our
Bonded Guarantee
which insures the instru-
meutfor 25 years

Buy On The Cornish against defect In mater-
Plan—(tave One-third iai or workmanship.

Send For The Chapel Style

Cornish Book
Don't think of buy

Ing before reading
It. It Is the hand-
somest piano and
organ catalog ever
Issued. It explains
things you ought to
know whether you
buy from us or not
and It Is yours for
the asking. Write
lor It now and please
mention which you
are interested In

—

piano or organ.
Discount To liellelous and
Charitable Institutions

CADNIttI fA WASHINGTON. N. J.^'Vnniail W. Established One -Half A Cenfuri.

Learn Piano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TUNE-
A-PHONE. A Profession that can be converted into
money at any time or place in the civilized world at an
hour's notice. Earn $5 to ?15 per day. illustrated book
Free. Write BILBS BKYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TCNlNU,

SI HdsIc Hall, Battle Creek, Michigan.

40 DAY FREE TRIAL Ss
So confident am I that simplv wearing it will

permanently remove all siiiHrtluouf^ flesh that 1

mail it free, without denosit. When you see your
BhnpclincBs speedily roturnini? I know you will
buy it. Try It at my expenne. Write to-day.

DDflC RIIQMC i*<-i><- -03. No. 1800rnUra DUIinO Broadway, New Tork

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 4e stauips for live samples of our very best
fiold Kmliossed Frieiidshiii Klowcr and Piaster Post
Cards ; beautiful colors and loTcliest designs.
.\rt I"o»t Card Club, 880 Jackson St.,iTupeka, Kan,

N#»«r r>ni1i«>s '"'^88" Alphabet andCMT ironies, Catalog of StanipiiiK
Patterns and a yeai's suli sc r I p t i on to
InKalls' Fancy Work ISook- ail for 10 cts.
Address J. F. IngallB, Lynn, Mau., Box H.

The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

It was one of those hours in which
mortals feel that they are immortal.

The passionate evening, the ringing

words of the song, the cheering of the

boys and the citizens, opened for them
some irrational doorway through which
the mystery, the majesty, and the pang
of life stole in, and thrilled them into

an ecstasy of self-renunciation.

Only Batavius remained cool and
prudent. He had eaten and talked

and cheered with the rest, but as he

walked alone to his ship he said to

himself, with a scornful smile, "What
fools these men are ! They are full of

complaints and threats. They are go-

ing to set the river on fire—Humbug!
That is not my way. I complain of

nothing. I accept everything. I will

not prejudice my future by foolish

scruples about liberty."

And to thoughts of this tenor he fell

into that comfortable animal sleep

which is neither troubled, nor com-
forted, nor informed by prophesying
dreams.

CHAPTER SEVEN
ALL AT SIXES AND SEVENS

THIS first meeting of a Colonial

Congress in the city of New York
was an event of the greatest signifi-

cance. The whole country was in an
insurgent condition, and the govern-
ment paralyzed by circumstances it

had no authority to meet with that se-

vere promptitude which apeared to be
absolutely necessary. For Grenville,

who was densely ignorant of American
aff'airs, had appointed as collectors of

the hateful tax only native Americans.
He intended this as a conciliatory

measure, but was amazed to find it

universally regarded as insult added to

injury.

"Is it not better the tax should be
collected by Americans, rather than
foreigners?" asked one who had just

been duly qualified.

"No, vile miscreant!" was the an-
swer. "If your father must die, is

there no defect in filial duty if you be-

come his executioner, in order to secure
the hangman's fee? If the ruin of your
country is decreed, can you innocently
take part in the plunder?"

This was the feeling that leaped first

into every heart; then they imme-
diately began to ask one another,
"Why should we allow a stamp officer

on this side of the water at all?"

The answer to this question was
startlingly quick, clear and unanimous.
The effigy of Oliver, the collector for
Massachusetts, was found swinging
one morning from an elm tree at the
entrance to Boston. Chief Justice
Hutchinson ordered the Sheriff to re-

move it. He positively refused. It

hung until evening, when a great mul-
titude, marching in order and shouting
"Liberty and No Stamps!" took it

down and burnt it before Oliver's
house. Hutchinson ordered the colonel
of militia to beat an alarm. "My
drummers are all in the mob," was the
reply. Oliver resigned the following
day.
The little turbulent colony of Rhode

Island promptly raised a mob also, and
the mob compelled the tax collector to
resign. Maryland was in commotion,
and her stamp collector fled to the fort
at New York for refuge. The officer

for Connecticut was following his ex-
ample when he was overtaken, escorted
back to Hartford Court House, and or-
dered to read his recantation before
the Assembly. Beyond Maryland the
whole South passed resolutions to re-
sist the Stamp Act. The last collector
to yield was John Hughes of Phila-
delphia. He was desperately ill, but
he heard muffled drums beating
through the city, and the State
House bells ringing muffled, and the
tramp of men round his house demand-
ing his resignation, and he gave them

his written promise to have nothing to

do with the stamp paper.

In the meantime. New York was
watched with intense interest. It was
not only the most important city on

the continent, it was also the head-
quarters of the British army in Amer-
ica. Governor Colden was putting the

fort in a state of ofi'ense and defense.

Major James of the artillery was
working day and night to increase his

stock of powder, shot and shells. It

was said he had vowed "to cram the

stamps down the throats of the peo-

ple," and the people were watching
with a grim determination that knew
no fear. McEvers, the appointed
stamp master for New York, was in

hiding; and Colden had sent to Gen-
eral Gage for a military force suffi-

cient to keep New York City in order.

This was the condition of affairs in

the city at the beginning of October,
A.D. 1765; and, on the sixth of the
month, all the members summoned for

the first Colonial Congress had ar-

rived. Just before this opportune
moment a new paper appeared. It

had not been advertised, no one knew
who edited or printed it, or who, with
marvelous celerity, scattered it far and
wide over the city and the surrounding
country. It was called The Constitu-
tional Conrant, and bore the device of

a snake cut into eight pieces, with the
motto, "Join or Die." This motto be-

came the watchword of the hour. It

was on the lips of every one. The
paper was in the hands of every one.

The men who had supped with Jansen
Van Vroom found it on their breakfast
tables, and, as they met, greeted each
other with its motto. Jansen had it

in his hand when he bid them good-
morning. Batavius carried it with
obvious ostentation.
Yet he carried it in a nonchalant

manner, and this manner for once ex-

plained his real feeling. At that hour
he was very indifferent to every side

of the political quarrel; he had spent
some restless, unhappy hours during
the night, having become conscious for
the first time that he was really in love
with Virginia. He had so long re-

garded her as his own that he never
suspected any personal reason for her
cold reserve. He told himself it was
the instinctive mood of a woman eigh-
teen years old.

But on the previous evening he had
seen a different Virginia, and when he
awoke from his first deep sleep the
vision of this other Virginia tormented
him. Her rosy blush, her sparkling
eyes, her light step, her gracious man-
ner, her eager enthusiasms, patriotic
anger and ready laughter—why had
she never shown him any of these en-
chanting moods? To strangers she
had been far more sweet and beautiful
than she had ever been to him. He re-

called other occasions when she had
treated him in the same way. And
how wonderfully charming she was!
He felt that he could never rest until
Virginia smiled and beamed on him as
he had seen her smile and beam on
Aiken and McLeod.
The first effect of this new manner

of thought was in his dress. He
twisted his black hair into a curl or
two, he adorned his hands with rings,
and added to his finest uniform that
touch of brilliant scarlet in his silk
waistband that was so popular among
privateers and other seamen of more
doubtful occupation. Captain Jan-
sen noticed this change at once, and
thought well of it.

"Good clothing, and a few orna-
ments, Batavius," he said, "are often
better than many words. I am an old
man, but I am always noted for my
white linen and fine broadcloth."

"Well, then, Captain, you have a
wife and a daughter to look after your
linen and broadcloth."

To be continued
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si

giving to you that satis
with self which comesi
knowledge that you ar

opins the sweet, persoi

liness which health
wholesome, graceful bo(

—a cultured, self-reliai

an with a definite
i

which makes you the greatest help to fan

friends. You will be a Better Wife, a
Mother, a Sweeter Sweetheart.

I can help you to make every vital orp

nerve do efficient work, thus clearing the c

ion and correcting such ailments as
ilei'

Constipation Irritability hdiieiHl

Weak Nerrci Colas Dnlliiet)

Rheumatism Nervonsnest Weakat

Sleeplessness Torpid Liver Catarrli

Too Fleshy
or

Too Thin

This work is done by following simple directic
^

minutes each day in the privacy of your own r

delicate cases 1 co-operate with the physician.

A Good Figure is Economy
and mean* more than a pretty face

I have corrected thousands of figures as illus-

trated below. Style is in the fiffureand poise
and not in the gow^n. The gown in Fig. 1

cost $250; the one in Fig. 2 cost $6. Fig. 2 ia

the same woman as in Fig. 1. developed and
in correct poise. Figs. 3, 4^ 5 and 6 show actual

photographs of pupils before taking up my work.
(They have given me permission to use them).

They all stand, now, as correctly and appear as

well as Fig. 2. When every organ of the body is

doingefficient work,there will

be no superfluous flesh and no

bony, angular bodies. I have

reduced thousands of women
80 lbs., and have built up

thousands of others 25 Iba.

What I have done for others I can do for you. Here i

are a few extracts from daily reports of my pupils: '

"My weight has increased 30 pounds." "My kidney*
are much better." "My eyes are much stronger and
I have taken off my glasses." "I have not had as(?n
of indigestion or gall stones since I began with you."
"I weigh 83 lbs. less and have gained wonderfully Id

strength. I never get out of breath, the rheumatic
twinges have all gone, and I look and feel 1& yean
younger." "Juat think of iti To be relieved from
constipation. Entirely free after having it for 30

years." "Have grown from a nervous wreck into ft

state of steady, quiet nerves."

Write me today, telling your faults of health and
figure. If I cannot help you, I will tell you lo. I
study your case just as a physi-
cian, giving you the individual
treatment which your case de-
mands. I never violate a pupil's
confidence. I will send you an
instructive booklet, showing
correct lines of a woman's figure
in standing and walking, free*

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept. 18

246 Michigan Ave. Chicago

Miss Cocroft's name stan\

Progress in the scientific care

health and figure of woman.

Vi A SEWING MAGINt

Yt a Sewing Machine's labor is sa'

oiling with "3-in-One." Every pa

like new—bearings

—

treadle—wheels. "3-in-

One" oil doesn't dry out,

collect dust, gum, or soil

hands or fabric. Cleans

and polishes the case,

too—many' other uses.

Send 3 IN 1 OIL CO.
54 Broadway, New York
City, the name of your
dealer who doesn't

handle "3-in-

fiOne"
and get

generous sample
and "3-in-One" Dictionary

OF COST. Do this right ^

rui-

REL

W.

<f A EASTER POST CARDS •{

IIP Send '.Oo for high grade Easter Post Cards. |
^^^M We send quality cards.not quantity. 28 •

rards for 25 cents. Write toda.v. .

Kannas Post Card Co., Dept. 449, Topeki '"^

Finest Easter Post CJjds
Ten very choicest artistic gold embosse( •Mt*'

Post Cards, beautiful colors, only 10 cents!
W. H. Gates, 31 7 W. 8th Street, Topeka, ^'"^
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General Offices

527 Fifth Ave

How to Meet the

Higher Cost of Living

^irUE most effective way is to increase
^^ your income. If you are receiving

less than 6'/c upon your savings, the way
is open to you to realize a larger return by

investing in the 6 % Gold Bonds of the

American Real Elstate Company. These

Bonds pay the highest interest return con-

sistent with safety. The money received

therefrom is invested directly in the most

stable and profitable business on earth

—

selected New York real est2ae— earning

business profits divided with you to the

extent of 6 %

.

JftO not be deceived by theslalement that money
'f^ cannot be invested safely at 6S. Money can

earn and is earning 6^, and more, in thousands of

profitable businesses. No business assures larger

profits with greater securily than New York real

male. Thebest proof tfiat the Bonds of this Com-
pany can f)av6'^ is that they have paid 6^ for more

than 22 years, during wfucn period the business of

this Company has grown from its original capital-

ization of $100,000 to Assets of over $15,500.-
000. with Surplus of over $1,750,000.

3JN offer'ng these Bonds the American Real Estate
'*' Company submits not prospects, but facts; not

hopes, but demonstrable proof. The soundness of

its business is established, time-tried, panic-proven.

It offers toinvesto'sthe highest return— ample secur-

ity—a proven record of efficiency and integnty.

Issued in two forms :

6^ COUPON BONDS
For those who TXfish to invest $100 or more.
For Income Earning, paying interest semi-

annually by coupons.

6^ ACCUMULATIVE BONDS
For those who wish to save f-25 or more a
year. For Income Saving, purcKasable by
initalments.

The fullest infonnation, including map of New
York City showing the location of properties, free,

on request.

I

I Mmexican 3^cal Csitatc Co.
CapiUI and Sorplua, $1,8S1.1B4 38

Fonnded 1838 Assets, $10,536,199.47

Room 534, 527 Fifth Avenue, New York

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY,
Dept.T. Bolton, Mass.

^ Fnr X, y,;irs WQ liavo I'fori paying our custtjniers

the highest returns amsistent wtth coiiBervittivo

nieUi(Mls. First inort*?aKe loaoa of tJUO an«l up
wtiiefa-wo c&D recoiuinend after tho most thurouph
rrttuiiKl InveBttffaUua. FlesM uk for Loma Met No. lii'i.

i'i:) CertiQcateti of Deposit also for saving invefltoru.

PERKINS&CO. Lawrence. Kans

INSURANCE AS AN INVESTMENT

THERE is at least one man living

in the United States to-day who
carries one and one-half million dol-

lars worth of insurance on his life.

There are over twenty men who carry

a million dollars worth of insurance
on their lives. There are thousands
who carry upward of one hundred
thousand dollars worth of insurance
and hundreds of thousands who carry
upward of a thousand dollars worth.

There are at least two American
women who have been insured for a
million dollars. A great many have
been insured for a quarter of a mil-
lion, while those in the hundred thou-
sand dollar class are very numerous.
The aggregate value of the death
claims paid annually for both sexes by
legal reserve companies at the present
time is far above $200,000,000. And
this does not include the moneys dis-

bursed by fraternal benefit and mutual
aid societies.

Now it will be inferred that the men
or women who are able to insure their

lives for a million dollars, or even for
one hundred thousand dollars, must
enjoy and expect to continue enjoying
a large income, for the premiums nec-
essary to be paid on such policies of
insurance must be very large, the
actual amount depending on the age
of the policyholder when insured. And
the question arises, Why do they do
it? The answer, when the facts are
known, is perfectly obvious—for in-

vestment.
The mere possession of such policies

is a certificate of more than financial

and physical soundness. That policy

for a million and a half dollars worth
of insurance carried by the foremost
department store owner of America
gives him the highest of ratings in the
business community, for merchants
know that the insurance companies
have investigated the matter of his in-

tegrity far more deeply than they, as

individuals, could. And so, in times
of business stress, his policy stands for
just so many ready dollars.

Investment Features

And what is true of the bigger is

true of the smaller business man. It

is not uncommon to find small busi-

ness firms carrying policies of insur-

ance for the purpose of reimburse-
ment in case of the death of any one
of the members. Again, many a busi-

ness man was enabled to pull safely

through the depression of 1908 only

by reason of the borrowing power of

his insurance policy.

A noticeable feature of investment
insurance is the difference in the atti-

tude toward it of the rich and the poor.

For instance, the higher you ascend
the ladder of expenditure the greater

care will you find the insured to have
taken to perpetuate the investment as

long as possible after death. The
poorer the man the more does he seem
willing to rest content with being able

to leave his wife a lump sum when he

dies. The richer the man the more
does he seem to insist that his widow
shall receive not the lump sum, but a

yearly allowance, accruing from its

investment.
Now this may be due, on the one

hand, to the fact that the rich, adverse

opinion to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, are keenly alive to the value of

money and to the fact that nothing on

this earth can prove quite so elusive

on occasion as a badly guarded prin-

cipal; and, on the other hand, it may
be due to the feeling on the part of

the poorer man that the amount of

interest to be gained from the invest-

ment of a small death benefit is likely

to be too small to be of practical use

to his widow. Nevertheless, the prob-

lem of her support after his death is

one that may constantly concern the

man who has nothing to leave his wife

but an insurance certificate.

Even if the sum be considerable

there must arise the quite natural
question. What can, or rather, what
will, she do with it? A woman who
for years has been used to a regular
weekly or monthly allowance, out of
which has been paid the household ex-
penses, suddenly finds herself, through
the death of her husband, deprived of
her stipend, and the possessor instead
of a few thousand dollars. She must
not live upon the principal, for with
the most rigid economy and the most
determined will it could last but a few
years.

If she invested it in ultra-safe secu-
rities, the highest interest to be de-
rived in that event would be at the
rate of $60 per $1,000 per year. She
might go into business, but even if she
were lucky enough to hit upon some
honestly attractive opportunity it is

probable that her previous domestic
capacity would utterly unfit her for
the new mode of existence, and if she
be advanced in years the idea of busi-
ness would be out of the question
altogether. Of course, there are ex-
ceptions, for many a woman, face to

face with a desolate future and with
not even an insurance policy to help
her on her way, has risen superior to
the situation and has prospered.

A Monthly Allowance

But the average woman, much less

the average man, come suddenly into
possession of a substantial sum of
money, is curiously apt to lose all

judgment when the problem of invest-

ing the money presents itself. And
so most of the large insurance com-
panies have begun to issue policies

which, instead of bestowing a lump
sum at the death of a man, provide for
the payment of an annual, quarterly
or monthly allowance to his wife as
long as she lives.

Thei-e can be no doubt that this plan
of insurance will become more and
more popular, for a husband can rest
assured that not only is his money
safely beyond the reach of a possible
swindler after his death, but his wife
will have a certain amount of money
at her disposal every month.
Some of the companies arrange only

for annual payments, but where the
amount of money is small it is, per-
haps, better to arrange for monthly
payments. An annual allowance, in-

curring the necessity of banking it

and drawing upon it at intervals,

places a woman in practically the same
position as though the whole amount
had been placed at her command in

the first place. It may be lost or un-
wisely disposed of, and the long inter-

val of waiting until the next payment
is made may provoke hardship.

Provisional Features

Some of these policies run for a
period of twenty years, and, if the
beneficiary be old at the time of the

death of her husband, this might per-

haps be long enough to provide for

her until her death. But by paying a
larger premium the wife may be as-

sured of a monthly allowance as long
as she lives, however long that may be.

The cost of such policies depends
not only on the age of the person
taking the insurance, but also upon
the age of the beneficiary. If an
old man were to take out one of

these policies in favor of his minor
son, it would cost him more than if

the son were of middle age, as the

payments after the father's death
would have a long time to run. A
wealthy woman bought one of these
policies the other day in New York in

favor of her little daughter, six years
old. It was expensive, and she meant
to leave her fortune to her daughter
in any event; but, as she remarked,
riches sometimes take wings, and she

wanted to be sure that her child would
never actually want.
As a phase of investment insurance,

this plan is well worth consideration.

Farm Land
the Basis of

Value
In making investments the first consideration

should always be the character of the security.

Every investor to whom income is important
should learn the facts about Irrigation bonds.

They form, in our estimation, the safest way to

earn 6 per cent.

Secured by aThousand Farms

Irrigation bonds are secured by first liens on
good farm land—sometimes a thousand farms.

The farms are worth usually at least four times

the loan.

The farms are exceedingly fertile, and are

not subject to crop failures. Any one season's

earnings are generally sufficient to repay the

whole loan.

The bonds are additionally secured by a first

mortgage on an irrigation system, in which the

investment is often twice the bond issue.

Some Irrigation bonds are municipal securi-

ties, which fonn—as do School bonds—a tax

lien on the district. Some are issued under the

"Carey Act," where the State supervises the

project.

They are issued in denominations of $100.

$500 and $1,000, so one may invest either little

or much. All are serial bonds, part of which
are paid annually, so one may make long-time

or short-time investments.

78 Issues Sold

In the past 16 years we have sold 78 separate

issues of Reclamation bonds, all based on farm
liens. Not a dollar of loss has resulted to any
investor.

Our dominant place now gives us the pick of

these projects. They are passed on by our

own engineers and attorneys. And an officer

of our Company constantly resides in the irri-

gated sections, watching the projects we
finance.

We have issued a book based on all this ex-

perience—a book which every investor should

read. Please cut out this coupon as a re-

minder to send for it. (16)

J First National Bank Building, Chicago

SO Congress St.. Boston HI Broadway, New York

; First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Please send your tree book on Irrigation Bonds

Nartie^

Citv-

State-

Window- glass

lamp-chimneys

are cheap, as

paper-soled shoes

are cheap—cheap

to buy, but dear

to use.

Macbeth on a

lamp - chimney

means it is made

B.,.us.p..,off. of tough glass,

clear as crystal and that it won't

break from heat.

Best grocers and lamp stores

sell Macbeth Chimneys.

My lamp-chimney book insures your getting

the right chimney for any lamp. It is free.

Address

MaCBETH, Pittsburgh.
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GET POWER
The Supply Comes From Food.

If we get power from food, why not strive

to get all the power we can. That is only

possible by use of skilfully selected food that

exactly fits the requirements of the body.

Poor fuel makes a poor fire, and a poor fire

is not a good steam producer.

"From not knowing how to select the right

food to fit my needs, I suffered grievously

for a long time from stomach troubles," writes

a lady from a little town in Missouri.

'It seemed as if I would never be able to

find out the sort of food that was best for

me. Hardly anything that I could eat would

stay on my stomach. Every attempt gave

me heartburn, and filled my stomach witli

gas. I got thinner and thinner until I literally

became a living skeleton and in time was
compelled to keep to my bed.

"A few months ago I was persuaded to try

Grape-Nuts food, and it had such good effect

from the very beginning that I have kept up
its use ever since. I was surprised at the ease

with which I digested it. It proved to be just

what I needed.
"All my unpleasant symptoms, the heart-

burn, the inflated feeling which gave me so

much pain disappeared. My weight gradually

increased from 98 to 116 lbs., my figure

rounded out, my strength came back, and I

am now able to do my liousework and enjoy
it. Grape-Nuts did it.''

A ten days' trial will show anyone some
facts about food.
Look in pkgs. for the little book, "The

Road to Wellville." "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

ENDURING
.AS
THE

'^HEHORIAH
TO PERPETUATE THE

MEMORY OF THOSE
VED AND HONORED.OUR
VERUSTiKG MONUMENTS
ARE PARTICULARLY AP-

PROPRIATE* MORE BEAUTI-

FUL THAN MARBLE*
.MODERATE IN COST 'MADE

'INAWIDERANGtOF
5IZE5 AND DE51&N5 •

DELIVERED ANYWHERE*
'WRITE rOR DE3iH(5.DE5CRIfT10NSi.

.AND PRICES* JTATE APPROX'

jlMATE SIZE OR VALUE*
JREPRESEHTATIVES WAHTB
"in every COMMUNITT.

MONUMENTAL RRONZE COMPANY.

355 HOWARD AVENUE-BRIDGEPORT. COMNJI

Ease Your Feet

fW MM "THE PILLOW" SHOE
For Woman sWear; absolute com-
fort for TIRED, TENDER FEET.
a beautiful hand turned shoe, no break-

ing-in required ; relief from pet Corns and
bunions; soft, flexible, durable, dressy

and stylish. The sole oaklealher. The whole

)P genuine Vici Kid. soft, pliable. RUBBER
HEELS. No lining to wrinkle and chafe. We

guarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfort and
satisfaction or money cheerfully refunded.
Oxford Style $3.00. Write to-day for our Free
Illustrated Catalog and special self-measure blank and
join our Grand Army of delighted customers.

PILLOW SHOE COMPANY
184 Summer Street, Dept. 3, Bcston, Mass.

AOKNTS WANTED
To show our Shirt Waist and Snlt Materials, Handkerchiefs, etc.
W,-linv,-i..,iMi:x-iii>.l Icrritory l<>iissi;;i,. l.N,..|,lHMiiil .,i,i,„rtuiiit v wllh
e<l.iliIlshi-illi..ii«|..l!enuliriilnu.lCMliislv.»iinii.l,'sfree Al.p! V iitoiirc
to Mitchell & Church Co., 231 Washington St., Binghamton, N.Y.

BronchialTroches
A convenient and effective remedy for Coughs and
Hoarseness. Invaluable in Bronchial and LungTroublcs
and to Singers and Speakers for clearing the voice.
Entirely free from opiates or any harmful ingredient.
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00 per boz.
Sample mailed on request.

JOHN I BROWN &: SON. Bo;;ton. Mass.

Sunday Schdol Lesson bv Dr. and Mrs. Wdhur F. Crafts

WHEN Jesus reached the closing

part of his Sermon on the

Mount we will discover, if v/e

have not done so before, that his theme
was character building, and he likened

his hearers some to wise builders and
some to unwise builders.

The first were those who would hear
his sayings and do them, and the sec-

ond were those who would hear them
and do them not. He made the differ-

ence between the two kinds very vivid

by using as an illustration something
they were quite accustomed to see:

houses built upon the rock and houses

built upon the sand. Most wonderful
are some of these houses, which the

traveler of to-day sees, notably "Mar-
saba," which is built not only on the

rocks, but into the rocks, apparently
chiseled out of them, those cliffs which
sheltered the prophet Elijah in the

place where he was fed by the ravens.

Marsaba, however, is almost inac-

cessible to the usual traveler, so nar-

now and precipitous is the path that

leads to it. More to our point is this

home built among the rocks of Mount
Lebanon, which shelters a lovely

Christian family. Dr. and Mrs. Ghosn-
el-Howie, and their children. It is a
centre from which radiates Christian
teaching not only for that community,
but for other parts of the world. We
believe that it was just such a life as
this that the Lord Jesus had in mind
v^^hen he spoke of the house "built

upon a rock."

The Foundations of the House

The houses built upon the sand to

which Jesus referred may have been
the tents, which were spread, without
any thought of foundations, in valleys,

and which v/ere swept away by the

rising streams when the rains de-

scended. What a contrast there was
between the house of the abiding Chris-
tian, on the rock, and the careless no-
mad, on the sand!
We shall need to put ourselves in

the place of the Oriental to compre-
hend the teaching of Jesus on this

point. In our land, all houses have
foundations, some better and stronger
than others; but, generally speaking,
the foundations are rather secure. If

Jesus had been speaking to Occiden-
tals, like ourselves, he might have had
something to say about superstruc-
tures. A few years ago there was a
man in New York City who put up a
block of tenement houses, which fell to
the ground almost as soon as they
were occupied, and many lives were
lost. When investigation was made,
it was found that, in order to save ex-
pense, he had economized in sand, not
putting in enough to make a durable
cement. Of course he was sent to

prison for such culpable cupidity.

Another notable instance of wrong
superstructure was the Tay bridge, in

Scotland. It went down on December
28, 1879. For some years trains had
been crossing in apparent safety; in
fact, the train which passed over just
before the fatality had carried the
Queen of England. But the train
which followed may have been over-
weighted. Investigations which fol-

lowed revealed the fact that there was
a defective beam, and that is where
the bridge gave way. The builder ac-
knowledged that he had noticed a
slight imperfection, but thought it not
sufficient to make him refuse to put it

in. What a fatal mistake on his part!
Without that weak spot the bridge
would undoubtedly have stood the
strain of traffic. There are some hu-
man characters like the bridge of Tay,
seemingly grand and strong, that have

*The International Sunday School Lesson for
February 27,1910. Fnlse and True Disciplcship.
Matt. 7:i:i-i9. Goi.nKV Text: "Not every one
that sailh unto mo, Lord. Lord, shall enter into
tl)o l;inu'<lom of heaven ; hut lie th;it doetli tlie
will of iny F.-ither which is in heaven," Malt. 7 : 21.

a weak spot in them, and if an investi-

gation should be made it would be
found to be a weak spot in character
building, which was overlooked or con-

doned in childhood and youth, such as

a lack of self-control, an inadequate
idea of the value of truth, selfishness,

etc. Any one of these weak spots

might cause the whole structure of

manhood or womanhood to fall. A
little boy was asked, "Who made you?"
and he promptly replied, "God." Then
another question was put to him:
"What did he make you out of?"
"Sand," he replied. More sand would
have been a good thing in the building
of those houses in New York.
When we speak of "sand" in rela-

tion to human character we mean grit,

courage. The boy did not mean just
that, but we can put that meaning into

his words. In all our character build-

ing we need just the kind of courage
and steadfastness which God alone can
give us.

The Strength of Habit

The earthquake which devastated
the city of San Francisco a few years
ago also wrought havoc with the build-

ings of the Leland Stanford Univer-
sity. A costly memorial arch was
demolished. Upon an examination it

was found that the foundations had
not been solidly built, and so the su-
perstructure was easily shaken down.
Let parents and teachers take warning
from this to lay firm and true prin-
ciples as foundation stones in the
characters of the children whose up-
bringing is in their charge. Sad it is

to say that we have only to read the
daily papers to see that men who have
been famed for great deeds suddenly
tumble all to pieces, morally, and are
sent to jail to serve long sentences.
By way of illustration take two wal-
nuts: open No. 1, and find in it a rich
and meaty kernel; open No. 2, and
there is nothing but the dried up sem-
blance of a kernel—fair on the outside,
rotten on the inside. President King,
in his book Rational Living, says:
"Every smallest stroke of virtue or
vice leaves its never so little scar. The
drunken Rip Van Winkle, in Jeffer-
son's play, excuses himself for every
fresh dereliction by saying: 'I won't
count this time.' Well, he may not
count it, and a kind heaven may not
count it, but it is being counted none
the less. Down among the nerve-cells
and fibres the molecules are counting
it, registering and storing it up, to be
used against him when the next temp-
tation comes. Nothing we ever do is,

in strict scientific literalness, ever
wiped out." Also, he says: "From
your early morning toilet, through the
care of your clothing, and the order
of your room, table manners, breath-
ing, tone of voice, manner of talking,
pronunciation, gesture, motion, ad-
(i.ess, study, to your very way of sleep-
ing at night—all your "habits are set-
ting like plaster of paris. Do you
wish them to set as they are?

What Is Expected of Us

God created us, but he expects us to
build our characters, and the building
is not wholly to be likened to the erec-
tion of a house or a bridge. We may
get some valuable hints from the min-
eral world, particularly from the for-
mation of crystals. Hear John Rus-
kin talk to a company of young girls.
He says: "Here is a perfect crystal
of quartz for you. It is of an unusual
form, and one which it might seem
verv difficult to build, a pyramid of
convex sides, composed of other minor
pyramids. But there is not a flaw in
its contour throughout; not one of
its myriads of component sides but is
as bright as a jeweler's faceted work
(and far finer, if you saw it close).

Continued on next page

She I—"You find life lines and health lines, bu
have I no beauty lines?"

He!—{gallantly) "Your beauty has no lines—no
wrinkles. The very maglo of your beauty miu
dispel them."
She!—You'd better say the magic of my Pompeian.' i

And she spoke truly,' for while Pompeian Massag
Cream works in the most rational way tlie result
are little short of magical. It is rapidly beoomin
a toilet necessity as well as a luxury, and an occs
eional massage with this "wonder worker" wil
not only drive away unlovely wrinkles and blen
ishes hut will insure a ele.Tr, fresh, velvety ikii
with all the charm which that implies,

Pompeian
Massage Cream

"Don't envy a good compledon; use Pompeian and have one

Trial Jar Pent for 6c. in stamps or coin.
Bold by all dealers, 50c., 75c. and $1 per jar.

Llbnr7 ellpB saved means Magazines free; one slip In ever; package.

Tti Pompeian Mfg. Co., 13 Prospect St., Clevelnj, (

AN IDEAL BOOK
For The Christian Herald Family

THE MASTER
By IRVING BACHELLER

Author of "Eben Holden," ttc,\

\ stirring tale of a young man in quest of a fortune.
"The mystery which surrounds the story, the charm ol
its telling, the delicious humor, the veiled portraiture
of One who lives in other lives—in whatever way yoa
look at it—a wonderful book."

A New Motive
"The book is a mighty plea for peace."

A Neiv Villain
"The greatest ivrclch since John Silver."

A New Heroine
"The influence of a good woman."

A New Hero
"To have written the life of Christ without once
mentioning His name is in itself a great achieve*
ment."— J?#P, Frfd. W. Adams.

A Real Plot and Characters that Live!

PRICE $1.20 (Postage 12c. extra)
Can be cbtained at all bookstores.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., NEW YORK

k

Mra. lola Lipp Mias Louise J. McPherson Miss Lois M. i

Covington, Ky, Griffin, Ga. St. Joseph, A

BECOME A NURSE
IF you have tlie natural attributes of a g 1

nurse we will undertake to teach yoi '

earn $10 to $25 a week, as thousand f

OUT graduates are doing.

ITNIISUAL OFFER : We grant every student '

•J months' probationarj r

trial study—this costs you nothing if dissatisi

If you wish to know how we train by correspondence,

Mail this Coupon

The Chautauqua School of Nurs

!

341 Main St., Jamestown, IS. Y.
Please send 9th Annnal Blue Book with stories by nni

250,000
COPIES ALREADY SOD

HALLOWED new and D

By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. Skhlt

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USING
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Reaijs

$25. per 100, not prepaid. 3S<t per copy by VJ

Returnable samples mailed to •' earnest inqui s

THE ClOr.OW & MAIN CO.. Nen Tork or Cli ?0

CAIV WRITE A SHORT SW!
Bofrinni-rs learn so thorouglilv under our pc I'

Miotlic.d i.f trainini; that n;anv are able <o|'

i. irs lief.jn- they ei.inplete the curse, Wc alse P

those who wn.it a market f..i llieir stoiiea. Write fnr partirilt

School cf Short Story Writinj, 44 Page Building, CK'p

Y«u
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Home Office Buildings 1910^

Newark, N.J.

MONTHLY INCOMES GUARANTEED TO YOUR FAMILY
The Massive Buildings Above are Owned and Occupied by The Prudential as Headquarters | the Conduct of its Vast Business and the Protection and Benefit of the Holders ot over
for the Three Thousand Five Hundred Employees required in the Home Offices alone for I Eight Million Policies in Force. Send for particulars of the New Monthly Income Policy

The Prudential Insurance Company of America Address Dept. 70.
I„.-.,r,.,.rnt..l asaSt.i.'kC..mr»nvhvlli.Statc-..f X.«J<.,scy Home Office, NEWARK, N.J.JOHN F. DRYDEN. President

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON By or. and Mrs. V/ilbur F. Crafts. Continued from Page 160

crystal parts are as sharp as jave-

; their edges will cut glass with
ouch. Anything more resolute,

clsummate, determinate in form, can-
rt be conceived.

[Here, on the other hand, is a crys-
t of the same substances, in a per-
f tly simple type of form—a plain
s -sided prism; but from its base to

i point, and it is nine inches long, it

hs never for one instant made up its

rnd what thickness it will have. It

s,ms to have begun by making itself

£' thick as it thought possible, with
t^ quantity of material at hand.
311, not being as thick as it would
le to be, it has clumsily glued on
r)re substance at one of its sides,

^icn it has -thinned itself in a panic
c' economy; then puffed itself out
f'ain; then starved one side to enlarge
tj other; then warped itself quite out
cits first line. Opaque, rough-faced,
j?ged on the edge, distorted in the
sine, it exhibits a quite human image
c decrepitude and dishonor; but the
Arst of all is that, half way up, a
Irasite crystal, smaller, but just as
.'"kly, has rooted itself in the side of
le larger one, eating out a cavity
und its root, and then growing back-
ird, or downward, contrary to the
'rection of the main crystal. Yet I

Tinot trace the least difference in

Krity of substance between this first

Ipst noble stone and this ignoble and
jssolute one. The impurity of the
Ifet is in its will, or want of will."
•ke which of these crystals are you
Mlding?
Crystals differ in quality and value,
the sapphire, the opal, the diamond,

jpese are respectively developed from
ay, sand and .soot, according to laws
hich God has placed in their sub-
ance. Each becomes in its own way
Imirable, the heavenly tinted sap-

phire, the radiant opal, with a beauty
of color like the rainbow, and the dia-

mond, a star of blazing light. Let us
seek to understand the powers God
has given us and seek to build our-

selves accordingly. If we should dis-

cover that his desire is that we shall

be strong crystals of quartz, which is

an essential element of granite, let us

be content not to be flashing geniuses,

but strong and useful servants to do
his bidding.

WliMte'er thou purposes! to do.
With :in unwearlid zeal pursue:
To-day is thine—inipr(i\e to-day.
Nor trust to-morrow's distiiiit ray.

—Fkom the Russian.

In his Sermon on the Mount Jesus

told his hearers where they must start

in their building, in the way that is

straightforward, entering by the nar-

row gate, and not on the broad road,

where the gate is wide. We will illus-

trate this by drawing a capital Y. On
the left we will draw the broad road

which leads downward to destruction,

on the right we will draw the narrow
way which leads upward to life eter-

nal. Certainly the way is not "nar-

row" in the sense of liberty curtailed,

but some people do really think that

they have "to give up everything" in

order to live the Christian life. The
way to heaven may be said to be nar-

row because it is all-absorbing
—"this

one thing I do." "Only that is impor-

tant which is eternal." Paul knew the

secret joy of the narrow way when he

wrote, "For me to live is Christ, and

to die is gain."

The Lesson of a Great Painting

We are all more or less familiar with

Guido Rene's picture called "The
Aurora." It represents the sun in

his chariot, drawn by four horses, and

heralded by a genius of light in cheru-

bic form, 'bearing a torch. Around

the chariot, hand in hand, treading

upon the clouds are graceful figures,

representing the hours. Preceding the

chariot is the goddess of the morn-
ing, scattering flowers upon the earth
below. It all represents the glorious

sunrise. But as we look at it we
think of the soul as the charioteer; the

four horses are the passions, which
must be held in check; the genius of

light, which God gives to every man
that Cometh into the world; the figures

around the chariot are the years ap-
pointed unto man to live; Aurora is

the blessing of God, which guides every
soul born into the world.

It was our privilege to describe this

beautiful picture to a company of blind

people, and then to pass for them to

examine a small copy of the picture

cut in cameo, not more than two inches

long and one inch wide. Imagine the

tiny figures! But as the blind people
passed their fingers over them they ex-

claimed, "I see the horses!" "I see the

hours!" "I see the little light-bearer,"

etc. And so God's truth is to be com-
prehended by all.

The original painting of Aurora is

so large that it covers the ceiling in a

palace. It can only be seen, so large

and so high up is it, by a person sit-

ting down and looking at it reflected in

a mirror. In this there is a suggestion

of how great is God's purpose in the

creation of every human soul.

As to the "broad way which leads to

destruction," it is luring because peo-

ple think "they can do just as they
please" if they are not following a
Christian life. One cannot shirk re-

sponsibility to God in that manner.
Those on the broad way are just as

much bound to obey him as those who
are traveling the narrow way. He is

the Father of us all. But the broad
way is dangerous because the guide-

posts are all misleading: "This way to

happiness," "This way to fame," "This
way to riches." The unwary traveler,
intoxicated with pleasure, does not re-

alize that he is thus brought nearer
and nearer to his doom.

Dr. Guthrie, the celebrated Scotch
preacher of long ago, has said : "With
his blind face turned up to heaven, you
see a man approach the edge, of an
awful precipice. Every step brings him
nearer, still nearer, the brink. Now
he reaches it; he stands on the grassy
edge/ Oh for an arm to reach him

—

for a voice to warn him—for a blow to

send him staggering back to the
ground! But he has lifted his foot;

it is projected beyond the brink; an-
other moment a breath of wind, the
least change of balance, and he is

whirling twenty fathoms down. You
stop your ears, close your eyes, turn
away your head ; horror has taken hold
of you. And such were David's feel-

ings when he contemplated the sins

and fate of the wicked : "Horror hath
taken hold upon me, because of the
wicked that forsake thy law; rivers

of water run down mine eyes, because
they keep not thy law, O God." It is

only at the lower end of the broad way
that such a place is to be found.

An Old Soldier's Delight
Dear Dr. Klopsch : We are much

pleased with the premiums you sent

us, and especially the book. Be-
fore the Doctor Conies. I think

it is worth ten dollars to any family.

I am an old soldier of the Civil War,
and have read The Christian Herald
ever since the close of that war. I am
now nearly seventy-three years old.

Hope to take the Herald as long as I

live. B. G. SOUDERS.
Calumet, Okla.
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Give Father Karo with his cakes
—and place the syrup jug where he can reach

it easily. Other syrups may not agreb with him,

hut he can eat Karo freely. It is a pure sweet that

blends naturally with other foods and it is good
for everybody.

CORN SYRUP
Eat it on Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger-Bread

Hot Biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

*Send your name on a post card for

for Karo Cook Book—Fifty pages in-

cluding thirty perfect recipes

for honne cauidy-making.

Corn Products Relining Co

DEPARTMENT 0,

P.O. Box 161, NewYork

ay to stri-ngth.n tli.

Arc Your EYES Affected
in Any Way?

If BO, let us send yon

The Ideal
Sight Restorer
for 10 days at our expense.

It h.-lps

natural V

eyes and
vision. Its action is in tlu-

nature of a gentle massage, which stimulates the eyes by
restoring the normal circulation of blood—that is all that weak
eyes require. But it does more—it molds the eye painlessly but
surely to its perfect shape. This is necessary to correct near-
sight, far-sight, astigmatism and kindred defects. It is

alisolutely safe— it does not come in direct contact with the
eyes; and five minutes' manipulation in your own home, twice
a day, is all that is necessary to counteract eyestrain and head-
ache, and relegate eyeglasses to the rubbish box. Throw away
your eyeglasses. See nature, and read with your naked eyes.
Write for instructive Bo<^>klpt ]'27C, and tell dlivs' test, to

THE IDEAL CO.. 134 W. 65th St., New York

THE NORMAL EYE

sg Write now for my 1910 catalog,
-tj and If none of your family lius re-

1^=-^ ceivcd It—and you so state and give me the
addresses of two other flower growers—

1

will send with It a coupon good for

Five Full Packets of Flower Seeds,
your selection from •10 kinds I list at 3c
eaeh;alsoniy booklet,"Cultureof Flowers"
all post

1
laid. I want you to try my Choice Seeds.

IMt.SS KMMA V. WHITE, Seedswoman
'Mn Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

FENCE
News and Prices K
Do not bu y a foot ofHj

fcDce ttU you have^
procured our Prices
Sid Free Book on

etal Fence, I'rom the flnent
down to *'eheBper-tli:»n-\Tood'

ornamental** styles
klndx. We kbtc you

loney* Ilundredfi ot'Htyten. €>et Free Catalofir*
The Ward Fonco Co., Box 146, Decatur, Ind.

H The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World
_THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It Is a solid, ffalr
and square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed, for $15.95. It Is dif-
ferent from anything that has
ever before been offered.
.Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, Ijot or cold, makes thick
or thin cream and does It

just as well as any higher
priced maelilno. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
Any lK>y orglil can run It
sitting down. The crank Is
only 5 Inches long. Just
thlnkofthat! Thebowllsa
sanitary marvel; easily
cleaned and embodies all
our latest Improvements.
Gears run In antl-frlction
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you (lecide
on a cream separator of any
caraclty whatever, obtain our
Sl.5.1t5 prnpnsltinll. Our lib-

_ eral long time trial and gen-
•rooa terms of purchase will astonish you. Our own
(manufacturer's) guarantee prelects you on every
American Separator. We ship itnmediatcly. Western
•rders filled from Western points. Write us and get
oar great olfer and handsome free catalog, ADDltKSS,

Box I I 34
BAINBRIOGE,N.Y.AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.

$50 TO $300 SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
$50 toSJOOonmy High Grade Standard C^soline
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you ^^j
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for ^^c.^^
limilar eng'nes in carload lots for spot cash. .^^"V^DIrcct

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to l.e the sule judge.
Sell your poorest horst and luiy a

B'H.'P, oniy$119.SO

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Frea

Trial. SatlsEac*

tion or money
back.Write forspec-

ial proposition. All
you pay me is for raw

material, labot and
one small profit. Send iof

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co,

0^6 (Calloway Staltoa
Waterloo, lona

These trademark crisscross liries on evpry package

Crcsd

Crystal^

tarlcy
EA>r AND DESSERT
cMal foods

For cases of STOMic)iniiTEs>Mi. KiDRUAND Liver Trouiles

Delicious loodiynr tick ^rwc^^ Unn^ other gootfL

lit (ovr plu^gn. ItauCcrocgrs.^br took o^amplg. wrlli

FARWELL a RHINCS. WATERTOWN, tty., U.S.A.

IC"C"Jlf^Mr STRONGEST
ir iLlwOlL MADE. Bull.
3 strong chick-
ten-tlght Sold to the user at Wholosale
SPricis. We Pay Freight. Catalogue free.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
CBox 47 Winchester. Indiana.

A FRIENDLY GROCER
Dropped a Valuable Hint About Coffee.

"For about eight years." writes a Mich,
woman,"! suffered from nervou.sness—part of
the time down in bed with nervous prostration.
"Sometimes I would get numb and it would

be almost impossible for me to speal? for a
spell. At other times I would have severe
bilious attacks, and my heart would flutter
painfully when I would walk fast, or sweep.

"I have taken enough medicine to start a
small drug store, without any benefit. One
evening our grocer was asking Husband how
I was and urged that I quit coffee and use
Postum, so he brought home a pkg. and I

made it according to directions and we were
both delighted with it.

"So we quit coffee altogether and used only
Postum. I began to get better in a month's
time and look like another person, the color
came back to my cheeks, I began to sleep
well, my appetite was good and I commenced
to take on flesh and become interested in
everything about the house.

"Finally I was able to do all my own work
without the least sign of my old trouble. I

am so thankful for the littlebook, 'The Road
to Wellville.' It has done me so much good.
I haven't taken medicine of any kind for six
months and don't need any.
"A friend of ours who did not like Postum

as she made it, liked mine, and when she
learned to boil it long enough, her's was as
g;ood as mine. It's easy if you follow direc-
tions." Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

How to Work*
IF a man really wants to work it is

seldom that he does not get a
chance. We hear pitiful stories of the
men who are unsuccessfully searching
for work, especially in our great
cities; but upon looking into their

cases you are all too likely to find that
they have had place after place given
them, only to show their benevolent
helpers that they are unfit or un-
worthy.
What is true of worldly labor is

true of work in the church. All of
us, and especially our ministers, can
testify that we are constantly meet-
ing with so-called Christians, usually
church members in good and regular
standing, who profess to long for ac-
tivity in the Master's vineyard, but
vho fail to find any work which is

adapted to their capacity.
There are undoubtedly some honest

ones among these inquirers; but it is

to be feared that, perhaps uncon-
sciously to themselves, they are not so
overpoweringly desirous of hard and
steady occupation as they say they are.

One of our great poets spake truly
when he said

:

Beneath the stream, shallow and lisrht, of what
we say we feel ;

Beneath the stream, as light, of what we think
we feel ;

There flows with noiseless current, strong, ob-
scure and deep.

The central stream of what we feel indeed.

This is only another way of putting
the great Scripture saying, "The heart
is deceitful above all things and des-
perately wicked." Remember that if

you pretend that you are hungering
after work in the Lord's field, and do
not speedily engage in it, you lay your-
self open to a charge of serious insin-

cerity.

Last year Dr. McAdam gave us a
strong word upon the value of work,
which is worth repeating. He said:
"As acid corrodes steel, idleness eats
in the moral fabric of a human life.

The miserable beings whose task is to
kill time by loafing on street corners
or strutting along Ijoulevards are full
of indecencies of thought and often of
language. The young woman who has
no more serious work than to lounge
on cushions with a silly novel, or dis-
sipate the hours in useless trifling,

cannot long maintain the whiteness of
her soul."

Work is absolutely necessary for
most human beings in order to pre-
serve their integrity.

Carlyle, speaking of a potter and
the material from which he must form
lives, says : "Of an idle man, the high-
est destiny can bake and knead noth-
ing other than a botch; let her spend
on him what expensive coloring or
gilding she will, he is but a mere en-
ameled vessel of dishonor."

Bishop Williams has some excellent
advice regarding the proper prepara-
tion for good work. "It is a high art,
this art of service," he says, "and it

requires much ability and wisdom.
Therefore the prime necessity in or-
der to any efficient, useful service is

culture, self-development. Especially
would I burn that conviction into the
conscience of all who feel called to any
high vocation, whether it be the min-
istry, or going on a mission to the
heathen or to the slums; taking up so-
cial settlement work, following the
physician's or the teacher's noble pro-
fession; or, best of all, being the head
and the heart of a home, the father
and mother of children. Zeal and
good intentions are not enough. Know
all that you can know; but let your
culture be in order to service."

Topic of the F.pworth Leatrue for Sinidav, Feb-
ruary 27. Texts : John S : 4, 5: Rom. 12 : 11.

Christian Policemen
-^The International Chkistian Police As-

sociation was organized in London twenty-five
years ago, and has branches in Scotland, Ire-
land, Wales, Germany, Canada, the United
States, Brazil, Australia and Japan. The aim
is to improve the intellectual, moral and spir-
itual life of all members of the police force and
their families. Meetings of the New York As-
sociation are regularly held at No. 235 West
Thirtieth Street, on Sundays and Wednesdays,

Whenever you see

an Arrow
Think of

1
The all the year round best bev-

erage for all classes, ages
and sexes.

Delicious — Wholesome
Thirsl-Quenchiog

5c Everywhere

The Coca Cola Girl

Calendar for 1910

Send us 2c for postage and wc will

send you our beautiful 1910 Coca
Cola Cirl Calendar and our interest-

ing booklet 'The Truth About Coca
Cola' '. Tells all about Coca Cola—
what it 10 and why it is so delicious,

wholesome and beneficial. It gives

analyses made by scientists and chem-
ists from coast to coast, proving its

purity and wholesomeness. Your
name and address on a postal will bring you the !';

by itself.

THE COCA COLA COMPANY, Adanta, (

The Truth

WORLD'SJIANTTOMfO
This King of all Tomatot

est and most product
offered. Engraving was ni;

photo of plant grown t
Gilbert. It grew 18 feet 1

produced 6 bushela of fr
large, smooth, few seeds,
through, red in color, ripei
early and com inning all si

We want every iierson \

seeds to see our Seed Boclt
our seeds and we will giy
packet this Giant TopiaK
other great noveliies free

)

1 pkt. 16 Day Radish.
Eoiuid Red Kadish in the ^

1 pkt. Gif?antic Cabbage.
heading kind known, from

1 pkt. Wonderful Lettuct
est, largest, tender and c
lime. Heads often 3 ft. an
For only 6c. postage and

we will mail these 4 sample
big 1910 Seed Book full of r
Seed Offers and a coupon,
a IQc. selection from onr Sei

_Fairview Seed Farms. Box 122, Syracui<

GARDEN HUCKLEBERRY
A new fruit from Washington State. r«i

desirable introductiim of many years. W illoi eli

any other Beiry ever grown. Grows fror 'ed

and ripens its crop same year. Berries jet d,

four times the size of Huclileberries. Fo es,

jams, jellies, sau''es, and canning, it is equal n\

fruit grown. Fill particulars in catalog, p: 13,

Packet of 100 seeds, 10 cents.

MISS MARY E. MARTI\. FLORAL PARK. NEW RK

$650 A. B. C. Automobile $iO

Solirl or Pneumatic Tires. Write for FREE Ci

A. B. C. Motor Vehicle Mfg. Co., 3941 Morgan, Si 1

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTF/

and Almanac for 1910 has 224 pngeswit -m

colored plates of fowls true tn life. It all

about chickens, their prices, their care, (> -"'

and remedies. All aboutIllCUbatorB,tl)ei en

and their operation. All about poultry "'

and how to build them. Ifs an enrv ti'

of chicVcndoin. You nerd it. Only 16 t*.

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 688, Freepo D

AGENTS 2«»1!E'
iHAME FASTE B

Do away with old hami p.

Horse owners and tea "
_^_^ wild about them. 8°

instantly with gloves on. Outwear the harness. Money I "

not satisfactory. Write today for confidential terms to b ti-

F. Thomas Mfff. Co., 784 Wayne St, l>ayton, lo

n'\y''^y^myAiymy:

,^ij i^^jM'S^''uMm^

•^ --| Many designs Ohee is

wood. 32 page Cata i

I free. Special Prici "

I
Churches and Cemet. s.

Coiled Spring Tence •

Box D Winchester '•

^?-^AT BARGAIN PRIC
8 Apples for $1.00, 6 Pears for $1.00.

6 Plums for $1.00. 8 Cherries for $1.1

12 Peaches for $100. Trees guaranti
Wrlteat onceforlllustrated Catalog i™

Bargain list. ALLEN L. WOOD, Rochester i'

r-PATENTS that PROTECII
Our 3 boolcs for inventors mailed on rei

R:.B^AA^j^LACEY,WaBhington,D.O
Our 3 boolcs for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 cts. St; • I

* ° "
. - - p,pt.36>E»t, y
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Among the Workers

'mrs. M. L. Crawford Bower, Lingayen

I p^^ Philippine Islands, asks The Christian
Hpl-D family to mail her any Sunday School

I csls. used or left over. She will use them
arlng children who never see pretty cards.

aT children's Sunday School papers will be

ve acceptable.

fDR. Joseph Simms, well known as a lec-

tur and author (and whose books on hygiene,

m.als, etc., have been widely noticed by the

pjE and are to be found in many public libra-

rij, has been in the lecture field for over

i fc* years. Though now over seventy years

oftge, he is still exceedingly energetic and
is^ngaged on several new volumes on scien-

ti]| topics.

The "Blind EvangeUst," Rev. Thomas
V EPston, of Frenehtown, N. J., has lately

cc luded a series of meetings in the M. E.

Clrch, Hancock, N. Y. As a result forty-

fo joined the M. E. Church, ten the Baptist,

ai several others the Presbyterian. The last

tv weeks in January he labored in the Pres-
bjrian Church, Shelter Island, N. Y., and
ei ty persons professed conversion, most of

wjn have signed cards to join the Presby-
tein Cnurch. In a revival which he con-

d\ ed recently in the South Side Presbyterian
Crrch, Pittsburg, Pa., over two hundred pro-

fe'nl conversion and one hundred and fifty

uied with the church.

Some twenty-eight years ago a colored
• Miion Sabbath School was organized in a
' v^ poor locality in Camden. N. J. Many of
' tne children have since grown to be useful

C?stian workers. Twenty-six years ago a
mjiers' meeting was started, which still con-
ti'es. The women learn Bible verses, in

alabetical order, and those who cannot read
reat a verse of some old hymn at the after-

se'ice. There is also a very active Loyal
Tfperance Legion, in its second generation.

T: testimony service, that is always a part of
if proceedings, would be an inspiration to

m;y. The superintendent is Mrs. Isabel

Sr)ley, 880 Ferry Avenue, Camden, N. J.

J-Dr. L. D. Howe, the physician who did
. sij heroic service among the victims of the
CVry mine disaster and who founded a relief

vrk among the survivors and the relatives of
tHvictims, writes to The Christian Herald:
'".ere are over two hundred bodies still in the
me. I think it will be reopened, say in
the weeks. I have received numerous dona-

of money through your readers, from as
st as Idaho and California. I have used
small sums—say, S15 all—to the best of

ir ability in relief work. Even to-day I re-

, C€£d a letter from Fondis, Colo., where good
i p^ >le have offered to take in a widow or a
I cl 1. I have received over fifty such letters

I fii readers of TiiE Christian Herald, and
I hi ; I can place some of these poor people in

gi I homes later on."

I One night not long ago, when Superin-
I t< ent Hallimond, of the Bowery Mission,
a; d those who wished to be prayed for to

I p icly make their wants known, a young
I f< w of about twenty-two arose and said : "I

wi you'd pray for me. I was a bad boy and
riiaway from my home in the old country ; but
I ant to do right and want you to pray that
G will help me. I also ask prayers for my
p|;nts in Ireland, and that I may soon be re-

sted to them." He was prayed for. He
a nded the mission nightly for about a week.
T superintendent found that he had walked
UVest Farms, a distance of twelve miles, the
pyious night to ask aid of a minister he knew
tie. The minister was not at home and the

P r fellow walked back to the mission again,
sus not to miss the service. He was penni-
U, homeless, hungry. As he seemed to be
tmg hard, he was assisted in every way. One
d he came to Superintendent Hallimond and
S!': "I appreciate what you've done and are
dig for me, and would repay you, but I have
n money. I was a barber by trade, and if

y'll get me a chair and a razor I'll shave the
ni of the mission and have them all tidied up
bSunday." A free barber shop was started
a;he mission, and the young man proved as
gd as his word.

-United States Consul-General Philip C.
Fina writes to Dr. Klopsch from Monterey,
Ikico: "You have probably learned of my
Bi^re illness, as I asked the State Department
b:telegraph to inform you that I was very
il but that relief work was being properly
a 'nded to. I _ have nearly recovered. I am
se that it would afford you and The Chris-
t-n Herald family special satisfaction to see
hv much relief to suffering humanity the
b-ikets you sent have afforded. This has been
a- unusually cold winter, and the people who
he been visited by flood and frost were poorly
rjpared for severe weather. These blankets
We brought comfort to thousands of poor
fiilies, and have kept many women and chil-
dn from perishing. The people of this coun-
t'. rich and poor, will never forget what has
tn done to relieve the situation. I have re-
eved abundance of corn from other direc-
tjis. The corn has come by the carloads
yn Texas and other points in our country,
/large quantity of rice and beans has been
reived ; but nothing has been more appre-
clcd by the poorly clad and poorly housed
ijple than the blankets. If I were to suggest
f you a decoration for your part in this re-
Ij work, it would be that of 'Sir Knight of
ik Gray Blanket,' for, in the opinion of the
l*r of Mexico, such would beat the decoration
c the Garter all to pieces. The sewing ma-
cnes you sent us are beautiful, and exceed-
i^ly useful. We are placing them out with
q-.i care, so that they cannot be seized for
t't or takea away from the poor women to

^om they are given to enable them to support
tjiir families. They will help to make one
riidred happy homes for years to come."

i»~ To our HOME HERALD Friends:
':ase read notices on second column,
t?e 150.

Tlie mild placid cow chewsI^ZESSS^
She keeps foun stomachs healthy.

WRiGLEV's ESHS^^Keeps your
one stomach healthy, easily.

The delicious juice of fresh crushed
mint leaves prevents indigestion,
flatulence, heartburn. It freshens
breath and whitens teeth, beside!

x^.WRIGLEVS fc ôR

BI_VIUIVEn9 >«)#v tmimoiais BELLS" * ^* ^SJiSWXKlB, UOSZ LUB-

hi - _ ^l^orarmoATALOODS
Z:X«X«&t. V TILLS WHY.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co_ Cincinnati. 0.

Fine Posf Cards FREE^^ Send only 4-cent stamps and
receive 5 colored Gold and

embossed cards free, to introduce post card offer.

tAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. 132, Topeka. Kan.

rnSaveYou$50
On a Manure Spreader

r-U You'U Let Me -^
This is just a little ad—but a postal will bring my Big

Book—and give you my $50.00 Saving Price and Special

Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-

vertisement as if it covered a page.
My Spreader positively willdo better work andlast longer

than any Spreader made—no mat- jOfK Fatg»ltAit
ter what tlie price-so why pay $50 y5^CVv a iJs
more? 40,000 farmers have wlBfc».y^ r3iO
lamped their O. K. on^^s^^^^
my spreader and money,--'^=^^^^-=^
saving price. MySpecial
Proposition will interest you.

Just a postal addressed to Gal-
loway of Waterloo. Iowa, will

bring you everything postpai

Will You Pay a Penny For
The Postal and Save 350.OOY
Address Wm. Calloway, Pre«.

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
949Calloway Sta. Waterloo, la,

^VIOLIN

Fine, handsome, clear toned, good sized Violin, highly polished,
beautiful wood, ebony-finished pegs, finger board and tail piece,
1 silver string, 3 gut strings, long bow of white horse-hair, bos
resin, fine self-instruction book, A^LL FREE for selling only
24 packages Quaker Sheet Bluing at 10c. each. Write for Bluing.

FRIEND SOAP CO., Dept. 865. BOSTON, MASS.

Let Us Help You to Make

A Day
Go in Business forYourself

Let Us Send You a

Little Giant Cleaner

OnSODaysTrial
A Little Giant House Cleaner should

pay for itself in less than two months, out
of the profit from the business after paying
help and all expenses.

It is capable of earning from $250.00 to $300.00
clear profit a month and we cannot see where there
is a possible chance for anyone that buys a machine to
fail to malce big money, but every reasonwhy they should
make thousands of dollars.

Give Us a Chance to Help You
You Can Make $2500 to $3000 a Year on

It advertises itself and orders for work come pouring
should be busy all the time.

The Little Giant House Cleaner Is provlngone of the ereatest money
makers ever put on the market. If you are willing to hustle you can easily make $2,500 to $3,000 a year on each
machine you own. Give us a chance to help you. Make a start to-day andyou will never regret It. As soon

as you earn money enough and have one machine paid for. buy another, hire other men and let them make
$10 or $15 a day for you. Getting one of these machines and hiring a man to run It. beats working for a living to a
standstill. Be " Johnny on the Spot " with a machine and get the cream of the business. If you can get a number of

these machines working, they should make you rich. We believe there never has been a machine placed on the market that has so
pleased everybody, met with such Immediate success, and made so much money, as the house cleaning machine, and still they are very
little known for they have only been on the market for a very short time

Perfect Wonder
The Little Giant reaches every crack, corner and crevice of

the floor; the cracks in the wall, the celling and mouldings. It cleans
and renovates bedding, comforts, blankets, mattresses and pillows;
the cracks or crevices in wooden and iron beds; even the dust, fuzz
and other accumulation In the tightly coiled woven wire springs. It
reaches and cleans such Inaccessibleplacesas trunks, linen closets,
desks, document flies, pigeon-holes, radiators, registers, etc., etc.,
ad Infinitum.

The Little Giant House Cleaner consists of a powerful gaso-
line engine, a double acting suction air pump, a vacuum condenser,

™j9i cold water tank, electric spark battery, vacuum gauge, high
>W\. pressure suction hose, observation glass, and cleaning tools, all
\^^properly connected so as to work In unison and give the desired
^^/~^re^uIte.The whole is erected upon a substantial four-wheel wagon,
VTn to be drawn by hand, so that it can be moved from place to place.

Nothing to Compare With It.
There are several small machines on the market for home use to be

worked either by hand or a small water or electric motor, but they have
never been a success because they do not have power enough to clean
with, although they will draw the top dust from the room. The Little
Giant Cleaner does the same work in the same way as the large ma-
chines costing from $2,000 to $7,000 each. It has the same size hose.

We have seen It pull out pall after pall of dirt from houses—dirt that
was impossible to remove completely by the ordinary means of beating,
etc. When it Is working on the streets, the dirt and filth pouring through
the observation glass attracts a crowd of people that look with wonder.
They would not believe it possible.

The ordinary house can be cleaned by two men with a Little Giant
House Cie.iner in from one to four hours, and when the work is

finished all oC the furnishings will be in their original places.

Our Liberal Offer—Pay for it out of Your Profits
We want you to Investigate this exceptional opportunity. We do not believe there Is any busi-

ness where so small an investment will bring such wonderful returns, because right here in
Toledo we have proved this by our own actual experience.

/) We have such Implicit confidence In the wonderful money-making powers of the Little Giant
S4 House Cleaner that we will ship one to any live man. who is honest and willing to work, on 30
» ^ day's trial—and upon such liberal terms that It is next to Impossible to lose. We will even
^go further aud allow you to pay for It In Installments, and In such a way that your profit

should easily take care of your payments.

In our illustrated book we give full particulars as to how to organize your business,
solicit order, what to charge for the work andhow to turn every minute of your time into_

money. We will send It to you free. Every ambitious man who has any "get-up" in
him should write at once for this book. A postage stamp will bring It to you and It

will show you bow you can become Independent and one of the prosperous men
' in yonr community.

Send the CoopoD
for Free Book,

full iDfonna- ^.^'

tion and .^^ .,

OurEa.y ^„'> .-^^
Terms, ^^i"' •^*''.<^

McCreery Manufacturing Co.
104 McCreery Building

Toledo, Ohio



MAPOLEOIV'S NAME fills more pages in the world's solemn history than that of any other mortal. The advance of his Grand Army from Russia is tl

*"
turning-point in his career and marks the beginning of his downfall. The picture shown herewith, from Ridpath's ffislory, the original of which w;j

displayed at the World's Fair at Chicago, marks but one event out of thousands which are fully described and illustrated in the world-famed publicatio

RIDPJXTH'S HISTORY OF THE VlfORLli
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental work. BRAND NEW, '

down to date, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco, which we must sell immediately. We are offering the remaining sets I

At LESS than even damaged ^et3 were ever 3old
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name an

address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our pric
broadcast for the sake of lyore quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon to^da)

The Christian Herald says:

"Ridpath's History of the World
may be regarded as a complete
library in itself. No other work
of its kind has ever supplied
a History so well suited to

the needs of all classes and
conditions of men. We mark
the marvelous influence of

Christianity upon the world's
progress. He would be a blind
reader of history indeed who
did not ''.iscern, throughout
all, the influence of a great
Omnipotent hand, guiding
and developing all things. We
cheerfully commend this
most popular and complete of
all world histories to our
readers. These nine hand-
somely bound volumes will

make the very best nucleus
for a family library, and will be
a potent educator of the young
and a mine of valuable infor-
mation for readers of all ages

. '

'

NINE

MASSIVE
VOLUMES
4000 PAGES
2000 ILLUSTRATIONS"

HISTORY
OF THE
WORLD

RID PATH
VOL. I.

EGYPT
CHALDAEA.
ASSYRIA.
MEDIA.

BABYLONIA.
PERSIA.

HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY H.STORY HISTORY H.STORY HISTORY HI5T0

WOR^D WOrO WORLD WORLD ^ORLD ^^ORLD WORLD WOR^

^, _^. .^. J^^- J'<^- -^' -^- 'f'

RID PATH RIDPATH RID PATH RID PATH

VOL.11. VOL.111. VOL. n/. VOL.V.

BARBARIAN THEPEOPLEAND

PARTHIA ROME. ASCENDENCY THE KINGS.

THE KINGDOM. THEMOHAMHED«N fgEW WOR-0
GREECE THE REPUBLIC. ASCENDENCY

MACEDONIA, the EMPIRE. ^^"^/^SeI REFORMATION

RlDPATl-i RIDPATH RIDPATH RIDPAl

VOL. VI. VOL. VII. VOL.VIM. VOL.

THE ENGLISH
REVOLUTION

FRANCE. THECLOSI

GERMANY ITALY. THE NINtTEl

EASTERN EUROPE AND DAWI

FR^D^'h?gREAT
"NITEOSTATES minor AMERICAN

^^^^^;,„

NAME..

ADDRESS.

RIDPATH'S enviable position as an historian is due to his wonderfully
beautiful style, a style no other historian has ever equaled. He pictures

the great historical events as though they were haopening before your
eyes; he carries you with him to see the battles of old; to meet kings and
queens and warriors; to sit in the Roman senate; to march against

.<^^^ Saladin and his dark-skinned followers; to sail the southern' seas
with Drake; to circumnavigate the globe with Magellan; to watch

that thin line of Greek spearmen work havoc with the Persian
hordes on the field of Marathon; to know Napoleon as you
^ know Roosevelt.

RIDPATH in your home means you need never spend
a lonely evening. You can associate with the

world's heroes; you can cross the Rubicon with
Ctesar, after which Rome was free no more. You
can sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest genius

of the ancient world. You can kneel at the
shrine of Lincoln, "the greatest character of

all time, the gentlest inemory of our world."
It is ennobling to commune with these
children of destiny. To be associated
with great men is to be great one's

self, and you will add to your
store of knowledge which is

power, and to the richness of
your life.

SEnia COUPON ro-aav

FREE
COUPON
Western
Newspaper
Association
Christian Herald Bureau
204 Dearborn St., Chicago
Pleawi mail, without cost to mo. sninpl..

pages ot Ridpath's History of theWorld,
containing l>liotogravurt.s of NapoU-on at
Queen Elizabeth, engravings of Socrates, Cfesar
and Shttkespoaro, map of China and Japan,
diagram of Panama Canal, and
larticulara of yi

3er&ld readers.

rneceasary. Jast si^n Conpon, or copy on Poalal and mnil.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before the pyrami
of Egypt were built ; down through the romantic troubled times

Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's weal

and luxury; of Grecian and Roman splendor; of Mohammedan culture ai

refinenient; of French elegance and British power; of American patriotis

and religious freedom, to the dawn of yesterday. He covers every race, eve

nation, every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquem
Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written by ma

RIDPATH throws the mantel of personality over the old heroes of histor

Alexander is there—patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning tl

glory of Grecian history. Xerxes, from his mountain platform, se

Themistocles, with three hundred and fifty Greek ships, smash his Persi;

fleet of over a thousand sail, and help to mould the language in which th

paragraph is written. Rome perches Nero upon the greatest throne on eart

and so sets up a poor madman's name to stand for countless
centuries as the synonym of savage cruelty; Napoleon fights
Waterloo again under your very eyes, and reels before the
iron fact that at last the end of his gilded dream has come.
Bismarck is there—gruff, overbearing, a giant pugilist in the
diplomatic ring, laughing with grim disda-in at France, which
says "You shall not." Washington is there, "four-square to
allthe winds," grave, thoughtful, proof against the wiles of
British strategy and the poisoned darts of false friends ; clear-
seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrymen, and on into
another century—the most colossal world-figure of his time!
THE BEaUTIFUL SPECIlUEN PaCES ARE FREE!
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MAULE'S SEEDS
Once Grown Always Grown
Few gardeners have any idea of the size of the Maule Seed business. To one firm of celery

growers I have sold in the last five years over 1,000 pounds of my XX Golden Self-Blanching
Celery seed; this year I have already shipped them 200 pounds for their own planting. To
another gardener I shipped last j'ear $550 worth of Maule's Prize Earliest Cauliflower; this year
I am getting $100 per ix)und for this seed. In one county in New York last season I sold almost
1,000 pounds of my selected Danish Ballhead Cabbage. One of my customers last year cleared

up $3,375 net on 15 acres of Maule's Earliest Valentine Beans; another made $9,000 net profit on
a 50-acre field of White Bush Squash; another, on 300 acres on an Island in the San Joaquin
River, in California, made a net profit of $92,000 on Maule's XX Golden Self-Blanching Celery.
In the small town of Sunnyside, Wash., I shipped last year direct to growers 110 pounds of

Maule's Earliest of All Tomato seed, while in a small town in Texas, with a population of 25,

more than $8,000 worth of Maule's Seeds are annually consumed.

I will be glad to send my Seed Book for 1910 to every reader of
Christian Herald who will send me their address on a postal.

other facts are that in the last five years I have paid the U. S. Goverimaent $214,898.07 in
cash for postage. For years I have received more registered letters at the Philadelphia Post
Office than any other Philadelphia seed house. In my home State of Pennsylvania alone I
have 67,801 customers, fully 15,000 more than any other seed house in the country. During
tlie late Boer War more cases of Maule's Seeds, bound for the Transvaal, were held up by the
British Army than of any other seedsman, whether French, German, English or American.
These facts may prove of interest to readers of the Christian Herald who do not know Maule.
Maule's Seeds have today a reputation surpassed by none, equaled by few, and as you can get

Your Money Back if Not Satisfied
yon need this book in your bvisiness. Send me a postal today and put money in your pocket

WM. HENRY MAULE
1720 Filbert Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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An Arab Sheikh At One of the City Gates Quaint Entrance to a Courtyard An Algerian Maid

A MOUNTAIN TOUR IN ALGERIA
» » tv

Y go interfering with other people's reli-

gion, and upsetting them? Why not leave

them alone?"

Arguments like these bring vividly before me a

remembrance of two women living in mountain vil-

lages in Algeria. I see again those wistful faces.

One hot day in July we went up a steep burnt hill-

side to visit a village, which, though not far from
icivilization and near a railway, we had not visited

before. The village, as we approached it, looked
like a cluster of faggot stacks. We
tried to make friends with some shy
children, but they would hardly let

us come near them. Then we made
for a group of women, at the en-

trance of the village, and after the
usual formalities asked if we might
read and talk with them.

"No," they said. "Go away
again on the hills. You have one
religion, and we have another

—

and they are not the same."
But a woman stepped out from

among them. "You come with me,"
she said. We followed her down
the bare hillside to another group
of huts, somewhat better than the
first. These had mud walls and
red-tiled roofs. Our guide invited
us into o;ie. It was absolutely
dark, and the only furniture was a
large straw mat. We groped our
way in, and sat down on the mat.
We found that our hostess was
Aissha, the wife of the sheikh, the
headman of the village. Women
and children came and squatted
round us, and listened eagerly to

the few simple words about the
Gospel. "These are women sent
from God," they whispered among
themselves. They repeated again
and again the simple prayer we
made; it was as much as they could
grasp. It was: "Oh, our Lord
Jesus, save me from all my sins."

We said: "If you can say that from
your heart, and not merely with your lips, He will

liear you."
Aissha repeated the words wonderingly, as though

they were too good to be true. Then we sang a
hymn for the children, with a few words of explan-
ition, saying, "The Lord loves the children." How
the mothers brightened up at that! The girls were
IS anxious to get the prayer by heart as the women.
Now a large dish of semolina and eggs was placed

By SASHA E. PERKIN
Daughter of the late Sir W. H. Perkin

before us, with two wooden spoons, and to please

our hostess we had to make a show of eating very

heartily, though it was too hot to eat much.
Aissha took up the remains of our meal and car-

ried them to our guide, who was waiting outside.

While he was eating, she said, "Tell me more." She

Mohammedan Women Wearing the "Yashmak'

drank in every word. When the guide was ready,
Aissha kissed me and said, "I will pray to him to-

night." Then she added beseechingly, "Come again
soon, and remind me."
That was more than two years ago, and though

we have never forgotten that pleading figure on the
bleak hillside we have not been able to go again.
"The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers
are few."

A year later, on a glowing summer afternoon, we
approached a village far away in a different part
of the mountains. The little cluster of huts was
framed with pomegranate trees, ablaze with scarlet

flowers, and the afternoon sun shone through the

golden green leaves. This village had been visited

before, and we were recognized and welcomed. A
mat was spread under a tree, and we talked to a

sick man and a group of women. Then we visited
two women in a hut, who were grinding corn with

a stone hand-mill, such as is used
in Palestine. They said that they
often spoke together of what they
had heard the previous year and
they were eager to hear again.
Last of all, we came upon a girl

wife, Haweesha. Miss Lillian Trot-
ter had spoken, the summer before,

to a group of inattentive women,
and Haweesha was among them.
She had been interested and had
remembered a little, and she in-

vited us to sit down, and listened
intently. After a while she broke
in: "But, listen! You can read
and remind yourselves, every day;
but we only hear once a year, and
though we try to remember, it slips

from us."
It was getting late, and we had

to go, promising to pray every day
that Haweesha might remember the
words of life. That was more than
a year ago, and we have not been
able to go back to remind her. As
we remember these two, Aissha and
Haweesha, and many others like

them, we commend them to the ten-

der Shepherd of the scattered sheep
and are comforted for them as we
are reminded that "whosoever call-

eth on his name shall be saved."
"They are satisfied with their

religion; it is good enough for
them." We hear this again and
again. Thank God, the early
Christian Church did not say this

of the ancient Britons, nor of our Saxon fore-

fathers. An English novelist has been vindicating
Mohammedanism. There is one answer to him, and
to all who idealize non-Christian religions: "There
is none other name under heaven given among men
whereby we may be saved."
A missionary entered into conversation with a

young Arab student, who was traveling in the same
Continued on page 169
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WHEN MY LORD JESUS COMES
An Unpublished Sermon by DWIGHT L. MOODY, Americans Created Evangelic*

WE have for our subject this morning "The

Return of Our Lord." I believe it is about

the only subject that I have brought up

here that we are divided upon. We all agree upon

his coming back, but are divided about the time.

Some say he is coming before the millennium ;
some

think he is coming at the close. Some think there

will be no millennium until he does come in person,

and others think the world is going to grow better

and better, until it gets so upright, lovmg and good,

that he will be drawn right down from heaven and

cannot stay away longer. Those who believe that

he comes at the end are called post-millennarians,

and those before are pre-millennarians.

The Mystery of His Coining

Now, I want to stir you up to look into the sub-

ject, to think about his coming some time. Some
people think he is never coming at all ; but what we
want is to have something to look forward to.

Don't criticise if our watches don't agree about the

time that we know he is coming. That is settled,

I think, eternally. Who that believes the Bible

doubts that Christ is going to return to the earth?

He has bought it with his own blood; he is going

to have it. He has redeemed it; and the Father is

going to give it to him. And the time is coming

when the Lord will sway his sceptre from the river

to the ends of the earth., Satan will meet his match

until he becomes like the dust of the summer thresh-

ing-floor.

There's many better men than I am that don't

agree with me in pre-millennial views; but I love

them all the same. We will not have division. If

you preach the other side of the millennium, I will

preach this side. Let us get at it, and see what the

Scripture says. Some people have an idea that it

is one of those horrid subjects, so mysterious that

you don't want to touch it. People have said,

"There's no danger of his coming in my day, there-

fore it's nothing to me." But, my friend, "All

Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and all

is profitable." "All," not a "part." I believe the

reason why we have got so many good Christians,

good in spots, but mighty poor in others, is that

they live on too few truths. We want to take the

whole of it, and take things we don't understand
half way.

I used to think the world was going to get so

good that Jesus wouldn't come back. I believe he

is coming before the millennium—that is my stand-

ard; but what I want is that you should study the

Bible for yourself, and come to your own conclusion.

In the first place, I want to show you the impor-

tance of this subject. The denominations all make
a good deal of baptism—I don't know of one that

doesn't m.ake a good deal about it, unless it be the

Quakers. Take Paul's last letters; he writes about
baptism thirteen times in his Epistles, but he writes

of the return of our Lord fifty times. There are
260 chapters in the New Testament, and 318 pas-

sages about the return of our Lord; so that there
is an average of more than one passage to every
chapter.
Another thought : What is it that makes certain

chapters very precious to all the churches? Now,
I suppose that no one will contradict the statement
that the fifteenth chapter of I. Corinthians is one of

the sweetest portions of Scripture, and very pre-

cious to the whole Church of God. Perhaps there
is not one single chapter in all Paul's Epistles that
is read oftener than that fifteenth chapter of his

first letter to the Corinthians. Why is it that this

is so precious? It not only tells us what the Gospel
is, that Jesus died for our sins and rose again for
our justification, but it tells us that Christ went
back to heaven and that he is coming back again.
I used to read that chapter, but I did not get the
sweetest part of it. In the fifty-first verse he says:
"I show you a mystery: We shall not all sleep, but
we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twink-
ling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet
shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incor-
ruptible, and we shall be changed. For this cor-
ruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal
must put on immortality. . . . Then shall be
brought to pass the saying that is written. Death
is swallowed up in victory."
Now that is what makes that chapter one of the

most famous in the Bible. I suppose the high moun-
tain peak of the Gospels is the fourteenth chapter
of John; I don't think any one will challenge that
statement. It is read oftener in the sick-room and
at funerals than any other chapter in all the Bible.
"Let not your heart be troubled : ye believe in God,

* This sermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.
Moody In Tremont Temple, Boston, February 1, 1897.

This is one of some twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,

never before published, and the existence of which was dis-

closed only a few weeks ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are now the exclusive property of

THE CHRISTIAN,HERALD. One will appear each month.

believe also in me. In my Father's house are many
mansions; if it were not so, I would have told you.

I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and

prepare a place for you, I will come again, and re-

ceive you unto myself: that where I am, there ye

may be also."

"I go to prepare a place for you." I used to think

that was what made that chapter so famous; but

there is something even sweeter thi.n that.
_
He is

coming back again! "I will come and receive you
unto myself." I do thank God for the promise of

his return—of his coming back. Mark you—-we

have the same authority to believe that he is coming
back as that he was going away. It was an angel

that told Daniel he was going to come; it was an
angel told Mary he would come; that told the shep-

herds he was already come ; an angel that told that

he was risen from the dead, and an angel told us

he was coming back again. An angel dropped down,
and said, "Ye men of Galilee, this same Jesus that
you have seen taken shall come in like manner."
That is how he is coming—just the same body he
took up from this earth. That is the declaration
of this blessed Book, and we have the same author-
ity to believe that he is coming back as we have that
he came first.

Now, I believe truth has suffered more from its

so-called friends than from others. We have been
making out a programme to tell us what is going to
happen, and one who does that has a big job. If
any one had tried to tell what Jesus would do when
he first came, he would have had a job indeed. We
have been told that he would be born in Bethlehem
and live in Jerusalem. But when ycu come to make
out a programme, I diff'er. I don't know! I don't
think any one knows what is going to happen.

" The day and hour no man knoweth "

When a man begins to "figure it out"—taking up
the weeks in Daniel—again I differ. I have had a
good deal of experience "figuring it out"—the day,
the day and the hour set. The Son of God settled
that question forever. Matt. 24:35, "Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass
away." Verse 42: "Ye know not what hour your
Lord cometh." Verse 36: "But of that day and
hour knoweth no man; no, not the angels of heaven,
but my Father only." No man knows. That has not
been revealed. The day and hour no man knoweth.
Now take another, the forty-fourth verse : "There-

lore be ye also ready." He is coming, and unex

pectedly. "Therefore, be ye also ready, for in suel

a day as ye think not the Son of Man cometh.'

"In such an hour as ye think not." If we knew th(

day and the hour, he would not be coming unex

pectedly. Take the twenty-seventh verse: "For a;

the lightning cometh out of the east, and shinetl

even unto the west, so shall also the coming of tb
Son of Man be."

Get still another point of view. Some peoph
think because he is going to come suddenly thai'

everything is to be wound up ih a whirl. Not a biii

of it. When he first came, we find the holy priesij

there, and the story told that he was going to havd

a son, who would be the forerunner of Christ. W(i
find the story of the shepherds of Bethlehem; w(i

find the old prophets and prophetesses there in th(,

temple, and the old women. Thirty years pass

Then appeared John on the banks of the Jordan i

and he preached that Jesus was come. Then Chris'

was baptized. Then, after those thirty years, wha
took place? His death, his resurrection and ascen

sion. "These were the events that took place at his,

first coming.
He will come again suddenly; but don't thinlj

everything is to be closed up with a whirl. Whei
the Lord comes, he brings joy and light, and driveii

away darkness. You don't need to be afraid of thiii

doctrine. Christ says, "Fear not! I have come ti'

do you good." And what you want is to thank Go(

that he is going to come in his own way, and b<

ever watching and ready with hope for his coming

Watch and Pray for His Coming

Now some of us say, "That means death." No
a bit of it. I don't believe you are told to "watcl

for death," but for himself. There is a deal of dif

ference in watching for death. There is no joy ii

thinking of going down into the grave, to be eater

up by worms; but rather like Elijah, of being taker

up into heaven. Cheat the undertaker, if you can

John 21:21: "Peter saith to Jesus, And wha
shall this man do?" What shall John do? "Jesu:

saith to him. If I will that he tarry till I come, wha
is that to thee? Follow thou me. Then went thi;

saying abroad that that disciple should not die

But Jesus said not unto him. He shall not die; but

If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that t<i

thee?" There is a distinction between death an(;

the coming of the Lord. The disciples made tha

distinction. "This is the disciple which testifietl

of these things, and wrote these things, and wi

know that his testimony is true."
There is one thing we are told to be ready for

and watch for, and that is for the return of ou:

Lord. Over and over again he tells his disciples ti

be on guard, to be watchful. Mark 13:33: "Tab
ye heed, watch and pray : for ye know not when thi

time is. For the Son of Man is as a man taking i

far journey, who left his house, and gave authority

to his servants, and to every man his work, anc

commanded the porter to watch. Watch ye, there>

fore, for ye know not when the master of the housi

cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at the cock

crowing, or in the morning. And what I say unt(

you, I say unto all, Watch." And do you know b
seldom speaks of his return without adding thi.

word, "Watch"? Many have ceased to expect him
much less to desire his return; yet we are tol(

three times in these few verses to "watch." It i;

always safe to do what God tells us. If he shouk
say "run," run ; if he tells you to "stand still," stanc

still ; and if he says "watch," then watch. That i'

the true attitude of every Christian. In the parabL
of the Ten Virgins he gives a hint—to tarry. Bu
they are to keep their lights burning, for they couli

not tell the day nor the hour when the bridegroon
would come. Did you ever notice how one disap

pointment followed after another? They felt the;

had plenty of oil; they thought they could borrow
they were disappointed, and then they thought the;

could buy, and they were again disappointed.
man and woman! Make sure that all is wel

with you—that you are doing what God command
you to do, and then, if death overtakes you as ar

accident, and you are taken away before the return

you are doing what the Master tells you, and yov

shall have a "part in the first resurrection."
Notice the letter to the Thessalonians. I knoT

some think that is the first letter Paul ever wrote
The fourteenth verse of the fourth chapter says

"For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again

even so them also which sleep in Jesus will Goi

bring with him. For this we say unto you by thi

word of the Lord, That we which are alive and re}

main shall not prevent [come before] them whicl

are asleep. For the Lord himself shall desceh(

Continued on next page
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om heaven with a shout, with the

ice)f the archangel, and with the

um of God: and the dead in Christ

allise first."

Nc', you see, some say that is too

jncrful to be true. Why, listen!

e Ive a wonderful God. He loves

d(Wonderful things. And Christ

tuiing to this earth, with all the

mjand glory of the heavens, is not
jrcA^onderful than his coming and
in} born in a manger, a babe in

'acting clothes. It is quite like him,
>d-fe, to come with all the glory of

avi. Yes, "The Lord himself shall

3cei from heaven with a shout, with
e vce of the archangel and with the

jn- of God, and the dead in Christ

airise first. Then we which are
.veind remain shall be caught up
^eter with them in the clouds, to

jethe Lord in the air: and so shall

; e*r be with the Lord. Wherefore,
mf "t one another with these words."
is>ery probable that those young
nv ts down at Thessalonica thought
ey /ere going to escape death and
'e itil Christ's return. But some
nvts began to die off, and they
ireroubled, and so Paul wrote this

te

Tl- true attitude of every child of

)d ' to be "waiting for his Son from
avi." That was Paul's attitude,

e hat he wrote in his letter to Ti-

3, -cond chapter, thirteenth verse:
/DC ng for that blessed hope, and
3 'orious appearing of the great
id nd our Saviour Jesus Christ;
10 ive himself for us, that he might
ien us from all iniquity and purify
to'imself a peculiar people, zealous
g'ld works. These things speak
d {hort, and rebuke with all au-
or^r Let no man despise thee."
'okig for that blessed hope of the
jrias appearing of our Saviour
su Christ! My friends, I don't

ovof anything that is going to take
2 'urch out of the world quicker
anooking for the Lord. That will

b.ter than reading Sunday news-
pc; on the Sabbath; something bet-
• fin buying and selling bonds and
)cl, and piling up wealth for our
ilcin. I think it will take the
ur*! out of the world quicker than
yt ng to have them come to this

;sd doctrine. The true attitude of
er child of God is waiting and
itcing for the Master from heaven.
!f(-j he came, every child of God
is'stening for the footfall of the
esah that should come to save.
id;hen, after he had finished his
)r] and when he had lifted up his

n( and blessed them, he went up
h'h. He said, "Now, go on watch-

g. I cannot tell you the day and
e lur of my coming back. You are
S.tch and wait.'

"

P<ple tell us this is a long time;
it Dd doesn't measure time. Jesus
11 2 here at the appointed time, for
h'; appointed a time to come. Who

es'he Morning Star? Those who
e latching, not for the building of
ru'ilem and the return of the Jews,
it 'r the Master.
Li'e 17:34: "In that night there
albe two men in one bed; the one
al 36 taken, and the other shall be
ft. Two women shall be grinding
peer; the one shall be taken, and
e ,her left. Two men shall be in
e 'Id; the one shall be taken, and
e 'her left." Do you know, I really
Ho that is to take place literally.

3 to the East now— I was there
m.time ago—and you will find two
3ni at the mill. Go from there, and
lU ill find two men sleeping in one
d. You will find two men working
t; field. And when that mighty

neaursts upon them, and upon this
or], there will be a great separa-
>n Men may laugh and cavil; but
at;ainted wife who has a drunken
tiContinued on last column

n
The Cbildrcn^s pulpit

A LITTLE TALK ON SENTIMENT
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

GOOD-BY to February. This month is short in days, but large

in celebrations. It is a month of sentiment. I hear some one

asking, "What is sentiment?" It is something that comes to

you when you are not looking foi it. It comes from your heart.

Let us take an example: As you walk along the street you see a
man whipping a boy. This makes you think. If you hold the

"think" in your brain, it will keep cool and you will be able to reason

about it. You will say, probably, the boy was bad and needed a
whipping. You can put the thought in cold storage; that is, in your
brain, and pass on. But if you let the thought get into your heart

—

warm storage—you will begin to be sorry for the boy. A tear will

come into your eye, and you will go up and ask the man not to whip
the boy: "Please, mister, give him another chance." The feeling

that made you sorry for the boy is what we call "sentiment." It is

a cold thought from your brain warmed up in your heart. You
should think, and think hard. Make your brain work. But you
have a heart as well as a brain, and through your heart you should
pass all your thinking. The warm heart will soften the edges of

your thought and give you some "sentiment."

THERE are some people who think they should obey what the

brain says, and not listen to the heart. I heard of a boy who
decided that he would only put "think" through his brain, and not

through his heart. He was determined to be guided by reason alone

and not by any sentiment. One day he did something that was
wrong, and that made his mother cry. He took one of her tears to

his chemistry teacher, and asked him to analyze it. The teacher
told him this tear was composed of phosphate of lime and soda. The
boy went home and told his mother that when she cried she was
wasting her lime and soda. He did not have any "sentiment."
Another boy saw his mother crying, and the tear on her cheek not
only went through his brain, but he let it go through his heart. His
heart told him that the mother's tear was composed of love and sym-
pathy. Putting his arms about his mother's neck he said, "Mother,
I am sorry to vex you ; I shall be a good boy, and not make you cry

again." One boy used his brain, but not his heart. The other boy
used brain and heart. Which of the boys do you like better? I am
sure that you like better the boy who let his thought pass through
his heart and whose sentiment prompted him to be kind to his

mother.

WHEN Christ was visiting in Bethany a woman broke a box of

precious ointment, and poured it on his head. Her thought

about Christ was not in her brain only, but also in her heart. Those
who had no sentiment said, "Why was this waste?" They did not

let the thought into their hearts. She was pouring out her love, but
all they saw was the ointment. Cold brain said she was wasting the

ointment. Christ told them that it was a sweet sentiment, it was
not waste. The broken box became her monument. Christ said,

wheresoever his Gospel is preached in all the world, this story shall

be told.

I
WANT my juniors to think about Christ. "What think ye of

Christ?" But do not forget to hold your "think" in your heart

until there is a tear in your eye. Your brain will tell you that Christ

is the greatest man who ever lived. Your heart will tell you to love

him as your best friend and Saviour. Love is a great sentiment.
Do not forget that there is plenty of room in your brain and heart
for both reason and sentiment. Napoleon had a big brain, and could
reason out great problems. He also had a big heart and had room
for sentiment. One day, when marching rapidly to a great battle,

he stopped to turn over a turtle that was struggling on its back.

That was a good "sentiment."

THE woman who poured the ointment on Christ's head got a great

reward. But she was not expecting any reward. I read in

The Christian Herald of a girl who got a reward for sentiment.

This young girl had nursed an aged relation, who was neglected by
her other relatives. When the woman died, she left some money
and an old watch. This watch was to be given to whichever one of

the heirs might choose to take it instead of $500. One after another
examined it, and said: "Give me the $500; the old watch rattles,

but will not tick."

BUT the girl who had nursed the old lady said she would take the

watch because it had her friend's picture in it. She was ridi-

culed for her sentiment, which the other relatives called foolishness.

But she got an unexpected reward for her sentiment. One day,

when looking at the picture, she accidentally touched a secret spring

in the watch. It flew open, and she saw why the watch would not

tick. The wheels had all been taken out. What do you suppose
they had heard rattling in the watch? Not loose wheels, but beautiful

diamonds, worth thousands of dollars. Each stone in the watch
looked like a big tear, moulded by sympathy into a precious dia-

mond. Her sacrifice and love were not wasted.

* Pastor 1st Ref'd Ch., Brooklyn, N. Y. Tkxt : "Why was this waste?" Mark 14 : 4.
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When My Lord Jesus Comes
Continued from first column

husband—what a separation! How
men can study that Book and see
Scripture constantly fulfilled in their

eyes, and still doubt this doctrine, is

a mystery to me—this doctrine which
tells us that he is going to come—that
there is to be a separation by and by!
Therefore, every man and woman
ought to do all they can to get their
loved ones into the kingdom of God, for
we don't know the day or the hour in

which he is coming back. But if we
are watching and waiting, working and
doing what we can—doing everything
to rescue some one, to get them into
the kingdom—we are doing what he
tells us, for he has said, "Occupy till

I come."

[The next Sermon by D. L. Moody,
never before published, will deal with
"The State of Things in the World when
Christ Returns." It will appear in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD of March 30.]

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Mountain Tour in Algeria
Continued from page 167

train. The Arab said: "I have a Gos-
pel of John, and every night eight of
us gather together, when our studies
are over, and read it." He further
said: "Our religion tells us to pray
and fast and give alms; but it does
not tell us how we may be saved from
our sins. Your religion tells you
that!" The other day a thoughtful
Moroccan, who had a shop in Algeria,
said to Miss Lillian Trotter, our mis-
sionary: "I want to know how to get
rid of my sins, and, if you know the
way, you ought to tell me." This is

just a glimpse, as it were, of what is

not being done in North Africa. In
Africa, as a whole, the undone looms
so large that the done is as nothing be-
side it. Algeria occupies a very small
space on the map; but there ai'e many
villages among the mountains and in

the plains, and there are populous
towns on the edge of the desert, and
large nomad communities, which are
all in darkness still. Now, when reli-

gious freedom has been declared in

Turkey, is the strategic moment in the
history of missions to the Moslems.
Now is the time to push forward and
with the fresh opportunity God is send-
ing us more workers. He has put
into the heart of the Methodist Church
to establish a centre at Algiers. Each
one of us must do our share in the
work. It is prayer that we need.
Pray for us, and for the people.

Sasha E. Perkin.
2 Rue du Croissant, Algiers, North

Africa.

Anvil Sparks
. . The only cure for worry is faith.

. . Sometimes a soft answer breaks a
hard heart.

. . Men can reform themselves, but
only Christ can regenerate.

. . The wrongdoer suffers, but those
who love him suffer more.

. .The man who leans on his bless-

ings cannot walk straight.

..The brightest sin may kill the
quickest.

. .The recording angel never seeks
information from the gravestone.

..The man who knows God only
with his head will never trust him
with his heart.

. .One day spent with Christ made
Andrew want to work with him all the
rest of his life.

. . Strip off all masks and there is

hardly a man who would know his

next door neighbor.

. .The reason it makes a liar mad
to call him one is because he doesn't
want to look at himself.

. . God will take care of the man who
trusts in the Lord and does his level

best.
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FLOODS STILL THREATEN FRANCE

A Party of Soldiers on Patrol Duty Longshoremen Who Saved Lives and Property

SLOWLY and sullenly the black and turbid

waters of the Seine have drawn back, inch by
inch and foot by foot, from the streets of

Paris as if unwilling to release the beautiful dis-

tricts 'which had become their prey. After the waters

had gone down several feet there was a heavy fall

of rain in the country districts, and the river rose

two feet, while the people looked on with a feeling

of total helplessness and despair. Then it receded

once more, and is still gradually falling and seekmg

its natural channel, from which it had not emerged

for over a century until a few weeks ago.

The pictures received from Paris still

show new phases of the flood and of the

way the usual life of the French capital

was interrupted. The collection of ani-

mals has always been a favorite ob-

jective point for sightseers from abroad,

and even the more volatile French
people seem never to tire of stroll-

ing about the cages and the bear pits.

The animals are kept, strange as it may
seem, in the Jardin des Plantes, or bot-

anical gardens. The water gradually

invaded the precincts of the garden,

greatly to the astonishment of the four-

footed inhabitants and to the consterna-

tion of the keepers, who were afraid

that many of them would be drowned.
The white polar bears at first seemed

to enjoy it, but as the water continued

to rise, and there was no floating cake

of ice on which they were accustomed,

in their native state, to take refuge,

they became alarmed and swam about,

seeking some way of escape.

At last the animals were lifted out of

the pits, and, but little the worse for

their experience, were transported to

safe quarters on higher ground.
The great railway stations are yet

deserted. In several of the most impor-
tant the water rose to the height of the

ticket-sellers' window, and soldiers, who rowed into

the waiting-rooms, found the benches and seats

overturned or floating about. Now that the water
is out of the stations no trains run in, as it is feared
that the tracks would sink under the weight of the
first train to use them. Everything must be tested
and braced before it can be subjected to strain.

The postal service continued its work as nearly
as possible in the usual way, but it was an
odd sight to see the postmen wading in their
heavy boots in water two feet deep to deliver letters
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Water Invading the Bear Pits in a Paris Park

on a flooded street, or else rovdng in a light

where the water was yet deeper, while sodk
reached down from the second floor to get

mail. The mails have been flooded with an:

inquiries from relatives and friends of people 1

in the flooded districts, and the letters sent aw
response are probably the most interesting v

have left the walls of Paris since the close o

thrilling days of the Commune.
Even at this writing it does not seem as if I

and the towns of its environs, can feel entirely

once more. The rivers which flow

the Seine, notably the Yonne and M
are rising, and it will raise the wat
Paris, it is estimated, over three

making it reach a level which v

have caused mild consternation at

other period.
The terrible after-effects are all

being felt. Near the Orleans Rai

station the streets and sidewalks
fallen in, and an entire street bet

the Bridge of Day and William £

has collapsed.

The plight of Paris has been mo
the public mind than the rest o:

country, but there are great flooi

districts far removed. The River F

rose at Lyons and caused much £

throughout the entire valley in the

of France. In the east there has

an almost continual fall of rain, an

sun melting the snow on the moun
has turned every little stream ir

torrent.
At Nancy the people left their h

warned by the police, the flood inc

ing so rapidly that many houses
in danger of falling. Reports
other districts show conditions a

as bad. As the snow continues to
'

they may be far worse before a

comes for the better.

PRESERVING THE WILL OF GEORGE WASHINGTON
THANKS to the timely intervention Of govern-

ment officials, the last will and testament of

George Washington is to be preserved to pos-

terity. For some years past it has been to all ad-

mirers of our first President a matter of grave
concern and regret that the most interesting relic

of the Father of His Country was being allowed to
fall into decay, with every prospect that it would
ere long be wholly lost to the nation. The will, of
which there are twenty-three pages, all in Wash-
ington's owm handwriting, was filed for probate in
the year 1800 at the quaint county court house, still

standing, at Fairfax, Va. In this isolated commu-
nity it has remained much of the time since, save
when it was carried to Richmond for safe-keeping
during the Civil War.

However, the will has been subjected to much
handling at one time or another, and finally reached
a state where almost every page was torn across,
or rather worn through along the line of the crease
made where it had been folded. Then, to make mat-
ters worse, some person attempted to restore these
pages by sewing them, with the inevitable result
that fresh holes were made in the precious document,
and the bindings gradually wore new rents. Of late
years historians and others have been seeking to
have the United States Government experts restore
the will.

The officials of the State Department were willing
to undertake it if the will be brought to the capital.
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Facsimile of a Page of Washington's Will
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but it could not be removed from Virginia, he ;

'

seeming insurmountable obstacle. Finally arr le

ments were made to send the expert of the IJ^ed

States Library of Congress to Fairfax to d Ae

work there. He devoted some sixteen days t;he

task, and by a miracle of manuscript surgerj nd

document restoration he has given the will ac-

tically the same appearance it had when it rst

left the hands of its author. All the wound; nd

scars have been obliterated, and the ink "set' ml

made more vivid. Henceforth the relic will b( re-

served in a fireproof, burglar-proof steel case, '
icli

will be specially constructed, under the super ion

of the government officials, to serve as its p< i^-

nent repository.

Full of Good Things
Dear Dr. Klopsch: I have received the "Di ™j

land" calendar, which is so lifelike, and beaifu'

to look at; also, the beautiful picture of those I'l^

working with their own hands for others. H'';

picture of love and kindness. But, most of >

prize the dear Christian Herald. It is so f "

good things that no other paper tells. Maj|"'^

live long to send it world-wide.
Portland, Ore. (Mrs.) M. E. HaCKB •



iUE WASHINGTON ANCESTRAL HOME

The Large Dining-Room of Sulgrave Manor House A Bedroom Showing Half-timber Partitions and Carved Bedstead

CQLGRAVE, the ancestral home of the Wash-
. ingtons, is a small and beautiful English

k- village in the county of Northampton. The
£Cf 3ry about it has no striking features, but pre-

sei5 to the eye a pleasant variety of dale and
gehe hills, with a patch of forest here and there in

th(''green park surrounding some ancient manor
ho e or nobleman's seat. Numerous churches,
dang back even to Norman days, lift their embat-
tle towers above the red-tiled and brown-thatched
ro<3 of the quiet hamlets, and to the American vis-

itolNorthamptonshire is even as attractive a county
to asit as storied Warwick-
sh 3, off to the northwest, even
if 'e do not bar the fact that
th latter is Shakespeare's own
coitryside. If Warwick has
it' Shakespeare shrines at

Stitford-on-Avon, at Shottery
a 1,1 Wilmcot, Northampton
drvs the American with irre-

si.''ble interest, for it was the
he e of the Washingtons, an-
ceors of our first President
ar commander of the brave
lile army which he led in de-

fe, and victory, from beneath
th'elm at Cambridge, in Mas-
saiusetts, to the redoubts at
Y^ktown, in Virginia.

ulgrave, lying a little off

olthe beaten track, is not so

ni:h visited as if it were on
tl main line of travel; but
n ertheless, every summer
s(ie patriotic Americans find

tl-ir way there, to visit the old

irnor house of the Washing-
t(;s and to sit for a while in

of the pews in the old me-
dval church, where several
g'ierations of the family lie

bied. Besides the line of
A/.shingtons from which our
fit President was descended, other branches of the
f nily were seated in Northamptonshire, one living

f some time at Wormleighton.
5ulgrave Manor House stands in the outskirts of

t village, and to the American tourists it is a most
s isfying example of an "Old World house," though
aittle fallen from the dignity it probably enjoyed
i the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It is of

sne, covered with mastic. It has broad windows,
t ; larger on the front of the lower story. The en-
t nee is through a fine Tudor doorway, with orna-
rntal spandrels at the top, and the door itself is

c stout oak, swinging on long wrought-iron hinges.

Iiis door is situated in a two-story projection from

the left hand of the main front, and over the arch-

way is the coat-of-arms of the Washingtons, with
its mulets, or stars. Above this is a window, and
higher still the royal arms of England, as they were
quartered in the days of bluff King Henry VIII.

There is a large wing to the house, which the
English ivy has covered to the roof with its thick
green curtain. The roof of the manor house is

made of heavy pieces of slate, lichened and most
picturesquely worn and eaten with the passing
years.

Passing through the entry the visitor finds him-

A Street in Sulgrave Village

self in what was the great hall of the old manor
house. At a period subsequent to its occupancy by
the Washingtons, the hall was cut by a partition

into two large rooms. The great beams overhead
and the heavy oaken finish of doors and windows
give a fair idea of what its appearance used to be
if we use our imagination a little.

The house looks so quaint on the exterior that, as

the visitor passes from room to room, he looks in-

voluntarily, but in vain, for the portraits of the
earlier Washingtons upon the walls, with a cluster

of halberds and headpieces above the chimney place,

and the old oaken forms and court cupboards that
once must have composed its furnishing.

The large fireplaces, which used to hold a back-
log and a barrel of kindling beside, have now small

grates, which probably give twice as much heat to

those seated about on a winter's night, but which are

less picturesque. The large stone blocks of the fire-

place in the pleasant dining-room give an idea of
the solidity with which the whole building is put
together.

Laurence Washington, the builder of the house,
was Mayor of Northampton in 1532 and in 1545.

He was the son of John Washington. Laurence's
wife was Amee, the daughter of Robert Porgeter,

of Gretworth. If you pass to

the adjacent parish church you
will find in the south aisle, just
underneath the east window, a
stone slab covering the burial
place of this Laurence Wash-
ington, and on it is a carved
figure, now headless, which rep-
resented him. At his side was
formerly a brass, commemorat-
ing his wife, but this has dis-

appeared, torn away by some
vandal hand. The inscription,

however, has been restored and
may be read in full, lacking a
date or two, which were prob-
ably never filled in.

Laurence Washington was
succeeded by his son Robert,
and the latter, with his son,
sold Sulgrave Manor in 1610.
This son's name was Laurence,
and he lived later at Brington,
a picture of which was printed
recently in this paper. He died
in 1616. He had five sons, the
eldest being William Washing-
ton, who served his king gal-
lantly in the field and, receiv-
ing the honor of knighthood,
was known as Sir William
Washington of Packington. He

died in 1643. A younger son of the second Lau-
rence was named Laurence also. He was a fellow
of Brasenose College, Oxford, and a clergyman
of the Church of England. He was rector at Bure-
ligh, Essex, from 1633 to 1643. He had a son, John,
who went to Virginia. He had a son, Laurence,
who died in 1697, and who had a son, Augustine,
who died in 1743. Augustine was the father of
George Washington, of Mount Vernon.
Such in brief is the line of the Washingtons from

the time they first made their home at Sulgrave.
Without doubt George Washington owed much to
them, for they played a man's part in the world,
serving well their king and country. R. S. Blair.

t^5^ HOW WASHINGTON MET ONE CRISIS t^p%

i'kNE of the most trying situations which confronted Washington in the last
' year of the war with the mother country was when Congress planned to

1 luce the size of the Army, which had suffered somewhat from a lack of supplies,

d send them home with a small
rt of the pay due the men and
icers. In this state of affairs
military faction began to show
en opposition to the plans of
)ngress, and anonymous pam-
ilets were circulated, dispar-
ting a republican form of
'vernment, as illustrated in the
ts of Congress, and calling on
ashington to take a decisive
and for the Army. The Army One of Washington's Swords, Presented to

was camped at Newburg on the Hudson, after leaving the French forces at
Verplanck's Point. One officer begged Washington to make himself king. He
indignantly refused. Shortly after, on March 15, 1783, Washington attended a

meeting of the discontented of-

ficers and pointed out to them
the "irregularity and impro-
priety of their conduct," and
reading a most remarkable ad-
dress, appealed to their patri-

otism. He then assured them,
on the strength of a letter from
Congress, that they would be
generously dealt with ; and at

length the trouble was satis-
Mount Vernon by J. Pierpont Morgan ^'^

factorily Settled.
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Mr. Fairbanks and the Pope
CONSIDERABLY more than a "tempest in a tea-

pot" has been stirred up by the recent incident

in Rome, in which the Pope and Ex-Vice-President
Fairbanks were the principal characters. When
Mr. Fairbanks, by declining to cancel his engage-

ment to speak at the American Methodist Church
in that city, as the Pope requested, sacrificed the

coveted honor of a presentation at the Vatican, he

did precisely what a true American should have

done. Had he weakly yielded, it would have been

at the cost of his manhood and his independence.

The honor would have been too dear at the price.

Had he broken faith with his countrymen, and
turned his back upon them at the Pontiff's august
command, he would have done a shameful thing.

Rejection by the Vatican is, after all, a com-
paratively small matter; ere now, it has rejected

kings and princes, and men who have been great

leaders in the world's tiiought and progress. But
Mr. Fairbanks did the right thing at the right mo-
ment, and what was intended as a snub and a rebuff
comes to him as a great tribute; for all men, saving
only the apologists of the Vatican, thank him for
what he did. By his wise and timely words at the
meeting towhich the Pontiff had objected so strongly,
he proved that an American citizen can be more
broad-minded and tolerant than the Pope of Rome.
He lost the honor of a presentation; but he won a
greater prize—the approval of his fellow-country-
men, and the respect of right-thinking people every-
where.

The Late^ Attack on Chri^ianity

WE learn by the cable that a certain Professor
Drews, of Karlsruhe, Germany, who is said

to be a man of great learning, recently spoke before

a public audience and later before an assembly com-
posed exclusively of theologians, delivering at each
of these gatherings an extended address, the object

of which was to prove that no such person as Jesus
Christ ever existed. He pronounced the whole rec-

ord of the life, ministi-y and death of Jesus on earth

a myth. He rejected the testimony of Christian

writers as prejudiced and unworthy of credence,

and wholly ignored the evidence of such secular
writers as Tacitus, Pliny, Lucian, Suetonius and
Eusebius. He excluded the Gospels, although their

historical accuracy is established and accepted
throughout the world. He seems to have directed

his main attack against the much discussed pas-
sages in the works of Josephus, the eminent Jewish
historian, which refer to Christ. Those passages
have frequently been assailed by anti-Christian
writers in the past, none of whom, however, have
succeeded in disproving them, so they remain in
the works of Josephus up to the present time.

For a man of learning, Professor Drews did a
most singular thing. While apparently exhausting
the field of anti-Christian research, he overlooked
one source from which he ought to have sought
information—the Talmud. Every notable Jewish
scholar to-day knows that the Talmud, up to the
year 1631 A.D., did contain a record of the accusa-
tion, arrest, trial and conviction of Jesus. This
record was written, of course, from the Jewish
standpoint, and appeared in every copy of the Tal-
mud, from the first centuries of the Christian era
MP to the seventeenth century. Owing to the bitter
persecution of the Jews in Europe, a Jewish World
Synod, held at Jaroslav, Poland, in 1631, ordained
by formal proclamation that in every copy of the
Talmud thereafter all reference to Jesus Christ,
and everything relating to his life and death, should
be omitted, and that the sign of a circle should stand
instead of such references, which would be under-
stood by the initiated. It was explained in the
Synod's proclamation that this action was taken
because the references to Jesus Christ in the Tal-
mud had provoked Jewish persecution, and that
their removal would leave the people to the enjoy-
ment of peace. There are copies of the ancient
Talmud still in existence, containing all of this sub-
sequently prohibited record. These facts have been
Itnown to practically all of our great Bible scholars

:

Lightfoot, Lardner, Munschen, Wuensche, Poffer
and others—all of them men of eminent learning.
They went down to the very roots of the matter;
they did not halt at Josephus. They went to the
Talmud, where they found the most direct and con-
vincing testimony of the li^e of Christ, from the
anti-Christian standpoint—testimony that could not
be gainsaid.^ If there were no other written or
printed line in the whole world, and never had been
any other, this Jewish account alone would suffice

to establish the fact that Jesus lived and suffered
and died. Even to-day there is no well-read Jew
who denies that Jesus lived. Only a few weeks ago
several leading American rabbis declared in public
addresses that the Jews regarded him as a great
Jewish prophet and teacher, though not divine.
They knew the meaning of the circle in the Talmud,
which Professor Drews does not seem to have ever
heard of.

Moses Maimonides, the great Jewish reformer,
who was called "the glory of Israel" and who lived
in the twelfth century, in his writings on the Tal-
mud Torah recognized Jesus of Nazareth as a great
prophet, "who prepared the way for the Gentiles to
enter into the kingdom of heaven."

To "Home Herald" Friends
TTTE cordially invite all our new Hoine Herald
'" friends to frankly write us what they think

of the consolidation of the Home Herald with The
Christian Herald, and to send us all the sugges-

tions for improvement of The Christian Herald
that may occur to them.

Remember, you now belong to the great Chris-
tian Herald family, and you have a perfect right

to talk up and give free and frank expression to

your views, and we assure you, whether you com-
mend or condemn, and whether your suggestions are
practicable or impracticable, your communications
will be received with thanks, read with interest, and
given all the careful and prayerful consideration

to which they are justly entitled.

Please address these communications to me iper-

sonally, and be sure to have them in the mail Before
March 1, and thus avoid the rush incident to the

opening of the spring season.

Within a few days I expect to send you a Personal

Letter, which I am sure will greatly interest you.

Perhaps you have already received it.

Very cordially yours.
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A Day for Review
TT has unfortunately become the habit of super-
•• ficial writers and thinkers, overcome with a new
idea, to deride patriotism, saying that we should be
citizens of the entire world and not of any one coun-
try, and that patriotism is a manifestation of a
narrow spirit. Nothing could be further from the
truth. We can be steadfast, patriotic Americans,
rejoicing in the great deeds of the founders of the
nation, and still see the good points in the govern-
ment and people of other lands.
Our patriotism is not narrow, but most generous.

It is one of the finest emotions that can inspire the
human heart. Patriotism should be taught to the
growmg generation, and to the people from other
lands who have adopted our flag as their own. We
should use every patriotic anniversary as an oppor-
tunity to tell again the story of the men who started
a great nation from the thirteen English colonies;
and, as a time for a review of our present conditions,
to see by comparison if we are remaining loyal to
the lofty ideals which inspired them and which made
our present government and country of opportunity

something more than the Utopian drear
philosophers.

Washington's Birthday is still celebrated in<
State of the Union, and as long as it is obs.

with some sense of its national and patriotic ir

it will show that we still firmly believe in the ty

leadership of which he was thi^, greatest exa
and also the vital things for which he stood,
the other patriots, in the period "which tried i

souls."

We have an historic past no less interesting
that of older nations, and in every way possibl
memory of early achievements, and the great fi\

who participated in them, should be kept fre:

memory. If we arrive at the point where
anniversaries, such as the 22d of February, be
meaningless, then we will have true cause for s

as to the future of our country, but not until
Every effort should be made to mark historic s

and honor with statues our national heroes. 'J

statues serve as signposts to the people of the i'

try and keep before them a high ideal to me;
up to, an inspiration for every boy and girl.

To Investigate Po^al Rates

SENATOR CLAY of Georgia, adopting the

gestion of The Christian Herald, has i

duced a resolution providing for an investig

by the Interstate Commerce Commission of

comparative cost of transporting publications d

nated as second-class mail matter, both in this (

try and abroad. His resolution also include

inquiry into the comparative rates paid by the

ernment and by the express companies to the

cipal railroad companies in the United State:

service of the same character. This resolutic

adopted, would pave the way for a rational ui

standing of the whole situation. As we expl;

last week, Canada, with a territory equally as :

as ours and in many parts sparsely settled, is

carrying second-class matter at one-quarter
cent per pound, just one-fourth of the rate th

being charged by our Postofiice Department for

rying periodicals. At the one-half cent rate
Canadian postofiice found the business so profi

that, in order to give its people the benefit of a
creased circulation of general literature, it cu
rate clean in half. Our own public express
panies in this country are competing with the
office by giving a lower rate of transportatioi
newspapers and periodicals. It will be the du
the Interstate Commerce Commission to find

how this can be reconciled with the extraordi
statement that it now costs our Postoffice Dej
ment nine cents per pound to handle similar tr
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rHE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Carmen Sylva
\UEEN ELIZABETH of Roumanla, known
I throughout the civilized world no less for her

^ many works of charity and benevolence than
r her great literary talents, is the royal patroness

the Deaconess Home in Bucharest. She is often
be found there, and when the Crown Prince Wil-
Im of Germany and the Crown Princess were in

icharest lately, on the occasion of the seventieth
rthday of King Charles, they visited the Home,
ad had the pleasure of meeting "Carmen Sylva."
11 the distinguished visitors were greatly in-

rested in the work of this benevolence. One
the aged Queen's ruling passions is her work

aong poor blind children, which has been a bless-

e: to many. Her husband is almost as ardent a
lilanthropist as the Queen herself. Their united
'orts in well-doing have furnished a most excellent
ample for other monarchs, and the Roumanian
ople love them greatly for their simple democratic
lys. This tender spirit on the part of royalty
as promised, among other things, by the prophet
nen the Messiah should come.
\nd they shall brins thy sons in their arms, and tliy daughters
ill he carried upon their shoulders. And kin^ shall be thy nurs-

; fathers, and their queens thy nursing mothers. (Isa. 49 : ii, 23.)

s Wish Gratified

A little New York newsboy, called "Rusty" on
count of his red head, performed acts of peculiar
)liteness and kindness to a lady who is well known

the New York public.

mong other things, he de-

ined to accept the penny for
e evening paper which he
fered her. This he did suc-

ssively each day, in spite of

r insistence that he should
ke the change. Then she
•rcepted the paper with a
nile. Upon her returning to

ie city, after an absence of
jonths, he continued his cour-
ous and generous act. One
ly Miss Elliott, the lady in

jestion, asked him what he
lould like to have more than
hything else in the world, and
p said, "An education." She
ias as much surprised at his

aswer as he was surprised at

pr action, for she made an ar-
ingement by which he should
2 sent out to a military acad-
my in Minnesota for his pre-
hiinary education, she arrang-
\g to pay his expenses of every
Ind. Rusty was a country boy
ho, when his mother died,

•rifted into the city. It is more
San likely she was a good
;oman, who put pure impulses
I his heart and right thoughts
•i his mind, which led him to
lake a wise choice of an
iucation, which doubtless in-

uded in his plans moral and spiritual as well as
•itellectual development. Who could have made a
latter answer than Rusty the newsboy, who did not
5k for money, or pleasure, or ease, but for an educa-
on, that he might meet the high ideals of useful-
ess and happiness which God had put in his young
eart.

iWisdom is the principal thing ; therefore get wisdom : and with
1 thy getting get understanding. (Prov. 4 : 7.)

unshine in Jail

A new jail is to be erected in Chicago, which will

e a novelty in its line. It is to be built on the top

f the building, and a glass roof is to be over the

alls. The design is to give sunshine, cheer and
ealth, as far as possible, to the prisoners. What
real reform and what a blessed thing it -will be to

lustrate the Christly spirit which our Master
lanifested, and which our better times demand,
'he time was, and not very long ago,

^
when

he blackest, most dismal, damp, unhealthy and
'retched dungeon was thought to be the becoming
hing for the criminal, and thousands of lives have
een sacrificed in these pestilential prisons. It is

ot expected that society will construct her penal
istitutions in such a way as to give ease and luxury
5 the prisoners and put a premium on wrongdoing,
nd yet it is its duty to have an eye to the health,
nd even the moral reformation, of those under its

j^irisdiction ; to not only give all the sunshine and

cheer possible for the health of the body and
mind, but to let spiritual light into the souls of
the prisoners. It has taken human society many
centuries to properly apprehend and exemplify the
spirit which the Great World Teacher manifested
and taught in the treatment of those who are con-
fined in the prison. Jesus, in his description of the
reckoning of the judgment day, gives as one of
the specific reasons for having a place on his right
hand with the saved, that they had •visited those con-
fined in the prisons in his name.

I was in prison, and ye came unto me. (Matt. 25:36.)

Jews Reclaiming Palestine

The migration of Jews to Palestine, which has
been going on for years, has been greatly acceler-

ated by the proclamation of the constitution of
Turkey. The Jews have literally taken Jerusalem.
Four-fifths of the entire population of the city is

of Hebrew faith. The bankers, merchants and busi-
ness men in all departments are most of them Jews.
Over a hundred Jewish schools already exist in the
city, and synagogues are scattered everywhere.
Large amounts of money have been poured into the
city by benevolent men and societies in Europe and
America, to enable the colonists to build homes,
hospitals, and other institutions of beneficence. The
land of Palestine, from Dan to Beersheba, is being
occupied by Jewish farmers. The territory around
Lake Tiberias, in the Plain of Sharon, between

The German Cro'wn Prince and Friends Visiting the Deaconess Home at Bucharest

Jaffa and Lydda, and the Plain of Esdraelon, is one
blossoming flower garden under the skill of these
new settlers. Towns like Ramoth-Gilead, Bethle-
hem, Nazareth and Gaza, where a few years ago no
Jew dared go, have now their Jewish quarters and
places of worship. The Jews, after having wan-
dered for centuries from their native land to the
very ends of the earth, have prospered under the
most desperate persecutions, have pushed themselves
into the commercial and every other centre of in-

fluence in the world; and now, partly on account of
sentiment and partly on account of sagacity, thou-
sands of them are going back to take possession of
one of the most beautiful and fertile countries on
the planet, and Jerusalem, the city of their fathers
and their God. Many modern Jews believe that
God's covenant with Abraham, promising the Holy
Land to his seed, is to be perpetual, and that they
are only returning to the country which naturally
belongs to them, making a practicable interpreta-
tion of the psalm of thanksgiving:
"Be ye mindful always of his covenant; the word which he com-

manded to a thousand generations; . . . saying. Unto thee
will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of your inheritance.
(I. Chron. 16: 1518.)

War Against White Plague

In the promise to include an appropriation of
$110,000 in the budget for 1910 the Board of Esti-
mate of New York City officially recognized a deter-
mined campaign against tuberculosis. Robert W.

De Forest, of the Charity Organization Society, in

the first argument made for the appropriation, said
that the community lost economically, through con-
sumption, $15,000,000 a year. He claimed that the
foes of tuberculosis had been handicapped in their
work by insufficient funds. Dr. Woods Hutchinson
claimed that the carelessness of consumptives in the
tenement houses was largely responsible for the
prevalence of the disease in the poorer districts;

that there are 8,000 cases in the tenement houses,
who are unconsciously infecting children with the
germs of their disease. By statistics he showed that
in cases where one or both of the parents are suff"er-

ing from the disease 51 per cent, of their families
are similarly aff'ected. There are in New York City
44,000 consumptive patients, 22,000 of them con-
cealed in the poorer tenement districts, and only
16,000 of the 44,000 are receiving proper treatment.
Ten thousand people died from this disease alone

in New York City last year, and it is high time that
more heroic efforts be put forth to check and stamp
out the white plague. A pestilence of cholera, small-
pox, yellow fever, or the bubonic plague, with so
stupendously fatal consequences as attend the great
white plague, would cause a panic of fear and the
immediate expenditure of millions of dollars, if need
be, to check its ravages. Science has learned how to
cure consumption in its incipient stages. And the
millions of dollars wasted in extravagance and in
graft, and the millions that benevolent hearts could
have subscribed, should long since have been used in

an attempt to remove this
shocking malady. The city -will

give more money, and good
people will subscribe the funds,
and the horrible massacre will
be checked. Sin, like tubercu-
losis, is contagious; in its ear-
lier stages, is the more easily
conquered, and requires the ap-
plication of a remedy, and is

unlike consumption in the fact
that it never reaches a stage
in the human soul when it can-
not be cured, if application be
made to Christ for a remedy.
And Jesus went about all the cities

and villages teaching in their syna-
gogues and preaching the Gospel of the
kingdom, and healing every sickness
and every disease among the people.
(Matt. 9 : 35.)

Cigarette Explodes Mine

There was a terrible explo-
sion recently in the Palau mine,
at Las Esperanzas, Mexico,
which killed sixty-eight men
outright and injured almost as
many more. The miners, prin-
cipally Mexicans and Japanese,
had scarcely gotten to work in

the mine in the morning when
those above ground heard a
loud explosion, and a cloud of
dust and smoke shot from

the mouth of the shaft. As soon as the air

in the shaft could be purified rescuers went down
and brought many to the surface. When they
had reached the third level they found the dead
scattered about, where the foul gases had suffocated
them. A careful investigation revealed the fact
that a miner had ignited the gas from a cigarette,

which he was smoking, contrary to the rules. The
sixty-eight slain are only the smallest fraction of
the multitude of boys that the cigarette has killed,

boys who have persisted in smoking them against
the rules of their parents and the laws of the State.
Sixty-eight is a very large number to be murdered
by a man carelessly handling a cigarette, and doing
so in open defiance of the law. There is scarcely
a civilized nation on the earth where human life is

so insecure as in this country. The number of
avoidable deaths each year is appalling and dis-

graceful. Stronger laws must be enacted and those
we have must be better enforced if we are to be
spared a wholesale slaughter such as that of the
miners by the deadly cigarette. The Mosaic- law
against unintentional killing was drastic. A man
charged with such killing remained in the city of
refuge till the death of the high priest; and if

caught without it, he could be killed by the avenger,
who would suffer no penalty.

But if the slayer shall at any time come without the border of

the city of his refuge, whither he was fled ; and the revenger of

blood find him without the borders of the city of his refuge, and
the revenger of blood kill the slayer, he shall not be guilty of

blood. (Num. 35 : «6. 27.)
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PUSHING THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
THERE is a strong likelihood that the present

year will witness the formal opening of the

American University at Washington, D. C.

This great seat of learning has been in the making

for some years past, and is designed to be the head-

quarters of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the

United States. It now possesses two imposing

marble buildings that are to serve as the nucleus

of the splendid gi-oup of structures that will one

day crovm the heights overlooking the capital. The

prime movers in the enterprise are impressed with

the conviction that there should also be an inaugu-

The "College of History"

ration of practical instruction—even though it be

on a restricted scale.

Methodists in all parts of the country have been
appealed to to raise an "Opening Fund" of $1,500,-

000, on the basis of subscriptions running from two
to five years. Of the total endowment asked
$500,000, or one-thii-d, is desired as an actual work-
ing basis, to enable the university to open its doors.

Donations to this portion of the fund have been
coming in at a gratifying rate, and at this writing
total upward of $250,000, or one-half the needed
amount. One man in the Middle West has contrib-

uted $50,000, and another life-long Methodist in the
same section, who withholds his name, has pledged
$40,000 to endow a lectureship. There are already
on file more than 1,500 applications for admission
as students from young men and women.
The two buildings now in evidence at the ninety-

three-acre site of the university (purchased at a
cost of $100,000) give a hint of the mag-nificence of

the institution when all the projected buildings shall

have been provided. One building—the College of
History—has been completed at a cost of $180,000.
The second structure, the College of Government

—

a memorial to the late President McKinley—is now
finished in so far as the exterior is concerned, about
$150,000 having been expended upon it, and nearly
as much more vdll be needed to finish the interior.

When the fund permits, teaching and lecturing will

begin in the completed building. A Hall of Admin-
istration, to cost half a million, will perhaps be the
next building to receive attention.
When the American University project had its in-

ception the site chosen, though an admirable and

commanding one, had the disadvantage of being

a somewhat inaccessible portion of the suburl
Few tourists and sightseers who have visited Was
ington during the past ten years have had point
out to them this enduring monument. Latter
however, Congress has made liberal appropriatio
for the extension of Massachusetts Avenue, whi
will create a wide thoroughfare to the very gates
the university and will afford a direct and unbrok
artery of communication between the new universi
and the United States Capitol. This, likewise, w
become a reality during the present year.

Waldon Fawcett.

The " College of Government "

LETTERS OF APPRECIATION FROM '^HOME HERALD" FRIENDS
Greatly Pleased with the Exchange

Dear Christian Herald: I was a
subscriber to the Home Herald. Am
pleased to receive The Christian
Herald in its place, for I consider it

much more entertaining. I liked the
Home Herald for the interest it showed
in the temperance cause. I wish to

secure the "Dreamland" calendar, also

"Daughters of Dorcas.
Greeley, Colo. Mrs. J. N. S.

Glad to Join Our Family

Dear Christian Herald: I have for
a number of years been a subscriber
to the Ram's Horn and Home Herald,
and I am glad to get into The Chris-
tian Herald family. My subscrip-
tion does not expire until April, I

think, but I want to take advantage of

your offer to get one of your calen-

dars and the "Daughters of Dorcas,"
and send you $1.50 for my renewal. I

received the first copy of The Chris-
tian Herald, and am very much
pleased with it, and I think it will be
a blessing. J. W. C.

Greensboro, N. C.

Not Sorry for the Change

Dear Sir: Enclosed find express
money order for $1.50, a renewal to
your paper. I was formerly a sub-
scriber to the Home Herald, but notice
in its last issue that you have bought
it out. I'm not a bit sorry for the
change. Have known The Christian
Herald for some years, and will
pledge my loyalty to it. Would like
if you would send me the "Daughters
of Dorcas" and "Dreamland" calendar.

Moline, HI. G. T.

Says He Is Well Satisfied

Dear Sir: I received The Chris-
tian Herald yesterday. I am well
satisfied with the change. My sub-
scription expires next June. I enclose
$2.50 to renew my subscription from
June, 1910, to June, 1911; give $1 to
the little Chinese girl, ten years old

—

her name is Nguok Hua. Hoping I
shall be a lifelong subscriber,

Dent, Minn. A. M.

No Stranger to The Christian Herald

Mr. Editor: I see that the old sub-
scribers of the Home Herald have been
introduced into a new family, which is

to be our home in the future. Let me

state that The Christian Herald is

no stranger to me. I enclose $1.50 for
my renewal for subscription of The
Christian Herald, and hope that our
new relationship will be of mutual
benefit. J. F.

Plain City, 0.

Believes He Will Like It Even Better

Dear Sir : I was a subscriber to the
Home Herald, but have not yet re-

newed my subscription. As I believe
I will like The Christian Herald as
well, if not better, I gladly send the
amount of subscription, $1.50, to you.

Gain Much by the Change
Dear Sir: We are greatly pleased

to have The Christian Herald. The
Home Herald subscribers have, in my
judgment, gained much by the ex-

change. H. F. F.
Harrisburg, HI.

Now She Has Her Choice

Dear Sir: Please find enclosed post-

office order for $1.50 for my renewal.
I was a subscriber of the Home Her-
ald, and had been since it was the
Gospel News, and also for a time when
it was the Ram's Horn. If I had my

WILL BE THE BEST OF FRIENDS
Dear Sir: I am very sorry to lose the Home Herald, but the be«t of

friends must part some time. But I am glad to make the acquaintance of
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD. I doubt not but we will be the best of friends
shortly. The first copy, which I received a few days ago, was read with
pleasure, and may the great Father who is over us all prosper and bless the
good work of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD. I see my subscription is about
up, so I will enclose a postoffice order for $1.50. T. S.

Covington, Ky.

hoping to receive your premiums also.
Wishing you abundant success, spirit-
ually and financially. S. W.

Lyons, Ind.

Happy to Be in the Family

Dear Sir: I was a subscriber to the
Home Herald. Enclosed please find
$2 to pay up arrears and one year's
subscription in advance. For a num-
ber of years I was a subscriber to The
Christian Herald, and now am happy
to renew the relationship.

Dalton, Pa. A. M. B.

An Old Friend Returns

Dear Sir: I am one of the Home
Herald subscribers, and I am glad you
have taken over the paper ; for, having
been a subscriber to The Christian
Herald in former years, I am not un-
acquainted with its excellencies.

Carrsville, Va. W. T. C.

Glad to Get in a Happier Home
Dear Sir: I was a reader of the

Home Herald, but as The Christian
Herald has absorbed it I am glad to
get in a happier home. Enclosed find
$1.50. Please send The Christian
Herald for one year, and the calendar.

Canton, O. Mrs. L. S.
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choice of papers, it would have been
The Christian Herald, as I often
thought of taking it. So I am very
well pleased at getting The Chris-
tian Herald. Mrs. C. M. R.

Sullivan, Ind.

Delighted with the Change
Dear Sir: Enclosed find $1.50 for

my subscription to The Christian
Herald for 1910. This entitles me to
the photogravure, the "Daughters of
Dorcas," and also your "Dreamland"
calendar. I was a subscriber to the
Home Herald. I have received a copy
of The Christian Herald, and am
certainly more than pleased with it. I
am glad you have taken over the Home
Herald. A. R. P.
Adjutant, Salvation Army, Portland,

Me.

Thinks He Will Like the Paper
Dear Sir: We think we will like

your paper all right. J. D. Y.
Greenville, Pa.

More of the Same Kind

A large number of letters, similar
to the foregoing, have been received
from other new readers of this jour-

nal who were formerly readers of

Home Herald. We bid them all v

come to the great Christian Her;
family.

About Second-class Mail

(From the Saturday Evening Pot

Second-class matter should not

charged for transportation any m
than the rate at which it would be c

ried by the railway in ordinary bi

ness, and it should be given any
vantage the government may g
because of quantity carried.

Therefore, under these circi

stances, in fair play we should

plead guilty to over 75 cents per

pounds, or $5,600,000 for transpoi

tion, and that is the extreme. The
partment has charged us $29,511,^

a difference of about $24,000,000.
Roughly speaking, therefore, a si

mary of the differences is as follo'

Rural free delivery, $13,800,000; r

way mail service, $4,000,000; railv

postoffice car service, $2,350,000; pi

masters, etc., $17,000,000; transpoi

tion, $24,000,000—total differences i'

reduction in estimate, $61,150,000.

Remembering
"T WOULD give anything in •

X world," said a rich man recen

,

"if I could forget certain passages

my life. If parents would only w
their children to do only those thi i

they would love to remember, tli!

would be fewer of these sickening i
•

ollections."

It is worth while for every girl :
I

boy who is confronted with a chai

for a doubtful pleasure, especiallj:

it is one that they do not wish tl

'

parents to know, to ask themsel'.

"Shall I like to remember this in
;

ture years? Shall I ever wish to)-

get it, and then find I can't?"
If you have not read the story

'

that weak King Charles of Frai,

who ordered the avsrful massacre of
;

Bartholomew, get a good history

France and read it. Then you will •

how a man can be plagued ^^

memories.
It is said that night after night'

walked the floor of his chaml'

shrieking with horror from time

'

time, as visions came over him of '

misery he had caused. It is a terri'

thing sometimes to remember!



MR. FAIRBANKS AND THE POPE
An Incident in Rome Which Has Stirred Religious Circles Throughout the World

Lev. B. M. Tipple, M.E. Cborcb, Rome Bishop Earl Craoaton, ME. Charch

r-TTHEN Ex-Vice-President Charles W. Fair-

Wl banks reached Rome, on his trip around the
» world, he desired, as is customary with dis-

in^ished visitors to the "Eternal City," to make
ormal calls both at the Quirinal and the Vatican,
latters were quickly arranged, and, on the day of
is arrival, Mr. Fairbanks was informed that Kiny
/ictor Emmanuel would prant him an audience on
Saturday, February .5, and the Pope on the follow-
ng Monday. It was also arranged to give him a
eception at the American Catholic College, and he
onsented to address an audience at the American
lethodist Church in Rome. This gave the greatest
atisfaction, no less to the Ex-Vice-President and
lis party than to the pa.stor and the members of
he American Church, Mr. Fairbanks himself being
. loyal son of the Methodist Church.

: On Sunday, when Mr. Fairbanks was visiting the
American College, Monsignor Kennedy, the head of
!hat institution, made an announcement to the
Cx-Vice-President which was somewhat of a sur-
)rise. He intimated briefly that, unless Mr. Fair-

fanks canceled his appointment with his fellow-
lethodists and abandoned the plan of visiting and
speaking at the American Methodist Church, he
kould have to forego the pleasure and honor of a
personal audience with the Pontiff. This announce-
ment he made on the authority of the Pope. He
fave as the reason that the American Methodists in
{lome employed methods to which the Vatican could
"lot give approval.
- Mr. Fairbanks, who knew nothing of such
charges, was amazed at Mgr. Kennedy's extraor-
dinary proposition. He promptly refused to cancel
pis engagement and to disappoint his Methodist
audience.

j

The Monsignor, however, was still urgent, and
pointed out that it would be impossible for the Pope
p receive him consistently under such circum-
stances. To this Mr. Fairbanks replied:

j
"I have agreed to make an address, and am

obliged to keep the agreement. I have always exer-
,;ised the privilege of speaking to Catholics and
Protestants alike, whenever they desired, and when-
iver it was possible. Therefore, I regard the ar-
rangements for the Papal audience as ended."
There was no bitter feeling nor high words; both

A^ere courteous, but equally firm. It was a breach,
powever, that was impossible to be bridged, from
;he Consignor's point of view. But although the
Vatican appointment was now formally canceled,
this circumstance did not diminish in any degree the
warmth of the reception accorded to Mr. Fairbanks
^t the American College dinner which was given
^n his honor. It should be explained that the Amer-
ican College is an in.stitution of the Catholic Church.
Among those present were one hundred and forty-
four American students. Monsignor Kennedy, in
u brief address, welcomed the disting-uished guest.
He expressed his high appreciation of the honor con-
ferred upon the college by Mr. Fairbanks' visit, and
the latter responded in complimentary terms, speak-
ing appreciatively of the work of the Catholic
:Church. His greeting, especially from the Amer-
icans present, was cordial and enthusiastic.

At the reception in the American Methodist
^Church, held later, there was a large attendance
and the greetings extended to Mr. Fairbanks were
very cordial. It was evident on every hand that the
incident of the papal audience had produced a pro-
found impression. Mr. Fairbanks, in the course of
his remarks, said:

)
It is impossible to emphasize too strongly the Kood work the

phnstian Church is doing in all lands and among all nation-
alities. It is gratifying that the American churches established
in all countries are asserting a wider influence to-day than
ever in their history.
The agitation going on in the political, social and economic

world is due to Christianity breaking down castes and preju-

Ex-Vice-Pres't Charles Warren Fairbanks

dices and lifting mankind to a higher plane. The democratic
idea which is taking root in political institutions is due to the
expanding influence of Christianity.

All Christian churches are worthy of support. They above all

should be inspired by a generous, tolerant spirit toward each
other. Nothing is more un.seemly than the narrow jealousies
they occasionally manifest toward each other. There is room
for all. Cease narrow denominational wars and direct your
energies toward the common enemy. Let Catholics and Prot-
estants of all denominations vie with each other in carrying
forward the work of the Master, which is worthy of the best
in them all.

The Pope's refusal to receive the distinguished
American visitor was an absorbing topic in the
Italian capital. The Trihuna, one of the leading

Methodist Episcopal Mission House, Rome

journals, commenting upon it, said: "Ex-President
Roosevelt is expected here soon. He also has been
invited to speak before the Methodists. We shall
see if he prefers the Methodists or the Pope."

It is learned from another source that the Pope
instructed Mgr. Kennedy to express his regret at
his inability to receive Mr. Fairbanks, but he could
not depart from his rigid policy, "as to do so would
appear to give recognition to the disloyal influences
of certain Protestant denominations." This is the
substance or purport of the message conveyed, which
was neither more nor less than an ultimatum from
the Vatican, singling out the Methodists as the one
denomination whose wonderful progress and ag-
gressive policy were resented by the Roman Church.

Speaking of it afterward, Mr. Fairbanks said:
"When I told Dr. B. M. Tipple, the pastor of the
Methodist Church, he said he was ready to release
me from the engagement, but I answered that that
was impossible. Under the circumstances I felt

obligated to speak, in fulfilment of a promise made
before the papal audience was arranged."
As might have been expected, the incident has

caused a tremendous sensation in Protestant circles
in this country. The course pursued by Mr. Fair-

Bishop W. F. McDowell, M. E. Cborcb Archbishop Ireland, R. C. Cborcb

I

banks meets with hearty approval. He has been

receiving many cable dispatches from America, con-

gratulating him on his dignified and proper attitude

toward the Vatican. One of these messages says:

"The entire Protestant world is grateful to you."

Another, from Bishop Cranston, of the Methodist
Church, reads: "Your dignified vindication of

American tolerance is heartily endorsed by our
clergy and people." The Ministerial Association of

Washington, D. C, adopted a resolution of congrat-

ulation. Telegrams have also reached the Ex-Vice-
President from several places in Italy, one of which
reads: "Greatly admire your attitude in preferring
to speak to the evangelical people of Rome rather
than submit to Vatican intolerance." Protestants
in the Italian capital are delighted over the outcome
of the incident, and express themselves in unmeas-
ured approval of Mr. Fairbanks' course; while the
Catholics, on the other hand, regret that the Pope
should have turned an occasion which was meant
for homage to such ill advantage. While some of

them talk of oft'ensive Methodist propaganda, the
majority bitterly lament the lack of diplomacy
shown by the Vatican's agent, presumably Mgr.
Kennedy. To not a few there is a gleam of humor
in the situation, over the fact that "the American
has the best of it."

Catholic leaders in the United States have been
prompt to support the attitude of Rome and attempt
to justify it. Archbishop Ireland has issued a state-

ment, in which he calls American Methodists in

Rome "pernicious proselytizers," and says that the
Methodist Association in Rome is not there to meet
American Methodists, but to convert Catholics from
their own faith, and that "they take every advantage
of the poor." The official organ of the Catholic
Church in Boston tries to justify the extraordinary
action of the Pope as being due to the rigid etiquette
which rules at the Vatican, and attacks the Metho-
dist Mission in Rome for its general course.

Leaders of the Methodist denomination here re-
gard the course of the Vatican as a blunder, both
in religion and in diplomacy, which, far from re-
flecting upon the Methodist Church, must every-
where be regarded as a splendid tribute to its energy
and efficiency. It is not denied that the Methodists
are in Italy to make converts from the Catholic
Church, but the methods pursued are no more ag-
gressive than those of the Catholics in America,
nor can they in any sense be regarded as "perni-
cious." Bishop Cranston declared that the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church is working openly and
honestly in Rome; that it never "takes advantage
of the poverty of the poor," as has been charged,
and he added, with a hint of humor, that if the
"pernicious propaganda" test were applied here, as
in Rome, "diplomacy would at once exclude many
people who have been frequent callers at the White
House, lest ofl'ense be given to friendly nations."
The papal incident did not by any means diminish

the many honors that were paid Mr. Fairbanks dur-
ing his Roman visit. With Mrs. Fairbanks, he
attended a special function of the Italian Court, at
which Mrs. Fairbanks sat next to the Queen and
conversed for an hour, while the King chatted with
the Ex-Vice-President. It was an honor seldom
vouchsafed to any foreigner, and it was obviously
the desire of both King and Queen to emphasize
their courtesies to their American guests.
The Methodist Church was established in Italy in

1873, and now has four thousand communicants.
Rome is the headquarters for the church, but there
are numerous branches throughout the country. In
Rome the church property is valued at $250,000. It

includes an American and an Italian Methodist
church, a boys' college, attendant residences, and a
printing establishment. The work is under the
Methodist Board of Foreign Missions.
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GOSPEL BOATS ON CHINA'S RIVERS

Our First Church at Wuhu, China Mr. Beals Teaching a Class of Theological Students On the Old Houseboat Going Up the Chao River

THERE is no country under the sun that is

making more progress than China. For cen-

turies she has been kept back by her traditions,

but these bonds have now been cast aside, or broken,

and to-day she is rushing forward with tremendous
speed in Western arts and sciences, and all their

accompaniments. China is doing all she can to

encourage her rich men to invest in railways and
all modern improvements and enterprises. She is

also encouraging her young men to travel and study
abroad, so they may be better able to sail the ship

of state later on. Her students are not slow in

taking advantage of this opportunity, and we find

these bright yovmg men of Sinim in almost every
country. They are not dull by any means, but fre-

quently stand well toward the head of their classes

and take high honors.
The Prince Regent is a very studious man, and

the other day he asked the hanlin, on duty at the

imperial library, whether he might read the books
stored there, as he was anxious to be well versed in

everything, and especially regarding constitutional

government.
We missionaries in China are glad to see this, and

we encourage many of the students to go to some
Western country and study, for we know in so doing
their vision will be enlarged and their country bene-
fited. We are also very anxious that these young
men shall become preachers, so we encourage them
to study the Bible and take up studies in a seminary.
As a rule, those students who would like much to go
cannot because the cost is too great, so we were com-
pelled to open a Bible School at Wuhu for them,
where the expense for each student is but $2 a
month.
The young men we have sent out in the past could

not spend more than two years in the Bible School,
and they see the need of more to-day. To get this
additional instruction they kept urging us to build
and maintain a more efficient school. We felt this
need so strongly that last year we opened a small
school with seventeen young men, and over half of
these later on expressed a desire to be preachers to
their own countrymen. The school was popular
from the start, and this year we had over forty
scholars, and now we are face to face with the prob-
lem of a Bible School building for. them. This
building, which is needed, should accommodate one
hundred scholars, and will cost $3,000. We are
praying that God will put it into the heart of one
or more to send us this amount, for the need is great.

Connected with our Bible School and Wuhu
Church is our Inland Church Work—the work in
the Yangtsz Valley, north of Wuhu.
When we went back to China, in the fall of 1901,

we asked God to give us the privilege of establishing
one new church every year. This prayer was an-
swered in a most marked manner, the generous read-
ers of The Christian Herald having a goodly share
in the beneficent response. By that I mean that
before going we spoke to Dr. Klopsch about a house-
boat, and how much it was needed on our circuit, to
go up and down the small rivers and canals. He
said, "You shall have one," an appeal was made,
and the readers of The Christian Herald bought
one and have kept her running all these years. We
called this houseboat The Christian Herald, and
she has carried the missionaries of the Cross many
miles up the inland waters of Central China, where
they have proclaimed the good tidings to multi-
tudes. This boat went first up the Han Shan River,
and we planted our second church in a city called
Han Shan. I;ater on we went up the Chao River,
and opened up churches at the following places:
Chao Hsien, Chin Che, Huang lo Ho, Lin Teo and
Cheh Kao, making in all, including Wuhu, seven
churches. We have baptized over 450 persons in
these seven years, and we have at present many

^y Rev. Z. CHARLES BEALS
Wuhu, China

who are waiting for baptism. We have found it

wisest and best to wait at least a year before bap-
tizing one who has come out of heathen darkness.

We have a day school at each of these stations.

In these day schools our Christian children come
and study, and, when they are advanced enough, we
pass them on to our higher schools, our hope being
to see them all become preachers or teachers.

Now this sailing boat, which was so kindly given
to us for our work, has been a great blessing to

hundreds and thousands, but it has seen its best

days. It is old and decaying, and not safe. It would
cost too much to repair it; besides, it is too slow for
progressive China of to-day. We need a modern
launch, for we ought to get about quickly, so as to

meet our church engagements, and much valuable
time is lost in traveling in a sailboat. Would not
an investment in this much-needed launch yield

large and eternal dividends to some of the Lord's
stewards who read these words? We need it at
once, for in less than a month we will return to

China and we want to buy the boat while here. I

believe there are two thousand readers of The Chris-
tian Herald who will take a dollar share in this

houseboat and send in that amount by first mail.

We have some of the souvenir boats left, which we
will send to donors as long as the boats last, but
when they are gone we will send you our book,
China and the Boxers, instead.
When the famine of two years ago was raging

there was a call for volunteers to come and dis-

tribute the flour and money The Christian Herald
people had so generously sent. We readily said
"Yes" to the call. Not because we thought it an
easy task, for we knew we took our lives in our
hands. There were the dead and dying on every
hand. The sight was too awful to describe. In the
homes, smallpox and the deadly typhus and famine
fever were raging, yet we went that we might chu
ming (save life). You at home gave over $500,000
to save the bodies of these people. You did this
because the call was great; at home and on the field

the call was heeded.
One night, traveling on a steam launch up the

Grand Canal, we ran into a fishing boat and cut it

in twain. A man clung to the stern of the boat,
calling as loudly as he could, "Save life, save life."

The launch put about and in time rescued the man.
We were indeed happy because his life had been
spared. This was only one soul that was saved
from physical death, but are you aware that 100,000
souls a day are sinking into Christless graves?
Those that have never heard this story of redeeming
love—this story of a Christ that came to save not
only the body, but the soul, from eternal death.
The money of two of our well-known millionaires

would be sufficient to send out, and fully sustain in
every way, over 50.000 missionaiies. This number
could preach the Gospel to every ci-eature within
the time limit, the present generation, set by the
Laymen's Missionary, Movement. God's people
throughout the world could easily do this. What a
privilege to give of'their means, and their prayers,
and themselves for such a worthy object! If they
could only see as we see this awful blackness of
heathendom, they would cheerfully and quickly
do so!

Friends, in closing, remember the words of our
Ma.ster, "Freely ye have received, freely give," and
"Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of these,
my brethren, ye did it unto me." The following list
shows the needs of the work at Wuhu

:

$3,000 will erect a good building for our Bible
School.

$25 will fit up a room of five beds. The roo

will be named for the donor.

$100 will build a day school building.

$2,000 is needed for our new motor boat.

$60 will support a native preacher a year.

$25 a year will be sufficient to support a Bib

student in school.

[Any readers of this paper who are interested

the work of this most deserving mission, and wl

desire to aid Missionary Beals, can send in the

contributions to The Christian Herald, whi(

gives the appeal its hearty endorsement.]

To Home Herald Readers:

Good News to Our Readers

THE Chrstian Herald has made arrangemenj
to continue, until further notice, the Un
qualed Magazine Combinations announced (

the opposite page, in order to give our Home Hera
Readers all the advantages enjoyed by The Chbi
tian Herald Family, of which our new readers a:j

now full-fledged members and as such entitled to i\

the rights and privileges.
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More Good News
We have also arranged to supply our wonderf;

"Dreamland" Calendar, free of charge, to our ne|

friends just as soon as they indicate, by postal cai'

or letter, that they expect to continue with us whCl

their present subscription has expired.

Still More Good News
We have also made provision for supplying, Fn-

that ever popular picture, "Daughters of Dorcas

to those of our new friends who send in their su

scriptions to The Christian Herald before tl;

present supply of this great picture is exhausted, i

The Size of These Two Pictures

The marvelous gravures entitled "Dreamlan(
and "Daughters of Dorcas" each measure 18x',>

inches, and are beautifully executed on Heavy A
Paper. Many of our subscribers insist that eith

of these two pictures is worth double the subscri;

tion price. You must see them to appreciate thei

and when you see them you will exclaim, with the

sands of others, "How can they afford to do it?"

How Much to Send

The Christian Herald every week for fift,

two weeks, with our marvelous "Dreamland" Ccj

endar, together with the "Daughters of Dorcas"-

if you act piomptly, is $1.50 per year.

If you wish to take a Magazine Combination, y(

will find the price quoted on the page opposite,
i

How to Send Money

Send money by Postoffice or Express Mont,

Order, or Draft on a New York Bank, or Cash I

Registered Mail, or Stamps, if any of the abo\

should not be convenient.

Always address your communications to

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, Bible House, NewYoij



VIoncy - Saving Combinations
KEWORLD
TODATf

American Boy
jrgest, brightest and best magazine for boys

in 1 the world. You need never worry about
yo; boy's company when he is chumming with
Til American Boy. It is the greatest adjunct
to "fined home training. Wins every boy's
coxlence and enthusiasm. Bright, breezy
stces of adventure, travel, history, biography
an world events, beautifully illustrated.

Pr er amount of sports and games, and prae-
tici departments of photography, electricity,

St: ps, curios, carpentry, mechanics, how to
do lings, how to make things. Is doing more
foihe healthy entertainment and uplift of boys
th: any other single influence. Has the enthu-
siaic support of over 250.000 boys, and their
pants. Give your boy a magazine of his own.

American Magazine
IK Chri^tia.n Herald is fortunate to be

ab to secure The Aynerican Magazine this

ye on the same special terms as in previous
ye 5, because its price has been raised to 15
ce5 a copy, and $1.50 a year.

•is increase is necessary because of the addi-
tic of forty more pages of reading matter
aa'pictures, making the magazine bigger, bet-
ter, brighter, livelier, more joyous than ever.
TF three most important features appearing
inhy magazine this year are in The American
M-izine: "What Woman Has Done in Araer-
ici by Ida M. Tarbell, a historical series iav-

isl. illustrated. "Simon, the Jester," a fasci-
ntig novel by William J. Locke, author of
"taple Septimus." "Barbarous Mexico," a
sttling series on slavery and other amazing
colitions in Mexico, by J. K. Turner. Many
ot r extraordinary features will appear in

Ti American Magazine for 1910.

Cosmopolitan
yamopotitan Magazine is the one great

m'azine of all the great national monthlies.
N natter how many magazines you take. Cos-
m olitan is the one you cannot afford to do
w out. Its subscribers of last year are sub-
soers this year—with their friends. This,
afr all, is the real test of a magazine's merit

—

thvits readers tell their friends about it. You
ca be sure that in 1910 one feature in each
is'? will be of such universal interest as to

dcinate the magazine world for that month.
A dngle instances, take Cosmopolitan's great
se?s of brilliant short stories by George Ran-
dch Chester, or the intensely interesting ad-
ve ure story by E. Phillips Oppenheim. "The
be, no matter what it costs" is the motto
w ;h makes Cosmopolitan resemble no other
m azine but Cosmopolitan.

Good Housekeeping
ood Housekeeping Magazine is a richly illus-

tiled monthly, the one magazine which has
P'ularized household science and home-
m ing in a broad sense. It is the most prac-
ti I of the household magazines,- and at the
S! e time one of the brightest and most re-

fihing of periodicals for general reading, its

fi on and discussions of current issues being
P iicularly good. It is an all-around family
irrazine, which renders home-making a pleas-
u How to secure the most and the best for
tl money in home furnishing and equipment,
a< in food supply, is among its specialties.

I'greatly enlarged Household Experiment Sta-
ti , Model Kitchen and Testing Room of
h sehold appliances is a national institution.
Scial attention is given to health, to children,
t' leedlework, and stenciling.

Harper's Bazar
ith the Christmas number of 1909,

tper's Bazar goes into its superb new. en-
li'red and improved form. It will be bigger
tin ever before. It will be better than ever
b )re. It will be more interesting than ever
•>>re. It will be more helpful than ever be-
f'i. It will be indispensable to every thought-
f woman whose ambition is to make the most
o ife for herself and for her family. It will

"t the fashion." It will continue to be the
s'reme authority on questions of good form,
h sehold decoration, entertainment and domes-
trtopics of every kind. It will have the best
Sirt stories, the best pictures, the best essays,
t] best poems found in any woman's magazine.

ieginning wit
per's Bazar

NOTE—The descriptive matter on this page concerning the above magazines
is supplied by their respective publishers for the information of our readers.

Magazine Clubs
Originated with Dr. Louis Klopsch of The Christian Herald,

in 1 897. Magcizine readers are therefore indebted to The Christian

Herald for the opportunity of securing two or more magazines in a

combination at about half price. For this year our selected list of

choice magazines which we offer in clubs is as follows

:

American Boy, (Regular Price) $1.00 Little Folks, (Regulair Price) $1.00

American Magazine, " " $1.50 McClure's,
i« '• $1.50

Cosmopolitan, " " $1.00 Pearson's,
<< " $1.50

Good Housekeeping, " " $1.00 World Evangel,
(< " $1.00

Harper's Bazar, " " $1.00 World To-Day,
<< " $1.50

Woman's Home Compailion, (Regular Price) $1,50

Four Genuine Bargains!
CHRISTIAN HERALD '*i^VAT' 1 Magazine above, $2.00

CHRISTIAN HERALD *1^°d\1.T' 2 Magazines above, $2.65

CHRISTIAN HERALD *i^°i>\^T' 3 Magazines above, $3.30
And Last—but by no means least

:

( CHRISTIAN HERALD . ($1.50 a Year) i
^end Us Only

'
™—^ REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year) $3.00

ONE OTHER Magazine on this Page 1 p _ a n tl^
I
ANY

For " Modern Priscilla " (Fancywork— Monthly) add 50 cents to any combination

Jj^^Foreign Postage Exii-a, JJt^Canadian Postage Extra on Magaxines

Each Magazine may be sent to a different address. Our Wonderful
" DREAMLAND " Calendar is Sent FREE With Every Offer.

For Home Reading or Birthday Gifts

Search wherever you may, you will never find anything that, at the price, gives

greater and more genuine satisfaction as a gift than a weekly or monthly magazine,

which the whole year through reminds the recipient of the thoughtfulness of the giver.

Little Folks
A beautifully illustrated monthly magazine

for children from three to thirteen. Mothers

and fathers who wish to provide the very best

reading and pictures for their young children,

that will be read and re-read, and looked at

and looked at, welcome Little Folks. It is a

story-teller, a picture book, a playfellow, an
out-of-school maprazine. Its fun is of a simple,

sunshiny sort. Its little tales of children pos-

sess an ethical value—they stimulate their

readers and hearers to be fearless, cheerful,

unselfish, and, above all, true and honorable.

All stories of a painful kind are excluded, es-

pecially such as would haunt nervous and im-
aginative children. There is much curious and
interesting natural history, also playwork for

little fingers.

McClure's Magazine
Mi-.S. S. McCIure, editor of McClure's Maga-

zine, is one of the greatest magazine editors in
America and a man of national reputation.
Speaking of McClure's Magazine, he said re-
cently: "I shall continue to spend more and
more money—to give my readers a better and
better magazine. McClure's Magazine for the
next year will be more intensely interesting,
and will exert a more potent influence on
American life than any other magazine. It

will be the best twelve numbers of any maga-
zine in America." McClure's is always a step in
advance of other magazines. Besides the
articles on government, politics, people and
things, McClure's is also famous for its faction.

The coming numbers will make new history for
McClure's. You'll want them surely.

Pearson's Magazine
One-half is for information on subjects in

which you are interested ; that means home sub-
jects, the things that American people are think-
ing and talking about. Once in a while some for-
eign matter may be discussed, but only in its

relation to Americans and only when it means
something to America. During the coming
year informative articles on subjects which
mean something to the average man will be
written, in every case by the writer best qual-
ified for the matter. The other half of the
magazine is for entertainment, purely and
simply. Pearson's Magazine is famous in two
hemispheres for its fiction. It gets the best
that is written. There is a continual and
urgent demand from the newspapers for Pear-
son's stories. Do you want this sort of a
magazine ?

Review of Reviews
Fifty Magazines Condensed—More Necessary

Than Ever.
In a single number of Tlie Review of Reviews

there are sixty topics, eveiY one of real, imme-
diate interest to every intelligent man and
woman, discussed and interpreted by Dr. Albert
Shaw, his staff, and his contributors ; there are
one hundred pictures that really illustrate and
inform, including the cartoon department, which
amuses into the bargain ; there are fifty maga-
zines and leading articles skilfully condensed,
and scores of the new books reviewed. "The
Review of Reviews is a liberal education," is

the way one eminent subscriber sums it up.
The more things that happen—the more maga-
zines there are—the more indispensable is

The Review of Reviews. Busy men and women
want it, need it, read it. Why not you ?

Woman's Home Companion
The greater Woman's Home Companion will

be the most interesting, the most useful and
the most beautiful woman's magazine pub-
lished. There will be fiction by Anna Katherine
Green, Juliet Wilbur Tompkins, Anne Warner,
Myra Kelly, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, and a host
of others. There will be special articles no
woman will want to miss. With nearly a score
of different practical departments for women
Woman's Home Companion can promise the
most useful woman's magazine in the world.
In short. The Companion will have more stories
than the fiction magazines, more pictures than
the picture magazines, and more practical de-
partments than any other magazine.

World Evangel
Readers of The Christian Herald who are

Sunday School teachers or scholars should not
fail to include The World Evangel in their com-
bination magazine orders. The Evangel is the
leading Sunday School magazine. It makes
teaching delightful and effective, its fund of
anecdotes enabling the teacher to interest schol-
ars of all grades. Its lesson study department
provides the best available exposition and in-
formation, and its lesson-teaching department
is divided into Adult, Intermediate and Primary
Departments, including comment on Primary
Graded Lessons. The Superintendent's De-
partment is most practical. In addition to the
lesson comment, by six specialists, it presents
the most successful methods and news. The
Evangel will save time and increase your
efficiency.

World To-day (The)
The one magazine indispensable to every

home. A world review, furnishing monthly not
only a complete digest of events, but many at-

tractive articles on timely subjects, by noted
contributors. In it you will find events, reli-

gion, travel, science, invention, art. drama,
literature, education, etc.. treated in a popular
way, affording recreation for the idle hour, and,

best of all, something worth while. In illus-

tration it is a regular panorama of the world

—

many of the pictures being in colors. The World
To-Day is really a $3 magazine for but $1.50.

It is clean, healthful and inspiring—just right

for Christian readers. Its remarkable quality

and low price make it an exceptional bargain.
It has proven one of our most popular publica-
tions, and we recommend it strongly to our
readers.



Que^ions and Answers
Writers forwarding MSS. to THE

CHRISTIAN HERALD should enclose

postage stamps for return of same, if

unavailable.

L. E. J., Winchester, Ky. How many women
are mentioned in Tennyson's "Dream of

Fair Women," and what are their names?

Eight. (1) Helen of Troy, (2) Iphigenia,

(3) Cleopatra, (4) Jephthah's daughter, (51

The Fair Rosamond, (6) Margaret Roper,

daughter of Sir Thomas More, (7) Joan of

Arc, (8) Eleanor of Castile.

Mrs. B. C. H., Madison, N. J. 1. Who wrote

the lines

:

"Speak to these gentle hearts of ours,

And teach them to be true" ?

2. Where can I get a little Golden-Text Book ?

3. Please give a list of good, old-fashioneil

stories, interesting and instructive.

1. The quotation you probably desire is not

worded exactly like yours. It is from Mrs.

Cecil F. Alexander's "Burial of Moses," and

reads

:

"Speak to these curious hearts of ours

And teach them to be still."

2. Write to Fleming H. Revell Co., New York

City. 3. We suggest The Angel of the Tenement,

by George Madden Martin ; The Country of the

Pointed Firs, by Sarah Orne Jewett ; A
Humble Romance, by Mary E. Wilkins ; The

Bow of Orange Ribbon, by Amelia E. Barr

:

The Call of the Wild, by Jack London ; Cap-

tains Courageous, by Rudyard Kipling ; Bettij

Alden, by Jane G. Austin ; Westward Ho. by

Charles Kingsley ; Sonny, by Ruth M. Stuart :

The Head of a Hundred, by Maud Wilder

Goodwin.

W. A. M., Atco, N. J. Were any of the Gos-
pels written during the first or second
century, and by whom ?

The genuineness of the four Gospels rests

upon better authority than that of any other

ancient writings. It is the general conclusion

of the most eminent scholars that all four were

written during the latter half of the first cen-

tury. Before the end of the second century

they were in general use and acceptance as

one collection. They are mentioned by Ter-

tullian, in a book written about A.D. 208, as

being the work of two apostles and two dis-

ciples of apostles. Marcion also mentions

their apostolic origin. Origen (who lived

A.D. 185-253) refers to them as "the four ele-

ments of the church's faith." Theophilus,

Bishop of Antioch (A.D. 168), also mentions

the Gospels in his writings, and Jerome tells

us that Theophilus arranged the four into one

work. Tatian (who died about A.D. 170)

compiled a Harmony of the Gospels. Justin

Martyr (A.D. 99-165) gives many quotations

from the Gospels. Many other witnesses might
lie cited to the same purpose. None of the

original manuscripts are now in existence.

Bessie F., Keokuk, la. Are the lines begin-
ning "Laugh and the world laughs with
you" in any American poem, or are they
from an English poem ?

They are from a poem by an American au-

thor, and have their counterpart in a very old

English ballad, which says

:

"Smile, and the world smiles with you.
Weep, and you weep alone ;

For the good old earth has need of your mirth.
It has sorrow enough of its own."

F. C, Little Hocking, O. Please make a brief
comparison of Whittier and Bryant, and
their works.

Both Bryant and Whittier were country
boys, reared in humble homes, though Whittier
was much the poorer ; both deplored their lack

of early education, though Bryant had much
more than Whittier ; both were engaged in

journalism, and both were intensely interested
' in politics. Whittier excelled in ballads,

hymns and household lyrics, for none of which
Bi-yant seemed to have much taste or dispo-
sition ; Whittier had no special lousiness abil-

ity, while Bryant had much ; Whittier com-
posed freely, his facility being his besetting
literary sin, while Bi-yant wrote comparatively
little; Whittier's prose was rather poor, Bry-
ant's excellent ; Whittier was not especially

scholarly or given to hard study, while Bryant
was exactly the contrary, as his fine transla-
tions of the Iliad and Odyssey pi'ove ; Whittier
was often careless, even slovenly, in his method
of versification, while Bi-yant polished and
filed unceasingly. Whittier's verse is sweet,

loving, and often strongly emotional, but sel-

dom dignified or stately, as Bryant's generally

was ; Whittier's verse has, perhaps, more spir-

ituality than Bi-yant's, and certainly has more

moral earnestness.

M. E. B.. Franklin, Vt. 1. How long were the

wise men coming from Persia to see

Christ? 2. How old was Christ when they

saw him? 3. Was the star of Bethlehem
a star, or an illumination of the heavens ?

1. They had traveled a long distance, and

were probably months on the journey, as trav-

eling was veiy slow in those days. Some Bible

scholars have reckoned that, the star being

first visible in May, the Magi must nave trav-

eled seven months, while others take a different

view as to the season of the Nativity. 2. He

guard : it may number from two up. accordins

to circumstances. Probably it would average

four or five. We are unable to answer the

last question sent. Submit it to the War De-

partment, Washington, D. C.

Reader, Springfield, O. Is there no law to

protect and save the pine trees in Florida?

Years ago the climate was much warmer
and pleasanter in the winter than now,

the pines being a wind-break, that the cold

did not penetrate. The average height of

a Florida pine is fifty feet. With their

foliage on top, they make a protection

from the sun's heat in summer. And the

health-giving odor of the pine should not

be forgotten. Some take the turpentine

from the tree, that saps its strength ; and

others have grabbed every foot of the fine

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
SOME time ago the question was put to a num-

ber of leading Americans: "Is the spirit of

Jesus more dominant in business and public affairs

than when you entered active life, and is it an

advantage or not for a public man to-day to be

known as a professing Christian ?"

This has brought out many notable replies,

almost all of them of a character that should

prove spiritually helpful and encouraging to

others.

The testimony chosen for publication to-day is

that of Hon. W. R. Stubbs, Governor of Kansas.

It is an inspiring thing to find the Governor of a

great State courageously and unhesitatingly com-

ing to the front, with a declaration so clear and

unequivocal that none can mistake its purport.

Here is his letter :

Gov. W. R. Stubbs

STATE OF KANSAS
W. R. STUBBS, GOVERNOR

TOPEKA

Dear Sir: December 22, 1909.

I cannot conceive of any logical deduction from available data that

can be made to negative the proposition that Christ's teachings are meiking

actual progress in the world. On the contrary, it seems to me that almost
every fact in contemporary sociology would sustain an affirmative answer to

your question.

I am equally strong in the belief that it is an advantage to a public man to

be a Christian, especially if, in his public life, he can prove by his acts the sin-

cerity and the genuineness of the faith which he professes. If, on the other
hand, his public and private actions do not accord, comport and harmonize
with his professions, I believe he will be disadvantaged in the competitive
ambitions of public life.

To deny that the spirit of Jesus is more dominant in business, political and
international affairs to-day would be to repudiate the philosophy which teaches
us the persistent and eternal progress of the good. Everywhere and in every
line of effort the spirit of Jesus as we find it expressed in his teachings is

influencing the affairs of the world. We sometimes feel that evil is gaining
ground in our business and- political life, but my calmer reflection convinces
me that its enlarged apparition is only the result of a better detection of private
and public error by the more vigilant eyes of increasing goodness.

I send greetings to the Christian young people of America, and ask them,
for their own good and the welfare of our beloved country, to stand firmly by
the teachings of Jesus and to fill their young hearts with the power and the
influence of his spirit. Sincerely,

Governor of Kansas.

was probably sevei-al weeks old, as the pre-

sentation in the temple, the offerings and cus-

tomary rites, had all been performed. 3. All that

we know of it, beyond what is related in the

Gospels, is mere speculation.

C. S. M., Dalton, Ga. 1. Did the United States
soldiers use percussion-cap muskets, like

the Springfield, in the Mexican War? And
when did the United States Government
first use the percussion-cap gun ? 2. Tech-
nically, how many constitute a corporal's
guard ?

1. The percussion-cap gun had already been

invented, and our government was manufac-
turing it when the Mexican War broke out.

General Scott, however, felt that it was an ex-

periment, and so the troops which invaded

Mexico carried the last pattern of flintlock,

issued just before the percussion-lock came in.

Within a short time after the close of that war
the percussion-lock had superseded the flint.

2. There is no set number for a corporal's

land and timber they could purchase, or
otherwise obtain, and when they cut the
large trees they don't leave the young
trees, but cut them down and leave them.

Our correspondent, who has lived thirteen
years in Florida, has touched one of the prin-
cipal topics now being considered by the Con-
servation Commission, viz., the denuding of
the forests and the evils it produces. Florida,
like many other States, has suffered fiom the
reckless and unscientific operations of the tim-
ber companies.

Mrs. J. R. W., White Creek, N. Y. There
must have been a large amount of expense
attending the revision of the Bible. Did
the American Bible Society carry our share
of it? If not, how was it provided for?

The foregoing question was submitted to
Rev. Dr. H. O. Dwight, recording secretai-y of
the American Bible Society, who replies as fol-

lows: "The expense of the (American) re-
vision was met by private subscription in part.

and chiefly by Thomas Nelson & Sons
hold the copyright. The American Bib

ciety did not share in the expense exc«

such courtesy as furnishing the free use

room in the Bibje House when needed, et

S. Van D,. Hackensaok, N. J. Is it trui

Mexico has no national debt?

No: it has a national debt of $1S8,8

)

payable in gold, and $142,116,950, paya 1

silver.

E. B., Bennington, Vt. Please explain

;

the sin against the Holy Ghost is.

It is generally believed to have been ;

uting the works of the Spirit to S

agency.

S. S.. HoUiston, Mass. Is there a premi'
Lincoln pennies, which have the
small initials at the base on one side

There is no premium on these coins.

day, many years from now, they will pr

have some value to collectors, but a

present time there are many thousands

istence.

N. S. M., Clinton, Tenn. 1. How many
ent governments are there? 2. Is

any other nation that is conside
Christian nation, in the sense that
ica is so regarded ?

1. There are nearly one hundred reco

governments, big and little, listed in the

nacs and political year-books. 2. Yes;
nation in Europe, except Turkey, has a

to be considered a Christian nation, 1

several, like Russia and Austria, have ;

siderable population of non-Christians.

America, too, is nominally Christian

;

Canada and Australia.

Miscellaneous
W. T. M.. Marion, 111. Write to the ( sos

Bureau, Washington, D. C, for a copy he

last religious census. You may be able ili-

tain it through the Congressman fromijur

district.

Mrs. J. B. W., Tallula, III. Some tin jwo

we published a list of the "old guard"- Sse

who had taken The Chkistian Hekald nm

its start—and there were a goodly numln ii"

had passed the nonagenarian mile-post.

E. W. B., Rochester, Wash. 1. Fo m
hundred took advantage of our offer in 03.

2. Everything concerning the existence of )ii-

lation on Mars, or any other planet, the

merest speculation. If any planet be inh; ed

the same gracious Power that rules ou n
world can make provision for the others, ice

all are under his care.

H. a., Glenville, Conn. There are s ral

passages in the Bible which imply reco? ion

in the future life. See Luke 23:43; ike

20:37, 38; II. Cor. 4:14; I. Thes. 4:18;

also Luke 16:25; Heb. 13:17; Eph. 3:1 nd

other passages. Dr. Madison Peters' ok

After Death— What? gives all the evidei on

the subject. We advise you to read and I'b

it. You will find it just what you want.

M. E. D., Keyport, N. J. Revival p i^*;-

ers are frequently very outspoken : but i-

not their purpose to give personal offe I'l

any one by their remarks. We think y a'-

tach too much importance to the matter Be-

sides, the Bible says that all have sinne "nl

come short of the glory of God. We ar ure

that if you talk the matter over quietb itt

the pastor, you will be satisfied that no p J"-

alities were intended.

L. G., Irwin, Pa. Jesus came into the irW

as a little chikl, born of the Holy Spirit inii

without sin. He was clothed with our 1
»"

nature and subjected to trials and tempt ins

as we are, and yet without sin. His bir nis

whole life, his death, were sinless. He w the

incarnate Son of God in the form of ma the

one perfect example for us to follow. W ''"'

are born in sin, if we believe in hira am off

his teachings, are assured that all our 'f''

comings and failures will be forgiven an ns'

his perfect righteousness will cover our _i
'6^*

fections. Thus those who are in Chrii are

without sin. See I. John 1:8; I. JohniS:

Rom. 4:7, and Rom. 5:20.

The Sermons Are a Blessi

Dear Dr. Klopsch: The preirms

received in due time. They are ir ed

very beautiful, and I am well pi'*''

with them. I enjoy The CHRlf^N

Herald very much. Am not al P
able to get to church, and the ser 'is

are such a blessing:: I lend my l'^^

to all I can, then send it on to anti^J

who cannot go to church. The i'''"

will bless you in the great work ""^

are doing. Mrs. John Tol
Cameron Mills, N. Y.
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Are Women Growing Stronger ?

No one who looks back over a few years can fail

to see that the health rate of women has
steadily risen. Foi-merly it was not uncom-

mon to meet delicate women who had become chronic

Jivalids in their forties. Women not only grew old

aster and looked old earlier thirty years ago than

5 usual to-day, but they really were lacking in

hysical staying power, and were oftener martyrs

o disease than is now the case. A gentlewoman,
yho has retained her vigor of mind and body until

(he has reached the mark of fourscore, says that in

ier childhood her mother and aunts, and the neigh-

bors in general, were nearly all the constant vic-

?ms of colds and nervous headache. In winter they

vere carefully housed, and in summer were afraid

[if draughts. In reading the memoirs

Iff
several noted people who in their

Jay did excellent work in art and
(terature the impression has been

^iven that the women of the families

frere
nearly always ill, and that they

ied early.

In this day women have learned

that overwork, if it can be avoided, is

(ot so much a mistake as a sin. No
jne has a right deliberately to tire

[erself to the point of exhaustion.

IVomen do not toil so persistently as

nee they did in the making of gar-

hents for their children, simplicity

eing now more prized than elabora-

;on. Many women are compelled to

rork beyond a reasonable measure of

omfort, in business and professional

fe and in the household, and yet

otwithstanding this their strength
> equal to their day. Indeed, men
ow seem to reach the breaking point

ather sooner than women.
The explanation of a change for

he better, if it be admitted as a fact,

5 that women know more about the

leneficence of air and exercise than
heir grandmothers did. Instead of

ermetically sealing a house in cold

yeather, it is thoroughly aired every
(ay. People sleep in rooms that are
f/ell ventilated, and those who are
nreatened with pulmonary trouble

frequently sleep out of doors. More
jttention is paid to eating the right

ind of food and to resting at proper
itervals than would once have been
iiought feasible. In consequence of
his and of the athletic training of

iris our women are growing strong-

r,

lovelier and younger every year.

A change has taken place in the
lOpular sentiment about illness. We
sed to hear the phrase "rude health,"
nd women, thought it elegant to be
jragile and dainty, and were apolo-
etic if they had good appetites. We
ave found out that headaches and
ackaches, and other acheS that can

fi
prevented, are deplorable and to be regretted as

isfortunes. Nobody exploits her maladies if she
in the least up to date.
An old colored auntie in Virginia, who was a fine
ecimen of feminine vigor, had a formula that she
ver failed to use if a friend met her with a pleas-
t "Good morning; how are you, auntie?"
"Miserable, thank you," was her invariable reply,
further inquiries were made, she described in de-

il various imaginary ailments. She would have
st caste with her neighbors if she had confessed
being perfectly well. Old Aunt Hannah was not

^ceptional in her day, and she had caught the tone
" her white folks. We have all learned a better
ay, mentally, of treating health and illness now.

ilk at the Table

To partake of meals in grim silence, eating in a
Jrry and thinking about the work to be done the
stant the meal is over, is a fatal American mis-

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

take. If there be such a thing as a national dis-

ease its name is probably dyspepsia, and the begin-

nings of it are often to be traced to food eaten in

haste and discomfort. The family i-ally around the

table three times a day is the principal social oppor-
tunity of the home.
The general talk during the meals should be famil-

iar, interesting and free from sternness and malice.

Children should not be reproved at the table, and,
if their manners are to be corrected, the mother
should speak to them quietly and unobtrusivelj'.

No hint of unkind gossip, of criticism of friend or
neighbor, should creep into the family table talk.

GOING TO CHURCH, VALENDAM, HOLLAND
The bells are calling from out the steeple,

"Hither to worship the Lord, good people."

Forth from their homes the good folk throng

To gather in meeting with prayer and song.

May the God of the Covenant be their guide,

And evermore for their wants provide.

An item of news that is pleasant, a story that pro-
vokes a smile, a jest that all may share, a limerick
that awakens a laugh, are each in oi'der in the table

talk of the household. Far more than parents
think, their boys and girls are educated by the con-
versation in which they take part daily in the home.
To forbid children to speak at the table is decidedly
an error, although they should not be suffered to
monopolize attention. While not ignored, they
should not be allowed to become loquacious.

The Marriage Market

THE phrase is certainly objectionable. Consid-

erations of the market and the bargain coun-
ter ought not to intrude in the question of

marriage. Love should be the basis, mutual attrac-

tion the magnet and congenial qualities of character
the guarantee in happy marriage. Unfortunately,
too many of our young people have grown calcu-

lating and a little sordid in their estimate of mar-
riage. They want too much that is artificial. The
cost of living appals them. A man on a modest
salary hesitates to ask a girl to share a slender
income. In this he may be doing an injustice to a
young woman who, if tried, might prove herself
resourceful, practical and able to make a dollar
serve two as well as it has hitherto served one. Men

spend a good deal of money on super-
fluous luxuries, notably in the line of
tobacco, that they might to advan-
tage save for the purpose of starting
a home, the presiding genius of which
should be a wife, and where in due
time there should be the music of
children's voices and the joyous pat-
ter of little feet. Wage-earning
women, as a rule, have people whom
they help out of their salaries, and
if this be not so they prudently try
to lay aside some provision for the
rainy day of middle age. No one
can help noticing that the vast army
of women wage-earners are young.
In most occupations open to women,
from the schoolroom to the kitchen,
from the countingroom to hospital
nursing, the demand on health and
strength is far greater and the wom-
ien age faster than their sisters do
who are married and on whom fall

the burdens incidental to the wife
and mother. The cry is constantly
raised that women crowd men out of
paying work. We hear on every side

the urgent inquiry, "What are the
men to do?" Still, in every situation

that demands physical vigor, staying
power, and, pardon the statement,
exactness and accuracy, men are
more sought than women. The
sober truth is that men, in these
days, are a bit cowardly. There are
modes of bachelor living in which
they are comfortable at compara-
tively small expense. So some of

them, at least, choose the part of

selfishness, bar the door against love

and refuse to give the homage of
their courtship to the pretty maids
who would develop into cheery com-
rades on the road of life. It is the
man's province to court, the girl's

privilege to be won. There are prizes

in the marriage market, not of a mer-
cenary kind, that should never go
begging. Lonely old age, crabbed
bachelorhood and cranky spinster-

hood are unlovely and undesirable conditions. Why
should not the pendulum swing back in the good old

fashion, and men and maidens once again dare to

face good and ill fortune together? Then, in some
coming day, they may sing the sweet old Scottish
song, "John Anderson, My Jo, John."

Every American Should Have One
Dear Dr. Klopsch : I have your Hero Tales from

American Life. It is excellent. It enables one in

a very few moments of most pleasant reading, at
leisure times, to become acquainted with our heroes,

modern and of early days. Every American boy
should have a copy. If he has got a spark of
patriotism, or relishes a good tale, he'll read it. It

will do much toward moulding good citizenship. In
this selfish age of commercialism we need to take
inspiration occasionally from the unselfish charac-
ters of these American heroes.
Santa Rosa, Calif. R. L. Thompson.
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This Style Book is Yours

One copy of this famous Style Boak Is
Yours— IS here reserved for You. You
may as well have it, you may as well
Write for It To=day.
No one can even know ALL the new

fashions without this Style Book. It is
the most complete guide to stylish and
becoming dress, the most interesting and
advantageous Style Book ever published.

It pictures for you all the new waists,
98 cents to $7.q8 ; and skirts, $1.49 to
$14-98; and dresses, $3.98 to $29.98;
and all kinds of wearing apparel for Women,
Misses and Children—a;id all these beau-
tiful new garments are offered you at
"NATIONAL" Prices—prices that mean
a very important saving for you. Not to
write for your copy of the "NATIONAL"
Style Book Now is to pass an oppor-
tunity, is to needlessly yield to some one
else all the pleasure and profit, all the
delight and advantage of the book we
want to send you— of Your Style Book
we have reserved for You.

No. 16101
A beautiful new
"NATIONAL"
Style, fully de-
scribed in your

Free

"NATIONAL"
Style Book along
with hundreds
of others. Price,

$928

This Style Hook also shows you the moBt wonder-
lul gannents ill the fashion World—

"NATIONAL"
Tailored Suits StS£ $10.$40
.\ny ot these suits will be cut to vour measure fioiii
youi- elioii'.e ol over 430 materials. Ami all Itie risk
ot tlltiiiK and pleastni,' you will be oiun. Twenty-
two years' experience in inakiiiK suits Ironi lueas-
urenieiil_s sent by mail has so perfected oiu- methods,
80 broadened our experience tliat we are able to kIvc
witli each suit this guarantee :

The "NATIONAL" Policy
Every "NATIONAL' Garment has the "NATIONAL"
Guarantee Tag our signed Guarantee attached Tlda
tag says that you may return any NATIONAL' ' garment
not satisfactory to you and we will refund your money
and pay express charges both ways. The ' NATIONAL'

'

prepays eipressage and postage to all parts ot the world.
To write now for this Style Book will be to grasp
an opportunity, but in writing for your Free Style
Book be sure to state whether you wish siiinnles of
materials for a Tailored Suit, and state tlie colors
you prefer. Samples are sent gladly, but only when
asked for, and they are well worth asking for.

NATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.
218 West 24th Street. New York City

largest Ladles' Outfttting Establishment In the World
Mail Orders Only No Agents or Branches

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

FOR the benefit of our new subscribers we
give a brief synopsis of the preceding

chapters of Mrs. Amelia E. Barr's most inter-

esting story : The scene is laid in New York,
at the time of the Stamp Act, in 1765. Cap-
tain Jansen Van Vroom was a rich, retired

sea captain, and lives with his wife Katrina in

a fine Dutch house, by the North Kiver. They
have a daughter, Virginia, whom they wish to

marry to a young sea captain. Batavius De
Vries, for whom she has little liking. She is

really in love with Joris Artaveldt, a dashing
young officer. Virginia's dearest friend is

Lady Rose Harley. Captain Van Vroom is

bitter against the enforcement of the Stamp
Act. Joris and the two girls dine at the cap-
tain's house, after which the two men leave.

Arent Van Vroom, the son of the house, ap-
pears and is introduced to Lady Rose. The
next morning Van Vroom describes the con-
dition of New York to his son, and the things
which were leading to the breaking point.
The Lady Rose becomes interested in Arent
when he describes his voyages. Joris declares
his love for Virginia, and she returns his affec-

tion. Arent, her brother, falls in love with
Lady Rose, who gives Virginia a handkerchief
embroidered with strawberries. She herself has
one like it. Virginia gives Joris the handker-
chief. Politically, things grow worse. The
people determine to resist the oppression of the
British government, and wear only home-made
things. Batavius De Vries suddenly returns,
expecting: to marry Virjriniti. He is ,1 coarse,
Ijomb.istic person, and Lady Rose is disgusted
with the idea of Virsinia marryinsr liim. Joris
tells his father of his love for Virginia ami lie

offers no objection. Lady Rose plans to get
Batavius drafted into the nav,al service. Virginia
protests to her father against marrying Batavius.
He angrily insists. He says the banns must be
published within the month, and threatens her.
The mother also takes the father's part. Joris
tells Van Vroom he loves his daughter and is

ordered away. Katherine Van Hecmskerk offers
to carry Joris' letter to Virginia. Batavius. walk-
ing back with Katherine, insults Joris, who lays
his hand on his sword, but refrains from action
for the lady's sake. She goes to Joris' side; Bata-
vius. at Van Vroom's, jeeis at the idea of Joris'
gallantry. Virginia thrills with pride and praises
Katherine. Aient Van Vroom returns bringing
si.xteeti Southern patriots, including Aiken of
South Carolina and Worth of Maryland. Bata-
vius joined in with the rest and then said
"Humbug." when out of hearing. The first Colo-
nial Congress opens in New York. Batavius be-
comes anxious to have Virginia admire him. takes
care with his dress and receives Van Vroom's
approval.

CHAPTER SEYEN—Co7itinued
" ART thou going' with me to the
l\ City Hall?" asked Captain Jan
XTa. of Batavius.
"No. I trouble not myself about the

City Hall. I am going to speak to
Virginia. Her real mind I want to
know," was Batavius' answer.

"Dost thou think to reach any wom-
an's real mind? Say some loving
words, and let her know I have set the
twenty-eighth of this month for her
betrothal to thee."

Batavius nodded his acquiescence,
and turned hastily to the Van Vroom
dwelling.
He found the main door closed, but

saw the one opening into the vast
kitchen ajar; so he concluded that
Madame was busy there, and he en-
tered it. Virginia was the occupant,
and for a moment or two she was not
aware of his intrusion. In those few
moments he delighted himself with the
sight of her beauty in such unusual
surroundings.

Virginia stood making bread. Her
arms were bare, her bright hair closely
braided, her neck covered with a white
muslin kerchief tucked tightly into the
bodice of her gray dress. Round her
were the plain and crinkled pans for
the loaves, the flour, the butter and
eggs, and caraway seeds for the one
sweet loaf made at every baking. She
was kneading the dough with slow,
rhythmical motions, and Batavius had
time to put the fair household picture
into his heart ere she heard the slight
movement which caused her to turn.
"My dear Virginia!" he said, ad-

vancing.
She looked curiously at his unusual

splendor, and answered:
"Yon! I am busy, as may be seen.

You will find mother in the next room."
"Well, then, it is not mother I want.

Virginia, it is you, you only. I, who
have so many thoughts, have now only
one thought. It is of you, Virginia.
Last night I gave myself to you again.
I have lost many hours of my sleep
thinking of you. This cannot go on.

So I have come to tell you how much
I love you—yes, that is my way. I

give all, or nothing."
"Give me nothing."
"To you I give everything, myself"

—and he involuntarily stretched him-
self to his utmost inch—"my money,
my land, my ships, all I have I give to
you, for you I love."

"Batavius, as you may see, I am
busy. The bread can not wait for
words. I have no time to listen to

foolishness."
"Foolishness! We are to be man

and wife."
"Never!"
"I say so. Your father and mother

say so."

"I cannot help what they say."
"Always I have thought of you as

my wife."
"That is not my fault."
"Four years ago you kissed me."
"You say so. I remember it not."
"Whi5n we are married, I shall not

beg kisses from you. They will be
my right—and my right I take, wher-
ever it may be—man nor woman can
hinder me; so when you are my
wife "

"When, yes, when I am your wife!"
"During the feast of Saint Nich-

olas
"

"The day of Saint Nicholas will
come, and go, and I shall not be your
wife."
"Look you. Miss," said Batavius,

"when I love you well enough to marry
you, I love you better than myself.
And a big fool is any man to love an-
other better than himself. Give you
up? Never! And more, I advise you,
Batavius De Vries advises you, to be
less free with your contemptuous looks
and words. Remember that it is a
debt I am sure to pay with hea-vy
interest."

"Ah! you threaten me. I fear you
not!" and she laughed disdainfully,
and threw the loaf into its pan with
a passion that roused anger in the
heart of Batavius. He seized her
hand, and held it as in the grip of
iron, while he raised his other hand as
if ready to strike. She saw, and un-
derstood the movement; and with
unspeakable contempt looked straight
into his flaming black eyes.

"Strike!" she said. "A blow would
be far more endurable than a kiss."
He trembled with the rage he durst

not gratify. His face became deathly
white. He could not utter the words
his passion prompted, his tongue was
palsied, his voice too thick and feeble
for articulation. He was driven to
action, in order to express his anger,
and he struck the table such a power-
ful and vehement blow as shattered
the big opal in the ring he wore, almost
to dust. For in his nervous pleading
he had turned the stone inward, and so
it had received the full force of his
furious temper. Virginia pointed to
the precious particles, and in a tone
of mockery and triumph said:

"It was your luck stone. You told
me so. Well, then, your luck is shat-
tered and gone. Good-morning, Mr.
Batavius."
So speaking, she left him standing

in speechless consternation, looking at
the broken gem, which had been at
once his favorite ornament and his in-
vincible charm. For he knew, what
Virginia did not know, that he had
been accustomed to rub it—as Aladdin

Continued on next page

If You Boycott Bee
Eat "JUNKET"—
For Breakfast, with Puree of Apples; with Banat

with Peaches: with "Breakfast Foods; with Eggs.

For Lunch, with Lady Fingers and jelly, CreamJunI
Custard Junket, Chocolate Junket.

For Dinner, Whipped Cream junket. Ice Crt
junket.

The Finest Food in
the World for Children

junket is made with milk. Milk, quart, 9c.: Be
U lb.. 18c.

Prof. Atwater aays: "A quart of milk, three-quarters
1
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ru led his lamp—whenever he was
ab it any business affecting his desires

or is interests; and it had never be-

fo: failed him.
pis uncanny accident to his famil-

iaf.errified and stunned him. He was
soismayed by the deed he had done
th, he suffered Virginia to leave the

ron, and was hardly conscious of her
deirture. Slowly and remorsefully

he'athered the minute remains, fold-

injthem in an I. O. U. of great value;

th<only available bit of paper he had
in is purse.

^nd all this misfortune and misery
fo:that girl!" he whispered. "Noth-
-injshall now make me give her up. I

wi force the old man to his promise.

,

Shmust be mine. And she shall pay
mtfor every insolent look and saucy
tw$."
; '.

I went away without another v/ord,

an no one stayed him. It was an un-
iniitioned neglect, but he heard Mad-
arr and Virginia talking and laugh-
injjtogether, and in his acutely sen-

(sitje mood he believed they were
laifhing at his misfortune. Madame
-ha. always been on his side, but at

.th hour he told himself that all

wc\en were treacherous and unlucky.
!e went first to 14 Wall Street, hop-

inpto find Captain Van Vroom there,

bulthe store was practically empty.
.Aildle teamster lolled sullenly against
•th4intel of the open door.

[Vhere is the Captain?" asked Ba-
taius of this man.
Bone to the procession, sir."

\> Batavius went to Burns' Tavern,
anl found the Captain among the
cr«/d. He was in no mood to listen

to|ny lovers' quarrel; he had a far

m(fe important one on his mind, and
herankly told Batavius so.

Well, then," said Batavius, "it

,w(;ld not be my way to wait here

—

-taking, talking, and no one doing any-
th g."

: rt^hen things belong to the govern-
m(t of the colony, they must be done
in roper order, Batavius, without re-

"gaiing any one's way. "That is what
wcvish, so then we have sent a depu-
taon to Governor Colden, asking him
fo.his help and sympathy."

Vitavius laughed scornfully. "A
fo's errand your deputation went
on he answered. "Colden would
ra'.er gibbet every man in this crowd
thi help you."

JVhich side are you on, Batavius?"
(Veil, then, Captain, I am a sailor;

, an a sailor knows that only a fool

jkess an unturned sail with every
::wid."

Il

pur quarrel is so just
"

I' y have reflected on it, and I am
vej' impartial. I do justice to the
gtf?rnment, and justice to the people,
an then also I do justice to Batavius
D(|Vries."

. Che people are right."

,1
po. But I know not, yet, which

j-sicjwill be the strongest."
'' jjiberty, Batavius- "

' ^y Captain, there is no greater
libty than a good government."

' fhere it is! Our government is

;^nc-a good one. It is a tyranny

—

lEi^land must hear us."
" jhe will, and the consequences will
co« fast on your heels—a dangerous

;:fa
."

|'_ lA'^e are strong enough to stride over
'it.ji I see the deputation returning.
Ware now for the City Hall. Will
,yQ|go with us?"
<^

. have business on the ship. Also,

a
tried to tell you, I am not easy
t Virginia. Very provoking she

is,,nd she even declares she will not
'rn;jy me."

S know. All women talk in that
wi. For a few weeks now, give Vir-
feiji's tongue its way, and its say."
5 paptain, I trust your word."
f lave I not said it? Did I ever
^ri,k my word to thee? Before the

New Year Virginia shall be thy wife.
Come with me now, or else go about
thine own affairs."

"I will go to the ship. Where is

Arent?"
"Among the Liberty Boys."
With these words he turned away

and joined the line of gentlemen at-
tending the members of the Congress,
who were just leaving the tavern for
the City Hall. And surely there have
not been in the history of the civilized

world many processions more remark-
able than this short, unostentatious
march from Burns' Tavern, 11.5 Broad-
way, to the City Hall in Wall Street.
It was led by the Mayor of the city,

and followed by a large body of
wealthy citizens and great merchants.
There was none of the insignia that
usually accompany public parades—no
blowing flags, or blare of trumpets, or
stir of martial music—not even the
beat of drums, or the shrill call of
fifes—nothing to see but a broad line
of grave, orderly gentlemen, their
faces full of the light of purpose, their
eyes bright, outlooking, and almost
daring, their steps strong, steady and
unresting until they reached their ap-
pointed place. For as Captain Jansen
had once told his '"/ife, they were going
to do the deed that had long been the
secret of their hearts—they were go-
ing to assert their inalienable rights
as free citizens of a great kingdom;
and, if need be, their independence.
And they were going to do this deed

in no recuse corner, but in the largest
city of the American colonies; in the
very sight and hearing of the powerful
government which they would arraign
for tyrannical and unlawful exercise
of authority. The soldiers of England
were ready at a moment's notice to
arrest and imprison them; they could
hear in their meeting place the sounds
of galloping troopers, the calls and
hammers of the workmen strengthen-
ing the fort.

These things troubled them not.
They were peaceable, unarmed citizens,

publicly met to consider manifest
grievances. And the town was prac-
tically on their side. It had turned
itself on to the streets, and was watch-
ing and waiting. The royalist party
were easily distinguished by their silk

and velvet and fine linen, the Colonist
party by their homespun and home-
made shoes and clothing. They met
each other constantly, and they met as
strange dogs meet on a public street

—

not fighting, but quite ready to fight.

Very hard work it was for the sol-

diers and the Liberty Boys to keep
t'.ieir hands off each other, but fortu-
nately the hands of the soldiers were
bound by militai-y discipline, and the
hands of the Liberty Boys by colonial
interests, j'q jg continued

DREAMLAND
A FAMOUS artist gives us here
^^ A child in Dreamland's regions fair

;

She's done with play—her spirit's near
A paradise exempt from care.

Althougrh so small, she may have knelt
To make her wants to Jesus known ;

And in her little breast has felt

Her name inscribed among God's own.

We feel like kissing face and eyes.

But well we know this can't be done;
And so our prayers to Jesus rise.

"Lord, make us like this precious one."

We would not have her pass away
From nature's rest by earth's long sleep ;

Nay. let her wake to sing and play ;

Give angel guard to safely keep.

Jod bless the artist for his skill—

•

All o'er the earth be this display

;

A little child of sweet goodwill,
In Dreamland, resting from her play.

Middleburg. N. Y. —C. N. Wood.

A PleasinsT Dessert
always wins favor for the housel<eeper. The many pos-
sibilities of Borden's PPerless Brand Evaporate<i' Milk
(unsweetened) make it a boon to the ^\-oman who wishes
to provide these delicacies for her family with conven-
ience and economy. Dilute Peerless Jlilk to desired
richness and use same as fresh milk or cream.

Let me send you one

Ofmy beautiful silli pettieoats

I
WANT to show you how easy it is to get one of ray

high grade all-silk petticoats, exactly as shown in the

picture. Notice the very high trimmed sectional flounces,

the upper section trimmed with two groups, each consisting

of four dainty air tucks; lower sections joined with fash-

ionable bands; all tailor made and beautifully proportioned,
with full flare at bottom of about four yards. Full depth
underlay and dust ruffle of good quality cotton.

The silk in this petticoat is very heavy and strongly woven,
a fine, rich, lustrous black. In fact, if you bought the silk alone
at your local store, it would cost you as much as I am asking for

the completed skirt. I give you all the middleman's profits, and
by selling direct from mill to weaver, give you the most astonish-

ing petticoat value you ever heard of. You also

get, with each skirt, my absolute guarantee
of satisfaction or money back, and buy for

less than the actual retail price of the material.

Samples FREE
This petticoat is sold at such a low price that

I cannot afford the large investment that would be
necessary if I made it in a variety of colors, and
hence I offer it in black only, but I will sladly
send free samples of the silk used in making: it,

together with sample card of colors and petti-
coats of other styles.

You will be delighted. I know, with the
catalogue, and I urge you to semi for it to-day,
even though you may not be quite ready to
buy a petticoat. I want every woman to
know how easy it is to get her petticoats, both
black and colors, at a lower price than even
her store has to pay.

A Perlcct Fit Guaranteed
Give me the length desired (from 36 to 44) and I

will guarantee a perfect fit or the skirt may be returned
at my expense and I will refund every cent paid. The petticoat shown in

the picture is my Spring leader, latest style, fashionable cut. At $5.00
I know you would say it was extra good value, but for a time I will send
it to any reader of The Christian Herald for only $3.75. Send your express
or post office address, with money order for $3.75, and I will send you the
best petticoat value in the world.

Accept My Liberal Offer
This liberal bargain is offered to increase my list of customers and to show the

saving that is made l>y my new plan of sellinsj petticoats direct from "mill to wearer."
My large factory turns out thousands of petticoats every year, all made under sanitary
conditions, liy skilled work people. There are no sweatshops in this little town, but
there are people wlio know how to make petticoats.

Write me personally at once and get this beantiful silk petticoat in time for Easter.
You run no risk, as my guarantee is absolute—money back if not satisfaetorjr. The
publishers of The Christian Herald would not accept this advertisement if they
were not fnlly assured of my responsibility.

Mrs. C. H. Delvvorth, CAYUGA SILK CO., Weedsport, N. Y.

$1$
Bennett Portable Typewriter

Guaranteed Ooe Year—Sold on Approval

This wonderful new typewriter, at one-sixth
the cost, with one-tenth the number of parts,
does the same work as expensive machines
with quickness, neatness and ease.
The BENNETT is a portable, visible-
writing, ink-ribbon typewriter; standard
keyboard: light, simple, speedy, compact,
strong. In neat case, size only 2x5x11

inches, weight only 434 pounds. Made froiu
the best materials by experts.

SEND NAME AND ADDRESS
for free illustrated catalog and sample of writing. Don't pay more

than $18 for a typewriter until you know the BENNETT. Don't pay
less than $100 unless you buy a BENNETT.

Agents wanted for a few unfilled territories

P. B. BENNETT TYPEWRITER CO., 366 Broadway, New York, U.S.A.

Seeds That Grow!
If you want the Best it is

possible to grow—such as
you can rely upon to pro-

duce the Choicest Vegetables and Most Beautiful Flowers, you should try
Burpee's Seeds! We shall be pleased to mail you, upon application,

Burpee's New Annual for 1910,—long known as "The Leading American
Seed Catalog." The first edition is more than four hundred thousand copies,

and yet it is too expensive a book of 178 pa^es to mail unsolicited except
to our regular customers. With elegant colored plates and hundreds of illus-

trations from nature it tells plain
truth and is a Safe Guide to success \y^ ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
in the garden. Do you want a copy?
If so, send your address to-day to Philadelphia, Pa.

^20^3m\JUIU Quarter and Oirls

%

Regular Profit of Cak.i:*cl Geone
fn^r* J^e BlacR-SKeep ^^"'"^

Send Ftostal for Fall Particulars orsend 2.5 A foi
Complete SellioaOuti^it andaTART RIGHT IN NOW

iniOne
CO-OPERATIVE GA'VIE £^ NOVELlYCO.
110 Congress St. Boston. Mass.

Gold&SilverBagkground C ACTED DA«kI O^^mJ^
SilkCrushed Plush Finish CAO I Clf rOSf uaiQS
The mMt msgnlficent Easter PoBtCards ever offered for sale. Beauilful and arlistlo deslens, Anfels eroBJes Pret(T Flowers loVuej.Rsbbils.CUckeiiB. Eggs, with Oreetlniti. 411 different ^lithographed In colon on cood cardhoarl with a UokCTound of
eolldgoldi.Uvor. The entire lot .ent tor onl, 10ot«. E. HERMAN « CO., 1 1 7 CAXTON BLDC.CHICACO10

(—PATENTS that PROTECT
2"»^J^'i°'" ^°' inventors mailetj on receipt of 6 <ns. stamps
,£:£:*A^.BJLACEYjWa«hlngton,D. C, D«pt.36 J«t. 1869

EASTER POST CARDS
B 11 Send ;0c for high grade Easter|Post Cards.^ ^^ We send quality cards, not quantity. 28

cards for 25 cents. Write today.
Kansas Post Card Co., Dept. 44S, Topeka. Kans.

10^
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Style, Fit, Simplicity
These are the features of the celebFated

MSCALL miTERNS
and have been for the past

forty years. There are more

of them sold in the United

States than of any other make.

Remember this the next time

you need a dress pattern.

M^CALL'S MAGAZINE

is the Fashion and Household

authority of millions of Ameri-

can women. It goes into more
than a million homes every

month. It is splendid value

for a dollar but costs only 50c

a year, including any McCall
Pattern free. Send for sample

copy. It's free.

McCall Patterns are sold by nearly 10,000

dry goods stores.* If a McCall dealer is near

you, buy of him—if not, we will send patterns

direct by mail at regular prices. Postage free.

McCall Pattern No. 3223

LATEST CUTAWAY MODEL

THE McCALL COMPANY
236 to 246 West 37tli Street New York City

More

Quaker Oats
is eaten annually than any

other food product sold in

packages.

There's only one reason.

It's the best food on earth

and it's so economical that

anyone can afford it.

Physician for Body and Soul'

Sunday School Lesson h^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafb

ON that memorable day in Naza-
reth, when Jesus stood in the

synagogue and read the Scrip-

tures, he declared that physical heal-

ing was to be a part of his mission on
earth (Luke 4: 18-20) ; and so we sing

of him as "the Great Physician" and
"the sympathizing Jesus." There was
no case too hard for him; no, not even

if death had claimed the sufferer ! For
he was all-powerful to heal, and also

to raise from the dead. No physician
before him had essayed to cure lep-

rosy. To-day, on the way from Jeru-
salem to Mount Olivet, one passes a
row of lepers a mile long. In all the
world there is certainly not such a
scene of suffering—feet without toes,

hands without fingers—all eaten away
by leprosy. This stricken row of

humanity sits in the dust on the road-
side, with small cups in front of them,
and in wailings almost unbearable for
the traveler to endure they beseech
passersby for alms. In not a few
cases small children, even babies

—

not lepers—crawl or sit in the dust
beside their leprous parents. The
scene gTows more heartrending as one
sees a Tui'kish officer pass along the
row, demanding taxes to be paid by
the lepers on the gifts of money they
have received. Imagine Jesus pass-
ing along that line of lepers on this

day, March 6, 1910; at his word, at his

touch, each leper rises to his feet, per-

fectly restored; no longer an outca.st,

but free to return to his loved ones
and home. We know that he could
do it, that he would do it, because he
cured the leper as he was entering the
little town of Magdala, and because
during his blessed ministry on earth
he cured so many other lepers.

The leper at Magdala worshiped him
and said, "If thou wilt, thou can.st

make me clean." And Jesus stretched

forth his hand, and touched him, say-
ing, "i will; be thou clean." -And
straightway his leprosy was cleansed.
Then Jesus told him to go to the priest

and offer his gift as one who had re-

covered from leprosy. (Lev. 14:1-32.)
And he went. A remarkable thing
about the cure was that Jesus said to

him, "See thou tell no man." How
could that be kept secret which all

who knew the man would see as
soon as they looked upon him? And
they of course would tell others, and
it would soon be spread abroad. It

was evident that Jesus did not want a
noise made about it, as it would cause
such a throng to gather about him
that it would make his work of teach-
ing and further healing almost impos-
sible. But the leper, or he that
had been a leper, was so filled with
joy that he did publish it much, so that
Jesus could no more openly enter into
a city. (See Mark 1:45.)

Jesus in Capernaum

But no matter how quietly Jesus
came into a city he was sure to be
found out, nor would he have had it

otherwise. His desire was to reach
the people with teaching and healing.
He appeared one Sabbath day in

Capernaum, and at the morning serv-
ice in the synagogue he healed a de-
moniac, and then he went to Peter's
home and cured his mother-in-law
(mother-in-love) of a fever, not only
taking away the fever, but so restor-
ing her strength that she was able to
rise from her bed and prepare food
for all who were in the house. A Ro-
man centurion heard of his presence
in Peter's home, and came begging him
that he would cure his valued servant
of the palsy. Jesus was so responsive
to this call that he proposed to go at

""The International Sunday School Lesson for
March 6, 1910. Jesus Ihc Healer. Matt. 8:2-17.
(ioi.DKN IKXT : "Himself took our infirmities and

I
bare our sicknesses." Matt. 8 : 17.

once with the centurion to his h,

"Not so," said the centurion, "I

not worthy that you should come u
my roof; only speak the word, an
shall be healed." Jesus marvele
the faith of the Roman soldier,

commended it to all about him,
said it should be as he desired,

the servant ^yas healed in that h

No wonder that a throng g-ath

that night in the street around
house of Peter; no wonder that
brought their sick with them ti

healed; no wonder that Jesus ht

them all, whether they were blin

lame, or had fevers, or were pal
or possessed of devils. If there
one sick person left in Capernau
was because he had not been bro
to Jesus! "Himself took our infi

ties, and bare oxir sicknesses." G
scholars tell us that we cannot
strue this to mean bodily healing
part of the atonement of Christ,
so belonging to to-day as then,
must believe that the time of Ch;
ministry on earth was a season

]

liar to itself. Now that he is

cended, and sitteth at the right
of the Father, he bears our sickn

in quite another way, well exph
by Dr. Maclaren, who says: "The;
us that in some trackless lands, '

one friend passes through the pat
forests, he breaks a twig ever
anon as he goes, that those who
after him may see the traces o:

having been there, and may know
they are not out of the road,

when we are journeying througl
murky night, and the dark wooc
affliction and sorrow, it is somel
to find here and there a spray br

or a leafy stem bent down witl

tread of His foot and the brush c

hand as he passed; and to reme
that the path he trod he has hallc

and that there are lingering
grances and hidden strengths ir

remembrance, 'in all points as vn
bearing grief for us, bearing
with us, bearing grief like us.'

this way he does 'take away our
ness.'

"

I would ratlier walk with God in thed
Than to walk alone in the light.

This is illustrated by the engii I's

saying that he dislikes moor Ht

nights, because he is all the time it-

ing shadows. He sees a shadow a is>

the track, and he thinks perba it

may be a man or some sort of ai ni

mal, and it gets on his nerves th 1"

must frighten it off and clear the t rt

But it will not move, and he pres tl,

discovers he has been afraid
|

:

shadow

!

j

Jesus Healing the Soul

The leper whom Jesus healectli

centurion's servant whom Jesus 1 3^

ered from his palsy, the woman i >

fever Jesus subdued, and all of >
whom he cured of divers disease; v,i

day in Capernaum, did not also ei

souls' health prosper after having w

in such close contact with Jesuiin

been so blessed by him? We U"

believe that the name of Jesus b( H;

a household word in every hor i

Capernaum, and that many I
P'

were thus impelled to quit their \P
ness and have cleaner lips and I'f

lives than ever before. As fo tn

home of the centurion, it must a^

taken on the character of a Chr i"

home. Before the Spirit of Jesus H'

into it it had been not altoget i;
•

heathen home, because the cent w

had sympathy with the Jews, an la

even built a synagogue for them. .'''

tainly there was one saint in th^'e'

turion's household—the servant m".

Jesus had healed. And as for Pi^|'

home there must have been an p'

Continued on next page
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Sinday School Lesson
Continued from preceding page

ojioul for all therein after the restor-

ato of the dear mother. As for the

leir, he seems to have become a herald

fc, Jesus, for, hearing his testimony,
pcple came from every quarter to

"liir Jesus. It was a great leap from
ifig a leper to being a herald. And
i}t the man was able to make it was
<1 DUgh the power of Jesus in his soul,

'he ancients had a fabled giant who
odd not be subdued, because, when he
fe, his mother earth let such power
ir) him that he forthwith sprang up,

a he moment of contact, and slew his
aragonist; till finally Hercules, dis-

ccering the secret, held him up in his
g,pple, not allowing him to touch the
g]und, and so crushed him. In trials

ai temptations the Christian is

p ssed to his knees in prayer, when
hffinds help from God.
vristotle said there was a field of

fl /ers in Sicily so sweet that once a
h»nd, coming on the track of game,
one to that field and was so bewil-
d'ed by the perfumes that he lost the
tick. So prosperity turns more souls
fim the path to heaven by its per-
fnes than the roughest fields of ad-
vtsity, and we need to be on our guard
irsuch days of peace and plenty lest

w forget God and cease to press for-
. wrd, and make affliction necessary to
bog us back to the way of life.

\ little pearl lay hidden in the shell,

al it mourned, for it heard that the
d£rs had taken away many of its sis-

te. But it grew and grew in its un-
d'turbed obscurity, receiving just as
nch light and matter as was needed
t'perfect it in size and purity. Eul
j t as its lustre and form had reached
t. height of excellence the divers
c.<ne and took it, and it was made a
r al ornament. "Ah," cried the once
cnplaining little pearl, "I see now
h>v good it was to be left in solitude;
if had been taken with the others, as
Itepiningly desired to be, I might in-

did have been threaded, with many
oiers, for a courtier's arm, but I

S')uld not have been raised to glisten
O! a royal brow."
A. diamond had slipped from its set-

tig and rolled away, none knew
v.ither. Diligent search was made
i: every apartment where its owner
nght have been, but in vain. At
l;gth evening drew on, and, sitting in

a;areless mood, her eye caught the
sirk of a tiny ray, almost imper-
C|)tible, but bright only as a diamond's
fince can be. Out of the darkness
i gleamed, and she stooped to pick up
\th delight that which the daylight
I'd failed to reveal. Such a diamond
sjil did Jesus lift up when at the feast
i; the Pharisee's house. A woman
cue in from the street, and as she
twed her head to the floor she washed
t^ feet of Jesus with her tears and
vped them with her hair. And when
t)se at the feast marveled that Jesus
irmitted it, he replied: "Her sins,

^lich are many, are forgiven, for she
I'ed much; but to whom little is for-
i/en, the same loveth little." And
i|3us said to her: "Thy sins are for-
j/en. Thy faith hath saved thee;
{ in peace."
The pearl-like soul was Mary Mag-
dene, who at last was brought forth
y Jesus, after having been delivered
hm seven devils, to be one of the
;^ief ornaments in the royal diadem.
. was to Mary that Jesus first re-
^aled himself after his resurrection,
hat a step between being demonized

:.d then sanctified by holy companion-
ip! It was the Soul Physician that
:ade it possible.
^There was the "myriad-minded"
:»ostle Paul, who was once possessed

I
the demons of persecution, so that

^ was dreaded by the Christians as a
'Id beast. Was it not the vision of
''sus in the riven sky, and his voice
' tender expostulation, that cured the
ii-sick soul and gave it abounding
•alth and strength?
It has been said: "The deeper down
a well one goes the clearer the stars
)pear in the heavens, even in the

WE GUARANTEE YOU
ENTIRE SATISFACTION
OR PROMPT REFUND
OF YOUR MONEY. YOU
TAKE NO RISK, SO SEND
YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

S
TANDARD

MAH-flRDER

OUR'

"^Standeird
GvieLTarvtee

161 - W006T!
NEiW VOR.K CITT"

FREE Write for FREE
•^^^•^B yearly subscription
to the "Standard" Monthly
Bulletin. Shows you each
month all the very latest

New York Styles in Made-to-
Order Suits and Skirts, also
many Special Bargains in

Ready-to-Wear Garments.

daytime; so the deeper into trial or
suffering the true Christian sinks, the
farther up into heaven he sees and
the more fervent are his songs of
thanksgiving."

It is Jesus' way to perfect our soul's

health and strength through effort

which he causes us to put forth. The
illustration of the moth escaping from
the cocoon is familiar, but it must
always be helpful. The cocoon of an
emperor moth, it is said, was once kept
for nearly a year, and then the first

efforts of the imprisoned moth to free

itself were noticed. Its struggles were
watched for a whole forenoon by a
person sitting in the room where it

was. It did not seem able to get be-

yond a certain point. The sympathies
of the observer became so aroused that
she took her scissors and snipped some
of the fibres which held it. Imme-
diately the big moth crawled out, but
with little, shriveled up wings, that
could not possibly lift its body. It

crawled painfully about for a short
time, and then died. What a mistaken
kindness to have deprived the creature
of the development which struggle
would have brought to it, and made it

possible for it to have gone about fly-

ing through the air on rainbow wings

!

Something there is in this that reminds
us of our beloved Physician. The
Bible says: "If we endure (suffer all

things) we shall also reign with him"

(II. Tim. 2:12). Who of us, then,
would desire to be excused from the
ministry of suffering, or have some-
body hew an easy path through life

for us, and so make of us only earth
worms?

THE LATE BISHOP FOSS
—Bishop Cyris D. Foss, of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, Ions one of the best known clergy-
men of that denomination in America, died of
paralysis at the Hahnemann Hospital. Philadel-
phia, on January 29. He was born in Kingston,
New York, in 1834. He held many offices of dis-
tinction in the Methodist Church, and was
elected bishop in 1880. During his active career
he visited .'practically all of the foreign mission
fields. Bisliop Foss was an eloquent speaker, a
profound scholar and able writer, and his preach-
ing wasmarked by lucidity, logic:U force and con.
vincing argument. He leaves a son and daughter.
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DON'T MISS IT

New York's Leading

Fashion Catalogue

Write for FREE Copy To-day

THIS 160 -Page Book is the most

Complete and Authoritative

Publication on New York Styles for

Spring and Summer, 1910.

It faithfully illustrates and fully describes

everything to wear for Women, Misses,

Girls, Boys and Babies.

At Money-Saving Prices
The lowest ever quoted for reliable merchandise

Tailor Made
Suits

$8-»« to $45-»«

also—Dresses—Skirts—Coats—Underwear
—Hats (trimmed and untrimmed)—Millinery

—

Hosiery-—Shoes—Gloves—Handkerchiefs
—Laces and Embroideries—Neckwear

—

Jewelry, etc., etc.

H 202.—Hand Em-
broidered Waist,

H 450.— Skirt
Pure Linen ....

$1.98

o* $Q.95

H 202.— Hand Embroidered Waist of

remarkably effective style. Made of a beautiful

sheer French Batiste, in white only. The front is

attractively hand-embroidered in a charming design
;

the closing in front is finished with a chic frill of
imitation crochet insertion and French Val lace.

Short tucks take up the fulness to yoke depth.
Back is tucked down the entire length, the sleeves

being tucked to correspond. Crochet insertion and
Val lace finish the tucked cuffs and the attractive

turn-over collar which is detachable. ^^ qq
Longsleeves only. Sizes 3i to l,U bust. ^•••'CJ
H 450.— Skirt of Good Quality Pure

Linen, in white only. Charmingly simple, yet
wholly effective is this attractive skirt. It is a plain
side-plaited model with a wide stitched panel in front

which is beautifully embroidered in an An AS
artistic floral design. Special value, VV^vW
Sizes: ;.'2 to :10 inches Waist Minsure; 37 to /t.3

inches Front Length.

WE PREPAY EXPRESS CHARGES
TO YOUR HOME
ADDRESS DEF»T. H

SIXTff/AVJ9'7020'\SnfEETl NEW WffK
I
FOUNDED '«ft'^

^c- Young People's Societies

Mixed Service^

THE great, rich continent of South

America is, indeed, in too many
respects like the land of Samaria un-

der the rule of Assyria. Nominally,

"they feared the Lord"; actually, they

practised all the horrible superstitions

and cruelties of paganism.
Thus, nominally, nearly all of the

South American countries are Chris-

tian. In point of fact, they have

almost none of the characteristics of

true Christianity.

Education seems to be the thing

most needed there at present. Until

men can read the Bible it is of com-

paratively little use to them. In a

country like Brazil, where 84 per cent,

of the population are illiterate; or even

in Argentina, which leads in education

among all its sister nations, and where
45 per cent, of the children go to

school, what progress can be expected?

Whittier described early New Eng-
land well when he said that in her
every vale and upon her every hill the
church and the school stood side by
side. Little national growth can be
expected when the church is utterly

corrupt, as in South America, and good
schools are almost altogether lacking.

Pope Leo, in his encyclical letter of
1897 to the Roman Catholic clergy of

Chile, gave them a scathing rebuke

:

"It is sad to reflect," he said, "that
prelates, priests and other clergy are
never found doing service among the
poor; they are never in the dwellings
of the afflicted or distressed, unless
paid; but they are always to be found
in the houses of the rich, or wherever
gluttony may be indulged in, or the
choicest wines freely obtained."

This is but a very small part of the
Pope's indictment. What can be ex-
pected of the ignorant and emotional
people before whom such an example
is set by the leaders whom they have
been taught to imitate .'

Bishop Neely attributes much of the
shocking immorality of both priests
and people to the character of the
early settlers, and contrasts them with
the early settlers of New England.
"The Spanish adventurer brought the
visible cross, the formal service, the
priest, the inquisition and the decrees
of the Pope; the Anglo-Saxon brought
the open Bible, and accepted its teach-
ings as his standard. These things
account for the difference."

The almost insurmountable difficul-

ties in the way of the evangelization
of South America are indicated by this
comparison. Given a conceited and
self-sufficient people, sure that they
have religion enough, fond of pleasure,
indolent and easy-going, excitable,
emotional, ignorant as children—how
are they to be reached?
Only the power of Christ can touch

them. But the richness and beauty
of this wonderful land, its nearness to
us; the many charming and kindly
traits of its people, all these appeal to
us warmly. We must make a life-

and-death struggle to save them. If
we are not as deeply interested in theh-
welfare as in that of the more distant
Asians and Africans, we should be
ashamed. They are far more really
our brethren, and we should never for
an instant allow ourselves to become
listless and indifferent to their pitiable
condition.
The famous statue of the "Christ of

the Andes" is placed with its face to-
ward the north. "It is," says Bishop
Neely, "the symbolized appeal of South
America to the peoples of the North."
They must not cry to us in vain,

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday.
March 6. Text : II. Kings 17 : 27 -33,

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is sa/p, and is irhere
vou can obtain it whnt irantfd^ and will yield faii^ earn-
iiiris for fverv day inn-sled. See their advertisement
on page 185, and write tliem for lull information.

Chri^, Our Guide '=

IT is not uncommon to hear a Chris-

tian say, "I would follow Christ

always, if I only knew how. Often I

think I am following him when I find

that I was going on the wrong path
altogether."

Constant searching of the Scripture
and constant prayer are necessary to

the one who would follow Christ. It

is seldom that the path is lost if the
Bible and prayer are faithfully used.

It is astonishing to see how completely
the dilemmas of life are solved by the
directions of Christ and of his apostles,
inspired of him.
Are you surrounded with flattery,

and in danger of overvaluing yourself?
Read the beatitudes of the meek and
the poor in spirit.

Are you persecuted, slandered, for-
saken? Then are you blessed, for "so
persecuted they the prophets that were
before you."
Are you tempted to be profane?

"Swear not at all, neither by heaven
nor by earth. Let your communica-
tion be yea, yea, and nay, nay."
Has one injured you, and does your

whole being ri.se in angry resentment
against him? Read "Love your ene-
mies, do good to them that hate you."
Are you weary of your life? Are

your problems and your trials heavy?
Read "Come unto me, and I will give
you rest."

Are you tempted to cheat a little, to
misrepresent a little, in a way which
no one will probably find out, and
which will put money in your pocket,
or give apparent power to your elbow?
Read "What is a man profited if he
gain the whole world and lose his own
soul?"
One of our beautiful old hymns

says:

Could we lift the fleshly veil.

Could we for a moment witness
Those unnumbered hosts that stand
Calm and briglit on either hand ?

Oh, what joyful hope would cheer,
Oh, what faith serene would guide us!

But we do not see—our minds are
dull—faith is hard, and so "we grovel
here below," sink into darkness and
lose sight of the guide.

Dr. Samuel V. Cole compares the
soul to a ship. The first thing for the
owner of the ship to consider is what
harbor he proposes to reach. "There
is only one harbor worth steering for,"
he says, "and that is the Harbor of
Life. You would think it queer if a
ship that wanted to reach London
should steer for Timbuctoo; and yet
there are persons who seem to think
they will finally reach the Harbor of
Life by steering straight away from
it. For some reason or other, there is

a great deal of wrong steering on the
ocean of life.

"Yet this matter of steering is very
simple. The knowledge you must de-
rive from a chart. We call it the
Bible. It is the chart of life, because
it shows the way to the Harbor of Life.
"Then if you were to send a valuable

ship to sea, you would not give the
command to the first tramp that came
along. You would seek for the best
man that could be obtained. You need
not seek far. The very Captain you
need is waiting to enter your service.
Listen, and hear him say, 'Behold, I
stand at the door and knock.' "

Another has expressed a similar
thought in beautiful verse

:

I would not have the rest'less will
That hurries to and fro,

Seel<ing for some great thing to do,
Or secret thing to know :

I would be treated as a child.
And guided where I go.

Wherever he may guide me.
No want shall turn me back ;My Shepherd is beside me.
And nothing can I lack.

His wisdom ever waketh.
His sight is never dim;

He knows the way he taketh,
And I will walk with him.

THE fflGH PRICE OF FOOD

Cong:ress WTIl Investigate "The Increas

Oost of Living"—State Legislatures An i

Also Taking a Hand—Workingmen
I

in Cleveland Sign Pledges to '

Abstain From Eating Meat.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, March
6. Texts: Luke l: 76-79: John 16: 13; Rev. 7: 16,17.

We are approaching the high-tide of hi'

tariff prospeiity. If you don't believe it, lo
at your grocery and meat bills.

Prosperity is fine—but how it pinches t

pocket-book, especially when wages haver
advanced to correspond with the increas
prices. The remarkable increase in the a
of living, especially in the price of beef, poi
poultry and eggs, is causing widespread ala
and distress. The high price of meats h
stirred Congress to action, while in Clevela
several thousand workingnien have signed
pledge to abstain from eating meat forat le;

thirty days. In the city of Washington
movement has started to enlist a million m
in an organization "to wage battle against t,i

Trusts controlling the necessaries of lifJ

Several State Legislatures have also urged
investigation of the increased prices of foi

Eminent clergymen and leaders of thechur
are also taking a hand.
Abstaining from meat and eggs is not

hardship for the person who knows Shreddi

.

Wheat Biscuit and how to serve it in
i

palatable way._ Shredded Wheat contai
more real nutriment than meat or eggs,
much more easily digested and costs niu
less. The price of these "little loaves" rema:
the same notwithstanding the increased C(

of wheat and the increased cost of producti(
The Shredded Wheat Company is spendi
just as much to insure the cleanliness a
purity of its products and to promote t

social and physical welfare of its empliyi
as it ever has, but the price of the liisc

remains the same.
Two Shredded Wheat Biscuits heated in I

oven to restore crispness and served with 1

milk or cream will supply all the energy need
for a half day's work at a total cost of oi

five or six cents. It is even more wholesoi

;

and nourishing when combined with slit

fjananas or preserved fruits which add vt

little to the cost. The person who imagii
that he cannot get along without meat v
be surprised at the mental vigor and physi
strength which he can attain on a diet ,i

Shredded Wheat Biscuit. He will also '

pleased to note the improvement in

digestion and his capacity for enjoying li

Try them for ten days and see how nui

better you feel. You can get them of alnv

any grocer.

ffAll I LU a Lady Representati

to take orders for our Parisian Mo
Corsets, fitted-to-me£isure, very la

styles. Every pair guaranteed. Lilx

proposition. No capital tequii

Write for particulars.

4r ^ C&>RESETS -k

ars especially cut tct fit with case, grace and com

t

cnnfonniiig to the refined, natural lines of
,

typical American woman. Every model desif

ffir a special figure, insuring individuality, be

and grace. Let us help you establish apeiinan.'

pr..fita))le and easily conducted business in
,

iwn hi'inr. Apply at once. Ad>lress:

Parisian Corset Co., 525 Race St., Cincinoati

Spiid for CATALOG explaining our Modern Systei

FITTJSG ISy MAIL where we have no representat

This beauti-
ful full Itl-in

French (tstrich Plume in all color
sold elsewhere at $i .'iO, only $1.00 prepaid. Beau >

18 incli Plumes. Black or White. $1.80, worth $5.00.

inch Willow Plumes only $4.25, value $10.00. We save

all middle profits. Money back if not satisfactory.

Manafactarers' Guild, Dept. 26, 166 Sixth Ave., Kew

'

PRAYERS
For Public Worsf
Private Devotion a

Personal Ministry,
A Complete Guide to Devotion. New and Priceless Hel

Spiritual Life. Invaluable to Christians everjrwhere.
aid to persona of alt ages wishing to take part in Pr
in Public, also Prayer Meetings, Special Occasions, Yc

People's Societies, Family Prayers, Prayers in Sicluieai

Sunday Schools, Prayers for Children, etc.; also the Pra
of Eminent Christians. A COMPANION FOR ALL. C

binding, Gold stamps. Postpaid to any address for $1

M. K. Munsou, Pub., 77 Bible House, New Y'

on Beautiful Post Cards in
M \M No Two Alike—Latest Designs I W
Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic Birthday, Friends
(iood Luck, Koses and Flowers in exquisite colors

for only lu cents, if you answer tliis ad. iinmedial

J. H. Seymour, 355 W. Elirhtli St.,Topeka. I'

BLYMYER^^;
CHURCHOgts

SWZZnS, KOSE i

*ABLE. LOTEB PB
onarfeEECATALO

.
:BXjlMta. ^ XELLSWHT.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundrv Co.. Ciocinaatl
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lUNBERRY—THE IMPROVED WONDERBERRY
ITHER BURBANK'S GREATEST CREATION. A Luscious Berry Ripening in Three Months From Seed

SEED 20 CTS. PER PKT. 3 PKTS. FOB, 50 CTS. POSTPAID.
This is positively the GREATEST new Fmit and the best NOVELTY ofmodem times,

lese are facts -which no one can get a-way from. TLe proofs are overwhelming in number
al conclusive in character. Gro-wu last year by 350,000 people.
Fruit blue-black like an enormous rich blueberry in looks and taste. Unsurpassed for eating

r r, cooked, canned or preserved in any form. This great garden fruit is equally valuable in hot,
d, cold or wet climates. Easiest plant in the world to grow, succeeding anywhere and yielding
gat masses of rich fruit all summer and fall. The greatest boon to the family garden ever known.
I*ves and branches are also used for greens andare superb. Everybody can and will grow It.

LutherBarbank of California, the world famous plant wizard, originated theWonderberryand
thed it overto metointroduce. Hesaysofit: "This absolutely new berry plant is of great in-
t'^st and value as it bears the most delicious, wholesome and healthful berries in utmost pro-
fiion and always comes true from seed."
:READ my Catalogue for ^ull description, culture, uses, etc. Also scores of testimonials from

V,l-known and reputable people all over the country. Bead the "Crime of the Wonderberry,"
,THE SUNBERBY is an improved form of the Wonderberry which proved so satisfactory last

jir. It is greatly superior to the original tvpe, and I alone have genuine seed.
SEED aoc. per pkt.; 3 pkts. for goc; 7 for $1.00. Aqents Wanted, $iS,ooo in cash offers.
With every pacKet of seed I send a booklet giving 99 Receipts for using the fruit, raw, cooked,

c ned, preserved, jellied, spiced, pickled, jams, syrup, greens, etc. It is superior for any of
tlse uses. Also a copy ofmy i53-page Catalogrue with every order.
MY GREAT CATALOGUE of Flowers and Vegetable Seed. Bulbs. Plants and Hare and

Ky Fruits FRBB to all who apply. 152 pages, 500 illustrations, and colored plates. I have been
ii usiness 35 years and have half a million customers all over the country. Complete satisfaction
g.ranteed to oyervone. Do not fail to see the many great Noveltives I am offering this year of
W.ch the SUNBERRT is the greatest ever known. Address,

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, N, Y.
This offer will not appear again. Write for Simberry seed, and Catalogue at once.

GRBOORY'S
Special Flower Seed Offer

60 cents worth lor 10 cents
1 paokaee Anter Cilant Comet, mixed, 6c.
1 package Toll Zinnia, mixed, . • • 5c.
1 pacLaee Candytuft, mixed, • . . « 6c.
1 packasre Petunia, fine, mixed* ... 5c»
1 packaKe Mignonette, sweet, • . • • 6c*
1 package Poppy, double, mixed, . • 6c.
1 package i'oreopflU, mixed, .... 6e.
1 package Phlox ]>runiinondl« mixed, 6c*
1 package Panny, mixed 6c*
1 package Ilachelor Buttons, • • • &c
The above tt'D packas^es hy mail postpaid for lOccntsincoin,

together with our handsome caleodar and our profusely illus-

trated catalogue for 1910. With the above coMcctiuu we will

enclose a certiticate worth 25 cent*.

If returned with |1 yoa may select

seeds in packages or ounoes to the
value of 11.25.

J* J. H. Oref^ory A Sod
Marblehead, Mass.

rilSaveYou$SO
i' On a Manure Spreadep
h#/ You'll Lei Me -^

This is Just a little ad—but a postal will bring my Big
Book—and give you my $50.00 Saving Price and Special

i
Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-
vertisement as if it coveied a pane.
My Spreader positively will do better work and last longfer

than any Spreader made—no mat
ter what the price— so why pay J50
more? 40,000 farmers ha
alampad thoir O. K.
my spreader and money,
saving price. MySpecial
Proposition wiil interest you.
Just a postal addressed to Gal-
loway of Waterloo. Iowa, will
bring you everything postpaid.

Will You Pay a Penny Foi

The Postal and Save S60.00T
AdJiessWm. Calloway, Proa.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.
0^9 Calloway Sta. Waterloo

Freight
Paid

DWARF DAYLIGHT
M.AGNIFICKNT novelty; thick bush f.-nii, two fppt high;

grows rapidly from Sft-d sown in May. Flowers
freely from July to frost; bi-autiful white pea-

shaped blossoms in striking contrast with bright green,
heart-shaped leaves; not affected by insect pests. Will
mail you package, also 'JO varieties of flower seed (sufficient

to sow space 5 x 50 feet) toijcthcr with descriptive catalog

—

all for 10 Cents. On first 50 cent order will allow 10
cents worth of fl.iwcr sf'd free. Order from this adv.

Meier &Shoe[naker.410 Sycamore St.. Cinclnnatl.O.

YOUSTAMMER
I

will send you my 84 paj-'o liook
"Advice to Stammerers " Five.

©1
It explains how I qniekly

anfl periiianentlv eureil iiiywlt
Profit bv my experieniv am

- ' write for free book ami advi'c.
, BENJ, N. BOGUE

0" NORTH IT.I.INOIS STUKKT. 1\?)H\ (POMS, INP

rlCC lOr OU (IdyS lating System of Cutting,

Designing. Dressmaking and Ladies' Tailoring.

With thla w«n<lerful InvontlMii you fan, in a few tioura, iearn

to cut and rlesi^n ail Itio'la ..f sltlrta, waista, aieeves, jaritets,

etc.,toaperfe.:ttlt. Write for booklet- New pat«nt Ma7i",'i'9.

Valbxthib'b Stbtbm Co., Inc., 88 State St., Dept.W, Chicago,

Make iKe begmning o( bigger and more certain

ptofiu 10 Poulny Rajung. Keep youf heni laying

and Sstck belter and itrongef cWlti with MODEL

INCUBATORS, Lei u> leH you Why and howIticubarors
and Brood era
Supplies II Hfmt(i\tt, S«k) lo^lay !» iha

Practical Poultry
Book FRE]

NiDr ch*plen on the opportuniTies m the

Poultry BuHQCtt. Whae lo Locate. How I

Build Cheap Hoiuei. Foodi, How to Recognize

ud Prevcnl Dncuc^ Valuable to bolK

ud breeder DeKnbet the tpecial futures thkl

Model Incubator* uid Broodeii (he best m the

lot producing bigger and stionger cbicki.

WRITE

J? DAY

MmIcI Incabalor Csmis DepL G Buffalo. N.

SHE QUIT

But It Was a Hard Pull.

It is hard to believe that coffee will put a
person in such a condition as it did an Ohio
woman. She tells her own story

:

"I did not believe coffee caused my trouble,

and frequently said I liked it so well I would
not, and could not quit drinking it, but I was
a miserable sufferer from heart trouble and
nervous prostration for four years.

"I was scarcely able to be around, had no
energy and did not care for anything. Was
emaciated and had a constant pain around my
heart until I thought I could not endure it.

For months I never went to bed expecting to

get up in the morning. I felt as though I

was liable to die any time.

"Frequently I had nervous chills and the

least excitement would drive sleep away, and
any little noise would upset me terribly. I

was gradually getting worse until finally one
time it came over me and I asked myself
what's the use of being sick all the time and
buying medicine so that I could indulge my-
self in coffee?
"So I thought I would see if I could quit

drinking coffee and got some Postum to help

me quit. I made it strictly according to

directions and I want to tell you, that change
was the greatest .step in my life. It was easy
to quit coffee because I had the Postum
which I now like better than the old coffee.

"One by one the old troubles left, until now
I am in splendid health, nerves steady, heart

all right and the pain all gone. Never have
any more nervous chills, don't take any medi-
cine, can do all my housework and have
done a great deal beside."

Read "The Road to Wellville," in pkgs.
"There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new one
appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

A Boy Superintendent

A BOY can hardly begin Christian

service too early, and some form
of Christianity is open to him even in

his childhood. It is not often, how-
ever, that one finds a boy of eighteen
superintending a Sunday School, and
making a real success of it. To Ed-
ward C. Smith belongs this distinction.

He is superintendent of the M. E.
Sunday School at Weston, W. Va. He

Why Take
Less Than 5%
IF YOUR savings earn less than 5% you are

depriving yourself of a certain percentage of

income. Your savings placed with ihe Industrial are
protected by a form of security that never deteriorates in

value— mortgages on selected New York and suburban
real estate. In 17 years we have never paid less than
5/0 on money placed with us. Money may be dep>osited

and withdrawn on any date without loss of earnings.

Each year has shown increasing financial strength until

the Industrial now has

Assets over .... $2,000,000

Surplus and Prolits, $150,000

Under Supewiston of the

New York Banking Department

The INDUSTRIAL U one of the
largest and strongest savings in.

stitutions. It merits your invest!-
n. Write for booklet,

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York City

Edward C. Smith

An 18-year-old S. S. Superintendent

was elected superintendent when he
was but seventeen, and we have in his

own words this account of the school

:

"The Gee Lick M. E. Sunday School
was founded in 1854 or 1856, and was
held six months of the year, with
varying degrees of success, until 1904.

The school was reorganized in 1907.
In 1909, after a winter in which no
school was held—much difficulty being
found in securing a superintendent

—

I was chosen superintendent of the
school. Three battered hymn-books
were the only supplies I had. But new
hymn-books were procured, and a
blackboard. Every department of the
school is now well organized. The
Friendship Bible Class is organized,
according to the standard of the Inter-

national Sunday School Association.
It has a membership of seventeen and
is steadily growing. A Home Depart-
ment is to be established next quarter.
We have a total of seventy-four mem-
bers. Our motto is, 'Every one in the
community in the Sunday School.'

"

One of the religious papers of West
Virginia says of young Smith, and an-
other boy Sunday School superinten-
dent, sixteen years old, named George
Keith: "Such young people are the
hope of our 'Mountain State,' and in-

stead of shaking our heads, let us be
like Paul and 'without ceasing have
rememberance of them in prayer night
and day.' " It is inspiring to see two
lads like these so entirely in earnest in

Christian service, and who knows but
there is in them a Moody or a Chap-
man in embryo? H. H. H.

Woman's Progress
....Attorney-General Thompson of Ne

braska holds that there is nothing in the State
Constitution to prevent a woman from holding
the office of County Treasurer. Miss Gertrude
Gordon, who waS elected treasurer of Cherry
County at the recent election, will therefore
take her office.

,..,A LARGE NUMBER of Ohio women were
elected to Boards of Education at the recent
election. There are now women on the Boards
in nearly all of the larger cities. Mrs. Sarah
E. Hyre was re-elected in Cleveland, leading the
ticket both at the primary and on election day.
Mrs. Dora Sandoe Bachman, a young lawyer,
was elected in Columbus, and Mrs. Bella Leh-
mann at Sandusky, both as Independents. Mrs.
Pauline Steinem is on the Board in Toledo. In
the smaller towns women are also serving. Mrs.
Herriet Taylor Upton and Mrs. Carrie P. Har-
rington were elected for their fourth consecu-
tive term in Warren ; Mrs. Ella O. Shoemaker
has been a member in Massillon ever since
women were made eligible. In London, O.,

Mrs. Esta Coover Harvey is president of the
Board.

You can paper 3 rooms
at tbe cost of one

Have you three rooms that need pa-
pering.'' Buy your papers from us

—

we'll save you half the cost, and
show you how easily any man or
handy woman at home can hang them
and save labor expense, too. You can
beautify three rooms for what one has
cost you before. Send for free Spring
sample-book and instructions today.

Penn Wall Paper Mills,

Dept. 15

Philadelphia

Copyright Undei

OUR STREETS ARE FULL

OF JANGLED NERVES
The rush and huny of modem life is a

continual drain on nerve tissue. But the

breakdown never comes without its warnings.

When "vim" seems to have deserted you

—

you get the "blues" and ordinary duties bring

increasing weariness, then is the time to

forestall a more serious condition.

Your doctor will prescribe a tonic—ask

him about

Sanatogen is just the right combination of two prop-

erties most needed by your system when in this state.

One is pure concentrated albumen, the best part of

Nature's only true food—milk, and the other. Sodium
Glycero-Phosphate, a substance that acts as a tonic

and upbuilder for the brain and nervous system.

Sanatogen combines extraordinary efficiency with

absolute harralessness and has been prescribed and

used with most remarkable results for many years

by the medical profession the world over.

We want you to fill in the coupon for a copy of
Dr. C. W. Saleeby'g book "The Will To Do." It con-
tains some new statements about your nervous
system that are surprising. How it controls your
success—your health and that without nervous ac-

tivity you would be but a "locomotive vegetable."
Dr. Saleeby*s reputation as a writer and deep thinker
assures you of a profitable and pleasant half hour.

Get Sanatogen from your druggist—if not
obtainable from hitn write

THE BAUER CHEMICAL COMPANY
EVERETT BUILDING 4TH AVE. NEW YORK

GENTLEMEN .-—Please send me a free copy of
Dr. C. W. Saleeby's book "The Will To Do."

,

Name

Add7-e.<is

Di-uggist

Address
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soda crackers when

and where you will,

there is only one way

by which you can

absolutely depend on

their freshness and

goodness, and that is

to say

Uneeda
Biscuit

' (Never sold in bulk)

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

INEXPENSIVE

ARTISTIC

DURABL

AND
There is no improvement

you can mnke that will pay you better
in satisfaction and in dollars than to surround your

yard and garden with a neat and attractive

.CONVENIENT
STRONG

^ J-IGHT

Cyclone Ornaanental Fence
They are made in many artistic patterns, of rust-resistant materials, and

are so strong: that they will require no repairs for years,

^ Our special construction—cabled line wires and corrugated pickets—absolutely^

,

prevents the fabric from becoming unsightly on account of sagging or slipping of joints.

OyctonO Farm GBt0S are made of the strongest material possible to secure for this purpose—

1

,r special Ugh carbon tabular iteel. This makes a rigid durable gate that is lighten binges. Thehinges^
' latches ond all fittings are of malleable iron to insure against any need of repairs. Bv writing to-day for our^

' catalogue yoa will obtain proof that it will pay you to buy CyGi*ii*0 FonCOS and GateSm
fOYCLOHE FEMOE COMPANY, Dept. 141 , WAUKEGAM, ILUMOISJ

For 10c

^LIVINGSTON'S New Orchid-Flowered
Olant Sw«et Peas are unsurpassed.

We will send & packets,
each a distinct and beau-
tiful color.

l|ri3ErEr ^^^ superb seed and rose c&ta-
J
1^ «M Kh logue xewrittun and enlarged to

' 130 pages, lavishly iUustratod with beautiful
jtboto-engravings and colored iilatcs. A complete

' catalogue of soeUs, bulbs, roses, hardy shrubs, plants,
small fruits, trees, etc. Send for It to-<iay.

THE UVTNGSTON SEED CO.
I
FamouB for Tomatoes. 2i High St., Columbus, Ohio

HENDERSON'S SEEDS FREE

To get ovir new 1910 catalogue, "Everjitliing for
die Garden" (200 pages, 700 engravings devoted to

vegetables and flowers), send us ten cents in stamps
and mention this magazine, and we will xnd tjou

free in addition, our famous SOc Henderson Collection

of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, and will also send our
new booklet,

** Garden Guide and Record/' a con-
densed, comprehensive booklet of cultural directions

and general garden information.

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35-37 Corllandt Sireel New York City

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modern ioTf-ntion for keeping the hair boantiful
and fluffy and tlio &(;alj» clean, healthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and properly maasaged
and nature will gr»w the hair. Write for free c='rcular.

AGENTS WASTED.
,DR. GKORGE LYMAN.
217 nil St.. ruili, '.11. _

Memory the Basis
of All Kno^v%rledge

ffiSr SUCCESS

You are no greater intellectualiy
»,,,)yy\V_;3Sk thafi your memory. Easy, increases

jQ ^•i—"^income; gives ready memory for faces,

PFMrMRFR" names, business, studies, conversation;

wnteioJiv develops will, public speaking.

Dickson MEMOKY school. 701 Auditorium BIdg., Chlcaso

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Son? Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," forSsforioo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 Nortb Wayne 5t., Fort Wayne, ind.

OUR OLDEST WOMAN FARMER

THIS is the day of remarkable old

people. Almost every newspaper
that one picks up contains items re-

garding nonagenarians and centena-

rians, and golden and diamond wed-
dings; but perhaps the most wonderful
old person of all is Mrs. Hester Cord-

rey, of Delmar,
Del., who will be
113 years old on
the 12th of next
February. She is

probably the old-

est woman farm-
er in America, or
anywhere else.

"Aunt Hester,"
as she is univer-
sally called, is

what is known in

her neighborhood
as a "small truck-
farmer"; and,
though last sum-
mer was a dry
one there, she
made a good profit

by unusual indus-
try. Probably
her constant out-

door work has
been a large ele-

ment in promot-
ing her extraor-
dinary longevity.

She used to work
in the fields plowing and harvesting,
and says: "Many days have I plowed
all day, and after sundown come home
to the barn and milked six or eight
cows. Men were scarce and we were
poor, and I was proud to do it."

"Aunt" Hester Cordrey

"Aunt Hester" has been twice mar-
ried, and has two grandchildi-en and
five great-grandchildren. They have
tried to induce her to live with them-
but though the other members of her
family are long since dead, she prefers
to live alone in the home which she

and her husband
built forty-three
years ago.
Like most elder-

ly people, "Aunt
Hester" considers
the former days
better than these,

and is especially

hard upon the
prevalent modes
of dress for wom-
en, which, in
agreement with
most of us, she

considers highly
injurious to

health.

She has never

had any illness

worse than tooth-

ache, and has

never worn spec-

tacles. She con-

fesses, however
that she is nol

so strong as sht

once was, anc
that she has t(

use a large spoon for the cultivatior

of her vegetables instead of a heavj'

hoe.

"Hard, steady work," says this re

markable old lady , "is the secret o;

health and happiness."

CALLED HIGHER
Mrs. Louisa Parisho Bailey, of Arnold's Park,

la., died March 14, 1909, aged sixty-six years.

Mrs. Louisa Churchill Ward, of Joliet, 111.,

died September 26, 1909, aged eighty-one years.

Mrs. William Hannaford, of Kansasville,
Wis., died April 26, 1909, aged sixty-nine
years.

Mrs. E. J. Wylie, of Lancaster, S. C, died
on November 4, 1909, in the seventy-sixth
year of her age.

William R. Blackburn died at his home in
Minneapolis, Minn., September 21, 1909, aged
seventy-four years.

Mrs. Nancy J. Oilman, of Farmington, Me.,
v?as called higher November 1, 1909. She was
born July 7, 1822.

Passed to the life beyond October 29, 1909,
at her home near Liberty, 111., Mrs. Margaret
Lutener, aged eighty-three years.

Mrs. Lucinda Kelsey, born April 16, 1832, at
Le Roy, N. Y., passed away July 8, 1909, at
Los Angeles, Calif., peacefully and trium-
phantly.

On July 17, 1909, at Kalamazoo, Mich., Mrs.
Susan M. McPherson entered into rest, at the
age of seventy-nine years, after a life of Chris-
tian usefulness.

Susan D. Day, of Gasport, N. Y., passed away
some months ago, at the home of her daughter,
aged eighty years. She was a constant reader
of The Christian Herald.

Mrs. Louisa Seibert, of Chambersburg, Pa.,
passed away July 13, 1909, aged seventy-two
years. She was for many years a reader of
The Christian Herald.

Mrs. Sarah Gerring died in East Gloucester,
Mass., August 25, 1909, aged seventy-four
years. She was a devoted reader of The
Christian Herald.

Thomas Lindsay, of Coal City, 111., was
called home very suddenly last April, 1909. He
was a believer in Christ, and had been a reader
of this paper for twenty years.

Entered into rest on June 24, 1909, Mrs.
James Calderwood, of Brooklyn, la., after a
life of Christian usefulness. She had been a
reader of The Christian Herald for thirty
years.

Mrs. Isabell R. Reaburn, wife of W. H. Rea-
burn, of Dorr, Monroe County, W. Va., died
on August 26, 1909, aged sixty-four years. She
was a consistent member of the Presbyterian
Church.

Mrs. Mary Bothwell, of Lostant, 111., passed
to her eternal rest October 23, 1909, nearly
ninety years of age. She had been a member
of The Christian Herald family for nineteen
years.

Died, at her home in Chester, Ark., October
23, 1909, Mrs. Marguerite C. Kelt, aged sixty-
four years. She had been a constant reader
of The Christian Herald for about twenty
years.

Rev. P. Edward Hyland, of Seattle. Wash.,
a minister of the Episcopal Church for over
fifty years, passed away recently. A man

whose life was one of sacrifice and lovini

service to the work of his Master on the West
em coast. He had long been a reader of Th
Christian Herald.

Mr. R. Batchelder died suddenly at his horn

in Santa Ana, Calif., October 24, 1909, age
eighty-five years.

Mrs. Elizabeth McBride, of Holyoke, Mass
died recently, aged seventy-nine years. Fo
over twenty years was a reader of this pape-

Fell asleep in Jesus, August 24, 1909, Mar
Alice Kennedy, eldest and beloved daughter c

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kennedy, of Minera
Va.

Mrs. Elias Crall, of Hicksville, O., died d
cember 30, 1909. She was for many years

reader of The Christian Herald, and wi

always a warm admirer of its spirit. Tl

issue of The Christian Herald for Noven
her 7, 1906, published a beautiful child's men
ing prayer, written by her. For her the wis

of that prayer has been realized

:

"And when my days on earth are past,

Take me to heaven with Thee at last."

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOLS
—The National Vacation Bible School Cor

mittee of One Hundred, organized in 1907, he

its annual meeting recently in New York, wh<

reports on its schools were presented for thr

seasons. In 1907 it conducted 19 schools

four cities ; in 1908, 29 schools in six citii

and in 1909, 51 schools in eleven cities. In ti

schools of 1909 there were enrolled 15,036 bo

and girls, and 210 college men and women we
employed, a few of whom gave their servi

free. Approximately $12,000 was paid out.

GOD CARES FOR ME
OD cares for me.
How sweet the thought

That in His boundless love He sought.

And with His precious blood He bought
New life for me.

God cares for me.
Christ lived and died,

That I may in His home abide,

And here and there may trust my Guide

To plan for me.

God cares for me.
Though I be blind.

On every troubled wave I nnd
Some recompense for all mankind,

And peace for me.

God cares for me.
He'll not forget

That I, His child, am praying yet.

That in my own weak way He'll let

Me live for him.

God cares for me,
And with Him near.

The lonely places seem less drear.

Because I know how very dear

I am to him. r,,„„D«
—Belle McKinnby SWOPI

G
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Japan's Gratitude
k EADERS of The Christian Her-
V ALD, and especially those who have

)ne so much gracious and loving work
)V the orphans of the Japanese fam-
16 in the northeast provinces several

pars ago, will be interested in the lit-

je article below, which appears in the
(kayama Orphanage Record:
i "All connected with Okayama Or-
iianage were pleased at the recogni-

jon accorded Dr. Louis Klopsch, pro-

i*ietor of The Christian Herald,
^ew York, by authorization of the

jmperor of Japan in decorating him
scause of his prompt and efficient

irvice in securing and forwarding
.jntributions for the famine relief

ork three years ago. The orphan-
ge, in its humbler way, has made a
milar recognition by naming one of

,3 new houses Klopsch Cottage and
,iother one Christian Herald House.
"We wish Mr. Klopsch, and all the
:aders of his paper, could see these
ean, neat, new, orderly-kept cottages,

ith their faithful house-mothers and
teresting families of ten or twelve
ippy-faced, healthy-looking children

i each house. They might find it hard
i believe that these were the scrawny,
jrty, quarrelsome, wretched famine
aifs of three years ago. The trans-

»rmation is wonderful, extending

fom head to heels and from skin to

daracter. A large part of the credit

due to the American friends who
ipplied the sympathy and gifts that

ade this service possible."

Jer Gift to the Bread Line
IROM a poor woman in Delaware,
who desires that her name be not

ied, we have received a letter enclos-

g a dollar for the Bread Line. The
riter says:
"Do not mention my name, just sim-

y 'cash.' I live among people who
fry greatly oppose my giving any-
ling to any one, especially to those
Mr out-of-work men and boys; but

y Bible does not teach that way, and
[prefer to obey the Lord to obeying
ian.

I

"I do wish some one would write
mething for The Christian Herald
show how vei-y uncharitable the

eling is that doubts the worthiness
* the Bread Line sufferers. So many
ly they have no patience with those
it of work, because they could get
ork if they wanted to, and all such
,1k; and it makes my heart ache to

Sar such unkind censure of those who
^e less fortunate than themselves.
bd has commanded us to give liber-

|ly to the poor, and to open the hand
ide unto them without grudging. The
ord loveth the cheerful givers, and
ill richly reward them, and insomuch
i they do it unto the least they do it

nto the Lord. And it is more blessed

j
give than to receive.

'"I live where all those who cannot
ork, as strong, healthy people can.

These Four Aprons
From Maker to You

V3 i„„

!$1
Oman can afford

t only save you
HERB ia an offer n

to overlook. Wt , ^ __
the cost of patterns and trouble of
making, but give you four very dainty
aprons at less than the material would
cost you. Even at the raost sensational
sales in the great New York depart-
ment stores such apron value readily
brings $2.00. Theycome to you direct
from Q large factory, less the jobber's
and retailer's profit. at four for|$l.OO.

.All 4 Aprons for
-^ J mo Fast Color Gingham

^
r Hubbard. 48 in.

0 in. wide. 1 pocket,
entire body.

Finp Fast Color Gingham
'-kirt Apron. 38 in. Inng.

4 in wide, 1 pocket. Cyv-
rs entire skirt.

Wliite Lawn Apron, 38 in.

1 ng 50 in. wide, hem-'
titchid porket and h(

R und Dotted Swiss '

\pr n hemstitched pnckft
a Id hrm.
Thase aprons are exactly as diseribed and
will be sent to you on an absolute guar-

antee of satisfaction or your money will

cheerfully refunded.Send%\M to-day:

aprons will be sent you immediately.

CONSUMER'S APRON CO.,
61 Olymer Street, Brooklyn, New York

l$l

are very much in the way and are con-
tinually made to feel it and are told

so, and also that they can work if they
would try, just as well as any one else,

etc. They are made to work all they
can be forced into, without strenuous
measures. As I am poor myself and
have nothing, only as it is given me,
and am not able to work much of the
time, I cannot say these things to them.
At this time I am again without a

home, as I was two years ago, when I

sent you a fourth of all I had, and you
printed the consecrated gift which the
Lord used in supplying some of my
needs. The enclosed dollar is one of
two sent me from your having printed
part of my letter. I could not tell you
how many letters I have received since
that time, neither can I tell how very
grateful I am to you and those who
have given to me through your kind-
ness, and to the dear Lord for it all. I

often vdsh you all could know how
thankful I am for it all, and what a
great blessing it has been to me."

Being "Born of God"
WE surely can if we are willing to

pay the price, and the price is

not unreasonable. It means a surren-
der of the whole heart. When we are
so disposed, our Lord is ever ready to

receive us. And when so blessed, our
adoption as sons of God is no longer
a matter of doubt.

His Word in reference to this sacred
truth makes no mention of doubt in

the matter. We are told to make our
calling and election sure, and it is our
happy privilege and duty to make it

sure. The following passages of
Scripture speak with no uncertain
sound : I. Cor. 3 : 16, "Know ye not
that ye are the temple of God and
that the Spirit of God dwelleth in

you?" L Cor. 6 : 19, "Know ye not that
your body is the temple of the Holy
Ghost, and ye are not your own?"
Eph. 2 : 22, "In whom ye also are
builded together, for an habitation of
God through the Spirit." I. John
4: 13, "Hereby know we that we dwell
in him and he in us." Those words
tell us plainly what our Christian ex-
perience should be.

The Spirit of God comes to us, to

love and be loved, to counsel, cheer and
admonish. How, then, can we call

ourselves Christians and be uncon-
scious of his presence? It is written,
"There is a way that seemeth right
unto a man, but the ends thereof are
the ways of death." And surely this

passage of Scripture is the way of the
doubtful.

In this day of isms, schisms, creeds

and cranks, it is fortunate for us that

we can have the foundation that is

sure and steadfast. It is for us the
Rock of Ages, from which no adverse
winds can move us, and if so, how can
we consider it otherwise than spiritual

suicide for man to take the word of
weak humanity rather than God's
word in this matter, that means to

him life and immortality?
For man to know that he is born

of God is a blessing that will be meted
out to every one who earnestly seeks
it. In Rev. 22 : 17 it is written, "Who-
soever will, let him take of the water
of life freely." The price is a surren-
der of the whole heart, and the bless-

ing is in store for every one who is

willing to pay the price.

Every one who is a Christian should
be a member of some Christian organi-
zation, but men should enter by the
door of the sheepfold and not climb up
some other way. They will then be a
light and not a stumbling-block to the
millions of their fellow-men who now
sit in darkness, without God or hope
in the world. P. E. Meath.

Peary's Large Gift

—Commander Robert E. Peary, who re-

ceived a check for $10,000 in recognition of his

services in North Polar exploration, has turned
it over toward the fund for equipping an expe-
dition to the South Pole.

This Comfortable Couch

Has a Cedar-Lined Wardrobe
The "Chautauqua" Wardrobe Couch is the most useful and economical article

of furniture you can buy. It gives you a comfortable bed, a roomy wardrobe
and a stylish divan. No other couch affords so many conveniences and so much
comfort at so little cost. The roomy cedar hned chest provides a moth-proof
wardrobe for your clothing, furs, etc. For flats, apartments, bungalows, etc., the
''Chautauqua" is indispensable.

Comfort

As a couch the

"Chautauqua"has
all the luxurious

comfort of the

finest spring
mattress.

Convenience

The Automatic
Tray and Roomy
Cedar Lined Chest
provide an ideal

wardrobe for furs,

clothing, hats, etc.

The 'Xhautauqua" Wardrobe Couch
With New Automatic Tray

You don't have to move the "Chautauqua"
Couch a hair's breadth from the wall to open it.

The Climax Top Lift raises the seat auto-
matically. The top rides upward and outward,
always in perfect balance in every position.

The Magic Tray
The automatic tray supplies a long felt need.

It is an exclusive feature of the "Chautauqua."
An ideal place for hats, shirtwaists, gloves,
handkerchiefs. Shuts snugly beneath the seat.
When you open the couch the tray moves
downward and towards you (automatically),
always perfectly level.

"Chautauqua" Couches are made with and
without the tray, as desired.

A Fragrant Wardrobe
The roomy interior of the "Chautauqua"

provides an ideal storage place for furs, cloaks,
skirts, etc., without folding. You can have your
couch lined with spicy, fragrant red cedar, thus
defying moths. Bottom is one solid piece, dust-
proof and vermin-proof.
Your dealer has our Latest designs in "Chau-

tauqua" Couches. Ask him to show you the

"Chautauqua" Wardrobe Couch with the Auto-
matic Tray. No other couch has this wonderful
contrivance.

Get This Free Book
Be sure you send for our free illustrated

booklet C H, showing our latest styles in "Chau-
tauqua" Couches. With this book we will send
name of local dealer who carries the "Chau-
tauqua." If you send us the name of your
furniture dealer we will also send you a pretty
little; story told in verse, called "Miss Sim-
plicity's Treasure Chest." Please All out the
perforated postcard and send it to-day.

JAMESTOWN LOUNGE COMPANY
World's Largest Makers of Wardrobe Coaches

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Write to
The Esteys

That should be your first step

when the question of buymg

an organ comes up. It will

save you lots of trouble.

Addiiress Estey Brattleboro.Vt.

$50 TO $300 SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,
jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
S50 toS300 onmyHigh Grade Standard Gasoline
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or lobbers have to pay for
•imilar eng'nes in carload lots for spot cash. j^S^^ Direct

GALLOWAY ZWr./rVS.
Price and quality speak for themselves J^S'j^ r}°^^. °2- ^**

and you are to be the sole judge. J^-^Jy
"ays Free

Sell your poorest horst and buy a ^S'j^ Trial. Satislac-

B.H..P. only$119.SO AfJ\:ii'\vZio"Z"e7.
ial proposition. All

you pay me is for raw
material, 1 a b o t and

ii one small profit. Send io«
my bis BOOK FREE.-

Wm. Galloway, Pres. ;

Wm. Galloway Co.

U5 G&UowBj StaUoA
Waterloo* Iowa

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT— proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the "Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE.
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FREE
Tells all about Paint and Painting for Durability.
How to avoid trouble and expense caused by paints
fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable information
free to you, with Sample Color Oards, Write mo. DO
IT NOW, i can lave you money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

"DON'T SHOIT"
as anybody. 'Ho
Oh, something r

The MORLEV PHONE
I've a pa
but you can't see them— th

are invisible. I would
ow that I had them in,
only that I hear all

>e MORLEY
PHONE

makes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comfortable,

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Perry Buildine. Philadelphia
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Send to-day for our new
72-page book-folder, the

San Joaquin Valley
California—it's free

It tells you what you want to know about

the fertility of the soil

the source and cost of water

the cost of land

the expense of development

the crops grown
the markets

the schools, churches and social conditions

the experience of other men
w^ho are making fortunes there

The San Joaquin Valley is two hundred
and fifty miles long, one hundred miles

wide, and contains ten million irrigable acres,

of which about twelve per cent, already are

developed.

The soil is deep, rich, and easily culti-

vated. It will produce, abundantly, every
crop of the temperate and semi-tropic zone.

Abundant water for the artificial irriga-

tion of every acre comes to the land, from
the high Sierras, through rivers, streams,

and the great water-sheet that underlies the

entire valley.

The climate is unusually healthful and
pleasant, and it inakes things grow like

magic. The crops include everything from
wheat and potatoes to oranges and the
most delicate table grapes.

A few acres of alfalfa, half a dozen cows,
a few hogs and a flock of chickens, will

more than pay running expenses while the
orchard and vineyard is being developed
and brought into bearing.

In all parts of the valley are many farm-
ers, who, starting in this way, have made
comfortable homes and a substantial bank
account.

C. H. Culver, Merced, bought 21H acres
in 1908 for ^4,500. He now values his place
at $6,000. Last year his net returns were

Isaac Guy, Modesto, California, bought
forty acres in ic)o5, paying $55 an acre. To-
day he values his land at ^^275 an acre. In

1907 his returns were $1,500; in 1008, $2,000;

in 1909, $2,500. In addition to this, he has
thirty-three dairy cows that earned for him
last year an average of $75 per head.

These are not exceptional cases. What
Mr. Culver and Mr. Guy have done you
can do. The profits from increased land
values depend on quick action. Every year
land commands higher prices.

The Santa Fe has no land to sell, but it

wants to have the country along its line

settled up. The only people we want are
those who can make a big success. Every
ton of produce grown makes so much
more freight for our trains to haul. That's
where we come in.

If you enclose a two-cent stamp and make
special request, I also will send a copy of
our 208-page travel book, "To California
Over the Santa Fe Trail."

Low -fare colonist excursion tickets on
sale to California, March i to April 15, 1910,
at $33 from Chicago, $32 from St. Louis,
$25 from Missouri River. Proportionately
low from other points. Write to-day.

C. L. Seagraves, General ColonizatioQ Agent
A. T. & S. F. Railway System

1192 Railway Exchange, Chicago

GallowayAND
UP

'^BATH IN 09L''
High Grade Separator—Direct
Save J25 to $50 direct at my factory
price—ireiglit prepaid. Get the only
Separator tliat runs in '*Bath ol Oil."

like a S^.OOO automobile. This
alone is ^vorth $S0 extra, but

costs you nothing extra,

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Why pay $85 to SUO to dealers or agents
who cannot sell you a separator equal
*o the Galloway—closest skimmer

—

easiest run—easiest cleaned— 10-yr.
guarantee. Send for BOOK FREE

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
9i3 flallovaj Sta. , Waterloo, la.

Our 1910 Catalogue is FREE. It
o.ontains 112 pak'PS, over 260 illustra-
tions, cultural directions, etc.

Seeds -None Better Than Nolls
Wcliaiulle only the Iiighest grades of
seetis, plants and bulbs.

NASTURTIUMS : Send 2Bc. for K lb. of
oin- ritK-yt ,M ixed sorts.and copy of otir
I'.iio C'ataloi,'UL', ]>06tpaid. Order today.

J. F. NOLL & CO.
121 Mulberry St., Newark.N. J.

YOUR OLD SWEATER
Made Into a Coat Sweater for $1.00
High neel< or blouse style made into handsome

modern coa' sweater witli reinforced knit strip. Any
color desired. Pearl buttons.
Ship sweater oy mail (rate Ic. oz.) Send letter

enclosing $l.m and notifliation of 6Uipme:it.

Crown Knitting Co. 302B Ea>t 35lh St., Chicago, III.

. VITII THE •

"EMPIRE KING"
nnd buiTN, \vi'riiis, bltfrht, etc., will

e no terrors furyu. Best con-
struction, pi^-rr.xt Mu'itiaors.noBcorcl.td
S'cinakeall8iz.'S!iii.lsIyto80fG:iSLiliiie

Engine Sprayers. Free Book on flproj inip. Agents wanted.
FIELD FORCE PIMP CO.. 7oF,IcT«nth St., Elmlra, N. Y.

YOU CAN MAKE
fbom$3to$|2aday

you everything and help you to get started.

If now employed, you can work for ufl in
your spare time and makemore money than
your regular wages amountto. Write and
let us show you our line. We have over 2000
patented articles, all fast sellers. Cannot
be bought in stores,

WE WANT AGENTS In Every County==*^=*=^=^= Id the State
We will point the way to you how to make

[
from $150 to $200 per month. Our goods
are fully guaranteed, and we refund all

money to any purchaser not perfectly satis-

fied. We start honest men and women in

business on our capital. Samples of best

1 sellers FREE. Write to-day for agency.

THOMAS MFC CD
S5S4 Wayne Street

DAYTON OMIO

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved/ no tacks reauired.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

ipmr/f/oTfs^Fs
. If you want $2 profit where you now get $1,
either from eggs or poultry for market, simply
send us your name and address and let us toll

you the real poultry secret that has douMedtlia
' profits (if poultry raisers. Its the only real w ay
to poultry success. Make every fowl a profit

er. Write at once for this information
whether you have 3 fowls or 300. It's free to you

.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co., I2l Blsnhe BIdg, StfLouls, Mo.

C^CkVn Q ^ course you would payV^Vllid
1 5c to gel rid of your corns !

I
Then get A-Corn Salve to-day. Safe

^sure, quick. 15c at druggists' or by mail,

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia

THE WIDE SWEEP OF TEMPERANCE

St/ LILLIAN M. N. STEVENS, President W. C. T. U.

EVERY sane and well informed per-

son knows that the temperance

movement is important and far reach-

ing-; even its enemies will admit this.

The term "temperance people," as

used in connection with the present-

day movement, is understood to mean
those who advocate total abstinence
for the individual and prohibition

for the State and nation. The
World's Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union, founded by Miss Frances
E. Willard, with its banner set up in

more than fifty nations of the world

—

a society which is neither sectarian
nor partisan—is composed of this sort

of temperance people.

We have great reason to rejoice, in-

asmuch as there is to-day more total

abstinence sentiment and more total

abstinence practice than ever before,

and there is likewise more prohibition
sentiment and more prohibition terri-

tory than ever before. No sane total

abstainer will say he is sorry he has
not been a drinker. No sane, careful,
unprejudiced observer of the results
of prohibition can say it is a failure
as a temperance measure.
My home has always been in the

prohibition State of Maine, and I

claim that I am qualified to testify
regarding the value of prohibition to

a State, especially to the homes of the
State; that I am competent to make
comparisons, because I have visited

every State and studied the practical
effects of license laws—high license,

low license, segregation, and the dis-

pensary, or Gothenburg, system—and
I know that, from a temperance stand-
point, the prohibitory law is the best
law ever enacted to apply to the liquor
traffic.

I am well aware of the stories re-
garding the failure of prohibition in
Maine, which have been reported by
such men as Mr. Thompson, of New
Zealand, employed by the liquor trade
of his country; Mr. Snyder, of Ohio,
employed by the brewers in this coun-
try, and Mayor Rose, of Milwaukee,
who honestly represents the brewers
of his city.

The majority of the Maine people
have for half a hundred years stood

firmly for prohibition against the e

forts of all liquordom for its ove

throw. Prohibition has also had t

commendation of outsiders, or of v

itors to the State, who are capable
judging, and who are not prejudic
by connection with the liquor tra

or by personal, habitual use of strol

drink.
{

Recently Dr. J. Wilbur Chapm;'
the great evangelist, after having be

Lillian M. N. Stevens

in Portland about three weeks, bei

an audience of four thousand men
sembled in the Portland Auditori
in vigorous terms defended prohibH
as he had seen it. His statement
received with loud and long appla
by the vast audience on Sun
afternoon.

Prohibition does reduce poverty,
linquency, dependency and crime; j

hibition does reduce the amount
liquor sold and consumed; prohibi

tremendously hurts the liquor tr,

and this is the reason why prohibi
is always opposed by the distiller,

brewer, the liquor seller, and tj

emissaries.

TEMPERANCE NOTES
—West Virginia now has thirty-

seven out of fifty counties absolutely
"dry."

—

In his annual message to the Leg-
islature of South Carolina Governor
Ansel reviewed the condition of the
liquor traffic in that State. He said:
"The business of the dispensaries will
soon be wound up, under the super-
vision of the dispensary auditor. This
is in the interest of temperance. I

firmly believe that if another election
is held in those six counties where
liquor is still sold, in the coming year,
most of them will vote the sale of
liquor out. The fifteen counties re-
fusing to vote in the sale of liquor
have disposed, or are disposing of,

their stocks, as provided in the act."

—At a recent meeting of the Society
for the Study of Inebriety, in London,
Dr. Albert Wilson declared: "No nation
shows so much mental deterioration as
the English, and there is no nation
that is so alcoholized." He went on to
state that in the United Kingdom
about 1,000,000 persons are arrested
every year, of whom 60 to 70 per
cent, are charged with offenses asso-
ciated with indulgence in alcohol.

—Mr. W. M. Gumming, of Wilming-
ton, N. C, writes to The Christian
Herald : "Virginia is soon to make a
fight for State prohibition. We have
had State-wide prohibition for a year

in North Carolina. Here in Wilmj;-

ton there were more than 800 fejr

arrests in 1909 (the first year ui'.r

prohibition than in 1908 (the ^t

year under saloons)." :

—It is interesting to note the eff ts

that are being made in certain quai is

"to elevate the saloon to a hij ;i'

plane." One man, prominent in -k

liquor' interest in Seattle, Wash., as

been touring that State, urging is

liquor brethren to help make thea-

loon respectable before the public, id

to put it on a par with other busins.

He urges that every saloon-kepr

should be an American citizen, i<l

says: "We believe in the open sapn

—decent, frank and shameless." N
two latter adjectives doubtless are FJ

appropriate, but we are not so

about the first.

—Statistics from thirty-three c es

in Massachusetts give a sufficient n-

swer to the argument that no-lic se

increases taxes. The average ta in

these thirty-three places, no-liosei

was $17.40; whereas the tax u er

license averaged $17.35. Furthe li-

cense cities constantly increase -"'

municipal indebtedness, but no-li(ise

cities do not. The no-license c^s

spent nearly one-half more for aera-

tion than those with license, and le-

fourth more for street improvemts.

The license cities spent fifty per [nt

more for crime than the no-licens'
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y The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World

THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It J3a solid. Ifalr
and square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed, for Slo.95, It is dif-
ferent from anything that has
ever before been offered.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, hot or cold, makes thick
or thin cream and does it

just as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
Any Iwy or girl can run it
sitting down. The crank Is
only 5 inches long. Just
think of that ! The bowl is a
sanitary marvel: easily
cleaned and embodies all
our latest improvements.
Gears run In antl-frlction
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain our
$15.95 proposition. Our lib-
eral long time trial and gen-

terms of purchase will astonish you. Our own
guarantee protects you on every

We ship Immediately. Western
Write us and get
log. ADDRESS,

AfcRICAN SEPARATOR C0.baiS»bVi.1g«e%.y.

tro
(m; ifacturer's) _
Ant .can Separator,
«rd filled from Western points.
oui eat offer and ha ndsome free catalog.

nd

IT THIS BOOK
your name and address and we will mail
Is absorbing treatise, "Electricity a»

mef ," written by a graduate physi-
life-long experience. He tells

ectricity does, its effects and .^Ifli

llizard Wireless
spe I

ksbetl
batti, a
ani ins

iceifull

ersne safest, cheapest,
etbod of home ap-
and cites

instances
y treat-

by

Every
person

whether
Interested

or not should
read this enlight-

ening boolt on so
Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

If afflicted in any way, or a
friend to one afHicted.get this

book and learn whether elec-

tricity can help. If it can you
ought to know. You will read
the book with profit In any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of It. Don't delay
until ycu forzet.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 3S9, 211 Uke St., CHICAGO

tra lectrlo Co., 36 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Can.

IRich Easier Cards for inA
INCLUDING SOLID COLD. SILVER UU^ AND GREEN BACKGROUNDS. B^^

> ; eTeryone rlotily ooloroil; Bumo worth up to 5c «4ch. Every
Ur doflign, luob u £ut«r Oblckvoi, lUbbits, Cblldrer, Fluwers,

, C«ts,«to.,«T«r7 card wUb ui E»9t«r Ore«ttni; on It The b«9t lot

B trda av«r offered— juflc u good as our CbrlstniM and Valentloe
9.nich wfl Bold five mllllOQS. Bltri^eat and B«iit Euter Catalog eeot

I'tlof Euter Cards and Booklets at Bargtlo Prices. 8cDd your ordsrs

y%n peclallsts la aeajon cards and giT« biincest value for your
UB AKT 00., DEPT.3&7, &38 LAWNDAUB AVX.^CHIOAQO.

Jack-and-the-
Beanstalk Vine
Cl'UEKARIA TMUNBERGIANA.)
WATCH IT GROW!

Like the magic Bean V^inc of the fairy tale,

this wondrous new vine, with ordinary

treatment will grow 70 feet m one sea

son. turning everything it covers into leafy

loveliness, and filling the air with the

fragrance of us larL'c clusters of Wislana-
like blossoms. In three months this won
derful Chinese Vine progresses as much as

most vines do in five years. Adaptable to

porcbcs, arbors, fences, rockeries, old

trees, etc. Perfectly hardy; lasts twenty-
five years or more.

15 Seeds, 10c.
Strong Plants 40c.; 3 for $1

Good.Thrifty PInU, 1 year old. 25c.

My Catatog (ontainsSOO kinds of Flower Seeds

MissM. E. Martin, Floral Park.N.Y.

\FENCE\STRONGEST
MADE. Bull

J stroriK chick
^en-tlght Sold to the user at Wholesule

5= SP''*'"- We p«7 Frcluht. Catalocne free

^2„ COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

Chats With the Young Folks

By Kate Upson Clark

CBox 47 Winchester, Indiana

A Pocketbook Lesson

PERHAPS some of you girls have a

way of carrying your pocketbooks
in your hands. Here is a little story

which may possibly help to cure you
of what is undeniably a bad habit:

A certain Helen May disturbed her
good father very much because she

persisted in carrying her handsome
seal pocketbook most temptingly in her
hands.

"Although you are not rich, my
dear," he told her warningly, "your
aunt has given you so handsome a
pocketbook that any one who does not
know you might think that it contained
a good deal of money. There are un-
principled men lurking around the

streets, just watching for a chance to

rob. You present a temptation to

such men. Have a strong pocket
made inside your coat, and keep your
pocketbook in it. Or, I will buy a
common one for you, small enough to

be carried in an ordinary pocket."
Helen was filial enough to make in

her coat a pocket, such as her father
had described; but she seldom used it.

"All the girls" were carrying large
pocketbooks, as conspicuously as pos-
sible, and none of them had a hand-
somer one than Helen. Naturally, she
liked to "show it off." Whenever she
was where she thought her parents
would not see her, she was likely to
have her beautiful pocketbook out in

the plainest of sight, for the admira-
tion of all beholders.

Helen's older brother, Paul, a boy
of seventeen, agreed entirely with his
father.

"I don't blame a poor man for steal-

ing anything that is put up to him like

the girls' pocketbooks nowadays," he
said often. "Every one of them is a
kind of a dare."

It was five o'clock one cloudy Decem-
ber day, and pretty nearly "pitch
dark," when Paul happened to be
passing along on a street near his

home. Just in front of him he saw a
girl, dressed like his sister, and by the
flickering light of the street lamp he
could see that she was carrying her
pocketbook in the fashionable way.
"Aha! I've caught you now. Miss

Helen!" he laughed to himself. "I'll

give you a lesson!"
A moment more and he had snatched

the pocketbook from her hands and
was speeding away.
Nobody pursued him, and by a

roundabout way he reached his home.
Helen was playing on the piano as

he entered.
"She's got over it pretty quick," he

mused.
He came up beside her, expecting

that she would begin to give him an
exciting description of the way in

which a bold, bad boy had snatched
her purse; but no, she smiled a wel-
come to him and played placidly on.

He turned away, somewhat bewil-

dered, when his gaze fell upon

—

Helen's pet pocketbook, lying close be-

side her on the piano!
Alas, for the over-zealous Paul ! He

had stolen the property of a strange
and evidently a wealthy girl—for a

hundred dollars in bills and coin, and
two valuable checks, were inside the

pocketbook of which he had so rashly
possessed himself.

His father managed to find the own-
er, and matters were made right. But
though there was some laughter over

it all, a valuable lesson had been
learned.

Paul had given an illustration of

the ease with which the deed could be
done, of which Helen had long been
warned, and neither she nor the robbed
trirl ever carried her pocketbook in her
hand again.

Possibly the fact that little fancy
wrist-bags began to come in at about

that time may have had something
also to do with their reform. The wise
ones tell us that we generally have
mixed motives for all our acts.

"What Became of the Dirl ?"

IT was at a church entertainment

upon which the young people had
spent much time and thought, and
everybody had turned out to see it.

There were two or three trained

animals in it, hired from a local show-
man; the high school gymnasium had
yielded up its choicest acrobats to swell
the attractions; the young people's
societies furnished singers and play-
ers on instruments; and, altogether,
there was, as the posters assured the
public, "something to suit every taste."

A little plot ran through the whole
performance. A man early appeared
with his beautiful daughter, who was
anxious to leave home and become an
opera singer.

Presently she disappeared, not to be
seen again until late in the entertain-
ment, when nearly everybody in the
audience had forgotten her existence.
At the time of her mysterious flight

she was wearing an enormous blue hat,
with white plumes, and a bright blue
costume. Her father's pretended
search for her (only occasionally dim-
ly mentioned) gave an excuse for the
introduction of the various "features"
upon the long programme.

Nearly everybody forgot the girl;

but not a certain little four-year-old,
who was evidently witnessing his first

"show." When she first vanished, he
turned to his mother, and said in dis-

tressed tones, "What became of the
dirl, mudder?"

"Oh, she hasn't gone very far, I

fancy," she answered cheerfully.
"Look at those funny little dogs,
Harold."
The child looked for a moment.

Then his gaze began to wander, and
he again propounded the question
which seemed to be most heavily on
his mind, "What became of the dirl,

mudder?"
"Oh, no matter about the girl, Har-

old. She's all right. Hear that pret-
ty song now."

But Harold refused to be long di-

verted. Whether the girl's remark-
able hat, or her bright dress, or the
simulated agony of her parent, had
impressed him cannot be told; but for
some reason that girl seemed to bar
out from his vision every other part
of the show.

In the very midst of the tumbling
and climbing of the gymnasts the au-
dience was convulsed to hear that little

voice pipe up shrilly, from time to

time, "What became of the dirl,

mudder?"
In the dead silence following the

tumultuous recall of a favorite singer,
as she paused to open a fresh roll

of music, that same childish treble
squeaked solemnly, "What became of
the dirl, mudder?"
When she really did appear again,

Harold was expected to be placated;
but, no! She was now robed in shim-
mering white, with a wreath of roses
in her hair. Harold would not be-
lieve that it was his long lost idol.

"No, not her!" he insisted. "That
dirl—what became of that dirl?"
"The captains and the kings" de-

parted, the music was hushed, and the
audience prepared to return to their
homes. They were almost exhausted
with their long sitting, and all the
applause and enthusiasm. But as a
familiar little voice chirped out, so
loud that above all the bustle and
rustle everybody heard it, a wave of
laughter and a burst of hand-clapping
spread throughout the whole house.
"What became of the dirl, mudder?"

Harold was still pleading to know.
"What became of the dirl?"

Farm Land
the Basis of

Value
In making investments the first consideration

should always be the character of the security.

Every investor to whom income is important
should learn the facts about Irrigation bonds.
They form, in our estimation, the safest way to

earn 6 per cent.

Secured by aThousand Farms

Irrigation bonds are secured by first liens on
good farm land—sometimes a thousand farms.
The farms are worth usually at least four times
the loan.

The farms are exceedingly fertile, and are
not subject to crop failures. Any one season's

earnings are generally sufficient to repay the
whole loan.

The bonds are additionally secured by a first

mortgage on an irrigation system, in which the

investment is often twice the bond issue.

Some Irrigation bonds are municipal securi-

ties, which form—as do School bonds—a tax
lien on the district. Some are issued under the

"Carey Act," where the State supervises the

project.

They are issued in denominations of $100,

$500 and $1,000, so one may invest either little

or much. All are serial bonds, part of which
are paid annually, so one may make long-time

or short-time investments.

78 Issues Sold^^^^—""^^^^^^^^
In the past 16 years we have sold 78 separate

issues of Reclamation bonds, all based on farm
liens. Not a dollar of loss has resulted to any
investor.

Our dominant place now gives us the pick of
these projects. They are passed on by our
own engineers and attorneys. And an officer

of our Company constantly resides in the irri-

gated sections, watching the projects we
finance.

We have issued a book based on all this ex-

perience—a book which every investor should
read. Please cut out this coupon as a re-
minder to send for it. (16)<

\
i First National Bank Building, Chicago S
* 50 Congress St., Boston 111 Broadway, New York

\ First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Please send your free book on Irrigation lionds

Name-

\ Ctiv—

I A fate-

Ridar Agents Wanted
,
in each town to ride 'and exhibit sample
iQio bicycle. IVrite for Special Offer.
Finest Guaranteed^in «o tf97

1910 Models ^IV'O^^g
with Coaster- Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires.

1908 & 1909 Model8CT#« ^19
all of best makes ^ M tO ^M^
100 Second -Hand Whmmlm
AU makes and models^ ^O s^^ tfO
goodasnc-w V«* '«» VO
GreatFACTORY CLEARING S.AL.E
We SMm on Approval -wuhout a
cent deposit* fay the freight and allow

TEM DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear wheels.

lamps, sundries, hat/ usual prices* Do not buy
till you get our catalogs and offer, h'rite now.
MKAD CYCLE CO., Dept.C-71 Chicago

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
of pure bred poultry, for 1910, 2ixi i> ii.i s.

handsomely illustrated, 150 eiici ivinu^
photos, 30 fine colored plates, desi 1 1 1 « m
1 wading varieties of land and wait i 1 uu i v,

gives low prices of stock, eg^rs, uu ul>a
tors, poultry supplies, etc. Calendai toi
each month. Howto care for poultiy .md
all details. Only 10 cents. .Send to dav
B. H. OBEIDER, Box 79, Rheems. Pa.

LAWN FENCE
I

Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save ZO
to 30 per cent. Illustrated

1

Catalogue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
' BOX302 Muncle, Indiana.

Finest Easter Post Cards
Ten very choicest artistic eold embossed Easter
Post: Cards, beautiful colors, only 10 cents.
W.H.Gatee, 217 W. 8th Street, Topeka, Kansas
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MENIVEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

Toilet Powder

Superior to all other powders

in softness, smoothness and

delicacy. Proteds the skin

from wind and sun. Prevents

chafing and skin irrita-

tions. The most comforting

and healing of all toilet

powders.

Mennen's Borated Talcum Toilet

Powder is as necessary for Mother's

baby as for Baby's mother. It

contains no starch, rice powder or

other irritants found in ordinary

toilet powders. Dealers make a

larger profit by selling substitutes.

Insist on Mennen's.

Sample Box for

two-cent stamp.

GERHARD
MENNEN
CHEMICAL
COMPANY,

Newark,
N.J.

THE WHISPER
By GEORGE WHITEFIELD D'VYS, Cambridge, Moms.

'T'HE-RE- were many pangs of conscience

For the heart so black with sin ;

There was much of sad repining

For the bitterness within
;

Till the night was spent in moaning,

And in sorrow passed the day,

But I hearkened to a whisper.

And it all was borne away

!

Sick at heart was I with worry,

As life's trials pressed me sore

;

While the burdens that I carried

Bowed me daily more and more ;

Till I knew not peace nor comfort.

Nor would tears my grief allay ;

But I hearkened to a whisper,

And it all was borne away !

Of submission I knew nothing,

As I wandered to and fro

'Neath the clouds and darkest shadows

Of my suffering and woe ;

And for all the heavy crosses

Only ill had I to say ;

But I hearkened to a whisper,

And it all was borne away

!

"Whosoever," came that whisper.

And I heard, "Behold the Lamb!"
Then on bended knee I pleaded,

Pleaded, "Lord, just as I am !"

And a peace stole sweetly o'er me,

That is with me yet this day

;

I had hearkened unto Jesus,

Who had borne my sins away !

ASTRONOMICAL QUERIES
By Prof. S. P. Leland, Seabreeze, Fla.

TRADC MARK

E. L. G., Beaver Creek, Minn. What are the
names of the two planets, one seen in the
southeast, the other in the southwest, on
November 17 ?

At the date of your inquiry, November 17,

the planet in the southeast was Mars and the

one in the southwest was Venus. Mars is very

near the earth, and Venus is exceptionally

bright.

Ida Shulter and S. R. J., Portsmouth, O. Will
you give a true history of Halley's comet
since its discovery ?

What is now know as Halley's comet first

attracted the attention of Sir Isaac Newton
and his friend and co-worker, Edmund Halley,

in 1680. In making calculations regarding the

return of the comet that bears his name, Hal-

ley identified this with the comets of 1531 and
1607, and determined that it would reappear in

1682. This conclusion was interesting from
the fact that it proved that the comet followed,

substantially, a regular orbit. Halley calculated

with great care its next return for late in 175i
or early in January, 1759. He submitted his

algebraical formulae to the astronomer Lalande
and to Madame Hortense Lepaute. The result

was that they calculated the comet would be

delayed by Saturn 100 days and by Jupiter 518

days, and hence would not appear until the

middle of April, 1759. The comet reappeared
within a few days of the time fi.xed, and fol-

lowed the path through the constellations

marked out by the mathematicians. Its orbit

is now known. The comet passed its last peri-

helion on November 15, 1835, which gave it

28,005 days as against 27,937 days on its pre-

ceding revolution. Ponticoulant has fixed its

next return in 27,217 days. It, therefore,

should reach its perihelion on May 24, 1910.

Its earlier return is caused by the influence of

Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune (and probably an
unknown planet beyond).

Harry S. Pease, Washington, Pa. What is the
white streak across the sky, commonly
known as the "Milky Way" ?

The Milky Way is a field of space in which
are many million stars, of which our sun is

one. Each of these stars fs a sun somewhat
like our own, doubtless leading a retinue of

worlds and satellites in blazing splendor. To
our view the Milky Way seems a circular cloud

of light, but in fact it is a great plane of the

sky, in which the stars are accumulated,
stretching out one beyond another. They seem
near each other, but in fact they are far sepa-
rated. For instance, the nearest star to our
sun is Alpha Centauri, twenty-five billions of

miles away. A ray of light moving 186,400

miles in a second of time would require four
years and 128 days of uninterrupted flight to

pass over the awful space. And our next near-

est star, 61 Cygni, is more than seven light

years away, while our Pole Star is more than
thirty-six light years from us, being over 215

billions of miles. And thus countless millions

of suns are stretching away. They lie sub-
stantially on the same plane, but to our vision

they seem massed in an irregular ring, or
rings, of vast dimensions. When seen .through
a large telescope the stars seem to be points of
light along the field of the sky. Among these
are vast nebulae, scattered irregularly. But
the constitution of the Milky Way is stellar,

and not nebulous, and when studied carefully

is the grandest vision in the sky.

E. C. T., Tangier, Ind. 1. In what constella-
tion is the Halley comet now found, and in
what part of the heavens ? 2. In what
direction is it traveling ? 3. Where can I

find a good pronouncing dictionary for
terms in astronomy ? 4. What work, or
book, would be good for the study of as-
tronomy ?

1. It is now in the northeastern sky, and is

traveling toward our sun at an inconceivable
speed. 2. It will be visible to unaided eyes on
our planet for a period of several weeks before
it reaches its perihelion, and for several weeks
after it has doubled the cape of the sun. 3.

Any pronouncing dictionary will give what you
want. 4. Flammarion's Astronomy or Young's,
or in fact any astronomy will be helpful to you.
Write some publisher in New York or Chicago
for a catalogue.

General Notes
—One hundred free labor exchange.^) are be-

ing opened in England this month by the gov-
ernment, and 150 more will be opened in the
near future. Their object is to bring unem-
ployed men into contact with employers want-
ing labor.

—M. Flammarion, the distinguished astron-
omer, says that the Halley comet will be in
close proximity to our planet on May 19, and
that the earth will be enveloped by its vaporous
tail for several hours. He assures us, how-
ever, that, except for the calculations of the
scientists, nobody would be aware of the con-
tact, the vapor being so rarified that we will
not even perceive it.

—At a ball in St. Petersburg, given by a
countess to young members of the nobility,
while the orchestra was playing, the youthful
Baron Barfatirsky, aged fifteen, shot himself
through the heart. A moment later. Baroness
Pohlen, aged fourteen, dropped dead in the
same hall of poison. The police have tried to
cover up the tragedy, which has shocked the
Russian metropolis.

-^Professor Richard S. Lull, of Yale, an
eminent paleontologist, tells in an article just
published of a successful attempt to restore,
from fossils excavated at Spy, in Belgium, the
oldest known human type—the man of the
paleolithic age. many thousands of years ago.
In all essentials he resembles the human of
to-day, being strong and muscular, like the
North American Indian. There is not the
slightest hint of ape ancestry about him

NEW YORK
REAL ESTATE
IS THE ONE INVEST-
MENT CERTAIN TO
INCREASE IN VALUE

Our STOCK represents its actual

ownership, yields a regular income
. |

and enables the holder to obtain a

share of that increase.

Our BONDS (for any amount)

are absolutely secured by it

;

yield

6^ a year (payable semi-annually),

and are redeemable in gold.

Honest, Safe, Profitable Investments

Write to-dayforfree booilet li,
showinn past results and present conaiiion

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

250,00)
COPIES ALREADY SOD

HYMS
NEWandDHALLOWED

By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SA! ;V

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USINC
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Re: ;t

$25. per 100, not prepaid. SSf' per copy b iil

Returnable samples mailed to " earnest inqu s"

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or CI a

Vear=Brussels Art=Rugs, ^i I

Sent to your home by Express, Prepai

Beautiful and attrac-

tive patterns. Made
in all colors. Easily
kept clean and war-
ranted to wear.
Woven in one piece.

Both pidfS can be
used. Sold direct at
one profit. Money
refunded if not sat-

isfactory.

New Catalogue showing goods in actual colorB. sent

ORIENTAL IMPORTING C0..69l-Bourse BIdg.Philad \t

Sizes and Prices
|

9x 6 ft., $3.50

9x ty. ft. 4.00

9x 9 ft.. 4.50

9xlOM ft. , 5.00

9x12 ft., 5.50

9x15 ft.. 6.50
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Finder of Men
"^

lH average American knows

miiy people. But he does not

ahiys know where they are.

le has a thousand friends and

ac jaintances. Where are they at

th| particular moment? He can

be|Ureof someofthem—perhaps

a 9zen. But he wants to locate

or or more of the others.

,'he Bell system enables him

to each them.

f he finds his friend at home,

or«n his place of business, he

tails with him at once. I f he learns

th' his friend is in some other

ton the Bell System will furnish

th connection.

Cities are larger than they used

to be. Men know and need to

know more people. Yet the need
of keeping in touch is as great as

ever. Without Bell service there

would be hopeless confusion.

The range of the telephone is

not confined to one town or one

community. It is not satisfying

simply to learn that a man is out

of town ; through the Long
Distance Service of the Bell Sys-

tem he may be reached wherever

he is.

The Bell Service extends to all

communities. It reaches the mill-

ions of American people. One in

twenty is a Bell subscriber. The
other nineteen can be found, be-

cause Bell service is universal

service.

The telephone does more work for less money than any

other servant of mankind. There is economy as well as

efficiency in one system, one policy, universal service,

I Every Bell Telephone is the Center of the System,

«\i'ERiCAN Telephone and Telegraph Company
And associated Companies

PAYS
Catalci- .if l'i..l.--i'iii,.l ,.:i.l \im.l.-iir n.ii »-

Sktt.h.-a, iM l..->, Miii»li.-1 .l,.li.-.. Kecita-

tlnna, .M;ik,- ..|. I!..,..|». .t,-., s.-iit FREE.
Dick & Fitzgerald, 30 Ann St., New York.

Vrite for this Book

! IT'S FREE

by

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw
(Former Secrerary of the United

States Treasury.)

The First Mortgage
guarantee & Trust Company

[,

Depl. H, 927-929 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"'Used while
you sleep."

for Whooping
Cough,Croup,
Sore Throat,
Coughs, Bron-
chitis, Colds,

Diphtheria,Catarrh.

Vaporised Cresolene stops the pyoxysms of

Whooping CouKh. Ever dreaded Croup cannot

exist where Cresolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat, making
breathing easy in the case of colds; soothes the sore

throat and stops the cough.

Cresolene is a powerful germicide, acting both

as a curative and preventive in contagious diseases.

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.

Cresolene's best recommendation is its 30 years

of successful use.

For Sale By All Druggists.
Send Postalfor Descriptive Booklet.

THE VAPO-CRESOLENE CO., 180 Fulton St.,NewYork

Leeming-Miles Baildlng, MontreaJ, Canada

T YOUR IDEAS
.500 for one Invention. Book,
How to Obtain a Patent" ami

What to Invent" sent free. Send rough
Bki'tcli tor tree rei>ort as to patentability.
I'ittents advertised for sale at our e.xpense
in fourteen Manufacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'yi
Established 10 Vears

928 F Street, Wuhington, D.C.

Congressman Sulzer
AT THE BOWERY MISSION

ON a recent evening Congressman
William Sulzer visited the Bowery

Mission, and delivered a most enter-

taining and instructive lecture on
"Alaska, the Wonderland." Repre-

senting an East Side constituency, Mr.
Sulzer understands as few men do the

hard conditions under which the Bow-
ery men live. He prefaced his lecture

vdth a few words of hearty sympathy,
and delivered a message of cheer and
good-will, with which President Taft
had entrusted him.
The lecture itself was interesting

from start to finish. It was illus-

trated with about one hundred and

Hon. William Sulzer, M.C.

fifty splendid stereopticon views, and
was delivered in the fluent, forcible
and eloquent fashion which character-
izes all the representative's utterances.
Mr. Sulzer was accompanied by his

wife and several friends, and after
the lecture visited every part of the
new Mission. When he came to the
library, and was informed of the ef-

fort being made to cultivate the social

life of Bowery men by the circulation
of good literature, he at once became
deeply interested and, since returning
to Washington, has sent several valu-
able books, together with maps and
other things, for the use of the insti-

tution.

Mr. Sulzer has promised to visit the
Mission at regular intervals in the
future, and, judging by the delight
with which the men received him the
other night, it would seem as though
he would be a very powerful instru-
ment in the upbuilding of the educa-
tional and social work of the institu-

tion. J. G. H.

A Journal of Inspiration

Dear Dr. Klopsch: With great
pleasure I add my testimony to that
of the multitude of witnesses who read
and recognize the excellence of The
Christian Herald. No scholar can
read its pages from week to week with-
out being impressed with the purity of

its style and the excellence and per-
spicuity of its composition. No philan-
thropist will read a single number and
not be stimulated to rise to a plane of

more active service in the work of up-
lifting and purifying society. No
Christian can carefully peruse its cue-

cessive numbers and be content and
satisfied to live for this world, and
"bearing nothing but leaves." May
God bless you, and encourage you in

your noble work. H. D. W.^lker.
Shickshinny, Pa,

SEE AND TRY A

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATOR
We cannot believe that there

is a sensible man living who
would purchase any other than a
DE LAVAL Cream Separator for

his own use if he would but see

and try an improved DE LAVAL
machine before buying.

It is a fact that 99 <fo of all sepa
rator buyers who do see and try a
DE LAVAL machine before buy-
ing purchase the DE LAVAL and
will have no other. The 1^ who
do not buy the DE LAVAL are
those who allow themselves to be
influenced by something other than
real genuine separator merit.

Every responsible person who
wishes it may have the Free Trial

of a DE LAVAL machine at his

own home without advance pay-
ment or any obligation whatsoever.
Simply ask the DE LAVAL agent
in your nearest town or write to
the Company direct.

The De Laval Separator Go.
186-167 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

42 E. MADISON ST.
CHICAGO

DFiUMM & SACRAMENTO 3T8
SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 WILLIAM ST.
MONTREAL

14 & ia PRINCESS ST.
WINNIPEG

1016 WESTERN AVE.
SEATTLE

"'SaVE>ThE HbrtSEf'SRAVINCtJRE:
BE&J"RAee_j5Aon

No promise of rfswlta impossible to perform or false
testimonials to mi&lead you. Vou cannot mistake the
certainty of its unfailing and unequalled poweror tbe
security" of our guarantee.

924 FarrasntSt., Pittsburg, Pa.

I used bottle of " Save-the-Hoise," -vvliich I eot through Mark
Cross Co., New York, and our liorse that was lame for a year with
spavins is now sound. Kindly send two bottles by express CO- D.
Soon as you caa. Very respectfully, JOHN CLANCY.

ALLYN-HILL CO., Bou'ls and Insurance,
115 So. 12th Street, Tacoina, "Wash., June 24th, 1909.

Troy Ciiemical Co., Biugliamton. N. Y. : — I used your " Save-
the-Horse" on my horse, a valual-le drivin" animal, for a spavia
of two years' standing; and tho hurso irnw sliowa no signs of lame-
ness and is perfectly sound even with hard work on paved streets.

It ig surely a preat reineiiy and did great work for me.
Very truly yours. FRANK ALLYN, J&K.

$TT nn ^ bottle, with signed guarantee or contract. Send
|%>UU for copy, booklet and letters from business men and
I trainers. Permanently cures Spavin, Tboroughpin, Ring-V bone (except low). Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpuff,

Shoe Roil* Injured Tendons and all Lameness. Ko scnr or loss

of hair. Hmsg wniks as UMial. Vf^i/crs or Express Paid.
Troy Chemical Co*, 39 Comuierclat Ave** Biagbamtun* N> )^*

LAWN FENCE
Many designs! Clieap as
wood. 33 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Cli'.irclies and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D wincbester. Ind.

^v^AT BARGAIN PRICES
8 Apples for $1.00. 6 Pears for .Jl fx).

6 Plums for $!(»>. 8 Cherries for *1.00.

VI Peaches for $1 CO. Trees guaranteed.
Write at once for Illustrated Catalogue and

Bargali. Ust. ALLEN L. WOOD, Koclitbter, M. X.



The prince of all Grand
Opera tenors, sings the great

Italian arias that have made
him the sensation of the

Grand Opera Season inNew
York, exclusively for the

Edison Phonograph, and
they are rendered only on

Edison Amberol Records, the

longest playing Records made

There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the

nearest and hear the Edison Phonograph play both
Edison Standard and Amberol Records and get

complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.

In Oak and
Mahogany
tntsh 1

^ rtc<

$20C

Amoeroia
A new Edison EhonograpK

combines all the tonal beauty of

the other types of the Edison
Phonograph, with the added
richness, simplicity and charm of

a masterpiece of cabinet work,
iberola plays both Edison

•ind Edison Amberol
is made in several

' v^^ogany and Oak
;-1^ i>s surround-

. ias drawers
' Records.

;roi Records
nera

QMPANY

^^1

——.^it-''^""

^,ai-,\BIR;,^

Other Types of

Edison Phonographs ^12.^to^125.
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Lumber and Building IVIaterial
AT A SAVING OF FROM 30 TO 50 PER CENT.

j

THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO'S. Wonderful Offer on Brand New I

Lumber and Building Material—Plumbing—Heating Apparatus—Paint, etc. 1

We Furnish Material to Build these Modern Homes & Bungalow^

$420.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 122.

This neat and comfortalile cot-

tage has six rooms within space
of 24 ft by 24 ft., and is very
little higher than a one-story
house. On the second fioor aie
two fair sized rooms with ample
space for closets or store rooms.
The first floor has large living
room, two bed rooms and a
large kitchen. A cozy home.

$725.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 130.

This house, the most popular de-
sign ever built. Size 25 ft. 10 in.

by 29 ft. 6 in. Pleases a large
number and can be economic-
ally constructed. Has eight
rooms, also bath, pantry, vesti-
bule entrance- and large hall
connecting with kitchen.

$650.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 6.
House design No. 6 is known
practically throughout the U. S.
Size; 23 ft. wide by 33S ft. deep.
The most popular design ever
placed on the market. Contains
reception hall, parlor, dining
room, kitchen, pantry on first

floor; 3 bed rooms and bath on
the second floor.

$798.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 139.

The design shown herewith is a
modern house of liberal dimen-
sions and extremely handsome
eflect. Size 29 feet wide by 33
feet 6 inches deep, exclusive of
porch, and has every convenience
of a strictly up-to-date home.

$550.00
Buys the Material needed to

Build this House.

House No. 117.

Here is a bungalow intended
for a wide citv or suburban lot.
Size 39 feet 6 in. by 27 feet deep.
Living rooin, dining room, kit-
chen, pantry, 3 bed rooms and
bathroom oh one floor. Rooms
easy of access. For a summer
suburl)an home this class of
house offers many advantages.

I

High Grade Bathroom Outfits.

Strictly new and as
good as anyone spIIs.

We have everything
niedcd in Plumbing
Mati-rinl. Our prices
mean a saving to you of
30 to 60 per cent. We
can easily prove it if

you will give us a
chance. Here is an il-

lustration of a Bath-
room Outfit we are sel-

Prlce of this Outfit is $37S0. ling at $.3'.50. Ypiir

Plumljer would ask vou aljout S60 00 for this same outfit. It s

only one of ten other complete outfits that we are offering

from SiJ.OO to SIOO.OO. Our catalog describes them m detail.

You need the book it you want to keep posted on up-to-date
business methods. Get onr iiriies on Pipe and Fittings

PRICES FOR COMPLETE
PLUMBING OUTFITS.

We furnish complete plumbing
for any of the above houses
including Bath Tub, Closet, Lav-
atory and Kitchen Sink, and all

material necessary for 'Toughing
in" work, so as to complete the
whole job to the ground line.

All material "A" grade, brand
new and guaranteed for $92.SO

PAINT FOR THESE HOUSES.
Double coat inside and outside,

except floor and roof paint.

No. I22.$17.93
I

No. 6. $26.54
No. 130. 26.84 I No. 139 27.54

No. 117. . . $19.70

PRICES FOR COMPLETE
HEATING PLANTS.

We furnish complete Heating
Plant guaranteed first class and
brand new, for these houses as
follows:

Prices for Steam
Plants.

No. 122. $128.84
No. 130. 196.84
No. 6. 180.84
No. 139. 202.35
No. 117. 147.84

Prices for Hot Air Plants.

No. 122. $ 78.75|No. 6. $ 99.36
No. 130. I07.10|No. 139. 127.50
No. 117 83.O5

Prices for Hot Water]
Heating Plants.

No 122. $152.00
No. 130. 222.63
No 6. 216.56
No. 139. 245.77
No. !I7. 176.21

Hot Water Heating Plants.

from UB or not it i?

We furnish new complete hot water
[heating outfits at half the usual prices. I

Our proposition includes all necessary -

plans, specifications, blue prints an de-
tailed instructions, so that any ordinary
mechanic handy with the use of toolscsn
easily install it. You can't go
wrong when you deal with us. We
stand back of every sale. You
Bend us today a sketch of your
building and we will make you a
proposition to furnish you a com-
plete steam or hot water heating
outfit. We also have hot air fur.|
naees. Our liooklet on heating
plants tells every feature of the heating
question. Wo can quote radiators and
heaters seiiarately. Whether you buy
a valuable book for you to own.

SEND US YOUR LUMBER BILL FOR OUR ESTIMATE
We carry in stock over 20,000,000 feet of brand new lumber and can furnish mill work of all kinds. Also Structural Iron and Metal and Ready Roofing

$2^ Buys complete set^ Blue ^Prints

That's the price for the plans for any of the buildings
in this advertisement. We send you a set of plans of

any of the houses described above including the neces-
sary specifications and a list of material, transportation
charges prepaid for the sum of $2.00. deposit. At this

price we will furnish the blue prints and plans including
list of material for the designs illustrated and described
above. This $2.00 that we require is only a deposit or
guarantee of good faith. Our propo.sition is as follows:
is after you receive these blue prints specifications and
list of material and decide to place an order with us for
the complete bill of material, we will credit you with the
$2.00 received, so that no charge whatever is made for the
blue prints. If you decide to return the plans, specifica-
tions and list of material inside of twenty days, we will re-
fund $1.50, thereby making the total cost only 60 cents.

Water Supply Outfits,

Modern Air Pressure Water Supply systems at prices rang-
ing from $48.00 to $200.00. They are strictly new, first

class and complete in every detail. It makes no difference
whether you live in the country, you can enjoy every
city comfort at little expense. Why not investigate this?
We are ready to furnish you with all the facts free of
charge. All material fully guaranteed. We also have
a complete stock of Pipe, Valves and fittings at 40 to
60 per cent saving. Gasoline engines at low prices.

^'y/* on BUYS A 2 H. p. GASOLINE ENGINE. We
•P^rj ^^ are offering the finest 2 H. P. engine

ever produced at a price lower than you
can possibly secure it for elsewhere. It is strictly first
class and brand new and covered by a binding guarantee.

CLOTHING.

5,000 Brand new men's su.ts

bought by us from a "Hard up"
manufacturer. Made in plain
black cheviot; unusual retail

selling price $4.95. With
each order we include an extra
pair of striped trousers without
additional cost. ( omes in sizes
34 to 44 chest, yo to 42 waist
and 30 to is inseam,

BOYS' SUITS.
7200 Brand new, handsome

KiHclcerbocker style. Boys suits,

made in durable Wasoner Cas-
sirnerc, cut in latest style. With
each order we give an extra pair
of breeches. SizesS to 16 vears.
Retail price $5.00
Oui bargain price 2.95

WIRE AND FENCING.

Best Galvanized Wire Fence
made, 6 inch stays, 25 inches

high, per rod 20ic
i^\vcnv\vv»M¥uat Extra Heavy-

Cattle t-encing,

46 inches high. 6

inch stays, per
rod 3Sc

T^^^ 10.000 Reels
•"^'^-''"-^''^'Galvanized Barb-
ed Wire, 80 rod reels, per

reel $1,65
4-Point Galvanized Barbed

Wire, per 100 lbs $2.00
Painted Barbed Wire, per

100 lbs $1.75
Galvanized Wire Shorts,

brand new No. 12 gauge, per

100 lbs $1.50

ROOFING.

Steel Corrugated Roofing, per

100 square feet $ 1 .85
Galvanized Corrugated Roof-

ing, per square 3.25
Brick Siding, made of steel

imitation brick, per sq.. . 1 .85
Rawhide Rubber Roofing, the

finest and best ready roofing

made in 1, 2 and 3 plys. guaran-
teed 6, 9 and 12years, per

sq. $1.22, $1.49 and $1.71.
Rubberized Galvo Roofing,

put up in rolls 3 to 5 pieces. 1.

2 rind 3 ply. per square. $0.97,
$1.19 and $1.36.

Freight Paid to 111. and Ind.

Write for prices freight paid to

other states. Send for Roofing
Huoklet.

$1.95 FOR THESE

MEN'S SHOES.

3,000 pair from Receivers'
Sales; guaranteed first-class in
every particular. Made from

genuine patent
colt skin. Have
dull glove tops,

oak tanned soles,

swing last with
extention soles.

Cubanheels. An
excellent, perfect

up-to-date shoe
for any man. All sizes. .$1.95
A thousand Pairs of Ladies

Colt Blucher shoes at. . • $ 1 .65

Write for special list.

FILL OUT THIS COUPON.
Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago.
I saw your ud. in The Christian Herald ( J- 1 373)
Send me free of all cost your "Free Book of Plans" and
your large General Catalog. I am interested especially in

Name

Town County

R. F. D P. O. Box State.

If you don't wish to send coupon drop us a postal card,
tell us where you saw this ad. and what items interest you.

Our Free **Book of Plans".

This undoubtedly, i.s the handsomest Book of Desigr
ever produced. It is a practical work of art produced I)

the best architects. We give it away without oblfgatio
ot any kind to any one who intends to build now or haany future prospects of building a home or a barn V
contains reproductions of photos and is true to life i

e\-ery way. It explain in detail Our Wonderful Buildin
Offer whereby we propose to sell at a given price tHcomplete bill of material needed to construct houses coi
tages. bungalows, barns etc. We want every reader (
this paper who values such a book to write us for a copjWe are leaders in our methods, and our complete buUdin
proposition is the most enterprising building offer evf
presented to the public. You fill in the coupon show
f.'sewhere in this advertisement and we will send thiBook of Plans" without any obligations on your part.

FURNITURE.

Brand new Furniture for the
home, the office, the bank and
club or the hotel. The greatest
opportunity ever offered to save
30 to 50 per centon staple new,
clean articles in this line. We
buy our goods at Sheriffs', Re-
ceivers' and Manufacturers'
Sales. We give the public the
benefit of our operations. Our
general catalog shows our entire
furniture stock and quotes our
wonderfully low prices. It

makes no difference what your
wants may be, write us for our
prices. We will save you
money. Get our special circular
on Refrigerators and Ice Chests.

Our Mammoth Free Catalog.
The Greatest Price Maker ever Produced. A book of

500 pages profusely illustrated. A demonstration of what
t he Chicago House Wrecking Co. stands for as a bargain

center. Its such a book as every buyer
of merchandise must have in his or
her possession. It will save you money
every day vou buy goods. It's a pace
maker in the bargain world. It shows
what vast lines of merchandise are
secured by us at Sheriffs', Receivers'
and Manufacturers' Sales. It costs $1.00
to produce each one of these catalogsWe send it to you absolutely without
charge of any kind, and without anv
obligation. It contains a description of

u-i?- .I™""''*- "°",«^*»<''<J tiood*. Office Fix-
tures, etc. Fill in the coupon shown elsewhere in this
advertisement and tell us what lines of merchandise in-
terest you most and we will furnish you with additional
information concerning the material you need

our vast stoc!

SHINGLES.

Washington Red Cedar
Sliingles below cost.
We have a tremendous
stock of all grades in

Chicago and can make
immediate shipment. Special
low prices on straight carloads.
We guarantee grades. Write
for our quotation. Tell us how
many shingles you need. We
will quote freight prepaid prices
on application.

PORCH LUMBER.
Improve your home with a

new porch. Send us a sketch of
your house and size porch warn-
ed and we will quote you prices
that save you 30 to 50 per cent.

9x12 RUGS $6.00

These handsome S m y r n
Rugs in extensive variety
beautiful pattern-, oriental c

floral design

rich colors are

bargain at oi

price of.$6.0(
Are revers

ble; can be us(

on either sid-

giving you service of two flo<

coverings for the price of on*

absolutely new and perfect.

LINOLEUM.
Lasts five times as long as o

cloth. Brand new at 29c pi

square yard. Write for bool
let showing Linoleum i

natural colors.

WE WOULD PAY

$5,000 FOR A NAME
The Chicat-o House Wrecking Co. was orttanizi-d in 1S93 fc

ttie rurpose oi dismantling the World's Fair of Chicago, sine

"V V™** ^^ "''^*' purchased all the leading Expositions
Qi, •»« .^ present time our business consists in the purchase froi
Hherifls Keceiyers and Manufacturers' Sales of immense stoct
of general merchandise and supplies.

We have spent millions acquainting the public with ou
wonderful institution and with our vast quantities of new mei
ihandise. Our greatest difficulty has been to impress the fai
that our goods are not second-hand: nor anything but flrst-clasj
high-grade goods, just the same as vou would purchase in an
mercantile house. Our name misleads the public into the belif
that the goods we offer for sale are not brand new.

If we could discover a name broad enough and general enoug
to correct these false impressions, we would willingly pay th
sum of $5,000. Address

• Business Manager's Offlce, Dept. NOwB"l:
CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., CHICAG<

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY, 35th and IRON STREETS, CHICAGO.
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Bush Fighting on the Road to the Capital Artillery of the Revolutionists Going into Action

PHOTOS BY UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

CAMPAIGNING IN NICARAGUA
-^
« i

i

BOUT six or seven weeks ago it seemed as if

nothing would stay the march of the insur-

gent forces in blood-stained Nicaragua, under

[eneral Estrada, who was pushing forward, across

vers and through passes, toward the capital city of

Janagua, in which Dr. Madriz had just been in-

alled as President in place of the dictator Zelaya.

hen came a period when the fortunes of war
femed about to turn. Dr. IMadriz was able to keep
larger force in the field than had been expected,
lOugh it had lost much of the spick and spanness
hich impressed the visitor to the capitol and to

le military school, and they repulsed several moves
'' the insurgents to ap-
oach the capital. There
e two or three separate
surgent armies in the
1(1, but they have not
•t made the progress
iped for and expected
/ their sympathizers in

,ie Nicaraguan capital,

(ho have been waiting to

•ceive them with open
•ms and to place Es-
ada in the Presiden-
il chair until some one
ith a stronger army
ins for the Presidency,
ith bullets as ballots.

The insurgents, though
'viously disappointed,
ive kept on fighting
th unabated vigor, and
e issue is still in doubt,
oufjh Dr. Madriz talks
nfidently and as if the
surgent leaders were
fed of the conflict and
)out ready to lay down
eir arms. Reports are
rry conflicting, and the
lader has to consider
,om which source it comes. Both sides will claim
victory, or that the other is in full retreat. The
'j" ,^*^''*^''nff news is that Chamorro, one of Es-
ida's generals, has proclaimed him.self President,
d, as Estrada calls himself provisional President,
ere are, in the words of Shakespeare, several
ehmonds in the field.
rhere have been few sustained attacks upon for-
led towns, most of the fighting being in the open
'd, if a place of conflict can be so called which is
'II covered with forest and a dense growth

of underbrush. General Lara, however, in com-
mand of a government army, recently besieged in

regular form the town of Matagalpa, in which one

of the insurgent armies had gained a foothold. The
insurgent general Chamorro is skilled in the desul-

tory style of warfare which characterizes Central

American revolutions, and his courage seems un-

doubted, but he had all he could do to hold his posi-

tion in the face of superior numbers, he having but
1,500 while Lara had twice as many. The city

is surrounded by hills, and on these General
Lara placed field-guns of quite heavy calibre, with
which he began to shell the town day and night.

Prisoners Arriving at Rama Under Strong Escort

The hastily constructed fortifications, mostly

earthworks, were not strong and offered no protec-

tion to the town itself. The shell fire tore great

gaps in the roofs of the houses, and reduced the

people to a state of abject panic. The shriek of the

shells overhead before they burst, and the sounds

of the explosions in the streets, were enough to appal

all but the stoutest hearts. The people had a feel-

ing of helplessness not shared by the troops, as the

latter felt that they had the means of defense and

retaliation in their own hands. The inhabitants.

however, continually experienced that most trying
of ordeals which can fall to the lot of the besieged

:

to sit still and be fired at as a target until the ammu-
nition gives out or the other army is able to drive

the attackers away. Most of the people have felt

the heavy pressure of Zelaya's tyrannical hand, and
are not enthusiastic over his successor; but probably
hundreds here wished that the town was not occu-

pied by the insurgents and thus made a mark for the
batteries, whose black muzzles spit fire as viciously
as if they had a personal desire to wreak vengeance
upon the city. Among the inhabitants were quite a
number of Americans and Europeans. Protests

were made against the
indiscriminate bombard-
ment.

In response to the
protests, the government
general silenced his can-
non so that non-combat-
ants could leave. How
many availed themselves
of the opportunity to es-

cape is not accurately
known. Probably the de-
cisive message from Sec-
retary of State Knox to

Dr. Madriz, the import
of which was soon noised
about the town, may have
caused Lara to hoist the
white flag above his bat-

teries for the six hours.
Mr. Knox informed Pres-
ident Madriz that he
would hold him person-
ally responsible for the

lives of the Americans in

the city. The President
said he would regard the
international law govern-
ing such cases. A large
number of Americans

live permanently in the vicinity of the city, and,

driven to desperation by the exactions to which they

have been subjected by the Zelayan and Madriz gov-
ernments, they have flocked into the city and offered

to form a rough rider regiment to aid the revolu-

tionists in driving the army from the vicinity.

It is not known whether their offer was accepted,

but it is believed that some Americans who have
been residents of the country for some time are
serving in the ranks of the insurgent army. The

Continued on page 215
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^kThe Sign of the Wren's Nest
tii

Joel Chandler Harris

WHERE is Uncle

Remus' house?"

From the time Joel

Chandler Harris be-

came famous as au-

thor of the Uncle

Remus tales this ques-

tion has been put by

travelers— particular-

ly child travelers—on

reaching Atlanta, Ga.,

and a favorite car-

ride or drive has been

past the Harris resi-

dence. This interest

in Mr. Harris' home,

shown by people from
all over the world, in

part suggested the

idea, after his death,

in 1908, of preserving

the place as a memo-

rial to him and as the sacred possession of the chil-

dren of America. A plan was formed to buy it, at

the $25,000 valuation assessed; and to keep as ne

left them the two rooms where he did most ot nis

work—living-room and room adjoining—with their

furnishings, including his chair and table; the rest

of the house to be converted into a library chiefly

for children, and the yard and garden into a play-

ground for them—small strangers from afar having

equal rights with the city's- children, and a special

welcome. . . ,

As the news crept abroad, expressions of approval

reached the Uncle Remus Memorial Association

from points as far apart as Massachusetts and Cali-

foi-nia, Canada and Mexico, and even from Europe,

where 'children who cannot read the Uncle Remus

tales in English read them in their own tongue. Julia

Ward Howe wrote that, but for her great age, she

would take an active part in the movement. An-

drew Carnegie promised promptly a $5,000 check.

It seemed probable that any one of several rich men

would give the whole amount if de-

sired, but the plan was that, as

many had loved Uncle Remus, many
should share in the work, with spe-

cial opportunity for small aids from
children. A payment has just

been made on the property, and the

association hopes soon to complete

the purchase and provide books and

other equipment. The officers are:

Mrs. A. McD. Wilson, president;

Mrs. Woods White and Mrs. Con-

nally, vice-presidents, and Mrs. Ste-

vens, treasurer, all in Atlanta.

Among honorary vice-presidents are

President Taft, Mr. Roosevelt and
Mr. Carnegie.

In this connection a few words of

reminiscence about Mr. Harris, or

"Uncle Remus," and his house may
be interesting. The place came by
its name thus: A pair of wrens
built a nest in the letterbox at the

gate. A human protest was raised

:

"Our box is for letters." "Let the

wrens alone," said Uncle Remus,
"we can make other arrangements
for letters. We must not break up
a home and a family." Adjoining
the yard is a plot of ground where
Mr. Harris grew vegetables in

spots, and in spots let wild things

grow as they pleased. He called it "Snap-Bean
Farm."
My impression of his home on my first visit

to it may be given in his words about the White
House, in his humorous description of his sojourn
there as President Roosevelt's guest: "It's a home;
it'll come over you like a sweet dream the minnit
you git in the door." The happy wife and children,

the venerable mother, and even the household pets,

reflected in their air of peace and content the spirit

of the master. In the centre of the hall a circular
stair ran upward. "Where to?" I asked. "Mr.
Harris' study, among the treetops," said his wife;
"at least, he built it for that." "But he doesn't do
much writing up there," volunteered his eldest son,
Julian, then a lad, with twinkling eyes; "he can't
stay away from us." "But doesn't your laughing
and talking disturb him?" "He likes it. He writes
most of his stories with us around him. He reads
them to us, and we tell him what we think of them."
It was said of him that he always wanted to be in
sound of his wife's voice.

The engaging manner in which Julian (he's "Mr.
Harris" now, and editor of Uncle Remus' Maga-
zine) "gave away" his sire in small bits of informa-
tion was a delicious exposure of the comradeship

By MYRTA LOCKETT A VARY

existing between Mr. Harris and his children.

"Come," he said, with the genuine Harris friendli-

nes's, "and I will show you the mockingbird tree.

And he pointed out the poplar where warbled the

songster that inspired Mr. Harris' prose poem, "The

Mockingbird." That yard and garden, and the

trees and the vines! One could easily imagine

Uncle Remus walking or sitting about, and Br'er

Rabbit hopping confidentially from leafy covert to

hold confab with him—and hopping back hastily it

a stranger hove in sight.
, <- u-

Whimsically wise was Uncle Remus about nis

wild things. One day, when I was in the Constitu-

tion Building, I wanted to peep in on Uncle Remus

in his editorial "den." But on what important sub-

ject could I claim a peep? I crept in. He was a.t

his desk, papers all around. "Mr. Harris, I said,

"I want to ask you something about Br er Rabbit.

I had his ear—and his twinkling eyes. "Mr. Har-

ris, you know rabbits can't climb trees. Now, in

your story, you say Br'er Rabbit 'clomb a tree.

How could he?" "He was bleeged to," chuckled

Uncle Remus.
"How's ole Sis Cow?" Thus Andrew Carnegie

greeted him at his gate. "Po'ly," chuckled Uncle

Remus. "Sis Cow" had put them on easy terms at

once and they sat down on a bench under a tree

and 'had a "mighty good time." "Why, Andrew
Carnegie is just a plain, ordinary fellow, and

mighty good company, too," Uncle Remus reported

ofhisgue.st. And his guest of him: "He has given

a helping hand to all the world. He's won the

hearts of all the children, and that is glory enough

for any man."
He was as shy as his creatures of the wildwood.

It was impossible to lionize him. Once, when he

was in New York with Henry Grady, Grady engaged

to have him at a dinner slily arranged in his honor.

Uncle Remus slipped out of the hotel and fled to

the sudden cry. "There

he goes!" shouted this

one and that. Chase

was given, and he was
brought, blushing fu-

riously, and committed

to Mrs. Roosevelt, who
soon made him feel

that things were not

nearly so bad as they
might be. But Br'er

Rabbit himself could

not have been more
embarrassed at public

position than was
Uncle Remus as he sat

beside the President's

wife in the procession

to the Governor's Man-
sion and stood with
her on the balcony to

review the military
parade, while the peo-

ple cried out: "There's Uncle Remus! Caugh it

last!" EmbaiTassed as he was, he felt, as all ki v,

loyal and knightly appreciation of the honor it

was his. At the official dinner, where he sat beie

the President, he almost blushed his ears off v n

Mr>. A. McD. Wilson

Pres. of Uncle Kenius Memorial

r

The Veranda of the Home at " Snap Bean Farm

'

Atlanta. In Eatonton, they once thought they had
him cornered for a speech. Grady spoke; his turn
came, with his old neighbors calling on him. He
rose and said: "I have never been able to make a
speech without taking a drink of water, so you must
excuse me till I get a little water." As he walked
out the people laughed and cheered ; they knew he
had escaped. That sentence was Uncle Remus'
only public speech. Urged to read his stories in
public for profit, he said he could not for a hundred
thousand dollars a night; he was tongue-tied before
an audience. But one person of all who ever tried
succeeded in bringing" him into the limelight. That
person was Theodore Roosevelt. In 1905, when
coming to Atlanta, the President wrote that he and
Mrs. Roosevelt wished to meet Uncle Remus. In
our country, respect for the nation in its head in-
vests such an expression from a ruler with almost
the force that it has in Europe, where it is a
command.

Like Br'er Rabbit, Uncle Remus was "up a tree."
The reception committee fetched him by main
strength to the station where Mr. Roosevelt was ex-
pected. While the Presidential party were being
seated in carriages, Mrs. Roosevelt asked that Uncle
Remus should ride with her. '•'Where is he?" was
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Mr. Roosevelt, after saying, "I am going to c; ;e

acute discomfort to a man of whom I am very fo "

declared that, as many great things as Georgia d

done for the Union (Mr. Roosevelt's mother w; a

Georgian) , "she had never done more than whenne
gave Joel Chandler Harris to American literatui"

After Mr. Roosevelt reached Washing-ton, he w :e

Uncle Remus to come to see him. "I was afraiiie

would not go, until after Julian got him on ie

train; he liked the Roosevelts very much, butjs
nervousness about meeting strangers, who mit
take him for a celebrity, was distressing," I i.

Harris has told me. "His shyness was const i-

tional, and amounted to an affliction."

Mr. Harris was born in the quiet little towi if

Eatonton, Ga. His father, a fan r,

died while he was an infant. Is

mother was very poor. He |s

probably the least noticed boy in^ie

community. He could not sta;ln

school long, for at twelve he '|t

that he must be up and doing." je

saw in the Countryman that "a 'jy^

is wanted at this office"—on t.

J. A. Turner's big plantation, ijel

miles from a postoffice. He gotiej

job. In woods and cabins he gi-

ered the material of which his %-

lect stories are woven. The Ik
publication of these began al it

1880, with Uncle Remus, His Scjs

and Sayings, and ended in lj7

with Uncle Remus and Br'er l)-

bit, with many a volume betwji.

"Uncle Bob" and "Uncle Geor'

two old negroes living respectry

near his mother's home and on

Turner place, were the chief o;-

inals of the Uncle Remus of

fancy. By Uncle George's kitci

fire, he and the Turner chile In

gathered nightly to listen to t is

and eat ginger-cakes. l

After the Countryman expired
|

made his way to larger papers, <

by 1863 was an editor of the Sa\f-

nah News. In Savannah, he nf-

ried Miss Essie La Rose, of Canadian birth. A:|

1876 he was on the Atlanta Constitution. Capip

Howell, the proprietor, suggested his publistg

some dialect "stuff" in the paper. So his fame'!-

gan in that field in which he now has no peer—neo
dialect tales^—and in folklore, in which no writeiji

the world outranks him.
Uncle Remus was industrious and did much vi|;

able work besides, in history, poetry, fiction,

editorials for his own paper and other journals,

made much money, but left little. He lived simf

and gave freely. Of nine children, he raised

He was a devoted Christian. ,^
He said once: "I don't want any monument|t

stone that will stand out in the rain and get colcr

dust-covered." He wanted something that wop

help others. When he first entered his home, e

remarked of a sapling beside the door: "This si-:

be my monument." "Then, this shall be mine, !

his wife of a treelet on the other side. "Are

not sorry for the home to pass out of your pes.'!

sion?" Mrs. Harris has been asked.
"^^J ^^Me

ing to live always, yes," she answered; "but II

to think, and Mr. Harris would love to think, of P

place being kept as it is, and of the children ol P

world playing about it always."
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rHE whole nation admires the way
in which Ex-President and Mrs.

Roosevelt have brought up their

mily. As much as was possible, in

eir exalted and conspicuous station,

ey have tried to keep their children

t of the public view and to make
em modest, hard-working, represen-

tive American citizens.

The eldest son has shown himself to

worthy of his excellent parents. He
idied hard during his college course,
Tipressing four years' work into
le and gaining a high stand. He
- democratic in his tastes, and came
ay with a record for popularity.
As soon as he finished his studies, he
nt into a large carpet-making estab-
hment to learn the business. His

I her is not a rich man, and all his
l^'s must go to work and earn their
I n livings as soon as they can.
Young Theodore has been in love for

.
irs with one of his childhood play-

Jites. She lived in New York, and
U carpet works were in Thompson-
•le. Conn., not far from Hartford,
erefore, as the young man was
thful and did not believe in asking
ors just because he was the son of

iiPresident. he could not often got
say to see this young lady.
But, .somehow or other, he has man-

: ?d to make time to ask her to marry
In. She has said "Yes"; the news
U been cabled to the elder Roosevelts,
:d everybody seems to be gi-eatly
Isased.

fhe distinguished father of the pros-
.
I'tive groom telegraphed that the
\dding must not be postponed until
1 return; but the young people, as
.\ , -seem determined to wait for that
(nt.

The young lady, whose mother has
J t announced the betrothal, is Miss
I'anor Butler Alexander, of New
'ik, well and favorably known in its

best social circles, for her talents as
well as for her beauty.

The good wishes of all their coun-
trymen and countrywomen go forth to

this young couple, as they clasp each
other's hands for a life journey to-

gether. "All the world loves a lover,"

especially if the lover is brave and hon-
est and manly ; and if the beloved is

worthy of him.
And in the present instance this

seems to be the fortunate case.

"TTELP given at the right time is

XJ- doubly blest. You people of

America have been noble in your help

to us during the earthquake horrors,

and especially was the relief sent by
The Christian Herald of most prac-
tical value. We are so grateful to Dr.
Klopsch, and all the good Christian
Herald friends! I cannot express to

you the appreciation we feel toward
such givers who, by sending direct to

us, made sure that we should receive

the funds, and receive them at the time
of our direst extremity. Our hearts
are very warm toward your subscrib-

ers," said Signer Muston, a few days
after his recent arrival in this coun-
try, to a representative of The Chris-
tian Herald.
The first of a series of parlor lec-

tures, to be given in various cities, was
held by invitation of Mrs. William Jay
Schieftelin, in her home on East Sixty-

sixth Street, New York City, February
10, introducing Dr. Giorgio Bartoli and
the Rev. Dr. Arturo Muston, of Italy.

Dr. Bartoli has already been intro-

duced to the readers of The Chris-
tian Herald, in our issue of February
9. Dr. Muston, who accompanies this

distinguished member of the Walden-
sian Church, is president of the Board
of P^vangelization of the Waldensian
Church in Italy, and comes as its o.n-

cial representative to this country.

"Italy is in a momentous time—

a

critical time," continued Signor Mus-
ton. "The Italians are disgusted with
their old religion; they are becoming a

nation of atheists. The Waldensians
are preaching the pure Gospel of Jesus
Christ, irrespective of denomination-
alism. We are always an evangelical
agency, and we are reaching many of
the intellectual men and women who
are now carrying on a laymen's
movement, forming missionary circles,

whose members are working all the
time in the smaller towns, distributing
tracts and speaking in open squares.
When we visit a town, we shall not
leave a single man unapproached."

In a recent letter from Rome, Mrs.
Gilbert Colgate, of New York, one of

the treasurers of the New York So-
ciety and the prime mover in Walden-
sian Aid work, said

:

"I have seen Sigmor Muston many
times. He is intensely interesting, a
most able man, and has the work well
in his grasp. I am delighted that he
is going to America, and I am sure you
will all be much interested in him.
Father Bartoli is a very remarkable
man. I do not believe there is a sub-
ject about which he does not know
something. He speaks English per-

fectly. He does not speak on the Wal-
densian work as Signor Muston does,

but he is most interesting in what he
says about the present conditions in

Italy concerning religion, politics, etc.

He has many lectures that he gives. I

am sure you will all find him delight-

ful. He has been ill, and was obliged
to give up his English trip. It is

pretty hard for a man who has had
everything as a Jesuit, and editor of

the Civilta Cnitolica, to live on forty
dollars a month, which is his salary as

a Waldensian lecturer. He is very
anxious to give some lectures in

America. He has one lecture on

'Dante,' which I understand is very
fine. Of course, the money that will

be paid for that lecture will go for the

Waldensian Church.
"Signor Muston says they need

$10,000 to meet all the expenses this
year. He is terribly worried, poor
man! He is working himself to death,
I fear. To see before you the chance
to accomplish great things, and to have
your hands absolutely tied because
there are no funds, is terribly hard on
the worker." M. K. H.

AMERICANS will welcome cordially

the most famous living British ex-
plorer. Sir Ernest H. Shackleton, who
has recently been knighted by King
Edward for his intrepid attempt to
reach the South Pole. He got one
hundred miles farther than any pre-
vious explorer, but could not reach the
goal. He went far beyond the point
reached by Captain Scott, the pre-
vious explorer. A full account of the
Shackleton expedition and its results
was published in this paper. Great
Britain is very anxious to secure the
honor of finding the South Pole, and
an expedition is now being fitted out.

It is not known definitely whether Sir
Ernest will accompany the expedition,
but the party will be guided by the in-

valuable lessons learned by his men in

Antarctic exploration. The problems
are quite different from those encoun-
tered on the trip north. Numerous
organizations are planning receptions
and other entertainments in the ex-
plorer's honor, for his achievements
are as well known here as in his own
country.
The explorer was born in 1869, the

son of a physician. He was educated
at Dulwich College, and is married.
Recently he and his wife visited Ger-
many, and were the recipients of much
attention.

Vi7» TOPICS OF INTEREST AT HOME AND ABROAD K^?^

It is f.xpkcted that a bill will bp presented in Conftrcss this
' "11 prohiiiitiiiK eamhliiiK in .•i)rriciiltnr:il proilncts.

STATlSTrcs JUST compiled show that 1.58 leadinR American
' nV """"""y S9.3.000.000 for police and (ire protection,
"10,000 for sanitation an<l public health, $12,000,000 for re-
non and .$100,000,000 for education.
An EXPLOSION in the main shaft of the Primero mine of

il^alifornia Fuel and Iron Company, on January 31, resulted
' he death of a lari^e number of miners. It was believed

no less than a hundred men had been caught in the shaft
' possibly suffocated. Most of the victims are Slavs and
L'anans. Rescue parties succeeded in taking out a number

' "(lies, torn and burned beyond recoRnition.
vIme. CiRiF. already f.inious as llie discoverer of radium, has

^

1- anotlior very notable contribution to science. She lias pro-
<i pure polonium, a new chemical element possess! iis a radio-
it> Irom 400 to 1,000 times more active tlian radium itself. It

I ,,
'»''i;'i'y very rapidly, however, and its life is miidi shorter

, i'li,
'••»'l>om- .Scientists both here and abroad are dis-

11- ine new discovery, for which no practical use can be
' sted thus far.

\ttiik Manhattan Association of Con-rre^ational Ministers.

f„K *,.'"°;i"'
Church lately, tlie eiirhtieth birthday of lUv.

.
1 .1

»" • ^P " '' '••l<-brated. and his fiftieth vear of min-Mi service honored l)y all his associates, who presented him
"t nana of Dr. Albert Lyman of Brooklyn with a purse of

gold. Dr. Roberts is in active pastorate at Dunton, L. I., preach-
inK twice each Sabbath.
—Congressman Lunpin of Illinois has introduced in the

House of Representatives a resolution directing the Speaker to

appoint a committee to investigate the various systems of old-

age insurance, old-age pensions and annuities, that are now in

operation in the different countries of the world and the prac-
ticability of establishing such systems in the United States.

—Camille Flam.m.\rion, the distinguished astronomer,
writes : "January 1 has been adopted [as the opening of the
New Year] since the year 156.3, in consequence of an edict of

the kinglet, Charles IX., and the French custom determined
that of the rest of the world. Up to that time the year had
been begun at the Incarnation, otherwise known as the visit of
the angel Gabriel ; that is to say, nine months before the birth

of Jesus, or March 25, and the Christian years had for their

formula 'ab Incurnalione Cliristi' (from the Birth of Christ)."

—Hudson Maxim, the well-known inventor, regarde<l an au-
thority on dynamite and explosives generally, in a letter recently
published says that the principal hopes of peace lie in the
increasing cost of war. He does not believe that airships will

prove formidable as engines of warfare. On the contrary, he
holds that an airship could not approach with safety near
enough to drop large quantities of dynamite on a warship.
Small dynamite bombs would do no haiin to such ships. Mr.
Maxim suggests that those governments which genuinely favor

peace should unite to prevent war loans, as the money brokers
are the only people who derive any advantage from war.
—Thk month ok February has established the record for

cold weather. Alaska sent a chilling blast across the country,
and the thermometer in many sections went far below zero,
causing intense suffering. Such visitations usually leave in
their wake a long line of victims, which includes "not only those
who perish from the immediate cold, but a still larger number
wrho die of diseases aggravated by such weather. In many
cities the condition of the homeless during the cold spell was
pitiful. The Bowery Mission Bread Line was greatly aug-
mented while it lasted.

—Mr. C. M. Nkwman. in The World To-Dny. gives some interest-
ing facts relative to the tsetse fly which causes the fatal "sleeping
sickness" in Africa. Mr. Newman has been traveling in Uganda.
He says: "The Roosevelt expedition will be compelled to march
through large areas of infected country The best land is usually
near rivers and lakes, and in Uganda such territory is the home of
the tsetse fly. Government offlcials have succeeded in driving
inos-t of the natives out of the infected area, and the development
of the disease will undoubtedly be checked to some extent by
these measures. It is the intention of the F.nglish government to
clear the natives out of all of the afllicted districts and keep them
out for a few years, and it is hoped that in the meantime the
tsetse fly will lose its power to spread the disease. Sleeping sick-
ness must be eradicated, and no stone will t)e left unturned to
accomplish its extermination."
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AFEW years ago my esteemed friend, Rev.

Charles William Gordon, of Winnipeg, Mani-

toba—widely known by his pen name of

Kalph Connor—wrote a book which stirred Amer-

ica, and, in no small degree, the entire Christian

world. It describes a wild life in the mining re-

gions, and, at the same time, a beautiful Christian

service in those wild regions. There is a chapter

devoted to the death of one of the heroes, named

Graham. He was a college man, a man of varied

culture, and also of noble Christian character. He

had lived for years a true Christian life; but, while

on a visit to San Francisco, he was induced to

gamble, and, for a time, the old wildness came back

with almost resistless force.

Gave His Life for His Friend

He was induced to go into a low gambling den.

Nelson was his devoted friend. Nelson's conver-

sion is beautifully described.- It was a conversion

of the thoroughly heroic and inspiring type. He
determined to protect Graham while in the gambling

den. For this purpose, he followed him into the

very teeth of the lion whose lair the den was.

Soon it became evident to Nelson that the gamblers

were cheating Graham. By a prearranged sign.

Nelson enabled Graham to protect himself, and the

men with whom he was gambling became so angry
that one of them drew his pistol and was about to

shoot Graham. Instantly Nelson sprang between
the pistol and his friend. The result was that he

received the shot which was intended for Graham.
In a few moments, he lay dead, in the presence of

the friend for whom he had given his life. Ten-
derly did Graham and Connor lay him in his grave.

Standing beside the grave, Graham said : "Connor,
I understand now, as I never understood before, the
meaning of those words of Scripture, 'Who loved

me, and gave himself up for me.' " Reading this

book recently on a railway train, it greatly moved
my heart. I determined to preach on the text which
Graham recited. I think I understand it now, even
as did Graham, better than ever before. Nelson
died a vicarious death. In his love for his friend

he gave his life. But in his love for those who
were his enemies, Jesus Christ gave his life.

The Fickle-hearted Galatians

Permit me to call your attention to "The Loveful
Sacrifice." The characteristics of this love we shall

find suggested by the words of the text. In this

beautiful text the apostle Paul poured out his own
soul, in describing the matchless love of his Lord
and Master. He is striving to bind the Galatians
more tenderly than ever before to Jesus Christ as
their Saviour. This epistle is the earliest of the
four doctrinal epistles of Paul. Next to the Epistle
to the Romans, it is the most important in the expo-
sition of the doctrines of faith, justification, and
Christian freedom. Its brevity is not more marked
than is its vigor. The Galatians were a warm-
hearted, but fickle, people. They received the Gos-
pel with great readiness, and in their love for the
apostle they were ready to pluck out their eyes, if

thus they could the more fully manifest their devo-
tion. But Judaizing teachers had come among
them; they were led away from the simplicity of
their earlier faith. All classic writers show that
the Gaulish character was marked by instability.

This is a Celtic characteristic even to this day.
We do not know who these Judaizing teachers were.
There seems to have been one man among them who
was their leader. The right of Paul to the claim of
apostle was challenged, and he is obliged to defend
his apostolic authority. He must destroy the in-
fluence of these Judaizing teachers, or the simplicity
of the faith as it is in Christ would be destroyed.
He therefore exposed and refuted the errors by
which the Galatians were deceived; and then he
pours out his heart in a fatherly pleading, which
touches our hearts even to this day. He shows his
conception of Christ's great love for the children of
men by the text of this morning. The character-
istics of this love we are now to study.

This characteristic is suggested by the word who
in the text; this refers to Christ. It is divine love.
There are many kinds of love in the world, and some

Pastor, Calvary Baptist Church, New York.
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of them are worthy of our appreciation and imita-

tion. Love is the heart of the universe ;
love is the

.soul of God. God would cease to live, if he ceased

to love. The whole world, did we understand it fully,

is an oratorio whose diapason is love. All the move-

ments of Providence, in their vast reaches, are in-

spired by love. The old Greeks spoke of the music

of the spheres, and in so speaking they voiced an

eternal truth, a truth which we, in the light of Chris-

tian faith, ought to understand as it was impossible

for these classic Greeks to appreciate. Hell is hell,

because hell is hate; heaven is heaven, because

heaven is love. Earth becomes like hell, or heaven,

in proportion as hate or love governs our earthly

lives. We ought to appreciate what it is to have a

consuming love for one's country. Patriotic love is

beautiful and holy. The love of Wallace and of

Bruce for Scotland has inspired the song of the poet

and the lyre of the musician. The love of William

Tell for Switzerland, partly mythical as it may be,

is nevertheless beautiful and glorious. The love of

George Washington and Abraham Lincoln for our

America has thrilled our hearts and inspired our

lives. We all know something of the love of men
for their city. The love of Dante for beautiful

Florence was as chai-ming as is the city he so loved.

To him, Florence was a maiden who had given him
her hand and heart. We appreciate the love of

Oliver Wendell Holmes for Boston. Men cannot
love New York in the same sense as they love a city

like Boston. New York is too extensive in area, too

heterogeneous in population, and too multifarious in

its activities, to be loved as a smaller city might be.

We are all familiar with the love of men for their

brother man. The great classic illustration of this

truth is the love between Damon and Pythias. These
two Pythagoreans of Syracuse will be forever re-

membered as models of a friendship faithful even
unto death. The great Biblical illustration is the
love of David and Jonathan. Superb as were the
achievements of Jonathan in war, his enduring fame
rests upon his romantic friendship with David. In
David's immortal elegiac song, he affirms that Jona-
than's love to him "was wonderful, passing the love
of women." We know the love of men for women
and of women for men; the love of husband for
wife, and wife for husband; the love of children for
their mother, and the love of the mother for her
children. Lately, a graceful, cultured and attract-
ive woman said to me: "Next to my Saviour do I

love my mother. I am all she has now, and I am
giving her all the service of my hand and the love
of my heart." May I be permitted at this point a
personal allusion? Never shall I forget my last
interview with my own mother. I well knew I

should never see her again; she knew this equally
well. I kissed her good-by and went away, but re-
turned, repeating this manifestation of love for the
third time. It was a moment sacredly tender in
my life.

The Measureless Love of Christ

But, after all, these are but human loves, beautiful
and sublime as they are. I rise now to a vastly
loftier height. I speak of the love of God in Christ
for the children of men. This love is measureless.
It is an ocean that is shoreless and bottomless. It
is divine love. If any man might know how to
measure the love of God, that man was the apostle
John. He pillowed his head on the bosom of Jesus;
he felt the throb of Christ's heart against his cheek.
The years pass. He is now writing the deepest
thoughts of his soul regarding Jesus Christ. All
that he can say is: "Behold what manner of love
the Father hath bestowed upon us." He does not
say: "Behold what measure of love." Even the
loving John cannot measure the love of God. We
have measured the globe; we have measured great
spaces in the heavens, from planet to planet, and
from earth to sun, moon, and star; but we have no
mathematical formula to give us the unknown
quantity in the love of God for men. If any man
might have known that love, next to the apostle
John, that man was the peerless apostle Paul. He
had entered into the profound mysteries of God's
love as no other man, with the possible exception of
the beloved John, had done. Paul speaks of the
breadth and length, and height and depth, of that
love; but he nowhere attempts to give its dimen-
sions He prays that he may know the love of
Lhrist, and then he is obliged immediately to add:
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"which passeth knowledge." This love is divi:

It is tenderer than a maiden's and purer than
mother's; it is the love of God in Christ for li

men and women.

love rlivine, how sweet thou art

!

When shall I fiml my willing heart
All taken up by thee?

1 thirst, ami faint, and die to prove
The greatness of redeeming love.

The love of Christ to me.

I beg you also to notice that it is eternal lo\

"Who loved me." When did this love begin? I

it begin on the cross? Assuredly no; the cross v.

the flower and the fruit of an antecedent, even
eternal, love. The cross was the meridian splem
of a love born in the eternity of God. The cross

not cause the love of God; it only manifested,
vealed, and emphasized that love. Did it begin,

the Garden of Gethsemane, when Jesus bowed w'

breaking heart and drank the bitter cup to its vt

dregs? Assuredly no; Gethsemane, like Calva
was the result of love from eternity. The cup v
the proof, even as was the cross, of an antecede
even an eternal love. Did it begin during c

Lord's public ministry, when he said of himse
"The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air hsl

nests; but the Son of man hath not where to lay 1

head"? Oh, houseless, homeless, friendless Chri'i

we adore thee ! It was eternal love which led i

this earthly suffering; this earthly life was sim],

the fruitage of a love whose stem and root ;'

found in eternity. Did it begin at the carpente
bench, before our Lord entered upon his public m[
istry? It is a remarkable fact that our gloric

and transcendent Lord was actually a carpenti

He pushed a saw, drew a plane, used a rule, a

swung a hammer and an adze, in a carpenter's sb
The great sweat-beads of honest toil stood on
divine-human brow. He vvho was the maker
worlds became the maker of doors and windows a

domestic utensils. O wonder of wonders, marvel
marvels, mystery of mysteries, that Jesus Chr
should become a carpenter!

What Jesus Does for Us

Once I visited a dying man who was a carpent
and I talked to him about his future prospects,
said: "I am a carpenter, and I have a Carpen
for a Saviour. I know what it is to fit up roo'

and finish houses. My Saviour has gone to prep;

a mansion for me. I have helped fit up many be:

tiful rooms in this city, but I did not occupy i

rooms myself; but Jesus has promised that when
prepares my mansion I shall occupy it with hir

What a wonderful thing it is for us to have Je.'

Christ as Lord and Master! If he had come ii

the world as a prince, if he had been attended by
the splendors of earthly royalty, we could not co

near him as we can now. He came into the wo
poor and friendless. He came as a helpless ba

He died while a young man. He sits to-day as

young man, endowed with eternal youth, on his lo:

throne. How marvelous and unspeakably gloric

is Jesus Christ! Christ's love did not begin at

'

carpenter's bench. Did it begin at the cradle? j

suredly no; the cradle in Bethlehem, as the cross

Calvary, was the proof of a love that is eterr

The incarnation was the manifestation in time
the love of God in eternity. I am utterly lost in

immeasurable elements that enter into this eterf

love. The love of child for mother, or mother :

child, is as moonlight unto sunlight when compa;
to the love of God for sinful men and women.
is divine, it is eternal love.

His Love a Personal Love

Notice also that Christ's love is personal: "^^
loved me, and gave himself up for me." Is it p-

sible for us adequately to appreciate and express i

marvelous truth that Christ loved us, even us, £ I

that he thought of us and saved us? This thou^
overcomes us. Can it be possible that Chi-
thought of me when I was a boy; when I 1'

home, and went to the academy, and to college, J

'

to the theological seminary, and then to New Yoi'
The very idea of such personal love melts or.5

heart in gratitude and devotion. I well rememl"
when, as a boy, reading the passage John 3: ,

which has well been called the Bible in miniatu

:

"God so loved the world that he gave his only •

gotten Son, that whosover believeth on him she I

Continued on next page
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he Loveful Sacrifice
A SERMON BY

OBERT STUART MAC ARTHUR
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A perish, but have everlasting life."

put myself into that verse instead of

ti word whosoever. I \vas alone,

^king in a grove. Oh, the inflow of

lie and of God which came into my
gll! I shall never forget that hour

^n in eternity. It was the first time

ifmy life when, in so abundant a

rasure, I realized that God loved me
ii gave himself for me. That truth

\ s like a revelation from heaven. Do
rntell me that conversion is not real?

1 they think I do not know the mean-

i; of the deepest experience of my
1;? You might as well try to con-

^ ce me that I am not alive physically

I attempt to convince me that I am
I, alive spiritually, and have not been

In again from heaven. How un-

sjakably blessed is the inflow of the

Uvenly life and heavenly love which

f a man's soul, when his soul is open
t'Ood! Never can I doubt the re-

jty, the personality, the divinity and
t eternity of the love of God in Jesus
(list.

vVe ought all to rejoice in the
' lows" of the Bible. It is blessed to

1 ir the patriarch Job, in that ancient
(. and remote land, say, "I know that

I Redeemer liveth." It is inspiring

t hear the blind man affirm, "One
tng I know, that, whereas I was blind,

r,v I see." I rejoice to hear the

nstle Paul aflirm, without a quaver
ihis voice, "I know him whom I have
Heved, and am persuaded that he is

; e to guard that which I have com-
r;ted unto him against that day."
I is peculiarly sweet to hear the
j^itle, gracious and divine John say,

'fe know that we have passed out of

c,ith into life, because we love the

bthren." You mothers know well

tft each child has a special kind and
c^ree of love in your heart. You
lye not less love for this child because
yi have an abounding love for all

ir other children. You have more
1 each, because of the love you have
i all. In like manner, God has a
facial love for each son and daughter
i the faith. He had a special love for
^ mbling, blundering and impulsive
Iter; and another special love for the

ntle, loyal and loving John; and still

nther for the heroic, superb, peerless
lul, master of the entire apostolic
(lege. God also has a special love

if you and for me this morning.
• rist's earthly life is largely filled

^th illustrations of his personal love
i- those who most needed the gentle-
Hs of his heart and the ministry of
1,! hand. Let our souls be open this
.inrning to receive this gracious,
cine, eternal and personal love.

Notice, in the last place, that it is

I nifested love: "Who loved me, and
(ve himself up for me." It would be
i'ery wonderful thing if God had sent
: angel to earth to die for us; it

^
uld have been still more wonderful
iGod had sent the highest archangel
1 the cross to save our souls. God
ight have made .<^ome other great sac-
rice for the nsins of men. The cattle
< a thousand hills are God's. Why
'il he not offer a great hecatomb,
tjusands of victims of inferior worth
'.ing to save men of priceless value?
hy was there not some other mate-
il form of ransom? The gold and
:ver are God's. Might he not have
ared his only begotten and well be-
'ed Son? Love, eternal, divine and
isonal, said, "No." Jesus loved us,
d gave himself for us. It is much
( a millionaire to give his check to
Ip the poor. Christ might have
•'en a check of inde.scribable value
t of the resources of the universe,
would mean a thousand times more
a millionaire crept up the rickety
lirs and gave his gift with his own
nd, accompanying the gift with lov-

? words and sympathetic prayers.

Continued on last column

The Cbildrcn^s pulpit
THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH

By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

IF
you pass a blacksmith shop this week, I want you to "look in

at the open door." Why? Because March 7 is the anniversary

of the death of Elihu Burritt, the village blacksmith of New
Britain, Conn. There are some facts from his life that may help in

developing your life. Near the forge he kept an open book, and
while blowing the' bellows and heating the iron he was reading and
studying. By using faithfully his spare moments he became a great
scholar. He mastered Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, and almost
all European languages. Then, as "the learned blacksmith," he vis-

ited the people in different parts of the world with whom he could
talk, preaching "universal brotherhood." In the great Peace Con-
gresses of Brussels, Paris, Frankfort, London and Edinburgh, he
stood like a blacksmith at his anvil welding together the nations of

the world in universal brotherhood. By hard work and faithfulness

in the village blacksmith shop at New Britain, Conn., he climbed to

the honor of being United States Consul at Birmingham, England.
This was a long, strong chain.

WHILE looking in at the open door of a blacksmith shop you can

think of Ex-Governor John A. Johnson of Minnesota, who was
the son of a village blacksmith. His father was a drunkard, and,

after wasting his time, died in the almshouse. His son determined
to do some good in the world, and worked hard while his mother took

in washing in order to keep John at school. When he was elected

Governor, some one asked him how he had risen from the blacksmith
shop to the Governor's palace. He answered, "I just tried to make
good." One of the most beautiful paintings at the Columbian Expo-
sition was of a blacksmith shop. In the picture you cannot see the

fire on the forge, but you see a boy, his face beautifully and marvel-

ously lighted by the glow of the forge. No diff'erence how humble
your work or home may be, there is an unseen light and the glow is

on your face. Do something gTcat for God and man! Ezekiel was
the preacher blacksmith. The Lord told him to make a chain. He
was a great preacher, and therefore I believe that he was a good

blacksmith. Will each one of you be a blacksmith, and make a

chain? Do each day the best that you can in school, at home, in

church work. Do more than your level best every day. Your enthu-

siasm will be the furnace in which you can heat each link. You can

shape them on the anvil of your determination, and your will is the

hammer with which you can shape and weld the links into a chain.

The finished chain will be your character and strength.

I
HEAR your answer: "I can never be like Burritt and Johnson."

God says to every boy and girl, "Make a chain." It may not be a

chain of iron, it may be a chain of loving deeds. "I just tried to

make good." This chain of six-word links would be a good one for

you to forge. Try to "make good" while working on your chain.

The other day I found this story about a chain which an old black-

smith made: The blacksmith lived in a village, and his shop was
near the village church. From early morning till evening each day

the people near could hear the clanging of his hammer upon the

anvil, and they knew he was forging a chain. Now and then idlers

dropped in to watch his work. When they saw how faithful and

patient he was, and what pains he took never to leave a link until it

was as nearly perfect as he could make it, they laughed at him and

told him that he would accomplish much more if he took less care.

HEARING such remarks, the old smith could only shake his head

and continue doing his best, making each link as strong as if

the whole chain depended upon it. At last he died, and was buried

in the village churchyard. The great chain, which was found in a

corner of the village blacksmith shop, was put on board a ship. It

was coiled up out of the way, and for a long time no one noticed it.

But there came a time in the winter when the fierce wind blew a

gale. The ship toiled through the waves and strained and groaned

as she obeyed her helm. To guide her three men were needed to

hold her wheel. Finally, they determined to anchor her. The great

chain was thrown over the side into the gloomy waves. The anchor

touched bottom, and the chain grew taut and stiff as a bar of iron.

Would it hold?

EV^ERY one on board anxiously repeated the question as the gale

raged fiercer. If one link was weak or imperfect the chain

would part, and those on board would be lost. But the chain was

the work of the faithful village blacksmith, and he had wrought each

link the best he could. So this awful night, when the great test

came, his workmanship defied the tempest, and when at length the

sun rose and the waves were still the vessel, with the precious lives

in her, was safe. What had saved her? The chain, you say. True,

but what was the quality that had been wrought into the chain?

Fidelity. It was fidelity that had saved her. Do you not see that

the tale of the fidelity of the old blacksmith applies to our daily

character building? Link by link we fashion it, and in the hour of

temptation comes the test of our workmanship. One weak link and

we shall be wrecked. But if we have been faithful day by day our

chain will hold, and the bark of our soul, anchored to the Rock of

Ages, will ride the tempest in safety.

*Pa=tor 1st Rpf'd Ch., Brooklyn, N. Y. Tfxt : "Make a chain." Ezek.7:23.
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The Loveful Sacrifice
Continued from first column

Jesus Christ gave himself, the just for

the unjust, that he might bring us
unto God. He gave himself—gave
himself to the cup in Gethsemane and
to the cross on Calvary. Blessed
Christ, may we catch thy spirit, and
give ourselves in thy service for the

salvation of men

!

Women and men, what would you
think of Graham, if, after they had
buried Nelson, he had turned away
from that grave to malign, or even to

forget, his friend, by ceasing to love

his memory? You would proclaim
Graham to be a contemptible and
abominable ingrate. You would say:

"Graham, Graham, you have a stone,

and not a heart, in your bosom."
Every sense of manliness, every in-

stinct of chivalry, every prompting of
love would make Graham ready to die,

if need be, in honor of Nelson's mem-
ory. What do angels and God think
of you, who have despised and rejected
Jesus Christ, who have trampled upon
his blood as an unholy thing, who
have sneered at his cup and scoffed at
his cross? I think the angels must
cherish feelings of mingled pity and
contempt for the ingrates who despise
the love of God in Jesus Christ. What
will you do with Jesus Christ? Will
you love him? Will you give him your
hearts and your lives? Will you pub-
licly confess his name, according to his
divine command? Will you be a man
and not a coward, a woman and a
queen among women, by acknowledg-
ing Christ as Saviour and Lord? O
Graham, what will you do with Nel-
son's memory? But who is Nelson, or
a thousand Nelsons, compared with
Jesus Christ? What, I again ask, will

you do with Jesus, who is called the
Christ?

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Anvil Sparks
. . The pious whine was invented in

the pit.

. . It IS the joy of truth to be looked
in the face.

.. . A FOOL sometimes builds his house
of books.
..It isn't the biggest horn that

makes the biggest music.
. . Babes in Christ would grow faster

if they were not fed on watered milk.
. . Some people never like the music

unless they are playing first fiddle.

. . The man who will take a dollar
that is not his own would steal the
throne of God if he could.

. . Every sin holds a dagger in its

hand with which, sooner or later, it

will strike, no matter how harmless it

may look.

..One reason why there are so
many lame people in the church is be-
cause they started out for war with-
out donning the whole armor of God.

. .Many people find it so hard to
lead a Christian life because they de-
vote so little time to it.

. .What a commotion of joy there
must have been in heaven on the day
of Pentecost!

. .You can generally tell how much
love there is in a man's heart by the
way he opens his mouth.
..When people have only a little

religion, they are apt to be ashamed
of it.

. .If you are not made better by
giving, double your gift.

"Hero Tales" a Splendid Book
Dear Sir: It was a pleasure for me

to renew my subscription to The
Christian Herald, and receive the
beautiful premiums. Hero Tales is a
splendid book, and even a Canadian
can appreciate the heroism of the

Americans. The calendar and "Daugh-
ters of Dorcas" picture are also splen-

did. A. Milton Heist.
Berlin, Ontario, Canada.
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DR. GRENFELUS REINDEER HERD

Orphanage of the Labrador Mission

ST.
ANTHONY, in northern Newfoundland, is

Dr. Grenfell's home, and the headquarters of

the mission, and this summer it has been a

truly lively settlement. With the especial aim that

her brother, who is the mission surgeon, should

have a better equipment to work with, a Boston

lady raised $10,000 to enlarge the hospital. A
college student, who came up last summer, offered

one-half the money necessary to double the size of

the orphanage and Dr. Grenfell promptly raised the

other half, and the mission is erecting a modern
schoolhouse. Dr. Grenfell is erecting a house for

his own use. A well-equipped
machinery building is also un-

der construction. Besides
these, several small structures

have gone up, so that the little

settlement has been materially

enlarged.
Our patients come usually by

the mail steamer every two
weeks during her season, but,

in addition, we get many from
the fishing fleet as it passes
'down" to the Labrador or re-

turns home in the fall. While
we were at dinner, a short time
ago, thirty-five schooners came
scudding r.long, driven into the

harbor by a gale on the outside.

It was a beautiful sight,

schooner after schooner racing
in before the wind, with reefed
or double-reefed sails, and then
dropping anchor in our harbor.
Three little orphans have to

sleep in the superintendent's
dining-room, and one has to be
boosted through a hole in the

ceiling into a loft. That shows
the popularity of the orphan-
age. Soon 35 to 40 children can have the advantage

of some work, of good, plain food, and of sleeping

with windows open in midwinter, and up here where
it is really cold, too. That sounds radical, but you
ought to see the orphans who have lived that way.
Then you, too, would believe in more fresh air.

In Newfoundland the system still prevails of hav-

ing each religious denomination run its own schools,

Dr. Wilfred Grenfell

mu DOUGLASS "PALMER

on separate grants from the government. Dr. Gren-

fell, by building a good schoolhouse, has persuaded

the two denominations here to join forces with the

mission for a period of seven years, so we look for

peace and progress in school matters.

Where good markets are many hundreds of miles

away, and where communication ceases for five

months of the year, it is necessary to lay in large

kt '

A Herd of Dr. Grenfell's Arctic Deer, Which Were Imported From Norway

supplies of all kinds, and, furthermore, you have,
under such circumstances, to repair your own elec-

tric light plant and do your own plumbing when the
pipes burst. You cannot call up an electrician or a
plumber on the telephone. These conditions ac-
count for the great number of stores and for the
large machinery building soon to be completed;
though in the latter we expect to manufacture

The New Wing of the Hospital

doors, window sashes, etc., for the local mai t.

Within a week or ten days half a mile of t; k

will be laid to the peat bog, where a very ji(j

quality of peat is in abundance. We have burni a

little of this, and there seems to be no doubt but
it will make a partial substitute for the firewd,

which is already scarce.

About four miles south of St. Anthony is the 1 1-

deer camp. Two years ago this coming Jam;y
Dr. Grenfell imported 300 reindeer from Nonir,
with Lapp families for herders; 250 deer wereir
the mission and 50 for a corporation in the soutl'ln

part of the island. The ci-

pany has not been succesal

with the deer, and part of t r

herd has been returned to is.

To-day there are 565 deer, ill,

if the word of the Lapp:is

worth anything, the young In
in Newfoundland are finer d

larger than they would \ ;e

been at home in Norway,
j

The ox deer last wiiir

hauled fii'ewood at times w,h

the dog teams were useless, ^d

more, the deer worked six c s

a week, and always made t jr

own paths through the snow 'I

believe the reindeer is an y
sured success for NewfovH
land and Labrador.

]

I have written so far of (jr

and cattle, of stores and \-

chinery, of material buildir
;

and still this is a mission a

mission that is wholly the re t

of Dr. Grenfell's persevera ;,

energy and faith. And ''..

Grenfell lives from day to y
very near the life that we ?-

lieve a Christian ought to Ij.

He believes in restoring the sight of the blind jd!

making the lame, walk, if hard work and any 5 11

or self-denial on his part will accomplish that d.

And he preaches to them besides. All these m'
rial advantages are merely to commend his. Go; '1

to the people of this cold coast. Dr. Grenfell mo' s

his mission as he believes the Christ would mcl
it were he here to-day.

'

<^7> AN AFRICAN MISSIONARY " BUSH CARRIAGE" <^7>

A N American missionary in Liberia, Af-

l\ rica, the Rev. Howard C. Smith, has
*- -*- introduced an ingeniously constructed,

yet simple, vehicle which promises to be

of the greatest service to missionaries in

heathen lands.

While traveling from place to place, un-

der the broiling heat of the equatorial sun
and over paths that are always more or less

rugged and frequently dangerous, the mis-

sionaries have been compelled to utilize the

rude native hammock, or chair, which is

slung on poles and borne on the shoulders of

two stout carriers. Mr. Smith conceived the
idea of con.structing a serviceable vehicle by
using a central wheel to relieve the weight on
the carriers. He built a model on the plan
shown in the photograph, and was delighted
to find that it worked well. He had really
intended it for load carrying, but it proved
so much easier than the hammocks carried
by the natives that he adopted it for riding
alno. The Missionary " Bush Carriage"
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The natives did not take kindly to iti

first. Some superstitiously called it a "(

il's device." On one occasion, after tryin

for several hours, the carriers deliberai

let it fall into a stream, together with

loads. Mr. Smith insisted on their goinj

after it and the loads. A palaver follov

and they finally offered to carry the load

their heads. This he would not allow. Tl

curiosity was aroused, however, and t

consented to another trial of the new c

trivance. By the time the next station '

reached they had reversed their opinion

the "devil wagon" and were so delighted v

it that they allowed the missionary to i

on top of the load. The stretcher (or "b

carriage") is now in great demand in t

part of Africa, and even the native ch;

are asking for them. Mr. Smith has m
another style, which is pushed by one m
This he uses in his missionary journeys

the far interior, its lightness making it s(

iceable for such work.



IIOOSEVELT ON HIS WAY HOME

• Apollo Kagwa. the Prime Minister and Chief Regent

of Uganda, and His Oldest Son, Balsis, who
Met Roosevelt on Dec. 21, 1909

¥HEN Ex-President Roosevelt, who is now on

his way home from his lonp tour of hunting

and exploration in Africa, once more lands

or American soil he will find awaiting him a most

er-usiastic welcome. The municipal authorities

ofievf York have planned to give him a rousing

puic reception. He is expected home about the

m,ile of June. At the request of President Taft,

Ccector Loeb of the Port of New York is now en-

g£3d in making all the necessary arrangements.

Inihe Board of Aldermen a resolution has been in-

tr uced looking to making the day of Roosevelt's

rern a public holiday, and requesting the Governor

to'ssue an appropriate proclamation. This reso-

lu;)n also proposes that a committee of the City

Fners should meet the returning sojourner down
th bay and escort him back to the city. Mrs.

R«evelt and her daughter Ethel are now on their

w.' to Egypt, to join the Ex-President and Kermit,

afr which the party will proceed homeward via

Miiterranean ports.

Vi February 16, according to cable advices, the

R'sevelt party was at Gondokoro, in the Sudan.

T". Ex-President and his son had great hunting

in-he African "big game" grounds. They left the

mn party before reaching Gondokoro, for a short

hit among the elephants and giant elands, at a

pi e called Rejaf, some little distance from the

C'go River. They went there on the special invi-

taDH of the Belgian authorities. In the hunting

Pi';y, besides Mr. Roosevelt and Kei-mit, were the
B'ish District Commissioner, E. B. Haddon, and
seiral others. They made their camp in a substan-
tiibrick house at a place known as Kiriba, sixteen
vn'-s south of Gondokoro. On leaving Gondokoro
th party's route will lie down Bar-el-Jebel and the

White Nile, in the launch of General Sir Reginald
Wingate, Sirdar of the Egyptian army. A short
stop will be made at Khartoum, after which they
will make a leisurely trip down the Nile to Cairo.

Mr. Roosevelt has had the "time of his life" in

Africa. He has tracked and shot the biggest of

living game, climbed mountains, crossed swamps
and rivers, threaded forests, and traveled in all

sorts of conveyances. One of the most interesting
experiences was during his trip to Uganda. This
little African principality, or kingdom, which is now
a British protectorate, was at one time one of the
most savage and uncivilized sections of the Dark
Continent. It lies immediately north of German
East Afi^ca, its western boundary being the Congo
Free State and its northern the Soudan. It has a
population of four millions, and there are about
three hundred Europeans in the protectorate. The
present Kabaka. who is addressed as "Highness," is

King Daudi Chua, a grandson of the great King
Mtesa, who first opened the country to the mission-
aries in Stanley's time, about 1875. King Daudi is

still a minor and a weakling, and the land is ruled
by a regent. Mr. Roosevelt and his party, on in-

vitation of King Daudi, conveyed through Sir Apollo
Kagwa, the Prime
Minister and Regent,
visited Mengo,the cap-
ital, where it was ar-

ranged that he should
meet the King. The
bearer of this invita-

tion was Balsis, the
regent's son, who
handed it to Mr.
Roosevelt on Decem-
ber 21. The party was
then escorted to Men-
go with great cere-

mony, and were roy-

ally entertained, ac-

cording t o imperial
African standards of
hospitality.

It will probably be
early in May before
Mr. Roosevelt leaves

Egypt. He has an
appointment to lecture

in Berlin about the

middle of that month,
and he will also de-

liver an address in

Christiania, before the
Nobel Peace Prize
Committee. He will

also speak in public at the Sorbonne, in Paris, and
will make hurried trips to Rome, Vienna and Buda-
pest. While in Italy, he will probably visit King
Edward of England and Queen Alexandra, who
have lately acquired a beautiful villa near Naples

as a holiday residence. In Paris he will remain
about three days. The French government is pre-

paring to receive him with the highest honors, and
the various literary and scientific bodies will lionize

and banquet him. He will be the guest of President

Fallieres, and will meet the "Forty Immortals" in

the Academy.
Before begining his trip down the Nile, Mr. Roose-

velt sent this message by a special runner

:

"Colonel Roosevelt states that he has heartily en-

joyed the entire trip through British East Africa,

Uganda Protectorate, and the Lado Enclave. He is

particularly pleased over his success in hunting
white rhinoceroses in the Belgian Congo. He feels

that the results of the expedition will be of real and
great scientific value."

Uganda, which Mr. Roosevelt has just visited,

has an eventful history. The Church Missionary
Society in 1876 sent a party of missionaries there,

two of whom, including the leader, were killed soon
after their arrival, but the mission was established
next year. Two years later, Catholic missionaries
arrived. Intrigues and rivalries sprang up, which
were fomented by the Arabs, who wished to make
King Mtesa a Mohammedan. Mtesa died, and his

successor, Mwanga, became the enemy of the mis-
sionaries, causing the murder of Bishop Hanning-
ton in 1885, and persecuting the Protestant native
Christians with great cruelty. In 1888, through
Mohammedan plots, Mwanga was driven away from
his capital and all the missionaries were excluded
from the counti-y. A year later, the Mohammedans
were driven out and the King was restored.

Then the British East Africa Trading Company,

Elx-President Roosevelt at the Provincieil Commission House at Kampola. King Daudi

is Seated in Middle of Front Row, with Roosevelt on His Right

which had for several years been growing in influ-

ence in Uganda, took general supervision of the
government, in the interest of peace and order.

But Mwanga's weakness and vacillation were a con-
tinuous source of danger. In 1894 a British pro-
tectorate was established. In 1897 Mwanga, re-

senting British control, fled from his capital. He
was at once declared deposed, and the infant Daudi
Chua was proclaimed King, with a regent during
his minority. Since 1898 there has been no serious
outbreak in Uganda, and the country is progressing
in education, commerce and general prosperity.
There are now over 50,000 professed Christians in

a land which, no longer ago than 1882, was literally

one of "black heathenism."

<^7>

TTE President of the United States is

-* something of a philosopher. Rarely
d(j he permit anything to disturb his

S(':nity, or to interfere with his un-
bended good nature. His smile, as

e^^ybody knows, is something that has
b6me a prominent part of his person-
al- President Taft without his smile
Wild not be himself. During his recent
v-t to New York, where he was beset by
cdicting political factions, he preserved
tJ; same good nature and beamed the
sue irresistible smile as though he were
tl chief guest at a banquet instead of
h'lg in the thick of party disputation.
Aa dinner in Washington recently he
Slice of the public criticisms of his ad-
iristration, and .said that he might feel
Sf3itive, but for the fact that all of his
P Jecessors in the Presidency had been
s'jected to a similar experience. He
I'ler felt that he was to be congratu-
'• d on having been criticised in his first
V''" of office; the next three years, he
o<eved, would be pleasant and enjoyable.

PRESIDENT TAFT'S FAMOUS SMILE

The President's Smile During an Auto Ride

no matter what the critics might say.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie, who is a shrewd
observer of men and events, fairly

expressed the public attitude toward
President Taft in a recent interview.

He says: "I think him one of the best

men who ever occupied the Presidential

chair. He gets blamed for a lot of

things he can't help. He is doing his

best all the time, and I wish all the

people would understand that."

A"Little Friend" Sends Thanks
Dear Mr. Klopsch: I received the

book. Hero Tales, and think it very
nice. I think the story of Lincoln is

fine. It came as a Christmas present,
sent by my uncle, Horace Stocker, and
I am very much pleased with it. I am
only ten years old, but I can read the
story quite well. Please accept my
thanks. Your little friend,

Cromwell, hid. Ralph K. Mock.
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Woman and the Co^ of Living

PROFESSOR PATTEN, who fills the chair of

Political Economy in the University of Penn-
sylvania, takes a novel view of the causes of the

present high cost of living. In an article in the

Independent he does not attribute it, as others have
done, to gold over-production, to decrease in the
value of our natural resources, or to the undue ex-

ploitation of the worker. He believes it arises from
three causes: the bad distribution of population, the
distance between consumer and producer, and the
new status of woman. The wife, he says, is no
longer a creator of industry in the home, as she was
in former days. Now, everything must be pur-
chased outside, and what with this increased expense,
the false standard of living and elaborate dressing,
she has become "often its chief burden." He points
out that formerly a $1,000 income sufficed to keep
an ordinary home in comfort, as the wife's industry
and thrift made it go as far as a much larger sum.
Her baking, preserving and dressmaking all saved
money. The professor concludes that "the essential
conditions of home life cannot be neglected without
bringing prosperity to a standstill."

This will appeal to most people as a rather
•one-sided and partial view of the case. Certainly,
while it may apply to some, it cannot be true of the
majority of our American homes. Let us hear,
through the columns of The Christian Herald,
what the wives and mothers themselves have to say
on this particular phase of the subject. Their let-
ters will prove interesting and helpful reading to
many others.

Looking Toward Jerusalem
rpHERE is something significant in the steady
-L growth of the Jewish colonies in Palestine.
Since the great political changes in the Turkish em-
pire, and the adoption of the new Turkish Constitu-
tion, the dream of the Jewish people of a restored
Hebrew commonwealth comes nearer to being within
measurable distance of realization than it has been
in many centuries. Zionism, though possessing lit-

tle interest for the Gentile world, is still the dearest
hope of the Jew. He now regards that hope, not as
he formerly viewed it, as being afar off, but as well
within his own definite horizon. The glorious sun-
rise for which he prayed so long is almost due, and
hints of its approach are already reddening the
Eastern skies. Jewish colonies are multiplying in
the old land. There is a stream of immigration
fiowmg toward the Holy City. These immigrants
are drawn from the 3,500,000 Jews in Russia, from
the 1,800,000 in Austro-Hungary, the 500,000 in
Roumania, and the 150,000 in England. They are
buildmg up the ancient "waste places" and causing
the once fertile valleys and plains to blossom anew.
Ihey are becoming land-owners in Bethlehem in
^^zareth, in Lydda, in Joppa, and even in the very
suburbs of Jerusalem, and their numbers and hold-
ings are steadily increasing.

There are indications that Jewish autonomy in
Palestine may not be very remote. Even in free
America, where the Jew is seen at his best, sur-
rounded by advantages which he never enjoyed in
other Gentile lands, this goal is being kept in sight,
and the revival of Jewish nationality, the reinstitu-
tion of the Jewish State, the establishment of agreat Hebrew University in the city of David and
01 an international court to promote the world's
peace are among the questions that are occupying
the minds of thoughtful members of the race whoview the future as being bright with promise.'

Methodist Work in Rome
QOME of our contemporaries seem to have mis-
»^ understood the situation in connection with the
recent incident in Rome, when Mr. Fairbanks de-
•chned the honor of a presentation to the Pope. One
newspaper belittles the religious work of the Meth-
odist Church in the Italian capital, and even goes so
far as to say that "all of the real Italians that could
be made real Methodists, by a thousand missionaries
in a thousand years, could travel comfortably in one
taxicab." While we do not question the sincerity
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of this influential paper in making this statement,

we would simply present the facts, which speak for

themselves.

The Methodist Church was establishecf in Italy

twenty-nine years ago, and has now four thousand
communicants in that country. It began work in

Rome in 1873. It opened a girls' school in 1888, in

a building which was formerly a nunnery, and there
are to-day hundreds of bright Italian girls under
Protestant training in that school, the principal of
which is Signorina Italia Garibaldi, the granddaugh-
ter of the famous Liberator and an ardent Protes-
tant. Besides this school there is an American and
Italian church, a theological school, a college for
boys, residences for the faculty, and a printing es-

tablishment—all Methodist. The working staff in

Rome includes three married missionaries and their
wives and five single missionaries.

According to the most conservative estimates,
which there is not the slightest reason for disputing,
many hundreds of Italians in Rome have become
Protestants as the result of Methodist efforts. The
propaganda has at no time been in any sense an
offensive one; it has simply consisted of a careful
but intelligent and persistent presentation of the
Gospel, and it has quite as much justification as the
efforts of the Roman church to win adherents in
Protestant communities. So much, then, for the
taxicab proposition. We may add that our Meth-
odist brethren have active missions in forty cities
and towns throughout Italy, with seventy Italian
teachers, all Protestants; forty-six Sabbath Schools
well attended, and a large and growing church
membership.
Of course, there are different ways of looking at

any subject, and different conclusions may be
reached. We do not question the right nor the hon-
esty of any paper in looking at this subject through
its own spectacles. We only wish to present the
facts concerning Methodist work in Rome, its extent
and its results. This presentation furnishes the
real key to the situation. If the Methodists, after
all their efforts, had really made no more converts
than could have been carried in one, or in a hundred,
taxicabs, the Vatican would never have considered
them of sufficient importance to refuse any Amer-
ican an audience on their account. Facts are facts,
and should be stated as such, no matter what we
think of the other features of the case.

Flying Too High
rpHE longer one lives, if he be sober-minded, and
-L especially if he be a Christian, the smaller and
poorer seem the prizes of ambition for which so
many are struggling in this world—the splendors
of wealth, the glory of war, the trumpet-blasts of
fame in the political arena. How long do they last,
and how much do they bring of happiness and
peace? Every one knows how the fickle wheel of
fortune has turned for many who were once at the
top. How names that once were spoken with admi-
ration and praise have been tossed about in ridicule
and scorn

!
It is pathetic to think of some of them,

especially those like the men who have just been
shown to be bribe-takers in the New York Legisla-
ture who once "flew high" and held themselves
proudly above their fellows. They were once known
as leaders of men" and everywhere welcomed
with honor and display. Who are they to-day''
Who^so poor as do them reverence? Every one
recalls some of the bright stars of the socialand business world, a little while ago splendidly
shining, but now in the dust and trampled under
foot of men. It is well indeed to have the friend-
ship and good opinion of our fellows; but there ismany a so-called prize in life not worth the struggleAmong these the wise man will count the fierce
strain to reach the heights of popular favor, to winthe smiles and adulations of the multitude, to getpublicity with broad, admiring headlines, and even

fi^rklP "Th *^'""^PM ^r'^hes- The winds are too

.i ;.
^ he voices that to-day cry "Crown him!"are too ready to cry "Crucify him!" to-morrowYou may never have the chance to win glory Tnsome field of battle, and to return a hero from thewar; or to be some great one in the political, com!
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mercial or social world. Have a laudable ambi In
and make all due and honorable effort to be "si e-
body." Do something with your life and your'il"
ents. But do not overshoot the mark. Rathe be
content to "walk and not faint." Plodding is n Iv
harder than flying, and requires a higher sorof
courage.

Behind the Times
SEVERAL years ago, when there was a peric'of

calm in the history of South and Central A: r-
ica and the West Indies, the magazines and n 's-

papers were full of articles describing exactly %
the dove of peace had lit in the midst of these i|re

than turbulent communities, and prophesying ,at

she would stay, and that the various republics wild
develop commerce and the arts as a result.

j

As a whole, probably things have gone better ;ut
as we look back one is reluctantly forced to the n-

clusion that what peace and good order has e-

vailed has not been so much the result of a cle er

idea of what government should be as a fear o n-

terference by the United States, which, though lot

desiring an increase of territory, has become w^ry
of these carnivals of blood under the title -of rV
lutions which were taking place at her very dJ's.

The Monroe doctrine, in whose maintenance e ry

person on this continent is vitally interested, m es

us really the guardian of the lands this side of'ie

Atlantic. It also follows that we should not iy

the dog in the manger, not allowing, other coun es
to interfere when their interests are involved, 'id

yet doing nothing ourselves to keep peace. Iil-
izing this, our government stopped the insurrec m
in Cuba, sajv that a legal election was held, and an
handed the island back to the Cuban people.

Central America has shown, in the last iw
months, that she is also behind the times. In Zcya
she had a dictator who was President only in n le.

Madriz is supposed to be a man likely to carron
his policies, as he was Zelaya's own choice, he
government has not been run in the interest of
Nicaragua as a whole, but to enrich one did or
after another, and all their friends and depend t;s.

At present there is one President, more or less se-

curely seated in the executive chair, and two ot rs
trying to jostle him out and get the uncomforl ile

seat for themselves. Hundreds of Americans id
Europeans have interests in the country, and ey
seem disposed to take a hand in the troubles id
try and bring order out of chaos. As they an he
only people in the country who realize that we re
living in the twentieth century, they could hs iy

be blamed for participating actively.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART. D.D.

A Pet Tiger

A
SHIP came into port at Philadelphia the other

day, having on board a singular pet. It was
a tigei", pretty nearly full grown. The loung-

ers at the river front interested themselves in

watching the animal sunning itself on the deck.

Visitors who gathered about to look at the creature

were asked to shake hands with the crew's pet. It

had been taken on board when a cub, and had been

petted and cared for like a baby by the crew. While

it was quite tame with the men of the crew, when
the strangers approached it showed its teeth and
gave a snarl of the jungle in defiance. Sheaths
were over the claws and a rope muzzle over the face,

but these would have been only a fly-netting and
thread if the beast had only determined to assert

himself. There is a tiger in every one, which is

hard to tame. At the least provocation or un-

friendly circumstance he appears on the scene, with
fangs and claws ready for action. The first glass

of champagne, or a simple game of gambling, the

book so delightful and. yet tinged with a suggestion

of evil, the play .so fascinating with its hints of

wrong; the friend so comely, talented and magnetic,
but with jealousy, treachery, malice and impurity,
however well disguised, are the tigers that make
dangerous pets. These beasts of appetite in the

human soul are referred to by
Paul in his letter to a spiritual

son, where he enjoins the selec-

tion of leaders of sound faith to

withstand and correct the influ-'

ence of certain persons, even in

the church, whose wild, wicked
impulses brought danger and
damage to others. In mention-
ing them he gpys:

One of themselves, even a propliet of

their o«ii, said, The Cretians arc always
liars, eril beasts. (Titus 1 : li.)

Wrecks at Sea

The fierce storms of early Feb-
ruary wrought fearful wreckage
on most of the seas of the world.
The steamship Lima, owned by
the Pacific Navigation Company,
was driven a.'iiore and wrecked
on one of the islands of the
Huamblin Passage of the Straits
of Magellan. The British steam-
ship Hathumet rescued two hun-
dred and five of the persons on
board. The chief pilot and fifty

passengers perished; and the
snapping of a cable and a des-
perate sea made it necessary for
the rescuing ship to leave eighty-
eight on the wrecked vessel, cry-
ing for help. All were saved.
The French Atlantic steam-

ship General Chanzy was lo.st in
the Mediterranean Sea, on a reef just north of
the island of Minorca. One hundred and fifty

lives were lost, among them the son of E. Hoskier,
.the Danish Consul-General in Paris, who lost his

wife and daughter in the Charity Bazaar fire. It

is thought that there was an explosion. Of the pas-
sengers and crew only one person survives. Marcel
Rodel, the Algerian customs official, who was so
dazed that he was unable to give any intelligent
account of the disaster. It is said that the lights on
that coast were poor, and that the Spanish govern-
ment will have new ones established there at once.
The United States naval tug Nina, with twenty-

ieight men, left Norfolk the 6th of February to go
to Boston, and up to February 16 she had not been
reported, although hopes are still entertained that
she may have weathered the storm. The appalling
loss of life by this storm, which clouds the civilized
world with sorrow, is a symbol of the fearful wreck-
age of souls driven against the rocks of temptation
by the storms of time. Faith, the only safe anchor-
age in such storms, is enjoined by the apostle in
these words:
Holding faith, and a pood conscience ; whicli some having put

iway, concernins faith have made shipwreck. (I. Tim. 1 : 19.)

An Interesting Centenarian

Mr. John M. Butler has just entered upon his one
hundredth year, and signalized his anniversary by
uniting with the Methodist Church at Ocean Grove,
N. J. He is in jyood health, is well dressed, and
alert on almost all subjects. He has eaten oysters
every day for years. He never tasted liquor but
once or twice when he was a young man, and did not

like it. He smoked a cigar and a half, over eighty
years ago, which made him sick, and he has never
used tobacco since. The reporter of a paper found
him at the beach the other day, looking out upon
the ocean, and listened to him talk in an entertain-
ing manner for two hours. During that conversa-
tion he made this reference to his sainted wife:
"Mary was the best woman God ever made. The
woman he made for me. She's been dead these forty
years, but I still see her as I have seen her all my
life. That is why I love to sit here by the sea.

Whether the sea is gray, as it is to-day, or whether
it is blue under the summer sky, it reminds me of
her eyes, and I love to listen to it tell me of her. I

promised Mary if I ever joined a, church it would be
hers, and I have done so." The old man brushed
away some tears that fell on his face as the subject
was changed. His love for his angel Mary reminds
us of Abraham's love for Sarah and of his intense
sorrow at her removal from him.
And .\braham came to mourn for Sarah, and to weep for her.

(Gen. 25: 2.)

Bryan Against the Saloon

Few utterances fraught with more significance
have been made in recent years than the one which
William Jennings Bryan gave the other day.

The Full-Grown Pet Tiger and His Keepers on Shipboard

through a paper in Lincoln, Neb., declaring that the

Democratic party of the nation had to divorce itself

from the organized liquor influence of the country
if it would expect to have any future. After com-
mending most of the acts of his own State Legisla-

ture, Democratic for the first time, he said that the

one blot on the year's session was its refusal to pass
the local option bill, allowing the people to decide

whether they would have the sale of liquor or not.

Such statements from such a source are revolu-

tionary in their character. There is no disguising

the fact that there has been a collusion on the part
of the liquor dealers of the nation and States, and
some leaders of both the Democratic and Republican
parties, and it has been this collusion, with the graft

and other corruptions that have followed, perhaps
more than any other one thing, that has provoked
the good people in so many parts of the Union to

abolish the saloon. Some politicians, who are them-
selves correct in their habits and whose convictions

on the liquor question are in harmony with the

church people generally, have been very shy or

modest, to say the least, in publicly proclaiming
themselves against the tyranny and lawlessness of

the American saloon. Fortunately, many public

men have all the moral courage that could be de-

sired. As the saloon has been driven from one-half

of the population of the country, and from most of

the Southern States, there ought to be little political

danger in leaders of either party declaring them-
selves openly against the crime-breeding and law-

defying saloon. Moses, inculcating righteousness,

set forth the clean and the unclean in food, utensils,

etc., forbidding most positively the slightest contact

with anything that was unclean ; and we have here a

type of the care which our representatives, from the
lowest to the highest, should take in avoiding con-
tact with political corruption of any kind, and
especially the saloon, the source of every moral
evil.

Every one that toucheth them shall be unclean. (Lev. 11 : ?6.)

Statue to Lincoln Substitute

Mr. Palmer, a Democratic representative of Penn-
sylvania, has just introduced a bill into the United
States Congress, appropriating $20,000 for the erec-

tion of a statue in honor of J. S. Staples, of Strouds-
burg. Pa. At the head of the grave that holds the
dust of Staples in the burying ground at Strouds-
burg is a small tablet, bearing this inscription:
"Here lies the body of J. Summerfield Staples, rep-
resentative recruit of Abraham Lincoln." In 1863,
when the issues were in the balance, it was decided
by President Lincoln and his cabinet that they
should send personal substitutes to the front as an
example to the country. Lincoln directed his Adju-
tant-General to choose for him, as his substitute, as
nearly a perfect man, physically and morally, as
could be found. The Adjutant-General saw Staples,
then a young man 18 years of age, on the streets
of Washington, who answered Lincoln's description.
He told him the desire of the President, took him

to the White House to meet
Mr. Lincoln, and the young
man enlisted in the Second
District of Columbia Volun-
teers, and served faithfully till

the close of the war. Staples
returned home after an honor-
able service. Many substitutes
in the same war died in behalf
of those for whom they went.
Jesus went as our substitute,
and perished in the conflict in
our behalf. He died that we
might live and enjoy the bless-
ings of this life and of the life

which is to come.
He tliat spared not liis own Son, but

delivered him up for us all, how shall he
not Willi hira also freely give us all

thinss? (Rom. 8:32.)

A Friend's Beautiful Tribute

At a memorial service held in

the Brick Presbyterian Church,
New York City, the other Sun-
day evening, for the Rev. Dr.
William R. Richards, the late

pastor, the Rev. Dr. Henry
Stimson, pastor of the Manhat-
tan Congregational Church of
New York, a life-long friend
of the deceased clergyman,
made an address from which
we quote a few sentiments,

which will awaken deep interest and prompt high
aspiration. They are as follows:
"When I think of our brother as I first knew him

in his New England home, in the company of his
mother and sisters, I think of him as an old-fash-
ioned Christian. Brought up in the atmosphere of
a country parsonage, surrounded with gentle faces
and quiet voices, in an atmosphere of love and
purity, and steadfast devotion to the welfare of
others, where prayer was constant and faith was
simple and satisfying, and life was well ordered as
in the fear of God, he began his career with that
preparation which went far in making him the man
he was.
"When I think of him as he was in college, and in

the seminary, it is of a beautiful youth, a fine

scholar, a leader of men; but gentle, kindly, self-
composed, and one of the best loved men of his class.
"As we have known him of late, older and bur-

dened with the care and the responsibilities of a
great city parish, there was the same reserved
strength, the same self-control, with the ripening
judgment and the increasing force of the same self-
forgetful personality. Beneath all was the humor-
ous, playful spirit, which found its opportunity for
expression in the intimate companionship of his
friends. He was a gift of God to this great church,
and to the community, whose value can hardly be
expressed."

The brotherhood of the ministry, illustrated in
this tribute of a friend, is expressed by the apostle
in his reference to a dear ministerial companion in

these words:
Who is a beloved brother and a faithful minister and fellow,

servant in the Lord, (Col. 4 : 7.)
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Oue^ions and Answers

Writers forwarding MSS. to THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD should enclose

sta-nped enve'opes for return of same, if

unavailable.

A. S. McM.. Geneva, N. Y. When was the

Chautauqua Institution founded, and by
whom ?

The Chautauqua Assen^bly, now the Chau-

tsuiqua Institution, was founded in l''T4, by

Lewis Miller and John H. Vincent.

E. K. L., Topeka. Kan. Where will the next

great World's Fair be held ?

A Universal and International Exhibition

will be held in Brussels, Belsjium, this year,

openinpr in April. It will continue six months.

It will have sections for art, science, industry,

commerce and colonies. For two months there

will also be an American Exposition in Berlin,

in May and June, to show the world what is

manufactured in the United States." There

will al.so be a large exposition in Buenos Ayres.

Artrentina, opening in November. Next year

there will be one in Turin, Italy.

R. G. H., Freeport, L. I. 1. How many Unite'l

States mints are there, and where nc
they situated ? 2. Is there any larofo

country without a national debt?

1. There are five mints: At Philadelphia,

San Francisco, Denver, New Orleans and Crv-

soii City. The last is equipped as an ass:r'

office. 2. Not that we know of.

J. E. S., Calhoun, Va. When will the millen-

nium begin ?

There are many ways of interpreting the

book of Revelation, and many differences of

opinion regai(iir.g the time of the beginnin'-'

of the millennium. The truth is, that no one

can fix, even approximately, the time. The
proper Christian attitude is to be earnest, con-

secrated and vigilant, always watching and
praying, so that at whatever date the prophc-

ciee are fulfilled we may be found ready.

M, A, L., Newton, N. C. How did St. Paul be-

come a Roman citizen ?

He himself stated that he was free born, i. e.,

inherited the rights of citizenship, which had
probably been earned by some of his ancestors

for services rendered to the Roman State.

O. T. B., Palermo, Me. Under what conditions
did Henry Frances Lyte write the hymn,
"Jesus, I my cross have taken"?

When Henry F. Lyte took orders, he did not

seem to understand the Gospel he preached.

His heart was not in the work. In 1818 a

brother clergyman was dying, and Lyte visited

him. Together they took up the study of the

Scriptures, and it was in the course of that

study that he experienced a change of heart
and life. It was in the inspiration of that

change that Lyte wrote the hymn.

Mrs. J. R., Waldoboro, Me. Who was the lad,

and what was his name, who had the five

barley loaves and the two fishes ?

Tradition states that he was Ben Ezra, the
son of Mariame, sister of Philip, one of the
twelve. It is added that the boy afterward be-

came a bishop. There is no authentic corrob-
oration of the name in the work of any reliable

writer.

E. S., West Liberty, O. 1. When, where, and
in what way did the apostle Paul meet his
death ? 2. Who wrote the book of Revela-
tions?

1. He was beheaded in Rome, by the tyrant
Nero. 2. Believed to have been written by
John, the apostle and evangelist, in Ephesus,
immediately after his return from exile in

Patmos.

J. D., Windsor. Canada. This is probably the
cheapest place to live in to-day on the
American continent. Butter is 28c., eggs
34c., milk 7c., beef 6%c. up, chickens lie,
mess pork 15c., lard lie. In view of the
present high cost of living, I would like to
know if any town of its size can beat it?

The figures given are from 20 to 30 per cent,
lower than most. Some of our readers in
American towns may be interested in compar-
ing these figures with those they are now
paying.

Penitent, Oermantown, Pa. Is it true that one
may be guilty of the unpardonable sin
without knowing it?

There is a great deal of loose teaching about
the unpardonable sin. There are three degrees
which lc,"d to it. which may be stated briefly:

(1) The complete rejection of God's love and

his offer of forgiveness to the repentant sin-

ner : (2) the total rejection of Christ as a

loving Saviour, who died for us; (3) the final

rejection of the Holy Spirit, which pleads and

strives with us, even to the last extremity. The
last rejection, obviously, would close the door

to repentance ; and the heart of the sinner,

when that point is reached, would be utterly

indifferent to the divine influence. But as long

as the Spirit Strives and pleads, as long as

man's own heart and conscience reproach him

and urge him toward God and a better life, as

long as he feels the slightest degree of self-

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
HON. CHARLES SAMUEL DENEEN, Gov-

ernor of Illinois, is a man whose experience

in public affairs has been a long and varied one.

He has been successively editor, teacher, lawyer,

representative, State attorney, and now, as gov-

ernor of a great Western State, he is eminently
qualified to answer the question which some time
ago was put to a number of leading Americans :

"Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day tc be known as a professing

Christian ?"

Below is Governor Deneen's answer, which is

so clear, straightforward and confident that it

calls for no comment at our hands. His letter

adds one more to the list of governors of our

great States who are men of earnest Christian

life, and who possess the courage to "show their

colors" when occasion demands.Gov. Charles S. Deneen

STATE OF ILLINOIS
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

SPRINGFIELD
Dear Sir: December 17, 1909.

You ask me briefly to answer the question, "Is the spirit of Jesus more
dominant in politics and business and international affairs than when you
entered active life ?"

I think that nothing could be surer than that the spirit of Christianity

is stsadily growing in the world. The greater range and beneficence of the

world's work of charity, both public and private, is one of the evidences of this.

And this evidence is by no means confined to work which is professedly

charitable, but is found also in the general attitude

and laws of society which deal with human frailty

and delinquency. The old sternness and severity

are giving place to a milder and nobler spirit, and
one more dominated by the greatest of the Chris-

tian virtues.

Governor of Illinois.

EVERY SUBSCRIBER A CO-EDITOR
Do you read the advertisements in

The Christian Herald? Are
you aware that the statements made
in them are as carefully edited
as the editorial columns themselves?
Wouldn't you like to help us keep them
as clean and as wholesome as the rest
of the magazine by calling ttention to
any discrepancy that may have es-

caped us?
We insist that every firm advertis-

ing with us shall be reliable; that
every advertisement shall contain no
promise that cannot be fulfilled. But
in spite of our utmost vigilance exag-
gerated statements sometimes creep in.

For instance, we published a short
time ago an advertisement which
seemed to state that by using a certain
machine you could make a pound of
butter from a pint of milk. But when
you analyzed it you found that you
"merged" a* pound of butter with a
pint of milk and produced a substance
(merged butter) that weighed two
pounds. We of the city did not know
what every one of our country sub-
scribers would know at once, that the
endeavor of the good butter-maker is

to extract every last particle of milk
from the butter, not to put it in.

Again, we accepted a poultry adver-
tisement that promised the most ridic-
ulous profits from keeping a few hens.
When, again, our ignorance of the
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potential capacities of the farmyard
allowed us to print what every farmer
must have recognized as a preposter-
ous statement, we received, literally,
hundreds of protests, and were the
more mortified because we knew that
for every reader who protested openly
there must be ten who remained silent.
Such a course long pursued, even

though ignorantly and innocently,
could not be other than harmful to the
good feeling that now exists between
our subscribers and our advertisers.
And so, dear reader, we determined to
ask you to help us hereafter in editing
the advertising pages of The Chris-
tian Herald; to tell us, or to tell the
advertiser direct, if you prefer, what
you think of his wares; to protest when
you think it necessary, and at least to
call our attention to any evidence of
extravagant claims or of unfair deal-
ing on the part of any of our adver-
tisers.

In return, we will make you the fol-
lowing guarantee

:

Whenever any of our subscribers is
deliberately defrauded bv an advertiser
in The Christi.an Herald we will
make crood the claim, provided that
the subscriber, who must be of record,
has mentioned The Christian Herald
in writing to the advertiser, and pro-
vided the claim is made to us within
one month of the date of the purchase.

crimination or is troubled and anxious, h
may be sure the Spirit is still at work and tha
there is still hope for him. if he will repen
and take refuge in the abundant mercy of

pardoning God.

E. G. Ollon, Suisse. I am reading a wor
where I find several references to the boo
of Enoch ( Le livre d'Henoch ) . I shoul
very much like to know where it is to b
found, as it is not in the Apoci-yphas.

The book of Enoch was one of the most im
portant remains of early Apocalyptic literatur*

It is referred to in Jude (verses 14 and 15)

which is the first trace of its existence. SeM

eral of the early fathers mention Enoch as th

author of prophetic writings. This book seem
to have been known to Justin, Anatolius
Clement, Origen, Augustine, and others. A:

eighth century writer, Syneellus, makes wha
purport to be extracts from it. Three copie

of the book of Enoch, in Ethiopic, were brough
from Abyssinia in 1773. Its proper place i

the consecrated collection was believed to b

immediately before the book of Job. Severs

translations have been published, the best bein'

by Lawrence, Hoffman, and Dilman.

L. D. B., Sergeantsville, N. J. Does Eph. 5:

mean that all jesting is wrong? Or doe
it simply have reference to unclean jestj

ing? What is meant by "idle words" (se

Matt. 12:36) ?

The general sense of the passage shows tha

the writer did not mean to proscribe innocen

mirth and enjoyment, but profane and indecen

jesting. The Greek adjective used was mean]
particularly to apply to the refined badinag

and persiflage for which Ephesus was noted 8,

that time, in which humor was cleverly eirl

ployed without principle and for imprope
purposes. '

1

C. O. B., Troutdale, Ore. Please explain Ezet
18:4, 5.

It means that God as Creator is also the dis

poser of all things, and, being Creator of a

alike, can have no reason but the principle oj

equity (accordiiifr to men's works) to make an
difference, so as to punish some and save othcri

"The soul that sinneth," and repents not, i

alone is to bear the punishment, and not th

innocent also.

Miscellaneous
Mrs. E. C, Albia, la. We cannot undertak'

to purchase for you.

C. P. D., Buda, 111. Your scheme is ingc

nious, but, we fear, quite impracticable. i

Mrs. E. C, Hanover, 111. We have no mean
of knowing. Very seldom hear of him nowj
days.

G. B. F., Jersey City, N. J. Write to th'

American Consul-General, Henry H. Morgai
Amsterdam, Holland.

H. S., Tennessee Ridge, Tenn. You can oi

der books on prophecy through the Macmilla
i

Company or Revell Company, publishers, Ne's
York.

P. C. H., New Bedford, Mass., writes thtl

the late Heni-y Rogers left $1,000,000 to thj

town of Fairhaven for a high school ; nc

$100,000, as was reported. The building alon

cost $780,000.

G. McG., Dahlonega, Ga. If their "gift" i

of God, it will stand and will accomplish th

work for which he gave it ; if not of God, -!

will pass away. When he has a message t!

men, it is never unintelligible to those fc

whom it is meant. If it is intelligible to non<|

however, its genuineness is extremely doubtful!

E. S., Piqua, O. 1. A house for sociaj

benevolent and other work connected with thj

church. 2. The games you mention are in ni

sense a part of chui-ch work, nor do they teni

to the spiritual or material growth of th.

people. There are many who hold the oppcj

site view, but we believe the Church of Chrisj

has a distinct mission and should keep to it.

Rev. W. Lomax Childress, Jennings, La
writes: "In The Chkistian Herald issue cj

February 9, 1910, on page 138, appears a poeij

entitled "Kindness." I am the author of thi||

poem. It originally appeared in the lieligionl

Telescope, and I have since included it in :

book of verse entitled The Bloom of the Bernj
Your paper has been a welcome visitor in ouij

home for many years, and has been an inspirjj

tion and a blessing to our hearts."
j

M.. Washington, D. C. 1. Princeton an'

Union, we believe, are mainly orthodox an

teach the essentials of the Christian religioi)

2. No; Darwinianism has largely gone out c

date. 3. We have repeatedly explained thf;

the Bible itself fixes no date for the creatioi'

It simply says: "In the beginning." The maij

ginal dates are computations by Arehbisho

Ussher, and are of comparatively modern dat'

They are not a part of the Bible.



Evils of Our Legal System
The Second Article of the Series on "Our Country, Its Laws and Its People"

«/^UR laws are too numerous,
\J too conflicting, and their en-

forcement too tardy." When I

read these words to my friend, a

retired judge, he tapped the end

of his nose* with his eyeglasses

and ruminated.
"When I was a youth, in the

fifties," he said, "Bleak House, by
Charles Dickens, was being pub-

lished as a serial in Harper's New
Monthly Magazine. Dear me!

I; well on to two generations ago, but the

rmory is vivid of how the story took hold

v)n me and how long the periods between
cipters seemed. What has Bleak House to do

V h 'the law's delay' and complexity? Why, don't

ji remember Snagsby, poor Miss Flite, and the

we of Jarndyce and Jarndyce, with its

'dgment in the day of judgment'? Dick-

e; wrote that novel to call attention to

ti criminal delays in chancery practice in

t*; England of his day. The book did

pd, and it might be read to advantage
I American legislators and lawyers now-
; iVS.

in the days before the Wilderness," con-

tued the judge, thoughtfully, "I was a

fdier and, as an orderly, saw a court-

rrtial in a capital case. I have never for-

|;ten the deep impression the proceedings
ide upon me for their dignity, fairness,

i.i speed without haste. I can well under-
£,nd the soldier's suggestion, 'If I'm inno-

ot, try me by court-martial; if guilty, by
rivil court.'

'In all my later years of practice at
t bar and adjudicature on the bench,"
cicluded the venerable jurist (he despises pub-
1 ty, and I would not dare give his name) , "I have
tin more and more convinced that America lags

bind other great powers in respect to the clear-

i,>s of its laws and the speed of their enforcement.
',is is true whether one refers to the civil or the
cminal branches of my profession."

Our Law's Fountains

The fountain and origin of American law, so far
; the present republic is concerned, is the Consti-
tion of the United
Sites. This must
\ so, since "uncon-
s;utionality" makes
^ d any statute,

'e machinery for

1/- making, how-
eier, occupies a
l^ch lower base, and
ts accounts for a
j^at deal of unde-
sable output.
We have laws

'ftm State Legisla-
tes whose recorded
s tutes, in each com-
inwealth, fill vast
^ umes, while the ^
^ umes fill shelves
t; to twenty times
t' length of Dr. Eliot's much-mooted "five feet

I books."

Then we have the ordinances from city councils

ti town boards which affect particularly the police

Ijvers of the city, town or village, their sanitation
fcd health, and the public service corporations that

re light, power and transport to our thousands
< communities.
3ongiess, of course, is the greatest geyser for

Ivs, and bad as are many of the statutes with

^
ich State Legislatures cumber their records, it

' believed by high authorities
lit they are less evil in tenor
;'i effect than the ill-considered,
• fish or partisan enactments
Ut each Congress spreads upon
^' Federal compendiums of
;iat we must, or must not, do
i this land of freedom, equality
:d justice.

Confusing Amendments
If evidence other than their

< forcement were needed to show
Iw badly adapted and how con-
ned are many of our statutes,
ite and Federal, it would
pear in the host of amend-
nts to laws of record that are

B]) E. R. JOHNSTONE

offered and passed in each session of Congress or
Legislature.

A personal experience may be of interest. I

thought it would profit to show how many laws
affecting persons and property had been passed in
a single State of the Union within the decade 1895-
1904, inclusive. Wisconsin was selected, for no
special reason save that the statutes for that State
chanced to be available, and the task begun. Three
days of as diy reading as could be found in all the
realm of printed matter made me a laughing-stock
to myself. I had found 122 such laws, but a vast
and unexplored desert stretched ahead. To deter-
mine the real novelty of each enactment meant ref-

erence and cross-reference, search and research

Moses
IS for

was
the

W. L. Breckinridge Gen. Lewis Cass Joseph D. Story

through a dozen or more volumes of from 900 to

1,200 pages. The majority were "acts to amend
acts," and these again reduplicated into "an act to

amend an act to amend an act entitled," etc., etc.

When I bethought me that here was only one
State in forty-six and that but one decade was being
considered, while some of the legal grist-mills had
been grinding for more than a hundred years, the

futility of the task appeared.
Greater difficulties have confronted other search-

ers after legal statistics, which may account for the

eht llaker Art Gallery

Joseph, H. Choate Benj. Harrison W. H. Taft Abraham Lincoln

lack of illuminating figures as to such things as

these

:

How many mistrials, civil and criminal, are there in the United
States each year ?

How many laws are yearly added to the vast list that now doth
hedge about the citizen }

How much money is uselessly spent by clients and by courts in

each twelve-month of our national life?

How many laws are passed that are never enforced because to

do so would be impossible or unjust ?

How many criminal cases have been "appealed" out of existence?

How many offenders against plain, prohibitive laws have
escaped through technical flaws in indictment or trials ?

S. P. Cha«e John Marshall Daniel Webster

The questions—that could be
multiplied by any lawyer or pub-
licist — themselves suggest the
truth of the contention that our
system of legal procedure is defec-

tive and in crying need of amend-
ment.

Anglo-Saxon Law and the Justinisui

Code

The basis of all law, the broad
distinction between the right and
the wrong, is found in the Bible,

a lawgiver for to-day as well

times of the Hebrew Exodus. In the Pentateuch
rules of conduct are laid down that govern to-day
as they did when Sinai flamed. The "thou shalt
nots" of the Decalogue can suffer no safe amend-

ment in the twentieth century. The law of
God is the law of man, and this whether
the makers of the latter recognize the
omnipotence of Jehovah or not.

Doubtless the most famous compilation
of ancient times is known as the Justinian
Code, prepared at the behest of the Em-
peror Justinian, who reigned in Rome from
A.D. 527 to 565. In a broad sense, this

great code, cited as "the most important
of all monuments of jurisdiction," has
formed the foundation of modern law as it

obtains in all the Latin-Union countries,

and in portions of Germany.
From the Justinian, in great measure,

came the French Code Napoleon, which is

still the ruling spirit of French law, and
some of the features of which have been
adopted in many lands, notably in the
South American- States.

In Germany, Bismarck achieved a great work in

1870-78, when legal reforms were instituted that
grouped into clear understanding the statutes of
forty-six States, did away with divergencies and
anomalies, and prescribed a system of practice that
has been found effective and, in the main, admir-
able. The old German common law was founded on
the Justinian Code, but each- State had clouded and
hampered justice by many enactments, which were
done away with, made clear or modified. The law
of Germany to-day much resembles the Code

Napoleon.
"The law of Eng-

land—and it must be
recognized that in

the limits of such a
presentation as this

only the broadest
statements can find

room—is the growth
of centuries of prac-
tical government by
the people. It recog-
nizes the jury sys-

tem to the full, and
assures rights to the
person not given out-

side of Anglo-Saxon-
dom. From the com-
mon law of England
come our own plan

and practice of law. It has been said that the great
distinction between the Justinian Code and the
Anglo-Saxon common law (our own, as it is Eng-
land's) lies in this: In the Justinian Code the gov-
ernment is everything, the individual nothing. In
our law the individual is everything, the government
nothing. Naturally, this is too broad a statement;
but it has enough of truth to illustrate differences

of procedure between the United States and Great
Britain and that in other great powers.
Which is the best method? Which makes most

for justice?
Upon these questions men dif-

fer, as they do upon all vital

questions. Certainly neither
England nor the United States
is ready to give up trial by jury,

nor to change the presumption
in favor of innocence of the ac-

cused to that of guilty. In the
first half of the reign of Victoria
many changes were enacted as to

jurisdiction, appeals and general
methods of pleadings in the Eng-
lish courts, and it is confessed by
some of the greatest jurists this

country has that the laws of
Great Britain to-day are simpler.

Continued on page 221

Chas. Sumner

Sam. J. Tilden
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There are rocks of doubt before me
As I onward go,

And the billows oft my fragile bark
assail

;

But no danger will I fear,

The' they may be hidden near,
For my Pilot at the helm can never

fail.

Oft the tempest, wildly beating,
Fills my heart with fear,

As I seek to gain the harbor bright
and fair;

But there comes to me sweet peace,
All my doubt and fear shall cease,

For I know my Pilot guides me safely
there.

Storms may gather darkly round me,
And the tempest rage,

And the beacon lights along the shore
be dim;

Yet my heart will not dismay,
I will wait the dawning day;

While my Pilot's at the helm I'll trust
in Him.

^

For baby's bath, there is nothing

quite so good as Ivory Soap.

Made of pure vegetable oils and con-

taining no *'free" alkali, it w^ill cleanse,

but it will not harrriy the most delicate

skin.

Most women know this. They use

ordinary soaps for ordinary purposes.

But, for the bath, toilet and nursery,

where purity is all-important, their

preference is for Ivory.

Write for a copy of our booklet, "How to Bring up a Baby".

It contains 40 pages of valuable information about the Care of

Children. Every phase of the subject is covered—Food, Sleep,

Dress, Cleanliness, Ventilation, the Care of the Eyes, Ears,

Nose, Teeth, Hair and Nails. Full of helpful suggestions and

sound advice. Charmingly illustrated. Free. The Procter

& Gamble Co., Cincinnati.

Ivoiy Soap . . . 99'*Koo Per Cent. Pure.

^'

Buy Direct—Save Money—We Pay FrciM
Our monthly installment plan of selling iliicct saves you all the dealei'spi fui«i

his excessive rhaiges for installation anil repairs. We ean save at least on Wid
the cost of your furnace. We have been building Jahant Fuiiiaces for ovt jiiitj

years and guarantee satisfaction.

JAHANT DOWN
DRAFT FURNAC

The Best Heatintr System Made for residences. s<hools, hotels, cl

etc. It islhe most ecoiiomiial tiu'nace too, and saves one-third to one-1
cost of fuel, because the latcntcd "Down-Draft System" burns wood, haix
coal, and burns it all without rniclers, clinkers or any waste. Needs less at
yet heats much better than any other furnace, hot air, steam or hot water 1

system. Our plan ot inontbly payments

ONLY $10 DOWN and $10 A MONll
makes it easy for any one to have the best lieating system iriade. Every
Furnac • is sold with a stiong "(iuaraiity Bond" that allows you 365 DAYS
You don't run any risk buying from us.
We send complete outfit, furnace, pipes, registers, etc. together with

plans, tiill directions and all tools for installing. If you can drive a nail

'

install a .Jahant Furnace without the aid of a tinner.

WHtp Tn.Hiiv fni» r'qfoinn which explains the .Tahant Down-Draft
III lie lU may lUI i^dldlUy and tells why it gives more heat at le

THE JAHANT HEATING CO., 205 Hamilton Bldg., Akri

1

J

'ilies,

,;tlie

80ft

tion,

hut

kill

item

HOUSEWORK HALVEl'
By Syracuse " EASY " Itilitics

SOLD ON TRIAL
We are specialists in labor-saving utilities for the hoi

Our Syracuse "EASY" Vacuum Washer and "EASY" B;
bearing Wringer have lightened the burdens of thousand:

:

women, and are known by them to be tlie best made for tl

'

purpose.
The latest addition to our line is the "EASY" Vacu i

Cleaner, hand or electric, whicli is positively tlie easi:

operated and most efficient cli ; ner made. Gets ALL
dirt, without raising dust. Cleans carpets, rugs, furniti
draperies, floors and walls right in the room. Once tri

.

5<^ will not be without it. Write for Trial Offer, Bl

—^ Terms, and testimonials from our customers.

DODGE & ZUILL
533-F DUIaye Building. SYRACUSE, N.

D0N7 BUY PAINT TILL YOU GET OUR BOOK
Here s the difference between Chase's fresh, made-to- is made after each order is received and shipped
order paint and the paint at dealers' and paint that is day it is made. Chase paint means fresh pain

made by painters. Dealers' paint is stale— with the longer service, better service. Be sure to write, nc

linseed oil eaten up by chemicals. And no painter has for Big, Free Boole and Color Card. Also direct-frC|
the heavy machinerj' to mix and grind paint. Our paint factory prices, tree trial and freight-prepaid effij

O. L. CHASE. THE PAINT MAN. DEPARTMENT 8. ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI [
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A VOYAGE OF LIFE

^y Rev. A. F. Schauffler, D. D.

3

T the Hudson-Fulton celebration,

recently held in New York, there

IS a great naval parade, and as the

;ig line of steamers went up the river

iny exclaimed, "There go the ships!"

)W, there are many analogies be-

een ships and men. Poets have long

id that man was like a ship, voyag-

^ across the ocean of life to an un-

own port on the other side. Taking,

en, these analogies, let us see what
i can learn to our own profit.

Every ship has a cargo, or if no
rgo it is seeking for cargo. Some
jrgoes are safe and some dangerous.

I olden time they used to load grain

bulk, which was dangerous, for if

e grain shifted in a storm it was apt

throw the ship on her beam ends,

itton is a dangerous cargo, and many
jamship lines advertise, "These ships

rry no cotton." Some years ago, an
il-minded man tried to ship an in-

rnal machine on one of the steamers
a transatlantic line. His intention

IS that the clockwork in the machine
3uld go off while the ship was in mid-
aan, and blow her to pieces. Fortu-
tely, the clockwork went off while
» infernal machine was on the dock,

blew off the stem of the steamer and
led thirteen men. Surely that would
ve been a dangerous cargo to carry.

st so every man carries a cargo. By
is I mean a cargo of opinions, pas-

ms, appetites, and these are sure to

eck any youngman who carries them.
Years ago, in my Sunday School, a
ung fellow came to me and said: "I

ve come to the conclusion that there
no God, no future life, no heaven and
hell. When you are dead, you are
ad, and that is the end of you." My
ply was: "My dear fellow, these
inions will wreck you before you get
rough." Before long, he left the
inday School, and I saw no more of
•n for years. Then one evening a
ock came at my study door, and he-
ld! the young man appeared. He
IS much run down, was blear-eyed
d bloated. "Is that you, Fred?" said

' "Yes," he replied. "Is it drink?"
id I. "Yes," he replied again. "Do
u remember that I told you your
inions would wreck you before you
t through?"
lAll these appetites and passions
ust be held in absolute control, and
ne can help us to do this excepting
mighty God, and the aid of his Holy
lirit.

A ship in the water is good, but
iter in the ship is bad. A tran.sat-
itic liner, years ago, owing to some
feet in one of its pumps, began to
mp water into the ship instead of
mping it out. As they thought the
ip had sprung a leak, they pumped
the harder, with the result that the

ip only filled the faster. Presently
t' water rose so that their fires were
tinguished. Then, thinking that
ey were going to the bottom, they
andoned the ship. Later on, some
Irishmen found her tossing in mid-
an, water-logged. Going on board,
ey ascertained the trouble, pumped
r out, brought her in and secured
00,000 salvage money.
Just so the Christian in the world is
od, but the world in the Christian
bad. The believer who allows the
il practices of the sinful world to
minate his heart cannot possibly
cceed; and yet there are men who,
(' those in the .ship above mentioned,
^"1 to pump the world into them-
Ives as fast as they can. These are
;n who indulge in drink, in lust, in

^1 stories and in evil of every kind.
Rt the world out of your heart, unless
ra expect to be water-logged at the
it and go down hopelessly in mid-
ean!

Every ship has an anchor, and there
e times when the safety of the ship
pends on its right use of its anchors.

When I was a boy in Constantinople,
an American captain visited our house.
He told us that his ship was anchored
in an exposed harbor in one of the
islands of the ^gean, when a violent
storm broke upon them. Both of the
anchors which they had down began to
drag, and it was only a question of
time when they would be cast ashore.
They had one little anchor still unused,
and though they did not hope much
good could come from dropping it they
took the chance. To their great sur-
prise and equal delight, though the
two larger anchors would not hold, the
smaller one held, and they rode out the
storm in safety. When they came to
weigh the anchors, the two large ones
came up easily, but the smaller one
came with great difficulty. When at
last it appeared above the surface of
the water, lo and behold, the fluke of
the anchor had caught In the ring of
a large man-of-war's anchor that had
been lost there long before ! The man-
of-war's anchor had been embedded in
the soil, and this accounted for the fact
that the little anchor held.

Every man voyaging on the ocean
of life ought to have an anchor. The
apostle speaks about a good hope,
which he says we have as an anchor
sure and steadfast entering into the
unseen, which is within the veil. By
this I mean a good hope in Jesus
Christ as our Redeemer. That hope
will save young men from being cast
on the rocks, and blessed it is for us
if we have this divinely forged anchor
and use it for our safety.

Every ship has a compass. No cap-
tain would dream of going to sea with-
out a compass, for there are times
when neither sun nor stars appear and
steering must be done by the compass
alone. So every man should have a
compass. God has given to us just
this in placing the Bible in our hands.
The Bible is the Christian mariner's
compass, and by it he must steer.

Every ship has a captain. Some
captains are good, some bad. Years
ago, I went by steamer from Quebec
through the lower St. Lawrence and
around the Dominion coast. Our cap-
tain was under the influence of liquor
the whole way, and you can easily im-
agine that I was glad to g-et ashore
safely. One of the ocean steamship
lines once dismissed a captain who,
though thoroughly capable when he
was sober, was given to drink. An-
other ocean line took him up, hoping
that he had reformed. Unfortunately,
this was not the case. Bringing his

steamer across the Atlantic, and being
under the influence of drink, he ran
her too far north and on a winter's
night rushed his steamer on to the
rocks. That night 5^2 people found
a watery grave. Surely that is not the
kind of captain with whom we would
ever care to sail. On the other hand,
there was in my earlier days a captain
of the Cunard Steamship Company^
Captain Cook by name—careful, ca-

pable, endlessly vigilant. The passen-
gers felt safe while he was on the
bridge.

Just so, every one has a captain.

Some one has charge of you in all your
life's voyage, and either you are under
the command of Jesus Christ as Cap-
tain of your salvation, or under the

command of Satan, the captain of ruin

and death and despair. Who is it to-

day who is your captain? Satan has
ruined every man who put himself

under his charge, from the days of

Cain down to these latest days in 1910.

On the other hand, Jesus has brought
every man safely through who puts

himself under his care. Let him direct

you, and be perfectly sure that at last

he will bring you pa.st iceberg and
reef, through fog and storm, and land

you safely in the port of eternal rest

and joy.

''^-.</
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EveryWoman
Knows what

ness does

to Maline, how
completely this

beautiful trimming is spoiled by the slightest moisture;

Now every woman is wanted to know MALINETTE

—

the moist-

proof Maline—The only serviceable, color-fast material of its kind ever
produced. The handsomest Spring and Summer fashions ordain generous
trimmings of Maline on hats and frocks. Women who hesitate to improve
their costumes with Maline because it is so easily spoiled, may buy
Malinette without the slightest fear of its damage
from any moisture, even the severest shower.

A Booklet Containing Samples

That Will Be a Revelation to

Every Woman who Writes for it.

This booklet is well worth getting for its charm-

ingly illustrated new fashions in Malinette hats,

trimmings and ornaments. But of even greater

value is the astonishing comparison it offers

between Malinette and Maline. Enclosed is

a sample of each. Upon wetting, the Maline will immediately lose its dye

and finish when pressed in the hand. The same test with the Malinette

sample proves that it cannot lose a trace of color, that it immediately dries

out to its original beauty and dainty crispness.

Make this simple but conclusive test and know as you could in no

other way, the wonderful service superiority of Malinette over Maline.

If Malinette is not yet sold at the Maline counter you patronize, send sample

for matching direct to us, with 25c. for each yard desired, and you will be

promptly supplied through the dealers you mention. Over One Hundred
shades.

Insist upon your milliner using Malinette on your

Spring and Summer hats.

But first write for the Malinette

booklet andsamples described above.^

Every woman who wishes to make

the most of her Spring and Summer

costumes shouH absolutely have it.

An
genuine

Malin-

ette is sold

from this-

traJemarked

card only.

THEO. TiEDEMANN

&SONS

80 Mercer Street, NEW YORK '^^c.
".S. P*T-



This "STANDARD"
GUARANTEE TAG

is tied on every garment we sell.

'This GUARANTEE gives you the

privilege of returning any garment

or article purchased froAi us that

,s not entirely satisfactory, and we

will refund all your money promptly.

2025
$2.50

The"STANDARB
THIS ADVERTISEMENT presents to you Real Opportunities—oppo\imi

Skirts and Ready-to-Wear Dresses, Waists and Hats. And there ai ah

$5 00 means the pleasure of another wai^ or skirt, without any real cost to :p.

STANDARD" GUARANTEE TAG—which is our Guarantee that e

And now, knowing that You Take NO RISK, why not send your oipr

$7.00 Flower Hat for $4.75

B84.H
I 5.00

THIS SUIT MADE
TO YOUR MEASURE

Cifi H StyllHh, Mnn-Tiillorod Suit of charming
tltW U. (lra»l((n. The .Ia<'k<-t is made «ith Bracefiil
scinl-flltlin; lines, ftiiil is 32 Inches in leiiKth. It is single
tireiiKteil inijilel, anil has long shaiieil lapels neatly
irinim>'ii Willi tailorefl stitching anil liultons, slanting
IKicki'ts and neat enffs. Lined with satin-tliiislied,
twilled Princess liidnit. The Skirt cimiiiBts ot eleven
gores with fnllnes* laiil in side plaits all around. These
jilalts are sticlii'd down flat to below the hip line, and
troni there, tlare gracefully.

Mude !n FoIIowIiik Muterluls.
Siimpli'S srnl FREE on lequesl.

CC Dlagiiiiai Sersre, in black, navy blue,
gray, green, or Catawba
HH All-Wool Striped Pnnnmn, with
pretty shadow stripes, colors, bine, brown, CI 9 QO
gray and catawba vlt).*'0

JJ Imported Horpe Spun Siiltlnfr.
Pretty .mannish material in light ormediuni

J-j* QO

$9.75

OOfi n CliarinluB One-
OuO H. pjppp Dress made of

Boleniiid quality Taffotii Silk.
The front, belt and sleeves, are
handsomely embroidered in a very
effective design with silk soutache
and Boiiiiaz eipbroidery. The
yoke and collar are made ot round
mesh, Brussels net, which is pret-

tily tucked and the collar is piped
with silk. The skirt is cut with
ample width and is laid in clusters

of graceful pleats in front, back
and sides. This pretty dress is the
newest style. It is elegantly made
and Is both dressy and serviceable.

Its low price is a good illustration

of the Savins: effected by dealing
at the "Standarrt." This silk
dress cannot be equaled elsewhere
even if you pay S'l.tiJ more than
our price. And price is always to
be considered. Order this silk
dress to-day. Kemember you
don't risk a sintrle penny. Comes
in black, navy blue, prav or
blown. Rlzes ?A to 42 \)usl.
Kxcellent Sia.CO value.

OIK i:ASTFT
SALF. rillCF.

aatn a Fanev Flower Hat of beautiful fluted silk braid.

201" H. Full turban crown and me<lium mushroom brim,

^ru-etully shaped. Four tine silk roses with tiny buds and fine

^oUai;.' are pre lily intertwined with a band o crushed taSfeta

r?bboii Charmingly flnislied in back with a B-inch buckle ot

c steel, catchmg a large, beautiful triple bow. A shape

and style that will be very jjopular for Easier w ear
'!•""'-""- -" colors. This liat is usually sold

OUR KASTF.K SALF) I'lSltFr'an"he "iiad in all colors. This hat is usually sold ^J 7'*
fiS $7.00. OUR KASTF.K SALF I'KltF ^l.l 9

$3.98 Dressy Net Waist for $2.98
OD n This Splendid Net Waist is advertised by a big cata-

00 H. log house at $3.98, and it is worth it. But "Standard"

maker-to-wearer selling brhigs it to you at $2.98. is of hue

French net with braided yoke and plastron tront of rich Irish

crochet Panels of stylish suiocking, bauds ot fine Irish crochet

and rufllings of dainty Val. trim the trout, back, collar and

sleeves White or ecru. All silk lined. A guaranteed $3.98
value Yon can make no mistake in ordering

this dressy waist. Order it to-day, and it

vou are not Kntirely 8atisfie<i. your
bionev will i'e promptly
refunded. F:ASTER
SALE PKICF

Sizes
82 to 44 bust.

Sizes 32 to 44 Bust.

OO n Hand-Embroidered 'Waist of
Ou n. superb, soft niessaline silk. Charm-
ingly tucked and richly Hand-Enibrold-
ered in lieautifnl, heavy flower design. On
either side of the front panel are clusters of
pin tucks. The sleeves are made in the
fa6hional)le Bishop style. Closes invisibly
in the back, which is neatly pin-tucked.
This waist is an exceptionally beautiful
style. Tlie exquisite fineness of the mate-
rial, the careful workmanship and the ar-
tistic skill displayed in Us designing make
this waist a remarkable value. Colors,
black, blue or old rose. It is re- ^ -^
tailed regularly for $",, 1ml our ff9 QQ
EASTER SALE PKIli: IS ^O^tfO

Sizes 82 to 44 liust.

$10.00
Hat for

$6.98
9A99 n Anlinus-
LVUL n. ually Bp-
' oiniii^ Hat of tine.

faiu'y silk braid. Charni-
Higly designed with large
placque crown and stylish,
deep drooped brim. Two
handsome, full Real Ostrirh
Plumes are gracefully caught in
a dainty bunch of tiny rose buds
and foliage. This hat embodit s the very latest styln ideas
be charmed with its simple effectiveness and with the 8plendi(
All colors with either wliite or black plumes. A regular
$10.00 value. liut our

EASTKR SALE PRICE IS

$4.25 Taffeta Silk Waist for $2.98
ec H Handsome Taffeta Silk W^alHt. The front of this stylish
VO n. waist displays effective groups of pin tucks. 'I'he center
"inploys a scalloped panel, prettily trimmed with a knife-piaited
frill of silk and silk covered buttons. New Bishop sleeves, with
deep, tucked cuff. Closes invisibly in back with buttons. Colors:
black or changeable navy blue and black. A splendid ^ _
waist for any occasion and a splendid "Standaj'd" v lue. CO Q

W

EASTER SALE PRICE

Exptessage and Postage
Prepaid On ALL Orders
Amounting to $10 or over

'^ $8.95

OOi n This stylish Skirt. Made to
00*t II. Yoiir Measure. It is the very
latest style, and is proving very popular. The slender front
panel is trimmed with buttons, and the immediate side and
back gores are effectively trimmed midway with taffeta strap-
ping m pointed design. The two side gores show inverted
plaits. Four narrow and one wide band of taffeta ^ _ . .
are placed around bottom. ffc AA

SPECIAL EASTER SALE PRICE ^U.UV
Made In the Followlns Materials.

.Snmples .lent FREE on reguesl.
All Wool, Black Voile $5.00
Imported Chiffon Panama, in black, navy
blue or brown $5.00

French Serge, in black, navy bine, brown or
Kray $5.00

9A9C n rha'mlne Hat of Fine Silk Braid. The cro\vn
idVUO U. 18 effectively trimmed with wide silk ribbon,
which ends In a large, graceful bow. The front displays a
cluster of roses, foliage and three mcdiumsized aigrettes. 'Can
be had in any combination of (rolors. \ ve' v fash-
ionable, becoming model and a regular $4.ixivaliie. ffO TA

EASTEU SALE PRICE 9^.0V

Write for FREE Yearly Subripl

shows you Each Month all t;ye

also shows Many Special Baaini

Savings. Write to-day for this book, don't put it ofinU

FREE
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EASTER SALE
thf/ERY LATEST NE\V YORK STYLES in Made-to-Measure Suits and

uniti here for remarkable Savings. A garment bought at a Saving of $L50 to

ou t carefully study the Styles and Values we offer ^ou here. Also to read the

J rtJm your money on any purchase not entirely satisfactory to you.

M<e your selection NOW, and MAIL YOUR ORDER AT ONCE!

TTHIS 50c COUPON
is issued to you as

a Special Inducement
to send us a trial order.
We ^vant you to know
the "STANDARD"
We want you to see
"STANDARD" Styles
and values—to know^
in dollars and cents
how much money you
can save by dealing at

the "STANDARD."

50c THIS COUPON 50c
IS WORTH 50c TO YOU
WE will accept it as 50 CENTS in cash

on any order you send us amounting
to FIVE DOLLARS or over selected from
this ADVERTISEMENT.

"STANDARD" MAIL ORDER COMPANY
161 Wooster Street

NEW YORK50c 50c

$6.00 SUk Braid Hat, $3.98
9ft97 n The >>»est Style in .SpriiiK Hat.§ is uell repre-
bVul D« st'iited 111 tins model. It is inane of line fancy silk braul
and lias a full ciown wnli nieiliuiii niuslirooni bum. The hat is

tiiiniiied \Mth two laiyt- lull blown roses ami rose buds, with apple
blo.•^*onl^ 101111111(4 a dainty \\n-at:i lot tlif bnni. Can be had in any
color desired. \\ e invite you lo oidi-r till.-, hat at Our KUk of your
heiiig pleaseti. Send it liaik to us if \ou sliould not be ^
pleaseii, and your money will be promptly retunded. V9 fkO

EA.VILK SALK PRICE ^d.^O

$2.98 Lingerie Waist for $1.98
«(- n styllsli IJiiKerie Walnt of I'liie, Soft-Finished Batiste.
43 n* The broad panel front is handsomely worked in Swiss
embroidery in medallion desicn. .\u insirt of Cluny lace out-
lines the medallions m scalloped effect, and edKing tlus is a frill of
Val. lace. On either side of the panel are clusters of pin tucks,
inserts of Art embroidery and \'al. lace. Inserts of Val. lace and
pin uicks trim the Bishop sleeves and cuffs. Closes ui the back which
ismaile very attractive by dusters of pin tucking separated by Val.
lace msei Is. IliiB waist is advertiMil by a large mail order house for

if".;.OH. our Maker-to-Wearer prices
enable us to oiler you this SAMI-:
U .\1ST for »1.98. Ordei

lliis waist TO-U.W, and
It you don't thuik it the
best value you ever saw,
or if you are not pleased
your woiiey will lie
promptl.* refund-
ed. WHITfi ONLY.
K.VSTKK S.VI.l;
FUlti;

$1.98
Size 32 to 44 bust

$6.00

Hat for

$3.98

Oftn n line Irenrli
iVll H. Flower llHt

<,f b.aiiliful fancy fluted

Mik braid. .V stylish new
Inrlian shape of medium size.

Th • rim is (jriicefully wreathed
all around wllh small roses, and the

displavs a (.-racefiil bunch of r.>s.s with dainty sprays of velvet

......'et-iie-i .18. .Maybehadiii black with flowers of any color. .\

chat iiiinK style of c\i|ulsite rertnement and splendid be-

I'omintniess. Kxcelleiit »(>.<)() value.
I.ASTFK SAI.l: l-KK K $3.98

$2.98 Stylish Net Waist for $1.98
Nt of line Ilrnssels n

d net nnil is silk pipi'd

lion anri deflneil by an cxiiiiisite bandiiiL- of i

laces trim the back, front and sleeves. Silk liii

e<'ru. We heartily re<'omineiid this waist f<

style and a siilendid value. Its wledion will prove a
peraoiial pleasure and 8utlnfn<'lloii to you.

-;asti;r Sale price
sizes 32 to « bust.

I. The idtractlve yoke
itb tliii' Venice mnlal-
•h irocbct. Mati-hed
•ci throni.'liout. White
n up to-date, dressy

$1.98

Expressage and Postage
Prepaid On ALL Orders
/^mounting to SIO or over

TA DARD" Monthly Bulletin. This Fashion Book
Yet Styles in Made-to-Me2isure Suits and Skirts. It

"tr Garments, on which you can make Wonderful
fj*' t week, but write for it now, before you forget it.

2026H
$3.48

883 H

$3,98

Fmhrolrtered Waist of

If

DrOBDER
R ST..

CITY

no n Hii
iOn. nuisite imported silk-flnished batist

Clusters of tucking are graiiuated to emi>liasize

the beautiful Ilnnd-Knihroirtery that Alls the

front. Sleeves and iUffs beautifully pin-tucked
and inserted with flue Val. Collar to match.
Veined shoulder seams join the from to the
tucked back where the waist fastens with tiny

pearl buttons. This is a very effective and stylish

waiBt.and we recominetid it to you not only as

the very latest style, Imt also a remarkable value.

The price askeil by a large mail order house for

this waist is $2.49. Our "Maker to Wearer"
Prices brings it to you at $1.98. ^ . - _

Sizes 32 to 44 bust. tfl (IV
EASTER SALE PRICE ^X.<70

009 n Th's Handsome Skirt Made to
OOo U. Your Measure. A strikini; feature of

this smart model is the button -tritiiiiied slender front panel

which niyes to the llgure tlie long lines now S" much in fuvor.

The
Till

gives becoming I

Made In Followlne Materials.
Samples sent FREE on reqnnt.

Chiffon Panama; colors, black, blue or brown »3.98
Etamine Voile, crisp, why material, black or navy
hlne ».J.98

Diaironal Serge; colors, black, navy blue, brown

.ilicb Hiycs to the Mgure llie long lllies now s" nniru 111 liivvi.

'ben-ni.iinmir noresareciitotTiTik'ia.'ctnl tuiMccllect, . -
Ins tnni,- overlaps a stylLsh killed Hmuim- which ffO QU
ives becoming fullness. 1•:.V^T•|:U S.VI>i: FHKL ^a.cTlJ

t-ray »n.98

OAOl! n nressy.ServleeahleHnt of fine silk braid. .\ wide
ifiiCn n. fold of shirred maline extends all around the crown.
Three pretty chrvsanthomnnis and foliaee are daintily placed

on side The brim droops slijihtly in front, back and one side.

O'l the other side it tiirnsup.KiviiiK a very smart appearance.

Can be hail in any combination of colors. Excel- ^- ._
lent $5.50 value. ^^^^^^ g^^E PRICE $3.48

797 n Sen>i-Prlnres.s Dres
'"'"•of Fine shnntun
Silk. This lustrous Silk makes
a most eflfective background for
the handsome band embroidery
in self-<'olor which ornaments
the front. The Yoke. Collar and
Cuffs are made of imitation Baby
Irish Lace In white. Deep plaits

over the shoulders increase the

fashionable long lines in front and
shape the trim-fitting back. The
skirt is gracefully plaited in front

and ba<'k. Can be had in Natural
Pongee. Reseda green, or Copen-
hagen blue. This Elegant Dress
is extreiiely stylish, and more
than that it is a w onderfnl value.
Spncial care is taken with the de-

signing and cutting of each dress.

Kach dress is '*tried on" and fitted

before it is shipped on any order.

The workmaiship and material
I" list he perfect. Order this

Dress to-day and S.WE $4.50.
The regular price is $14. .'Wi.

Our Special EASTER ^A QQSALE PRICE ^V.Otf
Sizes 34 to 42 bust.

547 H

THIS SUIT MADE
TO YOUR MEASURE

Ki7 n New Russian Blouse Suit. The stylish
U^i n. semi-fltted jacket is made 82 inches long and
the semi-blouse portion is darted to give correct tit.

Long roll shawl collar and cuffs of handsome nuure.
Silk soiitnclie loops trim the front. Lined wilh guar-
anteed Snsl.Mna" satin lining. The SKIRT has scal-

lopcd, close-htiing yiik.' trimmed with buttons. A kilted

flounce hangs gra<'efully from the yoke.

Made In Following MaterlaU.
Samples sent F/2EE on re guest.

FF Material — French Serge, in black,
blue, brown, grey, green, or catawba

GG Ma t erl al — Imported Diagonal
Serge. A suiting much favored for smart,
dressy garments in black,blue,giay,old rose

JJ Material — Imported Homesnun
SuHliig. a very pretty mannish material
in light or medium dark gray

$14.75

$16.50

$18.98
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BETTER than honey on hot biscuit—

deHcious on buckwheat cakes^ The
best and purest syrup in the world

for all uses—agrees with everybody.

CORN SYRUP
Eat !t on Use it for

Griddle Cake* Ginger-Bread
Hot Biscuit Cookies

Waffles Candy

Send your name on a post

card for Karo Cook Book

—

50 pages includingSO
perfect recipes for

home candy-making.

Com Products Refining Co.

Dept.

P. 0. Box 161. New Yorit

SEEDS
A Wonderful Assortment, All Tested

greatest bargain

Collections sold last yc

BEET, Perfected Red Turnip, earliest, best. OinOlT, Prizetaker, wt. 3 lbs. , 1000 bus. per acre.
CABBAGE.Winter Header, sure header,fine. PARSHIP^White Sugar, long, smooth, sweet.
CARROT,PerfectedHalfLong,besttablesort. RADISH, Wlllte Icicle, lonpr, crisp, tender, best.

CELERY, Winter Giant, large, crisp, good. TOMATO, Earliest InWorld, large, smooth, fine.

CUCUMBER, Family Favorite, favorite sort. TURHIP, Sweetest German, sweet, lar^e.

LETTUCE, Bell's Prize Head, early, tender. Flower Seeds, 500 sorts mixed, large packet.
MUSK MBLOn, Luscious Gem. best grown. Sweet Peas, J^oz. California Giants Grand Mxd.
WATERMELON, Bell's Early, extra fine. Catalosfue and Cbeck for 10 Cts. free with order.

This 10 cts. returned on first 25c. order. J. J. BELL SEED CO., DCpOSit, IV. Y.

INTERNATION

XDollars and Millinery Go Hand-in-Hand
You can make and trim your own hats—thus SAVF^ Money.
You can make and trim hats for others—thus JVIAK.E] Money.

YOU can become an expert milliner in from six to eight weeks. It is thebestpayinj?
business for ladies to-day. We prepare you to make your own hats, to hoUi a

salaried position or to open a store of your own (retail stores pay from $*2m to ff'>i)

per week). Taught right in your own home, no matter where you are located. liy
our Correspondence Course, with working motlels, we can positively toach you
without interfering with your daily work. Terms moderate. I\lav I'f i>aiil ni small
installments if preferred. Send TO-DAY for FREE BOOK witii Colored Plates.

AI. MII.I.INEHY SYNDICATE AND SCHOOI. OF MIT.T.TXFRV. Uuffalo. N.Y.

!^ Tff£"BESTZia=IfT
Gives 500candle power. Casts no shadow,

I Costs 2 cents per week. Makes and bums
lits own gas. Over 200 styles. Every lamp
j warranted. No dirt. No odor. No ^ease.

I
Agents wanted. Write for catalog, now.

THE BEST LICnT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St.. Canton, O.

SQUAB
MatPil pair

1910

ine illu^tratloni. If B great.
f<i<i.-i>.h.i \.,t,f.

-.
.

BOOK FREE
..me 1910

ee Book, h..w to make
ii.'.v-Uret-.iiiij; sqimbH. Cloth-

332 pnsee,
ll.M- . ]..r th<-

^r- pv lOf.
Plymouth Rock Squab Co. , 350 Howard Street, Melrose Mass.

ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS.
.$1.40 up

~
Tei.t;

LeiKfu,, Pa„
90

Saddles 3.00
Vices. 2.Co

Revolvers $1.65 Dp
Cadet Guns 1.20 "
Navy n'pl'i;. Rifles 6.40 "
Side Arm Sword.. ,35 «t

New Uniforms... 1.'25 "
Larfrest stock Govt. Auction Bargains in the
world. 15 acres required for its storage. 340
pace catalocue, 3000 illustrations, including
1910 list read yahout April. Mailed 15e(stamps).

^ _ Cannons, Flacn, Pistols, Kiftes, Spears, Drums,etc.
FKANCIS BANNERMAN, 601 Broadway, KEW YORK

FREE TO WOMEN ONLY Kvcry woman who
sends us a postal

request before June 30, 1910, will receive, free. 2 beautiful
Post Cards, the lattst copy of JlcCall's Mag-azine, MeCall's
Spring" Pattern Catalotrue and an attractive Premium
Catalogrue. McCall's Magazine is the leading- Home and
Fashion Monthly. Price only 50 cents a year, with any
McCall Pattern free. Our premium offers are simply
extraordinary. Send today for free outfit descn In d above.

McCAU'S MAGAZINE. Room 700 McCaU Biuiding, NEW YORK CITY

Write for Grand Free Millwork Catalog
lumber and Millwork for this House Build, Remodel or Repair a House

Jj;'^«"»^^^g|^^^$619 at HALF USUAL COST
We will supply you with high-grade, guaranteed Build-

ing Material—the best made in America—at an actual

cash saving of HALF the regular retail dealers' prices.

Doors, 77 Cents and up
Windows, 63 Cents up;

Corner Bloelcs, 2 Cents
Porch Columns, $1.85 up

5,000 Building Material Bargains
Including Doors, Windows. Mouldings, Stairs
and Porches—Flooring, Finish and LUMBER

Cift our prices on evervthing you need to build a new
li .use or modernize an old one. Free Catalog offers
^000 Hargnins-the very latest designs in Millwork
approvrfl by best architects. Quality, SatUfactior
and Safe Delivery Guaranteed Anywhere.

\\r savi'il our ruslomi'vs a million dollars in
' -1^ \Vc Hliiii evciywliorc undi'r an alisolute

irantpe ot <|ualitv. safe delivery and
' istaction. Monev refunded and fjeiKlit
1.1 l.olh ways it iioods are not as
ies.-nted. Write for Grand Free
lUvork Catalog.
> F{00> -V.\N TINF COMPAIV\-.

iyi3 CuHC St,, Dnveuport, Iowa

Flight

of Stairs

Complete,
and ready to

put together,

$24 ^^

We offer a splemlid
variety of Stair Mate-

rial in Oak and Yellow
I'lne. Onr designs admit ot

many variations. Onr pric'es
save you from $e<i to JfiG on a
coniplele tliKlit of stairs. See
CataloKT for latest stair deslKns.

Estimates FREE

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR

SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

FOR the benefit of our new subscribers we
give a brief synopsis of the preceding

chapters of Mrs. Amelia E. Barr's most inter-

esting story : The scene is laid in New York,

at the time of the Stamp Act, in 1765. Cap-
tain Jansen Van Vroom was a rich, retired

sea captain, and lives with his wife Katrina in

a fine Dutch house, by the North River. They
have a daughter, Virginia, whom they wish to

marry to a young sea captain, Batavius De
Vries, for whom she has little liking. She is

really in love with Joris Artaveldt, a dashing
young officer. Virginia's dearest friend is

Lady Rose Harley. Captain Van Vroom is

bitter against the enforcement of the Stamp
Act. Joris and the two girls dine at the cap-
tain's house, after which the two men leave.

Arent Van Vi-oom. the son of the house, ap-
pears and is introduced to Lady Rose. The
next morning Van Vroom describes the con-
dition of New York to his son, and the things
which were leading to the breaking point.

The Lady Rose becomes interested in Arent
when he doocribes his voyages. Joris declares

his love for Virginia, and she returns his affec-

tion. Arent, her brother, falls in love with
Lady Rose, who gives Virginia a handkerchief
embroidered with strawberries. She herself has
one like it. Virginia gives Joris the handker-
chief. Politically, things grow worse. The
people determine to resist the oppression of the
British government, and wear only home-made
things. Batavius De Vries suddenly returns,

expectiiifr to marry Virginia, He is a coarse,
bombastic person, and Lady Rose is disgusted
with the idea of Virginia marrying him. Joris
tells his father of liis love for Virginia and he
offers no objection. Lady Rose plans to get
Batavius drafted intotlie naval service. Virginia
protests to her father against marrying Batavius.
He angrily insists. He says the banns must be
published within the month, and threatens her.
The mother also takes the father's part. Joris
tells Van Vroom he loves his daugiiter and is

ordered away. Katherine Van Heemskerk offers
to carry Joris* letter to Virginia. Batavius, walk-
ing back with Katherine, insults Joris, who lays
his hand on his sword, but refrains from action
for the lady's sake. She goes to Joris' side. Bata-
vius. at Van Vroom's, jeers at tlie idea of Joris'
gallantry. Virginia thrills with pride and praises
Katherine. Arent Van Vroom returns bringing
sixteen Southern patriots, including Aiken of
South Carolina and Worth of Maryland. Bata-
vius joined in with the rest and then said
"Humbug," when out of hearing. The first Colo-
nial Congress opens in New York. Batavius be-
comes anxious to have Virginia admire him, takes
care with his dress and receives Van Vroom's
approval. He tells Batavius to tell Virginia she
will be betrothed to him on the twenty-eighth of
that month. Batavius finds her in her kitchen.
He tells her. She says, "Never !" He threatens
and raises his arm as if to strike. He breaks a
ring in which he had superstitious confidence.
He goes for Van Vroom who is more interested in
the opening of Congress.

CHAPTER SEVEN—Continued

THE deputation seeking the Gover-
nor's aid had failed. In curt and
angry words Golden answered

their request. "Your Congress," he
said, "is unconstitutional, unprece-
dented, and unlawful, and I shall give
you no countenance;" then turning to
an officer, he gave an order about the
strengthening of the fortifications, and
the reception of the stamps. No one,
however, had expected anything favor-
able to the Colonial Congress from
Lieutenant-Governor Golden, and his
foreseen refusal did not for one hour
embarrass the proceedings of its mem-
bers. They went to work immediately,
amid an enthusiasm which neither
civic nor military power could curtail
or control.

Of course its demonstrations were
offensive to many, and to none more
so than to Batavius De Vries. After
leaving the Captain he wished only to
reach his ship, and the solitude he de-
sired, as quietly and quickly as pos-
sible, but a provoking fate threw him
in the way of one party of shouting,
singing enthusiasts after another.
Some invited, some commanded him
to join them; some jeered at his fine
clothing, some asked for his political
opinions.

But at length The Arms of Stuyve-
sant sheltered him, and he locked him-
self in his cabin and sat down to take
his bearings with regard to Virginia.
He was determined to marry the
girl, and, as he recalled her beauty, a
restless fear of losing her came with
the vision, and he resolved to go to
the Van Vroom house and ask Madame

for a cup of tea. Physically he needed
it to expel the wicked spirit he had
voluntarily called to obsess him, and
there had also come to his conscious-
ness in some way a belief that Vir-
ginia was deceiving all of them, and
he determined to ' discover her plans
and her assistants.
He found everything at Van Vroom's

very quiet. The Captain was by the
fireside, and Virginia playing a game
of draughts with Harry Rutgers. Ba-
tavius placed himself where he could
watch the game, and as HaiTy had
never made any secret of his hopeless
love for Virginia, he witnessed one of

those pure, unselfish devotions which
are spiritual triumphs. Harry indeed
was well aware that his affection

would never meet with any return, but
his love was of that noble kind which
can live for a woman without living

with her. He knew of Virginia's en-

gagement to Joris, and he knew
also of her father's determination to

marry her to Batavius—and he pitied

the beautiful girl in this miserable
dilemma.
Now that day Harry had received a

letter from Lady Rose Harley, It was
little more than a cover for one ad-

dressed to Virginia, and contained only

a request that he would put the en-

closure as quickly and quietly into Vir-
ginia's hand as he possibly could. "It

is to let her know," she added, "that
some affairs of great importance to my
future life have gone favorably. The
news will make her happy, and its

transmission make me your obliged
servant. Rose Harley."

Virginia had this letter in her
pocket, and as soon as the arrival of

Batavius gave Madame something to

do, and the Captain some one to talk

with, she ran to her room and read the

following lines:

"Darling: The affair I came here
to adjust has been settled in the most
perfect manner. Everything is se-

curely arranged. If your betrothal
must take place before I return, let it;

but remember you are not to be mar-
ried till I can be your maid. I shall be

in New York early in November, then
you can hurry the wedding forward, if

you will, as I am sure to go to England
soon after I return. My dear Vir-

ginia, my unchangeable love salutes

you. Rose."
This letter, written with a care that

precluded suspicion, if it should fall

into other hands than Virginia's, gave
the anxious girl great comfort. She
felt able to face the intervening weeks,
knowing that at the end of them there

would be release. She resolved now to

behave better to Batavius. It was'
only for a short time, and if she was
moderately kind it would allay sus-

picion of her complicity in the final act

of the Batavius affair.

She went back to the living-room a

different Virginia. Her usual woman-
slow step had the spring of girlhood in

it, her eyes sparkled, her cheeks had
the tint of the rose, she was smiling,

and she drew her chair between her

father and Harry with an air of cheer-

fulness. Batavius watched her with

suspicion. He was sure she had some
pleasant news, and he thought imme-!
diately of Joris. Harry and Joris

j

were friends, and it was easy to leap]

from that fact to the supposition that i

Harry had brought Virginia a letter

from Joris, Nothing but such a letter
:

could have changed her so rapidly. He '•

resolved to ask Harry to play him no
j

underhand trick. For though Batavius
trusted few men, and hardly believed

in what they called "their honor," he

knew, though he could not tell how he

Continued on next page
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l.;w, that Harry Rutgers' words were

t e words, and his promise a thing

t.t could never be broken.

dmost immediately Arent joined the

c.ipany, and Harry went away. Then
(ptain Van Vroom surveyed his fire-

se with satisfaction. He felt in such

dnestic unity and closeness, Virginia

nst learn to appreciate the husband
bhad chosen for her. And Virginia's

b)py mood seemed to justify this

onion. She was full of sweet con-

ftnces with her brother and laughed

a,l whispered, and when the pleased

f.her asked to share their mirth Vir-

gia told him softly of some trick or

c ting witticism of the Liberty Boys,

V. eh the Captain immediately re-

p ted to Batavius.

;ut Batavius was almost angry at

t); second-hand participation, and he
sjike scornfully of those self-consti-

tipd guardians of the city's liberty.

They are a mere mob," he said, "a
V ,'ar mob, whom men of my condi-

ti and respectability despise. So in-

?( ntly they strut, and such airs of

si e they put on, that a sensible man
li Batavius De Vries has not even
ricule left for them—only an inde-

sibable scorn."

Let me tell you, Batavius," an-
s'red Arent, "that the mob, as you
ci The Boys, are the visible agents
o: invisible persons of the highest
r;k and character."
Then ashamed of themselves they

01 ht to be, Arent. For my part I

things done orderly and decently.
ring and shouting about the gov-

I J nent is improper. I do not ap-
p .'6 of it. And pray, my Captain,
Wi has this fine Congress of Colonies
chen for its Chairman?"
Timothy Ruggles, of Massachu-

sts. I take leave to say, a good
cl ce, Batavius."

[ do not know him. Why did they
n( select a New York man? John
C ger, or Philip Livingston, or Leon-
a' Lisoenard "

You \\Me \ei something slip your
niaory, Batavius," answered the Cap-
tt; a little coldly. "New York did
nr forget that she was the host, and
t\ members her guests. Well, then,
tl host does not honor himself; he
i: s all honor to his guests. Ruggles

well in the chair. Many genera-
s will remember him for it."

i'et I heard, father," .said Arent,
"t'tthe first words Mr. Ruggles ut-
ted from the chair was a straight
a^rtion that resistance to the Stamp
A was treason."

Vly son, for those words I give him
I'l se. In plain Dutch he said to his
asl>ciates, 'By the law of England the
tbg we are going to do is high trea-
so We are taking our lives in our
hids, and if there are any here pres-
et not willing to give their lives for
thifreedom of their country they had
beer, right now, step out of line and
snide themselves.' No one did it!"

*Vho are the New York delega-
ti'?" asked Batavius.
Robert and Philip Livingston,

J(i Cruger, William Bayard and
1^'iard Lispenard."

have known them all—a long
^1 ' I have known them. I have
d(; business with them, and I judge
"(as you do, Captain. For the black
Olid of treason, they had an open
St lach these many years. Leonard
LJienard is living on the large grants
w ;h George the Second gave to his
W:s family. I always saw the un-
gieful rascal through one hundred
10 3."

^ou talk nonsen.se, Batavius. If a
"1 gives you a loaf to-day, and to-
rn' row takes it back sixfold, gratitude
js >t in the question. If George the
«.nd gave Lispenard's wife land,
^<'ge the Third is picking Lispen-
sr^ pocket on every side."

"Well, well," laughed Batavius, "if
men pick our pockets, we must be
Christians and bear it. I bear no ill

will to any man. I think of all men
alike. I am just to the honest man,
and just to the thief. But why in-

deed do men steal? To steal is a great
foolishness, cheating is so easy and so
much more safe and profitable. As
for England "

"She has ruined us all."

"Forgive her, then you will be for-
given."
"For bad ends, you use good words,

Batavius. Forgive that I may be for-
given?"
"Come, come!" said Madame. "Very

tired am I of this subject. We will
sing the night hymn, and then give
to ourselves a little sleep."
The next morning Virginia was

aware of a slight feeling of pity for
Batavius. She reminded herself of his
old kindness to her, and of the sincere
liking which her father and mother,
and even Arent, had for the man; and
she resolved to be as friendly as cir-

cumstances permitted her to be. But
with this tolerance there was no slack-
ness in her purpo.se to avoid marrying
him. Batavius, however, was in no
mood to accept any curtailment of
what he considered his rights as an
acknowledged lover; and the situation
was so strained and unhappy Madame
was glad when one morning, in a sulky
mood, he removed himself to The Arms
of Stuyvesant.

"I know not what to think of such
love-making," she said to her husband,
"and what happiness is to come of it,

I see not. Batavius was more sulky
this morning than was civil, and if he
is pleasant, then Virginia is cross."

"It is the way of lovers."

"No, it is not the way. Also, there
is something strange about Virginia.
Too silent is she. Of her marriage she
will not speak. As to her betrothal,
she either laughs at it, or else she de-
nies it."

"I will think about the matter. A
day or two I will take to think it over.

Between my daughter and my country
I am full of trouble."
"My advice to thee is to think about

thy daughter. There are men at the

City Hall whose business it is to think
about the country. Thou had best

take a little time to find out what is

wrong with Virginia. Very unhappy
is she, and the house is sad and heavy
with her tears and complaining. Jan,
I tell thee truly, there is trouble in thy
own house."
"What trouble?"
"In particular, I know not. That is

for thee to find out."

"She ought to speak to her mother."
"She has spoken. It is ever the same

complaint—'I will not marry Batavius.

He makes me sick.'
"

"Oh, then, I am tired of her foolish-

ness."
Madame turned away with a dissat-

isfied air. She found all her attempts
to rouse in her husband an adequate
anxiety about Virginia's marriage met
by the same confidence in his own au-

thority and his daughter's submission

to it. And Madame had lost faith in

Virginia's unqualified obedience. She
feared, if the marriage was brought to

a certain pont, some flagrant violation

of the rite, when it came to that point

—either that Virginia would make
some distressing scene, or deny her

obligations, or perhaps even run away
and hide herself.

Katrina had not much imagination,

but on this subject her mind had vague
and distressing fears.

The. variation of Virginia's moods
troubled and even alarmed her. She

did not understand their changeable-

ness, and she was depressed by her

failure to comprehend her own child.

To be continued

Wc Spend Unseen
Thousands

Most hose, in the stores, look alik^ to you
buyers, yet there's a vast difference among the

different brands. Some are made with a
"tCDO-ply" yarn instead of the costlier "three.

"

Some are kpit in a haphazard way.

We are spending this year to produce

Holeproof Hose four times what it costs to

mal^e common grades.

The fact that this difference doesn't show at a
glance means that hundreds will still fail to get
the best hose.
We are telling you of it so you'll know and can

get them. You may as well, for these four-times-
better hose cost you just the same as the others.

Where These Thousands Go
The yarn used in genuine "Holeproof" costs an

average of 70 cents a pound—the top market price

for cotton yarns. It is made from Egyptian and Sea
Island cotton—the very finest cotton obtainable.

Sizes,

Colors, Prices
HoleprootSox—6 pai rs. *I . r,o.

Medium and light weight. Blavk.
l)lac-k with wliitc feet, light and
dark tan. navy blue, pearl gray,
lavender, light blue, green, gun-metal
and mode. Sizes. 9 to 12. Six pairs of .t

size and weight in a box. All one rnlnr ..r

Holeproof Sox (extra light weight)—

6

1 oh. i ah,
pairs, $3.00

Holeproof Luatre-Sox—6 pairs. «:! no Finished like silk
Extra liglit weight. Black, navy blue, light and dark tan, pearl
gray, lavender, light blue, green, gun-metal, flesh color and
mode. Sizes, 9 to 12.

Holeproof Fnll-Faehioned Sox—6 pair
and siz' s ;i> Lnstre-Sox.

13. GO. Same colors

Holeproof Silk Sox— :i pairs, 12.00. Guaranteed for 3 months-
warrant^,! pure silk.

Holeproof Stocklnga—6 pairs, $2.00. Medium weight. Black,
tan, black Willi white feet, pearl gray, lavender, light blue and
navy liluc. Sizes. S to 11.

Holeproof Lustre-StockingB—6 pairs. $3.00.
Finished like silk. Extra light weight. Tan, black,
pearl gray, lavender, liglit blue and navy blue.
.Sizes, S t" 11.

Boya' Holeproof Stockings—6 pairs, $2.00
Black nii.i tan. Specially reinforced knee, hue
and t..e. Sizes. .>t<. 11.

Mlases' Holeproof Stocklng>~-6 pairs. $2.00
Black and tan. Specially reinforced knee, heel
and toe. Sizes, i, to 9Ji. These are the best Reg. U.S.
children's hose made to-day. Pat. OIHce. 1908

Sold in Your Town
The genuine "Holeproof" is sold in your town.

We'll tell you the dealers' names on request, or
we'll ship direct where we have no dealer, charges
prepaid, on receipt of remittance.

Write for Free Book—
"How to Make Your Feet Happy. ^^

It is "Three-Ply"
Yarn of equal weight made from but

two strands is stiff and coarse in com-
parison. We could save, if we used it, 30
cents a pound for extra profit. This is one
of the things you don't see when you buy.

Our Expensive Process
Another is our 32 years of experience;

and the result— the "Holeproof" process.

We spend $33,000.00 a year simply to

see that each finished peur of hose is

perfection.
All this means but one thing— that you

get in "Holeproof" the very utmost io

hosiery.

Then Look for "Holeproof" on the Toe
There are hose not nearly so good as" HoleprooP

sold on the original "Holeproof" idea, but the only
genuine "Holeproof"—the "three-ply"—"70C-yani"
hose, bear the name "Holeproof" on the toe 01 each
pair and the tr.idemaik shown below. "HoleprooP
means foiir-tirnes-better-than-common hose. It

means thousands of dollars spent for comfort and
wear that don't show till you wear the hose.
So be sure that the hose you get are real "Hole-

proof." Don't take an inferior imitation with &
name and trade-mark resembling ours. (36)

The Holeproof Hosiery Co., 427 Fourth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

^^i<:D^JS^Cs^V.S^^i!^liSsS^!^l'^^

All foods are not

alike

There is only one best.

Your baby is worth raising
well; he is worth raising on
Mellin's Food.

Added to fresh cow's milk,
Mellin's Food is a food that
puts color into baby's cheeks
and firm, solid flesh on baby's
body. It gives him health and
streng^ and happiness.

It is the food "par excellence"
for little babies.

Get for baby, to-day, a bottle of

MELLIN^S FOOD
Our helpful, fully illustrated book,

"The Care and Feeding of Infants,"

gladly sent, Free, together with a lib-

eral Trial Size Bottle of Mellin's Food.

Mellin's Food Co., Boston, Mass.

S^^^^^^

-CUT OUT-

.•..<.THCrARC.
'r:t^FEEDINC:
',-^INfANT.')'

MELLIN'S FOOD CO,, ;«
Boston, Mass.

Please send me a copy of
"The Care and Feeding of
Infants," and a Trial Size Bot-
tle of Mellin's Food.

My baby is_ .months old.
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)&ve *A tfie cost of
lur CURTAINS

9 By buying them direct

:,; from the manufacturer

Viyou save wholesaler's,

^agent's, and retailer's

:)roat8. We guarantee^
'

satisfactionoryourmoney!|.

refunded. As a special in- 1:

troductory offer we will
^

jell for a limited time the

urtain shown in the illus-

ration, style No. 2074, 40

-.iches wide, 2'4 yards Ion

Kood muslin trimmed with a 2

inch hemstitched band and Cluny
edge.

Our price 75c. a pair.

Retail price $1.50 a pair.

Send for Our New Curtain Book "C"

We want you to see our new illustra-

ted catalogue "C", giving full des-

criptions, illustrations and pri

of the many beautiful designs.

mailed to you free. Send tor il (n-il.i;

EMPRESS CURTAIN MILLS CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

t)

Make Your C.n/
Savings Earn Q^vC
IF placed with the Industrial ^^^

your savings work for you at

this rate every day in the year—we have never
paid less in seventeen years. Money may
be deposited and withdrawn on any date without

loss of earnings. Your funds are safeguarded by
mortgages on the best of i^ew York and Suburban
Real Estate— a form of security which never
depreciates in value— and by the entire resources

of the Company, having

Assets over . $2,000,000

Surplus and profits $ 1 50,000

Under superv sion of Ne V Y irk
Banking Depart ment . Our rec ord
oil? yea rsolcoiitinu ally.nc mg
strength IS open lor 1nspection.

WRITE /OR BOOKLET

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Bulding, Broadway & 42(1 St., Netv York City

^gi Sena rouf

WOM Carpet
We Will Make

Nevf Rugs
Beautiful designs to your taste—Plain,
Fancy, Oriental — fit for any parlor.

^ Guaranteed to wear ten years.

Rugs, SOg and Up
^Oursla the largest factory of Its kind
in Anieiica. Established 37 years.

^ OrJfjlnators of OLSON FLUFF KUG
(Grand Prizes at 3 World's Fairs).

'

,WePay the Freight
'''' carpets are worth money:

'n't ttirow yours away
"FREE Yl'^

,,.., ^^a^^ today
f^'tot book ot de-
' signs, prices and
complete i nformatioa.

OLSON RUG CO.
1006 Uadison tit, Clileago

TRADE MARK^

StorkPants
FOR a\BY,.'K.".;.':"~r,;.,

diaper. Keep baby's dresses dry and clean,

cashing. Adjustable, will not slip down.^
r Price &0 cents. Made from

STORK SHEETING
IWATBRPROOF, rubberless. white, soft, odorless,]

Ihyjiienic- Easily cleansed. Will not irritate skin.;

1 Best foi' baby, sick be<l. and all household purposes
J

I Per yard. $i 00 and SI. 50.

ICAUTION I Be sure goods you buy bear word STORK.J
ir registered trade-mark. If your
taler cannot supply you. we wHl-
FREE: For dealer's name, a Baby

^

Bag made of Stork

I Sheeting. Also booklet.

THE STORK CO.,
Dept. 53-r, Bo-*ton, MaNs.
-

ry.-' >r S/orK- Absorbent^ '

JJiujMrs, etc.

rA0LACH^
^^ Fapf PownFP ^»OWDER

COMPLEXION INSURANCE
against harmful exposure to stuiw n,,ti iifiiwi

daily by wornrn evervwluTi
wish to preserve their beauly
keep their youthful appearance
Lablache. It prevents ciia;

roughiiewe and rednens and keej
the skin smooth and velvety. It
ifl pure and harmless.

Re^fuse Substitutes. They may
bo dangerous. Flesh, White
Pink, or Cream, 50c. a box, of
drugi^istaorby mail.

^nd lOc./or sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers

D«pt.22 125 KlnKston St
Boston, Mass.

A POWER OVER SEA AND SOUL^

Sunday School Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

BEFORE we enter on the actual

study of the lesson it will be well

to give a few brief explanations

of the text. "Entered into a boat."

The boat was probably not over twen-

ty feet long. Such boats as one sees

to-day on the Sea of Galilee, with shal-

low keels and a decked bow, with a

mast in the centre.

"There arose a great tempest." The
conditions for a tempest are a part of

that region; the surface of the Sea of

Galilee is at least 1,000 feet below the

surrounding hills. On the northern

border of the sea are the mountains

of Lebanon and Hermon, from whose
snowy peaks and sides there rush

down icy winds, which sweep the sea

and make their furious way through

tunnels, as it were, formed by the hills

which converge at the lower end.

"The boat was covered with waves."

Because it was so shallow, and the

thirteen men aboard represented the

full capacity of the boat.

"But he was asleep." Undoubtedly
in the little cabin at the bow, his head
resting upon a sailor's wooden pillow.

He was weary, for it had been a day
of great service : preaching to the mul-

titudes on the shore, from the boat as

a pulpit. He had given his wonderful
series of seven parables. When Jesus

would sail away for rest, he had been
hindered by three hangers-on, who
were not altogether honest in their ex-

pressed determination to follow him.

They detained him to answer their

foolish objections.

"Save, Lord; we perish." This is

the cry of terror with which the

apostles awoke Jesus, when they

thought their boat was about to be

engulfed, and they with it.

"Why are ye fearful, O ye of little

faith?" We seem to see the frightened

men gathered about the door of the

little cabin where Jesus was lying; the

terror depicted on their faces being in

strange contrast to the serene face of

Jesus, with the gentle touches left

upon it by kindly sleep. The reproof
given them by Jesus was reassuring
while it was severe. It was as if he
said to them, "With me in the boat
you should not have feared danger."
"Then he arose, and rebuked the

winds and the sea." The words he
spoke were, "Peace, be still," as one
might command troublesome dogs to

lie down. Immediately, like hounds,
the waves were low at their feet.

"What manner of man is this, that
even the winds and the sea obey him?"
It had been their custom so to obey
ever since their creation; indeed, their

creation had been through their obe-

dience.

"And when he was come to the other
side." The eastern shore of Galilee, to

the country of the Gergesenes, or Ga-
darenes, as the inhabitants were called,

because the important city of Gadara
gave the name to that region. Gadara
was situated on a mountain over 1,200
feet high, and about six miles from
the shore of the Sea of Galilee.

"Coming forth out of the tombs."
Two men came to meet Jesus. They
were not dead men resurrected, but
fierce, very much alive demoniacs.
They were two of many such unfort-
unate creatures, who had taken refuge
in the caverns (tombs) in the sides of
the hills that lay between the sea coast
and the city of Gadara. These two
were especially fierce, "so that no man
could pass by that way," as fierce as
wild animals. They cried out, "What
have we to do with thee, thou Son of
God?"
"A herd of swine feeding." Ac-

cording to Mark's Gospel, there were

'International Sunday School Lesson for March
13, 1910. Two Mighty Works. Matt. 8 : 2S-3t.
Goi.DKN Text: "What manner of man is this,
lliat pven the winds and the sea obey him?"
Ma-tt. 8 : 27.

two thousand animals in the herd

(Mark 5:13).
"Send us away into the herd of

swine." This was the prayer of the

devils to Jesus. They knew Jesus

would not let them stay in humans.
"And he said unto them. Go." And

taking an inside passage, the devils

rode the swine to death—the death

of the swine, not the death of the

devils. The swine rushed down the

steep hillside

—

3. descent of forty feet

—and were drowned in the sea. And
the devils went about seeking another
incarnation

!

"And they that fed the swine fled."

The swine-herders; perhaps they
feared the devils would take posses-

sion of them! They fled to Gadara,
and published in the streets what had
happened.

"All the city came out to meet Je-

sus." His fame had reached the citj^

before him, through the bereft swine-
herds.
"They besought him that he would

depart from their borders." They had
no welcome for him. It would seem
that there were yet more devils in

Gadara to be cast out, and that the in-

habitants preferred to keep the devils

rather than to lose any more property.
And Jesus passed by Gadara ; but there

was one Gadarene who begged to go
with Jesus—one of the men he had de-

livered from the demons. But Jesus
said, "No; but go home, and tell your
friends what has been done for you."
And he straightway became a preacher
of righteousness, not only in his own
home city, but in the ten cities in the
region called Decapolis.

Is Jesus Casting Out Devils To-day ?

There was a banker in the town of
-, who sat in his pew in the

church every Sunday, but it must ap-
pear, as we tell a story about him, that
he was not a Christian. His brother,
a clergyman, said of him: "Joshua
takes the position of a Christian to-

ward the town, but in his own house
he is an ordinary heathen." His sister

was left a widow, with seven children
and a small income. She proposed to

her brother that he should take her
son Alfred to educate, and afterward
give him a place in the bank. The
proposition did not meet with the ap-
proval of the aunt, and she said to
her husband: "It is a pity such a nice
boy should be spoiled." "I do not
know what you mean by the boy being
spoiled," he replied. What she did
mean was that he would be spoiled by
his uncle's un-Christian supervision of
everything he was given to do. But
it was decided to have Alfred come.
In his first letter home he wrote how
unhappy he was, and that he should
never be able to love his uncle, and he
wrote also that his aunt was very un-
happy.

Alfred was too religious to please his
uncle, who said one day, "I will kick
him out of my house if he continues to
refer everything in his life, and the
lives of those connected with him, to
the Bible and God." Fortunately, he
did not do it at once. In the mean-
time, the aunt interested herself in his
Bible study and joined him in his daily
reading. One morning, as the aunt
and nephew were reading together,
they heard a terrified cry from the
uncle, and they rushed to his room and
found that he had had a paralytic
stroke. For weeks he hovered between
life and death, and could neither speak
nor write out his wishes. But he often
made a strange sound, always the
same. At last they discovered that he
was trying to speak the name of God.
One morning Alfred put a pencil in
his uncle's hand, saying, "Perhaps,
uncle, you could write something that
I could understand—even a word or

Continued on next page
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A GOOD CHANGE '

A Change of Food Works Wonde

The wrong food and drink causes a
trouble in this world. To change the
is the first duty of every person that
particularly from stomach and ne
troubles. As an illustration : A lady ii

has, with lier husband, been brought ai

to health again by leaving off coffee

some articles of food that did not agree
them. They began using Postum and G
Nuts food. She says :

"For a number of years I suffered
stomach and bowel trouble which kep
ting worse until I was very ill most c

time. About four years ago I left off c

and began taking Postum. My stomac)
bowels improved right along, but I w
reduced in flesh,and so nervous that the
thing would overcome me.
"Then I changed my food and began

I

Grape- Nuts in addition to Postum. I

on these two principally for about
months. Day by day I gained in flesl

strength until now the nervous troubh
entirely disappeared and I feel that I

my life and health to Postum and G
Nuts.
"Husband is 73 years old and he

troubled, for a long time, with occas

cramps, and slept badly. Finally I pre\

upon him to leave off coffee and take Po
fie had stood out for a long time, but
he tried Postum for a few days he f

that he could sleep and that his cramp
appeared. He was satisfied and has
gone back to coffee.

"I have a brother in California wht
been using Postum for several years

whole family use it also because they
had such good results from it."

Look in pkgs. for the little book.
Road to Wellville." "There's a Reasoi

Ever read the above letter? A
one appears from time to time. The;
genuine, true, and full of human inte
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WE PAY THE MT^^^
'^

POSTAGE
'

VAA/DSOr
•RIMMEDFi

NDBACKi
''BEAUT/FUL/MPtKD
EMBROIDER •

S/ZES32TO'
, BUSTMEA-*"^

and we will mail you this Handsome Corset < er,

postage prepaid. Made of good quality soft finisl io-

sook; has beautiful 3/i-incb Imported Open Wor jin-

broidery Yoke; two rows bandsoine Val. lace; oi ich

lace beading; edged entirely around neck and am 'les

with one-inch Val. lace to match. Yoke finishe.ith

one-inch pure silk ribbon draw and large bow. ber

trimmed with pure sUk baby ribbon draw ei ^ly

around neck, fly front, pearl buttons; all seam ipe

bound. Back yoke has one-inch Val. lace with one-ir ace

beading. Sizes 32 to44. Be sure to State size W;
I

id.

Price only 45c. if you don't find it worth at lea |5c.

return it and we will cheerfully refund your mone Jso

postage. This extremely low price is made to ini uce

our Large Free Catalog of Everything to Wear fo en.

Women and Children, also Furniture. Stoves, C :-t3.

Rugs, Refrigerators and all kinds of Household Go
Relerence: Commercial National Bank oi CI igo

Capital $7,000,000.00

CHICAGO MAILORDER 0.

INDIANA AVE.&Z6 til ST,

CHICAGO. ILL.

SIMPLEX
STOCKING DARNER
Will darn a dozen etoekings

on any Bewing machine in

less time required to dam
one by hand—and will do it
better. A simple attachment
—no complicated mechan-
iem. Anyone can attach

_

stocking ready to darn in afew seconds.
Acknowledged by sewing machine dealersae '

only perfect darner made. Send tor tree boc

and sample of work, or sendBOcforSlmplexDa
prepaid. Money returned If not satisfactory, i

sale by dealers.

THE SIMPLEX DARNER CO.
J58 Palace Bldg. Minneapolis. tSX:

WHEELCHAIRS
A Wheel Chair la "

an invall.ls's sn 't

comtort. Weriftei.-r

i of these easv, Heir-propellin "i

s Rolling Cl.airs. wiHi lates "•

provemeiits. Ship direct m
factory to yon, freight pre

J.

and sell oii 30 Days' T !•

Liberal Discounts lo al

senrtiliK lor flee eutalosnel '

GORDON MFG. C
454 Madison Ave., Toledy.

5 Fine Post Cards CDfC
Send oiilv 4-<eiit stamps and | llBiiM
receive 5 colored Gold and

embossed curds free, to introduce post card P'
CAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. 132. Topeka.»«.
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rAST^ COliOfl,

I your shoes are a guarantee against '* brassy" I

/elets. that cheapen the appearance of the 1
loe. «
Diamond Fast Color Eyelets retain their
ight, new appearance even after the shoe
IS worn out. They are the only eyelets made
kh tops of solid color, and

CANT WEAR "BRASSY"
Diamond Fast Color Eyelets give snap and
e to the shoe. Their presence is a guaran-
'; of shoe quality. Strictly high-grade shoes
ould always have them. They are easily dis-
iguished by a little diamond-shaped •^^^"
tde-marlc slightly raised on the surface of
ch eyelet. Look for them when buyine
oes or ask your dealer about them, and
list upon having them.

, UNITED FAST COLOR EYELET CO.
"^ Boston, Mom.

LEARN

vp will send you

FREE

—AT-
HOME

Bookkeeping, Shorthand,
Banking, Penmanship, Eng-
lish, Business Letter Writing,

Arithmetic, Typewriting, etc.

Mark course, clip and send this
ad. to us, and we will send you

SAMPLE
LESSON

J catalogue and THE EVIDENCE that MORE
WKERS indorse our work than indorse that of

f» A. OTHER business colleges or correspondence
Li spolsinU.S.COMBINED. 31 Colleges in 16 States.

L Ijrporated, $300,000 capital. 21 years' success.
1 ,000 successful students. POSITIONS secured.
1 vill not obligate you to write for particulars.
I jghon's Practical Business College. Nashville, Tenn.

^50,000
CPIES ALREADY SOLD

h\LLDWED NEW and OLD
By ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SANKEY

( ER 1000 CHURCHES USING IT
2Si'ages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
J2.|pcr 100. not prepaid. Zl><i per copy by mail

-• Reinabte samples mailed to " earnest inquirers"

^^H^IOLOW & MAIN CO., New York or Chlcriro

= If you know you have Variro>(e
"ICOSG Veins, diiii't "let it k<>," for Kurh

r •/,„•_„ thiiiKsif U'fttotlK'iMsclvfsdoiKit
WeinSm Ki't Ix'ttcr. Imt wi.rs^. ltrv:iii now

weaiin*; our St-amliss Il**el

ELASTIC
STOCKING

and save yourself years of suf-
fering. The best treatment
yet discovered by medical

ience for troubles of this
sort. lUii.ilruUtI booklet,
prices, srlf-nifasitre direc-
tions olatill/ sent /ree.

Cnrtli A Splndell Co.. EUstlc
Weaver«^02OifordSt^^LynnJla«^

witte^mmamMs

i

W BIRTHDAY GREF-TINOS utapcti^) pricM fir

^^ ]^9 d^Vd. Dainb^dt and nvost unique aAwrinwi^t/

vZ^ fftinlcd in ool<jr3,1^n<l colored. cnxbossed an3 plaibe

£^ 1"'^'^^ "" Whitings exclusive papers, Kfrnclopcj lo

our car3a anJ letter*. Write tod^ (or pn<^ list/

I
DESARTS Room^^)9.Wi^K.pg^on Bu.ia.ng.

'STxJdTos boston. MA53. Dcpt, C

r PATENTS that PROTECT
L^-*A-B.LACF.Y W..t.,neton,D.C.

(MFORTINC LEAFLETS for l.ll.-rs ; 3«), no two alike,
' >>« cents. Ml'.>SON, 77 Bible Hoom, New York

two—for I am sure you have wishes
which you wish to make known. After
several attempts he did write a few
intelligible words: "Forgive me; don't
leave me. Read your book to me; pray
for me."
The sick room became a daily meet-

ing place for Bible reading and prayer
for the uncle, the aunt and the nephew.
Health and strength came slowly back,
the paralyzed tongue was unloosed,
and the clouded brain grew clear; and
then it was discovered that the uncle
had indeed become a child of God.
Jesus had cast out the devils of unbe-
lief and censoriousness and ill-temper.
And Jesus is doing just this sort of

thing every day among us, although he
is not in the sight of men.

Lessons from the Sea

The sea is a vast mirror, that re-
flects not only the light of the moon
and stars and sun, but it reflects heav-
enly truths to our minds and hearts.
If we stand on the deck of a steamer
in midocean, and look up, a voice with-
in cries, "If I ascend into heaven, thou
art there." If we look down into the
waves, the voice cries, "If I descend
into the deep, thou art there." If

you look abroad over the unbroken ex-
panse of waves, the voice says, "If I

take the wings of the morning and
dwell in the uttermost parts of the
sea, even there shall thy hand lead me,
and thy right hand shall hold me"
(Ps. 139:9). But the frightened
apostles did hot so look up and down
and around. They did not even look
as far as the little cabin on their boat,
where lay their Saviour and Deliverer.

The Sea an Expression of God's Power

Far back in the chaos of the world's
beginning, when darkness was upon
the face of the deep, the Spirit of God
brooded upon the waters, and at his

word, "Let light be," light was. At
his word again, "Let the waters be
gathered together," they obediently
separated into the upper ocean of
clouds and the lower ocean of waves,
parted only by the isthmus of air.

Not only the creation' and the ar-

rangement of the oceans, but also their

continued boundaries, tell us of God's
power. Swifter than lightning ex-

press, the earth moves in its orbit and
on its axis, but yet the ocean does not
overflow the land, as we might natu-
rally expect, because God has said to

it, "Hitherto shalt thou come, but no
farther," and his mighty laws are set

as a watch to see that the command is

obeyed. Great is our God, "who hath
measured the waters in the hollow of

his hand" (Isa. 40:12). "He it is

who shut up the sea with doors when
it was born (Job 38:8). During a

great storm at sea a little girl, not

more than ten years old, was very
calm. She was asked why she was not

afraid. Her reply was: "Drowning is

only sinking into the hollow of God's

hand, and so there is nothing to make
me afraid," and then she repeated the

verse Isa. 40:12 and said she had
learned it in Sunday School.

The Ocean Mirrors God's Justice

"Thy judgments are a great deep"
(Ps. 36:6). Would you see the ocean

in its revelations of God's justice?

Then hear the rushing waters of the

deluge as they sweep over the moun-
tains,terrible as an army with banners,

executing judgment for the Almighty.

Or look upon the clashing waters of

the Red Sea, like an avenging arrny,

mingling the noise of their waves with

the tumult of the drowning people, as

the host of Pharaoh perish in the

depths of the sea. And to the ac-

companiment of the sound of many
waters Miriam and the delivered peo-

ple sing together: "The Lord hath

triumphed gloriously; the horse and

his rider hath he drowned in the depths

of the sea." Years afterward, King

David looked back to that deliverance
of his fathers and cried, "If it had not
been the Lord who was on our side, the
waters had overwhelmed us."
Look also into the still, salt waters

of the Dead Sea, with which God has
buried the corrupt cities of the plain,
and "the garden of the Lord," which
they had blighted with their wicked-
ness, and see that law of God reflected :

"The soul that sinneth it shall die."

But amid all ofjthe angry waters of
judgment the saved soul has no fear,
because of the Ark of Redemption,
with which the Lord has shut him in.

The Ocean a Mirror of God's Love and
Mercy

In Solomon's temple there was a
great brazen sea for the cleansing of
priests and worshipers. It stood upon
twelve oxen, three looking toward the
North, three toward the South, three
toward the East, and three toward the
West. To the Israelites it pictured
the cleansing power of God's love and
mercy. The apostle John saw God's
mercy as a shoreless sea, and he ex-
claimed, "Behold, what manner of love
the Father hath bestowed upon us!"
That dying Christian woman saw it,

and joyously in a whisper cried, "Oh
the ocean! Oh the ocean! Oh the
ocean of the love of God!"
Job saw that in order to keep the sea

pure God stirred it to ceaseless activ-

ity, with storm and tempest. He per-

ceived that the Almighty had set a
watch upon it, to keep it in its proper
place artd prevent it from destructive
wanderings. All of these restraints
and storms were to Job the tokens of
the sea's importance, and of God's con-

stant care. Job, in his afflictions, rec-

ognized an overruling Providence, by
which the assaults of the devil and an-
noying friends were made to work out
his good. He felt that the storms and
tempests must be designed to rouse and
purify his nature, and that all his re-

straints were indications of the value
God put upon a human soul and the
care he exercised to keep it from evil.

Even that great wind from the wilder-

ness that came upon the house where
Job's children were gathered, and
smote the four corners of the house,

so that it fell and destroyed them; even
that fearful gale, by which Job's dear-

est hopes were wrecked, had its mis-

sion of mercy and blessing. Out of it

Job came with his heart cleansed of

self and filled with God.
The soul is pictured by the restless-

ness of the sea. Ruskin, looking at the

sea, said: "How shall we follow its

eternal changefulness of feeling? It

is like trying to paint a soul." But in

the troubled sea that could not rest

the prophets saw a picture of an un-

saved soul (Isa. 57:20). By nature
every soul is as unrestful as the sea,

having no abiding calm. But when the

power of Jesus is felt there is "peace,

sweet peace."

The Ocean of Our Immortality

It lies beneath and within the upper
ocean of God's eternal care and love.

What is death but a voyage like that

of Columbus, from one world to a bet-

ter one, which we have not seen, but
have felt assured of in our souls!

How eagerly Columbus looked to the

New World as his desired haven, and
struggled through the jeers of the

street and the ridicule of the schools,

until he was at last successful, and saw
through the shades of night, as he anx-
iously paced the deck of his vessel, the

morning light which was his first as-

surance of having reached the New
World. The morning showed him, in

all its beauty, his land of promise.

May we look toward the heavenly land

with such faith and desire that,

through the gathering shades of death,

we may see the light of God's sure

promises, and when the shadows lift

behold the glory of the land that is

fairer than day.
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Add to Your Summer Pleasures

The Delightof "NATIONAL"Apparel

What large share inyotu summer pleasures do youi

dresses have ?

On fair days in Spring the cool, fresh wai^ the

^ylish tub suit, these are half the pleasure of the day;

and for summer outings or vacation, for calling, or

on sultry afternoons it may be yiSl for the pleasure of

dress itself—how keen then is the delight of soft, sheer

materials and dainty laces and cool, clean white linens.

Those are the days the "NATIONAL" has

provided for—for your pleasure.

We have filled a book with these Summer Delights

—the "NATIONAL" Style Book. And for your

pleasure. Madam, we have reserved one copy of this

book for you—thinking that the liltle extra touches

of style, the greater becomingness, and more unusual

beauty of "NATIONAL" apparel might this season

add to your Summer Pleasures.

But this Style Book will add in another way— it

will add to your wardrobe by the lower prices it offers

in Waists, 98 cents to$7.98; Skirts. $ 1 .49 to $ 1 4.98;

Dresses, $3.98 to $29.98; Tub Suits, $4.98 to

$16.98 ; and all kinds of apparel for Women, Misses

and Children. This Style Book, then, means to

you more clothes for the same money. It

also shows the most wonderful garments of all—the

World-Famous

"NATIONAL"
Tailored Suits K.ufS $10,440

Your choice of the beautiful new suits shown in

this Style Book will be cut and made to your own
measure, from your own choice of over 450 new
Summer materials. You need only seledl the suit you

think you would like, the material you think you

would like, we will make the suit to your measure,

and guarantee it to delight you in every way. We
take all the risk.

The "NATIONAL" Policy
Every ' 'NATIONAL' ' Garment has the ' NATIONAL'-

Gaarantee Tag -our signed Guarantee - attached. This
tag says that you may return any"NATIONAL" garment
not satisfactory to you and we will refund your money
and pay express charges both ways.
The ' NATIONAL' ' prepays expressage and postage to

all parts of the world.

In writing for your Style Book, please state whether

you wish samples of materials for a Tailored Suit and

give the colors you prefer. Samples are sent gladly

but only when asked for—and they are well worth

asking for.

National Cloak &. Suit Co.
218 West 24th Street, New York City

Largest Ladies' Outfitting Establislunent In the World.

Mail Orders Only No Agents or Branches
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58.
Cents — This Charming
Six-Piece Set, Complete)

SentAnywhere —Post Paid.

Quality of material, style and finish are everything you

could expect if you paid three times the price.

Tlie collar and jabot are regular 75 cent quality. \\ o

guarantee this—your money will be uistantly returned if

yo'i iIj not find it so.

Complete Set, Six Articles, 58 Cents, Post-Paid.

Money Back if Unsatisfactory.

Collar— l^^xcellent quality linen, edged with imported

Iiish Cluny Lace, and trimmed with covered buttons.

Kxtia large neck-size, if desired.

Jabot— Linen, double tabs edged with Irish Cluny Lace like

flu- collar. The combination is very stylish and refined.

Belt, Pearl Buckle—Best quality Mercerized Pique. Real

Pearl buckle with patent clasp, removable for washing.

Kxtra largi' sizes can be had.

Pearl Brooch—Large, handsome oval of real pearl, with

strong pill and catch. Matches the belt buckle.

Two Pearl Collar Pins—These pretty collar fasteners

are real pearl and match the brooch and belt-buckle.

These six articles, all so daintily matched, make the

most charming combination you could imagine. You can

wash the collar, jabot and belt iigain and again. Send
. ^ ,

.58 cents, stamps or money order. Be sure to specify Set No. lOSand give waist and neck measure.

XU«. U.c^vr,fa1#1av Styles so attractively fresh, values so wonder-
1 ne nerzreiaer fuHy ^rood as those shown in the Herzfelder

Qi-.tIa Rnnlr Style Book are not found in stores, nor in
•3iyl6 DOOK ordinary catalogs. Neckwear, lace, belts

unique jewelry ornaments, etc., direct from Paris, London and New York. A wide range of

pri<LSvvliich afford you many very substantial .savings. ^. , ,

Get your copy of this interesting traok to-day—it's free for the asking. Simply send your

name and address on a postal.

HERZFELDER & SON, 105 C Water St., New York, N.Y.

Set Number

FREE

FUfflBMBl
Everything to furnish and beautify
the home on very small monthly payments.

CATALOG No. 60 FREE
It's an immense volume of over 300 pages-
is handsomely illustrated in colors—quotes
factory prices on the newest and handsom-
est homefumishings made. Write for it.

A year to pay for anything you buy—Fur-
niture, Rugs. Curtains. Draperies, Pianos,

Crockery. Sewing Machines. Clocks, Silver-

ware, Lamps, Stoves, Go-Carts, Refriger-

ators, etc.. etc. Everything on Credit.

Write for this big catalog at once—today.

Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.
Oept Ki! 223 to 229 WftBASH AVE., CHICAGO, U.S. A.

Lai-EP'^t oldest ami best known homefurnishing
coneern in America-established l!<rjr,-ri5 years of

success—22 big stores—over 700,000 customers.

/

Are You Getting Stout?
You can have as good a figure as

any woman if you wear one of our

Ewing Reducing Garments
and you need not diet, take drugs or

tiresome exercises. We make the

Ewing Hip and Abdominal Reducing
Band and the Ewing Bust Reducing
Garment and Corset. They are beau-

-^ tifully made of light materials, lined

wkh thin rubber, ventilated, cool and
comfortable to wear. No buckles.

straps or steels. They will reduce you
without the slightest harm or incon-

venience. We make them to
your measure to reduce just
the parts you wish. Every gar-

ment guaranteed. No corset can reduce

you permanently, and no other Reduc-
kig Garments are hygienic and com-
fortable. The Ewing Reducing Gar-
ments do not bind or distribute the

flesh to other parts --- they draw
the fat completely away.

id AlKlomiiial Reducer weighs only 5oz.
nent Physician and hundreds of men

earers. Wear the band a few weeks before
having your new gowns made Send 2-cent stamp for
illustrated buoklet and measurement tilauks. Don't go
a week longer without knowing what we can do for you.

THE E. L. EWING COMPAN\
Dept.PF, 3gg3 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago

The Ewing Hip a

Endorsed hy (

Quaker Oats

is the world's food.

Eaten in every country;

eaten by infants, athletes,

young and old; recognized

as the great strength builder.

Delicious and

economical.

Patient Faithfulness*

"AH!" once said a brave painter to

l\. Emerson, "if a man has failed,

it is because he has dreamed instead

of working. There is no way to suc-

cess in our art but to take off your

coat, grind paint and work like a dig-

ger on the railroad, all day and every

"The way to learn German is to read

the same dozen pages over and over a

hundred times, till you know every

word in them and can repeat them by

heart. No genius can recite a ballad

at first reading so well as mediocrity

can at the fifteenth or twentieth read-

ing. To have learned the use of tools

by thousands of manipulations; to

have learned the arts of reckoning by

endless adding and dividing, is the

power of the mechanic and the clerk.

"And well the primal pioneer
Knew the strong task to it assigned.

Patient through heaven's enormous year.

To build in matter home for mind.

From air the creeping centuries drew
The matted thicket low and wide;

This must the leaves of ages strew,

The granite slab to clothe and hide.

Ere wheat can wave its golden pride."

Thus our great poet-philosopher

shows us by powerful figures the work

of patience in producing great results.

It is especially necessary at this

time to emphasize the need and beauty

of this cardinal virtue. The age is

swift and impatient. Telephones, tele-

graphs and automobiles annihilate

time and space, and the aeroplane
seems likely to quicken the pace still

further.
Men are no longer willing to wait

the slow processes which are necessary

to great achievement, and which seem
likely never to be superseded. "Art
is long," and no royal road to profound
learning or deep culture has ever been
discovered. Line upon line, precept

upon precept, forms character, and
the growth must forever be slow.

In the moral world, it must be even
slower. The soul comes not into its

own by accident. The ways are long

and winding and thorny. Infinite pa-

tience, utter faithfulness, are all that

will convoy one to the end. A great
one has said: "We aim at a swift and
petty benefit, to such a sudden sweet-
ness. We snatch at the slowest fruit

in the whole garden of God, which
many summers and winters mu?t
ripen." It is far harder to wait quiet-

ly than it would be to fight, to strug-
gle, to do almost anything; but not
seldom the passive waiting is- set for
us as a duty.
A physician had prepared a certain

medicine and had caused to be printed
on the bottle, "Shake hard for two
minutes." The nurse in charge took
the instruction literally, and shook the
bottle two minutes by the clock once
every hour before administering the
dose.

One day she said to the doctor, "I
find the hardest part of my duty the
two-minute shaking of that medicine."
"Oh," cried the doctor, "that direction
is for the unfaithful ones. The faith-
ful ones need give the bottle only a
shaking like this"—and he shook it

powerfully for le^s than half a minute.
The whole scheme of life seems

sometimes to be designed in this same
manner—for the unfaithful ones. All
the great operations of nature and of
art are calculated to develop and
strengthen patience and faithfulness.
We are shown that human nature is
defective in these great virtues. Let
us take up our burdens cheerfully.
They are good for our souls.

Pain's furnace heat within me quivers ;

God's breath upon the fire doth blow ;And all the heart witliin me shivers
And trembles in the fiery srlow.

And yet I whisper, "As God will"
And in his fiercest fires hold still.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, March
13. Text: Rev. 2 : 1-10, 18, 19.

T J»^",^*" P'*''® money m the Industrial Savings andLoan Company, and know that it is .««r>. and s M-Af,ryou ran obimn it when <car,ted, and «-iU v eld fairearu
in(is for ererv day invested. See their a, vert remmton pane 212, and write them lor fuU mfoi n at.on

\

iH

FOOD FOR A YEAI
Meat , . . 300 lbs.

Milk 240qts.
Butter 100 lbs
Eggs 27doz.
Vegetables 500 lbs.

This represents a fair ratio

for a man for a year.

But some people eat and e<

and grow tliinner. This mear
a defective digestion and unsui
able food. A large size bottle <

Scott's Emulsiol
equals in nourishing propertic
ten pounds of meat, Vour Ph>
sician can tefl you how it does i'

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Send 10c. , name of paper and this ad. for o
beautiful Savings Bank and Child's Sketch-Boo
Each bank contains a Good Luck Penny.

SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 PearJ St. New Yoi

$060 TOMBSTONES $^~ AND MONUMENTS
FINE ARTS IN STONE CRAl— DIRECT FROM QUARRY TO CEMETERY-

m

t/l on For this li(

<P'*-jU tiful Ma
tf;CQ QC Tombstone, letti
^Vd.Vo exactly as illustra 1

1

This Dark Barre Gran
ite Monument for -

More than 500 other kinds, stylos and si

in granite and niMrlile at $.3!C0 to $385,
If you want the best in stono craft at quai
to cemetery prices, writoforour Tombst(
Catalog No. 65C38
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO, II

Hunyadi ~f
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:
Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

CONSTI PATIO
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

Allen's Foot=Eai5J
Shake Into Your She j

Allen's Foot^Ease. the antisei t

powder for the feet. It reli 3

painful, swollen, smarting, nervous .

and instantly takes the sting ou i\

corns and bunions. It's the ffff »

est comfort diHcovery of '

VLse* Allen's Foot^Ease makes ti -

fitting or new shoes feel easy. It &

certain relief for ingrowiiig nails, sw -

ing, callous and tired, aching '

,^^^i5'Wehaveove^30,000tBstiraonial8. T
r^*^^ JT T<>-1>AY, Sold everywhere, .

J>o not accept any wnbstiti •

Sent by mail for 2oc. in stamps.

'In a pinch, i FREE Trial Package Sent by ma

Foot^Ease." ALLEN S. OLMSTED, Lc Roy, N

.

Learn Piano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TL •

A-PHONE. A Profession that can be converted f
money at any time or place in the civilized world a i

hour'snotlce. Earn 15 to $15 per day. Illustrated t>

Free. Write MILKS bryant school of puno xcnim
51 Basic Hall. Ilatlle Creek, nichi

COMBINATION OFFE
I? \CTCD Post Cards.
I!i/\9 1 Hitl Post Cards. .

10 Beautiful
6 Xtra Quality
10 Fine Art Birthday Post Cai-ds P

10 Best "Wishes and Greeting- Post Cards, p
Any 3 of the above packages mailed for 25 cents '

Special Assortment of 100 Easter Post Cards for Dea
will he mailed for f* cents.
MADISON ART COMPANY. MADISOX. CO!
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CAMPAIGNING IN
NICARAGUA

Continued from page 195

li t artillery is reported to be com-

irided by a young Texan, who served

f( a number of years in the militia

xiis native State and is now making

<r,d use of the knowledge he there ac-

q ed. A large number of Europeans

a also said to march in the insurgent

riks. For the most part they are

m who have invested all their small

ciital in some agricultural enterprise,

a who are fighting to save it. The

p -ers in charge at Managua have

2 svn to think of the property of for-

e lers as their legitimate prey, and it

\v; the fact that Cannon and Groce

^\ e rich which caused the Zelayans

tout them to death in order to get

tl r property. Recently, in a street

q rrel, the man who bound their eyes

bore they were shot killed in the

s1et the officer who commanded the

fi ig party. Another official impli-

c;'d in their murder has died re-

ci:ly, from an unknown cause,

hamorro gave up his position at

agalpa, evacuated the city in the

it, and escaped with his force. The
}) ernment troops had planned to

s -m his position in the morning. It

i.'-eported at this writing that he is

irking a da.sh on the capital, and
t )ps are rushing to intercept him. If

'_rets into Managua the revolution

V, be over and Madriz driven out, as

a Granada will rise to help the in-

p gents.

tragic and dramatic are the

e nts of this revolution that it is easy
tisee why Central America and its

iurrections have been a favorite

t me with popular story writers, and
w,' it has been the goal of soldiers of

une from the day the first steel-

1 adventurer landed on its shores to

I pre.sent day. Power and authority

1'
a' here ever to the strong; the weak-
e party must carry the burdens, or

b driven into exile.

I e Spent in Helping Women
'' HE death on February 3 of Miss

Ella Doheny, chaplain and reli-

us director of the Young Women's
(tistian Association of the City of
' w York, has ended a career of unu-
Sil influence. Miss Doheny was a
^man of intellectual power, wide and
dtivated reading, with a keen sense
c humor and a peculiar sympathy
^th the joyous side of life. While a
Jing girl, she felt called to devote
h* life to special work for young
wnen. In 1872 she became librarian
rl general secretary at the Associa-
tn, and since 1888 has filled the posi-
'a of chaplain. Her chief care, per-
is, was the Bible class. Beginning

I 1872 with six members, it had at
t' time of her death a registered
'mbership of about 1,200. The
' ited Workers, an organization with-
1 the Bible class membership, dis-
tbuted leaflets and tracts among
«er young women whom they sought
1 stores and factories, and in the city
liks. Many of the.'^e girls have been
i erested through the Summer School
<: Recreation and Instruction, which

i'

came under the chaplain's super-
ion.

Possibly Miss Doheny's influence
s most widespread through her
flership in the Travelers' Aid work,
pplementing the help given by

Jinted cards in waiting-rooms of
"ilroad stations and in the second-
'ss cabins of ocean steamships, and
j

special agents meeting girls and
nging them to the Association, Miss
heny never relaxed her vigilance in
tching over the traveler or the vis-
r until safely at her destination, or
a suitable position in the city.

»ny a mother in a far-away city or
vn has been gladdened by the return
a runaway daughter or by the news
the safekeeping into which the girl

'It

\1

i

had come, amidst the dangers and
temptations of a strange city, through
the loving watchfulness and wise coun-
sel of this godly woman. For thirty-
two years she was a protector, adviser,
confidante and "best friend" to a
countless multitude of young women.
Probably no other woman has had so
direct a personal influence upon the
young women of the great city of New
York.

Among the Workers
—Evangelist William H. Friday, Jr., is

conducting a series of meetings in the First
Baptist Church of East Rochester, N. Y., the
pastor of which is Rev. George B. Riegel.

—Mrs. Anna Shaw, the well-known suffmse
leader, was suddenly stricken with illness at a
meeting in New York, lately. Mrs. Shaw is a
strenuous little woman and has undoubtedly been
overtaxing her strength.—February 5 was the seventy-third anniver-
sary of the birth of D. L. Moody, and was
obser\-ed as "Founder's Day" by the Northfield
Seminary and Mount Hermon School. These
schools, which began twenty-five years ago with
a handful of students, now have an annual
registration of over eight hundred, and turn
away as many more for lack of room.
—Miss Sasha E. Perkin, the writer whose

interesting article on the women of^Algeria ap-
peared in the February 23 issue, is a daughter
of the late Sir William Henry Perkin, who was
honored throughout Europe and America with
the degrees of Doctor of Science and LL.D. It

was a notable occasion, several yeai-s ago, when
President Butler, of Columbia College, New
York, conferred these degrees. Harvard and
Johns Hopkins followed, with the same honors.
Sir William was considered one of the greatest
scientists of his age. His daughter is asso-
ciated with Miss Lillian Trotter in her mission
to the Arabs. It is an independent mission,
supported by faith exclusively.

—Canyon Falls Academy is the latest work
of the Soul Winners' Society in the Kentucky
Cumberlands. It owes its existence to a noble
woman of Connecticut, who provided for its

erection and furnishing. It was built last sum-
mer in a beautiful valley, among a poor but
worthy people, who had no school for a multi-
tude of bright lads and lassies. It is a hand-
some two-story house of s4len rooms. .\ new
chapel and schoolhouse have just been finished
at the Ebenezer Mission of the Soul Winners.
in the Great Smoky Mountains, on the border
of North Carolina. The Highland College, on
the Puncheon Camp, is now crowded to over-
flowing, where a few years ago there was
neither a church nor school.

—The two beautiful and helpful verses be-
low are from the pen of Rev. Howard Arnold
Walter, a young American minister, now tak-
ing a supplementary course in Glasgow Uni-
versity. He was converted at Old Orchard,
Me., and is a Congregational minister:
"I would be true, for there are those who

trust me ;

I would be pure, for there are those who care:
I would be strong, for there is much to suffer ;

I would be brave, for there is much to dare.

"I would be friend of all—the foe, the
friendless

;

I would be giving, and forget the gift

;

I would be humble, for I know my weakness :

I would look up, and laugh, and love, and lift."

—Missionary 'W. Hagqvi.st. of the Scandi-
navian Alliance Mission, in China, writes to

The Christian Herald: "We have three very
excellent and devoted native workers, for whom
we would be greatly pleased to have support,
as they are thus far totally unprovided forT

They are: Tsin-King, evangelist: Li Yu Chu,
a teacher, and Tuan Ta Sao, a Bible woman.
We are in great need of native helpers in the
Japanese field also. There are four other very
bright and gifted young men, who would be
capable of rendering valuable work in that
field. They are named lloskimo, Majuma,
Tanise and Kobayushi." Any readers of this

journal wishing to undertake the support of

one of these workers, as their personal repre-

sentative and substitute, in China or Japan,
can receive all the necessary information by
writing to The Christian Herald.

Called Higher
Mrs. M. E. Throckmorton, of Mulvane, Kan.,

was called home July 21, 1909.

Miss Sarah E. Oakley, of Huntington, N. Y.,

died September 5, 1909, aged sixty-eight years.

Asleep in Jesus.

Mrs. Katherine Wherfel, of Topeka, Kan.,
died October 4, 1909. She lived a consistent

Christian life: a church, Sunday School and
missionary worker.

Mrs. Harriett McConkey, of Basehor, Kan.,
died at her home December 2, 1909. She was
a member of the Presbyterian Church. She
lived a beautiful Christian life.

After an active and useful live of seventy-

eight years Dr. J. W. Crawford, of Blandville,

Ky., passed to his eternal home November i\,

1909. He was a consecrated Christian and a
reader of The Christian Herald for many
years.

Mrs. Antoinette L. Spencer, widow of the

late Dr. C. D. Spencer, "fell on sleep" at her

home in Binghamton, N. Y., on October 30,

1909, at the age of eighty-six years. In early

life she connected herself with the Presbyte-

rian Church, and for more than thirty years

she was interested in every good work, particu-

larly in the Children's Home at Mont-Lawn,
and had been a member of T'he Christian
Herald family for many years. She was a

faithful Christian, mother and friend.

Regarding Cocoa Beans
Cocoa Beans are classed amonK the most

highly nourishing Products of

the Plant Kingdom.

Cocoa Beaiu contain all that ia needed for tb'n

perfect development of the

htunan body.

The daily oae of the Cocoa Beu In eonie fonn l<

thcnfore highly recommended to

Old and Young.
WHY NOT GET THE BESTT

Cocoa and
Chocolates

•riTHOUT

^UlTOIATIOK

For Eating, Drinking and Cooking.

UNSUBTASSED FOB

Purity and Delicionsness of Flavor.

SOU) BT SBOPKEEPEKS EVEKYWHERE. J

5 Fine Gloxinias,5 colors, 25c
1

7 Dble BeeonJas,7 colors, 25c

SEEDS.
3 Pkts. FREE.

Park's New Everbloom-
ing Petunias. Finest
known. A glorious, fra-
grant bed. '20 feet across,
lovely shades and mark-
ings, the envy of vour
neighbors, Free.
1 Dark Purple, Rose,
Carmine, Crimson.

2 FaiK-y Striped,Eyed
Veined, Spot'd.Star'd.

3 Edging Dwf White,
Spangled, Throated.

My Flower Friend, write me a letter (not postal)

and I'll send these Grand Petunias (Worth 50c) and
culture, with «»iiide—all about flowers, packed with
good things, nearly 1000 plain and colored engravings.
I want to know you. Will you not write me today?

a^^ And When Writing Why Not Enclose 10 Cents

W^f for year's trial of Park's Floral Magazine,
just what you need to help cheer and brighten
vour home. The Oldest and Best floral monthly in

the world, and a welcome visitor in over .100.000
homes. Whv not in yours? With it I'll send Park's
Surprise Seed I»afkage, 1000 Sorts, for a big

bed that will delight you with flowers new and rare
every morning the entire season. Money back If not
pleased. Club of three 2.5 cts. Club with friends.

Address GEO. W. PARK. Box 64, La Park, Pa.

Magazine and 10 pkts choicest Flower Seeds. 15 cts.

Magazine and lOpkts choicest Vegetable Seeds lo cts.

Magazine and 20 pkts. enough for both gardens 2o eta

$3 ATLASS FREE
To 1,000 readers of The Christian Herald who take advantage of this

SPECIAL OFFER now made in connection with the Just Published

NEW FROM COVER TO COVER

Webster s New International
400,000

Words and Phrases

6,000
Illustrations

3,000 Pages
New Gazetteer of

the World

New Biographical

Dictionary
Readers of The Christian

Herald can now secure this
best known and unrivaled
Reference Library in Diction-
ary Form on the following re-
markably easy terms:
The entire work in full lea-

ther (with Atlas)

Delivered

for $1.00
and easy payments thereafter
of only a few cents a week, in
the United States or Canada.
Furthermore

1,000 CompleteAtlases

of the World
will be given Absolutely Free
to 1,000 readers of The Chris-
tian Herald who take advan-
tage of this Special Offer.

Jn Rich, Full Red
Leather Binding.

Highest Praise from Eminent Authorities
Nicholas Murray Butler, President Columbia

University : "Marks new advances even upon
its excellent predecessor."

President Harris, Northwestern University:
"Much pleased with new horizontal division
of the page."

President Jordan, Leiand Stanford Jr.

University: "Pleased with the compactness
and accuracy of the definitions."

President Faunce,Brown University: "It is an
encyclopedia covering tlie entire territory of
t heworld skiiowledge and t lie world's act ion."

^ggl^is To those who respond at onge we will send a copy of an amusing "Test in Pro-
^^^^ nunciation" (w'ith key), entitled "A Visit to the Deering High School," and
also a "Red Fac-simile Booklet" of interesting quest ions, wit li references to their answers.

The ATLAS
is the IPIO "New Reference Atlas of the World,"
containing new colored maps, .showing every
country and civil division upon the face of the
globe. It contains over 150 pages, size lOj^x
13^ inches.including illustrated description of
the Panama C.-iiial with latest maps and plans,
and is published by one of the best known map
publishers in the world,at the priceof $3 a copy.
Mail this coupon at once to

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Springfield, Msiss.

Home Office (Coupon)

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.. Springfield. Mass.:
Please send me, free of all obligation or ex-

pense, a copy of "Test in Pronunciation," and
also "Red Fac-simile Booklet," witli special
terms of your Christian Herald free Atlas
offer on the enlarged edition of "Webster's
NEW International Dictionary."

Name-
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EVEN Si^er Bess can
make good desserts

—

cu^ards, creams, puddings
—if she goes by the book
and uses

Kingsford's Corn Starch
^Successful housewives from nearly

every State in the Union tell us how
they use Kingsford's to improve their

cooking.

II You'll find the recipes in our re-

markable little Cook book O
— " What a Cook Ought to

Know about Corn Starch"

with 168 of the best recipes

you ever tried.

^ Mail a post card today.

^ We'll send the book r - -

free.

T.Kingsford&Son
Oswego, N. Y.

NATIONAL STARCH CO.,
Successor

MAULE'S SEEDS
ONCE GROWN ALWAYS GROWN

Is the reason why for many years past 1 have
done such an cnortiioiis seed business. 67,801
CiiHtoiners in lVnns\ivania alone, with ahiiost
lialf a niiUion the world over. l\Iy New Seed Book
for 1910 is a wonder; contains everything in
seeds, hiilhs and i.lantsworth urowincWeighs 12
ounces, contains over 600 Illustrations, 192 pages.
Any gardener sending his name on a postal
card can have it for the asking. Address

WM. HKNRY MAULE
17^0 Filbert St. Pblladelphla, Pa.

..Send •'> cents (stamps), and i/you mention
litis paper I trill enclose in thecatalogiie
a parktl of the above choice pansy teed.

ffl? Galloway
)nly»leil*«p°

BATH IN 0!L"
Nigh Grade Separator—Direct
Save %2'=> to 5=^0 dirert at tiiy factory
)ric.c—freight prepaid. Get tlie only
Sciwrator that runs in "Bath oi Oil,"

like a $5,000 automobile. Tliis
alone is worth J?0 extra, but

costs you nothing extra.
'lake

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Why p.iy f83 tolnOtO'Jcileri, or agents
who t-auTiot sell you a St-par.'itor etjual
to the Galloway—closest skimnicr

—

easiest run—easiest cleaned^-10-yr.
euarantee. Send ior BOOK FREE

WM. CALLOWAY CO. •.«

9i3 GallOKlix 8ta., Waterloo, la.

I'll Save You
$26-50

on my 1910 Spilt Hickory Auto-
Beat Bugiry. Or, -iiy'/o savlnii
guaranteed on retail priceofanv
vihlelc. JIade to order. Sudaya'
roud test—a-year guarantee.

^^^t^|% Let Me Pay the
S^i^KhaSa Postage on Big
Free Book to You
.Shows ia.Tst>-lo». Also harness,

liiiiutlful color-views. Prlcesastou
luUlugly low. Wrltcmenow.

H. C. Phelps. Pre*.
The OhloCarrlageMI|(.Co.

Sta.236,Calumbui, O.

^C WORTHSEEDS oZIO""
1 Pkt. Asters, Floral Park

JVIixturo; 2 Pkts. Pan-
slew, FiilU*r*s Extra
Giant Mixed, lOOkinds;
1 Pkt. rarnatlons.
Finest Mixture, and 1

Pkt. Sweet Peas,
Extra LargeFlower-
ing, Mixed, 40 vari-
eties.
To pet our now color-

plated Catalog into the
hands of as many llower-
lovera as iiossible, we will

d the al)ove 5 packets of
First-Class Seeds for
only 10*cents,postftgepaid.
Our Garden Annual for

1910, containing all the
finest Seeds, Plants and

Bulbs, FRKK for the ask-
ing. Write today.

J, nOSCOE FILLER & CO.,
Box 240 Floral Park. N. Y.

MAKES
HOME
BEAUTIFUL

Why not make your home attractive outside?
It won't cost much toeucloso your lawn and garden with

Cycione OrnamBnfai Fence ^
and it is wondt-rful how it will improve its appi-arance.
Cyclone Fabrics are strong and durable—made of

heavy galvanized. larKo Hossomcr steel wires. Erected
with either wooden or our special steel posts. _ Ko
previous experience noccasm-y to put them up.
Write to-(i«y for handsome catal.ip showing fences,

gates, ircc and flower-bod Ktjar- ' trellises, etc.

Cyclone Fence Co., Dept 1^1 Waakegan, 111.

Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music
whether a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less iiumbor, if you de-
sire) foreitlier Piano, Organ, Violin, C.uitar, Banjo,
Cornet, Siglit Singing, Mandolin or Cello will be
given free to niakeour home studycourses for these
instruments known in your locality. You will
get one lesson weekly, and your only expense
during the time you take the lessons will be the
cost of postage and the nuisic you use, which is

small. Write at once. It will mean mucli to you
to get our free booklet. It will place you under
no obligation whatever to us if you never write
again. You and your friends should know of
this work. Hundredsof our pupils write : "Wish
I had known of your school before." "Have
learned more in one term in my home with your
weekly lessons than in three terms with private
teachers, and at a gre.at deal less expense,"
"Everything is so thorough and complete." "The
lessons are marvels of simplicity, and my 11 year
old boy lias not had the least trouble to learn."
One minister writes: " \s each succeeding lesson
comes I am more and more fully persuaded I made
no mistake in becoming your pupil,"

Established 1898—have thousands of pupils
from seven years of age to seventy.

Don't say you cannot learn music but send for
our free booklet and tuition otTer, It will he sent
by return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL
OF MUSIC, Box 7, '225 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Instruments supplied when needed. Cashorcredit

Our Lookout Round the World
THE plan to make Peary a Rear-

Admiral by act of Congress does

not seem to make much progress. Our
Secretary of the Navy has written a

letter to' Representative Foss of Illi-

nois, pointing out that the explorer

holds the rank of civil engineer, not

commander, and that it seems inappro-

priate to confer upon him "a title for

which his previous service and train-

ing have not fitted him." In other

words, the Navy is against the propo-

sition. However, Peary's exploits de-

serve recognition, and possibly an ap-

propriation may be suggested, as is

frequently done by foreign govern-

ments in recognition of distinguished

scientific services. As the French
Antarctic expedition, under the cele-

brated scientist. Dr. Charcot, has
failed to reach the South Pole, that

field of adventure still remains open,

and Peary wall now probably take ad-

vantage of it.

—The country is not yet done talk-

ing about Mr.Fairbanks' rencontre with
the Pope, in which the attitude of the
Vatican again^ free speech and popu-
lar enlightenment was significantly

emphasized. It is the misfortune of

Italy that it has been suff'ering from
both intellectual and spiritual neglect,

and the Roman Church has done little

to help the people in this respect. Pre-
mier Sonnino, who is a vigorous re-

former, now proposes a remedy for
the illiteracy of the country by estab-
lishing 40,000 schools, at a cost of

$48,000,000, which he advises the State
to lend to the municipalities. This
educational reform will meet with a
vigorous opposition, not only from the
upper classes, but from the church,
although its realization would be a
great boon to the whole country.

—And now Spain, in its turn, is

facing an anti-clerical crisis, which
close observers believe may lead to
events similar to those in France be-
fore the separation of church and
State. Seiior Canalejas, the Premier,
is a vigorous Liberal and favors the
introduction of a broad system of pub-
lic education as a national necessity.
His programme has aroused the oppo-
sition of the church party, which is

plotting for his downfall. The test
must soon come, and it will show
whether Spain is to make real pro-
gress or to submit to the domination
of the Roman Church, which has
always opposed popular education.

—Many attempts have been made in

late years to introduce "drawing fea-
tures" in the Prote.stant churches
here, to bring in bigger audiences.
Some of these schemes have been mere-
ly ridiculous, and have met with de-
served failure. A typical cf.se of this
kind is that of a so-called "men's
church" in New Jersey, which pro-
vided moving pictures, vaudeville mu-
sic and smoking facilities. After the
novelty of the thing wore off the
"men's church" ceased to be a drawing
card and now it has gone out of busi-
ness. Such is the fate that awaits all

churches that go out of their true orbit
and attempt unduly to mix the worldly
with the spiritual. Such churches, or
rather their pastors, have no true ap-
preciation of the Gospel and its power
to draw men. Where Jesus Christ is
"lifted up" as the Saviour of the world,
the pastor of that church need never
fear lack of auditors.

—It would be well if school i-

perintendents, public librarians d
boards of education would follow le

example of the teachers of Gr i-

wich. Conn., who, acting as cens s

have just barred from the high scol
library the works of Flaubert, Dui s

and other salacious and mendacis
writers. There are too many of .js

class of books in our public librajs

to-day. Every such volume iiia

source of contamination to the rear,
especially to the young.

—Even in these days of prolific

genious swindling, it is somet
novel to learn that there are i

things as bogus gravestones. A
days ago fire was discovered in a (

etery in Brooklyn. When the fire

came they found, to their amazen
that a whole row of tombstones
been charred to blackened stumps,
others were burning. They soon
out the fire, and then it was founc
investigation, that the stones ^

merely common pine, treated with s

preparation which made them resei

marble and granite. This inci

might suggest to some of our er

prising insurance companies a
risk on tombstone insurance.

I

:i

—New York is threatened witlin

Easter bonnet famine, which wil ii

doubt prove very distressino- shomit

actually happen. Some 5,000 riii'

ners have organized, and are nlj
to strike for higher wages. Tke
workers have really only two busy k-

sons in the year—spring and fji-

eachof which lasts about three mens,
and their business has been run c.'ii

by excessive competition so that iy

cannot make more than half as r,-M

as they earned a few years ago. )f

course, a city without bonnets id

toques, or any of the thousand i e-

scribable creations that adorn f li-

ninity at Easter time, would be n-

thinkable, so the workers may sec a

temporary triumph.

—Less than twenty years ago, 1

Tewksbury was one of the best kr

men in the East, Head of a ban
house in New York; owner of a s)

did residence, filled with rare t;

tries, antiques and paintings; po

sor of a stable of crack trotters

prize-winners, and with an abund
of means in various big paying in

ments; there were few men so

known or so popular as he. But tl

went wrong; his wealth took wi

horses, houses, pictures, paintings

money all vanished like smoke. 1

bles piled upon him, and fortun

longer smiled. He died in a ch;

hospital in New Orleans a few
ago. Such was, in brief, the na*

orbit of a life devoted to worldly p
ure, and little else. It carries its

moral.

—Justice is not always slow-fo id

The ring of swindlers who wertle-

frauding the United States Trea ly

on sugar duties has just been cu-

pelled to pay $604,000 more on «
duties, making about $3,500,000 ^"^

the government has recovered thuf '•

Oliver Spitzer, one of the principa m

the frauds, has been convicted and "•

tenced to two years in a Federal pr )"

—Boston has been shaken tothfW

and dreadfully shocked besides bjan

Englishman living there, who haspi

Continued on next page
j
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Our Lookout Round the World
Continued from preceding page

V tten a book attacking the revolu-

t lary ancestors of many families,

vo have been proud of their descent

fm the men who made history for

t State and the country. This

V ter particularly selects the two

i^amses, John Hancock and Benjamin
Iinklin, and closes his tirade with

t assertion that a majority of the

sners of the Declaration of Indepen-

d ce were "bred to trade," some were
spmasters and a few smugglers!
.- er all, there are very few of us who
c afford to go far back in our family

1 2 without making some startling

d ;overies.

-During the first year of the

psent administration in Cuba all

cJenses have been paid by the gov-

eiment, and $6,000,000 of the na-

t lal debt has been liquidated.

-Andrew Carnegie, who has given

nny millions of dollars to public uses,

li'ly told a reporter how he made his

fi t $10,000. He borrowed a few hun-
dd dollars, repaying it at the rate of

$!a week, and investing the balance

inn eighth interest in a sleeping-car

rrlel. This was how he got into the

Plman Company. He was earning
7 $40 a month at the time.

-Our Canadian neighbors are con-

ring the establishment of a Naval
' lege at Halifax, which will be a
ning ground for men of the new

Ininion fleet. It is proposed to

sjnd $16,000,000 on warship construc-
t 1. Canada does not look forward
tuecoming a mighty sea power, but
wild be a useful auxiliary to the
Btish navy in time of war.

-It's a singular thing that, after
a ost every great calamity or disas-

t( somebody is almost sure to an-
n nee, with a prodigious flourish of

tmpets, that it was all predicted by
>< ebody else long ago. It is worth
n ng, however, that these claims are
alays made afterward; we never hear
o: hose wonderful prophets until the
e'lt itself has become an old story.
A opos, we note that some of the for-
eii journals are giving prominence to
a ;ory that a certain "wise woman,"
J'nna Southcote, long ago foretold
tl Paris floods, saying that the "vials
otvrath were to be poured out upon
F nee in 1910^ when the nation was to
biounished for being hot in the pur-
si of pleasure and cold in religion."
T.re is nothing of the kind in the
w tings of that famous visionary.
S h pout facto prophecies are charac-
t(stic of modern journalistic meth-
0' Meanwhile, foreseen or not, the
ridation is producing widespread
siering, and were it not for the gen-
ei conviction that France has abun-
a;t resources of her own (being the
i"i est country in Europe, if not in
tl world) a golden shower of contri-
b' ons would now be pouring in upon
b' As it is, the French government
ji- issued a loan of $20,0')0,GC0 to ro-
ll e the distress.

-Inventive genius of another kind,
P' with the same mendacious purpose,
'Shown in a remarkable story which
hi lately been circulated in the Euro-
P'l and American press, to the effect
". a live specimen of the brontosau-
'' a gigantic amphibious lizard of

prehistoric times, long since believed

to be extinct, is still to be found in the
wilds of Rhodesia, Africa. This huge
monster, half elephant, half dragon, is

said to live in dense swamps and to

possess amazing strength and courage.
There is little doubt that the story is

a pure Munchausenism; but when
Mr. Roosevelt returns, after his year
among big game in the Dark Conti-
nent, he may be able to shed a little

light on the brontosaurus, even if he
is not lucky enough to have bagged one
for the Smithsonian Institution.

—During his lifetime Mr. Gladstone
twice declined the honor of a peer-
age, preferring to be known simply as
"England's Great Commoner." What
the distinguished father declined his
son, Herbert Gladstone, has now ac-
cepted. In addition to a title he will
receive the appointment of British
Governor-General of United South
Africa.

—Protestations of peace are plen-
tiful at times when international good
feeling prevails; but whenever some
real or fancied cause of offense arises
between two countries the language of
brotherly love and conciliation is rude-
ly thrown to the winds and the old
.savage leaps to the front again, loud
and clamorous for bloodshed. Peru
and Ecuador have a long-standing
boundary dispute—a matter which
they could easily have adjusted satis-
factorily by arbitration. But they
have quarreled about it; the swords
are out of the scabbards, and unless
intervention takes place speedily a mu-
tually ruinous and wholly needless war
will result. We have intervened ac-
ceptably in other South American dis-

putes. Here is a good opportunity for
our State Department to act once more
as peacemaker.

—There are several important ad-
ministration measures now before Con-
gress. It is thought by close observers
in Washington that the outlook is fa-
vorable for the bill for railroad regula-
tion and the postal savings bank bill.

Little if any progress has been made
on the Arizona and New Mexico State-
hood bills, and the outlook is not prom-
ising.

—There is talk in England of an-
other general election early in June.
Although the Liberals, by joining with
the Laborites and Irish Nationalists,

can still hold their own they may 'be so

embarrassed by Unionist tactics that
progress on the budget will be impos-
sible, especially if the Nationalists ab-
stain from a division. Meanwhile, the

Nationalists appear to be almost in a
position to dictate terms to the govern-
ment. Should this apprehension be
verified, an early election may be
looked for.

Appreciative Florida Reader
Dear Dr. Klopsch: I received the

book. Before the Doctor Conies; also

the beautiful calendar and the picture,

"Daughters of Dorcas." You cer-

tainly go to great expense to benefit

and please your patrons. I have long

known this of The Christian Herald,
and appreciate it.

Stephen T. Blake.
Biscayne, Fla.

They Look Like

Raw Grains Magnified
Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice looks much hke raw grain viewed

through a reading glass.

When shot from the guns the grain is puffed to eight times
natural size- made four times as porous as bread.

Every starch granule is literally blasted to pieces, so the digestive

juices act instantly.

The grain is cooked in its own moisture— exploded by its own
steam—crisped by terrific heat.

Yet the grain coats are unbroken. We have the natural grain in

its natural shape, made porous, nut-like and digestible.

The Most Wholesome
Cereal Foods

Nature has placed in wheat and rice all the best of the fx'd

elements. But it remained for Prof. Anderson to make these grains

wholly digestible—as they never were made before.

That's the real merit in Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice. Now ycu
get the grain's whole food value.

But that isn't why people eat them. They are so enticing—so nut-

like and crisp—that people forget why the grains are puffed—why the

granules of starch are exploded.

Four people in five—as proved by lunch counter tests—like these

foods better than any other ready-cooked cereals, when they judge
them by taste alone.

Puffed Wheat, 10c Except i«

Puffed Rice, I5c
^— '^"'

This is the curious process invented by Prof. Anderson, formerly of

Columbia University.

The whole wheat or rice kernels are put into sealed guns. Then
the guns are revolved for si.Kty minutes in a heat of 550 degrees.

The heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and the pressure

becomes tremendous.

Then the guns are unsealed, and the steam explodes. Instantly

every starch granule is blasted into a myriad particles.

Thus the grain is cooked—the starch granules exploded—the

puffed grain is crisped by the heat. Then we have the whole grains

made gigantic in size, but shaped just the same as before.

Used in Candy Making ji
Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are the ideal foods for

breakfasts, luncheons and suppers. But children also

delight in using Puffed Rice for candy. It makes a nut
like addition to fudge.

Don't be without these curious foods, for

there is nothing else so good.

Cut out this coupon, so you won't for-

get to order some today.

Made Only by the
Quaker Oats Company

Reminder

to include

Puffed Wheat
and Puffed Rice

in my grocery order to-day.
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Double Value at $1
Genuine Irish Linen

Embroidered Waist

ERE is a waist of

Pure Irish Linen.

PRICE $1.00 Postpaid.

The famous grass bleach that

launders so well and almost

no end to its wear-

ing quality. The
centre of front

displays a clus-

ter of fine
tucks with
dai ty sprays

of floral em-
broidery on

;it h er side.

Plaits extending

to yoke depth at the

;houlders take up the

uiness. Fine tucks finish

the deep-shaped cuffs

and the attached high

collar, as illustrated.

Waist buttons in

back invisibly, and may be ordered in white only.

"^^IZ H 00
II

Pose.

PRICE.!!=
II

-^
In every respect a $2.50 waist.

SIZES

32 to 44 bust

=WE GUARANTEE=
If you are not pleased (more than satisfied),

you may return any garment to us, at our

expense, and we will refund your money
as cheerfully as we accept it. We pay
all postage and express charges.

YOU TAKE NO RISK==

ONE-PIECE Dress of Fine $495
Quality Linon. PRICE . 1=

EXPRESS PREPAID

The style is admirably suited for house, street or

afternoon wear. It is an extremely neat, stylish and
well - made dress, finish-

ing with piping in con-

trasting color. Neck is

cut in V shape and is

outlined by plaits. The
front is plaited and
trimmed with cloth-cov-

ered buttons and piping.

Gibson plaits are effected

at the shoulders extending

to the waistline in back

and terminatmg at yoke

depth ip. front. The belt

and the natty cuffs are

piped. Side plaited

skirt. Dress closes in

back. Colors—Light

Blue, Cadet Blue,

Tan, Pink, Heliotrope

or White. Sizes

32 to 44.

No. 115 M

PRICE $1951'
Express Prepaid

Genuine $4.00 Value

FREE r'^'iSprmgand
Summer Fashion Book
and StyleCatalogue,

which fully illus-

trates and describes

all the newest Paris

and American
Styles, the styles

every well-dressed

woman will wear
this spring. You
can shop from this

book with the same
pleasure and economy as if

you visited our store personally.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR YOUR FREE COPY—BETTER
DO IT NOW WHILE YOU HAVE IT IN MIND.

AddreM Department M,

^

The Liquor War in Oklahoma

By George D. Conger, State Sup't, O. A. S. League

;W days ^go we received your of prohibition. They furthe:

A FEW days ^go we received your

check for a contribution, by cer-

tain readers of The Christian Her-
ald, to "Prohibition in Oklahoma."
We wish to express our gratitude for

this interest. The present situation in

Oklahoma is extremely important, and
every bit of aid is much appreciated.

A great victory has been won in Okla-

homa, and the settlement of the new
State is being attended by a degree of

prosperity unknown in history. The
liquor people, however, do not begin to

fight until they are outlawed, and they

are now seeking, by violation of law
and by outrageous and utterly ficti-

tious reports of violation, circulated

through the press of the country, to

break down sentiment and secure a
resubmission of the question to the

people of Oklahoma. They have
already circulated their petition, and
expect to file the same within a few
weeks.

This is an attempt by the brewers
and distillers of other States to amend
the constitution of Oklahoma for their

own benefit, and puts the people of

Oklahoma on the defensive to protect

the prohibition law and their consti-

tutional rights. The liquor men ad-
mit that, in all probability, the election

would eventually be declared unconsti-
tutional, but they claim, if they could
cari-y such an election in Oklahoma, it

would make law enforcement very diffi-

cult here and that they would acquire
about as much benefit thereby as
though they secured license in place

of prohibition. They further claim

that this election, if carried by them,

would have a very material effect in

other States where eflForts are now be-

ing made to bring about an election

upon the question of Statewide pro-

hibition.

We are, therefore, just in the begin-

ning of an expensive and persistent

fight in the courts and at the polls to

protect our law and thoroughly estab-

lish it. We have the support and
co-operation of the churches and the

people of Oklahoma, and can secure

froi them all that they are able to

give for this purpose; but these are

constructive days in Oklahoma, and
every church has on hand a building
problem or a debt incurred in building.

Many of them are still missionary
fields, and the people are also building
up public utilities, necessary to twen-
tieth century civilization under prohi-

bition law, so that it is difficult to

secure sufficient funds in Oklahoma.
I am advised, through one of the

great liquor journals, that a large fund
has been raised by the brewers and
distillers for use in Alabama, Tennes-
see and Oklahoma. We already have
evidence that part of that fund has
reached our State. The people expect
us to combat the efforts of the rum
power, and we are able to do so

whenever sufficient funds are furnished
for the purpose. We therefore very
much appreciate the support of the
readers of The Christian Herald,
and hope for its continuance.

TEMPERANCE NOTES
—A LOCAL option bill for cities, as

a whole, has been introduced into the
New York Legislature by Senator
Brackett and Assemblyman Gray, un-
der the auspices of the Anti-Saloon
League. New York State allows local

option by towns in the rural districts.

—It is estimated that 11,000 saloons
were closed during 1908 and 15,000
during 1909. This means (remarks
the American Issue) that "more than
a billion fewer drinks of intoxicating
liquors were taken by the American
people during the last year than dur-
ing the one immediately preceding."

—A Kansas farmer was asked by a
brewery agent: "What are you farm-
ers going to do without a market for
your grain, if you close the brewery
and saloons?" "Well," was the reply,
"stranger, I don't exactly know; but I

guess we will have to raise a few more
hogs and a few less jailbirds."

—Bonfort's Wine and Spirit Circu-
lar, a leading organ of the liquor
trade, in a recent issue says: "The
saloon business in this country is

doomed unless the laws are so altered
as to rid the trade of the disreputable
elements." In view of the fact that
almost all of last year saloons through-
out the country have been closing at
the rate of forty per day (as Dr. P. A.
Baker reports), it is not surprising
that the liquor trade should find the
outlook a depressing one.

—The Raleigh (N. C.) News and
Observer, in a paragraph in a recent
issue, throws this interesting light on
the results of prohibition in that sec-
tion: "Constable D. R. Byrum has
begun the cultivation of a farm to help
him make a living. He states that
since prohibition had been in effect it
had been impossible for him to make a
living as an officer from hi.» fees for
arrests. He said it had been so long
since he had made an arrest that he
barely remembered the time, and that
practically all that he earns now is de-
rived from the service of civil papers.

He puts all the 'blame' for the de-
crease in crime to the decrease in the
consumption of liquor."

—An interesting comparison of the
savings in "wet" and "dry" towns in
Ohio is made by the American Issue.
Two banks in Springfield reported an
aggregate increase of |160,000 in de-
posits, two in Portsmouth $140,000,
two in Urbana $80,000, one in Montpe-
lier $35,000, one in Gilead $70,000, one
in Jefferson $31,000, one in Piqua $35,-
000. This is a most convincing show-
ing, and should not be without its effect
on other cities.

—Ex-Governor Hanly of Indiana
is a man of broad views and wide ex-
perience. He writes concerning the
temperance movement in Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois: "We have closed enough
saloons in these three States to extend
a solid line along a street thirty-five
miles long. We have sent home to
breweries enough saloon counters to
line a street one hundred miles long.
We have turned $50,000,000 annually
from this traffic into legitimate chan-
nels of trade—enough to give 50,000
families $1,000 a year, enough to main-
tain 250,000 people. This money has
gone into raiment and food, and into
the building of American homes, where
wifehood and childhood could assemble
with no cloud in the domestic sky."

Grandma's Presents
Dear Dr. Klopsch: The "Dream-

land" calendar is lovely. We all ap-
preciate it very much. "Daughters of
Dorcas," and the sweet, pretty picture
of children, "Golden Hours," are also
greatly prized by us all. My little
grandchildren call them "Grandma's
Christmas presents." Thank you
many times for your kind thoughtful-
ness of your subscribers, and us, not
forgetting the loving Christmas greet-
ings and the dear Christian Herald,
which comes to us every week. Hero
Tales from American Life has also ar-
rived, and is worth twice what you
charge. Mrs. M. E. Eldredge.
Norwich, Conn.

Write Today lor this Supci

Piano Cataloi
IT CONTAINS cardboard easels of .

various styles of pianos, be.sides a i

and complete account of how supe •

excellence in a piano is achieved. It
plains the acoustical, grooved souiui -

board and other features that add vastl' ',

the tonal purity of the Lyon & Healy Pi;

PIANO
$350 and Upwai.
This piano is so different from others t

;

only by reading the catalog can you iin

stand its advantages. Will you not fill
':

this coupon and mail it today ?

LYON & HEALY
Makers of the Lyon & Healy Piano and the

Lyon & Healy Harp '

COUPON TO BE FILLED OUT —j

Messrs. LYON & HEALY,
73-83 Adams Street. Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send Souvenir cat;'

containing easel-back illustrations, etc.

Name

Town and Stale

ENDORIN(
AS
THE

^HEHORU]
TO PERPETUATE TF

MEMORY OF TH05

VED AND HONORED. I

YERLASTINC MONUMEI

5

ARE PARTICULARLY '

PROPR1ATE*MOREBEAI
- FUL THAN MARBL

MODERME IN COST* 1

IN A WIDE RANGE 01

5IZE5 AND DE51&N^

DELIVERED AKYWHE *

WHITE FORDE5I&N5.0KCFUI t

ANDPRICEi»5TATB APPIc

IMATE 5IZE0RVAUII

REPRESENTATIVES WAN
'J

IN EVERY COMHUmr ;

M ONUMENTAL RRONZE COMPANY.

3S5A HOVyARD AVEIHUE BRIDGEPORT. COM |

B
LOOMING CAC'JS
Cactus 'S tlie most fascinating
anil lieautifiU plant vou cangiow
The endless varifly of shapes
and species, hearing exquisiteana species, Ijearmg exquisite

flowers in s<'arlet, yellow, puiple,etc.,ieaiUIy
appeal to everyone.We are in tlieheaif of the

cactuscountry and selUlie healthiest, haidiest

plants, guiiranteed to bloom, at lowest juiees.

Special Iiifrodurtory Offer. W • will

mail vou a rare 76c Cactns Plant (variety K.

C. Ua'syacanthus) with beautifully colored
spines; bears handsome yellow y^ ^«
tlowers'2to3ins.wide for onr Spe- ^3%^
cial Introductory Price of only ^•^'
Write To-day for Free Catalosue. ,

"Cacti and How to (Jrow Them." Include \v oruer

the name of two flower-growing friends and ' »"'

add a free sample of om- delicious Cactus Cam

The FRANCIS E. LESTER Co.. Dept.ES, Meiilla Par Uo

BronchialTroci es

Instantly relieve Sore Throat, Hoarsen >"*

Coughs. Unexcelled for clearing the voice. *«»•

lutely free from opiates or anything hamifu

Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $J.OO pet b

Sampte sent on request. I

JOHN 1. BROWn &; SON, Boston," >^
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Chats With the Young Folks

By Kate Upson Clark

The Olde^ Doll

f HE pathetic story has been told of

a famous actress that she never

Id a doll. She was alway; on the

;,ge, beginning when she was only

lee years old, and she never had any

ne for the plays which litde girls

iially enjoy.

[t is well known that the Society for

f. Prevention of Cruelty to Children

Is tried many times to interfere with

\' employment of small children upon

t' stage, but they have not succeeded

t any great extent. Child labor is a

ijject just now attracting much at-

tition, and the chances are that ere

Ug every child, poor or rich, will be

j'owed to enjoy a happy, coi.ifortable

cldhood, with all that those words

i ply-

\ happy childhood for most little

j. Is usually means for each of them

: least one doll of her very own.
' at this has always been so is prob-

; e. We are sure that it has been so

.'ce the time of William Fenn, be-

use a doll which he brought over is

- 1 to be seen in Montgomery County,

; lyland, where it is cherished as a

\ y precious keepsake.

f you will read your histories, you

\ 1 find that William Penn had a

( ighter named Letitia.

>ittle Miss Letitia had a dear little

1
ymate named Miss Rankin. Letitia

\ it to London with her father.

hen she saw the shops full of dolls,

: remembered her little friend in

lerica.

She hasn't any doll at all," Letitia

1 her father. "May I get her one?
I re are no shops anywhere near the
\ jds where she lives, so that she
cinot buy one. I wish I could carry

to her when we go back."

f you have read much about good
: 1 benevolent William Penn, you will

I be surprised to know that he said
: once, "Certainly, get her the pret-
t t one you can find."

50 Letitia picked out a "perfect
I'uty." Her dress was of the finest

siped brocade, and, as the ladies in
t se days wore hoopskirts, this won-
c ful brocaded gown was distended
V h hoops also.

Viliiam Penn and his daughter took
F;sage for America in the good ship
( iterbury, and nothing they brought
vs more carefully packed than the
dl for little Miss Rankin.
t^ou can imagine the joy of this child

ven she saw the beautiful present
f m famous London; but what do you
t ik she said?

It is much too nice to play with. I

a going to wrap her up in a damask
t'el, and strew lavender all over her,
al only bring her out to show when
V have company."
'his was exactly what she. did; and

t s it has come to pass that this won-
dful court-lady doll has been handed
ds'n to our time.

''or little Miss Rankin's daughters
a I granddaughters naturally said,
a I their daughters and granddaugh-
tM naturally said: "We mustn't
t^ik of playing with great-grand-
nmma's doll. It is much too hand-
sie to be played with. It is just for
a)mpany doll."

)ne wonders if the doll would not
n e enjoyed herself better if she could
h e been petted and fed and rocked to
S'P, and taken out a-visiting, like
C'lmoner dolls, instead of being shut
" in a bureau drawer.
•ut no one has ever been able

t' read the thoughts of even the
" it highly organized doll. They are
^,>ng the many great mysteries of
"i strange life of ours.

A Smart Weasel

A SAWMILL in one of our Western
States was so full of rats that the

men who worked there were seriously

disturbed by them.
They tried various means to rid

themselves of their tormentors, but
nothing availed, until suddenly a long,

slim weasel appeared on the scene, and
began to make great havoc among the

army of rats.

At last they seemed to be all gone
excepting one big fellow, which was
almost as large as the weasel himself

and apparently quite his match in

cunning.

The two met in open combat several

times. The men watched them closely,

and wondered if Mr. Rat were really

clever and strong enough to hold his

own against his wily enemy.
One day they observed that the wea-

sel was busily digging in a pile of
lumber. He worked for a long time,

but finally reappeared and began look-

ing for his usual prey.
After smelling and feeling here,

there and everywhere, he at last came
upon the rat. They engaged in a
lively battle, which the men watched
with interest.

After a while the weasel, as gener-
ally happened, seemed to be worsted,
and started for the lumber pile, where
he had been so long at work. Close
behind him followed the victorious rat,

evidently bent on making a complete
finish of his adversary.

Both of them disappeared in the
lumber pile. Then suddenly the wea-
sel came running from the back of the

pile, and, with an air as though des-

perate business were on hand, dashed
again into the hole.

Then there was a long period of

quiet. Finally the weasel came run-

ning out in a leisurely and contented
manner, seeming to be in excellent con-

dition after the long engagement.
The men were curious to know what

had been going on. They accordingly,

at considerable expense of time and
patience, investigated the hole and dis-

covered the following extraordinary
facts, which are vouched for by the
Minneapolis Journal:
The weasel had dug a sort of tunnel

well under the lumber pile. This tun-

nel was large enough at its mouth to

easily admit the rat. Then the astute

weasel had made it gradually smaller

and smaller, until as it approached the

further aperture it was so small that

the thin body of the weasel himself

could hardly have squeezed through it.

Having decoyed the fat into this in-

genious trap, the weasel slipped out

ahead of him. Then he hurried around
to the large end of the funnel, attacked

the rat in the rear, and soon finished

him.
It really looks as though something

considerably deeper and keener than
instinct were at work here. That wea-

sel would possibly have made a very

clever member of society if he could

only have been ti-ained and educated.

The Poetry of 'T)reamland'^

Dear Dr. Klopsch: I have just re-

turned home and found your beautiful

calendar and "Daughters of* Dorcas"

awaiting me. I have been'a subscriber

for many years, and have received

many beautiful calendars and pictures

from you, but this excels them all. I

felt moved, as I looked at "Dream-
land," to say:
"As I looked upon the darling babe,

In slumber calm and mild,

If on it I should press a kiss,

I would find a living child."

Mrs. J. Ramba.
Brown's Valley, Minn.

1
tittgm

"Fresh Eggs All Winter"
The secret that made $12,000 a year
for two egg -raisers is told in the

Corning Egg-Book
THE story of the Comings is already familiar to Chrlstian

Herald readers. You have no doubt read of how these two
egg-raisers, coming from the city in poor health and begin-

ning on a little place at Bound Brook, N. J., with only thirty hens,

have, in four years, built up a business that in igog paid a clear
PROFIT OF OVER $12,000 A YEAR. But perhaps you thought of

their achievement as you think of aeroplanes or Polar explorations

—interesting, but having no close or vital relation to you.

It has, though. You and your family must have food. No other food
can take the place of eggs. You must buy eggs or raise them. They have gone up
to unheard-of prices. If you raise eggs and sell your surplus, you not only get
your own supply of the best of all foods at low cost, but the high prices then go
into your pocket, instead of coming out of it.

The Corning Egg-Book thus opens up a new money-making business of
tremendous possibilities. With this book for a guide, men and women living in

city suburbs, towns or villages can raise fresh eggs the year round, and sell them
at high prices, or eat them and save the high prices. The demand for "fresh-

gathered, fancy eggs" is never satisfied. Egg-raising is much simpler than poultrj*-

One of the three great laying hoases, with 1500 pallets always at work, spelling oat eggs by the bashel

raising. The hard work of killing, dressing, and marketing fowls is left out.

The rest can be done by men in poor health, women, school-boys, girls, and
others not qualified for regular business.

Tliousands of ambitious inen and women have perceived these new
possibilities, and the Corning Egg Book is having an immense sale. Its great and
peculiar value lies in its tested and proved methods of raising fhesh eggs aisl

WINTER. To insure this result all your operations must be carefully calculated
to FIT THE SEASONS, and

Now is theTime to Begin
The publishers of tlie Farm Journal realized the importance of what

the Comings had done, and saw that thousands of people would want to know how
two novices could in four years make egg-raising pay $12,000 a year. So, in

order to make their paper better known to people living in suburbs and small
towns, with ground for gardening and keeping hens, they are now offering the
Corning Egg Book to ail who subscribe to the

CX D TV /I l^^f l^y TVT A ¥ *•* increase its subscription list

rAlvlVl JyJKJIxlN/\Li to one million for this year.

The Fah.m Journal, 33 years old, has the greatest circulation of ANY FARM
PAPER IN THE WORLD,—more than 700,000 already. But it wants a million, and won't be
entirely happy till it gets them. Its readers, however, say it is already the happiest and
bri!,'htest paper of all. It believes in sunshine, kind words, lionesty, prosperity, and "fanners
and workers at the first table." Itiselean, brief, "boiled down," intensely practical. "Cream,
not skim-milk." is its motto. "Judge Biggie" an<l "Harriet," his wife, have for thirty years
stood up for the farmer's wife, the boys, the girls, and the dumb animals, and they are so
optimistic that they have hopes of even "Peter Tumbledown." The Farm Journal never prints
a fraudulent or trashy advertisement, and readers trust it so fully that advertisers get most
unusual returns. It is, in a dozen ways, "unlike any other paper."

SPECIAL OFFER:
We will send, postpaid, the Corning Egg-
Book and the Farm Journal for two years,

both for 50 cents
cash, money order, check, or stamps. Book and
paper may go to different addresses, if desired.

FARM JOURNAL, 1004 Race St., Phila.

Cut out and send tliis Coupon
Farm Journal, 1004 Race St.. Philadelphia.
Enclosed find 50 cts. Send the Corning Ego-

Book and Farm Journal for two years, begin-
ning with the January issue, to

Name.

• P. O.

R. F. D State.
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A ^r^ Bond

New6% Issue
Our patrons of the past 30 years who
have invested their savings or surplus

in the Municipal Irrigation Bond Issues

recommended by us are respectfully

notified that we are now preparing the

First Advance Subscription offering

of a New Irrigation Loan issued on

a new addition to the famous Greeley

District, Colorado, at an Advance
Special Price.

These Municipal Bonds have our

highe^ recommendation, aft(

a most rigidiexamination

the distrid by mem-
bers of our organ-

ization and

thefuUi

reports,

which we
will cheerfully

furnish to persons or

institutions interested
in taking advantage of this

advance offering.

The wisdom and propriety of making the

details of this offering confidential, and by
correspondence, will be understood by con-

servative investors, who have dealt with us in

the past.

If interested, please write us promptly and

we will give you full and explicit information.

Our Booklet about Irrigation Bonds is at

your service upon request.

Farson, Son& Co.
Members New York Slock Exchange
More than 30 years' experience

NEW YORK CHICAGO
21 Broad Street First National Bank Bidg.

I>i:ai! s I us:— ripase send iiie Circular 10370 C.H.,
desiTiliint' new Municipal Irrigation Homl Issue.

Name

Addreu ."

Sute .- 1255

RIPPEY'S

POWDERED FOAMOLINE
Kiir making' Ice Cream, Sher-

bets, Fruit Frosts and
Water Ices without
Heat or Eggs, p'ine us
silk, smootli as velvet.

FREE SAMPLE with our
Handsome 20-page booklet of
Recipes mailed on receipt of
your name and address.

WM. RIPPEY, Dept.G.Cincinnali,0-

Enough lamp-

chimneys break

from "accident"

to satisfy me,

without having

them crack and

=;mash every time

'.he hghtis turned

up.

Macbeth lamp-

chimnej's never

break from heat.

R.g. u. s. i»t. ou. It takes an "ac-

cident" to end their usefulness.

They add to the beauty, com-

fort and u.sefulness of the lamp—
and they fit.

There is a Macbeth lamp-chimney made for

every known burner, and my name is on it.

My book will tell which one to get for your

lamp. It is free. Address

Macbeth, pittsburKi,.

A LITTLE TALK ON SAVING

Now tliat it is generally agreed that

the cost of living is advancing

year by year, it behooves the man of

moderate means to devise some way of

increasing his income to keep pace with

his outgo. It will not do to suppose

that the present high cost of food prod-

ucts is but the crest of a wave, or price

movement, which will go down in a

little while. The opinion of the best

authorities indicates that it will con-

tinue to go higher, and there is no tell-

ing what the maximum may be. If

this be true, then the man of limited

income will, theoretically at least, be-

come poorer as the years go by, unless

he provide some means for adding to

h-3 income on the side, or so arrange

his domestic affairs that his outgo will

be decreased. The city man will suf-

fer a greater handicap than his coun-

try cousin, for the latter may do many
things to solve the problem of his in-

creasing expenditures which would not

be possible to the dweller in the city

house. But whatever either of them
does will, in the circumstances, be ac-

complished only with the help of ready

money.
Ready money! Probably more men

learned the value of ready money
during the financial depression than

ever before during a similar period.

Opportunities for cheap investment

abounded on all sides, and the man
with ready money was master of the
situation. But not many possessed it.

Those who did took care to hide it in

lock-boxes, where they could draw
upon it in case of need, and only the

rich in such cases dared to use it be-

yond the necessities. There was one
multimillionaire who, foreseeing the

condition, drew upon all the available

currency he could obtain from his local

banks, and left his Middle West city

well nigh penniless, while he stayed in

New York, lending out the cash at

usurious interest. On the other hand,
thousands of business men of good
standing, but accustomed to doing
business on credit, suddenly found
themselves without funds and were
forced, in many cases, to borrow on
their insurance policies merely to keep
going.

The Lesson of 1908

The depression of 1908 was a con-
crete example of what the sociologists

say is in store for us, over a more ex-
tended period, if the cost of living goes
on increasing at the rate it has for the
last ten years; and, though the picture
may be overdrawn, still the lesson of

the panic was sharp enough to start

many a preparation for the rainy day
in quarters where extravagance was
formerly the rule. Savings banks
everywhere report an increase in the
number of depositors, some of whom
have built up their accounts from the
very humblest of beginnings.
"When I hear a man who draws a

fair salary complain that he cannot
save money," remarked a well-known
financier recently, "I make up my mind
that he doesn't really want to. It is

all a matter of will power." But this

is hardly fair, for temperament and
environment play a large part, and
there are thousands of people who now
live up to the limit of their incomes
who would be more than willing to ac-
quire the habit of saving could they
but clear the way for a start and could
an arrangement be made whereby it

would be impossible for them to give
way to the sudden impulse to spend.
That impulse to spend seems to be in-

herent in mankind. The weak man
who leaves his money with another,
with the request that it be not returned
before a specified date, no matter what
the plea, is merely putting a time-
lock on his impulse to spend. Savings
bank officials recognize the power of

this impulse and seek to combat it by

making it more troublesome for people

to withdraw money from banks than

to deposit it. Some of them go further

than this, in recognition of the fact

that the smaller the sum of money the

greater its capacity for burning the

pocket, by providing for their depos-

itors small portable banks, in which

coins may be slipped at odd moments,

and which can be opened only by the

officials in the central institution itself.

This money is then added to the de-

positor's account and begins to draw
interest. And here we come upon the

most interesting law in the philosophy

of money saving.

Money is either a hard master or a

good servant. You must either work

for it or have it work for you. There

is no greater slave than the miser, no

freer man than he whose worldly goods

beget a healthful increase year by

year. Merely to save money is not

enough. Idle money co^ts more in

care and worriment than it is worth,

and even the rich cannot afford to have

it around. But money has this at-

tractive quality: Like the celestial

bodies, it seems to possess a law of

gravitation, that causes any quantity

of it to attract to itself smaller quanti-

ties, and so even the most insignificant

amount started in the right direction

cannot help in the end but compound
itself into a fortune.

Vanderbilt's Advice

"My son," said the elder Vanderbilt,

"the man who gets six per cent, on his

capital, and gets it long enough, will

sooner or later own all the money in

the world." And so it is not suffi-

cient that you save, but that you save
in such a manner that your money will

work day and night, enlarging upon
itself.

Now it is not necessary to have the

money of a Vanderbilt to do this, for

many ways and means have been pro-

vided for the poor man to have his

money begin work for him as soon as

he begins to save it. Furthermore,
these methods are precisely those
which, on a larger scale, have helped
increase the fortunes of our best
known millionaires. For instance, it

can be said truly that the Vanderbilt
fortune reached its present enormous
volume through investment in railroad
securities. Rockefeller, through his
Standard Oil connection, is probably
the greatest holder of industrial secu-
rities. The Astor fortune was the re-
sult of an ever-growing increase in the
value of New York real estate. Rus-
sell Sage made the greater part of his
fortune through lending his money at
interest. Hetty Green is adding sub-
stantially to her income with the as-
sistance of mortgages, while the Hyde
fortune was built upon life insurance.
Taking almost any of these methods

it is possible for the man who has a
small amount to his credit, and the
assurance of a regular income, to be-
gin an investment that should grow
with the years. In railroad securities
he should confine him.self to interest-
bearing bonds, and if the amount fnr
the purchase of the first certificate be
not immediately available, there are
bond houses which will supply him
with the desired security, upon a series
of easy payments. If he prefer to put
out his money at interest, d la Russell
Sage, there are plenty of savings con-
cerns which will accept it of him piece-
meal, paying him an annual stipend
for the use of it. Industrial securi-
ties may be purchased upon the most
elastic of terms, the degree of elas-
ticity depending upon the particular
security offered. Mortgages, even
those guaranteed by the surety com-
panies, may now be purchased upon

Continued on page 222

Crops

—

No Pay"
How We Make It Easy For You 1

Omtii Either An Irrigated or Non-
Irrigated Farm In Canada

This wonderful offer of the Canadian Pad
should be read by every man and worn
wratching tor a lifetime opportunity—th
write at once and investigate. Hundre
have paid fully for homes here out of fii

one or two crops.

Get the Land That Pays For Itself
,

SunnyAlberta'sValley
The Famoot Valleys of Canada'i Bow River and
Saskatchewan River. Only Small Payment Down
—Pay Balance Out Of Your Crops

—
"No Crops

—No Pay."

In our 3,000,000-acre irrigated block in B(
River Valley of Southern Alberta, we w
break and develop your land, erect buildinj
fences, etc.—at less than you could do it yoi
self. Select your land—let us put in crci

Get development circular.

In the non-irrigrated section of the Si
katchewan River Valley, in Central Alben
we offer you a farm on a new line of t

Canadian Pacific at lowest prices andeasii
terms. '

Get a home here. Under ajfreement, Payout;
crops for your land. Let us tell you of otherB hi

raising? potatoes, onions, vejretable products, 8U(
beets, berries, atfatta. Held peas, timothy dairyl
preneralstocic raisinjr—enormous crops wiieat, oe
barley and flax. Send me your name today a

cUedc wliicli books you want FREE.

J. S. DENNIS. Assistant to 2nd Vice-Prendent

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWA
Colonization Dept. 274 9tb Ave., West

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

That squeaky
'hinge, the sticky lock,''

'^the hard-running sewing"
machine, the time-losing clock,

the scuffed dining room chairs, the
'finger -marked piano all need

SJft&Jt& FREE
!

I samplesentimmediatelyonrequestsoyou
|

will know how to use the only lubricator,
|

\ cleaner, polisher and rust preventer.
^Indispensable in any home or office.^

L Just a pure oil compound—can in-

>

^^ jure nothing—contains no acid.
a IN 1 OIL CO. 54 Bdway.

New York City.

iiitiiiiiiHBK d^^H iE^B 8t3B nUfHi ^B9| ^QB 9

Stomach Acidity
MURRAY'S '

CHARCOAL TABLETJ
Absolutely unmedicated. Are made ol puiesl i-

coal. They absorb all gases and stop fermentation. .
ry

them lor heart palpitation, hiccough, dyspepsia an o-

digestion.

P__ I C\„ in stamps, a full-size 25c. '^

A Ur IVfC. mailed for trial. Once <y»

A. J. PITMAN, 2 Astor House, A V^

Old Appliance I^jy|£ PEOPLE °"f|""='
The Perfection Extension Shoe

III

limh Hc.ni ivitli iiny style i

rciidy-niadf shofs with Jierfei

ease and i-"iiif..rt Sliipped on i

,5=s<- ,_^ trial. Write f..r B....klel l_
HENRY E. LOTZ, 313 Third Ave., NEW Y( S

^sna^sia
.S Concord (irspcQ, 3r>c.

12 Wood's Imp Curlibertor ,^L,
12 Columbian Kaspberrv,50c. All Pr'r„,,

Write at once for iUiistraied Catalo* »""

Bargain list. ALLEN L. WOOD, Kocheste <

I

For 3.5 years we have been paying oarc»"3"
the hielicst returns consistent w* /,°"-.

,.,

nethods- j First mortgage loans of »20l) » I

vhich we can recommend after the most t i_^.

lersunat ioveetigaUon. Pleaee ask fot_ Loan Li" '

I
$25 Certificates of Deposit also for saving ii JJ^

"^eT"PERKINS & CO. Lawrenc

Finest Easter Post Cars
Ten very choicest artistic gold embossed Ei^r

Post Cards, beautiful colors, only 10 cents.
W. H. Gates, 317 W. 8tli Street, Topeka, Kaps
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^1 Evils of Our Legal System
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Continued from page 205

cirer, more applicable, than ours;

V le the administration of justice, es-

pially in the lower courts, is speed-

i, has more of finality, and is less

on to criticism than in this country.

Our Heart-breaJcing Delays

lamuel J. Tilden, who was a rec-

ciized authority on legal subjects,

ce said: "Multiplicity of constitu-

tis results in complexity of laws and

c fusion in practice." Just think of

i
Not only do we have our Federal

(arts—Supreme, Circuit, District

—

f which laws have been enacted by

( ngress, but we have forty-six sover-

(nties with whose legislature-made

1,-s the Federal judges do not inter-

i e unless they violate the national

institution itself.

.n a recent address before the Na-
tnal Association of Attorneys-Gen-

(il, Attorney-General O'Malley said:

Generally speaking, the history of

(forcing these laws in this country is

record of protracted litigation. If a

deral statute, its provisions are as-

led from the lowest to the highest

deral court. If a State law, its

lidity must be established in every

ate court of the State enacting it

d oftentimes in every Federal court

fore it is enforceable."

In a recent address President Taft
A a full hour in deprecating our
teworthy delays of justice, and
mmed up by saying:

"Of all the questions that are before

3 American people I regard no one
more important than this, to wit:

• improvement of the administration
justice. We must make it so that

B poor man will have as nearly as

ssible an equal opportunity in liti-

Iting as the rich man, and under
jesent conditions, ashamed as we may
1 of it, this is not the fact."

What are known as "rights of
ipeal" in America are far more
{.tensive than in England, while in

|)ntinental countries they are so cir-

mscribed as to result in a minimum
delay in adjudication of cases, civil

criminal. President Taft also

)ints out that a murder case in Eng-
nd will be disposed of in two or
ree days that here will take three,

ur, five weeks, or even more.

There are civil suits on the dockets
the older States that have been in

te
courts for more than a generation,

d many cases are noted in the law
fcports where two succeeding sets of
jaintiffs have been substituted for the
iginal suitors by reason of the death
the latter from old age.
Very recently an important automo-
le patent case (the Selden) was de-
ded in favor of the inventor and
,'ainst sundry manufacturers. The
tter gave out published interviews,

I which they stated, without evasion
doubt, thdt by reason of appeals the

ise would be continued until the pat-
its in question had expired.
Mayor McClellan, of New. York City,

1 a recent address at Malone, N. Y.,
gards paternalism as one of our cry-
ifj evils, pleads for a return to the
sturdy individualism of the Fathers
f the Republic," and adds:
"With the best will in the world,

lose in charge of government have
ried to cover every field of human en-
deavor by legislative enactment in-
fended to carry us by the shortest
ossible route to the millennium."
Hon. Everett P. Wheeler, chairman

f the American Bar Association's
'Ommittee on Delay and Expense in
'Cgal Procedure, quotes a Philadel-
hia judge as saying that ho did not
it to do justice, but to administer the
aw. Comment on such a statement is

innecessary.

There is no need to multiply cita-
'ons and quotations. Every" adult
eader of The Christian Herald who
'as had to seek recourse to the courts

for righting of wrongs or for adjudi-
cation of rights knows the quirks and
turns his lawyer or the opposing coun-
sel gave to matters that should have
been plain and undisputed, and many
must have thought that the court was
more interested in legal technicalities

than in securing a righteous and
prompt decision.

Every reader can recall cases of
miscarriage, or long postponement, of
justice in cases that have come within
his personal knowledge or daily peru-
sal of newspapers. It is, alas! hard
to refute the cry of social agitators
that a long purse is more useful in

civil or criminal proceedings than mere
justice of claim or innocence of person.

The Nation Awakening

It is good to note that the evils mani-
fest in our laws and in procedures
thereunder have become matters of
interest and moment to Americans.
They are thinking on the subject.

Their best judges, lawyers and public
men are writing, speaking, weighing,
determining, and in America, when the
people and the publicists agree on need
for amendment, the remedies will be
found and applied in due course.

In the last Presidential campaign no
questions were more widely or more
interestingly argued than those affect-

ing that important phase of legal prac-
tice known as the injunction. Good
has come of that discussion, and more
is to follow.

In nearly every State in the Union
are Bar Associations, in close touch
with the American Bar Association,
and these aggregations of legal knowl-
edge are a unit in demanding amend-
ment in vital matters of law and
method. Remedies by the hundred are
proposed at every meeting of every as-

sociation, and in some States, notably
in Wisconsin, a start for betterment
has been made. In private often, in

public on several occasions, the au-
gust justices of the United States

Supreme Court have voiced their belief

that radical amendment is necessary,
and have pointed out ways and means
in specific instances of wrong.

Some of the Remedies Proposed

It is impossible for the layman to

digest and put before the public one
tithe of the technical difficulties and
obstructions, set forth in the volumin-
ous literature of the last few years,

regarding the subjects considered
above. A few of the plainest and
most needed reforms can be para-
graphed with profit, that readers may
know the trend toward improvement
already manifest in statutes enacted
by State Legislatures. Here are some
of the suggestions offered by President
Taft, and others high in counsel of the

people, premising that some of the

reforms are embodied in a bill now
before Congress, having been present-

ed in the House by Representative
Alexander of New York and in the

Senate by Senator Nelson of Minne-
sota:

Greater care in the selection of

judges in all courts of record.

Some system by which unfit men
may be eliminated from police mag-
istracies.

More judges in districts wherein
the courts are congested. (It is urged
that this need not apply to New York,
as it is asserted this State has more
judges now, for its population of

8,000,000, than have England and
Wale.s, with 27,000,000.)

Better salaries for judges, so that

financial sacrifice may not be entailed

upon good men.
This suggestion from the American

Bar Association:
"The whole judicial power of each

State, at least for civil causes, should

be vested in one.great court, of which

Continued on next page

Serial Q,% Bonds

Secured by a Thousand Farms

Our Reclamation bonds—both Drainage and Irrigation—are secured

by first liens on rich farm lands — sometimes a thousand farms.

The most fertile, most valuable farm lands in

America are lands reclaimed by irrigation or

drainage.

Among them are our finest fruit lands, worth
from $1,000 to $4,000 per acre. And there are

millions of irrigated acres, devoted to general

farming, where the average crop is two or three

times the average in other localities.

No reclamation project is financed by us save

where the land has exceptional value. Bonds
based on such land, with such high earning

power, form, in our estimation, the safest sort

of secui-ity.

Doubly Secured

Irrigation bonds are usually doubly secured.

First, we have a mortgage on all the property
in which the proceeds of the bonds are in-

vested. The investment in this property is

sometimes twice the bond issue.

The bonds are additionally secured by first

liens on the lands and the orchards watered.

These liens are given by individual land own-
ers in payment for water rights. They draw
six per cent, interest, and are paid off in an-
nual instalments. These payments are used to

retire the bonds as they mature.

Often a thousand such separate liens are de-

posited with a trustee as security for the bonds
as a whole. And the bonded indebtedness rarely

exceeds one-fourth of the land's cash value.

The first crop from the land is often sufficient

to pay the whole lien.

Some irrigation bonds are "Carey Act bonds,"

where the State supervises the project. Some
are municipal obligations, issued by organi7.e<l

districts. Such bonds, like school bonds, form a

tax lien on the district.

Any rightly selected Reclamation bond affords

one an ideal security.

Any Amount—Any Maturity

one may select either long-time or short-time

investments.

The interest rate is six per cent.—a liberal

rate for conservative farm lien securities.

Among those who investigate them, Reclama-
tion bonds are the most popular bonds that we
handle. Many of our customers are now ex-

changing through us their low-income bonds
for these more attractive securities.

16 Years' Experience

Our experience with Reclamation bonds cov-

ers sixteen years. During that time we have
handled 78 separate issues, some of which have
run into millions of dollars. AH have been
based on first liens on good farm land, and not
a dollar of loss has resulted to any investor.

Our organization now includes engineei's and
attorneys of national fame, and of the widest
experience in connection with reclamation. An
officer of our Company constantly resides in

the irrigated country watching the projects we
finance.

Our position in this field gives us the pick
of the projects, so we confine ourselves to the
most desirable issues. Our investigations are
all made on the ground, and by the most com-
petent men we know.

We have written a book on Irrigation Bonds,
based on all this experience. Every investor,

small or large, owes to himself its perusal. Cut
out this coupon as a reminder to write us to-

day for this book.

a First National Bank Building, Chicago

J
50 Congress St.. Boston 111 Broadway, New York

*
First National Bank Building, San Francisco

I riease sentl your free book on Irrigation I'.othIs

Irrigation bonds are generally issued in de-

nominations of $100, $500 and $1,000, so one
may invest either little or much.

They are serial bonds, part of which are paid

annually, as the farmers pay off their liens. So

First National Bank BIdg.,

Cliicago
First National Bank Bldg.

,

San Francisco

(17)

CUy_

State.-

u....

'cr^
50 Congress St.. Boston

111 Broadway, New York

SUCCESS HAND ;

VACUUM CLEANER 15
In one fiperatinn, cleans, swfcps and dusts.

Nopipes.no wires or other iustallatiim. H'a.iy

for instant us3. Weiglis onlySlhs. I,a^t^ in

rontinuous use for years. UiiconditiMHiil ri>-

fund if not wholly satisfactory. Agents and
dealers wanted. Our proposition is a whirl-
wind fi-r liUMiii'SS. Our agents makiiit: hi-

moncv. Writf quirk for disromits aii.i full

s.Hir.L'phin - HutchlsoD Mfg.Co.,325 Wood
St., Wilkinsburg, Pa. (Greater Pittsburg).

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oili

LAMP generates gas that gives a light more bril-
liant than city gas, gasoline or electricity.
Pimple, odorless, clean, safe and durable.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MON EY
Is revolutionizing lighting everywhere. Needed
in every home. Every lamp guaranteed. Sells
itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lamps.
Ask our nearest office how you can get a lamp
free or apply for Agencv Proposition. THE
MANTLE LAM P CO. of America.Desk 249

Chicago, Porttaod, Ore.; WatAfbury, Conn.; 'Winnipeg, Montreal, C&mux.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Effective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resorting to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude in the United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other

malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by ?

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years

For complete information address

Berkihire Hilts Saoatorioni, North Adams, Mass«chn«ett>

EASTER POST CARDS
Si-nd :iir tnrhi;:ligrad.-Easter|Pi.^tC;iids.

Wt* sond qnalitv cards. not quantity. :i8

rnrds f.T Ih cents. Write todav.

Kansas Post Tard Co., Dept. 449. Topeka, Kans.

10 lOf'
v^AnrdVIT*C ilKi'iiitKit OK VV.V.^^M I ELIv I O KirrtiicxKn.

Free report as to Patentability. Illustrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Washington, D. C.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Sonjj Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSsforioo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne. Ind.

25
Goip&SiLVER Background
Silk Crushed Plush Finish EASTER Post CardsinC

sgDificent Eueter Post Cards ever offered for eale. Beautiful sad artiflllo deeigna. ADgete, Orosaea. Pretty Flowe;
Vaeea. Rabbi ta,OlilokeDS.£gKB.nlthQroetiD?e. All difrerent;litbo8'rapbed in oolorn ooimod card hoard witb a baok^ouod of

Bolid gold it silver. Tbe eotlreloteeDtfor odIj lOots. E.HERMAN & CO., 1 17 CAXTON BLOC.,CHICACO10
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/ will help })ou to

Health^Good Figurc=
Rested Nerves

By Assisting Nature^ in a Scientific <AIanner

Good
Figure

After my university course.l concluded 1 could be of greater

help to my sex by assisting Nature to reffain and retain^^ LiCOnOmy^
the strength of every vital organ, by bringing to it a good^^ and

circulation of pure blood ; by strengthening the nerves, XX Means More Than
and by teaching deep breathing, than I could by cor-

*isii^tfS^ reding bodily ailments with medicine. It is to my^Y I have corrected thousands

thorough knowledge of anatomy, physiology and health principles that 1 y^^ of figures as illustrated below,

attribute my marvelous success. 1 have helped over 44,000 women. I can yy^ Style is in the figure and poise

help you to ^y and not in the gown. The gown in

Arise To Your Best vx f'^- ' ''°" ^^^^' '^^ °"^ '" ^'^' ^

I havf gi'en lo each woman ihat .""«/'"'""' with self which comes At cost $6.00. Fig. 2 is the same woman
through the knowledge ihal she is developing that sweet, personal loveliness J^^ gg Pig. I

which health and a wholesome, graceful body gives—a cultured, self- ^^^ , i ,

reliant woman wiih a definite purpose, which makes her the greatest J^r j ^. P
help lo family and friends. She is a Better Wife, a Rested Mother, y^T and in correct

a Sweeter Sweetheart. She adds to the beauty of the world, thus y^^ poise. Fi'JS. 3 4,
contributing lo its refinement, cultivation and education, lean .^r ff JA L ° / I

help you to make every vital organ and nerve do eflrcienl work, y^ 5 and t) show actual

thus clearing the complexion and correcting such ailments as ^^ photographs Ol pupils

Constipation Irritability [ndigestion ^^ before taking up my
work. (They have given me

permission to use them). They
stand, noir, as correctly and

appear as well as Fig. 2.

J When every organ o{

n PIpshiV / 'lis body is doing effi-

onlv fiive temnorarv re XX/ ^ « "CSIB^ ^|^^, ^^,|^ ^^^^^ „i,H,^oiuy give icmporary re- MM X _^ X a a \ \

rrecting faulty habits ^X/ • • "° superHuous Hesh and
! digcBtion and esslmilatinn, 1 XX/ TOO Thlll / "° bony, angular bodies. I

r

Weak Nerves
Rheumatism

Colds Dullness

Nervousness Weaknesses
Sleeplessness Torpid Liver Catarrh

This work is done by following simple directions
i each day in the privacy of y

: cases I co-operate wiiIndelit
cgard medicine ior re
i, and bandages and t

a fe

own ro(

the physiciui
tion as dans
ducing appi
cause, hcnct
suits. In c

huild up the strength whil<
reducing, or developing you.
This is practical common

sense.

Think it over and
vrrile me to-day for

particulars.

have reduced thousands of

women 80 lbs., and have built

up thousands of others 25 lbs. What I have done for others

can do for you. It would do your heart good to read the

daily reports from my pupils. Here are some of them

:

'My weight has increased 30 lbs. '
* ' 'My kidnevs are m jch better.

'

''My eyes are much Wronger and I have talcen off my ghsses."

I have not had a sign of indigeftion or gall stones since I began with you
. '

'

"I weigh 83 lbs. less, and have gained wond-rfully in strength. I never

set out of breath, the rheumatic twnnges have all gone, and I look and feel 15 years younger."

"I am delighted with the effedl upon my catarrh."
, y • , in

"Just think cf it I To be relieved from constipation. EnUrely free after having it tor 30 years !

"Have grown from a nervous wreck into a state of steady, quiet nerves."
. , ,

"The relief from backache alone is worth many times the money, and I haven t had a cold
'

since I began with you."

"Write me to-day. telling your faults of health and figure. If I cannot help

you. I will tell you so. I study your case ju5t as a physician, giving you the

individual treatment which your case demands. 1 never violate a pupil's

confidence. I will send you an instru<5live booklet, shov.ing correct lines of a

woman's figure in standing and walking. FREE.

SUSANNA COCROFT,K?.^?^erto246 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO
Aulhor iif " .S',-// Hufficicjiry," " Tin ' ViUii (Irflriiis, Thrir- Use ami A/iiisr." 1,1,-.

Miss I'ocrn/f's name stamls for proaress in the scientific care of the health and figure of tontnan.

WORLD'S GIANTTOMATO
This King of all Tomatoes is larg-

est and most productlre ever
offered. Engraving was made from
photo of plant grown by J. li.
<;ilbert. It grew 18 feet high and
producer! B bushels of fniit, very
large, smooth, tew seeds, solid all
through, red in color, ripening very
early and continuing all simimer.
We want every person who tises

seeds to see our Seed Book and test
our seeds and we will give sample
packet this Giant Tomato, also 8
other great novelties free for trial:

1 pkt. 16 Day Radish. Earliest
Eomid lied Kadish in the world.

1 pkt. Gicantic Cabbage. Largest
heading khid kno«Ti, from Europe.

1 pkt. Wonderful Lettuce. Earli-
est, largest, tender and crisp any
linie. Heads often 3 ft. around.
For only 6c. postage and packing

we will mail these 4 sample pkts.and
big 1910 Seed Book full of novehies.
Seed Offers and a coupon, good for
a 10c. selection from our .'<eed Hook.

JFairview Seed Farms. Box 122, Syracuse, N. Y» I

$750^gl!aVJFGRI20-EGG
'= INCUBATOR

at once. Other sizes
Itrleed very low.

lUDdld most and
stronKestchicks. Metal
covere'l;sale.IVIiv(.T-
cifrt-ecasto! Missouri
Kivcr, north o\ Tt-im.

Write ior delivcrttl
price l>cyond—Big Fr<>e
li"i»k; bfst gnifie to
•ucccss and economy,

J. W. MILLER CO.
Boi179 Freepon, III.

Output limited at
this price. Write

Elastic t^ Stockings
From pure gum
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure.
at Ilu* siiriic jKict'

you I'liy lor ikm.i-
wcnr itijf , ready-
inaili* Kooils.

Worcester Elastic

58 Front Street.

Our Stockings su-e best
in the world and our
prices lowest. Write for
self-measurement blank
and FACTS ABOUT
VARICOSE VEINS.

Stocking & Truss Co.,
Dept. 9, Worcester, Ma«.

I MADE $3,0001
AND BUILT THIS
HONE IN ONE YEAR
Mrs. J.Lee.Oklahoma ti:!

IMPROVED
IDK.-VLSelling {;

Steam Cookers
Astniiislies women n illi delirious cookint-.
I.e. Poling, 0.. made $M fiiit eight llours.

Kiisiest. fastest seller out. W. T. Cory. Ind.

.

y-i sold 14.5 in 4 weeks. Cooks meal for

't'.\ 8 on one burner, saves half fuel liill.

:K Recommended Iiv thousands. STATE
»'

: AND DISTRICT MANAGERS AND
AGENTS waot. ,t to s. 11 tliis .ind inn
lious.h.ild anMi.> Write (juirk for
new vales plan.

TOI.KDO COOKER TO.
Box .'iO Toledo, Ohio

CLECTRQ-
SILIEON

famous Silver Polish is

used by innumerable house
keepersevcr\\vhereforClean-
ing- and Polishing SILVER-
WARF., other fine metals and
cut !rl;iss. It preserves as well

as beantllies—with Ica'st labor and expense.
Senauaare .rorppEE SAMPLE

Full Sized Box. post-paid. 15cts. in stamps.
The Elf(rtroSili<ronCo..30CIitf St.. New York.
Sold by Crocers and Druqgists Everywhere.

These trade

GLU
Kidney and Liver

Rich in Pi

FAR

;ery package

lET FOR
DIABETICS

[eamatism, Obesity
Uric Acid

eading grocers.

.Y..I.S.A.

Cincinnati Iron Fence Co.
FKEE

OATALOOUE.,

li^sgi^iaigi^Tii^gigiiiiliiiigiiiii,

I'UrtCONt Iron Fence Factory In Ultln.
Artrlrer... IFop't 8 for prlc«a. CIWCIXNATI, HHIO,

f^^^^^^^t^^^^^REWCES
eOTH
SEXES40 DAY FREE TRIAL

So confident am I that simply wearing it will
permanently remove all superfluous flesh that 1
niiU it frco.withovit deposit. When you see your
aliipelinesa speedily returning I know you will
buy it. Try it ut my ezpcnee. Write to-cl ay.

PROri DURNO Broadway, New York

Evils of Our Legal System

Continued from preceding page

all tribunals should be branches, de-

partments or divisions. The business

as well as the judicial administration

of this court should be thoroughly or-

ganized, so as to prevent not merely

waste of judicial power, but all need-

less clerical work, duplication of pa-

pers and records, and the like, thus

obviating expense to litigants and cost

to the public."

The abolition of fees and the adop-

tion of fixed salaries for clerks, court

employees and stenographers.

The adoption, of the English system

of referees, so that the latter shall

have more authority and their deci-

sions shall hasten findings of law and

fact.

Reducing the avenues of appeal
from a trial court to a higher court.

Giving more power to the bench as

to practice in criminal cases and les-

sening the volume of tenable objec-

tions and exceptions.

Clearer settlement, by law, of ques-

tions of jurisdiction.

More drastic punishment for per-

jury.
Longer terms for attorneys-general

and for prosecuting attorneys, and a

more careful scrutiny of the fitness of

candidates for these offices.

Gradual but radical simplification of

our codes and statutory laws.

Greater scope to juvenile courts, no

that the country at large may have
the benefits that Denver has gained
through the efforts of Judge Lindsey.
More power to judges, that they

may legally aid juries in the trial of
intricate civil or criminal cases.

No one save pettifoggers, profes-
sional politicians, fraudulent bonds-
men, criminals, sharpers and confi-

dence men is interested in maintaining
the present status of delay, complexity
and multiplicity in our laws. It is fair
to presume reform is as sure as it is

esirable.
^^7^

A Little Talk on Saving

Cotitiniied from page 220

the easy-payment plan, and so may
New York real estate.

Mortgages and Real Estate

In both mortgages and real estate

everything depends upon the character
of the concern which offers the proposi-

tion. Most of the metropolitan com-
panies which issue mortgage bonds
have them secured by real estate some-
where in the growing section of the
metropolis. And, if the mortgagor
fails to pay, the company will pay the
bondholder anyhow. In buying New
York real estate you have not this guar-
antee, but you have an expectancy of
greater profits, based on the proba-
bility that the land you buy will ulti-

mately become a metropolitan centre.
If it doesn't, you make no profit. In
the insurance line there are many
propositions being offered which should
prove attractive to the investor, and,
as has already been pointed out in a
former article, some of these even pro-
vide a periodical income for the in-
vestor's family long after his death.
But whatever the line followed by

the man of small means, the amount of
his savings is no longer an obstacle.
He may begin to make his money work
for him at once. A great deal has
been said about the evils of the instal-
ment system in its relation to house-
hold goods; but, on the other hand, it

has added more home comforts to the
lives of the submerged tenth than
almost any other commercial influence.
And somewhat the same reasoning
might apply to this idea of making
money work for its owner. In other
words, if it is possible to do in a small
way what the powerful are doing in a
big way, why not do it? Start saving
now

!

STOVE POLISS
When you see the luster on you

stove come out Mirror Smootli
after a few minutes' using RISINQ SU!
Stove Polish, you will surely regie
that you ever neglected that stove.

It is really so easy to make tb
stove an ornament and keep it so thai

you will wonder why you ever useil

anything else. Just try it for yoursell

MORSE BROS., Proprietors, Canton, Mass., U.S.))

t

>-.>'v .

•THE

mil
20
for

25c
Everybody loves
the Lily of the Val
ley by far the most

, dehcately beautiful of
(, all flowers. They aie
perfectly hardy, easily
grown and require no at-
tention after once setting
out, but grow and multiply
yoarafteryear. Theyproduce
an abundance of lovely, pure
white bell-shapedflowerswhich
are dellciously fragrant.

Lily of the Valley
roots have usually been rather
expensive, but we now offer 20
choice roots for 25 cents, 100 for $1.00,

1, 000 for $8.00, charges prepaid and witil
lull directions for growing. They are
nice to plant beside porches, In borders,
among shrubbery, in shady nooks andm cemeteries.
Large descriptive catalogue of all

kinds of plants, seeds, and bulbs mailed
free. Ask for it.

IOWA SEED CO.,
a, Ees Moines, loiva.

SAVE HALF Voir

Paint Bills
By using INGERSOLL PAINT -pnd
best by 66 years' use. It will please :

i-

Only Paint endorsed by the "Gran;"

Made in all colors,—for all purposes.
,

DELIVERED FREE.
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Pr|i.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FFjE

Tells all about Paint and Painting for Durab y.

How to avoid troutile and expense caused h.v p ts

fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable inform 'Q

free to you. with Sampio Color Cards. Writ* me '0

II NOW. I can save yon money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, t

NASTURTIUM
LIVINGSTON'S New Giant-Flower-

int.' Nristurtiums are absolutely un-

rivaled. Jhey never disappoint.

r »r\ ^Ve will send B large

Fnr llln packets (aU different

rUI I Ull Jolors). TRY IHEM.,

'COCC Our superb seed and ros

RbEa catalogue enlarged to 13

pages, lavishly illustrated withbeauti,

ful photo-engravings and colored plate!

k complete catalogue of seeds, bulbs, roses, hardy sumbc

plants, small fruits, trees, etc. Send for it to-day.

THE UVINGSTON SEED CO.
Famons for Tomatoes 121 High St., ColtuntUB ,

OM"

The FULPER HLTE
positively removes all the germs from drinking water. The i,

per"stone is the oulv germ-proof medium. Famil.vsize Ftll)

3.85. If your dealer can't supply you, send us the m I

FUtPER POTTERY CO., 27 Main St., nemlngton, h-

Extra Fine Post Cards Fn
Send 4c stamps for five samples of our very [

Gold Embossed Friendship, Flower and F.aster I'

Cards ; beautiful colors and lovidiest designs.
Art Post Card Club, 885 Jackson St., Topeka, »
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WRIGLE^^^
SPEAPM/NT

(psts no more, yet
Compare it's pure firm springy chicle

with soft or^rrtty imitation chicle ^um
Compare it's pure fresh juice of pure
^reen mint leaves with imitation

fruit flavored ^um.
You ^et better ^^aiuG beside better

results with

WANTED-RIDER AGENTS
IN EACH TOWN
and district to

_ _ ride and ex-
hibit • sample 1910 Model "Ranerer" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are making money fast. Writeat onceforfullparticulars andspecial offer.NO MONEY KEQUIKED until you receive andapprove of your bicj'cle. Wesliipto
anyone, anywhere in the U. S. •without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and

' allow TEN I>AYS' CKKE TKliVLi during: which time you may ride the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense undyou wiU not be out OTie cent.

I nVf CAPTnRV DDIPEC Wefurnlshthe highest grade bicycles it is possible to make
fcUlf rflU I Un I rnlUbW atonesnuHprofitahoveactualfattorycost.YousaveSiototsg
middlemeo's profits by buying direct of us and have tlic manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOTKUY a biryrloorapair of tires from atiyimeiA any price until you receive
our catalogues and leara our unheard oi/actory prices and remarkable special offer,

Vnil Wll I RC ACTnillCllim when you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
I UU nibb DC Hw I UniwIlbW our suierb models at the -wonderful low prices we
can make you, \Vc sell the highest grade bicycler at lc»wer prices than any other factory. \v c are
satisfied with $i.ooprofit above factory cost. BICYC LIC DEAI.FllS, you can sell our bicycles
under your own name plate at doutileour prices. Orders filled the day received.
SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a lindted number taken in traile by our Chicago retail stores will
becloseU out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PflACTED RRAVC rearwheels.innertubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts. repairs
I lllkQf WUH« I bll DIIHIVC an 1 everything in the bicycle lineathalf nsiial prices.

DO NOT WAIT—hut write today for out Lar^e Cataloi^tte beautifully illustrated and containing,: a great fund of

J interesting matter and useful Information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. D-71 CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRIC
Handy Wagon

Not the man-killnr, horsc-killer kind. GIvcg
you the low lilt bi-slead of the hiijh lift. Tlie
broad-tired strcl wheels prevent ruttinp and
make Ught draft. Over a hundred, thousand
farmers are usliig the Electric Handy Watrun
—the best kind of wagon, ilio U-st of its kn.'l.

It carries all loads and Htanda op in all cllm:it<!'.

^CTtd /or /rce cafaio^, and know the Handy Wapoo
that lasts yoar 110 iitnc. Don't wult, send to-duy*

EUCTRIC WHEEL CO.. Box B QuiNCT. Ill

;50 TO $300 SAVED
c arc manufacturers, not mercbants. Save dealers,

obcra and catalog bouse profiL I'll save you from
toSSOO onrnvllish Grade Standard C?soli;ic

leinesfrom 2 to 22-H.-P.—I'rice direct to you
n et than dealers or jobbers have to pay for ,

nilar ens'iics in carload lots for spot cash. y^S^ Direct

GALLOWAY
ice and quality spe.ik for theitiselves
li you are to be the sole judije
U your poorest horse ami hir

H.-P. onty$119.BO

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Free

Trial. Satislac-

lion or money
k. Write lorspec-

All
you pay nie is lor raw

materi.i!, labor and
.ill profit- Send iof

iiy big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Calloway, Pres.

Vim. Oalloway Co.

M6 nailoitaj StatloS
Waterloo, low*

"'"BABY RAMBLERS
Pbyllis. sea-shell pink Baby Rambler.

reeular price 2Uc.—and New German

\^y: White Baby Rambler—both novelties

^^^ and absolutely genuine. Also genuine

i*S„:/ Crimson Baby Rambler, all Ofor/ flp I

ff./^^ PhylHj never offered be- " tw I

,<"^ fore. All imuim— White. Pink and

Crimson Baby Ramblers. Catalog 1

1000 rarieties of seed seniwitb order. |

ISS MARY t. MARTIN, FLOBAl PARK, N. Y.P^

AGENTS—$1.33 Per Hour
ComGr made it, bo can you. Swain sajfl, "Best
thing I ever struck." Eawy money maker. High
School boy sold 36 boxes In 2 days— profit
912.60. Awentrtget liig repeat ordorw— build up
steady businesjii. lOverybody wears hosiery.
Guaranteed for 4 niontli-S against hnleg in h(.-cls and

Send right back to us if not perfectly sutiyfac-
^tury. J.R. Valontlna sold 600 pairs In 60 hours
^—you can do as well—yes—bettor. Worn goods

replaced free— nn experionco needed—wo teach
i you evorythitiK. Hero's your ono hi^ chance

—

,^^doa'fc lose it—writo today. Free s.'iiuples.

iOmAS MFG. CO., ldS4 Wayno St.,DAYTON, OHIO

rnSaveYou$50
On a Manure Spreader

r^lf You'll Let Me -^
This is iust a iittie ad—but a post.il will bring my Big

Book—and give you my $50.00 Saving Price and Special

Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-

vcrtisenient as il it covered a page.
My Sprea.Ier positively will do better work and last longer

than any Spreaderniadc—no mat'
ter what the price—so why pay $50^
more? 40,000 farmers ha
stamped Iheir O. K. on
my spreader and money,
saving price. My Special

Proposition v-.W interest you,

Just a postal addressed to Gal-
loway ol Waterloo, Iowa, will'

bring you everything postp;iid.

Will You Pay a Penny For
The Postal and Save S50.00T
Aditess Wm. Calloway, Pres.

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
949Callow«y Sla. Waterloo, la,

Freight
Paid

Make WithAnJnienQa

D«ptJ

Lumber Is high. A car load or two pays

for an American Mill. Supply your needs

and your neiRliliors'. No experience neeJed.

Haul mill to timber If desired. All Sizes—
All Prices. The Varial.le Friction leed,

Combined Ratchet Set Works and Quick Receder
means most work

least power. T*
Catalogue A

all kinds of \

, workiiiK ma- r"

chinery. Ask for it. N
American Sair 91111

Mnehlnery Co.

6 Faith St.
Hackettstown.N J.

13.W Icrtiiiiial

HtiildiiiKS

NfW Yoik

Send Me 10 Cents-—!^
snd the addresgea of two fluvv.r-Iovme'

triends and 1 will send you 30 seeds of the

Giant Marguerite Carnation
which bloom, in 4 miinths trom Boning; also

mybargaincolleetionof /foj'a' Shaw Pansies

100 colors; Sweet Peas, over 40 varities;

Asters, finelt mixed: Nasturtiums, in^.xnAi

Also FREE, "Floral Culiure" and tny hand-

oinely illustrated nth Annual Catalog.

ISS C. H. LIPPINCOTT, Pioneer SetdsTuoman

39, Hudson, Wi». (One hour's ride from Minneapolis)

THIS RACING AIRSHIP ^Q^
Complete for Ascension is Only *^«^««'

The novelty of the day,
^"^""^^~"

sails like a real one. easy

U^ operate with oursiin-

}>le directions. Affords

amusement for young
and old. SEND FOR ONE

5j^fl..10cts. 8 ft. aocts.
pnsTI'Ain.

Brazel Novelty Co.
1712 F.lla St. Cin'ti., O. $1.00

MONTROSS METAL SHINGLES S^fSpf^t^w, ,.,,,,
21 years. No experiment. Lost life of buildin-. Outwear >fooa shingles LasJy lai.l. K/i//7/r/-/////g}
fl.lvunl^ed nr Painted Fire, I.lKhtnin-; anil Stormproof. Ornamental. Inexpensive. /JJ/JJ/JiZ/JJ/fl/U^
C^Lo™ Eives ? ,"l informi^tlon of their superior value, testimonials, illustrati<il.«, IrJZTMM'/

How to Be Strong*
"rpO be weak is miserable, doing or

X. suffering," said one of our great
poets.

Weakness, the feeling that the work
which lies before us is more than we
can perform, is one of the most de-
pressing among all the hard burdens
of life.

To one who has a clear vision of
duty and truth, the call comes impe-
riously to reveal them to others. It is

not enough that we ourselves possess
the means of salvation; the noble soul
longs to give them to others.
The great missionary movement is

an outgrowth of this beautiful spirit.

All of our settlement and "service"
work springs from it. It is the re-
generator of the world—the human ex-
ponent of the Holy Spirit, the Com-
forter.

"I believe to the very depths of my
being that the Gospel of Christ is the
saving truth," testified one great wit-
ness; "and I want to have everybody
else believe it. I am anxious to work
all the rest of my life, night and day,
to promote the cause I so fully believe
in. I want to acquire all the influence
I can, in order that I may be stronger
to attract men to Christ's side and con-
vince them of these great truths."

It is a praiseworthy ambition. Let
us all constantly strive to make our-
selves more and more powerful, not for
the sake of the power, but because by
means of it we may more efficiently aid
the great work of Christ in the world.
Make all the money that you hon-

estly can; get all the education that
you can; improve your personal ap-
pearance, your manners, and your
mode of speech; keep your health
up; fulfil every duty so that no crit-

icism can justly be passed upon
your faithfulness; all these are main
elements of strength, and God wants
us all to be strong for him. By
appealing daily to him for his guidance
and help, these elements will come to
the earnest seeker.
But even though stern poverty, crip-

pling illness and every personal dis-

advantage should be your lot, still God
can grant strength for his work. Think
of the wonderful and blessed labors of
Bella Cooke, bedridden for more than
fifty years! And she is only one of
many consecrated "shut-ins," from
whose chambers have streamed out
upon the world God's light and life.

"We want power to teach, win, save;
we want the secret of the utmost en-
ergy^ for the finest ends; we want at
once sympathy and mastery; we want
the perfectest service," writes Dr. Al-
bert J. Lyman of this vital subject.

Mrs. Darwin R. James, in her thrill-

ing address in 1905 upon "National
Obligations," recited some of the won-
derful achievements of our young
country, as follows : "Our steel manu-
facturers compete successfully with
those of Great Britain within her own
colonial possessions. Who built the
Gohtiek viaduct, the longest in the
world, in Upper Burma? Who built

the numerous viaducts in Uganda?
Who carried the power from Cauvery
Falls, in Mysore, India, ninety miles
to the gold fields of Kohla, guarding
the wires against danger from the ele-

phants' trunks above, and the posts
from the white ants below? Who
stands ready to solve any problem the
world can offer? Young America!
What could we not accomplish if the
same ability, energy and enthusiasm
which are now in the service of the
world, were turned to the advancement
of Christ's kingdom?"

Let us use all our powers to enlist

the immense strength of our nation
wholly in God's cause.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
March 13. Texts : Eph. 3 : 14-16; Phil. 4 : 13-19.

DR. D. M. STEARNS ILL
—Dr. D. M. Stearns, the well-known Bible

class leader, is dangerously ill at his home, 167
Chelton Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
The prayers of our readers are requested for
his recovery, and that he may be enabled to
continue his good work, if God wills.

The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World

THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It Isa solid, fair
and square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed, for $15.95. It is dif-
ferent from anything that has
ever before been offered.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, liot or cold, makes thick
or thin cream and does it
just as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private famih'es.
Any boy or girl can run it

sitting down. The crank is
only 5 inches long. Just
think of that I The bowl is a
sanitary marvel; easily
cleaned and embodies ail
our latest improvements.
Gears run in anli-frlction
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain our
Sl5. 95 proposition. Our lib-
eral long time trial and gen-

rchase will astonish you. Our own
guarantee protects you on every

or. We ship immediately. Western
Western points. Write us and get
handsome free catalog. ADDRESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.BAi^N'kVi.JfE^N.Y.

;rous terms of pu
(manufacturer's)
AmerirnTi Separat
orders filled from
our great otTer aiu.l

AWHOLEaRDEN-IO
Send us one ten-cent piece or

stamps to-day for this Incompar-
able Vegetable and Flower Seed
oifer. Cubbatre, Early Winning-
stadt. Cucumber, Cool and Crisp, '

Radlfth, Early Long Scarlet. Let-
tuce,Wonderful. Tomato, Earliana,
Asters, Prize Mixed. Balsams, Tcm-
plin's Ideal Mixed. I'ansies, Excelsior
Mixed. Sweet Peas, Incomparable
Mixed. Verbenas,^Mammoth, all

colors mixed.
These seeds would cost you $1

bought separately. From us
only 10c and this refunded,
too. Get the collection
and see how we do it.

Fine Catalog free, filled

with othergreat offers.

L. TEMPLIN SEED CO.
Desk 26. Calla, Ohio.

I Will Send You
Seeds eniiuRh for an entire tlc)\\cr

i;;u dfn. ten choice varietie.s, if you
will help nie among your neiKh-
l)oi s. Seufl me loc. .sinuips or
silver mid the jianies of 3 neigh-
burs with rtnwer garden spots and
you get all these free and postpaid.
1 pJi. Snort William I pii. Cniidytiift
1 •* I*<>i»py 1 ** C:ileiitliilR
1 «• IViiNliirtium 1 " ICiicliolor's Buttons
1 " SwrrI I'eus 1 " Al.vssiini
1 " Cosmos 1 " Mieiioiietto
All for names of 3 friends fond of (lowers and 10 cts.

silyer or stamps to pay cost packing?, postage, etc.
THE BROADVIEW SEED J«rRSERV,UepU 12 Hubbaidstoii, Mass

HENDERSON'S SETEDS FREE

To pet our new 1910 catalogue, "Every.thing for
the Garden" (200 pages, 700 CDgravines devoted to

vegetables and flowers), send us ten cents in stamps
and mention this magazine, and we will sent/ you
free in addition, our famous 50c Henderson Collection

of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, and will also send our
new booklet, "Garden Guide and Record," a con-
densed, comprehensive booklet of cultural directions

and general garden information.

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35-37 Cortlandt Street ' New York City

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

and Almanac for 1910 lias 224 pa^^es with liianv

colcicd platt'S of fowls true- to life. It tells all

ahout chickens, their prices, their caie, diseases
and remedies. All about Incubators, their prices

and their operation. All about ponltry houses
and how to build them. It's an encyclopedia
of cliicl<fndoni- Vc n needit Only 15 Cents.
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 688, Freeport, lU.

I irikVik^'iL^ii III II II 11 11 II 11 II 11 II 11 11 II 11 n II 11

/^___ _ ,-.. _. -^ An. I 1i^.A-. — .**. Cheaper than wood forOrnamental s ence i,awn3,churches,oem.
«teric8, Putilic Grounds. Also Wrought IroQ Fence. Catalogue
free. Write for Special Offer. '

THE WARD FENCE CO., Box 141! Decatur, Ind.

la^ LAWN FENCE
Many deslgn^^Ciieap as
wood. 32 pase Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Cliurches and Cemeteries,

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D Winchester Ind.

\
""" ^^^" strong chick-

Een-tlglit Sold to the user at Wholesale
|Prlces. We I'ay Fn'icht. Catalogue free.

/ COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

15 PACKETS tllOlCt IsttUB 10c.

To introduce our high-grade stock we'll mail

rou 1 2 packetsVegetable Seeds,2 packetsFlower

Jeeds Annuals and Perenniala.200 sorts. mixed,

and l' packet Sweet Pens, mixed. 50 varieties,

without IHIll Catalog: also a 10c. coupon, all lor

w lOc Satisfaction cuaranteed.* Order to day.

Binebamton Seed Co., JflaWater St.,Binghomtoii,Ii.V.



"Seeds that Grow" of the Burpee-Qualitj

COST more but are worth more than the difference in cost
!

Of

seeds it is always true that "the Best is the Cheapest"— and that

is one reason why we have maintained the Largest Mad-Order Seed

Trade in the World. To prove to others that QUALITY COUNTS and to

demonstrate the value of the New BURPEE SPECIALTIES we now offer

"Four of the Finest" Novelties—

Your Choice—for Only 25 Cents!
Separately the nine varieties named below each cost

(excepting Fordhook Melon) 1 5 cts. per pkt.,—but

you can select any Four varieties for 25 cts.

(silver or stamps) while we will mail ALL NINE
VARIETIES FOR 50 CENTS. Separately these

Nine Novelties at prices "per pkt." amount to $1.30.

)ee*s "Dwarf-Giant" Tomato. ^'^^ ^^'"^ ''

_S "
Burpee S L^wan-viiam * umaiw. ,„ firm and
the tomatoes so heavy tliat tliey mi^lit be described "solid as a
rock t" It is the most nearly seedless of all tomatoes. Of handsome
dwarf, erect srovvth. the bushes produce enormous crops of the most
beautiful tomatoes which are truly gigantic in size and absolutely un-
equaledin delicious .flavor. Per pkt. 15 cts.; 'A o«. 40 cts.; oz. $1.50.

Earliest Catawba Sweet Corn, 'rrefl'dtuo^w
famous Golden Bantam both in extreme earliness and surpassinsly
delicious flavor. Some planters say it is even better than Bantam!
For illustrations, description and "reports," .see Burpee's Annual for
lUlO. Per pkt. 15 cts.; ^ pint 30 ct».; pint 50 ct«., postpaid.

F-^JL _._1, D,,-U I im^ The only stiffly erect Bush formOrdnOOk ISUSn L.ima. of thep6pular -potato- Lima. It

is altogether nn ique and of incalculable value to American gardens. Both
pods and beans are twice the size of the Kumerle, while the "fat" beans are

of tlie same delicious flavor as Burpee's Bush Lima. Per pkt. 15 cts.; V^

pint 25 cts.; pint 40 cts., postpaid.

Burpee's Nameless Bush Bean. ff'Jl'Z.
i\\\r^\s n\so quite ujiique and we will pay $100 for a suitable
name—also other liberal cash prizes for 1910. It is the "Best
of All"—superior to Burpee's Stringless O^reen-Pod—and is

i\'hite-seeded. For illustrations from photographs and full

particulars, see Burpee's Annual for 1910. Seed
very scarce. Per t>it- (only SO Beans !) IS cts.

"Wayahead' Lettuce. flT"'''becau.se
it is the earliest, most solid and surest

]i eadiuo of all early "Biitterhead" Lettuces.
Per pkt. IS cts.; oz. 45 cts.

Fordhook Musk Melon. ^^tteJ
melons, with thick srolden-red flesh of exquis-
ite flavor. A better shipper than our original
Netted Gem, the "Rocky Ford" Melon, and
MS sweet as our famous Emerald Gem! Per
pkt. 10 cts.; oz. 30 cts.

African "Golden-Orange" Daisy
(Dimorphotheca Aurantiaca). As easily grown as

«^-_ any common annual, this is entirely unique in
(^ color and most strikingly beautiful ! It has created

a sen.sation wherever seen, and you can get some
ilea of its rare beauty from the colored plate in Burpee's
Xeir Annu(d for I'JIO. Per pkt, 15 cts.

''Variegated-Queen" Nasturtiums j,"/"b
Mixture for 1910. Of tall growth, bearing flowers of many
liriglit colors. The leaves are .so beautifully variegated with
mIIow, white and green that the plants would be worthy of
culture even for foliage alone. Per pkt. 15 cts.; per oz. 35 cts.

New "Spencer" Sweet Peas. Sti'ctTveiri
liillcd Spencers"— in unequaled mixture. These new seedlings of
I lie true "orchid-flowered' crinkled type will give a rare treat to
lovers of Sweet Teas. We won the only Gold Medal of the National
Sweet Pea Society in London the past summer that was ever awarded
Hillside of Great Britain ! Per pkt. 15 cts.; per oz. 45 cts.; 'A lb. SI.25.

buys all the above nine packets or you
can select any FourVarieties for 25 cts.

JZ^Whether ready to order now or not, you should surely write for

SO Cts.

B
1876-1910 % TL I J* A

/ Ihe Leading American

Urp66 S Seed Catalog for 1910
An Elegant Book of 178 PACEs-it is "The Silent Salesman"
of the World's Larger Mail-Order Seed Trade. It tells the plain truth
about the Be^ Seeds that can be grown,—as proved at our famous
Fordhook FARMS.-the larger and most complete Trial Grounds
in America. Handsomely bound with covers lithographed in nine
colors it shows, with the six colored plates. Nine Novelties and
Specialties in unequaled Vegetables, and five of the finest Beautiful
New Flowers. A SAFE GUIDE to success in the garden, it

should be consulted by every one who plants, whether for

pleasure or profit. It is mailed FREE to every one
who has a garden and can appreciate QUALITY IN SEEDS
Shall we mail YOU a copy ? If so, kindlywrite TO-DAY !

Beautiful New Giant-Flowered Pansiej
This is the finest complete Mixtu

of '''Truly Oiavt" flov>ered Patisr
yet produced. It includes all cole

of Burpee's Defiance, and the nt
Burpee's Hercules Gianl; alsoPn
McK'inley, Pres. Carnol, etc., wi
all colors of Blotched Bngnot ai

Oiant-Kuffled Masterpiece, as illi

trated herewith. Per pkt. IS cl

" Magnificent " Celosi
As srow n exclusively by un. this is sii

pissiiik1\ beautiful with its gorgeous!
1)1 illi int featliery plumes of maKnifleei
colois Per pkt. 10 cts.

:

C^^rilv Phlnx Mostcharmi\^eCliy rniOX half-dwarfplat
(o\<ii(l all summer with lovely lar!

rtowers of many colors. Per pkt, 10 cl

Mo-i

orr
Kochia Tricophylla
mental plants of rounded, elobe-1.
fciini that exciteadmiration everywh<
the bushy plants resembling "6aHs

.lire" in the fail. Per pkt. 10 cts.

For 25 Cts.
We w
mail t

a b o 1

four and also one regular ten cent pact
each of the grand Novelty Rko Gia
Mignonette, largest spiked of all, (

liciouslv fragrant

—

Dianthus Fordho
Favorites, single and double, in unequaled mixture—" Fuchsia Flowered" Iposkea, most attracti

and unique, new quick growing climber, anil the lovely dwarf I^itti.k Gkm Sweet Alyssum.

25 Cts inve^ed in no other way—unless in one of our Sweet Pea Colletflions,—can be produd

of so much pleasure. The seeds are all of THE BURPEE-QUALITY and better flra

can not be had at any price 1 This assortment is known as Burpee's Gem Collection and at pri<

"per packet" the Eight Packets have a total value of 85 cents/

Burpee's 8 Elegant Grandiflore
Sweet Peas for 25 Cents!

Theie Eight are all of our finest strains and the Best yet developed
in the popular Giant-flowered type.

T^ OC f^^ we will mail one regular packet

J^ QJ* ^J3 VxlSe each of the most gorgeous new
English St. George, uhiih

alone sold last year at 25 cts. for 15 seeds;— Uobbik's Mid /-
Blue, the lovely deep sky-blue, which sold last year at
25 cts, for 20 seeds;—the unique giant rosy-crimson
Millie Maslin;—the Gloxinia-flowered mottled Helen
Pierce;—the light lavender Lady Gkisel Hamilton;—
the deep pink Janet Scott;—the primrose Mrs. Collier
and a large ten-cent packet of the unequaled Special
New Blend of Burpee's Best Mixed Sweet Peas for
1910, ^""All these Eight Packets with our New Leaflet
on Ctdture.—mdi\ed for 25 cts.

25 Cts ^"^^ either of the above collections, or
$1.00 any five collections, mailed to sep-

arate addresses, if so ordered,

we will mail both collec-

tions as above, together
with your choice of a

15-cent packet of either Re-selected Burpee's Queen
Victoria Spencer,—or Burpee's Apple Blossom Spencer,
which will delight Sweet Pea lovers everywhere. ffiS^ Thus you obtain
Nine of the finest Sweet Peas and Eight other Beautiful Flowers,— in all

Seventeen Packets for only 50 cents, which even at prices "per pkt" for

1910 amount in value to $1.70! Nowhere else can you obtain such value
and never before has it been possible even for us to equal this offer !

For 50 Cts.

.1 Flower of

ST GEORGE,-
Ihe most truly
" lli>r(ieotis" of

ill tlif bright orani

.'iliades in

fSiceel Peas!

Send One Dollar
and write simply "for All the Seeds advertised

The Christian Herald of March 2nd." Be s'

to name the date—March 2, 1910. You will til

receive by return mail All the 27 Packets named In this advertisement (including the two 15c. pad
of New Sweet Peas— BURPEE'S RE-SELECTED QUEEN VICTORIA and APPLE-BLOSSC
Spencers). Purchased separately at regular retail prices "per packet," these 27 packets would C(

$3.05— «;r^/t at our reduced pricesfor 1910! This is certainly the greatest Dollar's worth of t

Choicest Vegetable and Flower Seeds ever offered, and should delight thousands of amatei.

Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded. If you do not consider that you have recei'

more than double value, write us at any time this winter, spring or summer, and your dollar will co\

back to you immediately—vi'\\.hon\. question ! Your word alone is sufficient. We never knowinl
have a single dissatisfied customer. iiM- In ordering, please state whether you want also a copyt

Burpee's New Annual for 19 lO
an elegant book of 1 78 pages and a trustworthy guide, which has bel

long and favorably known as " The Leading American Seed Catalog!

_ _ " This advertisement will not appear again. Order Now— lest y«

Forget—and miss the Greatest Opportunity Ever Advertised

Try BURPEE'S ''SEEDS THAT GROW!^
Just think of it !—27 Regular Pkts. mailed for only One Dollar—and all of the Burpee-Qna

'

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., (gSrs) Burpee Building, Philadelphi
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The United States Senate Committee, Now Investigating the Cost of Living
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Ouesftions and Answers

In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

Mrs. H. E. P., Madison. Me. Will you please

tell me, through the columns of OuK Mail-
Bac, the name of the lower bird on your
calendar for 1905?

The Evening Grosbeak.

J. R. McM.. Winston-Salem, N. C. Please

give a .short sketch of Helen Keller, from
childhood to the present. I see you men-
tion her so often.

Miss Helen Adams Keller was bom in Tus-

cumbia, Ala., in 1880. She is descended from

Alexander Spottswood, Colpnial Governor of

Virginia, on her father's side, and through her

mother is related to the Adams and Everett

families of New England. When nineteen

months old illness made her deaf and blind.

She was ethicated by Miss Anne Sullivan, who,

by wonderful tact and ingenuity, prepared her

sufficiently to enter Radcliflfe College. Miss Kel-

ler has written for the magazines and also the

story of her life. She lives in Wrentham,
Mass.

E. A. S., I'rovincetovvn, Mas.s. Please explain
Rev. 18:4: II. Cor. 6:17; Isa. 52:11, and Jcr.

31 : 45.

1. This is God's warning of judgment on apos-

tate Christendom in tlie "last days." Christen-

dom, divided into many sects, is Babylon
(confusion) : and corrupt, lifeless Christendom is

the worst of all. Apostate Christendom is not to

be converted, but destroyed. 2. Paul here applies

his argrument to the Corinthian Church, warning
it against the prevalent vices of the day, among
them being idolatry and licentiousne.ss. 3. (See
;dso l.sa. 48:20 and Zecli. 2:6, 7). This relates to

ihe prospect of leaving Babylon, where they had
long resided, and « hicli many were loth to leave.

Nebuchadnezz:ir had carried tliem thither (II.

Cliron. 36: I8),and Cyrus restored them (Ezra
1 :7-ll).

Mrs. A. D., Groton, Conn. Where is Mount
McKinley, mentioned in the Cook-Peary
controvei'sy 'I

Mount McKinley, the highest peak in North
America, is in Alaska.

R. A. W., Westminster, Md. Please explain
Matt. 8:22.

It is not necessarily to be interpreted as mak-
ing light of natural affection, but rather aa
showing that Christ does not tolerate the half-

hearted in religion. Besides (as is shown in
Luke 7:12) it was the custom to bury on the
day of death ; hence (writes one commentator)
it is hardly probable that this man would have
been here at all if his father had just breathed
his last. In any event, if he had been with his
father at such a time, our Lord would not
have hindered him from discharging the duties
of a son.

P. H., Elliott, 111. 1. In what counti-y, or by
what nation, was crucifixion used as a
mode of execution, and what was its
origin ? 2. Was the apostle Paul ci-ucifiefl
with head downward ?

Crucifixion was employed to inflict death by
the Egyptians, the Carthaginians, Assyrians,
Scythians, Germans, and among the Romans
in the earliest times. No one knows when and
how it originated. 2. It is not definitely known
in what manner Paul met his death. One ac-
count says he was beheaded.

G. A. A., Marcellus, N. Y. 1. Is there a col-
lection of Thomas Hood's poems in one
volume? 2. Where can I find his poem
"The Haunted House"?

1. Yes. 2. Undoubtedly in the volume. The
lines you ask for are unfamiliar to us.

Mr. A. S. Arnold, Woonsocket, R. I., sends
this concerning vivisection : "The belief that
we should do evil that good may come is un-
christian. One of the proofs is that since,
through vivi.section, Pasteurism was inaugu-
rated there are ten cases of hydrophobia where
there was one before. We have, through the
New York Herald, frequently challenged the
citation of one well-authenticated case where
the Pasteur treatment ever cured a man ot
hydrophobia, but the challenge has not been
accepted. Many who took preventive treat-
ment have died, while over 15,000 dog bites,
received by agents of the N. Y. S. P. C. A.,
developed not a single case of the di.sease. I

have treated two severe bites in the calf of

my leg with carbolic acid, and a woman's ter-

ribly lacerated hand with ammonia, but no

symptoms of hydrophobia. In conclusion, if

no needless cruelty is practised, why the

"closed door," instead of coming to the light

in vindication? And if one of my Christian

idols, John Wesley, is correct in saying that

our domestic animals are sub-human and are

immortal, should we dare vivisect these im-

mortal beings?"

Reader, Perdue, Ore. 1. How long was it after

Christ's resurrection that Christians adopt-
ed Sunday for the Jewish Sabbath ?

2. Who was Madame Guyon ?

1. The apostles themselves introduced the re-

ligious observance of Sunday for divine service

(Acts 20:7: I. Cor. 16:2). 2. Madame Guyon
was a mystic, of French birth, who lived 1648-

1717. She wrote much, and her works were a

subject of sharp controversy and were con-

demned by Rome. Her writings were published

whom Christ chose were apostles, because they

were to spread the Gospel among mankind

and to organize Christian circles, and they were

invested with special powers and gifts. The
words "apostles" and "disciples," however, are

often used interchangeably.

H. B.. Idaho. How shall we understand St.

Paul in I. Cor. 7 : 15?

The pcssage should be translated "separateth

himself," offended with her Christianity and

refusing to live with her unless she renounce it.

The woman is not bound to renounce the faith

for the sake of retaining an unbelieving hus-

band and to wreck her own eternal happiness

to gratify his unbelief. Your questions regard-

ing divorce involve a long discussion, on which

we cannot enter here. While the conditions of

life have changed greatly since Christ's day,

the great moral principles involved in his teach-

ing are unaltered and stand good to-day. Con-

flicting divorce laws in our various States cause

trouble and confusion, but do not affect the

John H. Converse

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
ONE of the foremost business men, known

and respected throughout the country,

is Mr. John H. Converse, president of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia. He
is a man who carries religion into business in

the most practical way, and is prominently iden-

tified with many philanthropies and religious

enterprises. His wide experience brings him in

contact with all kinds of business men, and
hence he was chosen as one well qualified to give

an answer to the question

:

" Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day to be known as a professing

ChrisUan ?
"

Mr. Converse's reply, which is given below, is

clear and to the point and should be an encour-

agement and inspiration to all who read it:

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA

Dear Sir: December 16, 1909.

Your favor of the 8th inst. was duly received, in which you ask me
to reply to the question : "Are Jesus Christ's teachings making actual progress

in the world ?"

My answer is in the affirmative. I believe that the principles of Jesus are

more dominant in politics, business, and international affairs now than for-

merly. The promotion of arbitration, as instanced by the Hague Conference,
shows the tendency in this direction.

In business, a reputation for integrity and for all that is covered by a
profession of loyalty to Christ, counts for a distinct advantage. Character
is an asset in business, and is absolutely a necessary basis for the great trans-

actions involving vast sums which are the usual incident of important
business operations.

The creation and maintenance of hospitals and homes are a distinct

development of the influence of Christianity. They were unknown in ancient
civilization, and to-day are evidence of the dominance of the spirit of Christ.

Very truly yours, _^

X C

in forty volumes, in Paris, seventy-five years
after her death. Your other question is not
within the scope of The Mail-Bag.

R. McD., Dubuque, la. How many new books
of all kinds were published in the United
States last year ?

Ten thousand one hundred and ninety-five new
books and 708 new editions of books previously
published. The largest class was general liter-

ature and the collected works of standard au-
thors, which was represented by 1,136 volumes;
fiction had 1,098 (somewhat less than the pre-
ceding year) ; theology and religion had 903,
a slight increase.

A. B. W., Beaman, Mo. What is the difference
between an apostle and a disciple?

A disciple is a follower, a student, or, in the
Gospel sense, a believer who imitates the ex-
ample of Christ and follows in his footsteps.
An apostle is one who has been chosen for a
special work or mission. Thus the twelve
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underlying principles, which should be the basis
of all law on this subject.

P. W., Oelwein, la. 1. What became of Laza-
rus after Jesus raised him from the dead?
2. Was he a spiritual being after his res-
urrection? 3. Is there any record as tohow long the widow's son lived ?

1. There are several legends concerning him.
One states that he lived thirty years after being
raised

; another, that he went, accompanied by
Mary and Martha, to Provence and preached
the Gospel in Marseilles. 2. It was a complete
physical rehabilitation. 3. No record beyond
what is contained in the Scripture narrative.

L. D. P., Chicago, 111. How many times is a
future world referred to in the Old Testa-
ment?

That the future life was a part of the Jewish
belief, even in ancient times, is now conceded
by the best Biblical and historical authorities.
This belief in immortality receives both direct
and indirect reference in the Old Testament.

See Gen. 1:27; Gen. 3:22; Gen. 5:22, J

Exod. 3:6; \. Sam. 28; Ps. 106:28; Isa. 14:
Job 19 : 26 ; Ps. 17 : 15 ; Ps. 49 : 15, 16 ; Ps. 73

:

26, 28 ; Isa. 26 : 19 ; Dan. 12:2, 3 ; Eccles. 12
IL Sam. 12:23.

S. P., Match, Tenn. What does the higher ,.
icism teach ? \ hear much about it, a
would like to know just what it is.

There are two kinds of higher criticisn

constructive and destructive. The first

earnest, scholarly investigation, in the ri(

spirit of reverence for God and his Word

;

other is investigation in the hostile spirit

unbelief and for the purpose of undermini
faith in the Gospel and the old Bible by atta.

ing them at every opportunity.

B. E., Boulder, Colo. Do you think it wrc
for a person to pray for the success o:

business venture?

We have a right to go to our heave
Father and ask him to supply all our r

wants, spiritual and material. If we are
business troubles, we are privileged to ask
help to relieve us, and we may consistently :

his blessing on our efforts in any honoia
work in which we may engage. There is

point, however, where a line must be drawn
our petitions, which every Christian recogniz
and our Father, in his wisdom, would
grant any request when we ask to our ol

hurt. We should say that one who prays
\

riches, for success over business rivals, for f'l

residences, or means for lavish display and
dulgence, would be asking amiss.

E. C, Prairie, la. 1. Does the eleventh chapte
I

I. Corinthians signify that a woman she !

have her head veiled :- 2. Also, in speakint
eating and drinking, does this mean theLoi
Supper?

1. The women of Corinth in Paul's time, on
plea that there was no distinction of sex
Christianity, claimed equality with men, i

some, ignoring the custom of the time, came
the religious gatherings without the usual he
dress. Paul,.in the first si.\teeii verses of ti

chapter, reproves what he regards as an imi!

pricty. It relates wholly to local conditional

Greece at the time, and is simply an episode:
not to be regarded as essential to Gospel teachij

since climatic and geographic conditions regul'

dress everywhere, and what is viewed as pro

in one country may in another be held as
|

reverse. 2. Yes ; see verse 20. Ii

Miscellaneous

R. P. B., Barbourville, Ky. If your C)

science tells you it is wrong, you would
^

well to heed it.
]

Mrs, Mattie Foiles, Kampsville, Calho'li

County, 111., would be glad to receive the
|

dress of her son, Zoda D. Lumley. i

Subscriber, Bay City, Mich. Prayers \

usually addressed to God the Father, and wlj-

ever we ask we ask in the name of the Son.

J. A., Nevada. Such discussions are \

profitable, and only lead to dissension. ji

would advise you to drop the whole busir|
and stick to the Gospel.

j

Mrs. B. R., Louisville, N. S.. Canada. 1. '(

"elder brother" has already been fully discusj
in The Mail-Bag. 2. Rev. C. M. Sheld((
address is Topeka, Kan.

\

M. T., Willshire, O. Some commentalk
hold that John may have been baptized by fe

of his own disciples. There is nothing defiif

on the subject.

Any one knowing the whereabouts of J.'-

Skirvin, lately of Kalamazoo, Mich., is v-

quested to kindly inform Mi-s. A. McClell
1704 Toole Avenue, Missoula, Mont.

|

A. F. K., Manheim, Pa. Nothing that cd
harm man, or rob him of his reason, or bru-
ize his nature, ever came from the hand f

God. This is the only explanation possible f

the miracle in question.
|

J. W. B., Hillsboro, la. 1. The marg '1

dates, as we have frequently explained, vi^

calculated by Arehbishoj) Ussher. They s

not a part of the Bible, but are simply supj-

mentary. 2. There is no authority for -?

statement in question. No one can positiv

state the manner of baptism employed ^
John. i

Mrs. S. E. H., Rutland, Ind. The GoJl

points out the way of salvation (see Acts 5

31; Acts 4:12; Acts 16:31; \. Pet. 1:5;
Tim. 1:9, 10; Rom. 11:6; Eph. 2:9). "?

applies, of course, to those to whom the Goi.'

has already been preached and who have tii

shown the way ; it does not apply to '^

heathen who have not as yet heard the Cos .

and who are therefore not to be judged by *

same standard as those to whom it has I""

preached. Salvation is of God alone, and i

must place himself in the attitude of repenttje

before he can receive it.
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CROWD GATHERING ON A STREET CORNER IN PHILADELPHIA TO STOP THE PASSAGE OF CARS

PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT STRIKE
TOT for many years has there been a strike

\j characterized by such determination on both
' sides, so many scenes of mob violence and such

srreat destruction of property as in the one now
ing carried on against the Rapid Transit Com-
ny by the streetcar employees in Philadelphia.

16 men went out on Saturday, February 19, and
thin three days hundreds of cars had been
recked or burned, three people had been killed out-
^ht and the hospitals were full of people who had
en wounded by pistol bullets or by bricks, stones
id bolts thrown by strikers or strike sympathizers,
stol shots sounded in the streets almost as often
they did in the avenues of St.

?tersburp a year or two ago,
hen the Russian disturbances
ere at their height, and for
le passer-by they were nearly
i dangerous. In fact, if a vis-

or from abroad had suddenly
rived in the shopping district

the City of Brotherly Love

—

district usually as staid and
spectable as could be found
nywhere in America—he
ould have thought that he
as in the midst of a revolu-
on when he saw the surging
owds, heard the roar of the
ob as a car was attacked,
/erturned or set on fire, and
otormen and conductors were
ragged from the platforms
id assaulted, many so se-

ously that their recovery is

Jt of the question.
Philadelphia depends on its

•olleys perhaps more than any
her place in the East, with
le possible exception of Bos-
)n, which is also a city of sub-
rbs, in which thousands of
J.siness men make their homes
hile their offices are down-
>wn or in the central part of
le city. As usually happens in case of a strike,

le people were put to great inconvenience; the
^-opkeepers kept their stores open with no custom-
's in sight, while the few who ventured on the cars
ere subjected to hair-raising experiences, in the
ay of having the cars toppled over or bullets sent
irough the windows, which they will never forget
nless "peaceful Philadelphia" has another strike
orse than this one.
The men of the union were called out at one o'clock

1 the afternoon, and by Saturday night almost
very line in the city was tied up or badly crippled,

though the transit company made every effort to

keep as many cars as possible running with the

twelve hundred men who remained in its employ.

The strike was called with the sanction of the na-

tional officers of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Employees. Some such action

had been expected, though not quite so soon, as the

trouble between the men and the company had been

patched up, but the truce was not considered perma-
nent, and the third week of February matters at

issue reached an acute stage.

The immediate cause of the strike was the dis-

charge, on the preceding day, of a large number of

Motorman Attacked by Strikers in the Kensington District

men. The strikers declare that about six hundred

or more were told that their services would no longer

be required, and they think this action could be

construed in no other way than as the beginning of

a lockout. The officials, on the other hand, assert

that only one hundred and seventy-three men were

discharged, and all of these on specific charges.

When the men were dismissed C. 0. Pratt, national

organizer, prepared at once for a trial of strength

with the company. He ordered the men of his union

to take the cars they were running back to the

barns and not to go to work again until the com-

pany guaranteed the right of the men to belong to

the union. Mr. Pratt declared, in a formal state-

ment to the public, that the charge against the men
dismissed was "belonging to the union." In addi-

tion he ordered the men not to take out a car until

the company guaranteed twenty-five cents an hour
pay. Pratt was the leader of the strike which tied

up traffic in Philadelphia last June and has been a
prominent figure ever since in railroading circles.

The strike last June ended with a compromise of the
subjects at issue, but neither the men nor the com-
pany which employed them have been really satisfied

with the results. There was a great deal of rioting

all through the strike in the
Kensington district. There, on
the first day, a crowd of over
ten thousand strikers and their

friends assembled and attacked
six cars on Kensington Ave-
nue. Bricks and stones hurtled
against the cars, the poles were
jerked from the trolley wires,
and two of the cars were set on
fire. The police were helpless,

and a call was sent in and fire

engines were soon rushing to

the scene. The drivers sent
their teams plunging forward
through the mob, the fire-

men leaped to the ground and
turned the hose first on the
cars and then, when the rioters

made a rush forward, the hose-
men turned the water on the
crowd, which seemed to have a
cooling eff"ect. Then reinforce-
ments arrived, and a number of

arrests were made.
Boys in various parts of the

city threw stones through car
windows, and dozens of pas-
sengers were cut by flying

glass. In fact, hardly a car
passed Thirty-first and Dau-
phin Streets without being at-

tacked. The strike being called at midday, thou-
sands of people were compelled to run the gauntlet,
as it were, to get home. During the subsequent
days all the women who could remained at home.
Sunday was not a day of rest and quiet. Police

patrols covered threatened points as best they could,
but the crowds were too large and in too fierce a
mood to be cowed by the bluecoats, of whom they
generally stood in awe. Downtown there was not
so much rioting, but in the suburban districts the
day was one long series of bloody encounters. Au

Continued on page 230
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IF
there is anything in this world that God hates

it is sham. The word sham comes from the

same root as the word shame, and that word
meant originally a wound, something which caused

pain ; that is, a sham is something which ought to

wound our sense of what is right and true, and it

always does wound it when we have a clear and

right perception of life. Christ never grew indig-

nant, according to the Gospels, except when in the

presence of the Scribes and Pharisees. It was
I hypocrisy, more than any other one sin, which

'aroused his anger. It was because his sense of what
was right and true was opposed to that which was
a superficial thing and a falsehood that his spirit

rose up and cried out against the false.

The Divine Hatred of Sham

It is a first mark of the divine nature, from the

very beginning, to hate all sham or superficial

things. In the very act of creation God revealed his

great love for "deep things." There are at least

four distinct marks of the creation. First: It took

a great deal of time; how long we do not know, but

the periods called days were undoubtedly very long

geological periods. It was not a superficial thing

God was doing when he made the earth. Even his

divine power could not, or did not, make it in a

hurry. In the second place, the creation of the

world caused gigantic effort; even God needed to

rest after the six days. In the third place, the

creation tended toward a great and dignified final

purpose. It was not to show the divine power that

God created the universe. It was to lead up to the

creation of man and the establishment of him as a

free-will being on the face of the earth. In the

fourth place, the whole creation was good when it

was finished, which Is never true of anything which
is a sham or which lies upon the surface.

If it is a mark of the divine being to hate the

shams of life, it will not do us any harm to consider

what a few of these shams are, as opposed to the

deep things of God. There are a great many of

these shams in our human life to-day. Among them
we may note, first, the shams of society. Many
young people wish to keep up with the foolish ex-

penses of their own circle, even when they are not
able to do so. It is probably true that hundreds of
young men have bought expensive automobiles in

this country, and run into debt for them. I know of
a few instances, and doubtless there are very many
more, where the desire to be in society leads to this
exhibition of display and an outlay which cannot be
afforded. A merchant told me that he had been
unable to collect a small bill from a family which,
nevertheless, finds the means to go away every sum-
mer on expensive vacations, and whose names figure
largely in the column of persons who entertain, etc.

Society is guilty of a sham philanthropy when it

gives so-called charity balls, where more money is

spent for dress, flowers, decoration and music, than
is received for the poor, and this is called "charity,"
forsooth. There is also a sham politeness displayed
by many people, who go through the outward forms,
but lack the real kindness of heart. This is the
veneering which Christ indignantly denounced when
he spoke of the Scribes as being "whited sepulchres."

Shams in Education

In the second place, there are the shams which
are sometimes connected with learning. Students
sometimes wish to make a good showing with the
least possible expense of time and thought. They
devise methods by which they can pass examinations
or make a good showing in the classroom. There is
no real scholarship back of the apparent effort. It
is significant also, in connection with some of the
athletic phases of our college life, that there is dan-
ger of a sham atmosphere pervading places of learn-
ing where over-emphasis is given to a thing like
athletics. The recent bequest to a college in Penn-
sylvania of a million dollars, on condition that the

* Piistor Centr.ll Consresatioii.il Cliurcli, Topeka. Kansas.
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college give up all intercollegiate athletic sports, is

a case in point. One of the students in this college,

on being asked whether he thought the college ought

to accept this gift, said, "No, it was worth a million

dollars to down Pennsylvania in football." If that

exaggerated sense of the importance of athletics

should prevail to any extent in the college life of

America it would represent a shallow definition of

a college education.

Shams in Commercial Life

Third. There are the shams of deception in com-

mercial life. The recent pure food law is revealing

some of these shams. It is a great pity that the

people have been deceived so long, or have deceived

themselves, in the matter of patent medicines. If

the whole list of patent medicines should forever be

swallowed up in some bottomless pit, the American
people would be far better off and happier than they

are at present. The discovery has been made by the

inspectors that some of these patent medicines con-

tain from forty to sixty per cent, of opium or alco-

hol. In fact, they are nothing but intoxicants or

opiates in disguise. What Christian people need to

do is to adopt a healthy and Christian diet, renounc-

ing all forms of dissipation (and Christian people

are guilty of many), engage in wholesome, healthy,

happy work for others, lead simple lives, and keep
away from the drug store. In the commercial world
is also much of the sham of so-called philanthropy.

Men who have made their money by breaking the

laws of the United States, who have selfishly broken
the Golden Rule in business, who have driven their

competitors out of business, give some of the money
thus selfishly made to churches or hospitals or col-

leges, and point to themselves with pride as Chris-
tian philanthropists. This used to deceive the
American people. It does not deceive them as much
as it did, and it is sham philanthropy.

Fourth. There is also the sham of expecting to

get something for nothing, which prevails in many
parts of the country. Newspapers which ought to
know better encourage this idea by advertising gifts
for voting contests. In many Western towns the
papers are continually asking the people to vote on
the most popular man in town, or the prettiest school
teacher, or the most popular streetcar conductor,
the winner in the contest to get a piano, or a trip to
Europe, or something else of great value for noth-
ing. The whole principle is vicious, and should be
opposed by all Christian people. It belongs to the
sham of life.

Shams in Religious Life

There are also shams even in the religious world.
Forms and ceremonies and rituals even take the
place of the real heart life. The minister is sup-
posed to preach and pray, and the choir to sing, some
deceased brother right up into heaven, while the
whole community knows as well as the minister and
the choir that the deceased has lived anything but a
heavenly life, and the whole thing is a mockery to
all who hear, as well as to those who speak or sing.
I have had families indignant at me because I would
not declare a eulogy on a funeral occasion over a
member of the family who had never been a Chris-
tian at all, had seldom attended church, and had been
notorious for selfish and impure ways. The entire
thing is a sham and a mockery and belongs to the
things which God hates. There is also a more
serious indictment to be brought against our reli-
gious life when it holds back what is due in the way
of money and service. We call ourselves a Chris-
tian people. Members of churches give very mea-
gerly compared to their means. I made a recent
comparative study of the salaries of twenty minis-
ters in a Western town with the salaries of twenty
representative railroad men. The twenty ministers
received an average of $9.50 each. The twenty rail-
road men received an average of $6,700 each. Five

these twenty railroad men were receiving $10 000
each. They were heads of departments, in very
responsible positions. Of these twenty ministers
fifteen had received no increase in salary in ten
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years' time. This great Christian nation sper

$515,000,000 every year for tobacco, every cent

which is worse than wasted; and it spends mc
than a round $1,000,000,000 every year for

toxicating drinks, $20,000,000 for chewing gu,

$25,000,000 for kid gloves, $15,000,000 for ostr

feathers, and $10,000,000 all told, from all the >

nominations, for foreign missions. If our religii

is worth what we say it is, we are getting it V(

cheap. If we could get all the money that is sp(';

by church members for useless amusements, that

,

amusements which are not necessary for health, ;

could double the salary of every minister and schi

teacher in the United States. I say it is a sh i

religion and a sham Christianity which is willing ,i

spend less for its Christian activities than for 'j

amusements and indulgences of life.

Seek the "Deep Things" of God

Now, over against all these sham things of ]

stand the deep things of God, and it is the di

things of God that we as Christian people are urj

to seek after. Before we can get them we m
have a right definition of life. We are here in ti

world to do the will of God. That is our first bi;

ness. We are not here to build railroads, or sj

scraping cities, or factories, or make money, as
'

first business of life; and we are here, first of all.;

seek the kingdom of God, and then if we need
other things they will follow after. It is a grt

thing for a human being when he has discovel

what the essentials of life are, and sweeps the uri-

sential out. With this definition we can ask, W f

are the deep things of God? Among the very fit

we could put the love of humanity. The great .t

thing about God is love, and it is not an abstrt

thing, but concrete. It is the love of men, and J

get very close to the deep things of God when }

also love men. Among the deep things of God n

'

be mentioned also his great redemptive power, f

we have faith in that, we can do great things *

him and with him. The world needs the healing ; i

redemptive power of God more than anything e,

and the Church of Christ needs to search after I

power, which can be obtained through faith,

this knowledge of the deep things of God is the w'<

of the Spirit of God, and it cannot be obtained exc t

by the spiritual sense. Coming home from Eun ,

a man died on our steamer when it was in midocf •

The Call of the Spirit

The next day the widow went to the officers of e

ship and asked if they could not send word to r

relatives, who lived in New York. The wireless -

strument was set to work. It flashed the mess e

over hundreds of miles of water, through the ?

and against the wind. The relatives received e

word, and telegraphed back to the woman that e

message had been received. This would have b n

absolutely impossible if the instrument on the f'p

and the instrument in the steamship office had 't

been in tune. They were made to answer each ot: ••

It is thus with the spirit of man. It must be se'-

tive to the spirit of God for free communicain
between the two. Does your spirit respond to e

call of the world as it cries aloud to you, beckor?
you to ambition, or to pleasure, or to sin, or c s

your spirit respond to the Spirit of God? Spirilil

things are spiritually examined. It is well for e

Church of Christ in this country to examine it f

whether it is thus searching after the deep thing if

God, or whether it is satisfied with the sham d

superficial, and it will not be until the ChristiaiY
of America is the Christianity of Christ. It will *t

be until we have turned from the shallow and eir y

things of life to "the deep things of God" that e

can expect to make great the kingdom of God in le

life of this nation. The needs of America art^o-

great, its passions and sins and selfishness ari^o

monumental, that nothing less than the deep thi.'S

of God in the hearts of his people can bring al't

individual and social regeneration and save 'S

republic for the good of the world and the gJ
of God.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page]
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He Cares for Me
I
AM only a little sparrow

—

A bird of low degree ;

My life is of little value.

But the dear Lord cares for me.

He gives me a coat of feathers ;

It is very plain, I know.
With never a speck of crimson.
But it was not made for show.

It keeps me warm in winter.
And it shields me from the rain ;

Were it bordered with gold or purple,
Perhaps it might make me vain.

If my food is sometimes scanty.

Close picking makes it sweet

;

I've always enough to feed me.
And life is more than meat.

I fly through the thickest forest

;

I alight on many a spray ;

I've neither chart or compass.
But I never lose my way.

I'm only a little sparrow

—

A bird of low degree

;

But I know the dear Lord loves me

;

Dost thou know His love for thee ?

Author Unknou-n.

The Lonely Elderly Woman
\ N English paper announces that

i. fifty flats for ladies are in process

f erection in London. They are not

or the rich, but are to be rented at a

>w figure and are designed for wom-
1, especially elderly women, of good
irth and education, who are com-
elled to earn their living. The rent

or one of these little apartments will

3 placed as low as nine shillings per
eek—about $2. A central dining-

all and social drawing-room are pro-

ided, where the tenants, under a

roper management, can meet each
her and form pleasant friendships,

uch an enterprise would be a positive

essing to many worthy women in

ew York and other large cities here.

Almost any one of us knows several

omen between fifty and seventy years
" age, well-born and delicately reared,
horn the vicissitudes of life have
jrced into our shops and offices to

irn a living. Depending often upon
anty salarie.«, and either without
imily friends or with only such as
e unable to help them, these gentle
dies are often obliged to live in small,
leerless rooms. Rents are too high
> permit them to occupy a regular
lartment of their own; and yet they
ould love to have such a home. They
e still able to work. They could
anage to keep up a little home. But
)ne is available, except at prohibitive
ices.

"At this present moment," says our
irrespondent, "I know two women,
)th of them between fifty and sixty
•ars of age, who are wishing for ju.st

ich a quiet, safe, inexpensive retreat
i this English apartment house. If
ily some benefactor would arise to
lild one or more, and possibly to cn-
)\v them sufficiently, so that in times
stress rent might be provided free

11' certain tenants!"
She suggests that the building might
isely be built around three sides of a
luare, and only two rooms deep, so as
give plenty of light. Each tenement

'uld consist of three or four rooms,
ith ample closets, and conveniences
r those who wish to do their own
'Oking and 'laundry work; and cites
veral cases which she has known of
omen to whom such a house would
ive been "an inestimable boon."
The idea -sounds sane and practical,
id may well be pondered by our phil-
ithropic workers.

Kate Upson Clark.

A Delight to the Family
Dear Dr. Klopsch : All you promised
r the $2 sub.scription I have received,
id more. The Christian Herald is

> stranger in our home, but rather a
lend. The calendar and picture are
mply marvels of beauty. The Stoni
[ble is a delight to the whole familv.
e would not be without The Chris-
AN Hfrald for twice the price we
'y for it.

J. M. I.ASATER AND WiFE.
fUntywood, Mont.

X!;be Children's pulpit
BIBLE SAINTS By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, P.P.*

WHO are saints? If this were one of your examination ques-
tions how many of you could answer it? One boy holds up
his hands; he says: "Saints are a—well, saints are the

—

why, saints are saints." A little girl says saints are very holy men
with a ring of light round their heads. The dictionary says : "Saints
are holy or godly persons." Sometimes we go to the dictionary when
we ought to go to the Bible. What answer does the Bible give? The
Bible word that tells the meaning of saint is the one you are almost
sure to miss in your spelling lesson. The word is "separate."
Saints are people who are separated from those who do not love
and obey God.

NEXT Thursday, March 17, is St. Patrick's Day. You are smil-

ing, and I know you are thinking of something that girls run
from and that boys like to kill. Behind the smile and the snakes the
real St. Patrick has been lost. He did not drive the snakes from
Ireland. He did something better than that. Do you want to know
some facts about St. Patrick, and about what he did? He was born
in Britain, and was of noble birth. When he was about fifteen years
old, at his father's country place, he was seized by pirates and carried
to Ireland and sold to strangers. He was kept in slavery for six
years. After he escaped to his home in Britain, he tells us that he
heard a voice in his mind. It was "the voice of the Irish," and it

said: "We pray thee, holy youth, to come and henceforward walk
among us." He separated himself from his home and friends and
went to Ireland to preach Christ. This separation made him a Bible
saint.

ST. PATRICK lived in the fifth century. We are living in the
twentieth century. At that time all the people on the Emerald

Isle were heathen and worshiped idols. They had not so much as
heard there was a Christ. The slave boy's life was noble and good,
and his "intense faith" drew the people to him. They knew there
was a God, but did not know he had sent Christ with good news for
our world. Shall I tell you how these heathen tried to get a message
from God? The man who wanted to get the message would take the
skin off a ram or goat, and wrap himself in the skin, that had the
warm blood on it. Then he would run to a stream or waterfall and
there lie down and sleep. He believed that while, by the side of the
running water, he slept in this skin, his idol would talk to him and
give him a message from God. His dream was his Bible.

ST. PATRICK had, while a boy, learned of Christ, and now saw
how foolish these strange heathen customs were. He spent the

remainder of his life preaching Christ to these people. He was what
we call to-day a missionary. By his life and hard work he won the
people from idolatry and taught them to learn the will of God
from Christ. Do I hear some of you say: "How could one man
convert a whole island from heathenism and change idol worshipers
into Christians?" We do not have to go back to the fifth century to

answer this question. I will tell you a story more wonderful than
the story of the conversion of the island of Ireland.

THE Rev. Dr. John G. Paton, who for forty years was a mission-

ary to the South Sea Islands, spoke at one time in New York
about his work. He told us that when he went to the South Sea
Islands the people were heathen. They had never heard of Christ.

One of his most interesting stories is about the well he dug. On
the island there were weeks and weeks when it did not rain. During
the dry season they drank the milk of the cocoanuts—as long as it

lasted. Then they would go to their idols and pray for rain. Poor
people, with tongues hot from thirst, praying to dumb idols to send
them rain! When the "rain-god" delayed his answer to their

prayers, there was great suffering.

THERE had been no rain for several weeks, the cocoanuts were all

gone, and the people were dying from thirst. Dr. Paton told

them he was going down into the earth for rain. The people had
never seen fresh water except as it came from the clouds. How
could clouds be found in the earth? Dr. Paton prayed to God to help

him, and then began to dig a hole in the ground. The savages sup-

posed he was crazy. All he could persuade them to do was to pull a

windlass-rope and draw up the loosened earth as he sank the well

deeper and deeper. If he found fresh water they would believe he
was telling the truth about Christ. If he failed, they would not
believe him and would probably kill him.

AFTER going down thirty feet he struck a spring. Down on his

knees he fell, praying, tasting the water at the same time. It

was pure, fresh water. The people drank and their parched tongues
were cooled. The effect was magical. The man they had laughed
at was now a "prophet." He had said he would go down in the

ground to "find rain," and now the people believed that all he told

them about Jehovah and Jesus Christ was true. Ask your teacher

to tell you the story of how the heathen in the South Sea Islands

believed in Dr. Paton's God, destroyed their idols, built churches and
.schools, accepted God's laws and were changed from cannibals into

Christians. This story will help you to understand some of the

wonderful things we are told about the great missionary, St. Patrick.

*P:istnr 1st Ref'd Ch., Brooklyn, N. Y. Tfxt : "to the Saints." Col, 1:2.
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A Notable Japanese Pa^or
MISSIONARY William E. Lampe,

of Sendai, Japan, writes to The
Christian Herald acknowledging the
receipt of contributions by readers of
this journal, to be applied in further-
ance of his missionary work. He says

:

"After earnest thought as to how it

might be best applied, I have decided

to send it to Sendai, Japan, for the ben-
efit of Mr. Chikaharu Akiho, his fam-
ily and his work. Mr. Akiho became
a Christian more than twenty years
ago, while in a normal school. His
parents bitterly opposed his becoming
a Christian, inasmuch as they could
not understand why he should wish to
take such a step. Soon after accepting
the Christian faith, he decided to de-
vote himself to the propagation of
Christianity as his lifework. He has
for more than fifteen years been one
of the ablest and most faithful native
pastors in all of north Japan. His
salary has usually been $10 to $12 per
month, and it may readily be seen
what this has involved in order that
he might be able to support a family
of five children, but he has been willing
to endure all for the sake of the Gos-
pel. He is now pastor of one of the
most active congregations in the city
of Sendai, which has a population of
more than 100,000. His present sal-
ary, even while pastor of that city con-
gregation, is $16.50 a month. His two
sons will follow in the footsteps of
their father and enter the Christian
ministry. Both have graduated from
the North Japan College, a mission
school, under the care of the Reformed
Church in the United States, and are
now studying theology, and will soon
begin their active ministry. The old-
est daughter is now in a Christian
Girls' School, and will soon be doing
the work of a Bible woman. I do not
know of an instance where $10 can be
better used than to assist in the work
of this family, which is doing more
than very many families in the home-
land, to help build up the kingdom of
God in the earth."

Anvil Sparks

. . Love for God takes in everybody
else.

. . Growl less, and one grows in
grace.

. . Folks who hope are generally
folks who help.

..Give love the power and it will
always help.

. .A stingy Christian is a living dis-
honor to Christ.

. . It is hard to tire the man whom
Christ has rested.

. .There would be more good boys if

there were more good fathers.

. .The widow who gave the two
mites did not starve to death.

..There can be no true politeness
without the practice of self-denial.

..Every Christian should be a re-
minder to some worldling that God is

good.

. . Many a prayer for a revival has
been defeated by a church entertain-
ment.

. .The man who has no aim in life

is worse off than one who has lost his
eyesight.

. .The man who is not some kind of
a missionary is not a true follower of
Jesus Christ.

. . When God turned Adam out of
Eden he sent an angel with him, whose
name was Hope.

. .All the science in the world can-
not make a bad man feel at home in
a prayer meeting.

..Make pure thoughts welcome in
your mind, and God will not fail to
come into your life.

. .The man who never speaks of his

religion in public is not getting much
enjoyment out of it in private.
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CONGRESS AND THE COST OF LIVING
SENATE'S SPECIAL COMMITTEE BEGINS INVESTIGATION OF THE PRESENT HIGH PRICED

rnpHE legislative branch of the United States

I Government has entered upon what it is prom-

-A. ised shall be a thorough and exhaustive in-

vestigation mto the causes of the increased cost of

living in this country. Vice-President James S.

Sherman, presiding officer of the Senate, appointed

a special committee of that body to consider this

specific subject. This special committee will prob-

ably conclude its inquiry during the current session

of Congress—before mid-summer at the latest

—

although it is realized that this will necessitate

energetic work owing to the

wide scope of the investigation.

Many of our readers may
have seen references in the

newspapers, during the past

few weeks, to an investigation

of the all-absorbing topic of

the present cost of living by a

group of Representatives. This

earlier activity has been merely

a prelude to the broader treat-

ment of the subject which is

now proposed. The earlier in-

vestigation has been held by a

sub-committee of the District

of Columbia Committee of the

United States House of Repre-
sentatives, and has concerned
itself only with the exception-

ally high cost of living in the

city of Washington^-a sore

subject with Congressmen and
other compulsory residents of

the Capital City. The Senate
investigation is to concern it-

self not with one section, but
with the conditions of life in all

parts of the country, and even
with foreign influences as ex-

erted upon American food and
raiment.
When t he suggestion was

first made for a Senate investi-

gation, the proposal first contemplated turning
the searchlight upon the causes of high prices

of the more elementary necessaries of life. Grad-
ually, however, substitute resolutions and amend-
ments were presented in the Senate, until the
measure as finally adopted called for a most sweep-
ing search for facts. The special committee will

endeavor to ascertain to what extent prices have
advanced during the past ten years and the cause
of such increase. Incidentally, it will go into the
subject of salaries and wages in the different occu-
pations, to ascertain whether incomes have in-

creased proportionately to the advance in the cost

of living. The investigation is not to deal merely

with surface conditions, as reflected by retail prices

in the stores and markets all over the country; but

will follow the various commodities back to farm

and factory, with a view to learning the exact

sources of the additions to the ultimate prices, and
determining the relative responsibility of producers,

cold-storage interests, wholesalers, jobbers, commis-

sion merchants or other middlemen, and retailers.

It is stated in the instructions given to the special

The U. S. Senate Committee to Investigate the Cost of Living

Seated—left to right • Senators Crawford, McCuniber and Lodge (Chairman). Standing ; Senators Smoot, tlallinger and Simmons

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts
appointed chairman of the Special Committee, is ai

ardent advocate of the present tariff. He delivere(

addresses in the Senate recently denying that th

new tariff is to blame for the high prices of fooc

and clothing. Senator J. H. Gallinger of Nev
Hampshire, another member of the committee, i

also a believer in the existing tariff, and two of th<

other Republican members. Senator Reed Smoot o

Utah and Senator P. J. McCumber of North Da
kota, are likewise accounted "regulars" on thi

issue. The fifth Republican oi

the committee, Senator G. I

Crawford of South Dakota, i

said to hold "progressive" sen
timents on the tariff, notwith
standing that he voted for th
Payne measure. The two Dem
ocrats on the committee, Sena
tor F. M. Simmons of Norti
Carolina and Senator James F
Clarke of Arkansas, are op
posed, in the main, to hig'

tariff duties.
;

Experts will be employed i:'

the investigation; and the corr!

mittee is empowered to send fo

papers and persons needed i

the taking of testimony, to ejf.

amine witnesses under oatl,

and to employ such stenogrs,

phers and clerks as may b

necessary. It is not expects
that the committee will travf!

about the country, as somi
Congressional committees havj

done, holding sessions in th:

principal cities. All the worl'

it is expected, can be done i'

Washington, by summoning t'

1.

committee that the investigators must be attentive
to clothing, boots and shoes, and "all commodities,"
even to steel. From the very nature of things, the
investigation ought to go pretty deeply into the sub-
ject of tariff regulation and its effect upon prices.

Such an inquiry ought to have more or less signifi-

cance as a verdict upon the influence of the new
tariff regulations. This explains the keen concern
felt in political circles as to the personnel of the
special committee and the leanings of the respective
members as advocates or opponents of the existing
tariff law.

the capital such witnesses a|

may be needed.
|

In anticipation of this Sei"

atorial investigation, the tw

departments having the greatest knowledge c'

price fluctuations and market conditions—the D(l

partment of Agriculture and Department of Con'
nierce and Labor—set about the compilation of dij

tailed data on the subject. Now the officials ha\

ready at hand an immense amount of valuable info;i

mation to lay before the investigators. Mr. E. '!)

Clark, secretary to the new committee, is a goc'

choice for this responsible place. He has served i]

clerk of the Senate Committee on the Philippine

and ts well qualified to handle the mass of detai

that will be involved. Waldon Fawcett.
'
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PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT STRIKE ^
attempt was made by
the company to run
cars, but before the
afternoon was over
they sent back what
they could rescue to

the barns.

Philadelphia has a
police force of a little

over three thousand,
and they seemed ut-

terly helpless before
the crowds which
surged menacingly up
and down the streets
looking for trouble.
The fact that two po-
licemen were riding on
the front platform of
a car seemed to give
added zest to stone
throwing, the leaders
being able, after a dis-

charge of missiles, to escape into the throng behind,
which closed about them and made their arrest diffi-
cult, if not impossible.
Mayor Reyburn realized that he was dealing with

a critical situation, and authorized the Director of
Public Safety, Henry Clay, to enlist four thousand
extra policemen, thus bringing the available force
up to seven thousand.

Strike Leader Pratt was in close touch with John
Murphy, the head of the Central Labor Union, and
it was soon noised about that Murphy would call a
sympathetic strike of every union man in Philadel-
phia if non-union men were put on the cars.
A large number of children were injured in the

riots. One little girl, standing on a doorstep, was

C. O. Pratt
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hit in the side by a stray bullet. A little boy of
eleven was riding in a Franklinville car which was
stormed by several hundred rioters. All of the pas-
sengers dropped to the floor and tried to protect
themselves from the flying bricks and the glass
which came down on their heads and faces in show-
ers. A stone hit the little fellow on the side of the
head, injuring him fatally. One mob was threaten-
ing the lines of the fire-

men putting out a conflag-
ration when up came eight
automobiles filled with po-
licemen, led by fighting-

Tim O'Leary, superinten-
dent of police. They
formed a giant wedge,
charged at double-time and
drove into the mob, strik-
ing right and left. The
street was soon cleared
and the firemen saved.

In the Kensington dis-
trict by Monday a large
number of barricades were
erected across the street,
and the place looked like a
battlefield. Here the com-
pany gave up first of all,

as things were growing
rapidly worse and it was
almost sure death to send
a man through on a car
platform. Strike Leader
Pratt was placed under ar-
rest, charged with inciting
riot, but this seemed to
have little effect. At last,
when the police seemed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 227

powerless, the mounted State constabulary were sei

for, "men who do not carry bouquets in their gunsi
Quietly, determinedly they, a mere handful, i.o(

into the city of turmoil, and the place knew the firj

sense of relief for several days. There is one pers(

all Pennsylvania knows cannot be fooled with, ai

that is a trooper of the constabulary. The stril

is still on as this edition goes to press.

Policemen Arresting Stone-Throwers



ROOSEVELT IN THE SOUDAN

Mrs. Roosevelt and Her Daughter Ethel

\FTER several months in the African bush, and
living the care-free and happy life of the

>- hunter and naturalist, where Congressmen

lase from troubling and politics are at rest, Colo-

il Roosevelt has packed up his guns and the equip-

3nt of his expedition and has turned to that other

le of work, writing, for which he has always had
pronounced taste and in which he won distinction

fore he became a leading figure in our national

e. He has used, it is true, pen and pencil at inter-

Is during his stay in the African forests, sending
ck vivid accounts of his journey, of days in camp
d in the hunting field, to one of our American
agazines. At present, however, he is actively en-

ged on a series of addresses and lectures, which
11 not deal with African life, but with various
•litical and social subjects. These lectures will be
livered in part before the University of Paris, in

;rlin, at Oxford, England, and one undoubtedly
Stockholm, Sweden. He will deliver the address
the latter place as one of the recipients of the

3bel Peace Prize, Mr. Roosevelt having received
e prize as the result of his efforts to bring Japan
id Russia together and end the war in Manchuria.
When Mr. Roosevelt laid down the cares of his

ice he was too active in body and too young in

irit to rest in the ordinary way. Change was rest

ough for him, and when he started for Africa he
IS enthusiastic over the trip he was about to take;
it the wiseacres and long-faced prophets of evil

agged their heads and prophesied that Mr. Roose-
It would ruin his health, be killed by natives, or
se his life in a conflict with some wild animal.
hose who saw the Ex-President the other day wire
at they never saw him looking better or more
'bust. The natives treated him like a king, and
r generations will tell of the prowess of the great
lief who formerly ruled over a great people, but
ho was so fond of the chase that he passed the job
er to some one else and camped and roughed it in

way to arouse their enthusiasm. As for the wild
limal .scare, that seems to have exploded along
ith the shells in the Roosevelt guns. Probably no
unter of recent years, since the time of Sir Samuel
aker, has ever brought back such a large and

varied collection of specimens. These are to be
placed in the Smithsonian Institution at Washing-
ton and in other museums of which the natural
history division is made a prominent feature. The
Harvard Club of New York, which already has the
nucleus of a fine collection of game heads, will prob-
ably receive one or two specimens.
Mr. Roosevelt had an expert taxidermist with him,

and did not wait until his return to civilization be-
fore sending on a large number of his trophies to
America. Some of them have already arrived in
Washing-ton, and have been mounted, ready to be
placed in their proper place in the collection in
Washington. These specimens, it may be remarked,
have no card or inscription attached to show that
they fell to the rifle of a former President. This
may be done later, however, as the visitors to the
collection will naturally want to know what speci-
mens were sent by Colonel Roosevelt.

The great hunting expedition was really over
when the party reached Gondokoro, in the Soudan,
and it was a great day for the town when the expe-
dition made its entry and proceeded to the river. It
was as picturesque a reception as the British offi-

cials and the inhabitants could devise, for a man of
world-wide fame very seldom gets into that part of
the world, a trip up the Nile satisfying most noted
tourists. The reception lacked nothing in the way
of noise, odd costume and sincerity to be rated as a
complete success. Its cordiality was a great sur-
prise to the party of hunters, for while they ex-
pected a friendly greeting they did not expect to be
made the central figures in a triumphal procession.

A large party of natives, under the command of
Chief Kereba, went out on the road a distance of
sixteen miles to act as an escort of honor. The
native band went with him, and they made the air

discordant or harmonious, according to the point of
view. They had large brass horns and plenty of
drums.
When the Roosevelt party reached the outskirts

of Gondokoro the trumpeters of the band jammed
the horns into their mouths with a "now is the time"
and a "do it or die" sort of expression, the first

notes of "America" rent the air, and the parade
started into town. Just behind the drummers, who
were sticking steadfastly to the role they had to play,

came a big Af-
r i c a n porter,
carrying a large
American flag.

Foil owing in

order came Col-

onel Roosevelt,
Kermit Roose-
velt, and the
American hunt-
ers and scien-

tists of the
Smithsonianln-
stitution. After
these came the
caravan, a long
line of gun-
bearers, porters
carrying bag-
gage, and the
men and boys
required to do
the rough work
around the
camps.

The native part of the caravan was fully alive
to the importance of the expedition, and marched
along enjoying to the full the envious glances of the
people of the place, who lined the road and fell in
behind as soon as the last burden-bearer had passed.
The column marched down to the river, where a
launch, belonging to Sir Reginald Wingate of the
EgjTJtian army, was waiting. The American flag
was flying from the stern of the boat, and a large
quantity of mail was waiting for the party.

Colonel Roosevelt, his son, and Heller, the zool-
ogist, took one trip, lasting a week, up the river,
while the rest of the party busied themselves with
packing up the outfits and paying off the escort.

The three embarked on the steamer Redjaf and
were accompanied by a launch belonging to the
Belgian government. Hardly had the cheers of the
crowd on the dock died away before both vessels
struck a sandbar and were hard aground. The
steamer managed to get off, but the launch held fast.

While here Kermit Roosevelt showed that he had
the same fearlessness which has been one of his
father's most prominent characteristics. A native
had been working about the deck of a near-by boat.
He lost his footing, fell overboard and was drowned.
Kermit and Mr. Heller both dived into the water

—

first with the hope of saving the man, and, when
this was found to be impossible, to bring up the
body. The river is full of crocodiles, which have
killed many a bold swimmer before this, but the two
men plunged in and disappeared beneath the sur-
face of the turbid stream. They soon came up, and,
finding that their efforts were in vain, climbed back
on the deck.

Colonel Roosevelt will make a formal visit to Bel-
gian territory in Africa, and then return to be
received by British officials and the Khedive at
Khartoum. He will meet Mrs. Roosevelt and his
daughter Ethel, who sailed a short time ago from
New York for Egypt. There will be an imposing re-
ception in this historic city and a number of other
festivities. They will be entertained at the Gover-
nor's palace. They will accompany him on his ex-
tended tour about the Continent, then to England
and home. Preparations for receiving Colonel
Roosevelt when he once more sets foot in his native
land are now being suggested.
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The Palace in Khartoum

%^^ AMONG THE WORKERS AT HOME AND ABROAD KO^

-Ex-U. S. Senator Blair's artirle on another
se, in which he urpes a union of all the forces
Temperance,- is sound logic and deserves a
me reading.

—The Christian Herald, in pursuance of its
li<y of presenting both sides of every great
iiilic question, gives elsewhere in- this issue the
'llier side" of the high-price problem, from the
iiidpoint of an intelligent, practical farmer and
'ik-raiser, who sets forth what he and his class
lii-ve to be the real cause of the increased cost
living.

—Dr. Arthur J. Smith has lately been con-
icting a simultaneous mission at St. John,
ew Brunswick, being the concluding services
an evangelistic tour covering over five

onths. Under his superintendence evangel-
tic campaigns, with union meetings of nearly
1 churches, have been held with remarkable
iccess in Kane, Pa. ; Elmira, N. Y., ; Law-
nce, Mass., and South Framingham.

—Missionary E. H. Richards, M. E. Mis-
on, Inhambane, Africa, writes : "Our mission
just now in receipt of $18 from some un-
lown friend, via The Christian Heralo (un-
lown to us, but not to the Master), and we
^turn our heartiest thanks. Also, thanks for
'" $35 from several other donors, through
"ir paper. I am still at work proof-reading
'! new Sheetswa Bible. We are now in Jere-
'i:ih, and hope to have the reading completed
V May 1. This will be the first production of
>e Bible in this tongue."

—Rkv. Peyton Stevens writes, saying: "The
new missionary home at Chefoo, China, in

charge of Rev. J. A. Stooke and wife, has been

a boon to missionaries of every denomination, as

well as Y. M. C. A. and Christian workers,

who are accommodated at the home at cost.

It is one of the most beautiful sanitariums in

the East. Your readers have helped in this

work, but there is still a debt on the home."

Mr. Stevens has been a missionary for sixteen

years in China.

—Secretary T. A. Bailey, of the mission to

lepers in India, writes that Miss Mary Reed is

still pushing her work in Chandag among the

poor lepers and is meeting with great encour-

agement. A converted leper in one of the

asylums in an Indian province, hearing of the

spiritual darkness of the inmates of a distant

asylum, volunteered to go and give them the

Gospel and "to live and die for them." This

is a fine illustration of Christian heroism

among a people usually regarded as one of the

most degraded in the East.

—A NOVEL experiment in church work is

about to be made by the Presbyterians in New
York. The old Fourteenth Street Presbyterian

Church is to be turned into a "labor temple,"

with Rev. G. E. Merriam and Rev. J. M. Hoad-

ley as associate pastors, and the Rev. Charles

Stelzle in general charge. There will be a corps

of workers, paid and voluntary. A special ap-

peal will be made to the interests of the labor-

ing class, and a workingmen's mass meeting

will be held every Sunday afternoon, which will

be a forum for speakers on labor, social and
economic questions.

—Missionary Emily S. Hartwell, of Foo-
chow, China, writes : "You will be glad to
hear that The Christian Herald Interdenomi-
national Fukhien Industrial Homes, which have
been made possible through the generosity of
The Christian Herald, have rented a tea
'hong,' which they have fitted up temporarily
for about one hundred boys. The list of two
hundred children we expect to take in is being
filled with the greatest care, selecting only the
most destitute. The superintendent, Mr. Li
Chi Fan, is a consecrated, able Chinese, and is

proving very efliicient. The girls we will ar-
range to take in later."
—Miss Josephine Covvgill, a missionary to

Africa, writes from Port Said to Mr. J. C.
Havemeyer, of .New York, giving an interesting
description of a school for Mohammedan girls in
that city, which is in charge of two very earnest
Christian missionaries from California. This work
has been in operation eight years. In addition to
the Gospel, there are various studies and indus-
trial work, sewing, etc. Mrs. Richardson and
Miss Triplett, the missionaries, are helped by four
native teachers. All are poorly paid and the
work is greatly hampered by lack of room. Miss
Cowgill also tells of the great need of Christian
workers in many of the nearby villages. Some
touching appeals have been made for missionaries
to be sent to these neglected places.
—Missionary William C. Terril, Superintendent

of the M- E. Mission. Inhambane. East Africa,
writes: "We have now 71 mission oul-stations.

in charge of the same number of native evangel-
ists. We haveon these out-stations 1.783 members
and probationers, also 1,117 children in our day
schools and over 1,300 pupils in the Sunday
School. The fact that cheei-s our hearts the
most is that vie have 3,000 heathen in regular
attendance each day at our prayer services. We
need help to reach these people and bring them
to the light of the Gospel. Their hearts are
seeking after the real Saviour. If we do not point
them to Christ soon, Mahomet will win them,
for his followers are Inisy, while we are tied and
able to do but little. Fully 30 of our 71 evangel-
ists are working without any help from the mis-
sion, because we have not the means to help
them. We plead for help for these in order that
the work may go on uninterruptedly."

Back to His "First Love"
Dear Old Christian Herald: En-

closed find money order for $1.50 for
one year's subscription to the paper.
I was a subscriber to the Home Herald
and an older member of The Chris-
tian Herald family. Like the prod-
igal son, I am very glad to be thus
restored to my first love. Of course, I

want the calendar and "all else that is

coming ' to a returned wanderer.
Kettle Falls, Wash. S. M. Gill.
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Strikes and the Public

AT this writing one of the worst streetcar strikes

in American industrial history is in progress.

It has been characterized by scenes of violence

abhorrent to the mind of the majority of Americans

who love law and order. As to the causes of the

strike the carmen's union tell one story and the

company another. Strike Leader Pratt claims that

the company formed a rival union in order to

weaken the one to which the majority of the men
belonged, and that men were discharged by the hun-

dred for being union men. This the company de-

nies, saying that those dropped had been taken off

the list of employees for the good of the service. A
demand has also been made for an advance of pay,

but this does not seem to be of such importance in

the eyes of the strikers as the preservation intact of

the Amalgamated Association.

Through the entire conflict of interests the wel-

fare of the general public, which as a mere matter

of majority is the greatest of all, seems to have been

disregarded by both sides. The American people

are, as a general thing, fair-minded. If the union

had a just case they would have been glad to have
its grievance rectified. If the company was en-

deavoring to serve the public fairly and treat its

men fairly, then they would like equally well to have
that made clear. As matters stand now the various
issues on which the strike was made have become
dimmed in the mind of the average Philadelphian,
who is compelled to walk five miles to his work.

Reports from the erstwhile City of Brotherly
Love show that the innocent bystanders and the

passengers on the cars have received more injuries

than strikers, policemen and car operators, conse-
quently the public is heartily sick of the situation,

is not taking sides, but is very anxious to have some-
thing done to have permanent peace in the streets

and feel that life and limb are not in jeopardy every
time one turns a corner and finds himself in the
vicinity of a trolley car.

Now that things have reached such a pass order
must, of course, be restored, and then steps can be
taken to settle the difficulty which seems chronic be-
tween the railway company and a large part of its

m.en. But things should never have been allowed to
reach the present condition of riot and bloodshed.
The public is beginning to demand, in no uncertain
tone, that its rights be respected by all parties.
Tens cjf thousands must use the cars to get to their
work. A difference of opinion as to wages or of
affiliation should not be allowed to tie up the traffic

of a great city. This paper has urged the establish-
ment of labor courts, to which such differences
should be submitted, either party being entitled to
bring in a case.

Wrenching the Constitution

WE regret to note the signs of a renewal of the
agitation for the exclusion of the Bible from

the public schools. Advocates of exclusion point to

the Constitution, which they pronounce prohibitive
of all religious exercises in public institutions,

claiming that it applies to the Bible as much as it

would apply to Confucianism, Buddhism, or any
other religion. Startling results of this loose

method of construction are apparent in many quar-
ters. In Bridgeport, Pa., the local school board
became dead-locked on a resolution to prohibit the
reading of the Bible in the schools, and a district

judge very sensibly ousted the board and ordered a
new election. We have a similar and wholly needless
tangle in New York and other cities, at frequent
intervals. This is a grotesque misconstruction of
the sole passage in the Constitution which has any
bearing on the subject of religion, and which should
be made familiar to all. It is the first of the amend-
ments, and says: "Congi-ess shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohib-
iting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech," etc.

Nothing was further from the purpose of the
founders of this govei-nment than to pi'ohibit the
free exercise of I'eligion; but they did de.sire to pre-
vent the establishment of a "state religion"—that
union of church and State which, in many lands, has

exerted a baneful and oppressive influence, destruc-

tive of human liberty. Our forefathers saw the evil

effects such a union had produced in Italy, Spain,

Portugal, France, Russia and Great Britain, and
they were resolved that in this free country there

should be no religious establishment supported, even

partially, by the Federal Government. It was far

from their purpose to exclude religion from public

places or functions; least of all did they object to

the use of the Bible and of Christian prayer on such

occasions, for it is a matter of recorded history that

in our first Congress, prayer was a duty reverently

and regularly performed, as is done to-day; in the

earliest days" of our Army and Navy, there were
Christian chaplains, and in our pioneer schools Bible

reading and prayer were daily duties. Congress in

the Constitution aimed at the widest national reli-

gious liberty, and it is due in large measure to this

privilege that our country has become a great and
progressive nation—a nation of whose religious

beliefs three great tribunals, the United States Su-

preme Court and the Supreme Courts of New York
and Pennsylvania, have officially declared that

"Christianity is part and parcel of the common law
of the land." This is the highest and most author-
itative construction, and should be kept steadily in

view whenever we find men who would strain and*
wrench the Constitution in the effort to square it

with their own narrow, bigoted opinions, in the

effort to prohibit that freedom of action and belief

which the Constitution declares should not be pro-
hibited.

Hereafter, let us hear no more of constitutional
prohibition when discussing the question of the Bible

in the public schools. Wholly apart from its in-

spiration and the sublime religious truths it reveals,

it is the greatest historical book in the world, and it

should be studied in every school and college, if not
for its religion, at least for its historic, philosophic
and poetic value. Let us remember that there is

nothing in the Constitution prohibitive of religion,

but rather provision for its free exercise. It sets

up a barrier, however, so that there shall never be
in this free land a state religion, lest some day it

should join hands with a tyrannous government in
oppressing the people.

The Senate Inve^igation

IT is a comprehensive plan of investigation which
the Special Senate Committee on the cost of liv-

ing has mapped out for itself, and one that will in

all probability occupy the entire summer. So many
matters must obviously come within the scope of this

inquiry that it will be impossible to do more than
deal with the most urgent features—those that are
related more closely to the production, sale and con-
sumption of the necessaries of life. Incidentally,

we may expect to see an instructive light shed upon
the inner workings of the great packing companies,
which now apparently control the market at both
ends—the farmer and stock-raiser on the one hand,
and the retailer on the other. Among the retailers
the cry now is that "the trusts get all the money."
Whether this be true or not, the public is certainly
the ultimate sufferer, and the producer does not now
stand in the light of a special beneficiary either.
We may expect to see the limelight thrown strongly
on the part played by the railroads, too. Some little

illumination may also enable us to judge of the im-
portance of another cause of high prices—the grow-
ing tendency to national extravagance in our domes-
tic habits. If we could establish a true perspective
we might see just how far we have traveled from
the simplicity and frugality of our ancestors, and to
what extent, therefore, we are ourselves responsible
for present conditions. In this view the investiga-
tion may prove a valuable lesson to our people.

The Highest Heroism
ALL the world knows the story of the terrible

mine disaster at Cherry, Illinois, but not till

now has the true tale been made known of those
heroes who gave their lives voluntarily in the work
of rescue. Edith Wyatt tells of them in McClure's
Magazi-iie. It is a tale that will awaken the admira-
tion and wonder of all who read it.

There were ten of those humble heroes who

yielded up their lives in the work of rescue. Thes:
are the names: Dominick Formento, Robert Clari
John Bundy, Alexander Nourberg, Henry Stewarj
Andrew McCluky, Isaac Lewis, James Spears, Joli'

Zabriske and John Flood. All of them deserve'

to be remembered. All of the ten were burm'
alive in the mine, which had become a roaring fuf
nace. It was a forlorn hope which they had unde ^

taken; it was almost certain death. Yet they di*

not hesitate, but down they went in the hot and flan

ing cage, some of them falling unconscious on tl'

downward journey, others dropping suffocated c\

the bottom, to be charred almost to cinders in tl'

withering blast. Some of them were taken out dea'

and disfigured, poor blackened, distorted remnan i

of humanity; more than half of them were nevt)

found, and their weeping relatives did not even haxi

the poor satisfaction of giving their bodies deceij

burial. The Christian Herald has already toi

the story of the mining heroes at Cherry. It h;

related how William Cleland, one of the impril
oned miners, sang and prayed with his mates ar!

bade them be of good courage and trust in God i{]

deliverance. But the tale would be incomplete witi

out the story of the heroic ten, of whom it may we'

be said, "Greater love hath no man than thi

that a man lay down his life for his friends." ll

Good Companionship i

WE are judged largely by our associations, ari

it is right that it should be so, for associatic]

is one of the greatest character moulders. "A ma
is known by the company he keeps," says the pre
erb. When the Young Men's Christian Associatic

was started in Paris, many years ago, a strangd
was often noticed at the meetings. Always 1

came in after the meeting began and left before ,

closed. They wondered who the mysterious mai
was. At length one put himself in the stranger,!

way, and asked him to join them. Then he said, 'j

will tell you who I am; I am a detective. The go^'

ernment is afraid of conspirators and spies, ar
watches every meeting in Paris. I know all aboi
every one of your members. I know every thir

you do by day and by night. There is not a con-

pany of young men like this in Paris. I have toj'

the government that your behavior is faultless, arl

that you are a credit to the country." What
splendid testimony for Christianity and for goc
companionship was, that! John the apostle had r

detectives at work, but he kept his eyes on his chi

dren, and inquired about them when he could m
see them, so that he was able to say with joy of pr

of them, "Demetrius hath good report of all men
Every young man who seeks only good Christia
companionship is a Demetrius, walking in the ligh

working by it and sleeping by it, and with none 1'

make him afraid.
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Railway in the Air
HERE have been constructed in recent years,

in both Europe and America, a large number
of mountain railways, and tourists are able to

;o to the lofty peaks of famous mountains in the

ompartment of a steam car. While this was very

•omfortable, the traveler often lost some of the

inest views for which he had taken the trip, as the

oad had to take the easiest ascent and consequently

he least picturesque. Now a new way of mountain
ravel has been inaugurated in Switzerland, on the

Jrindelwald in the Bernese Oberland. It was de-

•ised by the celebrated inventor, Strubb, of Zurich.

\. wire has been stretched from the foot of the moun-
ain, across crags and glaciers, to a high, rocky

jlateau. An open car, much like the basket of a

)alloon, is attached to the wire track and is pulled

apidly through the air, but without rocking to an
ilarming extent. No more than two passengers

ould go up in the same car. People with weak
learts and lungs are advised to go by the safer

•oad up the side of the mountain. There is no real

ianger, but it takes strong nerves to find one trav-

,'ling along on a single wire, of which one can see

leither the starting point or the end. The sensa-

ion is exactly like that of rising in a balloon, though
always at an angle. Doubtless a great many adven-
;urous Americans will take the

;rip this summer. This new mas-
;ery of man over the forces of na-

ture, this added opportunity to

,'iew and be inspired with the

jTveatness of God's handiwork in

:he sublimity of the mountain
icenes, suggest the part the moun-
:ains are to take in the chorus of

"hrist's coming and salvation, as

Jescribed by the prophet

:

The mountains and the fliills shall break

orth tefore you into singing. (Isa. 55: 12.)

Bird Paradise

Mr. John D. Rockefeller is very

fond of birds and other pets. His

wife also has a great love for

them. On their estate of 10,000

acres at Pocantico Hills he has
laid out a large feeding ground
for his birds; on tall trees cages
for pigeons and other birds have
been placed, while there is a sepa-
rate building for hundreds of

pheasants, partridges, and feath-

ered creatures of all colors. Eigh-
teen hundred partridges arrived
at this bird paradise the other day,
and joined thousands of others
that had been brought before them
from foreign lands on the tank
steamers of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, that return from every for-

eign shore; and multitudes more
are to be added. Mr. and Mrs.
Rockefeller walk through their park, feeding these

beautiful creatures, who come at their call, and who
seem to know and love those who have made such
careful provision for them. The vast numbers and
infinite variety of the pets in the bird paradise at

the "Boxwood Home" at Pocantico Hills suggest the

feathered creatures that were taken into the ark

:

Every fowl after his kind, every bird of every sort. (Gen. 7: U).

Female Dueling

A duel between two girl students took place the

other day at Presterlitz, a small village close to the

Austrian frontier. The young ladies, who were
studying medicine at Cracow, had fallen in love with
a young medical student named Breitner, who made
love to both of them in turn and did not engage him-
self to either. Competition for his affections led to

an exchange of blows. They considered that the
rule of chivalry required an appeal to the "code."
Consequently Ilonca Ilnetsky, who received the first

blow, challenged Olga MetzerofF, who struck her,
sending two other girl students as seconds. The
girl challenged selected two girl students as seconds,
and the place of the duel was fixed in German terri-
tory to evade the Austrian law. Arrangements
were made for pistol shots at fifteen paces. At the
fifth shot Olga Metzeroff, being wounded in the left

shoulder, fell fainting in the snow. Two medical
students bandaged the wounds and carried her back
to her home. It is said that Ilonca Ilnetsky, the vic-
tor, was greeted as a heroine by her fellow-students.
? a killing had been proper under any circumstance,

which was not the case, the two girls should have
turned their guns upon the miserable scoundrel that
betrayed them both, rather than be guilty of the
supreme folly and crime of becoming each a suicide
and murderer in consenting to the disgraceful duel.
Now, when men are giving up dueling as a relic of
barbarism, rather than an expression of chivalry,
seems a poor time for women to give such a public
exhibition of insane jealousy and murderous hate,
as in the contest just fought. The demon that pro-
voked the fight between these girls is described in

Solomon's Song:
Jealousy is cruel as the grave: the coals thereof are coals of fire,

which hath a most vehement flame. (Solomon's Song 8 : 6.)

Artificial Sapphires

Maiden Lane is astir over the appearance of arti-

ficial sapphires, made according to a new process,

the discovery of which was announced several weeks
ago from Paris. One of the dealers said that
although he had been selling sapphires all his life

he cannot see any difference between the synthetic

products and the natural stones. He said that he
had tried all ordinary tests on the new stones with-

out finding the slightest difference between them
and the natural jewels. It was feared that the sap-

The New Aerial Railway at Grindelwald in the Swiss Alps

phire trade would be materially interfered with, as

it might compel the reduction in price of the natural

stones, which are now selling from $100 to $200 a
carat. Simultaneously with the appearance of this

well-nigh perfect artificial sapphire there was
placed on the market a cheaper manufactured sap-

phire, made of the hardest and most brilliant kind

of glass, which is disturbing the jewelers' trade con-

siderably, but which is detected by tests with
hydrofluoric acid, which quickly eats into and dis-

figures it. Precious stones are material expres-

sions of God's absolute beauty, and the successful

imitation of these precious jewels by man is the

copy of God's beauty and wisdom. The sapphire

is used frequently in the Scripture as a symbol of

beauty. In the vision which Moses, Aaron and the

seventy elders had on the Mount, the Almighty ap-

peared to them to be standing upon a glittering

sapphire stone:

And Ihey saw the God of Israel: and there was under his feet as

it were a paved work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the body
of heaven in his clearness. (Ex. 24: 10.)

Penalty of Fidelity

The collusion between the saloon and politics in

New York City has gotten to be so notorious and

shameless that in many districts where the police-

men undertake to enforce the Sunday closing, or in

fact any laws against the saloon, they are imme-

diately transferred to less desirable precincts or

suffer some other type of degradation or punish-

ment. The punishment of Keenan and Cunningham

and others for their activity in enforcing the law
against the saloon was so manifest that specific

complaints have been made to Mayor Gaynor, and a
general demand is made for an investigation of the
whole matter and a reform. Patrolman Cunning-
ham, who was transferred from a Bronx precinct to
an unsavory lower East Side post for his activity

against the Sunday saloon, instead of hanging his

head in cowardice or losing his nerve, went to work
in good earnest closing the Sunday saloons in the
Eldridge Street district, bringing panic to the liquor
dealers and consternation to the politicians who are
full partners in the graft and lawlessness of the
dramshop. One of the leading dailies, in referring
to Cunningham's bravery and activity in the face of
such powerful foes, says: "The 'system' will have
to keep its eye on Cunningham. The eye of the pub-
lic is already on him, and it beams with approval."
The public press asserts that the Liquor Dealers'
Association of New York openly confesses that it

has to spend $500,000 in graft each year to secure
the protection of the police, especially against viola-
tions of the Sunday closing law, and it is said the
association has formally asked Mayor Gaynor to
stop the graft; but it has not promised to obey the
law, but rather demands the right to break the law
without the .trouble or expense of the bribes. It
would be impossible to describe the courage of the

splendid policemen who demand
that the Sunday law be obeyed
and have no itching palm for
gold. The words of the Psalm-
ist can be used appropriately
with reference to these faithful
officers of the law:
Remove from me the way of lying,

and grant me thy law graciously. I have
chosen the way of truth ; tliy judgments
have I laid before me. I have stuck unto
thy testimonies: O Lord, put me not to
shame. (Ps. 119: 29-31.)

Remember the Maine

A significant meeting was held

in Carnegie Hall, New York,
commemorating the destruction

of the United States battleship

Maine in Havana harbor Febru-
ary 15, 1898. The deep indigna-
tion of the meeting that the de-

stroyed ship had not been raised
was voiced by Joseph H. Choate,,

who was president of the meet-
ing, in the following words:

"I visited Havana two years
ago, and it made my heart sick

to see the wreck of the battle-

ship and to realize that after

ten years not a hand has been
turned toward raising the shat-

tered hulk or reclaiming the dead
still at rest in the harbor basin.

I thought to myself at that time
that it was no credit to the
American people, it was a smirch

on American patriotism and an insult to the

dead and martyred sailors and officers that their

country, for which they were willing to fight and
for which they died, has done naught in return."

Congressman Sulzer, among other things, said:

"The wreck of the Maine must be raised. Gratitude
commands it, patriotism demands it, and the honest
thinking people of America will never rest content
until it is done." By a unanimous vote of the two
or three thousand people present there was an im-
perative demand made upon Congress to raise the
Maine and rescue the sixty-three bodies of the mar-
tyrs imprisoned in the hulk, and bury them with
their fellows, who sleep in Arlington Cemetery.
Admiral Sigsbee, who was in command of the Maine
when it was destroyed, is president of the Maine
Monument Association, and a national subscription
fund is being raised for the erection of a suitable

monument in memory of the mai'tyrs of the Maine^
in the city of Washington. Men and women in New
York, Washington, Boston, Philadelphia, and many
other cities and smaller places in the country, are
becoming deeply interested in the work of securing-

this monument and will push it to a successful ter-

mination. The building of this monument to com-
memorate the heroism of the two hundred and fifty

men who laid down their lives for their country is

in harmony with the custom of the ages of erecting
stone memorials to the dead and of the affection of
the living for them. The Scriptures make mention
of the monument which Jacob erected in honor of
Rachel, his wife:

And Jacob set a pillar upon her grave ; that is the pillar o}

Rachel's grave unto this day. (Gen. 35 : 20.)
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Some Open Secrets

HERE is a letter addressed to young women.

Older women may read it if they choose. Not

vanity but common sense has induced some

anxious girls to ask me how they may secure a good

complexion. No young woman can be blanked for

desiring to have a good complexion. A muddy, sal-

low complexion, a face disfigured by blotches and

pimples or a tendency to blackheads and moth

patches, is a real trial and one that should not be

accepted with patience. When you are young, you

should be well and strong. Being in good health

evei-y part of the body should be in per-

fection and there should be no blemish

visible on your face and hands. The
skin, as you know, is like the most deli-

cate lace, one layer of the cuticle above
another. If you look at it through a
magnifying glass you will see how the

pores are open, and you will understand

how it is that the flesh is covered so

perfectly that it can resist wind and
weather, while still it answers to every

call of the nerves and shows to any
observer what sort of blood is behind

it. Pure blood means a healthful skin.

Thin, ansemic blood reveals itself in an
unsightly skin. By most of you who
read this a good complexion is to be had
if you are willing to take a little trouble.

Drugs will not give it to you, and you
will be far better without them. Noth-
ing that you put on your face out of a
bottle or jar will do you any lasting

good. In order to have a beautiful and
clear complexion it is necessary to avoid
two or three foolish things.

Suppose we first enumerate what you
would better avoid. You may not find

it easy to do without the cup of strong
coffee or tea that you fancy braces you
up, and that gives you a fictitious

strength. Nevertheless, tea and coffee

are stimulating drinks in the nature of

luxuries, and they would better be left

out of the daily diet of any one who
wants to be beautiful.

Avoid next rich pastry and hot bis-

cuits. Bread at least a day old is much
safer as an article of diet for the girl

who wants a good complexion than
bread piping hot from the oven. As
for tarts, pies and cake, they must be
eaten in moderation, if at all, and a sur-
feit of such food is almost certain to

produce pimples, fever sores and other
disagreeable excrescences that mar the
countenance.

Another thing to avoid is the nibbling
habit. The habit of eating peanuts
at random through the day, of nib-
bling caramels and consuming chocolate
creams, is perilous. The girl's habit of
nibbling sweets, in other words, is almost
as much a menace to her health as the
boy's habit of indulging in cigarettes is

undermining to his. Limit the eating
of candy to dessert. Pure sugar eaten
after a meal or any form of good candy
taken at that time will do you no harm.
It is the habit of nibbling between meals
that I condemn and which the skin re-
bels against and suffers from the most.
Now for the rules that must be followed by th'e

girl who cares enough about personal beauty to
observe them. A daily bath from head to foot is an
absolute necessity. A sponge bath in the morning
or at night is sufficient, but it must never be omitted.
The pores of the skin must be thoroughly cleansed
once a day, and the bath should be followed by vig-
orous rubbing with a coarse towel. You need not
fear to wash your face with soap, if you choose soap
of good quality and rinse it thoroughly off the skin,
first with tepid and then with cold water. The best
time to do this is at night before going to bed. Eat
fruit freely every day, making it part of your break-

Bif MARGARET E. SANGSTER

fast. If possible, exercise in the open air, taking a

long walk twice a day. Go to bed two hours before

midnight, and sleep in a room with windows open

top and bottom. This simple way of living will

presently reward you by returns of beauty. A
cool head, a clear skin, bright eyes, a brain quick

to do its work, and a body of which the functions

are regular, are the results for girls and for every-

body else, of wholesome, plain, practical living.

You will not be nervous, cross nor irritable, and
whether or not you know it, your prevailing mental

D
Concerning Eye-Strain
R. GEORGE GOULD, widely^known as ai

oculist and as a voluminous writer on his pecu;

liar specialty, has put forth a strong opinioii

on the subject of eye-strain. Dr. Gould claims tha i

a majority of the maladies from which men, womeri

and children suffer are traceable in their origin tci

some visual defect. Few of us will be ready t(

accept his statements without demur; yet it i;i

undoubtedly true that many instances of headache,

of nervous dyspepsia and of unaccountable irrita

bility are caused by astigmatism, or by some diseas(

of the eyes.

Think of it calmly for a moment
Our eyes are the windows of the brair
A delicate network of nerves from th'

brain reaches to the farthest outpost^

of the body, and an injury anywhere ii

instantly telegraphed by them to thj

central station whence they start. II;

in our houses we try to peep througlj

opaque glass, if the windows are blurre(;

or broken, we cannot see distinctly, am';

at once we set about remedying the situ

ation. The eyes are our windows, com
plicated in their machinery, yet ex

tremely simple, and abused by most o'j

us from first to last, so that it is rej

markable that they serve us so long am
so well. Middle age comes early t

the eyes.

A young woman not long ago went t

a specialist for treatment. She wa
under thirty, but after examination th'i

doctor told her that she had the eyes o'

a woman of eighty. Whether Dr. Gouli

be right or wrong, it is certainly the par
of wisdom, as one pair of eyes must las(

us for a lifetime, and as eyes cannot h!

patched up and repaired as teeth, tn!

take better care of them than we dcj

We should guard our children carefully

in this defect. Many times mischief i

done to an almost irreparable exten

during the first seven years of a child'

life. The use of the right glasses at th''

right time may save both children an(

adults an infinite amount of pain am
inconvenience.
Nothing is, on the whole, a greate

risk than to select lenses for the eyes ir

a haphazard fashion over the counter:

In a matter of so much importance it i;

well to have the best procurable advice >

and act upon it without delay. Thi

claim has been made that car-sicknes;

and sea-sickness are due to the constan

changing of focus when people are trav

eling, but we are not quite prepared t(

admit this is true. At all events, it iij

still open to discussion.
j

Cupyriglit by Black and White

Rescuing a Family During the Paris Flood

yniS illustration shows an incident which has been repeated thousands of times
^ during the great inundation in Paris. If the flood had not begun to subside
towards the close of last week, tlie beautiful French capital would have been the
scene of an overwhelming catastrophe. As it is, great damage has been done and
many thousands of the poorer classes have been rendered homeless. The French
government has made a loan of $20,000,000 for the aid of the poor who have suffered
loss by the flood.

condition will have a great deal to do with the
matter of your being good to look at. No fretful
girl is ever beautiful. A happy disposition and an
exquisite texture of skin are not always in combina-
tion, but on the other hand they often are. "The
mind has much to do with ruling the body.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-AIl—Mother. You say that your child of three appears to be
near-sighted. The child is not too young to have special treat-
ment. Very small children wear glasses in these days.

—EP.IMA Day. Theodora and Dorothy, or Dorothea, mean the
gift of God. Any of them will be a good choice for a little
girl's name.

The Little Girl and Her Dutch Collar

Fifty years ago our little girls wer(

dressed in a fashion that was quaint

but which has never regained its vogue

Little maidens under ten wore panta

lettes. These were usually finished witl

ruffles, tucks and embroidery, and came

to the ankles. Careful mothers wer(

fastidious about these garments. 01

course, they were stiffly starched, and the chile

who was rather a tomboy was in disgrace

if she caught hers on a fence or stained them

by heedless tumbles in the dirt. With the panta-

lettes went aprons that appertained to the dress of

every well regulated child. In this period of ours

little girls do not wear aprons, but there is a revival

of a pretty fashion, very popular in the early fifties.

Everywhere there is an efflorescence of wide collars,

braided or embroidered, appliqued or trimmed with

lace. If you wish to make a small girl, or a larger

one, very happy, just make her a present of one oi

two or three Dutch collars.
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A FARMER AND SHIPPER'S VIEW OF
THE RISE IN PRICES, AND ITS REMEDY

V T the present time the meat boycott

1 and its effects are occupying the

inds of many people. The first re-

's lit of the boycott was disastrous to

1 interested except the boycotter.

rices declined in the live stock mar-

ts from $1 to $2 per hundredweight,

id farmers and shippers lost thou-

nds of dollars. The following week,

ceipts declined over half. Since then

nditions have become normal.

All of these animals are sold

irough commission men at the dif-

rent markets, in quantities from half

dozen head to half a dozen cars,

•cording to the requirements of the

nchaser. The farmer and shipper

he latter is one who secures car-loads

' purchasing from farmers) expect

eir commission men to advise them

•omptly as to receipts, prices and

arket conditions at the time they ex-

ict to ship. If advices are bad, ship-

ents are withheld. The farmer can-

)t and will not, for a long time to

ime, ship liberally to a market like

lat following the boycott.

Statistics of the Department of Ag-
culture show a decrease of 6,335,000

)gs and 2,100,000 head of cattle,

her than milch cows, in the United

bates between 1908 and 1909. On
ebruary 1.5 the Department of Com-
erce and Labor gave out the state-

ent that live stock receipts for 1909,
, seven leading interior markets of

le United States, were the lowest

nee 1904. For example: Chicago,
19,401 cattle, 1,512,447 hogs, and 11,-

')7 calves less than 1908, and 89,535
ore sheep, leaving a net loss of

543,270 head. This, considered with
'gard to the vast increase in popula-
on, makes a serious item. Farmers
ive received the highest prices paid

I years, and in some instances the

jrhest ever paid in the open market
>v fat animals.
The breaking up of our Western
inges, and their occupation by the
omesteader, has been the means of

epriving us of a source of cheap meat.
he Eastern feeder went to the large
ve stock markets to purchase animals
)r fattening, range conditions not be-

ig suitable for fattening. The East-
rn States do not take their place.

Cost of feed has increased 40 and 50
er cent. For example: corn, from
5 to 75 cents per bushel; oats, 25 to

cents; bran, $1 to $1.50 per hun-
redweight, and other feeds in propor-
lon. Our home millers are paying
he farmer higher prices for wheat
han I have known to be paid in the
wenty years I have been farming,
'he Department of Agriculture cred-
:s the country with very large total
ields of grain, and we have millions
f people more to feed, besides the loss
icidental to harvesting. . Corn, in-
ended for shipping from our corn
'tates, is largely picked from the stalk
n the fields. Heavy fall rains, fol-
jwed by heavy snowfalls, have pre-
ented the securing of millions of
'ushels, or unfitted it for .shipment.
vt the opening of the new corn mar-
et. No. 2 corn was very scarce, most
'f it grading No. 4 (damp or heating)

.

Vith plenty of cattle and hogs, much
'f this soft corn might be fed on the
arms. An Ohio feeder told me he had
'L'en offered $10 per hundredweight,
live, for his hogs, by a neighbor; but,
le said: "I would not sell them at any
>rice, as I need them to follow my own
attle." Feeding in the corn States is

isually without hu.sking, hogs follow-
ng and picking up the soiled and scat-
ered corn, which without them is

vasted.

During the era of low prices and the

beginning of the scarcity and high
price of farm laborers, there was a
widespread movement among farmers
to dispense with help and do what
could be done by themselves. Many
animals were marketed that should
have been kept on the farm. Farmers
are now realizing this. Last fall, in
sections where feed was sufficient,

higher prices were paid at the farm
for good breeding animals of suitable
age than they were worth in the open
market. We have had two very late
springs, followed by severe drought in
the Eastern and Middle States. Many
cattlemen havo had to draw water in
tanks long distances for stock. Hay
and all coarse feeds are very scarce.
Some fields of hay were hardly worth
hr.rvesting, and it is now selling quick-
ly to $12 to $18 per ton.
Of thirteen farms, averaging about

eighty acres, adjoining one another
on two miles of road in my own neigh-
borhood (which ten years ago were
productive and occupied by farmers),
three are with occupants, and only are
farmed in a small way; three not pay-
ing expenses; five are producing be-
low normal, and two are producing a
trifle above normal, compared with
that time. On the same farms there
are about 20 head of cattle and 200
sheep, compared with about 40 cattle
and 450 sheep ten years ago. This is

not an extreme, but fair, example of
conditions in the East, outside of the
best farm lands, located near large
towns or cities.

We are facing a crisis. That this is

being recognized by the thinking men
of our country is proved by the ap-
pointment, by the President, of the
Farm Life Commission; and the pur-
chase by some railroad companies of
abandoned or run-down farms, for the
purpose of demonstrating that they
may be made profitably productive.
The New York Central has one in

Genesee County and two in the eastern
part of New York State. The Buffalo,

Rochester and Pittsburg has one, and
is contemplating more.

I am an optimist, and I hold that the
coming back to the farm will see the
lowering of prices. C. S. Brown.

Linden, N. Y.

Pleased with the Change
Dear Editor: I believe you are un-

der the impression that I am a sub-

scriber to the Home Herald. I am not.

I paid up my subscription in Decem-
ber, 1909, and have a receipt for same.

I also ordered the paper stopped, as I

did not care to take it any longer.

But since receiving some three or four

copies of your paper. The Christian
Herald, I send you $1.50 subscription

for one year, beginning with January,
1910. I like the paper very much.
Hoping this will be satisfactory,

Vanatla, O. Mrs. A. B. Davis.

A Wireless Message of Spring

AWARBLE faint! A bird in blue

Flits past, the snowy hill;

Sap rushes maple branches through;

And sings each icy rill.

Arbutus peeps through sodden leaves;

The pussy-willows bloom;

The daffodils, in golden sheaves,

Light up the twilight's gloom.

Already bees in meadows hum,

And early morning lays

From thrush and wren and robin come,

In hallelujah praise.

—Arthur Ward Barnes.

Annual Special Sale

Osfermoor Mattress
In the course of our enormous business, hundreds of ticf^ing

remnants accumulate. We tal^e this annual opportunity to

move them. You get the financial benefit—we clear our stock.

Luxurious French Edge Mattresses, extra

thickness, extra weight, exceptional softness,

weighing sixty pounds, finest grade of covering,

all full size, 4 feet 6 inches wide by 6 feet

4 inches long, in one or two parts as desired.

REGULAR
PRICE

These mattresses cost $30.00 regularly and are

in every way as great if not greater bargains

than those sold last year at special price of
$18.50. If you were fortunate enough to secure

one, you will fully appreciate the present sale.

SPECIAL
PRICE

U ?^BMV10^^^)\^1^W15^^)t^

Mattresses are all

full double - bed size,

4 ft. 6 in. wide, 6 ft.

4 in. long, in ojtr nr

tifo parts, round cor-

ners, 5 - inch inseamed

borders. French Rolled

Edges, exadlly like illus-

tration. Built in the

daintiest possible man-
ner by our most expert

specialists.

Filling is especially selected Oslermoor
Sheets, all hand-laid, closed within ticking

entirely by hand sewing.

Weight, full 60 lbs. each, 1 5 lbs. more

than regular.

PRICE,

$18.50 Each

Coverings, beau-

tiful Mercerized French

Art Twills, finest qual-

ity, pink, blue, yellow,

green or lavender, plain

or figured. High-grade,

dust-proof Satin Finish

Ticking, Griped in linen

effe(5l or the good old-

fashioned blue and
white stripe Herring-

bone Ticking.

In one or two parts

From Your OSTERMOOR Dealer

Or, if he has none in stock, we will ship direct,

express prepaid, same day check is received by us

We payTransportation Charges anywhere in the United States.

Offered only while they last ; first come, first served.

The supply is limited.

Terms of sale : Cash in advance ; none sent C. O. D.

Regular Ostermoor Mattess,4-inch

border, 4 ft. 6 in. in size, 45 lbs. in two

parts,costs $1 5.50.The $30 French

Edge Mattress is two inches thicker,

weighs 1 5 lbs. more, has round cor-

ners—soft Rolled Edges—closer tufts,

finer covering, and is much softer and

far more resilient.

Send your name on a postal for our free de«

scriptive book,"TheTest of Time," a veritable

work of art, 1 44 pages in two colors, profusely

illustrated ; it's well worth while.

Built—
Not
Stuffed

OSTERMOOR & CO., lis ELIZABETH STREET,
NEW YORK

Canadiayi Agency : Alaska Feathef & Down Co., Ltd.^ Montreal.

^fl|^ When ordering, please state first, second and even third choice of color of covering, in case all you like are

already sold, as there will be no time for correspondence. If you are willing to risk the delay write for samples.
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-DON'T MISS IT-

NEW YORK'S LEADING

FASHION CATALOGUE
Write for FREE Copy To-day !

n^HIS 160-Page Book is

-^ the most Complete and
Authoritative Publication on
New York Styles for Spring
and Summer, 1910.

It faithfully illustrates and
fully describes everything to

wear for Women, Misses,

Girls, Boys and Babies at the

Most Reasonable Prices Ever

Quoted for Reliable Merchandise

wffst$2i skw$3i
Express Prepaid. Money Refunded il Not Satisfactory

H238.—A Pretty Little Dutch Neck
Waist, madeof soft Batiste, in whiteonly.
The front of the waist is exquisitely
trimmed with panels of Swiss embroidery
and is also adorned with beautiful Venise
insertion and French Val lace. The model
closes in back, where the waist is lavishly
trimmed with lace insertion and clusters
of fine tucks down the entire length. The
dainty three-quarter sleeves are ^j* rn
finished with lace, as pictured $^.5U

Sizes 32 to 44 bust measure

H 450.—Skirt of Good Quality Pure
Linen, in white only. Charmingly simple
yet wholly effective is this attractive skirt.
It is a plain side-plaited model with a
wide-stitched panel in front,which is beau-
tifully embroidered in an artistic A_ -_
floral design. Special value. . . $0*95

Sixes 22 to 30 inches waist measure ;
37 to 43 inches front length.

We Prepay Express Charges to Your Home.

ADDRESS DEPT

s/xTH/Avjrro20'\sTmT/mv yoi^k.
' FOUNDED 1865

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

FOR the benefit of our new subscribers we
give a Ijrief synopsis of tiie preceding

cliapters of Mrs. Amelia E. Barr's most inter-

esting stoi-y : The scene is laid in New York,
at the time of the Stamp Act, in 1765. Cap-
tain Jansen Van Vroom was a rich, retired

sea captain, and lives with his wife Katrina in

a fine Dutch house, by the North River. They
have a daughter, Virginia, whom they wish to

marry to a young sea captain, Batavius De
Vries, for whom she has little liking. She is

really in love with Joris Artaveldt, a dashing
young officer. Virginia's dearest friend is

Lady Rose Harley. Captain Van Vroom is

bitter against the enforcement of the Stamp
Act. Joris and the two girls dine at the cap-
tain's house, after which the two men leave.

Arent Van Vroom, the son of the house, ap-
pears and is introduced to Lady Rose. The
next morning Van Vroom describes the con-
dition of New York to his son, and the things
which were leading to the breaking point.

The Lady Rose becomes interested in Arent
when he describes his voyages. Joris declares
his love for Virginia, and she returns his affec-

tion. Arent, her brother, falls in love with
Lady Rose, who gives Virginia a handkerchief
embroidered with strawberries. She herself has
one like it. Virginia gives Joris the handker-
chief. Politically, things grow worse. The
people determine to resist the oppression of the
British government, and wear only home-made
things. Batavius De Vries suddenly returns,
expecting' to marry Virginia, He is a coarse,
bombastic person, and Lady Rose is disgusted
with the idea of VirKinia marryine: him. Joris
tells his father of his love for Virginia and he
offers no objection. Lady Rose plans to get
Batavius drafted into the naval service. Virgini.a
protests to her father against marrying Batavius.
He aTigrily insists. He says the banns must be
published within the month, and threatens her.
The mother also takes the father's part. Joris
tells Van Vroom he loves his daughter and is

ordered away. Katherine Van Heemskerk offers
to carry Joris' letter to Virginia. Batavius, walk-
ing back with Katherine, insults Joris, who lays
his hand on his sword, but refrains from action
for the lady's sake. She goes to Joris' side. Bata-
vius. at Van Vroom's, jeers at the idea of Joris'
gallantry. Virginia thrills with pride and prai.ses
Katherine. Arent Van Vroom returns bringing
si.\teen Southern patriots, including Aiken of
Soiitli Carolina and Worth of Maryland. Bata-
vius joined in with the rest and then said
"Humbug," when out of hearing. The first Colo-
nial Congress opens in New York. Batavius be-
comes an.xious to have Virginia admire him. takes
care with his dress and receives Van Vroom's
approval. He tells Batavius to tell Virginia she
will be betrothed to him on the twenty-eighth of
that month. Batavius finds her in her kitchen.
He tells her. She says, "Never !" He threatens
and raises his arm as if to strike. He breaks a
ring in which he had superstitious confidence.
He goes for Van Vroom who is more interested in
the opening of Congress. Virginia receives a let-
ter from Lady Rose telling her all had been
arranged according to her plan, but the words
so veiled that others would not understand.
Virginia becomes happy at once and Batavius
suspects she has a letter from Joris. Madame
Van Vroom is alarmed by Virginia's moody
chatiges.

CHAPTER SEVEN—Continued

SO the unhappy weeks went away.
Two more letters from Rose—
both promising the certain suc-

cess of their plan regarding Batavius
—came to Virginia, through Harry
Rutgers, and Madame began to suspect
Harry of being a messenger from Joris
Artaveldt.

"Thou must have noticed, Jan," she
said to her husband, "that to-day Vir-
ginia spoke to no one unless compelled.
Thou thyself asked her a question
twice before she answered it; but after
Harry had been she was cheerful, and
asked thee many questions."
"That is the truth. I had not

thought of it before. Very clever art
thou, Katrina."
"One thing I know—the sooner she

is married, the better it will be."
"I think with thee, and when the

Congress have finished their business
I will make sure my purpose, without
any delay."
"A long time they have been already,

and very busy about little work."
"Not so. A great deal they have

done—for all generations."
"Men should work for their own gen-

eration."

"Not so our members have done
their work. It will fit our people—it

will fit any people—so long as men
know what freedom means."

"All this is well enough, Jan, and

I hope it ends well. But now it is not

the country; it is our dear daughter.

She is to be looked after."

"I vdll look after Virginia.'

"Suppose, then, she ran away from
us?"
"Who with? And where to?"

"There is Joris Artaveldt "

"That fear is great nonsense. No
money has Joris, not one pound except

what his extravagant father gives

him."
"Well, I know not, only my heart is

always on a tremble; more it knows
than I know. If she were a ship, and
there were rocks ahead, what would
thou do?"

"I would take the rudder in my own
hands, and she would have to an-
swer it."

"Say once, that she would not an-
swer it; what then?"
A dark, sad look spread over th

Captain's face, and he said slowly, an
almost in a whisper, "If she would not
answer to the rudder—she would then
answer—to the rocks!"
With these words he turned away,

and Madame did not detain him.
She had indeed hoped that Vir-

ginia's father would share her anxiety,
and concern himself a little with the
temper and condition of his unhappy
child; but it was evident he did not un-
derstand her need of sympathy. And
just at that hour New York was in a
mood both dangerous and critical.

The Colonial Congress had been sit-

ting two weeks, and there was a sense
of some approaching crisis. Captain
Jansen felt it in his heart, but Katri-
na's complaints about Virginia fretted
him like a spur, and very early in the
afternoon he returned home deter-
mined to have some decided conversa-
tion with his daughter. He found her
writing in the living-room, and he saw
her face for a moment before she no-
ticed his approach. It was full of
satisfaction. A soft light fell from
her eyes upon her cheeks, and a tender
smile made her mouth lovely. She had
an air of perfect serenity and even
happiness. The moment, however,
that she became aware of her father's
presence her expression changed to one
of anxiety, even alarm, and she in-
stinctively laid her hands over the
paper on which she was writing.

"Thou, father?" she asked with
an attempt at pleasurable surprise.
"Thou ! Mother said it would be five
o'clock ere thou came home."
"Where is thy mother?"
"She went to sit a few hours with

Celia Moran, who is very sick"—and
with these words she rose, and began
to collect her papers.

"Art thou writing thy French exer-
cises?"

"The French is very difficult, fader.
I have the Dutch, and the English,
why then trouble myself with the
French?"
"Leave thy papers alone—what art

thou writing?"
"A girl has many little things to

write down, fader."
"What art thou writing?"
"Something— nothing— nothing at

all."

"What art thou writing? The truth
I want."

"Well, then, a letter to a friend."
"So! What is thy friend's name?"
Virginia remained silent.
"What is her name—wilt thou not

tell me? I see. I have made a mis-
take—what is his name?"

"I will not tell—it is my letter—and
my friend. I will not tell thee."

Continued on next page

TMlCtlAyTAUOUANURSi

Mrs. Jola Ltpp
Covington, Ky.

BECOME A NURSE
IF you have the natural attriljutes of a g I

nurse we will undertake to teach youj
earn $10 to $35 a week, as thousand;!

our graduab^s arc doing.
,

I INUSUAL OFFER : We grant every student 1
)

*-' months' probationary,
trial study—this costs you nothing if dissatisfi ;.

If you wish to know how we train by correspondeoce,
\

Mail this Coupmi
j

The Chautauqua School of Nursi
341 Main St.. Jamestown. N. Y.

Please send 9tli Annual Blue Book with stories by nun '

^

Five-Year-Old Mary Brown Dies at Hos-
pital from Burns

As the result of a stray match upon the
kitchen floor of their home at 45 High!
street, Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Brown are'

I

plunged into uncontrollable grief at the '

J death of their daughter Mary. _J

If this child's garments had been dipped

in Pyrolin, her clothes would not

have caught fire.

PYROLIN
will not injure the finest fabrics, yet render:

them absolutely fireproof. Flames cannot spreac

when Pyrolin is used. Idea! for curtains

draperies, children's dresses, theatrical scenery

all kinds of wearing apparel or householc

decorations.

To PROVE what it will do we tvil

send you a sample of Pyrolin FREE.
Write today to

American Liquid Fire Proofing Co.

100 Johnston Street, New Hampton, Iowa

This beauti-
ful full l«-i

French Ostrich Plume i ii all Culors.
sold elsewhere at $2.50, only $1.00 prepaid. Beautil.

18-inch Plumes, Black or White, $1.80, worth $5.00. 1

inch Willow Plumes onlv $4.25, value 91(1.00. We save y
all middle profits. Monev bark if not s.itisfartory.

Manufacturers' Guild, Dept.26, 166 SiithAve., New To).

New Doilies, (''anflo/i?S^a°mp^!
Patterns and a year's su lisi'r ip tion
Ingalls' Fancy Work Book-all for 10 c

Address J. F. IngallB, Lynn, Mass.. Box 1
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"Then I will tell thee. A love letter

Joris Artaveldt thou art writing,

md the letter thou slipped under thy

portfolio was a love letter from Joris

\rtaveldt. Am I not right?"

Virginia set her face stubbornly and

nade no answer—and her father

idded: "Leave thy papers alone,

[ouch not one of them. I will not

;uffer it."

"They are my papers, father, not

hine."

"Now, listen, Virginia, I am going

read both the letter of Joris Arta-

eldt to thee, and thy answer to it.

rVhere we stand, we shall then clearly

:now, and remember, Virginia Van
/room and Joris Artaveldt are alone

blame if these letters tell anything

1 good girl and a good man would be

iishamed to have told."

"Father, let me go away. I beg

hee let me go to my room. Father,

io not hurt me so much. I cannot

Itear it."

i"The

words thou hast written, thou

an hear read. That is reasonable."

"It is wicked. It is cruel. I will

,ot stay with thee—let me go away

—

it me go. I will not stay. Oh, moe-
er! moeder! Come to me! Come to

ne!"

"Glad am I, that thy mother is not

fi
the house. Now listen. I told

oris Artaveldt not to speak to thee,

'nd not to write to thee. I told thee

lot to speak to Joris Artaveldt, and
ot to write to him. Now we will

ee what kind of letters wilful disobe-

ience to thy father taught thee to

.rite."

With a cry of despair Virginia rest-

d her arms on the table, and buried
ler face in her hands. She knew fur-

her pleading was useless; there was
lothing now to be done but bear the
hame and distress she had called

iinto herself—called, too, by such tri-

ial wrongs as a "yes," or a "no," a
loment of indecision, a glance of
i"ection, or a neutral attitude of
lind, instead of a positive one. Yet
he would be judged by the cumulative
ffects of these small isolated words
nd acts of unkindness. How was she
o bear it?

Slowly, as was his way, but in a
lear, low voice, the unhappy father
egan reading the letter he had recog-
ized as in the handwriting of Joris.
le paused at the first sentence, and as
e went on the pauses grew longer,
nd his voice increased in power, until
t the close the words sounded as if

hey were read in a storm

:

"Virginia, Dearest Virginia: At
ist we may be happy. My father has
ound a clergyman who will marry us.
ly father will go with us, and Mrs.
Eastman and her sister will be wit-
esses—and' my dear father will wel-
ome you to his home—as his own
aughter. The future we will plan
here. Oh, beloved, come to me as soon
s I return from Jersey, which will be
T three days. I am all hope and im-
atience. Come; come, dear one! Come
t once—before made to suffer any
lore. Joris."

He stood at the back of Virginia's
hair while blundering through this
itter; when it was finished, he sat
own at her side. "Virginia," he said,
the wickedness of these words takes
he light out of my eyes. Justice Ar-
aveldt hates me; thou and all my
ousehold know that. Many wrongs
e has done me— it was his joy to
lake my hopes and plans come to
othing. Fifteen years ago I should
ave sat among His Majesty's Coun-
|llors, but for Justice Artaveldt.
he water front next my slip he
ought secretly because he knew it
'as of great value to me. He has
one a thousand ill-natured things to

me. At my name he drops ever covert
slights and mocking words, which he
calls 'making a little fun.' He hates
without a cause, so then all my for-

bearance touches him not. Very an-

gry was he when I forbid Joris to see

thee. Straight to his father the lad

went with his injured pride, and the

old man railed at my impertinence

—

to every one he met; 'a great thing it

was for Van Vroom's girl, but the vul-

gar old sea dog could not see it; and
had the impudence, yes, I repeat, the

impudence, to order Lieutenant Joris

Artaveldt from his house'—and so on.

I did not tell thee of his words. I

thought it would pain thee. So care-
ful I need not have been. For thy
father, nothing thou cares."

"Oh, Fader! Fader! I do care! I

do love thee!"
"No. No. That is past. Think

one moment on the pei'fect revenge
thou would give to this man. First,

he takes on himself to arrange my
daughter's marriage. I, and thy
mother, whose business this matter
is, have no part, no knowledge con-
cerning it. Second, he chooses the
witnesses. Thy father and mother
do not even know the people chosen.
Third, thou art a christened Calvinist;
he dares to propose marrying thee by
some other form—perhaps, indeed, by
a sham minister—this last I believe.

Fourth, in this shabby, secret way he
will marry thee to his son, and then
take thee to his house as his daughter.
His daughter! I am no longer thy
father!—thy mother is left out of

thought or mention. Thou hast been
nursed in our hearts, and carried in

our arms; nothing of all that money
could buy has been withheld from thee.

We have put our hearts under thy
feet, and have lived to feel thy feet

spurn and trample on them. Virginia,
thy mother and I have lived one day
too long. I wish that we had died yes-

terday—before thy falsehood and
treachery was found out."

"Fader, forgive me! I never
thought "

"Here is thy letter. I cannot read
it. All that I can bear I have read."
"But yes, thou must read my letter

also. In it thou wilt see I have said,

I would not leave my mother, and my
father, and my home, unless the very
last moment came, and there was no
hope. Then," and at the word a great

passion took possession of her, she
looked with flashing eyes into her
father's face, and said vehemently

—

"then I would fly to poverty, shame,
disgrace, slavery, even death, before I

would marry Batavius De Vries.

Bear his name! Be his wife! No!"
"Go to thy room, and stay there."

"Let me make ready for tea."

"Dost thou think I will eat with
thee? No! No!"

She went wearily away, too heavy
with a conjunction of sorrows to weep.
Her father's anger was almost more
than she could bear. In a little while

she was able to tell herself that, what-
ever destiny was before her, she had
undoubtedly hurried it forward by her

impatience and disobedience.

"My father told me neither to see,

nor to speak, nor to write to Joris; and
Rose begged me not to complicate

events by bringing Joris in any way
into them. O ivee! O wee! I am to

blame. I only am to blame." And
surely she spoke the truth, for we
always fail on the side we ourselves

have weakened.
"Father may now make me marry

at once," she reflected, "and I cannot,

I dare not oppose him."
To be continued

Yon can place money in the Indnstrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is snje. and is where
you can obtain it when wanted, and -nill yielrt/a»rea»vi-

inas /or every day invested. See their advertisement
on page 246, and write them for full information.

GENUINE "HVDEGRADE
PETTICOATS, 75 CENTS EACH

Each with a GUARANTEE LABEL attached.

''PHESE "Hydf.grade" Petticoats are advertised by A. G. Hyde
-*- at $1.00 and up. Our Special Price on the same Petticoat
is 75 cents. Don't wait. But order a Petticoat to^Iay—before
you forget this SPECIAL OFFER.

1233 H. Embroidered "HYDEGRADE" Petticoat.
Made of genuine Rustling '• Hydegkade" Taffeta. A cloth widely

known for its durable wearing qualities. The 12-inch flounce displays
four rows of shirring and tucking, and a six inch ruffle of P^^ -^
handsome embroidery. This same petticoat costs you$ 1.00 / S^I*
elsewhere. Lengths 38 to « Indies. OUR SPECIAL PRICE, ^^^

1232 H. "HYDEGRADE" Petticoat.
Hade in attractive Tailor-Jfade Style. The material used is the Guar-

anteed "Hyckgrade" Rustling Taffeta. The 14 inch flounce employs two
deep ruffles and four rows of shirring. Cut with wide sweep and n ff ^^
tailored throughout in the best manner. Sold everywhere for / J^i*
$1.00. Lengths 38 to 44 inches. OUR SPECIAL PRICE, ^^^

DAINTY "CROSS-BAR"

DIMITY CORSET COVER
This Corset Cover is worth 50c. Our SPECIAL PRICE. 29c

1139 H. Handsome Corset Cover.
JIadeot Fine"* r<»«-l!ar" Diiiiity. The front

is effectively inhiui with two pri'tty iiifdallioiis of

Swiss embroidery around wlueh is placed Val. lace
inserts. Neckand arm holes trimmed withVal.lace
insertions, edgings, and ribbon-run lace beading.
Ttiis garment is correctly shaped and the sewing is

done ill tlif lllo^t caifful inaiiiiPi . It well represents
tile wniiii.Tiui inoiii-v savin;; opportunities the
"SI" \M) VHD" oitt-rs you. Order this Corset Cover
audit yuuduu't tliiiikit woitli fully oOcentsreturn A^ /' IM
it and all your money will be proriiptly refunded. ^M(» | 2 3 3 H
Sizes 82 to 44 bust. SPECIAL PRICE.

"STANDARD" prices save yon money. "STANDARD' ' garments
give you Pleasure and Satisfaction. And you take no risk in dealing at
the "STANDARD." If you are not Entirely Satisfied with any purchase
we will Cheerfully Refund Your Money. We could not afford to have
you displeased. Send your order to-day;for a Corset Cover or Petticoat.

17U'C'17 The latest issue of the*" STANDARD " MONTHLYr W Fi Fi BULLETIN is now ready. It shows all the very latest

^^^^^m^ New York Styles—new styles that are "JUST OUT" in

MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, CO-iTS AND SKIRTS, and all the newest
READY TO WEAR garments. Many special bargains are shown
similar to tho e in the advertisement. Ic will PAY YOU to write

CT4NDARD ,^O mH-ORDER©
161 WOOSTEFL St., NEW^YORK CITY.

BORDEN'S
EAGLE BRAND

CONDENSED MILK
Makes youp

COFFEE
REALLY DELIGHTFUL

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
Discard Your Glasses ?

Just Try
The Ideal
Sight Restorer
tor 10 days at our expense

Minor eye weaknesses are
caused by poor circulation of

blood. Near-sight, far-sight

and astigmatism are caused
by their becoming distorted
(out of shape). By a gentle

massage The Ideal Sight Restorer produces a normal circu-

lation of \A"n,\ jiiid 111. .aids the eye painlessly but surely to

its nnrni.-il bluipf. Timusands have used it with perfect suc-

cess and witliuul dangtr, as it does not come in direct con-

tact with the eyes. Five minutes manipulation twice a day
is all that is necessary. If you wish to relieve eye strain

and headaches, and in a short time be entirely independent
of your glasses, write for instructive booklet No. 127 C.

,

records and Ten Days* Test to

THE IDEAL CO., 134 W. 65th St., New York

THE NORMAL EYE

DINGEE Roses

V

16 A

-, DiuKfo Koses are positively the ^
- licst grown. Sold on their
own roots and ^varrau- /
•I'd to grow. Plants /
siiit to any point in v

I lilted States and
r ana da. Safe arrual

'

i' luirautoed. Write for the

/ " DINGKi: GUIDE ^^
TO ROSE CULTURE "

for 1910—the leading rose catalopue of America,

pages, beautituUy illustrated, Ou tlie covins i

picture of tlie marvelous new BLLE ROSE.
Mailed free. DescribesovLrl.OOOv incticb.

Tells how to grow thera and all other

desirable flowers. We also sell the best

_ flower and vegetable seeds. Established

1850. 70 greenhouses: large acreage of the finest

Kose 1 and in the country.

THE DIMGEE & CONAKD CO.
Box 46, West Grove, Pa.

m PROFITS
DOUBLED

If you wfint %1 profit where you now get $1,
' eititer from eggs or poultry for market, simply
send us your name and address and let us teil

yotithe real poultry secret that has doubled the
' profits of poultry raisers. Its the only real way
to poultry success. Make every fowl a profit

e:irner. Write at once for this information
whether you have 3 fowls or 810. It's free to you.

'Blanke & Hauk Sapply Co., i2l Blanbe Bld^, St;Lunis,3Io.

10, 25 AND 50 CENTS
If not found at druggtHs, stnt by mail on rtctipl of price

REQUA MFG. CO., 1186 Atlantic Ave.. Brooklyn, N.Y

NINE Practical Poultry ,
^^'^^

CHAPTERS Book FREE ^J^f^'

Nine irhaplcrs on the opportunilies in the Poultry

BusinciS. Where to Locate, Ho* to Build Cheap
Houtes. Foods, How to Recognize and Pre«enl Diseases.

Valuable to both amateur and tireeder Describes tt

special features that make Model Incubators and Brooders

ine best in the world (or piodutmg bigger and stton_

Model Incubator Company, Dept. G. Buffalo, N. Y.

^2omGold a-

awRrded Live BoyseaicH
a^rtcr ai\cl GirlS

Regular Profit of 00/3certt Cak.¥>cl Gacnve- -"- 3<]anves
irvOne

CO-OPERATIVEGAME £^ ISOVEnVCO.
110 Congress ot. Boston Mass.

fn%?.r* Wye Blacfc SKeep
Send Postal for Full Pa^rticulars or sendj25(t fori
Complete 5ellioaOuthtand.5TART RIGHTIWNOW I
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LATEST STYLES
TAILOR-MADE

WriU to-day for our handsome Spring Style Book, which

illustrates 90 newest models ; also .^i»._

for samples selected from our stock

of over 300 dainty, new Spring

TabricB—all seut I'KEE.
Wo tnilor to order dressy earments

from home taken measurements.

You may order models just as sliowii

or combine jacket of one style with

skirt of another. You may make
changes by taking oft or adding de-

tails; in short, you may order youi

garment made just as you want it

We guarantee fit and satisfaction

TAILORED SUITS
$6.00 to $33.50
One and two piece Dresses $7.50 up

Separate Skirts $3.50 up

Rain Coats $8.50 up
"We also offer choice gelectiong of READT-

MADE Waists. LinRPrie DrePaes. Tiib Suits,

etc., at attractive prices quoteJ iu Style Book.

We Prepay Express Charges,

Guarantee Safe Delivery, Fit

and Satisfaction or Prompt
Return of Money
This guarantee (published in high-grade

magazloes for Beven years past) haa NEVER
ONCE been broken—sufficient proof that we

do as we say- Our simple, plain instruction?

enable anyone at home to take your measure

Fear no mistake. You take no risk- Ifwefail

to fit and satisfy yon. we wilt refund your

money without question or delay.

Our Free Style Book
Explains Everything

It i? crowded with fashion information;

tells how to^select model and material most
becoming : bow to take measures, etc.

Every weman interested in improving her

personal appearance should have a copy.

Write and we will send it free, together

with samples of newest goods, all free.

Albert M. Hoffheimer, President.

THE LADIES* TAILORING CO.
410 Power Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

N.B.— IIV ifill make up your own mnterials.

These Four Aprons

From Maker to You $1
I afford

overlook. We not only save you
the cost of patterns end trouble of
making, but give you (our very dainty
aprons at less than the material would
cost you. Even at the most sensational

=^S sales in the great New York depart-

Ni ment stores such apron value readily

1^ 7 firings $2.00. Theycome to you direct
from a large factory, less the jobber's
and retailer's profit, at four for)$1.00.

. Aff 4 Aprons fot
«- '^ Fine Fast Color Gingham

'

V) Mother Hubbard. 48 in.

•U Inng. 50 in. wide, 1 pocket.

Cj Covers entire body.

ti Fine FastColor Gingham
Skirt Apron. 38 in. long.

.'J4 in. wide, 1 pocket- Cov-
ers entire skirt.

White Lawn Apron. 38 in.

long. 50 in. wide, hem-
stitched pocket and hem.
Round Dotted Swiss Tea

Apron, hemstitched pocket
and hem.
These aprons are exactly as described and
will be sent to you on an absolute guar-
antee of satisfaction or your money will

be cheerfully refunded.Send%lM to day;
aprons will be sent you immediately.

CONSUMER'S APRON CO.,
Gl Clymer Street, Brooklyn, New York

l$l

and you'll pet
dirnrt from the makers, express paul,

pair uf ilic most healthful ami com-
foi talih' shiK'syouever wore-TeiftH-t
satisraciioii t^uaranteed m t^&i*^
or money relunded. ALLLNO

No.800
Prince
Last, Vicl
Kid, Heavy
Sole, Cushion
Rubber Heel 7T*^S^ Thev combine the best eU„.^...o
Width8BtoF.$4.00."*^ of quality and style with an
original cold-proof and damp-proof sole construction that
conforms to every curve and pressure of the foot—heavy
outer-sole, cushion cork inner-sole resting on a bed of anti-
septic felt: cushion rubber lieels to prevent shock or jar to the
nervous system. Perfect ease and comfort for tired, aching
feet. Men who are on their feet a great deal or who like t<>

walk will find Kushion Komfoi-ts superior to any shoe they
have ever worn. If our shoes are not on sale in your vicinity,
order direct from us. sending your size, width and money
order for $4.00. Stnd for catalogut showing other styles for
men at ?4.00 and ;it ?:! fiO f..r wom^n
BLAKE ALLEN COMPANY, 15 SOUTH ST.. BOSTON

Elastic h^l Stockings
From pure gum
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure,
at the same price
you pay for poor-
weariiitr. ready-
made goods.

Worcester Elastic

58 Front Street,

Our Stockings are best
in the world and our
prices lowest. Write for

self-measurement blank
and FACTS ABOUT
VARICOSE VEINS.

Stocking & Truss Co.,
Dept. 9, Worcester, Mass.

Post Card Portfolio of Passion Play Free
Send 10(! for a five months' trial subscription to Su cess-
ful Fanning and 1 will send you 10 besutlful Birthday
and (Jreeting Post Cardu and tell you how yon may earn
quickly my beautiful Post Card Portfolio (fi6 scenes)
of the world renowned Passion Play, o . the LI fc of Christ.
E.T.MEREDITH. 60 Tenth St., Des Moines, la.

POD QA I P Irrigated farm of 170 acres, one*"» V»f-»fc.Ki mile fioni station and beet
dnmp. Fine location, new buildings, good soil, lays nice,
with ample water. 85 acres in Alfalfa, balance (jrain
and beet land. Price, $17,000. Rox 54, fillorest, Colo,

Our Lookout Round the World

POST PARIK '" Handsome EASTER CARDS, 10c.rwai ^/tnua UNION CARD CO., Montpelier, Vt.

WE are just beginning to learn

something about the real riches

we have in Alaska. Mr. Steven Birch, a

witness before the Senate Committee

on Territories, has testified that the

value of the coal deposits controlled by

a single syndicate is $25,000,000; yet

this syndicate paid only one hundredth

of that amount for the property--a

striking instance of the way in which

we ignorantly squander our finest pos-

sessions. The same witness estimated

the value of the workable coal deposits

in Alaska at $900,000,000, and United

States Senator Beveridge estimates

their worth at $15,000,000,000.

—There is a great outcry, and not

a wholly reasonable one, against cold

storage, which is one of the results of

the present agitation about the high

cost of living. An official of one of the

largest refrigerator concerns in the

East shows the unreasonableness of

the public attitude on the storage ques-

tion. He points out that practically

all food products, at certain seasons

of the year, are supplied in greater

quantities than the public needs for

current consumption, and this surplus
would eventually go to waste were it

not put in cold storage. The absence
of refrigerating facilities would thus
be a serious loss to farmer, cattleman
and fisherman, and would involve a
scarcity during the unproductive pe-

riods that would force up prices gen-
erally. This applies not only to meat,
fish and fowl, but to foods of all kinds,
and to many other articles that are
now preserved in storage. Hence, like

everything else, it is not the legiti-

mate use, but the abuse, of cold storage
that constitutes an evil. We had an
illustration of this lately, when prac-
tically the entire egg product was cor-

nered in a time of abundant production
and put in cold storage, leaving the
marke.t almost bare.

—The public sense of political de-

cency has been greatly shocked by the
recent exposures in the Albany bribery
trial. It has been shown that bribes
were taken by members of both polit-

ical parties impartially, and that dur-
ing the years from 1902 to 1905, if not
later, corruption funds were doing
their evil work in the New York State
Legislature unhindered. Reputations
of the dead and the living have been
smirched by these disclosures, which
emphasize the necessity of greater care
in the selection of good men as the
people's representatives. There should
also be some available method of
promptly expelling a corrupt legislator
and filling his place by special election,

—Our suggestion last week that
a practical form of recognition of
Peary's Arctic work would be a medal
and an appropriation has been prompt-
ly adopted by Congressman Loud of
Michigan, who has introduced a bill

to give the explorer a vote of thanks,
a medal and an annuity of $5,000 per
annum.

—Step by step the old East is com-
ing into Western ways. China already
has railroads and telegraphs, and now
she is about to introduce streetcars in
her principal cities. The Philippines,
too, are to have a trolley system in the
near future.

—Italy is contemplating a wonder-
ful thing for woman, which will place

that country well in the front of lib-

eral European governments. Deputy
Gallini has laid before Parliament a

measure sanctioning female suffrage

in provincial and municipal elections,

permitting women to practise in the

professions and to enter the public

service, and abolishing the "husband's

consent," heretofore held to be essen-

tial to the legality of any act by a

woman. Premier Sonnino has ex-

pressed himself favorably to this meas-

ure, which he considers justified by
"the recent intellectual, economic and
social improvement in the condition of

woman." Of course, the plan may be

subjected to modification in the Cham-
ber, but it has a fair likelihood of

passage.

—Tibet, whose capital, Lhasa, has
just been occupied by a force of Chi-

nese troops, has a very old civilization,

which is now decadent. A writer tells

of a Tibetan handbook on medicine,

1,200 years old, which prescribes drugs
and methods of treatment which have
been known to European physicians

only a few centuries. Those doctors

of ancient Tibet were thorough anat-

omists, and knew all that science could

teach them about the skin, and the

functions of the heart, stomach and
liver; they also knew the value of veg-

etarian diet, baths, compress and mas-
sage. They were apparently far in

advance of the medical men of any
other Eastern country.

—-Abdul Hamid, the deposed Sultan
of Turkey, is now said to be mentally
deranged. When we remember his

slaughter of men and his record of in-

trigue, assassination, mass&cre and
other hideous crimes, it is not surpris-
ing that he should find the burden of
his sins so oppressive that his reason
would give way. He is represented as
a poor, solitary, hopeless imbecile, be-
reft of the last vestige of power, and
deserted even by his own children.

—With the approach of spring ru-
mors of a coming war in the Balkans
are revived. Bulgaria is an armed
camp. Forty thousand of Ferdinand's
troops are in readiness at Kostendil,
three hours' march from the Turkish
frontier. The conflict between Turkey
and Bulgaria has long been brewing
and cannot much longer be delayed.

—Chicago seems likely to have the
distinction, in the near future, of being
the best and most economically lighted
city in the world. It is planned to
light the city with 22,200 electrical
lamps, the electricity being generated
by the Sanitary District Canal at
Lockport. The cost will be $15 per
lamp per annum, a saving of $300,000
on present figures.

—The Masonic fraternity has
formed a National Memorial As-
sociation for the purpose of erecting
a $1,000,000 temple in honor of Wash-
ington upon a street in Alexandria,
Va., laid out by the "father of his
country" when he was a young sur-
veyor. It is near the spot where, in
1754, while he was a colonel, he quar-
tered his troops before the memorable
march to the Ohio River.

—The latest illustration of the dan-
ger of moving picture shows comes
from the town of Trujillo, Peru, where

Continued on next page

When You Buy a Pian

you want to know you ai

yetting the best for your mont
When you bu;
"COKNISH >
get tull pla
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protection
dealers.

Sent To You For A Year's Free Tr

Cornisli Pianos, for real
merit, are unexcelled
by any other, wliaty
ever the price, "
or name, or
reputation.

Three Tears' Credit, If Needed,
On Tills BABV GRASD

Send For

The New
CORNISH
BOOK

The most
heautlfnl piano
catalogue Issael
—It explains
things that you
ought to know
whether y o a
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hook Is yours for
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Wrlteforltnow.
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defect for 26 y(

CORNISn CO.

SBTe One-third—Buy On 1

'

OOBNISU PLAN -Easy T. j

Washington, New Jei r

Established Over 60 V i

IQii Wild Male $1.91
10 Ostrich Plume 1=
Don't confuse this special
extra leneth wild pi

with the one to four
shorter lame ostri

plume generally ad-
vertised. The
wild ostrich
fibre is much
stronger
and
far

mmm
Buyin'

mora
glossy and

beautiful than
the tame. It will stand" any weather, never permanen
lose its curl, and will last a life-time. We select our feai

ers from wild male birds only, to insure the very fin

plumage. Just send us 15c to pay expressage and get t)

superior quality French Curl Plume in black, white or a

color, C. O. D. You will find that you cannot duplicate it

your local dealer's for $5. If the plume doesnot please y(

return itat once and we'll refund purchase price. Wep
expressage where purchase price accompanies order. I

member, wolako all the risk. You can't lose. Force

plete line, write for free catalog and learn bow you c

pet a plume bv selling six.

CPmil French Ostrich Feather, 20 Inch, $r.
iJlJuVlnllj regular price, S9.60, our price v
AFRICAN-AMERICAN OSTRICH FEATHER CO.

272-a Wabaah Ave., Dept. 401 Chlc«

250,00^1
COPIES ALREADY SOD

HALLOWED ^^!^
By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SANI

'

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USING!
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readi s

$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35<t per copy by i)

Returnable samples mailed to " earnest tnquir

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO., New York or Clil< o

and 1

^^'WHYNOTBEANARTIS
Our graduates are flUing High SoUr

Positions. Good Artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEE
upwards in easy, fascinating wort.

courses of Personal Home Instrucllon by Cor

spondence, are complete, practical. Twelve years s'

cessful teaching. Expert Instructors Superior Equ

ment. Positions readj for competent workers.
Write for valuable .^M^^ nUROW OiiILO

Art Boob, Free. j^B^^^riBF.PK'"'^

Sthool of Applied Art BSi^lBirff .
(Founded 1899)

B 58FineArtBldg.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

WE TRUST YOU 10 DAY

Send No Mone
Write today for th

handsome 14-inch, beaut

fully curled, carefully s

lected Ostrich Feathe
any color. If you find it

bier bargain remit $1.85 eac

or sell 3 featiicrs and get yo

own Free. Enclose be po-

age. Write for catalogue

high grade feathers.

ANNA AYERS
DepL204, 21QuiiicySl., Chiof
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Our Lookout Round the World

Continued from preceding page

a re among the apparatus in the Na-

t lal Theatre caused a panic and the

1, of fifty lives.

-The tragic end of Empress Eliza-

b 1 of Austria, twelve years ago, was

tlingly recalled by the surrender to

Cincinnati police of a man named

( istian Keppler, a few days ago.

i)pler, who is forty-nine years old,

cifesses that he took part in the as-

siunation of the Empress in Geneva.

i ording to his own story, he has

ci mitted many crimes since, some of

tin in this country.

-Although President Taft, in his

n sage at the opening of Congress,

u ed economy in all the departments

a a general revision of appropria-

5 tiis. Congress apparently did not take

n't tl same view of matters, for the re-

( djtions which have been made thus

fr do not represent a saving of more
n three million dollars. This is not

all in accord with the President's

H whes nor with the policy he has out-

Ti lid- In an address at a banquet in

Nvark, N. J., recently, Mr. Taft ex-

ppsed the hope that the commission
"^ aJointed to revise government meth-

CHi would save at least one hundred
ions. This, he believed, could be

mplished without interfering with

d programme for the enlargement of

tl Navy.

-Notwithstanding the recent in-

1; ments for conspiracy found against
I lal big meat packing concerns, in

lection with the investigation of

rise in prices, the packers have
,T' ajtn advanced the prices of meats

^(brally. Without giving any ex-

plpation, they have put up beef by
tncarcass, and hams, bacon, mutton,

Ccles and lamb in proportion. The
nilers have protested against the

p es, but without result, and they
a now loudly declaring that "the

ti;t is getting all the money." One
h dred and fifty butcher shops in

Nvf York City have already closed,

a! it is expected that five hundred
n e will be forced out of business by
tl high prices and the drop in trade.

It is evident that the meat investiga-

tion has given the meat barons no
uneasiness.

ITEMS IN BRIEF
—The National City Bank of Cam-

bridge, Mass., is closed on account of a
shortage of $140,000. G. W. Coleman,
the bookkeeper, is missing.

—BoNTROS Pacha Ghali, the Egyp-
tian Premier and Foreign Minister,
was shot dead by a student in Cairo.
The assassin, a nationalist, was ar-
rested.

—Dr. Charcot, the French Antarc-
tic explorer, reports important discov-
eries in the south polar region. He
believes the new land to be a portion of
an unknown continent.

—Our first egg-laying contest will

be held at the national experiment sta-

tion in Mexico, Mo., at which 10,000
hens from this country and Europe
will be in competition.

—Dr. Botkin, physician to the
Czarina of Russia, having been ac-
cused by the Czar of a mistake in diag-
nosing the Empress' malady, commit-
ted suicide by taking poison.

—It is proposed to provide, at the
nation's expense, a mansion for the
Vice-President in Washington. The
provision to that effect may be inserted
in the next appropriation bill.

Kind Words From the Bench
Dear Dr. KlopaciV.' . .^ I was pleased

to receive premiums on rcnn^-^il for
The Christian Herald. The "Drecir^

,

land" calendar certainly appeals to all

that is noblest, best and purest in any
one who looks at it. The artist has
surely caught the true spirit of baby-
hood. The "Daughters of Dorcas" is

instructive, as both useful and enter-

taining. I have been fascinated with
Heroes of American Life, and have
taken much pleasure in reading it

aloud to my family whenever I am
permitted to be at home. The only

trouble is to sometimes keep the lump
out of my throat so as to continue

reading. With kindest regards and
best wishes, I am,

John W. Brodrick,
Judge, Court of Common Pleas.

Marysville, O.

Our Magnificent New Dreadnought, South Carolina

""ME eiant Wiirsliip is here seen for the first time in full trim, from flshtiiiK-niJist to keel

(Iry-doeked for cle
~ ' " "

3rk scrapmB her hull.

1
*^''*"^ w.irsiup IS Here seen lor me iirsL iiiiic m imi umi, n^'... ..^.. ..-.... ; '"' ,""V'

;lry-doeke(i for cleaiiiiiB at League Island Navy Yard. The sailors are getting ready to

HOWARD WATCH
ANNOUNCEMENT

OU will never again be

able to buy a Howard
Watch for as little as

$35, unless it is one your dealer

happens to have in stock at

this writing.

On February 1st, the E. Howard Watch Works

discontinued the making of the $35 grade of Howard
Watch.

We have here a compact organization of highly skilled

watch-men. It takes a long time to perfect a Howard
Watch—cased, timed,permanently adjusted—"seasoned"

for a lifetime of service.

In its sixty-five years of History the making of a

Howard Watch has never been slighted or hurried.

There are never quite enough Howards to go round.

Of late the demand is such that we are compelled to

concentrate on the finer movements.

As necessity demands we will gradually discontinue

the less expensive grades—thereby raising the average

quality-standard of the Howards in use and incidentally

increasing the value of his investment to every Howard

owner wherever he may be.

A Howard Watch is always worth what you pay for it.

T'he price of each Howard is fixed at the factory and

a printed ticket attached—from the 17-jewel (double

roller escapement) in a "Jas. Boss" or "Crescent"

gold-filled case at $40.00 to the 23-jewei in a 14-k solid

gold case at $150.

E. Howard Watch Works
Boston. Mass.

QOODO

A Good Name
For every dollar you put into an

Estey organ you get full musical

value. The Estey name is a guar-

antee of satisfaction, but we don't

charge you for it.

Address

"

Estey Brattleboro, Vt.

Varicose
Veinsm

If yoxi know you have Varicose
Veins, don't "let it t,'o," for such
tliitiusif left tiitlieniselvesdo not
tXfl better, hilt wiirse. Beginnow
wealing our Seamless Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKING

nml save yourself years of siif-

Ifiiiik', The best treatment
yel (lisoo\'ere(l by niedieal
yeienee for troubles of this

sort. Illiisti-aled booklet,
prices, fielf-tneasiire direc-
tions gUi'ttii sent free.

Curtis & Spindell Co., Elastic
Weavera. 202 QjifoTd St , Lynn, Maea.

SHINO

-LADIESSCHURCH-
have yon had oiir latest, proposition ? Hundreds
making big money for the church selling

CHEMICAL
DUST CLOTH

achemically treated dust cloth '25 in. x:j3 in. that not
only prevents the dust from scattering hut absorbs
and causes it to disappear entirely. It Icavt-sa lieau-
tiful lustre on all polished surfaces better than turni-
ture polish. Every room m the house can bi- dusted
without shaking itout, and can becleancd \\ itliwaim
water. Everybody interested at housecleanmg I inie.

Write to-dayfor a large sample cloth fiirlosnuj
25 cents and as^/or special prices on quantities.

The'*Shino" Mop, chemically treated for hardwood
and pauited tioors, price 50c., cleansand polishes at
the same time ; absorbs all dust and will last years.
Write for special prices ou quantities.

AGENTS OR DEALERS W.INTED.

PIONEER MFG. CO., '^l^i^t^l^To""'

S^^ff^rS^y^TO^thTwATSON 4-™w^ UvAT POTATO SPRAYER
^^^^^ Wi lA p Never damages foliage, but
_ ^1 1%' 1<>U^ bugs, worms and all

\^^W destructive insects. Adjustable^^^ wheel width. Spray and pressure regu
later. Sprays 30 to 40 acres a day, Krfo liuok.

FIELDFOIili: riJllCO., 75 Eleventh St., Hmir», N. t.

WESHIPonAPPROVAL
without a crnl defoHt.prepiy the freight
and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn out

unheard o/ firues and marvelous offers

on highest grade 1910 model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES fbC*"^
a pair of tires from anyone at any price

until you write for our large Art Catalog
and learn our -wonderfulproposition on first

sample bicycle going to your town.

RIDER AGENTS TaTTlirbil
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.

- . TIRES, Coaster-Brakerearwheels,
lamps, repairs and all sundries at ha!/ usual prices.

Do Not Walt; write today for nur special off*r,

MEAD CYCLE CO.. DgptD-7t CHICAGO

90 Beautiful Post Cards Ipp
Mb U No Two Alike—Latest Designs I U U
Lovely assortment of 21] .\rtistic Birtliday, Friendship,
(iood Luck, Roses and Flowers in exquisite colors, all
for only 10 cents, if you answer this ad, iinniediately.

J. H. Seymour, 255 W. Eighth 8t.,Topeka, Kan.
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Victor IV $50
t>t}ier styles. ^.'jOk. ^_'.

The pateiitfd Victor goose-neck
tone-arm in playing position.

Tlie patented Victor goose-

neck tone-ann when not in use.

The sweetest, clearest tone ever heard in any
musical instrument.

"What makes the Victor tone so sweet, clear and natural, and of such

splendid volume ?" people ask as they become captivated by the unequaled

Victor tone-quality.

The goose-neck construction of the tone-arm is largely responsible.

A little thing in itself, but a great big thing in what it accomplishes.

It puts the weight of the sound-box in the proper place and at the

proper angle to get the best results from every record.

Its flexibility enables the reproducing point to follow the lines of the

sound-waves so closely that every detail is reproduced with absolute fidelity.

And besides improving the tone, the goose-neck adds to the con-

venience of using the Victor.

This exclusive patented goose-neck is only one of the many valuable

features that help to make the Victor the world's greatest musical

instrument.
If you have never heard a Victor of the present time, go

today to the nearest dealer's and hear it.

He will gladly play some of the new Victor Records that
mark the greatest advance ever made in the art of recording. Ask
particularly to hear the new Gadski-Caruso duets from Aida"
(89028 and 89029)

.

And be sure to hear the Victrola.
The Victor catalogue is replete with both sitiek- ami double-faced records. No

difference in quality^unly in price. Buy dnuljk-faced if the combination suits you.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Cinndian T^i-jt^ihntcfrs ^_

5* Victor N

Ilk

•Sil»(R?toH

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month

Finest Easter Post Cards
Ten very choicest artistic m'oIcI embossed Easter
Post Cards, beautiful colors, only 10 cents.
W. H. G;U< s. -> 17 \V. Sth .Street, Topeka, Kansas

— PATENTS that PROTECT—)
Our 3 books tor inventors mailed on receipt nl 6 cts. stamps.
R. B. A A. B. LACEY.WaBhJDgtoD. P. C. , Dept.36,Est. 1869

"DON'T SHOUT
- you. I can hear no%
II as anybody. 'How?
Oh, Bomething nev\

The MORLEY PHONE.'
I've a pair in my ears
but you can't see them

e invisible. 1 wc
ow that I had them in, myself,
only that I hear all right."

GAe MORLEY
PHONE

nakes low sounds a

•vhispers plainly heai
Invisible, comforlab

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Ov
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Pernr BuiMing, Philadelphia

One

Rochester Rotary Washer
Saves money. Time and Clothes
Woikiiii; iirinciplcsof llio laundry machine adapt eel
to domestic use. The wooden
cylinder holding clothes revolves
Inside a (talvanized tank contain-
ing hot srids. The clotlies do not
come in contact with metal
— are washed by tumbling
and the suction of
the suds. Poiitively no
tearinx or grinding ac-
tion. Wooden wings
inside the cylinder pre-
vent packing.
The Washer has capa-

city of 10 sheets or equi-
valent, ('leanses every-
thing lhoii>nghly Iroiil
Heavy l!l:ink.-ls t.i _
Kiiii'sl l.nnMis. ((piT- t

ates eciually well
either by electric or
water motor, gas
engine or by hand.
Complete motor
ei|ui|iTi«'nt furiiisheil

Hinged wringer
a tt achrnen t i nstantl y
ready for use can be operali-d by same motor.
.Simple and durable, the Washer has every device

neiuwsary to insure rapid, econondeal and pure
cleansing. Write to-day for our booklet. Mention
the type of machine you desire.

ROCHESTFIt HOT.MJY WASHKK CO.,m Graves Street, Rochester, N. Y.

TrPEWRITERS

What It Means to Follow Jesus'

Sunday School Lesson Mj Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Craftsi

First C1RSB Much::

MAKES
VISIBLE WKtITERS

or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'4to}4M'F'RS PRICES
S'aliiped AXYWHKBE for Free Trial, or

KE.NTKI) allowing Kent to AITLY
PRICES S1S.OO UP>
lb from the rifra—Write fir llluetnit*d Catal

Typewriter Ettiporium, (EST. 1892) 92-94 UKE ST., CHICAGO

W-m^fa BARGAIN PRICES
8 Apples for $1.00. 6 Pears for $1.00.
6 Plums for $1 .00. 8 Cherries for $1 .00.

12 Peaches for $1 (M. Trees guaranteed.
Writeat onceforlllustrated Catalogue and

gam Ust. ALLEN L. "WOOD, Kochester, N. Y.

BUILT A MONUMENT
The Best Sort in the World.

"A monument built by and from Postum,"
is the way an 111. man describes himself. He
says :

"For years I was a coffee drinker until at
last I became a terrible sufferer from dys-
pepsia, constipation, headaches and indiges-
tion, and was a physical wreck.
"The different kinds of medicines I tried

did not cure me, but finally some one told
me to leave off coffee and take up Postum.
I was fortunate in having the Postum made
strictly according to directions on the pkg.,
so that from the start I liked it. It has a
ricli flavour and I made the change from
coffee to Postum without any trouble.
"Gradually my condition changed. The

old troubles disappeared and I began to get
well again. My appetite became good and I

could digest food. Now I have been re-
stored to strength and health. Can sleep
sound all night and awake with a fresh and
rested body. Everyone who meets me com-
ments on my getting so plump and rosy.

"I am really a monument built by Postum,
for I was a physical wreck, distressed in body
and tliind, and am now a strong, healthy
man. I know exactly what made the change,
it was leaving off coffee and iiging Postum."
Read the little book, "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter ? A new

one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

AFEW brief explanations, as we
enter on the study of the lesson,

will help the reader to a better

understanding of its message.

"Came unto his own city," after his

rejection at Gadara. Jesus crossed

the Sea of Galilee, and came to Caper-

naum. Having "not where to lay his

head," he probably entered into the

house of Peter. To hear him teach

crowds gathered, and filled the house.

"They brought to him a man sick

of the palsy," remembering that only

a short time before, in that very
house, and in the street adjacent, he

had healed all who were brought to

him. The palsied man was entirely

helpless,- and so was brought on a rug,

or thin mattress, carried by four per-

sons. In Mark, chapter 2, we read
that the house was so filled with people
listening to Jesus that the four men
could not gain entrance with their bur-
den, so they ascended to the roof by
way of the outside stairs. They then
made a hole in the roof, just overhead,
where Jesus was speaking, through
which they let the man down, holding
by the four corners of the rug and low-
ering the man until he lay at the feet

of Jesus. Then the crowd could do
nothing else but make room for the
sick man. The roof was probably
made of tiles, and had therefore been
easily broken by the four men.

"Jesus, seeing their faith"—the
faith of the bearers, not of the man
himself; a great encouragement to

work and pray for others.

"Son, thy sins :'.re'~ forgiven"—the
words ^vhi'^^'^ysus spoke to the palsied
m^'-.-^'^e had been brought for heal-
Tng, but Jesus saw that he was a sinful
man, and could not be cured until his
sins were taken away. Just as a splin-

ter must be removed before a wound
will heal.

"This man blasphemeth." Words
which the Pharisees thought about
Jesus when they heard him forgive the
sins of the palsied man. And they
thought further, "Who can forgive sins
but God, and therefore this man makes
himself as God."
"Wherefore think ye evil in your

hearts?" How startled the Pharisees
must have been to have their thoughts
read, and read aloud

!

"That ye may know that the Son of
Man hath power on earth to forgive
sins." And saying this, Jesus showed
his power by healing the sick man. At
his command, "Arise, and take thy
bed, and go unto thy house," the palsied
man rose up and went out of the house,
carrying his bed with him.
"They were afraid, and glorified

God." What they saw impressed them
more powerfully than what they had
heard.
"Follow me. And he arose." Again

the word of Jesus was powerful, that
it could cause a man to leave a lucra-
tive business at a moment's notice,
and enter upon a service that had no
emo' ments. That is what Matthew
did when he arose from his place, a
collector of customs, and followed
Jesus.
"Many publicans and sinners came

and sat down with Jesus and his dis-
ciples." We are not told in whose

i house this occurred. Evidently not in
P ter's house, for it was on the way
to some other place that Jesus had
found Matthew. We read in Luke's
Gospel, referring to this incident, that
it was Levi who was called, and that
Levi made a great feast in his own
house, at which a great company of
publicans and others sat down with
Jesus (Luke 5:27-29). Levi is but
another name for Matthew.

^'International Sunday School Lesson for March
20, 1910. A Paralytic Forgiven and Healed.
Matt. 9 : 1-13. Golden Text : "The Son of man
hath power on earth to forgive sins." Matt. 9 : 6.

"They that are whole have no ijed

of a physician," said Jesus. Su(;as
they thought themselves to be juld

have no need of help. F
"I desire mercy and not sacri'e."

Jesus would have the Pharisees ow
that he considered loving service ore
acceptable to God than the formalies
connected with the temple servici'to
which they were unduly devoted.

Help for Our Everyday Life

The four Capernaum philanthrc sts
indicate lines of duty for us ir mr
actions toward others: (1) being
others, (2) helping the most heljss,

(3) using wise methods of helpful ss^

(4) having faith in Jesus as a h( er.'

"I should like to be of some u in

the world; I should like to do gd,"
said Emily Reed, suddenly pui'n'g
back her chair from the piano, (er
friend, Mrs. J., came to her side nd
gently said, "My dear, before W(ian
do good, we must be good."

J

"I never thought of that before lut,

of course, it must be true," re'ied

Emily. And then she sighed, "C if

one only could do good, without hi.ng
to be good!"
"Get right with God"—that shot

|

be
our first aim, and then he will g ily

give us of the abundant work hi'ia's

to be done. The words of Jesus, he
harvest indeed is plenteous, but:he

laborers are few," are just as tri to-

day as when he spoke them. 'Jet

right with God," and then "Get :ht

with men," by being always a he ful

friend. Do not wait for your mi on

to find you, but discover what od

wants you to do by seeking the Dst

needy, and sinful, and helpless on in

your community, and minister to I'm.

If there were smiles for sale
At some fair marl<et wliere

The rich, the poor, the low, the high,
'

Miffiit hurry witli their change to bu:
What crowds would gatlier there !

Yet there are smiles enough.
And each might have his share

If every man would do or s;iy

One—just one—kind thing every day,
To lift some other's care. S. E. (ER.

See how it works in the combn-
places of life: A good man n led

William Gray, who lived near a I'all

town in New Hampshire, had a rse

that sometimes strayed from the m-

mon. A drunken farmer, who dis :ed

Gray for being a religious man, pi :he

strayed horse into the pound, an on

being remonstrated with, said, "A if

I meet him again on the road, I 'do

it again." "Neighbor," said (ay,

"not long since I looked from my in-

dow and saw some of your catt in

my meadow, and I drove them out nd

did not leave them out until I lut

them safely in your yard ; and I

find them there again, I'll do it agU"
The man was so struck v^^th this 3ly

that he paid the charge of Gy's

horse in the pound, and became s'et-

ter neighbor ever after. This ''ry

teaches us that there is need of g^%
moral and mental help, as well as jys-

ical help.
'

If the world seems cold to you.
Kindle fires to warm it

!

Let their comfort hide from view
Winters that deform it.

Hearts as frozen as your own
To that radiance gather ;

You will soon forget to moan,
"Ah, the cheerless weather !

"

If the world's a wilderness.
Go, build houses in it

!

Will it help your loneliness
On the winds to din it ?

Raise a hut. however slight

;

Weeds and brambles sinother :

And to roof and meal invite
Some forlorner brother.

If the world's a vale of tears.

Smile till rainbows span it

!

Breathe the love that life endears.

Clear from clouds to fan it.

Of your gladness lend a gleam
Unto souls that shiver ;

Show them how dark Sorrow's strean

Blends with Hope's bright river.

Lucy L«b

Continued on next page
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The joy of doing good is the largest

] /ard one can have for being helpful

t others, and yet it sometimes hap-

jis that reward comes in another

im. Mayer Anselm Rothschild was
£)oor Jew, who began his life as a

c:-k in a German banking house,

I. left an immense fortune at his

c.th. This was divided among his

f: sons, the youngest of whom,
Jnes, was an intimate friend of the

cibrated Dutch painter, Ary Schef-

f. At one time the baron sat as a

hgar for the artist, and a gentleman

v3 entered the studio supposed him
t be a veritable beggar, picked up
fm the streets. On leaving, he
ske kindly to the poor fellow and
s ped a louis into his hand. Several

vrs after he received a note from
Eon Rothschild, then an eminent
b ker in Paris, enclosing a check for

1 )00 francs, saying that it was the
aumulated interest on the gold piece

gm to the supposed beggar boy.

'his, of course, was quite an un-
u'al circumstance, but it always fol-

ks that interest is laid up in the

Bik of Heaven for every good deed
d'e, for every kind word spoken to

tl needy and helpless.

ielping People to Help Themselves

he Capernaum philanthropists
sl.ved their wisdom in taking their

hi)Iess neighbor to Jesus. They did

tl very best thing possible. This
sigests that there are wise and un-
vt.i ways of aiding the helpless. It

is.irprising often to look over articles

otwearing apparel donated for the
pr: Dilapidated ostrich feather boas,

n?ed lace petticoats, shabby dress
SI 3, old-fashioned beaver dress hats,

et Such things can be of no earthly
adunt to the poor, nor from the giv-

in of them can there accrue anything
tche heavenly account of the donors.
G erally speaking, the best way to

gi aid is to help people to help them-
sees. Jesus recognized this prin-
ci ; when he made the palsied man
al to walk and carry his own bed,
n er than to be carried about on
th bed by his kind friends. As far
asiossible, all charitable institutions
shald take on the character of giving
se help, otherwise those to whom
ch ity is given are only weakened
ar made more helpless. Some years
ag this matter was investigated in
N' York City, in the region of cheap
te:_ment houses. It was observed
th in tenements where twelve fami-
lif were living, and one or two
failles getting their living by beg-
gi from door to door, it was not
niiy months before nearly all of the
fa lies were begging, because they
CO 1 get more money, food and clothes
by)egging than by working. How
dilrent would have been the result
if e begginjc family had been helped
to > a working family! This is not
do oftentimes, because it is so much
ea.|'r to give 'money and food than
to ecure work. And then the do-
no, often take much comfort in the
tnight of being generous. Here
cois in the benefit of or>?anized
cnity: A certain family that was
coi dered hopeless was removed from
"P erty Gap" and set up, with a
"i( h's rent paid and seven dollars'
woh of furniture, and work found
foiall in the family who were old
en'gh to work. One of the charity
visirs superintended the removal,
|n the new start in housekeeping.
»h showed the mother and children
ho- to clean the room, arrange the
lui ture and prepare the supper.
*.n3et the table, and invited them to
sit wn. The children looked at each
O"^!"', and the mother burst into tears;
ne^' smce she had been a mother had
p at at the table with her children

^ } That family was won. Since
ouiirst outlay we have helped them
oni. twice, with a dollar on the rent,wn work was slack, and a few times

with a pair of shoes. But what ex-
penditure of time and thought it has
cost us! What expenditure of sym-
pathy and cheer! What exertion to

find suitable employment, to inspire
hope, to train to diligence, to keep up
courage! It is solidarity that keeps
this family decent and self-supporting,
and makes them the hope, not the men-
ace, of society; the assured conviction
that they and we are one, to meet all

the needs that may arise. The cost to

us of this whole family's earthly sal-

vation is about twenty dollars, plus
love and hard work. The saving to
the State, first and last, may surely be
reckoned by thousands of dollars.

—

From Records of the Charity Organi-
zation Society.

The Story of One Sister

Listen to the story of "Ganger Liz":
"Say, mister, do you say that God
loves every one of us?" "Yes, sister,

he does." "Well, how can God love
such a looking thing as me?" And as
she spoke the poor, besotted creature
looked down at her ragged and dirty
garments. "My sister, the sun is

ninety-five millions of miles away, and
shines in the streets every day; the
sun is light, and it can't help shining.
God is love, and he can't help loving;
and, though we fall ever so low, if we
will let him, he will lift us up. He has
helped others, he will help you."
"But, then, I can't go to him. I'm no
good any more, and for me to go to

God, it's too hard. I can't do it."

"But, my sister, you don't have to

climb to get into God's arms; you have
only to nestle down into the arms of
your heavenly Father, as years ago
you nestled down into your mother's
arms when you were tired of playing."
"Well, if that is so, I will do anything,
be anything, for him; and say, if I am
good, and if I try to do the right thing,

do you think I might see my mother in

heaven some day? Oh, my God, how
good she was!" And poor "Ganger
Liz" bowed her face in her hands and
burst into sobs. ... Do you see

that sweet-faced woman, who, as she
talks to that flashily-dressed girl, looks
as tender and earnest as a guardian
angel might look when it sees a soul in

danger? Well, that is "Ganger Liz"
—Sister Lizzie now, washed in the
blood of the Lamb.
And the Capernaum philanthropists

teach us to have faith in Jesus. If

they had not had faith in Jesus they
would not have brought the palsied

man to him, they would not have put
forth such strenuous effort to place
him at the feet of Jesus. We could
wish that their names might have been
told us, but we know what they were
by their fruits—believers in the Lord
Jesus Christ, and his faithful follow-

ers. If they had not been so, they
never would have thought of bringing
the man to Jesus.

CHANGE THE VIBRATION
It Makes for Health.

A man tried leaving off meat, potatoes,
coffee, etc., and adopted a breaufast of
fruit, Grape-Nuts with cream, some crisp

toast and a cup of Postum.
His health began to improve at once for

the reason that a meat eater will reach a
place once in a while where his system seems
to become clogged and the machinery doesn't
work smoothly.
A change of this kind puts aside food of

low nutritive value and takes up food and
drink of the highest value, already partly

digested and capable of being quickly
changed into good, rich blood and strong
tissue.

A most valuable feature of Grape-Nuts is

the natural phosphate of potash grown in the

grains from which it is made. This is the

element which transforms albumen in the

body into the soft gray substance which fills

brain and nerve centres.

A few days' use of Grape-Nuts will give one
a degree of nervous strength well worth the
trial.

Look in pkg;s for the little book, "The
Road to Wellville." "There's a Reason."

That one word sums
up the advantages of

buying Uneeda Biscuit.

You're sure of their

quality— sure of their

flavor

—

sure of their

goodness

—

sure of their

cleanness and freshness.

Be sure to say

Uneeda
Biscuit

5^
(Never sold in bulk)

a Package.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Here Is Something New
From Kalamazoo

Prove tor yourself in your own home, th.it the Kalamazoo is the most
periect—most economical—most satisfactory range for you to use—Your
moncv back if it's not.

Send for Cataloji No. 103 with special terms and compare K^riamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort ancl convenience of a Kala*

niazoo in her liome. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash if

Mill like. Either way—you save $10 to $J0 on any stove in the catalog. We
111, ike It easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
Freight

Kalamazoo Stove Ce.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

A Ralameizo^
Direct to You"

Burpee's Seeds

Cost More than do usual commer-

cial grades,—but (and this is a

great big BUT!) they are worth

much more than the difference in

cost! W. ATLEE

If you appreciate Quality in Seeds and
are willing to pay a fair price for the Best
Seeds that can be grown, we shall be
pleased to mail Burpee's New Annual for
1910. An elegant book of 178 pages, with
hundreds of illustrations and colored plates
painted from nature, it is famous as The
Silent Salesman of the World's largest
Mail-Order Seed Trade. Do you want it?

If so, write to-day! A postal card will do!

BURPEE &. CO., PHILADELPHIA

Do
You
Send for my 200 page hook with Free Trml

Leagnn explaining inethoda for Home Cure.
Established 15 years. Reputation world-wide.
G. A. LEWIS, 31 Adelaide St , Detroit. Mich

STAMMER CofriQ Why lisk blood-poisoning I

\^\Ji. ltd by cutting them—and then
* get only temoorary relief—whenA-Corn '

} Salve actually removes roots and all. *

1 5 cents at druggist's or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co.. Philadelphia '

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song: Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." for S3 tor 100. Words and music. 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
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RESIGNATION
To lose my will, O Lord, in Thine,

And all ray sriefs to Thee resign ;

To fully trust Thy love divine
To lift the burdens that are mine.

For this I pray.

Amid the darkness and the gloom
That ever circle round tlie tomb.
May in my heart be ever room
For Faith to save me from the doom

Of black despair.

The darkened glass prevents the sight

From seeing things in their true light.

Oh, may 1 ever trust Tliy might
To bathe in light, life's darkest night.

Some sweet, sweet day.

"Come unto Me, thou weary one."
These words of peace from the dear Son,

My grief-torn heart have surely won—
Thou wilt support till I am done

With life's short race.

Ene, Pa. A. G. M.

95 The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the Worl^

THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It isa solid, Ifair
and square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed, for S15.SI5. It is dif-
ferent from anything that lias

ever before lieen offered
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, hot or cold, makes thick
or thin cream and does il

just as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
Any boy or girl can run it

sitting down. The crank is

only 5 inches long. Just
thinkofthat! Thebowlisa
sanitary marvel: easily
cleaned and emtadies ail

our latest improvements.
Gears mn in anti-friction
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain our
Sl.'J. 05 proposition. Our lib-

eral long time trial and gen-
erous terms of purchase will astonish you. Our own
(manufacturer's) guarantee protects you on every
American Separator. We ship immediately. Western
orders filled from Western points. Write us and gei

our great olTer and handsome free catalog. ADDKESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATORCO,».S'sV.olc'ii.y

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT— proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the "Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED PREE.
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FREE
TellB alt about Paint and Painting for Durability.
How to avoid trouble and expense caused by paints
fading. <'halking and peeling. Valuable information
free to you. with SiimpJR Color Cards. Writ© me. DO
II NOW. I can eave you money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Success Shorthand Schoo

SUCCESS SHORTHAND TAUGHT
to beginners and stenographers by court

reporters. The system used by experts.

Instruction by mail. Write for catalog

.

If a stenographer, state system.

SUCCESS SHORTHAND SCHOOL
Suitc283 . 79 Clark St. , Chicago, ni.

W L. James In charce

BRADFORD
Comfort Shoes

are the heat-fitting and
best-wearing shoes made.
Thousands sold by mail.
Catalogue— shoieinn styles
for men, women and children—free

CHAS. A. ROBERTS. Bradford, Mass.

$Q.OO

DEUVERED

PARIS AND NEW YORK
Fashion Book and Spring and p ^%p »~
Summer Catalogue No. 34 f r% CL EL

Send Postal Card Today.
All High-class, stylish garments at wonder-

fully low prices. The latest and best decrees
of fashion are represented here. See what
is worn In the style centres of the -world.

M ART ! N*S S"e'
w° To r'k'°cf»r^

1^;
eramic

utuJio

If You Are a China Painter
or rotter, this mapazinc is essential to
your liaiiijiness. I'riee $4.1)0 the year.
$1.00 three months. Sainjile copy 10c.

Keramlc Studio I'tib. Co.,
124 Pearl .St., Syracuse, N. Y.

SALOONS—GO

!

Con<1 1 An '" stamps to pay postaEe and get a supply
JClIU XUL. of up-lo-date Anti-Saloon tracts. Address
KnlglitB of Daniel, 2639 West DlvlsloD Street, Chicago, 111.

Unite the Forces of Temperance

^y Hon. Heniy W. Blair, Ex-United States Senator

THE one greafr imperative duty of

all forces which are against the

traffic in alcohol, opium and all poison-

ous drugs, for other than medicinal

and scientific purposes and for use in

the arts, is to get together.

I remember the temperance reform,

as it has progressed since the year

1843 until the present time, and I do

not hesitate to say that in my opinion

there has been an amount of mental

BEST SEED POTATOES ™ V-f'^'"'"'^^^I'arietiea Free.

A. G. ALDRIOGE, Fishers, Ontario County, N. Y.

Hon. Henry W. Blair

and moral effort put forth, and of time

and money expended, sufficient to have
swept the whole foul business out of

existence long ago if it had only been
properly organized and systematically

and judiciously administered.

Dr. D'Aubigne opens his History of
the Reformation with a sentence some-
thing like this, as I now remember it:

"Unity in diversity and diversity in

unity is a law of nature, as well as of

the church."
It is of no more use to try to reduce

the various shades of opinion and
forms of organized effort to one strait-

jacket uniformity in this great temper-
ance crusade than it would be to

demand absolute uniformity in phys-
ical dimensions of the personnel, and
the weapons, organizations, training,
discipline and branches of service of a
great army before it should be allowed
to march forth conquering and to

conquer.

Some will look upon the anti-saloon
movement as the all-important and
efficient method of accomplishing the
great result; others will find it in na-
tional or in State prohibition of both
the manufacture and sale, or in both
national and State prohibition; others
still will insist upon that form of oppo-
sition which comes from the increasing
pressure of continually higher and
higher license of the crime itself, as
the condition of their service, upon the
principle that "half a loaf is better
than no bread."

Secular and religious organizations
have each their separate forms and
methods of effort, and all these have a
general tendency to one common end

—

the extinction of the terrible evils

which poisonous drugs inflict upon
humanity.

It is necessary, if anything is ever
to be actually accomplished, that all

these various forces get together.
Distinct like the billows, yet one like

the sea; diverse in their unity and
united in their diversity, let each one
in his own way hit the head of the
devil wherever he sees it; and, all help-
ful of each and each helpful of all, let
every individual and every organiza-

tion, in the spirit of conciliation and of

combination, go about this business

and finish it up. It is not only a State

and a national, but it is a world-wide

evil. It embodies everything in con-

crete form that civilization and Chris-

tianity must overcome, if they are

themselves to exist. The battle is to

the death between them, and there can

be no great battle successfully fought
without a comprehensive and adequate
plan. Because humanity is one it is

necessary that this organization and
effort should be international, as well

as national, State and individual, in

its organization.

All the signs of the times indicate

that the better influences operating in

the world are awakening to the neces-

sity of harmonious and combined ac-

tion. The churches of all denomina-
tions have this whole thing in their

control. The clergy of the country
have always been the supreme uplift-

ing, all-sustaining, human agency in

the civilization and Christianization

of the world. They can have this

thing just as they please, and the re-

sponsibility is upon them. Let them
advance in their leadership, and the

rest of us will follow. It will cost

some money, as well as prayers, peti-

tions and zealous talk.

Inscribe on the banner: "Personal
Abstinence; and Prohibition, State, na-
tional and international, of the manu-
facture and sale of all poisonous drugs
to create and gratify unnatural appe-
tite; also their importation, exporta-
tion and transportation, by treaty, and
by legislation, State and national, con-
stitutional and statutory."

Temperance Notes
"Catch My Pal"

THE London correspondent of the
New York Snv relates the follow-

ing interesting incident:
One day last July a Presbyterian

clergyman in the city of Armagh per-
suaded twelve hard drinkers to sign
the pledge. Before parting with them
he said:

"Now, perhaps each of you could
bring a pal to my house to-morrow,
and induce him to sign."

"I think I can catch my pal," said
one of the men, and that was the origin
of the "Catch My Pal" movement now
sweeping over the north of Ireland.

Scarcely a town or village in Ulster
is without an enthusiastic band of
members, each of whom wears an en-
ameled brass button bearing the words,
"Protestant Catch My Pal Union."
The public houses in many of the pro-
vincial manufacturing towns have lost

fully 50 per cent, of their trade. Of
the 3,000 inhabitants of Cookstown,
County Tyrone, over 700 men joined
the union in November and December,
and the percentage is equally great in
other towns.

A Liquor Dealer's Income

The average annual income of the
American liquor dealer, according to a
recent estimate, is over $7,000. These
figures are based on an estimate of 50
drinks to a gallon of whisky and 12
glasses of beer to the gallon. Many
saloonkeepers, however, by generous
adulteration, make a gallon of whisky
yield 70 drinks. One village saloon-
keeper took in over the bar $24,000 a
year, and his only competitor in the
village took in $16,000 yearly. These
men were getting rich, while the vil-
lage community was being impover-
ished. This is the experience of thou-
sands of similar communities all over
the country, where the saloon is grad-
ually absorbing the wealth and man-
hood, and sapping the morals, and
ruining homes, and yielding nothing in
return.

TRY THIS

Self Heating Iron Fn
Learn what it means to save thousands of si •

every ironing day— to get away from the
kitchen and iron where you please, independ!
of stoves. Use it in the sewing room tor prt,

ing— for the fine things you do up for" yours
Then if you thinktyou can spare it—return ijl

our expense. The i

Ideal Self Heating Sad Iroil

gives you all the comfort of an electrioiron.
!j

instead of piling up huge electric light bill I

cuts down fuel cost lo less than one cent a da
burns 3 hours on one filling of gasoline I

Ideal Self Heating Sad Iron is safe, weguarai
it—strong, built to last a lifetime. The pric

'

the 6-lb. household size is $5.
Write to-day giving us the name of the hards !

dealer you wish the iron shipped through,
ten days' free trial. Learn about the grea

i

convenience and money saver you could ins
I

in your home. Write to-day.

IDEAL SAD IRON MFG. CO., Dept. 18, ClevelanJ

Do This To-Da?

Ask us to send you our Five Per
Book. We want you to know all the

to know about this Company.
The more you know the surer you t

become a customer.

This Company is strong—conservat
managed and all its investments a
First Mortgages.

Money invested with us may be
drawn at any time without notice and
out loss of dividends.

But write for the booklet— that tells all about if.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposits
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, d

!#

Ease Your F<

"THE PILLOW" S1|I

For Woman's Wear; absolute OOman s Wear; absolute ii

fort for TIRED, TENDER I

a beautiful hand turned shoe, no it

ing-in required ; relief from pel Co \vi

unions; soft, flexible, durable, < fV

and stylish. The sole oak leather. Tht

top genuine Vici Kid. soft, pliable. RU
HEELS. No lining to wrinkle andchaf]^

guarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute cornfoi]™

satisfaction or money cheerfully refui ad

Oxford Style $3.00. Write to-day for our ee

Illustrated Catalog and special self-measure bla ino

join our Grand Army of delighted customers.

PILLOW SHOE COMPANY
,

184 Summer Street, Dept. 3, Boston, m.

SAVE ON RU(S
Being inakers, we not only save you al. »••

ler's profits but give you the newest pa ns

I
and the greatest variety from which to se t.

Hancock Rugs
are backed by a quarter-century's reputation, \'^

uarantee satisf.iction

Ingrains Tapestries, Velvets, Axminster My
^Brussels.Wiltons. Sizes 6 x 9 to 11x15. 9»
^to $60.00. Money back if you mt

, it. Send today for catalogue show i the

rugs in actual colors and telling h we
pay the frelgrht.

Hancock Rug Mills, Dept. E, iia

RIPPEY'S

POWDERED FOAMOLIE
For makintr Ice Cream, S r-

bets. Fruit Frosts <J

Water Ices witt''

Heat or Eggs. Fii

'

silk, smootli as velvet

FREE SAMPLE with •'

Handsome 20-pa(:e bookU >'

Recipes mailed on receip"

your name and address.

WM. RIPPEY, Dept.G.Cincinna >

PATFlVTSi That Protect and ay
'^^^^ '-'^^ * »-» Advice and Hooks-F .!

Rates lieasonaWe. Highest Keferences. Bj?' '"''.1
c

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, WASHI1I6T0,'
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Chats With the Young Folks

By Kate Upson Clark

Deer in Massachusetts

If
the northwestern portion of Mas-

sachusetts the herds of deer are

li ly soon to become a genuine plague

: tche farmers.

'here is a Game and Fish League in

tt State, which has put through

, niy laws for the protection of wild

amals. One of these laws is that a

n 1 may shoot a deer with a shotgun

ine sees it actually destroying his

p duce. Even if he knows it has been

e; ng his garden vegetables, he must

n shoot the deer unless he sees it in

tl very act of eating them. He must

n under any circumstances, shoot it

w 1 a rifle.

ne farmer in Charlemont, Mass.,

w) stacked his corn in the field, but

d not get it into his barn before the

si.v came, is thereby supplying food

-, fcimany deer. They burrow into the

do snow until they reach the corn,

wch is a godsend to them. The field

m invhich it stands looks as though an

V with hoofs had invaded it.

hen you ride along the country

n is you are likely to see groups of

II thbeautiful creatures standing direct-

,(• lyjn the road, or peering at you
^' thlugh the trees. The other day some
hm who were passing through a for-

e: in Heath heard footsteps behind

tin and discovered that a fine doe,

wi her little one, was following

rthn. She was not going to hurt

thn. She was only interested to see

r w»t they were about.

:he deer are so tame that they will

ofn come up quite close to a man or

be and walk along beside him.

would seem brutal to kill such

gtle and graceful creatures, if it

w(j not that they prey upon the farms
ar destroy immense amounts of grow-
in fruits and vegetables.

man in Florida, Mass., killed two
— do- lately. If the inspectors had
* fiAd him out, he would have been

huily fined, but his little son did not

ki ,v this.

p happened to be where a man was
ing up a beef, and remarked, "My
LT has got two of those hanging
n the barn, all ready to cook; but
ot his out in the woods."
he neighbor knew what kind of

't es were mea-.t, and that they were
rely deer, and he ought to have in-

fo led the inspectors, but he did not.

he New York Times says that in

X ' York State, as it is al.so against
th'law to kill deer there, the people
in. certain mountain town are puzzled

' to';now what to do with a crippled
:. i*ide'. which has strayed into their bor-
^taej. Attempts have been made to

TTpeiits broken leg, but they have failed.

Di ne leg will have to be cut off, and
ar*\rently the poor deer will have to

I'est free to wander over the hills all

itt fe with oni7 three legs.

^ Strange Account Book

S FIRE broke out in Farmer Dike's
^ barn one night. As the hired
i"f had been smoking his pipe out

' th e during the evening, it was sup-
pod that he had tossed a burning
"i:'h into some hay or litter, or had
untied his pipe-ashes into some in-

'<mable stuff. The spark had prob-
'' smouldered, and the thin streak

"!' re had spread, until at last it had
'jut out into full flame.

cob Dike, the eldest son, was the
•" to discover the conflagration. A
sTl of smoke and the lurid shadows
"a ing on the wall had awakened him.

ith a few wild cries, he roused the
'" of the family, and they were all

yj' rushing in and out of the burning
fuiing, attempting to save the ani-

mals, the grain and hay, and the tools

and machinery.
It was evident that the fire was

making such rapid progress that very
little could be saved. One of the

neighbors, who had hurried half-

dressed to the scene, was therefore

astounded to see the old farmer him-
self calmly working away with a

screwdriver at the hinges of the barn
door.
"Man, you're crazy!" he shouted.

"Let that old door burn ! There's two
calves in there yet, and the corn-

sheller, and lots of other things.

Come on!"
But Farmer Dike still worked away

at the tough old door, while one by
one valuable living creatures and ex-

pensive tools were left to perish.

Just as the roof dropped in with an
awful crash, and a shower of sparks

and brands fell all around him, he
staggered out into the open, with his

big barn door on his back.

"I hope you're satisfied now,"
sneered the neighbor. "You might
have saved a hundred dollars' worth
of stuff while you have been unscrew-
ing that big piece of kindling wood."

"I couldn't stop just then to ex-

plain," said the old farmer calmly,

"but I'll let you know now, that all my
accounts for the last seven years are

on that barn door. It's worth more to

me than the whole barn besides and all

that was in it."

It is generally wise to reserve one's

opinion until one knows the facts in

the case.

Something About a Wedding
PHILIP came into the primary

schoolroom one morning, and in-

formed the teacher that the flag

was up.

"Is it?" said she, doubtfully.

"It certainly is, and it isn't the

Fourth of July, or Washington's Birth-

day, or Lincoln's, and I couldn't think

why the flag should be up. Why
is it?"

The teacher thought a minute or

more, but could not remember any
anniversary worthy of notice by a flag-

raising on that especial day.

"I don't know, I am sure," she said

at last. "Go and find out, and then

come and tell me."
Philip hurried away. In a few min-

utes he was back, with a bright and
satisfied face.

"It's to celebrate somebody's wed-

ding," he reported.
"Wedding?" repeated the mystified

teacher. "There isn't any wedding on

the whole list of our historical cele-

brations."
"That's what it says on the card

anyhow," insisted Philip. "It's some-

thing about a wedding."
The teacher pondered a few mo-

ments. Then she decided that she

would look for herself. What she saw

on the card was as follows

:

"This day is the anniversary of the

engagement of the Monitor and the

Merrimac."

An A^ronomer's Appreciation

Dear Dr. Klopuch : I have received

the beautiful "Dreamland" calendar

that you sent me. I thank you much

for it. How beautiful it is! I look

at it a hundred times a day, and thmk,

in the language of the poet, it is

:

thing of beauty and a joy forever.

Again thanking you for the gift

and the kindly feeling which prompted

it, and with assurances that the beau-

tiful picture has made my Christmas

more delightful, I am sincerely yours,

(Prof.) Sam. P. Leland.

Seabreeze, Fla.

For Sunday Suppers

Busy-Day Dinners

Hasty Luncheons

Unexpected Guests

Here is a dish that everyone likes—a food as hearty as meal—

a

meal that would take you 16 hours to prepare.

A dish that remains fresh and savory. It can be served hot or

cold. The best meal of the kind that a chef ever prepared.

And your grocer supplies it—ready to serve in a minute—at about

the cost of home-baked beans. Think what it means—in a hun-

dred emergencies—to have a few cans of Van Camp's on the shelf.

And Van Camp's are baked in steam ovens.

Not crisped, not broken—always nut-like,

mealy and whole.
They don't ferment and form gas, as do

home-baked beans, because the fierce heat

has made them digestible.

The tomato sauce is baked into the beans,

giving a delicious blend.

The result is baked beans at their best-

beans made inviting. And as beans are 84

per cent, nutriment—hearty, staple and cheap

—they cut down the meat bills, in these days

of high prices, when you serve beans that

people like.

So Van Camp's are more than convenient.

The
National DishVan^mpls

PORKa^^BEANS

flAKEft

^mm TOMATO
.SAUCE The

National Dish

Van Camp's, as you know, outsell all other

brands. And these are the principle reasons

:

We use only the choicest Michigan beans

—the whitest and plumpest. They cost us

four times what some beans would cost.

We use only whole, vine-ripened tomatoes.

(39)

And our sauce costs five times what common
sauce sells for.

This dish is our pride—the final result of

48 years' experience. Just compare Van
Camp's with another brand, and see what

our methods mean.

Three sizes: 10, 15 and 20 cents per can

Van Camp Packing Companyj^'ilet'' Indianapolis, Ind.

SHIS cheque, eagerly welcomed at its advent by the
traveling public, is now cashed by thousands daily
throughout the w^orld. Among the many good reasons

for this immediate, increasing success are

:

The banking prestige of the cheque.

Its universal availability, due to the support of the Bankers of
the World.

Its safety and convenience, as compared with money.

Its self'identifying features, making it superior to any draft.

Its unfluctuating value in the moneys of the leading countries
of the world.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET FULLY DESCRIBING THE SYSTEM

BUYTHEM FROM YOUR OWN BANKER
OR IF MORE CONVENIENT APPLY TO

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY 7 WALLST..NEW YORK CITY
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ROOFING
Needs No Painting
MOST ready roofings

require special paint-

ing and coating, and unless

this is done regularly, you

are sure to have leaks and

trouble right along.

If you use Amatite, noth-

ing of the sort is required.

You will have real roof

protection without painting

of any kind.

Amatite is made to stay

waterproof and give pro-

tection year after, year, v\ath-

out any thought or care on

your part.

First— Because it is

waterproofed with Coal Tar
Pitch.

5econ</—Because it has a

real Mberal Surface.

Amatite, owing to these

features, is the mo^ econom-

ical roofing made. Its fir^

cost is low, and you are

saved all future expense for

repairs or paint because it

will need neither.

If you haven't seen Am-
atite, v^Trite for a sample

to-day. From it you will

very quickly understand

why it doesn't require

painting ; why it does not

leak ; and why it saves you

money.

Address nearest office

to-day.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.
New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston Cleveland St. Louis

Cincinnati Minneapolis Pittsburg New Orleans Kansas City London, Eng.

€?

-^M

^ T/je Northern Pacijic

^ extends into or through

Minnesota, Wisconsin,

North Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Ore-
gon. New, rich territory

being opened up by exten-

sions now building. The
Ho/nesceker's Chance!

A Little Farm
WeU Tilled in

Idaho
under irrigation means a happy home, a life of content-
ment, with sure and profitable returns.

A five or ten acre tract of this Jand will not only maintain
a family in generous comfort, but will lay up a com-
petence for old age, and liberally educate the children.
The delightful climate, clear, pure air and beauties of
scenery are advantages you should not overlook.

In Montana, "Washington and Oregon, too,
are manyfavored localitieswhere the land
is cheap noiv, but rising rapidly in value.

Fruit growing, vegetable raising, dairy-
ing, stock farming, grain producing

—

all make handsome profits— fat bank
accounts—wealth. Don't delay too long.

Write tonight for information about the
state that interests you and particulars
of the very low one-way fares effective
March ist to April 15th, with stopover
privilege.

The Scenic Hii^hway Through the Land of Forlu

Northern Pacific Railway
L. J. Bricker, General Immigraiion A^eol

Dept. 119. St. Paul, Minn.

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent, St. Paul

Rewarded Toil

AT early dawn I dreamed this dream

:

My spirit struggling through its prison
bar,

And passing from its limited confines of clay.

Soared through the open gates of pearl afar.

And entered the great light of Judgment Day.

Upon His throne the mighty Judge of all ;

I trembling knelt in sorrow and in shame.
So small the harvest gleaned I had to bring,

No commendation could I hope for, naught
but blame.

For one who saw much work to do, yet
failetl in everything.

I heard the Judge say : "Child, thy talent now
restore.

What hast thou done there in the world
below ?

Hast waged the battle 'gainst the foe both
strong and sore ?

Didst heed the call 'twas given thee to know?"

I raised my drooping eyes and said

:

"Lord, I have longed to do some work for thee.

But, oh ! the days were long and full of
heavy care,

And hands and brain so weary that I could
not .see

The mighty deeds, the ripened grains so fair

;

I heard the call, but had no time to heed ;

I felt the burning flame within my soul

;

Conscious that pen of mine would stir the
noble deed

And cause Thy name in trumpet tones to roll.

But, Lord, I grieve, I had no time for lofty
theme,

For daily, humble duties claimed my care.
The common household ways, so dull they seem
They claimed my all, no spirit left to dare."

The Great Judge understood ;

"That was a talent, child, I gave to thee.
The gift to call, and stir, and thrill the host.

Fame waited at thy door hadst thou but oped
to see,

But lowly duty's call thou heeded most.
'Tis great to stir the world with mighty song

or deed.
As great the hourly, daily, lowly, toil for me.

No work, though great or small, fails its re-
ward. The seed

Grows, strong or weak, so that all men
may see.

"And now thy days of unrewarded toil are o'er.
For thee the robe of white, the jeweled

crown ;

A home eternal on the golden shore.
Where heaven's joys begin, earth's burden all

laid down." —Carabel G. Wardell.
Clintondale, N. Y.

«^»

The Kentucky Mining Disaster

DR. JAMES T. PIERCE, of
Drakesboro, Ky., writes to The

Christian Herald: "The unfortu-
nate explosion did not occur in our
mine, but in a neighboring one. The
scene of the sad accident was at the
little mining camp called Browder,
Ky., just one mile south of Drakesboro,
which event has cast a sad gloom over
the citizens of Drakesboro. We feel it

our bounden duty to do all we can to
assist in alleviating the suffering and
distress among the bereaved families,
also the widows and orphans. We
hand you herewith the names of those
who are among the very needy, and
who have none of this world's goods.
One woman in particular has no
friends who can be of help to her. She
has four small children and is in a
pitiable condition. We will be pleased
to have any assistance for those in
dire distress." Mr. Pierce encloses a
list of white and colored sufferers,
thirty-seven in all, many of whom
have left Avidows and large families
of little children, who must now look
to charity. Any contributions for
their aid sent to this journal will be
forwarded to Mr. Pierce.

A Blessing to Every Home
Dear Dr. Klopsch: We are delight-

ed with the calendar and pictures, and
return many thanks for them. They
are lovely and, as one gazes upon
them, they seem to breathe a spirit of
purity which is thought-uplifting.
The Christlike work in which you are
engaged will certainly be blessed of
God for all time, as the good effects
are so far-reaching as to be limitless.
The Christian Herald is a blessing
to every home that receives it. It is
ennobling and purifying, and being
an individual and a home blesser it
becomes also a national blessing. May
God's richest blessing rest upon you
and yours. Mrs. G. J. Jackson.
West Orange, N. J.

CYCLONE CEMETERY
FENCES AND GATES

will make your family burying
ground or cemetery lot proof
against desecration and give
the last resting place of loved
ones that well kept appear-
ance that proves enduring A.
devotion. M',
Cyclone renees are

made strong and rust
resistant, so will stand
for many years.

The
arecheapej
a a woode .

fences and more ai
tistic. Write today fcil

special prices to Churche''
and Cemetery Association
and for catalog showin
manystyles.includinjnoD
clunnnWe cemetery fenc
and gate arches.

Cyclone renee Co
Dept. in.Waukegan. III.

$50 TO $300 SAVE!
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,
jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
$50 to S300 on my High Grade Standard CasoUne
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for y
•imilar eng'jies in carload lots for spot cash. j^Si' D \

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horst and buy a

B-H.-P. onty$119.SO

f

»

,<^>^ My -
tory o; t

Days' e
Trial. Sat .

tion or n y
baclc. Write for >

lal proposition. 11

yon pay me is fo w
material, labor d

one small profit. Set ir

my big BOOK FRE ,

Wm. Galloway. P;

Wm. Oallonsy (

846 nalloita; 81

Waterloo, Ion

TYQURIDEil
,500 for one invention. Bi

How to Obtain a Patent" :

What to Invent" sent free. Send lo
li for free report as to patentabil

ateiit s advert ised for sale at our expt
in fourteen ]\ianufaeturers' Journals.]

Patent Obtained or Fee Retnrned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE. Patent Al
EstaljIiBheil 10 Years

928 F Street, Washington, D.(

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,"' uo tacks required. '

Wood Rollers Tin Roll)

A FLOOD OF Lit

FROM KEROSENE (Coal
Burning common kerosene the ALADDIN J I

LAMP generates gas that gives a light nr i

liant than city gas, gasoline or ele i

Simple, odorless, clean, safe and < t

AGENTS MAKE BIG MO:
Is revolutionizing lighting everywhere, c

in every home. Every lamp euaraiitee< 'ii

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit othei ;i

Ask our nearest office how you can get f

free or apply fnr Agency Proposition, i

MANTLE LAIMPCO.ofAmerlca.D !

Chicago, Portland, Ore.; Wat«rburj, Conn.; Winnipeg, Montreal a

AOPNTQ ^^^ Sanitary Coffee and Tea
**^"fcl^ I ^9 produce a pure, sweet cup. N"

Bettler nor strainer and
never wears out. Saves tea
and coffee, money and
health. Every wife buys at

r sight. New inventions.

fSend 15c for 50c size of
either, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for
25c. Without question the

____ two best sellin articles ^^^
COFFEE e^ef invented. Orderboth, fEA MA
MAKCB Dr. Lyons. 1 480 Day St., Peki

Send for our 1910 Catalogue ; ll's F •

It contains 1 12 pages, over 230 illu
-

tions, cultural directions, etc.

Seeds - None Better Than N s

SWEET PEAS : Send 15c. for 'A ' '

Noll's Superb Mixture, postpaid, an' r

new descriptive and illustrated CataK;-

You'll be delighted. Order today.

J. F. NOLL & CO.
121 Mulberry St., Newark,] '

Get Book on ^'BRECi
Write Now—Samples Free— fttbber Roi

Book Free, Direct from tac- Freight Pre
*ory-S1.3e-»1.8e—S2.26perRoll. Freight
paid to west boundary lineMinn..rIowa,Mo.and
north of south line tenn. Reliable ~
blph quality. Guaranteed water-
proot; flre-reslstlng; durable.

The Breese Bros. Co.
Roofing D«pt. 77.Clnclnn«JI,0hlo

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
of pure 1.red poultry, for inio, 2(Ki pages,
haiiilsoinfly illustrateil, ].5u engravings,
photos, .30 tine colored plates, describes C.'i

leading varieties of land and water fowls,
gives low prices of stock, eggs, incuba-
tors, poultry supplies, etc. Calendar for
eai'li month. Ilowtocare for poultry and
all details. Only 10 cents. .Send to-day.
B. H. GREIDER, Box 79, Rheems, Pa.

We'Want Widows, Ladies and (Is

Needing Light, Profitable Employment, J™
time or permanent work, to write us. Ouiy"

will interest you. Sonietliliienew. Al!™
man wanted in every to^yn. Particulars -

FAIR MFG. CO., H F 10, KACINE, '»•K
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The Use of Money'' Fighting the Good Fight

]' is likely that few of us who are

poor would really make the use of

mey that we think beforehand that

V should. The wise ones tell us that

t maddest radicals become conserva-

t !s as soon as they inherit fortunes;

al many a man who in poverty was

s e that he would be a generous giver,

c Id he only have plenty of money,

t ns out to be close and stingy.

i. little boy of five once said to his

niher, "When I get to be a big, big

nn, I'm going to build a g-r-e-a-t

hise and put all the poor peoples

i: t."

le thought a moment, then sighed

(iply, and remarked, "I think I will

,M,-—but prob'ly I'll forget all about

! .vhen I get to be a man, sha'n't I,

rther?"

Oh, I hope not, my dear," she an-

red, greatly shocked.

The child had doubtless heard some-

I ly say something regarding the fre-

( nt discrepancy between the noble

c am of youth and the base reality of

rnhood, and it had commended itself

t his sense of probability.

Vlas! to our shame be it said, most

I js know that he held the right view,

al that the great Schiller had de-

t ted a common human need when he

c,?d to his people, "Be true to the

dam of thy youth."

t is hard in every department of

]'; to strike the golden mean; but per-

is it is harde-st of all in this matter
' money. To be sufficiently saving

al prudent, so that one may not be-

cie dependent upon charity in one's

' age, and yet to avoid miserliness

1 to give our fair proportion of sup-

t to worthy causes, seems to be one

the great problems of life.

The wise old Jews were probably
. ht when they estimated that every
r n should devote a tenth of his in-

cne to philanthropy and religion.

^ rich man can, and often does, give
r ch more than this. There is no
Ighter sign in these days than
t very prevalent desire manifested
; ong our wealthier classes to do good
; ording to their means.
The world sees the grasping and

ffish rich man; and it sees the man
^ ose name as a giver, either through
1 wish or despite his wish, figures
' en in the papers. But there is a
1 ge class of well-to-do and benevo-
I t people of whose charities even
t'ir neighbors know little. Charles
^igner tells us of such an one:
'He had lost a beloved wife, and had

" n all his children buried; but he had
: rreat fortune, the result of his own
I or.

'Living in the utmost simplicity, he
^nt his time in searching for oppor-
' lities to do good. How many people
I surprised in poverty, what means
I used for relieving distress and light-
'

: up dark lives, no one can compute.
1 loved to do good to others, and en-
,i' their surprise when they did not
hw whence the relief came. The
'ater part of thes, fine deeds were

i: known till after his death. The

I

ole of them we shall never know.
I was a socialist of the right .sort."
VIost of us can never feel the delight

' such a life; but we may all know
nething which is perhaps better,
'mely, the reward of a good con-
ence when we have "rightly divided"

resources, and given to God his
ire. May we be guided to do this in
e and wisdom, "not grudgingly, nor

' necessity, for God loveth a cheerful
er.

'

Christian Endeavor Topir for .Sunday. March
lEXTs: Luke \i : li-n: .Matt. 6: 19-21.

CHRIST was the Prince of Peace;
and yet he said, "I came not to

bring peace, but a sword."
His meaning needs no explanation to

any of us. We all know that he un-
derstood well the carnal mind which
is enmity against God, and that if we
are to imitate Christ and put his pre-
cepts into practice it means a perpetual
fight.

It is a fight not only with the world
about us, but with the inner foes which
tempt every man to evil—those powers
of the air, which are ofttimes armed
with the beauty of a Lucifer, and the
specious arguments of a Machiavelli,

and are fit to deceive the very elect.

It is time that the world should per-

ceive that this is the only sort of war
which modern civilization should know;
the war for the possession in each in-

dividual soul of Paul's great list of

virtues recounted in our text
—

"right-

eousness, godliness, faith, love, pa-
tience, meekness."
When each individual has obtained

them, there will be no trouble about
the nations.. It is only another appli-

cation of the old proverb, "Take care

of the pence and the pounds will take
care of themselves."
But at present there is great trouble

about the attitude of the nations con-
cerning war. From those which we
call "heathen" naturally nothing better
is usually expected; but from the so-

called Christian nations much more is

to be expected.
They are full of churches and of

schools and colleges. They know that
war, unless undertaken at the plain call

of freedom and humanity, is degrading
and demoralizing. They know that in

war the arts languish, education and
commerce are set back or stop alto-

gether, and grief, outrage and terror
reign.

And yet we see even England
and Germany adding Dreadnought to

Dreadnought, at fearful expense,
though their people are bowing beneath
their unendurable taxation.
They know, too, that the modern air-

ship is likely to render all their arma-
ments useless; yet they pile up their

national debts for them as none have
ever been piled up before.

In our own country the Chief of

Staff of the American Army has re-

cently affirmed, according to Justice

Brewer, "that we are wasting time in

seeking arbitrations, and that the only

true course for us to pursue is to make
our military and naval strength so

great as to be beyond danger of at-

tack."
Another one of our great soldiers has

said that "the fewer statesmen and the

more ironclads there are, the less would
be the danger of war"; or, in other

words, the more guns there are, and
the fewer people there are who are un-

willing to .shoot them, the less shooting-

there will be!
In fact, the Army and Navy people

are, as a class, so eager for war that

their eyes are holden from the true

state of affairs, and their judgment is

misled.
"If we had not been foolish enough,"

continues our great and wise Justice

Brewer, "to squander money in iron-

clads and Army, we might now be a
nation without a debt."

Let us all oppose this military spirit,

and help on the cause of international

arbitration. It is a Christian duty.

Were half the power that fills the world with
terror

:

Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and
courts.

Given to redeem the human mind from error,

There were no need of arsenals or forts.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday
March 20. Texts : Eph. 6 : 10-18; I. Tim. 6 r 11. 12. 1

rn^M
FOR MEN, WOMEN
AND CHILDREN

The Hose Thai*s Delighting Everybody
Perhaps you are absorbed in

so many other things thai you've
never considered the economy
of utilizing the Macy Mail Order
Department. Do so now. Begin
by writing to Dept.607 for our
Spring and Summer Catalogue.

R. H.M*cy&C«-'*Attn>etiomAr«The ir Low

F

nce* Vv'e sell practically everything

you need. MACY*S is really

^^Oi # ^'^ \ %^ V ^^ one hundred specialty stores

W'
I

II I \ Jr ^^^^*%J fc'^n^s'^i one roof---each con-

^\^ HXi^A /M \^T^-^^^ tributing to the economy of

the others by lightening the

expenses of all.

MADE FROM OUR OWN COMBINATION OF ESPECIALLY SELECTED AND
CLOSELY TWISTED LONG COTTON YARN AND GENUINE BELFAST LINEN

MADE ON IMPROVED FULL FASHION MACHINES WITH THE SHAPE KNIT INTO EACH PAIR

No. 101—Women's "Irontex"
Hosiery in black or tan 0^_
cotton ; sizes, 8% to 10»^ ^'it
medium weight

No. 102—Black or tan, superior __
quality cotton, medium ^^Q
weight

No. 103—Mercerized Lisle, black OQ^
or tan OOt

No. 104—Men's "Irontex" Half-hose -^ _
in black, tan and gray 24r
cotton ; sizes 9 to 12 . . .

* *^

No. 105—Boy's "Irontex" Hos- _
iery, in black and tan cot- 24c
ton ; sizes 6 to lO

No. 106—Girl's "Irontex" Hosiery, ^- _

in black and tan cotton ; 24r
sizes 6 to 10

^

Money tefunded at once if dissatisfied, Atlow 5c per pair fof postage.
FREE Fasfifon Book, page 176, completely describes "IRONTEX"

Non-residents of New York have all the facilities of the MACY store extended to
them through the MACY Mail Order Service and MACY'S beautifully illustrated 450
page Fashion Book and Household Catalogue, which will be sent upon request, postage
prepaid, to those residing outside of New York and vicinity.

WRITE TO DEPT. 607

R. H. MACY & CO., New York
Department 607, Broadway, 34th and 35th Streets

% On Your
Savings5̂̂̂̂ In 17 years the Industrial

has never paid less than Five

Per Cent, on money entrusted to its care.

Money may be deposited and withdrawn at

any time without loss o( earnings. During each

year the Industrial has increased in strength

to such an extent that to-day it is one of the

largest and strongest of Savings Institutions, with

Assets over . $2,000,000

Surplus and profits $ 150,000

Under superv

B«nkln« Dcpar
safeluardcd by

iorkonds

Write for Booklet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building. Broadway & 42d St., New York City

1 of New York
It. All funds

ti.Jes on best

ban real estate.

HUTTi
)SALEShlEN

Earn the Biserest Salaries of any class
f men in the world. Over 600,000 employed

in the United States and Canada. The de-
mand for good Salesmen exceeds the supply.
We will teach you to be one by mail and assist
you to secure a grood position through ourFREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.
We receive calls for thousandsof Salesmen and bave

assistfld thonsanda of men to secure good positions or better sala-
ries. A great many of our graduates who formerly earned $25 to
$75 a month, have since earned from $100 to as high as $1,000 a
month and expenses. Thousands of good positions now open.
If you want to secure one of them or increase your earnings our
Free Book "AKntphi of The Grip" will show jou how. Write
or call for ittodav. Address nearest office.

Dept,496 National Salesmen's Training Anociatioa
Uhieago,New Tork,Kansas City.Hinneapolis, San FraDeiseo,Atlanta

AGENTS $3 to $10 otr

a> ?rircu/IDDriJIN(i ^^-^ Selling these Patented Scissors,
^gLTOnfllUlCflm*^^ Every

.=^-.^0,, ii

p^j^ guaranteed. Replaced if

not perfectly satisfactory. 2000
other fast sellers. No experi-
We teach you. Proof furnished

of big profits. Write today for terms of free outfit.

TUOMAS MFG. CO., 1 124 U'ayne St., Dayton, Ohio

CUT5T0THEEND
ence needed.

Write for FREE Sample and Reasons Why Bishopric

Wall Board is Cheaper and Better than Lath and Plaster

ANY weather is "good building weather" when you use a Bishopric Wall Board as substitute

for lath and plaster. You yourself can nail it to studding; applied dry, all ready for

decoration. Saves time and labor ; is clean and sanitary
; proof against cold and dampness.

WaTTl boarD
TT IS MADE of kiln-dried, dressed
^ lath, imbedded in hot Asphalt
Mastic, and surfaced witli sized
cardboard. Is cut at the factory
into uniform sheets 4x4 feet square
and three-eighths inch thiclc. These
sheets are easily and quickly nailed
to studding ready for wall paper,
paint or burlap.

^ Pr , - .

ill not swell, shrink.
Wftrp, cr.-irk. tlakf or blister; is clean, sanitary
and odMiU'ss. B-'iii^' a non-conductor, saves fuel
and keeps out summer heat ; alsodeadens sound.

Used for dwpllinps. pleasnre, health-
resort and factory buildinps, new parti-
tions in old IniildiiiKS, flnishpd attics,
cellars, porches, laundries an<l garages.

Price ^a.-SO perlOOsti. ft. or »6.40per
crate of 25B sq. ft., f. o. b. factories New-
Orleans oi' t'incinnati or Alma, Mich.

Write for

FREE SAMPLES
AND BOOKLET

BISHOPRIC SHEATHING is made
in the same way as Wall Board, but
finish is not necessarilv so fine and
therefore costs less. Cheaper and
better than lumber. Forms dead air
space between lath and weather
board. Ideal for CEMENT EX-
TERIOR or stucco work.

Excellent lining for dairy barns, poidtry
houses, stables or other outdoor building.
Price $2 per square of 100 sq. ft. or J5.12 per
crate of 256 sq. ft., f. o. b. New Orleans,
Cinrinnati. or Alma. Micliiean.

BISHOPRIC ROOFING niaVes a neat,
I'leiiii.arlistic. ilurnhh. icof which never
needs paint, (in.'iranlit'd proof against
cold, heat, molstuie. \\ind and weather;
will not crack, curl or break.

Price per sqnare : 3-ply, $2. .50 : 2-ply,

«2.a.5: 1-ply, * 1.7.5. Freight prepaid
East of West line of Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.

The Mastic Wall Board & Roofing Mfg. Co., 40 East Third Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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32 Years Of

DE LAVAL
Cream Separators

This is the record of the DE
LAVAL machines, which is of

itself a mountain of strength be-

side which the records of other

creamseparators are but mole-hills.

It means a feeling of confidence

in the purchase of a separator to

know that you are putting your
money into the machine which was
FIRST and which has LED in every

single step of cream separator

IMPROVEMENT and is today
fully ten years in the lead.

It is a satisfaction to know that

in buying a DE LAVAL you are

not only getting the machine which
will DAILY give you the best

results, but one of which there

are already many thousands an
average of TWENTY YEARS in

use, while the average life of

imitating machines is not over five

years and most of the so-called

"cheap" machines of today are

not likely to last two years.

A De Laval catalogue, to be had
for the asking, explains why the

De Laval is not only the best but
actually the cheapest.

The De Laval Separator Go.
16B-187 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

42 E. MADISON ST.
CHICAGO

DRUMM & SACRAMENTO 9X8
SAIM FRANCISCO

173-177 WILLIAM ST
MONTREAL

14 & le PRINCESS ST.
WINNIPEG

Ids WESTERN AVi.
SEATTLE

Even the Smallest

KITCHEN GARDEN
Will be the bettef fof an

WHEEL
HOEIROMm

to keen the weeds do\vn and the
ground cultivated to save all the
moisture. Tools are furnished for
lioeing, cultivaliiiK, opfiiiii^' and
closing fm-rows, U-velinj.', i-tc.

A DAY'S WORK
f/V 60 MINUTES

A woman, boy or girl ean ope-
rate it as easily as a man.

Costs $2,50 Up.
Ask us to-day for catalog.

Sent FREE.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box H. Grenloch, N. J.

HENDERSON'S SEEDS FREE

To get our new 1010 catalogue, "Every,tliing for
the Garden" (200 paces, 700 engravings devoted to
vegetables and flowers) , send us ten cents in stamps
and mention this magazine, and we will send you
free in addition, our famous 50c Henderson Collection
of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, and will also send our
new booklet, "Garden Guide and Record," a con-
densed, comprehensive booklet of cultural directions
and general garden information.

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35-37 Corllandt Street New Vork City

\
^^^^ ^^^" strong clikk-

Ccn-tlght Sold to the user at Hhi.i.Miir
SPrlePH. Wp l'«jr Kreliiht. Catalogu.- iree.
2 COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

By JOHN C HAVEMEYER

BY the world we mean, of course,

the people wljo are in the world.

In their natural condition, which the

Bible calls "in the flesh" or "having a

carnal mind," all the nations of the

world closely resemble each other, and

John's declaration is "The whole world

lieth in wickedness." Paul's state-

ment is that "all have sinned, and

come short of the glory of God," and

he very positively declares that "the

carnal mind is enmity against God."

Let us, then, accept this Bible teaching,

that every human being born into the

world needs the change to a spiritual

mind. "For to be carnally minded is

death, to be spiritually minded is life

and peace."

The great apostle gives us in Gala-

tians a fearful list of the "works of

the flesh," and declares "that they that

Mr. J. C. Havemeyer

do such things shall not inherit the
kingdom of God." This evil life seems
to result largely from selfishness, from
which Chri.st came to deliver us, his

commandment being "Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself," or, as Paul
expresses it, "Look not every man on
his own things, but every man also on
the things of others." This selfish dis-

position leads to ambition for power,
prominence, and the praise of men in

disregard of the welfare and interests

of others. Another manifestation is

love of money. It is almost incredible
that in these days men should make
such immense accumulations, often in

ways opposed to the rights of others
and which may cause injustice and suf-
fering. The money cannot be used in

a way to give pleasure to themselves,
is not used for the glory of God, and
at their death places a responsibility
upon others which may be oppressive
or which they may be unfitted to as-
sume.
Then there is self-indulgence and

love of pleasure, which lead to what is

debasing, degrading, and to a life op-
posed to everything that is pure and
lovely. Such, from time immemorial,
has been and is now the condition of
the world. But what ought the world
to be, and what will produce . the
change? Perhaps our inquiry will be
more profitable if we make the ques-
tion more personal : What have I been
and what ought I to do? for, after all,

the world is made up of individuals,
and reformation means a change in
individual heart and life. There is

only one remedy, or one way of escape,
from this condemnation, which is

passed upon all: "For all have sinned,
and come short of the glory of God."

Jesus Christ is the one and only way

:

"Neither is there salvation in any

other; for there is none other name
under heaven given among men where-

by we must be saved."

How shall we describe or even fully

appreciate the necessity and advan-

tage of this salvation for every human
being? How can we fail to make it

the first object of our thought and
effort? We have simply to recognize

God as our Creator, upon whom we
depend for the supply of all our needs,

and accept his way of securing pardon
for our sins, of deliverance from Sa-
tan's control, and the godliness which
has the "promise of the life that now
is and of that which is to come."

Let us each now accept the truth
that "every good tree bringeth forth
good fruit, but a corrupt tree bring-
eth forth evil fruit." "By their fruits

ye shall know them." What does our
daily life show us to be? The test is

a simple one. In a few words Christ
tells us what God requires: "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart and strength, and thy neigh-
bor as thyself." A searching inquiry
is made in John's First Epistle: "For
he that loveth not his brother, whom
he hath seen, how can he love God,
whom he hath not seen? And this
commandment have we from him,
That he that loveth God love his
brother also." Life is a fearful re-
sponsibility, and we cannot trifle with
God, to whom we owe it and who has
the right to complete obedience. What
a pity it is that we are not more clearly
taught that service to God is not only
a duty, but also a great privilege ! We
make a great deal of having good asso-
ciates and pleasant companionship in
our labors, but God invites us to be co-
workers with himself and promises re-
wards which will last through eternity.
"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of
man, the things which God hath pre-
pared for them that love him."

Let us consider the fact that all

around us are men, women, and even
children, who are living as if there
were no God. As a result iniquity
abounds everywhere. Murder, rob-
bery, deceit, oppression and betrayal
of trust are on the one hand, and des-
titution, ignorance, vice and suffering
are on the other. As we have been re-
minded, the only cure is Jesus Christ,
who tells us we are his witnesses.
Christ's gift to his disciples is his own
peace. By his Spirit he gives them a
spiritual vision and a joy the world
can neither give nor take away. He
cleanses us from all sin; he makes us
kings and priests, and this is to be
our testimony: "The fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gen-
tleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-
perance; against such there is no law."
Are we giving this testimony daily to
our children, to our relatives, neigh-
bors, friends, business associates, the
poor and degraded, the drunkards,
and the sick, suffering and tempted?
A recent authority gives the num-

bers in the world, according to creed,
as follows:

Worshipers of Ancestors and )

Confucius \
256,000,000

Hiiiduism 190.000,000
IVIohammedanistn 176 800 000
Buddhism U7',90o',000
Taoism, Shintoism, Judaism I ,„, .
and Polytheism.. . \

181,700,000

Christianity 477,000,000

1,429,400,000

Christianity is divided, by the same
authority

:

Catholics 2.$0,800,000
Protestants 143,200,000
Greek Church and others 103.000,000

' 477,000.000

The figures are startling indeed, but
we have the command to go forth, and
in His name conquer the world. It is

Continued on next page

Write for this Boo

IT'S FREE

by

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw
;

(Former Secretary of the United
States Treasury.)

The First Mortgage

Guaratntee & Trust Compan

Dept. H, 927-929 Chestnut St,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

for Whoopi
Cough,Crot
Sore Throi
Coughs, Brc

"Used while chltis, Colc
you sleep."

Diphthcria.Catan
Vaporized Cresolene stops the paroxysm;

Whooping CouRh. Ever dreaded Croup cat

exist where Cresolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat, mal

hreathiiig easy in the case of colds; soothes the

:

throat and stops the cough.

Cresolene is a pow ertul germicide, acting 1

as a curative aud preventive in contagious dise.i

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.

Cresolene's best recommendation is its 30 yt

of successful use.

For Sale By All Druggists.
Send Postalfor Descriptive Booklet.

THE VAPO-CRESOLENE C0.,i80 FuitonSt.NeWi

Leeming-Milea Building, Montreal, CanftdA I

GET THIS BOCi
Send us your name and address and we will

free, this absorbing: treatise, "Electricity

Remedy," written by a graduate physi-

cian of life-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects and

"e'Wizard Wireless.

p

offers the safest, cheapest
surest method of home
plication, and cites
many Instances
successfully treat
ed by it

ELECTRtCIjh

whs er

inter ed

or not s iW

id this et bt-

eningr book c so

Important and tal

a subject as " «;

tricity as « Rem '•

.. afflicted in any way a

friend to one afflicted, g* "^

book and learn whethei -'C-

tricity can help. Ifitcaioa

ought to know. You wil ad

the book with profit It W
case. Sent free, prepaid iJ-

where. Write NOW, lie

you think of it. Don't a)

until yi'U forget.

Genesee Sales Cc
Suite 360, 211 Lake St„ CH GO

Central Electric Co., 36 Adelaide Bt. W., Torontc

COMBINATION lii I

POST CARDS lif
10 Beautiful Easter
10 Fine Art Birthday
10 Best Wishes it Greetings

Three 10 -cent p.ickagres mailed for 25 ce

1 BOX OF 5 MUSICAL EASTER POST CARDS, 'c

A .'Special Assortment of 100 Post Cards (Easter c

for Dealers, will be mailed for 00 cents.

MADISON ART COMPANY. MADISON, CO

eLass PIN
Send for our book of Oripin.al Desi

Pins like illustration, style 41(>, ot lit

Cold Plate,anyt\vo colors of t-nainel

any letters or figures— .50 cents er

Send vour own designs foi- estnii;

Style 410 MClNTIRE & CO. r Philadelphia. P
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RANGE HAM Ideal "S-in-l"

FISHING ROD
iinZte ijj M{i>iJ'i>U<

RANGE HAM
I Maine Guide of 40 years* ex-

perience. 1 his rod is his idea of what «

Special Price

$2.75

fresh- fishing rod should be. First,-water

perfcc! fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or

bait rod ; Third, a perfect trolling and bail-

casting rod all in one, by simply reversing ihe

handle or changing a tip. Constraction is of the

best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly

portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork
grip. Free from bad spots in cane or defective

mechanism. Perfect fitting joints and reel seat

;

heavy nickel mountings. A broad and absolute

guarantee of satisfaction or money back on each

Rod. No responsibility on yoor part. Simply

send us $2.75 we will send you the rod. If not

satisfactory, return it at once and we will return

money. Take os at our word—put us on our
honor. This advertisement is a contract in

its?lf, which protects all who accept it. Any
court in the land could hold us to it. We
repeat : Simply send us $2.75, and if the rod

is not equal to any other $10 rod. and per-

fectly satisfactory, return it at once and get

your money back. This Special Price is

good for 60 days only. Address

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO.
Dept. C. H.. 90 Chunbert St., New York.

T'lit'*, Tackle, Ounit, Sportintj H'lmU.

^/ur.-lav.i:.

Ok

RKiTRADC nAftrs

l\ SOUND

oi'h

Sue

ttik{

TOii*t foripet, Mr. .Man, no matter what your oumo Is,

an Investment In ** Save- The -lluriw;" ineunMi
1 You nlniply cannot lose If you i;o at It rlffht.

OCK CONTRACT PROTKCT8 YOC.
SimomASow. Tailors, Richmond, Va.. Nov. 20. 1900.

|TiOT Chxjiical Co., Binghamtoa, N. Y. : I used "Save-Tli' -

.orse" as you directed on the placo whfro the h<»rs« w.is
jcked and he recovered entirely fmm lameness. A week afler-
,ard ho went lamo in hind lee, an<i ho was very lamo. 1 ha*i a
{}ctor examine him and he said ho lind a tilind jark. As I had
^m9 "Save-Tho-Horso" left ho advised mo to ui>e it, whirh I

^d, and hois perfcrtly Bound. This Jnrlc cameon tho le? thnt
as sound, for. if y<m rememtwr. ho had a b-.ne spavin on tho
jhorleirsome time ago. I ho\o had tou;;h hick with thi^ h"n»o,
it your remedy has always given him a euro. 1 thnnk ym f- r

jur kindness, always willing to pivo advice, and I shall alwiiyj
'Commend "Save-Tlie-Hors©" hiifhly. NATHAN SIMON.

Nnrway, Mo., Oct. 19. 1909.
iTaoT Chesical Co,. Binghamton. N. Y, . I have a horso, etc.

havo faith that " Savo-Tho-Horso" will do as you say. bocantto
have ieen four ciirim, one htfc spavin, and one enlarged len-
|)n cared by it for other p<*opIe. PIcaso let mo hoar fi'-m y>..a

U»dine my horse. Very resp.. A. H. STaPLLS, D. D S.

5nrt ft bottle, with signed gtiarant*-© or contract. S'-ndfir
•UU copy, booklet and letters from business nn-u and
trainfrs im every kind of case. Permanently euren Spattn,
Tboroughpin, HIngbone (except low). Curb, Hplint, (appi-d

utk.WlDdpun, 8boe Boll. Injured Tendon* Ac all Lainene». >..

.aror l"!"»fif Ijarr. Horao works as niual. Dealers or J: > />./:iui.

aOrCUESllCALCU. 39 CommeretBlAve.,Ulnghamton.N.K>

SEEDS GIVEN AWAY

SSI

5p We am civint; away spodn of Ui(>ap 12 Kinds as
Free trial SaTiii>lc3 to intruiliicc lo new rii.-rini-

jTB.Ioi.Kt otir sicils. wliuli will iiroihi.e t.iislnl!* cf
legetabli-8, Kruits and !• lowers worth many lU.llais.
pkg. Kadiiih, Giant Japan. larKCSI in world. 15 to 20 lh».
akg. Egyptian Wheat Corn.grows like wheat on stlk*.
pkg. Lettuce, All Summer,good all times. Early or late.
•:>kK. Pop Corn, Baby Golden small, 6 to Sears on stalk,
pkg. Sweet Corn. North Pole, earliest known,
pkg. Tomato Peach, grows rai>id, looks like peaches.
k>kg. Onion, Giant American, largest of all onions,
^kg, Chinese Lantern Plant, fruits likeChin. lanterns,
pkg. Giant Raspberry -Blackberry, large, grows from
>kg. Coffee Berry, a good substitute forcoffee. [seed.
pkg. Strawberry, Large French, grows from seed.
".iSp-

Sweet Peas, S5 kinds in gorgeous mixture.
111686 12 .Sample Lots prow Ing in your jrardiT, will
-your (leliKht to dliow anil surprise yoiiniciKlilKirs.
Ill we wlUluail all 12 pkgs, in a Coupon Envelope
Tic. postage anil paiking, and this Coupon Enve-
pe wliPti einptliil will be accepted as 10c. payment
t anytliiiiK in our catalog.
1910 Catalog of .Seeds. I'lants. FrtiitB, Novelties, with
Colored Plates, mailed free with all Sample lets.
IILLSSEKDCO, Box 600 WASHINGTON, IOWA.

,

mmcs
'0»*

disCUUlI-- "- ,"•,'," tocvcTjboilv. (Sicpnuo 1 ofcatalo

l.^*?"'^ •'''^'''•'"'•••co, hiavi.st crupper of tin
|lMondcarlyv;,ri.il,,,. On hi,-l, lun.HhH p.-i willprodu
IJ »<!ropwlnTC01l„-nifall. T.tv prulillc on li.-:.vy soilHEW 8KED CATALO«rK FKKE
k I.»rr;. «t and most lirautiful wc have evi-r IksuccI. Rich

^witli Information for tlie guidance of farmers.^^V rite lo.day for a copy.

9s^ t. J. H. GKKOORT * SON
Barblchesd, Blasi.

Sir
:0MBINATION OFFER
iBeautiful r? \ CTPTO Post Cards. 10c
Xtra Quality l!j/\a 1 EjlV Post Cards. 10c
> Fine Art Birthday Post Cords 10c
> Best Wishes and Oreetlnif Post Cards. 10c
\nv3nf the ahove piii-kageB mailed for 25 cents. A
i-eial .\sRortinent of liii Kasler I'ost Cards for Dealers
II l>e mailed for iKieenlB.
ADISON Al'T COMPANY, MADISON. CONN.

WHAT OUGHT THE
WORLD TO BE?

Continued from preceding page

the divine command, and there is be-

hind it divine power. The number of

the Mohammedans is stated to be over
176,000,000, and this is what one man
accomplished by his determined effort

to make the world his followers. In-

stead of being discouraged we should
rather rejoice over the great field upon
which we are commanded to enter.

I believe that a great need of the
present time is faith. We do not fully

rely upon God's promises of aid, and
do not have the confidence which is a
condition of success. Surely the Bible
teaches that God requires full surren-
der and obedience. "He that offendeth
in one point is guilty of all." To be fit

for service we should "seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness"
in everything. Every part of our life

should be thus consecrated, and I sug-
gest the question whether we can con-
sistently attend the theatre, spend our
precious hours in card-playing or danc-
ing, or use money and time in burning
tobacco. Jesus said that Nathanael
was "an Israelite indeed, in whom was
no guile." There should be no guile in

us in this world, for in the world to

come there will be no "spot, or wrinkle,
or any such thing." We heartily sing
the hymn, "Oh for a Heart to Praise
My God." Have we a right to offer

the prayer it contains without expecta-
tion of receiving the highest spiritual

gift? It is true we also sing "Nearer,
My God, to Thee"; yes, through time
and eternity, I understand the Bible to

teach we will become more like God.
Faith and love will be developed, and
we will grow stronger, and the time
will come when we shall see Jesus and
become like him, for we shall see him
as he is.

Do You Read Advertisements ?

ONE of our subscribers has taken us

to task as follows: "We look for

your paper every week with delight,

but we wi' have to admit that we did

not enjoy the last week's paper very
much; we thought there were too

many advertisements for a Christian
paper."
Now, dear friends, do you know that

if it were not for those very advertise-

ments we would not be able to give you
so large, so ably edited, so well illus-

trated a Christian Herald as the one
you now so much admire?
When you buy The Christian Her-

ald for $1..50 a year you are receiving

much greater value than could ordi-

narily be produced for that price, and
it is because of the revenue derived

from the advertisements that we are

enabled to give you so much more for

the money.
In other words, when we give you

an extra number of pages of reading

matter we are compelled to carry a

proportionate increase in advertising

space 'n order to make up the differ-

ence in expense. And so, the more
advertising, the greater the amount of

extra reading matter.
Furthermore, the modern art of ad-

vertising has progressed until the busi-

ness pages of the up-to-date magazine
have become as interesting from the

reader's standpoint as the editorial

pages. People who are not in the

habit of reading the advertising pages

may not realize this, but the fact is

that the advertising pages
_
of The

Christian Herald are subjected to

the most careful scrutiny, and no ad-

vertisement is accepted for publication

until it has passed muster in every

way as to its strict adherence to the

truth.

Whenever any of our subscribers is

defrauded bv an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good

the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned

The Christian Herald in writing to

the advertiser, and provided the claim

is made to us within one month of the

date of the appearance of the adver-

tisemenJ!^

The family

that eats plenty of

Quaker Oats

is a healthy, rugged

family.

The most popular food

in the world because it

does most and costs least. 7

^tarfcyfear^ook,

^^ 1310
is ready to mail. It will be sent to any person interested in

fruit-growing on receipt of 7 cents to cover postage. The
Stark Year Book for 1910 represents an entirely new idea in

nurserymen's literature—it is a work of art as well as a

catalogue of Stark Nursery products. Within its covers are 32 full-page illustrations of

fruits and flowers, representing 175 varieties, done in four colors, and exactly reproducing
nature. 84 pages are devoted to descriptions, prices, and records.

Stark Delicious, the apple that has revolutionized orchard planting and established a
new standard of apple values (selling at $10.00 per bushel box this year); Stark King
David, another apple of wondrous quality and merit; Stark King Philip, a hardy black
grape of California grape quality, and dozens of the very best things in the horticultural

world are fully described, illustrated, and priced.

To any one planting one tree or many, of fruits or ornamental, this book is of

inestimable value—a horticultural text-book-— a guide to proper selection.

Stark trees have stood the supreme test of actual planting for 85 years—they are the

yard-stick by which all other nursery products are measured—they are the first choice of

this country's most successful orchardists. The success of the orchard is dependent on
the kind and quality of tree planted. Stark varieties are the best of the best. Our record

of 85 years of successful selling is a positive guarantee of tree quality.

Before you decide to buy, send 7 cents for the Stark

Year Book—do it today before the edition is exhausted.

Stark Bro's Nurseries and Orchards Co.
Lock Box 14, Louisiana, Missouri

vehicle of any kindBefore you buy a
send for this book Get this Big" i9io"

jy Style Book of VEHICLES It is the largest.
and HARNESS. most complete

vehicle .Tnrl harness catalog published. 194 pages.
34.') illustrations. Murray sells direct.

Sold on trial. Safe delivery insured You can't
Guaranteed two (2) years. afford to liny till you know tile

wonderful values we otter. This catalog is Free. We pay postage.

THE WILBER H. MURRAY MFG. CO., 361-367 E. Sth St.. CIncinnaU, 0.

RGINIA FARMS
You can bay fertile farms with timber, fruitand waterforf lO.OOper acre and up.
Splendid country for fruit growing, dairying, stock raising and general farming.
Fine climate. <^OME e I I M MV \/ I D ^^ I IM I A convenient
abundant water. TO OUrUNY Vlri^lnllM markets, good
neighbors. Full information and valuable booklet upon request. Write for i t now.

H.LaBaume,Agr,&Ind.A9t.,N,&W,Ry.,DepLD 34 Roanoke. Va,

LAWN FENCE
Many styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalotruefree. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
BOX302 Muncie. Indiana.

LAWN FENCE
Many deslt;rns; Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogu-^
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,

Coiled Spring Fence Co,
Box 1) Winchester Ind.



Greatest Offer in Real Estate History

!

TEN YEARS from now New York City will have added to its population a city the size of Boston, Baltimore and

San Francisco combined. That means that a million and a half new people must have houses, stores, churches,

schools, theatres—aU the elements of city life—on land now within the limits of New York City.

Ten years ago, all New York was valued by the Board of Assessors at three billion dollars—to-day, at seven billions.

That is to say, those who own the land of New York have added four bilhon dollars, or 133% at least, to their personal

wealth in 10 years.

Ten years ago we offered lots in what was then an unimproved district of this great city for $440 each. Some of

these lots have since sold for over $3,000 each.

The big fortunes in real estate are made (and Andrew Carnegie says, "Few can now be made from any other source")

by buying cheap land near dear land. The dearest land in the country is at Wall Street and Broadway. The cheapest

land in New York City—distance, improvements and transportation considered—is Richmond Borough, only 45 minutes
from Wall Street, at South New York. $5 starts you, and the balance can be paid in easy monthly payments of $5.

The Statcn Island movement has only just begun. Will you get aboard now—or Wait ?

NEW YORK
is M.idc 11]) uf five Boroughs:

Manhattan Brooklyn

CITY
Bronx

Queens Richmond.

SOUTH NEW YORK
^. is in the Borough of Richmond,
^^ formerly Staten Island.

OUR REFERENCESCOUPON ^^
Enclo«-d hnd $5 ^ Bradstreet's and Dun's rate us

tor the best lot at South ^ higher than any real estate
New York, in accordance \ concern in the world. For
with the guarantees in this \ further information, apply
advertiKment in The Chruhan V ^ any commercial
Herdd. March 9. 1910. \ agency, baiik or trust

^. company in the U.S.
^^ as to our reliability

^ and financial
\ standing.

\:

Name

Address

.

V

Remember, our offer also carries a free deed in case of
death, high-class improvements free, a free round trip (rail-

road fare) to New York, east of Chicago or like distance.

Remember, too, that our unparalleled reputation, our
standing after twenty-two years of honest dealing, and
the millions of capital we have invested are behind our
statements—each and every word of them.

You have absolutely nothing to lose by writing at once for
full particulars ; or, better still, get best choice by sending
us 5^ upon the distinct understanding that if you are not
entirely satisfied with our selection we will at once return
your money.

Only about io% of our properties are offered to out-of-town
buyers, the rest have already been sold to New York people.

Wood, Harmon & Co.
Department B8, 261 Broadway, NEW YORK

MONEY BACK
IF NOT SATISFIED

COME TO NEW YORK at any time

within a year after you purchase

;

visit our properties; keep what you
have if you think it is the best bargain

in our $10,000,000 holdings; change
to any other lot if you will, or go to

our cashier's desk and get back every

dollar you have paid us. It is all the

same to us. We would prefer to have

you a good friend and not a customer,

rather than a customer and not a good
friend.

This offer applies to allpurchases made within

60 days from the date of this magazine.
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Oiiejftions and Answers

In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

Rev. J. C. Quinn. of Trinity Church, Antrim.
' Pa., sends this verse

:

"God bless our soing out. nor less

Our cominB in, and make them sure :

God bless our daily bread, and bless

Whate'er we do, whate'er endure;

In death unto His peace awake us,

And heirs of His salvation make us."

This, he writes, is a stanza of a German
hymn, very popular in England and Scotland

.some years ago, and used as grace before meals.

Subscriber. PlvmouHi. N. C. Please explain

Mntt. 20 : 19. Who are the " Gentiles' re-

ferred to ? Did not tlie .lews crucify Jesus ?

After the trial and condemnation of Je^us he

was delivered to the Roman soldier.s. "It was
those Romans who performed the act of cruci-

fixion, which was peculiarly a Roman form of

capital punishment. See M:irk 15 : 15-24 and

related passages. Thus, not the .lews alone, but

the Gentiles—the two great divisions of the hu-

man race, for all outside the Hebrew faith were

classed as Gentiles — were responsible for his

death.

('. H. K.. Jersey City. N. J. Kindly advise me if

it is lawful for ;i concern to ask for, or to ad-
vise the amount of money due them, on a

postal card ? Also, money asked for on Sun-
day, can payment be demanded ?

"Dunning" by postal card will probably get the

dunner into trouble. The law is not .settled every-

where on this iioir.t. but courts frown on the

practice. As to Sunday law in New Jersey, see a

lawyer in that State.

R. B. Speedwell. Tenn. 1. What is meant by
"living and reigning" vvith Christ a thousand
years in Rev. 20th chapter? 2. What will be-

come of tlie ben then who have never heard the
Go.spel ? 3. Will this earth ever be destroyed?

I. The whole cliapter describes the millennium.

Verses 4. 5 and 6 refer to the martyrs and the

faithful who have not bowed to the world power,

but have looked to the things unseen and eternal.

These will "live and reign" with Christ during
the millennium. As Christ once gave his disciples

authority to judge the tribes of Israel, so he, in

like manner, when he comes, will choose those

who are to lake part with him and bear authority

in his kingdom on earth. 2. The heathen, who
have not heard the Gospel, will be judged justly

but not according to the same standard as those

who have heard it. Their faith and works will

not go for naught. In all ages, and in every land,

God has had witnesses for himself. 3. See Rev.
6: 12-17: II. Peter »: 10: Heb. I: U and other

passages.

J. N. O.. Moundsville, W. Va. 1. In answer to

L. L. S., Granthurst, Ont., concerning church
choir.s, you make use of the expression, "The
Psalms, which are the old Jewish hymnal."
etc. Should that not be the hymnal used by
the church to-<Iay ? 2. When Christ and his
disciples "sang a hymn and went out," what
did they sing?

1. In some of the old "Covenanting" churches,
the Psalms of David in metrical form are still in

use, and many passages have been set to modern
music by great composers as oratorios, etc, 2. The
hymn which our Lord and his disciples sang at

the Last Supper before going out to the Mount of
Olives, is generally believed to have been a part
of the Hallel. or series of Psalms sung by the
Jews on the night of the Passover, comprehend-
ing Psalms ll.S and 118. They were chanted,
prol)ably in unison,

J. W. W., Scran ton. Pa. Please advise through
your columns whether there is a law on the
statute books in the State of New York pro-
hibiting the reading of the Bible in the public
schools?

There is no statute in New York State prohibit-
ing the reading of the Bible in the public schools,
but the reading must be iirithoiit note or com-
ment. There is no such decision (as stated in

the clipping you sent), in the State of New York.

S. G. S., St. Paul. Minn. I have a class of boys in
Sunday School, and in order to make it more
interesting would like to lind short stories or
incidents bearing on the subject of each
lesson. Will you recommend some good ones ?

No one Ijook is likely to contain such matter as
you seek. As in nearly everything else that is

important, hard work is all that will help yon.
Go to some good library, and with the assistance
of a librarian, hunt for thrilling and lively tales.
Kor in.stance. for the lesson of February 20. on
li niD.rance. study the lives of the great temper-

ance leaders. You are sore to find .something

good.. Then generally (not always) tell your

stories, rather than read them. For a lesson on

disobedience, read or tell Mrs. Mary Wilkins

Freeman's beautiful story of Uncle Sammy. For

one on conduct in the home, read Mrs, Sangster's

poem Our Onm. For a lesson oh Moral Courage,

read Lowell's Present Crisi.s. For Missionary

Lessons, there are wonderful stories in the lives

of Paton, Livingstone, Judson and others. There
is no royal road to making Sunday School lessons

interesting—nor, for that matter, anything else.

place, votes for impeachrhent, the official would

have no redress.

J. W. S.. Hull. 111. 1. What States forbid cousins

marrying? 2. Would it be a sin for cousins

to go from a State where the laws forbid them
marrying, and get married, and then return

and live where it was.forbidden ?

I. Alaska, Arizona. Arkansas. Illinois, Indiana.

Kan.sas. Missouri, Nevada. Nev^ Hampshire, North

Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,

.South Dakota, Washington, and Wyoming. 2. It

would not be a crime under the law.

^^^^^9
^BP^^^'fr.^1
^K: ^ ^H
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Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
AMONG the members of Congress there are

many, indeed we might safely say a large

majority, who are men of strong Christian prin-

ciples and who do not hesitate, at every proper

opportunity, to proclaim their spiritual alle-

giance. One of the younger line of Congress-

men, a brilliant speaker, an able debater and a

keen observer of men and measures, is Victor

Murdock, who represents the Eighth Kansas

Di.strict. To Congressman Murdock the ques-

tion was put

:

" Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day to be known as a professing

Christian ?
"

His reply gives the confident view of one ex-

perienced in public affairs, who notes the under-
currents of our national life:

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, D. C.

My Dear Sir: December 11, 1909.

I have your letter of December 8. I believe there is no one given

to analytical observation of the nation and its people who does not believe that

the strongest fibre in the country's being, that fibre being the ideals of the

democracy, has its origin in and is preserved by the teachings of Jesus Christ.

That the nation is advancing, no one who is rational can gainsay ; that the

inspiration of that advancement is the lesson of the Man of Galilee, and that

the measure of the step forward is the perfection of his life, is absolutely true.

It is just as plain to be seen in the slow evolutions of great governmental
machinery as we have it here in Washington, as it is in the community life of a
village. It is least observable in that portion of the nation, wherever located,

which is given to waste and luxury; but even there it is apparent, and will,

no doubt, upon occasion be called back to / ,^ .

vitality and effectiveness. Yours truly, (Ac£u ^C£lc* ^S^y-cyS

VuiJtiriuhl III! /(..i-nv ,i- littifui

Hon. Victor Murdock

Hard lal)or on the part of the teacher or worker
is all that will do it. The teachers most beloved
!ind successful are generally those who put the
most of thought and work into the lessons.

E. V'. G., Laclede, III. Does impeachment dis-
franchise an American citizen? Can a cit-
izen l)e impeached without proving him
guilty ?

No. It does not disfranchise him. An im-
peached official is disqualified to hold another
office. Only high officials are liable to impeach-
ment, and in general they must be proved guilty
of some crime. Failure to prove that he had
committed any crime saved Andrew Johnson. If,

however, the requisite majority of the tribun,il
(usually two-thirds), before whom the trial takes

Reader, The Great Pyramid of Egypt—the
entrance closed so that no mark was left

to tell where it was. the top built up to a
point, the sides of uniform slope and
smoothness ! Astronomer Proctor points
out an aspect of the heavens in 3350 B,C,
more favorable for the time of its consti'uc-
tion than 2170 B.C. Has any other com-
mented upon the possibility or probability,
or a belief, that it was built before the
Flood ? Would such a structure—so built—probably withstand the action of the
waters of the Deluge ?

We have referred this question to Professor
S. P. Leland, who answers as follows : "Much
speculation has been indulged in regarding the
purpose of the builders of the Great Pyramid.

GOLDEN TREASURY
For the Children of God. By Bogatzky

HERE is a book of which millions of copies have been sold, and v. hich has been a spiritual
comfort to millions of people. It has been translated into nearly ail European languages,

and, with the exception of T//e Pilgrim's Progress, no book outside of the Bible has been
so largely circulated or so widely read.

This helpful volume contains 365 pages—or one for every day in the year—and each page
contains a Scriptural Text, a simple spiritual exposition of the same, and a hymn of praise and
encouragement. For daily use in a godly household at family worship, as a daily monitor, and
as a source of strength and wisdom, Bogatzky's Golden Treasury will be found invaluable.

Upon receipt of 25 Cents we will send Golden Treasury for the Children of God,
beautifully bound m White Vellum and Gold, all charges prepaid. There are 1,200
copies left, and only those who act promptly will be fortunate in securing one. Address To-day :

CHRISTIAN HERALD BOOK DEPT., Bible House, New York
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We are yet only in the field of speculation re-i

garding it. If its peculiar form were designed!

to mark some particular date by the position'

of the planets or stars, it is too indefinite to be
of value. Should it be ascertained that by the
precession of the equinoxes, the occurrence of

an eclipse, the conjuriction of planets in some
particular constellation, or any other phenom-
enon was seemingly indicated by the direction
of some opening, or the position of some
stone, it is generally regarded safer to presume
it a coincidence or an accident than to be se-

rious enough upon which to base a conclusion

of its age or purpose. Such correspondences
might occur without any design. Some astron-

omers have suggested the possibility of thus

determining its age, but nothing suflSciently

definite has yet been discovered to ;r<spire much
confidence among scientists. The foundation

of the vast structure is so deeply and firmly

laid, and is so broad and unified in such a solid

mass, that it would probably withstand the

action of the waters of the Deluge."

Mrs. F. B., Waupaca Co., Wis. What are the
"romaines" which are quoted in vegetable
market reports ?

.Some varieties of lettuce are known as
'

maiiics." In the commonest "romaine," the white
central vein is greatly enlarged, and the leaf is

long and narrow.

M. II.. Red Hook, N. J. Will you inform nie as to

the laws regulating inheritance from parent to

child? Is there any tax upon such property?

.•\ child inherits real estate, subject to mother's

right of dower, or father's right of curtesy, and
receives in New York two-thirds of personal

property if either parent survives: if both parents

are dead, he takes all the personal property, hi

New Jersey, there is no tax on succession by

child; in New York, the tax is one per cent.

Vj. M., Iowa Falls. la. If a woman dies, leaving a

lawfully adopted son, would he receive her
share of her father's property, if said father
dies intestate?

This question should be put to an Iowa lawyer,

as it is ,iH'ccted by several circumstances not dl»

ch; <1.

Miscellaneous

I

S. p. C. Baltimore, Md. The moral law was
for all the people, men and women included.

S. E. W., Orcutt, Calif. Send your question

to the Secretai-y of the Interior, Washington,
D. C.

Sub.scriher, Philadelphia, Mrs. Whittemore's
address is 316 East Fifteenth Street, New
York.

Mrs. E. A. W., North Loup, Neb. The sub-

ject has already been covered in a recent issue

of Thk Mail-Bag.

C. F. M., Cleveland, O. Isa 4:1 means that

so great would be the desolation of Jerusalem,
and so many of her male population would be

slain, that there would be a much larger pro-

portion of women than men left in the land.

Questions for The Mail-Bag should be signed

by full name, not necessarily for publication,

but to enable us to answer by mail if the ques-

tion is not one of general interest. Self-

addressed and stamped envelope, or postal card,

enclosed will insure answer.

C. S., Philadelphia, Pa. The Old Testament
covers approximately four thousand years of

recorded histoi-y. irrespective of the Creation

period, to which the Bible assigns no date,

merely saying "in the beginning." The New
Testament covers a portion of the first cen-

tury .-^.D.

J. G., Dover, N. J. For all available infor-

mation concerning the pagan holy days we re-

fer you to any good encyclopedia. We are not

aware that any ancient nation or people, ex-

cept the Jews, observed the Sabbath, or day of

worship, in the same manner or with the same

degree of regularity.

L. C, Narvon, Pa. The life-stream of the

whole human race is one, flowing frorn the

same source, and they are all brothers, children

of the same heavenly Father. The color of the

skin is determined by exterior causes, climate,

etc., and cannot affect the main contention of

the apostle, as set forth in Acts 17 : 26-29.

G. H., Dow, III. Beecher (on baptism) says

"the same term is used to express the various

ablutions among the Jews, such as sprinkling,

pouring, washing before meals, cleansing pots,

etc." Sprinkling is mentioned as an act of

purification in Isa. 52:15, Ezek. 36:25, and

Heb. 9:13, 14, In the New Testament the

same term is used in "baptized with fire and

the Holy Ghost" that is employed in individual

baptism. It is pointed out by able commenta-

tors (who hold that all three methods may have

been employed in early Bible times) that the

baptism of the Philippian jailer, and that m
the house of Cornelius, could hardly have been

hv immersion, and that wherever large num-

bers of converts of both sexes were baptized

the difficulties would have been veiT great.
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SCALING MOUNT SINAFS SUMMIT

1

Arab Women on the Summit of Sinai

^y PROF. R. J. ROBINSON
Who Made the Ascent

THE ancient name of the mountain that to-day

is called by the Arabs "Jebel Mousa" (the

"Mount of Moses") was Horeb or Sinai. It

lies in the heart of the Sinaitic Peninsula; and,

though it rises from the earth in one broad mass^

it lifts three separate peaks to heaven. This group,

consisting of Ras-es-Safsafa (the "Head of the Wil-

low-tree"), Jebel Mousa and Jebel Catarina, be-

longs to the same primary foundation, and are of

more than ordinary interest to us because it was
from the summit of one of them that, hidden by the

thick cloud of smoke, God spoke to Moses "face to

face," and presented him with the Ten Command-
ments, only to have them broken in pieces a moment
later at the feet of idolatrous Israel.

Fortunately, by comparing the record of Holy

Writ and the topography of the district, we are left

in no reasonable doubt as to which of the three

peaks was the scene of the momentous event. The
magnificent peak of Ras-es-Safsafa, rising like a

huge altar "before the eyes of the whole congrega-

tion," springing aloft in lonely grandeur from the

level of the broad plain at its base, and clearly

visible from end to end of the entire plain, of neces-

sity must be "the mount that might not be touched,"

and from which "the voice of God" might be dis-

tinctly heard by the trembling Israelites below.

Here also, in awful grandeur and absolute separa-

tion from human life, withdrawn from all earthly

stir and confusion, one could more easily than any-

where eLse make a model of "the end of the world."

But aside from fact and theory, tradition has ever

kept true to this three-headed Mount of Sinai, and

we certainly were not inclined to doubt its authority.

We are forced to the conclusion that Mount Safsafa,

which faces the plain, is the place whence Moses

spoke to the people, with his face shining from the

presence of God, as he descended from the somewhat
higher top of Jebel Mousa, that rises immediately

behind, half hidden by its two companions from the

popular gaze.

The path to the top of the Holy Mountain (which

rises 7,363 feet above the sea level) is known
as the "Steps of the Pilgrims." There are 3,000

steps in all, that lead from the little convent

door of St. Catherina in a fairly straight line to its

summit. Half way up we pass under the narrow
archway built between two perpendicular rocks,

where sits a priest who hears confessions from and
gives absolution to all who journey up the mount.

Just beyond, and in a secluded plain immediately be-

low the highest point of Jebel Mousa, we notice the

tall, slim head of a solitary cypress. It serves to

keep fresh in memory one visitant to this wild re-

gion, who was forced hither both by circumstances

and his own character—the prophet Elijah. Here

is located the scene of the address to Elijah, where

the great prophet saw in vision the wind which rent

the solid mountain, and broke in pieces the cliffs,

followed by earthquake and fire, and then in the

absolute silence of this desert waste "the still small

voice (I. Kings 19:9-13).

A thousand feet higher, and we stand on the

sacred summit itself—upon a spot which is con-

nected with one of the greatest epochs ever recorded

in the world's history. The view takes in the whole

of the peninsula, from the Gulf of Akaba on the

east to the Red Sea coast on the west, from the

glittering waters of the Gulf on the far south only

to lose itself in the sandstone wilderness to the north

the desert of the wanderings. On all sides rise a

gigantic wildness of stone, a chaos of mountains, of

naked rocks and barren gullies, varying in color

from black and darkest red to a soft rose tint and

silver gray, and the sunlit summits and shady cliffs

give variety of light and shade, the whole compos-

ing a picture of indescribable beauty and majesty.

Continued on page 253

An Oasis Near the Sacred Mountain

The " Rock of Moses

'

Traditional Tree of Moses' Rod
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American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. Charles Aubrey Eaton, D.D.*

The Opportunity and Peril

of American Christianity

TEXT— Mate. 16:18

"Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my
church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."

unhimiiimiii
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

WHATEVER interpretation we may place

upon these words there can be no doubt that

they reveal in the mind of the Master a

most exalted conception of the church, coupled with

an acute consciousness of the terrific struggles

through which the church must pass in order to

fulfil its mission in the world. Against that body

of redeemed men the unseen powers of spiritual evil

will always war. But founded upon eternal, per-

sonal truth, and buttressed by the love of God, the

Church of Christ will stand immovable and undis-

mayed. To follow Jesus is to walk the way of Geth-

semane and the cross. To win a spiritual victory,

we must fight a spiritual battle. The glorious

promise is that we shall win through the might of

Him who hath all power in heaven and in earth.

Unity of American Christianity

In the time of change and stress through which
we are now passing in this country it will stimulate

our drooping faith to stop and study the possessions,

achievements and larger relationships of the Chris-

tian Church. Of especial value is such an exercise

to the ministry. The tendency of our calling is to-

ward localism in eff'ort and parochialism in thought.

But we must refuse to be set off in a corner, insu-

lated from the main stream of progress by sectarian

differences. American Christianity is in essence

one. The good of one church, or of one Christian,

is the good of ail. The failure of one reduces the

fighting force of all. Our work is one. Our mes-
sage is one. Our destiny is one. We serve one
Lord; we live by one Spirit; we ally our lives with
the one purpose of the one God and Father of us all.

"When depressed and almost smothered by the
petty cares and trivial duties of parish life, it is

therefore good for the preacher, and good, too, for

the layman, to claim his heritage in the present
kingdom of Christ; and leaving the shallow eddies
of the local church, launch his ship upon the broad
stream of God's unfolding plan for the world. In
the light of this experience no man who serves Jesus
faithfully can be insignificant. There are no great
and no small fields. All are a part of the one
mighty army of God.
To those who anxiously inquire, "What is the mat-

ter with the church?" while carefully refraining
from touching with the tip of their finger the
church's burden, let us reply, "The church is a part
of the age in which it lives. It reflects the tragic
struggle of men to readjust themselves to conditions
which in this one generation represent profounder
change in thought and experience than the world
has known in thousands of years before. We are
trying to conserve what is true in the old, while
finding room and welcome for what is true in the
new. We may abandon many secondary positions,
change the plan of campaign and fight with new
weapons, but the main citadel of our faith we will
never surrender."

The Onward March of the Church

A glance at Dr. Carroll's digest of the last reli-
gious census in this country ought to reassure those
literary onlookers who, with carefully simulated
sorrow, bemoan the decadence of American Chris-
tianity. We number many millions. We are one of
the largest, if not the largest, holders of real estate.
We act as trustees of vast resources. We employ
an army of workers, the product of whose toil adds
directly to the spiritual and moral possessions of
the world. Apart from the public schools, we con-
trol the greatest educational equipment in the world.
We lead in philanthropy and relief. We are the
pathfinders for political and economic empire. In
a word, American Christianity, with all its faults
and failures, still shines, the one supreme light upon
the turbulent tides of human development. Our
church life in essence is evangelical. No other type
of Christianity seems to accord with the practical
American spirit. There are many echoes, and mul-
titudinous sporadic superstitions, but the great
mass of our Christian people rest their lives upon
a simple, personal faith in Jesus Christ as their
Redeemer and Lord.
The first opportunity of American Christianity

lies in its enormous wealth, its widespread culture,

* P>istor. Madison Avenue Biptist Churcli. New York.
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and its social prestige. If the apostolic church,

without these gifts, could transform a world, what

limit is there to our achievements? One duty of the

pulpit is to encourage rich men to give up active

business life, and put their energies and resources

into the glorious work of the kingdom. If money-

makers only knew when they had enough, and would

furnish good causes with their personal leadership

and support, instead of staying in the financial bat-

tle until they die, many of our religious and social

problems would find speedy solution.

Another opportunity before American Christian-

ity is the immigrant. God is sending to our very

doors millions of needy lives. They will respond to

a worthy Gospel. They give us a simple and apos-

tolic type of Christianity when converted and or-

ganized into churches. To leave them unevangel-
ized is to smother our national spirit and imperil

our national future. To lead them to faith in

Christ is to strengthen every good institution of our
land by the introduction of new types of church
experience. The immigrant is here, and here to

stay. He will become a blessing or a curse accord-

ing to the spiritual ideas and forces which rnaster

him. He can be reached by the churches. This fact

is in itself a unique and glorious opportunity.

The Battle-Line Against Evil

There is a growing sense of unity among Amer-
ican churches, which means enlarged opportunity.

We can now mass our forces in a general attack
upon the forces of universal evil. There are many
things which ought to be done, and which only a
united Christianity can do. The problem of intem-
perance, of the social evil, gambling, civic better-

ment, proper public school education, the questions
of poverty and wealth; in a word, the whole social

problem of our civilization, can only be solved by
concerted action on the part of all Christians. This
is becoming possible by the wonderful growth of
Christian brotherhood among men of different
creeds, who forget secondary differences in the con-
sciousness of a common experience in Christ.

One of the most marvelous changes which have
come in the twentieth century may be described as
a world consciousness. With bewildering rapidity
the wall of separation which has stood through
the long millenniums between races, nations and
continents has broken down. The key to our age is

China. With 400,000,000 of people, quite the equal
of any other 400,000,000 in the world as far as in-

tellectual equipment is concerned, China will play
a tremendous part in world politics from now on.
Hungry for this great market. Western nations are
clamoring at her closed doors. These doors will
open to let us in, and at the same time they will let

China out. It is said that this great people has
advanced more in the last ten years than Japan has
in fifty. When the tremendous impact of China's
life is felt upon Western civilization, its result will
be determined largely by the spiritual temper of the
Chinese race. This is a supreme opportunity for
American Christianity. It will only come once; it

w^ill soon be gone forever. Now is the acceptable
time. China can be won for Christ in this genera-
tion. It is a great common task for the great com-
mon Church of Christ. For American Christianity
to fail at this moment is to prove recreant to our
solemn obligations, and to miss the opportunity for
which the church has been kept alive through the
centuries.

The first peril resting upon our churches to-day is
that of a materialistic blindness. We are in danger
of failing to see the potency of spiritual and moral
forces. In the next few years races will be hurled
one against the other with fearful impact. It is
absolutely true that the forcj of this impact can be
modified only by spiritual agencies. If the Chris-
tian Church loses faith in its own proposition, it
will stand dumbly by, and miss its one supreme
opportunity to demonstrate on a world-wide scale
the power of Christ over human lives.

The peril of racial and social antipathies, all
alien to the spirit of Christ, is heavy upon our
churches to-day. I believe we can escape from this
shadow; but that escape can be brought about only
by a relearning of the real spirit and message of
our Master. We are in peril also of misunderstand-

ing our religion, making it a matter of theologic

hair-splitting or ecclesiastical machinery, where
in the mind of Christ it is a world-wide, heave
high energy inbreathed by the wisdom and lo

of God.

Worldliness in Church Life
i

Perhaps the chief peril which confronts the Ame
ican Church to-day is that of a trifling, sord

church life. By this I mean a certain professio

alism in the pulpit, and a childish conception
religious duty and privilege in the pew.
When a man enlists in the army he takes

sacred obligations. If in the midst of a battle

were to quit fighting because the drill sergeant d

not call him'-by his right name, he would not be shi

I do not think he would be even hanged. Th
would simply throw him into the ditch, away frcl

the sight of noble men. But a full-grown man w|
unite with the Christian Church, assuming the mc
sacred, binding and exalted obligations in the wor
On the slightest pretext he will quit. Perhaps t

minister has not recognized him on the street, o

of the deacons failed to call him by name in t

church, he is asked for money, or he does not li

the choir. Any trivial pretext will do. Imir
diately he disregards every solemn obligation,

you were to tell him that his sin is worse than pe

jury, he would be insulted. Yet it is. If you we
to tell him that his disloyalty in this regard is mo
despicable than the disloyalty of a traitor to i

country, he would not believe you. Yet it is. Th
trivial, shallow conception of church obligation
responsible for the fact that the world does not ta,

the church seriously. Why should it? If the

sacred obligations, publicly made, mean nothing
j

the man who makes them, why should they mes'

anything to the outside world?
I firmly believe that the comparative powerles

ness of the church in the face of supreme opport
nity is due to this one weakness, more than to ai

other. How can a strong, self-respecting young ms
be attracted to the Christian ministry when he se

the necessity of dwarfing his life by standards ai|

ideals so trivial and absurd? If great laymen lea';

the impression that they do not believe in their ov

proposition, why should they complain about t)

masses refusing to be reached? If this trivial, se

ondary attitude of mind were characteristic of t

entire life of church members, the matter would
different. But unfortunately countless thousanc
who claim allegiance to some church, give every e\

dence of passion and interest in money-making,
the pursuit of learning, in social pleasures and
quest for social place. Men sacrifice and work f!

the thing they believe in. If a large proportion I

our church membership do nothing for the chun
except to misrepresent it before the world, it is b

cause they do not believe in the thing they s;

they do.

The Church, the Arbiter of Destiny

With such an opportunity presented to us, in tl

shadow of such perils, earnest-minded men mu
give themselves to serious thought and action. Tl

day has gone by for fine phrases. We must knai

the truth, if the truth is to make us free. Thei
are great numbers of earnest-minded men and wor
en in our churches who will welcome eagerly son

escape from the sordid and banal. This escape
^

possible only by a return to the simplicity of tl

Christianity of Christ. We must have in pulp'

and pew a simple, childlike trust in the Lord Jesij

as our personal Redeemer from sin. We must ha^

also a conscious glad surrender of our entire lives
'

his Lordship. We must summon our powers unt

we are able to grasp, in some measure at least, tl

vast outlines of his stupendous thought for the r

demption of mankind. We must give ourselv(

without reserve to him and to his enterprise, glori

ing in hardships and burdens for his dear safc

We are sure that this spiritual passion, sanely live'

would transform the world. As never before,

may truthfully be said that the Church of Chri;

holds the destiny of the race in its hands. The chii

peril of American Christianity is the America
Church. The only hope of American Christianil

io the American Church.
[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page] .
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baling Mt. Sinai's Summit

Continued from page 251

Side by side, on the top of this moun-

in, stand a chapel and a mosque, a

ace of prayer for both Christians

:d Moslems, a fact reproduced no-

lere else throughout the Mohamme-
n world, except within the walls of

e convent below, where Mohamme-
n devotees and Christian pilgrims

leel together and pray.

;The descent proves easier than the

ay up. When half way down, those

10 desire to extend their journey

as to include Ras-es-Safsafa turn to

e left, and in passing through a val-

/ discover the spring near which
ows the sacred willow which gives a

me to the mountain. Tradition and
e Bedouin declare this to be the iden-

al tree from which Moses cut his

raculous rod. Beyond this peak,
d in the wild valley of the Leja,

lere the Israelitish camp was
tehed, is the most famous of all the
lies, the "Rock of Moses." The rock
'18 to 20 feet high, slightly inclined,
rough indentature running over each
.ie^ which is inter.sected here and
ere by slits, and the stone is worn
^'ay in places as if from the effects
running water. It is beyond doubt

le oldest known legendary object in
a vicinity. The Koran refers to this
ck moie than once, and from this
ct arises the reverence of the Bed-
in, who hold it sacred. From the
ddle Ages onward it has been vis-
id by Chri-stian pilgrims, who have
iented rude crosses on its sides. Of

: the objects in this desert it is the
:jst closely bound up with the simple
:<th of its inhabitants and its early
'pitants.

'At a later date, another traveler
..ssed through Arabia, and without
<ubt visited this mount. "I went into
abia," says Paul in exhorting the

' latians to repentance; and a little
!er we hear these words, "This Ha-
;r is Mount Sinai in Arabia." We
d it impossible not to believe that he,
), must have stood on the rocks of

; lai.

It is for the most part true that the
(tire history of the Peninsula of Sinai
confined to the Exodus. Yet we
ist remember that this land is the
llest of the holy places, and that the
lo of that first glory has clung about
long after the events themselves
ve passed away.

I

dge Lurton and "Old Abe"
^UDGE HORACE HARMON LUR-
' TON, who has lately been appoint-
', by the President as an Associate
'Stice of the United States Supreme
'urt, has an incident in his life his-
'y that is worth repeating at this
tie. Judge Lurton frequently tells of
1 and at a dinner tendered to him
l^y in New York he related it before
nnost appreciative audience. Rev.
r. Parkhurst, who was present on
lit occasion; writes in the Erevivq
Airnal: "The Justice had been telling

Sfv,
experience as a soldier in the

•mhern Army in the war and of his
'Hure and incarceration in a North-
<i prison. The lad's mother—for he
^ s hardly more than that at the time
^^ent to Washington and pleaded for
'release of her boy. The whole
rid knows before this time how per-

^^,'ye and penetrating that appeal
uld be to the heart of Lincoln. Tn

'jponse to her moving persuasion, he
'

'|, ,T°
^^^- I^urton

:

,:
I will give orders for his -relea.se.'

^it, said the importunate mother,
u know how long it sometimes takes
have such orders fulfilled. Won't

^ let me have him now and take him
•yie With me?'
'Mr. Lincoln immediately wrote out

' lers in these terms : 'Secure the im-
icl late release of Horace H. Lurton.
< J let him go home with his mother.' "

The Children's pulpit
THE CHILDREN'S PALM SUNDAY By Rev, j. m. farrar, p.p.*

THE first Palm Sunday was a day of great enthusiasm. Is the
word "enthusiasm" too long and strong for my juniors? Then
we will take it apart and let you look at it. The Greeks made

this word "enthusiasm" by putting two words into one word. Their
word "en" means in and "theos" means God. They joined them in
one word "entheos," Godin. When they were very happy, and
wanted to shout and rejoice, they said it was their God in them that
made them happy. The English of "entheos" is "enthusiasm." When
God is in our hearts we are happy, we want to shout for joy, we are
enthusiastic. Now you have had a lesson in Greek.

ON the first Palm Sunday morning crowds of enthusiastic men and
women followed Jesus from Bethany to Jerusalem. We say

men and women, for we do not read of any children being with them.
I believe there were children with Christ on his way to Jerusalem.
Probably the fathers and mothers shouted so loud that the children
were not heard. We know that when Christ entered the city the
children were with him and were helping him. In the morning it

was Palm Sunday; in the afternoon it was Hosanna Sunday. When
all was going well with Christ and every one was happy, the men
and women followed him, waving palm branches In the afternoon
the people who had stores and shops in God's house got very angry
because Christ drove them out and upset their tables. Then we
read, not of men and women, but of the children who were there to

help Christ. They shouted "Hosanna to our King!" They were
enthusiastic; God was in their hearts.

THESE children were not able to overturn the tables of the money-
changers and to upset the seats of those who sold doves. But the

children did help Christ by cheering him when he was doing this

great work. I believe the cheers of the children made Christ
stronger for the work of Palm Sunday. The wicked people were
angry at the children. They knew the boys and girls were helping
Christ. "Stop them! Stop them!" cried the wicked men. Christ
said, "No! No!" Their cries and shouts were perfect praise. They
were helping Christ. A lad helped Chri.st to feed the five thousand
and a little child helped him when he needed an illustration about
the kingdom of heaven. The lad furnished the five loaves and two
fishes, and the little child was used as a kingdom illustration. Your
pastor believes Christ needed the children's encouragement when he
was cleansing the temple. He needed their shouts. "And the chil-

dren." He had need of them.

THE boys of a certain Sunday School were dressed up in their uni-

forms for a parade, and the girls in their best dresses were
lined along the sidewalk to see the parade. One boy cut his foot,

and said to the captain : "Captain, I've cut my foot, and I cannot
march with the brigade to-day." "Well, George," the captain an-
swered, "if you cannot march, you can stand on the corner anyway
and shout 'Hurrah!' when we come along." "Yes, I'll do that, any-
way," promi-sed George; and so, when the brigade came along, he
took off his hat and shouted as loud as he could, "Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah!" When Christ was cleasing his Father's house the chil-

dren were shouting, "Hosanna to the Son of David." "And the

-/-'^dren." Three cheers for the children. They were happy.

A PRETTY story is related of the late Dr. Phillips Brooks, Bishop

of Massachusetts. He had long been a favorite with a little

girl of five, the daughter of a parishioner, and she was always
delighted if she happened to meet him when out for a walk. The
day the Bishop died her mother came into the room where the child

was playing and, holding the bright little face between her hands,
said, tearfully, "Bishop Brooks has gone to heaven." "Oh, mamma,"
was the reply, "How happy the angels will be!" Christ made not the

angels only, but the children in heaven happy when he went back to

them. One reason Christ loved the children so much on earth was
because they reminded him of the children in heaven. You will find

what I mean in the following story:

""W'ES, indeed, we have some queer little incidents happen to us,"

JL said the engine-driver, as he plied his oilcan about and under

his machine. "A queer thing happened to me about a year ago.

You'd think it queer for a rough man like me to cry for ten minutes,

and nobody hurt, either, wouldn't you? Well, I did, and I almost cry

every time I think of it. I was running along one afternoon pretty

lively when I approached a little village where the track cuts through
the streets. I slackened up a little, but was still making good speed,

when suddenly, about twenty rods ahead of me, a little girl, not more
than three years old, toddled onto the track. In ten seconds more it

would all have been over. After reversing and applying the brake,

I shut my eyes. I didn't want to see any more. As we slowed dovim

my fireman laughed and shouted to me: 'Jim, look here!' I looked,

and there was a big, black Newfoundland dog, holding the little girl

in his mouth, leisurely walking toward the house where she evidently

belonged. She was kicking and crying, so that I knew she wasn't

hurt, and the dog had saved her. My fireman 'thought it funny and
kept on laughing, but I cried. She reminded me of a dear little girl

in my far-away home." The children's Palm Sunday! God bless

our children! Christ loves them and needs them, every one.

*Pa>tor r^t Ref'd Cli.. Brooklyn, \. Y. Tkxt : ".\\v\ the Cliiltlren." Matt. 21 : 1.5.
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Roosevelt's Long Hunt
EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT and

his party sail? d down the Nile
from Gondokoro February 28, and ex-
pect to reach Khnrtoum this week.
With their departure the African
scientific expedition under the aus-
pices of the Smithsonian Institution of
^Washington was practically brought to

la close. The results from the points
of view of the hunter and the scientist
have exceeded all expectations.

Mr. Roosevelt and his son Kermit
have killed some T)00 specimens of
large mammals. The bag includes 17
lions, 11 elephants, 10 buffaloes, 10
black rhinoceroses, 9 white rhinoce-
roses, 9 hippopotami, 9 giraffes, 3
leopards, 7 chetahs, 3 giant elands, 3
sables, 1 sitatunga and 2 bongos. All
of these, Mr. Roosevelt himself ex-
plains, were killed in the interest of
science, and the specimens will be dis-
posed of accordingly, the greater num-
ber going to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. Mr. Roosevelt will retain not
more than six trophies for himself.
From the point of importance the

most highly prized game may be rated
as follows: First, the giant elands,
the first complete specimens of which
are now being taken from the counti-y;
second, the white rhinoceroses; third,
the bongos, the first which have been
stalked and killed by a white man, and
fourth, the sitatunga, a species of ante-
lope. The naturalists have a collection
of thousands of birds, comprising sev-
eral new species, and a long list of the
smaller mammals of Africa. The
game taken and the collections made
constitute a world's record for a sim-
ilar period of hunting and scientific
research in Africa, and the American
museums will receive the greatest col-
lection of African fauna in existence.

Anvil Sparks
..If we pray right, we will live

right.

. . A SOBER husband makes a full
larder.

. . Indecision is a robber with a dag-
ger under his cloak.

. . No king can rule others who is not
master of himself.

..A BAD man can never own any-
thing that is fireproof.

. . The bearer of good news always
has a pleasant voice.

. . Put not an enemy in thy mouth to
steal away thy brains.

. .If your life is not a blessing to
others, it will curse you.

. . It IS not hard to please God when
we devote all our time to it.

..The man whose god is money
never has any mercy on himself.

. . It is hard to understand how a
grateful man can be a stingy one.

. .The lazy man always believes
there is no hill which is not steep.

. .There are just vwo kinds of whis-
ky: the one is bad; the other is worse.

. .The man who is not honest in his
religion is not to be trusted in a horse
trade.

. . Living without a plan is as foolish
as going to sea without a compass on
the ship.

..The saloon is the "poor man's
club," but the saloonkeeper is the one
who wields it.

..Edison, when asked if he e\er
drank, replied: "No; I have a better
use for my brains."

..Don't have much to say about
how bad you have been until you have
gotten entirely over it.

. . It would make everybody richer
to know what God is to you, if you
have been born of the Spirit.

A CHILP'S MORNING PRAYER
Composed by Robert C. Dilks. aged eleven

"\JOW I wake and see the light.
-l-^

I thank God who kept me through the niglit;
Then I upward look above

And see the angels filled with love.
The angels seem to me

Like stars shining from Calvary
Calv.ary is a wonderful place

Where Jesus went to save tlie race.
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MR. ROCKEFELLER'S GREATEST GIF-;'

His Vast Fortune to Be Devoted to the "Rockefeller Foundation," A Great National Philanthropy

UulJj light Ijy li«.. M. Kdiiiuiidsuii

John D. Rockefeller

<<T DON'T mind what people say about me. If

I the public misunderstand me, simply because
-*- they don't know my purpose, I don't believe

that it is a part of my duty to find f^.ult or to feel

badly over it. Some day they'll knci.v me better,

and then they mpy understa'id me, and I may even

win respect and possibly the love of some who are

now hostile in their criticisms. But— I can wait;

that is the reason -,.>*y I don't reply to whatever may
be said about me. It would be to no purpose. I

can wait."
This was substantially the language with which

Mr. John D. Rockefeller, nearly four years ago,

while atCompiegne,
France, answered
a friend who had —
asked him, in a fa-

miliar way, con-

cerning the criti-

cism and abuse that

had been leveled at

him in the past.

M r . Rockefeller

has well preserved
his silence, and only

now has his great

secret purpose been
disclosed to the
world. On March
3, in the United
States Senate, the

Hon. Jacob H. Gal-

linger, Senator
from New Hamp-
shire, arose in his

place and intro-

duced a bill by
which it is shown
that Mr. Rockefel-
ler intends to make
such a disposition

of his vast wealth
as will not only
surprise the Amer-
ican people, but will place him in the forefront of

public benefactors. It is a bill to enable Mr. Rocke-
feller to expend his great fortune in national philan-

thropy. It provides for the incprporation of "The
Rockefeller Foundation," the purpose of which is to

pension teachers, advance the cause of education,

and "promote all the elements of human progress
and the well-being of the civilized world." For the

accomplishment of this great object Mr. Rockefeller
stands ready to bestow practically all of his enor-

mous fortune, which has been variously estimated
at from $500,000,000 to $1,000,000,000. We quote
from the language of the bill

itself:

"The object of the said cor-

poration shall be to promote
the well-being and to advance
the civilization of the peoples
of the United States and its

territories and possessions and
of foreign lands in the ac-

quisition and dissemination of

knowledge; in the prevention
and relief of suffering, and in

the promotion of the elements
of human progress.
"For the promotion of such

objects the said corporation
shall have power : To establish,

maintain and endow, or to aid
others, whether individuals, as-
sociations or corporations, to
establish, maintain and endow
institutions and other agencies
for carrying on said objects
and any of them; to purchase,
hold, sell and convey real estate
necessary or convenient for the
said corporate objects, and to
erect, improve, enlarge and
equip buildings and other
structures necessary or con-
venient for said objects or any
of them, and to acquire, make and furnish all
necessary or convenient apparatus and other ac-
cessories; to employ and aid others to employ
teachers, lecturers, assistants and agents ; to donate
to any individual, association or corporation en-
gaged in similar work money or property, real or
personal, which shall at any time be held by the said
corporation hereby constituted, subject to the terms
of any gift, grant, bequest or devise by which the
said corporation shall have received the same; to
collect statistics and information and to publish and
distribute books, documents and reports containing
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the same, and in general to do and perform all

things necessary or convenient for the promotion

of the object of the corporation."

The incorporators are John D. Rockefeller, John
D. :^ockefeller, Jr., Fred T. Gates, Starr J. Murphy
and Charles 0. Heydt, "together with such persons

as they may associate with themselves and their

successors." The Rockefeller Foundation is to be

an incorporated body of the District of Columbia.

The members of the corporation may be increased

to twenty-five in number. The principal offices are

to be located in the District of Columbia.
Mr. Rockefeller's previous public benefactions are

second only to those of Mr. Andrew Carnegie, who

Mrs. J. D. Rockefeller

has given for various philanthropic and educational
purposes $162,000,000. Mr. Carnegie explained his

liberality during his lifetime, in divesting himself
of his fortune, by saying: "The time would yet
come when it would be considered a crime for a man
to die rich." It is evident that Mr. Rockefeller is

heartily of the same opinion. His principal bene-
factions up to the present time have been these:

General Education Board $53,000,000
University of Chicago 25,309,000
Rush Medical College 6,000,000

J. D, Rockefeller, Jr.

The Rockefeller General Education Board Which Has Spent $52,000,000
Several of its members are incorporators in the new Foundation

Baptist Missions, foreign 2,000,000
Missions, misc. (known) 2,300,000
Churches, misc. (known) 3,100,000
Inst, of Medical Research 4,300,000
Barnard College 1,375,000
Southern i^ducation Fund 1,125,000
Union Theological Seminary 1,000,000
Harvard University 1,000,000
Yale University 1,300^000
Baptist Educational Society 1,000,000
Juvenile Reformatories 1,000,000
Cleveland City Parks 1,000^000

Y. M. C. A 1,145,OOC
Miscellaneous 13,350,00C

Total $119,304,00C

In introducing the bill Senator Gallinger :-

plained that it had been given to him by Mr. Roi '.

feller's lawyers, who gave no explanation of its j>.
pose beyond that indicated in the bill itself. \\
believe," he added, "the corporation proposed tl

be made a vehicle by which Mr. Rockefeller will L
pose of virtually all of his hundreds of millifs

before his death, and put large sums in trust lo

perpetuate the work. His evident intention is'o

spend money on a scheme of philanthropy n e

gigantic than f r

has been conceild

by a human bc^
in the history of e
world."

Mr. Rockefel ,

who is now at -

gusta, Ga., p , -

serves a sphynx- e

silence. All he il

say is : "Just at s

time I do not c e

to have anythini o
say. I'll wait u|l

I see what they e

going to do p
there. However, i

may rest assure t

is not anyth ,^

that'll do harm >

anybody."
He is still will

to wait and t

things take tl r

course. He is c

fident that the f

pie, by and by, ' 1

understand h
better. H e h
chosen as incorj

ators men who h
had experience in handling great sums of mor
with which he has entrusted them in the past, : I

who are familiar with the research work necess
to carry out the purposes of the Foundation. I

Should he carry out his purpose in spending
p

greater part of his wealth while he is yet alive, : 1

in endowing the Rockefeller Foundation after Is

death, he will undoubtedly justify the statement

f

Senator Gallinger as being the author of "the grel
est scheme of philanthropy ever known in hun'i
history."
From well-informed sources it is learned that '.

.

Rockefeller has been plann r

for the last twenty years 1" r

to decide the distribution of i

great wealth. Up to 1890 ;

subject did not so seriously p
-

sent itself as it did afterws ,

and it has taken him all the -

tervening years to mature >

great project. During 1

1

long period he has framed '

himself a philosophy of

which he partly explained ye ;

ago in a series of publisl 1

articles from his pen. He -

garded six things as lead ;'

factors in the world's civili -

tion, viz. : 1. Progress in dei-

oping the means of subsistenc

,

food, shelter, clothing, sani -

tion, public health, manuf -

tures, etc. 2. Progress ingil

government and just laws. .

Progress in literature. 4. P -

gress in science and philosop •

5. Progress in art and refi

-

ment. 6. Progress in moral

'

and religion. To conserve '

these ideals is his principal a •

but he places especial emphaJ
on the first. He has unic

'

ideas, too, on the "art of g-

ing," and believes the best philanthropy to be tl
'

which helps to give people work and to develop n

'

sources of employment.
One of Mr. Rockefeller's mottoes is: "If we c

help people to help themselves, we strike at the r^

of many evils." Another is:

"There is no measure for charity; if the spirit-

there, the matter of proportion is lost sight of."

These show the trend of Mr. Rockefeller's mi

and will no doubt be illustrated practically in '

work of his great philanthropic Foundation in i

coming years.
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HAS WON THOUSANDS TO CHRIST
THE INSPIRING STORY OF THE CREMORNE MISSION, WHICH JERRY M'AULEY FOUNDED

Chas. E. Ballou Robert Fisher Joseph Waldron Wm. Wingrove Mrs. Ballou

EVERY old New Yorker familiar with his city

above Twenty-third Street and below Forty-
second knew, a quarter of a century ago, of

the notorious Cremorne Garden. It was a vicious

resort on Thirty-second Street, haunted by the low-

est of men and women, and served by no less than
seventy-five barmaids.

Jerry McAuley had seen the Water Street Mis-

sion put upon a firm foundation. He felt that its

work would keep on
without him, and he
looked around for a
new field of labor.
Naturally h i s eyes
turned toward the
part of the city just
then beginning to be
called "the Tender-
loin." The great the-

atres were scattered
throughout this sec-

tion. Nearby were
the most costly and
famous hotels. The
latest electrical de-
vices were displayed
along and near this

part of Broadway un-
til it was named "the
Great White Way."
Where the quarry

is there the vultures
are gathered together.

Drinking and gambling houses began to multiply
in this vicinity. A debauched police force held
out its hand for bribes, and saw nothing wrong.
Sin flaunted itself brazenly there until the word
"tenderloin" became a hissing and a reproach to
the whole decent element in New York City.

"There," said Jerry McAuley, "I will found a
mission. It is needed there worse than anywhere
else in the world."

So, twenty-eight years ago, he bought one of the
two houses on Thirty-second Street which had been
called "The Cremorne Garden." The proprietor
was angry when he found the purpose to which the
building was to be devoted, but he could not help
himself. He was angrier still when his very name
was borrowed, and beside the sign "Cremorne Gar-
den" appeared another one bearing the words "Cre-
morne Mission." A passageway connected the two
buildings.

"We will close that up," said the old proprietor.
"Not so," said Jerry McAuley; "I want all your

people to come to my mission."

V. T. Jeffrey

For two years this devoted laborer in the vine-

yard toiled in his new undertaking. Then he was
called higher, and the work fell into other hands.

For eighteen years the late Mr. Charles E. Ballou
and his wife conducted this mission, and it has done
a noble work. S. H. Hadley was converted here,

and went forth from its doors to his wonderful suc-

cess in saving souls. Volumes could be filled with
the testimony of those who have been led within
its consecrated walls from darkness into light.

V. T. Jeffrey, now a devoted pastor, receiving a
salary of several thousand dollars, found Christ
^ere. "I was on my way to destruction," he wi'ites,

liscouraged, desolate, given over to dissipation.
it I came to this mission. Mrs. Ballou pleaded
|1 prayed with me, and when I rose from my knees

night I felt a new hope. On that 21st of June,
1 was saved." This man has just given a
offering gift of fifty dollars to the mission,

bas presented to Mrs. Ballou a fine and expen-
l^rtrait of her husband, whose death last April

was a hard blow to the cause.
Another poor drunkard, broughc up in a godless

home, associated always with thieves and repro-
bates, came here by chance one evening, was touched
by the loving appeal of Mr. Ballou, and has be-
come a changed man. This noble Joseph Waldron
has now for fourteen years been a faithful Chris-
tian, leading many to righteousness.

During six weeks, not long ago, nine husbands
and wives, converted in this mission, stood up and
announced that, as for them and their households,
they would serve the Lord. One poor drunkard,
who had completed a long term in prison, dropped
in at the mission one evening and found salvation
there. He was a pharmacist, and well educated.
Strong in his new faith and hope, he obtained em-
ployment, joined his long-estranged family, and is

now, after sixteen years of upright and conse-
crated labor, living in a beautiful home, which he
owns, surrounded by a promising family and re-

spected by all who know him.
William Wingrove, master of a good trade and

brought up in a Christian home, was early carried
away by the love of pleasure, fell into evil ways and
seemed hopelessly lost.

"When I went into the Cremorne Mission," he
writes, "I was wearing newspapers under my
clothes to keep me warm. r>iy toes were sti king
out of my shoes. My health was broken. I did not
want to go in, but a pal made me. My heart
melted under the simple testimonies I heard there,

and I have never been into a saloon or taken a
drink, or used tobacco, from that day to this. God
has done it."

The case of Robert Fisher was also a remarkable
one. He pawned his child's coat for drink, and
had sunk to the lowest depths. One night he wan-
dered into the mission. He had no coat on, and
wore an old pair of overalls instead of trousers ; but
the loving words he heard there went to his heart,

and though, as he describes it, he "shook like a leaf

on a tree," he knelt before God and asked for mercy,
and it was granted him. From that moment he has
been a changed man.
The death of Mr. Ballou, one of the noblest of

workers, and possessing mai-velous power over all

classes of men, followed closely upon that of John
Noble Stearns, who, during the entire life of the
mission, had been president of the board of trustees.
Others of the long-time friends and supporters of
this most useful institution have laid down their
lives also. New ones must come forward to take
their places, or else this "lighthouse on a dark
and stormy shore," as it has been fitly called, must
cease to shine. The regenerated lives of thousands
of men and women, and untold blessings of health,
peace and uplift, testify to its value. It must go
on and increase. The building in which the mission
has been housed is about to be torn down. There-
fore it needs at once a new home in the Tenderloin.
The site, expensive though it must be, is regarded as
of even greater importance than the building. Still,

for $100,000 an excellent lot can be bought and
a commodious building erected. In this a large
hall and lodging-rooms for a hundred homeless
men must be provided. These lodgings are an
invaluable auxiliary of the mission work. They
can also be made financially profitable. A building
like this would be a noble memorial to such men as
Jerry McAuley, John Noble Stearns and Charles
E. Ballou. All around the neighborhood are splen-
did edifices, dedicated to selfishness and sin. The
Lord Jesus should have there one place to call

his own.
Mrs. Ballou has dedicated herself to the onerous

task of supporting and strengthening the mission.
Her great heart of faith and love is not easily dis-

couraged, but she needs help. She is backed by a
committee, chosen from among the best business
men of New York, and every cent contributed to
the Cremorne Mission will be expended in the most
judicious way. The urgent need of such an institu-

tion in exactly that location must be recognized by
everybody. It has no adequate endowment. It

must have a building. In the name of the Master,
it appeals to his followers for the means to main-
tain its life-saving work. Few equally good causes
are more needy, none are more deserving, and the
$100,000 needed should be quickly furnished.

ILLUSTRATED RED LINE EDITION PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

WE have on hand a limited number ol copies of

our superb Illustrated Red Line Edition of
Pilgrim's Progress, by John Bunyan, which The
Christian Herald issued as a special De Luxe
Edition some time ago, and which is unquestionably
one of the finest and most attractive presentations
of this supreme masterpiece ever put before the
American people.
These books are not shelf-worn, and are guar-

anteed to be undamaged in any way, but to make
room for other publications we now offer them to
our readers, at a decided financial sacrifice, for 60
cents per volume.

Pilgrim's Progress is the most beautiful allegory
of human life ever written. It warms the heart,

elevates the mind, dispels weariness and gloom and
exerts its irresistible influence for good over rich

and poor alike. An immortal book, and a book of

truly immeasurable and imperishable power, this

triumphant work appeals, as few books ever have
or will, to the most intellectual as well as to the

'plain" people; is relished as keenly by the aged as

by the young; is a source of good cheer, and a last-

ing inspiration to men and women in every walk
of life.

Though Pilgrim's Progress is a book that should
form an important part in the education of every
child, and in most homes one that stands next to

the Bible, there are still those who have never read
its illuminating pages. But there are many more

who have worn their treasured copies threadbare
with long use. Here, then, is a big opportunity for

any of our readers, who will write us at once, to

secure at almost half price a volume that appeals to

the eye as well as to the mind, that is good to look

at as well as to read.

This edition is superb in its pictorial features,

containing in all 102 fine illustrations—many of

them full pages. The volume is handsomely bound
in Red Vellum De Luxe, with an emblematic cover
design and lettering in gold—428 pages. The book
measures, when open, 9x15 inches, weighs nearly
three pounds, and will be sent, all charges prepaid,
upon receipt of 60 cents. Address The Christian
Herald, Book Department, 92 Bible House, N. Y.
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Our Departed Chief

ONCE again The Christian Herald comes to its

readers in the sombre hue of sorrow. Our be-

loved leader has gone from us. Louis Klopsch, the

owner and editor of this journal and the inspirer

of its many noble enterprises, has passed over to the

other side.

Our sorrow is yet too keen for us to go into detail

concerning the great loss we have suffered. Dr.

Klopsch was not only our friend, but the friend of all

humanity. Probably no man of this age has done

more with his life in rendering devoted service to

his fellow-men in the name of the Master. With

abounding enthusiasm and a confidence in the Chris-

tian people of this land, he surrounded himself with

a great army of earnest, consecrated men and wom-

en, and their benevolences and good works, under his

leadership, have fairly encircled the globe. Both at

home and abroad, wherever human suffering existed,

or wherever the cause of the Gospel called for a

supreme effort, Louis Klopsch's name is known and

his influence felt.

He was a worthy and valiant soldier of the Cross,

yet a most honorable and generous one, with charity

for all and a respect for all who, under whatever

name or denomination, were true followers of the

same Lord and Master whom he himself served. He

^tood for a whole Bible and a full and free Gospel.

^ Christ was to him an all-sufficient Saviour, to do

whose will was his chief delight. And he did it with

a zest that swept all before it and carried multitudes

along in the current of his enthusiasm. With voice

and pen, and with all the resources at his command,

he labored day by day, through all the years. He
never thought of sparing himself, for he was on the

"King's business."

No one knew better than he the joy that comes of

true service—not with the lips alone, but with the

heart and the whole life. How his face shone when
he would speak to the poor outcasts, or the homeless

men and lads at the Bowery Mission—"the place

where God makes crooked men straight." And with

the thousands of children of the tenements, for

whom he had provided a beautiful summer home, he

would be the ideal playmate, for, with the keen

intuition of childhood, they knew that he carried

within his breast a heart that was ever young.

Our friends and readers, who have been com-
panions and fellow-workers with Dr. Klopsch these

many years, will miss that sweet comradeship now.

He who led them in many a glorious. Christlike

enterprise, through fields of suffering and sorrow,

will lead them no longer. He who was their coun-

selor and friend has passed from earthly view. But
we rejoice that we have the confident assurance, in

his Christian life and triumphant end, that we shall

meet him again. He has passed beyond the reach
of all pain and worry ; gone to that land where "the

inhabitant shall not say, I am sick," and where "they
that turn many to righteousness shall shine as the

stars for ever and ever."

We shall not say farewell to him who has been
our dear co-worker and associate. We shall cherish

his memory, emulate his noble example of self-

sacrifice and work on, encouraged by the hope J^hat

some day, when our own earthly career is closed,

we shall meet again up yonder.

nd

f

Dr. Klopsch's Life in Outline

DR. LOUIS KLOPSCH was born in Lubben, near

Berlin, Germany, March 26, 1852, the son of

Dr. Osmar Klopsch, a physician. His parents

brought him to this country when he was two years

old; so, while retaining a strong affection for the

people and land of his birth, he was first of all

an American in patriotism, education and feeling.

He was educated in the public schools and then en-

tered business life. He became identified with the

syndicate and publishing business, and in 1877 be-

came the owner of the Hotel Reporter of New York,

retaining control of that paper until 1890. He was

a close friend of the great preacher, Rev. T. De Witt

Talmage, and published his sermons all over the

world.

In 1890, after returning from a trip to Palestine,

he purchased The Christian Herald of New York.

He gradually enlarged the character and scope of

the publication and engaged Dr. Talmage on the

editorial staff.

Dr. Klopsch was ready to help the suffering and

needy of every land. Through his paper he ha^

raised over $4,000,000 for famine and flood suffere

here and abroad, for the support and education

thousands of famine orphans in India, Japan
China, who had been left in the care of the mis

aries, and for other benevolent purposes. In 2,

during the terrible famine in Russia, he secv a

cargo of foodstuffs and chartered the steamsh -a

to carry the supplies to the famine-stricken dij^^.^is.

Dr. Klopsch and Dr. Talmage went personally to

the field and oversaw the distribution of this good-

will offering from the American people. The sup-

plies saved the lives of thousands of peasants in six-

teen different provinces. The Russian Emperor
thanked him for his efforts.

In 1892 he sent relief to the massacre survivors in

Armenia. He had as co-workers in his relief efforts

practically every Christian missionary in that coun-

try. In 1897 President McKinley appointed him a

member of the Government Commission for the re-

lief of the starving Cuban reconcentrados. He went
to Cuba, secured the use of trains, and soon had an
abundance of clothing and food on the way to the

centres of suffering.

Twice he went to India to carry on relief work

—

the first time in 1897 and again in 1900. Two
steamers were chartered by the United States Gov-
ernment, and the cargo was furnished by the read-

ers of The Christian Herald. Dr. Klopsch spent

much time in the famine-stricken and fever-infested

districts, directing relief operations, in co-operation

with the missionaries and officials. In appreciation

of this perilous worl^ King Edward later gave him
the gold Kaiser-I-Hihd medal, Dr. Klopsch being
the only American who ever received such an honor.
During the first famine in India, he raised $400,000
for the sufferers and during the second he raised
about $700,000 in money and secured a cargo of
corn. On his return he guaranteed the support of

5,000 India orphans for the period of five years.

In 1891 he raised $80,000 for the starving people
of Shensi province, China. In 1903 he raised a fund
for the famine sufferers in Sweden and Finland, and
went personally to look after the distribution of sup-
plies. In 1906 he raised $250,000 to relieve the fam-
ine-stricken districts of northern Japan. As a token
of gratitude the Japanese government presented him
with the decoration of the Rising Sun.

During the recent floods in northern Mexico he
was active in securing supplies of blankets for the
homeless people of Monterey and its vicinity.

In 1907 he raised $300,000 for the famine sufferers
in China, sending also a shipload of flour. After
the great earthquake which devastated Calabria
and destroyed Messina, Italy, with the co-operation
of Queen Helena he expended $1,000 a day for sev-
eral months, supplying bread and milk and clothing
for the widowed -^.others, orphans and children.

Here in our own land he was personally interested

in numerous home missions, and gave the strong

support of his paper to the work of Christian schools

and colleges. Good causes, regardless of denomina-

tional connection, always had in him a sincere

friend. He was the President 'of the famous Bow-
ery Mission. He built it up from a small rescue

work into one of the largest and most efficient mis-

sions in the country. '

Dr. Klopsch had a strong love of children and he

established The Christian Herald Children's Home
at Mont-Lawn, at Nyack, N. Y., for the poor chil-

dren of New York City. It was started at first in

a small way, but Dr. Klopsch interested his readers

until at last one of the most extensive and best fitted

summer settlements in the country has been built

up, at which 3,000 waifs are cared for during the

'-§eason. He used to say that his happiest hours were
those he spent at this, his favorite charity.

In 1886 he married Miss May Merritt, daughter

of the Rev. Stephen Merritt. The union was blessed

with four children, three sons and a daughter.

Dr. Klopsch had been troubled with a stomach
affection for several years. Lately, it assumed an

acute form, and he was removed from his residence

to the German Hospital, New York City, for the pur-

pose of having an operation performed. This was
done, and it was hoped that recovery would follow;

but complications set in, and on Sunday, March 6,

the patient began to sink. He passed away at 1

A.M. on Monday, March 7, surrounded by his family.

He was doing so much, and he had so much yet to

do, that his taking away seems to us as a great

mystery, the solving of which we must leave to God's

good time. He had been doing the work of a thou-

sand lives in the minds he had quickened, the hearts

he had purified, the souls he had led into the light,

the pains he had eased, the sorrows he had alle-

viated, and the lives he had saved, and he was ready

for his coronation. The Master has taken him into

a larger realm of truth and a broader field of love.

He is gone, and yet he will remain with us. Memory
will mark the print of every one of his footsteps,

blossoming with the flowers of virtue and of piety; it

will echo his every word of kindness and cherish his

every act of tenderness and of love.

Thousands who have gone up from every part of

the green earth have already gathered about him, to

bless him for what he did for them in Jesus!

name. We who remain shall claim him in memory,
we shall see him by the eye of faith till we touch his

hands again and enjoy his companionship forever.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.
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Deadly Avalanche in Idaho
-^NOW-SLIDES in the Coeur d'Alens :.iountains

^ buried Mace and Burke, and other mining^ towns of North Idaho under thousands of tons

f snow and rocks and destroyed twenty precious

'ives. Twenty-two years ago there was a similar

lisaster, in which Burke was destroyed and sixty

people killed. Besides the nineteen persons lost at

^ace and Burke, three died in the disaster which
estroyed the. camp of the Carbonite Hill Mining
'cmpany at Mullan, Idaho, and two perished at

)orsey. The main body of the avalanche started

rom the top of Custer Mountain. It buried Mace
nd filled the canyon to a depth of forty-five feet,

t came within 120 feet of the boarding house of the
Itandard Mine, where 300 miners were sleeping.

'he snow-slide buried Burke fifty feet under the
now and filled the canyon for 3,000 feet. More
jould have been killed at Burke had not Seaman
|l. Rowe, the foreman of the Hecla Mine, sent a
ourier to warn the people. The most heroic work
f rescue is recorded which would be expected in

hat region of hardy and real heroic men. Mrs.
Jeorge Hooper, who lived on the

dge of Mace, and who was
'uried 13 feet under the snow for

wo hours, was extricated and
aved. One of the snow-slides

;as started by the concussion
aused by a shout of joy by suc-

essful rescuers. The old resi-

ents of the region have been
ounding daily warnings to these
lining towns on account of the
ecord depth of the snow. But
lie people, having had freedom
,rom these avalanches for so

lany winters, did not listen to

16 warnings or take any pre-
aution for their safety. The
eople of our country are grieved
t the score of persons who met
16 untimely death and feel the
(sepest sympathy for the mem-
ers of the stricken families that
•urvive, but it must not be for-

gotten that nature has a severe
is well as a mild side; that there
; snow on the mountain, and
nat the snow is likely to rush
own the sides and destroy that
i'hich is in its path, and that
nere is necessity for wisdom,
4ution and a provision against
,16 dangers that threaten in the
atural and spiritual world. The
nowstorms of winter on the
lountains, as well as the zephyrs
f spring, are a part of the
ivine Providence, as suggested by the words of

K Psalmist:

jFireand hail; .snow and vapor; stormy wiiui fiiltilliii^' his word.
.*s. 148: H)

lectricity from the Sun

We are in the midst of the electrical age. The
reat problem is the manufacture of electricity at a
rice cheap enough to justify its universal use. It is

ossible that this problem is on the way to a solution
1 a new invention which proposes to capture the
sat of the sun and make it generate electricity,

he sun's rays have been used heretofore, in a small
ay, to produce steam in a boiler and run an engine,
5 in Ericsson's and similar motors. Mr. George S.

ove, of Somerville, Mass., has invented a device
ith which he proposes to use the sun's heat in run-
'ing a new electrical generator. Such generators are
sually run with the aid of heat from gas flames,
rhe machine is thus described in an article in Mod-
~n ElecfricH:

The apparatus consists of a little metallic frame, which looks
le an e.\a(;Kc'rate<l window. The frame contains a number of
•ines of violet class, behind which are set, through an asphalt-
mpound backing, many little metal pluKs. One end of these
ugs is always exposed to the sunlitrht, while the other end is

lol and sheltered. The invisible rays of the solar spectrum
id the invisible ultra-violet rays, after passing throuKh the
olet glass, set up a reaction in the peculiar metal alloy used,
hich produces a continual flow of electrical current into stor-
re batteries.
It is not too much to say that Mr. Cove has revolutionized
ir conceptions of i)ower reneration. Already we can picture
e liner of the future propelled by invisible current, stored in
itteries by the Sun Electric C.enerator on a far-away desert.
kI fed into the hold of a vessel in much the same miinner as
e cartridge belt is fed into a machine prun. The railroad
IP'n of to-morrow, instead of taking on coal and water, will
3me" into the power-house at the terminal station and pump
it enough electricity to make the trip from New York to
iicago.

Time and experiment will determine how much of
- success Mr. Cove's invention is. If it shall prove

anything like the success he promises, it will go a
long way toward furnishing light, heat and power at
such an economical price as will put them within the
reach of the common people everyhere. If the sun,
which furnishes light, warmth, heat and life for
plant, ani:r.al and man, shall now be kind enough
to generate electrical motor power for practical use,
our age will have an additional reason for joining
Moses in his farewell song of blessing, in which he
records man's indebtedness to the benevolent serv-
ices of the sun in these words

:

And of Joseph he said. Blessed of the Lord be his land, for
the precious things of heaven, for the dew, and for the deep
that coucheth beneath, and for the precious fruits brought forth
by the sun. (Deut. 33:13, 14.)

A Miser's Money
Mrs. J. W. Madden, a miser, recently died at

Nashville, Tenn. Mr. E. Halley, the nearest rela-
tive, when the funeral services were over, began a
search for the money which he was sure his foster-
mother had concealed somewhere about the premises.
She did not believe in banks, and had concealed
money under the carpets, inside of picture frames.

Wallace, Idaho, Where an Avalanche Destroyed Many Lives

and in every other conceivable secret place. By a
careful search, $184,000 were found hidden about
the house. She was so afraid that some one would
get a dollar of her money that she never left her
home for seventeen years. Could any life be much
more fully misspent than this? Whut comfort she
could have brought to herself and her friends with
the interest on her fortune! And yet she preferred
to be poor in the midst of her gold, and starve her
soul literally to death, in the midst of opportunities
for spiritual abundance. How many barrels of

flour and tons of coal she could have given to the
widows, and how many suits of clothing and pairs

of shoes she could have supplied to the orphans!
How much she could have done for the church, and
for the various benevolences of the church! She
loved money for the money's sake, and there was no
room left in the withered soul for anything else.

She was the expression of discontent; she was a
miser, and hence miserable, as the word indicates.

The preacher has thus described her, and those who
belong to her class

:

He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he
that lovetli abundance with increase: this is also vanity.

(Rcrles. 5 :10.)

Noted Gambler Gone

Patrick F. Sheedy, at one time perhaps the most
noted gambler in the world, died at his residence in

New York City recently. He made a tour of the

world with John L. Sullivan, which ended in Boston,

when Sullivan was presented with a diamond-stud-
ded belt worth $10,000. He parted company with
the prize-fighter for good when Sullivan celebrated

the event by getting drunk. Almost thirty years
ago Sheedy gave up his gambling with cards, and
having an aesthetic temperament devoted much of

his time to securing and enjoying masterpieces of

fine art. He had collected a beautiful fine-art

gallery in his home, and in the midst of these
surroundings, after an illness of two years, he
passed away. A little time before his death, in an
interview with a newspaper reporter, he dwelt
upon the sin and failure of a gamtsier's life, and
expressed his deepest regret for havkag had any
relationship with that kind of vice. The disposi-
tion to get something for nothing, by one device or
another, is a sin so fascinating and dai'gerous as to
require the most careful human caution and divine
help. The gambling instinct is as old as the wick-
edness of the human heart, and under the very
shadow of the cross the Roman soldiers gambled
for the Saviour's seamless robe.

They said therefore among themselves. Let us not rend it, but
cast lots for it, whose it shall be : that the Scripture mierht be ful-

filled, which saith. They parted my raiment amons them, and for

my vesture they did cast lots. These things tlierefore the soldiers
did. (John 19 : 24.)

Cure for Pneumonia

Dr. Henry A. Craig, assistant physician at the
Sailors' Snug Harbor Hospital, New Brighton, New
York, in the Medical Record gives an account of a
marvelous cure for pneumonia, which promises to

be one of the greatest physical
blessings of modern times. Six
pneumonia patients, all old per-
sons, from sixty-six to eighty-
seven years of age, and all dam-
aged by alcohol, were inoculated
with the vaccine, and there was
a recovery in every instance.
Millions of germs obtained from
the blood, and from the sputum
of infected ones, were made into
a vaccine, the number of pneu-
mococci being fifty millions in a
cubic centimetre. They were
killed by keeping them in a hot
sterilizer for three-quarters of
an hour, at a temperature of
from .55 to 60 degrees centigrade.
The patients were vaccinated
with from twenty to thirty mil-
lion of the bactei'ia at one time,
the treatment being repeated
every two days, until the patients
were on the road to recovery.
Before this discovery was made,,
sixty-six per cent, of those af-

flicted with pneumonia died.

Two reasons for the great mor-
tality were that the hospital re-
ceived only old people and per-
sons with an alcoholic history.
What a beauty and glory it is to-

live in this age of progress, when
science almost every day reveals
some new remedy for the body
and charity some new home for

the soul ! It is the mind of Jesus that suggests
these cures; it is his heart that provides the asylums
for the diseased and suff'ering; it is his love that
cures all heartaches and ills and evils, and gives life.

He continues the ministry of health and salvation,,
which he began in his earthly life.

And he healed many that were sick of divers diseases, and cast-
out many devils. (Mark 1 ;34.)

Bees Among the Flowers

Nature has conspired to make Switzerland beau-
tiful as well as sublime. In the spring and summer
there is an infinite variety of wild flowers of every
hue and fragrance, growing on the hillsides and
lower mountain ranges and in the lovely valleys
between. The Swiss are willing that their people
and the tourists shall enjoy the exquisite beauty of
their wild flowers; but they are thrifty enough to

see to it that these flowers also bring to them prac-
tical profit, and they have provided vast colonies of
bees for their beds of bloom. From the report of
the Swiss Society of Agriculturists we learn that
there are two hundred and fifty thousand, hives of
bees in their country, each of which pr "^w;es fcrty
pounds of honey during the season, or a toil of ten
million pounds a year. As the price of;' oney .ast

year was 25 cents a pound, the harvest cX the'laes
amounted to $2,500,000. Most of this sum is clear
profit for the farmer, as nature furnishes the Mate-
rial and the bees most of the labor. In the descrip-
tion of the land God promised to the children of
Israel there is repeated reference to the grass for
the cows, and flowers for the bees, in the expression
"flowing with milk and honey." As we think of the
dairy products and the bee culture of Switzerland^,
the old description of Canaan can be appropriately
given to it:

A land that fioweth with milk and honey. (Deut. 11:9)
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Secretary Meyer President Obaldia Viscount Gladstone Baron Dairoka Kikuchi

OF William E. Gladstone's sons only one, Her-

bert Gladstone, followed in his father's foot-

steps and went into political life. Another be-

came a clergyman of the Church of England. He is

now rector of the church at Barrowby, in Lincoln-

shire. Herbert Gladstone, who was recently made

the first Governor-General of the Union of South

Africa, has just been raised to the peerage by King

Edward, with the title of Viscount.

The new Viscount Gladstone was born in 1854,

and passed through the experiences that usually fall

to the lot of a young Englishman of good position.

He went to Eton College and then to Oxford Univer-

sity. He was greatly interested in historical sub-

jects, and was history lecturer in Keble College from

1877 to 1880. Then he decided to go into political

life. He contested Middlesex County in 1880, and

became private secretary to his father the same

year. In 1881 he became a Lord of the Treasury

and held the position for four years ; then he became

Financial Secretary of the War Office. In 1892 he

became Secretary of the Home Office, holding this

responsible post for two years, and gaining much
valuable experience. From the Home Office he

stepped over to that of First Commissioner of

Works for a year.

In 1901 he married Miss Dorothy Paget, the

youngest daughter of Sir Richard Paget, Baronet.

President Obaldia of Panama, to the regret of his

people, passed away the last of February, and has

been succeeded by Dr. C. A. Mendoza. The funeral

of Obaldia took place March 2, and a detachment

of American marines were in the guard of honor.

President Mendoza delivered the funeral oration.

He paid a great tribute to the memory of the dead

statesman and said he wished to follow in his foot

steps. . . .

Secretary of the Navy, Hon. Von L. Meyer ha

plans for the upbuilding of our fleet, which wil

make it the most powerful of its size afloat. H'

made urgent recommendations, and the result wa

,

that on March 1 the House Committee on Nava
Affairs voted to authorize two battleships of 27,00<

tons, one repair ship, two swift colliers and fou

submarines. . • .

One of America's distinguished guests is Baroi

Dairoka Kikuchi, who, on account of his interest ii,

education, is known as the "President Eliot of Ja

pan." He is lecturing here on the "New Japan,

and his first lecture in Carnegie Hall, New York

was before a cultured and greatly intereste(

audience.

t^S^ "CHILDREN'S NIGHT" AT METROPOLITAN TEMPLE ^
ONE of the most unique services

Temple, or, for that matter, in

known as "Children's Night" — a

children. Children of all

ages, different creeds and
many nationalities mingle

together at these services,

which are directed along

patriotic, educational and

religious lines. A great

screen hangs over the

chancel, on which stereop-

ticon views and moving
pictures are displayed

—

«ach view intended to point

a moral, adorn a tale, illus-

trate a principle, or em-
phasize duty to home and
God and country.
About fifteen minutes are

devoted each evening to a
study of the Bible as pic-

tured on the canvas, thus
making the Bible stories

comprehensive to the child

mind. Wonderful! How
these pictures enchant;
how they demand the at-

tention of all, regardless of

their church affiliation—or
lack of affiliation! Then, to

hear the children sing is

in the progressive work of the Metropolitan

the church life of New York City, is what is

meeting held every Thursday evening for

^ - •
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The Great Children's Gathering in the Metropolitan Temple

worth a trip across the city. Such outbursts of patriotic song are rarel

heard anywhere ! Indeed, one can scarcely imagine the effect of a thousaii'

children's voices united in "America," "The Star-Spangled Banner," "Colum
bia, the Gem of the Ocean,

varied at times with on

of the old standard hymn;

such as "Nearer, My Goc

to Thee," or sweetened int

that tender song which ha

moved the hearts of million

of people, "Home, Swee

Home."
Frequently addresses ar

delivered to the children, bu

never of a sectarian or dog

matic character. A stran

ger, hearing the pastor, th

Rev. John Wesley Hill, tain

ing to the children, woul;

listen to words that cloth

great practical truths an

emphasize lessons in religio

deeper than creed, moralit

and devotion stronger tha

mere profession.

Such a work as this i

fundamental to the succes

of Christianity, in fact, o

Americanism, in New Yorl

If the children of to-day ar

not cared for, the to-morro\

of our country will be bi

with peril.

WHAT FORMER "HOME HERALD" READERS SAY OF "THE CHRISTIAN HERALD'
)'

t|. Farmer's Opinion

Ij\,ar Li.-: I have been a subscriber
to the Hdiiie Herald since it was first

published, I believe, and was pleased
with it, but the past year there was so

much fine print that I found it difficult

to read it all, as I am an old man of
«ighty-one years. I have received five

•copies of The Christian Herald, and
find it to be a fine, clear type, and I

think it is in every respect superior to

the Home Herald.
Joseph R. Smith.

Odessa, Ontario, Canada.

More than Pleased with the Change

Dear Sirs: I wish to continue ray
membership with you, since you have
bought out the Home Herald. I have
received three copies of The Chris-
tian Herald, and like it exceedingly
well, if not better than the Home
Herald. Enclosed find two dollars and
sixty-five cents ($2.65), for which
please send me your second offer of
The Christian Herald, Cosmopolitan
and McClure's Magazine.

Fred W. Israel.
Worcester, Mass.

Pleased Beyond Measure

Dear Dr. Klopsch : When I first

read the article published in the Home
Herald of the consolidation with The
Christian Herald I thought it too
good to be true. It was my desire to
tell you so, but I felt that was pushing
my gratefulness too far. Since your
invitation, I most freely state that I

am pleased beyond measure and am re-
joicing that I have two more years'
subscription yet paid for. May the
choicest of blessings be added to you.

Louisville, Ky. W. G. Cissell.

Ukes the "Feast of Good Things'*

Mr. Editor: I am glad the Horn

Herald has passed to one who can an

does provide "a feast of fat things,

with no reason for the common cry o

"soaring prices." My subscriptio

ends in March. Please send THj,

Christian Herald and McClureS'

also "Dreamland" and "Daughters o

Dorcas." If McClure's volume begin

with January, I would like to have thj

numbers that would make a complet|

volume, if it is not asking too mucf'

Ariel, Pa. Jonathan Brown.
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A TRIP UP THE WHITE NILE

QuEunt Houses of the Shulla Tribesmen A Shulla Warrior A Village Group Along the Upper Nile

DURING the past year I took an extended trip

up the White Nile, goine: as far as 2,500

miles from the mouth. This is the country

•hich Ex-President Roosevelt will shortly visit.

le will also come to Assiut and will be conducted

irough Egypt by Professor McClenahan, president

f Assiut College.

When one journeys northward from Uganda the

ist uncivilized tribes to be seen are those of the

pper Nile. In spite of the Arab influence which
as permeated the Soudan, these Niloid people still

3tain their separate customs and religions. For
our or five hundred miles up the White Nile the

ppulation is Arabic, owing to the dissemination of

lat people under the Khalifa before Kitchener re-

inquered the Soudan. The Arabs have introduced a
ore complex, if not a more enlightened, form of

fe with their Moslem religion. But the native

•ibes of the Upper Nile country are in most re-

jects similar to the people of Central Africa. Each
ibe has its own peculiar mark, which is cut upon
le forehead. The Shulla, for example, has a series
' dotted scars, while the Dinka has a number of

ashes. Each tribe has a religion which deals with

)ds and demi-gods. The crocodile is considered a

icred animal by many of them. Like the people of

'antral Africa, they are very superstitious and be-

3ve in charms and fetiches. Without a written

nguage, they have handed down from generation
'* generation a wealth of folklore and tradition.

The Shulla is one of the large tribes, and a typical

le for description. Their costume is very simple.

1 remote regions, where a white man is rarely seen,

,1 clothing is worn. But in more frequented re-

ons the men knot a single cloth over the shoulder

id the women attire themselves in a couple of sheep
:ins. The scanty costumes and the excessive heat

icessitate the anointing of the body with a greasy
ixture, which has a very unpleasant odor. Some-
jnes they sprinkle themselves with a red powder
hich resembles brickdust. As among all prim-
ive people, the men are given to display in the

'lornment of their persons. The heads of the wom-
ii are usually shaved, but the greatest pride of a

arrior is in his hair. Often they bleach the hair

lith ashes until it assumes a hue of fiery red.

St/ EARL ELDER, Assiut College, Egypt

Oftener they shave a part of the head and then mat
the rest of the hair in fantastic shapes. Sometimes
it has the appearance of a coxcomb, or the helmet
of a Roman centurion, or an immense butterfly.

They often add a ghastly look to their faces by cov-
ering them with ashes. The most sacred trinket
which the native possesses is the white ivory ring
worn on the upper arm. Around their waists they
often wear a number of loops of ostrich-shell beads.
The women carry about huge bracelets and anklets
of silver in addition to necklaces and other orna-
ments.
The weapons of the ShuUas are two: a club and

a spear. In battle they carry a shield made from
the hide of the crocodile or hippopotamus. On rare
occasions, inter-tribal war occurs; but more often

trouble is confined to villages of the same tribe. To
them the tribe means little, the village everything.
When there is enmity between villages, it often ter-

minates in a destructive conflict and the burning of

the conquered village. The Soudanese government
exercises only a restraining influence over the people

by their military posts.

Life among the Shullas is very simple. Devoid
of ambition, their few wants are easily supplied.

Hunting and fishing furnish some of the necessaries

of life, and these are supplemented by the small

fields of corn which are cared for by the women.
Before the coming of the white man, the natives

used to hunt the hippopotamus in a crude fashion,

attacking it with spears and harassing it until it

died of exhaustion. Now the hippopotami are much
fewer in number and harder to approach. When
they become aware of the presence of man they re-

main hidden under the water, showing their noses

on the surface at prolonged intervals. Whenever
some African hunter kills a hippo it is the signal for

a festival among the natives.

The thousands of miles of plain give an excellent

opportunity for stock raising, and cattle are raised

in abundance. The care of the herds is left to the

small boys. Cattle are never killed or used as

beasts of burden. Their only value is to furnish

milk and to be used as a medium of exchange in

purchasing a wife. A good wife can be gotten with

four or five cows. As this is no small fortune, there

is little wonder that the young men don't marry
early in life. A rich father with many sons often

prefers to add another wife to his already large

household rather than buy a wife for his unmarried
son. The father of a number of girls does not curse

his fate, as most Oriental fathers would; but, on the
other hand, he is an object of envy, for he possesses
a great resource in his salable property. The wom-
en enjoy a position far in advance of their sisters

of the Levant and Orient. There is no marrying
of young girls, and the place of woman is not a
secluded one. A man treats his wife as he would
his neighbor. If he beats her, she may crush his

skull with a war-club some night while he is asleep.

They can assert their rights, if necessary.
The Shulla houses are very unpretentious, consist-

ing of a circular mud wall, surmounted by a conical
thatched roof; but the interiors of these dwellings
are kept scrupulously clean. They lack the filth and
unpleasant odors of the houses of the "Near East."
The houses belonging to a "jago"—an old man—and
his sons are built around an open space. In this
space the cattle are kept and protected at night from
wild animals.

All of the traveling which the natives do is done
on foot. They don't possess donkeys, and camels
cannot live on the Upper Nile. When a man wishes
to cross a river he either does it in a canoe, hollowed
from a tree trunk, or on a peculiar raft of ambatch.
The latter is much more common. Ambatch is

almost three times as light as cork. When the river
has been crossed, the traveler picks up the canoe and
carries it to his village.

The people are very hospitable and polite. When
a Shulla greets another member of the human race
he says, "Yi bi jal dwong," or "Yi kal Jouk." These
salutations mean "You are a big man" and "You
bring God with you." But these people have ac-
quired many wicked and immoral habits, even in
their low state of civilization. Much of their time
is given to the drinking of marissa, a very injurious
drink. Besides that, their practices have brought
on many physical afflictions.

^^^ THE LONG FIGHT AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS u7^

'^VERY week brings fresh evidence
^ that the public is thoroughly
|Oused over the awful ravages of the

]rhite plague." The latest of the

ore significant manifestations of this

/akening is the erection of four san-
iry apartment houses on East Sev-

ty-seventh Street, in New York City,

Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt. They
e intended for the accommodation
families in which there is at least

e tuberculous member. Abundant
:ht and air are furnished, and the
eezes from the East River blow fre.sh
'on them. They are designed by
-nry Atterbury Smith, and are un-
r the direct supervision of Dr.
inry L. Shively, who is in charge of
e tuberculosis clinic of the New
)rk Presbyterian Hospital.
The income from these buildings,
iich should be between $50,000 and
0,000, will be devoted by their gen-

erous donor to the assistance of other
families who are afflicted with the dis-

ease. Dr. Shively is reported as say-

ing: "This is the ideal way to care

for white plague sufferers. When
sanitarium patients return to their
homes, relapse is almost inevitable.

Hence this new plan of bringing sani-

tarium con-yitions to the patients."

Says the Artist Was Inspired

Dear Dr. Klopsch: The "Dream-
land" calendar and "Daughters of

Dorcas" are a delight. The pictures

will be a daily cheer. "Dreamland"
certainly is a rare production. The art-

ist must have been inspired. It was
another inspiration when it occurred
to you to put it where so many could

enjoy it. Your paper is a strength

and help. Thanks for all

!

Sanitary Tenement.. Devoted by Mr». Vanderbilt to "Home Treatment" of Poor Consumptives Quincy, III. N. PeASE.
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THE SAYINGS AND DOINGS OF JESUS

Calling of Matthew Stilling the Tempest Christ and the Fishermen Christ Healing the Sick

JESUS lived the simple life in Naz-
areth until he was thirty years

of age; then he came forth as a

teacher. It was the accustomed age
for all Jewish teachers to

The begin their work. He was
Appearance probably attired like them.

of We are told that the rabbis
Jesus (teachers) laid it down as

a rule that "the . learned
ought to be most careful in their man-
ner of dress, and that it was a dis-

grace if a scholar walked abroad with
clouted shoes, and that dirty clothes

deserved death," because the profession
of teaching had been dishonored. The
rabbis wore a distinctive dress, and un-
doubtedly Jesus was attired like them.
On the head the sitdar was worn, a
handkerchief twisted into a sort of tur-

ban, or the mcaizhoreth, a large hand-
kerchief which covered the head and
hung down over the shoulders.
The kittmtah was the inner garment

(not underclothing), which in case of

a rabbi descended to the feet.

At the waist the kittunah was con-
fined by a girdle, about six inches wide
and two yards or more long. John
the Baptist wore a leathern girdle.

Girdles were made of cloth, cord or
leather.

Over the kittunah was worn the
tallith, as an outer garment. It was
a piece of cloth about two yards
square. It was white, with a border,
or "ribband of blue" (Num. 15:38),
with four long white cords and one of
blue, knotted together at each corner.
These were the "fringes," one of which
the woman touched on the tallith worn
by Jesus.
A larger form of the tallith is called

a robe or mantle. (We are indebted
to Dr. Edersheim in the Life and
Times of the Messiah for these par-
ticulars concerning Jesus' clothing.)

*The Quarterly Review by Dr. and Mrs. Wil-
bur F. Crafts, for March 27, 1910. Golden Ikxt:
"Jesus went about (Jalilee, teacliing: in tlieir syn-
apcosues, and preaching: the pospel of theliiiigdom,
and healing all manner of sickness and all man-
ner of disease among tlie people." Matt. 4 : 23.

Jesus' first journey as a teacher was
from Nazareth to Bethabara, that he
might be baptized of John. He prob-

ably crossed the River Jordan at a
point about twenty miles

The east of Nazareth and
Journeys passed through Decapolis

of and Perea, along the east
Jesus bank of the Jordan. After

his baptism he went into

the wilderness of Judah, a region
lying between Jerusalem and the Dead
Sea; there he was tempted of the
devil. After his temptation he re-

turned to Bethabara and was pro-
claimed by John as the Saviour of the
world. He continued his journey
along the eastern side of the Jordan,
which he crossed, and came to Cana,
where he wrought his first miracle,
that of turning water into wine. He
then went on to Capernaum, where he
remained a few days (John 2:12).
His next journey was to Jerusalem to
attend the first Passover of his minis-
try, when he passed along the western
side of the Jordan River, through
Jericho. The next covers the return
from Jerusalem to Capernaum.
The next journey of Jesus was from

Cana to Nazareth, where he tried to
preach the initial sermon of his min-
istry, but was rejected (Luke 4:16-
31). He then went on to Capernaum,
which for more than a year became
the base of his operations. He first

went out through the eastern part of
Galilee, near the Sea of Galilee, teach-
ing and healing. It was then he first

healed a leper, and afterward the par-
alytic, let down through the roof.

He made a journey to Jerusalem to
attend the Passover, the second in his
ministry, and healed a cripple at the
pool of Bethesda.
The next journey of Jesus was from

Capernaum to the Mount of Beati-
tudes, where he preached his Sermon
on the Mount and ordained his twelve
apostles. He returned to Capernaum,
and afterward started out on a tour
of teaching through southern Galilee.

There was John the Baptist, who was
his forerunner, and who prepared the

hearts and understandings of men to

receive him as the "Lamb of God that

taketh away the sin of the

The world." John (who after
Friends became the beloved dis-

of ciple) and Andrew were
Jesus his first followers. John

and Andrew were the first

to listen to his teachings. James
the brother of John, and Peter, the
brother of Andrew, were the next to

become his friends and followers, then
Philip and Nathanael (John, chap. 1).

Nicodemus, who timidly first came
to him by night, afterward became his

lifelong friend, and his friend in death.
The woman of Samaria whom he

met at the well became an evangel to

lead her townspeople to listen to the
teaching of Jesus.
When Jesus returned to Galilee, the

Galileans became his friends because
they had seen and heard all that he
did in Jerusalem at the Passover.
The nobleman in Capernaum became

the friend of Jesus (his whole house-
hold also) , because Jesus recovered his

son from sickness.

The demoniac whom Jesus delivered
from the devil in the synagogue in

Capernaum was ever afterward a
friend of Jesus. And Peter's wife's
mother, whom he cured of the fever,

she too was a friend, and also every
one of the great throng whom Jesus
had healed in Capernaum. What a
friend did that man become whom Je-
sus had cured of the leprosy! He
could not contain himself for joy, but
told all he met what Jesus had done
for him. And there was Matthew the
publican, who became one of Jesus'
closest friends.

And the man let down through the
roof, when he had been healed by
Jesus, was he not the friend of Jesus?
And when he reached his home, him-
self carrying the bed on which he had
been borne by four, his wife and chil-

dren became tha friends of Jesus.

When he was baptized he said,
"

becometh us to fulfil all righteousness
When he was tempted he said, "M;

shall not live by bread alone, but 1

every word that procee
The eth out of the mouth

Words God." "Thou Shalt wc
of ship the Lord thy Gc

Jesus and him only shalt thi

serve."
When he was trying to comfort ai

uplift men, he said, "Blessed are tl

poor in spirit. Blessed are they th

mourn. Blessed are the meek. Bles

ed are they that hunger and thir

after righteousness. Blessed are tl

pure in heart. Blessed are the peac
makers. Blessed are the persecute
Blessed are the merciful." '

When he would teach men to li'

peaceably, he said, "Love your enemi

'

and pray for them that despiteful

use you."
When he would teach men to pra

he said, "Pray to thy Father who is

secret." "Use not vain repetitions

"After this manner pray ye, Oi

Father who art in heaven," etc. Wh(
he would teach men how to rega)

riches he said, "Lay up for yourselvi

treasures in heaven, where thieves (

not break through and steal." Wh(
he would teach men what brotherhoc
means he said, "Whatsoever ye wou
that men should do to you, do ye ev(

so to them."
When he would teach men how

build characters, he said, "Every oi

that heareth these v/ords of mine ar

doeth them shall be likened unto a wi:

man that built his house upon a rock

When he would increase the faith i

men he said, "Go thy way; as the

hast believed, so be it done unto thee

To men of little faith he said, "Wh
are ye fearful, ye of little faith?"

When he helped the sick and sinfi

man he said, "Son, be of good cheei

thy sins are forgiven."
When he wanted to proclaim himse

a Saviour he said, "I came not to ca

the righteous, but sinners."

John the Baptist
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The Temptation Healing the Man With the Palsy Christ Preaching to the Multitude
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH
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Seeing Under the Surface

?ROBABLY it is given to few of us to see be-

neath the surface. The tramp who comes to

the back door, in ragged clothes, with unkempt

hr and grim visage, may be at heart an honest

nn out of work and at odds with life, who would

b glad to change his present mode of makeshift

1: ng for something better if he could. Nine-tenths

oas regard him with suspicion, give him something

teat on the doorstep, and breathe a sigh of relief

ven he is beyond the premises. The dogs are un-

fjndly to such a wayfarer, and the children run
fm his presence. Sometimes it happens that a

fson belonging to the other tenth, the tenth that
i.:ompassionate and can see possibilities and ex-

t uating circumstances even in a fellow-pilgrim

vo is tattered and dirty, reaches a helping hand
tthe tramp. The man is invited into the house,

gen a seat at the table, and served with a meal as

i he were a guest. Not
a^ays does he repay such
tatment with gratitude;

f: he, too, has had his

tining in envy and sus-

pion. Sometimes his bet-

t nature is awakened and
h gives proof of rectitude,

c powers that have lain

cmant, and of ability to

borne a useful member of

aiety. We are far too
r.dy to estimate the worth
opeople either by their ap-
pent respectability, or by
t, texture of their clothes,

t n by any other gauge of
r,rit.

Cake, for example, the
amt who comes to the door
v.h wares to sell. Whether
t3 independent vender is

c vassing for subscriptions,
f ing books, soap or shoc-
s-ings, there is no reason
f, behaving as though the
biiness call were an intru-
sn. Sometimes the coming
c,the book-agent, or of the

J asanl^faced little woman
\o sells perfumes, flavors
si silver polish, is a con-
viience to the housekeeper
8l a welcome break in the
rnotony of the morning.
Ahough one may not inva-
rbly wish to be a pur-
ciser, one may give such
ansitor the uplift of sym-
J.hy.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

you?" inquired the leader. "Try me," was the re-
ply. He sat down at the keyboard, and presently
the organ pipes responded to the touch of a master
hand with thrilling melody. The leader could see
beneath the surface. Here was a man worth
saving, and here in his love of music and his knowl-
edge the way was indicated. "I need your help,"
the leader said, "and you must give it to me." The
man had a battle to fight, and he had more than one
defeat, but a band of brothers was soon at his side
and he was redeemed from sin and its dominion,
and is to-day helping in the work of saving others.

A Move in the Right Direction

A pastor in Newark, N. J., quietly passed the
word around among his congregation that he would

A BAZAR IN CAIRO

'Jot long ago a brave-
1-irted little lady, forced in
v.,i6\e life to earn her own
l;ng and having no pre-
vus training, undertook
t work of canvassing for a firm which had a
I'ional reputation. Talking with one of her cus-
t lers she said, "I am beginning to know front
ots. Some of them smile at me as I go up the
sps and ring the bell, others frown. Some of the
vlnen I meet look at me with contempt and aver-
*h, and make me wonder if I ever had a home and
de like theirs. Others give me a cordial welcome
a

3 treat me as if I had a right to be in the world,
njwithstanding the fact that I am a traveling
spswoman."

friends, let us look beneath the surface. Let us
"i forget that it is perfectly wonderful to note the
"acles that are accomplished by soap and water,
" a clean collar, a warm coat and something to
e. The leader of a mission had one evening
Pyed a fine organ himself and led the singing for
y^'^TO'^d who came to the meeting. After the
f edietion, a man out at the elbows and bearing
"Jrks of dissipation, stepped up to him and said,

!>u don't know faow to play that organ." "Do

TIIK otiierdaj-a yoiin^sirl slinwed :i friend :i oiiiious veil shot thioiiir'i aiul tlirou^'li with {fleams of gold and

silver, a wonderful bit of tinsel-work. "Where did you set it?" was asked. "My father bought it in

Cairo," she replied. Cairo attraets people of every land, and such a shop as the picture shows, quaint and

Oriental, is usually the meeting-place of eager buyers whom the merchants cheat if they can, but serve with

exceeding politeness and an air of the utmost leisure.

regard it as a personal favor should the women who
came to church remove their hats during the service.

Nothing was said openly, but as the pastor is very
popular and a man accustomed to have his own way,
the sisterhood decided to do as he asked. The result

was that, when the next Sunday morning dawned
bright and clear, as many as seven hundred female
heads were freed from the present umbrageous and
exaggerated headgear, waving with feathers and
loaded with flowers.

We have long urged the adoption of a modest and
diminutive hat to be worn by women in church on
Sunday. In every other public place women are

now requested to remove their hats. Why should

the only place in which crowds assemble for worship
and meditation be an exception? Nothing is more
distracting than a bonnet or hat in front of one,

effectually hiding the preacher and obscuring the

area of vision. To remove a hat during service, if

only every one would adopt the fashion, would be to

make the hour more impressive and profitable. This

is from the point of view of the pew.

A Dividing Line

WE were taught when we studied geography
to define the equator as an imaginary line

encircling the surface of the globe, midway
between the North and South Poles. Something
very like an imaginary equatorial line divides one

sex from the other. There are those who fancy that

this dividing line is indicated in temperament or dis-

position, in sinew and muscle. A few benighted

people still fancy that there is sex in brain, and
that the intellectual powers of men and women are
necessarily different in degree. Such notions are
based on a fallacy. Given equal opportunities,

happy environment and similar training, men and
women confront life on equal terms. With no de-

sire to be frivolous, one observer has reached the
conclusion that the equatorial line, if it exist, is to

be found in the region of the top drawer. A man
may possibly possess a top drawer, but if he does he

reserves it for neckties and
whatever else is appropriate
in that connection. A boy's

pocket, up to the time he is

twelve, has a faint resem-
blance to the top drawer of
the ordinary woman. After
twelve, this resemblance
ceases, and when a boy be-

comes a man, and walks
about in a suit equipped
with fourteen pockets or
thereabouts, he manages to

keep most of them in very
decent order. A woman,
having no pockets, and be-

ing reduced to the necessity

of tucking her handkerchief
into a belt or sleeve and car-

rying her purse in a hand-
bag, has really no repository

where she may conveniently
store the multiform and
manifold little things that
belong to her daily life. The
word "truck" aptly describes

many of these, yet they may
at some time be useful, they
are too good to throw away,
they cannot be utilized as
gifts, and they accumulate
in the top drawer.

Ribbons, hairpins, toilet

soap, talcum powder, safety-
pins,common pins, hooks and
eyes, tape, elastic bands,
photographs, boxes, bits of
lace, letters, sachet-bags,
patterns, handkerchiefs, ja-

bots, remnants of millinery,
bottles of perfume, no end
of things, in fact, are dis-

coverable in the top bureau
drawer. Grown desperate,
the woman who owns the
heterogeneous collection that

she regards as a disgrace has a periodical time for
clearing it up, sorting it out, sending rubbish to the
waste-basket and straightening out the tangle of
things into apple-pie order. For the next week she
can find nothing that she wants, and not until her
drawer is a mass of hopeless confusion, into which
she can dive with unerring accuracy, getting by
magic the article she wants, does peace regain its

throne in her breast.

Her husband surveys her with admiration. The
science of the top drawer is beyond the masculine
mind, that being symbolized by the carefully kept
pigeon holes in the desk of a business man. Here,
truly, is the equatorial line between the sexes.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-AU
—Sarah. Do not be troubled because you have no ice-cream

forks. Spoons are served veiT properly with ice-cream.
—Patricia. No one is perfect, and it is probable that, un-

der great provocation, George Washington may have lost his
temper and spoken hastily. We do not judge a great man by
little, infrequent lapses, but by the long course of a blameless
life.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER SEVEN

—

Continued

WANDERING distractedly in-

the midst of apprehensions

and self-upbraidings which

the pleasures of deceit always bring,

Virginia forgot the lapse of time. A
dismal, sullen stillness succeeded her

first passionate suffering, and bitter

disquiet wrung her heart. It had be-

come dark and cold. She was hungry
and thirsty. Why did not her mother
come to her?

But it was midnight when Madame
Van Vroom visited her daughter.

She brought her some tea and bread
and a lighted candle, and sat down
without speaking.

"Moeder! Dear moeder!"
"What then?"
"How is my fader?"
"Why did thou do this wicked thing?

To be the catspaw for those Arta-
veldts! For they were both in the

plot. I say that, and I am right.

Furious was Joris when thou sent him
away the day Batavius came home.
Dost thou think Joris would marry
thee, if thou went to him? No such
intentions has he. To beguile thee
from thy home—to make thee look

after their house and their comfort

—

to give thee orders and commands and
hard words, if thou did not obey

—

these and such like were the plans of

the two Artaveldts."
"Mother, I never promised to go to

the Artaveldts, unless at the last mo-
ment every other hope had failed me,
and it was Batavius or death."
"Even death would have been

better."

"I am very young, moeder."
"What is thy meaning, by the last

moment?"
"I thought surely God would make

something happen."
"Take not God into thy selfish

hopes; only one side—thy own side

—

can thou see and feel. More was at
stake than thyself, but only of thyself
can thou think. Listen now : if thou
marry not Batavius, he will force thy
father to break their partnership.
Thy father will have to buy him out,

or put up The Arms of Stuyvesant and
the three coasters for sale. Thy
father has not the money to buy Bata-
vius out, and just now, when busi-
ness is worth nothing, the ships and
the goods at 14 Wall Street will go
for a song. If thy father refuse to
sell the ship for nothing at all, he will

have to go to sea with her himself.
Batavius will not go. I think myself
he will join Van Heemskirk, for Van
Heemskirk has long envied his skill in

the East Indian trade."
"I thought father was rich, and Ba-

tavius under him."
"Thy father, I fear, has trusted

Batavius too far. He said to me this
hour that he believed Batavius could
bankrupt him. And what dost thou
think of thy father in the debtor's
prison? Will Joris remember that he
helped thee to put him there? Oh,
no."

"Moeder, I knew not these things.
What must I do? Tell me. Oh, my
dear fader!"
"Thy dear fader! Speak not such

words. For that poor creature, Joris
Artaveldt, thou would willingly sacri-
fice thy dear fader's life."

"Moeder, have some pity on me."
"For so cruel a girl I have no pity.

Full of sorrow is thy father, and lately
every new calamity thou hast helped
on. But now the whole storm is thy-
self—thou injurious, undutiful, un-
grateful daughter!"
"What can I do? Oh, what can

I do?"
"To-morrow, thy father will ask the

dominie and his wife. Van Heemskirk
and his wife, and Parker of the

Gazette to take dinner with us the

following day. He will then speak
openly to them of thy marriage."
"My marriage! When?"
"It will be on some day next week."
"Moeder! Moeder! This is only

the twenty-third of October, and Rose
will not be here until the fifteenth of

November."
"I take Rose Harley into no kind

of consideration. She is against Ba-
tavius; her fine ladyship uses him only

for her sport."

"I was promised until Saint Nich-
olas' Day. You will not break your
word to me, moeder. Next week! It

is impossible! I must have Rose to

help me. I must wait for Rose. It

is only until the fifteenth, moeder.
She says that herself. See, here is her
last letter. Read it, and you will see.

Read it, moeder."
Madame carefully read the letter.

There was not a word in it to excite

suspicion—only the plainest common-
places, and a positive promise to be in

New York about the fifteenth of No-
vember; with a request that Virginia
would put forward her marriage to

about that date, so that it might hap-
pen before she had to sail for England.

"If you will let me wait for Rose,
moeder, I will make you no more
trouble. I vnll treat Batavius well.

I will do all as you tell me. I will

indeed."
"How can we trust thee? And

about Batavius, I will tell thee one
sure thing: he grows very cool about
marrying thee. Joanna Van Heems-
kirk will take thy husband from thee."

"Perhaps—if I give her leave to do
so. Not unless."
"Then for thy father's sake, show

thy beauty and kindness a little more."
"Moeder dear, forgive me! I am

grieved in my heart, to have made you
so much trouble."

"Well, then, it is over. There is

nothing for sin but sorrow."
"Very angry is my fader. Speak

thou for me."
"Speak also for thyself, that is the

right way. Do not think it is a little

thing thou hast done. It is a great
thing, and where it will end who can
tell?"

"And my marriage? Moeder, let me
have until the eighteenth. Oh, I am
so yoimg to die!"
"To die! Now what foolishness art

thou talking?"
"It is the truth for me. On the

eighteenth, my fuder may open the big
Bible, and write below my birth lines,

'Died November the eighteenth, 1765,
aged eighteen years and four months.'

"

Then she began to cry softly at the
prospective inscription.

"Now I will leave thee, for if this is

thy way of 'making no more trouble'
and of 'treating Batavius well,' I have
little faith in any of thy promises."
And Virginia felt too hopeless to

make further protest. A sudden de-
spair invaded her heart, and as soon
as she was alone she gave it full sway.
In this tumult of fear and anxiety she
fell asleep, and then her angel visited
her. She cleared away all the wreck-
age and rubbish of her delusive hopes,
and inspired her mind with confidence
and courage. All was not yet lost.

Before the eighteenth of November a
great deal might happen. Then she
rose and dressed herself with care,
and went down to seek her father.
He was sitting by the fire in the

living-room, waiting for his breakfast.
His large frame was steeped in mourn-
fulness; his head, his arms, his whole
attitude slack and drooping. For he

Continued on page 26U

Let your boy make a playground of his bed, if

he wants to. Let him have his cat or his dog or

his toys with him.

What difference does it make, anyhow?
Blankets are durable ; and easily cleaned—if you

go about it in the right way.

The best time to wash them is on a warm,
sunny, breezy day in spring.

The best way to wash them is with Ivory Soap,

Follow the directions given below and your

blankets will be as clean and soft and fluffy as

when you bought them.

First, shake out the dust, then soak in warm suds of Ivory Soap

for thirty minutes. Work the blankets up and down in the water,

squeeze them against the sides of the tub, and put them through the

wringer, loosely adjusted, into another strong suds of the same tem-

perature as the first. Stir about and soak for ten minutes, stretch

soiled parts over a smooth surface, and rub with a brush, using a little

ofa solution of Ivory Soap cut up and dissolved in hot water. Rinse

in several warm waters—or until both blanket and water are clean

—

then hang to dry in the open air. Hang the blankets so that they

will dry straight. When perfectly dry, rub the surface with a soft

flannel cloth and hang them near a stove or in a warm room for sev-

eral hours. For each pair of blankets, allow a half cake of Ivory Soap.

^
Lvory Soap 99^Koo Per Cent. Pure.

You couldn't find a mon
satisfying food than

Quaker Oats
It is delicious to the palate.

It is easily digested.

It makes the toughest and bes

muscle.

It supplies nourishment to the brair

cells.

It can be eaten by sick or well, young

or old,weak or strong; by anybody.

Its cost is ridiculously small, •
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Have You Your

NATIONAL" Style Book?
riiis style Book is the most pleasing and
" most instructive fashion book of the

ison.—and it will prove the most delishtful

d satisfactory aid to you in securing your

mmer wardrobe. Every desirable new style

beautifully pictured and clearly described,

erything for your comfort and pleasure is

•luded. — and yet all you need to do to

ure this valuable fashion guide is simply
write us that you want your copy. We

11 send it to you free by return mail.

unmer

pparel at

NATIONAL"
Prices.

.•onr".S'ATIOK.\L"
i\e Book shows you
kinds of ItPaily-Maile
)parpl at Money-
Ting rrici'S.

'alsis
98 cts. toS7.98

drts
$1.49 to $14.98

•esses
$3.98 to S29.98

lb Suits
S4.98 to S16.98

isses' Dresses
$2.98 to $12.98

Its
$1.98 to $14.98

osiery
13 cts. to $2.49

eckwear IS cts. to $2.98

"NATIONAL
ailored Suits ^i'J^ $101°$40
fonr ctioiiH of llie licaiitlfiil new suits Khowii hi
le Style Hook will lie rut ami niaili' lo your own
asure, fioin your own choite of over 4.00 new
iTumer mat»TiaU. You need only eeU'ct llii'Bivle
a Ihwi yon would like, the matt-rial yon lliiiit

ja would like, we will make tlie suit lo your
^asure, and iriiiirniitee it to delight you in
eryway. We lake all the risk.

The "NATIONAL" Policy
Every •

'NATIONA L' ' Garment has the • NATIONAL' •

uranteeTag our «igni-d Guarantee attached This
g sayi that you may return any NATIONAL' ' garment
t Batltfactiry to you and we will refund your money
d pay express charges both ways.
The

' 'NATIONAL' ' prepay! expresiaga and poctage to
part* of the world.

With your Style Itook we will aond yon samples
materials for "S.V TION.V I," Tailoreil Suils, so
ease state the colors you prefer.

ATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.
218 West 24th Street, New York City

ail Orders Only No Agents or Branches

99

Send Youf

Old Carpet
We ¥nil Make

Nevf Rugs
Beftutlful deal^s to yotir taatc—Plain,
Fancy, Oriental — tit for any paxlor.

^Qu&ranteed to wear ten 'years.

Rugs, SOc and Up
rsla tde largest factory of Its kind

f\tiit'iioa. Kntablished 37 yeara.
OrlKliiators of oLSON FLUFF KUO

rand lYIzfta at 3 World'a Fulrs).

We Pay the Freight
. OM ciirp-'trt are worth nioueyj

n't throw yours away

^^^^^^ today
f r b....li of do-

. lis. prices and
„.^ ^....ipluto i nf-.rmatiuQ.

^-r-r OLSON Ruo CO.
y 1006 StadlsoaSU Chicago

,^OrnS '^°''^'"» '''"= A-Corn
Salve to rrmove corns.

^'l^QUlcli. .a(c. sure. And costs only

..
*-*"•«. At your druggist or by mail.
"nt Chemical Co., Philadelphia.

T] Save Steps i;:;;h;; :!;;;'

9 A,''"'' whlli. wa.hliig aiHlirs. Prlfr»10,i-«|).pi.lcl. Clrculur
WWHEEL TEA? C0..43B0 West 61itPUce,01ilcsgo,ni.

1 (lliilnlt rntim.

Wheel Tray >'t"tai.li-.

' .Hivliiit. Be»lili'

HONEST ADVERTISERS

THE advertising manager of The Christian Herald was explaining
recently to a party of friends how much care is taken by most high-grade
publications to keep their advertising pages above reproach, how every

advertisement is scrutinized to see that it does not contain exaggerated state-
ments, and how the integrity of each new advertiser is inquired into before his
"copy" is accepted. A lady present looked her astonishment.
"Why," she exclaimed, "I did not suppose that publications took such trouble

with their advertisers. I thought their advertising pages were open to the
highest bidder, and that, as long as the advertiser had the money to pay, the pro-
prietors of the magazines would let him make any statement he cared to."

Never was there a more erroneous conception of the modern art of advertis-
ing, and yet it is one that still lingers in the minds of a large number of people
in spite of a general effort on the part of the better class of publications to
eradicate it. Time was when a publication was considered a common carrier,
and %vas held blameless for carrying a fraudulent advertisement, just as a rail-
road is held blameless when it carries a criminal as a passenger, but that day
has gone by. The reputable advertising man of to-day has as high a code of
ethics as any other professional man.

The general endeavor is to make the advertising columns clean, straightfor-
ward statements of fact, on which sub.scribers can absolutely rely for guidance
in the purchase of all kinds of merchandise.
The general interest in magazine advertising is increasing, for one reason

because the "ads" themselves grow more and more interesting in subject matter;
for another because the faker and the swindler are being denied the use of a con-
stantly increasing number of publications. People are beginning to understand
that advertisements now mean just exactly what they say, and the time is surely
coming, if it is not already here, when people will go shopping through the adver-
tising columns of the magazines, with even more confidence and faith than they
have in the public shops.

As for The Christian Herald, it guarantees its advertisements. Whenever
any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The Christian Herald
we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber, who must be of record,
has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the advertiser, and pro-
vided the claim is made to us within one month of the date of the appearance of

the advertisement.

CONCERNING LIVING FOREVER
IT is difficult to conceive of a civili-

zation in which the idea of immor-
tality is practically absent. The East
Indian sects believe that it is "nir-

vana," a sort of a blissful condition of

semi-consciousness; the Mohammedan
looks forward to endless physical de-

lights after death; the North Amer-
ican Indian was to hunt forever, under
cloudless skies, through fruitful fields

and through woods full of game, wan-
dering endlessly on and on, victorious

in war, and never cold nor hungry.
Nearly every ancient people seems

to have had some definite condition to

look forward to after death, excepting

the Jews—the nation of all others

which, it would seem, should have had
the clearest, loftiest vision of heaven.

But see how much finer appears
their great quest for righteousness

from the fact of their short-sighted-

ness. No reward was promised in a

future life for thi . long earthly strug-

gle after goodness. A good character

in his follower would glorify God on

earth and would produce inward peace.

They declare repeatedly that the

Lord "shall endurj forever"; and Da-
vid says that God "lifteth him up from
the gates of death"; and "will redeem
my soul from the power of the gi-ave."

He foresees "pleasures at God's right

hand forevermore," and knows that

he will not "suffer his holy one to see

corruption." He expects to "dwell in

the house of the Lord forever."

But, on the other hand, in the 146th

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, March
.'-. Text : Eccl. 12 : 1-7.

Psalm, David tells us that when man
"returneth to the earth, in that very
day his thoughts perish." His enemy,
he says, has made him "to dwell in

darkness, as those that have been long

dead"; and, again, "the dead praise
not the Lord, neither any that go down
into silence." There are several other
similar passages.

Perhaps this was expressly in order
that Jesus should be the one to bring
life and immortality to light; for with
our Saviour came, appropriately and
definitely to his followers, the most
blessed hope that has ever cheered the
heart of mankind. Nothing so much
has altered the disposition of our race.

When a great and noble hope is re-

vealed to the world, it raises the whole
plane of living.

For with it comes a new motive to

achieve personal holiness. If we are
to dwell forever in the palace of an
almighty and stainless King, even the
dullest can see that he must make him-
self fit for that great companionship.
His whole life is none too long for

the purging and the high schooling to

which he should subject his spirit.

"It is pitiful," says Dr. J. R. Miller,

"to see how men throw away their

cro\vns. Made only a little lower than
God, destined to be like Christ at

length, they yield to appetite, lust and
passion, and debase themselves in the

dust. With this glory set before us,

we should keep ourselves pure and our

lives white, and should strive even here

to reach up to the honor that is pre-

pared for us."

AN INCIDENT OF THE BREAD LINE

THERE was a surprise in store for

the unemployed men of the Bread

Line of the Bowery Mission on the

night of February 7, the coldest on

i^cord, when Mr. Hallimond an-

nounced that he had ten cents to pre-

sent to each man, to enable him to

procure a night's lodging. This dona-

tion, the superintendent told them, had

come from a man who himself had

been on the Bread Line just three or

' four weeks ago, but who had since be-

come possessed of a small fortune of

$1,000. One hundred dollars of this

sum he had donated for the relief of

such of the "down-and-outs" as were
represented on the Bread Line of the

Bowery Mission on that bitterly cold

night, when any one compelled to be
outdoors and shelterless was in dan-
ger of being frozen to death. It was
a godsend to the poor fellows, and the
generosity of their former companion
in misfortune was heartily appre-
ciated.

WE PAY THE

POSTAGE

Sf/lIS

(pRSET

COVER
only45*
JANDSOMELY
R/MMEDFRONT
'/*M^/- T0M

I

^BEAUT/FULfMPORTED
EMBRO/DERY
SJZES3ZT0 44^

\ BUSTMEASURE
\o.638-^S?,M5c

and we will mail you this Handsome Corset Cover,
postage prepaid. Made of coodiiuality soft finish Nain-
sook; has beautifuHK-inch Imported Open Work Em-
broidery Yoke; two rows handsome Val. lace; one-inch
lace beading; edged entirely around neck and arm-holes
with one-inch Val. lace to match. Yoke finished with
one-inch pure silk ribbon draw and large bow, further

trimmed with pure Silk baby ribbon draw entirely
around neck, fly front, pearl buttons; all seams tape

hound. Back joke has one-inch Val. lacC with one-inch lace

beading. Sizes 32 to44. Be sure to State size wanted.
Price only 45c. If you don't find it worth at least 85c.

return it and we will cheerfully refund your money, also

postage. This extremely low price is made to introduce

our Large Free Catalog of Everything to Wear for Men,
Women and Children, also Furniture, Stoves, Carpets,

Rugs, Refrigerators and all kinds of Household Goods.
Reference: Commercial National Bank of Chicago

Capiul $7,000,000.00

CHICAGO MAILORDER CO.
INDIANA AVE.& 26 liSST.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Only one to a customer

THIS DAINTY
TWO=PIECE
LACE JABOT

Real
Hand-Made Lace

8^ inches long

Postage
Paid

Fully Worth SOc
We want your name
so that we can send you
our New Spring Style
Catalogue N"o. 52 of
I'aris and New York
Styles Free of Charge.
That Is why we make
this great offer.

Fulton St.

Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

Jiitablishcd 14 years

PECKHAM'S MAKE'

Willow Ostrich Plumes

Send us your old Ostrich feather!

and from them we will make a
magnificent Willow Plume, fault-

lessly curled and dyed your favori

shade— guaranteed t« look as well i

to hold its shape and color, and wear as

long as any Willow Plume you can buy from a dealer at thrt

or four times the cost. Largest establishment west of Ne
York. If prices are not satisfactory feathers will lie leturne

at our expense. References: Dun's, Bradstreet's orCeutn
National Bank. The work of our Dyeing. Cleaning an

Curling depai-tments cannot be equaled. Write for price

^PECKHAM'S. 644 Washington Ave., St. Louis. Mo.-

Near=Brussels Art=Rugs, ^3.5(

Sent to your liome by Express, Prepaid,

BeanlirtilaiKlattiac-

tive [mltenis. Made
in all colors. Kasily
kept clean and wai-
ranted to wear.
Woven hi one piece.

Bttth sitiea can be
used. Sold direct at
one profit. Money
refunded if not sat-

isfactory.

New Catalogue showing goods in actual colors, sent free.

ORIENTAL IMPORTING C0..69l-Bourse BIdg.Philadelphia

Sizes and Prices
|

9l 6 ft., $3.50

9x nv. ft. 4.00

9x 9 ft., 1.50

9ll0'-3 ft. , 5.00

9ll2 ft.. 5.50

9x15 ft.. 6.50

VAriTITM WASHERW.M.V^U t-'l** 30 DAY TRIAL
To pr
can w

)ve to every reader of this magazine that she
ish clothes with least work and wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial and pay
freight bolh ways if you do not find it far
better than any yon ever tried. Easy pump,
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
fr*t booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer.

DODGE & ZIIILL
638 G DiUaye Bldg., Syracuse, N. T.

P^>0 iiA I C Irrigated farm of 170 acres, one
r\^i» Or\tC mile from station and beet
dump. Fine location, new buildinps, good soil, lays nice,
with ample water. 85 acres in .Vlfalfa, balance grain
and befet land. Price, $17,000. Box 54, Gllcrest. Cdo
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Cookies, Ginger Cakes
and Jumbles—are so much better made

with Karo. Karo is a pure and wholesome syrup

that blends naturally with" other foods. It makes

the best sweetening for sauces, pies and puddings.

CORN SYRUP
Eat it on Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger-Bread
Hot Biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

-^Send your name on a post
card for Karo Cook Book

—

fifty pages including thirty

,
perfect recipes for home

/ candy-making.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Department
P. 0. Box 161 New York

£

N

Get Our$1000-Car Book
Send name at once before you decide. Let us show
you the choice of all who investigate thoroughly,
bur Big FREE Book will convince you.

1910 Black-Crow
Bipprest car for tlie price—powerful, silent engine.
6 si.vles, 81000 to 817.')0. Our bool< proves reliability,
durability, economy, simplicity, style and all

advautap:es. Write today sure.

BLACK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
201 W. Ohio Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

T
N Lumber is high. A car load or two pays

J for an American Mill. Supply your needs
y^ and your neighburs'. No experience needed.

|1 Haul mill to timlier if desired. All Sizes—
V AH Prices. The Variable Friction Feed,
t* Combined Ratchet Set Woritsand Quiclc Receder—*^ meatus most worlc

vith least power, t*

Free Catalogue A
Jis's all kinds of A
..oud woricing ma- r*

chinery . Ask for it. H
American Saw Sill]

^'"ohinery Co.

Hackettatown.N J
1303 Teitninal

Buildings

COPYTHISSKETCH
and let ini> &w what joii can do with it. Von
CHD earn ?'jn.i>ij to $1'J5.0(I or more per week
as illuHtrator or cftrtooniBt. My practical
system t.f personal individual lessonB hy mail
will develop jour talent. Fifteen year'a b\h;-

ceggful work for newepapers and maRazineB
qualifies me to teach you.

Send me your sketch of President Taft with
6c. in BtampB and I nin send you a test lesson
plafr. nlao collection of drawings showine
P'-Si.ildlitieBforvoi..

THE LANDON SCHOOL
of Illustrating and Cartooning

1473SchofieldBldg., Cleveland,©.

These tradt- mark rrisscross li:

8PE
FOOD

ry package

ETIC
cases ol

IVER TROUBLES

Unlike otha^ gooda^ \&sl< yo^ physician.
Leading^jfocers^^or bodk or sanigle, write

FARWELL & RHINES, Watertown, n\., U. S.

Sunday School Voices
"A music book that's different." A
returnable sample copy mailed on re-
quest. Name your Sunday School
Wrile today. Hope Pub. Co., Chicago

Extra Fine Post Cards FREE
Send 10 cents for ton sanii'b'S of our very ticst Cold
ami iSIlk I'lnish FrIciHlNlilp. I Imver and blotto
roHt CiirdH. lieaittiful Colors and Loveliest DesicnsAn Post Card Club, 880 Jackion Street, Topeka, Kan

AND
UP

Galloway
"BATH IN 0!L"

High Grade Separator—Direct
Save S25 to $50 direct at my factory
)rite— freiglit prep.iid. Get the only
Separator that runs in "Bath of Oil,"

like a J^.OOO automobile. This
alone is worth $S0 extra, but

costs you nothing extra.
Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
"Why pay J85 to SUO to dealers or agents
who cannot sell you a separator equal
to the Galloway—closest skimmer

—

easiest rim—easiest cleaned--10-yr.
guarantee. Send for BOOK FREE

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
9i3 lilallona; Sta,, Waterloo, la.

kC WORTH SEEDS .^ulO*"
1 Fkt. A»«ter8, Floral Park

Mixturo; 2 Pkts. F n-
sles. Fuller's Ext
Giant Mixed, lOOkind^
1 I*kt. Carnations.
Finest Mixture, and 1

Pkt. Sweet Pea§,
Extra LargeFlower-
ing. Mixed, 40 vari-
eties.
To get our new color-

plated Cat^ilog into the
hands of as many flower-
lovers as possible, we will
send the above 5 packets of
Flrst-Clasa Seeds for
only 10 cents, postagepaid.
Our Garden Annual for

1910, containing all the
finest Seeds, Plants and

Bulbs, FRKE for the ask-
ng. Write today.

J. ROSCOK FULLER & CO.,
Box 340 Floral Part, N. Y.

LADY WANTED
To introduce ouv very complete Spring li:ie of beau-
tiful wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy walstings,
silks, etc., hdkfs, laces and petticoats. All up to
date N. y. City Patterns. Finest line on the market.
Dealing direct with the inills you w ill find our prices
low. Profits, $10.00 to $;m.w weeklv. Samples and
full instructions packed in a neat saniple case, shipped
express prepaid. No money required. Exclusive ter-
ritory. Write for particulars. Be first to apply.
Standard Dress Goods Co.. Dept. B3, Binghamton, N. 1.

o, the:best"^li€ht
A portable, pure white, steady, safe

light. Brighter than electricity or
acetylene. 100 candle power. Nogrcase,
dirtnorodor. Lighted in.stantly. Costs
2 ots. per week. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
for catalog. Do not delav.

THK BFST LIKHT CO.
S-70 E. 5tU St., Caiitou, Ohio

MAMS AND BtnU4SITSOWKGAS

Anybody Can Make

A Splendid Income
ill venr raising Mushrooms
m "ipare time at hump, in
c ( llai s. sheds.ijarn?. boxes,
rtc Bigmnrkpt. Nam.-sof
huvtis supplied.

Free Illustrated

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, Desk 9
329 W.48tliSt,NewYork

MUSIC LESSONS BY MAIL
fiuccessfully taajrht in your '>wii home. Our lessons are i^o .sim-
ple anil e»i.y (hat a 12 year old child can learn them. Write to-
day ror our PKEE booklet which tells how to learn to play piano
ori'an, violin, niamlolln or any other lnslru.n..nt. International
hrhool of Uusle, 98 Fifth Aveuiu-, I)epl. H , New York City

THE STRAWBERRY
HANDKERCHIEF

Continued from fage 262

felt as if it was the eleventh hour of

life, and all earthly things relating to

himself going to wrack and ruin.

±>..t when Virginia knelt at his

knees, and with tears kissed his big

hands, and then his lips, and cried,

"Forgive me, fader! Fader, forgive

your Virginia!" there was a quick res-

urrection of love and life and hope and
joy. Before he knew, the dear child

was sitting on his knee, and her arms
were around his neck, and she was
\ lispering her contrition against his

lips.

When Madame and the breakfast
came into the room the forgiveness

was complete. They were talking

about the tulip bulbs, and their re-

moval into the seed house; and Mad-
ame understood the trouble to be dead
and buried. As she poured out the

coffee, she asked about the dinner to

be given the following day, and hoped
it would not be a large one.

"Only the dominie and his wife, and
the Van Heemskirks, and Parker of

the Gazette," answered the Captain.
"With Batavius that makes six.

Will Arent be with us?"
"No. When not on the Manhattan,

he is with those young watchdogs who
are on the lookout, night and day, for

the Stamps."
"Very good. Virginia will help me,

and there will be a good dinner ready
at one o'clock."

It was a hard day for Virginia, for
Batavius came early, and she felt it

right to regard her promise in a large
manner. So she met him with a smile,

and made him coffee, and told him
about the dinner next day, and asked
him how he wished her to dress. And
Batavius forgot all her offenses, and
joyed himself in the light of her beam-
ing countenance. Astonished he cer-

tainly was; but Batavius always found
it easy to accept any good thing, as in

some way or other his natural right.

The next morning Virginia was her
mother's right hand about everything,
doing much she disliked doing with the
utmost cheerfulness. But she did not
feel that she was quite forgiven. No
unkind words were said, no allusion
made to her fault, but there was some-
thing like withdrawal on her mother's
part, and in spite of kind words she
saw an expression on her father's face
of weariness and unhappiness. It was
as if their life had lost its fulness,
and become haggard and thin, and
without interest.

When she went to her room to dress
she considered this attitude. "I have
lost their confidence," she thought. "I
have fallen in their opinion. Confi-
dence cannot be regained quickly, but
the power of beauty is instantaneous
and not to be resisted."
To such thoughts she dressed her-

self with great care, and when she
entered the parlor where the com-
pany were already gathered her love-
liness caused a quick, involuntary ex-
clamation of delight. For, braving all

political criticism, she had arrayed her-
self in a gown of soft, rich, white silk.

Her exquisite arms and neck were un-
covered, and round her throat was a
necklace and pendant of fine moon-
stones. Moonstones shone from the
combs that held high her bright, brown
hair; moonstones closed the lace bertha
that trimmed the v/aist of her gown

;

and she walked in their beauty as in a
cool radiance like that of moonlight on
gently heaving water. Her father ad-
vanced to meet her, but Batavius out-
stepped him, and she took the arm of
Batavius.
"You see I am wearing the stone.=

you gave me," she said with a smile
that took the man captive ten times
over.

"You shall have plenty more. You
shall have silks and satins and gems of
all kinds. I will dress you like a
queen, my Virginia."

To be continued

Successi

Egg

Farmiii
Among people who can afford luxuries '

frreat demand for a regular supply of fres|
The few growers who can furnish them reij
winter and summer alike, get very highf

The Corning Egg-B
(entitled "$6.4I per Hen per Year"), tel^U'
two men, in poor health, starting four yef
with only thirty hens, made from the! 1tn„
egg-farm a clear profit of over $12,000 la. 'eari

It tells all about their experience, their f irei,

their methods: find how others, men or m^
with good sense, care and faithful work, ca igU
money in the same way. Not a detail lefl it,

The Corning Egg-Book is sold in comb tioD

with the Farm Journal, Philadelphia, P and
we have made arrangements to make this

Cnopinl ftffl»P* For $1.00 (cash, monerderSpetldl unci . or check), we wil jend
postpaid the Corning Egg-Book and th( 'am
Journal for two years, and American 1 Jtj

Advocate two years—all for $1.00 if order !«
at once to

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCAll
754 Hogan Block Syracu

11 The AMERld

SEPARAl
Leads the Wl

THIS OFFER
CATCH. It isa so;;

and square proposltlo
nish a brand new, wii

and well finished ere
aralor complete, sub
long trial .tnd fully
teed, for $15.95. 1
ferent from anything
erer before been
Skims I quart of milk
ute. hot or cold, maki
or thin cream and
just as well as any
priced machine. Suit
small dairy, hotel,

rant and private f

Any boy or girl can
sitting down. The c

only 5 inches long
think of that I Theb
sanitary marvel;
cleaned and emboci
our latest impro\
Gears run in anti-
bearings and thoiougl iro-

tected. Before you ;iile

on a cream separator any

capacity whatever, ohi our

$15 05 proposition. ( lib-

—.^ _-_^_,_ oil . eral long time trial ai en-

erous terms of purchase will astonish you. >m
(manufactnrer's) guarantee protects you on ery

American .Separator. We ship immediately. \ efn

orders filled from Western points. Write us £ get

our great offer and handsome freecatalog. AI>L SS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.t
'-"""

*«
for
'tail,

net.

n It

kls
Iiul

isa
isily

all

nts.

lloa

BAINBRIDG I.Y.

Idle Money B[^
Can Earn ^J

SjrAI.L Sl^MS that would otherwise he idle a

few months can be deposited with tiie Indu il

to-day, and will bear earniiifts fioin the ih e

receive tliein to the day they are withdrawn, it

money need never remain inactive, for the Indu il

otters safe opportiuiities for shoi't-tinie iiivestii *,

which are piotected by mortganes on New k

City and Suburban Keal Estate— a form of sit y

that never depreciates in value. In 17 >
"^

we have never paid less than I'~IVE PEK C'l
'•

per Year, and have incn ti

in strength yearly.

Assets Of over . $2,000,9

Surplus and profits, $150,

Under supervision Xew k

Banking Department, w t

our record is open to P' c

examination.

Write for Booklet.

Industrial Savings and Loan <

2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York !

)•

BronchialTroch 9
An absolutely harmless remedy for Sore T ^at*

Hoarseness and Coughs. Give immediate tc. in

Bronchial and Lung Affections.
Fifty years' reputation.
Price* 25 cents, 50 cents and $J.OO per box.

Sample sent on request,

JOHN I. BROWN & SON, Boston, Maij

3i
IV^EnORIALS^
iloNUMENTI
I^MfM CmumLS Scnoo\:s 6 Pa'

•LARGE VARIETY Of DESIGNS FOR EVERY PURPt'

Delivered ANYWMERL'StND roRCAiAUt'
STATE REQUIREMENTS ACENT5 WATI "

MONUMENTAL BRONZE CO.
3SS-B flOWARD AVE.. BR'PGtrORT CON
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'^thats With the Young Folks

By Kate Upson Clark

kl

Scared Motorman
vast majority of the dwellers in

fiw York City, as in most other

lave little or no summer vaca-

hey are lucky if they can spend

ight, or even a week, in the

e"
country.

;quently, during the sweltering

^d August days, the workers in

1/ tenements are generally plan-

',1 visit the nearby lakes and

I on every available evening and

trip to Coney Island in an open

,^)ne of the cheapest and most

1; of all. There are many di-

ll and innoceiit amusements at

(ind; but even if one can do

B more than take the ride, it is

^^Cr^fcttly cooling "nd refreshing.
•^ l^hot evening in August the

family thought they would go

ly Island.

were father and mother Bar-
[nd Emily, John and Louisa,

ispectively fourteen, nine and

Wc,, you mustn't tease to see the

ttst the Island." said the mother.

i \ 1 take the ride, and that will

a )llar. Then we will buy a bag
eaits for you and one of popcorn,
wk around a little, so that you
't ' stiff from sitting so long. It

ci; too much if we try to take
toee any of the shows."
Ie:,les, it will n.ake us too late in

ninome," said the father.

; lefchildren promised that they
d'ot tease. Little Louisa was
Ml for the excursion by a long
mfn nap. The family had an
' ^ipper, and shortly after six

ickhey were on their way to Co-
Is id.

he; were able, both in going and
injto get the whole of the front
. o,an open car, which just held
^')f them.
oby but one who has tried it

vsiie joy which comes to the hot
stky city child as he, little by

e, des out from the stifling city
an feels the cool breezes of the

-art. and then the strong, fresh
1 othe ocean.
|he lirstow family enjoyed all this,

i^th! had walked about a little on
ii>e«|i. They had bought the prom-

' p corn and peanuts and were
'ell settled upon their airy
'at when a startling event

rt

hf not taken long for the pop-
lar peanuts to disappear. Both
be« served in strong, tight paper
) mily held one of these and
» hd the other.

t11 !t I can blow up my bag and
* 'bigger noi.>?e than you can,"

^ol ly can make a bigger noise
I I an with a good paper bag,"
rte Emily, examining hers, as
'ful as she could in the dim light.
A'e; we'll see," said John. "Now

-^

ilT««?„

« ther and mother did not no-
..-^^It was going on. They were

|W* »ng usily in a low voice, with the
0): between them, dozing as she

ine( on her mother's arm. The
on a was equnlly unobservant.
uddily two sharp, deafening ex-
lon rent the air, one following a
e.a ;r the other.
:Uicl, as a flash the motorman
T>ec he car, slipped off" his motor
.O'e nd was down flat on the
jnd looking under the car. The
Juct', pale and agitated, was close

.,^- A dozen passengers also
g "tiselves off the car and beganpr iderneath it.

jouieard that fuse go ofF, didn't
• 5 d the motorman.

"Sure, I heard it," responded the
conductor.

"Oh, it went off all right," chimed
in the onlooking passengers.
"But nothing seems to be on fire or

wrong," said the perplexed motorman,
scrambling to his feet.

"Let me look," said the conductor, in
a distrustful tone of voice.

But nobody could find anything out
of order, though the car was held up
for ten minutes or more, together with
a long line of others.
Which was not strange, since it was

only the paper bags of the Barstows,
and not an exploding fuse, which had
so alarmed all these people.
The young Barstows themselves did

not sense the situation until the ex-
citement was nearly over and the car
was speeding on again. Their par-
ents had no idea of it even then. They
really thought that it was something
about the car which had "gone off."

"Shall we tell mother?" whispered
John.
They finally did tell her, and the

front seat went into spasms of
laughter.
But they decided not to tell the mo-

torman. They thought he might be
so angry that he would dump them all

out into the wilds of Parkville.

How He Knew

A CERTAIN warship was lying in a

Northern harbor, and one of its

young officers was instructing a volun-

teer naval brigade in gun manoeuvre.
He showed them several different

kinds of guns, and explained their

mechanism. Once, however, his knowl-
edge failed him. One of the guns was
a new model and something about the

breech mechanism was novel and per-

plexing.

"This, gentlemen," he began in a

bewildered way, "this—this
"

He paused. He evidently did not
know what "this" was.

One of the volunteer naval brigade
spoke up modestly:

"Excuse me, sir; it is for range-
finding."
He went on and explained clearly

the working of the new device. His
words were few, and he presently
stopped and stepped back into his

place.

The officer looked annoyed.
"You don't know what you are talk-

ing about, sir. We have had this thing
on hand only about three weeks."

"I know, sir," stammered the young-

man, blushing painfully, "but, you see

— I am the one who invented it."

The haughty lieutenant then had to

"give in." There was no more to be

said.

Appreciation From Sick Room
Dear Dr. Klopsch : I want to write

you a word of thanks for the two pic-

tures which I received. That of the

sleeping baby is one of the most art-

istic and natural of baby life I have

ever seen. I have had it framed and

it looks beautiful! I think a sepia

picture looks richer than an ordinary
black-and-white. I want to thank you
also for the picture, "Golden Hours,"
which I received. I have been sick in

bed since last July, so The Christian
Herald is a great comfort to me.

After I have read it, I send it to the

widow of a minister in Still River,

Mass.; then she sends it to some one

else. (Mrs.) Dorothy Lent.
New York City.

Yon can place money in the Indastrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is safi-. and is where

vou ran ohtani it irheii leantnl.and will yieUjuirearn-
in(is for every <lav inresterl. See their advertisement
ou page 364, and write them for full information.

2018 H

HAT
$3-98

93 H

WAIST
89c

885 H

VOILE
SKIRT
$3-25

FREE
EXPRESS-
AGE ON
ORDERS
OVER

$10.00

2011 H

HAT
$2-50

570 H

MADE
TO

ORDER
SUIT

FOR
$7.50

DON'T

MISS

THESE

SPECIAL

BARGAINS

£VERY ARTICLE offered you in this Advertisement is GUARANTEED to be exactly as
described and illustrated. And if you are not ENTIRELY SATISFIED with any

purchase, YOUR MONEY WILL BE PROMPTLY REFUNDED.
$1.25 Waist for 89c
93 H. Handsome Lingerie Waist made o£ fine soft batiste.

Tw,, vvidi' luinils i.f IlandM Swiss Open Work and blind
embroidery extend from shoulder to waist line forming a V
sliaped panel. This panel ii prettily inlaid with four groups
of pin tucks and nine rows of Val and art lace inserts. Collar
and deep cuffs tucked and trimmed witli Val laces. Closes
invisibly in back, which is neatly tucked The materinl. em-
broidery, and laces are a good serviceable quality and will
launder nicely. Sizes 32 to 44 bust. Kepnlar $1.2.'> g9f%
value. SPECIAL PRICE, iftfC
$5.00 Voile Skirt for $3.25
88S H. Stylish Etamlne Voile Skirt. Made of a crisp, wiry,

ily. This Skirt will be made to year iiidlV'•ile

Idual measurements—made to fit you perfectly. If ynu are
pIviiM-.l. \n„ri[u.ii,.vw,ll lier.fuuded KoU plaited model V
sl.nd.Tfn.ut pali.l and all plaits stitched down to hel..w h
Cut over four yards wide at bottom and has graceful fli

Trimniint; ciusis-ls of two siralis of taffeta placed around tlu

liott<.m. Hetails for $,-,.(Hl. SPECIAL PRICE.
With Black Taffeta .Silk Drop Skirt, $6.2!,

ot

$3.25

Made-to-Measure Suit, $7.50
570 H. This charming man-taih)red sviit will he made to

ynu r own individual measurenipnts—entirely at our risk of
pleasing you. The material used in making this suit is a stylish
grey striped Home Spun Cheviot. A material well known for
its splendid, wearing and shape- retaining qualities. Coat
is a 32 inch semi-fitting model with long notch lapels, plain
tailored pockets and cuffs. Skirt is a full plaited model with
plaits stitched down to below the hips and from there falling
in graceful fulness Give complete nieasurcs when ordering.
MostWonderfnl Value Ever Offered, Samplea gnmm gs^%
sent FREE on request. SPECIAL PEICE. ^#«9t#
$3.75 Black Turban for $2.50
2011 H. Dainty Black Turban of charming simplicity Made

of fine black silk braid with a shirred silk ruch that temiinates
at the side in a puffed crown and straight braided band.
Entirely untrimmed. except for the tasteful application of
three fine Ostrich tips and two full rosettes of black Silk
Chiffon. Comes in black only with white or black
ostrich tips. Splendid 33.75 value. ^/B C?#ft

SPECIAL PRICE ^^•OV
raid with full

red silk ril»bun
^1=; ^i\ Mii«lirnnm Haf for ^'^ Q« 2018 H. Large Mushroom Hat. Madeof fine fancy horsehair bi
;i.:>.aU IVlUSnrOOm nat ror q>J.y» ^.^^^,^ ^„^ drooping brim. Styll.h scroU omanit-nts of.shirrt
trim the crown. A beautiful bunch of full blown rosea is effectively combined witli full foliage and dainty
sprays of lilies-of-the-valley. May be had in all colors. One of our choicest spring models dt**^ tfftO

and best values. Worth fully $5.50. SPECIAL %^^^^%9if
Write for FREE

S KIjIj yearly subscript

s
^"^^^^ tioD to the
"STANDARD" Monthly
Bulletin. Shows you each
month all the very latest

New York Styles in Made-
tO'Order Suits and Skirts,

also Many Special Bargains -v t ir« T 7" "Si.J^ /^\ T~i T^
in Ready-to-Wear Garments. J\[ £j VV L \J IVJ IV

T4NDAHD
MH-OBDERlO

161 WOOiSTEiRj iST.,

CIT^T

FOfi EASTER PRESENTSm Write for our new Catalog containing oyer 1.^00 beautiful photographic illustrations of
diamonds, Watcbea and Artistic Jewelry. Select any article you would like to own op preaent aa a g;ft to a loved one. It will be sent on

THPnin BurriRTF nninTNAI.imiHONn 1"'''"°'°'"'" "'""^'P"'"'''- If '."s »"i»'»o'o'y in overy way, pay ono-
TH]j,OLU KKMAKLtOIIIUlSAlillliinunU Ufth down and keep it, balance in eicht equal montbly aniounta. Any poraon

A.NU WATrilCKKDIT llOfSE.
| „f h„„„t intfnii.ma may open a Confi.lential Cbar?. Account with us. Our

iMOSiiCO. DfPl.*' 95,02 to O-! Stale St.,Chlcac-o,IlI.—Branches: 1'itlBl.urs.l'a.. & St. Louis, Mo. |
priceaare lowest; oup terms are easiest.

You 'Will be satisfied -with the products of

Burpee's "Seeds that Grow"
Shall we mail you our New Complete Catalog?

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Building, Philadelphia.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." for$3forioo. Worcl.-^ and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 ^o^th Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind,
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Custards, creams, puddings—your home desserts are

bound to be right if you use Kingsford's and

follow the book.

KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCB
has been the stand-by of experienced cooks for

generations.

^ Successful housewives from nearly every state in the

Union tell us how they use Kingsford's to improve their

cooking. You'll find the recipes in our remarkable little

Cook Book " O "-What a Cook Ought to Know About

Corn Starch" with 168 of the best recipes you ever tried.

^I^^r

REDUCE YOUR FLESH
You can safely and speedily re-
dnce your surplus flesh in any
part of the body, and thus
improve your figure,by wearing

DR. WAITER'S FAMOUS

Medicated Rubber Garments
FUR MEX AND WOMEN

They are very comfortable and
neverfailto accomplish the desired
result. They are worn by the Rt.y-

alty of LuropeandllieSociftyof Anifiica.

Neck and Chin Bands,
as shown in cut - - $3.00

Chin only 2.00

Also union suits, jackets, stockings.

etc . for the purpose of reducing the
flesh anywhere desired. Invaluable to
those suffering from Rheumatiam.
Write at once fur fui-thir particulars,

DE. JEANNE WALTER, Patentea

Suite 340, 51 W. 33d St., New York
San Francisco :

Whittell Building. 166 Geary Street

AGENTS—$33.30 A WEEK
Whynot'niake it?
Jack Wood did
it I He writes—
•'Hurry up 100
more—sold first
lot in 2 days-
best seller I ever
saw." Hundreds
of agenls coining
mono y — $5.60
worth of tools for

the price of one. Wonderful invention—droj) forged
from finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Aslonlshlng
low price lo agents—1,200 ordered by one man. Get our
grand confidential proposition quick. Sample free—
don't delay—experience not needed—write at once.
THOMAS MFG. CO.. S124 Wayne St.. DAYTON, OHIO

gat^ncmu^REDUCES
40 DAY FREE TRIAL S.
So confident am I that simply wearing it will

perraaneotly remove all superfluous flesn that 1

mail it free."without deposit. When you see your
shapeliness speedily returnint^ I know you will
buy it. Try It at ray expense. Write to-day.

DDnC DIIDUC I>ept. 203. No. 1800
rnUri DUnilO Broadway, :New York

I MADE $3,000
AND BUILT THIS
HOME IN ONE YEAR \

Mrs. J.Lee.Oklahoma
rifiR

Selling {?,TV;:^'
'^

Steam Cookers
J. C. Poling. O. , made $44 first eight hours.
Easiest, fastest seller out. W. T.Cory, Ind..

sold 145 iu 4 weeks. Cooks meal for
8 to 15 on one burner, saves half fiiel

bill and labor. Holds 16 one-quart jars
. in eanning fruit. Cooks tough meat
tender. Recommended by thousands.
State and District Managers

AS"' i.i—^^rJ and .'Vgreuts wanted to sell <his
yr

' '...'Ija^ and 200 household articles. Write^ "
' -^ ' •"" quick for new sales plan.

TOLEDO COOKER CO., Box 50, Toledo. O.

$Q 60 TOMBSTONES $33522«^~ AND MONUMENTS
FINE ARTS IN STONE CRAFT— DIRECT FROM QUARRY TO CEMETERY—

iA on Forthisbeau-
^••'U tiful Marble

This Dark Barre Gran- CCQ QC Tombstone, lettered
ite Monument for - - 'pvV.iJD exactly as illustrated.

More than 500 otljcr kinds, stvles and sizps
in granite and marbli- at $.3.'G0 to $.385.00.
If you want tlip best iu stone craft at quarry
to cemetery prices, write for our Tombstone
Catalog No. 65C38
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

4^
jr-rj^

i;;:::::::::::::::::::::!^

INEXPENSIVE

ARTISTIC

DURABL

AND
There is no improvement

you can make that will pay you better
in satisfaction and in dollars than to surround your

yard and garden with a neat and attractive

.CONVENIENT
STRONG
J-IGHT

Cyclone Ornamental Fenoe
They are made in many artistic patterns, of rust-resistant materials, and

are so strong that they will require no repairs for years.
^

^ Our special construction—cabled line wires and corrugrated pickets—absolutely^
prevents the fabric from becoming unsightly on account ol sagging or slipping of joints.^

CyclonO f^artn GatOS are made of the strongest material possible to Becure for this purpose—"^
pocial high carbon tubular steel. This makes a rigid durable g&i^ that is light on hinges. The hinges^

' latches anti all fittiiiKS aro of malleable iron to insure BEainst any need of repairs. Bv writing to-day for our^
'caUlogue you will obtain proof that it will pay you to buy CyC/ore F'OnCOS and Gat0S.

fCYCLONE *FENCE COMPANY, Oept. Y4t r WAUKECAN, tLUNOISJ

15
PATKFT^ CHOICE GARDEN AND FLOWER CFFHC^^»*-*>J We will mail one full packet of each OLrL.U3

of the followini? 15 grand varieties, our 1910 catalog-, and a coupon good for 10
cents all for one dime. FLOWER SEEDS

VEQETABLE SEEDS Annuals. 200 sorts mixed. Perenn-
Beet Lettuce Radish Turnip ials, 100 sorts mixed, Sweet Peas,
Onion Cabbage Spinach Parsnip 50 varieties mixed. Your money
Carrot Parsley Tomato Cucumb<»- back if not satisfied.

BINGHAMTON SLED CO., 402 Water St.. Binshamton, N. Y.
10

Old Appliance ,LAME PEOPLE^" Aj""';-"
The Perfection Extenrion Shoe 1(1 I
f.Tnny pcrsnn will, on.- sl,n,( I I / /
limb. W'.rn with nnv sivl.- „f / \
rendy-imidc sll..i>s Willi [i.-rfrct llM V^V
<-»s.> and romtort. Sliippi-d on fc/T ^\A
trial. Write for Booklet. %/^

^"
HENRY E. LOTZ 313 Thlrdnave.,NEW TOKK

U^ LAWN FENCE
Many desljrn? Cheap as
wood. Sa puj^e Catalogu'5
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D Winchester Ind.

Another Faithful Witness

THE Christian Herald has received

the following letter, suggested by

a tribute to Adolph Koch, of Chicago,

which appeared in this paper several

weeks ago. While we know that "God

is love" and that "He is faithful that

promised," we are conscious of the need

of and appreciative of the great benefit

resulting from the testimony of our

fellow-men

:

"New York, February 5, 1910.

"The beautiful little poem and the

synopsis of 'A Victoi-ious Life' is very

touching and sad, as it took me back

to a similar life—that of my brother,

and the death of his wife and one child,

within a few days of each other—but
his one beautiful thought was that,

although he was left alone, God had
them in his keeping, and he would see

them some day. My brother, too, had
been a successful business man, and
had lost two fortunes, but never his

faith in God. His health failed him,

and for many years he suffered great
pain, never murmuring. He was
afflicted with locomotor ataxia, and
was moved about in a wheel-chair, as

he could not walk, and he was blind.

He was always cheerful, and his great-

est comfort was his beautiful tenor

voice, which he loved to use in hymns
of praise to his Maker. The Sunday
before his death my sister, and the

friends who knew and loved him in

Holland, all said that on that last Sun-
day his voice could be heard above all

others at the service. My sister had
an attachment made in the end of the
pew, to keep him from falling out, and
he was wheeled each Sunday, rain or
shine, to church and placed in his pew,
where he was so happy to be. He is

buried in a little churchyard at Schev-
eningen, overlooking the North Sea,
where he had been taken each day to

be near the sea, which he loved, but
could not look upon. He knew the
Bible well, and was so familiar with
the church service, with its beautiful
hymns and prayers, that he had no
difficulty in participating. He had
hoped from boyhood to enter the min-
istry, but circumstmces, which gave
him the care of his mother and sisters,

prevented. My mother always called
him her little 'Benjamin.' She died
before him. She knew very little of
his suffering, as he insisted we should
not tell her. L. B. P."

Agronomical Queries
By Prof. S. P. Leland, Seabreeze, Fla.

S. S. W., Pulaski, Va. How do you know that
Halley's comet, by Whitsunday, will be
95,000,000 miles from the earth? Please
explain how astronomers ascertain dis-
tances between comets and the earth.

Astronomers have many methods of meas-
urement of distances, all of which are more or
less mathematical. In a brief answer, like this,

it is impossible to explain these. They are
only acquired by study. In the case of Halley's
comet, its path in the sky has been clearly de-
fined, and its rate of speed ascertained. These
being known, it is easy to tell the time that it

will be at any given point in its path.

E. E. S.. Jr., Wausau, Wis. Can you tell me
why Greenwich, England, was chosen as
the reckoning point of longitude?

There wa,s no particular reason why Green-
wich Olxservatory was adopted as the unit of
reckoning, except that it was one of the first

observatories. It was constructed in 1675, and
a year after became the Royal Observatory by
receiving the endorsement of royalty. It was
the most perfectly arranged of any, and the
comparative perfection of its instruments called
to it the leading astronomers. These conditions
gave it favor; and maps and tables were con-
structed there, and reckonings were made from
that point.

Grace B., Bristol, Vt. Can you give me the
dates of the known appearances of Halley's
comet? Also, were there any notable
events occurring in the world in those
years ?

The first record of Halley's comet was in the
year 12 B.C., and it has reappeared about every
seventy-six years since. No notable events
outside the usual occurrences have accompanied
its several appearances. Comets have no de-
termined influence on the events of human
history. Superstition has fabricated many
things to terrify the ignorant. Science dis-
misses all such claims. When nearest the earth.
the comet will be an exhibition of magnificence
and grandeur.

Music

Lessons Frc^
IN YOUR OWN HOME

A wonderful offer to every lover of kjj
wlietlier a beKinner or an advanced player

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if y jde.
sire) foreither Piano, Oiftan. Violin. Guitar, m
Cornet, Sigrlit Singing, Mandolin or Cello Vj be
given free to niakeour home study courses fo iese
instruments known in your locality. Yo vi||

get one lesson weekly, and your only e: nse
during the time you take tlie lessons will the
cost of postage and the music you use, w h jg

small. Write at once. It will mean much you
to get our free booklet. It will place you der
no obligation whatever to us if yon never rite
again. You and your friends should kr of
tliis vv'ork. Hundredsof our pupils write: isli

I had ktiown of your school before." jave
learned more in one term in my home witifour
weekly lessons than in tliree terms with

i -ate
teachers, and at a great deal less exp'ie."
"Everything is so thorough and complete.' 'I'lie

lessons are marvels of simplicity, and my l,-ear

old boy has not had the least trouble to I n."
One minister writes: ".\s each succeeding ;son
comes I ammoreand more fully persuaded jade
no mistake in becoming your pupil."

j

Established 1898—liave thousands of jpijg

from seven years of age to seventy.
j

Don't say you cannot learn music butsij for
our free booklet and tuition ofl'er. It will I sent

bv return mail free. Address U. S. SC )0I,

OF MUSIC, Box 7, 225 Fifth Ave.. New Yor lity.

Instruments supplied when needed. Casho. ^iit

T

CHILDRE
In disorders and diseas

of children drugs seldom i

good and often do harm.
Careful feeding and bal

ing are the babies' remedi<

Scott's Emulsio
is the food-medicine that ri

only nourishes them mo,
but also regulates their

gestion. It is a wonder!
tonic for children of all ag<

.

They rapidly gain weight a 1

health on small doses. Dn^!i

Send 10c., name of paper and this ad. for i:

beautiful Savings Bank and Child's Ske ;

Book. Eachbankcontains aGood LuckPei

SCOTT & BOWNE. 409 Pearl St. K

Hunyadi
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes
Best remedy for

CONSTIPATH N
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

THIS 120-EGG
HATCHERSAFE

SURE
4 FREIGHT PREPAID ...

BIGGEST value of the yeai
Get new luw. delivered prices

ou all sizes of famous

Id
Incubators. Metal - covered all

'round, self-regulating and ven-
tilating. Safest and surest. Delivered tree ,i

Missouri Elver and north of Tennessee, w
delivered prices to points beyond. Lowes iJ

on Brooders, too. Send for free book today.

.

J. W. MILLER CO., * Box 179. FREEPORI

PATENTS that PROTE<r-
Our 3 hooks for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 ct ajnpS;

R.8.&A.B.I.ACEY,Wa8hiii^on,D.C..Dept.36.U'J^

Send For Our 191 Catalogue i^

SEEDS, BILBS & PLANTS ?^e"cVVv
MILLS & CO.. Deyt. 15. Mamaroneck, rj^
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No Need to Have

Soggy Salt

You see, when you visit any fine cafe,

that some salt always flows. Ask for the

reason and you will be told, "We use only

Shaker Salt."

Every home can get that same salt.

Every good grocer sells it. All that is

necessary is to insist on genuine Shaker
Salt.

Exceedingly Dry
Shaker Salt isn't mixed with starch. It

flows because it is fine and dry. And it

comes in a paraffined, sanitary, damp-
proof box to protect it.

We remove the gypsum from Shaker
Salt by an elaborate process which we
control. This gypsum is found in all nat-

ural salt, and no other maker removes it.

Gypsum is Plaster of Paris—a pebble
former, the basis of gall stones and gravel.

Yet from no table salt save Shaker is the

gypsum filtered out.

Not Costly
Shaker Salt costs but lo cents per year over

common,
coarse, soggy
bag salt. Ev-
ery hoiise-
wife can

1 1 I^^^K~ ^H^H^^^^^H afford this
pure, dry,
dainty salt.

But get the

genuine
Shaker Salt,

for no other

table salt
offers these

advantages.
It is a pity

not to have
the best in so
cheap a thing

as salt.

'^-:l
Price, east of

the Rockies,

IOC per box.

Diamond Crystal Salt Co.
St. Clair, Mich.

Makers of the only salt 9<> 7-10 per cent
pure, as proved by Government tests.

A Library Coupon, good for magazines and
X)(ik«, in cvi'iy box of Shaker Salt. (2^1)

OS

.utlve

Learn Piano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TUNE-
VPHONK. A Profession that can be convertffi Into
noney at any lime or place In the civilized world at an
lonr's notice. Kam l."» to 115 per day. Illustratprt bin^k
?re©. Write HllKSBItYANT StllOOI. OF PIANO TrXIN<J.

61 Buklc Uoll, BalUe Creek, llieblKao.

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oil>

Bu^nlnl!commonkoro»<!noih<^AlA^)Dr^.MA^^^.
LAMP ccnerates gaa thai kivoh a lit:tit nfrn hrll-
liaiit ttian city can, Basolifio or elertrnity.
Simpli-. ..clnrlcss, floan. prnf- an<l .lirabln.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
Is revMlutionizing liu'litinj; everywhoro Needed
in every home, flvory lamp piirxran (•fd. Sell*
Itself Our Sunbofim Burner* fit olli.-r lamps,
A<ik ..urnenrostoftlco h'>w you can seta lamp
fr«o or apply fi.r A;;.-ncy Pr..p.,situ.n. THE

^ ,

MANTLE LAMPCO.ofAmarlca.Dask419
»C0, P»tlui1. On.; WfcUrburr. Ccmn.; Wlaolpeir, MoQtr«ki, Cuuu*

fead FANNY CROSBY'S "Memorie* of 80 Years."
tip mosi?,cl(,vc,l of all Sa<Tc,l Sont Wntprs tiivi-slier
• iHjirkaWp life storv. Pottpald $1.28. AgenU WanUd.

II. i;.\UI,l': to.. I'lih.. ItoNtoii. MnB».1 AMIS

delightful Camp Sites on Beautiful Lake
<i'arf>Hl Mniinlalii Knncc (o ><» ^ ork. AddresB,
Arthur. llo|,.| ,\iihoiiI«, 3-101 Now York City

STAMPS
100 dlflerent, foreign, FREE. p...tnf^

Our Lookout Round the World

i,lv

SALESMEN
i\f;,',:

Quaker Stamp Co . Toledo. 0.

' wll I'ltl'.KSnii.l l'i..\ N'IS.

I-,.,,./, ,, <<'»tii'ni . oiiiinisHion.»J. I'MVablc \\t'*'KI V.
' 1 lie .or ! KF.K outm . Perry NnrierleB. Rochester, N. T.

GREAT floods in the Meuse Valley,

Belgrium, have caused immense
damage and thrown thousands of men
out of work.

—Many rivers East, West and
South are now in full flood. The
Hudson and its tributaries and the
Ohio are inundating the low-lying
lands, causing serious damage and ren-
dering thousands temporarily home-
less.

—President Taft has instructed t*he

American Ambassador in St. Peters-
burg to make strong representations to
the Russian government, looking to the
protection of American citizens of Jew-
ish birth now traveling in Russia under
American passports.

—Although Turkey has reformed
its constitution, it has not changed its

attitude toward its Christian subjects.
Stories of cruel persecution come from
the Turko-Greek frontier. Christian
villages were sacked, the inhabitants
imprisoned, and in some cases the occu-
pants driven off and the places repeo-
pled by Turks.

—There is some doubt whether the
proposed American Exhibition in Ber-
lin will be carried out as originally
planned. The American Committee in

Berlin suggested that the exhibition
should be a German-American, instead
of a strictly American, enterprise; but
the majority of Americans in Germany
oppose the change, and insist on carry-
ing through the original plans.

—Secretary of the Navy Meyer
favors the construction of a 32,000-ton
battleship, armed with fourteen-inch
batteries of the latest type. Such a
vessel would eclipse all the existing
Dreadnoughts, and a few more of the
same gigantic type would give us the
strongest navy in the world. It is

only a few years since a 14,000-ton
battleship was declared by experts to

be the limit of naval construction.

—Great demonstrations have taken
place in Germany in the interest of full

suffrage and against existing laws
governing the ballot. In Berlin a

mass meeting of 14,000 "intellectuals"

adopted resolutions calling for equal
political rights for all classes. A pro-

cession started to visit the Kaiser's

palace, but was dispersed by the police.

At Frankfort 50,000 persons attended
the suffrage meetings, and adopted
similar resolutions.

—The Dalai Lama of Tibet is re-

ported to have appealed to China, pro-

testing against the invasion of his cap-

ital. The Chinese government has set

forth its intentions regarding Tibet.

The interior administration will not

be changed, but Chinese control

strengthened because of the machina-
tions of the deposed Lama, and the

capital will be policed. The Lama was
degraded, the explanation states, be-

cause of offenses he had committed.

—Contrary to the gloomy forebod-

ings of some people, Mr. Roosevelt's

African trip has not injured his health.

Both he and his son Kermit were in

excellent condition when they reached

Gondokoro, after their year's trip in

interior Africa. At one point in their

travels they were greeted by a large

gathering of white hunters from the

Congo, who came to pay their respects
to the Ex-President, whose prowess
with the rifle has made him a great
man in their eyes.

—March 2 was a record day for im-
migrant arrivals at New York. Seven
thousand six hundred and thirty-one
men, women and children, from many
different countries, reached port with-
in twenty-four hours.

—Elizabeth Hays, an unmarried
woman of eighty, who was supposed to

be in dire poverty, died in her old
farmhouse near Burlington, N. J.,

lately. Search in the old house re-

vealed a secret hoard of over $100,000.
Bank notes were hidden among the
table linen and in bed springs, in old

coffee pots, cupboards, presses, salt

bags, etc. An old family Bible was in-

terleaved with $20 notes, some of the
date of the Civil War. The hoard in-

cluded, besides notes, double eagles and
coins of copper, silver, nickel and gold.

—The New York and New Jersey
authorities are pushing the prosecution
of the meat packers vigorously. The
public prosecutor of Hudson County,
New Jersey, who procured the indict-

ment of the packers on the charge of
conspiracy in raising prices of meat
and poultry, has applied to the courts
for an order commanding the indicted
companies to produce their books be-

fore the Hudson County Grand Jury.
He has also applied for requisition pa-
pers for the indicted packers residing
in other States, to come before the Jer-
sey courts.

—A TEMPORARY arrangement has
been reached by the different factions
in the English Parliament, for the pur-
pose of avoiding another general elec-

tion, which would have been inevitable

had the Liberals been left to their own
resources. The Liberals, Premier As-
quith's party, have agreed with the
Unionists that only finance bills will

be taken up until after the Easter holi-

days, and that any movement against
the Lords will be postponed to a later

day. This plan leaves the political

situation unchanged, and in the mean-
time the budget, on which the last elec-

tion hinged, will be sidetracked until

"a more convenient season." It is ex-

plained, however, by the Liberal lead-

ers that the fight against the Lords
will be resumed in full force at the
prope/ time.

—Avalanches in the Cascade Moun-
tains, east of Seattle, Wash., over-
whelmed two trains on the Great
Northern Railroad at the little station

of Wellington, on March 1. The dis-

aster took place a short distance from
the famous Cascade tunnel. A great
mass of ice, snow and rock swept down
the mountains and flung the trains to

the bottom of a gorge, 150 feet deep.

The Spokane express and transconti-

nental limited mail were the trains

that were overtaken. A third train,

consisting of working cars and no pas-
sengers, was also caught in the ava-
lanche, and also a fourth, consisting of

baggage, mail and express cars. More
than one hundred lives were lost, the
victims including thirty members of a
party of rescuers. Four hundred men
arrived on relief trains for the work of
rescue. The avalanche came down at
four in the morning, while most of the
passengers on the trains and the peo-
ple of the little town were asleep.

DIRT

DIRT

DIRT

DIRT
that's how it seemed to

grow as each day wore

on . . . No wonder they

said "woman's work is

never done"—

BUT
since the discovery of

Old Dutch Cleanser a

million women find it easy

to chase it this way

—

DIRT
DIRT

DIRT
DIRT

The Large

Sifter-Can

gives complete

directions and

many uses

—

10c

ELECTRO
SILICON

E Cleans and Polishes anythinff
Gold. Silverware. Glass, Nickel
Copper, Brass, Tin and Steel.
Removes tarnish easily and

qnlckly and imparts an unsurpassed brilliancy.

PertecHy harmless. Avoid substitutes.
Sendaddre^Js for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box. post-paid. 15 cts. in stamps.

Tht Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street. New York.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists Evorywiiore.

THE LIGHT THAT NEVER FAILS
Will produce betler light than

any other artificial lighting device-

made. Special induce

NATIONAL STAMPINC&EIECTRIC V>.OR><S

STATION Ul. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Double Value at $2.95

This ^ „, —,,

Percale ^/«s^^.^^

Dress "^
'

No. T 444

Express Prepaid

Spring and

Summer 1910
Catalogue now
ready. Write

to-day for your

Free copy. It

contains Tailor

Made Suits,

$7.50 to $35.

Separate
Skirts,

Coats,
Waists,
Dresses,

Underwear,
Hosiery,

etc., as well as

Complete

Outfits for the

Boys', Girls'

and Children's

Wardrobe.
All beautifully

illustrated, fully

described, with

Prices Lower
than Ever Be-

fore Quoted!

Man-Tailored Percale Dress,
suitable for house, morning or
street wear.

The atmosphere of the foremoS French

designers gives it individual di^inction.

T444—A 1910 Spring Style that's

artistic, unusual, smart and becoming,

fully developing the long straight-line

effect—the charm of cunent city fashion.

The dress is prettily trimmed down the

front of waist and skirt—panel effect with

piping and colored buttons to match the

figures in the material.

The Dutch neck and three-quarter

sleeves are trimmed with Cluny pattern

lace inserting.

Colors: Blue and White, Black
and White or Pink and White.

Sizes: 32 to 44 bust measure.

Value that will delight the exacting

woman and even surprise the economical

woman.

-WE GUARANTEE-

IF
YOU are not pleased ^ more than sat-

isfied with any garment, return it at our

expense, and we will refund your
money as cheerfully as we accept it.

YOU TAKE NO RISK!

Write To-day for your FREE Copy of
our 1910 Spring and Summer Catalog
of Double Values, Address Dept, T.

SiEGELraoPERara;
c= H I cxvcs a

Woman's Part in the Temperance War

^y MARGARET DYE ELLIS

THAT the Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union has been, and is, a

mig-hty factor in helping- to bring to

pass the great prohibition movemerit

of the present day is, we believe, uni-

versally conceded. At the very outset

of their career, with all odds against

them, they dared take the position for

the highest and best, declaring to the

world, "We believe in total abstinence

for the individual and constitutional

prohibition for State and nation."

To this end has been their endeavor.

Commencing with but a handful of

earnest women, after long years of pa-

Margaret Dye Ellis

tient, unceasing effort they see every

State and Territory in the Union
organized, including the District of

Columbia, Alaska, the Canal Zone, Ha-
waii and the Philippine Islands, and
locally in twelve thousand towns and
cities, besides being organized in fifty

countries of the world.
Its auxiliaries have been the chief

factors in State campaigns for statu-

tory prohibition and constitutional

amendments, and for securing the en-

actment of other reform laws, espe-

cially those for the protection of wom-
en and girls.

Furthermore, we find nine States
under State-wide prohibition, thirty-

six million people of our own land liv-

ing under some form of prohibitory
law, the sale of intoxicating liquor pro-
hibited in both Army and Navy, the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
being among the first to urge upon
Congress the necessity of providing a
place where enlisted men could find

recreation and amusement without vis-

iting the dive or the near-by saloon.

Up to the present time Congress has
appropriated over three million dol-

lars for the "post exchange" at Army
posts and garrisons, in which are
to be found amusem.ent halls, finely

equipped gymnasiums, bowling alleys,

reading-rooms, etc., for the benefit of
enlisted men, besides a little more va-
riety in "mess" being allowed them.
Rural free delivery carriers are pro-
hibited from carrying liquors, either
for themselves or their patrons, while
in possession of the mail; the sale of
liquor prohibited in the Capitol build-
ing at Washington, D. C, and at our
ports of entry.

Its forty-four departments of work
are divided into six great divisions:
Organization, Preventive, Educational,
Evangelistic, Social and Legal—a spe-
cialist at the head of each department.

Thirty organizers are constantly in
the field, largely in pioneer territory;
six hundred thousand meetings were
held last year under the auspices of

the W. C. T. U. Missionaries are kept
at Ellis Island and other ports of en-
try, who distribute literature in twen-
ty different languages to the thousands
of immigrants passing through these
doors into our land. Missionaries in

lumber camps and in mining sections

work among colored people and In-

dians.

Sixteen million children are being-

taught in the public schools what scien-

tific research has secured concerning
the effects of alcohol and other nar-
cotics upon the human system. Chil-
dren thus instructed have grown to

manhood and womanhood, and are now
wielding an influence in the home and
at the ballotbox for the principles of
prohibition.

Through the department of medical
temperance a crusade against con-
cealed alcohol in proprietary and pat-
ent medicines has been carried on,

which has resulted in agitation for leg-

islation requiring the publication of
the ingredients used, and awakened the
church and secular press to the danger
lurking in medicine.
For sixteen years the national super-

intendent of the department of legisla-

tion has remained in Washington,
D. C, during the sessions of Congress,
to look after reform measures, and in

every State during the session of its

Legislature is a representative of the
State W. C. T. U. stationed to keep
women informed as to the progress of
legislation in the State and to aid in

the passage of reform bills.

And thus is this great leavening
power being used of God to the pulling
down of the "strongholds of Satan."

Margaret Dye Ellis,
National Superintendent of Legisla-

tion for the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, Washington,
D. C.

Temperance Notes
Governor Hoch on the "Dry Wave"

EX-GOVERNOR HOCH of Kansas
is sanguine of the complete success

of temperance throughout the country.
At a recent meeting in Chicago he de-

livered an address, in the course of
which he said: "There is absolutely
nothing to be said in favor of the sa-
loon. As soon as the Middlefield bill,

or some other like it, gets through
Congress, to make shipments of liquor
into dry territory contraband, the re-
maining great obstacle to prohibition
will be removed. I say that any man
who occupies a Governor's seat for
four years must of necessity become a
prohibitionist."

Judged by the Company We Keep

A MAN under the influence of liquor

was passing along an uptown
street in New York one night lately

when he saw two men, one of whom
apparently wanted to open a store, but
was experiencing some difficulty. The
semi-intoxicated man kindly volun-
teered to help him, and while he was
doing so a policeman came along and
arrested all three. In court it came
out that two of the men were profes-
sional burglars, and the third—the
drunken man—was merely a casual
observer, whose brain was so muddled
with liquor that he did not know what
he was doing. The criminals pleaded
guilty to attempted burglary, and the
honest drunkard was warned by the
judge, who suspended sentence, that if
he ever got into trouble again within
the next twenty-five years he could be
brought back to court and tried over as
an accomplice. He left the court a
different man, vowing to stay sober for
the next quarter of a century.

SOLD ON APPROVIK

THIS wonderful new typewriter, ;

one-sixth the cost, with one-tenth tF

number of parts, does the same work as expensi

machines with quickness, neatness and ease.

The Bennett is a portable, visible-wriring, inlc-ribbi

typewriter: standard keyboard; light, simple, speedy, cot.

pact, strong. In neat case, size only 2x5x1 I inches, weigi
only 4)4 pounds. Made from best materials by exper

Send Name and Addres
for free illustrated catalog and sample of writing.

Don't pay more than $18 for a typewriter until y
know the Bennett. Don't pay less than $100 unl.

you buy a Bennett.

Agents wanted for a few unfilled territorie

P. C. BENNETT TYPEWRITER COMPAN^
366 Broadway, New York. U. S. A,

=EMPIRE=
Non-alcoholic Flavoring Extracts
('onst'fiufiitly, you pay only for tht- pureflavui with-
out tlic ex|K'nsiv<'. uiiiu'ci'ssary, liai uiful aU-oliol.

PURITY, ECONOMY, CONVENIENCE
T\M'iiIv-livt' cfiit.s a tiihf for as inu«-h llavoi as
would olillnaiilv c-osi you ONE DOLLAR AND
TWENTY -FIVE CENTS. liv lliall dilivt, or
from youi dealer. A samijlc- KlUCE if he
doesn't liandle it, ami you mention liis name.

FORT STANWIX SPECIALTY CO., ROME, N. Y.

Hig side line for Tea, Coffee and Groc ei y
salesHLen— writ'! for proposition.

250,00
COPIES ALREADY SOL|

HALLOWED '^^^
By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SAN»

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USINCI
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readi

$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35^ per copy by i

Returnable samples mailed to " earnest inquin

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO., New York or Chic

Theodore Roosevelt'j
Own Account of His African Trip

No«v appearing in

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINl
is tlie most popular ma^'a/ine eond ibutioii for 3

and of Kieat interest to a LARGE NUMBER OF
READERS. 100,000 subscription ordeis alreiidy pla
—Here Is a Great Opportunity for Subscription Agei

Liberal cash commissions and many extra pr'

are offered those who can devote even a little t

to solicitiuK subsc-riptions. REPRESENTATIT
WANTED IN EVERY TOWN OF AMERICA.
For particiilar.s, address .it one? Desk I

Scribncr's Magazine. 155 FHlh Ave., N.Y.I

Home Study Course^
(hvr line- Hiiiidr.d H.niir Studv Coursefl

uncU-r iirnf,.s5ors in Harvani, Bn.wn, Cor
n

ncll and Ic-ading colloges
' AcademicandPreparatory, Agricultural, Con
mercial, Normal & Civil Service Departmentt

Pifvariilion for Cull,{i,\ Tmrlii'i's'

Prof. OeniiDB an(l <'iril Si-rrirf i:.raiiii)iiilwns.

EmiUsh 250 page catalogue free. Write today

THE HOME COHUlvSI'ONnFNrE SCHOOI
Dept. MYt. SjiriliKfi' Id, Maa.H.

STEREOPTICON AND MISSION
iWrile for Practical Pointers—FRE

Travelogs in Jlission Fields. Leein

Sels now circulating in your vicinil

THE CHRISTIAN LANTFKN
-l.IDE and FECTI BE BUREiV
MentioDad.931. Y.M.C.A.BIdg.Chioigo.l

CAN WRITE A SHORT STOR
W \3\J B.-Binn,.rs b^arn so Iborraighly und,-r "ur p.il

mctliod nf training that Miany an- able t<'^ their stories before tlicT complete the course. We also li

those who want a market for their stories. W rite for parhcul:'

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page BuUding, Chica

Doe« your churoh use INDIVIDI

COMJim.NION CDPS? a not. BSO'i

J4.75 for a tray (like cot) and 3'' I'l

glmses. Or»5.26 with 44 plain Sl«'

Monej refunded if not enllrelj 6«

^ factory. Over 6,500 churyheB uee.

THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE CO., Box 125, Lima
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|w We Make It Ea»y For You To
)wn Elither An Irrigated or Non-

Irrigated Farm In Canada
'. s wonderful offer of the Canadian Pacific
suld be read by every man and woman
V cbiogr for a lifetime opportunity—then
vte at once and investigate. Hundreds
t e paid fully for homes here out of first

C or two crops.

(t the Land That Pays For lUelf In

JinnyAlberta'sValleys
1ie Famons Valleys of Canada'i Bow Rirer and
aikatch«wan River. Only Small Payment Dowd
-Par Balance Out Of Your Cropa—"No Crop*
-No Pay."

1 our 3,000,000-acre irrieated block in Bow
I er Valley of Southern Alberta, we will
t^k and develop your land, erect buildings,
f ;es, etc.—at less than you could do it your-
s. Select your land— let us put in crop.
C- development circular.

1 the non-irrigated section of the Sas-
k:hewan River Valley, in Central Alberta,
voffer you a farm on a new line of the
Ciadlan Pacific at lowest prices and easiest
bus.

t • home here. Under agreement. Pay oat of
era for yovir land. Let U8 tell you of otbers here
n Dflr potatoes, onlonH, Teti:etable products, eufnir
bs,Derrle!», alfalfa, Held peas, timctthy. dalr% In^,
f>ral8tock raising—enormous crops wheat, oats
ey and flax. Send me your name today and

c k wblrh books yon want FREE.

. S. DENNIS. Auistant to 2nd Vice- President

( NADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
ColoniiatioD Dept. 274 9th Ave., West

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

SVVE HALF Your
I Paint Bills

By sing INGERSOLL PAINT -proved
bei|by 66 years' use. It will please you.
(ly Paint endorsed by the "Grange."
Iide in all colors,—for all purposes.

I DELIVERED FREE,
Fn the Mill Direct to You at Factory Price*.

INERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FREE
lel.ill about Paint and Painting for Dnrability,

^jtm^'Mmi ayoiil trour>le an'l expense caused hv paints
iy«#B° . i-halkinK and

i linK Valuable information
.-^*"y««. wiih Sampl- ('..lor Cards. WrlU ms. DO" w* ' * I can lava you monsy,

^ '**
I liigenotl. 253Plymouth SL. Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

For 30 years wo bftve be«n payioK oar customert
I the higheft returos coDSiitent with conMrvative
I
methods. Kirst mortgage loaoi of •_"X* and up

i-ti we can recouiniend after the iiiM^t thurougb
'tj»i ln»«»ti«auoD. Fl«aM uk tor Lmu Li<t >o. 7o:.

I 926CertiQcatesot Deposit alno for naMtiw irkvc«tori.

'\n^:

ho

sid

PERKINS&CO. Lawrence Kans

Macbeth Pearl

Glass is the only

kind of glass that

would ever be

used for lamp-

chimneys if every

maker consid-

ered his interests

identical with

those of the user.

It is only the

user's interests,

that you have to con-iver.

:e that my name, Macbeth, is

he lamp-chimneys you buy,

they won't break from heat,

C quality to get the correct size and shape for
*oy rner. have my lamp book. Free. Address

ant

,V|

Macbeth, pittsburuh.

GOVERNMENT BONDS
WE have received a number of in-

quiries lately from subscribers
who desire to learn something concern-
ing government bonds. One of these

letters in particular is representative
of the general attitude. It states in

part:

"You have cautioned us to invest
only in securities of proved worth,
from a banker of recognized integrity.

Now, what better security could we
have than the government? If I buy
a government bond, it seems to me it

does not matter of whom I purchase it.

If it is a boyia fide government secu-
rity, my interests are protected. Is

this not so?"

Undoubtedly. No one would at-

tempt to predict that the United States
Government would ever fail to keep its

bonded promises. Then why not buy
government bonds in preference to mu-
nicipal, railroad, irrigation, or other
similar securities? There are several
reasons.

The bond issued by a railroad or
other public utilities company is that
company's written promise to pay a
certain amount of money, after a cer-
tain period has elapsed, with interest

payable at intervals for the use of the
money. In order to guarantee such
payment, the company mortgages, in

favor of the bond issue, certain proper-
ties which are actually in its posses-
sion, and which may be sold for the
benefit of the bondholder if the com-
pany fails to make good its written
promise to pay.

Buying Bonds on Faith

The government exacts this obliga-
tion of private corporations, but in its

own case it does not create any under-
lying mortgage upon which the bond-
holders can rely in case of non-pay-
ment of the face of the bond. In other
words, government bonds are bought
on faith, and in effect the bondholder
simply takes the word of Uncle Sam
that he will pay the amount of the bond
and interest when it is due. However,
the integrity of the United States is

built upon such substantial founda-
tions that it is hard to think of any
calamity that could bring about the
complete financial failure of the na-
tional government.
War, to be sure, might reduce the

amount of its available finances tem-
porarily, but the resources of the coun-
try at large, the personal prosperity
of the people, which is intertwined
with the general prosperity of the na-
tion, are factors which would prevent
even the semblance of such a calamity
as would be involved in the failure of

the United States Government to pay
its debts.

This being the case, why are not

government bonds more eagerly sought
by the small investor? For one thing,

they usually pay but 2 per cent, inter-

est a year, and most people want more
than that amount of interest upon
their capital, particularly in these days
of rising prices. Where, then, does

the government find a market for its

bonds, when such a low rate of interest

is paid? As a matter of fact, at least

90 per cent, of the bonds issued by the

government are taken up by banks,

for reasons which are intricately con-

nected with the general currency
system.

How Currency Is Issued

Examine any number of small cur-

rency bills and you will find that most

of the ones and twos are what are

known as "silver certificates," issued

by the "United States of America."

Look at some tens, twenties, and larger

bills, and you will find that many of

these are issued, apparently, by va-

rious banks. They will probably state

that, in return for the privilege of

issuing this currency, a similar amount
of money has been deposited in the

United States Treasury in Washing-

ton. Now how does a bank gain by
depositing a certain amount of money
in Washington and then issuing a bill

in its place? As a matter of fact, the
bank does not necessarily deposit act-

ual coin.

The practice of the banks has been
to buy up government bonds, upon
which they can make a profit of 2 per
cent, interest paid by the government.
After these bonds are purchased of
the government by a bank, the latter
makes a request of the government for
so much currency to be issued in its

own name. It deposits with the gov-
ernment as security for that currency
a similar amount of the very bonds
which it has just purchased of the
government, and inasmuch as they are
its own issue the government naturally
considers them good security. The
banks then take this currency, which
they receive in exchange for the bonds,
and lend it out at intei-est.

Bonds Profitable for Banks

If the bank puts this currency out
with the interest at, say, 6 per cent.,

it is then making on the transaction
not only the 6 per cent., but also the
2 per cent, which the government pays
for its bonds, which have been depos-
ited with the United States Treasury
as security for the currency. Thus the
bank is enabled to make a profit of 8

per cent. But an individual investor
could not do this. The best he could
make would be 2 per cent., since
individuals are not granted the priv-
ilege of issuing currency. And so it

happens that probably 90 per cent, of
the bonds issued by the government
are in the hands of banks; or, rather,
they are deposited in Washington as
security for a similar amount of cur-
rency, which the people of the United
States use as money.
Why does not the government issue

all of the money? It will be found that
the government could not afford to pay
the same interest on its bonds as is

paid by private corporations. The pri-

vate corporation is operated, prima-
rily, for profit, whereas the United
States Government, although the aim
is to operate it at a profit, exists pri-

marily for the benefit of the whole peo-

ple. The private corporation can af-

ford to pay larger rates of interest

upon bonds issued by it; rates which
would be prohibited in governmental
transactions. And so, by allowing the
banks to deposit its own bonds with it

as security for currency, the govern-
ment is enabled to make at least 2 per
cent., and the banks, in their turn, can
take up the bonds at a profit because
of the currency feature, which enables
them to earn so much additional in-

terest.

3 'A Per Cent. Not Large Enough

There has been some talk lately of a
new issue of Panama bonds. The Pan-
ama Canal is costing the government
so much money that it may soon be
necessary for the government to raise

a large sum to carry on the work. It

is proposed to issue a new series of

bonds, which could be taken up by the

people. In times of stress the govern-
ment has occasionally issued bonds for

popular consumption, upon which it

has agreed to pay a larger amount of

interest than usual, such as, for in-

stance, the series issued to cover the
expenses of the Spanish War, when
governmental 4 per cents were taken
up in quantities by the people at large.

That, however, was practically an
emergency case.

The question of raising money for

the Panama Canal is not quite so ur-

gent as was that of the Spanish War
loan, but it is suggested, nevertheless,

to interest the people at large in the
project by issuing a series of bonds at

SVz per cent, interest. This, with
absolute surety of payment on the part

Continued on page 271

The Selection of Your

Investment Banker
^ Choose your investment banker as you would
your lawyer or your doctor. Reputation, skill,

the experience that comes from years of application

to what may be justly called a profession --- all

should be at your service when you purchase

jccurities.

^ First decide upon a banker or a bond house

of established integrity— -fAen make your invest-

ment plans.
"^^"

Q Never in all its business life has this

house sold a bond that defaulted or upon
which payment of interest or principal
was delayed a single day.

'

« * «

fl Besides Municipal and Public Utility Bonds
we offer Irrigation and Water Works Bonds se-

cured by ample mortgages on individual properties.

Many of these bonds are guaranteed by the

AmericanWater Works and Guarantee Company.
This Company controls and operates over forty

water works plants and four irrigation enterprises

in different parts of the United States. It has a
capital and surplus of $4,500,000 and guar-
antees the securities only of such pro-
perties as it controls and operates.

* * *

fl The man who wishes to invest a hundred

dollars is given the same careful service as the

large investor ; for, with expert advice, he, too,

may become a large investor. It is the success of

its clients, both large and small, that has built

up the business of this house.

fl Write for textbook on irrigation from an in-

vestor's standpoint. Address Dept. V. It will

be sent upon request.

J. S. & W. S. KUHN
(Incorporated)

INVESTMENT BANKERS
Bank for Savings Building. PITTSBURGH. PA.

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA
First National Bank BIdg. Real Estate Trust BIdg.

NEW YORK BOSTON
37 Wall Street John Hancock BIdg.

COLLARS
MADE IN to STYLES.

,
to ooHarw for 23 els. al stores. By mail 30 ots,,'

or sample 6 eta. In stamps. Give sixe and style,

REVEftSIBLE COUAR CO., Doffl.T Boston, Mass.

COMBINATION OFFER
10 Beautiful Easter
10 Fine Art Birthday
10 Best Wishes &GreetlngB POST CARDS

10 cents
10 cents
10 cents

Three 10 -rent pnokasroR mailed for 35 cents,

1 BOX OF 5 MUSICAL EASTER POST CARDS, 25c
A Special Assortment of lixi Post Cards (Easter only>

for Dealers, will be mailed for 60 cents.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON, CONW.

PATENTS
m Free report as to Pa

SKmiKn OR FEB
RKTi'MiVKn.

Free report as to Patental)iUty. Illnstrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Wasblngrton, D. C
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Christ's Resurrection*

THE vital meanmg bf our text may

be thus expressed: "You are, go-

ing to die and ba wiih Christ. Then

you will live foreVer with him. He
was dead to sin while on earth. You

must also be dead to sin, while hpre.

Your real life here must be in constant

companionship wfith ; God. Thus is

typified the " heavenly life after the

death of the grave."
This is a wonderful and a sobering

thought to us who are "compassed

about with infirmities," which expose

us daily to the attacks of the evil one.

We all know that we ought to be

dead to sin. The spear of Satan

should strike against an impervious

armor whenever he aims it at us; but,

alas, it is not so!

Fortunately, though, like the great

apostle, we find ourselves serving with

the flesh the law of sin; still, if with

the mind we serve the law of God, the

Spirit helpeth our infirmities, and
maketh effectual intercession for us.

Thus Cometh to us, little by little,

that resurrection of the spirit, the

gradual attainment of holiness, which
is figured in that strong eleventh verse

of our lesson; thus we shall be,

through Christ's help, "alive unto

God."
But how shall we fight the persis-

tent enemy? How shall we be strong

and wide awake every day to meet his

thousand cunning devices?

There is an old poem which tells of

a goodly knight, who rode forth deter-

mined to do "something great."

He met a poor mother, whose child

was lost. She begged him to help her

search for it.

No; he was sorry, but he had more
important work to do. So he rode on.

Constantly he met sorrowing ones,

who pleaded for help and sympathy;
or rejoicing ones, who invited him to

share their pleasure. But he was deaf
alike to all. Their aifairs were of

slight consequence. He was looking
for grander work. So

The years rolled on and his eyes grew dim.
And he died, and none made moan for him.
He missed the sood he might have done,
He missed the blessings he might have won.
He that is faithful in that which is lea.st

Is bidden to sit at the heavenly feast.

This gives us a hint as to the daily

battle. If we are constantly looking

for a chance to do the small duty, and
if we do it faithfully and lovingly

when we find it, Satan can never
pierce a joint in our armor and we
shall be "dead to sin."

Do you restrain yourself from mak-
ing the irritating or angry reply? Do
you keep yourself in the background,
letting others have the glory? Do you
decline every chance to make a profit

which is unfair to others? Do you
give up a gay entertainment in order
to go to some meeting of your church
or society (or do you choose the lively

and shallow amusement, saying to

yourself the oft-given excuse, "I can
go to meeting any time, but I can't
often go to an entertainment like

that")

?

These are the "little things" which
make a man's life like that of God,
which show that he has truly died to
sin, and that his spirit has risen into
a loftier life than that of the flesh.

But such little conquests come only
with constant, earnest prayer, and the
study of God's Word.

Topic of the Epwortli League for Sunday.
March 27. Text : Rom. 6:8-11.

Could Not Keep House Without It

Dear Dr. Klopsch: I received, not
long ago, the premium which was in-

cluded with my year's subscription for
1910, namely, the book. The Story
Bible, by Margaret Sangster. I do not
understand how you can afford to give
such premiums, as the paper itself is

well worth the money. We could not
keep house now without our weekly
pleasure, The Christian Herald.

Mrs. George H. Bent.
North Sudbury, Mass.

WHAT'S THE USE
sticking to a Habit when it Means Dis-

comfort? ' ..

Old King Coffee knocks subjects out toler-

ably fiat at times, and there is no possible

doubt of what did it. A Mich, woman gives

her experience

:

, „ r

"I used to have li«er trouble nearly all of

the time and took medicine which relieved me
only for a little while. Then every once in a

while 1 would be suddenly doubled up with

an awful agony in my stomach. It seemed

as though every time I took a breath I would

die. No one could suffer any more and live.

"Finally I got down so sick with catarrh of

the stomach that I could not turn over in bed,

and my stomach did not digest even milk.

The doctor finally told me that if I did not

give up drinking coffee I would surely die,

but I felt I could not give it up.

"How ever. Husband brought home a pack-

age of Postum and it was made strictly ac-

cording to directions. It was the only thing

that would stay on my stomach, and I soon
got so I liked it very much.
"Gradually I began to get better, and week

by week gained in strength and health. Now
I am in perfect condition, and I am con-

vinced that the whole cause of my trouble

was coffee-drinking, and my getting better

was due to leaving off coffee and taking

Postum.
"A short time ago I tasted some coffee and

found, to my astonishment, that I did not

care anything about it. I never have to take

medicine any more. 1 hope you will use this

letter for the benefit of those suffering from
the poisonous effects of coffee."

Read the little book, "The Road to Well-
ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

avrigley:
SPEARM/NT

5?The qum that suggests the pure
fresh country,

he qum that brings thoughts of
childhoods happy days.

The aum with pure springy chicle,
and aelicious Tresh mint leafJuice
j'ou can'tchew out is

^^^^^ /oR'

gum'i^'

Write now for my 1910 catalog,
and If none of your family has re-
ceived it—and you so state and give me the
addresses of two other flower growers—

I

will send with it a coupon good for

Five Full Packets of Flower Seeds,
your selection from 40 kinds I list at 3c
each ;also my booklet,"Culture of Flowers"
a!lpo.stpaid.Iwantyoatotrym7Clioic«See<is.
MISS EMMA V. WHITE, Seedawoman
iiHTAidrich Ave. So., Mlnncapoils, Minn.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

and Almanac for 1910 lias 'J24 pages with many
colored platfs (if fowls true to life. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, their care, diseases

and remedies. All aboutlncnbatCTS, their prices

and their cperation. All abfiut poultry houses
and lii'W t'l ImiM them. It's an encyclopedia
of cliirk.ndon, Ynu need it Only 15 Cents.
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 688. Freeport, HI.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship 1 a

RANGER" BIC Vi
on approval, f gM

prepaid to anyplace in theXTnited States viUhouta cent deposit xn advan ud
allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit ,j in

every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you g«
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to; j it,

ship it back to us at our expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

Puncture-Proof tires. Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher tha leap

mail order bicycles: also reliable medium grade models at unheard of low pri
.

DinCD AfCIITC UfAIITCn ineach town and district to ride and exhibit a ople

niUCn nUCH I 9 IfnUICU i9io"Raneer"BicycIerunu5hedbyus. You.lbe
astonished at the 7iwnrf^r/«//y /<m'/>ri<-« and tlie lilitral propositions and special offer iriil

give on the first 1910 sample going to ynur town. Write at once for our special offrr.

00 NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from ««><"•« at an\prict\i^Xx\ you receive ourc ip«

and leatn our low prices and Iil3eial terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you canselloutbicycl ada

your own name piate at double our prices. Orders filled tJie day received,

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number talcen in trade by our Chicago tttall st( will

ibe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive Ijargain list mailed free.

viMpA AAACTED DDAITC rear wlieeis.lnnertubes.lamps.cyciometers.pait Alls

^ IllfCwf WUHOICII DnRIVb and everything in the bicycle line at hoU usual cee,

00 NOT WAIT but write today fo? our Large Cataloiue beautifully Illustrated and containing a great 1 o(

Interesting matter and useful IniormatioD. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write It now,

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.D-71, CHICAGO, III.

A Sample of Bage Fence FREE
Send for an actual sample of the world-famous Page
Woven Wire Fence. See the Basic Open Hearth Page
Wire—the strongest fence wire in existence ! See the

wonderful Page ¥.-ao\.—the knot thai ca7i'i come off '

Get a Free copy of the Quarter-Centennial Catalog
of Page Fence, explaining its amazing durability,

elasticity and economy. Just a postal. Address : (3)

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Box 213 H. Adrian.Mich.

Fine Post Cards FREE#V Send only i-cewi stamps and
receive 5 colored Gold and

embossed cards free, to introduce post card offer.

CAPITAL CARD CO., Dept. 132. Topeka. Kan.

ArriMTC This Sanitary Cl(

:

Z^UHiil 1 Sprinkler is a wond .

invention, and is having <

mendous sale. Caniiol 1

your clothes, nor chap 1

hands, nor give you a cold; never 1 i

very heantiful, light and appreciatei i

Cleanliness, Health .comfort and m r

convenience. Agents make 20 to 50 t>

day and are wild with sut-oess.

Write for Special Terms and Partlculai

DR. LYONS, 24 Day St.. Pekln. 1

Ir MLMwmMmL made. nmJ
i" ^™" ~ ^^ ^~ stroiiK chlcl£-l

ten-tight Sold to the user at WholrBaleff

SPrlei-s. We Pay Freight. Catalogue tree.]

7 COILED SPRINC FENCE CO., f
EBox 47 Winchester. Indiana.'

Our Neu) Double Wing
Drop Head Cabinet

Our Catal
describes Sewi

I Machines from $8
upward. Fill out I

coupon.

THIS DOUBLE WING DROP HEAD
CABINET is an entirely new patented
feature, made exclusively for our Minne-
sota Model "A" Sewing Machines. A place
for everything you use—the most compact
and attractive of all sewing machine
cabinets. Right wing velvet lined to
protect tools and attachments. Left wing
partitioned to hold thread, patterns, fash-
ion books, etc. When closed these wings
lock automatically over the four full size
drawers. No key required.

The Minnesota Model "A" Is a maehlna
with the WORKS. The head Is as nerfect
a piece of mechanism as a watch and Is
gU'aranteed by us for twenty yeais. It is
the same size as all high grade family sew-
ing machines for which dealers and agents
ask from $40.00 to $60.00.

THE WOODWORK OF ALI. OtTB
VARIOUS STYLES OF MODEL "A"
SEWING MACHINES, as well as the style
shown here, is of the very best grade of
quarter sawed oak throughout. The stand
of the Minnesota Model "A" is not only
the best looking stand on the market, but
is the easiest to keep cleau and the lightest
running.

OUR SPECIAL SEWING MACHINE
CATALOG is a book you must have if
you contemplate buying a sewing machine.
It shows all our various models, many of
them in colors just as they appear; illus-
trates the various parts, explains fully
our twenty-year guarantee, our three
months' trial contract, and describes the
uses of all the special attachments. Pill
out this coupon carefully with your name
and address. The very day we receive it
we will send you a free copy of our special
Sewing Machine Catalog.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Chicago - - Illinois
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/ PFill Help You to

[l:jalth—Good Figure

—

Rested Nerves
|i Misting Nature in a Scientific Miinner

he privacy of your

nioom, surprise your
* iband and friends.

tfl lyaniversity course,

luded I could be of

r help to my sex by

js'ng Nature to regain

attain tbe strength of

«Mial organ, bybring-

Ijggiia good circulation

[of ^; blood, by strength-

eni tbe nerves, and by

teang deep breathing,

Iha could by correcting

boi ailments with medi-

r'lU

I « helped over44 ,000

1 can help you to

e to Your Best

jiv to youth t tatitfac

lioi iih tell which comes

ihrh knowledge that

foi. re developing the

I personal loveliness

.3 health and a whole-

iiotfgracetu 1 body gives

—fjltured, self-reliant

a mm with a definite pur-

Kwhich makes you the

:est help lo family and

ies. You will be ?

le'r Wife, a Retted^
ker, • Sweeter
;«,tlieart.

•-..> I'D help you to make
erc.i'ilal organ and nerve

do ^cient work, thus

cic ig the complexion
uii,o[iectine iuch ail-

me as

''}nitlpaiion

rllaHlilr

jtiigestion

-^ '-'eak herve$ Coldi DuUnett
**^9 fieumatitm Servoutneii Ifeakntsiei

etfUllnett Torpid Liver Catarrh

l*! work is done by following simple directions few
ic-s each day in the privacy of your own room. In
iUe cases I co-operate with the physician.

A Good Figure is Economy
J

and means more ^an a pretty face
I've corrected thousandsor figures as illustrated. Style

i'be figure and poiie and not in the gown. The
.n Fig. 1 cost $250; the one in Fig. 2 cost $6. Fig. 2

ttsame woman as in Fig. 1, developed and in correct
Figs. 3, 4. 5 and 6 show actual photographs of pupils

before taking up my work. (They have
given me permission to use them.). They
all stand, now, as correctly and appear
as well as Fig. 2. When every organ o(

the body is doing efficient work, there
will be no superfluous flesh and no bony,

E r bodies. I have reduced thousands of women ^X) lbs.,

d'ye built up thousands of others 25 lbs. What I have
ton|}r others I can do for you. Here are a few extracts
tot ally reports of my pupils:
'N:fBl|bth» iticntued 30 pounds." "My kidneys sr< much
'^*"'' "My oyos ar« much stronKer and I have tAlirn <iff mv

'1 have not had a sign of IndiKetitlon or sail tt' nci
iMnn with you." "1 weigh 83 lb> less and have jnined
ifuliy Id itroD^. I oever get out of breath, tbe rheu-
M'inseshaTe all gone, and I look and feel l.'i years younger."

Jnthink of iti To Iw relieved from conntlpation Kntirely
iMr having itfor 30 years " "Have grown from a nervooa
'Qto attateof steady, quiet nerves."

J,
»> me today, telling yoorfaulU of health and flgure. If I

If U SUi help you, I will tell you so I atiidy your case just aj a

»i'US P'''"' t'"'"!! J"" 'he Individual treatment which your caM>

. K •' ""•'vl"l«'« » pupil's eonadenro. I will send you an
kaiH 5*'''« '>o<.klei, showing correct Hues of a wumao's Sgure in

'*'T! SUSANNA COCROFT
"* JI* lichigan Avenue Dept. 18 CHICAGO

' '«'ri>fS,:r Sufficiency," • l,r„uln in Silet:. r.' I :, .

mil'ocroft'l name Hands for proereit In the leienlifit cv%
^

of the health and figure of woman.

mtt

'?«til T> Stout

""!> Thin

>sun

VORLD'S GIANT TOMATO
This Kint; of .ill Toiimtocs is l.irK

cat and iiioHt priKlmllvf ever
ofTcred. EiiKi avini; was iiiadi- from
photo of plant grown by ,1. \i.
(Ulliert. It Kn-w la f«t Intrli and
produced 5 IjusIicIb of fruit, very
lar^e. smooth, few aceds, solid all
tlirouKli, re4i In color, ripfiiiiiK v**ry
early and continuhii; all sninniiT.
We want cveiv person who uses

sei'dsto sec our fSi'i-d liook and tist
our seeds and we w ill give satnple
paiket this Giant Tomato, al.w 3
other great novelties free lor trial:

I pkt. 16 Day Radish. F.nrllest
Kound Ited Kadlsh In the world.

I pkt. Cieantic CahboKe. 1 argest
heading kind known, from Kumiie.

1 pkt. WondirtuI Lettuce. I'.alll-

est, largest, tender .iiid crisp any
lime. Heads often R ft. around.
For only 6c. postage and packing

we will mail these 4 sample pkts and
lilK HIO Seed Rook full of novcllies.
.Seed Offers and a coupon, good for
a 10c. selection from our Seed Hook.

£i ?iew Seed Farms. Box 122, Syracuse. N. Y.

c
jO TO $300 SAVED
' aremanufaaurcrs. not merchants. Save dcalc
Jersandcatalofbousc profit. I'll save you from
»toJ300onmvHijh Grade Standard C'?soli:ic
t nes from 2 to 22-H..P.—Price direct lo you /sS
" r than Jcalrrs or jclibcrs have to pay for y/aV
• larerifiirs in carload Ids for spot cash. jfSf Direct

OALLOViAY ^"^^ '""'

f -and quality sp,.,,|( („r t!u-iriielves
».'ouarelol,etl,csolciu.li.,;.
^™r poorest h„rst.-,n.n,uvi

'a Iw

My Fac-
tory on 30

Days' Fr««
Trial. Satisfac-

tion or money
l)ack. Write forspcc-

l.al proposition. All
you pay me Is (or raw
lalerial. I a I) o i and

one sni.ill profit. Send fog

ny big BOOK FREE. ,

Wm. Galloway. Pres.

Woi. Oalloway Co.

tib (lailoway BtaUoa
Waurloo, loaa

Government Bonds

Continued from page 269

of the government, would make the
issue very attractive. Financiers, how-
ever, make an objection that if the gov-
ernment were to issue a series of bonds
at ZVz per cent, this would imme-
diately cause a depreciation in the
value of the 2 per cent, bonds already
held by the banks, because, they argue,
no one would want to buy a 2 per cent,
bond when you could get one yielding
^Vz per cent, for the same price. The
Treasury officials suggest that this dif-
ficulty might be obviated in the follow-
ing way:
At the present time the banks are

charged a small per cent., not more
than >/2 per cent, for the privilege of
issuing currency. If the 3V^ per cent,
bonds are issued, it is suggested that
the government charge the banks 1 V2
per cent, for the currency-issuing priv-
ilege. This cost of 1 V2 per cent, would
cut down the bank profit on the ^V2
per cent, bonds so much that the old
2 per cent, bonds would still be as
profitable to them for currency-issuing
purposes.
Even so, it is probable that if such

an issue of bonds is made by the
government the most of it will be
absorbed by the banks, because, while
the government is absolutely sure pay,
yet a profit of 3V^ per cent, is really
too small for the individual investor to
consider it seriously. Investors with
very large sums of money might take
up large blocks of such securities with
the knowledge that the trouble of look-
ing after many small investments
would be eliminated. But the man or
woman with a few hundred dollars,
even a few thousand dollars, to invest
must necessarily place such small
amounts of capital in some field of in-

vestment that will return a more
profitable yield.

For one thing the cost of living has
increased so much in recent years that
it becomes a matter of necessity for
people to earn more than they did for-

merly. For the same reason, money
must be made to earn more than it did

in previous years. How to do this

safely is, of course, the problem. But
it is undoubtedly true that there are
many ventures which are perfectly
safe for the purpose of investing
money and which yield far more than
the 3% per cent, which it is proposed
to pay for the coming issue of govern-
ment bonds. It all comes back to the
caution, which has been repeated con-

tinually in these columns:
Buy only those bonds which are is-

sued by companies which possess

enough real property, so that the un-
derlying mortgage will absolutely se-

cure the principal, no matter how bad
the outcome, and buy them only of

firms of guaranteed integrity.

Children's Revival in China

THE Christian Herald Orphanage
boys and girls were wonderfully

stirred by the great revival in Hing-

hua. Several boys were converted,

and were greatly interested in the sal-

vation of the other boys and girls.

These held group prayer meetings and
talked to their friends. Paul, one of

the small boys, brought groups of other

boys to the prayer-room. It was a

touching array of proofs of repentance

which these children brought in.

Balls, knives and lead-pencils, bits

of cloth and handkerchiefs were

brought to be restored to their own-

ers. They had been picked up as lost

articles, and the temptation had come

to keep them. Confessions were made
of deception, of unfaithfulness to duty,

of pride and of vnlful hearts. There

was evidence of real repentance, fol-

lowed by faith in the pardoning Sa-

viour, and the outcome was peace and

rest and the witness of the Holy Spirit.

Elizabeth F. Brewster.

The Trend of Demand is Toward

Safe 6% Bonds

Secured by a Thousand Farms

Among our thousands of customers the present demand decidedly
favors Reclamation bonds—six per cent farm lien securities.

We handle bonds of many kinds—Municipal.
Corporation and Public Utility. But the demand
for Reclamation bonds, with us, now exceeds the
jlemand for all others combined.
One reason is, we have educated our customers

resardingr this class of security. And the facts
are very .ippealins.

Based on Farm Liens
Our lleclamation bonds are secured by fir.st liens

on the most fertile and valuable farm lands in

America.
On this reclaimed land the yield of standard

crops will averagre two to four times that of other
localities. And much of this land, devoted to
fruit culture, attains a value of from $1,000 to
tiMd per acre.

To purchase this land, or to buy water rights,

the individual land owners give first liens on
their farms. These liens bear six per cent, inter-

est, and are paid in annual inst.illments.

Often a thousand such liens, on a thousand
.separate fartns, are deposited with a trustee as
security for the bonds as a whole. Thus an oc-

casional individual delinquency cannot affect the
security.

The land is worth generally at least four times
the bonded indebtedness. The first crop is often
sufficient to pay the whole lien.

The installments which the farmers pay on
their liens are used to retire the bonds as they
mature. Thus the security, while ample at the
start, is increased by each annual payment.

Additional Security

The bonds are atlditionally secured by ,a first

mortsage on all the property of the corporation
which is reclaiming the land. The investment
in tliis property is sometimes twice the bond
issue. Tiius we combine prompt and busines.s-

like corporate management with farm lien

securities.

Some of these bonds are "Carey Act" bontis,

where the State supervises the project. Some
arc Municipal securities, issued by organized
districts. Such bonds, like school bonds, form a
tax lien on the district.

All of these classes, when wi.sely selected, form
ideal investments. One can hardly conceive of

any better security.

A Fair Income
Reclamation bonds pay si.x percent, interest—

the same as the farmers p.ny on their individual
liens. This is an unusual rate for such ample
security. It is a higher income than one can ob-
tain from most other classes of high-grade bonds.
The high cost of living is forcing many invest-

ors to seek higher interest returns. Many of our
customers are now exchanging through us their
low income bonds for Reclamation securities.

The bonds are for $100. $.500 and $1,000, so they
appeal to both small investors and large. They
are serial bonds, running from I to 20 years, so
one may make long-time or short-time invest-
ments.

We know of no other bonds which in so many-
ways appeal to the careful investor.

78 Issues Sold

In the past 16 years we have sold 78 separate
issues of Reclamation bonds, all based on farm
liens. Not a dollar of loss has resulted to any
investor.

Our own engineers and attorneys—the most
competent we know—investigate every project
on which we purchase bonds. An officer of our
Company constantly resides in the irrigated

sections watching the projects we finance.

Our dominant place in this field of investment
gives us the pick of all projects. Thus our Re-
clamation bonds are the cream of the issues.

We invite correspondence. Our book on Irriga-

tion bonds is the best of the kind ever issued.

Every investor, small or large, owes to himself
its perusal. Cut out this coupon as a reminder
to write for the book today.

\ First National Bank Building. Chicago S

• 50 Congress St.. Boston 111 Broadway, New York
J

; First National Bank Building, San Francisco

riease senil your free hook on Irrigation Bonds

5 Xttrnf _

I C,7v_

.Slfi^e.

First National Bank BIdg
Chicago

First National Bank Bldg
San Francisco

'o^mS%^e^/(^^/^ 50 Congress St.. Boston

111 Broadway, New York

V-!?S.Utss THAN ONE CtNTAPA^,,"

Ic^'LBUR STOCK FOOD t"'

fcfci!^IUWAIIk-FF.WlSj^

To Prove Beyond All Doubt to Every
Intelligent Stock Raiser that

WILBUI6 STOCK TONIC
is the world's greatest conditioner and feed saver we
will actually give away one full sized 25-lb. pail to every
reader of this paper, where w^e have no agent, w^ho fills out

the coupon below and mails it to us at once.

CUT OFF THIS COUPON AND MAIL AT ONCE

FREE PAIL COUPON
WILBUR STOCK FOOD CO.. 967 Huron St., Milwaukee.Wis.
Gentlemen:—Please sena me the25-Ib, pail of Wilbur's Stock Tonic FREE.
I own Horses. .Cattle. .Hogs Sheep Poultry

My name is P.O

Freight Sta State.



100 Per Cent. Profit
The First Year

KEEPING POULTRY BV THE PHILO SYSTEM
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PHILO NATIONAL POULTRY INSTITUTE — 27.000 SQUARE FEET OF FLOOR SPACE

WE GUARANTEE
That any intelligent person can make a profit of ONE HUNDRED PER CENT, on an invest-

ment in the Poultry business by the PHILO SYSTEM, and our GUARANTEE IS BACKED BY

OIME HUNDRED THOVS/XND DOLLARS
worth of real estate in the cit}' of Elmira, consisting of thirty acres of land and the complete plant of the PHILO
NATIONAL POULTRY INSTITUTE. This entire plant and equipment has been completely paid for

out of the earnings of the poultry and poultry supply business by the PHILO SYSTEM.
The discoveries made to perfect the PHILO SYSTEM are the results of forty-one years' experience by

one person experimenting and investigating the poultry business. We know that still larger profits can be and
are being made by following our instructions, or we would not risk a hundred thousand dollars to back our
guarantee. Our book, the PHILO SYSTEM, tells how to do the work from start to finish and gives you the
right to use all our inventions and discoveries to get such wonderful returns.

If in doubt about our responsibility and the value of our guarantee, write Mr. D. M. Pratt, President, The
Second National Bank, Elmira, N. Y., or any other reliable party.

The Philo System is Unlike All Other Ways
of Keeping Poultry

and in many respects just the reverse, accomplishing
things in poultry work that have always been con-
sidered impossible, and getting: unlieard-of results
that are hard to l)elleve without seeing.

Two Pound Broilers in Eight Weeks
are raised in a space of less than a square foot to
the broiler without any loss, and the broilers are of
the very best (juality, bringing here three cents per
pound above the highest market price.

Chicken Feed at 15 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food

with but little trouble and have a good supply, any
day in the year, winter or summer. It is just as im-
possible to get a large egg yield without green food
as it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

Our Six-Months-Old Pullets Are Laying at

the Rate of 24 Eggs Each Per Month
in a space of two square feet for each bird. No
green cut bone of any description is fed, and the
food used is inexpensive as compared with food
others are using.

Our new book, the Philo System of Poui.tuy
Keki'ing, gives full particulars regarding these won-
derful discoveries, with simple, easy-to-understand
directions that are right to the point, and 15 pages
of illustrations showing all branches of the work
from start to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of our secrets of success is to save all the

chickens that are fully developed at hatching time,
whether they can crack the shell or not. It is a
simple trick and believed to be the secret of the
ancient Egyptians and Chinese which enabled them
to sell the chicks at 10 cents a dozen.

The New System Covers All Branches of

the Work Necessary for Success
from selectirig the breeders to marketing the prod-
uct. It tells how to get eggs that will hatch, how
to hatch nearly everj- egg and how to raise nearly
all the chicks hatched. It gives complete plans in

detail how to make everything necessary to run the

business and at less than half the cost required to

handle the poultry business in any other manner.

Our New Brooder Saves 2 Cents on Each

Chicken
No lamp required. No danger of chilling, over-

heating or burning up the chickens as with brooders
using lamps or any kind of fire. They also keep all

the lice off the chickens automatically or kill any
that may be on them when placed in the brooder.
Our book gives full plans and the right to make and
use them. One can easily be made in an hour at a
cost of 25 to 50 CENTS.

Send us $1.00 and We Will Mail You Promptly Our Complete Booli and Our Agreement

E. R. PHILO, Publisher, 700 Third Street, Elmira, N.Y.
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A REFLECTION OF PERFECTION in **Munsingwear.**

Don't say "Underwear,"

Say "Munsingwear,"

It's more refined.

"MUNSINGWEAR"
Pleases and Satisfies Everybody

ALWAYS

PERFECT

FITTING

4

More than 6,000,000 Munsing garments made and sold annually. ^"^ People who
once wear them will buy no other kind. Because of their fine quality and splendid

workmanship and the perfect way in w^hich they fit and cover the form and the satis-

factory way in which they stand the test of the laundry, they have won for themselves
a permanent place in the selling plans of the leading dry goods and clothing stores in

nearly all the larger towns and cities of the country. If your dealer cannot supply you
send for samples of the various light weight summer fabrics. You can make some little

girl happy by sending fifteen cents in stamps for two dainty doll's vests and a doll cut-

out of Miss Molly Munsing, handsomely printed in colors seven beautiful costumes.
Two doll's vests without the doll cut-out will be sent for ten cents in stamps.

BE COMFORTABLE THIS SUMMER IN NON-IRRITATING

Munsing Union Suits
Men's Munsing Summer Union Su ts, Regular and Athletic Styles, $1 00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00.

Women's Munsing Summer Union Suits, in Dainty Light Weight Fabrics, $ .50, .75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00.

Children's Munsing Summer Union Suits, Elastic, Durable, Economical, $ .50, .75, 1.00, 1.25.

For Samples of Fabrics and Style Book, Address

The Northwestern Knitting Co.,
269 No. Lyndale Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Rev. J. Wesley Hill, D.D., LL.D. Carrying the Casket into the Metropolitan Temple Rev. J. M. Buckley, D.D., LL.D.

Dr. KlopscK Laid at Rest
A Great Assemblage at the Funeral Services in the Metropolitan Temple, New York= Paying the Last Sad Tributes

"TTHEN a good man passes away, the whole

k/\/ world is poorer for his going, yet infinitely
* * richer for his having lived and through

16 noble example he leaves to others. The funeral

: the late Dr. Louis Klopsch, editor and proprietor

f this journal, took place on Wednesday, March 9,

1 11 o'clock A.M., in the Metropolitan Temple, Sev-

'ith Avenue and P'ourteenth Street, New York
iity, of which church he was a valued member. It

ias a remarkable funeral, worthy of the man. All

'asses were represented in the large attendance
hich filled the entire building, main floor and gal-

ries, and packed all the passages but the central

isle, while many hundreds were gathered outside,

'here they remained during the entire service.

,
Within the Temple, one could note the mingling

f the rich and poor, the prosperous business men and
umble workers; the men
f the Bowery, who had
iiarned to know and love

>r. Klopsch through his

fhristlike work in the
iowery Mission, and the
len of large enterprises,
'ho knew his ability and'
lis sterling worth in the
Wld of affairs. There,
30, were the children of
he tenements, met to take

I

last fond look at their
ind benefactor, and to
ing as an appropriate re-
uiem those sweet songs
e had loved to hear them
ing at the beautiful Chil-
ren's Home which he
ounded for them at Mont-
-awn on the Hudson.
linisters of many differ-
nt denominations, too,
/ere there, who had been
o-workers with him in
lany a godly enterprise
or the spiritual and ma-

terial uplift of humanity, and who looked up
to him as a strong, confident leader in the Lord's

vineyard. It was a gathering such as is rarely seen

anywhere, and all were drawn by a common impulse

to show their respect, honor and love for one whose
life had been freely spent for others, and who had
consecrated his great talents to the service of Christ

and humanity.
The funeral service was set for 11 o'clock, but

long before the doors of the Metropolitan Temple
were thrown open the throngs began to gather in

front of the building. It soon became evident that

the seating capacity of the Temple would be wholly
inadequate for the multitude. Not only from the

city itself, but from suburban towns and many dis-

tant points, friends came to pay the last tribute to

their beloved leader in many Christian enterprises.

The Funeral Services in the Metropolitan Temple

The Temple was filled rapidly and every seat was
occupied by half-past ten. Precisely at 11 A. M.
the service began. The Rev. J. Wesley Hill, D.D.,

pastor of the Temple, led the procession up the
centre aisle to the altar, reciting the service for the
dead. He was accompanied by Rev. Ferdinand C.

Iglehart, D.D.; Rev. Wallace MacMullen, D.D.;
Rev. John Hallimond, D.D.; Rev. J. M. Buckley,
D.D., and several others. Slowly they marched
from the front of the church up tha aisle to the

solemn strains of the organ. Next came the hon-
orary pall-bearers, as follows:

Rear-Admiral Charles D. Sigsbee, O. S. Marden,
G. H. Sandison, J. A. Belford, Otto Koenig, P.-R.
Bromfield, D. A. Nesbit, J. McGee, Dr. F. Schavoir,
R. D. Carter, John C. Earl, Charles Francis, S. A.
Everitt, Arthur J. Little, William B. Howland, J. J.

Little. Then came the
bearers of the casket, and
immediately behind it

came the family of the de-
ceased: Mrs. Klopsch, Lou-
is Klopsch, Jr., Miss Mary
Klopsch and M e r r i 1

1

Klopsch, all in deep mourn-
ing. The immediate rela-

tives of the family brought
up the rear. These includ-

ed the venerable Rev. Ste-

phen Merritt, Mrs. Merritt,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert H.
Crawford, Dr. Mary Craw-
ford, Misses Charlotte and
Caroline Crawford, Con-
rad Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Crawford,
Miss Sarah Merritt and
Stephen Merritt, Jr.

The casket was deposited
in front of the platform,
where it was surrounded
by great fragrant banks of

beautiful flowers. There
Continued on next page
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were many magnificent floral pieces, the loving offer-

ings of friends and associates. President Taft sent

from the White House a superb floral wreath of

large proportions, which was laid upon the casket.

He also sent with this tribute the following letter

:

"My Dear Mrs. Klopsch: I was greatly shocked

to note in the newspapers of yesterday that your

good husband passed away under the efl'ect of the

operation. I have not known him long, but I have
known him long enough to know of the

good that he has done, the charity that

he has encouraged, and the gratitude

that he is entitled to from the poor and
the oppressed. I sincerely hope that

the memory of all these things will sus-

tain you in your grief. Very sincerely

yours, Wm. H. Taft."

In the front of the east gallery were
250 children of the tenements, each of

whom had been a little guest at Mont-
Lawn during the last summer, and all

of whom personally knew and dearly

loved Dr. Klopsch. A large section of

the auditorium was filled by employees
of The Christian Herald. Sections

were also reserved for societies of

which Dr. Klopsch had been a member.
During the service there were many

signs of deep emotion among the audi-

tors and many were in tears. Rev. Dr. Hallimond's
prayer was especially touching and thrilled the as-

semblage with its spiritual fervor and earnestness.

The address by Dr. Buckley, which followed, closed

with a tribute of esteem and admiration which was
appreciated by all who heard it.

The Opening Prayer

Rev. Dr. Hill opened the service by invoking the
divine presence and gracious blessing, in these
words

:

'

"O Thou, who art the 'shadow of a great rock in

a weary land,' we come seeking the refuge of thy
love and the shelter of thy wing. Thou, who hast
said, 'Lo, I am with thee alway, even unto the end
of the world,' reveal thyself unto us in

the consolations of thy grace, the com-
fort of thy Spirit, and the inspiration

of that hope 'which we have as an an-
chor of the soul, both sure and stead-

fast, and which entereth into that
within the veil, whither the Forerun-
ner Is for us entered, even Jesus
Christ.' Amen."
The first musical selection was sung

by a quartette composed of Mrs. Fugle,
soprano; Mrs. Anna Simpson, con-
tralto; Frederick Boynton, tenor; F.

Servier, basso, under the direction of
Mr. Charles J. Evans, musical director
of the Temple. Mrs. Prue Baird
served as the organist. The selection

Was "Abide With me."
Rev. Dr. F. C. Iglehart read Scrip-

ture selections from the twenty-third
Psalm and the fourteenth chapter of
John's Gospel. The children of the
Mont-Lawn Home, in the gallery, sang
with surprising and melting pathos
"The Glory Song."

Dr. Hallimond's Supplication

Rev. Dr. Hallimond then offered
prayer, as follows

:

"0 God, our Father, thou hast seen
fit to send a great sorrow to our hearts.
We cannot understand it. We stagger
under the mystery of it. We ask thee
to forgive us if we have shown any hes-
itation in accepting thy will, if we have
manifested any rebellion of spirit, if

any murmuring has momentarily es-
caped us, forgive us; and oh, help us,
because the task is too hard for us in
our poor, frail, faltering humanity.
Help us to be still and murmur not, to
breathe the prayer divinely taught,
'Thy will be done.' In thy strength, O
God, we accept the decree. If it be thy
will that we take the cup, even so, O
Father. But, O God, notwithstanding the great
weight, the great burden of sorrow which is resting
upon us this morning, we cannot keep our hearts
from rising in joy and exultation over the achieve-
ments of this wonderful life that has just been
brought to a close. We praise thee, O God, for the
many and the varied gifts that thou didst bestow
upon thy servant; for his marvelous business acu-
men, for his tireless zeal, for his burning enthusiasm,
for his patient industry, for the rare example he
has afforded us of a man who was able to make
money, and yet never thought of spending it in the
pursuit of mere personal pleasure or indulgence.
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"We praise thee, O God, for his wide and world-

embracing charity. We thank thee for the virtue of

being able to rise and take a broad and comprehen-

sive view of the world's need. We thank thee for

his almost unparalleled resourcefulness. We thank

thee for his indomitable persistency of purpose.

We th'fenk thee for his steadfastness in the truth.

We thank thee for the almost priceless lesson that

he has been teaching the Christian community of

this land during the last twenty years. We thank

Rev. Wallace MacMullen Rev. John G. HaUimond ReT. Ferdinand C. Iglehart

thee, O God, for the great charitable heart of his.

We thank thee that, aided by thy wisdom and
through the instrumentality of an undenominational
journal, thou hast made it possible for him to gather
together the scattered fragments, the units, and bind
them in a great, united, happy family circle of
Christian believers. We thank thee for the mighty
inspiration his personality has been to millions of
his fellow-creatures in all lands, from kings and
princes and presidents down to the poor, homeless
wanderers, outcasts, tramps in the Bowery, and the
poor little, white-faced children in the tenements.
"We thank thee, O God, for all that has been ac-

complished in connection with that wonderful com-
mission which thou didst place in his hands, of feed-

children,
believers.

From a jihotog

Dr. Klopsch and the Children at Mont-Lawn

mg the hungry multitude, so great, so vast, no other
man has ever attempted it since Cnrist himself fed
the five thousand in a de-sert place. We thank thee,
we praise thee, that when, in the mysterious work-
ings of thy providence, any country has been
stricken with famine, or Avith flood, or with earth-
quake, or pestilence, that his heart instantly
throbbed with a Christlike pity, and his hand was
the first to be outstretched with the needed help.
We thank thee, O God, for all these lessons. We
thank thee for his comprehensive sympathy. We
thank thee for all the spiiitual results that have
come to his life, for his triumphs in the various
276

Sabbath Schools with which he has been connected
for his noble and incessant care of these thousano
of city children at Mont-Lawn for so many year;
We thank thee for his readiness to give spiritu;

help when it has been needed. We thank thee fo
the thousands and tens of thousands that have bee
saved from the degradations of sin by his instrumer
tality. We thank thee for the thousands of home
that have been gladdened and strengthened by hi

personality, reflected on the pages of his paper.
"O God, thou knowest how thankfi

we are for this great life that has jus
been closed. And now we pray, dea
heavenly Father, for those that ar
left behind. We pray earnestly an
specially for his widow, this sweet an
gracious woman, whose life has beei

swept by this desolating sorrow. W
pray for these dear boys and thi

daughter in their bitter sorrow, realiz

ing as they do that they have lost th

best and stanchest friend. Wearin)
the chill of their bereavement, they cr;

out for 'the touch of that vanishel

hand and the sound of that voice tha
is still.' O God, wilt thou comfor
them. Comfort them. Father, wit)

thine own comfort, 'as one whom ;

mother comforteth.' Wilt thou com
fort this woman and her fatherles;

We pray, as a congregation of Christiai

that thou wilt bless and comfort an<

strengthen that devoted staff in The Christia>
Herald oflSce, who are grieving as no staff evei

grieved before, perhaps, for an employer who ha:

gone, and who was just as much a brother and ;

friend. God, bless them and help them.

The Waifs and the Orphans

"Do thou bless the thousands of little children ir

this great city this morning who are troubled, and
who, in their childish sympathy, sorrow and wonder'
ment, are asking, as they have been doing, 'Shall wt
never see his face again?' And bless the thousands
of orphans in India and Japan and China who don't

even yet know of the great loss that

has come to them. Bless the poor men
in the Bread Line to-night who, in ad-

dition to all their misery, have this

thought: that they have lost their best

friend, their benefactor. And we a.sk

thee, O God, as a congregation, that

thou wilt grant that those great chari-

ties of his, and the numberless small

charities that he, aided by thy wisdom
and strengthened by thy strength, was
able to inaugurate and carry on for so

many years—we pray that they may be

carried on by other faithful souls, who
are thus called to take his place. And
now we pray for ourselves, that we
may go from this service back to our

God-given spheres of labor with in-

creased devotion for that great cause

to whicli he has given the last full

measure of his devotion. We ask it in

the name of our Redeemer. Amen."
The quartette sang "Lead, Kindly

Light." Rev. Dr. Wallace MacMullen
read the second Scriptural selection

from the fifteenth chapter of I. Corin-

thians.
The voices of the children of the

Mont-Lawn Home again rang out in a

beautiful hymn, composed of Bible

verses, a selection which was a peculiar

favorite of Dr. Klopsch.

Rev. Dr. Buckley's Address

Rev. Dr. James M. Buckley, editor of

the Christian Advocate, of New York,

was the next speaker. He said

:

"Our Lord Jesus was the most piti-

ful of all the preachers. He gave the

most comprehensive of all the state-

ments. And above them all he stood

ready to teach angels as well as men.

He pities us to-day. He knows that

'the spirit is willing, but the flesh is

weak.' He knows that those who suf-

fer most excruciatingly may take his prayer, 'Let

this cup pass from me.' 'If it may pass from me,

that would be my desire; but not my will, not my
will, thy will.'

"President McKinley turned to his invalid wife as

he was about to die, and said, as well as he could.

'Our ways are not God's ways, but God's ways are

our ways, and we must make them our ways.' There

were many paraphrases of that utterance, but that

is the idea, and it stands from the beginning until

now to all who have faith. Even a little faith in

God will go a long distance toward steadying us.

Continued on next page
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THE WORLD MOURNS HIS LOSS .^Xi^^

•1

for 'weeping' and 'sorrow,' those who say the

(ristian ought not to weep or sorrow do not

uierstand the Bible nor the human heart. Did

(rist rebuke the sisters? Did not St. Paul him-

s
' say that God sent his friend Epaphroditas, lest

h Paul, should have sorrow upon sorrow? Did not

Lord weep with the sisters?

Tears are for the earth, and for the Christian

vD can say, 'There is my son,' calmly looking into

t dead face; for the man who can look upon his

vv-e's face calmly, and say, 'That is God's will and it

i.'iy will,' there is no death in either heart. We are

nie so that we may weep rather than dash against

tl rocks or become absolutely devoid of reason.

When a poor man dies, his wife has lost her all.

Ven the rich man dies, there are many things left

o:emporary comfort; but I have never known any

d erence between the sorrows of the poor and the

scows of the rich, where the heart is involved

—

ti same miseries, the same trembling, the same
k:ing for a future, and not ready for it. But God
iTces every promise that the soul desires. The
Sied Book is like the contents of a medicine chest.

0' must not take anything out of the medicine
cht at random. Each item fits the exact need at a

C( ain time. And so, here we go through the Book,
ai we find a promise for every difficulty.

Comforting the Bereaved Ones

You will find no definite promise to comfort a

nu who has been bereaved of his wife in the Bible,

fin one end of it to the other; but where can you
l(^Bs£,"ch without finding some great promise for the

»1i W3W? The sublimest figure in all the Bible re-

ifti las to the sorrows of the woman who had lost

wA^ht husband ; and the utterances 'I am the Father
ofhe fatherless,' and 'I am the God of the widow'
ai given; and God even rises to this tremendous
'sybol, 'Thy Maker is thy husband.'

t is not necessary for us to recount in this pres-
m all that our friend thought, all that he intended,

al hat he did. Long before we came to this last

hc;e, the newspapers of the country had told of his

.Cievements. We are here to sympathize; we are
lainttie to reflect upon the great principles of God, of

•mm inrjortality, of Christ, and of human life. Let us

I'Jipi ge.i glance to-day, through faith, into the fact that

itiki Gc himself requires the whole universe to carry
_ luhis plan. No Christian dies accidentally. If

it he'e thrown down before a car and crushed, in the

Jiti th ght of God it is not an accident. 'Precious in

n^ th sight of the Lord is the death of his saints.' All
ipsadehs could be postponed without a miracle. God
jiHiifiiaoonstantly a connection with our ideas—the con-

!»&?« ist:t stream of our ideas. If he

ffl^ pa best, without a miracle he could

i^ll in: ence us in thought not to get

1I491
^^'^ t^^ ^''11 when it is about to

1^,^ fa, By a mere movement of our

gi^i fa Ities God might cause us to pass

^1 aw/. We must accept the old reli-

p^ytfgii of the general providence of

^j^^fGc Who knows that this death
;^-.4'wi not awaken thousands to the

coiideration that they must pre-
pa to die? Who knows it? There
ou t to be persons in this house to-

da who have seen here the pallid
fe.'ires, the magazine of energj'
sil't and cold. They should take
it

, their hearts that they will be
as lent, as cold, as helpless, and
th; the time is unknown.

'/hat caused this man to do
thd things? No doubt he was

"1 ^Ple;ed with public approbation.
I*" ^Rejmber there is a marked differ-

'Cm between selfishness and self-

, yi» lov We are not required by the
Go.jn Rule to love our neighbor
mo than we love ourselves. We
ano love our neighbor as we love
oui,;lves. And he received the
noirs of his wonderful philan-
thnic and successful projects, and
ne id plenty of Scripture for that;
font the end of all the Epistles there is a list
of ints and of the good things they have done.

- It when a man works for himself exclusively that
he thrown out of heaven. But he loved God and
his eighbor. All the.se things were a part of his
j"6l on. Some rejoice in riches, some in political
nof's, some in .scholastic achievements. He pre-
fer d to get his highest honor through assisting
]>}o that were not so well off in the world as
ninilf.

riends, there is a manifest contrast here. You
jiev saw such a contrast. I never saw such a con-
tra Every class and condition of humanity may
"e und here. This magnificent floral decoration
0" e casket was sent here by the President of the
^" -a States. Recognizing the great difficulty of

genuine philanthropy, he finds genuine philanthropy
in the heart of this man. And these two hundred
children—descended from many nations—these two
hundred children that have been singing to us here
are the children of the poor. Here is fulfilled in
this man's life the proverb three thousand years old.
•Seest thou a man diligent in his business? he shall

Facsimile of the President's Letter

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON March 8, 1910

My Dear Mrs. Klopsch:-! was
greatly shocked to note in the
newspapers of yesterday that
your good husband passed away
under the effect of the opera-
tion. I have not known him
long, but I have known him long
enough to know of the good that
he has done, the charity that
he has encouraged, and the
gratitude that he is entitled
to from the poor and the op-
pressed. I sincerely hope that
the memory of all these things
will sustain you in your grief.

Very sincerely yours,

Mrs. Louis Klopsch,
100 East 17th St, New York

.

not stand before mean men; he shall stand before
kings.' The country comes up in the act of the

President and says, 'Well done! Well done!'

"It is read at almost every service, 'Blessed are
the dead that die in the Lord; for they shall rest

from their labors, and their works do follow them.'

It is beautiful. 'Their works do follow them.' Am I

not right in saying that such has been the nature :

this man's philanthropy that the immense number

W*''

The Metropolitan Temple, New ^^ork City

of his works have gone before him? It must be so,

for they have included life and death.

"And now, what shall we say? Shall we say that

there is a mistake? Suppose that he had lingered,

as some philanthropists have, until they were so old

and imbecile that they were forgotten! And here

speaks with great force the value of a life. He was
but little poorer, richer than some of the poorest,

when he began. He made a life. He made a for-

tune. He made a great philanthropy of a peculiar

kind. It is an honor to meet together in his honor.

I shall miss him, but I did not postpone until his

death to commend him. After a visit to his in.sti-

tution for the children, I described as well as I could

what I saw, what I heard, and, best of all, what I

felt. I hope to meet him where there is no disap-

pointment, no heart-breaking surprises. I suggest
to his children that the father of Noah, when Noah
was born, said, 'These shall comfort us concerning
our work and labor of love.'

"Passing one day a most imposing structure in
this city devoted to religion, I turned in to hear the
sermon, and the sermon was preached from this text
to which I have just referred, and the eloquent
preacher said, 'In order to carry out the spirit of
the name, it is wise for sons and daughters to carry
out, as far as possible, the plans of their parents
and thus show confidence in them as respects
their judgment and their love for them by mani-
festing it in such a manner.' And so I say to

these sons and this daughter: always have a deep
sympathy with your father's principles and spirit

and works, and then each day to the last you will be
a comfort to your mother and insure yourselves a
final meeting where no sepulchral voice is heard.
"There are minor chords. There are major

chords. These are minor chords, but as we go forth
let us be so powerfully wrought upon by the virtues
of a good and successful life that we may feel within
our souls ringing 'Onward! Onward, Christian!'

"

As a solo Mrs. Simpson sang "Crossing the Bar."
Rev. Dr. Hill closed the regular service by pronounc-
ing the benediction: "The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the love of God, and the comfort of the Holy
Spirit be and abide with you now and evermore.
Amen."

The Beautiful Masonic Service

Following the formal church service came the
beautiful Masonic rite for the dead by members of
the Evangelist Lodge, which was listened to with
much feeling. The little group of his fellow-mem-
bers surrounded the casket, and as the rite pro-
ceeded, they depositing on the casket their tiny
sprays of evergreen, the token of immortality, a
thrill went through the church. Past Master T. S.

Roane officiated. Later, when the Scottish Rite was
performed by another delegation of the Masonic
Brotherhood, and a single, perfect white rose was
laid upon the breast of the dead, every one felt the
beautiful appropriateness of the symbol of a pure
and upright life. The late Dr. Klopsch was a thirty-

second degree Mason. Commander-in-Chief John
Lloyd Thomas pronounced a beautiful eulogy.

After this rite had ended, the casket being still

open, the congregation was permitted to take a last

look at the face of the departed. Solemnly and
silently the long line filed past, many lingering as
they gazed with streaming eyes. Many wept as
they looked upon the familiar lineaments, now lying

so white and stately and still.

The little tenement children fol-

lowed the adults in the line and
gazed wonderingly and with tear-

dimmed eyes upon the features of
their benefactor. The pall-bearers,

in their turn, filed past the casket,
and last of all came the family. It

was a painful moment and sobs
could be heard throughout the
church.

After the closing of the casket,

the procession was re-formed, the
pall-bearers leading. Slowly they
came down the aisle to the mournful
strains of the "Dead March." It

seemed as if the very depths of sor-

row and feeling had been touched.
At the door, and far up and down
the street, were the crowds who had
been unable to obtain admittance.
The casket was deposited in the

hearse, and the family and imme-
diate relatives entered the mourn-
ing coaches in waiting, after which
the crowd slowly dispersed.
Among those present at the fun-

eral were Mrs. Sarah J. Bird, "the
Mother of the Bowery Mission";
Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage, Rev.
Wilbur F. Crafts, of Washington,
D. C; Rev. Daniel S. Gregory,

D.D.; Rev. William James, Rev. George San-
derson, chaplain of the Tombs; Rev. Dr. J. M. Far-
r&r, Rev. Dr. F. F. Shannon, Rev. Dr. W. J. Peck,
Rev. G. S. Avery, Chester Crest; Alderman Caygill,

of New York City; Colonel W. H. Cox and Colonel
Margitts, of the Salvation Army; Rev. J. M. Con-
way, Florence Mission; Rev. John Callahan, Hadley
Ha'll; Mr. J. H. Wyburn, Water Street Mission;
Mr. Don Shelton, Mr. H. P. Main, Rev. W. T. Twam-
ley, Rev. Franklin S. Babbitt, of Nyack, N. Y., and
many other clergymen.
There was a large delegation of editors and

publishers of the religious press of the country,
and many men prominent in various lines of busi-

ness who had been personally acquainted with
Covtinued on page 299
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THEY found!"
But Some One

has made it possible

for them to find. In

behind their calami-

ties, Some One has

been working i n
silence. True, the

brigands of hate and
death have been

abroad. Yet Some One

has been moving noiselessly at the centres of being.

Only yesterday all doors were shut in the faces of

these love-tuned women. Only yesterday Calvary's

crimson rain was falling from clouds of horror.

Only yesterday Incarnate Love was slain and buried

out of sight. But to-day! Ah, to-day is lighting

up yesterday's blackness with celestial radiance!

Those inky folds of unshot cloud-masses are already

aflash with the splendor of fulfilled prophecies.

Yesterday the .skies seem to be wrought of unyield-

ing iron. To-day they are melted down in love's

flaming furnace. The fire of love in God's heart

hath eaten through that universe of brass. Now
the very heavens are weeping tears of joy. For

earth is no longer a squalid alley, concealed among
the back streets of the universe. Our redeemed
planet swings to her place in God's chanting choir

of harmonious worlds. "He is not here! He is

risen!" From the lowest atom to the tallest angel

that anthem rolls in billows of melody through the

echoing spaces. The morning stars lost their song
when sin's threnody began. But now Easter morn-
ing hath restored that lost chord. Once again the

sons of God are shouting for joy. The Triune God
—that all-glorious, three-flowered hope of the human
heart—hath gotten unto himself a great victory.

All hail! Death is dead. All hail! Christ is alive

for evermore. Therefore:

Each ansel sweeps his lyre.
And claps his wings of fire.

Thou Lamb once slain !

We are to think of "Easter Revelations" this

morning. And we are to ponder and wonder with
glad hearts. Never, I think, should we be more pro-
foundly grateful for revelation than to-day. We
m.ust never depreciate the romance and heroism of
discovery. That is one of the excellencies of our
humanity. Discovery is human and glorious. But
revelation is divine and spiritual, extra-human and
eternal. I am aware that to-day we are fond of
asking:

Whosliall draw the mystic line
Severing riglitly His from thine.
Which is human, which divine?

Confessedly, it is not always an easy problem to
solve. Yet I am persuaded that the "mystic line,"
distinguishing the divine and the human, is quite
definitely drawn in revealed religion. I accept "the
higher pantheism." But I glory in "the higher the-
ism," as manifested by God in the Easter Christ. I

am glad that our Lord is truly human. But I am
doubly glad that he is truly human and divine.
Once he wore our humanity as its uncrowned king.
Now he wears it as its God and Saviour. "And
upon his head are many crowns."

The Unsealed Sepulchre

As you see, our text is short and simple. Yet it

is also luminous and mighty. "They found!" Why,
it is the golden key that opens the doors of the
King's palace! And it will fit every unlocked door
in the universe. Now, it is good to have such a key.
It is splendid to behold the King's treasures within.
But let us remember that the key, the palace, and
the gems are all gifts of the King. They are Easter
revelations of our risen Lord. What did those love-
garmented women find on that first resurrection
morn? Let us see:

I. They found an unsealed sepulchre. "And
they found the stone rolled away from the tomb."
How to remove that stone, you remember, was the
problem of these dawn-women. At Pilate's com-
mand, the body of Jesus had been delivered to Joseph
and Nicodemus. They wrapped it in a clean linen
cloth. Then they placed it in Joseph's own new
tomb. Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of
Joses, sitting over against the tomb, had watched

* Pastor Grace M. E. Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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these two secret disciples roll a great stone up to its

door. Moreover, the chief priests and Pharisees had
asked Pilate to take special precautions that the

sepulchre be made sure until the third day. Pilate

curtly grants their request. "So they went, and
made the sepulchre sure, sealing the stone, and set-

ting a watch." And next morning a small company
of women, sweet with love and spices, are coming to

anoint the Master's body. On the way they remem-
ber that great stone. Their love is white, and noble

and strong. All heaven is agreed on that. But oh,

their weak woman's hands ! In their great love they

had forgotten their fragile physical strength. "And
they were saying among themselves. Who shall roll

us away the stone from the door of the tomb?"
so unconscious were they that their problem had
already been solved! "And looking up, they see the
stone is rolled back!"

Our Journey to the Tomb
Easter, then, is God's pledge for unsealing the

mysteries of life. They enshroud us on every hand.
The earthward side of our lives may be described as
an unbroken journey to sealed tombs. Some of us
are journeying through the morning land of youth.
Some of us are rushing through the noontide of
prime. Some of'us are on the summits of age. But
all of us, young and old, rich and poor, learned and
unlearned, saint and sinner, are constantly facing
toward sealed mysteries. By the blessing of God,
we have picked a few locks. We have solved a few
problems. We have won a few secrets from nature.
But, strangely enough, the more we win the more
deeply are we impressed by those still unwon. We
have to confess that, in large measure, the great
problems are all ancient problems. Sin, for ex-
ample, is not a twentieth century simulacrum. In
our folly we may be disposed to treat it so. But
sooner or later we discover that sin is no sham, no
make-believe, no scare-crow posted in the fields of
human life. It is black and bleak and deadly. Pain,
also, refuses to be anodyned by a theory. In the
last analysis, death is just as mysterious for us as
for that first throbless heart. And these questions,
I think, appear otherwise only so long as we are the
victims of unworthy prepossessions. Once the
veneer is stripped away, once the prejudice is mas-
tered by fact, once the scales are fallen from our
eyes, then do we see these things in their naked, un-
varnished reality. Our sepulchre lies out there in
the morning mist, not far away. Going thither-
ward, we say to each other : "Who shall roll us away
the stone from the door of the tomb?"

The Easter Light Breaking

Ah! it is just then that the Easter light trans-
figures our joyless gloom! For Easter whispers:
"Look up, and on—not back, nor down! Good Fri-
day's darkness is all agleam with Sunday morning's
gold. Your tomb is there, but unsealed. One hath
been there before you. Come, see the place where
the Lord lay." Is not this the message which stirs
the hearts of countless millions to-day? Without its
deathless hope human life would be one vast sep-
ulchre. But with its measureless power tugging at
humanity's heart men are as dauntless as they are
hopeful. In the blazing brilliance of the Easter
dawn no defeat can be accepted as final. No despair
can be regarded as permanent. No disease can be
pronounced incurable. No mystery can be consid-
ered impenetrable. Neither sin, nor death, nor the
grave can utterly discourage us. Nay, more: with
the uprush of resurrection life in our own spirits
we defy, we dare, we challenge our mightiest foes

!

And why ? Because the life and wisdom of the risen
Christ, surgmg with omnipotent power through
risen lives, and claiming dominion over those as yet
unrisen from the death of sin, cannot possibly fail

'

It is forever true that

Subtlest thought shall fail and learning falter.
Uiurc ics change, forms perish, .systems go.

But our human needs, they will not alter
Christ no after age shall e'er outgrow.

'

^^a'*'.'^??*'" ' ^ changeless One, thou only
Art life s guide and spiritual goal

i?u"
*''.' ''"'"' ''^'o^s the dark vale lonely—

Thou the eternal haven of the soul !

my friend, are you walking, midst blinding
sorrow, toward a sealed tomb to-day? Have the
enemies of your soul, like the enemies of your Lord
sepulchred your dearest hopes? Yea, have thevmade the tomb sure? Have they sealed the en-
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trance-stone with the

might of worldly au-

thority? Ha:ve they

set a strong watch of

rationalism round
about? Then, I be-

seech you, by the

majesty and triumph
of this Easter morn,

look up! That seal

on the entrance stone

shall be broken! Those keepers shall become
dead men in the lap of a divine earthquake! Go
sunrise angel, "flashing lightning's light," and rot

in raiment white as snow, shall roll away the sto

and sit upon it! For the God who is able of stoi

to raise up children unto Abraham is our God.

can turn tombstones into rocking chairs ! Oh, let

angel unseal your sepulchre to-day ! With the fls

of his eye he will smite the seal! With the mij

of his hand he will toss the stone away ! With '

breath of his mouth he will warm the stone's ch

With the love of his heart he will upholster its flii

hardness into soft and downy cushions of peace £

rest! Thus, may you, too:

Sing with all the sons of glory.
Sing the resurrection song !

Death and sorrow, earth's dark story.
To the former days belong :

All around the clouds are breaking.
Soon the storms of time shall cease.

In God's likeness, man awaking,
Knows the everlasting peace.

II. They found an empty tomb. "And they •

tered in, and found not the body of the Lord Jesu
'

Now, most tombs are dear to our humanity beca i

of what they contain. I go yonder to Grant's to j

on Riverside Drive. Why do I stand uncover.

'

Because I remember that the body of a patriot n ;

there. I stand by the slab marking Livingstoi i

grave in Westminster Abbey. Why the beat

;

heart and the moistened eye? I remember that h ;

lies as heroic dust as was ever organized intc i

human body. I visit Beecher's and Talmaj 5

graves in Greenwood. Why does their golden (

-

quence cry aloud from the ground? The places

holy because their bodies are resting there. Anc

)

it is with the graves of father, mother, sis
,

brother, husband, wife, lover, friend, through t

the wide world. Their entombed dust hallows i

place of its entombment. We prize it for wha t

contains.
But one tomb hath imperishable glory because f

its emptiness. It is the tomb of Joseph. It is :

tomb visited by the Easter Marys. "They foi i

not the body of the Lord Jesus!" But their -

covery, mark you, is primarily God's revelat .

Consider this in its twofold significance.

The Meaning of the Resurrection

First, the empty tomb is a rock-ribbed, cole: 1

fact. It is this we are insisting upon to-c '

Christ's dead body came out of that tomb. It s

like and unlike the buried body. It was ident .1

with, and yet different from, the body placed thi:-

in. Theories about it may come and go. But e

fact remains. Negations may rise up like dragt='

teeth. But they soon destroy themselves. Spinja

could not believe in the empty tomb because it uj-t

his theory of the universe. "If you will only rec i-

cile all philosophical difficulties concerning 1 t

empty grave," say some, "we will accept the fa
"

But Sabatier thus disillusions these victimized tl i-

rists: "Men who would not admit the miracults

would none the less decisively reject the witnei"

And Sabatier is right. The victim of an iron-('d

theory of the universe cannot see beyond his in

tiny intellectual mole-hill, much less beyond a deii-

sealed sepulchre. Yet Strauss himself affirmed lit

the "origin of the disciples' faith is fully accour d

for if we look upon the resurrection of Jesus, as i

e

evangelists describe it, as an external miraculis

occurrence." And this is what Christendom ('S

do. It believes the empty tomb to be the miraculfs
act of Almighty God. "We witnessed of God," sfs

Paul, "that he raised up Christ."
[

Second, the historic fact has given us our histic

faith. And that faith, in its purity, is a conquer z,

redeeming, comforting faith. Religio-philosoj'C

speculations are constantly changing. They fill

from Berlin to Boston. Then they flicker out :e

candles. But the Christian faith, based upon Je

Continued on next page . I
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h:oric fact, burns on in quenchless

I ndor. The hand that sparkles mid-

nht with its golden flood of suns is

t nail-pierced hand. The hand that

his the sea in its hollow is the hand
1 1 nestles the saint in its palm. A
pn-ridden woman said to me: "It

stns that I began limping at the

cdle. I reckon I will keep it up to

t grave. But, by the grace of God,

I lean to stop it on the other side."

P she spoke there gathered over her

f e a radiant cloud. And that cloud

sn burst into a rain of joyful tears.

Tan the Christ within her seemed to

t'Ch the falling shower into a love-

rnbow. Only the Easter revelation,

\<h its sovereign fact and august
fth, can grow a comforting, inspir-

i:, redeeming joy like that! For the

epty tomb is God's assurance that

a es, crutches, hospitals and graves
s 11 be done away. God means to

s'p them all on the other side!

11. They found the Lord Jesus hint-

s'. "And behold, Jesus met them,
s ing. All hail." Here is indeed the
own of the Easter revelations. For
t unsealed tomb and the empty tomb
be opened the way to this final "ma-
j tic glory" of our faith. Ask Mary
Jgdalene, ask Simon Peter, ask St.

Jin, ask the two Emmaus disciples

vat turned their sorrow into joy,

t ir despair into hope, their defeat
i 3 triumph, their death into life, and
a make answer: "We have seen the
I-d."

But," says some one, "they had an
(rective view of Christ. I have had
r such privilege. If I could only see
al touch and handle him, my faith
vuld be stronger." Are you alto-

g her sure about that? And, thus
shaking, do you realize what manner
cspirit ye are of? Are you willing
t'stand, with Thomas, at the foot of
t; resurrection class? Now, I am
g'd Thomas stood there, refusing to

g up, until the Teacher answered his
cjstion. But my gladness is due not
jlne to what Thomas saw and heard.
I'm also unspeakably glad because of
\ at you and I may hear and .see and
tieve. Oh, it is ours to claim the
I'ltitude of the unseeing believer to-

(V: "Blessed are they that have not
f n, and yet have believed !" It is the
I'rd him-self who says it. By faith
(r blessedne.ss may transcend the
1 ssedness of those who beheld him
1'ough eyes of flesh

!

Believe me, my friends, the Lord
t5us himself is always meeting his
I'ers in life's way. They may be in
)i busy path of Christian service,
'ey may be in the charmed social
ficle. They may be in the glow of
.'^'s golden zone. They may be in
t3 slough of despond. They may be
i the chill of doubt. They may even
! low their dearest to God's acre. No
litter what the crisis, no matter what
h perplexity, no matter what the ap-
irent defeat, it may ever be said of
'ristian disciples, because it is the
lapest truth of their being: "And, he-
ld, Jesus met them, saying, All hail!"
>r, since his return to that glory
nch he had with the Father from be-
i"e the foundation of the world, our
'I'd has been constantly coming "to
Id the brows that from their dead look

' A woman showed me this memorv-
•vel. With shining face, she lifted it

3m that precious casket of her soul's
n-nal treasure. Her mother, a Chris-
in saint, was passing out of the seen
to the unseen. A little grandchild
me into the room. This tot's pet
me for the dying woman was "Bon-
2; Entering the room, she ex-
umed, "Oh, what's the bright light on
i^ Bonnie's face? She's .so beauti-
'• Then the child knelt and prayed,
' Lord, don't take away my beautiful
mnie. You have so many—I have
ly one." Smiling, the aureoled wom-

i said^ "My child, your Bonnie is not
Continued on last column
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The Children's pulpit

THE CHILDREN'S EASTER SUNDAY
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

EASTER is a celebration of the resurrection of Christ. The
day when we all are glad, and rejoice because Christ rose
from the grave. He was dead, but now lives. Rejoice! Re-

joice! Rejoice! When Christ was on earth he brought the dead
back to life. Were they all grown people, who had spent a long life

working for Christ? No, no, they were not all grown people. One
was a little maid in her shroud, one was a young man in his coffin,

and one was a man in his tomb. Children, young people and grown
people, all are to rise from their graves. After Christ was crucified
and buried he rose from the tomb. That made it sure that we
will rise.

EASTER means that we are to have another life after this one.

When you see the Easter flowers, and hear the Easter music,
do you ever ask: "If a boy die, shall he live again?" "If a girl die,

shall she live again?" God tells you "Yes," and he wants you to
think "Yes." Have you done any thinking about it? Do not be
afraid to think. Here is how Dick and Mary did some thinking.
While looking for shells on the beach one morning, they found a dead
bird. Some one had shot it. They looked at the feathered body
curiously and pitifully. "Mary," said Dick, "when we die, we'll look
like that. How does anybody know there's any more of us than of a
bird?" "What a curious boy you are!" said Mary; "how should I

know?" Dick picked up the dead bird, then caught sight of his

teacher coming toward them. He ran to her with his question.
"Well, Dick," said she, "suppose you had been shot, and were lying
on the sands, and this bird had passed over you, would it have
stopped to pity you, or wonder who shot you and if you had gone to

heaven?" "I .suppose not," said Dick. "Then there is something in

you that can love and be sorry, and wonder and ask questions, that
the bird does not have. That's the part of you that is not like the
bird, and will live forever." Dick and Mary buried the bird in the
sand, but they never forgot why they were different from the bird
and more precious to Jesus because they had a spirit that would
go to God.

I
CAN almost hear you say, "If I die, how is it possible for me to

live again?" In Child Gardeti I read a story in which you can
find an answer to your question. One day, when Manette was visit-

ing her grandpa, she found a great worm lying in the path. It was
as long as her grandpa's forefinger, and was as big around as his

thumb. It was a light green color, with queer, bright-colored knobs
or bumps all over it. It was so ugly Manette was afraid of it; but
her grandpa lifted it between two sticks and put it into a pasteboard
box, with a piece of glass for a cover. He then carried it into an
upper room, which was not much used. His little granddaughter
wondered and asked questions. "The worm is sleepy, and so I have
made it a bed, and by and by it will make itself a blanket," grandpa
said. "Oh, grandpa, can it, really? How can a worm make a blan-

ket?" "It weaves it, dearie, something as a spider weaves its web.
It will take a good while; you must watch and be patient."

MANETTE went every day to look at the worm, and after what
seemed to her a long time one day she saw some fine threads

from the worm to the glass. Every day there were more threads,

until at last Manette could not see the worm at all. "He has covered
himself all up, grandpa. Is the blanket finished now?" she asked.

"Yes, and now the worm will sleep all winter, and when he awakes
in the spring I don't believe you will recognize him." When Ma-
nette's visit was over, her grandpa gave her the box, carefully done
up in paper, and told her to lift the cover off when she reached home.
So she did, and found the worm snugly wrapped in its odd bedclothes,

fastened tight to the glass. Her mamma leaned the glass against

the wall, above the mantel in the library, and there it stayed all

winter, and Manette .stood and looked at it just as we go and look at

the grave of our loved ones.

BUT one day in the early spring a very wonderful thing happened.

Manette was playing in the yard when her mamma called her.

She ran into the library, and there on the edge of the mantel
was the most beautiful, gorgeous, golden-yellow butterfly! "Oh,
mamma," she whispered, "did it fly in through the window, do you
think?" "No, dear; it crept out of its winter blanket." And then

her mamma showed her the cocoon, as she called the blanket which
the worm had made. There was a hole at one end, and out of that

the ugly green worm, changed into a fairylike insect, had crept to

spend its second summer floating in the air and sipping sweets from
flowers. "It's just as grandpa told me," Manette said; "I never

would have known it."

HOW much more beautiful was the butterfly than the worm! One
crept along the earth and burrowed under the ground, the other

walked on the flowers and floated in the air. It was the same worm
that slept and woke. Slept as a worm and rose as a butterfly. We
now live on earth, some day we are to live in heaven. Our word
cemetery means a sleeping place. The children's Easter Sunday.

Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice!

*P:i?torlst Ref'd Ch. Brooklyn. N.Y. Tfxt: "Ifaman die slinll lie live again." Job 14:14.
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so beautiful as the place where she is

going." Turning to her loved ones, she
continued, "Children, going through
the valley of shadows is like cutting a
path through the grass and flowers.
Oh," she shouted, in ecstasy, "I see a
white city on a silver ocean!" Then
the daughter, who related the history
to me, said, "Mother, it is not death I

fear, but the grave." "Ah, my daugh-
ter, never fear. The grave has lost its

terror since Jesus has lain there.
Never think of me as being put into
the grave. When my body is being
lowered into the tomb, I will be looking
on."

Surely this is the triumphant Easter
Gospel. The grave, and everything
connected with the grave—sin, death
and hell—all have lost their terror
since Christ Jesus burst asunder the
iron gates of the tomb! O Christian,
fight on, toil on, pray on, hope on!
"They found!" And you, too, shall
find! Continue to ask, and seek, and
knock! All sepulchres shall be un-
sealed, all tombs shall be emptied, and
that same Jesus who hath so often
met you here shall meet and greet you
in Yonderland ! With all saints, let us
join in the universal acclaim:

Lionof Judah. liail !

And let thy name prevail
From ase to age :

Lord of the rolling- years.
Claim for thine own the spheres.
For thou hast bought with tears
Thy heritage.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Anvil Sparks
. .A LEAN dog generally growls the

most.
. .Genius is a curse unless it loves

truth.

. . The troubles we most fear never
happen.

. . Heaven is a prepared place for a
prepared people.

. . The cheerful giver is the happiest
man on earth.

. . A GODLY life is a living prayer that
vnW never end.

. . It takes hard times to make some
people thankful.

. .A STONY heart and an iron will are
a bad combination.

. . They can do the best work who
know best how to work.

. .The first lesson in deceit is often
taken by going into debt.

. .It IS not the bird with the bright-
est plumage that sings the best.

..Lessons learned in the school of
experience are remembered the longest.

..The man who can smile, and
won't do it, cheats others and robs
himself.

..The poor have a thousand joys
that the money of the rich cannot
purchase.

. .The sin we are the slowest to for-
give is often the one we are most apt
to commit.

. .There is more power in the influ-

ence of a boy than there is in all the
steam in a locomotive boiler.

. . As long as there is a poor man in
the world the money of a rich man will
show what he thinks of Christ.

Paper and Premiums Appreciated
Dear Dr. Klopsch: Having been a

subscriber to your paper from its start,,

some of the volumes I have bound and
put in my library cases. To my mind
there is not a 'better religious paper
published. I am always anxious for
its weekly visits, and greatly helped
and benefited by what it contains.
Your premiums each year are simply
great; those received this year far
ahead of any previously given. My
prayer is that your subscription list

for 1910 may be doubled and that
great prosperity may come to you per-
sonally, with God's richest blessings.

William Hissey, Jr.

Credit Clearing House, Baltimore, Md.
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The Vacant Chair

THE last rites have been said, the last tribute

spoken, and the great family of The Christian

Herald is in mourning for the loss of one whose

strong personality, genial presence and boundless

generosity have made a deep impression on this na-

tion and the world.

It is not too much to say that, in the death of Louis

Klopsch, the poor and suffering all around the globe

are bereaved. He was not one who lived for him-

self; he spent his life freely for others. Wherever

duty called he was ready to go, even to the ends of

the earth. Many times he served amid scenes of

danger and disease, exposed to the cholera in Rus-

sian famine camps, the deadly typhus in the hos-

pitals of India, or the freezing blasts of winter in

Finland. He did nothing by halves; whatever the

work, he flung himself into it, not recklessly, but

with the sublime confidence that he was under the

divine protection and that God would see him
through. It was this supreme trust in God's loving

care that enabled him to overcome all difficulties.

Obstacles only nerved him to greater effort. Was it

a journey by land or sea, to save the helpless? He
was ready, even at the midnight hour. Was money
needed immediately for an urgent call? He did not

hesitate to meet the need, however large, from his

own personal funds, knowing that he would have the

loyal support of God's people as soon as they knew
what was at stake. And this grand faith never
failed him, for right loyally did they rally at the call

to service. He was the leader of a great army of

consecrated men and women who, because they be-

lieved in him and trusted him, were enabled to make
what seemed to be the impossible come to pass. It

is a glorious record which these twenty years of

service have rolled up : thousands of lives saved and
helped in China, India, Africa, Finland, Russia,
Armenia, and in many of our own States; thou-
sands more brought into the Gospel fold through the
direct influence of these world-wide humanitarian
efforts, and still other thousands led to a closer union
with and a deeper devotion to the Master through
being personally associated with such a leader.

Tireless in planning, incessant in activity, un-
grudging in ministration, he could not help wearing
out. He was not one who could ever grow old; but
as the sword wears the sheath, so the spirit of this

man wore the physical frame which clothed it. In
the meridian of his years, the fulness of his powers,
he has left us, and the vacant chair in The Chris-
tian Her.^ld office is a pathetic sign of the heart-
ache his associates feel.

It has pleased God to summon him to higher serv-
ice. The coronation of his life is not here, but over
yonder. But we who are bereaved cannot but
lament that we shall see his face here no more. The
vacant chair is eloquent of our loss.

A Whole Bible

ONE of the most striking cartoons in recent years,
apropos of the attacks on the Bible, repre-

sents a church member visiting his pastor and lay-

ing down for his inspection what seems to be a

much-mutilated copy of the Scriptures. The pastor
looks at him in mild surprise, and then takes up the
Book and regards it with amazement. "Why," he
says, "there is nothing here but the covers." "Well,"
sr.ys his parishioner, "that is all you've left of the
old Book. First, you began by casting doubt on the
Creation, and I tore that out; then Moses was a
myth, and out went the Pentateuch. You told us
the books that came next were simply Jewish his-
tory and folklore and fable—at least, so you said

—

and out they went, too; and so on with the prophe-
cies, and when you got to the Gospels you threw so
much doubt on them that they went with the rest.

Now, there's nothing left but the boards, and I want
to ask what you are going to do about them?"
We commend this little story to the consideration

of writers who, like the authors of Religion and
Miracle and similar books, are engaged in foolishly
pulling out the leaves of the old Bible piecemeal.
They vary in their methods of attack. Some ad-
vance the subtle suggestion that it is "a matter of
indifference" what one's beliefs are; others point
out that a belief in miracles is "not an essential part
of Christianity," and that miracles are merely leg-

ends or fables, anyway. Still others, like Professor

Drews, of Karlsruhe, deny the existence of Christ,

and like Professor Haeckel, of Jena University, as-

sert that the irresistible impact of science has

already demolished the Scriptures. It is probably of

very little consequence what these men say or write.

Drews has been shown to have overlooked the most
important evidence in connection with his subject,

and Haeckel has been denounced by thirty-seven

university professors as an "unreliable savant and
a user of false methods." These assailants of what
Gladstone called "the impregnable Rock of Holy
Scripture" make a loud noise for the moment; but

the rock remains fast and immovable.

Mr. Rockefeller's Gift

IT is a blessed thing that there can be no monop-
oly in well-doing. In the field of Christian

service and public philanthropy there is room
enough for a thousand times the number of prac-

tical workers the world has ever known. Hence,

the welcome accorded to Mr. John D. Rockefeller,

the richest man in America, in his new role of na-

tional philanthropist is genuine and enthusiastic.

He has been one of the most widely critcised of men,
and it is not improbable that some of the criticisms

have been justifiable. It is certain, however, that

most of them have been gratuitous. Now, it is

made clear that the old man has been striving all

these years to live up to an ideal, which has not

been a mercenary one, as many have believed. His
announced purpose of devoting practically the whole
of his vast wealth—the largest single fortune of

any man—to the cause of education and philan-
thropy comes as a pleasant surprise to the whole
nation.

We congratulate Mr. Rockefeller on his decision

to put his accumulated millions out to public service.

He could not devote them to a nobler purpose. It is

surely a fine thing to see a man who has fought
through the whole of life's battle, so strenuously
and so successfully from a worldly point of view,
acknowledging at last the worthlessness of wealth
for itself alone and recognizing that the possession
of money cannot bring happiness, nor even satisfac-

tion, unless it be employed in some way for the glory
of God and the good of humanity.

The Call of the Day
DEEP down in the heart of almost every man

there is some religious sentiment which, though
it may have lain uncultivated in the mad rush for

money and place, nevertheless still continues to live,

and ready to be awakened often when the man him-
self least expects it. If one ventured to address
him on some spiritual topic, to interest him in some
vital truth connected with the fuller and better life

in store for the followers of Christ, he would, per-
haps, inform the speaker that he was not interested
in religion, even though he had respect for Christ's
teachings and for those who were trying to live up
to them.

Without a spoken word from any one, the influ-

ence of Easter Day has great power over a large
majority of this Army of the Indifferent. Some say
that they go to church this one Sunday of the year
to see the flowers, to listen to the music of choir and
organ, but deep in the heart there is another reason,
unconfessed. It is Easter, the anniversary of the
day when Christ rose from the dead to give hope to
a world which before his coming had had but little.

The busy man of the world, despite his many in-
terests and feeling of command over every-day mat-
ters, has not been able to escape the lot of other
people. He, too, somewhere back in his boyhood
home, has a green plot in a quiet country church-
yard, holding some one who was dearer to him than
his own life, his wealth, his dreams of power; and
on Easter morning the sound of the bells ringing out
joyfully the message to the world, "He has risen,"
brings back to him the sound of other bells, and, with
a little fulness in the throat, a little momentary
moisture in the eyes, he makes his way once more to
his Father's house, to sit with Christian people, and
he joins once more in hymn and prayer. He, like
thousands of the Army of the Indifferent, has heard
the call of the day.

TO OUR READERS

I
CAN never adequately thank the readers of 1 1

Christian Herald for the many expressions f

sincere and kindly sympathy which they have s t

during the days just past. These have been a sou 5

of much needed consolation and spiritual encoura -

ment, and an unfailing comfort and aid in this b •

of trial. Yet it is not alone to thank you tha [

address the members of the great Christian HeR; >

family for the first time. Now that the head of 1

1

family has been called to his reward, the quest 1

naturally arises as to the continuance of his gr ;

life-work in The Christian Herald, and the p

petuation of his charities. It is my privilege >

state that, while my father lay upon his last si

bed, he confided to me that his paramount desire \

that The Christian Herald should remain true >

the standards which have governed its course dur

the last twenty years. In his lifetime he 1

stamped these principles upon it indelibly; and

expressed desire that they be continued shall

faithfully carried out. By long association w
him and his methods, the staff of The Christi

Herald is fully able to continue the great work
began and at which he labored successfully for

many years.

I want to assure the members of the great Chr
tian Herald family that, although the voice of

father is forever hushed, his spirit shall always p
vade the activities of The Christian Herald, a

the great charities he organized shall live and

perpetuated as fitting memorials of his life.

This, of course, with your help; for I shall c

upon you from time to time for your aid, your

operation, your good counsel. With the assurar

of this friendly support, we may be confident tl

Dr. Klopsch's great work, under God's blessing, w

go on through the coming years, as a lasti

memorial of his labors in the cause of Christ a

humanity.

Muwo 1%^^^
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*THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Streets of Cairo

rHE streets of Cairo are singularly busy now.

The aviation meeting has called numbers of

people from all parts of the world. It is the

fashionable season for the people of Europe and

Vmerica in Egypt, and the important city of the

)ast is full of native inhabitants, with manners and

ustoms of four thousand years ago. Cairo is the

argest city in Africa, and next to Constantinople is

'he largest under the Mohammedan rule. It is

wice the size of Alexandria, and a more beautiful

;ity. There are four hundred mosques in Cairo, one

(f which—the one within the citadel—is of pure ala-

)aster. Its floor is covered with costly Oriental

ugs and its dome surpasses in beauty any dome

n the world, with the exception of St. Peter's. The
argest of these mosques. El Azhur, has been con-

'erted into a Moslem university, which has two
lundred and fifty teachers and over seven thousand
i;udents. Society people of Europe and America
hink very much of the Mediterranean trip, and find

he healthy climate and beautiful scenery and the

tccommodations for the entertainment of guests all

hat could be desired. The city has one of the best

lotels in the world. An imaginary line only sepa-

arates the East from the

i^est in the streets of

pairo, the civilization of

"our thousand years ago
romthat of to-day. Native
vomen veil from head to

"oot, save for their eyes;

(uaint Arab types, mount-
ed on camels or donkeys, or

m foot, jostle against the

degantly dressed visitors

I'rom Paris, Berlin, Lon-
lon, New York, and other

lities, and automobiles of

argest type make the old

amels and their drivers

;tep lively out of the way
vith an alacrity quite new
,othe leisurely ways of the

5ast; but the thing that
vill wake Cairo up most
vill be the visit of Presi-
lent Roosevelt, whose wife
ind daughter will meet
lim at Khartoum on his

eturn from his hunting
irip and be with him in

ihe city of Cairo. There
vill be Biblical associa-
ions connected with the
elebration of the Easter
'estival by Christians in
he city of Cairo. It will
16 remembered that Egypt sheltered the Christ-
hild from the murderous Herod and gave him back
o his native land, to his ministry of love and to his
ictory over death and the grave, fulfilling the words
t the prophet

:

'

^

Out of Egypt have I called my Son. (Matt. 2 : 15.)

^ Tramp Rewarded

Colonel Samuel Jennings is the owner of the Val-
lere cattle ranch in Texas, embracing 2.5,000 acres
ind supporting from 2.5,000 to 30,000 head of cattle.

ie has an interest in several other ranches. His lit-

le seven-year-old daughter, Evelyn, the apple of his
ye, had ridden to Alpine on an errand for her
ather, on her favorite pony Pinky, and was cross-
ng the railroad track to the place where she had
litched her pony when a 'freight train bore down
ipon her. As she saw the locomotive almost upon
ler she became panic-stricken and would have been
rushed had it not been for a tramp, who jumped
rem behind a car in an instant and, seizing the girl,

arried her off the track, just in time to save her.
'he tramp, thinking nothing of his heroic deed,
lipped between two freight cars to steal a I'ide to
jI Paso. Colonel Jennings, learning of the rescue,
et out to find the tramp who had effected it, and it

'as with some difficulty that he found him several
,tations away and had him brought back to Alpine.
Vt the depot the colonel and his daughter met the
nan, whose name was Frank L. Strome, and invited
im to be their guest at Valdere. Five days later
>trome was presented with a document which upon
eading he discovered to be a deed to a half interest
^ the Valdere ranch, estimated to be worth a million
ollars. Strome was of good family, and a college
Taduate; but his friends had died, he had had bad
Jck in business, he had attempted to drown his

troubles in drink and soon joined the army of
"dowTi-and-outs," and wandered aimlessly about.
But he had underneath the rags and the bloat the
spark of love which the occasion fanned into a flame,
and which prompted the heroism so generously re-
warded. Earthly heroism seldom meets with a
material reward. In fact, genuine heroism does not
take into account any reward, but those who work
for the spiritual interest of others, who rescue their
fellows from the spiritual dangers that threaten
them, shall have a reward beyond human calculation
or description.

They that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the flrma-
ment: and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars
forever and ever. (Dan. U:3.)

Peat for Fuel

There has been murderous waste in theiwood and
coal supply in this country, and forests have been
replanted and greater economy in the use of coal has
been demanded. It looks now as though the experi-
ments with bog peat, by experts of the United States
Geological Survey, would reveal a new fuel, pro-
duced in the marshes of the country, to take the place
of the disappearing coal supply. Peat in Europe is

employed in producing light, heat and power of all

The Picturesque Streets of Cairo, Where All Nations Meet

kinds. Its use in America has not been counted
practical or necessary. The deposits of peat in this

country are enormous, and on a basis of .$3 a ton are
said to have a value of more than $30,000,000,000, a
greater sum than is represented by all the property,

stock, implements and buildings owned by the farm-
ers of the United States. Observation has shown
that the bogs containing peat are generally situated

far from the coal fields. The States containing the

greatest deposits are the Eastern Dakotas, Minne-
sota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, New York,
the New England States, New Jersey, portions of

Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia and
Florida. The by-products of peat of great value in-

clude coke, illuminating oils, lubricating oils, paraffin

wax, phenol, asphalt, wood alcohol, ammonium sul-

phate and combustible gases of good fuel value. God
has been prodigal in providing the material resources

of our land, and his children have been keen and
industrious in discovering and utilizing those ener-

gies. The disco--ery of the peat bogs, with their

untold value, is anothei evidence of the generosity

of God's dealing with us as a nation and his deter-

mination that we shall have a potential part in the

physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual progress

of this world. How righteousness becometh a nation

so honored and a people thus blessed!

lie hath not dealt so with any nation. (Ps. 147 : 20.)

Turned to Stone

John O'Neil, an engineer on the Southern Rail-

way, while hunting in a dense forest near Manassas,

Va., a short time ago, found a petrified dog in the

forks of a tree, near the ground. The supposition

is that the dog in springing for some kind of an
animal was caught, and afterward turned to

bition. The petrifaction of an animal is an unusual
occurrence in science. The turning of the heart to

stone by selfishness and sin often occurs in the reli-

gious realm. The petrified dog cannot be made alive

again. The heart of stone can. The resurrected
Saviour can touch it with his finger, and it will pul-
sate with life and throb with joy and love.

A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put
within you: and I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh,

and I will give you a heart of flesh. (Ezek. 36 : 26.)

Church Debt Lifted

There was rejoicing among the officers of the Holy
Trinity Protestant Episcopal Church of Harlem
over the fact that $35,000 had been laid upon the

collection plate as a thank offering, and that with
this money the mortgage that had burdened the con-
gregation was lifted. When the Rev. Dr. Harry F.
Nichols became rector of this church, ten years ago,
it had a debt of $150,000 upon a church property
valued at $225,000. By degrees the incumbrance
had been reduced to $35,000. Fifteen members of
the congregation decided to raise this amount and
worked secretly, with success, and concealed their
intention until the Thanksgiving service, when they
laid the amount, as a surprise, on the collection

plate. When the offertory
plates were placed before
the pastor he took from
one a roll of paper, tied

with a red string, held it

before the congregation
and said, "This is what has
troubled us so long. It is

the mortgage, and it has
been canceled." The ease
with which churches fall

into debt, and the diflSculty

encountered in getting out
of it, have been one of the
weaknesses, if not sins, of
our modern church life.

Dr. Holland said truly:
"There is too little religion

in business, and too little

business in religion." For-
tunately, there is a busi-

ness quickening, and moral
awakening, as to the dam-
age of a church debt to

the spiritual work of the
charge, and there is a
determination in many
States, cities and villages

to get rid of old debts and
be very cautious about
"Tnaking new ones. It be-
comes the church to have
as high a standard of

integrity as is expected of the individual Christian.

The widow told the prophet Elisha how debt had dis-

tressed and was about to destroy her, and when he
had miraculously increased the supply of oil his first

instruction to her was to go and pay her debt, and
live comfortably on what was left.

Then she came and told the man of God. And he said. Go, sell

the oil, and pay thy debt, and live thou and thy children of the
rest. (11. Kings 4 : 7.)

No Death There

The Stony Wold workers have had an unusually

successful year in their fight against tuberculosis

in its earlier stage. The sanitarium which cares for

working girls and children having incipient cases of
the white plague had the highest percentage of cures
last year of any in its history, seventy-one per cent,

of cases among adults being discharged apparently
cured and seventy-five per cent, of the children.

There were no deaths in the institution during the
year. Reports were read from many who had been
taken out of their invalidism to earn a living for
themselves. What a record! Not a single death
among those, almost every one of whom would have
perished if their cases had not been taken in time.

No language can describe the blessing of such insti-

tutions, which rescue many from death. There
can be no fatal malady to those who are in Christ's

spiritual church, whose Founder died that we might
live, and by his resurrection abolished death for both
worlds. When the chief, the moral hero, drops out

of the ranks, when the beautiful spirit of our loved
friend slips away from us in a night, we are com-
forted with this blessed truth. In a description of

that world without a death, Christ comforted his

disciples with the reason for their immortality.

Because 1 live, ye shall live also. (John 14 : 19.)Stone. O'Neil took the dog to Washington for exhi-
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FANNY CROSBY'S NINETIETH BIRTHDAY
Our Sweetest Hymn Writer and Her Long Life of Beautiful Christian Service

FANNY CROSBY, the blind poetess,

whose beautiful hymns are well

known to readers of The Christian

Herald throughout the world, was

born on the 24th of March, ninety

years ago, in a one-story cottage in

Southeast, Putnam County, N. Y.

When about six weeks old she lost her

sight through some unwise treatment

of the eyes. Before she was a year

old her father died. Her mother was

a brave soul, coming from the oak-like

natures of those who fought and died

to give us what we now enjoy. Her

duty now was to her child, and she did

it in the fear of God.

In those days of childhood, Fanny's

grandmother took a special liking to

the child and did her best to show her

the beauty of nature and the love of

God as manifest in Christ. At the

close of day, this gentle woman would

rock the child in her old armchair,

singing some sweet cradle-song; then,

both kneeling down, would say an

evening prayer and retire in the keep-

ing of Him who never slumbers-.

When Fanny was four years of age,

the family moved to Salem, Westches-

ter County, N. Y. Five years were

spent here that were of much value to

the child, for she was brought into

close touch with the Friends, who
showed her no little kindness. At Sa-

lem she made up her mind to be con-

tented with her lot in life, and set to

work to make the best of it, and wrote,

when eight years of age:

How many blessings I enjoy
That otiier people don't

!

To weep and sigh because I'm blind,

I cannot, and I won't.

When Fanny was nine, they took up
their abode at Ridgefield, Conn. Six

quiet years were spent there, in love

with friends, flowers, birds and brooks.

Nature was her school. She was now
fifteen, and the door opened in the In-

stitution of the Blind in New York
City. Here she began her real work
of "life. She knew the habit of work
was the way to the crown that was
fadeless. In her student days she took

much pleasure in reading the Bible.

It was to her young life the Book of

books. Before she was twenty, she

was able to repeat chapter after chap-
ter and book after book.

In the institution, Fanny's poetic

P/wtooruphed in honor o/ her nintlittft hii t}i<tay

Fanny Crosby, America's Best Loved Hymn Writer

gift was put to good use, for when
some noted person (such as the Presi-
dent of the country, or some foreign
notable) visited the home for the blind
this young poetess was called upon to

recite an original poem. Then she
was taken, with others, from place to

place, to show what the blind were
capable of doing. In June, 1843, the
Senate of the State of New York vis-

ited the institute, and Fanny, with one
of her poems, made a deep impression
upon the hearts of those men. She
was taken to Washington, and recited

before the two Houses of Congress,
and appealed to them:

O ve, whn here from every State convene.
Illustrious band ! ni.iy we not hope the scene
Vou now bfliold will prove to every mind
Instruction hath a ray to cheer the blind ?

When the blind girl was twenty
years of age, a young man of rare
musical skill came to the institution,

and it happened they fell in love with
each other and after many years Van,
the blind musician, took Fanny, the
blind poetess, to wife. About eight
years ago he went to the "house of

many mansions" ; while Fanny still n
mains, to sing songs of comfort to th
downcast.
Fanny Crosby has not only sun

hymns from her soul to other soul;

but she has been a faithful worker i

the Church of God. She has a specij
love for railroad men, for to he
they were faithful in much dangei
and she has talked to thousands c

these brave men throughout the coui
try. In Young Men's Christian Ass(
ciations she has done much to impre.'

young men with the manliness of ]i^

ing the Christ-life.

Her great delight used to be to vis

the missions of New York, and plea
with the fallen to turn from the!

weakness to the strong arm of Go(
One night she went from a missio
late, so impressed with the thougl
that more must be done to save tl

souls who were "down and out." Th;
night she was unable to sleep. Wall
ing up and down the room, she saw tl-

outcast, the perishing, the dying, an
under this deep feeling she wrote or

of the best known Christian hymn
"Rescue the Perishing." Mr. Mood
was fond of it and often spoke of ii

usefulness in his meetings. It was tl

favorite of Frances E. Willai^d-and (

Francis Murphy in temperance wor
Mr. Sankey tells this story: "

man in Sussex, England, gives th

testimony : 'I believe I can attribul

my conversion to one verse of that pri

cious hymn, "Rescue the Perishing
I was far away, far away, from n^

Saviour, and living without hope i

Jesus. I was very fond of singiii

hymns, and one day I came across th

beautiful piece, and when I had sun
the words:

Touched by a lovin? heart, wakened by kindne.'
Chords that were broken will vibrate once tnoi

I fell upon my knees, and gave n^

heart to the Lord Jesus Christ. Fro
that hour I have followed him wh
through this verse, touched my hea
and made it vibrate with his prais(

ever since.'
"

Fanny Crosby is living at the pre

ent time with her friends in Bridg
port. Conn. About once a year si

visits her intimate friends. She
the sunshine of those homes. She ea

well, sleeps well, talks well, lives we
and all is well with our sweet singi

at ninety; for she is only waiting tl

King's orders to continue a litt

longer here, before going home to tl

house of many mansions.

S. Trevena Jackson.

Wi?^ AVALANCHES IN THE NORTHWEST t^5^

FAR up toward the summit
of the Selkirks, those stu-

pendous mountains which thrill

the traveler as he comes within

sight of their towering peaks
while riding westward on

the Canadian Pacific Railway,

there has been heard again the

roar and thunder of an ava-

lanche. It broke from its rocky

anchorage and swept down over

a snowshed near Rogers Pass,

burying about eighty men. The
majority of those entombed in

the snow were white men, the

others were Japanese. They
were, for the most part, section

hands and trainmen.
Some of the men were work-

ing through a drift on one of

the great snow plains when,
without a moment's warning,
the whole work-train was
buried beneath tons of snow
and ice.

The terrible catastrophe was
seen by some trainmen, who
sent word to the nearc.'^t town
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Path of the Avalanche at Mace, Idaho

for physicians and a reli'

train.

At Everett, Wash., two pa

senger trains of the Gre:

Northern Railway were ove

whelmed by an avalanche (

March 2, and about forty pe

pie killed and many badly ii

jured. The trains were swej

from the tracks into a def

gorge, one hundred and fd\

feet below. Doctors and nursi

made their way on snowshoi

to the scene of the wreck. R

lief trains were sent from hot

directions, but were impede

by other snowslides.

On this page is given one *

the first pictures taken of tl

work of the avalanche at Mac

Idaho, which did much damaj

and caused such loss of life.

occurred on tl j night of Febri

ary 27. The hoti3e in the pi

ture was cut in two. A man
one part of it was instant

killed, while his wife, at tl

other end of the building, wjl

unhurt.
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A SONG BY THE SEA
A STORY OF THE EASTERTIDE— BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER

*•

rHE place was a little fishing hamlet on the

New Engrland coast, never mind where. Not

many people lived there all the year round,

^though in summer there was a contingent of city

isitors, most of whom had some association with

he village in their childhood. Once in a while one

f the large houses on the bluff would be opened in

he winter or spring for the assembling of a house

>arty, and this was the case to a marked degree on

certain Easter week a few years ago. No less

han four of the usually tightly-shuttered mansions

,-ere occupied that year, and the presence of so

nany outsiders made a marked difference in the

uiet hamlet. Business was brisk along the shore,

nd the plain little church, which had its handful of

evout worshipers the year round, was thronged on

;ood Friday and Easter Sunday.

A lady and gentleman of middle age, who yet

eemed rather to be lovers than husband and wife,

/ere strolling along the beach early

n Saturday morning when they sud-

enly stopped, arrested by the sound

,f a clear young voice singing a fa-

liliar hymn:

Eise. my soul, and stretch thy wings.
Thy better portion trace :

Rise from transitory things.

Toward heaven, thy native place.
I Sun and moon and stars decay,

Time shall soon this earth remove

;

Rise, my soul, and haste away
' To seats prepared above.
I

The singer was invisible. The voice

't first came from a distance, but pres-

ntly drew near. It was a strong,

weet, silvery soprano, quite untrained,

utfull of melody, and it seemed to the

steners like the song of the lark as it

(Oars away to the blue of the sky. "I
^

wonder who it can be?" said the lady.

,No one that we know among the peo-

le who came from town the other day
as a voice to compare with this one.

Jthel Dane sings finely and has had
very advantage of training, but her
oice is thin compared with that which
;e are hearing now." *

[ Still invisible, the voice caught and
eld their attention. This time the
ong was so distinctly of Easter that

he listeners felt sure it mu.st belong
3 a member of the village choir, and
hat they should hear it in church the
ext morning. As if in a rapture of
elight there floated to them on the
jorning wind the triumphant strain:

The day of resurrection !

Earth, tell it out abroad ;
^-

The Passover of gladness ;

The Passover of dod.

is the last sound ceased the singer
ame into sight, a slender, erect figure,

/alking among the sand dunes and
)oking as if she were the very spirit of
he sunshine that made rainbows of the
oam. She was obviously a mere slip

f wholesome girlhood, not yet rounded
nto the amplitude of maturity. "Her-
ert," said the lady, "that child cannot
e seventeen. She has a future before
er, with that marvelous voice. I have been won-
ering what you and I could find to do by way of
laking a thank offering for the happiness we have
Dund at last, after our long separation. I shall
ot need to wonder after hearing her in church to-

lorrow. We must rescue her from obscurity, give
er the finest musical education Italy can provide,
nd then see that she has the opportunity to sing
'here the world can be at her feet."
The man smiled indulgently. "You are the same
opeful, enthusiastic woman that you were twenty
ears ago," he said, "not changed even a little bit.

ou hear a girl sing, you lo.'-e your heart to her, and
;raightway you are ready to risk time, trouble and
lot of money that she may have the chance of

eveloping her gift. Well, darling, I love you all

le more for the enthusiasm, and as we are to be
larried next week we'll look into this matter to-

2ther, and if there are not too many obstacles in
le way we'll carry out all your wishes. We owe
>mething to the good (;od for bringing us together,

and surely Eastertide is the best time in the whole
year for making a thank-offering."

Mary Elmore and Herbert Ainslie had been be-
trothed sweethearts in their school days. A series

of events beyond their control had prevented their

marriage at the time it would naturally have oc-

curred. For her there had been years of devoted
watching over invalids, whom she could not leave.

One by one they had gone to the heavenly world
until she was at last left alone. Over and over
Herbert had urged his suit, wishing to share her

cares and halve her burdens, but there had always
been opposition on the part of her nearest of kin,

and therefore the man who loved her had waited
until his hair was thin at the temples and gray in-

stead of brown. Both were possessed of wealth,

and they had planned a trip abroad to spend their
honeymoon. Girls and boys might smile at their

middle-aged happiness, but it is doubtful whether

'A slender, erect figure walking among the sand dunes'

above my head, all seem to me to be telling me to

sing. I shall never sing as those girls do who come
here from the cities, where they can hear great
music and have good masters; but, after all, the sea

is my teacher, and I have mother and you. Some-
times I want more, not always." All that the vis-

itors heard of this little speech was the latter part,

but the lady, glancing into the beautiful, wdstful

face, knew how to interpret it and did so. She went
straight to the girl's mother. "I do not know you,"
she said, "but my friend, Herbert Ainslie, says that

you know him, and that the old captain here—Cap-
tain Will, he calls him—first taught him how to sail

a boat. I have come to make a request of you.

May I see you in another room by yourself?"
The two women went upstairs together, and

stepped into Betty Haskell's little white room.
There they sat down, and there Miss Elmore told
of her coming marriage and asked that she might

be permitted to take Betty in charge
and give her a musical education.
The practical mother at once agreed,

providing that Betty should first have
a year's instruction in the nearest
large city, and that those who under-
stood about it should agree that her
voice was worth cultivating. "I would
not want you and Mr. Ainslie to waste
your money," she said, "and I know
what disappointments there are in

voices. I had one myself, but I never
sang again after Betty's father was
drowned. The child sings like a bird,

and it would make her very, very
X happy if she could one of these days

sing to a house full of people. She
sings in church now," the mother
added, with a proud smile.

In the meantime, the old captain and
Herbert Ainslie were renewing their

acquaintance. The old gentleman
knew only good of Mr. Ainslie, and
remembered his family before him.
There was no difficulty in arranging
whatever was best for Betty. She had
shyly slipped out of doors again when

J her mother and Miss Elmore left the
-? room. As the visitors came out of the

house she stepped forward to say good-
by to them, but they told her that they
would see her again and that they
wished her to come to the house where
Miss Elmore was staying, and sing
with a friend of theirs on Sunday
evening.

"Ethel will be a good friend to Betty,

if she is once interested in her as a
possible prima donna of the future."
Herbert threw back his head and
laughed. Yet the day came when lit-

tle Betty, daughter of the fisherman's

cottage, child of nature, learning her
first songs from the rhythmic waves
and the chanting winds, sang to vast
audiences and was greeted by their

thunders of applause. She remained
sweet and unspoiled, and often as

the hallowed Eastertide returned,
wherever she was, she lifted her pure
young voice in the triumphant strain

she had loved when she sang:any youthful lovers tasted a sweeter cup than theirs

in that Eastertide. As they sauntered on, loiter-

ing along the dunes and watching the waves as they

rolled higher and higher, falling asleep in white

foam on the sands, they again talked of the girl

whom they had heard, and concluded that they

would call at the house which they had seen her

enter. Knocking at the door, they were made wel-

come in a simple, homely living-room, where an old

man sat mending nets. A pleasant-faced woman,
with mother written in every line of her matronly

form and shining from her countenance, was sitting

opposite him with sewing in her hands. The girl

whom they had heard singing was standing by a

table, with sleeves rolled above her elbows, washing

the breakfast dishes, that had been piled up await-

ing her return from her walk on the shore. As the

visitors came in the girl was saying to her grand-

father, "How can you sit there so patiently fussing

over those nets? Outdoors the world is liHp a rose

in bloom ; the sea and the sand, and the birf flying i^%^P

> ' '-HEf-
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The day of resurrection !

Earth, tell it out abroad

;

The Passover of gladness.
The Passover of God.

After her grandfather died, her mother closed the

little cottage and went everywhere with Betty, but

summer after summer there would always be a sea-

son when they came back to the quiet little hamlet
on the coast, and lived for a while in the sweet sim-

plicity and wholesome enjoyment of their unfoi'-

gotten li'''e by the sea.

nd
the

ne of

,
^overed

f' '^°ver

?aper Full of Good Things
,: The Christian Herald is a paper
, of which I look forward to every week.

L good things, and I think it does a great

.ne time—a work blessed of God.
key, la. Mrs. J. W. Croneweth.
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He Always Planned for Others
A^fee/ VorK. -Business Men Hear an Eloquent Uribute to Dr. ¥Jop^ch s Memory

ON Monday, March 7, at 1 o'clock, just twelve

hours after Dr. Louis Klopsch had passed

away, a large audience of business men as-

sembled in the open air at Wall and Nassau Streets,

New York, and listened with deep attention to an

address by the Rev. William Wilkinson of Trinity

church, who has been preaching there daily during

the Lenten season. It was such an audience as

could be gathered nowhere else in America. Bank-

ers, brokers, clerks, merchants, importers, and men
of all sorts of callings known to the downtown dis-

trict were in the assemblage. Pastor Wilkinson,

after the opening exercises, spoke as follows:

"I turn aside from my usual line of subjects to

pay my tribute of love and honor to a princely man,

who in this city has left his

work on earth to take it up
where Jesus Christ his Saviour

and Master has appointed.

Turn to Proverbs 10:28, 29—
'The hope of the righteous shall

be gladness: the way of the

Lord is strength to the up-

right.' There you have the

deepest secret of the life of Dr.

Klopsch. Born in Germany
fifty-eight years ago, he had
ever since coming to this land

absorbed its very best spirit.

He had a clear mind which saw
at a glance the abiding from the

accidental, the vital from the

incidental. He was always
swift to act, and these qualities

of vision and action made him
a very powerful helper in good
work. He saw the Living God
back of nature; he knew the

world was run by law, not
chance; that sin was death;
that pardon was a joy complete,

and that grace was sufficient for

every man. This gave a breadth
to his thinking, a plan and pur-
pose to his life and his work
which charmed kings.
"The way of the Lord was

his strength and his joy. This
way is the only one in all the world in which
any true abiding joy can be be found, because it

is the way of order and the moral music of the
world. This cut out of his life, time, conditions,

local circumstances. For his large plans of help-
fulness he knew that here and now were only part
of past and future in the mighty plans of the living-

God for his children. So with gladness, he realized
the saying of Wesley, 'The world is my parish.'
"Dr Klopsch was at the head of The Christian

Herald, which has the largest circulation of any
religious paper in the world. It is read in every
town and city in the United States. Its editor was
every day looking, with wide-open eyes, for means
of making larger its power for good. He was al-

ways anxious to find young men of striking ability

and usefulness in the church and the world. Such

men he brought to the attention of his readers.

This in the catholic spirit that marked the man
throughout, and hence The Christian Herald is a

mighty power for good.

"This man had the courage of his convictions.

He did not stand fawning on men of power, who
sought to enslave the people; he did not use words

to darken wisdom and halt reform. For a sober

nation he stood; for proper housing of the workers

he pleaded; and his voice was mighty against, short

weight and measure, and the adulterating and cor-

nering of the food of the people. He spake with
clarion tones, in words which rang like the notes of

a trumpet calling armies to battle. It is refreshing

-m^f^^^hi

Rev. Mr. Wilkinson, Preaching in Wall Street, Upon Dr. Klopsch's Lif^

and inspiring to meet a man of this class and prac-
tice. No prouder plume can be placed on his tomb
that this. It is the prime, it is the first and highest
duty of Christian men in power to work for condi-
tions where every one can educate his powers and
have a fair, open, just opportunity of living in good
conditions. No help is like ability, by the grace of
God, to help one's self and family. There will,

however, be times when it is the duty of editors and
preachers to turn aside from considering men who
sell law, men who buy law, who practice the abom-
inable tyranny which oppresses, and also that which
corrupts the people and the Republic! I mean the
time when pestilence, famine, earthquake, great fire,

and flood demand attention. To read what this man

did is to see the soul of the man. The i-ecital

facts is more thrilling than romance. It takes t

soul at once over a bridge of nineteen hundred h

toric years, to the synagogue at Nazareth, wh
Jesus stood on that never to be forgotten Sabba
morning and, turning to the sixty-first chapter

Isaiah, said: 'The Spirit of the Lord is upon n
because he hath anointed me to preach good tidin

to the meek; he hath sent me to heal the broke
hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives; to op
the prison to them that are bound; to comfort

;

that mourn that they might be called trees of rigl

eousness, the planting of the Lord, that he might
glorified.' Dr. Klopsch raised through his paper ai

friends and gave to every good work. He ask
others to give also. More than three million thi

hundred thousand dollars

distributed in charities in Ri
sia, India, China, Japan, Ita

and our own land. King E

ward of England decorat
him; so did the Mikado of .]

pan. The king of Italy public

thanked him for helping M<
sina. But he did not do wh
some men do—go far afield a

neglect home. His summer hoi

for New York's poor childrc

where thousands have gone, if

testimony to the power of kir

ness. The Bowery Mission
New York is known to men i

terested in missionary work
all lands. When I get quite d

couraged I think of or go
that noble Mission. Every d

in the year it is open, each a

every night it gives a loaf

bread and a cup of coffee

evei-y man in the Bread Line

over a thousand men. To he

the story of the conversion
some of these men sets orn

heart on fire. I know a m
who was in State prison w
was converted in that Missi

and who is now an earnest a

eff'ective missionary here
New York.

"In Wall Street, in its busiest part, at its busit

hour, when men are planning to make money, wh
all is inish and push and desire, I stop to call yo

attention to this type of man who had time to pri

to plan, to work, to do good and delight in it. Tl

brought him peace and honor at the last. I wa
you—because I am a recruiting officer in the arr

of Jesus Christ—to take up your cross, deny yoi

selves, and follow my Master, the only Saviour,
you, young men, who day by day throng round n

I ask you to stand in the good old ways, and G
will bless you as in the past he has blessed his s(

vants. I pray that all of us may be followe

of those who, through faith and patience, inhei

the promises."

* ^ ^^i^i

t<i7> MAINE STIRRED BY A REVIVAL K^\

THE six weeks' visit of Rev. J. Wilbur Chap-
man, Charles M. Alexander and their associate

workers to Maine, comprising great evangel-
istic campaigns in Portland and Bangor, between
January 5 and February 15, brought to that State a
spiritual uplift which has made itself widely felt.

The testimony of the pastors is that a new atmos-
phere has been created in their churches, making it

easier to engage in aggressive religious work. Men
in business state that the mercantile life is charged
with a deeper appreciation of the Golden Rule in
business. Social life has felt the impress of the
meetings. The chief of police of Portland attrib-
uted the decrease in the number of offenders to the
Chapman-Alexander meetings. One day there was
not a criminal befoi-e the court.
Nor has the influence of the revivals been limited

to the cities. Simultaneous with the meetings in
Portland a dozen evangelistic meetings were held in
the western part of the State, and duringlfhe Ban-
gor meetings others were held in the easte
The campaign in Maine marked the in

by Dr. Chapman of his new plan t
churches the continuing agency for the p
the evangelistic spirit, to a degree which
has not been as fully realized as he belie,
sible. Regular Sunday services have no
terfered with. On the other hand, there has f>een
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Charles M. Alexander Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman

a definite application of the evangelistic ideal in the
regular church services, each pastor being asked to
conduct his service according to the method he and
his people believe the best to bring about this object.
In not a few churches evening services brought re-
sults which supplemented the more specific work of
the evangelists in their district meetings, and made
the pastors co-laborers and sharers in the results.
Dr. Chapman has stated repeatedly that the pas-
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tor should be given a helpful atmosphere in which
preach, and that if this is provided the pastor c;

preach with great power. This simply means c

operation—a participation in the work of the chur^

by the pastor and his people. To secure this c

operation. Dr. Chapman has outlined a plan for

Pastor's Council, and by this informal organizatii

has sought to bring the men into closer touch wi

and better understanding of the work of the churc

and of their pastor's responsibility.
The Pastor's Council is made up of men of t!

church who are interested in helping to realize '<.

that is possible for the church as a force for goo

It is open to men of the congregation, whether mei
bers or not. At a service in Portland over 500 mi

signed the cards indicating their interest. Since t'

evangelistic meetings closed a large number of tl

churches have definitely organized Pastor's Counci!

Several councils have one hundred or more men e

rolled, and the interest taken by the men is a promi
of better things.

Mr. Alexander conducts the singing at all of the

meetings. He believes that the stranger who ha

pens into a church where all sing will carry away £

impression of the uplift of the service. Mr. Alexa
der also trains the ministers to secure this kind '

singing and to make the song service truly wol

shipful. Newton C. Reed.



The Comfort of Easter Day
By KATE UPSON CLARK <^<

rSE child was sobbing bitterly. The

. sweet young mother whom he loved

h: been buried in the earth. He

t ught that she had gone forever.

I loving aunt had come to take care

lim, and she tried to comfort him.

Your mother is living still, dear,"

s; said. "You will see her again.

S is watching you this minute. She

l(;s you just the same as ever."

No, no," wept the child; "she is

dd. The doctor said so; and I know

it; true, because I kissed her, and she

d not kiss me back again. If she had

k wn, she would have kissed me back

jin—for she always did. And, oh,

oi-my mother is dead !"

[ know it seems so, darling," sighed

tl aunt, whose own heart was sore

a) heavy, "but under that still face

the was yet life. Christ showed us

tl: when he rose from the dead. He
d: not answer when his mother and
h:disciples called him; but one day he

re from this seeming death, to show
u.'.hat no one really dies. That was
tl'first Easter Day. Men had always
hod—but they had never surely

ki»vn before then—that the dead
ccd rise again. Is it not beautiful,

dc-?"

he child for a little seemed com-
fced. Then he looked over to the

feiliar chair where the sweet mother
h; been wont to hold him and pet him,

ai again he broke into sobs. He was
or five—and his little mind could not

gi;p the great, sweet truth which his

a;t had been telling him. At last she

sa, "I will show it to you some time
soiatyou will understand."

was in the early springtime that

thiyoung mother had been laid away
frn his sight. The cold winds were
bl/ing, the trees looked bare and
gait and dead.

ut among the leafless woods the

ait led the grieving child.

See these poor trees," she said to

hi. "Does it not look to you as
thigh they were quite dead?"
e felt carefully of the branch which

shheld out to him.
fes," he answered; "it is only an

ol'dead stick—just good to burn in

thfire."

(Mat „ ;t seems so," she admitted, "but
ttka4w;; a while, and we will come back

he again."
ne warm, sunny day, a few weeks

lal', she took him to the same spot and
sh/ed him the same bough again. It

w; covered with soft, fuzzy leaf-buds,
ar little clusters of tender green
leies were bursting from them.

i-^his is the same bough that you
th ght was dead," she said. "What

liO^ »-.do'ou think nqw?"
^'^ t wasn't dead, was it?" murmured

th( hild slowly. "What pretty leaves

!

I u glad it wasn't dead."
^nd it is so with our dear ones who

dii' she reminded him gently. "They
SG'i dead, but they really live; and
so jwhere they are happy and beauti-
fu-more beautiful than they were
^>,e —just as the leaves are more beau-
tif than the bare tree."

le child looked very sober. It was
be nning to seem possible to him that
hi; unt might be right; though he had
wc, every day for his mother, and had
sa over and over again, "She cannot
De live anywhere, or else she would
sp'k to me and kiss me."

1 the child handled the bough and
th(ght about it, his aunt plucked
!''< the bark of the tree some large
coc)ns to carry home. She showed
the to him.
yh&t funny, silky little sticks!" he

en
.

"They seem to be dead, don't they?"
she said.

"They are dead," he declared posi-

tively. "They are funny little dead
sticks. Are you taking them home to

burn in the fire?"

"You will see by and by," she an-

swered.

But she did not burn them. She laid

them on rough pieces of wood, and
placed them in a deep pan. Then she

fastened strong netting over them and
set the pan upright out in the cold,

where it would get the wind and the

rain.

One day in the early summer she

took him out into the sunshine, and
showed him the pan.
"Look in! What do you see?" she

asked joyfully.

"Three butterflies. How bright and
pretty they are!" he cried. "See how

"No," he rejoined thoughtfully,

"they were not."

"It is so with our dear ones," she re-

peated. "They may seem to be dead,

but they are not."

One day she took some poppy seed

and showed to him.

"Is it pepper?" he asked. "Or is it

the powder that my father uses in his

gun?"
"No," she told him. "It is not pep-

per, nor powder; but it seems just as
dead, doesn't it?"

"Yes," he answered again, positively.

"It is just as dead as it can be."

"I am going to drop it into the earth
here," she said gravely; and she took
up a trowel and dug into the rich

earth. Then she scattered the dead
powder in the hole that she had made,
and covered it carefully.

A fortnight later, she took the child

to see it.

" Out among the leafless woods she led him

"

they dance about ! Where did you get

them?"
"They wei-e in those dead sticks that

you thought were only fit to burn; do

you remember? See, there they lie,

like husks! Now let us set the butter-

flies free."

She tore the netting, and the deli-

cate, gay-winged creatures went sail-

ing off into the upper air.

The child gazed after them. Then

he looked back at the empty, bursted

,

chrysalids. He remembered well the

queer, brown sticks. How wonderful

it was!
, „ , • J J

"They seemed dead," she reminded

him again, gently; "but you see that

they wei'e not."

"You remember that dead black

powder that we sowed here," she re-

minded him.
"Yes," he answered quickly. "It

was just here. This is the little board
you put in so that we might know."
"And yet these pretty little gray-

green plants came from those dead,

black seeds," she told him.
"Right out of them?" he asked

breathlessly.
"Yes. They seemed so small and

black, you know; yet there was the

germ of a little plant in each one of

them, and soon they will be covered

with bright flowers. We could never
believe anything so strange if we did

not see it right before our eyes. And

so it is with the loved ones that we
think are dead. They are not dead;

and in some other world, we do not

know where, they bloom from their

cold, lifeless bodies, just as the leaves

broke from the tree, and as the butter-

flies from the cocoons, and these little

plants from the dead seeds."

"Yes—yes, I see," breathed the child,

through starting tears.

"But men were dull," went on the

loving aunt, trying to make it very

plain to him. "For hundreds of years

men had seen the dead trees leave out,

and the butterflies come from the dead
chrysalids, and the plants spring from
dead seed, and still they could not

really believe that if a man died he

would live again. So God sent Christ

to show us all these things. He taught

us how to live; and then he seemed to

die, but he rose from the dead on the

third day, and talked with his friends,

to show us that, as he lived after
death, so we should live also. And the

great apostle Paul made it plainer still.

He. said that we were sown a natural
body and we should be raised a spir-

itual body. We do not understand it,

any more than we understand this mar-
velous change of the seed into the
flower; but we must believe that it is

true."
"Yes," breathed the child; "I see,

and I must believe that my mother is

up yonder"—he waved his little hand—"with a beautiful new body; not sick

any more, and happy, and that I will

see her again when I go up there, too."

"Yes," she said, glad to see him com-
forted, "you see exactly how it is."

And whenever the twilight came, and
he began to weep afresh for his

mother, she reminded him of it all,

until the year brought around the

Easter Day. Then they spoke of it

again.
"You see," she explained to hini,

"men were so glad—so glad when this

great hope came to them that they
would live after death that every year
they rejoice on the day J&rist rose.

For two thousand years th™have kept
that day. Just think what joy it

brought into the world!"
"Is it the happiest day in the year?"

he asked her.

She thought of the day of Christ's

birth, and spoke of it.

"But I think," he said at last

thoughtfully, "that it was more beauti-

ful to have him come back from the

dead even than to have him born ; so I

am going to like the Easter Day best

of all."

She did not find any fault with his

choice. She knew that just then, to

that aflBicted little heart, the thought
of the Easter Day was the sweetest

thing in the world.

Pleased with Paper and Premiums

Dear Editor: I received the Red
Letter Bible, and was very much
pleased with it, also with the "Dream-
land" calendar, and was much sur-

prised to see with it the picture of the

"Daughters of Dorcas." I think they

are beautifully gotten up, and worthy
of nice frames. I feel very grateful

to you. I enjoy The Christian Her-
ald so much, and every week look for

its appearance. I have been a sub-

scriber for some years, and feel glad

that I could continue my subscription.

I pray God to bless you for the noble

work you are doing throughout the

world. (Mrs.) Sarah C. Brown.
Mauch Chunk, Pa.
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That one word sums
up the advantages of

buying Uneeda Biscuit

You're sure of their

quality— sure of their

flavor

—

sure of their

goodness

—

sure of their

cleanness and freshness.

Be sure to say

Uneeda
Biscuit

5<'

(Never sold in bulk)

a Package.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

£l^^\ Cents » This\
^^\^Dainty Set. Four
\^% Ârticles — Complete
Post-Paid. Money Back If Unsatisfactory,

jf^Packets Choice Flower and Geo'den Seeds
It^To introdaee our faiifh-srrsdp Seeds we will mail the following IS naeketaTo introdaee our faieh-grade Seeds we will mail tlie toUowing 15 packets
and our liirKe I'Jlo Catalog, also a coupon for 10 cents, all lor one dime.
VEGETA15LE SEED: Iteet, Cabbage, Carrot, Cucumbe:-, I.ettuce, Onion

Parsley. I'arsn)]), Radish, Spinach, Tomato, Turnip. Complete kitchen garden.FLOWER SEED: Annuals, 200 sorts mi.\ed, Terennials mixed. Will
bloom early if sown first season. Will make big bed of flowers.
SWEET PEAS: 60 varieties mi.\cd. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today.

BINGUA31TON SEED CO., 403 Water St., Bingliamton, N. Y.

After vou have actii.illy seen tlii.s cli.irminff
coiiibiiiation set and examined each article

—

then, if you are not tlioronghly deliehted with
it—satisfied in every particular—simply return
it to us.

We'll refund your money without a word of
questioning.

Quality of material and finish are far better
than you would think possible for this price.
Indeed, the set would cost you at least double
in any store.

And the style is the very newest, as you know.
DutchCoIIar—Wide, imitation Irish Crochet,
r(a<hiiiK to the shoulder. A very charming
d(-sj^'n. Extremely good style. Washable.

Jabot—Double pleated tabs of handkerchief
linen, c<l!;ed with Irish Cluny Lace. Washable.

Embroidered Belt—Fine mercerized duck,
i inches wide: dainty eyelet embroidery in
panel effect : washable ; enameled metal
buckle. Sizes 24 to 31.

Broocb—Knamcl finish CJainsborough picture
in cold plated frame. Very attractive and
fashionable.

.Send .59 cents, stamps or monev-
order for the complete set, four
articles, post-paid. Be sure to specify
Set No. 104—And ewe your waist measure.

FREE The Herzfelder
Style Book

W e ve just added to the Herzfelder Style Hook
several additional new pages of particularly
fascmating Spring Styles—collars, jabots, belts
etc. AI.S0 the new jet brooches and necklacesnow .so popular, and many other delightful
inexpensive jewelry articles.

All at prices which afford you many substan-
tial savmgs.

Styles so attractively fresh, values .so wonder-
fully good as those shown in the HerafeUier
Style Hook are not usually found in stores, nor
in ordinary catalogs.

Your copy of this interesting book i.s now
ready—free for the .asking—simply send your
name and address on a post-card.

HERZFELDER & SON, 105 L Water St., New York, N. Y.

One Payor's Baby-Saving Wort

The Pasteurizing Plant, Morningside Presbyterian Church, New York

SAVING of babies' lives as the chief

parochial work of a New York
church is a novelty of practical Chris-

tianity, found in the west side of the

teeming Harlem section of the city,

where infant mortality is still far too

hig:h. The great apartment house dis-

trict just below Morningside Heights
has a large infant population. The
Rev. Allen W. McCurdy, pastor of

the Morningside Presbyterian Church,
found that babies fell ill and died from
infectious diseases when apparently

they had not been exposed to contagion,
and that infantile sickness claimed a
heavy toll.

Enlisting the interest of the women
of the parish, he set up in the church
parlor a plant for modifying, bottling
and pasteurizing milk. On July 12,

1909, the supplying of the milk began.
In a short time the capacity of the
plant was reached, and now 117 babies
are fed on this milk. The eagerness

LETTERS FROM FORMER
A Great Benefit to the Reader

Dear Sir: I think the change is a
great help, as The Christian Herald
gets better all the time, and I get my
paper regularly. Sallie B. Travis.

Lotdsiana, Mo.

Likes The Christian Herald Best

Dear Sir: I think I shall like your
paper as well as, if not better, than
the Home Herald, and am likely to
take it as long as I live.

Portland, Me. Hattie E. Hatch,

Happy Over the Change
Dear Editor: I received your calen-

dar; many thanks for it. I have been
a reader of the Home Herald since its

infancy. I am happy over the change.
I consider your paper far superior
to it. Mrs. Ella Taylor.
New Cumberland, W. Va.

Like The Christian Heraid Much Better

Dear Editor: Enclosed please find
$1.50 to pay for one year's subscription
for The Christian Herald. We were
formerly subscribers to the Home
Herald, and had ordered the paper
stopped. We like your paper so much
better that we concluded to try it for
one year. A W.

Olathe, Kan.

Ought to Be a Round Million

Dear Editor: I was glad to learn
that the subscription list of the Home
Herald had been added to that of The
Christian Herald, swelling the latter
to 400,000. It ought to be a million—
and will be, some day.

Philadelphia, Pa. E. Remington.

A Good Thing All Around
My Dear Mr. Editor: The consoli-

of mothers to get safe milk, prorly

adapted to the needs of their babi [ is

illustrated by the fact that mai of

them come over a mile to get ieir

daily supply.

Incidentally, the work has becor an

inspiring factor in the life of thei^r-

ish, bringing the congregation jito

touch with the material needs o'ihe

people, bringing women of leisure 'ito

relation with the mothers of the i{or,

setting idle hands busy making el les -

for babies that otherwise would -ive-

lacked.
The Morningside church is i: a

rich one, and it was feared the sta'ng

of such a work would be a drain ion

the resources of the congreg; on,

but the work has been enthusi dc-

ally maintained and enlarged, tier

churches have become interested ,.nd

the multiplication of church mill ta-

tions is now an interesting and ho ful

possibility in New York.

HOME HERALD READ RS

dation of the Home Herald with HE

Christian Herald is a good thii all

around, and every subscriber wil ow

value The Christian Herald bre:

than ever. Emma L. Patt'.

Philadelphia, Pa.

"We Are More Than Pleased

Dear Sir: Enclosed find $1.5 for

my subscription to The Chri an

Herald from January 1, 1910, tc an-

uaiy 1, 1911. I was a subscril; to

the Home Herald. We have reeved

three copies of The Christian er-

ALD, and we are more than picked.

Please send "Dreamland" calendaind
"Daughters of Dorcas."

Lovington, HI. JACOB Ste .

More Pleased with Each Issu

Dear Mr. Editor: I read yoi re-

quest in The Christian HERALfor
former subscribers of the Homeh aW

to write you concerning the cons (da-

tion of the two papers. At first did

not think I should like The Chri; an

Herald, but am more pleased jith

each issue. Am pleased to knofwe

are to have these new sermons om

D. L. Moody.
Neoga, Ul. Albert Carruthi*.

Pleased with the Consolidatioi

Dear Sir: In response to youjre-

quest in the last issue of THE C^S-

tian Herald, I would say that Jam

greatly pleased with the consolid'on

of the Home Herald with your p'^'''

and would further state that I ha "<•

suggestions to offer for its imj ce-

ment. You are giving us a good
jP^'J

and doing a good work. And maf'Oi

bless you and continue to use you jor^

and more in blessing others! '
i

Roanoke, Vu. Henry S. SHfW-
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Western Packers on the Meat War

^

By QEORGE L. McCARTHY
Secretary of the American Meat Packers* Association

r-fai

•:tn

'«»

seems to me that the statement in

_JHE Christian Herald of Febru-

a 16 was hardly fair to the packers.

I efer to your saying that, "in de-

fiice of public opinion, Western pack-

e advanced the price of meat, and

tl meat sellers of Chicago and other

Vstern cities have seconded the ad-

vice by a proportionate rise in

pees." As a matter of fact, the

*tern packers have not increased

tlr charges on dressed meat out of

pportion to the increase of the price

opve stock. In his report for 1909

tl Secretary of Agriculture, after

d ling extensively with live stock and
irit prices, says it is apparent that

d 5sed meat prices have not increased

ir,greater degree than steer prices

he at Chicago. These figures, of

ca-se, relate to 1909. Now, what are

tr facts with relation to 1910? The
f(Owing are wholesale selling prices

neat, as quoted in New York City

pars on the dates mentioned, by one

o: he large packers

:

'aiiuary 1. per hundred pounds $8. W
anuar> 8.

" " H.*)

anuary 15,
' "

. . .

.

H.91

January «,
" "

.... 8.83

anuary 29,
" "

.... 8.33

''ebruary 5. ]'
]|

8.i5

j'ebruary li,
" "

8.75

'"ebruary 19,
" "

.... 8.83

he variations in prices are not out
o:oroportion, and are designed to be

pallel with prevailing prices of beef

c;;le.

ermit me to cull your attention to

tl statement in the report of the

Sretary of .Agriculture that "coin-

un
liis conimoii oxpic-'isiuii i< umply jiislilicd

1- Uic all-aroun.l utility <,r tlu; Bl.SSKI.I.
.'ceper. No matter \vli.il the ii.iture iif the
1-cri-s, a BISSKI. I, ••(><<>'• BALL liKAIUNC
(|)ct Sweeper will do I lie work lliorouEJily.
1

1
with an ease tliat is little short of inar-

^)us. It raises no du-it, run.s (iiiietly, and
1 1113 a savins of carpet.s and draperies. A
I SELL cost.s le.ss than forty corn brooms.
ii lasts longer. They are .sold by all
clers at prices from $i.75 to $0.50.
o'rilc for booklet.

uy a Bissell Sweeper from your dealer,
id us the purchase slip within one week
In date of purchase, and we will send
;i FREE, a fine quality leather card case
' h no printing on it.

rWARF "' liand.s wlio elaini to lie seiii. out
i<>im\L, |,y u.s lo ripair Uissell Swicpers.

I

employ no ai,'i'iil.s of thi.s kind.

Address Dept. I7.\.

lISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO,
Grand Rapids Mich.

" \ l,:irK.-,t ;ui.| Oiilj i;\,lll^ive

t« • ariHl Swieiicr .Makers

, t -
Woild.)

.Bri^ VISIBLE WRITERS
or ottier" jt-o

I. S. SMITHS. OlIVERS. UNDERWOODS. Elc.

'4to'^ M'F'RS PRICES
Slllpiioil ANYWIIKIIK n.p Irci- Triat. or

HKNTtnallowinB Itnil toAl'l'LY

fm.Mv. PRICES 9 1S.OO UR
' yi triter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-94 UKE ST., CHICAGO

HPa or MHMa
i« "/ " i"Vy "f LITTLE FOLKS, tlie best ma-
I o 1

""'* '"' <='"'<lr«'> from 3 to 12
WA, '"^ " ''''''- stories and poems fnrlln

iu JiJ.,"*^?" ""' "orles )U8t ri?ht to read

Sc.i.l -

1. lull r,| kUI.i

(.

""^' $100 per year. Agen's wanted

_^ CASSINO, Dept.C.H. SALEM. MASS

r^^NTS that PROTECT
II V. nV.rt^^™'' f^'^""l "^ii rrrript ol 6 cts. '.tamps.

L*lLMCtY,Washlngton, D. 0. , 6ept.36,Est. 1»8»

cident with the beef situation is the
great fall in hog prices late in 1907,

when farmers sold breeding sows so as
to diminish a line of unprofitable pro-

duction. This procedure restricted the

pork production with results that arc

now felt.'' This reduction of breeding
animals, in connection with other

causes, is responsible for the dimin-
ished supply and increased price of
hogs and hog products. You will

readily discern that the Western pack-
ers have nothing to do, directly or in-

directly, with conditions which pro-
duced the shortage in the hog crop. In
addition to this shortage of hogs, and
affecting the cattle likewise, is the fact
that there were 3,2-50,000 less cattle

in the country January 1, 1910, than
there were three years before. Thus,
with the population increasing at the
rate of about one per cent, per annum,
there was a heavy diminution in the
forces of meat supply.

Concerning your statement that "on
January 29 an order was sent out by
packers from Omaha to all the live

.stock shippers in the Western States
not to ship live stock of any kind
to market until the present protest
against the high price of fresh meat
had died out," permit me to say that if

any such statement were sent out it

did not emanate from the packers.
Those who ship live stock to packing-

centres send it to commission men, the
same as vegetables, fruit, butter, eggs,

etc., are shipped to your commission
men. These commission men stand be-

tween the actual owners of the live

stock and the packers, and negotiate
the sale to the packers the same as veg-
etable and fruit commission men nego-
tiate the sale of such products to the
retailers. Each live stock commission
man has his own line of customers, and
undertakes to keep them advised as to

the promising, or forbidding, character
of the market. It is ea.sy to be .seen

that a commission man who was faith-

ful to his customers would advise them
not to ship live stock in the face of the
pending boycott of meat. The boycot-

ters .said, "We won't eat meat"; com-
mission men said to their customers,
"Don't ship your live stock, because the

boycotters will not buy it." What else

could have been expected as a result of

the boycott? Certainly not that the

commission men would hav3 advised
live stock owners to ship their stock.

In such an event the market would
have l)ioken down, perhaps tremend-
ously, and the packers would have been
able to buy at reduced prices, to the

loss of the live stock raiser. In such
an event—with the packers getting the

benefit of the great decline—what
would have been said by those who are

disposed to criticise them?
Another thing which I wish to call

your attention to is the fact that ninety

per cent, of the criticism concerning

the advance in beef prices is predicated

on the increa.se of prices of only a frac-

tional part of the beef. A beef animal
produces fifty-five per cent, of market-
able meat in the carcass. Of this

fifty-five per cent, twenty-six per cent,

is i"ibs or loin, and it is on the ribs and
loin that the increase that is com-
l)lained of has been made necessary.

The fact is that we need a live stock

Burbank, who will evolve a meat ani-

mal that is all ribs and loin. In its

last analysis, the causes of the advance
in prices of the better cuts of beef is

due to that prosperity in which we are

all rejoicing. The American people,

being prosperous and having money to

spend, arc buying the best, instead of

the less desirable portions of meat.

When times are hard, people move
from expensive to less expensive hous-

ing accommodations. In the same
way, when their incomes diminish, they

Continued on vext page

THE MOST HELPFUL
SPRING

AND SUMMER
1910 FASHION BOOK OF THE YEAR

YOU'LL BE DISAPPOINTED UNLESS YOU SEND
FOR YOUR COPY NOW — TO-DAY. IT'S FREE,

For more than three months we've offered to send you this beautifully

illustrated, intensely interesting book of authentic Spring and Summer
1910 Fashion News, absolutely free. Requests have simply poured in.

There are just a few books left. But you may have a free copy if the

request reaches us in time.

And you II be glad to have a copy of this invaluable book. It will help you wonder-
fully in deciding on ycur new summer dresses. But you mu^t send now.

\t shows all the very newest ladies', misses' and children's dresses, house gowns, dressing

sacqucs, kimonos and wrappers and actual fabric samples of the materials the cottumcs
arc made of.

These samples—actual fabric samples—give you some idea how beautiful the 1910
Passaic Fabrics are. That's why we want you to have one cf the few remaining copiei.

MosI women know Passaic Printed Fabrics. They've used ihem year after year.

They know Passaic Prints are by far the most serviceable, most washable, n osl beauti-

ful prints of all.

Send for the Passaic Fashion book. Test Passaic Printed Fabrics

—

'* the prints that

hold their colcro /iirf **— for yourself.

Your dealer has all 'lie new 1910 Passaic Printed Fabrics. Ask lo see them. These
ore only a few :

LOTUS LAW^N "^^ leading low-priced lawn, for children's and
misses' dresses. Printed in an endless variety of

patterns and colorings. 25 inches wide.

THAI I IF VFNnniWF ^^ imitation tf imported wool
VniiLiLili:. V E.11 UUITIE. Challies, for Kimonos and Dressing
Sacques. In all leading patterns and colorings. 29 inches wide.

VAIIWONT RATKTF For children's dresses. A wide

select from. 28 inches wide.

GRASMERE BATISTE For ladies' and children's dresses.

In countless patterns and colorings.

For wrappers, dressing sacques, etc ,

in the most fascinating patterns and

30 inches wide.

LAUREL PERCALE
colorings. 36 inches wide.

Don't fail to ask to see these. Your dealer has them.

Send a postal today for the beautifol Passaic

Fashion Book. Don't delay. Send for it today.

PASSAIC PRINT WORKS 77 SOUTH ST., PASSAIC, N. J.

«»*»*''

IhinkRijhf.^.^
Think of the small difference in

price for a lifetime of organ satis-

faction and you won't put a cheap
instrument of pipes or i-eeds into

your church. Think right about
an Estey Organ.

EstCy Brattleboro, Vt.
Address

Buy "Kalamazoo Komfort" Now
Enjoy that LUXURIOUS rest and RELAXATION

which gives renewed energy and makes the
hot. sultry days COOL and DELIGHTUL. Be truly

COMFORTABLE when reading, resting or ill.

The expense is only nominal. Our RECLINING
chair, AUTOMATICALLY adjusting iUelf to every
position, will do all this for you. Write U8
for free trial offer and
catalogue No. 141, show-
ing ten models of this

chair and sixty other
designs of summer fur-
niture. Ask your dealer
for SUPERIOR QUAUTY lawn
furniture and make your
home COMFORTABLE. ATTRAC-
TIVE and DISTINCTIVE.

KALAMAZOO SLED COMPANY
588 3d St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

EACH PIECE I

TRADE - MARKED
and GUARANTEED

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Eflective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resorting to Surgical Procedure

The only private iostitution of magnitude ia the United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other

malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years.

For compute informafion address

Berkshire Hills Sanatoriom, North Adams, Massachnsctts

JOIN THIS CLUB TO REDUCE
THE HIGH COST OF LIVING

Wide-awake women are wanted in every community to join and organize

clubs to reduce the high cost of living. With all grocery prices .so. high, every-

one is looking for ways to cut expenses. Ten or more women banded together

can save nearly half of the money they usually pay for household supplies. Club
organizers liberally rewarded. Or one woman alone 'can save $\o.oo every few
weeks on supplies for her own family. This is a movement national in its scope.

Send for information to CROFTS & REED CO., Public Dcpl. C, Chicago, Illinois.
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Ready
For

Insteint
»- Use

SUN PASTE is so very easy to use that you are sure to be delighted. It is

always just right, ready to apply with a wet cloth, and polish with a dry woolen

cloth, and absolutely dustless. It comes out of a very convenient large box, just

as you want it. There Is no separation of the ingredients, or settling out, like

so-called liquid or cream polishes, which are always hard on the bottom.

SUN PASTE GOES SO MUCH FURTHER than any liquid or cream

polish that there is no comparison between them. Just try it and be convinced.

Made by MORSE BROTHERS, Proprietors RISING SUN Stove Polish, Canton, Mass., U.S.A.

A Full Assortment of Newest Emiiroidery Designs
For Ladies' and Children's Garments, Hoasehold Linen and Fancy Articles

A hot iron placed on the back of the pattern
transfers the pattern to any material.

Tulip Designs for Shirt-

waist ctr Faiirv Blouse: Com-
prising Waist - Front Collar.

Cliffs and Belt

Set of Flear de Lys Em-
blems for Underwear. Shirt-

waists. Children's Dresses,

or Fanev Articles.

Set for Princess or Shirt-
waist Dress, Comprising
Fanel for Skirt, which maybe
Divided to Form Decoration
for Shirt-Waist and Skirt
Braiding Strip for Waist
which Can Also lie Used for

Border to Trav or Bureau
Cover, or Shirt-Waist Bands.

Set for Chemise or Corset
Cover. Barlt and Front with

Fl'>wcr Spravs. and Scalloped Kdge for Neck and Ann-Holes-
Set of Collars for Ladies. Comprising Dutch Collar, stock

Collar and High-Band Turn-Uown Collar

Set of Jabots, Rabats and Tie Ends. Comprising Double.
Single, Plain and Plaited Jabots and Double Tie Ends.

Scalloped Border with Flower Dot, Inch wide. One and Three-
Quarter Yards lx>ng. For Underwear. Baby Clothes, etc.

Cbrysanthemnm Designs for Front or Back Closing Shirt-
Waist or Fancy Blouse. Comprising. Waist-Front, Collar. Cuffs
and Belt.

Chatelain Pocket with Flap. To be worked in French and
Kyelet or Solid Fmbroidery. Edge to be Buttonhole Worked.

Set for Baby Dress, Comprising Yoke and Cuffs. French and
Kyelet or Solid Knibroidery.

Set of Anchor Emblems for Ladies' Sailor Blouse. Children's
Saiior Dress or Boys' Shield. Comprising One Large Anchor
and Two Smaller Crossed Anchors.

Set of Wreaths and Comers for Baby Pillow. Glove or Hand-
kerchief Cases. Tray Cloths. Sachets and to Enclose Initials.
Set Comprises Wheat, Field Flowers, and Forget-me-not
Wreaths and Corners.
Complete Alphabet of Script Letters. Suitable for Marking

Underwear. Handkerchiefs or Fancy Articles. Can be Enclosed
in Wreaths previously described.

\X7E will send THE HOUSEWIFE on trial all the rest of this year with all of the Designs above
'' mentioned, with complete instructions, for ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. You will be
delighted with THE HOUSEWIFE, which is always Helpful, Practical, and Interesting. Remit
by Post Office Order or in Postage Stamps. Address,

THE HOUSEWIFE, 52 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK

GETTHIS BOOK
Send us your oame and address and 'we will mall
free, this absorblogr treatise, " Electricity a» a
Remedy." 'written by a grraduate physl-
clan of life-long experience. He tel'

what electricity does, its effects and

^'""^Wizard Wireless
offers the safest, cheapest
surest method of home ai>-

plicatioD, and cites
many Instances
success fuBy treat
ed by it

Every
person
ether

interested
not should

read this enlight-
ening book on so

Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

afBicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this
book and learn whether elec-
tricity can help. If it can you
ought to know. You will read
the Ijook 'with profit In any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of it. Don't delay
until you forget.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 361. 211 Lake St., CHICAGO

lectric Co., 36 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Can.

Men Who Shave
Read What 10 Cents Wm Do
Don't pay ?l (K) to ^\.r,(t for a riizor wlicn you can get one of
oursfor only 10 cents, just by st-nding for a sample package of
our Bath Complexion and 8kln Core Shaving Soap which «<
send with every razor by mail Absolutely free, We do this to
quickly introducfl and prove its great auperiorily over jill r>th«T3
for shavine at>d C.mr'l.xional Hl.Tiii^l,. s £. B. Putnam.
MaDager, Depl. C. H., 95 Chambers Street. N Y City

IFYOUSTAMMER
I ,a] ^^"'^ y" "'^ 84-paRehook
J. Advice to Stammerers '

' Free.
It pxplaina how I nuielily

aiKl l»(-rni;iTii'iitIv cured niyseir.
I'rolU by my >xiicTi(ii.-.- anil
\vrite for fro- 1 ii iin.l a.lv— BENJ. N. BOGUF.

loUi; .VOKTU ILLINOIS STIIKE I- ]\ I.l V \ VI ni i~ IM

B
iLYMYER .«^k. tJ»Lm:oTEZBBELU

CHURCH TlM°ABLe, lovrm fbice.

^S—f^XjIji13. * TELLS WHT.
nrite to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co- Cincinnati. O.

SEND FOR MY BOOK

STRONG ARMS
10 Cents in Stamps or Coin

For Men* Women or
Children

Illustrated with twenty half-tone
cuts comprising original and com-
plete lessons for quick development
of shoulders, arms and hands,
especially adapted to be practiced in
your own room without apparatus.
Regrular price. 25 Cents.

IN ADDITION TO THIS
if you will send for one at once, I will
make you a present of a chart whicli
alone 19 worth more than what you

tay for the "STRONG ARM
JOOK." The chart shows my
new method for building up a great
chest, heart and lungrs.

I will also be pleased
to answer any questions pertaining
to the development or reducing of any
other part of your bodv without ad-
ditional charge.

Prof. AlVTHOIVY BARKER
SELECT GYMNASIUM

223 Barker Buildine—HO West 42d Street, New York
Iniliri.hial Inslrnrtiim /or //rullli tni.l SIrennlh at mv
Select (ri/mnasiumor liy mail. Particulars on request.

Make Your Own Fertilizer
at Small Cost with

WILSON'S PHOSPHATE MILLS
From 1 to 40 H. p. Also Bone
Cutters, hand and power
for the poultrymen; grit
and shell mills, farm feed
mills, family grist mills,
scrap cake mills. Send for

onr catalog.

Wilson Bros., Sole Mfrs., Easton, Pa.

YOU TAKE NO RISK
If you desire to purchase BROADCLOTHS at

prices lower than those asked by your retailer
write for samples which will be sent on request!
without charge. I!,..,,!. ,„av l ri,,,,lC(l n „„ ,„,prr,val

WESTCHESTER WOOLEN COMPANY
Post Office Box 234 PEEKSKILL, N. Y.

YOU TAKE NO RISK

If You Are a China Painter
or I'otlcr, tills inaeazine is essential to
your liappinc^s. Price $4,no the ye.ir.
fl,«0 three months, .Sample copy 10c.

Keraiiiio Studio Pub. Co.,
124 rearl St., Syracuse, N. Y.

We^ern Packers on the

Meat War
Gontimted from preceding page

move down the meat scale from porter-

house steak and rib roast to more eco-

nomical portions of the meat animal.

These facts are not stated as being

peculiar; they are simply logical and
inevitable.

Now let me call your attention to the

fact that the big packing houses of Chi-

cago do not and cannot dominate the

situation and control the prices of live

stock. In the first place, they are in

competition with all other packing con-

cerns, big and little. If the big pack-
ers were to refrain from buying, so as

to reduce prices, they would find, sim-

ply, that the small packers, as prices

fell, would rush in and buy all the

stock that might be offered. Thus the

large packers would be creating a con-

dition that would give to their numer-
ous small rivals a distinctly advan-
tageous market; and let me call your
attention to the fact that there are 748
government-inspected abattoirs. In
addition to the indpendent packers, the
large packing concerns—in fact, all

packing concerns—are constantly in

competition with stock men who are
buying in the open market for the pur-
pose of feeding and fattening. Nearly
one-half the cattle that come to Chicago
are sold, not for slaughter by packers
great and small in that city, but for
shipment, and are reshipped and taken
out of the Chicago market by slaugh-
terers. At the pre.-^ent time Eastern
shippers are now paying higher prices
for hogs. On Wednesday they bought
hogs at $9.70 per hundred pounds, 20
cents higher than was paid for the
same class of stock last Tuesday. In
the Chicago live stock market there is

a constant bidding against the packers
by those who desire to obtain stock for
shipment eastward for small packers.
The only thing that the packers re-

gret is the fact that they are not suffi-

ciently "exposed." All they ask is that
the facts be known. If this were done,
it would become apparent that the
three per cent, profit on actual sales,

which the packers make on the goods
which they handle, is not in excess of
a reasonable return on the business
done by them or the capital actually
invested, when it is considered that
their business is that of handling per-
ishable products.

Adding His Disapproval

IN one of the homes facing Central
Park, New York, there is a family

which contains several bright chil-

dren who are a source of never-ending
amusement and delight to their elder
relatives. The other day one of the
boys, aged eleven, turned the pennies
out of his bank, and ran away to a
moving picture show. The two grand-
mothers thought it an excellent time
to impress upon the youngest, aged
five, the enormity of his elder brother's
conduct, and they talked most sol-
emnly of their disappointments and
the things which usually happen to
little boys who run away. The young-
est sat with wide-open eyes, listening
intently to the chorus of disapproval
which was rising in increased volume
for his especial benefit. Finally he
thought it was incumbent to add his
voice. Turning to a young lady, who
had watched the whole scene with
great amusement, he wagged his head
and said, "Ain't it awful, Mabel?"

EASTER BELLS
nPHE Easter bells again ring out

Their message sweet and clear.
O'er city square and country field
We hear them far and near.

What does their message mean to us?
Have we not better grown ?

Is Christ not dearer to our hearts
Since these twelve months have flown?

Have we a little kinder been?
Have others learned to know

This precious, loving Friend of ours.Who waits His love to show?
Oh. may our risen Lord so come

Into our hearts this day,
A I'd bring a deeper love for Him
To live with us alway. —H. E C

March 23, Iffl

A LITTLE THING
Changes the Home Feeling.

Coffee blots out the sunshine from many i

home by making the mother, or some othe
member of the household, dyspeptic, neivou
and irritable. There are thousands of easel
where the proof is absolutely undeniabl(
Here is one.
A Wis. mother writes :

"I was taught to drink coffee at an earl
age, and also at an early age became avictirl
to headaches, and as I grew to wonianhoo.
these headaches became a part of me, as
was scarcely ever free from them.
"About five years ago a friend urged met

try Postum. I made the trial and the resull
was so satisfactory that we have used it eve
since,

"My husband and little daughter were sul
iect to bilious attacks, but they have hot
been entirely free from them since we bega;
using Postum instead of coffee. I no longe
have headaches and my health is perfect.

If some of these nervous, tired, irritabl

women would only leave off coffee absolutel
and try Postum they would find a wonderfi
change in their life. It would then be fiUe
with sunshine and happiness rather tha'
weariness and discontempt. And think whsl
an effect it would have on the family, forth
mood of the mother is largely responsible fc

the temper of the children.
Read "The Road to Wellville," in pkg

" There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A ne'
one appears from time to time. They ar
genuine, true, and full of human interesi

,SEEDS GIVEN AWAY9_~ Free trial Samples to introduce to new custom-
ers, to test our seeds, which will produce bashels of
Vegetables, Fruits and Flowers worth many dollar
I pke. Radish, Giant Japan, largest in world, 15 to 201b
Ipkg. Egyptian Wheat Corn,growslike wheat on stlk
1 pkg. Lettuce, All Summer.good all times.Early orlat
Ipkg.Pop Corn,Baby Golden sinall,6 to8 ears onstal
1 pkg. Sweet Corn, North Pole, earliest know
1 pkg. Tomato Peach, grows rapid, looks like peacbe
I pkg. Onion, Giant American, largest of all oniOD
1 pkg, Chinese Lantern Plant, fruits likeChin. lantern
I pkg. Giant Raspberry -Blackberry, large, grows fro
1 pkg. Coffee Berry, a good substitute forcoffee,[see
I pkg. Strawberry, Large French, grows from see
1 pkg. Sweet Peas, 85 kinds in gorgeous mixtur

These 12 Sample Lots growing in yonr garden, wi
be your delight to show and surprise yonrneighbor
and we will mail all 12 pkgs, in a Coupon Enveloi
for 6c, postage and packing, and this Coupon Envi
lope when emptied will be accepted as 10c pajmei
on anything in our catalog,

1910 Catalog of Seeds. Plants, Fruits, Novelties, wl(
12 Colored Plates, mailed free with all Sample lot
MILLS SEED CO. Box MO WASHlNGT0N.10Wi<

Even the Smallest

KITCHEN GARDEN
Will be the better' for an

WHEEL
HOEIRONm

to keep the weeds down and the
ground cultivated to save all the
moisture. Tools are furnished for
hoeing, cultivating, opening and
closing farrows, leveling, etc.

A D/kV'S WORK
IN 60 MINVTES

A woman, boy or girl can ope-
rate it as easily as a man.

Costs S2.50 Up.
Ask us to-day for catalog.

Sent FREE.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box H. Grenloch, N. J.

Ridei* Agents WanU\
in each town to ride 'and exhibit sai <

iqio bicycle. Write for Sfiecial Off'

Einest Guaranteed^ 11% tn 4B>
'

1910 Models q>t%f"*^t
with Coaster-Drakes and Puncture-Proof i-

1908 & 1909 ModelsC7*« 4t •
all of best makes ^ # «» V"
lao Second- Hand Wh**
Alt makes and modils, Ao #a i
goodasncw V«» ••' ^'

GreatFACTORY CLEARING SJ" S

We Shin on Approval miiu»
cent deposiU pay the /reii'ht and 1 ^

TEU DAY'S FREE TRIAL. ,

TIRES, coaster brake rear wh< I.

lamps, sundries, hn// usual prices. Do not f
till you get our catalogs and offer, H'rite nmu

MISAD CYCLE CO., Dept,D-71 Cblc )

They mend all leaks in all ntensils—ti

brass.copper.graiiiteware.hot water bag
etc. No solclei, cement or rivet. Any oi

can usethfiii; tit any surtace; tlireeniillio

in use. Send for wiiiiple pki;. lOc. Complf
pkg. asBOrtediizes. 25c. postpaid. Agents wante

ColletteMfg. Co., Box 122, Amsterdam, H,

'

BRADFORD
Comfort Shoes

are the best-fltting and
best-wearing shoes made.
Thousands sold by mail.
Catalogue— showing stules
for uien^t women and child r en—free.

CHAS. A. ROBERTS, Bradford, Mass
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OUR MAIL-BAG
}ue^ions and Answers
n forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

AN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

, opes for return, if unavailable.

I E Q.. Amesbury. Mass. When was the

first postal card, with return card at-

tached, issued ?

. 'he attached return postal is of compara-

t;ly recent date. Write to the Postmaster-

(ceral, Washington, D. C for exact date.

,M. G., Connecticut. In Lieutenant Shackle-

ton's account of his dash for the South Pole

he tells of part of the company Koing south

to find the South Pole while others went
north to find the Magnetic Pole. Will you
please explain what is meant by the Mag-
netic Pole, as I find that others as well as

myself are ignorant of what is meant?

he Magnetic Pole, toward which the needle

athe compass points, is not identical with

t| Geographical Pole. The Magnetic Pole is

e er of those points on the surface of the

eh where the lines of magnetic force are

v.ical. It is not stationary, but changes its

p:tion slowly, probably moving in an orbit.

hi but a few hundred miles from the pole, so

V say, usually, that the needle points to the

Ireland there is another party, the Nationalist,

working for Irish independence. They are
allies of the Liberals as long as it serves their

purpose. 2. The elections are not held on a

certain day, but before a certain specified date.

The time is set by the authorities of the parlia-

mentary- district. Though Great Britain has

practically universal suffrage, there are many
different qualifications for voters ; so, if a man
fulfils more than one, he may have more than

one vote, but not in the same place. A few

men have as many as twenty-five votes in

twenty-five different parliamentary districts,

though this is unusual : a large number have

from two to three. And if the elections do not

come close together, they may be able to get

around to all the places in which they are en-

titled to cast their ballot. Ownership of prop-

erty, residence, payment of certain taxes or

rates, etc., may qualify a voter.

Mrs. M. F., New Baltimore. What is the

law in New York State concerning a sec-

ond wife, who has no children, holding one-

third of her husband's property, and who
was middle-aged when married?

A widow's rights are not affected by the fact

that the husband was a widower when he mar-

ried her. Just what the rights are depend on

facts not stated : as. for example, whether the

9

\m

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies

W. C. Brown

FEW business men in the Eastern and Middle

States are better known than Mr. W. C.

Brown, senior vice-president and a director of

the N. Y. C. & H. R. Railroad and its various

centres, who has his headquarters in New York

City. His prominence in the business world

brings him into contact with men of affairs all

over the country; hence he, above the majority

of men, is qualified to give answer to this ques-

tion, which was lately submitted to him:

" Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day to be known as a professing

Christian ?
"

Mr. Brown's reply, piven below, is so clear

and emphatic that it leaves no doubt in the read-

er's mind as to his experience and observation.

It .should Kive new impulse and encouragement

to all who read it. He writes:

iiri'

I
GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK

My Dear Sir: December 17, 1909.

1 gladly av2ul myself of the opportunity to express the most confident

seljef that the teachings of Jesus Christ are making more actual progress in

the world to-day than at any period during the nineteen centuries since the

Saviour's birth. The spirit of the Master is more potent, more directly influ-

intial, in the lives of men than ever before. The heart of humanity, moved by

;he teachings and the spirit of the Saviour, is responding more liberally, more

lontinuously and more intelligently to the call of the poor and the unfortunate

lan in any generation of the past.

It is in my opinion a distinct advantage to a man, either in public or private

life, to be a Christian ; and i believe there is more real, earnest, practical

Ihristianity, and less cant and outward show of a profession of religion, than in

the past. I believe more than ever before, men and women are quietly and

ovingly doing, day by day, acts of charity and kindness, inspired by the promise

that "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these my brethren, ye have
ione it unto me." Very sincerely.

iii^

N'|ih Pole, the difference, at this distance, be-

in infinitesimal.
^

M-V., Foss, Okla. (live the particulars in ref-

erence to the division of the M. E. Church
and the M. E. Church, South,

le Methodist Episcopal Church, 'South, was
oinized in 1845. It separated from the par-
'^1 church on the slavery question. Thirteen
c erences went out. Fraternal relations were
n<. resumed until 1876.

LjV., Haverstraw, N. Y. 1. Explain the re-
jCent electoral light in England, and the ol>-

jject-s of the different parties. There seem
•to be at least four parties: Conservatives.
*Laborites, Liberals and Unionists. How
are these combining, and how opposing
each other? Z. Why is it that the election
is not close<l at once? It aijpears to be
going on from day to day, with varying
results.

The Conservatives and Unionists are the
s^i. They stood for close union of the em-
Pll less radical measures than had been in
vtie recently in Parliament, and for moderate
Plection and against the Lloyd-CU-orge budget.
Tf Liberals stood for the budget, home rule
fo Ireland and free trade. They had a very
"aial programme. The Labor party is strong,
hi not so sweeping in its demands as the So-

Vit*^
°f the Continent. They are giving

th+ support to the Liberals for the time. In

husband left a will or died intestate ;
whether

or not he left children by his first wife, and

whether he left real estate or personal prop-

erty, or both.

V. R., Durhamville, N. Y. Why are the peo-

ple in the District of Columbia not allowed

to vote ?

It has been found best to keep the seat of

the national government completely under its

control and not have local, factional contests,

as in other cities. For a short time they were

allowed to vote, and then the privilege was re-

scinded. A man, if he has a residence outside

the District, may go home and vote. It is the

idea that the government is better in charge, as

it is more concerned in its well-being than any

one else can be.

V. W. B., South Fork. Pa. Who made the first

paper, and what was it made of?

Paper was probably made in Egypt, centuries

before the Christian era. It was made of cot-

ton about 600 A.D., and of rags about 1300.

E F J , South Norwalk, Conn. State the

names of the States in their order, from

1815 to 183.5.

Indiana, admitted 181G ; Mississippi, 1817;

Illinois, 1818: Alabama. 1819: Maine, 1820;

Missouri. 1821. No others were admitted until

1836, when Arkansas was admitted.

The elite Watch for critical users ; an accurate timer

'C7velleti with seven Jewels and beautifully cased.

The Ingersoll- Trenton solves the watch-problem for the

man who wants to be told the exact time by a handsome and
honestly-built watch which he can buy at a moderate price.

10

19

t

*:'9

2f

3:«|

:^2
i:%

Every Ingersoll-Trenton watch is enclosed
in an original Ingersoll-Trenton case and
thne-tesied at the factory before shipment

;

watch, case and time-keeping

—

all three—
are guaranteed by the satne maker. This
fact is of the utmost importance to the

buyer and is the only instance of the kind
in the history of watchmaking.

The Ingersoll-Trenton rivals in accuracy
a7iy other high-grade watch. It is sold by
6.000 responsible jewelers at a factory-fixed

price which pleases the purchaser and
puzzles other watchmakers who make their

product in smaller quantities, employ
expensive and (sometimes) unscrupulous
selling methods, and are obliged thereby to

make the watch-buyer pay unnecessary and
fictitious prices.

Here are the Ingersoll-Trenton prices:

$5
in solid

nickel $'
in 10-year
gold-filled

in 20-year
gold-filled

Each watch fitted at Friction-points with seven ruby, sapphire and garnet
jewels. The popularity of tlie Ingersoll-Trenton is sweeping the country.

The Widely-known <̂ a^idc^^ Models

The famous Ingersoll Dollar Watch (together witli the other Ingersoll
models at $1.50 and $2) has turned the watch-world upside-down and made
millions of people carry watches who never carried them before. More
than seventeen millions of these watches have been sold. Twelve thousand
are now being sold every day in the week. 60,000 Dealers sell them.

Ingersoll -watches tick everywhere—tick truly and tell time. Ask
anywherefor an Ingersoll ; the dealer zvill kucnv exactly whatyou mean.

We have published a little book, bound in an embossed cover. It contains
five facts worth five dollars to anyone who is ever going to buy another
watch. The title of this book is "How to Judge a Watch. " What is

your address ? We would like to send you a copy with our compliments.

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro., 61 Frankel Bldg., New York City

PutinDimes,TakeoutDollars7
What you save not what you
earn makes you independent.

This Bank Clock
$1.00 Down

RetnrnsToa $36 50 EachTe&r, it ymi

ki-.p it ruiiiii";.- I>v .iMippinC in a diiil'>

riii-li day. Compels \.iii to save because

it wi>irt wind witli.iLita coin. A reliable

time-piece in solid dull brass case— a

be:iutifui ornament. You keep key and
unlock at iKittoni. Teach your child

to save. Clock may be wound als >

with nickel <.r penny. Price $4,011,

payable i\ down. $1 when it ar-

rives, $1 in :W days. $1 in 60 days,

Tlie Bank Clock collects its own
priei- (IrjLsp llii^ opportunity t<»-day.

Simply enclose $1 hiU with your lettei' , .^^
we will ship Hunk (lock express prep;i..,. -^.

American Bank Clock Specialty Co.,
6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. Z.'rp represenlativesicanled.

EMBROIDERERS
\\A\ caimot invest ICc. to
bftter a'ivantage than Ity

sfniiniK for a copv of oiu-

i:.M BlioIDF.HY BOOK
WITH COLOKEI) STUD-
IES KOU 1810" Over 150
payes of new desijrns and
new ideas. C'oloi'ed Plates
showing how to embroider
popuJ ar flowers ; Center
pieces. Doilies, Sofa
Cushions in Walliiehian,
Coronation Braid, Eyelet,
Mountmellick an<l Stylish
Stencil Effects: l.unclieon
Sets: L i li r a r y S c a r f 8

:

Bureau Sets: Hemmed andDm w n Wo r k S <i nar e s;

Dainty Novelties.

Si-ihI 16 <-eiit.i/oy 1910 book. Address

THE BK.\INERD & .4^RM.STRONG CO.
65 Ifnlon Street, New London, Conn.

CLOTH FROM THE MILL

YOUR money will go fartlier if you buy from iis

and save the middlemen's profits. We sell

by mail all over the world. Our line covers
All Patterns and Colors in a w de range

of new and stylish Spring and Summer fabrics
High quality Ridgewood Woolen and Worsted

Suitings, Skirtings,
Cloakings, Raincloths, etc.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. State
color preferred and sarment intended, and we will
send FREE SAnPLES. We also carry a splendid
line of

Wasb Goods and Linings.
Ridgewood Mills, 643 Main St., Holyoke, Mass.
No Agrnls. Established 1862

FREE This Electrical Engine

with "POPULAR ELEC-

TRICITY" for One Year

ntei •e\j]

torestiiig monthly
iiiagazineforevery-

btxly. Non-techni-
cal ;

profusely il-

lustrated. Fasci-

nating : instruct-

ive. Posts you on
electricity in alUts
branches. Shows
how to use curri-nt

onthefann.in your
liome or business—anywhere;

conduct interesting t-xperiments, make
electrical devices. " wireless" apparatus, etc.

$1.00 a year (Canada, $1 .35. foreign. $1.50). including Electric

Engine (three times size shown above) with speed control and
leveisiiig lever. Runs like liglitning a li-ne time on one dry

batterv. Saf<'. ea«v !. -.p.-iat- \ inaiv.l ,.f ineeharucal nnd
Mientific iiit-'-iuniv POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISH-
ING CO., 1360 Monadnock Block. Chicago. lU.

rurr SEND TO'DfhY for our 1910
rKCiiL Consumer's Shoe Guide

I ACTOKV TO WEAHEK—lOONew Styles,
inciiiciln^ M.'»rvel Cushion Sole Shoes,
Year-Wear Comforts FOR WOMEN.

We Save You 40^ and Guarantee Wear.
M AllVFI. SIIOF CO., -iininicr SI.. T50ST0N

r^rkfnc removed without
V^Wl lid pain or daiiger by
A-Corn Salve. Try it on that
stubborn corn of yours. 15c.
at your druggists' or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co.. Philadelphia

100 different, foreign, FREE.
t^> those uieiitioniiit

Quaker Stamp Co.,
ijl A.]j(ll^i3 ^"^ ""'y •" """*' "™''»"'
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Everyday Magic
Aladdin's lamp transported its owner

from place to place in the twinkling of

an eye.

That was thousands of years' ago—

and the lamp was only a myth. But

so wonderful that the story has en-

dured to this day.

The Bell telephone is jar more won-

derful—and it is a reality.

It is the dream of the ages, come

true. In the office, in the home it

stands, as commonplace in appear-

ance as Aladdin's lamp.

By it the human voice—the truest

expression of personality, ability, and

character— is carried from place to

place instantly and accurately. And

human powers are thus extended as

if by magic.

All other means of communication

are cold and colorless in comparison.

By the telephone alone is the human

quality of the human voice carried

beyond the limitations of unaided

hearing.

The Bell System has provided this

wonderful faculty for all the people.

The whole country is brought to-

gether by the Bell policy of universal

service ; and the miracle of telephone

talk is repeated six billion times a

year.

The Bell Long Distance telephone puts a man in

intimate touch with new resources, new possibilities.

One Policy, One System, Universal Service—these

make every Bell Telephone the Center of the System.

AMERICAN Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

American Temperance

Life Insurance Association
253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

is the only Life Insurance Company in America which gives to applicants the

full benefit of their correct habits in a lower premium rate ; and we can safely

charge this lower rate as the risks are " preferred
"—the great majority of the

policy-holders being Total Abstainers. For particulars address

STACEY WILSON, General Manager

We Pay Our Representatives Liberally More Wanted Everywhere

ISAVE ON RUGS
Being makers, we not only save you all deal-

er's profits but give you the newest patterns
and tlic greatest variety from which to select.

Hancock Rugs
irc- Itickert Lv n <|iiart<.-r-ccntur) 's rcuutation, anj «f
_
guarantee satibfnction

Inxrains Tapestries. Velvets. Axmiiisters, Body
irussels Wiltons. Sizes 6 X 9 to 11 ic 15. $1.90
. to VOO.OO. Moiiny baek If you wuiit

It. .Send today for cataioifiic showinjr the
=n actual colors and tcllini; how we
r thf rri'ih'iit.

Hancock Rug Mills, Dep(. E, Phila

5^T STENCJL^S

L'iL''''r*''''"-^'"t
'""i'rat.,! alL.vr arc fully cut on best quaUtyoUed stencU board K.a,h dosign is on separate iHwd r.xil

inch,, and is ready to use. All live sent liostpaid for 25 rents
Catalogue and eranrlete directions for stencilinK. nii.iin •

colors. It.-
,
s.nl with ea.di iMdei-

Uc'Kt «iit Slcii,.-! Vnliio Kvor f;iv<'n
Perforated Pattern Co., Stencil Dept. 43, New Haven, Conn.

The Sabbath Re^ =

IT is worth while to allude often to

Professor Carl Hilty's delightful

book on "Happiness," and especially to

its glorification of work.

In the notes of the leader upon this

lesson, one of Professor Hilty's strong-

points is mentioned. It is that no one

has a real right to the rest of Sunday
unless he has toiled during the preced-

ing six days.

The keeping of the Sabbath among
the ancient Jews was counted a car-

dinal virtue. It extended even to their

plants, which could not be watered or

plucked on that day. Of course, the

ceremonies of the priests, as of those of

all sects in our own day, were not ac-

counted as labor.

We can only fully realize the inten-

sity of the old Jewish feeling for the

day when we consider the fact that a

deliberate breach of the Sabbath was
punishable by death.

That the national feeling on thir;

subject approached fanaticism is seen

by the record that a Jewish steersman,

during a terrible storm, left the helm
untended, because the hour had struck

for the beginning of the Sabbath. It

is well attested by passages from the

books of the Maccabees, from Josephus
and from Plutarch, that the Jewish
armies refused to bear arms on the

Sabbath, even suffering their enemies
to cut them down rather than to dese-

crate the day.

"Prudent commanders, however,"
says Dr. Strong, "seeing the great
advantage thus given the enemy, ob-

served the Sabbath rest only so far as

to abstain on that day from offensive

operations."

The Pharisees, Essenes and Samar-
itans were, in the time of Christ, the

chief sticklers for the old rigor. They
split the very smallest of hairs in their

zeal. Thus it was permitted among
them to give medicine to save life; but
to give it merely to make the sick more
comfortable was forbidden.

Recent discoveries, as related by
Delitzsch and others, indicate that a
seventh day of rest was prescribed
among many, perhaps inost, of the an-
cient nations, and markedly among the
Hittites and Babylonians. It seems to

have been early felt that the repose of
the night did not sufiice for the refresh-
ment of the human system, and that in

addition a whole day of rest was needed
as often as once in each week.
The Jew keeps the Sabbath as a fes-

tival. After a brief, ceremonious reli-
gious service of some kind during the
morning, feasting and pleasure are the
order of the day. The Jews consider
that Isa. 18 : 13, 14 enjoins this in say-
ing, "If thou turn away thy foot from
doing thy pleasure on my holy day,
and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy
of the Lord, honorable, then shalt thou
delight thyself in the Lord, and I will
cause thee to ride upon the high places
of the earth."

Buxdorf, one of the great authori-
ties, says: "So convinced are the Jews
that one way of honoring the Sabbath
is by feasting that they sometimes fast
the preceding day to enable them to
eat the more at the Sabbath meals."
Our modern evangelical methods are

very different. We consider this day
as sacred to the higher spiritual needs
of mankind. We deplore anything
which tends to make it carnal or
sensual.

As for the .special deeds to be done
or left undone on the Sabbath, men are
more and more leaving them to the in-
dividual conscience; but let each of us
remember that, according to the way
the great rest-day is spent, so will
character degenerate or improve. Let
us keep the Sabbath Day holy.

* Topic of the Kpwortl) Lca-ne for Sunday
April 3. Ikxts : Mark 2 : 2,3-28: Luke 2.? : 56.

SEE AND TRY A

DE LAVAl
CREAM

SEPARATOF,
We cannot believe that tliei

is a sensible man living wli

would purchase any other than
DE LAVAL Cream Separator fc

his own use if he would but s(

and try an improved DE LAVA
machine before buying.

It is a fact that 99 ^ of all sep;

rator buyers who do see and try

DE LAVAL machine before bu;

ing purchase the DE LAVAL ar
will have no other. The I5S wl
do not buy the DE LAVAL ai

those who allow themselves to 1

influenced by something other tha

real genuine separator merit.

Every responsible person wl
wishes it may have the Free Tri;

of a DE LAVAL machine at h
own home without advance pa;

mentor any obligation whatsoeve
Simply ask the DE LAVAL agei

in your nearest town or write i

the Company direct.
|

!

The De Laval Separator C(

166-167 BROADWAY Wa-I?? WILLIAM t

NEW YORK MONTREAL
42 E. MADISON ST. Ui. 16 PRINCESS 6

CHICAGO WINNIPEG
ORUMM & SACRAMENTO STS lOie WEiTERNAVI

SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

$Q 60 TOMBSTONES $QOl'0
*'"" AND MONUMENTS ^'Of
FINE ARTS IN STONE CRil|T— DIRECT FROM QUARRY TO CEMETERl —

_JI^^^ $4.90 .-i?;,'''!

This Dark Barre Gran- CCO QC Tombstone. Ii

ite Monument for - - ^Vj.iJJ exactly as lllus;

Wori' tli.-iii ,500 otlior kinds, stvles and
in si-anitc anil nuirble at $3!C0 to $3:

If you want tlio licst in stono rraft at Qi

to ci'un-t<'ry iiricts. write for our Tomb
Catalog- No. 65f'38
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO,

Do
You
Send for my 200 page Iwok with Fiee Trial

Lesson explaining methods for Home Cure.
Established 15 years. Reputation world-wide.
G. A. LEWTS, 3< Adelaide St.. Detroit. Mich,

STAMMER

New Doilies, Fafofsl^?
PattPnis .ind ,a year's sabs(;ripti W
IiiKalls' I'aiicy Work I!i.ok-all for is-

Address J. F. Ingalls, Lynn, Mass., I "

PATENTS Thai Protect and ly
* •'»*-'«'« M.U

\,,^|,.e and Books V I";

IJali's |{paso]ial)I<>. Iliiilicsl l(ft>>ion<-i»s. Hcst Sm, •'^

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, WASHINGTOlC
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A l|gmn 0f SuBt^rttb^
Words by Margaret E. Sangster

\ I

Mnsic by Hubert P. Main

]. Prai-^-es be to One im-inor - tal, His - en from tlic tomlj lo - day;

-9- ' -•-
-f-

—itr—-—lh-^=^i—\^-\—H

—
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From its sealM and guanl-od por-tal An-gels roU'il the stone :i - wnv.
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Lord of life. . . . and King of glo - ry, Vic - tor o - ver pain and dioad I

h/-l ^ M 1 L| ^^ ^,g 1

^-iNr=l—
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Sing re - denip-tion's fm-islicd sto - ry, Christ is ris - en from the dead.

Ji---^

II.

luinds the nails wereirough His
I driven,
Thus He bore our shame and loss.

/ the spear His heart was riven,

Lifted there upon the cross,

sus died for our salvation,
.Jesus lives that none may die,

ho from every tribe and nation

I

Unto Him in love diaw nip;h.

-r
Copyright, ItilO, by nubtrt 1'. M:iin.

III.

Hallelujah! Shout the chorus

Till it swells from shore to shore.

Christ, who died, is reigning o'er us;

Christ, who lives for evermore.

Hallelujah! He shall never

Lo.se a soul He died to save.

Hallelujah! Love forever

Lights the darkness of the grave.

An Sastrr S^huq iif ®numpl|
By JOHN M. MORSE. Passaic, N. J.

^WAKE, O Larth! aw.ike,

To-day the Saviour rose !

Let songs of gladness break
The triumph of His foes.

Awake, awake! His praises sing:

With joy let heaven's arches ring.

!

They thought to crush His power-
To cover Him with shame.

He triumphed in that hour.
All glory to His name.

All glory to the Saviour give ;

Through Him we evermore shall live.

The cross, the nails, the spear I

" Himself He cannot save."
Henceforth they would not feai.

For He was in His grave.

Lxultant, while disciples fled.

They set a watch to guard the dead.

The grave could not Him hold!

His wraps were laid aside

:

Away the stone was rolled

;

He lived ! the crucified !

Ye sons of men, rejoice, rejoice !

Give praise to God, with heart and voice.

God's well beloved Son

Henceforth a crown shall wear.

A victory He won
Which saves from dark despair.

The risen Christ whom we adore

Shall reign supreme for evermore.

mm

a Cloih
An Exact Reproduction of the Fasliionable Rougli SUks

^j^ AT ABOVT OniE-QUaRTER OF THEIR COST

^^ 35 Cents Per Yard!
27 Inches Wide
Uinialaya rioih was <h'veloiie(l after

ytafs of cxiifliiiifiir 111 n'siM>nst' lo the ile-

iiaiiilfoi talpri.-uliii-liwouMlii-asl.i-aiitifiil

as till' iral Iti'ii^'h Silks, yi-i wouM liav*-

nr*>at 'liiral>ili!\ .wdiiltl luit wear tuz/.yaiul
woiil.l staiiil all tlie teyts of tbe laundry.

Its sue. -ess was as iiniiie.liate as it was
deserve. 1, NmIIihii^ that ean lie said about
Himalaya i Idli, how eyer, is so eonvinc-
illi; as a'll illspeeMoil of llie ilulh itsi'ir.

Tlieii il will he ivi.l.'iit Ihai it isiioover-
slateiiii'iit tosay that an •mmtI ean hardly
distiii;.'iiisli lift wi'.-ii "I I una la ya"and silks
that.-osl Jii.iKiio j;i.,-0)ier yard.

It is ideal lor Suits. Coats. Eveitiiip: and
.\uloniobili' W rails, Kveniiig Gowns, .Shirt
Waists, Children's Dresses, and for every
piu'posc where real silk is desirable.

75 Shades and Colors
The exeellenee

due to tlllee Ihini
ti-r of tlie louKh
w eavin^, and tin'

sures the in

of Himalaya Cloth is
s: the peculiar eliarao-
yaiiis, the <'are used in
|iei frit, liiiish which in-
•ntlirillialiey.

yes the mill every
1 anil those wlneh

ly pailienlar aie
id "Himalaya" on
d is >our ^naiantee

nefore the cloth 1

piece is rijridly inspect
are fla\ylcss m eve
stamped witli the w i

the selvajie. Tliiswo
of iierfection. Ho not ac<-c].t anyihiny
which may be reiuesenteii as like "Hima-
laya," or the s:ime as "Himalaya.'' Such
fabrics may be koo<Is which are imperfect
and rejected as uinyorlhy to be staniTied
"Himalaya," or elieaii mutations. [See
the Avord "Himalaya" lor yourself on the

Ask for Himalaya Cloth at the wash goods counter ofyour
dealer. If it is not in his stock, write us giving his name,

FRED. BUTTERFIELD & CO., 723 Broadway, New York, Braiford, Eng.

^Let me send you one of

my beautiful silk petticoats
—Mrs. Dclworth

I
WANT to .sliow you how ca.sy it is to get one of my high
gr.adc all-siliv; petticoats, exactly as shown in the picture.

Notice the very higli trimmed sectional flounces, the upper
section trimmed with two groups, each consisting of four dainty
air tucks; lower sections joined wit:h fashionable bands; all tailor

niadcand l)eautifiilly proportioned, witit full flareat bottom of about
foiM' yards. Full depth underlay and dust rufHe of good quality cotton.

The silk in this petticoat is very heavy and strongly woven, a fine,

rich, lustrous black. In fact, if you bought the silk alone at your
local store, it would cost more than 1 am asking for the completed
skirt. I give you all the middleman's profits, and by selling direct: <

from mill to weaver, give you the most astonish-

ing petticoat value you ever heard of. Yoti also

get, with each skirt, my absolute guarantee ot

satisfaction or money back, and buy for less

than the actual retail price of the material. j

CnmiilAo E'DE'C Til is petticoat is sold at SIP

daillUieS f KJjIj a tow price that I canir
tma^^^i^^m^^t^mmm^^^ ;itl'iir(l tlio liirije invcstinei

tliat would be iiocessaiy if I made it in ii variety o
colors, anil lieiice I odor it in black only, but I wil

jiladly send free samples of the silk used in making it

togetiier with sample card of colois and petticoats of

other styles. You will be delighted, I know, with
the catalo^riic. and I iirpre you to send for it to-day,
even thoiigli you may not be quite ready to buy a

petticoat. I wttiit every woman to know how easy
it is to eet her petticoats, both black aii<l colors,

at a lower price than eyeii her store has to pay

This Handsome $5 PeUicoal, $3.75

A Perlect FU Guaranleed

Give me the lenslh drsiicd (froni :iti to 44) and I will
guarantee a perfect fit or tlie skirt may be returned at my
expense and I will refund every cent paid. The pettico.it shown in the picture is

my Spring leader, latest style, fashionable cut. At $5.00 I know you would say
it was extra good v.iliie. but for a lime I will send it to anv readerof The Christian
Herald for otdy $3.75. -Send your express or post office address, with money
Older for $3.75, and I will .send you the best petticoat value in the world.

Accept My Libcraa Offer
This liberal bargain is offered to increase my list of enstomers and to show the saving

that is made by luy mny plan or selling petticoats direct from "mill to we.arer."
One Ciistoiiior Writes: "I have just received the heantiftil silk petticoat and 1 am

delighted with it. I will take pleasure in slio\vni._' it to niv friends and will try to induce
them all lo iiatromze yon. It will be to their advantage to do so. Thanking you for the
splenilid iiuality of garment anil your promptness in sending it, etc."

Write me i.ersonally to-<lay and get this beautiful silk petticoat by return express.
You run no risk, as my guaiaiilee is ahstdiilc-money back if not satist'aetorv. 'I'he
pulilishers ot |iiH CiiinsTi \N lli;i:\iii would not accept this advertisement if they
\yere nut lully assuied ol my responsi liil il y.

Mrs. C. H. Dclworlh. CAYUGA SILK CO., Weedsport, N. Y.
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ThePrudential
Total Payments to Policy-holders

since Organization, plus Amount

Held at Interest to their Credit, over

Additional Payments to Policy-holders

and other Concessions not stipulated

in Original Contracts, madeVoluntarily

to Holders of Old Policies, in the

past 20 Years, have cost over

Extra Life Insurance Voluntarily added

to Industrial Policies in Force over

360

13

24

Million

Dollars

Million

Dollars

Million

Dollars

The Prudenrial New Monthly Income

Policy is one of the Most Popular

Forms of Life Insurance Ever Issued.

It Provides a Guaranteed Monthly

Income to yourself and family.

Seod (or Information Dept. 70

The Prudential
Insurance Company of America

Incorporated as a Stock Company by the State of New Jersey

JOHN F. DRYDEN, President Home Office, Newark, N.J.

The Logical Way
to do com-
bined
writing

and adding
is on a

combined
writing

and adding
machine

The
New
Model 11

of the

Remington Typewriter
with Wahl Adding and Subtracting Attachment is the only
general writing machine which adds. It is the only add-
ing and subtracting machine which writes. It is the only
machine which affords the maximum of labor-saving in

combined writing and adding work.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

Ne^w York and EverywKere

A Prayer-AnsAvering God

Sunday School Lesson Mj Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

WHEREVER God appoints us to

suffer or to v^^ork, if we first

grasp his all-conquering hand

in prayer, we can go. On one occasion

the Duke of Wellington needed a sol-

dier for a post of great peril. Not
wishing to send a man against his will

to almost certain death, he called for

a volunteer. A soldier stepped for-

ward and said to the duke: "Give me
one grasp of your all-conquering hand
and I can go."

In our lesson study to-day we see

two blind men, each with his strong

right hand of earnest prayer, grasping

God's right hand of power, and so be-

ing lifted out of darkness into light.

They sat by the wayside as Jesus

passed. "Have mercy on us, thou Son
of David!" they cried out in prayer.

But feeling that they had failed to

reach him, they followed him into the

house, possibly Matthew's home.
"Believe ye that I am able to do

this?" Jesus asked them. And they

answered, "Yea, Lord." And then he

touched their eyes, saying, "According
to your faith, be it done unto you."
And then they were no longer blind

!

The Right Hand of Power

We see a sick woman, with her thin
right hand of imperfect faith grasp-
ing God's right hand of power, and so

being lifted out of weakness into

strength. Sick for twelve years!
How emaciated she must have been

!

Mark tells us that "she had suffered
many things of many physicians, and
had spent all that she had and was
nothing bettered, but rather grew
worse" (Mark 5:25, 26). She did not
touch the body of Christ, but only his

garment, and only the fringe of his
garment, one of the four tassels of four
white threads and one blue one, which
were on the corners of Jesus' robe.
The woman touched it and was made
well. Jesus knew what had happened,
though he had not looked behind to see
her. When Jesus asked, "Who touched
my garment?" she knew that she had
been discovered, and she came and fell

down in front of Jesus, in fear and
trembling. But he said to her, in ten-
der accents, "Daughter, thy faith hath
made thee whole." Then she was no
more ill.

We see a sad father, with his arm
around his little daughter, who is

dying. With his other hand he grasps
God's right hand of power, and so, with
his child, is lifted out of the valley
of the shadow of death. Jesus was at
dinner when Jairus, father of the
dying child, sought him. As Jairus fell

on his knees before the feasting Christ,
lifting up his hand of prayer, Jesus at
once clasped it with his outstretched
hand of sympathy and helpfulness, and
started with him from the house of
feasting to the house of mourning,
which is the better place to go when it

is the place of duty and of opportunity.
It was on the way to the house of

Jairus that the woman touched his
garment. How that delay must have
troubled Jairus, to whom every mo-
ment seemed an age, because it might
bring death to his little daughter. But
that very delay was to teach praying
ones in every age that they lose noth-
ing by delays in answers to their
prayers. Christ had power to raise
the daughter of Jairus out of death
as easily as out of sickness, and there
was greater glory to be brought to God,
and greater joy and blessing to that
house by the delay which made the
miracle greater.

"International Sunday School Lesson for April
3. 1910. The Power of Paith. M.Ttt. n:18S4
C.OLDEN Tfxt: "All thines are possible to him
that bclievetli." Mark 9 : 23

Jairus had large faith when he c;

to Jesus, for he said, counting
daughter as good as dead, "Lay t\

hand upon her and she shall li^

And she was dead when Jesus reacid
the house; and not only dead, but e
ceremonies for the dead had been & ,-

menced, such as the wailing by hi^

mourners.
Jesus put them all out, and s;|,

"She is not dead, but sleepeth." 'lU

record is that "they laughed himjo
scorn." As men and women lookec't

her she was dead, but in God's si t

she was not dead, for he had powejio

make her alive again. How brief ie

record: He entered in; he took e

child by the hand; he said to ],,

"Talitha cnmi." The girl had bed
those words often before, for it 's

the common form used by the Heb ^

mothers to wake the children, ;4

meant "Little one, rise." How sw'jt

it was for Jesus to use just th^
words!

Immediately the little girl ai j

from her bed, and began to walk ab t

the room. The parents were start
,

but Jesus calmed their fears by tell •

them to bring food for her to eat. H /

strange that Jesus should have told ?

parents not to tell any one what 1

1

happened! How could they keep s i

a wonderful event a secret! Jesus 1

not mean that they should deny w t

had been done, only that they sho 1

not get up an excitement about it, ; 1

so turn the thoughts of the people fi i

the Gospel that he was trying to pre: i

to them. How we wish we might kr /

about the beautiful life of good wo a

and works the child must have li"!

after that, growing into womanh' i

with all Christian graces.
Perhaps some father and mot

who read this story have a story I

their own to tell, how they prayed th
•

dear child back to life from near de£

.

Jesus can and does hear such pray ;

now in heaven, as he did when he \

;

upon earth. Another little girl
;

twelve years of age lay dying if

typhoid fever. She was supposed

p

be in the last stages. But earn
prayer was made for her by
mother and a loving aunt. As tlj'

watched and prayed they saw a chai

for the better, and then she impro
so rapidly that she was soon out

danger. More than forty years h;

passed since then and the life tl

saved through prayer has been ble

ing the world every day and hour
that time, and the end is not yet.

Some one has said: "Never th :

that God's delays are God's deni;

True prayer always receives what

;

asks, or something better."

Awaiting the Answer
i

A noble boy, ten years of age, v;

critically ill. Parents and friei ^

prayed almost unceasingly for his

covery. Day after day passed with';

any change in the little patient. Th'

was a brother, six years old, Ber
who lovingly prayed that God wo I

make his brother Eddie well. '

finally became so impatient he wi-

to his mother with the question: "W|
doesn't God answer 'Yes' or 'No

'

Many an older person has not learri

to wait on the Lord; there should ;

not only waiting, but believing tljf

God will send an answer, and the b

'

answer. I

"I don't know how long the litf

heart will hold out," wrote a father^

a friend about his son, nine years cL

who had a complication of diseasl

The friend replied :"If it must be tlP

the little heart shall beat weaker a'

Continued on next page
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,elighted with Her New Friend SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

J

J

Dear Sir: Please find enclosed post-

oce order for $2 for my subscription

1 The Christian Herald and Wom-
i's Home Companion, as offered in

'jr combination. I was a subscriber

ithe Home Herald. When I learned

ihad sold out I decided not to be a

;)scriber to The Christian Herald,

y it was a stranger to me, and as I

J! taking the Christian Advocate I

i)Ught one New York paper was
ough. But after carefully reading

t; numbers you sent me I was so de-

jhted (especially the last, February
•; containing the sermon by Dwight

i Moody, and the promise of so many
ire) that it settled the question as to

1 being a subscriber to The Chris-

i.N Herald. I am just delighted

\:h my new friend; it seems to me to

fcperfect in every department.

Mrs. Sarah T. Rhodes.
\ionmoiith, HI.

Continued from preceding page
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lATEST STYLES
Tailored to Order

W ' to-(Ujr for our bandiome Spring Style Book, which

ill r»M« 90 newest models
;
also

,-r^tr-

fo mplei selected from our stock ^ \. tfl ,

oterSOO dainty, new Spring Xir^*,*^*)
p, c.-aU sent FREE. f-^ .tdJ^
W liicr U> 'T'i.r dressy garments '

^

U< home taken meaniremeDts.

V( lay order inMeU just as sitown

or iibine jacket <.f one style will,

sk of another : take off or add

des; in short, order your iiamieiit

jO'is rou want it

Sts . $6 to $33.50

S lis . . $3.50 up

Disscs . $7.50
"

Rin Coals $7.50
"

Visis . . 98c.
"

HiT-M.VDE Llnzcria Drelf*" ' "h

SoKtfl.,»t»ttr»ciiTe pricM.

Prepay Expretsase, Goar-
tt FH and Satisfaction or

I MoD«y Back.
1 Ku»t»Btw (niljliahe-i in Lighirni'te

Miea for KTrn jmfa pftBt] bM >K\ KK
t'{>een broken—sufficient pnwf ihnt *
le tty. Oiiniinple. plain ln»triiciiMt.»

naiiDjooe »t home to Ulte jour m»iiirf

Fn mliuke. Vou t»ke do rlik. ir«ef&ll

w ir-l utllfj TO", we *111 r«fwn<l tour

too irithout qneftlon <>r deUj.

ur Free Style Book
cplaina Everything

It rtwJed with fashion inr.n.!»ll-.n;

toll « to fcleot [uod«1 aod inKtrriml iiioat

becl-ig ; how to Inkc ineaRiin-ii. vXc.

EriwomtD iiiter«it«-i Id Impruvinj; her
per 1 tppetnnr-e iihoulil \\Wf % ctipv.

IVraod we irill eenii It free. Ifyrtlii;!

*it mples of newest K"0<1b. all rHT.r.

AuiiiT M, HoiTHKiMe*, l*rteidciit.

i: UDIES TAILORING CO.
41 over Bonding, Cincinnati

, Ohio.
a. IVewiU ni/tk^ltpyijur/jiftiuiiilfri'ilH.

1; •

am^

Dessert Booh
Free

Wliat sliall uc liaii- for dessert or salad ?—
answered over a hundred times in the

ew ilhistrated Knox dessert book. Also
laiiy recipes for candies better than'TiulBe"

Divinity." For the name and address of
r)iir grocer we will send you tlie book free.
he doesn't sell Knox Cielatine, we will

•nd a full pint .sample for ic. in stamps and
IS name, or for l.'ic. a tun (luart p.ickagc.

Knox '^^Hii!.'?
• Gelatine

55 Knox Avc^ Johnstown. N. Y.

Eillish

ri'Kock

^
jish .ervi,-eaMe Hat, Would sell for »i.On In most Hat

si lanrt s rJ"/'""'' ''''"• "''il'l" swoal hand, neat <.ut-

'r( ,iih™,; J ,

"' '^"''^ *"<' '"'"i" ess, Knlds into e<,mpBrt

J ? v™'J""«'"8- ''""lualled for traveling .not,.r'nc.

4
7*»'^|^r»y Ml^tnre. Dark Bloe, „n,l White, tt.iL.l.t

1 !*"* ^^ CO-. Depl.C 830 Broadway, New Vork^

>TAMMER
I f\ AniF Write at onco for partlcolara
II IHIIHh '^"'' heautiful S8-pa»!e eataloKli inilllC I"''iKK- No tlmcbpatlne or
nini' eoh,^„l I .,

siiiK-sonclnK. l.art'ost stam-

-M:^,,'"^;^,^^-;;;, -/;;;:>;-»'
"• "-<-''

pi ?P»iS^?iI:l:'^'"'''
'"''•" NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL" bTAMMEREES. Inc., 905 First St., Milwaukee, Wis.

weaker for earth, it will beat stronger
and stronger for heaven." The boy
recovered.

Longing and Listening

To stretch my hand and touch Him.
Though he be far away :

To raise my eyes and see him
Through darkness as through day ;

To lift my voice and call him

—

This is to pray !

To feel a hand extended
By one who standeth near ;

To view the love that shineth
In eyes serene and clear ;

To know that he is calling

—

This is to hear !—Samuel W. Duffield, D.D.

Miracles as Teachers of Prayer

What is a miracle? The Gospels use
four words to describe miracles, name-
ly, "wonder," "work," "sign," "power."
Putting these together, and all other
Bible references to miracles, we get the
following definitions: Miracles are
"works," or events in the external
physical world, capable of being dis-

covered by the senses, and incapable of
being rationally ascribed to any but a
supernatural will, and that divine;
"works" which are calculated to ex-
cite "wonder," because they are of such
a nature as to be "signs," or evidences,
of the presence of a superhuman
"power" confirming the authority of a
divine mission.

Sir Oliver Lodge, an eminent British
scientist, has said : "The seeker after
miracle, in the exceptional and narrow
or exclusive sense, is pining for a
catastrophe; the investigation of a
miracle, in the continuous and broad or
comprehensive sense, has the universe
for a laboratory." He also says:
"Miracles lie all around us, only they
are not miraculous. Special provi-
dences envelop us; only they are not
special. Prayer is a means of commu-
nication as natural and as simple as
speech." If we study the Bible closely

we will see: (1) that there were sea-
sons of miracles in the time of Abra-
ham, of Moses, of Elijah, of Daniel,
and of Christ and the apostles; (2)
each of these seasons extended over a
period of about seventy years; (3)
each series of miracles was necessary
to conlfirm man's faith in God. (a)

Abraham guided and guarded as he
departed from his kinsmen; (6) the
Hebrews enslaved in Egypt, freed
from bondage, guided and protected
on their long journey to the Promised
Land; (c) Elijah and the worshipers
of the true God sustained when and
where idolatry was rampant, by such
miracles as fire sent from heaven in

answer to prayer, burning up the sac-

rifice set up by Elijah, while the sac-

rifice set up by the Baal worshipers re-

ceived no response from their god,

though they had prayed all day to

him; (d) the wonderful works done by
Jesus and his apostles made it possible

for the people to believe in the Gospel.

The Miracles of Jesus Encourage Prayer

1. Water turned into wine at Cana.
We should be encouraged to pray for

things we lack.

2. Capernaum nobleman's son cured
of sickness. We may pray for health.

3. The draught of fishes when Peter
had toiled all night and caught noth-

ing. We may pray for God's help in

temporal aff"airs.

4. The demoniac healed. We may
pray with the assurance that nothing

is to hard for him.
5. Peter's wife's mother brought im-

mediately from a bed of fever to a

condition where she could serve the

household with food. We may pray
for speedy and complete restoration to

health.

6. He healed all who were brought

to him, a great throng in Capernaum.
An encouragement to us to pray for

others.

7. Leper healed. However low our

condition, he will help us if we pray

to him.
8. The centurion's servant healed.

A master should pray for his servants.
9. A widow's son raised from the

dead. We are sure of his sympathy
when we pray.

10. The tempest calmed. In times
of great extremity, he will hear our
prayers.

11. The demoniacs of Gadara healed.
Though men despise us, God will hear
us when we pray.

12. Man sick of the palsy cured.
God will answer importunate prayer.

13. Jairus' daughter raised to life.

He will hear and answer the prayers
of parents for their children.

14. Woman who touched him healed.
Prayer may be an act, when it cannot
be a word.

15. Sight restored to two blind men.
We should be definite in our prayers;
ask, and it shall be given you.

16. Helpless cripple at Bethesda
healed. Jesus will even answer us
when we pray and are discouraged.

17. A withered hand cured; the man
made an attempt to stretch out his
hand when Jesus told him to do it. We
must work and pray, doing all we can
for ourselves.

18. Five thousand fed. We are en-
couraged to pray for multitudes of
people, churches and nations, for he
can help many as well as few.

19. Canaanite woman's daughter
healed. A mother's prayer is precious
in his sight.

20. A deaf and dumb man cured by
his touch. We come into a personal
relation to Christ through prayer.

21. Four thousand fed. We are en-
couraged to pray for daily bread.

22. He was transfigured. We may
pray to be delivered from the fear of
death, since those in heaven and on
earth are close to him.

23. Blind man restored to sight.

24. Boy possessed of devils cured.
No case is too hard to bring to Jesus
in prayer.

25. Man born blind restored to sight
through his obedience to Jesus' com-
mand to go and wash in the pool of
Siloam. We must obey as well as
pray.

26. A woman cured on the Sabbath
day of an infirmity under which she
had suffered for eighteen years. We
may pray for help on the Sabbath day.

27. Dropsical man cured. Scoffers
cannot hinder Jesus' answer to our
prayers.

28. Ten lepers healed. Jesus healed
them all, but only one gave him thanks.
Thanksgiving belongs to prayer.

29. The two blind men healed by the
wayside. We may pray for help any-
where we chance to be.

30. Lazarus raised from the dead.
Jesus answers even the prayer of de-
spair.

31. The fig tree blasted. The pray-
ers of those who are unfaithful will

not be answered.
32. The ear of Malchus healed. God

knows what we have need of before we
pray.

33. His resurrection. It teaches us
how to pray for the dying.

34. The draught of fishes after his

resurrection. Neither life nor death
can separate us from the Christ to

whom we pray.
35. The ascension of Christ. He is

still our prayer-hearing Saviour.

A DANGEROUS FUGHT
EVEN if man is able to make a flyinpr ma-

chine which will bear him safely aloft for
hours at a time, it seems likely that the limita-
tions of his physical make-up will keep him from
following the path of the eagle and soaring to

a great altitude. Recently two German aero-
nauts started on an upward expedition to see
how far they could go above the earth's surface.
They wore o.xygen masks. When they reached
a height of 16,000 feet they had to inhale
oxygen every two minutes, as they were be-
ginning to gasp for breath, and had palpita-
tion of the heart. When a height of nearly
27,000 feet was reached, one aeronaut removed
his mask and immediately fainted. The air
was intensely cold, the glare of the sun almost
terrifying. After they returned to earth, it

was two days or more before they were phys-
ically in a normal condition.

Satisfaction in Every Sip
There's little comfort and no benefit in
drinking coffee that you don't enjoy.

WHITE HOUSE
COFFEE

is both enjoyable and beneficial. It is

purCt the very highest grade, and has
a flavor that delights every user — a
flavor all its own.

I
Sold only in 1 . 2 and 3 pound labele cans

[ DWINELL-WRIGHT COMPANY
I

Priii<i]>al t'offet- Itoasters

Save Ml tfie cost of 1

Your CURTAINS
[EMPRESS MILLS
STYLE BOOK "C"
tnailedfree on reguest,
shows 33 of our very
latest rtesifins ui Artistic
md Durable curtains
toT Uedrooiii. Itining
KoDin, Parlor and Living
Room decoration. i

materials include sheer-
• st muslins with ruffles and

I luster tucks: tine Scotch
WlM^'"'S .iiiii Nottingliaiii I.aces: White
W^W K <-"'»"' '"id '\'ab Nets witli real
Ih^ri^ Bf CLl N V etl^rc aiHl insertions at

B prices raiiujmg from 50 rents
'per pair np: — 40 to 60% below
'retail values.

EVERY CtTRTAIN GUAEANTEED
HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY AT
MANUFACTUREK'S LOWEST PRICE
Jloney refunded jiromptly, without
question if Kood8<lo not give com-
plete satisfaction.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR STVLC BOOK "C*

EMPRESS CURTAIN MILLS CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Price CI>iri~'¥ A¥ TV for mrOiuooa SPainfea

10 cents •^'TtiVylrtljl I Floors-Walls -Ceiimjs

BROOM COVERS
Of your dealer or mail«l on receipt of price

with de^er's name. Stamps or currency.

SinstanUv applied to. or removed (rom ordinary broom

TILE SPECIALTY CO., Deft. h. Pfte« N.Y,

Catalogue of other goods on legueat.

L I
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"Decided to trade in your old piano for a

player ?

"Well you're sensible—surprising how many
are doing it.

"Players are selling like hot cakes but a good

many buyers will be disappointed getting these

cheap combination players.

"1 won't sell 'em. I want my trade to get

dollar for dollar value and they can't when they

buy on a price basis.

"Now here's a player that is better than any-

thing I can say for it. The

Player and piano are made for one another in

the same factory. Just look at this mechanism

—

See these individual pneumatics— one for

every note. In any other player if lint wearsoff the

rolls and gets into the pneumatics it may take

days of an expert's time and cost dollars of your money to

locate the obstruction. On this player if any pneumatic

did not speak 1 could tell instantly which it was. I pull it

out, blow in it, replace it and in two minutes the trouble is

remedied at no enpensc.

"Next note that this pneumatic system is not crammed
into the small space above the keyboard as in cheap players

but is placed in the one correct position for good results

—

close to the bellows,

"These individual pneumatics cost three times as much as

the ordinary— requi re?'' three times the labor and material to

build. These metal tubes likewise cost three times as much
as rubber — examples of how vastly superior the KrcH
Auio Grand is.

"No other player has ihe individual Pneumatics— no
other has the Accessible Bellows at back, the F^uman Touch
Striking Principle, the Extra Storace Reservoir to aid

expression—twenty other advantages equally important and
a hundred hardly less so.

"The piano is just like the player—built for worth^not
to come within a price lirr.it,

"You can't go wrong on this player, especially as the

5 year guarantee backs up all its demonstrated advantages."

Krell Auto-Grand Piano Co.
Dept. 81 , Connersville, Indiana

Makers cf the Celebrated Albert Krell Pianos

^ There are 1 2 Talks— an education in player buying.
They will be sent complete and neatly bound, free on
receipt of your name and address.

INMEM\ORIAM
TO PERPETUATE THE

MEMORY OF THOSE
LOVED AND HONORED

OUR EVERLASTING MON-
UMENTS AND MEMORIALS
ARE PARTICULARLY AP-
PROPRIATE ENDURING
•AS THE PYRAMIDS*

MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN
MARBLE •MODERATEIN
COST'MADE IN A WIDE
RAIiGE OF 5IZE5^ DESIGNS*
DELIVERED ANYWHERE'WRITE
FOR DESIGM5, DESCRIPTIONS AND
PRICES'STATE APPROXIMATE 51ZE
OR VALUE* REPRE5EMTATIVES WMfTED
IN EVERY COMMUNITY •••
Mo t-lUMEMTAL BROMZE COA^PA^^Y

3KF-C n6v«ARD AVENUE BHIDGEPORT. COMN

r^CLASS PINS
Si'iid for onr hook of Ori|.'in;U Di'slk-iis,

I'ins liKi' illiislralioii, style 410, of ItoUi-d
1 lolil l'l;iti', any I wo i-olors of ciiaiiii'l with
any li-llns or 1ii,'Hios - .">») rents caeli.
Srinl \onr o\Mi ih'si;«'ns for t-st iiiiati-s.

llnlUTIDC 9, Pn flOOl Chestnut Stret,
mClN I InC 06 uUi \ Philadelphia, Pa.

MRS. BUTLER'S TRAMP
^ Susan M. Griffith

Style 410

IT
was a bitterly «old winter's morn-

ing. The snow lay thick on the

frozen ground, and trees and

bushes were heavily weighted with the

white covering. A raw northeast

wind was blowing a gale, shrieking

about the corners, rattling the win-

dows, and wailing down the big chim-

ney of the Butler farmhouse with

dismal insistency.

Within, all was bright, cozy and

comfortable. A summery heat dif-

fused itself through the ample kitchen,

and pleasant odors from the bakeoven

of the big range told a savory story of

good things to eat. Mrs. Butler was

in the midst of the midweek baking;

"up to her eyes in

work," as she was
fond of saying; f--~
and Mary, the
only daughter of

the house, was
just as busy get-

t i n g things in

train for dinner.

"You'll have to

move your pan
of beans to the

front of the oven,

daughter," said
the busy house-

wife, making
prints in her

mince pies with a

silver thimble. "I

want the hottest

place for my pies

and bread. They
are almost ready
to put in. What
time is it? Elev-

en? Oh, no; half-

past ten. My, I

was frightened ! 1

want to get every-

thing baked be-

fore dinner, for

we've got to get

an early start, if we go to mis-

sionary meeting. The mite-boxes are

to be opened to-day, you know.
Miss Curtis stopped in, this morning,
to remind me. She says there's to be

a fine programme. The topic is a

Home Mission one, 'The Stranger
Within Our Gates.' I guess it's on

the immigrant question. Of course,

we hope to get a good lot out of the

boxes. Mine isn't half full, and I'm

sorry for it, but, do the best I could, I

just couldn't fill it. I've sacredly

given a tenth, too, of all I've had, but

I haven't had much. The hens have
been so mean about laying, and since

your pa sold the Jersey cow I haven't

had much butter to let go."

"I have only fifty cents in my box,"

said Mary, laughing. "Chances to

earn money have been slim this year."

"Ob, well, that's all right," said Mrs.

Butler. "No one is required to give

what she hasn't got. I did want to put
in a nickel a week, anyway, but there's

been such a heap of calls; more calls

than money to meet them. I'm afraid

it will be bad walking to the church,

but we'll make it all right, I guess.

Somebody's at the door, Mame; open
it, please."
Mary opened it. Upon the step stood

a man about twenty-five years of age,

poorly clad, his clothes being exceed-

ingly thin and threadbare. He had no
overcoat, and was shivering pitifully.

His eyes looked into Mary's with wild

entreaty, then wandered wistfully to

the big fire in the warm kitchen.

"Can you give me a bite to eat,

lady?" he asked, in a tremulous, hesi-

tating tone. "I hate to beg, but I'm
on the verge of starvation. If there's

any work of any sort that I can do to

pay for it, I'll be more than glad to do
it. It's a bitter day," and he shud-
dered as an icy blast swept round the
corner, tearing at his thin coat and
nearly taking him off his feet.

" She said grace for the stranger
"

Mary had it on the tip of her tongue

to say, "We never feed tramps," but

the silent entreaty in his sad eyes ar-

rested the words. She turned to her

mother. "Shall I let him in?" she

asked in an undertone, adding half

playfully, "It is Home Mission work,

perhaps it will do as well as a full

mite-box. He is a 'stranger within

the gates,' you know, mother."
The idea seemed to strike Mrs. But-

ler with approval. She craned her

neck to look out of the half-open door.

The storm was a cruel one, really, she

thought. She smiled, nodded briskly,

and said: "Why, yes, daughter, let the

poor creature come in by the fire and
get good and
warm. It is aw-

-^ .,^..
, fully cold, sure

enough; I'd hate
to shut a dog out
in a day like this.

The teakettle is

singing a right
good song; you
might make him a
pot of coffee, if

you care to, and
dish up a lot of

them beans you've
got baking." And
then, with her
own hands, she
wheeled a stand
near the fire,

spread it with
bi-ead, butter and
apple-sauce, a cup
and saucer, plate,

knife and fork
and spoon, and
placed a chair for

the stranger be-

fore it. Then she
turned and looked
him over critic-

ally. He was cer-

tainly very dirty.

His hands and face were grimy, and
his unkempt hair looked as if it had
not known a comb for a week at least.

"Suppose you take a good wash be-

fore you eat," she said, as he stood
before the grateful heat of the fire

and held out his cracked and bleeding
hands. "You'll feel better, and enjoy
your meal better, too. There's a plenty
of hot water in the reservoir, and a
basin and towel and soap in the back
room there. And here's a comb! It's

a new one, and you can put it in your
pocket and carry it along with you;
it'll come right handy."
The tramp thanked her humbly, and

gratefully accepted her offer. While
he was engaged in the cleansing pro-
cess Mrs. Butler and Mary held a whis-
pered consultation, the result of which
was an addition to the repast of a
large quarter of apple pie and a couple
of fat doughnuts.
"Now, set right up and eat your fill,"

said the good woman, as the man again
appeared, greatly transformed. "You
can eat and warm at the same time,
and I hope the good Lord will make
you truly thankful for what you re-

ceive."

It seemed like sacrilege to Mrs. But-
ler to partake of food without asking a
blessing, and in this way she pro-
nounced grace for the stranger, seeing
that he was not minded to do it him-
self.

"I hope he will, ma'am," said the
man, gazing at her with a suspicious
moisture in his eyes. "Though he has
no need to do that, either, seeing I am
about as thankful as I can well be, to
you, at least."

"It is much more fitting that you
thank the good Lord than me," said
Mrs. Butler, who delighted in sentence
sermons. "It is from him that 'every
good and perfect gift' comes. 'He
gives us richly all things to enjoy.'

Continued on next page

EATJIME
Made from milk. JUNKET is I

most healthful, strength-giving, nutritio

delightful morsel you can imagine. F

breakfast, luncheon.dinner.or evening lun

nothing is better. Served in many diffen

ways. It makes a most delicious ice crea

10 Tablets lor 10 Desserts—10
Wrile today, mentioning your dealer's name, i

we will send absolutely FREE, prepaid,

following

:

2 JUNKET Tablet.
2 Buttermilk Tableto
1 Booklet of Valuable Recipes
1 Treatise on JUNKET, and

1 Doll Party (shown here) in colors,
1 2x8 inches. -A delight for the children.

Chr. Hansen's Laboratoi
200 Hansen Ave, Little Falls, New Yo

These Four Aprons

From Maker to You $1
nafforHERE is an offer no

to overlook.We not only save yo
the cost of patterns and trouble o
making, but give you four very daint'

aprons at less than the material woul
cost you. Even at the most sensaliona
sales in the great New York depart
nient stores such apron value rcadil

hrings$2.00. They come to you direc

from a large factory, less the jobber'

and retailer's profit, at four for$1.00

V \ Aff 4 Aprons foi

MollKM- Hubbard, 48 in

li-np, 50 in. wide, 1 pocket.

Covers entire body.

Fine Fast Color GinphamJ
Skiit Apron. 38 in. long.

M in. wide. 1 pocket. Cov-
ers entire skirt.

WliitoLnwu Apron. 38in.

li^ntr. TjO in. wide, heiii-

btitflicd pocket and lirni.

Ruund Dott*'d Swiss Toa
'

Apron, hcnistitchcd pockc
and liPin,

These aprons are exactly as describedan

will be sent to you on an absolute guar

antee of satisfaction or your money wil

be cheerfully refunded.Send $1 00 to-day

aprons will be sent you immediately.

. , - CONSITMER'S APRON CO..
— - 61 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, NewYorl

l$l

LOOK, LADIES!
We have an easy plan where-

by you can raise money for your

Church Sociehes.

Send us postal and we will

mail full particulars.

It will cost you nothing to try.

ZONOL PRODUCTS CO
116 John St., New Yorli

Ease Your Fci

"THE PILLOW" SHC|

For Woman's Wear: absolute eel

fort for TIRED, TENDER FBJ
a beautiful hand turned shoe, no brej

ing-in required ; relief from pet Conu

Bunions; soft, flexible, durable, dre'

and stylish. The sole oak leather. Tl]?^"!

lup genuine Vici Kid, soft, pliable. RUBB
HEELS. No lining to wrinkle and chafe,

guarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfort i

satisfaction or money cheerfully refund
Oxford Style $3.00. Write to -day for our hi

Illustrated Catalog and special self-measure blank

join our Grand Army of delighted customers.

PILLOW SHOE COMPANY
184 Summer Street, Dept. 3, Boston. Mt ij

$1 ft"^ .^r'^r^-^ WE TRUST YOU 10 DA]

Write today for t;

handsome 14-inch, bear

fully curled, carefully

lected Ostrich Featn

any color. If yovK'
big barirain remit »1»?,,"'
or sell S feathers and £ft

»

own Free. EncloBa 6c P^

wre. Write for cat«!lW"<j

lliKh eradc feathers.
'

ANNA AYER5
Dept. 204, 21QiiiiicySt, Chioi
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I
MRS. BUTLER'S TRAMP

Continued from preceding page

^

'u know that, don't you?" she asked.

'I presume I knew it once," said the

.anger, falling to upon the hot, com-

f ting food with great appetite. "I

\s not badly taught. But the biggest

r-t of my religious education is like

i old, forgotten song; there's a fa-

f iar strain comes to mind once in a

\ile, but I couldn't sing the tune

tough to save my life."

'Well, I never!" This exclamation

c surprise was not so much because

cthe stranger's forgetfulness as the

rnner of his expressing it. Mrs.

I tier mused upon it as she tested her

t ad to see if it was sufficiently light,

ri put it in the oven. Then she

spped directly in front of her guest

tfi put an abrupt question:

See here," said .she, "where did you
cie from, and what's the matter?
^lat business has a sensible, smart,

aie-bodied young man like you to be

tttnping about the country begging
\ ir bread, when you ought to be earn-

i it? That's what I want to know."
L'he man looked at her a moment, as

i le pitied her ignorance of the great,

l*tling, crowded, busy world, and
tm answered civilly

:

Madam, I am one of the many vic-

t's of the recent strike in Ogdens-
b'-g. I have been without steady
'.yk for over two months, and have
b'ely existed by doing odd jobs here
al there. Finally, I found I had no
c nee in Ogdensburg, so I took to the
rd and have tramped it here, hoping
tiget a job in a shop or on a farm,
b I haven't had a bit of luck. Every-
by seems dead set against me. and
it's hard to get even a slice of bread,
tiugh I'm willing to do any kind of

wrk to pay for it. If you'll believe
nl ma'am, this is the first really de-
crt meal I've eaten for more than a
A."
-Irs. Butler was used to tramps and

t.'iT cunningly devised stories. She
W5 not much inclined to befriend
tm, but something in this man's
vrds and manner touched her. He
vfi more than ordinarily intelligent
al seemed honest and truthful. She
d\v Mary into a corner of the kitchen.
v;re they consulted together for some
t'e in low tones.
^I can help him just as well as not,
i have a mind," said the older wom-
a' at last. "What do vou think,
Jlry? Would you do it?"
'lary's blue eyes twinkled. "Yes, I

bieve I would, mother," she said
stly. "This is as much Home Mis-
S3S as anything, it seems to me.
I -haps it will be equal to a full mite-
b. Don't you think perhaps the
1- d will look at it in that way? 'Inas-
n'ch,' you know."
Yes, Mame. I do think so; you're

rht, and I'll do it." And, coming
bk to the stranger, she spoke out
saight and square, as her fashion

was: "See here!" said she, "I'm not in
the habit of doing risky, foolish
things, but I'm going to try it this
once, because I believe you'll work if

you get the chance. I've got a son liv-

ing in Crompton. It's ten miles off,

but the road is a good one, and there's
lots of travel on it, and likely you can
get a lift along the way. My son is a
big coal merchant, and employs lots of
hands. I'll have my daughter, here,
write a note to him asking him to give
you a job, and you can carry it straight
to him yourself. If you ain't in the
habit of shrinking from hard, dirty
work, you'll get on all right. Be sure
you hunt him up right away, now, and
give him the note. The "address is

H. C. Butler, 125 Pine Street. Cromp-
ton. She'll put it on the note so you
can't miss it. I'll be sure to know
whether you give it to him or not, rest
assured, and I'll know, if he don't get
it, that you ain't worth the sympathy
and help we've tried to give you."
The man looked perfectly dumb-

founded as he took the letter and put it

in the pocket of his shabby coat.
"He'll get it, lady, don't you be a bit

afraid," he .said. "He'll get it this
very day. What are ten miles after a
meal like the one I have just eaten? I

feel like a new man. God in heaven
bless you both; you're Christian ladies,
if there are any such in the world."
.'\nd out in the storm he strode, no
longer with dejected air and shambling
tread, but with a firm, quick step and
uplifted head, as if he felt that life

was again worth the living.

Two days later there came a letter
from the son in Crompton. "Your
tramp turned up all right," it said,
"and I've given him a job. He seems
all O. K."

Another letter, a month later,
stated: "Your tramp, Willard Kent, is

doing fine. Has joined the Y. M.
C. A., and goes to Sunday School and
church like a Christian. In fact, I

think he is one. He often says that
you taught him what Christianity
means."

"There's more than one way to fill

a mite-box, isn't there, mother?"' said
Mary. "If we haven't always silver

and gold, we can give what we have, if

it is but a meal of victuals or a helpful
word."
"The thing of it is," said Mrs. But-

ler, "I shan't feel like refusing to feed
tramps any more, I hate to be taken
in by them, but if I help one in twenty,
even, I suppose I oughtn't to mind.
After all, Mame, it was a mighty little

thing we did for that poor fellow, and
to think it saved him from despair, and
maybe starvation."
"And saved him to God," said Mary

.softly. "Mother, my interest in Home
Missions is on the increase."
"And mine, too," said Mrs. Butler,

emphatically.

M "God has answeredJ. D., Connecticut,
""e prayers."

•re. H. L. I., Missouri. "I wish' to say that
" has answcre<l many prayers for me."

. C. Prince Edward Island. "The Lord has

J
*'ered my prayer in restoring: my father's

" th.
'

rs. H. A. P., Idaho. "Recently a yountr

J
;"*'"'• for whom I was praying, was

s^ d.

re. J. W. L., Pennsylvania. "I thank God
" heanng and answering a long-asked-for
P -er.

'

-J-^- New York. "I was sick, and I
P 'ed God to help me. He has answered my
P ers.

t J^"
^"^^ '^oTk. "One year ago I asked God

,1 -flf"
""y ^y ^''om a fault, and he has

U' ? it.

A L.. Missouri. "I wish to express my
>- nude to my heavenly Father for answering

I>rayer and saving my loved one's life."

I, \t
^'A ^- New York. "I would like to

« the whole world the Lord does hear andai'cr prayers. He has answeretl mine. "

a .iw
^ " '^'•'""sy'vania. "I have prayed from

fJ, 'n""?
""^'^ •'"'^ ""y prayers answered.

*- Hiially I wish t» ackn.,wle.lgo (lods gra-

ANSWERED PRAYERS
ciousness in answering my prayers concerning
ray Sunday School class. 'My girls," one by
one, are accepting Jesus as their personal
Saviour."

M. S., Pennsylvania. "God has heard and
is answerins my prayer in restoring my sister

to health."

Mrs. J. C, Waldo. Kan. "The heavenly
F'ather answered our prayers, and spared our
dear mother."

Mrs. L. R. L. "God has answered many
prayers for me. but 1 promised if he would
ansv.cr this one I would acknowledge it."

J. A. D.. Minnesota. "I want to acknowl-
edge to the world that God answers prayer for
our physical needs, as well as our spiritual
needs."

Mrs. Ira O. E., South Dakota. "I premised
the Lord I would tell the world if he answered
my prayer, and those of my friends, for my
dear sister, who was at the point of death last

fall with typhoid fever. He hoard our prayers,
and she is well."

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. W., Idaho. "We give
our ileepest gratitude to our heavenly Father
for answering our prayers for the past five

years, for the return of cur oldest son, who has
lieen a prodigal and returned home to us last

SuTulay."

MRFEEDwAY
i!S

SIHIUN. HEJSilS
at LEAST Possible Cost,

IMMENSE heating bills and not enough real
heat to talk about, aptly describes past win-
ter experiences in thousands of American

homes. It was an old-fashioned winter. People
depending on ordinary heating methods, have
shivered in "cold storage atmosphere" that cost
them more than usual. The UNDERFEED banishes all discomforts of winter. It is cer-
tain the UNDERFEED provides clean, even heat, at 7eas^ possible cost. So many people
KNOW this that we have broken all records for the sale of modern heating plants.

Thousands have money in the bank because

Peck-Williamson Underfeed
HEATING T? vvarm air "o steam-hot water

SYSTEMS FURNACES -DOILERS
Save VZ to 2/3 ©f Coal Bills

Pea Bizea of hard and soft coal and cheapest slack—which would smother the fire in ordinary
furnaces and boilers — yield in the UNDERFEED as much clean, even heat as highest priced
coal. There's where great saving comes in. Coal is fed from below. All the fire is on top. Smoke
and gases, wasted In other furnaces, are thus consumed and turned into heat. That's more

saving. The Underfeed requires little attention. Ashes are few and
ai 9 removed by shaking the grate bar as in

ordinary furnaces and boilers,

TTiis illustration shnwa
t/l« Vndfrfcfd Boiler.

H. C. Weeks, Washington, D. C, (a en-
thusiastic over his Underfeed. He writes:

"I never before had sach satisfaction mith heating.

There is far less oiisf and smoke from this famace,

asing SOFT coal, than from the ordinary furnace with

hard coat When I began baying coal this season,

I said to my dealer: 'I have the balge on yop,' and

after I told him of saving half my healing expense, he

replied: 'well, that's good for you. ' / have not had to

take back anything. The Underfeed does the work, saves

e expense and labor.

Let US send you a lot of testimonials—

'

fac-similc letters of cheer like this—and
our Underfeed Booklet of Furnaces, or
Special Catalog of Steam and Hot
Water Boilers— all FREE. Heating
plans and services of our Engineering
Corps FREE. Write today, Biving

name of local dealer with whom you'd

prefer to deal.

Jllnstralion shoxcn furnace
irithotif casing, 'tit away to
show how ciHit itt forced up
underJire.rrhlchburn.'. on top.

wt^/V%_
,y '\''Av;.i

THe PecK-Williamson Co.
395 West Fifth Street,

Famace Dealers, Plumbers and Hard-

mare Men are invited to writs To-day
for oar 1910 Proposition.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Write for this Book

IT'S FREE

by

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw
(Former Secretary of the United

States Treasury.)

The First Mortgage

Guarantee & Trust Compeoiy

DepL H, 927-929 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

UFiBUif

Ladies' Aid Societies
Mission.iry Socielits. Vdiiii;,' rcopli'.sSocieties
and other Cliurcli organizations wishing to
raise money can learn of a method sure to
briiisr result'; liy ;i(lilipssin!;

LOCK BOX 5225. BOSTON, MASS.

is more than

soap but costs no more

LIFEBUOY SOAP is the sensible
soap for the skin because it cleans

and disinfects at the same time. Its

use gives sterilized clean.ness ; the
only perfect cleanness.

LIFEBUOY is the best soap made for

Toilet,B^th and Shampoo
It destroys the germs virhich you
can't see while removing the dirt

that you can see. LlFEBUOYis
distinguished from ordinary
soaps by "that clean

smell."

AT YOUR
GROCERS

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

HAIR GROWS!
\VI;ciipr..i.crIy n.niri^bc.l.OurVacu-
iim Cap draws the hlood to the hair
roots and proiiiutes hair growth.
Scut on 60 days tree trial iiiider op-
lion to buy for$J" cr rttiini. Write for
I uoklct oil "H.tir ru.d Its i-r"wlh."
ii^iilcd free MODERN VACOUM
CAP CO., 408 Barclav, Denver, Colo.
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YOU RUN
NO RISK!

You don't commit yourself when you

send your name and address for a Copy of

MACY'S complete 450 page Fashion

Book. We agree to send it FREE,
POSTAGE PREPAID. That's fair,

isn't it ?

The moment it reaches you turn at once

to page 1 76 and you will find a com-

plete description of MACY'S wonderful

IRONTEX Hosiery, which we told you

something about in The Christian Herald

two weeks ago.

Irresistible Bargains

Don't miss page 1 73 containing

MACY'S special Imported Lady Wash-
ing Kid Gloves at only 98c. which no

other firm in America has ever been able

to equal.

Send your name and address now, and

within a few days you will be enthusias-

tically turning the pages of this handsome

450-page book, overflowing with bargain

offers, selected from MACY'S immense

New York store.

We know you can profit by our 52
years' experience in searching the markets

of the world for the choicest products to

offer our New York customers and non-

residents of New York also through the

MACY Mail Order Service.

Everything from MACY'S
The unique, choice, specially designed superior

articles usually obtained only after continued search

can be readily secured from MACY'S. - All the

innumerable, little, inexpensive but convenient items

for personal and household use MACY'S supply

from one or another of the nearly one hundred
departments of their gigantic New York Store.

Every Christian Herald Reader

We want every Christian Herald reader

to bear in mind that MACY'S refund

your money promptly and courteously if

' you are the least bit dissatisfied for any
' reason whatever, with any purchase made
at our store, or by mail.

i We know that Christian Herald readers

i will approve of MACY standards and
MACY ideals, and we know that you
will want a copy of this handsome cata-

logue which we will send you free, post-

age prepaid, and it costs you only a

moment's time to send your name and
address today.

Address DEPT. 607
R.H.MAc7&Co.',AttrMtioniA/«T>icir towPriet«

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR

R.H.IVIac)r&Co.,N.Y.,Dept.607,Broadway, 33d and 35th Sts

CHAPTER SEVEN—Coniwmed

IN
a few minutes dinner was ready,

and the company rose to go to the

room in which it was served. And
either by design or accident, in this

general movement Captain Van Vroom,
Virginia and Batavius were standing

together. The Captain seized the op-

portunity.
"Friends," he said, "before we eat, I

will ask you to rejoice with me in the

engagement of my daughter Virginia

to my friend and partner, Captain Ba-

tavius De Vries."
Quick, pleasant exclamations full of

kindness followed this announcement;
and during them Batavius passed in

front of his future father-in-law, took

Virginia's hand, and kissed her.

And at that moment the door was
flung wide open, and Jori Artaveldt

entered.
He wore a riding suit, and cavalry

cloak, boots and spurs, and was mud-
stained, and weather-stained, and alto-

gether out of com.parison with his

usual spick-and-span nicety. But he

was inflamed by a passion so towering
that it gave to his dress a singular

element of fitness. It was the expres-

sion of the disorder within the man.
He strode into the room unmindful of

every one present, and, standing before

Virginia, said in angry, disdainful

tones:
"You cruel, perfidious woman!"
"Joris—I "

"Take back your promise! Take
back the love-token you gave me!" and
he impetuously took from his breast

the Strawberry Handkerchief, and,

tearing it violently in two, he flung it

at her feet.

The next moment he had disap-

peared. To the clatter of sword and
spurs, and one sharp cry from Vir-

ginia, he went. But the surprise was
so great, and the actions and the words
of the youth so quick and domineering,
that no one interrupted him. Bata-
vius was too eager to secure the torn
handkerchief, and the Captain had in-

stantly made up his mind to treat the
circumstances as a bit of boyish ro-

mancing, while no one else in the room
had the right to question or reprove.

Madame Van Vroom kept her eyes
upon her daughter. She saw that
when Batavius stooped for the hand-
kerchief, Virginia put her foot upon
the torn symbol, and that it was then
quickly lifted and slipped into the
small bag she carried over her arm.
But the affair was dismissed as soon
as possible. The Captain's tone of
angry pity for the love-sick boy was
ably seconded by the laughter and
jokes of Batavius, who really seemed
to regard the interruption as quite a
compliment to himself. Dinner was
not delayed five minutes by the event,
and in the little confusion of seating
her guests Madame managed to whis-
per to her daughter, "Keep thyself to-

gether. It will be over in two hours."
But the girl, calm as she looked, was

suffering cruelly. There were passing
moments when she hardly knew what
she was saying or doing. It was hard
work for her to keep the grip on con-
sciousness, and indeed she felt as if it

would be a luxury beyond words to let

con.sciousness slip and fall into some
abysmal forgetfulness. Just at the
moment, however, when endurance
seemed no longer possible, the rather
forced merry-making was brought to
an abrupt conclusion. The discussion
on the Stamp Tax had taken rather a
quarrelsome tvirn, for Batavius became
very dictatorial with his opinons and
advices.
"You will have England's anger for

your nonsense, Mr. Parker," he said,
"and if so, I pity you."

"De Vries," he retorted, "let me
see the man who will dare to put

the stamped paper into circulation."

At these words the door was pushed
open a little way, and an uncouth face,

fringed with red hair, looked through
the aperture. Captain Van Vroom
stood up instantly.

"What is it. Mason?" he asked.

"The Stamps have come."
"When?"
"An hour ago."
"How did they come?"
"The ship that brought them was

protected by a war vessel, a tender,

and the guns of the fort."

"Where are they?"
"The ship lies in mid-river, off the

government wharf—the war vessel and
tender are guarding her."

"Well?"
"All the streets leading to the gov-

ernment wharf are crowded. The
ships in harbor have lowered their

colors. The flags on the Exchange,
the City Hall, and most of the hotels

are at half-mast. They are mufl^ing
the bells in the churches."

"Come, friends," said the Captain,
but there was no need to call them.
The men were all on their feet, and
the next minute they were huri-ying
toward the city. As they went, they
heard bells in all directions ring out
their muffled, funereal tones. Very
soon they met a band of drummers.
The drums were muffled in crape, and
as they looked at the Captain and his

friends, they pointed with their black-
bound sticks to the river. Speech was
unnecessary. No words could have
said plainer:
"The Stamps have come!"

CHAPTER EIGHT
THE TROUBLE LOVE MAKES

THE breaking up of the dinner
party was not disagreeable to

Batavius. He had had a great tri-

umph over his rival, Joris Artaveldt,
and he had so cleverly surprised Vir-
ginia that he had taken the kiss she
had always refused him as a right, not
as a favor. He wished now to find
some acquaintance to whom he could
praise himself. Somehow the ladies
at the dinner table had not seemed
aware of his special right to prom-
inence that day. They had all fur-
tively watched Virginia, and no one
had made any observation which drew
attention to his position with regard
to young Artaveldt, nor yet compli-
mented him on his sensible good-nature
in ignoring it.

He thought it ought to have been
the topic of conversation, and yet all

the men had been too absorbed in their
threepenny politics to discuss such an
interesting event.
Even after the departure of the men,

no one made any allusion to Batavius.
In spite of his fine dress, his jokes, and
his high spirits, in spite of the roman-
tic intrusion of Joris Artaveldt, he had
made no impression. None of the
three matrons present wanted to talk
about him; they went together to the
front gate and listened with grave
faces to the aching sounds of the muf-
fled bells and drums, and then began
to make excuses for a hurried leave-
taking. Madame Van Heemskirk was
anxious about her son Bram, who
always would be at the point of dan-
ger; and the dominie's wife had two
young nephews who must be kept off
the streets if possible. Nor was their
hostess sorry to be left alone. She had
her own cares and anxieties, and the
anguish and despair she had seen in
her daughter's eyes was an entreaty
for pity she could not deny.

Contimied on next page
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YOUR BAKE-SHOP?

Investigfations of Bake-Shops by Boai

of Health Reveal Unhealthful and

Unsanitary Conditions—Many
of them are Condemned.

How about your bake-shop ? Ever ;

the place where your bread is baked? Is

sanitary.''

How many Americans stop to ask the

questions about the bread they eat.' Hap
is the home where there is home-made bre.

where the kitchen is under the eye of l

housewife and where all the precautions
:

taken to secure cleanliness and hygie;

surroundings. Unfortunately thousands
homes depend upon public bakeries for th

supply of bread. Out of 547 bakeries

Massachusetts which were inspected by t

State Board of Health only 44 were fou

satisfactory, while 222 didn't come up
sanitary requirements, and 270 were cc

demned as distinctly bad.

Out of 1,398 bakeries in the city of Chica
inspected by the Board of Health 578 \vt

found to be in dirty, unsanitary cellars and ;

of these were ordered to discontinue busine

There are clean, hygienic bakeries; al

bakeries that reek with dirt and filth unc
conditions that are unwholesome and diseai

breeding. Without doubt the cleanest, fine

most hygienic bakery in the world is that

which Shredded Wheat Biscuit and Trisci

are made at Niagara Falls, N. Y. In tl

twc-million dollar sunlit bakery there f

baked every day in the year a million,

:

hundred thousand Shredded Wheat Biscu
—a bakery that is inspected every year
over a hundred thousand visitors from
parts of the globe.

When you eat Shredded Wheat Bisci

you not only have the satisfaction of knowi
that it is the cleanest, purest cereal breakf;

food made in the world, but that it also cc

tains all the nutriment of the whole wheat pi

pared in the most digestible form. It suppli

more real body-building nutriment than me
or eggs, is much more healthful and co;

much less. In these times of high cost

food products Shredded Wheat Biscuit tak

the place of meat and heavy foods in mai
thousands of homes. Two Shredded Wht
Biscuits heated in the oven to restore oris

ness and served with hot milk and a litl

cream will furnish all the nutriment need'

for a half day's work. Being made in bisci

form, it is deliciously wholesome for ai

meal when combined with fresh or preservi

fruits of all kinds. Make your "meat Shreddi
Wheat for a while and see how much betl

you feel. Almost any grocer will supply yo
Triscuit is the little Shredded Wheat wafi

It makes a delicious "snack" for lunche(
with butter or cheese.

$1 .9S Buys Waist c

I Imported Irish [inpi
Expressage Prepaid HAND EMBROIDERI

You never before were offered
at this amazingly low price a
genuine hand-embroidered,
Imported Irish Linen Waist.
Get your waist now before

they are all gone.
We will return your money im-

mediately if you are not delighted
with your purchase.
Three full length tucks #

outline the embroidered jf'
sections on each side. £Four tucks additional t
to each shoulder. Elab- '

orately embroidered
by hand. Buttons in /

front with pearl but-
f,

,

tons through a box-
pleat. Back is severely \;2f
plain. Full shirt waist
sleeves finished with
laundered mannish cuffs and
detachable embroidered collar.

Will give long and satlstai'tory service and
improve in appearance after laundering.
Wliite only. Sizes 82 to 44 inches. Price

Sample of linen for your inspection upon reQUesi

"Write for our iUustrnted pamphlet of tallorf|

and hand enibroldere<l waists made froin In

ported Irish Linens. Our prices are sensationallylo'

THE WAVERLEY MANUFACTURING O
319 Mercer Street, New York City

^rWHYNOTBEANARTIS
Our graduates are filling High Silwl

Positions. Good Artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEE
upwards in easy, faBcinatlng work.

courses of Personal Home Inslrnctlon byoori

spondence, are complete, practical. Twelve yeare fit

cessful teaching. Expert Instructors Superior Eqiu,

raent. Positions ready for competent workers.
Write for Talaable ^^^^ DURQW RUlt-"'

flREPROOfO"Art Book, Free

School of Applied Art
(Pounded 1899)

B 58FineArtBldg.
iBATTLE CREEK, MICH.
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a a few minutes Virginia came to

ji, as she was standing in her fine

d'ng-room, looking, with annoyance,

a the debris and disorder left after

tl
disagreeable dinner.

Moeder," she said, "may I go up-

srs? Yes, moeder, let me go. I

csnot wear these things any longer,"

a she touched her white silk dress

a jewels with an angry disdain.

Virginia
"

Yes, yes, mother. I must go. The

t(n is in black crape—this gown is

d idful—it ought to be crape—black,

b;;k crape; and the.se stones, they

ht me," and she pulled at them, as

ifiey strangled her.

Go, my child. Go, my dear one."

hen a sudden strength came to her,

ai she ran swift as a bird flies

st.ight to her room, and locked her-

s( in the solitude which seemed that

h.r the one thing necessary to life.

Wih passionate haste she almost tore

fin her body the rich clothing that

diced it, and slipping into her cotton

n itgown, fell prone among the pil-

low of her bed. She was suffering so

itih! Her very soul felt spent and
stined, and she quivered like some
d.'ig creature. The last three hours

wed out all memory of her past

hrpy years, and even the witnesses

of.er shame and misery were at that

her hateful to her. The women might

has seen her anguish. But no! They
cc'd see nothing but her dress, and
tl-:e dreadful moonstones. The men
mht have seen that she was fainting,

djiji', but they were too busy with

th turkey and the Stamp Act. Her
faier, who said he loved her so much,
S8 only Batavius and his sickening

SE-sfaction with events, that were
utrmost misery to her. And her

mher—thank God, her mother saw,

h( mother understood! In quick, pit-

if : glances she had said to her, "Be
p; ent. Be strong. It is only a little

lo-,er."

"he went over and over the same
rd of distressful memory, until her

bi n and her heart alike refused to

ei'rrtain longer such monotony of suf-

feng. Then sleep wrapped her like

a arment, and while thus wrapped
see miracle of physical restoration
aij spiritual light befell her. When
si awoke it was night, and the house
W very still. For a moment or two
-shlay softly smiling. From head to

fe' she was so perfectly full of rest.

T n like a flash her sorrow found her
oi; she remembered everything. But
thfront and the end of all her trouble
w the shame of the kiss that Bata-
vi had publicly taken. It had dis-

hored and de.spoiled her, and oh,
Ki f of griefs, and shame of shames,
J( s had witnessed her degradation!
^^h bitter tears, she confessed Joris
toiave done right to throw her love
ar her promisfe back to her.

his thought brought her the mem-
01 of the rejected handkerchief, and
si- rose and found the bag that held it

or;he floor. Passionately she kissed
th torn, disdained symbol. It had
la' on the heart of Joris; so then,
!»*; her own heart she would keep it

f ver more.
tanding with the little bag in her

"ids as she made this tender vow, she
sa, a glimmer of light approaching,
ar heard her mother's step.

Jftly she unbolted the door, and
stjd at the opening to welcome her.
Moeder, moeder, come in to me."
Yes, thou dear one. I have brought

th some bread and milk. Can thou
eanow?"

think so. What time is it?"
Near midnight. I have been at thy

tic- three times. Fast on sleep I

tnight thee. So merciful is God!
Win we suffer, very soon he says: 'It
is-hough, sleep.' "

That is the truth. When I could

bear no more, I fell on sleep. Moeder,
I thought my heart would break."

"I know. Once, when I had fewer
years than thou hast now, I drank the
same cup—to the very dregs I drank
it. This is a sorrowful gate through
which girlhood passes to womanhood
and wifehood; and there is no key to
open it but one—renunciation. I had
to use it, my child."

"Poor moeder!"
"And I had no moeder to pity and to

help me. I drank it alone, in secret,

in the dark night hours. Like thee 1

thought my heart would break. But
no. Good hearts do not break. When
they suffer they grow strong, and at
last the head bows, and the heart says,
'Dear God, thy will be done.' And
God's will was thy father, who has
been always to me an angel of good-
ness. Then thy brother Arent came to

make me happy, and afterward thyself
to be my pride and joy and dear de-
light. Now tell me, what can I do to

comfort thee?"
"Could thou speak to Joris, mother,

and tell him it was all my father's do-
ing? If thou would only say to him,
'Virginia loves thee, Joris, and very
soon she will explain all.'

"

"These things I could not do. Think
once, and thou will not ask me."

"Moeder, I hate Batavius. I hate
him!"

"I understand. Yesterday he was
so hateful. So full of himself. So
conceited. Every one, even the domi-
nie and thy father, had to give way
to him."
"His kiss burns my lips. No water

will wash them clean again, and when
I think of Joris

"

"Well, then, Joris is handsome.
Though he had been riding all the day
he looked bold and brave, and full of

fire."

"And oh, moeder, he has a face so

good and so beautiful!"
"I have said that."

"And his heart is true and loving."

"I doubt it not. When he spoke to

thee, it was with anger, but his eyes
were full of love and pity."

"How can I help loving him,
moeder?"
"Yet thou must conquer thy love.

He will never see thee again. I think

he will go to England at once. And
when thou art married it will be a

great sin to think of him. Let that

help thee to forget."
"No, it will not help me. I shall

never forget. How can father be so

cruel?"
"Not cruel is he. No, indeed! He

loves thee moi-e than his own life.

Listen to me. Thy father has some
trouble in his heart. When he dies it

will be in a moment. Before that mo-
ment comes, he wants to see thee in

thy own home. I have told thee this

because I would not have thy father

fall dead at thy feet in some disputing.

"

"Moeder, the bread and milk has

done me good. Must I marry Bata-

vius? Is there no way out of it?"

"I see none. For thy father's sake

what can thou do?"
"Anything, but marry Batavius. I

will give up Joris

—

O tvee! O ivee!"

"Joris has given thee up. He is out

of thy life."

"When I tell him all
"

"He will say to thee, thou art a cow-

ard, a woman without spirit. Remem-
ber what he propo.sed to thee. He
thought thou ought to give up father,

mother, home for him. And he will

not forgive that kiss."

"What must I do?"
"In a right spirit, what thou hast

just done. Ask God to guide thee. If

he interfere, thy father and all of us

will know it is his interference, and

that would end the trouble. With the

whole heart, then, say, 'Unto thee, O
God, I commit my way.'

"

To be continued

Are You a Subscriber for

MACAU'S MAGAZINE
You certainly would be if you knew that it is the most
remarkable magazine in existence. Publishers wonder
how it can be produced and sold

at the price, only 50 cents for an
entire year and any McCall Pat-
tern free. The latest fashions (50

to 60 new and original designs il-

lustrated and described each month)
is only one of the many features

which go to make McCall's the

ideal Home Magazine irrespective

of price. It has over 1,000,000

subscribers, hundreds of thousands

more than any similar publication.

Write for sample copy. It's free.

Jt Word Jibout the Celebrated

MSCALL fATTERNS
They have stood the test of forty years and to-

day there are more of them sold in the United

States than of any other make, because they

are absolutely accurate, perfect in style and

fit, and the easiest to use dress patterns made
Remember this. Do not be persuaded to

accept a substitute for McCall Patterns.

If a McCall dealer is near you, buy of him.

If not, write to us ; we will send you his

address or the patterns direct by mail at the

regular price. Postage free. Accept no
substitute, with the statement, " They are

just as good." Insist upon having McCall.

THE McCALL COMPANY
Makers of Fashions

236 to 246 West 37tli Street - New York City

RoofingFreight „„"Brcco"
Prepaid Rubber
DON'T spend a dollar for rooflng until you have seen and tested our old reliable

"BRECO"—guaranteed waterproof, flre-reslstinpr, durable Rubber Roollng.
Made by our own special process, o£ long-flbre wool felt, saturated inasphalt.

Free Coicnt and Special Rooting Heavily coated on both sides.
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[
isfaetion that " B R E C O " Rubber Rool-

Jlng is the highest quality rooling on the
^market. We give the

Longest Guarantee
Send for samples or order now on our

I
strong guarantee of satisfaot ion ormoney

s back. We pay freight to all points east
B of the western boundary line of Mlnne-

I
sota, Iowa, Missouri, and north of south line of Tennessee. Don't

I
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[Take advantage of thCTii and write now, today—
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A Flying Start
We are organized to promote successful poultry culture. You can get a

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the

Rancocas Strain
White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS

We have over
10,000 Layers

RANCOCAS
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed. They are not
^ bred for ' fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, ** the kind that lay

the etfir**-'* We have 10,000 layers, and establish every year more paying egg farms
for beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers than
any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering day-
uld-clilx from us. Any size shipment from 25 upward, all sturdy and vigorous.
Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners—care, feeding,
etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
J. M* Foster, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills In the Pines, N. J*

THE LATEST CRAZE

Sawyer's Bo-Peep Puzzle
An eveiiins's fun for nil the f,'iniil\-.
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SawyerCrystal Blue Co. , Dept.L, 88 Broad St., Boston,Mass.

on Beautiful Post Cards mn
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for only 10 cents, if you answei' this ad. immediately.

.T. H. Seymour, 255 W. Eishth St.,Topeka, Kan.
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SIR Gilbert Parker, Hall Caine and Max Pemberton, as well as

famous clergymen, professors, physicians, etc., found for a worn-

down brain and nervous system nothing equalled the remarkable results

obtained from the use of

Sanaioqen
THE FOOD'/rONiG

SIR GILBERT PARKER,
the popular Canadian noyelist

:

" I have nsMl Sanatogen at intervals
since last antunin \\itli extraordinary
benefit. It ks to my mind a true food
tonic, fceeiiiit,' the nerves, increasing
the energy, anil giving fresh vigor to
the overwoiked body and mind."

HALL CAINE,
Uie dramatist

:

" My experience of Sanatogen
lias been that as a tonic nerve
food it has on more than one
occasion benefited me."

MAX PEMBERTON,
the distinguished editor and author,

Siiys:
"

I be;; to say that I have been
taking your Sanatopren since the
beKiniiiug of tlie year, and would
not be without it under any cir-

cumstances whatever."

For all nervous disorders—insomnia, neurasthenia, indigestion, restlessness, continual fatigue, etc.,—

Sanatogen is the logical food-remedy. It combines Albumen—milk's nutritive element—and Sodium
Glycero-phosphate—the great brain and nerve builder. Sanatogen has the written endorsement of

12,000 physicians, including some of the lii^'hcst medical authorities of the world.

Write for

Dr.C. W. Saleeby's Book,
"The Will To Do."

It 16 very interesting read-

ing and contains some vital

points about the nervous
system and its relation to

your every-day heeJth that

you ought to know. Dr.

Saleeby 'g international

reputation as a writer and
thinker is your assurance
that it is a book worth
while writing for.

Fill in the request card
for a free copy.

Get Sanatogen from

your druggist — if

not obtainable from

him, write

THE BAUER CHEMICAL COMPANY, Everett Building, Fourth Ave., New York

HELP
Try this great household help—3 in One oil.

Will save your time, your strength, your health.
Ayith little labor and small cost you can make everything run
right—keep everything bright —clean—new.

3 in One is a clear, almost odorless compound free from
acid, grease or varnish smells—the first oil, the best oil and the
only oil for

OILING, CLB^ANING, POLISHING, PREVENTING RUST.
Makes any old sewing machine run lightly—keeps hinges from squeaking—oils

clocks, bicycles, guns, anything that needs lubricating.
Cleans easily; polishes beautifully; pianos, mahogany, any furniture. Removes

dirt, grime, grease— restores natural lustre of the wood.
^v -s. Polishes nickel surfaces—bath room fixtures, stoves, prevents rust on any
^ ^ \s,^ metal, indoors or out.

ttS-t^t \. Beivare—3 in One is imitated. Get the Big Bed One—and have
*>!;*V^ ^v *^® original, the best, the cheapest. At all good dealers, in 10c and

25c bottles. 3 IN ONE OIL COMPANY,
54 Broadway. New York City.

Smart Boys oil their guns with 3 in One—als»
skates, tools, bicycles. The best oil for any use.

Try it at our expense—write today—now.

Her Ea^er Blessing

ONCE a sweet and simple maiden
Longed the Master's face to see.

"He will come with blessings laden.

Surely one will leave for me."
How her heart was filled with gladness I

He would hear her pleading cry,

Filled with mingled joy and sadness

:

"Bless me as thou passest by."

Long she waited, prayed, and listened

For His step along the way.
Till at last He brought her mission

On a joyful Easter day.

Spoke with loving words the Master,

And his face was fair to see:

"Follow Me"—her tears fell faster—
"Take thy cross and follow me."

Gently was His blessing given ;

Could she call it all a loss?

Bond that drew her nearer heaven,
Jesus' blessing was a cross.

So she covered it with flowers.

Lilies pure as whitest snow.
Planning how through all the hours
Sweetness from her life should grow.

Oakland, Calif. M. E. H.

Lincoln and the Children

IN "The Children's Pulpit" of Feb-

ruary 9 Rev. Dr. Farrar, who con-

ducts that department of The Chris-

tian Herald, asked these questions of

his young readers:
"Would Lincoln's heart have grown

had he become a drunkard?" "Will

strong drink take love out of the

heart?"
Many replies were received to these

two questions. The following juniors

have sent answers to both questions to

Dr. Farrar, their answers being "No"
to the first question and "Yes" to the

second

:

Anthony P. Atkins, Kansas ; Roderick Atch-
ley, Tennessee ; Richard Adams, Lullier Adams,
Virginia; Marguerite Anderson, Ohio.
Agnes J. Bost, Mary Bost, Wisconsin ; Jose-

phine Bartlett, Pennsylvania ; Philomen D. But-
ler, Ohio.

Christene Cappon, Michigan ; Edwin H. Con-
over, John Raymond Conover, New Jersey

;

Earl Corey, Mrs. Jacob Campbell, Pennsyl-
vania ; Charlie Contont, New York ; Ada M.
Carrier, Ohio ; Agnes Contant, New York.

Sallie Dobson, Georgia ; Samuel H. Davis,

Lydia Davis, New Jersey ; Rathbun Dodd, Vir-
ginia.

Lowell C. Elston, Illinois ; Leslie C. Emen-
wein. New York ; Fay Eshleman, Pennsylvania.

Frances Fulmer, Delaware ; Floyd Fisk, Kan-
.sas ; Edwin Flesche, North Dakota ; Mrs. Lewis
T. Francis, Pennsylvania ; The Ministers'
Friend, Pennsylvania; Willie Faith, Missouri;
James S. Fettreteh, New York.
John W. George, Alabama ; Edwin Goodspeed,

Michigan ; Ralph Crimson, Ruth Crimson, Kan-
sas ; Edgar R. Gaardmore, Minnesota ; Georgia
Gillogly, Esther Gillogly, Iris Gillogly, Emmon
Gillogly, Myrl Gough, Alpha Cough, Edward
Gough, Hubert Gough, Virginia.

Ellen G. Hutchinson. South Dakota : Doug-
las Helm, California ; Esther Hodson, Oregon ;

Hazel Hodeboom, Lucy Hubbard, New York

;

Mary Ada Hampson, Maryland ; Joy K. Huber,
Ohio.
Bert Johnson, Oregon ; Carl Johnson, Ver-

mont.
Lawrence Kreager, Iowa ; Frank Knotts,

Iowa ; Miles Keiper, Pennsylvania.
Fay B. Levering, Nebraska.
Paul Mohn, George McCelet, Pennsylvania

;

Mary McKellar, Connecticut ; Walter W. Mal-
lett. New Jersey ; Ralph K. Mock, Indiana

;

Gamage Moorer, Ottis Moorer, Oklahoma ; The-
ron Nettleton, Arkansas ; Helen Noble, Illinois.

Willis Omey, Indiana.
Vemice Parsons, Ohio ; Ruth Ellen Parham,

Ida E. Parham, Tennessee; Rosie J. Pfau,
Pennsylvania ; Harold Pepple, Missouri ; Claude
Robinson, Oregon ; Josephine Reber, Pennsyl-
vania ; Ruth Rice, Ohio ; Eleanor Raymond,
Iowa.
Mary M. Stewart, Delaware ; Arthur C. Sis-

son, Rhode Island ; Signa Story, Oklahoma

;

Theodore Sterne, Mississippi ; Helen Schell,
Wisconsin ; Irene Summons, West Virginia

;

Ruth Stanfield, North Dakota ; T. H. Shylock,
Jr., South Dakota ; Alice Smith, New York

;

Fay E. Trube, Nebraska ; A. J. Timmereck,
Marion Timmereck, Vernon Timmereck, Mar-
tha M. Timmereck, Wesley Timmereck, North
Dakota ; Laura Thoman, Ohio,
Meta Utz, Missouri.
Arden Vosler, Michigan.
Louis Witt, Kentucky ; Lillie Wilshaw, Penn-

sylvania ; Eva Walhizer, Harrie F. Woodruff,
New York ; Egera Wiseman, Durava Wiseman,
Ohio; Walter Youngworth, South Dakota.

Better Than Advertised
Dear Editor: I have received the

Red Letter Bible, in first-class con-
dition, and I am more than pleased
with it. It is just what I have been
looking for for the past two years.
The Christian Herald premiums are
always better than advertised. The
advertising only gives one a faint idea
of the beauty and style of the Red Let-
ter Bible. Melvin Charles.

Ida Grove, la.

MOTOR B0AP
g4;

16-

FOOT/~
A 16-Foot Motorgo Motor Boat Equipped wil,

2^ Horse Power Reversible Engine, Gw
plete. Ready to Run, Fully Guaranteed.

A h 'ttci boat than you can buy elbewhcn
$25 00 lo $50.00 in advance of cm priee
Do not buy a motor boat of any kind until yi

get our prices. 16, 18 and 22-foot boats at prices jt ]

as sensational; guaranteed indeUiiitely. Men
back if you are not satisfied.

21 H. P. Marine Engine, $42>s

A IVi Horse Power Sinti
Cylinder KeversibleMan
Engine with full boateqii
nient ready to install
hull, guaranteed d*^o f

!

uidetinitely ^'Ifa.3;

AVe liave other nmri
engines ot different lioi

poner at prices $29.00
$50.00 less than you w
pay elsewhere for enftii

of the same power a
quality.

Get o n r prices bef

<

placing your order.

Write To-day for Our 1910 Catalog

Motor Boats and Marine Engines

Oar Hoat and Engine Cata^
loy is the book you need it

you want to be informed
about the boat and marine
engine question. It will
give you pointers on Avhat
to buy and priees to pay.
Send us a piislal card and
write on it: *' Send me
your nil" motor Hoat and
Marine Engine Catalogue No. 65C37." and st;

whether vou are interested in a complete boat or
engine. You will receive it I'ree by return mail.

SEARS, ROEBUCK& CO., Chicai

"Save-The-Horse''SpavinGur
BESsJ-RAPC MARIi

WAR DEPAKTMENT.
Office ruxchasing Commissary U S. Army,

Saint Louis, Mo., Kov. 17tll,

Troy Chemical Co., Binfhamton. N. Y.

1 have great faith in your medicine. I cured a bad tendt i

a horse which had been filed and seemed Ijeyondall hope. 1_^

cured a sprained tendon in aimther horso witliin two week

CAPIilN J. N. KILIAN, 3J& Olive Sts., CoDniiissaryU. S. A
FREEPORT FIRE DEPARTMENT

Troy Chemical Co., Binshaintun. N. V.
Freepoit, L. I., Nov. 29. iau9. Enclosed check for bottle i

Thc-Hoi-se. *' Every horseman around here tlioufrlit horsewi

curable, but don't tliink so dow. Here is what I havcdono
*'Save-The-Horse," and some of these cases were cured twt

throe years ago, as you linow. and are cured to-day la fi I

am not afraid to undei-take any case witliout tlie guaraotet

Tho first case was a gray mare with bone spavin, over

yeai*s' Etandmg. So lame everyone tliought she would nev

sound again, lo six weeks' time sho did not take alamo
Let lier to the Freeport Golf Club every week day.

Tho next case was a fine blooded horso with riuKbone. be •

ing toafriend. In two months' time ho did not take a lame .

Also cured a Polo Pony who w.is hardly able to get out o 9

stable, both bind legs affected with tho worst bono spavin T

saw. Bought him for ten dollars, and everyone said ] would ^e

to saw off his legs ind have new ones made. Thewholehocl *

affected. He had been fired and blistered three times. I<J
*'Save-The-Horse." and in ten weeks' time you would not' t'

that he had ever been spavined, except for the marksoftbel 5

iron. Have also cured a fine saddle horse of thoroughpin. H

be glad to see anyone regarding these cases CARL DARENB *.

$1T nn * bottle, with legal written guarantee or con »

I^.UUSendfor copy, booklet & letters from business r t
I trainers on every kind of case- Permanently cures Sf '•

VThoroughpln, Rinebone (except low). Curb, Splint, Cc 1

Hock.Windpulf, Shoe Boil, Injured Tendons & all Lamenes e

6car or loss of hair. Horse works as usual. Dealers or Exp,^:

TBOX CHEHICAL CO. 39 commercial Arc., BlnghsmtOD, ;•

forWhoopi:
Cough.Croi;.

Sore Throj
Coughs, Brc

"Used while chitis, CoK
you sleep." Diphtheria,Catar

Vaporized Cresolene Stops the paroxysm

•^'hooping CouRh. Ever dreaded Croup cat

exist where Cresolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat, mal
|

breathing easy in the case of colds; soothes the i

throat and stops the cough.

Cresolene is a powerful germicide, acting 1

1

as a curative and preventive in contagious ttisea

It IS a boon to sufferers from Astluna.

Cresolene's best recommendation is its 80 7'

'

of successful use.

For Sale By All Druggists.
Untd Poslul .for Descriptive Booklet.

THE VAPO-CRESOLENE CO. , 180 Fulton st.,Hew'*

Leeming-MUes Building, Montreal, Canada ^
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Greatest Bargain Offer

FOURTEEN

'No. a H 3735. We want "Very woman reader of ihis

.agazine tn get arquainted with our imprtrter-to-wearer

"stem of selling by mail at 507r l)*'low ordlnury rrtnll
rlce«. Hence we offer these 14 Iiiip4>rted Novelty Nerkwear

!(ece». worth at least $!.».'». f..r only 40o., p^-stpaid Only
set per custotner. as this sale is without profit to us, and

Melyto get acquainted.
The outfit consists of f>nc Directs) ro collar and jalM;>t daintily
nbroidered and stylishly trimmed witJi Baby Iriiih Lace, and
iserlion; als" 12 newest shape turn-down collars in blind and
IpeDWork embroidery—a complete year's asst^rtmeot for less

^an wholesale cost.

1910 Style Book FREE
Elsborntrlv illuslrnt.s nn.l .1. •s^rib.-s ,.ur fiillliiio f.f LaCM,

•.kwciir. KiiibmidiTy.Curt.iins, I.int.-ri.-WnlstsalKl Vciliiifs.

t il?<u-diiy and Iciirn liuw W )k> s slylisli drt».«or st small r.ist.

VALENCIA LACE & KMBROIDKUY CO.
I).>- t. A H

16 Broadway and 'J7*i <'afutl stree*. Ni-w York

lata L>pp MiM Louix: J, MrPheraun .l/i.«/^

n^jton. Ay. i^riffln, da. St. J;
i« M. MUtrr
rpll.Mich.

BECOME A NURSE
F you have tlio natural attributes of a prood

nurse we will undert;ike to tea(;h you to
earn $10 to $25 a week, as thousanda of

ir graduates are doing.

NUSUAL OFFER We grant every student two
months' probationary or

i.al study—this costs you nothing if dis.sati.stied.

If you wish to know how we train by corrcspoudence,

M'lil thin Couprm

he Chautauqua School of Nursing
.341 Main St., Jamestown. N. Y.

PleAw gcDd 9th ADoual Blue Book with utorles by nurses.

pald.'P'"'' \ou .-"
•"'.yr.l'-"''^-

/.r..»"'*»'''„,..Jo' »»»"""
,.ll>t"l"" '" .

ALLEN 5

^-Si^

h. 200
'pera L
Jd.KldTip: Steer
.rch Support

, Cushion
'Qbb«T Heels.
ndtluAtoEE. $3.50
rilEYo..i]il„ii.tl,..|,..vt .l.iMPntsf.fqnnlitT and style wilh an
' original Cold-pioot asd Damp.proof Sole l-n,l^t ruction
lat ronforms to every ciii-ve and iir.'ssurc of tho fcx.t—oak
Jtersole. cushion-cork inners<ite rcstniK i>n abed cf nntisejitic
": cushiiin rubber hecU: b, i>revent slioc-k or jar M tho
crvoussyatem. Kniy and comfortablo right from the time you

ik'"J'"'°°"'" ''<''ln"l>reakinsin. They will stimulate y.u
' lac tree enjoyment of tho best excreiso that exists—walking.

'"uritcti an nul on ia/< Im your vIcMlj. uriir ilrtcl from ui.
"«'"» your ,/,,, „(J,J a,J „„,„ „,{„ f„, J.i so. S,nd lor
'tfilttikaalnlollitr il,t,s alKm for womtfi ond o/ $4.00 /or ni»»

UKE ALLEN CO.. IS South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Contiyiued from page 277

Dr. Klopsch during his busy lifetime.
The funeral arrangements were in
charge of Mr. P. W. Radcliffe; man-
ager of the Stephen Merritt Burial
Company, under whose excellent super-
vision everything moved with admir-
able precision.

The floral decorations were exceed-
ingly large and varied. Among them
were wreaths, pillars and crosses, sent
by the following: The President and
]\Irs. Taft, the New York Consistory,
the Bowery Mission, the Brooklyn
Tabernacle Association, Mrs. J. Green-
er Hallimond, Mrs. Joseph Keppler,
Mrs. Percy B. Bromfield, Mr. Otto
Koenig, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Rushmore
Bromfield, August Luchow, the Love-
joy Company, the Brooklyn Tabernacle
Sunday School Association, Mr. and
Mrs. W. Atlee Burpee, Leon C. Wein-
stock, the Gospel Settlement Residents,

L H. Rosenfeld, Leopold Molnar, The
Christian Herald Office Staff, the
Construction Department and Edito-
rial and Executive Department.

His Last Resting Place

Dr. Klopsch's remains were conveyed
by rail to Tarrytown-on-the-Hudson.
Interment will take place in the pic-

turesque cemetery at Sleepy Hollow.
For a number of years past Dr.
Klopsch has made his summer home in

Tarrytown, in a house overlooking the
Hudson and commanding a view of
The Christian Herald Children's
Home on the farther side. It was his

favorite benevolence, and on many a
bright summer morning his first

thought on arising was to look across
the river at Mont-Lawn, which he
could see on the heights beyond. He
could tell whether the flag was flying,

and whether all was right with the
hundreds of little waifs who were in

his care, and whom he visited almost
every day, from July to September.
It was one of his last wishes that his

grave should be chosen in a site that
would overlook the Hudson and com-
mand a view of his dearly-loved Chil-

dren's Home, and that wish will now
be faithfully carried out. There he
sleeps, until the last trumpet sounds.

MESSAGES OF SYMPATHY
TELEGRAMS and letters of sympa-

thy to the number of hundreds
have been received from all parts of

the country at The Christian Herald
offices, and at Dr. Klopsch's late home.
All of these convey the sincerest con-

dolences. President Taft's message
from Washington, which was accom-
panied by a great floral wreath, is

given in another column.
Baron Uchida, Japanese Ambassa-

dor, telegraphed to Mrs. Klopsch from
Washington: "I am much grieved to

learn of the death of your distin-

fjuished husband. Please accept my
deepest sympathy and sincere con-

dolences."
Rear-Admiral Charles D. Sigsbee

telegraphed: "Deepest sympathy for

you and yours in this great sorrow."

Miss Mabel Boardman, of the Amer-
ican Red Cross, telegraphed: "His

death is a loss to humanity."
America's leading evangelist. Rev. J.

Wilbur Chapman, telegraphed: "Am
deeply grieved to hear of the death of

Dr. klopsch. The world has lost a

great man, and suffering humanity a

good friend."
President Stooksbury, of Lincoln

University, telegraphed: "Dr. Klopsch

has joined General Howard above. We
feel very keenly this loss."

Mr. Paget Baxter, proprietor of the

Christian Herald, of London, cabled to

Mrs. Klopsch: "Coming so soon after

the death of my dear father, we deeply

sympathize with you and your be-

reaved ones in your great sorrow.

May God uphold you."

Mr. Willett F. Cook, the well-known

publisher, wrote : "It comes to me as

a personal sorrow, as I frequently met
him and discussed work in the field. A
great oak has fallen! We will not
soon see his like again."

Mr. Edwin S. Ives, of Little & Ives
Co., New York, wi-ote: "Surely he
was a world benefactor; his fertile
brain was always evolving plans for
the good of humanity. We have en-
joyed his friendship for years, and
have become acquainted with many of
his inner thoughts, and in those choice
moments, when he was almost inspired
with working out the problems of some
of his great future achievements, we
realized that the Christ was in him in
complete control, and his face was illu-

mined by an expression almost like that
of the Master whom he so faithfully
served. How the children will miss
him! How everybody will miss him!
It has many a time been an inspiration
to the writer to meet him. Sometimes
we would call just to take advantage
of the contagion of his enthusiasm.
We cannot express the deep sorrow at
such a loss."

Superintendent J. H. Wyburn, of the
McAuley Mission, New York, wrote:
"Rescue work and workers have lost a
tried, true friend, and the men who
are 'down and out' a faithful, true
helper."

Mr. Edgar H. Cottrell, president of
the famous press building firm of Cot-
trell & Sons' Company, wrote: "The
passing of such a man is more than a
personal loss; it is a loss to mankind."

"A Shining Light Gone Out"

Mr. E. Gottschalk, the well-known
art dealer of New York, wrote: "To
know him was to admire, honor and re-
spect him, for surely 'all in all he was
a man.' That the literary and chari-
table world has lost one of its shining
lights is but too apparent."

Mr. W. E. Derry, Dover, N. Y., tele-

graphed: "Thank God for Louis
Klopsch! His memory is a great in-

heritance to his children."
Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage tele-

graphed from Philadelphia: "All
Christendom sympathizes. Dr. Klopsch
was an international power of Gospel
evangelism."

Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, author of
In His Steps, of Topeka, Kan., wrote:
"Dr. Klopsch was a good friend of

mine, and I have been indebted in many
ways to him on account of his prac-
tical and hearty assistance, granted at
many different times to my Social Set-
tlement work here in Topeka. The loss

is extended throughout a large circle.

He is a man who will be missed here
on earth by very many personal
friends, of whom I count myself one."
County Sheriff John S. Shea, of

New York, wrote: "I am extremely
sorry to hear of the death of your be-
loved father. In this sad hour of your
bereavement and great loss I extend to

you my sincere sympathy."
Mr. Archibald McCowan wrote from

Stamford, Conn. : "My sincere hope is

that his good work will be taken in

hand by some worthy successor. Great
business ability, combined with great
philanthropy, is not by any means an
ordinary combination. Louis Klopsch
is the only man I have ever known who
possessed both."

Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, of Washing-
ton, D. C, wrote : "It has been said by
Carlyle, I think, that the deepest test

of greatness is the range of a man's
sympathies. By this test, Dr. Louis
Klopsch measures up to the standard
of the world's foremost group, the in-

ternational men, whose sympathy leaps
all arbitrary boundaries among men

—

all national and denominatitjnal and
social and race boundaries—and grasps

Continued on next page

Something entirely new. The most uniqne
and stylish niulerwear ever made. Inqualiiy,
fit and fiiiish " Gauzrib " is " the newest 6t
the new" in lingerie.
"Gauzrib" is exclusive. It isiinlike any other

underwear, cinyirhere, &t any piirf. We are
originators of both machines and fabric, and we
know. It is finer, softer and more delightfully
glove-fitting than any other. AntXitiiduiuble.
i'oii can launder it again and again
"Gauzrib" is just full of elasticity. It

gives with every movement of the body. It is

the finest, smoothest, silkiest imderwear fabric
ever made. The undervest you see above—

a

size five—fitting a 40 and 42 bust, will stretch
to nearly 60 inches, and yet so fine, sheer and
filmy is it that you can pass it through a wed-
ding-ring as illustrated. Think of it I

HAND-MADE LACE FINISH
The superb "Gauzrib" finish is something to

take your breath away. lietil hanfl-cirulutrtt
I'tci', every stitch of it— costing in itself more
than you pay for the average undervest.
There IS notliinglike " Gauzrib" anywhfi-e.
These statements are made by a reliable

company and are truthful, "(iauzrib" Un-
derwear for women is made by tlie makers
of Cooper's celebrated " Sprmg Needle

"

Underwear for men, the kind yon see ad-
vertised so often. Tlie machines which make
the " Gauzrib " fabric are jtist perfected.
Cooper's " Gauziib " Underwear is not yet

for sale at your dealers. It is too new for that.
But you can secure the "Gauzrib" Undervests
from us direct by ordering quickly. The price
is $-2.00 each, charges prepaid, and they are
worth it. Send clieck or money order at once,
if you would make sure of your order being
filled. Our present output is limited. Better
send today.

COOPER CO.MANUFACTURING
Dept. "G"

Bennington, Vermont
Manufacturers of Cooper's famous " .Spring

Neetlle" Underwear for men.

Beautifully illustrated *' Gauzrib" booklet on request.

mm 113t£

FOR BABY
Waterproof

Btftton neatly over diaper. Prevent baby's clothea

from getting wet and mussed, thus saving washing.
White, light weight, no rubber. Easily cleansed.

Price, 50c Made from i

Stork Sheeting
A rubberless w.iterproof fabric, light as liuen. Gonr-

|

anteed not to sweat or irritate the tenderest skin. Best '

for baby's crib, the sick bed, and all household purposes.
By the yard: liglit and he.avy weight, 36 in. wide, i

$1.00; heavy weiglit only, 54 in. wide, $1.60.
Stork Catchall Bibs, 50c. Stork Plain Biba, 25c.
Stork Diaper Bags, black and wliite check, 60c.

CAUTION. Be sure the word "STORK," our registered
|

trade mark, is on the goods you buy If I

your dealer cannot supply you, we I

will mail postpaid on receipt of price, f

FREE. For yoor dealer's name, I

Sponge Bag made of *'Stork
|

Sheeting," also booklet

The Stork Company
Department 53-?Boston, Mass.^7^^ U. I Makers of Slorii AbsorVnt

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is .t'tje. and is where
you cctn obtain it when tranfe(i,iiud will yield/"(/n' ^(/?v/-

tn(7.« for every day invested. See their advertisement
on page 803, and -write them for full information.

Diapers

ALL cdioRS

This beauti-
ful full 16-inch
French Ostrich Plume in all colors-

sold elsewhere at $2.50. only $1.00 prepaid. Beiiutiful

IS-inch Plumes, Black or White. $1.80. worth $5.00. 14-

inch Willow Plumes only $4. '-Jo, value $10.01). We save you
all middle profits. Money l.arl, if not satisfactory.

Mannfactnrers' Guild, Dcpt. 26, 166 SixthAve., New York
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Everyone knows that

Quaker Oats

is the standard by which ail

other cereal foods are measured.

As delicious as Qjaaker Oats.

As strengthening as Quaker Oats.

As easily digested as Quaker Oats.

As economical as Quaker Oats.

These are the best things that

could be said of any food. There
9

are few of which it is true.

««

DON'T SHOUT
, "I he.r you. I can hear no

I as anybody. How?'
Oh, somelhing new—
TheMORLEY PHON

't see them— they
ible. I would n<

I had them in. m
I hear all righ

BAe MORLEY
PHONE

make£ low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comfortable,

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adiusi it. Oyer One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702, Perry Building, Philadelphia

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT— proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the "Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE.
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FREE
Tells all about Paint and Painting for Durability.
How to avoid trouiiie and expense caused h.v paints
fadinj^, rhall^ing and peelint». Valuable information
fre« to you, with Sample Color Cards, Write me. DO
IT NOW. I can aave yott money.

O.W. Ingersoll. 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn. N.Y.

Spend $6.50=Get aModern Bathroom!
At Last ! Modern battling facilities witliout running water, water
works or plumbing. New invention solves problem. Costs but
$6.50 complet«^ writh heater— yet actually gives battling facilities.

EQUAL TO MOST LAVISHLY EQUIPPED BATHROOM
Unlike anything you've ever heard of. Used wherever water exists

in any rooin, any part of the house. So energizes and distributes water

that very little does more than tub-full old way. Combines in one bath, one

operation, one cost, the properties of four baths- --cleansing, friction, mas-
sage and shower, plus shampoo. Hot or cold---any temperature---any

time ---any place. Adapted for all members of the family --- no difference.

One Texas user writes: "Children cry for it." Makes
brthing 5 minute operation-— longer if preferred— -every

mmute a pleasure. Cleanses and operates almost auto-
matically. No tubs, bowls or buckets to fill-—no wash-

rags, cloths or sponges---no dirt, odor, splashing, or muss.

Banishes drudgery before, during, and after bathing.

See how simple, easy, convenient: To bathe, just do this ---place self-heating
fountain on wall---(ill with water---touch a match, turn regulator---that's all. Thereafter, it

energizes and works automatically. Just think I Only clean, running, energized water touches

body-—no immersion---no using same water twice. Wfiat a pleasure---what a bath---what a boon
to humanity I All hardship, drudgery, annoyance, wiped out. Could anything be more perfect ?

Sounds too good to be true, yet it's no experiment. Over 100,000 sold. USED BY U. S.
GOVERNMENT, famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, and other celebratec authorities.

Guaranteed by a $50,000. house. Not sold in stores. Sent anywhere. Send no money, but
do investigate. Let us prove these claims---refer you to nearby users. Get our personal trial

offer, catalogue, testlmonials--all free. Just risk 1 cent--a postal— -to get acquainted.

PRAISED BY THOUSANDS OF DELIGHTED USERS

Sectional
View

J. Phai, MoIon'-, writes: 'Makes a moijem house on the farm, deal glfl lo mankind." Mrs. Sutton, Ky
.

".Splendid I So easy tobathe the children." G. Chase, N. Y., "After two years' use. I consider it a Godsend.''
Mrs. McAlpine. N. Y .

" Gives advantage of bathroom in any part of house." B. Shollus, Mich., "So simple, easy,
time-saver, 5 minute bath more thorough than half-hour old way." J. Steward, Okla., "Belter than a bathroom'
Can take any kind of lialh." Dr. Skidmore, Miss. ."Far superior to tub. Would'nf lake $25 for mine." Wro.Colden'
NY.. "If I were conipelled to choose between having a bathroom and the Allen, would take the Allen Apparatus.''

A WINNER FOR AGENTS Cashman writes -. "A man who can't sell your goods
couldn't sell bread in a famine. Send 48 more. "Sloneman:

conipliini from 2.000 customers." L.odewick : It's great. Sells on sight."
Fastest sellers ever saw." Roeers : "Beats loaning money at 10% a month.

" Best thing I ever sold. Not
McDaniels : "EvcryKody wants
Selling baths got rae one piece of properly." Hart : "Can't keep from selling it if properly demonstrated. ApPeals to al

We want more sales agents, men or women, al home or traveling, all or spare lime. Let us submit our high grade
offer ; cash or credit plan ; eiclusive territory ; sworn - to proofs of success never before equalled by agents.

INVESTIGATE ANYWAY
THE ALLEN MFG. CO., - - 1865 ALLEN BIDG., TOLEDO, OHIO

The World Mourns His Loss

Continued from preceding page

the hand of every man who needs help

for body or soul, or desires to help

others, counting- the whole world one

neighborhood and one brotherhood."

Francis Trevelyan Miller, editor of the

Journal of American History, wrote

from Hartford, Conn.: "Dr. Klopsch

was undoubtedly the greatest inspira-

tional force in the Christian homes of

America. He had gathered about him

a great brotherhood. It was more
than a quarter million American
homes, and he united them into one of

the greatest moral powers in the na-

tion. His work will live for genera-

tions. This service to humanity seems

to me to be of greater import than his

magnificent work as 'almoner of na-

tions in distress,' although the latter

made him one of the world's benefac-

tors. Dr. Klopsch should take his

place as one of the historic figures in

the annals of civilization, as his life

was spent for the uplift of humanity,
through the furtherance of the great

spirit of Christian brotherhood."

" The Friend of the Friendless
"

Orison S. Marden, editor of Success,

wrote : "He was a man of many ster-

ling qualities. Few men have touched
such a vast number of lives in such a

practical way. Tens of thousands have
been made better and happier because

he lived. What a friend the vast mul-
titudes of people scattered all over the

earth have lost! What an army of

children will mourn his death! He
was always a friend of the friendless

and the unfortunate."
John Brisben Walker, the well-

known publisher, wrote : "To few men
is it given to keep steadily in mind the

welfare of the millions while pursuing
their daily work. To Dr. Klopsch popu-
lar reward meant simply more power
to do good. He maintained at all times
a parallel plane of charities and kind-

nesses of the widest extent."

Mr. Cyrus Curtis, proprietor of the

Ladies' Home Journal, wrote: "My
sympathy is deep and sincere, having
been through the same experience.

May your heart be comforted."
Mr. Simon Brentano, the well-known

New York publisher, wrote: "Dr.
Klopsch was always a most welcome
visitor. We knew him and esteemed
him greatly for his fine qualities."

Mr. W. B. Rowland, treasurer of the
Outlook, wrote: "He was my good
friend, and I shall miss him. His work
for humanity is his most impressive
monument."

Consul-Gen. Hanna's Tribute

United States Consul-General Hanna
telegraphed from Monterey, Mexico:
"I am grieved beyond expression to

learn of the sudden death of Dr. Louis
Klopsch. He stood faithfully by me
during the Porto Rican disaster. He
was one of the first to come to the res-

cue in relieving the thousands of flood

and frost sufferers. In northern Mex-
ico his work will never be forgotten.
I have placed my flag at half-mast, in

token of the great man who has done
so much for the poor in this locality.

Please convey my deepest sympathy to

his family."
Baron Ozawa, the head of the Im-

perial Red Cross of Japan, cabled from
Tokyo, as follows: "Deepest sorrow
for Dr. Klopsch's death. Express sym-
pathy to Mrs. Klopsch."

Mr. Will R. Moody, head of the
Northfield Moody Schools, telegraphed
to Mrs. Klopsch from Atlanta: "May
the God of all comfort be your solace
in this dark hour."

Evangelist Len G. Broughton tele-

graphed from Atlanta: "The Taber-
nacle Bible Conference, composed of
several hundred Christian workers and
ministers, express deepest sympathy."
Among others from whom messages

of heartfelt sympathy were received
were the following: Joe Mitchell Chap-
pell, editor National Magazine, Boston

;

Geo. A. Warburton; Hon. R. Watch-
orn, ex-Commissioner of Immigration.
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FREE FUEL,
Most Wonderful Stove Ever InvenI,

BURNS AIR
Fuel Drawn Principally from Atmosph e

COOKING OR HEATING
,Vir now tinrneil in this wonderful stove iB flja

neli ami iioor alike. No trust iu control.

This Valveless

Wickless Automatic

Oil-Gas and
Air - Burner

Stove

autoniatically gen-
erates gas from
kerosene oil, mix-
ing it witli air.

Sflentlflc test
proves it uses 395
barrels of air to
one eralloii com-
mon kerosene oil. Sectional Cut of Generalo,

CHEAPEST FUEL-SUMMER COMFt
Intense heat but concentrated under cookinir vi

and absorbed by articles being cooked—not throw
to overheat your kitchen.
To operate—turn knoli—oil runs Into burner—

i

a match; it generates gas, which passes throng
mixer, drawing in about a barrel of air to every
spoonful of oil consumed. That's all. Itisself-
lating, no more attention. Same heat all day <

night. For more or less heat, simply turn knob. '

it remains until you come again. To put Ore out
knob—raising burner—oil runs back into can—Are'
As near perfection as anytliing in this world. 1

for Summer Use. Not dangerous like gasoline
dirt, soot or ashes. No leaks—nothing to clog or
up. No wick—not even a valve—yet heat is under pi

control—kit<'lieii always cool.
D. CAHN, Irul., writes: "It costs me onl

cents a day for fuel." L. ^ORKlS, Vt.. v
" The Harrison Oil-Gas Generators are wonderful s

of fuel, at least 50 to 7E
cent, over wood and c
E. ARNOLD, Neb., w
"Saved $4.85 a montl
fuel liy nsing the Harriso
Gas Stuve. My range cot
$5.50 per month, the Hai
$1.25 per month." Tl
VINCENT, Wis., "My

never had any
i.®,i **''* enjoyed so

as lier stove.
viTy quick, nob
room or dirt,

passes anytbin;
ever saw

NOT LIKE THOSE SOLD IN STORES
Ideal for roasting, cooking, baking, ironing, caing

fruit, picnics, cottages, camping. In V\ Intel

«

Itadiator for lieating liouses, stores, rooms, etc.

more carrying coal, kindling, ashes, soot and dirt. io
hot fiery kitchens. Alisolutely safe from explc b.

Not dangerous like gasoline. Simple, dnralili—la )r

years. Saves expense, drudgery and fuel bills.

ALL SIZES, PRICES LOW-»3.a5 AND '.

Sent to any address. Give this stove a trial, d
no money—only sen<l your name and adds.
Write to-day for full description, thou8aiHj)f
testimonials. Our 1909 Proposition—Ctrcirs
FREE.

EXCITING BUSINESS FOR AGEIS
SALESMEN-MANAGERS—MEN OR MOIN
at home or traveling, all or part time -showing— tiite

orders—appointing agents, etc. Messrs. Hen

«

Frazer. 'IVxas, writes: "Enclose order for Ji o,

RUSH. Sell like hot cakes. Sold 50 stoves li ir

town." it. L. Hcusled, Jlich., writes: ")ti
out one day and soUl 1 1 stoves."
This patent new. Nothinj; like it. Demand ,r-

mous. Agents reaping great harvest. Where ope M
people stop, look, get interested, want to buy at j».

Show dozen, sell ten. Write today for spM
agents* new plan. Send no money. Worl
supplied. Get m early for territory.

THE WORLD MFG. C.

212 World Building, Cinciimati, 0.

Tricycles for Cripples
and

Chairs for

Invalids
Complete catalog

sent OD request. Write (or it today.

WORTHINGTON CO.. 301 Cedar St. .ElyriaWo.

TYOURlDEp
500 for one invention. J

How to Obtain a Patent' '

' 'Wliat to Invent" sent free. Senil re i

sketcli for free report as to patental"
^

I'iiteiits advertised for sale at our exp •

ni tourteen Jlanufacturers' Journalf

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
|

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent A •

Ki,taMi?he't ]''• Tears

928 F Street. Washington, P.*.

I

\Uk MTCr* Railway Mail f lerks P-O- CkJ
WAIN 1 hU <^»> ">'<> «rp- 9'""'",nT'* *^*^ now for exaniniation. 100
Scholarsliips. Pres't our school condnctert ^

Examinations. Write for Catalog and FREE Trial w
OZMENT'S COLLEGE. Dept. 51, St. To"J^ ',

Save Steps o'lTH^iln^wheri'Trly-'-,,

,,,]; «liilPW«shliiK .li«lips rrirejin.ev|.,pni.l.tl

® WHEEL TRAY CO. .435 C West 61st Place.CllICM

I IMDrkDT BeantlfufMexlcan Drawnworli o '•

Traycloths. Sliirtwaists. Wnv.-„ pmowtnps. Silk SSawK •-

etc. J. E. JONES, Box 207, Lakeport. CaUroi
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Co ish Instruments for

•e; nerlt, are up-
exiled by any
„tl whatever
thcrice, or
na'orrepu
tat a.

?J5

Sent to You
for a Year's

Free Trial

We will send
directfroui our
Fac to r y, any
Lorni.'h i>iano or
organ that youmay
select frcm our
catalog, on any
terms of pay-
ment tliat you
m ay c h o c s e
wllh the distinct

iinderstandlDE that

If the Instrument
does not come up
to your fullest

expectations you
will be under no
obligations what-
CTer to keep It,

and that the

Tr Wai Cost You Absolutely Nothing

Ihe Instru- Two Years Credit If .Needed

me does not
pr e better
7a e for the
mo ' than you
,ca get auy-
rhrebe— If It

I as good an
1q3 ment as
yiji in buy for
oD! ilrd ?iiore

tbas'e a-ik— if

at ly time
wl In a year
yoi eel that
yoi ave not a

go<barBn In,

lett liiick; we
Tfo llnd one
wo of fan 1

1

wll -our decis-

ion 1 11 d you
TfDot be one cent o

usi the Instrument

WQive You a Legal Bond cf Indemnity

We Have Tuu #100 and
More On u l*lunu

It of pocket fi.r freight or for

Zany Terni9

y On The « on.Uli
,.in—!*ave OneTiilrd

nd For The
)mish Book

li't think of biiy-

Intjefore readlnk' It.

It the hand.soiiioHt

plE andorgan catalog
evi ssucd. It explains
thU you ought to
kn whether you buy
frciusornot andltis

f
joi for the asking.

I'Wi; for It now and
pit i mention which

lyoi re Intirr^sted In
I—I o or ort,'an.

whii'h holds us strictly
10 tills oiler. You risk
nothlu;.-. AVe assume
all resixtnsihility,
becauHe wc know all

about the great beauty
of material and work-
man sh I p In Cornish
pianos and organic and W'c
know all about the pure,
sweet, rich tone quality
of our Instruments ami
we know what a quart-
er nf a million satis-
fied purchasers think
of tliein.

If you keep the Instru-
ment It will cost you the
Ituek - Bottom Fac-
tory I* ri ce, not one
cent more, and you will
receive with It ou

r

Bonded Guarantee
whiili Iniure , the Instru-
ment f or 25 years
against defect In mater-
ial or workmanship.

t'huiiel ^-Ijie

DIneountA To RcIIkIoun and
< harltuble Iiintttutlous

HiiNisnco.--^"'-'"''^^'^--''-
•'

Established Over Half A Century'

50,000
ALLOWED
KPIES ALREADY SOLD

HYMNS
NLWandOLO

ULLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SANKEY
'^0-:r 1000 CHURCHES USING IT
ZS6 iges, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
f25. :r 100, not prepaid. SSi/^ per copy by mii!

'ls.etuT.ble samples mailed to " earnest inquirtn"
THEIOLOW & MAIN < O.. N»w York or ChlcMu-o

Success Shorthand School

ucess shorthand school
Suitesis , '9 Clark St. . Chicago, IlL

aVV Im James In charu'C

VHY I AM WHATTAM
lY 14 PROMINENT CLERGYMEN

"'niving his reasons tor his particular religious belief.

Jj'
you a reason? Are you on ihe defensive when

*-' lan Science or New Thonghl are discussed? Read
«i ook and be oosted. I 2mo, I 60 pages, doth bound,
by il postpa'd. 50 cents. Addtew

t. J)GttVIE PUB. CO.. 55 Rose Street, New York

S'.MP^ lOOnllrtiir-rrnt Al aii.l Hii.i."-s "niv 1 ^C.

»5»n •*<' Swden lOe—1000 nil .lifT.r.Tit ^.inips
»<J0 diffcrfnt forpien coins a.'ic. W.' hiir "lumps nnd
oo'-Buyiiis i,i,ts 10 cents. Toledo Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Mlsi M. E. Spencer
Ki.lie, .lapaii

THAT the missionary must be taught

in Gospel temperance is a fact now
generally recognized. In India, China,

Burma, South Africa and Japan the

plan of scientific temperance instruc-

tion has had a cordial greeting from
the governments of these respective

lands, and petitions for its introduc-

tion into the school systems are be-

ing widely circu-

lated. Temper-
ance teaching has
been begun in the

mission schools.

The C hie ago
Training School
for City, Home
and Foreign Mis-
sions is among the

first of training
schools to recog-
nize this fact by
adopting a defi-

nite course of

temperance edu-
cation for its stu-

dents. This course

is a model one,

similar to those

designated for the

secular normal
schools, colleges

and universities.

There are four
general divisions

in the course,
which covers a pe-

riod of about four
months' study.
These groups in-

clude studies in

Alcoholism, Tem-
perance, P e d a -

gogy, the Political

and Economic As-
pect of the Liquor
Problem, and Cor-
rective Agencies.

The first covers

the effects of alco-

hol not only on
the physical or-

ganism, but also

on mental opera-
tions, community
welfare and mor-
a 1 s

,
pauperism

and crime, public

health, family and
neighborhood con-

ditions, the effects

of alcohol upon the alimentary tract,

the circulatory system and the various

organs.
The.se prospective missionaries also

study the political and economic aspect

of the liquor problem, giving special

attention to the consideration of the

saloon in politics, the brewer in munici-

Ulis Chrlstloe Tlnllng

lnstn!Ctor of Teacliers

Mrs. Anna Sllberskiold

Miss Flora Stroat

Nariuiml W.C T. U.

pal politics, liquor legislation. Federal
and State regulation and prohibition,
local option, the economic advantages
of prohibition as related to employ-
ment of capital, the relations between
capitalists and wage-earners, national
revenues, etc.

The work is in charge of a teacher
who has personally investigated field

conditions, and
she is aided by a
corps of temper-
ance experts
which includes
Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens and Miss
Anna R. Gordon,
president and vice-

president at large
of the National
W. C. T. U.; Pro-
fessor W. I. Thom-
as, University of

Chicago; Dr. W.
A. Evans, chief

Chicago Depart-
ment of Health;
Arthur Burrage
Farwell, presi-
dent Chicago
Law and Order
League ; Mrs. Ma-
ry J. Teats, super-
intendent School
of Gospel Eugen-
ics; Miss Mary
McDowell, head
Chicago Univer-
s i t y Settlement,

and Mrs. Edith
Smith Davis,
World's and Na-
tl on a 1 W. C.

T. U., superinten-
d e n t scientific

temperance i n -

struction.

A special fea-

ture of the course
is the plan for a

study of Chicago
as a typical city,

with respect to

liquor and immor-
ality. Instructors

in the Training-

School's depart-
ment of social

service personally
conduct the tours

f investigation.

A knowledge of anitomy, physiology,

psychology and eugenics is a requisite,

naturally, for the student who desires

this expert temperance training, by
which, as is plainly to be seen, the

efficiency of the missionary, either in

home or foreign service, is greatly

augmented. J. A. S.

Miss Anna A. Gordon
Vice-I'ics't VV. U, T. U.

Mrs. Edith S. Davis
^^ciontific lll^t^Ultor

TEMPERANCE NOTES
—The next State Fair of Michigan

will be "dry," the administration hav-

ing decided that no liquor shall be sold

on the grounds.

—Since Waterloo, Ind., went "dry"

the town marshal has resigned and en-

tered the railway service, there being

no business and no arrests for him to

make. The criminal calendar is a

blank.

—Since Rockford, 111., went "dry"

the town has prospered. The popula-

tion has risen from 40,000 to 50,000

since 1908, property values have great-

ly increased, and arrests for drunken-

ness have decreased from 338 to 224.

Mark Twain has found a new

reason for opposing prohibition He

writes: "They have just invented a

method of making brandy out of saw-

dust! Now, what chance will prohibi-

tion have when a man can take a rip-

saw and go out and get drunk with a

fence rail? What is the good of pro-

hibition if a man is able to make
brandy mashes out of the shingles on

his roof, or if he can get the delirium

tremens by drinking the legs off the

kitchen table?"

—George Elliot Howard, in an
article in McClure's, has this para-

graph: "That the sources of the

divorce movement are bad social con-

ditions, which may be remedied, is

illustrated by the sinister fact that,

directly or indirectly, 184,568 divorces,

or nearly 20 per cent, of the whole
number reported for the last two de-

cades, were granted for intemperance;

and in nine-tenths of these cases the

culprit was the man."

Purity Ksseiitial

In no oilier form of food is Purity so absolutely essen-

tial as in milk products. Richness is also necessary.as
without richness, milk is of little value as a food.
Purity ami richness are the embodiment of liorden's
EaKle Brand Condensed Milk. As a food for infants
or for general household purposes it has no equal.

WAtitemore's
ftShoePolishes -^
'meet every requirement for clean-
sing and polishing Men's, Women's and
Children's Shoes of all kinds and colors.

They Beautify and
Preserve the Leather

"Dandy"

Do not soil the clothing or grovvr gummy.
Finest in Quality Largest in Variety

combination (or cleansing and
polishing russet or tan shoes,

25c. "Star' size, 10c.

For Women's and Children's Shoes use

"GUt Edge"
The only black dressing that posi-

tively contains oH, Softens and
preseives, and imparts a beautiful

lustre. Its use saves time, labor and
brushes, as it

Shines without Brushing
Always ready. Price, 25c.

"French Gloss" size, 10c.

If your dealer does not keep the

kind you want send us his address

and stamps (or a full size package.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.

20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
^^^^ Shoe Polishes in the ^^orld ^^^™^^

-;pRtssiNG:-

FINE SHOES

enCKEST COLOR

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
Superior to all other powders in soft-

ness, smoothness and delicacy. Pro-

tects the skin from 'wind and sun.

Prevents chafing and skin

irritations. The most
comforting and
healing of all

toilet pow-
ders.

Mennen's
Boraled Tal-

cum Toilet Povf-

der is as necessary
for Mother's baby as for

laby's mother.

It contains no starch, rice powder or
other irritants found in ordinary toilet

powders. Dealers make a larger
profit by selling: substitutes. Insist

on Mennen't. Sample Box for 2c Stamp.

Gerhard Menoen Company, Newark, N.J.

Depends for its virtues not upon strong oils, car-
bolic or other irritating disinfectants, but upon
the presence of OXYGEN (peroxide)—Nature's
purifier. ^,4 ,„„, Demhi-hi inows

OF ALL DRUGGISTS. 25 CENTS
Sample and Booklet free on request

McKESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

TO
REMEMBER'
Write lo-day

^mory -the Basis
of All Knowledge

THE
KEY
TO

SUCCESS

You are no greater intellectualJy
.than your memory. Easy, increases
income ; gives ready memory forfaces,

names, business, studies, conversation;
develops will, public speaking.

Dickson memory SCIIOOl. 701 Auditorium Bldg., CUugo

Af^KfWknC My Sanitary Coffee and Tea Jiaue.

#4VIb Pi I ^P produce a pure, sweet cup. Needa ui
settler nor strainer and
ntver wearsout. Savestea^
and coffee, money and
health. Every wife buys at

sit;ht. Now inventions.

Send 15c for 5(Jc size of

either, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for

25c. Without question the
two best sollin articles __^___
everinvonted. Orderboth. TEA MAKER
Dr. Lyons, 14f O Day St.. Pekln, lU.

7 pay more, but Vi 11 cannot get better than is found iu

HYMNS
OF WORSHIP AND PRAISE
S.'M.I for n r-.nr TO-DAY— 2Sr.. Pos'Tfti-i

Tullar-Meredlth Co., New York-Chicago
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300,000
CHRISTIAN HERALD

READERS
Are Eager lo See

Halley's Comet
The Excelsior Telescope
will assist in seeing it. Over 5,000

Christian Herald readers have

already secured one; you should

do the same.

ONLY

No telescope with a Solar Eve
Piece has ever before been sold
for lesB than $8.00 or $10.00.

yHIS IS A LONG pow-
Crful Telescope for ter-

reslrial and celeslial use. Every
student, male or female ; needs
this Telescope to study the sun in

eclipses, also the mysterious

recurrent sun spots. Remove the

solar Eve-Piece lens and you
have a good practical Telescope
for land observations, etc.

POSITIVELY such a ^ood Tele-
scope was never soltl for tiiis

price before. These Telescojie^
are made by one of the lar^rest

niaiuifnctiirers of llurope: meas-
ure chised, 12 in., and open over
3J4 ft. in 6 sections. Tubes are
compressed Papier Mache Fibre,
fitted and finished with g^reat

Erecision, and are brass bound,
rass safety cap on each end to

exclude dust, etc., with powerful
lenses, scientifically ground and
adjusted. Guaranteed by the
maker. Every sojourner in the
country or at the i^easi^le resorts
should certainly secure one of
these instruments, and no farmer
should be without one. Objects
miles away are brought to view
with an astonishing clearness.

Over 354 Ft. Long
Circumference 5<M Inches.

Oiil.v $1.00 ICviircss

By Mail, Safe Delivery
Guaranteed, $1.20.

Oiii

sent
ml oIlV I'l »h.

iiii-^-* it. Absolute Satisfaction
Guaranteed <»• hkiuhv rriun.ifii.

Over r,,<ton Clirlstian Herald
Readers are using this Telescope
with perfect satisfaction.

The mysterious spots on the sun. Get
our Solar Telescope and see them

Digest of What CustomersSay
IVrili Ihem ; niid nol laki our word.

Witnessed sun eclipse at Austrian
Tyrol with It. — U. s. llfm i , Ih,-
.ShXhii, N. Y.

Excelsior superior to a $15 one.—
I'r.-.l. Walsh, ll„ive lsl«„,|, Olltilll.i.

A Kansas Farmer Counting
Stock Several Miles Away

Could count cattle miles away.— I" <; r.,ll,„i, .Mk „, ciy, KHi.a.

Exceeded my expectations.—.shci
I'rillH- LfVllij,''*, M:t (Jdkwooa ISi.iil.,

rhl,-,r,-...

People think It fine. — E. C. Gns-
I. Ml, Cli.ilk Sfvil, Mil.

IIii (Ircds •theirs saying Rood
lliiii;;s.il.uiu tlicscTclescopes. GET
ONE AND TRY IT.

Houklct (I'til. lining inforinntion
uboiit Telescopes, eclipses ami
planets, FREE with each order.
Scud $l.(moiievi by Registered

Letter, Post -Office Moirey Order,
orliank Draft payable looiir order.
Sent by mail, s.-ife delivery guar,
anlced, $1.20.

Kirtland Bros. & Co.
Department C. H.

90 Chambers Sf. , New York.

[•T«]

Chats With the Young Folks

By Kate Upson Clark

Ea^er in France

THE newspapers have told us of

the great religious revolution in

France. The government decided that

church and state must be wholly sepa-

rated. The religions of the French

were so various that it was deemed

best that no notice should be taken of

any of them by the government.

The matter even went so far that

the religious holidays of Christmas,

Easter, All Saints' Day and the As-
sumption were voted away.

Then, as you can imagine, a great

outcry went up from the people. They
insisted that they must have their holi-

days.
"Very well," the government decided,

"you may have them, but you must not

call them by the old religious names.
Christmas shall be called 'The Family
Festival.' The Feast of the Assump-
tion shall be called 'The Harvest Festi-

val,' the Feast of All Saints 'The Me-
morial Festival,' and Easter 'The
Spring Flower Festival.'

"

Let us rejoice that in our Christian
land the dear old names commemorat-
ing incidents in the life of our Lord
will always be retained.

t^7»

What Was It?

ONE of the most successful of New
York's great merchants testifies

that the foundation of his success, as

that of so many others, was laid in the

most unremitting work in the early

days of his career.

"Long after my clerks had gone I

used to stay to look over the books and
examine the stock," he says. "Gen-
erally I would go home to dinner, but
sometimes I would snatch a hasty meal
at some nearby restaurant, and then
return to the store to work until mid-
night.

"I had heard tales of the burglars
who haunted that part of the town
after business hours, but I was natu-
rally fearless, and I kept a loaded re-

volver in the upper drawer of my desk,
so that I did not worry. Still, I

learned, after the first few years of
my business life, that I had better drop
the shades in my oflice when I woi'ked
there evenings, alone. Sometimes I

had to leave the sate open for a while,
with a good deal of money in it. Even
a courageous man knows that a thief,

watching him through an unshaded
window, might call confederates and
overpower him at such a time.

"It wasn't the fashion then to have
night watchmen. Only a few had
them on our street. It was probably
some years after the occurrence I am
about to relate that we had them our-
selves.

"The books had got into a tangle, as
books so often will, and I was staying
late to straighten them out. The store
was deathly still. I was adding and
subtracting so hard that I had not no-
ticed a peculiar noise which suddenly
struck on my ear. Then I had a dim
consciousness that I had been hearing
that noise for some time.

"I dropped everything and listened.
The clock struck midnight, and
drowned everything. Then the silence
began again—stiller than ever—;and
breaking in upon it, after a little, I

heard the noise.

"Stealthy, muffled footsteps were
making it, I felt .sure. I stepped to
the door and looked up the stairway.

" 'Who's there?' I called gruffly.

"Naturally there was no response,
but the noise stopped.

"I listened for a few minutes.
Nothing happened.

" 'It must have been something out-
side,' I muttered, like the hero of 'The
Raven.'

"I stepped to the door and looked

bravely up and down the str-eet. Not
a sign of life was there. I was prob-

ably the only man within a radius of

half a mile—a space occupied only a

few hours before with many thousands
of busy workers. There was some-

thing uncanny in the thought of the

contrast. I locked the door sharply

and hurried inside. Even my firm
nerves were shaken a little.

"I began again on the books, when,
presto! there was the noise again

—

slow, stealthy steps—peculiar steps.

No ordinary man was making them.
Had some crafty lunatic obtained ac-

cess to my store, hidden himself till the
men had gone and now come out to rob
or burn?

"I wanted to run away. In the dis-

tance I heard the bell of the old horse-
car which I sometimes took. It ran
once an hour, after midnight, all night.
But I decided to stay and beat out my
enemy.
"My hand shook a little as I lighted

the lantern we always kept at hand in

the office. Then I tramped up the four
pairs of stairs and looked into and un-
der everything on the upper floors.

Nothing there!
"Within the next two hours I kept

hearing the strange noise again and
again. Three times I made the weary
round of my entire store. The books
were forgotten by this time. I thought
only of that noise. What was it?

"As I was coming down the third
time, I stopped to rest and to think
over the situation at the head of the
second staircase, from which I could
plainly see the one which led to the
floor above.

"I sat perfectly still for ten minutes
or more and fell into a doze, for by this
time I was completely tired out. Sud-
denly a sound near me made me open
mv eyes.

"I looked upward, and there was a
big rat, holding in his mouth a roll,

which some clerk had probably dropped
from his lunch. As the rat could not
carry the roll, he was coming back-
ward down the stairs, pulling it down
after him. What I had heard was the
tap, tap of the roll as it dropped from
one stair to another. He must have
brought it from the very top of the
house.

"I remembered noticing that roll, in
a corner of the stairs, and was going
to scold the janitor about it. So that
was my burglar—or my ghost, as I

had come to think it might be.
"Don't allow yourself to be scared by

unaccountable noises," the wise old
merchant concluded. "Ten to one your
burglar or your ghost is only a rat."

Our Shorthand Classes

MANY readers have written re-

cently desiring information re-

garding the Shorthand Correspondence
Classes. To these, and to all others
interested, we would state that the
classes, which are now in their third
year, having already taught success-
fully over 1,400 pupils, are now open
for enrolment of members for the
Spring Course. The system taught is

Pitman-Graham, the standard system
of the business world. The complete
course consists of 24 graded lessons by
mail, each lesson being self-explana-
tory and easily acquired by pupils of
any age. Hundreds of former pupils
are now occupying good positions.
Every lesson is revised by individual
instructors and lesson blanks ai-e fur-
nished to all students. The usual fee
has been reduced to $2 (which covers
all expenses) for Christian Herald
readers and their friends. Full name
and address should accompany applica-
tion for enrolment. Address The
Christian Herald, 92 Bible House,
New York City.

SENT ON APPROVA
TO RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE
To test the merits of The Chrii

tian Herald as an adver-
tising medium.

LAUGHLIN
Fountain Pen

Tlie most popular and
widely Known writing in-
shuinent on tlie market.
Style shown on left

mounted with two ><; inch
gold bands.

Postpaid to any ad-
dress, only $2.00; by
insure.d mail, 8 cents
extra.

style on rieht. Mother of
Pearl Mounliings, fliiisheil

with handsome gold tiini-
niings, size and style as per
tttt.

Postpaid to any ad-
dress, only $2.50; by
insured mail, 8 cents
extra.

Either of the above foun-
tain pens without mountings
on holder, plain or chased,
as desired.

Complete ^
to any ^
Address,

4

Only

By insured mail. 8 cts.

Every pen guaranteed full
14 Kt. Solid (iold, and to
be satisfat-tory in every
paiticular.
To show our confidence

in the Laughlin Fountain
Pen, you may try it a week;
if you do not find it as re-
presented, a better value
than you can secure for
three tf lueN this special
pr'ee in any other make.
it not entirely satisfactory
in every respect, return it

and we will refund yoiu'
money, with ten (10) cents
additional. The extra 10
cents is for your trouble in
writing us. {Tho custom-
ers in 5,000 have asked for
return of money . ) In order-
iiig please state whether
line, inediuni or coarse
I'Oiiit is desired.
Kc Win.- .if ii.Til,-iti..ns— insist

u|..ii. f.lliiii; th.' GENUINE
LAUGHLIN ADVERTISED ppn
If .v..nr<lc.alvr will i...i j^uppl.v

y.>u. refuse the substitute and
oidor direct from us.

Give us tlie name of your deal-
er- tliat vou asked to show you a
b.-iughliii Safety Fountain Pen,
and in exeliange for this courtesy
u .- will send you free of charge.
..ne of our new safety pocket
f..iintain pen holders—address

Laughlin Mfg. Co.
100 Griswold Street,

Detroit, Mich.

jllil

JUST PUBLISHED

Olbat Cife means to It

By WILFRED T. GRENFELL, M.D.
The Latest Message from llie Apostle of the Labrador

Here is an answer to ;

riddle of existence frai /

and freely given by a n
whose share in the woi s

work qualifies him to sp :

with understanding.
'

author sums up his pers- 1

definition of life thus:

"Thai is what life mea o

me— a place where a F. f

above deals differently wit ->

different children, but wit I'

in love ; a place wtiere true joys do nol hang on material 1
>

and where all the time the fa<ft that God our Father is o '

throne lines every cloud with gold.

Easter Edition illustrated with

an especially interesting portrait.

PRICE SO CENTS, NET.

The Pilgrim Press \','ltt^^^s\
156 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

COMBINATION OFFEl
10 Beautiful I? A CTITO Post Cards, c

6 Xtra Quality lli/\3 1 Ijll. Post Cards.c

10 Fine Art Birthday Post Cards • • ^

10 Best Wishes and Greeting Post Cards, c

Any .3 of the aliove packanes mailed tor 2.5 cents i

Special Assortment of liio Easter Post Cards for Pw »

will he mailed for Co cents.

MADISON ABT COMPANY. MADISON, CO,-

SCHOOL OF
]^°'";d^°?Jf";X™°p„wet° sVa^^^

i

EXPRESSION TerarBo8LnTAsh"e\Slle,Eureial^
Seattle nnd Chicago. Winter Term opens Oct. 0. All advan. "

vocal and expressiv,- trainirie for 30 years haw centered n.

School and thebooliB of its Pres. S.S. Curry, Ph.D. Drop i"

for free booklet and notice of Book onVoice. 24 CopleySl.,11-
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Suaranteed Advertising

Ik

i

r

,y*
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UR advertising guarantee is prov-

' ing highly successful. This is

( denced by the number of letters

vich we have received, commending

,r attitude or calling our attention to

isunderstandings between subscrib-

and advertisers.

[n this connection we have un-

(rthed and adjusted a number of

Jerences which might never have

1 in adjusted had they not been

Imght to our attention. We have

j ind that in many cases subscribers

lire answered advertisements, have

Im dissatisfied, and have remained

<;nt rather than demand their rights,

itil they saw our guarantee. Then
liy wrote to us about it. In every

(56 we have brought the matter to

1 ! attention of the advertiser, and

I satisfactory conclusion has been
]iched. In some cases the purchaser
(I not understand how to operate the
^aratus he had purchased; in others,

ijthing had been heard from the ad-
rtiser, due, as we found, to miscar-
: .ge of the mails. Again we found
1 it parts of an instrument were miss-

: J, and so it would not work until the
ivertiser had furnished the missing
]rts.

Of course, the subscriber should try
:3t to adjust any difference directly

'th the advertiser, but when this

: Is to bring satisfaction, by all means
ite to us and we will do our best to

!! that the spirit as well as the letter

I our guarantee is lived up to. Have
:a read it?

Whenever any of our subscribers is

I frauded by an advertiser in The
' [RISTIAN Herald we will make good

; claim, provided that the sub.scriber,

10 mu.st be of record, has mentioned
'IE Christian Herald in writing to

; advertiser, and provided the claim
made to us within one month of the

' te of the appearance of the adver-
ement.

Called Higher
iliss M. L. Pitts, of RiriKwood, Halifax Coun-

. N. C. departed this life April 2B. 1909.

X F. Rednour, of SprinRfield, 111., passed
ay to his eternal home on October 24, 1909.
was in his sixty-seventh year,

ifter an active and useful life of .seventy
irs, Mrs. S. E. Dusinberre, of Waterbury,
nn„ went to her long rest on August 19.

Mrs. Almina RickanI, of Fort Plain, N. Y..
:d sixty-seven years, passe<I home recently,
sincere Christian and a devoted wife and
•ther.

Rev. Charles H. Buck, for many years a
•minent Methodist mini.ster in Brooklyn and
other charges, died recently at Yonkers,
Y.

Mrs. C. Cox died at her home in Huron,
December 27, 1909, age<l seventy-three

irs. She was a member of the Methodist
urch.

Miss T. E. Bellows, of Salem, Mass., passed
to her rest October 27, 1909, after a long,

'ing affliction. She had long been a sub-
'iber to this paper,

William H. Hagan. of Jamesville. Mel., died
igust, 11109, aged eighty-two years. He was
constant reader of TiiK Christian Hkkald
r many years.'

vlrs M, F. C.ildwcll. of Anniston, Ala. de-
rtcd this life December 11, 1909. She was
•enty years of age. and was a woman of fine
ristian character and interested in all good
>rks.

Mr. Adam Lutz, of New Brunswick. N. J.,
parted this life October 31, 1909, in the nine-
th year of his age. He had been a sub-
nber and a true lover of The Chhistian
JRALD for nearly forty years. "His was the
undant life."

Mrs. Alsey Baker Branner passed away at
nittle Springs, Tenn., on December fi, 1909.
eel eighty-.seven year.s. She was the daughter

It
'''''' Colonel John and Mrs. Maltie Baker,

New Market, Tenn. She <lisplayed an almost
e-long devotion to her Saviour.
Mrs. \.:\nr:\ V. Fuss, of Bridosburir St.it ion,
1-, passed to her heavenly home January 21,
'"•„ She was a member of the Bridcsburi!

E-. Church over thirty years and a faithful
rker m the Sabbath School. She was a sub-
ntier to The Christian Hbralo for twenty,
e years.

In Hudson. O., on July 23, 1909, Mrs. Mary
icia Goodman Case entered into rest. She
>s born in Hartford. Conn., September 7.
«. in the fifth generation from Deacon Rich-
a ijoodman, who came to Hartford, Conn., in

i ,\ "*".''«' of The Christian Herald
Mt of the time for over twenty-five years.

Short-time
Investments 5%

ECAUSE your money comes to you between
"interest days" it need not remain idle. If

placed with the INDUSTRIAL it works for you
every day from the day of receipt till the day of
withdrawal ; there is no loss of time. In seventeen
years we have never paid less than SSo Your
funds are protected by selected mortgages on
New York and suburban real estate—a form of
security that never depreciates in value.

Assets over . . . $2,000,000
Sarplnsand Profits, $150,000

Under Supervision of
New York Bamking Department

The INDUSTRIAL is one of
the largest and strongest of sav-
ings institutions. It merits your
investigation.

yVrite for Booklet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 runes Bailding. Broadway & 42d St., New York City

A .WOMAN FLORIST

6 Hardy Evcrblooming/^ ^T\ ^ ,_ ^.^ On their own roots. W ^^^fKfkCOC ALL WILL BLOOM f .lai 1^M\\t^^\9 THIS SUMMER JH V/
Sent to any address post-paid;

guaranteed to reach you in good growing condition.

GEM ROSE COLLECTION
Frances E. Willard, Snovr White
Prizicess Bonnie, Dazzling Crimson
Marie Van Hontte, Yel. and Crim.
Maiden'a Blush, Delicate Blush
Etoile deLyon, Gold. Vel.
Bridesmaid,GrandestPink

SPECLiL BAEGAESS
6 Carnations the "Divine
Flower," all colors. 25c.

6 Prize-Winning Chrys-
anthemums, - - 25c.

6 Beautiful Coleus, 25c
3 Grand Orchid Cannas, - - - 2Ec
8 Sweet-Scented Tuberoses, - • 25c.
6 Fuchsias, all different, - - - 25c.

10 Lovely Gladiolus, ----- 25c.

I

10 Superb Pansy Plants. - - - 25c.
15 Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different, 25c.

Any Five Collectlona for One Dollar, Post-F&id. Guaran-
tee satisfaction. Once a customer, always one. Catalog Free.

MISS ELl^ y. BAINES, Box 44 Sprlnsfleld, Ohio

$50 TO $300 SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,
jobbers and catalog bouse profit. I'll save you from
S50 toS500 onmyHigh Grade Standard Cssoline /
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you ^^^i
lower than dealers or ]obbers have to pay for
similar ene'iies in carload lots for spot cash,

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be tlie sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buy a
a^H.^P, only$119.50

Direct
From

My Fac-
tory on 30

Days' Free
Trial. Satist.ic-

tion or money
back. Write forspec-

ial proposition. All
you pay uie is for raw

material. 1 a b o i and
one small profit. Send for

my bis BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.

615 rSalloway Statloa
^Vaterloo* iowa

STRONGEST
MADE. Bull-
strong chick

\FENCE
len-tlght Sold to the user at Wholesal.
\Prlces. We Pay Freight. Catalogue free.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBoz 47 Winchester. Indiana.

Furnish yourHome without Cost

« 99Ward'sWay
Appeals to All Thrifty
Housekeepers. One Dollar

Goes as Far as Two.

This beautiful rich looking Parlor Couch, solid oak
frame, four-toned velour upholstering. 6 ft. 4 ia.
long.S ft. 3 in. wide, Qlven free witb only • SlOorder

"SAVE HALF YOUR MONEY"
We eive this mag-
nificent Floren-
tine gilt, genuine
French beveled,
extra heavy plate
glass Mirror, 4 ft.

4 In. long by 2 ft.

6 in. wide, elabor-
ately carved and
ornamented frame
6 in. wide, free
with an order for
only $10.00 worth
of our goods.
One of our very
popular offers.

We give this genu-
ine "Kogers" 26-

piece Silverwaie
Set, knives of best
crucible steel,

bandies of forks,
spoons, etc. of
handsomely
chased design, free
with an order for
only $5.00 worth
of our goods.

"Save Half
Your Money"

We give this solid
oak Chiffonier
with beautiful
golden oak finish,

pretty carving,
cast brass trim-
mings, height 4 ft.

8 in., width S ft. 9
in., free with an
order for only
$10.00 worth of
our goods.

"Save Half
Your Money

We give this solid
oak Combination
Washstand and
Dresser, with gen-
uine French bev-
eled plate glass
mirror, free with
an order for only
$10.00 worth of
our goods.

"SAVE HALF
YOUR MONEY"

We give this
magnificent 100-

piece Vitreous
Porcelain Din-
ner Set. velvety
finish, handsome
embossed de-
sign, scalloped
edtres. all extra
full size pieces,
free with an
order for only
$10.00 worth of
our groceries,
etc. Just think
of it I One of our
wonderful offers.

99Ward'sWay
Saves You all Wholesalers*
and Retailers' Profits. A
Tremendous Saving on Your
Household Supplies.

"SAVE HALF YOUR AIONEY"
This unusually massive,
handsome looking and
comfortable Morris Chair,
made from solid oak, gold-
en oak finish, generously
upholstered in Chase
leather, latest button tuft-
ing, reclin-
ing adjust-
ment, rich-
ly carved
clawfeet.ls
given free
with an
order for
only $10
worth of

^g our goods.

*'Save Half Your Money

by us with small orders for our pure, fresh, hiRh-
grade Groceries and General Household Supplies,

that you can use In your own home or supply to

your friends and nelpchbors. Our handsomely lllug-

trated ond fully descriptive 132-paKe Book tells all

about our plan the easiest, simplest and best for
housekeepers to save money and get beautiful

premiums ever devised. Write for this Book at
once, today NOW, before you forget It. Just fill In

the coupon, sign your name and address and mall
it at once. Remember, It's FREE. We make ship-

ments to any responsible person anywhere on 30

days'Tree trial. Furthermore you're at no expense
tor freight charges: we bear them, and (r goods
or premiums nhould prove unsatisfactory you
can return them to us at ourexpenbe— you
won't be out a,cent.

We give this fine 12-

piece Toilet Set. all

large generous sized
pieces, decorated
with pretty shaded
tints, free with an
order for only $5.00
worth of our goods.

"SAVE HALF
YOURMONEY"

We give this latest
style Art Parlor
Lamp, decorated in
beautiful colors and
sprays of flowers,
heavy opalescent
glass fringe, free
with an order for
only $5.00 worth of
our products.

This IS the COUPON ^^..^.
which brings the big *,^< ^

illustrated 132-^??^^:
page BOOK - >^'^ -'^^
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A 50*Cent
Bottle of

Scott's Emulsion will last a
year-old baby nearly a month,
and four bottles over three
months. Given in small doses
four times a day

Scott's Emulsion
will lay the foundation for a
healthy, robust child. It never
fails to make the cheeks rosy,

the flesh solid and the bones
strong.

ALL DEDGGISTS

Send 30o., name of paper and this ad. for oar
beautiful Savings Bank and Child's Sketch-
Book. EaohbankcontaiiiBaGoodXiUckPenny.

SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St, N. Y.

Burpee^s Seeds
Cnc't Mnrt^ than do most other " brands "

LOSl iTlOre >jut are worth much more than

those that cost less ! It is a fact that our

margin of profit over actual cost of pro-

duction is less than it would be at half our prices,—were we willing to compete

merely in price. We aim to excel in Quality and seek the trade only of mteUi-

gent planters who desire to raise the Choicest Vegetables and Most Beau-

tiful Flowers it^is possible to produce. Are you able to appreciate the

difference in seeds? If so, you should read The Burpee Annual for 1910,—

our complete catalog of 178 pages, with hundreds of illustrations and colored

plates painted from nature. Name this Paper, write your address upon a

?eTu™mal'wr«^Tt?DAY^°tdd;irsTr^plJ W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
FEILADELFHIA

LAWN FEKCE
j
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20

I
to 30 per cent. Illustrated

Catalogue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box302 Muncie, Indiana.

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
of pure bred poultry, for ItiKi, iim pages,
handsomely illustrated, 150 engravings,
photos, 30 fine colored plates, describes 65

leading varieties of land and water fowls,
gives low prices of stock, eggs, incuba-
tors, poultry supplies, etc. Calendar for
each month. How to care for poultry and
all details. Onlv 10 cents. Send to-day.
B. H. GRBIDER. Box 79, Rheems. Pa.

^^ ^f^B'%^With the WATSON 4-row^ IJVJIl POTATO SPRAYER
^^k W^ WflA p Never damages foliage, but
^km u\m kills bugs, worms and all

^^^P • destructive insects. Adjustable
^^^ wheel width. Spray and pressure regu-

lator. Sprays 30 to 40 acres a day. l" ree Book.

FIELD FORCE POMP CO,, »6 Eleyenth 8t., Elmlr», N.T.

LAWN FENCE
Many design^ Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box O Winchester. Ind.

These Solid Oak Box Seat Dining Chairs are made of specially selected oak, with quarter sawed backs, in

rich golden gloss finish. The seats are full size and upholstered with genuine No. 1 leather, fitted perfectly
to the seat frame and trimmed with gimp and black enameled tacks. The handsomely shaped legs are mortised
and doweled to the seat frame and firmly braced by square stretchers. The fact that we are quoting the
hitherto unheard of price of $1.95 each on these first class dining chairs is possible because we contracted with
the largest box seat chair factories in this country for 10,000 of these chairs at the lowest possible factory cost,

and we are giving our customers the benefit of our special purchases by saving them at least one-third in price.

Send us your order for as many of these chairs as you need in your dining room.
Examine them closely and let your friends do the same, and if you do not find them fully equal
to chairs generally sold at $3.00 to $3.25 each, we want you to return the chairs to us and let us
return yovir money, including any transportation charges you may have paid- Order by number.

No. 1T9103
depth, 15 inches.

Box Seat Solid Oak Dining Chairs. Height, 38J^ inchesg width, 17 inches;
Shipping weight, each, 14 pounds. Price, each $1.95
THIS IS OUR SPECIAL FURNITURE CATALOG

Ask for a copy of this splendid Furniture Catalog and choose your furniture from the output of more tban one hundred fur-
niture factories. So tremendous has our furniture Inisiuess become that we now require almost the entire output of more than
one hundred furniture factories, inclu<iing some of the largest, most favorably known and best maker.sof reliable furniture
located in Eastern. Northern. Southern and Middle Western States. We make shipments from various parts of the country
according to the location from which the order is received. We give you the lowest freight charges, the "reatest variety to
select from, the highest possible quality, price considered, the latest and most up to date designs, the most

carefulfy inspected
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Furniture Christian Herald Chicago, Illinois

Name

.

Postofiice-

R. F. D. No. . State

P. 0. Box No. . Street and No.

material put together
by the most skilled
workmen. Our prices
speak for themselves.
We have no selling ex-
penses except our cat-
alog. When you buy
furniture from us you
pay one profit only.
Write your name and
address on this cou-
pon, send it to us to-
<lay and let us save you
35 to 50 per cent of the
price asked by most
furniture dealers.

iiil

lIH'H'H'''

B^lR^l

FURNITURE
iii.iiite'0'^jr||||j|

SEARS,EOEBUCKc*„

j; III 1* ! li'll!

I
Sears, Roebuck and Co,, Chicago, Illinois
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Among the Workers
—YouNGSTOWN, O., population 75,000,

been shaken to its centre by a revival, \v
i

has brought hundreds into the churches.'

—The Sunday Evening Club of ChicagL
an organization which includes many le.i, i„

business men, and meets every Sunday ever?
for evangelistic services, which are largelv
tended.

—Evangelist Henry Ostrom is leading ; ,

vival in Brockton, Mass., which is full of pi I

ise. Rev. J. W. Mahood, Rev. A. B. DaviX
and Rev. Julian S. Wadswoith, D.D., are s

"

ciated in the movement ; the latter is chair n

of the campaign.
—The General Council of Evangelical

sions in Korea prayed this year for the con
sion of a million souls in that country, ^named March 20 as a day of prayer for
"Hermit Land." Christians everywhere ar(
vited to assist.

—The Co-operato Home, for girls ean
small wages, is located at No. 444 i
Twenty-third Street, New York City. It
been full during the past year, having a
pacity of forty-four occupants. It is i

supporting, and deserving of encouragemen
—Missionary F. J. Smith, of Peniel Miss

Progreso, Yucatan, Mexico, writes of great 1

pel meetings among the Maya Indians of
State. The population is 312,264, and
greater part have no knowledge of Jesuft
Saviour. Buildings and workers are urge'r
needed.

'

—Evangelists Davis and Mills have
concluded a wonderfully successful campaigi
Sherburne, N. Y. Many have been conve
and the churches have been greatly quicke t
The work was extended to include Earls-
and Norwich, where similar good results v
realized.

—Rev. J. G. Mullowney, of the M. E. 1

sion, Peking, writes that there is great neei
!

a hospital for the treatment of nervous
(

mental diseases in North China. At prei
such patients are treated by the Chinese
prisoners, many of them being held in cha
Such an institution, he writes, must bt ii

pendent and non-sectarian, and would •

$30,000. He adds : "Here is a splendid op]
tunity for people of means who want to i

to a non-sectarian, humanitarian. Christian
practical service."

—The Fairbanks incident continues
leading topic in Rome. Rev. B. W. Tipple
Sunday, February 27, preached on the sub
of "The Methodists in Rome." He said 1

the church was meeting with great succes!>|

Italy. It is in Rome under the Italian laj

which guarantee religious freedom. The chs]

that the church was proselyting was foolj

Its hands are filled in dealing with unbelie'
The last census showed Italy to have the laril

number of people without any religious pro;

sion of any country in Europe. He del

absolutely that any dishonorable methods ^|

employed in making converts.

•

—

Since the arrival of the Rev. Dr. Art]

Muston, president of the missionary worl
the AValdensian Church in Italy, and of Pro!

sor Giorgio Bartoli, these eminent workers
addressed large audiences in a number of cil

including Philadelphia, Germantown, Pri)

ton. New York, Syracuse, etc., and have
ranged to speak in many other places throi

out the country. They will return to Ital

May. There are in New York City over tl

hundred Waldensians from Piedmont, It

and these have organized a union for religifi

and social purposes. A pastor from their (

country will be installed shortly.

—Chrls. J. Bale, a rescue mission woi

now in Chicago, writes: "I was converted
November 25, 1908. After serving God to

best of my ability, in all the missions in I

York City, particularly the McAuley and B
ery Missions, I was enabled through the k'

ness of Mr. S. T. Clay, a member of

Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, and
J. H. Wyburn, formerly superintendent
the Bower-y Mission, to come to Chicago
take up a course in the Moody Bible Instit

Since I came here He has seen fit to bles

large number of "down-and-out" men thro

me ; three men in particular—a forger, a I

glar, and a highwayman. After talking to

forger, he pulled two forged checks out of

pocket and tore them up. The burglar w
into the mission to keep off the street till

could 'kick in a jewelry store.' He heard

testimony of what God had done for me.
"

weeks after, he came to me in the mission :

said : 'I thank God for ever meeting you I'

was going home to his mother. The highw

man also became a reformed man, and is i

earning an honest living."

—Missionary E. W. Jansen writes fi

Cebu, P. I. : "During the recent terrible el

era epidemic in Cebu God wonderfully upl

the faith of his people. So great was the pa

of the terror-stricken citizens that at one t

none could be found willing to bury those n

had died of cholera, and eventually the pris

ers were compelled to do so, until the cemet

employees could get sufficient graves due

meet the appalling demand. The reign of

ror seemed to grip the Cebuans so that m
sickened and died through fear alone, but

had the joy of seeing almost all our fell;

Christians upheld by restful faith in <

There are many Christian young men here. \

long for the opportunity to receive traininpc

evangelistic work. Nine years ago. when

Manila, a seeker from another island
^

directed to me. Finding that he needed a cle

print Testament. I gave him my own. Si

then I had heard nothing of seeker or Te;

ment. But one of our trained workers fi

Cebu, having been sent to a far-off and neet

mission field in these islands, the seeker of n

years ago was met with. The man ^

through reading God's Word, become a Ch

tian, and with him all his family, and he 1

been helping others. After all these V^^^^

had the joy of seeing the fruit of a small ti

of service to an unknown seeker."

e#
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A
MATITE means more to the

man who needs a roofing

than just merely something

t put on the top of a building.

t means a thoroughly satisfactory

a'l relialjle roof covering, without

fare expense for painting — be-

cise the real mineral surface

rkes painting unnecessary.

"requently the cost of painting a

rfing amounts to almost enougii

t.juy a new Amalite Roof.

vmatite can be laid right over

sngles, tin or other ready roofings.

I'e directions hold good for laying

/latite anywhere and over any-

t ig, and are as simple as A B C.

f your dealer doesn't handle

/jatite, write us for a sample.

le sample tells the whole simple

s^y of Amatite—why it is water-

p of, why // needs no painting.

•Vrite to-day to nearest office.

ARRETT Manufacturing Co.

\\ta» City

New York Chicago
Philadelphia Boston
Cleveland St. Louis
Cincinnati Pittsburg

Minneapolis New Orleans
London. England

erou
(ma
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95 Th« AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World

THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It l3a solid. Ifalr
and square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed, for $15.9.5. It la dif-
ferent from anything thfit has
ever before Ijeen otTered.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, hot or ctild. makes thick
or thin cream and does It

Just as well as any higher
priced machine. Sultab'e for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
Any boy or girl can run It

silting down. The crank Is

only 5 Inches long. Just
think of that I The bowl Is a
sanitary marvel: easily
cleaned and emlxidlrs all

onr latest Improxtments.
Gears nin In antifriction
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
capacity whatever, ohtainour
81.5. <i.^. proposition. Our lib-

eral long time trial and gen-
orms of purchase will astonish yon. Our own
actiirer's) guarantee prole<'t3 you on every
nn Separator. We ship Immediately. Western
niled from Western points. Write us and get
at offer anil ha ndsome free catalog. ADDKKS3,

llMNSEPARAT0RC0.BAi^N"BVi.5fE*N.v.

Y>U CAN'T CUT OUT
A BOG SPAVIN. PUFF or
THOROUGHPIN, but

^BSORBINE
will clean tlirni ofT pprmanpiitly, and you
work thi' licrse same time. Does not
blUler cji ic inove the hair. $'2.i»i per
l.ollli-, .Irliv.-i,.,!. Hook 4 I'. fr<-<-.

A Itsoit HIM ;,.»!{,. for inunknid.Sl iind
%". bottle. Reduces Enlart'eil (ilaiuls or
Veins, Wens. CyHls, linptiiri'd Muscles or

o, llejils Cuts, Soles, Wounds. .Mlays paiu
qiU'/. Your drutririsl can supi>ly and mv.- reler-«« "ill t..ii you more if you write. .M I.I. only liy

^__ YOON i, p. D. F., 8 Temple St.. Spnngfleld. Mass.

SWEET CORN
Y

OO
pro
9.V
yea
PO]
see*

bsl)

wul make no mistake In plantiut' OMUW .\ N 's

1 .1
>"'" "ant the most delicious I'orn ever

•wl. Ihis IS the oriuiiiBl .strain of the yellow
'^'""S nas been urown by the Ordwavs inurv
ami nundi-wlsof tesiimonials prove iis (.mowiii;
'Hty in all parts of the land. Careriillv sele<-'e.i
'lit bv mail on receipt of in ice. Trial pkt . 10c :

». l»c.; pint, 30c.; quart, 5Sc.
rlress O. I'. ORhWaV, Saxonvlll.', AI:i-s

^ ^^ I — HULX.ER,
"^ THEWORK EASICn. QUICKER. CLEANER.

Ytri'.
**** *'*'^* OCALCPI FOB THE NIP- IT. ORACNO 7C.

*f:N3 & CO., eo Newton St., Waltmam. Mass.

A Notable Life*

ALL those who, a quai'ter of a cen-
tury or more ago, thrilled and

shuddered over Queechy and The Wide,
Wide World will enjoy this quaint and
unconventional biogi-aphy ot their au-
thor. It is far too minute and wordy
to satisfy the literary requirements of
the present day, but in its very Pre-
Raphaelitism lies its charri. Surely
few extant descriptions so well picture
for us the life of well-to-do country
families in the middle of the last cen-
tury. The letters and journals quoted
lemind one of those of Jane Austen,
though there is little enough resem-
blance between her books and those of
Susan Warner. Miss Warner's scorn
for the innocent game, "What is my
thought like?" her frank dependence
upon coffee, "two cups of which tinted
life with rose color"; her unexpected
enthusiasm over music; her uncer-
tainty as to whether or not she ought
to take champagne, fashion and prin-
ciple waging their immemorial fight in

her, as in many others; and the thou-
sand other glimpses into a rare, orig-

inal character, make this book not only
entertaining, but much more. The
illustrations shed light upon Susan
Warner's native and inherited traits,

and are highly interesting. They, and
for that matter the whole book, make
one feel as though the present estimate
of her works were too low, and as
though she ought to have produced
real, lasting literature; which, indeed,
they may turn out yet to be.

Books Received
The Man oj Destiny. By Thomas Gold Frost.

A historical romance, with illusti^tions by S.

Nemtzoff. Pp. .312. (Jramercy Publishing
Company, New York, publishers.

The Light Beyond the Shadows. By Hope
Lawrence. The special privileges of an inva-
lid's life are griven here. Decorated covers.
Pp. 34. Moffat, Yard & Co.. New York, pub-
lishers.

Waters from an Ozark Spring. By Howard
L. Terry. A Book of entertaining verse, in-

cluding long poems, interspersed with shorter
oneji and aphorisms. Pp. G4. Richard G.
Badger, Boston, publisher.

The Spirit of God in the Universe. By Alex-
ander Zurig. Toronto : William Briggs. .'!.'>

cents. A comparison of the Mosaic account of

the Creation and the operations of nature, with
the discoveries of modern science.

The Errors of Mind Healing. By Reinhold
Willman, M. D. Plain facts in all its phases
are here tersely stated, including cures of va-
rious types. Cloth binding. Pp. 179. The
Advocate Publishing Company, St. Joseph, Mo.

The Calling of Dan Matthews. By Harold
Bell Wright. A thoroughly readable book, in

which the character drawing is well dom-
throughout. Illustrations by Arthur I. Keller.

Pp. 364. Price $1.50. The Book Supply Com-
pany, Chicago, publishers.

Sunrise in the Sunrise Kingdom. By John
H. DeForest. This study of Japan is one of

a series of text-books covering the various
home and foreign mission fields. Cloth covers.

Illustrated. Pp. 230. Cloth, 50 cents ;
paper,

35 cents. Young People's Missionary Move-
ment of the United States and Canada, New
York, publishers.

Hymns of Worship and Praise. Edited by
I. H. Meredith and Grant Colfax Tullar, in-

cludes hymns old and new : the tunes are mostly
bright and catchy, easily learned and of partic-

ular use in meetings for young people. Board
covers. Pp. 163. Price 25 cents !»er copy,

$20 per hundred. Published by TuUar-Mere-
dith Company, New York and Chicago.

Gateway Series. Byron, Wordsworth. Shel-

ley, Keats, Browning. Edited by Charles

Townsend Copeland and Henry Milner Rideout.

Simplicity, thoroughness, shortness and clear-

ness are qualifications of this book. Cloth

binding. Pp. 311. Price 40 cents. American
Book Company, New York, Cincinnati and
Chicago.

Like a Silver Lining to a Cloud
Dc'ir Mr. Editor: Thanks toi the

beautiful calendar and picture you
sent me. I am well pleased with them.

Not being able to attend church, I find

your paper a great comfort. It is to

my life like a silver lining to a cloud.

E. R. Blanchet,
Ottawa, Ontario.

ACM£

Paint is not only a dress but an
overcoat—it must protect your
house from weather and decay
as well as give it beauty.

That is why Acme Quality is essen-

tial, why honest materials, scientifically

ground and mixed, are so important.

Acme Quality House Paints give

maximum protection and longest wear,

combined with the widest choice of colors

and shades. We will suggest artistic

combinations for your house ifyou ask.

The Acme QuahtyGuide Book,
mailed free on request, gives full direc-

tions for painting or finishing every kind

of surface. It tells how to use each of

the many

Paints and Finishes of

ACME
QUAUTV

Write for it to-day. .A^nd remember

:

// it's a surface to be painted,

enameled, Garnished, stained or
finished in any way, there 's an A cme
Quality Kind to fit the purpose.

Ask your dealer. He probably sells Acme
Quality and will give you color cards to choose

from. If not, write to

Acme White Lead and Color Works
DeoL 0, Detroit, Mich.

UKETHI3

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If you are suffering from any fomi of spinal trouble you can be relieved
in your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
f'urvature. Its results are marvelous. It is nature's own method.
Eminent pliysicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the whole spine is invigorated and
strengthened, all soreness is taken out of the back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

straightened. There is bright hope for you, no matter how long you have
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union, Each
jippliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly
Tlurt- is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We giiarautee satis-
faction and let yow use It 30 days. Write for uur newibook. giving
full infonnation and rrffn-nces.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.. 207 15th ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Here Is Something New
From Kalamazoo

Prove lor yourself in your own home. th.-\t the Kalamazoo is the most
perfect—most economical—most satisfactory rang^e for you lo use—Your
money back if it's not.
Send for Catalog No. 103 with special terms and compare Kalamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a Kala-

mazoo in her home. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash il

you like. Either way—you save $10 to $30 on any stove in the catalog. We
make i t easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
Freight

Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

A Ralamazo^
Direct to You"

*Susan Warner ("Elizabeth Wetherell"). By
Anna B. Warner. Illustrated. • G. P. Put-

nam's Sons. $?.60. ' " ' ''

Elastic t^ Stockings
From pure gum
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure.
at the same piuf
you pay for poor-
wearing, ready-
made goods.

Worcester Elastic

53 Front Street,

'

Our Stockings are best
in the world anri our
prices lowest. Write for

self-measuremen^ blank
and FACTS /.BOUT
VARICOSE VrjNS.

Stocking & Truss Co.,
Dept. 9. Worcester. Mass.

^^3K^^^

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart 1 lartshorn on label.

Get " Improved," no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." for S.3 for loo. Words and music, S3 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Centa. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
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How the Farmer Controls
the Cost of Living

THE cost of living depends on the volume and cost

of production. The farmer can determine only par-

tially the amount nature vi^ill permit her soil to pro-

duce, but he can regulate the cost of his crop by the

machines he uses in tilling and harvesting.

The markets of the world are now watching for the

results of the grain harvest of the farmers of America.

Prepare properly against delays and waste and you will

reap rich reward.

The responsibility for wasted grain and profits rests

with you.

Choose your harvesting equipment—make your selec-

tion before the rush comes—take no chances—avoid ex-

periments either in machines or binder twine.

From experience hundreds of thousands of farmers

endorse the adaptability of the I H C line of harvesting

machines.

Champion McCormick Osborne

Deering Milwaukee Piano

Hundreds of thousands of farmers, hard-headed busi-

ness men, with the same problems that confront you, have
had their problems solved by some one of these ma-
chines. They didn't buy because they were prejudiced in

their favor - they bought because they were convinced that

these machines represented the highest standard of excel-

lence in harvesting-machine construction, because these

machines met their requirements, because they thought
they were getting the greatest return on their investment.

^ The experimental period has passed, and efficiency,

durability, simplicity, dependability and absolutely inter-

changeable parts are now at your order. Improvements
in time and labor-saving features, finer materials, more
skilled and painstaking workmanship are now strictly car-

ried out in the manufacture of these six lines of machines,

so that all element of risk on your part is eliminated.

With any machine in the I H C line you are safe—for

smooth, rapid, uninterrupted, perfect work at harvest time.

Materials, workmanship and quickly available inter-

changeable I H C parts are backed by the most responsi-

ble and trustworthy guarantee in the farm-machine world

today. Such perfection would not be possible if the man-
ufacturer did not have available ore mines, steel mills, tim-

ber lands and saw mills so as to make sure of the raw ma-
terials, and if the buying power and large output did not in-

sure the first choice of raw materials from all other sources—
and the ability to employ the right men to work up these

materials, and to furnish these men with the most perfect

facilities in the world—all this is of equal importance to

you.- It is these resources, insuring the highest degree of

efficiency in every machine turned out, that means the

lessening of your responsibility at harvest time, the elim-

ination of most all the risk, the freedom from anxiety and
worry and discouragement. Profit by the experience of

hundreds of thousands of others who reap all their har-

vests and all the profit with one of the six leading ma-
chines. See the International dealer at once. Take your
choice. The quality is the same in all—the best possible.

The lines include grain and corn harvesting machines,
haying machines and tools.

From the I H C dealer you can get repairs that fit

when repairs are needed. Repairs having the I H C
standard of excellence can be secured at almost every cross

roads or village. This availability is not only a great

convenience, but also saves valuable time, which means
money to the busy farmer in case of accident in the harvest
field.

Don't experiment with binder twine, either. Get one
of the seven perfectly dependable brands of twine and be
sure. Choose Champion, McCormick, Osborne, Deering,
Milwaukee, Piano or International in Sisal, Standard,
Manila and Pure Manila brands.

If it is not convenient to see an International dealer,

write for full information and the catalogue you want.

^/ospci'inu
^

fors\ort \

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA CHICAGO USA
(Incorporated)

IHC LINE
LOOK FOR THE I. H. C, TRAOE MARK. IT IS A SEAL OF EXCELLENCE AND A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

Galloway
BATH IN OSL"

High Grade Separator—Direct
$23 to f50 direct at my factory
—treight prepaid. Get the only
rator that runs in "Bath ol Oil,"
c a fs.OOO automobile. This
alone is worth $50 extra, but

costs you noUiing extra.
Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Wliy pay $S3 to tllO todealers or agents
who cannot sell you a separator equal

the Galloway—closest skimmer—
isiest run—easiest cleaned-lO-yr.

Kuaianloc. Send ior BOOK FREE
WM. CALLOWAY CO.

943 Ualloiraj Slo., Waterloo, la.

YOU CAN MAKEHTHE BEST FARM _
You need no experience because we teach

I

you everything and help you to get started.

, If now employed, you can work for u8 io

j

your spare time and ir.ake more money than
your regular wages amount to. Write and
let us show you our line. We have over 2000
patented articles, all fast sellers. Cannot

I

be bought in stores.

WE WANT AGENTS In Every County
In the State

We will point the way to you how to make
I

from $150 to $200 per month. Our goods
fully guaranteed, and we refund all

money to any purchaser not perfectly satis-

fied. We start honest men and wuuien in

iiness on our capital. Samples of best

ellers FREE. Write to-day for agency.

5^34 Wayne Street

THDMftS MFC CD»»,,,o. oh,o

Before you buy a vehicle of
send for this book Get this Big "i9io"

jfy Style Book of VEHICLES It i

MU/l/UU/ and HARNESS. mo.

any kind

tlie larsest,
; t complete

veliiolc ami liarne-iH catalog published. 192 pages.
34.5 illustrations. Murray sells direct.

Sold on trial. Safe delivery insured. You can't
Guaranteed two (2) year.. afford to buy till you know the
wonilerful values we offer. This catalog is Free. We pay postage.

THE WILBER H. MURRAY MFG. CO., 361-367 E. 5lh St., CiDcinnati, 0.

Save
35%

-^ FOR
r' THE LEAST MONEY
CyC9On0 Farnt Gates arethestrongest. longest-

lived gates made. Have heavy tubular steel frames and
strong, rust-resistant wire fabric. They will turn all

stork. A. thorough inspection will prove their value.

Write for furthor information on Farm Ciates and ournew,
finely illustrated catal'-j showing_Or:K-iiiiental Fencing.

Cyclone Fence Company, Dept. 141, Waokegan, HI.

ic

PROFITS
DOUBLED

If you w.-.nt $2 profit where you now pet 11,

eitiier from eggs or poultry for market, tiinply

send us your name and address and let U'' tell

youlhere;il poultry eeerettliat has doubled the

profits of poultry raisers. Its tile only real way
to poultry success. Make every fowl a profit

earner. Write at onre for this information
whether you have 3 fowls or Snh, It'sf reeto you.

Blante & Hauk Supply to., ril BUpte BMg.StrLoiils.Mo.

March 23, Ig

Chri^ Our Teacher*

A DISTINGUISHED minister, tr;

eling through a mountainous
gion of the South, attended serv
one Sunday in one of its remotf,
parts and was astonished to hear
excellent sermon from a plain, mod
man, who seemed to be a son of i

.

soil, yet whose language and thoug
;

were of a high order.

"Where did you get your edu
tion?" the traveler asked the preach

"In the country schoolhouse at .

Four Corners. I have not had a da ;

schooling since I was twelve."
"What library have you consultec

'

"None. I possess only two boc
my Bible and my hymn-book, bu
know them both nearly by heart.

;

have read almost no others."
j

And yet this man had impressed \

cultivated and critical hearer as ij

who must have had a college educatii.

It was most fortunate for the ca?
of God in the world that the trai-

lators of the great King James versa
of the Bible were men of excelllt

taste and judgment. As a rule, 2

language of their version was strc,^,

simple and dignified.

It was at a time also when t
tongue was at its purest. Ej.y

roughnesses and blemishes had b'l

largely smoothed away, and forei
idioms had not so largely as now (;-

rupted the pure fount of "Eng 1

undefiled."

But the intellectual and liter

t

teaching of the Bible is of slight (-

sequence beside its instructions u i

the formation of character.

See how wonderfully the va;!

ignorances of the human soul are j-

lightened by this wonderful teachi :

You say to yourself in your bl:

ness: "The finest thing in the wid

is to be rich, to own automobiles d

motorboats, to dress and feast rich."

Then you open the Book to the wcs
of the Great Teacher, and you nl,

"What shall it profit a man if he jn

the whole world and lose his own soil"

You may fancy, as many do in |s

century of isms, that self-culture d

so-called "individualism" represent e

height of duty and of civilization.
|

But you open the Book and tl e

you read, "Whosoever will save his n

life shall lose it." You learn that s

only in altruism that man reaches s

loftiest development.
Dr. G. P. Nichols, in his boo! if

noble sermons, called The Precious 's

of God's Thoughts, illustrates Is

great fact by a story of Micpl

Angelo.

He was decorating the ceiling ol le

Sistine Chapel. The Pope demand,

long before the work was comphd,

that the scaffolding should be remcd.

He wished to see how the fresJS

were getting on; but, as things i^

then, nothing was visible to him it

ropes and boards.

The great artist would not obey ">

for he knew that if he did his rk

would suffer. He toiled on, m-n

after month, perfecting his wondw
creations until the work was dom
Then the scaffolding was remcdi

and behind it was as if one saw le

heavens opened and looked into le

new Jerusalem.
Thus God is working upon us; ut

when we are ready to be judged by "j

the scaffolding will be torn away 'a

the picture that he has wrought m

be seen.

He is moulding and refining is-

The scaffolding is still upon us;"

when death removes it, and we s i"

washed white before him, we »'

cry with thanksgiving, "Though ^y

strokes were painful, and thoug
'^

could not see thy purposes, yei'„

thank thee for thy chastening, Oh

~*7^ristian Enfleavor Topic for Sunday,'"

3. Text : Jolin 12 : 44-50.
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We Will Teach You To Your Own Satisfaction
MANY women nowadays are earning fioo a week—$5,000 a year by dressmaking. One woman, the head designer in Chicago's largest retail dry goods

house, is said to receive $10,000 a year. Salaries of $25.00 to $50.00 a week are common. Graduate dressmakers are wanted right now in many
good towns and cities. Never before has there been such a demand for competent designers. We teach you by mail and equip you to command a good

income. Or you can start in business for yourtelf. Become a Graduate Dressmaker. The regular diploma of this College is issued to all who complete this

course of lessons. The American System is most thorough and complete in every detail, and yet very simple and easily understood. These lessons will teach you
how to Design, Draft, Cut, Fit, Make, Drape and Trim any garment, including children's clothing. This study will not interfere with your regular duties. This
College is endorsed by leading high-gr.ade fashion magazines— McCall's, Harper's Bazar, Paris Modes, Fashions, Woman's World, Woman's Magazine, etc., etc.

Mrfkc Your Own Clothe*

SAVE MONEY by drafting your own pat-
terns, by doing your own sewing, and enable
yourself to dress far better at one-third tho
usual cost.
SAVK TIME and the worry of having to wait

on dressmakers in the busy season of each year.

What Are The»e Le«*on» Worth?
OUR STUDENTS SAY IN RECENT LETTERS:—"I would not exchange

the knowledge I have gained for double the cost." "I.would not take $50 for
what I have learned." "I have made 25 waists (6 silk ones)—all perfect fits."

"I have just saved the price of my course by making my own silk dress."
"I have saved a large dressmakers' bill by doing my own sewing." "The
knowledge gained from these lessons is enabling me to help my husband
pay for our new home." "I would not sell this system for fioo."

Every mother wants her children to be well
dressed. Many are not able to have the sewing
done by a capable garment maker, and the
rea Jy made garments are far from .satisfactory.
Our system thoroughly covers the subject of de-
signing, cutting and fitting children's clothing.

!^'

- Author of TKi.« Co<ir»^

Our readers will be interested to learn of the signal success of a western wom.-in who
had the initiative to test a new and somewhat unique idea—teaching dressmakmg by
lorrespondencc. Only a few years ago, Miss Pearl Merwin, now supervisor of the

•Vraerican College of Dressmaking, was modestly but successfully domg such sewmg
as canae to her from her friends, as a natural result of the merits of her work. A col-

lege-bred woman herself, she conceived the idea of putting her knowledge and expe-

rience into the hands of those less favored, by crystallizing it into a series of lessons

which could easily and successfully be taught by mail. She commenced advertising in

a small way, until the practicability of the idea was fully demon.strated. Her adver-

tising may now be seen in all of the leading magazines. She has over 20,000 students

and graduates throughout the country, and the product of her pen is widely sought

She IS a striking example of the now woman-not however, of the mannish sort-wlio

has "come up out of the ranks" largely by her own efforts and that by confining her

work wholly within the generally conceded province of feminine endeavor.-Clipped
from "Human I,[FK," i)ubli,,hed at Koston, Slass. ^^^^^^^^

*¥

THIS COUPON WILLERING YOUR BOOK FREE.

; AMERICAN COLLEGE OF DRESSMAKING
682 Commerce Bank BIdg., Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.

Plrase send me free book and explain how I cm lenrn to do my own
sewine, become a prolcssiuiial dressmaker, and qualtiy fur a ^ood income.

Name

Street & No.

City or Town

County

Miss Pea' I Merwin, Supervisor. Dear Teacher:— Browxsville, Vt.
I am very glad to have finished successfully the complete American System of Dress-

making, and want to thank you for your kindnessand the interest you have taken in me.
\V hen I started taking your lessons, they enabled me to make quite a number of

things for myself and my friends, who were so well .satisfied with my work that I took
in all the sewing I could do, and did exceptionally well.

Since completing my course, I have started dressmaking and have been very suc-
cessful, having made a silk shirt-waist suit, two skirts, two jackets and two fancy
gowns, one of which I just completed today, and my customer is delighted with it. I
appreciate the American System of Dressmaking very much.

After receiving my diploma I .started on a large scale, taking in only the fancy and
expensive gowns. Have made eight wedding dresses, and .several bridesmaid dresses,
reception and graduation gowns, etc. I recommend the American System of Dress-
making at every opportunity, and remain, your student,

Miss Emma J. Pierson.

m

^

THIS HANDSOME BOOK SENT FREE
Our new book on dressmaking recently published is proving to be of great

value to thousands of women who have secured a copy of it.

This book. Illustrated above, will he sent to you Free.
At an exw-nsp of thousands of dollars this colli-fc has pob-
V^?r,'J,^,V?i*'<'0 of these oopjriKlK.-d books to advertiio the
AAIhKICAN SYSTKM OF DKKSSM AK]^(4, aiHl..-«hilo they
la.st— will send ,vou a loiiy FKICK. Write for it todaN. One
co|.y only to each woman. Kequests will be tilled in tho order
recened.

AMERIGilN COLLEGE OF DRESSMAKING

682 Commerce Bank Building

KANSAS CITY, MO., U. S. A.

jfel:-..;]:, -liV, t , > , I , I ^i^ i:^-7'tl-.f .t.t fVn:"!.7V, r, ,. f . .:.V:t...iv<.. i.
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Aids to Purity
and c^--™"*---

Fairy Soap
Fairy Soap looks and is whiter
than any other soap ; moreover,
it will retain its whiteness long
after other so-called white soaps
have turned yellow.

Fairy Soap is made from edible
products, and has a clean, deli-

cate, refreshing smell; many
other soaps have a strong, greasy,
soapy—and, oft-times, rancid
odor.

Fairy Soap is the best soap you
can buy for the toilet and bath

—

no matter what you pay. Yet its

price is but 5 cents.

Order Fairy Soap—the
handy, floating, oval cake

—

to-day, and learn by use why
it is the soap of soaps.

Fairy Soap was granted highest
possible awards at both St. Louis

i^and Portland Expositions.

'Have you a little

Tairy' in your
home r

Gold Dust
Several so-called "washing powders"

are only sal soda. You can buy sal soda
at your grocer's under its real name for

much less than you can these powders.

Others contain naphtha, ammonia or
some other liquid cleanser which evap-
orates the moment the powder is exposed

I
to the air.

Gold Dust is a true washing powder.
• It is a mixture of vegetable oil soap
| and purifying ingredients which insure

I
prompt and efficient cleansing action

^'
It softens hard water, does its work
quickly and well, and injures nothing.
GOLD DUST will do more work and
better work than any other washing
powder on the market.

For washing dishes, scrubbing
floors, cfeaning woodwork, oilcloth,
silverware and tinware, polishing
brasswork,cleaning bathroom pipes,
refrigerators, etc., softening hard
water, washing clothes, and making^
the finest soft soap.

"Let the Gold Dust

Twins do your

X work"

THE
N.KJA1RBANK COMPANY

MAKERS - CHICAGO

SUNKY
fSEEEHIi
dr^. A^

Sunny Monday
Laundry Soap

Most yellow soaps contain

from 20 to 40 per cent, rosin.

Sunny Monday *(N.R.) is white,

and contains not an ounce of

rosin. Which would you prefer

to use on your clothes—a soap

containing about one-third rosin

(a cheapening ingredient) or

Sunny Monday *(N.R.) wherein
the cheap rosin element is re-

placed with expensive fats and
vegetable oils.

Sunny Monday *(N.R.) does the
work with scarcely any rubbing
and actually does double the work
of any yellow rosin soap. Its dirt-

starting quality is permanent and
lasts until the cake is worn to a
wafer.

*N.R. means "No Rosin." Sunny
Monday Laundry Soap contains

\ no rosin. Rosin cheapens soap but
injures clothes.

'Sunny Monday
Bubbles will wash
away your
troubles"
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- PAULHAN. KING OF THE AIR=HIS RECENT WONDERFUL FLIGHT
||U>

1. Pauihan Ready to Start. 2. Bringing Out the Machine. 3. Paulhan at FuU Speed. 4. Paulhan Just Before the Start. 5. Crowds Watching the Sky for his Return.



Our Mail-Bag
Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

Mrs P E V H.. Dover, Calif. 1- Was Jesus,

in' teaching the Lord's Prayer, dping so

only for his disciples? 2. Is God the

Father of Christians only, or of all n"™?"-
ity' 3 Is there a quotation in the Bible

which says, "Things I once loved I now

hate"?

1 Although it was spoken to his disciples, it

was meant for all his followers for all time and

has been adopted by the Christian Church

throughout the world. 2. He is the Father,

Creator and Preserver of us all. In many

places in the Scripture this fact is emphasized.

3. The quotation to which you probably refer

is that in Rom. 7 : 15-18.

.T M. S., Butler, Pa. Is there any history of

Paul being beheaded, and under what king ?

The exact manner in which Paul met his

death is not known. The question has been

much discussed, and the early writers of the

church wrote some about it. Dionysius, Bishop

of Corinth, A.D. 170, says that Peter and Paul

went to Italy, taught there, and suffered mar-

tyrdom at about the same time. Eusebius ac-

cepts the tradition that he was beheaded in

Rome during the reign of Nero. The earliest

reference to the death of the apostle is by

Clemens Romanus, who writes : "Having gone

to the boundary of the West, and testified be-

fore rulere, so he departed out of this world."

But he fails to give any details in what man-

ner Paul died. We are unable to answer the

other question sent.

Mary B.. Chillicothe, O. Is Mrs. Harriman or

Hetty Creen the richest woman in the

United States?

It is doubtful who is the wealthiest woman.

The figures given are only approximate. They

are: Mrs. Harriman, $60,000,000 to $75,000,-

000: Mrs. Hetty Green, $100,000,000; Mrs.

Russell Sage, $85,000,000; Mrs. Frederick C.

Penfield, $60,000,000.

W. S., Alta, Calif. 1. Please explain Matt.

16 : 28. 2. What is meant by "thou fool
!"

in Matt. 5:22?

1. The preferable rendering of the passage

would be "till they see the kingdom of God."

Jesus no doubt meant to point out that in the

lifetime of some of those present the new king-

dom would be firmly established on earth in the

hearts of men, which would ultimately reform

the world. lie was contrasting the old law of the

Mosaic dispensation, which dealt with the

visible offense, and the new law of the Gospel,

which took jurisdiction of our most secret

thoughts and feelings. He showed them that

even causeless anger and lack of brotherly love

were offenses in God's sight, as he is a judge

who searches the hearts of men.

Mrs. C. A. Z., Manistee, Mich. Will you kindly

tell me in which States it is unlawful for

cousins to marry?

Marriage between first cousins is forbidden

in Alaska, Arizona, California, Arkansas, Illi-

nois, Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Nevada, New
Hampshire, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,

Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Washing-
ton.

Mrs. E. M., Upper Sandusky, O. Did Elijah

go to heaven in a chariot of fire?

The account in II. Kings, chapter 2, says that

he went up in a whirlwind (see verses 1 to 11).

The fiery phenomenon symbolizes the transla-

tion, which appeared to the eyes of Elisha as a

chariot of fire, with horses of fire, which parted

the two prophets. Some scholars point out that

angels are called "chariots," and are repre-

sented as such in mysterious fire (see Psalms

68:17; Ezek. 1:4-13, and also chapter 6).

Dean Stanley holds that the prophet was car-

ried off in a thunderstorm, which is narrated

with Oriental vividness. Josephus, in his An-
ticiuities, says : "Elijah disappeared from among
men, and no one knows of his death to this

very day." What is evident from the Biblical

record is that he went up in a whirlwind—

a

storm accompanied with vivid fire.

A. W. G., Maine. A new Encyclopedia de-
scribes a Mount Hercules, situated on the
island of Papua, or New Guinea, as the
highest mountain in the world. Is this

true?

Mount Everest, in North India, is supposed

to be the highest mountain on the globe. It is

29,002 feet high.

B. P. B., St. Louis, Mo. 1. You say it is pos-
sible for a man to fall from grace. If this

be true, what is the meaning of the verse,

"He which hath begun a good work in you
will perform it until the day of Jesus
Christ" ? 2. Is the Catholic Church a part
of the Church of Christ? If so, why is it

not represented at the Laymen's Mission-
ary Movement?

1. We are told in Gal. 3:1, 5:4, Rev. 2:4,

II.Thess.2:3; I. Tim. 4:1, and other passages,

that there are those who backslide and fall from
grace, and that such as have once known the

truth and rejected it are in a more grievous

Cov tinned on last column

THE BOOK OF THE FUTURE LIFE

The Great Hereatter
By Rev, Madison C, Peters, D.D.

Know Our Friend. i« BeivenJ

v'm

nCTVIXL BOOK, WHEN OPEN, MEaSVRES 10 X 16 INCHES.

GLIMPSES OF THE COMING WORLD

From THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
Ex-President of the United States:

"I shall read The Great Hereafter with

deep interest. I have looked over it enough
to be able to tell something of its value,

and it has to me the added value of knowing
the life, and the strife after right, of the

man who wrote it."

From GROVER CLEVELAND,
Ex-President of the United.Stales

:

"The Great Hereafter will not only have

a place in my library, but will often be

found in my hands, as a source of rein-

forcement of faith, exceedingly opportune

in these days of loose thinking and careless

teaching."

THIS remarkable book makes every reader see the beauties of the

"Cloudless Land," where there is no more sorrow and pain, and where

the inhabitant shall not say, "I am sick." ,4.1.
It was a stupendous undertaking: to bring together in one volume the

views of more than four hundred of the world's greatest thinkers upon the

questions of the immortality of the soul and the Great Hereafter, but Dr.

Peters possesses unusual qualifications for the task.

Some people picture Heaven as a beautiful country with rolling hills,

winding streams, orchards of luscious fruit and meadows of living green.

With others, it is a city of everlasting foundations, jasper walls and golden

streets. The author of The Great Hereafter shows how these opposite con-

ceptions may be harmonized.

The Occupations of the Blessed

"Is there any one who can carry his present employment into Heaven?"
inquires a writer in a recent periodical. "The lawyer cannot, there will be

no quarrels; the doctor cannot, there will be no sick; the preacher cannot,

there will be no sinners." Dr. Peters explodes some false views of the sub-

ject, and gives some hints in regard to the nature of the employment in the

"Better Land."

Our Friends In the Sorrowless Land

It 4s a book for everybody because everybody is interested in the

themes discussed. Such questions as these continually rise to our lips:

Where are our dead? Shall we know our friends in heaven? What is the

occupation of our loved ones in the life beyond? Do they know what is

going on in this world? Can they communicate with us? Is Spiritualism

a safe guide? What is the state of the soul between death and the resur-

rection? Are there degrees of happiness and glory in heaven? What is

the nature of the resurrection body? What do the dying often see?

The Testimony of Great Men

These fascinating but difficult questions the author has undertaken to

answer. He has ransacked the great libraries and questioned the master
spirits of humanity, until he has knit together in one compact volume the

best the world has to say upon these great themes. From Socrates to

Spurgeon, from pagan philosophers to Christian preachers, the long pro-
cession moves on, each distinguished witness asserting his belief in the
Great Beyond.

As long as there are human griefs to be assuaged and human longings
for another life, this noble book. The Great Hereafter, must find a place.

It is published by The Christian Herald, is finely illustrated, and is

bound in several attractive styles.

TTHE GREAT HEREAFTER is a Magnificent Volume, consiSing of 600 Large Pages,

measuring 8 by 10 Inches, Beautifully Printed on Very Heavy Paper, with Wide
Margins, Very Large, Clear Type, and exquisitely bound in Cloth, Half-Leather, and Full

Morocco. The Volume Weighs Six Pounds, and Charges are Prepaid by Us in Every

Inftance : That Is, We Send it to You FREE OF EXPENSE on Receipt of Price.

To Rapidly Introduce this Great Work, we offer the

NEXT 500 VOLUMES AT PRACTICALLY
HALF PRICE : For the Cloth Binding, Regu-

lar Price $4.00, send us $2.50 ; For the Half-Morocco, Regular Price $6.00,
send us $3.50 ; for the Full-Morocco, Regular Price $7.00, send us $4.00.

Special Offer

Our Mail-Baj
Continued from first column

condition than those who never knew it; it

is, their offense is greater in the sight of ,|

Yet we know that the daily life, even of

consecrated Christian, is a constant battle

sin and temptation—the flesh warring will

spirit; but he is sustained by the divine Pi
i-

amid such trials, and is not permitted to i|

utterly as long as he trusts in that Powei m-

strength and help. 2. The Roman Church a

part of the great Christian Church, but is

honeycombed with worklliness and idolatry it

does not co-operate with any movement ol le

Protestant Church.

G. W. C, Miscouche, P. E. I. By what m ,.

did Australia become part- of the Bi
i

empire, and in what year?

The north and west coasts of Australia
,

discovered by the Dutch in the seventeenth i-

tury, but they made no attempt to settl t

In 1770 Captain Cook explored the east c (

In 1788 Great Britain settled 1.030 peopi a

Botany Bay, and the countiT was develope ,,

British subjects.

Troubled Reader, Pennsylvania. What is o

entire meaning of believing in Chi ?

Must one believe that he does forgive o
matter how sinful we may be, if we re ii

and ask forgiveness ?

Believing in Christ does not mean merel>

lieving that he is the Son of God. "The il

believe and tremble" (James 2:19). It ni

true repentance, contrition and an earnesi

sire for forgiveness, which leads us to loo «

Christ as the only way by which such -

giveness may be attained. To believe in n

means that we are not only to believe ii i^

divine mission and in the efficacy of his al -

ment for our sins, but to follow in his

steps and emulate his example in all 11 >

wherever possible and to pray for the guid e

of the Holy Spirit in our daily lives. Fori

ness is granted to all those who repent am -

lieve and ask in faith. True repentance I s

not merely to conviction of sin and to sn v

for our past offenses, but to a complete ch e

in our life, i. c, a turning away from si 'o

holiness and gradual growth in grace thri h

living near to Christ.

Mrs. C. B., Hackensack, N. J. If a perso n

very poor circumstances were given a n

bill in mistake, in receiving change frc a

rich business firm, would it not be a C -

tian act to tell the cashier of her mi.- e

and return the money ?

It would not only be unchristian to r< n

the money obtained under such circumsta

but it would be a crime under the law, it

could be proved. By all means the m y

should be handed back, no matter how pool e

person in question may be.

The Christian Herald Book Dept.,Bible HousejewYork

Miscellaneous
A. Y. R., Newton, N. Y. We never heai

the place mentioned.

Mrs. R. B., Los Angeles, Calif. Consult

your pastor. It is the only available way
to you at the present time.

Reader, North Tarrytown, N. Y. The
no extra value on Lincoln cents which havi

designer's initials. See Mail-Bag of Ft

ary 23.

We have received from many quarters m
rial verses on the lifework of the late Dr. 1

Klopsch. We are gratefully appreciativ

these contributions.

H. M. M., Stamford, Conn. All she is

titled to is what was left to her by the

She would have no ground of recovery ii

action at law.

W. B. S., Merritt, N. C. See answc

R. A. G., Canada, in the February 16 i

As to Jesus' early realization of his d

mission, it would seem to be indicate*

Luke 2:49.

Mrs. S. H. H., Marilla, N. Y. We do

believe any one has authority to speak

lively on the subject. See Matt. 24:36.

know that many pretend to possess such kr

edge, but we prefer the words of the M:

himself, which are clear and unequivocal.

H. N. K., Sonya, Ontario. The doctrir

the Trinity may not be easily made cles

the comprehension of a child. There is

divine nature, with the distinction of Fa

Son and Holy Spirit, all three sharing

divine nature in perfection. See the dis;

tion as it is set forth in II. Cor. 13:14; •:

14: 26; Matt. 3:16, 17.

F. F. F., Oshkosh, Wis. The Mosaic

were sound, hygienic laws, especially appln

to the conditions by which the Hebrews
surrounded at that time. No doubt their

eral and intelligent application, in manj

stances, would benefit people other than

brews at the present day. Swine's flesh

among the prohibited foods, and modern

ence, although it does not prohibit it now,

erally upholds the wisdom of the Mosaic lav

R.. Greenleaf, Wis. In former times, it

a rule of the churches to bury criminal

unconsecrated ground, and while this may
been a very harsh method of dealing with

a class, still it has prevailed up to the pri

time, in the Catholic Church, at least Wi

not aware what rale governs the Protes

churches in this respect. It would be a <

itable and a Christian act to give burial

to the worst of men. There may in somo '

be cemetery regulations preventing this.
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Women's Prayer Arrows for Luck and Skill The " God House " of the Strange Tribe The "Ark" of the Huichols

AN INDIAN STORY OF THE FLOOD

1

I

. /TR. CARL LUMHOLTZ, the well-known ex-

i/l plorer, who has been traveling in Mexico
'-^ makinp ethnological investigations, has vis-

,;d and reported on a wonderful and almost prac-

sally unknown tribe of Indians. Many strange

remonial and symbolic objects illustrating their

culiar customs were obtained, together with cu-

Dus myths and traditions.

Among the latter is an interesting and remark-
Jle legend, a new version of Noah's Ark and the

!ood. This new interpretation of the Deluge is

!)t, of course, in keeping with the Biblical narra-
ve, but is interesting nevertheless. These Indians

)ld that the Ark never rested on Ararat and that

oah was a Huichol Indian. His story is part of

uichol family history. His ark
:sted on one of the mountain tops
; Central Mexico, and the flood was
St one of forty days, but lasted five

jars.

1 It is really very curious, this

'oah's ark legend of the Huichols,
)r they are a hermit people, and
!ave kept to them.=elves for a gener-
:ion or so. Mr. Lumholtz believes

2 is the first white man, certainly

'je first scientist, to penetrate and
) live some time in their territory,

lus gaining an insight into the life,

abits, customs and wonderful sym-
3lism of the people. There are
ome 4,000 of them, and they live in

"n almost inaccessible canyon, or
arrow defile, in the Sierra Madre
ilountains, in the State of Jalisco.
hey are hemmed in by rugged and
recipitous cliffs, whose walls tower
p from 8,000 to 10,000 feet in the
,ir. They lead an isolated and
rimitive life. Their present belief
nd customs are those of their an-
astors for centuries, long before
!ortez came to Mexico. And yet
hey have a distinctly recognizable
^rk and Flood tradition, wherever
hey got it. They have no Bible,
nd can neither read nor write,
"heir legend of the Great Flood and
he Ark is substantially as follows:
Long before the Spaniard had come to the adjoin-

ig country of the Huichols, an Indian was at work
elling trees and clearing his field for planting. He
ound that the trees that he had cut down would
row up again the next day. This troubled him,
nd he was determined to find out the cause of it.

)ne day there arose from out of the ground in the
diddle of the clearing an old woman, with a staff in
ler hand. She was Grandmother Growth, who is

t present the "mother of the gods," and one of the
fiost important deities of the tribe. "All the earth
elongs to her," and the growth of all vegetation
nd food substance is attributed to her power. She

^y LILLIAN E. ZEH

made a circle with her staff, when lo! all the trees

that had been cut down immediately stood up. Then
he understood why his clearing was always covered

with trees.

Grandmother Growth told him to work no more,

as a great flood was coming, which was not more
than five days off, and would be accompanied by a

great storm and bitter wind and would cause de-

struction to all life. She told him to make a box
from the fig tree as long as himself, and to fit it with
a good cover and to get inside, taking with him "five

A Huichol Ranch or Village

grains of corn of each of the seven colors," also "the

fire and a black dog." He did as he was told. On
the fifth day he had the box ready and entered,

taking with him the objects as instructed. Then
Grandmother Growth put the cover on, sealed the

sides, and seated herself on the top of the craft.

The box rode on the water for four years. The fifth

year the water began to subside, and the box lodged

on a mountain, where it still rests.

The man took off the cover, and, the legend says,

he saw that all the country below was still under
water. By and by, however, the water began to

dry up and trees and grass spring forth, aided by

Grandmother Growth. The man went to work at

once clearing a field. He lived in a cave, his only

companion being the dog which had accompanied
him in the ark. When coming home from his work,

he would find corn cakes ready for him, and he was
curious to know who prepared them. One day he

hid himself in the bushes, near the cave, to watch.

Suddenly he noticed a woman kneeling down, grind-

ing corn on the metate. She had been transformed
by Grandmother Growth from a dog into a human
being. He quickly threw her dogskin, which she

had hung up to dry, into the fire, and from that time
she remained a woman. From their sons and
daughters the whole world became peopled.

Mr. Lumholtz has brought home with him an
exact miniature of the original Ark
of this strange legend, which the
Huichols still say is resting on one
of their mountain tops. 'This was
made of a log of wood, hollowed out.

Two pieces of carved wood, glued on
to the tip, are intended to represent
deer horns, whose purpose was to

entangle the Ark in the bushes when
the water subsided, and thus hold it

fast. The sides of the Ark are dec-

orated with designs, which are in-

tended to represent water in effect.

The wooden images on each side

represent a man and dog—the an-
cestors of the Huichols—who were
saved from the Deluge, and the five

grains of each of the seven colors of
corn which were taken inside.

In the religion of the Huichols the
moving principle seems to be a de-

sire to produce rain, whereby they
can successfully raise coi-n, beans
and squash, on which they mainly
subsist. Water, first and last, is

the chief consideration in all their

ceremonies. As an extreme means
of producing rain this Ark was
taken from one of the "god houses"
and deposited on the waters of a
small lake, by way of a prayer.
Their prayers are not oral, but ma-
terial. They offer to their innumer-
able heathen gods many remark-

able symbolic objects as prayers. These are found
and placed in the "god houses" and sacred caves,

in deep crevices of rocks, on mountains, and in

fact everywhere where some god lives whom the

imaginative Huichol may implore for help. Arrows
and other carved objects are utilized as messengers
to the gods, and are used to convey an expression of

prayer for all of their wants, lasting from the cradle

to the grave.
The exhibit of this strange race, now displayed

at the American Museum of Natural History, New
York, shows a wonderful collection of symbols,

vividly portraying their general life and culture.
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NEW THINGS IN THE KINGDOSl
An Unpublished Sermon by DWIGHT L.MOODY, America's Created Evangelic'

I
WANT to call your attention to some New
Things we have when we come into the king-

dom of God. If we don't get these, I don't think

we are in the kingdom.

Now, I think a great many make a mistake

in thinking profession is salvation. They think

profession is conversion.

They think some act of

their own will bring

about this wonderful

change.
In the first place, a

man must have a new
heart before he can serve

God. "He that is born

of the flesh cannot serve

God." The natural man,

the carnal mind, cannot

be subject to the will of

God. The quicker we
find that out the better.

Dwight L. Moody
J think a good many peo-

ple are in bondage and darkness to-day because,

having joined the church and being baptized and

confirmed, and partaking of the Lord's Supper and

going through the Lord's ordinances, they think it

is the new birth. It is nothing of the kind. They

are in the right place; but when you put it in the

place of salvation—the new birth—you make a fatal

mistake. Profession is not conversion. A beggar,

putting on a good coat, is a beggar still. A man
may have the leprosy and cover it up, and be a leper

still. It is "being born from above," "born of God,"
"born of the Spirit," "born again."

Are We Bom of the Spirit?

I beg you not to be deceived. What you want to

be sure of is that you started right—that you have
been "born of the Spirit." If we have really been
born of the Spirit, we are each of us a "new crea-

ture." In II. Cor. 5:17 we read: "Therefore if

any man be in Christ, he is a new creature; old

things ai"e passed away; behold, all things have
become new." Now, it may be that some will say:
"I don't know when and where old things have
passed away; and, because I can't set the day and
hour that I was converted, I don't know that I have
been converted." I don't think I would cross the
street to find out when I was converted; but I would
go around the world to find out if 1 was converted.
Bishop Simpson says that he was brought to Christ
by a godly mother before he was four years old. He
could not remember when he was brought into the
kingdom. It is not necessary to tell when and
where, but it is important to know that "old things
have passed away." Like the Scotch lassie, she
said she had either changed or Scotland had, be-
cause all things "looked diff'erent." The sun shone
brighter, the horror was through, and the air was
a good deal purer. "Old things had passed away."

I remember a man who got up in one of our meet-
ings in New York, after he was converted, his face
shining, and he said: "I am a new man in my old
clothes." Well, he was a "new man," converted
over. People are sometimes anxious to get the
"new clothes" and keep the "old man"; but I want
to say to you who are trying to help people, don't be
sc anxious to dress them up as to dress the inside.
Get the heart right and everything else will come
right. You can't make them right. You may paint
a pump ; but you can't get pure water out of a bad
pump. It is not whitewashing people that will
make them better.

Patching Up the "Old Adam"
A friend of mine in Philadelphia built a house on

a corner—one of those brownstone houses—and the
builder put in stone in front on one side and on the
side street put in brick. He went to Europe and
then returned. Everything seemed right, but the
ram came and soaked the bad places, and great
pieces came off. He patched it up, but he had to
take out the whole side of the house and put in
stone. A lot of men are trying to patch up the
old Adam. But you should cut his acquaintance
and put m the new. A man that is "born from
above" is a new creature. Col. 3:9: "Lie not one
to another, seeing that ye have put off the old man
with his deeds." Mark you; you are not to stop
there, at "putting off the old man," but you are to
"put on the new man, which is renewed in knowl-
edge^ after the image of Him that created him."

*Tliis sermon, never before published, was preached bv MrMoody in Tremont Temple, Boslon, Kebrunry 19, 1897.
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You don't simply put off all these old things and

put on the new at once. That's a mistake people

make. They expect a young Christian to come into

a full-grown character at once. I have been a

Christian forty years, and I find myself still putting

off things. I will probably find, ten years from now,

that I won't do some things I am doing now. We
will grow in all the graces—grow more patient,

more like the Son of God, conforming more and more
to his image.

The New Nature

The next point is the new nature. If a man is

born of God, he has become a new creature and he
must have a new nature. Here is a vital point. I

was a riddle to myself the first few years after I

was converted. I thought God had made my old

nature all new. He took away the old nature. I

thought so; but when God converts a man he doesn't

take away the old nature, but he gives him a new
nature. Every man has two natures—a higher and
a lower, a carnal and a spiritual, a fleshly and
earthly, and a glorified nature. That's the teaching
of Scripture. That's a vital point, and you will find

sometimes the best Christians do some strange
things. Why? They have given way to the old

nature^to the old man. A man says, "Well, why
don't you have nothing to do with him?" But he
has a good deal to do with me. Now, own up to
this! Keep it in mind. A horse has only one na-
ture. He is true to his nature. A sheep and an ox
are true to their natures. They have one nature;
but a child of God has two natures. That's all there
is about it—one is a deceitful nature, a corrupt na-
ture, a carnal nature. And, if we have been born
of God, we have also a heavenly nature; we are
"partakers of the divine nature."

I never had any conflict with my old nature until
I got the "new nature." Then the warfare began.
I thought I was a pretty good man. And you will

find a lot of people who think they are first-rate
men. They don't have any conflict, not at all.

Why? They are "all right." They don't know any-
thing about the two natures. Read the sixth, sev-
enth and eighth chapters of Romans, with this
thought in mind, that every child of God has two
natures, and you will understand them. I will read
only a few verses of the seventh chapter of Romans

:

"I know that in me (that is, in my flesh) dwelleth
no good thing; for to will is present with me; but
how to perform that which is good I find not. For
the good that I would, I do not; but the evil which I

would not, that I do. Now if I do that I would not,
it is no more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in
me. . . . For I delight in the law of God after
the inward man; but I see another law in my mem-
bers, warring against the law of my mind, and
bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is
in my members."

The War of the Flesh and the Spirit

Bring an unrenewed man to these meetings, and
he says, "What in the world are these people there
for?" But a man with a heavenly nature says,
"This is food to my soul. I understand it." If you
had brought me in before I was a man of God I
should have got up and should have said, "What
are these people here for?" "There's another law
warring against the law of my mind." "Oh,
wretched man that I am! Who shall deliver me
from the body of this death? I thank God,
through Jesus Christ our Lord. So that with my
mind I serve the law of God; but with the flesh the
law of sin." These are the two natures. It says in
Galatians, the seventeenth ver.'^e of the flfth chap-
ter, "The flesh lusteth against the Spirit and the
Spirit against the flesh: and these are contrary the
one to the other, so that ye cannot do the things that
ye would."
A man said he found one foot wanted to go one

way and the other foot the other way, and he could
not get on. You've got to crucify one nature. Men
are either gmng way to their corrupt and deceitful
nature, or else they are "putting off the old man and
putting on the new."

<

I ]i.aye had people say to me, "You talk about a
conflict. I don't know anything about it." Of
312

course they don't. No man will have a conflict \ h

himself—a fight with himself—about these hi^ .)•

things, until he is born from above. You Y e

heard the story of the old judge and the old sie

whom he used to take with him around from le

court to another over the circuit. The judge s:]-.

"Sambo, how is it you are always talking aht
your fight with the devil—about the conflicts u

have with the powers of darkness? I don't he
any conflict with the devil. I don't have anj- if

these troubles—any of these fightings you hj.
How do you account for it?" And he flustered le

poor negro. Of course he could not read. But e

judge was a sportsman, and he got out his gun e

day and killed a duck and wounded another, j d

he said, "Rush and get that wounded duck, t

that live duck." Sambo got the wounded di <.

Sambo had got his illustration. He got back o

the wagon. He said, "Jedge, I understan' dat qi ;-

tion we were discussin' befo'. De devil's after =.

I'm wounded; but he's got you." When a mai s

dead in trespasses and sins, Satan lets him al ?.

But you let a man make up his mind he is goinj o

quit the world, and going to give up his old a >-

ciates and every bad thing, and hell will be let 1( e

upon him. Let a man say, "I've drunk my last dp
of liquor," and what a jeer will be made at h !

He will have conflicts and fights within and with(
;

there'll be a battle. So there's a higher and a lo r

nature in every one born of the Spirit. If u

haven't any conflict, you haven't been born of e

Spirit.

A Christian Is Christ's Man

When a child is born, the next thing is a na .

If we are true children of God, we are sons of e

Most High God. We are children of God; we n

say "Abba." Christ says, "Ye are the childrer f

God." Isn't a man a child of the devil if he i i

sinner? And if you turn from your sins, you i

be called the "children of the Most High God."
It says in Isa. 62:2: "And the Gentiles shall e

thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory: and t j

shalt be called by a new name, which the moutl f

the Lord shall name." If I am a Christian, I i

Christ's man. Some say, "I feel Christ in Cice
;

I feel Christ in Demosthenes." Some men ?

preaching about the old man back there, as thoi i

they were disciples of him. If you are disciples f

Christ, follow him. The "family name" is a prt ,'

good name after all. Don't bring disgrace upon 2

name. Don't bring a tarnish upon it.

It is said of Alexander that they wanted hiir t

run a foot-race, and he said he would if he were t

the son of a king. Let us remember that we i

the sons and daughters of the heavenly King; 1

1

our Father is the God of heaven and earth, l

woman said, "I wouldn't go to hear Moody ag; ,

because he was a millionaire. He said his fat ;

was very rich." You can't sum it up. Tell ab t

millions! I'm away up beyond that. Stop at r-
lions! My Father is very rich, and he owns all ;

banks in the world, th^ silver and the cattle oi i

thousand hills. I can't tell you how rich I am. "5

1

can become millionaires yourselves, this hour, i [

can. Come, get a new name. If you are no i

child of God, make up your mind to become i

;

to-day.

Now, I want to get into the new way. I have )

sympathy with the man who stays in the old wa

.

It says in Heb. 10:20: "A new and living w,
which He hath consecrated for us, through the v ,

that is to say, His flesh." This old Book and '

Holy Ghost declare that what the Lord wants to >

is to open up a way of peace, a way of joy, a joyf

,

light, cheerful path. People say they don't kn

'

the way. Just take Christ and follow him, and ji

will be in the right way. Christ says, "I am rig.

Follow me, and you get into the new way"; and i'

only one safe to follow is Jesus. Follow him. K( '

your eye on him. All the children of Israel had >

do was to follow the cloud—the Captain. C'
Captain has gone on before us and opened up
"new and living way."

Jesus Has Shown the Way-

How do I know I am in the way? You will fi

a lot of landmarks that tell. I am not left in dai

ness. It is not conceit, either. "His Spirit be;

witness with our spirit." To open up the front
trails where men would go, they would strip hu
pieces off the bark of a tree. They called it "bli

ing the way." Christ has "blazed the way" a

gone up on high. Follow him. Don't be troubl
about creeds and doctrines, and all the popes a
ministers and bishops. All you have to do is

follow him.
Continued on next page
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I jew Things in tlie Kingdom
AN UNPUBUSHED SERMON BY
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[Another—a new tongue. At a re-

nt Gospel meeting I heard a new
ngue. Men who cursed a few days

;o were praising God. I was greatly

(jered. One man said his wife asked

y a quarter. He looked as if he

Idn't given many quarters to his wife

r a long time. He said: "Did I give

Ir a quarter? No, I gave her a dol-

]•!" He was as rich as a Rothschild.

;iw, if the new tongue can transform

i ursing man into a praising man, and
rke a mean man give his wife a dollar

ven she asks for a quarter, it is a

<ind, good thing. Don't go to grum-
Ing. Anybody can grumble. It

(isn't take a philosopher to grumble;

i ool can do that. No time for grum-
tignow. Hosanna! Hosanna! You

f
help folks, and by and by you will

Ur the new voices. "They shall

s,'ak with new tongues."

.Vext, we will have a new song. I

tl you the new song is being heard
em now. When God converts a man,
I puts this new song into his mouth,
i his soul. The first new song
lird on earth was the Song of Re-
(uption. And, thank God, that song
h been increasing ever since. They
5ig it in the wilderness, and every
cir child of God will begin to sing.

j^d the last song we hear of in the

]:le is the song of Moses and the
, Imb. I expect to hear the high hal-

*
I
lujahs of heaven, and I expect to

' s g solos, many of them, up there. If
\' have been born of God, we can't

Ip singing. If a man has been for-

g'en, he will want to praise God. We
\nt more praise in our churches.
''e hath put a new song in my
ruth."
Then there will be new food. If

jnan is born as a son of God he will

Vnt something better than Sunday
I'^^spapers, dime novels, or anything
'i kill time." You will want to get
fne "new food" for this new nature;
cd this old Book, and hundreds of
(ler good books, will help us, if any
\rd could help us.

Then we will have new friends. I

(I't believe a man is converted unless
1 wants to get new friends. I believe
inan who is born of God will want
t get into the church. When a man
iborn of God he will change his so-

(jty very quick; he will get away from
siffers and unbeliever.^, and will want
t identify himself with the children
' God and so love good friends.

I thank God every day of my life for
i the friends I have—friends who will
f nd by me. I pity the man who aims
t'go off among unbelievers to find
tie friends. My friends are the dis-

(;les, sons of God. By and by, I am
ung to have a new body, and a new
I'ne. Thank God for this glorious
(tlook! It is better further on. I

Ive only got a taste of what I'm goinyr
t have. By and by, I'll have a body
i;hioned like His glorious body—like
1; own—and I am going to have a
Ime which he has gone up there to get
udy. The time has now come for us to
>t up and go to work for the kingdom.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Columnl-

)ught to Be in Every Home
Dear Dr. Klopsch: Your premiums

'-•eived and to say that I am greatly
pased is putting it rather lightly.

}
IE Christian Herald is a paper

' Ut ouerht to be in every home, for it

ithe elite of all weekly publications
<a is a very welcome visitor at mv
'me and fireside, fifty-two times "a

.'ir. How you can afford such a
Muable paper and such choice pre-
'ums is a wonder to me. The Story
ible,_hy Mrs. Sangstcr, is an inspira-
'n in itself. Everything came in
lime condition, and far better and
J her than I expected.
Augrista, Wis. G. T. Caldwell.

D
The Children's pulpit

ALL FOOL'S DAY
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

FOOLISHNESS is bound up in the heart of a child. Bound up
in every heart, but tied in a bow-knot. It is sure to get loose

for a fun-burst on April 1. All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy. Three cheers for the one day when juniors can get fun
on the run. When you boys are old enough to vote, I hope you will

make April 1 a national holiday. A day off for sport is the best med-
icine in the world for that tired feeling. I wish we could make April
jokes like skyrockets. Jokes that would burst like a rocket and send
out stars and bouquets of laughter. Jokes that girls, as well as boys,

can enjoy. A holiday for all, like Labor Day in the fall.

OUR text says fools should not deal foolishly. How can you be

fools without dealing foolishly? What do you think of this?

In 1719 Peter the Great of Russia introduced the April Fool custom.

On the open square in front of his palace, at St. Petersburg, he piled

a great quantity of wood, and covered it with oil and tar. Early in

the morning of April 1 he set it on fire. The flames shot up high in

the air, and it looked from a distance as if the palace and the entire

city were aflame. People came from all sides, some of the peasantry
traveling miles in their sleighs to put out the fire. When finally they
reached the palace, they were met by troops formed up round the
square. "Mutton-heads! Swine! Donkeys!" the soldiers shouted.
"Fall back, by order of the Czar ! Fall back ! Can't you understand
that the Little Father has fooled you? It is the 1st of April to-day."

You think the Czar and the soldiers were dealing foolishly? You are
certainly right in your "think." The poor people would be unhappy
all day. Then sometimes, when there was a fire, and they were
needed, no one would go. They would think some one was fooling
them again.

I
HAVE a better plan for April Fool's Day fun. A plan that will

give you great sport and will not make any one unhappy. If I

tell you my plan you may forget it, but if you must hunt until you
find it then you will remember. In a story I once read I will hide my
plan. You must think, think, think, hunt, hunt, hunt, until you find

what I have hid under its lid. The story is about a little girl and her
Aunt Helen. "This is your third guess. Aunt Helen; you can't guess
why I'm .so happy," and Ruth nestled farther down into her little

white bed. No one needed to guess that she was happy—her dancing
eyes told that; but why, that was what Aunt Helen had made two
wrong guesses on already. She had guessed that it was because she
was staying a week with her grandmother and aunt, but Ruth had
shaken her curly head vigorously. "Partly that, of course," she said,

"but that's not it."

THE next thing Aunt Helen guessed was the new ring, with three

tiny pearls in it, which Uncle Jack had given her. Ruth told her

she was wrong. There was one more chance, but Aunt Helen knew
so many things which might make such a merry little girl as Ruth
happy that .she gave up trying to guess any particular one. "I give it

up," she said. "Well," Ruth began, "you never could have guessed if

you tried all night, so I'll tell you. It is because I played an April

Fool on somebody to-day." "April Fool!" Aunt Helen certainly

was surprised. "You know Mr. Dobbs?" Yes, Aunt Helen knew,
and she looked very grave. She had known Mr. Dobbs when he was
a tall, strong man, before the accident which had crippled him for

life. She did not think that Ruth could have been doing anything
that might bother him. "You know he passes here every d.iy, mak-
ing his wheel-chair go with that handle he works back and forth?"

Yes, Aunt Helen knew. "Well, when I see him coming I hide behind
the little tree in the corner of the yard. Just as soon as he is past, I

slip out behind him and begin to push, and I push till he's clear up
that little hill."

AUNT HELEN put her arms around Ruth. "I think that is a

splendid April Fool joke," she said. "But wait, let me tell you

the rest," Ruth went on, squirming from her aunt's embrace. "The
funniest part is to hear him wonder why his chair goes so easy. He
talks to himself, and I almost laugh out loud to hear him. 'What
ails my chair?' he'll say; 'It acts as if it had feet instead of wheels.'

And pretty soon he'll say, 'Dear me! am. I going crazy? It looks to

me as if it'was up-hill, but from the way I'm going it must be down-
hill.' Oh, it's more fun than anything I ever did; and when I go

home Harold Tompkins is going to keep on fooling him. Wouldn't
he be the most s'prised man in the world if he ever did find it out?"

Aunt Helen tucked the covers around the happy little girl. "I wish

all April Fools could be as splendid as that, dear," she said softly.

That night Ruth laughed in her sleep.

I
HAVE seen our dear friend. Dr. Louis Klopsch, make hundreds

of children happy, oh, so happy; but I never saw him deal fool-

ishly with them. His happiness lifted them almo.st to heaven. He
knew how to make April Fool's Day a wise day of real happiness.

Next week I shall tell you about his love for children.

TfXT : "I said unto the fools. DealPastor First Rcformpd Church, Brooklyn, N. Y
not foolishly." Ts. ".'>

: t.

Lion Hunting witti Roosevelt

THE London Graphic publishes an
interesting letter from a lady in

Africa, in which she describes a
hunting incident during Ex-President
Roosevelt's African tour. She writes

:

"The Ex-President arrived at the
Sirjoit camping ground, Nasin Guishu,
on November 18, and it was arranged
the lion hunt should take place from
there. Fifty picked Nandi natives
marched in, in all their war-paint

—

queer arrangements of feathers on
their heads, and cowbells, to make mu-
sic, fastened to their knees, decorated
waist-belts, to which most of them had
a small club or knife hanging, the rest
of their arms—or, I might say, dress

—

consisting of a shield and spear. For
hunting they dispensed with the cow-
bells and the feathered head-dresses.
They are very fine men, tall and well
built, as active as monkeys, and as
p' cky as they make 'em."
The party reached a dry river bed,

which was covered by long grass and
reeds. The writer continues

:

"We had not gone far along it when
up jumped a splendid lion, dark in
color, with a fine mane, and made off

toward some fairly open country.
Away we galloped in hot pursuit—

a

most thrilling chase. For a few min-
utes we lost sight of him in the long
grass before he left the river bed, but
he was soon viewed as he mounted
some rising ground toward some thorn-
trees. There seemed to be something
incongruous in giving the view halloo!
to a lion, and I felt almost ashamed of
shouting, "There he goes; forrard
away!" after his retreating majesty,
king of beasts. We soon gained on
him, and he took cover under a low-
spreading thorn-tree, growling sav-
agely, lashing his tail and turning-
from side to side, looking for the weak-
est spot in the circle of his enemies,
who were gradually forming round
him.
"We had a perfect view of him with-

in about thirty yards. ... I ex-
pected he would charge. Very soon he
did, but not at us. He came out at a
trot for a few yards, still growling,
then reared up and threw himself at
the line of natives. He looked mag-
nificent, and they faced him without
flinching. In a flash he had a man
down who got his spear home, but was
mauled himself in the shoulder and
arm. Then, feeling another spear on
the other side, the lion turned and
seized another man, and clawed him, at
the same time biting furiously at yet
another spear, which he doubled up in
his mouth, knocking out two of his own
teeth and chipping a bit out of his
tongue as he fell, still fighting, pierced
through and through with about twen-
ty spears.

'"The excitement was now gi"eat and
general, and kodaks flashed to the fore
as the victorious Nandis, holding their
shields over their heads, marched
round singing a deep-throated and
rather melodious dirge over their
fallen foe. He was a game and gal-
lant foe, well worthy of their own
courage."

Anvil Sparks
. . Love never loses by being tested.
. . It takes a good deal of grace to be

a good Christian with a big income.
. .A LIE a mile away is always try-

ing to prove that it is the truth.
..The man who would lead others

must not be afraid to walk by himself.
. .One of the first privileges of the

Christian is the right to live without
worry.

. . How cheap some people will sell

themselves for the promise of spot
cash.

..Whenever we are willing to be
good, God will see that we have a
chance.

..God's angels never get very far
away from the man who lives a life

of faith.

. . The wisest people in the world
are those who have found out that.

God is good.
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On Donkey-Back Through Phoenicu

I

By O. E. MOFFET, Occasional Correspondent

Court of a Christian Merchant's Garden

The Harbor of Ancient Tyre

Fishing in the River Kishon—Mt. Carmel in Distance

WE were to ride from Beirut to Zidon. We
must be out at sunrise to take the stage.

At that early hour many countrymen and

women were in the streets. They led little don-

keys, laden with green hay, wood and garden

produce.

Our stage was an ordinary three-seated spring-

wagon; but the rear seat had a curtain hung in

front of it, and was occupied by three closely-veiled

Mohammedan women.
The lofty Lebanon still cast its shadow on the

narrow strip of low land, near the Mediterranean,

as we started southward. On the outskirts of Bei-

rut are lovely little gardens, well watered and

enclosed by stone walls or cactus hedges; also

orchards of oranges, figs and pomegranates.

Phoenicia's Ancient Glories

On the left there is a fine view of the glens and

villages of Lebanon, and the great mountains above

and beyond. We could see the smoke of the Da-

mascus train, miles away and nearly five thousand

feet above us. Two charcoal kilns cast their blue

columns of smoke above the green of the mountains.

The road, a good gravel turnpike, then led us into

an olive grove, said to be the largest in all Syria.

We traveled under or by its trees four or five miles.

We were approaching the strip of coast which was
once Phoenicia. It is hard to realize that Phoenicia

proper, so great in its influence on civilization, was
only twenty-eight miles long and one mile wide. It

planted colonies on every known coast. Its sailors

were the first to round the Cape of Good Hope and

to visit the British Islands; yet its northern bound-

ary was a little above Zidon, its southern just below

Tyre. One can walk its entire coast, and view

nearly every foot of its land, in less than a day. And
this was Phoenicia proper, greatest of the ancient

nations in wealth, manufacture and commerce. In

a broader sense, Phoenicia included its colonies on

a strip of coast rarely exceeding twenty miles in

width, beginning with the island of Ardus on the

north and extending one hundred and twenty miles

to Dora, just below Mt. Carmel. Some historians

say it extended farther south than Dora, and had a
coast of two hundred miles.

The Country Taking on New Life

Phoenicia's origin was in prehistoric times. That
her people were Semites, like the Jews, there can be
no doubt. Besides their great cities of Zidon and
Tyre, their whole coast was studded with towns,

forming almost an unbroken line. The ruins can
still be traced by the antiquarians. The settlement

of Israel in Canaan produced no great change in

Phoenicia. The tribes of Naphtali, Asher and Dan,
to whom it was assigned, never conquered it; and
the subsequent relations of Israel and Phoenicia

were those of intercourse and reciprocal advantage.
David and Hiram were friends and co-workers.
The Phoenicians furnished the skilled artisans in

wood and metal for Solomon's temple and built the

best ships in Xerxes' fleet. They are said to have
given us our alphabet. The Phoenician country was

small; but her real dominion was the sea. H
wealth and power arose from her command of

As we passed Khan Khulda we saw many s:

cophagi on the hillside, and other indicatic

that here was once a populous city. We were i

so much impressed with signs of the ancient civ

zation as those that showed that the country
.

taking on new life. Along the way were thousar

;

of acres of young mulberry trees. Sometimes
aqueduct ran by the roadside, and the crystal flc

of Lebanon sang and sparkled as it raced on ;

life-giving mission to the groves. Nearly all 1

water of Nahr-ed-Damur (the ancient Tamyras)
;

now used for irrigation. From the groves came
songs of birds, and voices and laughter. Sometin

;

we caught glimpses of women and girls, in brig

colored costumes, among the trees gathering lea ;

to feed silkworms. The silk industry is grow: •

very rapidly in this district. A little way from ;

road there is a stone building, resembling a gr ;

factory. Here the cocoons are unwound, and ^

raw silk prepared for market; some of the Syr i

silk is also woven here. A little of the raw silt

;

woven in neighboring towns. Most of it is ship] 1

to Lyons, France, and other parts of the world.

There were fields where gangs of men with m

-

toCks and spades were "making groves." To p -

pare the land the stones are dug out, leaving ;

rich, red soil two feet deep above its rock foun

tion. The stones are then built into walls about ;

plot, a square basin for storing water, and aq-

ducts to convey it to the trees. These are plaste 1

and made water-tight. Then the grove is plant

,

and each one represents an immense amount :'

labor. The soil that still remains on the rocks

;

the richest in the world.

An Industrial Awakening

Signs of industrial awakening are seen on
side. One of my fellow-passengers, a ni

told me he had spent fifteen years in

tralia. With his kinsman, he established a
ishing business there. He had returned, and b

a stone residence on Mount Lebanon, and est -

lished a branch business house and was send i

out the manufactured articles of his country to s

own and other retail stores in Australia. He Sc

:

"Many of the new residences you see in this dist t

were built by such business men as I. Some h ;

interests in the United States, but most in So i

America. We are no longer numbered by hundn
:,

but by thousands. These mulberry groves, e

school and college work you have been speaking
',

and the many new houses you saw on Lebanon e

signs that Phoenicia is being resurrected. My n -

chant friends and I hope to keep alive her anci t

reputation for trade."

The natives take a peculiar pride in the past

tory of their country. There is a disposition o

keep alive their ancient reputation, not merely i

trade, but for other things, and these efforts e

sometimes quite laughable. As we crossed a bri( .

near Zidon, there were two native girls walking ,
t

ahead of us, each carrying a bundle of green haj n

Contmued on next 'page

A vVcii-siucKcu vjirocery Shop
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V Ramble Around Tyre and Sidon
h. head the size of a haycock. This bridge had a

s(i stone railing little more than a foot high. A

^ n-i was down by the bridge, mending it, so that the

t( of his red fez cap appeared just above this rail,

f Athe girls passed one of them kicked off his fez,

%^ isdng as she did so, "Sister, it is not wise to have
'^

tt ugly thing protruding, like a great rooster's

c(b." The lady passengers were shocked. Such

a- act is far more indecorous according to their

shdards than according to ours. Our ladies de-

-;cl'ed they had not seen so rude an act, no, not in

ia;Syria; nor would one see such save in "wicked

Z)n." Afterward, an observer was careful to ex-

ip'n to me that the man by the bridge was the

g's father. "She did it," he said, "just to shock

0) ladies and keep up the evil reputation of Zidon."

Je ran over a headland where the road was worn

do into the solid rock. This part of it has been

lud more than three thousand years. Here once
"1 slid the fortress of Platana, where Antiochus the

Giat and Ptolemy fought in 218 B.C.

t Khan Neby Yunus is a "wely," in honor of the

pphet Jonah, who is said to have been cast up by

tl whale on this spot. It is like most Mohamme-
d: monuments, whitewashed and dome-shaped.

Vi crossed the Nahr-el-Auwaly, or ancient Bostre-

nl, climbed a rocky offshoot of the mountain,

a had our first view of the lovely gardens of

Z on. Her oranges are said to surpass any grown
01 the Mediterranean coast.

Zidon's Departed Greatness

idon was one of the most ancient cities of the

wld, named after the firstborn of Canaan, the

grndson of Noah (Gen. 10:15-19). It is called

"I eat Zidon" in Josh. 11:8, Josh. 19:28. Homer
* 'isfiks of the skill of its workers. The embroidered

|r(i of Andromache, the silver bowls given at the

Ignes in honor of Patrocles and Telemachus, the

»p pie of fierce Achilles, were of Zidonian handi-

cift. Zidonian ships were with the fleet that be-

sted Troy. It is mentioned in cuneiform tablets

o: 500 B.C., and by the Egyptians, 1300 B.C. Our
S iour appears to have visited the coasts of Tyre
a Zidon (then called "Sidon") (Mark 7:24). The
p'sent town is on a promontory, and slopes down
t(.he sea. It is called Saida, and is irregular in

slpe, with narrow, dark and dirty streets, like

a ys. Its population is about ten thousand, mostly

J'slems. The natives of Saida have a sarcastic

n'aner of address and a tendency to ridicule, which
I jver noticed in the inhabitants of any other town
iithis country. This tendency was possessed by
tr ancient Zidonians, if we can form an opinion

fm the little that remains of their literature,

' -''K w ch is only a few fragments in Greek translations.

•<A ITs tendency to ridicule may have helped to give

uttieltltn their evil reputation.

Two Peculiar Streets

'here is a street in the modern town named
" "oad Street." A native said to me, "That street

ii'vide; it is so very wide that, if you spread your
a'ls as you walk through, you will touch both of

ilsides." It was five feet wide. There is another
s Jet where balconies meet, and arches are thrown
a OSS, so low that you have to crawl on hands and

knees in places. They named it High Street. The
harbor is filled \vith silt and is too shallow for large
boats. There is an extensive burying ground where,
it is said, many curious sarcophagi have been found.
I remember seeing one of them in the Louvre in

Paris, with an inscription begging the reader not to
touch it, and, like Shakespeare, calling down a curse
on whoever moved his bones. It was of the third
century B.C. Back of the city there is a great pile

of sea shells, sixty feet high, and covering several
acres ; the refuse from the ancient dyeworks. These
probably furnished the purple for the world in

Homer's time. Zidon will rise again, not to be a
great world power any more, but the centre of an
influence which will cover the mountains and plains
with gardens and groves, and plant homes where
there shall be happiness and contentment.

What Our Missionaries Are Doing

The American Presbyterian Board has a flourish-

ing mission in Saida. There are schools for boys
and girls, presided over by Dr. Jessop. This school
and its venerable head have gained a deep influence
over the people here and in the surrounding country.
At Nazareth, fifty miles away, I was told by natives
that Dr. Jessop's was one of the best schools in the

country and several young men of that place at-

tended it. In some of the religious services where
I worshiped before reaching Saida, our American
Gospel hymn tunes were sung, fitted to native
words. The combination was not pleasant. Their
words seemed to jerk the harmony out of shape. I

am quite sure I could not express my religious emo-
tions in a Syrian tune. The songs sung in Dr.

Jessop's schools, however, had tunes to fit the words,

and' the lives and emotions of these people and the

boys were lifted up in spirit, and they sang them
with a will.

A Spiritual and Material Uplift

The schools, both for boys and girls, were crowded,

and a hospital was much needed. Indeed, Dr. Jes-

sop's schools, as well as his songs and worship, lift'

the natives up. The words of my fellow-passenger

came back to me, "These are signs that ancient

Phcenicia is being resurrected." The greatest power
to lift her from her ancient grave is the work of the

missionaries. Dr. Jessop's school at Saida is only

one of many. One finds them in nearly every large

town. The merchants who have carried their trade

into other lands, almost without an exception, have
been educated in these missionary schools. Most of

them started without capital; but in these schools

they learned not only the religion, but the language
and the customs of the people with whom they after-

ward traded. The leaders in the great movement
to revive home industries, and plant the land to

orchards and groves, received their impulse from
the missionaries. It was through the influence of

the missionaries that the Christian powers, after

the massacre of Christians in 1860, took steps to

establish a just and stable government for the peo-

ple of the Mount Lebanon disti'ict. The beginning

of its prosperity dates from this event.

Phoenicia is being resurrected through the labor

of the missionaries, the servants of Him who is the

"resurrection and the life."

A Mission School in Zidon

The Shallow Waters of Tyre

The Housetops of Old Zidon

^ Zidonian Ladies at Afternoon Coffee Bringing Cauliflower to Market A Vender of Meat-balls
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Our Peaceful Relations

FORMER Vice-President Fairbanks is home again

from his globe-circling tour, and he brings with

him, as the result of extended observations, a mes-

sage of peace. "There is not the slightest ground,"

he says, "for the suggestion of any danger of war

between the United States and Japan, or with any

other power." He met and talked with the foremost

men in Japan—the Emperor, Cabinet members,

statesmen, editors, business men—and he found

them all possessed of a "genuine and undisguised

admiration and respect" for this country. Conflict

of view as to American rights in Manchuria, or else-

where, he points out, does not necessarily imply

serious difficulty. Each country is acting in abso-

lute good faith toward the other, and the usual pro-

cesses of diplomacy are equal to the adjustment of

any question that can now be foreseen. This ap-

pHes also to Great Britain, and to all other foreign

countries. Mr. Fairbanks is a shrewd and expe-

rienced observer, and such words from him should

weigh more than all the sensational talk of the

alarmist journals of London, Paris, Berlin and
Vienna, whose chief source of information is the

vivid imagination of their correspondents.

I

Still Lying About Lincoln

N their "campaign of education" the liquor in-

terests have not hesitated to falsify history. By
some means, a copy of The Christian Herald found

its way into the hands of a brewing company at

New Ulm, Minn. Now, we have no brewing com-

panies on our subscription list, and this particular

concern, having no doubt looked carefully through

the pages of The Christian Herald, returned it to

us with this endorsement on the cover page: "Can-
not use this in our business." We quite understand

how any brewing company would come to such a

conclusion. There is nothing in the pages of The
Christian Herald that would warrant them in con-

cluding that the paper contained anything that

could be construed as helpful to the brewing inter-

ests. At no time has this journal hesitated to tell

the truth about that business, and it will continue

to do so. Truth, of course, is the very last thing in

the world that the brewers desire to have printed,

or which they can "use in their business."

Enclosed within the pages of the p?per which was
returned to us by this Minnesota brewing company
v/as a printed leaflet, headed "What Did Lincoln
Say? Here Is What He Did Say," and which then
proceeds to quote from the well-known address by
Lincoln before the Washington Temperance Society,
February 22, 1842. We have before us the full text
of that address, and the brewers' extract is part of
a paragraph in which Mr. Lincoln was reviewing
the drinking customs of the past, and had no rela-
tion to existing conditions in 1842. Its use in the
brewers' circular was a clear case of deliberate per-
version. One need only glance at the address to
understand how contemptible is the trick employed
by the Brewers' Literary Syndicate to make Lincoln
appear as an advocate and apologist of drinking,
when all his life he was an enemy of the traffic in
every form. He preached temperance and prac-
tised it; he never used liquor and would not have it

in his home. When he was visited by the committee
appointed to notify him of his nomination he sur-
prised them by .saying: "Gentlemen, we must
pledge our mutual healths in the most healthy bev-
erage God has given to man. It is the only bever-
age I have ever used or allowed in my family, and I

cannot conscientiously depart from it on the present
occasion. It is pure Adam's ale from the spring."
And he pledged them in a cup of cold water, his
guests following his example.

There is not in all of his writings and speeches
a single syllable that can be construed into even a
modified approval of the liquor traffic, although the
brewers have tried to put lying words into his dead
lips to help their cause. John G. Nicolay, his secre-
tary and biographer, who was closer to Lincoln
than any other man and who could speak with au-
thority, nailed some of those lies which were set
afloat about Lincoln's views on temperance. There

is a clear chain of indisputable evidence, accessible

to all who want the truth, to prove that Lincoln

was a total abstainer all his life.

A Relic of Barbarism

WHENEVER an important criminal investiga-

tion is under way we read frequently of "the

third degree" being applied to the prisoner who is

under suspicion, and the phrase slips glibly from

the tongue of the general public as something which

is an accepted fact in our legal procedure. The

more calmly we accept the fact that the so-called

third degree is permitted to be used by police and

prosecuting attorneys the more we should be

ashamed that this relic, or revival, of barbarism is

permitted.

Without giving names or place, a recent case will

illustrate the third degree as it is used in our en-

lightened year of 1910. A young man is accused of

murder, and the police attempt to extort a confes-

sion. They show the frightened man clothes taken

from the body of the slain woman "to shake his

nerve." Then they question him, one inquisitor

taking the place of another as they get tired out.

The harassed prisoner is kept hour after hour on the

rack until his head is confused and he may make
statements detrimental to his case through sheer ex-

haustion. He is kept from having food, or perhaps
even water. Then they keep him awake twenty-

four or forty-eight hours, until the man is a mental
and physical wreck.
We say torture has been eliminated from our

criminal investigations. Has it? So long as we
permit the use in any form of the "third deg-ree"

methods we have nothing to boast over the Middle
Ages, when men were put on the rack to extort

confessions. These confessions were valueless, for

men in agony would admit crimes they had not com-
mitted in order to escape the ordeal.

Every prisoner should be protected and fairly

tried. If a voluntary confession is not forthcoming,
the officers of the law should wait for the regular
trial. Many a man, innocent of wrongdoing, has
doubtless been badgered into statements seriously
aff'ecting his case, if not condemning him altogether.
Psychologists have records of cases where men have
confessed crimes under auto-suggestion, and suf-

fered the extreme penalty of the law in consequence.
Our legislators and our judges should do all in their

power to cut out this blot on our twentieth century
civilization.

It was the old principle that a man was innocent
until proved guilty by trial. Then no man should
be tried in secret by any prosecuting attorney, or
by police oflScials, to the prejudice of his case. In
some ways we are not as humane and enlightened a
country as we like to think we are. The public can
demand a reform in such methods, for they have no
legal backing. When they are used the public
should see that such officials are put where they can-
not repeat them.

The People Want to Know
NOW that the controversy over second-class pos-

tal rates has been pretty thoroughly ventilated,
the public is beginning to inquire how it happened
that it costs the government nine cents per pound to
transport and deliver second-class matter, consist-
ing of magazines and other periodical publications,
when the express companies are practically able to
compete with the government at the present one-
cent rate and to do this not only without loss, but
presumably at a fair profit.

Again, people are naturally asking how it hap-
pens that Canada, with a territory quite as large as
ours and less thickly settled, is able to carry through
its postofiice magazines and newspapers at one-
quarter of one cent per pound, and still make a
profit, the Canadian postoffice showing a surplus
of $809,000.
We believe the President is thoroughly sincere in

his desire to get at the facts concerning postoffice
nicthods, but there is evidently something yet to be
disclosed. It is not always a simple thing to get at
the facts of the inner workings of great depart-

seems to have been supplied in connection with e

Conservation inquiry. We believe, also, that e

Congressional Committee on Postoffices and P ,.

roads is genuinely desirous of reaching a just d

equitable conclusion in the second-class rate p; i-

lem. The country will not be satisfied with a -

thing short of intelligent, equitable decision, ba d

upon a clear understanding of the situation.

Economy in the Kitchen

ONE of the unexpected, but not unwelcome, res s

of the meat boycott and the general agita' n

over the high cost of living is the announcerr t

from Washington of the preparation of a cook b k

by our Department of Agriculture. It bears e

title "Economic Use of Meats in the Home," and -

forms housewives how the cheaper cuts of meats n

be prepared and served so that they may be as -

atable and nourishing as the more expensive c ;

It gives a large amount of useful information t

generally known, and is intended by Secretary A -

son, head of the department, to be of real servic n

American homes. Any reader of this journal ti

procure a copy free simply by asking for it.

Fanny Crosby's Birthday Greeting

AMERICA'S best loved hymn-writer sends t

;

. kindly message to our readers on her nineti i

bii-thday:

"God bless The Christian Herald and its n -

ers. I greet you with a heart overflowing with g -

itude for your kind remembrance of my birthc .

May you serve the Master here with an ean t

heart, and then go home, to serve him through a

endless and happy eternity.

Bridgeport, Conn. Fannie J. Crosb^

A Tribute

T'HY great heart lieth low and still at last.

And a cry comes from famine-wasted plain;

And from the city's darkest-winding lanes,

"Our friend is dead!" And tears fall thick and f ..

For never shook the earth with thunder-blast.

And never thrilled a land with hunger-pains

Or cowered beneath God's valley-flooding ra i,

But thou didst help until the stress was past.

Amid the rush of business and the press

Of selfish joys and sorrows, under all

Throbbed ever in thy breast this love of n i.

It was thy ruling passion all to bless.

Thy soul leaped quick to answer sorrow's (

When shall the poor find friend like t e

again? —Kate Upson Clari

ments—witness the mass of misinformation which
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Dalai Lama's Flight
I"1HERE has been a good deal of mystery over

the recent flight of the Dalai Lama from his

.- Tibetan capital. It was stated several weeks

ji)that he had fled through the fear of punishment

J the hands of China for various offenses against

1; suzerian power. Tibet has been a tributary to

(ina for many centuries, and it is believed that the

llai's attitude toward certain foreign governments

\s practically construed as a menace to China's

{thority in Tibet; consequently, China's military

(;umn was sent across the border to Lhassa, but

jjvious to its arrival the conscience-stricken Dalai

li fled. There are two rulers in Tibet: the first,

^0 enjoys the higher reputation, being the Tashi

Ima, who is the spiritual head of the nation and
AO has his seat of power at Gyantse. He is the

£ ritual leader of the people, and is called Panchen
Iipoche, "Great Precious Teacher." The Dalai

Ima, on the other hand, is the political or secular

rer, and is called Gyalpo Rinpoche, "Precious

lig." The travelers write approvingly of the

"^'shi Lama, crediting him with many graces of

ciracter. He visited India some time ago. The
Ilai Lama has also traveled beyond the boundaries
chis realm. After the Younghusband expedition

f'Tibet, in 1904, the Dalai fled, and only returned

l^ly, with authority from Peking to resume his

citrol of affairs in Lhassa. He is

presented as quarrelsome, petu-

Jiit, fickle, overbearing and cow-

gUy. A Japanese author, Kawa-
^J:hi, who visited him, evidently

c, not receive a favorable impres-

rn, for he says only, "I heard and
sv much of him, and had frequent
irerviews with him," but he is

snificantly silent on the subject

C! these interviews. Sven Hedin,

t: famous Swedish explorer, met
t: Tashi Lama, and has recorded

I- impressions of the spiritual

ijer in favorable terms. Tibet is

i Buddhist nation, that religion

lying been introduced into the na-
tn nearly fourteen hundred years
E) from Western India. It is a
ligion which is intermingled with
t Bompa faith, which is a religion

c demons, mysteries and the gross-

e idolatry, and the two Popes, as

t'l Lamas may be called, employ all

t'! power at their command to pre-
f ve it unchanged. The country
ioppressed to the verge of ruin by
ts ecclesiastical system. There
£! thousands of monasteries and
t thousands of monks. Eighteen
t'usand monks live in and around
lassa, and in some parts of the
cintry every seventh man is a
rnk, and must be provided for by others. Conse-

c.intly the poverty of the common people is very

p:at and the state of morals is deplorable. Tibet

h been known as the "sealed nation." On account
c the obstacles to be surmounted and the deter-

ried resistance of the Lamaist monks to the intro-

c;tion of any new religions, it has been thus far
i Dossible to secure a foothold for the Gospel.

Tere are several Protestant missions on the Tibet-

£ frontier, and it is hoped that ere long the Light
«1 penetrate the spiritual darkness of that un-
Ijpy and neglected country and that the Gospel
ry be permitted to have free course within its bor-

C-s. The prophet, in his description of the distress

cthe children of Israel for their sins and idolatry,

ViS an expression which can be applied to the un-
^;5dom and immorality of the spiritual leaders of

T)et:

le prophet is a fool, the spiritual man is mad. (Hos. 9 : 7.)

E:kto the Soil

vir. James J. Hill, the master railroad builder, in

a interview has made mention of some of the causes
cthe cost of high living and some of the danger.s
t.t confront the nation. He lays most of the
tme on the neglect of the farming industry. He
Ids the great drift of the people from the farm to
t cities largely responsible for present and pros-
I tive difficulties. He insists that the commercial,
J-nufacturing and mining industries have been
t'Ught pretty nearly to perfection in this country,
I; that the farm productions are not keeping pace
\'h the increase of population and that there must
ta turning of the people from the city to the agri-
ctural districts before we can have our ideal pros-

perity. He thinks that the high cost of living is

produced very much by the cost of high living. He
charges a shameless extravagance upon the part of
the people. The loneliness and the monotony of
American farm life have driven the boys and girls

from the country to the city. Now the trolleys, the
telephones, the electric lights, and many inventions
have made the farm more attractive, and the mil-
lionaires even are leaving the crowded city for their
country-seats, which they make their home most of
the months of the year, so that the danger which Mr.
Hill describes is likely to be removed and the science
which has increased the product of the farm will also
aid greatly in the solution of the perplexing prob-
lem. The agriculture is the primitive and basal
industry of the race. Its success is largely the
measure of national thrift and happiness. This
was the employment to which our first parent
was set.

And the Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of
Eden to dress it and to keep it. (Gen. 2 : 15.)

Fox and Diamond

Edward McGowan, a poultry breeder near Mont-
ville, N. J., recently captured a fox, in whose stom-
ach he found a diamond valued at $.500. His daugh-
ter two weeks before had lost the jewel, and a hen,
needing the stone to help grind her food, swallowed

The Dalai Lama" ("Precious King") of Tibet, Deposed by China

it. The fox, in robbing the farmer's coop, had cap-

tured and eaten this hen, and hence the discovery

of the diamond. The precious stone satisfied the

demands of the hen as well as an ordinary piece of

gravel would have done. The animal with sharper

teeth and stronger claw fed on the weaker one,

according to the law of the lower tribes. The world

is full of big fish and animals eating the smaller

ones, of foxes stealing hens, even the high-priced

poultry which the breeder happened to have. The
tricky, lying, thieving characters of human society

are referred to as foxes in the Scripture. Christ

himself in mentioning Herod says:

Go ye. and ttll tliat fox. (Luke 13 : 32.)

Memorable Senatorial Farewell

On the death of Senator McLaurin of Mississippi

the Governor appointed Colonel James Gordon to be

his successor, which place he occupied for two

months, at which time the Mississippi Legislature

chose Leroy Percy to succeed Senator McLaurin.
Senator Gordon made a farewell address to the

United States Senators, which was one of the most

unique and delightful ever given in that body. He
spoke of the dreams he had had of a place in the

United States Senate and how his dear mother
encouraged them. He ridiculed and condemned the

agitators who were trying to stir up strife among
the people of our land. He made mention of inci-

dents in his Confederate Army life, including the

capture of General Shafter. He said: "General

Shafter was a very poor shot, for I advanced on him
with my sabre, and he shot at me five times and

never touched me. I chanced to render a little per-

sonal kindness to General Coburn, of Indianapolis,

while he was a prisoner of war under me, in recogni-

tion of which the Union Army, when it passed my
old home, gave us a guard and protected the family."

Toward the close of his remarks he said : "I come
to talk of friendship and of love for one another.

My religion is the eleventh commandment of Christ,
when he said, 'A new commandment I give unto you,
that ye love one another.' That is what I want to

bring about here; that is my object in standing here
to-day to talk to you as I do. I want to implant in

you, just as it is in my heart for the country I live

in and the people I live with. I live with you all.

You are not divided from me by Mason and Dixon's
line. I want to wipe out all lines." As the climax
of his speech the Senator gave four stanzas of his

own poetry on "The Old Black Mammy," the last of
which was:

She was lovely to me in her colored bandanna
With which she turbaned her head.

Her songs were far sweeter than flute or piano.
As she put me to sleep in my bed.

Her soft crooninsr voice I can never forget

;

Like an angel in dreams she comes to me yet.

The Senators went wild over this speech and their

congratulations of it. It is said that President Taft
threw his arms about him and hugged him as he
thanked him for the message; and Colonel Gordon,
by his humor, pathos, wholesome truth and divine

sentiment, did as much in that one talk as an ordi-

nary Senator could in a hundred years in bringing
about peace and good will between
North and South. The Senator's
speech was in obedience to what he
called the eleventh commandment.
This is the first and great commandment.

And the second is like unto it. Thou slialt love

thy neighbor as thyself. On these two com-
mandments hang all the law and the prophets.

(Matt. 22 : 38-40.)

A Criminal Judge

A judge in a certain city in New
Jersey ran a gambling establish-

ment over his court-room. The
police authorities, becoming aware
of the criminal institution, raided it

and the judge was convicted of

running a gambling hell, and was
remanded to await his sentence of
imprisonment. A judge of Brook-
lyn has just been convicted of bri-

bery, and is to go to prison. It is a
fortunate thing for the country that
our judiciary, which is one of the
foundation stones of the republic,

has from the beginning been so

pure. Now and then, however, a
corrupt judge, in the lower and
sometimes higher courts, has been
found who has soiled his ermine and
become one of the greatest enemies
of the State. It is a healthful con-

dition of public morals when punish-
ment is meted out to these betrayers of trust. The
judges of our land to-day may well pay attention to

the instruction which the King of Judah gave to the

judges at the time he appointed them:
And he said to the judges, Take heed what ye do; for ye

judge not for man, but for the Lord, who is with you in the judg-

ment. (II. Chron. 19 : 6.)

Dead Hero Rewarded

The Carnegie Hero Fund Commission, the other

day at Pittsburg, made seventeen awards, including

medals and about $20,000 in cash. Cornelius Ber-
tram, to whom a medal was awarded, will never
wear it, because he was drowned in Spuyten Duyvil
Creek while trying to save his companion. After a
game of baseball, Bertram and a friend named Zim-
merman decided on a swim in the creek. Zimmer-
man, when far from shore, threw up his hands and
called for help. Bertram swam to his side, and told

him to lie on his back, so that he could be towed in.

When almost to the bank, Zimmerman became
frightened and grabbed Bertram about the neck,

and both were drowned. The parents of the young
hero were very proud when the boy's medal was
sent to them; and what a splendid example of

heroism to lift every one out of selfishness and
prompt to sacrifice! How like his Master was the

spirit of the boy who gave his life for another, and
how unlike his Master in his inability to save one
for whom he died ! The heroism of the boy in offer-

ing his life for another is the standard which Chris-

tianity requires of its followers, as contained in one
of the Epistles:

Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he hath laid down
his life for us; and we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren.

(I. John 3 : 16.)
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PITTSBURG'S HISTORIC FORT

As

ONE of the most interesting historical spots in

America is at the forlts of the Ohio River,

at Pittsburg, Pa. Here to-day stands the

celebrated Redoubt, which witnessed many battles

with the Indians, long before the War of the Revolu-

tion. The old fort is in a good state of preservation.

One can see the apertures in the first and- second

stories, where the muskets of the brave defenders

kept off the foe. The lower part is of stone, the

upper part of brick. The walls are about two feet

thick, and are built very strongly, with logs for

the roof.

It is the greatest historical treasure in Pittsburg;

and one of the most famous spots in America,

early as 1728, a brave hunter or trader

found the Indians at the headwaters of

the Ohio. Among the red men wei-e

Mohicans, Shawanese, Iroquois and
Delawares. Seventeen miles down the

river was their village, called Logs-
town. The whole country was then

covered with magnificent forests, and
here the Indians tracked the bear. At
that time France and England were in

a struggle to see which nation should

possess the new continent of America.
At the point of land where the famous
Block House still stands two rivers

meet to form the Ohio River. These
are the Monongahela and the Alle-

ghany. As there were no good roads
through the wilderness in those early

days, the rivers were important arte-

ries of travel, and the Indian canoes
could be counted by hundreds. George
Washington came to the headwaters of

the Ohio in November, 1753, when he
was only twenty-one years of age. He
came as the agent of Governor Dinwid-
dle of Virginia, as that colony claimed
this section of Pennsylvania as her
own territory. Washington came to

treat with the Indians. He had with
him a famous guide, Christopher Gist.

After traversing this wilderness, Ma-
jor Washington decided that the best

site for a fort was at the point where
the Block House now stands, so this

strategic site was chosen. In 1731
P'rench settlers attempted to build at this point of

the three rivers, but the Indians drove them away.
In 1747 France sent a French officer, Louis Celeron,
into this section and claimed all the territory as
French soil. Virginia sent Captain William Trent,
with a force of soldiers, workmen, pack-horses, and
material to build a fort at the headwaters of the
Ohio, February 17, 1754. The news must have been
taken to the French by Indian scouts and runners,
for before the fort was finished they came in great
force to capture the stronghold. Down the Alle-
ghany River came the French Captain Contrecceur,
with one thousand French, Canadians and Indians,
in a flotilla of sixty bateaux and three hundred
canoes, and they had eighteen cannon. No won-

der that the subaltern who commanded in Captain

Trent's absence—as the fort was unfinished, and as

he had but thirty-three men—decided to surrender to

the French. He was allowed to march away with

his handful of men. The French ran up their flag,

and finished the fort and named it Fort Duquesne,

in honor of the governor of Canada.

After many vicissitudes, the fort came into posses-

sion of the English and was renamed Fort Pitt,

after the "great Commoner" of England. This

cut off' the P'rench transportation to the Mississippi

by way of the Ohio, and soon afterward the fall of

the French fort Niagara, the fall of Quebec, and the

capture of Montreal ended the claims of France to

Cupyiiglit Ijy 11k- B. W. J.q.ii^Um Slurt;

The Famous Block House on the Ohio River, Built in 1764

sovereignty in the New World. General Stanwix
enlarged Fort Pitt so that it would accommodate a
garrison of a thousand men. The Indians were sus-
picious of the English, with this enlarged new fort.

Colonel Henry Bouquet built the Block House in

1764. The protection of the garrison attracted a
few traders, merchants and pioneers to the place,
and a permanent population began to grow, and this

was the beginning of the great city of Pittsburg.
This settlement was first called Pittsburg in 1758.
The Indians still resented the extension of white

encroachments upon their hunting grounds. They
formed a secret confederacy, under the famous Pon-
tiac, the Ottawa chief, who planned a simultaneous
attack on all white frontier forts. The Indian

tribes held a grand council, and a bundle of stic

was given to each tribe, each bundle containing

many sticks as there were days intervening befcj

the attack should commence. One stick was to

taken from the bundle every day until but one wj

left, and this was to be the signal for the assau

This was the Indian's calendar. At Pittsburg tl

attack of the Indians was three days in advance

'

the attack on the other white forts, because an ]

dian squaw, friendly to the whites, had secre

taken out three sticks from the fatal bundle.
On June 22, 1763, the Delawares and Shawani

began the assault on Fort Pitt. The people
Pittsburg took shelter in the fort. Fort Pitt wa;

strong fortress. It cost the Engli,
government three hundred thousai
dollars, and was built of Flemish bri

and was surrounded by a stockade a

a moat. Eighteen pieces of artilk

were mounted on the bastions. 1
occupants were stirred to an heroic ;

fense. The savages swept the si

rounding country, carrying death a

destruction among white settlers eve

where. Several other forts were c:

tured, and their garrisons either but
ered on the spot or carried away •

the amusement of their cruel captors >

be tortured. Hundreds of trad ;

were slaughtered without pity, £ I

their wives and children were eitl
•

murdered or carried off captives. 1

Indians destroyed or stole, it is e:

mated, $2,500,000 worth of property i

this terrible uprising.
The garrison at Fort Pitt only ni

bered 350 men. The barracks c

tained many women and children. T

;

settlers also crowded the fort, ; 1

smallpox broke out. Soon the Indi:

;

appeared in vast numbers. They s ;

volleys of bullets and fire-arrows i >

the fort. The women and child i

were terror-stricken. For five aw I

days the savages kept up the assa .

It looked very dark for the garri i

and inmates, for their food and ami -

nition were getting low; but Cole 1

Bouquet was on his way to reinfo

;

the fort, with five hundred troops. Defeating ?

Indians at the battle of Bushy Run, after a conl t

which raged two days, he reached Fort Pitt, and i

defenders welcomed their deliverers with abunda i

of provisions, ammunition and stores. It was t

this time, in the summer of 1764, that Colonel B -

quet built the historic Block House, which is all 1

1

now remains of Fort Pitt, and the only monumen f

British occupancy in this great section of Amer .

This famous building is now owned and preser\ ,

carefully and patriotically, by the Daughters of 2

American Revolution of Allegheny County, Pe -

sylvania. It is one of the most celebrated la -

marks of American liberty.

Warren G. Partridge, D.E

V27» SUFFRAGE RIOTS IN GERMANY t^7>

Where the meetings have been orderly the authori-
ties showed no desire to interfere, but they evi-
dently intend to stop any rioting before it reaches

AT present part of the people of Prussia, espe-
/\ cially in Berlin, are much excited over

-aTJL a proposed change in the suffrage, and are
holding demonstrations that re-

mind some of the older citizens

of the stdrmy days which pre-
ceded the revolution of 1848.

After large mass meetings
had been held in Berlin, the
crowds marched to the square
in front of the Emperor's pal-
ace, and cheered the move-
ment for wider suffrage. Few
guards were visible, and the
palace windows remained
blank. As the demonstration
continued, and the men in the
crowd became more excited, sev-
eral platoons of police ap-
peared, and the agitators were
ordered to leave the square.
This they did not seem disposed
to do, so the police charged and
drove them down some side
streets, where they dispersed.
No one was badly injured, but
some of those who were reluc-
tant to leave the square are
now nursing sore heads where
they came into violent contact
with the flat side of the short
swords worn by the police of
®^^^'"- One of the Recent Suffrage Gatherings in Berlin
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revolutionary proportions. A number of stri

have been declared by workingmen's organizatii

with the idea of furthering the cause. Four fi

sand workmen in the d<

yards at Kiel struck for

day. The company, to re

iate, would not start up e

works again until three cs
later. This enraged the r,

as they had nothing to do \h

the suffrage question one ' y

or the other. The men bec:ie

angry and started numeiis

street parades, and as a re It

there were several clashes \ h

the Kiel police. The Social ;s

declared they would tie P

every national industry 'f

their demands were not gr:t-

ed in full.

On Wednesday, March 0,

the Prussian suffrage b 1

passed the Diet. The vote is

238 to 168. It was exped
that the Socialists would n'-^

a demonstration outside '^

building, but there was no s-

turbance when the vote i;S

declared. The new bill sul 1-

tutes direct suffrage for i
•'

rect. This bill does not ai^'

the other States of the Geri:n

empire.



ROMINENT PEOPLE TALKED ABOUT
CHANCELLOR HENRY IVIITCHELL Mac-

CRACKEN, of New York University, has

J announced his intention of retiring at the end

. the present academic year. He has served in his

esent capacity for twenty-five years, and has re-

)deled completely the university and its system of

struction, inaugurating methods which, though
.iisidered radical at the time, have been adopted
' colleges and universities from the Atlantic to

J Pacific " Coast.

le value of his

oup system of

arses is now con-

jered beyond
,estion. The uni-

'rsity at present

i noted for its

;iool of commerce,
lich is probably
equaled by any
nilar department
any American

1 iversity.

Chancellor Mac-
acken was born
Oxford, O., in

;40. He was edu-

(:ed at Miami
^iversity and at
i'2 theoloi;ical sem-
nries at Xenia,
(. and Princeton.

;ter he studied at

'bingen and Ber-

I. After several

;irs in the minis-

i' and in teaching
1 became chancel-

1 of Western University, at Pittsburg. In 1881
1 became professor of philosophy and vice-chan-

c,lor of New York University. In 1891 he became
oncellor.

For years the departments of the university were
{' under one roof at the famous old building on the

{;t side of Washington Square, the oasis of grass

fd trees almost within sound of the turmoil of

loadway. A large structure was built where

the school of commerce, law and other non-academic
departments were housed, while a large tract, now
known as University Heights, in upper New York,
was purchased and the academic and scientific de-
partments moved there. Several beautiful struc-
tures had been built on the Heights, including the
Hall of Fame, which makes a half-arch about the
university library. The campus is one of great
beauty, commanding views of the Hudson Valley.

Lord Rosebery President Mendoza

Dr. Mendoza is the new President of Panama, in

succession to President Obaldia, who died recently.
The new President delivered the funeral oration, and
made a strong appeal for the patriotic support of
the people of Panama. Rumors of revolution had
died down, and all seems destined to go quietly.

It was hoped by the Liberal party of Great
Britain, before the recent election, that it would be

restored to Parliament by such a large majority
that it would be able to reform the House of Lords
as it wished and take away entirely its veto power.
The election proved a disappointment to Mr. As-
quith. Nevertheless, some change is probable in
the House of Lords, by which the Lords will be
made more representative, so that they will not be
able to kill at will the measures introduced by the
party in power in the Commons. There has been

one great drawback
to the plan. The
Lords would have
to vote to give up
their legislative

rights voluntarily.
The most feasible
plan is that pre-
pared by Lord
Rosebery, who, dur-
ing the recent dis-

cussion, occupied a
cross-bench and I'e-

mained neutral. He
proposes that part
at least of the
Lords be elected,

and that certain
service in the army,
navy, or other state
employment, may
make a man eli-

gible. Of course,
only a peer could
stand for election

or promotion to the
Upper House. The
younger peers are
to be allowed to

the House of Commons. The plan has

Chancellor MacCracken

stand for
much in its favor.
Lord Rosebery is the fifth earl of the title, and

is descended from an old and noble Scotch family.
He has eight titles in all. He has been Prime Min-
ister of England, besides having been in public life

from early manhood. Whatever plan he proposes
will be sure of careful consideration by all classes
of people.

THE NEXT INTERNATIONAL WEDDING
f"^HE spring of 1910 will be marked by the wed-

dings of a number of young people whose
- parents or other relatives, if not the bride-

poms themselves, are conspicuous in public life;

i,t perhaps the most interesting of these events will

1 an international matrimonial alliance. It is the

Miss Constance Hoyt

cning marriage of Ferdinand von Stumm, Sec-
fl Secretary of the German Embassy at Wash-
'ton, and .Miss Constance Hoyt, daughter of
Inry M. Hoyt, first occupant of the newlv-created
Pition of Counselor to the United States Depart-
nnt of State.
-^he handsome young German diplomat is, in his

Ciice of an American bride, conforming to what
n; come to be regarded as a tradition in his family.
f ;h his father and his grandfather married Amer-
"n women. Baron Ferdinand von Stumm's mother
^'5 the former Miss Pauline von Hoffman, of New

York City, and his grandmother was, prior to her
marriage, Miss Grimes of Staten Island.

The wedding of Miss Hoyt and Baron von Stumm
comes as the culmination of a good old-fashioned
love story. The Baron, who is making progress in

his profession, as is evidenced by his promotion
from Third to Second Secretary recently, is a clean-

cut, likable young man, and, in personal appearance
and accent, seems more American than German.
He also manifests something of the democracy of

the Republic, maintains a modest "bachelors' hall"

with one of his fellow diplomats of the German
Embas.sy, and finds his chief diversion in driving

his own motor car.

Miss Hoyt, the baron's fiancee, is an attractive,

unaffected girl who has seen enough of official life

during her father's long service as Solicitor General
of the United States to qualify her to preside over
an official home in any
capital of the world.

That the opposition

of the German foreign
office to such marriages
can prove a decidedly

serious matter has been
attested by numerous
incidents, perhaps the

mo.st historic of which
embodies the experience

of the former Miss
Helen Moulton. of New
York, who married the

late Count Paul von
Hatzfeldt - Wildenburg,
for many years prior to

his death the German
Ambassador to Great
Britain. This marriage
incurred the displeasure

of Bismarck, who was
prejudiced against such
international unions.
Another phase of the

exactions of the Ger-

man government threat-

ened for a time the hap-

py culmination of the

ideal love story of the

former Miss Langham
of Kentucky and the

late Baron Speck von
Sternburg, a friend of

former President Roosevelt, and late German Am-
bassador at Washington. However, the trouble was
overcome, and the happy couple spent their honey-
moon with the Roosevelts at the White House.
The present bride, in contrast to a majority of

the American girls who make international mar-
riages, has chosen the simplest form of wedding.
The respective positions of Counselor Hoyt and
Baron von Stumm in official Washington would
have insured a spectacular wedding with all the
glory of gold lace and officialdom on dress parade;
but the prospective bride announced, soon after the
engagement was known in Januai-y of this year,
that she would be married quietly at her parents'
home on Rhode Island Avenue, and would have no
attendants. A reception has been planned to follow
the wedding, but only the immediate families will
be present at the ceremony. W. F.

Baron von Stumm, a Secretary of the German Embassy at Washington
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TRAINING FOR USEFUL LIVES

Just Before School Hour Some of the Buildings Where the Children Live A "Care-taker" and Her Piokaninies

IN
the open country, just south of the beautiful

city of Augusta, Ga., there is an industrial

orphanage which is doing, in its small way, a

wonderful work toward saving the little colored

children of the vicinity who have lost their parents,

and bringing them up under such influences as will

make them hard-working
and respected members
of the community in

wliich they live. So well

has this work there been
done that the institution

has no better friends

than the white people of

Augusta, and it has re-

ceived favorable com-
ment from the newspa-
pers of the city.

The Shiloh Industrial

Orphanage, as the home
is called, is the result of

the efforts of a Christian
negro, Daniel McHorton,
who was a plantation

slave in ante-bellum days
and who still preserves
many of the characteris-
tics which we associate
with the colored people
of that day. He was not
educated, but he was ob-

serving, and thought long and hard over the many
problems in connection with the moral and spiritual

welfare of his race, and he felt that in some way he
must put his shoulder to the wheel and help make
his people a necessary and respected part of the
community. He believed strongly in the "gospel of
work," and thought that if the young were taught
simple trades, for which there would always be a
demand, there would be a happier outlook for both
white and black in the South.
McHorton determined at last to found an orphan-

age and take under its roof as many as possible of
the homeless waifs of his race, of which there were
many in the neighborhood, care for their souls as
well as for their bodies; teach them enough of the
"three R's" and a trade to enable them to face the

A Little Helper and Her Charge

world with some chance of success. It was an ambi-

tious plan for a colored man who had no money, no

rich or influential friends, but he was full of a faith

which was destined to bring results. He bought

some lands on credit, and a few small buildings were
erected, and the first flock of orphans gathered.

Daniel McHorton and his wife, better known as

Aunt Silvy, struggled along at times almost un-

aided, at others with renewed courage because some
kind white friend had sent them a gift of food or

clothing, or some money, which lifted a little the

weight of the heavy load they were carrying for the

benefit of their race. Several times the little ship

of their hopes seemed near shipwreck, but somehow
they managed to keep on. In 1908 it seemed as if

the work would have to be given up and the orphan-
age closed. The Augusta Chronicle, one of the en-

terprising newspapers of the South, took up the
cause of the orphans and made a strong appeal to

the citizens of Augusta, and the response was such
that the orphanage was safe for at least a year.

The next year the people could not make the same
generous response, as they were taking care of the
flood suff^erers, and again it seemed as if the good
work must be given up. President Taft, however,
happened to be spending some time at the Bon Air
Hotel, near by, and he made a visit to the orphanage.
It was the greatest day in Daniel McHorton's life,

and it will be remembered by the orphans as long as
they live. The President was shown over the place,

and made a speech to the "chilluns." The chair in

which he sat is now a venerated relic, referred to

now and then by Mr. McHorton, his voice thrilling

with pride and emotion.
"See dat yar chair," he will say to the visitor, "dat

yar chair." The visitor gazes at it with interest.

Daniel McHorton goes on with a flourish: "Presi-
dent Taft, he sat in dat yar chair, and it will be
desecrated by generashuns yet to come."
The faces of the little "darky chilluns" standing

about are filled with awe as they gaze at the chair
for the hundredth time, and they are prepared to
regard its four stout legs and capacious seat with
great respect for years to come.
Commenting editorially on the visit, the Augusta

Chronicle said: "Like most work of a particularly
noble, self-sacrificing and worthy nature, it has at-

tracted little attention except from those who
come in direct contact with it; therefore it has

essarily limited its scope. But what would it n<

worth to the negroes of the South—the whites, t

if old Dan McHorton's power and opportunity

good could be extended? The Chronicle shall

that this Presidential endorsement for Shiloh
phanage, given by a man whose heart must \_

big as his smile is broad, will be worth more to

a practical way, than all the appeals that have
made for it by this paper, earnest and sincei

these have been."
The President on his return interested

Henry A. Strong, of Rochester, N. Y., and i

other guests at the Bon Air, and they raised em
to save the school. The mortgage was paid off,

a new schoolhouse built, where classes and relif

services could be held. A new dining-room
kitchen were built, and the old shacks made as
fortable as possible.

The institution has now been incorporated, w
regular board of trustees and with Mrs. Stron
president, and several prominent ladies in diflfe

parts of the country are enlisting public intere

this practical work at Augusta. One of its

prominent patrons is Mrs. W. J. Boardman
Washington, D. C, who is familiar with the orp
age and its needs, and is anxious to have one or

more buildings constructed.
Though the orphanage has been saved it is

from being as prosperous as it deserves for the

selfish Christian work which is being carriec

there for the helpless little ones, who held su'

strong hold on the heart of the Saviour of men
who should be regarded as a sacred trust by his

lowers. Though the buildings have been pu
better condition there is always the question of

for the fifty little, but ravenous, mouths.
Mr. McHorton does not know two days ahead w
the provisions are coming from. Augusta j

chants have been generous in their gifts of supp
but of course this could not be looked upon ;

permanent source of food. The orphanage is

thy the support of generous people everywhere
it is heartily endorsed by this paper. Commui'
tions or contributions may be sent to the treasi

James L. Fleming, Augusta, Ga.

<^7> THE WHOLE WORLD LOVED HIM ViTi

MANY additional messages of sym-
pathy and appreciation •have

been received during the week, both by
the family of Dr. Klopsch and at the
offices of The Christian Herald.
The following letter was received from
the Secretary of State, Hon. P. C.
Knox:

"Department of State,
"Washington, D. C, March 11.
"Madam : The President directs me

to inform you that he has received the
following cablegram from the Viceroy
of India:

"Calcutta, India, March 9.

"President, U. S. America, Wash-
ington: Please accept on behalf of
Indian empire, and convey to his fam-
ily, sincere condolences on death of
Louis Klopsch, whose munificent con-
tributions for relief of distress during
two severe famines can never be for-
gotten by government and people of
India. (Signed) Viceroy.

"I am, madam, vour obedient ser-
vant, "P. c. Knox."

Irving Bacheller, the well-known
novelist and author of Ehen Holden,
wrote to Mrs. Klopsch as follows: "I
want you to know that I am one of the
many who mourn for him with a sense
of deep and irreparable loss.

I came to love him and to look up to
him as a great-souled man—generous,
brave, kind and masterful. He was
very human, but he learned to rule his
own spirit. He overcame evil with
good. I have heard him speak of those
who had sought to injure him in a tone
that was kindly and forgiving, and
then I have learned of some great ser-
vice that he had rendered them. I

have seen him when he rose to a -stat-

ure beyond that of any man I have
ever known, and when it seemed to
me that he satisfied the dreams of
saint and prophet. In mv own days of
trouble he stood bv me like a brother,
and I mourn for him—generous and
kindly soul that he was. ... It
must comfort you to know that if every
one he has befriended could lay a
single flower upon his grave, the monu-

ment of Louis Klopsch would tower
above all others!"

Rev. Frederick F. Shannon, Grace
M. E. Church, Brooklyn, wrote: "As
one of a great multitude who knew and
loved him, both for what he was in
himself and for what he wrought for
our Lord, I send you my sincere sym-
pathy."
Amelia E. Barr, the famous au-

thoress, wrote: "I know that I have
lost the best friend I had. He was a
good man. There can be no higher
praise than that; and, in his own way,
he was a great man. There is -no one
to take his place. ... I cannot
see why this thing should have hap-
pened—no man in this place seemed
more necessary than Dr. Klopsch.
He was doing so much good."

Mr. D. W. McWilliams, of Brooklyn,
wrote: "His departure is a loss to our
city and nation not only but to the
whole world. . . . Twenty years
ago, Dwight L. Moody told me" that
Dr. Klopsch was a genius in the or-
ganization of benevolences. I have
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since seen multiplied evidences of ."

The managers and teachers of;ie

orphanage at Sendai, Japan, w Ve

hundreds of little Japanese boys id

girl.s—famine orphans—have 1 n

supported through The Christ iN

Herald, sent a brief cablegram iif

sympathy.
The Armenian Progressive A >

elation of New York sent this let •:

"By the death of Dr. Louis Kloi|h

not only America suffers a great s,

but also the entire human race, i?

loss will be felt especially in the i 't

unfortunate country of modern tins.

In Dr. Klopsch Armenia had one of |ie

best of her friends. It was throFh

him that the American people seija

ray of hope and comfort to her inlsr

darkest and most trying hour. WPn

she was mourning the loss ofher \f
dred thousand massacred children'^

that time of dejection and desp(?-

ency, the efforts of Dr. Klopsch am)!

The Christian Herald inspired ""-^

with hope and confidence in the fut ?

Continued on page 328



AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

The Ideal Chri^ian Home
SEVERAL friends have lately wi-itten to the

editor of this page, asking for a description of

the ideal Christian home. To paint a picture

which in every respect to the minutest detail shall

satisfy every inquirer about the ideal home and

meet the views of every critic is very nearly impos-

sible. There are two or three points on which we
shall all agree, and one or two statements that we
may fearlessly make, conscious that no one will con-

tradict them. The three words coming together-
home, ideal and Christian—are a marvelous trio.

Home means a great deal more than shelter from the

elements, privacy from the world and the meeting
iplace of the family. It includes these, but it means
imore. Home is the place to which we turn in

jabsence with a longing that tears at

the heart-strings. Homesickness is

one of the diseases that cannot be

cured by prescriptions written on a

physician's blank. Home sets its im-

press for this life, and the life to

come, on those who are raised amid
its influences. Home is one of the

sweetest words in our language.
Ideal sets before our thought that

aiming at high things which redeems
:us from all that is sordid and mean.
When we follow the gleam of light

?iven to guide the soul we are reach-
ing toward our ideal. If man, wom-
an or child is destitute of ideality

and lives only for the literal wants of

jach day the living is sure to be on a
ow plane.

: Interwoven with the word Cfiris-

'ian is everything that sanctifies life,

nallows human intercourse and tends
;o nobleness and loveliness.

In the ideal Christian home Jesus
Christ is the central figure. He is

.vorshiped and served and imitated.
Where Christ is set before the eyes of

li household as the pattern to be
;opied, the Elder Brother to be loved,

and the Saviour to be enthroned, the
:ome is safe from pettiness, jealousy,
;nvy and covetousness. An ideal
lome can hardly be found unless it be
,1 Christian home.
Now to come to the practical out-

lAforking of daily life, of thought,
A'ord and act in an ideal Christian
lome, what do we find? First, jus-
,;ice for everybody; parents and chil-

Iren dwelling together in harmony.
The children obey their parents from
ove and not from fear. The parents
ire not harsh in their discipline,
yrannical in their requirements or
irbitrary in their demands. Hus-
>and and wife equally share the
jurdens of the road. There is no
]uestion of mine or thine, for what
lelongs to one belongs to the other,
ind this is true of the management
)f the joint income and of the work
hat must be done in the house, and
if the guidance of the children.
The ideal home sustains and upholds both the

school and the church. It has obligations to each
ind it fully meets them. In the ideal home the maid
n the kitchen is a member of the family, and is

reated as a friend and not as a hireling. Many
)i'oblems that confront people needlessly in this rela-
lon are easily solved in the home where every per-
son, from the oldest to the youngest, has a niche to
111 and is allowed to fill it without the crushing of
ndividuality. A home is not a penitentiary, a re-
ormatory, or even a schoolroom. It is at once a
astle and a nest, and the refuge and retreat of love.

1 WO Golden Anniversaries

It is always a plea.sure to chronicle the golden
veddings that take place in the gi-eat circle of our
-CHRISTIAN Herald subscribers. Every golden wed-
'ing anniversary bears witness to the faithful love

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

of one man and one woman, who have stood together
loyally for fifty years in the sacred companionship
of wife and husband. Every golden wedding anni-
versary is a protest against the unrest and infidelity

of modern life, that too often make divorce a men-
ace to the body politic.

On April 8, 1859, in Paisley, Scotland, Mr. Wil-
liam Wilson and Miss Elizabeth Elliot were married.
Paisley was the native place of both, and they lived
there until 1888, when they crossed the ocean to
make their home in Lowell, Mass. They have had
eight children, of whom only two daughters survive.
On the evening of April 8, 1909, their friends gath-

HER SPINNING WHEEL

Moment by moment and hour by hour

The years of her life have flitted away.

Once she was fresh and fair as a flower

;

Now she is bent and her hair is gray.

Oft as she spins her thoughts go back

To the time of her youth when life was new;

But she happily walks on the beaten track.

For life is good while there's work to do.

ered in large numbers to offer congratulations, and
they received a purse of gold, a mammoth cake and
many beautiful gifts. A poem written by a friend

in Paisley was read, and their pastor, Rev. J. M.
Craig, made a pleasant address.
On the afternoon of April 8, 1909, Mr. and Mrs.

John Raitt, Sr., who reside near Rising Sun, Neb.,

celebrated their golden wedding at the home of one
of their sons. They were married fifty years ago
in Arbroath, Scotland, and came to this country in

1863. They first settled in Illinois, and later went
to Nebraska, where they still live. They have had
eleven children, of whom eight are living. The
afternoon passed without a flaw. Eighty dollars in

gold were presented to Mr. and Mrs. Raitt, and they
received a number of other beautiful tokens of

regard. Seventy relatives were present at this de-

lightful function. The Christian Herald sends its

best wishes to both these wedded pairs.

Talking of Helpmeets

IN a suburban town, not very far from a great
city, a small army of colored people have be-
come almost indispensable to the comfort of the

community. The social system .would move on
rustier hinges than it does but for the aid received
from these genial, jolly though sometimes irrespon-
sible folk, who are ready to beat rugs, wash win-
dows, oil floors, sweep, dust, and in fact do any-
thing that is required of them by householders.
One humble servitor, daily coming to a certain
household to attend to the furnace, shovel the snow
and perform any necessary duty, was observed the
other day to be in much haste to get back to his
home. A question or two revealed the fact that the
man's wife was ill, and that he was doing her work

at home as well as his own outside.
When he returned, after an interval
of absence, his black face shone with
pleasure as he said, "My wash is all

out on the line, and you wouldn't
find any whiter clothes in this town
to-day than mine." Here was a
helpmeet worth having.
A courtly gentleman, a half cen-

tury ago, met the needs of his own
home in a similar practical way. The
home was in the country, and once in
mid-winter, when the snow lay deep
on the ground, the servants found the
place too lonely for them and de-
parted with short warning. No one
was immediately found to replace
them, and the man of the house, de-
claring that his fragile wife was not
sufficiently strong to knead the bread
for the family, made the bread him-
self, under her direction, and had
great pride in the perfect loaves that
emerged from the oven.

Why should not man know how to

do woman's work, and now and then
turn strong muscles and willing arms
to account in the home?

Little Acts of Kindness

Among the little acts of kindness
which used to be chronicled, and
which lent beauty to commonplace liv-

ing, was the sending of nice things to
eat from neighbor to neighbor and
friend to friend. A plate of rolls,

covered by a snowy napkin, would go
from one breakfast table to another;
a bowl of loosened jelly or a delicious

custard would form a tempting sur-
prise to an invalid; and on many an
occasion, when there was no special

need for attention, a little tray, laden
with delicacies, would arrive as a gift

from one notable housewife to an-
other. It is true that there are
greater opportunities to-day for the
purchase of every imaginable dainty
than there may have been at a for-
mer period. Some of our friends
would be amazed should we contribute

to their table a loaf or cake from our baking, or in

any other kindred fashion show them our good will,

yet these little acts of kindness really sweetened life

and helped people to know the good there was in

unpretentious service.

Several years ago a Southern gentlewoman, trans-
planted from a soil where simple flowers of affection

grew and thrived, ventured, in the simplicity of her
heart, to send across the hall to an unknown neigh-
bor in a large apartment house a plate of griddle-
cakes, beautifully browned and toothsome. It was
breakfast time, and one would have expected that
the offering would be graciously received. On the
contrary, it was misunderstood, and the plate was
ungraciously sent back, as if the gift were an unwel-
come intrusion. The second neighbor had not
learned the alphabet of gracious receiving, which
is as much an act of kindness as its counterpart of
gracious giving.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER EIGHT—Continued

WHEN Virginia awoke in the

morning, she knew that her

place and her work were wait-

ing for her. True, she looked ill and

miserable, but her father put down his

cup of coffee, smiled as she entered

the living-room, and said a frank

and' pleasant good-morning. He saw

neither her pallor nor her air of suffer-

ing. He thought she had behaved with

great decorum and discretion during

the trying ordeal of the previous day,

and he said so, adding, "Batavius was
pleased with thy beauty." For the

sake of her mother's warning glance,

she did not answer as she wished to.

Fortunately, ere this clash of feeling

found expression, Arent entei-ed. He
was in a state of great excitement, and

he held a piece of paper.

"What have you got, Arent?" shout-

ed the Captain.
"A mortal defiance, fader. Read it."

The Captain took the paper.

"Who wrote this paper, Arent?"
"No one knows."
"Where did you get this copy,

Arent?"
"Harry Rutgers gave it to me."
"Hum—m—m!"
"Harry was in the City Hall yester-

day afternoon when the Stamps came,
and he told me the members of the

Congress at once, without knowing
what they were doing, leaped to their

feet, and one of them cried out, 'We
will not submit to an English Parlia-

merit; we will no more submit to

Parliament than to the Divan at Con-
stantinople!'

"

"But wait, Jan! Wait, Arent!"
cried Madame. "The paper! Tell us

what is in it."

Arent took the paper and read aloud

the message it bore with such fiery

enthusiasm that every word seemed to

be both a personal challenge and a

separate threat

:

Pro Patria.
The first man that either

distributes, or makes use of Stampt
Paper, let him, take care of
his House, Person, and effects.

Vox Populi.
We dare.

Arent turned to Virginia.
"My sister! My sister!" he said ten-

derly, drawing her close to him. "So
sick and unhappy art thou! I see it.

I have heard, dear one. Very cruel it

was of Joris."
"Who told thee?"
"Harry. Joris went to Harry, and

Harry said, 'Virginia is not to be
blamed. She is as true as steel. I'll

warrant her with my own honor.'
"

"Oh, thou good brother! Thou
knew what would comfort me; and
with the words thou came."

"Arent!"
"Coming, moeder."
"I hate Batavius. I will die rather

than marry him. Oh, Arent, how can
I escape this horror?"

"If he is so dreadful to thee, thou
shalt not marry him. I will put thee
on the Manhattan and carry thee to
the end of the world."
"Thou good, good brother!"
"Arent, thy father has gone," cried

Madame impatiently.
"Coming, moeder! Keep thy strong

heart, Virginia. A man so hateful to
thee thou shalt not mari-y."
Then she kissed him in a flood of

happy tears, whi.spering, "This is my
kiss, and this; and this I give for
Rose."
"Would she like thee to do that?"
"Yes."
"Why?"

"Because she loves thee."

"Arent! Arent!"
"Here I am, moeder," and he kissed

her at the open gate, and then bounded
after his father, who was hurrying

down the Broadway as if the salvation

of New York depended on his presence.

After Arent's departure, Virginia

walked and worked as in a dream. It

was as if suddenly a miracle had been

worked in her affairs. Harry Rutgers
had dropped a doubt into the angry
jealousy of Joris, and the doubt would
fret him to remembrance; he would
not be able to put her quite out of his

memory, and time might bring her the

opportunity of explaining her false po-

sition. And Arent's sympathy and
promise was a wonderful thing.

She dared not continue the reflec-

tions, and she went upstairs to put her

i-oom in order. For she had been
shocked when she rose to find her white
silk gown, and white stockings, and
pink sandals, lying in a heap on the
floor. On her dressing table the moon-
stones were scattered, and she also re-

called the startling fact that she had
left the precious Strawberry Handker-
chief among the neglected garments.
As soon as her room was in perfect

order, Virginia tried to face the day
and its possibilities. The prospect was
unbearable. Not only would she have
to meet Batavius with some show of

courtesy, but there was sure also to be

a rush of visitors of all kinds. The
scene at the dinner party made by the

indignant Joris would be the general
topic of conversation. How was she
to answer the ill will, the curiosity, the
sarcasm, or even the friendly sym-
pathy she would be compelled to lis-

ten to?
Happily Madame settled the question

for her. "Virginia," she said, as she
stood in the renovated room and saw
in its order the sign of her daughter's
ability to grapple with circumstances,
"Virginia, you are sick this day. Come
not downstairs. My dear one, put on
your nightgown, and tell your sorrow
to your pillow. Much comfort can
come that way, yes, and good counsel
also."

"Moeder, moeder ! So good are you

!

I know not how I could bear the people
who will call to-day."
"Bear them! Thou could not bear

them. To me they may speak their
mind, and if their speech is not good, I

have the years to reprove it."

"If my little wheel I might have,
moeder?"

"Yes, that is good. Turn thy wheel
and thy thoughts quietly together, and
peace and strength may com.e in its

soft burring."
"I see not which way to turn,

moeder."
"Well, then, stand still and leave thy

troubles alone; think not of them,
others will think for thee."

So she left her daughter comforted
and encouraged, satisfied that the little

wheel and the day's solitude would
bring her the strength necessary for
the morrow. And she was herself in
just that half-defiant mood which
smiles at the prospect of opposition,
being not only ready for the encounter,
but pleased that it should take place.

All the early morning hours she
faced it, meeting every fresh attack
with a smiling unconcern, unless when
it was necessary to tear the sting from
envy, or the veil from those hearts
wickeder than all others—the hearts
which rejoice in evil. But as the day
grew toward noon, there was a lull;
for, in spite of the Stamp Act, dinners
were an important event, and Katrina
and her callers were alike compelled to
prepare for it. But in Katrina's case

Continued on next page

Use cold cream if you want to.

has its value.

But to clean the skin, you must use

soap: pure soap: Ivory Soap.

Never mind if it does cost only a few

cents a cake. It is infinitely purer than

most soaps that sell for five times its

price.

Use a soft cloth and hot water—to

open the pores, allowing dust and dirt

to make their way out. Dip the cloth

into the water and rub on it some Ivory

Soap. Souse the skin well for almost

or quite five minutes. Rinse with cold

water; cold water closes the pores and

makes the skin firm.

There is no "free" (uncombined) alkali in Ivory Soap. That

is why it will not injure the finest fabric or the most delicate skin.

Ivory Soap . . . 99*5^oo Per Cent. Pure.

/^Dollars and Millinery Go Hand-in-Hand
Yoii can make and trim your own hats—thus SAVE Money.
You can make and trim hats for others— tlius MAKE Money.

YOU can become an e.\pert milliner in from six to eight weeks. It is ttie best payin
business for ladies to-day. We prepare you to make your own hats, to lioldj

salaried position or to open a store of your own (retail stores pay from $20 to f
' d- d? d; ^^ Pfr week). Taught right in your own home, no matter where you are located. ]

IxJJ^p.^^ o\\x Correspondence Coinse, with working models, we can positively teacli yo
without interfering with your daily work. Terms moderate. Jlay be paid in sma
installments if preferred. Send TODAY for terms and full information.

:RNATI0NAL millinery syndicate and school of millinery, Buffalo, Tf.Y.]

STAMPS
100 different, foreign, FREE. Pusi.irp 2c.

Good only to tliose iiientioninn ('MUI^TIA1^

Herald. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo,

I fl%f ITI V ^^^^<^ Sweet Peas, Pansies, Asters; 10c. lart^eLU V CLI pkt Sunshine Flower Gardens, UnionvUle, 0.

PATENTS that PROTECT-
Our 3 books [or invpntors mailed on receipt ot 6 cts. stamps.

:

R.8.A:A.B.LACEY,WaBhingtoD,D.C.,Dept.36,Egt.lg69

Water Does Not Harm
Liquid FloorWax

Here .it last is a floor wax with no disadvantages, yet oiu

that finishes floors to perfection. It is Columbus Hard Drying
Liquid Wax—the only liquid wax on the market. Water doesn't

turn it white. Cliildreii can jump on it and no marks are made
except wliere the wood underneath is dented.

No Grease—No Paraffine
It forms a toush elastic film of srreat hardness. Itisthemosl

sanitary floor fiiiish because it doesn't catch and hold dustant^
germs, beiii? free fiom all greasy substances. The floor can't spot,

We use only the finest hard French Wax.

Done in Less Than an Hour—No Labor
It takes less than an hour from the time the can is opened to

have the floor finished and ready to walk on.
And there is no pushing of a heavy polishing brush—no bacfr

ache—no dissatisfied servants—yet the lustre it gives isn't equaled

by any other floor wax made.

One Gallon Covers 2,500
to 3,000 Square Feet

Lx>ok for the name Columbus
on the label

Columbus Luiuui Wax j-'ocs iiniob farther than conmion
waxdoes, soitisliy fni ili.- most fconomii'al. U rrauires
renmshniRonly a low lini.-sa year. .Many of the largest
hotels and hospitals are using it now e.xelusiyely.

Send for Sample
Send 4c in stamps to rover postage and packing and we'll

send you free a liberal sample bottle of the wax and ourbook on the Care of IHoors. Try the sample on a floor or
piece ol furiutiire. ~1pu can use it on pianos, tine furnitureana an kindsof woodwork where a high lustre is wanted.
Vic. ,.? i^""^ ?!^ ,'i^''''

°'' so" "OO"! floors. .\t all firstclass <lealer8 in Half-pint Cans 25c-rints 45c-Quarts 85c-
Half-gallonsfl.C0-Galloii6$3.00.

1.24]

™ _ .-IWaZ
The Easiest 'Applied Floor Finish

COLUMBUS VARNISH CO.
Dept. 13, Columbui, Ohio
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, th s was meat in plenty left from yes-

Ik tejay's feast, and some time before

nol she was sitting with her knitting

in er hand, the comfort of a Dutch

Psm singing in her heart, and the

eel of it on her lips,

oner than Madame Van Vroom ex-

^ peod, Jansen returned home. She

W Y-R'' there was anger in his step, and
"

"sion as she lifted her eyes to his she

a it on his face. But she did not

oil le to the fact. She was determined

thifor once Jansen should ask for her

synathy. Why this little bit of awk-

walness seemed at that hour good for

- heishe could not have told. It was

a i>st unusual mood, an absolute re-

veion of their ordinary attitude.

Nertheless, in spite of all Jansen's

-ffts to make her notice his troubled

T tion, she remained oblivious. He

Kic d off his street shoes with unnec-

essy vigor, and she quietly pushed

hislippers toward him, and made no

ler rk about his temper. He asked

crcly for a drink of water, and she

ga' it. In short, for twenty minutes

she'as a Katrina so provokingly calm,

so believably inattentive to him, that

he ondered with constantly increas-

ingirritation what was the matter

wit her. At length he asked sharply

:

-". E'irt thou cross, Katrina?"
.L K 'to, my Jan," she answered sweetly.
'^ I ' ost thou not see that I am cross?"

Tf § ' ^ith whom art thou cross?"
' I ' '^ith the Governor, and also with

0!t pavius."
•' "len Katrina let her knitting fall to

heiap, and asked, "How came thou

acr s the Governor? He is not in thy

wa '

' urposely to see him, I went."
' uch foolishness!"
' was for Virginia's sake. I

thorht as yesterday's affair went so

we I would follow luck with more
'

luc
'

' nly ill luck was there yesterday."
' ot so. It was good luck to get rid

'of at Artaveldt boy, and while yet

Vii nia was angry at him it would be

betir luck to get the marriage over."
' irginia's marriage?"

iUM| ' es."

-T^ 'he was promised until the eigh-

teeh of November."
' ut I say, I thought it best to get

thenarriage over. So to the Gov-
ern,' I went for a licen.se."

'"'ell, then, what came of thy visit?"

'ard it was to reach him, and when
Id, so, with a splutter of bad words
he ;iet me. I could not make any

- 'sen of them."
"!otch, no doubt."

T\ "'otch, or no Scotch, they were bad
11 W015. He said—plain enough: 'You

J.
are spy. Captain Van Vroom; to spy

illjlout;he state of the fort you have
iHcon ' And I answered politely, 'Gov-

ern
, you lie. For a marriage license

for ny daughter, I come.' And he
sale he would not give me -one. I

mi^u wait for the Stamp license.
And said my daughter should not be
n^a ied by a stamped paper; and I

tolciim very plainly it was his paid
dutto give me a license; and he said
't "s out of his duty, for the new

^ i.povnor was at hand, and I was to

.
"i, Jan! Why did thou put thyself

in 1; way of his insults?"
wanted what he could give me.

As )r his bad words, I told him to
fay as many as he liked
Duii or English.
a,sk

m good
He grinned and

^
ask who my daughter was to marry;
wh( I told him Captain De Vries, into

iPW

anoer passion he went; and said
''fi )uld not give me a license for all
therold in New York; and I said
^e^York was left so poor by the gov-
•^j? ;nt, I could perhaps better that
<Jiifr then he began to pity Virginia,

and to sneer at Batavius, and I told

him that he had nothing to do with my
j

family, and his opinions I wanted not.

I wanted a license. Something else I

said,—perhaps I did not pick nor
choose my words,—and he called me a
traitor, and I called him a turncoat,
and I told him a turncoat was the
meanest sinner in existence.

"And very likely I did say some-
thing worse, for I was in the hands
of two soldiers, and then out of the
fort, and out of every kind of temper
for an hour or two, and knew not
whether I was Jansen Van Vroom, or
Jansen somebody else."

"And in that hour or two, where
did thou keep thyself?"

"In my own place. I went to 14

Wall Street, and shut myself up with
the wild, raging creature that had
been christened Jansen Van Vi-oom.
I talked reasonably to it, and promised
it satisfactions, and so got it to be a lit-

tle reasonable, and come to understand-
ing. Then in marched Batavius. Yes,
he marched in, as if he was at the head
of an army, and my head was aching,
and I said—perhaps a little crossly

—

'Make some less noise, Batavius. Thy
big feet stamp. Is not walking good
enough for thee?' Then he too had
rough words ready, and far from re-

spectful words they were."
"Very often lately, he has talked

to thee as if he wei-e master of all

things. Thy own fault it is, Jan; too
kind art thou. What talk was between
you?"

"I told him I had been to see the
Governor about the marriage license.

I thought that would please him.
Power of God ! He fell into a rage
that would have sweat a fiend. He
said I made enemies for him-—that I

was destroying his business—his busi-
ness, Katrina—he said that. He
vowed I was hated by all the respecta-
ble people in the city, and what for, he
asked, had I meddled with his mar-
riage license? It was not my busi-

ness, and so on, and so on, worse and
worse. And, Katrina, I was dumb
with the something in my throat, when
he stamped himself away, with a last

bit of insulting advice—to remember
that I was only old Jansen Van Vroom,
a busybody whom nobody particular
minded. Oh, Katrina! Katrina!"
"My poor Jan! My dear Jan! The

ungrateful creature might have killed

thee."
To be continued

The "Pioneer" Sleeping Car

UNTIL the la.st year of the Civil

War there were no sleeping cars

in this or any other country. If peo-

ple were traveling continuously for a

week they had to sit up in the stiff

seats and make themselves as comfort-

able as possible in the circumstances.

In 1864 a sleeping car called the

"Pioneer" was built in the shops of

the Chicago and Alton Railroad. It

cost $18,000 to build. It was a foot

wider than the usual coach of the day
and two and one-half feet higher. The
berths were hinged. When President

Lincoln was assassinated the new car

was suggested as the proper vehicle to

carry the body of the martyred Presi-

dent to Springfield, 111., as it was the

finest car in America. It was too

high, however, to pass under the ordi-

nary bridges and wide for the station

platforms. These obstructions were

at once altered to allow the funeral

car to pass. Other cars were soon

built, and the sleeping car soon ceased

to be considered a novelty and was
adopted by most American roads,

though Europe was slow in taking

it up.

(Oc^y^

338 H. -Stylish One-Piece Dress of
GoodQuaLity Linon. Thi^ is. ii< ' f il.c

Siu;ut..st :^lyl^s -^li.wii iiiawji^ll diev.
and it is a value tliat ccuM not It-

duplicated Um- dtuble the piiro. Tl.e

front shows two Gibson plaits, and a
piping of contrasting color is used on
the collar, cuffs, belt and yoke of skirt.

The skirt portion is made with yoke,
which fits closely over the hips and a
plaited flounce falling in graceful flare.

Made with well-propoi-tioned lines and
correctly sized- Easy to launder and
will give so-id service This dress shows
you til.' saving :uid satisfaction yiu get

hv d'rilin-;ti \\\'- "Standard." i'. Invs,

LielnBlueMjTanMiii. IK Siz, s A| ^q
32to44 bust- Special Price tpl*40

Add 20 cents for postage.

$3.98 Lingerie <j*0 AO
Dress for only «P^*40
387 H. This Handsome Dress is the

most remarkable value we have ever
Ofiered. Made of a good quality sheer
lawn, in white only. Three panels of

beautif\il all-over open work and blind
embroidery extend down the front to

the flounce. Each panel is outlined by
inserts of dainty Baby Cluny lace. This
same trimming of Baby Cluny edges the
tucked collar and deep-tucked cuffs. It

is also used to form a heading for the
deep flounce. This flounce measures
24 inches in depth, is cut full and wide
and shows three rows of tucking. The
material in this dress is serviceable and
will launder ni.-.'lv Fa.h ^.-ava iv rr.r.-

fullv s.^wrd ORDER THIS DRESS
TO-DAY. It isa LMiiii-nt tli;.lu,ll I..-

admired by your f fi.*n.l- f..r It- .b !i-lit-

fiil style and wonderful value Sizes :J2

to 44 bust. Length about ^*\ yfQ
4i>anches. . Special Price ^^.lO

Add 20 . ntsforpnsta

We Gaarantee you entire satis-

faction or your money promptly
refunded. YOU TAKE NO
RISK. Send your order to-day.

rDCr f Write to day for FREE
r I\CL : copy of the STANDARD
BULLETIN. It shows all the Latest
New York Styles that are JUST OUT.
It is an interesting display of stylish

Made-to-measure and Ready-to-wear
Garments at MONEY-SAVING Prices.

Write To-day.

S
TANDARD
MAIL ORDER
161 Wooster St.

NEW YORK CITY

^y^
Si) ilaiiity,warm, soft and comfort-

al»lf to Hal>y'8 delicnte, s*:'i)8itive8kin.

^lade of the fln^st niatetials, with a silky
softness that is a comfort and a delight to
liahy and a joy to mother.

l^ve just (trrived
From fairylamJ^

And I'll 7itver fret uor frown^
For don't you see

JVurse promised me
That ^lUy Ftuff-o-dowti.

562,676 Mothers
are using and recommending the famous

Fluff-0-down
Flannels

Our New Spring Catalogue for 1910
slioulrl have one. Send 12 cents now for our hook, •' Itahy
telliiig iMothers hou" to <'are for, feed and clotlie habie« and
Fluff -o- Down samples wiU he sent FKEE. WRITE TO-DAY
THE ELDER & JOHNSTON COMPANY. Department 204.

IS now ready. Everything for father,
mother, son and ilawghter. Every home
4 Wardrobe " — a very valuable book,

Inldreii. Our new catalogue and box of

DAYTON. OHIO

HOUSECLEANING DAYS
MADE EASY

SHINO

A preat chance to make money for your church or
yourself selling articles all wonren need and will buy
at house-cleaning time and every day m the year.

CHEMICAL
DUST CLOTH

a chemically treated dust cloth 25 in . x 3?in. that not
only prevents the dust from scattering but absorbs
and causes it to disappear entirely. It leaves a beau-
tiful lustre on all polished surfaces better than fnrni-
tuie polish. I'Tvery room mthehouse can be dn^ti-d with-
out shaking it out, andean becleaned with \vann\\aiei.

\Vrite to-day for a larne snmpje cloth tiic/oshio
25 cents and as/cfursp' iiul prices on quantifies.

The'*Shino" Mop,clieinic:illy treated for hardwood
and painted floors, price 50c., cleansandpolishesat
the same tniie ; absorbs all dust and will last years.
Write for s':;ecial prices on quantities.

AGENTS OR DEALERS AVANTED.

PIONEER MFG. CO., ''kfi'm'^^l'^r''

THE LIGHT THAT NEVER FAILS

Will produce better light than

any other artificial lighting device

made. Special inducements and

territory to the right parly. We
want a good man in every city I

and village in the world. Write
;

today for light catalogue.

NATIONALSTAMPINC&ElECTRir WORKS
STATION U, CHICAGO.ILL.

THE LATEST CRAZE

Sawyer's Bo-Pecp Puzzle
An evening's fnn for all the fnniily.

Mailed for 10 cts. , stamps or silver.

SawyerCrystal Blue Co. , Dept.L, 8S Broad St. , Boston,Mass

7f) 000 000 WASHBIRNE'SPAT.

U* 11. FASTENERS
SOLD Ihe pjit YEAR

should convinct YOU of
Iheir SUPERIORITY.
There is genuine pleas-

ure in their use as well as
Perfect Security.
Easily put on or
taken off with the
thumb and finger.

Can be used re-
peatedly and"tAry
always work."
Made of brass

an 3 siies. Put up in brass boxes of 100 Fasteners each.
HANDSOME, COMP.ICT, STRONG, No supping,NEVER
Nolt our iradi mark "O. AT." slamfid on ever
fastener. All stationers. Send lOc for sampl
box of 50, assorted. Illustrated bookie
FKEE. Liberal discount to the trade.

The O.K. MIg.Co., Syracuse.N.Y., U.S.A. "^c, j^

These tTa<){-maTk crisscross lines on every package

FOR
lYSPEPTICS

UD OBESITY
erybody

ORES
And

KIDNEY AND

Makes

Unlike
Leading

FARWELI^ „U.SJL

STEREOPTICON AND MISSIONS
Write for Practical Pointers—FREE.

'rravelog:s in Mission Fields. Leotirre
Si'ts now ci|ii;nlatiiit.' in your vicinity.

rill'. C'HIJISTI \> I.ANTFRN
.11)1-; ami I.l:< 'ITRK BUKEATI

Mention ad.931. Y.M.C.A.BIdg.Chicago.lH.
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VOS© ,!?**

Direct From Our Factory

To Your Home
The Vose is the ideal home piano.

Over 65,000 can now be found in

music loving homes. We deliver,

when requested, direct from the fac-

tory free of charge and guarantee

perfect satisfaction. Liberal allow-

ance for old pianos and time pay-

ments accepted.

The tone, touch and magnifi-
cent wearing qualities of the

Vose Pianos
are only explained by the exclusive

patented features, the high grade
material and superb workmanship
that enter into their construction.

FREE— If you are interested in

pianos, let us send you our beauti-

fully illustrated catalogue, that gives

full information.

vose & SONS PIANO CO.
132 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

BE AN ARTIST^^ri^'a",
Hnme to draw and paint in water-colors,
oil and decorate china. Be a designer,
illustrator or cartoonist. Oonri Anists
EIXRN $25 to $50 A WEEK. s<.c.
cess assured. Write for FREE ^Irt Book. Ti-IIs
h..« Tn.ic^nlc.irri ArtatHoms. Rent FKEE. Wriio

riN£ ARTS INSTITUTE. Deptssn Omaha.Neb.

She Disliked

DUSTING
She disliked

it until she

got a

HOWARD
DUSTLESS
DtSTER,

andthenshe
**didn*t mind
it a bit,"be-
cause every

article of

furniture
cou Id be
wiped
specklessly

clean in no
lime, and

not a particle of dust was set afloat in the air to settle

somewhere else. Her Duslless Duster holds the dust as

soon as it touches it. Wouldn't you like a duster like

this> You can gel a full size duster by mail for 25c. or
a small sample free. There's "No Oil to Soil.*'

HOWAKD niSTLESS DUSTER CO.
164-A Federal Street. BoHton, Mass.

Na

State .

HOWARD

Our Lookout Round the World
—The .sub-committee of the House

Naval Committee has decided that

Peary must furnish proofs satisfactory

to Congress that he discovered the Pole

before any reward can be bestowed

upon him.

—The world's first regular airship

passenger line will open business in

Germany May 15. A dirigible balloon,

of the Parseval type, will operate be-

tween Starnberg and Oberammergau,
carrying twelve passengers per trip.

—A WEALTHY Bostonian, Thomas
A. Forsyth, has given $2,000,000 to

found and perpetually endow a dental

infirmary, to be free to all school chil-

dren of Boston whose teeth require at-

tention. It will be the largest of its

kind in the world.

—Great Britain seems to have had
a relapse of the Dreadnought fever.

It is now proposed to spend $200,-

000,000 in building four Dreadnoughts
during the next fiscal year; but the en-

tire naval budget may greatly exceed

that sum.

—Madame Breshkovskaya, a prom-
inent agitator, has been convicted of

treason against the Czar and sentenced
to exile. She was condemned to exile

in Siberia thirty years ago, and only

within the last few years was permitted
to return to Russia.

—The New York Board of Alder-
men have passed an ordinance direct-

ing that all food products placed in

cold storage shall be plainly tagged
with the date on which they were en-

tered in the warehouse, and again witli

the date on which they are taken out
for sale. As this ordinance does not

apply to the articles individually, but'
in bulk, it may not be altogether serv-

iceable in proving that such storage
has been prolonged to a point which
scientists now hold would vitiate the
nutritive qualities of food.

—In several States there is a grow-
ing agitation favoring legislation for
the suppression of what has become
known as "the hatpin nuisance." Sev-
eral accidents have occurred recently,

in which hatpins have proved more or
less disastrous to the eyes and faces
of contiguous passengers on streetcars.
The city of Chicago had the matter of
regulating the length of women's
hatpins under discussion lately. A
strong feminine contingent attended
the hearing and urged that hatpins
were their only means of defense on
dark nights, wh^n they were unpro-
tected, so the measure was gallantly
shelved in deference to their protest;
for the time being, at least.

—Colonel Roosevelt, his son Ker-
mit, his wife and daughter held a hap-
py reunion at the palace of the Sirdar,
in Khartoum, Egypt, on March 15, the
two ladies having sailed a few weeks
ago from America for the purpose of
meeting him and accompanying him on
his return trip, which will include
many European places of Interest.
Though Colonel Roosevelt travels as a
private American citizen, he has been
the recipient of all the honors which
the Egyptian government could devise
for its distingui.shed guest and his fam-
ily. The Sirdar, General Sir Reginald
Wingate, met him far up the river, and

escorted him to the city. Colonel

Roosevelt was delighted to get ashore,

as he had traveled for 1,300 miles on a

small launch since February 20. The
Sirdar's staff was in uniform. Colonel

Roosevelt was in khaki and wore a pith

helmet. Thousan. ; of Egyptians gave
him a respectful and cordial greeting.

He visited Gordon College, built as a

memorial to the hero of the Soudan.
He also visited the spot where General
Gordon fell. He showed an accurate

and intimate knowledge of the desper-

ate struggle and the battles in the

vicinity, for Gordon has always been
one of his heroes. He also went five

miles below the city, to Omdurman,
where Kitchener defeated the forces of

the Mahdi, going over the battlefield

on camel-back. His wife and family
accompanied him, escorted by Soudan-
ese cavalry.

—The Naval Committee of the
House of Representatives has favor-

ably reported a bill appropriating
$500,000 for the raising of the battle-

ship Maine, in Havana harbor. The
wreck is now a menace to navigation.

—Our warships in Nicaragua, which
were sent there several months ago at

the beginning of the troubles with the
Zelaya administration, are to be or-

dered home. The majority of our ves-

sels were in the harbor of Corinto.

—A Japanese paper, the Osaki
Asalii, announces that a new Russo-
Japanese agreement has been com.-

pleted, which has special reference to

the united interests of these two pow-
ers in Manchuria and Mongolia, an-!

that it is almost equivalent to an alli-

ance.

—Kaiser Wilhelm is a monarch of
many accomplishments. A few days
ago he directed a grand opera rehear-
sal for five consecutive hours, punctu-
ating the performance with frequent
suggestions to the singers and giving
hints as to the details of stage presen-
tation and orchestra work. This is not
the first time he has acted as practical
patron of the German musical world.
We have him now in the varied roles
of painter, musical composer and im-
presario, preacher, and occasionally
pastor of his own flag-ship, in addi-
tion to the usual duties of state. He
is a most assiduous worker, and keeps
in touch with all the leading details of
the empire.

—In Trier, Germany, a giant air-
ship, designed by Herr Anton Border,
an engineer, is nearing completion. It
is a startling innovation in airship con-
struction, as it is being built of iron.
Count Zeppelin, it will be remembered,
tried one with a rigid aluminum body,
and this follows in its general lines the
Zeppelin model. The frame is of hol-
low iron pipe; the central shaft is-

410 feet in length. The gas is held
in twelve small balloons. They are
twenty-seven feet long and forty feet in
diameter. They are fastened end to
end along the length of the ship. Five
motors will generate 480 horse-power.
These motors will send the ship
through the air at the rate of forty-
four miles an hour, perhaps even
faster. The entire ship weighs thirty
tons, and it will be able to carry ten
tons of freight or fifty or sixty passen-
gers.

ROSES
Hardy, everblooming in jguaranteed to \>q true U> „,„No finer roses have e\ ,^nr,

offered or grown.

SPECIAL OFF
of New Roses—made t niu
new liuslncss. r

Itluiufnbchmfdt, Pure Lw
firn. MncArlhur, Crimso

ir

lot; Snow Queen. Pur© ,(,.

KiMnrney. Deep Rose Pji [^
Rivoire, Golden Yellow; ins!
borou^Ii, Hardy ClimU

,-jth

Magnificent Pearl-White
: ^^s

' The above 6 Grand 1'^,^
muiied iiosipaid anywhere in V. S. or Canada f ijg-

My NEW and RARE Collection
'

Mrs, Aaron >Vnrd, Golden Orange; Betty, f ,^™
Yellow; Wy Slaryland, Glorious Pink; Rhea Ilel.

glowing Scarlet; Win. R. Smith or Maiden Blush {,-.

as Jeanette Heller) , Blush Pink; 31nmle, Hardy cli'

strong grower, color, Delicate Fawn with heart ( ,,

These G New, (jrand and Rare Roses mailed u ,ni[i

anywhere In U. 9. or Canada for 50c.
The Climbing Rose Mamie is worth the priceof th tire

collection. All other varieties are offered from Ifjc jop
each by other rose^rowers. On account of this B? UN
OFFERonly one collection will l>e mailed to any oneaiiss
Order to-day. You will get the finest roses ever ( ed

DAHLIAS
Six varieties. Easily grown and all will bloc his

season. C. W, Bruton, Rich Yellow; F. L, Bassett. yal

Purple; Countess of Lonsdale, Deep Salmon; Winsomi ow
White; A. D. Livonia, Deep Pink; Red Hussar, Rul led.

Each Dahlia in the above collection is fine in coloi ave
won first prizes at flower shows and is the coming ver
for Decorations, Parties, Weddings, etc.

;

One tutier of any variety for 16c, any three for i or
the complete set of G Dahlias for 75g postpaid, T'-^l.
lection will richly repay you with its wealth of flon

Order early, as the stuck of these rare varieties is 1 ;<iDAHUA SEED
New Century, Cartus, Black, Striped, Donble and >]e

of all colors. For 10c I will send you 50 seeds—enoi for

a fine Dahlia Garden. Write to-day for my new log

which contains everything you may need to mak mr
sorrouDdings beautiful. iUISS JESSIE 91. GOOD

(Dahlia Specialist) Box 167 Springfield, Ob

Old Appliance IA]y|£ pEQPLE ?"f
™'

I
I llhe Perfection Extension Shoe 1 f I

/ /f..,,„,y luTsuu with one shc.t
\

I ' j Ihiib. Worn with any style of I

jready-made slioes with perfort S^ Jl

md comfort. Sliipped on AJT !X'
_ Writ., for Boolch.t. O **

HENRY E. L0TZ313 Third.Ave.. NEW HI;

S^;i

m.lico and iliiii

? trip wiiliWheel TraySave Steps
.\iiotliere|par«it. SlalirisljeBiili-taljie

-ink Willie washing dishes. Price Jlo.c-vii.pnm

WHEEL TRAY C0.,435C West 6l8t Place.Chii

Dollars in

Poultry Raising
You can make money from the very sta

raising poultry // you know how. Tl

Poultry Raising; Cotirse of tlie Internatior
Correspondence Schools tells you how
and how to do it on a small capital. YO
LEARN AT HOME.
This course, the work of the most sii

cessful poultry-i-aising experts in theworl
covers it all: How to select most profitab'

breeds; feeding; marketin;; eggs and poult:

for profit; natural and artificial broodin;
natural and artificial incubation; layir

hens; combination plant; poultry app^
ances; enemies of poultry; diseases •

poultry; poultry houses and managemen
turkeys, water-fowl, squabs, etc., etc. 1

learn all about tills vonclerful Aomecour
withoiit charge or obligation— till in ar

mail the attached coupon to-day.

What lends i^articular value to the cotii'

is the fact that the I. C. S. is associated wil

the Rancocas J'oiiltry Farm at Brown
Mills-in-lhe- Pines, N.'J., one of the large:

poultry farms in the world. Contaii

10,000 layers; hatches 1200 chickens dail

Sells 30,000 eggs weekly. Experts are on tl

ground to explain every phase of siiccessfi

poultry-raising.

Do not delay, but maH the coupe
NOW for circular giving iu^l particulars (

this great and practical home course i

I'oultry-Raising.

Inlernaiional Correspondence S«hools

Box 954. Scraiiton. Va.

Pl-ease send me free, and wltliout fyrthi'

oMigation on my part, circular describliif tli

Poultry-Raising Course.

Name

.

Street and Xa.

.

City
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Chats With the Young Folks

By Kate Upson Clark

A Strange Ride
)OLLY and Marion went up into

the pasture one day for a little

L-nic. They carried a full supply of

ndwiches, cookies, cake, and apples.

;was a beautiful day and they were in

eh spirits.

'"It is a longer way to the spring

an I thought it was," grumbled
blly, as they toiled up the steep hill.

i"It wouldn't seem so long if the sun
jnt burn so," Marion reminded her.

"What a lot of cows and calves there

e in the pasture!" remarked Dolly.

"Yes," said Marion, as they finally

iproached the spring, "and they seem
be coming, all of them, to get some
iter from the spring, just when we
.e."

"Let's hurry and fill our cups and
[t away from them, suggested Dolly,

ho would not admit that she was
raid of cows, being nearly fourteen
ars old, but who did not relish their

'inpany very well after all.

"But where shall we go?"
'The girls searched the pasture with
ger eyes, but the only woods in sight

'ne rods and rods above them. They
It that they could not climb up there.

(Suddenly Marion .spied nearby an
hpty barrel, almost as large as a
i'gshead. One end only was headed
). It lay on its side.

"Let's crawl in there and eat our
jich," she cried.

"The ground is .sort o' slanting there,

'hat if the barrel should roll down hill

to that little pond?" objected Dolly.

"Oh, there isn't a bit of danger if we
ep still,—and it looks so nice and
dI in there!"
Into the barrel they crept and were
2rrily eating their lunch, when there
is a sudden tumult among the calves.

What's that?" cried Marion, turn-

g hastily around to look out. and
rgetting all about "keeping still."

In an instant the big barrel began
roll. Over and over went the little

Is, bumping first on one side and
in on the other, amid a confused
ss of cake and sandwiches. Faster
id faster went the barrel, until at

it it landed in the muddy pool into

ich the rill from the spring flowed.
Then Dolly and Marion picked them-
Ives up, a little bruised and dizzy,

t not seriously hurt, and waded out
the shallow water.
They did not like it very much that
erybody, especially their brothers,
mt into spasms of laughter over
!l;ir adventures. They had not seemed
ly funny to the girls themselves.
But it was a great ride.

i Wild Honey
^WO little sisters were very fond of
- roaming through the woods. They
iSre only ten and eight years old, but
ey knew more about the wood-flowers
id trees arid animals than do most
own people.
One day they were passing through
forest further away from their home
fan those in which they generally
jayed, when they saw a peculiar look-
'g tree.

It was not very high, and it seemed
be nearly dead. A hole could be

ainly seen near the top of it, and in
id out of this hole, thousands of bees
n-e constant!'^ passing. Their yellow
dies shone like gold in the .sunshine,
d as the girls stood .still, watching
em, the sound of their buzzing
i^med to fill the whole forest.
' It is a bee tree," thev decided. "It
^ be full of delicious honey."
When thev told their father about it

was greatly interested.

I'

I should like nothing better than to
•ther the honey from a bee tree," he
id, "and I will take you girls and
ur brother with me."

1
As soon as he could get time, he
]3k them all in a wagon to the forest.

carrying with him a large quantity of
paper, an ax, a saw, two pans, a mos-
quito net, a tablespoon, and a ladder.
About ten rods from the tree, he

tied the horse. Then he put the ladder
, up against the tree, and mounting it,

stuffed the large knot-hole tightly full
cf paper.
Then he and his son sawed the tree

down.
It contained a good supply of honey.

With the spoon it was scooped out, and
the two large pans were filled to over-
flowing.

The girls were very proud to have
been the ones to di.scover the bee tree.

Eyestones

IN these modern days we do not hear
much about eyestones, but in olden

times every family kept them on hand.
They are little stones of about the

size of a pea, only flat. If a cinder
flies into the eye, the eyestone is put in.

It should be moistened before inser-
tion.

It starts usually at the inner corner
of the eye and it works its way toward
the outer comer.

Sometimes an eyestone seems to lose
its power of movement. It can then
be enlivened by putting it into a little

dish of strong vinegar. This course
will always show whether or not the
eye.stone is in good order, for if it is, it

will move swiftly around the dish.
Eyestones are usually made from

fishbones. They are sandpapered so
that they will be perfectly smooth.
They are eflicacious, and it is not easy
to understand why they have gone so
largely out of use.

Train Your Memory

IX these days, when people read
newspapers daily, making little

cff"ort to remember what they read, it

is said that the art of remembering is

going into a decline.

Now a good memory is a wonderful
help in life. If you try to develop
yours in your youth, you will never
regret it.

The most successful pastor is usually
he who most quickly recognizes and
calls by name the members of his flock.

The most successful politician is

usually the one who remembers best
the men whom he meets.

Writers, .speakers, lawyers, doctors,

merchants and most others, depend
largely on their memories for their ad-

vancement. There is no high place on
earth for the forgetful man.
There have been many great char-

acters who have declared that they owe'

their fame chiefly to their remarkable
memories.
James G. Blaine was one of these.

George Washington had a good mem-
ory. Napoleon was said to be able at

one time to call every soldier in his

army by name.
Milton could repeat the whole of

Homer's works. Several men have
committed the entire Bible to memory.
Henry Clay could not learn poetry, but

he never forgot a name, a face, or an
argument. John Stuart Mill had a

wonderful memory. Oliver Cromwell
was another general who was said to

know the names of all his men.
Probably Macaulay had as good a

memory as any man that ever lived.

He knew bv heart the whole of Para-
dise Lost and The Pilgrim's Progress.
Make a practice of learning both

prose and poetry. Then repeat it often

to yourself, in order to retain it. Train
yoiir memory in every way you can
think of.

A good memory will not take the

place of original "thinking, nor of in-

dustry, nor of energy; but it is still a

very "valuable help in life. In these

days of close competition a good mem-
ory is always likely to be the factor

which turns the scale toward victory.

Order one of these ii:iri.is.inie dollar-value sets by mail. Yi'ii

save from half to one-quarter, and get clean, perfect lace.

You also get acc]ii:ini|. <1 witli the "NYLIC" way of selling
imported lace and iiiihuid-ry direct from the importer, giving
you newer styles and a wider variety than local stores offer.

FRFF ^"^ for Spring Catalog showing many "NYLIC"
^ IVtiEi styles of genuine imported Valenciennes, Mechlin,
Cluny. Maltese and Filet Laces. Edgings. Insertions, Medallions,
etc., from 3 cents a yard up. Any quantity (three yards
up) mailed postpaid. Stamps accepted.

THE NEW YORK LACE IMPORT CO.
Mills: St. Gaul, Paris. Calais. Plauen.

22 East 2l8t Street, Dept. 6, New York City

INCREMENT
withINCOME
IS SECURED ONLY THROUGH

LAND OWNERSHIP
Our Convertible Certificates

return larger profits than Bonds,
have equal security, and give full

participation in the Increment
from properties owned.

14 Years of Business Success

$1,000,000 repaid to Investors

$2,000,000 Capital and Surplus

$3,000,000 Assets

A.SK FOK BOOKLET 14

New York Realty Owners
"OWNERS—NOT OPERATORS"

489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

To Keep Your Floors Beautiful
Every woman knows how annoying it is to have unsightly spots,

water stains, dirt stains and foot-tracks spoil the beauty of her floors,

stairs and woodwork. They ruin the beauty of her entire home.
Will you test, at our expense,

Johnson's Kleen Floor
the onij/ pipp^iration for immediately removine: all these discolorations? Witli Johnson's Kleen
Floor any woman can keep her floors bri;;ht and clean—like new.

Simply dampen a cloth witli Kleen Floor and rub it over the floor. Instantly, all spots, stains
and discolorations disappear—without the slightest injury to the finish.

Johnson's Kleen Floor rejuvenates the finish—brings back its original
beauty—greatly improves the appearance of all floors, whether finished with
Shellac, Varnish or other preparations.

Johnson's Kleen Floor is quickly applied—two hours is ample time in
which to thoroughly clean the floor, wax it ami replace the rugs.

We want to send you, free, sample bottle of Jolin-

son's Kleen Floor and a package of Johnson's

Wax to be used after Kleen Floor is applied.

Johnson's Prepared Wax gives the floors that .soft, lustrous, artistic
polish w hich does not show heel-marks or scratches and to which dust
and dirt do not adhere.

It is ideal for polishing woodwork, furniture, pianos, etc. All /
that is necessary is to occasionally apply it « ilh a cloth and then /
bring to a polish with a dry cloth. J^/

Your floors receive harder wear than any otlier part of your >^
woodwork, hence require special treat- q>
ment, Kleen Floor will keep them x^
always in perfect condition. X

.

We want to send you, free, pre- ^° S. C.
paid, samples of our Kleen Floor ^^ Johnson & Son,

Racine, Wisconsinand Prepared Wax, together
with the latest edition of our ^'
hand.somely illustrated book O/ i

on the "Proper Treatment
of Floors, Woodwork
and Furniture." We
attach a coupon for
your convenience.

v-S-V

cept your FREE offer
nf samples of Johnson's

Kleen Floor and Prepared
Wax. also booklet edition

C. H. 3 1)11 Home Beautifying. I

greetotest the samples; and. if

ind them satisfactory, will ask
my dealer to supply me.

4:

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
RACINE, WIS.

"The Wood Finishing Authorities**

<f>«v>
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No More
Paris Alone

In woman's clothes; but Paris with

America. A month ago we gave, in 90

fashion pictures, American fashions for

American women, and hundreds of

women said and wrote: "I wouldn't

have believed . it possible." Tens ol

thousands of patterns were sold.

Now. again we give, in over 50 pictures:

10 All-Flower Hats '^Pretty as

a Picture"

10 American Tailor-Made

Shirtwaists

12 Girls' Graduation and

Summer Dresses-

12 American-Made Dresses

for Women

1 2 The Cutest Dresses for

Little Folks

ALL AMERICAN DESIGNED AND MADE:
NOT A PARIS MODEL WAS FOLLOWED.

In the April issue of

The Ladies'Home Journal

75 cents: For Sale Everywhere

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

MESSENGERS FOR CHRIST
Sunday School Lesson M) Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

H'
E called unto him his twelve

disciples, and gave them au-

thority." He had called them
before, at the time he preached the Ser-

mon on the Mount, and they had been

attending "a school of methods" by go-

ing everywhere with Jesus, listening to

his words and seeing his wonderful
works of healing. They were now to

be sent out as workers, and so had spe-

cial divine grace given to them. We
are not told how it was conferred: by
the word of Jesus, or by the laying on
of his hands, or by the gift of the Holy
Spirit. The record of their deeds is:

"They cast out many demons, and an-
ointed with oil many that were sick,

and healed them" (Mark 6: 13).
What the Master wants now is to

have us go out and work for him.
Some one has said: "One-tenth of our
church members are doing all of the
work, while the other nine-tenths do
nothing." If that is the case, then a
very great number of people are miss-
ing the joy of sei-vice. There is no joy
like it.

My gracious Lord, I own thy rifflit

To every service I can pay,
And call it my supreme clelijrlit

To hear thy dictates and obey.

What is my being l)ut for tliee.

Its sure support, its noblest end?
'Tis my deliRlit thy face to see.
And serve the cause of such .i Friend.

Philip Doddridck.

God knows what is in men before he
calls them. When God first called
Moses to be the deliverer of Israel,

Moses pleaded: "O Lord, I am not elo-

quent; I am slow of speech." But
Moses went forward and did his duty,
God helping him.

In Dresden, among the royal jewels
of the house of Saxony, is a wonderful
silver egg. A spring is touched, and
the egg opens, and a golden yolk is

brought to view; another spring is

touched, and a jeweled chick is re-

vealed; another spring is touched, and
the crown of Saxony in miniature ap-
pears. A last spring is touched, and
the ring of royal authority is disclosed.
We may take this unique jewel as an
illustration of the hidden possibilities
that are in every one's life. These
possibilities are opened up as through
obedience to Christ we press the
springs.

The Apostles Sent Out

"Now the names of the twelve
apostles are these." Among them were
three groups of two brothers—James
and John, sons of Zebedee; Peter and
Andrew, sons of Jonas, and James and
Thaddeus, sons of Alpheus. The other
six men—Philip, Bartholomew (Na-
thanael), Thomas, Matthew, Simon
(Zelotes) and Judas Iscariot—had no
brothers in the apostolic group. Jesus
sent them out two by two, so that they
might take counsel together, and sup-
plement each other's work. We are
not to suppose that Peter must have
been appointed with Andrew, or James
with his brother John. Jesus undoubt-
edly yoked together those whom he
know could work together best. It
may have been that Philip, who was
slow of thought, may have been paired
with Nathanael, who was quick-witted.
Thomas, the doubting one, may have
been joined with Matthew, who was a
hero of faith. Possibly Peter, the im-
petuous one, was coupled with Andrew,
who was careful and far-seeing. Ever
since it seems to have been God's plan
to send out workers in pairs: Moody
and Sankey, Whittle and Bliss, Torrey
and Alexander, etc.

So when two work together, each for each
Is quick to plan and can the other teach :

But when alone one seeks the best to know.
His skill is weaker and his thoughts are slow.

,
*•"»?rnational Sunday School Lesson for April

10, 1910. The Mission of the Twelve. Matt.
9:S.i— 10:1 15, 40-42 Golden Text: "Freely ye have
received' freely give." Matt. 10 : 8.

"Go not into any way of the G .

tiles." "Enter not into any city of .

Samaritans." Certainly not beca •

of prejudice, but because the Gos
I

would have* been hindered had tl
•

done so. The time had not yet cc

for establishing missions to the G .

tiles. That work was to come la1

when their own hearts were m

;

ready for it.

Just before Jesus ascended to hea' i

he gave his apostles their world-w
commission, when he said, "Go ye i >

all the world and preach the Gospe >

every creature." And'that is the w (

which the successors of the apes -

missionaries now have before th
"Send me anywhere, provided it be 1 -

ward," said David Livingstone.
"From where the darkness is darl-

1

comes to the Church of Christ the >

1

to dare and do," said Alexan i

Mackay.

The Other Lost Sheep

"I do not know that I shall livi

see a single convert, but I would
leave my present field of labor toj

made a king of the greatest empin
the globe," said Adoniram Judson

"I would that I had a thousand Ir

and a thousand bodies, that I mi
devote them all to no other emp!
ment than preaching the Gospel
those who have never heard the joy
sound," said Robert Moifatt.
"Go rather to the lost sheep of

house of Israel." The Jews had
for generations under tutelage to

ceive the Gospel—even from the t
of Moses, their law-giver—and be:

that, when God had separated A:

ham from his kinsfolk that he m
make of him a great nation of "cho|

people." But the Jews had be&
"lost sheep" by falling into the i

atrous ways of the people who inl

ited the Promised Land when they
possession of it. Jesus' first work
that of a special missionary to

Jews—as their Messiah they had l\

been expecting him. But, alasl

even to-day will they acknowledge
he has come. They are still

'

sheep."
And there are other lost sheep!

is said that in India, China, Japan
Korea are massed 700,000,000 of

aters, or about half of the world'i

ulation. Dr. William Arthur d
picture of a circle, and made one!

of it black to represent heathenis:

Southern and Eastern Asia, and t

he wrote

:

"Of every two infants in the wi

one first sees the light in heathen A
To what instruction is it born?
"Of every two brides one offers

j

vows there. To what affection is

'

destined?
"Of every two families one spre s

its table there. What love unites t r

circle?

"Of every two widows one is lam •

ing there. What consolation '

soothe her?
"Of every two orphan girls on s

wandering there. What charities H

protect her?
"Of every two wounded consciei'S

one is trembling there. What bii,

what physician does it know?
"Of every two men that die on s

departing there. What shore is in is

eye?
"The Christ who died for ',

through his free Gospel, blesses i-

fants, cherishes brides, cheers the f i-

ily circle, comforts the widow, c's

for the orphan, heals the wounded '-

science and places heaven before le

gaze of the dying."
"Preach, saying. The kingdom"

heaven is at hand." Jesus gave 1
1]

their message. It was simple

direct, arousing and inspiring.
.

Continued on next page

,(]
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Continued from preceding page
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W( d needed preachers then, and it

,]i£ s them to-day. There is but one

vr-i^ Clstian minister to every 114,000

pfons in Japan, one in 165,000 in In-

; di one in 220,000 in Africa, and one

in':37,000 in China. God gives the

sas theme to all of his missionaries.

En a deaf and dumb missionary may
pi ent the glorious theme.

The Writing on the Sand

lady missionary in India had gone

to^eak to the people in a neighboring

vi ge. She had taken with her a

H Ju girl who was deaf and dumb.
Tl people gathered round out of curi-

os ' at first, but some began to oppose

ar tried to make a tumult. "My
frids," began the lady, but a dozen

vass cried out and drowned her

wds. "What shall I do?" she

th.ght. Meanwhile, the noise in-

cr sed. Something must be done, and
dc! quickly. "Write on the sand
'Gl is love,' " she signed to the Hindu
,gi' beside her. First the little deaf

,r dumb girl expressed the words on
le fingers, and then she wrote them
iE;he ground. When she began a

- ^grit hush fell on the crowd, and they

w.-^hed her in silence as she inscribed
"(1 is love" in large letters in the

sal Of course the text was in Hin-
diani. "See what this girl has writ-

te'for you to read," said the lady.

"J3ak to her. She is deaf and dumb,
asou will at once discover." Several
ea'e timidly forward and spoke to the
ehl. One or two came forward and
rel the words. "Let others come,"
sa the lady. In a long line the peo-
plof the village walked pa.'-t the text

in he sand and read it. Then they
fo'ied a ring round the lady and the
de' and dumb child, and sat down to

bcaught. And some of them on that
ve' day began to serve the true God.

•f'reely ye have received, freely

gi^." What a privilege to have had
Jeis for a teacher! And what a re-

spisibility it placed upon those who
hi been taught by him! How could
tb' do enough and say enough to pass
al'g the benefit received? Since the
dis of the apostles there have been
miy faithful preachers and teachers
w have tried to give freely what they
h;3 received; notably Rowland Hill,

averaged three hundred and fifty

lenons a year to his eighty-ninth
(r. And John Wesley nearly twice
smany—40,.'360 as against 22,291.

\Mtefield preached 18,000 sermons.
Cries Wesley wrote .'S.OOO hymns.
H, hath done what he could, she
hi! done what she could, might be

.^sj^en of many earnest Christian
iwkers. And none of them ever

think they have paid in full the debt
of love they owe.
A story is told of a man in Minne-

sota living in a beautiful mansion,
which had a lighthouse on the top. He
was asked why he had put it there, and
he replied that many years before,
when traveling home across the
prairie, a terrible snowstorm overtook
him. He was just lying down to die
when he saw a light in the distance.
He made for it, and it brought him to
a log cabin. Thus his life was pre-
served. Afterward he built a house,
and set a light on it that it might
guide to safety other lost travelers.

A Glorious Privilege

The following story has a similar
thought in it: A man traveling on a
ship at sea was very seasick. Sud-
denly there was a cry, "Man over-
board!" The seasick fellow in his

cabin was too ill to go on deck to help
in the rescue, but he thought he could
crawl to the porthole and hold a bull's

eye lantern there. By and by the
drowning man was rescued, and when
he was brought on deck and recovered
his consciousness he said that he was
sinking the third time when he saw a
light gleaming through a porthole, and
by its light he saw a hand which he
gripped and so was saved.
What a glorious privilege it is to be

a light in the world to save others.

Let us shine for Jesus!
"Get you no gold, nor silver, nor

brass in your purses." That is, carry
no money with you for your expenses,
no large amount, as gold; nor small
amount, as silver; nor even "brass"
(copper), the smallest coins made.
That was Jesus' way of making them
dependent upon love. By kind words
and kind deeds they could coin "love,"

and that is, after all, the best inter-

change.
"No wallet for your journey." It

was a leather bag made of goat or

sheepskin, in which to carry bread,
olives, figs, etc. It was and is now
generally used in that region. Jesus
meant by this injunction that they
were to be pensioners on the bounty of

friends they made on their journey.

The milk of human kindness was to

flow for them.
"Neither two coats," lest their jour-

neying should be impeded by luggage.

"Nor shoes, nor staff." They were
not, however, to go barefooted, which
would have made their way slow and
painful. Only they were not to wear
shoes, which were a kind of luxury, but

simply sandals—soles fastened on with
leather thongs, to protect their feet

against stones and clods of earth.

1*'
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ADVERTISERS STRIVE TO PLEASE
NCE the appearance of our Advertising Talk, entitled "Every Subscriber a
Co-editor," we have received a great number of letters, which convince us
t taking our readers into our confidence concerning our advertising columns
; a move in the right direction. We have unearthed a number of complaints,
ch very likely would never have been made were it not for the appearance of

guarantee, and we are glad to say that in most cases we have been able to
ust differences which have occurred. In many cases, we have found that the
scriber and not the advertiser was at fault, due to misunderstanding, etc.

In this connection we wish to call our readers' attention to the fact that
ertisers, as a rule, will go to almost any amount of trouble to please their cus-
lers, and our investigations of certain cases show that some of these adver-
rs take pains with customers sometimes out of all proportion to the merits
he case.

We have also had many complaints from subscribers who have not received
ds for which money had been sent to advertisers, and who immediately called
attention to these advertisers, branding them as frauds. When we came to
sstigate these cases, we found that the delay in most instances was due to an
ra rush of bu.siness on the part of the advertiser, who had not had the time to
around to the complaining subscribers particular purchase.
Readers must remember that hundreds of orders may sometimes result from

nail advertisement. And so we would suggest, in every case, that the reader
5ure to bring the matter to the advertiser's attention before submitting it to

Then, if satisfaction is not obtained, the subscriber will be justified in call-

attention to our guarantee as follows:
The Christian Herald guarantees its advertisements. Whenever any of
subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The Christian Herald we will
<e good the claim, provided that the subscriber, who must be of record, has
itioned The Christian Herald in writing to the advertiser, and provided the
m is made to us within one month of the date of the appearance of the
ertisement. .

ANY room in your home can be made brighter, more cheerful looking,

J^^^ and more sanitary with Jap-a-lac. Jap-a-lac is a stain and varnish
combined, made in seventeen beautiful colors and Natural or clear.

which enables you to imitate all kinds of wood and finishes, and can be used
on anything of wood or metal.

Jap-a-lac will renew everything from cellar to garret.

The Jap-a-lac Model Floor Graining Process solves the probl
"What shall I do witli my old carpeted floor to make it sanitai^ a.,^,

refined ?" Your painter can do it at little expense or you can do it your-

self. Insist on Jap-a-lac. For sale by Paint, Hardware and Drug Dealers.

em of

tary and

Write for illustrated booklet containing interesting

information and beautiful color card. Free on request.

If your dealer does not keep Jap-a-lac, send us lo cents

to cover cost of mailing, and we will send a free

sample, quarter-pint can of any color (e.\cept Gold,
which is 25 cents) to any point in the United States.

Our Green Label Line of

clear varnishes is the highest

quality manufactured. Its

use insures perfect results.

Ask your paint dealer.

The Glidden Varnish Company
'THE JAP CHAP" 5306 Glidden Building, Cleveland, Ohio

Jap-a-Iac quality is standard. Avoid substitutes, just as good, or ' better."

^
I
^HERE is no problem of

increased cost of food if

you eat more

Quaker Oats

An ideal food; delicious;

appetizing and strengthening.

Compared with other foods

Quaker Oats costs almost nothing

and yet it builds the best. w
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How Painted Floors

Are Kept New
When paint is subjected to wear, as you

know, it is usually covered with varnish.

Carriages, automobiles, railway cars,

farm implements—they are all varnished

over the paint.

A painted floor has the hardest use of

all. It calls for a special heel-proof varnish,

and that varnish is called ELASTICA Floor

Finish.

Tliere is only one floor finish which actu-

ally meets the requirements, and we have
spent forty years in perfecting it. That
finish always bears this trade-maric

:

Look for this Trade-mark on a Yellow Lable.
All others are imitations,

Floor Finish
For Every Floor

Elastica Floor Finish is not merely for

natural wood floors. It is for painted floors,

porch floors, linoleum and oil cloth—for

every uncarpeted floor.

It protects a painted floor, gives it lustre,

and prolongs the life of the paint. So with

linoleum.

It makes old paint look new. You will

never omit Elastica Floor Finish from any
floor after you know the facts.

CD 17 IT Paper Cutter and
r I\.I!i£< Book Mark Combined

Our experts have written .a hook, " How to Finish
Foors." It tells how to treat every sort of tloor to secure
the utmost results. We want every woman to have a
copy, even tho she hasn't a floor which needs finishing
now. As an inducement for yon to write inmieihalely
we will send free with hook a handsome paper cutter
and liool; mark co_nbined, made of celluloid and litho-

fraiihc'd m icn colors. Hook and paper cutter are both
ree. Wiite today for Hook 72.

Aiidress Standard Varnish Works, 29 Broadway, New
York; 2(>20 Armour .\veime, Chicago; or International
Varnish Company, Ltd., Toronto, Canada. [3]

IffiDWflSBWORliS
ASK YOUR DEALER

Why Take
Less Than 5%
IF YOUR savings earn less than 5% you are

depriving yoursell o! a certain percentage of
income. Your savings placed with the Industrial are
prelected by a form of security that never deteriorates in

value— rnortgages on selected New York and suburban
real estate. In 17 years we have never paid less than
5V on money placed with us. Money may be deposited
and withdrawn on any date without loss of earnings.
Each year has shown increasing financial strength until

the Industrial now has

Assets over .... $2,000,000

Surplus and Proiits, $150,000

Under Supervision of the
New York Banking Department

Tlie INDUSTRIAL is one of the
larjesl and strongest savings in-

gation. Write for boolilee.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway & 42d St., New York City

THE completeness of our enormous
stock of records, the efBciency of

our mail order department and the
recent wonderful invention and devel-
opment of perfect tone

The
Record

You ,

Want Indestructible Records
When
You
Want
It

35c
By
Mail

Absolutely Unbreakable, iiive to phono-
graph owners throughout the country the
same advantages tliat are enjoyed by Rec-
ord buyers in large cities. Select one of
these latest metioiiolitau hits;

1303. Fnt on your old
Grey Bonnet Harlan and Chorus

1306, Onbanola Glide Colltns and Harlan
1316. Carrie Marry Harry Walter Van Brunt
1318. My Southern Rose Walter Van Brunt
Send ns ;i.5c and see how proiitpt our ser-

vice is. When your name is on our mailing
list you will receive free from us contplete
catalogue of recorils aird monthly, the new
record bulletin.

THE MATTHEWS PHONOCRAPH CO.,
573 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I 10 Decoration Day 10 cts
10 Rose, 10 ctB.

I
10 FoUrth of July. 10 cts.

Any three packages mailed for 2.0 cents.
80 cents per 100 cards— assorted designs.

MADISON AKT COMPANY, MADISON, CONIN.

1I7A KlTrr^ Unilway Mull Clerks. I>.0. Clerks,
VYAll 1 Lli '^^•'> '""' K.I .D. Curriers. Vrepaied

now for examination. Tres't our
school conducted (lov't Kxamiitations. Write lor
CiitaloGT nnrl FllFI^' Trial Lessons.
OZMICNTVS < OLLEGK, Dept. 51. St. I.ouU, Mo.

The Whole World Loved Him
Continued from page S'20

"It is therefore not only in the name
of the Armenian P^ogressive Associa-

tion, but also on behalf of the entire

Armenian race, that we come to ex-

press our appreciation of the man,
our gratitude for his noble efforts and
our sorrow for the loss which human-
ity suffers by his death.

"We also beg to express through
you our condolences to Mrs. Klopsch,

and assure her that thousands of

grateful Armenian widows will par-

ticipate in her grief for the loss of the

man so noble and the Christian so

true.

"The Armenian Progressive Asso-
ciation,
"H. M. Dadourian, President.

"M. S Gabriel, Secretary."
Missionary Z. Charles Beals, of

China (now in this country), writes

from San Francisco, Cal. : "How can

we spare one who has been such a

blessing to mankind? His death will

bring sadness not only to all our mis-

sionaries in China, but also to millions

of the Chinese who have learned to

love and honor him. May God com-
fort the widow and family with the

comfort wherewith he alone can com-
fort his children. I shall ever praise

God that I came to know Dr. Klopsch
many years ago, and he proved a true

friend to me."
The Camp Memorial (Congrega-

tional) Sunday School, Brooklyn, Rev.
William James, pastor, adopted a reso-

lution of sympathy, which was direct-

ed to be sent to Mrs. Klopsch.

Fanny Crosby's Tribute

Fanny J. Crosby, Bridgeport, Conn.,
the well-known hymn composer, wrote

:

"In the death of Dr. Klopsch we have
lost a friend whose memory will

always be precious to the countless
number of those befriended by him
during his life; one whose place it

will be hard to fill."

Rev. C. H. Mead, editor of the Na-
tional Advocate, wrote: "Human suf-

fering, from whatever cause, was
repugnant to him, and he followed a
divine command to do all he could to

relieve it. He was the friend of hu-
manity, regardless of nationality or
creed. The large family of readers of
his great paper believed in him, and
well they might. He claimed none of
the glory of it for himself, but gave
God the praise and his readers the
credit of it all. The men on the Bow-
ery — wrecked, ruined, discouraged,
slaves of drink and sin—believed in

him, for they knew that in the darkest
night, and the coldest weather, and the
fiercest storm, a beacon star shone
bright and clear at the Bowery Mis-
sion, kept shining through his benefac-
tion, and made it impossible for even
the worst one in the crowd to say, 'No
man careth for my soul.' The chil-

dren of the tenements and missions of
the big city believed in him, for at
Mont-Lawn they came to see and
know and love him. They knew he
was their friend, and he knew they
were his friends. Oh, how he loved
Mont-Lawn, and how he loved those
children ! We suspect that greater sor-
row over his death could nowhere be
found than among those children, un-
less it be among his own, and among
us who knew him well and loved him
deeply. He lives in the hearts of thou-
sands. He gave himself for others.
He was honored by presidents, kings,
princes; but that weighed little with
him compared with his being honored
by tho King of Glory. A great man
has fallen, but yet he lives. Are we
mistaken in believing that the great
family of Christian Herald readers
will endow the two charities which had
such a big place in his heart?"

Rev. Leander Trowbridge Chamber-
lain, D.D., of New York, wrote: "His
passing away from this home, his
office, his local philanthropies, his
world-wide Christian plans and ef-

forts, appears to me, in its suddenness,

like the daybreak ceasing at the dawn.
... I shall go to him, but he will net

come again to me. We shall not meet
at either Sunnytop or* the Children's

Home. . . . They who know of the

'house with many mansions,' and who
have seen the gates of the city open for

the entrance of those whom they have
loved, will be constrained to look up
rather than down, and they will testify

to the 'love divine, all love excelling.'

Our treasures, our loved ones—those

whom Christ has claimed as his own

—

are not taken away, but are just shep-
herded and folded, and the Shepherd
himself never withdraws his presence
and care."

Rev. Dr. Buckley's Condolence

Rev. J. M. Buckley, D.D., editor of

the New York Christian Advocate,
wrote from Morristown, N. J.: "I ex-

pected Dr. Klopsch to live to four score

;

but our Father knows what, and when,
and where, and why. The first three
we see; the last will be unveiled only
on the other side of the drapery which
separates us from heaven. . . . He
was the embodiment of the Good Sa-
maritan, come back from his long sleep
to help the helpless."

Commander Evangeline Booth, of
the Salvation Army, wrote: "Dr.
Klopsch's kind associations with our
work at different periods made us ac-

quainted with him in more than a
merely official connection, and we re-

alize his loss to the Christian world.
May the consolation of Jesus, whose
tender hands can touch without hurt-
ing the sorest places of our grief, be
continually with you in this shadowed
hour, amid the' fragrance of which you
will remember the many blessings the
Doctor's life and work have brought to
thousands."

Mr. Will R. Moody, eldest son
and successor of the late Evangelist
Dwight L. Moody, wrote to Mrs.
Klopsch : "I am returning North
from attendance upon a Bible Confer-
ence in Atlanta, where your loss and
that of the Christian Church was in-

deed lamented. I owe a lasting debt
of gratitude to Dr. Klopsch for many
kindnesses, both personal and in be-
half of our work."

Called Higher
Mrs. C. B. Seighton. of Presque Isle, Me.,

died November 21, 1909, after a few days'
illness.

Entered into rest December 2, 1909, Joseph
V. K. Wells, of Milford, Del. A constant reader
of The Christian Herald since its tirst year.

Mrs. Julia A. Fish, of Washington, D. C,
who for nearly twenty years was a subscriber
to The Christian Herald, went to the better
land on June 19, 1908, having attained the age
of eighty-six years.

Mrs. Anna A. Jamison, of Ophir, Calif.,
passed to her heavenly home January 19, 1910.
She was a constant subscriber to The Chris-
tian Herald for twenty years. She was active
in church work for over seventy years.

Charles W. Phillips, a life-long resident of
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., and a deacon in the
First Baptist Church, died February 4, 1910, at
the residence of his daughter, Mrs. John V.
Poler, Southampton, Mass., in his seventy-
third year. Mr. Phillips had been for many
years a member of The Christian Herald
family.

Daniel Wood Mersereau, one of the oldest
readers of The Chrkstian Herald, passed
away September 2, 1909. He was the son of
John Van Home and Margaret Wood Merse-
reau, and grandson of Judge Lawi-ence Mer-
sereau, the first judge to sit on the bench of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick. He was
born at Oromocto. N. B., May 23, 1825. His
grandparents landed in St. John, N. B., in
1783, coming from Staten Island. N. Y. Some
of the family ai-e still living on the island,
which at one time was almost wholly owned
by the Mersereau family. Mr. Mersereau spent
sixty-six years of his life in Blissville. N. B.
He was a man of sterling character and strong
Christian faith. He loved The Christian Her-
ald, and frequently said, "It is the best paper
printed." Four daughters are left to mourn
the loss of a kind father.

Any Church wishmg to use the individual Com-mimion Service, the sanitary method of observinK the
Loi'd's Supper, can secure a trial service from theThomas Coinmnnion Service Co,, Lima, Ohio. See
their advertisement on page S33.

DOMESTIC"
_. - - (TRADE riARIO^ _

Kubber^ » uloves

THE MARKS OF TOIL
are honest but unsightly. Keep your
hands soft and white while attending
to household duties.

DOMESTIC Rubber Gloves draw
on and off easily and will give long

service, being made of purest rubber.

They protect the hands from stains,

infections, and broken nails. Every
woman should wear them.

It is much easier to slip on a pair

of DOMESTIC Rubber Gloves than
to spend hours trying to scour the

grime from your hands. Our gloves
outlast many pairs of the ordinary

rubber gloves, and are worth double
the price we ask for them.

Your Druggist Will Have Them.

Booklet FREE

THE SEAMLESS RIBBER CO.,
New Haven, Conn.

Makers of ''Kantleek" Hot Water Bottle

earnMuskByMai

THIS'-^

FREE
BOOK
TELLS now

• J 'j* wonderful Simplex cop
nghtcd system anyone of ordina
mtelli^ence can quickly leam
play piano or organ

WITHOUT A TEACHEl
You need net know the fir

principles of music. By no oth J

metliod can you learn music :

quickly and thoroughly as by tl

feimplex System. The study '

easy and fascinating. By o
system you can study durii
spare time in your borne ai,
quickly become a capabli
musician, playing popular, sacril
or classical selections. Delightll
students in every state and tertl
tory. Some of our students, aft>{
six or eight lessons, begin playirf
piano or organ in church or Suil
day school. Others write that a

ter one lesson they are able i

play a waltz from memory. If yc
wi-h to become a skilled musiciai
write at once for our free bool
Address

i Simplex School of Mnsi
I

Conservatory 566 Kansas City, Mi

Complexion

POWDER
The Greatest of all Beautiliers

A Luxurious toilette necessity—couling, refieshin« a

assuring a clear, refined, delicate, sununer coiiiple»"

It is prepared from purest materials— beau-

tifying without injuring the skin. It is

the only complexion powder that clings

—the only one put up in a Wooden
Box—retaining all its delicate perfumo
and medication until entirely used up.

Five colors. Flesh, White, Brunette,

Cream and Special Pink.

SOc^Everywhere—50c

Buy the Originn

ZIMMERMAN
"AITOHARP
"Tho Ncition's Favorit

None genuine without I

trade mark "Autohan

A musical instrument ad

ted to all classes. At all m"

stores or dircot from us E!

to play, Easy to Boy. N
,„; Kn-o oataloc THE PHO>

HARP CO., East Boston, Mass

Convert Your Bicycle into a IMol'

TvpIp u»'"e onrattacliaWe outfit I

''J^"- anvwheel. AlsoMarineandb
tionarrMotors and Finished rastiii

Pt.impf-r retains;, Steffey Mfg. C

2941 Girard Ave. .West, PhUa ,
1

JAPANESE MR FERN
Most beautiful of all ferns. Liyes years wiflic

soil or water. 25 cents prepaid. Agents wante

F. H. CRESS CO., 5216 Prairie Itv., Chicat
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<ave Your Tabic

V^OOLBESTOS
[TUADE MARK)

Tt iiprove<l form of asbestos tor table proteotion.

Th' est and most convenient means of protecting tbe

Ins and beauty of your talile. Prevents njury from
ejtl heat or moisture. >'eat, durable, deadens iiois<'.

Et rareful lionsekeeper sliouUl have Woolbeslos
1)1. -Mats and the convenient Woolbeslos Folding
Ta I'ad.

A, Allpp* If yo'T dealer does not sell Woolbestos
VI Wilcl . fabrics, send us 10 cts. in coin or stamps
forlWoolbestos iJoily Mat which we will mail you
wit iteresling booklet, "How to .Save the Table."

ASBESTOS FABRIC CO., Ltd.,

Bo 12, Essex Street Sta., BOSTON, MASS.

Icn's Foot=Easc
^ Shake Into Your Shoes I

Allen's Foot=Ease. the antiseptics
powder for the feet. It relieves (
painful, swollen, siuarttiiK, nervous feet, <
and instantly takes the hting out of

^
corns and bunions. It's the (front. <
est coinlort fli.icovery of llie<
a^e. Allen's F()"t^K;ise makes ti^ht-

<

fitting or new shoes feel easy. It is a <
certain relief for inprowlng nails, sweat- '

intr, callous and tired, achioK feet.
We have over 3«.000testimoninl8. TK Y
JT TO-UAY. S..ld everywhere, 25c.
l>o not nere|il niiy Miilistitute*
^nt by mail for 25c. in stamps.

"It pinch. FREE Trial Package Sent by mall

r *Ea"." AI'I'I^^' S. OLMSTED, Le Roy, N. Y.
]

PAPER 3 ROOMS
AT THE COST OF ONE

Tut ii.-w life int.) thf ItH.kf* of your
rooms Willi siyli>h and attuu tivf
wall-papfr. Ituy dirt-el from us at

manufacturer's prict-. Then haii^' it

yoursflf (we tell you exactly how)
and yon Siive half "the usual cost of
liai>er,and all thecost of lahor. Total
saved— two-thirds. Kree sample h^tok

of latest pallerns. an<l full
mstructioiishow lo haiik' the
paper. Writeforil tti-dii).

Penn Wall-Paper Mills.

Dept. IS, Philadelphia

'"" IMIGHT LAMP
Once niled with kerosene it will liiirn for
-ftO llOIII'M Illld Im ill»Mflllll«>ly 04l(irl4>HH.
OriiiiiiiPiil a I, too, because handsomely
construeteil of brass, nickelplateil, and each
lamp is provided with enounh w ick to last
several years. The lamp can bcu8**<i m entries,

closets, and is liiviiliinlilo Torlialhvays.
^Ui'Nor.i iiiMl sirUrotiin.

\sk your deale
or by mad<|Kj8t
paitf) fi.'i c
Agents

ents.
wanted. 65C.

SILVER & COMPHNV
320HeweiSt., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Tm.l^ Mark ItriTiBten"!. I - iM.r.tllftiw

"Zm ^cnd the Leaks in Your

A: CO.. n;.-.

tcrnniU>. tin. aliiniinuiii aiici ir<>i

diHhi's. kcttlos. nans. H«' , wit
PECK'S Soft rivi:ts

Metal
.\nyone can <!»> it. Quii'k anr
'rtsy. No BoMi^r. coinent or b<>It

Kit any surfncp. Send for sniii

pif br.x of 2o assorted sizes. lo.

|i-'Stpaid. ReKuIar packoBi' 2rn'
S|>^'i»l ln<tii'-(>m«Dt9 for Chup-l

MmIii str<M-t. il;itavla. N. Y

- Buy the ''Sanitary"—]
Trysiai Glass Ice Cream Fteexer
And m«ku your ii-o cream in glass—withcoit grinding or
ranking—pure. safe, dolirious— ptomaine poisoning ini-
"Miblc Produces dessert for family of eight Any
ortion not served run be repark<-d and kept in p.-rfert
onrtition t..r days Do not tilkc C'liuiicex ill t ll<-

'.o*" ?' "'''•'""'''""Pd metal freezers, (i.i tli.-

Banltlry" of y,,„|- dealer If lie enniiol supplv yu ^.r,.|
s Ins nam.. ,u,d «1 2:, nod we „,|1 ,|n|, bv e.rpr.^N
•nillinMv

( ii-.ul.i,» and fP'eial olf.r for Uvo-eeiil stampm CocioUdattd Mfg. Co. 414 ABylum St., Hartford, Ct.

I Your Dealer to show you

lATIONAL E
ROLLER -BE IXRING

RPET SWEEPER
,, ,

1-'|;K1. Ilciokli-t (111 irijllcst.
'""iial .Suci-iMT « <>.. In-Di. <i!(, Newark, N..J.

GENTS
liKKIILEll .NAME-ON Umbrtlla
i-i a (Treat seller. Write to
222 West Lexington St., Baltimore.

THERE is a book called The Practice

of the Presence of God. "If you
j

believe that God is always with you,"
says Dr. J. R. Miller, "practise it. Act
as if you realized it. You could not
do a mean thing, nor think an unholy
thought, if you saw Christ beside you.
You know that he is beside you. Prac-
tise his presence. You will find won-
drous power in this practice. That is

what religion is."

It is probable that none of us appre-
ciate what a dim and shadowy reali-

zation most of us have of the existence
of God ; much more of his actual pres-

ence beside us.

It was said of a saintly brother in a
certain church : "When he prays, I

know he sees God."
It may be given to each of us to

have a similar realization of God's
immanence—that he is, and is the re-
warder of them that diligently seek
him.
There is a beautiful modern theory

which tells us that the Christ in every
man is shown in his good acts. If we
have a kind and loving impulse, it is

the Christ in us which gives it. If we
thirst after righteousness; if we long
and labor to correct the wrong; if we
bear patiently persecution for prin-
ciple; these indicate that Christ is

present within us.

In one of the dark hours of ancient
Scotland, the leader brought forth a
golden urn, containing the embalmed
heart of Robert the Bruce. The sight

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Simclav,
10. Iext : Ps. 139 : 1-13.

April

gave fresh courage to the discouraged
army, and they went forth to conquest.
But we follow no dead leader. We

are cheered by no past and gone hero.
Our Christ walks beside us. His mes-
sage is not only open before us in the
pages of the Bible, but if we will only
listen we may hear him speaking to our
hearts. For he is very near unto
every one of us.

Perhaps no man of our own time,
gone from us only a little more than a
decade, has seemed to possess more of
the Christ in his heart than our be-
loved Phillips Brooks.

His doctrine, says one of his biogra-
phers, was: "Take God to be your
Father, and Jesus Christ to be your
Brother, and the Holy Spirit to be your
Faithful Friend."

Thus, in every relation of life, he en-
joined upon his hearers the practice of
the presence of God.

There is no more steadying and up-
lifting conviction than that we are
constantly in the sight of God, that our
hand is in his, that he is closer than a
brother and, as the poet has said,

"nearer than hands and feet."

It was this vision of Immanuel,
Christ with us, which nerved the mar-
tyr Stephen in his supreme trial, until,

under the pain and indignity of his
martyrdom, his face shone like the face
of an angel.

Paul was imprisoned, whipped,
stoned; "but," says Dr. Jefferson,
"he never winces nor falters, but sings
wherever he goes."

It was because God said to his soul,

as he does to ours, "My presence shall
go with thee, and I will give thee rest."

A GOOD INCOME FOR YOU
SINCE the announcement by The Christian Herald that it had decided to

share its prosperity with those of its readers who were willing to take up
the light and agreeable task of canvassing for new subscribers we have

received hundreds of responses and have made a large number of vei-y satisfac-

tory appointments.

Many of these agents, although working only a short time, are already reap-
ing a rich harvest. Let us give you a few illustrations, showing how our Agency
Proposition works out for the benefit of the canvasser

:

Rev. Jewell Howard, Texas, drew in cash $126 00
Mrs. P. E. Templeton, California, drew in cash 28 50
Mrs. M. W. Morrison, Virginia, drew in cash 195 OO
Mrs. Joel Hough, South Carolina, drew in cash 34 50
Mrs. Mattie D. Tate, Tennessee, drew in cash 30 00
Mrs. Ervin Dieterly, Pennsylvania, drew in cash 27 00

These are only half a dozen chosen from the many hundreds of Agents now
at work, who are extending the great Family Circle of The Christian Herald
and at the same time netting a very substantial income for themselves. We
guarantee that in every case a canvass by any reader of this paper will produce
proportionately big results. This applies to rural localities as well as towns and
cities. We equip you with all necessary material, free, including sample copies,

subscription blanks, etc., and send you full instructions. You can utilize your
spare hours to good financial advantage and do real missionary work besides.

Before you have been at it two weeks you will be convinced that the business is

a source of real revenue to you, and one which can be increased and relied upon
every season. Many canvassers are adding enough to their income to pay their

rent, or clothe their families, and to materially increase the comforts of living in

many ways besides. You do not have to wait weeks and months for your remu-
neration; it comes in with every effort, and is not only ready money, but easy
money. Try it and you will be pleasantly surprised at the result.

In addition to the large commission allowed on every subscription we give

special State Prizes monthly to those who send in the largest list of new sub-

scribers for the month, and also additional prizes for all ivho send over five

subscriptions and who do not win the State Prize. Thus you will see that, with
very little effort, you are sure of a multiplied result for your labor.

Let us send you our plan, and read it over thoroughly. No other publication

in the world has ever profit-shared with its readers, as The Christian Herald
is now doing. We expect to pay out many thousands of dollars on this profit-

sharing plan this year.

A postal card to us will immediately bring you all necessary information,

with full authority to act as The Christian Herald's Subscription Agent in

your neighborhood. Remember, there is no paper surer of a cordial welcome in

the average home than The Christian Herald, which quickly becomes a perma-
nent favorite. It is "the paper" for all Christian denominations, and should be

in every home in America.

Address, CHRISTIAN HERALD AGENCY DEPARTMENT,
92 Bible House, New York City

You Can Reduce

High Cost Of Living

UOW to cut down the high
cost of living is being dis-

cussed everywhere. The most
expensive way of buying your
family supplies is, in small

quantities, at a retail store.

Remember when you buy direct

from us, the manufacturers, we
save and give you all the ex-

penses and profits of the whole-
saler and retailer in extra value.

Your money goes twice as far.

Larkin Products are all of the highest
quality ; sold under our guarantee of

absolute purity. They are used in

over two million homes.

We Will Send You

$20 Worth
Of Larkin

Foods, Soaps, etc

For $10
Thousands of housewives take ad-

vantage of Larkin Factory-to-Family
dealing and save $10.00 every few
weeks. For $10.00 you may have
$20.00 worth of Larkin Products-
Coffee, Teas, Spices, Extracts, Baking
Powders, Cocoa, Chocolate, etc.;

Laundry and Toilet Soaps, Soap
Powder, Toilet and Pharmacol Prep-
arations, and other necessities,—
articles which you have to buy some-
where right along.

Retail Prices Cut in Half

You pay us, the manufacturers, just

one-half our list prices which are

regular retail prices. For example

:

Lcurkin Sweet Home Soap listed at 5c.

per bar costs you but 2Jc. Larkin
Teas, regular 60c. per pound quality

cost you but 30c. per lb.

The saving through Factory-to-

Family dealing is the same throughout
the entire list of over 350 Products.

30 Days' Free Trial
Pay If Pleetsed

We don't ask you to pay us a cent until you
have tried our Products. We will ship you
$20.00 worth of Products, your selection, on
thirty days' trial. You then pay us $10.00 if

satisfied; if not, we will remove the goods at our
expense, refund your freight-charges and charge
you nothing for a reasonable amount used in

trial. We guarantee satisfaction to every
customer.

Let us send you a complete list of Larkin
Products and order-blank. Just fill in coupon
and mail at once.

L^rkxtt Cxy* BUFFALO, N. Y.

FILL IN—CUT OUT—MAIL TODAY
Zarfa'a Co. Dept. 635<: Please send me

your list of 350 Products; your offer interests me.

Name—
Street
or R. D.

P. O.

State
G. F. 156-B I
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HIGH INCOME
BONDS

Present conditions demand long time

investments netting from 5 to 6 per cent.

The developments of the last decade have

demonstrated that well-chosen bonds of

the classes represented below meet the re-

quirements of most conservative investors.

Correspondence is invited with Banks,

Trustees, Insurance Companies, and pri-

vate investors regarding these selected

issues which have been bought for our

own account and which we recommend
unreservedly.

Carlton Consolidated LumberCompany

FIRST MORTGAGE 6's

The property back of this loan has an

estimated cash value of tive times the

bond issue. Timber is located in the "fog

belt" of Oregon 37 miles from Portland

and is owned and controlled by the great-

est banking interests on the Pacific Coast.

Price on application.

Send for Circular No. 10,249 G.

The Hotel Sherman Company
CHICAGO

(Formerly The Sherman House)

First Mortgage 6% Serial Gold Bonds

A first mortgage on the new three mil-

lion dollar Hotel Sherman. This hostelry

has for years been the greatest earning

hotel proposition, considering the invest-

ment, of all Chicago "loop" hotels. The
cash investment of the new hotel is over

three times the ainount of this bond issue.

Price on application.
Send for Circular No. 10,220 G.

We deal in all high-grade municipal,

corporation and railroad bonds. If you
hold securities netting you less than 4H%
we would be pleased to consider with

you the advisability of exchanging them
for 5 and 6 per cent, securities from our

carefully selected list. Our successful

experience of over 30 years should be of

considerable service to you.

FARSON, SON & CO.
BANKERS

NEW YORK CHICAGO
21 Broad Street First Natl. Bank BIdg.

Members New York Stork Exchanrfe.

An Unusually Sound

6% Investment
Consisting of $1,000,000 of First

Mortgage Bonds in $500 and
$1,000 denominations.

Security represents an actual
cash investment of over
twice the bond issue.

Earnings of the Company ab-
solutely assured by long-
time contracts with reliable

manufacturers and ship-
pers.

Management in the hands of
men of ability and wide
experience.

Stockholders have over a mil-
lion dollars invested behind
the bonds.

Location of Company's prop-
erty ideal for the needs of
its business.

The bonds mature annually in from
three to fourteen years and constitute
an investment of the very highest
character.

Ask lor Circular No. 686 P.

Pcabody,
Houghleling&Co.

(ESTABLISHED 1865)

181 La Salle Street, Chicago
(4.1)

A NUMBER of our readers have ex-

pressed a desire to learn some-

thing concerning hydro-electric plants

and securities. For their information

we submit the following:

The upbuilding of the West has been

largely hastened through two systems

of engineering development. What
irrigation has done on the one hand to

reclaim the desert portions of the West,

as described in a previous article, so,

on the other hand, has long distance

transmission of electric power hastened

the development of Western industries

to a marked extent. In long-distance

transmission plants the power of water

is supplemented by the use of an elec-

tric current. Some of the changes

wrought are seemingly little short of

miraculous. Cities and towns, here,

there and everywhere, are now being

lighted, their streetcars are being oper-

ated and their factories run by electric

currents which are generated in some

cases as far as 200 miles away.

New Era in Development

One of the difficulties that formerly
stood in the way of Western develop-

ment was the lack of cheap coal. This

was particularly the case in mountain-
ous regions, where transportation is

impossible during several months of

the year. To illustrate, one mining
town in the Rockies used to pack its

coal in bags, which were carried up the

trail on the backs of burros, at a cost

in local transportation alone of $7 a

ton. The way up the mountain was
steep, and it is said that, in the course

of years, the gulch below became dotted

with the skeletons of burros which
from time to time had staggered off

the edge of the trail under their load.

This Instance, which shows the difficul-

ties in the way of power-users in the

West, was typical of many sections.

But finally along came the engineer,

with the idea of harnessing the moun-
tain waterfall and using its energy to

operate dynamos, the current from
which would be transmitted miles

across country in any direction and
utilized at the end of the line for oper-

ating electric motors.
The installation of the first of these

systems was the beginning of a new
era in certain phases of Western de-

velopment. Communities which were
far removed from the ordinary haunts
of civilization suddenly found them-
selves able to enjoy luxuries of the

light, heat and power order, which be-

fore then were obtainable only in large
centres. The snows might make the
hill trails impassable, the droughts
might fall on the plain, but the moun-
tain stream, way up among the peaks,
could always be depended upon to urge
the electric current upon its way to-

ward business utility.

Wonderful Engineering Feats

The whole West and a large part of
the East soon became criss-crossed
with long-distance transmission lines.

It was not uncommon for a succession
of waterfalls to be harnessed and the
accumulated power driven overland
from a central station. Where the fall

of itself was not great enough, com-
panies were formed to build great
dams, tapping watersheds and storing
a vast quantity of water to manufac-
ture pressure, which otherwise could
not have been utilized. In some places
water was gathered at various points
in the mountain and piped for miles,

often across deep canyons, on trestles,

in aqueducts large enough in diameter
to permit a horse and carriage to be
driven through them. The South fol-

lowed the example of the West, and
numerous plants were installed. Niag-
ara itself was harnessed, and the most
beautiful waterfall in the world was
made to manufacture power for neigh-
boring factories.

The eflFect upon the various commu-
nities was well instanced in the growth

of the city of Niagara Falls, which

from being a mere watering place

grew into a manufacturing city of no

inconsiderable worth.

Advantages of Transmission Systems

This system for transmitting power

had advantages other than those which

had to do with the transportation of

coal or with rendering inaccessible

communities accessible. Once the

transmission system was installed, it

i-emained subject to very few of the

untoward possibilities which sometimes

beset other forms of power generation.

National or local price movements
could not affect a plant. Labor
troubles were almost eliminated, be-

cause it required but a handful of men
to operate a plant several miles long.

The water flowed of its own accord,

the dynamos turned from the water
pressure, the electric current was
transmitted through the wires, and
could be rented out at the other end
without any probability of interference

from outside causes. There were few
municipal considerations to be looked

out for. A change in a municipal ad-

ministration, for instance, could not

affect the good management of a trans-

mission plant as it might sometimes
affect a gas plant.

It seemed an ideal system of power
transmission, and so it has become, un-
der certain circumstances, but it was
inevitable that some of the projects

would overshoot the mark. Some were
over-capitalized, others reckoned upon
a greater development than the com-
munity in which they operated could
take care of. This has usually been
typical of the history of new indus-
tries, but its effect upon the bond-
buying public at the time was far from
encouraging.

Buy Only the Bonds

Discouragements such as these at-

tended the growth of a number of long-
distance transmission systems, but as
the communities in which they oper-
ated have grown more populous with
the years these conditions have righted
themselves. However, in considering
hydro-electric securities possibilities

like the above should not be lost sight
of, particularly in the case of newly-
projected plants.

We would advise our readers to con-
sider only the bonds, and in doing so
to make sure concerning the underly-
ing mortgage—what convertible prop-
erty is secured by it, what about the
franchise, how long a period will it be
in operation, what are the possibilities

of the company in question remaining
the only one in its particular field, and
what are the possibilities and probabil-
ities of the business that may be done.
Hydro-electrics have some advantages
over other industrials. The charge-off
for wear and tear, etc., is estimated to

average 2 per cent, on such plants,
whereas the same charge-off for the
average industrial is 6 per cent. In
the matter of profit the hydro-electric
also has the advantage of having no
raw material to buy, to manufacture,
or to deteriorate. Furthermore, the
price of its product, electricity, deliv-
ered at the factory or local lighting
and power station, may be determined
(unless there is a clause in the fran-
chise against it) by the market price
of coal. The United States Statistical
Bureau estimated that during the pe-
riod from 1898 to 1903 the cost of bitu-
minous coal rose 50 per cent. Very
naturally such a rise in the price of
coal would enhance the demand for
long-distance transmission in a commu-
nity where coal is ordinarily used.
Add to the above cautions those

which apply to the buying of bonds in
ordinary, and one should not go far
wrong in considering hydro-electrics.

i

Investigating Bond

No ordinary inve^or has the tirr

the money or the experience pro

erly to inve^igate the security up

which any issue of bonds is basf

Therefore, such an investor has

buy on the recommendation of

inve^ment firm which has the tin

the money and the experience

make an investigation sufficient

establish to its satisfaction the safe]

of the issue. I

This is an important part of o

service. We are selling public st

vice, municipal and railroad bom

of which we are the owners, ai

which we have bought only upon i

investigation so thorough and searc;

ing that we are able to recommei

them unqualifiedly to our customei

Write to-day for circular B-44 describii

offerings yielding from 4 to 6 per cei

N.W.Halsey&Coi
Bankers

NEW YORK : 49 Wall St. PHILADELPHIA : 1429 Chestnut

CHICAGO: 152 MonroeSt. SAN FRANCISCO: 424 California

I
[Quai
mm:
QuaranVeed

Mort;^a^e
T^HE N.'W York Mdrteage Co.'s "FiiBt Mortgage Tr
^ Bonds" will l>e found, upnii investigation, tliv most ^'

form of investment, offering the same facilities, advantat
security and incnrne. whether vour capital amounts to |li

§10.0(K1. Our Bunds and Mortgages on Improved New V

City and Subuilian Real Estate yield investors

5 to 5^ Per Cent. ISlei
and tiave an ahy.hite guarant.-o from this diripaiiy nv

I)ayment of both interest and piincipal wlien due.
These"Trust Bonds" are seemed by firstinort gages deposi

witli the Windsor Trust C<>. of New York, and held by tti

for the protection of bfind-holders.

Issued in amounts of ^100 and nmltiples thereof. Ca

able at Jinlder's option upon short notice. Payments of :

and upwards will be received by tlie company at any tinu

suit tile convenience of investors. Interest begins at oi

and ia pavable semi-annually.

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING DEF

Free Bookid giving full jnirdculais^ address •

TsTewYorkMortgage (o

147 5 BROADWAY NEW YORK CI

li

CLOTH FROM THE MIL

YOUR money will go farther if you buy from 1

and save the middlemen's profits. We si

by mail all over the world. Our line covcl

All Patterns and Colors in a w de ran'

of new and stylish Spring and Summer fabn

High quality Ridgewood Woolen and Worsted

Suitings, Skirtings,
Cloakings, Raincloths, etc.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. St.

color nreferred and garment intended, and we v

send FREE SAHPllES. We also carry a splenc

line of

Wash Goods and Linings.
Ridgewood Mills, 643 Main St., Holyoke, Ma
Nn Arierils. Eflabhshed 1.

•WRITERS-ARTISTS

W'f si'll Stnrir-s. .Tol<,.«, Pnpnis, Hl.istratinns, Designs and a

ruhlisliable Mati'ii.il on ComniisH..n We know wliopays l«-

priros and can save v..u <in,e anrt money in the disposal-

vour produetions. CASH RETURNS, exploininf our sjst.i

sent on retiuest Mention vour line when writinf.

The Burell Syndicate, R. 775. 118 E. 28th St., NewYor

I

tor iJo years we Have been paying oarcusto.

the ^jigUest returns consistent with consen"

methods. First mortgage loans of $200 «n 7

which we can recomniend after the ninst tfior

e ask for Loan Liit Po- *

PERKINS & CO. Lawrence :i
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The Test
of a

lood Investment
Experienced business men judge

w the future by the past. That is their

it. When a proposition offering all the

sentials ofa good investment is still further

icked by a long record of "making

od," it wins their approval.

(N continuing the offering of its 6%
Gold Bonds to the public, the Ameri-

ii Real Estate Company submits not

ily prospects, but fads;— not only

tpes, but demonstrable proofs;—not only

omises, but pasl performances.

jBTOR 22 years it Has earned and paid

investors. During this period it has
• accumulated Assets of $1 5.336. 199.47.

and a Surplus of $1 ,751 .1 34.38 mexcess
I of its filed charges, operating exp« ns« and

dividend distributions—very substantial

proof of the profit-earning power of its

business. The soundness of its plan and
the merit of iu Bond offering are estab-

lished, time-tried, panic-proven. Il offers

to investors not a chance, but a certainty.

iTHE business behind the Bonds is the

,' judicious buymg and improvement

New York City real estate along the

Ses of the City's greatest growth—the

tual ownership of the best security on
rth—a busines* of certain earning power

at does not hazard the money invested.

I
HIS is a rational investment, fitted to

the needs of the day. If you are

.crested in increasing the purchasing

Iwer of your money through a Just In-

•est Return, consistent with Absolute

tfety, and guaranteeing you the ad-

ional feature of Cash Availcbiliiy,

"ite for particulars concerning our 6%
old Bonds, issued in two forms:

6<L COUPON BONDS
For those mho TDhh to invest $100 or
more. For Income Earning, paying

I
interest semi-annually by coupons.

6% ACCUMULATIVE BONDS
For those who wish to serve $25 or

more a year. For Income Saving,
f purchasable by instalments,

le fullest information, including map of New York
ty showing location of properties, free, on request

%.mcr'uan "IRfal
(J;
gtatr (jTomyanp

Capital and Surplus, $1,651,154.38

LFoundedl888 Assets $15,536,199.47

I Room 534, 527 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

I

Etra Fine Post Cards Free
>i)

4;; Ktiirnjis iol' llvi- Blilnples til our very Im-bI
'•'i hiiilioss.il FriiMidshiii. Flower and Kastcr l'u.sl
< :-s; liciiutitul colors mill lov:'liest flpslgna.

I'OHl ( nrd Ciul), tSS Jackson 8t., T<>|M-ka. Kan.

"Turn on the

light." My name,

Macbeth, on my
lamp-chimneys

means that I am
willing • to be

judged by them.

They're the best

lamp-chimneys

made and they

do not break from

heat.

hey are sold by the best grocers.

j/ly book insures your getting the

ri It chimney for your lamp. And
it;ives general suggestions about
tl care of lamps. It is free. Send
n ne and address to

Macbeth, pittsburKh.

H«5. U. S. I'at. OB.
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Prohibition Marching On
By Charles R. Jones, Chairman of the Prohibition National Committee

'PHE Congressional elections of 1910
-L will most vitally affect the future
progress of the prohibition advance.
If the next Congress does not have at
least a few aggressive prohibitionists,

and the dominance of liquor-controlled

statesmanship is not broken, the i-esult

will be disastrous. For this reason we
are concentrating all the influence and
means of our national prohibition
movement upon the election of well-
known and able prohibition leaders to

Hon. Chas. R. Jones

the next Federal House of Represen-
tatives.

No one can question the widespread
progress of the temperance and prohi-
bition movements. The persistent, un-
flinching agitation of the forty years
since the Prohibition party was born,
in 1869, is bearing fruit, and the ques-
tion which was recently the butt of
political ridicule is now the foremost
issue in political, business and religious

circles.

The revolution is not yet won, but we
are in the midst of one of the grandest
battles in all the annals of democracy.
The first skirmishes of the conflict have
been won, but the enemy—the well-

organized liquor trust, supported by
the forces of graft, vice and special

privilege—is now thoroughly aroused
and is preparing for desperate resist-

ance. For this reason the peril of

over-confidence lurks in the very shad-
ow of our recent victories, just as in

the 8fl's, when the liquor traffic turned
back the tide of popular indignation by

an alliance with the dominant parties
and defeated prohibition in every State
but North Dakota by the substitution
of high license and "strict" regulation.

In the present emergency the com-
bined forces standing for reform and
civic righteousness must come to recog-
nize the need of a political union to
make permanent the gains already
achieved and carry the campaign
through to final and triumphant vic-
tory.

Recent events emphasize this need.
Thirteen thousand saloons have closed
their doors in the past two years, yet
the liquor traffic, as shown by the offi-

cial record of the Internal Revenue De-
partment, after two years of encour-
aging decline in output and consump-
tion, is growing by leaps and bounds.
The explanation involves both the
weak and cowardly officials of the Re-
publican and Democratic parties, and
the protection and sanction of the in-

terstate liquor selling, still permitted
by the Federal Government.

In other words, the liquor traffic has
reorganized its channels of distribu-
tion. Through the aid of the United
States mails, and the compulsory co-
operation of railway and express serv-
ice, they are ravaging every commu-
nity and State from which liquor seller
and maker have been supposedly out-
lawed.

So long as this continues it will be
easy for the brewer and his allies to
maintain thousands of joints and
blind-tigers in prohibition territory.
And this is the more successfully done
because of the connivance of officials,

who are the tools of political machines
in sympathy and collusion with the
traffic.

With forty million people living in
no-saloon territory and with two-
thirds of the area of the United States
dry, including nine whole common-
wealths, it is a most remarkable and
extraordinary fact that there is not a
single representative of either the
Democratic or Republican parties in

Congress who is known as an aggres-
sive leader and champion of the rights
of those living under prohibitory law.
In fact, the single measure touching
interstate liquor selling which was
passed in Congress last year, and which
went into effect January 1, has in

no wise curtailed this traffic invasion
of prohibition districts, but has, on the
contrary, revealed the insincerity of
the Republican leaders who brought
about its adoption. The time has cer-

tainly come when the millions of voters
who believe in prohibition should unite
and organize politically to elect men
to Congress who will honestly and
stanchly represent their interests.

TEMPERANCE NOTES
—A LOCAL option petition in Chicago

received 75,000 votes, only 61,000 being

necessary. This is rightly considered

a great victory for temperance and the

anti-liquor forces are looking forward
hopefully to the spring election.

—Three-fifths of the counties of

the United States are now "dry." This

is the result of fifteen years' work by

the various temperance organizations.

To-day there are 132 "dry" counties in

Ohio "and Indiana, 30 are "dry" in

Michigan, and three-fourths of the

counties of Washington, Oregon and

Idaho are also "dry."

—The Illinois State Food Depart-

ment has announced its determination

to stop the sale of all candies in the

preparation of which alcohol has been

used. Commissioner J. V. Newman, of

Chicago, says that "many bonbons con-

tain a medical intoxicant containing

321/^ per cent, ether, 2^/^ per cent, ether
oil and 65 per cent, alcohol. It causes
not only drunkenness, but sicknet^s.

We found that many candy shells, filled

with whisky, are sold to women and
children."

Public Schools and the Saloon

Superintendent E. D. Fairchild, of the

Kansas public schools, has lately been
investigating attendance in the schools

in different parts of that State. He re-

ports that attendance is much more
regular in interior towns than in to^vns

on the Kansas border and near liquor

States. "Of the half million boys and
girls in Kansas," he writes, "only the

smallest fraction has ever seen an open
saloon. Children are growing to man-
hood and womanhood without the
temptation of the saloon." This is

something for which Kansans should
be devoutly thankful.

The New Flavor

MAPLEINE
Better than Maple

Mapleine is a pure,

wholesome and deli-

cious flavoring extract,

guaranteed under the

Pure Food Laws of

every State.

A few drops added to sugar
dissolved in water makes a
delicious table syrup, and
used like lemon or vanilla it

flavors pudding sauces, cake
fillings, ice cream, ices, cus-

taids, candy, puddings, etc.

Your grocer sells il. If not,

send us 35c. in ^amps for a
2-oz. bottle and our cook
book, "Mapleine Dainties."

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle. Wash.

The
Franlelin
Society

'If you are looking for safe, convenient, piofit-
alile investment, large or small, acquaint vonr

I

selt with the methods of the Franklin Society
t Subject to the strict supervision of the State Bank-
ing Department: t Lends only on first mortgages in
New York City and immediate vicinity; f Has han-
died millions without ever losing a cent of anybody's
money: f Has maintained consistently and persis-
tently a dividend rate of one per cent more than or-
dinary savings banks offer.

I f Begin now. Send a $1 or more and get a mail-

I

ing size Pass Book, or write for Booklet U.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY
FOI! HCIMK BlULDINIl AND SAVINtis ForNflFD ISs.s

S. E. Cor. Beekman St., at Park Row, New York

For Savin cfs

Handsome Portfolio of

PORT ORFORD
CEDAR CHESTS

FREE
Write today for this portfolio in colors showing

tlie most complete and handsome line of Cedar
Chests made. Also gives details of our liberal otfer.

Direct to You at Maker's Price
Cetsh or Kaisy Payments

Port Orford Cedar Chests, "Wardrobes, Chests of
Drawers, Hut Cabinets and Under-the-Hed Boxes,
uU handmade, will last forever. Delightfully fra-
grant, guaranteed moth protif.

10 Days' Approval—Freight Prepaid—Write Now.

Frank W. Radford Company
93 Union Street Oshkosh, Wis.

J

Afjerfect Memory
The Key lb

Success
In bus i lies.s, political or

social life. YOU can acquire a
perfect raemorv. Send to-day
my FREE booklet that tells liow

my system will enable you to re-

member names, faces, facts, fig-

ures, anecdotes — to focus your
mind instantly on the points of
a business deal — to overcome
bashfulness and self -con-
sciousness — speak extem-
poraneously — converse in a
natural, interesting way
tliat wins friends—to gain
the habit of logical think-

Prof.

Henry

Dickson;

Principal

Dickson School

of Memory, the

Largest and Most

Successful School

of Mental Training

in the World.

ins; — to memorize studios, for examinations, etc.

The Dickson Method has been highly recom-
mended by Elbert
Hubbarcl. Prof.
David Swingr, Dr.
Latson, and thou-
sands of others.

This Valuable

Book FREE
Fill out and

Mail Coupon, or
send postal to

Dickson Memory

School

701 Auditorium BIdg.,

CHICAGO

HowTo
Remembei#
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Twenty thousand trained

nurses use Kingsford's.

—For Custards, Blanc
Mange,^ Charlotte -Russe and
the little dainties an invalid

needs they say that nothing
can take the place of

Kingsford's

Corn Starch
On the home table

there is always a wel-
come for these light, di-

gestible desserts. How to
make them told in our remark-
able little Cook Book "O,"
over 160 recipes. It is free

;

SEND FOR IT TODAY.

KINGSFORD & SON, Oswego, IV. Y.
NATIONAL STARCH CO., Successors

«•

200
to 900
lbs.

capac-
ity

Gallowajf
BATH IN OIL"

High Grade Separator—Direct
S25 to S50 direct at my factory
—Ireiglit prepaid. Get the only

Separator that runs in "Batli oi Oil,*'

like a S5.000 automobile. This
alone is ^vorth $50 extra, but

costs you nothing extra.
Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Why pay $85 to JUO to dealers or agents
who cauiiot sell you a separator equal
to the Galloway—closest skimmer

—

easiest run—easiest cleaned— lO-yr.

euaranlee. Send for BOOK FREE
WM. CALLOWAY CO.

943 tJairoiraf 8ta., Waterloo, Is.

$750^Rlia?JF0Rf20-EGG^ INCUBATOR
''""'"*""'""'""

at once. Other sizea
priced very low.

'ays hatch

Output limited at
this price. Write

Ideals m
stronffestchicks. Metal
covered; safe. Deliver-
ed free east of Missouri
River, north of Tenn.
Write for delivered

price beyond—Big Free
Book; best guide to
success and economy.

J. W. MILLER CO.
Bot 179/reeport. III.

Safest
Made

This Sanitary Clothes
Sprinkler is a wonderful

invention, and is having a tre-
mendous sale. Cannot soil
your <'lollies, nor ehap your

'1 uive yciu ;i i-cld: never rusts;
\.-i\ iicunlilul, liMlit and aiipifriated tor
( Iciiiiliiicss, llcrilili.rdniloi' and modern
i(iii\rineiu'c. At'euts make 20 to 50 salesa
day and are \\i\tX \vith success-

W'rite for Special Terms and Particulars.

DR. LYONS, 24 Day St., Pekin, Dl.

THE"BESTLrGffT\
GiVea 500 candle power. Casts no shadow,

i Costs 2 cents per week. Makes and burns
\ its own gas. Over 200 styles. Every lamp
iwarranted. Ko dirt. Ko odor. Ko grease,

I
Agents wanted. Write for catalog, now.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St.. Canton. O.

BronchialTroches
A preparation of superior merit for relieving Couehs.
Hoarseness and Irritation of throat j of great benefit
in Lung Troubles, Bronchitis and Asthma. Free
Irom opiates or any harmful ingredient.
Priee, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00 per box.
bample mailed on request.

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. Boston. M,^^-,.

IS PACKETS CnoiCE^SEEDS 10c.
To introduce our bit;Ii-pra(lo stock well mail
yon ^J[)ftck^ts^ '«'-I(il)ieSi:e(l8.2packetsl''lower

SeeJs.AnnuHlsaii.l I'erciniirds.SOO sorts. lni.ved,

and 1 packet Sweet I'etiH, mixed, 50 vnrietiea.

with our I'lltiCatolog; nlno a loc. coupon, all tor

10c. Satisfaction pnaranteed. Order to dfiv

ninrhnnitnn SeedCo., 402)T*terBt.,Blnghaiiitan,N.V

RFFKFFPIW^ "8 pleasures and profits, is theLiLvL>l\L<i^r Il^U theme of that excellent and
liaiid^oini-ly illustrated nniKazine, <;I.FA1VTIS'(;S TN
Tti:i: <! r.Tim-. w send it for six months on trial
for twenty- Ave cents, and also send free atM-paee hook
on bees and our hee supply catalOK to all who name this
paper. THE A.I. liOOT CO., Box 70, Medina, Oliio.

MAKES CHICK RAISING EASY
,.

''; uurrd by e.vperiencod pnultrynien the most prac-
ti.al lir.x.rtcr ever invented—excelling even the mother
hen So snnple any novice can operate it. Requires no
artificial heating. B.-tter than anv other brooder, regard-
less of price. ONLY $1.50 DELIVERED
Use it for one brood. If not satisfactory, send

It back and we will promptly refund .voui
money. For the name of your poultry sup-
ply dealer we will send you our Poultry
Almanac for 19111, free -

'

The PARK & POLLARD CO.
84 Canal Stand 139 Friend St.BOSTON.HASS

20 Lily ?£eValley
Roots

^

25<LJ
i lie iiio.st cUdJcttel V bo.atttifiil

of all llower.s. It is a perfectly
hardy perennial, easily giown
and prodiuos an abundance of
lovely pure white, bell shaped
floners, -u-hich are deliciously

fi^srant. Have usually been quite
e.-spenslve, but we have a large
,stork this year and offer ^0 nice
roots for 25 cts; lOO, 81.00; 1,000,
$8.00; cliarg-es prepaid with direc-
tion.s for srowlnff. Our large
cataloe of i.hint.v.seed.^.etc.free

OWA SEED CO.. Dcpt <> PES MOIWES, lAv/

ThisMorrisChair $

'

6Sc monthly—total price $6.8.5.
I«ltest design. Kiln dried heavy
stock. Genuine Fabricord Leather. We
nave 300O such bargaina for you. And all

Sold On Credit
You use and enjoy the goods now

-pay as you can. 30 DAYS' GUAR-
ANTEED FREE TRIAL. Send at
once for our bi^ illustrated cata-
io&ue. It's FREE to you.

a^flAY, STERN CO.
01 3^h St.. CHICAGO. ILU

25
Cash

HUSTLING AMBITIOUS
SALESWOMEN WANTED

Exclusive sale in your own territory of a
newly patented petticoat, that sells on sight.
This is a striclly hiiainess proposition from
a large nianufaotiiriiig concern to women
who want to earn big money. l\o other*
naed apply.
We give and demand first class references;
write at once for particulars to

LUZERNE SKIRT CCWilkes-Barre. Pa.

Films Developed
10 CE.NTS PER ROLL

ALL, SIZES,
VELOX PRINTS, BROWNIES, 3c-
3y2x3yi, 3Xx4X 4c; 4x5, 3a 5c.

Send us two negatives and we will print them -lonri,,,,!
chnrirt as a sample of our work : we are film specialists
and give you better results than you have ever had.

COLE & CO., Asbury Park, N. .T.

$650 A. B. C. Automobile $6^0
The bit-'fft'St

.\utoinohile
barsrain in
iVmerica. 2
or 4 Cylin-
ders Sttrreys.
Tiunabnut fi

and Delivery
Watrons, la

oil .,
'" 3" H- I'-i

Solid or Pneumatic Tires. Write for FKEE (^ataloe.
A, B. C. Motor Vehicle MIg. Co., 3941 Morgan, St. louis

Paulhan's Great Flight

ONE of the greatest fights in this

age of the aeroplane was recently

made at Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.,

by the daring aviator, Louis Paulhan,
who is fast winning for himself the
first place among those who are striv-

ing for the mastery of the air. Paul-
han came over from France a few
months ago to give exhibitions and
take part in several contests which
were scheduled to take place in this

country. The fame of his exploits had
preceded him, and he was most cor-
dially welcomed by the different aero
clubs, each eager to have him make a
flight on their own grounds. With him
came his wife, a charming French
woman, devoted to her husband and
his interests in aerial navigation. She
has often gone up as a passenger in her
husband's airship, and has even tried
to take a trip alone, one report has it.

Several thousand people went down
from New York and Brooklyn to see
Paulhan make his great flight. The
wind, however, was blowing so hard
that Paulhan did not think it would be
possible to take his machine out. He
finally went out to the field, and raised
his hand to gauge the force and direc-
tion of the wind, and then ordered his
biplane to be brought out.
He examined it and then took his

seat in the frail craft. Evidently he
did not wish to disappoint the specta-
tors, even at the risk of breaking his
own neck. The people realized the
peril of a flight on such a day, and
watched him with tense muscles as he
prepared to shoot into the air. He
spoke a word to an assistant and the
propeller began to buzz as it cut cir-

cles in the atmosphere; then the ma-
chine rose, rocking in the gusts.

Paulhan's manager felt that it was
a ride to certain death, and turned his
back and would not look as the ma-
chine gathered force and began to go
higher.
Paulhan fought his machine against

the elements and won. It would rear
and buck wildly, but he put on the full
power of the motors and it would forge
ahead into the very teeth of the gale.
Time and again he showed his absolute
mastery over his frail craft.
Then a breeze caught him, which

seemed to head for the big bams at the
outskirts of the field, and a wild cry
arose from the crowds, "He has lost
control!" but again he worked himself
clear of danger and he headed in the
direction of the little town of Valley
Stream, and almost in less time than
it takes to tell it he was hardly visible
in the sky, a swiftly moving speck at
the most, A few minutes later, he
came riding back with the wind. He
sailed in over the grand stand, while
the spectators below craned their necks
into all sorts of uncomfortable posi-
tions as thev watched him cut figure
eights and other fancy designs in the
air, with more ease than they could
be done by an expert skater on the sur-
face of a pond. He turned a crank or
two, and the machine came gently to
earth.
He had made his flight of six miles

in eight minutes and ten seconds in a
wind driving at the rate of twenty-five
miles an hour. Part of the time he
was shooting through space at seventy
miles an hour. This is the fastest trip
yet made -with an aeroplane. The
crowd surged about Paulhan, and
found him as calm and collected as if
he had just stepped off a trolley car.
His wife, however, could not conceal
her pride and pleasure at what her
husband had done. And when the
spectators went home they had for-
gotten that the day was bitter cold,
but only remembered that they had
seen something worth talking "about
for vears to come, and worth listening
to, which is much more.

Readers Will Not Lose by the Change
Bear Editor: I am glad that you

took in the Home Herald, as I have
been a reader of that paper myself,
and the readers can be assured that
thev will not lose anything-by the deal.

Chicago, III. G. Dekker.

The Easiest SIi

for Tender Fee

DAVID CUMMINGS
iPres. The Cnmmlngs Co.)

Maker of Shoes for 55 yrs.

The WOKTH Cush
Sole Shoe bears the Sirelation to your f
through the day that
easy mattress bears
your body through
niglit, providing an e
resting place lor ey
bone and muscle, 1
wonderful sole is not
be found in any otl
shoe. Besides the comr
of it, the Cushion Soli
moistme-proof, im'
ing dry feet. If you h

never worn the WORTH Cualiion Sole S honew and delightful experience awaits you. M ei
$4,00 to $(i.OO. Women's, $3.00 to «,5
•Send far Catalorjiie and diiinrani order blank
receipt of catalogue price we deliver freeanywl
in the U, S, Wliolesale and Hail Orders, ad.li

13he CUMMINGS COMPANY FACTOI
Dept, C, Worcester, Mass,

Agen/s Wanled everi/ichere. tl'rite for prospei\

THE CUMMINGS CO, RETAIL STORES:
406 Washington Street Boston M
1225 Broadway New York ti

Hudson Terminal Building, 196 Pulton St.. NewYi
570 Fulton Street Brooklyn, New Yc
15 South 13th Street Philadelphia

ELECTRO"^ SILICO
I

the perfect Silver Poli

:

' cleans and imparts Exqui'i
Brilliancy to SILVERWA '

and all fine metals, with le
1;

labor and expense. Over :

years in household use.
!

Absolutely harmless. Rend address for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box, post-iiaid, l.ScIs. in stamps.

The Electro Silicon Co.. HO n iff St.
.
New York.

Sold by Grocers and Druggists Everywhere!

REDUCE COST OF LIVII

PROMOTE YOUR FAMILY'S HEALTH

By use of pure, wholesome vegetable (M{

ingr oil, gruaranteed under pure food \a\fi
perior to and cheaper than compound 1

pure lard or butter for eooliing, frying
bailing;.

SNOWFLAKE COOKING Ollt
used the world over by discriminatingr pec
Write today for important information

mention your grocer's name.
Kentucky Refining Co.,

Incorporated: 1885. Louisville,

Learn Fiano Tuning at Home by the aid of the Tl

A-PHONE. A Profession that can be converted >

money at any time or place in the civilized world; i

hour's notice. Earn $.5 to $15 per day. Illustrated 1 :

Free. Write MILES BKYANT SCHOOL OP PIANO ivnv"
51 Mnsic Hall. Battle Creeli.Mlch .

"Drugsand Their Danger
^^^"^"^~^~

in Six rh:ii)l<Ts, "The Food Qnesti
'

' 'Best Meat Substitutes, '

'
' 'Trainin r

Maternity," "Chats with Mothi
'

' 'How to Treat the Sick without Dro '

arc some of the topics treated of ii !

Health- Culture Magazine, edited ' .

R. C. Latson. M D.. teaching Ho >

Breathe: to Eat ; to Ezerciee • toS
etc.. f.ir Health and the Bodily Dev
ment,if Men, Women and Children. I

tions Answered on the recoverv "f Hi i

WithOUtDrUgs. $l,avcar lOcaKii]
fi inos forS.^c m,,i,cy l.a.-k'if drnnd. ,1-1

Health-Culture. 1135 C Broadway, NcwY< :

EO
CREAM

creates a 8un- andwind-
proof complexion. Price SOc
at all dealersor by mail. Sara-

pie o( Kosmeo Cream, Koenieo Face
Powder and ('4-page book on the com-
plexion and hair sent frev. Address

Mrs. Gervalse Graham,
1499 ivilchlgan Ave., Chicago.

DE, LAT.SON
Sent "On Trial"

sn

STAMMEF
mu j% laa ^^%^ Write at once for particii

Hill RIIIIDE ^'^'l beautiful 88-page cati

l«U MUHC FliEK. No tinie-beatiiiL'" WB«»«»s«»
siiiL' - songing. Lav-'cst st

mering si-liool In Ihc wiuid eniploying tlic lin|iii

natural method. Special spring and suinun r rates.
LEE WELLS MILLARD, Pres. NORTH-WESTERN SCfl

FOR STAMMERERS, Inc.. 905 First St.. Milwaukee, \

SATAN
CLOTH, 75 cents Net.

A full svcd BiM
portrait, by Lewis Siii

Chafer, Comuiendcil

Dr, C. I. Scofleld,
A. T. Picrson,and li

ing Bible Scholars, Gol

Pub.House,54W,22St.,li

LIWN FENG
Many deslgn^OCheap
wood. 32 page Cataloi

free. Special Prices .

Churches and Cemeterl

Coiled Spring Fence Cj

Box D Winchester It

SEriTRED OR FEBi
KKTIIRWEn.

Free renort as to Patentability. Illustrated Gii,

Booh, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
|

VICTOK J. EVANS & CO., Washington. D.

PATENTS
' Prpp rpnnrh ns fn Pat
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fiif ainly Pins lor Dainty People

Combine style and comfort. Needle

-.inted, unbreakable. Don't come open
iuse. You don't lose them.

IPrice—Nickel, Jet or Dull Black, 4 on

jd, 10c, 14-K Rolled Gold or Roman
ite, beaded edge or plain— 2 on card, 25c

I roar dealer doesn't keep them yet, send his name and
fc-es» and we'll send you the kind and size wanted for the

it stated above. Money back if you are not satisfied.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.
-.1 Farrand Street, Bloomfield, N. J.

!250,000
C(E>IES ALREADY SOLD

=J|iLLUW fcU NEWandOLO
0[li^lALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SANKEY
.' "OtR 1000 CHURCHES USING IT

!56 ges, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings

.25. r 100, not prepaid. 35'.' per copy by rtiHil

ieiu'thie samples mailed to •' earnest inquirers"

fHEIOI-OW & MAIN CO., XeiT York or ChlcaKO

m

licodorc Roosevelt's
•wn Account o His African Trip

Now appearing in

<:ribner*s magazine
most iin|.ul;i[- iiiai:azin»- i-fHitriliiuu.n lOtvai^
1 K'l-.at inl.T.'.l loaLAKOE NUMBER OF NEW

RDERS. iKi.ixi .^iil.s. ii|.lii)ii i.rtl. rsaln-aily iilar.-il

-e is a Qreat Opportanlty for SubacriptioD Agentg.
Lial cash ((ininiisMOMs aiwl iiiaiiv I'xtra jni/i-s

wlffprwl tlios.- who can ilcvotc even a lilth- time
ilicitini; RUliscllT>tl(Mis. KEPRESENTATIVZ8
ITED IN EVERTf TOWN OF AMERICA,
r partlciilarH, adtlrt-^M nl i>ih-,* Dt'Hk \\,

&'bner's Magazine. 155 Fillh Ave., N.Y.City.

THIRD EDITION ON PRESS !

FUMAN PEARLS
IN TWO CHAPTERS

RT I. A FAIRY TALE- CHARMING
RTII. A TRUE TALE—INSTRUCTIVE

TfairyTale naturally interests women—y.t fully half our
"ril- ire from men. The 84>ei.nd chapter is vitally interestini:
I [le. Twenty-two paces—paptu* c^-vers only Y"U can

> ,.| it ihrcpufli in fifteen minutes, hut youll want t-i

.. lin an.i aeain. Price Ton Cents.
C.l RASIER. Publisher. 40 N. gth St..Plilladelpiila.Pa.

F^-

80,000 COPIES OF-
'

'togs lor the King's Business"
in fe^ months* time proves the popularity of
tb.-reatHymn Book used -with such success in
E MCCLIST W. A. SUNDAY'S CAMPAIGNS.

..V 2l)6-pai.'p hook. 400 llviniis, three styles
of biiidinj;, aOi-., 'ijc ami ;iOi-, postpaid.

Ff, Fischer GoHpel Distribiitinn Society
<i< l.akpsldi- niillilliii; ('lii< auo. III.

TO BIBLE
STUDENTSFREE

^ICBLE CHART BOOK
I* r, .

toiimng Twelve Kescrlplivi- charts l.y Dr. .\rllnir
r. ^rnon, illiiininatint; llii> Scripiiucs. NO CHARGE.
OOEt PtTBLISHING HOOSE, 84 West 22d St., New York(oog

K

We Want Widows, Ladies and Girls
Xeeihnl; I.inht, I'riitllal.le Kln|ilnyMient, spare
tinie or permanent work, to w rite us. Our olfer
will interest von, Sonicllllne nen . Also one
man wante.l in every town. I'articnlars free.
I'.AIIJ >ii <;.<<>,, II I i;. i<.\cim:, WIS,

FLIP BINDER
t IsPnl.lislilni.' Co. linvsthonsatMls frenn oiir/r.,-

1 ictiirc prii-e-list. ^'o "follow -up" lettei.s

H. BALLARD 381 Pitlsficld. Mass.
I>nc« jour cliurrh u«e INDIVIIH Al.

(O-MMUMCX CUPS ? If not, mii.I us
:!> for a tray flike cut) au'l .'1*1 plsln

lies. Or I.'..
-.•. with +1 plain ulniwj

aer r»fimdr.l if not rntlreli uiti-

THi AS COMMUNION SERVICE CO., Box 125, Lima Ohio

Re FANNY CROSBY'S "Memories of 80 Years."
, ..;;

["stri"!"'^'"! or aH Sa.ie.l Sonu' Writers fives her

I J J.''""',
hie story. Postpaid $125. Agents Wanted,^«> H, KAHI.i; </).. i'lil).. Ho»foii. Mass.

''" .1 pay more, but v.,u cannot get better ii,.in i- f..unil in

"'" Tuilar-iliredHh Co , New Yoril-Chkago

The Christian's Sacrifice

of Praise''

THE further the Christian advances
in his religious experience the

plainer does it become to him that the

main purpose of prayer is not the mere
obtaining of physical gifts from God.
One saintly man even went so far as

to say recently, in a prayer meeting:
"I am praying constantly less and less

for earthly blessings. I am so deeply
doubtful of the good they do me that I

am coming more and more to say in my
petitions: 'Thou knowest, O Lord, the

desires of my heart. If best for the
promotion of thy great plan, grant
them. If not, give me calm resigna-

tion to thy will.'
"

It is for the feeling of being in God's
express presence, for the uplift that

comes from nearness to him, and espe-

cially for the opportunity to thank him
and praise him, that prayer, in the

judgment of this godly man, was most
to be valued.

It is well to praise God throughout
life. It is even better to live so that

when the great test-hour of death
comes to us we can still praise.

One chief beauty of our wonderful
religion is that it enables us, if we
really possess it, to praise God to the
end, even until the "voice is lost in

death."
The mother of the Wesleys said, with

almost her last breath: "Children, I

am going. Sing a song of praise."

The sainted Dr. Cookman shouted,
as he expired: "Hallelujah! I am
sweeping through the gates."
Edward Perronet, the author of "All

Hail the Power of Jesus' Name," cried
when dying: "Glory to God! Into his

hands I commend my spirit."

George Matheson, that most poetic

and spiritual of preachers, reminds us,

in one of his exquisite sermons, of an
oft neglected duty in prayer. He says:
"Our habitual cry is, 'Provide for our
human wants, O Lord!' I do not mean
that we are purely selfish; we often

l)ray for the satisfaction of needs not
individually our own. But it rarely
strikes us that these needs are shared
by the Divine. We forget that God,
too, has a want—the craving of an in-

finite love. We forget that it is God
who says to man, and not man who
says to God, 'Behold, I stand at the

door and knock.'
"Lord, in my prayers let me remem-

ber thee. I have heard the children's

cry for bread, but not the Father's cry
for fellowship.

"I have begun to learn that what I

call humanitarian sympathy stretches

down to the beast of the field, but it has
hardly dawned on me that it should
also stretch up to heaven.
"Send me the dawn of thy light,

Lord! Help me to frame golden
wishes for thee! Make me jubilant in

thy joy, transported in thy triumph,
proud when thou art praised!"

This is a point in prayer which we
may all well remember. There is no
moment in our lives which is not rich

in blessing. A sudden catastrophe—

a

sharp personal sorrow, an unaccount-
able turn of fortune's wheel—such a

thing may for a while shut from thy

sight the great glory; but search and
thou shalt find abundant cause for

praise. Forget thyself:

Help thy fellow-men
And send the day into the darkened heart.
Nor list forsiierdon in the voice of men ;

And iiioro—think well ! Do—well will follow
thoiieht ;

And lay thine nphill shonlder to the wheel,
AikI past the raiiKe of Nicht and Shadow—see
'Ihi- hi?h heavon-dawn of more than mortal day
Strike on the Mount of Vision.

Thus shalt thou forever "praise God,
from whom all blessings flow."

Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday.
April V). Texts : Heb. 13 : 15; Hos. M : 1-3.

Yon ean place money in the Tndnstrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is safe, and is ichere

limi can ohiinn il when icant(d,a.r\A will yield/<ji> earn-

i;;ff.< for ex'erv day invested. .See their advertisement
on page SJS, and write them for full information.

s^°^

Open if. The separately wrapped pieces
stay clean till used. Waxed inside paper

Keeps them fresh -prevents sticking

Taste it. The chicle is sprinjgy.The pure
mint leaf flavor is refreshing —

and you can't chew it outi

Look for the spear

!

The flavor lasts!

WANTED-RIDER AGENTS
IN EACH TOWN
and district to
ride and ex-

it a sample i9ioMoi3el"KanKer" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are makino; money fast. tVriteat onceforfullparticulars andspecial offer.
NO MONEY KEQUIKED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to

anyone, anywhere in the U. S. "without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and
allow TEN DAYS' CKEE TKL;VLi during which time you may ride the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to tis at our expense andyou ivili not be out otte cent.

I nW FAPTnRV DRIPEC Wefumlsh the highest grade bicycles it is possible to make
klf If iHW I Uni rnilUbO at onesmallprcfitaboveactual factory cost. Vou save $10 to $35
tniddlemea's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOTBXJYabicycleorapair of tires from a«_>''"t<^at owy /rtrfr until you receive
our catalogues and leara our unheard oifactoryprices and remarkable special offer,

Vnil llfll I DC ACTfllllCIICn when you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
I UU ITIkL DE RO I UlllOnCV our superb models at the -wonderful low prices we
can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lou'er prices than any other factory. We are
satisfied with $t.oo profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles
under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will

ibe closed outat once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC I^AACYCD DDAVC rear wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
I inC9( wUfl9l Cn DnlllVC and everything in the bicycle lineat half usual prices.

DO NOT WAIT—but write today for our Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of

Interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Depl. D.7I, CHICAGO, ILL.

HOUSEWORK HALVED
By Syracuse " EASY " llililies

SOLD Oni TRIAL
We are specialists in labor-savins utilities for the home.

Our Syracuse "EASY" Vacuum Washer and "EASY" Ball-

Ijearing Wringer have lightened the burdens of thousands of
women, and are known by them to be the best made for their
purpose.
The latest addition to our line is the "EASY" Vacuum

Cleaner, hand or electric, which is positively tlie easiest
operated and most efficient cleaner made. Gets ALL the
dirt, without raising du.st. Cleans carpets, rugs, furniture,
draperies, floors and walls right in the roopi. Once tried,

you will not be without it. Write tor Trial Offer, Easy
Terms, and testimonials from our customers.

DODGE & ZUILL
535-H Dillaye Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y,

to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for$3forioo. Words and music. 83 very best

songs. .Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. liackett, 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

YOU CAN AFFORD

ONE THING the
wise college girl

knows. Karo
makes dandy fudge,but-
ter- scotch and taffy

—

and that she can't get the
same goodness and flavor
without it. It is a pure,
wholesome sweet for all

cooking and table uses—
and agrees with everybody.

CORN SYRUP
Eat it on Use it for
Griddle Cakes Ginger-Bread
Hot Biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy
Send your name on a post card for

Karo Cook Book—fifty pages, includ-
ing thirty perfect recipes for home
candy making.

Corn Prodacts Refining Company
Dept. 0. NEW YORK P. 0. Box
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Keep Your
Eye on

Montana
This great "Treasure State" hasas itschief

treasure, some of the finest irrigated valleys

and dry farming lands in the West.

The Yellowstone Valley and its tributaries, the Tongue, Rosebud.
Bighorn, Clark's Fork, Shields Rivers and Big Timber Creek, have

thousands of acres of irrigated iand for

sale at low prices. Huntley and Lower
Yellowstone Government Reclamation pro-

jects, and numerous private projects, will

reclaim more than loo.ooo acres in this

region. The Shields River Line of the

Northern Pacific just completed opens up
a rich section, particularly attractive.

The Gallatin Valley, the "granary" of Montana,
with the adjacent Madison and Jefferson Valleys,
form a great grain producing area from which
Europe derives food.

JTT The Northern Pacific

jl extends into or througli

Minnesota, Wisconsin,

North Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Ore-

gon. Ne^v rich territory-

being opened up by exten-

sions noiu building. The
Homeseeker^s Chance!

The Bitter Root and the Clark's Fork Valleys are
noted for their luscious fruit and the fertile

Flathead country is a garden spot.

Don't delay loo long—write tonight for information about the great"Treasure State."
and the very low one-way fares effective March ist to April 15 th, with stop-over privilege

The Scenic Highway Through The Land of Fortune

Northern Pacific Railway
L. J. Bricker, General Immigration Agent,

Dept. 169, St. Paul, Minn.

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent, St. Paul

THE TRIBUTE OF THE POETS

A Flying Start
We are organized to promote successful poultry culture. You can get a

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the

Rancocas Strzdn

White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS

RANCOCAS
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed. Thev are not
k bred for fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, *• the kln*l that lay

We have over
10.000 Layers

They are not

the*'cirs. " We have 10,000 layers, and establish every year more paying egg farms
for beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers than
any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering day-
otd-chix from us. Any size shipment from 25 upward, all sturdy and vigorous.
Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners—care, feeding,
etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
J. M. Fester, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills In the Pines, N. J>

$50 TO $300 SAVED
Wc arc manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,
jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
$50 to $?00 on my High Grade Standard C^soline
Enginesfrom 2 to 22-H.-P.—Pricedirectto you /sjiy

lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for j^^^
limiiar en^-Mics in carload lots for spot cash. jf_o*y Direct

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse an-i huy a

6'H,'P» oniy$119.SO

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Frza

Trial. Satisiac-

tion or money
back. Write lorspec*

ial proposition. All
you piiy ine is for raw

mnteria!, labot and
ine small profit. Send io»

my big BOOK FREE.--

Wm. Galloway, Pres. .

Win. GsUoway Co.

616 Oatlonay StaUoa
Waterloo* loirs

Hunyadi "ol
Janos ^

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:
Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

CONSTIPATION
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

1

Send us your name and address. We will send you postpaid a Vul-
ran Knzor. Shfivewith ItfnrSOdays. If at the end of that tiraeyou're

' satisfied that it's the best razor you ever put to your face send us $1.75.

If not. jtiet send bark the razor and there will be no charge. But
you can't help liking this fine English crucible steel, oven tem-

pered and bevel edge razor because it's made riKht--tempered right--ground right--
Bold right. State whether you want round or square point; wide, medium or narrow blade; whether yourbeard is

stiff, medium or soft and how often you stlavc. Isn't it worth writing to find a razor that just suits your beard?
Complele Cutlery Cataloe on request. U. S. CUTLERY CO, Dept. 67 R. St. Louis, Me.

written on a post card, giv-
ing your own name and ad-
dress, will bring you a copy

, of The Leading American
Seed Catalog—/;(«'/t/frf you intend to have a garden this season. A book of 178 pages with col-
ored plates painted from nature. It tells the plain truth about The Best Seeds that Grow. We
have the Largest Mail-order
Seed Trade in the World and it

is sufficient to address simply

Burpee, Philadelphia,
"

' " '
' ' itcnd to have a garden this season. A

re. It tells the plain truth about The

Burpee, Philadelphia

THE NOBLER PART

OH, great, true-hearted leader.

Oh, soul of love and zeal.

Oh, mighty force to help along
The cause of human weal

;

Thy life an inspiration
To many and many a heart.

Bidding it rise from selfish ease
And bear a noble part.

Whene'er did flood or famine
At home or far abroad

Not fall upon thy listening ear
Like the very voice of God ?

Then, how the mightiest forces
Were marshaled to thine aid.

Till human hearts were gladdened
And want and woe were stayed

!

Those men upon the Bowery

—

Though home or Old-World race

—

Who loved to clasp thine outstretched hand.
Or greet thy smiling face.

How long will they remember
Their strong and steadfast friend.

Who welcomed them in Jesus' name
And loved them to the end '?

Oh, how Mont-Lawn will miss thee!
"Those children of thy love.

And still thy hand shall beckon
Those lambs to folds above.

Oh, may thy deeds enthuse us
To follow in thy lead

—

To gather in the homeless
And help them in their need I

Oh, joy to thee, dear brother

!

Thy life-work, well begun.
Shall broaden in the coming years
With every rising sun.

"Abundant entrance" greeted thee
To realms of higher bliss.

And "welcome" rang through that bright world
Ere farewells hushed in this.—Mrs. Mary B. Wingate.
Pit Isfield. Me.

HIS "WORKS DO FOLLOW"
(To the Memory of Dr. Louis Klopsch)

SAY not his work is done.
That cannot be ;

But rather say his work is but begun.
And ne'er will cease through all eternity.

The voice, alas ! is stilled.

The hands at rest

:

The busy brain no more with care is filled.

The kind heart throbs no longer in his breast.

But yet he liveth on.
And evermore

His influence will abide, his aims be won.
And reach fruition on another shore.

That which is good doth last.

Good cannot die

;

And 'mong the great deeds of the glorious past
The good which he hath wrought shall ever

lie.

His noble life will tell.

From sea to sea.

Like sweetest music, and. like ocean, swell

;

And richer for that life our world shall be.—Jennie Wilson-Howell.

Workers at Home and Abroad
—EVANGELLST EvAN RoBEIIT.s. the Welsh re-

vivalist, was prostrated by his last evangelistic
campaign four years ago. and has been prac-
tically incapacitated for work ever since.

J

—The address of the Cremorne Mission is

i
108 West Thirty-first Street, New York City.
A recent article, describing the work of the
mission, appeared in The Curkstian Herald.
—Messrs. Tullar and Meredith, the well-

known evangelists, •sin.cters and composers of
.sacred music, have been conducting a revival
in East Orange, N. J., of which place Mr. Tul-
lar is a resident.

—The twentieth anniversary of the Chicago
Tract Society was celebrated recently. During
the two decades, nearly eighty missionaries
have served the association. Twenty-five are
now in service.

—Evangelists Oscar Lowry and George
Moody have been conducting a four weeks' suc-
cessful revival in Anaconda, Mont. More than
700 confessetl Christ. Revs. L. P. Schooling,
J. W. Bennett, H. A. Carnahan, G. C. Strom.
M. H. H. Lee and D. M. Hand, all local pastors,
have been co-operating heartily in the move-
ment.—Evangelist H. W. Bromley, of Wilmore,
Ky., writes: "We have just closed a great
union tabernacle meeting at Beresford, S. D.
Over six hundred came forward during the
twenty-six days of the campai.gn. The wo'-l.

took great hold upon the men. about half of the
professions being men. We give God the
glory."

—Rev. T. H. Evans, of Horton. la., writes:
"We have just closed a very successful evan-
gelistic campaign, which began December 10
last. Many have been saved, and backsliders
have been reclaimed. Evangelist Chester I.

Orr, of Portland, Me., had charge of the work,
and Sister Miles, of Tripoli, la., organized a
large choir, which did excellent service.

-—Missionary W. M. Brewster, of Hinghua,
China, writes that they have experienced a
modern Pentecost in South China lately. The
population is dense, averaging 4.000 to the
square mile. The workers have gone from
place to place, holding meetings in tents, with
large audiences. Trained helpers are greatly
needed, also medical workers, and a supply of
tents for the evangelistic work. Mr. Brewster
appeals for contributions.

H The AMERICAl

SEPARATOl
Leads the Worl
„THIS OFFER IS |CATCH. It isa solid f'and square proposition to ft
nish a brand new, well maand well finished cream st
arator complete, subject t(
long trial .nnd fully guars
feed, torSlD.OS. Itlsd
lerent from anything that 1

1

ever before been offerit
Skims I quart of milk a mil
ute, hot or cold, makes thi'
or thin cream and does
just as well as any higp
priced machine. Suitable
small dairy, hotel, rest!,
rant and private famili
Any boy or girl can run
silting down. The crank
only 5 Inches long. J
think of that I The bowl 1

sanitary marvel; eat
cleaned and embodies
our latest improvemer
Gears run in antl-frlcl
bearings and thoroughlyp
tccted. Before you dec
on a cream separator of i

capacity whatever, obtalm
Slj, 95 proposition. Our I

amvi iiai.'BiKHiKj m : cral long time trial and gi

erous terms of purchase will astonish you. Our c
(manufacturer's) guarantee protects you on ev
American Separator. We ship immediately. West
orders filled from Western points. Write us and
our great uffer and handsome free catalog. ADDREI

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.ba&.iIIe^

^'N Lumber is high. A car load or two pays

J for an American Mill. Supply your needs
V^ and your neighbors'. No experience nee, led.W Haul mill to timber If desired. Alt Sizes—
V All Prices, The Variable Friction Feed,
^Combined Ratchet Set Worlts and Quick Receder
»«=»^,——*™ meats most work

with least power.

Free Catalogue
lists all kinds of

wood working ma*
\

'.Ask for it. N

Why not make your home attractive outsid

It won't cost much to enclose your lawn and garden wi

Cyclone Omamcntai FencB
and it is wondorful how it will improve its appcaranc

Cyclone Fabrics are strong and durable—made
heivy galvanized, larpo Bessemer steel wires. Erect

with either wooden or our special steel posts t

previous experience necessary to put them up.

Write to-day for handsome catalog showing fenci

gates, Ireeaud flower-Iied guards, trellises, etc.

Cyclone Fence Co.. Dept 141 Waokegan, 1

SAVE HALF Yorr

Paint Bills
By using INGERSOLL PAINT -pr><l

best bv 66 years' use. It will please i-

Only Paint endorsed by the "Gran "

Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE.
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Pt*>

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FlE
Tells all about Paint and Painting for Dnral .'•

How to avoid trouble and expense caused h.v [
^^

fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable inforajjj
free to you. with Sample (!olor Cards, Write m' ™
IT NOW. I can eave you money.

0. W. Ingersoll. 253 Plymouth St.. Brooklyn, l

HEALTH j:C^p^^«

MERRY GO ROUND HEALTH

who prefer to t

home and enjo}

selves rather

play on the s

Operated bycV
thcinselves;tht,

nient not unlil

of rowing,
'

every muscle

;

play. Most he

form of outdoor exercise; keeps lungs inflated, develops

bodies, strong arms, straight backs, broad shoulders,

children studious. You owe the children this delightfn

ure—you'll save it in doctor bills. Ine-xpensiive, simple

lutely safe; no cogrs or complicated gears to catch a"

clothing. Not a toy, but a real Merry-Go-Roand. Will 1

years. Full particulars and handsomely illustrated bi^okl

HEALTH MERRY-GO-ROrND CO., Dept. F, QCINC^

AGFNTS 200% PROT
*».VJl-ll ^ M. »>J Handy, Autoin

HAME FASTl/S
Do away with old b»inl'f;

Horse owners »»*'«£„
wild about them,

^ij
instantly with gloves on. Outwear the harness. MoD«7

^^
not satisfactory. Write today for confidential Urms to

F. Thomas Mfif. Co., 784 Wayne St., Poyton
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There Is

Only One
'*Automatic*'
It Is Made In

Bloomington,

Illinois

'M 'X

There is absclutely no question as to the efficiency cf vacuum cleaning

—

that has been thoroughly tested in hemes all over this country and thousands of

women have been emancipated from the drudgery of housecleaning. The problem,
then, for you to settle is, not "shall I adopt vacuum cleaning", but "which
really is the best vacuum cleaner."

Probably you are one of the great majority of American house-
wives who are not favored with homes wired for electric lighting. You
have seen advertisements of electric vacuum cleaners and have wished
your home was equipped so as to use one of them. You have also

seen the advertisements of hand-power vacuum cleaners from $5.00 up,

which were no more or less than toys and the result was bewildering.

We want to tell you about, a Hand Power Vacuum Cleaner—

-

a real Vacuum Cleaner— that sucks up all the dust and dirt from the

carpets, rugs, furniture, curtains, portieres— and does it as perfectly as
any of the big electric Vacuum Cleaners. You don't have to take up
the rugs, or carpets, or remove a single article of furniture when you use the

AUTOMATIC
Vacuum Cleaner

"li Gets ALL The DiH"
and dust out of everything to which you touch it. It sucks the dirt off the floor right through the carpet and thoroughly cleans
mattresses, pillows, upholstered furniture, portieres, etc.— and it does all this with less effort than it takes to push a carpet sweeper— in but a quarter of the time— a tenth of the labor and does the work indescribably better. It can be operated with ease by a
small child, but even that assistance is not really necessary— one person can readily operate it— and it is so light in weight that it

can be easily carried about. This is the only real "Automatic" on the market. It practically works by itself, screening 95 per
cent of the dirt it gathers up.

It is built to last a life-time— iron and steel throughout and so simple that there is nothing to get out of order. It is the
only Vacuum Cleaner made containing no tin or wood. You need strong suction for thorough cleaning. The "Automatic" has
the strongest pump, therefore the greatest suction. It is equipped with slip joints on hose, nickle plated handle and special tools

for cleaning curtains, portieres, pictures, books, base-boards and moldings without disturbing anything.

The "Automatic" is the only Hand Power Vacuum Cleaner that blows as well as sucks. With it you can clean out the
crevices, in corners, behind and underneath radiators and in all sorts cf places where it would be utterly impossible to work with
a broom. It is very convenient for airing the bedding, pillows, mattresses, etc., or drying the hair.

pQg* thG HontCm Office "^^^ Automatic Triumph Electric Vacuum Cleaner solves the problem of rapid house-

g%t* Oiht»t* BwfilliintM Eauitt" cleaning. It reduces the work of cleaning from hours to minutes. It is made with as much^ \^,. g_^jfg \^m .jT ^ care and precision and of as high grade material as the most expensive watch.
petl wvlth £leCti*IClty The motor is the best and most expensive ever used in any vacuum cleaner. The
rotary pump gives a continuous, powerful suction which cleans thoroughly. The dust separator is very simple and can be emptied
without the slightest inconvenience. The machinery is all enclosed in a highly polished metal case and does not in any way
come in contact with the dust. It is utterly impossible for the Automatic Triumph £/ecfric to inflict any kind cf injury to person
or clothing. It has been carefully tested by the New York Board of Fire Underwriters, and is admitted to any building with-

out, in any way, increasing the insurance hazard. The Automatic Triumph Electric represents the highest example of perfec-

tion in Vacuum Cleaner construction. If you are equipped with electricity, it will be well worth your while to write for

our new booklet describing the Automatic Triumph Electric Vacuum Cleaner.

We make strong claims for the Automatic Vacuum Cleaner. 'We know that it is ^JUt^ Tt^lt ^iSi\M Ft*t^t^
made better and will give better satisfaction than any other hand-power Vacuum Cleaner on %^*mm M %mtm mS tWjf m m %SWS
the market — because of our complete and up-to-date equipment for manufacturing fmrnSg^M PIsMgt WfSII P§*nVt*
the Automatic Vacuum Cleaner in large quantities, we are able to place it within »«» »^ *«»» WW ttU M^ W %MwVS
the Teach ol everyone— at the remarkably low price of $25. We say that it will ftgmm* CMitinttS Ttt Y'ntM
satisfy you, but we don't ask you to accept our statement as final proof that the •»••* m^m€mmmMm^ m %M m %fmm
"Automatic" is the only vacuum cleaner for you to buy — we don't ask you to buy until it has proven its superiority,

There is only one way to get this proof— test the "Automatic" in your own home for ten days. Clean your
carpets, rugs, curtains, furniture, bedding with it and satisfy yourself that all we say about the "Automatic" is true.

We want every housewife who reads this advertisement to prove to her own satisfaction that she can be
emancipated from the drudgery of housecleaning. Use it ten days, and if at the end of that time yoli are not thor-

##*^»

C. H.

oughly satisfied that the "Automatic" is the very best Vacuum Cleaner made, return it to us at our expense.

Yoi^ cannot afford to turn down this opportunity to test out the only real, practical, low priced

Vacuum Cleaner sold today, requiring neither motor nor electricity. Fill out the coupon belo\w and mail it to

us today and get the full particulars regarding our ten day free trial proposition and with it our hand-
somely illustrated booklet fully describing the Automatic Vacuum Cleaner.

We Want Live Representatives Everywltei*e
We are satisfied that we have the most efficient Vacuum Cleaner—either hand or electric power

—on the market today. 'We have spared neither time nor money in perfecting it, and we have placed

it at a price within the reach of all. You will find the Automatic Vacuum Cleaner a quick and
profitable seller. Write to us today regarding agents' proposition. Means big things for you.

Automatic Vacuum Gleaner Gom, Bloomington, lllm

Automatic
Vacuum

Cleaner Co.
Bloomington, IlL

Gentlemen: —
Please send nie the

full particulars as to
now I may participate

in the free ten day trial of
your Automatic Vacuum

Cleaner. It is understood that
this request imposes no obli-

gation of any sort upon me.

Name..

Street..

City- State
{A Postal Card Will Do.)



" Daddy, ask the man to give me some Grape-Nuts and thick cream."

The natural appetite of a healthy child calls for the sweet, crisp food,

Grape-Nuts
The phosphate or potash (grown in the wheat and barley of which

Grape-Nuts is made) nourishes the rapidly developing brain and nerves
of the growing child.

»

Rosy Children and Grape-Nuis— "There's a Reason

Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek, Michigan, U. S. A.

9»
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Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

R. M.. Manomet. Mass. 1. Please explain Matt.
.5:3. What is " poor in spirit"? 2. Also
Matt. 5:13. How can salt lose its .savor?

3. Were Christ's disciples converted when
he called them to make them fishers of

men?
1. The poor in spirit are the humble, those

who have the inward conviction of their own
weakness and unworthiness. 2. Salt is not

always salt. Chemists assure us that it can

lose its savor by exposure and become worth-
less. The disciples were unquestionably a body
of earnest, moral men. They were simple, and
zealous for, truth and righteousness. Jesus

knew their hearts, and when he called them
they "believed on him." The fact that they

loved him and left all and followed him in his

ministry throughout Galilee proved their faith

in the Master and their devotion to his service.

C. M. McC, Renney, W-. Va. In a late issue
of The Christian Herald you spoke cf
finding the bones of human beings buried
in a valley in Peru, which were supposed
to have been lying there for seven thousand
years. If all mankind sprang from Adam,
and it has been about six thousand years
since the Creation, how do you reconcile
this with the statement that these people-
could have been buried seven thousand
years ?

Science here does not conflict with the Scrip-

tures. The Bible nowhere asserts that the world
is si.x thousand years old. In the first chapter cf

Genesis it simply says, "In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth." Recorded
history, however, does not run back beyond six

thousand years. The chronology in the margin
of the Bible is not a part of the Book itself,

but was compiled by Archbishop Ussher about
350 years ago, and has been used ever since as

a basis for subsequent calculations.

W. G. M., Charleston, W. Va. Tell me the sur-
name of the German Kaiser. I know he
was the eldest son of Queen Victoria's eld-
est daughter, but I do not know his father's
or grandfather's family name on the other
side.

Properly speaking, the German Emperor,
like most rulers descended from ancient ruliniv

houses, has no surname. He belongs to the
house of HohenzoUern, which dates back of the
time when surnames had come into use. Ho-
henzoUern is the name of a small countship,
or principality. The rulers and nobles in the
early Middle Ages used their given name, fol-

lowed by that of the district over which they
ruled ; as, for example, William of Hohenzol-
lern. If they obtained a larger domain, they
would continue this use of their given name,
but use the name of the new principality after
it. So one royal line may have had several
titles or designations. Later ruling houses
which were ennobled or attained royal power
since the Middle Ages have a surname, as
their subjects. Napoleon's family name, for
instance, was Bonaparte. Queen Victoria al.so

was known as a member of a certain royrd
house, but she could not be sfiid to have a sur-
name in the same way that a person is known
as Smith or Jones.

W. G. H., Medina, O. How is radium obtained ?
Is it a mineral, or is it manufactured ?

Radium is an element discovered by Madame
Curie, of France, in 1902. It is probable that
it is widely distributed, in very minute quanti-
ties, but its principal source is pitchblende,
which comes from Joachimsthal, in North Bo-
hemia. Only a few grains are found to the ton
there, and it is a tedious process to sei>arate it
from the pitchblende.

Mrs. G. K., Westfield, Ind. In Matt. 20:16
what IS meant by the passage, "Many are
called but few are chosen" ? Does "chosen"
mean "elected" ?

It means that many receive the invitation of
the Gospel, yet are not chosen to salvation
through the sanctification of the Spirit and
belief of the truth. Thus there are many who
work in Christ's service, yet who never were
chosen workers in the spiritual sense of the
term. See Matt. 22:14 for an illustration.
The guest was invited, but had not on the
distinctive garment. See also the same thought
in Matt. 7:21-23, showing that not the mere
outward form of religion, but the transforma-
tion of the heart, is necessary to acceptance.

Cnvihined o)i Iaf<t column

Our Extraordinary Book Otter

«Not Many, But Good Books 99

IN LAYING before the members of the Great CHRISTIAN
HERALD Family this Exceptional Offer in BooJ^s, we feel

we are giving a long-sought opportunity for them to enlarge their

libraries at a nominal expense.

Surely nothing can have a better or more lasting effect on every

member of the household than a bright, clear, educational volume,

and no more suitable or welcome gift can be imagined than that

which con^antly reminds the friend of the thoughtfulness of the giver.

There are but a limited number of these volumes, and owing to

the strain put on our presses by our large issues, it will be impossible

for us to print another edition of even one of these books. There-

fore we would advise you to make a second choice, so that we
can surely supply you to your entire satisfadtion.

We, of course, pay all charges.

Former
Name of Book Price

1. After Death—What? .$1.00

2. Animal Stories l.oo

3. Crui.se of tlie Eight Hundred. l.OD
4. Famous Americans 1.00
5. Greatest Wonders 1.00
6. Occupations for Women 1.00
7. Rulers of the World 75
8. Historic Deeds ; . . . .35
9. Imitation of Christ 35

10. Bible Promises 35
11. Tales from Shakespeare 35
12. Stories of Life and Love 25
13. The Wedding Ring 25
14. Choice Selections 25
15. Life of Dr. Talmage 2.00

Libraries
16. Camp Life Library, 2 vols... 1.50

Dictionaries
17. Crown (cloth) l.oo
18. Crown (half leather) 2.00
IS. Bible Dict'aiT (full leather).. 2.50

Paper Covers
20. The Simple Life 30
21. Colcord's Reply to Ingersoll..

Special
Price

$0.60 A glimpse beyond the veil.

.60 Entertaining, instructive, interesting.

.60 The greatest pilgrimage of modern times.

.60 True and vital.

.60 Nature's marvels vividly described.

.60 Highly beneficial to women.

.35 A life of great men and women.

.25 Exciting stories founded on fact.

.25 By Thomas a Kempis.

.25 Indispensable to Christian homes.

.25 By Charles and Mary Lamb.

.20 Exciting, romantic, true.

.20 By the late T. De Witt Talmage.

.20 Entertainment for the entire family.

.50 The life of the greatest preacher of the
last century.

.90 By Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson Seton.

.50 Essential to every home.
1.00 A masterpiece of the binder's art.

1.00 For Sunday School scholars and Bible
students.

.10

.05

Charles Wagner's masterpiece.
A thrilling speech for Christ.

!
OUR GREAT BOOK OFFER COUPON

I
Christian Herald Book Department

:

I
"Please send me, prepaid, the books I have indicated by mark-

I
'"f

-^opposite my choice from the list of 21 volumes offered by
I

I he Christian Herald.

I
No. 1.

No. 2.

' No. 3.

I No. 4.

I No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

No. 9.

No. 10.

A^.

No. 11. , No 16.

No. 12 No. 17.

No. 13 No. 18.

No. 14 No. 19.

No. 15 No. 20.

No. 21.

ame

Street and No.

I City and Slate .

The Christian Herald Book Dept., Bible House, WewYork
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Continued from first column
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W. B., Ellis Grove, 111. Please answefhr
following questions; 1. How many LJe.
ship.s have we now in our Navy? 2. lat
was the name of the first ship bii inAmerica? 3. At what place was Ca inJohn Smith's life saved by Pocaho s?
4. What was Pocahontas' Indian name I

1. "There are 362 ships of all kinds i|he

I
esTI

American Navy, but this includes trans
repair ships, etc. There are 33 first-clasi

tieships, 1 second-class, 12 armoreil cruisi

armored ram, 10 monitors, 22 protected
ers, 3 unprotected, 3 scout ci-uisers, 9 gun
3 light-draft gunboats, 8 composite gunbo
training ships, 1 training brigantine, 31

pedo-boat destroyer.s, and 33 steel torpedO'
There are also a number of converted en
etc. The foregoing make up the fighting
2. The BIcKsinc/ of the Bay. launched i

Mystic River, Massachusetts, was the firs

built in the New England colonies. Ther.
have been one or two built at James
3. The exact spot is not known. 4. Pocal
was her Indian name. She was the dai to
of "King" Powhatan. She married John fe,

an Englishman. We are unable to answ.
other questions sent.

B. McD., Des Moines, la. What is the
of the recent suffrage demonstratio
Germany ?

Under the present election law the i est

and most infiuential voters—those who p;the

largest ta.xcs—have the most votes. Accc ni;

to an explanation in Vorwaerts, a leadim ei-

lin journal, under this law three voters ;he

wealthy class have the same voting pov as

twelve middle-class voters, or eighty-ft of

the third class. Seats are distributed in a in-

ner now obsolete in progressive ecu es.

Many abuses have sprung up under thij itl-

quated system, and it is the continuar
, of

these, notwithstanding promises of leforn liat

has been the real cause of the recent clirb-

ances.

Miscellaneous
E. H. K., Rockham, S. D. Send addn lor

answer.

W. H., Gregory, Mo. Submit your (iii to

the professor of mathematics at youi '

University.

M. P. Consult a physician. We canii

swer medical questions in. the columns i m
Mail-Bag.

Mrs. 0. D. R., Franklin, Pa. Jesus i a

Jew, born in Bethlehem of Judea, of tin yal

house of David.

Mrs. A. S. 0., Salisbury, N. C. The p age

refers to the struggle between Jacob a the o

angel, in Genesis, chapter 32.

O., Hiram, O. You may do as you ,;ise

with the property. You may make pn ion
:

in the will to have it sold, and to have tl iro-

ceeds of such sale go to your children.

E. L. D., Missouri Valley, la., a J.

C. W., Windsor, Conn. We regret wi a^f

been unable to find the poem to whi( y '

refer.

If a subscriber of Dresden, Kan., wi end ,

full name and address, and repeat qucsti( M i

answer will be sent by mail. We cann an-

swer anonymous communications in The ^il-

Bag.

Mrs. E. E. G., Bentley, Alta., Canad; We

would advise you to consult your local •'<"

and get him to talk with them. If he is i loi

practical. Christian man he will know I,' l"
I

deal with such cases.

F. M., Petersburg, O. Your infant

seems to be touched with the spirit of P'j"

cism. What he .says relative to the tri-

archs and the prophets is incapable of oof,

and is directly opposed to the views 111*

best Biblical scholars, who are eminently "s''

ified to write with authority on such st 't^

S. I. S. It may be accepted as certai ha'

whatever may have been the nature ""

wine Christ made at Cana, it had r inu

harmful in it—nothing that would unsi the

reason or make brutes of men. It was '"'j'

ably the fresh juice of the .grape. Sei Ml

address, and repeat quei*y for answer U -"^^

question sent.

Mrs. A. H. S., Cortland, N. Y. fi
"

Kings 5:14; Num. 19:19. The.sigm"'*
of John's baptism is variously explaine Isf*

Matt., chapter 3). John showed the '";

ence between his own lower mission a '"''

divine mission of Jesus. He first b:i2«

with a mere earthly element, teaching i ' r'

repent and pointing them to Christ, ""

Christ had the power to baptize with fi.?'

Ghost and with fire. It was as thouirl
""J^

had said that, while water could only !"*

the body, the baptism which Jesus h:'^"'

with would purify the soul as with fir<
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A Picturesque Bit of Scenery in the " Hermit Land "
Dr. Jai So Peel, a Convert Korean Coolies Carrying the Gospels for Distribution

I IWJ A VISIT TO THE ORIENT
*"TITH Mr. Charles M. Alexander, my asso-

il ciate in evangelistic work, I spent the

' months of August, September, Octobei-.

ana part of November, 1909, in China, Korea and

Ja:n. If one were "upon pleasure bent," there i.s

nourney quite equal to this in all the world.

le wonderful harbor of Hong Konp; the crowded

sti.'ts of Canton; the interesting: Bund in Shanjr-

ha the journey up the Yanptze-Kiang, which at

tirs equals the Hudson in beauty; the strange ex-

pe ;nces in Peking, with its walled cities for the

CI ese and its protected legations for the Euro-

pe s, all inspire and thrill you.

t le visit to Korea, where the inhabitants present

4hmost pathetic picture to be
lEo d in modern history; Japan,
itffoliage, its inland sea, its

I beitiful rivers, the splendor of

N CO and the fascination of the
' Jamese people themselves, all

th 2 things would charm the or-

di ry traveler, and if he makes
. rth journey once he would be
jea r to go again.
I

<> one interested in the study
of ations there is no trip like

on through the Orient.
L lina is waking as from a

««dei sleep, and she is to-day
»wh:ing herself as she recovers
ffr 1 her slumber of ages and is

jKtniing ready to take her place
anng the foremost nations of
th world. Korea is in the
press of transformation. Her
pole people • are to-day op-
prsed and tried almost beyond
enirance, and yet out of" the
cr ible of fire they are coming
in strength, and whether they
ar annexed to Japan or not,
thi- country will always be
th lingly interesting.

he eyes of the world are upon
Jsin. She is a military force to
re on with, and the little brown
pi of the Orient is a powerful
invidual; while with his uni-
foi off he is the most charming
ar courteous of gentlemen to be found in the world.

Jt we were not traveling for the delights of
tt'el, nor going witli wide open eyes to study the
nsons as such, but we were preaching the Gospel
ar although our message in .sermon and .song was
ih ugh interpreters, it was received everywhere
^^'1 sympathy and enthusiasm, and the results
W(; as great as when speaking to the Australians
or le Europeans.

hree notable sei'vices were given, viz.: in the
Mtyrs' Memorial Hall, in connection with the

^y J. WILBUR CHAPMAN

Y. M. C. A., in a hail erected and dedicated to the

memory of the martyrs who suffered during the

Boxer uprising. Mr. Alexander and I conducted a

service for men only. Most of the faces were those

of Chinese students, many of them from homes of

culture and wealth, others from the homes of gov-

ernment officials. The coolies are coming to Christ,

but so aie the students. I spoke on the Judgment,

a sermon I have often delivered to American men,

and I saw at least seventy-five men come to the front

A Gospel Mass Meeting of Koreans in Seoul, During the Great Revival

and profess faith in Christ. One of them was the

son of a government ofTicial.

What we saw in Shanghai we also experienced in

other cities. China is ripe for an awakening^
In Seoul, the meetings were held in the Y. M. C.

A. building, which is the munificent gift of our

own Honorable John Wanamaker to the young men
of the capital of Korea. Mr. Wanamaker is an
honored official in my old church in Philadelphia,

and I looked upon this building with keen delight,

because it was the expression of his devotion to his

Master. This great hall, seating at least 1,000 peo-

ple, was thronged whenever the doors were opened.

Sometimes women only, again men only. Once or

twice young people only, but whatever the class

preached and appealed to, the results were the same.
They are not an emotional people, but many of them
sobbed their way into the kingdom of God.
The missionaries of Korea came in to attend the

conferences Mr. Alexander and I were conducting.

I think they are the greatest missionaries in the

',vorld. They are loyal to Christ and to the word
of God. They have a passion for souls. Their
battle cry this year is "A million souls for Christ in

a year," and from all parts of the continent they
are hearing the good news that
men and women by the hundred
are pressing their way into the
kingdom of heaven.
The Japanese people are easy

to speak to. They are intelligent,

keen, quick to understand what
you are talking about, notwith-
standing the fact that you speak
through an interpreter. In Japan
we beheld the same marvelous
results after the sermon had been
preached and the songs had been
sung.

This Japanese meeting in Ki-
oto was in the City Hall. Men
only were on the lower floor, and
they were literally sitting on the
floor. The women were in the
gallery. Some of the mission-
aries surrounded Mr. Alexander
and myself upon the platform.
On one night sixty men accepted
Christ.

I believe the Orient is ready
for a well-planned evangelistic
campaign. I believe a hundred
men on fire with a passion for
souls, laboring in hearty co-op-
eration with the missionaries,
could make a profound impres-
sion upon these great countries.

As for the missionaries them-
selves, they are a superb class of
people, cultured and consecrated;

in their medical work showing a skill that would
make them famous at home, and in their more di-

rectly spiritual work showing the same spirit that

animated the martyrs of old. My heart is thrilled

with the memory of the journey. I would think it

the highest privilege of my life to go back again and
labor with the missionaries or under the direction

of the boards of the church. There is no investment
of money to-day which can count for quite so much
as that which is given to the work in the Orient.

Continued on page S56
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A SERMON BY

Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, D.D.* jj

TAKING CHRIST
BY FAITH

TEXT—John 3 : 3

^lr(^^^

MY subject is found in the Scripture which is

recorded in the third chapter of St. John's

Gospel, third verse: "Verily, verily, I say

unto thee. Except a man be born again, he cannot see

the kingdom of God."

I suppose there is no chapter in all the Bible with

which we feel we are more familiar than this third

chapter of St. John. I have an idea that this is

because we find in it the marvelous sixteenth verse.

Luther said it was the Gospel in a nutshell. An-

other distinguished preacher has said: "If you

should take away from man all of the Old Testa-

ment and all of the New Testament, and simply

leave him this text: 'For God so loved the world

that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have ever-

lasting life,' he would know enough of the heart

of God, and he would know enough of the plan of

salvation, to be saved." Yet. to my mind there is

no chapter in all the Bible so difficult of explanation.

What Regeneration Means

It is in this chapter that we have the thought of

regeneration presented, and if I should say to you,

"Give me a definition of regeneration," I question if

any one of you could give a definition that would be

satisfactory or plain to the man or woman who is

seeking Jesus Christ. On the other hand, if you
should say to me, "Give me an illustration of regen-

eration," I could do it easily. I could tell you the

story of the man who came into this building last

night bound with sin, and who all this day has been
free. That is regeneration. I could tell yo'i the

stoi-y of the woman who at the beginning of this

mission was hopeless and helpless, and who to-day is

giving her testimony to the marvelous saving and
keeping power of Jesus Christ.

I would ask you to listen to her friends, who say
that she is a changed woman; changed in her ex-

pression, changed in her manner of speech, changed
so that she has become a new creature. That is

regeneration. You will notice that this text has a
marginal reading, which says, "Verily, verily, I say
unto you, except a man be born from above." So
when you say you have resolved to give up sin, that
is not enough. .When you tell me that you have re-

solved never again to go into the way of iniquity,

that is not enough, even if you could keep the reso-
lution. If a man is to become a new creature, and
overcome the power of old sin and new temptation,
he must be born from above, and that means to have
implanted in his nature a new force from above. It

is to have within himself a new life, which is the life

of God. It is to have a Saviour offered to and ac-
cepted by him. That is regeneration.

The Message of Forgiveness

Major Whittle once said, in my old church in Phil-
adelphia, that when Jesus was here he filed a bill of
exceptions. One count of that bill you find in Matt.
18:3: "Verily I say unto you, except ye be con-
verted, and become as little children, ye shall not
enter into the kingdom of heaven." There are peo-
ple to-day who say that fhere is a distinction to be
made between conversion and regeneration ; they say
that conversion is your part of the work and regen-
eration is God's part. Conversion is your putting
yourself in the way. Regeneration is God's doing
the work in you. Conversion is saying, "I will."
Regeneration is God's breathing into you the breath
of his own life. The second count in the bill is re-
corded in Matt. 5:20: "Except your righteousness
exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and Phari-
sees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of
heaven." So there is very little hope for the person
who puts away the Saviour, either to see God or to
know him. Indeed, there is no hope, and there is no
open door. No man would dare to say that by his
own efforts he could reach a standard of righteous-
ness that would pass the judgment of an infinite
God. Then how are you going to be saved? I know
how you may be saved, and I tell it to the man who
up to this moment is hopeless, and to the woman
who has been helpless. I tell it to the rich and to
the poor. I convey the message to the outcast:
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be
saved." For by faith we are united to Christ, and

* Preached at Dayton, O., by Rev. Dr. J.Wilbur Chapman (Pres-
byterian), the well-known evangelist.

his righteousness becomes our righteousness. That

is the only way to be saved.

The third of the counts in the bill we find in the

Gospel of St. Luke 13:3: "Except ye repent, ye

shall all likewise perish." What is repentance?

There are people who say that repentance is sorrow

for sin. Then everybody repents, for there is not a

man bound with a passion, not a woman held with a

sin, that has not had a sorrow for sin. They have
said, with hearts almost breaking, "Oh that we
might be free!" That is not repentance. There
are people who say that remorse is repentance.

Then all the sinful people in the city have repented,

because day after day, walking the streets, and
night after night, tossing restlessly upon their beds,

they have said, "My God, my sin! my sin!" They
are in this building, and they would cut off their

right hands if they could be free from their sin.

But that is not repentance. It is a sense of sorrow
for sin, it is the crushing effect of remorse on ac-

count of sin; but it is also saying, "With God's help,

I will turn away from sin." It is turning right-

about-face and looking unto him. Then the other
count in the bill is the text of this evening: "Verily,
verily, I say unto you, except a man be born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God." I hear some-
body say, "I cannot come to Jesus." Why? You
say you have no feeling. But you never will have
until you come. And another person says, "I can-

not come to Jesus." Why? And you answer, "Be-
cause the doctrine of the atonement seems to me to

be so impossible. I cannot understand how Jesus
Christ, dying upon Calvary 1900 years ago and
more, can ever set me free."

Taking the Step by Faith

A man said in my presence that, if he could ex-
plain the atonement, he would become a Christian.
Then he will never come to Jesus, for not until we
see God can we begin to understand the atonement.
Not an angel in heaven understands it. Eternity
will not be long enough in which to comprehend it.

And if you are waiting for this, you are like the
man in the university, v/ho said : "I will never study
astronomy until I can understand it; I will never
enter a class of mathematics until I can solve every
problem." You must come by faith. Here is an-
other man who says he cannot come. Why? And
taking up the Bible, he turns over its pages and
says, "Too many contradictions." I dare to say this
evening that there has never been a book in the
world that has harmony in it like this old Book has,
from Genesis to Revelation. No, men and women,
if you stand back to argue, then you will never come.
A man once came to Mr. Moody and said, "If

you will answer this list of questions, then I

will become a Christian." But Mr. Moody was
too clever for him. He said, "If you will become
a Christian, and start to-night, and then come to
me to-morrow morning, then I will answer every
question in your list." The man said, "Sir, I

will come." That night he accepted Christ as his
Saviour. The next morning he came back to Mr.
Moody's house, his face shining, and said, "Mr.
Moody, I will not have to put you to the trouble of
answering the questions; they have all been an-
swered." That is the way to come. If men, the
latchetof whose shoes you are not worthy to unloose;
if women, in whom you have as perfect confidence as
you have in your mother; if men like Gladstone, if

men like our President McKinley, if men like Gen-
eral Booth, and if women like Catherine Booth can
say, "We took the step by faith, and all the way
became bright ahead of us," then I think we can
trust the Saviour. "Verily, verily, I say unto you,
Except a man be born again, he cannot see the king-
dom of God." It is God's Word, and you must yield.

Being " Born Again"

But I turn to the Scripture and find that the story
makes it very plain. This is what Jesus said : "Nico-
demus, you must be born again." I can imagine
some people saying, "I can quite understand how
one deep in sin sho».ld be born again. I can appre-
ciate the fact that a drunkard must be born again."
But Nicodemus was a moral man, yet Jesus said to
him, "Ye must be born again." Then if Nicodemus
must, so must you. Jesus made it very plain. He
said, "Except a man be born again, he cannot see
the kingdom of God." Then he said, "Except a man

be born of water ..." I think sometimes \

make all too little of baptism. Of course, when
stand here I do not proclaim the mode of baptisi

but I announce my belief in the rite of baptism.

And as I turn over the pages of the Scriptures

find that again and again baptism is plainly pi

sented to us as a duty. But Jesus, I am sure, w
not talking about water baptism here. He sai

"Except a man be born of water," and he was tal

ing to a Jew. If you turn back to the Old Test

ment, you will see that the references to water a

references to the Word. So this is what Jes

surely meant, "Except a man be born of the Wore
What does that mean? It means that you can ta

God's promise, and you can hold it in your mir

A Definite Invitation

You can keep it in your memory, and hold it the

by faith, and God will keep his word. That is t

way to be saved. We have in our country a dist:

guished Methodist preacher, who rose in a confi

ence one day and said, in my hearing: "I was rais

in a Methodist family. Every member of the houi

hold was a perfect battery of emotion. We iie\

had a Methodist revival that they did not drag i

to the altar, and hold me there, but I would not

saved. But one morning, when a student, I w
seated on the campus at college preparing for i

Bible lesson when I came to John 3 : 16, 'For God
loved the world . . .' I stopped and said, 'Tl

is big enough for me.' 'That he gave his only S

. . .' That is provision enough for me. 'Tl

whosoever believeth on him . . .' That is dd
nite enough for me. 'Should not perish.'

"I arose from my sitting position and, taking ij

little Testament in my hand, I held it up and Si

'0 God, here this morning I accept this stateirK

of thine as the truth. I will hold on to it whili

live. I will carry it with me to the judgment,j
if I am not saved it will go hard with your bj

And suddenly I found my eyes filled with tean
found my lips trembling, I found my heart burnii

and from that day to this I have been a battery
emotion myself." That is the way to be saved. I

hold on God's Word, and it will do its own wo
But Jesus makes it plainer. He says, "born
water (that is the word) ; born of the Spirit." Tl

is your minister's preaching; that is the singir

that is your mother's pleading. It is the te

stained request that I held in my hand a moni'

ago, signed by a broken-hearted mother. It is eve

thing that can make you think. It is everyth
that can make you want to turn. It is the Spirit

God pleading.

Led to Christ by a Child 1

One evening at a seivice in New York City I f

'

a very distinguished looking man rise and say,

will accept Christ." I went back to the hotel, ; i

told my wife that I believed I had been used

Christ to lead a great man to God. I thought I b

but the next day, which was a day of prayer, I f

this man come into the service carrying in his ai -

a little lame boy. He brought him forward a ,

placing him on the platform, he came over to •

and, placing his hand up to his mouth so that -

child could not hear him, he said, "I want to inl

-

duce to you my little Joe; he is going to die."
'

did not need to tell me that. The little fellow's f

;

was so white and his hands were so thin. Whel
came over he said, with all the pride of a fatl

.

"This is Joe; he led me to Christ." I confess I wj '

bit disappointed. Then he told me the story. -

said: "When the mission started, Joe said to

'Father, I cannot go, but mother will take you; ^1

all the time you are gone I will pray.' I never c; -

into the house at night that I did not hear the 1

1

of his little crutch on the floor as he came to welcc J

me the moment the door was opened. He wc '

spring into my arms and say, 'Did you come?'
last night he did not ask me. I heard him com?

to the door, and as it was opened he sprang into f

arms and buried his face on my shoulder, an I

heard him say, with a sob, 'You have come, you h s

come; I know you have.' " That is the Spirit w( -

ing. It is every holy influence. It is every prar

of your mother; it is every cry of the preacher; is

every sob of your wife by your side, when she si-i

Cov tinned on next page
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ye, turn ye, for

Born of water
why
and

will ye

of the

:2|

rn

Srit.

lay I say in conclusion that we

c,ie into the kingdom of God with dif-

f.jnt experiences. Some men sob

tlir way to Christ. Other men shout

tlir way into the kingdom. Some

nti come with all the calmness that is

p't of their nature. I like the story

;he gentleman in Philadelphia who,

aar hearing his minister preach,

t\ned to the man near him and said,

" r, when do the officers of this church

n;t?" And the man said, "They will

n!t now, if you wish it." And the

gtleman said, "Call them together."

Ven the officers of the church came
tfsther, this gentleman, who was one

the greatest manufacturers in

.Aerica, stood before them and said,

"jntlemen, for a long time I have be-

li ed in Jesus Christ, but I have never

anowledged him. To-day, when the

iriister preached, I thought the time

5^^1i. come, and before you this morning.
'I'iknowledge Jesus Chj-ist as my Sa-

var." One of the officers rose, and
ir;ed that he be received into the

drch. Another seconded it. And
"tit gentleman walked out of the room
a hristian, and kept on walking with

(C-ist to the day of his death, a model
G'istian. I do not care how you
<!rte. You may come from the East;

y may come from the West; you may
coie from the South; you may ap-

ach from the North.
=!ut come; waiting will not save you.

jVsping will not save you. Working
not save you. Come! The dan-

g is this: you are very near the

k ?dom—so very near. An uplifted

h d, and the will to rise to your feet,

a' your resolution not to yield would
g n a flash. I once said to an Amer-
ici preacher in Oregon, "How did you
cue to Christ?" and he said, "I was
r:';ed in a Christian home; my mother
ft; a saint; my father a church officer

a a priest of God. I was very near
11 kingdom, but I did not yield. One

."^nht I heard the minister use this
*op 'ilstration, and it won me. He said:
-ittk' n; from the New England country

-'' nV not forget that dreadful white
"' ' • :pgue which we call in America tuber-
»R« c^sis. A gentleman who was suffer-

»** :ii from this disease started out for
Jil ill- mountains, and as is usual in our

fcifii .c^ntry with people suffering with this
nil caplaint who go to the mountains his
ilii fit days were days of i-eal suffering.
M^if I became very discouraged, and said,

I-
" .vill die if I stay here," and started

^* hie. He sent a telegram to his home
Itsii lii'the country, saying that he would

aive by such and such a train. But
atorm came on. The telegraph wires
ve down, and the train was delayed.
ti home was three miles from the
Ccntry station. He reached the .sta-

in at midnight. No one knew of his
* C'ling, as the telegram was never de-

li';red. The station was closed, and
t lights were out. His house was
t nearest. There was only one thing
f him to do. He must fight his way
t ough the storm. Dying though he
vs, he pu?h^d his way through the
Cir-increasing snowdrifts, until at
h; he saw a light in the window of his
hne. He passed through .the gate,
aJ staggered up the walk. Just as he
1- ched the step of the door he fell
vm his knees from faintness, and
'\' h his hand upon the step of the door
hdied.' " My friend told me that the
mister turned to his congregation
al said, "There is some young man in
ts building with his hand upon the
so of the door. Some day the door
vl shut." And my friend said, "I
1" e from my pew, and walked home to

^ father, and dropping on mv knees
bhis side, I said, 'I will yield, I will
y.d.'

I

Almost is but to fail.

Almost cannot avail.
Sad, sad, that bitter wail.
Almost, but— lost!

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

'Cbc Cbildrcn^s pulpit
A GOLDEN SPOON By Rev, j. m. farrar. p.p.

HE loved God and little children. One day he heard of a

poor child who had diphtheria. The little one was near death.

It would not take medicine. He was soon by the bedside. "I

will give you a gold spoon, if you will take the medicine." The child

asked with tongue and eyes: "A real gold spoon, and all my own?"
Out he rushed, and soon returned with a beautiful gold spoon. Into

his arms he lifted the child, and the taste of the medicine was lost in

the sight of the golden spoon. You want to know the man's name.

I want to write his name—Louis Klopsch—on your heart.

THE chapter in which you find the text, "One spoon of gold," tells

of the offerings the princes made to God when the temple was
dedicated. "Nethaneel, the son of Zuar, prince of Issachar, did

offer." Then follows the long list of his princely gifts, and among
them is "One spoon of gold." In God's memory book I imagine this

record: "Louis Klopsch, the son of Dr. Osmar Klopsch, prince of

Christians, did offer." In the long list of his offerings I am sure will

be found "one spoon of gold." The sick-room of the little child was
a temple, the golden spoon was an altar, and the medicine was a

sweet incense before God.

IX the winter of 1892-93 there were 100,000 people idle in the city of

New York. Dr. Klopsch, who, as a Sunday School teacher, had
been visiting the poor and giving them one-tenth of his income, now
started a relief fund. During the winter he furnished 1,200 families

with food. It was at this time he found the liltle child dying with

diphtheria and saved its life with the golden spoon. His next thought

was to establish a summer home, where children could find the health

and happiness God wanted them to enjoy. The result of his heart-

effort is Mont-Lawn. The golden-spoon child was one of the first to

be taken to the home. So useful was she in making the home bright

and cheerful that Dr. Klopsch kept her as a little helper during the

entire summer.
Some one might have said, "Why was not this golden spoon sold

and the money given to the poor?" It was the extravagance of love,

and wherever the history of Mont-Lawn is told this story of the

golden spoon should be heard. The golden spoon is now the sixty-

thousand-dollar Mont-Lawn, where three thousand children every

summer are made strong enough to resist disease. Since Mont-Lawn
was opened 40,000 children have found health, happiness and heaven.

L\ST summer I left the train at Nyack and drove up the mountain

I side with Dr. Klopsch. The beautiful country of mountains

and valleys, meadows and harvest fields slowly unfolded before us.

At a turn in the road Mont-Lawn, like heaven let down to earth, was
before us. As we drove through the great stone archway, over which

is inscribed in letters of gold, "I Love God and Little Children," there

was a surprise I shall never forget. The children, crowding upon the

terrace to greet Dr. Klopsch, sang out:

Moiit-Lawn. Mont-Lawn, here we are !

MontLavvn, Mont-Lawn, 'Rah, 'Rah, 'Rah !

I did not .see Dr. Klopsch again until noon, the children claimed
him. During his absence I visited the cottage dormitories, with their

snow-white beds; the Homestead, with its offices and resting-rooms;

the playgrounds, shaded by great trees, beautified by flowers and
fountains, and cut by walks made more beautiful by footprints of

children. From the tower, above the dining-hall, we heard the

"Westminster Chimes."
It was dinner hour at Mont-Lawn. The children came in com-

nanies, as bright and happy as angels and as clean and orderly as sol

diers on dress-parade.

Poor children from the

New York, cleanly and
at tables beautifully

some food, well cooked,

saw three hundred and
each one in the hand
ing and falling, up
They were ordinarx

sight of God they were
spoon of gold trans

dred and twenty-five,

longer needed, food

the spacious dinint

see the Hudson River,

ing the mountains and
After dinner they

play around the flower

across the lawn and
At three o'clock the

heard, and the
_
Chil

soon crowded with a

They sang "grace,'

When They Kneel at Night

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Text :

" One spoon of gold." Num. 7 : 20.

and then ate graciously,
crowded tenements of
neatly dressed, seated
provided with whole-
In this dining-hall I

twenty-five spoons,
of a child, spoons ris-

full and down empty,
spoons, but in the
extraordinary. One
formed into three hun-
Medicine spoons no
spoons enjoyed ! From
hall the children could

like a silver cord bind-
valleysinto a paradise,

went out to worship-
beds and fountains,

up the mountain side,

chimes were again
dren's Temple was
happy congregation of

Continued on page 353

New Proofs of the Flood
A Tablet from Nippur, 4,100 Years Old,

Corroborates the Bible Story

A SMALL piece of hardened clay,

upon which are traced the written
signs of a language spoken 4,000 years
ago, but now many centuries a "dead"
language, is just now the focus of at-

traction among antiquarians and Bible

scholars throughout the globe. This
fragment of baked clay was found,
with many others, at Nippur, in Baby-
lonia, by Professor Herman V. Hil-
precht during his last expedition.
A correspondent writing of this won-

derful tablet says: "It has been deci-
phered by Professor Hilprecht after
months of labor. It is simply amazing
in its coincidence to the Bible story of
the Deluge, to which it tallies in minute
details. In this, as in the Bible story,
the Lord God, the great King of the
Gods of the ancient Sumerians, says: 'I

will loosen the confines of heaven. A
deluge I will make, and it shall sweep
away all men together.'
"Even the errors in the translation

of the Bible text from Hebrew to Eng-
lish and German mark the striking
similarity between the Nippur story of
the Deluge and that of the ancient He-
brews. For Professor Hilprecht points
out that the word which the translators
of a few hundred years ago rendered
'window,' and which appears in all

later versions of the Bible as 'window,'
really meant 'roof in the old Hebrew.
Where our Bibles say 'A window shalt
thou make to the ark,' it should have
read by correct translation, 'A roof
thou shalt make to the ark.' This tab-
let story of the Deluge, written 2100
B.C., which Professor Hilprecht has
translated, contains this very com-
mand. The Lord of the Gods says:
'With a strong deck (or roof) cover it.'

"This tablet, or rather this fragment
of a tablet, with the story of the Deluge
seems destined to be the most famous
discovery in all Assyrian research.
The history of Abraham is really only
a secondary figure in this new develop-
ment of ancient history. The chief
fact brought out is that the people of
Ur, from which Abraham came, the
people of the plains of Shinar, the seat
of that twilight civilization, had a
story of the Deluge almost identical
with that of the Old Testament, which
has been the centre of religious discus-
sion for years.
"The writing on this latest tablet

was traced on the surface in characters
which greatly resemble the Chinese
method of writing of the present day.
Because of its long time in the earth
the tablet was incrusted with crystals
of nitre, which filled up the characters.
Besides, the clay was in a state of de-
composition and exceedingly difficult to

handle without destroying the tablet
and losing the precious writings on it.

For weeks Professor Hilprecht worked
several hours a day to remove the crys-
tals and to put the tablet into a state in
which it could be deciphered. Then he
set to work to translate the WTiting."

Anvil Sparks
. .In nine cases out of ten the man

who has riches has a hard master.

. .There is no resurrection from the
grave in which men bury their talents.

..Gratitude is the fire upon which
the incense of praise is kept bui-ning.

. .Many a man who would like to re-
form the world has a front gate that
will not stay shut.

..God does not want his sheep to
live on dry fodder, but some of his
shepherds think he does.

. . The greatest duty a father owes
his children is to walk where it will

be safe for them to follow.

. .One of the hardest lessons that
we have to learn is that we are made
of the same kind of clay as other folks.

. .It is hard to convince a worldling
that sin is black clear through as long
as he can hear the gold jingling in its

pocket.
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MUSICALES AT THE WHITE HOUSB
MRS. TAFT, wife of the President, has selected

the musicale as the vehicle of her personal

entertaining. That the present mistress of

the White House should prefer the informal concerts

in her own home to all other means of extending

hospitality to her intimates and acquaintances is,

however, natural and to be expected, for Mrs. Taft

is and always has been exceedingly fond of music,

and she is, moreover, something of a musician her-

self. In years gone by the private musical enter-

tainment "has been by no means unknown in what

might be termed the category of standard White

House social functions.

It should be explained at the outset, m any men-

tion of Mrs. Taft's musicales, that especial signifi-

cance attaches to these little con-

certs because they represent the

preferences and the wishes of

Mrs. Taft as Mrs. Taft, rather

than as the first lady of the land.

It is not meant, of course, that

the mistress of the Presidential

mansion can ever be entirely dis-

associated from her official posi-

tion. She cannot. But all the

same, it is the prerogative of

every oc( apant of such position

to indulge herself with some pri-

vate and personal entertainments

quite apart from the formal af-

fairs that, according to time-

honored custom, must be given.

It is because of this signifi-

cance that an invitation to one-of

Mrs. Taft's musicales is regard-

ed by each recipient as an espe-

cial compliment. To the great

receptions and even to the state

dinners, which are held at inter-

vals during each official social

season at the White House, are

bidden many persons with whom
the first lady of the land has lit-

tle more than a bowing acquaint-

ance, but who are included in the

list of guests because their offi-

cial positions or their past serv-

ices to the country entitle them to

it. With Mrs. Taft's musicales, however, the situ-

ation is quite different. These are essentially her
own private affairs, and there being no official sig-

nificance attached, she invites just whom she chooses
without reference to whether they are in public or

private life, or any other hard and fast rules.

The musicales do not begin until 10:30 o'clock at

night, and, although this may appear in the eyes of

some of our readers rather a late hour, the plan of

waiting until nigh bedtime is in reality evidence of

kindly thoughtfulness on the part of Mrs. Taft. The
late hour set for beginning the programme precludes
the possibility of a White House musicale interfer-

ing with the plans of any other hostess in Washing-
ton. At the national capital an invitation to the
White House is politely considered equivalent to a
command. It goes without saying that if it was a

question of choosing between hostesses, a large pro-

portion of the people would disappoint any other

hostess to respond to an invitation from the wife of

the President. But with the White House musicales

not scheduled to begin until half-past ten o'clock it

is entirely practicable for people to go to a formal
dinner, attend a reception or participate in any
cthei* social event at the usual hour in the evening

and yet arrive at the White House in ample time for

the festivities there.

The musical programmes are given in the famous
East Room, but at the musicales, as at other social

functions at the executive mansion, all the rooms on

the main or pai-lor floor of the White House are at

the disposal of the guests. The guests enter at the

Mrs. Taft

Mrs. Taft's New Music Room in the White House

eastern portal of the White House and, after depos-
iting wraps in the long corridor-checkroom, proceed
up stairs and direct to the Green Parlor, where the
President and Mrs. Taft receive them. From this

apartment they are ushered into the East Room,
adjoining.
The north end of the East Room, although, of

course, on the same level as the rest of the apart-
ment, is reserved for the musicians. Here is in-

stalled the $10,000 gold piano, which has been a con-
spicuous object in the furnishings of the White
House since the early part of the Roosevelt admin-
istration. As a matter of fact, this musical instru-
ment de luxe is valued at more than $1.'S,000,

although the lesser sum is the one mentioned by
most guides and guide-books. It was designed espe-
cially to harmonize with the present gold and white

decorative scheme of the East Room, and the enti
instrument is overlaid with gold. That the piano
distinctively American in design is attested by t
introduction of the American eagle and the seal
the nation, as well as the seals or coats-of-arms
the thirteen original States.
Not only are the invitations to the White Hou

musicales issued in the name of Mrs. 'Taft, but t
deep interest she manifests in the entertainments
evidenced by the fact that she personally selects t
numbers to make up the programmes—a respo
sibility for which she is well qualified by her lo)

experience as a musician and music-lover—includi
conspicuous service as the founder and long-th
president of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchesti

During some previous perio
of White House history, wh
the musicale has been in vog
as a form of entei'taining—

;

for instance, during the regii

of Mrs. Roosevelt—many of t

artists who appeared were an
teurs or semi-professionals, w
considered an appearance at t

White House distinctly a mi
stone in musical progress. M
Taft, highly cultivated in mus
has enlisted the services of wor
famous artists. Among the

who have appeared at recent n^

sicales are Karl Jorn, the ter

of the Metropolitan Opera Co
pany; Mme. Yolanda Mero, Mr
Olga Samaroff and Mr. Erm
Hutcheson, pianists, and Prof
sor Willy Hess, Mr. Julius v

Theodorowicz, Mr. Emile Fe
and Mr. Alwin Schroeder, t

string soloists of the Bost
Symphony Orchestra.

Latterly a magnet for the

terest of all guests at the Wh
House musicales is found in M
Taft's music room—a persor

retreat, into which she has trai

formed the historic Blue Parli

When the Roosevelts were in t

White House they made use
the Red Parlor as a family sitting room, but M
Taft's preference has been for the Blue Room, a
since illness has restricted her social activities s

has had leisure to devote to her music, with the ;

suit that the improvised music room has come
occupy a very important place in her life. Here s

has had installed a dainty little piano, which li

been made especially for her. It is a parlor grai
empire style, finished in old ivory, with the rel

work in gold bronze, the motif in all the details bei

the same as that of the furniture of the Blue FarL
President Taft, too, has his own "corner" of tl

new music room, where he has installed one of t

finest of the enclosed-horn or concealed-horn types
phonographs, with a liberal library of those recor

of grand operatic selections of which the Preside
is so fond. Waldon Fawcett.!,

K^?^ GIPSY SMITH IN ENGLAND tiTi

GIPSY SMITH opened his winter's work in Eng-
land in the town of Hanley. In his opening

he said: "My visit to America has been
phenomenal, both as to crowds and general results.

Nothing has ever been seen there to compare with
it." Some idea of the size of the audiences in the

United States, he said, might be gathered from
the fact that in one city he had had a choir of 3,000

behind him and an audience of 18,000 before him.

Hanley Free Church Council, under whose aus-
pices the English meetings were held, gave a recep-

tion to Gipsy and Mrs. Smith. At the opening of

the mission the Mayor of Hanley welcomed the
Gipsy and his wife to the town. He recalled the
first advent of Gipsy Smith in Hanley. They did
not then all look upon him and his co-workers with
a Christian spirit, and they were rather scanty in
their welcome. But since then they had learned to
appreciate the work done by Gipsy Smith and his
co-laborers, and now they welcomed him most roy-
ally for what he had done not only in England, but
in America, South Africa and Australia. The
Mayor of Stoke, a neighboring town, also joined in
the civic welcome.
The Gipsy made fitting reply. His attitude was

one of intense earnestness, and his words were of
the most searching kind. He assumed that all pres-
ent were professing, nominal Christians. But what
kind of Christians were they? Did they know what
was meant by the term "experimental godliness"?
Would their character commend itself to their neigh- _
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bors? Had they a religion that would create

regenerating and God-given atmosphere? He (j!

not ask to what church they belonged, but he did a

them what kind of Christians they were. Let thf

look into their hearts, find out, face facts; it wot

pay them. Whether they knew their influence

Christians or not, somebody else knew. The pow

of all present with their fellow-men and won-

would depend on their own intimacy with God.

they wanted a revival they must make a chalk ri

round themselves, and ask the Lord to begin in \

ring. What did the husband, what did the wi

what did the children—yes, and what did the m:

in the kitchen—think about their religion? Whe
ing around, the Gipsy addressed a few words to t

choirs. "It is no use," he said, "singing 'Where
Leads Me I Will Follow' when your feet are turr

the other way." It was not enough for those pr

ent to know they were church members. Were th

hearts right? Because, if they were, that ^

heaven! Was their Master satisfied with thei

He wanted to say this, and he was saying it in

own heart at the same time, they would not be a

to do much for any one else until something h

been done for them. He wanted them to go aw

saying, "I want to be a better man" and "I want

be a better woman," and if they were the kind

Christians God wanted them to be, that would h£

pen. If they were the kind of Christians Jesus w

pleased with, then some hearts in Hanley were gl,

because they lived in it. i



PRESIDENT TAFT SPEAKS ON PEACE
I

DECLARES WE ARE FOR PEACE BUT MUST BE READY FOR EMERGENCIES

pyriglit liy Druikcr iV <'(i.

THE PEACE LEAGUE'S BANQUET IN NEW YORIC, AT WHICH PRESIDENT TAFT WAS THE PRINCIPAL SPEAKER

j'^NE of the most important gatherings in the
I interest of the peace movement was held at

^ the Hotel Astor, in New York City, on March
i, when the American Peace and Arbitration

league tendered a banquet to the President of the

Snited States. It was a notable assemblage of some
:" the most prominent men and women in the coun-

y. Ex-Senator McCreary, the president of the

lEgue, who was referred to by Mr. Taft as the
,<entucky peacemaker," presided, and among the
[Stinguished guests, in addition to the President,
ere Ex-Vice-President Fairbanks, Mayor Gaynor
New York, and Count Von Bernstorff, German

.mbassador. Flags and flowers decorated the ban-

ket hall, and the beautiful gowns of the ladies

Ided a dash of color to the brilliant scene.

.The speeches were of a high order, and while all

sre in favor of the great movement for arbitration
,ey were, as a usual thing, conservative and not
arked by the erratic and dangerous suggestions
r stripping our country of its defenses and de-

nders, which have been made in other peace
actings.

President Taft was the principal speaker of the
ening, and while his speech was not exactly what
me of his auditors expected, yet most of them
emed to agree with his dignified position as to

hat this country stood for and what it must be pre-
rred to meet. The main part of his speech follows

:

"I am delighted to see about here Ambassadors
of powerful countries and Ministers representing the
strength of Europe and of this hemisphere, all in

favor of peace by arbitration. We are all in favor
of virtue; we are all in favor of goodness, and we
are all in favor of peace; and as peace can be best
maintained by arbitration and conciliation, of course
we are in favor of arbitration rather than war.'

"But we stand together on this, that because we
are in favor of universal peace, and in favor of arbi-

tration in order to .secure it, that we are not in favor
of our country giving up that which we now use for
the purpose of securing peace, to wit, our armament
in our army and our navy. I do not want to seem
inconsistent in speaking so emphatically here in

favor of peace by arbitration and in using every
effort that I can to bring to bear on Congress to have
two more battleships this year. I am hopeful that we
may continue with that until the Panama Canal is

constructed, so that our naval forces shall be
doubled by reason of the connection between the two
coasts, and then we can stop and think whether we
wish to go further. Perhaps by that time there shall

be adopted a means of reducing armament. Cer-
tainly, when it comes, we will not be, I am sure, the

power to interfere with that general movement.
"The expense of armament is working toward

peace. The expense of war, I am sorry to say, is

having greater weight in securing peace than the
expense of lives. A nation does not lightly enter

upon war now, and for two reasons: First, because
the expense is so great that it is likely to lead her to
bankruptcy even if she wins; and, second, that if she
does not win, the government, or dynasty, or what-
ever it may be that is in control of the government,
is likely to go down under the humiliation of that
defeat, at the hands of her own people. Those two
things are working in a healthful way toward peace.

"I have noticed exceptions in our arbitration trea-
ties, as to reference of questions of honor, of national
honor, to courts of arbitration. Personally, I do not
see any more reason why matters of national honor
should not be referred to a court of arbitration than
matters of property or matters of national proprie-
torship.

"I do not know that I quite agree with my friend,
the Kentucky peacemaker, as to the Monroe doctrine.
I agree with the Monroe doctrine, but I think it has
come pretty near getting us into trouble a number
of times. But we got over it " [A voice:
"Without war?"] "Yes, without war, because the
Lord looks after children, drunken men, and the
United States."
There was a moment's silence, and then there was

a ripple of laughter and vigorous applause at the
President's quick response and effective reply, and
the interrupter subsided for the rest of the evening.
The President concluded his speech with a strong
plea for justice to aliens and said the government
should have the power to enforce treaty obligations.

NEW YORK'S GREAT TEMPERANCE MEETING
TTHAT has been called by well-informed ob-

JXI servers the largest and most important
» f meeting held in New York City for forty
ars in the interests of the temperance movemnt
curred March 20 in Carnegie Hall. The fame and
oquence of its speaker, Ex-Gov. Robert B. Glenn
North Carolina, the splendid chorus of over four
mdred trained voices, and the fact that Carnegie
all, one of the largest auditoriums in the country,
is packed to the doors, all made it an occasion to
long remembered by all those who were fortunate
ough to gain admittance.
Governor Glenn is a man of great natural elo-

ence, and is one of the prominent leaders of the
Tiperance reform movement in the South; and he
d more to do with driving the saloon out of North
irolina by a popular vote of 45,000 than any other
e man.
Rev. Ferdinand C. Iglehart, D.D., New York City
iperintendent of the Anti-Saloon League, offered
ayer, and then introduced Rev. James Albert Pat-
i-son, D.D., New York State Superintendent of the
iti-Saloon League, as the presiding officer. Dr.
itterson in a few well-cho.sen words introduced
c-Governor Glenn, who was warmly greeted and
ide to feel at once that he was among friends,
-said in part:
"I have not always been an absolute teetotaler. I

n ashamed to say that I used to lay it to St. Paul

and take a little for my stomach's sake and mine
oft infirmities, and that those oft infirmities became
very oft indeed. But not for many years has a drop
of the cursed stuff gone into my stomach, nor ever
will. I've seen what the demon can do. Of seven
of my college friends two are in the grave, three

are in insane asylums and two are a disgrace to the

name of North Carolina, all through that demon.
"I've heard the moans and groans and shrieks of

agony going up to Almighty God from the asylums
and learned that 33 1-3 per cent, of the victims are

there through drink; I've visited the old soldiers'

homes and learned that 50 p^-r cent, of the inmates
are there from the same cause, and almshouses and
learned that 70 per cent, of those there sheltered are

there from this same curse.

"Because I have seen these things, and oh, my
God! because I have felt these things, I have dedi-

cated the rest of my life to the cause of fighting

this terrible, damning evil. If it brings crime in-

stead of law, disease instead of health, rags instead

of clothes, how dare you, how can you stand for this

curse in the State of New York? I come to appeal

to the manhood and womanhood of the Empire State

and of the greatest city in the world to get into ac-

tion here to-night, so that in five, ten or twenty
years God shall be glorified and the curse of this

temptation be abolished.

"New York, whose forefathers stood with Wash-

ington at Valley Forge for freedom, who stood at
Yorktown; New York, who furnished the bravest
that confronted the South from '61 to '65—how long
will its freemen submit to being governed and con-
trolled by the whisky ring? Why does this whisky
ring through the Legislature keep its hands about
your throats? Because they know that if they give
you the right to vote for local option, in five

years there won't be a saloon in New York State,

and I believe New York itself would be found right
in line. North Carolina, which in 1881 went 103,000
for liquor, in 1907 went 45,000 for God, all through
the progress of local option. You'll call me back
once more before I die to celebrate with you the
victory and a saloonless State."

Rev. P. A. Baker, D.D., National Superintendent
of the Anti-Saloon League, made a short address,
after which subscription orders were passed and
$18,000 was raised for the fund for the anti-saloon
campaign. Rev. Robert Bagnell, D.D., of Brook-
lyn, spoke briefly, and then Rev. Robert S. MacAr-
thur, D.D., pastor of Calvary Baptist Church of
New York, pronounced the benediction. At the
close of the meeting Dr. MacArthur said to friends
on the platform : "I have been in New York City
for forty years. I have never seen such a great
temperance meeting as this in the size of the au-
dience, in its enthusiasm, and in its prophecy of
future victory."
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National Power an Aid to Peace

"pEACE," said wise old Benjamin Franklin, "may
X be purchased at too high a price." President

Taft, in his recent speech at the Peace League din-

ner in New York, gave expression to the same opin-

ion when, speaking as an avowed advocate of con-

ciliation and arbitration, he urged that our national

love of peace should not lead us into the fatal blun-

der of beiTig unprepared for the possibility of war.

Real peace—the peace that gives opportunity for

progress in civilization—is the offspring of power.

Recognizing this as a fundamental truth, the Presi-

dent urged that we should continue increasing our
naval strength, so that our forces may be doubled
when the Panama Canal is finished and it becomes
necessary that we should guard it as a public high-

way for the world's commerce, which must not be

left at the mercy of any grasping power that might
seek to control it for its own benefit. Then, and not

before, said the President, would be time enough to

consider the question of reducing our armament.
We love peace, but we should abhor weakness.

To become pusillanimous as a nation would be to in-

vite grave dangers from every side. We must look

the fact squarely in the face that in the present con-
dition of human affairs, that nation which is strong
and well prepared for all contingencies has the best
assurance of continued peace and prosperity for
itself, and is best equipped to advance the cause of
peace throughout the world. Until the millennium
comes, when love will have universal rule, there can
be no peace on earth that is not the result of the
co-operation of strong governments in the interest

of conciliation, arbitration and international justice.

The Collapse of Drews
PEOPLE who till lately regarded Berlin as the

centre of European free thought and scepticism,

and the nursery of destructive Biblical criticism, will

now have to revise their opinions. About a month
ago we called attention to the furor created by the
lectures of Professor Drews, of Karlsruhe, who,
speaking before great and distinguished audiences
in the German capital, attempted to prove that no
such person as Jesus Christ ever existed. This sur-
passing exhibition of ignorance and impiety was
fully dealt with in The Christian Herald at the
time. Setting aside the Christian as well as the
pagan evidences, we showed that the Karlsruhe
professor had never even heard of the record of
Jesus' life, teaching, accusation, trial and execution,
as recorded in every copy of the Jewish Talmud
prior to 1631 A.D. And now the people of Berlin

—

not the college professors, but the "common people,"
who still cling to their simple old Lutheran faith—

•

have recorded their opinion of this blasphemer by
rising up in defense of their Lord and Master, whose
very existence had been denied. They held such a
gathering as Berlin probably had never witnessed
before. Thousands thronged the Winter Circus,
other thousands the Royal Cathedral, while twenty
thousand filled the streets. This great body of men
and women indoors and out, united in a memorable
thanksgiving service, giving glory to God for the
unshaken faith of the German people. Kaiser Wil-
helm's chaplain, Dr. Dryander, in a sermon in the
cathedral, congratulated the church and thanked God
for the public repudiation of Drews' theories.
We have probably heard the last of this pseudo-

theologian and denier of Christ. His collapse was
inevitable.

Maligning New York

WE do not approve of the policy, followed by a
certain class of orators, of abusing New

York at every opportunity and denouncing it as a
city of unspeakable wickedness. New York is no
worse than other large cities, and it is a great deal
better than some of them. Mayor Gaynor, in a re-
cent public speech, took occasion to defend the fair
fame of the metropolis, which, with all its faults, is
generally admitted to be a very good place to live
in. Those who denounce it most sweepingly prob-
ably know it least. It is, we believe, the most gen-
erous-hearted metropolis in the world, lavish in its
charities, great in its churches, and far ahead of
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most other capitals in every kind of philanthropic

work designed for the uplift of the poor and strug-

gling and neglected classes. But New York has a

problem of its own such as no other city confronts.

It is the most cosmopolitan of all the great cities.

We have many times more Jews here than there

are in Jerusalem; more Greeks than in any Grecian

city outside of Athens; more Italians than Naples
itself can boast; more Germans than many good-

sized cities of the Fatherland, to say nothing of our

contingents of Poles, Slovaks, Armenians, Lithu-

anians, Finns, Russians, and even Arabians. Some
of these people bring with them the vices as well as

the virtues peculiar to their native lands, and while

they are undergoing the process of assimilation

they constitute a big problem, in which we are apt

to look at the repellent side only. There is neither

sense nor justice in assailing the city because of

the existence of conditions which are unescapable.
Such a course gives New York a bad name unde-
servedly, defames it before the world unjustly, and
excites the indignation of every sensible American.
Orators who indulge in wild rhetoric would do well

to remember that no worthy cause ever needs to

stoop to exaggeration and defamation.

The Food Supply Problem

IN his recent report Secretary Wilson, of the

United States Department of Agriculture, has
given us a most important addition to the literature

which deals with the high cost of living. His report

is based on a systematic investigation, conducted by
the Bureau of Animal Industry, in fifty American
cities. It is shown that the average retail price of

beef is more than 30 per cent, higher than the whole-

sale price, and that the gross profits to the retailer

range from 19 per cent, to 60 per cent. Pork has
touched the highest point in forty years, and mutton
and other meats are still rising. Nineteen million

families of medium income are directly affected by
this extraordinary condition of affairs. Those
grades of beef which are usually the cheapest have
now been forced up to a point where they yield
larger profit to the dealer than even the better
grades. In a word, the meat products of the coun-
try are controlled by a trust, which fixes both the
retail and wholesale prices and monopolizes all the
most profitable retail trade as well. This trust has
been enabled to retain this control largely through
the present cold storage system. The meat, butter
and fish supply is locked up in 558 cold storage
plants and, to a great extent, the potato, onion,
canned goods, milk, butter and cheese supply also.
In monetary value, the food thus controlled by the
trust can be reckoned only by hundreds of millions.

Secretary Wilson brings out another point with
great prominence. He urges that a careful study
should be made to determine whether food kept for
a protracted period in cold storage, especially poul-
try, "is not responsible for some of the intestinal
disorders of an imperfect metabolism, from which
modern humanity, especially the dwellers in large
cities, are so apt to suffer." Investigation has
shown that food of certain kinds, held in cold storage
beyond a certain point, is unfit for human consump-
tion and a menace to health and life.

The country is looking confidently to Congress to
find a remedy for this intolerable situation, under
which the people are not only compelled to pay exor-
bitant prices for food withdrawn from market and
practically cornered, but are obliged (unless Secre-
tary Wilson should prove to be a needless alarmist)
to face the danger of consuming food which has long
since ceased to be nutritious and can only be used
at great peril.

Mrs. Sage on Giving

WE have frequently remarked on the increasing
recognition by persons of large resources of

the principle that all wealth is, in the ultimate sense,
not personal ownership, but trustee-ship. Riches,
like every other gift at our command, are given for
a distinct use. Ours is an age of selfishness, indul-
gence and indifference to spiritual things; yet it is
gratifying to know in how many directions the sense
of trusteeship is extending. Mrs. Russell Sage is
the possessor of one of the largest fortunes in Amer-

ica. She is wisely putting it out at interest and in-

vesting it in benefactions that will bear rich frui;

in the coming years. She has recently given hei

views concerning charity and benefactions, and thej

doubtless represent the convictions of others of hei

class, who are emulating her example. When askec
why she gave so much money away during her life

time, she said: "I have always believed in giving
When I was a teacher in Philadelphia, at $200 ;

year, I was willing to give my tenth to the Lord':

work. Sickness, misfortune, fires, the forced mis
eries of life—these wi-etched conditions I would alle

viate. I would also help those who, having livet

righteously and prudently, come to want in old age
When Christ fed the multitude, he did not lecture

He just fed the hungry. And I believe that whei
people are in need they should be lifted out of thei

condition. Lift them out of sickness, out of all deai

conditions, into live ones."
Being asked whether people were grateful fo

such assistance, she said: "I find a great deal o

gratitude; but you may remember that when Chris
helped the lepers, only one came back to thank hiir

Human nature is much the same to-day. I hav
never been able to analyze why some are apparentl;
ungrateful. The giving requires thought and jud]

ment; but a tremendous amount of sympathy goi

out with each gift."

Mrs. Sage has touched the true secret of huma;
helpfulness. Gratitude may come, but we need no
look for it, nor regard it as indispensable. If w
perform our duty joyfully and with an inward satis^

faction of having done what we could in His namf
we may safely leave all results to a higher powei
Meanwhile, we ourselves, perhaps, more even tha
the beneficiaries whom we help, are made richer an
better by the exercise of charity, which is the cor

ciete expression of a Christlike love of humanit
and sympathy for others.

Korea's Great Revival

THE "Hermit Nation," missionaries and evangt

lists write us, is stirred to its depths by
great spiritual awakening. It is casting off its ar

cient idolatry. All the work of the consecrate

missionaries in past years, which seemed so ineffeci

ive as to be discouraging, is now producing cumi
lative results. The Holy Spirit is drawing the pec

pie mightily and thousands are being added to th

Christian churches. Little congregations are bein

organized on every hand. So definite has the mov(
ment become that the Council of Missionaries ;

Seoul were led by faith to pray and work for or

million souls within the present year as Korea
tribute to the power of the Gospel of Jesus Chris

They have invited God's people here and elsewhei
to join them in the prayer that this great hope ma
be realized. Will not the readers of The Christia
Herald who have the world's evangelization ;

heart, unite with them in their petition?

\
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

i

' Record Price for Painting

OTTO H. KAHN, a leading banker of New
York, bought a painting- the other day for
which he paid a half million dollars, said to

)e the record-breaking price for such a piece of art.

t is said that J. Pierpont Morgan bid against jVIr.

iahn, and offered $400,000 for the painting. The
)icture is a large group of the painter and his fam-
]y, by Franz Hals. It is eight feet in height and
ifteen in breadth. It shows Hals, his second wife,
Lysbeth Reniers, his son and daughter, his negro
ervant and a pet dog. The painting is one of the
ew by this artist which show a landscape back-
ground. The figures are before a mass of shrub-
bery, and to the right is seen a stretch of open
ountry, with the city of Haarlem in the distance.

\.bout eighty years ago the picture was knocked
lown at auction for $2.50. Mr. Kahn has lent his

ostly picture to the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
vhere it is on exhibition now. The fabulous price

)aid for this picture calls to mind some other very
•ostly paintings: Holbein's "Christina of Den-
nark," $3.50,000; Velasquez's "Venus and Cupid,"
)225,000; Gainsborough's "Duchess of Devonshire,"
)ought by J. P. Morgan, $150,000; Rubens' "Grand
3uke," $125,000; Sir Joshua Reynolds' "Lady Betty
Delme and Children," $110,000; Holbein's "A Land-
;cape," $100,000; Van Dyck's
'Charles I and Familv," bought
3y Robert D. Evans, $100,000.

The picture is the master-
piece of a gn'eat artist and is

.'ery valuable, and the more so

pecause the hand that wielded
;he brush will paint no more.
It is an encouraging sigrn when
jTien can turn their attention

md money from the business
•jf money getting and bestow
chem upon thoughts, beauties
and truths. It is a healthful
lign in this material age to see
,men turn to the ideal and spir-

itual. The masterpieces of fine

iart are the reflections of in-

ifinite thought and beauty, and
we touch the mind and heart
|0f the absolute when we feast
,our souls upon them. With the
eye of faith and devotion we
may see the Author of all

[beauty as our joy and life.

'Christ makes reference to the
superioi-ity of the intellectual
and spiritual over the material
'in his question

:

I Is not the life more than meat, and
the body than raiment ? (Matt, tj : 25.)

Christianity's Numerical Strength

Mr. Gladstone, a little time be-
fore he died, stated that there
\vere more adherents to Chris-
'tianity than to any other reli-

gion in the world. Recent statistics given by M.
Fournier de Flaix show that the Christians now liv-

ing number 477,080,158. He gives to Confuciani.sm
.256,000,000, to Hinduism 190,000,000, to Mohamme-
danism 175,000,000, to Buddhism 147,000,000, to

Taoism 43,000,000, to Shintoism 24,000,000, and to

polytheistic sy.stems 117,000,000. The population of
the globe is estimated at 1,420,000,000, and hence by
the figures of the statistician the adherents of Chris-
tianity are- 31,000,000 more than those of Confucian-
ism and Hinduism combined, and 155,000,000 more
than tho.se of Mohammedani.'-m and Buddhism com-
bined, which would be more than those of Moham-
medanism, Buddhism and all the polytheistic sy.s-

tems of the earth. The wonder of the world is the
marvelous growth of Christianity. A hundred

:
years ago there were only 200,000,000 Christians.
This increa.se is largely due to the work of foreign
missions, which have permeated every land, and
which undertake no less a task than the redemption
of the world in our generation. In almost all the
nations of the Far East a considerable number of
Christians can be found among the leaders in the
parliament, the army or navy, or some department
of statesmanship or education. There are fifteen

members of the present Japanese Pai'l lament who
are Christians, and several conspicuous figures in
the war between Japan and Russia were followers
of Christ. It is believed that forty per cent, of the
population of Japan are now directly under Chris-
tian influence. Korea is coming into the kingdom of
Christ so rapidly that there are not enough mission-
aries to care for those who are asking the way of
eternal life.

But the increase of numbers, important as it is, is
not half so important as the possession of that per-
sonal vital godliness which ought to characterize
every professed follower of Christ. The Holy Ghost
arousing a soul-saving church is fulfilling the proph-
ecy of the Psalmist more rapidly than our fathers
could have dreamed

:

All kings shall fall down before him ; all nations shall serve him.
(Ps. 72:11.)

Titles Fading and Faked

It is surprising to see how many illustrious
French names have disappeared during- the nine-
teenth century. The oldest French nobility is traced
back to the Crusaders, of whom six thousand bore
French names and escutcheons. To-day there are
scarcely four hundred French families that can
boast of a Crusader ancestry. At the time of the
French Revolution there were thirty-nine dukes who
ranked as peers of France, and forty-one others, but
of all these only twenty-three are left. The House
of De la Tour dWuvergne, which produced the
famous Marshal Turenne, is one of the few descend-
ants remaining of the grand vassals of the French
kings. Not a single trace is left of the heroes of the
Revolution, except in the person of the woman nov-
elist "Gyp," descended from Mirabeau's brother,
Mirabeau-'Tonneau. Napoleon created five kings,

The Famous Franz Hals Painting, for which $500,000 was recently paid

one viceroy, seven princes, three grand dukes and
forty dukes, but of that proud number only two
ducal names can be found to-day. And yet there
are twenty-five thousand families in France which
claim to be noble families. In many instances the
claim is unfounded, and their titles are nothing but
fakes. The character is all; earthly titles in these
democratic times do not count for much; time and
death treat them as playthings and throw them
down, as they have done in France. This passing
of the nobility is mentioned by the prophet in his

description of the destruction of Nineveh

:

Tliy nobles .shall dwell in the dust. (Nahum S: 18.)

His Last Quarter

"Here's the last quarter I have got in the world.
Give me some oysters, and go as far as you like,"

was the announcement and request with which John
Olson, employed on the Scandinavian-American
Line, greeted Mr. William Gau, proprietor of a
m.arket in Hoboken, as he entered the establishment
the other day. As the third oyster was pried apart
Mr. Gau uttered an exclamation—there was a big

pearl! "Well, that's the best luck I have had in a
long time," he observed; "it's a beauty!" "Wait a
minute," said Olson, "didn't I buy the oysters and
didn't you take the money? My oyster, my pearl;

hand her over." The oysterman protested, but the

sailor was so insistent that Mr. Gau acquiesced.

They went to a jeweler, who appraised the pearl at

$200. It weighed three carats, and was of a singu-

larly beautiful white color. It was his last quarter,

and he was surprised at his good luck. People are

usually surprised at the small amount they receive
for their money, and are more liable to get a gold
brick than a pearl for the money they spend. Most
of the great prizes of life are contained in the plain,
every-day, homely duties and affairs of this life.

There are precious jewels in the rough shells of
oysters if we only have eyes to see them. The rarest
treasures in the spiritual world can be had without
the expenditure of the twenty-five pennies. They
can be had for the asking and receiving, so prodigal
is God's grace.
Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and he that

hath no money; come ye. buy and eat: come, buy wine and milk
without money and without price. (Isa. 55 : 1.)

No Danger From Comet
Sir Robert Ball, professor of astronomy at Cam-

bridge University, in one of his letters has quieted
the alarms that were caused by the views of Camilla
Flammarion, the French astronomer, in his sugges-
tion of the possibility of a collision between the earth
and Halley's comet and the terrible consequences to
the human race that might result. Professor Ball,
among other things, says: "A rhinoceros in full
charge would not fear collision with a cobweb, and
the earth need not fear collision with the comet. In
1861 we passed through the tail of a comet, and no
one knew anything about it at the time. So far as

I can learn, we may be in the
tail of Halley about May 12,
and I sincerely hope we shall.

I think Sir John Herschel
said somewhere that the whole
comet could be squeezed into a
portmanteau." There may be,

in the great future, collisions in
the heavens and the burning
of worlds. But there is every
evidence that the Almighty has
constructed the sidereal heav-
ens to exist for millions of
years artd to accomplish his
divine purpose. It is perfectly
safe for us to trust ourselves
to the divine Father, who

Is wise in heart and mighty in strensrtli,

. . . which raaketh Arclurus, Orion
and Pleiades. (Job 9 : 4, 9.)

Unfulfilled Dreams

The collapse of the plans of
the late Charles T. Yerkes for
a great benevolence, and the
dwindling of his estate, is one
of the surprises and disap-
pointments of the people to-

day. After his start as a
young man in business in Phil-
adelphia he gained possession
of the Chicago street railway
system, and, selling- out his in-

terest there in 1900, he v/ent

to London, where he gathered
up old subways and built new^
ones. He amassed a fortune
estimated at fifteen million

dollars, and in his will laid ambitious plans for
benevolences, including' a great hospital in the
Bronx, New York City, to cost $8,000,000, and a fine

art gallery in that city at a cost of $5,000,000. The .

Yerkes art gallery building in Fifth Avenue was.
sold in foreclosure proceedings a year ago, and
now, five years after his death, there is an order
of the court to auction off all the art collections to

the highest bidder. Quarrels, receiverships, fore-
closures and persistent claims have wasted the for-
tune, so that there will not be a penny's worth left

for the poor or the suffering, nor a single painting
left to the city he proposed to bless. Though a man.
of generous impulses, there was no love in his pala-
tial residence—his pieces of art were as cold as the
marble of a Grecian statue—and he had not quite
ballast enough in his life to give reality to the
dreams he had of lasting good to his fellow-men.
There was one permanent benefaction, however, of
his, and that is his Yerkes Observatory telescope at
Lake Geneva, Wis., costing $400,000. The mistake
Mr. Yerkes made was in not building these great
institutions and bestowing these gifts while he had
strength and opportunity. Then he and his fellow-
men as well would have had the pleasure and benefit
of his charity. The wasting of the Yerkes fortune
is but another bursting of an earthly bubble, which
we see so frequently, in planning to have done after
death that which was a privilege and duty to do dur-
ing the life. The Psalmist makes mention of life's

uncertainty and of the vanishing of its vanities:

Surely every man walketh in a vain show ; surely they are dis-

quieted in vain. He heapeth up riches and knoweth not who shall

gather them. (Ps. 39 : 6.)
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AROUND THE HOME HEARTH

Age
lit

Sympathy at Home
PLAINT in a letter received not long ago sug-

gested a grievance about which women say

little, but which they nevertheless conceal

beneath a mantle of pride and suffer from in silence.

Not all women, of course. Fortunately, there are

thousands who have no occasion to complain either

of lack of sympathy or of tenderness in the routine

of the day, who are helped and not hindered by the

considerate thoughtfulness of husbands and chil-

dren. Others there are who have drudged along the

dusty thoroughfare, month after month and year

after year, with seldom a caressing word and rarely

an expression of appreciation. These tired souls

would be surprised if, after leaving the body and
escaping from the earthly drudgery, they could

hear the praises lavished upon them by their sur-

vivors. Many a woman would far rather have flow-

ers in her lifetime than flowers on her coffin.

"I work day in and day out," said the writer of

the letter. "I have a family of little children, who
demand my constant care

from morning until night;

three of them so young that

they are babies together ;
yet

my husband takes for grant-

ed that I never want a
change, a drive to the next
village or an outing of any
description. I have not had
a wholly new dress in the

last four years, and I have
trimmed and retrimmed my
best hat till I can do nothing
more with it. If I mention
this, John tells me that

money is needed for things

of more importance. Money
is never counted if new tools

are needed on the farm or

there is a chance to buy an-
other acre of land. As for
sympathy, when I am worn
out and sick, I never receive

it. 'What in the world makes
you so cross?' is usually
what I hear. If it were not
for the children, I should be
glad to lay my head on the
pillow some night and never
waken again."
A letter like this is the

outcome of a mood of mel-
ancholy. The woman who
unveils such a state of mind,
and exposes the skeleton in

her closet that menaces her
happiness, is suffering from
exhausted vitality. Physic-
ally she is below par. Spir-
itually she needs reinforce-
ment. If her husband has
grown callous and insensi-

tive, if he is no longer the lover and forgets that she

was once his sweetheart, he is incurring serious re-

sponsibility. There are women to-day under treat-

ment in sanitariums because they have lost mental
poise and are on the brink of mental derangement,
who might have been spared their suffering and have
maintained their health and good cheer if they had
received fair treatment at home. Sympathy in the
household is a good investment. Nobody sinks be-

neath drudgery if it is shared and halved, as it

should be, by the comrade who is walking abreast on
the journey. Not the lack of a new gown, nor the
shabbiness of an old hat, is so really a disturber of
a wife's peace as the fact that her husband takes
her constant service for granted and fails to notice

that she is tired beyond the limit of her endurance.
What is imperatively needed in happy home life

are, first of all, justice, equal rights and common
privileges; and next, sympathy, politeness and mu-
tual consideration. It is a pity that so many of us
recklessly spill upon the ground the sweet draught
of happiness, that we might drain day by day from
the cup of life.

Treat your wife as you did your sweetheart.

Btj MARGARET E. SANGSTER

treat your husband as you did your lover, might be

enjoined upon both wives and husbands. Friction,

irritation and disaster would be averted by this

simple course of action.

The Best Manners

Here is a quotation from a letter : "My friend is

going away from home to live in a city, where much
more will be expected of her than has been exacted

in the place where she has been brought up. She is

afraid that her manners will seem boorish and rude

to the people among whom she will live. How is she

to learn what she ought to do? How shall she un-

derstand what to do at a table where there are forks

and spoons at either side of a plate? Suppose she

has to receive or return calls, and she is sure the

people are criticising her on account of her ignor-

w
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"NOW—LOOK PLEASANT, DO"

rpHIS photogrraph, which was forwarded to The Christian Herald by Mrs. Lucretia George, of Hampton, la.,

-1- is a picture of her two little g-randsons— the larger four and a half years old, the smaller two years. The
father of the children is a photographer, which profession it is their delight to imitate. The elder has got hold of
a toy camera, and at the moment of exposure he is putting the usual caution to his little brother: "Now, look
pleasant, do." It seems quite unnecessary, as the little fellow is smiling with amusement at the whole process.

ance? Will she not be awkward and decidedly
uncomfortable? Is etiquette to be learned out of
a book?"
A great many young people who have lived apart

frorn what they consider the great world are as
anxious and uncertain as this youn^ woman is, and
feel as she does, extremely timid lest they shall
transgress conventional rules. They give them-
selves a great deal of unnecessary trouble, for when
brought to the actual test they will discover that the
rules of politeness are very simple. All the novice
needs is quietly to look on and unobtrusively imitate
the manners of those she meets. About the forks
and spoons, the usual custom is to use one at a time,
beginning in each case with the one farthest removed
from the plate. If in doubt, observe the lady at the
head of the table and imitate her.

In receiving callers, give them a very cordial wel-
come. In returning calls, do not stay too long; and,
should other friends arrive after you do, take your
leave without very much delay, so that your hostess
shall be free to give attention to them. Common
sense and kindness of heart are the foundations on
which good manners rest.

Line Upon Line
HY did you repeat the same thing to tha

child twenty times?" was the question one

asked of famous Susanna Wesley by
friend, who was impressed with the mother's pa

tience in the teaching of a little son. "Because nint

teen times was not enough," was Mrs. Wesley's ar

swer, and it deserves to be considered and adopte

by many a twentieth century mother. In the train

ing of little children there must be line upon lint

precept upon precept, the same thing said over an
over, the same lesson enforced, until gradually goo
habits are formed. Modes of speech and gentle man
ners are never learned in a day. Long before ai

infant has arrived at the end of its first twelve!

month the beginnings of its habits have taken fain

shape, and later those habits will be fixed. Mother
should be willing to remind thoughtless little peopl
again and again that they are not to throw thei

toys and clothes about, but that each article is to b
put into a place of its own, where it may readily b

found when wanted. Usi
ally it is much easier to pic

up after a child, to set th'

house in order without cal

ing upon little hands an
little feet, than to guid
them into the ways of neal'

ness and responsibility. Yi
for the good of the chil

there should be line upo
line. The girl of sixtee

who goes to a friend's hous
to make a visit, and wh
proves herself persona no
grata to her friend's mothe
beca" e she is careless, heec

less and inconsiderate, pro!
ably has not had the advar
tage of vigilant training i

early childhood. The chi

dren of a certain brothe
and sister residing in th

same town were conspicv
ously different in their d(

portment, those of the on

family being gentle mar
nered, unselfish and charm
ing, while those of the othe

were forward, aggressiv
and disagreeable. "Mi
Blank," said a life-Ion;;

friend, "was fortunate ii

his marriage. His wife ha
the traditions of good breed

ing behind her, and she ha
been more than assiduous i

the early training of he

sons and daughters. Mi
Blank's sister married ouj

of her own sphere, and ill

her case Tennyson's axior

has been verified: "As th

husband is, the wife is." Her children have beei

permitted to do as they pleased, to grow up in ignor

ance of common civility, and to select their com
panions with the widest liberty."

Line upon line must be the rule if we would in ou:i

own persons, as well as in those whom we teach and

train, have courtesy so practised that it is automatiiJ

and seems the natural result of kind thought ancj

good feeling. Somebody, speaking the other day o:

a man in middle life who was honorable, useful an(

worthy of respect, remarked, "What a pity it is tha

Mr. W. makes so many breaks!" It is attention t(

the little nice things that makes one man a gentle

man while another is a boor. The French call thf

little nice things "les petit soins," and the phras(

means a trifle more than its English equivalent oi

the little cares. The boy who never allows hii

mother to stand while he sits, who opens the dooi'

for her to pass through and removes his hat when h(i

meets her on the street has been trained line upor;

line in the practice of the little acts of politeness that

take off the rough edges from daily intercourse.

Little acts of kindness, little words of love.

Make our earth an Eden like the heaven above.
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A King's Remarkable Message

I 1 1NG GUSTAVUS of Sweden is a

> J. monarch of pronounced Christian

1 f
ttciples. His latest annual message

1 fm the throne, delivered lately, is

which deserves to be read every-

fjre. It is a model for other royal

rsrs to follow. It appears in full in
'* \-kobladet, a leading Swedish reli-

,gas journal, and a translation by

King Gustavus of Sweden

R. A. E. Elmquist, pastor of the
F^t Swedish Congregational Church
o;|Perth Amboy, N. J., which he
k)lly made for The Christian Her-
A, is given below. King Gustavus
Si,

:

Again a year is ended^ during
wch the Lord has let us in rich meas-
Ti~ enjoy his mercy and his goodness.
Fm war and pestilence we have been
si'ed, and the wells of earthly nour-
isnent and of light for the spirit

he been flowing abundantly. The
b(.2volences the Lord thus has given
u share speak their silent but pow-
eiil language, and bid us thank God,
fin whom every good gift comes.
A that has been needed for our wel-
fi! God has given us. For adversi-
ti|\ve have ourselves to blame. What
he we given unto each other? Have
WE:iven what we could, and ought to

?.!, of active love, of willing sacrifice,

o;'attle against evil?
Among the different classes of the

population enmity prevails, which
threatens to be a peril to the commu-
nity. The doctrines of envy and ha-
tred are proclaimed. The blessing of
diligent labor is not esteemed, and the
conflict in progress has caused the land
heavy losses of spiritual and material
values.

"And what have we given unto God?
Who among us have devoted unto him
due thanks and obedience? Many
have openly reviled him, trampled his
commands under their feet, and let his
image, which they carry within them,
be deformed and debased through vice.
To those who forsake God there come
misfortune and sorrow. Ingratitude
toward our greatest Benefactor makes
an unthankful, discontented and hard
heart. The inner evil produces foolish
acts, which destroy earthly happiness.
Real joy to the soul cannot spring
from a guilt-burdened conscience and
an impure heart. We must still cry
after a great awakening, that will call
the people back to the God of our
fathers. To have this awakening, each
of us must confess his transgressions
and his omissions, and seek to gain
pardon, new love and power. Slay
there be many more among us who sup-
plicate God to cure our ills. The Lord
answers those that seek him. Just as
pure and bright, just as consoling and
hope-inspiring as before, shines the
figure of Jesus Christ, whose soul suf-
fered anguish for us and who bore the
sins of the world. He continues to
gather to himself souls that thirst
after truth, peace of conscience, purity
and power. In him was God reconcil-
ing the world unto himself. He has,
once for all, torn down the partition-
wall between people who have harbored
bitter enmity against each other. He
is also the One who can bring peace to
our divided people. His Spirit will

melt down all envy and hatred.
"Jesus Christ is the Light of the

world and the Saviour of the world.
Therefore, if we receive his Spirit we
shall, with love in our look, survey the
earth and long for the time when all

mankind shall know their God and Sa-
viour. Is such a desire real in and
among us? Then the messengers who
go out from us to the heathen world
can present their message not only as
an expression of their own faith and
love, but also as a love greeting from
a people who, in the Gospel of Christ,
find their liberty, their progress, and
their hope. Gustavus."

ADVERTISERS WHO ARE NOT FRAUDS
"IF you have a misunderstanding with any of our advertisers you should make
I it known at once. Do not wait until the incident has pas^d out of all reck-
^ oning, because then the advertiser may not feel warranted in making good
3. loss that may have been sustained. For instance, the following is part of a
ker received from one of our old subscribers, who has read our guarantee:

"About the ads in The Christian Herald I was swindled out of $5. It
w on account of It was eight years ago. I do not like to see
s h an ad in The Christian Herald. It is too good a paper," etc.

Now the advertiser referred to is not a swindler, but a reputable business
ri^'' ^"1, who positively agrees to refund the money in every case where the goods

•' "lot suit, and we know of one case where he has done so a year after the pur-
clse. But it would be manifestly unreasonable for us to ask him to refund
iiey on a purchase eight years old, although at the time of the purchase he
^yld, we are sure, have been perfectly willing to do so. And here for eight
y rs he has been resting under an undeserved stigma, which might have been
' loved had the subscriber written at once.

We wonder if there are any more of you who have been regarding some of
advertisers as frauds, and blaming The Christian Herald for exploiting

tin simply because you did not take the trouble to investigate.

We do not wish to bring down upon us an avalanche of correspondence con-
c< ling old matters, but in the present and future we urge that you write adver-

' rs at once when you have a legitimate complaint to make; and, indeed, prompt
^'on IS conditioned by the terms of our guarantee, which is as follows:

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
wiSTiAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

2' must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
ertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within one month of the date of

"appearance of the advertisement.

THE MOIST
PROOF MALINE

Don't be afraid ! Wear it with your rainy-day costume

just as you would with your daintiest summer frock.

No dampness can spoil—no moisture of any kind can affect Malinette. Elxposed

to tlie severest drencfiing sfiowers it will immediately and repeatedly drj' out to

its original brilliancy of color and dainty crispness.

Wonderful maline effects on hats and gowns are suggested by the daintieit

Spring and Summer fashions. Make the mo^ of these with McJinette, and

so avoid the chances you muSl take with mere maline.

Don't be satisfied ju^ to read about Malinette here.

Write for This Handsome
Style and Sample Book

Only then can you realize what Malinette means to

your Spring and Summer co^umes.

This free book illustrates many new creations by
famous milliners in advance of the published fashions,

also delightful new trimmings for frocks. All are ideas

you can use. Enclosed are also samples of both

Malinette and maline, with diredions for simple test that

will show you plainly the difference between the two

—

the quick spoiling of maline by wet, and the abso-

lutely color-faft, water-proof quality of Malinette.

If Malinette is not yet sold at your favorite maline coun-

ter, send sample for matching diredt to us, with 25c for

each yard desired. You will be promptlysupplied through

the dealers you mention. Over 100 superb shades. All genuine Malinette is

27 inches wide, and is sold only from the trademarl^ed card shown at the top.

Insi^ upon your milliner using Malinette on your Spring and

Summer hats.

But the first thing to do is

to write for the Malinette

Style and Sample Book.
Every woman who wishes
to make the most of her
Spring and Summer cos-

tumes should absolutely

have it.

Thco.
Tiedemann
& Sons
80 Mercer Sf.

""^o.Ts.^-^.o^' New York
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The Standard Watch
As Time Goes On

Jeweled—tested—guaranteed. In htautiful

SO-year gold-filled cases—NINE BOLLABS.

Take an Ingersoll-Trenton in your hand; look at it critically;

(eel it; wind it. Then put it in your pocket; consult it; depend
on it. It will not fail you. It is our business to make fine

watches for people to whom the exact time is important. We
are successful watchmakers. More than one-half of all the

watches made in the United States come from our factories.

Our watches are right mechanically . They keep time, and loear.

Artisticallj^ they delight the eye. Into each watch we put

experience, skill, conscience and ideals. Back of each

watch are our name and guarantee. The worth of that name
and guarantee is known to seventeen millions of people
who have bought our watches and tested their faithfulness.

The Ingersoll-Trenton is our masterpiece. Into

it has gone all our watch-knowledge and watch-
inspiration. It is a living, ticking, time-keeping
realization of our ideas as to what a good watch
ought to be. The whole watch is completed under
one roof. We make the works, fit them to our
special cases; we regulate the time in our own
factory before shipment and guarantee it to the

buyer. No other watchmakers do all of these
things. We also_^.r the price, and advertise it so

that you cannot be overcharged.

The Ingersoll-Trenton in sold by 6,000 enterprising
and responsible jewelers throughout the United
States. It is bovghi by people of intelligence and

thrift who want ajeioeled watch for nine dollars—one that will

"stand up" and tell time for twenty years and more.

Ask your jeweler to show you an IngrersoU-Trenton. It is one of the
sights cf the world of watchmaking. If he can't do it, ask him irtty. Then
write and tell us his answer; and vrc will write both you and him and
see if we cannot arrange to have the two of you gret together in this most
important watch transaction. But first ask to see the Ingersoll-Trenton;
put it up to your jeii'cler. It is his special business to give you the best
Kdtrh at the best price. See that he c/oe.s.

Here is the fulf schedule of Ingersoll-Trenton prices:

April 6, 1

$1
in solid

nickel $y
in 10-year
gold-filled $(

in 20-year
gold-filled

The famous Ingersoll Dollar Watch continues to be the world's
best seller. It is the watch for the masses. It originally set
the pattern and the pace for all low-priced watches that are
worth while and is still ahead. It is sold by 60,000 dealers.

We have published a little book, bound in an embossed
cover. It contains five facts worth five dollars to anyone
who is ever going to buy another watch. The title of this
book is "How to Judge a Watch. " What is your address?
We would like to send you a copy with our compliments.

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro.
61 Frankel Building. New York City

A big bowl of

Quaker Oats

is the best dish you can

serve.

Delicious,and nourishing.

Good for all ages and all

conditions.

Economical and strengthening. „

AFTER a long and bitter fight in the

House of Representatives Speaker
Cannon has been shorn of his power
by being removed from the Committee
on Rules. The anti-Cannonites had
forty majority on the vote. The com-

mittee is now enlarged to ten members.
Mr. Cannon remains in the Speaker's

chair, but he will no longer Tae able to

exercise the dominating influence he

formerly possessed and which it was
claimed he used to block legislation.

This practically ends the "insur-

gents' " war, and they will now join

with the regulars in carrying out the

Taft legislative programme. It should

be stated, however, that the real fight

was on Cannonirm, and not against
the Speaker as an individual. It was
the methods he represented that were
antagonized. That the old campaigner
still retains his personal popularity is

.<^hown by the vote of 191 to 155, by
which he was retained as Speaker.
His long political career, however, will

probably end with the present Con-

—According to an interview with
the retiring Chinese minister in Ber-
lin, Mr. Yin-Tchang, who returns to

Pekin to become war minister, China's
fighting force will be one of almost in-

credible proportions. "I intend," said

the minister, "to introduce universal
military service, and not only through
drill, but by education, to make effect-

ive soldiers of our young men. It is

shameful for our niition—the greatest
on earth—to be so weak. I have in the

war office assistants who have studied
European militarv systems." A mod-
est estimate of China's army in the
near future would be 22,000,000, reck-
oning the population at 400,000,000
and giving the same ratio that applies
to Germany at the present time.

—Eighty poultry jobbers have been
indicted by a New York grand jury in

connection with the prosecutions for
conspiracy to put up the prices of the
necessaries of living. These jobbers
control about ninety per cent, of the
total supply of live poultry in the New
York market, and it is alleged that
they agreed weekly as to the prices
they should impose upon the whole-
salers and that they combined to shut
out all v/ho were not their own custom-
ers. Poultry is at the present time
nearly fifty per cent, higher than a
year ago.

—The meat boycott is practically at
an end. Prices are again mountiiig,
and it is evident that the sixty-day
boycott has not produced permanent
results. For a few weeks the plan
seemed to find a certain degree of pop-
ularity throughout the country; but
the fascination of the "flesh-pots" soon
drew many away from their pledge of
abstinence. To-day the prices of beef,
hogs, eggs and butter are about as
high, and in some cases even higher,
than when the boycott began.

—Ex - Vice - President Fairbanks
has returned from his world tour, but
has nothing to say concerning the Vat-
ican incident.

—At a banquet in Albany, N. Y.,
President Taft and Earl Grey, Gov-
ernor-General of Canada, were guests,
and speeches were made by both in

which the warmest expressions
;)f

friendly ties between the two countjjs.

were a prominent feature. Both Id

confident expectations of contir d
friendly relations.

—In the British House of Lords le

speeches at recent meetings have : i

erally shown a sti-ong feeling aga i

any interference with hereditary p,i.

ciples, and the prospects are goodpr-
a very stubborn fight to resist an\

i

vasion by the Liberals and their ;i

of any of the ancient privileges -

joyed by the Peers.

—A Tokyo cablegram reports it

fifty Japanese fishing boats were i- ik

during a recent gale, and 800 fis r-

men drowned.

—By a vote of 280 to 3 the Fn h

Senate has passed the bill gran ^
pensions to aged workmen. The

; n

involves yearly contributions from le

wage-earner and from the empk r.

The total payments by the State le

first year may reach $36,000,000. Vi-

sions begin at ttie age of sixty-fivi ir

after thirty years of service. The 11

pension will average 414 fr, s

yearly. Farm laborers are lowes in

the scale.

—Commander Wm. Geo. Havga [\

who was distinguished in Arctic x-

ploration, died in Copenhagen st

week.

—A San Francisco judge has If

given a ruling which would have
cited the admiration of Solomon,
lawyer, who had just won a
against a railroad, claimed a fee w
his client thought excessive. The c

said: "We shall allow him .$1(

pound for his legal training." The
pers in the case were weighed,
tallied two and one-half pounds,
be it," said the wise judge, "the c

selor is entitled to $250. Call the

case." His decision deserves to b(

corded in letters of gold for the p

ance of future generations.

—Human nature has its vaga
which are sometimes difficult to re

cile with common sense. A congr
tion in a suburb of Boston is div

on the question of retaining or disr

ing its pastor, because he reads

sermons in a mild and placid ma;
instead of delivering them extemp
neously with vim and gesture. £

congregations will not be satisfied

brief sermons, while others ^

"twenty-minute discourses." It

hard to satisfy every taste. This

ficult situation is very well picture

a writer in the Westminster:

One morningr, as the preacher took
His Golden Text from God's good Book.

He wore a wond'ringr, 'wildered look.

The people, from their cozy nook,

Had passed up word—as to a cook.

The polished preacher-prophet shook.

The "passed-up" word was, "Cut it shor

The "shake" was of the wrathful sort.

But wisely keeping from retort

He "cut" the sermon into half

—

Kept out the wheat and gave them cha

And thus evolved
The Sermonette.

The congregation grew in size:

All praised the preacher to the skies.

But wise folk noted, with surprise.

That he who used to make them think.

Began by leaps and jumps to shrink.

And thus evolved
The Preacherette.

Continued on next page
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Continued from preceding page

—Dr. G. Dana Durand, director of

he United States census, stated in an
nterview that by June 1 he expects to

le able to report that the population

)f this country is between 88,000,000

ind 91,000,000. He said that he was
lot worried about race suicide; that

amilies were smaller on account of

;he higher standard of living; that

jeople wanted better things, better

;ducational advantages for their chil-

Iren, hence the tendency to have
jmaller families.

—Friends and admirers of the late

jovernor John A. Johnson of Minne-
sota are actively engaged in raising a

'und of $22,000, the income of which
s to be paid to his widow during her
ifetime, after which it will be turned
)ver to the university of the State, to

)e used for the education of worthy
students. The Governor left .$.37,000,

jut his friends did not think the income
"rom this sufficient for Mrs. Johnson,
md the new fund will add $100 a
,nonth.

—Another sensational astronom-
cal theory seems to have been given a
etback by the recent statement of
3. W. Maunder, of the Greenwich Ob-
ervatory, England, and a noted stu-

lent of the skies, that there are no
,:anals on the planet Mars, nor any
Martians. The markings which have
ippeared from time to time on the sur-
ace of the planet have been a favorite
subject of speculation with astrono-
ners, and, as some of them said, these
ines were plainly the work of man, the
story-writer has bridged space in im-
igination and imaginary Martians
lave invaded our planet in Mr. Wells'
.veird story of The War of the Worlds.
)Ir. Maunder exhibited lantern-slides,
nade from photographs of Mars, taken
)y Professor Hale, of Mount Wilson
Observatory, California. They were
,:aken through a sixty-inch telescope.
,'On these plates," said Mr. Maunder,
/the canals were not shown. The ex-
planation is that the telescope was too
jstrong to indicate them. The photo-
ijraphs are an enormous improvement
)n any that have been previously taken

and yet there is no indication on them
of the spider-like network. The ex-
planation given by M. Antoniadi, direc-
tor of the Mars section, is a satisfac-
tory one. It is that the supposed
canals are the effect on the eye of con-
geries of dark spots. There never was
any real ground for supposing that we
had in the marking of Mars any evi-

dence of artificial action. Had it not
been that the idea was a somewhat
sensational one we would never have
heard of it, and it is the better for
science that it has now been completely
disposed of. You may sleep quietly in
your beds, without any fear of invasion
from Mars."

—Mount Etna, in Sicily, is in erup-
tion, and twelve new craters are belch-
ing forth lava, fire and steam. The
lava streams have united near the base
of the mountain into one broad river,

which is sweeping on toward the towns
below. It is reported that the village

of Borrello has been overwhelmed and
others partly destroyed. A thick cur-
tain of smoke obscures the mountain,
now and then lighted by red flashes of
fire. The earth has shaken and there
are loud explosions from the moun-
tain's peak. Professor Ricco, of Mount
Etna Obsei-vatory, reported that the
lava had covered five miles in sixteen
hours.

A Grandmother's Blessing
Dear Mr. Editor: I have been a sub-

scriber to your paper for several years,

and want to let you know that I have
never in my life had anything to help

me so much as reading The Christian
Herald. It is simply grand, and the

very thing that I want and need in the

way of literatui'e. I could not do
without it, and think everybody would
be made better by reading it. I have
received the "Dreamland" calendar,

and thank you for it. The sleeping

child is perfect and brings the happy
past to my mind, when I had young
children. I am now a grandmother.
May God's blessing be with you.

Mrs. John T. Gillum.
Warrensburg, Mo.

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies

Congressman R. P. Hobson

My Dear Sir

:

RICHMOND PEARSON HOBSON, "hero of

the Mcrrimac" during our war with Spain,

is a national character. As naval constructor,

lecturer, speaker, writer and member of Con-
gress, he has distipguished himself in many
ways. Few Americans have had greater oppor-
tunities of coming into contact with men of

every class and station in life than the gifted

and versatile Alabamian. To Congressman
Hobson the question was put

:

" Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day to be known as a professing

Christian ?
"

His answer, which is given below, is like

everything else he does and says, clear and to

the point. It is the testimony of one who knows
the American people and who can speak with

the voice of authority. We give his letter in full

:

December 13, 1909.

Your letter of December 8 is now before me, and I am very glad

indeed to answer the questions that you ask.

In my judgment, the Christian spirit has never before been so potential in

business, in politics, and in the affairs of State, national and international, as

it is at this time. Furthermore, on all sides there are evidences of a great

moral awakening throughout this country and throughout the world, such as

stands without a parallel since the days of the great Reformation.
In answer to your second question, I should say without hesitation: the

Christian character not only actually equips a mem best for public, as for

private life ; but the knowledge of his possessing such a character undoubtedly
stands to his advantage. Hoping that you
may have a prosperous year, I remain.

Sincerely yours,
/^pi44lrf^'>^

All the New Colors

in Holeproof Hose
We have taken pains to reproduce in Hole-

proof Hose all of the newest popular shades.

fj
There are eleven to choose from. No matter what

color you prefer, you will find it in Holeproof Hose.
Every color is guaranteed sanitary and fast.

No Darning Till October
Those who buy six pairs of genuine "Holeproof" now

Tvill have absolutely no darning to do until October.

That is guaranteed. You get a regular printed

guarantee, signed by the dealer when you buy.

lloleproofliosierg
'TOR MEN women" AND CHILDREN^
Only the finest of Egyptian and Sea Island cotton is

used, costing us this year an average of 70c per pound.
The hose fit like silk gloves.

We will spend $33,000 this year simply for inspection,

to see that each finished pair is perfection.

/1o[Eproof

vHpsiery

Keg. M. s. Pat.
Office, 1906.

Look for "Holeproof"
on the Toe

If the hose have something else

printed on them they are not tlie

original guaranteed hose—not
genuine Holeproof Hose with 32
years of experience knit into every
inch of them.
They are not what you want—if

you want the best hose ever made.
The genuine "Holeproof" is sold

in your town. We'll tell you the

dealer's name on request or we'll

ship direct where we have no
dealer, charges prepaid, on receipt

of remittance. (42)

No One Can Buy Finer Hose Than These

Our famous 25c hose have never been equaled at

the price.

But our 50c hose (Holeproof Lustre Hose,
Mercerized) and our 75c hose (Holeproof Silk

Hose) are tlie very finest hose to be had regardless

of what hose cost.

All that you pay over these prices is waste. You
can't get hose any better.

Although made in the lightest weights and with

the softest yarns we still guarantee the wear.
Six pairs of Holeproof Lustre Hose in a box

—

guaranteed six months. Price $3.

Three pairs of Holeproof Silk Hose in a box

—

guaranteed three months. Price $2.25.

Write for free book, "Hojv to Make Yo2ir Feet Happy."

THE HOLEPROOF
441 Fourth Street,

HOSIERY CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Q/iefUoiVt //v^J^ tSnA4i/i£jcLf^

Buy Direct—Save Money—Wc Pay Freight
Oar nioiitlily it istailment plan of selliii^^diif't-t saves you all tht- dealer's pi olit ami

Ills excessive (.-haiges tor iustallatluii ami repairs. We ean save at least one-third
the cost of yom- furnace. We have been building Jahant Furnaces for over thirty
years and guarantee satisfaction.

JAHANT DOWN
DRAFT FURNACE

Tin- B(>«
etc. It is 11:

cost of lui-l

coal, and Imnis it

'atiiitr i^yst*'iti Miifle for resiliences, schools, hotels, chnrches,
st cciiinMincal furnace too, and saves one-third to one-half the

the I
alciited "Down-Draft System" burns wood, hard or soft

without cuiders, clinkers or any waste. Needs less attention.
yet heats uuich tiettcr than any other furnace, hot air, steam or hot water heating
system. Our plan ot monthly iiayments

ONLY $10 DOWN and $10 A MONTH
makes it easy for any one to have the best heating system made. Every .Tahant
Furnac i is sold with a strong ''(iuaranty Bond" that allows you 365 DAYS TRIAL.
You don't I'un any risk buying from us.

We send complete outfit, furnace, pipes, registers, etc. together with special
plans, lull directions and all tools for installing. If you can drive a nail you can
install a Jahant Furnace w'ithout the aid of a tinner.

U/pito Ta A'w Iai* rQt<ilAn whichexplainsthcJahantDomr-Draft SystemHI lit; lU-Udy lUI V/dldlUy and tells why it gives more heat .at less cost.

THE JAHANT HEATING CO.. 205 Hamilton Bldg^ Akron, O,

Get this catalog and save 25%—40%
Don't think of buying a bugsy until you see the big 1910 MURRAY

Style Book of vehicles and harne.ss—the most complete published—con
tains 192 pages, 345 illustrations, including the new

J/jt/tA^yj ^^is^est Award Auto-Buggy
^'l-U/I'llitf 1,1 this buggy you get 7 valuable features not^^""""""""^ contained in the aveiage buggy. Guaranteed 2 years.

Sold on trial. Safe delivery insured. Get catalog for details— It is Free.

The WILBER H. MURRAY MFG. CO., 361-367 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, 0.

DON'T BUY PAINT TILL YOU GET OUR BOOK
Here's the diRerence between Chase's fresh, made-to-
order paint and the paint at dealers' and paint that is

made by painters. Dealers' paint is stale— with the
linseed oil eaten up by clieniicals. And no painter has
the heavy machinery to mix .ind grind paint. Our paint

O. L. CHASE. THE PAINT MAN.

IS made after each order is received and shipped the
day it is made. Chase paint means fresh paint

—

loniLrer service, better ser\'ice. Be sure to write, now,
ft.r Hi^', Free Hook and Colur Car-i. Also dircct-from-
factory prices, free trial and frelght-prepaid offer.

DEPARTMENT ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
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Little Babies and

HolsteinCowsMilk
Practically one third of all the infants

born in this country die before they have
learned to talk. This death rate is appall-

ing, yet entirely needless. It is just a

question of proper feeding and baby hy-

giene. And right here let us say that just

plain Holstein Cow's Milk, that costs no
more but does come from big, vigorous,

husky cows, full of life and vitality, is the

kind of milk upon which your baby or

yourself will gain in genuine flesh and
muscle.

Consult your physician as to its modifica-

tion, but besure to use Ho Istein Cow's Milk.

The medical profession recommends it.

Our book, "The Story of Holstein

Milk," contains much information which
cannot fail to interest you. We send it

upon request.

HOLSTEIN. FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION
4C American Building, Brattleboro, Vermont

This Handsome Middy Waist

SOc.
Postage Paid

Offered by others as a
Great Special at $1.00.

We want yonr name so
that we can send you onr
New Sprini,' Style CatiiloK
No. f.o, of I'aris and Nt*w
York .Styles Free (jf

Charge. That is why we
make this great olfer.

Popular Middy Waist, made
of fine wliite .self-striped

Madras, sailor collar, cuffs,

pocket and tie. adorned witll
straps of fast color navy blur

Galatea clotli.

Sizes J2 to 4b.

-THIS WaiST IS SO CEIVTS
If you do not think that this is the very finest waist

ever sold at this price return to us at our expense and we
will at once refund your money.

Fulton SI.

Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

Ustablished 14 years

C<tH1.

Face PiOWDER
BEAUTIES OF SPRING

are the women everywhere, whose skin is smooth
and velvety, niimarred by the e^^^^im
nnes of time or by exposure to ""«=»=—«-"
wind and sun. Tliey are the
users of l.ablarhe. Their
complexions rival in delicacy
of colorinK (he fragrant
blossom of the peach.
Ucfuae Substitutes. They may 1

be dangerous. Flesh. White,
I'ink, or Cream, 60c. a box, of
druggists or by maU.

Send 10c. /or sample box.
BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers

Depl. 22 125 Kingston St.
Boston, Mass.

RIPPEY'S

POWDERED FOAMOLINE
For Di a 1; i n ? Ice Cream, Sher-

bets, Fruit Frosts and
Water Ices without
Heat or Eggs. Fine as
sillt, smooth us velvet.

FREE SAMPLE u,!th our
Handsome 20-pase booklet of
Recipes mailed on receipt of
your name and address.

WM. RIPPEY,Dept.G.Cinciiuiati,0.

DENTACURA JJs^fi'
Endorsed by thousands of Dentists. Sample and litera-
ture free. Dentacuia Company, 11 Ailing St. , Newark, N. J.

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER EIGHT—Continued

THE trouble of her husband made
Katrina alter her directions to

Virginia. She went to her and
said, "Listen. Thy father has been
quarreling with the Governor, and also
with Batavius. See that only kind
words are spoken."
Then Virginia put by her wheel,

and went to her father. He looked up
as she entered the room, and her eyes
beamed their sunshine upon him.
Drawing her low spinning chair to his
side, she leaned her head against his
heart, and whispered sweetly:
"Who has been grieving thee, my

dear fader? That poor mouse of a
man who has shut himself up in the
fort?"
"He said thy father was a spy, and

a traitor, and a liar."

"Fader, dost thou owe him any bad
words?" and she laughed and lifted
her face for his kiss. "Had thou not
plenty in thy mouth, to pay him quick
in his own coin? If not, Virginia will
lend thee a few. And so conceited is

he of the bits of paper, and the rib-
bons, and medals sent to him from
England and France. You would
think he had fought battles and won
empires when he shows them." And she
imitated the Governor's manner and
speech so cleverly that Captain Jan
was constrained to laugh at the sol-

emnly ridiculous travesty. "Why don't
the Liberty Boys give him a furlough?
What is the good of frightening him
to death?"
To this tirade she gave a mimic

reality by the play of her hands and
face, the tones of her voice. Jan was
laughing heartily before she had fin-

ished, and the sting of his quarrel was
quite drawn. Then she added the
salve necessary—"You may be sure,
fader, he was vexed and sorry as soon
as you were gone. Then he would
want to say, 'Give me your hand, Van
Vroom. In politics we differ, but our
friendship was old and tried when the
Stamp Act was born'; and so he would
go on, for Governor Colden's good side
was born with him, and his bad side he
has put on like a garment. He does
always what he thinks is right."

"I let no man call me a spy and a
traitor—that is what Colden did."

"Call him the same. He has been a
traitor to the people over and over."

"Suppose he had called me 'Old
Jansen Van Vroom, a busybody whom
nobody minded'; what then, Virginia?"
"He would have told a lie. Thou

art not old. In the prime of thy life

thou art. I would back thee against
any young man in New York, either
to sail, or to trade, or to fight. Thou
art straight as a young pine—ten
times straighter than Batavius—and
if, instead of petting Batavius, thou
had to fight him, at thy feet begging
thy mercy he would be, in three min-
utes.''

"Batavius is a good fighter."
"Ten times better art thou. Thy

eyes are flame when thou art angi-y,
thy arms are long and strong, thy
heart could never fail thee. Why,
fader, if the sailors in harbor come to
fighting, no other Captain will they
have, but Jansen Van Vroom."
"But how can thou know these

things?"
"Fader, the things we know best of

all are the things no one tells us."
"Thou art a little philosopher."
"I hope not. Like Governor Colden

I do not wish, to be. It is too much.
From books I learn very little, but
when I sit spinning my heart talks to
me."
At this moment two doors opened at

once—Madame came from one inside,
bringing with her the aroma of hot
chocolate and coffee, and the sweet

homely odor of freshly cooked wheat
cakes and fried chicken; and from the

outside door Harry Rutgers and Ba-
tavius entered together. Then Ma-
dame's prophecy was fulfilled. With
hands outstretched, and in his most
extravagantly bonhomie manner, Ba-
tavius went straight to the Captain.
"My friend, my father, my Captain,

I am sorry! Pardon thy unhappy
Batavius! Wilt thou not take my
hand?"
A little reluctantly Jan took the

offered hand.
"Thou hast forgiven thy Batavius?"
"Let it pass. How went affairs to-

day?"
"At 14 Wall Street there was little

doing, yet more there than at
"

"I mean not at 14 Wall Street.
What about the Stamps?"
"Harry can tell thee best."
"Harry, have the Stamps been

landed?"
"Not yet, Captain. The Governor

summoned His Majesty's Council for
advice."
"Who were the three?"
"Judge William Smith, Chief Jus-

tice Horsemanden, and Joseph Reade."
Jan laughed pleasantly. "Very little

comfort would they give him," he said.
"Very little, indeed. Judge Smith

warned him that the detention of the
merchant ship made him liable to suits
for damages from every merchant who
had any goods on board. Really, the
Governor is in a hard position."
"For my part," said Batavius, "I am

sorry for him. He goes into passions,
and then he manages everything
badly."
No one noticed Batavius, and Harry

continued his story—"The Congress
finished their address to the House of
Commons to-day, sir. It has been
signed, and is now ready to be for-
warded. John Cruger must have the
credit of it. A more weighty, just,
and temperate paper could not have
been framed. It is a straight, power-
ful presentation of our rights and
grievances."
"One year, perhaps two years, it

will take the House of Commons to
read our Rights and Grievances. Are
we to sit idle and wait on the House
of Commons? No, no. We have the
work and the trade at our finger ends.
We can't wait, we won't wait; the
Stamps must not be used; our busi-
ness must not be stopped for want of
them. Paper, paper, paper! Paper
stamps on the Government's side!
Paper Addresses to the Government
on our side! What good is there in
writing? Men speak out, and if
speaking does not avail, they do some-
thing; yes, Harry, they do something.
Tell me then what is the Colonial Con-
gress going to do with their Memorial
Paper, now that it is written and
signed?"
"A deputation of its members is to

carry the paper to London. Arent is
to take them there."
"Arent! About that I shall judge."
"Arent is too young," said Batavius.

"He has not much experience, and the
Manhattan is a small ship. The Arms
of Stuyvesant is more respectable."
Then turning to Captain Jan he added,
"There might be some good tradings.
I have an idea. I will think it over."
"Thy brains thou need not trouble.

Arent is. going."
"I expected to find Arent here,"

said Harry. "Ah, there is his step."
At Harry's word Arent entered the

room, his face alight and purposeful,
his bearing showing his pride in the
commission offered him. "Fader," he
cried, "the Colonial Congress wishes
me to carry the members with their
petition to London. They want a swift

Continued on next page
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shi and what ship can clip the Man-
lain? I may go, fader? Yes, I may

»"*

5I«-(fc

Oti

go. Say yes, fader. I will put them
if) ndon in thirty days."

I
' ind and weather being willing,

("lat is allowed. What say you,

fad?"
"le compensations will

"

"have not thought of them."
"ley need not be urged at present,

tutnould be made an obligation on a

favable future."

"::e to that thyself. The Manhat-
tan idle, and though she has behaved
wel considering she hates being tied

iik( log at her pier, and longs for a

^ca )er with every stitch set, and the

ere seas flying over her cross

tre

''3, no, Arent! When the green

5ea ire playing that game, sail light

)5 rht, my boy. But what about
ar ? Half a dozen passengers and
•tha^veighty paper Harry was telling

js out won't steady any boat. Well,
iel Thou must go to London, Arent.
i vl look over the Manhattan with
:iie1n the morning, and make some
jncrstandings with the Congress."
I|iing the conversation Virginia

oc J with anxious eyes at her broth-

.>r, lit he was so excited with the
Die ect before him that he never no-

1 the pale, frightened girl. And
I -oon both Harry and Batavius

ve drawn into eager conversation,
inc'irginia felt the fear and tension
.oO'iard to bear. Every hope ap-

d to be slipping away from her.
hispered a good-night to her
r and went to her room. And no
ot even Harry, noticed her de-

ilre.

' CHAPTER IX

|HE TRIUMPH OF THE PEOPLE

3 the twenty-fourth of October the
itamped paper reached the city of

eiYork, but it was not to go into
relation until the first of November,
g this interval New York was
tuously angry and anxious. It

-^E'^irtually insurgent. Business was
it .standstill. No sounds of traffic

ve'on its streets, only the multitudi-
101 murmur of human voices, broken
it tervals by the passionate shouts
)f igry men. For "the Declaration
'f ghts and Grievances of the Colo-
lis.'in America" had done nothing to
ioc.e or .satisfy the populace. The
'•or-pas burning in every heart at that
no !nt, and this plaster was too small

Jio ver it, and too far off to give any
llprel'. It was with great difficulty
netvere persuaded to wait and see if

heovernor, in the face of such oppo-
iti

, would dare to enfoi-ce the Stamp

1 the meantime the women, though
icaely taken into recognition, were
'enps the greatest sufferers. They
lacheir daily burden to bear, with-
)ut,:he strength and enthusiasm of
luiiers to help them. Each in her
)w lome burned with indignation and
re lied with fear, and their men folk,
eEining, lecturing, arguing on the
^trts, hardly thought of them. Then
10 der was possible in houses used to
.*X( site order; meals were wanted at
-miost unusual hours, sleep was tak-
-1 / day or night, as convenient to
^trt movements, and every household

Y that had been regular as the
-10 was turned topsy-turvy.

' the third day of this turbulent
^e

, the Stamps, with the sullen,
;na rebellious permission of the peo-
^levere removed from the ship which
^'•'ajht them, and placed in the fort.

' a ain Van Vroom was one of the dis-
-ofrnted with this measure. He came
noi< in great anger, though Batavius
^.^ at his side, trying with every
P'snble argument to prove the wis-
"0|of this course.

,

'^^,to"l^ oath thev should never be
''^'";a," shouted Jansen, "and we have

See now,
I have—

•

such like

anv one.

let a few rogues carry them into the
fort. We are traitors to our own
oath."
"We are not traitors, Captain. All

the moral and respectable men in New
York want the Stamps in the fort."

"All the cowards in New York want
the Stamps in the foi-t. Safer it is for
them. More comfortable it is. Their
sleep they missed. Watching was too
hard."
"Do you think Batavius De Vries is

a coward?"
"Well, then, like a coward he talks."
At this point they entered the house,

and Katrina faced them. She was in
an extraordinary temper, her head
was flung backward, her eyes flashing,
her whole air and manner that of a
woman angry and determined. She
carried a jug of boiling water in her
hand, and almost threw it down at
their feet.

"Take some care, Katrina. What
art thou doing? That jug nearly
missed the table, and what then?"

"Then, Jan, both thou and Batavius
would have been scalded, and so have
got what you deserve. Are not the
streets of New York big enough for
your quarreling? Yes, they are, and
into my house you shall not bring it."

"Katrina! Katrina! What is the
matter with thee? Art thou gone stark
crazv?"

"Yes, and no wonder it is.

no more bad words will

cowards and rogues and
names you shall not call

Next thing it will be hands and blows,
for when the tongue has said its

worst, then the hands take up the
quarrel."

"Katrina, I am amazed at thee."
"And at thee I have been amazed

very often lately. This day is enough

;

think only of it—thy breakfast was to

seiwe when of dinner I was thinking,
and for dinner thou comes when it is

time to set the batter for the avond-
maal waffles. I will not have such
ways! I will not!"

Then Jan smiled broadly, and looked
at Batavius. The smile had a double
meaning. It said first, "Listen, that
is one kind of talk that married men
have to put up with"; and the face of
Batavius had an evil look of denial
on it. It said second, "Try thy hand
at making things pleasant," and Ba-
tavius turned to the angry woman and
said:

"Mother, our Captain is well home,
even at this hour. If it come to that,

very thankful we should be he comes
home at all."

"Such nonsense you talk, Batavius!"
"Truth and common sense I talk al-

ways. That is my way. Listen : had
I not come between the Captain and
the sailors in the hai'bor—nearly two
hundred fierce, angiy men—he and
they had been fighting the soldiers for
the Stamps at this moment."
"And pray what made thee inter-

fere? Captain Van Vroom knows
well when to fight, and how to fight,

without thy meddling."
"Mother, if they had boarded the

sloop and fought the soldiers, there

would have been bloodshed and death.

An overt act, that would have been,

and then civil war, and the city in

flames, and the mischief to pay."
"The sloop! What mean you? The

Stamps were on a merchant ship."

"The captain of the merchant ship

removed them to a government sloop

last night, and the sailors thought they

could board her and destroy the paper.

Perhaps they could have done so, but

everv man oif weight and standing was
on the other side—John Watts, John
Cruger, John Stevens, Robert Liv-

ingston, and others of consideration,

talked themselves beyond speech trying

to persuade the people to let the

Stamps alone. There is a better way
than fighting for them."

To be continued
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"Whom Do Men Say that I Am '

Sunday School Lesson bv Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Craj]

IT
is best, perhaps, to give at the

opening of the lesson a brief char-

acter sketch of John the Baptist.

He was stalwart—not "a reed shaken

with the wind." He was austere—not

"a man clothed in soft raiment." He
was trustworthy—"I send my messen-

ger." He was faithful
—"The voice of

one crying in the wilderness." He
was great—"Greater than a prophet."

Hoiv John ivas stahvart.—The pres-

ence of the Pharisees and Sadducees
among his hearers, as he was preach-
ing beside the river Jordan, did not

discomfit him. On the contrary, he re-

proved them for their sins in no
uncertain language, even calling them
"vipers."
He hesitated not to rebuke King

Herod for his immorality. A weak
man would have kept silence or he
would have whispered to others con-
cerning him.
How John was austere.—His rai-

ment was of camel's hair, probably a
very coarse cloth, such as was used for

the covering of tents and for garments
of shepherds and camel drivers. His
girdle was of leather, while others
were wearing richly embroidered gir-

dles, made of linen and decorated with
metal ornaments and precious stones.

His food was locusts and wild honey.
Locusts were and still are food for
Bedouins and Arabs. They prepare
them by putting them on wooden spits,

roasting them before the fire, or they
salt them down, packing them in

leather sacks, to be cut off in chunks as
they need them. It must have been
strong food if they really possessed all

of the attributes claimed for them by
an Arab from Bagdad, who compares
the head of the locust to that of a
horse; its breast to that of a lion; its

feet to those of the camel; its body to

that of the serpent; its tail to that of
the scorpion, etc. (Read also Rev.
9:7-10.)

In connection with "honey," as a
part of John's food, read Ps. 81:16.
"With honey out of the rock." Wild
bees deposited their honey on the rocky
sides of cliffs and covered them with a
dark wax. This became very hard,
and was pierced with some sharp in-

strument by the traveler, who then
sucked out the honey. We can imag-
ine John doing this (Deut. 32:13).
Hoiv John was trusUvorthy.—What

his great mission was to be as a fore-
runner of Christ was told by an angel
sent from heaven before his birth to
his father, Zacharias. "He shall go
before his face in the spirit and power
of Elijah, to make ready for the Lord
a people prepared for him" (Luke
1:17).
How John was faithful.—He preached

about Christ as the "Word of God," or
the "True Light" or the "only begot-
ten Son of God." The plain of Judea
was his preaching place, and his pulpit
was probably a hillside on the banks
of the Jordan River. He preached in
such an impressive manner that almost
"the whole city" went out to hear him.
If Jericho is meant, the people had to
walk two miles or more; if Jerusalem
is meant, they had to make a journey
of twenty miles or more. The priests
and Levites, we are told, went out from
Jerusalem on purpose to challenge him
with the question, "Who art thou?"
They were sent by the Pharisees, the
"higher critics" of those days.
How John was great.-—He showed

his greatness in refusing to be over-
rated. When crowds were following
him, and hanging upon his words, and
being baptized of him, he told them

'''International Sunday School Lesson for April
17. 1910. The Question of John the Baptist.
Matt. 11 : 1-19. Gni.nKV Tfxt: "But the witness
which I have is greater than that of John; for the
works which the Father hath given me to accom-
phsh. the very works that I do, bear witness of
me, that the Father hath sent me." John 5 : 36.

, an

itea

sai

:tdi

Joh

{ wl

eve

that the One who should comikfb
him would be mightier than hi

shoes he was not worthy to u
meaning the strap by which i

dais were held in place. If J.

been a man of small soul and
spirit he would have been gi(

up by the following which he h.

he would have glorified himself
of the Christ. How great was 1

ing, "He mjist increase, but I ir

crease." Jesus himself callet

great, greater than the prophe
were most exalted of men. Jes
said there had never been a
man in the world than John, ai

must have had in mind Abrali
Moses and David and Solomon
ranked with them, if indeed he
outrank them. But there wci
those who should be greater th.:;

Jesus said, even those who shou
the greater light and see ew
clearly into heavenly things,
brings knowledge, knowledge
responsibility, and responsibilit pw
up the way for noble service.

John in Macherus, Christ in Cap laui

John was in Macherus and
was in Capernaum. They we
about one hundred miles apart! Ha'

different the places! Macheruisdi
scribed as being the boundary 1

'

in the southeast, toward Aral
safety was of the greatest impi h .

and everything was done to i ke

place, exceedingly strong by ri

impregnable. Herod the Great
town around the hill and surroi

by walls with towers over two 1

feet high. Herod's palace was
these walls, and the prison wa:
his palace. Edersheim descril)

"the rocky keep of the Baptist,'

one who has seen it very lai

well of great depth, and a deep ([la

ed cistern, with the vaulting!
roof still complete, and—of ma^

rible interest to us—two dungeoij

of them deep down, its sides

broken in, with small holes still*silj

in the masonry, where staples cwooi

and iron had once been fixed! sw
look down into the darkness w 'hud

der in realizing that this terril

had for nigh ten months been t

on of that son of the free wil-

the bold herald of the coming ki

the humble, earnest, self-denyii

the Baptist."

And there was Capernaum, ji

the most important commerciai
the region in which it was
And being on the highway betw

tions, all that happened there v

carried far and near. John v

guishing in Macherus, "decri

and Jesus was increasing in pi^i

and fame at Capernaum throi

wonderful works of healing w
did and through the wonderfii
of his discourses. How great t

trast between the two men in t

spective places! Isolated as Ji-

in his mountain prison, his frii

least some friends, had access

for his two followers that ha '-''

sent came directly from him tc f"^''-

Their errand was to ask a que

Jesus. It was John's questici

thou he that cometh, or look we
other?" "Behold the Lamb •

that taketh away the sin of the

had said those same lips in thpr^^|

ence of a throng of people. H,t

ferent in the darkness and damp
the dungeon! Jesus did notl

John; let us not do it. Let u4
rather, that it is not always hif

with John, or with any mortsi

Let us learn that Jesus lo^

friends and followers even th'Cn ^

cloud of distrust settles tempa"'!

upon them. Stronger words. C|Coro'

mendation Jesus never gave

Continued on next page

any
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i than he gave to John at that dis-

p inting moment, for we must think
''^

hi Jesus was disappointed, if not

•ed.

. Alexander MacLaren says : "Our

io does not answer yes or no. To
' might have stilled, but would not

removed John's misconception. A
jc thorough cure is needed. So

bit attacks it in its root by refer-

in him back for answer to the very

n; which had excited his doubt. In

loif so he points to, or indeed we
la say quotes, two prophetic pas-

ij; (Isa. 35:5, 6; Isa. 61:1). It is

he said, 'Have you forgotten the

at prophets whose words have fed

ill hopes, and now seem to minister

I ;ur doubts, have said this and this

be; the Messiah?' And what were
jtubling blocks (the deeds of Christ)

becne stepping stones."
.;. r seeing Jesus do many miracles

:
') returned to John with the mes-

iat from Jesus, and the eclipse of

hi passed away.

I
« horn Do Men Say That I Am ?

"

; Cis was Jesus' own question which
Ki^ed of his apostles when they were
lit him on journeys of healing and

ing. And they answered, "Some
ohn the Baptist, some Elijah, and
Jeremiah, or one of the proph-

a And the most that the thought-
w of to-day can say about Jesus

it.t he is "the human Man who lived

ihf;ly" (Weinstock).
,» "at whom say ye that I am?" This
Oi another question which Jesus
Uc. his apostles, almost immediately
toying the first question, "Whom do
fei:ay that I am?" And Peter made

t\nderful reply, wonderful in its

i|iess and wonderful in the scope
. meaning, "Thou art the Christ,
!)n of the living God." And Jesus

mr.ended him, "Blessed art thou, Si-

iDiBar Jonah; for flesh and blood
ktlnot revealed it unto thee, but my
jBtjT who is in heaven." And then
i\s that Jesus declared it was on
j»HOck of truth, the divinity of his

Jiyurship, that he proposed to build
IB hurch. There can be no true
kuh on any other foundation.
i\ Carnegie Simpson in his book,
%i'act of Christ, says : "Jesus is not

Ejf
the group of the world's great.

1 about Alexander the Great, and
SiJesthe Great, if you will; Jesus is

Ktparably greater than any of
je:; yet who would speak of him as
es the Great? Jesus is apart. He
1 11' the Great, he is the Only." No
ji; teacher has one thousandth part
liny scholars as Christ has at this
tofnt. Two-fifths of the world's
opation bears the name of Christ,
m fifths of it are under Christian
Bvnments and recognize Christ as
or, by five great monuments : the

Et'i Supper, the Sabbath, the
Uh, the Bible and the sign A.D.,

8a:of our Lord, by which half the
or daily crowYis the Christ.
">at think ye of Christ?" We will
sk le question of those not generally
il unted on the Lord's side. .

Todore Parker says: "We would
3t leasure him by the conceptions
>nd by Jewish and heathen con-
5r1 but by the long stream of light
1 3 first three centuries after his
53' and through them on all time
nc'

J's Cobbe, the distinguished Eng-
sh sciple of Theodore Parker, says

:

rh world has changed, and that
jaie^^ is historically traceable to

,.^i«!^iiyle says that "Christ is the cause
'

1 Tieasurable changes to all people
I t^ world." Richter declares that
'6'?, with his pierced hands, has
"? empires from their foundations,
inl the stream of history from its
a annels and still continues to rule
Id uide the ages."
I^kysays: "Amid all the sins and

failings, amid all the priestcraft, the
persecutions and fanaticism which has
defaced the church, it has preserved in

the character and example of its

Founder an enduring principle of re-

generation."

Dr. Bellows calls Christ "the Spirit-

ual Gulf Stream." Napoleon, viewing
with wonder the ever-increasing king-
dom of the Crucified, exclaimed : "Can
you conceive of a dead man making
converts? My armies have forgotten
me even while living. Can you con-
ceive of a CcBsar as the eternal em-
peror of the Roman Senate, and from
the depths of his mausoleum governing
the empire, and watching over the des-
tinies of Rome? Such is the history of
the invasion and conquest of the world
by Christ, such is the perpetual miracle
of the progress of the faith and of the
government of his church."

Chesub Chunder Sen, called "the
greatest son of the land of the Veda,"
has said: "In all Christian literature,
laws and institutions we see Christ's
living influence as a reality. The
Christ that is advancing in all direc-
tions has touched India, and hence the
question she asks. Who is Christ?"
Against the statement sometimes made
that "such a man as Christ never
lived," Goethe, Rousseau, Renan and
John Stuart Mill emphasize the unan-
swerable argument that the story of
Christ's life must be true since no one
could have invented such a character
and such discourses who was any less
than Jesus.

Daniel Webster said that "the Ser-
mon on the Mount banished all his

doubts about the deity of Christ, for it

could not be a merely human produc-
tion." More convincing still is the
power of Christ's words in transform-
ing men and nations. Look at barbar-
ous, cannibalistic Fiji transformed into
a Christian community, where the
90,000 Fijians are all to be accounted
for in the Christian Church, 80,000 of
them Protestants and 10,000 Catholics.
Look at Madagascar! And what but
the power of Christ has made England
and America what they are?
Again we quote Napoleon: "Super-

ficial minds see a resemblance between
Christ and the founders of empires
and the gods of other religions. That
resemblance does not exist. ... I

know men, and I tell you that Jesus
Christ was not a man."
Byron said : "If ever God was man,

and man was God, Jesus Christ was
both."

A Golden Spoon—Sermon
Continued from page 3il

children. In carriages, automobiles
and walking came visitors from Nyack
and the surrounding country to enjoy

the children's worship. The singing

was something wonderful, and was
followed by a prayer hush like majesty
resting on the mountain. The more
than three hundred children who in

the morning crowded about our car-

riages to greet and welcome Dr.

Klopsch, now thronged the Children's

Temple and were led by him in the

worship of God. This unique Temple,

built for children from Dr. Klopsch's

plans and purse, is the crown jewel of

Mont-Lawn.
During the summer Dr. Klopsch

lived at Tarrytown. Every morning
he would look across the river to Mont-

Lawn to see if the flag was floating.

It signaled the message, "All is well."

From his deathbed he left the request

that this work, nearest and dearest to

his heart, should be continued. He
also requested to be buried in Sleepy

Hollow Cemetery.
During the summer the children can

look out over the Hudson River to

where their friend sleepeth. Every

night, when they kneel by the bedside,

there will be prayers of thanksgiving

for the memory of Dr. Klopsch,

The Howard Watch
As SOON as a man owns

. a motor car he begins

to take a new account of

time. And as soon as a man
appreciates precision in a

timepiece he is in line for

a Howard Watch.

There are 450,000 automobile

owners in the United States and

they are rapidly learning that there

is no watch for their use like a

Howard.
Its hard -tempered balance will

not knock out of true with the

jar and jolt of travel. It is un-

hurt by changes of temperature or

the vibration of the machine.

Its adjustment is permanent.

Englishmen say it's the most
sporting watch in the world.

A HowAKD Watch is always worth
what you pay for it.

The price of each Howabd is fixed at

the factory and a printed ticket attached

—from the IZ-jewel (double-roller escape-

ment) in a "Jas. Boss" or "Crescent"

gold-filled case at $40 to the 23-jewel

in a 14-k. solid gold case at $150.

Not every Jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD
Jeweler in your town and talk to him. He is a sood man to know.
Drop us a postal card, Dept. W, and we will send you a HOWARD book
of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

n^^^l l
,'^1(t^^ ^ I I III M I ^^f^V

Save Over Half on lOa^S^gTjinNciv Flanders Style
(iTiMlialt 8avi''l ln'cause shippt'd
111 sfitiuiia (Incil from factory,
ctittiiit.' out ilralMs' profits and
expense anil -'-: the freight. Eas-
ily assembled and stained—we
include everytliiiig.

Half a himdred superb, exclusive dcsfgns,
classic in line, substantial, yet graceful, tlie

creation of a master and the
work of skilled, painstaking
workmen. Pride and satisfac-
tion go with every piece—your

money back
anytime you
doubt it.

Quartered
White Oaki
used
through-
oat.

Over lilO splendid Mission pieces and fifty odd in "Flanders."

COME^PACKT FURNITURE CO., 418 Edwin St.. Ann Arbor. Mich.

Here Is Something New
From Kalamazoo

Prove tor yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most
periect—most economical—most satisfactory range for you to use—Your
niuii(_\ bii-k if it's not.

bcnJ for Catalug No. 103 with special terms and compare K^amazoo prices \vith others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the co ifort and convenience of a Kala-

nnzoo in her home. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash if

1 .11 like. Either way—you save {10 to $^0 ou any stove in the catalog. We
1.1 ike it easy for responsible people to owo the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
^

Freight

laraazoo Stove Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

A Ralaitvazos
Direct to You
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Whv
Some few people still

buy soda crackers in

a bag is hard to say.

But it is easy to

understand why in-

creasing millions of a

Nation's people keep

on getting and eating

more and more

Uneeda
Biscuit

(Never Sold in Bulk)

,^ / a Package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

"DON'T SHOUT
as anybody. 'Howf
Oh, something new

—

TheMORLEY PHON

can't see them— they
ivUible. I

that I had them in, myself,
only that 1 hear all right."

GAs MORLEY
PHONE

makes low sounds
whispers plainly he
invisible, comfort.

Anyone can adjust it. Over Oi
Write for booklet end testimonials.

weightless and harmless.
Hundred Thousand Sold.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702, Perry BuildiDg. Philadelphia

Elastic f^ Stockings
From pure gun
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure,
at the same price
you pay for poor-
wear inn, ready-
made fe'OOtls.

Worcester Elastic

5S Front Street,

Cur Stockings are best
in the world and our
prices lowest. Write for

self-measurement blank
and FACTS ABOUT
VARICOSE VEINS.

Stocking & Truss Co.,
Dept. 9, Worcester, Mats.

(lui^fnasim^REDUCES
40 DAY FREE TRIAL 11^^
So confident nm I that simply wearJne it will

V i>crraanently remove uU superfluous flesD that I

nmil it fr*-e, without deuosii. When you see your
^hapeline8s epeedily returning I know you will
l>uy If. Try It at my expense. Write to-day.

1800
YorkrnOr. uURNo Broadway, I^ew^

5,000,000
SKIN PORES FILLED
What then? If you knew as

well as 1 do, vnu would order
one of our VAPOR BATH

I
CABINETS to-day and assist

' nature to etfect a cure. I am
bound to let you know of Hie

blessinj?, your responsibility then
begins. Write for special offer.

N. O.Y.Bath Mfg. Co.

103 Chambers Street

New York

Dr. F. Hknry Russ.
I'roprietor

Folding Water Bath Tuba
for Adults and Infants

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,' no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

Cincinnati Iron Fence Co.

largest Iron Fence faetorv In Ohio.
Addreea Hcp't 8 for prices. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

wwwwww^w^w
^ jm' (HI/ (iJtl rjy(; (^) Uj|) j0( j[

\S METAL SHINGLES
Witlibtuud hardest \9jmff/iwy*fifm^
kind of service over w^^^^^i^l^i^^G^

21ycarB. No cxpehment. Last life of building. Outwear wood sMngles. Easily laid.
I

/ /
f

Galvanized or Paitited. Fire, Lightning and Stormproof. Ornamental. Inexpensive. L-, — .*-*,/*,*, a,.^ ^
Catalogue gives full inf'irniation of their fluperior value, teRtimonialB, illufltrations, ^v/y '*. i,}},i }^} ,i^n
pricea, etc. WKITK TODAY. MONTItOSS IflKTAI. SHINCJI.E ro.» Tamdeu, N. J. \

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," forS.^fonoo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A, K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

The Christian's Sacrifice*

IT is much easier to offer any sort of

a burnt sacrifice than to serve God
faithfully in every word and deed for a

single day.

Ever since time began men have been

trying to find easy ways of getting on.

They early found that sin was likely to

be punished. By all sorts of devices

they have ever striven to escape this

punishment. During the early times

they offered sacrifices. They also

bribed the priests in various ways to

secure forgiveness and "indulgences."

It will be remembered that there was
one prophet who refused all bribes.

He could not curse Israel. The vision

of the victory, of the chosen people

was plain to him, and he could not deny

it. Thus may we all resist the temp-

tations of the evil one.

It is beginning to be realized

throughout all society that there is

no short way of buying up the great

rewards, or of accomplishing the great

results. As one of our leading teach-

ers has said, "We cannot afford to dis-

pense our charities through the ordi-

nary channels, giving money and not
service."

Every hand must labor, every heart
must warm toward the work, every
foot must march. We cannot escape
personal labor and sacrifice if we
would truly serve.

"There are at least three necessaries

in all forms of social service," says

Mrs. Elizabeth Hills Lyman. "They
are sympathy, humor and tact. Pro-
fessor Peabody tells us that a science

of poor relief has been devised, but
where are the persons equipped with
the capacity and sympathy to utilize

that service?
"It is the hand-to-hand work that we

must not forget. The Man of Naza-
reth began his service many years ago
by talking with one here, another there
—the personal touch; now the woman
of Samaria, now two disciples on the
road to Emmaus, now the group in the
upper room."
That is what is needed—the personal

touch. We cannot stand aloof and still

expect to help our brethren, and we
cannot talk down to them. We must
banish from our hearts all feeling of
aversion and of superiority. As Jesus
did, so must we walk with all, sharing
in sympathy their joys and griefs.

Thus only can we really serve them.
One of our greatest poets has given

us an immortal sonnet upon this sub-
ject. Like most of us, he had evidently
considered always that that only was
service which involved action, strenu-
ous and constant. But when blindness
came upon him, and he had to sit with
folded hands, only thinking and talk-
ing, he was granted the vision that,
while thousands were speeding over
land and ocean without rest, doing the
errands of the Almighty,

They also serve who only stand and wait.

Thus it may be with us. But re-

member that he who wrote this won-
derful sonnet served his generation
with his pen also, putting into immor-
tal verse the greatest Scripture story.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
April 17. Texts : Rom. 12 : 1, 2; Hos. 6 : 6.

A Little Verse on "Dreamland"

Dear Editor: Please accept my
hearty thanks for nice premiums, re-

cently received in good condition. The
"Dreamland" picture is charming and
inspiring. It has inspired me to apos-
trophize it in the form of an acrostic,

which you can use as you deem best.

D — Darling little Innocent,
R — Resting in peaceful place;

£ — Enchanting is thy perfect form,
/I — Angelic is thy face.

in — Music of unseen seraphim
I. — Lull thee with sweetest charm.
n — Angels will guard thy downy bed,
N — Nothing shall do thee harm.
D — Dream ! Safe from all alarm.

Thomas Latham.
Gales Ferry, Conn.

5^
Three important things
this Company offers you:

1—A Libetal Interest Ra
2—Absolute Security,
3—Your Money on Dem\

at any time.

It would be hard to find a more nearl]
investment for idle capital or savings.

You can open an account at any time—wit
at any time, without notice—

And your money earns 5% interest for
day it is in our hands.

This Company has been in business for 14
It is strong, conservative, ably managed.

Write to-day for the
Booklet—you wilt be interested.

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposi ]«
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, M.

How To Raisi

The Money
is often the real problem m
ting a new organ for Chui|

Sunday School. Write fell

Estey Suggestion.

Address

"

Estey Brattleborl

250, O0(

HALLOWED
COPIES ALREADY SL

HYiN
NEW;IOI

By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. NKI>

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USI^IVl

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive adii

$25. per 100, not prepaid. SSt per cop.yn
Returnable samples mailed to " earnest 1 »>«

ynv BIGTiO" & H*IN CO.. NeiT York 01 hln

^rWHYNOTBEANAMSl
ilut

EARN $25 TO $100 PEF'EH

Our graduates are tilling HIg

Positions. Good Arti:

d upwards in easy, fascinating w
courses of Personal llome Instruclloo

spondence, are complete, practical. Twelve j
cessful teaching. Kxpert Instructors Supen
raent. Positions ready for competent workei
Write for valuable ^^^^^^ HURO^'^

Art Boob, Free. .^fl^^^^riOFPROO
School Of Applied Art SiS^f^\x

(Founded 1899)

B SSFineArtBldg.
BATTLE CREEK. MK'H.

Oa

ILD'^

ImHONOLULU
and back (1st class! 5 1-2 days from
San Francisco. The splendid twin-
M-rew st.'miur .SIERRA (10.000 tons displao
nient) sails fmm ?ian Francisco April 16, May
7. May is and rvcry 21 days. Round trip ticki-t^

month's. HONOLULU, the most attractive spot on .

tour. BOOK NOW and secure the best berths. LI!

HITI AND NEW ZEALAND. S, S, Mariposa com
I'nii.n Liiie. sailinRs April l.'i May 21, .Iiine29, etc.

back (24 days), $125. New Zealand (Wellintrtoi,

first-class, R T. luontlis,

OCEANIC S. S. CO., 673 Market St., San Fran. >, U

IVfE-MORIALifei
iloNuriEN S
mpMrM O mlteries 5CM00US 6ffi

LARGE VARIETY OF DESIGNS FOR LVERY P 'OJf'

D C Ll VE RED AnyWHERE 'St ND fOR CAT OOS

state; re.quireme:nt5 agents w/ted

MONUMENTAL BRONZE C'
3SS-B nOWARD AVE.. BRIDGEPORT C N-

Cook Book FreeK
"Kitchen- Krinkles" IVA—q ROl
with recipes by IVllS. XX.V-'J

Rollman Mfg. Co., 257 Penn Ave., Moun

Bl
VAMVETD j^i^ VKLIZliOT

CHURCH m^^a^°?
XZXiXljiS. ^ TELLS

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cln(|

Co.m Ctnnc between kllcben ara
'l

save jiepS one trip win. WheelXr
other clears It. Slandshesldetable for St

li while washine dishes. Price tlOjCXp I

>WHEEL TRAY CO, .435 C West 61st Place

Not all the good, but the best of file srooil

UVMMC OF WORSHIP AND
n I mil iN Send for a copy TO-DAY-SB"
II I IIIIIW Tullar-MeredltbCo., NewT<^

OllCt
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ER

)^

iBlUi
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ROSY COLOR
Produced by Postum

>>ij

Rai

^Bll£c

PEADt

JIKHE5

%t.

'When a person rises fronn each meal with

-inging in the ears and a general sense of

rvousness, it is a common habit to charge
to a deranged stomach.

f'l found it was caused from drinking cof-

';, which I never suspected for a long time,

iVfound by leaving off coffee that the dis-

kreeable feelings went away.

'I was brought to think of the subject by
tting some Postum and this brought me
t of trouble.

''It is a most appetizing and invigorating

verage and has been of such great benefit
'

rne that I naturally speak of it from time
time as opportunity offers.

'A lady friend complained tome that she

d tried Postum, but it did not taste good.

reply to my question she said she guessed

e boiled it about ten minutes. I advised

r to follow directions and know that she
iled it fifteen or twenty minutes, and she

juld iiave something worth talking about,

[short time ago 1 heard one of her children

y that they were drinking Postum now-a-

,«ys, so I judge she succeeded in making it

ifod, which is by no means a difficult task.

['The son of one of my friends was formerly

jpale lad, but since he has been drinking
istum. has a fine color. There is plenty of

lldence that Postum actually does 'make red

)od,' as the famous trade-mark says."

Read "The Road to Wellviile," found in

^gs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
e appears from time to time. They are
nuine, true, and full of human interest.

Stencils

l,very woman can make her home far

reartistic and beautiful in every particular

he knows how to stencil.

^ Stencil Book Free
I This book gives full instructions as to how
Ifstencil, suggest color schemes, gives illus-

ions of designs already cut, tells how to

;ct fabrics which give best results and
V to use the Sherwin-Williams' Prepared

'}f!ncil Colors.
. itenciled portieres, table covers, pillow

c/ers, etc., make the choicest gifts—and are

eiiy and economically made.
Vrile to-day for this free book and learn

tdo this fascinating work.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
DrCORATIVC OCPARTMCNT

608 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, 0.

l\\ 5c Cactus lor 28C
•AM/ fjK'li ''••'""'""'''"""'"'" '

www \^a^ll jjrow, iiHl(K,r'8 <ii" on
ican'tkiU tlieiii. Imini'iiWi vancj y i

.1118 and spi'i'ies. Kxiiuisite tlowcr.<, .

inches will*', m S4-arl<*t, >fU<,w. pin pli-.

.Weare in ilie liMirt of lliiM-inlii»i'oiiiiliy,
i sliiplht>HtiH>iiK('»t plaiitB <inly. Notfllu'se
'<iul Inti'iHliK'tory Ofl'cTM This raii>
An» (!•>. (lusyacaiitlins), lii-autlfiillv
ored BpiiiHS, lifars cxciiiiaiio '2 to ;Mt! \

I Men flortciH, piiii-7.-,i-,«iiiMaii'c-OO
Ills for (frowiiii.', niailiil lor only^Ot;
ijliall Ca<'li,assr,all lilooiiiora, pn-paiil $f
? lend with ordi-r nanus oriwo tlowcriiidw-
Mfrlenda and \vi< Will add free saniiili' of
|-dellcloiisM.-xii-anCaiIils.ai;dy. FREE CATALOGUE,
ac'tt and Mow lo Ciim riii-ni." <:. i ii ti,.i,iu

^ FRANCIS E. LESTER Co., Dept.E4. Me>ill. Park, N.Mex

Free

^a^=BrusselsArt=Rugs,53.5(l
ient to your home by Express, Prepaid.

aattraC'*

<«. Mride
. Ku^lly
tiid war-

«• il to wear.
II til one piece.
Hi'lrH <-Ali be
Sold direct at

one profit. Money
refunded 1/ not lat-
isfactory.

jn-'
*^*^°^* ihowing goods In actual colors, sent free.

sand Prices
|

Sift., $3.50

WMft. 4.00

«) ft., 4.50

!»K ft. B.OO

!2ft.. 5.60

i ft., 6 50

lirpi vW.

Ili'lll

Submission

'T' HOU knowest. Lord, the way I go,
^ My wants, my cares, my joys, my fears :

The plan of life for all below
By Thee is marked for coming years.

Yet Thou dost joy to have me pray.
And spread before Thy mind my cares:

The needs of life—its toils—and lay
Before Thine eyes temptation's snares.

I ask not that my life shall be
Henceforth without its cares or needs.

Or even from temptation free

;

I only ask that He who feeds
The ravens when they cry—the fall
Of sparrows marks, and clothes the flower

—

In deepest need shall hear my call
By giving me o'ercoming power.

And so, whate'er Thou choosest, Lord,
To give of blessing or deny ;

However long may seem Thy word
In its fulfilment, I'll rely

Upon the wisdom of Thy mind.
That works for my completion ; whose

All-seeing plans are ever kind.
Whatever Thou in love dost choose.—David Wallace Montgomery.
Loitp City, Neb.

The Heat of the Sun
STUPENDOUS %ures, representing

the luminosity of the sun, are
given by Professor Nordmann, a noted
scientist of the Paris Observatory. He
places the heat of the sun at 6,482 de-

grees centigrade. He expresses the

total candle-power of the sun in an in-

conceivable number, beginning with 18,

followed by 27 noughts. This is equiv-
alent to 1,994,000 for every square
inch of the sun's surface. Some idea

may be formed of the amount of light

these figures represent, from the fact
that the most powerful electric arc-
light of the present time is barely
equal to 20,000 candle-power. As an
illu.stration of the quantity of light is-

suing from the sun, Professor Nord-
mann states that from every portion
of the surface equal in size to a finger-
nail enough light issues to illuminate
the entire Avenue de I'Opera, in Paris,
for a whole night. As the sun's sur-
face measures 200,000,000 square
miles, its total luminosity may be put
at .51,000,000,000,000 times that of the
Avenue de I'Opera.

A Great Church Singer Dead
MARIA S. BRAINERD, a famous

church singer, died recently in

New York City. She sang in many of

the leading churches in New York, in-

cluding the Churches of the Ascension
and St. Bartholomew, and in Brooklyn
churches. For many years she was re-

garded as the leading soprano singer in

America, and she retained her wonder-
ful hold upon the appreciation of the

musical public. She traveled through
many cities, singing in concert and
oratorio, and in her rendering of sa-

cred pieces, especially Mendelssohn's
"Hear Ye, Israel," "Rejoice Greatly"
and "I Know That My Redeemer Liv-

eth," the excellence of her voice and
her artistic skill won high praise from
musical critics. Miss Brainerd's voice

was of full volume and extended com-
pass, and she possessed a high degree
of cultivation. She was associated

with the best musicians of her time,

including Theodore Thomas, William
Mason, Edward Mollenhaun, Richard
Hoffman, George W. Morgan, S. B.

^lills. Dr. Lussan, Parepa Rosa, Isa.

Hinkley, J. Kimpton, A. Sterling, J.

Van Zandt, George Simpson, J. R.

Thomas, Carl Formes, and others.

She Didn't Tell

1ITTLE DAISY was playing in the

J room where her three aunts sat

sewing. Presently, Aunt Margaret
was called out of the room and left hef

sewing utensils on the table. Return-

ing in a few minutes, she missed her

thimble. Repeated inquiries as to its

whereabouts failing to obtain any re-

ply, she remarked, "Well, as some van-

dal has stolen my thimble, I must get

another." Dropping her toys, Daisy

ran to her, asking, "Auntie Margaret,

is Auntie Belle a vangle?"

The Stars of

The Cereal Creations

We make sixteen cereal foods, any of which we are glad to supply you.

Your preference is ours.

All of the grains are put up by us in about all the likable forms. This

is by far the largest cereal concern.

But Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice—through natural choice—have

become our most popular ready-cooked foods. By actual test, we have

found that four people in five prefer them to all the rest. That's why we
tell you about them. We want you to have what you'll like best.

The Scientific Foods
It is good to know, when you choose these foods, that science agrees

with your choice.

The process of making Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice was invented

by Prof. Anderson. Its value lies in making the whole grains wholly

digestible.

In no other process—cooking, baking or toasting—are the granules of

starch so broken. In no other way known can cereals be made so easy

to digest.

Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are unique and enticing, nut-like and

crisp. They are better than you can imagine. But the greater fact is that

they wholly digest without forming a tax on the stomach.

Puffed Wheat, 10c ?"'"

Puffed Rice, 15c
in

Extreme

West

These are the foods shot from guns.

The whole wheat or rice kernels are put into sealed guns. Then the

guns are revolved for sixty minutes in a heat of 550 degrees. The heat

turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and the pressure becomes tremen-

dous. Then the guns are unsealed, and the steam explodes. Instantly

every starch granule is blasted into a myriad particles.

The grains are puffed to eight times their size, yet the coats are un-

broken and the shapes are unaltered. We have the whole grains in th^ir

natural shape, but made porous and crisp and digestible. .

Please Find Them Out
Whatever cereals you now serve, of our make or of others, we invite

you to try these two. Serve them alone or mix them with fruit.

Learn how your people enjoy them, and which one they like best. Ask

if they want them again.

Please order them now—one package of each. You'll be glad that we
told you about them.

Made Only by The Quaker Oats Company. (S7>
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ROOFING
THE fact that Amatite needs no

painting makes it the most
economical roofing on the

market.

A roof which requires painting
every couple of years to keep it

tight is an expensive proposition.
If you will stop and figure out the
cost of the paint, you will find it is

frequently more than the roofing
itself.

Write to-day for free sample and
booklet.

Barrett Manufacturing Co*
New York Ch!caeo Philadelphia
Boston St. Louis Cleveland
Pittsburg

,
Cincinnati Kansas City

Minneapolis New Orleans London, Eng.

'SaveThe-Horse'^^SpavinCure.
pEGjrRAOe MARfV

WAR DEPARTMENT.
Office Purchaaiag Coiiiniissary U S, Army,

Saint Louis, Mo., Kor. 17th. 1909.
Troy Chemical Co., BinghamtoD. N. Y.

I have great faith in j'our medicine. I cured a bad tendon oa
fk horse which had l>een fired and seemed l>eyond alt hope I also
cured a sprained tendon in annther horse within two weeks.
CAFIAIN J. N. KILIAN, 3d & Olive Sts., Commissary U S. Army.

FREEPORT FIRE DEPARTMENT
Troy Chemical Co., Binghaiiit.jn. N. Y.
Freeport. L. I., Nov. 29. Vim. Enclosedcheck for bottle *' Save-

The-Horse. *' Every horseman around here thought horsewas in-
curable, but don't think so now. Here is what I have done with
"Save-The-Horse." and some of these cases we re cured two and
three years ago. as you know, and are cured to-day In fact, I
am not afraid to undertake any case without the guarantee.
The first case was a gray mare with Iwne spavin, over three

years' standing. So lame everyone thoui,'ht she would never go
eound again. In six weeks' time she did not take a lame step.
Let her to the Freeport Golf Club every week day.
The next case was a fine blooded horse with ringbone, belong-

ing to a friend. In two months' time he did not take a lame step.
Also cured a Polo Pony who was hardly able to get out of the

stable. iH.th hind legs affected with tlie worst bone spavin lever
saw. Bought hi in for ten dollars, and everyone said I would have
to saw off hislo^iS md have now ones made. The whole hock was
affected. He had been fired and blistered three times. I used
*'Save-The-Horse," and in ten weeks' time you would not know
that he had ever been spavined, exceptforthemarksof the firing
iron. Have also cured a fine saddle horse of thoroughpin. Will
be glad to see anyone regarding these cases CARL DARENBERG.
$P nn ^ '^'*^'^' '^'th legal written guarantee or contract.n.UU Send for copy, booklet & letters from business men &

trainers on every kind of case Permanently cures Spavin,
*^ Thorougbpln, Rinebone (except low). Curb, Splint, Capped

Hoek, Wlndpuir, Shoe Boil, Injured Tendons & all Lameness. No
Bcaror lossof hair. Horse works as usual. Dealers or Iixp. paid
XKOX CUEmitAL CO., 39 Commercial Ave.^ Blngbamton, M.Y.

y The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World
„THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It isa solid, fair
and square proposUion to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
ona trial and fully guaran-
teed, for $15.95. It is dif-
ferent from anything that has
ever before been offered.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
uto, hot or cold, makes thick
or thin cream and does it
jiist as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
Any boy or girl can run it
sitting down. The crank is
only 5 inches long. Just
think of that! The bowl Is a
sanitary marvel; easily
cleaned and embotiies all
our latest improvements.
Gears run In anil-frictlon
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
cipadty whatever, obtain our
515.05 proposition. Our lib-

,_ ,
eral long time trial and gen-

erous terms of purchase will astonish you. Our own
(m.'iiiufi turer .) guarintee protects you on every
AmcTlcnn Separator. We ship Immediately. Western
orders filled from Western points. Write us and get
our great olfer and handsome free catalog, A1JI)EESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.BA.S°B''R'.JfE%.v.

A VISIT TO THE ORIENT

Contirmed from page 339

The cause of Foreign Missions, the

woilc of the vast inajority of the

individual missionaries, the Boards of

Foreign Missions of the great denomi-

nations which believe in Jesus as the

Son of God, have my earnest support

and, after this journey of thousands of

miles, my unqualified endorsement.

Won by Reading the Bible

THE following-, by Mr. L. H. Snyder,
of the Seoul (Korea) Y. M. C. A.,

is one of the most romantic incidents

in the history of Christianity in the

Far East:
Mr. Yi Sang Choi, former secretary

of the imperial cabinet, was sent to

cated and naturalized in the United
States, returned to Korea under special

contract with his government. In his

addresses to the Koreans he constantly
preached Christianity to them. Mr.
Yi Sang Choi followed Dr. Jai So Peel

about wherever he spoke, and argued
against him point by point, showing in

each the superiority of Confucius. It

was this same Dr. Jai So Peel who
started the Independence Club, and the
memorial arch outside the west gate of

Seoul marks the event. The doctor is

now engaged in business in Phila-
delphia.
The doings of the Independence Club

were noised about and excited the sus-

picions of the party in power, so that
finally a number of the active members

\ II 5
'

; 111

Meeting at Kyoto, Japan, City Hall

Washington with the first Korean Em-
bassy, about twenty years ago. While
there he received from a Chinese offi-

cial a copy of the New Testament and
the Book of Provei-bs, written in Chi-
nese. Hearing that this was the book
so extensively read by the West, and
that it was the foundation of Western
civilization, Mr. Yi accepted it with the
intention of giving it careful consid-

eration.

He read a chapter, then threw the
book down, only to pick it up again,
which process he repeated until a year
had elapsed; then he became convinced
that there was nothing in it superior, if

equal, to the teachings of his own great
teacher, Confucius. He did not come
to this conclusion without comparing
saying after saying of the Bible with
those he had spent years in imbibing.
Shortly afterward he returned to Ko-
rea, convinced that there was "nothing
in Christianity."
Not many years later, Dr. Jai So

Peel, a Korean of noble birth, but edu-

of the club were thrown into prison.
Among them were a group of eleven
men, all but one stanch Confucianists,
under the leadership of Mr. Yi Sang
Choi. The single exception was a
Christian, It was through the influ-

ence of this young man, who is now
taking a graduate course at Princeton
University, that the others consented
to make a careful study of the teach-
ings of Christ. They agreed to study
separately during the day, each man
for himself, and then at night to dis-

cuss together what they had studied
during the day. Many a night they
talked even until daybreak.

Finally one and all became per-
suaded that the Gospel is the power of
God unto salvation to every one that
believeth. They have all been leaders
in the Christian Church throughout
Korea. One died in prison; another,
who became mayor of the city of Song
Do, has recently died.

Mr. Yi Sang Choi is director of the
religious work of the Seoul association.

The Laboratory and Alcohol
^y Cora Frances Stoddard, Sed'y of the Scientific Temperance Federation

PROBABLY the most significant

feature of the now international

battle against alcohol is the growing
inten.sity of popular conviction as to the

truth about the effects of alcohol re-

vealed by the thoroughly practical

modern scientific study, which is pierc-

ing the oldest and most deeply en-

trenched strongholds of the alcohol
habit and traffic.

The laborer, be he toiler by hand or
by brain, hears of efficiency diminished
by alcohol. A possible eight percent, loss

actuallv shown by experiments on mus-
cle and brain power, following the use
of no more alcohol than one gets in a
bottle of wine or a qviart of beer a day,

must be reckoned with in the race of
the ambitious for success.

For the employer the facts have an-
other story. They hint at what ^
costs him in productivity to employ
workmen below par in ability, to en-
trust property and the efficiency of a
highly organized business to reason
and judgment made undependable by
alcohol, to become financially liable for
accidents to drinking employees.

Consideration of public health and
social problems can no longer ignore
alcohol. Science has shown definitely
how resistance to infectious disease is

lowered by its influence on the body
Covtimied on next page

M0T0RB0AFg4«
16-

FOOT/~
A 16-Foot Motorgo Motor Boat Equipped with

2J4 Horse Power Reversible Engine, Com-

plete, Ready to Run, Fully Guaranteed.

.\ hi'ttpi- boni than vou can buy elsewhere foill
$25.00 til $50.00 ill advance uf oui iM icf.
Do not buy a motor boat of any knid until y.m

get our prices, 16, 18 and 22-foot boats at prices iii>i

as sensational; guaranteed indelliiitely, lHolll^
back if you are not satislled.

21 H. P. Marine Engine, $42-95

$42.95

Am Horse Power Single'
Cylinder Reversible Marine
Engine with full boat etiuip- i

nient ready to install
hull, guaranteed
indefinitely .

We have other inaiinr
engines of different horsi^
po'ver at prices $25.00 t.i

$50.00 less than yon «il
pay elsewhei-e for enj-'ino
of the same power and
quality.

(iet oiiv prices before]
placiny your order.

Write To-day for Our 1910 Catalog of

Motor Boats and Marine Engines
Our Boat and Engine Cata-
log is the book you neeil if

you want to be informed
about tlK' boat and marine
engine question. It will
give you pointeis on what
lo buy and prices to pay.
Send us a postal card and
wiite on it: '* Send me
your 1010 Jlotor Boat and
:Mariue Engine Catalogue No. 65C37." and stat,
whether you are interested hi acomplele boat or an
engine. You will receive it free by retmn mail.

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago

for Whoopin:
Cough,Crouf
Sore Throal
Coughs, Bror

chitis. Colds
Diphtheria,Catarrl-

Vaporized Cresolene stops the paroxysms <

Whooping Cough, Ever dreaded Croup canir

exist where Cresolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat, makii

breathing easy in the case of colds; soothes the so

throat and stops the cough.

Cresolene is a powerful germicide, acting bo

as a curative and pi'eventive in contagious diseas!

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma,

("reaolene's best recommendation is its 30 yea

of successful use.

For Sale By All Druggists.
iSt»d Postal/or Descrip/ive Booklet,

THEVAPO-CRESOLENECO.,i80FuitonSt.,NewVo',
Leeming-Miles Building, Montreal, Canada {

GET THIS BOO^
Send us your name and address and we will U

free, this absorbing treatise, " Electricity

Remedy," written by a graduate physi'
clan of life-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects and
\

»>''^Wizaril Wireless
offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home ap-
plication, and cites
many instances
successfully treat
ed by it

ELEcmiaji

REMEDY

,/'

7
pe n

hei r

intere d

or not shjd

read this enl 1-

ening book oi o

important and il

a subject as "1
1;

tricity as a Reme
n afflicted in any way, .a

friend to one afHicted.gel.is

book and learn whether c-

tricity can help. If it car «

ought to know. You will '1

the book with profit In "V

case. Sent free, prepaid, f-

where. Write NOW, ' 'e

you think of it. Don'i •»

until you forget.

Geaesee Sales Co.

Suite 362. 211 UkeSt., CHliO

Central Electric Co., 36 Adelaide t.W., Toronto

PATFNTS That Protect and P

liatPS Iteasonable, Ili^;lK^t !:,-ferences. Ijfl^JVi^
WATSON E.COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHIMGTOM,

FfcOM'T FATf TO BUY A copv";
IfVFllI M. r /*11j the grand new song, '

In;

Heart 01 Old Virginia," words and music, v
dealeror Victor Kremer Co,, Chicago, 111. Only-*"
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rhesc Four Aprons (?^
from Maker to You ePl

HERE is an offer no woman can afford

to overlook. We doi only save you
the cost of patterns and trouble of
makini.but give you four verydainty
aprons at less than the material mould
cost you. Even at the mostsensational
sales in the great New York depart-
ment stores such apron value readily
brings S2.00. They come to you direct
(rom a large factory, less the jobber's
and retailer's profit, at four for St-OO.

/Iff 4 Aprons for
Fine Fast C..l..rUms:li~-^ -^

Mother Hubhard. M
long. 50 in widi-. I pucket

Covers entire IxKiy.

Fine Fast Color Ginghani
Skirt Apron. iiS in. Ions
TA in wide. 1 pocket. Cov-

ers entire skirt.

White Lawn Apron. 3S in

li.np. 50 in wide, heni-

stitrlied pocket and hem.

Round Dotted Swiss Tea
Apron, hemstitched pocket

and hem.
Tktit aprons ore exactly ai deut

will 6/ teat 19 you OH am abtolt

OHIfe of satitfactioM or your money will

tecltterfullyrefunied.SmdilOOlo day:

aprons aitl be sent you immediately,

all <hnre€'S prfpaiil.

CONSTTMEE'S APROK CO..

61 Clvmer Street. Brooklyn. New York

The Laboratory and
Alcohol

Contimied from preceding page

defences. Drink must be added to the
dread trio, "dark, dirt and damp," as
an element in tuberculosis. Ill-health
we are told exists in nearly three-
fourths of the poverty, inefficiency,

and unemployment seeking aid. Al-
cohol as a demonstrated factor in that
ill-health brings the philanthropist and
the sociologist up hard against the

^

'ear Last Summer's Suit

>u can make it look like new
a few minutes with the

NAP-ARISA
nply work it over the worn
Dts and that grioss disappears
no time. The rocking motion
the Nap-Arisa causes hun-
3d3 of tiny hooks to pick
the nap of the cloth. That's
lat removes the shine from
i>ows, seams, sleeves, etc.
t's simpio a ihil<l can ust- il.

vt*r get.H out of oi-iler.

'rove wliat \\p &av t"r
lurwlf. SoTiil .->0i- III silv.r
slainpslo 'layaiMl tr\ tlio

ip-ArUa. Satisfaction fruar-
t«e<J or your money back

ke Nap-Arisa Brush Co.^
|6 Broad St. Boston. Mass

i

It's the Oxygen
Calox (Peroxide of Hydrogen) thai renders it «o
cicnt aa a cleanser of the mouth and whitener of the teeth.
DenUita advlie Iti lue. Fhyalclani preacrlbe It.

All Druggists, 25 cents.
Hamplf unit H,.t,kUI fi,,- i,n ifrjii^-xl.

cKESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

5,000,000 WASHBURNE'S PAT.

u(\ \riy PAPEi

FASTENERS
SOLD Ihe paal YEAR

hould convince YOU oflheir
SVPERIOFUTY.

Easily put on or taken
off with the thumb and fin.

ger. Can be used repeat-

ediy and "a/tt'aya a'o/jt.

"

ade of brass, 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 100
>Ddsonie.Caiapact.Stroii(. No Slipping, Never!
jAll slalionets Send lOc for sample box of 50
korled S17CS. Illu^irated bookln free.

)>e 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuie, N. Y. N? IB
'-A

Official

lorida

5ook-Free
I

mty ('omnii>;sioiiers of Marlon Co., have
lea ail otlifial booklet of conservative In-

'[Tiatlon which will be sent I'KKK to all.
• dress M. M. Proctor, County Commissioner,
'Iro, Marlon Co., Fla.

< iLiEKFrPINn il»I>lfa8nrc8aii<l iirollta. istll(•

. la.„ ,

*'^^ lliciiic of thai .•xifUi'iit ami
I i.?°J?,';'y

"lustratPd iiiaxazin^, (. I.I : \ \ INt.s l>
I I, . '-J''1<1-;. We smhI It for six riiciiilhs ..ii trial

.Mir'"^;"^" '•'"ts. ami nUo wnd fn-.- a i.l i.ai.'.' I.c„>k

1 p7 t'i' r'T '".'• "'"'I''}' '-"'aloit '" iill " lio iia,,,.- tins
1
er. niK A. I. lioof CO., Iiox 7(1, Mcdiiiii, Ohio.

f PATENTS that PROTECT
lilt's '•"'""'"'"" "'lil-.l on rr.TM.tt i.f 6<.t-.,

n^ton.D.C, t>«pt.30.Est.lS«>
|

Cora Frances Stoddard

problem, and puts them, if they will,
on the track of ultimate causes.
The work of Laitinen, Forel, Bez-

zoia, Demme, Hodge, Potts, and a host
of others in demonstrating the deteri-
orating effects of drink on the drinkers'
progeny presents, perhaps, alcohol's
most appalling and most menacing
consequences. Deterioration appears
in a variety of foi-ms from mere ex-
citability or slight mental instability
to dull-mindedness, feeble-mindedness,
down to idiocy, epilepsy, insanity, or
family extinction. It cuts both ways
with society; progress is hampered by
the production of inferior lives, while
the sound have to bear the burden of
caring for the drink-made inefficients.

The compelling influence of theso
facts in solving the alcohol problem is

simply a question of time and of sys-

tematic effort in extending knowledge
of them. They cut the ground from
under the feet of the one who thinks
that the sale or use of drink is a mat-
ter of mere personal opinion. They
reveal the v.^eakness of the belief that
self-control in the use of drink is suf-

ficient, since they show that among the

very first of its effects alcohol tends to

impair self-control.

Taught through home, school and
press, from physician's office, pulpit

and platform, these truths will grip]

the intelligence of the people. Such
instruction must go hand in hand with

all efforts to eliminate the sale of

drink. It must even go before, laying

in voters' minds a foundation of con-

vincing facts as to the nature of the

drink itself. Thus only can we hope
for permanent results. The American
temperance problem is not only. What
shall we do with the saloon? but What
shall we do with the drink?
Dark corners of civilization get

cleaned up only as the light of truth

is turned in upon them.

Pleased with the Change
Dear Editor: Am very well pleased

with the change from the Home Her-
ald to The Christi.'VN Herald, and
long may it live.

A. Thomas Nafzinger.
Belleville, Pa.

A Flying Start
We are organized to promote successful poultry culture. You can get a

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the

Rtoicocas Strain

White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS
We have over

10,000 Layers

RANCOCAS
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed. They are not
k bred for fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, "the kind that lay

thecgga." We have 10,000 layers, and establish every year more paying egg farms
' for beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers than
any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering day.

I
old.chix from us. Any size shipment from 2.t upward, all sturdy and vigorous.
Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners— care, feeding,

I etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
J. M. Fester, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills In (he Pines, N. J.

If your EYES are weak,
we can make
them strong—
And we will prove it

without cost to you.

If y<ni ^v,^lr triages— If your
cyi-s smart or burn—If you
suffer from headache—If your
eyea are strained — If your

eyes 1... Ml >!ii
I \M uill in> glad to send you the Ideal

SIgrllt Ke-storcr ••n t.n days' trial. If you return it. there
will be no charKe wliatever for its ten days' use:—that's how-
sure we are, that it will benefit you quickly. It is perfectly
safe, as ii does iu>t ome in direct contact with the eyes, and
five minutes manipulation at home, twice & day. is sufficient
to counteract eyestrain, and headache, and finally make
eyeglasses useless. If you want to prove it at our expense,
write t.>day f-r instmctive b..okIfl N... 127 D, testimonial,
aiid 10 days* test to

THE IDEAL CO.. 134 W. 65th St.. New York

WHEELCHAIRS
A Wheel Chair is ollen

an invalids's greate.-t

conirr)rt. Weoflerover
isy, vrU-propcllhii: amiof lii---

piMv.-iiMiif-.. Ship direct from
factory to you, freight prepaid,
ami M'll Oil 30 Days' Trial.

Liberal Discomits to all

sending lor free catalogue NOW.
fJOHDOX TMFG. CO.

454 Madison Ave., Toledo, 0.

Learn How

to Ride

Horseback

I ganrantee to teach any man, woman or child
to lifoome an expert rider by my direct, Bimple
correspondence instruition. Learn to ride cor-
rectly ns well us train horses forthe saddle; teach
your horse fancy gnits and tricks. Many secrets
never before disclosed. Twenty years' experience.
Hundreds of euccessfiil students.
Write today for handsome prospectus. "Riding

and Training the Saddle Horse." Free on request.

Prof. Jeue Beery, 421 Academy St., Pleasant Hill, Ohio

TYOUHIDE^
$8,500 for one invention. Book
"How to Obtain a Patent" and

What to Invent" sent free. Send rough
ketrli {in- lice rcixiit as to patentability.
'atents advertised for sale at our expense

111 fourteen 3Ianutacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Alt'ys
tsTal.lifht.i 10 Years

928 F Street. Washington, D.C.

Yon can place money in the Tndnstrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it la xajf. and is u-heri-

ui„i ran ohiaw il ichen wanted, ax\A will yield /atrparn-
iiint for Terv ilav inresled. See their advertiseiiient

on paee 3.:i8, and write them for full inforiiiation.

20 Beautiful Colored Post Cards Free
Every woman who sends 6 cents in stamiis for a copy of

McCall's Mayazine, "Sprinsr Pattern Catalogue," and
"Book of Preniiunis" will also receive 20. all different,
exquisite Post Cards without cost. This wonderful offer
is made to gret you UmPAIIIC MAPt7lllCacquainted with mCuALL O MAUA^INC
The Best Home and Fashiim M<intlilv. Price only ,iO cents
a year, includin;;' a free Mcl'all Pattern. Rend (i cents in
stamps today for the hitc...t coriv of .McCall's Maeazine,
Pattern Catalogue. " Bi>..k of Premiums." and K-et tree the
20 Post Cards—all sent prepaid. Write today.
tHE McOa COMPANY • Room 770 HcCall Building . NEW YORK CITY

Success Shorthand School

SUCCESS SHORTHAND TAUGHT
to beginners and stenographers by court
reporters. The system used by experts.
Instruction by mail. Write for catalog.

If a stenographer, state system.

SUCCESS SHORTHAND SCHOOL
Suite-284, 79 Clark St. , Chicago, ni.

L. Jajnes In charge

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Kffectlve Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resortlnff to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude in the United
States lor the exclusive treatment o( Cancer and other

malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address

Berkshire HilU Sanatorigm, North Adamt, Mmachmelti

THE OLD FAMILY DOCTOR

PONDS EXTRACT
SOOTHING! HEALING! REFRESHING! THE MOST USEFUL HOUSEHOLD REMEDY.
"The Standard lor 60 Years" POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, New YorK.N. Y

I
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^ Special Enamel for

Porch Furniture
The beauty of this enamel is that it dries

quickly and stays dry. Neither rain nor sun,

neither dew nor seashore fog, can soften it.

The flimsiest white frock can't carry away a

trace of it. It dries in cracks and crevices as

well as on the surface.

Ask your dealer for Acme Quality Porch

Furniture Enamel. Easy to apply. Long
wearing. Choice of colors.

Best also for lawn swings, tables and seats.

ACME
QUALITY

P&ints and Finishes

include a kind for every pur-

pose, indoors or out, city or

country.

Tell your dealer what painting

and finishing you have in view and

he will tell you the Acme Quality kind

that will give you perfect results.

If it's a surface to be painted, enameled,

stained or varnished in any way, there's

an Acme Quality kind to fit the purpose.

The Acme Quality Guide Book
tells which paint or finish to use, how much is needed and
how it should be applied in every case. Handsomely illustrated

in color. The most elaborate painting guide book, ever published

As useful to professionals as to amateurs. Writeforfree copy

.

Your dealer can probably give you color cards for

choosing and sell you Acme Quality. If not, write to

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS, .

Dept. O, Detroit, Michig&n

CYCLONE CEMETERY
FENCES AND GATES

will make your family burj'in
ground or cemetery lot proof
against desecration and
the last resting place of loved
ones that well kept appear-
ance that proves enduring
devotion.

Cyclone Fences ai
made strong and r

resistant, so will stand^^^l\^^^" are cheaper
for many years. ^?13f^^ t'laa wooden

es and
tic. Write today for

special jirices to Churches
and Cemetery Associations
and for cataln? showing
many styles, including non-
tltiiioaljle cemetery fence
and gat« arches.

Cyclone Fence Co.
Dept. l4i,Waukegan,lll.

Rubber '""''' '^'^
of usin g

"BRECO"^^.
WesUrn boundarr line

Minn., Iowa, Missouri,

north of south line of

Tenn., 100 lbs. ormore.

35-lb. Roll cf ^e
1-Ply !>1^

45-lb. Roll .|<i<.
2Ply 12?

5S-Ib. Roll 09A
3-PIy 4i2

Each Roll 108 Sq. Feet

Roofing "^'"'"^''

Free

Even the Smallesi

KITCHEN G/XRDEN
Will be the bettei- for an

WHEEL
HOEIRONM

to keep llie weeds down ami the
jrroniul ciiltivatfc'd to save all the
moisture. Tools are fumisheil for
iioeintr, rultivatin^, upeiiin^' and,
closing fuirosvs, levelinti, rti'.

A OAV'S WORK
IN 60 MiniVTES

A woman, boy or ^'ivl can ope-
rate it as easily as a man.

Costs S2.50 Up.
A.sk us tn-dnv foi- caliilog.

si-nt ruvA-:.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box H. Grenloch, N. J.

roofing till

you test sample of old reliable

Guaranteed "BBECO." Why pay
more? fiivestigate, and you will

order here today.

BOOK AMD_SAMPLE
Book proves and
shows testi-

m o n i a 1 8 of

Breco Service. Waterproof and
6 re-rcsisting qualities.

Cement and nails free.
Write today.
The BreesG Bros. Co,
Roofing Depl. 77. Cincinnati, 0.

ACPMT^ ^y Sanitary Coffee and Tea Itiabe.•^^"^" ^^ produce a pure, bwoctcup. Needs u.,

_
settler nor etrainor aud
never wrara out. Suves'ea
aod Coffee, money und
health. Kvory wife buys a,t

si^ht. Now inventions.
Send 15c for TiOc size nf
cither, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for
25c. Without quosticn tho
two best soUin articles „ „ _._ ^
eve- invented. Orderbotli, tkja M MvFIl
Dr. Lyons, 14SO lOay St., Pekiu, 111,

10, 25 AND 50 CENTS
If not found at druggists, sent by mail on receipt of price

REQUA MFG. CO.. 1186 Atlantic Ave.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

r RROFITS
DOUBLED

If you want $2 profit v-hcre yoii now p.-i %\ H

either from cst."s or poultry for market, sioipiy
|

send us your name and address and let us leil I
you the real poultry secret that has doubled the |

profits of poultry raisers. Its tho only real v
to poultry Fuccc'^s. Make every fowl a profit

|
earner. Write at once for tliis information
vhetlior you linvc 3 fowls or .?nn. It's free to you. I

ankP A Hauk Supply ( c., i - 1 PUnhe BIdg, St Lonts, Mo.
|

Good Cheer*
CHRIST, says the inspired account

of him, was a man of sorrows and

acquainted with grief.

Likewise, we are told that man is

born to trouble, as the sparks fly up-

ward.
The common course of many lives is

that of disappointments and rebuffs,

following hard after one another, with

only brief gleams of joy between.

This is the cause of the perpetual

preaching on all sides of Paul's gospel

of good cheer. The prophets also, even
the most severe among them, introduce

here and there beautiful words of

peace and reassurance. We shall be

afflicted and tempest-tossed, but with
great mercies shall we be gathered, and
in righteousness shall we be estab-

lished.

One source of comfort in human per-

plexity and sorrow lies in God's beau-
tiful outer world. You remember that

in Lanier's strong verses about the

Master he went into the woods.

Clean forspent, clean forspent.

But "out of the woods my Master
went,"

For
And he was well content.

The olives they were not blind to him.
The little irray leaves were kind to him.
The thorn-tree had a mind to him.

It is astonishing to one who has tried

it to see the healing which God has
given to us in the world of nature.

Dr. George P. Nichols has eloquently
described it in his book. The Precioas-
ness of God's Thoughts:
"God has given the visible heavens

and earth a mysterious power to soothe
the spirit. Nature is a trained
nurse, and as full of sympathies as a

woman's heart. Her blithe, sunlit air

is a cordial beyond the power of any
apothecary to mingle. Her woods are
high places full of presences at once
silent and communicative. Her morn-
ings and evenings are apocalyptic
visions. Her hills, rivers, horizons,
moon-rise and starlight are enchant-
ments that lift off the weight of care."

It is as though nature were echo-
ing the message which Christ gave to

his disciples, forewarning them of
temptations and trials, but saying, "Be
of good cheer."
The thought must come to one receiv-

ing this blessed earthly comfort.

If here on earth such blessed peace may be,
Thouprh known so transiently.

How deep the peace of God that folds eternity.

But when one cannot seek the conso-
lations of nature, prayer and the study
of God's Word can bring joy to the
heart, even in the crowded city street
and among the distractions of business.

There is unlimited comfort in the
thought that God lives and cares for
this world.

Right may limp and halt, and seem
to fail. Wrong may seem to be in the
saddle and to ride mankind—but strive
on. Behind the clouds the sun is shin-
ing; and likewise behind the clouds of
injustice and corruption God's light
streams pure and unceasing.

But note well one feature of the sal-

vation from wreck, described by Paul:
he told his fellow-passengers that they
were to be saved; but they did not lay
themselves down and expect to be
tossed on the dry land without effort.
No; they set to work to lighten the

ship of its cargo of wheat. Then they
swam for their lives, struggling and
straining.

Thus God ordains that we shall usu-
ally secure peace and joy. It comes
not without hard and bitter labor; but
it comes.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, April 17.
Text : Acts 27 : 20-36.

Likes the Consolidation
Dear Editor: I am one of your

Home Herald friends. I consider the
consolidation of the Home Herald and
The Christian Herald a good move.
I am greatly pleased with The Chris-
tian Herald, and enjoy reading it
very much indeed. A. J, W.
Macedon, N. Y.

She I—"You find life lines and health lines,
have I no beauty linos?'*

He t—(gallantly) "Your beauty has no lines- •

wrinkles. Ih© very magio of your beauty r ;

dispel them."
Shei—You'd better say the magic of my Pompei;
And she spoke truly, for while Pompeian Mas i

Oream works in the most rational way the ret ;

are little short of magical. It is rapidly becOD >

a toilet necessity as well as a luxury, and an c
'

Bional massage with this "wonder worker"
I

not only drive away anlovcly wrinkles and bi
.

ishps but will insure a clea», fresh, velvety b
with all the charm which that implies.

ompeian
Massage Cream

"Oon'i envy a good compleilon; use Pompeian and hive '

Trial Jar Pent for 6c. in stamps or coin.
Sold by all dealers, 50c., 75c. and $1 per jar.

Llbr»r7 Blips saved meaoB MagazlneB free; one Blip In every pail;

Tbi Pompeian Mfg. Co., 13 Prospect St., Cleveiani

,

c^/o Every Dao You may deposit funds t

any date or withdraw or. at

date. We have no fixed "i
terest days"—earnings cor
mence when money is r

ceived and paid for full tin
to dale of withdrawal. R.;
mltted by check quarterl-t
semi-annually, or compoumf
ed if desired.
Established 17 years. Du

ing this time we have nevi
paid less than 5 per cent.
year, while increasing oi

assets to over $2,000,000. an
accumulating surplus au
profits of $150,000.
Our record is open to put

lie Inspection. We Invii

fullest investigation ol on
methods.

Write for booklet, which
contains many intending fact'.

lodostrial Savings & LotnC(
2 Times Building

42dSt. andB'way, NewYor'

UNDER
NEW York

BANKING

DEP'T

SUPERVISION

f

I

1 m '*^^ B'W
1 ^ VORK W^IH

$Q60 TOMBSTONES $QCi;p
*'~ AND MONUMENTS ^^*^\'

FINE ARTS IN STONE CRAF— DIRECT FROM QUARRY TO CEMETERY -

This Dark Barre Gran- CCQ QC Tombstone, lei

ite IVIonument for - - "PUJ.JJ exactly as illusti

More than 500 otbor kinds, stvlos and !

in granite and marble at J-SifiO to %?.f^

If you want the best in stone eraft at Qn
to cemetery prices, write for our Tomlis
Catalog No. 65C38
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO,

SAVE HALF Yoir

Paint Bills
By using INGERSOLL PAINT -pnd
best by 66 years' use. It will please
Only Paint endorsed by the "Gran
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE.
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Pr

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FFE
Tells all about Paint and Painting for Durab ;'

How to avoid trouble and expense caused by p '^

fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable inform 'j>

free to you. with Sample Color Cards, Write me."'

IT NOW Z can save you money.

Q. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, i-

SIMPLEX
STOCKING DARNER
Will darn a dozen Btockinga

on any sewing machine in

less time required to dam
one by hand—and -will do it

better. A simple attachment
—no complicated mechan-
ism. Anyone can attach _
Btoclring ready to darn in afew seconds.
Acknowledged by sewinp; machine dealers a«

only perfect darner made. Send tor free book

and sample of work, or send 60c for Simplex Dar
prepaid. Money returned if not satisfactory. 1

Bale by dealers

THE SIMPLEX DARNER CO.

358 Palace Bldg. M'nneapoliSjJM
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Inch Wild Male

Ostrich Plume 1=
Doo't confnse tliis

.'xtrm lentrth wild
ffiththecne to f.u

ihorter lame ostr

ilume generally ad-

'.ertised. The
^ild ostrich

abreismuch
itronger

more -t™.
glossy and \r'.

beautiful than

he tame. It will stana any weather, never permanently
ose its carl, and-will last a lifo-tiiiie. We select our feath-

ers from wild male birds only, to insure the very finest

olumage. Jn^t S'-nd «s l-^c to j-ay expressage and get this

uperior quality French Curl Plume in black.white or any
-olor, C. 0. D- You will find that you cannot duplicate it at

'•our local dealer's for $5. If the plume d'-esn"t please you.

ctuni itatonce and we'll refund purchase price. We pay
'xpressage where purchase price accompanies order Re-

nember. welake all the risk. You can't lose. F-rcom-
•lete line, write f<>r frea catalog and learn how you can
ct apl'ivK* b7 «=*^ll'n? S.t.

kPmil French Ostrich Feather, 20 Inch, $(r,00
irEiVl.'lL regular price, S9.60, our price

AFRICAN-AMERICAN OSTRICH FEATHER CO.
S72-8 Wabash Ave., Dept.50l Chicago

...f

'^OM Carpet
We Will Make

Nevf Rugs
HH.uitiful dcsl^rns tu your taste— I'lal'i.

f'uicy. Oriental — lit for any parlor.

r:*^C:tsA tjuaranteed to wear ten years.

Rugs, SOc andUp
Ours la tlie large>t faoturv of Ita kind
*n America. Kstatjlit^hed 37 yearn.
Orlglnatiiis of mLson' FI.IKI' Kill
(GrancJ I'rIzPs at i Worlil's Kiilrs).

WePay the Freight

^^H^^^ today
for h-j->k of de-
ns, prices and

« inplete i nformalion.

OLSON RUG CO.
1045 Madidon bU Chlcaco

On Fruits & Cereals

BORDEN'S
PEERLESS BRAND

EVAPORATED MILK
(unsweetened)

Is Delicious

^len's Foof=Ease
Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's FootT./ise. tlie antis«'j>tic <

pouilir ftir till- ff«'t. It nlii'TPS <

painful, swullen, hinartiiiK. nervous fuet, *

and inrstuntly takuy tho ><tiiig out of^
corns arul bunions. ]i'n iIk* ^rent-*
est coml'ort diHcovery oT the)
aKC. Allan's Foiil^KiiBe iniikes tliflit- i

fitting or new shoes feel en*sy. It is & ^

certain relief for ingrowing n.iils, sueat- (

ing, callous and tired, nolnng feet. *

We have over 3<l.0fl0te..<inioniiils. TKV i

IT TO-l)AY. Sol. I everywhere, 25o.
Oo n<>t n<T€'i>t niiy xiibNtitute.
oent by mail for *J5c. in stamps.

FREE Trial Package Sent by mall

ALLEN S. OLMSTED, Le Roy, N. Y.
]

,
In a pinch,
jnse Allen's

Fool-Ease."

For The Complexion
MURRAY'S

CHARCOAL TABLETS
absolutely unmedicated. Abioib alt gases and stop
omach fermcnialion. The daily use ol this pure, un-
ledicated charcoal give* a cleat, soft, smooth and
3iy complexion.

^nr ICin '" stamps, a full-size 25c. Imxwi xvw. mailcil f. r trial. Once only.
». </. PITMAN, 2 Astor House, N.Y.

POST CARDS
Birthday, 10 cts. 1 10 Decoration Day, 10 cts.
Bose. 10 cts.

I
10 Fourth of July. 10 eta.

Anythree packages mailed for U", eeiils.
80 cents per Wi cards assorted ilesigns.

lADISON AliT COMrANV, MADISON, CONN.

^!

11 You Are a China Painter
firdmiCl '"' I'oller, this magazine is essential to

your happiness. I'rii'e 84.no the year.
V , J- $1.00 three months. Sample copy liii-.

OtUQlO Kerainlc Stii<ll<i Pub. Co.,
124 I'eail .St., SjTacnsi', N. Y

N*»w nni1;«>e ''^88» Alphabet and
CWT loonies, Catalnu' 1.1 stamping

Patterns suiil a v.mt's su 1. s.- r i i.t i on to
Ini;alls' Fanev Work llook-all for In els.

.\d.lress J. F. IngalU, Lynn. Hou.. Box H.

STAMPS
100 dillerent, foreign. FREE. I'..<tuk!.. .>.-.

Ono,) ,.i,|y t.. Ill.iM- ni.'nli..i.ii.l- ClIKlsTlAV

Bhalu Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo,

Egyptian Storehouses
{From an Occasional Contributor)

THERE is a striking analogy be-
tween the storehouses which Jo-

seph built in Egypt, in the days of
Pharaoh, and the modern cold-storage
warehouse. During the seven years
of plenty which prevailed in Egypt
Joseph collected what was practically
the surplus crop and put it in the
warehouses to keep it for the people,
for use in the time of famine which he
foresaw. By reason of his divinely-
inspired foresight, when the seven
years of famine came Egypt was pre-
pared to meet them.
The modern cold-storage warehouse

takes the surplus perishable products,
and, by storing them in warehouses,
where the temperature is properly reg-
ulated to preserve them, saves them
until the people need them. If it were
not for the cold-storage warehouses
the perishable products of summer, to
a great extent, would be wasted. The
natural operation of the laws of trade
would prompt those who buy summer
products for storage to buy not much
if any more than the surplus of the
summer. If the buyers should trench
to any great extent on the needs of
the people in summer, by buying up
products which otherwise would nat-
urally be consumed, such a course
would raise prices against the cold-
storage buyers to such an extent that
they would impair their own profits.

It is unreasonable to suppose that the
buyers of goods placed in cold-storage
do more than take up the surplus of
any summer commodities. Of course,
when winter comes on, owners of the
goods in cold-storage warehouses are
in a position to demand what they will

for the products of the summer, which
they have carried over into tho winter;
but the law of economics controls the
situation. Any one can readily see

that if those who own the eggs in cold
storage were to charge a dollar apiece
for the eggs, the eggs would not be
used by the public, but would remain
unsold in the warehouses.

In the story of Joseph's saving the
surplus of Egypt's products of seven
years of plenty for the exigencies of
seven years of famine the surplus of

one period was conserved to be used
up in another period. It would have
been wholly unprofitable for Joseph to

have stored up enough supplies during
the seven years of plenty to have lasted

fourteen years, or many years beyond
the period of famine. In the same
way the owner of cold-storage goods
would be unwise to store more goods
than he could sell, or set up conditions
as to prices which would prevent the

goods he had stored from being con-

sumed during the period when they
are required. He could not afford to

hold goods at a price so high that peo-

ple would not buy them, and which
would compel him to carry them
through another summer.
The cold-storage warehouse has

come to stay, and its usefulness to

the public is broadening every season.

The fact that, in the evolutionary pro-

cesses which are bringing the storage

warehouses nearer and nearer to per-

fection, there have been errors of judg-

ment and possibly at times efforts to

overreach the market is no more a

good reason for the assault which is

being made on cold storage, as such,

than the fact of a railroad accident

would be a justification for attacking

and crippling all railroad development
by means of drastic arid impracticable

legislation.

A Tribute to a Noble Life

Dear Sirs: About three weeks ago

I ordered THE Christian Herald dis-

continued. In the meantime, I have

noticed the announcement of the death

of Dr. Louis Klopsch with keen regret,

and in memory of his philanthropies I

wish to have my subscription con-

tinued, so please continue my subscrip-

tion and oblige, W. H. Hamilton.
McKeesport, Pa.

The Simplicity Of this Memorial
makes it stand rich and impressive among the other
monuments around it. This result is obtained only
through a knowledge gained by study and long
experience.
For over r>0 years we liave been erecting both sim-

ple and elaliorate memorials in cemeteries all over
this country. The clients sent us by former patrons
is strong proof that our work is satisfactory.
In purchasing of us rather than of retail dealers.

whosework asaiiilc is linishedat the NewEnglami
plants of quarry owners like ourselves, you have
the advantage of lirst or producer's price, and S(*c-

oTidly the services of our able and experieuced de-
ML'ners aiii-l skilled w orkmen.
Send for our illustrated booklet containing informa-

tion which will help you in Belectlng a suitable monu-
ment or mausoleum.

McDonnell & sons. Est. iss?
K.\.'.'uliv.' aiHi l)esit,'nint,' Offices :

854 Main Street. - - . Buffalo, N. Y-
Quairirs aiul Finishing' Plant, Barre. Vt.

I Ingrain
ITapestry
SVelvet RUGSi?i$l.90
I

\xininster, Body-Brussels, Wilton to $60.00

We have made rugs for a quarter-century,
and sell direct to you at mill prices—no deal-

er's profit to pay on

Hancock Rugs
Beautiful desig-ns. best materials, larg'e vari-

ety. Money back if not satisfactory,
Sii! Ittiii.iy forcataloguesliowingtlie niijs

1 t;;,il . t.lors and telling how W;* p;»y
the frcislit.

Uancock-Rug Mills, Dept.B. Phila

WESHIPonAPPROVAL
ah^ut a o'f^ rfc/ "I.', prepay the freight
and alt tu- io DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our

unkt-ard of prj.ts and fnuruelous offtrs
on hij^'liest grade 1910 model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES ilC^'.iZ
a pair of tires from anyone at any prue
until you write for our large Art Catalog
and learn our luondfr/ulprofiosiCion on first

sample bicycle going to your town.

RIDER AGENTS Ta-JTSr"!
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.

TIRES. Coaster-Brake rear wheels,
lamps, repairs and all sundries at ha^/ usual prices.

Do Not Walt; write today for our special offer^

MEAD CYCLE CO., Oept. D.71 CHICAGO

How We Select Our 6%

Reclamation Bonds
Our experience with Reclamation bonds cov-

ers 16 years. During that time we have bought

and sold 78 separate issues of Drainage and

Irrigation bonds. All have been secured by first

liens on good farm land, and no investor has

lost a dollar through default in interest or

principal.

We are the largest purchasers of Reclamation

bonds, and thousands of bond buyers place con-

fidence in our selections. As a result we are

constantly offered the pick of many projects.

Thus we are able to select for our customers

the cream of these securities.

Our Competent Staff

We employ in our investigations engineers

and attorneys of national repute, and of wide

experience in reclamation projects. Certified

copies of their reports and opinions are sup-

plied to our customers.

The Vice-President of our Company almost

constantly travels in sections where land is re-

claimed. Thus we keep in close touch with the

best undertakings.

We buy no issue of Reclamation bonds until

all officers of our Company, and all engineers

and attorneys employed in the matter, unan-

imously agree on the safety of the bonds in

question.

The Exact Data

In irrigation projects water supply is now
determined by Government records covering a

number of years. Government surveys show

the area drained by the streams in question.

Government records tell the minimum rainfall.

When fertility is in question, soils are easily

analyzed. We may know their constituents,

and the size and kind of crops they will raise.

Naturally, men don't reclaim land that isn't

remarkably fertile. These lands on the average

are the most productive farm lands in .America.

And the question of crop failure is practically

eliminated by the control of water supply.

There are few undertakings where the secu-

rity of a lien can be more exactly determined

than in reclamation projects rightly investi-

gated. The Government itself is spending

many millions of dollars on such projects, de-

pending solely on the land for repayment.

Farm Lien Security

Reclamation bonds are secured by first liens

on good farm land. In irrigation projects the

liens are given by land owners in payment for

water rights. The bonded indebtedness rarely

exceeds one-fourth the land's value. As the

liens are paid off in annual instalments the

security increases each year.

The bonds are additionally secured by a first

mortgage on all the property in which the pro-

ceeds of the bonds are invested. Thus we com-

bine corporate responsibility and management
with farm lien security.

Some Reclamation bonds are issued by organ-

ized districts, so the bonds become tax liens.

Some are "Carey Act" bonds, where the State

supervises the project.

All are serial bonds, so the indebtedness is

rapidly reduced. One may get these bonds

maturing all the way from one to twenty

years. The denominations are $100, $500 and

$1,000. The interest rate is six per cent.

These bonds have become the most popular

bonds that we handle. In our estimation it is

hard to conceive of any more inviting security.

Ask For Information

Reclamation bonds combine safety with fair

interest rate. They appeal to all investors,

small and large. Please ask us to send you a

new book of facts which we now have in prepa-

ration. Cut out this coupon lest you forget.

Sivw^nd^e1^4^^^
I

I New York

I

I
Name..

I
City

First National Bank Building, Chicago
Boston

Stnd me your new book on Reclamation Bonds.

I

San Francisco I

I

Stale (96+)



CHRISTIAN MARTYRS GIVEN TO THE LIONS L
CHRISTIANITY is the greatest fact in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom rather than forsake Principle. The picture shown herewith,

from Ridpath's History, depicts 87,000 people assembled in the Coliseum at Rome to witness the Christians given to the lions. In such a scene
may be read the inevitable doom of the Empire that ruled the world. The blood of the Martyrs is the seed from which Christian civilization

sprang. If you would know the history of mankind—every sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty, every conflict and every achievement,
from the dawn of civilization down to the present time—then embrace this splendid opportunity to place in your home the world=famed publication,

mOPATH'S HISTORY OF THE MMORLD
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental work, which we
must sell immediately. The sets are BRAND NEW, brought right doivn to date, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco.
Hundreds have already availed themselves of this remarkable opportunity to secure the greatest History of the
World ever written. We have only a few sets remaining. We offer these sets to CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS

At LESS than even damaged ^etg were ever sold!
I We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and
address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our price
broadcast for the sake of more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury_to future sales^ Send coupon to-day.

FREE
1I/E will mail free a beautiful
' ' 4()-page booklet on history

to every reader who mails us
the coupon below. It contains
Dr. Ridpath's Race Chart in

colors, tracing all races of man-
kind back to the parent stock; a

rare chronological chart, the best
map of the Panama Canal ever
printed, a large map of China and
Japan, two beautiful duotone
reproductions of great paintings
showing "Napoleon Before the
Sphinx in Egypt" and "Queen
Elizabeth Signing the Execution
Warrantof Mary Stuart,"together
with portraits of Socrates, Caesar,
Napoleon, Shakespeare and
Roosevelt and other great char-
acters in history; also specimen
pages from the History, giving
some slight idea of the wonder-
fully beautiful style in which the
work is written.

MAIL COUPON NOW

NINE

MASSIVE
VOLUMES
4000 PAGES
2000 ILLUSTRATIONS^

HISTORY
OF THE

WORLD

RID PATH
VOL. I.

EGYPT
CHALDAEA.
ASSYRIA.
MEDIA.

BABYLONIA.
PERSIA.

HISTORY
OF THE

WORLD

RIDPATH
VOL. II.

GREECE
MACEDONIA

HISTORY HISTORY
OF THE OF THE

WORLD WORLD

RIDPATH RIDPATH
VOL.111. VOL. IV

BARBARIAN
ROME. ASCENDENCY

THE KINGDOM. THEMOHAMMEDAN

THE REPUBLIC ASCENDENCY

THP FMPIRE «UDAL ASCENDENCY
THE EMPIRE-

^„^^p^J5;^[)ES.

"^'- A*-

HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY

OF THE OF THE OF THE OF THE ^ '^1'^
'^

WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD

RIDPATH RIDPATH RIDPATH RIDPATH RIDPATH

VOL.V. VOL. VI. VOL.Vil. VOL. VIII. VOL IX

. Tur r.,r,i<;H FRANCE IHECLOSEOK
THE PEOPLE AND THE EN GUSM

GERMANY ITALY THE NINETEtNlH

THE KINGS. "i^.°nF EASTERN EUROPE ^^^p q^vVN OF

NEW WORLD FREO'KTHEGREAT
UNITEDSTATE5 „|nor AMERICA^

^he rWENTIffH

AND THE AGE OF GREAT BRITAIN
STATES

f^NTURf
REFORMATION revolution.

ORIENTALNATIjN

-%<' 4

CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS have shown wonderful appreciation of
our great offer. We have shipped this splendid history to delighted readers

living in every State in the Union. Next to the Bible, this is in many resoects
the greatest work ever written. In the past 20 years over 200,000'sets have
been sold at more than double our Special Price, and every purchaser is
more than satisfied. More sets of Ridpath's History liave been sold
than any other set of books in the English language. Can you imagine

a greater testimonial for anv work ? No other history in any way
compares with it. The English-speaking world has endorsed

".s as the only History of the World worth having.

^DPATH in your home means you need never spend
L a lonely evening. You can associate with the
vorld's heroes; you can cross the Rubicon with

, after which Rome was free no more. You
sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest genius
the ancient world. You can kneel at the

shrine of Lincoln, '-the greatest character of
all time, the genUest memory of our world."

It is ennobling to commune with these
children of destiny. To be associated

with great men is to be great one's
self, and you will add to your

store of knowledge which is

power, and to the richness of
your life.

SEivo couponi To-aav

RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before the pyramids
of Egypt were built; down through the romantic troubled times of

Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's wealth
and luxury; of Grecian and Roman splendor; of Mohammedan culture and
refinement; of French elegance and British power; of American patriotism
and religious freedom, to the dawn of yesterday. He covers every race, every
nation, every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.
Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written by man.

RIDPATH throws the mantel of personality over the old heroes of history.

Alexander is there—patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning the

glory of Grecian history. Xerxes, from his mountain platform, sees

Themistocles, with three hundred and fifty Greek ships, smash his Persian
fleet of over a thousand sail, and help to mould the language in which this

paragraph is written. Rome perches Nero upon the greatest throne on earth,

and so sets up a poor madman's name to stand for coundess
centuries as the synonym of savage cruelty ; Napoleon fights
Waterloo again under your very eyes, and reels before the
iron fact that at last the end of his gilded dream has come.
Bismarck is there—gruff, overbearing, a giant pugilist in the
diplomadc ring, laughing with grim disdain at France, which
says "You shall not." Washington is there, "four-square to
all the winds," grave, thoughtful, proof against the wiles of
Bridsh strategy and the poisoned darts of "false friends; clear-
seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrymen, and on into
another century—the most colossal world-figure of his time !

THE BEAUTIFUL SPECIMEN PAGES ARE FREE I

Only a

Few Sets

Remain.

Mail

Coupon

Promptly
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Roosevelt Refuses to Meet the Pope
Declines a Vatican Reception Because Intolerant Conditions Were Imposed

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has declined an

audience with the Pope, refusing to subscribe

to certain conditions which the Vatican had

imposed. The incident has caused a tremendous

sensation, both in this country and in Europe. Fol-

lowing so closely upon the heels of the Fairbanks

incident, in which the Ex-Vice-President gave up

the proposed presentation rather than submit to

terms dictated by the Vatican which would have

been an affront to his American compatriots in

Rome the Roosevelt episode emphasizes the Ameri-

can love of the broadest social, political and religious

tolerance, and the right to liberty of speech.

Negotiations with a view to granting a reception

to Mr. Roosevelt were begun while the Ex-President

was still in Cairo. Mr. Leishman, our Ambassador

in Italy, telegraphed to Mr. Roosevelt, on March 23

:

The Official Correspondence

"Mgr. Kennedy, rector of the American Catholic

College, in reply to an inquiry which I caused to be

made, requests that the following communication be

transmitted to you: 'The Holy Father will be de-

lighted to grant an audience to Mr. Roosevelt on

April 5 and hopes that nothing will arise to prevent

it, such as the much-regretted incident which made

the reception of Mr.
Fairbanks impossi-

ble.'
"

Two days later,

the Ex-President tel-

egraphed to Ambas-
sador Leishman as

follows

:

"Please present

the following to Mgr.
Kennedy : It would
be a real pleasure to

be presented to the

Holy Father, for
whom I entertain

high respect, both

personally and as

the head of a great

Church. I fully rec-

ognize his entire
right to receive or

not receive whomso-
ever he chooses, for

any reason that

seems good to him,
and if he does not

receive me I shall not

for a moment ques-

tion the propriety of

his action. On the
other hand, I, in my
turn, must decline to

make any stipula-

tions, or submit to
any conditions, which
in any way would
limit my freedom of
conduct. I trust that on April 5 he will find it con-
venient to receive me."
On March 28, Mr. Roosevelt, while still in

Cairo, received a telegram from Ambassador Leish-
man containing a message from Mgr. Kennedy, the
concluding words of which were: "The audience
cannot take place, except on the understanding
expressed in the former message."

Mr. Roosevelt's Decision

Next day, March 29, Mr. Roosevelt cabled defi-

nitely to Ambassador Leishman in these words:
" The proposed presentation is of course now im-

possible."

The news of the incident and its abrupt termina-
tion was not made public until Mr. Roosevelt ar-
rived in Rome, on Sunday, April 3. When it was
known that the audience which had been extended
to him, and which everybody seemed to expect would
take place, had been canceled by the Ex-President, it

became at once the absorbing topic in political, social

and diplomatic circles.

On their arrival in Rome, the Roosevelt party was
greeted by Ambassador Leishman, Mr. Garrett,
counselor of the Embassy, the entire Embassy staff,

the King's representative, Conte Tozzini; the For-
eign Minister, Signor VoUati; the Mayor of Rome,
several other municipal officials, and a considerable
number of Americans. The Ex-President was at
once besieged by interviewers, but declined to talk
on politics, and would not discuss the incident with
the Vatican. He was willing to say, however, that
the incident should be regarded by his friends, both
Protestants and Catholics, in the United States, as
wholly personal, and he trusted that it would not be
made the subject of needless controversy. He gave

out the text of all the telegraphic correspondence,

preferring that these communications should speak

for themselves.

Wh^n it was learned at the Vatican that the cor-

respondence had been made public, there was great

surprise, and Mgr. Kennedy, as representative of the

Pope, immediately began to issue explanations

which would present the incident in the light in

which the Vatican desired it to be regarded. Mgr.

Kennedy said

:

Mgr. Kennedy's Statement

"I was authorized to send Mr. Roosevelt the first

message which is quoted in this statement, but the

reference to the Fairbanks incident in the message

was intended by the Vatican only as a friendly sug-

gestion. Mr. Roosevelt has not given my second

message in full. That message was as follows:
" 'His Holiness will be much pleased to grant an

audience to Mr. Roosevelt, for whom he entertains

great esteem, both personally and as President of

the United States. His Holiness quite recognizes

Mr. Roosevelt's entire right to freedom of conduct.

On the other hand, in view of the circumstances, for

which neither His Holiness nor Mr. Roosevelt is

responsible, an audience could not occur except on

Ex-President Theodore Roosevelt, Who Canceled His Reception Engagement with Pope Pius X.

the understanding expressed in the former mes-
sage.'

"No further communication," Mgr. Kennedy said

in conclusion, "reached me from Mr. Roosevelt after
this."

There is, however, an inside history to the affair,

which shows that the Vatican has not changed its

attitude in the slightest degree with regard to the
policy of suppressing any public expression of senti-

ment in Rome that might be construed as unfriendly
to its interests. When the suggestion of a reception
to Mr. Roosevelt was first mooted, Mr. J. C. O'Laugh-
lin, formerly Assistant Secretary of State in New
York, discussed the matter with Cardinal Merry
del Val. The Cardinal asked him

:

A Guarantee Demanded

"Can you guarantee that Mr. Roosevelt will not
visit the Methodists here?"

"No," replied Mr. O'Laughlin. "Nobody can give
such a guarantee. Roosevelt is just the man to go
there if he thinks of it. He will do as he pleases."
The Cardinal raised his hands in deprecation.
"Oh, it is indefensible!" he exclaimed. "It is out

of the question for any one to expect to be received
by a great personage whose feelings he would be
unwilling to respect. No court in Europe grants
unrestricted audiences. Even Mr. Roosevelt him-
self," he added, "when he was your President, re-
fused to receive persons unconditionally at the White
House."
Then after a moment's thought, the Cardinal

gave expression to something which furnishes the
key to the whole trouble, and discloses the real rea-
son of the Vatican's attitude.

"It is not a question of religion," he said with

great earnestness. "Mr. Roosevelt might have goi

to an Episcopalian or Presbyterian, or any oth

church, except the Methodist, and he might ha
spoken there, and yet he would have been receivi

by the Pope even on the same day. But he ecu
not be received when it was suspected that after t
audience he intended to go to the Methodist Chun
in Rome, which is carrying on a most offensi

campaign of calumny and detraction against t

Pontiff."

The Cardinal went on to say that Mr. Roosevell

right to speak before the Methodists after the Va
can audience would not have been questioned. Fu
ther, Mr. Roosevelt's final message, announcing th

the proposed audience was now "impossible," h;

never been received from the American Embass
This latter point, however, is sufficiently explain
by the statement on Mr. Roosevelt's behalf th
BIgr. Kennedy's second telegram practically end
the matter as far as the reception was concerne
but that he "had wished to keep the door open, n

for his own sake, but for the sake of the Catho^
Church in America."

Far-Reaching Results

It should be explained that Mr. O'Laughlin w
not in Rome in Mr. Roosevelt's interest, but as t

representative of \

Catholic co-religio

ists in the Unite
States.

There is litt

doubt that this late

i n c i d e n t—all t

facts concerni)

which have bee
given to the worl

not by the Vatic;

but by Mr. Rocs

velt's permission, ai

without a syllable

comment on his pa:

will have far-reac

ing results. For t

Pope to impose co

ditions on any dii

tinguished v i s i t (j

from any country
'

the world—at lea:

such conditions as

wished to impose '

Fairbanks ar
Roosevelt—is simp

medievalism. Such

course would be ii

possible in any ci

ilized court in t

present day.

As a matter
fact, it is understo

that Mr. Roosev(

had not the slighte

expectation of beii

placed in an attitu

on a public platform or before any audience ,

Rome that would be discourteous to the Vatica

All his engagements in Rome, and they were ve

few, were purely official. He could place no oth

construction on the Pope's imperious wishes,

conveyed through Mgr. Kennedy, than that t

Vatican meant to offensively emphasize its at

tude towards his American compatriots, as it h;

done in the previous incident. To demand of :

Ex-President of the United States such a pled

as the message implied, would be not only perso

ally disrespectful, but an affront to Americans gel

erally and a blow at liberty of speech and politic

toleration to which no public man would submit.

Mr. Roosevelt's Statement

Shortly before leaving Naples Mr. Rooseve

cabled to Dr. Lyman Abbott a statement for pub

cation in the Outlook, which reads as follows:

"Lyman Abbott, Editor of the Outlook.

"Dear Dr. Abbott: Through the Outlook I wi

to make a statement to my fellow Americans regav

ing what has occurred in connection with the Va^

can. I am sure the great majority of my fellow ci

zens, Catholics quite as much as Protestants, w
feel that I acted in the only way possible for :

American to act, and because of this very fact I mcj;

earnestly hope that the incident will be treated in!

matter-of-course way as merely personal, and abo

all as not warranting the slightest exhibition

rancor or bitterness.

"Among my best and closest friends are mai

Catholics. The respect and regard of those of n.

fellow Americans who are Catholics are as dear

Continued on page 372
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A Native and H!s Wi(e of Six Years (A) A Child Wife of Eight and Her Husband (B) Husband, Thirtjr-one; Wife, Seven (C) A Child Mother and Her Children (D)

THE CHILD WIVES OF HEATHEN INDIA
'i TINE years ago two American women, Mrs.

V C. P. Wallace and Mrs. J. M. Holmes, both
^ of Los Angeles, Calif., having traveled

Irough India and investigated conditions resulting

:)m "child marriage" in that country, decided to

like the reform of these conditions their life-work,

"ith that end in view an organization of American
|imen was formed, under the title of the Indo-

.nerican Women's Restoration League, with Mrs.

iry Garbutt, of Los Angeles, as president, and a
: 11 board of officers. The
adquarters of the league

:,e at 3311 Temple Street,

s Angeles. Shortly after
• ?anization, Mrs. Wal-
•e, accompanied by Miss
rrie A. Tennant, vice-

esident of the league,

ide a tour of this coun-

/, organizing branches
d circles for the work,
lese devoted women la-

red with remarkable en-

•,?y and were successful

'arousing much interest

the movement and in

,ding many supporters.
-It was next decided that
ay should proceed to In-

a, and organize branches
• the American League in

at country. They also
shed to enlist the sup-
rt of men of power and
iluence, with a view to

forming the odious na-
'e marriage laws. They
rived in India February
, 1909, and the first Mar-
age Reform League was
iganized on December 29
• the same year.
Miss Tennant has writ-
1 to The Christian
2RALD, telling of the re-
irkable success of the
igue in India. In her
ter she says that the
)vement has won power-
1 friends among the best
tive people and in the press. Norendronath Sen,
'itor of the India Mirror, through his paper, has
icceeded in arousing public interest. He was for-
Jrly associated with his illustrious cousin, Keshub
lunder Sen, who was instrumental in enlightening
e people at the time the "age of consent" act
IS passed, some years ago. Mr. Norendronath is

e president of the league in India, and Judge Asu-

tosh Mookerji is vice-president. The latter is very

influential throughout India and has drawn around
the league many of the strongest and best men in the

country. He is a judge of the High Court of Cal-

cutta and Vice-Chancellor of the University. Miss

Tennant writes of him: "His' little daughter was
married at the age of nine, and has been twice wid-
owed, her last husband dying very suddenly. This
cruel custom of child marriage has come very near
to her father's heart and he is determined to have it

The Ghats of the "Sacred City of Benares," India

Where the Bodies of the Dead Have Been Burned from Time Immemorial

abolished. She is fourteen now. Both Mr. Sen and
Judge Mookerji are agreed that the marriageable

age of girls should be raised to sixteen. The no-

bility of India have rallied around these leaders and
are eager to right the wrong and reform this hideous

custom. They feel very grateful to Americans for

their part in this agitation."

In a statement of the objects of the crusade, issued

by Judge Mookerji and Mr. Sen, it is pointed out
that the custom of early marriage is contrary to the

injunctions of the Shastras, and is reprehensible on
physical and moral grounds. The evils arising from
the system, briefly stated, are: (1) Physical degen-
eration; (2) increasing poverty; (3) loss of oppor-
tunities for the education of girls; (4) heavy mar-
riage expenses; (5) early widowhood, with its at-
tendant consequences. At an influential gathering
in Calcutta it was declared by prominent speakers

that the visit of the two
American women was a
most providential coinci-
dence. Their work, it was
explained, is not connect-
ed with any missionary
propaganda, but is an in-

dependent movement, de-
serving of the fullest co-
operation and support.
One of the speakers,

Principal Kali Prasauna
Bhattacharjya, said the
evil of child marriage
was doing incalculable mis-
chief. It was an offense

which, according to the
Shastras, called for pun-
ishment. Miss Tennant
has forwarded some re-

markable photographs of
child wives, several of
which are here reproduced.
Here is a native, a dhobi
(washman), 35 years of

age, who now has two
wives. The one shown in

photograph A is a child of

6 years. She wears the
badge of wifehood, a streak
of red paint on the fore-

head. This photograph
was taken on February 10,

1910, in Calcutta. Photo-
graph B is a child wife of

8 and a carpenter husband
of 50 years. She also wears
the red badge. C is an-
other dhobi, aged 31, with
a child wife of 7 years; he

has another of 6. Both wear the red badge. D
shows a little child mother of 14, with her two chil-

dren. She is careworn and looks much older. She
has had no training in the care of children.

It is in behalf of hundreds of thousands of poor
little child wives like these that the two American
ladies now in India are devoting their efforts, with
the remarkable results already related.
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Knowledge Here
i

and Hereafter
TEXT-I. Cor. 13:12

"For now we see through a glass, darkly; but
then face to face : now I know in part; but then shall

I know even as also I am known."

OUR text is a strain from Paul's inimitable

psalm of praise to love. By a stroke or two

of inspired genius he throws his theme into

high relief; compares it, analyzes it, and crowns it.

He declares that knowledge is fragmentary, love

complete; science limited, love infinite; theology par-

tial, love perfect—and therefore that the perfection

of human character is the perfection of love.

This word "dai-kly" means more than appears on

its surface. It is rooted in the Greek word ainigma,

and literally signifies an enigma; a dark saying, or

representation, in which some known thing is con-

cealed under obscure words or forms; therefore, the

embodiment of a purpose or plan, the complete illu-

mination of which awaits the emancipation of the

human mind from "the tyranny of the instant,"

when all limitations shall be removed and infinite

knowledge and progress shall begin.

Man's nature is so feeble and precarious ! Whence
came he? Whither is he going? What is the mean-
ing of life, the interpretation of death? We stand,

as it were, upon the shore of a mighty ocean, anx-
iously scanning the horizon, but seeing only a waste
of water, hearing only the sullen boom of the angry
surf, which rolls on and on forever! What is a
man? Must we not answer with Victor Hugo?
"That infirmity, that shadow, that atom, that grain
of sand, that drop of water, that tear fallen from
the eyes of destiny, so weak, so uncertain, so igno-

rant, and so restless; who goes on in trouble and
in doubt, trembling if he looks before him, sad if he

looks behind him; who at certain hours bends down
with a sort of sacred horror beneath the forces of

nature, under the sound of the sea, under the shiver-

ing of the trees, under the shadow of the mountains,
under the beaming of the stars; who cannot raise

his head without being blinded by the light, by night
without being crushed by the darkness!" Yes, this

is man; and, with such limitations, it is not alto-

gether against him that he sees dai'kly.

Finding Out the Almighty

But there are those who proceed upon an entirely
different basis. They postulate the possibility of a
perfect knowledge of the universe, that theology can
be laid bare to the core, infinity be reduced to a
science, and vivisection be performed on the
Almighty. This knowledge is classified as "sys-
tematic theology," and the Bible is cited as its text-
book; but the Bible encourages no such assumption.
It enters into no technical analysis of the divine
attributes, makes no attempt to map out the infinite,

nor to lift the veil of the eternal. To the contrary,
it rebukes the bold ambition that would scale the
battlements of the supernatural or seek to annex the
throne of God to the domain of scientific knowledge!
"Canst thou by searching find out God? Canst thou
find out the Almighty unto perfection?"
Why is it that the explorer, the man of science,

the astute discoverer, has brought back no tidings of
God? Why, when science and philosophy have ad-
vanced triumphantly to the drum-beat of progress,
has the knowledge of God retreated, compelling the
apostles of worldly wisdom to confess their ignor-
ance in the very name they have given the divine
Being, "the Unknown"? Have these men been
utterly wanting in earnestness and sincerity? No!
We would not so harshly judge them. They have
been sincere seekers of truth. With bleeding hands
and lacerated feet they have felt and groped in the
darkness if peradventure they might catch the day-
spring of eternal hope! They have swept the
golden dust of the sky with their glasses and dis-
covered worlds; they have torn open the crust of the
earth and explored by-gone ages; they have made
the universe tributary to their conquests and fondly
hoped, in like manner, to storm the abode of the
Almighty. But all in vain their presumption. The
Infinite cannot be explored or discovered by man's
boldest conceit. No aspiring Columbus can track
the boundless continent of his abode. No adven-
turous Franklin can experiment with the dynamic
forces that encircle his throne. How then is he to
be known? Once and once only is it recorded that
our Lord, usually a "man of sorrows," "rejoiced
with exceeding joy."
And what was the occasion of that extraordinary

soul rapture? Listen to his own explanation: "I

* Pastor Metropolitan Temple, New York City.
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thank thee, Father, that thou hast hid these things

from the wise and prudent and hast revealed them
unto babes and sucklings." And the meaning of

this declaration is simply this: that spiritual truth

must be spiritually discerned. The brain is not the

organ with which to lay hold upon God, any more
than you can see a picture with your ears, or hear

music with your eyes. You cannot weigh truth in

scales, nor measure love with a yardstick, nor dem-
onstrate Christian truth with a syllogism. You
cannot discover God as you discover an asteroid, or

a new principle of mathematics, or a new law in

sociology. Supernatural things must be supernat-

urally discerned. "Eye hath not seen, nor ear

heard, neither have entered into the heart of man
the things which God hath prepared for them that

love him. But God hath revealed them unto us by
his Spirit."

What Christianity Reveals

Because Christianity is a system of revelation,

rather than demonstration, rationalism pronounces
it false. If it can be shown, however, that the in-

tent of revelation is so involved in mystery that
man, toward whom it is directed, cannot possibly

understand it, then the objection is sustained. But
what it professes to reveal is clear to every intelli-

gent mind : it reveals facts so related to the infinite

as to render the modes of their existence mysterious,
but the facts are none the less clear. The mind can-
not originate an idea transcending its own power,
neither can it entertain such an idea. Could it but
do so, then effect would be greater than cause, and
instead of mystery there would be an absurdity.
Christianity is not an absurdity, because it violates

no law of reason. It is a mystery, on account of its

magnitude and the relation it sustains to the super-
natural. The mysteries of revealed religion are the
mysteries of modes, not of facts. The revelations
of revealed religion are the revelation of facts,

not of modes. These facts are sufficient. They
shine like fixed stars in the firmament, tower like

massive peaks out of the mountain range, stand like

rugged columns, upholding the vast superstructure
of Christian faith. We may not be able to interpret
the language of the stars, but their radiance illu-

mines the darkness and saves us from stumbling;
ours may not be the ability to measure, or weigh,
or calculate, or climb those dizzy summits, but their
greatness is our defen.'^e, their hidden treasures our
wealth, and their living waters our strength and
salvation; we cannot lift those massive columns or
understand the mystery of their power, but we may
behold their strength and beauty, feel their security,
rejoice beneath the encircling arch of redemption,
gaze into the star-lit dome of Providence, and live
and love and labor within the glorious temple of a
blood-bought and regenerate humanity.
Thus we see that the facts abide. They meet the

necessities of the case. They tower from earth to
heaven, measuring moral distances and altitudes,
pointing the way of duty and destiny, outlining
along the world's spiritual horizon the perfection
of the divine plan and inviting to enrapturing
visions of God and his unspeakable glory ! Passing
beyond these peaks, we are out in starless night,
blinded by the mists and mystery of life, roving
about over a trackless waste without a torch or
guide, lost amid the vastitudes of the infinite. But,
returning to the facts, we find a rational basis for
the universe, cause for all effect, purpose in all
phenomena, providence in all power, love in all law,
pardon for all transgression, healing balm for all
vvoe, and abundant life for all death. From this
viewpoint the universe flames with light! We are
no longer "an infant crying in the night, an infant
crying for the light, with no language but a cry."
We are the children of a King, inheritors of the
divine glory, heirs apparent to the throne of God!
And this brings us to the second proposition of

the text, viz., that by and by we shall have a more
thorough, satisfactory knowledge of God and his
universe. Glorious revelation! Not always shall
we be found tugging at the dark problem of life and
crying, "Oh, who will pluck the heart out of this
mystery?" Not always shall we grope, half blindly,
after truth and just touch with our finger-tip the
boundary line of life. Not forever shall we be in
bondage to the weakness of the body, hampered by
its liability to disease and hindered by its proneness
to fatigue. Our natures are God-given. Our pow-
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ers are patterned after his. Our longings, sti -

gles and anticipations are from above, and God c -

not forever disappoint them. By and by the da -

ness of this world shall give place to the light f

heaven, and the mysteries which have baffled us si j

grow dimmer, while the divine realities shall -

vance from the dispelling gloom and grow brigh •.

In the bosom of such a destiny, surrounded by e

vast tomes of the library of heaven, we will seajh

after knowledge and find subjects of study fore\
we will converse with cherubim, be instructed y
angels, listen to the disquisitions of sages, and t

down at the feet of the crowned Christ. Whaa
chain of progression, commencing where we lein

our first letter, till, dropping the rudiments d

leaving the elementary principles, we take our i ;t

lessons in the university of heaven, eternity e

period of our tutelage, graduation never.
Then we will know more about creation. Myri s

of systems may lie just beyond the galaxy, and e

know it not. Then we will walk those burning o ;,

and, with deeper knowledge of creation, we s il

praise God in the language of other spheres, e

will know more about ourselves, of our powers d

capacities, and of the mode by which we operate e

senses. Yes, and we shall know more of our fa -

ties and powers, more of the relation between e

spiritual and material, and their relation to God d

universal Being. We will know more about rede i-

tion, its history, developments, triumphs and (

-

summation; more about Christ, his nature, love, d

work, his incarnation, humiliation, sacrifice, de i,

resurrection, ascension, mediation, and intercess i.

What We Shall Know Hereafter

We will know more about Providence. We wil o

longer be perplexed with the rapid movement; f
flying cherubim, confounded with the roar and i-

tricate movements of compounded wheels; ih

whirlwinds, clouds, fire and darkness, with shatti d

plans and broken hearts. Then we will know e

reason of our bereavements, the cause of our di )

pointments, the meaning of our sufferings, d

may tell us, or sainted loved ones may lead u: y

the hand to the great Teacher, and from his lip; e

will learn the explanation of the sorrows thrc h

which we have passed. We will know more al it

heaven. Bible story is mostly in the negative lO

sickness there, no sorrow there, no sin there to

tears there, no night there. Then there are s le

positive statements : white robes—that means r-

ity; palm branches—that means victory; tw e

manner of fruit—that means endless variety; tw 'e

gates—that means boundless hospitality; yes, e

will know more about heaven, and then that d

question, "Shall we know each other there?" wi le

settled, for we "shall know even as we are knov."

During the Civil War there entered into on )f

the recruiting camps in southern Illinois, one ai i-

noon, an old drummer, gray and bowed and bro n,

and he had a little drum hanging to his belt, id

he threw the drumsticks in the air and turned t m
over and over with such rhythm of effect that fir ly

some of the soldier boys gathered about him, and le

of them said, "Let us bring the old fifer and 1 e

some music"; and soon the old fifer was there, id

they were introduced, and started to play some 1
1-

tial music, when, after playing a few strains, le

drumsticks of the drummer fell to the ground, id

with one hand he pushed back the cap of the i^i"

and with the other he rubbed his own eyes, and^r

a few moments he gazed into the eyes of the jr

and then he exclaimed, "John, John, didn't you ly

that at Lundy's Lane, just as the sun went down le

night we charged the British? I drummed i'ly

your side!" And the fife of the fifer fell uponie

drumsticks of the drummer, and the two old !"

were in each other's arms, weeping, swaying 'd

rejoicing, for they were boys again. Nearly i.V

years had pecked and hacked at them. They ^re

scarred and worn and wan, but there was somet '?

in the music that brought back the association of

former years, and they knew each other.
So, it seems to me, when the battle of this li '^

ended and we push up into the city of God, and 1}

about for our loved ones, there will be something
the old songs of the fireside or the sanctuary, sij-

thing in the little modes of speech or in the met -is

of movement, something that will come back ta?

and we shall "know even as we are known."

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Pagel
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1 In Memoriam

A MIGHTY man is taken—
A worker strong and brave

—

And loving hearts by thousands
Bow at his new-made grave.

Ever ready for action ;

Alert to all calls of need ;

Regardless of race or station,
Regardless of faith or creed.

Thousands have blessed his kindness.
Millions have sung his praise

;

He was the people's gallant knight
In strenuous, busy days.

The world will be the loser

;

A gainer great is he ;

1 For now the King in his beauty
I He can both know and see.

—M. A. Mathias.
^orth Attleboro, Mass.

low Roosevelt Helped a Mission

(OD'S way of weaving events into

f the wonderful web of his purpose

4S strikingly illustrated some time
JO on the field of the Africa Inland
.ssion. A prayer of years for per-

ission to enter the Belgian Congo ter-

:ory was answered during the ap-
]arance of Ex-President Roosevelt in

;ist Africa on his hunting trip,

'quiring if he could do the Africa
"land Mission a service, he was in-

i-med of the desire to plant stations

i the Belgian Congo. With unhesi-"

>;ing zeal he at once used his influence
1 secure this long-coveted grant.
This called for workers and for the
ening of the way. Special prayer
'is poured out for these two things,
.'letter from the United States came
i this time, from a young man who
M decided to go into the Congo re-

j)n to labor. Strangely enough, he
Id even picked out the very tribe

j)ong whom he wished to labor, and
ts tribe was one which our mission-
^fies were especially praying for.

'About the time, Field Director Hurl-M and Mr. John W. Stauffacher
•re making a voyage of exploration
< a Lake Victoria steamer. They
-re wondering how they could secure
iich needed information about the
<ngo region when the boat stopped to
tte on hides at Bukoba. Here a
Sanger came aboard. Though his
lard was ragged and his appearance
jinted to a long sojourn in the wild
jerior, something in his face indi-
<:ed the scholar. He turned out to be
rJussian Polander, in the employ of a
-trlin anthropological society. He
Id been .studying the people of the
!fle and Congo basins, and was re-
igning home from the very midst of
ib tribes to which the Mission was
jxious to carry the Gospel.
The traveler was willing to share his
:!rets with the missionaries, and
rned over for their use a vast fund

' information. The afternoon was
:snt in copying maps and in learning
'3 "sign of the unblazed way."
There are twelve young volunteers

:(• the Africa Inland Mission field,

'iree of these are already on the At-
'itic, with their faces turned toward
<3 Dark Continent. Nine others are
fll waiting for the way to open to
frry the Gospel to those far interior
'bes. Some reader of this incident
'ly wish to have a part in the wonder-
1 purpose-weaving of God by pray-
:?that these laborers may be speedily
fit forth.

While on safari, through parts of
"rman East Africa recently, Mr.
jrlburt was struck with the fact that
"llions here were without the Gospel,
J whole generation after Livingston
d passed that way.

Howard A. Banks.

A Welcome Visitor
Dear Editor: The premium Bible
s been duly received, and I am de-
,chted with it. The Christian Her-
•j'D IS no stranger in our home, as it
s made its weekly visits to us for the
5t twenty-five years. It grows in in-
fest and in increasing world-wide
ilanthropic energy for the good of
e human race with every year. Its
fiching of all that is pure and noble
the Christian life should make it a
ilcome visitor in every home.
i'Ost Liverpool, O. J. B. Crofts.

The Children's pulpit
THE LITTLE BROWN BED By Rev, j. m. farrar, p.p.*

WHEN a flower begins to droop and hang its head it is getting
sleepy. How snugly it rolls itself up in a little brown bed
you call a seed. "As snug as a bug in a rug," the flower

sleeps all winter. What you call "spring," the season after winter,
is "Mother Nature" going from bed to bed to wake her little flower
friends. She lifts the shades of winter and lets in the light. If they
do not wake, she sprinkles rain on them. Some are easy to wake,
and they get right up; others are vei-y sleepy, and dear old spring
has to be very patient. Sound asleep, but way down in the seed is

life, and it hears the call. They sleep, but the seed-heart waketh.
Some one whose name I do not know, a friend of "Mother Spring,"
rays:

—

FAR down in Mother Earth a tiny seed was sleeping, safely
wrapped in a warm bed. The little seed had been asleep for a

long time, and now some one thought it was time for the seed to wake
up. This some one was an earthworm, that lived close by. When
the worm saw this little seed still sleeping he cried: "Oh, you lazy
fellow, wake up! Your little friends are awake and you have slept
long enough."
"But how can I grow or move at all in this tight, brown sleeping-

gown?" said the seed, in a drowsy tone.
"Why. push it off; that's the way the other seeds have done."
"Oh. dear! Oh, dear!" said the seed. "What shall I do? I am so

sleepy I can't keep awake any longer," and he fell asleep again.

AT last he awoke, and found Mother Spring throwing water in his

face. Then he felt so warm and happy that he cried : "I really

believe I am going to grow after all. Who woke me up and helped me
out of bed?"

"I woke you," said a soft voice close by. "I am a sunbeam. Mother
Spring sent me to wake you, and my friends, the raindrops, washed
the sleep nut of your eyes."

"Oh, thank you," said the seed; "you're all very kind. Will you
help me to grow into a plant, too?"

"Yes," said the sunbeam, "I'll come as often as I can to help you;
and the raindrops will come, too. If you work hard, with our help,

you will become a beautiful plant, I'm sure."
"But," said the seed, "how did you know that I was sleeping here?

Could you see me?"
"No," said the sunbeam, "but Mother Spring saw you. She called

the raindrops to her and said: 'One of my seed-children is sleeping

down there. Go down and help him, and tell the sunbeam to follow

you, so that the seed may begin to grow.'
"

"How kind she is," said the seed; "if she had not seen me sleeping

here I should have slept on, and on, and on, slept forever in my little

brown bed. How did Mother Spring know I was here?"
"She is a servant of God, who knows all things."
"How can I thank him?" said the seed. "What can I do that will

please him very much?"
"Grow into the best plant that you possibly can," said the sun-

beam; "that will please God most of all."

SO the seed grew into a beautiful vine. He climbed higher

and higher toward the heavens, from which the Father smiled

down upon him to reward his labor.

There is some one more beautiful and valuable than a flower, that
droops after a long day and wants to sleep. Some one who needs
sleep more than the seed needs it, and who says, "Rock me to sleep,

mother, rock me to sleep." This some one is a little child.

Before going to sleep you should say, "In the morning wake me
from sleep, mother, wake me from sleep." How often you would be

late for breakfast, late for school, late for church, if mother did not

wake you.
What part of you wakes up the rest of you when mother calls? It

is the part that keeps on thinking while you sleep. What does our
text say? "I sleep, but mv heart waketh." It is that part that will

never sleep. What we call death the Bible calls sleep. There is a

beautiful story in the Gospel by Matthew. You will find it in the

ninth chapter. A man came to Christ and told him that his dear
little girl was dead. Christ went home with the father, and when he
saw the little girl he said, "She is not dead, but sleepeth." The
people laughed at Christ, and told him the little girl was dead.

Christ just woke her up, took her by the hand, and she arose. She
was only asleep. The word "cemetery" means sleeping place. As
Mother Spring wakes the seed, and your mother wakes you, so our
greatest friend, Christ, will some day wake all who sleep, all who are

called dead. Listen ! "My beloved spake, and said unto me. Rise up,

my love, my fair one, and come away; for lo! the winter is past, the

rain is over and gone; the flowers appear on the earth; the time of

the singing birds is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in our

land; the fig tree putteth forth her green figs, and the vines with the

tender grape give a good smell. Arise, my love, my fair one, and
come away."
Would it not be splendid to write on the tomb, "I sleep, but my

heai-t waketh."

Brooklyn, N. Y. Text :
" I sleep, but my heart* Pastor First Reformed Church,

waketh." Solomon's Song 5 : 2.
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The Little Woman
/^NE of the Little Women, she came up to
^^ Heaven's gate :

And seeing the throng was pressing, she signed
that she fain would wait.

"For I was not great nor noble," she said, "I
was poor and plain ;

And should 1 go boldly forward, I know it

would be in vain."

She sat near the shining portal, and looked at
the surging crowd

Cf them that were kings and princes, of them
that were rich and proud ;

And sudden she trembled greatly, for one with
a brow like flame

Came to her, and hailed her gladly, and spoke
to her her name

:

"Come, enter the jeweled gateway," he said,
"for the prize is thine ;

The work that in life you rendered was work
that was fair and fine ;

So come, while the rest stand waiting, and
enter in here and now

—

A crown of the life eternal is waiting to press
thy brow."

Then trembled the Little Woman, and cried

:

"It may not be I

!

Here wait they that wrought with greatness,
so how may I pass them by ?

I carved me no wondrous statues, I painted no
wondrous things,

I spoke no tremendous sayings that rang in
the ears of kings

;

"I toiled in my little cottage, I spun and I

baked and swept

;

I sewed and I patched and mended—oh, lowly
the house I kept

!

I sang to my little children, I led them in
worthy ways.

And so I might not grow famous, I knew
nought but care-bound days.

"So was it by night and morning, so was it

by week and year ;

I worked with my weai-y fingers through days
that were bright and drear ;

And I have grown old and wrinkled, and I

have grown gray and bent

:

I ask not for chants of glory, now that I have
found content."

"Arise !" cried the waiting angel. "Come first
of the ones that wait.

For you are the voices singing, for you do
we ope the gate ;

So great as has been thy labor, so great shall
be thy reward !"

Then he gave the Little Woman the glory of
the Lord. —Chicago Evening Post.

Anvil Sparks

. . Backsliding often begins by look-
ing back.

. .In the arithmetic of heaven noth-
ing counts but love.

..Every whisky barrel contains a
long and deep river of death.

. .Benevolence without love has no
more heart in it than a grindstone.

. .Make it right to sell whisky and
you cannot prove it is wrong to kill.

. .There can be no permanent or
abiding good in unconsecrated wealth.

..The Lord's side is the side that
is not afraid of any amount of sun-
light.

. . Too many people do not recognize
a good opportunity until they have
seen its back.

. .There are men who count on get-
ting to heaven because they sometimes
give away an old coat.

..One of the things for which
Christ came is to tell us that the world
is not a reliable storehouse.

. . Convince some men that it pays
to be good and you couldn't keep them
out of the church with a shotgun.

. . It may be that God makes some
things purely for ornament, but a
Christian does not come under that
head.

. .What will it profit a preacher if

he preach with a tongue of silver and
read a new book every week, if he
never lead a soul to Christ?

Sure Cure for the Blues
Dear Editor: The Christian Her-

ald, next to the Word of God, is the
best reading I have. In Christian
teaching it is strictly orthodox, elim-
inating from its creed all the non-es-
sentials of salvation; still, in no case
advocating a careless, "free and easy"
Christian life. While not fanatical, it

is eminently practical, logical and sin-

cere. It comes to my bedside an evan-
gel of light, life and inspiration. A
sure cure for the blues.

W. R. S. DODDS.
Vanderbilt, Mich.
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Is Woman the Cause of High Prices^
American Wives and Mothers Defend Themselves Against Professor Patten's Ungallant Charge

Are Women Responsible ?

THE assertion of Professor Patten,

of the University of Pennsylvania,

that the extravagance of women is one

of the main factors in the recent in-

crease in the cost of living has aroused
deep interest among our readers,

whose opinions on the subject we in-

vited. The letters received from them
have been amply worth printing in

full. We regret that the limitations

of our space prevent us from using
more than brief extracts from them.
Both sides are well presented.

Women Dress Too Well

I think Professor Pat-
ten is right. Parents
are groaning over the
exti-avagance of their
daughters—their hats,
gloves and shoes—all to

match. And the hats
are such expensive mon-
strosities! Then wom-
en gad about too much.
They buy food instead
of cooking it at home,
and drink too much soda
water. Oh for the good
old-fashioned mother,
who knew how to make
bread the sight of which
made you hungry !

Young men everywhere
hesitate to marry the
extravagant girls of the
present day.
Mrs. W. V. Paschall.

Waldo, Fla.

What Two Women Did

I want to tell Dr.
Patten about two
women in our village, who are only
types of thousands. A penniless young
couple came to live here, the wife a
brave girl, expert with her needle.
They had two children. She did all
the housework, and trained them up to
be good Christians. The boy went to
college. Some said, "Presposterous!"
But he graduated with honor and is
now a successful business man. "For
years I never had a new dress," his
mother said, "but what do I care, now
that my boy has won?"

Another couple came to town. The
father was a victim to
"the worm of the still."

Soon he disappeared,
leaving his young wife
penniless with five

small children. She set
bravely to work to sup-
port them. Everybody
admired her spirit and
tried to help her. She
kept them all in com-
fort until, one by one,
they became bread-win-
ners. No family is more
respected in the commu-
nity than this. I have
lived more than four-
score years, and this is

the sort of women I

have seen oftenest.
Mt. Upton, N. Y. R.

Women Not Extravagant

Why should women
spin and weave at home
when they can buy good
cloth at a less price
than it would cost to
raise the flax and wool,
card, spin and weave it?

PROFESSOR PATTEN'S CHARGE
PROFESSOR PATTEN, who fills the Chair of Political Economy in the

University or Pennsylvania, believes that the increased cost of living arises

largely from the new status of woman, who is no longer a creator of industry in

the home, but purchases nearly everything outside ; does not practise thrift,

and becomes "often its chief burden." We give the other side to-day.

labor of women an "essential con-
dition"? Some of us can recall the

haggard, exhausted condition in which
our mothers were seen when we came
home from school every day, and

the pang which shot

through our childish

hearts as we thought
that life somehow ought
to be made easier for

the mothers. In the
great mass of American
homes the baking, pre-
serving and dressmak-
ing still go on, and our
women take as great
pride as ever in good
housekeeping and inge-
nious dressmaking.

I have grown-up sons
and daughters, and I

have traveled extensive-
ly, and my observation
is that a woman gener-
ally values a dollar
more than a man does
and makes it count for
more than her brother.
Not long ago a young
college tutor married.
He found that he and
his wife could live well
on what he formerly
spent alone, owing to
his wife's management.

One of my grown-up sons said:
"Professor Patten isn't acquainted
with the women of his town, or else he
would see that they are the backbone
of the community. In their homes, in
the churches and the philanthropies
they carry more than their share."
The lawyer of the family remarked:
"It is the man of the family who is

oftener the chief burden than the
woman."
Why is it that when prices are high

business is lively and everybody is

prosperous, and when things are cheap
business is dull?
Ardent love for home,

husband and children
and fervent desire to be
of use to them are the
characteristics of the
vast majority of our
women. Many of the
criticisms passed upon
them sound like Adam's
"The woman thou gav-
est me, she did it."

A Constant Reader.
Connecticut.

"Do their own washing and

... Why should
men have their clothes made by the vil-
lage tailoress, as of old? Or their
shoes made by the itinerant shoe-
maker? It would be absurd. Profes-
sor Patten says: "The essential con-
ditions of home life cannot be neglect-
ed without bringing prosperity to a
standstill." But was all this hard

Women Are Saving

Professor Patten's ac-
cusation is unjust. The
great majority of wom-
en make the clothing of
their families, and two-
thirds of them do their
own washing and iron-
ing. We save every
crumb of bread, and
make it into savory
dishes. Many of these
hard-working women
are not illiterate. They
are college graduates,

trying hard to save in order that
their husbands may have money to
spend at barber shops and at the
tailor's. Mrs. Mybon Smith.

Aberdeen, Wash.

Women Are to Blame
Many women expect their husbands,

even if they are not rich, to pet them
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and shower gifts on them. When they
spend, it is likely to be in "dribs," so
they do not realize that they are, on
the whole, spending a great deal. "A
woman can throw out at the back door
with a spoon faster than
a man can throw in at

the front door with a
shovel." A lady said
lately she would get her
shirtwaist made outside,

as it cost only a dollar.

She had a machine, the
ability and the time, but
she did not wish to ap-
ply herself, though that
dollar was needed in her
family.
Then the running of

bills is a source of ex-
extravagance. Better
pay as we go, and do
without if we cannot
pay. "Man's worth is

measured by his capac-
ity to dowithout." Wom-
an must arouse herself
and put her shoulder to

the wheel, or else the
question of hard times
will remain unsolved.

Mary Bear.
Plainfield, Pa.

"If tin- ll.iU-.'

A Dairymaid's View
Many times men are to blame for

the shortage of money in the family.
After the women have worked hard to

save, the men take the money and in-

vest it in some foolish enterprise.
We farmers are largely responsible

for the increased cost of living. Wind
and weather, diseases of our stock and
mismanagement of our crops have
greatly limited our production. Then
many farmers have found that tobacco
pays better than other crops, and so
less grain has been raised. The de-
mand from foreign countries, too, has
been so great that we
have exported, perhaps,
too much. The pressure
upon us has been so
great that we are sell-

ing hogs that are not
sufficiently larded, and
veal and beef that are
not in fit condition to
leave the barnyard. We
are hoping for large
crops after this snowy
winter.

Margaret Denison.
Oregon, Wis.

FarmProducts Decreasing

The price of hogs two
years ago was very low.
The farmer thought he
had better sell his grain
instead of feeding it to
hogs at such prices.
Therefore fewer hogs
were raised, and we are
feeling the reaction.
Land is high; teams
and labor are scarce
and high. If we had
more help we could
produce more provisions. Now many
cornstalks are left standing because of
lack of help to cut them. They might
be fed to stock, which would mean
more milk, butter and cheese. We
could raise more fruit and grain if we
could get more help. The women are
not to blame. James Rumney.

Leland, III,

Women Not Helpmeets

Many of our women care more >
the latest styles than for the welile
of their families. They do not ti' o
be helpmeets to their husbands. ,.

other reason for the high cost of li\ a

is that the rich do not pay their T-

come taxes, while the middle class e

overtaxed. The high tariff bears h: I-

est on the necessaries of life. Lair
grows higher all the time. u\y
think our country received a b v

when silver was robbed of its orip i

value. We do, not practise the Gol n

Rule. We are all o

greedy and selfish.

Matilda J. Thomps .

Petersburg, hid.

Watch the Market:

If the housemot i-

would go to market 1 -

self and select the f 1

she would find that ?

could buy plenty a i

fair price. The less -

sirable cuts of meat '

comparatively cher

;

so are potatoes, s\\

potatoes, dried b e .

and just now, e^i

.

Look around and } i

can find good, chi >

food.

Mrs. Jas. a. Sangst ,

Wilmette, III.

Canning Does Not P

Tomatoes, for
stance; one can 1

.n,.r w..„i,i ,..

^f^y quarts, w(
canned, for far 1

than one can put them up for at hoi

The same is true of bread-making, i

really economize, one must watch
markets, and buy what is most plei

ful and at lowest prices. Dried b«

,

eggs and potatoes are cheapest n<

.

Chicago, III. Mrs. J. C. Becker

The World's Large^ Arm

IF certain statesmen of China ;

able to carry out their plans,

empire will have a standing ar

which will equal all those of Eun
put together. Wl
the Chinese Minister

Germany, Yin-tcha
left Berlin to be Mir
ter of War at Peki

he said he intended

introduce universal n

itary service in C
na, and that as Chi

had such an enorm(
population, 400,000,0
they would be able

outnumber all othe

The plans have not

been worked out, but
i-^ the intention to mi.

them soldiers well e(

cated in their prof

sion. European offici

will be used in traini

the new troops.

With a population
60,000,000, the Kaii

can depend in an eim

gency on 3,260,000 s

diers. On this ba

China, with her 40

000,000 of populatic

could muster 22,00

000 troops. At pn
ent China has a modern army
moderate size, well drilled and w
armed, on the European plan.

'.

efficiency was a surprise to Europe
and American officers when they fii

saw it, two or three years ago, as th

had an idea they would see the 0(3

looking force which came to grief
'

the war with Japan, a decade or so &i
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SUFFRAGISTS MEET IN WASHINGTON

Miss Mary G. Hay Rev. Anna H. Shaw, M.D Dr. Cora Smith Eaton Alice Stone Blaclcwell Mrs. Ida Husted Harper Mrs. Catherine W. McCuUoch

PRESIDENT TAFT welcomes the women suf-

fragists from all over the United States, who
gather in annual convention at Washington

,n April 14. The President's address occurs on the

pening night of the meeting and marks a new era

n the history of women suffrage conventions, which

ave never before had a President of the United

Uates on their platform.

A special feature of the convention, also, is the

presentation to Congress of the great petition of

ver one million signatures, asking that the ballot be

iven to women. Many distinguished names appear

f.mong these petitioners, representing leaders in

hurch, education, the professions, trades and indus-

ries. Michigan alone has supplied 60,000 names.

Just before the petition is presented the Judiciary

Committee of the House of Representatives and the

Voman Suffrage Committee of the Senate will grant
learings on a bill providing for a sixteenth amend-
lent to the Constitution, enfranchising women,
'his amendment was introduced by Senator Borah
n February 22. Among those who favor it is Sen-
^.tor Robert L. Owen of Oklahoma, who is one of the
hief speakers for the convention. Another prom-
nent speaker is Professor Max Eastman, of Colum-
lia University, official organizer of the "Voters'
.eague for Woman Suffrage," composed of men

champions and supporters of the movement, headed
by George Foster Peabody, president, and Mr. Dean
Howells, Congressman Herbert Parsons, Professor
Nathaniel Schmidt of Cornell, Rev. John P. Peters,

Rabbi Wise, William Jay Schieffelin, John Mitchell,

Mrs. Ella L. Stewart Mrs. Rachel F. Avery

Z. R. Brockway, Oscar Garrison Villard, and many
others.

This active men's league is one of the novel forms
of organized workers for women's enfranchisement,
which have marked the development of the suffrage
cause during the year. Organization has been the
keynote and it has been vigorously promoted in a
variety of ways. One of these is the movement for

special societies of self-supporting women, groups
representing the professional women as well as those
ir; shops, offices and various vocations. Women's
suffrage unions of this class have been formed both
in New York City and in Philadelphia.
The year has been marked by a large accession to

the National College Equal Suffrage League, 1,309

new members having been added during the ./ear.

The women of Michigan have voted on all ques-

tions of local taxation during the year, and the
women of Easton, Md., owning $500 worth of prop-
erty, found their request for the vote on municipal
questions favorably received by the city council. A
.strenuous campaign for the enfranchisement of

women has been waged in South Dakota.
The establishment of national headquarters in

New Yoi'k City has been another noteworthy feature
of the year's work. The national offices are now at

505 Fifth Avenue, and form a Mecca not only for

American workers, but a rallying point for women
suffragists from all lands. J. A. S.

Vi7> THE PASSING OF KING MENELEK <^5^

[T was a stern old fighting king, of the type we
associate with the Middle Ages rather than with

the twentieth century, that ceased to rule when
Jenelek of Abyssinia laid down his sword and
'ceptre and his people were called to transfer their

.Uegiance to the Crown Prince, Lidj Jeassu, his

ittle grandson. Menelek, king of kings of Ethiopia,

s he proudly called himself, was one of the very
ew rulers of African States who were able to main-
ain their independence in the face of armed Euro-
ean aggression. The Abyssinians have been dread-
.tig the day when it would become known that this

eputed descendant of King Solomon was dead, for
'he land-hungry countries of Europe have long cast
ovetous eyes on the widespread domain which ac-

inowledged his authority, and they felt that as long
'is Menelek ruled they would be free to live their
.ives in their own way, without outside interference.
' It was reported several weeks ago that Menelek
;vas critically ill and that the subordinate chiefs or
:ings of Abyssinia, of which there are several, had
igreed that Ras Tesama, the leading statesman of
'he country; should be appointed regent to preserve
he interests of the Crown Prince, who is but a verv
imall boy. Menelek at this writing is critically ill

mdmay be laid with his ancestors before this strikes
he eye of the reader.
Menelek was known to his people, among his other

;itles, as "the Lion of Judah." He took great pride
n the tradition that he was a direct descendant of
^ing Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. His queen,
("aitou, was his cousin and also claimed descent
rem the Queen of Sheba. The kingdom is one of
he oldest in existence to-day, having a fairly au-
hentic history, aside from the legends, back to the
ime of Christ. The religion of the country for cen-
>uries has been a form of Christianity, its church
leing under the authority of a Coptic archbishop.

I Those who thought of Menelek as an ordinary
African chief were greatly surprised when they were
)rought face to face with this despotic ruler of
learly ten millions of people. They then found, as
nany a European statesman and diplomat and sol-

lier had found, that he was one of the most remark-
ible men who have ever held sway over any
;ountry south of the Mediterranean; that he was

skilled in statecraft and diplomacy, while in military

science he had outmatched any general who has

been sent against him. They saw a powerful and
shrewd face, with strongly-marked Semitic fea-

tures, with eyes ever on the alert to catch the least

motion of those who were in conversation with him
while careful of expressing his own emotions and
thoughts. Ordinarily his dress was of the simplest
description, and would be regarded with disdain by

The Late King Menelek

a European farm-hand—a pair of cotton trousers

and a cotton shirt, covered with a light cloak, wound
around the upper part of the body, on his head a

wide-brimmed hat.

On state occasions he made quite a different fig-

ure. He wore a magnificently embroidered robe

and a crown, which resembled in its general contour

the tiara of the Roman Pontiff. There was a glint

of jewels, which would have excited the envy of the
most fashionable woman in Paris or Berlin. He was
a great stickler for ceremony, and there was a rig-

idly prescribed court etiquette. His guards were
numerous and fairly well drilled, and in addition
there was a numerous retinue of servants and at-

tendants, especially umbrella-bearers, for the sun
has an especial fondness, it would seem, for
Abyssinia.

Menelek took, as did his predecessors, an especial
interest in military matters, and learned all he could
from Europeans, and then used the information to

keep them out of the country and from acquiring in

various ways slices of his territory. There is no
uniformity of costume in this odd army. Each man
dresses as he pleases or in what he can get, and a
drill instructor from Berlin would raise his hands
in horror at the way in which they execute some of
their evolutions; but when it comes to determined
and gallant fighting there have been no better sol-

diers south of the Mediterranean since Hannibal and
his followers made inroads on the military suprem-
acy of Rome and trailed in the dust the eagles of
the Roman legions. The profession of arms is

greatly esteemed, whil% trade and commerce have
been looked down upon. While this has preserved
the independence of the country, it has also kept it

in a backward state. Of course, there are several
African strains in this military population, but the
dominant race is strongly Semitic. In time of need
Menelek could lead to battle 150,000 men, well armed
with modern weapons. At Adowa, in 1896, they de-

feated the Italians, the invaders losing 7,000 men,
terminating the war. Now that another rules,

there may be other attempts on some part of Abys-
sinia's 200,000 square miles of territory, with con-
sequences that the wisest statesman could only
guess at. R. S. B.
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Roosevelt Advises the Egyptians

WITH the same characteristically impulsive cour-

age that has marked his course in politics and

his career in the African jungle, Ex-President

Roosevelt has been telling some wholesome, if not

wholly appreciated, truths to the people of Egypt.

In an address before a distinguished gathering in

Cairo University he told his auditors that the Egyp-

tians, who had lately assassinated one of their lead-

ing statesmen, would not be fitted for nationality

until several generations had passed away and had

demonstrated their qualifications for self-govern-

ment. Such a speech, in a Mohammedan institution

almost a thousand years old, and honeycombed with

the spirit of revolt, was unprecedented. It incensed

many of his hearers; yet the audience, by the very

earnestness and truthfulness of the strong, fiery

American, was won over from its attitude of antag-

onism and applauded vociferously. Something
more was needed, he told them bluntly, than mere
intelligence; men must have courage, decency, mor-

ality, manliness, self-respect. The development of

a people must be on substantial and enduring lines,

and, above all, lawlessness, racial hatred, envy and
violence should be sternly discountenanced. He de-

nounced the recent assassination in burning words
that consternated his hearers, even while exciting

their admiration for the speaker's fearlessness and
love of the truth. Egypt has been under alien dom-
ination for many centuries. It was once the world's

intellectual centre, and its opportunity may come
again. Mr. Roosevelt, though he has infuriated the

Egyptian people and press by his fierce criticism of

•nationalism—which they heard with surprise from
a citizen of the great Western republic—has never-

theless told some wholesome truths, to which they
would do well to give heed. Egypt might pay too

dear a price for freedom, if emancipation from Brit-

ish rule were to be followed by a new bondage, beside

which the present control would seem beneficent.

The Sin of Bribery

BRIBERY is our national sin. For the past

month the whole country has been shocked at the

revelations of wholesale bribery in two States. In

'Nevf York, a legislative investigation has brought
shame and indignation to the Senate. One member,
a bribe-taker, has been driven into disgraceful obliv-

ion, where he may be followed by others. Lobbyists

and legislators, insurance directors and officers of

other corporations are entangled in the web of accu-

sation. Honored names have been blackened, and
men who once stood high in public estimation are
now named only with contempt. In Pittsburg, Pa.,

a condition of affairs has been disclosed that brings
nip shameful memories of the Tweed ring, the Credit
Mobilier and the notorious Broadway franchise
ste^l. By the confession of a bribery agent—who
was taking his revenge upon his accomplices for re-

fusing to support his family while he lay in jail

—

one of the most gigantic frauds in recent criminal
"history was laid bare. Eighty persons were in-

volved. Some of them were well-known bankers,
men of means, whom the world had regarded as citi-

zens of unimpeachable honor and integrity; yet so
eager were they to have the handling of the city
funds that they bribed the members of the Common
Council by wholesale. They believed they could
keep their crime a secret; but for months before the
final explosion came they were like hunted men, liv-

ing in hourly terror of exposure. When the blow
fell, they saw how shallow had been their hope of
escaping detection. They had themselves woven the
net in which they were caught. Then followed the
frenzied rush to make confession in order to avert
punishment. Some of the councilmen groveled on
their knees before the judge, pleading for mercy.
One day ten, another day twenty-four confessed.
Fifty-nine bank directors, representing hundreds of
millions in wealth, some of them members of great
corporations, are implicated in this black tale of
graft.
How are we to regard the crimes of these men of

wealth and education? Their offense, whatever it

may be in the eyes of the law, is morally worse than
that of the poor wretch who filches a pocketbook or
plunders a house. The vulgar thief who steals a
few dollars, or the starving man who snatches a loaf

the safest manner Change of Date.^lt takes at least two weel

change the date, after your subscnpuon is renewed

ks to Change of Address.-

to make the change.

of bread, is prosecuted vigorously and receives swift

punishment, while the rich criminal too often goes

unwhipped of justice, although guilty of far graver

offenses.

With the appalling evidence before us of the in-

crease of graft on all sides, it becomes a vital ques-

tion how this great national crime, which threatens

to destroy the moral fibre of our people, is to be con-

trolled. It is trite to say that we need severer laws
to punish such offenses, and equally so to ui'ge that

we must raise the standard of morals among our
public men, whether they serve in banks, corpora-

tions or legislative bodies. That old sin of covetous-

ness, the love of money, is at the root of it all. We
have so commercialized our lives that wealth, not

character, is now the universal goal of effort. Bri-

bery is one of the easiest and quickest ways of grati-

fying this desire. There is to-day no legislature

without its lobby and no lobby without its victims.

But a day comes when the wickedness done in secret

is laid bare to the world. Then the price is paid in

shame and degradation, not only for the actual per-

petrators, but for their relatives. The only man
who can view undismayed such scenes as those enact-

ed at Albany and Pittsburg is he who has walked
uprightly in the fear of God and who has kept his

honor clean and his hands free from bribes. Such a
man may be poor in purse yet rich in character and
strong in heart, fearing neither accusation nor ex-
posure. But the man "whose right hand is full of

bribes," who "taketh a gift to pervert the ways of
judgment," who "doeth evil with both hands" is un-
der special condemnation and leaves a legacy of

shame to posterity.

Women Reply to Professor Patten

RESPONDING to our invitation, many bright

American women have taken up the task of

defending their sex against the ungallant attack of

Professor Patten, of the University of Pennsylvania.

It will be remembered that the substance of the accu-

sation, that American women are mainly responsible

for the present high cost of living, was published

recently in these columns. The answers received,

and which appear in this issue of The Christian
Herald, are so evidently spontaneous and so exceed-
ingly clever, that it is hard to dissect and curtail
them. The consensus of opinion among our read-
ers is that women, extravagant though some of them
may be, are not chiefly to blame for the high prices
of the necessaries of life. Probably, as several of
the writers suggest, the return to the soil is the one
course that is essential to the restoration of the nor-
mal balance of affairs.

Philosophers have told us that the supply of serv-
ants is steadily decreasing, so that men will more
surely serve themselves, which will be far better for
the race. The great rush for the cities has left the
farms poorly tended. Men still eat as much as ever,
but the number producing food has been, proportion-
ally, greatly lessened. If the present stress will
only force many from the over-crowded cities back
to the peace and healthful labor of the farms it will
be most useful. One man can easily raise on a small
farm enough to support and educate an average
family. It is largely sheer cockneyism—the silly

pride of living in a city—which has so gathered our
people into the great centres. This desire is closely
connected with that love of dress and lavishness of
expense to which several of our correspondents
allude. These capable and observant women hold
that, if there were a movement back to the land, the
supply and demand of food would regulate itself
and a more sane and wholesome temper would per-
vade all of our modern life.

Crime and Its Protection

NO crime in recent years has so deeply stirred
New York and the country as the dreadful mur-

der of Ruth Wheeler, the young stenographer, who,
all innocent and unsuspecting, while going to what
she believed was to be her first position, walked into
a death-trap. She was the victim of a criminal sys-
tem which could only flourish under a corrupt and
careless municipal government, for her slayer was
of the type of youth who make the odious "white
slave traffic" a business. Although the new admin-
istration, under Mayor Gaynor, is doing much to

purify the morals of municipal politics, there ai

many dark corners in the Augean Stable yet to 1

cleansed. To stamp out this odious traffic wou
alone be sufficient to immortalize any New Yoi
City administration.
Ruth Wheeler's pitiful story is already well know

and need not be repeated here. We have before i

a list of a dozen other young girls, all strangely mis
ing in the last two years—swallowed up by the gre;

devouring metropolis, which exacts its annual tril

ute of the best and the fairest. How many of the;

may have been trapped and done to death, as Rut
Wheeler was trapped, no one may ever discove
The disgrace and responsibility for such crimes, ar
for the conditions that make them possible, must 1

laid at the door of those who, while they had ti

power, basely neglected to use it in the interest <

public morality and for the suppression of crimes t

this character, which have been growing so star
lingly of late years.

The Rockefeller Charter

ALL is not smooth sailing for the RockefelU
Foundation. John Bigelow, the nonogenaria

publicist, sounds the alarm, declaring that such

charter as Mr. Rockefeller and his associates see

'•will create a new power that will be a rival to ou

Federal Government itself." He adds that it woul

confer more "than all the power that has ever bee

conferred by its Constitution on our Federal Goa

ernment." He fears that "the vox popiili migh
under such an influence, cease to be the vox Dei.

Another critic apprehends that so vast an incorpo;

ated body, with a permanent existence, would posses

an influence dangerously antagonistic to the soci;

and democratic character of our republic. Mos
serious of all is the charge that an organization c, J
unlimited means and scope would ultimately becomj J
"a monopoly of benevolence, and would transfon "

society into an organization of suppliants."
We do not see any real reason for such appreher

sions. Mr. Rockefeller is the possessor of a giganti

fortune, which he is turning over to trustees to b

utilized for general welfare. Wisely administerec
it is capable of doing great good on an extensiv
scale; but the suggestion that it would pauperize thj

nation is far from being warranted by anything i

the outlined programme of the Foundation.
There is a great deal of indiscriminate charity an

unorganized benevolence which, lacking system an
thoroughness, does more harm than good; but it i

clearly not the purpose of the Foundation and it

managers to monopolize the eleemosynary field, o

by a too lavish generosity to put a premium upc
idleness and incompetency, but rather to make th

Foundation a powerful factor for education, th

development of industry, social betterment, generaj i

enlightenment and whatever goes to make the con]
'

ditions of human life happier. We hope to see th

charter passed.
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rHE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Mount Etna's Activity
yrOUNT ETNA, a hundred miles in circumfer-

i/l ence at its base, reaching an altitude of over
yX. ten thousand feet, only a little less famous as

volcano than Vesuvius, has been belching out its

e, smoke and melted lava, destroying fields and

inging terror to the inhabitants of the villages of

e eastern border of Sicily. Twelve new craters

ened on Mount Etna, between Monte Faggio and

)na, and the streams of liquid fire united at the

se in a river of lava that brought panic to the in-

Lbitants of that region. This flow of lava is said

be more profuse than the one in 1892. On the

her hand, tens of thousands of people, visiting that

rtion of Italy, hurried to the neighborhood of the

ene that they might witness the sublime eruptions

the mountain. Although many trees, vineyards,

chards and houses were destroyed, the movement
the lava flow was so slow that up to the present

•ne the people have been enabled to escape with

eir lives. Disastrous as the present eruption has

en, there may yet be the earthquake or loss of life,

it the civilized world will pray that such a calamity

ly be averted. Its damage does not compare with

ose of 1169, 1669, 1792 or 1879. The activity of

e volcano is produced by the energy of the

Imighty, who piled the moun-
in, flug out its craters, kin-

ed the fires within, and
tinted the flowers of the gar-

ns, and germinated the seed

the fields that adorn its sur-

ce. The mountains of Pales-

he were the scene of tragical

ents and of religious worship,

here were volcanic sugges-

)ns at Sinai when the law was
ven to Moses on the tables

stone:

And the mountain burned with fire

to the midst of heaven, with darkness,

iuds,and thick darl<ness. (Deut. 4:11.)

the surgeon ran a tiny pair of forceps down through
it, and, grasping the nail, pulled it up. A fluores-
cent screen disclosed the lowering of the forceps,
the grasping of the nail, and the gradual lifting
of it. There is every prospect that the child will

make a full recovery, and give another illustration
of the advance in surgery and the benefit of the
X-rays in practical operation and the salvation of

a human life by medical wisdom and skill. The
human soul is diseased and fatally injured with sin,

and the Great Physician can cure every disease, re-

pair every injury and save the life. Many can bear
testimony to his wonderful curative power; but
there are so many, young and old, who will not come
to him and be saved. Jesus says regretfully of
such:
And ye will not come to me that ye might have life. (John 5: 40.)

Reforming the Saloon

The National Model License League is undertak-
ing the impossible task of reforming the American
saloon, and thus averting the hand of popular wrath
which is destroying it. Mr. T. M. Gilmore, the pres-
ident of that License League, recently wrote Dr.
Lyman Abbott, asking his help in the work of puri-
fying the liquor traffic. Several letters passed be-

Mf*f
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.locking Murder

We are in the midst of an
')idemic of crime of the black-

't kind. In the number of

'urders committed we lead the

orld. The murder of Ruth
'heeler, a fifteen-year-old 'j'rl.

New York recently, was one
" the foulest in the annals of

ime. This girl had finished

-jr examinations at the Mer-
lants' and Bankers' Business
'ollege and had applied for a
ace as a stenographer. In an-
ver to an inquiry on a postal
ird, she was sent to an apart-
'ent in an uptown street, and
now seems almost certain

lat Albert Wolter, who enticed
^r to these rooms, made away
ith her. There is strong
resumptive evidence that he
rangled her and then put her
)dy in the fireplace, and after saturating it with
)al oil undertook to burn it up. Katie Mueller,
ho was his companion on the night of the
agedy, has given to the police some damaging testi-

lony, which is pretty certain to extract a full con-
?ssion and secure a conviction of Wolter. Wolter
_as a "cadet," or one who lives on the ruin of young
iris. A man who would wickedly betray a child

nd then kill her deserves the heaviest earthly pen-
Ity and the hottest place in the centre of the lake
f fire. From the earliest .days until now the path
f the social evil has been marked with tragedies.
The wages of sin is death. (Rom. 6 : 23.)

ook Nail From Lung
A most remarkable operation was performed in

le Beth-Israel Hospital in New York City the
ther day upon Jacob Miller, a boy nine years of
ge. About a month ago, while playing with some
hildren, he drew a long breath and a nail an inch
1 length went, as he supposed, down his throat,
he boy coughed and choked a good deal and be-
ame sick enough to go to bed. When a specialist
'as called it was discovered that the nail had been
rawn into the boy's right lung. The little patient
'as laid upon the X-ray table, the X-ray lamp was
laced so that the rays came through his body, and
he nail was plainly visible in the right lung. Dr.
tuber, the physician, made an incision in the neck
nd through to the windpipe. A tube was inserted,

(XU^
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Mount Etna in Violent Eruption

tween these gentlemen. In one of these Mr. Gilmore
says: "The people in this country consume 114,-

000,000 gallons of distilled spirits every year for

beverage purposes, making 7,980,000,000 drinks.

They consume, per capita, one and thirty-hundredths

gallons of distilled liquors and thirty-two gallons of

fermented liquors a year, and the habits and desires

of so many people have a right to consideration."

In his reply Dr. Abbott says : "The figures you give

indicate that the evil is far greater than I had sup-

posed, and the necessity for reform more urgent.

All physicians are agreed that the excessive use of

alcohol is a most prolific cause of disease, all soci-

ologists, that it is the prolific cause of poverty, and
all penologists that it is a prolfic cause of crime.

And if your figures are correct, which I believe, that

use would go far to account for disease, poverty and
crime, which are three of the great burdens which

the nation is carrying. You ask me what I would do

in view of this state of facts. I would use all my
influence to persuade my fellow-citizens not to pa-

tronize or support the saloons; second, to educate

both the children and the adults to a rational under-

standing of the perils involved in an excessive use

of alcohol; third, I would leave to each locality the

question what measures it would take for the regu-

lation of the saloon, and I would give to every local-

ity power to prohibit it altogether." Mr. Gilmore

concludes the correspondence with the astounding

confession, which will be read from ocean to ocean

:

"I agree with physicians that the excessive use

of alcohol is a prolific cause of disease, with soci-

ologists that it is the prolific cause of poverty, with
penologists that it is the prolific cause of crime, and
I agree with you that each locality should be left

free to adopt such method of reform as public opin-
ion will support and enforce."
The hypocritical apology for the saloon, made by

some ministers and politicians, is shamed by this con-
fession of one of the most prominent liquor dealers
in the nation. We believe he is making an honest
attempt to reform the saloon, but we are sure he will

fail in his undertaking. There is no solution of the
saloon question, in times of an awakened conscience,
except in its destruction. The Saviour, with great
emphasis, declared the impossibility of getting any-
thing good out of that which is essentially bad

:

Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? ... A
corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. (Matt. 7 : 16, 17.)

Why Shackleton Missed the Pole

Sir Ernest H. Shackleton, who with three com-
panions came within a hundred and eleven miles of
the South Pole, arrived in New York the other day,
with Lady Shackleton, to fill lecture engagements.
A lack of provisions alone, he said, prevented his
reaching the goal. "My equipment was perfect, but
my food supply insufficient," he explained. "If I

had had fifty pounds more I would have reached the
Pole." He and his companions
had to climb a glacier of 8,500
feet, which had cracks 1,000
feet deep, and stood on a moun-
tain plateau which was 10,000
feet above the sea, when he had
to turn back for want of food.

Lieutenant Shackleton said to a
reporter: "Except for reindeer
boots and mits, we did not wear
furs. Our garments were heavy
woolens. We slept in tents that
weighed thirty pounds, against
which the snow drifted, keeping
us warm. Most of the men who
started with me I sent back to

make caches of provisions. We
were on short rations and hun-
gry from November, 1908, until

February 23, 1909, when we
reached one of the caches on the

return journey." Lieutenant
Shackleton thought that Cap-
tain Scott, who starts next
summer, would find the South
Pole, but should he fail the lieu-

tenant indicated that he might
undertake the task of reaching
the Pole himself. He does not
think that automobiles or the
aeroplane can be used to any
practical advantage in the
search for the Pole. Bread and
meat are largely the measure of

earthly endeavor, and even of

spiritual success. Fifty pounds
of food would have given
Lieutenant Shackleton the Pole.

That food is the necessity of
physical life is expressed in the

plea which the Egyptians, whose provisions were
short, made to Joseph, who had plenty of corn in

his storehouses.

Give us bread; for why should we die in thy presence? (Gen..

47 : 15.)

A Wreath of Gratitude

Baron Kikuchi has just reached this country, com-
missioned by the Emperor of Japan to lay a wreath
of national gratitude upon the grave of Dr. David
Murray, at New Brunswick, N. J. Dr. Murray,
who died five years ago, was a scholar who carried
Christ and learning to the Orient. From 1876 to

1879 he was superintendent of education for Japan.
He impressed upon the minds of the young, and the
influential officers of the government, the necessity

of a great university. His ideas were embodied in

the establishment and growth of the Imperial
University at Tokyo, and it was his signal
service in the intellectual and moral quickening of

Japan that led to the honor the Japanese govern-
ment has so graciously bestowed upon his memory.
The faithful sowing and bountiful reaping referred
to by the psalmist has its expression in the seeds of

truth Christ's loyal husbandman scattered in the

fields of Japan a generation ago and in the fruitful

harvest which now calls foi-th a nation's recognition

and gratitude.
Ho that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall

doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with
him. (Ps. 196 : 6.)

rr- ^
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PROMINENT PEOPLE TALKED ABOUT

The Late Justice Brewer

IT was with a feeling of great regret

and a sense of personal loss that

the people of this country heard the

news that Associate Justice David Jo-

siah Brewer, of the Supreme -Court,

had passed away suddenly at his

Washington home. He held a unique

place in the hearts of- the American
people and was regarded as a fine ex-

ample of what the American judge and
jurist should be. The cause of his

death was without doubt too constant
application to his duties as a member
of the supreme bench. He was a tire-

less worker, and when an important
case was up for consideration would
study its legal points far into the
night. Recently the case of the Stand-
ard Oil Company has been before the
court, and it is said he has been study-
ing difficult parts of the testimony to

eleven o'clock at night. To his friends,

who protested, he said he was still

able to do a young man's work.
Justice David Josiah Brewer was the

son of an American missionary, Rev.
Josiah Brewer, and was born in Smyr-
na, Asia Minor, June 20, 1837. When
he was a year old his parents returned
to America and made their home in
Connecticut. Young Brewer went
first to Wesleyan and then to Yale.
He took his law courses at the Albany
Law School. Doubtless his uncle, Ste-
phen J. Field, influenced him in the
choice of his career, as the uncle was
a distinguished lawyer and for a time
also a member of the Supreme Court.
The young lawyer went to Ft. Leav-

enworth, Kan., to practise, and made
it his home for many years. He be-

John D. Rockefeller and His Son Returning from Church Alexis Nikolajevitch, Future Emperor of Russi;

came a United States Commissioner, a

judge, and was elected prosecuting at-

torney in 1870. Then he was promoted
to the supreme bench of his State, and
in 1889 President Harrison made him
an associate justice of the Supreme
Court, a position in which he soon
made himself felt. He was firm in his

patriotic loyalty to the Constitution;

temporary waves of popular passion
or prejudice he totally disregarded,
every case was considered by him with
strict impartiality and with the Consti-

tution and its great legal interpreters

as his guide. He was an earnest Chris-

tian, and for many years taught a
Sunday School class in a prominent
Washington church, and he often spoke
of his desire to give more of his time
to religious work.
His death leaves but seven justices

on the bench to consider the two im-
portant cases of the Standard Oil and
the American Tobacco Company, as
Justice Moody h ill in Massachusetts.

ONE of the sights of New York at

Easter is the "church parade" up
and down Fifth Avenue, when the
people who have been to the morning
service stroll slowly along the broad
sidewalks to see, and, if they have in-

dulged in the proverbial Easter finery,

also to be seen. This year the crowd
was numbered by the tens of thou-
sands, though it was said the sartorial
display and the variety of feminine
headgear Was not so great as on pre-
vious years.

People stood on the steps of the
houses and considered themselves for-

tunate if they had some one with them
who could point out the notabilities of'

the metropolis in the passing throng.

Among those who walked up the ave-
nue after service was John D. Rocke-
feller, who is a constant attendant at

the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, and
his son, well known as the president of
its young men's Bible class. Mr.
Rockefeller, always more or less in the
public eye, has been of even greater
interest to the passerby since it was
announced that he had started the
greatest charitable foundation in the

world. His son has been conspicuous
as foreman of the recent jury investi-

gating the "white slave traffic," and for
the first time the public became ac-

quainted with his personal appearance
through the pictures published in the
papers during his term of service. He
is to have charge of the new Rockefel-
ler Foundation and will give his entire
time to it, instead of serving on the
board of management of his father's
company.

Mr. Rockefeller, Sr., has not been ac-
tively engaged in business, it is said,

for ten years until recently, when he
went back to the office on lower Broad-
v/ay to keep in closer touch with the
way things were being conducted.

THERE was consternation in the

low, rambling imperial palace of
Tsarskoe-Selo, near St. Petersburg,
Russia, on March 24. Orderlies rushed
hither and thither, guards were search-
ing everywhere, and there was anxiety
in the heart of the Emperor and Em-
press, not because of rumors of any

plot or of revolution, but because thi

Crown Prince, little six-year-old Alexis

had disappeared mysteriously fron

the park. Everybody at once imag
ined that the most dire things had hap
pened and for several hours there wa
great suspense. The soldiers of th^

Imperial Guard were searching ever;

nook of the surrounding country t^

discover some trace of their futuv'

ruler, but to no avail.

Meanwhile, a lady of St. Petersburg
who was walking about three mile

from the palace, was greatly surprise(

to meet the young czarevitch alonj

the road. He inquired the way to St

Petersburg, but she took him towan
the palace. He told of his plans to b

a sailor like Peter the Great, of when
he had been often told by his tutort

"They will not catch me now," he sail

in high glee.

The Emperor and Empress wer
greatly relieved when the little run

away was brought back to them, and i

is probable that the desire of the littl

sailor to go to sea will not be gratifie-

for some years to come. The Empre?
presented the lady who had brougli

her son home a costly bracelet in toke

of her gratitude. The Empress ha

not been in good health lately, and i

was feared that her son's absenc

would cause a relapse. At last re

ports, however, she was much improvec
The more pacific state of affairs ha

doubtless helped greatly. The Em
peror drives alone through the street

of St. Petersburg, without even an oi

derly by his side, a rather risky thin;

to do, his ministers feel, but it ha'

pleased his people.

IN the most terrible wreck that ever
happened in Iowa 42 people lost

their lives on March 21, and thirty or
more were injured, eight of whom died
of the injuries. The wreck occurred
at a point four and one-half miles
north of Green Mountain, on the Chi-
cago and Great Western, when two
consolidated Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific trains, detouring because of
another wreck, went into the ditch at
8:16 A.M.
The high mortality among the pas-

sengers was due to the manner in
which the engines—which were both
running backward at fully thirty miles
an hour and contrary to law—toppled
over after being derailed and stuck in
the clay bank of the cut. When these
engines fell to the southeast, they
buried their sides deep in the yellow
clay and the impact stopped them
short. It was this sudden stop that
shot the Pullman sleeper, like a giant
catapult, back upon the next car in its

rear, the smoking-car, and these two
crushed back into the third car, the
day coach, crumpling it for more than
one-half of its length. Because of this

IOWA'S WORST RAILROAD WRECK
telescoping the greatest loss of life

was in the smoking-car and ladies' car.
The smoking-car was reduced to kind-
ling wood and part of the ladies' car

was also crushed to fragments. It was
a horrible sight of mangled limbs and
of blood splashed everywhere that met
the gaze of the relief party, who came
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Scene of the Wreck Near Green Mountain, Iowa

from Marshalltown in a special trail

Until the relief train arrived the dea

and dying and injured were carried oi

and laid in a pasture, fronting th

right-of-way of the road. It is est

mated that this wreck will cost the rai

road company fully $500,000.
Eldora, la. E. D. Robb.

Mining Fatalities 1

THE number of men who meet thei

death in the occupations of peac

fully equal the number slain in a sar

guinary war, odd as the statement ma
appear. James F. Gailbraith, Jr., se(

retary of the American Mining Cor

gress, says that in the last thirt

years 30,000 miners have been killed i

accidents, an average of 1,000 a yea

and that during that period 100,00

have been injured in the coal mine

alone. In 1907, 3,125 men lost thei

lives in coal mines. He has urged th

formation of a bureau of mines, as i

Europe, where the loss of life is muc
less. This is only one of the "danger

ous trades." The total of all woul

make a startling figure.
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Rummaging
A T this season every housekeeper finds part of

L\ her work laid out for her under the specifica-

• * tion "rummaging." We may be as fastidious

3 we possibly can during the whole round year,

very week the house may be swept and garnished,

•ery room gone over, every closet kept in order, so

lat an appearance of immaculate freshness is pre-

inted to visitors and the family circle. Neverthe-
ss, in the lifelong battle with dust, which we are
jstined to wage from the cradle to the grave, there

Wes an hour when the campaign labeled "annual
)ring cleaning" must be inaugurated. There are
I'veral methods of cleaning in the spring. If the

)use needs papering and painting and general ren-

,'ating, it may be necessary to have it all upset at

ice, and if this be your case, gentle reader, take

old of your patience with both hands. Persuade
^e nervous member of the family to go away on
lat long-promised visit to an old schoolmate or an
jnt in the country, get your husband and the boys
• take their meals somewhere else for a few days,

id then, with as many helpers as you can muster,
.t your wits to work and as fast as you can com-
ete your strenuous undertak-

g. If you are not compelled
i wait indefinitely for masons
hd paper-hangers, who leave

i the middle of a job at your
ouse to do something on a job

,; another, you are a fortunate
oman. In any event, be hope-
•il and cheery and indomitable,

ieep steadily before your eyes
le vision of the house beauti-
il, in which you are to live

hen your home is resplendent
. restored brightness, when the
igs are beaten, the furniture
plished, the windows clear as
rystal, the books set in trim
•ray on the library shelves,
'id everything in such perfect
der that you would not be
hamed if called upon to enter-
in the President.

. Ideal house cleaning is of an
)posite character. It is so
,anned and carried forward
lat the family are not in the
ast inconvenienced. A room
a time is selected for the

Iministration of brush and
iOom, soap and water, and
hen that is entirely as it

lould be another is taken, and
:fore one dreams of it, so the
)table housekeeper assures us,
e house has been put in order.
there be a superlative ideal,
is attained by her who, re-
ding in a city apartment
•use, sends for the compres.sed-air people and lets
em come with their machine, giving them free
•ense to clear the house in every nook and cranny
every slightest particle of dust. A house thus

ianed is certified to be freed from malefic germs.
It was rummaging, however, that this talk should
ive dwelt upon. Have you never been impressed
ith the surprising way in which lost articles come
light in rummaging days? For a whole winter,
r example, you could not find a pair of tan gloves.
3u were particular to keep your gloves, fingers
died out straight, thumbs laid across the palm, in
box by themselves. That is, of course, if you had
•y pride in your top drawer. Even granting dis-
jder in the top drawer, you were careful of your
pves, yet the tan ones eluded your search. When
i.e rummaging time arrived, lo! they were discov-
ed in a dark corner on a shelf in the closet, hidden
hind a hat box. How they came there must re-
ftm an unsolved mystery. A lady about to change
j»r place of abode called up a friend on the tele-
lone, and told her of quaint, odd volumes, dating
.ck nearly two generations, that she had discovered
^en rummaging in an attic. The treasure-trove
at pertains to rummaging was a while ago utilized
1" charity, and did very well until people forgot to

j!
altogether honorable and allowed themselves the

Jtense of selling foolish buyers things that should
ive gone upon the rubbish heap.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

Rummaging has its droll side and its mournful
side, too. In this world smiles and tears chase each
other as the April sunbeams and the April showers.
We must often make our own rainbows, and, let hap-
pen what may, must bear ourselves bravely in the
face of the great trials and the petty vexations, the
latter sometimes proving our mettle as thoroughly
as the former.

Circumstantial Evidence

No matter how complete in itself a chain of cir-
cumstantial evidence may be it is often misleading,
because it re.sts to some extent en theory and in real-
ity may break down at an important turning. The
case of Mrs. Maybrick is in point. Condemned to
death in England many years ago for the alleged
poisoning of her husband, the sentence was com-
muted to life imprisonment. At the end of fifteen
years of hard labor in prison Mrs. Maybrick was
released on parole and returned to her native land.
Petitions for her pardon were made at the beginning
of her imprisonment, were signed by thousands in

IN THE. PASTURE

Green is

Sweet is

the summer pasture-land,

the murmur of the brook;

The trees by gentle winds a

There's beauty wheresoe'er

Life's Eventide

ADEAR aged lady, left desolate by the death of
her last remaining relative, said to one whom

• she knew: "Tell me something to comfort
me in my solitude. I am alone with my memories,
I miss the voices I used to hear, and there has stolen
over me a dread that I will never hear them again
and nevermore see those whom I have loved and
lost."

Life's eventide should not be gray and sorrowful;
it should be like a summer sunset, where the golden,
rose, and opal clouds are piled in masses in the
Western sky. But often old people are not very
strong, and they suffer from morbidness simply
through the lack of physical vitality. If they have
either deafness or blindness to bear, the days seem
long, and they do not sleep so well at night as they
used to when they were young. They should guard
against setting down to the account of spiritual de-
pression that which is merely the expression of
bodily weakness. If they will but feel that a few
steps farther on the fog will lift, and they will see
clearly the home beyond, they will be cheered and
sustained. It may be something like the experience

we have had in taking a jour-
ney and reaching an inn after
dark. The road was steep,
and it sometimes seemed as if

we might have lost the way
as now we plunged into the
depths of a forest and again
skirted the edge of a precipice,
but in the end we emerged
upon an open plain and there
in front of us, with lights
twinkling in every window
and lights streaming from the
door, was the house to which
we were going. A step from
the stage, and friends came
running out with words of
welcome and smiling faces.
So it will be when we get
home. One and another will

greet us. "Why," we will say,
"here are Jenny and Ruth,
and Jack and Harry. Here
is Cousin Mary, here are
mother and father. And who
is this? Who, indeed, but the
little one who slipped out of
our arms when she was a wee
thing, and here she is a fair
daughter in her Father's
house."

Not as a child shall we again behold
her.

But when with accents mild
And rapturous glances we again

enfold her
She will not be a child.

But a fair maiden in her Father's
mansion.

re fanned,

we look.

this country, among the signatures being those of
members of the President's Cabinet and judges of
the Supreme Court in this country. Nothing
availed to set free this American woman, grand-
daughter of an admiral in our service, delicately

reared and educated in one of the best private
schools of the countiy.
A Scottish barrister, who was present at all the

sessions of her trial, wrote a large volume showing
in detail its various fallacies. Mrs. Maybrick's in-

nocence is firmly believed in by thousands of her
countrywomen to-day and of her countrymen. Her
sad face and the fact that she is forever separated
from her children appeal to all hearts, yet she is

fortunate in having at last attained her liberty.

There is little doubt that innocent persons have
often been unjustly condemned to death, and have
suffei'ed the extreme penalty -of the law wholly on
circumstantial evidence. It would seem as if we
should hesitate before condemning in our own mind
people who are suspected or accused of criminal
action when there is to fortify the case against them
only a combination of strange circumstances. Few
weeks pass in which the newspapers do not record
instances of the kind. While it is to the last degree
foolish and futile to sentimentalize over actual crime
that is proven and patent to the world, there is room
for charity in our judgments when a case is not
proven.

It is pleasant to think that we shall make acquaint-
ance in the homeland with groups of people whom
we have never seen and who have been only names
to us, but whose habits, modes of thought and educa-
tion have influenced us. Think of meeting ances-
tors! Few of us have ever seen a great-grand-
parent.
The dear aged friend who feels lonely here must

be comforted by thinking that old age and infirmity
will drop from her like outworn garments when she
gets home, and that she will be young again and
very happy. Did she say that she was not good
enough? Ah, it is not our own goodness in which
we trust, but the perfect goodness and ceaseless
grace of our blessed Saviour, who is always saying:
"In my Father's house are many mansions; if it

were not so I would have told you. I will come
again and receive you unto myself."

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-All
—Nklly Bly. To manicure your nails you need a small pair

of scissors and a nail file. If you are careful to soften the
cuticle at the root of the nails by the use of a little cold cream
every night you will have no trouble in keeping your nails in
order.

—S. C. "Is it permissible to call upon a young lady three
or four times in a single week, and jiow late in the evening
may a young man stay?" The query apparently comes from
the young man himself. Unless very intimate, once a week is

sufficiently often to call, and the call should terminate soon
after ten o'clock.
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THE LABOR TEMPLE AND ITS MISSION

Rev. Charles Stelzle

THE average
workingman 1 s

naturally religious,

although that religion

may not always be ex-

pressed in the accepted

orthodox manner."
This is the principle

upon which the Rev.

Charles Stelzle, super-

intendent of the well-

known Presbyterian
Departments of

Church and Labor and
Immigration, is about
to base a unique exper-

iment in the crowded
section of New York.
Fourteenth Street is

one of the busiest

amusement streets on the East Side of the city. Its

sidewalks at night are black with a continuously

moving crowd of people—the great mass of human-
ity that is seeking relaxation after a hard day's

work. Streams of brilliant lights advertise all sorts

of attractions, to which the crowds only too willingly

respond. To show what can be done with just such

a field as this the Presbyterian Department of

Church and Labor is to take hold of the old Four-

teenth Street Church, whose congregation recently

voted to consolidate with the Thirteenth Street

Church. The Presbyterian Church Extension Com-
mittee and the Home Mission Board of the same de-

nomination have taken over this historic building,

which is located on the corner of Fourteenth Street

and Second Avenue, placing it under the direction

of Mr. Stelzle.

There is probably no one better able to take hold

of a congregationless church in the heart of a big

city, and to inaugurate a new work adapted to the

needs of the people of the community, than Mr.
Stelzle. He was born on the East Side of New
York, and for twenty-five years lived among the

working-people of that district. For eight years he

worked in a machine shop—one of the largest in

New York City, which employs thousands of men.
Most of his life has been spent among men, and, as

is to be expected in a man of his peculiar expe-

rience, his sympathies are strongly with the work-
ing-people. Those who have heard Mr. Stelzle

speak know how strongly opposed he is to the deser-

tion of downtown fields by churches whose members
have either moved uptown or to the suburbs. The
new undertaking at the Fourteenth Street Church
is a protest against this tendency. With regard to

this enterprise Mr. Stelzle says:
"The department has always advocated the prin-

ciple that the church is simply a means to an end,

and not an end in itself, and that we are to labor not
for the building up of the church, but for the build-

ing up of the people. This will be the motto of the

^y C M MEYER

Labor Temple. It will seek to minister to all the

needs of the people living in the community, to fight

their battles and plead their cause. In other words,

it will seek to practically apply the principles of

Jesus Christ to the social problems of the day and
to indicate clearly and positively the attitude of the

church toward these problems."
It is Mr. Stelzle's purpose to make this enterprise

peculiarly a workingman's institution. Democracy
vi/ill be its keynote. The building will be open all

day and every night in the week. It will be as busy
as any amusement place in the neighborhood. But,

while it is to be a social enterprise to a certain ex-

tent, more prominence will be given to the presenta-

tion of the Bible in a graphic way—by the best Bible

teachers obtainable—than is attempted in the ordi-

nary church. It will be the aim of those in charge

The "Labor Temple" in New York

to secure speakers of the broadest sympathies

—

economic, social and religious—to address the vari-
ous meetings.
At first probably the strongest appeal will be

made to men. On Sunday afternoons it is planned
to have men's mass meetings, at which social and
economic questions will be discussed from a religious

' Rev. George Duga

viewpoint by speakers

of national reputation.

It is hoped out of these

men's meetings to de-

velop a brotherhood

which will consist of

the men in the commu-
nity v^^ho believe in the
task of lifting up the
common man. Mem-
bership will not be con-

fined to churchmen, or

even so-called Chris-

tian men, but an en-

deavor will be made to

enlist all those who
are interested in the
social, economic and
moral welfare of the
working-people of the
city. On Sunday evenings there will be a popul;

service, with special music, distinctively religioi

in character. During the week, on different eve

ings, there will be addresses and debates on vit

"human life" problems, with questions and discii

sions by the audience; inspirational addresses ai

success talks by men and women whose lives a

conspicuous because of their achievements in vario

walks of life; socials and receptions, for mutu
acquaintance and the cultivation of sociability,

which time light refreshments will be served; di

cussions on the English Bible, the people's Magi
Charta, by the best scholars and teachers availab

who will present the subject from the social, ec

nomic, ethical and religious viewpoints. Saturd;

night will be the popular amusement night of t

week for the men and women who need relaxatic

On this night there will be concerts, folk son^

impersonations, readings, recitals, tableaux, e'

This schedule shows enough variety to attract ;

sorts of people.

A number of prominent speakers have alrea^

jiromised their services. Frank Morrison, secreta

of the American Federation of Labor, will addre

(he opening meeting, which will be a met

mass meeting, on the afternoon of April 1

Congressman William S. Bennett, of New Yor
Jacob Riis, Lincoln Steffens, John Spargo, Norm;
Hapgood, Ray Stannard Baker, Robert Hunt(

John Mitchell and Rev. W. W. White, D.D., have ;

signified their willingness to speak at differe

meetings.
The pastor in immediate charge of the work w

be the Rev. George Dugan, a Princeton gradua
who has made a conspicuous success of his work
Toledo, 0. He is a man thoroughly interested

workingmen, as is shown by the repeated acknov

edgments from labor leaders in Toledo for the pa

he has taken in their cause. With two such men
Mr. Stelzle and Dr. Dugan at the head of this ent<

prise the Labor Temple should be a great success.

ROOSEVELT REFUSES TO MEET THE POPE Continued from page 362

me as the respect and regard of those who are
Protestants. On my journey through Africa I vis-

ited many Catholic as well as many Protestant mis-
sions, and I look forward to telling the people at
home all that has been done by Protestants and Cath-
olics alike as I saw it in the field of missionary
endeavor. It would cause me a real pang to have
anything said or done that would hurt or give pain
to my friends, whatever their religious belief, but
any merely personal considerations are of no conse-
quence in this matter.
"The important consideration is the avoidance of

harsh and bitter comment such as may excite mis-
trust and anger between and among good men. The
more an American sees of other countries the more
profound must be his feelings of gratitude that in

his own land there is not merely complete toleration
but the heartiest good will and sympathy between
sincere and honest men of different faith—good will

and sympathy so complete that in the inevitable
daily relations of our American life Catholics and
Protestants meet together and work together with-
out the thought of difference of creed being even
present in their minds.

"This is a condition so vital to our national well-
being that nothing should be permitted to jeopard
it. Bitter comment and criticism, acrimonious at-
tack and defense are not only profitless but harmful,
and to seize upon such an incident as this as an
occasion for controversy would be wholly indefensi-
ble and should be frowned upon by Catholics and
Protestants alike. I very earnestly hope that what
I say will appeal to all good Americans. Faithfully
yours, Theodore Roosevelt."

A Message of Peace

In the forthcoming number of Tlte Outlook, the

following editorial from the pen of Dr. Abbott will

appear:
"Mr. Roosevelt has rendered a service to the coun-

try by his maintenance of American principles in

his correspondence with the Vatican and by his Mes-
sage of Peace to the American people. He could not
honorably have done other than he did. An Ex-
President of the United States could not visit Rome
and fail to ask for an audience with the Pope with-
out a palpable slight to the Holy Father. He could
not accept the conditions imposed by the Vatican
without a violation of the essential spirit of Ameri-
can brotherhood : that religious differences must not
affect social relations. Catholics as well as Protes-
tants in America will agree with the judgment of
Mr. John Callan O'Laughlin, himself an American
Catholic, who was in Rome, in conference both with
Mr. Roosevelt and with the Vatican, and who cables
to the New York Times the judgment which he
shares with liberal Catholics in Italy: 'Familiar as
I am with all the facts, and looking at his action
from the view-point of an American Catholic, I

personally feel that any other action Colonel Roose-
velt might have taken would have resulted in the
humiliation not only of himself but of the American
people. Catholic as well as Protestant, and would
have established an unwise precedent of serious con-
sequences in the future.'

"In what spirit will the American people take
this incident? In what spirit will the Protestant
churches in general and the Methodist Church in
particular receive it? How all loyal disciples of
Jesus Christ ought to receive it is made very clear
by an incident in the life of their Master. It is nar-
rated of him that, with some of his disciples, he was
traveling through Samaria one day, and sought the
hospitality of a Samaritan village. The villagers

refused to receive him because he appeared to

going to Jerusalem, and the Samaritans would ha.

nothing to do with the residents of Jerusalem \

cause they treated the Samaritan religion with d

respect. The disciples were very angry at this ins'

to their Master, and wished to call down fire frc

heaven on the inhospitable village. But the Mast

rebuked them. You do not understand, he said, t

Christ spirit. And vinth no further word of remc

strance they went to another village.

"America claims to be the land of toleration,

it? The Protestant churches claim to be tolera

churches. Are they? We shall soon see. Gra

that the Vatican has shown itself intolerant. C
we be tolerant of intolerance?
"The Outlook has held back the press for t

arrival of this anticipated report, and is going

press before there has been any expression of pub

opinion upon it. We do not expect unanimity
opinion. But we do expect to see 'bitter comme
and acrimonious attack and defense' the exceptic

We do expect to see the Nation and the Protests

churches generally meet this incident in the spi

of Mr. Roosevelt's letter. We do expect that t

spirit of good will and sympathy between Catho

and Protestant Americans will not be interfer

with. We do not believe that this incident w

eventually prove to be even, what it has been call"

'regrettable.' In America Protestant and Cathol

Gentile and Jew, Believer and Agnostic, not or

meet upon terms of equality in social fellowshi

they stand upon the same platform and unite

common enterprises for the welfare of their fello

men. The ultimate effect of this incident should

to make this principle better comprehended a,

more loyally appreciated, not only in America, t

throughout the civilized world."
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)W the Women Pulled the Bell

[By an Occasional Correspondent)

ERUSALEM has many sites and

I
buildings of interest, but probably

I
one of them all remains longer in

L mind of the traveler as a landmark

an the Russian Tower of Olivet. Its

eat height and impressiveness, added

the fact of its location at the very

mmit of Olivet, make it a thing to

long remembered by any one who

,s visited the Holy City in the last

arter of a century. The great bell

the tower, which rings out over the

y below, and into the surrounding

lleys, and even on the other side of

e mountains, down on the road to-

ird Jericho and the Dead Sea, has a

ry strange history ; and though tales

sacrifice and heroism for the cause

Christ are not uncommon down
rough the history of the faith, the

le of the three hundred Russian peas-

;it women who took the bell from
iffa to the Mount of Olives has few
irallels.

The bell was cast in Russia, in the

te '70's of the last century. After
msiderable delay it was delivered at

dessa, and loaded upon one of the

•eat freight boats that ply their trade

1 the Black Sea and the Mediterra-

3an. When the steamer arrived in

iflFa, in July, 1882, the officials were
bnfronted with a grave problem when
ley came to land the bell. Every re-

Burce of the freight agent was taxed

jk get the great mass from the hold to

(raft constructed for the purpose.
• Fortunately, the water was not un-

3ually rough, and the bell was at last

terally rolled on to a sandy part of

le beach. Agreements were made
ith Jaffa contractors to move it on up
) Jerusalem. The first effort in this

irection was a half-hearted one, two
rdinary carts of the town being joined

nd the bell placed upon them. Of
nurse, the contrivance broke at once,

ind the enterprise was delayed again.
I'he contractors, after long and weary
argainings, agreed, for an exorbi-

fant sum, to construct a special wagon
or the purpose. This was done, but

he second vehicle broke as easily as

id the first. Disgusted now, the mov-
ig agents refused to touch the bell

'gain, and there in the sand of the
affa beach it lay nearly two years.

In the autumn of 1884 several hun-
red Russian pilgrims landed at Jaffa,

'n their way to Jerusalem. These
leasant travelers heard of the bell and
f its condition, and resolved to do the
vork themselves. Three hundred were
nen, and these were old and weak.
^he women, however, were young and
trong and exceedingly resolute. They
luilt a great cart, such as they use in

•he villages and on the great plains of
heir native land, only larger and
nuch stronger. Their precious load
vas soon fastened upon it. Long
opes were fastened to the cart, and,
vith every one of the three hundred
lulling and praying at the same time,
he journey was begun. Once the pro-
•ession was out of the city on the
'oad proper an organization of forces
>vas effected, whereby it was arranged
:hat half should pull while the others
rested, so that no stops need be made,
5ave at night.
Their simple food, soup and black

)read, was always taken hurriedly; and
up hill and down, along the tortuous
curves of the road, the queer cavalcade
moved, slowly, but always surely. The
few old men, useless for work at the
ropes, led the women in songs of praise
and in prayer. Those who saw all this
speak of the wonderful joy that seemed
to fill every heart of the whole com-
pany.

Three days were occupied for the
trip, but the last few miles were the
hardest of all. The narrow path along
the north side of the old city wall, east
of the Damascus gate, was practically
impassable for any sort of a vehicle.
Again it was the women who believed
that it could be carried through. The
cart was stuck, and greater rocks were

Continued 07i last cohtmn

His Great Life-Work Must Go On
Letters of sympathy and helpfulness continue to flow in from readers of THE CHRISTIAN

HERALD in every State. These are especially grateful at the present time. A few of the
letters are given below. As it is impossible to reproduce all, we take this opportunity of thank-
ing all of our readers for their kind wishes and appreciation.

Face to Face

Our hearts have been sad on ac-
count of the death of our friend. Dr.
Klopsch. He was a man we loved.

He did much in building up Christ's

kingdom on earth. Great is his re-

ward in heaven. We shall meet
him face to face in the kingdom of
Christ. James W. Patterson.

Charleston, S. C.

The Lord Will Guide His Work
Who can take his place? Who

can do this wonderful work which
he has been doing? Then came the
thought, "Our God is not straitened
that he cannot furnish a man, one
after his own heart, that can take
up the work and carry it forward,
even to perfection." We will trust
him. Mrs. J. M. Waller.

St. Joseph, Mo.

An Easter Wish

How I wished this Eastern morn
we could get a message from him.
What a message it would be! But
we can only live on and hope to

meet him on the other shore, where
sickness and death do not come.

Rose Aeschbach.
Lowville, N. Y.

His Work Lives On
We hope The Christian Her-

ald's work will continue to grow
and prosper, as the great work of

D. L. Moody is doing. "He is dead,

yet he liveth."

William Freeborn.
Wadsworth, O.

His Work Will Live After Him

I join the great multitude in

mourning for Dr. Klopsch, but hope
his good work, through The Chris-
tian Herald, will go on.

R. A. Williams.
Poultney, Vt.

Good Wishes for the Work

With sincere sympathy and con-

dolences in your great affliction,

wishing you an unbounded success

in carrying on the great work of

him who has left us, and praying
that his mantle may fall on some
one of the staff of workers in The
Christian Herald family,

J. I. Bogenrief.
loiva Falls, la.

An Example to Emulate

But what a splendid memoi-y he
has left for us. He has but gone
home to his reward, and we can but
rejoice in his joy and strive to fol-

low his noble example.
Mrs. E. S. Tinkham.

Orleans, Vt.

The Work Will Go On
For about twenty years I have

been writing to Dr. Klopsch every

year concerning The Christian
Herald. I trust some one else will

carry on the work he has laid down.
Mrs. E. M. Gray.

East Springfield, Pa.

Sympathy and Blessing

I have been a reader of The
Christian Herald for a number of

years, and am sadly pained to note

the death of Dr. Klopsch. It is

very hard to believe our great chief

has gone from us. We bow in rev-

erence to God's will. We pray for

his blessings on the paper and its

staff. J- C. Havnaer.
Grass Valley, Ore.

He Was a "Chosen Vessel"

Truly a great man has fallen; and
it is to us a mystery we cannot un-
derstand. This beloved name is

known and loved wherever suffer-

ing and want have existed, over the
whole face of the globe. The dear
Lord will have to consecrate an-
other as he did this chosen vessel

for service. All through the work in

India I have been in touch with Dr.
Klopsch, and revere his memory.

Mrs. J. D. Edwards.
Walterboro, S. C.

Regarded Him as Their Friend

We are deeply grieved at the loss

of a man we have always considered

our friend. Dr. Klopsch. With best

wishes for The Herald's success,

Elmore, Minn. W. O. Dustin.

God's Way Not Our Way

Dr. Klopsch was removed early in

life, and in the midst of great use-

fulness. But God's way is past find-

ing out. A. G. Lakin.
Winivood, Pa.

He Was Ever Doing Good

He did more good than any other
man in this country. He was a
very, very wonderful man, and will

have a high place in heaven. He
was very kind to me. How glad I

am that I have the Red Letter Tes-
tament to keep for his sake.

Isabella Kirkland.
Springfield, Ore.

Another Takes Up the Burden

I desire to express my sympathy
for your great loss, as well as to

the many he had helped during his

noble life. Trusting that another
deeply consecrated life may be ready
to take up the work of Dr. Klopsch
at the place where he laid it down
to answer the summons, "Come
home. Mrs. Annie Dunleavy.

Hayword's, Calif.

The Lord's Work Never Stands Still

I have been wondering who can
take up the work he has left. But
I know the Lord's work never stands
still. He will provide for every ne-

cessity. Mrs. L. W. Falkner.
North Augusta, Ontario, Canada.

To Carry On the Work

We were very sorry to learn of

Dr. Klopsch's death. We hope some
one will take his place and carry on
the noble and grand work he had
begun. Mrs. Albert G. Kelley.

Conlterville, III.

A Great Educator

He did much good to the dis-

tressed. We hope the paper will

go on, as it is a great educator.
0. Milton Philips.

Glen Moore, Pa.

A Loss to the World

His death fills my heart with grief

for his loss to the world, but I

know God makes no mistakes. May
his mantle fall on one fitted to take
his place. Mrs. M. L. Potts.

Billmore, N. C.

"God's Good Man"

He was "God's good man." There
will be many stars in his crown, for

he has turned many to the way of

righteousness.
Mrs. Ellen Foxall.

Wakefield, R. I.

How the Women Pulled the Bell

Continued from first column

ahead; but the whole three hundred
knelt in pi-ayer, in the heat of a glaring
noontide sun. And when they rose

and took the ropes once more the load

moved, and not once did it stop till it

was across the Valley of Jehosaphat,
past Gethsemane, and up on the side of

Olivet, ready to be hung in its place.

The tower was soon built over the
bell, and the other and smaller mem-
bers of the famous chime hung around
it. The landmark of all the country is

the Russian tower, guarding the sacred
mount and city, but the gloi-y of the
tower is the bell.

Among the Workers
—Rev. Dii. Campbell-Morgan has been con-

ducting a mission in Bradford, England, and
addressing large audiences,

—Charles Alexander, Dr. Chapman's asso-
ciate, holds that ministers would be the gainers
by having a song service in their churches at
least once a month, such service always to be
closed with an earnest appeal for souls.

—Gipsy Smith is now in Paris conducting a
series of revival meetings at the Salle Gaveau,
to large audiences of English and Americans,
with a sprinkling of French. He occasionally
addresses a French audience through an inter-
preter.

—Tent Evangel, the Gospel tabernacle under
canvas, which has done such excellent service
in New York for several seasons, is again
open. Leading metropolitan pastors will
preach in it during the coming summer, as in
former years.

—Evangelist C. R. Haudenschield, of Chi-
cago, 111., has held one of the most gracious
meetings ever held in the State of Wyoming,
at Lander. The town was deeply stirred.
Many prominent men were converted, and
some of the churches largely added to their
membership.

—Rev. James Walter Doughty, who was some
years a missionary in Japan, has been delivering
in New York, during this season, a series of very
able lectures on that highly interesting people.
For the coming season he has a new lecture on
the women of Japan and their part in building up
its unique civilization.

—The new hospital at Pingtu, China, built
in memory of Dr. J. M. Oxner, the physician
who died at his post in 1907, was completed and
opened for patients in October, 1909. Dr.
Hearn has charge of the hospital work, which
is self-supporting, although a number of the
very poor have been treated free of charge.

—Rev. Gerard A. Bailly. a worker of the
Christian and Missionary Alliance, in Caracas,
Venezuela, was attacked by a mob while preach-
ing at Guarenas lately. His Italian helper war;
abused and thrown into a ditch, and the Bibles
used in the service were destroyed. The Amer-
ican and Italian Ministers have united in a de-
mand for an investigation.

—Evangelist J. B. Philips is now holding a
series of meetings at Warwick, N. Y., after
which he will begin his ann*jal tour in the
South. He says he finds that evangelist work
is chiefly demanded in the North in cold
weather and in the South in the summer. Dur-
ing his season North, just closing, he has con-
ducted meetings at Newark, N. J. ; New York
City. Hackensack, N. J. ; Elizabeth, N. J. ;

Elmhurst, L. I. ; Freehold, N. J., and at Pough-
keepsie, N. Y.

—President Taft. Ex-President Roosevelt,
Governor Hughes of New York. Editor Henry
Watterson, Jacob H. Schiff, the banker, and
eleven other Americans prominent in education,
the church, statesmanship and commerce have
signed a letter permitting the use of their
names as strongly recommending the move-
ment for the endowment of Tuskegee Institute,
-Alabama. It is proposed to secure $300,000 to-

ward the endowment fund during the present
school year.

—Missionary T. J. Bach, writing from
Maracaibo. Venezuela, thanks The Christian
Herald for remittances for his work. He says:
"The mission boat El Heruldo Cristiano is still

in commission on the lake, but gasoline in

Venezuela costs $2 a gallon, which is prohibi-
tive. Its last trip was to a leper island, which
has 500 leper inhabitants. The mission, during
the year, has distributed large numbers of
Bibles. Testaments and portions, to good
purpose."

I Know
T KNOW He will not spurn my plea

—

•'- The Christ who died my soul to save

—

Nor let my prayer unanswered be

;

But surely grant the grace I crave.

When shadows gather o'er my head.
And pleasures fail on every side :

Though darkness round my pathway spread,
I'll trust His unseen hand to guide.

Though tempests rudely toss my bark.
This Pilot then to me will say,

"Though storms beat fierce, the night be dark,
I am the Light, I am the Way."

What peace and joy my soul shall fill.

When by His grace so fully blest

;

And I have done my Master's will

And in this full assurance rest.

—J. Henry Bailey.
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

Mrs. F. A. Hummel, Humboldt, Neb. Please

tell me where I can find information re-

garding the cuIinaiT art of France.

One of the best French cook books is Nou-

velle Cuisine Bourgeoise, by Urban Dubois. You
can get it by writing to any of the large book-

selling houses of New York or Chicago.

Canadian Subscriber, Toronto. I have read

with interest and satisfaction your ac-

count of the refusal of the Pope to receive

Mr. Fairbanks ; also, the short editorial on
the incident, and I am of the opinion that

a few more snubs of this kind would be a
good thing, for it would cause the Amer-
ican people to wake up and do a little se-

rious thinking as to the attitude and policy

of the Papacy. Where would our civil and
religious liberty be if Rome had its own
way? You say it is a "coveted honor" to

be "presented at the Vatican. Should it

be a coveted honor for a Protestant to pay
homage to a man who is keeping millions

of his followers in gross ignorance, super-
stition, and worse ? Do you consider the

Romish Church to exercise a beneficent in-

fluence ; or rather is it not, on the con-
trary, a blighting and withering one,

wherever it exists and flourishes?

It is a "coveted honor" in the worldly sense

only, and this was what we intended to convey.

We are wholly in agreement with our corre-

spondent's views on the subject.

H. H. S., Springfield, O. Is it wrong to dance
and play cards ? I know harm can be made
out of both, and it is usually the veiT worst
kind. Several efforts have been made to

convince me that dancing was "perfectly
harmless" and "all right" ; but I could not
see it that way.

Cards are the implements of the gambler and
the cheat. Harmless they may be in them-

selves, but their associations are not so. Be-

sides, we owe to others the influence of a good
example, and we should avoid "even the ap-

pearance of evil." Hence, for the sake of

others whom we might influence to a wrong
idea of life and to evil courses, we do well to

let cards alone. Dancing leads to promiscuous
and undesirable acquaintanceships and exposes

young people, especially young girls, to unde-

sirable associations. There are many of the

dances of the day that are decidedly objection-

able. The ballroom has been to many the first

step to ruin.

M. H.. Lancaster, Pa. Is there any difference
between a republican form of government
and a democracy, as applied to our form
of government, or are the two terms syn-
onymous ?

The two terms are synonymous and are used
interchangeably. In our country they are the

names of two parties, both agreeing on the

same form of government but differing as to

policies in the conduct of its affairs.

W. A. P., Prentiss Vale, Pa. I notice an
article in March Cosmopolitan, "Away from
Ancient Altars," and am wondering
whether its statements will go unchallenged
by the religious press. Its opening sen-
tence is : "Colleges devoted to the educa-
tion of women have revised the accepted
estimate of life, with startling consequences
to ancient creeds." Fui-ther on it says

:

"President , of , not only tells

his own students, but has sent the message
out to all the students of this land, that the
modern world, at least the intelligent and
thoughtful portion, has outgrown the old
idea that God sent his Son to earth, an-
nouncing his advent by signs and wonders ;

or that this Son was authorized to forgive
sinners who confoi-med to the terms re-
vealed." As I understand it, the claim is

made that all the colleges for women are
teaching and training their students to
leave the Bible and God out of the account,
as of no practical use or good. Is that a
true statement of the condition of those
colleges ?

We are receiving letters similar to the fore-

going from other localities. It is undeniable
that the teaching in many of our colleges

—

women's included—has a strong leaning toward
agnosticism and universalism. The old Bible is

mocked and its record is termed mere "myth"
and "tradition." One professor learnedly writes
of Rachel and Leah as "totems." Otheis
stand up in class-rooms and talk profoundly of
the "Adamic legend," the "Moses myth," the
"Samson folk-lore story," etc. From piece-

meal Bible dissection to wholesale condemnation
of God's Book is the inevitable route of the
teaching which some, in the name of science,

have been inflicting upon our colleges and uni-

versities increasingly during the last ten years.

In not a few cases it has become open and

avowed infidelity. It is not true, however, that

all the colleges suffer from this mui-rain of un-

belief. It is a startling phase of education, and,

being founded in error, it cannot last. The
revulsion will come which must ultimately

sweep our colleges and universities clear of in-

fidelity, masking under the cloak of science.

True science is not at war with Scripture, and
it is not the men of real scholarship, but the

pseudo-scientists, who ai-e not at all well-

founded in the Bible, who are the chief offendeis.

M. S., Cuthbert, Ga. 1. What is the origin of
finding your natal birthday in the book of
Proverbs, chapter 21 for men and 31 for
women ? 2. What is the origin of the
adage, "As poor as Job's turkey" ?

1. It probably had its origin in an old super-
stition that, by turning to a certain portion of

the Bible with eyes averted, and opening the
volume at random, you would find the answer to

your wishes. Of course, it was a foolish super-

Miller McAndrew, and can be found in Schaff

& Gilman's Library of Religious Poetry (Funk
& Wagnails, New York), and in some other

anthologies.

C. B. H., Alton, la. 1. What became of the

tract of land which the United States Gov-
ernment gave to Lafayette, on his visit to

this counti-y after the Revolutionary War?
2. How can mildew stains be taken out of

clothes ? 3. Why did not one of Leopold's
children become ruler of Belgium ?

1. We cannot find in any history what was
done with the land. Write to the Secretary of

the Interior for record in Department of the

Interior, Washington, D. C. 2. To remove mil-

dew stains from linen soak the article in but-

termilk and spread on the grass in the sun.

If a damp closet or sideboard causes mildew,

place in it a saucer of quicklime. It will

absorb the dampness and disinfect the space.

Mildew may be removed also by rubbing the

stained parts with lard, then spread in the sun
evei-y day for a week, being careful to bring

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
PROBABLY no man, apart from the occupant of the Presidential chair,

is better known throughout the length and breadth of this land than

the Hon. James Wilson, the venerable Secretary of the Department of Agri-

culture. Secretary Wilson, though now in his seventy-fifth year, is still

remarkably hale and vigorous and is rightly regarded as one of the best au-

thorities on this continent, if not in the world, on scientific farming,

stock raising and the various questions that

relate to food production. In his long career,

which includes nearly fifty years of public serv-

ice, the Secretary has enjoyed unusual opportu-

nities of coming in contact with leading men
representing all kinds of business and every
shade of opinion. He has marked the develop-

ment of the religious spirit in the nation. To
the Honorable Secretary a request was sent for

an answer to the question

:

"Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered
active life, and is it an advantage or not for a
public man to-day to be known as a professing
Christian ?

"

Secretary Wilson's reply is given below, and,
like everything else from his pen, it is concise,

yet sufficiently comprehensive and straight to

the point at issue. He writes:

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Dear Sir: Washington, D. C, December 14, 1909.
Replying to your letter of December 8, would say that the progress

of international arbitration and the vrorld-wide activities of the Red Cross,

seem to me to show that the world is improving in its international relations.

I believe that our own people in the United States are learning to know one
another better and to love one another more. Sectionalism is vanishing, and
sectarianism is losing its bitterness. There are more people in Church and
Sunday School than ever before.

Most of your questions you can answer better than I can. As to men in

public life, I believe that the public man
is apt to reflect the people who place

him in a public position.

Very truly yours,

Hon. Jaunes Wilson

C/ Secretary.

stition, nothing more. 2. The origin of this

saying cannot be traced. It has reference to

the patriarch when he was deprived of all his

worldly possessions. Shakespeare, in Henry
IV., says "I am as poor as Job," which is prob-
ably the closest approach to the quotation that

can be found. One old writer says that the phrase
was founded on the fact that "Job's turkey was so

poor and lean that it had only a single feather."

Subscriber, Eugene, Ore. Who is the author of
the sentence "God tempers the wind to the
shorn lamb" ?

It occurs in Laurence Sterne's works (1713-

1768). In the writings of Henri Etienne
(1594) is found the sentence, "God measures
the cold to the shorn lamb."

W. J. K., Halifax. N. S., and Miss M. E. F. B.,
Cambridge, Mass. Please tell the name of
the poem from which the stanza on
"Watching" was taken, in The Christian
Heualo of January 26, and where can it be
found ?

It is from the poem "Coming," by Barbara

it in every night and whenever it rains. Wash
in the usual way. 3. King Leopold had several
daughters, but in Belgium the crown descends
in the male line, so it went to a nephew. King
Leopold's second marriage was moi-ganatic ; that
is, with a woman not of royal rank. In a mar-
riage of this kind neither the wife nor the
children can inherit the rank or possessions of
the father, though the children are legitimate ;

consequently Leopold's two sons by his second
marriage have no claim on the throne. King
Leopold made ample provision for his wife and
children.

Mrs. R. S. N., Clarksburg, W. Va. At what
age should a child begin to receive dis-
cipline?

The modern idea of child training is that
discipline should begin with life itself. In the
New York Babies' Hospital it is said that there
is never any crying among the well babies.
They are fed and bathed regularly, and then
laid on beds. They learn in the very beginning

that ci-ying does no good, so they take quiet
whatever comes. As they grow older, the san
firm, healthful policy is pursued. They a

permitted certain things and forbidden othei

As long as they are well, there is no troul

about discipline. A very young child kno\
when it is doing wrong, and modes of disciplii

must be devised from the very first for punis
ing lapses from obedience.

W. F. D., Columbus, O. How does the promi
to Isaac have any relation to us, either
the state or in the church?

You will find the promise in Gen. 26 : 3,

especially the last portion of the fourth vers

He had succeeded to his patrimonial inheritan

and was also now to receive a renewal of tl

different promises which had been given to h

father, with the additional assurance ths

through him, all the nations of the earth shou

be blessed. E.xcept by an extremely attenuat
process of reasoning, we can go no further
pointing out a connection between Isaac ai

ourselves than is indicated in the Bible itse.

There are probably some preachers who may I

able to do so. The whole world is benefiti

through the promises to the patriarchs. (R
peat definitely the question concerning Ishmai

and if we can answer we will do so.)

E. K., Eugene, Ore. Is there any Protestai|
churcii that will not allow a divorced pe
son to mari-y again as long as the othi

party is living ?

The Protestant Episcopal Church is trying

pi'event the remarriage of divorced persons i

its clergy, and other Protestant churches a:

frowning on the practice, except in the case <

the innocent party.

J. H. Y., Leola, Pa. Sunday School pupi
asked the following: 1. What did they e

with the bodies of the two thieves wl
were crucified with Christ? 2. Was ar

one else ever laid in the sepulchre fro:

whence Christ arose?
1. Legend gives them the names of Dism;

and Gestas. Scripture says nothing regardir

the disposition of their bodies, but they wei

probably interred in the potter's field or i

ground reserved for criminal sepulture, i

taken away by their friends for burial elsi

where. 2. It belonged to Joseph of Arimathe;

and no one had been buried there until Chri

was laid in it. There is no record of any oth*

interment, and there probably has been r

other. The Jews would not have used it.

has been so venerated by all other races th;

they would not have profaned it by burial ther-

Miscellaneous
N. M. B., a reader in New Orleans, writes thr

our beautiful "Dreamland" child picture is, I

some strange coincidence, a lifelike portrait <

his little child and has been so recognized by
number of acquaintances. His little one passe

away some time ago.

J. C. W., Toronto, Canada. We are warne
in Scripture that many false prophets an
teachers will arise in the latter days and decei\

the very elect, etc. This would seem to appl

in the present case. No one has authority t

dogmatize on such subjects.

Mrs. P. G., Spirit Lake, la. Swedenborg wa
a mystic. He believed he had "revelations

and that he enjoyed the view of the spiritu;

world and conversed with spirits and angel;

He was the founder of the "New Jerusalem
Church, but did not attempt to organize cor

gregations.

G. I., Poestenkill, N. Y. Under the 01

Testament dispensation, capital punishmer
was unquestionably recognized. Under the Gos

pel dispensation, however, the value of a ht

man life, the call of mercy, and the duty c;

leaving ultimate judgment with God are clearl

set forth.

C. O. B., Troutdale, Ore. 1. The only ligh

we have on the subject is that found in th

Scripture itself. See John 5 : 28, 29 ; I. Co)

15; Rev. 20:11-15. Many preachers an

writers have speculated on these passages. Th
subject is too e.xtensive to discuss here. 2. 1

is assumed by some early writers as a reason

able probability that John was baptized 1)

some of his own disciples. It is not know
who baptized the apostles.

H. D. J., Allentown, Mo. 1. One may be

moralist and yet no Christian. He may hav

excellent qualities of heart, head and characte

generally and yet be no Christian. In paga:

times there were many admirable characters

who knew nothing of the Gospel. The virtue

you mention are all excellent in their way. an'

are such as Epictetus, Plato and Socrates woul'

have praised. Some of them are pui-ely intel

lectual, others are in the domain of the hear

and the affections. 2. The prefixes, as yo'

write them, are not good English, with two ex

ceptions, viz., unveracity and uncandid. I

better word for the last would be disingenuous
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The Church and Temperance
^y Professor Charles Scanlon, Secretary of the Presbyterian Temperance Committee

SICE the angel with the flaming

word stood at the gates of Eden

lijji-y does not record an instance

^vhe vice and virtue, evil and good,

falhood and truth, hate and love,

.^T? and right, met more squarely

«ai to face than when the legalized

_*'*4jqr traffic confronts the church of
'

fehfiving God and demands the right

•to 'e.

hat right have Christian people

an /here to acquiesce in the perpetua-

tioof an institution which is so un-

miratedly bad, so incurably evil, so

atriously wicked, so diametiically

op sed to all good as the liquor traffic

Professor Charles Scanlon
Setiaryof Presbyterian Temperance Committee

^lU

Iways and everywhere known to
By the love of God's day and

3 Book and God's house and Ged's
le and God's honor, by every in-

t of self-preservation the church
1 duty bound to aim at nothing
than the utter destruction of this

il of the bottle. Whenever any
-ends to neutralize the influence of
jospel, and blocks the way to the
tuary as this evil does, that mo-
; ought the church to lay violent
Is upon it, whether it be moral, so-

financial or political,

dealing with this thing the church
'; not condone, nor excuse, nor
p, nor apologize, nor compromise,
be silent; she must 'smite to kill.

e church is right, the liquor traffic

is wrong. Christ did not say that he
came to regulate the works of the devil,
but to destroy them, and it is enough
for Christians that they be as their
Lord.
To say that the church shall take no

part in the temperance reform is to
5ay that there shall be no such reform;
and to say there shall be no temper-
ance reform is to say that, sooner or
later, there will be no church; and to
say there will be no church is to say
there will be no Christian civilization.

When it can be shown that the Inqui-
sition was right, and that Nero was
good; that Pilate was just and Herod
was pure; that Leonidas was a traitor
and Benedict Arnold a patriot; that in-

fidel anarchy is better than responsible
Christian government; that the plague
is a blessing and the decalogue a curse;
then, perhaps, but not until then, can it

be shown that it is wise to build jails

and penitentiaries, and asylums and
almshouses, and hospitals and orphan-
ages, and license liquor dealers to pop-
ulate them. Then will it be statesman-
ship to maintain a national quarantine
against idiots, paupers, criminals and
lunatics from abroad, and licen.?e 250,-
000 saloonkeepers to manufacture that
kind of a product at home. Then will

it be economy to levy taxes to support
orphans and widows and license the
murder of husbands and fathers.
Then will it be good to maintain 27-^

lifesaving stations, at a million and a
half, and under the same flag and out
of the same pockets maintain 250.000
life-destroying stations at two billions

and a half.

Oh, church of the living God, thou
who hast been set as a watchman on
the wall, cry aloud, and warn this na-
tion that he who smote Egypt and
Greece and Rome for their corruption,
and Judah for her idolatry, and Venice
for her pride, and Spain for her ava-
rice, will not hold us guiltless if we do
these things! Oh, Church of Christ,

thou who oughtest always to be in the

van of God's marching squadrons, cry
out, and tell our people that he who
watched over us in infancy and has
run with us in battle now demands
that we shall purge our land of this

cur.se, and that the dramshop must be
consigned to the museum of the past,

with the rack, the thumb-screw, the

scalping knife, the tomahawk, the pi-

rate ship, the Inquisition, and other

relics of barbarism, while the noblest

aspirations of a noble people are em-
bodied in the noblest laws of noblest

men.
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ADVERTISERS WHO MAKE GOOD
N page ?P0 of this issue of The Christian Her.^ld you will find an article

I entitled "Investigating Bond Issues," in which is described the great

amount of trouble and expense to which fii-st-class bond houses go in ascer-

ingthe real worth of securities before off"ering them for sale to the public.

The reputations of such houses depend upon their judgment, and, as stated

le article, a. banker would sooner reclaim a whole issue of bonds at great loss

have his judgment impeached, two houses having recently reclaimed
Is in this way to the extent of one million dollars.
Rut this attitude is bv no means confined to financial advertisers. Since

nning this series of talks we have been called upon to adjust several points

ifference which have arisen between subscribers and advertisers, and we have
struck by the eagerness of advertisers to make good every claim made by

1 in print.

As a matter of fact, the advertiser is as much dependent upon the customer
"comes back" as any local dealer. He simply cannot afford to have any dis-

;fied patrons, but it sometimes happens that through no fault of the adver-

's own the subscriber may hold him very much at fault. He may be

Tiped with orders, or the mails may miscarry, or the express company may
ieliver the goods on time. Neither the subscriber nor the advertiser may know
lis, and so counter-claims are set up, and sometimes a subscriber retires from
Seld without having obtained his rights.
This, however, is not necessary. A little adjustment sets the matter right,

we are happy to say that both "our sub.scribers and advertisers are coming to

tter understanding of one another than existed heretofore, for both realize

we are ready to go to the furthest extent in fulfilling the spirit as well as

letter of our guarantee, which is as follows:
The Christian Her/vld guarantees its advertisements. Whenever any of

subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The Christian Herald we will

e good the claim, provided that the subscriber, who must be of record, has
tioned The Christian Her\lu in writing to the advertiser, and provided the

1 is made to us within one month of the date of the appearance of the

•rtisement.

Here is a young fellow whose face,

hands, body and linen are kept clean

by the use of Ivory Soap.

Of what other soap can it be said tha^

it is equally valuable for toilet, bath and

fine laundry purposes?

Some soaps are good for one thing;

some for another. But with Ivory Soap

you can cleanse ANY thing or ANYbody
—yourself; your baby; a white waist-

coat or a piece of lace. The daintier

the thing is, the more necessary it is

that you use Ivory Soap.

Purity is the essential in soap. And Ivory Soap is pure— infinitely

purer than any laundry soap; purer than many "toilet" soaps which

sell for ten times its price.

Ivory Soap . 99 4 4,lOO Per Cent. Pure.

^ J/

Good food

tastes good and builds with-

out burdening the digestive

organs.

QuakerOats
is the ideal food of all the

nations of the world. Best

for the muscles, the brain,

the complexion and the

pocketbook.
12
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Y 11. This Most Wonderful Waist Value. 95c.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
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beading. Sizes 32 to44. Be Sure to State Size wanted.
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our Large Free Catalog of Everything to Wear for Men
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CHAPTER NINE

—

Continued

WELL, then?" said Katrina.

"The sailor men thought
fighting the best way," said

Batavius, "and shouting, 'Captain Van
Vroom to the rescue!' they went all

through the city. They did not shout

for me; they knew I would not lead

them into such foolishness."
"But a brave man is our Captain,

and one brave man knows another."
"At that hour, mother, he was a

crazy man, and I could no more hold

him than I could hold an armful of

water."
"Crazy! Choose thy words better,

Batavius."
"Well, then, at his age "

"One thing I can tell thee, Bata-
vius," interi'upted the Captain; "at
that hour, just twenty years old I felt.

With those brave fellows behind me, I

could have got into any ship." And
as he spoke, Madame said in her sweet-
est, tenderest voice:

"A great soul thou art. And from
any ship thou would have brought the
Stamps, if the little souls would have
let thee; Katrina knows that."
"And the consequences, mother?

What of the consequences? Forget-
ting them is improper—and danger-
ous."
"My Jan never counts the danger,

Batavius."
"You see, mother, you see, we must

be reasonable; all the men of position

and influence say that. I can tell you
that even General Gage is most anx-
ious to prevent anything like an overt

act."

"Tired am I of those two words.
What does the government call the
things we have been doing these many
months?"

"Rioting, only rioting; but bloodshed
means war."

"Well, then, I stand with my Jan
and the sailors. I would give the gov-
ernment an overt act, jutt as quick as
I could."
"You talk like a woman. Every one

who rushes into useless danger is a
fool." ,

"A woman I am, but no fool. Yet
I would have gone with the sailor men
for the Stamps."
"Very easily that is seen, mother.

But it might have been destruction of

the city."

"Tush! Nothing of the kind. But
I will tell thee how it is—people listen

to lawyers and to what they call men
of weight and influence, and very cau-
tious are such men; they have offices

to lose, and property that may be de-

stroyed, and "

"Yes, to such men I listen; that is

my way; it is a sacred principle with
me, for they give good advice."

"It is your business, that is what
you mean."

"Well, then, my business it is. I

am very anxious and particular about
my business. On many Exchanges 1

am known for possessing a sound judg-
ment. But so!" And he shrugged his

big .shoulders to indicate the hopeless-
ness of sound judgment from Madame.

"If you had asked the poor citizens,

or the Liberty Boys "

"The poor men and the Liberty Boys
had their say, and it is a great satis-

faction for me to find that generally
they think as I do. I will tell you, that
when John Cruger failed with a crowd
he was talking to, old Zebedee Willis
won them with a few words. He
stood up in his leather apron, and he
had his paper cap on his head, and his
big awl in his hand, and he said, 'Boys,
not one man of us in fifty can climb
into a boat joggling about on the river,
but we can every man Jack of us get
into the fort. For one, I'll be eternally
obliged to Cadwallader Colden if he

will put the bits of paper in the fort;

they'll be mighty convenient to us

there'; and the crowd that would not

listen to Cruger's reasonable argu-

ments, were delighted with old Zebe-

dee's view of the case."

Madame did not answer Batavius.
She was getting Jan his slippers, and
whispering kind little words as she did
so. "I will go and get thee some pie,

Jan,"
"Thou good Katrina!"
"And I will call Virginia, and tell

her to come to see thee." Then turn-
ing to Batavius she added, "See thou
tease her not, Batavius; a very bad
headache she had an hour ago."

"A great many times, mother, she
has had a headache—that is not very
interesting to me."
"She is not well this short time

gone."
"I can see that myself. When we

are married, no more headache she will

have."
"Perhaps."
"Surely. I shall see to that."
And Katrina looked steadily into the

face of Virginia's lover, and her eyes
were opened, and she saw, as it were,
in a flash of light, a miraculous
glimpse of the real man; saw, or
rather divined, the craven compro-
mises, the sullen vanities, the secret
brutalities, and unmanly dreams of re-

venge that lurked beneath the plausi-

ble, ordinary merits so visible to all.

For a moment she was astonished,
but this feeling was quickly followed
by one of anger, and she went hastily
to her daughter's room. Then the
sight of Virginia silently weeping as
she stitched the band of linen in her
hand turned her anger into pity. She
went to her child's side, and stroked
her pretty brown hair, and lifted her
hand and caressed it.

"My dear one," she said, "thy father
has come home, and a great deed he
would have done this morning, if his
own way he might have had."
"But what then?"
"I will tell thee. The sailors idle

in harbor wanted to board the govern-
ment sloop and destroy the Stamps,
and they went through the street call-

ing for thy father to lead them. And
he was glad, and ready to go with the
men, but the citizens would not have it

so. They were afraid of bloodshed
and civil war. Little spirit have they,
I think. Batavius also was against
thy father; that was because he would
have been shamed into going with the
Captain."

"Indeed no, moeder. Batavius
would take his stand with the rich and
respectable citizens. Many reasons,
old and new, he would have ready for
not going with his Captain and mates."

"Batavius is a coward."
"Batavius is a bad, cruel man; a

coward he is not. My fader says he
is a fierce fighter."

"For his life, or his ships, or his
goods, Batavius will fight. But for
freedom, and free men's rights, and for
the rights of men and women not yet
born, Batavius has no stomach for
fighting. I say he is a selfish coward.
Now make thyself pretty, and be very
kind to thy father, and praise him a
great deal, and thou need not praise
Batavius at all—and thou need not be
very pleasant to him. I know very
well that he has been praising himself,
and his great moderation, to John
Watts, and the rest of the Worship-
fuls. I know also that he has spoken
with pity of thv father's rashness, and
his own trouble in managing thy
father. I know! I know! I wish,
then, that some one should make him
shrink and shrivel to his own size. On
thy father he builds himself."

Continued on next page
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mail.

,

My book shov it is

not necessary tiuse

drugs or medici ; to

be strong, robu:aiid

attractively heal':u|.

If you are too (m
Ivu tliin,oi arent'om
and unstrung, yi can

tell me about yoiiase

in confidence. I Iter

studying your condition carefully, I fi my
work is not best for you I will direct ; i tO'

the help you need. Please write for jok.

to-day. It is free.

SUSANNA COCROF '

246 Michigan Boulevard, Dept. 18-L, Cli,^GO

INMEAAORIM!
TO PERPETUATE THE

MEMORY OF THOSE
LOVED AND HONORED

OUR EVERLASTING MON-
UMENTS AND MEMORIALS i

ARE PARTICULARLY AP-
PROPRIATE ENDURING !

•AS THE PYRAMIDS*
MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN
A\ARBLE»MODERATElN
COST'MADE IN A WIDE
RANGE OF SIZES § DESIGNS*

DELIVERED ANYWHERE'WRITE
FOR DESIGM5.DE5CRIPTIONS AND
PRICES^STATE APPROXIMATE 5IZE
OR VALUE* REPRESENTATIVES IKUnB)

IN EVERY C0M/AUN1TY»»» „
MONU^EMTAL pROMZE rOA^PANY

3^f-C MOWAHP AVEHUt BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

250, OOC
COPIES ALREADY S'LI

HALLOWED HYIN!
NEWilOL

By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. NKE

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USniT
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive ading

$25. per 100. not prepaid. 354' per cop y mi

Returnable samples mailed to " earnest t ureri

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York oi lile»«

I
EARN BIG SALAIES
From $1,000 to $10,000 a year and (

If you want to eater the easiett,

profession in the world, our freed
^'A Knight of The Grip." will i

how. We place thousands of oar grai

good positions witti the best firms all

United States and Canada. Write o

particulars today. Address nearest office.

NATIONAL SALESMEN*9 TRAVELI>

New York. Min
San Francisco, Atlanta,

I p&ia

ogue,
wyoa
'tes in

erthe

,11 foi

Dept. 496
Ohicago, Kansas Cit

vi:M!irti;i*vMaii
Our graduates are filling HI?

I

'

Positions. Good Artisi

EARN $25 TO $100 PER
and upwards in easy, fascinating wo

courses of PersoDal Home Instnicilon 1

spondence, are complete, practical. Twelve y€

cessful teaching. Expert Instructors Superic

ment. Positions ready for competent workers
Write for valuable ^^^^^ OURO^'*

Art Book. Free. ^^S^^tfl^l^^^
School of Applied Art l^w * >

(Founded IsPO)

B 58FineArtBldg.
BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

m
Our

orrt-

HYMNS

all tlie s-'ood, but the

OF WORSHIP AND PI
Hi f.ir a cril)V Tll-DAY-25r.,

Tullar-Meredlth Co., New Tork ^CM«
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding pcif/e

•What does Batavius know of my
I
j)d father's feelings and reasons?"

I
"He knows as much as a cheese-mite

l)ws of the cheesemonger. That is

Now make some haste, and what-
^•r is thy best mood show thyself in

Virginia hardly needed this charge.

Ir mother's words had filled her with
spirit contradictory, provoking, and
a)gether charming. She bathed her

if e, and put on her best gray bodice,

llsd with blue ribbons, and a bow of

j.te ribbon in her hair, and a long

c in of gold beads, which Batavius
hi given her, round her throat, and
t s arrayed to tease or to conquer,

s, went slowly down the long stair-

-«,', singing as she went—

-

The pretty maid who cries aloud.

Sweet Lilies of the Valley !

he sang the last line twice over as
£ opened the door, then with a low

il!?h of delight she ran to her father.

'•"i, my fader! my fader!" she cried.

"i great a spirit is in thy good heart!

lave heard tell! Yes, indeed! every
o: talks of thy courage. Thou art so
yjig, and so handsome, and so brave,
t if a wife thou wanted to-day the
>Ttiest girls in New York would
ie on thee." And she kissed him,
put her arms across his shoulder,
kissed him again, and again, and

th as she sat down by his side, she
J(id time to send Batavius a ravi-sh-

ir: smile of recognizance, and to

s\et]y ask him to "tell her all about
In father's brave intent."

Indeed, my Virginia, as I have al-

Ttly told thy father, the intent was
TEi, not brave. I do not believe the
Slips could have been got; and, say
t\- could, of what use at all would

I make all sorts

of clear glass for

all sorts of uses;

each the best

glass for its par-

ticular purpose.

For my Pearl

Glass lamp-
chimneys — that

bear my name,

Macbeth— I make

the best glass

' ev put into a lamp-chimney.
4 I* ^'

hese chimneys are clear as

crtal, and they won't break

frci heat
;

proper shapes and

jerlhs, and they fit.

send you. (roe, my lamp-chimney book, to

'Ulu the right chiBincy for any burner. Address

Macbeth, rittsburuh.

ej. D. 8. P«L OS.

if3 it*t%aa ^^'^ make not only the itocklng. but
''•'•"' we (JO back of that and i:iake the

'CSnSm ''***''' °' which our MWnleu li«el

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS

are made, so that In ordering
from u» you are sure of t:>'ttinK
fresh, new, live rul)lier elastic,
on which the life of the Block-
ing depends. Careful record

kept of every caxe treated.
Send for VarlcoHc Veins

Booklet, self - nieasuriug
directions and prices.

Cnrtli 4 Splndell Co., Elastic
Weavers, 202 Martlet St., Lynn, Ma«B.

COPYTHISSKETCH
«i,il 1.-1 IN,' ...-, I.«i 1 nti clo.llli It. V.iu
i an .urn »^:'l.^•l t„ jl 'j:,.' ": „r iii..rc per m-ck
»» illustrator or curt.^-.nUt. My (ir^cti.'itl

«.Tiit«iii of pcrwjnal indlTWunl ksiuiiBby mnit
will develop jour ulent. FlflrMi Ti-nrn wic
CONfiil work for ne«iifm|,erit an-l iiia^arincs

•l<imllne* me to tnrh Toii

f^tiil me .Tout nkeK'h of I'reil.leDt T«fl irltli

tic. In llftmp, nnd 1 will ReD'l fni e teit leenon
piKte. eliMi oollertlon of •Ir^wfnitii •howinu
p .Kll.llltlre for <o.,

THE LANDON SCHOOL
of lUniiratinc anil Cartooning

1473Schoael(l Bldg , Cleveland, 0.

such a victory be? More Stamps are
looked for every day, and more, and
still more; an endless fight without
any good results."
"But yet you stood with your Cap-

tain and your mates? Oh, I am sure
of that, Batavius."

"I was not with them, my Virginia."
"Oh, dear! I am disappointed in

you! Think of a sailor deserting his
Captain and his comrades, and siding
with a lot of cowardly landsmen. I

thought sailors stood by sailors, right
or wrong."
"They ought to," growled Jansen.
"I thought it was always 'one and

air with the men of the sea. Oh, Ba-
tavius, I am astonished! I am even
ashamed of you. My father would
have stood by you, if the sailors had
shouted, 'Batavius to the rescue!' To
the hilt of his cutlass he would have
stood by you—yes, to the bottom of the
sea—and that, principle or no prin-
ciple. Batavius! Batavius! I do not
believe you will ever again be able to
get a crew for The Arms of Stuyve-
sant."
"My lovely one, there is no fear of

that. I shall tell them I am Van
Vroom's son-in-law. They will hire
with me, for your sake. Your family
name will find me a crew," and he
waggled his head in a mockery of as-
surance.

She made a positive motion of
denial, and added, "You would only be
a relation by marriage. That is not
much of a tie."

"Strongest tie in the world," he an-
swered.
"But for business, it is not worth

anything. Say you wanted money

—

you would not like to go to John
Cruger, to borrow it, because you were
Captain Van Vroom's son-in-law.
Cruger would laugh at you, and "

"I do not want money. I borrow
from no one."

"Well, then, say you hired men on
my father's name; they would not
obey you."
"Would they not? Little you know,

my beauty. They would obey me on
their hands and knees. That is a
pretty chain you are wearing."
"You gave it to me. Thank you!

thank you! thank you, Batavius! I

think I have said 'thank you' twenty-
three time before; now the number is

twenty-six."
And her smile was so charming, her

pretty little balances and movements
from foot to foot so fascinating, and
the mimicry and intonations of her
words so provoking and alluring, that
Batavius was at her mercy. He
adored and he hated her. He wished
both to kiss and to strike her. She
bewitched and she tortured him. In-
voluntarily he rose and attempted to
embrace her—and she slipped into her
father's arms.
"You are—you are the—the most

provoking of women," he muttered

—

and then the outside door opened, and
Arent and Harry Rutgers entered.

It was such a climax as Virginia
most desired. She could now torment
Batavius in a threefold manner, and
with all the grace of girlhood, happy
and unrestrained, she stepped forward
to meet her brother and her friend.

"Have you a letter for me, Hari-y?"
she asked. "Come, now, I know you
have. Shall I pick your pocket for it,

or will you deliver it at once, sir?"

"Here is the letter, Virginia. I re-

ceived it only one hour ago."
"I expected it. How delightful! It

is from Lady Rose. Now you must all

excu.se my inattention. Nothing can

be .said until I have read my letter;"

and then, happening to glance at

Arent, she saw such a wonderful hap-

piness and composure in his smiling

face that she knew without a word, or

look of confession, that Arent had a

similar white paper comforter lying

somewhere close to his heart.

To be continued

Stylish One
lece ^ress $1.39
No. 342. One -Piece Dresa of Good

Percale Colors Black and White or Blue
and White. Fast color and a mateiial
that will give good service. Frniit
panrl extends entire length of dress.
Gibson plaits over the shoulder and down
to the waistline in both front and back.
The square neck is daintily trimmed with
Swiss embroidery beading, run with black
velvet ribbon. Simulated cuffs piped with
black percale. Skirt portion cut gener-
ously wide. Closes invisibly in the back.
Well made throughout and a value whicii
you are bound to appreciate. Ord'^r this
dress and if you are lu.t .-ntii -Iv |.|.-a--'l

and do not think it tlio hr--.t valu.' \i.ii .\.
i

saw. return it and your money will be
promptly refunded, sizes a* *jfk
32 to 44 bust. Special Price «pl.«5^

Add 20 ct-nta for postage.

$1.98
Two-Piece
Sailor Suit
No. 343. For Cool, Neat, Comfortable

Wear Nothing Can Equal a Sailor Suit.
But this Miit t:iv.-s in, .re plea.-^ure than
that of COMFORT- It -ivos SERVICE.
Maih- of s-"'d quality Butchers Liuon. and
hiundiTs ni(.ely. Blouse is made in Sailor
style-collar, tie and cuffs of Navy Blue
Linon. the collar being trimmed with two
bands of plain white braid. Neat pocket
trimmed with blue linon to matcli. Skirt
is a plain plaited model with plaits stitch-
ed down to below hips, and fmm there
fallintr in graceful flare. Each seam care-
fully sowi'd^— in fact, the workmanship is

jii^t as t;."id as in garments of much higher
prir.. M7, s 32 to 44 Bust. Send vour
..nfrr NOW, while at this ai r\0
Special Price «p 1 .ilo

Add 20 cents for postage

You are guaranteed Entire
Satisfaciion on everv purchase
you make from the "STANDARD"
or your money promptly re-
funded. You take no risk.

Send Your Order TO-DAY

TWFir I Write for FREE yearly
ri*.l-ijLj. Subscription to the
•STANDARD"BuUetiii. MAY and JUNE
Number. NOW ready. Shows all the new
Summer Styles now being shown in
Ntw Vork. It is an Interesting display
of Made-to-Measure and Ready- to-Wear
Garments at MONEY SAVING PRICES.
Be sure to write TO-DAY.

STANDARD ^
MAIL ORDER I n
161 Wooster St., I U

NEW YORK CITY V^

sSuniiiier Underwear
FOR MEN FOR BOYS

I
Yields to every movement,

I
because highly elastic. Binds

nowhere and fits everywhere.

Look for this Label

On Every Genuine Porosknit Garment

Cool, because its ventilating texture

lets air evaporate the hot perspira-

tion. Non- irritating to tenderest

skin, because knitted from extra

quality, soft yam. Very durable.

FOR MEN ^^. Any Style FOR BOYS
CS/^^., bhirls and Drawers «-j ^m
il^yJC per garment ^OC
Union Suits, $1.00 for Men; 50c for Boys

fiuD from dealers. Write us for inleresling book

CHALMERS KNITTING COMPANY
30 Washington St. Amsterdam, N. Y.
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95 The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World

THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It jsa solid, fair
and square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new, well made
and well finished cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed, forSl5.95. It Is dif-
ferent from anything that has
ever before been offered.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, hot or cold, makes thick
or thin cream and does it

just as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
Any boy or girl can run it

sitting down. The crank is

only 5 inches long. Just
think of that I The bowl is a
sanitary marvel: easily
cleaned and embodies all

our latest improvemtnts.
Gears run in anti-friction
bearings and thoroughly pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain our
Sl5. US proposition. Our lib-

_ eral long time trial and gen-
erous terms of purchase will astonish you. Our own
(manufacturer's) guarantee protects you on every
American Separator. We ship immediately. Western
orders filled from Western points. Write us and get
our great offer and handsome free catalog. ADDRESS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.BA.'N'kVi.ifE^.v.

RIPPEY'S

POWDERED FOAMOLINE
For m.ik in^' Ice Cream, Sher-

bets, Fruit Frosts and
Water Ices witliout
Heat or Eggs. Fine as

silk, smooth as velvet.

FREE SAMPLE with our
Handsome ZO-page booklet of
Recipes mailed on receipt of
your name and address.

WM. RIPPEY,Depi.G.Cincinnali,0.

How toMake
Poultry PAY

The home Poultry-Raising Course of
the International Correspondence
Schools is the first and last word on
Successful Poultry Raising. Gives the
beginner a better knowledge than the
old-timer. Shows you how to raise
poultry in the city, suburbs or country,
and how to make money from the start,
and oil, small investment.

YOU LEARN AT HOME
This Course represents the work of

the most expert and successful Poultry
Raisers in the world, and explains how
to select most profitable breeds; feed-
ing; marketing eggs and poultry for
profit; natural and artificial brooding;
natural and artificial incubation; laying
hens; combination plant; poultry appli-
ances; enemies of poultry; diseases of
poultry; poultry houses and manage-
ment; turkeys; water fowls; squabs,
etc., etc. For full information fill in and
mail the attached coupon to-day.
Proof of the value of this Course is

the fact that the I. C. S. is associated
with the largest egg farm in the world
—theRancocas Farm at Brown's Mills,
in-the-Pines, N. J.—famous for Ranco-
cas Leghorns and DAY-OLD CHIX.
This farm contains 10,000 layers—hat-
ches 1200 chickens daily—markets 30,000
eggs weekly. Farm always open and
expert demonstrators always on the
ground.
This is the Course for which the whole

Poultry-Raising world has been wait-
ing. For free circular fully describing
it, fill in and mail the attached coupon.

International Correspondence Schools

Box 954, Scranton, Pa.

Please send me free, and without further
obligation on my part, circular describing the
Poultry-Raising Course.

Name

Street and No

City 'State

A Reader's Beautiful Gift

MISS MARGARET GERTRUDE
WICK, of Harrisville, Pa., a

reader of this journal, recently passed

away. For the last sixteen years she

had been an invalid. She was a very

patient sufferer, thoughtful and kind

to all around had', and she remembered
in her gifts the poor and the afflicted.

During her long period of suffering

she wrote many devotional poems and,

having musical talent, set them to

fitting melodies, a number of which
have been rendered in public with
marked acceptance. She was a con-

sistent Christian and devoted to the

Presbyterian Church, of which she was
a life-long member. She left a por-

tion of her estate to foreign and home
missionary work and she bequeathed
to our Children's Home at Mont-Lawn,
for the endowment of two memorial
cots in memory of her father and
mother, $250, and $150 to the Bowery
Mission. She gave to the Presbyte-
rian Church, of Harrisville, $1,500;
to the Boys' Industrial Home, Oak-
dale, $250; to the Almira Home for

[f][

Come Girls=get together
and have a Taffy Pull. Make the taffy with

Karo. See how smooth and golden it pulls. How
delicious it tastes. How wholesome it

'

Karo Fudge too—simply perfect

—

and Caramels and Butter Scotch.

J3

IS.

aro
CORN SYRUP

Eat it on

Griddle Cakes
Hot Biscuit

Waffles

The Late Miss Margaret Wick

Aged Women, Newcastle, Pa., $250 ; to

the Presbyterian Sabbath School Asso-
ciation work, $1,000, and to Presby-
terian foreign missionary work $1,000.
These are only a few of her very lib-

eral bequests in aid of Gospel propa-
gation and general benevolence.

One who knew her writes of this

godly woman : "Whom the Lord loveth
he chasteneth, and so it seemed. Un-
der the Father's discipline, she grew
into the image of her Lord who re-

deemed her, and who called her but
a little while ago into the life eternal.
She had a heart for every holy min-
istry of the church. Her heart was
tender and pitiful and her hand always
open. In her sympathy for others, she
forgot herself. Being dead, her voice
will yet speak." The body of this in-

valid saint was laid to rest in Harris-
ville Cemetery.

From a Farmer's Wife
Dear Mr. Editor: I have now re-

ceived the fifth issue of The Chris-
tian Herald, which was subscribed
for me by our friend, Mr. W. L. Ames;
also, the calendar and "Daughters of
Dorcas." My life is that of a farmer's
wife, and we farm.ers have not much
society or reading, but The Christian
Herald gives the principal subjects of
the day in such condensed form that
one can read an article or item while
doinsr some little household duty. I

am especially fond of the queries of
The Mail-Bag, for much useful knowl-
edge is contained therein. We are
young people, just "starting out" in
married life, but The Christian Her-
ald shall always be a guest in our
home. Mrs. Fred Denison.

Oregon, Wis.

Are You Well?
Have You a Good Figure?
You can surprise your husband and friends

by giving 15 minutes a day, in your room, to

special directions which I give you to

strengthen vital organs and nerves, so you 1!

are relieved of chronic ailments. Your body
1|

can be rounded and you can have as good a
figure, as gracefully carried, as any woman
ofyour acquaintance,

A pupil who was
thin writes me:
"I _ustcan ttell you

how liappy I ami i

wore I'jvv neck and
short sleeves the otlier

uigumudl was suproud

of my neck and armsl
My busts are roundtd
out and I have eained
28 pounds; it has come
just %\here 1 wanted it

and I carry myself
like anotlier woman.
My old dresses look
stylish en me now.
You remember I have
not been constipated
since my second les-

son and I had taken
something for years.
I puess my stomach

must be stronger too, for I sleep like a baby and my
nerves are so rested. I feel as if I had missed s 1 much
enjoyment in life, for I never did have such good times
before. I feel so well all the time."

I have built up thousands of women why net you?
Write me, and if I cannot help your particulsjr case
I will tell you so.

I grive each pupil the individual, confidential
treatment which her case demands.

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept. l8-H. 246 Michigan Ave., Chicago
J^ote: Miss Cocro/t's name stands for progress in tht

scientijic care of the health andjij^ure of luotnan.

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is anjf, and is v:}ur,-
you can ohtain it when iranted^ And wlU yield/air e^/r/j-
ings for fvery day invested. See their advertisement
on page 379, and write them for full mlormation.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND B

THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SC
The greatest modern invention for keepinR the ha
aud fluffy and the scalp clean, healthful and free

(irufF or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and properl
and nature will gr»w the hair. Write fnr free ci

AGENTS WAI

DR. GEORGE
217 mil St.. Peoi

)HES

antifn

m dan'

lu.

).

Raise Musm!
Big Profits! Qu'rofM

Aiivl""lv can 'c Hi

incniiie all T

Mushriiniiis at

lars. sheds. 1-

etr. Markits

all yiu grow.

Frii lllusir I

lititructton Itt.

HIRAM BART Deli9

West 48th St.. r Yois

THE-BEST" LICIT
ODe burner will give as znu' igLtt

*"l ordinary oil lamps; Bi^ -
power electric bulbs— .^

powerpas jetsorSaL'-
jets. Costs 2 cts. per ' ...

duces a pure, white, s; .y.siii

light- Over 200 Btyl E'eti

lamp warranted. Ag swan!

ed. Write tor catalog

THE BE T LIG CO.

3-70 E. 5th St., Ci an.O

.aN"^

AGENTS 2»S„
PliFIl

df. An latio

jHAME FAJENEI
'Do away with old i«i'"l

Horse owners ai jsniiKi

_ wild about the F«"«

instantly with gloves on. Outwear the harness. M"bttckl

not satisfactory. Write today for confidential tern SEtnl

F. Thomas Mfe- Co., 784 Wayne St., Da>,ii, OU

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT— proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the "Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE.
Prom the Mill Direct to You at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK— FREE
Tells all abont Paint and Painting for Durability.
How to avoid trouble and expense caused by paints
fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable information
free to you, with Sample Color Cards. Write me. DO
II NOW I can lave yon money.

Q. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

VAr'ITIIlVf WASHER"•«^V^ *-> *-• iw* 30 DAY TRIAL
To prove to every reader of this magazine that she
can wash clotbea with least work and wear with

Syracusc"EASY" Wasber
we will Ehip one on 30 days' trial and pay
freight boih ways if you do not find it far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump-
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
fret booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer.

DODGE & ZUILL
535 X DUlaye Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.

BronchialTroches
Save the voice in all tinds of weather. Singers and
public speakers find them invaluable for clearing the
voice. There is nothing so effective for Sore Throat,
Hoarseness and Coughs. Fifty years' reputation.
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00 per box.
Samples mailed on request.

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. Boston. Mass.

* ^^ Reduce Your F sh

Would you lilce to reduce it by naturi t*^

and in a scientific, dignified muii i

I have reduced 25,000
"

women in the past seven

years by a few simple
directions followed in the

privacy of theirown rooms.

I can reduce you and at

the same time strengthen
stomach and heart and
relieve you of such chronic
ailments as rheumalism,
indigesHon, constipation,

weak nerves, torpid liver

and such difficulties as de-

pend upon good circula-

tion, strong nerves, strong
muscles, good blood, cor-

rect breathing. You can
be as good a figure as any
woman of your acquaint-
ance. Why not?

One pupil writes;

"Miss Cocroft, I have reduced
78 pounds and 1 look 15 years
younger. 1 have reduced those
liips and I feel so well 1 want to

shout! 1 was rheumatic and con-

stipated, my heart was weak and
my head dull, my liver all clogged
up aud oh, dear, 1 am ashamed
when I think liow I used to look.

.Send 10 cents for instructive
booklet showing how to stand and walk c

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept. 1 8-H. 246 Michigan Ave.,

'

Author of "Character as Expressed ir. the Bi
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For Ctiafing Dlsli,
Coffee Percolator,
General Cooking

A Mannine-Bowman Chafing Dish and a
Manning-Bowman Coffee Pot Style Percolator
can be used interchangeably on this stove, or
you can use it for any sort of cooking with your
regular stew pan, frying pan, kettle, broiler, or
other utensils.

Fine for summercooking.forlieht housekeep-
ing, for camping and pic-

nics. Burns de-
natured alcohol
atacostofabout

two cents an hour.
Safe.clean.odorless.

Sold with Mann-
ing-Bowman Chaf-
ing Dishes or separ-
ately by leading
dealers. Write for
Free Recipe _ Book
and Catalog "'D-K^

MANNING.
BOWMAN & CO.

Herlden, Conn.

Vo. 360—M Chaflns DIah Mso ,t/a<-crj of tlie

Mlaalon 5tyle "Echpie' Jiread Alurrs

Over a Hundred Styles and Sizes.

THE YOKE OF CHRIST

m

•«*»••'

"DOMESTIC"
Riibber«»i% uloves

^^.

ceYoii'

THE MARKS OF TOIL
are honest but unsightly. Keep your
hands soft and white while attending

to household duties.

DOMESTIC Rubber Gloves draw
on and off easily and will give long
service, being made of purest rubber.

They protect the hands from stains,

infections, and broken nails. Every
woman should wear them.

It is much easier to slip on a pair

of DOMESTIC Rubber Gloves than
to spend hours trying to scour the

grime from your hands. Our gloves
outlast many pairs of the. ordinary
rubber gloves, and are worth double
the price we ask for them.

Your Druggist Will Have Them.

Booklet FREE

THE SEAMLESS RIBBER CO.,
New Haven, Conn.

Makers of "Kanlleek" Hot Water Bottle

Sunday School Lesson b\) Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F, Crafts

Learn Piano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TUNE-
1 HONE. A I'rolmsion that ran lie converted into
loney at any time or place In the civilized world at an
'I'lr's notice. Knrn t:, to 116 per day. Illu»trHlpi1 book
ree. Write HIUIS BKYANT StIKIUI, OF PIASO TlMNd.

61 Muile Uall, Battle Creek . nicblKao.

WE are apt to think of the
yoke as an instrument of tor-

ture, and the impression is

strengthened when we look at the
galled necks and shoulders of oxen
that bear the yoke as they work. And
so the yoke is sometimes considered as

an appropriate emblem of subjection

and slavery, imprisonment and severe

rule, while the removal of it is indica-

tive of deliverance.

How different is the yoke of Christ!

He said, "Take my yoke upon you, and
ye shall find rest." That is a yoke
that never galls. In our collection we
have a yoke which is heavily cushioned.

It is designed to be worn when carry-

ing a boat on the shoulders, over the

head, across "carries," between lakes

in the Adirondack region. The yoke
of Christ is made soft and easy by be-

ing heavily cushioned with love. In-

stead of being an emblem of slavery

the yoke of Christ is an emblem of fel-

lowship. He invites us to put it on
ourselves; no one can put it on for us,

not even Christ, but we are privileged

to wear it that Christ may become our

helper. Let us think what it means to

be a yoke-fellow with Christ. He says

to us: "If you are finding your life a

heavy burden, let me share it with you.

I will rest you. I will teach you how
to live in gentleness and kindness. I

will take the worry out of your
hearts." "When Jesus says to us that

he will give us rest, do not let us mis-

understand him and think we are to be
relieved from toil.

Rest is not quittinpr the busy career

;

Rest is the fitting of self to its sphere.

'Tis loving and servinK the highest and best,

Tis onwards! unswerving, and that is true rest.

—J. S. DWIGHT.

What Jesus will give us is rest in

work, not rest from work—not idle-

ness. Work is one of our greatest

blessings, but we must learn from
Christ how to work in the right way,
how to work without worry, how to

bear life's burdens without anxiety.

In recent years a torpedo-boat has

been invented which may be submerged
for many hours, and its occupants yet

be safe. On one occasion such a boat

was under water for twenty-four

hours; during that time a severe storm

had raged, lashing the waves into fury,

but when the torpedo-boat was raised

those in it knew nothing about the

storm, for they had been down, down,

down, where the ocean was at peace.

"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace

whose mind is stayed on thee." The
thought is the same, whether in the

boat with Christ or in the yoke with

him.
Two lady travelers in Egypt were

standing at the reputed spot by the

Nile where Moses was said to have

been hidden in the rushes by his

mother. Even more interesting to

them was a woman about fifty years of

age, ascending a long stone stairway

with a tub of water upon her head. In

her form there was not a suspicion of

being bowed down; on the contrary,

she bore herself erectly and moved
steadily and spilled not a drop of

water. How admirably she carried

her burden! It suggested to those

looking at her how bravely and stead-

fastly life's burdens should be carried

in the strength which Christ will give

us. Undoubtedly the woman who car-

ried the tub of water so admirably on

her head had been trained from child-

hood to carry burdens in that way, be-

ginning with something not very

heavy. So should our children be

early taught to bear with equanimity

the disappointments and unpleasant

International Sunday School Lesson for April

24 1910. Warning and Invitation. Matt. 11:20-

30 Golden Text : "Come unto me, all ye that

laix)r and are heavy laden, and I will give you

rest." Matt. 11:28.

things which will, without doubt, come
into their daily lives, to bear them
through Christ that strengtheneth
them.

Come unto me, ye who are heavy laden.
Come unto me, ye who are sore oppressed.

The white haired sire, the young and tender maiden.
Come unto me, and I will give you rest.

A certain queen was sitting for her
portrait, and she requested that it

should be painted without shadows.
The astonished artist exclaimed: "I
am afraid that your majesty is not
acquainted with the laws of light.

There can be no good portrait without
shading." And so there can be no
prand, noble life without sorrows.
What we call "clouds" in our expe-
rience are as necessary to our soul life

as shadows are to a picture.
Sometimes in such hours of trial

those who thought themselves to be
Christians have shown themselves to
be quite like atheists. A lady observ-
ing her husband to be deeply dejected
on account of some misfortune, pre-
tended to be still more disconsolate
than he, and gave way to lamentations
and tears. As she had before ex-
horted him to dismiss his sorrow, he
was astonished and asked the cause of
her sudden grief. She replied that
she had been dreaming; and it seemed
to her that a messenger had come from
heaven, and brought the news that God
was dead, and that all of the angels
were weeping. "Foolish woman!" said
the husband. "You know right well
that God cannot die!" "Indeed," re-

plied the wife, "and if that be so cer-

tain, how comes it that you are now
indulging your sorrow as immoder-
ately as if he did not now exist?"
That settled the matter, for the hus-
band allowed himself to be encouraged
in God.

The traveler may stand to-day in the
city of Antwerp, in Belgium, near the
old cathedral, hearing all the clatter

of business, a thousand feet trampling
up close to the walls and buttresses
against which lean the booths where
articles of all sorts are being sold, a
thousand tongues rattling the lan-
guage of traffic, when, as the hour
strikes from above, a shower of notes
descend from the spire; bell notes, fine,

sweet, small as a bird's warble, the
whole air full of crisp tinklings, undei--

laid by the deeper and sonorous tunes
of large bells, but all of them pouring
forth a melody that seems unearthly,
and the more so because in such con-
trast with the scenes of common life

beneath. So, amid the busy hum and
stir of life, there come to the prayer-
ful soul angelic voices of encour-
agement and warning, calling our
thoughts upward to the God of peace,

bell notes of promise and hope, words
on which our souls can rest.

A little child was once obliged to

have a painful oneration performed.
Her father took her in his arms, and
explained to her that it was best and
would save her a great deal of suffer-

ing by and by and prevent her from
becoming a cripple. The child be-

lieved that the father knew best, and
she said: "Stay right by me, papa,
and hold my hand and I can bear it."

And the father did so, and whispered:
"Be brave, my darling; it will soon be
over." And God is watching over us,

and is close beside us, though we do not
see him. Let us comfort ourselves in

him and be brave. Let us hear him
say: "Nothing can separate you from
my love. In life I am always with you,

and in death you will only be coming a
little closer, when you can see me as I

see you."
Dr. George H. Pentecost tells about

going to call upon a parishioner who
was in deep affliction. He found her
working upon a sofa pillow. He asked

Continued on page 381

LATEST STYLES
Tailored to Order

\X7RITE TO-DAY for our handsome Spring Style"" Book, which illustrates 90 newest models;
also for samples selected from our stock of over
300 dainty new Spring Fabrics

—

AH Sent FREE,
W.- tailor to order dressy gai-ments from home taken meas-

urementB. You may order models just as stiowii or comhine
jEn-ket of one style with skirt i.f another; take off or add
details; in short, order youi- tijitntt'nt just as you want it.

Suits—
$6 to $33.50

Skirts—
$3.50 up

Dresses

—

$7.50 up

Rain Coats

$7.50 up

Waists

9$c. up
READY - MADE

linperieDresses.Tub
Suits, etc., at at-
tractive prices.

|P!P~ We Prepay
Expressage, G u a r-

antee Fit and Sat- u

isfaction or You r .

Money Back. ^IKi

This guarantee (publislied in liigh-grade magazines for seven
years past) lias NEVER ONCE been broken—sufficient proof tllat

we do as we say. Our simple, plain instructions enable any one
at home to take your measure. Pear no mistake. You take
no risk. If we fail to fit and satisfy you, we will refund your
money without question or delay.

Our Free Style Book Explains Everything
It is crowded with fasliic.n information, tells h.iw to select

m*idel and material most ijeconiing: how to take measures, etc

Every woman interested in improving her personal appearance
sliouid have a copy. Write and we will send it free, together
with samples of newest iroo.ls. ALL FKEE.

.\I.BK,|;T M Hiil-HIKIMF-U. I'resident.

THE LADIES TAILORING CO.
414 Power Building, Cincinnati, Ohio
S. B. — We will make up tour own materials.

r IWHILE WAITING
Instead of keeping unemployed the funds

you expect to h.ive use tor later, let them bear
earnings at 5 per cent, until such time as you
are ready for them. We can handle your tem-
porary Investments as profitably (or you as
more permanent accounts. Your funds may be
deposited or withdrawn on any date. Earnings
credited forfulltime.

5% A YEAR
Established 17yeais and conducted under N.Y.
Banking Dept, Supervision. Our record Is
open to public examination in their tiles.

Assets over • $2,000,000
Surplus and Profits, 150,000

Write for Booklet, which
• ontanis many interesting facts.

Intliutrial Savings and Loan Co.

2 Times Building

42d St. and Broadway, New York

m

HEALTH EfAKEs

MERRY GO ROUND HEALTHY
CHILDREN
who prefer to stay at
home and enjoy them-
selves rather thaa
play on the streets.
Operated by children
themselves; the move-
ment not unlike that
of rowing, bring.^
every muscle into
play. Most healthful

form of outdoor exercise; keeps limes inflated, develops sturdy
bodies, strong arms, straight backs, broad shoulders, ^akes
children studious. You owe the children this delishtfnl pleas-
ure—you'Usave it in doctor bills. Inexpensive, simple, abso-
lutely safe; no cogs or complicated gears to catch and tear
clothing. Not a toy. but a real Merry-Go-Round. Will last for
years. Full particulars and handsomely illustrated bookletfree.

HEALTH MEKKY-GO-ROrND CO.. Dept. F. QCINCY, II,L.

DoeB your church upe INDIVIDUAL
COMMUNION Ctrps ? If not, 6end ui

$4.75 for a tray (like cut) and 36 plnin

irlassee. Or J5,2i with 44 plain flnflsea.

Money refunded If not entirely eatia-

factorr. Ov^r C,500 churohen use,

THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE CO., Box 125. Lima Ohio
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ELECTRO-
SILICON

transforms tarnished SILVER-
WARE to the highest degree of
Brilliancy. Cleans and polishes
easily and qnickiy and saves your

ware.thus savins many times the trivial cost of
the polish. Absolutely harmless. Send address for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box, post-paid, 15 cts. in stamps.

The Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street. New York.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists Evorywhere.

BLACK AND RICH
IS THE WAY POSTUM SHOULD BE

A liquid food that will help a person break
a bad habit is worth knowing of. The presi-
dent of one of the state associations of the
W. C. T. U., who naturally does not want her
name given, writes as follows:
"Whenever I was obliged to go without

coffee for breakfast a dull, distracting head-
ache would come on before noon. 1 discov-
ered that, in reality, the nerves were crying
out for their accustomed stimulant.
"At evening dinner I had been taught by

experience that I must refrain from coffee or
pass a sleepless night. While visiting a phy-
sician and his wife I was served with a most
excellent beverage at their dainty and elegant
table and, upon inquiry, discovered that this
charming beverage was Postum and that the
family had been greatly benefited by leaving
off coffee and using Postum.

"I was so in love with it, and so pleased
with the glimpse of freedom from my one
bondage of habit and so thoroughly convinced
that I ought to break with my captor, that
upon my return home I at once began the use
of Postum and have continued it ever since.

"I don't know what sick headache is now,
and my nerves are steady and I sleep sound,
generally eight hours. 1 used to become bil-
ious frequently and required physic; now sel-
dom ever have that experience.

"I have learned that long boiling is abso-
lutely essential to furnish go'od Postum. TUat
makes it clear, black and rich as any Mocha
and Java blend. Please withhold my name,
but you may use the letter for the good it

may do."

Read the little book, "The Road to Well-
ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

In the purchase of bonds the value of

a banking House to a client depends

upon the scope, character and effi-

ciency of the service rendered.

Experience

A broad comprehensive knowl-

edge of the conditions that sur-

rounded a given issue of bonds is

necessary to a judicious selection.

Experience leads one to intuitively

look, for and appreciate the salient

features. The dominating policy of

the business procedure of N. W.
Halsey & Company is the complete

safeguarding of the funds invested

through them.

Write for latest bond circular

No. B-45.

N.W. Halsey & Co.
Bankers

Dealers in Government, Municipal,

Railroad and Public Utility Bonds.

NEWVORK: 49 Wall St. PHILADELPHIA: 1429 Chestnut St.

CHICAGO: 152 MonroeSt. SAN FRANCISCO: 424 California St.

Investigating Bond Issues

THE small investor, who is troubled

with the question of the safety of

this or that propositic^n, will be saved

much worry by considering only those

investments which are guaranteed by

first-class houses. For, no matter

what sources of information the pri-

vate investor may have, they cannot

possibly be as far reaching as those of

the banker, whose business depends

upon the accuracy of his knowledge of

securities.

In the matter of bonds, for instance,

a house of national reputation would
rather recall an issue of bonds, at

whatever expense, than have its judg-

ment impeached. We have heard of

two instances lately where series of

bonds, issued by first-class houses, were
recalled and the money, more than half

a million dollars in each case, refunded
to small investors throughout the
country.
Good bond houses very naturally do

their utmost to guard against such a
possibility of loss, but the extent to

which they go is hardly realized even
by experienced investors. For in-

stance, a well known bond house re-

cently conducted an investigation of a
bond issue, which it was asked to

handle for three connecting interurban
trolley roads in the Middle West.

Experts Called In

Now, instead of accepting the bond
issue upon the word of the promoter,
the bond house made a careful study of

the proposition from the figures which
were submitted in advance, and even
from those figures decided that the
earnings as reported were not large
enough to support a bond issue of the
size contemplated, for this house insists

not only that the earnings shall be big
enough to pay the interest upon the
bonds, but that there shall be a very
large margin beyond the necessary
amount. Then an expert was sent to

examine the roads personally, and to

determine, if possible, just how large
a bond issue was desirable. This ex-
pert spent two weeks riding over the
roads in an endeavor to become inti-

mately acquainted with them, and the
result of his examination was a sug-
gestion to consolidate the three roads
and cut down the bond issue very mate-
rially. This suggestion being accept-
ed favorably by the companies, the
bond house employed a firm of char-
tered accountants to examine the books
of the roads from the time they were
first operated, up to date. The report
of the accountants was then compared
with the statement which had been
submitted by the companies.

Next, an engineering firm was em-
ployed to make a physical examination
of the roads, to determine the present
value of the properties and to examine
the actual state of the rails, ties, rock
ballast, cars, copper in the trolley wire,
trolley poles, power houses, and, in
short, everything necessary to the op-
eration of the roads. This firm was
not only required to submit an estimate
of the amount of expense necessary to
keep up the roads in their existing
state of maintenance, but also to sub-
mit another estimate showing how
much it would cost to replace all of the
property of the roads, new, at the pre-
vailing market rate.

External Considerations

Next, an expert was asked to submit
a report based on the earnings of the
road in the past, and to make a calcu-
lation upon the probable earnings in
the future, based on the character of
the surrounding country and its devel-
opment as compared with adjacent
sections. Was the section of the coun-
try through which the road passed
growing, and, if so, at what rate?
Also, how was this growth likely to be
affected by external conditions?

After all these reports had been re-

ceived by the bond house , they were
submitted to experts, to be analyzed

and compared in detail with other

properties which had been financed not

only by this bond house, but by other

concerns of a similar character. The
engineer's report was examined to see

if it agreed with the accountant's re-

port, and these in turn were compared
with the report which had been sub-

mitted by the promoter of the product.

Any differences had to be explained,

and, if necessary, the investigations

made over again, because it sometimes
happens that a difference in a report is

due to mistakes honestly made. The
promoter may have underestimated the

salaries necessary to carry on the road
under modern conditions, or wrong es-

timates may have been made in the
matter of the expense of maintenance.
Nearly six months were required be-
fore the whole investigation was com-
pleted, but at the end of that time the
bond house decided that it could safely
recommend to its customers an issue of
bonds upon the consolidated road.

Controlling the Market Price

Having then determined to handle
the issue of bonds for the company, it

was further exacted that every one of
the bonds of the issue was to be han-
dled by the bond house in question.
Good bond houses always exact this
condition, for the reason that they are
then able to control the market price
of the bonds. Instances have been
known where bond houses have taken
only part of an issue of bonds. In one
case part of a bond issue was given to
a contractor in payment for construc-
tion work. The market price of the
bonds was $100, but the contractor in
his eagerness to obtain ready money
sold his share of the issue in open mar-
ket at $90, which then became the
market price of the bonds and above
which it was impossible to sell that
part of the issue which had been taken
over by the bond house.
And so it will be seen that there are

danger points to be considered in a
bond issue which could not possibly be
covered by the individual investigator.
Not only does the process require the
most expert knowledge, but it is highly
expensive. Hence the small investor
at least will do well to consider only
those bonds which are offered by a rep-
utable bond house. The fact that such
a house issues them is a guarantee that
an investigation similar to that de-
scribed above has been carried out, and
the investor has the further assurance
that if, through some unforeseen con-
tingency, the issue should fail, he will
be protected by the bond house from
which he has purchased the securities.

A New Map of the World
THE new international map of the

world, as described by the Na-
tional Geographic Magazine, is to be
drawn on a scale of one to one million.
That is, any length measured is to
be one-millionth part of the distance
between the same two points measured
on the ground. In English measure,
this is equivalent to sixteen miles to
the inch. The international map of
the world now in preparation was first
proposed by Professor Albrecht Penck,
of the University of Berlin. A com-
mittee representing ten different coun-
tries, two from each country, are su-
pervising its production, the American
members being Mr. Mendenhall, of the
Coast Survey, and Major Powell, of
the Geographical Survey. The spell-
ing on the map will be according to the
pronunciation of the names of places
familiar to the countries where these
places are located. The entire atlas
will contain about 1,500 sheets.

SAVES TIME
TO BUY OR SELL

THE

BOSTOK

GARTEn
KNOWN TO EVERYBODY

WORN ALL OVER
THE WORLD

CUSHION
RUBBER BUTTON

CLASP

OF ANY DEALER, ANYWHERE
Sample Fr., Cotton, 25.. Silk» &0c.

Mailed on Receipt of Price

^GEORGE FROST CO.

MAKERS, BOSTON

OVER 30 Years the Standard
-ALWAYS EASY.

"The Filter that Filters"

Don't take chances by drinking watei

that is siipposed to be free from germs
The clearest well-water is often alive with bacteria
Water previously filtered—at a distance from youi

home—may be laden with germs when it reaches you

To be jtir* that yoiir drinking-water is ahsolutely germ-free aii'

pure, filter it rigllt in your lioille throiij.')! the

[erm-proof Rlto^ !

and Cooler Combined
The "Fulper" Disc is a natural stone, specially processed—i!i

pores are so small that bacteria simply can't get through.
Tlie 'Fulper" is made of gray glazed stoneware, in two part-

Sanitary and easy to clean. Family size. $3,85; separate ii'

chain her. W\-> cents.
Don't risk a substitute. If your dealer hasn't the "Fulper,'

send us the money, with his name, and we wi!

Trade Mark s'-e tliatyou are supplied.

Our Free Book,
"Nature's Laboratory," explains why near!

all drinking-water contains germs, and givi

convincing scientific tests of the efficiency i.

the "Fulper." Write for a copy to-day.

FULPER POTTERY CO.. 27 Main Street

Your Guarantee Founded 1800 Flemington, N.J

[Quai
kiii;
QuaranVeed

Mort;^a^es
'THE Ncw^York Mortgage Co.'s "First Mortgage Triut
^ Bonds" will be found, upon investigation, themostsohd
form of investment, offering the same facilities, advantages,
security and income, whether vour capital amounts to $10 or

$10,000. Our Bonds and Mortgages on Improved New York
City and Suburban Real Kstate yield investors

5 to SVi Per Cent. Net
and Iiave an absolute guarantee frum this Company as to

payment of both interest and principal when due.
These"Trust Bonds' ' are secuied by first mortgages deposited

with tlie Windsor Trust Co. <.f New" York, and held by them
for the protection of bond-holders.

Issued in amounts of ?100 and multiples thereof. Cash-
able at holder's option upon sliort notice. Payments of |I0
and upwards will be received by the company at any time to

suit the convenience of investors. Interest begins at once
and is payable semi-annually.
UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING DEPT.

Free Booklet giving full particulars^ address

N"EV/YORKNORTGAgE (O.

1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK CIT^

Don't Throw it Awa'

, ineiHl all leaks in all ntensils—tir,

trass, copper,graniteware, hot water bags.
etc. N o solder, cement or rivet. Anyom

can use them; fit anv sm-face; three imllioi!

in use. Send tor saiiiple pkg. loe. Complct<
pkg. assorted sizes. 25c. postpaid. Agents wanted
Collette Mfg. Co., Box 122, Amsterdam, N. Y.

^ATCIV|*rC SKCUKKD OR FEB

Free report as to Patentability. Illustrated Gaid'

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free..

VICTOR J. EVAJNS & CO., Washlngrton, D. f
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from page 379

]x to let him take it in his hand. He
rposely turned it on the wrong side,

d then remarked to her that it did

t seem beautiful to him, and that he

mdered why she should be wasting

ir time on it. "Why, Mr. Pentecost,"

ife replied, "you are looking at the

long side; turn it over." "That is

,5t what you are doing," he replied.

• ou are looking at the wrong side of

id's workings with you. Down here
' are looking at the tangled side of

id's providence; but he has a plan

—

Ire a stitch and there a movement of

t; shuttle—and in the end a beautiful

vrk. Be not afraid, only believing,

llieve him in the darkness, believe

In in the mysteries. Let him that

' Iketh in the darkness, and seeth not

t; light, yet trust in the Lord God^"

The City Yoked With Christ

There is an old saying that "God
I de the country, and man made the

tvn." Certain it is that the country

i pure, healthy and beautiful, while

t- town is often quite the opposite,

'len the Lord Jesus did many of his

ighty works in the towns and cities

r linked himself with them, and when
1 bewailed their lack of co-operation

the words, "Woe unto thee, Chora-

Yoke in U»e in Palestine

h, timber nf the vokp; c. d. the bows: t. «, pegs between
\i-h. at/, the end of t)io shnft e..iiie«, the shaft itself hnving
bt run through the rope between /and llie crcms-jneee of

tl. i, I.

zi; woe unto Bethsaida, and thou,
•«"**• Opernaum," he showed his desire was

tit not only individuals, but cities,

&)uld come unto him and learn of him
fW t f-1 secure peace.

What Christ Said

I said : "Let me walk in the fields."

He said : "No, walk in the town."
1 said : "There are no flowers there."
He said : "No flowers, but a crown."

I said : "But the skies are black;
There is nothinpr but noise and din."

And he wept as he sent me back—
"There is more," he said; "tfiere is sin."

George MacDonai.d.

Che battle is on for making our cities

vat God would have them be. In his
riTie laws are made for the protec-
t'p of the Sabbath; laws for the
f')tection of young children against
Vhd labor, against the contaminating
ijuence of the streets after nightfall

;

ttinst the putting up of corrupting
t.-posters; against the saloons. Pub-
II playgrounds are sustained in many
c es as centres of happiness, good
rjrals and human brotherhood. Chil-
ean who play together are not likely
t grow up to hate and oppress each
c er. This will be doubly true if they
ao attend the day .school and the Sun-
c^ School. Dr. Alexander McKen-
z has said : "It is clear that the Holy
(y must be brought down by men
yo are holy, pure and of a minister-
1 disposition. Now it is commonly
I'lorted that there are many men in
0- time which cannot be described in
s h terms. Theie are a great many
p)d men in the world. But it is not
1 38 denied that the common life is at
9 onsiderable remove from the New
'ljtan)ent. There is an appalling
aount of cleaning to be done before
•^ city can stand squarely on the
tmnd, but it can be done. Christian
m have measureless strength when
t y attempt measureless things. . . .

f-h man (or person) can furnish one
sne toward the city, for the founda-
t

1 of the wall, or perchance for its
^ ing. To give himself is to give
ire than himself. Thus I set good
c duct out of a good heart, honorable
I'ng, daily obedience, the unostenta-

:td^

tious usefulness high among the meth-
ods by which the city shall be builded
down." An interesting illustration of
how Christianity bettered things is af-
forded by the whole district around
Mount Lebanon, which has been called
"the oasis of the Turkish empire," be-
cause it has better farms, better roads,
better houses, better social life than
any other part of the Sultan's domin-
ions. It is particularly wonderful that
its farms on the rough mountain sides
should yield larger crops than Sama-
ria's fertile plains. The whole secret
is the fact that Mount Lebanon, like

the Waldensian hills of Italy, has been
the refuge of persecuted Christians,
who make up most of the population,
and who can do bettA- farming on the
roughest hillsides than Mohammedans
on fertile ground. The influence of
the missionary schools and the Syrian
Protestant College, at Beirut, have
been and are to-day potent influences
in yoking that region with Christ.
Towns and cities and nations, as well
as individuals, must be yoked with
Christ. Why did Jesus say in his woes
against cities that Chorazin, Bethsaida
and Capernaum were more guilty than
Tyre and Sodom? Sodom's sin we
know was social vice. Any city of the
present day that tolerates such condi-
tions cannot be said to be yoked with
Christ, but is all the while ministering
to its own destruction. What a con-
trast we find in the Italian city of
Florence, where, centuries ago, the citi-

zens declared Christ the King of their

city in a solemn civic service. They
had a stone set up with the inscription

on it: "Jesus Christ appointed by the

Senate the King of the Floi-entines."

Time has effaced that inscription, but
there is a sacred monogram in its stead
and on a tower is an inscription re-

ferring to that event which reads:
"Jesus Christ, the King of Glory; He
conquers. He reigns, He rules." Is

Florence, then, the Holy City? For a
time indeed she seemed to be, but alas!

she did not remain yoked with Christ!

Methodius Render Tribute

AT the regular weekly meeting of

Methodist pastors, held in New
York City March 28, the following res-

olutions were adopted:

yVhereas. Our beloved brother, Louis Klopsch,
has been taken away by the hand of death ;

therefore, be it

Resolved, That in his removal Methodism has
lost one of its most conspicuous, highly esteemed
and influential members ; the cause of our com-
mon Christianity one of its wisest, most conse-
crated and efficient advocates, and local and
universal charities one of their most blessed

benefactors.

Resolved, That we commend his unfaltering
faith in the Bible, his intense love for the

divine Christ as his personal Saviour, his belief

in the witness of the Holy Spirit, and his devo-

tion to the promotion of a warm evangelical

Christianity.

Resolved. That we marvel and rejoice at the

executive ability with which he was able to

unite hundreds of thousands of hearts of kin-

dred spirit and more than four millions of

dollars in helpinst the poor, and children of the

poor, in our own land, and in relieving in-

stantly the suffering of the multitudes of most
of the nations of the earth, which colossal

benevolences were recognized by receptions and
decorations of Kings and Emperors and by mes-
sages and flowers of love from the President of

our own country, as well as by the tears and
cheers of the penniless ; and that we believe that

Christ, the real King, who decoratetl his char-

acter with a cross, has placed on the brow of

his faithful warrior, conqueror and child a

crown of life.

Resolved. That we will cherish his memory
and copy his example as he followed Christ, and
rededicate our lives to the cause of truth, love

and the salvation of our fellow-men.

Resolved, That we sympathize most deeply

with and pray most sincerely for the wife and
children of our dear brother ; and that a copy

of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

ones, and that a copy of them be spread upon
the minutes of the meeting.

Signed by Rev. Ferdinand C. Igle-

hart. Rev. Frederick Shannon, Rev,

George G. Vogel, Committee.

Any Church \vi8hing to use the uidividual Com-
munion Service, the sanitary method of observing the

Lord's Supper, can secure a trial service from the

Thomas Communion Service Co., Luna, Ohio, bee

their atlvertisement on page 879.

A Sixteen -Hour Meal
in a Minute

It requires sixteen hours of soaking, boiling and
baking to prepare a dish of home-baked beans.

It requires but a minute to serve a meal of Van
Camp's. One can keep a dozen meals always
ready. And, no matter when served, they are just
as fresh as though they came direct from the oven.

Please think what that means, and how much
more it will mean in hot weather.

These differences are due to terrific heat—to the
use of steam ovens — to facilities which homes
don't have.

So Van Camp's, in addition to all their con-
venience, mean a doubly inviting dish.

Then Van Camp's are nut-like, mealy and whole.
They are never crisped, never mushy or broken.

Van Camp's have the tomato sauce baked in,

forming a delicious blend. And Van Camp's
digest. They don't ferment and form gas, as
home-baked beans usually do.

The consumption of beans has trebled in the past
five years. Last year millions of bushels were im-
ported from Germany to help supply the demands.

This is partly due to the new way of baking—
the use of steam ovens—which makes beans easy
to digest. And it is partly due to the cost of
meat. Beans contain even more nutrition than
meat, and they cost but a third as much.

Van Camp's beans—which all people like—help
immensely in solving the food problem.

Van@mp*sm BAKED ^B^ ^ •

The National Dish

The beans used in Van Camp's are
picked out by hand from the choicest
Michigan beans. They cost us four
times what some beans would cost.
Our tomato sauce is made from

whole, vine - ripened tomatoes to
supply this sparkling zest. It costs
us five times the market price of
much tomato sauce.

If you want beans as good as
they can be—beans which you can't
serve too often—insist that you get
this brand. (53)

Three sizes : 10, 15 and 20 cents per can

Van Camp Packing Company ESTABLISHED
1S61 Indianapolis, Ind.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." for S3 for 100. Words and music. 83 very best

songs. Sample copv 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

DliflWIVIOlMD S ON CREDIT^ K*1=AidL:r«
Kb SYSTEIVI

lET US SEHD YOU A BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND RING ON APPROVAL
Write for Catalog containing ov-t ir.OO illustrations tif Diamonds, Watches and Artistic Jewplry.* Selectany article you wmiM like

^^^_^__^ to .'wn or preBPiit a'l a pifl t., & loved or«. It will be ecnton apiirovol—all olmreeB prepaid. If Bfttiefactury id every way. pay one fifth

flETIC THE OLD REllABLt ORIGINAL DIAMOND 1
>l"">«»<i l—plt, t,.l,l=,elr> eight.,„alraontl.lj «moun,s. AB,huoe8tper.„»my

^1 1 |4V AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE |

open a obarge acoount with ua. Write for free cop; of the LOFTIS Al.lCiAZlN£.

BlOS.kCO. Depl. £> U5,e2 to sastaio St.,Chlcaao,lll.—Branches: Pittsburg, Fa., andSt.LonlB.Uo. | Write today.

PATENTS that PROTECT
Our 3 books fo ventors mailed on receipt ol 6 cts. stamps
B. 8. & A. B. LACEY.Washington.D.C, Dept.36.E8t. 1869

Caijn Clone ''tt"c<'» kiKhcii ami dining room.
ja\K jKpa One trip withWheel Tray sets table.

Aiiotlierclear.'^ it. Standsbesidetable for serving. Beside

siiilt wliilewasliing dishes. Price $10, exp. paid. Cirrular

WHEEL TRAY C0..435C West 6l8t Place, Chicago, 111.

.\t.

Mother says: To make
good gravy, thicken with

Kingsford's Corn Starch, not

flour— flour makes lumpy
gravy and that raw taste.

Kingsford's Corn Starch

is the best thickening for all

gravies, soups and sauces.

*^^? [ Send a post card today, and we will

fcj»*l mail without charge our remarkable

^
wSk little Cook Book "O."—"What a cook
"CiSS ought to know about corn starch."

It contains one hundred and
sixty-eight of the best recipes

t ' *. you ever tried.

T. Kingsford
& Son

Oswego, N.Y.

National Starch Co.,

Successors
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A
Champion
of

Woman's
Rights
—the right to

freedom
from household
drudgery

—the right to

a clean home
and leisure to

enjoy it

—the right to

spotless floors and
walls, shining pots
and pans, etc.,

without the penalty
oftired arms
and aching back

Old
Dutch

insures all

this to every
woman
Its many uses and
full directions on

Large Sifter-Can

lOc
$650 A. B. C. Automobile $650

The biggest
Automobile
bargain in
America. 2
or 4 Cylin-
ders Surreys,
Kunabouts
and Delivery
Wagons, 18

cj^vj .. . „. c 30 H. P.,
Solid or rnenmalu: 'Urea. Write for FREE Catalog!
A. B. C. Motor Vehicle Mlg. Co.. 3941 Morgan. St. Louis

QUcago, I'orcloDd

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oiji

Du rninu common Roroseno the ALADDIN MANTLl
LAMPKcneratos gas that ^ives a light more bril-
liaiit than city gaa, gaBuIirie or electricity.
SimplP. .-dorlc-jg, clean, eafe and durableAGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
r> rovolntiunizing liiilitini; ovctywhoro. Needed
111 every bume. Every Ui.ip guaranteed. SelU
Itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lumps.
Ask our Dearest office how you can get a lamp
free or apply for Aecncy PropositioD THE
'i!*''I'-^>*"5''CO. of America,Desk 549
Ore.; Waterbury, Conn.; Wlnnlpug, Mootrual, Caaada.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I 10 Decoration Day, 10 cts.
10 Kose. 10 cts.

I
10 Fourth of Jvrly, 10 cts.Any three packages mailed for 25 cents.

80 cents per lOO cards — assorted designs.
MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON,CONN.

^ Young People's Societies ^

Winning the World* The Awakening of Korea*

IN the reports of the great student

conference at Rochester, N. Y., last

January the readei*must have been es-

pecially struck by the confidence ex-

pressed there.

Robert E. Speer told of his firm be-

lief that the whole world would soon

know and love Christ.

He dwelt especially upon the fact

that the countries which embraced
Christianity were not only better fitted

thereby for spiritual progress, but they

were physically far better fortified.

"People die by starvation," he said,

"in countries where Christianity has

not been taught. There are Hindu,
Buddhist and Mohammedan famines,

but has any one ever heard of a great

Christian famine?"
This fact, of course, is due to many

reasons; but perhaps chiefly to the

training in intelligence which accom
panics all Christian effort. The school-

house goes with the church. We are

made to feel that the service of our
Saviour requires the brightest mind
and the keenest sense that can be de-

veloped; that we must be as wise as

serpents, while we are also as harmless
as doves.

It seems as though, where so much of

our commerce is going to the great

pagan nations of China and India, our
intellectual and spiritual privileges

must surely follow soon.

At this same convention Dr. Arthur
J. Brown reported that a Chinese tail-

or made him an overcoat of English
cloth, on an American sewing machine.
He traveled in a car made in Wil-
mington, Del., drawn by a locomotive
from Philadelphia, over rails from
Pittsburg, fastened with New York
spikes to Oregon ties.

But, alas! the worst of our morals
seem to be following these wonderful
physical inventions. England long
ago cursed China with the opium trade.

Now our own people are carrying to

the Orient our whisky and other intox-
icants, and are presenting the most
demoralizing of our entertainments.
May God help the good men and

women who are struggling to neutral-
ize and beat back these vicious forces,

by introducing the pure and undefiled
religion of the Master.

This great gathering of young and
enthusiastic Christians augurs well for
the winning of the world. They pre-
dict that in two centuries the work will

be done. God grant it ! But it will re-

quire a long pull and a strong pull and
a pull all together.
One of the most touching among all

the pathetic missionary tales is that
of the consecrated worker among the
Eskimos, the Rev. E. J. Peck. His field

is on the lonely shores of Cumberland
Sound, opposite Greenland, probably
the most remote and inaccessible mis-
sion station on earth.

_
With only small snow huts, and no

timber there, how was he to get a
church?
He begged a contribution of one seal-

skin from each of his parishioners.
Then he organized a sewing-bee among
the women. They stitched through the
long arctic night until they had made
these skins into a great blanket,
which, stretched over a rough frame-
work, made a church.

It is by labors and ingenuities and
sacrifices like these that the world shall
be won.

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, April 24.
Text: John 12:20-32.

TRAVELERS tell us that Korea is a

wonderful country, with a salu-

brious climate, many valuable mines
and vast areas of fertile soil.

It lies in the same latitude as our
own greatest eastern cities; is about
600 miles long and 135 miles broad, and
contains 80,000 square miles—about
the size of the State of Kansas. Its

hills are many, but low, and it has ten
rivers.

The people live chiefly on rice. They
have various fruits, most of them of
inferior quality, but the persimmons
are said to be the finest in the world.
Everybody smokes in Korea—men,

women and children ; but when they be-
come Christians they usually put away
the filthy weed.

Superstition there, as in most other
heathen countries, reigns supreme.
Thus, when a drought followed the in-
troduction of the first trolley-cars in
Seoul, it was naturally attributed to
the malign influence of "the devil that
runs the thunder and lightning wag-
on." At last a mob of thousands gath-
ered, rolled several cars over and over,
set one on fire, and took possession of
the streets, foaming and stamping like
wild beasts.

Ague prevails everywhere in Korea.
Smallpox was common until universal
vaccination was inaugurated. Asiatic
cholera, consumption, and occasionally
leprosy are found also. The mission-
ary has to understand how to minister
to all of these diseases.
The people dress almost entirely in

white, and clean white, men and women
dressing pretty nearly alike.
Korea is not a religious land. It

contains, says James S. Gale, no great
temples, priests, incense-sticks or bell-
books; and yet the people seem to have
an essentially religious nature. They
imagine that dragons, devils and gob-
lins are everywhere, occasionally kind
and good, but generally malignant and
to be propitiated. Ancestor-worship
is a passion among the people. Sacri-
fices are offered often upon the graves
of parents, which are watched and
tended with elaborate care, for the re-
pose of the dead is all-important. The
general faith of the people seems to be
akin to Buddhism.

It is a terrible world in which the
poor Korean lives. The life and light
of the Gospel, after his own melan-
choly belief, seem to him like heaven
itself. One cannot marvel that he has
accepted it so hospitably.
Another reason why Korea has been

more ready than other nations to re-
ceive Christianity has been its intense
admiration for all that is intellectual
and literary. Our missionaries early
commended themselves to the people
by their scholarly attainments.
The children are hungry for learn-

ing, and schools are vitally needed
there. The men are contributing lib-
erally to them. In a short time the
whole land will be dotted with them.

Within fifty years after the arrival
of the first missionary in Japan there
have been gathered in 75,000 adult
Protestant communicants. Within
twenty-five years after the beginning
of the work in Korea there have been
registered 115,000 communicants.
Everything looks promising for work

in this strange, interesting land; but
men and money are sorely needed, and
they are needed at once.

* T°P'<= of t'le Epworth League for Sunday,
April 24. Texts : II. Peter 3 : 9; Jonah 4 : 10, 11.

An Appropriate Birthday Present

MRS. MARY ANN RIDER, of War-
rior's Mark, Pa., celebrated her

eighty-eighth birthday recently. The
day was spent entertaining some of
the members of her family. Her
health is unusually good for one of her
years, and she remarked during the
day that she did not feel any older now

than when she was sixty. Her birth-
day present consisted of a purse con-
taining eighty-eight cents from each
child and grandchild, in all amounting
to nearly forty dollars. She has
always a warm welcome for her
friends, among them her regular week-
ly visitor, The Christian Herald.

This Pure Linen Wais

(And 10 cents postage)

Owing to Ike fact that we are
offering this Waist at less than
cost, we are compelled to ask
you to pay postage—10 cents.

We want your name so
that we can send you our
New Spring Style Catalog
No. 62, of Pans and New
York Styles P'ree of
Charge. That is why we
make this great offer.

Guaranteed Pore Linen
strictly tailored, cipen-fnjnt buttot)

thn>ugh embroidered box plait

tuclied on each side, pocket
upper loft side, laundered
band and detachable monnlBh
collar and laundercl cuffs; tie

Dot furnished.

Sizes 32 to U-

a 450.-TH§S WAIST IS 75 CENTS
If yon do not think, that this is the very finest wa

ever sold at this price retarn to ns at our expense and
will at once refund your money.

Send for our great Catalog
to-day; it is lull of wonder-
ful values like the above.

Fulton S

Brookly

NEW Yo;

CITY
listablishcd 14 yeat

The Easiest Shot
for

TenderFee

DAVID CUMMINOS, Pres.

Do you know the coif
fort of the WORT'
Cusliion Sole ? It bea
the same relation to yoi
foot through the day th:

an easy mattress bears 1

your body through tl

night, providing an eas
resting place for evei
bone and muscle Tt

wonderful sole is to be found ONLY in the famoi

WMi -AM Cushion ^^m
Wworth Sole olioi
If yon have never worn a pair, a new and deligfc

ful exiierience awaits you.

Mens, $4 to $6. Womens, $2 to $
Send for Catalogue and diagram order blank.

On receipt of catalogue price, we deliver FRE
anywhere in the United States.

W/iolesale and Mail Orders.

Bhe CUMMINGS COMPANY FACTOR
Dept. C, Worcester, Mass.

Agents Warited ereryichere. H'rite for pro^pecti<

THE CUMMINGS CO. RETAIL STORES!
122s Broadway New York, V.'

Hudson Terminal Building, 196 Fulton St., New Tor
570 Fulton Street Brooklyn. New Tor
15 South 13th Street Fblladelphia, F
406 Washington Street Boston, Mai

A WOMAN FLORIS

6 Hardy Everblooming^ p
T\ ^ ,_ ^ ,_ On their own roots. W ^KflQAQ ALL WILL BLOOM A^A IAWi3^ij THIS SUMMER mm\J
Sent to any address post-paid;

guaranteed to reach you in good growing condil .

GEM ROSE COLLECTION
Frances E. "Willard, .Snow White
Princess Bonnie, DazzlingCrimson
Marie Van Houtte, Yel. and Crim.
Maiden's Blosh, Delicate Blush
Etoile de Lyon, Gold. Yel.

Bridesmaid,GrandestPink

SPECIAL BARGAINS
6 Carnation9 the "Divined
Flower, " all colors, 25c.

6 Prize- Winning Chrys-
anthemums, - - 25c.

6 Beautiful Coleus, • - -

3 Grand Orchid Cannas, -

8 Sweet-Scented Tuberoses,
6 Fuchsias, all different, -

10 Lovely Gladiolus, - - -

10 Superb Pansy Plants,
15 Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different, 25c.

Any Five CoUectiona for One Dollar, Post-Pald." Gui

tee satisfaction. Once a customer, always one. Catalog ».

MISS ELLA V. BAINE8. Box 244 SpHngfleld, < »

Hunyadi'~{1
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes

Best remedy for

CONSTIPATIO
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

I

For 35 years we have been paying our c»s e"

I the highest returns consistent with conse '^^

I methods. First niortgago loans of $200 a ^v^

ivhich we can recommend after the most tn 'f

I
pereuoai in vesti^t ion. Pleasft ask for Lo&a I^ ^

"*'

[ $25 Certificates of Deposit also for saving

PERK MS & CO. Lawrence

STAMPS
100 different, foreign, FKEE. Portug •

Gnod cnly to those ineiitionine CsBI-

'

Hekalo. Quaker Stamp Co., Tdedc
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Our Lookout Round the World
—Dr. Beliscario Porras, Panama's

pecial envoy in Washington, has con-

ratulated Secretary Knox and our

itate Department on the effective use

f its good offices as peacemaker in the

ispute between Costa Rica and Pan-

ma over the boundary question. He
/rites: "Both countries are happy
hat this delicate matter has been set-

i.ed so that the traditional friendship

•etween the two countries can be main-
lined without the slightest break."

n amicable survey will now conclude

:e quarrel which once seemed likely

lead to a serious rupture.

;i

I

—A VOLUNTARY increase of six per

3nt. has been made by the Pennsyl-

ania Railroad to all employees who
^w get less than $.300 a month. About
^5,000 will get the increase. Three
ears ago the Pennsylvania made a

oluntary increase of ten per cent. It

« said that other railroads will follow

;ie example set by this road. Rail-

Oad men generally are always glad to

et a position with the Pennsylvania;

, has le.ss trouble than any other road
ith its employees, and the men .'^eem

^pressed with the idea that the man-
gement wishes to do the fair thing
,)r good service.
I

...
I

—Following the good example of

le Pennsylvania, the Reading Rail-

)ad also announced an increase of six

•er cent., the raise affecting 19.5,000

^en. The United States Steel Com-
lany, Pitt.sburg, has also issued a
fatement that wages will be raised.

I

—

During a ball in the village of

lekoerite, Hungary, on March 27, a

l-eat crowd of dancers were making
lerry in a coach-house, which had been
pcorated with dry branches, Chinese
interns, etc., for the occasion, when
fe broke out and almost in a moment
le tinder-like structure was in a blaze,

.here was but one door, and all rushed
1 it, creating a frightful panic. The
omen's dresses caught fire, and soon
le entire gathering was enveloped in

,18 flames. Many were trampled un-
iT foot. The more they struggled the
ghter they became wedged together,
he fire spread to the roof, which soon
11. Only a few escaped. It is esti-

ated that three hundred perished in

lis horrible disaster.

—It is a "far cry" from Gondokoro
Oyster Bay, but Mr. Roosevelt is

3W on the road, facing homeward.
I

is journey, since he emerged from the
jfrican jungle, has been a triumphal
regress, to the accompaniment of
rums, brass bands, and long lines of
atives, armed with spears and shields.
1 Cairo, however, the.se military ac-
(•mpaniments were discarded and the
^turning wanderer once more assumed
le habiliments and surroundings of
'vilization. He has a big round of re-
sptions and speeches awaiting him in
!e various Euioppan capitals before
fe reaches New York in June next,
id plunges once again into the mael-
rom of American politics, which
'Ids dangers quite as great as those
Africa, though of a different sort.

iH return will be a midsummer event
,
the metropolis.

—JOTHAM p. Allds, state Senator,
•signed from the Upper House of the
ew York Legislature, pending an in-
jstigation of bribery charges made
?ainst him, and on the day on which
vote was to be taken, March 29. The
tse had many .sensational features,
hecks were produced to show that

Allds, who was a prominent member
of his party and represented the thirty-
seventh Senatorial District in his
State, had accepted bribes from various
sources to influence legislation. By re-
signing he escaped expulsion, but the
verdict declaring his guilt was record-
ed by the overwhelming vote of 40 to 9.

At least one other Senator is involved
as a participator in Allds' corruption.
The case has excited a tremendous sen-
sation throughout the State, and is one
of the worst illustrations of vicious
politics and lack of personal principle
and public integrity that has come to
the surface in many years.

—And now the meat-packers, in

their turn, are charging the farmers
with the responsibility for the prevail-
ing high prices of beef and pork.
J. Ogden Armour, the Chicago packer,
who is now in Texas, says: "As a
matter of fact the farmers and stock
raisers absolutely control the market,
and are organized into unions and
leagues, and are starving the people.

The packers would cut prices in half if

the stock raisers and farmers would
sell cattle and hogs at reasonable prof-
its. We are paying more for these
now than ever in the history of the
country, and we are willing to admit
that the cost of putting the finished

product on the market is no more to the
packers than it was a decade ago, when
we paid only half the present price for

sheep, cattle and hogs.

—President Taft on March 30
signed proclamations granting the
minimum rates under the new tariff

law to Canada, Australia and several

other countries. These proclamations
practically complete the extension of

minimum lates to all the commercial
countries of the globe. About 130 gov-
ernments are now included in the list

of those which share this benefit. It is

regarded as peculiarly fortunate that

the tariff war between this country and
Canada should have been averted by
skilful diplomacy. Under the arrange-
ment now concluded both countries se-

cure important advantages. Canada
gets the minimum tariff rates from us,

and in return gives us important re-

ductions on .thirteen tariff schedules,

thus effectUc. 'y Hisproving the charge
of "undue discriminatiri" against the

United States in compai.oon with the

rate allowed to France and other coun-

tries by Canada. Forty staple commo-
dities are affected by the change, rep-

resenting an annual business of five

million dollars. There is little doubt
that the arrangement will enlarge fu-

ture trade relations and deepen the

feeling of friendship and commercial
reciprocation between the two coun-

tries. Apropos, it may be stated that

the total customs revenues from all

sources this year are already $39,000,-

000 in excess of those for the same
period a year ago.

Write for FREE Sample and Reasons Why Bishopric

Wall Board is Cheaper and Better than Lath and Plaster
AN V weather is "good building weather" when you use Bishopric Wall Board as a substitute
for lath and plaster. You yourself can nail it to studding; applied dry, all ready for
decoration. Saves time and labor ; is clean and sanitary ; proof against cold and dampness.

WALL BOARD
TT IS MADE of kiln-dried, dressed
' lath, imbedded in hot Asphalt
Mastic, and surfaced witli sized
cardboard. Is cut at the factory
into uniform sheets 4x4 feet square
and three-eighths inch thick. These
sheets are easily and quickly nailed
to studding ready for wall paper,
paint or burlap.

UU/in/111 1 tEIf will not swell, shrink,
warp, rrack. flake or blister; is clean, sanitary
and odorless- Being a non-conductor, saves fuel
an<l keeps out summer heat; alsodeadens sound.

Used for dwellings, pleasure, liealth-
resort and faetory buildings, new parti-
tions in old buildings, flnisiiing allies,
cellars, porches, laiuidries and garages.

Price $2.50 perlOO sq.ft. or $6.40 per
crate of 2.'G sq. ft., f . o. b. factories New
Orleans or Cincinnati or Alma, Mich.

Write for Free
Samples and Booklet

BISHOPRIC SHEATHING is made
in same way as Wall Board, but
finish is not necessarily so fine and
therefore costs less. Cheaper and
better than lumber. Forms dead air
space between lath and weather
board. Ideal for CEMENT EX-
TERIOR or stucco work.

E.xcellent lining for dairy barns, poultry
houses, stables or other outdoor buildings.
Price $2 per square of 100 sq. ft. or $5.12 per
crate of 2.06 sq. ft. . f . o. b. New Orleans.
Cincinnati, or Ahna. Midiigan.

BISHOPRIC ROOFING makes a neat,
clean, artistic, durable roof which never
needs paint. Guaranteed proof against
culd, heat, moisture, wind and weather;
Will not crack, curl or break.

Price per square : 8-ply, $2. .50 ; 2-ply,

pvf Ai pDC $2.25; 1-ply, $1.75. Freight prepaidu±^m^i:.t\j
^ ^ g^gj pf ^y^^^ jjjip ^j Minnesota, Iowa,

Write for Proposition Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.

The Mastic Wall Board & Rooting Mfg. Co., 40 East Third Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship you a
RANGER" BICYCLE

_ on approval, freight
prepaid to any place in the United States ivithout a cent deposit tn advance, and
allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in
every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it,

ship it back to us at oui expense for freight and you will twt be out one cent.

I nW FAPTflRV DRIPrC ^^ ^<=li the highest Errade bicycles direct from factory
»**" rHU I Wll I rnmug to riderat lower prices than any other house. We
save you $io to if2; middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires, Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicycles; also reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.
DinCD APCIITC IIIAIITCn !n»chtownand district to ride and exhibit 3 sample
niUCnnUCIIIO IflllllCll i9io"Rang'er"Bicyclefumishedbyus. YouwUt>e
astonished at the tyoK<£fr/"M//y /(?a//r:fej and the Hticral propositions and special oflFer we will

give on the first 1910 sample going to your town. Writs at once for our special offer.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from ^7»rvf«« at an\ pricenvi^SX you receive our catalogue
and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell OUT bicycles under
your own name plate at double our prices. Orders tilled the day received,

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago KtaU Stores will

ibe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIBP^ PAACTIID DDAtfC rear wlieels.innertubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
linCdf VUnOICn DIUIIVC and everything in the blcycleline at baU usual prices.

DO NOT WAIT but write today for our Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of
Interesting matter and useful Information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.D-71, CHICAGO, ILL.

A Flying Start
We are organized to promote successful poultry culture,

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the
You can get a

Rancocas Strain

White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS
We have over

10.000 Layers

RANCOCAS
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed. They are not
- bred for fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, *' the kind that luy

llie eurus-'* We have 10,000 layers, and establish every year more paying egg farms
for beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers than
any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering day-
old-chlx from us. Any size shipment from 2.i upward, all sturdy and vigorous.
Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners—care, feeding,
etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
, M. Foster, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills in the Pines, N. J»

,
NOT

UK£T>fla

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If you are suffering from any form of spinal trouble you can be relieved
in your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results are marvelous. It is nature's own method.
Eminent physicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the whole spine is invigorated and
strengthened, all soreness is taken out of the back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

straightened. There is bright hope for you. no matter how long you have
suffered- We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union. Each
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly.
There is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We guarantee satis-
faction and let you use it 30 days. Write for our new ;.book. giving
full infurmation and references.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO., 207 IBth ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

ItlKE THIS

O ITir I^ ITITD I IW/^ its pleasures and profits, is the
DI1<E<IVIi>Iji ll^U theme of tliat excellent and
handsomely illustrated magazine, GLEAINIISGS IN
BEK C'l l/rnti:. Wesendit for six months on trial

for twenlv-iivf ci'iits, and also send lr>'i' :i iM pat;"' book
on bees aii'l urn' Ijiv supply catalog to all wlio name tins

paper. TllK A. 1. KOOT CO., Box 7ij, Mi'dina, (iliiu.

\FEHCE\•STRONGESTMADE. Bull-
stronpr chlclv.

Cen-tlght Sold to the user at Wholesale
^Prices. We Pay Freleht. Cataloj^uefree.
, COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
CBox 47 Winchester. Indlanac

GetMy Big Split-Hickory Book, Sure This Year
.Let Me Pay the Postage—Just Send Your Name

— Shows 1 2S Styles
- FREE

IST.\RT rii-'ht out to show you savlnpr, direct prices,

and over ia& styles of Famous Spllt-Hlckory I'JIO \ ehl-

clcsandhigh-irrade harness, by speiiding 8 cents postage
to mail you my splendid 1910 Big, Free, color-illustrated
Boolv o£ Styles. Select what you want—choiire of trim-
mlngsandtlnlsh.etc—made-to-order. I ship promptly on

30 Days* Free Road Test
I eauaffordtodo this because I knov/ you '11 be pleased

—because my vehicles and harness are made right—be-
cause I save you big money on prices by taking only one
email maker's profit—because my Immense production

and large numberof sales (over 150 OOO buggies now) get
the best grade of materials and work for
you and save me oncosts—you get my^

2 Years' Guarantee t^he il^ge*^^
exclusive vehicle and harness factory In
the world. Write me today.

H. C. Phelps, President.

The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co,

Sta. 236. Columbus, 0.

H. V. rilELPS
Maimtttctui-er Split
iilckory Vehicles

Split Hickory ^
Vehicles Sold
Direct from ^
Factory to ^
Home. y.

30 Days ' Free V
Road Test— ^
Two Years' ^
Guarantee. ^
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Never have you heard sacred music sung so beauti-

fully as it is brought to you on the Victor.
Soul-stirring hymns, magnificent anthems and oratorios, rendered

by the ablest singers.

Just think of hearing such selections as these

:

35075

35014

31770

31656

16465 \

Records enclosed in brackets and 1

(a) Angels Ever Bright and Fair Lucy March
(b) Unfold Ye Portals Trinity Choir
( a ) Glory Song Haydn Quartet
(b) The Radiant Morn Lyric Quartet
Hallelujah Chorus from "Messiah" Victor Chorus with Sousas Band
Messiah—Comfort Ye My People Harry Macdonough
(a) The Light of the World is Jesus . . . Whitney. Bros. Quartet
(b) HeLeadethMe Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler

r (a) Adeste Fidelis

16058
j
(b) Lead Kindly Light

'
to Thee . . .

ettered )?( are double-faced records.

16441

16431

16372

j (a) Jesus, Savior, Pilot Me Whitney Bros. Quartet

I (b) Light of Life Whitney Bros. Quartet

S(a) Throw Out the Life Line Harry Macdonough and Haydn Quartet
I (b) Onward, Christian Soldiers . . . Westminster Cathedral Choir

16362

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Westminster Chimes
and Nearer My God
Westminster Chimes

Home of the Soul Whitney Bros. Quartet

I am Praying for You Stanley and Burr

Eternity Whitney Bros. Quartet
Twenty-third Psalm and Lord's Prayer

5760 Face to Face Percy Hemus
4875 It is Well with My Soul Handel Mixed Quartet

4357 The Holy City (Trombone) . . Arthur Pryor

Victor Red Seal Records
88016 Ave Maria (In Latin) . .

85102 Elijah—O Rest in the Lord
64092 Lead Kindly Light . . . .

Emma Eames
Louise Homer
Evan Williams

V
Victrola XVI, Circassian walnut, $250

Quartered oak, $200 Mahogany, $200
Victrola XII, mahogany, $125

Other styles of the Victor, $10 to $100

88138 Silent Night, Holy Night (In German)
Ernestine Schumann-Heink

88059 Stabat Mater—Inflammatus (In Latin)

Johanna Gadski

Hear this beautiful sacred muctic today. Any Victor dealer will

gladly play any Victor music you want to hear.

And be sure to hear the Victrola
The new Victo: catalogue lists more than 3000 selections—both

single- and double-faced records. Same high quality—only difference is

in the price. Pay double-faced if the combination suits you.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.
Berliner Gramciphone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors.

Victor
To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records.

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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Thi» Historic Cathedral was visited by Mr. Roosevelt and party a few weeks ago
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See page 401



Count Your Saving
On These Fascinating

New Summer Garment

THEN resolve to

do your shop-

ping here every

week from the

a
STANDARDS"
WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Make your selec-

tions from these

Five Beautiful

Summer Gar-
ments Now, and

Mail Your Order

TO-DAY.

FREE
Write for FREE yearly sub-

scription to the STANDARD
Bulletin. MAY and JUNE
number now ready showing all

the Latest Summer Styles "Just

Out" in NEW YORK. It will

help you plan your Summer
Clothes. It will show you how
you can haveMORE CLOTHES
FOR LESS MONEY. Write

for the Bulletin To-Day and
learn how you can get FREE a
STERLING SILVER-PLATED
BERRY SPOON AND COLD
MEA T FORK. Don 't put off

writing for this book until to-

morrow or next week—but write

for it to-day BEFORE YOU
FORGET.

STANDARD';
GUARANTEE

not plea«d with

U YOU are .-.^^^^ it -»

'h'» «"r^e «m exchange
once and

«f
„ or refund yo"' money

O^
TAG r/.

388
$6.98

875
ib.Ai

^ ON EVERY

GARMENT
^^^ SELL

This

"STANDARD"
GUARANTEE TAG

is Tied on Every
Garment We Sell

This GUARANTEE gives
you the privilege of return-
ing any garment or article

purchased from us that is

not entirely satisfactory,
and we will refund allyour
money promptly.

$10 Lingerie $/5.98
Dress for . . \J
388 H. Such a wonderful value

was never offered you before. This

same dress is being sold by one of

the largest mail order houses for

$ 1 0.00. The material is a SHEER,
SOFT FINISHED IMPORTED
BATISTE, very fine m texture and
very durable. Yoke and deep
GirdleBeltof fineVal.and art laces

in Cluny pattern. Elaborate front

panel of exquisite art embroidery.

Entire front and back trimmed with

beautiful Val. and openwork em-
broidery. 21 inch flounce, gather-

ed very full, giving wide sweep.

Trimmed with 3 inserts of Val.
and cluster of 8 pin tucks. Deep
hem. Long Bishop sleeves and
deep cuff prettily inlaid with 9 in-

serts of Val. Cuffs finished with in-

sert of art lace. Closej jnvisibly in

back. Order this dress

now,;and if, when you
receive it you are not

entirely satisfied--yes,

more than pleased-

return the dress and
we will refund all

your money promptly.

Special <tC98
Price «pO

Sizes :

32 to 44 bust.

$10 Dressy

Tub Suit for $6.98

673 H. Handsome Lace
Trimmed Tub Suit, made in pure

Irish linen, imported repp or linen

crash(colors given below). Makes a

very appropriate costume for after-

noon wear. Insertions of Irish cro-

chet and medallions of the same lace

elaborately trim the 34 inch coat, 4
rows of insertion being used up the

front and 2 in the back. Full plaited

skirt with plaits stitched down to be-

low hip line. Band of Irish crochet is

inlaid all around bottom of skirt. Cut
generously wide with graceful flare.

Select materialand color below. Pure
Irish linen in natural (linen)color only

Imported repp,White,Tan,( linen),

Brown.Copenhagen or old rose. Pure
linen crash, in natural (linen) color

only. Sizes 32 to 44 (t>/2.98
bust. Special Price «pO

$5 0ne-Piece $0.25
Wash Dress O
340 H. Embroidered One-

Piece Dress of good soft finished

linon in light blue or natural tan.

The panel front, sleeves and collar

are beautifully trimmed in an effetilive

pattern with handsome braided em-
broidery. Bodice is tucked to bust

line, giving required fullness to the

front. Embroidered belt at waist line

and deep plaited flounce which falls

in graceful flare. Closes invisibly in

the back.We highly recommend this

dress to you as a splendid value.

Unless you bought this dress at the

"STANDARD" you would have to

pay at least $5.00. So buying this

dress at the "STANDARD" means a

SAVING to you. Why not order this

dress NOW--to-day. It is serviceable

---well made and a very d»Q.25
becoming style. Special ip^

TANDARD
MAIL ORDER

161 WOOSTER ST.

NEW YORK CITY.

98.
$1.50 Real Hand

Embroidered Waist

124 H. Never before have you beei

offered a Real Hand-Embroiderei
Waist for 98c. You should order thi

waiS at once. Made of fine Imported Silk

Finished Lingerie Batiste. Yoke is Ham

Embroidered in beautiful raised pattern am

outlined in pointedeffect by insertsof exquisit

Baby Irish lace. Front is further trimmec

with four inserts of Baby Irish and clufle

of pin tucks. Collar and cuffs neatly tuckec

and trimmed with Baby Irish. Closes invisibl;

in back which shows neat tucks. Order thi

Real Hand-Embroidered Waist Qgc
To-day. Special

Sizes, 32 to 44 Bust.

$5.48$7 French

Voile Skirt . .

875 H. Stylish All-Wool FrencI

Voile Skirt in black only. Made of i

crisp wiry Voile that will hold its color aru

give good service. This skirt is cut in the yer;

latefl Style, with smooth-fitting yoke outline;

in novel design, with taffeta Strapping and but

tons. Slender front panel, and the immediatt

side and back panels are effedlively trimmec

near the bottom with five Straps of taffeta

Deep flounce laid in side plaits which fall ii

graceful flared outline. Retails for $7 and iil

worth it. "STANDARD" -'Maker djt5.48'

toWearer"prices bring it to you at 'P*'
Give Waist, Hip and Length Measures.
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THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED A\AGAZINE FOR THE HOAE

Ex-Pre*ident Roosevelt The Quirinal, Where Mr. Roosevelt Was the King's Guest King Victor Emmanuel

MR. ROOSEVELT AND THE VATICAN
EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S encounter

with the Vatican has not yet ceased to be the

topic of two continents. Although he has per-

mally deprecated any sensational discussion of the

icident, it was clearly beyond his power to limit

[lat discussion or to direct the current of criticism

!iat has followed the event.

Those who understand Italian politics claim that

lere has been no time in recent years when any-
ling has occurred that ha^ so greatly shaken the
lith of the Italian people in the diplomacy of the

atican as the Roosevelt incident. Even the Papal
ress has been greatly cha-

rined. It may be said that

le Italian press generally,

ith the exception of a few
erical organs, supports Mr.
oosevelt's attitude. Some of

le more outspoken journals
itimate that Cardinal Merry
el Val may be made the official

;apegoat and may even be
Lsmissed. The Cardinal, it

lould be explained, is a Span-
'ird, and it is quite within the

linge of possibilities that he
Kay have made the communi-
itions to Mr. Roosevelt more
Reacting and the Pope's condi-
,ons less agi'eeable than would
|ave been the case had they
)me through other hands. The
^ther of Merry del Val was
nee Spain's ambassador to the
,atican, and cherishes the tra-
itional Spanish dislike of any
ower that has humbled the
ag of Spain by land or sea.
peaking to a friend the day
fter the incident, the old
panish diplomat remarked, "It
!ems providential that my son
lould be the man to humble a
.'ankee President!"
Public opinion adverse to the
atican is by no means confined
' Rome. The German press ex-
presses the opinion that the encounter was not only
creditable to Roosevelt, but it was distinctly mal-
Iroit on the part of Merry del Val, and will not
ilp the position of the Roman Church throughout
le world. In Vienna, all the liberal journals de-
ore the attitude of the Vatican, and some of them
;,ainly intimate that it is dominated by the Spanish
pmosphere.
j.Throughout the excitement, Ex-President Roose-
iMt was probably the only person of prominence in

Rome who did not show signs of discomposure. He
went on quietly, as though nothing of consequence

had happened, making his preparations for the meet-
ing with King Victor Emmanuel which was to take

place on Monday, April 4. The King received the

visitor at nine o'clock in the forenoon at the Quirinal

Palace, and the two were soon on a most friendly

footing, talking over various matters. King Victor

speaks English well, and, although Mr. Roosevelt
was prepared to conduct a conversation with him
in French, he was glad to have the freedom afforded
by his own Anglo-Saxon. He told the King many

Ex-President Roosevelt and Party at a Gymkana in Khartoum, Egypt

interesting details about his African expedition, and
particularly he spoke with him of Italian Somali-

land, which he had visited, and told how the colon-

ization project was progressing. From this the talk

drifted naturally to Italian immigration to the

United States, and the probable attitude of our

government on certain international questions. The
whole talk was in a friendly social spirit, without

much formality, and the two seemed to treat each

other like old friends. After the interview, the

King invited Mr. Roosevelt to take an automobile
ride with him the next day. In the evening the

Ex-President and his family dined at the Quirinal,

all the Embassy staff being present. Mrs. Roosevelt

and Mrs. Leishman sat on the King's right, while

Mr. Roosevelt and Ambassador Leishman were
placed beside Queen Helena.
Among other social functions which had been

arranged for the Ex-President were a dinner with
the Municipal Council, another at the American
Embassy, and an invitation to speak before the
Methodists of Rome. The last-mentioned, however,

was upset by an incident that
was unforeseen. On Tuesday,
after he had visited the bar-
racks along with the King in
his automobile, had run out to
a royal hunting-lodge to see
some trophies of the chase, and
whirled back to inspect with
King Victor the monument of
Victor Emmanuel II. in the
Piazza Venezia, and to view
the great collection of statuary
and marbles worth more than
twenty million dollars, the Ex-
President returned to his hotel.

He was visited by the Rev. B.
M. Tipple, pastor of the Amer-
ican Methodist Church in Rome,
and had a short talk with the
latter. After the interview,
Mr. Tipple gave a version of it

to the public which displeased
Mr. Roosevelt, who was re-

solved to use all the influence

at his command to minimize
discussion, and especially to

avoid any appearance of reli-

gious animosity. What Mr.
Tipple said is thus reported by
the cable dispatches:

"Mr. Roosevelt has struck a
blow for twentieth century
Christianitv. The representa-
tives of two great republics

—

America and France—havebeen
the ones to put the Vatican where it belongs. The
Vatican is incompatible with republican principles.

This is a bitter dose for patriotic Catholics in

America to swallow. I wonder how many doses

of this sort they will take before they revolt. Is

Catholicism in America to be American or Romish?
If Romish, then every patriotic American should

rise to crush it, for it is the uncompromising foe of

freedom. The world advances; the Vatican never."

Continued on page 391
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The American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis*

KING DAVID'S
PENITENCE

PSALM 51 is the broken, passionate cry of a true

penitent. The pathos is here, but so is the

note of truth and reality. No sham, no cant,

no hypocrisy, pollute this page. Tempted, in an

hour of weaiiness, David was swept off his feet, and

went down. His sin was black and ugly. The

poet-king fell as angels fall from heaven. In ret-

rospect, how are the mighty fallen! Yea, now
is the fine gold dimmed! David was at once king,

popular hero, poet, soldier and friend. As a king

he had betrayed the confidence of his own people.

As a popular hero, he had met the admiration and

confidence of the common people with untruth, dis-

honor and injustice. As a poet, gifted with genius

to create and beautify an empire, he had wasted
liis talents, and blackened the ermine of the soul.

As a soldier, he had been untrue to the chivalry of

arms. As a friend, he had betrayed friendship.

In his remorse, the guilty king oft called upon the

rocks and the mountains to fall upon him and cover

him from the terrors of conscience and from
the face of God. The ruin of the poet-king was like

the ruin of some great mansion and garden. In a

careless hour, the keeper of the gate deserts his

post, and in the darkness swine come in to lift the

tusk on flower and fragrant shrub, to break down
all the vines and arbors, while, under cover of night,

thieves loot the mansion, strip the walls, empty the
store-house. Lo, when day dawns, what had been a
goodly house is but a blackened shell; for the fires

of passion sweeping through the house of David's
soul soon left it only a heap and a ruin

!

R-emorse and Suffering

Consider the remorse, the suffering and the re-

covery of the poet-king. No man of David's mani-
fold gifts could lie in the mud, having stumbled and
fallen there. We are all in the gutter, but some of
us are looking for the eternal stars. And David's
rebound from sin was as swift as the rebound of
the bent bow that flings the arrow farther for the
bending. No sooner had he sinned than the black
shadow fell across the threshold of his soul. Scarce-
ly had he lifted the flagon to his lips than it turned
to gall and bitterness. The hand of God lay heavy
upon him, and the hand was remorse and recol-
lection, though no man knew the secret battle and
the hidden anguish. Then God sent Nathan. Oh,
these God-sent men! John the Baptist was a God-
sent man, when he stood in Herod's palace and
descended on the guilty king like a flame of fire.

Elijah was a God-sent man, when he met King Ahab
face to face. One night the vision came to Nathan
the prophet, and when morning dawned the man of
God wrapped his robe about him and made his
way to the king's presence. Because he came to
plead a case of injustice he had the right of en-
trance. His appeal was to the imagination through
the parable.

David was a poet and Nathan knew his man, and
the weak joint in his armor. There was a rich
man who dwelt in a palace and his portion was
abundance and his life ease. There was a poor
man also, who dwelt in a cottage, close beside pov-
erty, and his companion was want and necessity.
One day a ti-aveler knocked at the rich man's door,
and asked shelter and food. Now the custom of
that land forbade any man turning the stranger
away, or refusing a night's lodging. The rich
man's herds and flocks covered all the hills, but
he was so selfish that he was not willing to take
a single kid or lamb, to prepare a meal for the
pilgrim. In that hour, he remembered his work-
man, who had one pet lamb. So he sent his serv-
ants to take the poor man's lamb, and dress it for
the stranger's dinner. And now, the chords of
memory began to tremble under the skilful stroke
of Nathan. The rich blood mantled David's cheek.
The king understood. His house was the palace,
and dead Uriah lived in a humble home. His pal-
ace still stood strong and his soldier's cottage was
in i-uins. Craft, deceit, selfishness, acquiescence in
Joab's plot, amounted to complicity in murder.

It was a gha.stly story. A king was he, but
position gave no release from responsibility. He
knew the will of God, and he did it not. Henceforth
he must be beaten with many stripes. All the
.storms, chastisements and judgments of God must
be gathered up and focalized upon the single life.

* Pastor, Plymouth Church (Congreprational), Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Henceforth the morning sun will rise, but for David

its light will not be pleasant for the eyes. Each

to-morrow will open a path, but the way will be

full of thorns. Upon his head a flood of sorrows

will be poured and his name must be a target for

scoffs and obloquy and shame. All incredible it

seems that there is any divine alchemy that can

extract from this black slough those lilies of peni-

tence and prayer that are the whitest flowers in

the garden of the soul.

False Penitence

In the rebound from his sin, David sorrowed, but

at first his penitence was false penitence. Some-
where in his Marble Faun Hawthorne says that

Donatello wept, but that "his tears had no religious

value." Not otherwise was it with King David, in

the first stage of his repentance. He sorrowed,

but the nerve that ached was the nerve of wounded
self-love. All his tears were for himself, and not for

his son. His low spirits were incident to his per-

sonal vexation and annoyance with himself. He
had fallen below his own ideals, and so was deeply
chagrined. Before, he had been a Pharisee, who
was able to say, "God, I thank thee that I am not
like other men." Now, boasting and conceit were
impossible when he stood up to pray. He had not
kept faith with himself, and his pride was hurt.

His sin had wounded his self-respect, just as salt

brine makes the wounded hand to smart. How long
he had toiled on the structure of his character!
And now he had made a black mark on the statue.

But his sorrow was the sorrow of an artist, who
has fallen below his ideal. It is the chagrin of an
architect whose foundation has settled, and who
sorrows over a crack in the wall.

There is an age-old witticism about the self-

made man being deeply religious, in that he wor-
ships his maker; and David had reverenced him-
self. But all this external and selfish sorrow has
nothing to do with true penitence for sin. This
resentment is the resentment of pride and of the
mind. It is not the resentment of the heart and the
abhorrence of the conscience, with the passionate
outgoing for righteousness and for God. In Lord
Rosebery's history of Napoleon at St. Helena, he
gives an account of the reflections of the great
soldier. And what do you find Napoleon saying
during the long winter evenings of talk with his
officers? Napoleon regrets Waterloo, because he
had overlooked one plan making ready for the
battle. He regrets Warsaw, and the defeat in
Russia, because he forgot to reckon with the pos-
sible snowstorm, and the rigors of a northern
climate for French soldiers. He sorrows because
these mistakes made it possible for Wellington's
name to eclipse his own. Here also the nerve that
aches is the nerve of self-love. Does Napoleon
sorrow because he used his genius for oppression
and tyranny? Does he sorrow because he filled the
world with widows and orphans? Does he sor-
row because he spoiled France of her noblest sons?
Are his nights wakeful and his pillow wet with
tears because 1,000,000 black-robed women and
little children, hungry and orphaned, forget to pray
and remember only to curse Napoleon before their
God? No! No! Napoleon's sorrow is only skin
deep. It is mere anguish of wounded self-lov:.

The Rebound Toward Truth

When a youth loses his position in the firm, the
announcement of the dismissal of one who spends
nights in drinking and gambling stirs sorrow; but
what if the boy is sorrowful because he has no
money to pay his board bill? What if he is sor-
rowful because dissipation has hurt his health?
What if he regrets the event because the other clerks
will taunt him? This sorrow simply publishes his
own pride. Does not true penitence go deeper than
that? Are there no considerations of honor for his
betrayal of his father's and mother's good name, no
considerations of duty and justice and truth toward
his employers, no obligations toward God and his
laws in society? Always the good is the enemy
of the best. Away with this false and superficial
penitence

! Sorrow for self is a lying sorrow. When
I am hungry, give me bread, "feed me not with
cloud-banks. When I thirst, I ask no mirage, but a
bubbling spring. When I am cold, I ask raiment,
and not the wrappings of the night wind. There is
a sorrow that needs to be repented of, because it is
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a lie, a sham, the raiment of hypocrisy; its voice

the voice of deceit and cant. It is a demon, trai

formed into an angel of light, for purposes of 1

trayal.

Then came the rebound toward truth when Ki

David strikes the note of reality. "Against th

thee only, have I sinned, and done this evil in t

sight." Incidentally his sin was a blunder, tl

aimed at pleasure and struck pain. Essentially,

sin was a rebellion. It was treason of the sold

toward his general, the disciple's betrayal of

Divine Master, the son's perfidy toward his no

father, the friend who unsheaths a naked swc

and turns it toward the bosom of his friend—

1

sinner who betrays his Saviour, God's earthly s

who wilfully and deliberately rebels against i

laws of his Heavenly Father. For David's sorr

now goes down to the root of things. In buildi

his new life, he digs away the rubbish of deci

self-love, and sorrow for the loss of reputat
and friends; he builds henceforth on the rock

absolute truth, and begins with God. It is a m^

incident that he hqs sinned against himself. Mi
important was it that he has wronged his fellc

but the genius of his sin is, that he has rebel

against his God. Not that he publishes his remoi
He does not climb his pillar, like Simeon Stylites,

the presence of the people. But let no man thi

that David does not climb his pillar in solitude a I

secret anguish. His penitence is silent, but it is ;

deep as the silent river that in the darkness g ;

hurrying toward the infinite sea. Outwardly he

:

calm, but inwardly God heaves his soul as the t

heaves the ocean. Restitution he makes, to be su

.

He humiliates himself before those whom he 1

;

wronged—certainly! He recovers the confidei

;

of the people, who say that religion means sor

thing when a man makes restitution, and does w!

;

this king does. But when the people say that his i

is ended, David knows that his repentance has o '

begun. Never again did the poet king stumble! >

more falling into the bog and slough! Hencefo i

the angel dwells afar from the fires that threa i

the plumage of the wings. It is for others to d; >

the precipice, but not for this king. The ye

;

come and the years go, but all life is a restituti

,

a sacrifice, a penitential prayer, a psalm of se -

ice and tears, a trust in God's mercy. Hencefo i

David is the Old Testament publican, smiting u] i

his breast, with downcast eyes, while in silence .;

whispers, "God be merciful to me a sinner."

The Soul's Sanctuary

History holds the names of four great men v

)

have bared the secrets of the soul to the gaze -

millions—David, Augustine, Rousseau and 'Tolsfi.

Augustine opened all the gates into the soul'ssaj-

tuary, and let the multitude look in upon the inn^

most secrets, for reasons of self-humiliation. Ro^
seau wrote his confessions because he was ess^

tially a bad man who loved publicity and could t

live unless he stood in the limelight. Tolstoy ;t

aside reticence, silence and the dignity of reserve ji

the hope that the story of his excesses might shf
the Russian aristocrats into a recognition of 2

abyss in which they were all floundering, and 1 -

stoy's thought was that he might yet save Rus^.

David wrote for God's eye and for his alone. Bu^i

His providence the poet's psalm of penitence a?

preserved, bound into litanies, and given a place i

the Hebrew hymn-book. The confessions of -

other men have done more harm than good.
When Spurgeon came to the end of his life he s 1

that his long experience had convinced him 1

1

confessions should be general, but never persoi

,

and that no soul had any right to injure another/
confessing sins that belonged to God and to (I

alone. "The history of the press in our couny
speaks eloquently on this point. What unique feci

of suicide published in the paper but within a f(f-

night brings a score of imitators in like self-murd|!

The police understand that any new form of ml-

der will, as soon as the newspapers have spni

the story, reproduce itself in a dozen other atteinjS

at assassination. Crime is a stone thrown in a t\J
that sends out innumerable circling waves, 's?

harm wrought on society by the confessions!
Goethe and even John Bunyan's Grace Abouridi\

and books like Tolstoy's and Rousseau's, is '

immeasurable harm. But of David's psalm e

Continued on next page
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cf only say that no one can read it

wiout being stirred to revulsion from

pid's sin. No false note jars this

p:,m. Its influence has been good,

a) only good. The whitest souls and

sjits have read it with tears, that

tlr souls might become whiter still.

T note that saves this psalm is the

n J of reality and manhood—"against

tl?, thee only, have I sinned."
— onsider the difference between the

n ission of sin and the remission of

p ishment. In the quaint and rich

l£;uage of the Hebrew, Nathan said,

a !r David's penitence, "Thou hast

siied, but God hath also 'unsinned'

tl!." What rich thought-embroid-

e; is here: "hath unsinned" a soul!

J js came, not to save men from hell,

)lows, or penalties, but to save men
fm sinning. The mercy of God is in

tl, that he breaks the power of sin,

riases the captive, cleanses the guilt,

a so unsins the soul. By his alche-

ir of mind and heart he makes David
t(be again like a little child. But
wit about the punishment of David's
si.' Ah, these great penalties are a
pt of natural law. The officer Uriah
ijead, and the regiment is without its

n le leader. The soldier's house of

h piness is in ruins. The poison of

tl king's evil example spreads like a
c;,ker. The rebellion is in the king's
o;i palace. It is like the locomotive and
tl sparks. The locomotive crossing
tl continent belches forth a shower
ire and flakes that fall on the field.

T; sparks fall and abide in the prairie
g-ss, but the locomotive speeds on.

A hour later the engine and the train
a lost in the night. But the sparks
a burning the grass. Still speeding
over the mountains, the engine

j(meys westward, but the fire still

S]3ads. Three days later the locomo-
ti: and the train are in that city of
tl Golden Gate, where the western
SI' sets. But the sparks, left so far
bind, are still burning, and lo! the
sjrks become a conflagration that is

sieading wider and wider till the mid-
mhts are made hideous with burning
s;ks of wheat and oats and corn.
hv, that fire belongs to the-locomo-
ti-, and not to another.
iJot otherwise the years come and

gfor David, but the sin abides. Not
: ' en God would work a miracle to in-
;i«l ti-upt the natural laws, with their
" h vest of penalty and retribution, for

fig David. Let no man be deceived.
I'not think that when God has for-
gen your sin as a penitent, the laws
society and nature can be reversed

I ii'our interest. Not one jot or tittle

! natural penalty can be interrupted.
^ angel with sword of mercy can sep-
a te you and the inevitable penalties
1 1 sins like David's bring. God can
f Gfive your guilt, deliver you from the
pver of sin, so that you will not re-
P t it, but do not expect that results
a! harvests of retribution will not
cie. Therefore be warned in time.
C, all you who have chosen the path
pleasure; you who have refused obe-

dnce in the great hours of moral test-
11, you who have betrayed the great
c victions, and have taught your chil-
dn by example to flinch and draw
bk when a duty is hard and costly,
yi need not be surprised if your chil-
an's children flinch and draw back,
al go down in the uttcrmo.st of moral
aster! God is not mocked. What-

sver the fathers sow, the grandchil-
on reap.
lone the great poet-king! Jerusa-

^1 IS a ruin, David's palace is dust,
r descendants have gone forever,
iig ago the gifted poet and king has
P en an account for the deeds done in
t body. But the old epic and drama
s I works on. Who art thou, O man,
It judgest David? Have vou known
•^ weak hour? Have you not scoff-ed
a penalty? Remember that there are

> kmds of volcanoes. I have stood
"the brmk of Vesuvius. Here is the
'

'
or path of safety. Three feet to

Covtiiiiicd 071 /o.t/ cohiwii

rbe Cbildren's pulpit
KEEP OFF THIS SEAT By Rev, j. m. farrar, d.d.*

Do you know the first word of the first Psalm? To say the word
you must bring your lips together and then open your mouth
to let it out. The word is blessed. You close your lips, and

begin to say it as though you wanted to keep it. Then you open your
mouth and send it out round and full. This is the first fact to
remember about the word blessed. It is half for you and half for
others. You always keep a blessing by giving a blessing. In the
Hebrew it is a plural noun, "ashrey," and is difficult to say in Eng-
lish. It is blessednesses. God just packed the Hebrew word full of
blessednesses. Do I hear you ask what blessed means? It means
happy. It is happy packed full of happiness. This is your first
lesson in Hebrew.

IN this Psalm God is telling you how to get true happiness. If you
want to be happy God tells you three things you must do. Not

something very hard to do, but just three things you are not to do.
You must not walk in the company of ungodly people. You must
not .stand with sinners. You must not sit in the seat of the scornful.
Walking, standing, sitting. If you take a walk with a bad com-
panion, you will soon be standing on the street corner with him, and
with other bad companions. Then it will not be long until you will
be sitting together as great friends. The seat will be the scorner's
chair. Keep off this seat! The scorner's seat is the unhappy chair.
Look at the other three words: ungodly, sinners, scornful. An un-
godly person is one who has no reverence for God. Those who have
no reverence for God soon become sinners. Then when they become
sinners they become scornful. If you want to be happy, you must
keep off the scorner's seat. You do not know what "scorner" means?
It is that mean something that gets into your thoughts and turns up
your nose. It is showing contempt for those you think are not as
good as you are. Those you think do not know as much as you know.
They are persons whom God may know are better than the one who
scorns them. A story will explain the word scornful.

ONE day a beautiful young girl rustled into one of New York's
old-fashioned horsecars, and Satan gave her the seat of the

scornful. Her dress, of pure white serge, was fresh from the dress-
maker's and looked beautiful and dainty. Her little gloved hand
held a parasol, tied with a knot of yellow ribbon. It made you think
of a great white lily with a golden centre. The car was crowded and
among the passengers were some of those Italian laborers that are
now doing the rough work of our great cities.

"I think it is dreadful," she scornfully _whispered to her companion.
"Why don't the company refuse to let such creatures on the cars? or,

if they must ride, I should think they could stand on the platform.
He will ruin my dress if I touch him. Just see how he stares at me."

AND so he did, his great eyes glistening and softening as they fell

on the girl's fair beauty; and then he arose, and, leaning for-

ward to catch the strap, fairly bent over her. The girl grew restive.

She was very, very scornful, and turned up her nose as he arose.

"I am sure he is very impertinent," she said, with added scorn, and
when the conductor came she motioned him. "Won't you make
this man move?" she said.

"Move up!" ordered the conductor. The words were said in a
quick, sharp, scornful tone. "Yes," the Italian answered; "but see

ze oil ! Ze bootiful lady, see!"
The lady looked up, and there saw the oil lamp had sprung a leak,

and would have dripped all over her had not this man seen it, and,

stretching out his arms above her, formed an umbrella, which had
perfectly protected her beautiful dress and bonnet.

A guilty blush came into her face as she bowed her thanks to him,
and murmured to her friend, "It makes me ashamed to think while I

was scorning him, and he knew it, he should have taken such pains
for me. It's a lesson I will not soon forget, that this poor laborer

has a better soul than I have. I'll never again be scornful to any
one." She will never again sit in the seat of the scornful.

SHE had walked with proud people, then she stood and talked with
them, and now she was sitting with them in the scorner's seat.

When she found how unhappy she was in the scorner's seat she said,

"I will never again sit in it." The dictionary will tell you that the
"scorner" is one who holds religion and religious things in contempt.
People who laugh at you for being Christian boys and girls. Your
father and mother call them bad companions. I read of a little girl

who made the seat of a scorner very uncomfortable. She was read-
ing her Bible when a scorner said, "Beatrice, you can't understand
that book, and it is not true." Looking at her she said, "There is

one thing in the Bible that you make me think is true." "Well, what
can that be?" Looking not only at her, but clear through her, she
answered, "The Bible says, 'In the last days shall come scoffers,' and
you talk like one of them."
Memorize these words: "Blessed is the man [or the boy or girl]

that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the

way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful." Keep off the

seat of the scornful

!

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brookljii, N. Y.
of the scornful." Ps. 1:1.

Text: "Nor sitteth in the seat
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King David's Penitence
Continued from first column

the right and you fall into an abyss of
fiery flame, a boiling caldron of liquid
red, that spurts and hisses. But at
Mont Pelee the approach to the volcano
was gradual. For a mile the descent
was easy, like a sloping hillside, and
the way was gay with scarlet flowers.
And yet, when the hour struck, Pelee's
crater was just as perilous as that of
Vesuvius. Perchance one black sin and
awful plunge by King David is no more
destructive than many small sins and
the gradual descent to evil. The wild
beast out of the jungle can smite the
man with a single stroke and leave him
dead.
But a million enemies in those lesser

organisms named the yellow fever
can slay just as ruthlessly. For you,
too, have sinned and have fallen into
the slough. Have there been no rich
men whose gifts are the poor man's
wage? Have no messengers come with
warning? Have not sorrow or joy,
public events, the approach of illness or
of death been God-sent Nathans for
you? Open the book of your heart to
the gaze of God's all-seeing eye.
Wouldst thou know succor and salva-
tion? Thou canst not sin under God's
scrutiny. Even that burglar in the
house, ransacking the room, could not
go on with his task when he saw the
face of the Christ, until he turned the
picture toward the wall. Just as the
draper in Brighton said that he could
not do a mean thing when he looked up
and saw Robertson's face looking down
at him. Some of you are young, some
of you are old; but all are prodigal sons
and publicans. Mercy is for God and
with him are pity and pardon also. But
as for us, ours the cry, "Against thee,
thee only, have I sinned." Unable to
lift up so much as our eyes toward
heaven, let us cry, "God be merciful to
me, a sinner."

ISee "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

The Gue^
Revelations 3 : 20

BEHOLD, I stand before thy door;
I would come in and bless thy

store

;

I trusted thou wouldst know My voice
And knock, and would indeed rejoice
To have Me for thy Guest to-night!

These noxious weeds about thy gate,
With thorns and briars, make desolate
Thy house; these tangling cobwebs,

too.

And leaves and dust. Oh, dimly
through

Can shine the Everlasting Light!

I fear these webs. Dank leaves and
dust

Endanger thee with biting rust.
Oh that thou wouldst unbar thy door!
I'd sup vsrith thee, and bless thy store,
Could I but be thy Guest to-night!

Thomas Fardon.

Anvil Sparks
. . Truth never dodges, no matter

who shoots.

. . If you cannot get the best, get the
best possible.

. . A SATISFIED customer is your best
advertisprnent.

. . We always hurt ourselves when
we try to hurt others.

. .There is nothing of value in this
world except the human soul.

..A SUCCESSFUL life: Industry and
perseverance, with faith in God.

. . A MAN should plan for the future,
but he should live in the present.

. .Religion does not hinder a man in
any legitimate business, but is a pro-
tection to him in a world of temptati6n.

. . The man who loves truth and
honesty for the sake of truth and hon-
esty, is the man who will make a suc-
cess.

t. p.
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IN A PARADISE OF THE TROPICS

Mrs. Burkhead and Mrs. WUe in Tehuana DreM

TRAVEL from St. Louis, Mo., two nights and

a day and you reach the Mexican border; two

more days and a night, and you reach Mexico

City; two more nights and a day and you reach San

Geronimo, on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec; then

two more days on the Pan-American Railroad, and

you reach Tapachula, way down below the Isthmus,

the last town of importance in the Mexican republic

going south. That is the trip we are taking, and

we find it one of the most interesting it has been our

good fortune to make.
Mr. O'Neil, the famous walker, passed us one day,

finishing up his six years' walk around the globe,

nearing his goal at Panama. We consider ourselves

more fortunate, as we are traveling in comfortable

cars, with through passes in our pockets, for all

tliGSG countriGS
Our host and hostess are Mr. and Mrs E. M. Wise.

Mr. Wise is vice-president and general manager of

the Pan-American Railroad. Their home is in San
Geronimo, in the State of Oaxaca.
This has been owr headquarters,
and from there we have made
trips to all parts of the Isthmus.

We have passed through acres and
orchards of oranges, bananas,
pineapples and cocoanuts ; through
immense plantations of sugar,

coffee and rubber, and boundless
forests of palms, Spanish cedar,

walnut and mahogany. Looking
across the border we see the vol-

cano Santa Maria, which, three or

four years ago, destroyed many
little villages and covered all this

country with ashes and lava.

Even this city, Tapachula, sixty

miles away, had over a foot of

ashes, and for forty-eight hours
the inhabitants were compelled to

keep candles and lamps burning
continually. The deer and other
wild animals from the forests

rushed into the town and into the
houses for shelter; all the foliage

and thousands of the birds of the

forest were destroyed.
The Tehuantepec National Rail-

road runs from Coatzacoalcos, on
the Atlantic coast, in a southwest
direction, to Salina Cruz, on the
Pacific coast. The completion of this road a few
years ago shortened the route between New York
and San Francisco 1,200 miles; the shipments now
being made across this isthmus instead of that at
Panama.
The headquarters of this road is at Rincon An-

tonio, where there are a number of English homes
and American flats. Tehuantepec is the capital,

and the most important city. The name in Aztec
signifies "the mountain of the man-eater."
The Tehuana tribe is perhaps the most sturdy and

strong of all the Mexican Indians. Some of the men
are really handsome. The Tehuana squaws have a
dress peculiar to themselves. It consists of two
garments—the "huipel" and the "falda." The
huipel is a straight piece of bright calico (generally
red, with large white polka-dots) sewed together at
the ends, leaving armholes, with a small opening
cut for the head. Its chief charm is its rows of
stitching around the bottom and the neck, this usu-
ally of bright yellow thread. We counted 108 rows
of stitching on one we borrowed to have a picture
taken. These rows are so close together that, at

The City of Tehuantepec

Sy ANNIE HINDE BURKHEAD

a short distance, they appear to form strips of

braid. The falda is a calico skirt, generally black,

falling very full to the knee. On this is sewed an

exceedingly full ruffle of white material, which fin-

ishes the skirt down to the ever-bare feet. This

ruffle is their pride. It is kept as stiff and stark

as it can possibly be made, and when it becomes

soiled it is taken off, laundered, and basted on again

without disturbing the black part of the skirt. The

throat is covered with beads, and often with Amer-

ican gold. They save up for years to purchase the

American coins.

In the city of Tehuantepec is one of the oldest

prisons in the republic, and its history is shrouded

in mystery. It was first a convent, then a barracks,

and then a prison. For some reason the govern-

The Primitive Coach of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec

ment had this old structure sealed up. Four hun-
dred years of soil has collected in the crevices and
corners, until now great bushes and small trees are
growing right out of the walls of the building. At
Salina Cruz we dipped into the waters of the Pacific
Ocean, and stepped on the slimy jellyfish. Then we
watched the unloading of one of the largest freight
vessels in the world. With the immense electric

cranes they can get out thousands of cans of salmon.
These steamers sail for California, Hawaii, South
America and China.

This is a beautiful little seaport, surrounded on
three sides by mountains. It was washed away
once by a tidal wave, but is now protected by two
immense breakwater walls. Two monster cannons,
pointing out into the ocean, remind us that we are
on the extreme western border of the North Amer-
ican continent.
The Pan-American Railroad starts from Gamboa,

in the State of Oaxaca, and runs southeast through
the large State of Chiapas, a two days' trip. Tonala
is about the centre of the road, and separates two
very different sections of the country. North of

The Picturesque Native Headdress

Tonala has been cleared and drained, showing I i

tiful rolling farm lands.

Below Tonala are the immense forest junghjof

the tropics, and the scenes are almost those oli^r

old geographies entitled "Along the Ama; i."

Many species of song birds are found ; monkeys nd

alligators are numerous a short distance back m
the road. Near the town of Pijijiapam, we iw

from the train many parrots, wild duck and Id

turkeys; and, a little further on, the pink flam go

and the white heron, from which the aigrefjis

taken. The alligator often grows to immense ';e,

and the exportation of the skin is one of th( n-

dustries.

The Pan-American Railroad has on its north lid

east the Sierra Madre Mountains and their be.p- i

ful valleys, and on the south and west the 1 ids :

sloping to the Pacific Ocean ; hence almost e ry •

variety of altitude and climate can be found, he

products are almost innumerable. Sleek, fat c le

dot the valleys all along the le.

Thousands of pounds of coffe< re i

shipped every year to England id

Germany. The sugar-cane y ds

from eight to ten years wit.ut

replanting. The banana jnt i

matures in fifteen months, id

yields an average of 400 bur es

per acre per year. There are r-

teen large henequen, or h p,

plantations, that of Monte Sei ta

having a capacity of half a il- :

lion leaves per day. In my
parts of this district three cps

of corn are raised in one yea n
the same soil. The arms ofihe

, Pacific branch in from the \5t,

leaving lagoons, which are dra ed

and evaporated, making sal m
important export. Sawmills-re

found all through the grand r-

ests, preparing the Spanish C( r,

resin pine, walnut, ebony, ma
any, rosewood and other fine li

wood for shipping.
Many carloads of "homes

ers" and tourists from
"States" are now coming d i

and "land sharks" and land

ers are plentiful. Perhaps

most interesting trip was tot

largest rubber plantation in the world, La

cualpa. We were the guests of the adm
trator, Mr. Fisher. The administration buildir

a magnificent structure, with its finishings a

the native mahogany. Part of the furniture

shipped by steamer from San Francisco to

Benito, then carried on the backs of burros to T •

chula and on to La Zacualpa, a distance of nel

one hundred miles. The piano was brought in

way. The cook and house servants are all Chii'«-

The first day we spent with the fruits and flc rs

of these gardens, the second day we devoted to ie

rubber. We drove for many miles through the b-

ber forests. The plantation consists of 30,000 ai ^s.

and contains within the neighborhood of 6,000"

trees. Mr. Fisher kindly explained to us the w 'e

process: the tapping of the trees, the collectinoi

the "milk" in the cups, the washing, draining, pi s-

ing and drying of the rubber. It is all very sii '«

and inexpensive. They ship out 2,500 pound

«

rubber per week, and get $2 (Mexican money) ?'

pound. In less than three years they expect to ip

out 1,000,000 pounds a year.
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\mong the Hemp-Growers of Luzon
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The High School at Albay A Nativs Girl Making Hats Mohammedan Moros at a Mosque

k /TORE and more the globe-trotting American
V/l is realizing that there is something worth
•»-^ seeing in the Philippines, and that there is

large part of the archipelago in which he can tour

ith safety, and that if he saw no more than quaint
ailed Manila itself, it would be worth the trip over
om Hong Kong. Recently a few have tried motor-

:g on the islands, but the trips were not very suc-

.ssful. Great improvements, however, are being
ade in the roads. Few, until they have steamed
) the great bay on which Manila lies, and have
ent several days within the city and witnessed
e jumble of human types upon the streets, realize

lat the islands are the abode of so many races and
many creeds—a shifting panorama of East and
est. Even the centuries seem sadly jumbled, for

fj grim walls and moat are of the sixteenth century,
lile the hustle and bustle in the business parts of
•e city are most decidedly American. American
dustry and capital are slowly but surely putting
e material prosperity of the islands on a perma-
nt basis, while the schools scattered here and there
cm Manila to some of the distant provinces,

taught as they are by American teachers, are giving
the rising generation a wider and more hopeful out-
look on life, of which their parents never even
dreamed. The many types of religion are of inter-

est, and even at this distance from Mecca are found
fanatical Mohammedans, who have their mosques
for daily prayer. Catholicism, of course, is strong,
but the Protestants are increasing in numbers.
The American finds much to interest him in the

Filipino industries, and one of the great sources of
wealth in the archipelago is the growing of hemp,
or abaca, as it is called by the Filipino. The leading
hemp-growing district is Albay, in Luzon, where it

has been grown for eighty years. Most of it in

recent years has been shipped to the United States,
the rest going to England and Australia. If rightly
conducted, it is a most lucrative investment, some-
times paying as high as thirty per cent, net profit
on the invested capital. Albay has been feeling the
same spirit of progress which has become wide-
spread since Dewey's guns thundered over the
waters of Manila Bay, and the inflow of American
capital has brought results. It takes considerable
capital, however, to start in hemp raising, as the

first three years there is no profit but much expense.

Education is more regarded than formerly. There
is a fine high school building at Albay, a structure

which would do credit to many a town "back in the

States."

A large part of the population is connected with

hemp raising. On many of the estates the work is

carried on co-operatively, the laborers receiving one-

half the fibre they clean. Various machines have
been tried, but hand work is still the main reliance

of the planter.
The value of the fibre depends on its strength

and whiteness. It is used for many purposes beside
cordage. From it are made sail-cloth, mats, brown
wrapping paper, hammocks, and, in France, tap-
estry, carpets, and summer hats. Fewer Panama
hats are made here than in Cuba and Central Amer-
ica. These hats are not made in factories, but in

the home, yet it is a leading industry. The hats are
made from straw and from fine rattan by the young
women of the household, who work with remarkable
deftness among a puzzling number of strands.
Machinery sooner or later will doubtless supersede
hand work as it has everywhere.

Roosevelt and the Vatican
ji Continued from page 387

'When the news of this statement of Mr. Tipple
ached Mr. Roosevelt's ears, he very frankly ex-
jessed his disapproval of it and he decided to cancel
[C reception which had been planned for the follow-
ig day at the American Embassy, and, of course,
e proposed address before the Methodists of Rome
.d also to be abandoned. Mr. Roosevelt himself
•plained his attitude in these words:
"I am speaking specially for the benefit of the
ethodist colony, when I say that I have made no

-»
Rey. B. M. Tipple Ambaitador Leishman

srangements to speak at any church or before any
' rical organization in Rome. I have received a
'mber of gentlemen of various religious beliefs
"10 have called at the Embassy, but nothing further
^in this. In view of the circumstances I have
ijuested the American Ambassador not to hold the
J:eption planned for to-morrow. As regards the
<ort, by whomsoever made, to bring about and
Hame religious animosities because of what has
<^:urred between the Vatican and myself, I can do
^ more than refer to the emphatic statement con-

tained in my open letter to The Outlook already
published."

The open letter to which he refers was published
in full in The Christian Herald last week. In a
later conversation he is reported as having said:

"If the German Emperor should place as a condition

to an audience that I should not visit the Polish

Separatists after seeing his Majesty, I should say:

'With such conditions imposed I shall be compelled

to forego the pleasure of an audience.'
"

The last word from Rome on the controversy wag
a communication from Cardinal Merry del Val giv-

ing the Vatican version of the incident. It said in

substance that the whole matter was "a question of

common courtesy." The Vatican had not imposed
upon Mr. Roosevelt the condition of not approaching
Methodists or other non-Catholic religious bodies in

Rome. He complained, however, that the Meth-
odist centre in Via XX Settembre joined hands
with the worst anti-papal elements in the city in

"an aggravating and insulting manner." The
Vatican had reason to fear Mr. Roosevelt might be

led, innocently enough, into showing sympathy for

this hostile centre, and it was this fear that
prompted the wish that was expressed in the letter

to Mr. Roosevelt, who "refused all conditions or

arguments, and thus allowed the possibility of

accomplishing what would be offensive" to the Pope.

Two Successful Evangeli^s
A MONG the many successful evangelists are two
Za Ohio ladies. Misses Anna L. Cartwright and

•^ *- C. Blanche Gould, who have held many meet-

ings in that State. They hold union revival

meetings, and will not visit any city unless the

ministers of the city are unanimous in inviting them
to come. Their meetings are attended by immense
crowds and many are led to Christ.

For fifteen years Miss Cartwright has been en-

gaged in evangelistic work, and for several years
she has been superintendent of the Methodist Epis-

copal Mission Society in Cincinnati. During the

winter months she conducts revival services in lead-

ing cities throughout the State.

Last summer Misses Cartwright and Gould con-

ducted an automobile campaign, visiting and holding

indoor and outdoor meetings in sixteen leading cities

of Ohio, especially in the southern part of the State.

They spent a week in each city, speaking from the

rear of their Gospel automobile to thousands of peo-

ple. Over 450 persons professed conversion as a

result of this campaign. Everywhere they were
granted the freedom of the central public squares.

Crowds of fifteen hundred to two thousand persons

would gather around the automobile to listen to

Miss Cartwright preaching and Miss Gould singing

the message of salvation.

They also visit the shops and factories and hold

Miss C. Blanche Gould Miss Anna L. Cartwright

meetings at the noon hour. Their open-air services
are usually followed by indoor meetings in the
churches, or in some central hall or tabernacle.

The Gospel auto used was donated by T. A. Snider,
of Cincinnati, who also gave a Gospel wagon to the
M. E. City Missionary Society. Mr. Snider bore the
entire expenses of the automobile campaign last sum-
mer, and no collections were taken nor were dona-
tions accepted. The auto carries the workers and
their baggage from city to city. The number of
regular workers traveling in the auto varied from
eight to fourteen.
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Mr. Roosevelt and the Vatican

MR. ROOSEVELT did well when he deprecated

acrimonious discussion of the circumstances

connected with the abandonment of his visit to the

Vatican. Viewed in the light of fuller information,

the significance of the affair dwindles, and in no

sense is it now to be regarded as affording any justi-

fication for a religious controversy with the Roman
Church, or indeed for ill temper of any kind. In

more tactful hand's, the communications from the

Papal secretary to the Ex-President might easily

have assumed a more agreeable form. Mr. Roose-

velt's course throughout the whole episode has been

marked by dignity and a strict conformity to cor-

rect principles. By declining afterward to speak

before a Methodist audience, he removed even the

suspicion of a desire to make capital out of the

incident.

Still, it cannot be regarded in the exclusively per-

sonal aspect, as Mr. Roosevelt has suggested. Right

or wrong, many have received the impression that

the incident possesses a deeper significance, demon-

strating that the Vatican has changed but little

from its ancient attitude; that it is not in touch

with the spirit of the age, and that if it still had the

power, it would enforce its policies as inexorably

as of old. We do not see that these suggestions are

justified by the circumstances of the present case.

The Pope and his ministers are keenly, perhaps un-

duly, sensitive of criticism, and this was evidenced

by their sharp characterization of the work of the

-Methodists in Rome immediately after the Fair-

banks incident. We have never regarded that

characterization as justified; for while a few indi-

viduals have possibly been indiscreet, there is no

good reason for the charge that the Methodists in

Rome have exceeded their rights or made an im-

proper use of their privileges. For the Papal Sec-

retary, as representing the Pontiff, to imply this,

and to practically demand a pledge from Mr. Roose-
velt that the "much regretted incident which made
Mr. Fairbanks' presentation impossible" should not

be repeated, was to set up an effectual barrier.

There was not the slightest need of such a pledge.

Never in his writings nor in his public utterances

had Mr. Roosevelt given occasion for apprehension
that he would be the means of stirring up religious

strife. Courageous and outspoken as he is on all

public questions, yet he is not a man of that stamp.
The message was a sharp challenge to his self-

respect. It was unsound judgment to use the invi-

tation to Mr. Roosevelt as a whip to lash the Meth-
odists. He is the sort of man to resent such a
proceeding. He followed the only course to be
adopted under the circumstances.

It is of little consequence whether the original
offense was the result of a deliberate purpose on the
part of Cardinal Merry del Val, as some journals
have asserted, or was mere maladroitness. In either

case, the result would have been the same. It is

somewhat singular, too, that not till four days after
the events in question did the Pope's Secretary see

fit to deny publicly that any condition was laid down
in the correspondence that Mr. Roosevelt should
have nothing to do with the Methodists. But the
next day the Cardinal, in a conversation with the
Sun correspondent, candidly admits that he re-

quested an assurance from Mr. Roosevelt, "as a
gentleman," that he would not visit the Methodists.
Whichever version is the correct one, it rendered
the situation difficult by an attempted restraint of
personal liberty. The trouble with the Cardinal's
explanations is that they don't explain; they merely
confuse.

Mr. Carnegie on Leaders of Indu^ry

MR. ANDREW CARNEGIE spends quite a little

of his spare time, between giving away libra-

ries and helping philanthropic enterprises, in travel-

ing around the country and making speeches on
various topics which interest him, and he usually
says something that is worth while hearing. Re-
cently he stopped off in Chicago on his way from
California, and made a short address to the Press
Club. He said that he had no respect for the man

who made money with the sole purpose of getting a

big fortune; that that type of men had never been

greatly respected, and never would be. The million-

aire who made his fortune serve him in carrying out

great ideas was most worthy of respect. He also

called attention to those great captains of industry

who loved the management of great businesses, and
who were not enormously rich in their own right,

serving as faithful guardians for others. He
showed that they were men worthy of all honor and
appreciation. He cited a long list of such men. Mr.
Carnegie also made the prophecy that in the future

there would be fewer millionaires, as it was harder
to get rich than formerly, and that employees would
buy stock and become larger factors in the corpora-

tions for which they had worked.
Mr. Carnegie's estimate of the purposes of wealth

is in accord with the opinions held by a large num-
ber of Americans. Only snobbish worshipers of

the dollar have seen anything fine and noble in one
who was gathering a "pile" just to have one bigger
than his neighbor's. The American of the right

type should look over the pocketbook, and estimate

the man and his motives at their true value. It

must be confessed, however, that the yellow press

has raised such a hue and cry against all men of

wealth that the unthinking have got the idea that

they are all unscrupulous and lacking in high pur-

pose. We believe that the number who have made
their wealth honestly and are anxious to use it for

the benefit of mankind is large. The accounts of

their work, however, may appear in obscure parts of

the paper, as it is without sensation and the public

enjoys being startled. They have shown that they
have felt that they were custodians of part of the

country's resources and wished to be worthy of the
stewardship.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Carnegie's views on the
general increase of prosperity and wealth is true,

but the general deSire of the people in moderate cir-

cumstances to pay out as much as they earn will

have to undergo a change if we are to see it in the
near future. The desire to live beyond one's means
seems well nigh universal; extravagance is our na-
tional weakness.

"Myths"
PROFESSOR HILPRECHTS' discovery of a

tablet containing a version of the Flood narra-
tive, in the ancient mounds of Nippur in Babylonia,

has already been subjected to severe criticism from
several quarters. One of the keenest of these critics

is Professor Barton, who, not having been in Nippur
and never having seen the tablet in question, con-

siders himself fully qualified to pronounce judgment
upon its genuineness and as to the value of Hil-

preeht's translations. With rare skill, he proceeds

to prove that the tablet has no historical value, if,

indeed, there is such a tablet at all. Then he dem-
onstrates, quite to his own satisfaction, Hilprecht's

inferior scholarship. He accuses the latter of hav-
ing filled up the gaps in the fragmentary tablet with
imaginative phrases which are not at all justified,

but which are simply invented to make a story. His
criticism is a fine example of the kind of scholarship
some of the higher critics apply to Bible discussions.
His attitude in this case recalls the same writer's
remarkable elucidation of the Bible story of the sons
of Jacob. Professor Wallace pointed out a year ago
the beauties of Professor Barton's method in this
particular case. "The six sons of Jacob," he wrote,
"were said to be the sons of Leah. Leah probably
means 'wild cow,' and this apparently means that
these tribes were near of kin and possessed, as a
common totem, the 'wild cow,' or bovine antelope."
In like manner, Rachel means "ewe," which means
that the tribes Manasseh, Ephraim, and Benjamin
had a different totem. To such lucid statements
Professor Wallace added, "Yes, indeed, this is 'prob-
ably' 'apparently' what it all 'means'—or something
else." Very wonderful fellows, these professors,
who know so much more than other people without
even the pretense of having made any special study
of the subject. By the application of this unique
method one can prove anything. Abraham, they tell

us, was a "myth," and, if so, his sons, grandsons and
great-grandsons must have been "myths" also.
Moses was another "myth," and we must naturally
infer that all those individual characters with whom

he was associated in Bible and Jewish history ;re
also "myths." It is a delightfully easy wa of
settling things, this "myth" principle, and it req res
no special training, simply imagination, verbsiin-
genuity and a mighty confidence in the valijof
one's own ideas.

The Menace of the Saloon

IT has been well said that the saloon has n» po]j

It may be added that it has no mercy. W
told over and over that it is the "poor man's c

his only refuge, after a hard day's work, from ci

children and an uncomfortable home, and that i

saloon a man finds the social diversion he r

Those who urge this plea overlook the obvious
that the saloon is primarily responsible foi

wretched home and its many discomforts. Thej
get the women who dread the return of husl
brutalized by drink, and the children afraid to

a father transformed into a maniac. If Willia
Morgan had done nothing in his brilliant seri

novels except throw a searchlight upon the ev
intemperance, he would deserve to be laurel-croA

We are so accustomed to see a saloon on almost i

corner, and to pass a tavern on every country
where it strikes a village, that our sense of re;

sibility is blunted. A correspondent said the
day, in a communication that reached this p
that a campaign was now on which rivaled ii

portance any of the former issues for which we
struggled here in America. He was right,

bar-rooms that attract young men, and older

too; the money that should go for shoes and
and is dropped into the till of the saloon; the re

man who goes downward until he is a social der

should all incline us to be up and doing, that

evil may be removed. The late proprietor of the

Christian Herald did splendid work in extend
helping hand to the fallen, and there are many
by his aid, shook off their fetters and became
Shall we not try, so far as we can, by word and
to make difficult the endeavor of those who ;

money by the downfall of their fellow-creature;

A Great Opportunity

IT
was a rare opportunity to acquire bool of

great value and lasting interest whicl we

offered at a nominal price in our issu of

April 6. They are by the most famous autrs,

and no one who wishes to enrich his mind witfhe

best thought of the great writers of the past ai of

the present can afford to be without them. The ire

going fast, as our readers seem to realize that ich

chances for adding to their libraries occur bu el-

dom. We still have a few volumes left of ch

author and you should write at once in order to ;
old

disappointment. See the remarkable list inur

issue of April 6. We pay the postage.
Address, The Christian Herald Book Dept.

Bible House, New Yo
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

^!

A Colossal Railway Station

^rlHE Pennsylvania Terminal in New York City

^ just about completed is thought to be the

i . largest and most beautiful railway station in

^a'sJtl world. The building covers an area bounded by

S'jnth and Eighth Avenues and Thirty-first and

T ;ty-third Streets. It is 780 feet long by 430 feet

. :* w3, with a maximum height of 153 feet. Five hun-
*

' ^idi'- houses were removed to make way for the build-

in Four hundred and ninety thousand cubic feet

toiink granite and twenty-seven thousand tons of

Jstl were employed in the construction of this sta-

^^JiSfciti', which covers eight acres of ground. It is built

air the Roman Doric style of architecture, such as

tl; baths of Caracalla, Titus and Diocletian, and

th Basilica of Constantine, which are perhaps the

giitest examples in history of extensively roofed-

inireas, treated in a monumental manner. The
Scnth Avenue facade, where the main entrance is,

w arranged by the architect to carry out the idea

ofv monumental gateway. It is composed of a

connade which is double at the carriage entrances,

at'he street ends and at the main front entrance

fo.oedestrians in the centre. The station is in three

iels; on the first is the greatest waiting room in

thworld, flanked by two smaller waiting rooms.

N t to the waiting room is a baggage room, cover-

in the same area as the arcade. On the third level

is 18 train platform, thirty-six feet below the level

ofie street. There are eleven passenger platforms

wi twenty-one standing tracks, and a trackage of

si:;en miles. It will accommo-
ii daily four hundred of the

P(nsylvania trains and six

hdred of the Long Island

tris, making a total of a

th'isand each day. Trains
fn the West and from all

p£ s of Long Island will de-

liv- their passengers without

ar xchange of cars, or the use

of jrries, in the heart of Man-
hian, and it is likely that

M tauk Point in the near fu-

tu will be a port for vessels

fri the whole world, and that

pj'engers from Chicago, St.

Lais, Cincinnati, and else-

w re will have the privilege of
tangr through trains to Mon-— tn: Point to vessels to any
Pi. of the world. The im-
pi'ements planned in and
aimd New York connected
w I this terminal have already
CO $159,000,000 and it is likely

th' $50,000,000 more will be
...i-^nded to complete the work
^ k^ i> acirding to the plan of the

la, Mr. A. J. Cassatt. The terminal at Long Island
C: covers a hundred and fifty-three acres of

gund and contains seventy-three miles of tracks.

She in architecture is ever expressing the thoughts
th fill men's minds and engage the activity of their

hds. The great railroad industry in this coun-
tr with its hundreds of thou.sands of miles of
tik and billions of money, has a fitting expression
in his colossal railway station, which rivals in
m nificence the greatest structures of the cen-
tues. And yet, great as this building is, it is small
w n compared with the structure of character
w :h every good person is erecting. The apostle
lers to this building of character and the necessity

• • .ofxtreme caution with reference to the foundation
•* ai superstructure in the words:

J every man take heed how he buildeth thereupon. (I. Cor. 3:10.)

D':end$ Into Volcano Crater

wo young women of Hilo, Sandwich Islands,
vt' recently accomplished the very daring feat of

'^^. ' dt ending into the fiery pit of Halemaumou, the
acve part of the volcano of Kilauea, standing

»* ai 3st upon the very brink of the lake of liquid fire,

dtf diiing sticks and coins into the soft lava, and as-
celing again in safety. The two young women are
M

5 Margaret Smith and Miss Loui.sc Greenfield.
'ith a party thes;e two daring young women left

tn Volcano House, and soon reached the great cra-
te The girls were not content to stand upon the
edi of the vast pit and look down at the boiling fire,

v- • asvery one else does, but determined to descend to

,i/ '"[eve! of the incandescent lake itself.
«' here is no trail down into this fearful pit, and
.,,

"^J^

very few indeed have ever had the temerity to

.-^ atmpt the descent. However, the two girls scram-
01' down the treacherous sides of the pit and finally

stood at the very bottom, where the lava was so soft
they had to keep moving to prevent their feet from
sinking into the mass. Perilous as was the at-

tempt, both girls managed to reach the top again in

perfect safety.

It would not do for many young ladies to under-
take the feat these two performed. The two were
fortunate in making the top of the mountain. There
are many young men and women who go down into

the craters of temptation and sin who venture too
near to danger. Some make their escape to safety,
while others fall into the fires and are destroyed.
Parents, teachers and Christian workers should
guard the young against going too far in the direc-
tion of ruin. The Good Book makes mention of a
wisdom which has in it the element of caution.

The wise in heart shall be called prudent. (Prov. 16 : 21.)

Bucket Shops Raided

On April 2, Attorney-General Wickersham insti-

tuted a national movement aimed at the destruction

of the bucket shop business in this country. It is

the first time the Federal Government has instituted

such a prosecution. The Attorney-General procured
from the Federal Grand Jury three indictments, in
which twenty-nine persons were named, several of
whom are millionaires. The complaint is a con-
spiracy to commit an oiTense against the laws of
the United States. Armed with these indictments
special agents of the department of justice simul-

hi liy ri.l,-r

The New Pennsylvania Railroad Station in New York, the Largest in the World

taneously raided brokers' offices in New York,
Philadelphia, Jersey City, Baltimore, Cincinnati,

and St. Louis. The Attorney-General holds that

these are gambling institutions, and he is deter-

mined to put an end to them. He expects the cases

to be tried before the summer vacation. Each war-
rant charges the defendant with conspiracy, which
is a felony, and was issued under the Conspiracy
Act of March 1, 1909. The minimum punishment
for a first offense is two years in a federal prison,

and it can be imagined what consternation there is

in the camp of the bucket shops. The Attorney-

General is right in his determination to break up
this bucket shop business, which is gambling under
the cloak of business and respectability, and, by the

way, it is not unlikely that this step of the Federal

Government, which has not been taken any too soon,

may lead to some State or Federal notice of the

gambling which is carried on in many of the stock,

produce, and other exchanges in the great cities of

the country, whose excrescences and evils have de-

bauched and ruined, in body, mind, and soul, so

many men, young and old. Much honorable business

is carried on in these exchanges, but the manifestly

gambling features of them ought to be abolished.

There can be no such thing as happiness or perma-
nent success in human society except upon the basis

of value for value; except in obedience to the law

of honesty. Paul expresses this injunction in very

simple words:
Provide things honest in the sight of all men. (Rom. 12:17.)

Opium Riots in China

China's determination to destroy the opium traffic

is resisted by farmers in some of the agricultural

districts. An imperial edict forbade the planting

of opium, but the farmers in four districts of Shansi

province paid no attention to this edict and planted
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their fields. As soon as the crop appeared above the
ground, the magistrates had them uprooted. Riots

were the result, in which some sixty were killed.

Troops from the provincial capital restored peace,

and it is trusted that it will be permanent, and that

the government will be successful in its great at-

tempt to kill the opium trade and consumption.
Many of the riots of all kinds have been, like these

of the opium farmers, caused by touching the pocket-

book. There is the record of a terrible mob which
Paul started in the city of Ephesus, when he told

them that Diana was not divine, and that her metal
images were worthless; and the silversmiths, who
felt their business would be ruined, stirred up the
riot, which came near being the death of the apostle,
and which was quelled only by the tact and cour-
age of the town clerk.

And when the town clerk had appeased the people, he said, Yc
men of Ephesus, what man is there that knoweth not how^ that the
city of the Ephesians is a worshiper of the great gcddess Diana,
and of the image which fell down from Jupiter? Seeing then that
these things cannot be spoken against, ye ought to be quiet and do
nothing rashly. (Acts 19 : 35, 36.)

Significant Tributes

At a meeting held in the interest of the Y. M.
C. A. in Washington recently the President of the

United States, the British Ambassador and the

Swedish Minister vied with each other in their
praises of the world-wide Young Men's Christian
Association. President Taft referred to the dedica-

tion of the Y. M. C. A. building
at Shanghai, China, built and
sustained in part by Chinese
mandarins, so anxious were
they that the young men be
protected from the temptations
that await them. The Presi-
dent continued: "I have had so

much experience with the mat-
ter that I would not undertake
any great government enter-
prise without consulting the
head of the International
Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation to see what the supply
of secretaries is. On the Isth-

mus, in the Philippines, in the
Army and in the Navy—wher-
ever men congregate, where
the temptations are so great
that unless they are resisted

there will be demoralization

—

there the Young Men's Chris-
tian Association finds its op-

portunity and does its work for
the progress of the race."

These tributes have been
justly earned by the splen-

did organization which incarnates the idea of the
salvation of young men by young men, and it is

the prayer of all Christian people that it may ever
be the safeguard, and through grace divine the
savior, of multitudes of young men. The conse-

crated young men who are engaged in the local,

national and international Young Men's Christian
Association remind us of the description of the
young man v/ho was selected to be the ideal king:

A choice young man and a goodly : nnd there was not among the

children of Israel a goodlier person than he. (I. Sam. 9 : 2.)

Religion in Business

An intelligent and successful business man in New
York, a member of a leading church in Brooklyn,
called eighty of his workmen together on Good Fri-

day and gave them a nice brotherly talk on Christ

and his atonement, and their practical relation to

our everyday life. He said: "We remember the

birthday of Washington and Lincoln, and we cele-

brate the tragical event in the life of One infinitely

greater than these patriots, and the One who gave
them their aim, inspiration and success." He then
dismissed them several hours earlier than usual that

they might have a partial holiday. Some of his men
were Protestants, some Catholics, and some He-
brews; but all listened attentively to his words, and
seemed to be impressed with his message and the

brotherly spirit with which he spoke. When the
business of the world shall be done within sight of

the cross it will be much better for both capital and
labor. The central thought of the Christian religion

and the individual character is the cross of Christ.

The sacrament of the Lord's Supper was instituted

by the Saviour that this great central thought, which
Good Friday emphasizes, might ever be kept in

view:
This do in remembrance of me. (Luke 22 : 19.)
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AMERICA THE GREATEST ASSIMILATOll
Tfie Third Article of the Series on ''Our Country^ Its Laws and Its People"—By E. R. JOHNSTON!

UR nation most quickly assimilates and improves newcomers, and is most

homogeneous as to speech, dress and aspirations.

We'll mingle our bloods together in the earth,

Fiom which we had our being and our birth. —iV»ic/cs-, Prince of Tyre.

Immigration Buildings, Ellis Island. First Landing Place of Newly-Arrived Aliens in New York

Distinguished Immigrants

The officers of the Second Division, North Atlantic Fleet, Rear-Admiral

Charles D. Sigsbee commanding, had been through a hard week at Cairo. Their

Imperial Highnesses, the Prince and Princess of Wales, en route from the great

Durbar in India, had been lavishly entertained in Egypt's capital, and the

American sailors, whose
ships were anchored at Alex-
andria, had furnished their

full quota to the entertain-

ments—dinners, receptions,

parades, gymkanas, after-

noon teas and the like. Full

dress, including all the fur-

belows, had been obligatory,

so that when Admiral Sigs-

bee at last reached the spa-

cious cabin of the U. S. S.

Brooklyyi, had donned his

comfortable service uniform
and acquired a dinner of

"home cooking," he sighed in

fyll content and grew retro-

spective.

"Do you know," said he,

"that the most persistent

and prominent thought in

my mind, in all the display

and crowds of last week,
was one that has forced
itself upon me many times in my travels throughout our own land. It is that
America is the most homogeneous country in the world ; that there alone do the
inhabitants most thoroughly and most quickly assimilate; that you can go from
one boundary of the United States to the other and find one language in general
use, one prevailing method of dress, one common outlook as to the future and
its offers of success. There was no mingling in the big crowds we saw in Cairo.
Each nationality was distinct, each race recognizable by differences of speech.

If one could have understood the polyglot babble, he
would have found each distinctive people with a dif-

ferent viewpoint, not only as to this celebration, but
as to life in general. You cannot note these sepa-
rate and isolated humanities in America, no matter
how many immigrants mix with the crowd. With
us they melt into a mass—citizens and aliens fuse,
as it were—and it is one of the most wonderful
things in the world."

The Truth a General One
Was what the distinguished sailor said the truth?

I thoroughly believe it, and that you will agree to its

verity when you come to think it over. Of course,
you must not pick out special places or cities in
America; must not cite as examples of the whole
land the alien quarters in great centres like New
York. The evolution of the alien into the citizen
from those very congested centres goes to prove the
contention, for in no other land does such evolution
appear.
What you should remember is the fact referred to

by the admiral. You can travel in, around, about
every one of our forty-six States and understand
the common speech everywhere used. You cannot
do that in Great Britain, nor in France, in Germany,
Russia, Austria, Hungary, Italy or Scandinavia.

In China there are 168 distinct dialects and two
written languages—Mandarin and Nankinese—in
vogue throughout a territory no larger than that of
the United States. The Parisian finds a provincial
French, that is as obscure as Greek to him, within
an hour's railway ride of Paris. How many Lon-
doners can make their way through Lancashire or
Perthshire, the highlands of Scotland or the moun-
tains of Wales without an interpreter? How many
different languages are used in conversation in the
Austro-Hungarian Diet? Do you ever hear any-
thing but plain American talk in Congress, State
Legislatures or city councils?

The Second-Generation Change
Is it not true that a German, a Frenchman, an

Italian going into any foreign land save America
retains his language, his customs, his clothes, his
habits of thought, and teaches his children along
the lines he followed when a youth?

Is it not true that immigrants to America seek to
become Americans in the shortest possible time; that
they insist that their children go to American
schools from the very outset; that while they may,
and often do, retain portions of the distinguishing
costume of the fatherland, they neither expect nor
desire that their children should do so?

Every adult of us can recall resentment shown by
immigrants who, though they had been residents
here for years, were classed as German-Americans,
Swedish-Americans, Italian-Americans, and the like.
We are all descended from immigrants, for that
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Carl Schurz

DistiDguisli«d Immigrao

Knut Nelson

matter, but if you have been in the way of observing descendants of those m
came to this country before our Civil War you must have seen how complely

Americanized they are. A majority of them will not or cannot speak fluely

the language their parents or grandparents spoke. They may have—1.y

should have—affection for and pride in the land that gave their ancestors bi h,

but their feelings thereto are purely sentimental or emotional. They arns
thoroughly national as descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers, the exiled Huj^-
nots, or the expatriated Scots and Irishmen who came here before the gtt
republic was born. Zangwill put it strongly and tersely when he said Ut

America is the melting )t

of the nations, where n
and women are being fi id

into a new type of citi i-

ship, from which the w d

has the right to hope >!•

great things.

Vast as has been le

emigration to the Un d

States since 1821—the ; ;t

year in which accurate ;-

ures were kept—it has c le

in waves, not avalanc s,

and met on these shores 1
1-

ditions of living and th c-

ing which it could not o -

ride or permanently al r,

even had those aliens wis d

to make changes. They d

no such wish. On the 1 1-

trary, they came here, v

the mass of them did, to -

ter their own conditions y
adopting ours. They fo d

at our very threshold what they sought here, what they lacked abroad—opi -

tunity. They were gladdened to learn that not only was there competent o

be gained, but welcome with it. They were needed, they were prized. Tl i

capacity for work—skilled or unskilled—was given free scope, and the frui f

their toil was their own, with no tax-gatherer or overlord to make them afr I.

That many of them settled in communities is not to be wondered at. They 1

to learn our language and our ways, and to have their children taught th i.

The wonder is that in the second or third generation
such communities disappear—are melded into the
mass we know as American.

A Concrete Example

A close-to-home example of what I mean can be
found in the Canadian province of Quebec. Maine
is just over the border, and the emigration from the
older community to the younger has been great,
especially within the last half century. You cannot
find in the Pine Tree State, as you can in Quebec,
whole districts where the common tongue is French
and wherein the people are as plainly differentiated
from those Canadians to the manor born as are Poles
from Germans, or Finns from Cossacks.

In 1821 the total alien immigration into the
United States was only 9,127, and in 1823 it had
fallen to 6,354. It did not reach six figures (104,-
565) until 1842, and in 1861 and 1862 was below
90,000. So you see America had a long time to
gather herself; plenty of time to take and make her
own customs as well as her own general and special
governments. Not only did the immigrants want a
change from what they had been used to in the mat-
ter of ruling, but they found rock-ribbed foundations
for conduct of affairs.

Doubtless the Scotch-Irish, the English and the
Dutch did more than any other nations to fix the
foundations, start the currents, direct the governing
forces that make for our common weal. Doubtless,
too, the 26,769,722 aliens who came into this country
from 1821 to 1908 (inclusive) have done much to
modify our methods. Let us believe they helped to
broaden us and, seeing how they yearned for and
prized liberty, gave us higher, holier concepts of its

meaning and its value.

Common Aspirations

The aspiration of every one, in the last analysis,
is toward personal well-being. Each of us, foreign
or native born, wants personal prosperity and com-
fort; wants a chance to rise and to have children
that will be better off than we, better educated, of
more moment to the community. When the decent
emigrant reaches us (and I am not taking the crim-
inal classes into account; they should assimilate
with convicts, not with citizens) he found the reali-
zation of these personal aspirations possible—pos-
sible as nothing he had heretofore encountered had
given him faith to hope for. This is one of the main
reasons why he assimilated, why he wanted to, and
why his children became so rooted to the soil and
so proud of our common flag. The alien saw that
his possibilities of advancement were due, in large
measure, to the freedom of living that engenders
self-respect, to the absence of tyranny over person
or purse, that smothers endeavor and chokes hope
to death. Is it any wonder that, viewing his own

Continued on next page Gen. Franz Sigel
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ged condition and opportunities, he adopted the

s of the land that made him not only a free and
pendent, but a hopeful, resident?

Incidents in Point

few years ago I was the guest of President

lington, of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault

Marie Railway, on an inspection trip which cov-

the 3,500 miles of the road in North Dakota
Minnesota. Along the Missouri River, opposite

Standing Rock Reservation, were many small

sments and farms, that attracted my attention

eason of the fact that houses and barns were
ted a vivid green while in the yards and mead-
of each holding were reared huge stacks of

are and grass moulded into a
of peat, and used as the sole

for that somewhat bitter cli-

isked Mr. Pennington who lived

lese houses, and, when he said

inonites," confessed surprise.

;w of the sect in a general way,
aware that they had come from
ia, dirty, unkempt, moody, un-

able, and could scarcely credit

with a prosperity to which
homes and fields bore witness,

rosperous?" said the president

le road that has done much to

; life worth living for immi-
ts into the Northwest. "I can
; out, within a five-mile run, a
: of Mennonites who came into

:ountry ten or fifteen years ago
property it would have been a
to value at more than $100 who
ow worth from one to two hun-
times that sum. They defied

1 and discouragement. They
•veled in a new liberty of con-

ce and labor that nothing could
t them. They fairly wor.ship

lag. The very first thing they
vhen able to spend any money
de of bare living expenses was
ildschoolhouses and hireAmer-
teachers. I'll wager they and their offspring
more about the government of the State and

n, more about the duties of citizens to the flag,

do half the native residents of Bismarck or
City. Their love for this country and their

mination that their children shall become
y citizens is absorbing—and a bit revealing to
of us who take our citizenship for granted. I

we had more Mennonites. We would have that
more good patriots."

A Street of All Nations

you want to realize what the apostle meant
he spoke of 'barbarian, Scythian, bond and
go out Broadway and count the nationalities

;ading the signboards," said a Cleveland citi-

ith whom I was speaking of this very subject

of assimilation. So I went. In one block (takine:
both sides of the street) I found the foUowing na-
tionalities represented by shops (meat, vegetables,
groceries, bakeries), stores (dry goods, hardware,
electrical supplies, drugs, etc.) and factories: Rus-
sian, German, French, Danish, Finnish, Norwegian,
Swedish, Turkish, Grecian, Sicilian, Calabrian, Mag-
yar, Austrian, Armenian, Egyptian, Roumanian,
Tunisian, Bohemian, Syrian, Hawaiian, Welsh, Bor-
nese, Chinese, Spanish, East Indian, Javanese, Jap-
anese, Korean, Tahitian, Filipino.

Thirty in all, congregated along a frontage of 600
feet. Probably there were other blocks that would
have shown a census equally diverse.

I made it my business to go into a score of these

Aliens Taking Out Naturalization Papers, New York City

places of business. I did not find one in which Eng-
lish was not spoken, nor one in which the costumes
worn were different from those we are accustomed
to see, save in the laundry of the Chinaman and the
fancy goods stores kept by the East Indians.

Special Urban Populations

There are those who will not agree to the conclu-
sions above set forth. They will contend that the
mass of immigrants started Westward with a view
to better their physical conditions, and with little

care for our institutions. They will point out that
in 1900 Minneapolis was the fourth Scandinavian
city in the world in point of population, being ex-
ceeded by Copenhagen, Stockholm and Christiania
only; that New York's population contains more
Jews than did Jerusalem at the time of our Lord;

more Germans than any cities except Berlin and
Hamburg; more Italians than any places save
Naples, Genoa and Rome.
Granting these claims, is it not true that Minne-

sota's Scandinavians are of the "most straitest sect"
American? Witness such examples as United States
Senator Nelson and the late Governor Johnson. Is
it not a matter of general regret that the New York
alien inhabitants referred to do not, in greater meas-
ure, seek the country and the smaller towns, and for
the reason that they would there be absorbed and
assimilated more quickly? Take the second and
third generation Germans, Italians and Jews of New
York, and are they not real Americans in every sense
of the word? One of the principal objections to emi-

gration from the so-called yellow
race is that its units do not come
to stay; cannot assimilate, as inter-

marriage would be objectionable,
and in no sense are fitted to become
citizens of the republic. That no
one thinks of excluding any other
races in the mass goes to show that
all others are capable of assimila-
tion and citizenship.

In his Americans in Modern Life
Alberto Pecorini, an Italian writer
of note, comments on the assimila-
tive quality in American native-
hood, and so, too, does Guglielmo

. Ferrero, the Italian historian and
commentator, in his Impressions of
America, now appearing in Figaro.

Recently Professor Paul N. Milu-
koff, historian and leader of the
Constitutional party in Russia, ad-
vanced his belief that the Russian
emigrant to America would gladly
return to the land of the Czar if he
could go back to a new and free
Russia. This contention has been
somewhat heatedly denied by prom-
inent Russian emigrants and by
editors of leading American papers,
but whether true or not, it is aside
from the question. When there is

a "new and a free Russia" in fact,

the truth or falsity of Professor Milukoff's belief

will appear.

Statistics as to Nationalities

At the end of the fiscal year 1908 the total immigra-
tion, from 1789, was given officially as 27,049,722.
The census of 1900 gives the total of foreign-born
population as 10,460,085 in a general total (Porto
Rico and the Philippines excluded) of 76,303,387.
In this total of more than seventy-six millions the
census found but 1,217,280 who could not speak
English, and immigration tables for the five fiscal

years (1896-1900) preceding the census show that
the total immigration of foreigners into the United
States had amounted to 1,563,685, or 346,405 more
than the whole non-English-speaking population.

E. R. Johnstone.
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Friend, Childmark,
Mass 1 00

Cora E Johnsoon.. 1 00
Manda Reynolds .

.

75
Mrs E A Greene . .

Friend, Hunting
ton. Mass

R A MacPherson,
C L Clements 3 00
Granger Dunn 2 00
Lois & Leah Van
Alen 1 00

J M Leeper & Wife 3 00

1 00

1 00
2 00

Mrs P A Johnson &
Mrs Gibson 2 00

Mrs Frank Kieferle 1 00
Edith Hanson 1 00
Mr Ans 1 00
Mrs Jas W Owen.. 150
Friend, Montfort,
Wis 25

E L, Sheepshead Bay 1 00
Mamie Brown .... 1 ,"ii>

Mrs E K Hogue... 1 tHi

J Beer 1 00
Mary H Thoiupsoii 1 00
Mary I Olmstead.. 100
Mary E Myer 5 00
Mrs M B Rawls... 1 00
Miss Minnie Vlers. 1 00
Mrs E C Helen ... 1 00
E Wingerer 1 (Xi

Miss E N Douglas. 1 OO
Mrs C Miller 1 OO
Mr M R Schenck. . 2 00
Dorothea 1 00
D C Vanderveer. .

.

100
Miss A Beardsley .

.

2 00
Friend, Red Creek,
N Y 25

Mrs W H Miniger. 1 00
Harry Hurlbert ... 1 00
Mrs S I Weston . . 1 00
Mrs H ."V Green. .

.

50
Mother & Son, Big
Rapids 1 00

Mrs M B Layng.

.

1 00
Mrs Mae MacNeill. 1 OO
Mother's Mite, West-
erly, R 1 10

Mrs Stone 20
R E B, Ft Plain.
N Y 1 00

Helen Beyer 1 00
Mrs Wm Baumeis-
ter 50

Mrs H Scburer 1 40
Mrs & Sadie L
Hart 2 00

Mrs J M Podge.. 1 OO

And several hun-
dred others to he
acknowledged later.
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PROMINENT PEOPLE TALKED ABOUl

Lord Kitchener The German Emperor Tciking a Ride on Horseback, Berlin Sir Robert W. Perks

SIR ROBERT W. PERKS, baronet

and member of Parliament, now on

a visit to the United States, is the son

of a Wesleyan preacher. He lived for

a time in Wesley House, having for a
bedroom John Wesley's old "Praying-
room." He was brought up in an at-

mosphere of Spartan-like discipline,

but was grounded in sound doctrine.

He is now known as the foremost
Methodist layman in the British Em-
pire, intense in his devotion to his

church and in all good works. He was
knighted in 1908 by King Edward. He
has, in many ways, promoted the wel-
fare of the working-classes, particu-
larly of railwaymen. He has never
refused to meet the representatives of
the union, and says he has almost al-

ways found disputes capable of satis-

factory solution. Many reforms to aid
the Nonconformists have been brought
about by this fearless leader. He has
given whole-hearted support to various
agencies for the encouragement of
temperance, and worked earnestly for
Sunday closing of public houses and
for general Sunday observance.

Sir Robert's greatest undertaking
was the raising of the "Million
Guinea Fund," to be divided among
various departments of church work
and to promote new enterprises, the

most conspicuous of which was the
erection of a monumental building to

serve as connexional headquarters and
as a centre of evangelistic and social

effort. The building, which is near
neighbor to Westminster Abbey, will

not be completed before October, 1911.
"My criticism on the Americans

would be," he said to The Christian
Herald representative, "that you do
not conduct your religious work on a
scale corresponding to your business
enterprises. You have gi-eat cities,

great buildings, great fortunes; but
you do not seem to carry your church
work on so ambitious a plan."

Sir Robert expressed a warm inter-

est in the work of the Bowery Mission
and the practical assistance that had
been given by The Christian Herald
through its various philanthropies,
especially its famine funds.

THE newly arrived American tour-

ist to Berlin will, when taking a
stroll along Unter den Linden, sud-
denly see the people surge to the curb;
those in the ever-present uniform
will kick their heels together and raise
their right hand to their caps. The
others will raise their hats and give a
hearty cheer as a small cavalcade goes
by at a brisk pace, led by the German

Emperor on his daily ride. The peo-

ple may have seen him only the day
before, but they cheer just the same,
and the traveler is convinced that the

Kaiser still holds a firm place in the
hearts of his subjects despite the fact
that his utterances at times are not as
diplomatic as the most conservative
might wish. One great source of his

popularity is that they feel that his

main ambition is to increase the great-
ness and prosperity of the Fatherland.
He is encouraging German trade and
commerce. Every one is familiar
with the little sign "Made in Ger-
many," which appears on innumerable
articles of daily use, and it is seen
more frequently every year, and is

alarming other manufacturing coun-
tries. The people are also with him
in the desire to build a larger navy to
protect this growing commerce, and
his desire to extend German spheres
of influence. In other words, he repre-
sents the national ideals. The Kaiser's
son, Prince Eitel, has just gone to
Jerusalem to open the new German
Hospice in the Holy City.

AFTER an absence of many years
Lord Kitchener of Khartoum,

one of the most famous and intrepid

of living British generals, is visit

this country, having recently landec

San Francisco on this way home,
has been serving continuously
seven years as commander-in-chief
the British forces in India, a most d

cult and important post on account
its long distance from support
home. In case war was declared v,

some European power the forces

India would have to fight their c

battles and win or lose on their c

numbers. Lord Kitchener's servi

in Egypt, culminating in the great ^

tory of Omdurman, where the far

ical tribesmen of the desert flung thi

selves in vain upon the serried ra

of his well-disciplined troops,

known the world over.

Lord Kitchener entered the army
an engineer oflScer at the age
twenty-one in 1871. Eleven ye
later he was in command of the Eg
tian cavalry, and in the Nile expi

tion of 1884 received his first meda
the Khedive's star and a lieutena

colonelcy. His promotion was ra]

He was made a major-general in IS

and crushed the forces of Mahadi n

Khartoum. After the South Afri'

war he was made a viscount and
ceived a grant of $250,000 from Par
ment.

K^7^

MISSIONARY Charles W. Posnett,
of Medak, India, writes to

The Christian Herald under date
March 7:

"A few months ago, a little native
girl was rescued from being married
to a 'Sword,' and I believe a letter from
one of our medical missionary women
regarding her pitiful case will be of
interest.

"It was on the 1st of June that little

Veeramma was claimed to become the
wife of a 'Sword'; but the marriage
ceremony was postponed, for an
eclipse of the moon was expected on the
fifth, and though to be married during
this time is a calamity, it is an aus-
picious time, the natives believe, for
mastering incantations and exorcising
the evil effects of devils; so little Vee-
ramma was being initiated during
these days and taught songs, which
she was to sing at the temple when
the day of her marriage should take
place.

"Married to a 'Sword'! What can
it mean? In the Nizam's dominions,
any Hindu or Mohammedan man can
carry and use a sword free of license,
and so little Veeramma was chosen to
become 'one' with this instrument

—

symbolic of her future—free to be
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THE "BRIDE OF THE SWORD"
trodden under the foot of men. We
are not ashamed to say we paid a sum
to redeem her from such a fate. Why

The ' Bride of the Sword"
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did her parents permit such a sin?
Those parents were poor and degraded,
and though there had been given to
them two other daughters, they were
not deemed fair enough to dedicate
to the gods; but when little Veeramma
came, with her olive complexion, and
dark, liquid eyes, she was counted
worthy, for she would earn money and
bring plenty into the mud hut which
was so poor and so barren. The gov-
ernment, too, would give a yearly grant
of land, and they would receive a tithe
from the land owners, and duiing the
harvest season each cultivator would
lay a bundle of grass or a sheaf of
corn at Veeramma's feet.

"How were we able to redeem her?
In her village was one of our evange-
lists who had made friends with her
people. Often the little heathen child
had slipped into the day-school, where
the evangelist's wife taught the village
children about Christ. For some time
Veeramma was missing from the
school, and on inquiry the evangelist
found that near the village temple a
plot of ground was being prepared for
the marriage of a devil priestess to a
Sword, and the bride was to be no other
than little Veeramma. The evangelist
saw the priests and the parents, and

pleaded; but it was of no use. T.?

he crossed the river, and came and tp

the story to Mr. Posnett. The prit

and missionary consulted and -

needed sum was provided to redei

the child from a life of sin. The cj-

ditions of the redemption were tl

she was to be brought into the Me(^

boarding school. Though she had f
actually been initiated, it was only i

the eve of that initiation that ^

rescued her.

"The patch of ground chosen for 2

initiation was just ten feet squa

;

and in the centre with five differ t

colors had been drawn a triani;

Daily at five o'clock in the eveni^

little Veeramma had been escorted!)

this sacred spot, and put to sit wit i

the triangle. Before her were pla J

two earthenware pots of native br

and spirits. The priest came and fil-

tered incantations over her, and bu,;t

incense and other spices. The futife

'bride' was whipped with the twigs

i

the Margosa tree, and then was c

sidered fit to be taught to feign 'dt 1

possession.'
"

Was it not worth while making «

effort to save this poor child frona

fate worse than death and to br?

her under Christian influences?
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Our Friend the Dog
¥HAT has become of all the good people who

love man's most intimate friend in the ani-

mal creation? Has the dog no friends left?

I rould seem, at least in many suburban communi-

tj as if in their terror of the dread disease hydro-

pbia people had lost both common sense and

h lanity. There have always been occasional cases

-abies in dogs, and occasional deaths caused by

tl bite of a dog suffering with this malady. Prob-

a7 however, there have been deaths induced by

a r'ehension and nervous terror which were not due

t(he poison of a dog's bite. To be bitten by any

a mal is by no means a pleasant

e erience, but prompt cauteriza-

tii, if the animal is healthy, and
tf'Pasteur treatment, if the case

if he reverse, may be safely trusted

t(give immunity from peril. At

tl present moment hundreds of

tlse who care a great deal for their

t!3ty companions, the dogs who
siti almost human, are filled with

r.ret at wholesale edicts for canine

cjrmination. A craze seems to

h e seized upon boards of council-

ni, and the dog-haters outvote the

d -lovers. When a resolution is

p'sed to the effect that every un-

n'^led dog in a village or town

sll be shot down without mercy

a without an opportunity for his

oier to claim him, when at the

s:ie time a reward is offered for

ery unmuzzled dog that may be

f.nd anywhere on the highway,

t' evils take place. A base and
btal variety of man and boy is

u ally willing to hunt for stray

; d s in order to gain the fifty cents

r«a« o;he dollar offered as a premium.
Saetimes these people are not

a ve removing a muzzle from a
d that has gone beyond his own
bliwick. This may be done easily,

a few dogs enjoy being muzzled
a I many of them are very trustful

a I will confidently approach a
vjedling stranger.

n a place within an hour's reach
oNew York a woman just recov-

e d from an illness went one day
t' ook for a maid. She found the

pson of whom she was in search
ling in a very poor neighborhood,
viTe there was a vacant lot and
s eral tumbled-down cabin? were
s ttered about. Her own dog, a
b utiful collie, was with her, for-
t ately on a leash. She was pres-
ely startled at the sight of a man
vy near her, who was pointing a
ptol. That it was not precisely in

h direction made it safer for her,
b it did not save her from a nerv-

shock when the pistol was fired
t ee times in quick succession; and
s

, a lover of dogs, was told that
t ee of these poor friends of ours
hi been killed almost before her
es. Decency is outraged in a com-
nnity where such proceedings are
P sible. Under a regime like this
t luckless mongrel, worth nothing
i the market, but probably affec-
tnate and faithful, and the prize
dr, valued at his weight in gold, share the same
fe.

V.nother evil certain to march in the wake of the
F)ular scare about dojjs is the encouragement that
vl be given to thieves in general and to midnight
P'Wlers in particular. Every one is familiar with
t reply made by a convicted thief to the judge who
s tenced him—or was it to a cross-examining law-
s' ?—to the effect that in his long career of depreda-
t iwhat he had most feared were a common bolt and
a mall dog. Neither in city nor country can the
I' ice be omnipresent, and householders are often
P'tected from their foes, the house-breakers by pro

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER Feminine Fondness for ''Things"
"T" "T"NDER the general name of things the genuine

dren who grow up with dogs for pets learn kindness
to animals from the time they can toddle about. A
boy who has never had a dog of his very own is a
boy to be pitied. We might imitate the good ex-

ample set us by our cousins across the sea, and, as in
London, provide here and there drinking troughs on
the streets at which thirsty dogs might appease
their distress.

An ownerless dog, or a lost dog, is an object of
pity. Last summer, in a rural village in the moun-

•.T^l

'i
f sion, if they are guarded by a vigilant dog. Chil-

tains, such a dog was adopted by the entire popula-

tion and roamed at his will from farm house to

farm house, everywhere welcomed, everywhere fed,

everywhere hailed by name. He was really the dog

of the township, and when a city boarder threw a

stone at him the resentment of the people was so

freely expressed that the man retired in shame.

People are seldom indifferent in their attitude to

this dumb friend. It is "love me, love my dog." A
dog inspires liking- or aversion according to our tem-

perament and training. It might be well for us to

look at the subject from every point of view before

encouraging the extermination in our midst of this

hitherto trusted comrade and ally.

U woman arranges mentally belongings of many
varieties. Articles of wearing apparel, from

hats, wraps and gowns to frills and furbelows,
pomps and vanities, gloves and shoes, are denomi-
nated "things." They are things to wear, things to

have and hold, things that move other women to

admiration or envy, things that form a part of the
paraphernalia of the passing years. Where is the
woman who does not understand what it is to care a
great deal about delicate and dainty laces and chif-

fons? Where is she who has not a regard for pretty
articles of ornament, not merelv on
account of their decorative valuT,
but because they have been endeared
by long use and association? Two
friends, who had not met for a
dozen years, came together one sum-
mer day. The first words exchanged
after a brief initial greeting were,
on the part of the younger to the
older: "I see that you still wear
your silver comb. I was afraid you
had lost it, or had taken up some
new fashion. I always think of you
as wearing your hair with that par-
ticular comb." The reply of the
other was: "Well, my dear, I care
more for that comb than I would
for a tiara. It belongs to my life

from girlhood until now."
Two ladies were conversing the

other day on this same familiar sub-
ject of things, and one declared that
her passion was for beautiful house-
hold linen. "I have no especial

liking for fine dress," she asserted,
"but I can never pass a lirieil coun-
ter without wanting to linger over
tablecloths and napkins, and I prize

my linen closet, with its store of

sheets, pillowslips and towels, more
than I do any other room in my
house." Still another woman, a no-

table housekeeper, finds herself

inclined to loiter among kitchen
utensils and novel inventions for
cooking and cleaning, when she is on
a shopping expedition. Egg beat-

ers, coffee mills and carpet sweepers
have a fascination for her. They
are the things that look at her from
the shelves and the corners with a

specially earnest appeal.

It is to be noted that while cloth-

ing, furniture, fine china, i-ugs and
curtains may be very properly cata-

logued in one's mind, and alluded to

in one's talk as "things," books, pic-

tures and jewelry are never thus
described. Emeralds, rubies and
diamonds, pearls and sapphires have
so distinct and individual a value
that they cannot be heedlessly

spoken of as things that in their

very nature are transient. We are

told that precious stones have not a
fluctuating market value, but con-

tinue year in and year out to possess

a definite worth that makes them a
singularly fine investment. Then,
too, the finest diamonds and rubies
in Europe and America have a his-

tory that is known 1 3 those who deal
in gems, so that they may be traced
if they are stolen, and perhaps may

be recovered, unless indeed they are mutilated or
tossed into the sea. The woman who owns a rope of

pearls or a diamond sunburst thinks of her pearls

and her diamonds, and does not call them things.

Neither are books and pictures, being the direct ex-

pression of genius or talent, and in some way the

outcome of the human mind, carelessly classed

among the things that perish. A book or a picture

may as really be an heirloom as the finest jewel

in the safe, and it differs from the jewel in

having a greater vitality. The love we give our
books is more like the love we give our friends

than it is akin to the liking we have for our
other possessions.
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Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

C. D. K., Begins, Pa. Could a boy be named
Clairmont? Some claim it should be spelled

Claremont, as Clairmont is the name for a

female. Which is correct?

There is no strict rule for spelling proper

names. In this case neither name given has

gentler in English, and originally, without

doubt, it was a French family surname, made

up from the French clair, meaning clear, and

mont, meaning mountain. Either spelling may
be used, whether the person who has the name
is a man or a woman. Claire alone would be

used perhaps for a gii-1 ; in combination with

mont it loses any feminine association.

R. S., Tremont, Mich. 1. Tell me of the mother
of Florence Crittenton. 2. What was the

maiden name of Dolly Madison, and the

name of her husband, deceased, before she
married Madison ? 3. What was the name
of Thomas Jefferson's wife at the time she
married Jefferson, and what was her family
name ?

1. Write to the nearest Crittenton Mission for

information. 2. Mrs. Madison was Dorothy

Payne. After her marriage she was called

Dolly P. Madison. She was a Mrs. John Todd
when Madison married her. 3. Jefferson mar-
ried Mrs. Martha Skelton, daughter of John
Wayles. She died before Jefferson was inaugu-

rated, and the White House was practically

without a hostess.

A. A. T., West Haven, Conn. Where did the
translators of the Authorized Version ob-
tain the original of their translation of
Rev. 22: 14? It differs from the Ameri-
can Standard Edition, the Douay Version,
and the American Bible Union Version,
which are practically agreed ; also Westcott
and Wert's Greek Testament.

The translators who worked on the A. V.
had scant material compared with the later

revisers. In the last fifty years there has been
a great advance in textual criticism and many
ancient manuscripts, not accessible, to the A. V.
translators, were available to th'fe^ others, in-

cluding especially the Ale.xandrian, Vatican
and Sinaitic manuscripts. The King James
revisers had for comparison the Syriac, Coptic
and Cyprian versions ; yet the Vulgate gives the
reading "(blessed are they that) wash their

robes" (i. «., in the blood of the Lamb) (see

Rev. 7: 14) which takes away the idea of sal-

vation by works. The words "to come" (to

the tree of life) are parenthetical and not in

any original, but are held as implied. Prof.
Weiss gives as a variant the reading, "that
they may have authority over" the tree of life,

etc.

O. S., Richmond Hill, N. Y. What is the
proper way to pronounce the name of the
late Dr. Louis Klopsch ?

The name is pronounced as spelled, but with
c silent.

J. B. L., Johnstown. Pa. Please give me an
argument against a union or confederation
of all churches.

We do not know of any against a union for
pi-actical humanitarian work. A union which
implies the abandonment of old creeds for a
new one, which combines the best points of all,

is as yet impracticable.

E. E. J., Pensacola, Fla. 1. Has Admiral
Peai-y submitted his observations of his dis-
covery of the North Pole to a scientific
body for examination? 2. Who owns the
tallest building in New York City? How
many feet high is it, how many stories has
it, and how deep is the excavation ? 3. Has
New York taller buildings than any other
city ? 4. What salary does the Mayor of
New York City get? 5. What is the length
of the largest steamship ? 6. Who supports
the Bowery Mission in New York City?

1. Mr. Peary showed his records to a commit-
tee of the American Geographical Society, who
said they would accept his statement that he
had reached the Pole. It is not understood that
they studied the books and verified each ob-
servation. The explorer has been asked to
submit his proofs, by members of Congress and
others, but so far this has not been done. It
was suggested that the same impartial body
which passed on Cook's records should have the
opportunity to pass on Peary's, but this, as well
as the plan that they be submitted to some
American university, has been declined by Peary.
At present no one knows what his positive

proof is. 2. The Metropolitan Life Insurance

Building, in Madison Square, New York, is the

highest building in the world. The next is the

Singer Building, on lower Broadway. The Met-

ropolitan Life Insurance Building is 700 feet 3

inches high ; the turret is higher. On this is a

flagpole. It has fifty stories. The Singer

Building is 612 feet 1 inch to roof. It has

forty-one stories. On this is a turret. The
Municipal Building is over 500 feet. There are

a large number over 200 feet high. 3. New
York has the tallest buildings in the world.

4. The Mayor of Greater New York receives a

salary of $15,000 per year. 5. The Mauretania

is the longest steamship. She is 790 feet in

length. 6. The Bowery Mission is supported

by voluntary contributions, sent from all parts

of the United States. We know nothing of the

book mentioned in your letter.

5. S. M., Kentucky. Kindly give the origin of
Santa Claus.

Santa Claus (or Klaus) is a corrupt contrac-

tion of St. Nicholas. St. Nicholas was an
Archbishop of Myra in Lycia in the fourth

and many of them are considered more health-

ful than fewer heavy meals. 2. Universal in-

dustry has probably caused the general custom

of three meals. They divide the day most nat-

urally for laborers. 3. Fletcherism's chief

tenet is the fine mastication of food. Dr.

Fletcher claims that the longer the food is

chewed the more nourishment is derived from

it. No more time is needed, because less sat-

isfies the hunger.

Flicker, Grafton, N. Dak. 1. I intend to take

a trip abroad next summer, and wish to

carry no luggage except a large suitcase.

What clothes can I take in order to be
properly dressed ? 2. How can I study
Germany and Switzerland in a systematic
way?

1. Try to carry two extra sets of undercloth-

ing. You can get washing done overnight,

usually, at places where you stop, but the

clothes are not quite dry the next morning.

If you have a strong, new cloth traveling gown,

you can get along with only one firm, thin silk

skirt besides, and two or three silk and other

waists. A raincoat can be strapped on the

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
UNITED STATES SENATOR JONATHAN

PRENTISS DOLLIVER is one of the best

known of our public men at the present day.
His long and active Congressional career has
brought him into personal contact with the

great problems of legislation and has afforded
him ample opportunities for observation as to

the general tendency of the nation in morals and
religion. Senator Dolliver is thus well quali-

fied by ability and experience to reply to the
question which was put to him as follows:

" Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public aff2urs than when you entered
active life, and is it an advantage or not fo*" a
public man to-day to be known as a professing
Christian ?

"

The Senator's answer shows the continuous
moral and religious advancement of the nation,
and how the Christian is now universally re-

garded in public life.
U. S. Senator Dolliver

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
UNITED STATES SENATE

My Dear Sir: Washington, D. C, December 15.

I am convinced that there has been a great improvement in the
morals of our public men during the last twenty-five years. I have made
something of a study of this subject, examining into the habits and customs of
the statesmen of the times of Clay and Webster, and of the intervening period,
and I know that a great many habits and practices of those days would not
be tolerated as honest.

I think it is a decided advantage today to a public man to be known as a
professing Christian. It is certainly true
that no xaaca who has openly scoffed at
religion has ever achieved a prominent
place in the leadership of our people.

Very truly yours.

^^^^m^A^^yx^r-^

century. He is the patron saint of Russia,
and many seaport towns and diffiei-ent classes,

especially of boys and girls. He died December
6, 342, and that day is celebrated in Greek and
Roman Catholic countries. The German dimin-
utive of St. Nicholas is Santa Claus, and in

most Protestant countries he is connected with
Christmas instead of December 6. He is the
Dutch Kriss Kringle.

O. P. M., Salisbury, Vt. Is Ex-Vice-President
Fairbanks a member of the Methodist
Episcopal Church?

Yes ; Mr. Fairbanks is a prominent layman
of the Methodist Church.

Rev. John O. Y., Westminster, Maryland. 1. Are
there any nations that eat four, five or six
regular meals daily? 2. Whence did we
derive the custom of eating three regular
meals daily? 3. What is Fletcherism and
is it the proper way of eating?

1. In many parts of Europe four, five and
even six daily meals are eaten. Throughout
most of France, a roll and coffee are eaten
early in bed ; a fuller breakfast follows about
eleven

; luncheon at two ; afternoon tea at five

;

dinner at eight. In parts of Germany, similar
hours are followed. In the Orient, light meals

division, according to Dr. D. G. Brinton.
India are found several different races

;

most prominent only is mentioned. 3. Bp
lyn is called the "City of Churches." 4.

Rockefeller is called the wealthiest man,
there may be one or two as rich.

C. H. S., Roseburg„ Ore. 1. Is it under
that tobacco was first discovered by I

American Indian ? 2. The Turks are kn|
to be great smokers. Did they know
thing about tobacco before its discover
America? 3. Was opium in use in C|
before the English forced it upon then

1. Tobacco is an American plant. It is '{

to have been discovered in Santo Don
in 1492. The Spaniards in America were \

it by 1520. It was first taken to Euron
1552. 2. No ; the tobacco grown in Europe!
Asia is a descendant of the American pu
3. Yes. Opium was first grown in India

imported into China.

Student, Des Moines, la. How does ni(

scholarship divide the periods of time
Creation to the birth of Christ?

For the purpose of establishing a basi

calculation (though, of course, not conci

their accuracy), the figures of the chroni

found in the margin of the Bible are acci

These figures are substantially those sup]

by Archbishop Ussher (who lived 1580-li

The creation of Adam is placed at 4172
(some chronologists prefer 4004 B.C.) ; t'

Flood, 2516 B.C. ; Call of Abraham, 2088 B.C
Exodus, 1658 B.C. ; period of the Judges, II

to 1093 B.C. ; of the Kings, 1093 to 561 B.

destruction of Jerusalem by Babylonians
the great Captivity, 588 B.C. ; close of the

Testament Canon, 406 B.C. It should be
plained that four leading authorities—Petavii

Hales, Jackson and Bunsen—differ slightly

almost all of these figures, which are mai;

Ussher's. Bunsen makes the (Jreation 20;

years ago and the Flood 10,000 years. The Bill

itself gives no date, but simply says, "in

beginning."

outside of the suitcase. Have large pockets
made in it. Your outer petticoat may well be
made of strong, fine brilliantine. Have one or
two strong pockets in it. A folding umbrella
can be strapped also on the outside of your
suitcase. A sweater can be folded in with your
raincoat. Take an extra pair of shoes. A
chatelaine bag, for tickets, change, etc., is more
convenient than a handbag, though both may
be needed. Roll the underclothing tightly. A
system of pockets, made of silesia or any strong
cotton goods, will be convenient to hold veils,

handkerchiefs, ties, pins and other trifles. 2.
Buy any good books on the countries named,
and read them carefully, committing to memory
important facts, and reviewing them often.

W. W. H., Jackson Springs, N. C. 1. To what
race do the Persians belong, Caucasian or
Mongolian? 2. Are the people of India
Caucasians or Mongolians ? 3. What city
in the United States has the most churches
to its population ? 4. Who is the wealthiest
man in the world, also in the United
States ?

1 and 2. The Persians and Hindus are both
Caucasians, but that term has many subdivi-
sions. They both belong to the Indo-Iranic

Miscellaneous
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Mrs. J. G. S., Herkimer, N. Y. We regret
be unable to complete the poem you mention,

A. G. O., Corona, N. Y. Send your que

to the Secretary of the Society for Improvi'
the Condition of the Poor, Fourth Aveni
New York.

Mrs. M. S., Aberdeen, Wash., writes: "T'
Christian Herald comes to our home as t

most welcome paper we have, not only to t

shut-in mother, but the whole household. 1

read and enjoy it, and we are grateful for t

work you brave people at the fore are putti i

in it."
I

H. S. G. 1. It is not definitely known th
j

he was a member of any particular denomivj
tion, although it has been sometimes so asserttj

2. Baptism is an ordinance which no one w'l

professes Christianity should neglect. It is o

token of admission to the visible church
Christ and of our spiritual union with him.

L. N. M. 1. See our answer to a simi

question in a recent issue. There are sevei

colleges in which skepticism is openly taugl

2. The belief that three calamities fall togetb

is based upon an old superstition. Both Je'

and Christians have regarded three as a m:
tical number, and it is frequently used in t

Bible. It implies fulness or completion.

Constant Reader, and J. S. W., Traverse Gi!

Mich. The tithe, even under the Mosaic dispe

sation, was never intended to be exorbitaijl

Indeed, this is proved by the provision for I

special tithe for the benefit of the poor. In ti

case you mention the tithe should be upon t

increase (see Deut. 14:22, 28, and Dei]

26:12), otherwise it would be oppressive. T
best plan is to give according as God has pre

pered you.

F. W., West Edmeston. N. Y. The questi

as to the seventh day is a matter of controver;

Under American law, one is privileged to f

serve whichever of the two he chooses. Sundr

or "the Lord's Day," is observed in memory
the resurrection. Read Bingham's Christi

Antiquities on the subject. We respect t

rights and preferences of others in this matti

but do not think that the controversy can

helped, far less settled, by discussion in Ti

Mail-Bag.

G. W. L., Ohio. 1. Only works "of necess.

and mercy" are justifiable on the Lord's df

However liberally this may be construed,

cannot be held to include business affai)

which ought to be attended to on week-da;

2. The dance is as old as history. It w
known to all the primitive races. Dances wf
held at seed time, in harvest time, to usher

war and to celebrate peace. The dance was
leading feature of religious ceremonia
3. Dance halls, as we know them to-day, are

menace to morals and have been the means
leading many to ruin.
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Why
Some few people still

buy soda crackers in

a bag is hard to say.

But it is easy to

understand why in-

creasing millions of a

Nation s people keep
on getting and eating

more and more

Uneeda
Biscuit

(Never Sold in Bulk)

^%f a Package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

I »»|5

There's more strength

in a bowl of

Quaker Oats

than in the same quan-

tity or the same value

I ofany other food you

.- can eat.

Most nourishing

Least expensive "

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New Yorl^

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER NINE—Contimied

A T the moment when Harry deliv-

l\ ered the letter to Virginia,
.^CA. Madame entered with the prom-
ised meal, and Virginia answered her
unspoken question with an offer of the
letter to read.
"No, no, but thou read it aloud," said

Madame. "We are all friends here,
and I must serve thy father first of
all things."
Then Virginia spread out the sheet

of thin perfumed paper, with its gilded
edges, and tinted coat of arms, and
read as follows

:

"Beautiful and Beloved Virginia :

When you receive this message, I shall

be on the sea, and doubtless wishing
myself in a better place. For really,

the ways of the sea would try the tem-
per of a philosopher ten times my size.

However, I have accommodated all my
affairs to my utmost satisfaction. I

must tell you that your last letter

stopped to rest on its way, and I did
not receive it until I was just about to
sail. In a few days I will answer all

its complaints with congratulations.
When are you to be married? You
must hurry your preparations, if I am
to be your maid ; for my father wishes
to leave New York for London about
the eighteenth of this month. I fancy,
from late reports, England has caught
the fever of revolt from America. Her
fidgety ministers and her bad-tempered
people are having a dog-and-cat time
of it. Indeed, I could laugh at the
blunders the English government is

making, only that I do not presume to
laugh at any thing that England does.
Cross out the last sentence—the words
were at my finger tips, and so they
slipped through my pen. I have not
spoken of the weather yet, and what is

a letter worth without reference to it?

I can at least say that in Boston it has
been giving full license to its temper

—

blowing east, and west, and every other
kind of cold and sleet.

"My service to your delightful father
and mother, and I beg also that you ask
that witty Captain De Vries to remem-
ber me. What a clever, original crea-
ture he is ! In my pen there is just ink
enough to write the word Arent, and to
assure you of my undying love.

"Rose Harley."

"A pretty letter," said Madame.
"A letter from the beautiful lady's

heart," said the Captain.
Harry thought it was a "less amus-

ing scribble than usual," but he added,
"The Atlantic Ocean can put the mer-
riest heart in the sulks."

"Sulks!" cried Batavius, rising and
walking proudly about the room. "I
consider that letter perfection. It is

exactly what a real titled lady would
write. She forgets no one. It is a
great satisfaction to find myself re-

membered by a lady of the nobility.

This is what comes of my politeness,

and of my believing everything in the
world is good. If I had been one of
the discontented, complaining men.
Lady Rose Harley would not have
asked me to remember her. To speak
the truth, I think I deserve it; yes, I

think I desei'\'e it."

"Do be quiet, Batavius," said Harry.
"I remember distinctly, that I was

fortunate enough to instruct Lady
Rose Harley on some points."

"Batavius, what are you peacocking
about? Sit down."
"Harry Rutgers, if you were in my

place, if you had just received a very
flattering and delicate compliment
from a beauty of noble birth

"

"Do not make too many confessions,

Batavius," said Virginia sweetly. "I

warn you, I shall tell Lady Rose all

that you say."

"I wish her to know how deeply I re-

spect and admire her! That I must
confess."

"Well, then," snapped Madame,
"now that thy confession is made, will
thou eat some chicken pie?"

"I have no objection, mother.
Chicken pie is quite proper after such
a fine compliment!"
"Batavius, do be quiet."
"I will not be quiet, Harry. When

a man is pleased, he may say so."
"I hope I may remember all you

have said, Batavius."
"I hope you will, Virginia."
"Come, come ! Eat thy pie and for-

get the Lady Rose," and Madame
spoke with scorn and temper. "Her
compliments are only words."
"There now, Katrina, that is enough.

A good pie thou brought me; let me
eat it in peace. As for Lady Rose,
good and pretty she is, and beautifully
she dresses herself."

"Dresses herself! yes. In that way
she makes men love her—men of sense,
too."

"Indeed, Madame," said Harry
Rutgers, "it is the men of sense who
make the readiest and best fools in the
world."
"Then a man of sense I am," added

Batavius, "for if a lovely woman I see,
my heart instantly beats at my lips.

It is my way."
"Too much talk about love you are

making," said the Captain. "If a man
loves, he loves, and there it is. What
news from the city, Harry?"

"Everything is now quiet, but to-
morrow Governor Golden ought to take
oaths to carry the Stamp Tax into
effect. The people are only waiting to
see if he will dare to take it. I think
he will."

"That is also what I think. Some
say he is a coward, but, Harry, I have
seen men who feared death but who
did not fear to do their- duty."
"The spirit willing, the flesh weak,

that is the great undoing, Captain,"
and Harry fell into gloomy retrospec-
tion. A silence followed, and Virginia
rose and asked her mother's leave to
retire. "I have been good, moeder?"
she whispered.
"Very good."
"May I go now?"
"Yes, go and sleep. Do not wake

and cry."
Then she kissed her mother and

father, and gave her hand to Hari-y
and Batavius. But Batavius followed
her to the door, and as she stood with
it half-open he held her by the arm,
and let his grasp close on her so
cruelly tight that she could not help

a cry of pain. Madame looked up
quickly, her face inquisitive and angry,
and Harry rose and went towards
Batavius.
"We are going now, Batavius," he

said. "Come! I have no time to lose."

Virginia looked gratefully at Harry,
and finding herself free, fled swiftly to

her room. And as soon as the two men
were outside the house, Hariy asked
angrily, "What were you doing, or
saying, to Miss Van Vroom?"
"My own will," mumbled Batavius

sullenly.

"You have shown a vile temper to-

night, and I have a mind never to

speak to you again."
This was a result Batavius did not

wish. Both in a business and a social

way Harry Rutgers was of importance.
"You ought to excuse much, Harry,

to a miserable lovier. Virginia is too

provoking."
"Miss Van Vroom is perfect."

"We have had a quarrel. I wanted
to make it up. I dare say she is fret-

ting about me now."
Continued on next page
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LOOK
FOR THE DIAMOND \,

// You would quickly condemn a styli^ \\

/' shoe with a roughly finished seam — \

11 why overlook the eyelets ? There are \

// from six to twenty-tour of these in each

shoe. They are very important. When
M worn *' brassy" they mar the appearance
M of your foot.

Diamond
JTA^r COLOR

\

I

I

ARE THE ONLY shoe eyelets rnade with tops

of solid color. They retain their bright, new ap-

pearance long after the shoes are worn out. They
simply

CAN'T WEAR "BRASSY."

When buying shoes look for the little diamond

\ shaped -^^^- trade mark slightly raised on

the surface of the eyelets. Its presence is

a guarantee of shoe quality.

Ask your dealer about them, or write us

for descriptive booklet. It's

nteresting /

UNITED FAST COLOR
^ EYELET CO.

Boston

emores
HJShoePolishes-^
meet every requirement for clean-
sing and polishing Men's, Women's and
Children's Shoes of all kinds and colors.

They Beautify and
Preserve the Leather

Do not soil the clothing or grow gummy.
Finest in Quality Largest in Variety

combination for cleansing and
polishing russet or tan shoes.

25c. "Star' size, lOc.

For Women's and Children's Shoes use

"Dandy"

»
"Gilt Edge
The only black dressing that posi-

tively contains oi7. Softens and
preserves, and imparts a beautiful

lustre. Its use saves time, labor and
brushes, as it

Shines without Brushing
Always ready. Price, 25c.

"French Gloss" size, 10c.

If your dealer does not keep the

kind you want send us his address

i and ^amps for a full size package.

I WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.
20-26 Albany St . Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
^^^^^ Shoe Polishes in the World "mi^^^m

-;dhessing;-

*fine shoes-

BLACKEST COLOR
FiNESt-?o'Ill'«BLE

Mixed with water Calox forms peroxide of
hydrogen, the only known substance that will
whiten the teeth without injury.

Dentists advise its use. Physicians prescribe it.

All Druggists, 2S cents.
•Siiiiiple and lioollet free on requect.

McKESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

BLVIMVER M^ miLIKZOTEZSBILLS
I¥ I Kn igEySWIMEB, KOBE DTO-

CHURCH Mmri^-^ix, lowis fsicx.

ZIXlaZLaSI. "V TILLS WHY.
to Cincinnati Bell Foundrv Co.. Cincinnati. O.

Not all the cool), nor nny liul Till; lU'S'l' is fouml iii

OF WORSHIP AND PRAISE
S. ii.l for It n.pT TO I) \Y— '!."><•.. I'..^lr.aid.

Tnllar-Meredith Co., New York-ChicagoHYMNS

The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

3l/llTIr3 30 Sw.d<Mi 10c
t. Alliiiiil mill Hin^-. s Miilv 13c.

1000 nil .lilTi ivnt clamps

Ills. Toledo Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

"I think it is vei-y likely, after the

black pinching you gave her."

"None of your business, is it, Harry
Rutgers?"
"Captain De Vries, we will take dif-

ferent roads for the future"—and
Harry, without further words, strode

away" at a pace Batavius did not care

to follow.

In the meantime Virginia was
dropping tears over the bruised arm
as she bathed it in some medicated
lavender water. She was as fright-

ened of the man as if he was an ogre,

and she lay awake many hours trying
to form some plan of escape, if Rose
failed her. For Rose's letter did not
still her fears. Rose had promised so

much, and there was yet no certainty

that she had accomplished anything.
The girl was utterly wretched.

For a few hours her will had put
her misery under her feet and she had
apparently been happy and cheerful,

but as soon as she was alone this false

mood fell from her like a garment

—

fell heavy as lead to her feet. It was
not only her hatred and terror of Ba-
tavius, or her anxiety about her mar-
riage, that distressed her; there was a
bitterer drop in the cup of her sorrow
—it was Joris. He was thinking
everything evil of her, and she did not
deserve it. It was misery to think
of Joris, but oh, if she was forced to

marry, she would have to cease think-
ing of Joris in any way. It would be
a sin to think of him. She would have
to bury every memory of him.
The next day dawned at last, the day

which the newspapers called the "last

day of Liberty!" It was a dark,
wintry dawn, full of gloomy forebod-
ings. The Captain went early into
the city, and came home early with a
headache and a heartache.
"Not long did thou stay to-day, Jan.

Glad am I to see thee." And Madame
smiled her approval very pleasantly.
"Long enough I stayed, Katrina. I

saw the Governor take oaths to carry
out the Stamp Act, then I came home
to thee. My heart was heavy."

"Well, Jan, he has sworn to make us
use the Stamps; can he do it?"
Jan laughed. "He can not, Katrina,

nor can he find a man in the city, or
out of the city, who will dare to make
the attempt."
"How then?"
"No one wants to kill the old man, if

he will do what is just and right; yet
John Watts told us, he was fortified as
if he had been at Bergen-op-Zoom
when the French besieged it with one
hundred thousand men. That is what
makes the people's blood run high and
hot—that, more than anything else.

The papers to-day are all dated, 'Octo-
ber thirty-first, the last day of Lib-
erty.' I like not such words. It is not
the last day of Liberty; no, indeed! It

is the dawn of Liberty!"
"If a little sleep thou would take,

Jan, it would be good for thee. So
weary was thy step, so pale thy face."

"Yes, I will go to sleep. To-night
there is a great meeting of the mer-
chants at Burns' Tavern. We are go-
ing to strike another blow at the trade
of England. Yes, yes. She will see.

She will feel. We will shut up all her
mills, and turn her weavers and me-
chanics hungry into the streets."

"The poor people! Not their fault
it is."

"The poor people will make the King
and Parliament listen to them. They
will not listen to us. Far away are we,
but thousands of starving English
workmen will call at their doors with
no runaway knock. They will be
forced to answer them. Yes, indeed!"

In the evening Jan was among the
first of the great company of mer-
chants who met to consummate their
war with the trade and industries of
England. They were going to compel
the liberty of the English workingmen
to fight the tyranny of the English
government. It was a thoughtful, dig-

nified meeting, and after it adjourned
between two and three hundred of the

largest importers and dealers in New
York signed their names to the most
radical agreement they could frame.

"A strong paper it is," said Jan to

Katrina, as they sat together discuss-

ing the proceedings, "and Judge
Robert Livingston said that England
would suffer more by it in one year
than the Stamp Tax could ever recom-
pense."

"Well, then, Jan, what of it?"

"It renewed and made more strin-

gent our agreement—no English goods
are to be imported, and no English
clothing is to be worn. Lawyers are
not to issue a stamped writ, merchants
are not to clear out a vessel which has
British relations, and coast vessels are
to enter and depart without stamped
papers. The courts are enjoined to sit

without reference to the Stamp Act,
and newspapers are to be printed and
sold in defiance of it. By common and
nearly universal consent, business is

to go on as if no Stamp Act existed."
"Some there are who will not mind

your agreements—Alexander Semple,
for instance."

"Well, then, Alexander Semple will

have to shut his shop, and abuse the
Liberty Boys and the Colonial Con-
gress in his own house, Katrina."
"Against the colonists Janet Semple

will not let him speak one word. Also,
I have heard that she has an ugly
little dog she calls 'King George,' and
cross words, and a kick or two, the
creature gets if the Elder dares to say
the Liberty Boys do anything wrong.
And that the Elder does not like, for
he picked the dog up starving, and so
has him in a kind of protection. Little
Katherine Van Heemskirk told me
about 'King George.' She says the
creature i-uns to the cellar or stable
whenever he hears the words 'Stamp
Act.' Of Janet he is afraid."
Jan laughed, and then remarked in

a pointed manner, "Others are afraid
of Janet, as well as 'King George.' "

"A very dignified, masterful man is

Elder Semple," said Katrina.
"There's a difference when he is at

his own fireside. But that is a common
occurrence, Katrina."
"Not your case, Jan."
"No! My rights I get at home and

abroad."
"Was then this clear, strong paper

of the Congress all?"
"New ground we took up, yes, in-

deed. A committee has been appointed
to get the merchants of Philadelphia,
Boston, and other cities throughout
the colonies to stand with us."

"Will they, Jan?"
"I think they will. I am satisfied.

To-morrow is the great day. I must
be early on the street to-morrow."
But early as Jan was astir, he found

the streets crowded, and the crowd
watching every movement with an in-
tense sense of the importance of not
suffering a single stamp to be used.
All night long, and from every quai--
ter, men had been pouring into New
York. General Gage, who watched
this march of patriots, said "they
came by thousands"—in boatloads
over the North and East rivers, and in
carriages of all kinds, down the thor-
oughfares of the island—old men and
young men, rich men and poor men,
whoever knew the meaning of the
word Freedom, and was able to carry
a musket, were on the streets of Ne.v
York when the first of November,
1765, dawned. As the gray light came
the bells of the city met it with muffled
peals, and the beating of unbraced
drums—while from every trading ship
on the river the flags slowly rose to
half-mast and hung drooping and mo-
tionless in the damp, misty air. The
effect upon the multitude was enrag-
ing. A kind of sobbing, angry cry
rang through the streets of the city
they loved and were so proud of.

To be continued

MISCHIEF MAKER
A Surprise in Brooklyn.

An aduh's food that can saveababyprc s
itself to be nourishing and easily digested
good lor big and little folks. A Brool
man says:

"When baby was about eleven months d
he began to grow thin and pale. This '

at first attributed to the heat and the fact
his teeth were coming, but, in reality
poor little thing was starving, his moth
milk not being sufificient nourishment.
"One day after he had cried bitterly fo n

hour, I suggested that my wife try him n

Grape- Nuts. She soaked two teaspoon ^

in a saucer with a little sugar and warm n
'

This baby ate so ravenously that she fi.xi a
second which he likewise finished.

"It was not many days before he forgo
i

about being nursed, and has since lived
most exclusively on Grape-Nuts. Today e

boy is strong and robust, and as cute a i .

chief-maker as a thirteen months old bat s

expected to be.

"We have put before him other foods,
i

he will have none of them, evidently pre
ing to stick to that which did him so ni i

good—his old friend Grape-Nuts.
"Use this letter anyway you wish, for v

wife and I can never praise Grape-I' 5

enough after the brightness it has brougii :i

our household."
Grape-Nuts is not made for a babyfc;,

but experience with thousands of ba ;s

shows it to be among the best, if not enti ;

the best in u.se. Being a scientific prepara 1

of Nature's grains, it is equally effective
1

body and brain builder for grown-ups.
Read the little book, "The Road to V

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A 1 i

one appears from time to time. Thiy ;

genuine, true, and full of human inter .

S^
Three important things
this Company offers you:

Y—A Liberal Interest Rat
2—Absolute Security.
3—Your Money on Dema\

at any time.

It would be hard to find a more nearly ii]

investment for idle capital or savings.

You can open an account at any time—withdl
at any time, without notice—

And your money earns 5% interest for ei]

day it is in our hands.

This Company has been in business for 14y«j
It is strong, conservative, ably managed.

Write to-day for tfie

Booklet^you will be interested.

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposit

'

1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

Dessert Boob

Free
WIkiI sliall ue li:ive for dessert or salad ?

is answered over a hundred times in tl

new illustrated Knox dessert book. AI^

many recipes for candies better tlian'fudgc
or "'Divinity." For the name and address 1,

your grocer we will send you the book frc

If he doesn't sell Knox Gelatine, we wil

send .1 full pint .sample for 2c. in stamps an

his name, or for Ijc. a two quart packas

Knox ^"^'arkiing GclafiHC
55 Knox Ave, Jolmslowm, N. Y.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I

10 Decoration Day, 103.

10 Rose. 10 cts.
I
10 Fourth of July, 10*

.\ny three packages mailed for 25 cents. K

8u I'tiits per 100 cards — assorted designs,
i

MADISON ART COMP.\NY, M.VDISON.COi
1

niTirV irirDIKir' its pleasures and profits, is;

DlLiI!<IVIl<Il.rmu theme of that excellent d

handsomely illnsfrated magazine, GLE.'VNINGfl'j
BKi: fVLTLKK. We send it for six monthson jjl

for tweutv-tive cents, and also send free a 64-p8ge ijK

on bees aiiil our bee supiilv catalog to all whonam(!''
paper. THE A. 1. HOOT CO., Box 70, Medina, f

BE AN ILLUSTRATOR i.-him to d.m" We uill tc,

1 hv mail lioiv SCHOOL OF ILLUSTEATIO I

Office 44 Page Bldi I
Chicago, II

I

New Doilies, ("fa'c/J? stSr s

Patterns and a year's sulisoriptio^"
Ins-'alls' Fancy Work llook-all for li »•

Address J. F. IngaUs, Lynn, Ma«s.. B(f-

PATENTS that PROTEC11
Our 3 hooks for inventors mailej on receipt of 6 cts. St. ' I

R. B.AA.B.LACEY,W»»hintton,D.O.,D«gt;3a£rt.iM
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3ur Lookout Round the World
'HE proposed amendment to the constitu-

(io o permit the national government to levy

an come tax received another blow on April 7,

wh the Committee on Federal Relations of

tht lassachusetts Legislature voted against it.

Th committee stood eight to three against the

Ltmdment. The State thus reserves to itself

lth« ower of taxing incomes within its juris-

dicn. Judging from the State newspapers
bcfeat of the amendment will be popular.

-iN insurrection has broken out in the
noiem provinces of Turkey, the warlike AI-

bains having taken the field in considerable

nu:ers and attacking exposed Turkish garri-

sor At first they carried everything before

the but additional Turkish troops were rushed
' 5lto 2 front and in a battle at Ipek the Al-

'libains were defeated with heavy loss. What

:i: \:i
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Ellegant fabrics with fine invisible

I s. Pure sterilized white gannents

ide by no other manufacturer,

lipertly designed, carefully made,

cjuisitely finished. Garments which

'II satisfy anyone in quality and price.

ioality-Knit and Qaality Fit

"

Hade In union and two-piece salts

or women and children. Union
'alts for men. Mlso Infants' shirts

:nd bands; silk, wool and cotton-

j'ot sale by nearly all first - class dealers.

I fuse substitutes.

The William Garter Go.

It forth. '* Main Street

xle-Muk Needham Ueishts, Mass.

^otc—Would you like to sec how wc
finish our garments for women, misses and
children I If so, send us the name of this

magazine, and your name and address, and
wc will send you some beautiful samples.

s

M
Fff:

G<i>li

hese Four Aprons ^|
rem Maker to You (D±

4ff Chatges Prepaid
Wc tivc you (our very dainty

aprons at tcis than the material would
cost you. Even at the most sensational
sales in the treat New York depart-
ment stores such apron value readily
hrin|Cs$2.00. They come to you direct
(rom a laritc factory, less the jobber's
ond retailer's pro6t,at lour for $1.00.

Wnil
/Iff 4 Aprons for

1$''
Fine Fast ClcrOiiiuhain

Molhrr Hiil.hord. <S in.

I'-ng. liO ill. wide. I pf>cket.

('<ivers entire Ixidy

Fine Fast C'>lor Oingiham
Skirt Apriin. 38 in lone.
ri4 in. wide, I pocket. Cov-
ers entire skirt.

White Ijiwn Apron, 38 in.

liinR, r^ in wide, heni-

stitrlied poeket and lieiii.

Hound Dntlert Swiss Tin
Apron. lieiiistitelied pocket
:.iid li

These aprons are exactly as described and
win be sent to you on an absolute guar-

antee of satisfaction or your money will

be cheerfully refunded.

Alt Charges Prepaid
CONSUMER'S APRON CO.,

61 Clyraer Street. Brooklyn, New York

HUSTLING AMBITIOUS
SALESWOMEN WANTED

elusive sale in your own territory of a iie«ly
igned adjustable peltleoat, that wlls on siiilit.

"• u a (trictly buiineu proposition from
'^'fif* tnanufacturinR concern to women
>o want to earn big money. No others
ed apply.
9 (five and rermire first cUea refcreiineB; write
once for partii nlars to

JZERNE SKIRT CO.. Wilkes- Barrc Pa.

effect it will have on the other discontented
races under Turkish rule can not be foreseen.
The Albanians hope some day to have a moun-
tain kingdom of their own and follow the ex-
ample of Bulgaria. Turkey will probably be
careful not to push its advantage too far, as at
present it wishes to have peace in order to
develop its resources and gain the respect of
Europe.

—One of the most interesting banquets ever
given with a literary flavor, took place in Lon-
don when the people assembled around the
tables were the children or relatives of famous
British poets. Over two hundred were present.
Lord Coleridge presided, and among those
present were Lord Lytton, descendent of Bul-
wer Lytton, Lady Shelley, another name illus-

trious in British letters ; Lady Lindsay and
Mrs. Henry Reeves. The guests made inter-
esting speeches and gave recitations. Quite a
number of the guests have done work which
is of more than ordinary merit, disposing of
the idea that genius is never hereditary, or
that the sons and descendents of great men
never do anything to add to the family laurels.

—When the flag was broken out on the staff

of the battleship Delaware at the Norfolk Navy
Yard, the most powerful vessel in our fleet was
for the first time in commission. Captain
Charles Gove, U.S.N., formally took command
of the ship, reading his orders from Washing-
ton at the brief ceremony. The Delaware will

not put to sea for some months as some alter-

ations are to be made. She carries ten twelve-
inch guns and will have a crew of nearly one
thousand. Her displacement is five thousand
tons greater than the battleship Michigan, the
first of our "all-big-gun" ships. The Delaware
is of the famous Dreadnought type which has
caused so many changes in the navies of the
world in the last few years. In fact, the Del-
aware 18 more powerful than the Dreadnought.

—Grim-visagkd war has awakened after a
brief sleep in South America and will prob-
ably be the arbiter of the trouble now at an
acute stage, unle.ss something now unforeseen
intervenes before the troops of two nations
clash. Both countries are at a white heat of

enthusiasm for war over the disputed boundary
line which is the cause of the trouble. King
Alfonso some time ago consented to act as arbi-

trator and the case is still before him, but the
Ecuadorians are impatient at the delay in set-

tlement and have been rioting before the con-
sulate of Peru at Guayaquil, and the Peruvian
consul was compelled to take refuge with the
American consul. Later he escaped from
the city, and the American consul took charge
of Peruvian affairs. President Alfaro received

an offer from General Bustamante, of Colombia,
offering five thousand troops to assist Ecuador
in a war with Peru. Chile has a dispute also

over the boundary lines of two provinces, -so

that there is a prospect of three countries at-

tacking Peru. The army of Peru is under arms
at its full fighting strength. The small navies of

Peru and Ecuador are preparing for action. The
armies number about 4,000 each, but the militia

of Ecuador is said to be larger than that of its

antagonist.

— Sunny Italy with its smiling skies, its lite-

rary and artistic shrines, and its wonderful build-

ings of a by-gone day, is becoming more and more
popular with wealthy Americans as a place of

brief residence, while the tourists are numbered
by the tens of thousands who feel they must see

the Eternal City, wander over the bridges at

Florence, and feed the pigeons of St. Mark's in

Venice. The pigeons of St. Mark's are the aris-

tocracy of birdland. They are not compelled to

fly hither and thither about the countryside in

search of food, for citizens and tourists alike love

to scatter tidbits about the historic square and see

the white and gray flock come soaring down from
palace roofs and cathedral dome with a whirr of

swiftly beating wings.
So tame are they that they will mount upon

one's shoulder and take food from the stranger's

hand ; fear is not in their make-up, eradicated as

it has been by kindness to countless genera-

tions of their ancestors. They add wonder-
fully to the old world picture and the place would
lose much of its charm if they should fly away
forever, as it would if the lion of St. Mark should

jump into the lagoon, or the gondolas should give

awav entirely to the fussy little steam launches,

which, modem as they are, seem strangely out of

place; the only noise allowed to disturb the ser-

enity of things should be the cooing of the

pigeons, for the launches are new, while the

birds have been in Venice since the days she was
mistress of the Adriatic.

AMONG THE WORKERS
—GkACE Hildebrand, the Gospel Nightingale,

has been singing the songs of salvation to great

audiences in Massey Hall, Toronto, Can.

—A. H. Leo, of the Porto Rico Dispensary

Association, writes : "The news of Dr.

Klopsch's passing brings sorrow to all who are

anxious for the coming Kingdom. He was cer-

tainly a master workman in God's vineyard."

/gpf^
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Physicians to Royalty

Endorse
the Sovereign Food Tonic

j ' King Edward's Physician

Dr. Ernest Ott. Marieobad.
"I have been using Sauato-
gcn for a number of years in
my practice with excellent
results. These results have
been notably good in the case
of elderly people when it was
desirable to build up the
strength, to stimulate the
bodily functions, and to im-
prove the circulation of the
blood."

The Czar of Russia's

Private Physician

Dr. Ferchmin: "My daugh-
ter, who was very nervous
and anaemic, has been great-
ly benefitted bytlie prolonged
use of Sanatogen. Her ap-
petite improved, her weight
increased, and the color of
her skin became healthier.'*

The King of

Italy's Physician

Dr. G. Quirico I have
used Sanatngen with marked
benefit in the case of weakly
children, and in convales-
cence after long illnesses. I

consider Sanatogen a most
excellent tonic food-'*

HEALTH of the monarch is of national

—even ?/?i2re>'5aZ—importance. His
care is one of the nation's heavier

responsibilities. His medical advisor is always
a man of higher scientific attainments and
strictest integrity, who endorses only those

preparations which, beyond a shadow of

doubt are safe and beneficial.

Here is the written opinion of the physicians

to six of Europe's most influential rulers upon
that wonderful brain and body revitalizer

—

en
THB FOOD '/TONIC

These eminent authorities endorse Sanat-

ogen because there inve^igations have satis-

fied them that it is the scientific and worthy
preparation for tired, worn-out nerves and
debilitated, overworked bodies—a wonderful

source of strength and endurance. And their

endorsement but voices the sentiments of

more than 12,000 practising physicicms the

world over. Such proof mu^ be conclusive

that Sanatogen is ^/ie logical food tonic for you.

The King of Saxony's

Private Physician

Surgeon General Prof, l>r

Tillnianns: "I am. and shall
always be. a great admirer of
Sanatogen."

The Late Emperor
Frederic's Private Physician

Professor Tobold. M, D :

"My experience points to
the fact that patients suffer-
ing from nei-vous exhaustion
after influenza, a common
occurrence, and who present
the troublesome symptoms of
neurasthenia, by using Sana-
togen, in a comparatively
short time regain strength
and vitality."

Emperor of Austria's

Private Physician

Surgeon General Dr. Keizl,

of Vienna: "1 liavc been us-

ing Sanatogen with splendid
results and recommended it

continually and everywhere
because 1 am thoroughly con-
vinced that it is an excellent
food-tonic. '

*

Send for Dr. C. W. Saleeby's Book, "The Will To Do."
This internationally famous physician -writer has published an exceedingly interesting booh, **The Will To Do,"
a copy of which we want to send you with our compliments. It tells some surprisingly new things aboot the

strenuous life we lead and the important relation of the nervous system to our entire existence. It lays downW some new rules for health and hygiene and will afford you an interesting and instructive half hour's reading. ^
We will mail you a free Copy on request.

Get Sanatogen from your druggist—if not obtainable from him, write

THE BAUER CHEMICAL CO., Everett Building, Fourth Ave., New York

Earn S'^^VOld-Nade NEW
on your savlogs. They should yield as large a
return as consistent with safety.

Deposited with our Company, they are free

from speculation while earning S per cent, every
day left In our care. The security back of them
Is of the very best—Selected mortgages upon
New York and Suburban Real Estate. Earnings
are remitted by check quarterly, semi-annually

or compounded if desired. We have never paid

less than 5 per cent for 17 years.

ASSETS over • $2,000,000

SURPLUS and PROFITS, 150.000

Under Snperruion ofNew York BankingDept

The Industrial is a strong, progress-

ive, carefully managed Savings Insti-

tution that merits jour investigation.

Write for booklet, wnich contains

many interesting facts.

Industnal Savings and Loan Co
2 Times Building

42d Street and Broadway
New York

Vxminster, Body-Brussels, Wilton to $60.00

We have made rugs for a quarter-century,

sell direct to you at mill prices—no deal-

er's profit to pay on

Hancock Rugs
Beautiful designs, best materials, large vari-

•. Money backit notsatisfaetory.
Send todviy for catalogue showing the ni^fs

in -irtiial culors and telling how we pay
flic freight.
Hancock Rug Mills, Dept.E, Phila.

^'*'--lf?-',»-*'^ ''"*'"" "»""'""" "'"I

Old sewini machines ron

like Jiew—new ones STAY
newifoiledwIthS-IN-ONE.

It's the best sewing nacblne

oil on earth—goes right Info

the mechanism— spreads

evenly over all bearings

—

reduces friction—prevents

ffcar— stops rattle—will not

dry ont, cake, gam or collect

dost, contains no grease or

acid—polishes wooden case

and prevents rnst on every

nefa! part. 3-IN-ONE wili save your machine, yonr

nerves and yonr strength. Try it.

VDPP Write ns at once. Give name of yonr

r txLiEj Staler. Get sample bottle and 3- IN-

ONE dictionary FREE. A library Slip In every

package, .-

S-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY
54 Broatlway New York Cify

Jif^tT tki^^ Hy Sanitary Coffee and Ten Haters
#%Vitni I 3 produce a pure, sweet cup. Needs no

settler nor strainer and
^

neverwearsout. Saves (en^
and colTep, money and
health. Every wife buys at

.sight. New inventions.

iSend 15c for Mc size of

either, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for

25c. Withoutquestionthe
two best sellin articles ^__^
ever invented. Order both, XEA MAKER
Dr. Lyons, 1480 Day St., Pekln, IIL

Save Steps
between kltrhen mul rtiiiinK room,

trip Willi Wheel Tray sets tal.le.

SlHiuIsbesiflrtal.le for sci vine. Hefide
'f..lc "iiili. wa.'l.iir,- ib,"1ies. Price $1(1, eMi. l>niil. Circular

' WHEEL TRAr C0.,435CWest 61st Plaee,Chicago,Il

I
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This Charming: Lawn Dress

IVe prepav postage

A remarkable offering

of a very pretty dress

at a wonderfully low

price. We want to

send you our free

Style Catalog No. 66;

that is why we make

this great offer.

One-Piece Dress

of striped lawn, white
background with black
stripes, or white back-
ground with light blue
stripes; collar and cuffs

are edged with plain

colored lawn; a broad
strap of plain lawn
gives a pretty yoke
effect and 6 self-covere<l

buttons extend m two
rows to a fastened belt

of similar material;
dress fastens invisibly

in back ; the wide skirt

lias two-inch hem.

Bust measure, 32 to

iiinrlifs. All skirt
lenglhs are Ifi inches

If yoa do not think that
this 13 the very finest

dresB ever Bold at this

price return to ub at cor
expense and we will at

once refund your money

Send for oaa- groat
free Catalog Noi06
to-day; it is full of
wonderful values
like the aftove.

A 472. THIS ORESS IS 95 OtniTS

Fulton St.

Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

Estiilrlisked 14 years

EAT JUNKET
THE. greatest food in the world for chil-

dren. Made with milk, flavored to

taste, delights and nourishes the little ones.

AS A DESSERT
Served with Lady Fingers and Jelly.withCustwd,-

Chocolales, or Whipped Cream.

It makes the finest Ice Cream.

Can be made in five minutes, and you are pre-

pared for the unexpected guest.

Inexpensive—Convenient— Delicious.

10 JUNKET Tablets for 10 Desserts—lOc

rpPF Two JUNKET Tablets ; two JUNKET
r Ixl-illi Buttermilk TableU; Book of Valuable
Recipes and Treatise on JUNKET.

Write today. Mention your grocer,
and above will be sent prepaid.

Chr. Hansen's Laboratory
200 Hansen Ave, Little Falls, New York

PENNANTS, 20c.
In your colors, size 9 x 18, four letters or figures; best
quality felt—either of above styles. Postage 2c.

COLLEGE CAPS, 50c.
Best quality, satin liniiiK. Blurk. blue, red. gray or in your
college colors ; any comhinatifjn, Also ono to four initials or
Dumbera in colors.

SWEATERS, $1.00
Splt^ndid-wearing, hv
letters or numbers ii

letters 10c. each, state

iivy-wriglit gray sweater coats with block
your colors. One letter free, additional

clifst mcftsnreinent. and we'll fit you.

Bay direct from us aod save half. Agents Wanted.

Park Penoant Co., 1,500 Sasquehanna Ave. , Pfaila.

CAN WRITE A SHORT STORYf \r ^^ Be^inncr^ learn bo thorouglily under ('Ur perfect

B method of training that many are able to sell
^^ their ((torics before tbey complete the course. We als«"> help

thnsr who want a market for their htories. Write for particulars

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page Boilding, Chicago

What Science Says of Alcohol

3j/ Rev. C. H. Mead, D.D., Editor "National Temperance Advocate"

THIS is an age in the history of the

temperance reform when science

comes to the front, turning her X-rays

upon alcohol, and shows just what it is.

With unerring certainty it seeks to

focus the eyes of the world upon this

poison, and proclaims it to be an enemy

deserving nothing short of destruction

Rev. C. H. Mead

and death. Up to within a few years

men have looked upon the effects of

drink, and turned away with disgust,

while the State has built refuges in

which to punish the victims and get
them out of the public eye. Science
now steps forward, calls the attention
away from results and fixes it upon the
cause, and says: "Behold in alcohol a
deadly enemy. It has no redeeming
feature. It strikes at every vital organ
in the human body and leaves it worse
than it found it. It creates an appetite
for itself, that it may more surely do
its work, and attacks the mental, moral
and physical powers at one and the
same time. It deceives its victim into

believing that it will cool him in the

heat of summer, and warm him in the

cold of winter. It points the way from
virtue to vice, and marks out the road
to the jail, the workhouse, the prison,

and the gallows. It breaks down the

will power and laughs at its slave as

he tries to break his chains."

Thus speaks science, and it is en-

couraging to note that many of the

daily papers and most of the religious

journals are giving voice and wings to

the utterances of some of the leading
scientists and physicians of the world.

Many of the latter say alcohol has no
virtue as a medicine, and have excluded
it from their practice. In a recent

article by Woods Hutchinson, A.M.,
M.D., he makes the following points

worth heeding:
"No human being ever developed an

instinct or natural liking for alcoholic

drinks.
"Alcohol is a toxin or poison, pro-

duced by one germ to destroy another.
"The seeming improvement in one's

physical condition that alcohol some-
times produces is wholly imaginary,
and due merely to a deadening of the
nerves.
"While the taking of true foods pro-

duces a sense of satiety, alcohol pro-
duces only an appetite with no natural
or self-acting limitations.

"Is it reasonable to conceive that a
drug which has an unvarying tendency
to exaggerate and increase all that is

worst in us, can possibly have an im-
proving and strengthening influence
upon our higher powers and tenden-
cies?"
We could quote from hundreds of

leading men, did space permit. Let the
voice of science be heard and heeded.
Let the truth be thundered from the
pulpit, and in burning words taught to

the youth in the Sunday and public
schools. Draw the prohibitory line,

not simply at the threshold of the
saloon, the brewery and distillery, but
also at the door of the "house beauti-
ful."

The State commits a crime against
herself when she legalizes the manu-
facture and sale of such a deadly foe.

Let the voice of science be heard in

Legislative Hall and Executive Cham-
ber.

TEMPERANCE NOTES

STAMPS
100 dlflerent, foreign, FREE. Pcstap.- 2c.

iiiXHl only to thiiK fiitioning Chbistian
Hehald. Qnaktr Stamp Co., ToUdo, 0.

—Nine bills have been introduced in

the present session opening up Indian
lands to settlement. In all these there
is a paragraph providing that these
lands shall be under prohibition for
twenty-five years.

—The Prohibition Zone Bill passed
the Senate several weeks ago and is

now in the Indian Affairs Committee of
the House. It provides for a zone of
twenty-five miles around Indian reser-

vations, etc., to be under Federal pro-
hibition against the introduction and
sale of liquors.

—Senator Gallinger introduced
amendments to the Statehood Bill, pro-
viding for a plebiscite on the Prohibi-
tion question in Arizona and New
Mexico. Upon the advent of State-
hood, this guarantees this boon to those
people without the trouble, time and
expense of a campaign to secure it.

—Secretary of War Dickinson has
followed the example of General Fred-
erick Dent Grant in making a public
declaration of total abstinence. He
writes: "I believe in everything that
encourages voluntary abstinence, both
within and without the army. The
man who abstains is better qualified to
be a useful and law-abiding citizen

and to promote his own happiness and
that of his family and friends. One of

the greatest burdens upon our country
is that of crime which is the direct re-
sult of drink. When the Romans
achieved their greatest success they
were water-drinkers."

—A scientific test was recently
made with a number of alcoholic fam-
ilies. Only 17 per cent, of the chil-

dren proved normal as against 85.5
per cent, of the children of families
who did not use alcoholic drinks. Epi-
leptics, the feeble-minded, the blind
and the deformed were found to be
frequent results of alcoholic marriages.
Fully 40 per cent, of the paupers
in almshouses come there through
drunkenness.

Famous Temperance Sayings

—Temperance is the universal med-
icine of life.

—

Sir W. Temple.—Temperance is the parent of all

noble qualities.-

—

South.—Where temperance fails, educa-
tion fails.

—

Horace Maim.
—Do lions and cart-horses need ale

to make them strong?

—

Sydney Smith.—Temperance is the preservation
of divine order in the body.

—

Theodore
Parker.
—Temperance gives you command

of your head, secures your health, and
keeps you in condition for business.

—

Jeremy Collier.

''THE COLD STORAGE EG"

It is Still Doing Business Notwithstjd.

ing: Investigfation by Legislatures a

Grand Juries and the Prices oi

Meats Are Higher Than Ever.

A New York grand j ury has found t i

indictments against the cold storage cor
which is said to have "cornered" the l^

of poultry and eggs. But the "cold st. g,.

egg" goes right on doing business jus he
same. Both houses of Congress are in ;ti-

gating the increased cost of foods, bu ihe

prices of meats continue to soar highe ind

higher. Just a few days ago an advan of

3!^ cents a pound on the price of bee as
announced in Chicago, while the price of irk

reached the highest point recorded sine 'he
civil war.
The investigation has resulted in the lal

merry-go-round so often depicted b; he
newspaper cartoonists. Each one poii to

his neighbor and says "He is to blame.'
While all this is going on, the consur i^

helpless. He is getting the worst of it. lis

grocery and meat bills are soaring sky rd,

but his wages have not advanced along th

the increased cost of living. Fortunate or

him he can get along at this time of thecar

without beef, pork, storage eggs or f en

poultry. The man who has a few hens lis

own who are laying real eggs and has a od
supply of Shredded Wheat Biscuit ii he

house is probably the most independen ti-

zen to be found in this free republic of rs.

It is a wise man who gets his own eggs )m

his own hens and who knows the nut ve

value of Shredded Wheat Biscuit. en

though he has no chickens or eggs, but k «s

the nutritive value of Shredded Whe; he

can be independent of the beef trust he

poultry trust, the cold storage eggs and a he

other food combines, for a Shredded V at

Biscuit actually contains more real I y-

building nutriment than beef or eggs, is 1 ch

more wholesome, more easily digested id,

of course, costs much less. It is alwajihe

same price, always clean, always whole'ne
and nourishing. Being made in biscuit rm
it makes delicious combinations with frf'or

preserved fruits or with creamed veget; 3.

Persons who know Shredded Wheat Bjiit

and the many nourishing and inexpe've

dishes that can be made with it will no nd

it any hardship to do without meat 01 gi

during the Spring or Summer months.
Two Shredded Wheat Biscuits heat( in

the oven and served with hot milk and a ile

cream will supply all the strength -gng
nutriment needed for a half day's work.'ry

it for ten days and notice the difference.
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Don't Buy
An Organ

too hastily. That is, don't bujjin-

til you have money enough t( ret

a good one. To buy a cheap oan

where a little more would g(,an

Estey would be almost like thjw-

ing money away. You'd hav.jhe

whole thing to do over again !'>"•

AddressEstey Brattlebovo'
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SOLD ON APPROVAL
THIS wonderful new typewriter, at

one-sixth the cost, with one-tenth the
number of parts, does the same work as expensive

machines with quickness, neatness and ease.

The Bennett is a portable, visible- wiidns. ink-ribbon
ypewtiler; standard keyboard; light, simple, speedy, com-
Dact, strong. In neat case, size only 2x3x I 1 inches, weight
jnly 4H pounds. Made from best materials by experts.

Send Name and Address
tor bee illustrated catalog and sample of writing.

Doo't pay more than $18 for a lypewriler until you
(now the Bennett. Don't pay less than $100 unless

I
/on buy a Bennett.

[Agent* wanted for a few unfilled territorie*.

IP. D. BENNETT TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
366 Broadway. New York, U. S. A.

Linene collars have

two wearing sides for

the price of one collar.

They can be reversed

instantly, and a clean

surface presented.

SEND FOR SAMPLE
10 collars at the stores

for 25 cents, or by mail

30 cents in U. S. stamps.

Sample by mail 6 cents.

Stale Size and Style.

Reversible G>Uar Co.,

Dept. T, Boston, Mais.

iiET THIS BOOK
5 id us your name and address and we will tnall
f!, this absorblogr treati.se, "Electricity u a
rnedy," written by a graduate physl
ci of life-long; exiierience. He tells
'U electricity does. Its effects and

'Wizaril Wireless -^aui^E"''
Crs the safest, cheapest,
sest method of home ap-
C atlon, and cites
ntny Instances
Srf;essfully treat-
ejylt.

', /

lEcmci,

\ REMEDY

'^/'M'Mli'i'':

rson
whether

n teres ted
or not should

read this enllght-
enlngr book on so

Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity a* a Remedy."

If afflicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this
book and learn whether elec-
tricity can help. If It can yon
ought to kno\". You will read
the book with profit In any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of It. Don't delay
until yuu forget.

Cencscc Sales Co.
.: I Solle 363. 211 Lake St., CHICAGO

€' ral Electric Co., 36 Adelaide St. W.. Toronto, Can.

GENTS—$33.30 A WEEK
Wbynot'make it?

Jack Wood did
it ! He writeR—
" Harry np 100

more—sold firHt

lot in 2 dayn—
best flellprlovcr
saw." Hundreds
of agonts coining
m o n o y — $ ').Gi)

^ . ^ worth of tools for
e price of one. Wonderful invention—drop forK<*(i
>mflne*iteteel. Nickel Plated all over. AolonUhIng
*<*."•• •••0*nU-l,200 ordered by one man. Gt'tour

"?J*
jonfldential proposition quick. Sample free-

iftL.2'^r*^'l**'"«^DC0 not needed—write at once.'OWA» MFQ. CO., S1S4 WttyiM SI., DAYTON. OHIO

tmsim nrim

EMPOWERING FOR
TESTIMONY*

No stronger illustration of the
power of the Spirit to inspire the

common man to extraordinary achieve-
ments has ever been presented than
that of D. L. Moody.
Born of a poor family; denied any

but the merest rudiments of education;
compelled to work hard during his

early manhood for a bare living, Mr.
Moody yet became the most eloquent
and successful of modern evangelists.

No one cared that his speech was un-
cultured, or that his manners were
unpolished. The love of God, the burn-
ing zeal for the unsaved, so pervaded
his every thought and word, that men
were swayed by him as by a magician.
It was as plain a revelation of the
gift of the Holy Spirit as history has
ever presented.

Good news is generally welcomed
with joy. Alas, the Gospel message is

often received in a far different spirit.

It is computed that there are more
than 13,000,000 young men in our
nation, of whom only 1,000,000 are
Christians, while 7,000,000 never enter
a church.

What a field for the preacher! Yet
how many of us ever go out of our way
to speak to these young men? We have
glad tidings for them—the greatest

help to purity and peace and happi-
ness that earth affords—and yet they
often do not wish to hear of it, and we
are afraid or careless, and do not tell

them. Let us pray for the bestowal of

the spirit of power. God has g^iven it

to others, and he stands ready to give

it to us.

Paul Gilbert tells of an unconverted
friend of his named Porter to whom
he had often wished to speak, "but no
words would come."
"At last a revival broke out. Porter

professed himself a follower of Christ.

The crowd was going out. I pushed
aside the chairs and was soon beside

my friend. 'I am proud of you,' I said.

He didn't seem pleased. 'Wait a

minute,' he said. 'I want to speak to

you outside.' When we were there he

said, 'You're the fellow that would
have let me go to ruin. Do you re-

member one Sunday afternoon when
we were out under these very trees?

I don't suppose you do. The words
came to me, "He is going to ask you
to become a Christian." I was praying
that you would do it, but you didn't.

And for three Sundays you didn't.'

"

Was ever a bitterer reproach! Just
from lack of courage, the friend had
failed in his duty.

Trust that the power will come, and
then begin on the task before you.

It may be the attempt to convert a
friend. It may be the winning of an
unkind stepmother—a stern father. It

may be the conquering of difficult

studies or new phases of business—but

fear not. There is a mighty reservoir

of power at hand for the asking. You
may be filled with the Holy Ghost.

You may have beauty for ashes and
the garment of praise for the spirit of

heaviness.

God will support our hearts
With might before unknown.

The work to be performed is ours.

The strength is all his own.

It is most often in solitude that we
can approach nearest to the source of

spiritual power. In secret we may
most successfully strive to separate

ourselves from the world and touch the

hem of the Master's garment. When
we lose the habit of private prayer,

of falling on our knees, alone, and seek-

ing the blessing as those who will not

be denied, then we lose the power to

save souls.

Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday
May 1. Texts : laa. 61 : 1-3; Acts 2 : 3, 4.

The real tidy housekeeper

stands by

SUN
PASTE

BECAUSE

li Makes
Absoiuieiy

No Dust,
while in a jiffy — the
quickest known— it gives
that brilliant, jet-black . ^|j

mirror-smooth luster you
^

want on your stove. It's
always ready for use. If
your stove is spattered,
just a few seconds' use of
the Sun Paste restores it

One box polishes your
stove several times be-
cause it groes so much
further than liquids.

UOBSE BROS.,
ftopi.Slilng Sm Stove Poltoh,

Canton. Mui., U. S. A.

How We Select Our 6%10

Reclamation Bonds
Our experience with Reclamation bonds cov-

ers 16 years. During that time we have bought

and sold 78 separate issues of Drainage and

Irrigation bonds. All have been secured by first

liens on good farm land, and no investor has

lost a dollar through default in interest or

principal.

We are the largest purchasers of Reclamation

bonds, and thousands of bond buyers place con-

fidence in our selections. As a result we are

constantly offered the pick of many projects.

Thus we are able to select for our customers

the cream of these securities.

Our Competent Staff

We employ in our investigations engineers

and attorneys of national repute, and of wide

experience in reclamation projects. Certified

copies of their reports and opinions are sup-

plied to our customers.

The Vice-President of our Company almost

constantly travels in sections where land is re-

claimed. Thus we keep in close touch with the

best undertakings.

We buy no issue of Reclamation bonds until

all officers of our Company, and all engineers

and attorneys employed in the matter, unan-

imously agree on the safety of the bonds in

question.

The Exact Data

In irrigation projects water supply is now
determined by Government records covering a
number of years. Government surveys show
the area drained by the streams in question.

Government records tell the minimum rainfall.

When fertility is in question, soils are easily

analyzed. We may know their constituents,

and the size and kind of crops they will raise.

Naturally, men don't reclaim land that isn't

remarkably fertile. These lands on the average

are the most productive farm lands in America.

And the question of crop failure is practically

eliminated by the control of water supply.

There are few undertakings where the secu-

rity of a lien can be more exactly determined

than in reclamation projects rightly investi-

gated. The Government itself is spending

many millions of dollars on such projects, de-

pending solely on the land for repayment.

Farm Lien Security

Reclamation bonds are secured by first liens

on good farm land. In irrigation projects the

liens are given by land owners in payment for

water rights. The bonded indebtedness rarely

exceeds one-fourth the land's value. As the

liens are paid off in annual instalments the

security increases each year.

The bonds are additionally secured by a first

mortgage on all the property in which the pro-

ceeds of the bonds are invested. Thus we com-
bine corporate responsibility and management
with farm lien security.

Some Reclamation bonds are issued by organ-

ized districts, so the bonds become tax liens.

Some are "Carey Act" bonds, where the State

supervises the project.

All are serial bonds, so the indebtedness is

rapidly reduced. One may get these bonds

maturing all the way from one to twenty

years. The denominations are $100, $500 and

$1,000. The interest rate is six per cent.

These bonds have become the most popular

bonds that we handle. In our estimation it is

hard to conceive of any more inviting security.

Ask For Information

Reclamation bonds combine safety with fair

interest rate. They appeal to all investors,

small and large. Please ask us to send you a

new book of facts which we now have in prepa-

ration. Cut out this coupon lest you forget.

G^vw&idffC^jk!w2^iSo'.w: r

I Ne'w York

I

First National Bank Building, Chicago
Boston San Francisco

Send me your new book on Reclamation Bonds.

Name

I
City State (»64)
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New Book FREE
Tells How to Keep Your Floors

Bright and New
How to keep your floors—especially painted floors

—bright and new is one of the problems of your home.

Paint on the floor is subjected to the hardest

wear, from chairs, castors and heels.

No matter how good the paint, or how many coats

you apply, it muSt be protected by a good Srong

finish if you want the freshness and the lustre to last.

Elastica Floor Finish has been perfected for just

this purpose. Put it over your floor paint, and see

how much longer the paint will last.

It improves the looks of the floor amazingly—and

it is true economy. For Elastica Floor Finish

saves you many a re-painting. It makes old paint

look like new, and it brightens and prolongs the

life of linoleum and oil cloth in the same way.

Our experts have just written a book,

"How to Finish Floors"

about this wonderful finish. They give new and

valuable advice about the finishing of painted floors,

old and new—floors in natural wood, tints—floors

of all kinds.

Look for tliis Trade-mark on a Yellow Lable.

All otliers are imitations.

Floor Finish
This book is based on forty years' experience. It

shows you the easieft and the moft economical way to

have well kept floors. This book is free—we want

every woman to have a copy, even tho she hasn t a

floor which needs refinishing now. As an inducement

to write immediately we will send with the book

CD PIT Paper Cutter and
F tvHilL Book Mark Combmed

made of celluloid, handsomely lithographed in ten

colors. This is something you need and use every

day. Sent free with Book No. 72. Write today.

,W(i.iii,T-

Elastica Floor Finish is a tough, ela^ic, water-

proof coating which does not mar. There is nothing

else like it.

You can prove this yourself.

With the book we will send you a sheet of paper

coated with Elastica Floor Finish.

Crush it into a wad. Stamp on it. Roll heavy

things over it. Then smooth it out. You will not

find a crack in _
the Elastica

coating. Soak
it in water.

Other finishes

turn white
when wet. But

you'll find no
change in

E las tica
Floor Finish.

Think what
these tests

mean —what
it is to have

such a finish as

this on your floors.

You will never re

gard a painted floor

as finished until it has a

coat of Elastica.

With our
book we will

send you a
piece of

paper coated
with Elastica

Floor Finish

to make this

test yourself.

Beware of

the Word "Elastic"

Ask Your Dealer

Always be sure you gel Elastica Floor Finish. W your
dealer cannot supply you, we will fill your order at our nearest

address and ship it prepaid.

Don't be deceived by some common varnish or preparation

called "elastic," or having a name that sounds like Elastica.
There is only one Floor Finish that stands the tests of time and
use unmarred. That is Elttstica.

Write for the new book today.
*

[12]

Atldrosa Stainlard Vaniiah Works, 29 Hroadway, New
York; 2620 Armour Avenue, Chicago; or International

Varaish Company, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.

The Holy Sabbath Day

Sunday School Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

A T that season, ^early in the sum-

/\ mer of A.D. 28, Jesus went on

-LX. the Sabbath Day, on his way to

the temple at the hour of morning

prayer, through the grain fields.

There were no fences. Stones were

set up as landmarks. His disciples

were hungry and began to pluck ears

and eat. It was lawful for hungry

persons to gather what they needed for

their present necessity in passing

through a grain field, or vineyard, or

by fruit-bearing trees (Deut. 23:25).

The Pharisees said: "Thy disciples

do that which it is not lawful to do
upon the Sabbath." While it was law-

ful according to the law of Moses, it

UffiDmRMSD

Boulder on Clark's Island

Where the Pilgrims kept the Sabbath (1620)

before settling at Plymouth.

was "not lawful" according to the law
of the Pharisees. The law of the

Pharisees was not, therefore, higher

than the law of Moses. It was narrow
in comparison, and hedged people in

with useless if not cruel restrictions,

such as that shoes with nails must
not be worn on the Sabbath, for it was
considered bearing a burden, which
was forbidden; for the same reason it

was questioned whether a cripple might
wear his wooden leg.

The plucking of the wheat, accord-

ing to the Pharisaic law, required a sin

offering, because plucking the ears of

corn ranged under the sin of reaping,

and that of rubbing them as the sin of

sifting, threshing, grinding or fan-
ning; so that two sin offerings would
be required.

"Have ye not read what David did

when he was hungry?" This question
was Jesus' reply to the criticism of his

disciples by the Pharisees. They knew
that David, when he was hungry, had
entered into the tabernacle and had
eaten the shew-bread (the twelve
loaves of bread placed each week on
the table in the holy place of the tab-
ernacle, and in the temple which suc-
ceeded it) , which it was lawful only
for the priests to eat; and not only
David had done it, but he had given it

to those who were with him. The
priests had a right to eat it, because
they were in the service of the Lord,
and David had claimed the same right
when he had eaten the bread. The
disciples likewise were in the service

of the Lord when they gathered the
grain to eat on the Sabbath Day.
"The priests profane the Sabbath

Day and are guiltless." Jesus referred
to the killing of animals, kindling of
fires for sacrifice, etc., all necessary to
be done in the service of God, and
therefore they were guiltless.

In our time, the Sabbath is the hard-
est working day of the week for the
preacher, but he, too, is, guiltless.

"Onegreaterthanthe temple is here."
Just how and why Jesus was greater
than the temple has been beautifully
and clearly stated in the Bible Ency-
clopedia: "1. The temple exists but
for him. 2. It is but a place of assem-

* International Sunday School Lesson for May
1,1910. Two Sabbath Incidents. Matt. 12 : 1-14.
Golden Text : "I desire roercy and not sacrifice."
Matt. 12:7.

bly, where men may meet with him.

3. However splendid, it is nothing ex-

cept he be there. 4. However lowly,

the presence of 'the great King' makes

of it a heavenly place."

"I desire mercy, and not sacrifice."

The Pharisees would have put it just

the other way; the ceremonial law was
everything to them. Christ would
have them know that an act of worship
was nothing without love. Jesus de-

clared himself the Lord of the Sab-
bath. He had created it in the begin-

ning, for without him was not any-
thing made (John 1:3). None knew
so well as he what things were lawful

on the Sabbath Day.
"Is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath

Day?" The Pharisees had followed

Jesus into a synagogue, and had seen

him restore the withered hand. The
Pharisees thought that Jesus had cer-

tainly done something unlawful, for
according to their dictum bones might
not be set on the Sabbath Day, nor
emetics given, nor any medical or sur-

gical operation performed, excepting
when life was in danger; hence their

surprise and indignation when Jesus
healed the man with the withered hand.
"How much, then, is a man of more

value than a sheep?" The Pharisaic
law permitted a man to look after a
sheep that had fallen into a pit, and
supply bedding and food for it, but in

case it had been injured it might be
killed and left to lie there until the
Sabbath was past. By referring to

this Jesus showed them that they were
less merciful to men than to beasts.

"Wherefore it is lawful to do good on
the Sabbath Day." One Sunday School
teacher called these words "a pair of
Sabbath gloves"-—there is a word for
each finger. Everybody ought to wear
them!
"The Pharisees went out and took

counsel against him, how they might
destroy him." Dr. Maclaren says:
"The Pharisee is always as blind as an
owl to the light of God and true good-
ness; keen-sighted as a hawk for triv-

ial breaches of his cobweb regulations,
and cruel as a vulture to tear with
beak and claw;" and then he adds,
"We all carry one inside, and need
God's help to cast him out."

The Sabbath in Question

It was the Jewish Sabbath written
upon a table of stone by the finger of
God and handed down from Mount
Sinai to Moses. Presumably it per-
petuated the Edenic Sabbath, but to be
quite sure that it really did an almanac
must be discovered covering six thou-
sand years of unbroken weeks and
months. When Jesus was on this
earth he kept the Jewish Sabbath, for
he distinctly stated that he had come to
fulfil the law and the prophets. But
the followers of Jesus do not keep the
Jewish Sabbath. In not doing so they
show the greater honor to their Master.
The first day of the week, recurring
every seventh day, is now the Sab-
bath, the Lord's Day, commemorating
his resurrection. We thus honor a
risen Christ rather than a dead Christ.
Jesus gave his sanction to this change
when he made his first appearance
after his resurrection on the first day
of the week, and waited for his second
appearance until the following first

day of the wek.
During the year we have one great

Sabbath Day, that we call Easter, be-
cause it commemorates the resurrec-
tion of our Lord; but every Sabbath
Day should be considered a little

Continued on next page
I

Reduce the Cares
of housekeeping. One decifledly practical way is to use
Borden's Peerless Krand Evaporated Milk in all cook-
ing where milk or cream is required. Results will be
more satisfactory than with most "fresh" milk. The
convenience and economy will please you. Dilute
Peerless Milk with water to any desired ricluiess.

Cornish Instruments for
real merit, are un-
excelled by any
other, whatever
the price,
name or r<
tatlon.

April 20, 19
j
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,,
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money than you
can get any-
where else—If It
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Instrument aa
you can buy for
one-third more
than we ask—If

at any time
within a year
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good bargain,
send U back; we
won't find one
word of fault
with your decis-
ion, and you

Two Years Credit if INeedc

We Save Tou 9100 and
More On a Piano

win not be one cent out of pocket for freight ( »
use of the Instrument.

We Give You a Legal Bond of Indem ,7

Easy Terms

Bny On The Cornish
Plan—Save OncThIrd

Send For The
Cornish Book
Don't think of buy-

ing before reading it.

It ts tho handsomest
piano andorgan catalog

overissued. It explains
things you ought to
know whether you buy
from us ornot and It Is

yours for the asking.
Write for It now and
please mention which
you are Interested lu
—piano or organ.
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Charitable Instltutl'

CORNISH CO.
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Established Over Half A Cetl.
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REDUCE VOUR FLES
You can safely and speedily re-

duce vour suiplus flesh in any
part of the body, and thus
improve your figure,by wearing

DR. WALTER'S FAMOUS

Medicated Rubber Garments
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

They are very comforlablo n

ncvL-rfail to accomplish thcdesii
result. Tlicy ai-e worn by the Ri

altyof EumponndtheSocictyofAmerica

Neck and Chin Eands,
aa shown in cut - - $3.00

Chin only 2.00

Also union suits, jacl;ets. stockings,

etc , for the purpose of reducing the

flesh anywhere desired. Invaluable to

those sufSering from Rheumatiflm,
Write at once for furttier particulars.

DR. JEANNE WALTER. Patentee

Suite 440, 55 W. 33d St., New York
San Francisco : 166 Geary Street

250,00)
COPIES ALREADY SOD

HALLOWED NEWandlO

By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SA PI

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USINCr
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive ReME*

$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35? per copy b '"J

Returnable samples mailed to •• earnest tnqu"

THE BIGLOW & MAI.N CO., New lork or *1M»
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

I

iTSMa

mar

Ister, and it will become more and

r re a holy day.

|>>ping of the Sabbath a Patriotic Duty

)ur forefathers set us a good ex-

£ple in this matter. A quiet Sab-

th is the best school of liberty, as

\ll as of religion. Neither evangel-

il Christianity nor popular liberty

{,:r thrived in a land of holiday Sun-

c;s, which are the allies of tyranny,

i delity and superstition. The rest

c', from a patriotic standpoint, is a

\ikly independence day, not to cele-

tite, but to practise independence.

Tilers feel it to be so, because each

rj be his own man on that day, or,

t is better, God's man. It should

impossible in a Christian land for

r human master to lay his hand
an another man or woman on the

ftibath Day, and demand that they

sill work. The roots of the Amer-
i^ Constitution are American insti-

tflons, and the American Sabbath is

t^ very taproot of them all. To its

rit for body and mind; to its culture

djntelligence and of conscientiousness

-lecessities of life in a republic; to its

ngling of all sorts and conditions of

rn as equals in the churches every

vjk, we owe more than to anything

ee the fact of our national existence

aa republic.

;"he most sublime expression of the

dim that ours is a Christian nation

i: he flag that floats above Old Glory

fi one hour on the Sabbath Day on
ery United States warship during
dine service. Chaplain Evans says
o.t: "It flies there [at the top of the

nst] unmolested, as if to say to all in

silt that the only true patriotism is

t't which has God as its author, and
vich can be sealed with the stamp of

ajroval by the incarnate God, his

gi." Sunday is the chaplain's great
^. At 10:30 A.M. the bugle sounds
'^urch call," the church pennant is

d played from the top of the mast, and
t ship's bell is tolled. Then the

ciial "divine service" is held. Church
i'rigged" sometimes on the quarter
cjrk, but generally indoors on the

win deck, where the distractions are
fver. The "pews" consist of the mess
hiches; the pulpit is a portable one,

cjered with the Stars and Stripes.

the "church pennant" should be
find in every Sunday School in our
ijd, draped with Old Glory, or placed
4ve it, as a most effective way to
fiter the true spirit of the Sabbath
ail of Christian civilization.

;^e strongly urge this use of the
"lurch pennant," because it is a regu-
l.ion flag of our government, and
ao because another flag is being
ua;ed upon our Sunday Schools that
h upon it a device which originated
Vjh Constant! ne. We would rather
bAmerican than Roman, particularly
aiConstantine's estimate of the Sab-
L h was so different from our own.
( March 7, 321 A.D., Constantine
i Jed the first European Sunday law,
i ;he following words

:

'Let all judges, inhabitants of the
c es and artificers rest on the vener-
a e day of the Sun. But husbandmen
ry freely, and at their pleasure, ap-
F themselves to the business of agri-
c|ture, since it often happens that th3
s'ing of grain and the planting of
^ es cannot be so advantageously per-
f med on any other day."
>till later he appointed markets to

t held on the day of the Sun, and
ao required armies to pray on that
£)% not designating the deity to whom
t y should pray.
nTote.—The size of the church pen-

ult used on our ships is usually six-
t n feet long by five feet wide at one
t'l, tapering down to a sharp point at
t other, with a blue cross about five
ft long. The flag is, of course, made
'J bunting, the blue cross on a white
' ,'• It can easily be made by some
0! in every Sunday School, of any
s 5 desired.

Yes, let us be Americans, conscien-
tious Sabbath-keeping Americans.
"Tell it everywhere," says Admiral
Watson, "that the grim old sea-fighter,
Farragut, was a strict observer of the
Sabbath, and declared that the non-
observance of the day was the greatest
peril of his country. I accompanied
him to Italy after the war. When we
were in Rome the wife of an American
sculptor arranged a reception for him
on Sabbath evening. When the invita-
tion came the Admiral was angry, and
sent her word 'that to invite an Amer-
ican to a reception on the Sabbath was
an insult.' " Would that all Americans
were as loyal to the Sabbath as Ad-
miral Farragut was! On the contrary,
the social functions now given on the
Sabbath in our cities are a great peril

to the integrity of the Sabbath. When
dinners and suppers were given to rela-

tives it seemed as far as social matters
should be permitted to go, but now the
most elaborate social functions of the
week frequently occur on the Sabbath.
A well-merited rebuke was given to

this sort of procedure by the Japanese
Commercial Commission who visited

the United States last autumn. In
one of our cities (Spokane) an elab-

orate Sunday dinner was arranged for
them at a summer hotel, fifty miles
distant from the city. The ladies were
to be entertained in one of the wealthy
homes at a formal social function,
while the gentlemen were enjoying the
trip to the lake. The distinguished
guests courteously declined to follow
out the programme "because of their

respect for America's Lord's Day."
Many of them attended services in the
Congregational Church. During the
service the minister referred to the in-

cident, and congratulated the commis-
sioners on their stand, and assured
them that they had but given expres-
sion to the real respect which our best
citizenship has for the Lord's Day.
At the close of the service one of the
commissioners present, taking the min-
ister by the hand, thanked him for his

words of commendation and said: "I

am an officer in the Congregational
Church at home, and want to be true

to my convictions while abroad."

Will It Harm Me to Spend Sunday
Afternoon in Sport?

When we get a world-view of the
Sabbath as a God-given boon for all

countries and all centuries, the very
secret of national greatness, how petty

seems the common plea of selfish indi-

viduals: "It will do me no harm to

spend Sunday afternoon in golf or at

a ball game." It will put you on the

wrong side in the supreme war of the

ages now on between those Continental

institutions that make despotisms and
republics "good for this day only," and
the Anglo-Saxon institutions under
which alone permanent self-govern-

ment has been developed.
Institutions are the chief factors in

making countries what they are, and
those who do not desire Continental

politics and continental morals and
continental toil for a major part of the

population for seven days in the w'eek

may well resist the vanguard in all

this—the Continental Sunday.
It is sometimes urged that poor peo-

ple should have their Sunday after-

noon outings, on the ground that "the

Sabbath was made for man" (Mark
2: 27). Dr. Joseph Parker comment-
ing upon this says: "The very expres-

sion is a proof of the sacredness of the

day. It is not said that Monday was
made for man. A special meaning
attaches to this gift of time; it is holy;

it is a piece cut out; it is a sanctuary;

it is a resting place on the journey of

life; it was made for man; it was set

apart for man; it is God's gift to man;
it is a hint and type of heaven."

Yon can place money in the Inrtnstnal t^ayings and

Loan Company, anri know that it is xnU. and is irhere

vnii cnn ohUnn it irhen tranltil, and will yiP d frnrearn-

inn^ for tnerv dav xmeste'l. Seo, their advertisement

on page 401. and wTite them for full information.

THAT old chair in the attic — not used because of its dilapidated

appearance, still not relegated to the ash heap or fed to the

furnace because of the tender memories surrounding it
—"grandfather's

chair"—can be transformed into a beautiful piece of furniture fit to grace

any room in the house— an antique. It's but one of the many things

in your home that you can

Jap-a-Lac is made in seventeen beautiful colors, and Natural or clear, and can be

used on anything of wood or metal on everything from cellar to garret.

Tlie Jap-a-lac Model Floor Graining Process solves the problem of "What
shall I do with my old carpeted floor to make it sanitary and refined .''

"

Your painter can do it at little expense or you can do it yourself.

Insist on Jap-a-lac. For sale by Paint, Hardware and Drug Dealers.

Write for illustrated booklet containing interesting

information and beautiful color card. Free on request.

If your dealer does not keep Jap-a-lac, send us lo cents
to cover cost of mailing, and we will send a free

sample, quarter-pint can of any color (except Gold,
which is 25 cents) to any point in the United States.

Our Green Label Line of

clear varnishes is the highest

quality manufactured. Its

use insures perfect results.

Ask your paint dealer.

The Glidden Varnish Company
,„^ j,p ,„,,. 5406 Glidden Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Jap-a-Lac stands for Highest Quality in colored (Garnishes.

^g3 Sena wour

!^OM Carpet
We Will Make

iVeiv Rugs
Beautiful deslgrns to your taste—Plain,
Fancy, Oriental — fit for any parlor.

1^
QuaraDteed to wear ten years.

Rugs, 50g &ndUp
arsis tlie largest faotorj of Its kind

vin America. Estahlished 37 years.
,

Orlirliiatois of uLHON FLUFF HUG-
(Grand I'rizps at 3 World's Fairs).

YePay the Frolght
Old carpets are worth money:

don't throw yours away

y ^^H^^ toda;
for buok of de-

sifns, prices and
Complete i nf-irmation.

OLSON RUG CO.

Combination
Roasting and Boiling

Fireless Cooker
Toa'U Be Surprised at the Low Direct Price I'll Make Yoa
SiUalactioneuaruuieed ly lulU> 'days' trial or no charge— I'aja for aelf

fastest—I'l-oks fastest—So eiperienco necesgary—S»vee 8 • per cent on
fuel, timeuikl wirk—NoQ-rueting-mptal-IineJ^Pcrfect iniuiation—St«am
caa't esoBpe—BoilSa StoamSiSlews—Roasts,Bakes, Fries.

30 FULL DAYS' FREE
TRIAL

Complete, With Genuine
Aluminum Cooking Utensils
Free. Also Metal Composi-
tion Heat-Radlaters. Can't
Break or Crack.

Cover completely protects coot«r
from dust, and makes It useful aa

a seat. Send name today for Over-
Ji:6-Splendid-Ileclp« Book and
Catalog Free, ftnd low dtreet-t«>>

you factory prices.

m. Campbell Co., Dept. 2

220 2UISI., Detroit, Mich.

BOOK FREE

WHEEL
HOE

Even the Smallest

KITCHEN GARDEN
Will be the bettef fof an

IRONASE
to keep the -weeds down and the
ground cultivated to save all the
moisture. Tools are furnished for ,

hoeing, cultivating, opening and
closing furrows, leveling, etc.

A D/\\*S WORK
IN 60 MiniVTES

A woman, lioy or girl can ope-
rate it as easily as a man.

Costs $2.50 Up.
Ask us to-day for catalog.

Seut FREE.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box H. Grenloch, N. j.

STEEL FISHING RODS
Only 95 cents. Formerly
Rods of this style have
sold for 55.00.

LAWN FENCE
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 30 per cent. Illustrated
Catalot'ue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
BOZ302 Muncie, Indiana.

We Have Made
an Advertising: Appropriation

of 3000 Steel Rods at an Almost Give-Aviray Price.
To quielily introduce our New Rods nnd Fishing Tackle

we will sell 3U00 of these Steel Fishing Rods made from
best grade Sheffield Spring Steel, Rust-proof. Enameled,
at only 95 cents ench, if bv mail 10 cents extra. 6 Rods
assorted If nittlis. 51.; to 9 ft., as Tou select, for only $5.50.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or Money Refunded
These Rods are light, strong, durable. No windings to

loosen, no glue to soften. Just the Rod for the mad
rushes of any game fish.

r^l^M'T Pnv over 95 cents for a Fishins Rod of anv sort ualll
LyKJl^ I after vou hrive seen this one. ?en.i and eet'jt. Money
h.ck if nAl suited. Ciialo-.-ne of ar..,sa .1 tartl.- FREE. Fsiab.1870
Kirtland Bros. & Co., Dept. CH, 90 Chambers St., New York

LAWN FENCE
Many design? Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogu")
free. Special Prices to
Churcheo and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box l> Winchester Ind.

L
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ArJ^'Wdin
Have You a Good Figure?
You can surprise your husband and friends

by giving 15 minutes a day, in your room, to

special directions which I give you to
strengthen vital organs and nerves, so you
are relieved of chronic ailments. Your body
can be rounded and yon can have as good a
figure, as gracefully carried, as any woman
ofyour acquaintance.

A pupil who was
thin wTites me:
*'IjUStcanttelI you

how happy I am! I

wore low neck and
shortsleeves the other
nigiitaud I wBSSupruU'i
ofmy neck and armsl
My busts are rounded
out Bnd I hftve gained
28 pounds; ithascomo
just where I wanted it

and I carry myself
like another woman.
My old dresses look
stylish on me now.
You remember I have
not been constipated
since my secon«i les-

son and I had taken
something for years.
I guess my stomach

sleep like a baby and my
Derves are so rested. I feel as if I had missed so much
enjoyment in life, for I never did have such good times
before. I feel so well all the time."

I have built up thousands of women why not you?
Write me, and if I cannot help your particular case
I will tell you so.

I grivp each pupil the individual, confidential
treatment which her case demands,

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept. l 8-H. 246 Michigan Ave., Chicago
liiote: Miss Cocroft's fiatnf stands for progress in the

scUntiJic care 0/ the health andJig^re 0/ -wotnan*

must be stronger too, for

"DON'T SHOUT"
I

ss anybody. 'Ho-w ?'

Uh. something new
ThcMORLEY PHONE

e a pair in my ears
but you can'l see them— they

ere invisible. I would not
' that I had them in, myself
ly that I hear all right.'

Ghe MORLEY
PHONE

makes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard. |

Invisible, comfortable,
weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Handred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Perry BuilJlDg. Philadelphia

A Sample of Page Fence FREE
Send for an actual sample of the world-famous Page
Woven Wire Fence. See the Basic Open Hearth Page
Wire —the strongest fence wire in existence ! See the
wonderful Page Knox—ilie knot that can'/ covic off '

Get a Free copy of the Quarter-Centennial Catalog
of Page Fence, explaining its amazing durability,
elasticity and economy. Just a postal. Address: (3)

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Box 213 H. Adrian.Mich

^Cei Book on "BRECO^^
Write Now—Samples Free— KubbeP Roofing

Book Free. Direct from fac- Freight Prepaid
*ory—91.36—S1.86—S2.26 per Roll. Freight
paid to west boundary lineMinn.,.lo'va,Mo. and
north of south line Tenn. Reliable
high quality. Guaranteed water-
proof; flre-reslsting; durable.

The Breese Bros. Co.
SooflngDapi. 77 ,Clnclnnatl,Ohio

Success Shorthand School

SUCCESS SHORTHAND TAUGHT
to beginners and stenographers by court
reporters. The system used by experts.
Instruction by mail. Write for catalog.

If a stenographer, state system.

SUCCESS SHORTHAND SCHOOL
Suite-284, 79 Clark St. , Chicago, 111.

' L. James In charge

» SHADE

^

ROLLERS
Original and unequalled.

Wood or tin rollers. "Iniprc
requires no lacks, Inven

signature on genuine:

Elastic f^ Stockings
From pure gum
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure,
at the same pri<:e

you pay for poor-
wearing, ready-
made goods.

Worcester Elastic

58 Front Street.

'

Our Stockings are best
in the world and our
prices lowest. Write for
self-measurement blank
and FACTS ABOUT
VARICOSE VEINS.

Stocking & Truss Co.,
Dept. 9. Worcester, Mass.

Ornamental

Fence
Cheaper and ntorcdnrnblethan wnnrl. For Lnwns, Churches,
Cemct'Ties, Public CirouudH. ANu F:irtu and Poultrjr Fence.
Catalogue free. Write for Kpcclttl OITer,

The Ward Fonco Co., Box 146, Docatur, Ind.

ABANDONED IT

For the Old Fashioned Coffee was Killing.

"I always drank coffee with the rest of the

family, for it seemed as if there was nothing

for breakfast if we did not have it on the

table.

"I had been troubled some time with my
heart, which did not fgel right. This trouble

grew worse steadily.

"Sometimes it would beat fast and at other

times very slowly, so that I would hardly be
able to do work for an hour or two after

breakfast, and if I walked up a hill, it gave
me a severe pain.

"I had no idea of what the trouble was
until a friend suggested that perhaps it might
be caused by coffee drinking. I tried leaving

off the coffee and began drinking Postum.
The change came quickly. I am now glad to

say that I am entirely well of the heart trou-

ble and attribute the relief to leaving off

coffee and the use of Postum.
"A number of my friends have abandoned

the old-fashioned coffee and have taken up
with Postum, which they are using steadily.

There are some people that niake Postum
very weak and tasteless, but if it is boiled

long enough, according to directions, it is a

very delicious beverage. We have never

used any of the old fashioned coffee since

Postum was first started in our house."
Read the little book, "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

' ^^ ReduceYour Flesh
Would you like to reduce it by natural mean*

and in a scientific, dignified manner?

I have reduced 25,000

women in the past seven
years by a few simple
directions followed in the

privacy of theirown rooms.

I can reduce you and at

the same time strengthen
stomach and heart and
relieve you of such chronic
ailments as rheumatism,
indigestion, cotistipation,

weak neiijes, torpid liver

and such difficulties as de-

pend upon good circula-

tion, strong nerves, strong
muscles, good blood, cor-

rect breathing. You can
be as good a figure as any

|l woman of your acquaint-
ance. Why not?

One pupil writes:

"Miss Cocroft, I have reduced
78 pounds and 1 look 15 years
younger. 1 have reduced those
liips and I feel so well 1 want to
shout! I was rheumatic and con-
stipated, my heart was weak and
my head dull, my liver all clogged
up and oh. dear. I am ashamed
wheii I think how I used to look.

Send 10 cents for instructive
booklet showing how to stand and walk correctly.

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept.l8-H, 246 Michigan Ave., Chicago

tthor of *'Chara<ter as Expressed in the Body" Etc.

To the Late Dr. Louis Klopsch

MAKESTYPEWRITERS
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise
I. S. SMITHS, OtlVERS. UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'/^to^M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHERE for Free Trial, gr

KE.VTKO allowing Rent to APPLY
PRICES SIS.00 Ui»

FlntClMB Mtchinei fresh from the Mfra—Write fir lUuatnit«d Cttaloe 71
Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-94 UKE ST., CHICAOO

TYQUa IDEAS
$8,500 for one invention. Book
"How to Obtain a Patent" and

"What to Invent" sent free. Send rough
sketch for free report as to patentability.
TaTents advertised for sale at onr expense
in fourteen Manufactuiers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Alt'y*
Establielied IG Tears

928 F Street. Washington, D.C.

,

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2 00
I WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS. 'H^SrSwitcb
ftSend a lock of your hair, and we will mail a
'™„.'"J° i.""^

Btem tine.human hair switch tomatch. If you find it a big bargain, remit $> 00
ItrfE- '^%'\ "^ 1"". ^ ^'', -9}^ "^OtJK SWITCHrKtb. t.Ntra shades a little more. Inclose 6cwDstage. Free beauty book showing latest style of

lair dressing- also high grade switches, pompa-
dcjurs. wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA i^YERS,

.Dept. 13 19 Quincy St. Chicago

LEJVRN OIL PAINTING
IN

YOUR

OWN
HOME

riie New Japanese Oil Painting Process. A
faseinating and proHtable business. Quickly
taught to anyone—even children. Beautify
your home. Teach t he art to others. Large
pi olits can be made with very small expense.
Scimctliingnewandup-to-rtate. Write to-<lay
till' full particulars free.

Joplin Art School. Dept. C, Joplin, Mo.

The Tribute Beautiful

A SOUL sped up from the shades of earth,

To the great white light above.

And a host of angels following

Bore tokens of earthly love.

"These," said they, "are the symbols
By which are the worthy known ;

The goodly honor of mankind,
The harvest of love long sown."

There were roses and costly lilies.

From the noblest in the land.

And blessings and prayers and praises

Filled each celestial hand.

" 'Tis well," said the Father kindly.

Then from out the shining host
He beckoned one silent angel,

Who brought on his lips no boast.

"Now, what are these gleaming jewels
Thou bearest with modest fears?"

And the angel, softly smiling, said,

"Lo, these are the children's tears."

Then the harps of heaven trembled ;

And burst through its arches broad
A great white sea of radiant light.

From the welcoming smile of God.—Alice E. Martin.
Plainfield, N. J.

The Glorious Crown

UPON a day in springtime
He closed his weary eyes.

To open them amid the bloom
Of God's bright paradise

;

To gaze upon the Holy One,
Whom, unseen, he adored ;

To clasp the gentle, pierced hand
Of Christ, bis risen Lord.

The faithful lips are silent.

The loving heart is cold,

The gentle hands outstretched to all

To lead them to the fold.

But to us his voice is sounding
Above this earthly strife:

"Be true, and Christ the Lord shall give
A glorious crown of life."

—Miss Celia Devine.
Rantoul, HI.

ad,
I

We Cannot Understand
1

A FAITHFUL laborer for his Lord
-f^ His voice no more on earth is hear
And though he rests beneath the sod
The nation's hearts as one are stirred

And hear his voice and feel his touch,
Who gave them help, and inasmuch
As help to needy souls was given,
A welcome waited him in heaven.

We cannot understand just why
A life with such capacity

For doing good should quickly die.
Earth's vision never far can see.

But the great work which he began
Calls unto every son of man,
The needy ones to feed and clothe,
The Gospel bring to those men loathe.

His work is finished and renown
Which here he labored not to gain, LM

But strove to win the victor's crown, '

Is given him with Christ to reign,
And sorrowing hearts the lesson read,
To give to every tongue and creed
Bread for the body and the soul,

Like him who now has reached the goal

Methinks there comes to all to-day.
Like voice from him who won the fighj

"Arise, and work while yet you may,-]
Delay not, quickly comes the night." I

He being dead yet speaketh still,

A higher life he lives and will
Until the light of time grows dim
Rest, and his works will follow him. ,

Wilton, N. H. —John L. Perrai

Friend of Humanity

FRIEND of humanity! chosen of God
Sacred to us the paths thou hast U

Rest now, sweetly rest. :

Earth's cares and burdens all laid down
Welcomed with joy thy star-gemmed croi

Oh, victor, thou art blest

!

We can but mourn the world's great loss ' "

But heaven has gained a spirit choice

;

Then let us dry our tears.
Soon may we hope to meet in love,

And clasp glad hands in realms above,
"Through all the eternal years.

Mt. Carmel, Conn. —Emily A. TUTTL

GREAT REVIVAL AT ICHOWFU, CHINA
IN a letter from Missionary W. P.

Chalfant, of Tsingchowfu, Shan-
tung, China, to Mr. J. C. Havemeyer,
of Yonkers, N. Y., the writer says:

"For the past year, there have not
been wanting signs of spiritual awak-
ening at Ichowfu. Since October last,

a commodious new church edifice has
been completed. A service was held
in it and it was filled to overflowing
with eight hundred people. Our force
at Ichowfu has been depleted until it

now numbers only Rev. George Arm-
strong, Rev. and Mrs. Paul P. Faris,
and Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Fonts.
They are all in their first term of ser-

vice, but have risen nobly to meet the
heavy responsibilities thrown upon
them.
"By arrangement, our young evan-

gelist-at-large, Rev. Ting Li Mei, is

making a tour of our southern sta-

tions, and, on January 15, he reached
Ichowfu. Special interest soon de-
veloped. Three or four meetings were
held every day. One hundred of our
people had been called in from our
country out-stations, but the bulk of
the audiences came, of course, from
the city and especially from the south
suburb, where our compound is lo-

cated. A list was made of those who
were willing to investigate the truth

of Christianity, which practict

means the expression of willingnes;-

become Christians. This list rapij

grew. It included many who had
[

years been halting between two opt

ions. Seventy special invitations w

'

sent into the city and several sir'

officials and business men came c

The chief of police, probably as a p:

caution, came out with a squad of

"modern" uniformed police. Tl

marched in to the crowded church, '

before they marched out, four of th

had enrolled their names as inqi

ers! At the time of writing, i

friends thought that the number
'

inquirers might reach five hundil
But four days ago came a telegrfi

from Ichowfu : 'Meetings overwhel
ing. Continued one week. Eight h'

dred and ninety-six names enrolli

We are trying to do what we can

send them help.

"We have been laboring and pr

ing for twenty years for just this s

of blessing and now that it has coi|

it finds Ichowfu undermanned both

to foreign missionaries and nat

evangelists. But it is no time to

pine. Perhaps God would have us

know that it is not by might nor

power that his kingdom comes, 1

by his Spirit."

WHEN YOU WRITE TO ADVERTISERS

Do you always mention The Christian Herald when writing to advertise

It will be distinctly to your advantage to do so. Not only is it one of

conditions of our guarantee, but you vvdll find that advertisers, in view

that condition, will give your inquiries particular consideration.

Advertisers would rather use a publication that guarantees its ads, becaj

only the most reputable publications do so, and the advertiser therein feels tl

his printed word vnU be accepted in better faith by the subscriber.

On the other hand, the subscriber should have faith enough in the adv

tiser to write him direct. We receive numerous letters from subscribers aski

us to forward their inquiries to advertisers, thinking, no doubt, in that ^

to make sure of fair treatment. But that is not necessary. It not only enta

a lot of clerical work upon our part, but it delays the answer to the adverti

ment. If you mention The Christian Herald you need have no fear of f

advertiser. He is as anxious to please you as you are to be pleased.

The Christian Herald guarantees its advertisements. Whenever any

our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The Christian Herald we v

make good the claim, provided that the subscriber, who must be of record, i

mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the advertiser, and provided t

claim is made to us within one month of the date of the appearance of the :
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J)ontPaint
Your

•I*

3 /t0titJ(l
•A* JtOOFING

'1

I

mWO layers of Coal Tar Pitch
I rolled between two la3'ers of

the best grade of waterproofed
Felt with a top layer of real mineral
mailer, form Amatite Roofiing.

You doii't have to coat it or paiiU
t after you lay it. It is there to give
Drotection wilhwil further, attention.

Amatite is made in convenient rolls

ready to be laid on the roof.

' Anyone can do the job.

Free sample and booklet sent for

he asking. Address nearest office.

Barrett MANrFACxrRiNG Co.

New York Chicago
Philadelphia Boston
Cleveland St. Louis

y^^ Cincinnati Pittsburg
.Cansas City Minneapolis New Orleans

London, Eng.

H The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World
„ THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It Isa sulld. fair
ami square proposition to fur-
nish a brand new. well made
and well UnUhed cream sep-
arator complete, subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed. for$15.y3. It Is dlf-
ftreut from anything that has
ever before been offered.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute, hoi or cold, makes thick
or ihln cream and does It

just as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant and private families.
-Any boy or girl can run It
sitting down. The crank Is
only 5 inches long. Just
IliliikofthatI Tlielx>wl Is a
sanitary marvel: easily
cleaned and emiodles all
our latest Improxiniints.
t;ear3 run In aiitl-ftlrtlon
bearings and tbomiighlv pro-
tected. Before you decide
on a cream separator of any
capacity whatever, obtain our
S15.95 proposition. Our lib-—

' ^ » ^ . eral long time trial and gen-
> terms of purchase will astonish you. Our own
iiiifaciurer's) guar.intee protects you on every
rlnan s.-p.-irator. We ship Immediately. Western
s fliled (rom Western points. Write us and get
:reat offer and handsome freecatalog. ADDRESS,

•RICAN SEPARATOR CO.ba.S°bV,c!g°e^.y.

led while
you sleep.'

for Whooping
Cough,Croup,
Sore Throat,
Coughs, Bron-
chitis, Colds,

Diphtheria,Catarrh.
apoiizcd CrpMolciK- slops the paroxysms of

\ooplns; ('oin!h. liver <lrea<le(l Croap cannot
fc.t where Cresolene Is use<l.

acta directly on the nose and throat, making
I ithing easy in the case of eolils: soothes the sore
t )at and stops the cough.
•esolenc is a powci fill KermU-Ule, acting both

a curative and iircveiitive in coiittitjloua diseases.
is a boon to sufferers from .Vsthma.
esolencV best recominendation Is its 30 years

<- uccessful us«>.

For Sale By All Druggists.
Hrliil I'„stul/„r l),s< niilll-i- Hi,uklil.

1
; VAPO-CRESOLENE CO. . 180 Fulton St..NewVork

Leemlng-Miles Building, Montreal, Canada

IVTENTS Thai Protect and Pay
,,

, „
•-• i-^

Advice and Rooks K R K K.

w Ji<i'
'-'";"''''''• lliKliest References. Rest Sei-viccs.

« iOR E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer.WASHINOTON, D.C.

Chri^ Our King =

THE most ardent believer in democ-
racy cannot find fault with the

acceptance of Christ as our King.
Doubtless if a human being could be
invested with the attributes of Deity,
infinite wisdom, infinite love, an
earthly kingdom would be as good a
government as could be devised. It is
the character of the king that deter-
mines the status of the kingdom.
The great beauty of our religion is,

perhaps, the direct communication it

affords between King and subject.
There is no go-between. We have but
to speak the word and we are in his
presence, touching the seamless gar-
ment of power, and bathing in the
fountain of redeeming love.
We have but to open his Book and

there we read his commands—they are
clear and unmistakable. The path for
our weak and ignorant feet is made so
plain that the wayfaring man, though
a fool, need not err therein. And the
rewards and punishments which go
with obedience and disobedience are
also explained to us.

"It was," says Dr. Jefferson, "with
the vision before them of Jesus, as the
King ruling the world, that the apos-
tles went out to convert the nations.
Stephen's face shone like the face of
an angel because he caught glimpses
of the glory of the throne. Saul of
Tarsus traveled from city to city
hated, hounded, persecuted, but he
never winces nor falters, but sings
wherever he goes, 'Now to the King
eternal, immortal, invisible, the only
wise God, be honor and glory for-
ever.'

"

The King of Heaven to the old Jews
was a being too awful to be described.
Moses, Isaiah, Job, John the Divine all

tried to do it, but they failed.

"The genius of human speech," says
Dr. Jefferson, "falls in a swoon ex-
hausted by its effort to hint at the
indescribable glory of Him who sits

on the throne."
When men told William the Silent

that his cause was hopeless, his reply
was, "When I took it in hand to de-
fend these oppressed Christians, I

made an alliance with the mightiest
of all potentates—the God of Hosts

—

who is able to save us if he chooses."
In Tennyson's wonderful descrip-

tion of the passing of the stainless
King Arthur, the king is made to say:

I found him in the shining of the stars,
I marked him in the flowering of the fields.
But in his ways with men I find him not.

Then he indicates a method by which
men may mend those ways and find

their King:

I have lived my life, and that which I have done
May He within himself make pure! But thou.
If thou shouldst never see my face again.
Pray for my soul. More things are wrought by

prayer
Than this world dreams of. Wherefore, let thy

voice
Rise like a fountain for me night and day.
For what are men better than sheep and goats
That nourish a blind life within the brain.
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer
Both for themselves and those who call them

friend ?

For so the whole round world is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God.

Then the mighty king was borne
away "to the great deep," in his dusky
barge; and faint sounds were wafted
to the ears of his faithful knight,

as if some fair city were one voice

Around a king returning from his wars.

Thus may each one of us go home
to our kingly master, conquering kings

ourselves through his royal bounty.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, May 1.

Text: John 18:33-40.

Greater Than Ever
Dear Mr. Editor: The Christian

Herald is greater than ever. I was a

Home Herald reader, and am delighted

with the change. So glad to see that

Moody picture and sermon. We like

the Children's Sermon, and the edito-

rial page and The Mail-Bag. It is all

rich and uplifting. God bless you and

The Christian Herald.
Nevada, 0. C. A. Kuenzli.

Use Acme Quality and Insure a
Satisfactory Finish

It's a pleasure to do over furniture

or woodwork with Acme Quality
Varno-Lac. You know results will

be satisfactory because it is Acme
Quality. You know it will be the

exact color and shade and wood effect

you want. You know it will set hard

and smooth, showing never a brush
mark, and that it will withstand

long wear.

It is easy to apply, because Acme
Quality Varno-Lac both stains and

varnishes in one operation and you
needn't remove previous finishes un-
less they are very rough.

A splendid plan is to make the furni-

ture and woodwork in a room harmo-
nize by finishing them in the same

wood effe'ct.

For floors, Acme Quality Vamo-
Lac makes a tough, elastic finish that

will not show scratches or scars, and

wears extremely well. This is only one
of the many

ACME QUALITY
Paints, Enamels, Stains, and Varnislies.

There is one specially adapted for
every separate surface. If it's anything
to be painted, enameled, varnished,
stained, or finished in any way, there'san
Acme Quality Kind to fit the purpose.

The Acme Quality Guide Book

tells which to use and how it should be
applied in each case.

Writefor afree copy.

Get Acme Quality Varno-Lac and
other paints and finishes from your
dealer. Ask for a color card to choose
from. If he cannot supply you, write to

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS.
Dcpt. 0, Detroit, Mich.

IN EACH TOWN
and district to
ride and ex-WANTED-RIDER AGENTS

hJbit a sample 1910 Model "Rangep" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are makingr money fast. Writeat onceforfullparticulars andspecial offer.

NO MONEY KEQUIKED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to
anyone, an^rwhere in the U. S. ivithmct a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and
allow TEN DATS' ITKEETKIAL during- which time you may ride the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense zndyou will not be out oits cent.

I niU CNPTnDV DRIPPQ Wefumishthe highest grade bicycles it is possible to make
LUff mw I Un I rllluCO atonesmallprofitaboveactualfactorycost.Yousave«ioto$35
middlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOT 15UY a l)icy(le or apair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive
our catalogues and learn our unheard oi/actoryprices and remarkabU special offer.

Vmi Ufll I DC ACTnMldlBfl vhen you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
I UU n ILL DC HO I UnlOIICIf our superb models at the -wonderful low prices we
can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are
satisfied with $i.oo profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles
under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—alimited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will

bedosedoutat once.at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PAACTCD RDAVC rearwheels.innertubes, lamps. cyclometers, pans, repairs
I IllkOf WUHOICIl DilHIVIi and everything in the bicycle lineat half usual prices.

WAIT—but write today for out Lar^e Catato^tte beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of
matter and useful informatloD. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.D 71 , CHICAGO, ILL.

Here Is Soinething New
From Kalamazoo

Prove tor yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most
perfect—most econoniical—most satisfactory range lor you to use—Your
iiii.ine\' hack if it's not.

StnJ lor Catalog No. 103 with special terms and compare Kalamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a Kala-

mazoo in her home. You can buy on easy time payments or pay cash il

yoLi like. Either way—you save $10 to $20 on any sieve in the catalog, We
make it easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
Freight

iamazoo Stove Co.
|

Kalamazoo, Mich*

A Ralamazos
Direct to You"

0^ '^^^ A^^^^'i'b tb'' WATSON 4-'-o%v

^^ UVA I I'<>1'^1^<> SPRAYER
^^^^r Im lA I Never damages foliage, but
. ^1 I v' Ifills bugs, worms and all

^^Vp ' destructive insects. Adjustable^^^ wheel width. Spray and pressure regu-
lator. Sprays 31) to 40 acres a day. I i-'e lluok.

FIELDHIKCE PlMlt'O., 75 Kleventh St.,Hmira, >. t.

^rfcftlC l-^3ngerous to cut corns and
^-'*^* **** only makes them grow fa^er.

Don't risk blood-poisoning, when
A-Com Salve removes corns—roots and
a'!. 15 cents at druggists' or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co.. Pbilsdelphia

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 for 100. Words and music. S3 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

A Subscriber. Some of the statements in your
- article, "Why Educated Women Do Not
Marry," in The Christian Herald for

December 22, seemed to me cruel to woman-
hood and I have worried over them ever

since, for they cut me to the heart. Why
should "old maids" be ridiculed, since they

are usually so from choice?

The article, "Why Educated Women Do Not

Marry," was simply intended to emphasize the

virtues of the educated woman. It contains no

atom of ridicule for the unmarried, and it is

hard to see where you could imagine any in it.

The happily married woman we believe to be

the most fortunate of her sex. The woman who

marries simply for a home and a husband is

to be pitied. The modern yaODe woman usually

can afford to remain single, if no man loves

her whom she can love ; and she is admired and

respected by all sensible people for her noble

principles.

J. F. C, Boone, la. 1. We read in 11. Kings
20: 8-11 about the prophet Isaiah bringing

the shadow ten degrees backward, where it

had gone down in the dial of Ahaz. 2. We
find also in Joshua that he commanded
the sun to stand still. Did not these

miracles interfere with the movements of

other planets?

1. The dial of Ahaz, it is assumed, was in the

form of a staircase upon which a shadow was
made to fall from a pillar, the declination or

elevation of the shadow measuring the hours of

the day. There is no need to imply, as some
have done, that the earth retrograded on Its

axis ; for the miracle might have been produced

by the miraculous refraction of the sun's rays

on the dial in question without disturbing the

divinely appointed order of nature. This might

have been effected by a partial eclipse, or by

simple refraction through the interposition of a

different medium. It is a fact known to sci-

entists that refraction takes place when the

rays of light pass through a denser medium.
2. The miracle of the sun and moon in Josh.

10 : 12, 13 was fully discussed in the Mail-Bag
of December 8, 1909.

Mrs. J. H. F., Ovid, Mich. Who first wrote
the sentence: "Necessity is the mother of
invention," and in what connection ?

The quotation is "Necessity, the mother of

invention." It was written by George Farquhar,
and occurs in his Twin Rivals. Farquhar was
born in. Londonderry, Ireland, in 1678, and died

in 1707. His writings were very popular in

the eighteenth century.

M. D. S., Asheville, N. C. Who were the
brothers of Jesus?

Those named in the Gospels are James ( Matt.

10: 3; 13: 55 and Gal. 1: 19) : Simon (Luke
6: 15; Mark 6:3); Jude (Mark 6: 3; Luke
6: 16) and Joses (Mark 15: 40). In Matt.
13: 55 there are still other children referred to.

There are indications, however, that these were
not natural brothers, but merely near relations.

In Matt. 27 : 56, James and Joses are described

as sons of one Mary who is not to be identified

with the Virgin, and in Luke 6 : 15, 16, James
and Judas are desci-ibed as sons of Alpheus,
who was probably the husband of Mary, sister

of the Virgin. "Brothers," "sisters," "breth-
ren," as found in the Gospels, do not always or
even generally mean relatives in the natural
sense, but in the broad spiritual sense. Besides,
cousins, nephews, and other kinsmen were
called "brethren." Lot and Jacob were called

"brothers" of Abraham and Laban. Another
explanation approved by many scholars is that
the brothers of our Lord were children of
Joseph by an earlier marriage with a wife
whom tradition calls Escha or Salome, of the
tribe of Judah.

Mrs. Anna B. S., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
writes: "In The Mail-Bag of February 2 the
question is asked: 'Why was Judas chosen a
disciple when his true character was known to
Christ?' I think one reason was that he might
be a witness to the pure and holy character and
life of Jesus. He was with Jesus most famil-
iarly, probably for the greater part of the
three years of his ministry, and during that
time would have every opportunity to know
him intimately and to ob.serve him under all

circumstances. Had Jesus even once during
these years devoted to teaching and to service,

while enduring trials, temptations and weari-
ness, in any way shown himself other than the

'spotless Lamb of God,' the true image of the

Father, Judas would have been justified in de-

livering him to the chief priests as an impostor

;

but what is his testimony, forced from him

most unwillingly by the goadings of conscience?

•I have sinned in that I have betrayed the inno-

cent blood' (Matt. 27:4). Truly this, from a

witness who would have eagerly caught at the

slighest excuse to justify his treachery, is of

great value as evidence that Jesus is the

Christ."

L. E. C, Sacaton, Ariz. 1. Is there any Scrip-

tural qualification to the promise, "Who-
soever calleth upon the name of the Lord,

the same shall be saved" ? 2. Is not the

decision of the English Government, per-

mitting a man to marry his deceased wife's

sister, contrary to Mosaic law?

1. The passage in Acts 2: 21 (a part of

Peter's sermon ) is a specially important one.

He had been describing the outpouring of the

Holy Spirit in the last days, and concluded with

the pi-ophetic announcement (v. 21) of the

time when salvation would no longer be con-

fined to the Jewish people, but would be world-

wide. The passage means that whosoever

should believingly call upon the Lord would be

Smith. That is. her visiting cards, her social

letters and other similar papers, ai'e thus

marked. No woman should ever sign her

name to a letter or document (unless especially

required to do so) as "Mrs." Anything. She

should use her baptismal name ; as "Mai-y H.

Smith." After the lapse of many years, or

upon removing to a place where she has not

been known as her husband's wife, she may
call herself by her own name. 2. Wild geese

usually winter in the South. 3. Daniel Webster

was dark. His eyes were peculiarly large and

dark. We are unable to find in any of our

collections the verses you desire.

C. W. C, Morrill, Neb. Does the spring, which
broke out one night at Andersonville Prison
during the Civil War, continue to flow yet?

Yes ; it has been roofed over with a stone

well-house and is regularly cared for.

J. W. O., Moundsville, W. Va. What did

"psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs" mean
to the Apostolic Church?

The apostles were doubtless familiar with

the Jewish song service for the temple, but they

had not "hymns" in the metrical form as we
have them. The different psalms were chanted

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies
PROFESSOR DAVID STARR JORDAN,

President of Leland Stanford, Jr., Uni-

versity, and one of the foremost of American
educators, is a man of the most varied accom-
plishments and experience. Scientist, zoologist,

traveler, and author, he has come into personal

contact with many of the brightest minds of two
continents. To President Jordan the question

was addressed:

" Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day to be known as a professing

Christian ?
"

President Jordan's reply is one that cannot
fail to encourage and inspire thoughful men and
women everywhere, especially where he states

that when the conflict between the forces of

good and evil is hottest, we see more of the evil

than at other times. He writes

:

Prof. David Starr Jordan

LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Dear Sir: Stanford University, Cal., December 14.

In answer to your questions, I should say that "the spirit of Jesus," that

is to say, the spirit of kindliness, consideration and truthfulness, is more domi-
nant in public affairs now than at any previous time. In some ways those

things which are the reverse of this spirit are more conspicuous, but that is

because they are brought into the limelight of the struggle against them.
When evil is accepted as the normal state of things it does not seem so con-

spicuous as when a fight to the death is made against it. To be known as a

professing Christian, and to be known to live up to what this ought to mean,
is certainly an advantage for a man in public

life. Very truly yours, ^* ~i-bs~\A^ '^'^"^'

heard and answered. (See also Phil. 2: 9-11;

Rom. 10: 11-13, and I. Cor. 1:2.) 2. The
Mosaic law forbids fifteen kinds of marriages
within specified degrees of relationship and
affinity. (See Lev. 18: 7-17 and 20: 11.)

Marriage with a wife's sister was not forbidden.

S. A. S., Clay Centre, Kan. Will you piease
tell us what foreign soldiers were hired by
the United States during the Mexican
War, and what amount was paid for their
services? 2. Are there any extensive tin
mines in the United States, and is there
any great amount of tin manufactured in
this country?

No foreign soldiers were hired by the United
States for the Mexican War, or any other war.
2. Yes : tin is mined in the United Staies in

California. South Dakota, Idaho, West Virginia,
and some other places. As good tin-plate as

can be made anywhere is now manufactured in

the Unite<l States.

Mrs. M. M. D., Jerseyville, 111. 1. Should a
widow sign her own or her husband's name?
2. Do wild geese winter North or South ?

3. Was Daniel Webster dark or light?

1. For social purposes a widow continues to

call herself by her husband's name, as Mrs. John

successively. In the jail at Philippi, Paul and
Silas "sang hymns," but the more correct ren-
dering would be "sang praises," or "loudly
praised God." Whether this praise was attuned
to a melodic strain in regular metre, or was
simply a chant, no one can know. In I. Cor.
14 : 26 the allusion is made to improvised hymns.
The early Christian Church had its individual
songs and hymns of a spiritual nature composed
by its own members, and reflecting, no doubt,
the influence of the Jewish, Greek, and Roman
music of the time. Unfortunately there is not
even a fragment of the Christian hymnology of

the first two centuries now extant.

Mr. Clarence E. Edwards, of San Francisco,
Cal., writes: "In The Christian Herald of

January 19, 1910, you have an article entitled,

'Squirrels Carry Bubonic Plague.' I am sure
that The Christian Herald would never, un-
der any circumstances, intentionally do an in-

justice or further any misstatements of facts.

The article which you printed is entirely be-

yond the facts in the case, especially where you
say that seven people died of the plague around
San Francisco. According to the reports of
the Marine Hospital Service, which has this

matter in charge and well in hand, there b

been no cases of plague in or around San Fi

cisco for more than two years, and, while i ;

possible that certain ground squirrels may h

carried the disease, there is no recent insta •

at all where this is shown. The article wl ,

you printed might, have been timely some
years ago, but now there is nothing that W(

warrant it being published, and such publ

tion in a so highly esteemed journal as
'

Christian Herald is calculated to do a gi

deal of harm to California in forming a wi
impression in the minds of the reading pul

"California Development Boak:

"Per Clarence E. Edwards."

Mr. J. R. M., Archer, Fla. We take '

CHiti-STiAN Herald and are pleased witl^

I will be eighty-eight years old the 27tl

this month. I have been to Sunday Scl

every Sunday of 1908 and 1909, and so
this year, without missing one Sunday,
how long before I don't know. That sh
good health ; thank the Lord ! 1. What
cent, of the children bom in the Un
States reach that age (eighty-eigh
2. W'ho were the last kings of Israel

Judah? What kings conquered tin

What time did the Jews lose their nat,

ality ?

1. According to the census of 1890, the a'

age age at death was thirty-one years ; the

census (1900) shows the average life of An
leans to be thirty-five years. There are

statistics to show how many reach eighty

over. 2. The last rulers of Israel were J(

boam, Zechariah, Shallum, Menahem, Pekah
Pekah, Hoshea ; and of Judah, Manas:

Amon, Josiah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiacl

and Zedekiah. Then followed the destruci

of Jerusalem (588 B.C.). After the destruct

of Samaria by the Assyrians (720 B.C.), m;

in Israel were carried away captive, but

greater ruin came when the Babylonians •

membered the kingdom of Judah, destroyed

temple and exiled a large part of the Jew

nation.

Miscellaneous

Mrs. G. W. L., Cecil, O. See answer to y
question in Mail-Bag of April 20 issue.

R. A. F., Bentonville, Pa. You will find

whole situation regarding Mr. Roosevelt ;

the Pope described in our issues of April

and 20.

Sunday School Scholar, Minneapolis, Mi
See explanation of Apostles' Creed, given

J. B. M., Baltimore, Md., issue of January
1910, page 40.

Reader, Durhamville, N. Y. Such a n
riage as you describe, under the conditi

stated, would be legal. This is assuming t

the parents of both parties consented.

W. D. F., Ryder, N. D. 1. The Book of M
mon is rejected as spurious by all except i

Mormons themselves. 2. We know nothing

the tenets of the denomination in question.

K. U. F., Fulton County, Illinois. We do

think the amount would be taxable, but it wo
be better to look up your State law in the ir

ter. You should have sent name and address

P. P. T., Freeman, S. D. The quest

obviously does not apply to those to whom
Gospel has never been preached, who are s

under the law, and not to be judged like th

who are under the Gospel dispensation.

A. H., Bond, Md. We have heard of the s

you mention, but they are generally regar

as fanatics. Our advice is to stick to y
own denomination and the teachings of y
own church, and pay no heed to disturbers.

A. J. C. We are told in Scripture that it

our duty not to forsake the assembling of o

selves together, which means that we sho

not neglect the ordinances of religion. Th
may be honest points of difference, but

point you mention is not a valid reason

staying away.

Reader, N. Y. Apropos of your remarks
planatory of the old phrase "as poor as Jc

turkey," let me give you this which I f

among some old memoranda : "According

the popular notion. Job's turkey had but (

feather in its tail, and was obliged to 1(

against the fence to gobble. Judge Haliburt

of Nova Scotia (popularly known as 'S

Slick"), refers to 'Job's turkey' in some of

writings."

W. A. D.. Toronto, Ont. We are not

judge others ; judgment belongs to God alo

Even assuming the truth of all your letter

serfs, who is to say that restitution has i

been made or at least attempted by the peri

in question ? We may hate the sin but we m
not necessarily hate the sinner, especially

after long experience, he sees his error f

tries by every means open to him to m'

amends. It may be that the only restitut

possible is to be found in the means he I

selected.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, April 27, 1910. Page 410
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Uspallata Station, Argentina Condor of the Andes Shelter House in the Uspallata Pass

^,j, THE GREAT ANDES TUNNEL OPENED

mmU

^'"^0 pierce the backbone of a continent is a huge
' task. It has just been done in South Amer-
- ica. The great wall of the Andes, which

iietches for more than 3,000 miles, has been opened
!• a railway tunnel. This is one of the triumphs

(•twentieth century civilization.

The Andes do not run through the central line of

1; South American continent. Instead they par-

jel the Pacific coast, but there is on this side a
hg stretch of territory, in some places hundreds
<' miles, from the Continental Divide to the ocean,

id in other places less than fifty miles. The Andes
:iiges themselves are hun-
ods of miles across, since they
59 really parallel cordilleras,

Ith extensive valleys between

V different chains.
The narrowest strip of coun-

V between the main range of

^ Andes and the ocean is in

"iile. In some sections the
<;tance from the mountain
sipe to the ocean is a hundred
>les; in others it is not more
"an twenty-five miles. The
iidean mountain wall has not
fen an absolute barrier be-
I'een the west coast of South
-nerica and the central and
^t-coast regions, for there
"ire various passes through
'lich traffic could be carried
<- at seasons by means of pack
Hins of mules, burros and
1,mas, the latter being the na-
Te pack animal of the Andean
]a:ion. People could get across
i the same manner. But inter
urse by this means was very
wch limited snd confined to
1-i summer season. When the
'nter's snows came they
l»cked the passes and made
1ivel and traffic so difficult
tit intercourse was suspended.
Jiring this winter season the
<lly way for the ordinary trav-
«T to get from Valparaiso to Buenos Ayres was to

Jwe the steamer through the Straits of Magellan.
iis required a ten days' voyage.
jEnterprising men knew that some day, in the
i^erest of commerce and of closer intercourse be-

^ *3en the peoples of the different countries of South

"^lil
'i/^srica, the Andes would be pierced. Engineers

iij«J I Vo studied the subject scientifically reasoned that
•r»( t- passage would be easiest toward the tapering

By CHARLES M. PEPPER

lander who built railways and established steamship
lines in South America more than half a century

ago, had a plan for tunneling the Andes at a point

in northern Chile called Copiapo. Mr. Wheelright
built part of the railway line from Valparaiso to

Santiago. He also constructed railways in the
Argentine Republic, and he foresaw the necessity

of joining the two systems. His enterprises were
very profitable, and out of these profits he made his

mi

r M

Mini

ill

k

^ithern end of the
'lliam Wheelright,

taperi

range, somewhere in Chile,

the remarkable New Eng-

The City of Santiago, Chile, and the Snow-Capped Andes

munificent contributions to the foreign missions of

his native New England. He did not live, however,

to complete his enterprise of linking the Atlantic

and Pacific coasts by a railway line.

The route across the Andes between Chile and
Argentina which has been followed for a long time

is that known as the Uspallata Pass. This pass is

12,600 feet high, but its approach from either side is

not difficult. Many years ago the Argentine lines

were extended to Mendoza on the eastern foothills of

the Andes. The Chilean railway line climbed the

western slope to a point called Los Andes. Then
the railway building stopped because it was impos-
sible for a rail line to climb the grades over the

crest of the mountain. The Uspallata Pass was
used as the highway of traffic. Cargoes were car-

ried by the mules and other pack animals, while

travelers could drive most of the way through the

pass in a comfortable stage coach, so that to com-
plete their journey only a few hours was necessary
on the back of the mule. It was a picturesque and
interesting trip, but was, of course, limited to the
summer season, which in this latitude is from

November till April. Then
the winter snows would come
and the pass would be closed.

Sometimes travel would be
open as late as June, but the
suddenness with which the
storms would come and close

every footpath even was al-

ways dangerous, and no one
could depend on getting over
the mountains after the first

sigTi of snow. Some years
ago I was at Santiago in early
June en route to Buenos
Ayres. The snows were later

than usual and adventurous
travelers were still getting
through the pass. I had de-

cided to take the train the fol-

lowing morning to Los Andes
and then attempt the pass on
foot. The telegraph message
came late in the afternoon
that everything was clear and
favorable. That night, after
taking dinner with the Amer-
ican Minister, we started out
for a stroll. It was moonlight
and the sky should have been
clear. But almost in an in-

stant it became purple. He
quietly remarked, "You'll go
round through the Straits."

He was right. In the morning
the telegraph message came

from Los Andes that the passage was absolutely

blocked and that the mail-carriers themselves would
not attempt it. Nor did they for the next four
weeks.

Notwithstanding the dangers of the pass both the
Argentine and Chilean governments always have
maintained a mail service through the winter sea-

son. Shelter huts are built along the route, but
there are no St. Bernard dogs as in the Alps. Fre-
quently the mail-carriers lost their lives.

Continued on page J,23
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A SERMON TO UNBELIEVERS
An Unpublished Discourse by DWIGHT L. MOODY, America's Created Evangelic*

I
WANT to call your attention to a passage that

you will find in Paul's Letter to the Galatians,

sixth chapter, seventh verse : "Be not deceived

;

God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man Soweth,

that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to

his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption; and he

that soweth to the Spirit

shall of the Spirit reap

everlasting life." With
those two verses, I would

like to read one out of

the sermon that Christ

preached, Matthew sev-

enth chapter, first verse:

"With what judgment ye

judge, ye shall be judged

:

and with what measure

ye mete, it shall be meas-

ured to you again."

Now, I am going to

ask your attention to that
Dwight L. Moody seventh verse—that one

verse: "Be not deceived; God is not mocked; for

whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."

I believe this sentence belongs to saint and sinner

alike. It applies to every human being on the face

of this earth. It makes no difference what nation-

ality he belongs to; it makes no diff'erence whether

he be Jew or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant. Here
is a law that has been enforced for thousands of

years, and neither devil nor man has been able to

break it. You might as well try to blot the sun out
of the heavens as to blot out this truth. You can't

get round it or over it. It meets every man, and
it makes no difference who the man is; whether it

be the minister in the pulpit or the man in the

pew, or who he looks like—David or Ahab. He may
be a peasant behind the plow. There is the law
that meets every man on the face of the earth:
agnostic, infidel, pantheist, deist. It makes no
difference. A man may say, "I don't believe that
Book," and he closes it up. Here is a law that will

meet him in every sin of his life. You can't take
up the daily newspapers without reading that men
reap what they have sown ten, fifteen, twenty,
thirty years ago. You haven't got to go out of this

hall, or out of your own life, to meet proofs of this

text. You will say, "That's true in my own case.

I've had to reap." You can't help it.

Truth Is Truth ; a Lie Is a Lie

I remember giving out this text to a man and he
said, "I don't believe it." "Well," I said, "my
friend, that does not change the fact. There's a
class of people who lie under this delusion. They
think if they don't believe a thing, the thing isn't

true." Now, listen! Truth is truth, whether you
believe it or not. A lie is a lie, whether you believe
it or not. Isn't that so? That man didn't want to
believe it. That's the trouble; there are lots of
people who don't want to believe it is true. When
that meeting broke up, there was an oflScer at the
door who had a warrant for him. He was taken
into court and tried for stealing, and found guilty,
and he went to prison for twelve months. I have
no doubt, when he got into a cell, he found that
text true

!

Now, my friends, you will find it true, no matter
who you are; no matter what your position is. No
millionaire can get around that text. His money
can't bribe him off. The apostle says, "Don't be
deceived." The most deceitful thing in this world
is the human heart; it is deceitful above all things
and desperately wicked. Who can know it? Who
knows his own heart? Let us keep in mind that
you can't deceive the Almighty. A man must be
doubly blind to attempt to pass himself off to the
Almighty for more than he is. You can't do it.

God is going all through the world and he beholds
all the hearts of the sons of men. He knows every
one of us to-day—every one. You can't deceive
him. You can deceive your own wife; you can
deceive your neighbors; you can deceive yourself;
but you can't deceive the God of that Book. And
that is the difference between the god of this world
and the God of this Book. The God of this Book
never has deceived any one.
The god of this world is a deceiver. He deceived

our parents back there in Eden. Outside of Eden,
he has been deceiving the whole human family right
along. But no man can say of the God of the Bible
that he ever did or could deceive him. Let us keep

* This sermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.
Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, February 9, 1897.

Thi» i» the third of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,

never before published, and the existence of which was dis-

closM only a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

that in mind. His eyes go all over the earth, and

he beholds the hearts of men, and he knows all

about us. So, if we are deceived, let us pray God
to open our eyes. "Be not deceived." You may
trifle with some things, but don't trifle with the

eternal things. And there's not a thing in that

Book, no one truth, that has had influence over

my life like that one truth. I said: "How stupid you

were that you didn't see that years ago."

Look at the men and women of this day, who say

they are their own, and now they are not only sow-

ing but reaping, reaping in tears, and in agony, and

in untold sorrow; just because what they sowed ten,

fifteen, twenty years ago they have got to reap.

We Reap What We Sow

First, A man expects to reap when he sows.

Second, He expects to reap the same kind of seed

he sows; that's in the natural world, as you know.

Third, He expects to reap more. He would be a

stupid man if he didn't. Fourth, The kind of

seed sown makes no difference. He is going to reap
what he sows. If he is sowing good seed, he expects

to have a good harvest.

If you've got those four points, hold on to them.
You've heard of hooks? Hook them into your mind.
If God will help me to drive this text home, it's all

I want. Forget the preacher; I don't care about
him. He is of small account. If I wanted to fasten

a board to a post, I might hammer it for an hour.

Down it would go; but if you drove a nail through
into the post, it would hold. The sermon is only the

hammer to drive that text; the text is the nail.

Don't forget the Four Points.
First, he is going to reap. Bound to. Agnostics

and everybody else. A man expects to reap when he
sows. Would you find a man who would sow this

spring if he knew that some blight and mildew
were coming, and that nobody else would gather a
harvest? He would say, "I'll save my seed." But
he sows in hope. Would you find these men toiling

and working four, five, six, eight, nine years acquir-
ing a profession, and meanwhile they can't earn
their own bread, if they didn't expect to reap? They
are looking forward to the reaping time. "By and
by I will get my hundred dollars, my five hundred
dollars, in a day," they say. "I expect to reap."
A man buys a pile of goods, and he expects to make
a profit. A man expects to reap when he sows.
Now this is true in the spiritual world as it is in
the natural world. A man is going to reap whether
he wants to or not.

Fashionable Lying

Now I come to the second head. If I tell you
that I sowed ten acres of wheat last year, and
turnips came up, you wouldn't believe me. If I

told you that I sowed turnips and cauliflowers came
up, you wouldn't believe me. Or, if I planted pota-
toes and onions came up, you would say: "Moody is

daft; he is out of his head." You know it is a fixed
law of nature that, if you sow, you shall reap what
you sow. It is just this: You get IT; you don't
get something else. A man learns a trade, a car-
penter's trade. He doesn't expect to repair watches;
or he learns the jeweler's trade and he doesn't ex-
pect to practise medicine. He expects to reap in

the same profession he has sown for. That comes
to me with great power, in that Book, that it is just
as true in the spiritual life as in the natural—that
a man has got to reap the same kind of seed he sows.

I will give an illustration: I have a son. I see a
neighbor coming toward my house and I don't want
to see him; and I say to my son who is going to the
door, "Tell him that I'm out of town." I have put
a lie in my boy's mouth to give to my neighbor.
It won't be six months before that boy will lie to
me. I will reap that lie myself.
A lady said: "Why is it we can't get better ser-

vice? Is it not strange?" "No," I said, "I don't
think it is strange. When you ladies will teach your
servants to go to the door and tell a caller that you
are out, when all the time you are at home but don't
want to be seen, do you wonder that if they lie to
callers they will lie to you?"
A fashionable lady said: "Mr. Moody, we don't

mean anything when we say we are 'not at homi
This is a society lie." Yes, but a "society lie" is ;

bad as any other lie. There is no difference.

A merchant said to me in Chicago: "Isn't

astonishing that we can't get honest clerks?

found one of my clerks stealing; I didn't want
hurt his character, so I let him go. I get anothi

man, and it isn't long before he gets to stealin

I would have been a wealthy man if I hadn't hi

so many clerks stealing from me." I said: "Wh(
you, a merchant, will teach your clerks to lie to tl

customers, they will, of course, lie to and cheat yo
When you teach your clerks to say your goods a;

'all wool,' when you know they are half cotton,

is no worse for a man to put his hand into your t

and put the money in his pocket than to take it oi

of the customer." Now, what do you say? Ai
when a merchant will go and put a French or Ge
man tag on goods manufactured in New Englan
and say it is imported, they won't have honest clerk

If you sow to the wind, you'll reap the whirlwin
You sow tares, you must reap tares. Teach yoi

clerks to lie, to tell that which is not true, and, i

course, they will swindle you if they get a chanc
Now, I come to something that I think has h;

more weight with me on the temperance questi(

than any other thing in the whole Bible, leaving c
moral and religious questions. No man can affoi

to sell whisky. Why? I will tell you. You st'

my son whisky, and make a drunkard of him, ai

you may be sure that some one will sell your s(

whisky and make a drunkard of hi7n.

The Skeleton in the House

I will throw down a challenge—I will challeri}

you to find a man or woman who has been allied

whisky for twenty years, who has not got a skeletc^

in the home. They have either got a drunken so

or son-in-law, or brother, or brother-in-law; tl

curse has come into their own family. Take i

the challenge, will you? Go and find such a cas

You can't afford to rent your property for whisk
If you do, the curse will come into your own famil

"Be sure your sin will find you out." You will fir

some millionaires who have made themselves mi^

lionaires; but where are their sons? In the grav

drunkards—been there for years. You don't ha''

to travel far to prove what I say. I throw dov

this challenge. I threw it down once and a mi
came to the hotel and said : "I wasn't round to tl

opera house, but I understand you threw down
challenge. Take it back, for it isn't true." I"

said: "My father was a rum-seller and I am a rur

seller, and the curse never struck my father's fami

or mine." I said: "I have traveled all over Chri

tendom, and I have never known two generations
that accursed business but the curse struck in

their family." There were two prominent citizei

in that room. I said: "I will investigate. I a

going to speak to-night, and I will take it all bac

if it is not true." And when I went out, one rrn

said: "That man's own brother committed suicic

only six weeks ago in this city, leaving a widow ai'

seven children, and he has that widow and the chi

dren to care for; and he himself was drunk with

a week." And yet he said the curse never came in

his family! He thought, perhaps, that a broth'

was not a relative! A sort of relative! The Loi

wanted to know about Abel, and Cain said, "Am
my brother's keeper?" Some men don't think

comes to them unless it comes down on their ov

head—their children, their daughter can marry
drunken husband and have a little hell all throuf

life, and it don't seem to "come near them!"
No man can afford to sell whisky; and if y<

are in the business, take my advice and get an ;

and knock it in the head, and don't put it in tl

cellar. [Applause.] Friends, don't applaud; let

strike down into the heart; unless it goes down in

the heart, it doesn't amount to much. If you a

allied to this cursed business, get out of it. Let

cost you something. You say, "What's going

become of me? Going to have my wife and childrt

starve?" Well, I would really like to see a mart;

in the nineteenth century! It has been a long tin

since the Church has had a martyr. Let it get o

that there's a man in your town who would not s(

whisky and his family are starving to death!

declare I would go to the funeral if I had to con

way across the continent; and I'd like to pay som

thing toward the erection of a monument over t

grave. A man who had so much principle that 1

would starve rather than sell whisky! I wou

rather do that than to leave that legacy to n

children.

Continued on next page
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^ Sermon to Unbelievers

j AN UNPUBUSHED SERMON BY
'

DWIGHT L. MOODY
Continued from preceding page

\m I speaking to a man or woman
i this house who is renting prop-

ey for whisky? The curse will come
tyour family! I was in a town some
tie ago where a man had built a

}ise in a street where he lived in

\alth, in a very reputable part of the

Qf. And he rented that house

(hich improved the lot and the

sect when he got the house done) for

^ evil business. He had four beauti-

f sons, but no daughters, and every

c; of his sons was ruined in that

hse. How much did he make? Sit

tvn and reckon up. Sow sin and you
^1 reap sin every time, and it will

cae into your family. You can't put
tiptation in the way of young men
I: it will come back to you. You will

r.p the same kind of seed. "What-
ever a man soweth, that shall he also

r.p."

<Jow, people tell us that the "old

lok" is gone out of date. If you will

rd that book, you will find that right

ang for six thousand years God has
rde men to reap what they sow. He
rde Adam to reap before he left

len. There was no detective; no
pice; no constables; no sheriff. I

vuld like to know what these agnos-
t.5 and infidels and atheists make out
c'that—that God brought that man to

jjgment! Sin found him out, didn't

i Men may escape our law; they
r,ke laws that we can escape; but
(j has laws that man cannot escape.

I hasn't money enough to bribe the
j^nighty. You can bribe a judge
al a jury, but you can't bribe God.
.Yarn's sin found him out. Didn't
(d make Cain reap outside of Eden,
a'l didn't he make him reap the same
kd of sin he had sown? Didn't God
n:ke Ahab reap the same kind of sin

hhad sown? Sowing fulfilled to the

lier!

jet us get down at once to this

ciiracter of Jacob. Jacob wanted
t supplant Esau. Now, Jacob had
hn very cunning. They call him
" rewd," "long-headed." I would
aisoon be called a "thief" as "long-
hided" in getting the start of another
rn. You go and pass off a lame
h-se on another man, and think that
"irewd." You will get fourteen lame
Ises stuck off on you. You can't
a>rd to do that. The idea of a man
s ing his character for ten dollars!
ley say "Every man has his price."
Aiat is your "price"? It is what you
vuld "sell out" for. Jacob sold out.
I made some skinclothes and put
t m on the back of his hands and
aiund his neck, so that if his father
ebraced him he could feel the hair.
I'lu was "a hairy man." And Isaac
sd, "Come hither, my son; let me feel
yi." Isaac went by "feeling" and
p.. deceived. A lot of people want to
f 1 Christ. You are to walk by faith
al not by your feelings. Isaac went
b his feelings and got deceived. The
yrd "feeling" doesn't occur but twice
i the Bible, and this is one. The
f her put his arm around the neck of
h son, and kissed him; he thought it

vs Esau. He said, "It is the hand of
lau, but the voice of Jacob." And by
J'ob's lying and deception, he got the
tthright blessing that belonged to
! brother Esau; but he ' paid ten
t'Usand times more than it was
yth. You and I never get anything
d honestly that we are not losers. A
i^n who steals my pocketbook—I'd
!'. lose much, as I've not got much

—

^^{s losing heaven as well as peace of
Ciscience. He could never look me
'the face again as long as he lives.
J:ob was a loser in the transaction,
1 le was "long-headed" and "shrewd."
Vnd when Esau came in from the

rd, and found that Jacob had ob-
tned the blessing of Lsaac, Esau
^d, "I will slay my brother Jacob."
J IS was his plan. Rebekah is plan-
"g to keep Jacob at home; but

Continued on last column

The Cbildrcn^s pulpit
MOTHER'S DAY By Rev. J. m. farrar, d.d.*

MOTHER sews love into all the seams. Happy is the child

whose mother makes the little coat. It may not fit as well

as the tailor-made one, but it surely looks more like the child

who wears it. A tailor coat keeps the body warm; a mother coat

keeps the heart warm. A tailor coat is worn out and forgotten, but
the mother coat is worn on the memory even unto old age and never
wears out. There is a beautiful story about a mother whose name
was Hannah. She gave the greatest gift she had to God. The gift

was her little boy Samuel. How did she give him to God? She
took him to God's temple and left him there to serve God as long

as he lived. Once a year she visited him and each time took him a

new coat that she made with her own hands and heart. Ask your
mother to tell you about the coat Hannah made for her little boy
Samuel.

SOME one has said that the three best words in the English lan-

guage are Mother, Home and Heaven. You can fold all three

into the one big word. Mother. It is mother who makes the word
House spell Home; and Mother and Home are Heaven on earth.

There is, therefore, just one best word; it is MOTHER. An old

fable represents Atlas holding the world on his shoulders. A great

sculptor has given the world a new statue representing Atlas as a
mother supporting the world. Here is what Dr. Parkhurst writes
about it in the Evening Journal:

The right arm seems extended to its utmost reach, as though yearning to
throw its clasp clear around the precious burden, while the other arm lays
itself up against the globe in a sort of half caress. The instant impression
produced is that of the clinging affectionateness of sustaining motherhood.
There is just enough evidence of strain in the right arm and in the slightly
drawn muscles of the back to indicate that, although it is a love-task that
she is committed to, it is still a task, and involving that same kind of self-

expenditure that is the price at which all perfect service has to be rendered.
In the entire posture — which is not so much posture as action — there is

symbolized the idea of mother-love tinged with hope and purpose, as the
means of the great world's uplift. She is, however, upon bended knee, and
her achievement made holy by the devoutness of her intent and aspiraticn.

Although a work of love, and due to the artist's devotion to his own mother,
it is still a marketable product, and has already been sold for $10,000.

IT is mother who lifts and holds the world. Some of these words in

the story of Mother Atlas have too many letters. Ask mother to

put a tuck in the long words. As your mind grows you can let out

the tucks, one each year. Sunday, May 8, is Mother's Day. One
day set apart for every person to think and talk about mother. If

mother is with us this is the day to plant tulips where she smiles.

If mother is dead, we will plant flowers on her grave. Mother's Day,

the best day in all the year.

DID I hear you sing, "Tell me a new, new story of mother and her

love"? Here is one I read in Little Folks, that is new to me.

It is called "The Loving Game." It was a pretty game that Aunt
Rose and little Harry used to play together. When Harry would

put up his tiny forefinger and say, "I can beat you lovin'!" Aunt
Rose would say, "Oh, no, you can't!" Then she would put her think-

ing cap on and begin, "I love you more than a bushel of pennies!"

Quick as a flash, Harry would say, "I love you more than two bags
of big dollars!"
Then Aunt Rose would say, "I love you longer than seven Sun-

days!"
A shake of that tiny forefinger, and Harry would answer, "But I

love you longer than ten Christmases!"
"I love you clear round the block!" Aunt Rose would say.

"And I love you all over the park!" Harry would assert.

"I love you as high as this house!" Aunt Rose would declare.

"And I love you to the top of the church steeple!" Harry would say.

"I love you as deep as a well!"

"Pooh! I love you to the bottom of the lake!"

And so they would go on.

BUT one day, Harry had a bright thought. After he had loved to

the bottom of the ocean and down into the middle of the earth,

and to the top of the mountains and way up into the sky, he began

to caper about and clap his hands. "I've got you! I've got you!"

he shouted.

Then with shining eyes he said, "I love you more than my mamma
loves me!" Thereupon Aunt Rose gave it up; there was nothing, she

thought, beyond that.

The Children's Pulpit thinks Aunt Rose had another guess. She
could have told Harry that she tried to love him as much as God loved

him. This is the greatest love. If the sculptor had represented

Mother Atlas as lifting her children on the world into the arms of

God the statue would be complete. God loves every child better than

mother loves her child. Hannah knew this and took little Samuel,

whom she loved better than she loved herself, and gave him back

to God.
Let us all sing "the old, old story of Jesus and his love."

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

a little coat." I. Sam. 2 : 19.

Text: "His mother made him

A Sermon to Unbelievers
Continued from first column

through fear of Esau, she sends him
away to Laban and never sets eyes on
him again. How much did she make?
She would deceive her husband. No'
wife deceives her husband without
having to suffer for it. And no hus-
band has ever deceived his wife and
lived a double life, who didn't reap
bitterly, too. I don't care who he is.

It is a terrible thing to make light of
sin. There's not much sport when the
reaping time cmes.
When you hear a man saying, "I'm

sowing my wild oats," I say, "There's,
no joke about sin, my friend. The bit-

terest thing in this world is sin. And
if God will only keep sin out of my
life, I don't fear anything else. The
bitterest enemy is sin. You can't af-
ford to trifle with it."

Jacob went to Bethel and God met
him there, and from the top of that
ladder he shouts down "Grace!" Now,.
a man will think of that and will say,
"I don't want anything to do with a
God that will deal in grace with a
man who has done such a mean thing,,

a contemptible thing, as that!" A
man said, "Where did God ever punish
Jacob?" Where didn't he do it? He
went down to Haran and had his
wages changed seven times. He found
that Laban could make a sharp bar-
gain himself. Diamond cuvs diainond;
Greek meets Greek. Laban could
drive a sharp baigain.

Let us go further. Jacob had twelve
sons. He loved Joseph more than he
loved the other sons. There was par-
tiality. One morning, Joseph tells of
a dream in which his father and his
ten brothers bowed to him. That was
putting fuel on flame; that made
things worse. They planned to murder
Joseph. They cast him into a pit; and
soon after, they saw a band of Ishmael-
ites to whom they sold him for twenty
pieces of silver, first stripping him of
his coat o' many colors. Then they
went to Jacob's flock, caught and killed
a kid, and, dipping it in blood, sent
it to their father Jacob. Now, what
do the ten boys do? They lie to theii*
father, as he had lied to his father.
They lied to him. It will always come
home. You can't dodge it. "Be sure
your sin will find you out." By and
by, God wi.l say, "Son, son—daughter,
daughter!" All of our sins will come
back, if they have not been blotted out
and forgiven. Infidels, deists, sceptics—you can't dodge. It overtook Jacob.
Do you think that any man or woman
will escape the justice of the living
God?

[See "'THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Anvil Sparks
. .Truth is what God says about a

thing.

. . No one can look at the stars with-
out wanting to live forever.

. .The man who aims at nothing is

amazed when he happens to make a hit.

. .The blood of Christ was shed to
make every promise in the Bible worth
its face.

..A SINNER always hates himself
the moment he finds out that God loves
him.

. .The man who points to the cross
should never do it with a frown on his
face.

. . It takes some preachers a long
while to find out that God employs no
hired help.

. . It is one of the first laws of God
that the man who will not give shall
not possess.

. .You say the Lord's prayer every
day, but how much of it are you trying
to help answer?

. . If you are faithful to present
duties, God will promote you to higher
ones as soon as it is safe to do it.

..God would have his children to
still be rich when moth and rust and
robbers have taken all they can take.

i
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WITH ROOSEVELT ON THE NILE
ON account of insufficient time, Ex-President

Roosevelt telegi-aphed us that he would be

unable to stop to dedicate the new college at

Assiut, as he had wished to do. The president of

the college went to meet him and to induce him to

stop for an hour or two at least.

I had the fortune last summer of traveling on the

Upper Nile on the same boat which brought Mr.

Copyright hy Tl1dl'r^voo.1 .1- rndiTwoofl

The Ex-President at the American School, Luxor

Piles of Grain on the River Bank

A Typical Arab Market Crowd

An Arab Merchant
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Roosevelt from Gondokoro to Khartoum, the Dal.

During the last two days Mr. Roosevelt has been to

see Omdurman and the battlefield of Kerreri, where
KitcherJer defeated the Dervishes.

When Mr. Roosevelt reached the Blue Nile, he

was on the border line of civilization. Khartoum
is a thriving commercial city with a modern appear-

ance and a large European population. Here are

railroads, shipbuilding docks and immense govern-

ment buildings, all of which are lacking further up
the Nile. Beyond Khartoum there are only frontier

garrisons, trading posts and mission stations, ex-

cepting, of course, the native villages.

Across from this up-to-date town of Khartoum
lies the only city in central Africa with a history

—

Omdurman. The capital of the famous Mahdi and
his successor, the Khalifa, has been partially altered,

but it is still an Arab city. Where once the wildest

and most barbarous of potentates had his place of

execution, there are prosperous business houses.

The whistle of the tiny engine on the street railway
has replaced the ombeya which called men to execu-
tion. At its zenith, Omdurman stretched for more
than seven miles along the river bank—a metropolis
of mud huts. To-day, it is the commercial centre
of the native Sudan. Omdurman is truly a cosmo-
politan city.

The native markets are much the same as twenty
years ago. Men and women gather under patched
straw hovels and barter much the same as they did
in the days of the Mahdi. Here are to be found
earthenware jars, hides, all kinds of basket work,
and all manner of food-stuffs. The streets are
sprinkled by muscular native women who scatter the
water over the dusty streets with their hands.

The river front gives one the opportunity of
seeing the importance of the city as a commercial
centre. The trade is not centred in large ware-
houses or carried by immense river steamers. Great
piles of grain and other commodities are piled along
the bank for the distance of a mile. Native boats,
with immense sails, are still used in transporting
gum Arabic, dura, rubber and ivory. Sometimes
the wind is not good and it takes these boats two
or three months to travel a few hundred miles; but
the Arab never hurries, so it doesn't matter. Busi-
ness methods are antiquated; but the amount of
business carried on in this mud city exceeds five

million dollars per year.

Steamship travel on the White Nile must be made
on Sudan government steamers. Few tourists travel
beyond Khartoum, so the present need is only trans-
portation for government officials and supplies.
Attached to the steamer are two or more barges
which are used not only for freight and animals,
but also for the third and fourth class passengers.
This crowd includes the overwhelming majority of
the travelers. Here are Greek traders, the pioneers
of trade and wickedness in the Sudan; Egyptian
and native Sudanese soldiers, and other transients.

For the first two days the journey up the White
Nile is one of monotony. Sand and scrawny mimosa
and acacia groves are all that the river banks offer
in the way of scenery. Here and there a goatherd
may be seen watching his goats as they nibble at
the sand dunes. If there chances to be an unusual
growth of vegetation, thousands of camels may be
seen feeding. From El Dueim, the first stopping
place, caravans go to Kordofan, Darfur and the far
away French Sudan. The landing place here is

filled with half-naked blacks carrying sacks of grain
and gum Arabic.
Large flocks of water fowl, herons, cranes, and

geese fill the air and settle on the thick shrubbery
along the bank. With the appearance of the thick
river grasses comes the crocodile. He may often
be seen sunning himself on the bank or splashing
about in the water or opening his ghastly mouth.
About the fourth day out, some native calls out,
"grunty," and every one looks at the spot in the river
where he is pointing. In a moment there is a splash
and a snort and the first hippopotamus to be seen
sticks his enormous head from the water. From
now on they are often visible and their sputtering
heads become familiar sights.

As we advance up the river the change in scenery
IS so gradual that we scarcely realize that we are
coming into wilde.st Africa. Perhaps one evening
just as the steamer makes a turn in the river we
realize it instantly. Dense impenetrable forests
and tall heavy grasses line the banks of the river.
Wild noises fill the air. The twitter of the numer-
ous birds and the rushing of their wings are accom-
panied by the howls and low moans of the fiercer
inhabitants of the place. A herd of antelope or
deer appear for a moment and then go scampering
away frightened at the steamer. Two naked sav-
ages are seen in the tall grass spearing fish, and
a canoe with eight warriors glides down the river.
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If a stop is made near any native village the bank
is often filled with almost nal ed Shullas or Dinka.s,
gazing at the strange white people on the steamer!
The White Nile and the upper Sudan are not only
interesting and unusual, but there is a beauty in

the sunsets that is not surpassed even by Egypt.
Towards evening, as the sun sets, it tints botli

sky and water with brilliant carmine and gold.
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HIS GOOD WORKS REMEMBERED

A Public Memorial Meeting in New York Honors the Memory of the Late Dr. Klopsch

i

Dr. O. S. Marden

\PT ever were more heartfelt tributes paid to

Vl the memory of a great and good man than
.1 at the memorial meeting in honor of the late

Dr. Louis Klopsch, which
was held in the large
auditorium of the new
Masonic Hall on Twenty-
fourth Street, New York
City, on the evening of

April 14. Rarely has an
audience been more in

sympathetic accord with
the great central theme
of the occasion. Almost
all those present had been
personal friends of Dr.
Klopsch, or had been
helped through some per-

sonal acts of kindness, or

through some of his nu-
merous philanthropies, or

had known of his great

iblic services at home and abroad, and wished, by

eir presence, to join in the general tribute to his

emory.
.Mthough the time set for opening the meeting

is eight o'clock, the audience began to gather

rly; and they made an interesting epitome, as it

are, of the people who had come in contact with

r. klopsch's many-sided activities. There were

iblishers, prominent men of business, writers of

stinction, noted clergymen, and representatives of

reign governments. There were people who had

lown him in his church work. There were men
lom the Bowery Mission, and last, but not least,

hundred and fifty children of the city tenements,

had been little guests at the Children's Home
Mont -Lawn, which Dr.

opsch had founded. The beau-

ul singing of these little ones

ought moisture to the eyes of

lany in the audience.

,The hall was selected for its

intral location and fine acous-

'cs. It is con.structed of beauti-

il marbles and bronzes, and
hen the large platform was
led with distinguished men and
le expectant audience was
ated, it made a scene fitting

>r the occasion.

On the speakers' platform
ere Mr. Will R. Moody, of East
orthfield, Mass.; Dr. J. H. Dar-
ngton. Episcopal Bishop of

arrisburg; Dr. 0. S. Marden,
liter of Success; Irving Bach-
ler, the author of Ehen Holdcv

;

ev. John Wesley Hill, pastoi' of
le Metropolitan Temple, New
ork; Judge Arthur S. Tomp-
ns, of the New York Supreme
lourt; Rev. Wallace MacMullen,
.0.; Mr. Edwin S. Ives, of New
ork, who acted as reading sec-

tary; Rev. James M. Farrar,
D., of Brooklyn; Rev. Ferdi-
ind C. Iglehart; Rabbi Michel-

|)n, of Trenton, N. J.; Mr. K.
|amazaki, Consul-General of Japan; Mrs. Sarah
ird, "Mother of the Bowery Mission"; Rev. Mr.
anderson, chaplain of the Tombs, and others. The
der of the service was as follows:

•ENING Hymn Prof. H. E. Browne, Organist.
"My Faith Looks Up to Thee."

UYER , Rev. Wallace MacMullen, D.D.
RIPTURE Reading Rev. James M. Farrar, D.D.
:ading of Letters Mr. Edwin S. Ives.

3DRESS Rabbi Michelson.
EMORIAL Address Bishop J. H. Darlington.
BLE Verses Sung by 2.50 Mont-Lawn Children.

Prof. Noll, of Nyack. at the Organ.
ODRESS Dr. O. S. Marden.

(Representing the Periodical Publishers' Association.)
nging The Glory Song," by 250 Mont-Lawn Children.
ODRESS Mr. Irving Bacheller.
ODRESS Rev. John Wesley Hill.

ODRESS Judge Arthur S. Tompkins.
iNGlNG.."It Is Well With My Sour"..Bowery Mission Men's Choir.
pDRESS Mr. K. Yamazaki of Japan.
pDRESS Rev. Dr. Iglehart.
bxoLOGY Prof. Browne, Organ.
eNEDiCTiON Rev. Stephen Merritt.

Mr. William R. Moody, of Northfield, Mass., head
f the Moody Schools, presided. After the opening
Vmn, Bishop Darlington, of Harrisburg, led

1 prayer. The bishop prayed that "the memory of
le good man who has gone may make us more
?alous in all good works for God and our fellow-
ien, giving us jrreater love for Christ, a higher
lea of duty and a firmer resolve to stand fast for
>e righteou.sness of the saints."
Rev. James M. Farrar, D.D., of Brooklyn, chose

as the Scripture reading the first psalm. Mr. Edwin
S. Ives read extracts from a number of letters re-
ceived from friends in different States, regretting
their inability to be present. Governor Hughes of
New York sent word by his secretary that "the
Governor would have been very glad to attend the
memorial service to Dr. Klopsch were it possible
for him to do so, as he highly appreciated Dr.
Klopsch's services to humanity." Among those who
sent letters of regret were Mr. John C. Havemeyer,
of Yonkers; Ex-Mayor Charles A. Schieven, Brook-
lyn; Mr. John Brisben Walker, Mr. L. N. Doubleday,
Mrs. M. V. Terhune ("Marion Harland"), Mr. John
Lloyd Thomas, Commander Scottish Rite; Mrs.
Margaret E. Sangster, Rev. C. H. Mead, Rev.
Bernard Peck, and many others.

Rabbi Michelson, of Trenton, was the next
speaker. He said in part:

I am a rabbi. I am in charge of a large congregation ; the
only rabbi of a Jewish community in Trenton. I am Jewish
chaplain of the New Jersey State Prison. When I was a boy,
I wanted to read something in English which would arouse me
and keep me in touch with the highest, the best and the truest
in the spiritual world, and I then turned to The Christian
Hekald. and I saw there and I can feel now as I felt when I

read those bright and brilliant and arousing and soothing pages,
in which this man had stamped every word and every line and
every syllable with his personality. And so I went on studying
The Christian Herald, and I am reading it to-day. He who
reads it and understands its policy, will walk in the ways of
the Lord, I am sure.

I came in touch with another work of his—the Bowery Mis-
sion. I think it is possibly the greatest institution of its Kind
in the world. When Dr. Klopsch spoke there, you will believe
me when I say, I was stepping upon holy ground. When I

saw many men, weary, heavy-laden, and when I heard the
Gospel of the New Testament, I said 'blessed,' and the Old
Testament, I said 'blessed' ; and it was Dr. Klopsch who loved
it and worked for it. Our rabbis tell us that the righteous of
all nations shall inherit the kingdom of heaven. Dr. Louis
Klopsch was righteous and nj was good, and, therefore, though
of a different faith, it is my feeling that he will inherit the

The Memorial Meeting in New York

kingdom of heaven. Let this be our prayer, that when we shall

all meet our Father, we shall see him side by side there as our
brother himself.

Bishop J. H. Darlington, who made the principal

address, spoke of Dr. Klopsch as the "friend of the

whole world, raising millions of money for those

hungering unto death. In any great trouble, such

as a famine at the ends of the earth, he would take

up that want and be glad to meet it. It was seizing

the opportunities lying around him that made him a

genius. He was a genius in organizing; not in writ-

ing or speaking, but in using the things about him
which he made into "means of vast good. He discov-

ered Dr. Farrar and his ability to preach to the

children, that he might bring them to the feet of the

dear Master.
"It is only a short time ago that I was at the

Bowery Mission, when it was visited by the President

of the United States. As I stood there, the boys in

their rough way gave three cheers for 'Bill and the

Bish'; and I thought they were not cheering the

right man. I little thought hat night that so soon

the end would come to Dr. Klopsch."

The singing of the "Bible Verses" by the children

of Mont-Lawn was beautifully rendered, and made
a deep impression on the audience.

Chairman Moody then paid a brief, but eloquent,

tribute to the late Dr. Klopsch, as "a Christian great

in his deeds, who dared with great daring deeds of

magnitude which many would have shrunk from.
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His sympathy extended beyond geographical bar-
riers, and made him a great foreign missionary in

the best sense; a great home missionary in the truest
sense, and a loyal and de-

voted city missionary also."

Dr. O. S. Marden was the
next speaker. He repre-
sented the publishing inter-

ests in which Dr. Klopsch
was so active. In the course
of his address, he said:

I met Dr. Klopsch last at a
banquet in Washington given by
the Periodical Association of
America, of which he was an offi-

cer. The President of the United
States was there. Dr. Klopsch sat
at my table and seemed to enjoy
the occasion as much as any. He
was taken ill that very night. I

never saw him alive again. He
was thought very highly of by the
Periodical Association, which rep- Mr. W. R. Moody, Chaurnam
resents something like fifty differ-
ent magazines and periodicals.

Mr. Klopsch started in New York poor, and made his own
career, and if all those who have been befriended by him should
wish to come to this memorial service, the highway from the
Battery to Central Park would be black with the people who
have been helped by his marvelous life. More than that, there
are probably one hundred thousand people alive to-night who
would have starved but for this man's remarkable ability and
organizing energy, his far-seeing sagacity and business ability.
He founded orphanages all over the world. But right here at
home was one of the greatest of his works, as represented by
the children here to-night. I never saw a man enter into child-
life so absolutely as did Dr. Klopsch. I understand that over
forty thousand children from the East Side, poor, pale, many
ill, have been taken to the Home upon the Hudson—Mont-Lawn—and had two or three weeks' vacation. Think of it. Over
forty thousand children ! And who of us can tell how many of
these he has saved from going wrong because he befriended
them, and how many would have been dead but for this man ?

If we could ask Dr. Klopsch to-night what gave him the most
satisfaction, what do you suppose it would be? He would point

to these children, who have been saved
and helped, and to the men saved at
the Bowery Mission. It is only what
we give away that we save. It is only
what we render to others that survives
death. We cannot carry a penny
across the Great River, but we can
carry good deeds ; and Dr. Klopsch
would say that many of the things we
appreciate were mere rubbish. And
he would give us another lesson—to do
our work while we live. We plan to

do good works. Men accumulating
money, intend to do much for some
good purpose ; but Dr. Klopsch gave us
a lesson in doing good while we live.

Chairman Moody again in-

troduced the children, who sang
most sweetly the "Glory Song."

Rev. Wallace MacMullen of-

fered a prayer, after which
Chairman Moody introduced
Mr. Irving Bacheller, whO'
spoke briefly. He said in part:

Our friend, whom we honor to-night,

preached with bread ; he argued with
human kindness : he prayed with
wheat and corn and forgiveness and
generosity. He baptized with soap
and water. We call it the modern
spirit, but it is really very old. He-
preached a sermon to the hungry
hordes of India—one of the greatest
sermons of history. There were a
million bushels of wheat in it. Louis
Klopsch was essentially a minister
and organizer. His desk was his

pulpit; The Christian Herald the

contribution plate ; every son of

God was his brother. His week
day was as holy as his Sabbath ; his counting-room as conse-

crated as his church ; his note-of-hand as sacred as his Bible :

his business as clean as his religion. We need more such min-
isters. At Bradstreet's his rating was perfect, and I fancy in

the archives of St. Peter it is quite as good. If every man,
woman and child whom he had befriended in this wide world
should lay a flower upon his grave, a mountain of fragrance
and beauty would arise thereon.

Mr. Moody introduced Rev. Dr. John Wesley Hill,

Metropolitan M. E. Church, New York, who said

:

"Last week, in conversation with President Taft

in Washington, with reference to the rare qualities

and the phenomenal achievements of our departed

friend, our President declared that his late visit to

the Bowery Mission was one of the most inspiring

and delightful events of his life. Then, pausing for

a moment, he said: 'Tell me about the Mission.

Will it stand?' I said: 'It truly will. It has been so

organized and established that it must enlarge and
increase and more and more fulfil the vision which
its founder had concerning it.' Then the President

said: 'I have heard that Dr. Klopsch founded a

Children's Home somewhere. Where is it? Tell me
about it.' I told him about it; and then he asked

what sort of a memorial would be established to the

memory of this great and good man. I told him that

an effort had already been projected by the friends,

of Dr. Klopsch to endow the Children's Home. 'Well,''

he said, as I left him, 'keep me advised as to that

movement, for when the time comes, I want to send!

Continued on next page
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A Notable Appreciation

IT was a graceful and spontaneous tribute that was

paid to the memory of Dr. Klopsch by the gather-

ing of professional and business men and women
in New York on April 14. Through all the addresses

there ran a note of deep and sincere admiration for

the character and work of the man who, through his

far-reaching benevolences, and aided by a great

army of godly people, had been the means of doing

so much good to others. Men of every denomination

and every station in life, from President down to

the humblest citizen, have been impressed with the

value of that work to humanity, and by speech or

message they freely expressed their views on the

subject. Over all else, in the universal estimation,

was Dr. Klopsch's love for the children; and the

majority of the speakers showed this by their elo-

quent appreciation of the orphanage work and of

the helpful and beneficent influence of the Children's

Home at Mont-Lawn, which Dr. Klopsch founded,

and where 40,000 little children of the poor have been

summer guests in the last fifteen years. Over the

gates of Mont-Lawn he inscribed the beautiful

words of Froebel : "I love God and little children"

—

and these furnished the real keynote of his life-

work, although it had many other ramifications.

This latest public expression of approval must be

exceedingly grateful to all who have co-operated

with him in his various charities.

The "Violent Si^erhood" Here?

WHEN the little group of malcontents in the

National Suffrage Convention hissed the Pres-

ident while he was delivering his address of welcome,
the other day, they gave to this country its first ex-

perience of the tactics that have disgraced the move-
ment in England, and which won for a class of

reckless and ill-bred agitators the unenviable name
of "the violent sisterhood." With his usual keenness
of perception, the President quickly comprehended
the situation. He saw at a glance that the offenders

were a little group by themselves, and in no sense

representative of the sentiments or manners of the

convention as a whole. He is an old campaigner,
and was more than equal to the occasion. "Ladies,"
said he, with his most pervasive smile, "you show
yourselves capable of exercising that degree of

self-restraint which is necessary to meet a political

situation." This pointed and diplomatic rebuke,
delivered in perfect good nature, was roundly ap-
plauded. But the incident cannot fail to create an
unfortunate impression among thoughtful people
everywhere. If we are to believe the claim that
the suffrage will be an uplifter and purifier in

politics, how are we to harmonize that claim with
an illustration of discourtesy like this, which is quite
on a level with methods that are bitterly denounced
abroad? Such an incident does more damage to a
deserving cause than a dozen conventions can
rectify.

Still House-Cleaning

ONE of the most noted professors of history in this
country once said that the four most important

offices in the Unit^.d States were the Presidential,
those of Secretary of State, Speaker of the House,
and Governor of New York,—the latter, of course,
because of the State's great population, wealth and
importance in the sisterhood of States. The present
Governor of the Empire State, though he does not
care for the spectacular features of political life,

has had the eyes of the nation upon him for a long
time, and his general policy as Governor has met
with approval. His winning fight with the race-track
men is still fresh in the public mind. He has always
considered that the business of the State should be
run on an honest business basis for the people

—

something which causes the professional politicians
to shake their heads, and the people to express their
approvaL

The Governor has been called "cold-blooded." Per-

haps he is, but whatever cold chills he has given to

anybody have been to the type of legislator who
has yet to find out that a public office is a public

trust, and that in the business of the State "graft"

should no more be tolerated than it would be in a
private business. The Governor has just sent a mes-
sage to the Senate and Assembly making a firm

demand to investigate what use has been made of

corrupt or improper means to promote or defeat leg-

islation. The recent Allds investigation is fresh in

the public mind, and the Governor also remembers it.

Recent facts concerning the way in which insurance
bills were passed or defeated have also come to light,

and the Governor thinks it about time the people

should know who is serving them well and who is

not. There are a number in the Sonate and House
who are not pleased with the thought of an investi-

gation; but it looks as if Mr. Hughes would again
insist on house-cleaning, and the representatives

will have to agree. It is not pleasant, but the

political health of the Empire State will be better

for it, and no honest man need fear the light. It is

the others who are nervous.

Seeking "New Things"

THERE are so many different philosophies and
theologies nowadays that the description of the

Athenians in the time of Paul—that they were con-

stantly seeking after some "new thing"—might very

well be applied to present conditions. A distin-

guished theologue has recently written a book on
the modern substitutes for religion, in which he dis-

cusses various "new things," although in reality

they are very old. Among them he enumerates the

"Religion of Morality," the "Religion of the Uni-
verse," otherwise Pantheism, and the "Religion of

Humanity," otherwise Theism without Christ. With
regard to the first, he reaches the conclusion that

"Morality is variable and conventional—a mere
arbitrary arrangement which can be dispensed with
by the emancipated soul"—and he adds that the lit-

erature which assumes that religion is obsolete

"does not as a rule suffer itself to be much ham-
pered by the fetters of morality." With regard to
Pantheism, instead of being saved in Christ "the
Pantheist is lost in contemplation of a universal
God." In humanity he finds that to hold the dic-

trines of Theism without reference to Christ is to

deprive them of their most sublime illustration and
their most convincing truth. Thus far there has
been no substitute found for Christianity. Christ
is to-day, more than in any previous age, "the hope
of the world."

Child Criminals
T^HE child criminal is the product of the wrong
-*- side of society. In one of Dickens' novels, he
described with his unerring pen the manner in which
children were taught to steal by an accomplished
older thief. In our larger cities, there can be no
doubt that children are employed to help grown-up
criminals in their nefarious schemes. Other means
are at work besides those of direct teaching and
example to start young boys and girls on their first

steps on the down grade. There are neglected little

fellows, who get their food where they can, who
huddle together and sleep in alleys and cellars, whose
life from the cradle is a battle with want, and to
whom vice is familiar from the time they can speak.
These children grow up as naturally and inevitably
to prey upon the community as more fortunate
children grow to be its pride and defense. What
are we to do for delinquent children?
Judge Lindsey has pointed the way, and in some

of our larger towns children's courts are conducted
fully as much with a view to the betterment of the
children as to their punishment, when they are
detected in crime. What we need most of all is a
spirit of Christian love that shall lead the fathers
and mothers in happy homes to see what thev can
practically do for outcast and outraged childhood.
Then there should be a determined effort to do
away with vile literature. The stories read by
child criminals incite them to emulate deeds that
lead to their own destruction.

His Good Works Remembered
Continued from, preceding page

my check as my personal tribute to the charact
and achievements of Dr. Louis Klopsch.'
"We are too near his mempry to fully appreciai

his greatness. One must stand back from the mou
tain in order to behold its magnitude. We shall r
forget him. There are moments when he seems f
removed from us. But I think he has only stepp
around the corner."
Judge Arthur S. Tompkins, of Nyack, N. Y., ma

a speech that deeply impressed the meeting. 1

said in part:
ComiriK from the summer home of Dr. Klopsch, and the sc(

of his splendid work for the children whom he loved and serv
I count it a very great privilege to have a little part in t

appropriate memorial service. In his death, countless thousai
into whose lives he brought sunshine and cheer and hope, hi
lost a loving and generous friend, and the world has lost c

of its big men, and one of its great benefactors. Few men hf
touched so many hearts and influenced so many lives for go
His was a world-wide love, as broad as the continent and
deep and intense as the needs of his fellow men. His gen
pnd capacity for great enterprises, his business acumen,
fertility of resources, his energy and courage and enthusia
enabled him to overcome every obstacle and surmount eve
difficulty, and solve every problem, and achieve singular succ
in every undertaking, and enabled him to do works of char
and benevolence and philanthropy that have startled and ama-/
the world. And to-night the world is better and sweeter a
purer, and heaven is richer because he lived and loved a
wrought. The Christlike spirit that has made this the ve

golden age of philanthropy and benevolence was exemplified
i

the life of our friend. What must be his reward for all t

activities of mind and heart and means ; for the spiritual a
moral and physical well-being of men and women all the wo
over? There is no arithmetic by which his benefactions can
counted. The sum total of his kindly deeds and his charital
acts will never be known this side eternity. But we rejoi

that the great works that he inaugurated are to continue. Tru
his labors, his works do follow him. He sowed harvests th

coming generations will reap. He started some streams
work and influence that will flow on and on forever.

The Bowery Mission Choir then sang "It is W(
With My Soul," the audience singing the chorus.

Rev. Ferdinand C. Iglehart was the last speake
He said Dr. Klopsch was most Christlike in h

love for children. At Mont-Lawn they climbed upc
him, put their arms about his neck, and kissed hii

and he was happy, and young; and they were hapi
because he was with them. The speaker happen*
to be in Washington just a few days after the deal

of Dr. Klopsch. "President Taft asked me about tl

institutions which had been founded, and I told hi

that his family and those he had gathered about hi

in his institutions promised to continue the beautif
work he had done. The great ones of the earth kne
and honored him; the men in the Bread Line wo
shiped him; the children loved him. 'Bury me i

Sleepy Hollow,' he said when he lay dying, 'so thi,

I can look out upon Mont-Lawn.' It was the appj -

of his eye, and on fair days the children can loc

out upon Sleepy Hollow and see the grave of the

benefactor. And so long as there shall ring tl

merry laugh of childhood; so long as there shall 1

the appreciation of the true, the beautiful, the goo'

the heroic in human conduct, so long will this maj t

live in the hearts and interests of our countrymen] •

After the singing of the Doxology, Chairma
Moody asked the Rev. Stephen Merritt to pronounc
the benediction. The meeting closed at 10 P.M.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER

Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

World's Deeped Marble Quarry

rHE deepest marble quarry in the world is at

West Rutland, Vt., where the workmen are

operating stone-cutting machines between

iiree and four hundred feet below the surface of

16 earth.

Marble is not blasted from its position as some

ay suppose. It is too valuable to be shattered. Cut-

nc is therefore resorted to, and the stone is freed

om its position in huge rectangular blocks weigh-

g many tons. It is this method of removing the

one which gives the quarry walls the peculiar

jpearance shown in the illustration.

The channeling machines, as they are called, run
ick and forth on rails, the drills with which they

e equipped being driven with great force down-
ard into the stone, cutting a slit or channel about
1 inch wide. By means of powerful drills, holes

•e then bored horizontally in the exposed face of

e rock at the desired depth, and in these holes

adges are driven to complete the work of detach-

,g the marble from its bed.

To the uninitiated it mav sound strange to speak
sawing a block of marble into slabs. Yet this is

me much as a log is sawed into boards. There is,

)wever, this difference : It takes only a few see-

ds to convert the log into lumber, but it requires

!any hours to cut a block of marble into slabs.

16 process dates from the times of the ancients,

id with the exception that steam and electric

)wer have been substituted

r hand power marble is being
wed in Vermont and else-

'here to-day just as it was in

aly before the time of Christ

•id the apostles.

'Sand, running water and a

w, consisting of a strip of

;ft iron without teeth, are all

'at is necessary in this pro-

iss. The rough block of stone
placed in position beneath a
t of saws which are worked
,ick and forth by machinery,
stream of water, containing
arp sand in suspension, pours
nstantly over both saws and
one. The sharp edges of the
nd cut the soft marble as the
rip of iron grinds the small
irticles of silicon back and
rth against it. Twenty or
'irty hours are needed to cut
rough a block five feet thick,
fter this the slabs are pol-
|ied. They are then ready for
e market.
Vermont leads the world in

e production of this kind of
me. Perhaps three-fifths of
I the polished marble in the
lited States has been taken
om the quarries of West Rut-
id and its neighborhood. There were marble
|arries at Albastron from which the perfumed
se was made, which Mary used in anointing her
>rd. David in making mention of the materials
had prepared for the building of the temple, after
eaking of the gold, silver, brass, iron, wood and
ecious stones of various colors, makes this refer-
ce to the product of the quarries:
ind marble stones in abundance. (I. Chron. 29 : 2.)

•sepy Grass

Experiments by the Carnegie Institution have
;lled attention to a peculiar kind of grass, well
jjown to the Indians of New Mexico, which puts
amals to sleep. Cattle eating it will lie down and
;^ep from twelve to twenty-four hours at a time.
'•>ws turned out for a day, who fail to return at
At, can often be found, in a stupor, in districts
lere this grass grows. Fortunately, there are no
effects from this kind of pasture. There are

jftain engagements and amusements that put
'instians asleep, and the slumber is by no means
rmless, but if undisturbed becomes the sleep of
ath. The apostle makes reference to this condi-
n in these words:
wake thou that sleepcst. and arise from the dead, and Christ
" snve thee light. (Eph. 5 : 14.)

•dest Woman on Earth

There is a tall, thin woman, with face full of
ymkles, almost blind and deaf, with form bent over,
'10 IS said to be the oldest woman in the world. It
1 Frau Dutkiewiez, residing at Posen, Germany,

who lately celebrated her one hundred and twenty-
fifth birthday. By a strange coincidence, her son,
who was in his ninetieth year and was a priest of the
Jesus Church in Posen, fell dead of heart disease at
the altar where he was celebrating' mass on the one
hundred and twenty-fifth anniversay of his mother's
birth. The prophet foretold added longevity to
earthly life at the ushering in of the kingdom of
Christ. There is a manifest increase in the average
length of human life, as the ideas and spirit of
Christ are disseminated. In his description of this
added length of life the prophet says:
There shall be no more thence an infant of days, nor an old man

that hath, not filled his ^days ; for the child shall die an hundred
years old. (Isa. 65 : 20.)

Mission Worker Slain

Rev. Frank Skala, editor of the Bohemian Chris-
tian Journal, and an active mission worker, preached
a sermon in the little Congregational Church in
Wood's Run, a suburb of Pittsburg, Pa., on martyr-
dom. After referring to the spirit of the ancient
martyrs, inspired with Christian enthusiasm, he
said that any moment God should want his life, he
would be ready to lay it down. As he left the
church, followed by at least a hundred foreigners,
a raggedly dressed and collarless man rushed up
behind the leader, and pressing a revolver against
Skala's head, fired twice, killing him instantly. A
brother mission worker who threw up his hand, as
if to ward off the weapon from his friend, was also

Interior of the Great Marble Quarry at West Rutland, Vt.

shot in the head and seriously wounded. The assas-
sin was Jan Radovitch. A moment before he had
meekly read from juvenile leaflets in the Sunday
School led by Skala, and had sat in the back pew of
the church during the regular sermon, and hear!
the man say he was ready for death at any moment.
There is not a particle of doubt that the assassin
was insane. The question of his sanity ought to

have kept him in confinement or under special care.

The faithful Christian worker's readiness for death
was tested sooner than he expected, and as he was
fed on the bread of life and ready for his translation,
his tragical death even was a triumph. It will not
make much difference to us how or when we shall

go, if Christ shall be our life. The text from which
Mr. Skala preached his sermon on the martyrs was:

I am that bread of life. (John 6 : 48.)

Millions in Lame Mule Track

H. W. Campbell, a machinist of Vermont, took up
a homestead in Dakota Territory in 1883. His
earthly possessions included a few farming imple-
ments, a plow, a wagon, a lame mule and a long-
horned ox. The ox and mule yoked together broke
the sod and put in the crop of wheat. The rains
came, the water fell on the loose sandy soil, sank
into the ground and disappeared as fast as it fell,

and when the long hot days of the sunny summer
arrived the blades of wheat dried up and died.

Other farmers had similar experiences, and thou-
sands of settlers were compelled to return East to
their old homes. Campbell looked over his ruined
field for the last time before starting back to Ver-
mont, and noticed that in the tracks made by his old

lame mule, where the soil was packed by the weight
of the animal, the wheat had grown strong and tall.

As the result of this observation, South Dakota
harvests one of the largest wheat crops of any
State in the Union, and is filled with prosperous
farmers, and the bankrupt owner of the lame mule
is the owner and operator of a hundred acres in
North Dakota, 640 acres in Midland County, Texas;
320 acres near Plain View, Tex.; 320 acres at Hold-
redge. Neb.; 640 acres at Medicine Hat, Alberta,
and a section in South Dakota. The good stalks of
grain growing in the mule tracks and surrounded
by puny stems set Campbell to thinking, from which
he evolved a new system of farming. He first made
a simple roller, with which he packed the ground
down hard on the fresh-sown wheat. Then he built
a factory, and afterward many others, for the pro-
duction of machines that would better roll the fields,

which machines are used not only in this country,
but in other countries of the world. Season after
season his neighbors' crops would all fail, while his
fields would yield a bumper crop. He told the peo-
ple that he put a cistern under his ground and put
a lid on it. The cistern was the natural moisture
and the lid the pressed ground at the top. He said:
"Here is one of my secrets: I sow only about 20
pounds of wheat to the acre, while the experts are
sowing a bushel and a half. This year I raised 67
bushels per acre on my Nebraska farm. The State
experimental farm, right across the road from my
place, yielded about 1.5 bushels per acre. I have
gotten as high as 200 heads of wheat from one grain,

and it all came about because
my old mule walked across my
wheat field twenty-five years
ago."
The late E. H. Harriman, as

he once passed through the
great wheat country of the
West, held out his hand to Mr.
Campbell, who was in his pri-

vate car, and said: "If the
Union Pacific gave you $1,000,-
000 every year it could not pay
you for its increased freight
from your work." More and
more the fact is being realized
that the farmer must till his
soil with his brains as well as
with his fingers and mule and
ox. Most of the great discov-
eries that have promoted hu-
man progress have been the
result of the observation of the
most simple and apparently
unimportant facts, like the dis-

covery of 3,000,000 acres in the
track of a lame mule. If he
who makes two blades of grass
to grow where one grew before,
or two heads of wheat where
one grain grew before, is a
benefactor, how much greater
debt of gratitude does the
public owe to the man who

makes two hundred heads of wheat grow where one
grain gi-ew before! It is of importance that the
spiritual husbandman use brain as well as hand and
heart to devise the best method of producing a boun-
tiful harvest, that there may be no failure in the
wheat field any year, and that from the grains of
Christian truth and love which we scatter there may
spring up thousands of acres of harvests, to be gath-
ered full ripe in their season. While some of the
seed we scatter will fall on the highway, and some
among thorns, it will be well for us to do in the spir-
itual what the Dakota farmer did in the material
realm—scatter our grain in good ground, that we
may have a harvest of a hundredfold.
And other fell on Rood ground, and sprang up, and bare fruit a

hundredfold. (Luke 8: 8.)

A Tired Pigeon

When the Campania landed at New York City
recently, there was a sick and tired carrier pigeon
in the cabin of the captain. The bird sought refuge
in the rigging of the ship when she was five hun-
dred miles from Newfoundland and approaching
American shores. A silver ring on one of its legs
bore the inscription, "Lafayette Bordeaux." It is

believed that the pigeon winged its silent way one
thousand three hundred miles before its strength
gave out and it flew into the rigging of the ocean
liner. This exhausted carrier pigeon is the type of
many a human s^ i which flies until at last it finds
the rigging of the ship with its refuge and its rest.

The Psalmist thus describes the search of the rest-
less heart for rest in the flight of a bird

:

Oh that I had wings like a dove! then would I fly away, and be at
rest. (Ps. 55 : 6.)
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CENSUS-TAKERS HARD AT WORI
Pliotos by. Fawcett
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E. D. Durand, Director of the Census Headquarters, United States Census Bureau United States Census Enumerator at Wc

THIS is a big country. We all know that, for the

politicians and the orators are telling us so

every week, and they say that there are so

many millions of us here under the Stars and

Stripes, and then they roll out the supposed figures,

added to the census of 1900, with an enthusiasm

that makes all of us in the audience sit up a bit

straighter and think what a wonderful people we
really are. In a very few weeks, however, the

speech-maker will have to drop out those conven-

ient words and phrases, such as "about," and

"more," and "numberless multitude," and give the

number exactly, or every one who hears him will be

able to tell him the figures; for Uncle Sam has

thousands of enumerators out taking the facts for

the census of 1910.

Many competent observers are guessing as to the

result, but their estimates vary greatly, being

several millions apart. Of course, these unofficial

statisticians have some statistics to go by in formu-
lating their guesses, for some of the States take a
census half way between the dates of the national

census and they note the rate of increase in one or

more States and then apply it to others. It will be
found, however, that States, like people, have times
when "they weigh more than they look" and some
of our Western commonwealths are expected to send
in some remarkable figures to pass under the deft

fingers of the workers at the tabulating machines
in the Census Bureau at Washington.

"Census taking" began on Friday, April 15, at

eight o'clock A.M., when seventy thousand enumera-
tors in every State and Territory, all wearing-

bright badges marked "Census of 1910," knocked on
the first door in their districts and asked question
number one on the inquiry schedule prepared by
Director Durand and his assistants. Over one
thousand of the enumerators are women. The
enumerators will take from ten to thirty days to

complete their assigned tasks. The announcement
of the results will be given out about forty days

after the first names are taken. Over the regular

census takers are special inspectors numbering
three thousand, and three hundred supervisors.

The enumerators, after being carefully selected

from a large number of candidates, were put

through a course of special instruction, receiving

from men well-versed in the subject a variety of

pointers on ways to expedite the work. Above all

else they were urged to be tactful; a little of it at

the beginning of an interview with a suspicious
person saving much trouble and securing what the
questioners wish to know. People need not fear
that their next door neighbors are to find out just
what they have told the enumerators; the informa-
tion is for the government alone, and the census
takers are pledged not to divulge a word of the
answers they receive. The penalty foi- a breach of
this order is a fine of $5,000 and one year's im-
prisonment. So certain are the officials of the relia-

ble character of the enumerators that they do not
expect any trouble of this kind.
The following questions are asked among others:

"Are you the head of the family?" As the man of
the household will probably be at work when the
enumerator calls, the woman of the household will

have here a chance to show her magnanimity, even
if she is a woman uffragist, and admit that her
absent spouse holds that title. The enumerators do
not question that she is "the power behind the
throne." The enumerators are not around for the
purpose of registering jokes, and questions such as
these are expected to be answered truthfully and
fairly. There might be some after-inquiries which
would not be at all pleasant if the exact truth were
not given.
Then the question is asked: "Are you married?

how many children have you?" Then comes the
question: "Is your mother-in-law living with you?"
Women are certainly coming to the front, for the
questioner does not ask concerning the whereabouts
of father-in-law. Evidently he is a negligible
quantity in the political economy of the twentieth

century household. The full name of every pei

in the house, with sex and age at last birth(

,

is put down. The women will be asked whet
they are single, married, or divorced, and how m
children they have had. The foregoing quest
and a few others will be put down in the enum^
tor's long book, and then he moves on to the i

house.

In the country districts taking the census i

comparatively easy matter, providing the dogs
tied up. An earnest appeal is made by the Cer
Bureau that all dogs should be securely chaine(
order that nothing may occur which would disi

the pleasure of the enumerator's visit. It will :

be the best possible plan for the dog owners to
low, for there is no open season on census tak
and they are under the full protection of the 1

and the most careless can perceive that no enun
ator can put down correctly the facts he has

,

heard if a large brindle bull pup keeps wandei
about his person with a meditative eye dire(

toward the man's nether limbs, evidently cogitat
on the old saying that the sweetest meat lies nea:
the bone.
The greatest difficulty will be experienced in

large cities, where there are many foreigr
who do not speak English and who are suspici
of any one who wishes to write down their nai
in a book. They have visions of taxes and c

scription. The President's proclamation was prir
in twenty-two foreign languages. The Chinese
particularly worried over the census, and the pi

lamation in their language has their consular ;

attached to calm their fears.
Greater New York will be a stupendous task

the enumeratoi's and 3,128 enumerators will be
at work. The large cities will be divided into ;

tions of forty blocks. It is hoped that here, as e

where, the advance campaign of information
reached most of the people and will help the h;

working census taker to make this the most compl
census we have ever had. R. S. B

WASHINGTON HAS THE SECOND PEACE PALACE
AN imposing and beautiful structure,

.ii- the second great "peace palace"

which Andrew Carnegie has given to

the world, will be dedicated with im-

posing ceremonies at Washington on
the afternoon of April 26. Representa-
tives of all the independent nations on
this continent will take prominent part
in this novel "house warming," and
President Taft, who will make the
principal address on this occasion, has
stated that he considers the dedication
one of the most important international
events in the history of the American
seat of government.
The philanthropist who made possi-

ble the erection of this beautiful new
million-dollar marble edifice has been
wont, in his public addresses, to refer
to the institution as a "peace palace."
Its significance as a temple of peace
arises from the fact that it is the func-
tion and object of the Pan-American
Bureau to promote fraternity and good
feeling between the various nations of
the New World.

This unique bureau, maintained
jointly by the more than a score of
governments in the International
Union of American Republics, was es-
tablished in 1890 as the outgrowth of

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, April 27.

the first international conference of the
American republics which was held
that year on the initiative of James G.
Blaine, then Secretary of State. The
headquarters of the Pan-American
Bureau have always been in Washing-
ton, but the unpretentious rented
quarte--s in which the institution has

been housed have grown more and
more inadequate as the activities of
the Bureau have expanded. A few
years ago it was decided to ask the
various governments to contribute to
a common fund for the erection of a
suitable building designed especially
for the institution. The Congress of

The New Bureau of American Republics in Washington

19J0. Page 418

the United States set the ball roll ;:

with an appropriation of $200,(

,

and the various Latin-American rep -

lies made a contribution of $50,000)

foot up a total of about $250,000.
Just at this juncture Andrew C -

negie became deeply interested in '

work of the institution designed tob 1

in closer unity the independent sta;

of this side of the Atlantic, and offe I

to erect a temple of peace that sho 1

be to North and South America wl

The Hague tribunal is to the world
large. Mr. Carnegie donated the s

of $750,000 for the building and :

International Bureau was thus enab
to use the quarter of a million dolli;

for the purchase of a site.

The tract chosen as a setting

this exceptionally imposing buildini

located south of the White House
overlooking the Potomac River. Itj

in the midst of what was a few yei

ago a low, swampy, and unattract

section of Washington, but now, thari

to the wonderful transformation whi'

has been worked within the past f

years, it is truly an ideal place. It

situated in the very midst of what \y

at no distant day, be the most beauti)

section of the national capital.

Waldon Fawcett.
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About What Do We Talk? By MARGARET E. SANGSTER
'F we happen to overhear the talk of women in

a public conveyance it is usually about new
- fashions in dress, new recipes in cooking, or the

ogress of children in school. This is quite as it

•lould be. The woman who is indifferent to dress

id does not care how she looks or what she wears
• how her children appear when they go to school

id to church is not really interested in the affairs

woman's world. Whether sleeves are full or

:impy, long or short, whether skirts are to trail on

.16 ground or be finished at comfortable walking
ngth, whether Mary is to have a new frock, or

)hn a new suit, are matters that concern the wife

id mother. Listen, if you choose, as you sit in a
'lilway train, to the conversation of the men around
)u, and you will observe that their range is no
ider than that of the women passengers. Men talk

hen together about politics, stocks, trade and busi-

3ss prospects. Wo-
en talk about mat-
rs in their own line,

id these usually re-

r in one or another
ay to housekeeping
id home-m a k i n g .

iroadly speaking,
pusekeeping is wo-
lan's vocation. Mar-
ed or single, she can-
it help taking a vivid

i^rsonal interest in

hatever belongs to

e realm of horn?. A
•w recipe for a des-

rt gives a woman
easure. When she
ies it and finds that
turns out well her

itisfaction is com-
icte. When Owen
.ister wrote Lady
altimore thousands

I
women who were

different to the
cry were quite ex-

ited about the cake
'om which it was
•imed. If somebody
. the South, in the
ly when the novel
es new, sent some-
:)dy at the North a
idy Baltimore cake,
raightway friends
id neighbors were
lied in to test its

cellence, and good
poks immediately
)ied their hand in
a k i n g one them-
Ives.

Mothers and aunts
joy repeating the
iver sayings of chil-
en, and as the little ones grow into adolescence
eir school trials and triumphs furnish food for
ggestion and comparison of views. The mother
lose daughter is in the high school or whose son
at college has plenty to say on the subject of
ucation. Usually what she says is worth consid-
ation and repays attention. It is the mother's
rt, particularly in the case of a young daughter,
be sure that she neither neglects study nor over-
)rks, and a group of mothers discussing the length
tasks, the hygiene of the schoolroom and the ad-
ntage and disadvantage of athletics rarely find
nversation dull.
In the Woman's Club, if you please, conversation
carried forward on a high plane. The breadth
d scope of the topics discussed by women, when
ey meet to read papers and give attention either
past or present, would prove astonishing to

e average man. A club programme arranged for
season is as serious in intention and as thought-
lly carried out in detail as the curriculum of an
vanced class in an in.stitution of learning. The
cabulary of women has been enlarged and en-
'hed by the practice they have had in study and
<cussion in their literary clubs.

THE AULD MITHER
A H ! dinna chide the mither

;

'^ Ye may na hae her lang ;

Her voice, abune your baby rest,
Sae saftly crooned the sang

;

She thought ye ne'er a burden.
She greeted ye wi' joy,

An' heart an' hand in tendin' ye,
Foun' still their dear employ.

Her han' has lost its cunnin".
It's tremblin' now and slow.

But her heart is leal and levin'.
As it was lang ago !

An' though her strength may wither.
An' faint her pulses beat,

Nane will be like the mither,
Sae steadfast, true an" sweet

!

Ye maun revere the mither.
Feeble an' auld an' gray ;

The shinin' ones are helpin' her
Adoon her evenin' way !

S'

A HOME- IN WESTPHALIA

THIS interestinK interior gives a pleasant impression of a home among the peasantry of Westphalia. The German character-

istics of thrift and simplicity are evident, and one sees at a glance that the happy family life of the good people is carried

Selfishness in Home Life
ELFISHNESS shows itself in various forms.
One form, not infrequent, is displayed when a
wife is social and a husband the reverse. It

may be the other way. A man may like to have his

friends around him, and his wife may think the
trouble too great that she must take to entertain
them. When, for example, a husband complacently
declares that he is a good provider; that he stints
his family in nothing that has to do with the table,
and yet when he is sullen and gloomy if on coming
home he finds that his wife has a guest, the man
cannot claim to be generous. "I went to call upon
an old schoolmate," said a woman, "and rather to
my surprise she urged me to stay and spend the day.
A little later she told me that her husband, contrary
to his custom, would not be at home until late in
the evening. Unfortunately, he changed his plans
and returned to mid-day dinner. He was, as usual,

curt, rude and dis-

agreeable, and my
friend's embarrass-
ment was a pitiable
thing to see."

If a man loves his
wife he should be
ashamed to cause
her distress on any
side of her nature,
most of all in the
presence of her
friends.
The wife who fails

on her part in mak-
ing home a happy
refuge for her hus-
band is equally self-

ish and at fault. In
married life there
must be concession,
mutual forbearance
and continual cour-
tesy. The selfish

husband and the
selfish wife may
manage to live under
the same roof for a
lifetime, but they
will fail of discov-
ering the secret of
blessedness in mar-
riage. Each must be
willing to live for
the other's daily hap-
piness, and this can-
not be done if self-

ishness prevails.

on without the superfluities of wealth and luxury,
derived from its own mountains.

Westphalia has something of Holland and of Prussia blending with the qualities

A Woman's Garden

Whether you have

Her bairns wha wait her yonder.
Her gude mon gone before

;

She wearies—can ye wonder?

—

To win to that braw shore

!

Ah ! dinna chide the mither

!

O lip, be slow to say
A word to vex the gentle heart
Wha watched your childhood's day ;

Ay. rin to heed the tender voice
Wha crooned the cradle sang.

An' dinna chide the mither, sin*

Ye may na hae her lang !

Margaret E. Sangster.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-AU

—L. R. If you persist in using your eyes when riding on
the train morning and evening, particularly when a hard day's

work comes between your journeys, you will continue to have
trouble. On the smoothest train the focus of vision often
changes. From what you say of your pain and difficulty of

sight, I judge you should consult your oculist.

—Perplexed Maiden. I do not understand why you are em-
barrassed when two friends call upon you on the same evening-

The one who comes first should first take leave. If the two
appear determined to sit each other out you cannot help your-
self. It is usually good form for a girl's mother to give a
welcome to young men who visit her daughter. Your idea of

keeping your mother in the background is opposed both to good
sense and to the fashion of good society.

a large space for
your garden, or only
a little strip in a back
yard, your wish is to

make the most of your opportunity. The woman
who loves flowers longs for plants in bloom. Some-
times she chooses to set out, from year to year, those
which give her returns in color and fragrance the
first season. Either she goes to the flower market
and pui'chases blooming plants, which she at once
transfers to the ground, or she plants seeds and
bulbs that must be renewed every year. She is paid
for her trouble to a certain extent, but is less well
paid than if she sets her heart and spends her time
and money on the planting of perennials. Peonies,
hollyhocks, phlox and lilies, poppies and golden-glow
repeat themselves from year to year, and before
many seasons are a joy to the beholder. They can-
not be depended upon to show their finest results the
first year after they are planted. Wait until the
second and the third, and your garden will be a blaze
of glory.

As for vines, do not omit the honeysuckle, that
grows so rapidly and blooms so profusely that it

seems to be the symbol of household joy. Plant the
crimson rambler and the clematis, and any other
richly-blossoming vine for which you have room, and
incidentally gain health and vigor while you watch
your perennial plants.

I
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR

I

CHAPTER NINE—Co»ttr?med

DURING the day the crowd con-

stantly increased, and the bells

and drums—muffled and melan-

choly voices—never ceased reminding

it of the purpose for which it was
there. Letters were mysteriously found

and placards spoke from every wall,

orators at every corner were threaten-

ing destruction of life and property to

any one who should in any way give a

stamp, or take a stamp, or delay busi-

ness for the want of a stamp. A letter

addressed to Governor Golden, which
had been posted in the Merchants'
Coffee House all day, was delivered to

him towards evening by an unknown
hand. It assured him of his fate if he
did not solemnly make oath that he
would not execute the Stamp Act.

As the day waned, the crowd con-

stantly increased, and the tumult of

it was terrifying. Katrina and Vir-

ginia were running to and from the

garden gate constantly, for they were
sick with fear, and had seen no one all

day to relieve their anxiety. But about
dark Jan came home.
"On my feet all day I have been,

Katrina," he said. "A dreadful day it

has been, Katrina, but not one stamp
has been used, that is certain."

"Is the trouble over then, Jan?"
"It is only beginning. Colden got a

letter to-day which threatened his life

unless he swore not to execute the de-

testable Act."
"Did he?"
"What he did was to send for the

troops from Turtle Bay, and march
them through the crowd to the fort.

He frightened no one, and a very un-
pleasant march the troops had, for
they were jeered and taunted at every
step, and had been forbidden by Gen-
eral Gage to answer any insult offered

them."
"A wise man is General Gage."
"That is true. If Colden were as

wise it would be better. What think
you he did, in answer to the letter

threatening his life?"

"You told us, fader," said Vir-
ginia, "that he sent for the troops
from Turtle Bay."

"Yes, and then he ordered men to
spike the Copsy Battery cannon."
"But did not the cannon belong to

the government?"
"To the merchants of New York the

cannon belonged."
"And oh, Jan, what will be the end

of it?"

"The Mayor and Aldermen are pow-
erless. I left them in council at the
City Hall."
"Talking and counseling is no

good."
"No good is anything unless Colden

will make some concessions. The peo-
ple have gone far, and they will go
further. They care not how far they
go. To death they will go, rather than
have one stamp used. I heard Col-
onel Rutgers talking to a crowd on the
Bowling Green, and in a great pas-
sion he was. 'It would be stamps
everywhere,' he said; 'on every bit of
paper we touched, stamps! On our
newspapers, stamps! On our receipts,
stamps! On our bills of exchange,
stamps! Wherever we turned in our
warehouses or stores, stamps! On our
marriage papers, even, stamps! Yes,
even on our burial papers, stamps!
We should go crazy, friends!' he cried
out, 'for every stamp would burn into
our hearts, as the hot iron burns the
brand of slavery into the flesh. Will
you carry in your pockets the sign of
your being bondmen to a power three
thousand miles away? Freebora
Americans, will you do that?' And
there was a shout of 'No! we will not!'
Such a shout, Katrina! It lifted me

off my feet. And as home I walked, I

walked on air. Now I will sleep a

little. Much life men give away when
their blood flows so hot, and their

hearts beat so strong and high."

So Jan went to the sofa, and soon

fell asleep. And Madame turned her

wheel at the fireside, and Virginia sat

still, with closed eyes and folded

hands, and there was not a sound in

the room but the ticking of the clock

and the crackling of the burning logs

on the hearth. But about eight o'clock

there was a noise from the city that
made both women alert, and Virginia
went to the door, and by a motion of
her hand called her mother. The roar
of angry human voices, the sound of

hammers, the blaze and crackling and
smell of fire were all too evident. But
they warned each other by emphatic
motions not to awaken the weary Cap-
tain, and so sat together silent and
fearful until about ten o'clock, when
Arent came noisily into the room.
Then the Captain awoke and asked
hastily

:

"Now, then, what is the matter?"
"Fader, the city has got beyond con-

trol. The men who have come to-day
from far and near will not be talked
to. They came to fight, and are de-
termined to fight. They went to the
fort, they pounded the gate for admit-
tance, they threw bricks and stones
against the walls, they placed their
hands on the tops of the ramparts,
and dai'ed the guards to fire; they
filled the air with shouts of ven-
geance."
"Speak, Arent! has there been

fighting?"
"Not a word or a shot answered

them."
"That Gage must be a "

"No, no, Jan," said Madame; "he is

a wise man. In his heart, too, he may
have some sympathy with the Ameri-
cans."
"Not he! No, indeed!"
"I have heard thee say something

about a brave man feeling always
with the under dog in the fight."

"We are not the under dog! No!
Go on, Arent."
"The Sons of Liberty led by Isaac

Sears "

"Sears, of course. He is always
baring his arms, and shouting 'Come
on, boys!' And pray what did Sears
do?"
"He took the crowd to the Common.

There they erected a movable gallows
and hung Colden's effigy on it amid
threatening shouts. After a time they
carried the gallows to within ten feet
of the gates of the fort. It still held
the effigy of Colden, though it was
torn and riddled with shot. There
they left it swinging."
Jan set his mouth tight, but made

no remark, and it was Virginia who
said:

"It was a shame ! Governor Colden
only did what he believed to be his
duty. I am sorry for him."

"I am not sorry," contradicted Jan.
"Go on, Arent. Is his Excellency's
effigy swinging there yet?"

"No. The last offense of the Gov-
ernor has been to make the soldiers
take down the fort fence facing Broad-
way, so as to expose the citizens to
the fire of the fort, if it was deter-
mined to fire on them."
"What a childish bit of spite and

aggravation!"
"It made the citizens furious. The

boards had been gathered into a pile,
and the idea of burning them came to
every man at the same moment. They
broke into Colden's coach-house, took
out his fine English chariot, and plac-
ing it, and the gallows, the chair, the
effigies, and every movable they could
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find in the coach-house upon the fence
boards, they set the whole on fire."

"That was bad work," said Ka-
trina; "foolish work, too. I like it

not."

"Fiddlesticks!" shouted Jan impa-
tiently. "Did they stop there, Arent?"

"No, many went with the mob so

far, but when they became unmanage-
able and burned all of Major James'
rich furniture, knocked to pieces the
doors, windows, and partitions in his

home, destroyed his summer house,

and desolated his beautiful gardens,
the better class deserted the mob."

"Nothing better Major James had
any right to expect. He and his men
have made the citizens the butt of

their evil tongues. Railing and mock-
ery cost some money. He owed New
Yorkers a big bill. To-night he paid
it. That is well. I have no objections.

What then, Arent?"
"I came here. I could not find

thee, fader, in the crowd, and I was
uneasy. I feared for thee."

"If I had been awake, then I had
been looking for thee. Katrina, your
boy is safe. Feed him now, and see

that to bed he goes. Yes, yes, see to

it. The bed is safer than the streets

for a young man when a riot is on
hand."
Arent flushed and flashed, but a

glance from his mother settled the
question, and he answered, "You are
right, fader. Something nice to eat

my moeder will give me, and then will

come the good sleep. To-morrow will

be another day."
"That is so. Good-night, my boy.

To-morrow may give us what was kept
from us to-day. We can not cross the
stile till we come to it."

But in this case to-morrow brought
no rest and no hope to the insurgent

citizens. Early in the morning the

Governor was assailed by threatening
letters. He was told that nothing but
the Stamps would .satisfy the people,

and that if they were not delivered to

them, the fort would be attacked that

night. Golden .sent for his councillors.

Only a -small minority came, and they
advised him to leave the distribution

of the Stamps to the new Governor,

Sir Henry Moore, who was hourly ex-

pected.
In the meantime message after

message arrived from the people, as-

.scmbled in street conclaves, and the

old man was in a fever of passion. As
he walked the floor of his room in the

fort, he wrung his hands, and railed

at the Ministry, which had left him to

face the consequences of their folly.

Yes, at that hour, he saw the folly of

the Stamp Act, and felt wronged and
indignant enough to say what he saw.

Again he shifted his anger to Sir

Henry Moore. "He is a sneaking

coward!" he cried. "He knows the

strait I am in, and he dilly-dallies at

sea to keep out of trouble and danger.

He ought to have been here weeks ago.

It is only right to leave him to do the

work he was .sent to do."

Acting on this decision he wrote to

the Mayor and Aldermen of the city,

saying, "The Lieutenant-Governor

will not distribute any Stamps, but

will leave the matter to Sir Henry
Moore's action." Further, he offered

to place the Stamps on board the man-
of-war commanded by Captain Ken-

nedy, if the Captain would receive

them; which Captain Kennedy refused

to do. Night was approaching, noth-

ing had been settled, and Sears

shouted to the multitude:

"We will have the papers! In

twentv-four hours we will have

them!" and they answered him with

Hurrahs!
Men of the highest character and

influence patrolled the streets, en-

treating the unruly element to wait a

little longer. Their arguments were

helped by the fact that the next day

was Sunday. ""'
"The crowd flocked to

the churches. They wished to hear
what the dominies and the minister of

Trinity would say. The latter, a

learned, conservative gentleman,

preached what he had been licensed to

preach, that only; politics, with their

uni-uly elements, passed not the door

of the holy place. But in the Middle

Dutch Kirk, Doctor Laidlie fully sat-

isfied those who had gone to hear a
sei'mon suitable to the times. Van
Vroom and Batavius were present, but
the ladies of the family were—as

Madame put it
—"indisposed." It was

the second calling of the banns of
marriage between Batavius and Vir-
ginia, and Batavius was very angry
at Virginia's indisposition. He could
not help feeling that he had been
slighted by Virginia's absence. There-
fore he was angry and far more dis-

posed to discuss the rite than the
sermon.
"We were called amidst a lot of

nobodies," he said in a temper; "and
our names were not spoken out clearly.

I say they were slurred over, and no
more attention paid to Batavius De
Vries and Virginia Van Vroom than
to John Bedloe and Cornelia Hahn;
and Bedloe is one of our teamsters,
and Cornelia a servant girl in the
Rutgers family. I wonder respectable
people tolerate such ways."
"They do not," answei-ed Virginia.

"Respectable people would wait for a
license. I do not intend to tolerate

them."
"Next Sunday, my Virginia, is the

third and last time, and you must tol-

erate them for once. It is not proper
for me to go alone. It does not look
as if you appreciated me."

"I shall not tolerate them next Sun-
day."
"Then I shall not go to kirk either."

"I would not, if I was you."
Jan did not like this conversation,

and he interrupted it by turning to

Katrina, and saying with enthusiasm,
"Katrina, we had a wonderful sermon
from Doctor Laidlie. He knew what
the crowded kirk meant, and no one
went empty away. Many grand
words he said, bold, straight words,
that struck from heart to heart, and
we all of us came away comforted and
stren^'thened."

"Well, then, Jan, hast thou forgot-
ten them all?"

"Do I go to kirk to hear, and for-

get? No. He told us we had a right

to complain—that the voice of the

people was the sword that guarded
them. With all our hearts we mu.st

serve Liberty, and take no wages from
her; more than that, we must give her
our faculties, our gold, our life if it

was necessary, and not only give, but

give gladly, give with both hands.
And then I looked at John Reparreck,
and Bram Borger and others, and I

was pleased in my heart they should
hear such strong words, for eveiy one
knows "

"Then, Jan, if every one knows,
there is no need for thee to say what
they know. Scarce one heart in the
whole world rings true to the very
bottom."

"Astonished am I at thee, Katrina.
Does not thy husband's heart ring
true?"
"Ask thyself, not me."
And Katrina looked at him steadily,

and he answered her not a word. For
what man, going on any warfare, does
not have little withdrawals of con-

fidence in his cause, little doubts and
abandonments, and worst of all, fears
that he is serving virtue, and obeying
conscience, and will get nothing for it?

Dinner and the entrance of Arent
put an end to these uncomfortable re-

flections.

To be continued
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tlieir advertisement on page 423.
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pi(iircts[>(iu from any loss what.soever.

Write today for these 4 fashionable neck-pieces at

the special priceof 55c, before the supply is exhausted

VALENCIA LACE AND EMBROIDERY CO..

Dept. A H. 416 Broadway and 276 Canal St., N.Y.

You Do Wear Stockings Buy"Thcm Right?

Six Months' Wear or Money Refunded
Three Prices: 75c, $1.40 and $2.75 per V2 doz. prepaid; sizes 8H, 9, 9^^, 10

Style 100. Six pairs for 75c. Cotton, seamless, double heels and toes interwoven with

linen thread, more than doubling their wearing qualities. Black or Tan. Sample pair, 13c

Style 510. Six pairs for $1.40. Imported ingrain cotton, lull fashioned, double heels, toes

and soles, unbleached split foot, light weight, exceptional value. Black only. Sample pair, 24r

Style 330. Six pairs for $2.75. Imported ingrain silk lisle, shaped in knitting,

double heels, toes and soles, double garter tops, very fine and gauzy, extraordinary value

Black, Tan or White. Sample pair, 47c.

Slate size and color desired and enclose remittance for whatever quantity and styles

ordered. If not entirely satisfied, return at once—our expense.We prepay all express or mail charges.

We are specialists in Ladies' Shirtwaists, Muslin Underwear, Knit Underwear, Petticoats,

Hosiery and Sweaters. Write to-day for our FREE Illustrated Cata-
logue. Prices and Quality will surprise you.

REUABLE AGENTS WANTED. NATIONAL DRY GOODS CO., 361 West 23d St.. New York City

Hunyadi ~u1
Janos *

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:

Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

CONSTIPATION
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

I

ru Save You
$26:50

on my 1910 Split Hickory Auto-
yoat Bugory. Or, 25% saving
guaranteed on retail priceof any
\fliicle. Made to order. 30days'
road test—2-year guarantee.

Let Me Pay the
Postage on Big

Free Book to You
Shows 125 styles. Also harness

Beautlfu I color-v lews. Prices aBton-
Isliingly low. Write me now.

H. C Plielps. Pres.

The OliioCarriageMfg.Co.

Sta.236, Columbus, O.

Raise Mushrooms
Big Prof its! QuickProf its!

Anybtidy <'an make hi^;

inci'iiie all year raising
Mushrooms at home in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for
all you {:r,>w.

Free Illustrated

Ipstruciian Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, Desk 9
West 48th St. , New York

|§ The AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
Leads the World

THIS OFFER IS NO
CATCH. It Isa solid, fair
T Isq are proposition to fur-
I 1 lirand new, well made
ai d 11 flnislicd cream sep-
1 T omplete. subject to a
long trial and fully guaran-
teed lor 815.'J5. II is dif-
fcient from anything tliat lias
e\tr before been oiTcred.
Skims I quart of milk a min-
ute 1 t or cold, makes thick
or tl in cream and does it
]u t as well as any higher
priced machine. Suitable for
small dairy, hotel, restau-
rant anti private families.
^1 y boy or girl can run it

slttlr g down. The crank Is
01 ly 5 inches long. Just
tl Ink of that! Thebowllsa

I Itary marvel; easily
cleaned and embodies all

r latest improxeratnts.
<j irs run in anti-friction
1 rii gs and thoroughly pro-
tc te 1 Before you ilecide
on a cream separator of any
tiprf ity whiitever. obtjilnonr
SIj proposition. Our lib-
eral long time trial and gen-

erous terms of purchase vill a )fiish you. Our own
(nianulaf lurer s) guar.intec protects you on every
American Separator. We ship immediately. Western
orders filled from Western points. Write us and get
our great offer and handsome freecatalog. AUDKKSS,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.BAi°N°B^'.<!fE*N.v.

O R lEN T AL^}!^^ POLISHER

A Prepared rlmniois Skin without grit or acid to make old
silver look like new. It's a wf.nder—wears for years

Price 50c. Half Size, 35c. Sample 4e. Aeents Wniiled.

THE STILBOMA MFG. CO., Cleveland. O.

Keg. li. b. lat. oa.

Sunday School Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafi

Half the money
spent for chim-

neys would be

saved if every-

body bought
Macbeth "Pearl

Glass" lamp-
chimneys.

Because Mac-

beth lamp-chim-

neys never break

from heat—they

will melt first.

Then they're handsome— clear

—crystalline—and give a lamp a

well-bred look.

Unless my name is on a lamp-

chimney it is not a Macbeth.

I have a book which tells which chimney to get

tor any burner made. It is free. Address

Macbeth, Pittsburt-h.

THE man chained to the bottle has

woe; woe in this world and in the

world to come. His drunkenness pre-

pares the way for calamities, and

drunkards are included among those

who shall not inherit the kingdom of

God (I. Cor. 6:10).

A very zealous and efficient Sunday
School teacher, who had gathered up a

class of boys previously neglected, was

one morning, after the regular lesson,

talking to them about the great evils of

intemperance. Suddenly she said:

"Boys, I wonder how people learn to

drink?" A bright little fellow, stpn of

a publican, said: "I know: by tasting."

And the teacher said: "Do not forget

this: 'Touch not, taste not, handle not,'

and you will never become a drunk-

ard."

The Man Chained to the Bottle Has
Sorrow

The story is told of a group of hand-
some young men, laughing and drink-

ing in a bar-room, when a poor totter-

ing tramp pushed open the door, and
with sad eyes looked at them appeal-

ingly.

"Come in. Senator, and drown your
cares in the flowing bowl!" they said

jeeringly. "I will come in, thank
you," he said, "for I am cold and
hungry." "Take this brandy, Sena-

tor," they said mockingly, "and drink

to our health."
After swallowing the liquor the

tramp gazed at them for an instant,

and then, with a dignity and eloquence

that showed how far he had fallen in

the social scale, he began to speak.

"Gentlemen," he said, "I wish you
well. You and I complete a picture of

my life. I was, alas, a senator. My
bloated face was once as young and
handsome as yours. This shambling
figure once walked as proudly as yours.

I, too, once had a home, and friends,

and position. I had a wife as beautiful

as an artist's dream, and I dropped
the priceless pearl of honor and respect

in the wine cup, and, Cleopatra-like,

saw it dissolve and quafl'ed it down.
I had children as sweet and lovely as

the flowers of spring, and I saw them
fade and die under the curse of a

drunken father. I had a home where
love lit the flame upon the altar and
ministered before it and I put out the

holy fire and darkness and desolation

reigned in its stead. I had aspirations

and ambitions that soared as high as

the morning star, and I broke and
bruised their beautiful wings, and at

last strangled them, that I might be

tortured with their cries no more. To-
day I am a husband without a wife, a

father without a child, a tramp without
a home, a man in whom every good
impulse is dead—all, all swallowed up
in the maelstrom of drink.

"Young gentlemen," he said, as he
passed out into the darkness, "which-
ever way you go—whether you follow

your mothers', wives' or children's

prayers and enjoy their love on earth
and dwell with them in heaven, or

whether you become a saddened soul

forever lost like me—I, I wish you
well." Tears dimmed the eyes of

the young men as they watched a
despairing soul disappear.

Who Hath Contentions?

The man chained to the bottle has
contentions. Did any one ever see a
drunken person who did not show
fight? Possibly when the creature was
"dead drunk" he was peaceful, but
only then. A saloon is always a storm
centre in any community where it is

located. V/e are told that in Italy it

is the custom for the authorities to
shut up a saloon for weeks and even

* International Sunday School Temperance
Lesson for May 8. 1910. Prov. 23 : 29-35. GOLDEN
Text : "At the last it biteth like a serpent and
stinseth like an adder." Prov. 23 : 32.

months when a fight and di.s(

conduct has occurred. It is a pi

not shut up once and for all. B
action saloonkeepers are bound t

the peace.
The man chained to the boti

complainings (babbling). Dr. \

Fothergill, of England, in hi,'^

work on Diet says: "No relianct

ever can be placed on the word
ment, affirmation, or assertion <

orated by solemn oaths of a dri;

for a drunkard is a liar. Ai
holds good of both sexes and al

and everywhere and ever." Thi
awful charge. The worst is, it i'

and it is one of the worst eff

drunkenness. How often ha
seen a drunkard stand and li

weep and tell the worst lie of ;

may drink a little too much, bu
is one thing I won't do—I won
A well-known manufactur

whisky said: "I've drank liquoi

life, but I never was drunk,
made the assertion by way of

to prove that he was a very ni

of gentleman after all!

Would that such men cou
themselves as others see them
man at least had that opportui
two different occasions. Whe
was drunk and did not know
talked very freely and very d

ingly about his private affai

friend who wanted to cure hin

a stenographic report of what 1

and afterwards read it to hin

self-contempt was almost \

measure. Another friend had
era and took his picture when
drunk. The only eff'ect of the

eff"orts on the part of his frien

to make him lock himself in hi

well stocked with liquors when
determined on a drunk.

san
;rue,

and

I One

yon

W-
!, he

A

hout

:am-

nas

I

two

was

ooiii

had

Who Hath Wounds Without C se?«

The man chained to the bet hai

wounds without cause. He is sic from

head to foot because of the :ohol

which he takes into his systei He

started out in life with a stron lody,

and he might be strong agaii f he

would only let alcoholic drinks lone,

All up-to-date temperance spe(lisj[

in the light of recent scientific

ments, have adopted as the

word of discussion, in place of
(

enness, alcoholism, which the

define as the chronic poisoning lW
suits from the habitual use of whi

whether in the form of beer, Me (

spirits, even in such quanti 3 i

would not produce visible intox lti«

Dr. Legrain, of Paris, said at il

ternational Congress on AIciW
held in London last July : "In tYfli

alcohol is the brain poison mosjol

feared. In small doses it prodi^sl

intoxication which is only a b'f '"

tack of lunacy. There is n( '

term which describes the aim

stantaneous disorders which fol

taking of alcohol; disorders wli

pair the judgment, the reason
exactitude of sensation, and

destroy the will only to insta

impulse in its place." He add

ciety is full of persons soaked

very marrow with alcohol, eitli

or adulterated. Alcohol inter

with the public and private life

persons. There spems no more
cure than the voluntary giving ;p<j;

this brain poison. There is no ea"-

of general safety of greate)

than prohibition. United eff'

justly directed against such po

lead and phosphorus, substan

less dangerous, with a view '

prohibition. With far more

should similar efforts be put -

against alcohol."
,

Much is being said about th

servation of forces." First, it ^

!

forests, and then it was appHeo |

Continued on next page
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:i-e will mail you this Handsome Corset Cover,

\ gc prepaid. Made of gooil quality sc.ft tiiii^h N'ain-

, t>as beauntui ^K-mcb Imported Open Work Em-
r ery Yoke; two rows handsome V'al. lace; onr-iiich

; ''j.ling; ed^'cd entirely anmnd neck and arm-holes

jjiie-inch Vai. lace to match. Yoke finished with

1 ,ch pure silk ribUm draw and Jar^e bow. funher

, ed with pure silk baby ribbon draw entirely

pid neck, fiy front, pearl buttons: ail seams tape

( .
Backyokehasone-incb VaLlace withone-inch lace

-.M. Sizes M to 44. Be sorc to state size wanted.

r only 45c. if you don't find it worth at least 85c.

t it and we will cheerfully refund your money, also

, e. This extremely low price is made to introduce

iirge Free Catalog of Evcrythine toWcar for Men.
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Floor Polish

QUALITY

If you have
never used

Butcher's

Boston

Polish
I yir floors, you do not know what it is to
We'Perfectly Finished Iloor. There are imita-
jmmt none of equal excellence.

It the STAVDARD in the different trades,
ro inut the UNITKD STATES and CANADA
W 1 finishing vour floors use Bl'TCHKR'S
99>N POLISH and be convinced of its

eri:

Srnd jor our fret booklet

fi Butcher Polish Company
6 LANTIC AVENUE. BOSTON. MASS.

WATER PROOF
FOR ^ l3Pwt3Y

r>ver r.'gill.ir (li.Tpcr .Nm itiiis roqiiin-.l Keep hiihv's

[1 r; «n<I sw.-vl. A(ljustnlilf.i-aiin..t slip down. Kiisil.v

( will not liardt'n or rmrk Ascplir mifl hviii^'iii.-.

•M irritate the m.wt rtflii-«l<- skin Mnrl.^ »r<.m St..rlc
»«••- Contain no ruhlMT. Price SO cent*.

'A ION: ""' roeirtT'-'l Irnd^-lnark iipi>.ars on insid.-

^-^^^of thp waistband of ovcrv pair of Stork
»nl Lo<ik for it! If your di^aliT d.fs nut carry SUirk
l0w.v<- will send them postpaid on receipt of price

REE: ''"' 'Icalcr's name, a Babv Sponk'e Bae
mad.- ..f Stork Sii.'.-liiif Al-.. 1> -.kl.-l

fH STORK CO.. Dept. 53 C, BOSTON. MASS
Aht Woi,rJ ofSlcrk 4b,ori,,I D.apfr,. lie.

LECTRO-
'9^

I
has achieved its world-wide
reputation as the leadine Sil

ver I'olish by reason of the
wonderful brilliancy it imparts
to sn.\l-.R\\'.\Ki:—wllhoul
scratrhlng or wearing. It saves

Vare—as well as Time. labor and Expense.
''^^"" FREE SAMPLE
111 sued U.,1. 1.0-I ,,,lhI. 1 ..Is. in siami'^-
Elei-troSilifim („. -m riitrst.. Nov. V..rk.

5 byCrocers and Drugglsis Everywhere

Buy the Original

ZIMMERMANN
AITOHARP"
1 h.' N.ili.

.\..

rn.ie mark '*Autoharp."
A musical instrument adal>-

l.'dt..al) classes. At .ill musi.'

.I..n«..r.lir.cl fr,.m us "Easy
to play, Easy to Buv." '.o.i

' Kie. .atiil. ir THE PHONO-
HARP CO., EastBoiton. Mass.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

layman's movement in relation to
moral and religious matters. Now we
would apply it to national life in its

relation to its citizenship regarding
brain power and physical well-being.
The brain capital of a nation is un-

doubtedly diminished by alcohol, and
there should be government action
against its use instead of connivance
with it through license in our land
and other lands.

In the conservation of human life

physicians in all parts of the world
are engaged in the study of the "Great
White Plague," tuberculosis, which
we in our childhood called "consump-
tion." It is said by Dr. Temmoin
Cannon of England, "that for every
sixty-seven persons who die from
acute infectious diseases sixty are
killed by tuberculosis;" also, "that
fifty-six per cent, of these die between
the ages of twenty and forty-five, the
most valuable age in life."

There is general agreement among
the world's greatest physicians that
alcohol produces a predisposition to

tuberculosis. At the International
Tuberculosis Congress, which met in

Paris in 1905, the following resolution
was passed:

"In view of the close connection be-
tween alcoholism and tuberculosis, it is

important to combat alcoholism as well
as tuberculosis." At the meeting of
the same body held in Washington,
D. C, three years later, the relation of
alcohol to tuberculosis received large
attention, if it was not, indeed, the
principal theme discussed. Very im-
pressive charts containing statistics

were prominent in the exhibit con-
nected with the congress.

In logging districts a jam sometimes
occurs in a river, and some one is sent
out to discover the "key-log." When
that is loosened the jam quickly dis-

appears. We believe that alcohol may
be considered the key-log of disease,

and that when its use is prohibited
and when prohibition works, more than
half of the world's diseases will dis-

appear. Let us be sure that we begin
at the right end of the key-log; that is,

with the children. Dr. T. Alexander
;\IacNichol in a paper which he read
before the American Medical Society
said: "My report includes a study of

thirty thou.sand children, fifty-eight

per cent, of whom drink some form of

alcoholic beverage occasionally or at

regular intervals. Thirty-seven per

cent, drink one glass of beer a week to

five glasses of beer a day. Twenty-
one per cent, drink wine or spirits.

In some groups the percentage of oc-

casional and regular drinkers runs as

high as seventy-nine per cent." He
adds : "Of sixteen thousand whose
physical condition was studied, sev-

enty-one per cent, have some func-

tional or organic disorder." And Dr.

MacNichol attributes this to both the

children's own habits of drink, and of

their drunken fathers who bequeathed
degeneracy to them.
That the children themselves readily

respond to efforts made on their behalf,

is illustrated by the following incident:

It was election day in Steubenville, O.,

and it was to be decided whether the

town should be wet or dry. The chil-

dren were marshaled and drilled for

a demonstration on election day; be-

tween five and six thousand were in

line. The liquor dealers had threat-

ened to stop the children's procession

before they should get, down town, but

no one knew by what means. Suddenly
those same liquor dealers appeared on

the line of march and dashed bucket-

fuls of bright pennies in the path of

the children, but the dear, brave boys

and girls marched right forward,

grinding the pennies under their feet,

not picking up one!

Who Hath Redness of Eyes?

The man chained to the bottle has

redness of eyes. Yes, and his vision

is impaired. He thinks he sees the

whole world going around while he

alone stands still. And then every-
thing looks lopsided, when the fact is

that he himself is the only thing that
is lopsided. And he sees the air in-

habited by serpents and hideous crawl-
ing things, when in reality God has
given to the air beautiful birds and
gay-winged butterflies and shining-
iridescent insects, and lovely skies
overhead. How strangely askew is

the drunkard's vision! Ah, yes, there
is a serpent; but he does not see it!

It hides in the bottom of the cup out
of which he drinks. He will not dis-

cover it until at the last. And then
how bitter will be its sting! There is

only one way to smite that serpent.
Engage it in deadly conflict by the
sword of the pledge.

Mrs. Stella B. Irvine says: "Smite
the serpent with the pledge in child-
hood when character and habits are be-
ing formed. Fortify the rising genera-
tion by God's truth and the truths of
science. Smite the serpent with the
pledge in youth, when temptations sur-
round and the strongest influences are
needed to keep the young in paths of
sobriety and virtue. Smite the ser-
pent with the pledge in manhood and
womanhood. Fathers, mothers, pas-
tors, superintendents, teachers and
officers, have you made a prohibitory
law for yourselves? Will you do it?

Smite the serpent, Christian citizen;

yours is a grave and serious responsi-
bility. You have a weapon even
mightier than the pledge, the ballot.

With it you can smite the serpent
alcohol and help to drive the infamous
liquor traffic from the land."

The Andes Tunnel Opened
Continued from page ill

For many years the Chilean govern-
ment cherished the project of building
the tunnel by which the Trans-Andean
Railway line could be extended to meet
the Argentine line. The Clark Broth-
ers, enterprising Chilean citizens, once
undertook it, but they had to wait
thirty years till the project was really
in shape to be carried forward. Then
they built a section under the contract
which W. R. Grace & Co. had with the
Chilean government.
The Andes range is tunneled at a

height of 10,460 feet above sea level.

The entire tunnel is five miles long.

The main tunnel is in the form of a
gallery 10,385 feet or nearly two miles
long. The work has many remarkable
engineering features. It compares
especially with the Simplon tunnel in

Switzerland.
The completion of this railway tun-

nel link will be of great benefit to the
people of both Chile and Argentina.
It will undoubtedly enlarge their com-
mercial exchange, and there will be
much more intercourse between the
two peoples, who are of the same racial

stock and have the same language and
institutions.

The opening to travel and traffic of
the Trans-Andean Railway tunnel
comes in an historic year for Chile.

This year will see the centennial cele-

bration of the War of Independence
which freed her from Spain. There
will be various celebrations. It will be
especially interesting for the people of

Chile to travel by railway across to

Buenos Ayres to take part in the ex-

positions by which the Argentine Re-
public is commemorating the centennial
of Argentine independence and then
for the people of Argentina to return
the visit and take part in the Chilean
centennial celebration.

The opening up of the through rail

communication between Valparaiso
and Buenos Ayres has a wider interest

than for the people of these two coun-
tries alone. There is much travel now
down the west coast of South America
and then around to the east coast.

After the Panama canal is opened this

travel will be greatly increased.

This Smart Linon Suit

(Strictly Tailored)

s2.97
IVe pay all expressage

Thi.s is one of the many
attractive price-saving
specials in our catalogue
for summer wear which
we would like to send you.
Send postal card to-day.

This Handsome
Wash Suit

can lip h:\ii either in w hite or
natural color; it is riiaile of
an excellent quality butcher
Imoii ; coat is S6 inches long,

collar and cutfs ot blue
linon on the white suit
and wlnte linon on the
natural color suit; three

large cut jet buttons
^doin thecoiit; skirt has
two double sets ot plaits
on front panel.

/^^lst nifasvre, 3i to U
inc/ifs. AH skirt leiigtlm
ovf 11 incites^ zpith 3-iiH-fi

basted heiti^ that can be
lenfitiwrted or shortened by
the customer.

If you do not think ttiat

this is the very finest dress
ever soldatthispricereturn
to us at our expense and we
will at once refund your
money.

Send for our great
free Catalog \o. 66
to-day; it is full of
wonderful values
like the above.

a SSI. THIS SUIT IS $2.97
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A Safe Investment

A Good Income
These are the two points the investor

should look for before purchasing any

security.

Our experience of thirty-four years

has convinced us that this combination

can best be obtained by an investment

in well chosen Public Utility Bonds.

We have made a study of this class

of security for years and we can offer

the bonds of various Public Service

Corporations which we have investi-

gated thoroughly, and unhesitatingly

recommend to the conservative investor,

at prices to yield better than 5 per cent.

We shall be glad to send our booklet,

"Public Utility Bonds as Investments,

"

free of cost to all who are interested,

together with circulars describing special

issues.

Ask for Circular No. 634-H.

E. H. ROLLINS & SONS
John Hancock Bldg., Boston, Mass.

New York Chicago Denver San Francisco

you are lookinp for safe, convenient, piT'tit-

I alile investment, larjie or small, acquaint vinn-
1
self with tlie niethoiis of the Kianklin Soci.-ty.

f Subject to the strict supervision of the State Bank-
ing Department: t Lends only on first mortgages in

New York City and immediate vicinity: 1i Has han-
dled millions without ever losing a cent of anybody's
money: f Has maintained consistently a dividend
rate of one per cent more than ordinary savings
banks offer.

• Be^'in now. Send a 81 or more and get a mail-
uig size Pass Book, or write for Booklet U.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY
)K HOME BUILDING AND S.4VIXGS FOUNDED I8SS
S. E. Cor. Beekman St., at Park Row, New York

For Savingfs

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the fiDancial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD.
DepL 96. Bible House, New York

Tiie

Franlelin
Society

GENUINE
HAND
WOVEN

PANAMA
Rare Bargain in

Gtnaine Panama Hats

FanamaHata more popular than ever— allthe rage
this summert liy importing large quantities we can
sell direct to user for this surprisingly low price. These
hats are warranted genuine all nand-woven; un-
blocked, and can be worn in that condition by ladies,
Gentlemen and Children. Easily blocked in any shape or
style. Just as serviceable as the $10.00 kind; the difference
only in fineness of weave. Assorted sizes. Weight only 2 oz.
Strut prepaid, tf* t (\(\ Order today. Satisfaction Guar.

r. .r,i>' ol "Pl.UU. anlecd. Supply l.iroitf.l.

PANAMA HAT CO.. UepL t, 830 Broadway, New York City

If you have $1000 or ittore which you wish
to make earn all it can consistent with safety,

write us and we will send you complete data
regarding such bonds as we now have to offer.

M'rifc to-da\ for Circular B-4b.

N. W. HALSEY & CO.
Bankers: Dealers in Government, Muni-
cipal, Railroad and Public Utility Bonds

CERTAIN classes of securities

which are very much in favor

with many investors are known as

public utility bonds.

A public utiiitjvbond is one which is

issued upon a property which is used

by the public, such as an interurban

electric railway, a street railway, an

electric lighting plant, a gas company,

etc. Public utility bonds have often

been confused with industrial bonds,

but there is a difference which from
the standpoint of security is very

much in favor of the public utility.

The true public utility bond is one is-

sued upon property which is more or

less of a necessity to the public, such

as, for instance, a street railway, some-

thing, in fact, which is so necessary to

the public welfare that it cannot, in

the light of our modern civilization, be

very well done without. An industrial

bond, on the other hand, may be issued

upon a plant, the product of which is

used by the public, and yet it may be,

after all, a matter of private enter-

prise, and its product not a public

necessity.

Public utility bonds have been con-

fused with municipal bonds also, but
they differ from municipal bonds in

that the ownership of the plant, which
has been mortgaged to secure the bond-

buyer, is generally in the hands of

private companies to which franchises

have been granted; whereas the mu-
nicipal bond is the obligation of a
whole community.

It is the dependence of the public

upon these public utilities which make
their bonds so much to be desired in

the way of an investment security.

But, while such bonds are eagerly sort

for by experienced investors, there are

certain features connected with them
which should be carefully investigated

by the intending purchaser. If the in-

vestor make his purchases through a
bond house of the highest standing,

there need be very little fear of a mis-

take. However, he may choose to do
some investigating of his own, in which
case there are several main considera-

tions concerning which the intending
purchaser has a right to ask his bond
house. One of these is the matter of

the franchise.

Considering the Franchise

The life of a public utility bond
should not extend beyond the term of

the franchise which has been granted
by the community to the company.
Suppose, for instance, the life of the

franchise is fifteen years, whereas
the bond is made to mature in twenty
years. It is possible that the company
might not be able to renew its fran-
chise at the end of fifteen years. The
bond purchaser would then suffer be-

cause of the uncertainty involved.

There are cases where it is reason-
ably safe to buy bonds which mature
after the fi'anchise term has expired.
Sometimes where several roads are
included in the same interurban elec-

tric system, the franchise for one of
the roads may expire before the life of
the bond has been completed. The fact.

however, that other parts of the system
under operation may be highly profita-

ble, is usually an assurance that all of

the bond oDligations will be met at the

proper time.

It is quite proper for the bond pur-

chaser to make detailed inquiry con-

cerning the earnings of a public utility,

so as to see what proportion these bear

to the obligations involved in the bond.

After all, the purchase of a bond re-

solves itself into an act of lending

money to the company which issues the

bond. Therefore, the purchaser should

make sure that the earnings of the

company will be more than sufficient to

pay back the money which has been
borrowed, and still leave a respectable

surplus.

Dangers of Bad Management

The management of the company
owning the public utility should also

be considered. A great deal, if not

everything, depends upon the execu-

tive ability in charge of the company's
affairs. For instance, in one of our
large cities there occurred recently a

trolley strike which had a very dis-

turbing affect upon the minds of some
of the street railway bond owners of

that community. At one stage of the

proceedings the company was threat-

ened with a receivership. Just how
great an effect such a proceeding
would have had upon the company's
bond issues need not be discussed, but
the possibilities, at least, were dis-

turbing to the bond owners.
Another matter of importance to the

bond purchaser is the consideration of

the territory in which the public utility

company is situated. If the territory

is one which is growing, it is fair to

suppose that the earnings of the com-
pany, and hence its capacity for keep-

ing its bonded promise, will be the

greater. For, of course, the more busi-

ness done by a company under proper
management, the more will it be able

to pay off principal and interest on its

bonds at the proper time. It generally
requires an experienced eye to deter-

mine the possible effect which a partic-

ular community may have upon public

utility bonds. There are communities
which depend upon one or two indus-

tries. Disaster to these industries
might mean a decline in the prosperity
of these communities, and a trolley

company, for instance, which depended
upon the community for its earning
power would naturally decline with
the waning prosperity of the commu-
nity.

These are considerations which are
directly in line with the investigation
of public utility bonds; but they are
considerations which, after all, are
dependent upon the integrity of the
bond house which underwrites the is-

sue. In the last analysis, it is up to

the bond house to guarantee the issues
of bonds handled by it, and bond pur-
chasers in ninety-nine cases out of one
hundred will be quite safe in taking
the word of a concern to whom a long-
established reputation is worth more
than any single issue of bonds ever
could be.

^^^ AMONG THE WORKERS V5^

New York: 49 Wall St.

Chicago: 152 Monroe St.

Philadelphia: 1429 Cbestnut St.

San Francisco: 424 California St.

—Evangelist Shannon has just closed a
six weeks' meeting at Marshfield, Ore. It was
held in a tabernacle seating 2,000. One thou-
sand and thirty-five confessed Christ, including
the sheriff, chief of police, lawyers, doctors, and
bartenders.
—Missionary F. Secord, of Guatemala, C. A.,

writes that the Gospel is making progress there
and many are coming to a saving knowledge of
the truth. The medical work is attracting
many, and an effective campaign is being con-
ducted with Gospel literature.
—Francis Skala. a iournalist and active

mission worker of Pittsburg, was shot dead by
Jan Radovitch, a shiftless, idle fellow well
known at the missions. Radovitch is said to be
feeble-minded. He is said to have acted on an
insane impulse, as he had no acquaintance with
Skala.—John L. Dube, the Booker Washington of
the Zulus, was a student in the Union Mission-
ary Training Institute, Brooklyn. At present
he is editor of the Ilunga. the only Zulu paper
run entirely by Zulus. He has obtained great

recognition and honor from the ruling class in
South Africa. The Missionary School from
which he was graduated has sent one hundred
and sixty-six missionaries throughout the world
in recent years, through twenty-five different
boards.—The World Missionary Conference as-
sembles in Edinburgh, Scotland, June 14, and
will last ten days. Delegates from every coun-
try on the globe will attend.—Peter Shupe, of Berlin, Ont.. Can., a com-
poser of sacred and secular music, has issued
a Pocket Edition of the Rudiments of Music,
which will be found very helpful to those who
are taking up that study. It is specially suited
to classes nd singing schools. Price, 5 cents
or $3 per hundred.
—Evangelists Bromley and Myers recently

conducted a successful tabernacle meeting at
Vermillion, S. D. Nearly five hundred came
forward, a large percentage of whom were men
and young men. Three other special meetings
were held in the State University chapel. A
number of students were among the converts.

Proved
i

Investment!!!
From time to time we repurchaser

from our clients small blocks of Firatl

Mortgage Bond Issues formerly mar-g
keted by us. In almost every instance!
the original issue has been materially!

reduced through the operation of'

our plan of serial payments, the
margin of security has been corres-

pondingly increased and the ability

of the borrowing company to take

care of the interest and maturing
principal has been proved.

Such bonds net from 4^ to 55^ %,

and sometimes as high as 6 '«, and
are under ordinary conditions readily

realizable.

We have oust prepared a circular

offering a large variety of these

proved investments secured by Iron

Ore, Coal, Timber, Steel Steamships,

Steam and Electric Railroads, Railroad

Equipment, Chicago Real Estate and
the plants of well-known Industrial

Corporations.

Write for Circular Tic. 697 P

Peabodj;

HoughteUng&Co.
(Established 1865)

181 La Salle Street (45) Chicac

NEW YORK
REAL ESTATI

IS THE ONE INVEST-

MENT CERTAIN TO

INCREASE IN VALUE
ir -ir -i^ -{r -ir

Our STOCK represents its actu

ownership, yields a regular incom

and enables the holder to obta

a share of that increase.

Our BONDS (for any amoun

are absolutely secured by it

;

yiel

6% a year (payable semi-annually

and are redeemable in gold.

Honest, Sale, Profitable Investments

Write to-day for free booklet 14,
showing past results and present couditioji

New York Realty Owner
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YOR

ft.r;t^^^5 to 5'A

SENT
FREE

Write to-day for our book

describing these Guaranteed

First Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby I BONi
payments of $10 to $100 I Secu,

and upwards at your / bv f'

convenience secures at / l»oi^9ai

once ownership V-~7J;
and inco^ne^^ ^^^j j,,

UNDER SUPEEVISIOH OP HEW YORKBANKING D

JSTEW'YORKNORTGAgE l

DEPT. D 147B BROADWAY NEW YOEKC

I
For 35 years we have been paying ourcv

I the highest returns consistent «'"' /,''°'
„»

I methods. First mortgage loans of I'W f

I
which we can recommend after the most t M*

J i>er^unal invefltigatjon. Please ask for i'(*° ^"
t25 Certificates of Deposit also for saring" ^

I ^IBPERK.INS S, CO. Lawrerc

SKCIIKKP OR FK
\^ RKTlIRlVKn. ,

eport as to Patentability. IllustrateclJ"
Uook, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent ire,

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Washington. >.

PATENTS
1 Free report as to Pat
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Our Lookout Round the World
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r HE World's Sunday School Con-

vention, to be held in Washington,

] C, May 19-22, promises to be one of

t' largest and most interesting reli-

I
us conventions ever held in this

cintry. The delegates will number
£)ut three thousand. Arrangements
i the entertainment of these visitors

l;e already begun. More than five

Hdred delegates will be from for-

en lands—either missionaries or

Jnday School workers. The Ameri-
ci delegations represent the Sunday
hool associations of the States and
Irritories and of Canada.
There will be an average of two or

t|ee guests with each delegate, and
t3 means a total accommodation to

Ifound for about nine thousand per-

s s. The Washington Committee on
irangements will give free enter-

tnment to the delegates from abroad.
Ji committee is appealing to friends
othe Sunday School movement who
al willing to entertain one or more
(rthe delegates. As one hundred and
fy Washington churches have affil-

iwd, it is expected that there will be
r trouble in finding accommodations
f all who come. The American dele-

g'es meet the expenses of their own
eertainment, but the local committee
h volunteered in aiding them to find

aommodation. The Entertainment
Cnmittee is also arranging for a
rtnber of excursions to nearby points,
iijuding the Luray Cave, Gettysburg,
Junt Vernon, and other places.

-Mr. Roosevelt and his party, on
luing Rome, visited Genoa, where he
r,eived a popular ovation. They
t n proceeded to Porto Maurizio, to
vtt Miss Carow, Mrs. Roosevelt's
Sfer. The little Italian town was
d ped in gay bunting and all the offi-

c s turned out to welcome the visitors
wh speeches, flowers and fireworks.
Afew days later the party left for
£i Remo, Monte Carlo and Nice.
1,1 journey northward into France
h been like a continuous triumphal
p cession.

-Last week witnessed another ad-
v'ce in the prices of meats of all
kds. The situation in New York is

boming serious. Nearly 700 small
b'cher shops on the East Side have

I

A CHANGE IN OUR GUARANTEE
"^TTE have changed the wording of our Advertising Guarantee so as to give
Xl our subscribers a longer time in which to make complaints in regard to
T misunderstandings with advertisers. As it now reads, claims may be

nie within two months of the date of the appearance of the advertisement,
ii:ead of within one month as heretofore.
.

Subscribers have advised us that after answering an advertisement, receiv-
II the goods and trying them., more than thirty days may elapse, and a
ntiber have asked us to extend the time. These requests seem to us very rea-
S'.able and, in any event, it was not our intention to hold our subscribers
lirally within the period of thirty days designated in our Guarantee.

In being responsible for any dissatisfaction which may arise, we mean to
" up to the spirit as well as the letter of our Guarantee, and the fact that a
^''P|5'"*' h^s been made a few days after the time limit expired would make
P difference in our attitude toward the subscriber. As a matter of fact, we
Uite correspondence on this subject. We do not care how long ago the incident
n^y have taken place, we are glad to know about it, as it may enable us to con-
^''L^he integrity of our advertising columns from a new view-point.
We have yet to find one advertiser unwilling to co-operate with us in

a usting any dissatisfaction which may have arisen in the minds of any of
0' subscribers, and already we have been instrumental in bringing about the
r<nbursement of a number of subscribers whose cases, if it had not been for

H ^"^^^"tee, would never have been adjusted, simply because they had not
"P^t 't worth while to call attention to the matter.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
"-{ISTIAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
^) must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
a'ertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
o» he appearance of the advertisement.

been obliged to close their doors and
police reserves have been on duty to
check rioting. The wholesale meat
dealers predict a still further advance
as the result of the scarcity of stock,
although such scarcity is not appar-
ent in the record of shipments to the
East. Many arrests have been made,
including women who were among the
demonstrative crowds around the
smaller meat stores.

—A BILL has been introduced in the
Nevada Legislature which may revo-
lutionize the methods by which divorces
are now procured so easily at Reno
and other points in that State. Under
the new measure, an applicant for
divorce must actually reside in the
State where he seeks the divorce at
least six months. There is a strong
movement to do away with present
disgraceful divorce conditions in
Nevada. It is not improbable that the
campaign may become a national one.
At present over ninety per cent, of all

Nevada divorces are granted in Reno.

—Prime Minister Asquith, of Eng-
land, has been hurling some terrifying
adjectives at the House of Lords. In
the Commons a few days ago he de-
clared that "the continued existence
of the House of Lords as a second
chamber on the present basis was an
anachronism and it was an integral
part of the Government's policy to get
rid of that anachronism." This was
during a debate on the resolution in-

troduced by the Government, limiting
the power of the Lords in regard to

general legislation. The contest be-
tween the two houses steadily increases
in bitterness.

—We in this COUNTRY are apt to

think of precious stones as imported
only from Europe, South Africa, and
the Far East, yet some of the most
beautiful pearls have been discovered
in America. A jewelry firm in Maiden
Lane, New York, has just come into
possession of an American pearl worth
120,000. It is round, pink, and is said
to be the largest fresh-water pearl
ever seen in the city. It was found by
a "pearl fisher" a little while ago in

the White River, Arkansas. It was
sold first to a Western dealer, and was
then bought by the New York house.

From Shoe Box
To AsHCan"^

Usually a
3hort journey

How often is the complaint heard that shoes wear out so quickly!

In every family the shoe bill is a heavy item of expense.

Shoes wear out fast, their life depending on the wearing quality of the sole, which
is simply the hide tanned, and not treated with oils and grejises as the uppers are.

When shoes get wet, the soles become spongelike and are soon saturated, resulting in the loosening

of the leather, and a process of weakening which makes the leather wear out quickly.

The Leyden Chemical Laboratory in SOLESOL produced an article very effedlive in increasing

the wear-resisting qualities of sole-leather. It prolongs the life of the shoe three-fold. One can

contains enough for four pairs of shoes. Price, 20 cents, by mail. SOLESOL will positively

save you money by cutting down your shoe bills. Send 20 cents now for a can and
try it in your household.

Good men and women agents wanted in every community. Write at once for territory.

LEYDEN CHEMICAL LABORATORY
149 Church Street, New York, U. S. A.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for everv person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

hml bttlerlha rAlanaard in the making of

HYMNS
OF WORSHIP AMD PRAISE
-.nii f..r a .-..i.v Tn-llAV— J.'ic.. ['..slpnirl

TnUar-Meredlth Co. . New York-Chicago

CailO ^fPnC '<'»<•'" kil<-l>e" ami .lining loo
aavc JlCjia One trip WilliWheel Tray sets tai

lom.
table.

Stanfisbesidetable for serving. Beeide
-ink while washing dishes. Price $10, exp.paid. Circular

WHEEL TRA7 C0.,439C West Gist Flace.Chicago.IU.

nother

Sold as yonr order

(or No. 26T2106 Min-

nesota New Model "A "

Drop Head Antomatic

Lift Sewing Madtine.
Weight, about 125
pounds.

Price, shipped
from Day- tl '7 ftC
ton, Ohio, *1/J2
Complete Set of Attach-
ments, 75 Cents Extra.

Onr Catalog
describes Sew-
ing Machines
from$8.45 up.

Fill out the

coapon.

This Six-Drawer Automatic Lift Drop Head
Style Sewing Machine

Has the following special features which have made this model famous:

Ball Bearing Disc Tension
Short Needles Automatic Bobbin Winder
Extra Long Shuttle Special Needle Plate

Independent Positive Cam Take-Up
Automatic Tension Release
Extra Large and Strong Feed
Round and Hardened Needle Bar

OUR 8PECIAI, SEWING MACHINE CATAtOG is a book you must have if you
contemplate buying a sewing machine. It shows all our various models, many
of them in colors just as they appear; illustrates the various parts, tells you all

about everything you want to know, explains fully our twenty-year guarantee,
our three months' trial contract, and describes the uses of all the special attach-
ments. Fill out this coupon carefully with your name and address. The very day
we receive it we will send you a free copy of our special Sewing Machine Catalog-

Sears, Roebuck and Co,

Chicago, III.

S. M.— Christian Herald.

Name,

Poitoffice-

R. F. D. No.- State-

P. 0. Box No. Street and No.

Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, Illinois
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Cloth

'C^Ji^

Hmalaya
TRADE t^ MARK

Exact Reproduction ot the Fasliionable Rougli SUIcs

at about One-quarter ot Ttieir Cost

27 inches wide 35 cts. per yard 75 shades and colors

Women everywhere have recognized the excellence of Himalaya Cloth for

Suits; Coats, Evening and Automobile Wraps, Evening Gowns, Shirt Waists,

Children's Dresses and for every purpose where real silk is desirable.

It is far preferable to silk because it launders perfectly, never wears fuzzy

and has great durability. It is a favorite with the most discriminating ladies'

tailors, modistes and dressmakers.

Every woman who examines this wonderful cloth realizes at once that it is as beautiful as

the real Rough Silks, and it is no over-statement to say that an expert can hardly distinguish

between "Himalaya" and silks that cost $1 .00 to $1 .50 per yard.

The excellence of Himalaya Cloth is due to three things: the peculiar character of the rough

yarns, the care used in weaving and the perfect finish which insures the permanent brilliancy.

Your guarantee of perfection and assurance of the genuine is the word "Himalaya
stamped on the selvage. Do not accept any cloth claimed to be just as good. There are

many cheap imitations. See the word "Himalaya" for yourself on the selvage.

Ask for Himalaya Cloth at the wash goods counter ofyour
dealer. If it is not in stock, write us giving his name.

FRED. BUTTERFIELD & CO., 725 Broadway, New York, Bradford, Eng.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We wilt ship you a

"RANGER" BICYCLE
on approval, freight

prepaid to anyplace in thetJnited States without a cent deposit tn advance, and
allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in

every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can pet
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it,

ship it back to us at oui expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

I nW TAPTflRV DRIPFC ^^ ^^^^ the highest grade bicycles direct from factor;
fcw W» rim I Un I rniVfcJ to rider at lower prices than any other house. We
save you Jio to $25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grrade models with
Puncture-Proof tires, Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicycles; also reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.
pinrQ HACIITC IIIAIITCn in each town and district to ride and exhibit a sample
niUCII nUCn I 9 nillllCU i9io"Ranger"Bicyclefurmshedbyus. Yonwilbe
astonished at the •wonderfully towfrices and the lilieral propositions and special offer we will

give on the first 1910 sample going to your town. Writs at once for our special offer.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or apairof tiresfromrtuji/f":^ at attvprice nntil you receive our catalogue
and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under
your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago letall stores will

jbe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PAACTCD RQAIfC tear wheels, innertubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
I inCw) UUflO I Cn DimiVC and everything in the bicyclellne at IiaU usual prices.

DO NOT WAIT but write today for our Large Cataloiue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of
Interesting matter and useful intormatioD. It only costs a postal 'o get everything. Write it novi,

MEAPCYCLE CO. Pept-D-TI. CHICAGO, ILL.

HOUSEWORK HALVED
By Syracuse "EASY" lUIitics

SOLO ON TRIAL
We are specialists in labor-saving utilities for the home.

Our Syracuse "EA.SY" Vacuum Washer and "EASY" Ball-
bearing Wringer liave lightened the burdens of thousands of
women, and are known ijy them to be the best made for their
purpose.
The latest addition to our line is the "EASY" Vacuum

Cleaner, hand or electric, which is positively the easiest
operated and most efficient cleaner made. Gets ALL the
dirt, without raising dust. Cleans carpets, rugs, furniture,
draperies, floors and walls right in the room. Once tried,
50U will not be without it. Write for Trial Offer. Easy

Terms, and testimonials from our customers.

DODGE & ZUILL
535-J Dillaye Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modern invention for keeping the hair beautiful
and fluffy and the scalp clean, healthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and properly massaged
and nature will grow the hair. Write for free circular.^ a AAA ^ AGENTS WANTED.

DR. OKORGE LYMAN,
217 Bill St.. Peorli, 111

BronchialTroches
An immediate relief for Hoarseness, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Bronchial and Asthmatic Troubles. An
article of superior merit, absolutely free from any
harmful ingredient.
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1,00 per box.
Sample mailed on request.

JOHN I. BROWN & SON, Boston. Mass.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I 10 Decoration Day, 10 cts.
10 Rose. 10 cts.

I
10 Fourth of July, 10 cts.

.\ny tliree i>a<;kages niailcil for 25 cents.
80 cents per 100 cards— assorted desit^ns.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON,CONN.

louk LAWN FENCE
i\%yKKK*:t>WAYmj>y.

MimWA

• Many design^ -Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogu'i
tree. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

»W«*«*«Box
Coiled Spring Fence Co.

O Winchester. Ind.

A Spiritual Birthday*

GIPSY SMITH in his striking way
often tells his congregations that

though they may be members of

churches, it does not by any means fol-

low that they are Christians.

The spiritual birth alone makes men
real Christians, and the spiritual birth

comes not to all of us.

Unfortunately there are many other

motives than the right one, which im-

pel people to unite with the church. It

may be that there is a revival. Many
are coming forward to declare them-
selves on the Lord's side. It may be

just then rather a popular and fash-

ionable thing to become a Christian,

and you may be swept into the church
on the tide.

Or your dearest friend may become
a Christian and may persuade you to

join the church with him, when you
really are not fit.

Any one of many motives may so

incline you—and yet you may not have
been spiritually born again.

How can you tell whether you have
been?

This question has been asked in

agony by many conscientious people,

who fail to find within themselves the

joy and peace which they think a
Christian ought to feel.

But remember that if you have had
a clear vision that God's side is the

right side, and that you want to be

with him and not against him, and
have come out bravely and said so,

you have taken the first step toward
the new birth. You have enlisted in

the army. You have not yet proved
your mettle. You may be overthrown
in the first battle—but you have a
right to call yourself a Christian.

Then come the struggles—for Satan
attacks us in front and rear, putting-

all kinds of doubts and fears into our
hearts.

But if, as the years pass, we remain
true—if, through faith and prayer, we
have been able to pick ourselves up
after every fight, and continue the
campaign, little by little we come to

realize that the old creature is dead
within us and that we are new-born in

Christ Jesus.
"But must we wait until we have

been Christians for years before this

comes to us?"
No. It may come to you at once

with your turning from the world to

Christ. There have been many clear

and plain cases of an utter change of

heart—the heart of stone taken away
and the heart of flesh bestowed—at
once upon conversion. But oftener,
months or even years of conflict inter-

vene before the man who has chosen
Christ for his leader has sloughed off

the old and put on the new in Christ
Jesus. It comes to us often uncon-
sciously, and most surely when we
forget self in labor for others.
To him who has truly known the

great spiritual re-birth, God's will is

the only will; the promotion of his
kingdom is the only cause; the look-
ing for his appearing is the only
aspiration; and the day when one first

felt those great truths might well be
called one's spiritual birthday.

CALLED HIGHER
Mr. John Dinsmore Robbins passed awaj t

Cheney, Wash., February 14, 1910. He
born in Acton, Mass., September 6, 1813.

Mrs. F. M. Wolfe, who had been a subscr
to The Chkistian Herald for many years (

October 9, 1909, at Piney Flats. Tenn..'a
seventy-six years.

Rev. J. Gunderman. of Rives Junction, Mi
died on December 16, 1909, in the ninety-sec
year of his age. He had preached the Go

|l

over sixty-five years as a Baptist minister.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday, May
8. Texts: I. Thess. 1 : 5-8; Gal. 1 : 15, 16.

The Blossoms of Spring
(See Illustration on Cover Page)

"P\EEP in the heart, when the spring blos-
'-^ soms glow,
Waketh a song that is tender and low.
Words it has none ; but its music so sweet
Needeth no words for its beauty complete.

Long, long the winter, and deep, deep the snow.
Moons wax and wane, rising slow and more

slow.
At last blows the .south wind, and soft, with its

sigh,
Warble of robin and bluebird float by.

Buds soon are bursting. The children are gay.
Sad faces brighten to see them at play.
Then in the orchards and meadows behold.
Splendor outshining the glory of gold.

Then thrills the ecstasy—then wakes the song.
And youth and the springtime together belong ;

For fairest of blossoms the seasons can bring
Is a slip of a girl in life's beautiful spring.

Kate Upson Clark.

POSTUM FOR MOTHERS
The Drink that Nourishes and Supp:

Food for Mother and Child

"My husband has been unable to dr
coffee for several years, so we were very g
to give Postum a trial and when we unt
stood that long boiling would bring out
delicious flavor, w'e have been highly plea
with it."

"It is one of the finest things for nun
mothers that I have ever seen. It keep^
the mothers strength and increases the sup -

of nourishment for the child if partaker [

freely. I drank it between meals insteac
:

water and found it most beneficial.

"Our five-year-old boy has been very d .

cate since birth and has developed slo\
.

He was white and bloodless. I began to g ;

him Postum freely and you would be i .

prised at the change. When any personl.
marks about the great improvement,we ne'
fail to tell them that we attribute his gaiii

strength and general health to the free usi

Postum and this has led many friends to

it for themselves and children.
"I have always cautioned friends to wh

I have spoken about Postum to follow •

ections in making it, for unless it is boi

fifteen or twenty minutes, it is quite tas'el-

On the other hand, when properly made, i

very delicious. I want to thank you for

benefits we have derived from the use
your Postum."
Read "The Road to Wellville," fouml

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A n

one appears from time to time. They .

genuine, true, and full of human intere

MUSI
LESSONS PRE

In Your Own Home
In order to make our home study courses knq

in your locality we will give you—absolutely fn
96 lessons for either Piano, Organ, Violin, G
Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we asj

you recommend our Institute to your friend^
you learn to play. It matters not whether y«
a beginner or an advanced pupil, the lessoil

be made suitable to your need. It is not neca
that you know one note from another. The leil
are so simple and easy that any person or lijj

child who can read English can learn them. T
will receive one lesson weekly, and your c^

expense during the time you take the lessons

be the cost of postage and the music you use, wl
is small. Thousands have learned by mail and
can do the same.
Don't say you cannot learn music, but send

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be s

by return mail free.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUS
98 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 11. New York C

Theodore Roosevell

;

Own Account of His African Trip
Now appearing in

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZIM
is the most popular magazine contribution for yea

and of fireat interest to a LARGE NDMBER OF HE
READERS. ](Ki,(X]0 subscription orders already plao;

—Here is a Great Opportunity for Subscription Agend
Liberal rash oomnnssions and many extra priz

are offered those who can devote even a little tii

to soliciting subscriptions. EEPRESENTATIVl
WANTED IN EVERY TOWN OF AMERICA.

For partlcular.s, address at once Desk 3,

Scribner's Magazine, 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.Cit;

A FLOOD OF LIGIi:

FROM KEROSENE (Coal
3urning common kerosene the ALADUlH
LAMP generates gas that gives a light mor

liant than city gas. gasoline or elect

Simple, odorless, clean, safe and du

AGENTS MAKE BIG M0^
is revolutionizing lighting everywhere. »\\

in every home. Every lamp guaranteed. '

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other 1

Ask our nearest office how you ean gOta
j

free or apply fnr Agency Proposition, j

MANTLELAMPCO.of Americs.pei
Chlct^o, Portland, Ore.; Wat«rbiiry, ConiL; Winnipeg, MontPW,

Old Appliance I ^]yj£ pEQPLE °" *"'"'

The Perfection Extension Shoe
any piTs.in vvitli one short

il). Worn with any style

ily-niade shoes with perfect
e and comfort. Shipped on i

„^^_^ , ..:il. Write for Booklet. 1
HENRY B. LOTZ313 Third.Ave., NEWTO-j

'I
n Beautiful Colored Floral Post Cards \A

I fL Viewsif you prefer ihem. Agents wanted. Ilr
X yj Tho$. W. Emery, 39 Bank St.. New York. X Vl
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For

f ToiletA
Bail]

and

Shampoo

I
Use the

ingle

soap that does

double duty — the soap

vhich cleans and disinfects

at the same time.

L3
Soap is the health soap of the

hands. It prevents the rough-

ening of the cuticle and
keeps women's hands

soft and smooth
for handling

embroidery
silks,

etc.
lOlIR GROCERS

I.IVKR BKOS. CO,

Ciinibridfic. Mass.

IBBRBBBBBOlSBaia
'SAVETHE-nORSE''SPAVINCuRE.

Bt<i._TRAOC MAHIi

)

tierearenobanefal and vicious features attending
t' use of "Save-the-Horstj,"
••)\x obtain results without delays, relapsefl. blis-

t^d. fevered, swollen le«« or i>erQianently thick-
t 1 tissue or suspended use of the horwe.

3 PROMISE OF RESULTS IMI»()SSIHLE TO
IHFOKM OR FALSE TESTIMOMA 1,S TO MIS-
IVD yOO. YOU CANNOT MISTAKE I HE CEU-
J NTYOFIT8 UNFAILING AM> INEUUALLED
1 VER OR THE SEOURl'l Y OF OUR COWXRACX,

Havre do Grace. Md.. Dec 7, 1909.

1\ Chemical Co . Bin^liainton, >. Y.
iririK 1I^<M I tiod two liurtMifl go wron?. one with a " bone

BLJn** ; 8ho was dead lame. The other with two " bog
tjiiu" and a bit; knee.
tcr rcadini: your mlviTtiscmcnt week after week I had Mr

K-yordtT f.>r mo cm- U.ttln of "' Snvt-the-Hnrw." which I

I ght I would Just biiiiply try. I UM-d it on UAh cases, fol-
I'lig your din-ctions. I pavo th»ni b€>th road work until I

Kconsumod the cue bottle only, which ttjok Jiii»t two months.
> to-day 1 Bhall say just ono year has elapM-d since tho
t .ment, that they both are as wnind as a nt-w dollar and
Iter ono lias Uken a lame step since. EDWARD T WELSH.
S ' (in a Ix.ttle, with siened Kuaranteoor contract.
il.UU Send ff.rcopy. bo«jklet & letters from business men ft
Jtrainers on every kind of case Permanently rarrsBpavIn,
' Tborou^hpin, RlnKbone (except low». Curb, Splint, CappM

I'l.Wlndpull, Shoe Koll, Injured Tendona A all l^ameoeM. No
I orlosiK.f li;iir H'Tv.' works as usual. Dealers or I- xt r^d.
" IfCUEMlCALCO., 39 Commorclal Ate., BloKhamt«n,N.V.

HEALTH
ERRY GO ROUND

MAKES
HAPPY,
HEALTHY
CHILDREN
who prefer to stay at
ho„,ottndenjoyUl..ii.-
selvcs rather than
play on tho streets.

Operated by children
themselves; tho move-
niunt not unlike that
of rowing, brings
every musclo into
play. «i>%% h.ialtliful

f< of outdoor exercise; krfps lunes Inflated, develops sturdy
b|!8. itrone arms, straicUt backs, broad shoulders. Jfak<'»
clren studious. You nwo tho children this doli:;litful pK-.is-

u'-you'Ufliivo it in doctor bills. Inexpeuoivo. simple, abso-
1' y safe; no coirs or complicated Rears to catch and tear
ct ine. Not a toy, but a real nerry-tio-RouDd. Will last for
y'l. Full particulars and handsomely illustrated bookletfrce.

H|LTll nEKKY-GO-ROtM) CO., Depf. F, QCINCV, ILL.

Official

I'lorida

S IJook-Free
t'nty Commissioners of Marlon Co., have
I'.pd an ofllcial l)ooklet of coiiservallvo in-
^<^latlon which will be sent KKKK to all.

airess M. M. Proctor, County Coiiimlsslouer,
r ro, Marlon Co., I'la.

STAMMER
Iwill send yoti nty hi pa^f Ixiok

"Advice to StammererB " Krr**.
It cxplHins liow I (iiiii'kly

iiTid liiTrimiiiMitly <-iirc<l inysi-lf.
I'rodt liy my cxiiiMii'lirc iiiid
write for tm: l)or)k and advice.

„y BENJ. N. BOGUE
Kill II.UNOH <TltKF.T. IMilW AI'Ol.l.«. INT)

I.FKFFPIVP itspleasnreaaiid prollts. is the

h . ,
* *'^*' tlicme of that excelleMt and

I wll','.''
lUnstratpd iiiaKazine, «;|,I-:ANI><;s IN

I-. CI'I.TIIRK. We send It. for nix months on trial
'' w«nly-flT(- cents, unil also sj-nd f lee a (^•paije Ikk.K

I,
,*!..,".'"! '"* supply 'aiAioi! loan who name thisMlpply I

.\. I. UOOT CO., Uox "0. Medina, Ohio

Chri^ian Graces''

THE Christian graces which are

named in the selections for the

week are all necessary to a well-

rounded Christian character; but one
is omitted from them which is con-

tained in Paul's great enumeration of

"the fruits of the spirit," in the fifth

chapter of Galatians.

This is the virtue of joy, which in

spite of the apostle's express men-
tion and the numerous admonitions
throughout the whole Bible to "re-

joice," has never really "come into its

own" as a Christian grace.
If it had only been so recognized

everywhere, Christians would not have
been so generally denounced as "long-
faced" and "solemn." That we should
be sad, to whom efficient help has been
promised for the overcoming of sin,

and to whom the hope of a blessed
immortality has been revealed, is in-

deed a shame to us all.

It is hard to understand why the

human mind is more apt to dwell upon
those things which it has not than
upon those which it has. Carlyle says
that every age always seems to itself

"most unheroic." So it seems to many
of us as though our lives were barer
and poorer than those of others.

We forget that behind t' outer
seeming of each of those lives there is

much that only the man himself knows,
or those nearest to him. The familiar
poem of "The Changed Cross" well

illustrates this truth. A poor soul

begged to take some other cross. His
own was intolerable. The kind Lord
let him try many others, but he found
each one far heavier than his own. He
a.sked at last to have that comfortable
old cross given back to him.
Joy is bound up with many kindred

virtues. A sane mind cannot feel true
joy unless it is in harmony with the
Eternal—unless it is walking in the

path of duty. Faithful work, the con-

sciousness that one has done one's best

—has never yielded a jot to the evil

one—has kept pure what Scott called

"the bird in his bosom,"—all these are
at the root of joy, and it is impossible
to have real joy without them.

The poet has voiced it well in these
ringing lines:

I like the man who faces what he must.
With step triumphant and a heart of cheer;

Who fights the daily battle without fear.

Sees his hopes fail, yet keeps unfaltering trust

That GihI is God, that somehow, true and just.

His plans work out for mortals; not a tear

Is shed when fortune, which the world holds

dear.

Falls from his grasp; better, with love, a crust

Than living in dishonor; envies not.

Nor loses faith in man; but does his best,

Nor ever murmurs at his humble lot;

But with a smile and words of hope, gives zest

To every toiler. He alone is great

Who by a life heroic conquers fate.

"Paul," says Dr. D. J. Burrell, "was
fifty-one years old when he wrote the

Epistle to the Romans. At about the

same time he wrote another letter full

of like courage and good cheer in

which he said, 'I take pleasure in in-

firmities, in reproaches, in necessities,

in persecutions, in distresses for

Christ's sake; for when I am weak
then am I strong.'

"Nine years later he was in Rome,
a prisoner in the Mamertine jail; and
there he dictated a letter to Timothy,
his spiritual son. Had he changed his

mind in those nine years? Had in-

creasing age, suffering and persecution

diminished his fervor and hopefulness?
Let him speak for himself: 'Be strong,

my son, in the grace that is in Christ

Jesus. If we suffer with him, we shall

also reign with him. I have fought a

good fight. Henceforth there is laid

up for me a crown.'

"Out beyond the gate there is the

flash of an ax, and the heroic spirit of

Paul goes up to join the multitude

who surround the throne."

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, May 8.

Texts : I. Peter 4 : 7-11 ; Col. 4:6.

Yon can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is .«<»./.. and lis where
villi ran ohtaiii 1/ when iriinhil .a.m\ will yxfM f,nr earn-

vw' "" •rerv dav tnresleil. See their advertisement

on page 421, and write them for full iiifoi ination.

THE
EFFICIENT MINTITE
We have speeded up our ships

and railways ; we have made rapid

transit more and more rapid ; we
have developed a mile a minute in

the air and much faster in an

automobile.

But the Bell Telephone is quick-

est of all. It is instantaneous. No
weeks or days or minutes wasted

in waiting for somebody to go and

come ; no waiting for an answer.

It is the most effective agency

for making minutes more useful,

more efficient.

In almost every field of work
men are accomplishing more in

less time with the Bell Telephone

than they could without it. They
can talk with more people, near

and far ; they can keep the run of

more details ; they can buy or sell

more goods, and to better advan-

tage ; they can be active in more
affairs.

The Bell Telephone has placed

a new and higher value upon the

minute— for everybody. It has

done this by means of One Policy,

One System,and Universal Service.

Bell Long Distance Telephone service not only
gives an added value to a man's minutes— it

accomplishes business results which would be
absolutely impossible without it. Every Bell
Telephone is the Center of the System.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

T\venty thousand trained
nurses use Kingsford's.
—For Custards, Blanc

Mange, Charlotte Russe and
the Httle dainties an invalid

needs they say that nothing
can take the place of

Kingsford's

Corn Starch
On the home table

there is always a wel-
come for these light, di-

gestible desserts. How to
make them told in our remark-
able little Cook Book "O,"
over 160 recipes. It is free

;

^ SEND FOR IT TODAY.

T. KI\GSFORD & SON, Oswego, IV. Y.
NATIONAL STARCH CO.. Successors

i I



The World's Foremo^ Singing Evangelist
Sings Exclusively for the COLUMBIA.

After repeated requests in England and America, I have decided to place on record s<

of the songs of the gospel, or as 1 call them, "sermons set to music," which 1 have founc
helpful in my work in England, America, Australia and South Africa. The following sor

"Saved by Grace," "He Lifted Me," "Kept for Jesus," "O, Beautiful City cf God," "Je
is My Light," and "Pass It On" will be recognized as
old favorites, and as set forth by the Columbia Com-
pany can be used and preserved long after my voice is

far away or no more. My one hope is that they may in

this form bring back blessed memories and give new
inspiration wherever heard.

DOUBLE -DISC RECORDS
Gipsy Smith's voice is marvelously sympathetic, and it

happens also to be a wonderful recording voice. Tlie
reproduction is unmistakably faithful to the original, and
very few records ever made can compare with these for
distinctness. It is perfectly easy to catch every woid from
the beginning to the end, whether the songs are familiar
or not.
Although it is well-nigh impossible to convey in words

an adequate impression of those qualities which render the
singing of Gipsy Smith so uniquely and supremely attrac-
tive, it should be said that, overshadowing all others of
these qualities, is felt the expression of a loving human
sympathy as wide as the universe itself. In the vivid accents
of a faith that is complete and perfect, and a sincerity
the fervor of which carries an unmistakable message to
the heart of every listener, is found the true spirit of the
evangelist shining throug:h his recorded work. In every one
of the selections there is felt an intimate personal appeal
that cannot be evaded.
Of scarcelv less importance is the technical perfection of

these records from both vocal and manufacturing points
of view. Gipsy Smith is not alone a great evangelist in
word and deed—he is likewise a singer whose vocalism is
scientifically correct. The quality of his voice is an
exquisite sweetness, and tlie reproduction of this inherent
quality in the record is perfect and absolute. The Columbia
senes of Double-Disc Records by Gipsy Smith is a distinct
achievement in the recording ai t.

Those Old Familiar Hymns
The Columbia Graphophone has secured a place o

honor in the homes of the American people as the one
incomparable musical instrument: Partly by its

marvelously true rendition of grand opera music,
recorded by the stars of the opera and concert
world—Bonci, Zenatello, Bispham, and a host of

others : Partly because of its versatile and fault-

less rendering of popular songs and standard
ballads—vocal and instrumental music of every
class.

But there is no sort of music that seems to
lend itself to reproduction on Columbia
Double-Disc Records like such grand old
hymns as "Nearer, My God, to Thee," sung
in the Columbia laboratory by well-known
choristers from certain famous New York
City churches.

If you own a disc talking machine
(Columbia or other make) mail us Ji. and
we will send you, prepaid, any of the Gipsy
Smith records you prefer (two selections)—
and a complete catalogue with it.

If you don't own a Graphophone, ask for
Graphophone Catalog.

Colionbia Disc Graphophoiii

don't be satisfied witli any oth

Prices ^25 to $100.

The Columbia Grafonola (c

cealed horn instrument) in tl"

type;—Jioc, J200, %22'^.

Columbia Phonograph Company, Gen'l, Dept. U, Tribune Building, New York
Prices in Canada plus duty. Address 264 Yonge Street, Toronto

Creators of the Talking Machine Industry. Pioneers and Leaders in the Talking Machine Art
Owners of the Fundamental Patents

Dealers Wanted-Exclusive selling rights given where we are not properly represented
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Oue^ions and Answers

WE have received many letters

from readers of this journal,

conveying expressions of sympathy
r.nd regret at the death of its late

editor. As it is impossible to answer
all of these writers individually, we
take this method of expressing our
appreciation of their friendly mes-
sages and assure them that we value

greatly the continued confidence and
co-operation of the friends of The
Christian Herald in its work.

I. J., East Norwalk, Conn. 1. What kind of in-

sti"uments were the sackbuts and psalteries

mentioned in the Bible? 2. What author-

ity is there in the Bible for the statement
that the birds and animals talked and un-
derstood each other ?

1. The sackbut was a stringed instrument of

four or more strings and triangular in form.

The psaltery was of a general harp-like form,

but was in various shapes and sizes. Some
were curved. Some scholars have identified it

with the lyre. 2. It is pure legend. There is

nothing authoritative to be found anywhere in

the Scriptures on the subject.

Rev. James Curry. San Francisco
Theological Seminary, Newark,
Calif. In your issue of recent
date there is reference to the
"Mother Shipton" prophecy.
A great many people seem
still to believe this genuine,
when it is all fallacious. In

his book. Many Infallible

Proofs (pp. 44-45, published
1886), Dr. A. G. Pierson ex-

poses the fraud. He shows at

least three diffei'ent versions

of it, in which slight changes
are adroitly made to make it

correspond to the develop-
ments of current history. A
Mr. Charles Hindly, to whom
it was traced, acknowledjrcd
himself as the author of this

prophetic hoax, which wrs
written in 1866. So most of

the fulfilment occurred before
the prophecy was written.

Dr. Curry's letter is timely and
welcome, although the statement

has already been published in T!:e
Christian Hekald that the "Ship-
ton prophecy" was a hoax, periie-

trated by a clever English writer,
who afterward admitted the fact.

a. R. H., Palestine, Tex. What is

the generally accepted belief

of the most learned Bible
students as to the immetliate
place to which a saved soul
goes at death ? Do they hold
to the belief that a saved soul
goes imme<iiately to heaven, or
goes to an intermediary place?

Many books have been written concerning
the state of the soul between death and the

resurrection. The Catholics have the doctrine
of purgatory, but the early Christians held no
such belief. They believed that there was a
judgment immediately after death and a final

judgment later, and that in the intermediate
state (not "place"), every believer's soul

would find a foretaste of the greater joys to

come. Some non-Catholic authorities have
held that the soul after leaving the body re-

mains inert until the resurrection. The best
authorities, "nowever, hold that it retains its

active powers, and is assigned to a condition
which is suited to its degree of spiritual de-
velopment until the final change. Dr. Tuck
points out that Hades, the abode of the de-
parted, was regarded by the Hebrews as di-

vided into two sections : one for the good ; the
other for the wicked. "Both together made up
the abode of the dead" ; one Paradise, the other
(lehenna. Jesus promised the repentant thief:

"To-day thou shall be with me in Paradise."
(Luke 23: 43.) Paradise was to the Jewish
theologians a state of future bliss with lower
and higher stages; yet it is not the final stage.
See also II. Cor. 12: 4; I. Pet. 3: 19; II. Cor.
5 : C-8. On the other hand, there are passages
that are capable of a different construction.
.See Job 7. 21; Dan. 12: 2; I. Cor. 15: 51; L
Thess. 4: 14. In these passages, it is probable
that "sleep" may refer to the body and not to
the spirit.

C. B., Bloomfield, Mo. 1. Explain sanctifica-
tion. 2. What is the sin against the Holy
Chost '!

1. When a believer gives himself to Cod un-

reservedly and believes in Christ with the heart

unto righteousness, God through the Holy

Spirit sanctifies that believer. Sanctification is

the work of God within us and it purifies the

whole life. 2. There are conflicting opinions on

the matter, but it is believed to have been at-

tributing the works of Christ to Satanic agency.

3. The passage you quote is not in the Bible.

T. N., Shimshu, Japan. 1. Did Zaccheus climb

the tree to see Jesus for curiosity only?
2. Are we to infer from Luke 19 : 8 that

he was a bad man, or was he no worse

than other publicans ?

1. He climbed to gratify his curiosity, but he

seems to have had a deeper interest. He had

probably heard of Christ and his miracles and

wished to know more of this wonderful Being.

2. He was a rich Jewish revenue oflicial—

a

customs gatherer—and v. 8 would seem to imply

that he was regarded as a hard man. All tax-

gatherers under Roman authority were cordially

disliked by the Jews, and they were usually

cruel extortionists.

J. B., Des Moines, la. Can not you publish

something to allay the foolish fear about
the comet which seems to prevail in many
sections of the country? Of course, it is

absurd, but some people need to be re-

assured.

Professor E. E. Barnard, of 'Y'erkes Ob-

in the case of the nine lepers who did not re-

tui-n after being cleansed, the inference holds

that they had been healed in both .soul and body.

A. M., Orchard, Colo. 1. Please name a few-

good books, suitable for a gift to a young
woman upon her graduation day.

A good edition of Shakespeare or any other

of the standard poets' (as Tennyson, Browning,
Wordsworth. Longfellow, Whittier, Bryant) ;

or a set of the works of the great prose writers

(Ruskin, Emerson, Scott, Dickens, or Thack-
eray ) , would be suitable. They are furnished

by nearly all booksellers and the range of prices

is large. A few special books are : Stepping

Heavenward, by Elizabeth Prentiss; Winsome
Woinanhoud, by Margaret E. Sangster (Flem-

ing H. Bevell Co.) ; Beside Still Waters, or

almost any others of the books of A. C. Benson ;

Happiness, by Carl Hilty ; The Etjieient Life, by

Dr. Luther Giilick (Doubleday, Page & Co.,

.$1.50). The price of each of the above books

is about the same.

S. V. K. (a Native of India). 1. Do you advo-
cate conversion to Christianity of all non-
Christian peoples? 2. When you advo-
cate conversion to Christianity, do you
advocate it from the desire of saving the
people from "hell fire" or of doing them
some earthly good? 3. Do you decide the

i:
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discussion. Christianity has done a wonde il

and world-wide work in civilizing the sa\ie

races, and in uplifting great masses of t!

who were under the old heathen systems,
teaches not only the way of salvation thro
Jesus Christ, but it educates the ignor
softens the savage, raises woman from sc .1

slavery to equality "with man, inculcates jusi

purity, truthfulness, temperance and kind
toward others. Those who claim that 1

arises from the propagation of Christianitj \

the mission field are either blindly prejud
or have never given the subject practical sti

Mrs. L. W., Prophetstown, III. Please explain
the benefit of our Sunday School class,

after performing the miracles mentio 1

in Luke 8: 41-56; 5: 12-14; Mark 7: 32-

Matt. 9 : 27-30, Jesus in each case Si

"See that thou tell no man" (or sim
words), and why did they in almost e\

case "tell it all the more"?

The commentators unite in saying that

reason for such a caution, no doubt, was t

Jesus "did not desire to let the public f

ing regarding himself come too precipita

to a crisis." Nothing was to be gained
tumult and sensation, which might prove

decided disadvantage if it provoked the in

ference of the authorities. He had just had
experience with great croi

(Mark 5: 24) which w
an obstruction to his minis

rather than an advantage, a

therefoi'e, he counseled
household and friends of Jai

to go quietly about their afff

and say nothing that would
cite the people. In most cas

however, the caution went i

heeded. Their astonishment \

so pi-ofound that they could i

l;eep quiet. The re'.ult was tl

he was obliged, owing to

popular excitement, to wi

<lraw from the city to the v

dcrness. See Mark 5 : 19,

and Luke 5 : 16.

Miscellaneous

Photo by Harris & Ewing

President Taft Opening the D. A. R. Congress in Washington, D. C.

ON April 18, the nineteenth Congress of the^ Daughters of the American Revolution held its opening
session in beautiful Continental Hall, with four thousand delegates present and with President
Taft as the chief speaker. The hall, one of the most beautiful in America, was built by the

Daughters for headquarters and to accommodate their gatherings. It is pure colonial in its architecture,
with thirteen pillars given by the thirteen original States. It is one of the show places of Washington.

servatory, one of our best authorities, has
lately been busy answering many letters like

the foregoing. He writes: "The logical sup-
position is that the gas of the comet's tail is so
attenuated that the earth's envelope of atmos-
phere will pass through it like a ball without
being penetrated by it. The passage will begin
about 8 o'clock on the evening of May 18, and
will take twenty-four hours, supposing that the
tail of the comet is nearly fifteen million miles
thick. Computations show that the earth
passed through the tail of the comet of 1861
without any one being aware of it until the fact
was established years later by astronomers fig-

uring out the astral wanderer's orbit." We
may add that this is the view taken by prac-
tically all the scientists who have spoken or
written on the subject. In their opinion, there
is not the slightest cause for alarm.

A. C, Neoga, 111. In Christ's miracles of heal-
ing of the body, do we understand that he
also at the same time cleansed them from
sin? In some cases the Scripture makes it

plain that he did. In others, nothing is
said. Are we to imply that he did in all
cases ?

It is to be inferred that the healing was com-
plete, physically and spiritually, even though it

may not be so stated definitely. "He pardons
our iniquities and heals all our diseases." Even

question entirely from the standpoint o4"

the interest of the people to be converted*?
4. Have you made any honest endeavor to
investigate through impartial agencies
whether con\'ersion of non-Christian peo-
ples has really done the converted peoples
any appreciable good ? 5. Are you con-
scious of any evil arising from the mis-
sionary work ?

1. Yes ; we are commanded by Jesus Christ
to preach the Gospel to all nations and peoples,
and this means to bring them into the Chris-
tian fold as true believers. 2. From both.
Christianity gives a new meaning and higher
purpose to this life, and the promise of life

hereafter, with larger possibilities. 3. It is for
their eternal welfare that we strive, but we do
so also because it is a high privilege for Chris-
tians to bring souls out of darkness into light.

See Dan. 12: 3. 4. Unbiased observers other
than Christian workers have given abundant
testimony to the value of missionary effort.

Perhaps the most recent instances are the
speeches and other utterances of President
Taft at the Missionary Convention in Wash-
ington, and ex-President Roosevelt, who has
vei-y freely and very favorably given hi.'! opin-
ion of missionary work in Africa. 5. On the
contrary, it is productive of nothing but good ;

and this is so well attested that it hardly needs

A. M., Elgin, 111. See explai

tion given to H. A. B., issue

April 28, 1909.

Mrs. E. D. C, Attica, Ind. I

statistics of dependent childi

write to the Children's Aid t

ciety. 105 East Twenty-seco
Street, New York.

Troy, N. Y. If the friend y

m ntion is a good man and «

eits a good influence upon yo

life, we see no i-eason to regi

the acquaintance. If, howev.

his influence is of a doubtl

character, and distracts or pt

ple.xes you, you should not he

tate to drop his acquaintance.

N. Silvius, Grand Rapids, Mich., writes: "V

trust that the high standard of The Christi;

Herald will be maintained. A weekly paper

much esteemed and beloved, deserves to

found in every family where the English la

guage is read. May the late Dr. Klopsc

whose death we deeply deplore, have a success

worthy of him, who made The Christian He
ALD one of the best papers in this country."

Mrs. E. R., San Francisco. There are mai

persons throughout the country engaged
spreading the Gospel by tract distributio

placards and painted signs. We know of son

who make this their special duty and who fii

great good in it. The signs in box-cars a

possibly the work of Christian railroad ei

ployees, or of the Commercial Travelers' Chn
tian organization, or they may come from ai

one of a number of other sources.

R. A. F., Bentonville, Va. Rev. 21 : IS, whi<

))ictures the doom of Babylon, the world-powe

is regarded bv students of prophecy as yet '

be fulfilled. This world-power (as to the idei

tity of which commentators differ) is to 1

the greatest material expression of the Ant

Christ—a great and cruel persecutor of tl

faithful. Rev. 19 : 20 describes the fate of Ant;

Christ and his confederate kings and the';

followers. The battle itself is not describee

but its results are given.

P. F. Y., Bloomington, 111. 1. The author (

The Ueicm of Laiv died in 1900. 2. "Etern:

Life" and "Immortality" are practically synm

jTOous. 3. See Matt. 19: 16; Mark 10: li

Luke 10: 25, and 18: 18; also Matt. 25: 4b

Matt. 10: 30; John 3: 15; John 5 : 39 ; 6: 541

6: 68; 10: 28; 17: 2; Acts 13: 48; L Tut;

6: 12, 19: I. John 2: 25, and other passage;;

4. They probably have not given these subject]

the study they deserve, although they are th,

very essence of the Scriptures and sho
"

taught in every pulpit.

..Id !
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THE SUFFRAGIST INVASION OF CONGRESS
^ EVERAL unusual and notable features have

N characterized the forty-second annual conven-
•J tion of the National American Woman Suf-

age Association, which was held at Washington,
. C., recently. One element of novelty was found
the presence of several of the foremost Enfiflish

.iffragists, who made addresses and participated
the discussions of the convention. A second fea-

re was presented in several open-air meetings

—

le first of the kind ever held at the American
pital—and which are designed to inaugurate a
'untry-wide campaign of open-air agitation, some-
hat on the lines followed in

.ngland. However, the most
cturesque feature of the 1910
invention of American suffra-

sts had to do with the pre-
ntation of a monster petition
' the two Houses of Congress,
he big petition, signed by
;arly half a million American
tizens, was carried to the
apitol by the whole body of
iffragists, several hundred
rong, whose pilgrimage took
e form of a spectacular auto-
obile parade, the cars being
derated with banners em-
)dying the slogans of the
.esent campaign of votes for
omen.
The great appeal for the suf-
age, which for months past
is been circulating for signa-
res all over the country,
ached the seat of government
the form of a mammoth

itional petition—the consoli-
ition of many petitions circu-
ted by individual workers.
stead of the petition being
bmitted to Congress as a
lole, it was divided into sec-
>ns on a geographical basis,
that the suffragists from

ch State were enabled to place their own appeal
the hands of their respective senators and rep-
sentatives. The signature rolls of the petitions
ried considerably in size.
In the automobile parade to the Capitol—which
tended for more than three blocks when ai-ranged
close formation—there was one or more motor
rs assigned to the delegates from each State.
ich State deletration carried its respective section
the big petition, and huge yellow streamers bear-
T the names of the States were strung across the
ies or backs of the automobiles. Most of the

By WALDON FAWCETT

occupants of the motor cars wore sashes of yellow

ribbon, inscribed "Votes For Women," and were
also adorned with white celluloid buttons bearing

the same slogan, which became a familiar one dur-

ing the convention. At the head of the procession

were two cars containing the national officers, the

leading automobile having among its occupants

Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, who was unanimously re-

The Parade of the State Delegations Bearing the Petitions

elected president of the National Association; Mrs.

Avery, the first vice-president; and Mrs. Harriet

Taylor Upton, the treasurer. Most of the three-

score automobiles were hired for the Congressional

invasion. They were all liberally adorned with

banners emblazoned with the arguments of the

suffragists.

This singular parade moved on the Capitol just

at noon, the regular hour for the convening of Con-

gress. Most of the women first sought out the repre-

sentatives from their respective States and handed
to them the petitions designed for their perusal.

They then repaired to the Senate Chamber, which
was the principal objective point of the invasion,

owing to the fact that speeches on petitions are

allowed in the Senate, but not in the House. Nat-

urally, the suffragists were eager for some acknowl-

edgment of their novel demonstration. Within a
few minutes after the arrival of the parade on the

east front of the Capitol, all the seats in the Senate
galleries were occupied and a great number of

interested women found themselves unable to gain
admission to the chamber.

Scattering applause greeted the statements made
by several Senators in present-

ing the petitions. A genuine
ovation awaited Senator La
Follette when he took the floor

on the subject. Like his wife,

the Senator from Wisconsin
is an enthusiastic advocate of

votes for women. His eldest

daughter, Miss Fola La Fol-

lette, had been a conspicuous
participant in the parade to

the Capitol. The Senator in

his address said : "I hope the

time will come when this great
body of intelligent people will

not find it necessary to petition

for that which ought to be
accorded as a right in a coun-
try of equal opportunities."

This was the first oratorical

gun and it was greeted with
such a round of applause that
the presiding officer was obliged
to admonish the galleries that

"no applause is permitted in

the Senate." Senator Perkins,
following the presentation of

the petitions, obtained an order
for the printing of the body of
the petition in the Congres-
sional Record.

Aside from the very spec-

tacular presentation to Con-
gress of the great petition, the suffragists obtained
formal hearings before the committees of Congress.
It had originally been planned to have these hear-
ings occur on the same day as the presentation of

the petition; but Congressional procedure made it

necessary to have the petition presented on Monday
and the hearings deferred until Tuesday. Dr. Shaw
and other women of national reputation appeared
before the Senate Committee on Woman Suffrage,

while Mrs. Harriet Taylor Upton and six or seven
other leaders presented forceful arguments before

the House Committee on Judiciary.
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THIS is a gospel for commonplace people! The

Old Testament Scriptures have their message

for the great men and women of the race.

Sage and seer, poet and prophet, statesman and

ruler of nations have fed their greatness on the high

food which they supply. Those hero-souls whose

names shine resplendent in the heaven of lofty

thought have been nourished into manhood, sus-

tained in adversity, made strong in weakness, and

nerved to a deathless life by the poetry and prose of

these sacred books. But this morning we find in an

Old Testament passage a gospel for quite ordinary

people. Once we were to make our mark and make
it deep on the life of the nation; now we are satisfied

if we feel we can make some little corner of the

world better than we found it, and leave a name for

which our children will not need to blush. Once,

when we looked upon our greatness in the magic

mirror of the future, our sublime heads struck the

stars. Now we are hewers of wood and drawers of

water

!

Making Labor Light

Drawers of water ! It is the Scriptural phrase for

those whose lives were toil and drudgery. We have

chosen to weave the web of romance round the

maiden at the well. Rebekah is fair as the morning,

lovely as the daylight—in pictures. In actual fact,

the young woman, who was sent to draw water from
the well, was a household drudge, a Cinderella of a

most unfairylike world, with never a respectable

godmother in sight—the hard-worked, unpaid, ill-

treated serving-woman of the tribe. And here is a

charming little poem let into the solid prose of
Scripture, showing what escape these drudges found
from their drudgery, and how they lit up their mo-
notonous toil with radiant thoughts. They said that
they were co-partners in service with the greatest
of their race! They said that princes had digged
this well; that the nobles of the people had digged
it with their sceptres and with their staves. They
said that if their work was hard and coarse, it

brought them into line with a heroic past. They
said that they were carrying on a work which the
first-born sons of heaven had begun. They said
that they were one in labor and thought and pur-
pose with earth's best blood! And they made the
exhausting labor light with their laughter and in-

spiring song:

Spring up, O well ; sing ye unto it

;

Well, which the princes digged.
Which the nobles of the people delved.
With the sceptre, and with their staves.

This is the glorification of the commonplace. It
is divinity, even if divinity draped in drab!
And it is true! Can you name one single, honest

occupation which does not go back to the princes
and the nobles of the race? Is not this City of New
York more wonderful in its daily realities of train
and tide, tramping millions and rolling river, sea-
borne splendor and conquest of the earth, than any
Aladdin's palace of an Arabian Night's dream?
There is not a ship that comes into our river; there
is not a flag that floats from her masthead, that has
not tales to tell of enterprise and daring, of hard-
ships endured, of death outfaced and baffled or
bravely met, and of the spirit of man subduing earth
and sea to the empire of his will. Do you spend
your commonplace life in weighing things by the
pound or the ton, or measuring things by the yard,
or in moving these things from one part of the land
to another, or in selling them or buying them, or
only in writing about them in office books, or per-
haps even merely waiting on those who do? But
these very things, and the commonplace functions
you discharge in connection with them, link you on
with your fellows all over the world; and not with
the commonplace only, but with the pioneers, the
discoverers, the inventors, the captain of the seas
upon his bridge at night, the captain of industry,
not necessarily a less heroic figure in the light of
day; the chemist in his laboratory as well as the
lonely traveler o'er antres vast and deserts idle ; not
only the brawny-limbed son of toil in the factory or

* Pastor Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, New York City.
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the depths of the earth, but the brawny-brained

thinker also whose towering intellect is as the light-

house of the world! Princes digged these wells!

The nobles of the people digged them with their

sceptres and their staves

!

It is wonderful, wonderful! We cannot touch the

commonplaceness of it anywhere, blindly as we may
grope, but that our lightest pressure brushes the

commonplace aside and we perceive divinity. Things

are not things, but immortal realities. They respond

to us—Oh, thank God ! they respond to our cry—and
this is the song that breaks on our listening souls:

Spring up, O well ; sing ye unto it

;

Well, which the princes digged.
Which the nobles of the people delved.

With the sceptre, and with their staves.

There is a brutal passage in the writings of an
English atheist which I often repeat to myself, in

sheer wonder that a sane man can be so insanely

absurd. He is preaching the amazing doctrine of

everlasting nothingness, and he says: "On the last

great day of account, the heroes who fell at Mara-
thon and the last barrowful of litter wheeled out of

the cavalry stables will be alike remembered." Jesus
said: "Not a sparrow falls to the ground but your
Father knoweth. Every hair of your head is num-
bered." And the untrained instinct of the toiler

asserts its" indestructible belief in the truth that

Jesus taught when he feeds his soul's hunger for

immortality with the knowledge that princes digged
this well and the nobles of the people digged it with
their sceptres and their swords!

So, then, we will go on to reconcile ourselves to

our commonplace lives; nay, to glorify them. These
are the lives of value to the world! In our school-

books, when we were boys and girls, we used to read
of Mettus Curtius, a Roman youth, who sacrificed

himself for his country by leaping, in full armor
and on horseback, into the gulf which had opened
in the Forum, and could only be closed by Rome
throwing in what was most valuable to the city.

The gulf closed over his head, and Rome was safe!
But if you read between the lines of the gaudy
palimpsest of history you will find the record of
uncounted millions of obscure and commonplace
people who have closed up the gaping fissures of
Church and State with their own bodies, and laid
the foundations of empires in their blood. I wonder
if you have forgotten the story which John B. Gough
used to tell of a traveler from Old England passing
through New England after the war. He said to
his companion:

" 'The painful feature to me in New England
country life, is the immense amount of human vege-
tation one sees.' 'What do you mean?' 'Well, in
these isolated country towns, where no railroad ap-
proaches, what do the people do? What do they
see? Where have they been? What do they know?
You, who are working in the busy haunts of men,
and know what life is, cannot call that "life" which
you see here. Why, it is existing in a circle; it is

a sort of vegetation. Now, there you see a specimen
of just what I mean.'

The Influence of a Simple Life

"We were passing one of the outlying farm places,
and on one side was a little house, a one-and-a-half-
story house, as we call them ; and at the window was
a woman knitting. She had a black band round her
white widow's cap, and was of middle age. 'There,'
he continued, 'that's just what I mean. Look at that
woman. She eats, and drinks, and sleeps, and knits,
and knits, and sleeps, and drinks, and eats, day by
day; but you can't call that eating, and drinking,
and sleeping, and knitting, life. What does she
know? Where has she been? What has she seen?
What has she done? There sits a human vegetable.'
Stop, sir; stand still awhile, and look well at that
woman. Her name is not known beyond the circle
of her acquaintance, within the radius of a mile or
two; but look at her! Sixteen years ago she was
left a widow with six children—the youngest a boy
four years old—in poverty. She owned that little
old house, and about an acre and a half of land; she
was poor, for New England. Where is her eldest

4

son? Doing his work as a missionary in the fore i

field. Where is her second son? Doing his w i

as a home missionary in Western Iowa and Kan; ;.

Where is her third son? His work is done, and^
lies under the sod at Gettysburg. She gave him )

without a murmur; and she wears the black b; 1

for him. Where is her youngest—her Benjam ?

With his regiment, doing his duty in defense of ^

Union. But there were six of them? Aye! bu i

requisition came from Roanoke and Newburi -

'Send us teachers for our contraband negro

;

teachers who are willing to endure without p -

ment, and to sacrifice without remuneration'—j 1

her two daughters have left her to go southwa
;

and she is alone, eating, and drinking, and sleepi
,

and knitting. Well, let her eat, and drink, i 1

sleep, and knit, struggling with poverty. She h
,

nevertheless, brought up her family of childri

;

she has given them to her country and her God; ; 1

now she sits quietly biding her time. If that h i

human vegetable,' God send to Great Britain
America a crop of such vegetables!"

Commonplace Lives

To be sure! Commonplace lives like ours are

lives which are of value to the world. But this

;

not all. The character which is demanded of us

our commonplace conditions is the same as tl'

which sets on high lives the most conspicuous,
most influential, and the most honored. All heroi

is of a piece. There are not two kinds of gd
ness

; goodness for great men and goodness for cc

monplace people. Virtue, devotion, loyalty, obe

ence, sacrifice—are they not the same in us as

men and women, the greatest the world has know
Has not Christ taught us that he who receives

prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive

prophet's reward? The reason we know. It is ju

For that man must share the prophet's nature w
knows a prophet when he sees him and does h

honor. And this is why our Lord is confident tl

he who is faithful in little will be faithful in mm
The much, no more than the little, demands th(

commonplace virtues of endurance and loyalty a,

unselfishness which the worlds and the ages haj

agreed to call heroic.

I will go one step further. Having commitf
myself to this glorification of the commonplace,
will give hostages to fortune and declare that th(

commonplace lives call for a capacity sometimes a

a courage often greater than those demanded iii

greater circumstances. For, if conspicuous positij

and a famous name bring great responsibility, th;

bring also powerful stimulus. They bring an appej

a moral obligation, an encouragement to noble livin

If the eyes of the world are upon a man he brae

up, takes his courage in both hands, lives finely,

prepares to die picturesquely. We shall never kn(

how much of the supreme courage of men, who
daring has become the imperishable memory of the

kind, was innate and intrinsic, and how much of

was born of some heroic hour when they felt t
;

glorious propulsion of the expectation or faith of

million souls. We shall never know how brave thj

might or might not have been amid the humdril
commonplaceness to which you and I are made su

ject. In the prophet's view it is easier to fly th;

to run; easier to run than to walk! The anti-clim:

is the real ascent. The fall into commonplace
the crown of achievement. They that wait upi

the Lord shall renew their strength. They sh:

mount up with wings as eagles—that is splendi

They shall run and not be weary—running does n

sound as wonderful as mounting with wings, b

it is more splendid ! They shall walk and not fai

—and walking seems nothing contrasted with tl

running and the flying, yet it is most splendid

all! Anybody can fly—now and then, when you

aspires, dreams, disdains the limitations of tin

and sense! Almost anybody can run on occasio

for a little time, when the great eff'ort is needed, ai

the great moment calls for a great effort. But

walk and not faint; to trudge on, mile by mile,

narrow path, circumscribed, dreary, without vie

of smiling landscape or awe-inspiring hills—to kei

Continued on next page
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The Song of the Weil

Continued from preceding page

m steadily, quietly, persistently, al-

ways with a smile, always with the

Qve-light in the eyes, and always con-

ident that there's always something,

iomewhere sings—this is heroism in-

leed, the heroism of the commonplace,
ind of such is the king-Jom of heaven!
J This is the life which reflects divin-

ity! Did you look for it in priest or

dng? Did you think to find it only in

nartyr and in saint? But what went
'e out for to see? A reed shaken with
he wind? But vv^hat went ye out for to

;ee? A man clothed in soft raiment?
Behold, they that wear soft raiment
ire in kings' houses. Verily, I sav
into you, divinity is in your own heart,

ir nowhere! Now are we the children
.f God!
So, now, let us sing of the well ! Is

lot the work of the Church and the
khool and the Mission mere routine
md drudgery often to our souls that
ispire to bigger things? And is not

he common round, the daily task of

he home, drudgery too? And are we
lot from day to day bound down to a
.ommonplace task? Yet why should
ve not be willing to do chores for God?
\nd who would not be glad to be the
'landy-man of the Almighty?

I

Spring up. O well : sing- ye unto it

:

Well, which the princes di^pred.
Which the nobles of the people delved.
With the sceptre, and with their staves.

Does not our consecration go back
the Christ of Calvary and of the

Resurrection Morning, to the prophets
vho hoped for him, to the evangelists
vho wrote of him, to the apostles who
)roclaimed him, to the martyrs who
lied for him, and to all the sweet and
Tracious souls who have loved him and
ived with him and died in the assur-
.nce of his salvation, whose lives are
lidden with Christ in God? We are
!ot great. In us there dwells no far-
'ff touch of greatness, unless great it

e to know we are not great. Yet, if

ly word or deed or thought of ours
.ome burden be lifted from the shoul-
lers of earth's weakest children; if

ome sorrow be assuaged, some con-
science cleansed of the perilous stuff

'hat weighs upon the heart; if through
•he commonplace goodness of our com-
nonplace lives, one who was lost is

'bund and one who was dead is alive
igain, then, though it is not ours

The applause of listeninfr senates to command.
The threats of pain and ruin to despise.

To scatter plenty o'er a smilinif land,
1

And read our history in a nation's eyea—

"'et one day princes who digged the
veil and nobles who hollowed it out
vith their sceptres and their staves,
;hall join with us in the song of the
ansomed, and our commonplace lives

hall be in this commonplace world as
i well of water springing up into ever-
asting life.

'

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Anvil Sparks
.

. Growth in knowledge is the only
ure for conceit.

..Starting to heaven on a grave-
itone is a risky business.
..A MATCH looks harmless, but it

las often taken a life.

..If you wear religion as a cloak,
^our soul may freeze to death.
..When God measures men, he

)rings them all to the same standard.
. .The devil can no more hurt a

Christian than mud can soil sunlight.
..The moment a Christian looks

)ack, he begins to make crooked paths.
. .The man who is not satisfied with

Christ is not satisfied with any one
ilse.

..You have as much right to rob
'our neighbor as you have to set him
» bad example.

Talk of improving the liquor
traffic

! You might as well try to paint
lihe devil white.

..Christ will knock at the door of
/our heart, but he will not come in
•vithout an invitation.

'Cbe Children's pulpit
GRANT'S BIRTHDAY By Rev, j. m. farrar, d.d.*

SWEARING is a great waste of time. Stop the leak in the
kettle. This kettle is an hour with sixty drops of time in it.

If there is a leak in the kettle the little drops of time will be
lost. Sixty drops and the hour-kettle is empty. Swearing is a bad
habit and will surely wear a hole in the kettle. It is difficult to
•swear without getting angry. Sometimes the kettle is emptied be-
fore the hole is made. How? Anger starts the kettle boiling and
time runs over and is lost. Swearing is a great waste of time! In
sixty minutes of temper an hour has run over.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, was Grant's birthday. Some one told

the following interesting story about him. "While sitting with
him at the camp-fire late one night, after every one else had gone to

bed, I said to him: 'General, it seems singular that you have gone
through all the trouble of army service and frontier life and have
never been provoked into swearing. I have never heard you utter
an oath or use an imprecation.'

" 'Well, somehow or other, I never learned to swear,' he replied.

'When a boy I seemed to have an aversion to it, and when I became
a man I saw the folly of it. I have always noticed, too, that swear-
ing helps to arouse a man's anger; and when a man flies into a pas-
sion, his adversary who keeps cool always gets the better of him.
In fact, I never could see the use of swearing. I think it is the case
with many people who swear excessively that it is a mere habit, and
that they do not mean to be profane; but, to say the least, it is a
great waste of time.'

"

WHEN you read this to your uncle he may say, "If General Grant
had been provoked as I often am, I think he would have sworn."

.Just tell uncle this story and ask him if General Grant did not have

.ome reason now and then to have a provoke

:

"After he had served the nation as its President, General Grant
was in New York when the Masonic Temple was burned. The fire-

line was drawn half way down the block, but the great, surging
crowds hampered the work. A policeman stationed below failed to

I'ccognize the ex-President as he approached the line, and quickly
grabbing him by the collar, he swung him around in the other direc-

tion, yelling at him as he gave him a whack with his club: 'Here,
what's the matter with you? Don't you see the fire-line? Chase
yourself out of here, and be quick about it.'

"

The General did not swear, but just got out of the crowd and began
to attend to his own business. Swearing would have been a great
waste of time.

Other great men tell us that swearing is more than a waste of

time; it destroys the kettle.

GENERAL WASHINGTON, in an order issued August 3, 1776,

said : "The General is sorry to be informed that the foolish and
wicked practice of profane cursing and swearing, a vice hitherto

little known in an American army, is growing into fashion. He
hopes the officers will, by example as well as influence, endeavor to

check it, and that both they and the men will reflect that we can have
little hope of the blessing of heaven on our army if we insult it by
our impiety and folly. Added to this, it is a vice so mean and low,

without any temptation, that every man of sense and character

detests and despises it." Swearing is a great wa.ste of character!

James says : "But above all things, mv brethren land my Juniors]

,

swear not; neither by heaven, neither by the earth, neither by any
other oath; but let your yea be yea, and your nay be nay; lest ye

fall into condemnation." Swearing is a great loss of soul! James
asks you to be specially watchful against the habit of swearing.

"Above all things"—that is, you will find it more difficult to keep
from this sin than it is to keep from many other sins.

IF Satan cannot get a boy or girl to swear with the tongue, he will

try to get a swear through the hands or feet. Slamming a door

when you are mad is hand-swearing. When you have been corrected

and go out of the room as though each step would put holes in the

floor you are foot-swearing. Sometimes a swear spreads over the

face like a cloud across the sky. Swearing is a great loss of hap-
piness

Did my Juniors celebrate Grant's birthday by resolving never to

swear? Do not forget that swearing is a great waster.

YOU really want a story? I never tell a swear-story, but here is

one that may help you to remember our thought about swearing:

A long, long time ago in the summer time a man was stung in the

face by a bee. This made him mad, and he swore and swore and
then swore again. The swear was so hot that his kettle of time

boiled over and he wasted half an hour swearing at the bee. A
friend who was sorry to hear him swear, said : "Jim, I am sorry for

you. I think that bee might have stung you in a better place."

Again the kettle boiled over. "Where might it have stung me?"
asked the swearer. "Why, it would have been better for you if it

had stung you on the tip of your tongue." Read the third chapter

of James and then think of the need of a bee on the tip of the tongue.

Text : "Above all things, swear* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
not." .T.'imcs Ti : 12.
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How Deaconess Alice Lived

By Lucy Rider Meyer

"OHE cannot possibly live," saidO the doctor.

"Oh, doctor!"

"I am sorry to say it, but I must."
The doctor was very sad. He had

been a friend of deaconesses ever since
they first came into the church, and it

was not easy to pronounce the death
sentence. Moreover, he had fought the
dread white plague in his own family,
and his very heart had been wrung
once by a lost battle there. What won-
der he was sad over this beautiful,
devoted young: woman doomed to death
in the very prime of her life?
"But can nothing be done?" said the

superintendent.
"Well, send her to the mountains. If

she can live at all it will be there."
Sister Alice went to the mountains.

She slept in a tent or out of doors; and
in the high dry air of Arizona the
balance slowly swung up—toward life.

She grew strong and active again, and
with the true spirit of a deaconess be-
gan looking about for work. There
was plenty at her very hand, for the
little mountain city is always crowded
with poor pilgrims in search of health.
Some of them live, but others die.
They are lonely and friendless, and
sometimes in great poverty, having
spent their all in the battle. Oh, you
who have watched over your own sick
ones in tenderly sheltered homes, think,
if you can, what it mu.st mean to these
other sufferers when this strong cheery
friend, this "angel of the white ties,"
finds them out in their need. She helps
them all she can, and, living or dying,
she tells them again of Jesus and his
love. Was it not worth while to save
such a life as that of Sister Alice?

Sister Alice has lived for five years
on scant "deaconess allowance," yet
she has lived, and she has been helpful
to others, and that has been enough for
her own happiness. But now a great
ambition is growing in her heart. It
is not for herself. Her place in the
little church is secure. The sick peo-
ple about her, as in the time of Flor-
ence Nightingale, are ready to "kiss
her shadow" as she passes, from sheer
love and gratitude; and she has won
the hearts of all. But now she wants
to buy a little piece of ground and
pitch her tent on it permanently

—

perhaps, indeed, two tents, or three, or
even some time, if the Lord should
send money, a house might be built

—

in order that she may be able to wel-
come and help those of her sister
deaconesses who may also some time
need a refuge from the dreadful dis-
ease. There are more than seven hun-
dred licensed deaconesses in America
alone, and, true sisters of humanity,
their work is largely among the poor
and sick. They cannot altogether
avoid infection, and from time to time
some will be going down with tubercu-
losis. What saved the life of Sister
Alice will save the lives of others.
This little foothold in the mountains
must be secured. Property is rising
rapidly. The lot on which for two
years the tent stood is now sold—for
three times what it could have been
bougl t for then. A thousand dollars
will buy another lot and a second tent.
Two hundred dollars of this sum is

already pledged. If all the room should
not be needed at once, perhaps some
beds could be fitted up for a few home-
less girls. . A second deaconess, a well
woman, is ready to go if needed.

I have pleaded the cause of many
things since I have been in deaconess
work, but never anything that touched
my very heart more than this. There
is so much money in the hands of God's
people, and this Home now will mean
life and health to many a devoted dea-
coness. It must be secured. Surely
the God who hears his little black
ravens when they cry, will speak
through these poor words to the heart
of some who will respond. Any reader
who wishes to do so may send a gift,

or address inquiries to me at No. 4949
Indiana Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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A NOTABLE AMERICAN WEDDING

Mr. Anthony J. Drexel

Tlie UridegrooiTi

WHEN the eldest daughter of a very rich and

generous man marries the promising son

of another very rich man, the wedding is

likely to be on a lavish and splendid scale. That of

Miss Marjorie Gwynne Gould and Mr. Anthony J.

Drexel, Jr., at St. Bartholomew's Church in New
York, April TO, ful-

(..pyriahthvPaiiiB.os. filled these conditions

and was probably the

most beautiful wed-
ding among the long-

list of recent events of

similar character.

All the accompani-
ments of the wedding
were on a grand scale.

The magnificent gifts;

the white satin Char-
meuse gown of the
bride, with which she

wore a remarkable
string of matched
pearls and a priceless

pearl - and - diamond
brooch; the superbly
decorated church, its

walls almost hidden
beneath its drapery
of lilies, white lilac,

apple and white peach-
blossoms and pink

azaleas; and the crowd of two thousand elegantly

attired guests—all made a combination not soon to

be forgotten.

An elaborate musical programme is now likely to

form a part of the modern
marriage ceremonial. That
at the Gould-Drexel wed-
ding was exceptionally
well chosen. It began with
Mascagni's "Hymn to the

Sun," and included Par-
ker's arrangement of the

Twenty-third Psalm, a

Wagner Intermezzo, Mas-
senet's "Morning Hymn,"
Martin's "The Voice That
Breathed O'er Eden,"
Barnby's "0 Perfect
Love," Mendelssohn's
"Wedding March," and as
a recessional, Parker's
"Lord, Who at Cana's
Wedding Feast."
The twenty-four white-

vested little choir-boys,
each with an American
Beauty rose pinned across
his breast, reached the
chancel by a side aisle,

singing, as they went, Mar-
tin's beautiful hymn; while
behind them came Bishop
Scarborough of New

Jersey, in full canonicals, accompanied by the Rev.

Ernest Matthews of Lakewood, and Dr. Leighton

Parks, rector of St. Bartholomew's, all of whom
participated in the ceremony. The wedding party

walked up the aisle to the strains of the greatest of

weddiBg marches—the six ushers leading, one of

them being Viscount Maidstone, who is soon to

marry Miss Margaretta Drexel, the sister of the

bridegroom. Then followed the six bridesmaids,

gowned in delicate pink and blue, with toques

wreathed in blue tulle and ornamented with pink

ostrich plumes. Two little flower girls in white

came next—little Edith Gould, the bride's youngest
sister, and Ellin, the second diughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence W. Mackay. The maid of honor.

Miss Vivien, the lovely second daughter of the

Goulds, then preceded the bride on her father's arm.
The wedding cake, made by Delmonico, was one

of the most elaborate confections ever created. It

was a cake of three layers, heavily iced and four

feet high by two feet wide. On the top layer was a

"Temple of Love," done in candied frosting. Below
it was the "Fountain of Youth," supported by tiny

Cupids, with still tinier ones poising on the edge of

the outer basin. In the inner basin were dolphins,

spouting white threads of crystalized sugar into the

outer pool. Much of the fruit-cake for distribution

was in small silver boxes and these were all guarded
during the night before by a special policeman, so

great was their value.

It seems incredible that free and democratic
Americans can desire to push in where they have
not been asked and where they are not wanted; but
so great is the popular curiosity to see the rich and
the much-talked-of, that crowds of the uninvited

Miss Marjorie Gwynne Gould
The Bride

t .-pyright by 51

The Wedding Group at the Gould-Drexe! Nuptials

have not infrequently gathered in the adjacei

streets, and even surged into the very church itsei:

upon the occasion of a widely advertised wedding
Even the rain, which marred the Gould-Drexel wee'

ding, could not keep back these interlopers. Cordor
of policemen were unable to control them. Thej
fought and pushed,
and tugged, and jos-

r,,— ...

tied over each other
and over the police-

men, too, in the drench-
ing rain, just for the
sake of catching a
glimpse of the bride
and her fair attend-
ants. It was a remark-
able spectacle and by
no means an edifying
or agreeable one.

At the Gould home,
857 Fifth Avenue, the
wedding reception was
held, and it was a bril-

liant affair. On the
third floor the wed-
ding presents were
displayed, being close-

ly guarded by detec-

tives. They included
Mrs. Gould's gifts
of a diamond watch
on a long pearl chain, a corsage ornament of dia

monds and emeralds, and a ring of emei'alds an^

diamonds. The bride's father gave her a large fla

Oriental collar with diamonds, a diamond pendant'
and a house on Fifth AveJ!

nue, with furnishings. Tbl
bride's grandmother sent }|

pearl and diamond bracele'

and an emerald and dia

mond ring for the bride

groom. Her brothers ancj

si.ster gave her a gold te£|

service. The other giftfj

included diamond bracelets

from Paris, pearl collari

diamond and turquoia
ornaments, and diamonc
rings; diamond brooches

gold and silver handbag:
with diamond monogram
an immense number of sil

ver pieces, including tw(

large chests with a tea anc

a dinner service, gold din

ner plates from severa

friends, silver baskets
clocks, mirrors, candelabra
gold coffee sets, etc. Thf

total value of the gifts i:

estimated at $2,000,000.

The honeymoon will bi

spent on board Mr. Gould's,

yacht, the Atalanta

I

t

THE BIBLE AND THE IMMIGRANT
THREE years ago an educated

young Russian, on landing at

Ellis Island, was presented with a
New Testament in his own language,

by a missionary of the New York Bible

Society. It was the first time he had
ever seen any portion of God's Word.
The village in Russia from which he
came had not a single Christian living

within its boundaries.

On Sunday, March 6, 1910, a young
Russian was baptized in one of the
churches of New York City. He was
the same man who had landed at Ellis

Island and had received the Testament.
He had been converted through read-
ing the little Book and had decided to

return to his own country as a mis-
sionary. He delayed sailing in order
that he might be baptized in the coun-
try where he had found the True
Light. His parents have disowned
him because of his conversion, and he
will be the only Christian in his village,
yet he has gone back to tell the people
there the story of salvation.
Some one is responsible for the Test-

ament that was given to this immi-
grant. Some one made a donation to
the New York Bible Society, and the

gift made it possible to furnish the
Scriptures to this young man—was it

you? If so, this

story will encour-
age >ou in your
giving.

If you never
have helped this

noble cause you
can be sure that
you have now
found a way to

do both home mis-
sionary work and
foreign mission-
ary work at the
same time. You
will find this to be
a paying invest-
ment.
A gentleman

who believes in

this woik has re-

cently made the
greatest offer

ever made for
Bible distribution
among the immi-
grants, the sail-

ors, and among
all nationalities
in the city of New
York. He has

said to the New
"I will give $100.

A Missionary of the New York Bible Society
Distributing Scriptures Among Immigrants
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York Bible Society:
000 if you will raise

$100,000 before
May 1." He has
offered more than
this, for he has
said: "I will give
dollar for dollar
for this work
for all sums that
vou raise up to

$100,000 before
May 1."

The New York
Bible Society is

alone carrying on
this great work.
It employs mis-
sionaries at Ellis

Island to supply
Bibles to the im-
migTants, so that
each may have
the Book in his

mother tongue.
l\Iore than one
hundred thousand
immigrants land-
ed at Ellis Island
during the month
of March, and the
Bible Society mis-
sionaries made a

record distribution of the Scripture;

among these strangers. A mission

ary is also employed to work amonf
the sailors of the harbor, visitini.

over three hundred vessels ever)

month. In the city. Bibles are placec

in hotels, hospitals and prisons. Mis

sionaries and pastors of every creec

are supplied with the Scriptures, foi

house-to-house visitation.

This offer to the New York Bible

Society was made several months ago

but has not before been made public, in

order not to conflict with the appeal of

the American Bible Society to meet the

offer of Mrs. Russell Sage, which has

been fulfilled.

Up to the present time $35,000 has

been subscribed. There remains $65,-

000 to be raised forthwith if the

$100,000 is to be obtained from the

friend who has made this offer. That

is, if the condition shall be fulfilled,

the New York Bible Society will have

$200,000 for its work. Here is a great

opportunity and need. Many of The

Christian Herald readers will re-

spond to this appeal. Your gift, what-

ever it may be, will be doubled. It

should be sent to James H. Schmelzel.

treasurer, 66 Bible House, New York.

Rev. George William Carter,
General Secretary.-



THE UPRISING IN HUNAN PROVINCE

Pilgrims of Chang-Sha Mr. and Mrs. Keller A Christian School in ChangSha

ONCE more the fanatical and backward popu-

lace of the province of Hunan, in China, have
risen against those who sought to give them

k truer religion, a more hopeful way of life, and
have driven American and European missionaries

from their homes and schools and have applied the

torch to the buildings which housed them. It is

a disheartening blow to the men and women who
were striving so earnestly and fearlessly to bring
enlightenment to that benighted region, for Hunan
|has been undoubtedly one of the most difficult fields

for the intrepid followers of the Cross. It has
always boasted of the fact that it was a province
for the Chinese alone, and that foreigners would not

pe admitted within its boundaries. An American
v;ho entered it literally took his life in his hands
•until within a very few years. A
few travelers went through with
[Strong guards. The spirit of the old

backward China is more rampant
ihere than in the provinces nearei-

'the sea, which have come more un-

,der foreign influence. Recently the
opposition to the presence of mis-
isionaries seemed to grow less, and
a large number of the Chinese of

;the province had come to look up to

them as their best friends, and were
giving them their confidence; the
prospect of many conversions in the

near future seemed very bright.

Already there is a growing band
of native Christians who are anx-
ious to work among their own peo-
ple. China is now athirst for West-
ern learning, and the missionarie.^

felt that no period has been more
opportune for a determined effoit to

(Carry the Gospel into the remotest
sections of the country than when
the great giant among the nations
of the East seemed to be awakening
from its long sleep and to be reach-
ing out for the civilization of the
West. Consequently the sudden
uprising at Chang-Sha came as a
surprise, though periods of reaction
will doubtless come, as they have in other heathen
ilands, before the Cross is planted to stay for all

.time.

The rioting at first was not dii'ected against the
Ipresence of the missionaries and other foreigners
in Chang-Sha, but agitators soon made them the
object of their attacks. The province of Hunan
.has suffered this year from scarcity of food, and on
April 13 mobs gathered and made attacks on the
'rice shops, which were soon pillaged, though the
police fought hard to suppress the disorder. One
of the captains was badly wounded in the fray, and
would have been killed had not reinforcements ar-
rived and covered his retreat to his house, which

was soon in a state of siege. The troops were called

out and a part of them surrounded the house of the
Governor of Hunan, Wau Chung Siu. Inside of a
few hours, however, they had deserted to the rioters,

and both the Governor and his son were dead.

Whether they were killed by the mob or committed
suicide is not yet certain. Both reports are in cir-

culation. A number of other high officials were
obliged later to flee from the city, as threats were
made to kill them.

At last the remaining Chinese officials posted a
proclamation that they were unable to protect the
lives and property of foreigners longer. There were
six thousand well drilled troops in the city, but they
were drawn from the same class of the people as the
malcontents, and the authorities did not feel that

A View of Chang-Sha, Scene of the Recent Riots

they could be relied upon to act against the rioters.

On the 14th the mobs made their first attacks on
the missions. The Norwegian and the China Inland
missions were looted and burned, and. the spirit of

destruction now being uppermost in the minds
of the mob, they put the torch to other buildings

and soon whole quarters of the city were in flames.

Mr. and Mrs. Keller were in charge of the China
Inland Mission, and at this writing they are re-

ported to be safe. The British Consul held two
steamers in the river ready to receive the fleeing

refugees, who had taken to flat-boats. During
the night the situation grew worse and the

feeling against all foreigners more fierce, and, all

the troops having gone over to the rioters, they now
numbered over twenty-four thousand. Made bold

by their numbers and their success, they burned all

of the public buildings and all of the consulates,

except the British. The feeling against the Jap-

anese was particularly bitter, and over seventy of

them sought refuge on the waiting steamers. The
missionaries of the United Evangelical, Yale and
Wesleyan Missionary Alliance, and Episcopalian
missions to the number of forty-one were successful
in getting aboard the steamers which were ordered
down to Hankow. After they were on board they
could see the flames of burning buildings, including-

the British warehouses.
Eight German missionaries escaped from the city

in junks, but according to one report, three of them
lost their lives. They were sailing-

down the river toward Hankow
with no lights showing when their

junk was run down by the British,

gunboat Thistle, which was steam-
ing to the scene of the trouble.

Shallow water prevented the war-
ship reaching Chang-Sha that
night, but she renewed the attempt
later.

The British Consul was at last

compelled to remove to a steamer a
mile from the city, where he could
watch events, return to Chang-Sha,
or make his escape to Hankow, ac-

cording to circumstances. He had
done all possible to save life and
protect property, and was the last

to leave.

Hunan means in Chinese the
country south of the lake. Hu-peh
is the next province noi'th, and
means the country north of the lake,

a large body of water having once
divided them, of which Only a small
remnant remains. There were riots,

in Hu-peh, but the viceroy crushed
them with an iron hand, and sent
two thousand troops south to Hu-
nan to restore order. They marched;
into Chang-Sha, and with their sup-

port the authorities, whose courage had revived
somewhat, began to drive the rioters from the lo-

calities in which they had established themselves,,

and in a few days there was the semblance of order;

but the city itself could not have looked worse if

it had been through a siege and bombarded. Not
a stick which had sheltered the hated foreigners
was left standing, and the sites of the missions
were marked by blackened ruins; but the fanatics,

had not been able to stamp out the Christianity
which had been planted in the hearts of the converts.

The seed will continue to grow, even if in a small
way, within the very walls of intolerant and fanat-
ical Chang-Sha.

GENERAL COMMENT ON CURRENT TOPICS OF THE DAY
[THE U. S. Senate, the first step has been taken in the direction
nedial le^slation affectinK the cost of living. It came in the

1 of a recommendation by tlie investiifatins? committee to limit
)one year the time of perishable articles of food in cold storage,

the purpose being to prevent the forcing up of prices. Any
perishable food kept in storage over twelve months will be classed
as adulterated." .Senator Lodge, of the Committee, e.xpressed
-theop nion that the limitation of the cold storage period would be
of great value in checking diseases that are attributable to meats
long held in refrigerators.

,
~Emil Skide!,, the newly elected Mayor of Milwaukee, is a

.Socialist, but as he him.><elf explains, his socialism involves
nothing revolutionary. He does not propose to introduce
measures to precipitate either "Utopia or the Millennium." He
stands on a platform which declared for municipal ownership,
lower food prices, an oight-hour day, and the initiative and
referendum. He will try to compel corporations to pay their
-proper taxes and will endeavor to improve the condition of the

working classes. A pretty moderate, yet up-to-date, platform
on the whole.
—In these days of acute Bible discussion and of frequent

assault on the reliability of the old Book, on the part of those

who claim that there is a chasm of divergence between Science

and the Bible, it should be the duty of every intelligent pro-

fessing Christian to become familiar with the ascertained facts.

In an early issue. The Christian HEUALn will begin the pub-
lication of a short series of articles entitled, "Science and the

Bible," which vvill show that there is at bottom no vital discrep-

ancy between the two, and that the conflict is largely an
imaginaiT one. Every one who reads these articles must be
convinced on this point. This old world of ours, year by year.

is giving up its long-hoarded secrets under the hands of skilful

investigators ; and these, being reverently deciphered by the

world's best scholarship, are so strongly corroborative of the
historical accuracy of Scripture that they form a most impres-
sive argument against the skeptic and the agnostic. This val-

uable series deserves to he read, studied and preserved by pas-,

tors, teachers, Bible students and believers everywhere.
—The Anti-Vivisection campaign undeniably has some fea-

tures about it that smack strongly of the sensational. Well-
known physicians and surgeons have not hesitated to point
out many misleading statements made, no doubt, in ignorance
of the real facts, which are calculated to convey the impressioiv
of unheard-of cruelties and an almost fiendish wantonness in

the infliction of pain upon helpless animals. It is always un-
fortunate when tactics of this sort are allowed to prevail. That-
there have been excesses in the name of science, no one doubts,
and this is so well fixed in the public mind that it is only a
matter of a short time when regulative legislation will remedy
such evils where they exist. Proper scientific research will not,

be impeded, but abuses in the name of science will be rendered
impossible. And we are assured that no one will welcome such
a legislation more cordially than the medical and surgical fra-
ternity.
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A New Creed

IT is announced that one of the large churches

of Connecticut, belonging to the Congregational

denomination—a church which has for more than

two hundred years held firmly to orthodoxy—has

decided that it muFt have a new creed. Its pastor

is credited with the declaration that the time-

honored Creed cf the Apostles is "a mere historical

relic." It is true, he very kindly proposes to keep

the Apostle's Creed upon the church records; but

the working creed of his church henceforth is to be

one better adapted, in his opinion, to modern needs

and ideas. This new confession of faith, we are

assured, will contain no recognition of the divinity

of Christ. It is to be non-theological, "the emphasis

being placed on the religious purpose of life, rather

than upon doctrinal requirements." It does not

seem to have occurred to the proposer of this new
departure that a Christian creed without Christ is

an anomaly. We do not believe that any consid-

erable number of the great body of Congregational

adherents is prepared to make this sacrifice, or to

proclaim themselves Unitarians or agnostics. A
Christless creed and church can have no use for the

Gospels, other than as philosophic literature. The
eld Bible itself would be to them simply a com-

pendium of morals, history and philosophy, and the

prophecies would be meaningless.

The Art of Giving Away
THAT sprightly nonagenarian, Dr. D. K. Pearsons

of Chicago, who lately celebrated the birthday

that opened his tenth decade of life, is a wonderful

old man. He is a living illustration of the fact that

cheerfulness, clean living and common sense, plus

Christianity, are the best preservatives of youth

the world has yet discovered. This cheerful old-

young philosopher has given away several millions

of dollars to colleges, seminaries and schools in the

last twenty years. His honorably accumulated
fortune he is using for the noblest purposes. "I

mean to die poor," he says. He realizes the joy of

giving, for he gives with a good grace, spontan-
eously, and ties no strings to his benefactions. For
yachts, autos, fine horses, or shov^^ surroundings
he cares little or nothing; his pleasures lie in a dif-

ferent direction. He seems to get a good deal more
out of life than most rich men do, and we have his

own assurance that the pleasantest occupation in

the world is' that of doing good to others. There
are many who will envy this old Spartan Presbyte-
rian, whose simple daily regimen, with its light diet,

dumb-bells and avoidance of worry, keeps him up to

his work so well. In any age, he would have been
considered a remarkable man; but in these days he
is specially so from the fact that he has been almost
a lone pioneer in the great art of giving, and has
found the pleasure and blessing of it increasingly
throughout the years.

The Hilprecht Controversy

IN another part of this issue is reproduced the now
famous "Deluge Tablet," with Professor Hil-

precht's translation of the cuneiform inscription
which has been the subject of so much controversy.
Critics have hotly disputed the age of the tablet and
the accuracy of the translation. While several emi-
nent gentlemen who have never been in Nippur are
still engaged in disputing and doubting, it is inter-
esting to know that five leading American Assyriolo-
gists—two of them of the very highest standing

—

have endorsed Professor Hilprecht's determination
of the age of the tablet, and four of the leading
Assyriologists of Europe have done likewise. One
of these, who has given the most thorough and un-
qualified endorsement, is Professor C. P. Pinches,
for twenty-five years Curator of the Babylonian
Section of the British Museum, who writes: "As
the whole fragment is clear and fully readable, and
treats, moreover, of the Flood in a different way
from others, agreeing much more closely with the
Biblical account, it may be regarded as a discovery
of the first importance." Two other distinguished
professors in their endorsements pronounce the find-
ing of the tablet "an epoch-making discovery"—and
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they are both American! Up to the present time,

the controversy has been somewhat one-sided, as

far as actual knowledge and experience in Assyri-

ology are concerned, none of the three professors

who" have distinguished themselves as dissentients

by trying to belittle the fame of this great ac-

complishment being recognized as authorities on

the cuneiform writing of that particular period.

Mark Twain
GENIAL Mark Twain, beloved on two continents;

the idol of our boyhood ; the perennial wag who
for nearly half a century has delighted a large por-

tion of the English-speaking world; the creator of

"Huckleberry Finn," of the famous "Jumping
Frog," of "Tom Sawyer" and "Pudd'nhead Wilson,"

characters dear alike to youth and age—has crossed

the Great Divide! His pen never set down a vulgar

or offensive word, nor a malicious one, for his versa-

tile literary work, always brimful of quaint sur-

prises and characteristic wit, was ever kindly and
generous. His last years were devoted to the prep-

aration of his autobiography, some chapters of

which have been published serially. Much more
than a mere mirth-maker, his pleasantries had an
underlying vein of true philosophy. He was one of

the few writers who knew how to keep march with
the changes in public taste. Fame and wealth came
to him in his maturer years; but it is a question
whether any of his work afforded him so much gen-
uine pleasure as the little book of stories written in

Calaveras County, California, 'way back in the 60's,

and through which he first became known.
After his seventieth year, he found life very lone-

some. The sweet companionship of old friends be-

came only a sad memory, for they had gone—wife,

daughters, literary chums and social intimates.
"How fortunate they are!" he would say. And the
old man, who so often had made the whole world
smile, at times would be inconsolable in his sorrow
for the loss of all his loved ones—a loss for which
his successes afforded little compensation. He was
pleased at the prospect of meeting them again, and
the name of one of those friends was almost the last

word on his dying lips.

Union Churches in Rural Di^ricfts

THE multiplicity of churches of various denom-
inations in small towns and villages has long-

been a subject of discussion. In many places the
question is asked: "Does it pay to have too many
churches in a small town?" Now, however, the
tendency is gradually toward consolidation and
the effacement of purely denominational lines.

This is designed to meet two requirements: (1) To
assure adequate financial church support in small
communities, and (2) to attain such unity of action
in church and philanthropic work as will prove
more effective than if the churches acted independ-
ently. A reader in the Chicago Interior injects a
new idea into the discussion. He proposes that two
or three congregations choose a joint executive
committee to act in the common business interest;
that one building should be chosen for public wor-
ship and the others utilized for reading and recrea-
tion rooms, gymnasiums, Y. M. C. A. headquarters,
etc. It is not at all certain that such a suggestion
will meet with favor. So strong is the hold of
denominationalism that many, especially the aged,
would regard the new idea as a disloyal desertion of
the old allegiance, even if it did not interfere with
the vital truths of religion.

The Believing Heart

WHAT a beautiful custom that is of the herds-
men in the Alps!

, They use a horn to call
their cattle ; but the horn is also for another purpose,
solemn and religious. As soon as the sun has dis-
appeared, and its last rays are glimmering on the
snowy summits of the mountains, the herdsman
who dwells farthest up the mountainside takes his
horn and trumpets forth: "Praise God the Lord!"
Instantly, all the herdsmen in the neighborhood take
their horns and repeat the words, "Praise God the
Lord!" This continues for some minutes, while on
all sides the mountains echo the praises of God. A

solemn stillness follows, and every one offers his

secret prayer on bended knee. By this time it is

dark, and then the herdsman on the loftiest height
peals forth, in his own musical French, "Good
night!" and "Good night!" is repeated on all the
mountains, from the horns of the herdsmen and the

clefts of the rocks.

So, when the sun has set—the sun of pleasure
and prosperity—and nothing is left but the twilight

or the deeper darkness of sorrow, or poverty, or

old age, very pleasant it is to find the believing

heart still overflowing with the grace of thankful-
ness and adoration— giving "praise to God the

Lord"; and then, however deep the shadows

—

though it be the very valley of death, bidding "Good
night," not in sadness, but in peace and hope.

The Suffragi^ Congress

SUFFRAGE is in the air, also on the Atlantic

cables, and in the national Capitol. It is the

"day of promise" of the emancipated, and we are

pleased to see the ladies taking advantage of this

beautiful spring weather to enjoy a good time.

They have presented to Congress the monster peti-

tion of half a million names, and made a very proper

apology to President Taft for the offense of the

handful of irresponsibles who interrupted his

speech of welcome. In the "great petition," the pre-

sentation of which must doubtless produce its effect

on the legislative and public mind, the women have
not overlooked the fact that the right of final de-

cision as to the eligibility of a voter is one that be-

longs at present to the various States. It is not

within the power of Congress to decide. The battle

for the ballot must be fought out in the States them-
selves, and the prospects there are by no means
discouraging. Apropos of the general subject, a
new incident has just come to light, showing that
Bismarck, the "Iron Chancellor" of Germany, was a
believer in equal suffrage. "I esteem every woman
who raises us men up," he said, "who teaches us
religion and morals; who preserves to us ideals and
weaves heavenly roses in our earthly life. . . .

Women should not dabble in a man's work or busi-

ness; but they should lead him to what is right.

The day will come when women will be chosen to

co-operate with men. The clever woman can get

pretty much what she wishes." Clever they are
and charming most of them can be, and that they
are not only entitled to but qualified for citizenship,

no one now questions. But he surest road to vic-

tory in the suffrage campaign is the path of con-

servatism. Bismarck gave a hint of the right direc-

tion when he said that woman must not surrender
either her womanly graces or her high ideals.

With these, she may conquer the world at will.

.
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An Oceanographical Museum

FOUR days were given up to fetes and cere-

monies connected with the opening of the new
Oceanographical Museum at Monaco. The

great fete upon the sea at Monte Carlo represented

Hercules reaching the shore of Monaco in a galley,

preceded by marine monsters. This is the only

museum of the kind in the world which is devoted

to investigations concerning the sea, its inhabitants,

its tides, and its bottom. The Prince of Monaco is

the greatest living scientific investigator of the sea.

He has a ship built especially for the purpose, in

which he cruises and makes his deep sea investiga-

tions. It is fitted with elaborate scientific instru-

ments, many of them devised by himself. It has a

wonderful arrangement for viewing the bottom of

the sea through glass sections. It was through his

influence that this museum was erected to preserve

collections of all forms of fish and sea life, vegeta-

tion of the sea bottom, charts and data in regard to

tides. The Prince presided at the official ceremony

of the inauguration of the museum. For more than

an hour before the time fixed for the inauguration

the distinguished guests had been arriving, and
were at once shown to their seats in the splendid

Salle d'Honueur and Salle des Conferences, at the

end of which were grouped singers, with a chorus

and a famous orchestra. The seats of honor were
allotted to the foreign offi-

cial representatives, all of
whom were in full court uni-

form. M. Pichon, minister of

foreign affairs for France;
Admiral von Koester, repre-

senting the German govern-
ment; Senator Oden de Buen,
representing the Spanish gov-

ernment, and Count de Souza-
' Roza, who represents Portugal,

I were given places facing the

I
platform. In all, there were
about six hundred persons
present, from all parts of

Europe. It was probably the

largest assembly of savants
that has ever met under one
loof. The Prince of Monaco,
who was in uniform, was met

I

at the entrance to the museum
by His Excellency Admiral
Hautfeuille, Governor of
Monaco, and the members of

, the Board of Administration,
headed by the director. The

i

Prince's address was received
with loud applause, and replies

,
were made by the various for-
eign representatives. The dedi-
cation of this institution marks
another step in the scientific

progress of the world which

i

will increase knowledge and

I

benefit mankind. The apostle makes reference to
the domination of man in eai'th and air and sea.

For every kind of thinjrs in the sea is tamed, and hath been tamed
of mankind. (James 3: 7.)

Advice to Young Men

Dr. D. K. Pearsons, the millionaire philanthropist
of Chicago, in an interview recently told young men
what to do to attain old age and success in life.

These are some of the things he suggested: "Keep
the Ten Commandments. Go to bed early and sleep
eight hours. Don't worry. Eat moderately of
wholesome food. Sleep with your window open.
Avoid ill temper and all extremes of emotion. Hon-
esty, chastity, sobriety—these are essentials of a
successful career. Read' the Bible; it is the great-
est, best and most satisfying book ever written. It

contains all the wi.sdom of the ages. Where will you
find more beautiful poetry than in the Psalms,
greater truths than in the teachings of Christ and
more learned treatises on almost any subject than
in the Old Testament? Governmental science is

founded on the Bible. Our present day civilization
dates back to its teachings. A few days ago a man
called on me and said: 'If you had kept your money
during these last wonderful twenty-one years, had
devoted yourself to making more and carefully re-

investing it, do you know how many millions you
would now have?' He had an estimate, and it was
not very far from right, and he thought I had made
a great mistake that I did not hold on to my money
and make more. But he was very much mistaken.
1 am a richer man for what I have given away. I

?ni a happier man for every wise gift. When I die
I shall not be rich in money. I intend to give it all

away. But I am rich in the joy of doing good. All
accumulations of money and of knowledge are of
little worth unless there be with these upright char-
acter and a faithful life. Live to serve God and
your fellow-men. The world needs young people
strong in body and in mind who are able to bear the
burdens of the future." The old doctor in his nine-
tieth year concluded his advice to young men by
commending the study of the Bible and the pursuit
of an earnest Christian life, in imitation of the wise
man who wrote:
Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God, and

keep his commandments ; for this is the whole duty of man.
(Eccles. 12 : 13.)

Lord Kitchener's Reception

Lord Kitchener, of Khartoum, in his trip around
the world, spent a few days in New York City, where
he was accorded a royal welcome. At a great dinner
given to him by the Pilgrims at the Waldorf Astoria,
Mr. Joseph Choate, after having read a telegram of
congratulation from Lord Roberts, made a witty,
complimentary speech, which closed with this intro-
duction : "I have the honor to present to you the
greatest living soldier of the age in active service.
Field Marshal Lord Kitchener." Four hundred men
sprang to their feet and cheered lustily. The dis-

tinguished guest made appropriate remarks, com-
plimenting our country and its influence for good
in the world. Others, including Mayor Gaynor,

The New Museum at Monaco, for Deep-Sea Investigation

made addi-esses which were full of wit and wisdom.
Lord Kitchener, in explaining why he made such a
short stay in the United States, remaining only an
hour in Chicago and four days in New York, said he
was homesick and in a hurry to return to his native

land. After eight years in India, where he kept
profound peace in a mighty empire, the hero, whose
face was burned by the Indian sun, sailed for home.
By a series of military successes Joab was made
head of the army of Israel, and was politically and
personally loyal to David. Lord Kitchener won his

way by signal military contests to the field marshal-
ship of a great empire and will be enthusiastically

received in his home as a son loyal to his country
and his king.

The general of the king's army was Joab. (I. Chron. 27 : 34.)

Danger to Y. M. C. A.

By a cablegram from London we learn that Lord
Kinnaird, president of the national council of the

Young Men's Christian Associations, together with
other leaders in the movement in Great Britain, has
issued a call to the members to make the year 1910
memorable by a return to the fundamental prin-

ciples of the organization with relation to its reli-

gious work. The social work, he declares, threatens

to swamp the purely Christian features. This, he
claims, would be disastrous, as the Young Men's
Christian Association is primarily a Christian or-

ganization, and if this basis is permitted to deteri-

orate the whole structure will soon fall. The Young
Men's Christian Association in this country is facing

the same kind of peril. In some of the cities the

plants are so expensive and the money needed to run
them each year is so great that all kinds of educa-

tional classes and social functions are in danger of

interfering with, if not edging out, the soul-saving-

work, for which the organization was originally

founded and which has brought it to such a mar-
velous height of success. The evangelical spirit

unquestionably dominates the majority of the Young
Men's Christian Associations of the country, and it

is to be hoped that the tendency to employ the phys-
ical, intellectual or social, as a substitute for the
spiritual, in some associations, may cease. It seems
important that this danger should be avoided at this
special time, when there seems to be a world move-
ment for the evangelization of the race within a
generation. It is important that the Young Men's
Christian Association, famous as a soul-saving in-
stitution, should renew its vow and redouble its

diligence in its efforts to save the world; it is as
true now as it was in the time of Christ that:

Tlie harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers are few.
Matt. 9:37.)

Prison Poet Liberated

John Carter broke into a railroad station at mid-
night at Carlstadt, Minn., and stole $24. He was
caught with a butcher knife on his body, was con-
victed and sent to prison for ten years. He was a
young man of genius, who had used his pen in con-
tributing to some of the newspapers, and having
some considerable time for reflection within prison
walls, he betook himself to writing poetry, which

attracted the attention and
favor of the whole country,
and led to his release from
prison on the recommenda-
tion of the Board of Pardons
for the State of Minnesota.
He did not apologize for his
crime, but said he broke the
law and got himself into
trouble. He said he knew
that society would still be
suspicious of him after his

release, but that he intended
to do his duty like a man,
and if they did not give him
a fair opportunity in one
place he would move on to
the next and do his best to

repair the fearful damage to

himself and society which he
had caused. He said that
one of the influences that led

to his pardon was a letter

from his dear mother in Eng-
land, who wrote to Chief
Justice Start of the Supreme
Court, and enlisted him ear-
nestly in her son's behalf.

The mother loved her boy and
had faith in him and in his

future. The penitent sinner
is pardoned by the great
Judge of all men and the
severe penalties of the law

are averted. His love for the wayward who are
sorry for their misdeeds, trust in the Saviour, and
intend to reform, is more tender than a mother's.

When my father and my mother forsake me, then the Lord will

take me up. (Ps. 27 : 10.)

Masterpiece in Kitchen

After remaining in the possession of a humble
Italian family for over 400 years, what is said to

be a genuine Guido Reni portrait of the head
of Christ, has been brought to light. Dingy and
smoke-stained, it hung many years in the kitchen in

the home of Giovanni Sufilippo, a mill operative in

Olneyville. The Italian was out of work and with-

out food, and hoped to raise the price of a meal by
the sale of the picture, not knowing its value. It is

said that $100 was offered to him for the picture,

which greatly astonished him, but which also set him
to thinking that it might be worth more. He took

it to an art museum in Boston, where the estimated

price of the picture was placed at $30,000, and in

these days, when a single picture is bringing a
quarter of a million of dollars, it is possible that

the Italian will get more than $30,000 for it. Many
of the most precious things in life are found in the

most modest and even unseemly circumstances.

There are in the kitchens and humble places of the

world beautiful faces and characters, of whose value

their possessors are often ignorant. The picture

of the real Christ to the eye, and his personality in

the soul, are a treasure beyond any earthly price.

They are a guarantee of this life and the one which
is to come. The apostle thus defines the riches of

the mystery of this divine relationship:

Which is Christ in you, the hope of glory. (Col. 1 : 27.)
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MY TOUR AMONG NINE REPUBLICS

A Leading Street in Buenos Ayres

THE writer has just completed a voyage of dis-

covery. He has discovered South America.

After a lifetime of considerable reading and

thinking, he has to confess that he was almost as

ignorant of actual conditions in the Southern Con-

tinent as the dear old lady in Ireland, who once

asked him to call on her boy in America, with a

message from his old mother, and added that "he

lived in a place called Chicago, somewhere near

New York." We are persuaded that the average

American, so far at least as realizing the conditions

is concerned, is about as ignorant.

Leaving New York in January, by the Hamburg-
American Steamship Blucher, we called successively

at St. Thomas and several Brazilian cities and
reached Montevideo and Buenos Ayres about the

middle of February. Tarrying in Argentina for

about a week, we had the privilege of seeing the great
city of Buenos Ayres and going out several hundred

miles into the pampas
and seeing the won-
derful productiveness
of that land. Then
taking an English
steamer, we passed
round through the
Straits of Magellan
and disembarked in

Southern Chile, where
we spent a week and
passed up by rail

through the lovely
Central Valley of that
republic to the great
cities of Santiago and
Valparaiso. A sail of

several days and sev-

eral hundred miles
next took us along the
coast of the narrow
"Shoe-String Repub-
lic" of Chile, to the

Natives of Tierra del Fuego borders of Peru. The
last two weeks were

spent along the coast of Peru and in the fair cities

of Lima and Callao, closing with a charming sail

along the coast of Ecuador, with a brief call at
Guayaquil, to Panama, where we are once more on
American soil, and waiting for a steamer to take us
to Venezuela.
And .'^o we have discovered South America. That

means that we have got a view and a realizing sense
of its natural vastness and grandeur, its commercial
resources and possibilities, and its unspeakable reli-

gious needs. Brazil has a coast line 5,000 miles
long, nearly twice as far as from New York to
Queenstown. Brazil is larger than the United
States without Alaska, and one of its twenty prov-
inces would cover all our country east of the
Mississippi. Argentina is larger than England,
France and Germany combined, and almost every
foot is good soil. Chile stretches three thousand
miles along the Pacific, and is four times as long as
California. Peru is larger than France and Ger-
many combined. The Andes look down with lofty
pride on our Rocky Mountains, and Pike's Peak and
Mont Blanc are no hicher than some of the rail-

ways that cross the Andes and look up almost two
miles more to the snowpeaks that still rise above
them. The La Plata, one hundred and ten miles
wide, laughs at our little Hudson; and the Amazon,
nearly three thousand miles long and embracing
forty thousand miles of navigable waters in its

various branches, could swallow up most of the other
rivers of the world.
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For tropical luxuriance and variety of landscape,

flowers and trees, there is nothing on earth to be

compared with the shores of Brazil. For majestic

mountain heights, yawning depths, awful precipices,

majestic glaciers and mountain cascades, the passes

of the Andes and the Straits of Magellan have few

rivals, even in the fiords of Norway and the valleys

of Switzerland. For vast and almost endless pam-
pas the plains of Argentina hold their own with

Nebraska and Manitoba. And for fertile valley and

sweet pastoral scenes, where shall we find anything,

even in California, England or Italy, finer than

these fair scenes in Chile which the early discoverers

well named "Valparaiso"—"The Valley of Para-

dise"?

Urban life gives the first impression of a country's

progress. The first cities approached on the South

American coast are a revelation to the ordinary
traveler. Para, at the mouth of the Amazon, is a
splendid metropolis of two hundred thousand souls,

embowered in tropical luxuriance and Mooi'ish archi-

tecture. Sao Paulo has all the life, energy and
architectural finish of ClevelanJ or Buffalo. Rio
Janeiro, with its unequaled harbor, and its Avenedas
and Trocadero, is probably the most magnificent
scenic city in the world. Buenos Ayres, with a
million and a quarter people and a new model of

modern architecture on almost every street front, is

a Western Paris. Santiago is magnificently set amid
majestic mountains, reminding one very much of

fair Edinburgh, and the architecture is worthy of
its setting. Valparaiso rises from the sea in mighty
terraces, like some vast amphitheatre, and is unlike
any city we have ever seen. And fair Lima, capital

of Peru, is perhaps the finest of them all, with its

balmy air, its glorious vegetation and its stormless
sea and sky.

South America is more than a handsome show
picture. She is a great storehouse of riches and an
unrivaled field for modern enterprise. One of the
most valuable staples of commerce and manufac-
turing is rubber, and recent developments have
given it new importance. Brazil controls the rubber
trade of the world, and last year shipped over
$80,000,000 worth. Even more world-wide is the
demand for coffee, and Brazil supplies to-day more
than nine-tenths of all the coffee of the world.
Wheat, beef and wool are the staples of the world's
trade, and in all these Argentina stands in the very
front with the world's greatest nations. There are
more than one hundred million live stock in the
State and a single ranch in Tierra del Fuego has one
million sheep. Along the barren shores of Chile
are deposits of nitrate which would make any nation
rich without even agriculture or manufacture. The
visible supply of nitrate to-day in the works in
Chile and the stores in Europe and America is

$240,000,000! The desolate islands of Peru are
covered with rich beds of valuable guano. And
what of her mineral wealth? It has only begun to
be developed, and the treasures of copper, tin, silver
and gold in the mines of Chile, Bolivia and Peru
are believed to be as great as in even the fabulous
days when the mines of Potosi were the wonder of
the world.
The fiscal returns show that of the three leading

nations of South America. Brazil and Chile have an
annual foreign trade of over $200,000,000 each, and
Argentina over $400,000,000. Argentina is increas-
ing in trade, wealth and population faster than any
nation on earth and her foreign immigration is over
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three hundred thousand a year. This is not won
derful to one who has seen her great wheat anc

cattle farms. With no forests, stumps and stones

to clear from the land; with no winter to demanc
shelter and fodder for his stock, and with a soil rich

and loamy like our great Western prairies, the

farmer can afford to pay thirteen per cent, for his

capital and earn forty. He has simply to turn his

stock loose on the pasture fields and wait a little and

time will do the rest, and his great herds, with fifty

dollars for each fattened steer, will make him rich

almost without an effort. We could easily show

that similar conditions, although perhaps in a less

extraordinary degree, are pushing forward the other

South American States in agricultural industry,

railway extension, commercial expansion and min-

eral development.
The need of South America is profound. She needs

citizenship. She has nothing as yet like our Ameri-
can citizenship, but
only a mass of hetero-

geneous people of

every class, not yet
fused into a common-
wealth or animated by
a true national spirit.

She needs good gov-
ernment, for while
republican in name,
her State governments
are really oligarchies,

the domination of a
few leading families.

She needs capital to

develop her boundless
resources. But her
supreme need is the
Gospel of Christ.

In Brazil, the domi-
nant spirit is shal-

low indifferentism, a
great, fun-loving peo-
ple, who spend half a pUza at Santiago, Chile

year's earnings in the
fiesta, and then save up for the next. In Argen-
tina, we learned on good authority that of the eight

thousand students in the universities not one in ten

believed in Christianity, much less in the Church,
and the rest were either materialists or utterly in-

different. In Chile, we learned from experienced
missionaries that morality was little known; that

an awful proportion of births were illegitimate, and
that this was ordinarily no disgrace. In Peru and
Ecuador, the power of the Papacy is greater and
conditions worse. South America is crying, "Come
over and help us!"
And missionaries are succeeding. In Brazil and

Chile especially there is a root, vigorous and grow-
ing, of a real national church with splendid native

preachers and workers. And the Indians are at last

being reached. No part of our "Discovery of South
America" has given us more pleasure than the dis-

covery of conditions among the five million aborig-

ines of this land and of a way to reach them. Space
will not let us say more now; but at last, we believe,

the heart of Christ's Church is beginning to beat

true to the heart of Christ for South America.
The writer wishes to express his profound sorrow

at reading in a Santiago paper in Chile of the death

of Dr. Louis Klopsch, the editor and proprietor of

this journal. It is a pleasure to bear testimony to

the distinguished service which he rendered to the

cause of Christ and humanity, and the special help

which The Christian Herald gave so long to our

orphanages in India.



ic World's s. s. convention to meet

Dr. George W. Bailey Hon. Justice J. J. Maclaren Rev. F. B. Meyer, President Rev. N. Tamura Edward K. Warren

A LL arrangements are now completed for the

(\ Sixth World's Sunday School Convention,
rX to meet in Washington, May 19 to 24. As
16 thousand five hundred and twenty-six delegates

ere present at the convention in Jerusalem, and

le thousand one hundred and eighteen at Rome, it

expected that two thousand will be in attendance

: the Washington convention. At least thirty-seven

ations will be represented, and over fifty religious

^nominations. Some of the persons whose names
are on the programme
are Sir Francis Flint

Belsey, Rev. Frank
Johnson, Rev. Carey
Bonner of England,
Judge J. J. Maclaren
and Judge Seth P.

Leete of Canada, Rev.

J. A. McKenzie of

New Zealand, Bishop
Yoitsu Honda, Rev. N.
Tamura, Rev. Y. Ta-
naka, and Rev. Y. Ono
of Japan, Hon. T. H.
Yun of Korea, Profes-
sor J. R. Chitamber of

India, Mr. C. T. Wang,
Mr. M. W. Ding of

China, Mr. A. E.

Churchian and Rev.
M. G. Papagian of
Turkey, Rev. E. M.
Sein of Mexico, Rev.
[.. E. Marek and Rev.
Louis Bogan of Bo-il»ary Baplu! Lhurch. Wa_-hiui,l LIX.

hemia, Rev. John Paul Cook of Algeria, Seiior Al-

varo Reis of Brazil, and Rev. S. M. Zwemer of

Arabia. Between two and three hundred mission-

aries will be present, and will enrich the programme
by telling of the Sunday School evangel in many
lands.

The president of the convention is Rev. F. B.

Meyer, D.D., of England, the distinguished preacher
and author. He has spen': a year in South Africa,
China, Japan, Korea, and other foreign countries,
holding institutes and conferences in preparation
for this convention.

Calvary Baptist Church, with its well arranged
Sunday School house, is to be the convention centre
in Washington. Also Convention Hall, which seats

five thousand persons, will be used for some of the
mass meetings. The largest mass meeting of all

will be held on the front steps and plaza of the
Capitol, when "Praise Service" will be conducted by
Professor E. 0. Excell of Chicago, and Mr. Percy
S. Foster of Washington.
The convention will open at 2.30 P.M., May 19,

and several foreign delegates will speak on the sub-
ject: "The Influence of the Sunday School Upon the

Nations." In the evening President Taft will de-

liver an address of welcome.
One interesting feature of the convention will be

an adult class paiade by men around the Capitol
and down Pennsylvania Avenue, to illustrate the

fact that the Sunday School is not a children's insti-

tution alone. All of the pulpits of the nation's

capital will be opened to the distinguished delegates,

who will speak on "The Sunday School and the Great
Commission." In several of the churches at the

evening services, there will be sections of the con-

vention with two or more speakers to hear from.

Following the convention, beginning May 23, there

will be eight simultaneous departmental conferences

to consider methods of Sunday School work. In

each conference will be considered the questions

peculiar to it. Mrs. Zillah Foster Stevens is in

charge of the Temperance Conference, and it is

expected that the subject of having the Quarterly
Temperance Lessons in the Graded Course as well
as tlie Uniform System will be discussed and prob-
ably recommended.
Among the results expected to be accomplished by

the convention are these

:

1. It will bring the Sunday School workers of the whole
Christian world into fellowship.

2. It will show the blessedness of uniform world-wide Bible
study.

3. It will show that the life of the Church is in the breath of
the children.

4. It will reveal the dark places of the earth, where more
Gospel light is needed.

5. It will set standards for practical methods of carrying on
Sunday School work.

6. It will bring about a moi'e thorough understanding of the
scope of the Sunday School movement.

7. It will show that the Sunday School is a part of the world's
missionary work.

The Sunday School workers of Washington, under
the leadership of Mr. P. H. Bristow, are thoroughly
aroused to the opportunity they have in store to
welcome the world's Sunday School leaders. We
realize that all Christian Herald Sunday School
folks can not attend the convention. They could
hardly find seats in many of the meetings, but let

them in their homes earnestly think about the con-
vention and pray that God's blessing may be upon it.

Washington, D. C. MRS. WiLBUR F. Crafts.

THE FAMOUS 'FLOOD TABLET" FROM NIPPUR

-»fci

PROFESSOR HILPRECHT'S latest "find" — a
broken tablet, containing part of an account

L the Deluge— is here reproduced photographically.
I is the property of the University of Pennsylvania.

I he writing, which is cuneiform, contains what is

.>lieved to be the oldest account (from Babylonian
lurces) of the Flood that has yet been discovered.
It was found among the remains of the Temple
ibrary of Nippur (the modern Ntffer), and was
) covered with crystals of nitre and other sedi-

ent that at first only a few cuneiform signs could
! recognized. The word "A-bu-bi" ("deluge") was
ear.

I

Professor Hilprecht then cleaned the tablet, un-
)vering one cuneiform character after another,
itil he had deciphered every sign. Then it was
lat he found that the fragment of unbaked clay
'3% inches at its greatest width, 2% inches at its

/•eatest length, and "s of an inch at its greatest
lickness) was a piece of the earliest version of
le Babylonian Deluge story thus far known

—

)out 1.500 years older than similar fragments
lown from the library of Ashurbanapal (668-626
.€.).

The fragment has the parts of fourteen lines,

rofessor Hilprecht personally presented it to the
emple Library of Pennsylvania University. It is

)t a very formidable-looking affair, yet, small and
complete as it is, the world's leading authorities
lite in regarding it as the most important find, in
le last quarter of a century at least.

Professor Hilprecht's translation gives this ver-
on of the writing on the tablet. The first line is

obliterated and undecipherable. The others are

shown line for line, which readers may contrast

with the Bible story.

The passages in brackets are supplied by Prof.

Hilprecht to complete the meaning of the tablet.
They are, of course, conjectural.

WHAT THE TABLET ACTUALLY
SHOWS

2. . . . "I will loosen."

THE GAPS AS SUPPLIED BY
PROF. HILPRECHT

The "Flood Tablet" from Nippur

"[the confines of heaven and
earth] I will loosen,

"[a deluge I will make, and] it

shall sweep away all men to-

gether ;

"[but thou seek l]ife before the
deluge Cometh forth;

"[For over all living beings], as
many as there are, I will bring
overthrow, destruction, anni-
hilation.

"Build a great ship and

"total height shall be its struc-
tui"e.

"it shall be a house-boat carry-
ing what has been saved of life.

"with a strong deck cover [it].

"[The ship] which thou shalt
make,

"[into it br]ing the beasts of the
field, the birds of heaven,

"[and the creeping things, two
of everything] instead of a
number

"and the family" . . .

protested against these
conjectures in the bracketed passages, as too
speculative to be accepted seriousl". One of these
critics, Professor George A. Barton, claims that the
tablet is of much later date than Professor Hil-
precht believes, and that while probably genuine, it

is by no means the oldest known Flood record. "The
highest authorities, however, hold that it is the
earliest Flood record yet recovered.
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3. . . . "It shall sweep (or
'take') away all men together."

4. . . . "life (?) before the
deluge Cometh forth."

">.... [over] "as many as
there are, I will bring overthrow,
destruction, annihilation."

fi. . . . "build a great ship,
and"

7. . . . "total height shall
be its structure."

8. . . . "it shall be a house-
boat carrying what has been
saved of life." 9. . . . "with
a strong roof covering it."

10. . . . the boat] "which
thou shalt make."

11. ...".. . ing the
beasts of the field, the birds of
heaven."

12. . . . "instead of a num-
ber."

12. . . .

Several

"and the family"

critics have
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Women in Council
WOMAN'S kingdom has its centre and throne

in the home. In these days the interests of

women are widespread beyond the confines

of the household. There are few limitations, except

those inherent in the physical life, to bar the prog-

ress of women in any direction they choose to take.

We women may be wives and mothers and grand-

mothers, or we may be spinsters, without a particle

of the dread that once attached its stigma to the

term "old maid." We may be housekeepers, or

if we like, we may engage in business, practise law,

preach in the pulpit, occupy the professor's chair,

undertake, in fact, any professional or practical line

of activity for which we consider ourselves fitted.

The same thorough preparation and technical train-

ing are demanded to-day from the women who would

succeed, that have always been demanded of men in

the business of the world. A glance at the last pub-
lished census report will show any daughter that

the women of America are excluded from no service,

except the service of the army and navy. They are

mentioned even in such columns as those of roofers,

car conductors, and deep sea

pilots. Women very properly
serve on school boards, are
truant officers, and county su-

perintendents of education.
They are in the van of every
reform, and we ai'e informed
that in the few States where
women have been admitted to

the privilege of voting, their

votes are cast in favor of clean
living and pure morals.

Woman's Realm No proof
is required to

show that woman's realm is by
no means narrow; still it every-
where divei'ges from its home
centre. A man by himself can-
not make a home. He may
build a shelter and may sur-
round himself with material
comforts, but he cannot give
the home-atmosphere, or the
home-touch without some wo-
man, mother, sister, wife, or
daughter to be his helper and
chief-of-staff. Marion Harland,
in her brilliant and terse fash-
ion, once remarked that a wo-
man could make a home even
out of a dry-goods box, or out
of anything that had four walls
and a door. She was pretty
nearly right.

Lonely Lives Among the
readers of

this page of women who live in
city and country, on crowded streets, in pleasant
farmsteads, and on lonely ranches, it has seemed to
me that if all these women could come together
every week in a familiar and friendly council, pre-
cisely as if it were a mothers' meeting on the next
street, or a ladies' aid society in the church, or a
neighborly convention to arrange improvements for
the time, or any other grouping that brings woiften
together, we might have a very good time here in
The Christian Herald; and might arrive at some
practical conclusions that would be suggestive and
beneficial. Now, may I ask every onewho reads
this to take a sheet of paper and a pen and write
briefly to me, addressing her letter in the care of
The Christian Herald; tell me what you have
liked best on the family page in the past; tell me,
too, what you would like to read in it in the future.
If you are housekeepers, and have anything new in
the line of good recipes that you have tested and
used on your tables, send them for the benefit of
other housekeepers. Each of us has a direct interest
in pure food well cooked; there is as much genius
expended in making delicious rolls that are light as
puflfs, and sure to induce good digestion and good
temper, as in the painting of pictures and the writ-
ing of poetry. If you would like hints about the

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

management of children, and the best way of keep-

ing husbands happy and contented, please say so;

and if you have had experiences worth repeating,

send those for the benefit of the rest. To make
Women in Council a really popular feature, you
must join hands all round and must not too long

delay your replies to this request. Regard it as the

request of a friend who knows you, cares for you,

and feels sure that she has a welcome at every one

of your firesides.

Womanly When is woman most attrac-

Attractiveness tive? Note the form of the

question. It cannot be answered
in an arbitrary manner. The answer concerns
women in general and not woman in particular.

Probably a woman, as a rule, reaches her fullest

beauty in her early thirties. The girl in her teens
and twenties is a creature running over with charm;
her coloring, her bright eyes, her dimples, and

her play of expression combine to make her a /

to every beholder. Until a woman is thirty .

has not, however, reached the fulness of gracii

;

development that is her coronation. She 1 ^

hitherto been a little uncertain of herself, and 1 ^

not taken stock of her capabilities. Between thi ;

and thirty-five a woman who has health, po
spirituality, and common sense is queenly, by ri; t

of her own personality. She is really what Ten -

son happily styled in a perfect line: "Queen Rose i

the rose-bud garden of girls." She has passed ;

bread-and-butter age
; passed the reefs and sho

;

that often make girlhood a restless period; ii

whether married or single, has sufficient dignity >

be a social leader.

The Woman
of Thirty

THE. CHILDREN'S NEW PLAYMATfL

A MOTHER'S VISION
By Minnie Reid French

gITTING alone in the firelight, with aged head bent low
Over some little garments that were worn in the long ago,

A woman, old and faded, was dreaming of other years ;

And the faces of absent loved ones she saw through a mifl of
tears.

All was silent ; no echo of footfalls swift and gay

;

The dancing feet of her children had wandered far away.
Busy and happy ard thoughtless, they were scattered far and wide;
All grown to be men and women—save the little boy who died.

It was strange that of all the children, he should feel to-night so
near.

His little grave had been covered by the snows of many a year

;

Yet she fancied she saw him enter; that she saw him standing there.
His blue eyes clear and smiling, the light on his curling hair.

And a voice spoke from the silence, saying "This for you I kept

;

But my meaning you could not fathom when for your child you
wept.

The living have left your hearthstone, but with you shall he abide
In the beauty of deathless childhood, your little boy who died."

Having said so much, it is ti

to say that, although from thi

to thirty-five a woman may be i

the first supreme flower of beauty, she is not, thej-

fore, the most attractive of her sex. Possibly :

might have been so described the day before y
terday; the day when her grandmother was a j;

Times have changed and we change with th(

From forty to fifty, a won
who has kept in touch w
current events, who rea
studies, thinks, and mint:
with those about her
friendly terms, is attractive
men and women alike. Evi
one is aware that there ;

women who prefer the soci^

of men to that of their o

sex ; women to whom men gr:

itate in a drawing-room -o

who apparently without eff

secure attention from admir
iH^K/' fl^H wherever they go. Mrs. Hu
^Wfc^ ]^| phrey Ward drew the portr

1 ^^B of such a woman in Lady Roi-

Daughter. Readers of tl

romantic novel must rememl
how Julie, the companion ol

brilliant old gentlewoman w
had long queened it in socie

eclipsed her employer, as a si

of the first magnitude outshii

one of the second. Those w
have read Mr. Winston Churi
ill's latest book

—

A Modi
Chronicle— have found tl

this master of fiction has w
consummate art painted t

picture of a man's woman
Honora Leffingwell. This
witching young woman reci

homage from childhood to

hood and has the unique
tinction, when nineteen,
listening to three off'ers

marriage in a single day, a
this between sunrise and si

set. Her career of singul

attractiveness closes in Mr. Churchill's book wh
his heroine is thirty-two, and the reader is left

wonder what added charms Honora will display
the privacy of life after the curtain drops over bj

earlier dramas.

A "Woman's Between forty and fifty, let

Woman" repeat, a woman may use accumjj

lated stores of knowledge, bothf
people and books. To me a woman's woman 11

decidedly more charming than her opposite. I c||

hardly understand the type of woman who does
care for women friends; Jo whom they are nil

necessary, and who does not attach them to hs

with hooks of steel, as she steps onward to lifi

meridian. The woman exceptionally attractii

who has her intimate friends and good comrades
folk both young and old; in the college boy, w|
confides in her and consults her about his lo|:

affairs; in the girl who sits by her in the twilig||

and reveals her maiden fancies; in the children;

invalids shut in. Such a woman may be ai|

age from twenty to sixty, seventy or eighty, asi
happens. In a certain community known to

the woman most loved and honored, and must gla

welcomed everywhere, is well beyond four sod
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FALLACIOUS FORTRESSES
By Dr. Silas C. Swallow

HHE liquor business has been in

politics for nearly half a century.

dictates nominations, dominates

rlitical conventions, and helps to buy

(Ctions. It was not prayed into

vver, but was voted in, and it must

out by votes. It fills almshouses,

/lums, police courts, criminal docks,

Is, penitentiaries, and perdition!

[t costs the country for liquor, and

'; care of its pioducts, si.xteen dollars

i- every one dollar received in reve-

re therefrom. It divides families,

ciolates homes, and is a fruitful

f'lrce of the nearly forty thousand
snual applications for divorce. It is

f; mother of a Iar{j:e proportion of the

p/erty and crime that threaten the

1; of the nation, if unchecked.

vVhat to do with thi.s Mother of

Ilsery has lonjr been a problem un-

sved. (1) We have tried letting- it

"ne; but it does not let the individual,
t' family, the municipality, the State,
t' nation, nor the Church alone. (2)
^; have tried low license, and found
tit taxation pives it respectability
i\ protection; for the government
r>t protect its taxables. (.'3) We
Ive tried hi^rh license; but if it re-

C'ed the number of sellers, it jjave

.'h a monopoly to those remaining'
tit they could afford more gaudy
Rcling with which to entrap the sober
^Jth, to take the places of the hun-
t'd thousand yearly that they had
iibed and debauched. (4) We have

tried government control and even
ownership, only to find that a dirty
business is not made clean by govern-
ment patronage ; but that, on the other
hand, by it the government is be-

fouled. (5) We have tried local

option, and over forty out of our
eighty millions population are said to

live in "dry" territory; yet the sequel

shows that there is not a foot of "dry"
territory in the country, owing to the
overriding of State law by national

complicity. And further, more liquor

is sold per capita than was sold a
decade ago, before the optional moral-
ity idea, locally applied, became such
a popular delusion.

And this is so because (1) a ma-
jority vote cannot render right that
which everywhere and always is mor-
ally wrong. (2) Because God's method,
as also man's method, where he is suc-
cessful in coping with evil, is prohibi-
tion, with a penalty for violation, and
never permission by majority vote.

Such are the Ten Commandments and
the human codes founded upon them.
Moses so argued against Aaron's local

option calf. Lincoln so contended
against Douglas' "squatter sover-
eignty" slavocracy.
where prohibition is secured by a

secret abstract ballot, the officials say,
"Let the people execute it; for they got

the law, and we were not elected on a
prohibition platform." And the peo-
ple say, "Let the officials execute it,

for they are paid for it." The law
thus lies on the steps of the local option
state house, where it was still-born.

Men pledged personally to prohibition
and elected on a prohibition platform
to enact, apply and execute prohibition
laws, arc, under God, the only hope of

true reformers. Any other method,
as shown by reason, revelation and
experience, is an illusion, and a worse
than waste of time, of money, of toil

and of precious immortal souls. Law
does not leap from the statute book
and execute itself, any more than an
ax or a scythe cuts without stalwart
hands and aims to swing them.

Let us be forever done with "falla-

cious fortresses." A law providing
for a ballot which reads "For the sup-
pression of the manufacture and sale

of intoxicants" is local prohibition,

and in our judgment is nearer right.

But a ballot reading both "wet" and
"dry," thus inviting electors to vote
for "the sum of all villainies," must be

an abomination to Him who says
plainly, "Woe unto him"—the man,
municipality. State, or nation—"that
giveth his neighbor drink." Yes, let

us be forever done with "fallacious

fortresses."
Harrisburg, April U.

;
A WORD ABOUT INVESTMENT ADVERTISERS

VE have received a number of letters from subscribers asking as to the

advisability of investing with financial concerns which are not adver-

I

tisers in The Christian Herald. In every case we have done our
ifHost to secure information as to the reliability of such concerns; but some-
ties our information is le.ss complete than that which we have obtained con-
crning our advertisers. Before accepting a financial advertiser in The Chris-
I'.N Herald, we go to the furthest extent in our investigation of his reliability.

^; take as much trouble, in fact, as would a good bond house in investigating
flew issue of bonds.

Now, the financial advertisers in The Christian Herald submit proposi-
tns of such variety that our readers can make with them investments of almost
£/ character; and so we would suggest that our readers, before taking- up an
i/estment with concerns that are not advertisers in The Christian Herald,
\'ite our financial advertisers and a.scertain whether the same sort of invest-

rnt cannot be obtained from them. In this way the investment will be further
s'eguarded by our guarantee, which is:

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
( Ristian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

^omust be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
a/erti.ser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
''- the appearance of the advertisement.

F the watch you have now is nearing
the end of its usefulness, or is dis-

appointing to you in any -way, get an
higerso/l-Trenton. From the minute
you put it in your pocket you will be
sure that you have at last found a
watch that will not fail you—the only

watch you will need for the rest of

your life, barring accidents.

Every Ingersoll-Trenton is finely jeweled and
keeps time to the minute. IVe guarantee this;

_yoii prove it through long years of use. It is a joy

to carry such a watch.

JEWELED WATCHES

If you want to spend only $5.00 you can get an

Ingersoll-Trenton in a durable nickel case. Make
it $7.00 and the case will be ten-year gold-filled.

For $9.00 you can get an Ingersoll-Trenton in a

twenty-year gold-filled case—a superb watch fit

for the most critical user.

Possibly you are ready rigJ/t novo for a practical

demonstration in watch-economy and watch-

satisfaction. In that case do two things : first, rely

on this advertisement; second, go straiglit to your
jeweler and tell him whatyou want. INSIST on

an Ingersoll-Trenton. There 1—that is absolutely

the best thing we can tell you about watch-b-aying.

"As time goes on" we continue to make more than one-half

of all the watches made in the United States.

We also manufacture the famous INGERSOLL Watches
at $1.00, $1.50 and ^2.00. We have been doing this for

seventeen busy years. Ingersoll models are sold by 60,000

dealers.

Our illustrated fact-book about watchmaking will open
your eyes and save you money. Send for a copy. Read it

yourself and loan it to your neighbors. It's a good book.

RoBT. H. Ingersoll & Bro., ^^N^rvork a^'""

THE
RIGHT TIME

IN

CONNECTICUT
**I have compared
my Ingersoll-
Trenton watch
with Standard
time daily for

fourteen days. It

has apparently
not varied even
a fraction of a
second/*

W. D. Tucker,
Middletown,

Conn.

Small picture oi an

Ingersoll - Trenton
Watch showing side

view of movement.

RESOL VED:
that the In(/crsol{-

TrentonWatchhas
fnUu earned its

place in tlie Half
of Fame devoted
to the irorld^s ar-

curaie tiniepieces.

WE PAY THE

POSTAGE

No broom
or vacu-

um cleaner
can so deftly
pick up every si)eck,

scrap or string as can a

NATIONAL
Carpet Sweeper

ROLLER
BEARING

Ailiuslc'l ff>i' long oi' short niip carpets simply by
Iin-.ssiii^ on handle.

lic>\ is " Spill-l'roof" — won't tip and scatter the
S\MT].!llt;8.
Kiush l^ulleys have rubber tires same as wheels,

nnil never wear slick or split as wood pulleys do.
'I'liis drives positive rotation of brusli and maizes the
Niiiioiial iin nnusnal dirt-getter.

| III- i-'inniih- C'hniese bristle brush will stand daily
n^; • r.

KiOln Hearings take away the squeak and give
the (:isi(\';1 runnuig s\\eeper in the world.

Urnsli <-:i.n Ite removed for cleaning by a llnger-
toncli i>at."iited brush release.
No liroken or loose handle-tips, with our steel

I'ei luled liandle.
Naiiunals cost no more than others. Ask your

dealer.

GRAND PRIZE ST. LOUIS
Si'nd fill- free booklet, "Iliiw lo Double

Ihe Life of C,ii)mIs and Riii/s."

NATIONAL SWEEPER COMPANY, Dept. Q9
Newark, N. J. Chicago, III.

(AIilillESS KEAI:i;.-*T IJll'ICE)

Ti.&,yal&s\.
j

I iim'i^'it I II II II II II II 11 II II II II II II 11 II II 11

Ornamental Fence ):T.Z"ch:^cZ%.Z'.
cl^riee, Publio Grounds. Also Wrought Iroa Feuce. C.italo(iuO

free. Write lor Special Offer.
THE WARD FENCE CO., Box 146 Decatur, Ind.

/Vf/s

(pRSET

COVER
only45*
^HANDSOMELY"mm

EMBROIDERY
SIZES 32 TO ^4-
BUSTMEASURE
mo. 638-!'n?,M5c

and we will mail you this Handsome Corset Cover,
postage prepaid. Made of tood qualily soft tiuisll Nain-
sook; has beautiful 3/1 -inch Imported Open Work Em-
broidery Yoke; two rows handsome Val. lace; one-inch
lace beading; edued entirely around neck and arm-holes
with one-inch Val. lace to match. Yoke finished with
one-inch pure silk ribbon draw and large bow. further
trimmed with pure Silk baby ribbon draw entirely
around neck, fly front, pearl buttons; all seams tape

bound. Back yoke hasone-iiicli Val. lace with one-inch lace

beading. Sizes J2to44. Be sure lo State Size wanted.
Price only 45c. If you don't find it worth at least 85c.

return it and we will cheerfully refund your money, also

postage. This extremely low price is made to introduce
our Large Free Catalog of Everything to Wear for Men,
Women and Children, also Furniture. Stoves, Carpets,
Rugs. Refrigerators and all kinds of Household Goods.
Reierence: Commercial National Bank ol Chicago

Capital $7,U0O.OUJ.0O

CHICAGO MAILORDER CO.
INDIANA AVE.& Z6 UIST.

CHICAGO, ILL.

LAWN FENCE
filany design^ Cheap as
wood. 32 page Cataloguo
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries,

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D CPinohestBr I'"'.

STAMPS \

00 dlfierent. Toreign, FREE. Postage 2e
Iv t" thosp mentioning Christian
Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, 0.
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TRAV€L€RSCH€OUeS
ofiJi^ Amcrican Bank€RS -

^crtainly;
Wc accept them

CAN you justly blame the hotel man who declines to accept your

personal check? If you are a stranger, he knows neither your sig-

nature nor the state of your bank account; and, besides, he has

lost much money in the past by cashing worthless paper.

Be fair to the hotel man and all others with whom you deal when away
from home, by presenting in payment of your expenses the A.B.A. Travel-

ers' Cheques, which are always and everyzvhcre good2,x\'\ are self-identifying.

Banks, Hotels, Railroads, Steamship lines, etc., throughout the world,

accept them at face value. Sold by leading banks in $10, $20, $50 and

$100 denominations.

Equally convenient for forcij^n and domestic use.

A booklet fully describing these cheques will be sent on request.

BUY THEM FROM YOUR OWN BANKER
OR IF MORE CONVENIENT APPLY TO

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY 7 WALL ST..NEW YORK CITY

Irrigated
Farm and Fruit

Lands
The small irrigated farm or
less labor. It takes away the el

orchard means greater production with
ement of chance and makes a good crop
a reasonable certainty. 'ihe land in

the Northwest such as is being irrigated
by government and private projects in
Montana, Idaho, Washington and Oregon,
on or reached by the Northern Pacific
Railway, is exceedingly rich and requires
only moisture to yield bountifully.
This moisture is provided hv irrigation,

which makes irrigated farming, fruit

and vegetable raising a scientific pro-
fession, not a drudgery. The ideal
climate is a strong argument in favor
of the Northwest.

... .
If you want to know more about the pos-

siDiluies of making your efforts bring you greater returns, write for information
aljout lliese irrigated lands. Maybe the "dry-farminp" territory will interest you.
Write tonight and state what section yon are most interested in. Don't delay. The
information will cost you nothing and will pay you well.

The Scenic Highway Through the Land of Foi-tune

Northern Pacific Railway
L. J. Bricker, General Immigration Agent

Dept. 219, St. Paul, Minn.

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent. ST. PAUL

^ The Northern Pacific

^ extends into or through

Alinnesota, Wisconsin,

North Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Ore-
gon. New, rich territory

being opened up by exten-

sions now building. The
Homescekcr s Chance!

w

THE STRAWBERRY
HANDKERCHIEF

^y ylmelia E. ^arr

CHAPTER NINE—Continued

HERE hast thou been, my
son?" asked Jan.

"Here and there, fader."

"Is the Manhattan ready?"

"In two or three days."

"What is the matter with the ship?"

"She needs some calking, and both

oakum and pitch have been hard to

get."
"The delegates are impatient to be

off."

"That I can not help;" and Madame
looked at her son, and clearly divined

that Arent's words did not ring true

to the bottom. She was sure that it

was not the seams of the boat that was
delaying the Manhattan. And catch-

ing Virginia's glance at her brother,

she saw also that Virginia had the

same persuasion. And she smiled
rcornfully at her suspicion. Arent
was a passionate patriot. Oh, yes; but

he was also a passionate lover.

"I think all is quiet to-day, Arent,"
said the Captain.
"Not very quiet, fader. A letter

was sent this morning to the Custom
House promising death to the officials

if they did not clear out vessels as

usual. And a paper has been posted

all over, telling the people to be ready
to storm the fort on Tuesday morning,
November the fifth."

"Who was this paper signed by,

Arent?"
"The So)is of Neptune."
"I thought so."

"If it is obeyed, fader "

"It means civil war."
Governor Golden under.stood this

result as plainly as any one, and very
early on Monday morning he sent for

Mayor Cruger, and some of the most
influential citizens, and offered to re-

new his solemn promise "not to dis-

tribute any of the stamped paper."
Arent came in with this news while
his father was eating breakfast, early

Monday morning. The Captain rose
instantly and Madame followed him.

"Oh, Jan! My Jan, stay at home
to-day!" she cried. "Jan, I am sick!

I fear for thee! The sailors will per-

.'uade thee! Oh, my Jan, leave us not.

Saturday was too much, we were ill

with fears and suspense. Jan, stay
with us to-day!"

"I can not stay. I will not stay,

Katrina. What is it you women want?
That I should be called a coward?
Worse, that I should call myself a
coward?" and he began to fuss about
his beaver cap and coat. Then silently

Katrina helped to put them on, and
silently he left the house. But when
half-way to the gate he remembered
the pale faces of his wife and child
and, turning, saw them watching him.
Then he went back and said, "Kiss me
once, dear ones. Home to my dinner I

will come, if it be possible."
Evidently Jan did not find it possi-

ble. It was quite dark when he re-

turned. And Arent was with his
father, and the two men were in a
temper of inconceivable triumph.
Their voices—thrilled through with
tones of victory—were heard afar off;

and Katrina and Virginia threw wido
the door and waited impatiently for
their entrance.
"We have got the Stamps!" shouted

Jan.
"They are in the City Hall,

moeder!"
"The Mayor and the Aldermen

have them!"
"And they will take good care of

them!"
"Till we send them back to Lady

Britannia!"
"I'll take them on the Manhattan if

the people want me to!"
So from father to son the words

rushed rattling on one another, and
were soon emphasized by Katrina's
and Virginia's cries of delight. And
for a little while the joy was all a con-
fusion, short ejaculations, cries of

Continued on next page

DAVID CUMMINGS, Pres.

The Easiest Shot
tot

TenderFee
Do you know tljo con

fort of tlif \V <) It 1 J

Cushion .Solo V Itbeai
Uie same rehition to yoi.
foot tlnont'li llitMliivllK
an easy main ess l.civrs t

your bod y tliroiitjli tli

night, iiroviibnt; ;in «i>
-tn)g i.laci- i„r eviM
ne and inlis* If 'I'l,.

w oniU-rful sole is to be found GIN L,\ in the faiiiui;

UMt uK Cushion ^>m
Wworth Sole %>hoi

I f >'t»u bave never "worn a pair, a new and dcligUi
fnl exiierieiK'e aw aits yon.

Mens, $4 to $6. Womens, $2 to $i
^fii'f J'lir Cal(rk>o<ii' and diagram ordi'r blank.

On receipt of catalogue price, we deliver l-^REl
anywhere in the United .States.

|

Whohsule and JJait Orders.

Bhe CUMMINGS COMPANY FACTORlj
l)<'pt. C", Worcester, Mass.

J(li-nt.t Waiili-d en ryirhere. li'nle Jin- prospeclui
THE CUMMINGS CO. RETAIL STORES:

1225 Broadway New York, K T
HndBon Terminal Building, 196 Fnlton St., New Tork<
B70 Fulton Street Brooklyn, New York*
15 Soutlr 13th Street PMladelplila, Pa
406 Waaliington Street Boston, Mau'

ill.

'dS^v^fi/ Candies of Rare Quality

An Assortment of Heart Shapedi*

Deliciously Flavored Sweets

PACKED IN HEART SHAPED TIN B0XE3
30 cents per Box.

Sold by our Sales Agents everywhere and b7|
' 1^ 55 Retail Store*.•Q^ijfSr.

"Let It Go
At That"

:,(i

No Estey Organ workman eve

finishes a task with the words, "k
it go at that." Everything is dott

well in the making of Estey Ois

gans. When you put an Este;

Organ in your Church or SabbatI

School the job is done for twentj

years or more.

AddressEstey Brattleboro, Vf

MERIT and INTEGRITY |

have Sustained

the Hi^h Reputation of

BORDENS
EAGLE BRAND
CONDENSED MILK

for 50yea.rs

9A Beautiful Post Cards lAij
^lU No Two Alike— Latest Designs J.VV
Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic Birtlidny, Friendshi|i

(iood I,uck, Koses and Flowei-s in exquisite colors, al

foi- only 10 cents, it you answer this ad. iniinediali-ly

J. Il.Si-yniour. aa.'; W . ICiglith St..Tor>el<n.Knn

niTirif ITITDIlUr' its pleasures and profits, is tin

Dl^E/IVC^ILrlllU theme of that exiellrat an.

handsomely illustrated magazine, OLEANIJNGS II>

BEE CCLTlIiE. We send it for sixmonllison tni
tor twenty- five cents, and also send free a 64-iia(:e boof

on hees and our bee supply calaloK to all who nainelim

:

paper. THE A. I. liOOT CO., Kox 70, Medina, Ohu

between liltrhen «n.l (lIlilnB room .

1 1 i p w i 1 hWheel Tray '<e>"„'_'.'i'j.Save Steps ol,,,, ™..., - „
ViuitliercleRralt. Standsbesliietalile lor serving. B2»W<

-iuk while washing dishes. Prlce$10,exp.palc).ClrM»l

'wheel TKAV C0.,435C West Slat Place.Chicago.Bl
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••l The Strawberry Handkerchief
M

Coiifniiied from prereciing "paqe

von 1" and pleasure, bold expres-

,ion current words that rang well,

;nd ew from heart to heart.

\'';

Then,

Tt men felt the serenity and sat-

'aion of work well accomplished,

;d atigue, hunger, and cold van-

, es they began to talk more rea-

jns'y, and Katrina asked:
••\'\\, then, Jan, did the Mayor and

he ntlemen answer the Governor's

ail, is morning?"
"5s, and very strong they must
ave alked to him, for he positively

ene?d the promise made on Satui--

ay, lot to distribute the Stamps.

'he'i'it all the usual places notices

tested, telling the people that the

'«ior had promised Mayor Cruger,

le; Livingston, John Stevens, and
^y Robinson that he would not

Isuenor suffer to be issued, any of

ie amps then in Fort George."
'•/d that satisfied them?"
'•Sisfied them? No, indeed!

..;t(, Katrina. Underneath every

otic of the Governor's promise they

o.sti| another notice, requesting the

eop. to gather in the 'Fields' to-

lorrv, and come ready armed to

;on|the fort."

jjJWat next, Jan?"
PJ^or Cruger then wrote to

Sdl, proposing that the Stamps
lou be given into the charge of

le "ty Corporation. The Governor
as ftended, and did not answer.
r.era deputation went to see him,

id newed the Mayor's offer. His
/un advised him to yield. He
leaci his oath to the King. They
lid m he rau.st give the Stamps to

le ;ople, or the people would take
leni and then great loss of life

lenvould be. He said no doubt his

fe -luld be the first taken. No one
mtiiicted him. He was in a des-

3ra strait. To the old man the

les^n was his honor or his life.

t'ii'v he could not. Hour after

uDassed, and every hour the in-

ste clamor for the Stamps grew
erc< and louder. At length four
clo( came, an immense crowd was
lit ? at the City Hall, and calling

• V t; result. No time was there to

•se, ot a moment. Mayor Cruger
id e Aldei-men hurried to the fort,

nd >ld the Governor 'the people
oul bear no longer delay. It was
le Simps or the fort.' Colden wrung
is bids, lost his temper, and then in

?sp;- appealed to General Gage."
"Ai what said the General?"
"Ti General said the first gun

red rom the fort would be the be-

inn;? of war. Colden was terrified

V til question he had to solve."

"Vll he might be," said Katrinn.

I "Ol but I am sorry for the Gov-
no "

"K no, Virginia! Be sorry for the
ou nds of men waiting in the cold

' d in. Why did he not do right at
ice'

"Tit is tnie, Jan. Did General
agehake him ^o right?"
^i But it was growing dark.
he eople were desperate. Their
mvu sounded louder. The Governor
as te a man out of his senses. He
"pthe walked about, he sat down,
tilnbled with fatigue, and at last,

herie could hardly speak, he told
layi Cruger he would 'give up the
tan's to the City's Corporation.'

"

"0| fader, it was a hard case!
'es, e must be sorry for him, and
)r \ wife, and his daughters. They
ere ind to your Virginia, fader,"
"Vll, then, it was a hard case

—

^J* n. But the welfare of many
louinds must not be taken, to let

ne r n have his way. Unjust is that.
-t f r o'clock, Arent and I were at
le ty Hall. Nine-tenths of the
'en 1 the city were waiting there,
old id wet they were, but too angry
id xious to cai'e for the rain and
f^e ind. Weary of waiting and
ate ng, they began shouting for the
esulof their offer. Too long they
ad en kept. I myself wondered at

their patience. Louder and louder
grew their demand, 'Would the Gov-
ernor give them the Stamps, or would
he not?' And slowly, but surely, a
movement I can not describe or ex-
plain stirred them. I said to myself,
'It is too late; does not the wicked
old man see he is going to give the city
up to fire and sword?' Katrina, I was
sick at my heart."

"Oh, Jan! My poor Jan!"
"Then I heard some one calling,

calling loud, and Arent said to me,
'Mayor Cruger is hurrying toward us,
fader,' and the next moment every one
was watching him, and a dead silence
followed. No one spoke, or stirred;
men hardly breathed. Very soon the
odge of the crowd caught his words,
and they flew from mouth to mouth
like wildfire

—

'The Stamps are to be
put in our charge! Come with me to

the fort and get them!' Then he
turned back to the fort, and the multi-
tude followed him; all silent, Katrina;
not a word from any one. That was
so strange. It was like a dream, yes,
it was. The Aldermen were waiting
at the gate for us, and the Mayor and
Aldermen and the chief citizens car-
ried out the parcels of Stamps. In
these hands, thy Jan carried one pack-
age, and when they were all ours, the
Mayor led the procession, and the men
carrying the Stamps came next, and
the multitude followed. Not silent

then! Oh, no! With shouts of tri-

umph we carried them to the City
Hall. And there they ai'e."

"And after that, Jan?"
"To his home, or his post, every man

went quietly and gratefully. This
night. New York will sleep well."

They were an hour behind the usual
breakfast time, and Madame was wor-
ried.

"Monday was a day lost," she
fretted, "and Tuesday just as bad;
to-day is Wednesday, and to-morrow
Thursday, and the next day Friday,
and not a handkerchief of the wash-
ing out yet."

"Never mind the washing, Katrina."
"Jan, what art thou talking about?

Do without the washing, we can not."

"We have the Stamps! Is not that
enough?"

"No, it is not. Clean linen must be
had, and dinners."

"If thou had gone to kirk last Sun-
day, Katrina, thy temper had been
better to-day."
"My temper has nothing to do with

the kirk. It was not proper for Vir-
ginia and me to be in kirk last Sun-
day. I have told thee that twenty times."

"Good gracious, wife!"
"Also, I like not Doctor Laidlie.

What right has he in a Dutch pulpit?

Of the Am.^terdam classes he talks,

but from Edinburgh he comes."
"Well, then, you women were all

crying out for a sermon in English."
"English!" .said Virginia scornfully.

"Yes, English, Virginia."
"Fader, you mean Scotch."
"English, Miss."
"Lady Rose speaks English properly.

Doctor Laidlie speaks like Elder Semple.

He has the Scotch accent. It is vulgar."

"And his faith is not pure," said

Katrina.
"And, moedcr, he stands too stiff

in the pulpit."

"True, Virginia, and also he is too

short in his applications."

"But the worst of all, moeder, is

that he wears spectacles. Ladies don't

like to be looked at through spectacles

—it is not pleasant."
Jan could stand this conversation

no longer. "Ho! Ho! Ho!" he laughed—"Ladies do not like spectacles, do

not like to be looked at through glass

—It is not pleasant. What are poor

old men to do?"
"Poor old men!" chorused Madame

in a di.sdalnful, mocking sympathy.
And in the midst of it, the door was

nushed softly open, and Lady Rose
entered. j^ ^^ continued

bf^e::
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Backed by
32 Years

of Experience
i! V

i

If there's a mistaken idea

about Holeproof Hose, please
let us correct it. "Holeproof"

are not bulky or coarse in the least.

No softer hose than "Holeproof" can
be made. They are the long-sought result

after 32 years of hose making experience—the original guaranteed hose.
Don't judge "Holeproof" by vastly inferior makes—hose created and made
just to compete in the stores with "Holeproof." No other hosiery ever
attempted to compete with "Holeproof" on the foot, for that's where the
difference appears. You must wear genuine "Holeproof" to know this

—

so don't accept imitation makes with a name like "Holeproof's" and the
same guarantee.

All the newest Summer colors now on show

Simply Guaranteed Hose Not Sufficient

Here are the things that make "Holeproof" superior.

Our yarn costs an average of 70c per lb.

We could use 30c yarn, but the hose wouldn't be
soft and attractive like "Holeproof."

We spend $33,000 a year merely for inspection.

So every pair is right.

Unusual Hose at the Usual Cost

Six pairs of Men's "Holeproof" guaranteed for

six months cost $ 1 .50. The extra light weights cost

$2. The mercerized—finished like silk— cost $3.

One color or the newest colors assorted. The weights

are the verv lightest—made for the warmest summer's

wear. We sterilize each pair twice in the making,
so the colors are fast—the hose sanitary.

We don t know where else you can get hose like

these, though you pay twice what we ask for

"Holeproof." Don't you want to try the real
"Holeproof"?
They are made for women and children, too. Six

pairs of women's hose cost $2 (mercerized $3). The
children's hose cost $2 for six pairs.

Sold in Your Town
The genuine "Holeproof " is sold in your town.

We'll tell you the dealers' names on request or ship

direct where we have no dealer, charges prepaid on
receipt of remittance.

Write for free book, "How to Make Your Feet Happy"

The Holcprool Hosiery Co., 456 Fourth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Q^2fou^ Mhie. oIlrUicfucL?
(45)

UNDER

I
New York

I

BANKING

•DEP'T

FSUPERVISION)

You may deposit funds on
any date or withdraw on any
date. Wc have no fixed "in-
terest days"—e:irnings com-
mence when money is re-
ceived and pniii for (ull time
to date o( withdrawjl. Re-
'iiitted by check quarterly
semi-annually, or compound
e<I if desired.
Established 17 years. Dur-

ing this time we have never
paid less than S per cent, a
year, while increasing our
assets to over $2,000,000. and
accumulatine: surplus and
profits of $150,000.
Our record is open to pub-

lic Inspection. We invite
fullest investigation of out
methods.

Write for hookltt, which
contains many interesting facts.

lodostrial Savings & Loan Co.

2 Times Building

42d St. and B'way. New York

^iilJilillliltllk
Don't work yourself to

death cleaning and polish-
ing furniture in tho old-
fashioned way, with soap
and water or varnish.

I 3in-Cne Oil removes spots,
5 S'^ratches and scars from
7 piano cases, fine furnituie

J and all varnished surfaces

J easier, quicker and better
than any furniture polish.
It brings back the original
lustre, dries quickly and
gives abrightglasting finish.

Write for generous sample bot-

tle and "lhe-neH-Was"XO pOllSh

furniture, both tree.

3-in-OneOiiGo.,''
BROAOWAV

NEW YORK

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and effective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resortine to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude inthe United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other
malignant and benign new growths. Conducted ly a

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address

Berkshire Hills Sanatorinm. North Adams, Massachus;!tts

Japanese Air Pern
Most beautiful of all ferna. Lives years withont soil or
water. S<»iit, i)rei)aicl. 25 cents.' Lar^e size infan<-y
basket, reaily for haiiKinp, GO cents. Aitenls WnniftL
F. H. CRESS COMPANY. 521$ ?tarl« AveDue, CHICAGO

Bl
VHJIVED .^1^ tmLIZZOTHESBELIiS*•" ^"^ j^SVSWBBTIB, UOBX DUB-

r^MIIRCM fCM^ABLS,LOWIS FSICE.\#nuKvn ^y^oUSmECATALOQUB
XIXaXaIS. V XEiLSWHI.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundrv Go^ Cincinnati. 0.
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-TiieMAN

^«isWORK,

^be APOLLO-PiAMO
TFf£ OlUGINAL QQ-NOTE F>LAY£R.

Apollo Self-acting Motor — A
patented motor that runs the music

roll and rewinds it without pumping
or electricity. Other players are

equipped with air motors which
necessitate tiresome pedaling. The
Apollo's self-acting motor costs five

times as much to manufacture as the

old style leather-and-woodair motor.

Solo=Apollo Accenting Device

—

The latest triumph of Melville Clark

and the climax in the development
of the Apollo Player Piano toward

an ideal. The Solo-Apollo actually

emphasizes the melody as a virile

idea of the composer, and as he in-

tended it to be emphasized.
More Apollos In Use—Notwith-

standing the Apollo costs $25 to ^50
more than ordinary player pianos,

there are more 88-note Apollo Player

Pianos and Piano Players in use

than all other similar instruments
combined.
There are only three player pianos

made that can even lay claim to

being artistic. Write for descriptive

literature and a simple, sure method
by which you can decide the player

piano question.

Melville Clark Piano Co., 44osteinwayHau Chicago

ANTONIUS STRADIVARIUS
made a better violin because

^ he knew the violin. Melville

Clark knows the player piano. In

the music trades his personal su-

premacy in the field of pneumatics

is unquestioned. Recently the en-

tire player piano industry paid a

remarkable tribute to his genius

in adopting the 88-note (complete

keyboard) principle, which for eight

years was exclusively an Apollo

feature.

Other Apollo features (invented

and patented by Melville Clark)

are:

Apollo Human Touch — The
pneumatic fingers of the Apollo 88-

Note Player Piano strike Down on

Top of the Keys, just as the human
fingers do in manual playing. Other

players strike Up on the sticker of

the action, or Under the keys at

the back. Both of these methods

are unnatural and are the cause of

the unnatural, mechanical music

])roduced by other player pianos.

75,000,000

"0.K",

WASHBURNE'S PAT.

PAPER
FASTENERS

SOLD the past YEAR
f should convince YOU oftheir

SUPERIORITY.
Easily put on or taken

off with the thumb and fin

-

Can be used repeat-

edly and **always work,"

i of brass, 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 1 00.

I
Handsome.Compact. Strong. No Slipping. Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box of 50,

I assorled sizes. Illustrated booklet free.

IThe 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. N"? IB

$650 A. B. C. Automobile $650
The bipgest
AutonioliiH
bargain in
Amei'ipa. 2
or 4 Cylin-
ders Surreys.
Runabout s

and l)elivery
\Vapoiifi, IS

< , , .
or 30 H. P.,

Solid or I'neuniatic Tiros. Write for FlUiE Cataloi;.
A. B.C. Motor Vehicle Mfg. Co., 3941 Morgan, St. Louis

AGENTS—$1.33 Per Hour
Comer made it, so can you. Swain pays, "Beet
tniUK I cverhtruik." Easy money maljer. High
School boy .old 30 bo«es In 2 days-protil
S 1 2.60. Auents get Idg rei.ciit orders-build un
steady businc»a. Evoryliody wears hosiers'
Quaranteod for 4 mouths against holes in heels an<i

^toes. Send riphtlhack to us if not perfectly satisfac-
tory. J. R. Valanllne sold 600 pairs In 60 hours
^
—you can do as well—yes—letter. Worn goods
replaced freo—no expci ienco needed—we tencli

k you everything. Here's your one big chance—
_ ' don't lose it—writ© today. Free samples

THOMAS MFG. CO., Ii)S4 Wayne SI., DAYTON, OtilO

LYON & HEALY'S
COOP CHURCH

ORGANS
At Reasonable Prices

We make a specialt.v of large reed orpans, voiced to
closely resemble pipe organs, These cJiurch organs will be
found iimcli riclier in effects than any chsap pipe organ.

Let us tell you what our $450 Cathedral Organ will
furnish in the way of musical effects-

Illustrated catalog free. Styles from $100 to $:>00. Pay-
ments spread over 2 years when desired.
Fine Fohlinsr Organs $.'i7.50; Fino Pnrlor

Orjrans $45.00; Good Secoiid-Haud Org:aii8
at half price. (G8)

LYON &. HEALY. D^pt. F5575, CHICAGO

MAXESTYPEWRITERS
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise
L. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'4to^M'F'RS PRICES
Shlppid AWnilERE for Free Trial, or

liKNTKU allowing Rent to APPLY
PtftCES 91S.OO UR

PlrltClUB MacbiQ«> Fresh fr^m the Mfr,—Write fir Tlluetrated Cafa'u^

Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-9^ LAKE ST., CHICA60

Bad Breath
MURRAY'S

CHARCOAL TABLETS
Absolutely unmedicated. Sweeten and puiiiy the
stomach ana breath. They arrest fermentation and cause
complete digestion. Eat and drink anything you like, in
moderalion, and use Murray's Charcoal Tablets daily.

Por 1 Cir' '" stamps, a fuH-size 25c. bo.x
A \Ji Avrv.. mailed for trial. Once only.
A. J. PITMAN, 2 Astor House, N.Y.

(Bv ^ev. C. H. Mead, D.D.

OH. de Lord am good, an' de skies am bright.

An' my soul is filled wid de heabenly light.

As I trabel on de King's highway.
He supplies my wants an" he holds my hand

—

While he leads me on to de Promised Land
At de ending ob de King's highway.

On de King's highway ; yes, de King's highway

;

Oh, my faith am strong.

An' I sing my song.

As I trabel on de King's highway.

Each note and worcJ of the song rang

out clear and sweet, and as musical as

a running brook, and harmonized witl.

the beauty and gladness of the spring

morning. As the singer, a colored

woman, came round a bend in the road,

a broom in her left hand and a basket

on her right arm, her old face was all

aglow with the faith and brightness of

which she had just been singing, and
was a picture well worth looking at.

Hardly had the last note of the song
died away, when a young lady standing
on the wide porch of an old-fashioned
mansion, blithely cried out:

"Good morning, Mammy Cheerful,
and three cheers for the 'sweet singer

in Israel.' Here is the best and easiest

chair about the house waiting to be

filled by the dearest old mammy in the

world, and you come right up and fill

it."

After a warm embrace, the old

woman was esconsed in the big com-
fortable rocker, a veritable embodi-
ment of contentment and happiness,
and ready for the rapid fire of ques-
tions she knew she might expect from
her beloved foster child.

"Well, Mammy Cheerful, what
brought you here this morning?"
"What brought me here. Miss

Annie? Why, bress your heart, 'taint

no secret, an' if 'twas, I could trust my
honey wid it; 'twas jes my faithful

old feet what brought me."
The old woman's sides shook with

merriment and her laughter was as
musical as the song of a meadow lark.

Miss Annie joined in the laughter
heartily and then said:

"I am sure you have some good
news; pray tell me what is up."
"Up, dearie; why eberyting am up;

my Lord am up, and love am up, and
heaben am up, an' eben de corn my ol'

man planted yesterday was up before
I left home dis mornin'."
Again the old woman's laughter

pealed forth, until it seemed as if a
flock of canary birds was giving a
concert.

"Planted yesterday and up this
morning! Why, Mammy, how was
that possible?"

"Well, yer see, honey, Uncle Eph
thought, what wid de sunshine an'
rain, it mought come up in a week or
ten days, but he hadn't reckoned on
dem pigs a bustin' froo de fence in de
night an' givln' de corn a lift he hadn't
counted on."
Again Miss Annie and her Mammy

made t'..e whole neighborhood ring with
peals of merry laughter.

"I say. Miss Annie, I dun a heap of
thinkin' about pigs as I come along
dis mornin'. I used to tink dat pigs
wid dere curly tails and dere squealin'
was de cutest things dat eber was, but
I made up my mind dat all a pig thinks
about is to make a hog of himself while
makin' a hog of himself, an' doin' all he
can to turn his squeal into a grunt, an'
den roll in de mud an' thank goodness
dat he's a hog. He don't want to be a
man, but jes' a hog, an' it's all right,
for dat's his nature. But, honey, dear,
can you 'splain to me how a man, born
to trabel in 'de King's highway' under
de blue sky, an' among de flowers, an'
hear de birds sing, an' to lie down in
green pastures, an' to open de windows
ob his soul to let de love shine in, gits

^ ou can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know tliat it is .«//f , and is uhnt
ynii tan oMcnn it iriien trnri/fd,nn<i will yield faireurti-
iiiris for eff-rti ilnv inresteil. See tiieir advertisement
on page 443. and wi-ite them for full information.

tired ob bein' a man, an' goes
saloon, an' comes out a hog, a
wallers in de mud wid de four-
members of his family? I dun t

ole man, dat I'd rather de pig
froo our fence an' make hogs ol

selves out ob de seed corn, dan t

some boys bust froo de saloon dc

make hogs of demselves. Oh
Annie, yer asked about de good
an' I's sure got some. De odij

dey voted to make our town di^

quit makin'. hogs out ob de boj

I ain't done much but shout ar

eber since."

"Oh, Mammy Cheerful, but t

good news; and I understand no

,1 ue
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I
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Ibust
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day

an'

an'
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Ole Mammy Cheerful

it was your singing, as you ca:iie

the road this morning, sounded s.

than ever. See here. Mammy, d

ever get blue?"
"Blue, chile! wat for I get blue?

my heavenly Father de King ob i

an' isn't I his chile? De place fc
is in de sky, an' de place fer love

de heart, an' I keeps de blue an d

in de place whar' dey belong. Di

two things I couldn't get along wi

one ob dem is a broom, an' de O'

faith. Wid a broom I keeps d'

and dirt out ob my way, an' \-

faith I keeps de cobwebs out d

sky. Bress de dear Lord for bi

and faith."

Here the old woman with sn

face sang softly, so softly th

sounded like a humming bird:

On de King's highway ; yes, de King's hii

Oh, my faith am strong
An' I sing my song.

As I trabel on de King's highway.

Tears were in the eyes of Miss

as the music ceased and very eai i

she said: "Oh, Mammy Cheei i

wish I had your faith, and I

always wished it ever since I v

child in your arms. You are ju

dearest mammy and the best Clir

I ever knew. But, forgive me fi

sooner asking about your rheum:
Is it better?"
"Rheumatiz! Well, dar; I di

got all about habin' it, fer y^

honey, I has so many blessings to

about, dat I don't git time to

about little troubles. I has en

twinges from de rheumatiz' to re

me dat I is not yet in de promised
but grace enough to keep me
totin' out a thing like dat, when I

my soul full ob de love ob God.

folks enjoys bein' misable, an' SD

Conthmed on next page
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E Lord frequently multiplies a

jood deed in a most wonderful

Some time a^o, Miss Emma
on, superintendent of the Mayes-

S. C., Industrial Institute—

a

,ing home for poor colored girls

boys in South Carolina—received

tter from a girl named Jennie

letary, who lived in another pai't

18 State. In that letter the airl

alize her wish and "be somebody.''
And here is where the divine multipli-
cation of a good act exemplifies itself,

for not only was enough money sent in
to cover the cost of Jennie's education
and industrial training, but enough
has been contributed to provide for
several other boys and girls who were
in a similar position.
Now, there are no less than twelve

iMayesville Institute Students Supported by "Christian Herald" Readers

le;eci to be helped to an education

;

neranted "to be somebody," and she

actiade up her mind that, if the Lord
'Oil open a way, she would try to do
ooTservice all her life long. It was
siple, touching appeal from a girl

h( ad no prospects of help from any
-laLT. Jennie, in addition to other
I a lacks, is lame; but this fact did

rtd" )t ter her from making an effort to

^l^iUn eddication and be somebody."
^Hieuperintendent forwarded the let-

sr The Christian Herald, which
H Cijcr. j(j^e pQQj. g^irl's plea before its read-

fs, 'ith the result that a number of

futK try, generous-hearted people sent

stOTii citributions to help Jennie to re-

of these young colored students at the

Mayesville Institute, supported by
what is known as The Christian
Herald Scholarship Fund. They are

shown in the photograph above. All

are said by the superintendent to be
bright, promising and exceedingly ear-

nest young Christians. The general
work of the Institute, however, is

greatly hampered by lack of sufficient

funds. Teachers' salaries, too, are
overdue. Any contributions which
generous hearted friends may send
will be specially welcome just now.
They may be sent direct to Miss
Wilson, Mayesville Institute, Mayes-
ville, S. C.

Ole Mammy Cheerful
Cont'mued from preceding page

rU

hflo

it jre aches an' pains an' troubles,

5 cigh dey was de greatest tings in

J Tld. No, no, honey dear, what
ir lould I hand yer a weed, when I

in ib yer a rose, or a cloud instead

) • sunbeam, or talk to yer about
leuatiz wen I can tell yer about
|fe I's all right."
"^i\\. Mammy, what have you got
lyir basket? I am sure it is some-
lin nice."

^h a chuckle the old woman said:
-' 'f yer done noticed de basket at
stiasyer? Well, I's been spectin'
• h.r yer ask dat question. In dat
isk is some ob de nicest an'-fresh-
•t cgs dat eber a hen laid, or a
>osr crowed about. I say. Miss
in, did yer eber notice how much a
•osr is like some men? De rooster
•esiis biggest crowin' when de hen
IS d an egg, an' some men does dere
udt crowin' ober something dere
ifeias done. Dar's dat lazy feller
>erin our town, Mose Simmons;
he ;ome one asked him what he done
T libin', he says, 'My old woman
>esut washin',' an' den all day long
i hdin' down a chair in front ob de
lie* an' tellin' wat a smart woman
sveam. An' say. Miss Annie, yer
'K' to hear dat same Mose shout in
'^''1 time; my, my, yer done tink he
js e good Lord's chosen disciple,
neiiberybody knows dat all de reli-
°n-''sgot is in his wife's name. But
"''oney, how yer old mammy's
n.e does run on! It does mv soul

good ter see yer, an' I jest couldn't

stay away any longer."

"Well, Mammy Cheerful, you are

welcome over and over again, and I

was hungry to see you and hear your
sweet voice once more. I get more help

out of your simple, childlike faith, and
preaching on everyday things, than I

do out of all the sermons down at the

old church, where you held me in your
arms the day I was christened. I hope
you are going to make me a good long

visit, and we will turn those lovely

fresh eggs into the nicest things we
can make for you to eat."

The eyes of the old woman were
swimming with tears, while her old

black face shone like a morning sun-

rise, as she said very softly, "Dear
Lord, I wants to thank yer dat I still

has a warm place in de heart of my
Honey Lamb, an' dat she don't tui-n

her back on her old black mammy.
Miss Annie, I was going back home to-

night, if my old feet got rested enough
after walkin' nine miles dis mornin',

but now I'm gwine to stay until to-

morrow."
"That's lovely. Mammy Cheerful

If it was not for Uncle Eph, you should

never go back. You shall have the best

bed in the house, and to-morrow I will

send you back in the carriage."

As Miss Annie went into the house

she heard the old saint humming:

On de KiriK's highway : yes, de King's highway.
Oh, my faith am strong.

An' I sing my song.

As I trabel on de King's highway.

^mw/
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Mix These Crisp Grains

With Berries or Bananas
Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice gives an additional relish to any sort

of fruit.

The grains are crisp, porous and nut-like, and the flavor blends
well with the fruit.

During the berry season you will miss something good if you don't

serve one of these grains every morning.

Some Other Ideas

Another good way to serve Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice is in a bowl
of milk—as you would bi-ead or crackers.

These grains are four times as porous as bread. They are as crisp

as toast. And they have that rich flavor which comes when whole grain
is subjected to terrific heat.

Then Puffed Wheat or Rice are far more digestible than any other
cereal foods. They form good bed-time foods, or between-meal foods,

for they give little tax to the stomach.

In candy making. Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice have come into
immense popularity. They are particularly good when mixed with
taffy or fudge. And, of course, they are wonderfully wholesome.

When you find out these foods you'll be glad to know all these differ-

ent ways to enjoy them.

Puffed Wheat, 10c f_«""

Puffed Rice, 15c
in

Extreme

West

These are the foods invented by Prof. Anderson, and made by this

curious process.

The wheat or rice kernels are placed in sealed guns. Then the guns
are revolved for sixty minutes in a heat of 550 degrees.

The heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and the pressure
becomes tremendous. Then the guns are unsealed and the steam ex-

plodes. Instantly every starch granule is blasted into a myriad
particles.

The grains are puffed to eight times former size without breaking
their coats or altering their shapes. We have magnified grains, made
porous and crisp and digestible.

Nearly Everyone^s Choice
We have served at a lunch counter—with fruit and without—about

every sort of ready-cooked cereal. And four out of five—as a natural
choice—have taken Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice.

You would find it the same at your table, we think, if you served a
dozen kinds. Four times in five the choice would be one of these
enticing foods. They would probably be the invariable choice for eat-

ing with any fresh fruit.

You can easily find this out. If it proves to be so, you'll be glad
that you know it. Please order them both—Puffed Wheat and Puffed
Rice—and let your folks give their decision. (.wi

Made only by The Quaker Oats Company
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Its all inA
Ihc rib f
inside the jar

and the

patent

porcelain ^

dastier

You can

make butter in 1 minute

with the TURN-A-MINIT churn

pure, sweet, real butter—butter

seasoned to your own taste—not cold-

storage butter from either sour or

sweet cream. Sour cream makes quite

as good butter as sweet cream, and by

using it you can save from 1 cents to

I 5 cents per pound. The TURN-
A-MINlT chum is built upon a new
principle — of solid removable parts

that can be thoroughly cleansed.

It is perfectly sanitary.

It is the only practical home churn.

Besides butter you can make

whipped cream in 20 seconds

mayonnaise dressing in 30 seconds

ice cream, icings, beaten eggs,

light batter, souffle—in a few turns of

the handle. You need the TURN-
A-MINIT churn

—

every housekeeper

needs it—for convenience, hygiene and

economy.

Quart size $2.50, Gallon size (jar of

porcelain instead of glass) $7.50.

Dairy thermometer furnished free

with each churn. When ordering

give your dealer's name.

ATTRACTIVE TERMS TO AGENTS
Send a postal for descriptive booklet,

THE TIR\-A-MINITE CH11R\ CO.
284A METROPOLITAN TOWER, NEW YORK CITY

^ FaPF Pnwnrp ^"^

BEAUTIES OF SPRING
are the women everywhere, wliose skin is smooth
and veiTety, unmarred by the (!Sa«,^a9
lines of tune or by exposure to III]IE1^S|0
wind and sun. They are th" ^i*^ —:~^.n«

users of Lablache. Their
complexions rival indelicacy
of coloring the fragrant
blossom of the peach.
liefu.'ie SxitiMtutes. They may
he dangerous. Flesh. White,
I'iuk, or Cream, 50c. a box, of
druj^gists or by maih

Send lOc.forsamplehox.
BEN. LEW CO.
French Perfumers

aept.22 125 Kingston St,
Boston, Mass.

Cincinnati Iron Fence Co.

Largrst Irou Fence Vaclorv in Ohio.
Address I»cp't (* for prices. CINCIW ATI, OHIO.

Stencil Beautiful Designs
Latest Fad—Fascinating—Inexpensive

You can easily nrnkL- himdsome. indel-
j
ible desiffns in ;ill colors on linen, vel-

vet, aatin. coiton, canvas and
w /--— . \ other maU-nala for cush-
» /'^*/» ^—'^V '**" covers, curtains,

X"-:_**if^ -=- V. table cloths, etc.. with
I Xr^—.*- ^ _^ this complete outfit.

Consists oi 6 CLEAN
CUT STEN-
CILS as Ulus-
trated, 2

^^^^ _
^___ brushes, 6

|tk4 I^^^S^]''^:^ \ ---^ "——
""iSSwi^Stf^H ^''''^''^ paints.

Nk I ^^^H^^^^^sSS^S^^^BH^^^^^^^^V thumb tacks
tDl ^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ anr] full

^^^^^^^^^5i rt-i <i^^^ stractionK for use. AllCI) <i> -T-c^
in 5x1 3 inch box.

Special Introductory Price, prepaid, only $1.00«

This Beautiful Poinsettia Stencil, 50c jg^t^
lOxlS ; fo

Hatred or Love—Which?
Sunday School Lesson b^ Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

<«TpHEN was brought unto him one

X possessed with a demon, blind

and dumb." It would be hard to im-

agine a person more afflicted than that

one, both in mind and in body. He was
shut in with Satan, and Jesus was to

be his liberator. Undoubtedly, he was
brought to Jesus by some persons who
had themselves been healed, or possibly

by those whose friends had been

healed. They had faith in the power
of Jesus, and they brought him to the

house where Jesus was teaching a

throng of people.

"And he healed him," and then the

man both spa^e and saw. We are not

told whether it was by his word or by
his touch. Jesus had healed in both
ways.
"The multitudes were amazed." The

sudden transformation in the man
could have had no other effect. For
several months we had been accus-

tomed to sit opposite a man at table

who had one eye closed. Imagine our
surprise one day to see both of his eyes
open ! Seeing our surprise he explained
that he had been treated by a very skil-

ful oculist. Recalling this incident

helps us to realize something of the
amazement the people felt who saw
the sudden transformation in the man
who was not only blind in both eyes,

but deaf, dumb, and a demoniac. It

was not a matter of hearsay with
them; but they saw it done.
Some said, "Can this be the Son of

David?" They were disposed to think
that Jesus was the Messiah, whom they
had been so long expecting, and of

whom it had been prophesied that he
should open blind eyes; but not so the
Pharisees. Edersheim says: "They
regarded Jesus as not only tempo-
rarily, but permanently, possessed by
a demon, and this demon was, accord-
ing to them, none other than Beelzebub,
the prince of devils. Jesus was re-

garded by them as an incarnation of
Satan."

"If Satan casteth out Satan, he is

divided against himself." Jesus read
the thoughts of the Pharisees and so
answered them. That was logical.

Satan would have held his power over
the man, if he had not been forced to

quit. That he did quit was evidence
that he had felt a superior power; even
the power of God.
"Then is the kingdom of God come

upon you." It was as if Jesus had said,

"God is now here, and Satan must de-
part."

Where There Is No Neutral Land

"He that is not with me is against
me." There is no neutral province
between the kingdom of God and the
kingdom of Satan. After the downfall
of Napoleon, the map of Europe was
readjusted. There was a certain small
territory lying between Holland and
Prussia which could not be divided,
because of valuable zinc mines; so a
neutral province was created called
Moresnet. But God does not do things
that way. Neither does he go shares
with Satan. It must either be "none
of self and all of Thee," or "all of self
and none of Thee."
"Every sin and blasphemy shall be

forgiven unto men, but—" The thief
who blasphemed the name of Jesus
when he was dying on the cross, was
forgiven, and, when he had repented,
the comforting assurance was given to
him: "This day shalt thou be with me
in Paradise."
"But blasphemy against the Holy

Ghost shall not be forgiven." That is

one step too far! "The guilt of the
Pharisees lay in treating as a Satanic
agency what was of the Holy Ghost,"
fays Edersheim. How men have

miltinK the use of l.nitht
fUrt.-iiriB, sc.irfsand pillows. The huri.l»on>e'it ptein ]1

d.-aiKTi ever made. Everyone dcliRhted with it. Abovo
offer for :» limited time only. By mail with catalog,
Mic. Catalog Kree with each or,ler.

Joliii F. Raho & Co., DepL B, 2202 Clyboun Av., Chicago.

* International Sunday School Lesson fc May
15, 191 0. Growing Hatred to Jesus. Matt. 12 : 22-
32,38-42. Golden Text: "He that is not with
me is against me ; and he that grathereth not witlj
me scattereth abroad." Matt. 12 : 30.

endeavored to discover just what the

unpardonable sin is! What is it to sin

against the Holy Ghost? A man, who
thought he had- been guilty of this sin,

came to a minister and told him his

fears. "You believe yourself guilty of

the unpardonable sin?" asked the min-
ister. "I am sure of it," the man re-

plied. "In what did the sin consist?"
"I opposed the work of God." "So did

Saul." "I denied Jesus Christ." "So
did Peter." "I doubted the power of

Jesus Christ, after strong evidence in

its favor." "So did Thomas." "What
are you endeavoring to prove by such
examples—that I am a Christian?"
"Not at all; I am only inquiring into

the nature of your guilt, and thus far,

I see no reason to despair. Let me ask
whether you desire the pardon of your
sins?" "Assuredly, if it were possi-

ble." "Do you regret the conduct of
which you accuse yourself?" "Cer-
tainly." "Do you sincerely desire re-

pentance?" "I would give the world,
if it were mine to do so." "Then it is

not possible that you have been guilty
to an unpardonable extent, for these
are cl;aracteristics of a state of mind
faithless, but far from being desperate,
and they come within the Gospel invi-

tations." And the man went away
with a strange peace in his heart, and
a determination to be a sincere fol-

lower of the Lord Jesus Christ.
When Jesus was here upon earth in

the form of man, it was not always
easy to recognize his divinity. But
after the Holy Spirit had descended,
there was a new light upon Jesus
Christ, and "to blaspheme him in the
latter condition would be to hate the
light the clearer it became, and reso-
lutely to shut it out, which precludes
salvation."—J. F. B.

The Sign Given by Jesus

"The Scribes and Pharisees an-
swered him." Thus are classed to-

gether the most learned, the most reli-

gious men among the Jews. They
answered him by asking Jesus for a
sign to prove that he was all he
claimed to be. Miracles did not satisfy
them, because they were familiar with
the works of magicians and exorcists;
and they did not choose to see the dif-

ference between them and the wonder-
ful acts of Christ. Jesus reproved
them for their incredulity, but told
of a sign that would be given to
them in the days yet to come when he
should be three days in the grave and
rise again into life. And with that act,

which should be, he compared the
prophet Jonah, who was three days
and three nights in the belly of the
whale. (Among the Jews, any part of
a day was reckoned as a whole day.)
Did those wise men doubt the story
of Jonah and the whale? They cer-
tainly did not, or Jesus would not have
referred to it as confirming evidence.
Did Jesus himself believe the story of
Jonah and the whale? He certainly
did, just as much as he believed in his
own resurrection, which should be ac-
complished at Jerusalem.

If Jesus believed, and so used it, is it

for any human being to say, "I do not
believe it"? Jesus bound the story of
Jonah and the whale together in the
bundle of life with his own resurrec-
tion, and one can not be doubted with-
out denying the other.

Let us suppose, if we must, that God
miraculously interposed and saved
Jonah in order that he might be a
prophetic sign of Christ's resurrection.
But several cases of that kind are
known; one particularly, which oc-
curred in 17.58, when a man supposed
to have been lost was found alive in
the body of a whale when captured;
and another in recent years, who was
rescued from a similar grave, and
when he returned to consciousness, was

Continued 07i itext page

Mar-Proof Flo<rs

That's it. A painted floor hal

will not show a mar of any kd~
a floor that always looks g^
This result calls for a special lar

proof varnish

—

ELASTICA ooi

Finish.

Elastica Floor Finish is a t nh

elastic, waterproof coating. Tr;:

it, rock on it, roll heavy thin^^

throw water on it—there is not a ark

left on Elastica.

For Every Floor

1|

Elastica Floor Finish isn't confisKJ

painted floors. For natural wood
porch floors, linoleum and oilcloth it tjie

ideal finish. There is nothing else lik t.

Be sure that you get Elastica Floor ] ishr

Tlie genuine always bears this trade .rk

l.ooK for this Tiaile-inark on a Yellow Lat) '

All others are Imitations.

FLOOR FINUH
Onr experts have written a hook, "How tc iniA

Floui s," It tells how to treat every sort of floor ti'i

tlie utmost results. We wai.t every woman to lutTW
even tlio she liasii't a (ioor which iieeds finishing m,
an iiulnoement for you to wrile innnediately we w|
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.Vdilress Standard Varnish Works, 29 Broadwil
York; 2cai Armour Avenne, Chicago; or Inter^i
Varnish Company, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.
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ASK YOUR DEALER

Have your home furnished as beautif

u

as you would like and settle for yo

purchases in small amounts from mor
to month as you earn the money. It's

strictly confidential credit arrangeme
—thoroughly d i g n i f i ed—wonderf

u

helpfuL We give you over a year's tii

on every purchase you make.

CATALOG No. 60 F"RE
This great catalog is hanasomely illc

trated, a considerable portion of goo

being reproduced in colors. It contai

everything to furnish and beautify t

home—quotes factory prices on furnitui

carpets, rugs, curtains, draperies, piam
crockery, sewing michines, clocks, silverwa

stoves, ranges, pictures, mirrors, lamps, |

carts, refrigerators and washing machin

Write for this big catalog at once— today.

HARTMAN FURNITURE 4, CARPETC
F2 223TO 229 Wabash Av.,Chic«'
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but you can't sec then
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GA. MORLEY
PHONE

.
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ta

ae to tell much about the conditions

vler which he had been swallowed.

)r. L. T. Townsend, in commenting

om this incident, says: "The story

^(i iftJonah is no more inci-edible than

a' of the scores of miracles recorded

lithe Bible; no more incredible than

t parting of the waters of the Red
£.; no more incredible than the call-

ii of fire from heaven by Elijah; no

^^ji'-e incredible than the preservation
^* IcDaniel in the den of lions, or than

t walking of his three companions in

t; midst of the fire; no more incredi-

b than the story of Christ's death,

b ial and resurrection, of which

J ah's experiences always have been
riiarded as prophetic types, and upon
uch, in supreme dependence, rest the

dih and hope of the whole Christian

*ld."
1 'cience as the handmaid of religion,

y^ tbugh recent excavations by Layard,
ictfirms all that the Bible says about
Neveh in the days when Jonah went
th-e.

A greater than Jonah is here." So
1 sal the Lord Jesus Christ of himself,

cnparing himself with Jonah, as a
piacher of righteousness to lost and
si'ul people.

The Mistake of the Pheirisees

lA greater than Solomon is here."
.-1 Jesus spoke of the queen who

jc>neyed from far that she might see

tl greatness of Solomon, and receive

aiwers from him to all of the ques-
ti s that were in her heart. But
Jcis was greater than Solomon, be-

Ccse he could read what was in the
erts of men; they did not need to

him their questions; and his wis-
in replying to them was unerring.
men was the wisest man, but
s was the God-man, and infinite in

w|lom.

greater than the temple is

5^

here." (Matt. 12: 6.) Jesus had pre-
viously made this claim when the
Pharisees had attacked him because he
had not prevented his apostles from
plucking grain on the Sabbath Day to
appease their hunger. It was a criti-

cism not for breaking God's law, but
for disregarding some human sectarian
rules. Never echoed ritual so grand
through corridors so beautiful as in

the temple at Jerusalem. But Christ's
saying teaches us that a church of a
dozen lowly men gathered in an open
field, with Christ in their midst, is a
truer church and a mightier one than
the most elaborate ritual in the cost-

liest temple, which lacks the presence
and power of Christ. That temple was
long since destroyed, and its worship
ever growing feebler lingers only in

a widely dispersed race; while that
wheatfield church of Christ has grown
from a dozen to hundreds of millions,
and includes a multitude of every race.

Hatred of Jesus

How strange it seems that any one
could hate Jesus, "the altogether
lovely"! In our study we have now
reached a period in his ministry that
is called "the year of opposition." The
year preceding has been called "the
year of popularity." The clouds of
opposition, which gathered about
Jesus, were due largely to the Phari-
sees on account of the Sabbath which
they thought Jesus profaned by deeds
of healing. The Sadducees also op-
posed Jesus, principally because he
taught the resurrection. They held to

the law loosely, while the Pharisees
magnified it. Notwithstanding these
differences, the Pharisees and Sad-
ducees made common cause with each
other in condemning Jesus to the cross.

As a sect, the Sadducees disappeared
after the first century; but they have
successors in the worldly Jews and
Christians of to-dav.

A Shine that

Really Outlasts
All Others

under the heat of the stove is what
you want, and if you have not found
It, you must just ask for Rising Sun
and you will have it as true as- you
live. Other makers claim it because
they know it is the essential thing.

We have got it, and you can prove it,

and you will thank us for showing
you that a Rising Sun mirror-smooth
shine is really superior in durability

to anything which hitherto you may
have THOUGHT best. Insist on hav-
ing the real best.

One Package of Rising Sun will polish your
slave many limes, covering more surface
than a dozen packages of Itguids, which

always separate and settle out.

Morse Bros^, Props., Canton, Mass., U.S.A.

m

Here Is Something New
From Kalamazoo

Prove for yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most
perfect—most economical— most satisfactory range ior you to use—Your
nitnt-v Tuck if it's not.

bend for Catalog No. 103 with special ternrs and compare Kalamazoo prices with others

Catsh Or Time Payments
"We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a Kala-

m.izoo in her liome. You can tmv on easy time payments or pay cash if

>.iu hl;e. Eitlicr way—vou save $10 to {JO on any stove in the catalog. We
iinke It easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

We Pay the
Freight

kalaiaazoo Stove Co,
|

Kalamazoo, Mich.

A Raiameizos
Direct to You"

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSaionoo. Words and music. 83 very best

sono;- Sample copy 5 Centa. E. A. k. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

IJ
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When

appetite suggests

something good

—

when health dictates

something nourish-

ing — when bodily

strength demands
something sustaining

— in short, when
you're hungry. ^

^

Uneeda
Biscuit

(Never Sold in Bulk)

5lf a Pack.,.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

"BRECO
Rubber ^°"'' "^

of using

Roofing'"''^''"''roofing till

you test sample of old reliable

Cuaranteed "BRECO.*' Why pay

more? Investigate, and you will

order here today,

BOOK AMO_SAMPL£
Book proves and
shows testj-

m o n i a 1 8 of

Breco Service. Waterproof and
fire-resisting qualities.

Cement and nails free.
Write today.
The Breese 0f>os. Co.
RoolingDept. 77. Cincinnati. 0.

Free

^^ FreigM
Prepaid

Wntim boundary line

Minn., Iowa, Missouri,

north of south line of

T«nn., 100 lbs. ormore.

35-lb. Roll «4o<>
1-Ply ^l2?

45-lb. Roll 4 00
2-Ply l2?

55-lb. R0U anc
3-PIy ^i2

Each Roll 108 Sq. Foil

ArriilTC This Sanitary Clothes
/lULilllO sprinlder is a wonderlul

invention, and is havinp; a tre-
mendous sale. Cannot soil
your elolliOB nor chap vour

hands, nor pive you a cold; never rusts;
very beautiful, light and apiireciated for
<leHnltiio88, Health.conifort and modern
convenience. Agents make 20 to 00 sales a
day and are wild with success.

Write for Special Terms and Particulars.

DR. LYONS, 24 Day St., Pekin, Dl.

LAWN FENCE
I
Many Styles. Sold on trial at
wholeBale prices. Save 20

I
to 30 per cent. Illustrated

1 Catalotrue free. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
BOX302 Muncie, Indiana.

BUY AT THE

Wholesale Price
We save you retailer's profits

on Ingrain Carpets for home
or church. Best quality all-

wool Ingrain only 57 cents
per yard delivered to you
Freight Prepaid. Write for

SAMPLES AND PATTERNS—FREE

Cayuga County Carpet Co.,

AUBURN, N. Y.

TYOUBIDEIS

C

$8,500 for one iDvention. Book
"How to Obtain a Patent*' and

'What to Invent" sent free. Send rough
vh for free report as to patentability.

•atents advertised for sale at our expense
ill fourteen Manufacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Retnrned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent AttVs
EetabliBhed 16 Ycara

928 F Street, Washin^on. D.C.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I 10 Decoration Day, 10 cts.
10 Rose. 10 cts.

I
10 Fourth of July, 10 cts.

Any three jiackages mailed for 25 cents.
80 cents per Km cards — assorted designs.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON,CONN.

THE OLD FAMILY DOCTOR

PON0S EXTRACT
Sixty years at work relieving pain. Tlie test ol time has only served

to strengthen confidence in Pond's Extract.

America's Great Humori^ Gone

ON the morning of April 22, when

the people from Maine to Cali-

fornia took up their daily papers

there was a start of surprise and an

exclamation of sorrow, for they saw

from the black head-lines that there

had passed away a man whom all

knew and admired; a man who had
brightened many a weary hour; a

friend, even though they had not set

eyes on his strong and kindly face.

Samuel L. Clemens, "Mark Twain,"
humorist, writer of tales of mirth and
of pathos, an American of Americans,
was dead; and those who had read his

books, and they constitute almost every

one who can read at all, felt that our
foremost figure in the world of letters

had gone, leaving a void which it would
be difficult, if not impossible, to fill.

Seldom has the memory of a modern
writer received such sincere and spon-

taneous tributes as fell from the lips

of noted men and women in ail walks
of life, both in this country and in

Europe.
His health had not been good for

several years past, but he remained
cheerful almost until the end. The
death of his old friend, H. H. Rogers,
the oil magnate, was a great blow to

him, and the death of one of his daugh-
ters added to his load of sorrow. Then
others whom he held dear passed on,

among them Mr. Laifan of the New
York S»w, and Mr. Richard Watson
Gilder, of the Ce)itury. Referring to

these he said sadly one day: "They
are more fortunate than I." He felt

that his woi-k was done, and that with
his friends gone there was little left

for him to look forward to. He took a
trip recently to the Bermudas; but re-

turning a few weeks ago, he had a bad
attack on shipboard. He was taken
to Redding, Conn., where a painless

death, which was like falling asleep,

ended a long and painful illness.

Mark Twain's life was in itself an
interesting example of the possibilities

open to the poorest boy in America,
providing he has what the writer had
in full measure—grit and a determina-
tion to attain the goal of his ambition,
combined with "stick-to-itiveness."

He was born in the little town of
Florida, Mo., in 1835. When he was
two years old his family moved in a
wagon to Hannibal, in the same State.

His father died when the future
author was still a small boy, and the
lad was apprenticed as a compositor in

the office of the Hannibal Courier.
Hannibal and its people were always
dear to him, and they were pictured in

his hook Life on the Mississippi and sev-
eral others. He went East for a while,
working as a typesetter on various
papers in different towns. He came
as far as New York State, and then
headed back to Hannibal. He was
then only seventeen, but he had be-

come tired of the printer's case and
was fired with the desire to become a
river pilot on one of the great double-
stacked Mississippi steamers which
have held such an important place in

the history and romance of the great
river. For eight years he worked on
the river until the Civil War came, and
Missourians were found in both the
Southern and Federal army. The
young pilot enlisted in the Confederate
service and was a soldier for a few
days, and then he went West to Ne-
vada, where his brother held a govern-
ment post. He worked on a paper in

Virginia City, at that time the great
silver-mining centre of the country.
Other men were getting rich quickly,
but it did not seem to interest him. He
much preferred to write sketches of
the mining camps and thrilling ac-
counts of holdups and other incidents
of Western life. After a while he ent
on to San Francisco, and worked on
the Morning Call. In 1867 he printed
his first volume of sketches, which
brought him recognition. It was en-
titled The Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County and Other Sketches.

A newspaper proprietor sup
him with the money to take a
through the Mediterranean anc

wrote weekly letters in payment.
1869 he published Innocents Ah
It was read everywhere, and is 1

read with pleasure by the rising

eration. Mark Twain's fame wa
tablished. He came to Buffalo, K
and bought an interest in a paper
in 1870 married Miss Olive L. L

don, who died eight years ago. He

ed i

•ip

he

The Late Samuel L. ClementiU

went to Hartford, Conn., wherJ
lived for several years. Tom Sa|
soon came from his pen, and
Life on the Mississippi and his faJ

Huckleberry Finn. He joined a 1

lishing firm, which printed many c 1

books. It failed and he heroi

went to work to pay off every ce 1

indebtedness, which he did by hi;

tures and new books.

Mark Twain was unique amorij 1

morists, as his fun was kindly; it';

impossible for him to be bitter o,;

effects at the expense of others.:

saw the funny side of everyday 1

and put into words what others '

but had not the art to express.
•

was thus delightfully human ii.)

writings, the secret probably 0:

1

great and lasting success. He W£l

tensely patriotic; the product oil

country and a fine representative >
1

best ideals.

The Native "Cabs" of Ja^

(See illustration on cover pagi

WITH the coming of Western i

dress and education, the t

customs of old Japan have been

ified, but it is doubtful whethei

jinrikisha man and his odd but

fortable two-wheeled cart will eV'

replaced, for it is used by and is eq

popular with native and forei

The light wagon, though a nat

product, bears little resemblanc

other Japanese work and might

have been devised by some foreign

inventive brain. It has little de

tion, simplicity being its most p

inent characteristic. The cabmt

this case supply their own motive

er and keep up a trot through

streets and over country roads

the rider, coming from a land v

the Society for the Prevention of

elty to Animals flourishes, beg!

steed to stop and rest, only to \

shake of the head and a renewed I

of speed. A slight incline adds 1

to the task of the coolies, but they

sider it a reflection on their powe

endurance if the passenger shoul'

out when they start up a steep
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I Was in the
Refrigerator

BusinessWlien
Lincoln Was

President
1 here is the perfect restill of my forty yi-ars' plan-

nii iiid experimenting—

THE LEONARD
Cl'ANABLE REFRIGERATORS
S uasi kjioiv—:um1 1 liavi-knuwn rrfricerators all

my a better one could not Vienjade. I'll tell yoa why:

l-t. It is absolutely sanitary. Line<l with Ken-

njn orcelain enamel—pnre white; indestructible — as

els kept fresh and clean as your china dishes.

>! >nd, for Its economy. Hecanse of a special

pel felt insulation, it saves half on yotir ice tiills.

Th' a constant circulation

(,f .
. cool air makes your

foo eep longer.

, Ird. It has the only
eict water cooler,

trstde. the Leonarri
iCleible is as beautifully

tin; J as your piano.

Fre ook lorHonsekeepers

\ ,,t refrigerators. tiie care

,- - and otlier househ"M
,t -n. It Dieans many a

;.d on expenses. Write
.' and free sainplo of

Y-.nmf.

liealer does not sell

aiiables. write tome,
11 one direct from the
Viiur money refunded

T just as I say.

r what kind of refrie-

i. e, you need niybook.

H LEONARD, PrM.

Or» Rapids Refrigerator Co.

7 Clyde Park Ave.,
GrlEaplda. - • • Mich.

No. .4 Leonard Cleanable
R«frlgerator. Size ;i;i.\ ji—
46 inches JiiBli ; lined witli

real porcelain enamel-
Price $:W (Kl. freight paid
as far as Mis.sissippi and iHiio

Rivers. With Leonard Por-

celain Water C^Kjler. $5 ex-

tra. Fifty other styles and
prices.

Tis Wool Knitted Sweater

iKM

Guaranteed
Pure Wool.
Fully Worth
$2. Only one
to a Customer

(And 15 cents postage)

Owimt to tkt fact that we art

cftrimg this Swiattr at /<if

ikam cost, w* art eomfitlltd to

ask you to pay postatt~~l5e.

1
w, nt

that w«. can send you otir

New Spring Style Catah-t;

Xo. 6>, of Paris and New
V..rk Styles FreeofCharee.
That Ih why we make
this i;rent offer.
Wiirni Servleealile

Sweater of great elastici-

ty, made of pure s^'ft wool,

perfectly proportioned,
handsomely knitted. V-
shaped collarless neck,
single breasted, cb-ses with
T} large pearl bntt/>n»: tw..

roll |.,.cliets: colors while or

oxford gray. •'iizesSilo U
E 454. THIS SWEATER IS $1.

1 on do not think that this U the very «neit 8weat«r
m old at this price return to OB at our expense and we
wl t once refand your money.

Send lor our great Irec Catalog
No. 62 to-day; it Is lull ol won-
derlul values like the above.

Fulton St.

Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

5e Well

if-

Without Drugs
tve helped over 46.000 women. I

elpyou to make every vilal ora-m
icicnt work, thus building a 9lron«

y which throws off naturally all

of chronic ailments such as con-
ion, weak nerves, rheumatism,
essness. torpid liver, indigestion.

lis is done by folJowins a few
mon-sense directions.according
ur need, each day, in your own
. In delicate cases, 1 co-operate
the physician. One pupil writes :

ust think of it I To be relieved

coostipalion. Entirely free, after

8 it for 30 years! I feel so much
ter and stronger."
rite me, idling me your faults of
"1 and figure, and 1 will gladly tell

I can help you. For 10 cents,

1 tend you my instructive booklet telling how to I

and walk correctly. I

^NNA COCR0FT,Dept.l8F.246 Michigan Blvd. Chicago!

offs mtlhods

rtprtiti

'rk have
t of Ihu

ughly tndontd by

"tHE OXYGEN
TOOTH POWDER

L'e ids for its virtues not upon strong oil?, car-
bol Dr other irritating disinfectants, but upon the
pre ce of Oxygen (peroxide)—Nature's purifier.

Ask your Dnilisl — he knows
OF ALL DRVddlfirS, 2r> CENTS
Siiniple and ltiii,kli-l fiif iiii reqKesl.

_M£ESSON & ROBRINS. NEW YORK

Chris's "Verilies" =

IN our modern vernacular, a ceitain
word is so much used that we some-

times tire of it. It is the word "Listen."
In fact, it has become a form of slang.
One hears the young people saying it to

each other constantly. They mean,
apparently, to invoke special attention
to their next remark; but all force is

lost by their too frequent use of the
word.

It is quite possible that this popular
custom sprang from the habitual use
of "Listen" by Gipsy Smith in his ser-

mons. From him, it is never objec-

tionable, but serves much the same
purpose that "verily" served in the
discourses of our Lord.

The man who emphasizes too much,
who italicizes his writings, who ges-

ticulates and uses loud tones about
trifles, weakens the impression that he
makes. It will be observed that Jesus,

in Matthew's version, uses the em-
phatic "verily" only three times in the
long Sermon on the Mount.

It is worth while to notice what were
the points which he thus distinguished.

The first (Matt. .5: 18) was concern-

ing the fulfilment of the law and of

prophecy. Though heaven and earth

should pass, no jot of these should be

abated until all should be fulfilled.

The second concerns the payment of
debts. They must be paid. (5: 26.)
All charges due your "adversary," and
all fees incurred, must be covered "to
the uttermost farthing."

The third condemns the hypocrite

(Matt. 6: 5), toward whom Christ is

always merciless. He singled out for

particular censure only two sins, and
one of these was hypocrisy.

These three selections are most in-

structive to us. Keep the law, regard
the word of God. It shall hold until the

elements dissolve with fervent heat.

It is established forever.

Pay your debts. Owe no man any-

thing. It is said that in the great

transactions, such as the forming of

.syndicates and the purchase of rail-

roads, debts are inevitable; but in

the individual life, the long and the

unpaid debt are unnecessary and de-

moralizing. The active brain and
the right heart will avoid them. The
man who is constantly in debt, or who
leaves a place with unpaid debts, must
be weak-minded or else a rascal.

The third is quite as important. Be
yourself. Put on no airs. Pretend
to no beauty nor virtue that is not
yours by right. The frank and open-
hearted man need not "carry his heart
upon his sleeve," but he can speak and
act honestly. To young women this

message comes with peculiar force.

The false complexion, false hair, the
distorted figure of fashion—what are

i
all these but rank hypocrisy?

It behooves us all to remember that

we must lay peculiar stress upon the

great things of life. They must be

carefully discriminated from the less

important. "The power of compar-
ison," said the great philosopher. Sir

William Hamilton, "is the highest

attribute of the human mind."

Another of our wise men has said

that judgment is the rarest of mental
attributes, the trait which marks the

great general and administrator.

If we can only learn to tell the large

things from the small, and to see that

the large things are always regarded
first in our lives, we shall have taken a
long stride toward success.

Nothing will more certainly guide

us to a knowledge of theso large things

than the study of God's word—not the

hasty and cursory daily reading of a

passage, to be forgotten almost as soon

as read, but the patient and exhaustive

study which extracts the pith and
meaning, and lets us more and more
into the mind and purposes of God.

Would You Like Vibrant Health
I have helped over 46, 000 women D f^Q^j C^\%aaL-c
in the past eight years. If you IVOoy ^llCCKS

"^^^D J 171 u Rested Nerves?
Keduce riesh or

Build Up Your Figure

or if you are suffering from such chronic ailments as

f>

Superfljioits Flesh
Thinness
Indigestion
Torpid Liver

Constipation
Catarrh
Ancemia
Asthma

Sleeplessness
Diseases Peculiar to the Sf.\

Nervousness
Rheumatism

mark (x) after the ones you have, and tell me of any others. Clip and send
this to me to-day. I never violate a confidence. If I can help you, I will tell

you how; if not, I will refer you to the help you need. My work is scientific,

based upon covimon sense, and done in the privacy of your own room.

For 10 cents I will send you my instructive
booklet, showing how to stand and walk correctly.

SUSANNA COCROFT, Dept. 18-D, 246 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

Miss Cocroft's methods and uork haie been thorouglily eiulorscd by represciitat.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, May 15.

Texts : John 6 : 26, 32, 47, 53.

OOR.N S
removed by A-Corn Salve are gone
forever—roots and all. No knife, no
pain, no danger. ISc. at druggists'
or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia.

^F^%^t»%(r With the WATSON 4-'-ow

^^ UUM V POTATO SPRAYER
^^^^p wL P Never damages foliage, but
_ ^Al 1%' VSWs bugs, worms and all

^^^B * destructive Insects. Adjustable^^^ wheel width. Spray and pressure regu-
lator. Sprays 30 to 40 acres a day. ^^ee Boob.

FIELD FORCE PlIMf CO., 75 Eleventh St., Elniir^ X. 1.

"The Text-Book on 6%

Reclamation Bonds **

This is the title of our new book, based on
16 years of experience with Drainage and
Irrigation Bonds. It is a notable production

—

a veritable text-book on farm lien securities.

Ask us to send your copy—just from the press.

Drainage and Irrigation Bonds have at-

tained a high place with a well-informed
class of investors. We have thousands
of customers who consider them the
most desirable bonds that we handle.

They are secured by first liens on
good farm land—sometimes a thousand
farms. And the liens rarely exceed
one-fourth the land's value.

They are additionally secured by a
first mortgage on all the property in

which the proceeds of the bonds are
invested. Thus they combine corpor-

ate management and responsibility with
farm lien security.

The bonds are for $100, $500 and
$1,000, so they appeal to small inves-

tors and large. The maturities run
from one to twenty years, so one may
invest for any time that he chooses.

The interest rate is six per cent—

a

desirable rate in these days of high
prices. A knowledge of the facts

regarding these ideal securities is im-
portant to every investor.

A Wide Choice
Reclamation bonds include Drainage

and Irrigation, and they offer a wide
choice in each. Some are based on the
rich Delta Lands of the South, and some
on the most productive lands in theWest.

Some are Corporation Bonds secured
by first liens on land where one crop
will often pay the whole debt.

Some are Municipal Issues which
form, as do School bonds, a tax lien on
an organized district. Some are
"Carey Act" Bonds, where the State
supervises the project.

All are serial bonds, part of which
are paid annually, so the security con-
stantly increases. As the farmer con-
trols his own water supply, the land is

not subject to crop failures.

They who know the facts, as told in

our book, will find it hard to conceive
of any better security.
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How Selected
Our book also explains our extreme

care in selecting the Reclamation Bonds
that we buy. It names engineers and
attorneys of national fame whom we
employ to investigate projects.

It tells how water supply, rainfall

and drainage area are determined by
Government records. Also how soils

are analyzed so we may know their
exact fertility.

It tells how we keep in touch with
the best of these projects. How an
officer of our Company almost con-
stantly travels in sections where land is

reclaimed. And how we are thus able
to select for our customers the cream
of these securities.

Wide Experience
In the past 16 years we have bought

and sold 78 separate pieces of Drainage
and Irrigation Bonds. This book names
them all. No investor has lost a dollar
through default in interest or principal.

We are very large purchasers of
Reclamation Bonds, so we are natu-
rally in touch with every phase of this

subject.

Our wide experience and accurate
knowledge make our book 'of decided
interest. And every investor owes to

himself a knowledge of these facts.

Cut out this coupon as a reminder to

ask us to mail this book.

r

\ First National Bank Building, Chicago

Also New York, Boston and San Francisco

\ Please mail nic your "'Te.xt Book on 6%
a Reclaniatioii Bonds."

I

I

\
Same

I

I

I Slatt.
I
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NewWonderfulUnexpected!
GLORIOUS DISCOVERY! ^Wl^^^§^i:'^s^i%Tn^vsi^^^^^

NEW HOME VACUUM CLEANER. AIR DOES THE WORK
CLEANS CARPETS, RUGS, MATTINGS ON FLOOR

No Machinery-No Electricity-No Motors. One Person Operates. Does same work as high priced

machines. SIMPLE. POWERFUL. EFFICIENT. It's the suction that does it. It's that terrific,

irresistible in rush of air, carrying with it the dirt, dust and germs out of the carpeU

into the Cleaner. Weighs 9 pounds. CosU $8.50. Circulars give fuU details.

Thousands praise it. Unlike anything you've seen or heard of. No such device

sold in stores. Housekeepers everywhere have longed, wished, hoped for it.

FREE SAMPLE to active agents. A splendid oppor-
tunity for readers to make money—Men and women.$9 to $18 a day for Agents

This new — marvelous invention, this saver-
deliverer — champion of over -burdened house-

wives should be in everv home—once used, you

wouldn't be without it for love nor money
Weighs nine pounds. Operated by
child or frail woman. No expense

—

no labor. Terrific air suction draws
dust, dirt grit and germs from car-

pets, rugs, mattings, etc.. while
they remain on the floor: raises

no dust, hence no dusting re-

quired. Every particle drawn
into cleaner — then dumped.

Abandon Brooms, Brushes

Dust Cloths

They don't clean your rugs and
carpets. Brooms and sweepers
fill the air with clouds of dust.

and remove a portion of the
surface dirt. The New Home
Vacuum Cleaner sucks up into

itself not only the surface dirt,

but the dirt, dust, grime and
gerras-frorn the very warp.flbre.

No more necessity to go through
the disturbance and upheaval
of house cleaning. New Home
Vacuum Cleaner keeps tliem
clean all tlie time— cleans on
the floor. Saves money, time,
strength and health. Nothing
like it anywhere—nothing can
take its place. Away with hard
work—away with slaving toil.

Send to-day for a cleaner.

Read What Users Say:

F. I.Pierre.N.Y.—" Wife more
tlmn pleased with Home Vaciiuiu
Cleaner. It does all and more tlian
you claim for it."

Prof. Geo. S. MrDowell. Pa. avxiT i uxrnriir'rtr'
"^«°^f^.,<',""i''.?

^"^ ''"' ^™"' SENT ANYWHERE
carpet 10x13 feet."

L. Banville, O. *'nome Cleaner greatest ever. Hare
arranged for demonstrationb in stores."

Mrs. Jane ShuUy. Nebraska. *'You don't claim
half enough. I wouldn't part with my irleaner for any
price if I couldn't get another. My ten year old girl
operates mine easily."

Mrs. Henry Deller, Rhode Island. "I must thank
you for telling me of your wonderful cleaner. What a
godsend it is to women. I have not felt so rested in
years. Work now easy, rienty of spare time. Don't
gee how you can sell it so cheap.

Price, $8.50. Not Sold in Stores.

NotSlOO.OO: not.$50.00: not even $2.5.00—only $8.50
Have a clean home, hours of leisure. Adopt

the easy way — the modern way — the sanitary
way—tlie scientific way. All Hail! New Home
Vacuum Cleaner, marvel of the 20th Century,
champion of overworked womanhood.
Each machine tested before shipping— each

guaranteed as represented or money back. The
price insignificant — the benefits everlasting.
Will last for years. Not sold in stores.

Don't delay— don't hesitate— don't wait for
others — don't wonder if it's true. It is true—
every word— couldn't be exaggerated — words
can't describe it. Stop short! Put drudgery
behind you — leisure and health before. Enjoy
your.self now—to-morrow may be too late. $8.50
will do it all — .$8.50 brings relief from hard
work — brings time to enjoy yourself— to visit

friends—to read. shop. etc. Pays for itself

in saving of carpets, rugs and mattings.

MAKE LOADS OF MONEY
This wonderful cleaner simply takes
women by storm. They can't resist it

•bargain day, isn't it. No exper-
ience necessary. Just hustle and
the moncv rolls in. Shown in
three minutes. Sold in five.

I hen on to the next. None
refuse. All buy. Hurry

—

be first—get the cream
Women eager— they
need it — when they
see it, can't let it go.
Drop every thing—sell

this marvelous vacu-
um cleaner. Mcd<e
$100 a week — you
can—easy. C. E. Goff
Mo: "Sold 5 Vacuum
Cleaners last Saturday
my first attempt."
Gustave Anderson.
Minn.: "Enclosed find
order for 12 Vacuum

Cleaners. Ship prompt. One man sold a dozen 3
days." W. H. Morgan, Pa.: "Sold 45 Cleaners in 25
hours. Have sold two out of three persons can-
vassed." And so it goes. Hundreds of like letters
every day; every one pleased, no one dissatisfied.
All making money easy. Agents' profit 100 per
cent. Write to-da>— secure agency—get tonriking
this easy money. FREIE SAMPLE to active agents.

R. Armstrong Mfg. Co., 994 Alms Blilg.,Cinciiinati,Ohio

WANTED-RIDER AGENTS
IN EACH TOWN
and district to
ride and ex-

it a sample 1910 Model "Ranger" bicycle furnished by» us. Our agents every-
where are makinft money fast. IVrileat once/orfullparticulars andspecial offer.
NO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to

anyone, anywhere in the U. S. vjithout a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and
allow TEN DAYS' FREE TRLVL during which time you may ride the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may sliip it back to us at our expense andyau will not be <ntt one cent.

I nWCAOTflRV DDI0C6 'Wefumlsh the highest grade bicycles it is possible to makekUn rflU I Un I rnlUbW atonesmallprofitaboveactual factorycost.Yousave Jioto$2s
middlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOT BtTY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive
our catalogues and leara our unheard ol/attoryprices and remarkable special ojff'er.

Vflll llfll I RC ACTAIIICIICn when you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
I UU IIILL DC Hw I UniwIICU our superb models at the wondrrful lo-w prices we
can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are
satisfied with $1.00 profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, _you can sell our bicycles
under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will

t>e closed out at once,at $3 to $8 each» Descriptive bar^n list mailed free.

TIDCC I^OACTCD RDAITE rear wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
I inCw| WUHd I en DnfllVE and everything in the bicycle lineat bait usual prices.

DO NOT WAIT—but write today for our Large Catato^e beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of
Interesttng matter and useful InformatioD. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write It now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.D 71 , CHICAGO, ILL.

Buy Direct—Save Money—Wc Pay Freight
Our monthly installment plan of Belling direct saves you all the dealer's profit and

his excessive charges tor installation and repairs. We can save at least o«ie-tl>lrd
the cost of your furnaoe. \Ve have been building .Jahant Furnaces for over thirty
years and guaraiiti-c .sjitisfai-tion.

JAHANT TiS^T FURNACE
The Bent Heating System Made for residences, schools, hotels, churches,

etc. It is tile most econoinlual furnace too, and saves oii<>-tliird to €>iie-half the
cost of fuel, because the patented "Downi-Uraft System" burns wood, hard or soft
coal, and burns it all without cinders, clinkers or any waste. Needs less attention,
yet heats much bntter than any other furnace, hot air, steam or hot water heating
system. Our plan ol monthly payments

ONLY $10 DOWN and $10 A MONTH
makes it easy tor any oni- to have the best lieating system made. Every .Jahant
Furnace is sold with a BtioiiK "(liiaranty Bond" that allows you 365 DAYS TRIAL
You don't run any risk buying from us.
We send complete outfit, furnace, pipes, registers, etc. together with special

plans, fall directions and all tools for Installing. If you can drive a nail you can
install a Jahant Furnace without the aid of a tinner.

Write To-day for Catalog
THE JAHANT HEATING CO

which explains the Jahant Down-Draft Svstem
and tells why it gives more heat at less" cost.

205 Hamilton Bldg^ Akron. O.

DON'T BUY PAINT TILL YOU GET OUR BOOK
Here's the diflerence between Chase's fresh, made-to- is made after each order is received and shipped the
order paint and the paint at dealers' and paint that is day it is made. Chase paint means fresh pilnt

—

made by painters. Dealers' paint is stale— with the longer service, l>etter service. Be sure to write, nov/,
linseed oil eaten up by chemicals. And no painter has for Big, Free Book and Color Card. Also direct-from-
the heavy machiner>' to mix and grind paint. Our paint factory prices, free trial and freight-prepaid offer.

O. L. CHASE. THE PAINT MAN. DEPARTMENT 8, ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

Among the Workers
—Missionary Thomas Houston has just con-

cluded a series of Gospel meetings in Frank-
fort, Pa., which resulted in two hundred and
five professed conversions.

—^Rev. James Walter Doughty, whose ex-

cellent lectures we referred to in a recent num-
ber, is contemplating a return to the pastorate,

and is available for pulpit engagements. We
commend him to any of our churches needing

a supply. His address is Williams Bridge, New
York City.

—Missionary Edward W. Thwing, of Tien-
tsin, China, writes asking the sympathetic sup-

port of Americans in behalf of the campaign
now being made by missionaries in China
against the cigarette evil

—"a plague that has

come from the West"—which is spreading with
frightful rapidity and startling results.

—Mr. Roosevelt, as the result of observations
during his foreign tour, has become convinced
that too much money is wasted on armaments.
He will lecture on this type of national extrava-
gance when he returns, and may have something
of interest to suggest in the line of a limitation

of armaments.
—The New York Evangelistic Committee

will be glad to hear from any clergymen visiting

New York who may be willing to speak at the

various meetings from time to time. Those
who wish to do this volunteer work should ad-
dress Rev. Arthur J. Smith, superintendent,
541 Lexington Avenue, New York.
—Rev. E. O. Guerrant, of the American In-

land Mission, writes from Wilmore, Ky. : "Al-
most from the beginning of the work for the
highlanders. Dr. Klopsch became enlisted for
their help. He sent General O. O. Howard to

visit our mountain missions, paid all the Gen-
eral's expenses, and published elaborate ac-
counts of the visit. Every few months he sent
liberal help—the gifts of his readers—for the
support of the missions in the farthest moun-
tains, and tens of thousands of these sturdy
highlanders will never forget these noble bene-
factions."

—Evangelist J. M. Taylor, of "Faith and
Love Mission," Bridgetown, Barbados, W. I.,

writes: "In moving our party of missionaries
from Antigua to Barbados we passed the
islands of Guadeloupe and Martinique, French
possessions, said to have a combined popula-
tion of four hundred and thirty thousand. On
inquiry we learned that there was absolutely
nothing being done there by any religious body,
except the Catholics. Martinique has a popula-
tion of one hundred and eighty-two thousand.
Ignorance prevails. There are very few mar-
riages. Rum-drinking prevails. The Faith and
Love Mission calls for workers for these
islands."

Called Higher
S. A. Garrett (84), at Marion, la,

Sarah Price (62), at Delaware, O.

Robert Murray (82), of Zarra, Can.

S. R. Anderson (76), of Corsica, Pa,

Hartley Holden (87), of Corsica, Pa.

Miss Ella Behler, of Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Mrs. Catheren Dohrn, of Lansing, Kan.
Mrs. Jane Minor (88), at Columbus, O.

Mrs. Robert B. Craige, at Madison, Ind.

James Stevenson (38). at Coal Centre, Pa.

Mrs. L. W. Raymond, of Warrensburg, 111.

Mrs. Mary E. Garrett (79), at Marion, la.

Mrs. Judith Burge Hogue. of Shelby, N. C,
died November 2, 1909.

Mrs. Maria Harper, of Selbyville. Del., died
December 12, 1909. aged eighty-two.

John Dunwoody died at his home in Marengo,
111., January 22, 1910, aged seventy-five.

Mrs. Augusta C. Gilbert, of Phoenix, N. Y.,
died January 17, 1910, aged eighty-seven years.

Mrs. Carrie Jones died at her home in Lafay-
ette, Ind., January 21, 1910, at the age of sixty-
five.

Entered into rest in Oak Park. Calif., Janu-
ary 26, 1910, William T. Campbell, aged sev-
enty-two years.

Mrs. Hannah P. Smith, of Friendship, N. Y.,
passed away January 9, 1910, at the advanced
age of eighty-two years.

Mrs. George P. Read, of New Bedford, Mass.,
passed away December 12, 1909. She was
nearly seventy-eight years old.

Mrs. Agnes Sneeten, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
died recently. She had been a subscriber to
this paper for over thirty years.

Mrs. Everitt Pierce, of Sacramento, Calif.,
entered into rest at her home on July 7, 1909.
She was in her eighty-sixth year.

Robert Gibson, of Green Bay, Wis., passed
away on January 12, 1910, in his ninety-third
year. He came from Scotland in 1837.

Mrs. J. M. Dunscomb died at Twinsburg, O.,
on the 10th of January. She had been a mem-
ber of the King's Daughters and a communicant
of the Episcopal Church for many years, and
also a steady contributor to The Christian
Herald. She was a supporter of the Bowery
Mission and the Children's Home.

Rev. Aaron K. Sanford, D.D., died at Yon-
kers. N. Y.. Feb. 24, after fifty-seven years of
effective service in the ministry as a member of
the New York M. E. Conference. From 1861
he was superintendent of the Five Points Mis-
sion three years ; later was presiding elder of
two districts ; then, from 1893 to 1904, was
again superintendent of the Five Points Mis-
sion, and pastor of the People's Church. Dr.
Sanford was a manager of the Board of Foreign
Missions forty years, and missionary superin-
tendent of the New York City Church Exten-
sion Society. He was a delegate to the Ecu-
menical Missionary Conference in London in
1901, and also delegate to the Convention at
Seattle in 1907,

BUY ROMPERS BVMAlU
DIRECT FROM FACTORl

All Charges Prepaid.

LET us supply your childv.
J Rompers direct from the far

and save you the middloinao's "k
big profit" ' ; our Rompen are the
that can be priKjuced: durable
viceable. fast color and will :ii

many trips to the wash tub Ch
of pink or blue checked chambi
with Deck, collar and belt bonn
white,

5 for $1.01
ROMPERS made of good g

Madras, with yoke, rolling collar,
;ind pocket piped in white: choir
assorted checks Of tf> i /
and stripes . . O 1OF $ 1 ,(
ROMPERS made of an excel

grade_ of linen suiting that w
like "buckskin": dressy patt
with rolling collar: yoke and (

piped in white: belt piped and fu
Tan and Cadet of <l> i ^
Blue Z tor $1«(

,
These ROMPERS will not shr

thev are exactly as represent.,
worth double our price. Sizes 2 to 6 years. ALL CHAR)
PREPAID. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refiin'
Specify size and color. REMEMBER our offerof 4 api
for $1.00 from factory to you: all charges prepaid.

CONSUMER'S APRON COMPANY
^ 61 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

[THE WALKING OF W£ST( I

Alivays Stimulates
IINTEREST IN WALKIP \

lALLEN'S FOOT-EAS;
Shake Into Your She i|

Allen's Foot-Ease, the antlscx
powder for the ieet it relii

painful, swollen, smarting,
vous feet, and takes the stins: :

of corns and bunions. It's

greatest comlort discovery oi

age. Allen's Foot-Ease ma ,)

tight or new shoes feel easy. ';

is a certain cure for inerow
nails and hot, tired, achine i'

TRYITTO-DAV. Sold everywhi)
25 cts. Do not accept any sabsUlK
Sent by mail for 2 5 cts. in Stan /

i.r...,..whii. ETDCC TRIAL PACKA;
YoiwUlk. rKtt sent by mail. Addi

ALLEN S. OLMSTED. Le Roy. N. Y

'

250,001
COPIES ALREADY SOD

HYMS
NEW and iO-

By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SA EV

OVER 1000 CHURCHES USINCT
256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Re: gs

$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35'^ per copy b nil

Returnable samples mailed to " earnest inqu -s"

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO., New York or CI «o

HONOLULU
and back (Ist class) 5H days from
San Francisco. Tli.- splcnfij.l twin-
siTPw stcain.r SIKRHA (1(1,0(10 tons d
plarciiientl sail.i from San Fraiicisro Apiil
10, Mar 7. Ma» 2S an.l rvpry 21 days. Roaiid trip tickets

for 4 nioiitlis. HONOLTTHJ, the most attractive spot on (

world tour. BOOK NOW and secure the best berths. LM
TAHITI AND NEW ZEALAND. S S Mariposa coniii

with Union Line, sailings April 15. May 21. -Inne 29. etc. 1

and back C24 days). $12S. New Zealand (Wellinc

$246.25 first-class. K. T. 6 months,
OCEANIC S. S. CO., 673 Market St., San Francisco,

HALLOWED

nn

WHEELCHAIRS ^^?vjsq:^,

*of IheseeafiV. seir-prnpelliiis

» Roilini,- Chair.-*, willi \ate»i

prnvenients. Ship direct fi

factory to yon, freight prepi

and sell on 30 Daj'S* Tri

Liberal Discounts lo all

seridiiig (or free (.-atalogue NC

GORDON MFO. CO
454 Madison Ave., Toledo,'

Elastic t^ Stocking'
From pure gum
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure,
at the same price
you pay for poor-
weaiiiig, ready-
made goods.

Worcester Elastic

58 Front Street,

Our Stockings are 1

1

in the world and

prices lowest. Write
'

self-measurement bl '•

and FACTS ABO
VARICOSE VEINS.

Stocking & Truss (

Dept. 9. Worcester, i

40 DAY FREE TRIAL ^1^

So confident am I that simply wearing ''}

permanently remove all superfluous flesh

'

mail it tree, without deucsit. When you set "r

.shapeliness speedily returning I know yo '

buv it. Try It at my expense. Write to !•

PROF. BURNS KdlPa'y./e'wIS

PATFNTS That Prolccl and P
'^'^•••-'^^ *'-' .UlTice an.l Books F I! 1

Hates lieasonaljle. HiRliest Heterenies. I'f'st.ii*'i'^l

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer.WASHINOTON.
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yhen You Buy a Piano

ou want to know you are

etting the best for your money.
When you buy a
"Cornish" you
g:et full piano
value — BotliinK
added for tlie

protection ol
dealers.

ent To You For A Year's Free Trial

"nish Pianos for Must prove their

•eal merit, are un-
^ . , superior value

•Tcelled bv any ,/^Br over allotljersby

ither. whatever /Zj^^T liome testsorwe

he price, or /At^^L^ pay the freight
lameorrepu .^^a^B^^^ both ways We
ation y^flfli^^B^^^V ^^ " place a piano^^^^^^^^^^ In your home,

freight paid
if you wish at
rock- bottom
factory price,
upon terms ofyour own
ch ol ce, giving
you 1 year to test
the instrument
before you need
decide to Iceep it

andwe give vou
a B o n cl

' o f
Indemnity
which holds us to
this offer and also
insures ins tru-
iiient against
defectfori'jyears.

»«TC «nc-Tliird-Hiiy On The
UEMMI PL.V\—Easy Terms

Send For

The NewT

CORNISH

BOOK
The most benu-
ful piano oata-
igue isHuO'i — it

lipluinH thtnEs
aat yon ou^ht
pknow uhfthor
'du boy from us
r elsrw he re.
he book is vours
nx the askint,'.

n'ritefor it now.

lORNIStl CO
Wafhington, New Jersey.
Eslcblished Over 60 Vaars

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
Superior to all other powders in »oft-

ne«8, smoothness and delicacy. Pro-

tects the skin from wind and sun.

Prevents chafing and skin

irritations. The most
comforting and
healing of all

toilet pow-
ders.

Mennen's
Berated Tal-

cum Toilet Pow-
der is as necessary

for Mother's baby as for

Baby's mother.

It contains no starch, rice poivder or
other irritants found inordinary toilet

powders. Dealers make a larger
profit by sellinB substitutes. Insist

on MenneD**. Sample Box for 2c Stamp.

Gerhard Mennco Co., Newark, N.J.

Th« Nonnat £70

Are Your EYES
AFFECTED

In Any Way ?
If ^.. 1.1 u~s.„,l y.u

r/ie Ideal Sight
Restorer

for If) daj'S at f'Ur expense.

purely nntiiral war to gtreriKtlien theIt helps Nature
i

yesand restore the natuial vision lis netii'ii is in tli ...

fure of a Benlle niesaai:e. which stimulates the eves by re.

.t<Tin|[ the normal eirrulation of bl.«Kl—that is all that weaW
-.YM require. But it does Inorc-it in..ulil» the eye painlessly
)ut surely t,> its perfect shape. This is necessary to coireel
triear-sight far-siKlit. asticmalisin. and kindred defects. It i>

ihsolat^'ly safi— it do<'9 not come In direct Contact with the
-yes; and five minutes' manipulation, in your own honie twice
iday. isall that is neeessjiiy to cuot.-i :ii-t e v. ".t ruin and lien.l-

iche.aud rel,.|;ate evei;l,ui«.', t.. the nil.lH-li l....>c Tlii-w aw.i\
vou reyeKl asses. See niiliire. anil i..i.l vMlh v-.iir onk. .1 .v-
Writefor iri»iruelive l,.„,kl.i No. 127 E and iO days' teat to

THE IDEAL CO.. 134 W. 65th St., New York

^EnORIALS &
*|ONUnE.NTS
TMOr O mlterils Scnom 6 Parks
LARGt VARitTY OF DLSIGNS FOR tVLRY PURP05E
DtLIVCREDANYWMERt'SfND TOR CATALOGS
STATE REQUIREMENTS AGENTS WANTED

MONUI^ENTAL BRONZE CO.
_ 355-B tlOWARD AVL.. BBIDGtPORT CONN,

-PATENTS that PROTECT—

I

lur 3 («„!,.; |„, i„^,,,,„„,, „,,,||,.,| „^ rcreiptolScIs, vMmp'i.
IJi**. B. LACEY.Washlnitton. P.O., Dept. 30 .Eat, 1869

The Upward Look and
the Uplift-

THEY g-o together. You look up and
you see the stars. The beautifu

sight strengthens and inspires you.
Then you tell your neighbor to look up.
Thus you have strengthened and in-

spired another.

In Milton's greatest poem, Mammon
was always wandering through the
Heavenly City with downcast eyes,

gloating over the golden pavements,
instead of feasting them upon the
glories of the Most High.

"Look up, and not down," said our
wise seer, and the proverb has been
taken to heart by our whole people.

Everyone knows that when one's nerve
is weakening upon some height, it is

fatal to look down. The only hope is

in looking up. In seasickness, look up
and off, and you are most likely to be
relieved. For physical, mental and
moral health alike, the great prescrip-
tion seems to be, "Look up."
One of our poets. Dr. S. V. Cole,

has written especially to you young
people

:

O youth, O golden time, whose other name
Is opportunity, dost thou not know.

Has no one ever told thee of thy claim?
Thou art the heir, for heaven has made thee so

;

All thintrs are thine; look up and thou shalt see;
Sun, moon and stars are f»winsr down to thee.
Making obeisance, as in Joseph's dream ;

For thee it is that waters roll, stars shine.
Voices arise by lonely hill and stream.

Friendly monitions, whisperings divine;
For thee do Ariels sing ; and where the walls

'Twi.xt the two worlds are thinnest, in the air
Come momentary gleams— the sheen that falls

As from no earthly garments ever ; there.
With heaven's power and blessing to bestow.
The holy presences pass to and fro.

But it is in uplift of others that the
strongest work is done for the Master.
Rendered purer and nobler by the con-
templation of the "heavenly presences"
above, it is ours to turn thither the eyes
and hearts of others.

One of the "slum-workers" of Bos-
ton testified that he had not been able
to use very much the services of theo-

logical students in his ministrations.

"They are willing only to sit upon
the platform and address the multi-

tude," he said. "It is but now and then
that a man comes along who is willing

to devote himself to the unromantic
work of dealing with the individual."

It is this individual work which
counts. Jesus spent a very large part
of his time in training twelve fisher-

men, who were, he said, to do greater
things than he.

We must try to make every one
we labor with a missionary. Then,
like compound interest, or like the

chain letter, it will increase tremen-
dously the Gospel power. Like a great

belt of light, it will flash around and
around the world, until all its peoples

are made one in Christ Jesus.

In helping to uplift the world,

::trange work will sometimes come to

us—for we must take each day's task

as it happens along—take it bravely

and do our best.

Here is the way in which one noble

Christian took up hers:

The saintly Mme. Guyon was not a

business woman; but upon her hus-

band's death, a complicated law-case,

of which the settlement had been left

to him, was brought to her. The con-

testants knew her high character and
promised to abide by her decision.

She felt unequal to the task, but she

saw that here was a great work and
she determined to try to do it. For
thirty days she shut herself away with

the confused mass of papers which

her husband had left, and, praying
constantly for wisdom, she patiently

studied the case in all its aspects.

The twenty-two claimants were per-

fectly satisfied with her decision. A
bitter quarrel was averted and justice

and right prevailed. It was a noble

Christian service.

Your duty is not only to look up and
to purify yourself; but you have a

duty to your neighbor, to help him up
likewise.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
May 1.5. Texts : Titus 2 : 11-14 ; Heb. 12 : 1, 2, 12

;

I. John 3: 17.

Make it new. That's the idea. If the inside

of your refrigerator begins to show bhsters or
spots—or if it is zinc and j'ou want it white—all you need
is a good brush and a can of Acme Quahty Bathtub
Enamel (Neal's). It makes a hard, durable, snov\y sur-

face that is impervious to hot or cold water or moisture in

any form. Dirt or germs can't cling to it. Cleaning is easy.

The same enamel will make your bathtub white and lus-

trous. It should be used also on washstand, sinks, bathroom
woodwork and other surfaces exposed to steam and moisture.

Whatever surface you want to finish, remember there's an

ACMEQUAUTY
kind to fit that particular purpose. Stains, varnishes, enamels and
a variety of other finishes for floors, walls, inside woodwork and

i
furniture of each room. Special paint for floors and woodwork

\ of porches. Special en:tmels for window screens and porch furni-

1 ture. Right paints and finishes for cycles, carriages and autos.

! Tell your dealer just what surface you want to cover and ask

\
him for the Acme Quality Finishes vou'U need. Be sure to

1 write to us for free copy of the

\ Acme Quality Guide Boolt

\ -which shows colors and tells which finish
' to use and liovv it should be applied in

every case. It's a real text book of paint-
ing;, a valuable thing to have on hand.

ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR WORKS

^ Dept. 0, Detroit, Mich.

5 Fine POST CARDS rprr
^^ Sciiil only -Ji' slMiiip nii'l reetivf .'", T ^\TT

eolured (iol.l :in.l F.llllu.^sea ('aids I I ILL
KKKK to iiitro.lii.o ).,,si .ai.l ottVr.

""^^
CAl'lTAL CAltl> < U., Ucpt. J^'^.Topeka, Kan.

IT SLUGS HARD
Coffee a Sure and Powerful Bruiser.

"Let your coffee slave be denied his cup at

its appointed time ! Headache—sick stomacii
—fatigue like unto death. I know it all in

myself, and have seen it in others. Strange
that thinking, rea.soning beings will persist

in its u.se," says a Topeka, Kansas, man.
lie says further that he did not begin

drinking coffee until after he was twenty
years old, and that slowly it began to poi.son

him, and affect his hearing through his

nervou.s system.

"Finally, I quit coffee and the conditions
slowly disappeared, but one cold morning the
smell of my wife's coffee was too much for

me and I took a cup. Soon I was drinking
my regular allowance, tearing down brain and
nerves by the daily dose of the nefarious
concoction.

"Later, I found my breath coming hard
and frequent fits of nausea, and then I was
taken down with bilious fever.

"Common sense came to mc and I quit

coffee for good and went back to Postum. I

at once began to gain and have had no returns
of my bilious symptoms, headache, dizziness,

or vertigo.

"I now have health, bright thoughts, and
added weight, where before there was invalid-

ism, the blue.s, and a skeleton-like condition
of the body.

"My brother quit coffee because of its effect

on his health and now uses Postum. lie

could not stand the nervous strain while using
coffee, but keeps well on Postum.
"Miss F., I know personally, was incapable

of doing a day's work while she was using
coffee. She quit it and took up I'ostum and
is now well and has perfectly steady nerves."
Read the little book, "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human Interest.

IS
95
AND UP.
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AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH

It isa solid proposition to beiul
on trial, fully guaranteed, a new
well made, easy running separa-
tor for SL-i-O."). Skims hot orcokl
milk: making heavy or light
cream Iiesigned, especially for
small dairies, hotels and private
families, different from this pic-
ture which illustrates our large
capacity iiiachines. The bowl is

a sanitary marvel, easily cleaned.
Gears thoroughly protected-
Western Orders filled from
Western points. Whether your
dairy is largeor small write lis

and obtain our handsome
m »—,|||. iihiiiiiiiik" ^^^^s^^m

tree catalog. Address: | H' 11 lillilMtng^S)-

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. BAirRi'o'cn.y.

Even the Smallest

KITCHEN a/XRDEN
Will be the better for an

WHEEL
HOEIROMASE

to keep the weeds do^^^l and
ground cnltivatrd to save a"
moisture. Tools are furnislie
hoeiiij;, ciiltivathiK, opening
c-losiiij? furrows, h-veling, etc.

IK DAY'S WORK
f/V 60 MINUTES

\ \yomaii, boy or a'n-l can ope-
rate it as easily as a iiian.

Costs S2.50 Up.
.\sl\ US to-dav for catalog.

Sent I'-lIKli.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box H. Grenloch, N. J.

IVAVTim LOC.VL KICI'i;i:.'^F.NT.VTIVE to
WW rli^ RMlimM geji men's clolliiiiK on credit by
largest credit clothing honse in the world; no capital
iciiuiii'il; write Uir iiUiii. (iood o|ieniiigs for right men.
Menter & Rosenbloom Co., COO Con Bldg., Rochester, N.T,
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T I "HIS MASTERS VOICE"

Tone
That's where the Victrola is

pre-eminent.
You might be able to build a cabinet that

outwardly would resemble a Victrola. You
might even copy the inside construction and

details, if they were not protected by patents.

But there is no copying the superior Victrola

tone-quality.

That represents years of patient experiment—
with various woods, with different proportions,

with numerous vibratory surfaces—and it is

simply astonishing how slight a variation in

size, in shape, in position, produces discord

instead of harmony.

No, the Victrola tone can't be equaled

!

Even though the eye could take in every

detail of construction, there is still that same
indescribable "something" which makes the

Stradivarius supreme among violins, which gives

to the Victrola such a wonderfully sweet, clear

and mellow tone as was never known before.
Hear the Victrola to-day at the nearest Victor dealer's. Ask him

to play the great Trio from Faust, sung by Farrar, Caruso and Journet
(95203). Then you'll reahze the wonderful advance in quality of tone
due to our improved process of making Victor Records.

The new Victor catalogue lists more than 3000 selections—
both single- and double-faced records. Same quality only
difference is in price. Buy double-faced if the combination
suits you.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S.A.
Berliner Grtiinophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors.

To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records.

Victrola XII
Mahogany $125

Victrola XVI
Circassian Walnut

Mahogany, $200. Quartered oak, $200.

$250

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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Waiting for the Boat Arriving at the Promised Land
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IMMIGRATION'S HIGH-WATER MARK

h

fr^AR and wide in the countries of the Old World
H word has been passed from mouth to mouth
*• that the United States is increasing in pros-

)erity and that the outlook is brighter than it has

Sieen for several years past. Always ready to think

jif our land as the Eldorado, the land of gold, or

ather golden opportunity, the adventurous ones,

lissatisfied with their home conditions, have been
(lacking up their household goods, buying steamer
;ickets, and making their way to the nearest sea-

Sort to embark for America. As a result of these

I'eports of coming good times there has been a
liteadily increasing tide of humanity flowing through
he gate of the New World—in other words, Ellis

[sland. New York Harbor.
JEvery steamer from Europe in

jMarch and April was loaded to

ts full capacity with expectant
mmigrants anxious to try their
fortune in the country where so
Tiany of their kinsfolk have
areceded them. All previous
records for the same two
nonths have been surpassed;
ind as the record for May and
[fune will probably be even
arger, it would seem that be-
fore the census of 1910 is fin-

shed there will be added to our
3opulation two or three hun-
Ired thousand.

[
The force at Ellis Island was

'ound insufficient, and Commis-
lioner Williams, who rules the
islet with a firm but kindly
jjiand, had to ask for a larger
jiorce of inspectors and also for
^rger accommodations. When
rhe present buildings were' put
lip they seemed adequate for all

lemands made upon them, but
f would-be Americans come in
nuch greater numbers than at
)resent the Commissioner will
•e in a quandary as to what is

jo be done with them. On one
'lay recently eight thousand
vere landed on the island,
Fhile three thousand more were compelled to stay
'n board the steamers down the bay. With this
rmy to be looked after, the authorities received
l''ord that thirty thousand more were on the high
eas and would be ready to invade the country
i^ithin seven days. Twenty-seven ships were bring-
g them, nearly denuding some Italian villages of
U their inhabitants. Reporters and others who
isit Ellis Island regularly and have become used
~ the babel of tongues and the strange costumes

have never seen anything to equal the kaleidoscopic
scenes of the last few weeks. "Surely," the visitor

exclaimed involuntarily, "we are becoming the melt-

ing pot of the nations."

In March there were 132,397 arrivals. From this

great number about eleven thousand Americans re-

turning from foreign tours must be deducted. Over
one hundred and eight thousand were classed as

immigrants. This is over twice as many as came
in the four weeks of February, when the figures

stood 44,397. The majority of the March arrivals

were Italians, less than half of whom could read
or write. Next in numbers on the list came the

Austrians, who numbered 19,488; then the Russians,

Detention Ward. These People Have Not the Necessary $25 to Gain Admission

the Greeks and the Germans. There were compara-
tively few English, Irish or Scotch. Out of two
thousand Englishmen only four could be classed as

illiterate. The arrivals from the British Isles were
mostly skilled artisans. The Italians also had quite

a number of men skilled in the use of their hands,

who would be gradually absorbed into the me-
chanical trades. A large majority of the April

influx, however, is classed as unskilled labor.

All the visitor to Ellis Island is able to do at first

is to stare in open-eyed astonishment at the size of
this endless wave of humanity passing, passing

from dawn till dark before the quick-eyed inspec-

tors, who try to separate the sheep from the goats

in so far as our very liberal immigration laws will

permit, and who often detect the criminal and the

diseased where the less experienced would fail. Then
the first question of the many which he will ask
rises to his lips: "Where are all these people going?
Will they stay in the city and add to the terrible state

of congestion with which it is afflicted, or will they
go to the farms?"
The answer in many cases is found on the dress

of the immigrant himself, who has a label sewed
bearing in large letters the
name of the town for which
he is destined. At present
there are large numbers mak-
ing their way to the North-
western States; many stop at

Chicago, while numbers of
the Jewish immigrants settle

in the large Eastern cities,

especially New York, the life

in the country or the smaller
towns having little attrac-

tion for them. Relatives and
friends of the new arrivals

usually take care of them un-
til they can find work, and in

Jllfll'^iif^
some cases come on to New

Ifl!/^ York to meet them. A sur-
.51 M T prisingly small number of the

March and April immigrants,
about ten per cent., were in

doubt as to the exact spot in

Uncle Sam's dominions they
would make their home.
The sentimental revival of

Dutch interest in America
during the Hudson-Fulton
celebration may account for

the number of well-to-do im-
migrants who are now com-
ing over from Holland. Re-
cently a whole village came,
led by their pastor, to make
their homes in one of our pro-

ductive farming regions, and there are new arrivals

from the land of dikes and Van Dykes every week.
Most of them come in the second cabin of the great
steamships and are thrifty and intelligent, bringing
money enough to start in some small business. A
large majority of those who come from other coun-
tries, however, rarely have much above the twenty-
five dollars required by the immigration laws in

order that the new arrival may not become a charge
upon the community. R. S. B.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, May 11, 1910. Page 455



IN
the land of Chaldea, by the banks of the river

Chebar, a band of Jewish exiles were accus-

tomed to meet for the worship of God. To them

came this promise. In dreams and visions of the

night they saw the gilded towers of the Temple in

Jerusalem shining in the sun; they heard the rams-

horns calling and longed with a great longing to fall

in with the multitudes that went to keep holy day.

Blessed memories of happiness gone by! "We
hanged our harps on the willows and wept when we
remembered Zion!" It was to these sequestered

exiles that God said: "I will be to you as a little

sanctuary." The promise is rich in comfort for

three kinds of people particularly:

First: To Christians in small churches.

There is a little lonely fold.

Whose flock one shepherd keeps.

Through summer's heat and winter's cold.

With eye that never sleeps..

You may find them everywhere, these little lonely

folds; out on our frontiers, in schoolhouses by the

crossroads, and in "the regions beyond," where con-

verts from paganism gather under the shadow of

banyan trees. To them the promise comes, "Thus
saith the Lord, I will be unto you as a little sanc-

tuary."

I sometimes fear we overestimate the relative im-

portance of the city churches where God is wor-

shiped in magnificent surroundings and with im-

posing rites. They occupy a great place in the

newspapers and in the denominational Year Books;

but who shall say that the sum-total of the influence

of the secluded groups is not more significant in the

sight of God?
We call them "little churches"; but perhaps the

old-fashioned people who sing threadbare tunes to

the accompaniment of a cabinet organ stand for a

higher type of piety than those who live in closer

touch with the world of affairs. The great promise
is theirs, "I will be to them as a little sanctuary";
a promise which is paraphrased by our Lord in the

words, "Where two or three are gathered together in

my name, there am I in the midst of them." God's
arithmetic is not ours. Numbers count for little;

and pomp and circumstance find no favor in his eyes.

Strength Not in Numbers

We call them "weak churches," too; but possibly

our mode of calculation is at fault. The power is in

the battery, not in the wires; and God sometimes
generates a mighty current in an unlikely place. It

is his province to "save with few or with many."
Wherefore the church of a thousand members may
be weak, while the one that has but a score may
exert an influence far and wide.

It was a lonely little church of only eleven mem-
bers that, coming down the outer stairway from the
upper room in Jerusalem, went forth to the conquest
of the world, animated by the promise, "Fear not,

little flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to

give you the kingdom!"
It was a lonely little church that assembled once

by the riverside near Philippi in a place "where
prayer was wont to be made"; yet God used it as a
radiating centre for the diffusion of the Gospel
throughout all Europe.

It was a lonely little fold of hunted Christians that
gathered for worship in the catacombs beneath the
Imperial City; but it wielded a greater power than
Cffisar and his courtiers whose chariot wheels
rumbled above their heads.
How insignificant in point of numbers and ma-

terial strength were the Conventicles among the
Scottish hills; but God was unto them as a little

tabernacle, and the world pays tribute to their fruit-
ful faith. Thus not infrequently the numerical min-
imum has turned out to be a dynamic maximum.
The Vaudois, the Puritans, the Lollards, the Hugue-
nots, the Covenanters, and the despised "beggars" of
Holland are in evidence. God with a few makes an
army, of which one shall chase a thousand and two
shall put ten thousand to flight.

* Pastor Marble Collejsriate Church (Reformed Church in Amer-
ica), Fifth Avenue and Twenty-ninth Street, New York City.

Second: The promise is for Christians in sick-

rooms. It is one of the pleasures of my ministry to

keep in touch, by means of a printed sermon every

week, with many parishioners near and far who, by

reason of their infirmities, are deprived of church

privileges. It has been a pleasure beyond all words

to give them a few crumbs of comfort in their lonely

hours, mayhap to lighten the burden of their se-

cluded lives. God bless my cloistered congregation!

I receive letters from them, now and then; and what
love of our great Master breathes through all!

What faith! What simple acquiescence in his holy

will!

The Sufferer at Heaven's Gate

I have found the story of one such cloistered saint

in a tract called The Dairyvmn's Daughter, pub-

lished nearly a century ago. It is one of the simple

annals of the poor, written in terms quite antiquated

and likely to provoke a smile. The story runs on
this wise: A message came to the pastor of the vil-

lage church at Arreton, in the Isle of Wight, calling

him to a humble home of sorrow. He found there an
invalid girl who, to use her homely phrase, had once

been "all for the world and pleasure, for dress and
company," but whose life had been changed by a
sermon on the text, "Be ye clothed with humility."

Since then her quiet influence had been a blessing to

the neighborhood. Her life was now slowly fading
away, and she was looking forward with a great
longing to the Land of the Leal. Sitting by the fire-

side, supported by pillows, she said with a patient

smile, "My heart and my flesh fail; but God is my
strength and portion. In the fulness of Christ I

have found all that my poverty could need ; and in

his bosom I have found a resting-place from sin and
sorrow." The minister repeated his visit again and
again, and went away saying, "Verily, this is the

house of God; this is the gate of Heaven!" On his

last visit he read by her bedside, "0 death, where is

thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory? The
sting of death is sin, and the strength of sin is the
law; but thanks be to God which giveth us the vic-

tory through our Lord Jesus Christ!" whereupon
"her eyes opened and something like a ray of divine
light beamed from her countenance," as she whis-
pered, "Victory! Victory, through our Lord Jesus
Christ!" and then, "He deals very gently with me";
again, "His promises are yea and amen"; and finally,

"All's well!"—A hundred years and more have
passed. The cottage where she dwelt, with a rose
bush over its door and old-fashioned flowers in the
garden, is still kept as a memorial of her. To the
multitude of sufferers who are shut in, like the
Dairyman's Daughter, the promise "I will be unto
you as a little sanctuary" brings joy unspeakable.
"All's well!" The Lord is their light and their
salvation. Theirs is the peace of God that passeth
all understanding. They are indeed "shut in"; but,
like Madame Guyon behind her prison bars, they
sing the song of patience and resignation to their
Master's will.

A little bird am I,

Shut in from fields of air

;

But in my cage I sit and sing
To Him who placed me there

;

Well pleased a prisoner to be.
Since, O my Lord, it pleaseth thee!

If they are "shut in" they are also shut out: shut
out from the busy world, shut in with Him who
giveth songs in the night.

Third : The promise has a still larger application;
it brings a message of strength and courage to all
who live and labor in a narrow sphere.
How many there are who feel the straitness of

their limitations! They long to make life tell; but
their ambition is clogged and hampered as with a
ball and chain. They are "cabined, cribbed, con-
fined"; and, like the starling in the Sentimental
Journey, they beat their wings against their cages
crying, "I can't get out!" Nevertheless, a life thus
circumscribed has great compensation.
To begin with, there is the assurance of the divine

Presence, "Lo, I am with you alway." It is worth

remembering that when Paul complained that, at h

trial before Nero, all his friends forsook him, he Wf
moved to add, "Notwithstanding the Lord stood wi<

me and strengthened me." It is under such cond
tions that we come into closest intimacy with Hir
We become acquainted with f-riends not in a crow
but in some trysting place. It is related of Thorn;

a Kempis, who wrote the Imitation of Christ, th;

oftentimes when walking with his companions in tl

garden of the monastery, he would glance at the sui

dial and say, "Dear brethren, I must go; there

Someone waiting for me in my cell."

A further compensation is in the assurance i

divine protection and guidance. God's watchcare
singularly over his "hidden ones," those who are h

"in the secret place of his pavilion," hid "in the ho

low of his hand." And he guides them in all the

ways. The child who was cast adrift in a bask
among the bulrushes on the Nile was not forgotts

of God. Nor was he forgotten when later he playc

in the palace halls, nor when he pursued his studii

in the University of On, nor when he assumed h

place in public affairs with the prospect of the vie

royalty of Egypt before him. But then came tl

break in his life! He found himself alone in tl

desert of Midian. Was God still with him? Ye
guiding his feet when he led his flocks to pasture ;

really as when he was in training for the thron

And of this fact God gave him assurance at tl

burning bush, when he said: "I Am That I Am. Ar
certainly I will be with thee!"

Divine Reinforcement Assured

And there is still another compensation in the fa

that wherever our lot is cast, God is preparing i

for something further on. Our place is divine

assigned and strength is assured according to oi

day. Our life here, in any case, is not really livir

but only getting ready to live. We are serving 2

apprenticeship, learning how to do things so th:

we may be skilled and equipped for the doing <

greater things. It may be that Tabitha, the womt
of Joppa whose life was devoted to making garmen

,

for the poor, had longings for a larger sphere <

usefulness; but when she lay in state the poor who
she had befriended came, like courtiers to a roy

catafalque, and holding up the garments which si

had made paid tribute to her faithfulness. She h;

passed on to promotion. I doubt not there was
place for Tabitha's needle in that larger life whe
the service chevron is accorded to all who, with tl

resources at hand, faithfully serve their God.
The point of supreme importance to those who ca

themselves Christians is to make their influence tt

to the utmost, here and now, in praise of Him wl

loved us and gave himself for us. "Let your light 1

shine before men that they may see your good worl

and glorify God."
In a lighthouse, somewhere on a lonely rock, tl

keeper mounts the stairs to kindle his light. His
a secluded life. As in a treadmill, day by day, 1

pursues his monotonous round; filling the lam
trimming the wick, polishing the reflector, kindlir

the light. He hears no voice of thanks or encou
agement; but far out on the waters there is many
sailor who shades his eyes to catch the gleaming >

that light. Let the lonely plodder be patient; in A\

time his reward will come. And the reward is nev(

for conspicuous success, but always for faithfulnes

"Well done, good servant! Thou hast been faithf

in a few things, I will make thee ruler over mar
things."

Jesus bids us shine, with a clear, pure light.

Like a little candle burning in the night.

In the world is darkness; so we must shine,

You in your comer and I in mine.

Get ready for promotion! All heaven is in th;

word, "Well done!" The man in the workshop, tl

housewife in her humdrum round, the servant wl

can only "stand and wait," the Christian who keei

his light burning in a little place, these will present

find their joy in some larger parish and in great(

tasks. Wherefore, wherever God has placed yo

let your light shine! This is the sum and substam
of duty.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page] -
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) ittr. Roosevelt at the Sorbonne

X is the habit of ex-President

Roosevelt, when he speaks in public,

say something that compels atten-

in. His recent address before a dis-

nguished audience at the Sorbonne,

L
Paris, marked the climax of his

ablic utterances abroad. His selection

; topics took a wide range. Good

tizenship, he declared, was essential

) the success of a republic. The good

tizen must be one who is willing to

things and not a mere spectator or

•itic. Among the qualities of good

tizenship, he placed the highest esti-

late on the "will and the power to

ork, to fight at need, and to have

lenty of healthy children." Not only

lUst the good citizen be a worker, but

e must be strong and brave, and be

jady to serve his country, if the need

rise.

"The good citizen," he said, "will de-

land liberty for himself, and as a mat-

jr of pride he will see to it that others

3ceive the liberty which he thus claims

s his own. Probably the best test of

rue love of liberty in any country is

ne way in which minorities are treated

1 that country. Not only should there

e complete liberty in matters of reli-

ion and opinion, but complete liberty

or each man to lead hi.s life as he de-

ires, provided only that in so doing

e does not wrong his neighbor."

He believed that every honorable
ffort should be made to avoid war;
but no self-respecting individual or

elf-respecting nation can or ought to

ubmit to war." He denounced in un-

leasured terms the sin of "race sui-

ide." It was "a curse to any nation"
nd if allowed to prevail "it will be an
die waste of breath to prate of our
chievements, or boast of all we have
one."

The "idle rich" next received atten-

ion. "I decline to recognize the mere
fiulti-millionaire, the man of mere
k'ealth, as an asset of value to any
ountry, and especially as an asset to

ny own country. If he has earned or

;ises his wealth in a way that makes
lim of real benefit, of real use—and
uch is often the case—why, then he
Joes become an asset of worth. But it

s the way in which it has been earned
>r used, and not the mere fact of
vealth, that entitles him to the credit."

The man who piles up a great fortune,
vhile returning no corresponding bene-
it to the nation, he regarded as "an
mworthy citizen, neither to be ad-
nired nor envied." He deprecated the
irrogance that would look down upon
)r crush an equal because he is poor,
md the envy or hatred that would de-
stroy a man because of his wealth.
The rich exploiter of those less for-
unate than himself was on a level with
he greedy demagogue who excited the
lenniless to plunder the prosperous.

He spoke a good word for arbitra-
:ion. Nations should cultivate high
deals; but he did not believe in preach-
ng weakness, individual or national.
'We sincerely and earnestly believe in

3eace; but if peace and justice conflict,

A'e scorn the man who would not stand
,'or justice, though the whole world
;ame in arms against him."
Mr. Roosevelt's speech took his audi-

3nce by storm and was frequently in-

;errupt€d by applause. It lasted an
rtour and three-quarters. ' It was, in
nany respects, the crowning speech of
his life.

«^»

A Pracftical Discourse
One stormy day the children were

amusing themselves indoors, playing
:hurch. "Now, Florence," said Theo-
dore, "I'll be the minister and tell you
what you must do, and you'll be the
people, and you mu.st listen and do
what I tell you." Climbing up on a
=hair, he began his sermon. "Florence,
you must be a very good girl and do
whatever your brother wants you to.
If he wants your playthings, you must
let him have them, and if vou want
any of his, you just let 'em alone."

I^bc Children's pulpit

PEACE DAY By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

IN
the library of a New York merchant, David L. Dodge, the

world's first peace society came into existence. Wednesday,
May 18, is known as "Peace Day." A day when we are to think

and talk about peace more than any other subject. This Lord's Day,
this fifteenth of May, is Whitsunday. You do not know what Whit-
sunday is? It is the day when many churches celebrate the coming
cf the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost. The Holy Spirit and
Peace Day! How glad we should be to celebrate both days in the

same week! The Children's Pulpit hopes that.soon each day of the
thiee hundred and sixty-five days of each and every year will be
known as Peace Day.

Here is the wrong way to be a peacemaker. A missionary was
praying and talking with an Indian chief who was dying. The mis-
sionary said : "You have been in many wars, but now before you die

you should forgive all your enemies and be at peace with them."
The answer was: "I am at peace with my enemies, for I have killed

all of them." Some one has called this "graveyard peace." Over
their graves we could not write: "Blessed are the peacemakers."

HERE is the right way to be a peacemaker: "I was a peacemaker
to-day," said little Amy. Her mother asked: "What makes you

think so?" " 'Cause there was something I didn't tell," replied Amy.
This is one of the best ways in the world of being a peacemaker.
Right there and then Amy became one of the "children of God."
'Cause there was something she didn't tell.

,A.nother way to be a peacemaker is by forgiving those who talk
too much. Can you forgive those who say mean things about you?

A story is told of Peter Miller, a plain Baptist preacher of
Ephrata, Pa., in the days of the Revolutionary War. Near his

church lived a man who abused the pastor in every possible way.
This man was arrested for treason; that is, for not being true to his

country. He was tried, found guilty, and sentenced to be hanged.
Peter Miller, the old preacher, started out on foot and walked the
whole seventy miles to Philadelphia that he might plead for the man's
life. Washington heard his plea, but he said: "No, your plea for
your friend cannot be granted." "My friend!" said the preacher;
"he is the worst enemy I have." "What!" said Washington; "you
have walked nearly seventy miles to save the life of your enemy?
That puts the matter in a different light. I will grant the pardon."

THE pardon was made out and given to Miller, and he at once

started to walk to a village fifteen miles oflT, where the execution

was to take place that afternoon. He arrived just as the man was
being taken to the scaff"old. The condemned man, as he looked out

over the crowd, saw Peter Miller coming up, and he said: "There is

old Peter Miller. He has walked all the way from Ephrata to have
his revenge by seeing me hanged." He had scarcely said the words
when the pardon was presented by the dear old preacher of peace.

The life of the traitor was spared, and the preacher proved he was
a child of God. "Blessed are the peacemakers."

SHALL I tell you a story in which to hold the sermon? On the

peak of the Andes Mountains, fourteen thousand feet above the

level of the sea and on the line which marks the boundary between

the republics of Argentina and Chile, has been erected one of the

most striking monuments in the world. For more than a century
the boundary line between Argentina and Chile had been in dispute.

(Get your maps and find these countries.) A wise man who loved

peace proposed that the dispute be settled by arbitration. (Turn to

your dictionary and learn the meaning of arbitration.) The two
governments agreed to ask the King of England to be their arbitra-

tor. The King worked hard and drew a line of separation that made
all happy. So very happy were they to be at peace that all agreed
to settle by arbitration all their disputes for the next five years. Soon
they found that they did not need so many soldiers and many of

them were sent home to work and care for their families. Boys and
girls shouted for joy when fathers came marching home. Several

large battleships were soon sold and the money was used for building

docks. The two nations, growing in wealth and strength, bid fair

to outstrip all the other countries of the South American continent.

THESE Spanish-Americans have warm hearts and great love for

peace. When they sign a treaty they are not satisfied to tie a

piece of red. tape around the peace papers and lock them up in a

vault of the State department. That might do for North Americans,

but to them it seems a very dull and stupid way. To let all the

world know that they are at peace they have made a colossal statue

of Christ, twenty-six feet high, and standing on a granite hemi-

sphere symbolizing the world. This they have set up upon the

Andean peak, three miles above the level of the Pacific Ocean. Into

the pedestal they cut an inscription in Spanish, which, being inter-

preted, reads : "These mountains will crumble to dust ere Argentines

and Chileans break the peace which at the feet of Christ the Re-

deemer they have sworn to keep." Peace Day is a good time to tell

this story to your friends.

• Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text : "Blessed are the peace-

makers." Matt. 5:9.

[OE ?\\o\\c 30E 3 O

In ttie Quiet Hour

MANY a man and woman (writes

Rev. Dr. Robertson Nicoll) feel

that they would not flinch from mar-
tyrdom if only they themselves might
arrange the stage and the spectators

and make a glorious, heroic end. But
oft.en God gives you the pang without
the palm. He elects you to some ob-
-scure agony. No one else suspects
that you are resigning the treasure
which is dearer than your life. No
one else notices that you are being
nailed to the cross. Many a philan-
thropist delights to devote his time and
fortune to some popular cause. Many
a soldier will enlist in a crusade under
the banner which is already gilded
with the sunshine of victory. But
more often the Commander of the
faithful allots you just a sentinel's

place in the holy war. He calls you to

consecrate yourself to some quite hum-
ble endeavor, and in your lifetime you
will never watch it succeed.
God claims you for an unpopular

duty, a forlorn venture. He links

your mission, it may be, with men who
disappoint you or beti-ay you, who
make your labor of love appear no bet-
ter than a pitiful, sordid failure. Many
a man would rejoice to spend himself
in helping those whom he cares for,

especially if he can do it in the way
which appeals to him. What if God
bind up your lot with the loveless and
the thankless? What if he bid you
dedicate your best years to some fret-

ful invalid, some selfish relatives, who
tcarcelv realize how much they exact
and are barely grateful? Yet our devo-
tion remains impure if it depends
upon human gratitude. When we have
grace to lavish our spikenard ungrudg-
ingly on those whom the Lord has
given us to cherish, not because they
are attractive or hopeful or even
thankful, but simply because he has
put them into our keeping, then, in-

deed, we do it unto him.
The tokens and indications ©f the

divine will are seldom doubtful to

those who humbly seek to know it, so

that they may follow it with full pur-
pose of heart. The heavenly voice
which claims the sacrifice reveals the
altar. We need not say lo! here, or lo!

there; it is generally not far distant

—

here, by our verv doorway, or there,
among our own kith and kin. But the
essence of God's election is that the
altar is not where we might expect and
the offering is not what we would pre-
fer. And the joyful acceptance of
his blessed will becomes part of our
surrender, without which it cannot be
perfect. No consecration is complete
so long as it is made reluctantly. Gen-
eral Gordon reached the conclusion of
the whole matter when he said, "I
learned that to be like Christ, we must
not only have our will subordinated to
his, but we must be delighted to have
it so." Bind this sacrifice with cords,
even to the horns of the altar.

Anvil Sparks

. .One little sin will hide God's whole
face.

. . God puts our greatest duties neai--

est to us.

. . Heaven finds a new joy every time
a sinner repents.

. .Angels like to visit in the home
where Christ is loved.

..Nothing makes us richer that
does not make us more thankful.

. .Our tears are round to remind us
that God loves the whole world.

. .The man who improves his talent
always gets God's reward for doing it.

. .There may be many good qualities
in a miser, but his greed for money ob-
scures them all.

. . Many a man has become a lover
of the Bible by hearing some infidel

talk agaipst it.

. .Only from the vantage point of
heaven can we discern who are the
truly great on earth.

. .To fill the measure even full is all

that God asks of anybody, but when he
gives, he runs it over.
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HALLEY'S COMET NOW NEARING U^

An Early Aspect of the Comet

HALLEY'S comet, which is now attracting so

much attention, is especially interesting

from the fact that one week hence, on the

eighteenth day of May, our earth is expected to pass

through the tail of the wonderful traveler.

The comet is now in near proximity to the sun,

and will then be

on its return jour-

ney into space. It

is now visible in

the early morning
in the eastern
sky, about an
hour and a half

before the sun,

and a little north
of the sun's path.

It is visible to the
unaided eyes, if

the sky be clear.

This comet be-

longs to a large

family known as
"periodical com-
ets"; that is,

those comets that
perform their

vast revolutions and make their returns to our

sun at nearly regular times. During the last cen-

tury, we were visited by several of these which
blazed with extraordinary splendor, and were visible

for several days, and even weeks, to our unaided
eyes. The most remarkable were in 1807, 1811,

1812, 1819, 1823, 1830, 1835, 1848, 1844, 1845, 1847,

1850, 1853, 1858, 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1874,

1881, 1882, 1883, 1884,- 1886, 1889, 1892, and several

others since that date. Besides these, a goodly num-
ber of small comets have
been visible to the unaided
eyes.

While comets revolve in

orbital paths, like planets,

and while many of them can
be calculated, they differ from
the planets in several charac-
teristics. Flammarion notes
these differences. He says:

Four principal characteristics dis-

tinguish comets from planets. 1st.

Their nebulous aspects, and their tails,

often considerable. 2d. The length of
the elliptical orbits which they des-
cribe. 3d. The inclination of these
orbits, which, instead of lying- in the
plane of the ecliptic, or at least in the
zodiac, like those of the planets in gen-
eral, are inclined at all degrees up to a
right angle, and sometimes carry the
comets to the polar constellations. 4th.

The direction of their motions, which,
instead of being performed in the
same direction as those of the planets,
are, some direct, others retrograde,
and appear to be strangers to any
unity of plan. From these circumstan-
ces the certain conclusion follows that
comets have not the same origin as the
planets ; that they did not originally

belong to our solar system ; that they
travel through immensity ; that they
may be transported from one sun to

another, "from star to star," and that
those which revolve around our sun
have been caught in their passage by
his attraction, having had their course
curved and closed by the influence of
the planets of our system.

Comets are so awe-inspir-
ing, as they sweep in their

majestic orbits across the

sky, that the imagination is

aroused, and ignorant and superstitious persons

invest them with attributes they do not possess.

Comets usually consist of a head or nucleus,

more or less brilliant; and most of them have lumi-

nous trains, known as tails. The head consists of

an aggregation of meteoric masses in a state of high

By Samuel "Phelps Leland, A.M., LL.T>.,

Professor of Astronomy

temperature. These masses are in rapid motion

around a common centre, like floating chips and

particles of sawdust in a whirlpool of water. These

nuclei are of vast size, but the several particles

composing them are individually very insignificant.

Should our earth, or any other planet of its size,

come in contact with the head of a comet, probably

the only effect would be a meteoric shower, the ashes

of which might be detected floating in our atmos-

phere. Compared with a world, the amount of mat-
ter in a comet is insignificant indeed. But contact

with the nucleus of a comet is a very improbable
event. Taking into account the vastness of space,

and the known laws governing the movements of

comets and planets, and all the probabilities, it is

estimated that such a contact with our earth could

not occur within the next 100,000 years! The
amount of matter in a comet is so small that its

attractive force could not deflect our earth in any
conceivable degree from its orbit.

What is known as the tail of a comet has been
the subject of much speculation and investigation.

Two theories have been put forth, one of which may
be true, but probably the real truth lies in both.

The tails of comets in nearly every case stream out
like banners of fire from the side of the comet oppo-
site to the sun. Occasionally, a comet appears with
more than one tail. In such a case, a tail may come
out from the side of the comet, but never from the
side next to the sun. It is also well established that

the solar space is filled with attenuated gases, of
almost inconceivable rarity. These are known as

Its Tail, Millions of Miles Long

The Comet, (< ) Photographed at Yerkes Observatory The Path of the Comet, Where it Nears the Earth

nebulous matter. One position taken by scientists

is that the comet's tail is composed of certain at-

tenuated gases, among which, the spectroscope has
detected traces of hydro-carbons, with cyanogen,
sodium, calcium and manganese. "These are so rari-

fied that only traces are detected. These are thought

to be emanations from the nucleus, and are acli

upon by some magnetic repellant forces from l|

sun, that drive them from the heated head of 1

.

comet. There are many facts sustaining t ;

hypothesis.

Another explanation is that, as space is filled w
nebulous clouds,

and the passage
of the nucleus
through this mat-
ter causes waves
or vibrations, the

sun's rays upon
these waves make
reflection upon
the nebulous
clouds, and what
seems a tail is

only reflected
light from the dis-

turbed mass. This
clearly explains

why the tail is on

the side opposite
the sun. Both of

these explanations seem necessary to illustrate fu

'

the nature and behavior of comets' tails.

If we accept the assumption of the burning gat

in the first hypothesis, it relieves us of any anxit
as to the consequences that might follow the p;

sage of our earth through the tail of Halley's com
These gases are so attenuated and rare that th

could not penetrate our atmosphere lower th

fifty-five miles above the earth's surface. Our ;

mosphere below that altitude is one hundred tim
denser than the gases in t

comet's tail, and these gat

could not penetrate our atm(

phere, although we were da

together in the comet's ta

If the other explanation
true, then our earth would
no more affected than it wov
be by reflected sunbeams,
by their negation, a shade

It is probable that wh
Halley's comet passes acre

the face of the sun on May ]

its tail may lie across the pa
of the earth through whi
our globe may pass betwe
the hours of 9 and 11 A.^

Unless we mortals shall be
watch, we will be unconscio
of its passage. It is not ce

tain that the earth will cor

in contact with the tail.

the comet shall be high aero

the sun, the tail will be abo
us; and if low on the sun,

will spread its flaming bann
across the sky below us. T
combined mass of 100,0'

comets the size of Hallei

would not equal that of a

earth. In 1861 our ear

passed through the tail of t

great comet of that year
the night, and no one kne

about it, except the astron

mers who were on watch.
In any event, apprehension is needless. There

not the slightest danger of any catastrophe. 0\

great earth will sail on in its orbit, without ev(

unfurling a signal flag to the blazing comet as

passes by. It will be a magnificent spectacle whi
it remains visible to an admiring world.

GENERAL COMMENT ON CURRENT TOPICS OF THE DAY
—An April blizzard in the Central Western States did much

damage to vegetables and fruits. Snow, cold rains and night
frosts were experienced in Minnesota. Wisconsin, Illinois,

Michigan, southern Indiana, western Kentucky, southern Mis-
souri, and Arkansas.

—SuiciDFs ARK becoming alarmingly prevalent in Russia. In one

(lay. recently, eipliteen were reported in St. Petersburg alone,
mostly women. This epidemic of self-destruction is supposed to

be due to neurasthenia and melancholia. One case was that of a
youriK Birl, heiress to Slo.ooo.ono, wlio had entered into a "death
compact" with two otliers. All three die<l tlic sameddy.
—Pkrh,\ps the oddest reason ever given for a pastoral res-

ignation was that offered by a Jersey City clergyman lately,

who retired because, being bald, he constantly caught cold. He
might have worn a wig or a skull-cap, or even had the church
heated : but the bare pate and the drafty building he regarded
as a combination impossible to be borne and incompatible with
good preaching.

— At this time, when we hear so much about the higher cost of
living, we have heard very little in regard to increase of wages to
meet the greater demand on the workers' purse. It is, therefore,
of interest to learn thnt one company, the Oriskany Malleable
Works Company, at Utica. N. Y., has made a voluntary advance

in wages of from ten to fifteen per cent. The employees had made
no request for an increase, but when each man opened his en-
velope he found more money than he expected, a note explaining
that the wages were raised to meet the increased cost of living. It

is a fine example that has been set by the company and it is to be
hoped it will prove contagious.

—Are we, as a nation, unkind to our heroes and unappre-
ciative of great achievements? Is it true that there are many
Americans living and walking in our streets to-day who have
rendered signal services in a variety of ways which, if they had
been performed in any other country, would have entitled them
to distinctive recognition? England, as well as other European
powers, honors her great ones by loading them with titles in
token of national appreciation. We, of cour.se. have neither
titles nor decorations ; but why should the republic be ungrate-
ful? It is sadly true that we have inventors, artists, painters,
authors, scientists and philanthropists who, had they been in
other lands, would have been publicly distinguished long ago,
while here they are forgotten. Such is the simplicity of cur
system, which abjures all class distinction. Even if it should
be satisfactorily proved to any accredited body of scientists that
Peary found the Pole, his courage and daring would probably
have no reward, except in the admiration of his countrymen
and the historical record of the fact itself.

—Germany is still discussing the overwhelming public i

pudiation of Professor Arthur t)rews, of Karlsruhe, in Berl

a few weeks ago, some of the details of which have appear
in The Christian Herald. Drews, it will be remember*
was the "eminent scholar" who set out to prove that no SU'|

person as Jesus Christ ever existed and who forgot that the fv

record of Christ's accusation, trial and death was recorded
;

the Talmud. Further details concerning this sensational infic]

have now come to hand. He lectured in several German clti<

claiming that Jesus was a legendary character derived frq|

Jewish and heathen myths ; but when he came to Berlin, t;

organization known as the "Positive Christian Union of Bej

lin" brought about his Waterloo. At a great mass meeting
number of speakers, including Pastor Le Seur, Councilm;
Eismann, Licentiate Munn, Pastor Israel, Dr. Philipps, T

Faber and others, both ministers and laymen, addressed t

masses, all taking the same theme: "Jesus Lives." The whi

city rose in approval. To-day the Christian religion is e

pounded in twenty thousand German churches. Even ti

Socialists sustain it. The "Liberal Christian Union" h:

125,000 adherents and in the German rural districts Christif

organizations are numerous. The demonstration, as a who!

was the most impressive ever witnessed in the German capiti

It was a spontaneous uprising of all denominations to testi;

to the strong Christian faith of the German people.
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MY VISIT TO FOUR AFRICAN KINGS

yroiu rbotoiii'aiihs !•> ilif Aiillicn

King Manzengunya

OUR food boxes are packed, our blankets and
small tent are rolled and strapped in water-

proof sheets, ready for a long and trying

ourney into a country infested with wild animals,

t takes several days before the boys get used to

heir loads. A halt is made at the Mutambarra
.Vlission, where within eighteen months a new mis-

iion, fairly well equipped, has sprung up. At pres-

mt there is a good day school for boys carried on
<-)}' Mrs. Buchwalter, and a girls' school by Miss Bell.

\ new church has been put up and is filled every
iSunday with dusky worshipers.
When the first temporary church was put up

here, it was not known that King Mutambarra
ould not attend, as the ground was said to be be-

.vitched! A new site was chosen, to which the
hurch was moved, and now the king comes to the

Sunday services. The industrial department is

Tiaking rapid progress; the boys are learning to

nake brooms and to u.'-e the plow. The heathen
.Tiethod is to chop the ground with a big hoe, twelve

,3y eight inches. They have plenty of cattle and
;an easily train them to pull the plow; so that
Missionary Buchwalter is not only a messenger of

jlhe Cross, but a civilizer, opening up the way for
;ommerce and trade.
Early in the morning we are again on our way

across rugged mountains and down into the fertile

Odzi valley, where mahogany and baobab trees

abound. At mid-day we come to a mineral stream
30 warm that the boys cannot hold their hands in it.

At nightfall we come to a kraal on the banks of the
Odzi under some spreading trees. Our little green
.tent is pitched, and the evening meal prepared.
'Meantime, we exchange cheap muslin or salt for
.native meal for our boys. Everything is carried on
by way of exchange. The carriers sit chattering
around the fire, and when the pottage is ready it is

(taken out of the pot and put on to branches of trees,

.which answer the purpose of plates; and from this

rness of red pottage each takes a little piece with his
hand and dips it into a little gravy, made of beans or
•some other vegetable. After the meal, hands are

_ washed, the large central fire is started and is kept
burning all night, being our protection against wild
animals. Around this fire, all gather for the even-
ing service. Within half an hour they are rolled in

their blankets sound asleep, with feet to the fire.

The heathen are invited and in most cases come to

these services, and in this way the precious seed is

sown.

The following morning on we go, reaching the
valley of the Sabi River, and descending into its

.';andy bed, which we traverse for miles. Crossing
the river, our donkey fails us and we are dropped
into the water, and helped out by the natives. A
few minutes later the missionai-y's clothing is out

1
to dry on some friendly bush, while he rests under a

--"^ spreading tree. As soon as the clothes dry, away
we go again, taking a kettle of water with us for the
evening meal.
The country we are now in is a dry and thirsty

land. We have to make a forced march of twenty-
five miles before reaching the Devuli River. We go
about twelve miles, camp under an immense baobab
tree and cross the Devuli River early next morning.
The day is very warm. We travel faster than our
carriers and discover, near evening, that the wrong
footpath has been taken and we are lost! No one
can enter into that experience who has never been
lost at night-time on the African veldt. There is

an intense loneliness, which sometimes drives one
mad. Fortunately there were two of us and we
v^andered on, hoping to come out right. Several
times we were in dangerous positions—once making
straight for a precipice! How earnestly we strained

• our eyes looking for a fire, and how intently did we
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listen for a human voice! At last we saw a fire in

front of a hut. Blessed sight! No fire ever seemed
more welcome. To this fire we went and in a few
moments had made arrangements with one of the
natives to pilot us. So with blanket over his

shoulder, assegais (spears) and battle-ax in hand,
away he went. About 8 P.M. we marched into

Johannes' kraal, tired and hungry, for we had not

eaten anything the whole day.
Johannes was sitting around the camp-fire with

some of his leading men. When he saw us he sprang
forward with a welcome on his lips. Soon we had
two cups of warm milk. Did ever milk seem so re-

freshing? But we were separated from our food
and blankets and had no idea where they were.
What was to be done? Johannes procured a bundle
of long grass and spread it out on the ground, and
with our saddles as pillows we lay down to sleep.

He made a big fire close by and then lay down him-
self near to the fire. Soon we were asleep. About
midnight there was a tumult. The dogs began
barking. Every one was awake in a moment. What
was the matter? The first thought was wild ani-
mals. It proved to be our own carriers. We were
glad to have our blankets, as the air was damp with
dew and it was cold.

From this point we visited King Budzi, a day's
journey from Johannes' kraal. The "Great Place"
is on a flat-topped hill, which gives a commanding-
view of Budzi's realm. Soon he was on the spot to

greet us, and a few minutes later we heard the
bleating of a goat and knew that the king's gift was
on the way. Our business was securing mission
sites. Yes, he was willing, all right! "Then," we
urged, "you must proceed with us to the native
commissioners and say so yourself." A few min-
utes afterward, he returned to say that a messenger
from the native commissioner had just arrived, call-

ing him to a great meeting of several kings on the
following Wednesday with the government repre-
sentative. We looked at each other and said: Is

this not strange—Wednesday! Why, that is the

same day we had arranged to arrive at the com-
missioner's. A providential coincidence!
We arrived in due course on Wednesday and

pitched our little tent under a great rock on a

rugged kopje. Soon the air was rent by the weird,

wild heathen chants of the various tribes. We knew
the kings were arriving. They came to the same
hill and camped close to us, so that soon the smoke
of their camp-fires was curling up and commin-
gling with ours; and messengers were sent to us for

a little salt. How these heathen people prize salt!

Even more than sugar. Four great heathen kings
had arrived. Each one represented an immense
territory and a large population. There was Budzi,
tall, lean, with a weak amiability, still with cunning
strongly marked on his face. There was that old

warrior, Ziki, a very positive and determined char-

acter, strong and athletic, with a voice of thunder.
He boasts of the many men he has laid low with his

spear and battle-ax. There is Masuka, reticent and
politic, or rather, I should say, diplomatic; and Vel-

lum Mabeka, an old and agreeable man.
It was a picturesque sight to see all these kings

squatted on the ground with their counselors

(inditnas) around them. Mr. Jackson, the govern-

ment representative, gave Mr. Greely and myself
seats of honor at his side.

Various matters of state were discussed and then

Mr. Jackson turned to me and said: "Now, Mr.
Wodehouse, what is your request?" "Sites for mis-
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sion stations," I replied. My first request was to

secure permission in Budzi's country, and when the

matter was submitted to the King, his reply was:
"What can I say? The umfundisi (missionary)

comes to me every year. I am willing. I must
agree."

We next asked Ziki, and with a voice of thunder
he replied in one word: "Andede!" ("No!") As a

matter of form, I asked Masuka and Vellum
Mabeka, but I felt sure they would be influenced by
that thunderous "No" of Ziki's. This concluded the
business for the day. We retired to our various
camps—not to sleep, though; for a heated and
stormy debate continued in the camps of the kings
all through the night. I knew some great question
was agitating them. Johannes, in the morning,
came and saw that it was on the subject of the mis-
sionary's demand. When Ziki got back to his camp,
his counselors took exception to his decision not to

have a missionary, and pressed him hotly on the
matter. Said they : "Budzi has agreed to take a
missionary; why can we not have one? Are you
going to rule the country without us? We tell you
that we want a missionary." This was kept up the

Vv'hole night, and near dawn a compromise was
arrived at. King Ziki said : "I will agree to take

a missionary next year, if Budzi gets on all right
v/ith one."
You may imagine how we felt. Here was a

battle royal between God and Satan—light and
darkness. Satan has reigned sole master and ruler
in these regions for centuries and will not give up
easily.

A further surprise awaited me. I had not been
home more than two weeks, when a special mes-
senger was sent on foot over one hundred and fifty

miles to inform me that Ziki had completely capitu-

lated. After we left, he requested Charlie Sidembu,
our native worker in that neighborhood, to come up
and settle at his "Great Place," where there were
many people. To this Charlie responded readily, so

that we have now in that section of the country the

consent of three important kings—Manzengunya,
Budzi and Ziki. The others will follow.

The Help-Bringer

UPON this frame by pain and toil harassed.

Death falleth softly like a shining veil

Through which we see the figure nobly cast

Of one who did great deeds. At his command.
Corn-bearing ships to famine-lands set sail

—

Our country's banners flying at the mast.
Through these poor hands the bread of life has

passed
To starving millions. His endeavors clothed
Great hordes of desolated, naked folk.

The sick, the outcast, and the prisoner
Found shelter, ministry, uplift through him;
And little children of the tenements
Found play amid the daisies and the grass.

Now, where he lieth in his cerements,
The kindly thought of thousands weaves a pall

Fragrant and fair as were the flowers that bloomed,
And that the children brought him at his call

To spread above him ere he is entombed.
And o'er his grave the shining veil of death
Floats, soft and luminous, betwixt our sight
And all that once was he save his great deeds
Which greatly met the great world's bitter needs,
And which must live forever in the light

—

Must live, though he and those he helped are dust

—

For deeds like these the great God holds in trust.

—Myrta Lockett Avary.
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A Great Spiritual Campaign

To take the world for Christ in a single genera-

tion! This tremendous and unexampled enter-

prise—the grandest campaign of all history—will

begin in earnest with the assembling of the World's

Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland, a

few weeks hence. The spiritual forces of all Chris-

tendom will there be represented. Plans will be

formed and ways and means discussed, and God's

people in all lands will be invited to co-operate in

this supreme effort to carry out the Great Commis-
sion. '

Several years ago, it was believed that 1915 would

be early enough to call such a conference; but

events in all parts of the missionary world have

moved with such rapidity that the most discerning-

students of our times agreed that it should be held

sooner by five years. The aggressive advance of

Mohammedanism makes insistent the question:

Shall Africa be Mohammedan or Christian? The
religious, educational and political changes at pres-

ent so profoundly moving China, India, Turkey,

Persia and Egypt reveal the most amazing oppor-

tunity that has ever confronted the Church of

Christ. Delay at so crucial a moment would be
disloyalty to the most precious interests of the
Kingdom. There should result from this confer-
ence a more comprehensive grasp of the whole prob-
lem of world evangelism than ever before. It

should result in a marked increase in the number
of volunteers for service at the front, in a wiser dis-

position of Christianity's aggressive forces, and in

a phenomenal outpouring of treasure to carry on
the campaign to a successful issue.

Possibly the most notable meaning of the con-
ference is its service to the cause of union among
the people of God. The drift toward common
ground in faith and the fervent desire for com-
radeship in service are not only noticeable; but
concrete examples of both have occurred in many
cases, both on the home and foreign fields. This
intimate co-operation in planning to save the race
must result in a blessed vision of the Master's
prayed-for oneness of all his people. It will thus
illustrate and promote the glorious ideal for which
all believers stand—^the hastening of the coming
of his Kingdom.

The Lion-Hunter in Paris

WHEN Mr. Roosevelt recently faced, in the great
amphitheatre of the Sorbonne, the most bril-

liant audience France could assemble—the very
Hower of her culture and science—he rose to the
grandeur of the occasion. It was no common speech
that he delivered, but a philippic, so filled was it

with moral invective. In that hour and a half,
which saw the climax of his oratorical efforts

abroad, he gave to the European world his views on
-citizenship, work, wealth, progeny, patriotism and
political and religious freedom. He expounded the
modern moral law of civilized nations, of States, of
communities and individuals, and did it all with
such characteristically Rooseveltian energy and
earnestness that he seems to have fairly carried the
Parisians by storm as he did the Egyptians at
Cairo a week or so before. He is truly the most
versatile of living Americans, in whatever role he
appears, whether as author, soldier, statesman,
hunter, traveler, naturalist, lecturer, philosopher, or
moralist. Little wonder that the Sorbonne cheered
him to the echo. Conquering lions in the African
jungle was a small thing in contrast with the con-
quest of the literary and scientific lions of Paris.
That speech was the oratorical event of his life!

The Churches and Tuberculosis

A LARGE part of Jesus' earthly ministry was
devoted to healing the sick. When in seventy

thousand Christian pulpits the best ways of fight-
ing the white plague, tuberculosis, were set forth
on a recent Sunday, they were clearly in line with
the work of the Master himself. The pulpit has
always stood, as it always should stand, for hu-
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manity and for the assuagement of suffering, and
these thousands of assemblages, uniting in prayer
at the same hour for the healing of the nation and
the staying of the plague, lent an influence to the

efforts of science that cannot fail to bring a response
from a prayer-hearing God. Where Faith and
Science join hands in a common cause, the result is

assured. By all means, let the churches keep up
the campaign vigorously, by praying and working,
until the object is accomplished.

Our Cele^ial Visitor

HALLEY'S comet, which will be at the outer

threshold of our atmosphere next week, is not

a new-comer, but an old acquaintance. The time has

passed ages ago when its appearance in proximity

to our orbit could excite terror and apprehension.

In an excellent article printed in this issue, Pro-

fessor Leland, a recognized authority on astronomy,
tells all there is to know of this particular sky trav-

eler and his wanderings, which have been recorded,

as some writers assert, at regular 77-year intervals
during 2,400 years past, although its periodicity was
not discovered until 1682. When it becomes fully

visible on May 18, let us hope that the weather will

be clear and favorable so that all may see this "pil-

grim of space."
Astronomical figures may well surprise us by

their magnitude. According to the reckoning of
scientists, the comet is traveling through space at
the rate of 150,000 miles an hour. This month, its

speed will be reduced from 1,679 miles per minute
to 1,556 miles. On May-day, it was distant from
us 63,000,000 miles, and on May 18 it will have
approached within 12,000,000 miles. This, however,
is fifty times further away from us than our satel-

lite, the moon. The hour of the comet's brightest
visibility will be 9 o'clock P.M., May 18, when it will

be seen in Europe, Asia, Africa, California and
doubtless other parts of the United States sweeping
along at 150,000 miles per hour. Few, indeed, are
living now who saw its last appearance, and when
Halley's comet comes again, the babes of to-day who
may then survive will be very old men and women.
Will they know more than we know of these myste-
rious visitants of the skies, and of the operation of
those divinely instituted laws—"the ordinances of
the heavens"—that guide the stars in their courses?
We believe they will, as all through the ages God has
been ceaselessly revealing himself to man in his
marvelous works. "An undevout astronomer is

mad," wrote the poet Young. Surely, no one can
view this latest visitor of the heavens without a feel-
ing of reverence for the greatness and wisdom of
the Creator and Controller of the universe, who
has set all the stars in their courses and who guides
them with a skill that is wholly beyond our limited
human comprehension.

Coal

WHILE the government is receiving hearty sup-
port in its popular fight to prevent the exploit-

age of our national resources, it is cheering to turn
to the figures given by Richard Hamilton Byrd on
the coal measures of Alaska. Mr. Byrd is evidently
well informed on the subject; yet his statements
have been sharply criticised in Congress as exagger-
ations. He estimates that the total coal resources
of Alaska, which are in danger of being controlled by
greedy private interests and which belong to the na-
tion, exceed two thousand billion tons! As we have
consumed in the last ten years only 3,000,000,000
tons, it is evident that there is enough coal in our
"farthest north" territory to supply the needs not
only of this nation but of the whole civilized world
for an indefinite period. Some of his figures are
astounding in their magnitude. There are, he says,
eight great Alaskan coal fields, aggregating 8,106,-
880 acres. Of these only 769,280 acres have been
surveyed, the coal in which the government estimates
at 15,104,500,000 tons. This, he declares, can safely
be multiplied a hundred times, to arrive at an ap-
proximation of the fuel in the unexplored region
There are 99,000,000 acres of "totally unexplored
territory in which coal is known to exist." To per-
mit these vast deposits of the world's fuel to pass
into the hands of exploiters would be a robbery so
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gigantic as to be unimaginable. The people, undei
standing the magnitude of their interests, and th
danger which menaces them, will jealously watc
the outcome of the strugg-le to preserve them. A
the other features of the conservation campaign ar
dwarfed to insignificance by the coal interests, i

these figures are anywhere near the actual fact-

Patient Service
A N old painter of Siena, after standing for^ long time in silent meditation before his car

vas, with hands ci'ossed meekly on his breast an
head bent reverently low, turned away, saying

"May God forgive me that I did not do it better!

We may all say that of our past service; not dis

pondently, but hopefully, believing that he will no

only forgive us, but enable us to do better the thine

that remain to be done. He calls us to no strang(

impracticable tasks, but to the steady tread of th

patient servant, the faithful doer of daily gooc
"Patient continuance in well-doing," that is al

That is not too much for any of us. Let us ste

out strongly, bravely, steadily. Look no longe
with sad eyes at the failures of the time gone by.

"Go. sin no more"—these are the Saviour's words.
The past is past. True life is here and now.
With seal of God's forgiveness on thy brow.

Greet life's new morning:, happy as the birds
That lift their songs when sunshine fills the air.
For God is Love, and love is everywhere.

General Notes
||—For the moment, Paulhan is king of the air. He won th

$50,000 prize by his flight from London to Manchester—a dis
tance of 186 miles—defeating White, the English aviatoi
Paulhan's success is regarded as demonstrating the practicabilit
of regular long-distance aviation under favorable condition-
May we not expect soon to hear of aeroplane flights from Ne\
York to Washington ?

— At a recent meeting of the Jewish societies in Berlin report
were received relative to conferences with the Turkish authoritie
on colonization. Representatives of large Jewish organization
agreed that a union of Jevvisli colonization interests was advisable
Speakers favored the Jewish settlement in Svria and Palestiiit
and contended that the labor centres in the United States are nov
overcrowded with Jews. It was explained tliat. as a whole, thes
societies had no views in common with the Zionists, who are look
ing forward to the re-establishment of the Jewish State in Pales
tine.

—Woman suffrage sustained a set-back in the New Yorl
Legislature on April 27, when the lower house refused to dis
charge the Judiciary Committee from further consideration o
a resolution granting women the right to vote. The Suffragist
will now focus their efforts on the State Senate, where th.

resolution has not yet been disposed of. During the debate ii

the Assembly, some very plain arguments were employed
One opponent of the resolution said he wanted his wife a
home ; he did not want her to become liable to jury duty, nor t.

be locked up all night, serving on a mixed ,iury when her chil
dren needed her at home. There were enough men to do man'
work, etc. Another legislator said his mother and sisters ha(
threatened to turn him out if he voted for woman suffrage, an(
a third laid down the general principle that babies were o
more importance than ballots. It was perhaps in the mind o
some Solon to enliven the discussion by suggesting that the
"big hat" craze had been the real cause of the set-back, whicl
had indefinitely postponed the day of victory.
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Funeral of Mark Twain
-^^AMUEL LAXGHORNE CLEMENS, known

^ universally as Mark Twain, quietly passed

•J away at his beautiful home in Redding, Conn,

'he funeral service was held at the Brick Presbyte-

ian Church in New York City, April 23. Besides

he relatives, most of the leading literary men of the

ountry who could get there were present. The ser-

ies, which lasted only twenty minutes, was of the

implest character. The Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke
ead a Scriptural lesson, which led into his address,

a which he said among other beautiful things:

Those who know the story of his friendships and
is family life know that he was one who ioved

nuch' and faithfully, even unto the end. Those
/ho know his work as a whole know that under the

ambent and irrepressible humor which was his gift

here was a foundation of serious thoughts and
oble affections and desires. The mark of this

igher humor is that it does not laugh at the weak,

he helpless, the true, the innocent; only at the false,

he pretentious, the vain, the hypocritical. We may
ay without doubt that Mark Twain used his gift,

ot for evil, but for good. The atmosphere of his

vork is clean and wholesome. He made fun without

Hatred. He laughed many of the world's false

laimants out of court, and entangled many of the

world's false witnesses in the net of ridicule. In his

est books and stories, colored with his own expe-

ience, he touched the absurdities of life with pene-

rating but not unkindly mockery, and made us feel

'omehow the infinite pathos of

:ife's realities. No one can say

hat he ever failed to reverence

he purity, the frank, joyful,

genuine nature of the little

hildren, of whom Christ said,

Of such is the kingdom of

leaven.' Now he is gone and
ve are glad for his sake that,

iter many and deep sorrows,

le is at peace, and, we trust,

lappy in the fuller light.

Rest after toil, port after stormy seao.

Death after life doth (greatly please.

When Dr. Van Dyke had fin-

shed his address. Rev. Dr.
oseph S. Twitchell, of Hart-
ord, offered the prayer. Dr.
Twitchell had solemnized the
narriage of Mr. Clemens, and
Sad held the funeral services of
he dear wife, and three of the
hildren with which the union
vas blest. Dr. Twitchell, who
Vas to have accompanied the
lody to Elmira, was called back
Hartford by a telegram in-

orming him of the critical

llness of his wife, and hurried
rem the church to his home,
vhere his wife passed away.
Vs Mark Twain was so demo-
ratic in his spirit, it was wisely arranged that all

he people of the city who cared to might look upon
lis dead face. On the coffin plate was written
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, Mark Twain, 1910."
t was our privilege to be among the first to look
•ipon the dead author, who, clad in a suit of white
md with bushy white hair and white mustache,
eemed to be asleep. As we remembered how keen
le was in intellect, how tender he was in sympathy,
low perfect was his Americanism, how broad was
,iis humanity; as we recalled his hatred of shams,
lis love for the truth, his love for children, and as
ve thought of his wit which set the whole world
aughing, and made it better by the laugh, we
)reathed our tribute of gratitude and love. Mark
Twain's writings had so much of seriousness under
heir humor that they are likely to be read to advan-
age a thousand years from now. Dr. Van Dyke
ntroduced his funeral address by a reference to the
payment of a debt of a quarter of a million dollars
'or which the author was morally but not legally
•esponsible, and which it took him several years to
•emove, which was typical of the incorruptible in-

egrity of the man. And the minister suggested
_hat in the settlement of the indebtedness, his dead
'riend had followed out the injunction of the New
Testament

:

Provide things honest in the sight of all men. (Rom. 12 : 17.)

)eath From a Pineapple Sting

Mrs. Helen M. Mitchell, a widow of Brooklyn,
vas preparing a pineapple for supper, and in hand-
ing it one of the thorns pricked her right hand.

The spot became inflamed, but she paid no attention
to it till the excruciating pain and rapidly swelling-

arm drove her in haste to the physician. The physi-
cian soon discovered that she had a case of blood
poisoning and that he would have great difficulty in

saving her life. He did everything that medical
skill could suggest, but failed, and the woman died.

Whether the thorn contained a poison natural to it,

or a secretion from some deadly tropical insect such
as the tarantula, is not known, as the pineapple
spine was thrown into a refuse can by the woman,
and carted off in the garbage wagon, and no exam-
ination of it could be made. By how slender a
thread does this human life hang! A breath of
poison in the air, the puncture of a needle, and all

is over. What an uncertain and unhappy existence
this would be if we did not know that there is some-
thing so much more real and substantial in the
other life, which we enter through the gateway we
call death.

For what is your life? It is even a vapor, that appeareth for a
little time, and then vanisheth away. (James 4 : 14.)

Howard University's Carnegie Library

President Taft and Andrew Carnegie spoke the
other day at the dedication of the Carnegie Library
at Howard University, Washington, D. C, the
cornerstone of which Mr. Taft laid a year ago.
President Taft said: "We do not envy Mr. Carnegie
his money or the fortune that has attended his
efforts. The thing we do envy him is the happiness

Funeral of "Mark Twain" in New York City, April 23

that it must give him to do so much good for his

fellow-men as he is doing every month in the year."

Mr. Carnegie in his brief talk referred to the free

library he made use of when a poor little messenger
boy, and of his determination that if he ever got rich

he would bring books to the common people of his

country. It was a commendable ambition, and one

that has brought untold blessing to this generation.

He said that he owed everything in the world to the

books he had read. There is one Book, the Book of

books, which has been the inspiration of the highest

art, the foundation of the truest literature, the basis

of the best government, the life of the noblest civil-

ization, the hope of the race. It is the guide to youth,

the inspiration of manhood, the comfort of age. Any
library, containing however many millions of vol-

umes, is only a warehouse of ink and paper without

it, and any library with it is enriched by the wis-

dom of the ages.

Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.

(Ps. 119:105.)

Sermons on Tuberculosis

Those having charge of the war against the great

White Plague requested the pastors of 70,000 pul-

pits in the country to preach a sermon on April 24

upon the danger and cure of tuberculosis. Many
of them responded to the request. Among them the

Rev. Dr. C. F. Aked, pastor of the Fifth Avenue
Baptist Church, New York, said that he himself

had been confined to his bed a year with consump-
tion and had been cured by God's fresh air and sun-

shine and by nutritious food. His experience gave

a new hope to those who have friends afflicted with
this disease and to those who are fighting it for the

public good. It is a compliment to the church that
it should be asked to aid in the destruction of this

greatest physical enemy of the race. Christ's min-
istry was one of physical healing, and so was that

of his apostles. In most instances Christ cured the
body in introducing the cure of the soul. By this

fight against the great White Plague the American
pulpit will have a blessed ministry of mercy, and
will open the way for the cure of hundreds of thou-
sands of souls that will turn to the church in contact

with Christ's life for physical and spiritual health.
And Jesus will say to the multitudes through the
church that which he said to the woman who touched
the hem of his garment:
Thy faith hath made thee whole ; go in peace, and be whole of

thy plague. (Mark 5 : 34.)

Gardener Bower Bird

Mr. A. E. Pratt, the well-known naturalist and
traveler, who has made expeditions to the wildest
parts of the world, on a recent journey of explora-
tion discovered the home and habits of the gardener
bower bird, which he thus describes : "In ascending
the western slopes of the Central Arfak Mountains
from the north coast of Dutch New Guinea, on our
way to the interior, we were fortunate in seeing
several bowers of the rare 'gardener bower bird.'

The brilliant colors are true to nature. They are
little heaps of blue, yellow and red flowers, and

seeds and black fungi, most
daintily arranged in separate
heaps to make a simple but
beautiful entrance to the
bower, a garden laid out with
artistic precision; and in it the
'bower bird,' with crest erected,
dances to his mate. The bower
itself is five feet long and two
feet high, and is built of dead
twigs, supported in the centre
by a cone, woven all around
with an amazingly fine black,
hairlike lichen; in fact, it is so
finely and skilfully worked that
it is almost difficult to believe
that it has not been done by the
hand of man." God made the
little bird the architect with
the plans for the home, the
mason to build it, the gardener
to plant the seeds of beautiful
flowers, the husband to provide
for his mate, and the father to
arrange for the family. And
in his happy service, the bird
suggests the responsibilities

and privileges of man as hus-
band and father. The bower
bird, in his love-making and his
attempts to please and enter-
tain his mate, might be copied
to advantage by some of the

husbands of to-day. The Hebrew nation made pro-
vision for a long honeymoon, in which the groom,
in imitation of the bower bird, was expected to make
his bride supremely happy.
When a man hath taken a new wife, he shall not go out to war,

neither shall he be charged with any business: but he shall be free

at home one year, and shall cheer up his wife which he hath taken.
(Deut. 24 : 5.)

Blizzard Kills Fruit

The early spring had brought out the blossoms in

the orchards and the plants from the ground in

many parts of the country, and then the frost and
the snow late in April caused widespread destruc-
tion. At the present time it is estimated that the
following damage in money has been sustained by
the various States: Iowa, $10,000,000; Indiana,
S.5,000,000; Michigan, $6,000,000; Nebraska, $2,000,-

000; Wisconsin, $3,000,000; Kansas, $10,000,000;
Texas, $2,000,000; Illinois, $2,000,000; Ohio, $2,000,-

000; Minnesota, $1,500,000; Kentucky, $1,-500,000.

Beside the damage to orchards, many gardens and
fields of oats and cotton were spoiled. We hope the
damage has been overestimated. There is prodi-

gality of life in nature. As though to mock the
vanities and ambitions of earth, myriads of buds,
insects, the young of animals, and children drop out

of life at the start. Why, we do not know; the fact

exists. Despite the destruction of the blizzard, there
will be fruits, vegetables, bread and clothing enough
and to spare. Job thus refers to the severe side of

Jehovah's energy:
For he saith to the snow. Be thou on the earth. By the breath of

God frost is given. (Job 37 : 6, 10.)
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THE WORLD'S MISSIONARY CONGRES.^
IN

the beautiful old city of Edinburgh, the ancient

Scottish capital, next month will be gathered a

remarkable assemblage. About twelve hundred

delegates, representing the whole of Protestant

Christendom, will meet to plan the speedy conquest

of the world for Christ! Every Christian is vitally

concerned. Men and women will be there from the

"far-flung battle-line" of missions—honored pastors,

missionary secretaries

and consecrated busi-

ness men—all intent

on the one absorbing
purpose of making
known to every crea-

ture the salvation of

God in the present

generation.

It is one of the most
gratifying features of

the approaching con-

ference that the mis-

sionary societies of the

continent, which have
hitherto held aloof,

are taking an active

share in its labors.

The work of prelimi-

nary investigation has
been entrusted to

eight commissions,
composed of twenty

persons each. Information has been secured from
missionaries, native Christians, officers of mission-

ary societies and students of various phases of mis-

sions. The results of their researches will form the

basis of discussion. .While it is expected that all

missionary boards will be represented in the con-

ference, its action on whatever subject will bind no

one. Although merely advisory, it mu.st exert a

powerful influence in shaping future policies.

The woi-k of the eight commissions may be

briefly outlined as follows:

I. On Carrying the Gospel to All the World. The number and
distribution of missionary forces, both foreign and native; the
number of churches, stations, Sunday Schools, and other agencies ;

the circulation of the Bible and other literature, including a knowl-
edge of the unoccupied fields.

II. On the Native Church and Its Workers. The line of inquiry

in this case will bring out the present situation in reference to self-

support; the various hindiances to the development of the native

church and how these may be removed.
III. On Education in Reference to the Christianization of Nation-

al Life. The urgent educational demands of China and many other
countries constitute in themselves sufficient occasion for calling a
world conference.
IV. On the Missionary Message in Relation to Non-Christian

Religions. The aim here has been to translate the Gospel into

forms of thought familiar to the various peoples, and to find those
elements of Christianity which in all parts of the world have
proved most convincing to non-Christians.

V. On the Preparation of Missionaries. The course of study in

most theological seminaries should undergo important changes in

order that the expecting missionary may receive proper equipment.
This commission will suggest such modifications as are adapted to

meet this demand.
VI. On the Home Base of Missions. This is perhaps the most im-

portant commission of all. A noble beginning has been made by

Rev. Henry K. Carroll

=uch agencies as the Young People's Missionary Movement, the

Laymen's Missionary Movement, and the Student's Volunteer

Movement. This commission has studied how to spread missionary

intelligence, promote intercession, enlist personal service, increase

contributions, and fill the home ministry with the missionary passion.

VII On the Relation of Missions to Governments.

Vlli On Co-operation and the Promotion of Unity. It is believed

by many that to harmonize, federate and unify existing agencies,

would result in more than doubling their power and efliiciency.

Besides the discussions of the reports of the

eight commissions, which must necessarily consti-

tute the chief business of the conference, inspira-

tional addresses by some of the ablest and most

experienced missionary workers will occupy the

evenings and other hours in the Assembly Hall,

Synod Hall and other auditoriums. These will deal

with the opportunities, resources and responsibilities

of present-day Christians. The main object of these

addresses will be to broaden the outlook, revive the

j;eal, and strengthen the faith of the leaders them-
selves. It is felt by all that the real success of the

missionary movement is conditioned on the i-eality

and depth of the prayer-life and the faith and ideals

of the workers. Hence, devotional addresses and
special prayer will intersperse the other exercises.

The conference will be in session from the 14th to

the 24th of June. It is expected that fully two

Assembly Hall, Edinburgh

hundred and fifty societies will be represented. The
number of official delegates will probably not exceed

twelve hundred. The proceedings of the conference

will be published in nine volumes, at a probable cost

of about $3.75; but a single booklet will be pub-

lished (in which the story of the great conference

will be told) at a price within the reach of all.

Many months ago the management issued a world-

wide call to prayer that the approaching conference

might realize its vast possibilities. Shall not every
loyal soldier of the King respond with daily faith-

filled petitions that, in the language of the call, "the

conference may lead to a deeper sense of the one-

ness of the task which confronts the Christian

Rev. Arthur J. Brown, D.D.

Church in the non-Christian world, and to a clos

co-operation in the effort to accomplish it"?

J. B. Phillips.

The Conference Officers

THIS is the third in the series. London fii

originated the idea, in the general missiona

conference held in that city in 1888. The seca

was held in New York
in 1900. The initiative

for the third confer-

ence was taken by the
joint action of the
Scotch and American
Foreign Missionary
Societies. The officers

of the present confer-

ence are:
President — The

Right Hon. Lord Bal-
four, of Burleigh, K.T.

Vice-P resident s—
The Right Hon. Lord
Reay, G.C.S.I.; The
Right Hon. Sir John
Kennaway, Bart.,
C.B., M.P.; Sir An-
drew H. L. Eraser,
K.C.S.I., LL.D.
The American Exec-

utive Committee are:
Chairman, Rev. Arthur J. Brown, D.D. ; secreta

H. K. Carroll, LL.D.; members, Rev. Thomas
Barbour, D.D., Rev. James L. Barton, D.D., R
Harlan P. Beach, D.D., Hon. Samuel B. Capin, D.

Rev. Henry N. Cobb, D.D., Mr. W. Harry Gra
Rev. Walter R. Lambath, D.D., Rev. R. P. Mack;
D.D., Rev. W. Douglass Mackensie, D.D., Mr. Si

McBee, Mr. John R. Mott, M.A., Mr. William
Schiefflin, Ph.D., Rev. Paul de Schweinitz, D.

Rev. Robert E. Speer, M.A.; Rev. Alexander Su
erland, D.D., Rev. Canon L. Norman Tucker, M.
Mr. R. M. Williams, Rev. L. B. Wolf, D.D., Mr. Jc

W. Wood, Mr. J. Campbell White, New York.
If the world is to be saved in the twentieth ci

tury, it mu.st be accomplished by the co-operation
all Christians who love the Lord Jesus Christ
sincerity and truth. Some common ground
which men may meet in the spirit of brotherh(
must be found. This is the true meaning of 1

World Missionary Conference: to devise means a

plans to hasten the advancement of the kingd
of God. The movement is the harbinger of a g
rious Gospel day. The hour has come for pron
and vigorous missionary action. The morni
breaks, the dayspring arises, and we hear the vo
of the Eternal God urging to Christian unity. 1

evangelization of the whole world is an espec
trust. May the incense of prayer arise for gri

and mighty results through the World Missionf
Conference. Mary Barton Cookman

TWO SUCCESSFUL CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
AM. ROBLEE, of St. Louis, has sent to The

• Christian Herald an interesting account of

the Brotherhood Bible Class of Cote Brilliante

Presbyterian Church of that city. In his letter he
says:

"This class was organized a little over two years
ago, with twenty members. It now has an enrol-
ment of over three hundred men. The large en-
rolment was reached by the members working with
great enthusiasm in a contest between the 'Reds'
and the 'Blues,' the first contest being to reach an
enrolment of one hundred men. Any man can join

the class by attending three meetings and express-
ing a desire to join. The class meets at 9.30 every
Sunday morning, in a
large, separate room.
The first fifteen minutes
are occupied in singing
Gospel hymns. One-half
hour is occupied in

study of the Inter-
national Sunday School
Lesson. No questions
are asked the class
members, and there is

no discussion, the teach-
er presenting the lesson
by the lecture method,
using maps, etc.

"The class is called
'The Class That Does
Things.' It is the aim
to have an entertain-
ment, lecture or social

for the members and
their families once a
month. There are three
permanent committees:

Membership, Social, and Relief. Special committees
are appointed to look after entertainments and other
lines of work which may be taken up. Copies of

The Christian Herald are distributed to members
of the class each Sunday morning. This paper has
been a source of great interest and inspiration to the
members and their families."

Y. M. C. A. Branch 5,000 Strong

THERE is a lesson in the eflScacy of personal
work for every Sunday School, church and

religious organization in the achievement of the
West Side Young Men's Christian Association, No.

The Famous Brotherhood Bible Class of Cote Brilliante Presbyterian Church

318 West Fifty-seventh Street, New York, the rm
bers of which by "personal work" have pushed
enrolment beyond the 5,000 mark, making it

largest Y. M. C. A. branch in the world. On Dec(
ber 31, 1909, the enrolment was 4,689—high-wa
mark up to that time. "Personal work" meth
were used by the members, who buttonholed friei

and pointed out the advantages of a Y. M. C.
membership. A large bulletin was posted es

day, stating the increase. Soon the enrolment ^

carried beyond the 5,000 line by the moment
gained.
The Educational Department carries on

largest work of its kind in the country, with 2,1

men enrolled in

evening classes 1

year, and the numbe
now larger. The Ai
mobile School alone
an equipment valued
$15,000,andin six ye

4,247 men have b
graduated. In the e

cational work there
thirty-eight teachu
employed and forty-

classes conducted.
December 31, It

there were 2,445 gj,

nasium members. 1|

der the direction of

Religious Work Dep£
ment, nine hundred ;

four meetings were Y

last year, three hund
and four being si

meetings in vari(
parts of the city.

'
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^PROMINENT PEOPLE TALKED ABOUT
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Judge Ben. Lindsey

F there is one judge whose name has
become a household word in this

country, it is the Hon. Benjamin
idsey of Denver, Col., who has gained

.Tie for his court and whose method
.c dealing with youthful delinquents is

I ng copied far and wide. In fact, he
ifar better known than some jurists

lO decide cases involving millions, or

'0 guard the constitution in Wash-
irton. His articles have been printed

i our foremo.st magazines and if the

r:ounts which have been written of

1; man and his work were gathered
l';y would make a small library. He
inow in the East to make arrange-
i.nts for the publication of a book on
'ich he has been engaged for some
ne past. The judge's methods were
<isidered revolutionary at first, and
1'ue was much shaking of heads by
^i wiseacres who would have pursued
1; old method of treating a boy who
Id committed his first offense as an
ctlaw, destined to prey upon society

J'ever, and consequently fit only for
iprisonment. The judge found a
l';ter method. He knew that every
II has the spirit of mischief, and that

'
• i.ny petty off'enses are committed in

i.jpirit of bravado, rather than from
;y settled criminal instinct in the
l/'s make-up. He put boys on their

Inor when no one but the judge would
f'dit them with having any, and in

1.! great majority of cases he has not
^ *•'' l;n disappointed. He has given hun-

(>ds of youths in trouble a helping
Ind and they are now making first-

< ss young citizens. Judge Lindsey
Is many years before him in which

rTwli^'-^' develop his juvenile court system,
• f he was only boin in 1869. He is a

itive of Tennes.'-ee. He was educated
ithe public schools. He became judge
< the County Court and judge of the
./venile Court in Denver in 1900, and
.')rtly after originated his famous
stem. He has written a book on

; o( brot:

stuiE:

The Poet Bjornson

the problem of the children, which
has been widely read, and he is also

the author of several laws passed by
the State Legislature of Colorado, such
as the Juvenile Court Law, and others
of a sociological nature.

THE appointment of Governor
Charles E. Hughes of New York

to succeed the late Justice Brewer in

the United States Supreme Court is

a fitting recognition of distinguished
ability and of valuable public services.

There are many who will regret Gov-
ernor Hughes' decision to withdraw
from the tumultuous life of politics.

His retirement is a distinct loss to the

Empire State, to which he has given a

clean, efficient, upright administration.

He has been the foe of gambling and
of graft in every form, and it would be

difficult to point to any instance in his

career as Governor that has not been
marked by caieful and conscientious

consideration of the people's interests.

In the opinion of many good citizens.

Governor Hughes is a public servant
who might have measured up to the

Presidential stature; but all dreams or

ambitions which he may have cherished

in that direction are now laid aside.

Yet, even though he may withdraw
from the activities of public life, he

will still remain an imposing figure

and one for whom the American peo-

ple will continue to entertain a warm
personal interest and a generous ad-

miration.

ONE of the most hard-fought

Senatorial contests in recent

years was the one in Mississippi, which
resulted in the victory of Hon. LeRoy
Percy, a noted lawyer of that State.

Senator Percy succeeds Senator Gor-

don, whose farewell speech, pleading

for the abolition of all sectional lines

and feeling, caused such favorable

Governor Charles £. Hughes

comment. Senator Percy is confident
that the people of his State are with
him and has even declared his willing-
ness to stand again for election within
a specified period in order that no one
can doubt his right to Senatorial
honors. His frankness and fearless-

ness have won him many friends both
North and South.

HARDLY had Mark Twain passed
away before another great figure

in the world of letters, which has no
geographical divisions, laid down his

woik and went over to the great ma-
jority. Bjornstjerne Bjornson, poet,

novelist, dramati.'^t, reformer and pub-
licist, died on April 26. It is a long
row of titles, yet the great Norwegian
deserved them all, as he had won a rep-
utation in each sufficient for any man
to be acclaimed above his fellows.

Strictly speaking he was a man whose
activities will be identified with the
nineteenth century, for ill health for
several years has prevented him from
carrying on the various lines of work
he loved so well, and several times
when he has been ill the papers have
had rumors of his death. Although
famous throughout all Scandinavian
countries, he has been almost equally
so in Great Britain and America, and
especially so in France. In fact, a
number of years ago a prominent
French writer referred to Bjornson as
"the Hugo of the North." He was born
in December, 1832, at Kvikne, Oester-
dalen, Norway. His father was pastor
of the small village church. He was
an imaginative youth and dearly loved
to listen to stories of the Bible heroes
and to the weird historic and legendary

. tales of the Northland. The beauty of

the country about Noesset, where the
family moved while he was yet a small
boy, left a lasting impress on his poetic

mind. He was educated at Molde and

Senator Leroy Percy

the University of Christiania. He be-

gan to write early, and his peasant
stories written before 1860 have
hardly been surpassed. Then he made
his home in Rome and in Copenhagen.
In Italy he composed Kong Svei're and
Sigui-d Slembe, considered two of the
noblest productions of Norwegian lit-

erature, and on his return he was
granted an annual pension by the Par-
liament of Norway. He became inter-

ested in politics and for a time was an
ardent radical. He came to America
in 1880, and 'for several months lec-

tured in different cities of the United
States. Then he took up his abode in

Paris. His later works dealt largely

with sociological and religious ques-
tions.

All Scandinavian countries were
plunged in mourning when the news
was flashed over the wires from distant

Paris that the great writer was no
more. The King of Norway sent a
message of sympathy to Bjornson's
widow in which he said that his death
was a loss to Norway which could not
be repaired. The Storthing, the par-
liament of Norway, voted him the un-
usual honor of a State funeral and
tributes were paid to his memory by
the president of the Storthing and by
several deputies.

Although a Norwegian by birth, he
spent several years in Denmark, where
he was universally honored. It wa^
arranged to receive the body at Copen-
hagen with royal honors and to trans-

port it on a warship to Christiania,

while a fleet of Danish warships acted
as the escort. The streets were hung
with mourning emblems, which were
all the more efl^ective from the fact

that they were a true outward sign of

the inward grief of all classes of peo-

ple from King to peasant. Many
came in from outside districts to see

the funeral procession pass from the

railway station to the docks.

V^7> REVIVAL AT EAST ORANGE, N. J. K^T^

iif«n

|"^HE recent evangelistic services conducted jointly in East Orange, N. J., by

the Park Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church and the Park Avenue Church

- of the Disciples of Christ proved to be the largest and most interestmg reli-

jous undertaking ever attempted in that city.

<ant Colfax Tullar, who has had general charge
( evangeli-stic work for twenty years, and who is

i'member of the former church, conducted each
•vice. He was assisted by his as.sociate, Isaac H.
i;redith, the singer, and Mrs. Ida Hirst Gifford.

'; piani-st, as well as the pastors of the two

_ <Jrches—Rev. Dr. William Wallace Youngson and
Jv. L. N. D. Wells. Afternoon services, which con-
ted of prayer and Bible reading, were held at the

i'thodist Church, while the evening services were
^iducted at the Church of the Di-sciples. The
fining meetings were largely attended. Over one
Indred confessed Chri.st.
Mr. Meredith's choir of 1-50 male and female

\ces was chosen from the best singers in each of

^ .-t- two churches. Everybody in the audience sang,
*'. yr.;'^"*^ ^"<^ sinner alike, and the large edifice fairly

I'erberated. l.aac H. Meredith

Several special meetings were conducted during the series, one of the most note-

worthy being a musical service entitled, "The Story of the Pink Rose." The
church was decorated with six hundred beautiful pink roses, which were

distributed the next day to the "sick, sorrowful and
sinful" of the Oranges and Newark, by one hundred
volunteer workers.

Another special meeting which attracted wide-

spread attention was the great mass meeting for

men only. Mr. Tullar spoke on the subject "Soul

Poison," choosing his text from Ezek. 18: 20, "The
soul that sinneth, it shall die." Another feature was
"The Big Meeting for Little Folks," ranging in age
from six to sixteen years. Fully five hundred

. -^^^^^.^ children listened with rapt attention to the address

^A ^^^Bjf hy Mr. Meredith. The movement was brought to a
^^^^L ^^^^^^ successful close on Sunday, Februai-y 27, when

^^^^^^^^^^^ nearly the entire day was devoted to service. The

^^^^^^9!^^^^^^ programme commenced with a "Sunrise" service.

^^^^^^^^^^k In the afternoon, the Bible Schools of both churches

^^^^^^^^P l^^k. he^d a rally meeting in the Disciples Church. No
H^BBBIi i ^^

I
collections were taken at these meetings. Before
the movement started, sufficient money was con-

tributed to defray all the expenses.
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

I. L. H.. Windsor, N. Y. What is the pro-

portionate ownership of wealth and land

in England ? And where does the finan-

cial thermometer stand in the United States

of America ?

We have been unable to secure statistics on

the ownership of land in England. Write to

the Secretary of the Treasury for information

in regard to United States finances.

P. A. N., Danville, Ky. Do the second and
fourth verses of the sixth chapter of Gen-
esis warrant the belief that the "sons of

God" and the "daughters of men" were
two distinct types of people—superior and
inferior?

The "sons of God" were the descendants of

Seth, who had maintained, in a measure, their

true spiritual filial relationship to God by obe-

dient, upright lives, and who could still look up

to him as a Father. On the other hand, the

Cainites, by godlessness and disobedience, had

been cut off from this spiritual relationship,

and in the reckoning of genealogy from Adam,
the Sethites had disowned the descendants of

Cain. Alienated from God, the offspring of

Cain became the "children of men." This is

the view taken by leading scholars, though

there are others who hold differently.

S. V. C, Lakeville, Nova Scotia, Canada. Tell

me through the columns of Our Mail-Bag
what the Prince of Wales' given name is,

and his eldest son.

The full name of the Prince of Wales is

George Frederick ; his el<lest son's name is

Albert Edward.

A. M. H., Cincinnati, O. What would one have to
do to become a missionary ? 1 live in Cincin-
nati and am a girl of seventeen.

Write to Mr. A. P. Fitt, Moody Institute, Chica-

go, or to Secretary, Oberlin College, Oberlin, O.,

for instructions as to course of training necessary.

Communicate also with the mission board of your
own denomination.

L. H., Wilkesbarre, Pa. Are I. Peter 3: 3 and I.

Tim. 2 : 9 to be taken literally—as forbidding
the wearing of jewelry and fancy clothes ?

There is no injunction against neatness and
suitable apparel. The warning in the passages re-

ferred to was directed against vanity and inordi-

nate dress, and the foolish adornments which pre-

vailed in the society of that age.

C. F. W., Kamilton, N. Y. What means the
term Latin-American ?

Latin America is the term used for "the na-
tions south of the United States whose people

ero mostly descended from a union of the Latin
races of the Old World with the native races of

the new." The Latin races of the Old World
are those races whose languages have been de-

rived from the Latin, such as the Italians,

Portuguese, Spanish, French, etc. The Span-
iards and Portuguese were the Latin races

most closely identified with Latin America.

A. J. M., Philadelphia, Pa. Why the difference in
the language used in the Lord's Prayer as
given by Matthew and Luke, and why the fact
that the sentence in the everyday version
"forgive us our trespasses," etc., does not ap-
pear as part of the work of either of the two
inspired writers ? If it be said that the three
versions mean exactly the same thing, why
does Luke's report of the words dictated by
the Lord himself not take in the closing sen-
tence "for thine is the kingdom," etc.? I have
sought this information from ministers, and
not having received a satisfactory answer, I

now apply to you.

There is no absolute evidence that the prayer
was taught on one occasion only. Matthew reports
it as given during the Sermon on the Mount, and
Luke (who was not one of the twelve) places its

delivery after the close of the Galilean ministry,
but mentioning no time or place. Many of the
best scholars regard the position of the prayer in
Matthew as unhistorical and give the preference
to Luke, although it by no means follows that
even he gives the original form. If delivered on
more than one occasion, the prayer may have had
one form for a small group of disciples, and an-
other form for the whole body of Jesus' followers.
And this might account for the presence of a
clause in one version which was absent in the
other. The word "trespasses" may be regarded
simply as a variant. Furthermore, it is conjec-
tured that Luke made certain changes in the ex-
pressions of the prayer, to make its meaning
clearer to Gentile hearers. Cyril, Bishop of Jeru-
salem, is the first writer who e.xpressly mentions

the use of the Lord's Prayer in religious worship,

but it was not generally used in Christian churches

during the early days. There is no evidence that

it was employed by the apostles. Luke omits the

closing doxology, and although it appears in

Matthew's Gospel as we now have it, it is not to

be found in any of the early manuscripts, and is

probably an interpolation due to liturgical use.

W. C, Western, N. Y. 1. Where is Martinez
de Campos, who commanded forces in Cuba
during the rule of Spain ? Tell something
of his life. 2. Is Spain a republic or mon-
archy? 3. What is its general religious

faith ?

1. General Martinez de Campos died in 1900.

He was born in 1831, and first served in the

war in Morocco in 1859-60. He distinguished

himself in the Carlist war in Spain. He com-
manded in Cuba in 1877, where he defeated the

insurgents, and again in 1895. He left before

the war with the United States began. 2. Spain

who has done the most for peace. Full in-

formation may be obtained from the Board of

Directors of the Nobel Institute, Stockholm,

Sweden.

J. L. G., Pigeon Forge, Tenn. Do we at this

day and time have such an affliction (or

anything corresponding to it) as being
"possessed of evil spirits" ? Was, or is it a
disease of the body, mind, or soul ? Which ?

All the evangelists wrote of this affliction as

by no means rare or astonishing, but rather as

a very sad but common form of human suffer-

ing, which science in our own day would be apt

to refer to some obscure disease, such as epi-

lepsy, hysteria, St. Vitus' dance, mania in some
form, or chronic melancholia. There are cer-

tain physical conditions to-day in which the

worst part of the victim's nature is actively

disclosed and a demon seems to master the man.
There are some who take the view, however,

that demoniac possession was peculiar to that

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies

W. Allen White

WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE, owner and
editor of the Emporia (Kan.) Gazette,

is a national character. His map^azine and
newspaper work has made him one of the fore-
most of American writers, and his books are
read everywhere. His treatment of the prob-
lems of the day is bold and original and his

literary work proves him a close and observant
judge of human nature and of social conditions.
To Editor White was addressed the question:

"Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered
active life, and is it an advantage or not for a
public man to-day to be known as a professing
Christian ?

"

His reply, which is given below, is one that
will merit careful reading. It is the answer of
a keen and comprehensive observer and accu-
rately reflects the religious progress which is so
marked a feature at the present time.

THE EMPORIA GAZETTE
December 20, 1909.

" I feel entirely sure that there never has been a time in the history of the
world when the Christian message was more deeply embedded in the life of

the people than it is to-day. More and more are our institutions reflections of

the spirit of Christ. More and more are the relations of the people to one
another honest and kind and simple. I think there never has been a time in

the world when all men had so much good will toward one another, nor when
this good will was so much a part of human institutions, political and commer-
cial and religious.

" It seems to me that the time has passed when the Sunday School poli-

tician or business man may be sneered at. It was a fashion twenty years ago to
sneer at Sunday School men, but to-day more and more the bad man is getting
out of politics and the good man is taking his place, and generally speaking,
the good man is anchored to some church
or creed which he is not at all ashamed to

proclaim and testify to." ^^^f(A/^

is a constitutionaf monarchy. 3. The Roman
Catholic is the State church. There are only a
few Protestants.

A. C. R., Toronto, Ont. I have a. $50 Confed-
erate States of America bill dated Rich-
mond, February 17, 1864, and payable three
years after the ratification of a treaty of
peace between the Confederate States and
the United States. Can you tell me,
through The Mail-Bag columns, if this
has any market value and where I might
dispose of same?

It is only worth a few cents, as there- are a
great many of the bills in existence.

S. A. S., Chicago. Tell me who Nobel is that
made provision for the Nobel prizes.
Where born and nationality.

Alfred J. Nobel was a Swedish scientist, the
inventor of dynamite. He died in 1896 and
left his fortune of $9,000,000 to found a fund
the interest of which should be distributed to
those who had mostly contributed to the good
of humanity. It is divided into five prizes:
For the most important discovery in physics,
the most important chemical discovery, most
important medical discovery, one to the per-
son who in literature has done the most ex-
cellent work of an idealistic tendency, and one
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age
; that it was a state kindred to madness

and one in which self-consciousness and indi-
viduality were obscured and the whole being
was under the domination of an evil power;
but the modern idea is that disease and vice
and long habits of sin and indulgence were of
themselves sufficient to create the condition de-
scribed in the Gospels.

H. H. W., Trenton, N. J. Are Galloway and
Galway two words for the same district in
Great Britain ?

No. Galloway is a district in southwest
Scotland on the English border ; Galway is in
Ireland and there is a city of that name.

Amos H., Andover, O. Almost all that we
know about prehistoric races is speculative.
Science has supplemented these speculations by
the testimony of the rocks and caves, and by
the various, monuments and inscriptions found
in Egypt, Babylonia, and Assyria ; but the
amount of information is still meagre. There
is a mention of giant races, who lived before
the Flood (see Gen. 6: 4), but nothing is

known of their origin. The Bible itself gives
no clue to the* age of the human race. It
merely says: "In the beginning." Ussher's
chronology, based largely on Jewish chronol-

ogy, is at variance with the chronologie; if

Petavius, Hales, Jackson, and Bunsen. A:
i

example : Ussher places the Creation of A n

in 4004 B.C. ; Bunsen, 20,000 B.C.

H. M., Halifax, N. S. Where in Afric ;.

Rorke's Drift and when did the far ,v

battle of the name occur?

Rorke's Drift is on the boundary of > ,1

and Zululand, South Africa. A small nui r

of British soldiers here beat back a large j

army and saved the colony, January 22, 18

J. L. C, Chambers, Neb. Who is the authi if

the lines, "The mills of God grind slowly i

they grind exceding small" ?

They are from the German poem, "Retribut
by Friedrich von Logau, which Longfellow ti -

lated. The next line is: "Tho' with patient ,-

stands waiting, with exactness grinds He all.

R. B.. Worcester, Mass. What does our il

sacrament come from ?

It comes from the Latin sacramen i.

meaning an obligation or oath. Less oft a

mystery.

Miscellaneous
L. G. P.. Batesbury, S. C. No.

If F. D. G., Louisville, Ky., will send full i

and address, we will send reply by mail.

If M. E. J., Farwell, Minn., will send full i

and address, we will send reply by mail.

Subscriber, Oakdale, Calif. Certainly,
are Protestants, and good Protestants, too,

C. M. S., North Bend, Ore. We have rlu
seen the expression abbreviated. Probabls
first letters of the words would be used, b
would be practically meaningless.

If Davis P., of Washington, D. C, will

full name and address and repeat question
will give answer in full. We cannot an
anonymous communications in The MAIL'

Reader. The passage in Rev. 20 : 5 is f

in the Greek Testament, and there is lu

thority for the statement that it was il

by those who translated the Greek into

J. L. A., Philadelphia. No one can
tize concerning the millennium. It is tM

of Christians both to work and pray an
for the second coming, and to carry oiif

work, meanwhile, of preaching the Gosp ;

all nations.

W. B. G., Somerset, Ky. There is nothing f-

inite known regarding Jesus' boyhood after tive

years, up to the time when he began hiS r ic

ministry. There are traditions which state at

he went to India, but nothing authentic oi le

subject.

Mrs. H. S. F., Asseo, Minn. There are i ly

passages on the subject. See Rom. 16 :

IL Cor. 2: 11; II. Tim. 2 : 26 ; James - :

Eph. 4 : 27, etc. When Christ is in the it

and controlling the life, the enemy is powe >

He may set snares and temptations in our h.

but he cannot enter the heart without our n-

sent.

Tom C. H., Wilmington, N. C. History
that there have been excesses on both
Catholic and Protestant, but these are t -

of the long past and it is right that they s iii

be now left to a kindly oblivion. It is nc if

duty of a Christian pastor to stir up striff ut

to preach Christ and him crucified. S a-

tionalists may take the other view ; but ir ''-^

Republic, where all religions are tolerated, is

folly and wickedness to incite sectarian li-

mosities.

J. L. H., Paces, Va. There is certainly no iK

wrong in violin or banjo playing. The enjoy nt

of music is one of the most agreeable of pleas 's.

You should make an effort to attend church, en

if you cannot attend^regularly. The Seri re

admonishes us not to "forsake the assembli of

onrselves together," and there is a special bk ig

on the observance of the ordinance of relif
~

"honoring the Lord in his temple." We *

there are many situated so that they canri' ''

tend regular service, and we sympathize 'h

them in their deprivation of a very great priv '«?

One may be a (Christian and yet not be pe 't-

There is no one perfect, save one, that is. Go

O. E. G., Grand Rapids, Mich. In my y ''•

ful days, I found the enclosed lines in the ''

bath Day Miscellany, in my father's lil y-

They impressed me so deeply that I comn f'

them to memory

:

Could we with ink the ocean fill.

And were the skies of parchment ma
Were every stalk on earth a quill.

And every man a scribe by trade;

To write the love of God above
Would drain the ocean dry

;

Nor could the scroll contain the whole
If stretched from sky to sky.

' There are several variants of the sar '"

circulation. The original is said to have e"

written on the walls of a cell.
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a ihJ^ Women in Council
' TTE have not yet had time enough to receive

Jxj many letters for this new department, so

» » interesting to every woman and so likely to

i useful to mothers and daughters, but a few have

(me in from which quotations are made this week.

lere is a problem that puzzles one woman. Can
)U who read offer her a solution?

Discouraged
Husband

an Ed and I.

ttOQS

9

"In our married life of fifteen

years no two people in the whole
world have had more happiness
We started out together with a

nail capital of money and a big fund of courage,

)od cheer and confidence in God and ourselves. We
illed together, both of us energetic, both willing to

,ork, both trying to save a little and invest our sav-

gs for the future. We have three children—two
ivs and a girl—and we have been blessed with
alth and a measure of prosperity. A year ago my
jsband was persuaded to put everything he had to

)are in the purchase of a mill and machinery. It

as one of those old-fashioned mills that grind by
ater-power; very few of them are left in our part
' the country. Ed knew nothing
,)out the business, and, of course,

,'ither did I. We mortgaged our
;tle home, and, to make a long story

lort, have done nothing but lose

i-ery month in the last twelve. We
•e poorer than when we began. I am
pt so discouraged as my husband is.

e has lost his grip, says he has
jined us, and sits in the house from
orning till night, hardly speaking,
)metimes smoking his pipe and some-
mes reading trashy novels. He is so
OSS to the children that they are
'fraid to come near him. Whenever
joybody knocks at the door, we both
feel sure it is a collector coming with
dun. What to do next is our ques-
on; but my husband has not the
•esolution to answer it. The mill

ands idle and is the monument of our
5lly."

: What counsel have you to offer this

'ife and husband? How are they to

xtricate themselves from their slough
f despond? Why does a man break
own completely when things go
I'rong, while a woman generally' has
ufficient elasticity to try again? Any
:ne who can contribute so much as a
jntence or two in illumination of the
erplexing condition in which this

larried couple are placed should post
letter to the editor of this page be-

ore the week ends. Here is an ex-
ract from another and different kind
f letter:

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

social disposition and her husband dislikes company.
Here is her dilemma:

Who Shall Be "Before our marriage, John was
My Escort? my most devoted attendant every-

where. He went with me to call
on friends, to evening socials, and such places of
amusement as we both enjoyed, and seemed to have
as much satisfaction in going about as I did myself.
We had been married hardly a month when he de-
clared that his intention was to settle down, and
said it was a waste of time and strength either to
entertain friends or visit the neighbors. As for con-
certs and socials, John flatly refuses to accompany
me to them, although he does not object to my going
with any one else who asks me. A young man in the
neighborhood, who is evidently sorry for me, has
volunteered his services; but I do not like to be seen
too often with him when I have a husband who is

perfectly able to be my companion, if he were not,
unfortunately, too selfish to give me pleasure."

GATHERING WILD-FLOWERS

The darlings all return once more
When Spring comes tripping to the door;

The dandelions star the grass.

O'er valley low and mountain pass;

By trodden way and lonely place

Some flower uplifts a smiling face;

And cheerily the children run

To gather blooms beneath the sun.

I Good "When my good

,

Example man is away, as he
r often is on business for several
>'eeks at a time, I am at pains to keep up our habit
f family prayers. The children and I read a chap-
ter of the Bible verse about in the morning after
reakfast, after which we kneel and repeat "Our
"ather in Heaven" in concert. My cousin Rufus
ind his wife, who are not church-going people, are

visit us before long and will arrive when my
•>usband is on the road. I do not like to conduct
')rayers in their presence, nor to let the children
ee that I feel shy in doing so. The children are
:een ob.servers, although they are young, and if

nether has prayers in a bedroom they will guess
hat she is ashamed to have them before Cousin
^ufus. Tell me what to do."
The only thing to do is to go on with the family

ife as usual when guests are m your home. They
ire at liberty to absent themselves from prayers, if

hey choose. You are not at liberty to omit a
ustom that is not only beautiful and hallowed, but
inks your home life with God and heaven. Con-
sider that you now have an opportunity to set a
rood example.
A third letter, and, by the by, the only remaining

ine from which a quotation can be made this week,
outlines a wife's embarrassment when she has a

BY STARLIGHT
By Eleanor R. Johnnon

PILGRIM, despair not. thouRh all hope seem gone;
The night is darkest just before the dawn ;

And even if this one should appear to be
The everlasting night, canst thou not see

The stars, the beacon stars that shine above?
They teach thee. Pilgrim. Faith and Hope and Love.
Faith, that the God who these created hath,

Lord of all Life, and even Lord of Death,
Is all omnipotent to give to thee

His noblest creature, immortality.
Hope, that beyond each immemorial star

Thy heaven and thy dear Lord an<l Father are;
Love, all-abiding love, for this thy Lord,
Who is by all these mighty stars adored.

Who holds within His hand thy petty fate

;

Lo\ e for thy Father, all-compassionate.

Who sees and pities us, his children frail.

And makes these stars across the heavens sail

That we. in looking up. may surely know
Them sent to guide our footsteps here below.

Pilgrim, look up ! Behold the beacons shine

!

What better proof canst have of Love Divine,

That cares for thee, than that through all the night
Thy God hath sent the stars to give thee light?

Pilgrim, look up ! And, kneeling, turn thy face

Toward the sky as toward a holy place.

And pray, O Pilgrim, pray that thou mayst be
A star, a beacon light, for all to see

And learn divinest Faith and Hope and Love
From thy clear shining, like the stars above.

In this case the husband is much to blame, and
should not forget that he is pulling out a plank
from the edifice of his home, which may result later
on in its desolation. The wife is right in her con-
viction that her husband should be her ordinary
escort in public.

The Quick People of hasty tempers that go
Retort off at a touch and explode like

powder on which has dropped a
lighted match ought to be careful not to speak with-
out thought. We seldom regret what we do not
say, but many a time we are humbled and sorrowful
because of a quick retort that should not have left
our lips. Strangely, the temptation to utter hasty
words assails us oftenest when we are in the com-
pany of those whom we love best. It is almost im-
possible in the close intimacy of family life to avoid
differences of opinion and consequent friction unless
people are gifted with great amiability and consid-
erable self-control.

Children should be taught that it is a defect in
character to be careless of the feelings of others.
As for being- proud of a quick temper and pluming
ourselves upon inability to control it, we ought to

regard such an attitude as a sign of
weakness. One almost never hears
any one boast of being patient, gentle
and tranquil, the passive virtues being
thought by many to be much less grand
and noble than their opposites; yet
"better is he that ruleth his spirit than
he that taketh a city."

May-Time "Do you recall," said
Pleasure one friend to another

the other day, "the
May-times of our youth?" The women
who were talking together were both
past their meridian, although they
were active in everything in which
their juniors engaged. Occasionally
they enjoyed dropping into reminis-
cences of the past when they had been
children at school in the middle of the
last century. To their granddaughters
the period seemed as remote as that of
the Roman Empire. In reality, con-
trasted with the long record of history,
the time was very brief. Longer or
shorter, as they glanced back over fifty

years their life's morning loomed viv-

idly in recollection. This was the
special topic of their talk as they re-

called a certain May festival in which
one of them had been queen of the
flowers and the other a fairy queen.
Two stout old ladies now, becomingly
dressed in black silk and soft lace; two
little dainty figures arrayed in white,
one wearing a wreath of flowers and
the other carrying a slender wand in

that past spring day. Yet the same
consciousness that had been theirs in

childhood was theirs in life's afternoon.
"Whenever I think of our May-times," said the

one who had first spoken, "my thought goes back to

your mother sitting up in bed after an illness and
stitching rows of green ivy leaves all around the

sheer white skirts of your costume as the fairy

queen. I have the picture of her before my eyes.

How children take for granted the many little things
their mothers do for them ! They never seem aware
that efforts cost anything, if it be a mother who
plans and toils for them."

"Ah," said the other, "it comes back to us later.

I wonder whether my grandchildren would enter
into a May-queen festival with a tithe of the ardor
and excitement it brought to us in those long-past
golden days!"
She was answered by a rush across the threshold

of merry young girls who had hurried from school

to tell grandmother and aunty about the wonderful
schemes on foot for combining the crowning of a
May-queen with a picnic to the woods. The voices

were as eager, the faces as bright, the laughter as
mirthful as these had been in the days the old ladies

remembered. Each coming generation lives again
the sweet old story that is ever new, of life, love and
gladness. The May-time never ceases to be the
blissful tocsin that rallies the joyousness of youth.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER TEN

The Unknown Helper

WITH all her charms around her

Lady Rose entered. Her smile

made sunshine on her face,

her eyes rained sweet persuasion,

her exquisite form clothed with capti-

vating fitness in a blue cloth suit—its

jaunty pilot coat lined with white satin,

and trimmed with gold lace and gold

buttons bearing the Harley crest. On
her head was a sailor's cap of blue

cloth, gold-banded and tasseled, and at

her throat there was a small golden
anchor fastening the flowing ends of

her white satin neckerchief.
Swift and graceful as a bird, her

movements gave no one time to meet
her. She was at the breakfast table

when Virginia rose with a joyful cry
of welcome. She lifted her mouth for

Virginia's kiss, and as their faces
touched found a moment in which to

whisper: "Everything is to our wish,
my dear."

"Sit down with us, my dear," said

Madame; "a cup of coffee will do you
good."

"Indeed," she cried with a pretty
exaggeration, "I am thankful to be
again among the affectionate mortals
who drink coffee."

"You must have had coffee in Bos-
ton?"

"I assure you, Madame, the Boston-
ians drink little coffee. Tea is the
fashionable drink. Now and then I

smelled the dear little brown berry,
and at intervals I even tasted it, but
coffee like this, Madame!"

"If they get it from Java, it is all

right," said the Captain.
"Faith, Captain! I would not say

as much as that. Coffee is a danger-
ous drink, especially in such times as
these."
"Dangerous! All nonsense!"
"But, Rose," asked Virginia, "why

is coffee specially dangerous in these
times?"

"Because the little spirit in the ber-
ries is a radical, rebellious spirit. Just
as soon as men get dissatisfied, and be-
gin to talk treason, and riot and rebel,
they fly to the coffee houses. They
must have coffee. Look at the New
York merchants!—every one knows
that all their treason was hatched at
Burns' coffee house, and the Mer-
chants' coffee house, and such like
places."
"My word!" cried the Captain, "I

never heard the like. What a pot of
mischief thou hast been brewing
every morning, Katrina."

"Yes, and you see what has come of
it," answered Rose, nodding her head
with an air of absolute conviction. "In
plain truth, coffee is a treasonable
drink. It makes men dissatisfied and
unruly."
"But you like it, my dear—how is

that?" asked Madame.
"I own the fault, Madame. It is

my temper. Naturally I am unreas-
onable and unruly."
By this time Virginia was weary of

Rose's badinage. Her anxiety about
her own affairs was so great that she
could hardly bear the loitering at the
breakfast table. With eyes full of pa-
thetic entreaty she looked into her
friend's face. Rose only answered
with an assuring smile. Virginia said
it of the delaying drink, "she was sure
coffee was quarrelsome—even selfish
and ill-natured."
"Such foolish words you talk, Vir-

ginia," interrupted Madame. "It is a
good spirit that dwells in the little

brown berry. So social, so kind, so
generous! Yes, that is so!"
"We will allow its goodness, Ma-

dame, and to the last three words she

gave an air and tone that said as

plainly as speech, "Be patient."

Virginia was comforted by them,

and she answered Rose's question in a

manner not anticipated. "Miss Cold-

en told me, Rose, that you wrote pret-

ty verses, and that her father thought

you might write stories well."

"You should not have let Miss Cold-
en slander me, Virginia. Rose Harley
write books! And of all indiscretions,

write poetry! Sure, if 1 did not sleep

for a three months, I should never
come to that pass! And if it were
really so, my friends ought not to let

me go abroad—the next of my ca-

prices might be the state of matri-
mony." And she drew Virginia's head
close, and whispered a few words so
softly in her ear that only one of them,
"Arent," was distinguishable. Both
girls laughed, and Rose looked round
the table with such speaking, beaming
eyes that Madame was nonplussed,
and let the coffee she was pouring into
the Captain's cup overflow the brim.
For in that steady glance something-
was told with all the swift, mystical
intelligence of a dream. A moment
or two of absolute silence followed,
and then Madame turned, looked
round the room, and asked with an air
of perplexity, "What is it?"

It was apparently Batavius; and as
soon as he saw Lady Rose, he had an
intention of silently withdrawing, for
he was wearing a shabby and unbe-
coming suit; but Rose was too instant-
ly sensible of hi.s presence to permit
this runaway vanity.
"Here is Captain De Vries," she

cried. "Now we shall have some sen-
sible conversation."
And Batavius could not resist such

flattering words. He came forward
with all his natural self-satisfaction,
e.xplaining—in spite of Rose's petu-
lant denials—the impropriety of his
rough dress in her presence, and his
desire to present himself in all the
extraordinary splendor due to the
proudest moment in his life. And
greatly to Virginia's surprise, she
made room for his chair at her side,
and advised him to ask Madame for a
cup of her excellent coffee. With many
apologies Batavius refused the cof-
fee, and Rose nodded her handsome
head with an air of satisfaction. "I I

was sure you would refuse," she said.
Then Captain Van Vroom took ut)

the explanation, while Batavius
stroked his chin with his left hand,
and assumed a thouahtful, critical at-
titude; and Madame and Virginia
wondered what this sudden friendli-
ness of the once scornful beauty might

[

mean.
i

"There may be something in Lady i

Rose Harley's deductions," said Bata-
vius with slow, considering speech.
"Something!" cried Rose indignant-

ly; "there is everything, I assure you.
Just remember what coffee drinkers
New Yorkers are—and no doubt that
fact accounts for their behavior."

"Well, then," asked Madame, "did
the Bostonians, drinking tea, behave
better?"
"There is where my argument fails,"

said Rose unblushingly. "I am bound
to say their recent conduct has been
abominable. We were told that Bos-
ton—or towns near it—added to all
the mummeries of New York the ab-
surdity of a funeral for Liberty. It
was a childish thing to do, and my fa-
ther was amazed that men of wealth
and position should have taken part
in it."

"The men of wealth and position
knew what thev were doing," said
Captain Van Vroom. "Such mum-
mery they needed not. No, indeed!

Continued on next page

A kiss, a hug, and Baby slips off his mother's

lap into a bowl of clean, warm water.

There he finds two wonderful thing—a Sponge

and a cake of Ivory Soap.

Mother squeezes the sponge and water runs all

over baby's arms, his legs and his little pink toes.

Then she takes the soap, does something with

it—and baby is covered with a soft, creamy sub-

stance that takes all the dirt away and makes

his skin as smooth as satin.

Baby squirms and splutters and splashes. But

he enjoys it. So does his mother. So does every-

body else.

There is nothing in all this world that is cleaner or

sweeter than a clean baby; and there is no better way

to keep a baby clean than by the regular use of Ivory

Soap.

. 99*Koo Per Cent. Pure.Ivory Soap

V J
YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in j r

Churcn or Sunday School, and 5

for every person when you can t

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," forSsforioo. Words and music, 83 very 1

1

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, I
•

PATENTS
Free renort as to Pat

SKCUItKD OR FEE
KKTlTRIVKn.

Free report as to I'atental>ility. Illustrated Guide
liook, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VII TOR J. EVANS & CO., Washington. D. C.

PATENTS that PROTECT 1
Our 3 books for invrntors niailed on receipt of 6 cts. Stan

,
I

B. S. <fe A. B. LACEY .WaBhiDgtoD, P. C. . Dept. 30 ,Eat. 1 J

B[ ][]

Come Girls=get together
and have a Taffy Pull. Make the taffy with

Karo. See how smooth and golden it pulls. How
delicious it tastes. How wholesome it is.

Karo Fudge too—simply perfect

—

and Caramels and Butter Scotch.

aro
CORN SYRUP

Eat it on Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger Bread
Hot Biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

* Send your
name on a post .

card for Karo C
Cook Book —
fifty pages in-
cluding thirty perfect
recipes for home candy
making.
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO.

nept. O. P. o. Box 161, New York
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

y^Tt

jfisii

zua

3c

llr patriotism was founded on jus-

and fed by reason and common
e. With the mass of people this

ot so. By their feelings they are

]ei Reason they do not listen to

—

lil children are they. Facts could

ncmake them feel the touch of slav-

er but they understood the funeral

the presence of the rich and great

it;.
When a man is educated, facts

treasons will lead him—the unedu-

d must be moved through their

engs. What say you, Batavius?"
Veil, my Captain, I was—as you

]^rv—born and christened in Am-
j^^jfit.iam. I am a sailor, a coffee brok-

^J^r'and a man of trade. And I am
tignst all this quarreling with the

gomment. It breaks up friendships.

a old friends get out of my way, as

-t'j f ley owed me money. Business af-

a; all go backward. Men will not

'({, and are poor a-s a matter of

)se—pigeons ready cooked do not

lyinto the mouth. I say nothing
gnst liberty. Liberty may be very

;o., but it is no good for us. There
! For twenty years I have heard

^i York grumbling at the govern-

ta«t, so then I know what to think of

gflrs in A.D. 176.5"—and Batavius
" ihgged his shoulders in hopeless

TSuiV fiioproval of the insubordinate New
fccers.

'ou are speaking for a purpose,
JjLvius, and I like it not," said the
;s;ain.

Jut, sir, such .sentiments are wise

n prudent," answered Rose, "and I

,^-,, ID sure Captain DeVries can be
Irited with any kind of sentiments."

Th turning to Virginia she said,

"Iir Virginia, you have a .sensible

Jo'i-, and I hope you approve his

op ions," but to these words she

ad'd a look which not only asked,
bucommanded opposition. And Vir-

gi 1 under-stood the situation, and
ar^-ered with spirit, "I hate them!"

n I )h, fie! Is that how matters stand?
' ^ W\d will it mean when you are mar-

rit I wonder?"
i will tell you in plain Dutch what

j
it 'ill mean," replied Batavius. "It

^jwi' mean that my Virginia will

Bhige her opinions when she changes
hemame."

Virginia will never change a letter

ofier opinions. She likes not your
of'ions. They are not the truth!"
ar Virginia emphasized her state-

m ts by a decided little blow with
hf hand on the table; the cups and——th' glasses echoed it, and Rose ex-

_ cl,,ned

:

^^ 3ravo, Virginia! I like to strike
^^fiafrom a soul; the spark fell on fine

tiler this time! And how pretty you
lo' when you blaze!"

r^ ^ome, come," said Madame, "you
'iKi:;v too close to quarreling." And she
be>oke by a glance the Captain's in-

teerence.

Batavius," he said, "I have lis-

rte d to you. I like not your words."
' Captain, I am a sailor and a cof-
fe broker, also I am a Dutchman
bci in Amsterdam; and my experi-
ei^f—for I am a man of experience
—IBS taught me that trade and com-
nice are oppo.sed to what men call
Uilrty and patriotism."

That is not the truth, Batavius. It
is^ven a gigantic untruth! Com-
m!ce and trade feed liberty, and
nise patriotism, and when they are
wnged, find the ways and means to
dond them."
La, gentlemen, do not quarrel!

V^inia also is flaming. I only am
^gffl, and reasonable, and inclined to
k(» the peace."

[ will .see that you all have tea in
tr afternoon," said Madame.
Katrina, I will drink only choco-

'a this night, and I will gointo the
ci now, before Lady Rose has time

^ c'^nve the good drink a bad charac-
te"

fadame went out of the room with

^^ n< husband, and when she i-etumed.

the^

she found Batavius still lingering.
"Art thou not going?" she asked
crossly. "A great deal Virginia and
Rose have to talk over and arrange.
Weddings are not made without talk
and trouble."
"As it is my wedding, moeder, that

is to be talked over, it is proper I

should remain."
"How mistaken you are!" cried

Lady Rose. "You have nothing to do
with your wedding, except to make
Virginia the necessary promises. From
this day, Virginia comes into author-
ity; complete obedience is all that v/ill

be required of you."
"There is a good fire in the best

parlor, and the room is warm, and the
key in the door," said Madame, "and
if you girls will go there with your
recrets, I can get the breakfast things
cleared away."

"Oh, you good moeder!" exclaimed
Virginia; "so kind, so thoughtful are
you !

"

Then Batavius made elaborate
adieux, and with a daring born of that
impudent bravado which always
chooses some unlucky moment, he
came towards Virginia. The inten-
tion to embrace. hei- was lo evident th ^

the girl turned pale and shrank aside,
and Rose stepped quickly between
them.

"Oh, Captain!" she exclaimed, "let

me make you sensible of the impor-
tance of your presence to-night. My
father and Captain Robert Lawson
are coming to pay their respects to
Captain Van Vroom and yourself. I

own that I have made this interview
seem important to them, for Lawson
is about to sail for India with troops
for General Clive. So it is to seas
quite unknown he is going, and I ven-
tured to tell him you knew all about
the winds and tides and best harbors
of that strange land. Upon my honor,
I think I gave you credit for knowing
something of the language of the
people. Indeed, Lawson is most anx-
ious to meet you, and I must confess
that I assured him, not only of your
knowledge, but of your good-nature

—

and so pledged my own honor for your
willingness to instruct Captain Law-
son."

To be continued

Northern Baptist Convention
'T^HE sessions of the Northern Baptist Com-

vention will be held in ChicaKo, May K to

1.3. The meetings will be held in the larprc

Bartlett Gymnasium of the University of Chi-

caRo. There are one million and a quarter of

Baptists in the territory covered by the North-

ern Baptist Convention. The Southern Baptist

Convention will meet in Baltimore immediately

after the great meetinsrs in Chicago. The
Baptists of the South, like those cf the Noi-th.

are profoundly interested in a forward move-

ment in missions, and the former will endeavor

to send sixty additional foreign missionaries for

the coming year. The Baptists cf the North

talk of sending one hundred additional for-

eign missionaries for the coming year. The
pre.sident of the Northern Baptist Convention

is Dr. Harry Pratt Judson, president of the

University of Chicago, who will deliver one of

the important addresses. The Baptists of Chi-

cago manifested great enthusiasm in arrang-

ing for the convention. Professor Shailer

Mathews of the University of Chicago is chair-

man of the Committee on Arrangements. All

delegates bear their own expenses, except the

missionaries and the speakers, who are enter-

tained by the Chicago committee.

The new plan of the annual budget and the

work of the Apportionment Committee, in ap-

portioning the amount to be rasied for mis-,

sions for each State and for each church, has

been a great success. There will be interesting

reports from the General Council of the Baptist

Brotherhood, the Convention E.xecutive Com-
mittee, the Finance Committee, the General
Apportionment Committee, the General Com-
mittee on Christian Stewardship, the Commis-
sion on Ministerial Relief Agencies. Commis-
sion on City Mission Problems, the Social Ser-

vice Series, etc.

The Baptist Year Book, just published, gives

the number of Baptists in the United States

at 5,266,369 ; 49,045 Baptist churches, and 33.909

ministers. The sum of $24,122,911 was raised

for all purposes last year.
Warren G. Partridge. D.D.

The Ho^vard Watch
The American re-

turning from
Europe likely as not
brings home a HOWARD. Per-

haps he better appreciates this

American Watch when he finds

it the finest practical timepiece

to be had in London, Rome,
Paris or Berhn.
To be sure, it has no chimes, no

music box, no cuclvoo attachment, but

it is marvellously accurate in recording

time—and the American is just hard-

headed enough to think that is what a

watch is for. Europeans also are becom-
ing so sordid and Americanized that

they begin to think so, too.

This is quite a change from the day
when the rich American, buying here

at home, insisted on a European watch.

Times change—and timepieces. The
Howard watch is the same price in all

countries, and it comes through the U.

S. Custom House duty free. A How-
ard IS always worth what you pay for it.

The price of each Howard is fixed

at the factory and a printed ticket

attached—from the 17-jewel (double-

roller escapement) in a " Jas. Boss"
or "Crescent" gold-filled case at $40
to the 23-jewel in a 14-k. solid gold

case at $150.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD
Jeweler in your town and talk to him. He is a good man to know.
Drop us a postal card. Dept. W.and we will send you a HOWARD book of
value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

D

Floor Polish
QUALITY

If you have
never used

Butcher's

Boston

Polish
on your floors, you do not know ^\ hat it is to
havea Perfectly Finished Floor. There are imita-
tions, but none of equal excellence.

It is the .STANDARD in the different trades,
throughout the UNITED STATES and CANADA
When finishing vour floors use BUTCHER'S

BOSTON POLISH and be convinced of its

merits.
Send for our free booklet

The Butcher Polish Company
356 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

Does yoOT cnurch uae IXIH\'II^DA^
COM.MI/NION CUPS? If not. send us
34.75 for a tray (like cut) and :i6 plain

glasses. Or %h •!:< with 44 plain i^laasea.

Money i-efiindeil If not entirely aatls^

faoforv. Over li.i'ion churchea use.

THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE CO., Box 125, Lima Ohio

5 Fine POST CARDS
^^ St'iul only •!< 9taQii> at"l in-eive 5

colored (iold ami Embosscil Canis
FREE to uitroduce post rani uffer.
CAPITAL CAK1> CO.. Dept. 13*^. Topeka

FREE
Kau.

WHILE WAITING
Instead of keeping unemployed the funds

you expect to have use for later, let them bear
earnings at 5 per cent, until such time as you
are ready for them. We can handle your tem-
porary investments as profitably for you as
more permanent accounts. Your funds may be
deposited or withdrawn on any date- Earnings
credited lorfulltime.

5°/° A YEAR
Established 17years and conducted under N.Y,
Banking Dept. Supervision. Our record Is
open to public examination in their files.

Assets over - $2,000,000
Surplus and Profits, 150.000

Write for Booklet, which
contains many interesting facts.

Industrial Savings and Loan Co.

2 Times Building

42d St. and Broadway, New York

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I 10 Decoration Day, 10 cts.
10 Rose. 10 cts.

I
10 Fourth of July, 10 cts.

Any thief paokaKt'S maileil for *25 rents.
80 feiits per UH) cards — assorted tlesigns.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON,CONN.

For 3.'. years wo ha
the higiiebl returns
niethoiis. First ni<»

hich we can lecom
edtigati

c been paying our customers
cousiiitent with cotiservativei

tgage loans of $2U0 and up
neiid after the ni"st thorough
i'lriiso ask for L>Faa Liat No. 701

vestor;|:jr> Certificates of Deposit al^o for sa

STAMPS
100 different, foreign. FREE. Postasp 2o

(;.»i.l niilv t" lliMsc iinMiti..nliii; Chbisiian
Hfrald Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo. 0.
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Mother says: To make
good gravy, thicken with

Kingsford's Corn Starch, not

flour— flour makes lumpy
gravy and that raw taste.

Kingsford's Corn Starch

is the best thickening for all

gravies, soups and sauces.

Send a post card today, and we will

|. r,^' mail without charge our remarkable

1 V^ little Cook Book "O." "What a cook

ought to know about corn starch.'*

» 'yV I It contains one hundred and

^y^ ( sixty-eight of the best recipes
'
f J ou ever tried.T

**s».

r. Kingsford
& Son

Oswego, N.Y.

National Starch Co..

Successors

Hunyadi^l
Janos

10, 25 AND 50 CENTS
// not found at druggists, stnt by mail an receipt of price

REQUA MFG. CO.. 1186 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Varicose
Veinsm

If you know you have Varicose
Veins, don't "let it go," for such
tliiiit,'.^ if left to themselves do not
Kt't lielter, but worse. Begin now
weuiing our Seaniles.s Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKING

and save yourself years of suf-
fering. The best tieatineut
yet discovered by n^edieal
science for troubles of this

sort. Illustrated booklet,
prices, SfIf-measure direc-
tions ghi'lly sent free.

Curtis & Spindell Co., Elastic
Weavers, 202 Orford St., Lynp, Mass.

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes
Best remedy for JSs-^nmiS^

CONSTIPAT I O N
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

Buy **Kalainazoo Komfort" Noiv
Each Piece Trade
Marked and Gnar-

anteed

> that luxurioas rest and relax
atioD which givrs renewed «ner§ry
and makes the hnt. sultrv davs COOl
aitd dellghtfol. Be truly comfortable
when reading, resting or ill Tlie

expense is only nf^-minal Our reclining
chair, antomatlcally adjusting itself t"

every position, will do all this for you. Writ

r

us for free trial tiffer and catalogue No. US,
showing ten models of this chair and si.\U

other designs <if suriinu-i furniture, Abk
vnurd.'al.rf.ir SupeHor Quality lawn fnrnltii

Ikmm comfortable, attraeti\. and distinctive.
KALAMAZOO SLED CO., 595 Third St., Kalamazoo, Mich

.' you r

A^PIklT^ My Sanitary Coffee and Tea Biake«
'*^'^l^ i ^* produce a pure, sweet cup. Needs no

settler nor strainer and
"

never wears out. Saves fea
and Coffee, money and
health. Kvery wife buys at
siLjht. New inventions.
Send 15c for 50c size of
cither, postpaid, or will

send sample of both for
2tic. Without question the
two best sollin articles

ever invented. Order both. TEA MAKFR
Dr. Lyons, 1480 I>"y ^t*. Pekln, 111,

20 DIFFERENT DESIGNS
:an ship immediately in anyquantitv. Need

No Boat House. Never Lealt. Rust, Check. Crack
or Rot. Every boat has water-tiglit coinpart-

nicnl. so cannot sink. IftemoiiBtrator Ai;eiits
Wanted In Every Community. Write for

1 rce Illustrated Cutaloir and Special Prices. [3i]

MleMgan Steel Boat Co. 332 H, llcnio Ave.. Detroit, nieh.

BronchlaxTroches
A convenient and effective remedy for Coughs and
Hoarseness, Invaluable in BronchialandLungT roubles
and to Singers and Speakers for clearing the voice.
Entirely free from cpiatcs or any harmful ingredient.
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $).00 per box.
Sample mailed on request.

JOHN 1 BROWN & SON. Bo.-rton. Mass.

ELECTRO-
SILICON

restores the natural lastre of
S 1 1. A' K K WA R K easily and
qnickly ; does not scratch or wear.
Bright housekeepers who de-

mand the best, quickest and cheapest use Klec-
tro-Silicoti—the standard for over 40 years.
Send address for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box. post-pair!. 15 cts. in ptamps-

The riectro Siliron Co.. 30 riiff Street, New York.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists Everywhere.

VAr*ITITlif WASHERW^^V/UUIVI 30 DAY TRIAL
To prove to every reader of thia magazine that she
can wash clothes with least work and wear with

Syracus€"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial end pay
freight both ways if you do not find it far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump*
in£ motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
free booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer.

T>OT>GE & ZUII.I.
535 K Dillaye Bldg., SyracuBe, N. Y

Toronto Branch, 92 Olive Ave., L. G. Beebe, Manager

THE-BEST" LIGHT
MAKES and burns its own gaa. Pro-

duces 100 candle power lipht—
brighter than electricity oracetylene

k — cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

I
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

I Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THK BKST LIGHT CO.
S.fO <:. 5th St.. Canton. Ohio

A I'rcp.Ti.d Chamois Skin witliout srit or acid 1o make oil!
silver look like new. its a woi.dei—wiars for years
Price 50c. Half Size. 35c. Sample 4c, ABeiits Want. .1.

TFIE STILBOM.\ MFG. CO., Cleveland, O.

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2.0A
, P WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, * Hair SwitA
hSend a lock of your hair, and we will mail a
1F22 inch short eUm fine human hair switch to
match. If you find it a big bargain, remit $2 00
i?i>*^^**^^^*.

*** sell 3 and GET YOtlK SWITCHFREE. Extra shades a little more. Inclose 5c
.stage. Free beautv book showing tateht stvle of

THE FOLLY OF ANGER
Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

<'rpHE wrath of a king is as mes-

-1- sengers of death." So it proved

in the case of Herod. He was a

tetrarch, a prince royal, who ruled over

not a whole kingdom, but a part. His

territory was Galilee and Perea. He
was an immoral man, living unlawfully

with Herodias, his brother Philip's

wife. For this he was rebuked by John

the Baptist. Previous to the rebuke,

Herod had listened with pleasure to

the preaching of John, who had been

called to his palace as a sort of court

preacher. Probably Herodias sat be-

side Herod on such occasions, for

we know that Drusilla sat by Felix

when Paul preached, and Bernice by
1 Agrippa. The royal pair were angered

by John's rebuke, and as a result John
was cast into prison. That prison was
fully described in the lesson for April

17. Herodias only waited for an op-

portunity to bring about the death of

John. She waited about one year.

It was the occasion of the king's

birthday, and he made a feast for his

courtiers, and wine flowed freely. Then
it was that the king made a request of

his daughter-in-law, the young Sa-

lome, that he would not have made if

he had been sober; but being drunken,
he sent for Salome to come in and
dance before himself and his friends.

If the girl had not been the vile daugh-
ter of her mother, she would have de-

I clined the summons, Vashti, the queen,
1 had refused to come to the feast which

j

King Ahasuerus had prepared for his

j

friends because it was not reputable
for a woman to do so.

The Death of John the Baptist

Salome came at the request of Herod,
and she so pleased the king and his

friends by her dancing that the king
made a foolish offer to give her any-
thing she should ask for, even to the
half of his kingdom. That was just
like a drunken man.
The girl was beside herself with her

opportunity, and ran to consult her
mother about what she should ask for.

The moment for revenge had come for
Herodias and she said: "Ask for the
head of John the Baptist to be given
to you on a charger [platter]," And
Salome tripped back to the king's
presence to make the demand. And
the king, although regretting what
she asked for, sent to the prison and
had John beheaded, and his head was
brought in on a platter and given to

Salome, and she carried it to her
mother. How gruesome the sight of
two women with that gory head for
their very own!
The disciples of John were permitted

to take the headless body of their
master and bury it. And then they
came and told Jesus. How sorrowful
must Jesus have been then!

In front of an old ruined abbey in

a secluded glen in Europe there is a
stone statue of a headless man, holding
in his hand a plate on which is his own
head. And there is a legend that the
daughter of Herodias was put under
the same curse as the "Wandering
Jew" of Jerusalem, doomed to live and
wander for centuries without growing
old, not allowed to rest, and always
hearing the cry behind her "Go on, go
on !" After eighteen centuries of weary
wandering she comes at last by acci-
dent to the foot of this statue and sees
in the dead face a look of sympathy
and pity. She prays that the curse

* International Sunday School Lesson for May
22, 1910. The Death of John the Baptist. Matt.
14 : 1-12, Golden Text : "He that is slow to an-
jrer is better than the mighty, and he that ruleth
his spirit, than he that taketh a city." Prov. 16 : 32.

You can place money in the Inrinstiial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is sriff. and is where
yon can obtain tt when wanted, and will yield fatr earn-
iitfis for ererv dav inrested. See their advertisement

\ on page 461, and write them for full information.

I

I

may cease, and that she maylS
quickly. As she glances into the sf r?

at her side she perceives within-
speakable joy that she is rally
growing old, and almost in a mo nt
her hair has turned white. She an
now hope for pardon and the lor!d-

for rest of death. The legend is 1 a
picture of the remorse of unpard ed
sin following us in this world aiK he
other. Only the pardon of ChrisI an
give such a heart hope and rest.

What God Says to Us About
Being Angry

Make no friendship with an a;ry
man, lest thou learn his ways, ari'^et

a snare to thy soul. Prov. 22: 2-2,5.

An angry man stirreth up strife, ; 1 a
furious man aboundeth in trans js-

sion, Prov, 29 : 8, Let every mt be

swift to hear, slow to speak, slo to

viTath : for the wrath of men wo! ;tli

not the righteousness of God. J
1: 19, 20.

"Do you think it would be wn"
for me to learn the noble art of If-

defense?" asked a youthful Clai an
of his pastor. "Certainly not," re ed

the minister, "I learned it in j th

myself, and I have found it of
j at

value during my life," "Indeed, r!

Did you learn the English syste or

some other?" "Neither; I leg ed

Solomon's system," "Solomon's 's-

tem?" "Yes, you will find it laid . vn

in the first verse of the fifteenth ( p-

ter of Proverbs: 'A soft answer n-

eth away wrath.' It is the best sy m
of self-defense of which I have ny

knowledge." There are some boy; nd

girls and other folks who do not J )w

that this is a brave method of defi ;e;

they actually think it is rather w-

ardly. Yet it often takes the 1 ve

heart to give the soft answer.
A merchant once had a dispute tk

a Quaker about a bill. The men nt

said he would go to law about it. he

Quaker tried all means to keep im

from doing so. One morning he

Quaker resolved to make a la? it-

tempt and he called at the mercht's'

house and asked the servant i) lis

master was at home. The mei( nt

heard him, and knowing his xv

called out from the stairs: "Tell lat

lascal I am not at home." The Qu er,

looking up at him, calmly said: "pll,

friend, God grant thee a better mi^."

The merchant was struck witlihe

meekness of the reply, and he l(|ed

into the disputed bill, and found 'fit

the Quaker was right, and he

wrong. He called to see him, and, ,
-^

confessing his error, he said: "I

one question to ask you: 'How
you able so often to bear my ^

'

with patience?'
"

"Friend," said the Quaker, "Irm

tell thee : I once had as bad a te »er

as thou hast. I knew that to yiejto

this temper was sinful, and I f "<!

that it was unwise. I noticed that len

in a passion always spoke loud, jM
thought that if I could controlW

voice I should keep my passioij I

have, therefore, made it a rule ir*''

to let my voice rise above a ce

key, and by carefully observing

rule, I have, by God's help, masp"
my temper."

_ |

"To make a quarrel needs, in sa.

two ; but to make peace needs (ily

ive

i4Are Quarrels and Revenge Woi

While?

Jerrold and Dickens once had a iH-

ing out. After meeting several les

with averted and unrecognizing «s,

one day being in a club together, ter

more mutual coldness, Jerrold «-

denly swung round, held out "n

hands with moist, beaming eyes ^na

Continued on next page
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
iKB] Continued from preceding page

il: "Let us be friends again—life is

long enough for this."

ut better than stopping quarrels

11 revenge is not to allow them space

.ur hearts and lives. It is such an

'/ process to get them started. Two
3 were talking together, when one

ihem said: "I wish I had all the

,ure land in the world." And the

W said : "I wish I had all the cattle

he world." "What would you do

[i?" "Why, I would turn them

your pasture land." "No, you

Idn't," was the reply. "Yes, I

Id." "But I wouldn't let you." "I

Idn't ask you." "You shouldn't do

; he screamed. "I should." "You

fl't." "I will." And then they

e at each other and began to fight.

ist any one pick up a carpenter's

ji and feel of it, it will be found cold.

,(' that same saw be used to cut a

•d in two, and it will be found to

iv hot; the faster one saws, the

icer the saw grows. We saw with

r^s when we quarrel—the more we
the hotter we grow. No wonder

ra faces grow red; anger makes our

j-ts beat faster. A distinguished

[ich physician said: "Anger has in

iain cases torn the fibres of the

|rt, and even opened the ventricles."

^y, the horse tamer, says: "An
t-y word will raise the pulse of a

lae ten beats." How much more
»)us must be the effect of angry
^ds on people! Corisart, physician

apoleon, said : "A fit of anger may
luce rupture of the heart and

P»^e sudden death." Other physi-

cits have said that anger poisons the

bill more or less. The physical dan-
ge s not often considered, but only the

m'll. It must now be reckoned as

do)ly dangerous. A "grudge" in the

he t, like that cherished by Herod
an Herodias, was comparable with a
de -seated cancer. We read in the

Bible : "Anger resteth in the bosom of
fools." (Eccles. 7:9.)

Whatever ye are, be kind, boys!
Be gentle in manners and mind, boys!

The man gentle in mien.
Words and temper, I ween.

Is the gentleman truly refined, boys!

Is it to be supposed that Herodias
gloated when the head of John the
Baptist came into her possession?
Some one has said : "Revenge is sweet."
It is so only to small souls. Even one
who is not a Christian should deny
this. Julius Caesar, when the head of
Pompey was presented to him, wept
and said: "I seek not revenge, but vic-

tory."

"Vengeance Belongeth Unto Me," Saith

the Lord

A young man had some cause of
complaint against an old man, and he
resolved to get revenge. He came with
murderous intent to the out-of-way
cabin where the old man lived. "At
least let us pray together before you
execute your design." Then the old

man began to pray in this way : "It is

no longer necessary, God, that thou
shouldst defend this young man, and
declare thyself his protector, since he
has taken upon himself the right of
seeking his own revenge." The young
man fell on his knees beside the old

hermit, and prayed for pardon for his

wicked thought, and declared that he
would no longer seek revenge.

Bible Readings on Anger and Revenge

Cease from anger, etc. Ps. 37: 8.

He that is slow to anger, etc. Prov.
14: 29.

Wise men turn away wrath. Prov.
29: 8.

Avenge not yourselves, etc. Rom.
12: 19.

Let all bitterness be put away.
Eph. 4: .31, :32.

Put them all away, anger, wrath,
malice, etc. Col. 3 : 8.

Thou shalt not take vengeance, nor
bear any grudge. Lev. 19: 18.

J

AN ACCOMPLISHED CHINAWOMAN
TVISS TYE LEUNG is the first

^>" Chinese woman to enjoy the dis-

tir ion of being an employee of the

Ured States Government. She is a

yo'ig lady of twenty-one years, who

flUT'

Tye Leung

na had an interesting history. Nine
ye; 5 ago she was rescued from a
da-erous position by the Occidental
^od of Missions, and she has had the
gO' fortune to be in charge of this
bod ever since. She has been given
a Jod education and speaks English

quite as fluently as she speaks her na-

tive tongue. Her present position is

that of assistant to the matron in

charge of the new immigration station

on Angel Island. A large number of

Chinese men and women are detained

at this station while waiting for in-

vestigation regarding their eligibility

to become residents of the United
States. Hardly any of them can speak

a word of English, and the immigrant
commissioner, Mr. North, felt that it

would be a good thing to have a Chi-

nese young woman to act as interpre-

ter and to assist the matron on the

island. Mr. North naturally turned I

to the mission board for information as

to where he could find such an assist-

ant, and little Miss Tye Leung was at

once recommended to him. She was
glad to accept the position and is filling

it in a very satisfactory manner. She
is a living illustration of the good our i

foreign missionaries do in their help- \

fulness to the girls of China, hundreds i

of whom they have rescued from lives

of misery or slavery and developed

them into intelligent and Christian

young women. J. L. H.

EVANGEUSIM IN NEW YORK!
—The FIKTil annual report of the Evangelis-

tic Committee of New York City shows exten-

sive and varied lines of effort, attended with

marked success. There were held 1.957 meet-

ings betwen June 14 and Septmber 13, 1909,

with a total attendance of 289.559, of whom
61,270 were children and 15,179 were big boys.

The meetings were held in 57 centres; 10 in

tents, 24 in shops, 20 in the open air, and 3

in halls. The services were conducted in seven

languages: English, Italian, Finnish-Swedish,

Bohemian-Slovak, Spanish, Polish, and Hun-
garian.

1186
'

$139

STANDARD'S'sTect^
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
SPECIAL UNDERWEAR SALE

If you are a customer of the "STANDARD'S," you know what
wonderful Money- Saving Values we always give. If you have
never ordered from these "Weekly Specials," do so novf— to-day.

1186. Front of corset cover made of
beautiful Swiss openwork embroidery
run with ribbon. Arm holes edged witli

Val lace. Wide circular drawers with
full 6-inch ruffle of Swiss embroidery.
Ribbon-run beading at waist. Un-
usual value. Sizfs Si to ^i OQ
'I'tbnst. . . . Special: <p 1 .tJ^

Cambric Drawers
1 1 79. Fine Cambric Drawers
iMiiploying a deep 7!-2-in. ruffle
<( fine embroidery headed by

'i pin-tucks. Shaped to fit

smoothly over hips and cut
full and wide. Neatly
made; 69-cent quality.

inclies. Special: ^i/C

Dainty Gown
1142. Dainty Gown

of splendid quality
soft-finished cambric.
Yoke of beautiful
openwork Swiss
embroidery, ribboned
beading and hem
stitched tucking. V-
shaped neck and sleeves
edged with a neat ruffle
Swiss embroidery edging.
i>'i 2 es Sil t o hU btn: t. g\n

Special Price : OOC

FREE
Write for FREE yearly sub-
scription to the "Standard
Style Bulletin." Shows all

the late New York Styles.
Sent to you for One Year
FREE on request. Write
To-day

Special Gown Value
1128. Trimmed Gown of Fine English Long-cloth. Beautifully

embroidered yoke of dainty Swiss openwork finished with clusters

of pin tucks, Val lace edging and ribboned beading. Sleeves have
deep ruflSe of sheer lawn edged with Val to match.
Value $1.50 Sizes U io U* bust. Special:

ry • CI* perfectly fashioned to insure the smooth-fitting

r rinCeSS Olip Uoes necessary for wear under jrour lingerie dresses.

1158. PrincessSlipof sheer Batiste, in white, blue or pink. Yoke
of three rows of Val insertion, with lace-edged neck to match, and
ribbon beading used to gather the fullness. Fitted flare skirt with

ruffle, employing a cluster of narrow pin-tucks and Val lace edge.

Closes invisibly in back. Cut on perfectly proportioned ^^ qj-
Excellent value : «|>Xa^O

.Sizes •>'_' tu i4 bust.
lines and fits without a wrinkle.

SPECIAL
Good Serviceable ^^ ^^rf"»
Cambric Drawers ^ItJ^f
1184. Of good cambric and

very neatly made. Shaped to fit

smoothly over the hips and cut
full and wide. Deep tucked ruffle

edged with torchon lace. Each
seam carefully sewed, oe
Reg. 35c value. Special: <bOC

Lengths ;.i to ,'7 inches.
Not niuBtrated.

Swiss Embroidery
Corset Cover

1 1 63. Made of beautiful
Swiss embroidery in pretty
openwork pattern. Back
and front alike. Run with
dainty ribbon. Armholes
edged with pretty Val
lace. An exquisite gar-
ment made of good ma-
terial. Sizes -C to jif^
It', bust. Special: 4570

Special Value in Dressy Petticoat
1116. Exquisite Dressy Petticoat. Of fine soft cambric

with deep 17-ineh flounce. Flounce elaborately trimmr

d

with 9 double rows of Val lace forming panels with
crochet lace medallion. 6-inch lace ruffle of 4 rows of
Round Mesh German Val lace. $2.00 quality a « « q
and style. Lengths J8 to 44 inches. Special : «p 1 . 1 i?

Lace-trimmed Cambric Corset Cover
1 154. Corset Cover made of fine soft cambric, with 5 rows of baby

Cluny insertion inlaid in the front. Neck and armholes edged with
Val lace to match. Ribbon beading finishes neck. Dainty, t>e\
effective style. Good 35c value. Sizes S2 to 1,1, bust. Special: ^ifC

s
TANDARD
MAIL ORDER

lel WOOSTER ST.

NEW YORK CITY.

YOU TAKE NO RISK when you

d?al at the "STANDARD." The

"STANDARD" guarantees you

"Entire Satisfaction or your money

promptly refunded." We carcot

AFFORD to have you displeased.
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FAMILY FOOD
Crisp, Toothsome and Requires no

Cooking:.

A little boy down in N. C. asked his mother

to write an account of how Grape-Nuts food

had helped their family.

She says Grape-Nuts was first brought to

her attention in Charlotte, where she visited.

"While I was there I used the food regu-

larly. 1 gained about 15 pounds and felt so

well that when I returned home I began using

Grape-Nuts in the family regularly.

"My little 18-months-old baby shortly after

being weaned was very ill with dyspepsia and

teething. She was sick nine weeks and we
tried everything. She became so emaciated

that it was painful to handle her and we
thought we were going to lose her. One day

a happy thought urged me to try Grape-Nuts

soaked in a little warm milk.

"Well, it worked like a charm and she

began taking it regularly and improvement
set in at once. She is now getting well and
round and fat as fast as possible and on
Grape-Nuts.
"Sometime ago several of the family were

stricken with La Grippe at the same time,

and during the worst stages we could not

relish anything in the shape of food but

Grape- Nuts and oranges, everything else

nauseating us.

"We all appreciate what-your famous food

has done for our family."

Read "The Road to Wellville," found in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are

genuine, true, and full of human interest.

VASSARDRES5PINS

Plain or Beaded Edge
Pins for collars, cuffs, waists, etc. Made
of tempered steel with coil spring and
needle points that will pass through the
stifFest linen without tearing it.

Nickel Plate, Jet or Dull Black, either

pattern, four on card for 10 cents; 14 K.

Roman Plate or Bright Rolled Gold
that will keep bright for years, two
on card—25 Cents.

If your (linler does not keep them, send
price—mentioiiiii!; size and style wanted, and
dealer's name, and we'll mail them to you.
Money back if not satisfied.

Consolidated Safety Pin Company,
202 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N. J.

This Pretty Dimity Apron

L9c.
^•$i We Pay Postage

}'ou cnniot hnv
this apron e/se-

wkere /or ffs^

than 25 cents. We
want to send you
onr free Style
Catalogue X0.66:
that is why ue
make this great

"ff^X.- . ,

Pretty circular-jLi:
t-.^

D453—This Apron Is 15 Cents ap'o" twenty-one
inches Ions, of nar-

row crossbar dimity, wide ruffle, pocket and strings.

Money returned at once if not satisfactory-

Send for our great free Catalog No. 66 to-day;
it is full of wonderful values like the above.

Fulton St.

Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

HALLOWED new and OLD
By I. ALLAN SANKEY, son of IRA D. SANKEY
OVER 1000 CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Ketnrnable samples mailed to " earnest inquirers

"

THE BKJLOW & MAIN < ()., Aew York or Chica^'o

The Funeral of Prince Ito

(From a Correspondent in Japan)

May 11, ! ft

Among the Workers
—Groups of students in 539 theological .d

educational institutions took voluntary iL
study last year. They were of all shades olL
ligious belief.

j

The people of Porto Rico have been ty
wide awake lately, while Hon. William Jenr

THE funeral of Prince Ito, the great-

est statesman^of modern Japan,

took place lately. The official cere-

mony was held in Hibiya Park, here in

Tokyo, but we did not feel like intrud-

ing at such a time of national grief,

and so simply stood on a corner near

the park and watched the cortege as

it passed. The rites were Shintoist,

and were carried out with all the sym-

bolism of that old faith.

First came bearers of green branches

and the characteristic strings and fig-

ures cut out of paper; then walked a

long line of men carrying planted flow-

ers. The priests and High Priest

followed, and after them were the

floral pieces sent by the various na-

Save Steps

purpose—to see this land opened to all

the arts arid commerce of the Western

"World. His brilliant gifts were soon

recognized, and he rose steadily till he

at last became Prime Minister, a posi-

tion which he held, I think, five times.

Undoubtedly his greatest work was in

the forming of the constitution. He
was the dominating genius of it all.

The Emperor recognized this fact by
presenting him with the building in

which the constitution was drawn up,

and having it moved to the country as

Prince Ito's summer villa. It is a sig-

nificant fact that he died a poor man
after a long life of public service, spent
within easy reach of tainted money.
His broad-mindedness clashed with the

Carrying Prince Ito's Bier

between kltclien and ciltilUK room.
One trip wIlliWheelTray "cIk taiae.

., nuttier cl'-art- it. StHnilttlieMldetalile f<ir wervlnfc. Beside

.ink while wa»lilnK dislieH. I'rire Jl(l, ex|i.pmid. Clnular
'WHEEL TEA? CO. ,4360 West 61st Flace.Cblcago, HI.

tions. There next marched over a
score of men of rank, bearing each
upon a velvet cushion the decorations
and insignia of the late Prince.

It is customary, on the death of a
great man, to promote him in rank as
a last tribute of honor, but in Ito's case
there was practically no higher rank
left; he had received them all during
his life. After more priests came the
bier—a miniature house, with latticed

sides, borne on the shoulders of thirty

men, while on either side walked the
honorary pall-bearers, six generals of
the army on the right and six admirals
of the navy on the left. The son and
members of the family came imme-
diately after, and then followed on
foot the Upper House of the Diet—all

the Lords of the Realm—and the en-
tire Lower House. One would scarcely
in a lifetime see such an assemblage
of prominent men. Sailors and sol-

diers brought up the rear.
Three days before, we had attended

the imperial review of troops on the
Emperor's birthday, and the contrast
in the bearing of the soldiers was strik-

ing. Then they marched by with the
famous "goose step"—swinging arms,
raised knees and pointed toes; now
they almost slunk along, fairly out of
step, with muskets inverted and ban-
ners drooping. It was a picture of the
sense of loss of the whole nation. Of
course, in a monarchy, everything
which any subject accomplishes goes to
the credit of his sovereign. Admiral
Togo was more of a hero in America,
after the Russian War, than he was in
Japan; and it is hard to separate the
work of such a statesman as Prince Ito
from the administration of his Em-
peror, but it is certain that for more
than a generation he was the right arm
of the throne. When he returned to
Japan, after running away to Europe,
it was as a young man with one life-

old religious interests in the sharp con-
test as to the guarantee of religious

liberty in the constitution, and, with
imperial support, he carried the day.

As Resident-General in Korea he met
a most delicate situation with firmness
and far-sightedness, and I am sure will

go down into history as a true friend to

Korea. At the time of his death he
was President of the Privy Council,
the so-called Elder Statesmen of Ja-
pan. The "era of enlightenment" owes
more to him than to any other subject
of the empire; and it may be many
generations before there arises as
great a statesman and patriot as this

"Bismarck of Japan."
Rev. Charles Wheeler Iglehart.

Aoyama, Tokyo.

Is Union Orthodox ?

Editor Christian Herald: In your March 2

issue there is a reply to a correspondent's
question to which I wish to call attention in

the interest of truth and the Gospel. The
statement is made: "Princeton and Union, we
believe, are mainly orthodox, and teach the es-

sentials of the Christian religion." This is

true of Princeton, but not of Union. Union
Theological Seminary is splendidly equipped,
and under very able control ; but it has de-
parted so far from many of the vital truths
held in common by the evangelical churches
that it scarcely deserves to be called Christian
at all. Paul says that Christianity stands or
falls with the doctrine of the resurrection (I.

Cor. 15:16, 17) ; and assuredly His vicarious
sacrifice is a truth written in red throughout
the Old Testament and the New, neither of
which know anything of a sinner's development
without his being born again. One of those
connected with the institution is known to have
made the remark : "Next to Jesus Christ,
Thomas Paine is one of the most misunderstood
personages of all history."

Edwtn J. Reinke,
Pastor James Evans Memorial Presbyterian

Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

?»Bryan has been flitting from one end of the is ji
to the other. They flocked to all his meet (s

and listened to the story of the Prince oi l\^
and the value of the Pearl of Great Price. N. le

visiting the island has ever made such an im i-

sion for good.
—On Sunday, April 10, Rev. Dr. Ake( )f

the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, New \ k,

responding to an appeal for funds to bu, n
new church, raised $162,000 in a forenoon ^.
lection. Mr. J. D. Rockefeller had promisito
double their gift, which makes the total O-

lection foot up the very substantial sur >!

$324,000.

—Missionary Walter B. Williams, C, ,,1

Cess Mission, Cape Palmas, Liberia, West f-

rica, appeals for the support of two native
Bible-women. Their annual support \

probably be between $60 and $100 per
There are some 400 or 500 Kroo womc ,i

Grand Cess, who can neither read, write,
sew, and who wholly lack Gospel teaching
—Senator Lokimek of Illinois has introci

in the Senate a bill granting longer tim
duty to letter-carriers who are required to
on Sunday. The effect of this measur
passed, will be that the government will

to employ substitutes in place of the men
take their off duty time on Sundays. It

the direction of reducing Sunday labor.

—The Annual Convention of the Natj
Federation of Gospel Missions will be he
Columbus, O., May 31 to June 5. The
Wesley Chapel Methodist Church has bee
cured for the use of the convention. Sup|
tendents, missionaries and Christian wo
from all parts of the country are expect
be present. Rev. James Haig, Superinteil
of the Union Mission Association of Colurl

has charge of the arrangements

—The Collegeville Summer Assembly,
posed of interdenominational conferences
Christian workers, will be in session from Ji
to August 5, at Collegeville, Pa. The spei|

include Rev. W. J. Dawson, D.D., former
England; Rev. John A. Hutton, M.A., of Glas|

General Ballington Booth ; Rev. Arthur J. S
of New York; Rev. J. M. Farrar, D.D., of Brool
Rev. George Handy Wailes, of Philadelphia,i|

will conduct daily Bible studies, and P]

Lincoln Hall, of Philadelphia, musical direc

— The Third Annual Conference on Sui
Evangelism and Open Air Work will be h«
the Moody Church, Chicago, of which Dr.
Dixon is pastor. May 31 and June 1, 2 a
Among the speakers will be Evangelist J. W
Chapman; Len G. Broughton of Atlanta,
(who was I'ecently called to the pastorate o:

F. B. Meyer's church in London); Canon!
Hague of Canada; L. T. Townsend of Be
George G. Mahey of Scranton, Pa.; T. T. SI

of London, Ont., and others. Dr. D. B. Toier
will have charge of the singing.—Emperor William of Germany took a c-

tive interest in the recent demonstratio in

Berlin against the infidel lecturer, Drews, i"

lately caused a sensation by his public ; e-

ments that Jesus was a "myth" and thf m
such character ever lived. The Emperor us

instructed his court chaplains who wei to

speak at the great mass meetings that re

being held to repudiate Drews and his inl li-

ties : "Tell them that the words of Jesus ; ve

his life. His words live in our hearts to-d; as

in the simple fishermen's hearts who ) rd

them."—On Friday afternoon. May 20, in co c-

tion with the World's Sunday School Coi n-

tion,, there will be a parade such as has ' er

before been known in the District of Colui ;i-

About 10 000 men, members of adult li-

classes, will form in line, with 10,000 w n

members of similar classes to review the ;ii

they go by. Every State and Territory ii ne

Union, all the provinces of Canada, < a,

Mexico, and other countries will be repres ed

in this parade. The District Sunday Sfol

Association will award a banner or otheiis-

tinction to the school making the best she |?.

as

'
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The Oue^ion of the Hour

gi/ Howard H. Russell, Associate SupL, Anti-Saloon League of America

I
the United States, dui-ing the last

wo years, twenty-five thousand sa-

le s have been blotted out. With an

avage frontage for each saloon of

ihty feet, a total frontage of one hun-

Jil and forty-two miles has been

Bvpt away. At last, also, the con-

iiption of drink shows a substantial

Irease. After an appalling yearly

^ease in beer consumption for four

Howard H. Russell

dudes, in 1909 the flood of beer re-

ced 2,400,000 barrels. At three feet

le th to each barrel there was a fall-

in off last year of a row of barrels
or hundred and thirty-six miles long.

T "hard liquors," whisky, brandy,
ai other fierce spirits have fared still

wse. The slump in consumption
bcm in 1908, with a decrease of
It 00,000 gallons. Allowing a lineal

fc to the gallon, the twenty millions

oi'jallons decrease in the two years
w'ld fill a tube 3,787 miles long—

a

pii;-line longer than from ocean to

0(m

!

'; this attack now being made upon
tl liquor traffic a mere spasm? Is it a
"we" which will sweep back and
le e the country as drunken as be-
fc ? Let me encourage our Chris-
tie Herald constituents to believe
Ware now engaged in a war which
w conquer and utterly abolish the
bwrage liquor traffic. These are the
gunds for our hope:

,
swiftly advancing civilization

m t leave the saloon behind. Im-

proved sanitary and humane regula-
tions now forbid spitting in public
places; provide sanitariums to prevent
the spread of the white plague; inspect
the meat and milk supply, and destroy
infested food; enjoin appliances for
the safety of employees; forbid the
employment of young children and
compel their attendance at school;
restrict the materials of building con-
struction, compel provisions for exits
and fire escapes and conserve the for-
ests, fuel, and waterways. Many other
injunctions and prohibitions protect
the people in their enjoyment of life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Cruelty to the brute creation likewise
is prohibited by law. In the atmos-
phere of such a sentiment of careful-
ness for the rights of all created things,
such a fertile source of crime, poverty,
and disease, such a monstrous social,

commercial, and moral peril as the sa-
loon cannot long survive.
A second ground of hope is found in

the character and methods of the Anti-
Saloon organization. At last, regard-
less of sectarian or political affinity,

there is a practical union of all oppo-
nents of the beverage liquor traffic. In
action, the temperance sentiment here-
tofore engendered and now through
unity of endeavor rapidly increased, is

applied in an elastic way to national,
State, and local issues. The thermo-
stat of public sentiment gauges the
legal progress. The contest is made a
universal and constant struggle. With
Catholics and non-Catholic orders act-
ing together wonderful results have
been achieved and are sure to be in-

creased. Democrats lead the fight in

the South, Republicans in the North,
and members of both parties forget
political differences and together smite
the liquor traffic at Washington. The
flagrant lawlessness of the traffic is

everywhere checked. Voting areas for
popular option are everywhere ex-
tended. Saloon abolition- wherever
tried is found every way beneficial.

Brewery stocks are rapidly declining.

A million dollars a year for the fight

now is easily raised by all branches of

the anti-liquor army. New plans for
both moral and legal suasion are
evolved as they are needed. The ban-
ners read: "All at it, and always at

it!" "Unity, persistency, victory!"
These are the sources of power, the

promises of permanency, and the
pledges of final and universal victory.

The anti-saloon propaganda is not a
"wave" or "tide" with a flow and ebb.

It has the steady and boundless power
of a broad, deep and all-conquering
ocean current. The liquor traffic is

doomed

!

THIS IS NOT A WRITE-UP

VE have received a letter from one of our sub.scribers who takes us to

task for permitting what he calls a write-up to be published in our
.«» 1 I columns of reading matter, referring to these Advertising Talks. He
jJ/J I B^s to think that these talks are being paid for by some one whose true pur-

p^i will ultimately be revealed.
I Now, we did not suppose that any one thought these talks could have any

rlc.i':'
'^^^ purpose than that which was stated upon their face; that is, safe-

[,» >:•* Girding the interests of our readers. But here it seems is one subscriber who
*,

Ij^'l
^been all this time holding us under suspicion of an intention to mislead our

'^*'

. >,
V '¥^^s- We wonder if there are any more like him. If so, we wish they had

' *!, ;

^'tten us so that we might at least have explained our position.
'*' •;^* ': We are doing our best to safeguard the interests of our readers by investi-

'ti"^
all of the advertisements which appear in The Christian Herald.

"2n we find that an advertiser is not reputable, we exclude him from the col-
u'ls of The Christian Herald. In doing this, we refuse many thousand
d'ars' worth of advertising in the course of the year. Our advertisements are
(li inctly advertisements, but only those of a high class character are permitted
^•^e published in our columns. They are edited like our reading columns, solely
'"he interest of our readers. We did not suppose anybody thought otherwise.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
^ :istian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
^^ must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
aji^rtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
oihe appearance of the advertisement.

Dinner is Always Ready
Dinner, luncheon or supper meals for

unexpected guests. All of them are ready
to be served in a minute when you have
a few cans of Van Camp's on the shelf.

Now, on the verge of summer, let us again remind you what
our help can mean.

In our famous kitchens are many good cooks. They are
sorting and soaking — boiling and baking — beans for a million
homes.

They skim the steaming kettles, face the fierce ovens, watch
the whole process for hours.

As a result, when you want to seirve beans, you can take
them from the pantry shelf.

And those beans are the best that were ever
baked. Home-baked beans cannot compare with
them, because every home lacks the facilities.

Van Camp's are baked by livf steam. They
come out nut -like and whole — not mushy and
broken. And all are baked alike. The tomato
sauce— like the pork— is baked with the beans, to

permeate them with its zest.

These beans are sealed up and then sterilized.

Thus their savor and freshness remain unchanged
until you open the can.

But the great fact is that Van Camp's digest
easily, and other beans don't, as you know.
Home-baked beans ferment and form gas. Many
a stomach can't digest them at all.

We apply a terrific heat by using super-heated
steam. Thus we make them more digestible than
if you baked them all night in a home oven.

Van Camp's are an every-day food—a food that
all can eat, and that all people like. They contain
— with the pork— every food element required by
the human body. They are richer than beef in

nutriment, and they cost but a third as much.
The best possible way to cut down on your

meat bills is to serve beans that your people like.

Vcin^mp'sW BAKED ^^al^ ^ '

poi»»\WITH TOMATO
*H pEANS

Letting our chef
bake the beans.

The National Dish

But don't judge Van Camp's by other ready-
baked beans. Compare them with others and
note the difference yourself.

We pay for our white beans — picked out by
hand — four times what some beans cost. We
spend for tomato sauce — made of whole, vine-

ripened tomatoes—five times what common sauce
costs.

It is worth insisting on Van Camp's to get such
beans as these.

Tliree sizes: 10, IS and 20 cents 'per can

Van Camp Packing Co, Established
1861 Indianapolis, Ind.

An Exact Reproduction of the Fashionable Rouyh Silks

at about One-quarter of Their Cost
27 inches wide 35 cts. per yard 75 shades and colors

Everywhere the popularity of this distinctive fabric is growing for all purposes

where expensive silks have heretofore been used. Besides possessing their

brilliancy and beauty, it launders perfectly and is ideal for almost every kind of

Spring and Summer apparel, daytime or evening, at a fraction of the cost of silk.

You can select no more beautiful nor more appropriate material for Suits,

Coats, Evening and Automobile Wraps, Gowns, Shirt Waists and Children's

Dresses than Himalaya Cloth.

Its excellence is due to the peculiar character of the rough yarns, the care

used m weaving and the perfect finish. Never wears fuzzy. Even experts can
hardly distinguish it from the fashionable rough silks costing $ 1 .00 to $1 .50 per yard.

Do not be deceived by imitations of Himalaya Cloth which may be offered. For
your protection see the word "Himalaya" stamped on the selvage. Insist upon it.

Ask for Himalaya Cloth at the wash counter of your
dealer. If it is not in stock, write us giving his name.

FRED. BUTTERFIELD & CO., 725 Broadway, New York, Bradford, Eng.
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We buy bonds

in large amounts

after rigid examinations
You, who may want a bond or two, cannot

afford to make these investigations for the

sake of being assured a safe investment.

Neither have you the facilities nor the

experience necessary.

But you can buy a single bond from us, if

you wish— a bond we know all about and

can recommend.

Whatever we offer we believe is safe.

Our investigations, our experience and our

standing as a bond firm fully safeguard any

funds you may invest through us.

If you have $1000 or more which you wish

to make earn all it can consistent with safety,

write us and we will send you complete data

regarding such bonds as we now have to offer.

Write to-dayf07- latest bond circular

N. W. HALSEY & CO.
Bankers

Dealers in Government, Municipal.
Railroad and Public Utility Bonds

New York: 49 Wall St. Philadelphia: 1429 Chestnut St.

Chicago: 152 Monroe St. San Francisco: 424 California St.

Protect your home
against germ infect-

ed water—install a

"Fulper" Filter.

The clearest
spring water fre-

quently contains
millions of bacte-
ria.Water filtered

at a distance often
becomes laden
with germs before
it reaches your
home— through
leaky conduits and other causes.

Theonly smv way to protect yourfamily against
germ-laden drinking-water is to filter it— in your
home—through the "Fulper" Stone of the

erm-proof Rltei^
i\\\i\ Cooler Combiued

The *'Fulper'* Stone is a fine, dense, natural stone,
specially processed to prevent the passage of the small-
est bacteria. It la 100 per vent, efficient.

Our Free Book, "Nature's Laboratory"
tells of the dangers that lurk in impure drinking-water.

It also gives numerous tests, by an eminent
Trade Mark bacteriologist, which prove the efficiency of

the "Fulper."
The "Fulper" is made of glazed stoneware,

in two parts. Family size. $3.86 : separate ice

chamber, 55 cents. If your dealer hasn't the
"Fulper." send us the money, with his name,
and we will see that you are supplied

FiaPER POTTERY CO.. 27 Main Street.
Yonr Guarantee Estai)lislud isor, Flemington, N.J.

Window-glass

lamp-chimneys

are cheap, as

paper-soled shoes

are cheap—cheap

to buy, but dear

to use.

Macbeth on a

lamp - chimney

means it is made

iicg.ii.s.i'.uoi. of tough glass,

clear as crystal and that it won't

break from heat.

Best grocers and lamp stores

sell Macbeth Chimneys.

My lamp-chimney book insures your getting

the right chimney for any lamp. It is free.

Address

"The Filler that Filters"

Limitations of Savings Banks

MaCBETH, Pittsburgh.

WE have received a letter from one

of our subscribers which suggests

a point of interest Jhat should be con-

sidered by our readers who are content

to accept the small interest offered by

savings banks. This subscriber had
written us concerning a defunct com-

pany, in the stock of which he had

been induced to invest upon reading a

glittering prospectus wherein he was
promised a profit out of all proportion

to safety. He said in part:

"I am a poor A. M. E. pastor and
invested $50 with them last summer.
The receiver states that the stock-

holders will not receive anything, as

the company was a complete failure.

I have a small deposit with the ,

and also a deposit with the .

They write regularly, tell when inter-

est is due me and give me a chance to

increase deposits or withdraw interest

or principal. In our local banks, I

cannot average two per cent, interest

on account of having to move and
always in the middle of a calendar
yeai-. Thanking you, I am, etc."

Now, here is a case which amply
illustrates the importance of looking
thoroughly into the character of a
financial proposition before investing
in it. Those of our readers who have
carefully followed this series of articles

will remember that we have advised
our readers to leave stock investments
alone. Had our friend confined himself
to a consideration of bonds, or had he
been even content to deposit his money
with those investment companies which
offer mortgages on metropolitan real
estate as security, he might never have
sustained the loss which has appar-
ently meant so much to him. People
as a rule are too prone to accept as
trustworthy anything that is printed.
Had an utter stranger approached him
upon the street and asked him for $50
to invest in some proposition of which
he had never heard, he would most
likely have refused to do so without
having made a thorough investigation,
but upon receipt of a highly colored
prospectus sent out by a company of
which he had never heard, he was will-

ing to invest his money merely because
the appeal carried with it the prestige
of printers' ink.

However, the point upon which we
wish to enlarge is that brought out by
the last sentence of his letter, "In our
local banks, I cannot average two per
cent., on account of having to move and
always in the middle of a calendar
year." The question arises, why in-

vest any considerable amount of money
in savings banks at all? To be sure,
money invested in a properly author-
ized savings bank is esteemed to be
safe, but the profit realized upon the
transaction by the depositor is gen-
erally so small as to make it hardly
worth consideration.

Average Amount of Savings

That the average amount of savings
bank deposits is increasing is indicated
by the last statement of the National
Monetary Commission, which shows
that in American savings banks it is

almost four times as great as the aver-
age for Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania,
Canada, etc., and that the average de-
posit per capita is almost six times
greater in the United States than in
the other parts of the world mentioned.
One American in every six of the

total population has money in a sav-
ings bank and the average deposit is

$381.28. In the rest of the world, the
depositors number one in every eight
of the population and the average sum
to their credit is $101.66.
The average rate of interest paid on

savings accounts by the banks is 3.55
per cent., and over forty per cent, of
the banks pay no interest on ordinary
deposits.

Now, if one is content merely to save
money, the savings bank is undeniably
the very best means towards accom-

plishing that end, but no one ever be-

came rich merely by saving money.
Money, if properly placed, becames an
earning force, and those who are ac-

quainted with its power know how
quickly an interest account increases

the size of an original capital. It,

therefore, behooves every one in pos-

session of a sum of money to see that

it earns the greatest amount of interest

compatible with safety.

The writer of this article was re-

cently in conversation with an official

of one of the best known and most
conservative savings banks in New
York City, and when the writer com-
plimented him upon the large crowd of

depositors waiting in line to deposit

money, he replied: "Yes, it is an in-

spiring sight, but as a matter of fact,

we are over-deposited. We have so

much money on hand and there are so
few securities in which we are allowed
to invest it, that we find difficulty in

earning a sufficient profit to pay those
depositors the full amount of their in-

terest. From one standpoint, we would
be glad not to have quite so many
standing in line and we have seriously
considered the advisability of reducing
the interest rate."

The Bank's Attitude

Here is well indicated the attitude of
the savings banks. There are many
good securities in which they might
invest their deposits, but the restric-

tions of the law do not permit them
to take advantage of these opportu-
nities, and so being compelled to earn
a small amount of interest, they find it

necessary to pay the depositor a still

smaller amount for the use of his

money. From the standpoint of the
depositor, this is well enough while the
amount of money in the bank is small,
but when it has grown large enough so
that the depositor might invest it in

safe securities, which pay a higher
rate of interest than the savings banks,
then he is losing money on his deposit
every day he allows it to remain in the
bank.

For instance, a bank may pay the
depositor two per cent., as in the case
of our friend whose letter is quoted
above, or even 3.55 per cent., the aver-
age indicated by the National Mone-
tary Commission. In order to pay this
percentage it must re-invest this
money at a higher percentage in safe
securities in order to make a profit.

But why should not the depositor in-

vest the money in those safe securities
himself and thus earn the profit which
is subtracted by the banks? There are
many such securities in the form of
bonds issued by reliable houses or sav-
ings and loan concerns, or associations
of the better class.

Many of these savings and loan as-
sociations are subject to the banking
laws, but their operations are con-
ducted upon broader lines than those
followed by the banks. For instance,
we know of several concerns which
make a specialty of the small loan busi-
ness. Banks, as a rule, prefer what is

known as institutional business. They
would rather lend money on an ex-
tended scale to some large concern
and enjoy a small profit therefrom.
Whereas the loan associations, by ex-
tending credit to the user of small
amounts of money and by turning the
money over and over many times, man-
age in the end to make a greater profit.

In this respect they are following
the example of the Credit Foncier of
France, which has been noted for the
number of its small loans. Of course,
the safety of such business depends
largely upon the judgment of those in
charge of such a savings and loan in-
stitution. However, the loss is ex-
tremely small. One such concern
stated the other day that in one and
one-half million dollars loaned since
1905, the total loss was less than $200.

FOR REAL COMFOR:
WEAR THE NEEDRAW

Boston
Garter

MoS comfortable

with either knee

or full length

drawers. You
cannot fee) it,

Insi^ on hav-

ing the

Good
AUthe
Year
Round.

Ĉotton, Nlc. Plate, 26c.
SUkPd't, Gold Pl.,BOc.
Mailed on Receipt of Price.
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!
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GEORGE FROST ).
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'T'HK New York Mortgage Co.'s "First Mortgage Ijt
•^ Bonds" will be found, upon investiK''itit'ii. the most jd

fi.rin .tf investment, offering the sauie fiirilities, advant i,

security and income, whether your capital amounts to % i-r

gli).(HX). Our Bonds and Mortgages on New York Cit; d

Sulmrhan Real Estate yield investors. '

StoSV:i Per Cent. Ne
nnd have an ahs-iluti' ^'"ai'Jmteo from, this Company ''-o

payriUMit of lK>th inteiest and principal when due.
i

These 'Trust Bonds" are secured by first mi'rtgages d ,J-

ited with the Windsor Trust Co. of New York, and he iy

them for the protertion of bnnd-holders. I

Issued in amounts of §100 and multiples thereof. ,|i-

n hie at holder's option upon short notict.'. Payments t

and upwards will be received by the company at anyti w
suit the convenience of investors. Interest begins at ^e

and is payable seiiii-annuallv.

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING D C-

Free Booklet giving full particulars^ addres

1475 BROADWAY •NEW YORK T

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Booh
WE have received so many request

for copies of the financial article

wfiich have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we hav

thought it wise to preserve them in pampk
let form, for the convenience of reader

who may wish to secure a complete set

Any reader may secure a copy of tni

useful booklet without charge, by for

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD
Dept. 96. Bible House, New Yorl

GENUIIVE
HAND
WOVEN

PANAMA
RARE BARGAIN
IN GENUINE
PANAMA HATS

Panama Hats more popular than ever^
the ragre this summer. By importing large quant •

we can sell direct to user for this surprisingly low p
These hats are warranted g:enulne all hand-WOV .

unblocked. and can be worn in that condition by Gentler
Ladies and Children. Easily blocked in any shap
style. Just as serviceable as the $10.00 kind: the differ '

only in fineness of weave. Assorted sizes. Weight only
Sent prepaid, ^^ 1 /\/\ ORDER TO-DAY. Satisfac t

un receipt of «P i*UvF« Guaranteed. Supply Lim

Panama Hat Co. . Dept. C, 830 Broadway. New York '

Theodore Roosevell)
Own Account of His Atrican Trifi

Now appearing in

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZIP:
is tlu' most poimlar magazine contribution for y ^
andof Kreat interest to a LARGE NUMBER OF ]»

READERS. KKi.iKio suliscription orfiers already pl ^

—Here is a Great Opportunity for Subscription Ag »

Lil>eral easli commissions and many extra P '

are offered those wlio can devote even a little
,^

to soliciting subscriptions. REPRESENTATl

»

WANTED IN EVER? TOWN OF AMERICA.
For particularH, address at once Desk '•

Scribner's Magazine. 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.(
'^
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We have a Plan for Selling choice Building Lots in the

T^ ';n best Towns along a new $100,000,000 Railway, which

lldHj liminates Speculation and Assures Exceptional Profits.
—^ American Financiers Pronounce the Plan the only

hw and Valuable Real Estate Thought of this Generation.

^_ We Wemt you to Know all about this Plan, and of the

*«ofct the Investment Opportunity

of a Lifetime !

4 new Transcontinental Railway, cost-

i SIOO.000,000—

Ilillions of new homes and farms for

fast increasing population

—

'hriving new cities springing: up in this

vt Empire, along the new railway

—

knew plan of Investment, by which one

'a CKt building lot in each of TEN of these

ppressive young cities can be secured for

l §50 down

—

'• '^hete are briefly the features of the in-
"""

'.Vtment opportunity of the age

—

The Rich, New Northwest
Vhen the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

III Railway opened its line from the

>souri River to the Northwest Pacific

(ist, lest than one year ago, the richest,

lieveloped region in the world was
t:own open.

Told, silver, copper, lead and coal

nBTgiS sitund throughout Idaho and Montana.
- le mineral wealth of the new district is

|__I^ l^nnd computation.
- '^he largest bodies of white pine timber

i he world lie tributary to the new rail-

HER.y
» d, which pier<-es the heart of this

1 iber region.

t'arm lands along the new railway rival in

. ductivity the soils of Iowa and Illinois.

^ast Fall the United States Government
(^ned up three million acres of fine land
;'ng the new railroad, all of which has
l;n taken up by thrifty American farm-
».. There were twenty applicants for each
I'm.

,1 flood of immigration surged upon and
orflowed the new country as fast as tlie

ilway line was built. Countless thous-
<• Is have already entered it and established
Ines. Yet the new line is hardly com-

H(>l I ted and immigration increases daily.
>Jone but those who have seen this rich,

IV region can fully appreciate the mag-
tude of its resources, or the rapid indus-
tbl development that is now taking place.

Ten Industrial Centers

The new railroad is 139!) miles long. It

jnstheold line of the Chicago, Milwaukee
ik. Paul Railway at Mobridge, So. Dak.,
fd extends to Seattle and Tacoma.
There are 22!) towns on the new line,

<ra which we selected the ten most
r)mising and progressive—six are railroad
Msion points and four are county seats.
^lad in overalls and jumper, riding con-
duction trains, our president was the first
j'senger over the line to the Pacific Coast.
at was May, 1909. He .spent two months

' the way, investigating conditions.

itm".

Before investing a dollar in these towns
we knew its possibilities; were convinced
that its progress would be certain and fast.

The index of growth is the number of
banks, and their resources; the grain
elevators, lumber yards, saw mills, mines,

branch railways, car shops, freight receipts,

surrounding trade territory, etc. These
are sure indications of city building.

The towns are rough,like all cities intheir

early years. Local citizens are viaking

money ; they haven't reached the stage of
spending it for artistic appearance. Yet the
towns have municipalimprovementsequal to

Eastern citiesmany times theirsize andtheir
volume of monthly business is astounding.

Choice Lots Secured
We bought our properties on a whole-

sale cash-price basis. Our own engineers

surveyed and platted these building lots.

The price we ask for them is lower than
the appraisal of adjoining lots.

Property on Main street in one of these

towns, in the vicinity of lots we are selling,

h;i.s,within the past 30 days, sold for .$100 a
front foot. ALL of our lots are well located.

The New Plan

By the new plan, each investor secures

one building lot in each of the ten towns.

Moreover, the investor may buy the.se

lots now and investigate later. Go out and
see the towns on your summer vacation trip

or investigate in any other manner.

If dissatisfied, all" payments will be re-

funded, provided we are notified within'six

months of the date of first payment. This

is incorporated in the contract.

A third feature of the Plan insures your
life P'llP^P^. For, should a purchaser die

during the payment period, all further obli-

gations will be cancelled and a warranty

deed given his estatefortheten properties he

holds,provided asmuchas.$500hasbeen paid.

Under our ten-town investment Plan,

when one of these industrial centers again

doubles in population, the investor's prop-

erty in that town alone will be worth more
than the total cost of his ten building lots.

Six of the ten chosen towns have doubled

in population in the past twelve months. A II

of them have
grown as-
tonishingly.
Some will
certainly be-

come large

cities. Keep
your lot in the

town that
grows fastest,

sell the re-

maining nine

lots, and with

Location and Description of our Building Lots in these New
Towns in the Rich, newly-opened Northwest United States.

A Book of Facts, Containing full Information and Au-
thentic Maps of each of the Ten Young Cities, will be sent

FREE. The Book, on Account of the Originality and
Popularity of the Plan, has been Copyrighted.

the proceeds go into business in the biggest
town,whereyouhaveheldvaluable property!

$50 Down Secures Ten Lots

Ten building lots—one lot in each town
—may be secured for $50 down. As soon
as the first payment has been made you
may sell or transfer, if you choose, any
number of your building lots.

Our agents in each town—a National or

State Bank—will care for your property as

willingly and as capably as they handle our
business. The balance is payable in monthly
installments of .$25. The total cost of the

ten lots is but $1,000, averaging $100 each.

There are no taxes or interest to pay, no
notes to sign, no building restrictions.

When payments have all been made a
Warranty Deed and Abstract of Title for

each building lot will be given you.

Each allotment of ten building lots has
the same value. We have grouped them
in that way. Two corner lots and one pre-

ferred business lot are included in every
allotment. By the authentic town maps
furnished, purchasers can see the location

and size of their lots. There are no pre-

ferred allotments.

The man who buys now and "forgets" for

three years that he has the properties w d

find that his holdings have ripened into aa
exceedingly profitable investment.

Copyrighted FREE Book
We wish to send you our Book of Fac-ts

which sets forth in type and pictures: (1) The
rapid development of the new Northwest.

(2) The amazing growth of the ten most pro-

mising towns. (3) A full explanation of

the ten -town investment proposition we
are offering, and all about our company.

We believe that never in the history of

this country has so good an investment

opportunity been offered.

Population alone creates landvalues in'cities.

No other cities are increasing in population

so fast as the young cities along this new
transcontinental line; no other property has

increased so rapidly in value as the property

in these towns where, by our plan, building

lots can now be bought at a low price.

The Ten Towns
MOBRiDGE,So.Dak.-;irir;:™s'^:;'o;;,t
liadid in first ten years. Distributing point on Missouri River
wliere wholesale industries are being established. Division
on main line; terminal of two branch lines. Car shops,
round house, storage depot, 16 miles side track. R, R. Co.
spent $2,000,000 here. Center of fertile fanning country.
Our lots lie in 2 blocks of Main street, 4 blocks from depot,
near business center.

McLaughlin, So. Dak.—

^

bU

_Center of stock-
raising and fine

cultural district. Fastest growing t^jwn on main line,

iiiinal of Cannon Ball River branch railway. Our l..ts

next to lieart of town, on both sides of Main street, 4
cks from depot.

McINTOSH, So. Dak.—J""""*^™" '
"^

LEMMON, So. Dak.

!

I
REEDER, No. Dak.

5 vat«irs ; 3 banX;. one with Sli

ROUNDUP, Mont.

uplndianlandh'
last fall. 10.000 farms are being put under cultivation.

County seataiidRailwayDivisionpoint. Railway industries,
numerous grain elevators, banks, lumber yards, municipal
improvements, etc., indicate town will again double its

population in 12 months. Our lots abut on Main street, 4
blocks from depot.

_Named for George E.
Leinuion. Less than

three years old. Has electric liglits, fire department, graded
streets; three banks, with resources ^500,000; 4 grain
clevat'irs. 6 hotels Freight shipments exceedingly large.

Our hits abut on Maia street, less than 1 block from depot.

HETTINGER, No. Dak.—?Z,tTi; ,S?
vards. b grain elevators, substantial brick blocks, many
I'jvic iinpn.vements. State E.xperiniental Station here. Our
lilts lie close to railway. 6 blocks from Main street, near

high schiwl, iu best section of town.

In the heart of wheat
lielt. Has 4 grain ele-

SlOO.noo resources; 5 lumber
ards; substantial stoie:;. l"^uscs, churches, schools; lignite

coa! and tile clay plentiful. Our lots lie on both sides of
Main street. S^ blocks from depot, between central busi-

ness section and h\si' school.

Mining centerwhere R.R.
Co, invested $1,000,000 in

Ccwil fields. Pay Rolls at mines. SI0(t.000 per month. Lum-
beaag, calUa-r'^isIng and agriculture are other important
industries. Gca-led, macadamized streets, electric lights,

water works and ctiier municipal improvement* of cities

10 times as large. Our lots lie on both sides of Main street,

adjoining new court house square.

THREE FORKS, Mont.—^rs'Xfr"

7

natural trade r.-nt.r. Railway Division Point, with car

sliops and round houses. Two branch lines projected.

A great country for fruit, grains and vegetables. Our lots

lie near depot, but T) blocks from main street.

_County Seat— rail-

way division point.

Car shops employ SOO men. Surrounding territory rich in

mineral and agricultural resources. Electric lights. wat«r
woiks. srwiMaire system Our properties are 4Jij blocks

f ic.in bii^in. ss ivnter. (1 blocks fr.im Court House.

ST. MARIES^ Idaho*—jlJ'Tnd^st.^ nines
Rivers. Nfar largest body of white pine timber in the
world- Center of gi-owing lumber industries. One of the
new saw mills at St. Maries to have a pay roll of $300,000.

Branch Railway here, as well as transcontinental line. Ex-
tensive gold, silver and copper mines in the surrounding
mountains. Rich bott^^m lands produce enomiously. grain,

fruit and truck. 300,000 acres of fine Indian land close to

St. Maries just settled upon. Town has electric lights.water
works and other public utilities. Our properties lie within
3 Itlocks of Main Avenue iu the best section of the town.

DEER LODGE, Mont.-

NOW IS THE TIME
We are selling but a limited number of our lots.

Hence, the advisability of prompt action by those in-

terested in this investment proposition.

In case of over subscription, applications will be filled

in the order received.

We reserve the right to reject applications or to in-

crease the price of our properties at any time.

Reservations may be made by wire or letter—
or by coupon No. 1, here attached. Those who wish

to do so may make personal application at our offices,

308 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. The Reservation
Coupon (No. 1) brings to you our contract of sale for

examination, and execution (if satisfactory to you).

Also, full information about the properties on sale,

and about our Company, with which is associated more
than a score of successful business-men of integrity and
prominence.
The Inquiry Coupon (No. 2) brings our copyrighted

book, free, with full information, but does not bring

contract of sale.

3RTHWEST TOWNSITE COMPANY
302 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

References

;

Merchants' National Bank, Philadelphia, Penn.
"B. Haynes, Immigration Agt., C. M. & St. P. Ry.,

Chicago, III.

Dun or Bradstreet

— •

I No. 2—Inquiry Coupon
I \

• NORTHWEST TOWNSITE COMPANY \ \

\ 302 Chestnut Street
\

•

Philadelphia, Penna.
| \

J
Gentlemen :— i '

\ You may send me further information regarding your f •

properties, with maps. « |' ' •
* 'a
« Name f S
! II
: ' *

S p. O. Address J |

No. 1—Reservation Coupon
NORTHWEST TOWNSITE COMPANY

302 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna.
Opntleiiien : — lieserve for hip tcnipoiarily one allotment of ten

building lots as offered in your atlvertisement in The Christian
Herald, and send complete additional deseriptions of your proper-
ties, with contract, which I will execute, it found satisfactory.

Name

P.O. Address

Send contract to.
nf Banker or Express Co.
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Young People's Societies 7R

A Measure for Prayer*

To pray for power simply for the

sake of power, is unchristian. To
pray for "might," in order to fight the

battle of the Lord more and more

bravely, is noble.

The Ephesians were to pray for

might, so that they could grasp the

great faith which receives Jesus into

the heart as a permanent dwelling-

place. Only thus could they hope to

know, "with all the saints," the great-

ness of his love. Only thus could they

be "filled with the fulness of God."
It is charged against us Christians

that we do not pray as did the Chris-

tians of a century or more ago. The
cold finger of science has pointed an-

other way. We are told that if, as we
assert, the plan of events was laid out

in the beginning, our prayers can not

change them. Therefore why pray?
There is an old story of colonial days

which illustrates this point.

A farmer started out one morning to

plough in a distant field. He bade his

wife good-by and then took his gun
down and laid it across his shoulder.

"You have prayed to God for pro-

tection," said his pious wife. "Can you
not trust him? Remember that if it

was foreordained that an Indian should
shoot you to-day, all your precautions
are useless."

"Very true," responded her husband,
with a twinkle in his eye. "But what
if it were foreordained that I was to

shoot the Indian first?"

It is undoubtedly God's purpose that
many of his blessings shall be preceded
by prayer on our part.

But it is not only in order that we
may secure blessings for ourselves that
we should pray. The true abandon-
ment of earnest prayer lifts up the
whole man. The idea of communion
with a Being infinitely wise and infi-

nitely pure must have an ennobling
effect upon character. A man, it is

said, is best known by the company he
keeps, for his nature is probably akin
to that of his chosen mates. If he
chooses to be much in company with his
Maker, it is a sign that he desires to
be like him; and the more he is with
him the more likely he is to resemble
his great Companion. If it is true that
the trend of the modern so-called reli-

gious life is away from prayer, let us
do all in our power to reverse it.

Away from prayer is away from God.
All of the great preachers have been

men of prayer—Wesley, Whitefield,
Finney, Edwards, Moody, Phillips
Brooks; and many great statesmen,
authors, poets—men in all the walks of
life—are pictured by their biographers
as often at prayer. Washington at
Valley Forge; Lincoln during the Civil
War; Robert E. Lee; Stonewall Jack-
son; Gladstone; McKinley, and many
others.

One of the wise old preachers has
quaintly said: "Whatsoever it is that
presses thee, go tell thy Father; put
over the matter into his hand, and so
shalt thou be freed from that care that
the world is full of. When thou art
about to do anything, go tell God of it,

and thou hast done for the matter of
caring; no more care, but quiet, sweet
diligence in thy duty, and dependence
on him for the carriage of thy matters.
Roll thy cares and thyself with them
all on thy God."
And while we seek for help, let us

not forget the praise due our Maker.
In Browning's poem,

Morning, evening:, noon, and night.
Praise God !" sang Theocrite.

In his greatness, he ceased to praise
as he had done in his poverty, and the
angel Gabriel sent him back to his
"poor trade" that he might learn to
praise again, for that is the best use of
our life—to praise God.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday. May
22. Text: Eph. 3 : 14-20.

What Is a Chri^ian ?*

CHRIST told the young ruler that

to be a Christian one must not

only keep the commandments, but he

must dedicate all that he has to God's

service and "follow him."

Some have interpreted this to mean
that we are literally to give up all our

property, throw ourselves on the com-

munity for support, and go from place

to place preaching the Gospel.

The Oriental religions usually im-

press this method of service upon their

believers. The consequence is an
enormous population of mendicant
eremites, who devote their lives to

reflection upon Buddha or Brahma, -or

"the Understanding Dream between
the breaths and faring beyond this

world"; or something else equally
inane and foreign to common sense.

Christ meant nothing of this sort.

His advice to the young ruler was of

the particular kind required by him.
It was not intended to be generally
applied.
Turn to the words of Christ and see

what he thought a Christian should be.

Look first at the Sermon on the Mount.
A Christian must be humble; he

must mourn his sin in meekness; he
must seek after righteousness, as the
hart panteth after the water-brooks;
mercy, purity, the love of peace and
active work to secure it everywhere in

the world, must characterize him; he
must set an example to others, for
when he professes Christianity, he be-
comes as a city set on an hill, and he
must "let his light shine."

Again, he must keep his temper; he
must have no quarrels; he must not be
satisfied with obeying the letter of the
law, but he must see that his heart is

washed clean of sin in its most inward
parts and he must cast sin from him
even though it cost him an eye or a
hand. This hatred of sin underlies
everywhere the Master's preaching.

It may be remembered that it was
said of a distinguished public man:
"We love him for the enemies he has
made."
The Christian will perhaps have

enemies. Christ has no part with
Belial, and the hosts of Belial will war
against Christ's people.

Find any cause upon which bad men
are united in hatred, and it is pretty
sure to be of Christ. Thus the liquor-
dealers, almost to a man, hate the
temperance cause; and thus those who
expect to make money out of war hate
the peace societies.

Beware of the arguments of those
whose pockets will profit by the suc-
cess of the cause which they espouse.
Their eyes are likely to be blinded so
that they cannot see clearly.

But turn again to the words of
Christ in his greatest discourse.
A Christian will love even his

enemies. In short, he, if he be a
thorough Christian, will be perfect
even as God is perfect.
He will bestow alms, but he will not

give boastfully nor for effect; he will
pray—not to be seen of men, but bow-
ing low before his Maker, alone in the
great presence; he will fast, but not
for effect. He will not strive to lay up
earthly treasure— perhaps the most
important advice of all, in this age of
materialism. After providing for
one's living and the needs of old age,
why should men seek to pile up mil-
lions? We cannot serve God and
Mammon.
And so on, through all of that won-

derful sermon. Study it, and you will
learn better than in any other way
what it is to be a Christian.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Mav 22
Text: Acts 26 : 24-29.

Any Church wishing to use the individual Com-niuniou Service, the sanitary method of observine theLord's Siniper, can secure a trial service froin tlieTh9mas Communion Servioe Co., Lima, Ohio. See
their advertisement on page 469.

Here's Good News on M
1910SplitHickoryBttggie
We have the

largest exclusive
vehicle and har-
ness factory in
the world. We
buy all high-
grade materials
in enormous
quantities —
making tremen-
dous savings. You
share in these sav-
ings because we
sell direct to you
at factoryprice.
That's why
we save
you 25^
on any
Split Hickory
Vehicle you want
—£rom our
125 styles.

let Me Pay Postage on My Big, Ne

Book of 125 Styles to Your Hon

SEND me your name now. I'll send you my bo
Choose the Split Hickory you want. I'll guaranl
to save you 25% on the retail price. Try itSOd;

on your own roads. If it isn't all you expect— send
back. If you want to keep it— I'll guarantee it for 2 I

years. If you decide to take my Split Hickory Auto-S'
Special— I'll save youS26.50. Buy direct from the facto
Save the in-between profits. Keep them at home in yc
own pockets.
Just write me now—a postal.. Know my offers before y

buy. Just a penny to find out how to save 25/5 on i

buggy you want. Write me.

H. C. Phelps
Manufacturer of

Split Hickory Vehic'

The Ohio Carriage

Manufacturing Co.

Station 236, Columbus, O.

30-Day Fn
Road Test

2 Years'

Guarantee I

^ Cash

Save

$2650
I

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship y i

"RANGER" BICY 6
en approval, fn M

prepaid to any place ia the United States without a cent deposit in advana id

allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit y in

every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you c ,;et

anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to lu jit, r'l

ship it back to us at our expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

I nUf CAf^TARY DRIPFQ ^^ ^'^'l the highest grade bicycles direct from f^ T)fcW"
'^f***

'y" '.•""'** ,* to rider at lower prices than any other house, /e

Eaveyoujio to J2S middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models til

Puncture-Proof tires. Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than ip

mail order bicycles-Lalso reliable medium grade models at unheard of low pric<

DinCD Af*CIITC UlAIITCn !q each town and district to ride and exhibit a s >le

niUCn nUCn I a IIAIIICII i9io"Ranger"Blcyclefurnishedbyus. ¥ouT,>e
astonished at the -wonderfully Icnuprices and the liberal propositions and spedal offer * :iU

give on the first Z910 sample going to your town. "Writ© at once for our special offer,

DO NOT BUY a bicycle ox ^.p^vt oiiXTeB^tctTn anyone at any pricevLiAW you receive ourcat lie '

and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles ler

your own name plate at d^ mi>le our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number uken in trade by our Chicago Ktall Ston III

ibe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC fAACTCD DDAtfC tear wheels, innertulws, lamps, cyclometers. parts, 1 *
I inCdf WUHO I en DllfllWC andeverything in the bicycle line at haUusualpi s.

00 NOT WAIT but write today for our Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fi of

Interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write It now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.D-71, CHICAGO, IL

.

UKEIHia

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If ynu are suffering from any form of spinal trouble you can be relieved
in your own liunte without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results are marvelous. It is nature's own metliod.
Eminent physicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the whole spine is invigorated and
strenethened. all soreness is taken out of the back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

straightened. There is bright hope for you. no matter how long you have
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union. Each
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly
Tliere is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We g:uarantee satis-
faction and let you use it 30 days. Write for our new book, giving
full information and reference*.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.. 207 17th ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

A Flying Stari
We are org-anized to promote successful poultry culture. You can get

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the

Rancocas Strain
White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS

We have over

10,000 Laye

RANCOCAS
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed,
k bred for ' fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, **tbe

„. They are n

^_., ^...^ .lie kind that li

theeees-" We have 10, 000 layers, and estabitsh every year luore paying egg fan

J

for beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers tn;

^

any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering <Ib

old-chlx from us. Any size shipment from 25 upward, all sturdy and vlgorooll

Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners—care, leeomii

f etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
Foster, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills In the Pines, N. J«

BEEKEEPING H^ Pl'^asiires and profits, is the

'i^iSi^TMSrl-''^^^^^^
?ofJ^v?nVy^?v'^e«ce'=nts,'r,?rtl?sV^iiSJf1^eT^^lg^>b'Sifll

papei. THE A. 1. EOOT CO., Box 70, Medina, Oliio

LAWN FENCI
Many design^ -Cheap i.

wood. 32 page Catalogij

free. Special Prices i|

Churches and Cemeterie,

Coiled Spring Fence tJo

Box D Winchester. IniJ
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,irt A YOUNG PREACHER
(RIGHT young boy of sixteen

it Hiyeen-s has recently received a local

pr Cher's license from the New Haven

^^
Dirict of the Methodist Episcopal

Clrch. He is Francis Willard Rollins,

ofBakerville, Conn., son of a Meth-
oc't preacher. He is still at school.

That the lad is physically vigorous is

evidenced by the fact that he walks a
distance of five miles to Torrington
High School and five miles home again
every day of the school year. He pro-
fesses no knowledge of theoloo-v but
says quite simply in straightforward
manly fashion, "I believe I know what
God wants us to do and what he'll do
to us if we don't do it."

The boy has been brought up in an
atmosphere of religious fervor. His
father is a Methodist preacher who has
been in evangelistic and mission work
in large cities and has held important
pastorates in various parts of New
England. In his father's absence the
boy preacher has occupied the pulpit,
he has con'Jucted prayer meetin'zs and
services of the Christian Endeavor
Societ^-. and has occasionally preached
in neighboring towns. After his grad-
uation from High School, he expects
to enter Wesleyan University, and
later hopes to teke a course at the
Theological Seminary.
The boy's mother died when he was

but six years of age. Four years later
his father married a niece of Russell
H. Conwell, the noted Baptist preacher
of Philadelphia. M. K. H.

CALLED HIGHER

wwmmm

SAOd

Susan Lapham (77), at Macedon, N. Y.

'nthia Latham Case (S-1), at Burkett, Neb.

s. Sarah Morse Paine, of St. Joseph, Mich.

s. Mary J. Ives (82), of Jacksonville, Fla.

nea H. Kerr, of Slipping Rock, Pa. (85).

I [-s. Harriet Clemens Moore, of Lincoln, Neb.

rion M. Elliott (56), at San Diego, Calif.

'• Christmas morninK, 1909, at Macon, N. C,
M Harriet E. Nowell (76).

-s. Jane A. Minor was called home on May
25>909. She was one of the saints of the
eai.

- t—|r !s. Margaret A. Hungerford died at West-
tmtml fie- N. Y., December 20, 1909. She was born
f^_J(Brtmber 9, 1829.

mes Curry, of Pawnee City, Neb., departed
ith life January 2, 1910. lacking nine days of
be; eighty-seven years of age.

^v. James W. Raynor, of Montrose, Pa., en-—— .w tel into the joys of eternal life January 7,

*I?1 19 in his eighty-eighth year.

•8. L. M. Raymond, of Warrensburg, III.,

w.calletl to the higher life November 16, 1909,
ag ninety-three years.

esley Davis, of Richland, Mo., died January
.271910, aged seventy-two years. He was a
cC|istent Christian.

t-njamin Waters Phillips, of Green Valley,
Kjx County, O., was called home January 17,
1!, aged seventy-eight ytius.

ishn Clark died at Chatham, N. Y.. Jan-
u:- 10, 1910. He was a subscriber to this
P' ir for twenty years or more.

rs. Robinson, of Ayers Cliflf, Quebec, Can-
a< passed on to her eternal home on August
in909, at the age of seventy-nine.

cd February 5. Iflin, Carrie M. Bettys, of
N York City, member of Calvary Baptist
C rch, at the age of sixty-two years.

Hi u'^'
^^'""^1 H- Beaven died in Minneapolis,

*n., in January, 1010. after an illness tilH o| ten years. Up to the time of his sickne.ss^ hiad been engaged in city mission work in
" neapolis.

rs. Joseph Briggg passed away at her home
II lattsville, Colo., October 12, 1909, at the age

1 sixty-seven.

.

[r. W. W. Dennen, of East Poland Me., died
"August, 1909. He had long been a reader of
'; Chri.stian HkKAI.I).

,,
iss Almira Westcott. of Plainfield, 111.,
ssed on' February U. 1910. An earnest

rler of Teik Chki.stia.n Hkkalu; a mission-
»• of the paper also.

(rs. Caroline Pillow, aged eighty-three years.
'I at Wilkinsburg. Pa.. Sunday. 1:18 A.M.,
J uary 30. 1910. Mrs. Pillow was the widow
"-^aptain Henry Pillow.

lias Martha Seaman, of Wantagh, L. I., en-
1 'U into rest in December of 1908. She was
>;etary of the Ladies' Aid Society of Wantagh
1 nearly twenty years.

;ntered into rest, Mr. William Gardner at
' home, Ontario, In.l.. at the age of eighty-
' "^^ "'as a devoted reader of The Chris-
'T* Hekalu for over twenty years.
*rs. T. B. Seaman, of Wantagh, L. I., en-w into heavenly rest March 10, 1910. She

Ji loved by all who knew her for her Chris-

, L.- S™'^''^'' ""<• loving and kind disposition,
'ecially to the nee<ly poor.

f n^I'
/?*"'/'*''' McKeIvy, member of the Cali-

iJi
'-'""•e'-ence, died some time ago at the

•'•Ker uid Peoples Home, San Francisco,

A1

where he had been the efficient and highly es-
teemed superintendent for nearly a score of
years.

Mrs. Isabel Lewis (79), of Pacific Grove,
Calif.

Mrs Mary C. Park, of De Soto, Mo., passed
to her rest on November 18, 1909.

Died January 24, 1910, Mrs. Hermon Osgood,
of Lower Cabot, Vt., aged sixty-three years.

Wm. Cooke, of Tuscarora, Pa., died recently,
aged sixty-five years.

Mrs. Rebecca Largent, in Butler, Mo. She
died as she had lived, triumphantly in the
Christian faith.

William N. Gesner, late of Whitneyville,
Conn., passed away at Alna, Me., on February
26, 1910. in the ninety-fourth year of his age.

Mrs. Thomas Egerton, of Gait, Ontario, do-
parted this life February 15, 1910, aged seventy-
two yeais. For eighteen yeais a reader of this
I)aper.

Rev. Henri Gelan, i)astor cf the First Ger-
man Baptist Church, of Hoboken, N. J., died
on Wednesday, March 16. He was born Sep-
tember 13, 1863, in Bischweilcr, Alsace, when
it was still a province of France, and he wss
a descendent of the Huguenots. The years of
his youth he spent in Paris. In 1883 he came
lo this country and settled in Lynn, Mass. He
studied at the Newton Theological Institution.
He took charge of a French-American church
in Stryker. Ohio. Being fully conversant with
the German language, and having a strong
inclination for the German work, he entered it

in 1896 and served as pastor in Bridgeport,
Conn., Winona, Minn.. Arnprior, Ont., Hep-
burn, Pa., and Hoboken. his last charge, from
whence his Lord took him to himself.

The Arm of the Lord

LET us cling to the arm
That is mighty to save.

To the arm of the Lord let us cling.
He will help us to ride

O'er the treacherous wave.
And His Spirit will help

Timid hearts to be brave

;

To the arm of the Lord let us cling.

When we think of our sins
We are tempted to doubt

;

To the arm of the Lord we must cling.
Faith in God and His Son

Puts temi)tations to rout.

Though in legions they come
From within, from without

:

To the arm of the Lord we must cling.

There's forgiveness with God,
When repentant we cry.

In the name of His Son, whom He gave:
On this promise of God

We can ever rely.

We will treasure the word
Till we gather on high,

Holding fast to the arm that will save.

Come to Jesus, oh come.
Though your sins weigh you down

;

Come to Jesus and trust in His love.

For a penitent soul
There is never a frown

—

There's a welcome instead.
And a robe and a crown.

And a home in the mansions above.

I'aaauic, N. J. John M. Morse.

OThe Malltoi Thai is BuHt-Nol Stuffed ^ 4^ MKtf

stermoor 15.
^Evcr Toss on Your Bed at Night? 1
Possibly you blamed yourself, or your dinner, instead cf ihe guilty v

mattress. But—if the mattress soothed, you wouldn't toss, you'd sleep.

Logical—isn't it? To put it another way—when you £o to Led en an

Ostermoor, you do sleep—because the Ostermoor compels rel=_xalicn. The
moment you lie down the only consciousness you have is that of absolute

comfort, and the sensation blends quickly into sound, refreshing slunr.Ler.

One million people know this. The reason lies in the corstructicn of the

Ostermoor. Place four thousand sheets of filmy, downy cotton, luill (ret

stuffed) into an evenly tufted, soft, elastic mattress, and you have a sleep

producer miles ahead of the old-fashioned stuffed horse hair, or stuffed cotton

mattress usually sold. Follow common sense— 5/eep on an Ottermocr.

Our 144-page Book with Samples—Sent FREE
The Ostermoor Mattress is not for sale ct stores gen-

erally, but there's an Ostermoor dealer in most places

— -thelivest merchant in town. Write lis and we'll

give you his name. But don't take chances with

imitations at other stores--makesure you're petting

the genuine Ostermoor---our trademark label

is your guarantee. We will ship you a mat-

tress by express, prepaid,same day your
check is received by u ,when we have

no dealer or he has rone in stock.

in MATTRESSES COST

W$- 4 ft. 6 iii.,45 lbs. $15.00
4 ft. 40 lbs. 13.35

W^0: 3 ft. 6 in., 35 lbs. 11.70

\00. 3 ft. 30 lbs. 10.00

2 ft. 6 in., 25 lbs. 8.35

All 6 ft. 3 in. long

EXPRESS CHARGES PREPAID
In two parts, 50 cents extra OSTERMOOR & CO. , 115 Elizabeth SI- N Y

laiia.l,L;Alii.-.k:irei,ihtr4:lMi.t.O ItL M Mreal

GOOD FOR A LIFETIME'S BED TIME
>/

'SaveThe-HorSe^SravinGure.
Bt6wTfiA&e_«AH)i 95

AND UP-

WARD

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Chickasha. Okla.. Dec. 24, 1909.

Tioy ChpmicalCo.. BiiiKhaniton. N. Y.
Clieck for iJIO pndf>srd. Please send me two bottles of "Save-

tlie-Horse." Have liad splendid results from your medicine.
Yours truly. H. B. JOHNSON.

Oft Munii Ave.. Newark, N. J., Dec. 4, 1909.
Troy Chemical Co.. Bintrhainton. N. Y.
Some time afio I purchased a horse, believing liim to be a real

t'ood one. At the time I did not know that he had been firni
and blistered. Ho became very lame from a bone spavin and
the prospect of petting him right was not very favorable, owing
ti' liis advanced age.
However, having a bottle of "Save-the-Horse" on hand, of

which I had used very little in satisfactorily curing puffs on
another horse, I ventured to think it would help the spavin on
my new purchase. I was ashamed to drive the horse in the
daytime, he was so lame, I used more than half the bottle.
Suddenly, about ten days after, the horse forgot his lameness,
and to this day he acts and goes as sound as a colt. Now,
should you want a recommendation you are at liberty to refer
to mo Respectfully yours, JOS. WM. BURTON.;
$mm atk « bottle, witli siirn.-.i t,'naranlee or contract, Sena
f^»VV f,,rr..i'y. I kl. t aiul 1. iters from Iuismh^^s men and^m triiiiiris on •K'-w hiiHi ..f .;i^.'. Permanently cures
K^ Spavin. Thoroughpin, Bingtone u-x.-fpt lout. Curb,

Splint, Capped Hock, Windpuff, Shoe Boll, Injured Tendcns
and all lameness. No scaror lossof hair. H->rse works as usual.

Dealers or Express Paid.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., BinghamtoD, N.Y.

IS
AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH

It is :i solid proposition to sen I

on trial, fully guaranteed, a neu
well niiifle. easy running separi
tor for $15. 9r>. .skims hot orcolil

milk: making heavy or light
cream. Designed, especially foi

small dairies, hotels and private
families, different from this pi

ture wliich illustrates our huge
capacity niachines. 'Hie boul is

a sanitary marvel, easily cleaned
Gears thorouglily protecte 1
Western Orders flfled from
Western points. Whether your
dairy is large or small write us
and obtain our liandsome
free catalog. Address:

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO
Box I 184

BAINBRIDGE.N.v.

tLUGiTQi nriDi

SALESMEJNJ
Earn tli<> Bitrsrcst Salaries of nnv claea

of men in the world. Over 6(X).U(I0 employed
in the United Stales and Canada. The de-
mand for good salesmen exceeds the supply.
We will teach you to be one by mail and assist

'you to secure a good position tlirouKh ourFREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.
We receive calls for thousands of Salesmen and
have assisted thousands of men to secure good

positions or better salaries. A j^reat many of our grad-
uatea who formerly earned from $2!i to $75 a month,
have since earned from $100 to us high us $500 a month
and expenses, Thousunds of good positions now open.
If you want to secure one of them or increase your
earnings our Free Book, "A Knight of The Grip," will
show you how. Address nearest office for it today.
Dept. 496 NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAVELING 18S0CLATI0N

Ohicago, New York, Kansas City, Miuneapolia,
San Francisco, Atlanta.

AGENTS'$33.30 A WEEK
Whvnofmake it?

Jack Wood did
it ! He writes—
"Hurry up 100
more—sold firnt

lot in 2 days-
best sellerlever
saw." Hundreds
ol agents coining
money — $r».6U
worth of tools for

the price of one.
from finest steel

Wonderful invention—drop forged
Nickel Plated all over. Astonishing

low price to Bgents—3.200 ordered by one man. Get our
grand coufidrntial proposition quick. Sample free—
don't delav — experience not needed—write at once.
THOMAS MFG. CO., $1S24 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

OA Beautiful Post Cards | A^
UjJ No Two Alike— Latest Designs XvV
Lovely assortiiient of 20 .\rtistic Biitiulay, Fricinlship,
Good Luck, Koses and Flowers in exquisite colois, all
for only 10 rents, if you answer this ad. iiiiinediately.

J. H. Seymoiii', 355 VV, Eighth St.,Topvkn, Kan.
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Gold Dust
GOLD UUST is an antiseptic washing powder

that works wonders. It not only removes the visible

dirt and grease, but goes deep after every hidden

particle and minute impurity—sterilizes as well as

cleanses—and leaves everything it touches clean,

innc, wholesome, safe.

If you want to reduce the muscular effort of

household cleaning, let GOLD DUST show you
the way.

Don'i use Naphtha, Borax, Soda, Ammonia or
Kerosene. The Gold Dust Twins need no outside help.
For washing dishes, scrubbing floors, cleaning woodworK,
oilcloth, silverware and tinware, polishing brasswork.
cleaning bathroom pipes, refrigerators, etc., softening harcj

water, washing clothes, and making the finest soft soap.
ning bathroom pipes, refrigerators, etc., softening 1

;r, washing clothes, and making the finest soft s^

'
'^ et the Gold Dust Twins do your work"

Fairy Soap
Plenty of second grade soap masquerades under

strong perfumes and dyes, and sells at a fancy price.

FAIRY SOAP—is white—undyed—and is made
from edible fats. It costs bat 5c a cake because it

contains no needlessly expensive perfume.

FAIRY SOAP—the handy, floating, oval cake— is

daintily wrapped in tissue and packed in a carton.

When you want all soap and no sham, order
FAIRY SOAP.

Fairy Soap was granted highest possible awards
at both St. Louis and Portland Expositions.

"Have You a little 'Fairy' in your home?"

S3[3?^*^T

i-

Sunny Monday
Laundry Soap

Avoid rosin soaps !

True economy means the saving of clothes—not soap.
When clothes cost dollars, where soap cost cents, it pays to
know what kind of laundry soap you introduce your clothes to.

Sunny Monday Laundry Soap *(N.R.) is a clothes-saver.
It will double the life of your clothes.
Sunny Monday *(N.R.) will not shrink your flannels, will

not make your woolens harsh and "nettley," nor will it

fade your colored goods.

* N. R. means "No Rosin." Sunny Monday Laundry Soap
contains no rosm. Rosin cheapens soap but injures clothes.

Li"

^%

J^

^Jl^'^'^^l^^i^'^j^y Bubbles will wash away your troubles'

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAjL
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY—MAKERS-CHICAGO C
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

W. S., Grand Forks, N. D. As "Mark Twain"
has just passed away, it might be of gen-

eral interest to show us the origin and sig-

nificance of Mr. Clemens' pen narne. I

have searched my dictionary—unabridged,

too—and encyclopedia and find nothing to

the point.

"Mark Twain" is one of the calls of the

leadsmen on the Mississippi steamers. The call

"Mark Twain" meant to mark "two fathoms."

Mr. Clemens first signed the name to articles

written for the Territorial Enterprise of Vir-

ginia City, Nev.

N. E. McK., Millanville, Que., Can. 1. What
are the Biblical grounds against polygamy?
2. What is the difference between "apostle"

and "disciple" ?

1. Although polygamy was a prevailing cus-

tom in the ancient East (and is so still, to some

e-xtent ) , many if not a majority of the Israelites

had a single wife. (See Prov. 12: 4; 19: 14;

31: 10.) In Gospel times polygamy had almost

died out. (See Matt. 18: 25; Luke 1:5; Acts

5:1.) It is notable that no case of polygamy

among the Jews is mentioned in the Gospel nar-

rative. Christ in his teachings impliedly con-

demned polygamy as contrary to the original

purpose of marriage. (See Matt. 19: 3-9.)

Paul's teaching is also clear on the same sub-

ject. (See I. Cor. 7; Eph. 5: 23; Eph. 4: 4.)

2. An "apostle" is "one sent to minister," or

"one with a mission," while a "disciple" is a

learner, a follower, a believer. A disciple of

Christ is any one who believes his doctrine and

emulates his example ; an apostle one with a

special work to do. The two terms, however,

are very often employed interchangeably.

A. R., Housatonic, Mass. 1. Was the late Dr.
Klopsch a doctor of divinity or an M.D. ?

2. What church did he attend? 3. What is

the correct pronunciation of "Klopsch" ?

4. What did Italy do to show her grati-

tude for his co-operation after the great
earthquake?

1. Dr. Klopsch was a doctor of philosophy

and a doctor of laws. 2. He was a member of

the Methodist Church and one of its lay preach-

ers. 3. The name is pronounced as spelled,

with the "c" silent. 4. The King and Queen
in a personal interview expressed their thanks

anjl appreciation of his great work after the

earthquake and in the time of stress which fol-

lowed.

J., L. C, Norman, Calif. 1. When and by whom
were the first Bibles printed in America ?

"" 2. What was the price of a Bible at this

time? I heard the statement made re-

cently that the first Bibles were printed in

this country in 1734, and it took the wages
of a laboring man fifteen years to pay for a
Bible at that time.

1. Bibliophiles for a long time contended that

the first American Bible was printed by Robert
Aitkin, of Philadelphia, in 1781. Isaiah Thomas
in his History of Printing says that Kneeland
& Green, of Boston, printed an edition of the

Bible for Daniel Henchman. It bears the date

of 1761, and is a copy of a London Bible, put
.secretly through the press, as the Bibles were
allowed to be printed in Scotland and England
only by those who had the privilege from the

Crown. 2. We do not know the price of the

Bible. This is an overstatement, because Bibles

were quite common in the early colonies.

L.' A. C, Narvon, Pa; How much' postage must
• be put on letters and United States postal

cards or any class of mail matter to send to
foreign countries, and to what countries
can you send mail at the same rate as over
the United States? ,

You can send a letter to Mexico, Canada and
any part of Great Britain for two cents.

Letters may be sent to Germany for two cents,

but are only ta'Ken on steamers landing at
German ports. The fast steamers sail by way
of England and take only letters bearing five-

Cent stamps. All other foreign countries and
colonies five cents. Postal cards take a two-
cent stamp in all cases, even Great Britain,

where the two-cent stamp takes a letter of one
ounce.

M. M. B.. Waterbury, Conn. What is the
- Christian argument against suicide?

, That life is given to us as a trust, indeed as

our greatest trust ; that we must keep it and use

it rightly and be responsible for it. We are
here by the will of the Almightyr~We lare set

ill the path of duty and to please our whim, or

at the call of some allurement, we must not

abandon our post. There is something here for

each of us to do, both in developing the best

there is in ourselves and in helping others. Till

God wills it, we must abide. Job said, when

tempted to die: "All the days of my warfare

would I wait till my release should come." (Job

14: 4.) "Do thyself no harm," said Paul to

the jailer at Philippi (Acts 16: 28). Every

man who is sane knows that he has no right to

take his life in his hands and fling it away.

Human nature is weak ; but just at the moment
of our greatest weakness, we get divine rein-

forcement and reassurance if we ask for it.

J. L., Rayland, O. 1. Name the books written

by Roosevelt. Is he writing a book of his

travels in Africa? 2. Who is the present

poet laureate of England?

1. The books by Theodore Roosevelt are:

Winning of the West, History of the Naval War
of 1X12, Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Life of

Thomas Hart Benton, Life of Gouverneur Mor-

ris, Ranch Life and Hunting Trail, History of

New York, The Wilderness Hunter, American
Ideals and Other Essays, The Rough Riders,

one colony or State from the other. In a char-

ter of 1663 Charles II. of England made a grant

to Earl Clarendon and others of the country

called Carolina, really North Carolina. The

original charter was withdrawn and in 1730

the Crown divided Carolina into North and

South Carolina. Although this was the formal

act, the people of the two parts seemed to have

been conscious of separate interests and exist-

ence some time before. 3. We have only had

one national constitution. In 1789 enough States

had adopted it to permit it to go into force.

4. No one knows the exact manner of Paul's

death. Some say he was beheaded ; others sim-

ply state that he died a martyr, and one or two

imply he died a natural death.

Subscriber, Oakwood, Mo. Please explain Matt.

16: 18. Is the C !!istian Church founded

on Peter as the "Rock," or on Christ the

Rock?
The passage in question is one usually re-

ferred to in support of the claims of the Roman
Church, but it is quite certain that whatever

power or authority was granted to any of the

apostles was shared by all in common. The

Famous Chri^ian Te^imonies

Norman Hapgood

AS editor, author, critic, Mr. Norman Hapgood
has been for the last ten years or more one

of the best-known figures in the field of Ameri-

can periodical literature. His acyte powers of

observation and his keen judgment of men and

motives have been sufficiently demonstrated in

the influential pages of Collier's Weekly, of

which he is editor. Mr. Hapgood's wide range

of personal acquaintance, and his familiarity

with those who are the acknowledged leaders in

political and social thought and action in this

country, marked him as a man peculiarly quali-

fied to answer the question below:

"Is the spirit of Jesus more dominant in busi-

ness and public affairs than when you entered

active life, and is it an advantage or not for a

public man to-day to be known as a professing

Christian ?
"

Mr. Hapgood's reply is given below in full

:

My Dear Sir: New York, December 17.

I feel sure that the spirit of Jesus is much more dominant in politics,

business, and international relations than it was fifteen or twenty years ago.

In politics, the interest in the welfare of the humble has been shown in the

increasing support given to disinterested leaders and liberal measures. There

have been many set-backs, as was shown only the other day in San Francisco,

Cincinnati, Philadelphia, but in spite of these set-backs, progress is unmistaka-

ble. In business the change is decidedly more marked. There, too, there is

much to do. The contest now going on in Illinois over the limitation in

the working hours for women in certain employments, is an illustration; but

nothing is more inspiriting than a thorough study of w^hat employers are now
willingly doing for their employees that they would have thought outrageous

exactions a dozen years ago. The passage of the pure food law was a notable

mile-post in the progress of honesty in business.

In international relations the value of peace is

appreciated more widely every year.

Yours sincerely,

wT^-w-^^/-^

Life of Oliver Cromwell, The Strenuous Life.

He is also part author of the following : Hero
Tales from American History, The Deer Fam-
ily, Outdoor Pastimes of an American Hunter.
Scribner*s Magazine has been publishing the

account of his travels in Africa. 2. Alfred

Austin is poet laureate of Great Britain, ap-
pointed in 1896.

R. W., Roanoke, W. Va. 1. Will you please
descrilje the battle of Saratoga? 2. When
were North and South Cai'olina separated ?

3. How many constitutions have we had ?

4. How was Paul executed and by whom?
1. There were two engagements near old

Saratoga. General Burgoyne in command of

the British forces encamped at Saratoga on
September 14, 1777. On the 19th was fought
the Battle of Bemis' Heights, with both sides

claiming the victory. On the 7th of October
was fought the Second Battle of Bemis' Heights,
or Saratoga, in which Burgoyne was defeated,
and ten days later he surrendered with .'5.642

men. He had lost 4,000 fn the" campaign.
2. There was no formal act of separation of

church was built upon twelve foundations (see
Rev. 21: 14) and not upon Peter alone, but
upon all the apostles (see Eph. 2: 20). The
language of Matt. 16 : 18 is metaphor. Besides,

Peter never claimed or exercised any power
different from his associates.

P. P. T., Freeman, S. D. Is it possible for
any one, in the Gospel dispensation, and
not believing in Christ, to be saved ?

We can set no limit to the mercy and par-
doning power of God. In all ages and in eveiy
nation he has raised up witnesses to himself.

If the question refers to one who, living in

Gospel times and having heard the message of

salvation, wilfully ignores or rejects it, we
might have reasonable doubts, although we are
not to judge in such matters ; but if he be in

a portion of the world still in heathen darkness,
the case is different. To deny the possibility of
salvation to the heathen who have never heard
the Gospel is opposed to the spirit of both the

Old Testament and Nsw Testament. The ear-
liest Christian teachings held that the Holy
Spirit exerted an influence upon the unevan-

gelized by means of reason, and that those

lived pure, upright lives before God mighi
called, justified and saved. Justin Mai
Clement, and still later, Zwingle, taught
doctrine, and believed that the moral and

\

among the heathen might be accepted for

sake of ChrLst's frnished woi"k and atonem
Job was an Arab, of a heathen race

; yet h

represented as a man of perfect integrity
I

under divine protection and blessing.

Paul's exposition in Rom. 2: 14, 26, 27, w

holds that those not being under the law

Christ) may be a law unto themselves.

Abbie A. K., Amiret, Minn. Please explain i

John 3: 6, (2) 3: 19, and (3) the
clause of Matt. 1: 20. 4. Why does

'

reau say the Hebrew, or Christian, Cin

wholly masculine ?

1. Jesus here stated an impressive gen

proposition : that a thing partakes of the na

of that from which it proceeds. By "flesh

meant not the mere material body, but all It

comes into the world by birth, as contrs

tinguished from "spirit," which is born of

Spirit and not of flesh. 2. Those who, knov
good from evil, preferred the latter, were
demned by that fact. This should be reai

the light of the passages immediately preced
,

from v. 16. In this case, it was the rejectio

Christ, "the Light of the world." 3. The i

lation to Joseph was to reassure him. as

p^:sage itself clearly explains. 4. Man's 1
•

ness to his Maker consisted not in phy.' 1

form or intellectual attainments, but in

divinely implanted "moral disposition of

soul," and in the love of knowledge, jii

righteousness and truth. Thoreau's rtu

refers to the ancient anthropomorphism wi

in almost every age has represented divinit;

human form and with human characteri>

(anthropopathy), probably because the

spiritual human mind cannot conceive of

otherwise. The Hebrews were expressly wai

against this in Exod. 20 : 4, 5.

J. C. P., Capelsie. N. C. What kind o

needle was our Lord talking about whei
spoke of the rich man and said "i'

easier for a camel to go through the !

of a needle," etc. ?

Some travelers write that the "needle's <

• was and still is a common Eastern name of

small wooden gate or wicket which rema '1

open after the larger gate in the city wall

shut for the night. The saying quoted in

passage was a proverb used in the Je\

schools to denote anything very difficult,

practically impossible.

Miscellaneous

Mrs. M. S., Englewood, 111. It is Christia:

without Christ. It substitutes the human i

for the divine will. It does not teach the At'

ment as the orthodox Christian churches t( '

it, nor does it believe in conversion in the s

sense in which they do.

Mrs. S. D. T., Dresden, Kas. 1. Your 1
I

letter is appreciated. Some circuses may '

educational and instructive and without ot

tionable features ; but there are others—anil '

fear the majority—that are demoralizing to
'

young. 2. We know nothing of the teacl
'

in question.

A. G. B., Mabelvale, Ark. The general •

sumption of Biblical students is that although

Cain, Abel and Seth are mentioned, there w
large posterity of Adam, not mentioned in

Scriptures, and that of necessity there must 1
•-

been intermarriages. This is practically n5
clear when we read that Cain, after the mu <r

of Abel, went to the "land of Nod" (which m< 5

"exile"), and there took a wife and built a i •

By that time, the posterity of Adam had doubt ^

spread over considerable territory.

J. G. B., Hanover, Va. Judas was discu <

in 'The Mail-Bag recently, covering the !
'

points mentioned in your question. His nv.

in joining the Twelve can only be conjectn

He may have been genuinely drawn by

preaching of the Master, or he may have I
'

led by cupidity or ambition. Although thei •

no special record in his case, it is inferred

he shared the tasks of the other disciples

exercised the same powers.

S. S. G., Glenn, Calif. The leading Bai '

quarterly of the United States, the Chr>s

Review of January, 1855 (p. 23), said
^

the claim to the distinct and unbroken eii\sU-

of a Church substantially Baptist from the e

oif the apostles down to our own can nol

sustained. This view is also taken by Cut

in his book entitled Historic Vindmil'

(1859.) The whole subject is one which •

been a disputed issue for generations and it-

likely to be affected, one way or the other >

any new expression of opinion.

I
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THE "STARS AND STRIPES" IN JAPAN

Rev. Francis E. Clark

mmi

tern

IBM

MUCH foolish talk

about war between
the United States and
Japan has arisen of late,

and our papers have had
more or less to say on
the subject. The testi-

mony of a recent trav-

eler in Japan on this

score may be of some
value, and may help to

dispel any lingerinfj idea

on the part of my fellow

countrymen that "Japan
is spoiling for war."

I do not pretend to

have any inside political

information, for though
I had an audience with
his Majesty, the Em-

p or, and an interview with Count Okuma, Japan's

g^atest living statesman, I had no conversation

V hthem on international subjects. But I did have
sne opportunities to know how the

pple of various classes feel toward
/lerica.

"'rem the Cleveland six hundred and
f^y Americans landed at Nagasaki
ad Kobe and Yokohama last January,
b far the largest body of tourists that
e^r visited these ports at the same time.

I every place, as well as in Osaka,
Tkyo and Kyoto, we were received
v:h the utmost cordiality and enthu-
ssm. Not a discordant note was
suck during the two weeks the Amer-
i'ns were in Japan. At every street
c,ner crowds of Japanese awaited us,

^ ving as many American as Japanese
f;s. I never saw so many American
f?s in my own country in the same
1 gth of time as during those two
\eks in Japan. Over the principal
seets of their cities great arches were
ected, on which were always en-
t ned affectionately the Stars and
^ipes and the Sunrise flag of Dai
^jpon.

The crowds on the streets cheered the
iiericans continually, shouting "Ban-
2;.' Banzai!" (May you live ten thou-
sid years!) I did not hear of a single
i ult or derogatory remark, though
Sih remarks would not have been sur-
fsing. We should have heard them,
pbably, if 6.50 Japanese had suddenly
i aded an American city.
f*^ot only did the crowd cheer the
^lericans, and show their cordial
findliness in every possible way, but
"re formal welcomes were not wanting.

^y Rev. FRANCIS E. CLARK, LL.D.

The Cleveland had scarcely come to anchor in Naga-
saki Harbor when a large delegation of the leading

citizens of Nagasaki, in tall hats and Prince Albert
coats, climbed aboard the ship, and the mayor, in

an eloquent address, off'ered the freedom of the city

to the Americans, and made them feel that they were
welcome from the first moment they stepped ashore

on the soil of Japan. This was followed by a public

meeting in one of the large halls in Nagasaki, when
most cordial expressions of friendship and admira-
tion for America were voiced by the leading citizens.

In Kobe and in Tokyo there were other formal
meetings of welcome, when the mayor of the cities,

the members of the common councils, the presidents

of the boards of trade and others came together to

express in every possible way their regard for the

visitors and for the country from which they had
come.

Still another reception was held at the beautiful

The Beautiful Gate of a Temple at Nikko

villa of Count Okuma, the "Sage of Waseda." Noth-

ing could have been more friendly than his words,

and nothing more laudatory of America. In private

conversation he afterwards assured me of his per-

sonal happiness in meeting so many Americans; and
certainly the lavish bounty with which he received

them left nothing to be desired, and showed his deep
personal interest in their coming.

After this reception came another one on the fol-

lowing day in the largest theatre of Tokyo. Here
the mayor and councilmen were present, and nearly

a score of eminent Japanese citizens who had made
the tour of America on the recent great business

men's excursion. Count Shibusawa, the mayor of

Tokyo, addressed us, and, as I had been asked by my
fellow passengers to reply to these addresses of

welcome on this and other occasions, I took special

note of what was said, and detected, in all the ad-

dresses, not a single discordant note, nor anything
that showed aught but the utmost friendliness for

America and Americans. This reception in the
theatre was given by the municipality of Tokyo, who
had entertained the tourists at dinner at the Im-

perial Hotel immediately before.

On still another occasion, I had the
opportunity of learning something of

the friendly feeling of the people of

Japan toward America at a banquet
which, as one of the vice-presidents of

the American Peace Society, I was asked
by the Kyoto Peace Society to attend.

"Here were gathered in the Kyoto
Hotel," as I had occasion to write re-

cently, "at a banquet that would have
done credit to the Waldorf-Astoria,
some twenty of the leading business and
professional men of Kyoto, in many
respects the second city of impoi-tance in

the empire. The governor and mayor,
though detained by illness, were repre-

sented by their deputies, and the presi-

dent of the Chamber of Commerce and
other leaders in the government, in the

education and the business of the city,

expressed themselves in the warmest
terms towards America and Americans.
They spoke of war between the two
countries as an almost unthinkable
crime." This banquet was presided
over by the president of the Common
Council of Kyoto. The speeches were
all of the most cordial and unequivocal
character, lauding the blessings of peace,

the benefits of ai'bitration and concilia-

tion, and inveighing against the horrors

and the idiocy of unjust war.
At this time Secretary Knox's note

about Manchuria had just been pub-
lished in Japan, and was creating more
or less excitement in official circles; and

Continued on page i95
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PARTNERSHIP
WITH GOD
TEXT-I. Thess. 2: 12 (R. V.)

Walk worthily of God, who calleth you into

his own kingdom and glory."

IF
I were to quote all the promises of co-operation,

and give all the instances of partnership, be-

tween God and man that are given in the Bible,

there would be no room for comment. From the

time that God walked with Adam in the garden in

the cool of the day, clear down to the time when

Jesus left his disciples, saying "Lo, I am with you

alway, even unto the end of the world," his saying

has been evidently true: "Without me ye can do

nothing." It only remains for us to illustrate, and

make actual in our experience, the amazing possi-

bility of such a partnership.

It is worthy of immortal memory that the lofty

exhortation of the text to walk worthy of God was

not addressed primarily to such great souls as

Socrates, Aeschylus, Aristides the Just, but was

presented as a possibility, and hence a duty, to the

common people of Thessalonica; and kindred ex-

hortations were addressed to the people of Corinth,

Ephesus and Colosse and the degenerate cities of

that day. After enumerating some of the most

debasing and degrading sins of a lost humanity,

Paul says to the Corinthians, "And such were some

of you; but ye were washed, but ye were sanctified,

but ye were justified, in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ and in the Spirit of our God." And to men
of that class who were redeemed he offers this divine

partnership with the infinite God. Surely no gospel

of higher ideals could be presented to men. In what
respect and in what departments are we in such
partnership? In every respect and in all depart-

ments.

Cod the Principal Partner

Whether one adopt the theory of an absentee or

the truer one of an immanent God, this co-operation

of God with man is evident, either by the action of

imposed laws and forces, or by personal power. One
can think of no field of endeavor where man alone is

sufficient. There must be a world that man did not

make on which to labor. There must be air to

breathe, forces and laws in full play, or man's en-

deavor is nought. Paul may plant and Apollos may
irrigate, but it is all in vain unless God give the

increase. Man is indebted to Him who constantly
upholdeth all things by the word of his power for

the constancy of nature. That sown seed is not of

m.an's creation. He hides it in the ground and goes
away and forgets it. But the Author of life remem-
bers, and laws chemical, vegetable and vital are in

full play in the dark ground, and at length the joy
of harvest comes. Man has done so little that he
scarcely seems to have been in the business at all.

Man makes a little world to sail the seas instead
of realms of space. In a hundred days more or less

it is at port thousands of miles away. But did he
make the seas, the rivers in them and in the voyag-
ing air by which the transit was made? No; but
he is in partnership and entitled to use the resources
of the firm.

There are about ninety millions of people in this

country, more or less given to toil. They are in the
fields, factories, mines, on the seas, everywhere.
But there is an agile force that does more work than
every man, woman and child of them all. It is

steam. By it the train flies over the mountain and
plain, the factory wheels are whirled, the mines are
worked. But does man make every drop of water
with this capability of intense expansion? No; but
he is in partnership and is entitled to use the re-
sources of the firm. Only let him walk worthy of
God, the other partner.

A Union of Illimitable Resources

Man needs to make a way for his hurrying tides
of commerce through the long miles of the heart of
a mountain. He can not tear away the solid rock
with his delicate fingers. And the pick swung by
his sturdy arms makes scarcely any impression.
But he reaches the solid, quiescent stick of dynamite
far into the unbroken solidity of the rock and bids
it turn itself into an airy gas, with particles so
abhorrent of each other that they make a pressure
of 80,000 pounds to the square inch. No rock, even
buttressed and weighted down by miles of moun-
tains, can stand such a pressure; and so the way is

* Bishop Warren is one of the ablest and most eloquent leaders in
American Methodism. .

torn open. But did man make the irrepressible gas?

By no means. But he is in partnership and entitled

to use the resources of the firm. miner man, walk

worthy of God, the other partner.

Man is in haste and the mobile air but slowly

carries his words at the rate of 1,090 feet a second,

and he wants to send them instantly. He finds in

earth, air and sky an ocean of force ready to do his

bidding, and in a little pipe under a city street there

are thousands of voices flying, and over continents

and under seas his words are swiftly going. Did

man make the unthinkable swiftness of electricity?

By no means; but he is in partnership and is en-

titled to use the resources of the firm. Oh, who-

ever thou art lifting lips to the phone, or putting

fingers to the telegraphic key, walk worthy of God,

the other partner.

The Wonders of God's Chemistry

But swiftness is not the only serviceable quality

of electricity. I know a factory making six thou-

sand barrels of cement a day. They need 50,000

horse power to operate the mill. There is no room
for them in the narrow space, and they could not be
used if room was abundant. So men go away two
hundred miles to the mountains and find a waterfall
thundering in its might. They harness this power,
set it to raking up electricity out of its boundless
ocean, and send it the two hundred miles on three
slender wires, turn the 50,000 horse power into one
hundred and twenty dynamos, and the woi"k is done.

But did man make those lofty mountains, did he
make the distant ocean, did he bring millions of tons
of water hundreds of miles and make the infinite

realm of gravitation to pour power down the cat-

aract? By no means. But he is in partnership and
entitled to use the resources of the firm. Oh, engi-
neer in so many realms, walk worthy of God, the
other partner.

This co-operation is seen as clearly in man's
mental realms. The special office of the Comforter
is to lead into all sorts of truth. How immeasur-
ably was Paul enlightened in his three days in

Damascus and his three years in Arabia! He recog-
nized the true way to superhuman wisdom when he
prayed that God would enlighten the eyes of the
understanding of the Ephesians. Every teacher
knows that boys converted while at school show a
quickened intelligence and larger grasp of their
studies. Converted heathen immediately show a
brighter mind even in worldly things. Christian
writers have thoughts the world will not willingly
let die. All the great poets are in this helpful part-
nership. Milton, Shakespeare, Browning, Tenny-
son, Lowell, and Longfellow have eminence and
write things worthy of immortality, while Byron
and his ilk write things that ought to die. Milton
prefaces his great work with this prayer:

And chiefly thou, O Spirit, that dost prefer
Above all temples the upright heart and pure.
Instruct me, for thou knowest ; . . .

. . . what in me is dark
Illumine, what is low raise and support;
That to the height of this great argument
I may assert eternal Providence,
And justify the ways of God to men.

Bunyan equally seeks help for a work many times
more widely read than any other book of English
origin. When the moulders of this nation met in
Philadelphia in 1776 they all felt that the issues
involved were too great for human wisdom; so they
sent for William White, rector of Christ Church, to
lead them in prayer. The result was the Declara-
tion of Independence and later the Constitution of
these United States, which William Gladstone says
"is the most v/onderful work ever struck oif at a
given time by the brain and purpose of man." And
the book of Scripture inspired of God, profitable for
teaching, for reproof, for correction, for instruction
in righteousness, is read by increasingly multiplied
millions year by year. What holy men of old wrote
as they were moved by the Holy Spirit still lives
with increasing power. Let it not be supposed that
that partnership closed with the closing of the so-
called canon. Glorious is the fact that God has
spoken to men in times past in diverse manners by
the prophets, but far more glorious the fact that he
now speaks to us by his Son; and this speaking is to
continue to the end of the world. Great as is the
power of the other partner in the realm of gravita-

tion, steam, explosives, rivers in ocean and air a

electricity, it is even greater in the realm of mii

Man could not originate, find or even imagine 1

great thoughts of his own priceless worth, a wh
world not being legal tender for a single soul; coi

not imagine the unity, omnipotence, omniscien

infinite love accessible by every seeking soul; but
is in partnership and is entitled to use the resour

of the firm. Oh, active thinker, walk worthy
God, the other partner.

Still more evident is the fact of partnership

the realm of the will. As Paul says, "It is God w .

worketh in you both to will and to work for his g(

pleasure." Nebuchadnezzar, backed by all kirn

authority of armies and the fiery furnace, could i

break down the will of the three Hebrew childr

nor of Daniel, determined to pray. It is too mi
to expect the will of a slave to stand against the \'

of a king backed by such various powers. But
was in partnership with one whose will is supret

and was filled with the knowledge of his will in

spiritual wisdom and understanding, to walk wor
ily of the Lord, strengthened with all power ui

all patience and long suffering with joy.

Of course, in the great work of the spirit rea

partnership with God is necessary. The new ci

tion is beyond the ability of man.
I

How helpless nature lies

Unconscious of her load!
The heart unchanged can never rise i

To happiness and God. i

We are to be born not of the flesh but of the Spii

We are to become partners of the divine natu
We are made partakers of Christ and of the H'

Ghost. It is a life so high that the best blood, hi;

est culture, and ability of Nicodemus to be a ruler

the Jews could not attain that lofty life. Even
must be born of the Spirit. To them who belies

on Christ, to them gave he power to become 1

children of God, with all the power of heredity flc

ing from Father to child. Such lofty heights of 1

are unattainable by unaided man. But he is

partnership and is entitled to use all the resoun
of the firm. Oh, child born of the Spirit, Wi

worthy of God, the Father.

Working Into the Eternal Plans •

Now we see how God can call such lives into
]

own kingdom and glory. They are his children, th

are filled with the knowledge of his will, they hi

worked into his eternal plans, they can be taken ii

heaven and made to sit down on the throne w
Christ and not be ashamed. They bear his ima
they have been co-workers for the same ends, the

fore they are fittingly with him, where he is, a

behold his glory.

That glory is so resplendent that Moses could )

see it and live. Covered with the hand in the cl

of the rock, and seeing only the back, not the fro

of the passing radiance, his own face shone so tl

the people could not bear to lo.ok upon it. The gl(

into which God invites all his partners is unspe;

able.

i

I

To form a robe of light divine.
Ten thousand suns around him shine;
But oh, the glories of his mind
Leave all our wandering thoughts behind.

In ending we will not forget what was said in i

beginning, that all the humble, lowly and oppressl '

sons of sorrow and toil are invited into this kingd|

and glory. The lower and lowest helps in the ma
rial realms are not more willingly and abundan
given than the higher and highest helps in the Spi

realms. Nay, the higher, the more willingly giv

While God is glad to say concerning Bezaleel,

have filled him with the Spirit of God in wisdc

and in understanding, and in knowledge, to dev

skilful works, to work in gold and in silver and

brass and in cutting of stones for setting," he

far more glad to see Shadrach, Meshach and Abi

nego withstand the king's commandment, and ;

far more glad to change a persecuting Saul intc

preaching Paul and constantly to strengthen him

an ability to do all things.

How shall such lofty partnership be attained a

maintained? First of all, hold vividly clear that 1

other partner is more than willing to enter the uni'

Continued on next page
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jPartnership With God
I

Continued from preceding page

;oof of this is seen in his glad co-

oration in every available way. He
iinds with outstretched hands, say-

jr, "Come unto me, all ye that are

• ary and heavy laden."

Next, remember that the terms of

3 compact must be mutually accepta-

; to both parties in the firm. Un-

ly purposes and souls cannot be in

r rtnership with a holy God. The

i ad partner must dictate the condi-

)ns. Even Christ must say, "Not

f will, but thine, be done."

These points being accepted, get in-

nate with God. Study his plans;

e how he makes grass and trees to

ow, how the grain is multiplied a

mdredfold, how the rivers run into

_. £, sea and are all brought back again

'Uiijequal rivers in the upper air, how
* ' seeks by every provision to enlarge

id uplift man's thought and to purify

id recreate his spirit.

, then, wish more for God ; bum more with
desire

;

!;ovet more the dear sight of his glorious face.

ay longer, pray louder for the sweet gift of fire

Co come down on thy soul with its whirlwinds
of grace.

jd loves to be longed for. he longs to be sought

;

7or he sought us with such longing and love

;

; died for desire of us, wonderful thought!
And longs for us now to be with him above.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Columnl

ait.
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lipsy Smith's Work Abroad
(INCE his American campaign tei-

) minated, Gipsy Smith has been

)iding missions in various parts of

ngland. His first meeting took place

; Hanley, Straffordshire, in the centre

t "the potteries," which has a popula-

lion of about fifty thousand. It was at

"lis city that the great crisis in the

[ipsy's life occurred. His old friends

jceived him with great cordiality,

rom Hanley he went to Halifax, in

jorkshire, where he also had a very

accessful mission. From Yorkshire

e went to Hull, where Rev. J. H.
^wett at a great gathering number-
'ig upwards of 2,000 referred to him
's "one of God's great gifts to this

eneration." His next important mis-
ion was held in Paris (France), being
le first Protestant mission ever held
4 that country. The Paris newspapers
ommented very favorably on the mis-
ion, which was pronounced by every
ne to have been a wonderful success,

"he evangelist is looking forward to

liother visit to the United States,

/here he expects to speak in most of
he large cities on the Pacific coast.

,
A. Sheldrick.

Vhat Will Become of Our Children ?

X^RUNC from the lips of the mothers of men.
Charged with an anguish no others may
ken,

iiscs the heart cry of Rachel again,
What will, become of our children ?

)rink-shadowed firesides of village and farm
>ummon the guards of the hearthstone to arm,
.lifting to heaven that cry of alarm.

What will become of our children?

5own in the hell of the city retreat,
Voiced in the jargons of alley and street,
turn-ridden millions the question repeat.

What will become of our children?

ilaving for sustenance others should cam,
buying with blood what the dramshop will

burn,
fobbed of their birthright to play and to learn.

What will become of our children?

Troubled, the far-visioned prophets of state,
Ask themselves, How can the nation grow

great?
Ask, as they scan the red records of fate,

What will become of our children?

Gird thee, O Church ! and arouse thee, O State !

Else be the woe of the millstone thy fate!
Banish the Beast ! Let the glad years relate

What will become of our children.
—Rev. Henry Hayoen Barstow.

State Treasurer, New York Anti-Saloon League.

Zhc Children's pulpit

APPLE BLOSSOM SUNDAY
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

AN apple orchard in blossom is one of the most beautiful sights
L\ on all this earth. I hope my juniors are all enjoying this

•*- -*- beautiful world made more beautiful by its apple blossoms.
If you had known you were going to visit this world what would you
have brought with you? God knew you were coming and he sent
with you the three things you need most for a happy visit. First,

a portable house, called a body, in which to live. It is built to last

from seventy to one hundred years. Second, an intellect to help
you to enjoy the world and the people you are visiting. It shows you
how to see and enjoy the best things in the world. Third, a spirit
that keeps you from getting lost in this world. This spirit tells

you to enjoy this life, but not to forget that the world from which
you came, and to which you can return, is more beautiful than this
one.

HAD you known you were coming, what birthday gift would you
have selected? A small boy said, after his mother had pun-

ished him : "If I had been given the choice of a mother, I would have
taken grandma, she is so good to me." When he grew older he knew
better. There is no friend like mother. What would have been your
choice of a birthplace? Would you have selected the city or the
country? Our text answers the question as I would answer it. It

tells of the beautiful birthplace of a little girl. "I raised thee up
under the apple tree." The apple tree probably grew by the corner
of the house where she was born. This text is part of a wonderful
song-story. With her husband she had gone back as a bride to the
old home. He pointed to the apple tree where she was born; the
same apple tree under whose shade they had often sat, and where he
had told her of his love. Do you wish you had been born under an
apple tree? You can if you will. The Bible says you must be born
again, born a second time. You can select your second birthplace.

The Bible says Christ is like an apple tree. "As the apple tree
among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons." To
be a child of God you must be born again, born in the likeness of
Christ. Our Christ is the tree of life. To be raised up under his

love is what God means by, "I raised thee up under the apple tree."

Possibly, when your visit to this world is ended and you return home
to heaven, you will sit down under the shade of a tree by the river

of life and talk to Christ about his love. I hope the tree of life in

Paradise will be like an apple tree in blossom.

APPLE blossoms are beautiful, but there is something more useful

» to follow. After the blossoms come the apples. Apples are

blossoms filled with fragrance, sunshine, nectar and colors from the

rainbow. In Europe, before our ancestors became Christians, it was
the custom when a child died to put an apple in his hand with which
to play in Paradise. There is a legend that represents the Angel of

Death, whose duty they believed was to separate the souls from the
bodies of those who are dying, holding an apple close to the one who
is about to depart from life. This in order that the first thing the

spirit would see in the new world would be a beautiful apple. "As the

apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the

sons." We as Christians expect to see Christ first in heaven. "As
the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among
the sons."

IT is time to close, but I must give you two minutes in order to tell

you a quaint apple story. If your father and mother came from
the country they will tell you how, as children, they played under

the apple trees. They put sticks for legs in big apples and set them

up as animals. With a little imagination added to the apples and
sticks they soon had a menagerie. This quaint play has an inter-

esting origin. In the early days, the people of Athens had a place

for worship just across the river Esopus. They took sheep across

the river as a sacrifice to their gods. There came a very heavy
storm and the river was so swollen that the worshipers could not

take the sheep across. Some one recalled that the Greek word for

sheep was the same word that meant apple. Then they put wooden
legs on the apples and offered them as a sacrifice. They vised the

same word and believed their gods would not know the difference.

Once a year they put apples on legs and sacrificed them in com-
memoration of this occasion. Children playing under the apple

trees are still commemorating the old Greek sacrifice.

CHRIST is compared to an apple tree, he is so beautiful. But we
must not put these apple blossoms, with which our church is

decorated to-day, in place of Christ. We do not worship apple blos-

.soms, but we use them and enjoy their great beauty as a reminder
of Christ, and of how we can be "born again" under the beauty of

his love. After your apple blossom service take these flowers to the

sick, take arms full of them to the children's ward in the hospital.

It would be fine to read to the sick while they look at the blossoms
and enjoy the fragrance. In your Bible you will find apples spoken
of eleven times.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
the apple tree." Solomon's Song 8:5.

Text: "I raised thee up under

hoe: DOC 30E O C ::oE

Nordau on the Theatre
PROFESSOR MAX NORDAU, who

is recognized throughout Europe
as a distinguished scientist and whose
books on sociological studies have been
widely discussed, has lately been con-
sidering the claims of the theatre to be
regarded as "a means of culture and
education." The conclusions reached
by this great thinker and writer are
deserving of attention. He says:
"My moral education has remained

untouched by the theatre; and the only
effect which the theatre would have
upon me would be a feeling of repul-
sion and contradiction, for my moral
opportunities were always the vei'y
opposite of the morals of the dramatic
heroes. . .

"Outside of the handful of youthful
dreamers the theatres are attended by
a public which has no spiritual at-
tributes, a loose and lax crowd which
follows the stream of every fashion
and drags after it; a public which only
seeks to while away its weary hours
and to escape boredom; which only
wishes to be entertained and is anx-
ious to have its feelings tickled; a
public which above all wishes to laugh.
What plays are they which the masses
flock to attend, which the occupants of
the boxes, of the orchestra seats and
the galleries alike are so eager to wit-
ness? Burlesques, vaudevilles, espe-
cially merry comedies, for the people
still feel diffident in going to open
buffoonery, even though their inclina-
tions tend that way. After the plays
which are calculated mainly to furnish
laughter, the people go to see such
plays as arouse their curiosity, or
appeal to the not altogether worthy
sentimental feelings of the inhabitants
of large cities. These are the plays
which are very rich in scenery and in
beautiful, many-colored costumes, espe-
cially gorgeous costumes of women,
and are replete with either extrava-
gant festivities or counterfeit poetry.
Very pleasing to this audience are also
such plays as arouse the passions.
What has all this to do with culture
and education?"

This is Dr. Nordau's closing para-
graph: "The modern theatre serves
as a place wherein the writers can
show their pride, can satisfy their
egotism and their chase after money;
and it also serves as a great money-
making business. But to the interests
of the highest strivings of culture, and
to the cause of education, the modern
theatre is of no value whatsoever."

Anvil Sparks
. .Gon's telephone in the soul is con-

science.

. . Hell has a branch oflice in every
carnal heart.

. . We are most like God when we canj
most forgive.

. . Character writes its name on the
visage in indelible ink.

. . It is much easier to love some peo-.

pie than it is to agree with them.
. .The one who has suffered has a

key that can unlock many hearts.

..The old man is a drunkard be-
cause the boy took his first drink.

..The Bible teaches that the way
we treat the poor is the test of our
loyalty to Christ.

. .The problem of to-day is not how
to reach the outcast poor, but how to
reach the poor rich.

..He who said, "In my Father'^^
house are many mansions," had not
where to lay his head.

. . There's many a murderer who's
never been hanged, but no man can
escape the Judgment Day of God.

. .You have a husband you want ta
see saved; so does God. Are you will-

ing to have that husband convicted of
sin through your lips?

..The Holy Spirit is not a powe\--

that you and I can get hold of and use
according to our ignorant will; the
Holy Spirit is a power that should get
hold of us and use us according to Hja
infinite will.
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NEW YORK'S MAY-DAY PARADE
FOR centuries people of the English speaking

races have associated May Day with festivals

of flowers, parades of happy children, and

trips to the spring woods, where the first of the

wild blossoms are peeping from mossy nooks and

the trees are covered with their crown of fresh

green leaves. In the last few years, however, there

has grown up an observance of the day imported

from Continental Europe, which has nothing in

common with the joyous fes-

tival as known to history,

song and story. It is rather

a parade and festival of dis-

content with the present social

and governmental conditions

in all lands, whether they

be monarchies or republics.

This May Day demonstration
was started by the Socialist

party of Europe, and now it

has become a recognized fea-

ture of their propaganda in

this country. It is sometimes
referred to euphemistically as

the May-Day Labor Parade,
but it has little in common with
the real Labor Day of Septem-
ber. Tho.=e who marched re-

cently in New York did it to

show their devotion to the cause
of Socialism, while those who
fill our streets from curb to

curb in September are Ameri-
can working men of all types of

political belief, who do not care

to have their own particular

day turned into an occasion to

advance the political ideals of

any one party.

The parades of May Day be-

ing composed largely of Social-

ists from Russia, Germany and
other continental States where
there is perhaps more cause for
such demonstrations than there
is here, they employed many of
the devices used to atti-act attention to their move-
ment in the old country. There were flags with their
red grounds of sinister significance and bearing de-
vices which struck the American bystander with sur-
prise as he saw them borne into historic Union
Square, and saw the innumerable banners and
placards bearing inscriptions in foreign tongues,
and as one division after another swept by, wearing-
white caps which looked peaceful enough, but wear-

ing the ominous red bands and sashes, he became

thoughtful and pondered then, if he never had be-

fore, certain grave questions which are forcing

themselves to the front in our national life.

While other cities have parades of more or less

magnitude that of New York, on account of its great

foreigo population, was by far the lai-gest. As May
Day this year came on Sunday the organizations,

which had the matter in charge, were obliged to put

The May-Day Paraders Crossing Union Square, New York

it one day sooner and parade on Saturday afternoon,

April 30. Permits for a Sunday demonstration
would not have been granted without a strong pro-

test on the part of a large proportion of the commu-
nity, who still have the American aversion to turn-
ing Sunday into a day of parades.
The most exciting moment of the day was when

the police came into conflict with a band of Russian
Socialists on their way to join in the demonstration.

The city had given permits to parade on the cond
tion that no red flags be carried. This party of or

hundred and fifty marched uptown with dozens c

red flags flying. The police stopped them nes
Seward Park and ordered them to furl their re

flags. The marchers refused. Fifteen policeme:

led by a lieutenant, at once closed in on them, an
the flags were hastily furled. A great many of tl

organizations carried red banners on which variov
mottos and inscriptions wei
displayed, and though the gei

eral effect was red, it was m
interpreted by the police as
violation of the requirements cj

the permits.
]|

There were two parades, or

uptown, the other downtowi
There were about thirty thoi

sand mai'chers in the dowi
town demonstration, and a fe

thousand in the uptown pai-ad
Most of the streets covered b

the larger parade were on tl

East Side, but they crosse
over and marched up Fift

Avenue from Tenth Street t

Twenty-third, and then can
back Fourth Avenue to tl

Union Square plaza, where the

were dismissed beneath tl

very shadow of the hero
equestrian figure of Washinj
ton.

Most of the marchers woi
white caps and the bakers wei
in white suits. The shirtwai:
makers had out a large delegj

tion, the women, of whom ther'

were many in line, wearing
white caps with red bands, an
broad red sashes across thei

shoulders or around thei

waists. Every band played tl

Marseillaise. i

The uptown parade had
|

large number of young me'
who carried brooms, and one organization cai

ried a banner with the device "Clear The Way.
They marched down to Union Square, where a joir

mass meeting was held with the Socialist organiza'
tions, which had come up from the lower part of tli

city. After a number of speeches by various speal>

ers most of the marchers and the audience began t

leave within an hour to enjoy the half holiday in th

parks and other resorts.

i

4

Our Large^ Warship
SHIPS of our navy which for a brief space have

borne the proud title "of most powerful of the
fleet" must now give place to the Florida,

which has just taken the first plunge into the blue
waters.

The "Florida," Our Biggest Battleship

The Florida is a vessel of 9,000 tons, 1,000 more
than the big Utah. She will have four propellers
to propel the mass of steel and iron through the blue
waves of the Atlantic and Pacific and distant seas,

for every ship that has "Old Glory" at the mast-
head usually gets around the world before her days
are done. She will not be completed until summer
of next year, for a warship is not built in a day.
In fact, the Florida was authorized by Congress in

1907, and the keel was laid in March of last year.
As it is, she takes the water in record time. She is

520 feet long and a little over 85 feet wide. Her
draught is 27 feet 3 inches. She has a belt of armor
eleven inches thick amidships. This belt is eight
feet wide. Above this is another belt eight feet
wide, but only nine inches thick. The great turrets
are armored with eight and twelve inches of steel.

The armor which protects the lighter batteries is a
half foot in thickness.
The armament of the Florida will consist of ten

ten-inch guns in turrets. Two of these turrets are
forward and three aft. All can be fired as a broad-
side, and will be able to hurl 8,500 pounds of metal
if fired together. There will be fourteen five-inch
guns, four three-pounders, four one-pounders, two
torpedo tubes, two machine and two field guns. Built
in an American navy yard from designs by American
naval constructors; built by our own mechanics, un-
der supervision of men trained in our naval academy,
she is a ship of which every one who owes allegiance
to the Stars and Stripes may well be proud.

A Woman Sculptor's Triumph
ONE of the most unusual awards ever announced

in the American art world was recently made
to the youngest of a large number of competi-

tors. Miss Belle Kinney, a young woman of
twenty-three years, was awarded the contract for
makmg ten statues of "The Women of the Confed-
eracy" to be placed in the capitals of all the South-
ern States, except South Carolina. The work calls
for ten monuments. The sculptor's design, of which
she made the model in five days, represents three

figures of heroic size. A figure representing Fa
is in the centre, while on the left is a dying soldie;

On the right is a Confederate woman. The figure

are shown together on the battlefield. The dyin
color-bearer is raising the battle-flag with his las

strength, while the woman is placing the palm oj

victory on his breast. Miss Kinney was born i

Nashville, Tenn. She was only ten years old whe
she won a medal for a portrait bust. While :

student at the Chicago Art Institute, her work wo>]

her a scholarship. J. L. H. ',

South

I

i

I
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dward, King and Peacemaker, Dead
"I HAVE DONE MY DUTY," HIS LAST WORDS-GEORGE V. ASCENDS THE THRONE

iM

-^DWARD VII., King of Great
•^ Britain and Ireland and Em-
-^ peror of India, died in Bucking-

m Palace, London, at 11.45 o'clock

the night of May 6. His Majesty

d been sick only a short time, with
ailment which at first was diag-

sed as bronchitis, but which after-

irds developed into pneumonia.
)ur of the ablest physicians in his

aim were in constant attendance, but
eir skill proved unavailing. He had
ught a cold while on a visit to San-
ingham Palace a week before, where
inspected certain changes and alter-

ions that were being made in his

ignificent Norfolk home. It was a
ason of raw, damp weather and the

ng caught a chill, which speedily de-

loped into a serious sickness. During
e few days of his sickness at Buck-
sham Palace, to which he was re-

ived, he bore up with remarkable
rtitude. Even after his doctors had
sisted that he should not leave his

,om, he continued to receive persons
ncerned in business of State, and to

3CUSS matters of public importance
,th keen interest. He was evidently
solved to continue the performance
his public duties to the nation to the

,ry last.

On Friday morning. May 6, the
avest fears of the doctors were con-

med. A noted throat specialist. Dr.

lomson, had been added to the four
insulting physicians, Drs. Laking,
iid, Powell, and Dawson. Dr. Thom-
n made an examination and found
,at the seat of trouble was in the

iHgs, and that the whole system of

e sufferer had been subjected to such
strain as to preclude the practica-

ility of any operation.

When the news of the King's critical

ndition was made public, there was
universal expression of sympa-

etic interest throughout the United
ingdom. All classes, without dis-

nction, united in this demonstration,
id prayers were offered in thousands
churches for his recovery. A multi-

ide of callers visited the palace, the
ont of which was crowded the whole
ay long. None were admitted within
le palace, except the officials of the
curt, and only members of the royal
imily had entrance to the King's
lite, where the doctors were grimly
ehting the battle for the King's life.

: During the day, several brief bulle-

ns were issued by the physicians and
iere was a hope that the King might
ally. The sufferer sat up at times in

chair; but as night came on, he be-

ime too weak to do this and remained
in bed. In con-
scious inter-

vals he showed
an interest in

those around
him, and it was
evident that his

mind was still

with his public
duties. In a mo-
ment of great
depire.'-sion he
said to his phy-
sicians: "Well,
it is all over;
but I think I

have done my
lueen-Dowager Alexandra duty." This

was one of his
Jst utterances, although he rallied
lightly about ten o'clock and appeared

recognize his family. Then he
ipsed into unconsciousness.
At night, the crowd in front of the

alace grew larger. All eyes were
matching the ensign on the tall flag-
staff, and when it was seen to dip at
unset, the word went out over the
fast gathering that the end had come
-the King was dead ! But this mis-
3ke was soon explained by the police
ind sentries, who told the anxious
rowds that what they had seen was

merely the customary dip of the flag at
sunset.
At nine o'clock the members of the

Cabinet were summoned to the palace,
and a little later, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the primate of all Eng-
land, came down from his palace at
Lambeth to attend at the royal bed-
side. All the members of the reign-
ing family, except the Duchess of Al-
bany, were at the palace. The even-
ing hours passed slowly, with the cap-
ital and the whole country tensely
eager for news.
As midnight approached it was evi-

Canterbury, and the four physicians.
The Prince of Wales, the King's eld-

est son, succeeds automatically to the
throne, as George V. His first official

act as monarch was to send the follow-
ing telegram to the Lord Mayor of
London, in compliance with an ancient
British custom:

"I am deeply grieved to inform you
that my beloved father, the King,
passed away peacefully at 11.4.5 to-
night. (Signed) George."
King George will be formally pro-

claimed as monarch in the throne room
at St. James' Palace, according to the

The Late King Edward VII.

Born November 9, 1841 Died May 6, 1910

dent that the end was near. The King
had frequent choking spasms, and was
growing momentarily weaker. The
last scene came at 11.45 P.M., when in

the presence of his family and physi-

cians, Edward VII. passed away.
Half an hour elapsed before the out-

side world was informed of the King's
death. Then Lord Knollys, the King's
Private Secretary, walked into the

business chamber of Buckingham
Palace, and said to the waiting group
of officials and members of the press:

"Gentlemen, His Majesty is dead!"
A little later, the physicians issued

the following official bulletin:

"May 6, 11.50 P.M.—His Majesty
the King breathed his last at a quarter

to twelve to-night, in the presence of

Her Majesty Queen Alexandra, the

Prince and Princess of Wales, Princess

Royal the Duchess of Fife, Princess

Victoria and Princess Louise the Duch-
ess of Argyll. (Signed) Laking,

"Reid,
"Powell,
"Dawson."

The Attorney-General and Home
Secretary, who were also in the palace,

immediately telegraphed official no-

tices to all the chancelleries and for-

eign offices throughout the world.

When the end came, there were pres-

ent at the King's bedside, besides the

immediate kindred of the King, only

the Duke of Fife, the Archbishop of

ancient formula prescribed for such
occasions, after which he will address
the privy councillors.

The Late King's Public Career

The late King was born in Bucking-
ham Palace on November 9, 1841. His
mother. Queen Victoria, was then
twenty-two. His birth was hailed with
great rejoicing by the British people.

On January 25, 1842, he was christened
with great ceremony under the historic

banners of St. George's Chapel, and
given the name Albert Edward. The
first was in honor of his father, the
Prince Consort, of whom the King
often spoke later in life as "Albert the
Good."
From babyhood he was carefully

trained by the Queen for the great
position he was to occupy. He was
born Duke of Cornwall, for, odd as it

my seem, the title of Prince of Wales
is created by royal patent. He was
four weeks old when he received the
title by which he was known until

eight years ago. He was also made
Earl of Dublin.
At an early age he was placed under

the care of a tutor. Edward liked

mathematics, geography, history, and
could speak French, German and
Italian while but a small child.

The young Prince sat by the throne
when the declaration of war against
Russia was read at the opening of the

Crimean War. It is probable that at
that time his interest in the French
nation, which has done much in later
years to keep the peace of Europe, first

took root, as the British and French
armies fought side by side on the wild
plains of the Crimea.
He met the Emperor and Empress of

France when they visited England and
made his first visit to France in the
summer of 1855. He returned there
at frequent intervals in his after life

and was very popular in Paris, and in

no place outside of Great Britain is his

death so keenly felt. On November 9,

1858, he became of age and was made
a knight of the ancient and illustrious
Order of the Garter.
His education, however,was not over,

and he attended courses in chemistry
at Edinburgh University, making his
home within the gray walls of Holy-
rood Palace, the home for centuries of
Scottish Kings over whose country he
was destined to rule, for in his veins
flowed the blood of the royal Stuarts.

From Edinburgh he went to Oxford
University, where he made a specialty
of natural science. One of his chief
instructors was Goldwin Smith, who at
this writing is lying at the point of
death in his home in Canada.

In 1860 he made his memorable visit

to this country and to Canada. He was
received at Quebec by thousands of
loyal and enthusiastic Canadians. He
came to Washington as the guest of
President Buchanan, and planted a tree
by the grave of Washington. Home
once more in England, he entered Cam-
bridge University, spending his vaca-
tions in learning the life of a soldier

in a military camp in Ireland. He
married the Princess Alexandria of
Denmark in 1863.

In 1875 Victoria was to be pro-
claimed Empress of India and the
Prince was delegated to visit that
country. On this journey he displayed
so much statesmanship, so much tact in

dealing with the Indian princes, that
from that time he was marked for a
more prominent place in offices at
home. He did much for agriculture,
and aided every cause that had for its

object the bettering of the condition of
the poor. To the day of his death he
had no greater friends than the lowly.

In 1901 Victoria died and he became
King. His illness postponed his coro-

nation and he was not crowned until

August, 1902. In the eight years of
his reign he has proved himself the
greatest diplomat of his time and won
the title of the "Peacemaker of Eu-
rope." He was in reality the Foreign
Office, so great was his ability in

smoothing out international tangles.

At home also he was the peacemaker
between conflicting parties, and at this

time of the constitutional crisis his

greeting: hand will be sorely missed.

King George V.

Who Now Ascends the Throne
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Roosevelt on the World's Peace

MORE notable than all of his other speeches

abroad, Mr. Roosevelt's address before the

Nobel prize commission at Christiania is one that

should earn for him the gratitude of peace lovers

throughout the civilized world. He had the courage

to tell the commission, in the plainest, practical

language, what others had merely dreamed of and

spoken of as the world's desire, yet so remote as to

be unattainable.

His speech was the high-water mark of Roose-

veltian argument, being both logical and full of

earnest conviction. Peace, he declared, is never the

highest good unless it comes as the handmaid of

righteousness. Secured through cowardice, or na-

tional effeminacy, or at the sacrifice of the virtues,

or by means of injustice and oppression, it was a

positive evil. As the head of a great nation, he had

advocated peace, but never at the cost of honor or

rightful interest.

First among the implements of peace, he ranked

arbitration treaties. These could provide for al-

most every contingency likely to arise that might

disturb international equilibrium, except in cases

where the national honor and existence were abso-

lutely imperiled by some act of deadly hostility.

He advocated the development of the Hague tribunal

as a world-court of arbitral justice. In planning

this world-court, the statesmen of the nations might
profitably study what had been accomplished by

the United States Supreme Court in securing peace

and good relations between the different States.

The Hague Court, he also believed, might find in the

methods laid down in our Constitution for prevent-

ing interstate friction a reasonable groundwork for

the plan it would have to adopt on a larger scale.

Armaments, which have expanded beyond all rea-

son, should be checked by international agreement.
No power could take such action alone, without

placing itself at the mercy of some rival. The
remedy he offered was a League of Peace, "not only

to keep the peace among themselves, but to prevent,

forcibly if necessary, its being broken by others."

This League would possess executive power, the lack

of which has made the Hague tribunal abortive.

Were the great nations that sincerely desire peace
and oppose aggression to combine, the result would
be assured.

Let us hope that these strong, brave words from
a plain American citizen will not be without their

influence. With a Peace League such as Roosevelt
suggests and a world-court behind it, to apply the
principles of law and equity, and with power to

enforce its decrees, we should at last begin to feel

that some day, war would be no longer looked upon
as the "game of kings and cabinets," but as a hide-

ous crime, abhorrent and wholly inexcusable.

The American Exodus
THERE has been such a rush to our shores of

immigrants from the Old World, as was de-

scribed in a recent issue of this paper, that com-
paratively little attention has been paid to what
may well be called the American Exodus, that re-

markable movement of prosperous American farm-
ers from Central and Western States into the wheat-
raising lands of Canada. Of course it has been
mentioned from time to time and the magazines
have had an article dealing with the subject once in

a while, but the recent reports are startling never-
theless.

At a conservative estimate one hundred thousand
Americans have gone over the line into Canada and
have taken with them the great sum of five hundred
million dollars to put into Canadian farms. Very
few of those who went had less than a thousand
dollars leady to invest and some of them have
bought ranches costing many thousands. Canada
has welcomed them, and they have made just the
kind of settlers she needs to build up her great agri-
cultural districts. We have heard of one town
where every one in it had been born in the "States"
except two, and these were government officials.

These expatriated Americans believe that they can
better themselves north of the line, so we cannot

complain. It is our loss, but Canada's gain. A
large number of Canadians have been coming over

the line to engage in business, so this interchange

will have one good effect, and that is, cementing the

friendship of these two progressive nations of the

North American continent. Canada is building her-

self into a great nation, and her progress is watched

with pleasure by the American people. While an-

nexation talk is never heard here at present, our

interest is just as keen, especially as the land of the

Maple Leaf is annexing so many of our best type

of farmers and business men.

Pulpit and Prize-Ring

WE hear of a general and rapidly growing move-

ment of protest among churches of all denom-

inations against the proposed desecration of the

Nation's birthday by a prize-fight in California be-

tween two notorious pugilists. Many clergymen

and evangelists, it is said, are preparing to invade

San Francisco for the purpose of a counter-demon-

stration. Tents will be pitched near the prize-ring,

and it may even happen that the "roped arena," as

the fighters call it, will be a ring within a ring, being

completely surrounded by masses of Christian peo-

ple, who will emphasize their protest by religious

services at which brutality, and especially prize-

fighting, will be unsparingly denounced. An evan-
gelistic procession will probably be an incident of

the occasion. This spectacular crusade against the

revival of pugilism in America may not be without
good results. We seriously doubt, however, that it

will dissuade the California authorities. Large
revenues are involved in this particular affair, and
soon thousands of moving picture shows will be

demoralizing our young people with pictures of the

encounter. If the churches could stop these de-

grading exhibitions, they would be dealing a deadlv
blow to vice by taking away its source of support.

The Highe^ Profession

WE note that several of our contemporaries are

actively discussing the question: "Is the min-
istry a profession?" One of these publications is

evidently in doubt or disposed to sit on the fence, for

it concludes: "The less the minister thinks of his

responsibility as a 'profession,' the better for him
and his people." Another and of a different de-

nomination, holds that no good can result from any
minister's attempt to succeed by means "other than
those that are natural," and the result of "earnest-

ness, sagacity and a wise choice of ways and means."
Both are right, yet not wholly right—and rather

misleading. We have always been impressed with
the conviction that the work of the Christian min-
istry was and is the highest of all professions. To
be thoroughly effective it requires not only selection

and training, but that deep, earnest purpose and
consecration that comes of a special call to a work
that is surely the greatest to which an intelligent

human being can be devoted—the work of saving
souls. The minister should strive to equip himself
at all points and by every means within his reach
that he may be a master workman, with the skill

and ability that can only come through proper prep-
aration. Here and there we may find a preacher
who, through native talent and adaptability, added
to a heart spirit-filled and overflowing with love for
the work, makes a deep impression. But such cases
—like Moody, Gipsy Smith and Varley—are the ex-
ception. It is the faithful, well-equipped pastor
who does the best and most lasting work, not the
pi-eacher whose discourse is a mosaic of other men's
thoughts and illustrations and who has had no
training and therefore has no capacity for original
treatment and presentation. As to the spiritual
"call" to the ministry, we do not believe God ever
calls an inefficient, nor one who is incapable of doing
the work for which he is needed. Newton called
preaching "the worst of all trades, but the best of
all professions." Luther held that the messenger of
grace should have the skill to teach the unlearned.
The grandest thought can easily be spoiled by feeble,
illiterate expression, if the speaker's mind be a
"poor box." The words of life flowed from the lips

of Jesus in wisdom and eloquence, and with digni

and deliberation and absolute freedom from extra\

gance. He was the preacher's perfect Model.

The Children's Home
SPRING has set the hillside 'and terraces all ablo(

at Mont-Lawn. In the cottages and dormitori'

busy workers are engaged in preparing for the co

ing of the first contingent of our little guests a fi

weeks hence. Never has the Children's Paradi

looked more beautiful than now, with its wealth

natural attractions. It was Dr. Klopsch's best I

loved charity, and we believe that the many the

sands of our readers, through whose generosity t

Home was created and supported, will continue thi

benefactions, in view of the great blessing Moi
Lawn has been to the children of the tenemen
We hope to accommodate 3,000 little waifs th«

this coming summer, and we cordially invite all

our friends to join with us in making this the b(

year the Home has ever known—a blessing alike

the child-beneficiaries and to the donors. Eve
contribution will be at once turned over to the office

of the corporation of "The Christian Herald Ch
dren's Home" and acknowledged in the columns
The Christian Herald.

Dangerous "Cults"

JUDICIOUS observers have marked with sor]

concern the increasing interest in the mystic a;

the occult. One pretentious cult in New York w
shown to be guilty of practices that boded little goi

to the participants; and the professor who manii

ulated the puppet strings behind the scenes for t

edification of the credulous dupes in front, was
proper object of attention for the police. The
East Indian casuists entrap the shallow and ha'

taught with their wiles and sophistries, their flue

use of obscure terms, and their ecstatic rhapsodic

Soon we find the dupes—who are mostly women, 1

the Way— parroting the leader's inane repetitio

of "the seven infinities," and the "mystic circles

the ineffable ego, who is the projection of the ate

up to the Over Soul," and similar absurdities,

usually results, after a brief experience, in revulsii

and disgust, which come with disillusionment ai

the return of common sense. For the genuii

Oriental religionist we have respect, but for t!

cheap fakir, who makes merchandise of his pi

tended faith and uses it to conceal worse practices

as some in New York are now accused of doing—t!

sooner he is thoroughly unmasked the bette

American women, who have been patronizing the

esoteric teachers, should be warned by the New Yoi

developments that there is a double danger in all

ing themselves with forces that are totally u

American, from any conceivable point of view.
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FHE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

J

We^on Ends His Journey
-^DWARD PAYSON WESTON, the veteran

i . pedestrian, came swinging down Broadway,
--' New York City, amid the cheers of tens of

ousands of people, escorted by police and stepping

-fthe music of a brass band ahead of him. He en-

1-ed the City Hall, having made the last lap of his

-jrney of 3,600 miles from his starting point on the

"cific at Santa Monica. Mayor Gaynor with the

(-nmittee of reception stood at the top of the City

;ill steps, and seizing the hand of the veteran hero

] said: "I am mighty proud of you. The entire

•>rld ought to be proud of you for what you have

^ne. You started on February 1 at four o'clock at

12 other end of this vast continent and got here

ly 2 at ten minutes after three o'clock. That was
imarvelous performance and never has anything

e it been done before in the history of the world
1 a man of your years or by a younger man. You
;e a benefactor of the human race. Your worthy
.ample will make people go out into the open air

;d walk. If the present generation follows your
uching they will live to be one hundred years in-

:;ad of fifty. I have here on behalf of the com-
.ttee of welcome a good sized purse, and I am glad
The able to hand it to you." The mayor then pre-

dated Weston with $400 gold and a gold-headed
:ne. The recipient made a re-

y, in the midst of which he
is overcome with his feelings

d wept like a child. Weston
rried a letter from Mayor
;orge Alexander, of Los An-
les, Calif., to Mayor Gaynor,
id also one from Postmaster
int of Los Angeles to Post-

aster Morgan of New York,
eston undertook to walk from
ean to ocean in ninety days.

. took him just seventy-eight

.ys of walking. He did not
ilk on Sundays, but left them
days of rest. This walk of

'300 miles by this old man of

venty-one years was more
'an a feat. It was an example
I the young of the sanest and
undest kind of athletics; the
ctory of a man of correct

ibits and clean life, with a
>dy under splendid care and
ivelopment, and indomitable
11 and industry. In this age
rubber tires, soft cushions.

Ait moving vehicles, luxury
;id ease, it is truly refreshing
see a man over threescore

ars and ten with such phys-
al stamina and independence.
I a busy age of rush and com-
I'tition, in which the old are so
ten pushed to one side, this

„'ed hero with his white hair
d pink complexion reminds
that there are many beyond

e meridian of life who are seventy, seventy-five,

even eighty years young. Weston in his journey
ross the continent has many qualities necessary
a successful journey from the cradle across this

anet to the great sea. The walk of the pedestrian
id the journey of life are suggested by the word
the Lord to Abram

:

Vrise, walk through t"he land in the lengrth of it and in the breath
it ; for I will g-ive it unto thee. (Gen. 13 : 17.)

iten by Cannibals

Details of the eating by cannibals recently of the

jv. Horatio Hopkins and his assistant, the Rev.

lurie McPherson, missionaries on Savage Island,

ire brought by the ship Mary E. Winkelman,
lich arrived at Mukilteo, Wash., from the Tonga
lands in the South Sea. The natives said
at Messrs. Hopkins and McPherson were teaching
the mis.sion building when two hundred uncon-
rted savages howling war cries and brandishing
Jbs and spears descended on them and took thir-

en prisoners. The missionaries had twenty con-
rts in their group, only nine of whom escaped.
>th missionaries were bound and left lying on the
ach in the tropical sun fo? some time, while the
itive captives were carried inland. The cannibals
en returned, took the two missionaries to the
ater of an extinct volcano, and there with danc-
gs and feastings devoured the bodies of those men
God. And yet in the face of this savagery

id danger brave men and women will stay in
id go to these islands and preach the Gospel of

Jesus Christ to them, and save them as so many
thousands have been under the wisdom and heroism
of modern missions to a good civilization and a
Christian life. In the most sacred place in the
gratitude and memory of the Christian Church,
there ought to be enshrined the names of the true
men and women who count not their lives dear but
freely lay them down for Christ.

And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the
word of their testimony ; and they loved not their lives unto the
death. (Rev. 12 : 11.)

Kaiser Warns Against Beer

Emperor William has just expressed his keenest
condemnation of the beer drinking habits of German
students. His criticism did not take the form of an
ex cathedra denunciation like his strictures on gam-
bling and high living in the army, but was addressed
to a son of Professor Erhardt, who is a freshman at

the Freiburg University, and who had just joined
the Students' Corps, in which the ability to guzzle
great quantities of beer is one of the first qualifica-

tions of popularity. The Emperor warned the young-
man against the damage the drink habit would bring-

to him individually as a student, and urged him to

let beer alone. In the letter he also brings the
charge that the general use of beer, especially

among the young men and students, had caused a
deterioration in the physical and mental stamina of

(•l.yii.'ht liy r.Hul Tl ipb..ii

Westonx Presents Letter of the Mayor of Los Angeles to Mayor Gaynor of New York

the German nation, in consequence of which it was
unable to compete successfully with England and
America in the battle of life. The Kaiser also

pointed out the fact that the Germans, with their in-

creasing world enterprise, would find much of their

work in tropical latitudes, who.=e climate is so deadly
to those who have been addicted to the use of alcohol.

There has not been a more sensational event in the

temperance battle for the past decade than this

letter of the Kaiser against beer. The liquor men
of America have tried to make the Germans believe

that loyalty to their Fatherland required of them
the championship of beer and succeeded in coaxing
and tricking hundreds of thousands of Germans,
many of them our best citizens, into a friendliness

for their iniquitous plans. The saloon men have in-

sisted that the German nation was great on account
of its beer, when the fact is the nation is great in

spite of its beer habit. The saloons of America
could not have received a much more dangerous stab

than the one just inflicted by the Kaiser's pen. The
Emperor's warning is in imitation of the Lord's

demand of abstinence on the part of the priest en-

tering the tabernacle:

Do not drink wine nor strong drink, thou, nor thy sons with thee.

(Lev. 10:9.)

Preaching Christ

Rev. Malcolm James McCloud, former pastor of

the First Presbyterian Church of Pasadena, Calif.,

has been called to the pastorate of the Collegiate

Reformed Church of St. Nicholas, New York City,

which was made vacant about two years ago by the

death of Dr. Donald Sage Mackay. In his first

sermon to his new congregation on Sunday, May 1,

he said, among other things : "I can do nothing
without your faith and prayers. If we preach the
riches of culture we are competing with the college,
and the college has the advantage. If we preach
the riches of literature, we are coping with maga-
zines, and the magazines can beat us; but if we
preach the riches of Jesus, we have no rivalry. It is

a great, holy, blessed, wonderful monopoly. The
preacher's message covers the whole stretch and
area of human life." Miss Helen Gould and her
former Sunday School teacher, Mrs. Russell Sage,
occupied one of the pews and gave assent to the
warm evangelical views which met such a response
in the hearts of the sincere followers of Christ. No
more wholesome doctrine can be preached to the
congregations of wealth, intelligence and culture,
or in fact to any congregation, than that presented
by the new pastor of the church in New York.
But we preach Christ crucified. (L Cor. 1 :23.)

Rewarded Rescuer of Bag

Through an open drawbridge a woman fell by
accident into the canal at Trenton, N. J., and was
drowning. George Washington Mclntyre, a news-
boy only eight years of age, known as "Reddy
Tough," jumped into the canal, kept the woman

from sinking, and got her part
of the way to shore, when those
on the bank pulled them both
out. "Yellow" Dunn was play-
ing ball with "Reddy" when the
accident occurred, and, noticing
the woman's handbag floating

on the water, jumped in and
made for that and saved it,

paying little or no attention
to the woman who was drown-
ing. The first thing the woman
did when taken out of the wa-
ter was to ask for her purse,
which contained $200. "Yel-
low," taking off' his hat, politely

said: "Here it is, lady; I almost
drowned getting it out." The
woman, opening the bag, took a
new five dollar bill out and
handed it to "Yellow" as an
expression of her gratitude for
having saved her money; but to

little "Reddy," who had saved
her life, she did not give a
penny, only said, "Thank you,
my little man." We trust there
was some mistake in the news-
paper report, because it is hard
for us to think that any person,
man or woman, young or old,

could be so lost to gratitude and
so frozen with avarice as to

act in such a manner, contrast-
ing her greed for money with
the little newsboy's heroism,
and yet her conduct suggests
that of thousands of people who

count health and even life as secondary to the bag
with money in it floating on the water. This class
is described by the prophet

:

From the least of them even unto the greatest of them every one
is given to covetousness. (Jer. 6 : 13.)

Egyptian Goddess Stolen

A dainty bronze statuette, representing an Egyp-
tian goddess, was stolen from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York the other day by a

vagabond, and left at a pawnshop in the Bowery for

fifty cents. A diligent search for it by Officers Neg-
gersmith and Sneidecker, two detectives in the Police
department, led to its discovery and return to the
museum. The wretch who stole it has not yet been
apprehended. It was the limit of effrontery for a
man to come off the streets of a busy money-getting
city into the museum that ministers to the highest
and most beautiful in the human soul, to find some-
thing to steal. And his effrontery was only equaled
by his depravity. And yet this poor tramp did in

a blundering way what so many well-dressed and
highly respected people are doing all the while

—

mocking all of the nicest proprieties and intellectual

and moral privileges by taking the property of their

fellow-men without rendering an equivalent; and
though living in fine houses and driving their auto-
mobiles, they belong in the same class morally with
the miserable scoundrel who stole the Egyptian
statue and sold it for fifty cents.

Thou shalt not defraud thy neighbor, neither rob him. (Lev.
19 : 13.)
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PEOPLE WHO ARE TALKED ABOU1

I'Jiutos by r»ul Tl

PITTSBURG was startled recently by the mur-
der of a city missionary, Frank Skala, whc
labored among the foreigners there. Mr.

Skala was born in Bohemia, and came to this coun-

ti-y when about nineteen years of age. He was then

an infidel, and was converted under the preaching

of a Bohemian missionary, Rev. Vaclav Losa, and
became a zealous Christian and energetic worker.

On Sunday, April 10, he conducted religious ser-

vices at Woods Run, in Pittsburg, in a mission of

the Congregational Church. He also taught the
Sunday School. A foreigner, who was a stranger,
heard Mr. Skala preach, and stayed for the Sunday
School class. After the services, Mr. Skala and
another missionary started to walk home, and the
stranger followed them. When only about thirty

feet from the chapel, the stranger shot Skala in the
back, and wounded the other missionary. Skala
died in a few minutes. The assassin was arrested.
It is not certain whether the man's mind was un-
balanced, or whether the crime was the result of
bigotry and religious fanaticism. There are over
200,000 foreigners in Pittsburg and Allegheny

County. They are, for the most part, members of

the State churches in Europe, and when any of

their race are converted to Protestantism here, they
are bitterly persecuted by their own countrymen.
Converts lose their places in the mills and factories,

because bigoted foreign bosses discharge them.
They try in vain to secure work to support their

wives and children. The murder of Frank Skala
shocked the foreign-speaking people who attend the
Christian missions. He was a remarkable young-
man, well educated, enthusiastic as a mission-worker
and popular as preacher, teacher and superintendent
of the Mission Sunday School. He was a free
speaker and a man of blameless life. Mr. Frank
Skala left a wife and a little child, about seven
months old. Mrs. Skala was a valuable co-worker,
assisting her husband in all his missionary labors.

The Presbyterians have appointed her as a regular
missionary worker. Mr. Skala seemed to have fore-

seen his death as a martyr. He thrilled his hearers
that last Sunday, as he described the twenty-seven
Christians who perished in Bohemia about three
hundred years ago as m.artyrs of their faith.

W.-vRREN E. Partridge, D.D.

America lost its greatest living sculptor
^^ May 1 when John Quincy Adams Ward li

aside his chisel forever. For thirty years his fai

has stood unchallenged by American and forei;

critics, and he kept at work almost to the day of

death. He left unfinished a small statue of Aui

Belmont. Mr. Ward was born in Urbana, 0.,

1830. He studied only in America. His first no1

worthy work was the Indian in Central Park, N(

York. He also made statues of many of our fame,

generals and Presidents.

—Prince Tsai Tao, uncle of the Emperior
China, has been visiting the United States at t

head of a delegation of Chinese officers to ins]

our army organization and equipment and to stu

our militia. He visited Annapolis, and was mu
impressed by our corps of "middies." Later he we
to Sandy Hook, visited West Point and review
some of the crack New York regiments. One of I

officers said our cavalry was the finest he had ev

seen, and he had attended several reviews abro<

UP\ MR. ROOSEVELT AND THE MISSIONARIES K^T^

COLONEL ROOSEVELT'S first stop at a sta-

tion of the American Mission in Egypt was at
the frontier outpost on the Sobat, where he

found four men and two women laboring to enlighten
and uplift the naked savages. The primitive people
of these Niloid tribes are not yet susceptible to edu-
cation and they are being reached through industrial
and medical work. The ex-President was especially
impressed with the broad influence of the medical
missionary and he often referred to it in the speeches
which he made further down the Nile Valley. In
Khartoum he made an address to the Syrians and
Egyptians who had been educated in the Syrian
Protestant College in Beirut and the College of the
American Mission at Assiut, Egypt.

In addition to these speeches in behalf of the
American Mission in the Sudan, he also made two
addresses in Egypt. Time did not permit his
visiting the college for young men at Assiut, so both
of his visits were to schools for girls and young
ladies. It was indeed an encouragement to the edu-
cation of women that the ex-President of the United
States should visit two of the prominent schools that
are laboring against great odds for this purpose.
First he visited the girls' school at Luxor. Here, in
the vicinity of the magnificent tombs and temples of
the ancient Rameses, is the prosperous school in

Addressing Americans in Cairo

W'
mkW"- f 4fe

'

m...^SL . ''"^^i
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Roosevelt with President of Assiut College and Consul

charge of Miss Buchanan. After inspecting the
school Colonel Roosevelt visited the chapel where the
students and friends of the school were gathered to
hear him. In his address he praised very highly the
work of the school and expressed much gratification
that here the girls were taught not only arts and
sciences, but also the essentials of home-making.
On the twenty-eighth of March he spoke at the

new college for young ladies at Cairo lately opened.
There were about one thousand people present.

In opening his speech the ex-President praised the
work of the American Mission throughout the Nile
Valley. He encouraged the education of women by
saymg that no nation can rise to permanent great-
ness unless the woman is fitted and able to play her
part nobly and with dignity. Emphasis was laid
on the fact that the college is not only teaching liter-
ary exercises but each of the girls is allowed to do
her share of the housework. In speaking of tolera-
tion in religion he said: "I am glad that in this
school there should be one-third of the pupils who
are Mohammedans and that the other two-thirds in-
clude Jews and all sects of Christians. In the first
place it IS a fine thing because you owe it to those
among whom you go to set for them the broadest,
truest example of broad human fellowship." He

commented on the progress of Egypt along sanita

and health lines. He also cited the benefit of t

example of the mission schools to those of the g(

ernment. He urged the Christians in public serv

to conduct themselves as Christians so that the na

might gain even greater respect.

When the ex-President arrived at Cairo he vi\

introduced to Dr. Henry, the medical missionary
charge of the Assiut Hospital. "So you are the

who has been treating those three thousand patie;

up there at Assiut, are you?" he said. The doci

confessed that he was in charge of the medical wo:

"Well," said the renowned hunter, "if a very proj

Bostonian had not told me that it was improper
-say 'Bully,' I would say 'Bully for you. Dr. Henry
The American Mission in Egypt is supported

the United Presbyterian Church of North Ameri
but the native church in Egypt fostered by this

ganization is so prominent and extensive that it

known as the Protestant Church of Egypt. The s

tions of the American Mission extend from Ali

andria to Doleib Hill on the Sobat River, betwt

five and six hundred miles above Khartoum. Unc
its care are the naked savages of the upper N
tribes and the direct descendants of the oldest civ

zation in the world. Earl C. Elder
Assiut College.

Colonel Roosevelt on Steps of Girls' College
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Our Ne\v National Museum

^y WALDON FAWCETT

uih

THE United States government has
recently taken possession of a new

sucture that ranks as the finest

r seum on this continent, if not in the

\rld. This imposing: new edifice at

c' national capital has more than ten

jes of floor space, and it has been
cigned as the permanent repository
cthe millions upon millions of relics,

tphies and curiosities in the posses-

in of the nation—a collection to

\ich Uncle Sam is constantly adding
fough gift and purchase. Although
i'is but a detail in this whole vast

r seum project, it may be mentioned
tit one of the functions of this mas-
se new pile will be to afford an
fiibition hall for the hundreds of
ieresting natural history specimens
c ained by Theodore Roosevelt during
\ famous hunting trip in Africa.
While, as has been said, the Federal
fv'ernment has taken possession of
ts costly new temple of ancient and
I'dern wonders and the public is be-

ic admitted to this educational Mecca,
t; statement should be qualified in

5ne respects. The new structure of

the site of many of the most imposing
government buildings. A short dis-

tance south of the new structure is the
red edifice which constituted the old
home of the National Museum, and
which, for all that it was accounted
rnammoth in its day, now appears
pigmy beside its new neighbor. Near
at hand also is the home of the Smith-
sonian Institution—the parent of the
National ]\Iuseum.
Zoology is picturesquely taught

by mounted specimens of birds and
animals, and ethnology dramatic-
ally interpreted by wax figures of
Indians garbed in the gaudiest tradi-
tional raiment. The progress of in-
vention is chronicled by the original
models of all notable inventions, such
as the telephone, typewriter, sewing
machine, phonograph, telegraph. Espe-
cially notable is it that the provision of
the new museum home has made possi-
ble the realization of a long-existing
dream for a National Gallery of Art.
Although nobody ever heard much of
the fact, because the pictures were
stored away. Uncle Sam has long been

4
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The New $3,500,000 National Museum at Washington. D. C.

i'anite and marble and steel and con-
ote is virtually completed, to be sure.
It it is not fully furnished. To move
.this new home the millions of objects
lich it is designed to house is a
.[rculean task. The nation's foremost
Hseum has been adding to its coliec-
^>ns at the rate of .'•omething like a
I'arter of a million objects each year
.r more than a score of years past.
-) ordinary "moving day" would
:ffice for the transfer of such an ac-
mulation to new quarters. Knowing
at the public was naturally impatient
r a peep at the new treasure house
e officials decided to throw open its

ors as soon as enough of the trophies
uld be put in place to make a respec-
ble showing. Thus certain sections

. this new headquarters of "Uncle
im, Curio Collector," are' now open
Id other sections or rooms will be
|ened as rapidly as their contents can
arranged. By next Christmas or

rly in the year 1911 the whole va.st

use of history and research will be
order.

The new National Museum, which
s been in course of erection for
arly six years, cost about $.3,-500,000.
le monster new curio cabinet was
ilt by Bernard R. Green, the man
10 a few years ago won fame by
ilding the Library of Congress,
le new museum covers more ground
an any other building in Washing-
n, except the Capitol.
The new building—its myriad win-
ws letting in a flood of light from all
les—is located on the Mall, that

,
eat oblong park which extends from
e White Hou.se to the Capitol, and
nich it is expected will one day be

the possessor of a valuable and con-

stantly growing collection of pictures.

Within the past few years a number of

notable additions have been made to

this art collection through the dona-
tions of public-spirited men and women.

CALLED HIGHER
Paulen Smith Johnson (5). of Klondike, Ore.

Mrs. Luke Shinar (62). of Manistique, Mich.

Mrs. Elizabeth Dickey (90), of Massillon, O.

Mrs. Mary Wenner Mitchell (79), of Dim-
mick. III.

Mrs. E. L. Emmons, of Bridgeport, Conn., on
.January 25.

Mrs. Delila Miller, of Goshen, Ind., called
home. March 24.

.1. D. Kelpatrick, of Sparrow Bush, N. Y.,
died February 8.

Mrs. Sarah .lane Baker, of Wilton, N. H.,
died on April 29, at the atre of seventy-nine
years. She was a .successful teacher of long
experience.

Mrs. Jane Kaiprhen Corlett, aged ninety-nine.
She lived in New York City from 1827 until

her death. A member of the Methodist Church
for over seventy years.

Mrs. Georsre C. Houjrh. of Maxboss, N. D.
She was a member of the Episcopal Church, and
a fine Christian character. For years a faithful

reader of this paper. She was buried at her old

home. New Richmond, Wis.

Miss Lewisella Lehman, of Chicasro, 111., died

April 1, 1910. She was buried at Versailles, O.

Mrs. G.' L. Ellis, of Martin. Tenn., passed
away April 16, 1910. She was the wife of Rev.
(j. L. Ellis, a Baptist minister of Martin.

Mrs. M. A. Blackard, of Potts Camp. Miss.,

after an illness of eight days, departed this life

March 31. 1910. She was preceded to the

House of Many Mansions by four little children,

and was followed three days later by her

dauirhter, Mrs. C. M. Floyd.

Mrs. Ellen Moore, of Falls Creek, Pa., was
called to her heavenly home April 10, 1908.

She was a good Christian woman and always
loved The Christian Heralo and was very
much interested in all the good work it did for

humanity and gave to every needy cause when
she felt able to contribute her mite.

When

appetite suggests
something good

—

when health dictates

something nourish-

ing — when bodily

strength demands
something sustaining

— in short, when
youVe hungry.

Uneeda
Biscuit

(Never Sold in Bulk)

^%)f a Package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

HALLOWED new and OLD
By I. ALLAN SANKEY, Ron of IRA D. SANKEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
/itfurii'tfiff ,ta/iiphs iiitilled to *' eariitst t/itj/tirtrs

"

TIIK ItUiLOW .V MAIN » ().. >«n York or ( hiiat'O

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10 cts. I 10 Decoration Day, 10 cts.
10 Rose, 10 cts.

I
10 Fourth of July, 10 cts.

Any three packai^es iiiaih'd for 25 eeiits.

80 cents per 1(W) cards — assorted designs.

MADISON ART COMPAIVY. MADI.SON.CONIS .

PATENTS that PROTECT—

I

Our 3 bonks for nivrntors ni.iil<-.i on receipt of 6 cts. stamps.
R.8.<feA.B.LACEY,Wa9hington.D.C.,Dept.36,Egt.l869

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song- Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," forSsfor loo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

>Suiniiier Underwear
FOR MEN FOR BOYS

Porosknit Union Suits, being light weight, thin and elas-

tic, never pull open between each button, fl The open
texture lets air cool your body, fl Wear Porosknit two-

piece or union suit garments and know true cool comfort.

It Is On
Every

Genuine
Garment

Any Style in Union Suits
For Men, $1.00 50c. For Boys

Any Style Shirt and Drawers
SOC For Men For Boys 2Sc
Buy from nearest dealer. Send for llluslrated Booklel- FREE
CHALMERS KNITTING CO., 30Washington St., Amsterdam, N.Y.

When
Ebiying:

Insist On
This Label

"7 V TRAOt M«BK

REG US PAT OFF

A is':
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Are you going to build
or remodel your old building ?

If so, write today for FREE sam-
ple and convincing proof that

WAirBOARD
Is Cheaper and Better Than

Lath and Plaster
This practical substitute for lath and plaster is

easily nailed to studding. Being applied dry, it is at

once ready for decoration— paint, paper or burlap.

Saves time and labor; is clean and sanitary; proof
against cold, heat, dampness, vermin.

Bishopric Wall Board is made of kiln-dried

dressed lath, IMBEDDED in hot Asphalt Mastic,

and surfaced with sized cardboard; is cut at the

factory into uniform sheets 4x4 ft. sq. and three-

eighths of art inch thick. These sheets (delivered

in crates) are easily and quickly nailed to studding
ready for wall paper, paint or burlap.

Guaranteed Proof Against Moisture, Heat

Cold, Sound and Vermin
Will not swell, shrink, warp, crack, flake or blister; is clean,

sanitary and odorless. Being a non-conductor, saves fuel and
keeps out summer heat; also deadens sound.

Its Manv Uses:—Bishopric Wall Board is used for dwellings,

pleasure, health-resort and factor.v buildings, new partitions in

old buildings, finishing attics, cellars, porches, laundries and
garages.

Price $2.50 per 100 sq. ft. or $6.40 per
crate of256 sq. ft. f. o. h. factories New Orleans,
Cincinnati, or Alma, Mich.

^,, BISHOPRIC
I^SHeathiNO

Cheapest and Best for Frame or
Stucco Buildings, for Cement

Exterior Work
Bishopric Sheathing is made of same materials

and in the same way as Wall Board, but finish is

not necessarily so fine and therefore costs less ; is

proof against heat, cold, dampness, sound and
vermin. Makes the best insulation. Cheaper and
better than lumber. Does away with building
paper. Our free booklet fully explains its many
uses and advantages over lumber in both frame
and cement construction. Also used with excellent
results as a lining for dairy barns, poultry houses,
stables or other outdoor buildings.

Price $2 per square of 100 sq. ft. or $5. 12
per crate of 256 sq. ft. f. o. b. New Orleans,
Cincinnati, or Alma, Mich.

Bishopric Roofing
Composed of felt and Asphalt Mastic flaked witli niica. Never

needs paint. Makes a neat, clean, artistic, dural>le roof. Guar-
anteed proof against cold, heat, moisture, wind and weatlier;
%vill not crack, curl or break.
Write to-day for free samples and liooklet describing Bishopric

Asphalt Mastic Products— Wall Board. Sheathing, Roofing,

DEALERS, WRITE FOR PROPOSITION

The MasticWall Board& Roofing Mfg. Co.
40 East Third Street, Cincinnati, O.

A C NTS
IF I KNEW YOUR NAME

I would send you our Valuable Sample Outfit

Fro© this very minute. Let me start you '"

a profitable business. YOU do not need one
cent of capital. Experience unnecessary. Big
Profits. Will give yoU credit if necessary.
Premiums FrOO. New plan, goods shipped
prepaid. LISTEN'Mary Brennan, Mass..
gave up $10 a week job to come with us. Last
week she made $30 in 3 days. YOU can too.
George Gilbert, formerly Chief of Police, Ohio,
made $1000 in his spare time. Write me nOW
for Free Outfit.

'

Wm. H. DOTY, Treu., 125 Doty BMg.. Bostai, Mau.

AGENTS—$1.33 Per Hour
Comer made it, so can you. Swain says, "Best

^
thing I ever struck." Easy money maker. HighSchool boy sold 36 boxes In Z days—profit
S

1

2.60. Agents get big repeat orders—build un
steady business. Everybody wears hosiery
Guaranteed for 4 months against holes in heels and

.toes. .Send right bacls to us if not perfectly satisfao-» tory. Jl. R. Valentino sold 600 pairs In 60 hours
..—you can do as weU—yes—better. Worn goods

replaced free—no experience needed—we teach
\ yoa everything. Here's your one big chance—
' don't lose it—write today. Free samples

THOMAS MFG. CO., 1»84 Wayne St., DAYTON. OHIO

MAKESTYPEWRITERS
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otlierwi.se

L. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS, UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'/4to>4M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANVWHKRK for tree Trial, or

KKNTKI) allowing Rent to Al'PHPRICES 91S.OO Uf
PItit ClMB MtchlnM Fresh from the MrrB—Write fir UlaBtr«t«d C»t«log ?I
Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-94 lake ST., CHICAIO

5 Fine POST CARDS^ SfTid only 2c stamp and irnivr .'',

folored <iol(i and KiTihosscil Ciinls
FItKK to introduce post, card i^It'ci

CXI'l'IVi, < .\HI> CO.. Di-pt. i:io_ -i-opekn. Kan.
FREE

BE AN ttLUSTRATOR-Lfarn to Drau-. Wo will t. ficli

y.iu hy mail how SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATION
to draw for ^^^ Office ^4 Pa^e Bldg
iTiHfiazities and ^H^^^^^^^^^^^^, Chicago, 111.

newspajiers.
H^Mii h>r t'nhjUuf.

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
""TT"OUR ladyship confers on me a

Y great pleasure," said Bata-
-L vius. "All my knowledge and

experience—and I am a man of expe-

rience—I put at Captain Lawson's
service. But as to the language, very
little of it is known to me. What I

needed I learned, no more, for I cared
nothing for those dirty pagans. Of-
ten I was told I had better learn to

talk with them, but I always said to

myself, 'No ! If they wish to talk vdth
Batavius De Vries, they can learn
English.' Now I am sorry."
"Then you will be here to-night?"
"Of that there is no doubt. At

your service, my lady."
She permitted him to reach the

door, then recalled him. With eager-
ness he answered the summons, and
she said shyly and softly:

"Captain De Vries— I wish — oh,

dear!—I am afraid to ask you"—

-

and she stood before him, with her
eyes veiled and cast down, and a pre-
tense of vacillation and indecision that
was exceedingly attractive. Batavius
was delighted. Here was a lady of
noble birth afraid of him. He drew
himself up to his full stature, and said
with an assuring kindness of tone and
manner:
"Whatever you wish, Batavius De

Vi'ies will be proud to grant."
Then she suddenly threw up her

head, and the splendor of her eyes into
his. A flash of lightning could hardly
have affected him more. He trembled,
he wished to fall at her feet, to kiss
the hem of her garment. It was a
moment of heavenly enchantment; he
was dumb under its bewitching spell.

"I wish—oh. Captain—I wish so
much that you would wear the suit
you wore when I last saw you."

"Oh, my lady!"
"And the red neckerchief—and the

red sash. Captain Lawson admires a
well-dressed sailor, and in that dress
you looked like one of the sailors of
the brave old times—knights of the
sea, you know."

"Oh, my lady!"
"Thank you. Good-by. Come, Vir-

ginia."

Silently, hand in hand, they went to
the parlor. Virginia now hoped to
end the long suspense and uncer-
tainty of her position. The last hour
it had been almost unbearable, and
she could hardly acquit Rose of un-
kindness in prolonging it by her chat-
tering at the breakfast table. Even
when they were alone with the world
locked out, Rose seemed loath to begin
the conversation. She enthused over
the blazing hickory logs—over the
dancing sunbeams—over the comfort-
able chair into which she had cuddled
her little form, and then noticing Vir-
ginia's look of anxious inquiry turn to
one of grief and injury, she stopped
suddenly, and stooping forward until
she could take her friend's hand,
asked, "What is vexing you, darling?
Let me tell you soberly, you ought to
be very contented."

"Rose, how can you ask? What
you can tell me is life or death to me,
and you say not a word to quiet my
anxieties. Oh, Rose, whatever you
have to tell me, speak it plainly. I

am past hoping and surmising."
"My sweet Virginia, I have noth-

ing to tell you, except what I told you
in my first letter. When you are a
bride, there will be no bridegroom.
Batavius will be miles and miles away.
Is not that enough?"
"But I want to know "

"I dare be bound you do—so do I.

But my father insisted that you
should know nothing about it. Need
I remind you of the temper New
Yorkers are in about the kidnaping
of their citizens for English men-of-
war? Father says, in Gloucester, a

man found guilty of aiding in the ab-
duction of a fisherman got forty
lashes, and was also fined so heavily
that it will take him four years of
hard labor in prison to pay the fine."

"We ought to have considered these
things."
"To be sure, but we are still among

the multitude who do the things they
ought not to do, and leave undone the
things they ought to do. I thought of
nothing but the joy of ridding you of
the nasty creature, but my father saw
at once that the faintest suspicion of
your connection with the matter would
be worse than death to you, and to

your dear father and mother. I was
going to England, where the affair
will be considered a joke, or a clever
bit of loyalty. It will really be a
feather in my cap, and I shall be a
heroine on a small scale—but you!
Here in New York! Oh, Virginia, the
terrors of death would be nothing to
your sufferings—the scorn and dis-

dain of the women who would cease
to know you, except as a mark for
outrageous insult—the bitter contempt
of the men, who are growing hotter
colonials hour by hour, and who
grudge every man to England, now
that they believe every man will be
needed to fight colonial battles. Really
the position was not thinkable. Your
fine would be in accordance with your
father's estate, and the dear old Cap-
tain would be left in his old age penni-
less, and shorn of his honorable name—your dear mother "

"Oh, Rose, Rose!"
"The idea sprang from nothing but

evil, and ,if father had not interfered,
who knows where it would have ended?
In the common jail certainly; for
these colonials are a suspicious lot,

and somehow their suspicions go
straight to the truth."

"Am I to know nothing, then, of
what has been done?"

"I will tell you that father was de-
lighted to catch Batavius for the
service, and he can not escape father.
As for you, go on with the prep-
arations for your marriage, precisely
as if you desired and expected to be
Mrs. Batavius De Vries."
"How can I?"
"Oh, be as forlorn and melancholy

as you choose! I think you are a lit-

tle ungrateful ! I have had much anx-
iety, and father has taken the journey
to New York when we might as well
have sailed from Boston—and now

—

when I am dying to be at Aunt Port-
man's, I must delay ten days more,
in order to lure the bird decently into
the net. Upon my word. Miss Vir-
ginia, if I thought Joris would be as
little grateful as you are, I would
swear off kind deeds for ever. They
are a dangerous luxury. May I never
be tempted again into their unthank-
ful business!"
"Have a little patience with me.

Rose. You do not know how much I

have suffered."
"I myself have not been reclining on

a bed of roses."
"I have lost Joris through this busi-

ness."
"Fiddlesticks! If so, he is easily

lost; and as men go—better lost."

"He threw my Strawberry Hand-
kerchief at my feet—he tore it in two
also."

"Some day he will fall on his knees
to pick it up."
"Do you know anything, have you

heard anything of Joris?"
Continued on next page

Reduce tlie Cares
ot housekeeping. One decidedly prac-tical way is to use
Borden's Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk in all cook-
m% where milk or cream is required. Results will be
more satisfactory than with most "fresh" milk. The
convenience and economy will please you. Dilute
Peerless Milk with water to any desired ricluieas.

GROWING CHILDREN
The Period when the Nervous Activijis

at Its Greatest I

"Against the practice of giving tea
coffee to cliildren, we cannot speak
strongly. Cliildhood is the period wht;

,

iiervous activity is at its greatest. Tiie !
i

is ever busy receiving new impressions,
flex action, co-ordination of muscles, am
special senses are all under a special c(

of training.

"The nervous system is pushed t(
i

utmost capacity, and long is the list of
,

tims that follow its over-stimulation.
|

these little people nothing but harm
i

come from the use of such cerebral st
i

lants as tea or coffee Bad, then, as
practice is, let us as physicians be aggre
in its prohibition.
"Do not be satisfied by answering

,

when asked as to their use-, but let us i

the families with whom we come in coi
i

that such practice is evil. We speak enij
ically, because not only among the pooi

]i

uneducated, but among the rich, who sh I

know better, this practice is marvelc
I

prevalent."

—

The Home Doctor.
Children like a warm beverage for bt

fast and it is well for them to have it i
i

drink is a food and not a drug.
Postum is made to supply a rich nou

ing liquid food with a crisp coffee taste

those who cannot and should not use co
Analysis shows it to contain about foui
per cent, of muscle-forming elements
66-11 per cent, of energy and fat-produ
elements, which go to nourish and su;

the delicate nerve centres throughout
body and from which the vital energy
ceecis.

The success of child or adult depi
largely upon proper sustenance for thf d
Children who depend upon the intellig.

of their elders to furnish them with g
food, deserve our most careful attention
thought.
Read "The Road to Wellville," foum

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Earn 5
on your savings. They should yield as large i

return as consistent with safety.

Deposited with our Company, they are (re<

from speculation while earning 5 per cent, ever)

day left In our care. The security back of then

Is of the very best—Selected mortgages upoD
New York and Suburban Real Estate. Earnings

are remitted by check quarterly, semi-annually

or compounded if desired. We have never paid

less than 5 per cent for 17 years.

ASSETS over - $2,000,000

SURPLUS and PROFITS. 150,000

Under Sopervition of New York Banking Dept.

The Industrial is a strong, progress-

ive, carefully managed Savings Insti-

tution that luerits your investigation.

Write for booklet, wnich contains

many interesting facts. ^i_^
Indiutrial Savings and Loan Co. •^''* «

2 Times Building

42d Street and Broadway
New York

No Organ
Money

Write to Estey for a good si

gestion how to get good money

the purchase of a good organ :

Church or Sabbath School.

Address EsteyBrattleboro,

LYON & HEALY'S |

COOP CHURCh

ORGANS
At Reasonable Prices

We make a specialty nf large reed organs, vrtired

elosely resemble pipe organs. These church organs will

found much richer in effects than any cheap pipe organ

Let us tell you what our $450 Cathedral Organ "

furnish in the way of musical effects.

Illustrated catalog free. Styles flom $100 to %:m. Pa

ments spread over 2 years when desii-ed.

Fine Folding- Organs $37.50; Fine Pnrli

Organs $45.00; Good Second-Hand Orffur

at half price. "

LYON A HEALY, Dept. F5S75, CHICAG'

New Doilies, cafafog*'? s*S'i'

Patterns and a year's subscription
Innalls' Fancy Work Book—all for 10 c

Address J. F. Ingalls, Lynn, Mass.. Box,

CTilllDC 100 all different. Album and Hinges only 1

SlAlUra 30 Sweden lOc—1000 all different stai

$2-30 different foreign coins 25c. We buy stamps

coins—Buying Lists 10 cents. Toledo Stamp Co., Toleao, ui
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

-3>

'He is remarkably well and happy."

'I thought of him as poor and

jiely, and on the way to all the ter-

-;-s of a life of warfare in India."

'He has more than heart can wish

-his eyes stand out with fatness. I

member that description, Virginia,

l;ause when the archdeacon used

;*^;-il intone it, I always expected him to
""'*4

v^ the pronoun 'I,' 'I have more
tin, etc' In truth, Joris has the in-

cise of London society. He is the

I ]:o of all fashion, and his dashing

« A acity carries everything before it.

f '_e young women adore him, the mid-

(-aged sing his praises, the men
oy all he does, and quote all he says.

Jer since the day of Buckingham,

ii before that, London has gone mad
(;r a handsome young fellow; and

as, the old town does not grow
Aser!"

'Who told you these things, Rose?"
'My aunt, who also is one of his

j)rers. Are you not pleased?"
'No."
,'What for? You ought to be."

'He is in temptation. He may do
Aong."
'Do not be good beyond measure.
lery young knight of the olden time
Tnt through his temptations."
'If you have ever been in love,

I-:e—
^"

'My dear Virginia, no woman was
er so much in love as I am. I have

Ecidensed the whole world into one
rtn, with the non-interfering adden-
dni of a sympathetic father. I live

fjthis one man. I love him, as you
ifer knew how to love, beyond all

c siderations and conditions, beyond
t scoi-n of man, or the favor of man,
V hout care for poverty or sickness,

Oieven old age. I have considered
ejry likelihood, and I see that my
l<e glorifies eveiy situation."

Rose, are you dreaming?"
Wide awake, my precious."
[And his name?"
His adorable, delightful name is

/;nt."

Oh, Rose, Rose! And what will

y r father say?"
(I am blessed with sensible rela-

tis; that is, they can take in two
s^s of a question—their own, and
sjiebody else's side. I have told fa-
tji-, and he behaved in a most de-
li'itful wav."
What did he do?"
Kissed me."

fj
What did he say?"
He asked me all about Arent. And

jy I at down on his knees, and stroked
*1 h face, and told him; and by-and-by

hgot to laughing at me,—but he was
yfjii^ gd Arent was a sailor—and when

tWu/^

ttH
^ Amt boarded us at the Sea Gate,

a I brought our ship up the river him-
S'", father stood at the wheel beside
hi, and fell dead in love with him.
'' ur Arent is a splendid sea dog,' he
s;i, and I gave father a long, .sweet

' k^5, and began to walk on my tiptoes,
a

1 father laughed, and told me to
C'le to flat-feet awhile. So I sat
dyn again on his knee, aTid asked
hi straight if 1 might marry Arent
\i Vroom? And he looked at me
u41 the tears were in both our eves,
a

.
said he did not think I could iind

abetter, brighter, honester young
f||0w. And I said I would be of age
nthree months, could I marry him
tn? And he said 'Yes,' but he
v\ild like to be present. Then I
a ed him if I could have my moth-
e fortune without any bother or
ndrance, and he .said, certainlv, he
wdd instruct Moser to that effect.
T;n I asked him if we could have
^ bright for our home, becau.se Sea-

^
,'ht is a beautiful castle on a high

of near the sea, and I could watch
A;nt come and go from its windows.
Al he laughed and a.sked if there was
a other trifle I cared for? Then

^J*

both laughed, and he said, 'Your
"ling mother left all and married

me for love, Rose, and I promised her
that the little babe on her breast
should do the same. To my beloved
Alicia I keep my promise this day, and
I am thankful to you, Rose, for mak-
ing it so easy to keep.' Was not his
behavior beautiful and fatherly?"

"If my father had only been as
reasonable!"
"Circumstances alter cases."
"His dislike of Joris was absurd."
"Say rather, his liking for Bata-

vius."
"But, Rose, what will your aunt

say? "There was a duke in question,
was there not?"
"He is now out of the question.

And aunt has an accommodating tem-
per. She says second-bests are often
the luckiest."

"And she will accept Arent?"
"Virginia, she will go crazy over

Arent. She will move heaven and
earth to help him. But she need not
saddle hei-self with that task. She
has an old cou.'-in on the Admiralty
Board, and if he wants a peaceful
nightcap, he will have to give Arent his
ship. And then Arent will put on the
blue and gold, and wear epaulettes,
and write R. N. after his name; and
in the chancel of St. Margaret's I
shall meet him."
And at these words the wondei-ful

young lord of the sea entered the
room, throwing wide the door with the
air of a man who wanted endless
spaces, and suffered no impediments.
His eyes fell instantly on Rose, and
all that was divine and immortal in
Arent Van Vroom sprang into his
face. The next moment Rose's arms
were around his neck, and her lovely
face between his hands, and he kissed
her and kissed her till the room wa.'-

full of joy and of low laughter and of
little sounds of happiness, for which
there are no explaining words on this

plane of humanity. So that Virginia
wondered to see them in an atmos-
phere of their own, lighter and lovelier
than the rest of the room ; and she
walked softly and closed the door, as
if the place had suddenly become sa-
cred and secret, not understanding yet
that love, when it is perfect, has cast
out fear and has nothing to hide or to
be ashamed of.

"Think of me only with love and joy.

In four short weeks we shall meet
again!"
"The tide serves," he said, "and all

are on board—in half an hour we shall

be afloat. Oh, Rose of the World ! Oh,
my Rose!"
"Arent!"
"My sweet sister! Did you think I

had forgotten you? No!"
"Oh, Arent, have you no word of

pity for me? You know I dislike Bata-
vius—to marry him will kill me."
"Then for heaven's sake, marry him

not. I can give you six minutes, Vir-
ginia—run for your cloak and hood.
Come with me. No one shall prevent
it." To be continued

A Noble Beque^

ANOTED attorney, D. S. Atkinson,

of Greensburg, Westmoreland
County, Pa., died recently and left his

entire estate, amounting to about
.$200,000, for the erection and main-
tenance of a Young Men's Christian
Association building in memory of his

wife and daughter, who preceded him
in death. B. R.

Miuionary Progress in Peru

—Missionary A. R. Stahk. of Callao. Peru,

writes acknowledging a gift of money for the

work in Peru. He adds: "It is now many
years since The Christian Herald sent its first

gift for the Gospel in Peru. During all these

years we have been able to report steady ex-

tension. Last year was a notable one. Through-

out the agency we circulated over 47,000 copies

of the Word of God in many tongues."

,-The'STANDARD'S"Weekly Specials-,
Look for the"STANDARD*S Weekly 5pecia/"advertisenient every week, just as soon

as you get The Christian Herald. It always offers you interesting Money Saving

Bargains. Satisfaction guaranteed on every purchase or your money refunded*

3330. Dutch collar prpttily

(lesis<ned. inlaid with Cluny lai-e,

ViM-y popular and an ex- OKj-»
•lit lit viilu Speciul .

3327. Jabot and stock neatly
trimmed with lace. Stock sliows
four rows of pin tucks. A nr;i(.

dressy style. Our Special OC —
Price £tiJK^

3303 . Handsome yoke and
stock of exqviisite Irish eroclM-t

Intc Beautifully designed and >(

social'!':"!'."': 'i^:?!':! 58c

3413. White Wash Belt witli

fluinty einbloidery pattern. E(i;:rv

iiratlv bound. Handsome pruil
b.icklo and dctachaWc- OC_
"li.H.k on" Hasp, Sp.oial ^iJ*-

3301. Charming Head Scarf of exquisite soft
silk ' 'Mousseline de soie.

'

' A delightful, soft, bril-
liant texture, with beautiful hand tinted colored
Dresden borders. Size 19!-j X 66 inches QQ_
A distinct novelty. $1.50 value. Special. OI/C

Ft3 tm p Have you written for your
f\ ^ Kl FREE yearly subscription to

the'STANDARD STYLE BULLETIN? •'^
If not,

write NOW—TO-DAY. To delay even a day may
mean that you will forget It, and you surely
want to see all the very latest New York styles.
Write for FREE yearly subscription to-day.

s
TANDARD
MAIL ORDER
161 Wooster St.,

NEW YORK CITY 0.

25c
3331. BoxotHuching

lengths of assoi-ted fancy
ruching. per box of 6

3305. Hand Embroidered Dutch
Collar and Jabot. Edged with flue
"Baby" Irish Crocliet. OC—
Very Smart style. Special, AOC
3306. Hand Embroidered Ja-

bot. Exquisitely trimmed with
thread lace and Irish Cm- O C _
chot Medallions. Special. ^*JC

3320. Hand Embroidered J;.-

bot. Laid in six plaits and OC —
finishedwith lace. Special ^wC
3410. WashBeltof fancy white

silk finished belting in damask
Jacquard pin dots. Xatural peail
buckle and detachalile I Q
"hotikon" clasp. Special. * OC

An Ever-Dry Salt

Only 10c a Year
You can have salt on your table like the salt you see in hotels

—

salt that always flows freely, never clogs. Yet it isn't mixed
with starch.

You can have the finest, purest, saltiest salt that was ever

made. And the cost is only 10 cents per year over soggy,

coarse, impure bag salt.

Simply ask for Shaker Salt.

Purified Salt

Every table salt save Shaker contains considerable gypsum. And gypsum
is plaster of Paris—a pebble former— the basis of gravel and gall siones.

We remove this gypsum by an elaborate process—the only one known—and we
own it. Shaker Salt is safe; but every substitute

contains this dangerous impurity. We can prove this

by Government tests.

Sanitary Salt

Shaker Salt conies in a parafftned box, proof against
dampness, odors and dirt. It can't be contaminated. Each
box has our patent spout for convenience in pouring.

You can get this fine grained, dainty, dry salt anywhere
if you insist on it. You would not then go without it for

fifty times what it costs.

Sold by all good grocers. Price (east of the Rockies)
lo cents per box. Be sure of the name—Shaker Salt.

FOR

LiBRARYSLIPSl

(31)

Diamond Crystal
Salt Co.
St. Clair, Mich.

Makers of the only salt 99 7-10 percent
pure as pro\ed by Government tests.

t
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li Shines the Best Whichever Way You Loolc At If

The shine is blackest, the s

quickest, and above all others
what you want for your stove.

and you will be convinced and

MORSE BROS., Props.,

hine is brightest, the shine Is

it is absolutely dustless. Just
isn't it? Get it the next time,
delighted.

Canton, Mass., U.S.A.

Are You Well?
Have You a Good Figure?
You can surprise your husband and friends

by giving 15 minutes a day, in your room, to

special directions which I give you to

strengthen vital organs and nerves, so you
are relieved of chronic ailments. Your body
can be rounded and you can have as good a
figure, as gracefully carried, as any woman
of your acquaintance,

A pupil who was
thin writes me:

"I ijst can t tell you
how iiappy I ami I

wore 1«'W neck and
short sleeves the other
uit,"''»"»Jlwas8uprt.ud

01 niy neck and armsl
My busts are rounded
out and I have gained
28 pounds; it has come
just uliere I wanted it

ind I carry myself
like anotlier woman.
My old dresses look
stylish (tn me now.
You rememlier I have
not been constipated
since my second les-

son and I had taken
sometliing for years.
I guess my stomach

must be stronger too. for I sleep like a baby and my
nerves are so rested. I feel as if I liad missed su much
enjoyment in life, for I never did have such good times
before. 1 feel so well all the time."

I have built up thousands of women why not you?
"Write me, and if I cannot help yoiu- particulsj" case

j

I will tell you so.

I g\vf each pupil the individual, confidential
treatment which her case demands.

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept.l8-H. 246 Michigan Ave., Chicago
/i/oie: MiiS Cocro/rs fujmf standi Jor progress ni the

re 0/ the health aruijit^ure o/ ivoynan.
I I^oU: Miss Locro/l's ?ujm
II scientific care of the he-,

95
AND UP

WARDIS
AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH

It is a solid propiisition to sen 1

on trial, fully guaranteed, a new
well made, easy running separi
tor for $ ISSIfi. Skims hot ore II

milk; making heavv or lifelit

cream Designed, especially for
small dairies, hotels and private
families, diflferent from this pic

ture whicli illustrates our large

capacity machines The bowl ib

a sanitary marvel, easily cleaned
Gears thoroughly protected
Western Orders filled from
Western points. Whether your
dairy is large or small write us
and obtain our liantlsome
tree catai Address:

"DON'T SHOUT
you. I CBn hear noM
as anybody. 'How?'
Oh. something new
TheMORinV PHONE
I've a pair in my ei

but you can't see them- they
are invisible. I would not
l<no» that I had them in, mysell

only that I hear all right.'

5Ae MORLEY
PHONE

akes low sounds end
hispers plainly heard,
ivisible, comiortable.

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Depl. 702, Perry Building. Philadelphia

A Sample of Page Fence FREE
Send for an actual sample o( the world-famous Page
Woven Wire Fence. See the Basic Open Hearth Page
Wire -the strongest fence wire in existence ! See the
wonderful Page Knol— the knot Ikiit can't come off

.'

Get a Free copy of the Quarter-Centennial Catalog
of Page Fence, explaining its amazing durability,
elasticity and economy. Just a postal. Address ; (3)

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Boi 213 H. Adrina.Mich

CgI Book on ^'BRECO''
"Write Now- Samples Iree— Rubber Rooflnff

Book I'Yee. iJirect from lac- Freight PreUatll
tory-Sl.aeSI.86 82.28 per Roll. Freight
paid to west lioundarv hrieMinii.. lowa.Mo. and
north of south line tenii. Reliable

~
hllih quality. Guaranteed water-
proof; flre-reslstlng ; durable.

The Breese Bros. Co.
Roofing Dipt. 77 , CInclnnatl.Ohio

LAWN FENCE
Many styles. Sold on trial at

' wholesale prices. Save 20
I
to 30 per cent. Illustrated

1
Cltalo^Mie f ree. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
' B0Z302 Murcie, Indiana.

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. BAig°BRi'D'G%.y.

Diriri^ iriTDIM/^ its pleasures and profits, is the
DtLtLIVE^Lr lllVI theme of that excellent and
handsomely illusti-ated mapaziue, <;ijF,.\M?iGS IN
BEK (TLTURE. We send it for six mouths on trial

for twenty- five cents, and also send fi ee a 64-page hook
on liecs and our liee supply caialotf to all who name this

I'aper. THE .\. 1. I!(>(>t Co., I'.ox 70, Jledina, Ohio

PATENTS That Protect and Pay* • ** '-" '•»•-' Advice and liooks FREE.
Rates Reasonable. Highest References. Hest .Services.
WATSON E.COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON, D.C.

* ^^ ReduceYour Flesh
Would you like to reduce it by natural mean*

and in a scientific, dignified manner?

I have reduced 25,000

women in the past seven
years by a few simple
directions followed iti the

privacy of theirown rooms.

I can reduce you and at

I the same time strengthen
" stomach and heart and
relieve you of such chronic
ailments as yheumaliim^
indigestion, cnmlipation,

weak nerves, torpid livey

and such difficulties as de-

pend upon good circula-

tion, strong nerves, strong

muscles, good blood, cor-

rect breathing. You ;an
be as good a figure as any
woman of your acquaint-
ance Why not?

One pupil writes:

"Miss Cocroft, I have reduced
78 pounds and I look 15 years
younger. 1 have reduceci those
tiips and I feel so well I want to
sliout! I was rlieumatic and ron-
sti|iated. my heart was weak and
niy head dull, my liver all clogged
up and oh. dear, 1 am ashamed
wheii I think how I used to look.

Send 10 cents for instructive
booklet shownig how 10 stand and walk correctly.

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept.l8-H. 246 Michigan Ave., Chicago
Autltor of "Character as hxpreaed in the Body," Etc.

'U^ LAWN FENCE

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

Many design^ Cheap as
wood. 3a page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co,
Box u Winchester Ind.

JESUS twice fed multitudes witli

loaves and fishes. The first time

there were five thousand men, be-

sides women and children (probably

few) ; and the second time there were

four thousand men, besides women and

children. In the first instance Jesus

used five loaves of bread and two

small fishes; the second time he used

seven loaves of bread and a few small

fishes. The first feeding was at the

head of the Sea of Galilee on the

grassy plain just beyond the little

town of Bethsaida Julias, and six miles

northeast of Capernaum.
The second feeding was in the semi-

pagan region called Decapolis, the

place of ten cities, located on the east-

ern side of the Sea of Galilee. Proba-
bly it occurred on a grassy plain beside

the sea. The two events were probably

a few weeks apart. Between the two
events Jesus visited the borders of

Tyre and Sidon, and restored to health

the daughter of the Syro-Phoenician
woman. In both cases Jesus had gone
aside for rest. In Capernaum he had
been doing so many works of teaching

and healing together with his apostles

that "they had no leisure so much as

to eat." They therefore had taken

a boat to cross the sea, seeking a place

of rest. But the people in Capernaum
saw them on their sea flight, and, being
unwilling to let Jesus escape them,
they went around by land six miles and
stood together in a throng to meet
Jesus when his boat should land.

After that there was no rest for him
that day, for until the going down of

the sun "he had compassion on them
and healed their sick." The "second
evening" was drawing near-—some
time between three and six o'clock.

Jesus was reminded by his apostles

that it was time for the people to re-

turn to their homes, particularly as
they had been all day without food.

But in his loving kindness Jesus was
not willing they should go away empty,
hence the wonderful miracle of feed-

ing. The grassy plain was suddenly
transformed into the appearance of a
flower garden as the people at the

command of Jesus seated themselves
on the grass in rows, in companies of

fifty and of a hundred, their brightly
colored garments making them seem
like flowers scattered through the
green grass. "But where is the bread
to come from?" the apostles asked
Jesus, and they reminded him that it

would cost two hundred pennyworth
of bread (between thirty-five and fifty

dollars), and they had no money, and
there was no place in which to buy
such a quantity of bread, certainly not
nearer than Capernaum. Evidently
they took no account of the granary of
heaven.

The Boy with the Loaves

They presently discovered a boy
who had five loaves of bread and two
small fishes, but that was hardly
enough for five people, to say nothing
of the five thousand, beside women and
children. (The loaves were probably
a thumb's thickness and ten inches in

diameter, the shape of large crackers.)
But under the touch of Christ and with
the blessing of heaven each morsel was
increased a thousand fold, so there was
enough for all and to spare; so that
after all had eaten to the full twelve
small baskets of fragments were taken
up. Then the apostles had their

share, and if any still was left, doubt-
less it was given to the hungry fishes

in the sea, or possibly the boy's basket
was filled, so that he should not be a
loser throu.gh the benefactions of
Jesus. And when the multitude had
feasted and had departed, Jesus went

* International Sunday School Lesson for May
29. 1910. The Multitudes Fed. Matt. 14 : 13-21

;

15 : 29-39. GoLDEN Text : "Jesus said unto them,
I am the bread of life." John 6 : 35.

up into the mountain to rest ant
pi-ay, and the disciples re-entered t

boat for a restful sea trip.

The feeding of the four thous
followed after three days of teacl
and healing on the part of Jesus,
had gone on a mountain to rest,

the people, hearing of the wonde
cure he had made of a deaf and d
man, brought all of their lame, di

maimed and blind to him, and he he
them, more than could be brough
one day; three days were requ
When they saw the dumb speaking
maimed whole, and the lame wall
and the blind seeing, pagans th(

they were, they glorified the Go(
Israel. At the end of the three '

Jesus saw a hungry multitude ar(

him, and he was entreated by
apostles to send them to their ho
but Jesus answered: "I have com
sion on them; if I send them a

fasting they will faint in the w
And so again the table of the Lord
spread in the wilderness. The pt

at the command of Jesus sat c

upon the green grass. The stoi

bread which the apostles had—

s

loaves and a few small fishes—a1

touch of Jesus and by the powe
heaven was increased at least six

dred times. There was no lack of

for after all had eaten and were f

that which was gathered up filled s

large baskets. And the people
turned to their homes refreshei

body and spirit.

The Vacation Season

Observe and do not forget it

Jesus had on both occasions of feelj

put forth his efforts at times whe
had intended to rest. There is lil

ing said about his being weary a'

close of his ministrations; but or he

contrary, he was ready for future -r-

vice, going to the help of his ape e.s

as they were caught in a storm at 'a,

after the first feeding, and aftei he ;

second feeding crossing to Mag an

(Magdala), where many opportui es

of being helpful awaited him.
We are now approaching the a-

tion season, and many of us ve

already made our plans for "it."

Would it not be well for us to ink

how we can put into our summing
the joy of loving service, followii in

our small way the manner of Ji s?

By way of contrast we will tell lati

one Christian woman said to us. "I

have loaned out my canary, cl 'O-

formed the cat, discharged my )k,

and bid good-by to the Ten Comn id-

ments, and now I am off for the '
m-

try." Possibly some one will y:

"She could not have been a Christ i."

Yes, she was, but all we can sa:'or

her is that she did not mean extly

what she said. It was an unftu-

nate way of telling about her fre )ni

from care, and liberty to rest.

Thoreau said : "I wish to begir his

summer well, to do something i'

worthy of it and me, to transcen ny

daily routine and that of my town.' en,

to have my immortal life now ii-hs

quality of my daily life. I prayiat

the life of this summer may ev be

fair in my memory. May I dare.s I,

have never done. May I purify lYj.

self anew as with fire and water oul

and body. May my melody m be

wanting to the season. May I '''^

myself to be a hunter of the beaiiu'

that nothing escape me. May at-

tain to a growth never attained. ^^
eager to report the glory of theini-

verse. May I be worthy to do ;"

have gotten through with regain?

human values, so as not to kl'S-

tracted from regarding divine v les-

It is reasonable that a man shot °^

something worthier at the end ctn«

season than at the beginning.

In this connection we recall tlii"'

ble summer work of Dr. Klops a'

Continued on next page
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• M(t;-Lawn. How could he, a man of

so lany cares and of large affairs,

p\ his time and strength to the poor

, jh; ren gathered there ? We have

set him go back and forth on the

, ^g.s with them as their tender pro-

tec r- We have seen him leading and

pa cipating in the games of the chil-

Jr( on the lawn. We have seen him

tm among the children as they sat at

thtables eating their fill in "Fort

Plcy." We have seen him stand in

Ert of them at the Children's Temple,

ipaing inspiring words to them, and

oi (ig with them in their songs. What
• Lod liberty to sit in his arm-chair

bn cool veranda have been to Dr.

Kl<3ch with the luxury he found in

floif good at Mont-Lawn? How prof-

ita;, how enjoyable he made not only

hiswn summers, but those of others!

Heives in the hearts of the Mont-

La 1 children, and it is fitting that his

^ii overlooks Mont-Lawn.
i group of young people went one

suner to the mountains. They were
alL;achers in Sunday School classes

at me. On the first Sunday in their

mo tain retreat they felt lonely when
Su ay School time came around, and
the made inquiries about Sunday
.Scbls in the neighborhood, thinking

:iie might visit them. They were
colithat in several country districts

notiiore than five or six miles distant

Suiay Schools were held in school

101 !S, and they determined to visit

he. and, if possible, be helpful.

5or of them were beautiful singers,

incthey delighted the scholars and
;ea ers with their songs. One of

he number was a blackboard artist,

inc he always drew a picture, carry-
ngvith her a portable blackboard,
fw. others were skilled in teaching,
mchey generally gave the le-^son. In
hii way new ideas and beautiful
dco were given to the teachers and
;chirs. The visitors themselves be-

•an greatly interested, and to see

ion Sunday School teacher or scholar
)eene the object of almost every
iri- they took through the week. As
I I ult the Sunday School work of
ha whole region received a new im-
)et . The visitors found themselves
lor the less rested, but on the con-
ra , they were made stronger and
lap er through their efforts to help
iths. True it is, there is nothing
noidebilitating, tiresome and degrad-
ngian idleness. There is no greater
nt(i"erence with a good time than to

laynothing to do that is worth while
loii. Mere summer amusements and
'CCi.ations cannot re.'^t those who are
lob-hearted and earnest.

Not a Large Capital

I no one be discouraged from try-
ngo be helpful to others either at
ion or off on vacation by the
ho ht that he has only a few talents.

What if the little Jewish lad
That summer day had failed to go

Down to the lake because he had
So small a store of loaves to show ?

If from his home the lad that day
His five small loaves had failed to take.

Would Christ have wrought—can any say?—
This miracle beside the lake?

In an English town there lived an
old woman past seventy years of age.
She was poor and feeble. Her pastor
preached a sermon. on foreign missions
which so interested her that she offered
herself as a missionary to Africa. But
she was gently told that she could not
go and that, instead, she might pray
for the cause and send her alms. So
she began saving her pennies, anxious
to do something for the missionary
work. In that same place lived a rich
young nobleman who cared more for
his dogs than for religious enterprises.
He heard about the old lady, and he
went to see her one day. He found
her in tears, utterly disappointed and
discouraged. She said that the people
only laughed at her, and that all she
had gathered together as the fruit of
so much pains amounted to but a few
shillings.

"My barley loave? are worthless,"
was her despairing cry. That very
night she died. The next day found
the young lord sitting silently and
alone, with his head bowed, held by his
hands. The Spirit of God was mov-
ing on his heart. The result was that
he wrote a letter offering himself as a
missionary to Africa.
Have not you one "barley loaf," or

two, or more, that you can offer to

Jesus that he may bless them to some
good end?

Golden Text Illustrations

"Jesus said unto them : I am the
bread of life." He spoke these words
to a company of people in Capernaum
on the day after he had fed the multi-
tude of five thousand. Some of them
were the very same people who had
.shared in the feeding. They imagined
that Jesus might repeat his wonderful
deeds of the day before, and so in the
early morning they went again to the
grassy plain near Bethsaida. But
when they found him not, they re-

turned to Capernaum and sought him,
and found him in the synagogue, for it

was the Sabbath Day.
Their interest was more in miracles

than in Jesus, and Jesus himself recog-

nized this, and he proceeded to show
them that they were caring more for

temporal things, such as bread for the

body, than for eternal things, bread
for the soul. (About all there is to

be seen in Capernaum to-day are a few
carved stones—the lintel with a pot of

manna and a bunch of grapes—sup-
posed to be a part of the very syna-
gogue in which Christ preached. We
discovered a souvenir hunter hacking
at the stones, and shamed her into

stopping.)

(JR GUARANTEE AND FINANCIAL ADVERTISERS
C'^T E have received a letter from one of our subscribers who calls attention

Xl' to the time limit of two months in our guarantee and then asks what we
.» would do if he were to buy some bonds of one of our financial adver-
ise and that financial advertiser were to fail a year or so after the purchase.

.
n the first place, the failure of a bond house would not necessarily depre-

lalthe value of the bonds of other properties issued by it. The probability of
iny)f our financial advertisers failing in business is very small. None but
on fvative financial advertisers are permitted to use the advertising columns
'I ' IE Christian Herald.

k^gain, the nature of a bond purchase is such that it would be difficult for
's arrange a specific guarantee that would cover all cases. A bond is not
'ke n article of perishable merchandise, the ultimate value of which can be
letfnined at once. A bond must stand the test of years, and the best we can do
s'eguard the interest of our readers is to make sure in the first place that

ne nancial advertisers of The CHRISTIAN Herald are reliable.

•ur guarantee is really meant to protect our readers against fraud. An
avtiser might be unfortunate enough to fail, and such a failure might be
on t enough in it.self and not the result of fraud.

,
Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The

^

'HiiTiAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
|

'htiust be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
flv tiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

^ Built a Boiler

With Windows in It

We learned by experiment that some boil-

ers get twice the lieat out of a ton of coal that

others get. It is largely a matter of harnessing

the fire and getting the most out of it while

it is still hot.

So, to be beyond theory, beyond guess-

work, we built a boiler with windows in it.

Through these windows we proved our ex-

periments and perfected the new 'Richmond"

which, in actual practice, developes double the
efficiency of ordinary boilers. And the day-
after-day saving in coal will ]}rove this to you,

just as the windows proved it to us.

9*"Richmond
Boilers — Radiators

From ash-pit to radiator, the "Richmond*
system embodies the newest and best that is

known in heating. It is the crystalization of a

hundred ingenuities — a hundred economies.

It is adaptable to a three-room bungalow or a

mammoth palace—to steain heat—hot water

heat—direct or indirect.

Write Us
If j'ou contemplate installing a heating sys-

tem, steam, or hot water—direct or indirect

—

in your home or building, large or small, write

us. Ask for catalog 345. Be fair enough to

yourself to learn of a system which, by invent-

ive ingenuity, saves its own cost, pays its own
maintenance.

Address in the West

(ameron jSchroth (ameron (o.

Uy building a boilei with windows in it,

we learned <.eiff/n/ // about drafts, water
I in ulatum .11x1 tii » ii .i\t 1 whieli enabled us
to pMi tM ( a luMtiti/ sy sli-ni \\ bicli doubleii
ttbi 1. 11. \ u\<\ liaU. s tht furl bdl.
\\ t h'lniil.tbi i)U„'blbp windows that therlue

i^tull t impni taiit tb.iii other niakersdifaiii.
S"' b\ patient CXI*. I unent, w H jiprlt'cttd a

*'iii\ 111!^' tbit*' w hu li ( usts us tlirec to si-vii
tirii -. iv iiiui h ab otiu'i makers spend for
MiioKf * linnet tions and makes it that much
111 I u lit.

Western Distributors for
'RtCHMOND' Boilers and Radiators

245 Michigan Street,

Chicagro

1 he "JiiciiMOND" '*diving flue" takes the
gat.es and smoke which would ordinarily
pass up the chimney and sends them back,
mixed with fresh oxygen, to burn anew.
For every shovel of ooal you put in tbe

fire-box this '"'diving flue" sends half a
shovel back from tlie chimney.

The *'Diving Flue"
The '* diving flue " is our own invention.

It is excUisive. It can be found in no boiler
save the *' Richmond."
Tbf fuel economy it brings, more than

repaid tlie experiment of the boiler we built
w ith windows in it.

I'.ut the ""diviiiir f\ur" was not the only
out«-oiiH' of this (XptMiinent.
\Vf learned niore al'oiit drafts than had

ever been written on paper.
We learned liowto increase ourheating effi-

cieiioy from 90 square feet to 128 square feet
w It liout adding to the size or cost of the boiler
We learned how to build a cross circu-

lation w ater way whicli does for the water
cnculation what the "diving flue" does for
tlie tire travel.
We learned bow to auan^'e doors and

drafts and dainjiei s Sd tliat tenihnt: the lire

biM-i.nies a simple, easj , ex:n't seieiiee, in-

stead of adirticult, haphazard uncertanity.

Self-Cleaning Surfaces
We learned how to make 90 per cent, of

our surfaces self-cleaning-so more ethcient

.

And in countless ways, the boiler with
whidows enabled us to save half your coal,
double ease, flexibility, satisfaction—/W///-
()/// iiicreosing the first cost of the htatina
SU:it>^iii to (/Oil.

'i'be "liifHMONP" heating system as per-
fected tu-ilay represents the climax of in-
ventiveskiU— a system Ibai rejiays the pains
we put into it eveiy day ycii use it.

'ilie" Hi cuMoNi*" system is small enough for a
three-room bungalow. Uig enough forabuihl.
ing that measures its floor space by the acre

The M^Crum-Howell CoA:s'Z^''^bI£^, NewYork
MANUFACTURERS OF

'Richmond- Boilers and Radiators
'Richmond' Enameled Ware, Bath Tubs, Lavatories, Sinks

—

'Richmond' Suds Makers

—

'Richmond' Suction Cleaners

—

"Richmond' Stationary Vacuum Cleaning Plants.

FIVE PLANTS: — jTwo at Uniontown, Pa.—One at Norwich, Conn.-
I One at Racine, Wis. One at Milwaukee, Wis.

O _!.• _ J Ministers and
IxeiireCl ScHooI Teachers

will find it to their advantage to

write me if in search of light

Remunerative Employment.
STACEY WILSON

253 Broadway, New York

20
Beautiful Post Cards

10c
Save Steps

Lovely assortinHiu of '.'O Aitistir liirtliilay, Kiiendshiii.
(iocil I.iu-k, Ili'St'S aiul Fluwt'is in exquisite inikus, all
for only 1(1 <'<'iits, if you answer tliis ad. inunediately.
J, H. Seymour. 'Z55 \\ . LIi;;lltll St., Topeka, Kan.

iiliWheelTray-ets tal.lc.

i,-t.il.ip l.ii a,-! vh.K.Bi'ki<le
i(i'Si(i,ex|..|>,ii.l, Cir.ulBr

' WHEEL TKAY CO. .4350 West 61st Place.Chicago.Ill.

100 different, foreign, FREE. r. iiai.'i-2c

I' I "Illy 1" lll-s.' lll.Mlti.illlllK (IIUMIAN
HinAii. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo. 0,

STAMPS

ft: appearance of the advertisement.

Wear-Resisting Concrete Finislies
TRUS-CON FLOOR ENAMEL tiecomes part of the concrete

itself, hardens w nli ase, and is water-proof. Will resist wear
an<l will not I'eel off or crack.

TRUS-CON FLOOR ENAMEL produces a tile-like surface,
whichissanitaryandeasily cleaned liy washing. It is damp-proof,
stain-proof, prevents formation of concrete dust on cement floors.

THUS-CON WALL FINISHES are sanitary, nial;e concrete
walls damp-proof, preserve the beautiful grain of the masonry
and lenil an air ot cheerfulness with its delicate tints.

TRUS-CON Finishes are furnished in many delifihtful colors,
\\ rite us condition and size ot surface to he tlnished and we will
send ./'/•*'P tru// sample and hooi/ef mid color rai-'f frft.

TRUSSED CONCRETE STEEL CO.
443 Trussed Concrete Building, - Detroit. Mich.

TRUSCON
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Carter's is exclusive in design, fabric and

finish. Pure, sterilized, white garments,

with fine invisible ribs; dainty and durable

yet full of style. The most dependable

of any underwear in the world at the price.

Millions already wear Carter's, but we
want thousands more to try it this spring.

Send us your name and address, and let

us send you samples of our unique new
crochet finish — the finish which resists

wear and laundering. Something new and

beautiful. Write today.

Made in Union and Two - piece

Soils for Women and Children.

Union Suits for Men. Also Infants'

Shirts and Bands, Silk, Wool and

Cotton.

For sale by nearly all first-class

dealers. Refuse substitutes. Look
fortheCarterTrade-mark. Don't

forget the samples of crochet finish

THE WILLIAM CARTER CO.,
Sole Manufacturtirs

78 Main Street

MeedKam Heights, Mass.

5^
Three impo. lant things
this Company offers you:

1—A Liberal Interest Rate,
2—Absolute Security,
3—Vour Money on Demand

at any time.

It would be hard to find a more nearly ideal
investment for idle capital or savings.

You can open an account at any time—withdraw
at any time, without notice—

And your money earns 5% interest for every
day it is in our hands.

This Company has been in business for 14 years.
It is strong, conservative, ably managed.

Write to-day for the
Booklet—you wilt be interested.

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

Dessert BooK
Free

Wliat shall uc li;»vo for dessert or salad ?—
is an.swered over a hundred times in the
new illustrated Knnx dossert book. Also
many recipes for candies better than'fudge"
or "Divinity." For the name and address of
your erocer we will send you tlie book free.
If he doesn't sell Knox Gelatine, we will
send a full pint sample for^c. in stamps and
his name, or for 15c. n two (luart pac ka^'o

Knox 's?,;';KMinlr Gelatine
55 Knox Ave. Johnstown, N. Y.

Central America's Catastrophe

PEOPLE of Central America are

used to "slight" tremors of the

earth, as if the surface of things had

become uneasy ai^d was seeking to re-

adjust itself for another period of

rest; but it has been many years since

there has been such a terrible earth-

quake as that of May 4, which de-

stroyed the larger part of Cartago and

devastated the greater part of Costa

Rica.

In the old volcanic region of Costa
Rica shocks have been felt for some
time past and they have been increas-

ing in violence. In four weeks over

thirty quakes were recorded. These
did much damage and filled the people

with fear, but no lives were lost.

It was known that something was
wrong at Cartago when the telegraph
wires all went out of commission at once
between the city and the nearest tele-

graph station in Nicaragua. Soon the

news was brought in that the ancient

and picturesque city was a heap of

ruins and that at least five hundred of

its people were buried beneath the

fallen walls, while the injured and
homeless were numbered by thousands.

This report reached San Jose, thir-

teen miles from Cartago. San Jose
was badly shaken and the people left it

as rapidly as they could get a few
effects together, making for the open
country anywhere to get away from
falling walls.

The shock heaved up the surface of

the streets of Cartago at seven in the
evening, and at once there ensued a
scene of terror only equaled by those
in Sicily during the great disaster.

People ran hither and thither, seeking
relatives and missing friends. Hun-
dreds dug heroically in the midst of
falling buildings to rescue loved ones
pinned beneath the debris of floors and
fallen roofs. The cries of the panic-
stricken people as they rushed wildly
from street to street added to the terror
of the black night, for scarcely a light
was visible, except for a fire here and
there which cast a weird and fitful

glare over the searchers in the ruins.

The prisons were partly destroyed and

the inmates thus freed began to loot

the half-ruined houses until the sharp

crack of muskets in the hands of

guards called to the scene put an end
to their depredations.
Among several of the handsome

public buildings which have crumbled
to a shapeless mass is the Central

American Peace Palace recently built

by Andrew Carnegie. It had just been

finished, and elaborate plans had been

made for the coming dedication. It

cost a quarter of a million. The Cen-
tral American Court had just tried to

bring about a peaceful solution of the

trouble in Nicaragua and had just

communicated with Secretary Knox
before the shock came.

Cartago stands in an imposing situa-

tion, 6,000 feet above the sea, on what
has been called the backbone of Central
America, and is a noted health resort.

It was an active, bustling city of quite

European aspect, despite the fact that
most of the houses are low—not more
than a story or two.
The city was founded in 1563 by that

intrepid adventurer Don Juan Vazquez
de Coronado, who left his impress upon
Central America and Mexico, and it

had many ancient structures of in-

terest to American tourists, many
of whom were delighted to spend days
in its health-giving atmosphere. It

was originally the capital of the coun-
try, but eighty-seven years ago the
seat of government was changed to

San Jose. The whole country there-

about is volcanic and such seismic dis-

turbance as has tumbled the city to the

earth is liable to occur at any time.

The shock of May 4 was felt at a num-
ber of points in Nicaragua, near the
boundary of Costa Rica.

Our national government is much
interested and has sent experts to in-

vestigate conditions in the earthquake
districts. The minister of Foreign
Affairs for Costa Rica informed the
Washington authorities of the disaster
shortly after the earthquake, in which
he stated that the city of Cartago was
ruined.

A MISSIONARY MARTYR
MISSIONARY \VM. C. TERRIL,

Superintendent of the M. E. Mis-

sion at Inhambane, East Africa, writes:
"I wish to acknowledge the receipt of

the recent favor sent by you for Mr.
Andrew H. Dawley, for the support of

Missionary Runfeldt and His Pupils

scholarship No 88, Nwambiya. In the
name of the mission and its workers I

thank you most sincerely for the inter-
est you have in the spread of the
Gospel news in the fields that we are
pleased to call foreign as well as in the
homeland. I will write to Mr. Dawley
by the next mail and thank him for
this gift.

"I am sure that you and your read-
ers will rejoice with us because of the
opening of our Boys' Training School.
We opened March 3 with an attend-

ance of twenty picked boys. Others
are coming each day. We had to be-
gin before the temporary buildings
were completed, but we made a fair
beginning, and the interest of the boys
in their work is full of cheer to us. A
'Praise Service' was held and through-
out the prayers and remarks, the one
thought expressed was that the time of
great light had come to this part of
Africa, because many prayers for the
school had been off"ered ever since this
work began. The joy that lit up the
faces of those who were present was
sufficient to repay the physical toil that
the school has thus far given the mis-
sionaries.

"I enclose this time a picture of the
staff of workers in our printing depart-
ment, where we have printed in six
different languages during the past
year pages amounting to 686,880. I

am sorry to report that the manager,
who sits in the centre of the picture.
Rev. C. H. G. Runfeldt, died with
blackwater fever on the 9th of "anu-
ary, this year. He worked until the
last and gave himself for this people."

Among the Workers
—Mr. John H. Converse, of Philadelphia,

has just been translated into the higher life.
He was the son of a minister, and was born in
Burlington, Vt., in 1840. Graduating from the
University of Vermont in 1866, he soon after-
ward entered the employ of the Baldwin Loco-
niotive Works, and in 1873 became a member
ot the firm. He was vice-moderator of the
fresbyterian General Assembly and chairman
of Its Business Committee, besides holding many
other important offices. He gave liberally to all
good causes, contributing at least $50,000 every
year for evangelistic work. His business stand-
ing was of the highest.

Cornish Instruments for
real merit, are un-
exeelled by any
other, ^vhatever
the price,
name or rei>u-_
tatiun.

Sent to ' jtt

foraYer's
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We Give You a Legal Bond of Indeilitv

Easy Terms

Buy On The Cornish
Plan—i>Bve OneThlrd

Send For The
Cornish Book
Don't think of buy-

ing before reading it.

It. is the handsomest
piano andorgan catalog
eser Issued. It explains
things you ouglit to
know whether you buy
froni us or not and 1 1 Ig

yours for the asking.
Write for It now and
please mention which
you are interested In
—piano or organ.
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manshlp In t

pianos and organs
know all about tb
sweet, rich tone i

ot our Instrumcr
we know what a (

er of a million
iied purcliaseri
of them.

If you keep the
mpnt it will cost

:

Koek - Bottou!
tory P r i ce, i

cent more, and y
receive with
Bonded Guar
which insures the
men t for 25
against defect In

lal or workuiansb

Chapel ("Ijle

Diseounts To Reltcia I

Charitable IiistltuI

fADNICH fA WASHINGTON,l^vKnim tiV. Established Over Half A I

iam^^
No need to pay the high price]

couch or bed hammocks. The 1
i

proved 1910 Hammo-port is b'j

ter in every way— less expensive. Back rest
j

instable 10 any position, use as a wind shield!

back rest. The patent spring cannot sagandi

support 450 lbs. Use as a hammock or bed

outdoor sleeping. Solid colors and hands<

stripes, positively fast colors. Guaranteed S3,|

factory or money back. Buy from your deale 1

wewill GJCl 7 f^ shipcompleie.east of Re
j

ies for H'-^» ' -^ Ask for Booklet J FF
'

vCamie-Goudie Mfg. Co.^
j

Kansas City, Missouri ^^

'^IISiVESTMEDin^
an independent monthly magazine with no axe lo g >•

'^

an indispensable aid lo all wise investors. U is inlci ng.

authoritative, profitable. $1.00 a year. Sample coi "
BAKKERS FUBLISHINa CO., 253 Broadway, Nee ork
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The South and Prohibition

^y Captain Richmond T. Hobson, M.C.

^

rHE question of prohibition has en-

listed the attention of the civilized

VI -Id more in the last ten or fifteen

yrs than perhaps at any previous

piod. This general interest is no

(i bt the result of educational forces

1 1 have been at work far and wide.

li greatest interest, however, has

bn shown in the Southern States,

v;re the progress made has been un-

riled. State after State has adopted

Idl option. Many States have fol-

1. ed with State-wide prohibition un-

t to-day four-fifths of the population

iJry and the one-fifth wet is being

a'isted. While this State-wide pro-

1 ition is only statutory, the general

n>'ement is to make it constitutional,

al before many years the prospects

i that all the Southern States will

efcy permanent constitutional pro-

ittion.
The Causes

rhere has been much speculation as

t'the causes of this extraordinai-y

aivity in prohibition in the South.

I ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B
[Wih

w'^ ^nl^M
^^c ^^^^H

^^^^^HH^ ^^^^^^^^^^^1

m^ m

n.nf

Captain R. P. Hobson

.'st people from other sections have
: umed that because the South is the
lie of the negro population, this

sence of the negro has been the
I fcf cause. It is true that the negro
<der the effects of alcohol degen-
ntes rapidly into a brutal savage
i'd becomes a menace to the commu-
i"y; but it is also true that the white
i*n is set back proportionately.
hile the presence of the negro has
sne influence, those who live in the
!uth do not look upon this as the
i.in cause of the general interest.
(n my judgment, the main explana-
1n for Southern progress in prohibi-
ln lies in the fact that the South is

lire rural, nearly sixty per cent, of
t; Southern population being still en-
!,ged in agricultural pursuits, and a
'cy much smaller percentage of the
ipulation is foreign-born and has
'^n subjected to the life of cities
iroad; the figure being only a little

'sr two per cent.
Recent discoveries of science throw
Iht upon this important question.
e processes of the life operations in

1? human blood cause the human be-
:? to gravitate toward.thc use of alco-
llic drink in proportion as the poison
nn evidence in the vicinity. For this
Uson, rural populations have always
bn the most exempt from the ravages
< strong drink, and con.sequently best
lie to fight its progress.
Recent researches showing the full
lects of alcohol upon the human sys-
^'n give an insight into the rise and
ill of nations.
jNo new empire has ever been built

upon the ashes of an old empire, be-
cause the destroyer that overthrew
remains in supreme possession, and it

is on the sites of the old empires that
King Alcohol rules supreme. There
women and children as well as men
bow down before him daily.

If America falls there will be no
more new lands to move to. We have
reached the ocean and empire has made
the circle of the world. With the fall
of America the human race would be
undone, going from bad to worse until
wiped off in wrath from the face of
the earth.
The great reviving interest in the

question of prohibition the world over
is no doubt due to the general recogni-
tion of the poisonous nature of alcohol
and the destroying effect of strong
drink upon society and the nation. It

is perfectly natural that the interest
should be greatest in America, where
the degenerating effects have been less
than in other lands; and it is perfectly
natural that the greatest intei'est of all

should be manifested in the South,
where these effects have been less than
in any other part of America.

The Destroyer to Be Destroyed

My interpretation of the remai-kable
progress of prohibition in the South
is that it manifests the gathering of a
great world movement that will end in
destroying the arch-destroyer of the
ages.

The movement is gathering strength
in all parts of the world through the
organic treatment that comes as the
people themselves are made acquainted
with the true effects of alcohol upon
the human system and the conse-
(luences to society. For twenty-five
years the Sunday Schools have been
giving quarterly lessons upon the ef-
fect of temperance, and for ten or
twelve years the public schools of the
South have taught the physiological
effects of alcohol. These young people
thus instructed are now coming into

the responsibilities of manhood, and
form the basis for the political vic-

tories that have been won.

Suggestions As To Procedure

The drink evil, being the deepest,
most organic ill known to society, must
have organic treatment for any perma-
nent and effective cure. This means
that the people themselves must be
reached for all effective prohibition
work. I venture to suggest that the

.'^nti-Saloon League should have a
strongly organized educational com-
mittee, national. State, and local, to

promote educational work through the

public schools, through the Sunday
Schools, through the pulpit, and
through the press. The struggles

should then be determined by the con-

dition of preparation in each case.

It must be borne in mind that the

war is being washed against a veteran
adversary that has fought a thousand
battles. To make permanent progress

against him and ultimately overthrow
him will require thorough preparation,

the best plans, the highest strategy

and the wisest tactics.

In my judgment the South is the

field for the first struggle to put pro-

hibition into the organic law of the

States, their constitutions, where alone

it can rest permanently and give an
effective cure. The work of prepara-

tion should be carried forward steadily

in all the other sections. Then, in due

time, when prohibition is in the con-

stitutions of the Southern States, it

can be put into the constitutions of the

other States, completing the conquest

of all America. Then the war must be

carried to all the world.

Yon ran place monev in the Inrtnstrial Savinps and
Loan Company, and know that it is xnje. and is tchere

vou can obtain it when taintui.anA will yield/airrarn-

inas rot- -eery day invested. See their advertisement

oii page 488, and write them for full mformation.

THE

NEW OCEAN HOUSE
SWAMPSGOTT MASS.

RIGHT by the sea on ihe famous North Shore, less than thirty

miautes by train from Boston. New England's most popular

^ and beautiful summer resort, the center of summer life and
recreation for the wearied business man and his family.

fl The New Ocean House has been completely and extensively im-

proved at unlimited expense. Luxuriously appointed rooms arranged

en suite with baths and modern appointments.

fl Little individual cares and comforts giving a homelike feeling to all

are chara(5leristic of this hotel and make the passing of summer days

a rare delight. A smooth and sandy beach is but a step from the

veranda, and as there is no undertow, surf bathing is enjoyed without

fear by young and old.

^ Tennis, golf, driving, sailing, fishing or idling may be had under the

most ideal conditions. The roads in this section are said to be the finest

in New England, being broad, smooth and well shaded. These facts

make strong appeals to horsemen and motorics. Connected with the

hotel is a well managed garage accommodating forty autos, and here

dining parties may store their cars free of charge.

fl No more perfe<5lly appointed hotel is known to summer life ---the

cuisine is famous, electric lights, elevators, broad verandas, an attraaive

ballroom, and a high class orchestra contribute to make the New Ocean
House lively enough for the young, yet quiet and restful enough to

please the older.

fl Until June I st, write for booklet to the

E. R. GRABOW CO.,
673 Boytston Street, Boston, Massachusetts

Also Proprietors of Myrtle Bank Hotel, Kingston, Jamaica, W. I.

.. J

You Can Buy a Linene Collar

for less than the cost of laundering a

linen collar, but can't tell them apart

when on the neck. The turn down
^yles of Linene Collars can be worn

both sides at a cost of only 1 j^ cents

for the wearing of each side.

10 Collars for 25 Cents at the stores,

or by mail 30 Cents in U. S. stamps.
SAMPLE BY MAIL for 6 Cents.

State size and stijie.

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY
Dept. T, Boston, Mass.

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
Superior to all other powders in soft-

ness, smoothness and delicacy. Pro-

tects the skin from wind and sun.

Prevents chafing and skin

irritations. The most
comforting and
healing of all

toilet pow-
ders.

Mennen's
Borated Tal-

cum Toilet Pow-
der is as necessary

for Mother's baby as for

Baby's mother.

It contains no starch, rice powder or
other irritants found in ordinary toilet

powders. Dealers make a larger
profit by selling substitutes. Insist

on Menaen's. Sample Box for 2c Stamp.

Gerhard Mennen Company, Newark, N.J.

AGEDITS MAKE BIG MONEY
Wi- hav.- n ftoiii-f i.-torT-t-o-consiimer i.n.pMsitinn f..rw.iiioii

and Tii.n agents tliiit is liifh-class—interesting—easy to sell an.l

extremely pr"fit?,blo. Many of our agents ore making $300.00
poryear. and only a little of their time required. Wcsupplyyou
with goi^ids on consignment and full information how to make
sales. We co-operate with you from start to finish. This pro|>o-

sition is not sold through dealers. 'You pan undersell the dealer
withbetter goods than the dealer handles, and make good money.

Write to-day for full information and territory.

We are allotting territories right now, so kindly write to-day
before we give some one else v^-ur territory.

Address Box 28, care of CHRIS'tlAN HERALD

T YOUR IDEAS

CAN WRITE A SHORT STORYVOUW VfV Bepiimers learn su thiirnuKl'ly under our perfect

^t method of training tliat many are able to sell^^ tlii'ir stories before they complete the course. We nlsohelp
tli.s,. wli.. want a market f..r llie ir stories. Write for ]mrf iiiilars

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page Building, Chicago

$8,500 for one invention. Book
"How to Obtain a Patent" ami

What to Invent" sont tree. Send rou^li
skeicli fin flee ifimrt as to patentability.
ratenlsadvcrtisei] fdi sale at our expense
in loniieen .Maniilaituiers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys
Ettahliaheil l'"- Years

928 F Street, Washington, D.C.

BI_VIIJIVED .tsSsw tmilZZOTHSSBSLUI.Wl Kn ^aSj^SWEBTEB, UOSS DUS-

f^UIIBOU TkS. ABLE. LOWZS FSICE.vnuK^^n ^»ionBF2EBOATALoaua
EEX«X«S. V" TELLS WH7.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundrv Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
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Send to-day for our new
72-page book-folder, the

San Joaquin Valley
California—it's free

It tells you what you >vant to know about

the fertility of the soil

the source and cost of water
the cost of land

the expense of development
the crops grown
the markets
the schools, churches and social conditions

the experience of other men
who are making fortunes there

The San Joaquin Valley is two hundred
and fifty miles long, one hundred miles
wide, and contains ten million irrigable

acres, of which about twelve per cent,

already are developed.
The soil is deep, rich, and easily culti-

vated. It will produce, abundantly, every
crop of the temperate and semi-tropic zone.
Abundant water for the artificial irriga-

tion of every acre comes to the land, from
the high Sierras, through rivers, streams,
and the great water-sheet that underlies
the entire valley.

The climate is unusually healthful and
pleasant, and it makes things grow like

magic. Tlie crops include everything from
wheat and potatoes to oranges and the
most delicate table grapes.
A few acres of alfalfa, half a dozen cows,

a few hogs and a flock of chickens, will

more than pay running expenses while the
orchard and vineyard is being developed
and brought into bearing.

In all parts of the valley are many
farmers, who, starting in this way, have
made comfortable homes and a substantial
bank account.

C. H. Culver, Merced, bought 21 '4 acres
in 1908 for $4,500. He now values his place
at J6,ooo. Last year his net returns were
$1,500.

Isaac Guy, Modesto, California, bought
forty acres in 1905. paying $55 an acre.

To-day he values his land at $275 an acre.

In 1907 his returns were $1,500; in 1908,

$2,000; in 1909, $2,500. In addition to this, he
has thirty-three dairy cows that earned for
him last year an average of $75 per head.
These are not exceptional cases. What

Mr. Culver and Mr. Guy have done you
can do. The profits from increased land
values depend on quick action. Every year
land commands higher prices.

The Santa Fe has no land to sell, but it

wants to have the country along its line

settled up. The only people we want are
those who can make a big success. Every
ton of produce grown makes so much more
freight for our trains to haul. That's where
we come in.

If you enclose a two-cent stamp and make
special request, I also will send a copy of
our 208-page travel book, "To California
Over the Santa Ee Trail."
You can see this country for yourself this

summer for $72.50 for the round trip from
Chicago. Special dates during the summer,
$62.50. Proportionately low from other
points. Write to-day.

C. L. Seagraves. General Colonization Agent
A. T. & S. F. Railway System
100 Railway Exchange. Chicago

^ Young People's Societies

WE PAY THE

POSTAGE

/Yf/S

(gmx
COVER
0NLY45'*'

fANDSOMELY
:rimmedfront

WandBACKWITH
. "BEAUTIFULIMPORTED
EMBROIDERY
SIZES 32 TO ^4-
BUSTMEASURE

j—Shoe Elegance—.

I So essential to the well gowned woman, b assured I

I by the use of 1

Wiiitemores
ftShoePolishes-^
' They meet every requirement for cleaning and

polishing shoes of all kinds and colors.

THEY PRESERVE and BEAUTIFY

(lVo.638-X'45c
and we will mail you this Handsome Corset Cover,
postage prepaid. Made of good quality soft finish Nain-
souk: lias beautiful 3^-incb Imported Open Work Em-
broidery Yoke; two rows handsome Val. lace; onc-iiith

lace beading; edged entirely around neck and arm-holes
with one-inch Val. lace to match. Yoke finished with
one-inch pure silk ribbon draw and large bow, further
irimtned with pure sUk baby ribbon draw entirely
around neck, fly front, pearl buttons; all seams tape
tiuund. Back yokehasone-inch Val. lace with one-inch lace

iiraiiing. Sizes 32 to44. Be sure to Stale size wanted.
Price only 45c. If you don't find it worth at least 85c
return it and we will cheerfully refund your money, also
postage. This extremely low price is madet* introduce
our Large Free Catalog of Everything to Wear for Men,
Women and Children, also Furniture. Stoves, Carpets,
Rui;s. Refrigerators and all kinds o( Household Goods.
Relerence: Commercial National Bank ol Chicago

Capital I7,0UU.O00.0O

CHICAGO MAILORDER CO.
INDIANA AVE.& 26 I^ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Do not soil the clothing or grow sticky.

Finest in Quality Largest in Variety

4^ I
'^ J yy combination for cleansing and

I JftTl[fl\r polishing russet or tan shoes,

<J 25c. "Star"' size, lOc.

Fnr Women' s and Children's Shoes use

"GUt Edge"
The only black dressing that posi-

tively contains oil. Softens and
preserves, and imparts a beautiful

lustre. Its use saves time, labor and
I
brushes, as it

Shines without Brushing
Always ready. Price, 25c.

"French Gloss" size, 10c.

If your dealer does not keep the

kind you want send us his address

and Stamps for a full size package.

WHITTEIVIORE BROS. & CO.
20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
^^^^ Shoe Polishes in the World ^^^^^

'^HintMORE;,..

-JDRtSSlNC,;-
V'At.ii-VcJrio'e'^

FINE SHOES •

BUCKEST COLOR

.-i-'uusTui:' ».-

l^'^CNtVeiitl c
n.-'..- ., o I L. ,,,
SerrtH^iitrHii,
•• -W CAR. LONGER .V

0^ ^^M^^^^'t^ ^^^ WATSON 4-row

^^WAl POTATO SPRAYER
^^^ ^f ^m lA I Never damages t'otiage, but
- Vl I w' 1^'t's bugs, worms and all

^^^P * destructive insects. Adjustable^^^ wheel width. Spray and pressure regu-
lator. Sprays 30 to 40 acres a day. Kr« Book.

FIELD FORCE PUUPCO^ 75 Eleventh St., Eltuira, M.Y.

The Foreigner*

THE feeling in the heart of the nat-

ural man seems to be everywhere

and always that of hatred and sus-

picion toward the foreigner. In nearly

every language the word "foreigner"

may also be translated "enemy."
In one of our beautiful modern tales,

an Englishman falls ill in an Oriental

village. He is entirely alone, but the

good monks of a nearby monastery
pick him up where he has fallen un-

conscious, and convey him to their

monastery, watching over him tenderly

until he recovers.

But the news is borne throughout
the little village that an English
stranger is at the monastery, and the

simple inhabitants become alarmed.
"What does he want?" they say. "Is

he a spy? He is probably going to

cheat us or overreach us. How can
we get rid of him?"
They visit the monastery and urge

the monks to turn the stranger out.

"Send him to one of the treaty

ports," they say; "make one of the

smoking devil-boats take him to his

own people."
But the monks answer: "No. He is

our brother though he is not of our
blood. He is sick and weak, and we
will not turn him out."

Little by little, the man recovers, and
his love and gratitude toward those

who have so nobly befriended him find

expression in his every word and deed.

He has realized something of the sweet
kindness which lives in the hearts of

those whom he had ignorantly deemed
mere heathen; while they have dis-

covered that the heart of the English-
man can be true and loving as they had
not thought one of an alien race could

be.

The public school has been no small
factor in the softening of race preju-

dices. • As we all know, one practical

illustration is often of more effect than
scores of well-chosen arguments. As
Myra Kelly has said, a man of, per-

haps, Scandinavian or Italian origin

will think kindly of the whole Irish

race when he remembers warm-hearted
little Bridget O'Connor, who sat across

the aisle in the old Cherry Street

school; or Otto Schmidt will hardly
cherish any antagonism toward the

Jewish race, when he remembers the
patience and loving kindness with
which Maxie Fishandler guided his

first steps through the wilderness of

the English tongue.

It is in ways like this that the world
is to be brought together in millennial

unity. Though Kipling has written
that "the East is East and the West
is West, and never the two shall meet,"
the time must come when they shall

understand each other, and shall know
"the tie that binds our hearts in Chris-
tian love."

The further one advances in the holy
life, the less bitter is the aversion to

that which is foreign. Hundreds of
our noblest and best are laboring de-
votedly among the immigrants who
come to us. It is quite as truly a mis-
sionary work as is that of those who
sail away to distant lands to preach the
Gospel. It should appeal to us all

even more, because the very existence
of our republic depends upon it. The
conversion, and uplifting of these
usually ignorant and undisciplined
immigrants is probably more vitally

necessary to our national health and
progress than is any other branch of
philanthropic labor among us.

To learn to love these often uncouth,
unwashed and rude-mannered people
is a part of the task of our home mis-
sionaries and slum-workers; for it is

seldom that we can help those whom we
cannot love. And it is equally the
duty of us all to smother every atom
of prejudice in ourselves toward them.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday, May
29. Texts : Matt. 25 : 35; Luke 17 : 18.

A Chri^ian Nation'

IT is the proudest boast of the
people of our land that it is

realm of the Prince of Peace.
Presidents declare that they wil
all in their power to promote peace
And yet we are told that the si

way to preserve peace is to keep
war equipment very large and i

plete. We must add two Di
noughts to our navy each year,
must now and then dispatch a sq
ron to foreign ports, just to show t

that we are prepared to fight,

must drill more and more soldiers
sailors, and must emulate to a coi

erable extent the enormous mill
outfit of England and Germany.

Mr. Carnegie's Peace Society
cated at 507 Fifth Avenue, New "'i

has issued among its booklets a 1

folder enumerating some of the
provements which we could pure
with the money now spent on t

elaborate battleships, which are to
about $12,000,000 a year.

More than 10,000 people die
nually in the city of New York J

tuberculosis, which is largely a
ventable disease. With the pi-ice

few battleships, provided that the
and the people would co-operate,
computed that this terrible dii^

might be stamped out as effectuall

smallpox has been.

Fifty manual training schools, i

tutions so necessary to the prospt
and uplifting of our people, coul

built and equipped for the cost

single battleship. Seventy-five t

sand young people could thus
taught the rudiments of a good t

in a single year.

The cost of a battleship would I

a fine macadam road between
cities of Chicago and New York.

The Congressional Library at W
ington, the finest library buildin

the world, was built for but little

half the cost of a battleship, an

maintained for three-fourths the

of keeping a battleship afloat.

Many wise political econor

think that the tremendous expe

assumed by our nation for its i

and army, together with its per

list, form no small element in

alarming increase in the cost of li'

For whence come these vast si

They come out of the pockets ol

people. They form an average ta

$60 for every family in the Ui

States. It lays a yearly tax of

per cent, on the total wages pai

the United States, on the suppos
that wages average $600 to the far

and we pay it in the higher pri(

our goods.

Let us have an army and
large enough for reasonable del

and protection. As some one has p

nently said: "We would be foo

cast away our means of defense, i

knew that a band of freebooters

ready to catch us unprepared and

upon us." No municipality would
ish its police, lest it be overrun
criminals. As long as present ci

tions exist, we must be prepared;

self-preservation is a law of na

But let us oppose extravagant ai

priations intended to place us oi

equal "war-footing" with the

highly-equipped foreign nations,

ambition and emulation lead to un

ranted expense. It is essentially

christian and opposed to the spir

civilization.

One element is often forgotten ^

we speak of the promotion of univ'

peace. It is the duty of all to cj

the fighting spirit in its every pl|

The brutal prize-fight should

stopped. No decent paper sh

print its details, and no decent

should read them.
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* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sundar, M -'

Text: Ps. 33 : 8-22.
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^^ The "Stars and Stripes'' in Japan

Conthiued from page 479

ve so far as I could learn, it in no

WE seemed to diminish the real friend-

lir s of the people, and such a thing as

w; as a result of the discussion, was
; no50 much as mentioned.

le message from the Japanese

RC ol children to their brothers and

si.' rs in America, which was brought

• toiiis country by Dr. Masuji Miya-

kaa, is interesting as showing how

th ideas of peace and friendliness

ha! reached even the children in the

ptic schools. Here is the text of

thi- message:

''o the Public School Children of

thUnited Statcn: We have been told

b>)ur fathers, brothers and teachers

th Dr. Miyakawa, through his Jap-

arie pictures and lectures before the

A irican public school children, in-

teis to bring about a better under-

st ding of the more than historical

frtidship of Japan and the United

SI es. We have, in the meantime,

b€i told that there is a certain senti-

m t which looks upon war between
thtwo countries as inevitable, just as

01 older brothers who passed before

ujin our .schools thought war with

C/ia and the late war with Russia
initable. In view of our teachings

^
ifREe

Try " 3 in One " on pianos, tables,

any fnrniturp, all veneered and
varnished snrfares.

Doesn't form a emsty overcoat
of prease and dirt like varnisli, Imt
sinUs Into the grain of the wood,
removing soars and stains, brinK-

InK bark the orifc-inal finish. .Soils

nothing; helps everythinR; no
grease; no acid; no oliensive

oilor; all stores; big bottle; little

price. Write for fxee hottie and
iiiw booklet 3 In One

Broadway, New Y Ity

Sht&ne&ii

Clean teeth never decay
e nearest approach to perfect cleanliness of

1 teeth is obtained by the daily use of Calox.

"THE OXrCKN DOES IT."

ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS
' Sanpit and booilit frii ok riqutit.

:KESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

5 ROMPERS $1
Direct From Factory. All Charges Prepaid

B.-st. »t s. ivic.ahl.-, -fi.M ...l.T uri.

slninlvahli' Kompttt Cl.i.irv .,f pink "r

Mm-, cl,.-,k..,l , Imiiihrliy. witll iii-rk, .-..lliir

niHl hvlt Ix.uixl in wliitf . 5 for 9 I .00

BOMFERS ..!

Ccllur.li.lt
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at school and at home, that 'the Amer-
ican people are the foster-mothers of
Japan's present progress and pros-
perity,' we, the public school children
in convention assembled, with permis-
sion of our fathers, brothers and teach-
ers, passed the following resolution :

"Resolved, That we, the pupils of the
Imperial public schools, shall never
raise our swords against, but shall
emulate the pupils of the public schools
of the United States as perfect exam-
ples of brotherhood and sisterhood."

During my stay in Japan I was the
guest of several missionaries, and alsu
of two or three Japanese friends. On
of these latter was a leading merchan
in Tokyo, one of the richest men in i

empire. During the three days I w
his guest, I not only received the rrn

generous hospitality, but was assuK
over and over again by him, and by

(

others of his class, of the deep and
abiding friendship which the mer-
chants of Japan have toward America.

In the audience with the Emperor, I

had the pleasure of meeting several
who are very near his person in the
palace, day after day—among them
Mr. Naga.saki and Count Toda, who
always attend such audiences, and their
expressions were no less cordial than
those of the others whom I have cited.

Mr. Nagasaki, a constant attendant
upon the Emperor, was educated in
America at one of our colleges, as were
many of the leading Japanese states-
men and business men, and he and the
others are never tired of lauding the
merits of these universities, or of ex-
pressing their appreciation of their
American education.
From the missionaries, whom it was

my pleasure to meet, I received tlv

same impressions as from the Japanese
themselves. Our honored American
Ambassador, Hon. T. J. O'Brien, told

me that Rev. J. H. DeForest, D.D.,
was in his opinion the most influential

foreigner in Japan. He is a mission-
ary of the American Board at Sendai,
and is well known, and his eloquent
words have often been heard in this
country, speaking for peace and mu-
tual good understanding between the
nations, and rebuking the jingoist
attitude of some of our politicians.

For the service which Dr. DeForest has
rendered, he is a great favorite in offi-

cial circles as well as among the rank
and file of the Japanese, and because of
his courage and devotion to the Jap-
anese soldiers in the recent Russian
war, he has been decorated by the Em-
peror. His influence, and that of a
multitude of his colleagues, is of course
altogether on the side of peace and
good will, and that it is no small influ-

ence I was assured by many. Mr.
Bowles, one of the missionaries of the
Friends denomination, is a leader of
the peace movement in Tokyo, of which
Count Okuma is the new president.

There are one hundred and fifty So-
cieties of Christian Endeavor in Japan,
and .strong unions in the leading cities.

It was my privilege to address nearly
all of these unions, and without excep-
tion I found great audiences of young
men and women, and in every instance,

the sentiments of peace and good will

were applauded to the echo. In many
places three-fourths of the audiences
were composed of young men. In
Tokyo they were largely students from
the different universities, and their

.sentiments in favor of continued amity
were no less pronounced than those of

the audiences that were recruited
largely from the ranks of the business
and trades people.

So, from first to last, from one end of

.Japan to the other, among all classes

of people, I can iay, without any hesi-

tation, that I found only sentiments of

earnest good v/ili, and nothing that
would even suggest the necessity of

larger armaments on the Pacific, or

preparation for war with the armies
of .Japan.
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Three Finishes

That Make
Artistic,

Sanitary Walls

Acme quality makes it possible to have the walls and
ceilings of your house refinished with artistic, hygienic
and appropriate coatings.

Bare and cracked walls, torn, dirty paper stuck on w.Mi
germ-breeding vegetable paste, may readily be replaced
with sanitary, attractive effects in delicate tints, modified
shades or rich colorings that harmonize with furnishings
and properly emphasize the individuality of an apartment.

MMF (HfALITY
Paints, Enamels, Stains and Finishes

offer three finishes prepared especially for walls and ceilings.

Acme Quality Interior Enamel for walls of kitchen, bathroom, led-
rooms or wherever a gloss finish is desired. Pure white, delicate
tints and rich colors.

Acme Quality No-Lustre Finisli gives a charming, durable, lustreless
effect. White and many exquisite tints and colors. For dining
and living rooms, halls and bedrooms. Either of these finishes
may be thoroughly washed.

Acme Quality Kalsomine is a more inexpensive finish, but very attrac-
tive. It comes in powder form, is easily mixed and applied
White tints and colors. Perfectly sanitary.

If it's a surface to be painted, enameled, var-
nished, stained or finished in any way there's
an Acme Quality Kind to fit the purpose.

The Acme Qnalily Gnide Book
will be sent to any one Free. It is a
complele guide 1o painting and finish-
ing, containing full directions for pre-
paring surface and applying in every

case. Handsomely illustrated in
color. Free copy on request to

ACME iranE LEAD and COLOR WORKS,
Oept. 0. Detroit, Hidu

ACME
iovALirYk

WANTED-RIDER AGENTS
IN EACH TOWN
and district to

_ _ ride and ex-
^Wbit • sample 1910 Model "Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are making money fast. Wtiteat onceforfullparticulars andspecial offer.
NO MONEY REQUIKED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. W e ship to

^anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advancCj prepay freight, and
allow TEN DAYS' Il'REE TRIAL, during which time you may ride the tiicycle and put

^ it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the

[
bicycle you may sliip it back to us at our expense audyou mill not be out one cent.

I nil! CAf^TnnV DDII^CC Wefumlsh the highest gradeblcycles it is posnble to makeLUn rflW I Ulll rniUCO atonesmallprofitaboveactualractorycost.You5ave$iotof:<$
mlddlemeD's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your

I

bicycle. DONOTBtJY abicycleorapair oftlresfrom a/ij-oxcat any price va&\-^a\x receive
our catalogues and learn our unheard oifactoryprias and remarkable special offer.

Vmi UfOI I DC ACTAIIICUEn when you tecetve our beautiful catalogue and study
I UU nlLL DC Rd I UlllallCIf our superb models at the -wonderful low prices we
can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are
satisfied with {i.oo profit above factory cost. DICYC LE DEALERS, youcan sell our bicycles

under your own name plate at doubleour prices. Orders tilled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will

beclosed outat once.at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

VIQfA ilAA^TCD DDAVC rear wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs

I inCwf vUHw I Cn DnfllVC and everything in the bicycle lineatbalf usual prices.
DO NOT WAIT—butwritetoday for out Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of

interesting matter and useful infonnatioD. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. DepLD 71 , CHICAGO, ILL.

A Flying Start
We are organized to promote successful poultry culture. You can get a

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the

Rancocas Strain
White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS

We have over
10,000 Layers

RANC0CA5
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed. They are not
k bred for ' fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, '* the k I nil that luy

thet'ccS'" We have 10,000 layers, and establish every year more paying egg farms
for beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers than
any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering day-

I

uld-ehix from us. Any size shipment from 2.i upward, all sturdy and vigorous.
Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners—care, feeding,

f etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
J. M. Fostor, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills In the Pines, N. J*

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProf its!

ATiyh.^dy can make big
ino..iiiP all year raising
MushirM^iins at home in cel-
lars, slipfis. barns, boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for
all yim pn.w

Fret lllustrattd
Insirucfion Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, Desk 9
West 48tb St. , New York DR.

AnFNTS This Sanitary Clothes
/IUIjII 1 13 Sprinkler is a wonderful

i^^^^J^^^ invention, and is having a tre-
"""^^^^^^^ niendons sale. Cannot soil

your clothes, nor chap your
hands, nor givt* von a coki; never rusts;
very beautiful, iiu'hl, and appreciated for
ClennliiioNs, lli-alth.comfort nnd modern
convenience. Atients ntake 2(> to 50 sales a
day and are wild with success.

rite for Special Tonus and Parflrtilars.

LYONS. 24 Day St., Pekin. 111.



CHRISTIANITY is the greatest fact in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom rather than forsake Principle. The picture shown herewith
from Ridpath's History, depicts 87,000 people assembled in the Coliseum at Rome to witness the Christians given to the lions. In such a seem
may be read the inevitable doom of the Empire that ruled the world. The blood of the Martyrs is the seed from which Christian civilizatior

sprang. If you would know the history of mankind—every sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty, every conflict and every achievement
from the dawn of civilization down to the present time—then embrace this splendid opportunity to place in your liome the world^famed publication

RIDPATH'S HISTORV OF THE WOHLD
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental work, which we
must sell immediately. The sets are BRAND NEW, brought right down to date, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco.
Hundreds have already availed themselves of this remarkable opportunity to secure the greatest History of the
World ever written. We have only a few sets remaining. We offer these sets to CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS

At LESS than even damao-ed ^^et^ were ever sold!
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and
address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our price
broadcast for the sake of more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon to-day.

FREE
1I/E will mail free a beautiful" 46-page booklet ou history
to every Christian Herald reader
interested in our great offer, and
who mails us the coupon below.
The booklet contains Dr. Ridpath's
Race Chart in colors, tracing all

races of mankind back to the parent
stock ; a rare chronological chart,
the best map of the Panama Canal
ever printed, a large map of China
and Japan, two beautiful duotone
reproductions of great paintings
showing "Napoleon Before the
Sphinx in Egypt" and"Queen Eliza-

beth Signing the Execution Warrant
of Mary Stuart," together with por-
traits of Socrates,Caesar, Napoleon,
Shakespeare and Roosevelt and
other great characters in history

;

also specimen pages from the His-
tory, giving some slight idea of the
wonderfully beautiful style in which

; work is written.

MAIL COUPON NOW
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CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS have shown wonderful appreciation of
our great offer. We have shipped this splendid history to delighted readers

living in every State in the Union. Next to the Bible, this is in many respects
* e greatest work ever written. In the past 20 years over 200,000 sets have
been sold at more than double our Special Price, and every purchaser is
more than satisfied. More sets of Ridpath's History have been sold
than any other set of books in the English language. Can you imagine

a greater testimonial for any work ? No other history in any way
compares with it. The English-speaking world has endorsed

Ridpath's as the only History of the World worth having.

RIDPATH in your home means you need never spend
a lonely evening. You can associate with the

world's heroes; you can cross the Rubicon with
Caesar, after which Rome was free no more. You
can sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest genius

of the ancient world. You can kneel at the
shrine of Lincoln, "the greatest character of

all time, the gentlest memory of our world."
It is ennobling to commune with these
children of destiny. To be associated
with great men is to be great one's

self, and you will add to your
store of knowledge which is

power, and to the richness of
your life.

SEiva COUPON To-oav

the

COUPOI

Western
Newspap
Association
Christian Herald Bureau
204 Dearborn Si., Chicago
Please innil. wilhnut cnst tnmp sai

pages of Ridpath's History of theWorld
containing lill.itognivures of Nap<.U-on and
Queen Elizabeth, engravings of Socrates. Cts;
and Sliakespeare, map of China and Japan,
diagram of Panama Canal, and write mo full
§articulars of your special offer to The CbrlBtiaH
.er&ld readers.

V. Just sign Coupon, or copy on Postal and mail.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before the pyramids

of Egypt were built; down through the romantic troubled times oi

Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's wealth

and luxury; of Grecian and Roman splendor; of Mohammedan culture and

refinement; of French elegance and British power; of American patriotism

and religious freedom, to the dawn of yesterday. He covers every race, every

nation, every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.

Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written by man.

RIDPATH throws the mantel of personality over the old heroes of history.

Alexander is there—patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning the

glory of Grecian history. Xerxes, from his mountain platform, sees

Themistocles, with three hundred and fifty Greek ships, smash his Persian

fleet of over a thousand sail, and help to mould the language in which this

paragraph is written. Rome perches Nero upon the greates t throne on earthy

and so sets up a poor madman's name to stand for countless
centuries as the synonym of savage cruelty ; Napoleon fights

Waterloo again under your very eyes, and reels before the
iron fact that at last the end of his gilded dream has come.
Bismarck is there—gruff, overbearing, a giant pugilist in the
diplomatic ring, laughing with grim disdain at France, which
says "You shall not." AA^ashington is there, "four-square to

all the winds," grave, thoughtful, proof against the wiles of
British strategy and the poisoned darts of false friends ; clear-
seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrymen, and on into
another century—the most colossal world-figure of his time !

THE BEAUTIFUL SPECIMEN PAGES ARE FREE!

Endorsed by such

menasMcKinley,

Harrison, Bryan,

Vincent, Newman

and 200,000

Americans wlio

Own and Loye

Ridpatli's World.
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OUR MAIL-BAG
Oue^ions and Answers

In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRISTIAN HERALD,

enclose stamped envelopes for return, if unavailable.

H. H. W., Louisville. Ky. Is the organ of comparatively recent

invention '!

, , , i? „
No: it is one of the oldest instruments. It developed from

the "pcndian pipes" played by shepherds in e^^^^ Greece. Its

invention is attributed to Archimedes about 220 B£. Ihe

olan was brought into Western Europe from Greece and it

was ins aUed in churches as early at 651 A.D. The first organ

Tn France is said to have been built in 815 in the re.gn of

Louis I. by an Italian priest.

S. P.. Newport, Vt. Who said that "the groves were God's first

temples"? .

The lines are in a poem of Bryant's, entitled "Inscnption for

r.n Entrance to a Wood."

r R S (iermantown. Pa. What are the earliest schools of sa-
'

cied musTc rnThr'istian times of which we have any record?

The early Church seems to have paid more attention to other

fo.ms of .eligious instruction than music for the first two or

tl-.ree centuries. This was probably owing to persecution whch

made the public profession of Christianity P^^^^'T^t wh ch
fourth and fifth centuries, however, there were schools at wh ch

sacred song was regularly taught, and in the sixth century such

schools were common in France and Germany, as well as in

Southern Europe. The most famous school was that established

in Rome by Gregory the Great, which became a model for many

others. In this school originated the famous "Gregorian Chant,

which the choir and the audience sang in unison.

A D O.. Omaha. Neb. What does our word surgery come

from? My dictionary gives no information.

Surgery comes from the word surgeon, old spelling chirur-

ston. which is made up from two Greek words meaning hand

;»nd work.

Subscriber. Morgantown. N. C. 1. Where, is it ?"PP°!ff' ^^^
Daniel when the three Hebrews .were cast into the fiery

furnace"' 2 What is the history of the premium picture—

••Dorcas' Daughters"? 3. What is the origin of the ex-

pression. "A Roland for his Oliver"? 4 Can you tell me

where I pan find a copy of "An Ode to God," by Derzhaven?

The first of it is: "O thou eternal One whose presence

bright all space doth occupy, all motion guide."

1 It does not appear from the record, why Daniel was not

si.mmoned. but the presumption is that he was in some distant

part of the empire on state business and the general summons

did not reach him before the dedication of the golden image.

Besides, the enemies of the Jews evidently found it politic to

begin by attacking men of less influence than Daniel. Josephus

does not connect Daniel with the incident. 2. It is taken from

a famous painting in a Munich Art Gallery and represents a

group of good women who. like Dorcas in the Gospels (Acts

9: 36-39) sewed garments for the poor. 3. Roland and Oliver

were two of Charlemagne's paladins whose exploits were so fa-

mous and so equal in merit that it was diflicult to say which

V as the greater. They fought in single combat for five days

without result. Hence arose the phrase in question, which

means that one side gave as good as the other. 4. You will find

it in the Encyclopedia of lieliyious Poetry by Funk & Wagnalls,

New York.

V,' H T . New York. 1. Has the Bible been eliminated from

the public schools? 2. Is it true that the High School com-

pels the pupils, regardless of the protest of parents, to take

part in the exercise of dancing?

1. No : it has not been eliminated from the schools. It is left

largely to the discretion of the principal. In many schools, a

portion is recid in the morning without comment, chiefly from

the Old 'Testament. 2. In almost all New York City Schools,

both High and Primary, "folk dances" are taught for the double

purpose of exercise and graceful movement.

J. A. M.. McLeansboro, 111. What were the riddles the Queen of

Sheba put to Solomon to prove his wisdom?

They are not stated in the Scriptures and the only account

we have of them is legendary. The Queen appears in these

legends under the various names of Balkis, Nicaule, Makeda and

Almacah. Only one of her "hard questions" to Solomon has

been rescued from oblivion. A number of boys and girls of

equal height were dressed up by her exactly alike, so that no

eye could distinguish them. Solomon, says the legend, placed

water before them and bade them wash. The boys rubbed their

faces vigorously, while the giils stroked them softly, and he at

once decided accordingly. Of course, the legend may be taken

for what it is worth.

W. C. W.. Amarillo. Tex. 1. I would like to get a good, prac-

tical knowledge of law. What books would you advise me to

get? 2. Is Ridpath's History of the World reliable? 3.

What commentary of the Bible would you advise one to get
as the best adapted to a young man making a home study
of the Bible? 4. I would like to get an inexpensive en-
cyclopedia that is up to date ; that can be had on the in-

stalment plan. 5. There is a young man here who is very
ambitious to get a practical knowledge of surveying and
mapping who is not able to attend school. To whom should
he write?

1 and 5. Write to the Scranton Correspondence School, Scran-

ton. Pa. 2. We regard it as thoroughly reliable. It is read by
many of our subscribers. 3. Jameson Faussett and Brown's
Commentary is excellent. Procure it through any bookseller.

Mrs. J. C. C. Stockbridge. Mass. 1. Who were the Rough
Riders? 2. Who gave them that name? What was their
dress in the Spanish War? 3. How many in company?
What battles were they in ?

1. The "Rough Riders" was the popular name given to the
First Regiment of Volunteer Cavalry, which was organized in

the Southwest at the opening of the war with Spain. Leonard
Wood, now a major-general in the United States Army, was
colonel and Roosevelt lieutenant-colonel. l.ater the command
c.ime to Colonel Roosevelt. The regiment was composed of

good riders from all over the country, cow-boys from the p'ains,

society men from New York and New England who had ridden

to hounds, etc. 2. The word "rough rider" is applied to a
horseman who can ride any horse with or without a saddle.

They wore the regular campaign dress of the cavalry, tan felt

hat, blue shirt, khaki trousers and leggings. 3. The regiment
numbered several hundred, divided into the regulation number

Confirmed on last column

WORKING TO REDEEM
"LITTLE DORA"

SINCE the article appeared in The Christian

Herald several months ago about the redemp-

tion of little Dora, the West African girl who

was taken from the Cape Palmas Mission, back to

the "bush" to live a life of heathenism, slavery and

ignorance, a great many letters have been received

fl-om readers who were interested in the case. 1-.

will be remembered that in the original letter from

Missionary Perkins and his wife of the Interior

Mission, Cape Palmas, Liberia, it was stated that it

help were extended by American friends, little Dora

could be "redeemed" in accordance with a tribal law,

which permitted the guardians of a child, other than

her natural parents, to yield her up to those wDo

would pledge themselves to give her proper care

A sum of money was forwarded immediately to

the Liberian Mission with instructions to Mission-

ary Perkins to apply the money towards the redemp-

tion of little Dora, and to use every legitimate means

to accomplish that object.

We have received a letter within the last week

from Missionary Perkins, dated March 14, which

brings good news about Dora. The letter says:

"March 14, 1910, Cape Palmas, Liberia.

"Dear Christian Herald: You will no doubt be

looking for further news regarding little Dora.

"Little Dora"
Photographed by a missionary for The Christian Herald

D. B.. Granville. Tenn. 1.

2. Who discovered America—

OUR MAIL-BAG
Continued from first column

of cavalry troops. The regiment took part in the skirmishi

leading up to the battle of San Juan and in the battle itsel

where Roosevelt led the charge. The regiment has an associ:

tion which meets regularly. The membership descends to tl

eldest son of a member.

Please explain James 1:
-Columbus or Vespucci?

1. The more accurate rendering would be "double thinking"

that is. one thought directed toward God. the other towai

something else. Not necessarily a hypocrite, but fickle ai

wavering, as contrasted with the "single eye" (Matt. 6: 22

2. Columbus discovered America in 1492. Amerigo Vespucc
whose name was given to this country, did not cross the Atlant
until 1497. when he joined the expedition of Pinzon. which di

covered the coast of Central America. In 1499 he skirted tl

north coast of South America. He wrote a narrative of 1

voyages and WaUlseemuller. who translated it in 1507, suggest

that the name America, from Amerigo, be given to the sout

ern continent only. Other writers, following the suggesti.r

gave it to both North and South America. For the story of ti

naming of America see Continent of America by Thatcher, jju

lished in 1896.

A. E., Wakefield. Kas. 1. Is dancing wrong? 2. How can :

denominations be right when they are so different? Ai
which is right? 3. Should a person unite with a church
one denomination, not believing its doctrine, because t

church of his choice is not near enough to attend? 4. Is

wrong for a Christian girl to marry a moral man ?

1. The mere act of dancing is not wrong ; but the late houi

the mi.xed company and the usual excitement attending it, a

likely to be wrong and to lead the soul astray. 2. Each d

nomination is founded upon some especial interpretation

Scripture. So long as the divinity of Christ is recognized ai

the virtues inculcated by him are taught, minor points of dc

trine need not trouble one. '•Whosoever believeth on him ha
eternal life." said the beloved disciple. 3. By all means i

tend the church which is within your reach, so long as Jes

Christ and his Gospel are taught in it. 4. It is not wicked t

a Christian girl to marry a merely moral man : but the apes
said : "Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbeliever;

and it is better to marry a Christian. She should try befo

marriage to win him over to her religion. If he is not co

verted then the chance is small that he will be converted lati

R. McK., Granville, N. Y. What is melinite?

It is an explosive invented by a French dentist named Turpi
It is used for military purposes almost exclusively. It w
adopted by the French War Department in 1886. The patent
the property of the British government.

J. T., Cora. Mo. 1. How old was Samuel at his death? 2. Wh
became of Pilate? 3. How many were saved by looking
the serpent of brass?

1. The death of Samuel is described as taking place in t

year of the close of David's wanderings (date uncertain), j

was born, according to the best calculations, about B.C. 11

2. The accounts of Pilate's death are apoci-yphal. One lege

says that he was thrown into prison and committed suicid

that his body was cast into the river Tiber and storms a

tempests followed until the Romans took it out. It was th

sent away and finally sunk in a pool in Losania (Lucemf
There is no authoritative account. 3. It is nowhere stat

how many were cured, but the fair presumption is that almi

all of the people who were in sight of it at the time when it w
elevated by Moses, looked upon it and were healed

—

practica

the whole camp. (See Num. 21: 9.)

G. R. H.. Vancouver. B. C. How do the efforts of our pastti

to make the ladies take off their big hats in church aei{

with 1. Cor. 11: 5?

The passage relates to what was then taking place in Conn'

Paul's argument was that the headcovering was the emblem
womanly modesty which had always been rigidly adhered to

the East. He had no "big-hat" problem to contend with, ho|

ever ; if he had, he would doubtless have made them a subj

of censure, on the ground of vanity and that they obstruct 1]

view.

S. K. S., Medical Lake, Wash. How do you explain Job 2:

Are we to understand that God would join with the devil?

destroy without cause one of his acknowledged faith

servants?

The whole book of Job is the working out of a profound n

gious problem in the form of a debate or tragic poem. 1

theme is : Can there be real goodness without reward, or c

goodness which is so rewarded be other than a refined form

selfishness? Satan had asked (in Job 1:9): "Does Job fear C

for naught?" Would he fear him equally in adversity and

prosperity? The trial and test of Job's fidelity were periniti

in order to demonstrate the fact that riches or poverty, hca

or sickness cannot change the soul that is fi.xed upon God.

Well, I am glad to report that although her 'palaver'

is not talked as yet, some progress has been made.
Dora is now with us in the Mission. This will give

us great vantage ground, when the time comes to

talk her 'palaver.'

"On February 23, Dora's mother went to the
'Bush' country, that is further back to the interior,

to visit her little daughter, and she succeeded in

bringing Dora back with her. The poor child is so

happy to get back to the Mission again, and we are
all hopeful that we may ultimately succeed in secur-
ing her redemption. The heathen man who bought
her from her family people, and who was to be her
husband, is many times older than she. I under-
stand he has indicated a willingness to give her up,
if he receive the money-price he puts on her, which,
of course, will be more than he paid in the first place.
He bought her some time ago, and he reasons thus:
'The cow I paid for her would have had a calf
every year, and therefore I ought to have the price
of just that many cows.' If you have patience with
us, we believe it will come out all right.

"J. M. AND Jessie A. Perkins."

Miscellaneous

A. D., Fair Oaks. Calif. Thanks for your very cordial lett

Reader, Pasco, Wash. We regret that we cannot do wl

you ask.

A. M. P., Colton, Calif. Write to T. Y. Crowell & Co., N
York City.

Hannah R. H.. Penacook. N. H. You can join the Shortha!

Classes at any time.

M. E. B., Greenwood. Ind. The two terms are interchange

ble. although some people may confuse them. They practical

mean the same thing.
^

Reader, Plainfield, N. J., sends us the interesting infornl

tion that the jinrikisha. the popular vehicle in Japan, was i!

invention of an American missionary named Goble, who w<|

to that country in 1872 as a representative of the Amerifl|

Baptist Missionary Union.

R. L.. Mt. Vernon. Wash. We know nothing about the ba

ball player you mention, nor have we ever heard whether Eool

velt or Taft ever expressed an opinion on Local Option. Bryl

and Hughes are known as Christians, but we cannot speak pc(l

lively of the others mentioned in your letter.
[

Sarah E. T., Geneva, N. Y. We remember the paragrs;

concerning Professor Rendal Harris' discovery of early Christ

hymns. We wrote him at the time, having in view the pui

cation of some of the hymns, and received an answer to

effect that they were not yet ready for publication. It is t

that up to the present time no fragment of the very earn

Christian hymnology has ever been published.
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Native Woman and Child Indians of Costa Rica Bringing in Cocoanuts A Wayside Shrine
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1 COSTA RICA STILL SHAKING

»J||k:<

(long the ['alms

TTHEN the first reports reached this country of

' the great earthquake in the mountains of Costa

Ra it was said that five hundred people had lost

their lives, that many were in-

jured, and that about six thou-

sand were homeless. Every
day, however, added to the

death list, which rose rapidly

from five hundred to a thou-
sand, then to fifteen hundred,
and then to two thousand. As
all of Costa Rica has been
shaken, it is probable that there

were many killed whose names
will never be known to the au-

thorities. The quakes at this

writing still continue, shaking

the hapless country from coast

to coast, and destroying lives

and property; and two vol-

canoes are belching fire and
lava to add to the terror of the

people. Compared with the

disaster at Messina in Italy it

is'ot one of the world's great disasters; but when
tl size of the two countries is

ti^n into consideration the
li e republic has suffered more
ii)roportion.

he American traveler who
rdembers Cartago as a pic-

ti?sque city among the peaks
Wild hardly, recognize the
irjs of wreckage into which it

li been turned, with streets
ei umbered with the roofs and
wis of fallen buildings, and
tl houses which still stand
t'sted and canted into odd and
fitastic shapes and threaten-
ii at any moment to topple
o;the head of the passerby.

he beautiful building de-
si led to house the Peace Court
o: Central America, a building
w ch for beauty of design and
n';erials had elicited strong
enessions of approval from
a who have seen it, is a total
Ic

, except that some of the
f<ndations may be utilized for
s<ie future structure. Mr.
C negie gave one hundred
thsand dollars toward the
sticture, which had never yet
b'l occupied by the Peace
^ rt. In fact, the finishing

touches were just being put to the beautiful in-

terior when the quake tore the walls from roof to

foundation. The Central American governments
had given as much as Mr. Carnegie toward the site

and building, and they cannot but feel the loss

keenly, for it represents a vast sum to them.
As soon as the first crash came the people left

their homes and streamed out into the open country,

screaming with terror and gesticulating as only the

Central Americans can gesticulate when wild with

fear and almost out of their heads with the excite-

ment of the hour. Refugee camps were pitched in

the environs and huts constructed from the debris

of the ruins—anything that could be impi-ovised

into a shelter. The people were herded in these

camps and the inevitable happened. Pestilence

began to carry off the people, already racked with
fright and weak from exposure and lack of proper

food. The authorities began at once to establish

new camps to stop the spread of fever, but they were
only partially successful. Disease seems destined

to finish the work of desolation which the earth-

quake shocks left undone.
A few days after the first great shock other shocks

were felt, and the half wrecked structures of Cartago

A Street in Cartago Before the Earthquake

began to disintegrate and became shapeless masses
of stone and timber. The people left the rescue

work they had been carrying on among the ruins,

and fled to the camps, leaving the city practically

in the hands of the military and the looters. The
latter, for a time, reaped a rich harvest as they pre-

tended to search the ruins for the bodies of friends
or relatives. Finally they carried their acts of

brigandage to the camps, and martial law was de-

clared. One old couple who had saved $5,000 from
the ruins of their home had to give it up to the
banditti before they reached the suburbs. Such
bold acts spurred the authorities to drastic action,

and the looters were shot without mercy wherever
caught.
The air from the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts is

full of choking volcanic dust, which burns the
throat and injures the eyes. It has covered every
one of the seven States with a thin brown layer,

producing an odd effect, which adds to the terror
of the natives. San Jose, the capital, though not
badly shaken, is in a state of panic, and all who can
get away are leaving. The two volcanoes may
easily be seen from San Jose. Paos, with an odd
double peak, rises at the northwest, while to the

north towers Irado, 11,500 feet

above sea level. Once it burst"

into flames and overwhelmed
Cartago when the city was a
much smaller place than it is

now; but for years the books
on the country have referred to

it as a "dead volcano." These
have now opened and are belch-

ing fire and smoke, and the

other peaks are rumbling as if

the gases were seeking an out-

let to the air above. The shops
along the principal business
street, Calle de Comercio, are
closed, and the market deserted.

Both merchants and people
have lost for the moment any
desire to buy or sell. Black
terror broods everywhere, and
the prosperity and progress of

the country has been put back
immeasurably. Trade is at a
standstill and though the
Americans and others from
foreign lands are remaining,
knowing that sooner or later

the quakes will cease, mean-
while they are spectators of a
condition of affairs never be-

fore seen in the history of

Costa Rica or Central America.
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The Value of

a Human Being

SOMETIMES when I go to a city, the committee

on programme or invitation meets me at the

railway station and says: "We would lilce to

show you our city." So I get into a carriage or

automobile and we start up the street. A short dis-

tance from the railway station the chairman of the

committee points out a large factory and says:

"That is the largest nail factory in the country. It

covers two acres and employs three thousand men."

We drive on up the street and the chairman says:

"This is our new court house. It cost $150,000, and

it is the finest court house in the State." We go on

past the court house and on the main street of the

town the committee points out the recently erected

business house of fourteen stories, which cost one

million and a half, made of steel and stone.

Two Kinds of Wealth

We pass on into the residence district and stop in

front of a great building as large as a hotel and the

chairman says impressively: "The richest man in

the city lives there. His house is a copy of a German
castle on the Rhine and cost three million dollars."

We drive on and the chairman points out other

buildings. After we have completed our inspection

of the city I have seen buildings, brick, stone, steel,

piles of material made of all kinds of solid sub-

stances which were once in the forest or in the

ground, and the committee, I suppose, takes pride

in considering that they have shown me the city.

Yet what have I seen? Buildings and more build-

ings. When I ask how these buildings were made
possible sometimes I find the money which has gone
into their construction came out of the pockets of

the people and was amassed in selfish ways which
very often broke the laws of God and men, until I

would rather look at the meanest hut or log house
on the prairie, or a shanty built by the honest labor

of an honest man than to look at some of these

towering creations in the great cities, which rest

upon the blood money of the men who have builded

them.
It would be refreshing to me sometimes to be met

by the committee and have them say: "We would
like to show you the real city in which we live."

We start up away from the station, say about nine
o'clock in the morning, and stop in front of a pub-
lic schoolhouse. The children are going into the

building. The chairman says: "See those children?

They are the most valuable of all that we have here
in this city. They are the future statesmen, preach-
ers, authors, teachers, fathers and mothers of the
Republic. See that man standing up there by that
schoolhouse door? He is the principal of our High
School. He is one of the most useful men in this

city. A simple, consecrated, intelligent, enthusias-
tic Christian gentleman."

The Value of a Child

We pass on up the street and the chairman points
out a modest looking woman walking along and
says: "See that woman? She is our police matron.
She is one of the most useful women in this city.

She prevents a great deal of crime and suffering by
looking after the poor and the sinful. We could not
get along without her." Further up the street the
chairman says: "See that woman on the other side
of the street? Her name has never appeared in any
newspaper or book, but she is a representative of
the hundreds of plain, happy, useful Christian
women, a mother, a member of the church, one who
is training her boys and girls to love God and men,
to tell the truth and obey the laws and to do right.
Her home represents the one thing that makes this
city worth while." I say some such showing of the
city would be refreshing in future, having been re-
peatedly shown buildings. I would like to be shown
people and be told by the committee that the people
of the town make it worth while, not the buildings.
In one case I have been shown a lot of sheep ; in the
other case I have been shown immortal souls. "How
much then is a man of more value than a sheep!"
What are all the buildings of a city compared with
the people? Even the smallest child in the great
city is worth more than all the buildings put to-
gether, yet we are constantly trained to look at
buildings as if they r3presented the real value of a

* Pastor Central Congregational Church, Topeka, Kan.
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town; and when our friends come to the city we

show them buildings always, as if the buildings

were the great things to see.

The value of a human being is inherent. Noth-

ing but a human being was ever made in the image

of God. Nothing but a human being has the power

of infinite development. When a soul comes into

the world no one can tell whether it will become a

Nero or a Paul. The peach was once a Persian

poison which was used to tip arrows. The poison

has been eliminated by cultivation until the fruit is

now one of the choicest grown. The inherent value

of a soul carries with it always the possibility of

the future. When Christ said to the dying robber

"This day shalt thou be with me in Paradise," he

saw that robber as he was going to look after two

thousand years had gone by.

The value of a soul is always a constant value.

God is not willing that any should perish, but that

all should have eternal life. Other things depend
for their value on accident or circumstance. Dia-
monds are valuable because they are scarce and
exceedingly beautiful. If science should discover

some way to make diamonds in commercial quantity
at comparatively small cost they would still be as

beautiful as they are now, but would not be as valua-

ble. Real estate owes its value 'to its location. In

some parts of the great cities real estate is worth
several hundi-ed dollars a square foot. Out in the
country the same kind of dirt is worth only a few
cents a square foot. There was once a time when
real estate in Babylon was very valuable. It prob-

ably is not worth much now. But a man continues
to be of value no matter where he is, in the city or

in the country, whether there are many or few,
whether he lives in this century or twenty centuries

ago.

The Saving of a Life

The value of a human being compared with a
sheep is determined by the possibility of its being
lost. You have a fruit tree in your yard. It has
always borne large quantities of beautiful fruit.

One who understands the habits of the tree comes
to you and says: "Next year there will be no fruit

on your tree because of such and such facts con-
nected with the season or the presence of some
blight." If you will suppose that prophecy is cor-

rect, how much you value the present crop of fruit

upon your tree! You would probably take great
pains in preserving or canning a quantity of it. Or
one of your children is attacked with consumption.
You suddenly wake to the possibility of his being
lost unless there is a change of climate. How pre-
cious that life becomes to you suddenly as you
realize the possibility of its destruction! So with
the value of man. Sometimes we do not realize
how much men are worth until they stand in danger.
On the other hand a human being is worth more

than a sheep because there is a possibility of its

being saved. In a small town in Canada during the
year of the coronation of King Edward, when the
town had been decorated for the celebration and all

the people were preparing to enter upon a gala week,
a poor and unknown lalDorer, a negro, through an
accidental caving-in of a well, was buried at the
bottom, but protected by beams which had fallen, so
that his voice could be heard. The well was very
deep. The caving-in had carried down an immense
quantity of debris which must be dug out very care-
fully in order to save the man's life. The entire
town took turns in doing the work. The festivities
in honor of the King were abandoned. For several
days all interest of the place centred about this un-
known human being at the bottom of this well who
might be rescued. No one had valued him, appar-
ently, when he was alive and well, but the possibility
that he might be saved from death at once placed
him in a position of great importance, even above
that of the King himself. If we realized in our
common, every day circles the possibility of saving
men it would enhance our thought of their value.
A human being is worth more than a sheep in

the sight of God and should be in ours, because of
the price paid for him. We know to some degree
how large the agricultural product of the United
States is. We can estimate more or less closely the
value of the railroads, of the forests, and even of the
fisheries. We can put a price upon the cities, build-
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TEXT: Matt. 12:12—"How much then is a man
of more value than a sheep!" (R. V.)

j

ings and what we call improvements, but no one ;t

has been able to put a price upon a human be /.

The only way in which we can estimate the valu )f

a soul is by the love of God, who was willinj o

give his only begotten Son that whosoever belie^ h

in him should not perish but have eternal life. ;o

we place a soul up against the very being of d

to get its value.

The Real Mark of Soul Value

I am old-fashioned enough in my theology to -

lieve, as Dr. Hopkins did, that if only one sou )f

man had ever sinned from the beginning of le

world and needed redemption, that one soul wi d

have had the gift of God in the person of Ch t.

That is, God would have been willing to go to 11

the sacrifice of his Son to save one being. Ths is

the mark of value. God gave the best that he d

and the most that he had.
Now it follows, if a man is worth more tha a

sheep, that:
First. He ought to have a better thought of 1 1-

self. A great many of us are proud of our def( 5.

We are proud of our pride. We are proud that e

are not like other men. We are proud of the ^ y
things of which we ought to be ashamed. But e\ y

man has a right to be proud of the fact that h s

made in the image of God and that there are pc i-

bilities in him for eternal development.
Second. If a man is worth more than a sheej e

ought to have a better thought of other people, e

have no right to despise any man. The habi f

looking at other people as redeemed, even in e

midst of their degradation and sin, helps to keep e

in us and love for them. I do not think Christ C( d

have ever loved the multitude of sinning, suffer •:,

degraded, dirty, uninteresting, stupid, wretc d

human beings unless he had always seen therr s

immortal beings and seen the possibilities of e

future for them as they went either one way or e

other. One reason we do not maintain our en1 1-

siasm for people and do not find people interest f?

and grow to live in a very narrow and selfish ci e

of acquaintances, and think so many people e

stupid and uninteresting, is because we have n( r

learned to value them for their future value, e

see nothing but the present and immediate d

stamp it as not worth while. By that habit it w( d

have been impossible for Christ to have lived ^ h

his disciples one hour, for if ever there were a lo f

men who claimed the attributes of stupidity d

selfishness and meanness and ambition in the wr e

direction it was the group that Christ chose for s

disciples.

The Great Spiritual Conflict

Third. If a man is worth more than a sheej e

ought to magnify the spiritual life. What doe it .

matter, Christ said, if they kill the body? Do -t

be afraid of that, but fear anything that can H

both body and spirit. The great thing in life is e

spiritual experience or spiritual conflict. For i'

battle is not against flesh and blood, but aga ;t

the things of the spirit.

Fourth. If a man is worth more than a sheep e

ought not to grudge the cost of saving him. I s

poor economy to punish humanity for sinning 1-

stead of preventing it from sinning. The Un d

States government does not hesitate to put eit

million dollars into a battleship. Two great freiit .

steamers go out of Western ports on the Pai e i

coast that cost three million dollars each. Immt e

sums are placed by business men and capt; s

of industry into physical plants for physical pi'-

uct. If the United States was willing to spenc'S

much money in saving childhood and saving liff.s .

it is to punish after they get men into the pj-

tentiary we would rise up and clean the saloon fi .

of the face of the earth and release the one mil n '

seven hundred thousand children who are nowi

bondage in the cotton factories and coal break',

the department stores and other places of physd

interest.

Abraham Lincoln pleaded more than once with «
'

Southern men and with the Northern men to ci e

to some agreement whereby the United States g'-

ernment could purchase the negroes of the sh-

holders, and he said repeatedly it would be a sav?

Continued on next parte
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The Value of a Human
Being

Continued from preceding page

conomically over against the tremen-

ous loss of carrying on war. This

ountry would not listen to his advice

nd we" plunged into a great war which

ost us untold suffering and immense
utlay of money, twice over the amount
hat would have purchased every slave

n the United States and given his

Iwner a large and sufficient sum for

he carrying on of his estate. We are

pending in this country to-day for

he punishment of men who have be-

ome criminals through drink and self-

shness of different kinds, ten times as

luch money as would prevent the same
umber of men from getting into the

ails, because we have not learned the

ijsson of Christian economy, because

.•e grudge the cost of saving life, be-

ause we have not learned or appre-

iated the value of men as compared
.ith sheep.

Then lastly, if men are worth more
han sheep we must give Christ the

re-eminence as the Great Life-Saver.

le who came to give men life abun-
antly, who came to seek and to save

hat which was lost, was the most val-

,able Life that ever entered the uni-

erse. The Life-Saver of the world
"^ the One who has redeemed the world
rem its destruction. The men and
.•omen who are really saving life in

his Republic are those who are cut-

- . ing down the expense bill of the na-

ion, making possible what we call

'hristian civilization. Sin is a tre-

.nendously losing proposition. There
3 nothing which costs so much money,
o much toil, so much trouble, as let-

ing people be lost. If Christendom
nly realized the value of a human be-

.ng it would save itself countless mil-

ons in the way of economic expendi-

'ure. This lesson we have not yet

'sarned as a people. When we do
iarn it, and not until then, can we
ruly say the country is prosperous.
How do you think the dying robber

Doks now? When he hung on the cross

.e was a dirty, depraved, bloody, igno-

ant criminal. There was probably
othing attractive or sweet or whole-
ome about him; yet the Son of God
urned his head towards him and said

.0 him: "This day thou shalt be with
le in Paradise." After being in Par-
dise now these two thousand years,

eeping company with men like Paul
^nd Saint .\ugu.stine and Martin
:.uther and WyclifFe and John Knox
nd John Huss and the saints and mar-
yrs of the two thousand years between
^"hrist and us, how do you think he
ooks? Probably like an angel of light,

ndeed, I see nothing improbable in

he idea that when we shall meet the
lying robber when it has come our
urn to pass over, we shall have to sit

it his feet to learn some of the great
hings into which the angels would like
'0 look. It is because Christ saw him
is he looks now that he said to him:
This day shalt thou be with me in

'aradise." The value of a human be-
ng will never be determined for us
ill we see him in his redeemed condi-
ion, but the attempt to see that condi-
ion every ,day of our lives is the at-

empt to view every one through the
yes of God. "How much, then, is a
nan of more value than a sheep?"

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column^

A Prayer of Thanks
>Iy God. I thank thee for the clear white lifrht

of day

!

That I once more may see the liitht and choose
my way.

The sunshine of fulfilment streams across the
path

rill now so dark and pierced with only one
bright ray.

The light of God's own promise gave the power
to pray,

thank thee. O my God, tHat thou didst give
me peace,

That in the darkness I was sure of my release.
"The everlasting arms"—"the love the Father

hath"
Ml through the night were there : I knew they

would not cease
ntil my morning broke—then once again thy

peace. C. M. T.

The Children's pulpit

MEMORIAL DAY By Rev, j. m. farrar, p.p.-

MARCH! March! March! Fife and drum and bugle call.

Graves covered with flowers and flags; tears in memoiy of

past years. We know what all this means, for the thirtieth

of May is Memorial Day. At first we named it Decoration Day.
But we do more than decorate. We remember their bravery and all

they did for our country. The new name. Memorial Day, is better.

What was the origin of this beautiful custom? Why do you boys
and girls want to know its history? Oh! I understand. Some day
it may be one of your school examination questions. Good, that is

one of many things your pastor wants to do for you. If he can help
you in your school work he will be very happy. Every Sunday
should help you for each day of the week. Here is your answer.
There is a tradition that a German soldier in our Civil War started
the custom by telling how that once a year the people of his native
country scattered fiowers on the graves of their soldiers. The his-

tory of our Memorial Day began in 1868, when Adjutant-General
Chipman talked on this subject with John A. Logan, Commander
of the Grand Army. The talk got into Logan's heart, and he ordered
that the 30th of May should be the day set apart "for the purpose
fcf strewing with flowers, or otherwise decorating the graves of
comrades who died in defense of their country during the late re-

bellion, and whose bodies now lie in almost every city, village, or
hamlet churchyard in the land."

THIRTIETH day of May, Memorial Day. Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah! for the brave boys in blue and gray!

"Over the cannon's mouth the spider weaves her web." By spin-

ning the web over the cannon's mouth she tells us that it is time to

Old Soldiers Decorating Their Comrades' Graves

stop war. The spider was the world's first engineer and suspension

bridge builder. Would it not be fine to have our boys in blue wheel

up one of their old cannon and the boys in gray wheel up one of their

old cannon and leave them close enough for the spider to spin her

suspension bridge between them? While the mother spider is build-

ing the bridge the Junior spiders could spin a beautiful web over the

mouth of each cannon. On the morning of the thirtieth of May the

Juniors of the North and the Juniors of the South could march
around the cannons and sing "The Star-Spangled Banner." Early

in the morning they will see something like diamonds on the web of

the suspension bridge. Some one might call them dew drops—the

Juniors can imagine they are tears. Imagine that nature has been

crying about the brave boys in gray and the brave boys in blue, who
sleep in soldiers' graves.

I

O

\o\

HAVE read that the humming-bird in Australia protects its home
with a lightning rod. Before a thunderstorm bursts, the prudent

bird covers the outside of its little nest with a spider's web. Silk is a

non-conductor of electricity, and since the spider web is silk the

humming-bird's nest is thereby made lightning-proof. The spider

web between the cannon of the North and the cannon of the South

will, let us hope, protect us from all future thunderstorms of war.

Three cheers for the spider and her web

!

MEMORIAL Day will some day, let us pray, be called Peace Day.

But spiders cannot do all the work; juniors must do most of the

work. Each boy and girl has a responsibility. The word "respon-

.'ibility," you think, is rather large. Yes, but like a big apple, you
Continued on page 513

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text :
" This day shall be unto

you for a memorial." Ex. 12:14.
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The Maker's Smile
THIS question was mooted, one day, among

sages,

Who'd studied the works of all men of all ages.

Whether Jesus, the Saviour, so gentle and mild.

Ever laid down his burden of sorrow and smiled.

They had read that he wept at the loss of his

friend ;

That he spake kindly words Magdalene to de-

fend ;

That he raised from the dead the one well-

beloved child.

But they never, no never, had read that he
smiled.

"Well, I know that he smiled," cried a child,

young and fair,

.\s she shook from her broad brow her warm
sunny hair.

And lifting aloft her sweet, heaven-blue eyes,

Gazing longingly, smilingly into the skies

;

"Yes, I know that he smiled when he held on his

knee
Little children, and said, 'Let them come unto

me,'

\ni then softly and kindly his dear hand he
laid

On their heads, or the children had sure been
afraid."

But they crowded around, nestled close to his

side.

And then he, with a smile, held his arms open
wide."

Ah, his smile must be lovely as day when it

dawns

;

Or the sun when the poor, frozen floweret it

warms.
And his love is as pure as the lily in bloom.
And it lightens the pathway for us to the tomb ;

May -we all have the beautiful faith of that

child,

And as fearlessly know that our dear Saviour
smiled.

Hopkinton, Mass. Henrietta E. Page.

A Strange Alpine Wedding

A NOVEL marriage took place late-

ly at St. Moritz, Switzerland.

The bride and bridegroom, both Swiss,

accompanied by the best man, numer-
ous bridesmaids and wedding guests,

all on skis, arrived at the church at St.

Moritz. The happy throng, after plac-
ing their skis against the walls of the
church, entered for the ceremony. The
bride, who carried a bunch of orange
blossoms, was clothed in white sweat-
er, short skirts and heavily-studded
boots. After the ceremony, the young
couple, while putting on their skis,

were vigorously showered with snow-
balls as a substitute for rice and then
chased several miles out of St. IMoritz.

However, as they were both expert
skiers, they soon outdistanced their
friends. They were met by two
guides, by whom they were conducted
to the nearest Alpine hut on the Ber-
nine range, where the honeymoon be-
gan. They planned to pass two weeks
in the Alps.

Anvil Sparks

. . Sin hates the man who makes it

stop and think.

. . Its righteous men are a city's rich-

est inheritance.

. .The wisdom God gives takes with
it all other gifts.

. . No life can be a failure when God
lives in the heart.

. .The hermit robs God and man
and steals from himself.

. . In spite of all the moral veneering
we are all spiritual corpses.

. .There are men and women who
would find heaven a perfect hell.

. . We are born and we grow up with
a mind that is blind to the truth of

God.
. .There is nothing like the love of

God for putting true courage in the
heart.

. .The touchstone of every man's
character is what he does with Jesus
Christ.

. .Hell is the insane asylum of the
universe, where men and women re-

member.
. . Christianity says, "Love your

neighbor as yourself." Society says,

"Find out what he is worth."

. .You majJ^ read the Bible through
several times every year, and never
know Christ.
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THE PERSONAL SIDE OF GEORGE V.
DURING the reign of the late King Edward

the Prince of Wales, now George V., did not

take a very important part in the affairs of

the kingdom and empire, the King only delegating

minor duties to his son and attending personally to

those of importance. As a result the Prince was

not to a great extent in the public eye, especially as

Edward was expected to rule over Britain and the

dominions beyond the seas for many years to come.

The unexpected death of King Edward has now
made his son the foremost figure in British affaii-s

and the people of all countries are seeking informa-

tion in regard to the new monarch and wondering
if he will follow in his father's footsteps or will

inaugurate a new policy for the throne. Every
anecdote in connection with the new King is eagerly

read to aid in forming an estimate of his character

and in forecasting the trend of events in the coming
reign.
King George ascends the throne at a compara-

tively early age, being forty-five on his last birth-

day. His father was Prince of Wales until he was
sixty, so that there is a fair prospect that the

reign just inaugurated will be a long one. The
new King is a little below the medium height, but

carries himself well, with a dignified and soldierly

bearing. He has a fair complexion with a good
color; his hair and beard are light. In personal

appearance he bears a strong likeness to his kins-

man the Emperor of Russia. He has always been

a great student and reader. It is the general

opinion in England that there are few men in public

life that are as well read as he. Not being bur-

dened with the cares of state he has taken advantage
of the time at his disposal to inform himself on all

topics connected with the empire so that he would
be well fitted for the onerous duties of the kingship
when they were thrust upon him.

It is a common phrase in the newspapers of this

country that the King reigns but does not govern.
People during the last few weeks are finding out
that this is only true in a degree. The death of

King Edward stopped the entire machinery of the
British government. It was found that he was the
main director of the foreign policy, and that the era
of peace which Europe had so long enjoyed was in

no small part due to his efforts as "peacemaker."
It is conceded that it is within the King's power to

make an almost complete overturn of his father's
policy by the mere matter of his personal influence

at times of international friction. He has stated,

however, that he means to follow in the path marked
by Edward, which has caused relief to those who
felt that he had "jingo" sentiments and was bitterly

anti-German. The late King was in constant com-
munication with his ministers regardless of which

party was in power, and the new King will find

plenty of opportunity to make his influence felt if he

so desires.

King George, it is said, glories in the fact that he

is a true English King with no foreign mannerisms.

He seldom uses any other language than English,

though when passing through the severe educational

course prescribed for princes he learned most of

The Children of King George V. (x) Duke of Cornwall

rlioto taken at Windsor Castle Ijy K W Histid

The Latest Portridt of Queen Mary

those of modern Europe. As soon as he was free of
his tutors he declared that English was good enough
for him and has refused to employ other tongues
even when talking with foreign rulers and diplo-

mats. His ambition to be British to the core has
pleased his subjects and they seem ready to bestow
on him the affection they had for his father if he
fulfils their ideal of what a constitutional King
should be in the same degree.
King George is very reserved in manner and does

not believe in a King showing much emotion. His
friends have been selected either from the old no-
bility whose names have been written large in Brit-

ish history, or from the men in the
empire "who have done things"

—

such as Lord Strathcona of Montreal,
who started in life as a trapper and
whose career is one of the romances
of modern achievement.

For people who care only for so-

ciety and a round of pleasure he has
little regard, and he only attends
those social functions which his ex-
alted position requires. As Prince
he only gave one reception and one
garden party a year, and after the
guests had been received he would be
found in some quiet corner with a
distinguished visitor talking over
some subject connected with the wel-
fare of national interests at home or
abroad. From a social standpoint,
therefore, the coming reign will prob-
ably not be so brilliant as the one
which has just closed. It is said that
the late King encouraged social func-
tions not only because he enjoyed
them himself, but also because it

helped the tradesmen of London.
King George has an entirely different
set of friends, who will now take the
chief place in the social world, and
many of those who have been known
everywhere will drop from sight.

Standing well back in the shadow of the throne
there had arisen an idea that the present Kitif;

would be but a figurehead, while others really stooc
at the helm of the ship of state. In connectior
with this rumor a prominent British statesmar
said recently that people would find they had madt
a big mistake. He said that ever since Princt
George was a subordinate naval officer he had beer
developing force of character; that he had stron;;
opinions, which would not be swayed by every pass
ing gust of public opinion, and that he had courage
to risk his throne if need be rather than agree tc

measures he considered wrong or unjustified. Dur
ing the recent debates on the budget he sat dailj

in one of the galleries of the Houses of Parliament
in order to get his information at first hand, and h(
talked with men in political life from all parts of tht
three kingdoms to get in touch with the drift oi

public opinion. It has been hinted that he is a mar
of Tory sympathies, but there is nothing in hi^

public acts or speeches to indicate that he will en-

deavor to keep one party or another in power. His
Consort, Queen Mary, is a woman of undoubtec
strength of character, who will be of great help tc

the King. She is very religious and has an intimate
acquaintance with public affairs. She had accom-
panied her husband around the world, visiting

British colonies, and has made a most favorable im
pression. She has a full knowledge of royal pre
rogatives and none of them will be allowed to lapse

while she is Queen.
It is fortunate that as Britain's power, her verj

existence in fact, depends on her navy, her new
King is one well versed in naval affairs. So ac
curate is his knowledge that the tables of ships
guns, and equipment of his own and foreign fleet;

is at his finger's end. He loved the sea and wa;
very happy when in active service and in commanc
of a cruiser. The story is told of a visitor on a

British warship being shown about by a young dust-

covered officer hastily told off from the command ol

a coaling party. The visitor was much pleasec
with the way things were explained and was mud
astonished when the captain informed him that the

officer, now back at his coaling duties, was the

"Sailor Prince." His former shipmates speak oi

him with great respect as an oflicer and appreciate
his knowledge of naval problems.
King George was much pleased and touched by tht

sympathy shown by Americans when Edward died,

In many cities flags hung at half mast until the

funeral. The picture of Wall Street with his en-

signs in mourning is an illustration of what could be

seen in many places. The sub-treasury to the left

of the statue was also draped. King Edward was a

friend of this country, and King George will con-

tinue the policy of good will. R. S. B.

Wall Street, New Yprk, with Flags at Half Mast

QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S LETTER TO HER PEOPLE
SELDOM has one brief letter stirred a nation's

heart as did that of the widowed Queen-Mother
Alexandra. The manifestations of grief on the
part of all cla.sses of her subjects, and the flood of
sympathetic messages has deeply affected her and
the letter was written to them and published in
every paper in the kingdom. It reminds the reader
much of the friendly letters sometimes addressed to
her people by Victoria. The letter of Alexandra is

here given

:

"From the depth of my poor broken heart I wish
to express to the whole nation and our own kind

people we love so well my deep-felt thanks for all

their touching sympathy in my overwhelming sor-
row and unspeakable anguish.
"Not alone have I lost everything in him, my be-

loved husband, but the nation, too, have suffered an
irreparable loss by their best friend, father and
sovereign thus suddenly called away. May God
give us all his divine help to bear this heaviest of
crosses, which he has seen fit to lay upon us. 'His
will be done.'

"Give to me a thought in your prayers which will
comfort and sustain me in all that I have to go

through. Let me take this opportunity of express-

ing my heartfelt thanks for all the touching letters

and tokens of sympathy I have received from all

classes, high and low, rich and poor, which are so

numerous that I fear it would be impossible for me
ever to thank everybody individually.

"I confide my dear son into your care, who, I

know, will follow in his dear father's footsteps, beg-

ging you to show him the same loyalty and devo-

tion you showed his dear father. I know that both

my dear son and daughter-in-law will do their ut-

most to merit and keep it."
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M'\ trumpet-blast to CHRISTENDOM
THE LAYMEN'S NATIONAL CONGRESS SOUNDS THE CALL TO WORLD CONQUEST

DR. J. H. MARSHALL Canada

W W ROWELL, Canada

;.;;]

DR. S. M. ZWEMER, Arabia

tASi:

PROF. C. M. KEELER, Musical Diteclor

PRINCE VUN. Kofea

IN seventy-five of the most important American
cities there have been unusual doings this past
winter among the laymen of the cHurches.

"Laymen's Conventions" and "Laymen's Move-
ment" have become familiar to readers of the daily

press. The Laymen's National Missionary Con-
gress, held in Chicago's greatest auditorium, May
3 to 6, was the result or climax, where 4,146 regis-

tered delegates of the nation's leading business and
professional men of all denorninations sat together

for three days and discussed the evangelization of

the world in this generation. They also discussed
the possibility of securing from Christians in

America a recognition of the nation's religious re-

sponsibility for the world.

The movement shows the will of Christ in taking
a practical step in the direction of unity; toward,
at least, co-operation. It unifies the convictions of
all who believe in "Christ for the world, and the
world for Christ," and by such unity it is produc-
ing greater sacrifices and greater efficiency. Men
are coming to the point where they are willing to
spend their lives and their millions in unifying the
church and universalizing the Gospel of Christ.

Evangelizing the Orient

The world is growing to be a very small place.

It is shrinking; we now measure distance by time.

The peoples of the Far East are realizing that the

customs of the West are to predominate. More
and more the life of America, its business, its in-

dustrial organizations, its commercial agencies, its

home politics, its foreign diplomacy, its literature,

its thousand lines of life going out to the ends of the
earth, must be utilized by the spirit of Christ. This
Western civilization has been wrought in love; this

same dominant principle is to be carried into East-
ei'n civilization. Then will all be brought in sub-
jection to the great Head of the church, Christ
Jesus.

The church is challenged to undertake the work.
Christ commanded that it be done. The men of the
church can and will do the work. There is no un-
dertaking too large in the business world to be
financed and carried to completion. Giving the
Gospel to the world in this generation, can be done,
the laymen can and will finance the undertaking,
and the volunteers will carry the message. Strong
business men are putting business methods into

missions and the attention of the business world is

being commanded; consequently missions have
passed the curio stage.

The Missionary Congress was a great success.

The sectional meetings for professional men, and
different classes of church workers were the means
of laying many plans for future work. The denom-
inational meetings resulted in the adoption of a
policy for the denomination holding the meeting,

which will become the slogan of that particular

branch of the church.

The Platform of the Congress

The work of the Congress and many months of

united work of the mission boards resulted in the

crystalization of a keen, clear-cut, wide-reaching,

and fundamental national policy, which, after a

number of addresses by leading representative men,
was adopted unanimously at the closing session. It

sets forth substantially that this first National
Missionary Congress in the United States, repre-

senting twenty millions of church members, recog-

nizes the immediate world-wide presentation of the

Gospel messages to be "the central and command-
ing obligation resting upon all Christian churches,

and declares its conviction that the church of our
generation can and should obey literally the great

commission of our Lord, to preach the Gospel to

every creature." It declares that there should be

provided from the churches of Christian lands an
average of at least one missionary to every twenty-

five thousand of the unevangelized. This would
require the quadrupling of the present force of

workers, and an increase in contributions from
$1 1,000,000 to about $45,000,000 annually. The lay-

men are equally responsible with the ministers to

pray and to plan, to give and to work. This is the

work of the organized church, and the natural

leaders are the ministers and the missionary

agencies of the various churches; all that is done in

the name of the Laymen's Movement should help to

strengthen these leaders. It urges the adoption by

every church of regular and thorough methods of

missionary education and finance, culminating once

each year in an organized personal canvass of each

congregation, and it recommends for universal

adoption the Scriptural plan of a missionary offer-

ing every week. The National Policy further rec-

ommends that there be formed in each individual

church a strong Missionary Committee, and that in

each city or county a co-operating committee of

laymen for pushing the work as opportunity offers.

It reminds all Christians of the duty of habitual

prayer for missions, which assures the divine bless-

ing; and it calls upon the whole membership of the

churches to "unite with us in discharging our per-

sonal and national missionary obligations." Union
is urged with the churches of Canada and through-
out Christendom for the spiritual conquest of the
world.

Missions as an Investment

Missions are the greatest investment that can be

made to bring returns in material as well as spirit-

ual things. The United States hold over one-

third of the total banking power of the world;
."52.5,000,000,000 is in the hands of Christians, and
$50,000,000 would not be too much to give yearly to

spreading the Gospel in the Far East. Every mis-
sionary sent to the foreign field pays back a thou-
sand fold. There is no trade-opener equal to the
Gospel. If boards of trade and chambers of com-
merce would finance the presentation of the Gospel
to heathen lands, it would pay enormously.
Some years ago, in the Philippines it appeared

that "the cup of iniquity" must be about full; but
with a new government it has become a fertile field.

With the English language spoken, a republican
form of government, and under the influence of
Christian teaching, the kingdom of God is rapidly
growing.
The idol of the pagan in the East is slowly giving

way to education. Anti-Christian Asia, educated
in Western things without Christianity, would evi-

dently bring social peril upon America and Europe,
and threaten with disaster our Christian civilization.

The Golden Opportunity

There never has been a time within a centuiy
when missionary higher educational institutions in

non-Christian lands held positions of more com-
manding influence than at present. They have
been established after a generation and more of
effort and sacrifice, and to-day their great worth to

the country is recognized. They are crowded with
the best young men and young women of those
countries, who are eager to learn, not only modern
science, philosophy and literature, but Western re-

ligion as well.

Properly supported and directed, it is in the power
of the Christian world to determine now in this

decade, what shall be the future character of the
general education of the East. As the non-Chris-
tian world is educated to-day, so will be its civiliza-

tion of to-morrow.
The educational conquest of the East calls for

men of the widest culture and statesmanship, and
of the highest Christian character and purpose, to-

gether with a financial support that will enable this

work to render the service the countries themselves
are now demanding.
An adequate system of Christian education in

non-Christian lands to-day spells international
peace, religious toleration, Christian civilization and
the recognized supremacy in the next generation of
Christian ideals among all races.
Although the missionary agency is one of the

greatest forces at work on the non-Christian world,
the total annual expenditure for foreign missions
is less than the cost of three battleships and not as
much as the annual maintenance of the Italian

navy. Yet small as it is, it has not only advanced
civilization, but has been and is required to support
it. Civilization rests upon great moral ideas. It

is not a mere commercial affair. It could not be at
all the great commercial affair it is, if it were not
for the moral ideas which underlie it.

Lewistown, III. L0Y.4L W. Madden.

Current Events of Interest

—Prtnce Tsai Tao, of China, uncle to the present Chinese
Emperor, has been the honored guest of the metropolis for
some time past. Accompanied by Lord Li and suite, and es-

corted by several distinguished Americans, the Prince has been
seeing the sights. He marveled at the discipline and order of
the Metropolitan police ; he visited the mayor's office in the
City Hall, the port defenses. Grant's Tomb, the museums, etc.,

and was greatly entertained. Prince Tsai states that one of the
chief objects of his mission is to promote a better understand-
ing between China and this country. China is passing throutrh
a great crisis, he says, and what it needs most now is men able
to do the work that lies before it. It depended largely upon
the men now being trained in the United States to carry out
this task. Prince Tsai is a keen observer and a good speaker.
—May 18 is recognized as "Hague Day" by the Federal

Council of the Churches of Christ in America, representing a
membership of 17,000,000, this being the day when the first

Great Peace Conference opened its sessions at The Hague. On
"Hague Day" all the various societies of young people repre-
sented in the Council met wherever possible to discuss the
world's peace.

J. B. SlilWAN, Washington, D. C.

DR. SAMUEL B. CAPEN, Chr. Exec. Com.

CEORGE SHERWOOD EDDY, India

REV. W. HOTCHKISS, Africa

DR. J L DEARING. Jaoan

\^P

J. CAMPBELL WHITE, Secretary
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Edward the Peacemaker

AFTER a reign of nine years, during which com-

- paratively short period he won the cordial love

of all classes in his own land and the esteem of

Europe, America, and the civilized world, Edward

VII. has been gathered to his fathers. That he

was a good ruler is the unanimous verdict in all

lands. Tactful and gracious in public affairs, wise

and gonservative in the influence he exerted on

British policies, he found his highest field of useful-

ness and performed his most valuable service in the

role of peacemaker. Little wonder that Premier

Asquith, with bowed head and trembling lips, should

have eulogized him in Parliament as "an arbiter of

ripe experience; a reverent worshiper of the tradi-

tions of his country and a watchful guardian of the

constitution." He was more than the mere friend

of international peace; he was the ardent personal

advocate of arbitration and conciliation. Taking
the ground that there was no misunderstanding be-

tween peoples or governments that was incapable

of adjustment by reasonable methods, and the appli-

cation of the principles of international lavv and
equity, he patched up more quarrels and amicably
and skilfully adjusted more difficult diplomatic

tangles than any other monarch of his day. He
had the greatest of navies, and armies on three

continents, yet war to him was abhorrent. It has

been said of him by one who knew him well that "he
negotiated treaties of the sort that can only be

reached by a grasp of the hand."
While not a great king in the sense of dazzling

achievement, he was great in those quahties that go
to make an admirable and satisfactory ruler and a

happy and prosperous people. Edward was more of

a citizen of the world than any of his royal con-

temporaries. He had traveled far and observed
much, and he had learned wisdom and had become
broad-minded in the school of experience. In every
Continental capital he was always assured of a
cordial welcome. He was the good "uncle" to many
young potentates and the confidential adviser of all.

France, Italy, Russia, Austria have each had the

benefit of his sagacious counsel and even the German
Emperor has more than once come under the spell

of "Uncle Edward's" sound and persuasive advice.

Of the United States, which he visited when a youth,
he entertained the kindest recollections, and what-
ever perturbations might disturb British politics, he
was always a loyal believer in the maintenance of

good relations with our people.

It has been regarded by some as especially unfor-
tunate that he should have passed away at a time
when Great Britain is facing a serious constitutional

crisis; but it is not unlikely that an affliction which
fills all classes with equal sorrow, may serve to

lessen the bitterness of the political struggle and
may ultimately help in reaching a satisfactory solu-
tion. A universal grief dwarfs all other considera-
tions, in politics as well as in private life, and often
transforms the bitterest enemies into friends. Thus
his influence may still be that of a peacemaker, and
may aid in bringing order out of the present chaos
of British politics.

One Result of Proper Athletics

VARIOUS papers have been recently commenting
on a statement made by a prominent educator

that the boys in our high schools and academies, who
are caught cheating in class or in examination, are
seldom those who are interested in athletics, and
that the spirit of manliness and "fair play" de-

manded on the field is carried into the schoolroom.
While this is spoken of in the press as a new idea,

it is well known to students of athletic questions.
Proper exercise under competent instructors de-
velops the body and clears the brain. Physical cul-
ture demands a high and pure standard of living,
and almost inevitably higher standards of thinking
are a result. This is not an inevitable course, for
exceptions are found, but the general results of in-

creased manliness, a desire to be fair and square
and win or lose on one's merits, is a result expected
from long experience by physical directors in our
Y. M. C. A., schools and colleges.

Professionalism in athletics is now frowned upon,
as is the spirit formerly manifested to win at all
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costs. No more inspiring spectacle of American
young manhood can be seen than at some inter-

school meet where the victor is cheered by all re-

gardless of the colors he wears. Of course there is

the constant danger of overdoing athletics and mak-
ing them an evil in themselves instead of the means
to make a healthy body as the temple for a healthy

mind, but it was a wise step when physical training

took its place in our schools along with mental
training. The result has been a finer type of young
man, whose ideals are high, "who plays fair," to

use the schoolboy expression, and who keeps it up
in after life where the problems are harder and more
difficult. In the hard battle for existence that greets

every schoolboy when he starts out to earn his place

in the world the lessons of self-control, of honor,

the courage he had to develop in his school, are all

needed as well as the mental training he has re-

ceived. With these a young man who has stood

well in his classes will in ten years stand far ahead
of the youth who has neglected his body and whose
face has borne the hectic flush instead of the rosy

color of right living.

The Laymen's Congress

IT was a memorable day for Christian America
when the great Missionary Congress, represent-

ing twenty millions of earnest laymen, sent out its

official declaration that world-evangelization could

be accomplished in this generation. That this is

practicable we firmly believe. So much progress

has already been made with limited means and
without a complete organization that it is simply a

question of united organized effort and ample appro-

priations to complete the work. The convention did

not look off into the distant future and indulge in

yearnings, as other conventions have done. It looked

from a commanding Pisgah-height from which could

be clearly seen the land to be occupied. China,
Africa, Tibet, South America have been only par-

tially evangelized, and while much remains to be

done, it can be done in our own day, under divine

blessing and direction, if the great forces of Chris-

tendom unite for an aggressive campaign. We
commend the call of the Laymen's Congress to all

who are praying and working and looking forward
in hope to the complete fulfilment of the Great Com-
mission.

Modem Sorcerers

SIMON "the Sorcerer" was the idol of the Samari-
tan people. His magical art seemed to fascinate

them and they were ready to believe anything of

such a wonder-worker. Too clever to permit them
to penetrate his tricks, he led them to believe they
were wrought by supernatural power. This tal-

ented impostor was almost worshiped by the Sa-

maritans at the time the apostles visited that coun-
try. Then, as the record in Acts tells us, when the

Sorcerer saw the apostles imparting spiritual power
and healing, as Jesus had commanded, jealous of

these new rivals, he instantly offered to pay them
to teach him what he conceived to be the secret
formula by which they touched the souls and hearts
of men. Peter's reply must have astounded him.
He spurned the offer. "Thy money perish with
thee," he said, "because thou hast thought that the
gift of God may be purchased! . . . Thou hast
neither part nor lot in this matter, for thy heart is

not right in the sight of God."
To-day, the Sorcerer has his antitypes in many

American communities. We are living in a time
that surpasses all others in the number and boldness
of its spiritual impositions. On every side, we see
or hear vulgar offers to impart "the gift of God"
for money. A writer in the World's Work has a
very timely article on this topic, in which he un-
sparingly exposes these mercenaries. He finds that
all over the country the Holy Spirit is made a sub-
ject of trade and barter like worldly merchandise,
and that the divine power of healing body and soul
is trafficked in as one would sell meat and drink.

Moreover, these spiritual traders have a tariff of
their own, by means of which they undertake to sell
salvation at fixed rates. There is sharp competition
among them and they do not scruple to cry down
each other's wares, after the manner of peddling
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tradesmen. Those who conduct these business
in advertisements that bear all the earmarks
the auctioneer, describe their power in the cv
of blindness, deafness, deformities, etc. "ji

as the Master did." This reference to the worli
Redeemer in a catchpenny advertisement is the k
limit of impious mendacity. It is difficult to unds
stand how any sane and well balanced person coi

be deceived by such transparent quackery; yet t

business is apparently profitable. Like Simon
Samaria, they prey upon the ignorant and the sup;
stitious; but they fairly outclass "the Sorcerer"
his own game in their wildly extravagant claii

and their spiritual pretentions. They are probat
within the law; for ours is a land where such o\

rageous absurdities may flourish. But only for
while, for these are among the short-lived epheme
of the present stage of intellectual and religious (

velopment, and will soon pass, leaving not even
trace. The worst feature of it is that good, simp
but over-credulous people are frequently fou
among the victims, and these have to pass throu
a bitter experience before their eyes are open a
they come back to their right bearings.

General Notes
—The Railroad Bill, the first of the important Administ

tion measures In President Taft's legislative programme, pas

the house of Representatives by a fair majority. An amei
ment permitting railroad mergers under certain conditions v

defeated.
—All England is discussing the question whether or not

royal oath or declaration to be made by King George shall

modified to exclude those passages in which the monarch :

jures the Roman Church. The passages are those that dc

transubstantiation, declare the invocation to the Virgin a

the celebration of mass to be superstitious and idolatrous a

which particularly disown the authority of the Papal Chur
It is said that the young king has expressed a wish to omit
passages for the reason that they are regarded as offensive
his Catholic subjects. However this may be, there is anotl
consideration which troubles the British statesmen in this C'

nection, and that is the possibility of such a modification of

oath paving the way for a Catholic succession to the Brit
throne.

—Independence Day this year will be celebrated in C;

fornia with a prize-fight. All the rowdyism of the State an<

good—or bad—lot of it from other States will meet there,

witness a brutal encounter between two men who have trail

for the occasion pretty much as animals are trained for

Spanish bull-fight or as gladiators were trained for their co

bats in the old Roman arena. Millions of dollars in was;
will change on the result of this ruffianly affair and in all li

lihood it will be a leading feature of thousands of "movi
picture" shows all over the country. How does such a desec
tion of the nation's birthday speak for the quality of our i

triotism and of our boasted civilization ?

A READER of this paper, in Lake City, Neb., writes stroni

favoring the agitation of the project for an international na

police force for preserving peace on the high seas. This is

no means a new proposition. It was advocated and discus:

by this journal long before the first Hague Conference met.

has since been considered in all its phases by numerous pul

cations. In the present condition of affairs, however, we ;

compelled to admit that the plan, while an ideal one, is see

ingiy very remote from prospective realization. Our Nebra;
reader suggests a practical duplication of every warship he

after to be built, one duplicate in each case to be placed at i

disposal of an international peace tribunal for policing J
seas. This suggestion is certainly novel, but we think it lit

likely to be taken seriously.
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FHE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

The Peace Tree

J

.-.y

|"1HE culminating incident of the dedication of

the Peace Palace, the new home of the Inter-

- national Bureau of American Republics at

ashington, on April 26, was the planting of a

ace Tree in the palace grounds by President Taft.

.long those present at the exercises were President

'ft, Secretary Knox, Senator Root, Andrew Car-

ijie, the Mexican Ambassador, Bishop Harding,
(rdinal Gibbons, and John Barrett, director of the

; reau. A million dollars had been put into the

ine palace with its beautiful architecture and
ctly furnishings to represent the idea of peace and
pd will in the Western Hemisphere. What an
ipropriate thing it was to plant a tree—something-

fit lives, and grows, and responds to God's sun-

Ihtand free air, and produces loveliness and grate-

i shade—to express the same idea of friendliness

jd universal brotherhood among the nations of our

"jstern world! The custom of planting trees in

ilividual grounds, public parks, seats of learning-

id elsewhere, has always contained the highest sen-

t'lents and been accompanied with the greatest

car and joy. Through the history of the world
ties have been memorials of events most important

jd tragical. On October 31, 1687, Sir Edmund
>»dros, the royal governor, came to Hartford and
(-nanded the charter in the name of King James II.

. ter a lengthy discussion in

i; assembly, the lights were
cinguished, and the charter
' s taken by Captain William
"idsworth of Hartford and
(icealed in a hollow oak tree,

id toward this Charter Oak
krty-loving people have ever

Iked. The apple tree at Ap-
]-nattox will ever speak of the

]i-sonal friendship of two
j'jat leaders and universal

utherhood. When the late

;ng Edward, as the Prince of

"lies, visited our country in

:30 and was received in a be-

ting manner, he went accom-
]nied by the President and
(ler distinguished representa-
tes to Mount Vernon, to the

tnb of Washington, and it

vs then that Prince Albert
Iward planted a tree upon a
lely mound near the tomb
;d took back home with him a

<mpanion seed to plant in

indsor Forest, and thus the
'ir expectant to the English
"i.-one paid reverence to one
'lom his ancestors called a
Del, but who is considered by
^; countrymen of the present
jneration as a patriot and
utesman. When at the death
<, Victoria he took the ruler-
i p of the British empire, he
' s level-headed, tactful and
lidly in his administration,
id pre-eminently a man of
]ice. There have been few rulers in Europe in

I'dern times who have contributed more to the

lice of nations than Edward VII. Mr. Alfred
'istin, the poet laureate, in his verses on the death
< King Edward, entitled "The Truce of God," ex-

]3sses this idea in poetry scarcely up to the stand-
d of the thought.

Fdr peace he wrou(fht.
His constant thought
Beinsr how to shield his realm against
Strife's baleful star.

-..ward planted peace trees everywhere. Leaders
<d peoples in both hemispheres are doing their part
i ushering in the era of peace which Christ repre-
iited and for which he prayed.
nd I will give peace in the land, and ye shall lie down, and none

s II make you afraid : and I will rid evil beasts out of the land,

• ;her shall the sword go through your land. (Lev. 26 : 6.)

l:hard Watson Gilder Memorial
A committee has undertaken the task to raise
'30,000 of endowment for Gilder fellowships in

•lumbia University for the promotion of good
<izenship. About $.50,000 of the amount has
J-eady been secured and the friends of the dead
ithor and patriot will no doubt soon secure the
Jnaining .$.50,000 needed. In a letter from Cairo

^
the chairman of this Richard Watson Gilder

i'morial Fund, Colonel Roosevelt writes: "Like so
^ny others, I have mourned the loss of Richard
atson Gilder as one of the truest, stanchest and

rnost delightful of friends and one of the best of
citizens. He combined to a singular degree sweet-
ness and courage, idealism and wholesome common
sense. It may be truthfully said that he was an
ideal citizen for such democracy as ours. He was a
man of letters; he was a lover of his kind who
worked in a practical fashion for the betterment of
social and economic conditions; and he took keen
and effective interest in our public life. No worthier
American citizen has lived during our time." The
estimate of Mr. Gilder by the ex-President is dis-
criminating and just, and the memorial proposed of
such a good and really great man will be more en-
durable than any of marble or brass which could be
erected, and expresses the thought of the Good Book

:

The memory of the just is blessed. (Prov. 10 : 7.)

A Blue Rose

A genuine blue rose, which florists have been try-
ing many years in vain to produce, is said to be the
achievement of Professor Elwyn Waller, of Morris-
town, N. J. The petals of the flower on opening have
a purplish pink shade, which later turns into a bril-

liant steel blue. The plant is from the seed of the
ordinary crimson rambler. There is scarcely any
department of science which is more mysterious and
interesting than the culture of plant life, than the
painting and blending and moulding of plants by
the human hand. The room God has left for the

President Taft Planting the "Peace Tree " in the Peace Palace Grounds, Washington, D. C

mastery of nature by the human intellect in laying

hold of" the sunshine and shower and soil and seed

and making them do his bidding, suggests the likeli-

hood that God has left room in the arrangement of

his natural world for a divine intelligence and affec-

tion to lay hold upon the elements of nature and
make them minister to the happiness and welfare of

his children. This special providence is amply
described in the New Testament and the Old.

The Lord thy God hath blessed thee in all the works of thy hand :

he knoweth thy walking through this great wilderness ; these forty

years the Lord thy God hath been with thee; thou hast lacked

nothing. (Deut. 2:7.)

Six Centuries Old

Six persons attended a birthday party in New
York City recently in honor of the 109th birthday

of Mendel Diamond, and their ages aggregated 641

years. Mr. Diamond escorted to the table Mrs.

Esther Davis, who blushed at the mention of her

117 summers. Beside Mrs. Davis were Malke
Bernstein, 106 years old; Mrs. Rachel Marcus, 102;

Mrs. Rose Arnwald, 107; Mischla Schalchetsky, 100.

The youth at the feast was Isaac Goldsmith, 80

years old. The entertainment was given at the

Home of the Daughters of Jacob, a retreat for aged

Hebrews. Mr. Diamond said that he could not re-

member anything in the last fifty years of his life

that had given him so much pleasure as the banquet

his honor. He tells with great clearness and

thirteen, saw Napoleon Bonaparte lead the remnant
of his defeated army from the battlefield of Water-
loo. Although a hundred and nine years of age, he
says his name was never printed in the newspaper
until a few months ago. These aged Hebrews in
earthly longevity are approaching the limit of the
life of the great law-giver of their nation

:

And Moses was a hundred and twenty years old when he died

;

his eye was not dim, nor his natural forces abated. (Deut. 34:7.)

Golden Rule Pays

Mr. F. W. Ramsey, of the Cleveland Foundry
firm, Cleveland, O., made an address before the Na-
tional Civic Federation in which he indicated that
the Golden Rule is practically workable in the busi-

ness enterprises of life. He made a special reference
to this practical working in his own foundiy. It

seemed that their stamping machines injured the
hands of a large number of the workmen. An ex-

pert was set to the task of reducing the injuries,

and the number injured was reduced fifty per cent,

at once. The introduction of compressed air in dis-

charging the dies from under the stamps practically

took away the rest of the hazard and the men in the
department, unannoyed by peril and unfettered by
injury, by the increased value of their service paid
for the improvement many times over. It was found
that in the soldering department poisonous gases
were released that literally slew those who tried to

work there. A forced-draft
ventilating system was installed

to protect the lives of the men,
and the increased efficiency of
the men paid for the improve-
ment and more too. Labor
troubles sprang up in the
foundry and after a prolonged
contest it was resolved to take
all the men back on their own
terms, but one, the leader of the
strike, who had been peculiarly
ungrateful and disloyal. The
men refused to return to work
unless this leader was also em-
ployed. The man was allowed
to return. Soon after it was
discovered that the man had
tuberculosis and the proprie-
tors of the foundry sent him
away to a health resort in the
mountains, paid all his ex-
penses and supported his fam-
ily while he was away, and he
returned to his task to be the
intense friend of the company,
and the men, when they saw
the love and magnanimity that
had been manifested by the
firm, did the best work and
more of it than they had ever
done, and the financial report
of the year justified dealings of
justice, tenderness and mercy.
There are other institutions

like this foundry at Cleveland
which remind us that Christ,

who best understands the hu-
man heart and the best meth-

ods to be used in human enterprises, is wise in

laying down his Golden Rule for human conduct:

Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them : for this is the law and the prophets.

(Matt. 7 : 12.)

Lost Life Rescuing Purse

Mr. Edward Heide of the firm of Heide & Co.,

dyers of New York City, was coloring some netting

when a bottle of benzine exploded, enveloping the

man and room in a sheet of blue flame. His part-

ner, who was near, caught him and dragged him
into the hall to a place of safety. He thought of his

vest and his money in the pocket, and ran into the

room where it hung to get it, and was cut off by the

flames and burned to a crisp. Hundreds of thou-
sands of people kill themselves in their quest of

money, a large majority of whom never succeed in

getting what they go after, and many others who do
succeed in the accumulation of fortunes do it at the
expense of health and life, and the marble palaces
and beautiful grounds occupied by widows in almost
every community in the nation, tell what a sacrifice

there often is, and what a martyrdom in the achieve-
ment of earthly success in these strenuous times.

There are multitudes who kill themselves spiritually

in the pursuit of money, some succeeding, most not
succeeding in their effort. This folly is solemnly
denounced in the question of the Master:

What is a man profited, if he shall gain the whole world, and
lose his own soul ? (Matt. 16 : 26.)intensity of interest the story of how he, a lad of
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Women in Council

THIS department will be greatly strengthened if

each one who reads it will say to herself, "I

wish to do my share in contributing a new

idea, giving an experience or stating a theory which

may be of practical value to my sister women." This

week the first place is accorded to describing an

incident which will probably interest most women.

FoIk-in-Law The almost constant complaints

which are made by relations-in-

law concerning misunderstandings, jars and discords

would cease to exist if folk-in-law would only con-

sent to be folk-in-love. Why, when this life is so

brief at the longest and so uncertain at the best of

times, should there so often be injustice and conse-

quent heartache between those who should be mu-
tually considerate? Sometimes a man
chooses his wife, takes her to his

home, and then permits his mother to

criticise the wife's conduct and sneer

at her inexperience. A husband who
does this is unmanly. He may be a

good son, but he is not a loyal com-
rade to the woman who has left her

father's house to be his partner in

life. The meddlesome mother-in-law
is herself unworthy and has much for

which to answer.
A brother and sister living under

the same roof, but in separate estab-

lishments, have a great deal of fric-

tion because the unmarried sister and
the brother's wife cannot see life

from the same viewpoint. Here, too,

common sense should be called upon,

and each woman should learn that

she cannot altogether have her own
way and must make concessions.

When people come together in mar-
riage each approaches the new life

from a different background. Some-
times a young wife is supersensitive;

again, an old-fashioned father and
mother-in-law do not understand, and
have little patience with what to them
is the ultra refinement of their son's

town-bred wife. Until relations-in-

law learn to be relations-in-love there
will be lack of harmony where the

melody should be without a flaw.

A Guest Book A guest book is

easily made and is

a pleasant possession in a hospitable
household. It may be a simple blank
book, or, if homemade, may have cov-
ers painted in pretty designs by an
artistic home daughter. Each friend
who is entertained beneath the roof
is asked on taking leave to write his

or her name and the date of depart-
ure. Often the friend writes a senti-

ment or adds a wish, and sometimes
takes the opportunity of expressing
appreciation of pleasant times. A
house at Far Rockaway had some
years ago the distinction of enter-
taining from time to time artists,

poets, scholars and distinguished au-
thors. In the guest book of the
hostess these people left pictures,
pen and ink sketches, jests and witty
speeches which made the book inter-
esting to all permitted to turn its

pages. A friend keeps her guest
book in her spare chamber. Needless to say, she
does not reside in a city flat. On its first page she
has inscribed the familiar poem by Ellen C. Gates,
beginning "Sleep well within this quiet room." She
suspends her book from a peg on the dressing bu-
reau, and it is furnished with a pencil attached to
a cord. She loves to look over the names of dear
guests who have tarried with her from time to time.

Bi! MARGARET E. SANGSTER

phone and posters—the work of a school-girl

—

advertising time and place, were conspicuously

shown in the railway station and the windows of

the club house. No expense was involved, as a

friend lent her grounds for the place of meeting,

barrels on which boards were laid served for the

accommodation of the plants and flowers, and the

ladies to whom belonged the credit of the happy
thought served as saleswomen. Every one was
asked to contribute a growing plant, not necessarily

a potted plant, but one that was taken up by the
roots, with plenty of surrounding earth. These
were sold at prices ranging from two cents to fifteen.

Flowers in bloom and potted were sold at a slightly

lines. Here is another pertinent example of wjt
may be done, without much fuss or long prepai-
tion

:

'

An
Impromptu
Afternoon Tea

d ,

S- ;,

r

Miss Mary Worthington as the "May Queen" at Bryn Mawr

AT Bryn Mawr University, the young lady students held a very merry May-Day cele-
•'V bration. The Lady of the May, Miss Mary Worthington, a niece of President
Thomas, took her place beneath the central May-pole. Four oxen dragged it forth in
state; Robin Hood laid a vi-reath of flowers on her hair; and the dances and plays began.
Each play was given three times and each dance repeated four times, so that the spec-
tators could see them all. Pyramus and Thisbe carried on a flirtation in one corner.
The "Masque of Flowers" proceeded in another. St. George fought the dragon under a
big oak tree; and the Reversby Sword Play absorbed the attention of a particular group
not far away. "The Hue and Cry After Cupid ' was presented in the cloister. Little
Mary Skinner, the eight-year-old daughter of Otis Skinner, took part in the elfin dance
of the cupids. Miss Helen, the daughter of President Taft, personated Duke Theseus in
"The Midsummer Night's Dream." She was arrayed in royal purple and presented a
noble appearance. A striking feature of this unique programme was the presentation
of a pleasant conceited comedy," the rare "Old Wives' Tale" of George Peele, and the
number most interesting of all, perhaps, to the students of early English literature.

"Dear Mrs. Sangster: Will u

let a group of girls slip into y r

page and tell their mothers w t

they lately did for the help o a

very poor family? The oldest of us is nineteen :

the youngest fourteen and we are a Bible CI
organized into a club. We made our plans for
tea on a Sunday afternoon as we were walk-
toward our homes. We stopped at the home of e

oldest girl and discussed ways and means, o
time was to be wasted, for a certain family knc n
to us was in very great trouble. We decided t t

we would have our tea on the next Saturday af ,-

noon in the chapel of our church. We had not s
given out in the school and sent poll
cards to a number of our frieis.

We offered tea and sandwiches It

four o'clock and we had a table r

home-made candy and cake. e

dressed in kimonos and made i
-

selves look as much like Japai e

girls as we could. We had ci e

paper to cover our tables; we i d

paper napkins, and the ladies of e

church lent us the dishes. It =

great fun getting ready for the s i,

and we did everything on Satury
morning. By six o'clock on Saturly
afternoon our treasurer had mo y
enough to make the family of r

friend, Mrs. M., quite comforta ;,

and to provide milk for the baby r

a whole month.
"Jessie & Eleanor.

The daughters are welcome W|n
the mothers meet in council. Tl e

girls are enterprising and he
started well in the field of Chris n

endeavor.

A Dissenting "I did not appi e

Voice of a recent arl e

of yours on e

Family Page, although I usu y
think that your views are sensie

and womanly. How can you toleile

the dog? You speak of dogs 'is

friendly. They may be frieriy

to their owners, but they gifl

and bark at strangers, or, if t^
have amiable dispositions, jumpii
them with muddy feet and im
their costumes. I do not agree \ h

you that dogs make good pets r

children. In the Bible dogs 'e

spoken of in terms of contempt.

I

should be glad if both dogs and J-

loons were banished from this lip.

Personally I like you, dear J 5.

Sangster, but I am shocked to as -

tain that you are a lover of the d(
"

higher price. In some cases friends exchanged
plants, paying five or ten cents for the privilege.
Cut flowers donated from gardens were sold at a
lower rate than it is possible to purchase them in
the florists' shops. The market was open for three
hours and the amount realized for a mission in
which we women are interested was twenty-five
dollars and fifty cents."—L. C. D.

A Plant "We have recently had a flower
Exchange and market in our little village. It
Flower Market was also a plant exchange. Word

was sent around from one neigh-
bor to another, messages were spoken over the tele-
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Not only is the suggestion of our correspondent
feasible, but it is especially timely, and may easily
be put into practice at this season. Women's ways
of raising money naturally fall into accustomed

When A bride leaving tr

the Bride home town wl e

Leaves Home she knew every e

and every one ki .v

her, found herself at sea when be|i-

ning her life in a large city, wl[e

her husband occupied a conspicuis

position. He was a man of aff^'s

and introduced his wife to a sor'|f

society in contrast to that with wljh

she was familiar. She sent an '-

ploring letter to a friend across the continent 1
-

ging to have a half dozen books on etiquette sent i'

by express. The friend wrote in reply that if e

young wife retained the simple manner of her (

n

domestic circle, and the good manners which v e

practised in the village where she had received i'

training, she need not waste her money on mam s

of behavior. This was the truth. Good manners e

the same all around the globe. Little points atft

\isiting cards, the form of invitation, acceptai'-S

and regrets, the way of entertaining guests at (i-

ner or a wedding, the right sort of notes to sency
way of thanks for gifts and favors, and everytkg
else in deportment are soon learned.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New YorJ^

-<i

:

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER TEN—Contmued

W'^
fader! My moeder!" cried

Virginia.
"Why do you trouble

ent?" cried Rose. "Are you going

th him? If so, go! If not, why
ake sorrow for others?"

"Do not marry a man you hate, Vir-

lia," said Arent. "Come with me.
lere are four other women on board,

me! Do not fear. I will care for

u."

"Oh, what shall I do. Rose?"
"What your heart tells you to do."

"I am so miserable!"
"Then say a cheerful good-by to

ent. Why cross his way with tears?"

So Arent kissed the weeping girl,

d then taking Rose's hand they went
jether to the front door. There, in

liles and sunshine, they parted, full
' a hope that Love made sure. Three
ousand miles of trackless wastes of

iter, and unplumbed depths of death,

uld not separate them; they knew
'at all-conquering Love would steer

'eir barks to the haven where they
)uld meet again.
A little wearied and distrait, Rose
turned to her friend. She wished to

use some enthusiasm in her, but
'uld touch no subject to which Vir-
,nia was responsive. P^ven the good
•ws about Joris had not been satisfac-

ry. Among the beauties of London,
,hy should he remember a homespun
lonial girl like her? Also, he he-

aved himself to have just cause for
rgetting—yes, everything appeared
be against Virginia at thi.s time,

id the long suspense and uncertainty
)Out her marriage had completely
I'oken her usually bright, hopeful
lirits.

The girl had a conscience sensitive
; a nerve, and the kidnaping of Ba-
'.vius for the King's service had al-

ost from the first hour of its inception
used Virginia fear and suffering, and
ime remorse. Then Captain Harley's
ew of the matter had convinced her
lat she must carry a life-long secret,

seemed an unbearable burden. And
hat if Batavius should accuse her?
e was a strangely suspicious, far-
ming man where Batavius De Vries
as concerned.

So Rose's enjoyment of the situation
most angered her, and she was glad
jiough when Rose reminded her that
jie "might keep all her fingers out of
ie abduction pie. If Joris should go
) India!"

"Joris go to India! Oh, Rose, you
ave promised me to see him as soon
s you reach London."
"Of course I shall."
"What will you say to him?"
"I will confess everything to him.
will leave you as white as a lily leaf,
will take all the blame."
"It will be weeks yet before he sees

ou. He will forget me. How can he
elp it? Rose, what will you say to
im?"

,
"I will tell him you are the loveliest

'onder in America, that you are as
rue as life and death to him, that you
ave shut your.self away from all
)vers for his sake, that you live only
) remember him, that you will marry
one but him."
i|You promise all this?"
"On my honor, I promise it! My

r.st business in London will be to see
oris Artaveldt."
"But, Ro.se, Joris believes I have

een false to him."
"And you are such a little fool as to

Tiagine that any one is cured of love
y the falseness of love? Now, Ba-
avius- ."

"I hate Batavius!"
"-My opinion exactly. But let me

tell you soberly, it is dangerous to say
such words now. When the gentleman
disappears, they might be remembered.
I shall wear my pink frock, and let

down my hair, languish a little for his
benefit. La, my dear! we shall have a
delightful evening between the Cap-
tains three. My father is a quiet man,
Lawson comes to observe, Batavius will
fill the whole canvas."
"Perhaps he may astonish you."
"I have no doubt of it. I have seen

the abominable likeness of Hyder Ali,
the brutal King of the Mysore. It is

very like Batavius. I suppose that he
will be here early."

Rose's supposition was correct. Ba-
tavius was present at the tea table,
looking as nearly like a Barbary pirate
as a moral and respectable merchant
captain could look. One expected ad-
ventures from a creature so romantic-
ally attired. And this note of romance
was emphasized by a short sword, or
yataghan, whose broad sheath was
studded with jewels.
"A trifle which I picked up after the

storming of Gwalior," he explained to
Lord Harley and Captain Lawson.
And this remark led naturally to the
great point of interest—the rich king-
doms of Hindustan which England
was then subjugating. Quickly Bata-
vius unrolled the maps and charts he
had brought with him, and as he
talked, and explained, the two English
captains listened with almost breath-
less wonder to his tale. For on this
subject Batavius was an inspired man.
He led them through the dangerous
straits and waterways, and it was as
if he was standing at his mainmast
teaching the navies of the world the
mystic roads into these old treasure
lands. "Temples!" he snapped his
fingers at the word. "They were mere
hiding places for the incredible wealth
of the rajahs. It was right to loot

them. It was even a duty."

And for once the egotism of Bata-
vius was becoming, was even magnifi-
cent. Virginia looked at him with
half-shut eyes, and wondered, liking
him none the better for his deeds of
prowess. Rose cried out with en-
thusiasm, "You ought to be ruling an
Indian principality!"
"We shall see him Loi-d of Mysore

yet!" said Captain Lawson, and Lord
Harley added, "You are a very wizard,
De Vries. You must have been born
in India, sir."

"I was born in Amsterdam, gentle-
men, and christened in the Oude Kirke
there. But my Captain there"—and
he bowed to Captain Van Vroom

—

"taught me all these things. When I

was a little lad, twelve years old, he
began to teach me the ways, and the
winds, and the seas, and the river
mouths of these burning lands." And
again he rose and bowed to Captain
Jansen Van Vroom, who sat smiling
and nodding.
And for this confession, and this

courtesy, Katrina gave Batavius her
hand, and forgave him much she had
laid up in her heart against him.
When the little party broke up, Rose

stood by Captain Lawson's side for a

few minutes, and asked, "Is he not the

very man you want?"
"He is the man for our need. Look

at his eye.s—and his big hands. They
could carry a ship anywhere he wanted
her to go. And he has been learning
these seas twenty years in order to be

ready for us."
"You are satisfied with him?"
"On my word, the greatest possible

find—not a bad fellow either
"

"As you take him—nasty to ladies— makes them sick — makes them
.shiver and creep, and grow cold and

Continued on next page
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The woman "who does her own work
ought to have the very best of every-

thing to do it with.

Take this matter of dish washing, for

example—the best soap for that purpose

is Ivory.

It costs more than ordinary laundry

soaps do. It is worth more.

Ordinary laundry soaps make the

hands red and coarse and hard—

a

source of never-ending humiliation.

Ivory Soap adds to their beauty;

keeps them sweet and soft and dainty.

For that reason, it is true economy to

use it—even if it does cost two or three

cents a week more.
There is no "free" ( uncombined) alkali in Ivory Soap. That

is why it will not injure the finest febric or the most delicate skin.

Ivory Soap . . . 99*>i'oo Per Cent. Pure.

J
HOUSEWORK HALVED

By Syracuse " EASY " Itilitics

SOLD OIM TRIAL
We :ire specialists in labor-saving utilities for the home.

Our Syracuse "EASY" Vacuum Washer and "EASY" Ball-
bearinjf Wringer have lightened the burdens of thousands of
women, and are known by them to be the best made for their
purpose.
The latest addition to our line is the "EASY" Vacuum

Cleaner, hand or electric, which is positively the easiest
operated and must efficient cleaner made. Gets ALL the
dirt, without raising dust. Cleans carpets, rugs, furniture,
draperies, floors and walls right in the room. Once tried,
you will not be without it. Write for Trial Offer, Easy

Terms, and testimonials from our customers.

DODGE & ZUILL
535-L Dillayc Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Toronto Branch : 92 Olive Avenue. L. G. Beebe. Manager

A Flying Start
We are organized to promote successful poultry culture. You can get a

flying start as a poultryman and make profits sure by using the

Rancocas Str£un

White Leghorn HATCHING EGGS
We have over

10,000 Layers

RANC0CA5
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The laying propensity of our S. C. White Leghorns is indestructibly fixed. They are not
- bred tor fancy" purposes. Ours are thoroughly bred utility birds, **the kind that lay

theoces-" We have 10,000 layers, and establish every year more paying egg farms
fur beginners and introduce more vitality into flocks of expert poultry raisers than
any other farm in the country. You can avoid all hatching losses by ordering day-

I
old>ehfx from us. Any size shipment from 25 upward, all sturdy and vigorous.
Breeding stock, any quantity. Complete instructions for beginners— care, feeding,

' etc. No charge. Write for circular giving our plan and prices,

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
J. M. Foster, President, Box 160, Brown's Mills In the Pines, N. J.

LADIKS SOCIETIES
And dtlicrs ikr iikhu'V U-riH>iisli;ilini; tin- K. I>. ('.

VeKftal.lc (•(>(. k.T. A ulcnsil that sav.-s lal.c.r.tiiii.-, furl
and tOM.l. iNciI a tin-lrss cdc.kci ,1 I'rartn-al fur iiiaiiv
uses. Ni> liuust'Wili' will lie w illiiaU it. Slate liianaKi'ls
and k>c-al atjeuls wanted. The F. D. t'Al.KlNS CO.,
!i31 W. Superior .Street, Dept. C, Chicago, lU.

STAMPS
100 different, foreign, FREE.
Go...! only to Wu-Sf iiioutiiNiiM

Qaaker Stamp Co.,\\v

Postape 2c

Toledo, 0.

Does your church .isi- INDIVIDUAL
COMMUNION CU!'!;? ]f not. send ub
84.75 for a tmy (like out) and 36 plnla

gli»s9Ps. Or 36.C5 with H plain i^1&bs«9.

Money refimded iT not entirely satis-

faotory. Over 6,:jl)ii ihurches use.

THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE CO., Box 126, Lima Ohio
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THE STRAWBERRY
HANDKERCHIEF
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IT is easy to make your unsightly, scuffed and scarred sott-wood

floors look like floors of highly polished hard-wood. A can of

Jap-a-lac and a brush will produce a beautiful finish that "wears

like iron." Jap-a-lac is a varnish and stain combined and is made in

seventeen beautiful colors, and also in Natural or clear.

It can be used on everything of wood or metal from cellar to garret.

The Jap-a-lac Model Floor Graining Process sol

shall I do with my old carpeted floor to make
Your painter can do it at little expense or

Insist on Jap-a-lac. For sale by Paint, Hard

Write for illustrated booklet containing interestin"

information and beautiful color card. Free on request.

If your dealer does not keep Jap-a-lac, send us lo cents

to cover cost of mailing, and we will send a free

ample, quarter-pint can of any color (e.xcept Gold,

which is 25 cents) to any point in the United States.

ves the problem of "What
it sanitary and refined.'"'

you can do it yourself,

ware and Drug Dealers.

Our Green Label Line of

clear varnishes is the highest

quality manufactured. Its

use insures perfect results.

Ask your paint dealer.

rUK JAl' Lll

The Glidden Varnish Company
5506 Glidden Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Jap-a-lac gives newness wherever applied and "wears like iron." Quality does if.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship you a

RANGER" BICYCLE
on approval, freight

prepaid to anyplace in theXJnited States without a cent deposit in advance, ^ai
allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in
every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it,

ship it back to us at our expense for freight and you will not be tmt o?ie cent.

I flW FAPTflRV DRIPFQ ^^ ^^'^ the highest grade bicycles direct from factory
fcW" IHW I Wni rniWfcq to riderat lower prices than any other house. We
saveyou^io toJF25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires. Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicyclesfalso reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.
DiflCD AGEIITC lUAIITCn ine^chtovmand district to ride and exhibit a sample
nillCII fmCIIIO IlfiniCU i$ia"Ranger" Bicycle funushedby us. YouwUbe
astonished at tlie lyoM^r/M/Zy /(Mtf/y«ej and the lil*eral propositions and special offer we will
give on the first X910 sample going to your town. Write at once for our special offer,

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tiree from anyone at ar.ypricewitiX you receive ourcatalogue
and learn our low prices and llt>eral terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you caa sell out bicycles under
yout own name plate at double our prices. Orders blled the day received,

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will
ibe closed out at once, at $3 to 98 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC I^AACTCD BDftIfC rear wheels, innertubes, lamps, cyclometets, parts, repairs
linCOf WURdlEn DnniWC and everything in the Ucycleline at haU usual prices.

DO NOT WAIT but write today for our L^r^e Catalogut t>eautifully Illustrated and containing a great fund of
Interesting matter and useful inK>nnatioii. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now*

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.D-71 CHICAGO, ILL.

Split Hickoryn^'S^,^^

H. C. PHELPS
Manufacturer of

Bpllt Hlcliory Velilcles

No year In history has seen Buch splendid Split-Hlcknry-
Vehlcle Styles as this—or such low prices. I promise
you also just as great savings on high-grade Harness.
Ju«t send me your name this season—rightaway.sure,
for my new, Big Free Book of over 126 styles to select
from. Select just the made-to-order. dlrect-frora-fac-
tory Split Hickory you want. I'll send it promptly on

30 DAYS' FREE ROAD TEST
2 Year*' Guarantee

YouSave S2B.BO or More
Make yoiirown selection from my Look—
trlmmingsand liiiisli to suit you'best—all
materials and workmanship and values
just as represented or money back with-
out ((uestlon, from the largest exclusive

carriage aad harness factory in the world.
Write tormy Book, Free, today—personally to
H. CPhelp*, Pre*. OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO

Station 236, Columbus, Ohio
Over 125 other styles at even

Bigger Savings—See Free Book.

"I save you 930 to S35 on this
Spllt-Hlekory Aulo-Seal Bugoy,"

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for everv person when you can get

•FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSaforioo. Words and music. 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, too ^orth Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Continued from preceding page

damp. But men can stand such feeling

if they sort with their duty."

The management of Batavius was
now an easy problem, and Rose said

with a sigh of relief, "I can leave him
to Lawson. The creature follows a

cocked hat naturally. He went out of

his senses with delight when Lawson
asked him to breakfast." And this

overture of friendship was quickly fol-

lowed by an intimacy which occupied

the days of both men, to their appar-
ent satisfaction. About eight o'clock

in the morning Batavius would go to

the King's Arms Tavern in Maiden
Lane, and a few minutes afterwards
Captain Lawson would follow him.

Then Batavius turned instructor on
the subject of American delicacies

suitable for breakfast.
After this meat the two men would

smoke and visit the fort, parade them-
selves on the fashionable streets, bow
to the royalist matrons, and flirt with
the royalist beauties. And every hour
Batavius grew more elated by his so-

cial success. His vanity was also con-

tinually fed by Captain Lawson's corn-

plaints that "no man had a chance if

De Vries was present."
Without a doubt Batavius accepted

these compliments, and when he called

at the Van Vrooms' house in the even-

ings he related all the favors and atten-

tions he had received during the day
to Virginia and Rose. Rose endorsed
them to the very edge of mockery.
Virginia had begun to look at him
with a silent, negative scorn that al-

ways reduced his utmost self-compla-
cency to distressing embarrassment.
How did she do it? Very suddenly

this new feature of her hatred for

him had appeared. At first he de-

nied its power, and went oftener to

assure himself that it was only an ac-

cident. But no, if he but met her
steady, unwinking gaze, though his

blood boiled with anger, he became the
creature of her will.

Another feature of this condition
was that he became painfully conscious
of his hands. They seemed immense
to him. He was sure those piercing
orbs saw on them all the blood which
they had shed; and in them, all the
treasure which had glutted their fierce

clasp. Yet as long as Virginia looked
at him he could not move them. He
wished to put them in his pockets

—

behind his back—anywhere—but until

she chose to turn away her eyes they
petrified him. This strange influence
tortured him. He could not even de-

termine whether Virginia was person-
ally aware of her malignant puissance,
and yet he recognized fully that she
wielded some force he was unable to

resist.

He stayed away one night, and
Madame worried over his absence. "I
told him not to come," said Rose; "he
is only in the road of every one. And
he is drawing a particular chart for
Captain Lawson's ship, and of course
the dear King must be attended to first

of all."

"My opinion is not that," answered
Katrina crossly. "For a bride all men
step aside. And there are many things
Batavius could do, if he were here.
This very morning, Virginia, your
father has gone about business Bata-
vius ought to attend to."

"Oh, Madame! This morning! A
lover that comes in the morning is

detestable," answered Rose. "In the
morning we want to keep our curl pa-
pers up. I have given Batavius hint
after hint about his indelicacies in this
respect. What a little beast he is!"
"Such words should not be spoken,

Rose," replied Madame. "When he
was talking the other night, he looked
like a very great, clever man."

"Like a very great, clever fiend, you
mean, Madame. They are generally
clever in their own wicked parts, and
the eyes of Batavius were like furnaces
—and his hands were two demons."

To be continued
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obn the Unafraid

Is the title of a wonderful little
book, published anonymously,
that ^.as caused discussion and
speculation among thinking
people all over the country.

Chief Justice Fuller, Secretary
MacVeagh, Judge Landis,Governor
Deneen, Joseph M. Patterson,
Clarence Darrow, William

J. Calhoun and Jenkin
Lloyd Jones

are some of those who have been named as the
author. But whoever the author is, his book
shows him to be a man who knows life deeply
and sympathetically, for

JOHN THE UNAFRAID
is beyond question

The most remslrkable and unusual
work of recent years

Because it is such a book you should get a copy
of it noir. Read it and study it, for sooner or
later someone is going to ask :

"Who do you think wrote John the
Unafraid, and what do you think of
the book ?"

Wilbur D. Nesbit says that "it preaches what
we all need: the philosophy of simple faith;
the creed of honest work, and the blessedness
of human brother-love."

JOHN THE UNAFRAID
is written in a style which imitates the sim-
plicity and directness of the New Testament.
It is the story of the carpenter John—called the
"Unafraid"—and is divided into short chapters,
each dealing with some of the great problems
that to-day are exercising the thoughts of
mankind. The little book is beautifully printed,
decorated in color, and put up in an attractive
box. $1.00 net.

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
A. C. McClurg iy Co., Publishers, Chicago I

The Easiest Shoe
for

TenderFeel
Jm^M no you l<now the com-^^ fort ot the VV O R T H

Cushion Sole ? It beai
"

the same relation to yoi
foot through the day thi

an easy mattress bears l.
your body through the
iiiKht, provitiing an easy

DAVID CUMMINGS, Pres. '''sting place for every
bone and nniscle. This

« onderful sole is to be found OMLV in the famous

lil# A.m Cushion ^>awworth Sole 9hoe
If yc.u have n.vi'r w<>r?i a pair, a new and delight-

fnl cxpfi it-ncf aw ads you.

Mens, S4 to $6. Wontens, $2 to $S
^t'liil /<ir ('ataliHiiit' and diafn'itni ori/i-r b/an/,\

On receipt rf catalogue price, we deliver FKEE
anywhere in the United States.

M'hulesafe and Jtlaif Orders.

"Bhe CUMMINGS COMPANY FACTORY
L>ei»t. C Worcester, Mass.

,I(7f«/s Wiiiilid uriyirlieye. IVnfe/or prospn-llis.

THE CUMMINGS CO. «ETA1L STORES:
1225 Broadway New Tork, N. Y.
Hudson Terminal Building, 196 Fulton St.. New York
570 Fulton Street Brooklyn, New York
16 South 13th Street Philadelphia. Pi!
406 W ashington Street Boston, Mali.

NEW STENCIL OUTFIT 75c
ike Ii..iiif beautiful with
art stoiiciliii^. Easy.

plfiisant wtirk (profit-

ilrtoo.if desiredi

Surprisingly at

tractive effi^ci

from thi-

artistic de^-

MS. r#
skowyaulttm.

.

'Our outfit

c o n t a i II -

complete
materia] for successful results. Each article of the highest grad*

obtainable It includes 5 CUT stencils as illustrated, each 6x1*

on best oil stencil Ix^ard; 5 tubes of assorted oil colr.rs: 2 stencil
(

brushes; i thumb tacks; full instructions and catalog showing
;

hundreds of new designs at reduced prices. All sent in neat

box. prepaid on rer.-ipt of pri»-.-. 7r> cents

Perforated Pattern Co.. Stencil Dept. 59, New Haven, Conn.

Buy the Original

ZIMMERMAN^
"AUTOHARP'
•'Till- Nnti.iirs Favi.nl.

None genuine without '
i

trade mark "Autoharl'

A musieal iiistruiiientartal'

ted to all classes, Atallmu^i'

„1oresordi.eotfrn,nus. "EM!
to play. Easy to Buy.

'

'
>^f '1'

,.ir Kre, i-at.il..!! THE PHONO
HARP CO., East Boston, Mass

If YOU Would Be
X Successful

Stop Forgetting

lEMORY

tbeBASlS

of All

^^^^ _ _^ KnowMfC
You are no greater intellectually

than your memorv. Send today lOr

my free book "How to Remember"—1 |ce|'

I
Names, Stndics—Develops Vili, Concentration, beli-^

Contidence. Conversation, Public Speaking. Address,

DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL, 701 Aud't'm Bldg., Chicago
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By ROSE C. WEBB

O frail and old; his hair snow-vshite;

But in his eyes there gleams a light

le years have never dimmed; a fire

nned by excitement—the desire

) inarch once more the oft-marched

way,

nd to the dead his tribute pay.

( restlessly he sits and sees

le line pass by; the soft May breeze

) his dull ears faint snatches brings

[ martial airs. But present things

re all forgotten, for he hears

ie far-off music of the years.

He sees again his brave young wife

And feels the glow of strong young life;

He lives his soldier-days once more,
And oh, the joy ! when, warfare o'er,

The victory won, he is home at last.

With loved ones waiting his hand to clasp

!

The dear eyes close as though to rest;

The weary head droops on his breast;

A smile o'erspreads the peaceful face

And touches it with heavenly grace

:

He has heard Heaven's roll-call, loud and
clear

—

Has heard and answered: "Yes, Lord; here!"

Mont-Lawn's Welcoming Gates

jkth

lEPARATIONS are now well ad-

vanced for the summer's work at

lu Children's Home at Mont-Lawn.

__reat array of little white cots is

ai'ady on view in the dormitories.

'U\ev the direction of the housekeeper,

cl'Jiers have been at work in all the

bi'dings and our Children's Paradise

w be as immaculate as ever was

"Jotless Town," when it opens next

mjth. The great lawn has been

A Little Candidate

tnmed. Every flowering bush is

bi sting with Maytime blossoms.

B Js are singing as they play among
tl branches of the elms. Everywhere,
tl 'e is a feeling of expectancy in the

a Mont-Lawn is waiting for the

cldren—for the merry rush of little

f(,- across the grass; for the cheery
b:ble of young voices, the laughter,
tl| song, and the frolic, the evening
h. in and the simple, trustful prayer.

Jesus, Saviour, wash away
All the wrone I've done to-day

;

Help me every day to be
Good and gentle, just like thee.

t is expected that 3,000 little tene-
^nt guests will find shelter and hap-
P 2ss at Mont-Lawn this summer.
Any friends who have aided this
D'utiful charity in the past are now
?'ding in their offerings for the com-
'1 season's work. Miss A. A. M.,
*an, Ind., sends a gift "toward the
SI port of a child at Mont-Lawn in

memory of our good friend Dr.

Klopsch; also a little handkerchief to

be pinned on a little bed." Mr. Israel

Matson, Executor, Schodack Landing,

N. Y., sends $500 to permanently en-

dow a cot in our Children's Home in

the names of Clarine V. B. and Lucy
Matson, and $21 to maintain a bed for

one year in the name of Peter T. E.

Matson. Mr. Israel Matson will hear

occasionaly from the little benefici-

aries.

Mrs. E. H., York, Pa., send $2 as "an
Easter gift" to the Children's Home.
W. C. Gutelius, B. C, writes: "Two
years ago, I dedicated an apple tree to

the Children's Home. Last summer
was the first time it bore fruit. I sold

the apples a few weeks ago and am
now sending you the proceeds" ($2).

Mrs. H. B., Norfolk, Conn., sends $1
for the work "in the name of Christ."

Very touching is a note from "A
Friend," who sends $20, half of which
goes to Mont-Lawn for the children's

sake, the writer adding: "This money
was found among my mother's things

after her 'home call.' " The Bloom-
ingdale Reformed Church, New York,

sends $39.08, the result of a recent

collection. T. W., Marengo, O., sends

$30, being his tenth generous annual
gift of similar amount. The Golden
Rule Club, of Norwich, Conn., sends

$1.5, and Miss Crary, the president,

writes: "I hope it will be the means of

giving much pleasure to the dear chil-

dren." Miss W. P., Saginaw, Tex.,

along with her gift of $5 sends this

kindly wish: "We trust it may make
some child's life a little brighter."

Mrs. J. E. S., Knoxville, la., sends $8

"in memory of an old subscriber who
has passed to the great beyond." Mrs.

W. S. P., Brewster, N. Y., sends a gift

of $21. The M. E. Junior League of

Robinson, Kan., sends $6, Miss Wal-
ters, superintendent, adding in her

letter: "Some of the chidren washed
dishes, blacked boots, picked up cans,

gathered greens, stayed home from a

show, ironed," etc., to make up this

beautiful gift to the children of the

tenements. Mrs. H. E. S., Wood-
bourne, N. Y., sends $21 "to endow a

cot in memory of mother." These are

only a few of the gifts now being re-

ceived. Every gift sent to this journal

will be duly acknowledged and passed

over to the treasurer of the Children's

Home.

Yon nan place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, anil know that, it is sni/-. and is lehfre

vou can oh'iani il tchen tcanlfd, and will yie\A/air nirn.

vins for rrnv dav wrested. See their advertisement

oh page 513, and write them for full information.

MADE TO- OOfV
MEASVRZP^VV

Real Hand Embroidered

Lingerie Waist, 9Sc
1^7. Waist of fine Imported

Silk-Finished Lingerie Batiste.
Yi.ke Hand Embroidered in beautiful
raised pattern and outlined with wide
t'luny insertion. Low neck in square
etr.-ot trimmed with wide 'Babv" Irish.

Tliree-quarter sleeves. Cuffs tucked and
trimmed with Cluny. Closes in bacit.

Order this Real Hand Einbroi- -. --

dercd Waist To-day. Sizes 32 llV/»
to 44 bust. Special Price «fOV>

Made-to-Measure Skirt
881. Smart Tailored skirl

eitllerof good Mohair in Blacli. Blue.Gray
or Cream Wliite— or Chiffon Panama in

Blacl(. Blue or Brown. A fold of maleri.-.l

is introduced at the lower edge of tlir

short foundation iJores—turned over an<i

caurflt together with buttons and finish. -.1

with sinnilated Inittton - liol.< Give
all meaBures and state
cloth and color wanted.

Special I'ricc $3.98

Linon Wash Dress
344. Stylish One-Piece Dress

of good quality Linou in Light Blue nr

Tan ILinen Color). Easy to launder and
will give good service. Low neck finished

with pretty Venice lace edged with Val.

Three-quarter sleeves edged with Venice
Band. Piping of contrasting color used
on belt and front panel of skirt. Gibson
plaits run over the shoulders to Belt line

in back. Made with well

lines and correctly sized-

J^izes 32 to 44 Bust.
Special Price

pa M H ^ Have yon written for your
I U L L FREE yearly subscription

f ' n p n to the " Standard Style
I 1 1 kk Bulletin" ? If not. do so

NOW. See all the latest NewYork Summer
Styles. Write to-day before you forget.

STANDARD oZ'.'-n CO.
161 WOOSTER STREET,

NEW YORK CITY

$1.29

'made TX>-MiEASUH£

WASH SUIT n^^

French Finished Linene

Made-to-Measure

Wash Suit
682. Smart Mannish Tub Suit,

very attractive and stylish. Mr.'i-' >'f

French Finished Linene, a soft, wiuliable

material. Colors : white, gray, brown,
light blue, pink, old rose, reseda green,

Copenhagen or lavender. Full mannish
notch collar and turn back cuffs are over-

laid with detachable wliite linen collar

andcuffs elegantly embroidered. Jacket
is semi-fitting and made in any length
up to 36 inches. Skirt is made full and
prettily plaited . Give Complete
measures and state color %vant-
ed and length of ^^- ^ r^
jacket, ..„. ^3^93Special Price

REMEMBER
If any purchase is not EN'

TIRELY SATISFACTORY- -

YOUR MONEY IS PROMPT-
LY REFUNDED.

FRESH AT NIGHT

If One Uses the Right Kind of Food.

If by proper selection of food one can feel

strong and fresh at the end of a day's work,
it is worth while to know the kind of food
that will produce this result.

A school teacher out in Kans. says in this

connection :

"I commenced the use of Grape-Nuts food
five months ago. At that time my healih was so

poor that I thought I would have to give up
my work altogether. I was rapidly losing in

weight, had little appetite, was nervous and
sleepless, and experienced, almost constantly,

a feeling of exhaustion.

"I tried various remedies without good
results ; then I determined to give particular

attention to my food, and have learned some-
thing of the properties of Grape-Nuts for

relsuilding the brain and nerves.

"I commenced using Grape-Nuts and have
since made a constant and rapid improvement
in health, in spite of the fact that all this time

I have been engaged in the most strenuous
and exacting work.

"I have gained twelve pounds in weight
and have a good appetite, my nerves are

steady and I sleep sound. I have such
strength and reserve force that I feel almost
as strong and fresh at the close of a day's

work as at the beginning.

"Before using Grape-Nuts I was troubled

much with weak eyes but as my vitality in-

creased the eyes became stronger.

'I never heard of food as nutritious and
economical as Grape-Nuts."
Read the little book, "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest

lV|E.nORlALS &
iloiNUriENTS
l^UMfM H NLTERItS S CHOOL'S 6 PaRKS

•LARGE VARILTY OF DESIGNS FOR LVLRY PURPOSE
DeliveredAnywmerc'Slnd For catalogs
state requirements agents wanted

Monumental bronze Co.
35S-B HOWARD AVL.. BRIDGEPORT CONN,

Enough lamp-

chimneys break

from "accident"

to satisfy me,

without having

them crack and

smash every time

the light is turned

up.

Macbeth lamp-

chimneys never

-J5
^^^'^^ from heat.

It takes an "ac-

cident" to end their usefulness.

They add to the beauty, com-

fort and usefulness of the lamp

—

and they fit.

Thrre is a Macbeth lamp-chimney made for

every known burner, and my name is on it.

My book will tell wliich one to get for your

lamp. It is free. Address

Eeg. D. S. Pat. Ott

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

-"1
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A Postage Stamp
Puts the

''RicHMONn:

Suction Cleaner

In Your Home

T^IHE 'Richmond- Electric Suction Cleaner

I
enables you now, for the first time, to clean
by electricity, without luggring a sixty or

eighty pound machine from room to room— up
and down stairs. It represents as great an
advance over heavy weight vacuum cleaners as
these cleaners represented over brooms. For it is

the only really portable Suction Cleaner.

Maiiiifa<'Ctired Kxclusively for

THE "Richmond" SALES CO., by

The M*?Crum-Howell Co.
Park Ave. and 41st St., New York City

Five Factories:—TwoatUnlontown, Pa - One at Norwich,
Coon.—One at Racine, Wis.—One at Milwaukee, Wis.

MacMitscturersot Richmond" Boilersand Radiators. ' Kiim-
Mo»u' Kiiaiiieled Ware. Balh Tulis, Lavatories; "RirHMosi.

"

.«iids-Mukers. and "RrcHMOND" Stationary Vacuum Cleaning
I'lHlUS

Anyone who can afford
brooms can now afford the
best Suction Cleaner made.

All that any
Vacuum Cleaner ur
Suction Clfaner
can do, ttie ''"Kirn-
MoNi)'* does. And
it does, besides,
some things \vhi('h
ni> other ma(!hine
can do.
\ini ran.forexainplf,

tiso the "RiLiiMOMi"
Svirti.-n CleaiitT wuh
or witliout the hnst-

The linse attaolmient
sli.ifs off and on witli

the some easetliat.v.iur
fc.it s-lidL's intoau t-usy

sl.ppt-r

Six Special Cleaning Tools
.Slipon the hose, and Ih.'ltxipMU lid 'Hun mum" «illi its si.x

special cleaning tools (all fvii nijhtd wilhoiilexlra ci.stl cl-aiis

hangiiiK-S, walls, hof.tis. heddiiig, upliolslery.

uiidertioalh radiators,
furnitui»M-to, Itisalso
supplied with aspeoial
attachineiit for hair
drying and pillow
iPnovaliiiR etc.

Slip off the hose and
vnu Jiavc a floor ina-
cliiDe winch wcieJis tio

more than a romnion
carpet sweeper. The
everyday work of itiii

and carpet cleaning

—

of cleaning Jmidw(.od
floor:!, tile floors, hath-
roonis. hearths, pore ti-

es, etc . can he done
cither with or without
hose.

A Postage Stamp the Only Cost
re(|uncd t.> put this ten-pnund cU-.uier in .vour home. Just
Bcnd us yr.ur iuiim> and address and we %viU have delivered io
yoiir door witliout one pc-nny <tf expense to you—withotit
ohliiiation of any kind—a guaranteed "Richmond" Suction
Cleaner You can prove for yourself m vour own home, just
what this will do for you. But write tf*-d«v and we will inchide
with our reply a handsome ilhititnited lu-okh t.

The "Richmond" Sales Co.
Sole Selling Agents. 160 S Broadway. New York Clly

BlessingFoUows Faith
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

IT
is "the fourth watch of the

night"—between three and six

o'clock in the morning. A boat is

storm-tossed in l^e Sea of Galilee.

The twelve men in the boat are rowing
desperately, sometimes their boat is

lifted so high their oars do not touch

the waters, and at other times they are

dipped in almost their whole length.

The winds roar, the sea hisses. Does
no one see them? Is there no one to

help them? Far back in the distance,

on the lonely mountainside there is

one who sees them. But he has no
boat by which to reach them. He does

not need one, for he has power to tread

the waves! He comes down from the

mountain top, where he has been pray-
ing; he reaches the shore of the sea;

the beating waves cause him no fear;

he steps out upon them as if they were
solid ground. The distance between
him and the storm-tossed ship is three

miles or more, but rapidly advancing
he is soon within speaking distance of

those on the ship. He sees that the
men are frightened at his appearance,
and he hears them say : "It is a ghost !"

They are so frightened they do not
know their bgst and dearest friend!

But they can not mistake his voice

when he calls out to them : "Be of good
cheer; it is I, be not afraid." One
man on the boat would put him to the

test, and he calls out: "If it really be
thou, tell me to come to thee, and I can
come." "Come!" was the answer.
Now we see that man step out of the
ship upon the surging sea, and he
treads the waves but only a few steps,

and he begins to sink in the water; a
hand grasps him and raises him to his

feet, and both the man and his deliv-

erer get into the boat. The storm be-

comes a calm, and there is a chorus of
voices exclaiming: "Of a truth, thou
art the Son of God." Yes, Jesus had
come across the waves to help them
and save them.

The Plain of Gennesaret

Peter felt the most gratitude be-

cause he had been nearer death than
any of them as he sank in the water,
and he had been nearer the Lord Jesus
than any of them, even walking upon
the sea with him.
Jesus finished his journey across the

sea in the boat with his disciples, and
they were soon on the plain of Gen-
nesaret. Their coming had not been
announced, but they had been seen on
their journey thither. Crowds of peo-
ple gathered, not so much to give them
welcome as to claim the wonderful help
of Jesus for their sick and lame and
blind. Their number was so great,
Jesus could not come into personal
contact with each and every one, so he
permitted that whosoever should touch
his garments might be made whole.
Then it was that the plain of Gen-
nesaret became vocal with the songs
of praise of those who had been
healed. The Pharisees were there to
find fault with Jesus for healing on
the Sabbath day, but Jesus knew far
better than they how to keep the Sab-
bath day holy.

Two practical suggestions come to
us from this incident by which to take
consolation and guidance for our own
lives:

1. The Lord Christ knows our bur-
dens.

2. He will help us though our faith
be small.

Some one has said that affliction is

God's angel, who goes ever back and forth.
Sweeping from heaven the cobwebs spun on earth.

Then plainly, we are not to look
upon calamity that may come upon us
as an indication of God's displeasure
with us. Oftener than otherwise the
troubles we experience are the result

* International Sunday School Lesson for June
5.1910. Jesus Walks on the Sea. Matt. 14 : 22-36
Golden Text : "Then they that were in the boat
came and worshipped him, saying. Of a truth thou
art the Son of God." Matt. 14 : 33.

Continued on next page

The Alzvays-on-Duty

Telephone

Your Bell Telephone is on
duty 1440 minutes every day.

So is the telephone exchange;

so are the toll lines which rad-

iate through the neighboring
communities; so are the long

distance lines which connect

you with far-away cities and
other radiating systems.

The whole Bell System is on
duty 1440 minutes a day—and
if any of these minutes are not

used, their earning power is

irrevocably lost.

Like the Police Force or the

Fire Department, the telephone

is not always working—but it

is always on duty and always
costing money. But you would
not be satisfied with the fire

department if your burning
house had to take its turn; nor

with the police force if you
had to wait in line to receive

protection

You want service at 013.

That is exactly what the 1 11

System endeavors to give u

—immediate attention, insti-

taneous service. It strives tcie

always ready to receive yir

call at any point, and conr':t

you with any other poin-

without postponementir
delay.

It would be much cheaptif

telephone customers would e

content to stand in line, olif

their communications could e

piled up to be sent during si k

hours; or if the demand wasio

distributedastokeepthewh'e
system comfortably busy ir

1440 consecutive minutes a

day.

But the public needs imr -

diate and universal service cd

the Bell System meets e

public's requirements.

American Telephone and Telegraph Compay
And Associated Companies

Complexion

POWDER

Hunyadi"j1
Janos

The Greatest ot all Beautiliers
A Luxurious toilette necessity—cooling,

assuring a clear, refined, delicate. Bummer c< mplex
It is prepared from purest materials— hea
tifying without injuring the skin. It i

the only complexion powder that dines
—the only one put up in a Wooden
Box—retaining all its delicate perfume
and medication until entirely used up
Five colors. Flesh. White. Brunette.

Cream and Special Pink.

SOc—Everywhere—50c

Tricycles for Cripples
and

Chairs lor

|/ Invalids
Complete catalog

sent on request. Write for it today.

WORTHINGTON CO., 301 Cedar St^, Elyria, Ohio.

BronchlaxTroches
Instantly relieve Sore Throat, Hoarseness and
pjughs. Unexcelled for clearing the voice. Abso-
^tely free from opiates or anything harmful.
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $J.OO per box.
Sample sent on request.

JOHN I. BROWN & SON, Boston, Mass.

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:
Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

ONSTIPATIO
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

J

A l'ir|.ai,d Cli.iiTK.is Skill without Rnt or and to make '

silver look like new. lt"sawondpr—wcarsforyt
Price 50c. Half Size. 25c. Sample 4c. AfenlsWan

THE STILBOMA MFG. CO., Clevelaml.

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. !

, WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, h
KSend a lock of your hair, and we wi
II' 22 inch short etem 6ne human hair s

match. If you find it a big bargain, rer

in ten days, or sell 3 and GET VOURi
FREE. Extra shades a little more. Ii

postage. Free beauty book showing latest

hair dressing- -also high grade awitcheB,
dours. wigs, puffa. etc. ANNA A

84 19 Qaincy St. Chicago

-« *---*
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

of ur own misdeeds, or the wrong do-

in of others. God has nothing to do

w I it, only to help us. At other times,

G. permits afflictions to lay hold on

u.-is he did in the case of Job, that a

mer life may be developed in us.

Jus might have held back the storm

w .'h so discomfited his apostles, but

th{2t

it rage that they might thereby

leti a lesson of- trust.

The Lesson of Trust

fy nd God teaches lessons of trust to
'
• at r people in other ways. Charles

"^ N 'ton was an old man who kept a

chl's golden curl among his chief

trsures. And strange to say, it was
hi own curl. When he was a little

be four years old he had gone with

hi father to the woods to see him cut

"^Xf? lo,, for his father was a forester.

''lud, thud, thud," went the big ax,

wle Charlie stood by -watching. A
-. fe, splinters fell at the child's feet.
' iHi'tooped to pick them up, and bend-

"

} in-forward just as the ax was coming
. .. don in all its force, the little curly

hcfl lay close to the middle of the log!

Tfctop the ax was impossible. Charlie
seamed; the father stood aghast, for

heteally believed that he had killed his
- chri. Charlie lay on the ground un-

hu, but just beside him was one of

hi; golden curls severed, and there

mn a few tiny hairs on the edge of

thax. The old man who showed the

5U and told the story was seventy-
fo years old, and he said: "Until she

dis my beloved mother treasured this

cu. and ever since I have treasured
it lyself, because it constantly re-

mils me how I was so marvelously
prerved by my heavenly Father,
whe goodness and mercy have foi-

led me and will continue to follow
mull the days of my life."

it some of us have kinks in our
chacters that make it hard for us to
leii lessons of trust.

hen an Indian is making arrows,
if lere happens to be a kink in the
m;jrial, he fastens one end to a tree,

art attaching a very heavy weight to
th, other end, he leaves his arrow
having. After a while he finds that
th'.veight has served to take the kinks
ouof the arrow and so to straighten
it. Affliction will take the kinks out
ofur characters.

. . pt us not forget that the apostles
" W(! so blinded by their fears that

'th did not know Jesus when he came
4oiem; even more, they were afraid

. J.Vftm. They thought he was a ghost.

IQl P ^^''^ '^ anything a man fears it is

fc ,iost! And yet the fear is unwar-

\t
£*uable, because ghosts have never

IS r* '^^^" known to materialize. How
feh tlike are our fears! An old

ltj\"t 5ach shepherd lay dying, and he was
re much afraid of death. The min-
Bt repeated the strongest of God's

tJ; priises. "I ken a', but somehow
thj dinna gie me comfort." Then the
niFster took up the well-worn Bible,

r'fn. "^^ !^y °" ^^^ '^^^ ^^ t^e shepherd,
fBWsaid

: "You remember the twenty-
"hj psalm?" "Remember it?" he said
emently, "I kenned it long before
ej-ere born. Ye need na read it; I've

CO ed it a thousand times on the hill-
^SK."
hB put there is one verse which you
J^™hai not taken in," replied the min-
•^PistK Then slowly the minister rn-
if.MPefed the verse: "Though I walk

'Jl, though the valley of the shadow of
^^deh, I will fear no evil, for thou art

wi me." And then he said: "You
ha- been a shepherd all your life, and
yo have watched the heavy shadows
pa over the valleys and over the hills,
hing for a little while all the light of
in sun. Did those shadows ever
ir -iten you?"
"righten me!" he said quickly; "Na,

na Davie Donaldson has Covenanters'
oiH m his veins; neither shadow nor

^suftance could weel frighten him."
gJB iut did those shadows ever make

you believe that you would not see the
sun again, and that it was gone for-
ever?"
"Na, na, I would not be sic a simple-

ton as that."
"Nevertheless that is just what you

are doing now." The old shepherd
looked at the minister with questioning
eyes. "Yes," said the minister, "the
shadow of death is over you, and it

hides for a little the Sun of Righteous-
ness, which shines all the same behind
it; but it's only a shadow. Remember
that is what the psalmist calls it—

a

shadow that will pass; and, when it

has passed, you will see the everlasting-
hills in their unclouded glory." The
old shepherd covered his face with his
trembling hands, and then letting
them fall on the coverlet, he said, as if

musing to himself: "Ansel, Ansel; I

ha' conned that verse a thousand
times among the heather, and I never
understood it so afore; afraid of a
shadow, afraid of a shadow!" And
then he looked brightly up into the face
of the minister and said: "Ay, ay, I see
it a' now; death is only a shadow, with
Christ behind it, a shadow that will
pass. Na, na, I'm afraid nae mair."

How to Meet Trouble

But there will be many things to
fear before death comes. "The apostles
in the storm were not to die, but they
were surrounded by perils. Here is a
homely illustration that will show us
how to meet daily or frequent troubles.
John Wesley was once walking with a
man who related his troubles to him,
.sayiner he did not know what he should
do. They were at that moment pass-
ing a stone wall to a meadow over
which a cow was looking. "Do you
know," asked Mr. Wesley, "why the
cow looks over that wall?" "No," re-
plied the man. "I will tell you; be-
cause she can not look through it; and
that is what you must do with your
troubles—look over them and above
them."

But if the fence should seem too
high, what then? Why, let us look
through the chinks!

Grief is a tattered tent
WherethrouKh God's light doth shine;

Who glances up at every rent
Shall catch a ray divine.

Peter was the first one of the apos-
tles to let his fears go and be willing
to trust Jesus. Peter was certainly
very brave to step out upon the rolling
sea, and take even a few steps toward
Jesus. But how much braver he would
have been if he had taken a few more
steps and met Jesus. Jesus did not
let him sink because he had not enough
faith to walk beside him, but he lov-

ingly held him up until they were both
together in the boat. If Jesus had
not been all-loving, he would have let

Peter drown as a result of his lack of
faith. "O thou of little faith, where-
fore didst thou doubt?" There was no
sting in these words of Jesus, but only

a loving rebuke, in which there was
an assurance of ever present helpful-

ness on his part.

How happily Peter might have
walked all the way beside Jesus, tread-

ing the storm-tossed waves, if his faith

had only been greater ! We never read
anywhere in the Bible that Jesus ever
refused to do anything for anybody
because he did not have just enough
faith, but we do read that many times
he commended the faith of them who
came to him as being "great." And
once he spoke wonderful things about
faith so small that it might be com-
pared with the smallest of all seeds.

"If ye have faith as a grain of mus-
tard seed, nothing shall be impossible

to you." Nothing pays so large a div-

idend as "a little faith." But when
faith is great how rich is the blessing

!

Any Chnrch wishing to use the individual Com-
iimiiion Service, tlif sanitary iiietliod of obsei-ving the
Loiil's Snpiier, can seinie a trial service from the
TliiMims Coimimiiion .Service Co., Lima, Ohio. See
their advertiseuieut on page DOT.

BA.USCH and UOiVIB

Balopticon
MODEL C

LIGHT, COMPACT, PORTABLE

.00$33
Complete for Lantern

slide projection . , .

Opaque Projector showing ob-

jects in natural form and color can

be added at any time.

FOR SALE BY DEALERS

Descriptive Catalog D-g on request.

X^s^^^^ Oar name on a Photographic
r-K^^^M Lens, Microscope, Field Glass,
h\)\!fs//ljj Laboratory Apparatus. Engi-
Sx^^S&^y neering or any other Scientific
^Saji/ Instrament is our Guarantee.

Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (o.
NtW YOQK WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN rQAMCISCO

LONDON ROCHESTEa.N.Y. rUANKroar

NEW YORK
REAL ESTATE

IS THE ONE INVEST

MENT CERTAIIM TO
INCREASE IN VALUE

•tr -if ir -iz -(^

Our STOCK represents its actual

ownership, yields a regular income,

and enables the holder to obtain

a share of that increase.

Our BONDS (for any amount)

are absolutely secured by it

;

yield

6% a year (payable semi-annually),

and are redeemable in gold.

Honest, Sale, Profitable Investments

Write to-duy for free booklet 14,
showing past results and present condition.

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

S Nerve Health is Life
The Rt. Rev. The BUhop of

j

Bath and Welk:

I
The P.ilace, Wells,

I '

'

Somerset

fj
"You may like to hear

] that 1 am infomied by

( I
niy private secretary that

f .1 a member of his family
mXa hasderivedvery remark-

able lienefit from using
Sanatogen."

The Rt. Rev. The Bitbop of

Norwich

:

The Palace,Norwich.

"Mrs. Sheepshanks is

taking Sanatogen regu-

larly and deriving great

benefit from it."

Very Rev.WilliamTheodotos

Capen :

Dean — Christ Church
Catliedral, Lexington,
Ky., says

:

" 1 feel constrained to

write jou and say that

Sanatogen has done
everything for my wife.

I have found this pre-

paration restores a nor-

mal appetite and gives

vitality to the nervous

system.''

Under normal conditions, Nature keeps body
and mind in a state of perpetual health. But we
of to-day—living in crowded cities, working in ill-

ventilated offices, walking in dusty streets amid
ear-splitting noises—can we truly say we live under
normal conditions.''

No wonder our organs rebel at performing usual

tasks under these unusual conditions. Nature cannot
build fast enough to re-supply the torn-down tissues

and worn-out nerves. Her danger signals are sleep-

lessness, weariness, indigestion, extreme fatigue

—

all calls for help. That's the time you need

Sanatoqen
THE FOOD -/TONIC

A scientific combination of Albumen and Sodium
Glycero Phosphate—two of the best known brain

and body builders. It comes to you in the form of

a fine white powder, easily dissolved in your daily

beverage—coffee, milk, chocolate, etc. Sanatogen
is endorsed and prescribed by thousands of phy-
sicians in every civilized country as well as by
noted authors, clergymen, actors, statesmen, etc.

Send the Coupon for T)r. Saleeby's Bool^

The writings of this famous physician-author are
always interesting, and in this book he hsis put

forth some new ideas about your every*day
life that will surprise you.

Write for it to-day.

THE BAUER CHEMICAL
COMPANY

Everett Building, 4th Ave., New York

i
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A 5% Investment
IN THE BUSINESS CENTER OF CHICAGO

Consisting of $500 and $1,000 bonds secured by First Mortgage upon a new

seventeen-story steel fire-proof office building now being constructed in tiie

center of tiie city of Cliicago. The property is con-

servatively valued by us at almost twice the issue.

The bonds are issued under our plan of serial

payments, maturing in from two to eleven years

so that the margin of security will rapidly increase.

The net income from the property will be over

three and a half times the maximum annual

interest charge on these bonds.

The Mortgage provides that all leases be

assigned to the Trustee and the net income paid

to Peabody, Houghteling & Co. for the additional

protection of the bondholders.

The bonds are the personal obligation of a

well known, responsible Chicago business man
owning considerable income - producing real

estate in the center of the city.

Full information on request for our Circular No. 695 P.

Peabody Honghteling &Co.
(Established 1865) 181 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

Theodore Roosevelt's
Own Account of His African Trip

Now appearing in

SCRIBNER*S MAGAZINE
is the most popular magazine contrilmtion for years
and of (II eat interest to a LARGE NUMBER OF NEW
READERS, lixi.uoo sul<S(iiptlon ordersalreaily placed
—Here is a Great Opportunity for Subscription Agents.
Liberal cash commissions ami many extra pi i/,es

are offered those who can devote even a little time
to solicitillfr subscriptions. REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED IN EVER? TOWN OF AMERICA.
For particulars, addre^ss at once Desk 3,

Scribner's Magazine, 155 Fifth Ave., N.Y.City.

5^

ELECTRO-
SILICON
the famous Silver Polish is

used by innumerable house-
keeperseverywhereforClcan-
iner and Polishing- SILVKR-
WARK, other fine metals and
cut class. It preserves as well

as beautifies—with least labor anrt expense.
Bead address for propB QA|U|PI P

Full Sized Box, po^t-paid, 1.5 ets. in stamps.
The ElectroSilieonro.. aoriifTSt, New Yort.
Sold by Grocers and Druigists Everywhere.

The
Franleliii

Society

Do You Wlant
Your Savings

to earn the highest possible rate of interest

—

To be absolutely safe

—

To be withdrawable on demand at any time?

These are some of the advantages this

Company offers you.

This Company has been in business for

over 14 years.

It is officered and managed by some of the
most prominent business men in Baltimore.

It is absolutely sound and conservative.

Money invested with this Company earns
5% interest, and may be withdrawn at
any time without loss of interest earned.

Write Today for the Booklet

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore. Md.

If you are lookine for safe, convenient, piofit
ale investment, lai'ire or small, acquaint your

I

self with the methods of the Franklin Society
IF Subiect to the strict supervision ol tlie State Bank.
in)» Department: H Lends only on first mortga{>es in
New York City and immediate vicinity: f Has han-
dled millions without ever losing a cent of anybody's
tnooey: II Has maintained consistently a dividend
rate of one per cent more than ordinary savings
banks offer.

I

t Bei,'m now. Send $1 or more and get a mail
iiig size Pass Hook, or write for Booklet V

.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY
FOR HOMli RUILDING AND SAVINGS KiINliMl isss

S. E. Cor. Beekman St.. at Park Row. New York

For SavinGfs

I guarantee to teach any man, woman or child
to become an expert rider by my direct, simple
correspondence instruction. Learn to ride cor-
rectly lis well OS train horses forthe saddle; teach
your horso fancy gaits and tricks. Many secrets
never hofcredisclosed. Twenty years' e.\pcrience.
Hundreds of successful students.
Write today for handsome prospectus, "Riding

and Training the Saddle Horse." Free on reiiuest.

Prof. Jeue BeerT,421 Academy St., Pleasant HUl. Ohio

U|t^^5 to 5v.%
\'Vr

SENT
FREE

Jet

Write to-day (or our book

describing these Guaranteed

First Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby I BONDS
payments ol $10 to $100 I Secured
and upwards at your / by Fij-st

convenience secures at X mortgages
once ownership ^ on New Vork

and income^ and Suburban
Real Estate

ONDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YOREBANKING DEFT.

TfEV/YORKNORTGAgE fo.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

WITH an experiencetJ organization covering
the bond markets of the country and the
best of financial, legal, accounting and
engineering connections, N. W. Halsey &

Company are enabled to offer the investing public
a service the keynote of which is efficiency.

iVnle for lalfsl bond circular—No. B-iS.

N.W. Halsey & Co.
Bankers : Dealers in Government, Municipal,

Railroad and Public Utility Bonds
New York: Philadelphia: Chicaco: San Francisco:

49 Wall Sl 1429 Chestnut Si. 152 Monroe SL 424 CaUfomia SL

fS
For 3") ye.irs wo have been (i.iyin^- our customers
the highest returns coDsistent with conservative
methods. First mortgage loans of $200 aod up
which we can recommend after the most thorough
r«rBc.tial ioveBtigaiit.n. I'leaae ask for Loan List Ni
i-ir, Certificates of Deposit al:

PERKINS Sr CO. Lawrence. Kans

MORTGAGES
WE have received a communication

from one of our subscribers who
asks our opinion concerning a certain

mortgage. In the course of her letter

she stated that she would be glad to

send us the papers, but that they were
in the hands of her lawyer and she did

not like to ask him for them.

In such matters it is better to deal

directly with some long established

banking house of undeniable integrity,

which will supply the investor with a
desirable mortgage, the principal and
interest of which are guaranteed.
There are many such concerns located
in large cities, which make it a prac-
tice of carrying what might be called

a line of mortgages on all sort of prop-
erty and of various denominations.

Such concerns have been called

Financial Department Stores. The in-

vestor may buy a bond or a mortgage
of them exactly as he would some other
article of merchandise in a large store,

selecting the kind of investment which
is best suited to his pocketbook, whether
it be a mortgage upon a sky-scraper or

a mortgage on a small house in a resi-

dential district, resting easy with the
assurance that his purchase will be all

that is claimed for it by the banker
and at all events being reassured that
should the property prove less profit-

able than it is stated to be by the
banker, the latter will make good the
loss.

This is an assurance which cannot
be given by the private agent unless
he is personally a man of unlimited
means and cares to put his guarantee
in black and white, because the large
concern has means and resources for
investigating properties which are not
at the command of the individual
agent. Such concerns as those above
mentioned become the first resource of
the man who is desirous of borrowing
money on property. All sorts and con-
ditions of property owners seek tempo-
rary financial relief in their offices and
they are enabled consequently to offer

many kinds of securities to the pros-
pective investor.

In order to guarantee these invest-
ments it is necessary to employ a large
force of assistants whose special busi-
ness it is to look into the value of prop-
erty, examine titles, make appraisals,
estimate future possibilities, and con-
duct the thousand and one little investi-

gations which are meant to safeguard
the interest of the investor. It is very
seldom that an investment offered by
one of these companies turns out badly.
The examination is too rigid and so
many chances are offered them that
they can afford to consider only those
risks which seem to them to be gilt-

edged.
For guaranteeing to pay the investor

any loss which he may sustain, such
concerns exact a special commission.
This is usually part of the interest that
is paid during the life of the mortgage.
For instance, a mortgage that would
ordinarily yield the investor 5 per cent,
will, if obtained from one of these com-
panies, pay him but AVz per cent., the
difference being exacted for the com-
pany's services in guaranteeing the
investment.

This charge is made only for guar-
anteed mortgages. For unguaranteed
mortgages, the one-half per cent, would
not be exacted, the company taking its

pay from the person whose property
had been mortgaged. Where tlie stand-
ing of the company is unquestioned, an
investor might well take the risk of
buying an unguaranteed mortgage be-
cause the investigation of the com-
pany, whether for a guaranteed or an
unguaranteed mortgage, would be the
same in either case, the advantage of
the guarantee being merely in the
event of some unforeseen disaster
which would deteriorate the value of
the property.
A tremendous business is carried on

by some of these companies, mortgages
to the extent of one-half million dollars
having been disposed of in the course
of a single week. Many of these are
of very small denominations.

HOW TO LOWER THE MEAT BlLl

Uncle Sam Comes to Our Relief W:
Suggestions For Meeting the Food

Problem— Issues a Book of
Recipes For Cheap Dishes.

Uncle Sam lias come to tlie relief of thi

who are trying to cut down tiie cost of livi

Many tliousands of persons who claim tiia

certain amount of meat is a wiiolesome a
normal part of the diet, are unable to i

down their meat bills because of a lack
knowledge as to how cheaper cuts of me
can be made appetizing and palatable.
With a view to providing the housekeep

of the country with practical suggestic
along this line, the Department of Agriculti
at Washington has prepared a manual
economy in meat cooking that contains nn
valuable information which will be isst

free.

As a matter of fact, however, Uncle Sai
recipe book, in order to be of greatest pr

tical value, should also contain a manual
healthful and wholesome substiiute for mt
If such a manual were issued, Shredc
Wheat Biscuit would no doubt occupy fi

attention in it, not only because it suppl
more real tissue-building material than be
steak or roast beef, but because of theer
variety of wholesome and appetizing disl

that may be made with it. Shredded Wli.

is the one whole wheat food which conta
all the body-building nutriment of the wli

wheat grain prepared in a digestible form,
is the whole wheat thoroughly cleaned, tl

steam-cooked, then drawn out into lif

Corous shreds, then formed in biscuits a

aked in hot ovens. In this way all :

tissue-building material of the whole wh
is retained while the crispness of the shn
induces thorough mastication, which is I

first process in digestion.
Being made in biscuit form, Shredc

Wheat makes many delicious combinatit

with berries or other fresh or preserved fru

which may he quickly prepared for any mt
Two of these oiscuits, eaten for breakf

with hot milk and a little cream, will supi

all the strength needed for a half day's wc

or play. They cost much less than meat
eggs and are much more wholesome a

nutritious.

"SaveTheHorse"SpavinCure.
BECuJTR&DC ^^AH^

The most perfect and superior remedy "r method kiiuwu, v

preiitcr power In peiu-trate, absorb, heal and cure than aiiytl

over discovered in veteiinorv medical science or practice. Bej

ln'iiiK the most humane. "Save-The-Huise" is themost urifai

of nil known methods. It is effective without fevering up the

makint: a Idister, or leavinE a particle of after effect. We gi

sik'ned guarantee, wliich is a contract to protect purchaser.

Portersville. Cal.. Feb. 15.191

Troy Chemical Co., Binehamton. N.Y.
From tlie number of testimonials I have read of your e

medicine. "Save-The-Horse." I didn't think it worth whiU
me to give you one, but I have been usinn it and am so

pleased with the results that [ couldn't help from writing

myself. I have cured <tne bone spavin, one fistula, blind spH

one bunch on cow's udder, and think I have cured the swri

on a young drautjht horse, but have got another bottle t-n

sure. Now this is four different animals. I have liad t\v

years' experience with st^»ck in vaiions wavs, but havp n

found the equal of "Save-The-Horse" liniment. 1 can rccoiim

it with great pleasure. Very truly, FRANK HAVf

$_ AA a bottle, with legal written guarantee or cnnd
f^«VV Send for copy, booklet and letters fmm hun

^m men and trainers on eveiv ltn-\ ..f (..si> Permane
^^ cures Spavin, Thoroughpin. Ringbone (except I

Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpufl, Shoe BoU, IiiJ>

Tendons and all lameness. No scar or loss of liair. Horse w
as usual. Dealers or Expre&s Puui

.

Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., BiDghamtoo, \

95
AND up.

WARDIS
AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH

It isa solid proposition to seiul.

on trial, fully guaranteed, a new.
well made, easy running separa-
tor for ?l.j.95. ykims hot or cold
milk : making heavy or light
cream Designed, especially for
small dairies, hotels and private
families, different from this pic-

ture which illustrates our large
capacity machines. The bowl is

a sanitary marvel, easily cleaned.
Gears thoroughly protected.
Western Orders filled from
Western points. Whether your
dairy is large or smallwriteus
and obtain our handsome
tree catalog. Address;

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO
_..TI84

BAINBRIDGE.N

''^°"STAMMEJI
"-"•jc.-i "I will send you my 84 patre Ijook

^"'" 'a Y "Advice to Stammerers " Free.

It. e.x|)laiii6 how I qiiiekly

and pel inaTiently cined myself.

I'lotit l>y my expenenee and
write for free hook and advice.

^^__ BENJ. N. BOGUE
ISuci NoMH ILUNOIS BTllEET, I.VLIH.N.VIOLIS, IND.
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Has "That
Clean Smell '

which distinguishes

it from ordinary soaps.'

The odor of LIFE-
BUOY associates itself

with utter clean-ness and'
wholesomeness.

For Toilet
Bath and Shampoo
Lifebuoy is the most satisfactory

of all soaps. Cleans and disinfects

at the same time. Prevents the

infection of cuts and
scratches \^hIch

m

Be Well
Without Drugs

have helped over 46.000 women. I

\\n help you lo make every vital org^in

.^efficient work, thus building a slrong

talily which throws off naturally all

rt$ of chronic ailments such as con-

ipation, weak nerves, rheumatism,
replessness. torpid liver, indigestion,

i This is done by following a few
smmon-serue directions.according

your need, each day, in your own
-cm. in delicate cases. I co-operate

rilh the physician. One pupil writes:

"Just think of it I To be relieved

am constipation. Entirely free, after

iving it for 30 years; I feel so much
ightcr and stronger."

Write me. telling me your faults of

^allh and figure, and I will gladly tell

3U if I can help you. For 10 cenis.

ill send you my instructive booklet lellmg

and and walk correctly. I

aSANNA C0CR0FT.Dept.I8F.246 Michigan Blvd Chlcagoj

hoM

tCocrofi i

17 YEARS

if

If your savings have been
earning less than 5^ let us show

you how we are able to pay this

rate on deposits entrusted to our
care. Established 17 years during which
time we have never paid less than Sif

while growing stronger each year. Your
funds are safeguarded by the best of

. securities —selected mortgages on New
York and Suburban Real Estate.

UNDER SUPERVISION OF
NEW YORK BANKING DEPT.
ASSETS OVER $2,000,000

Your funds may be deposited or with-
drawn on any date. Earnings credit-

;
ed for full time.

I Write for booklet, which contains
! many interesting facts.

' Indutrial Stvingi and Loan Co.
2 Timei Bnilding

4U St and B'way. New York

II

KOSf?
^^^^^ createsagun-

EO
CREAM

-andwind
proof complexion. Price 50cB nt all dealersor by mail. Saiii-

Je of EoRmeo Cream, Koemeo Face
'owderand 64-page book on the corn-
Jexlon and halrsent freo. Address

Mrs. Cerva/se Graham,
1490 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

lALLOWED

>»

HYMNS
NEW and OLD

' I.ALLAN SANKEY.sonof IRA D.SAN KEY
DVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

o Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
•;?• ner 100, not crepaid. 35c. per copy hy mail
• iiriiaU,- x,i,„!j',s iinilhil to ••iiniirsl i,ii/iiiriT.1

"

i; l!l(;i,()\V .V MAIN <(».. \.n Yiirk or < hicaaro

FOR YOU ^-VreI"""
Uliw.kc.pjl :.» si-ndus

I

ADE, Department 31, JennlngB.La.

r PATENTS that PROTECT—!
"r3t,„„t, ,.„„.. „„,^^ „„„„.,, „„ rfcr„,...f6uv. s..,n„.v

|^«^;_BJ^EY.W»ihlngton.D.C .D«pt.;iC>.E»t.l869 1

The Children's Pulpit
Continued from page 501

can break it in two. The "re" is a
Latin word meaning "again," and the
second part is another Latin word that

!

means "to answer." Responsibility is

therefore something for which you
must some day answer. God will ask
you what you have done for your coun-
try. Will you be able to say : "I have
done my best?" This responsibility!
you cannot put off. It is a part of you
that cannot be taken from all other
parts of you. A story will help you to

remember this fact. A lawyer was de-
fending a man who was accused of
house breaking. He said : "Your
honor, I submit that my client did not
break into the house at all. He found
the parlor window open, and merely
inserted his right arm and removed a
few trifling articles. Now, my client's

arm is not himself, and I fail to see
how you can punish the whole indi-

vidual for an offense for which his
right arm alone is responsible."
"That argument," said the Judge, "is

very well put. Following it logically,

I sentence the defendant's arm to one
year's imprisonment. He can accom-
pany it or not, as he chooses."
The defendant smiled, and with his

lawyer's assistance, unscrewed his cork
arm, and leaving it in the dock, walked
out.

You must put your entire life, body,
mind and soul into your responsibility.

No one part of you can be held respon-
sible. Your fathers fought the battles

;

their children must heal the wounds
and love out the scars. As every
school has its colors so the Juniors
should have their colors for Memorial
Day. The "Children's Pulpit" sug-
gests that they adopt blue and gray
for their colors. Blue will stand for

true, and gray for to-day; true to the

responsibilities of each and every Me-
mo>ial Day.

Our Guarantee
DURING the past three weeks sev-

eral subscribers have made de-

mands upon us to make good losses

which they claim they had sustained
through writing to some of our ad-

vertisers. In all of these cases the

dissatisfaction was caused by the de-

lay of the advertiser in shipping goods
which had been ordered. We wrote to

the subscribers and assured them that

our advertisers were reliable, but that

they were behind with orders; that

doubtless the goods would be delivered

or the money would be returned to

them. Nevertheless, several of our
subscribers insisted that we make good
the amount. We did so, sending our
check to the subscriber in each case

and then informing the advertiser of

the action which we had taken. The
first check which we sent to a sub-

scriber in Ohio was returned in two
days, with the statement that the de-

layed goods had arrived the same day
that the check was received. The sec-

ond check came back with the state-

ment from the subscriber that he did

not feel after all that The Christian
Herald should be held responsible and
he desired to return the money. His

goods were also received by him. The
third and fourth checks likewise were
returned and for the same reason as

that given by the Ohio subscriber;

namely, that the goods had arrived in

the meantime.
We take some pride in mentioning

this fact, not only because it proves

that our advertisers are reliable, but

shows that our subscribers have faith

in our efforts to make our advertising

columns dependable.
Whenever any of our subscribers is

defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good

the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned

The Christian Herald in writing to

the advertiser, and provided the claim

is made to us within two months of

the date of the appearance of the ad-

vertisement.

oa
IV

Genuine Hand-Woven Panama Hats
Rare Bargain in Genuine Panamas

Panama Hats more popular than eoer— all the rage this Summer. By importing large

quantities we can sell direct to user for this surprisingly low price. These
hats are warranted genuine all hand-woven; unblocked, and can be worn in that

condition by men, w^omen and children. Easily blocked in any shape or style.

Just as serviceable as the $10.00 kind; the difference only in fineness of weave.
Assorted sizes. Weight only 2 oz. Sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00. Order today.

^ Satisfaction guaranteed.

Mailed promptly.

Square Crown Telescope Alpine

Blocked and Trimmed
Finely Woven

Genuine Panama Hats
By importing them by the thousands direct from the native Indian weavers

in South America and selling direct to the user, eliminating all the middlemen's

profits, we are able to make this Rare Offer of $5.00. They would sell

for $10.00 in most hat stores. Three styles as shown above.

These hatsare hand-blocked and trimmed with black silk outside band and leather

sweat band. All sizes. Sent by express, charges prepaid, on receipt of $5.00.

State size and style desired. Prompt shipments. Money refunded if dissatisfied.

Remember, we are importers and not retailers.

Send your order today and be prepared for Summer.

Panama Hat Co., Dept. C, 830 Broadway, NewYork City

Crash!!— anoiher Tvax
record gone io smash

!

If you own a Phonograph or Graphophone (Edison or Columbia) never buy another wax record

for it. Get one Indestructible Record from your dealer.

Or let us mail one lo you ;
— 35 cents (for the 2-minute) or 50 cents (for the 4-minule), postage

free, and a catalog with it. Give it the hardest possible test. Lend it to the youngsters. Toss it on
the table. Drop it on the floor. Kick it across the room. Leave it in the sun. Then play it and

hear a finer, clearer, purer, stronger reproduction— better music in every way—than your machine ever

gave out before. Play it every day for ten years and
you will still have it, good as new. Almost too good
to be true ? Try it ! Prove it I Send for one !

New Sacred Selections
JUST RECORDED

The list of indestructible records comprises every

class of good music, including a splendid series of

sacred selections.

These three are just out :

1340.—Over the Mountain of Sorrow./ 2 Minute,
(Baritone Solo by Frederick Wheeler) \ 35 cents

^ ^ /3 /i fi

Columbia
''1>HSTRUCTIBI.»
•CYLINDER RECORO

By Mail

Postage tree ii

your dealer

cannot sup-

ply you.

SEND FOR FREE
CATALOG

1324.-It Is Well With My Soul.
(Mixed Quartette) . . .

t
2 Minute.

. I 35 cents

1329.-Let the Lower Lights BeBurning.) 4 Minute.
{. t enor and Danlone Duet by Anthony j- g^ cents
and Harrison )

Send for biff 40-paffe catalog listing all

Columbia Jiidesirnciible Becords—Free

Columbia Phonograph Co.
Dept. U. TRIBUNE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
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ELECTRIC
GARDEN HOSE

Will not kink, crack, split or burst.

Before it leaves the factory, every foot of

Electric Hose is tested by hydraulic pressure

twelve to fifteen times greater than hydrant

pressure.

To make Electric Hose, a jacket of

seine twine is braided over a tube of pure

rubber. Another tube is "pulled" over the

jacket. Another jacket is braided over the

second lube, and so

on. The final outer

tube of rubber is

heavily corrugated.

All the alternating tubes and jackets are vul-

canized by tremendous pressure into a unified

fabric of extraordinary strength.

"Electric" costs but little more than

ordinary hose. It lasts three times as long.

Send for our "Garden and Lawn
Cyclopedia"— a booklet of great value

to every home owner. Full of information

in handy form. Address Department N.

ELECTRIC HOSE & RUBBER CO.
Wilmington, Del.

ButUm over regular diaper. No pins required. Keep bab.v's

dresses dry and sweet. Adjustable, cannot slip down. Kasily

washed, will not harden or crack. Asei)tic and hytrienic.

will n,.t irritate the most delicate sVin. Made from Stork
Stieeline. Contain no rubber. Price 50 cents,

CAUTION ! *^^'^ registered trade-mark appears on inside
' of the waistband of every pair of Stork

i';uits Lo.tk for it! If your dealer does not carry Stork
tl In. wi' will send them postpaid on receipt of price

FREE- f"'"' dealer's name, a Baby Sponge Bag
made of Stork Slieeiing, Also booklet.

THE STORK CO., Dept. S3 H, BOSTON, MASS.
Also Mckers of Slori Absorbrfl Diaptrs, etc.

S^eet^st Music tt World
/The sweetest toned self-plavinsin-

,
si rument in the world. Not a phouo-
f^raph. ScTit anvwhori' «»ii m

:^sg^ Frl'SMIRA MUSIC BOX
^ All'ortis an eudless vari»-ty of
imisic. popular hits, the old-time
niolodios and hymns. Write for

Lfri'p trial offfr and catalotr.

IJACOT MUSIC BOX CO.
24 W. 35th St.. New York.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
Wo have a from-fa.tor.v-to-consumcr i.ropositioi. for women

and men agents that is high-class—interesting—easy to sell and
e.xtreniely i)rofitable. Many of our agents are making $300.00
per year, and only a little of their time required. We supply you
with goods on consiginnent and full inf<irmation how to jnake
sales. We co-operate with you from start to flnish. This propo-
sition is not sold through dealers. You can undersell the dealer
with bettor goods tiian the dealer handles, and make good money.

Write to-day for full information and tirritory.

We are allotting teiritories right now, so kindly write to-day
before wo give » c Ise V ur territory

Address llox 28, line of CHRls'M.\ N Hi;itALI>

ft^M I d« I O ItKTIUCiVKII.
Freereportasto Patentability. IlUistialed ("lUide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.. Wnshlnerton, I). C.

OLIVET CAMP MEETING, .lune 2-l'2 inclusive, at (^.ll.-ge

Ci rounds. IlllnolB HoUneu Vnlverilty.OcorgetowD.Illliiols

Friendship with God''

To have noble and loving- friends, to

be able to serve them, and to re-

ceive loving- service from them; this is

perhaps the crown of human life.

And when to the joy of earthly

friendship is ad^d that of intimate

fellowship with the highest ideals of

wisdom, love and beauty that the mind

can conceive, life is full to the brim of

pure delight.

Trials and sorrows will come, but

nothing matters so long as earthly

friends are true, and so long as one

can go with his burden to the greatest

Friend of all.

"The problem of friendship," says

President King-, "is the problem of life

itself." It is not a side-issue. It is

the main affair. "To be a true friend

in every relation seems to be the sum
of all."

"The conviction of the love of God,"

he continues, "of at least possible

friendship with him, is absolutely

fundamental to life. It is literally

our primal hope."

The basis of such a friendship, we
are told, must be fourfold : "Integrity,

breadth and depth of personality;

some deep community of interest;

mutual self-revelation and answering

trust; and mutual self-giving."

Emerson says that the office of a

friend is "to make us do what we can."

We have all observed the difference in

our moods when with different people.

Some personalities, instead of ex-

hilarating and elevating us, seem to

depress and chill us.

In the presence of a true friend, who
wishes us well and rejoices in our

every prosperity, we expand and
expand and quicken. Truly he helps

us to "do what we can."

It seems sometimes to be forgotten

that our best and most loving friends

should be those of our own households.

There is a bitter irony in the well-worn

joke about the woman who mourned
inordinately for the death of her hus-

band, explaining that "he was more
like a friend than a husband."
To see sisters and brothers, fathers

and children, husbands and wives,

finding constant fault with each other

—perhaps not speaking to each other

for days or weeks — even traduc-

ing each other's characters to out-

siders—this is a most painful sight.

With the proverb "Charity should be-

gin at home," should be yoked its twin
sister, which is really but the same
thing in different language, "Friend-

ship should begin at home."
One of the most beautiful descrip-

tions of the effect of friendship upon
the human heart is given by Matthew
Arnold:

Only—but this is rare—
When a beloved hand is laid in ours.

When, jaded with the rush and glare
Of the interminable hours,

Our eyes can in another's eyes read clear

;

When our world-deafened ear
Is by the tones of a loved voice caressed—
A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast.

And a lost pulse of feeling- stirs again.
The eye sinks inward and the heart lies plain ;

And what we mean, we say, and what we would,
we know

;

A man becomes aware of his life's flow
And hears its winding murmur, and he sees
The meadows where it glides, the sun, the breeze.

Truly, friendship reveals as nothing
else, the brooks and meadows and blos-

soms of life. And the richest and
most fruitful and beautiful of all

friendships is that with our Saviour.
There is no more comforting pas-

sage in the New Testament than that
in which Christ says that his disciples

are not merely followers and servants,
but friends. And Abraham's faithful
and unselfish service was well summed
up in the saying that he was the friend
of God.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
June 5. Texts : John 15 : 12-16; James 2 : 23.

STARTLES THE COUNTRY!
m ! Revolutionizes Wash Day

!

Principles ! Amazing Results

!

Marvelous Invention

!

New Ideas ! New

MONEY BACK
Ke.autifiilly cleans woolens, flannels, blankets, colored

clotlies and white clothes, finest laces, curtains ami beil

clothes. Saves trouble, iiioitey, time nnd labor.
KMsy Way in 30 to 50 minutes cleans wastiing which
hefuie took entire day. I.,argest family wasliiiic
seems like play. .\11 metal. Stroiii;, iluralile, sanitary,
lijjlit in weis-'ht. Easily used, cleaned, handled. .Vlways
really. Child or frail woman can use it easy.

Wash day robbed of Us awful misery.
No more rubljiny, sweating, St ewiny. liackaches banished.

EASY WAY SMASHES ALL RECORDS
Waslitng macliinos in t lie infant class—can't compare with

it. I'sei s delit^hiid, cntluisiastic, lilled with joy. Hoiiest-
liearted, liard-w orkin^ women write of their own free
will. They ciuj'l help il.

dimply bubble over with praise.

Listen: .T. McGee. Tenii.: "One young lady cleaned
day's washing in one hour with Easy Way: another in 45
miiiutes." Mrs. T. Bulleu, Canada : "I washed bedding,
heavy quilts, curtains, etc., without nibbing." I.oretta
Mitchell, O.r "Did a big washing in 45 miiintes. Sold S
already.-' \. I>. Poppleton, N.Y.: "(lives perfect siilisfac-

ti»Mi. \\'iishe(l bed quilts, greasy overalls and Tine clothes.
i;ri';\test thing on eailii." V. !•:. Post. I'a.: "Did two weeks'
washing in 45 mimiles. Clothes cleaned witliont inlibing."
.1 11. Barrett, Ark., after orderjng :M Easy Wavs, says:
"Vou have ttie grandest invention I ever lieard of.'* ,J. \V.
IMeyers, Ga.: 'Sireatest inven ion to womanJiood, forever
abolishing miserable wash day. Sells itself," Mrs. Albert
Lamb, 111.: "Have washed everything in it I could think of,
from lace curtains down to dirty overalls and rag carpets. 1

wouldn't iiarlwith Easy W.ay now for any money. Wish you
success."

AGENT'S FREE SAMPLE. ».S
thousand Easy Ways sliippeil to Itussian agent. R. O. Cowan,
IS.Y.. placeil 13 in six hours—prortt $39.00. Mrs. .1. Ftrown sold
10 in 3 days-protlt $.30.00. K. J. Blevin, O., made 7 calls, sold 5
one day—profit $16.00. K. H. T.atlmore, Pa.: "Sold 4 this
morning : never yet turned dow. ' A. G. Witt, Pa.: "Sold 4
to-day. Not out for orders." Mrs. Gerrish, Mont., orders
sample, then one dozen, then 100—profit over $300. N. Koucher,
Mass., orders 75 more and says: "lCveryl>ody wants one. Best
business 1 ever had," .\. S. Verrett, La.: "Sold 8 one <lay"—
profit $24,0(1. Our facilltlos now greatly enlarged— still enlarging.
Lasy W ay is agent's landslide. JliUions will be sold. Write
ipilck for appointment. We want luaika^ers, agrents—men or
women—at home or trnvellngr— all or spare time, to sliow, take
orders, and appoint agents. Kasy Way new article—not worked to death. Best seller out. Every family wa
one. I'eople glad to see it demonstrated—buy without beinii asked and throw away costly washing machines to
it. Only 2 sales a day means $;(6.00 a week profit. l"rlce only $<>.00, ready for use. Sent anywhere, >

sold In stores. Order one for your own use. Money bark If not satisfactory. Send for free sample ufi

special agent's rn'oiiosifion. ete. Costs iiotliinfiT to investisrate. Send name and address anyway. i\Iany!i:

done so and afterw.ard thanked lis for giving them the opportunity to get rich the easy way. Write to-day. 1''

let tins big nionev-inaking ojiiiortunity pass you.
HARRISON MANUFACTURING CO^ 317 HARRISON BUILDING, CINCINNATI. OH

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, lOc. I 10 Best Wishes AGreetlngs, 10c.
10 Kose, 10c. 10 Fourth of July, 10c.

.\ny three packages mailed for 25 cents.
so cents per 100 cards — assorted <lesigns.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON, CONN.

niTiri^ iriTDIItftf^ cs pleasures and profits, is

D£yE^IVE^E<rInU theme of that excellent :.

hamlsomely illustrated magazine, GLE.\N1NGS
IIKK CrLTLUE. We send it for six months on ti

for twenty-flve cents, and also send free a 64-page he

'

on bees and our bee supply catalog to all who name t

paper. THE X. 1. KOOT CO., Box 70, Jledina. 01

Dustless Housecleaning
T,nw»CfC>. Kl^Q.n,^il^.^ Bu8hine,HhirUng, sucking
1 errillC Air OUCtlOD. air , leans carpets rngs,

mattinjjsonfJoor, wltlic--'
sweepiiifirordustiiiff. No motors, no ele<'liifity. Constant siu-
tioii. Now Home Vanium (leaner. New ])rinciple. On
person operates. Weighs nine pounds. Simple—power
ful—effective. It's the constant suction that does it-
terrific, irresistible, sure. Sucking, drawing—gather- ^'^^^^ oing up into itself dirt—dust—grit—germs and grime ^^^^^^T D
from the very warp and fibre of carpets, rugs,
mattings. Does same kind of work as liij^rher priced
machines. Price so low nil may enjoy its benefits,
TJnlike anything you' ve ficcn or heard of. Mak
carpets look like new. Better than if taken
up and beaten. Raises no dust, so no dusting

' required. Does what days of sweeping and
\
pounding could never do. Mrs. Jan<
^Shully, Neb., writes. "You don't claim

half enough. I wouldn't ^art with
my cleaner for any price, if

"^

couldn't get another. My te
year old girl operates mine

easily and enjoyq it.**

saVi:8 money,
stkknoth,

YottI

Abandon
rooms*

Brushes and
ust Cloths.

^^

STARTLING, BUT TRUE ! THERE S NO MORE WASH DA

!

NOT A WASHING MACHINE
New Method of Cleaning Clothes. Cleans Family Wash in 30 to 50 Minnl!

No Labor. No Rubbing. No Motors. No Chemicals. np
WOMAN'S HARDEST WORK MADE EASY lij

IF NOT SATISFACTOl
You Decide After Usii i

hey don't clean your rugs and
I)ets. Brooms and sweepers

fill the air with clouds of un-
healthy disease-laden dust and
ernis and remove only surface dirt.

w Home Vacuum Cleaner sucks up
only surface dirt, but all dirt, dust,

grit and germs from in and beneath,
isturbanceand upheaval of house-cleaning

unnecessary. Stop shortl Put drudgery
)ehind you—leisure and health before. In
cw Home Vacuum Cleaner lies your salva-

tion from household slavery. Adopt the new-
easy—modern—sanitary—scientific way of clean-

ing.

J»rice $8.50. Sent Anywhere.
Not Sold in Stores.

Think of it! Not $100, $50, nor even $25-oiily

8.50. Think! what a Bmall price for such a

wonderful Invention. What's *8.50 compared to a

J neat, clean home: when you can banish forever the
' drudgery of sweeplne—cleaning—du9llne;when there

=-j will be no more carpets and rugs to take up and beat.

- We guarantee New Home Vacuum Cleaner to bejost

ns represented or your money back. Comes set up
ready for use. You will be delighted—enraptured with

it. Mrs. Henry Deller, K. I. "I must thank you for

telling me of your wonderful cleaner. Whsitabless-
8-^^QK^<^^;^^;s;^c^K^>^gg^s2^^ Ing it is to women. I have notfelt so rested in years.

-«/& ^^^C^^^^^^^^^^EB^"'''' "°™**''''5'- Plenty of spare time. Don't see how
•>| I ^"tS^^j^j^^^nSBe^^ you can sell it so cheap." Uon't wait; don't hesitate.

•*'»' ^^^^^^H^^nOrder now. You risk nothing. To try a New Home
^•^iSB^^ Cleaner means to want It—then to keep it. Every cleaner

tested before shipping—guaranteed as represented or money
refunded. Send for a cleaner now

Agents are Making Big Profits.
Women excited—eager to buy as soon as they see how beautifully it works. No trouble tomakesales^
no experience required. Just demonstrate—that's all. Shown in three minutes—sold In five. *J.^
Goff, ftlo., says: "Sold five cleaners last Saturdar; my first attempt. W. H. Morgan, Pa^ '"Sold 40
cleaners In 85 hours." It's immense. So simple—so cheap. Yet so good, all buy. YOU m»Be
money. YOC Ket these big profits. Write a card now Get our liberal proposition. ,

•

Address R. ARMSTRONG MFG. CO. 1049 Alms Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio

Sent Anyivhere
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TUPENDOUS DISCOVERY!

FREE FUEL
larvelous Stove. Burns Air.

COOL KITCHENS.
lel Drawn Principally from Atmosphere.
tcientific Test proTen that this Stove conBumea
5 barrels air tu one gallon common coal
, Cheapest Fuel. Summer Comfort.
\bsolute safety—not » ,.- fajf=£g '^
ngerous like gasoline. I feiter»^fafeg

This Valveiess,
'

"

' """"^

Wickiess,

Automatic,

Oil-Gas and

Air Burner

IStove ^
pnomically gen- c,-},*

from V^VVf* t^-r
bte8 gaa
roeene or com-
jn coal oil, mix-
:git witli uir.

y\*t>nae^itt H«>at concentrated under

Jiot thrown out to overheat bit<-lien.

OUSEWIVES HAPPY. Amazing Results.
Perfect SSerTlce—Eeonomy—Comfort.
iTo operate: Turn kooli, toucb match. Oas
neratc'l par^scs throut'li air mixer, t'onsunics
,5 barrels of air to every gallon of oil.
is fire-iuteuse lieat. I'erfect combustion. Ahpo-
te safety. For more or Icfs Leat •imply turn
nob—tlien it's self-regnlating. Kequin-s no nioro
tention. No wick—not even a valve. Nothing to
ik, clot; or close np.
tWTHl'SIA.STIC PBAISE. I>. CARN.
<n., writes: '•( oBt8 only 4,'2 cts. a ilay for fuel. '

;>i<»RRi.^, VT.: "f^aves at li-a-t .Vi to 7.') per
jiit. lAcr w,„m1 MTiil coal." E. ABNOI.D, NEB.:

"Jiange cost me ^.l. 51) per month
f r fuel ; Harrison 81.25 a
ni.inth ; saves $4.» per month.'
I.. I. BICH, N. C: "Grand-
1 -t stove for eiinimer I ever
hiw." E. 1,. VOOPEB.
TFBTBr.: "Gives satisfactii>n
iu every respect. C<*rtaiiily

, hoUfiev\ife'8 frien<l
(hiring h(it weather."

|J.<'. (AMPBEL.!.,
iNKBB.: "Far su-
t' liur to any other

i'l

or gaholiiKi stove. Perfectly safe, economical
canly. lino tiaker and great comfort to us.'

HOS. VINt'EBiT, WIS.: "Wife never had any-
ling she enjoyed so much. It Is very quick— no
Bated room or dirt. Surpasses anything we ever
iw." nRN. F. E. FITE, O.: "Best. cleancKt,

lid most jM^rfect stovo we ever n^cd. A. IIOECH.
XA.: Can't speak too highly in praise of Ihiiii. "

:;. TVBBM, N. V.4 "Bought one of y<inr stoves
iiree years ago. It is a perfect wonder. Would not
art with it for ten times its cost." J. I^VFT,
lAjrS.: "The longer I use it, the better I like it."

Not like those sold In storeN.
Ideal for roasting, baking, cooking, ironing, can-
ing fruit, picnics, cottages, ' camping. No hot,
lery kitcbenii. Absolutely safe—can't explode.
ot daueeron* like Basoline. Simple, diir-

l,li._l,istrt for yiars. Housekeeper's friend. Saveii
Jme, labor, money. All sizes. Prices h.w—
:(.25 and up. Prepare for the heated term.
Vrlte today. Semi no money—just your name
iid addri^s. We will send you full description—
imdreds ..f testimonials. Bent suoinier stove
•a earth.

VHIRLWIND SUCCESS FOR AGENTS.
HEAD A FBA/.F.it, TF.X., wrile : "Kncl.iHO

81.00; rush. .•<.H hi,.- le.i . akes. .<olil .)0 in our
'own." B. li. IUKSTKn, MICH,: "(Iu- ono
lay.soldll." 1,. Bl'MIH.nAN, MICU.: "I'on-
iratulato you on y..ur euccess: sold 4 one day."
lY. KEARI.K, ARH.: "Sold 8 in IX' hours.",
|1BS. .NETTIE JENKENi "Sold 7 after five

'clock." So they go. I.ivest agent's proposition out.
• This patent new— nothing else like it. Not sold
n store*. Demand enormous. Agent's reaping
iiarvest of dollars. Everv family needs and wants
no. Show la-sell 10. Write today tor 1910

iigent's special plan. <»et In early.

MORLD MFG. CO.,291 World Bldg..CinclnnatI,0,

aGENTS—$33.30 A WEEK
Whvnot'makeit?
.lack Wood did
it I He writes

—

" Hurry up 100
more—sola first

lot in 2 days-
best seller I ever
saw." Hundreds

' ol soenls coining
m o n o y — $ 'j.fiO

, worth of tools for
tno price ot one. Wonderful invention—drop forgeil
from finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Astonlslilna
low price lo egenie-1,200 ordered by.one man. Get our

V"I* eonfidential proposition quick. Sample free—
»'.'.'i.i

'lelav—experience not needed—write at once.
THOMAS MFG. CO., 8184 Wsyns St., DAVTON, OHIO

AGENTS- .My Sanitary lolTee and Tea MaVerft
proUuco a pure, swoet cup. Need* uO

nuttier nor strainer and
iirverwcarBout. Savesfpa,
and coffep, money and'
lii-alth. Every wifo buys lit 11

t! ^^ ' ?3
<*s'ht. Now inventiuus. 1 1 ,^ ^B'^ V^
S^nd 15c for fiOc sizo of LV HjH i^''iS

cither, postpaid, or will %J ff./-'^
send sample of both for
2.')C. Withoutquostiontho
two best sellia articles —__—

COI''FF,K ever invented. Order buth. TEA MAKER
MAKt:U Dr.Lyons, i480I>ay St.. IVkln.lU-

LAWN FENCE
Many deslKus Cheap as
wood. 32 pttk'e Catalogu"!
free. Special Prices to
Churches und Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box D Winohester. Ind.

Chri^ Our Judge ^

=

OUR modern preachers seldom touch
deeply upon the judgment of the

wicked. It is a topic repugnant to

the human mind; and it is believed by
present-day thinkers that more good
is done by dwelling on the beauties and
rewards of virtue, than upon the stern
punishments sure to follow sin.

Doubtless this is true; and yet the
whole Scripture abounds in assurances
that our God is ever just. The man
that forsakes his sin and turns to God,
though it be at the eleventh hour, is

forgiven; receiving, as the parable
says, "every man his penny." But he
who dies unrepentant must suffer

—

how or where we are not told, except
in highly figurative language.
The one thing that we should keep

in mind is that we must make our-

selves fit to meet the judgment of the
Most High. This is enough, and every
one who will study his Bible can find

the way.
The Rev. Lyman P. Powell says of

the preaching of John Wesley, that it

had "the accuracy of a scholar, the
authority of an ambassador, the unc-
tion of a saint, the power of God. It

was always searching; but not often
terrible or severe, except when ad-
dressed to congregations respectable,
rich, and well contented with them-
selves."

To such a congregation, a friend
was shocked to hear him preach a
scathing sermon from the text: "Ye
serpents, ye generation of vipers, how
can ye escape damnation?"

"Sir," said the friend, "such a ser-

mon would have been suitable in Bil-

lingsgate; but it is highly improper
here."

"If I had been in Billingsgate,"
Wesley replied quietly, "my text would
have been, 'Behold the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the
world.'

"

It is when we become wise in our
own conceit that we need most to re-

member the sternness of our Almighty
Judge.
We are told that the mother of the

great Spurgeon said to him when he
was twelve years old: "I have trained
you in righteousness. Your father
and I have set you right examples.
We have taught you the Gospel. We
have shown you the way of peace.

Wy son, if you do not live a godly life,

I will stand before God in the day of

judgment and bear witness against
you."
A noted preacher has remarked of

this solemn charge: "It takes that kind
of a mother to make a son like Charles
Spurgeon, and no such mother ever lost

her son."
She holds up before him not only the

peace and joy of the Gospel, but the

thought of the judgment day.
Said one of our most eloquent pas-

tors, Dr. Asa S. Fiske: "I should never
have come to Christ if it had not been
for his love pulling me from before and
his fear pushing me from behind.

Neither one alone would have been
enough to move my heart."

"The love of a good father," says
George Matheson, "is as much seen in

his punishments as his rewards. Never
tell a child that you expect nothing
from him; that is the way to get noth-

ing. It is in the hour of penalty that

we need the promise. There is always
a light in thy valley, Lord! Thou
will never send the stroke without the

star, the smiting without the smile."

God is good. He loves us. He has
put us wheie we have every means of

becoming Christians, and escaping
condemnation.

If we persist in defying him—if we
backslide from service into sin—if we
love the world and the things that are

in the world more than we love him

—

we shall be judged with a just judg-

ment. That is right, and let us ?ee to

it that we are ready.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, June 5.

Text: Matt. 25 : 31-46.

Floor Polish
03P

QUALITY

If you have
never used

Butcher's

Boston

Polish
on your floors, you do not know what it is to
havea Perfectly i'inished Floor. There are imita-
tions, but none of equal excellence.

It is the STA>Jn.-\RD in the different trades,
throughout the UNITED ST.\TES and C.\X.A.I)A

When finishing your floors use BUTCHER'S
BOSTON POLISH and be convinced of its

merits.
Send for our free booklet

The Butcher Polish Company
356 ATLANTIC AVENUE. BOSTON. MASS.

The New Flavor

MAPLEINE
Better than Maple

Mapleine is a pure,

wholesome and deli-

cious flavoring extract,

guaranteed under the

Pure Food Laws of

every State.

A few drops added to sugar
dissolved in water makes a
delicious table syrup, and
used like lemon or vanilla it

flavors pudding sauces, cake
fillings, ice cream, ices, cus-

tards, candy, puddings, etc.

Your grocer sells it. If not,

send us 35c. in stamps for a
2-oz. ho' lie and our cook
book, "Mapleine Dainties."

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle, Wash.

L/A1DY rLl lvlLiLiLl.rv tractsandkillsall'flii
at*

tractsandkills all flies.

Neat, clean, ornamen-
tal, convenient, cheap.
Lasts all seaBon.
Made of metal, cannot
spill or tip over, will not
soil or injure anything'.

Guaranteed effective.

Of all dealers or sent
prepaid for 20 cents.

HAROLD SOMERS
150 DeKalb Ave.
Brooklyn, N. 7.

r THE BI^STLIGIfn
QiVes BOOcandle power. Casts no shadow.

1 Costs 3 cents per week. Makes and burns
I its own gas. Over 20O styles. Every lamp

J
warranted. No dirt. No odor. No grease.

I
Agents wanted. Write for catalog, now.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
3-70 E. 5Ui St., Canton, O.

To Keep Your Floors Beautiful
Every woman knows how annoying it is to have unsightly spots,

water stains, dirt stains and foot-tracks spoil the beauty of her floors,

stairs and woodwork. They ruin the beauty of her entire home.
Will you test, at our expense,

Johnson's Kleen Floor
the only prep.iration for immediately removing .ill these discoloiations? With Jolinson's Kleeii
Floor any woman can Keep her floors l)ri!.'lit and clean—like new.

Simply dampen a cloth with Kleen Floor and rul) it over the floor. Instantly, all spots, stains
and discolorations disappear—witlunit the slightest injury to the tinish.

Johnson's Kleen Floor rejuvenates the finish—lyings back its oriiriiial

beauty—greatly improves the appearance of all floors, whether finished with
Shellac. Varnish or other preparations.

Johnson's Kleen Floor is quickly applied—two hours is ample time in
which to thoroushly clean the floor, wax it and replace the mss.

We want to send you, free, sample bottle of Jolin-

son's Kleen Floor and a package of Johnson's

Wax to be used after Kleen Floor is applied.

Johnson'.s Prepared Wax fiivts the floors that .soft, lustrous, aitislic
polish which does not show heel-marks or scratdies and to which dust
and dirt do not adhere.

It is ideal for polishins woodwork, furniture, pianos, etc. All /
that is necessary is to occasionally apply it with a cloth and then /
brine to a polish with a dry cloth. "l-/

Vour floors receive harder wear than any other part of your \y
woodwork, hence recjuire special treat- ^\
mciit. Kleen Floor will keep them x^
al" ays in perfect condition. X^ '

\Vc want to send \ nu, free, pre- <A S. C.
paid samples of our Kleen Floor .^y Johnson & Son,
andPieparedWax.toKetherwith . O '0,,!„» wicrnnsin
the latest edition C. II. 5of our ^-^^ / «a""«' Wisconsin

handsomely illustrated book O f^ iai'cei>t.ynui FREEoffer
on the "Proper Treatment ^v of samples of .loimson's

of Floors, Woodwork aO> „.'''<'"', f'"'"' ,""? '«i'a'''<>

•I ml Fiirnitiirp " Wo S ' " ""' ^'^° hoolilet on Homeami tuiniture. We 0> B.autifyini;. Edition C. H. 5. I

attach a coupon for ^'^ auieetotest the samples; and. if

your convenience. </^ I find tliem satisfactory, will asliA r my dealer to supply me.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
RACINE, WIS.

"The Wood Finishing Authorities'*
V
ADDRESS.
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Hot Sun - Stifling Streets
That lijue is approaching. When it.arrives stop at the next soda fountain and treat your hot, tired and
thirsty self to a glass of deHcious, refreshing Coca-Cola. It will cool you---relieve your fatigue and quench
your thirst as nothing else can.

5^ Everywhere
Sendforour Free Booklet-"TheTriith About Coca-Cola." It tells all about it—what it is and why it is so delicious and wholesome.

THE COCA-COLA COMP.ANY - - Atlanta, Ga.
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Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

E. H. C, Waynesboro, Pa. Is there any infor-

mation as to whether John the Baptist

received the answer to the question : "Art

thou the Christ or look we for another?'

What effect did it have on him ?

John had lain long in prison and his mes-

sage was one of impatience, almost of despair,

that he should not now be called to share in the

work of Jesus whom he had announced to the

people and his work. Jesus answered by a

series of miracles (see Luke 7: 21, 22), after

which he gave John's messengers the answer

recorded in v. 22, 23. They had seen the won-

drous works and heard the words of divine

power and the message of grace that accompa-

nied them. They had seen the very miracles

which were to be the distinguishing credentials

of the Messiah (see Isa. 35: 5 and 61 : 1).

Jesus' summary was complete and comprehen-

sive. His preaching of the Gospel included the

Messianic prediction. He desired that these

things should convince John., There is nothing

in the Scripture narrative to show how John

received the message, but it was doubt-

less sufficient. (We have no trace in

our collections of the poem you men-
tion.)

Reader. Bellefonte, Pa. What do you
consider the meaning of Heb. 6 :

4, 5, 6 and 10: 26, 27?

The first passage is a special warn-

ing to backsliders, and declares that

those who have so retrograded, while

they may repent and return, can never

again know the pure joy they once

experienced in believing and serving.

The remembrance of their defection

will always be with them. They may
renew their vows, for God's grace is

not limited, and such apostasy is not

beyond reclamation, but much of the

sweetness of the Christian life will

have been lost forever. The second

passage is a characterization of per-

sistent apostasy which rejects the only

acceptable sacrifice for sin, after fully

knowing it, and which resolutely

steels its heart against the truth. Be-

sides it is certain that the soul that is

troubled with doubts and fears is not

beyond redemption, as these are indis-

putable signs that the Spirit is still

striving with that soul and calling it

back to its true allegiance.

A. M. F., Elk Creek, Neb. 1. Were
the Ten Commandments included
in the Old Covenant. 2. Were
any of the Commandments in-

cluded in the New Covenant?

1. The Old Covenant (sometimes called "Je-

hovah's Covenant") included not only the

Mosaic writings, but also the whole body of

Jewish canonical Scriptures (see II. Cor. 3

:

13, 14). It included the Sinaitic laws. The
New Covenant is the Gospel Covenant and the

two are successive steps in the spiritual devel-

opment of the race, the first typifying bondage
under the old law, the second freedom under

the Gospel. See Mai. 3: 1, Luke 1: 168-80;

Gal. 3 : 17 ; Heb. 9 : 15, and 12 : 24 ; Acts 3:25;
Rom. 9:4; Heb. 8 : 6 and other passages.

M. A., Lebanon, O. 1. When and by whom
were steps first taken towards securing
universal peace among the nations ?

2. What was accomplished by the Peace
Congress ?

1. The modern peace movement originated
with Jean de Bloch, a poor Polish Jew of War-
saw, who became a great banker, lailway con-
structor, author and administrator. His books
on the cost of war and the wisdom of bringing
about international peace influenced the Czar
to call the first Peace Congress at The Hague
in 1899. 2. A permanent Court of Arbitration
has now been established to which any of the
nations may take their grievances, if they wish
to settle them peacefully. The court, how-
ever, lacks the power to compel governments
to appear before it, and it has not the power
to enforce its decrees.

D. S. W., Englewood, N. J. Please tell me the
meaning of placing a postage-stamp on an
envelope upside down.

The placing of the postage stamp in various
positions on the outside of the envelope has
been arbitrarily asserted to mean many things.

A regular system has been created in certain

quarters, whereby the different positions of the

stamp form a code, generally based upon af-

fairs of the heart. The use of a code of this

sort is silly and vulgar. A wrong interpreta-

tion may be put upon the misplacing of a

stamp, whose sender knows nothing of such a

code, and thereby great injustice may be done.

In England, the placing of a stamp upside

down is, since it carries the head of the king,

an insult to the sovereign. Socialists try to

do this sometimes as an act of petty defiance.

No respectable person should intentionally put

a stamp on an envelope in any but the regular

ways.

W. M. B., Learned, Miss. Please explain how
wireless messages are sent out and received.

It is rather difficult to explain in a short

space and in non-technical language. The mes-

sages are sent on a series of electric waves set

in motion by a transmitter. Marconi's trans-

mitter consists of a Hertz oscillator energized

by an induction coil, a vertical wire attached to

one side of the spark-gap and an earthed plate

attached to the opposite side. A simple spring

interrupter and key break the energizing cur-

rent into the usual telegraphic dots and dashes.

The message sent as electric waves is re-

work and many pastors are helping the league,

but what is needed is a general pulpit agita-

tion and a strong united spiritual effort

through the religious press of all denomina-

tions.

J. McK., Elphenstone, Man., Can. In the

parable of the prodigal which was the

greater sinner—the younger or the older

brother?

The elder brother represents a form of legal

righteousness, not wholly false but spiritually

low. He has been kept by the law from gross

offenses. He is both jealous of his brother's

welcome and covetous of his gifts. The joy

over the returning prodigal cannot be shared

by so narrow a nature. The lifelong service

of the elder son had already been recognized

and rewarded, and he should not have grudged

the parental welcome to the returned and re-

pentant wanderer, but rather joined in it

cordially.

M. R. M., Monmouth, 111. Is horse-racing sin-

ful and wicked? I mean racing for purse
money at State or county fairs?

Gambling on horse races is a vice and under

the law in this State and several others it is a

crime. The racing of horses to decide which

is the fastest is usually accompanied with

I. A. W., Sunbury, Pa. 1. Does the Preside)
of the United States (as commander-ii
chief of the army and navy) ever appe;
in uniform? 2. What was the cost ar

how long in the course of construction Wil,

the Suez Canal? 3. Did George Washini}
ton have any children ? •

1. No ; he could do so, however, if he want(

to as there is no regulation against it. 2.

took thirteen years to build the Suez Canal, ai

it cost about $80,000,000. Later it was ei

larged at a cost of $20,000,000. 3. No.

e. T. M., Claremont, N. Y. In a recent nur
ber of The Christian Herald some oi

raised the question of dancing and cai

playing. I once heard a Methodist clerg.

man make this statement from the pulpi

"In the mere act of dancing or card pla;

ing, I don't suppose there is any harn
but when I see professing Christians fri

tering away their time in such foolis

amusements when there are so many othi

ways of amusement that are more eleva

ing, I doubt the sincerity of their profe
sion."

The clergyman was right. He took the sei

sible and Christian view of the matter. Tl

attitude of this paper on the subject has bee

stated so often that it need not be repeat*

here.

J.

King and Queen at the Opening Day at Brussels Exhibition

THE opening of the International Exposition at Brussels, which took place on April 23, was
marked by impressive ceremonies. King Albert of Belgium, accompanied by Queen Elizabeth,

presided at the opening ceremonies which took place in the Salle des Fetex, before a distin-

guished assemblage which included many foreigners of distinction and a large number of notabilities.

There are many magnificent buildings on the Exposition grounds, almost every civilized country
being represented by a characteristic structure. Among the quaintest is the Dutch pavilion, which
has almost the proportions of a cathedral, and the buildings in the Brussels Kermesse, which are
types of several centuries ago. The whole exposition is a fine display of middle-age architecture
and handicraft, and in the machinery halls and show rooms there is an imposing illustration of the
modern rivalry in the industrial and mechanical arts. There are beautiful fountains, grand halls,

gardens filled with fine statuary and collections of art objects sufficient to set up the world's
largest museum.

ceived by an instrument called a receptor. The
incoming waves impinge upon an aerial wire
and are converted into electric oscillations, the

magnetic intensity of the band is disturbed and
currents set in motion, which operate a tele-

phone receiver that indicates the dots and
dashes which are read as any ordinary tele-

graphic message.

W. H., Albany, N. Y. What should be the
attitude of the ministers and Christian
people of America on the subject of Sun-
day baseball ? We call ours a "Christian
nation." Why is our Sabbath to be turned
over to desecrators, when God has told us
to remember the Sabbath day to keep it

holy?

Sabbath desecration is a painful subject for
God's people at the present time. 'It is un-
deniable that in many communities it is no
longer reverenced as it should be and is de-
voted to pastime and pleasure, for all of which
there must come a time of reckoning. The
Sabbath Observance League is doing good

cruelty. It has been proved that there cannot
be any horse racing without betting accom-
paniment.

O. F. F., Chagrin Falls, O. For what reason
did Lieutenant Peary refuse Mene, the
Eskimo boy, a return passage home?

We do not know. The Eskimo -boy made a
strong appeal to be returned to his own peo-
ple. Later he ran away and got as far as
Canada. Finally, it is said, some kindly dis-

posed persons made arrangements for his safe
return to the North.

W. M. B., Charlotte, N. C. What did Jesus
mean when he asked : "When the Son of
man cometh, shall he find faith on the
earth?"

You must read this passage in connection
with what immediately precedes it. Christ was
speaking of the wrongs inflicted upon his peo-
ple (v. 7) and he meant to convey that, before
his coming again, hope would sink low and
people would begin to lose faith in the promise
that he would ever return.

A. H., Beecher City, 111. 1. I

Matt. 11 : 2, 3 did John Baptii

doubt Christ being the Messiah
2. In Matt. 11 : 11 Christ speal

of the "kingdom of heaven." Ws
that his kingdom on earth or tl

heavenly kingdom ? 3. Explai

Matt. 3: 11.

1. See answer to E. H. C, Wayne
boro. Pa., in this issue. 2. This pra.

tically means that the prophet wl
|

doubted the Messiahship of Jesu

though he might be the greate;

prophet on earth, was less than tl

least of the prophets, who, believin

in his Messiahship and his kingdon

is therefore a member of his kingdor

He was speaking of his kingdom i

the hearts of men. 3. John in tl

passage quoted was comparing h

own baptismal work with that i

Jesus and showing that while 1

dealt with human and material el'

ments, Jesus gave the true spiritu:

baptism. He (John) obligated h

converts by baptism to the duties i
,

the new life which the act symbolicalllS

represented ; Jesus showered upo'i

them the redemption gifts of his Me:

siahship.

Miscellaneous

A. R., Janesville.Wis.Yes; occasionall;

A. O. F., Donovan, 111. We have bee

unable to find the poem.

J. J. S., Ohio. God will not hold any on

responsible for that which they could not hell

Reader, Upton, Mass. We cannot answe
anonymous questions. Repeat question an

send full name and address. The names ai

never published.

A. M. P., Cameron, W. Va., writes : "I hav

been a subscriber to the Home Herald fc

the past five or six years and felt that I coul

not do without it, but I am so pleased with th

change that I feel that The Christian Heral
will be even more indispensable in my home.

C. A. B., St. John, Wash. At His farewe

over Jerusalem (see Matt. 23: 37, 39; Luk
13: 35), it is clearly implied that the Jew
will welcome Him. See also Matt. 26: 64|

Mark 14: 62. Some commentators take th

ground that the 144,000 who will stand wit

Christ on Mt. Zion will be a gathering o

saved Israelites.
j

A. A. D., Morristown, Ind. 1. In the begiffl

ning of the year of Rome 750, or four yeai

before the epoch of our era. Such is the reck

oning of distinguished Bible scholars. 2. -A

we know of the fate of Judas is what is told i
j

Matt. 27 : 3 ; 28 : 5 ; Acts 1 : 25. 3. Don't knoWji

4. Sanctification, which we receive by faith,
Jj

the work of God within us. It comprehendJ

the whole Christian life, and is a condition o

state of holiness induced by the indwelling o

the Holy Spirit, the believer giving himself t,

God, and in return receiving the divine gilij

which follows such unreserved dedication an

surrender. Farrar defines the successive stepj

thus : Conviction of sin, penitence and faitr

acceptance and conversion, justification, cortii

plete surrender and sanctification. Wesley dc

clared that a man must be converted before h

can attain to any degree of spiritual perfec

tion and pointed out that Paul's epistle to tn.

Ephesian converts showed them to have bee;

far from ideal sanctified Christians.
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Explaining the Comet's Course in New York Museum of Natural History A *' Comet Party" on the Roof of a Metropolitan Hotel

THE PASSING OF HALLEY'S COMET
FIRST in the eastern sky as an early morning-

spectacle, and after May 20 in the western

sky as an evening attraction, Halley's comet

las been the central object of general interest for the

;reater part of the human race during the last two
.veeks. It cannot be denied that during the early

tages of its approach, the comet was an object of

error and vague apprehension in many places,

n Southern Europe, and especially in Italy, whole
ommunities were in a state of panic. So great was
he alarm in Turin that the Gazcta, desiring to

llay it, published an article "pledging the honor"
'f its editors that no harm would come from the

elestial visitor to our planet or its population. In

ome parts of the continent of Europe, the people,

earing the presence of cyanogen gas in the comet's

ail, bought oxygen in bottles and tanks and, laying
n a stock of food supplies, prepared to live in tightly

losed chambers and cellars, while the tail was in

ontact with our atmosphere. In Hayti, thousands
'f the credulous and superstitious natives were im-
)osed upon by quacks, who sold them "comet pills"

it a dollar a box, warranted to ward off any evil

ffects from the visit of the "vagrant of the skies."

n our own Southern States there was a good deal

'f excitement among the colored population, and
eligious fervor ran high for a time.
Nor was the trepidation here confined to colored

)eople, for it found expression in various forms of

Excitement among others as well. Every article

elating to the comet was eagerly read and discussed.

Wherever one went, the comet was the absorbing
opic. The. astronomers themselves had few points
f common agreement, and their contributions to

he literature of the subject were not enlightening
T reassuring. Some held that at least 5,000,-

lOO or 6,000,000 miles' length of the comet's mys-
erious tail would sweep the earth for two whole
lays; others declared the tail too short to reach our
.tmosphere at all. Several declared the presence of

yanogen proved, while others asserted that the
fas had now disappeared. Some were of the opinion
hat we might witness meteor showers or possibly
n auroral display while the comet was nearest the
arth; a few believed there would be no appreciable
ffect at all except possibly a slight influence upon
lectrical conditions.
At last the day came upon which the astronomers

vere agreed that the comet would be nearest to our
)lanet—when the earth, the head of the comet and
he sun would be in "syzygy," or in direct line with
ach other. But alas! for the general expectation
}f interesting events. Nothing of the slightest con-
tequence happened. The skies showed no wonder-
ul flight of meteors; there were no terrifying
atural phenomena; the atmosphere, save where it

was cloudy, was absolutely tranquil; the hoped-for
opportunities for the use of the spectroscope never
came; there was no auroral display worth men-
tioning and the expected electrical disturbance, if

it existed at all, affected only the wireless at a few
remote points and was unimportant. All this was
due, so the astronomers declared, to the fact that

the comet had behaved in a most singular manner,

Halley's Comet, Photographed May 5, 1910

This shows the great tail, estimated at 25,000,000 miles in length

quite disregarding their "time and track" schedule

and conducting itself in a way that no well-disposed

comet, with a proper respect for scientific persons,

should do. As it approached the earth, and while

the head of the comet was still some 12,000,000 or

13,000,000 miles distant from us, its tremendously

elongated tail had quite unexpectedly curved itself

—just as though it were gracefully saluting our

globe in passing by under full headway—and that

we had missed contact with the tail in consequence.

Moreover, the curve in the tail had lessened its

speed, if indeed it had not split the tail in two.

While the uneventful transit was thus both a
surprise and a disappointment to many, to timorous
folks, who had feared lest the earth's contact with
the tail might produce direful effects, it was a de-

cided relief. In New York, and especially in the
Italian quarter, there had been signs of apprehen-
sion that something of terrible import was about to

happen. Many Italians spent the greater part of

that Wednesday night in churches in earnest prayer.
In the streets, groups of star-gazers could be seen
at every corner. In many of the hotels, the roofs
were devoted to "comet parties," who spent prac-
tically the whole night there gazing skyward
through glasses, and eating luncheon served on
small tables. Riverside Drive was crowded all night
long and telescopes and opera glasses were every-
where. New York, however, failed to detect the
slightest trace of the comet or its tail, although
according to the calculations of the scientists it was
traveling towards us at the rate of forty-three miles

a second.
In some other parts of the globe the comet-gazers

were more fortunate. In Johannesburg, South
Africa, the searchers at the Transvaal Observatory
discerned the tail north of the ecliptic, in a posi-

tion which would indicate that the earth would pass
considerably to the south of it without actual con-

tact. At Aden, in Arabia, the tail was seen flaming
like a searchlight, but the head of it was invisible.

Portugal was drenched with torrential rains during
the passage. English, French and Spanish astron-

omers failed to see anything, the weather being
cloudy. At Williams, Wis., a portion of the tail

was seen under the eastern sky on the morning of

the 19th. Harvard and Amherst observers saw
nothing. American astronomers at Honolulu de-

tected big sun spots, but saw no trace of the comet.
These sun spots were also observed by California
and Missouri astronomers. Princeton observers
descried the tail, but it was very faint, and they
believed the passage had been predicted a day too

soon. St. Thomas, D. W. I., saw the comet in its

eastern sky, visible on the 19th, its immense tail

stretching across two-thirds of the firmament. Con-
stantinople saw nothing of the comet, but there was
general terror among the Mussulmans and many
spent the night on the roofs praying. In many
Mexican towns and villages there were night street

processions with candles, and the people prayed to

avert the destruction of the world. In Minnesota
many farmers in the lowlands near Lake Superior
left their homes temporarily, fearing a tidal wave.
In Porto Rico the negroes paraded the streets at

night with candles and prayerbooks. And so it was
in many other places, where the ignorant and super-

stitious quaked with fear as they looked momenta-
rily for the calamity that never came.
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OUR ASSURANCE OF SALVATIO^
An Unpublished Discourse by DWIGHT L. MOODY, America's Created Evangelic*

Dwight L. Moody

I
WAS preaching once in the north of Scotland,

in one of those towns that have a church large

enough to take the whole town in. They have

some Presbyterian churches in the north of Scotland

large enough to accommodate the whole churchgoing

community. This town had a church large enough
to hold 2,500. I don't

think I ever heard in my
life the Twenty-third

Psalm sung as it was
sung in that church

—

"The Lord is my shep-

herd, I shall not want."

And I sat and heard it;

and it seemed as if the

whole town was there

—

men, women and children

—all singing very heart-

ily that beautiful old

psalm.
After I got through

preaching, I thought I

would put a test and see

how many could sing it

from the heart. I said : "I never heard the Twenty-
third Psalm sung as at the opening of this meeting;

and I was wondering how many sang it from the

heart and could say the Lord was their Shepherd.

Now, I will put a test: All who can sing it from the

heart and who can claim Christ as your Shepherd,
won't you rise and sing it?" About fifty to sixty got

up—some not half-way up—and I felt as if I had
never heard it sung so poorly in my life.

Now, I was thinking of that incident this morning
while you were singing: "My Jesus, I love thee; I

know thou art mine." I wondered how many in this

audience really can sing it from the heart; and how
many, if it should be put to the test, could rise and
say : "I know that my Redeemer liveth. ... I

know in whom I have believed, and I am persuaded
that he is able to keep that which I have committed
unto him against that day." In other words, how
many are ready and willing to get up and declare
themselves on the Lord's side—that you belong to

him?

Impediments to Assurance

That is the subject we have this morning—Assur-
ance! I once read of a couple of men who had their

property burned out. They were away from the
town while the fire attacked both of their houses.
One man, when he heard of it, went almost wild,

while the other was as calm as the summer evening.
What was the difference? One had his property
insured for its full value, and the other had no in-

surance. One lost everything; the other was fully
insured. And, do you know, I believe that assur-
ance is going to give us peace and rest in the hour
of trial and in the testing time; therefore I believe
it is a very vital subject.

Now, before I speak further, I want to say that
there are three classes of people in all our churches
who have not got assurance, and I don't think it's

the mind of God that they should have assurance.
The first class is the people who have united with the
church, but have never been "born of God," "of the
Spirit," and never "became partakers of the divine
nature." They have united with the church, per-
haps persuaded by some minister or by some friend
and thinking it might lead to their conversion.
They have not been "born of the Spirit," and they
will never have the assurance, until they have been
"born from above."

Second. Those not willing to "confess Christ."
"Ashamed of Christ and his Word." Rom. 10: 9-11
says: "If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the
Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God
hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.
For with the heart, man believeth unto righteous-
ness; and with the mouth confession is made unto
salvation. For the Scripture saith: Whosoever be-
lieveth on him shall not be ashamed." Now, if I

believe with my heart, and yet am ashamed to con-
fess Christ and to "take my stand," I surely will not
have assurance. We have got to confess Christ.
"If any man be my disciple, let him take up his cross
and come and follow me."
When I was in London, I heard of a certain min-

ister. Many people were joining the churches, and
he was not in the movement but stood outside, and
many of his own people were going and joining
other churches and he did not like it. He gave out
a notice stating that if there was any one in his
congregation who wanted to be taken into the

* Thif sermon, never before published, v/as preached by Mr.
Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass., January 19, 1897.

This is the fourth of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody.

nevtf before published, and the existence of which was dis-

closed only a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

church privately, he would take them in; but no one

came in. I wouldn't give the snap of my finger for

ten thousand church members who would "join pri-

vately" and who were ashamed to confess Jesus

Christ. Such a man isn't worthy of being a disciple

of Jesus Christ. He may believe with the heart, but

he must "confess Christ" with the mouth.

Third. There is the class who aren't willing to "go

to work." A man may believe and may confess, but

if he isn't willing to go out into the harvest field and
go to work, he will not have assurance. I believe

that's the reason many people go on all through life

without assurance—because they are not willing to

do some work for the Master.

How to Get Rid of Doubts

Some one said to me : "Don't you ever have any
doubts?" I said: "I don't have any time to doubt."

Some people are full of doubts because they have
nothing else to do—doubts in the morning and at

the dinner table, and doubts at the tea table; they
get up on doubts, and live on them, and sleep on
them, and think "doubts," "doubts," "doubts" all the

time. If you get engaged in the Lord's work, and
see the Lord answering your prayers, away go your
doubts! I think I'd as soon doubt my existence as

doubt that God answered my prayers. How is one
going to doubt when he sees a man getting out of

the pit and a man standing for five, ten, twenty
years? In some places you find leading citizens

standing very high in the Church and in the places

of business. And people say they can't help but
doubt. My friend, you can get rid of doubts if you'll

take God's way. First, believe with your heart.

Next, confess it. Next, don't be ashamed of it, but
go to work. Away go your doubts ! It is the privi-

lege of every child of God to know, if he will take
pains to hunt up the evidence. It is his privilege.

I don't believe it is the will of God in this world that
I should not know whether I am saved or not. I

don't believe it's the will of God that I should go on
with a terrible uncertainty whether I am a child of
God or of the devil. I believe God gives certain
landmarks. It is a privilege; but no one, no man or
woman, is qualified for God's work who has not as-

surance of God's salvation. If I were in the river
and didn't have a firm grip on something, I couldn't
help anybody; but when I put my feet on the shore,
I am the man to help somebody else. I've got to get
a good hold for myself before I can help some one
else. There's no liberty, peace, rest, joy, power,
until we have assurance!
Now, you want to keep that in mind—when you

are sure of your own salvation, you are the one to
go to the help of some one else. If I were blind, I'd

be the last man to help a blind man. We want to
make sure that we've got salvation and are His, and
then we are ready for his service.

The Gospel Guarantee

There are three lines on which Satan works:
First—he keeps a man from believing. Then, after
a man does believe, he does all he can to fill that
man with doubts and fears; and if he doesn't suc-
ceed in that, and the man still has a "ringing testi-
mony," he casts some "lie" on that man and blackens
his testimony and cripples his character, if he can.
He works on these lines. And if a man is going to
be a disciple of Christ, he has got to come out even
if there be an "evil report" about him. Never mind.
If a man takes his character—his reputation—to
God, God will take care of it. There's no trouble
with the reputation if the character be all right.

Let me read John 20 : 31 : "These things are writ-
ten that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ,
and that, believing, ye might have life through his
name." That Gospel was written with just one
thought in mind—to prove that Jesus Christ was
divine. If I wanted to convince a man that Jesus
Christ was divine, I'd go to the Gospel of John.
Every chapter but two speaks of "believing." The
word "believe" occurs ninety-eight times in that
Gospel. That's the key to that Gospel. Turn over
to John's epi.stles, and you'll find what he wrote that
epistle for: the thirteenth verse of the fifth chapter
of the First Epistle of John : "These things have I
written unto you that believe on the name of the
Son of God, that ye may know that ye have eternal

life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Si

of God." The Gospel was written that we mig
believe in Jesus Christ, and this epistle was writti

that we might know that we are in his family ai

belong to the household of faith.

A man said to me: "Can you recommend to me
good book on assurance?" "Yes." "Where will

get it?" "There was a very fine book written by
man named John, the son of Zebedee." "An En
lishman the author?" "No; the son of Zebedee

"Where can I get it?" "Most any bookstore

"What shall I call for?" "It is bound up wi
some other books, called the Bible. It's better th;

all the infidel books that come out, and you bett^

read it and study it; and if a person will take a ft

weeks on that epistle, you'll find out whether you'

in the kingdom of God or not."

I. John 3:4: "Whosoever committeth sin tran
gresseth also the law; for sin is the transgressi<
of the law." Fifth verse: "And ye know that 1

was manifested to take away our sins: and in hi

is no sin. Whosoever abideth in him sinneth no
whosoever sinneth hath not seen him, neither kno\
eth him."
Now notice that fifth verse: "He was manifest(

to take away our sins." That's the first thing—tl

starting point. There's no assurance until we si

that's true; that Jesus Christ was manifested
take away the sins of the world by the sacrifice i

himself. He forever settles the question of sin 1

his own death, and we start from there. "We kno
he was manifested to take away our sins." Tl'

rest will follow. You can't atone for your sin

Your tears can't atone for them. But "Jesus Chri:'

was manifested to take away our sins." Five thinj

worth knowing: "Jesus Christ was manifested '

take away our sins." There's no abiding peace unt

you see the finished work of Jesus Christ. And
is a thing settled: Jesus Christ has put away si

Then, the next thing worth naming is: "Hereby w

know that we are of the truth, and shall assure oi

hearts before him. For if our heart condemn u

God is greater than our heart." "Beloved, if oi

heart condemn us not, then have we confidence t(

ward God." j

The Truth that Makes Us Free
I

Now, notice. "Hereby know we the truth." Pe(S

pie say : "It makes no difference what we believe, J

we are sincere and honest." That's one of the grea|

est delusions of the enemy of souls that it makes r>\

difference what the man believes or has as a creei

if he is sincere. I don't know how many times

man has said to me: "Mr. Moody, you don't have a

idea that what a man believes makes any difference

does it? A man may be a Mohammedan, or a Moi

mon, or a Confucian; let him only hold on to it an

stick to it, and he will be all right."

Suppose you go down to the First National Ban
and put in a check for $10,000, and the cashier says

"Have you any money in this bank?" You answei

"Why, no." "Well, what are you drawing you

check for, then?" "Earnestness," you say. Now n

man is more earnest than I. But they would hav

me in the lunatic asylum before the sun was dow,

if I did that. Believe a lie as well as the truth, an

stick to it? Hold on to it? John says: "We knoi

that we have the truth." It is the truth that "make
US free." Lies bring us into bondage, but the trut

brings liberty. A man who believes truth can stan

on his feet; he knows what he believes. I pity thos

men who live on "negatives," on what they "don

believe." I met a man some time ago, and he sai

he didn't believe this and he didn't believe that, an

he told me forty things he "didn't believe." I said

"Will you tell me what you do believe?" And th

poor fellow didn't know what he did believe! I'r

tired and sick of that kind of thing. If it's th

truth, my friends, stick to it; hold on to it; but if it'

not true, give it up.

I heard of two men arranging to go up in a bal

loon, and they thought the car was fastened to th

balloon in two places. One of the men seized holi

of the car, which wasn't well fastened to the balloor

and the other seized hold of the rope of the balloor

One went up toward heaven and the other wa

dashed to pieces when he came falling down. Man
keep hold of the truth, and it will make you free

you don't want to take this man's or that man
creed; go to the Book and see what the Lord him

self says.
Third. We know that we are passed from deatl

unto life, because we love the brethren. "He tha

hateth his brother, abideth in life." What's thi

matter? "Something gone wrong there, Brothei

Continued on next page
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Assurance of Salvation

By DWIGHT L. MOODY
Continued from preceding page

Moody, you say." What's that? Now
I'll tell you the trouble. I thought I

would read the passage the way we
live it, and see how it sounds. A lot

of people do that. Some one has said

to them that something has gone
wrong, and they go to nursing them-
selves, and wondering why it is they

haven't got assurance. Now, we'll

read it the way John wrote it. "We
know, because we love the brethren."

"Because we love the brethren." "He
that loveth not his brother abideth in

death." I wouldn't give a penny for

the most magnificent creed I know of

on earth, if there's no life in it. What
do I care for a man's creed that has
no life in it? "We know that we have
passed from death unto life." How?
"Because we love the brethren."
Take an unrenewed man—a man

never quickened by the Spirit of God,
and in whose heart the Holy Ghost has
never shed abroad. the love of God

—

tell me, how can he pray for an enemy?
He can't do it. But, not only that, but
you cah love the brethren. Love must
be spontaneous, and it will be so when
I've been born from above and become
a partaker of the divine nature. "By
this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one to an-
other."

I have never seen a man full of love
in Europe or in this country who has
doubts. It makes no difference where
we find them. I believe a man's reli-

gion, if it hasn't love in it, isn't worth
having. If I had my way, I'd sweep
away every church out of existence
that didn't manifest love. That's what
makes infidels. That's what draws
men away from Christ and Christian-
ity; that form of church has alienated
the workingmen. "By love shall all

men know that ye are my disciples."

Nihilism, atheism and every form of
evil would flee away, if we were bap-
tized with love.

And then we wouldn't have to be
urged to work. That's the kind of
Christianity. One city needs it as
much as every other city. We find

men sitting down and discussing
theology, and very often they don't
know what theology is nor what they
are talking about. Some say they be-
lieve what the church believes. I ask
what does the church believe? "What
I believe," they say. They don't know
any difference!

Now, let us read that again. "We
know"—we don't guess; we don't hope,
but we k7ww—"because we love the
brethren." Now mark: It is not
only those who "love me"; but those
who love men who may not love me,
and we are to do them a kindness. To
heap coals of fire upon the head of a
sinner—that takes the love of God.
Have you got it? If you haven't, you
should throw your hope to the four
winds and come and get a better one.
Your hope is no good if you haven't
got love in your heart. "Because we
love the brethren."

j
The next thing worth knowing is

I
this: "He that hateth his brother,
abideth in darkness." If a man culti-

vates hate, he is in trouble. That man
hasn't got assurance. There has been
a family feud down in the Kentucky
mountains for many years, and how
many do you suppose have been mur-
dered? Forty people or more—fami-
lies on both sides. Cultivated hate

—

don't you see? People say they can't

I

tell between a child of God and one
' who isn't. You can tell very quickly;
you don't go to a mini.ster to find that
out; you get into their house and live
with them, and you can soon tell. If
you want to find out whether a man
is a Christian, you needn't go to the
minister, but go to his wife and his
children, and see how he treats them.

I If he's a merchant, I would see his em-
• ployees. That's the way to find out.
Talk is very qheap now. Some one

Continued on last column

The Cbildrcn's pulpit
CLINGING CLIMBERS By Rev, j. m. farrar, p.p.*

THERE are many varieties of roses. In our first rose lesson
we will put them all under two varieties—climbers and non-
climbers. On Rose Sunday, 1910, we will talk about the cling-

ing climbers. This rose climbs and clings and then clings and climbs
and buds and blooms. Each cling is a resting-place and each resting-
place is a new start for another climb; each climb sending out more
buds and blossoms. Some of these climbers are called perpetuals
because they are constantly blooming; climbing and blooming and
filling the air with fragrance. As Christ is called the Rose of Sharon
I am sure my Juniors will rejoice in being compared to roses.
Juniors should be like clinging climbers. Six days for climbing and
one for clinging. Sunday is clinging day. On this rest day they
have a chance to cling. To what do they cling? To God's love, to
his great truth, to great beliefs.

FOR my Juniors there is a great lesson upon the three splendid
arches spanning the doorways of the Milan Cathedral. Over

one is carved a beautiful wreath of roses, and underneath is the
legend: "All that pleases is but for a moment." Over another is

sculptured a cross, and there are the words: "All that troubles is but
for a moment." But over the great central arch are the words:
"That only is important which is eternal." These three lessons I

hope my Juniors will learn and teach.
Many churches have a Junior congregation and the pastor preaches

to them every Sunday. The Junior congregation is the Children's
Garden. Here is a beautiful story written by James H. Hill of Salt

Lake City, the city where roses grow and vine and twine and bloom

:

"TT^ARLY in the springtime many years ago we planted some roses
-C-i in our garden. No two were alike when we planted them; no

two grew the same afterward, although we tried to give each of them
the same care and attention. One especially was unlike any of the
others; it seemed more frail and its branches more slender and
tender. After a while, discouraged with its growth, we decided to

remove it and place it with one that would do better; but a friend
said : 'The fault is not the rose's, but yours—it's a climber and needs
support.' We placed a trellis over the little rose and twined its slender,

clinging branches around the lower bar. Returning some days after,

we found its branches swinging loosely out from the trellis, and
gathering these in, we secured them to another higher bar.

AGAIN we returned and again found the branches hanging out

and falling down. As we gathered them up, preparing to

secure them to a still higher bar, we said, almost impatiently i 'Why
can't you stay on the trellis where we put you?' But the little rose

seemed to say: 'Did you want me to stay where you put me? I

thought you wanted me to grow. I tried hard to reach up to the
next bar, but the wind blew so strong that I could not stand alone.

I kept on growing and had to go somewhere.' " The gardener learned
to help the rose vine to cling and swing on the trellis. Then a little

higher he put another trellis bar to which it could climb.

Mr. Hill says: "Years afterwards we returned to our old home,
and sitting under a beautiful vine-covered arbor we looked for the

roses we had taken care of years before. Some were there strong
and thrifty, others had not grown so well, a few were missing. We
looked for our little rose, but could not find it. When we inquired

for it.our friend said : 'Your little rose has grown so that you do

not recognize it, for its branches cover this entire arbor. It's the

pride of the garden.'
"

JUNIORS are clinging climbers and like our little rose need to

be helped over the difficult places, otherwise they will keep on

growing, and with no one to help them will soon follow their own
inclinations, which are usually down and out. But if the Juniors
are trained on the trellis of home and church they will cling and
climb and blossom as the rose.

Some day your pulpit pastor expects to be very proud of you, for

he is expecting you to climb and cling, to cling and climb, until you
become great men and women. Never forget, as you cling and
climb, that all love the rose because it gives so much pleasure and is

always pleasing.
Here is a little story in which to carry home your Rose Sunday:
"I will not give away my perfume," said the rosebud, holding its

pink petals tightly wrapped in their tiny gieen case. The other

roses bloomed in splendor and those who enjoyed their fragrance
exclaimed at their beauty and sweetness; but the selfish bud shriveled

and withered away, unnoticed.

"XTO, no," said a little bird, "I do not want to sing." But when
!.> his brothers soared aloft on joyous wings, pouring a flood of

melody, making weary hearers forget sorrow and bless the singers,

the little bird was lonesome and ashamed.
"If I give away all my wavelets, I shall not have enough myself,"

said the brook. And it hoarded all its waters in a hollow place, where
it formed a stagnant, slimy pool.

A boy who loved a fresh, wide-awake rose, a buoyant, singing bird,

and a leaping, refreshing brooklet thought on these things, and said :

"If I would have and would be I must share all my goods with
others; for 'to give is to live: to deny is to die.'

"

" Pastor 1st Ref (I Church, Brooklyn. N. Y. Text : "Blossom as the rose." Isa. 35 : 1.
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Assurance of Salvation
Continued from first column

says—and it is a simple expression

—

"a good many talk cream, and live

skim-milk." 'They talk all right, but
they don't live right. What we want
is to keep enmity and jealousy out of

our hearts. Perfect love casts out all

fear. There being no "fear," we shall

be able to look up to the Lord and read
our title to the heavenly mansions.
Once when I was preaching in the

South, I was trying to show that we
can't be Christians without love. A
man said: "There are some things
true, and one is that you can't be a
true gentleman without resenting. I'm
a Christian and a gentleman." He
stuck to it. Where does that argument
lead to? I was in a town where there
was a banker and a merchant who had
a quarrel; the banker stood in the of-

fice one morning and he put his hand
into his hip-pocket and he fired at the
merchant, and the merchant fired back,
but he missed him; but the son was
coming down the street, and he saw
his father shot at, and he pulled his
revolver, and the son and the merchant
and the banker were all dead inside of
a minute. First families in town!
That's where this thing leads to. Got
to be "resented"! Jesus taught noth-
ing of the sort. If they smite you on
the one cheek, give them the other.
You say you don't believe in that.

That's what Christ taught and it's

what we need now. We can love and
no one can hinder us either. I would
love a man whether he wants to b&
loved or not. He can't hinder me.
Now, if you keep at love, summer,

winter, all the year round, love wilt
tell. Love begets love. Hatred begets
hatred. You can't drive them. That's
the mistake people make now. We
want to go to them kindly and tell them
of the "better life." He that winneth
souls is wise. Save by winning.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Anvil Sparks
. .Every deed is the child of a creed.

. .The Bible offers no premium on
laziness or improvidence.

. . Many a man who has no fear of a
lion backs down before a gnat.

. . Love for God and man both come
into the heart at the same instant.

..Jesus Christ never sought hia.

own popularity. Some preachers do.

. . It is hard for others to please the
man who is perfectly pleased with him-
self.

..The fool and the drum never
speak without declaring their empti-
ness.

. .The people who disappoint God
most are those who try to fight their
battles alone.

. .Decide to give up sin and see how
soon skepticism will take leave of the^

heart.

PERELICT
VyiTH battered hull, and tattered sail,
*^ The sea's unloved, unburied dead.
She powerless drifts before the gale.
The thrall of ocean's fitful will.

But flies her flag at full-mast still.

By fate's misfit I, broken too.

Pride's ports unreached, life's fires burned'.
low,

A blameless, helpless wreck like you,
Outborne as wind or tide may will

—

I fly my flag at full-mast still.

Forgot by thankless souts in port.
Who safely trod my solid deck.

Sailed stormy seas by my support.
By my good-faith worked out their will—
I fly my flag at full-mast still.

My coward crew misprfze my freight.
Nor guess my Captain's unmapped shores..

Yet spite the weakling winds of fate,

I hold my course to larger port.
And fly my flag at full-mast still.

Ann from my broken bows^I'Watch
The baffled billows stagger back ;

For warm beneath my settling keel
Cod's deeper homing tide I feel.

And fly my flag at fall-mast still.

Rev. Thos. E. Winecoff, D.D.
.

Strongsvitle, O.
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Edward VII. Borne to Westminster Hall

OF Great Britain it has often been said that her

drum beats are heard around the world, but

on Tuesday, May 17, there was no sound of

joy or triumph in their notes. They were muffled

drums which gave out a solemn roll to the accom-

paniment of minute guns and the mournful clang

of the bells as the body of Edward the Seventh was

borne from Buckingham Palace to lie in state be-

neath the sombre arches of Westminster Hall, near

the Houses of Parliament. London, with its flags

at half-mast, its sombre emblems of mourning and

its still more mournful people, was a city of gloom,

and when the morning of the seventeenth broke with

a gray mist it seemed in harmony with the sad

spirit of the day.

A large crowd had gathered before Buckmgham
Palace and the entire route to Westminster Hall

was banked deep with the waiting throng. Through
the streets marched thousands of troops to take

their post like a hedge of steel along the line of the

procession.
Within the palace there was a brief service of

prayer over the body of the late king as it lay in

the throne room, attended only by relatives and
those nearest the king. The queen mother gave

way to her grief for a moment and then mastered

herself for the painful journey through the streets.

Then "Big Ben," the great bell on the Houses of

Parliament, boomed solemnly, and again; and the

waiting throng saw the red-coated artillerymen

bring out the coffin and place it on the purple draped

gun carriage, drawn by six black steeds. On the

royal pall lay the crown, the orb and sceptre. The
Life Guards dismounted led the procession in their

brilliant uniforms and wearing their steel breast-

plates and helmets. Then came Earl Roberts, Lord

Kitchener, and other famous military and naval

commanders. The g-un carriage with its royal

burden came next, the sight of which deeply affected

the people, who watched and bared their heads

as it was drawn slowly past. Behind the gun car-

riage King George, dressed in the uniform of a

British admiral, walked on foot, flanked by his two
sons, the Duke of Cornwall, the heir-apparent, and
little Prince Albert of Wales,
T)oth dressed in the natty uni-

form of midshipmen. Behind
the king walked his uncle, the

Duke of Connaught; the King
of Denmark, and the King of

Norway, and then rank on rank
of princes from other countries,

and members of the late king's

household, lords-in-waiting,

equerries, and physicians, most
of them in brilliant uniforms,
their breasts ablaze with the
badges of knightly orders, but
on their left sleeve the purple
"bands of mourning.

Then came nine carriages
T^earing the ladies of the royal
family. In the first rode the
widowed queen mother. She
had lifted her veil and a great
sob of sympathy went up from
the crowd when they saw the
Ijeautiful face of the beloved
Alexandra drawn with grief.

Bravely she bowed in response
to the uplifted hats of her people.

The British are usually self-contained, but they

showed how deeply their hearts had been touched.

All classes were represented, from the humblest to

the greatest in the land; but a large majority of

those who lined the route were workingmen and

Wreath from Mt. Vernon for King Edward's Bier

It l8 made from leave8 from the tree planteil by Edward when Prince of

Wales on his visit to Mount Vernon, and with it are leaves from
a tree at Washington's tomb.

women. All those who could wore black, while

others had at least black or purple on the sleeve.

They had stood, many of them, since the evening
before to see the procession pass, and when the

strains of Chopin's Funeral March, played by a

band of four hundred, reached their ears it was

Heralds Proclaiming King George V. Before the Lord Mayor at Temple Bar

hard to find a dry eye in the great throng. The
women sobbed aloud and clerks, longshoremen,

costers, laborers stood with bared heads and stream-

ing eyes as the body of the late king passed, the

king who had brought things to pass for the people

when Parliament only talked.

In the other carriages were Queen Mary, Princess

Victoria, the Queen of Norway, and the Duchess of

Fife, the late king's daughters, and other relatives.

The troops at the sides presented arms and then

stood at rest with heads bowed along the line. Now
and then the Funeral March of the bands and the

drums gave way to the wail of the Scotch bagpipes

of the Scotch Guards, playing "The Flowers of the

Forest," one of the saddest and most beautiful pieces

of the Heatherland.
At last the cortege reached its journey's end, old

Westminster Hall, which from the days of William
Rufus, has been the scene of great events in Eng-
land's history, where kings have feasted kings, great
trials have been held and parliaments assembled.
No attempt had been made to decorate its Gothic
interior. Its great carved roof and stone walls

were a sufficient and appropriate setting for the
last sleep of the king. Gently stout guardsmen re^

moved the crown and sceptre, while the body was
borne within and placed upon a magnificent cata-j

falque of purple set in the middle of the hall and
flanked with great candles, while at the head and
foot Yeomen leaned upon their halberds and Grena-
diers stood as if carved in stone. In front were
innumerable floral tributes, one of lilies and orchids
from Alexandra. Here again another brief reli-

gious service was held, the Archbishop of Canter-
bury reading the prayers. Both the House of Lords
and the House of Commons attended. At its close

the massed bands began to play the hymn, "O God,
Our Help in Ages Past," and as the notes floated

out over the multitude without innumerable voices

took up the words and sang them with feeling. The
people felt it was their part in the service.

Alexandra knelt in prayer for a moment before
the coffin, and then leaning on her son's arm re-

turned to her carriage and was driven home.
The line of people who now

began to stream into the hall

and file past the catafalque was
several miles long. All day
until far into the dusk they
went by, and when at last the
doors were closed there was
still a line of many thousands
waiting to be admitted. Fifty

thousand had passed through
the hall. On Wednesday and
Thursday the long procession
continued and then the body
was borne to royal Windsor to

rest in St. George's Chapel in

the castle until a tomb can be

prepared for it beside Victoria

and Albert at Frogmore. At
the final service most of the

European monarchs were pres-

ent, including the kings of

Denmark, Norway, Sweden and
Bulgaria, and Emperor Wil-

liam of Germany. Colonel

Roosevelt acted as special

representative of the United
States with two aids.

i

GENERAL COMMENT ON CURRENT TOPICS OF THE DAY
—An illuminative fact in connection with the discussion discovered that the alarm was a false one, there were eleven the only people who do not seem to complain of hard times are

on second class postal rates is that the German Postal Service persons in the hospital and over a score more were injured less the farmers themselves.
now carries parcels anywhere in German, Austrian, and Hun- severely. . , _,, ,,, ,,, „, , -mi t t xrn
garian territory at one-third of a cent per pound. „ —In the current issue of The World s Work. Mr. J. J. Hill.

,., „ , J .u 1. iu .^u ,. t 1 .
—Perhaps the strangest wedding ever recorded was one that the well-known railway magnate, discusses the question of hisrh—NEW YORK has passed through the throes of a bakers took place in desolated Cartago, a few hours after the earthquake. prices, and lays the blame for existing conditions at the door of

strike, which extended far beyond the boundaries of the city. it was a triple wedding. Conscience-stricken by the sudden dis- our national government, whose ever-increasing extravagance
Six thousand workers went out, demanding a shorter day and aster, three couples who had been living out of wedlock, stopped a he regards with apprehension. He gives these figures to show
higher wages. Bakers were imported from Philadelphia and priest on the street and compelled him to go through the marriage how the national expenditures have jumped enormously in the
elsewhere. For the first time in many years, thousands of ceremony for their benefit. Stopping beside a little heap of earth- j^gt two decadeshousekeepers baked their own bread. quake victims and resting his prayer-book on a dead man's breast,

' -„ . . .._
—A Harvard College senior who deserves to win a prize for the priest united them formally, the volcano Poas muttering omin- 1870 ocj sjt'kqt

economy, has apparently solved the problem of the cost of liv- ""sly in the background and belching forth volumes of smoke that 1»80 9a7'7QK jrt
ing. He has managed to exist on one dollar a week, has done darkened the sky. 1890 487'713'792
excellent work in his classes, keeps well and strong on his diet —Some startling disclosures have been recorded lately in ]ans 6')9'l96'320
of nuts, fruits and cereals, plays football, is pitcher on the col- the course of the investigation of the "White Slave" traffic in

'^"''

lege nine and, moreover, is one of the "strong men" of the New York City. Detectives have found four cases in which girls This, which by no means represents the whole cost of Federal
university. were literally sold by men and women engaged in the traffic. maintenance, means a rise per capita in eighteen years from
—It was Brudder Jasper who, many years ago, became ^ white man named Levinson and a negro man and woman $4.75 to $7.56.

known through his teaching that the earth was flat. Most have been indicted for the offense and held under heavy bail for
T^nttinir a <!ton to medical practice bv un-

people probably have imagined that the day of such ignorance tna
. There are indications of the existence of a regular organ- ...-r^"" ^ i™^r,nL?h^l ^frfons Lrr^ularlv ^[ce^^^^^ a bHl

was past. This does not seem to be the case, however, for we i^ation engaged in this nefarious business, and the Rockefeller trained and irresponsible persons
'^e^

regularly licensed a b.ll

Tiear of a school director in Michigan who denounced the school Grand Jury and criminal authorities are- using every means to ^^« 'ftely introduced in .t^e N^^, ^ork Legislature^^^

Principal because.the latter proposed to buy a globe, showing Ket at the facts and to bring the offenders to justice.
b-" th subject

f^ -^S'LctThrrghout t'hT^sfate." who

bu!nf h*s pupil wUh^'suc?nons"n:"''' Now^theTrficIpal'Tn "^^ ^"^ ^^^^^^-^ '—
• « P-t of the letters from readers regarded K as a direct blow at their peculiar teachings and who

ord^f to'rS hTs"post, h^sTcld^d to ^si^ tigL^"an7teach ?iT,J'"''c:!;f ^^ •
""""""11°^

l' '^^ ^""""^^ discussion on the therefore opposed it on the ground °f/f f'ri ?f w^Sgned
ihat the earth i<4 a nancakp Higher Cost of Living. It is hardly necessary to say that the was explained by the introduc*r of the bill that it was designed

' ladies make out a very good case for their sex, in replying to to affect only those who practised medicine, and was in no
—There was a wild panic for an hour in Newark, N. J., the Professor Patten. It is seen, too, that not one but many reasons sense intended to be an attack on any religious belief. The bill

other day. A circus parade was passing
: a horse reared and contribute to present conditions. While domestic extravagance was sent back to Committee where it was amended. It excepts

plunged : a nervous woman spectator shrilly called out, "A lion is no doubt a cause, it is only one of many. First of all we from the prohibition in the public health law the practice of

is loose !" and then came pandemonium. Twenty thousand per- are disposed to place the trouble at the door of decreased pro- any church, provided that in such practice no diagnosis, no
Sims went mad with terror. Many fainted and others were duction, and the ceaseless exodus of the young and strong and drugs, or other medicines and no surgical operations are used
•trampled under foot. When the uproar ceased, it having been vigorous from the country to the city. At the present time, or attempted.
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PEOPLING OF THE FARTHEST WEST

* Breaking Ground in Virgin Canadian Soil

THE inflow of settlers into the provinces and
territories of Western Canada, though it did

not begin in earnest until the Western States

had nearly filled, has now gone past the nearer

plains and has reached into the still newer, and per-

haps still richer, north. Along the southern bounds

of the region, where wheat is king, there is now a

continuous stretch of farms and farming towns

from Winnipeg to the Rockies; a second trunk rail-

road, two hundred miles north, and numerous branch

lines across the country lying between, have opened

up another immense area that is now practically all

occupied; and of necessity the homeseekers of to-

day are looking to the country that lies still farther

north, beyond the railroad, beyond the towns, reach-

ing into the very outskirts of the continent, but rich

in resources and natural beauty. When this, too,

has filled, the last of America's promise-land will

have been taken.
From England and Scotland, from France, from

northern and central Europe,
and even from the Orient, the

people have come, and are com-
ing, in thousands. During the

last ten years the aggregate
arrivals have been more than a
million, and the annual average
is now about 200,000. This
large influx is the outcome,
partly, of a systematic immi-
gration campaign by the Cana-
dian government, but is due

I first of all to the land-hunger
and home-hunger of people
everywhere. The fertile fields

of the Canadian West have
I been given out to these new-
I comers in homestead lots, upon
condition of settlement and

I bona fide occupation. The older
' portions of the country were
opened for homestead entry in

parcels and at intervals, nearly
all the reserves having now
been disposed of in this way.
In the early weeks of this year
there was in southern Alberta
one of the largest land rushes
on record, when a thousand
men sought entry on a block of
land lyin^ along the interna-
tional boundary. Henceforth, intending settlers

must look farther north, to the new districts where
free homesteads are still to be had, or deal in the

ordinary way of purchase with the men who are
already in possession of the coveted land. Farms
given free a few years ago have to-day a market
value of from $10 to $30 per acre, needing only to

be turned over with the plow before sowing. The
last harvest in the four Western Canadian provinces
amounted to 100,000,000 bushels of wheat alone.

A noteworthy feature of the last year's immigra-
tion has been the increased proportion of American
settlers. Drawn by the enticing offer of cheap land
and good crops, in a country where law and order
prevail, and where the school is held in high regard,
many farmers have sold their holdings and have
moved across the border. In 1909, a family total

of nearly 100,000 persons thus migrated, which in

business terms means fully $90,000,000 of new-

wealth for the Canadian West. From Canada's
standpoint the.se are most desirable settlers, for they
are already familiar with the principles of prairie

farming and are prepared to enter at once into the
spirit and responsibilities of citizenship. It is also

a very practical means of drawing the interests of

the two nations closer, for, in the new home, the

old one is still remembered.
The immigrant from Europe brings with him a

problem. The English or Scottish settler has
merely to adapt himself to new surroundings; but
the foreign-born—the Russian, the Galician, the

Scandinavian—has an entirely new life to learn,

and a new civilization confronts him. How he shall

be made to understand it and to enter into its spirit,

so that he may become a citizen, constitutes the

problem of the West. There are even now great
blocks of the prairie country peopled almost entirely

by the foreign element, duplicating very largely the

life and manners that prevail among the older
nations of Europe.
The task of spreading the Gospel has been man-

fully undertaken by the churches and schools, and

A Homestead in the Prince Albert District

over the whole West and North preacher and
teacher are being sent on timely missions.

Aubrey Fullerton.

Another correspondent, Mr. Charles C. Johnson,
writes as follows of the agricultural influx into

Canada:
Across the Canadian boundary from North Da-

kota and Montana are three Canadian provinces

—

Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Included in

these is the territory still given a place on some
maps as Assiniboia. United States interest in these

provinces lies in the fact that hundreds of American
fai-mers have, within the last five years, crossed the

border and made homes there. The same conditions

exist as were to be found in the United States a

quarter of a century ago. New railroads and ex-

tensions of old ones, notably the Canadian Northern

system, have brought about the opening to settle-

ment of a vast territory. The area of the provinces

named is: Alberta, whose capital is Edmonton,
253,540 square miles; Saskatchewan, with Regina

Landseekers Choosing a Location

as its capital, 250,650 square miles, and Manitoba,
Winnipeg being the capital, 73,732 square miles.

While Manitoba is less in area than many of the

United States, only Texas and Alaska rank with
Alberta and Saskatchewan. The work of opening
this new territory is being vigorously prosecuted.

The most modern methods of railroad building are

employed. The homesteader keeps pace with the

railroads. The railroads and the Canadian govern-

ment have united in an effort to attract settlers,

with result, so far as Americans are concerned, for

it is claimed that more than 3,000 American families

emigrated to Canada during 1909.

The Goose Creek section of the Saskatchewan
Valley is a notable instance of the speed with which
settlement is proceeding. Five years ago there was
scarcely a settler in it. Now there are miles on
miles of continuous wheat fields. Even beyond the
sections reached by the railways there are plenty
of homesteaders. The land office headquarters are

in tents, and the homesteader
is taken there to select his

allotment.
Wheat growing is the staple

industry of the three provinces.

There were last year sown to

wheat alone 6,700,000 acres,

producing a total yield of 188,-

000,000 bu.shels. Eighty per
cent, of this was graded No. 2

Northern, and better. The
amount of wheat sent forward
to terminal elevators January
1, 1910, exceeded $50,000,000 in

value. The provinces also pro-

duced last year 163,000,000
bushels of oats and 31,000,000
bushels of barley, besides a
large amount of flax.

In Alberta, much attention

has been given to the sales of

farm lands in the southern half

of the province. The extension
of the irrigation district has
made available an immense
tract of land hitherto only use-

ful as a cattle range. It is es-

timated that there are 3,000,-

000 acres already reached by
irrigation ditches. There, as
in the United States, irrigation

is looked upon as the real developer of the unsettled

districts.

So far as climate is concerned the conditions are
said to be more equable than in a number of the

Northern United States. The air is dry, and, while
the mercury drops to a lower figure, at the same
time the severity of the cold seems much less than
in a more humid atmosphere.

"The Sweetest Thing I've Seen"
Dear Mr. Editor: The "Dreamland" calendar,

the "Dorcas" picture and Hero Tales from Amer-
ican Life all safely received. The calendar is the

sweetest thing I've seen. The "Dorcas" picture is

fine, and the book, as to type and general attract-

iveness, most satisfactory. There is surely no dis-

appointment anywhere, only surprise and pleasure.

Newark, N. J. Mary J. Conklin.
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The Growth of Chri^ianity

JT is an encouraging: sign of the times when we

see the leading magazines taking a genuine in-

terest in the things that relate to spiritual life and

progress. One after the other of our foremost

periodicals is falling into line in treating ably and

reverently, and with a basis of sound information,

those questions that make for religion in the home,

the community and the nation.

The Century Magazine, in its April issue, dis-

cusses very interestingly the indications of a revival

of religion, not in the churches but among the

people. This, it believes, is not the result of ordi-

nary evangelistic effort, but is in the nature of a

moral renaissance— the backward sweep of the

pendulum from the immoral conditions of recent

years. Open infidelity, the abuse of public trust,

ingenious methods of frauds, lax and vicious laws

and other flagrant evils have driven sensible people

to see the necessity of a surer and better anchorag;e

for the renovation of moral character and the culti-

vation of the "power that makes for righteousness."

While we appreciate fully the need of an ener-

gizing and enlightening influence in public affairs,

we cannot take the despondent view of the situation

that is held by many writers. Evils that afl['ect

society and commercial, professional and private

life, are magnified by increased publicity. This

applies with particular force to all exposures of

wrongdoing, graft, corruption and other forms of

immorality. We believe that there is now and has

been for many years a growing improvement in

morals generally, and in true, deep religious feel-

ing. There are probably twice the number of real,

light-living Christian men and women to-day that

there were twenty years ago. Take by way of illus-

tration, the recent Laymen's National Congress in

Chicago. Originating wholly outside of the churches,

yet co-operating with them; holding the highest

spiritual ideals and the most practical plans for

their accomplishment, that convention represented

20,000,000 laymen, all business and professional

men, and all imbued with an earnest desire for a

mighty religious revival, which should sweep the

globe and carry the Gospel to the remotest ends of

the earth in as short a time as possible. It is no
longer considered a strange thing for a man in

public life and business to be known as a Christian.

Our people, as the Cevfury writer observes, are
"thinking seriously and feeling deeply on the great
things of the inner life."

Sharon Turner, famous both as historian and
statistician, is authority for these statistics in re-

gard to the march of Christianity through the cen-
turies:

First centui-y. five hundred thousand Christians ; second cen-
tury, two million Christians ; third century, five million Chris-
tians ; fourth century, ten million Christians ; fifth century,
fifteen million Christians ; sixth century, twenty million Chris-
tians : seventh century, twenty-four million Christians : eighth
century, thirty million Christians ; ninth century, forty million
Christians ; tenth centui^, fifty million Christians ; eleventh
century, seventy million Christians ; twelfth century, eighty
million Christians ; thirteenth century, seventy-five million
Christians; fourteenth century, eighty million Christians: fif-

teenth century, one hundred million Christians; sixteenth cen-
tury, one hundred and twenty-five million Christians ; seven-
teenth century, one hundred and fifty-five million Christians

;

eighteenth century, two hundred million Christians, nineteenth
century, at least four hundred and fifty million Christians. At
the present time, according to Fournier de Flaix, the French
statistician, there are between 480,000,000 and 500.000,000
Christians or one-third the total population of the world.

The pyramid grows steadily and will continue to

grow. Time will yet come when the hopes of our
continent will be realized in the establishment of
improved social and physical conditions, cleaner,
wholesomer surroundings, saner business methods,
better public service, wiser legislation and a clearer
and a surer grasp of the great truths of the Gospel,
which must form the basis of the enduring well-
being of any people. "Blessed is the nation whose
God is the Lord."

The Man at the Throttle

ON the cover page of this issue appears the repro-
duction of a striking picture by the well-known

painter Mead, illustrating an incident on .one of our
great transcontinental railways, where a heavy
rain in the Rockies has loosened great masses of
earth which have fallen right in the track of
an onrushing express. The quick eye of the engi-
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neer has caught a glimpse of rocks ahead and has

stopped his engine with its nose against the ob-

struction. A fine body of men are the engineers of

America, the men at the throttle, physically fit,

clear-eyed, with muscles of steel and nerves cool

as ice; they have in their charge millions of lives

and the accidents due to them are exceedingly few.

The drinkers among them are very scarce. The
rules are against it, as the tipplers' nerves would
be unequal to the task. The American trainmen,
as a whole, are distinctly a fine class physically

and mentally, for only such could hope to make
their way in the arduous calling, and some of them
win their way to the highest positions. One of the

chief officials of the New York Central started as a

man working on the track, and Sir William Van
Horn, of Canada, started as a telegraph operator.

In other walks of life there are cool heads at the

throttle of affairs. They are needed to check waste
and extravagance in business and in our national

life where we are going "the pace that kills," and
the successful leaders are found to be those who
have the railroad man's knack of keeping up the

highest speed consistent with safety and efficiency

and who are quick to shut off steam when they find

that there are obstructions ahead. It is a lesson for

this rushing generation: "Don't run by the danger
signals" that are posted along the railway of every
man's career. The world is full of wrecks, who
"tried to make one more station," and who did not

use the throttle while there was time.

The Peace Congress

IN his letter to the New England Peace Congress
at Hartford, Conn., President Taft uses some

very plain words in describing the attitude of our
government. While expressing himself as favor-

ing international peace, and arbitration as a means
of securing it, he explains that this does not mean

that I am in favor of a country giving up that which we now use
for the purpose of securing peace, to wit, our army and our navy;
because I believe that the expense of armament is working toward
peace.

Secretary Knox, who also may be regarded as

representing our official attitude, went a step fur-

ther than the President and favored a permanent
tribunal of arbitration, in continued session at The
Hague, in order that "the Court should be ready for
the litigants and not the litigants for the Court."
One may perceive in these declarations the influ-

ence of Mr. Roosevelt's recent speech at Christiania.
It is clearly the purpose of the Federal government
to support no policy that will involve any considera-
ble reductions in* our naval and military forces.

Our budget of defense, however, is rapidly becoming
an appalling one, especially when it is remembered
that at the present time we are on peaceful terms
with the whole world. Such is the spirit of the
nation as a whole that it is doubtful whether any
plan for material reduction could be carried through,
unless the hope of a permanent peace tribunal, with
power and means to execute its findings, should be
speedily realized.

The Comet's Message
THE comet's visit is an event of the past. It swept

by us in the night, its port of departure no less

than its destination being unknown to us. Was
the wanderer of the skies a messenger to us, or only
a chance wayfarer? How small and insignificant
all our human affairs appeared while the comet
blazed in the morning heavens and his fiery breath
seemed to brush our very gates! What a tiny affair

our little earthball, with its antlike inhabitants,
contrasted with the vast proportions of the celestial
stranger! Along the immeasurable path by which
he came and went, the farthest reach of science is

but a span.
Enoch, so the ancients tell us, was the discoverer

of the science of astronomy, and the first to study the
splendors of the firmament. He "walked with God."
Already, in the days of Seth. it is recorded that man
had begun to pray and "call upon the name of the
Lord," and Enoch's holy life and high vocation
doubtless had its influence in directing the thoughts
of that early race toward the marvels of the skies,
and through these, to the contemplation of their
omnipotent Maker. So this celestial wonder, which
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has just been visiting us, should make us humble
and prayerful.
As we look up to the heavens, brilliant with its

constellations (are they those "many mansions"
which our Saviour had in mind?) our hearts should
be filled with gratitude towards our heavenly
Father, who, in his government of the universe,
"doeth all things well." Halley's comet has done
more than merely challenge the attention of the
world and excite its wonder or its terror, if it has
brought us in reverent thought and feeling nearer
to Him who has given us the assurance that before
this old earth passes away, the great scheme of
man's redemption will have been fulfilled and the
Gospel will have become known to all peoples.

China's Emancipation Decree

CHINA has taken another step forward. An
imperial rescript has been issued, abolishing

slavery in the empire. Those who have till now
been held as slaves in Manchu homes will be treated

as hired servants, but as their term of service will

be fixed for several years they will be little the

better for their nominal freedom. In the famine
years, thousands of children were sold; hereafter,

they will be "bound" as servants for a fixed term

—

very little difference. There will be no bargaining
and selling of wives as heretofore; but under the
new law a Chinese may regularly marry as many
wives as he pleases or can support. "To a great
extent, the emancipation is such in name only, and it

will probably require several more generations be-

fore the true idea of human liberty be realized, if

indeed it is ever quite realized, in the slow-moving,
antiquated Celestial empire.

~

General Notes 1jsly I 1—The Sultan of Turkey, who is sixty-six, is reported seriously
ill. In addition to Bright's disease, he recently had an attack of

measles.

—There are ominous signs of trouble ahead in China, but
whether it will take the shape of an anti-dynastic movement or be
simply anti-foreign is uncertain. It may be both. The Chinese
government, however, is much better prepared to cope with a rising

than it was when the Boxer troubles occurred in 1898. The new
well-drilled army is pronounced "quite equal to any emergency."—The BALLiNOKit-PiNCHOT controversy is still holding the

public interest on account of the various charges made by one

side or the other. Recently a sensation was sprung by a ste-

nographer named Kirby, who was in the government employ. He
came out with the statement that the letter exonerating Mr.

Ballinger was not written by Mr. Taft but by Mr. Lawler, one

of the officials in Mr. Kirby's department. He was urged, it is

said, by some of Mr. Ballinger's opponents to make the state-

ment as a public duty. It seems that Mr. Kirby, from his sub-

ordinate position, did not know all the facts, for Mr. Taft said

at once that he gave the facts to Mr. Lawler to put into the

form of a letter, and then appended his signature as chief

executive, a thing done in the great rush of presidential busi-

ness. In regard to the Cunningham claims on Alaska coal

lands. Mr. Ballinger said frankly that he looked them over and
that Mr. Schwartz, chief of the special agents, said they were

all right. Mr. Schwartz at once took the stand and assumed the

responsibility. Mr. Branders, who had been asking Mr. Bal-

linger for hours about things he said he could have no per-

sonal knowledge, was much taken aback and did not attempt to

cross-examine Mr. Schwartz.
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New York Police Parade

rHE annual parade of the Police Department of

New York City occurred on Saturday, May 14.

Six thousand men, with splendid physique and
,;atures, handsomely uniformed, afoot, on horse-

ick and wheels, marched from Astor Place and
afayette Street, up Broadway and Madison Ave-
je to Fortieth Street, and back down Fifth Avenue,
ogether with Mayor Gaynor and Commissioner
aker at the reviewing stand were Major-General
Salter Howe, Commander of the Department of the
ast of the United States Army, and Deputy Com-
issioners Charles W. Kirby, John J. Walsh, and
ewis H. Reynold.s. Chief Inspector Maximillian
:hmittberger rode a big bay horse at the head of the
,rocession. It is said there was never a more suc-
ssful annual parade than this one. The Mayor
implimented the men in unstinted terms, telling

lem that he believed ninety-five per cent, of them
ere true, honest men, who wanted and tried to do
leir duty. The little honor squad, who in the last

velve years had been rewarded for
Beds of bravery in which they had
sked life and limb, were an important
irt of the procession, and the award-
ig of medals to the new heroes was an
/ent of singular interest in the day's
ilebration. James A. Mulroy, who had
;en shot by an Italian in the jaw and
1 the hip, pursued and captured his

isailant. Commissioner Baker notic-
ig the deep wound in the man's cheek,
5ked if that was where the bullet had
issed, as he pinned upon Mulroy the
ledal of the Police Department and the
rooklyn Citizen's medal. The Mayor,
':'ter he had been told of the daring of
lieutenant John F. Dwyer, who had
scued a drowning man in the darkness
the night against a fierce tide, said

' the lieutenant: "How did you ever
ve through it?" The Rhinelander
edal was then pinned upon Dwyer.
omments were also made by the Mayor
i he bestowed the Isaac Bell medal for
avery upon Policeman John Patafoe,
ho at the risk of his own life saved a
le-armed man from drowning at
ergen Beach, and when he gave the
utomobile Club of America's medal to
lOliceman Patrick McMahon, who bore
vvay a dynamite bomb in burning pa-
irs to save others, and by the explo-
on sustained injuries him.self which
?pt him seven months in the hospital.

one could see the imposing parade
ithout being impressed with the fact
the splendid army of defense which

18 metropolis has. The personnel of
le police force of New York is very
igh. Its weakness and danger have
ily been in its misdirection by unwis-
3m and unrighteousness higher up. It

fortunate for the city that there seems
:> be a determination to inspire in the
apartment from the highest to the low-
;t man a reverence for law and its

iforcenient and a hatred of anything
hich looks like collusion with any form
f vice or the sale of law for money,
hrough the centuries it has been nec-
isary to have men set apart, uniformed
id disciplined, to protect the life and property of
.16 people. The per.sonnel of the police force of
ew York reminds us of the manliness, efficiency
rid discipline of the Roman soldier as mentioned by
is captain in the conversation with our Lord:
For I am a man under authority, having soldiers under me : and I

y to this man. Go, and he R-oeth.; and to another. Come, and he
meth

; and to my servant. Do this, and he doeth it. (Matt. 8 : 9.)

dison's Cement House
Thomas A. Edison, who has made such enormous
mtributions to the material and mental welfare of
IS generation, has just appeared upon the stage
ith the model of his new cement house completed
-1 which he has been working for a number of years,
as object has been to construct a substantial house
!: the minimum cost where the wage-earner of a
loderate income can have as comfortable a home
5 his millionaire employer, and he claims to have
ien successful in his undertaking. The house is of
iment, of comely architecture, and can be built
rge enough to house an ordinary artisan's family
>r $1,200 to the man desiring to buy, and for $10
month to the one who wishes to rent. In these
lys of murderously high prices for bread, clothing,
Jel, rent and the other necessaries of life, it is a

fortunate thing that some relief is likely to be given
to the tens of thousands of working people who are
barely holding their own in the battle for sheer sub-
sistence. He is truly a benefactor who makes it

easier to found a home where love may be enshrined,
where childhood may be trained, where Christ's true
church may be preserved. This home instinct as a
motive for bravery in the battle for life and for the
right by the head of the family in the strength of
Almighty God is beautifully described in the appeal
of the prophet

:

Be not ye afraid of them : remember the Lord, which is great and
terrible, and iight for your brethren, your sons, and your daugh-
ters, your wives, and your houses. (Neh. 4 : 14.)

A New Anaesthetic

The search for an ansesthetic with no ill effect on
the heart or other vital organs seems to have been
rewarded at last, by experiments which show that
electricity is far superior to any of the drugs now
used to produce sleep and dull pain. It is claimed

The Parade of 6,000 New York Police on May 14

by the surgeons making the experiment that elec-

tricity as an anaesthetic has no bad effect on the
heart. By acting on the nerve centres of the brain
it produces a form of insensibility called electric

sleep. When the circuit is open the influence of the
anaesthetic is immediately lost and the patient be-
comes conscious, without feeling any of the after
effects common to ether and chloroform. Sin is in

the human heart, causing pain and threatening
death. There is a necessity for spiritual surgery
and medication. The prophet refers to this condi-
tion in the wickedness of a great city.

Take balm for her pain, if so be she may be healed. (Jer. 51 :8.)

A Japanese Bible

Mrs. E. D. Latta, of Charlotte, N. C, while in

New York recently bought from the Bible Society
a Bible written in the Japanese language. Mrs.
Latta is supporting a little Japanese girl, who is

being cared for in an orphanage at Sendai, Japan;
and this handsome leather-bound volume, with the
child's name, Ina Uyeaa, inscribed on the cover, is

being sent by Miss Curier, who has charge of The
Christian Herald's Orphan Fund, to the child as
a gift from her benefactress. This good woman,

who assumed the responsibility of clothing and feed-
ing the body of the little orphan girl, felt also the
necessity of feeding her soul on God's holy word
and on Jesus the bread of life. The giver might
have fittingly marked this verse in the Book:
And that from a child thou hast known the Holy Scriptures,

which are able to make thee wise unto salvation, through faith
which is in Christ Jesus. (II. Tim. 3 : 15.)

Kaiser's Present to Roosevelt

Theodore Roosevelt, though a private citizen, has
been received like the ruler of an empire by the
crowned heads and courts of Europe. Mr. Roose-
velt's visit to the Emperor of Germany was looked
forward to with great interest by the civilized world.
He and Emperor William are much alike in intel-
lect, genius, will, tireless industry, incorruptible in-
tegrity, and broad statesmanship. At their meeting
they were like two old tried friends, almost like two
boys in the vigor and enthusiasm of their communi-
cation and friendship. Just before leaving Germany
Emperor William sent Mr. Roo.sevelt as a gift a mag-

nificent vase, especially manufactured
for the visitor at the royal porcelain
works, and embellished with a portrait
of the Kaiser and pictures of the royal
palace and grounds. Accompanying
the vase was a note expressing the great
pleasure the emperor felt in making the
gift, and asking that it be returned to
the factory, where it will be packed and
sent to the German ambassador at
Washington, by whom later it is to be
despatched to Mr. Roosevelt's residence
in (Oyster Bay. From the earliest times
it has been the custom for visiting mon-
archs to exchange presents and for
monarchs to bestow presents upon dis-
tinguished persons visiting their palaces.
The Queen of Sheba just before return-
ing to her home country was the recipi-
ent of most costly gifts at the hand of
King Solomon.
And King Solomon gave unto the Queen of Sheba

all her desire, whatsoever she asked, beside that
which Solomon gave her of his royal bounty. So
she turned and went to her own country, she and
her servants. (I. Kings 10 -.13.)

Dr. Hyde Guilty

Dr. Bennett Clark Hyde, charged
with the murder of millionaire Thomas
H. Swope, his father-in-law, was found
guilty of murder in the first degree by
the jury at Kansas City, Mo., the other
day, and his punishment fixed at im-
prisonment for life. Colonel Swope
died October 3, after a severe convul-
sion, following the administration of a
capsule prescribed by Dr. Hyde, his
family physician. Two days previously
James Moss Hunton, a cousin of the
millionaire, died at the Swope home,
after six pints of blood had been drawn
from him by order of Dr. Hyde to re-

lieve an attack of apoplexy. Early in
December ten members of the Swope
family were stricken with typhoid
fever, contracted, witnesses swore, by
the inoculation of their system with
the disease by Dr. Hyde. Chrisman
Swope, a brother of Dr. Hyde's
wife, died immediately after having

taken the capsule given to him by Dr. Hyde, which
produced convulsions and death similar to that
which carried away Colonel Swope. Early in Jan-
uary the viscera of Chrisman and of Colonel Swope
were secretly sent to Chicago for analysis. The
chemists found almost an entire grain of strychnine
in Colonel Swope's liver. A coroner's investigation
resulted in the verdict that Colonel Swope had been
poisoned. Suspicion had already turned toward
Dr. Hyde, and damaging evidence multiplied which
indicted and convicted him. All the testimony went
to prove that Dr. Hyde was murdering one by one
those that stood between his wife and himself and
the millions of the Swope money. The annals of
crime I'ecord few such cold-blooded and atrocious
murders as this. All sin has a tendency to move
legitimately in the direction of death. What count-
less murders there are which are caused by envy,
jealousy, malice and avarice! Dr. Hyde had the
avarice of the burglar and highwayman without
their courage. Dr. Hyde's avarice, which brought
death to his relatives as the natural fruit, brought
also the assassination of his own character and rep-
utation, and came within a hair's breadth of causing
death to his own body.

And sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death. (James 1 : 15.)
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Is Woman to Blame for High Pricesi
Many of the Sex, and Men Also, Join in the Discussion of Professor Patten's Extraordinary Charge

Betwei-n \\iv ujjper and netlit

ininstones
"

More on the Co^ of Living

So many letters continue to pour into our office

upon this vital subject that we give space to a

few of the most emphatic sentiments in them.

The country is evidently fully roused upon the mat-

ter and will not be content until something radical

is done. The Congressional Committee must thor-

oughly understand this, and must probe the question

to the roots. If tariff or trusts are to blame, they

must be regulated. The faces of the people must not

be ground by the greed of the powerful few. If it is

the increasing supply of gold which is to blame, as

many wise ones claim,

the case will doubtless
sooner or later adjust
itself; but, as several

of our correspondents
imply, there is ground
for fear that the prices

of the necessaries of

life hi.ve been put up
arbitrarily by the big
corporations simply to

fill their own pockets.

Social Ambition
a Danger

The majority of

American homes are
presided over by un-
selfish, loving women,
who work and sacri-

fice for their loved
ones in the old-fash-

ioned way. There are
some unhappy excep-
tions, it is true, and
these are largely
caused by the present
ambitious style of liv-

ing. Young married
men, holding small-

salaried positions, are often living beyond their in-

comes, because they are ambitious to support their

families in as good a style as those better off.

"To measure our desires by our resources is the
secret of contentment."

Things would be improved if in every household
this motto were heeded

:

"The beauty of the house is order.

The blessing of the house is contentment.
The glory of the house is hospitality.

The crown of the house is godliness."
Ionia, Mich. Ione K. Bates.

Scarcity of Farm Help

In this neighborhood there are at least ten well-
to-do farmers who used to hire a man the year
around and perhaps two during the summer. These
farmers are now doing their own work, and working
harder than they ever did before, simply because
they cannot get helpers. Instead of making hun-
dreds of pounds of butter yearly, as they used to,

they now make only enough for their own families.
Glasford, III. R. L. Stewart.

It Is the Fanner's Children

The women are not to blame for the high prices,
and neither are the farmers. The farmers' boys
and girls find that they can make a living much
more easily in the city than on the farm, and so they
leave their parents to manage without them the best
way they can. Hired help is scarce and poor, and
so the farmer often rents out his farm to tenants
who do not begin to get the produce out of it that
they ought. The farmers are raising much less
stock than formerly, and if the people boycott their
products, matters will be worse than ever. We
feel as if we should have to quit the farms alto-
gether, for we are growing too old to work, and
the young folks won't work. Mrs. Wm. Crier.

Cairo, Kan.

Let the Government Probe It

Perhaps we had better keep quiet about this
matter until the government has made a thorough
investigation. We have laws enough to punish the
guilty, if they can only be enforced.
Corn sold in Chicago a year ago for 59% cents

per bushel. We here in Clearwater, Neb., received
50 cents per bushel. In February, 1910, corn sold
in Chicago for 641/2 cents per bushel, and we re-
ceived at Clearwater 47 cents per bushel. The
profit to the Chicago buyer (not including freight)
was 9% cents per bushel in 1909, while in 1910 it
was nVz cents per bushel. Thus it is plain that the

Professor Patten's Arraignment

THE extravagance of women, declares Professor

^Patten of the University of Pennsylvania, is a

leading factor in the present high cost of living ;

they are often more of a burden than a help in the

home, and do not practise the domestic virtues

of their grandmothers. More of our correspond-

ents answer him in the letters printed on this page.

large dealers, not the farmers, are to blame. When
they have to come down in their prices, then they

come down on the farmers, so that it is the farmers
who lose in the end every time.

Six years ago the farmers paid $15 per month for

a hired man here. His board cost about $8 per

month. Board, room, washing and wages amounted
to about $25 per month.
Now we are paying from $30 to $35 for the same

man; his board costs about $15, and the whole cost

of his labor to us is about $50 per month.
Machinery is about 25 per cent, higher than six

years ago.

What Governor Stubbs of Kansas says in The
Christian Herald of February 9, 1910, is strictly

true. Fred Cooley.
Clearwater, Neb.

Women Not at Fault

How can the improvidence of our women be the

trouble with our prices, when everybody admits that

there is an abundance of food in cold storage and
packed away in warehouses? Then what quantities

are exported to foreign countries! The women in

our rural districts are as industrious and economical
as ever. The national meat packers, now under
indictment, are probably the principal cause of all

our woes. Let us hope that they will be brought to

justice. Miss S. H. Dayton.
Port Jefferson, L. I.

Between Two Millstones

egg dealers have combined,
they do not pay the farmers
State, eggs are thirty cents

not raising enough for home
our cartoons lately pictured
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The large meat and
and raised prices, but
in proportion. In our
per dozen, but we are
consumption. One of
the farmer riding to

town in his automo-
bile, with crates of
eggs piled high behind.

While the grand
juries are planning to

cast the drag-net for
the price-juggler, the
farmer who formerly
took two loads of hogs
to market is now glad
to market two or three
hogs, and the tax-
collector is watching
him on the street cor-
ner.

Two years ago, hogs
were selling at four
cents per pound, and
wheat was below $1
per bushel. Nothing
was heard then of
meat-strikes or of
grand juries hunting
for price-jugglers.

All through history,
the agriculturists have
been ground between
the upper and nether
millstones — the non-
producer who lives from their labor, and the great
combinations of capital that control the food-stuff
markets of the world. E. C. WiLBERT.

Annapolis, 111.

Don't Boycott the Farmer

Two years ago I had sixty hogs. I used up my
own feed and bought more and paid sixty cents per
bushel. I worked all winter and sold the hogs in
the spring for m cents per pound. If I had sold
my feed and idled all winter I should have been
some $200 better off. The packers lowered prices
on the hoof until they bought our stuff. Then they
raised it and made millions. This discouraged us
so that we are raising less each year. I have about
thirty hogs now. I was in hopes that I should
make a little on them, but now that the newspapers

' The farmer rides in his

automobile "

have joined the packers in boycotting meat, o
hope is gone; for the packers will make this tht

excuse to cut down prices on the hoof. The farm
has nothing but discouragement.

Mineota, Minn. John Yeo.

Is He a "Cranky Old Bachelor"?

Professor Patten must be either a cranky c

bachelor or a hen-pecked husband. It may be that

few women are taking life easily and burdeniiii

their husbands; but the vast majority are plannirl
working and contriving as hard as ever women d"
to make their homes
happy. They are giv-

ing of their very
heart's blood, as it

were, for their homes
and their loved ones.

I know this is true of

our country women.
Speak up, city wives
and mothers, and let

us hear how you stand
on this subject.

It is true that the
country is becoming
deserted in the great
rush cityward. Help
here is scarce and
high. When the con-
sumers so greatly out-
number the producers,
prices are bound to go
high. The middlemen's
profit helps to swell
them. At the present
price of pork, not
more than one farmer
in fifty has any hogs
to sell. He cannot
raise the corn on
which to feed them.
Thousands of bushels of grain were shipped into tl

county last year.
Many in the cities long to live in the counti

Ere long they will surely be coming this way, f

the country is the best, after all.

Greene County, Pa. Mrs. Della Grimes.

Women Need More Leisure

Professor Patten must remember that womi;
need more time than of yore to study the gre
questions of the day, if they are to wield the infl'

ence that Christian sisters, wives, and mothe 1

should in the home. The husband comes to his wi'

for counsel; her children come to her for help
their studies. How can she help them unless s

keeps herself bright and intelligent? And this c;

be done only by reading and study.
We Oregon women make little on our fruits ai:

vegetables, but we like to do our own canning. ^
have the sole care of the poultry, and help in the ca
of our gardens. Many of us help in the milkim 1

The great majority of our women spend their liV'

in caring for their noble husbands and childre

Many of our best and bravest mothers have sa

rificed their lives to their homes, dying from ov€

work. But when our husbands come in at nig
tired from their labor, they want to have us able

discuss with them the interesting questions of t

day. We must have time to read up on thei

Our work will not suffer in consequence.
Marshfield, Ore. Mrs. M. D. Cullep.

Women Help, Not Hinder

Naturally as civilization advances expenses i

crease. Before men were civilized, they did n
use soap. Now they are very particular what kiij r

they use. We are having many essays written
our State University upon the subject, "How tl

Women Can Pay Off the Mortgage on Every Far
in the State." But I can say that if the men h;

taken the advice of the women, there would not 1

so many mortgages to lift. I assure Profess'

Patten that the women of North Dakota are n

troubled with the hookworm. We work in mai
lines, and that, too, without neglecting our duti

as wives and mothers.
If our husbands will not plant strawberries ai

small fruits, how can we pick and preserve then

If they will not raise cattle and sheep, how can v

make butter and spin yarn? You can hardly e

pect women to be their own milliners and dres

makers, until men make their own plows ai

binders. We women are more than ready to he

our men if they will only give us a chance.
North Dakota. Mrs. W. C. C.
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Women in Council

THE cost of living is certainly a topic which

directly interests the family. When women
meet to consult over their affairs they need

lot always object to the presence of a man in the

iiouse. This week the first contribution is:

\ Husband's
Statement

At that time

"I was married four years ago.

To-day I have the dearest wife

and the sweetest babe, two years

,)ld in the world, and with Christ in our home, life is

iub'lime.
'Tis needless to say my leisure hours-

one too long—are spent in the home. To-day we
re enjoying prosperity; but life has not always run

moothly since the day we were wed

Ue began under most favorable

inancial circumstances, but ow-

ing to my personal frivolous,

"sveak nature, adversity came

upon us six months after our

marriage. At this time I was
editor of the local home paper.

JForced to sell, for two years I

;jumped from pillar to post, mak-

ing about four hundred dollars a

year. Our sincere love only kept

my wife's and my own character

unblemished, but we have come

Dut "on top," profiting by the

•adversity, and are to-day enjoy-

ing prosperity. Honest, indus-

trious, enthusiastic, concentrated

effort accomplished the result.

To-day I am assistant postma-s-

ter at six hundred a year, besides

working insurance on the side.

i[ have a nicely furnished home.

Live within our means' is our

motto. We have our work and
expenses systematized and know
just what we are doing."

\ Woman's The next letter

Word for the should touch a

Old Soldiers spring that
'

will vibrate in

many a heart. If you feel your
heart touched send your response
'in letters or literature to our
correspondent, Mrs. Helen Mor-
gan, Bath, New York: "My copy
of The Christian Herauj does
a lot of good. I take it up to

read to the poor dear, brave old

veterans in the two hospitals.

There are four hundred men in

,the two. Some are able to walk
about; some sit in wheel chairs
all day; some lie flat in their

beds. All seem so brave in their

ilonely suffering. They have
enough to eat and clean beds,
but they have a heart hunger
for a kind word or some cheery
reading. Some of them have
had the best of homes in New
York City, but money flew away and friends are all

dead, and they are here the guests of Uncle Sam,
who pays one hundred dollars per capita for them,

and New York State pays the rest. There are about
three thousand men in all, some in barracks, forty

in a room. You should see it."

A Puzzle Here is a puzzling situation.

What would you do in the cir-

cumstances? "I am torn between my duty to my
husband and my duty to my children. We live in

a neighborhood remote from a town, but there is a

district school within a half mile, which the chil-

dren attend, and there is a little church within
walking distance where Sunday School is held

every week and where we have preaching in the

afternoon of Sunday once a month. The minister

has to drive a long distance to keep this appoint-

ment, but his sermons are so good and helpful

that the little congregation lives on the thought
of them until the month rolls round again. The
town where my husband's business is unfortunately
situated is a wicked place. Saloons abound. I can-
not bear to think of letting my children, who are all

under ten years of age, live where they must hear

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

and see what goes on there. My husband drives to

and from his place of business, and there is no rea-

son why he should not continue to do so. The dis-

tance for him is three miles each way. Now he
insists on our selling our home and garden and
removing with the little ones into the very middle

of one of the roughest towns in the whole South-

west. I have resisted his arguments for the sake

of the children. For the first time in our married
life we have reached a point of division, and some-
times John hardly speaks to me from one week's
end to another. If I call him up on the telephone he

Window Gardens on the West Side, New York

DWELLERS in town have not the broad spaces for plants which are the delight of those who reside

in the country. The manner in which some flower-loving women overcome their difficulties is

beautifully shown in the picture. Blooming at the top of a brick wall, with vines trained to reach the

windows, the flowers and the green things growing bring Summer's beauty into the very heart of town.

hangs up the receiver as soon as he hears my voice.

We have four children between two years and ten;

three of them go to school. They are all thriving

in the pure country air. What course should I

take?"

Mental Worry A physician was asked the other
day if he could name the cause

underlying three-fourths of physical diseases from
which grown-up persons suffer. Without a mo-
ment's hesitation he replied in two words: "Mental
worry." The answer is significant and worth re-
peating and considering. Childhood is not over
before worry enters in, eating into the fabric of life
and poisoning the springs of vitality. School exam-
inations are a prolific source of nervous trouble

among our high-strung boys and
girls. At least three times within
as many years the newspapers
have reported cases of suicide
where college students have
failed in reaching the grade at
which they had aimed. It is easy
to say that there was some in-

herent weakness in the indi-
vidual, or possibly too heavy a
pressure brought to bear upon
the young people by ambitious
parents. Still, the fact remains
that they lost poise through men-
tal worry. Overworked women
break down and drift into sani-
tariums; more than half the
time it is worry, not work, that
is the spectre behind the scenes
and the indirect cause of the
catastrophe. No one who watches
the progress of events to-day can
be blind to the fact that men pass
away in middle life unable to

resist the insidious inroads of a
fatal malady.
Where is the remedy? Is it

not to be found in an old book
that we are by the way of too
often neglecting? "Casting all

your care upon Him, for he
careth for you," is recommended
to those who are worried about
to-morrow. Note that we sel-

dom are as anxious about to-day
as about to-morrow. Our Lord
told us that "Sufficient to the day
is the evil thereof." "Your
Father knoweth what things ye
have need of before ye ask him."
Should not we who are Chris-

tians put in practice the presence

of God as Brother Lawrence did,

trying every hour of our lives to

realize that God is near and that

he is able to keep us?

IN GALILEE

THE Master walked in Galilee,

Across the hills and by the sea.

And in whatever place he trod.

He felt the passion of a God.

The twelve, who deemed him King of men.
Longed for the conquering hour, when
The peasant's robe without a seam
Should be the purple of their dream.

Yet daily from his lips of love
Fell words their thoughts as far above
As wisdom's utmost treasure, piled

Upon the stammering of a child.

Like frost on flower, like blight on bloom.
His speech to them of cross and tomb

;

Nor could their grieving spirits see

One gleam of hope in Galilee.

What booted it that he should rise.

Were death to hide him from their eyes?
What meant the promised throne divine.

Were earth to be an empty shrine?

Low drooped the skies above the band
Too dull the Lord to understand.
Alas! as dull of heart are we.
Abiding oft in Galilee.

Margaret E. Sangster.

A Golden A letter recent-
Wedding ly received was

called forth by
a remark printed in this depart-

ment. The editor of this page is always happy
to hear about golden weddings, and although this

one took place last autumn, it is not too late to

publish congratulations in the spring. David A.
James was born in New York in 1836 and Ellen

Kellogg in Vermont in 1839. They were married in

Milwaukee, Wis., November 26, 1859, and celebrated

their golden anniversary in Oregon City in 1909.

There is something typically American in this little

history. As a people we do not stand still, and the

men of the East as well as the women have turned
again and again to the West, moving ever onward
a? destiny leads them. Around Mr. and Mrs. James
gathered children and grandchildren on their golden
wedding day. Their Oregon home is the centre of

home happiness and hospitality.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-AU

—B. C. In dividing the family income, if the wife has not a
personal allowance, it should be understood that she need not

ask for every penny she spends. Usually the man of the house

pays the rent and the coal bills, and attends to outdoor expenses,

while the wife does the marketing and buys her own and the

children's clothing. If there are taxes, interest, etc., the man
attends to them. You are very wise to investigate these mat-
ters before your marriage.
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It is Best

And Best for Them
Its too bad that the things which children like best are rarely the best

things for them.
But the foods which they like best—Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice-

are the most wholesome cereal foods in existence.

They are Prof. Anderson's foods—the digestible foods -the ideal of

every food expert.
In no other process are the granules of grain so broken up as in this.

Nor was there ever a way to make cereals so enticing.

Whole Grains

Multiplied in Size

Imagine wheat or rice berries puffed to eight times their size—made
four times as porous as bread.

Honey-combed grains — but still smooth and unbroken — crisped by
terrific heat.

You can judge how such grains fairly melt in the mouth, and how nut-
like they taste mixed with cream or milk.

But they are better than you can imagine. They are so good that we
have at times been a million packages behind on our orders.

Puffed Wheat, 10c e---

Puffed Rice, 15c
in

Extreme

West

These are the foods shot from guns. The whole wheat or rice kernels
are put into sealed guns. Then the guns are revolved for 60 minutes in a
heat of 550 degrees.

That heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and the pressure
becomes tremendous. Then the guns are unsealed, and the steam explodes.
Instantly every starch granule is blasted into a myriad particles.

The grains are puffed to eight times former size, yet the coats are
unbroken, the shapes are unaltered. We have simply the whole grains made
porous and crisp and digestible.

Mix With Berries

TheFor a morning dish, mix Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice with berries,
blend is very inviting.

For a between-meal dish, for supper or bedtime, serve these puffed
grains in a bowl of milk. They are as crisp as crackers, and four times as
porous as bread.

At no time will these foods form a tax on the stomach. Never were
cereal foods made even half so digestible.

Think what such foods mean m summer—always ready, always wanted,
always easy to digest. Order them now and see how much you are missing.
Make a note, so you don't forget. (43)

Made only by The Quaker Oats Company

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER TEN—Continued

"^^UCH nonsense you
^^ dear!" said Mada
k_/ Vroom. "How can fii

talk, my
dame Van
fingers have

memories?"
"La, Madame! If you would only

consider a moment: every part of our
wonderful bodies has memories—our
lips remember the kisses of the beloved

one; our ears are full of old, old songs;

our eyes remember the faces they love.

Upon my honor, Madame, we are alive

with memories from head to feet. And
I vow the fingers of Batavius were ach-

ing that night for the scaling ladders

and the throats of his enemies and the
loot of pagan temples."

"Batavius is a brave man, no doubt
of that, and also

"

"Moral and respectable. He says so

himself, so it must be so."

"Lady Rose, you should not speak
against sailors."

"If sailors were all like Arent I

would stand all life long to praise them.
When did your boy rob temples? When
did he bring home the jewels from
altars and sacred vestments, and the

gold from some murdered rajah's

treasure house? The sailors of your
house, Madame, are good men. I say
Batavius De Vries is a very bad man

—

if man he be."

Then Madame went angrily away,
and Rose said: "I am sorry I spoke so

freely, Virginia. But, frankly, I can
not see how your mother can endure
the thought of your marriage to Ba-
tavius."

"I shall never marry Batavius."
"But as yet she does not know that."
"Rose, I have the man completely in

my power. I triumph over him! I

am a new woman. For four days I

have been a free woman. And now
that I am sure of my freedom, I want
to tell you what I can tell you. Did
you not notice that yesterday, twice
over, I gave him an order, and he
obeyed it?"

"You told him to stop lying, and he
said not another word. Why he did
not let loose his tongue is a miracle."

"I did not permit him."
"But what are you saying?"
"I told him to go, and he went."
"That was another miracle."
As Rose was speaking, Virginia took

her friend's hands in her own. "Lis-
ten," she said, as soon as Rose was
silent. "Listen, and I will tell you all

I can. It was last Monday night, you
had gone to the Semples', and I was
left alone in the living-room. Father
was in the city; mother was giving out
wool to the slaves in the out-kitchen.
Suddenly Batavius entered, and a
terror beyond movement or speech
came over me. But in the heart of the
terror there was a great struggle, and
a voice within me said, 'Command the
man to stop at the foot of the table!'
And then I was strong and calm, for
I felt a power wonderful, irresistible,
flowing through me like a flood—and
at the moment, I thought it was death,
so fierce, so sharp, so sweet, so mighty
was the feeling that brought me help.
And I said to Batavius—whether
audibly or not, I cannot tell

—'Stop
where you are ! Do not come one inch
nearer me!' And he stood still, and
his arms fell to his sides, and he looked
at me like a chained dog. Again the
power came surging through me, and I

said : 'Go, and come not back this
night! I forbid it.' And on him my
eyes were fixed, and as I looked he went
silently away."

"Virginia! What think you?"
"I think then my angel helped me.

When I was at school I learned a piece
by Mr. William Shakespeare, which
said plainly that angels lackey the

I

chaste and pure in heart and will nc
suffer evil to come near them. And i

that moment's agony of fear and hoi

ror, when just three words of prayt
leaped from my fainting soul, my ang(
came and unlocked some chamber c

life never before known to me, an
from it rushed forth a power might
to help."

"Well, then?" . lA:
"As soon as Batavius was gone, t|^

my room I ran, and fell upon my fac
in silent adoration and thanksgivin;
For I was dumb, and had no words fo

an experience so strange and wondei
ful—but God understood. And whe
I rose I knew that I was free and foi

given, and should never marry Bata
vius."

"You say you were forgiven. Wha,
for?"

"I was all wrong about Batavius bt

ing carried off. The plot was
wicked one." 1

"I think that also now, Virginia, bu
at the time it appeared a capital ide

in many ways. And if it was a wron
for Batavius, for you it seemed a

right, and sure. I have often hear
that it is not unlawful to do evil i

good come of it."

"I was as bad as you. But now
see that to do wrong that right ma
come is a very great sin—it is trustin

to the devil instead of trusting Goc
Never will I do that wickedness again.

"Nor will I," and Rose, with tear

and sweet endearments, crept closer t

her friend and whispered, "Let me kis

your hands, Virginia; the angel ma;
have touched them; let me kneel a

your feet and ask you to forgive me
for I led you wrong, and I would no

have your angel angry at me. Alas
I fear I have no angel to care for mt
or to trouble herself as to whether
want help or not!"

"If you were in such a strait thai

your soul called out as mine calleq

your angel would hear you—even if sh|

were at the edge of the universe."
"And come to me?" S

"Yes, come to you."
°

At this moment Madame entered th

room. "I wonder me at you two girls,

she said. "Do you not hear the drum
and fifes and the firing of cannon
Bogart, who has just come with a loa(^

of wool, tells me the new Governor i

about to land, and the city is turninj

out to meet him. The Liberty Boy
are filling the park, and the Englisi

cavalry dashing about the streets, anc

there are flags on every building, am
ladies in full dress at every window
And why then do you not go to 14 Wal
Street and see the procession? Youi

father, Virginia, is in the delegation t(

welcome Sir Henry Moore."
"Indeed, Madame," answered Rose

"I am not going to welcome Sir Henrj

Moore until I see how he behaves him

self. I am not a worshiper of Gov

ernor Colden, but the old man did hi;

duty at the peril of his life."

"He gave up the stamps!" saic

Madame scornfully. "Captain Var

Vroom in his place would have diec

first."

"There was nothing else to be don(

but give them up."
"Oh, you think that? Not so do 1

think. Any soldier in the army, anj

sailor on a man-of-war, would have

shown him how to die, where death was

duty. If my Jansen had been in charge

of government property, and gave it

up to save his life, he could never have

looked in my face again. Never! Foi

all his life years he would have di-

vorced himself from Katrina. Vir

ginia, will you not go?"
"To see the old Governor give placf

to Sir Henry Moore? No, moeder, 1

Continued on next page
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ifC'd rather not. Governor Golden

wjkind to me, always kind to me. I

Ikn/ nothing about Sir Henry Moore."

r ly dear," said Rose, with a con-

Itei'tuous sniff, "the poor fellow is not

.V( an Englishman. He is a colonial,

jo in Jamaica, and of course he will

Biiowith the colonials. Poor England!

ISbhas a lot o' bad bairns, as Elder

leple says."
, . , „

.rent, my son Arent, is a colonial,

Madame, and she looked at Rose

eyes full of pride and reproof.

, .h, Madame," answered Rose, "it

is ;mall matter where your son Arent

w£ born." And she dropped an en-

ch.ting little curtsey, and lifted

Miame's hand and kissed it.

) resist such an appeal was im-

poible to the sweet-hearted Katrina.

•"J dear one," she answered proudly,

in she drew the girl within her em-

ir.e, and touching her cheek, said, "I

ijdthee for Arent. Very proud will

ie e when I tell thy words to him."

Urso, smiling and hurrying—because

Hirer was ready—she went away,

le£ ng an atmosphere of kindness that

lin;red like a perfume.
iptain Jansen did not return to

diier, but the talk was altogether of

th Stamps, and of what Sir Henry
M're would do with the situation left

hinby Governor Golden. "The battle

i be to fight over again," said Ma-
"That is what the Gaptain

:hks."

indeed, then," answered Rose, "the

figi; has never stopped a moment.
Tl Liberty Boys are guarding the

Strips in the City Hall as if they were
so; new kind of death. The fort

br;les with cannon. The English

so ers patrol the streets, and look the

in Its General Gage will not allow

thi to speak; and the citizens throw
th; looks back in words whose temper
caiot be mistaken. If this is not a
cil up to the chin in a .standing quar-

re don't know what it is. And likely

ms Stamps have come with Sir

H'ry Moore. A nice prospect indeed!

I ish that Virginia would get mar-
ri , and let me off to sea. The At-
laic Ocean will be halcyon peace
CO pared to New York Gity."

) they ate their potpie of guinea-
fcl breasts and their dessert of

toited apples and custard to an obli-

ge) of war talk.

ut the war talk ended when the last

aiHe on the dish had been eaten, and
th( the girls went to Virginia's room
fca few hours' privacy. They took
th' long, low stairs with sauntering
sbs, so silently, so thoughtfully, that
a ir of song which Rose began seemed
qi e out of place, and died away at

i\ fifth note. They were already
tiling with fresh interest to Vir-
gi a's strange revelation. About the

,

j^-i'Smp Act, and the new Governor,
,• tl'e was nothing miraculous; but

• alat Virginia's mysterious visitor,

e\-ything waS wonderful, beyond hu-
mi knowledge or earthly explanation
-Hying itself rather with the an-
g'cal and the heavenly.
/as it any wonder that two girls,

sj-itually without a doubt, should sit

h'r after hour—even till the shadows
0) vening fell—talking over Virginia's
widerful experience, wishing, hoping,
f' of adoration and gratitude, all

tl r small frets and differences buried
ir enewed love and confidence? Never
h they been so beautiful as at that
h r. With heavenly love in their
hrts, they leaned against each other,
a spoke softly of love being eternal,
a so hallowed it even on earth.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
The Runaway Bridegroom

Captain Jansen came home in a

y y good humor, bringing with him a
Lidon letter for Lady Rose. "Now I
s 11 know what the world is up to,"

she said, "and will you all excuse me if

I go upstairs to find out?"
"Go quickly, little lady," answered

the Captain. "Remember your tea is

nearly ready."
"Little I care about my tea; but,

dear Captain, let no one take my chair.
See, I have placed it close to your
own."
"With my life I will defend it!" he

cried, and then turning to Katrina,
said, "There is some good news, I

think, Katrina."
"Did it come with the new Gover-

nor?"
"It is the new Governor. A very

pleasant, easy, well-bred gentleman.
That is my thought of the man. He
called the Councillors together on his
arrival, and asked them if it was pos-
sible to issue the Stamps. One straight
No they gave him. Will you believe
it? He had brought with him a sec-

ond shipment of Stamps. The Minis-
try as well as the King are going
crazy."

"Well, then, what will be done with
them?"
"To the City Hall they will go, no

doubt. Young Peter De Lancey came
with them, as the new Collector."

"Is Governor Golden still shut up in

the fort?"
"Now, then, I come to my good news

—the fort is to be dismantled. Already
the gates are open and the cannon are
being removed. There was an angry
dispute between Golden and Sir Henry
Moore about the dismantling of the
fort, and Golden declared it was a mad
thing to do, but Sir Henry answered
him bravely, 'We are in our own coun-
try ; we are not among enemies. Surely
we can trust our fellow citizens.' For
Golden I am not sorry. Much trouble
he made. The government has no re-

wards for him, no thanks even, Ka-
trina, and the people hate him."

"That is right for the government.
He gave up the Stamps! "The English
government does not forgive a Gov-
ernor who gives up anything belonging
to England. No, indeed. If Batavius
gave up one of thy ships to the pirates,

what would thou say to him?"
"Batavius would not do such a cow-

ardly thing. He would scuttle the
ship, or blow her up, and go to the bot-

tom with her. Very different is that
case— Golden was bewildered. So
many opinions, so many ways, he knew
not what to take."

"Just one right way for him was
there. Thou would have taken it, and
followed it, even though it led to death.

If for the Stamps Golden had died, or

even fought, the government would
have had honors and rewards for him,
or his family—a failure no government
acknowledges. That is right—for the

government."
"But all wrong for the people gov-

erned, perhaps."
"He had nothing to do with that."

"Women see things a little aslant,

Katrina."
At this point Batavius entered.

Gross and glum he looked, but when
Virginia lifted her head with a smile,

he became radiant and began to chat-

ter—he had been with the naval offi-

cers—the new Governor had been in-

troduced to him—he had condescended
to remark on the fine weather, and Ba-
tavius had answered, "New York
looked for fine weather now, both po-

litical and natural."

"Well, it was not a bad compliment,"
replied the Captain.
"But I think Batavius might have

made it much better," and Virginia

looked with rosy smiles into her

father's face.

"Well, then, how?"
"He might have said: 'If your Ex-

cellency had only come three months
ago we should doubtless have had a

much earlier and better harvest.'

"

To be continued

are interested in^
piano or organ.

Rain! Rain!! Rain!!! All in vain!

If you lack snap and want $in$er,

use the old established countersign

/ / Zu Zu ///
/ to the ^rocerman / /

No one ever heard of a ZuY^U that wasn't good

/ / No! Never!! ^
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Established Over Half A Century

A Quarter Of A Million In Use
We place a piano or organ lu your home, freight paid If

you wlsl) on

A Year's Free Trial

giving you easy terms of your own choice,
and two years' credit if needed. We
positively save you one-half or more
on a blsli grade, sweet toned, durable
Cornish piano or organ because we aeil to y ou

Direct From The Factory As Low
As Any Dealer Can Buy

Every instrument is bonded f<ir SJ5 years
against defect. Ttie new Cornish book, tile most
beautiful piano and organ catalog issued, sliows
the clioioest of our 50 latest styles and explains
things you ought to Icnow whether you buy from us
or elsewhere. Tiie book is yours for the asking.
Write for it now and mention the instrument you

WASHINGTON. NEW JERSEY
Established Over Fifty Years.CORNISH €0.

BUY THE "SANITARY" CRYSTAL
GLASS ICE CREAM FREEZER

Then you will realize how much more delicious is ice cteam made in and
served from glass than from metal. Ptomaine poisoning impossible. Neither

crank, gear nor dasher required. Ice cream thai is firm, smooth and velvety.

Why not relieve yourself of the inconvenience of the old style metal freezer

AND MAKE YOUR ICE CREAM IN GLASS
WITHOUT GRINDING OR CRANKING

PURE, SAFE, DELICIOUS

One size only --- producing dessert for family of eight. Any portion not served

can be repacked and kept in perfect condition for days. Commended by thousands

of domestic science experts and housewives.

Don*t take chances in use of old-fashioned metal freezers. Get th*

"Sanitary" of your dealer. If he cannot supply you, send us his name and $1.23 and
we will ship by express promptly. Circulars and special offer for two cent stamp.

THE CONSOLIDATED MFG. CO., 414 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

Bl
VMVBD .^4^ tmUZEOTEZSBZLU

fc I IWI ¥En /BHVSWEBTIB, UOBX EUB-

r^U 1 1Rr^H "JEa*ABLB. LOWES FSICE.^"""^" ^^^OnsmECATALOaUB
XIX«X«S. V TILLS WHY.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundnr Ce_ Cincinnati. O.

nm/ irirDIM/^ its pleasures and profits, is the
Dl!>L>IVIL.C.rlIlU theine of that excellent and
handsomely illustrated nuisiazine, GLEANINGS IN
BEE CI'ET|i|{E. Wh send it (or six months on trial

tor twenty- five cents, and also send free a 64-page book
on bees an<l oiu' bee 8ui)ply catalog to all who name this

paper. THE A. 1. ROOT CO., IJox 70, Medina, Ohio
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In the

Vineyards
and Orchards of the

Northwest
are unequalled opportunities to make money in intensive farming, fruit-growiner,

vegetable-raising, dairying, poultry and stock-raising. Washington, for instance.
of snow-capped peaks, noble

#T|'7"//c Northern Pacific

J^ extends into or through

Minnesota, Wisconsin,

North Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Ore-

gon. New, rich territory

being opened up by exten-

sions noiu building. The
Homeseeker' s Chance!

IS a great state
forests, tumbling rivers, fertile valleys, wave-
lapped seashore. Incomparable climate.
Immense water power; vast areas of valu-

able timber; a fishing industry that rivals

the world. Intensive irrigated farming and
fruit-growing in a high degree of develop-
ment. The Yakima. Kittit.is, Walla Walla,
Spokane and Lewiston-Clarkston Valleys,
the Columbia River Basin, the Puget Sound
Country. Gray's Harbor, Willara Harbor, the
Inland Empire Region, the big Bend and
Palonse Country present ideal conditions.
The Washington fruit lauds giow prize-win-
ning fruits and berries. The Washington
grainfields yield bountifully of the best grades
of product. You ought to learn more about
the Northwest and its possibilities. You
ought to see it. Write tonight for informa-
tion. Say what state interests
you most.

The Scenic Highway Through the Land of Fortune

Northern Pacific Railway
L. J. Bricker, General Immigration Agt., Dept. 319, St. Paul, Minn.

A, M. CLELAND. General Passenger Agent, ST. PAUL

ii\«

Buy Direct—Save Money—Wc Pay Freight
Our monthly installment plan of selling direct saves you all the dealer's jirolit aiul

his excessive chaiges lor installation and repairs. We can save at least c>ri(>-lliii'<l

the cost of your furnace. We have been building Jahant Furnaces for over thirty
years and girarantee satisfaction.

Jesus the Friend of Mothers

JAHANT DOWN
DRAFT FURNACE

RANC0CA8
EGGS
HIGHEST
FERTILITY

The Best Heafingr System Made for resi<ien<;es, schools, hoteU, cluirches,
etc. It is the most economical furnace too, .ami saves one-thir<I to one-lialf the
cost of fuel, because the patented "Down-Draft System" hums wood, hard or soft
coal, and burns it all without cinders, clinkers or any waste. Nee<ls less attention,
yet heats much better than any other furnace, hot ah-, steam or hot water heating
system. Our plan ol monthly payments

ONLY $10 DOWN and $10 A MONTH
makes it easy for anyone to have the liest tieatinn system made. I'',viiv .lahant
Furnac • is sold with a stjoiiu "Guaranty I'.onU" that allows you 365 DAYS TRIAL.
You ilon't run any risk buying from us.

We send complete outfit, furnace, pipes, registers, etc. together with special
plans, lull directions and all tools for installins;. If you can arive a nail you can
install a Jahant Furnace without the aid of a tinner.

U/pito Ta Ai\j Iai* r'atalnn which explains the Jahant Down-Draft System
ft 1 lie lU-Udy lUI ValdlUy and tells why it gives more heat at less cost.

THE JAHANT HEATING CO., 205 Howard Street, Akron, O.

A Flying Start
In the Poultry Raising Business

Eggs right — birds right; birds right— profits right. There is the real secret
of successful poultry raising.

Our one business is the raising of fine poultry — the celebrated RANCOCAS
White Leghorns — hens that lay and birds that pay. Ours is the largest

poultry farm in the world— 125 acres— 22,000 birds. We sell you the eggs
of these profit-bringing birds and guarnntee 'JO per cent, fertility. By
ordering these eggs you cut out all risk and loss at the .start. We have
spent a fortune perfecting the RANCOCAS strain, which is famous
everywhere. Or, you can order our day -old chix. Shipments from
25 upwards. No pullet eggs sold for hatching. Rancocas breeders will
make money for you. We help our customers. Write for prices, etc.

INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SALES CO.
J. M. FOSTEE, PreBident, Box 160, Brown's Mills, in-tbe-Pines, N.J.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The Rffatost niodcro invonlion for keeping the hair beaotiful
and fluffy and tlio 8Cal|i clean, liealthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and proporly massaged

air. Write for free circular.

^ AOENTS WANTED.
DR. OEORGE LYMAN,
217 Dill St.. Peoria, III

and nature will gn>w tl.f

'^ iii\in)\iiiirn''f'".'^

Cincinnati Iron Fence Co.
AGENTS aWANTED. ^

I,arg<>8t Iron Fence Factory In'Olilo.
Addresa Bep't S for prices. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^ 1^^ M'%#With the WATSON 4-'-ow^ arlrl* POTATO SPRAYER
^^^^^ImBAI Neverdamages foliage, but
_ Vl l»' Ifills bugs, worms and all

^^^P destructive insects. Adjustable^^^ wheel width. Spray and pressure regu-
lator. Sprays 30 to 40 acres a day. tree Hook.

FIELD KORCE PUMf CO., 75 Eleventh St., eiuilr*, N. I.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

JESUS withdrew into the parts of

Tyre and Sidon." Not within

the territory of Tyre and Sidon,

but on its borders, and within the

limits of the land of Israel. It is im-

portant to note this, because Jesus had

not gone on a missionary tour among
the heathen, but he had gone to the

limit of Galilee that he might get a

much needed rest after his several

days of healing people in multitudes.

"A Canaanitish woman came out

from those borders." She was a native

of Phoenicia, and a Greek. She had

heard about the wonderful works of

Jesus, and also she had heard that he
had come near to the town where she

lived. She came across the borders

and was directed to the very home
where Jesus was seeking rest.

"Have mercy on me, O Lord, thou
Son of David." She entered the house,

and this was her cry, when she saw
Jesus, and then she begged him to

cure her daughter who was "griev-

ously vexed with a demon." She was
unfortunate in the way she addressed
Jesus, for she spoke to him as only a
Jewish woman might, "Son of David."
Living in the neighborhood of the

Jews, she was probably accustomed to

hearing Jesus spoken of in that way,
and did not realize that she had no
right to do so.

He answered her not a word. Eder-
sheim says: "To have granted her the
help she so entreated would have been,

as it were, to reverse the whole of his

teaching, and to make his works of
healing merely works of power, only
miracles, not signs of the Messiah of
Israel."

"I was not sent but unto the lost

sheep of the house of Israel." These
words Jesus spoke to his disciples who
begged of him to send the woman
away, simply by way of explaining to

them why he did not grant the request
of the woman. Jesus was not an "in-

tense Jew," but it was his plan to give
the Gospel to the Jews for the world.
This had been God's plan when he
named Israel his "chosen people."
"But she came and worshiped him."

She would be known as his follower.

"Lord help me," not as a Jewish
woman, but as an outsider; help me.
"It is not meet to take the children's
bread and cast it unto dogs." She was
quite accustomed to hearing people
like herself called "dogs." Jesus did not
mean to call her a "dog," but only to

let her know how others would view
the matter. "Even the dogs eat of the
crumbs which fall from their master's
table," so he replied to the woman. It

was as if she had said: "There is then
a share to which the dogs are welcome,
and I am willing to take a dog's share."
"0 woman, great is thy faith; be it

done unto thee even as thou wilt."
Phillips Brooks says: "By her belief
in him, she had crossed the line and
become spiritually one of his people.
Then the impossibility was removed,
and we may say, I think, that he could
not help helping her."
"And her daughter was healed from

that hour," not lay the touch of Jesus,
but by the word of his power, for he
did not leave the house in Galilee.
And when the woman returned to her
home she found that the devil had gone
out, and her daughter lay quietly upon
the bed. (Mark 7: 30.)

How Women are Hindered by False
Ideas of Religion

Those who wanted to send the
Canaanitish mother away have many
successors in these days. In India,
they say a woman has no soul! That
the only way a woman can gain a soul

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
June 12, 1910. The Canaanitish Woman. Matt.
15 : 21-28. Golden Text : "Great is thy faith: be
it unto thee even as thou wilt." Matt. 15 : 28.

is to become an uncomplaining v

and when she dies and is reincarn;

she may be rewarded by being nia(

man with a soul! Until Christia

made its way into Korea girls

women had no names. A fine Koi
girl who had become a Christian

i

brought to an English lady, who ;

traveling in Korea. And it was
her: "Just think, she has no nan
"Call her by my name, Lucy Bro

,

said the English lady with deep J

1

ing.

In China girls are often though

;

as of so little importance that na

:

are not given to them—only numi:

:

The Recognition of Woman in the E |

The Christ religion is the only
gion that gives to womankind its ri i

ful position. If all the women in
i

world only knew this, how they w
love Jesus, and pour out their he
in prayer to him. And the Bibl

i

the only sacred book, so called,

gives us the biographies of women,
the Bible story Eve is as prominen
Adam. God gave her to Adam t
his companion and helpmeet. V
would the story of Abraham be '

Sarah left out? How incomplete
account of Isaac without Rebekah
of Jacob without Rachel, or M
without mention of all what his mo
did for him and the daughter'
Pharaoh, and his own sister Mir
who was with him, aiding him whe
was made by God the deliverei

Israel from Egypt! There wouh
no story of Samuel if Hannah had
prayed. If there had been no Debi

to pray for the Lord's hosts, B;

would hardly have led them ou
fight against Sisera as the Lord (

manded. If there had not been a .

denying, temperate mother, t

would not have been a strong Sam
If there had been no lovely Ruth, \

could be written of the genealog;

Christ? And how could Naaman 1

been cured of the leprosy if the 1

maid had not spoken to the wif
Naaman about the power of Elish

heal him? And what would the I

be with the story of Mary the mo
of Jesus left out? And of Elizal

the mother of John? And the stoi

the sweet sister of Bethany, who
tributed so much of joy and comfo
the Lord Jesus in his earthly

what if that had been omitted?
we could not spare the account of

holy women who followed Jesui

Calvary, and who were the first a1

tomb, and the first to be sent by J

himself with the news of his resui

tion to his apostles. How precioi

the mention of the grandmother 1

and the mother Eunice, who so wi

instructed the little boy Timothy ir

Holy Scriptures that he was able t

a helper to the great apostle Pai

preaching the Gospel! How muc
interest is added to the accoun

Paul's missionary labors by the s

about Lydia, the first Christian

vert in Europe. And yet we have

mentioned all of the notable wo
whose works are referred to in G

Book, but we have sufficiently rec;

them to prove that it was never a

of God's plan to send a woman av

Jesus Commending Faith of Worn

Jesus not only did not send i

woman away, but he commended
faith, "O woman, great is thy fai

Beyond and above that, nothing c

be said. Jesus commended the f;

filled acts of women on other c

sions—the widow who cast two m
all her living, into the treasury (IV;

12: 42); the woman who washed'

feet with her tears, and wiped t

with the hair of her head (I'

7: 37-48) ; Mary who anointed his

Continued on next page
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HARD ON CHILDREN
Vhen Teacher Has Coffee Habit

'[»• les' is *'^*'' ^"'^ ^®*'- ^'" ^^^^ live."

'•p^j.n a person feels this way about Postum

th are glad to give testimony for the bene-

fit
others.

school teacher down in Miss, say: "I

ha seen a coffee drinker since my childhood,

an the last few years it had injured me
seiusly.

' ne cup of coffee taken at breakfast

wci cause me to become so nervous that

I c Id scarcely go through with the day's

du s, and this nervousness was often ac-

co lanied by deep depression of spirits and

he: palpitation.

am a teacher by profession and when
li r the influence of coffee had to struggle

ai;. St crossness when in the school room.
'' 'hen talking this overw^th my physician,

he iggested that I try Postum, so I pur-

ch; d a package and made it carefully

ace ding to directions; found it excellent of

fla'-, and nourishing.
• a short time 1 noticed very gratifying

eS< s. My nervousness disappeared. I was
rotritated by my pupils, life seemed full of

sui ine, and my heart troubled me no
loii r.

'• attribute my change in health and
.:ji i to Postum alone."

lid the little book, "The Road to Well-
vili' in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Et read the above letter? A new
oniippears from time to time. They are
getine, true, and full of human interest.

I Was in the
Refrigerator

BusinessWtien
Lincoln Was

President
At lire is the perfect result of my forty years' plaii-

il)i|i 111 expel imentinK—

THE LEONARD
I4NABLE REFRIGERiVrORS
,So as I t.!i" '. ;iii'l I hav klici'.ML r.-li it;>-i :iImi> all
ijl. abetlLT oiu-i cui.l nut \n- iiuiUe. I'll tell yiMi uliy:

Fi , It Is tib»olnt«*ly Hniiltnrv. Lined wuh yen-
ineirrelaiti enamel- imre white; Imlesrnirtilile — as
uil ept fresli and clean as youi china ilishcB.

Se'id, for Its economy. Hecanse of a sfrf'cinl

Ola elc insnlation, it mitcs half on your ice bills,
liei constant circulation
( <li cool air makes your
)Od.ep longer.

THl, It li!i« the only
«rlt water cooler.
Oude, the Leonard
leaile is as lieantifuUy
uial as your piano.

ttt<ok lorHoaselieepers

*U:nrefriii. ri,l..rv lli.-.aro

: f". and ..ll.or l,r.us.-lL..ld

^tfinn. It moans many a
lUafved on expcns4>s. Write
« c.,og and free sauiple of
>rce-i lining.

If ,r dealer dnos not soli

iOni Cleanal.l^-s.writ,- 1" nn-
U si.you otio (liri-ot f rriTU tlif

'Ol Your iiK.iiov rofundcl
: a.*

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

Iti'it joSt B> 1 1_,
Ho terwiiat l^ind of rofric-
Itu .iuso.vri.Mi.-.-.l„iyl»,jk.

C'. LEONARD, Pret.

lUl' apidi R»fngerator Co.
: -Clyde P.irll Ave.,

ran apldi, . . HIch.

No. 1 Leonard Cleanable
Refilgerator. .^tze li.tx'Jl^

ir. .n.'l,.'s liik-li : linod witli

r I- .1 1 porrelftin enamel.
l'i-i,-o |:n im. froijllit jmid
as far aa Mississippi and Ohio
liivers. With Le..nard Por-

rolain Water C.-.lcr, »5 .-x-

tra Fifty other styles and
prices-

hi Me Help You
Vith Your

(rowing
laiughter

/ you sure she ii (ierfectly

we Are her eyes blight > Is

|»':p lishl- her walk graceful,
•tee Docs she carry her head and
•no ;rs well ? Does het voice ring clear >

^tch her carefully, critically—her whole future may
be *he balance. See if her steps lag her shoulders
jjto her hips jag- her eyes are dull or her voice is

Uel

^rite Me Before Too Late
I me what you (eat for her—what you hope for her.

1 c» elp you so much. More than 45,000 women ate
"to r, healthier, happier to-day, because of what my
.tael.l has done for them. My experience has coveted
">•! yean and all soiu of cases. Let me help your
o*" er to become a strong woman -splendidly well.

'end Coupon for My Book on
Health, Grace and Beauty"

_," mil of information that you can use every day.

I j" *)"* ' "" !«•'? you- how 1 have helped
"»• ids of others. Write to me fiillv about yourself
" >r daughter or both. If 1 cannot help you. I will

J^'ou !o the help you need. Enclose couiJon with
Ij^itampt for book Dnn'l put il off until lo-morrow.

SUvNNA COCROFt'
"""•"

'ept. IS-M. 246 Michigan Ave.. Chicago
lOe '.

'*""' "" '""' '»"'' O" Health.Oraco and Beauty
'

'

'<K itainps enclosed.

SA1>

»Di;>s

with ointment, worth three hundred
pence (John 12: 5). "0 woman,
great is thy faith." That is a great-

ness to which we may all attain. And
it is the greatest of all kinds of great-

ness, because it links us to the great
God. When a woman went to visit

another woman of lowly life, but
famous for the strength of her simple
faith, the visitor asked: "Are you the
woman with the great faith?" "No,"
she replied, "I am the woman with a
little faith in the great God." But if

her faith had not been great, she could
not have recognized God as great.
The Canaanitish mother had her sick
daughter as a burden to bring to
Jesus. Every mother has a burden to
bring to him; often it is a sick child;
sometimes it is a wayward child;
sometimes it is a feeble-minded child;
sometimes it is a child whose exceed-
ing beauty and great gifts surround
it with peculiar temptations and dan-
gers.

"Lord help me," is the prayer that
any mother may offer to Jesus for any-
thing she sees that her child needs.

A partnership with God is motherhood.
What strength, what purity, what self control.

What love, what wisdom should belong to her
Who helps God fashion an immortal soul!

Let every son and daughter remem-
ber this "partnership" and they will

not fall into the grievous error of dis-

crediting their mother when their

opinions differ from hers. She is also
in partnership with the great in this

world. One night long ago at a club
meeting the question discussed was
"What rules the world?" Various
opinions were expressed. Wm. Ross
Wallace, who was present, retired be-

fore long, and some time later called

Thomas J. Leigh from the room, and
handed him a poem which he had just

written. It was entitled "What Rules
the World." The first stanza ran:

They say that man is mighty.
He governs land and sea.

He wields a mighty sceptre
O'er lesser powers that be ;

But a mightier power and stronger
Man from his throne has hurled.

And the hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world.

A true mother realizes her place of

power. There was a noble Roman
matron who was called "the daughter
of Scipio," the mightiest man of his

time! After she was married to an-

other distinguished Roman, she was
still called "the daughter of Scipio."

Then there came a time when she

looked down into the cradle, and there

were two little sons oftentimes called

"Cornelia's Jewels," then she said:

"Call me no more 'the daughter of

Scipio'; call me the mother of the

Gracchi." She would rather be known
to posterity as the mother of her chil-

dren than as the daughter of a noble

father.
Queen Helene of Italy is a lovely

queen-mother, and she has recently

been writing some lovely things about

the training of children. She says:

"To mothers who can not get along

with their little ones, I say you can

make them obedient, kind and good

natured if you are but fully resolved

to bring about those pleasant traits.

Are my children ever naughty? Surely

they are, abundantly so. But I have

made it a point to suppress such out-

bursts at the start. The other day I

observed that my Umberto had an

ugly fit coming on, when I said: 'I am
going to rearrange my book shelves,

who will help?' T, cried the little fel-

low, instantly forgetting his grievance.

He worked like a Trojan, carrymg
books and reaching for those that had

fallen. He was evidently very happy
to be of service to his mother. So after

a while I said: 'What a good little boy

we have here. Without his aid,

mamma couldn't get the library in

order in a week. It is a pleasure to

see a boy work like that, yet I remem-
ber only a little while ago he was in-

clined
—

' 'Oh, mamma,' cried Um-

berto, 'that wasn't I; that was quite
another child.'

"

Possibly if the Canaanitish mother
had worked thus wisely with her child

she might never have been "grievously
vexed with a demon." But she was a
wise mother in that she knew that
Jesus could cast the demon out of her
little daughter.

It would hardly be possible for us
to imagine her joy when she returned
to her home and found that the devil

had gone out of her child. Very weak
was the child, for the mother found
her laid on the bed, but she had been
cured from the very hour that Jesus
had spoken the word. It was not only
the mother's faith, but it was the per-
sistent quality of her love for her child

that would not take "No" for an an-
swer to her prayer, even from Jesus,
that secured the casting out of the
demon. Who can measure the strain
which mother love will endure?

The Bishop and the Tramp

A PASTOR in an uptown New York
church recently told this anecdote

during his sermon: A certain bishop,

who had a most persuasive address
coupled with what would usually be
called personal magnetism, was on the
lawn with a party of other gentlemen
when a tramp came up. He was a de-

cent-looking fellow, persistent and well
spoken. He approached one of the
party and unfolded a tale of woe.
"Hold on, my friend," said the gentle-
man addressed; "you see that man
over there? That is Bishop S .

You go and speak to him; he is the
very man you want." The tramp
obeyed, and was soon in earnest con-
versation with the bishop, at a little

distance from the main group. Their
talk seemed to be very animated.
Presently the wayfarer drifted back,
and was about to pass somewhat de-

jectedly, when the gentleman he had
first greeted asked, "Well, my friend,
how did you get along with the bishop?
Did he give you anything?"
The tramp grinned. "He? Well,

stranger, you mayn't believe it," he
said, "but he actually talked me into

giving him a dollar as a contribution
for some new college he is building
somewheres."
His hearers laughed, and one of

them handed him some loose change,
whereupon he left. The bishop proved
the man's story true by showing them
the dollar. It was generally consid-

ered that any one who could talk

money out of a tramp had sufficient

power of persuasion to finance any
project, no matter how difficult.

Called Higher

^9

T^ "Standard's

Two Big Dress Bargains
Send Yout Otdet To-day I

Mrs. J. O. Denniss, of Platteville, Col.

Joshua Winget (72), of Wapakoneta, O.

Mrs. S. R. Bloodgood died October 20, 1909,
at Vinton, Iowa.

Wesley H, Kellopj?, son of Mr, and Mrs.
D. B. Kellogg, of Burlington, Pa.

Robert Shaw, of Hartford, Conn., died Jan-
uary 16, in his eighty-fourth year.

Henry C. Stover, at New Brunswick, N. J,,

an elder of the Presbyterian Church.

Mrs. E. Virginia Spence, College Park. Md..
died January 28, 1910, in the seventy-sixth year
of her age.

Justice Theodore Kennedy (87), of Hudson,
O. Mr. Kennedy had been a subscriber for

nearly thirty years.

Mrs. Henrietta Chryst, of Dayton, O.. died

March 19. Her husband. Christian Chryst, fol-

lowed her less than two days later.

Miss M. M. Estes, of Hiram, Ga., has been
called higher. She died the 8th of January.
She had been a helpless invalid for six years
and was a devoted (Christian,

Mrs. Elvira Murphy Hubbard, of Elk Creek,
N. Y„ died April 3, 1909. aged eighty-three
years. She had been a constant reader of The
Christian Herald for many years and a faith-

ful follower of its teachings.

Ton can nlace money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know tliat it is xajr. and is irht>re

von can or>r<nn if when inrnft^'L Aud will yield f<nr earu-
inos ''>' 'rt-rt/ liav lyircst^d. See tlieir advt^riiseiuent
on page 533, and write them for full information.

One-Piece
Percale Dress

342. One-Piece
Dress of Good Black
and White or Blue
and While Percale.

Fast colors and a

material that will give

good service. Front
panel extends entire

length of dress. Gib-
son plaits over the

shoulder and down to

the waist line in both
ront and back. The
square neck is daintily

trimmed with Sv^ss

embroidery beading,

njn with black velvet

ribbon. Simulated
cuffs piped with black

percale. Skirl portion

cut generously wide.

Closes invisibly in

back. Well made
throughout and a

value which you are

bound lo appreciate.

Order this dress, and
if you are not entirely

pleased and do not

think it the best value

you ever saw. return

it and your money
will be promptly
refunded. Sizes 32
to 44 bust. Misses*

sizes, 14, 16 and 18

years. Special

:

338- Stylish 1 -Piece

Dress of Good diyalily

Linon.This is one of the

smartest styles shown in

a wash dress, and it is a

value that could not be
duplicated for double

the price. The front

shows two Gibson
plaits, and a piping of

contrasting color is used

on the collar, cuffs, h'-lt

and yoke of skirt. The
skirt portion is made
with yoke, which fits

closely over the hips and
a plaited flounce falling

in graceful flare. Made
with well-proportioned

"ines and correctly
sized. Easy to launder

and will give good ser-

vice. This dress shows
you the Saving and
Satisfaction you gel

by dealing at the

•STANDARD."
Colors, Light Blue or

Tan (Linen). Sizes 32
to 44 bust. Special
Price:

Add 30c for Postage

Our ^*Money-Back*' Guarantee:

If anything you buy from the "STANDARD" is

not entirely satisfactory, we want you to return
it and we will send your money back promptly.

^" ^% P" p A Year's Subscription to

LML L the "STANDARD STYLE

PIILiL BULLETIN"—Free. The
latest issue shows all the

New Summer Styles now popular in

New York. Also many Special Bargains.

Write to-day for your Free Subscription.

CTANDARD "S^Hk. CO.
U 161 Wooster St., NEW YORK CITY
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Holc&tl^eneartqf

yj (heVacation Quesjioa

Giving all details necessary to make your

vacation a success.

SEND TO-DAY
for a copy of our 1910 editioir-

"New England
Vacation Resorts"
a practical guide book with clear directions,

that will help you to quickly decide Where

to Go, Where to Stay, What it Will Cost,

and What to See and Enjoy in

VACATION LAND.
Take advantage of this opportunity.

It's Free for the asking.

Other Publications descriptive of and
illustrating each section will be included for the

cost of mailing.
'

LtT US KNOW YOUR WANTS TO-DAY.

Address CM. 15.804.

NORTH Station, Boston.
C. M. BURT, O.P.A.

Boston
'^Maine

^" Fapf Powdfr ^^OWDER
SUMMER DELIGHTS

are enjoyed by thousands of w.iuien who are ixnmnne
from complexiun wurnts. Tliej- are j^b*—^Hi
the users uf LiUblache. They p|D^I^|M!.
are recognized by faces free from
wrinkles—that are never shi

disfigured by exposure \i- the
elements, and a skin always

^

smooth aad velvety.*

Refuse Substitutes. They may i

be danj^eroue. Floeh, White,
IMnk, or Cream, 50c. a box, of
druggists or by maiL

Send 10c. for sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers

Dept. 22 125 Kingston 1

Boston, Mass.

About that Organ
If you have the money; It

you're raising It, or only
planning—write for helpful

^^^^^^ suggestions.

m:Brdtti
Yale Fruit Press

Best, most practical and «1arahle press made.
VnequaledfornmkinE Jallle», Jams. Cidcr,
Crape Juice. Fruit Ices and hundreds
of other things. Saves time, labor and
trouble. Clamps to table or handy place.

Put material in colander, fix beam in pnsi-

tion. attach craoktowheel and every pound
palled on wheel, exerts 48 lbs. pressure on
contenti. Madeof steeland iron, ^4 QC
plated. 4qt. tize. price only 4P«»«W
If yoor dealer will not supplv joa order of

as. Sold on lOd&ys' trial. Mmiey backij
not satisfied. Write for FREE booklet.

"Aunt Sally's Beet Recipes." Also de-

scribes Tale Fruit Presses.

VICTOR M. GRAB & CO..
PatenteeH <t Solr Manufacturers,

1177 Ashland Block. Chlcego. 111.

^ Young People's Societies

You are buying for
your church

Pimples and Rough Skin
MURRAY'S

CHARCOAL TABLETS
Absolutely unmedicated. Pimples and rough skin

are caused by indigestion. Murray's Charcoal Tablets

prevent fermentation, absorb all gases and give a clear,

soft, smooth and rosy complexion.

Frtf 1 Or- '" stamps, a full size 25c. box
1 ur 1 V^,. mailed fi.r trial. Once only.

A. J. PITMAN, 2 Astor House, N. Y.

9A Beautiful Post Cards -I A^
^V No Two Alike— Latest Designs XvV
Lovely a88(»rtiiieiit of 20 Artistit- Rirtliday, Friendship.
(iood Luck, Ko8('8 aiMl Flowers in exquisite colors, all
for only 10 veiit«4. if yon answer this ad. iniinediately.
.1. H. Si-yniour, !J5.'> W. KIglith St., Topeka, Kan.

5 Fine POST CARDS rnrr
^^ Send only 2(* stanm and receivp 5 T ^m i T

colored (iold and Kmbosse'l ('ards I I I^h^h
KUKK to introduce post card offer.
CAPITAL CAKD CO., I>ept. 132, Topeka, Kan.

Truth that Purifies
='

IT has been said in differing words

by several great men that he who
is fully informed regarding the sig-

nificance and the tendencies of any act,

will never commit sin. It is chiefly be-

cause the understanding is darkened
that deceit, anger and lust gain their

hold upon men.
You may say that sometimes highly

educated people are very wicked. This

is true, but such cases are rare. When
they exist, it will generally be found
that the criminals' education has been
partial or one-sided; or that some
strong inherited bias has made them
more or less irresponsible—what we
sometimes call "degenerate."
The proper aim of education is to

develop the reason. Let a man become
genuinely reasonable, and he will

usually regard strictly the laws of

morality.

Bright wits and instincts sure.
And goodness warm, and truth without alloy.

And temper sweet, and love of all things pure.
And joy in light, and power to spread the joy,

very often, in the good providence of

God, go together. The school is meant
not only to inform the mind, but,

through broadened knowledge, to ele-

vate character and to drive out from
the heart the foul and bat-like pas-
sions, which are all too apt to nest in

the untaught and unenlightened.
In the old days, the streets of Lon-

don were full of thugs and pick-

pockets. As soon as lamps were
established there, the number of rob-
bers decreased enormously.

Let in the light. It will drive out
the darkness in the spiritual realm as
surely as in the intellectual.

Our highly learned and accomplished
classes have not entirely realized their

obligations in this particular. The
mission of art is not merely to please;
it is not merely an avenue through
which a man overflowing with dreams
and feeling can pass them on to the
world. It is a great enlightener and
purifier, and should be so used. All
artists should share in the noble per-
plexity of Tolstoy, when he said: "I
asked myself, in what manner could I,

so very fine a writer, who had so many
talents and so much learning, make
use of them for the benefit of the
people?"
Not every gifted one is so ready or

perhaps should be, to acknowledge his

qualifications; but from the great Rus-
sian, the words come with a naive un-
consciousness of conceit, which de-
prives them of off'ensiveness.

We may not be so highly fitted to do
good, but at least each one of us has
some power which he can devote to the
enlightening and purifying of society.

Universal education, by the schools
on the one hand and by the churches
on the other, the enlightening of mind
and heart going on with equal pace, is

to reveal the truth to us as a people.
Then shall the path be made plain

for the coming of the Redeemer. By
the great illumination of the Sun of
Truth, we may see the way, and with
clean hands, clear minds and pure
hearts, pursue it. As the noted states-
man, Burke, said of another great
movement: "The minds of men will be
fitted to it. The general opinions and
feelings will draw that way. Every
fear, every hope, will forward it; and
they who oppose this mighty current
will appear to resist the decrees of
Providence."

Let us all unite to hasten the day.
The processes of God are slow. We
cannot hope that the hearts of men
will be purified by miracles. He works
through you and me, imperfect instru-
ments as we are. But let us every day
of our lives search for the truth our-
selves, and scatter broadcast such as
we discover.

*Tipic rf the Epworth League for Sunday,
June 12. Texts : Eph. 4 : 17-24; Prov. 2: 10-22.

God Knows''

THERE is infinite comfort in the

thought that we can cast all our

cares upon one who understands them.

He knows that we meant to do our

best. He knows why we miserably

failed. He knows how hard we tried

to keep back the angry word—how
we battled with ourselves before we
committed the mean action. Though
we are misunderstood and misjudged
elsewhere, we know that in God's court

due credit will be given us for all our

struggles, whether we failed or not.

One of our poets has voiced the con-

soling thought in a striking verse

:

Who knows the heart, 'tis He alone
Decidedly can try us ;

He knows each chord, its various tone.
Each spring, its various bias.

Then, at the balance, let's be mute.
We never can adjust it

;

What's done, we partly may compute.
But know not what's resisted.

God knows it all. He judgeth not

as man judgeth.
There is probably no one among us

who has not had occasion to reproach
himself for passing a hasty judgment
upon some fancied fault in a fellow-

man—a judgment which fuller knowl-
edge showed to be undeserved.

Dr. D. J. Burrell relates a little in-

stance of this sort of quick condemna-
tion. He says: "Not long ago I saw
a singular sight in a surface car. A
young man was holding by a strap, and
just behind him a young woman whose
face I could not see, clung to him with
one arm about his waist, while with
her other hand she patted him affec-

tionately on the shoulder.
" 'A most unbecoming thing,' I said

to myself. Then she turned and I saw
that she was blind. It was her sense
of dependence that made her cling in

that way. So thoughtlessly do we pass
judgment behind the backs of people."

Perhaps it is in sorrow that we most
prize the consciousness that God
knows. Our friends become impatient
if we pour out our misery before them.
We are reproved—silenced. We dare
not then appeal further to our fellow-
beings for sympathy, but God stands
with outstretched arms to receive us.

Into his ear we may confide over and
over again, the story of our grief until
the sore heart is relieved.

"In the few brief discourses of
Jesus," continues Dr. Burrell, "he cov-
ered all the great problems of truth
and ethics. He knew all things. His
mind was a cyclopedia of the universe.
In other words, his knowledge was
Omniscience.
And there is peace and joy in the

thought that though no human soul
may know of some triumph which we
have achieved— some secret honor
which has come to us—it rejoices the
heart of God, who compasseth the
righteous with favor as with a shield.

Thus, says the historian, an "im-
perial triumph" came to the young
missionary, Coleridge Patteson.
He was an Eton boy who had fer-

vently dedicated his young life to the
service of his Maker, and had gone to
the South Sea Islands to carry the
Gospel message. For a while he la-

bored faithfully, but he could not win
the brutish natives. At last they beat
him to death with clubs.
Then they laid his body in an open

boat, crossed his hands, placed a palm
branch on his bi-east, and watched as
the winds bore him out to the open
sea. He had doubtless felt as though
he had died in ignominy; but to-day
his name is regarded in that distant
clime with veneration, and one can well
understand the rank he holds in
heaven—for God knew it all—the
striving, the anguish, the heroism;
and he seals his beloved with his own
seal upon their foreheads.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, June 12.
Texts : Ps. 103 : 1-4; Matt. 6 : 7, 8.

All Sweeping
from 'bnisWng up" in the dining-room to cleanim

i

entire house, is made better, quicker and e<uwr b ,

Nationals Carpet Sweeir
Grand Prize at St. Louis Over All Ot

You clean tho'roughltj when you use the Natii I,

because by slight handle-pressure you can make

brush get deep into any rug or carpet. This bfuil

the "snap" and strength to really pick up the most

born speck or scrap, because made of genuine Ch
bristles, the kind that keep their life and retilii

and never " mat." Nor does the brush slip, bei

the rollers that operate it are rubber-hred. Olhei e

wood, which splits, wears smooth and won't him

TTie National is the only sweeper that i» ad jr

spill-proof. And we can prove by actual test t

is the easiest-running sweeper in the world, ar

vantage of our improved, dust-proof, squeak-

roller bearings. Have the National demonstrate

your dealer. It costs no more than others.

Free booklet, "Hon to Double the Life <

^ Carpets and Rugs," is worth reritingfor

NATIONAL SWEEPER CO.
92 Warren St., Newark. N. J.

The HOTEL WILUJ)
256 We«t Seventy-Sixth Street new

Broadway and Riverside Drire

An ideal home for visitors to New ork

desiring the quiet of a refined neighboi od.i

Q It overlooks the beautiful Hudson, d ii

in the finest residential district. Fhe

dining room is conaucted on bet the

American and European plan and tr ; it

no bar. Q The rooms are large, coo liry

and delightful.

Attractive special rates are made from Jane Itt Stf

tember 1st Room with bath, $1.50 and op. rbr

bedroom and bath, $2. 00 and up. Literature upon ML

ARTHUR T. HARDY, Manager

USE
I

BORDENS
PEERLESS BRANI

EVAPORATED MILI

(unsweetened)

In All Recipes Calling

for Milk or Cream I

LYON & HEALY'S
COOP CHURCH

ORGANS
At Reasonable Prices

We make a specialty of large rrpd organs. voiM
rlnsely leseinlile pipe organs. These church organs will

found much richer in effects than any cheap pipe «'f"

Let us tell you what our J4.'iO Cathedral Organ v

furnish in the wav of musical effects.

Illustrated catalog free. Styles from $100 to S'lOO. )

ments spread over 2 years when desired.
,

Fine Folding Organs $37.50: Fine Pi»rl

Organs $45.00; Good Second-Band Orga
at half price.

'

LYON A HEALY. Dtpt F557S. CHICAG
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J
The Criminal Liquor Traffic

^y "P. A. Balder, Superintendem Anti-Saloon League

1
'1HE present paramount need of the

. temperance reform in the United

ates is an amendment to the Inter-

ate Commerce Law, that will permit
ohibition and local option States to

ercise their police power to the ex-

nt of carrying into effect the prohibi-

ry laws placed upon their statute

loks, either by their legislatures or

i:.yi-.»

l^\

'. A. Baker, Supt. Anti-Saloon League

js popular vote of the people. This
•inot now be done. Under the pres-

et construction of the Interstate Com-
srce Law there can be no interference

fth interstate shipments of liquor into

"ry" territory until it has been de-

Jered into the hands of the consignee.
lAs I write, there lies before me a

'. ter sent out by a whisky firm in

ivington, Ky., soliciting orders, in

tich they expressly state: "We ship
1 every town in America, whether
'iet' or 'dry,' except Indian Reserva-
•ns, under the rights of the Inter-
ate Commerce Law."
There are now nine prohibition
ates in the Union. There are 200
<ies of 10,000 and more population,
id 539 of 5,000 and more population
lat have abolished saloons. One
iDUsand seven hundred and twenty-
ne counties out of a total of 2,885,
ve outlawed the traffic. Above
',500,000 of our people are now liv-

^ in prohibition territory, yet in all

14S vast area, not one foot of it is free
?)m the possible invasion of liquor
• inking and drunkenness, because
:leral law will not permit the exer-
< e of State authority upon the inter-

state shipment of an article which the
State itself has prohibited, until it is

in the hands of the individual, who in
most instances seeks to violate State
law.

When Georgia, for example, adopted
nullification in the 60's, the federal
government, with an armed force,
marched against Georgia and promptly
brought her into subjection to its su-
perior will. That same federal gov-
ernment is now nullifying the prohibi-
tory laws, not only of Georgia, but of
every State in the Union where such
laws exist, by permitting and protect-
ing the shipment of liquor to their de-
bauched population in spite of State
enactment and local majority protest.
Our attention has recently been di-

rected to instances where federal offi-

cers have confiscated the product of
illicit stills, and in order to collect the
government's share of revenue, have
openly sold the liquor on the streets of
prohibition towns and cities, in de-
fiance of State law. It is not an un-
common thing in a prohibition State
like Kansas, for example, after a boot-
legger has been caught and jailed by
State authorities, for the federal offi-

cers to go to the jails and collect from
these criminals the $25 internal reve-
nue tax.

It is a monstrous travesty upon civil

government that federal authority per-
sists in refusing to permit the States
to exercise their police power against
a traffic, admittedly criminal; and un-
less Congress can be aroused to the
point of amending the Interstate Com-
merce Law, touching the shipment of
liquors, it will not be strange if a re-

action comes in many communities that
have already abolished the traffic.

The time has come when Congress
should not only amend the Interstate
Commerce Law, but when the federal
government should cease to issue in-

ternal revenue tax receipts to persons
who cannot show State authority for
the sale of liquors. By issuing such
receipts to applicants in prohibition
territory, the federal government sim-
ply encourages law violators. It is the
duty of every citizen in every State,

where there is any prohibition terri-

tory, to know what the attitude of his

Senators and Congressmen is on this

increasingly important question. For
more than a dozen years the temper-
ance people have been appealing for

relief. About twenty States have al-

ready, through their legislatures, mem-
orialized Congress for the enactment
of legislation that will give relief. The
time has fully come when every law-
abiding citizen should carry his appeal
to the ballot box. P. A. Baker,
(]e:ieral Superintendent Anti-Saloon

League of America,

Sl5t

A FRIENDLY WORD ON ADVERTISING
''iTE have received the following letter which speaks for itself:

T "Dear Christian Herald: May 12, 1910.

"I see some readers criticise you for the advertising in The Christian
J:rald. I, for one, like to see it as it not only gives to us a cheaper paper than
' uld otherwise be given to us, but it also protects us against fraudulent adver-
t|ers, as firms of that class, as a general rule, do not seek the columns of a first-

< ss paper such as yours is. J. C. W.,
"Phillipsburg, N. J."

This is typical of a number of letters which we have lately received in an-
ser to our Advertising Talks. We are glad to have our subscribers write us
ion this topic of advertising because their opinion on the subject is vital to the
I asperity of The Christian Herald. As long as we carry advertisements in
T columns, we want to be sure to have only advertisers of the highest class,
liwe were to let down the bars, we could double or treble the amount of adver-
ting in every issue.

The fact that we guarantee our ads. has added greatly to the value of our
spertising columns. Aclvertisers have learned that our readers really believe
t'ry statement tVat is printed in the advertising columns of The Christian
J Rald because our readers know that we are very much in earnest in our effort
1 exclude all but the mo.st reliable advertisers.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
v:RlSTiAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
^ must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
3/ertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
c the appearance of the advertisement.

Let Me See One of Those

IngersoU -Trenton Watches

!

nEWELERS throughout the United States

are having this said to them across their

show-cases bj' thousands of discriminating

watch-buvers, who demand the best watch for

the least money. "INGERSOLL-TRENTON !"

is the watch-word of the hour.

The feel of a fine watch in your pocket is Hke
the feel of a good coat on your back— it gives

you a sort of manful confidence in yourself, and
when you take your watch out to see what
time it is" it gives others confidence in you, for

a good watch is a badge of thrift. It also indi-

cates the personal trait of punctualitj-, which
goes far to compel business success.

The IiigersoU-Trenton watch is a dignified, de-

[)endable and durable timejjiece. It is finely

jeweled and beautifully cased. It is a credit

to the person who carries it, being a watch oi

(luality and worth.

And yet you do not have to give up" a lot or

money ti> own an Ingei'soU -Trenton. $5, $7
and $9, in nickel, 10-year gold-filled or 20-year

gold-filled cases

—

these are the prices at which
we are able to offer these strictly high-grade

watches, timed to the minute and fit for the

most critical user. No other watchmaker can

sell a watch of similar quality at these prices.

Therefore, go to your je'weler and say to him

the ivords at the top of this page.

We also make IngersoU models at $1, $1.50 and $2.

12,000 of them are sold daily "as time goes on."

Our illustrated fact-book about watchmaking will open
your eyes and save you money. Send for a copy.
Read it yourself and loan it to your neighbors. It is a
good book to have and read and lend.

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO," %\"n^,f
""^

A WATCH THAT IS

BETTER THAN ITS
ADVERTISING

"
I have carried my In-

gersoU -Trenton one
year. It keeps better

time than your adver-

tisement said it would.

It is absolutely the
best watch I have ever

seen."

R. T. Chappell,

Kaufman,
Texas.

You can set an Inger-

soll-Trenton in any one

of 7,000 leadiiigjewelry

sliops tliroiigliout tlie

United States.

HESOLVED :

That it isn't necessary

for me to pap a big

price for an accurate

watch when I can get

an accurate higersoll-

Trentoti foi five, tseven

or nine dollars.

UNDER

I
NEW York

I

BANKING

DEP'T

rSUPERVISIONi

You may deposit funds on
any date or withdraw on any
date. We have no fixed "in-
terest days"—earnings com-
mence when money Is re-
ceived and paid for full time
to date of withdrawal. Re-
mitted by check quarterly
Semi-annually, or compound
ed if desired.
Established 17 years. Dur-

ing this time we have never
paid less than S per cent, a
year, while increasing our
assets to over $2,000,000, and
accumulating surplus and
profits of {iSO.OOO.
Our record is open to pub-

!!c inspection. We invite
fullest Investigation of out
methods,

JVriie for booklet, which
contains many interesting facts,

lodustrial Savings & Loan Co.
2 Times Building

42d St. and B'way. New York

$650 A. B. C. Automobile $650
The biggpRt
Automobile
b;ii-Kain in
Aint'iica. 2
or 4 Cylin-
ders Surievs,
Kunabou't s
and Delivery
Wajions, 18
or 30 H. P.,

Solid or Pneumatic Tires. \Vrite for YUKK CataloR.
A.B.C.Motor Vehicle Mfg. Co.. 3941 Morgan, St. Louis

AGEDITS MAKE BIG MONEY
W'l: li!iVf !i (r'liii-f actiiry-to-ronsunier proposition for womou

ami mtii au'tnts thiit is high-class—interesting—nisv to sell tind
extremely profitable. Mimy of our agents are making $300.00
peryear, and only a little of their time required. We supply you
with goods on consignment and full information how to make
sales. Wc co-operate with you from start to finish. This propo-
sition is not sold through dealers. You can undersell the dealer
vrith better goods than the dealer handles, and make go(«l money.

fVrife to-day for full iuformation and territory.

W© are allotting territories right now. so kindly write to-day
before we ^'wv some one else your territory.

Address Box 38, care of CHRISTIAN HERALD

T!?fflFFIItBV
|

Any batbroom can be
kept clean, bright
and shiny witb little

work and no trouble
by K\Bt 3-in-One
oil. It cleans andpol-

ishesnickel.prevents

tarnlsb and rust on
brass and metal, re-

moves stains, spots

and scars from wood.

3-in-One keeps
everythini about
every home spick and
span. Try on piano

cases, fnrolture, brass railings, door plates, cutlery.

CPC C If yon will give as name of your dealer
rHLL we will send sample bottle and valuable
booklet—both free.

3 IN ONE OIL CO. 54 Broadway, New York

HONOLULU <K1 1 Aand back (1st class) 6!^ days from M' III
San Francisco. Tlio splendid twin- M _ m.W
screw stenniei SIEHRA (10.000 tons dis- ^" ^" ^^
placementl sails from Sun Frani'isco Apiil
16. May 7. May JS ami . v.Ty'il days- Round trip tickets good
fur 4 months. HONOHJLU, tho most atlractive spot on entire
world four. BOOK NOW and secure the hpst berths. LIKE TO
TAHITI AND NEW ZEALAND. SS Mariposa conn.cth.ir
with Union Line. sailini;s Aiiril 15. May 'il, Iwin- 29. etc. Tahiti
and back (24 doy»). $125. New Zealand lUellineton),
$246.25 flrst-class. R. T 6 months.
OOEAHIO S. S. CO., 673 Market St., San rranclaco, Oal.

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,'' oo tacks reauired.

Wood Rollers Tia Rollers
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The

ACME QUALITf
Painting Guide Book

Tells You
What finish to use—how to prepare the

surface— how to apply— and any other

painting information you may desire.

flThis book is not only intended for Painters. Decorators,

Architects and Contractors, but for House-owners and House-

holders. It is the most complete work of its kind ever issued.

fl Suppose you want to varnish a book-case, enamel a bed-

room set. paint a carriage—or finish any other surface that

requires paint, enamel, stain or varnish ; all you need to do is

to look in the index and then turn to the right page. There

before you in concise form you will find complete instructions.

You can't go wrong.

§ This Guide Book to right painting will give you a better

idea than you could gain in any other way of the variety.

Quality and scope of usefulness of the various Acme Quality

specialties. Our slogan means just what it says—

if it's a surface to he painted, enameled,
stained, varnished or finished in any way, there'*

an Acme Quality Kind to fit the purpose.

<ir Your dealer probably sells Acme Quality and will give you color cards.

See him about your next paint purchase.

<J The Acme Quality Painting Guide Book is sent free to those requesting

a copy. Address

Acme White Lead and Color Works.
Dept. 0, Detroit, Mich.

Look for this

Trade Mark
iCME

illAl-
JT^.

Every Acme Quality

Store Shows It.

YOU CAN MAKE
rROM$3To$|2ADAY

You need no experience because we leach
I you everything and help you to get started.

j

If now employed, you can work for us iQ

I

your spare time and make more money than
your regular wages amount to. Write end
let us show you our line. We have over 2000

patented articles, all £ast Eellers. Cannot
be bought in stores.

WE WANT AGENTS In Every County===«='^== IntheStote
We will point the way to you how to make

I

from $150 to $200 per month. Our goods
are fully guaranteed, and we refund all

money to any purchaser not perfectly satis*

I

fled. We start honest men and women io

liness on our capital. Samples of best

sellers FREE. Write to-day for agency.

THDMAS MFC CD
3534 Wayne Street

DAYTON. OHIO

Would You Like to

DISCARD YOUR GLASSES?

^^8^^

Just Try

the Ideal Sight Restorer

for 10 Days at Our Expense

Mi nnr eye weak nesscsare caused
by poor rirculatum of blond.
Near-sisiht. far-siulU and astit;-

nintism are caused bv their l)e-

THE NORMAL EVE cuming distorted (uui'..f sh,.|.e).

By a gentle massage The Ideal
Sight Restorer produces a normal circulation of hlni>,i and
nuiuUls the eye painlessly but surely to its normal shape
Thousands liave used it with ppitect success and without
danger, as it does not come in direct contact with the eyes.

Five minutes nianipulalion twice a day is all that is necessary.

If you wish to relieve eye strain and lieadaclies. and in a
short time be entirely independent of your glasses, wriio for
instructive booklet. No. 127 F, recoids and 10 days' teat to

THE IDEAL CO., 134 W. 65th St., N.Y.

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProfitsI

Anybody ran make bi;-'

income all year raisini:

Mushrofjms at bottie in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, bn.xen.

etc. Mrukets waiting for
all you guiw.

Free fitustraled

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, Desk 9
West 48th St. . New York

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
COLORADO

HOMESTEADS
ON MOFFAT ROAD

Tells how to homestead 160 acres of rich, fertile

land with pure water, good towns, fine climate
on Moffat Road, (Denver, Northwestern and
Pacific Ry)in Routt County, Colo. We have no
land to sell— its absolutely free from the Govern-
ment and now open for settlement. Law allows
you to return home for 6 months after filins.

Oats, 90 bushels to acre; wheat, 45; barley, 70. Get
a good farm free. Fine chance for investors and
business openings. Write for free book, maps,
and information about how to get these farms
FRRE. W. F. Jones, Gen'l Traffic Manager,
745 Majestic Building, Denver, Colo.

ru Save You
$2fi-50

on my 1910 Split Hickory Auto-
Seat Biigsry. Or, 25% saviDg
guaranteed on retail prlceof any
veliicle. Made to order. SOdays'
road test—a-year guarautee.

Let Mc Pay the
Postage on Big

Free Book to You
Shows 125 styles. Also harness. ,

Beautiful color-views. Prlccsaalon-
Ishlugi'y low. Write me now.

H. C, Phelps. Pres.

The OhioCarrlagaMfg.Co.
Sta. 236 .Columbus. O.

f

'CTillUDC 100 all different. Album an.i Hiiiees only 12c.
SI/llTir;) 30 Sweden 10c—1000 all ililferent stamps
$2- aO different foroiKn coins Iftc. \\ , l>iiv stamps and
.coins—Buying Lists lu cents, loledo Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

^l^x-s^^Tn agents wanted
to sell our Waist. Suit, Dress and Coat Materials.
Early applications receive first consideration.
Profitable and dignified work. Write immediately
for particulars.

NEW YORK FABRIC COMPANY
30 E. 20th St., Dept. 41. New York City

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, lOc. I 10 Beat Wishes 4 Greetings, 10c.
10 Rose. 10c. I 10 Fourth of July, 10c.

Any three packages mailed for 25 cents.
80 cents per 100 cards — assorted designs.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON, CONN.

He Tried "The Golden Rule"

FREDERICK KOHLER, a big-

framed, big-hearted man who be-

lieves in the literal appli-

cation of the "Golden
Rule," is chief of the Po-

lice Department of Cleve-

land, O. For the past two

years and a half, Chief

Kohler has been working

out an idea. He believes

that only a small propor-

tion of the persons ar-

rested by the police are in

reality serious offenders.

The rest, he believes, are

injured by the ignominy
that attaches to arrest

and the association with
criminals that it neces-

sitates. Hence, there has been evolved

in Cleveland, under Chief Kohler's

direction, the so-called Common Sense
or Golden Rule policy of not making
arrests save in such instances as the

evidence is sufficient to hold and con-

vict the offender. Patrolmen are in-

structed to make no arrest at all, ex-

cept for serious offenses. Arrests are
discouraged where it is evident they
would do more harm than good.

The common practice everywhere
with "drunks and disorderlies," petty
thieves, bad boys, and small offenders
generally, is to "run them in," irrespec-

tive of whether or not the subsequent
evidence is likely to convict. After
trial the majority of such offenders are
usually discharged. Positive harm
often comes to the person thus held.

Chief Kohler believes it is the duty
of the police to eliminate as many of
these unnecessary arrests as possible.

He thinks it is the duty of the guardian
of the law not only to apprehend the
real offender, but to help save, so far as
he can, those of that larger class of
unfortunates who unwittingly or un-
consciously become transgressors.
The chief has no sympathy with the

altogether too common idea that a po-
liceman is necessarily a brute armed
with a night stick. The "Golden
Rule policeman" is the people's friend.

And under instructions emanating
from the chief's office it is decreed that
the best "Golden Rule policeman" is

the one who manages the offender with
the least display of authority, and who
gives him a helping hand or a word of
friendly counsel, if such is in his power.

"Something besides blue cloth and
brass buttons is needed to make a good
policeman," says Chief Kohler. And
this "something" is the ability to use
kindly efforts in easing the friction

and ill-temper that so often arise be-

tween man and man; to give the un-
fortunate a "lift" when possible, and
to exercise the power of distinguishing
the habitual criminal from the man
who is not a criminal at heart, but
whose fall from legal rectitude is due
to some unfortunate circumstance.
The "Golden Rule policy" has re-

sulted in a large decrease in the num-
ber of persons held by the Cleveland
Police Department. In 1907 the total

number of arrests was 30,418 and this

was somewhat below the average of
previous years. The new policy was
inaugurated January 1, 1908. The
first year of "Golden Rule" adminis-
tration resulted in only 10,085 arrests,
a decrease of 66 per cent. In 1909 the
number of arrests was only 6,018, a
decrease of 81 per cent, over 1907.
Under the"Golden Rule policy"about

1,800 persons a month for the past two
years and a half have been saved from
police court records. To understand
just what this means, we must remem-
ber that in crime, as in everything
else, it is always easier for one to take
the second step after he has taken the
first. Eighteen hundred less police
court records a month means a large
decrease in the subsequent number of
so-called "second offenders."

So far as the casual observer can
see, the city is just as orderly and law-

1
{'
*. w

Jk

abiding as any other city of half
million people. It is probably eve

more so, for there are day
in which no crimes at

reported to the polic

department and days i

which no arrests are madi

Statistics show that sine

the "Golden Rule policy

has been in operatic

there has been less actu;

crime committed and le;

property stolen than f<

many years previous. A]

parently the Golden Ru
produces good effects, eve

when applied to the lav

less element with whic

a big city police department has i

deal. Orin Edson Crooker,

IZaSSMtPINSI

FRED KOHLER
f of Police. Cleveland

Dainty Pins for Dainty Peopl
Combine style and comfort. Neec

pointed, unbreakable. Don't come opi

in use. You don't lose them.
Price—Nickel, Jet or Dull Black, 4 i

card, lOc, 14-K Rolled Gold or Rom
Plate, beaded edge or plain—2 on card, 2£

If Vn
iil.lr.s.

(T doesn't keep tlieni yet, send liis name
.•11 send you tlie lund and size wanl.d for

love. Monuy back if you are not satisfied.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.
202 Farrand Street, - Bloomfield, N.

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readert'

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of thi»|

useful booklet without charge, by fot'

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD.i
Dept. 96. Bible House. New YorkI;

K FIGURE PE
Lot me send you AFTO IMASS!
oil a 40 Uay 1 rec Trial (I'Otllsi

Sooorifidfiit am I that simply weii

it will permanently remove all ei

fluons flesh that I mail it f ree.wil

deposit. Wlien you see your si

liness speedily returning I know '

will buy it. Try It at my expe •

Write to-day.

PRO Ft BURNS Bro&dway.Bew i

Retarnable examination copiee of the great hymo

HALLOWED HYMN
mailed on request to churches needing- new boi

THE IJKiLOW & MAI> 10., >ew Vork or (hi<

PATENTS That Prolcci and p'

•^^*-"-'^^ * ^-^ Adviee and Books FR
Kates Heasonable. Hiphest Keferenees. Most .Seivi

WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON.

Ul/'AMTim LOCAL REPRE.SENTATIVIl'
WW /*1^ m HiLV sell nien'8 clolhint; on credil|

larfje&t credit cUtMiinp house in the world; no car
required; write for plan. (Jood opennigs tor right i

Menterdt Bosenbloom Co., 600 Coz Bldg., Rochester,

PATENTS that PROTECT I
Our 3 hooks for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 els. stai I

B^8.AA.B,j^CEY,WaBhington.D.C.,D«pt.36,Ett^!j
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BABIES REVEL IN IT I

Mennen'9 Bora'-ed Talcum Toilet Powder. Sooth-
lOB, Comfortine. Allays Irritation.

Preventschaflng. For Mother's use also.
t^TSr^,

Sobstltutes rob you. losiat on Men- A^fB^
nen's. Sample box lor 2c stamp.

, SolJ for £Sc Every-ivhcrr or by Mail
Gerhard Mennen Co.. Newark. X. J.

Founder of Mothers' Day

SUNDAY, May 8, "Mothers' Day,"
was set apart all over the country

for the demonstration of love and af-
fection for mothers. Sermons were

DON'T SHOIT

"

as anybody. 'How?'
Oh, something new—
IheMOHLIiV PHON
I've a pair in tny ears now,
but they are invisible. 1

would not know I had Ihei
nyself. only that I hear
ri«ht."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

es low sounds and
ipers plainly heard,
sible, comfortable

.righlless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. O
lundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and Ic^timoniaia.

fHE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702. Perry Building. Philadelphia

DEAF

5 ROMPERS $1
Direct From Factory. All Charges Prepaid

H.'St, ni. »l s.rvi.oaMo, fast color, uo-
hriiiknl.l.' Bompera I'lmi.-t. of pink <.r

I lui-. ilii.k.d chau.hrnv with nork. collar
mmI b<'lt i»<und ui while . 5 for 91.(10

ROMPERS of nin.lros with joke, rolline
llar.l.t'lt and pocket pipr-d in wlitc; cln-ic*'

f ;l^^o^t<-d checks and stripes. 3 for $1.00
KOMFEKS of linen suiting, rolling collar.

y kc. an«l cuffs piped in wliito: bt-lt |>iln<i

and facd Tan. cad.l hluc. 'i for I .()()

SiMts 2 fo 6 yrs. Setisfactlem ormomty rtlumtd.
Spicif, ilii cmdctltr. CIIARGFS PREPAID
CONSIIMKHS" Al'HON CO..

61 Clynier Street. Brooklyn, H.T.

Varicose
Veinsm

W.' iicikiMiot oiilv tin' stocking, tint
Ml- Ko li;ick of that :ithI make \\\«
elastic of Aviiich our seamless heel

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS

.ire made, so that in ordi'riiif^
from 11.-* y«»u are snrt' of ^'^•tlill^c

freHh, new. live rubber elastii-,
on which the life of the oloek-
in« tleiiends. Careful record

kept of every case treated.
.Send for varicose Veins

Btioklct, self - iiieasuring
directitjiis and prices.

Curtis A Splndell Co., Elastic
Weavers, 202 Market St., Lyim, Mass.

tn

Films Developed
10 CE.NTS PER ROLL

ALL SI/I S.

VELOX PRINTS, BROWNIES, 3c;
Wx3l4, 3Xx4K 4c; 4x5, 3a 5c.

Send us two negatives and we will print them ivifftout
charge as a sample of our work ; we are film specialists
and (five you better results than you h.ive ever had.

COLE 6. CO.. Asbury Park, N. J.

WHEELCHAIRS

HY«I'

^Mt

A Whci-I Chair Is ofleii

an luvallds's ereatt-ft

comfort. Weofterovcr
.r these ea«v. flelf-propellln;! iiii'l

liolllMK (halis. wlrh lul.-l liii

Ship direct from
factory to you. freight prepaid
and »c 30 Days' Trial

Liberal Di«roiM,t« lo all

s.-iiillns lor free catnloKiie NOW,

GORDOIV MFO. CO.
454 Madison Ave.. Toledo.

TPEWRITERS ALL
MAKES

VISIBLE WRITERS
or otlierwlse

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS, Etc.

Vito'/i M'f-'RS PRICES
Shipped ANVWHIHK for Free Trial, or

KKNTKI) allowlnR Ilrnt to AI'I'LY

RI9ICE8 91S.OO UR
t Class Msrhlaai »r«ih fr,,m Ih. MTrs— Wrll. f<t nitnlmtrl ral»l"i! 71

pewriter Emporium, (EST. 18921 92-9* L«KE ST rHictoo

VGENTS WANTED -Agent8.nri.«'r.ti.$r.o weekly sell-

' new style Mexican anil Swiss Knihrniilerv Waist I'allerns.
e«« Dresses Art l.iiien, niid\nii.-ii« ii.iveMies Catalinriie
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"Mother Jarvis"

preached on the subject and carnations
worn in honor of the mothers of the

race. It was Miss Anna Jarvis, of

Philadelphia, who originated the idea

of thus setting apart one day in the
year to show reverence for "mother."

Among the Workers
—Rev. F. B. Meykk. of London, is to give a

course of lectures at the Northfield School this

spring on "E.xodus and the New Testament
Analogues." Dr. Meyer is now making an ex-

tended tour of the Southern and Western cities

in the interest of the World's Sunday School
Association.

—A CLERGYMAN, ordained in 1887, and with
experience as an evangelist, desires an engage-
ment as supply (permanent or charge of Mis-
sion work). Prefers unsectarian work. Ac-
tive, earnest, whole-hearted. London and Edin-
burgh degrees. Hebrew and Greek scholar.

May be addressed, "Pastor," care of The
Christian Herald.
—A EEW DAYS AGO the rooms at 2 West

Twenty-ninth Street, New York City, occupied
l)y Miss de Vere (who is now visiting this

country as a delegate from the Peace Society
of Paris), were entered by burglars and her
wardrobe, money and valuables were taken.

leaving her practically penniless, and with only

a single dress. Miss de Vere has been lecturing

for various churches and societies on the sub-

ject of Peace. Any letters will reach her at the
above address.

—Missionary Walter B. Williams, of Grand
Cess Mission, Liberia, writes giving a sad picture
of the moral and physical degradation of the
Kroos who have not yet been evangelized. Tribal
wars, "devil doctors," murders and gross super-
stition and idolatry are everywhere. Mr. Williams
has already acted as arbitrator in seven tribal

ars, all caused by "devil doctors." In the last

ine months encouraging progress has been rnade

y the missionaries and the field is a promising

one.—Missionary J. C. Lawson of the Indus-

trial Evangelistic Mission. Mt. Hermon, Lan-
dour Mussoorie, India, makes appeal for native

"substitutes" as missionary helpers in his work.

He writes that there is a field of service for

four native preachers at $60 each yearly ; two
Bible women at $40 each, and a number of

student preachers at $40 each. Any reader

who desires to support a missionary substitute

at the front and who wishes to take up one of

Mr. Lawson's workers as such personal repre-

sentative can do so by addressing this journal.

— Missionary H. M. Kinnear, of Foochow,
China, writes : "Last spring an epidemic ot

bcri-beri in all the schools brought a good many
of the students to us for care. Among them
was a young man from the extreme western

part of the province. When he arrived at the

hospital he had given up all hopes of getting

well. and. with tears streaming down his face,

wrote to his friends, telling them that he did

not expect to see them again. He was given a

Testament, and as soon as he became a little

better, he was found reading it almost con-

stantly. Before he left us he was a bright

convert to Christianity. He is, perhaps, the

only Christian in the Provincial Law School."

tZ7>

The Drakesboro Relief Fund

Mr. James T. Pierce, of Drakesboro, Ky., has

received the following contributions to the Re-

lief Fund, which have been applied in aid of the

sufferers: W. H. Morris, Payson, 111., $3: Mrs.

H Dove, Arkfort, N. Y., $1 ; Mrs. V. P. Clark.

Hillsdale, Mich., $2.

Automobiles
We build them We guarantee them

We sell them to you direct from, our factory

Real Inside Prices

OUR new Automobile Catalog quotes THE ONLY
REAL INSIDE PRICES ON AUTOMOBILES.
In this catalog we show automobiles for $370.00

and up, six different models, all built by us in our own
automobile factory. When you buy a SEARS you get it

direct from our big Chicago factory at the factory price.

With our new Automobile Catalog we will send you

our Booklet of Testimonials showing pictures of custom-

ers using Sears cars in every part of the United States,

with letters from them telling their experiences.

Ifyou are interested in an automobile of any kind, write today

for our Sears Automobile Catalog No. 65C41

Sears, Roebuck & Co. Chicago

IN EACH TOWN
and district to
ride and ex-WANTED-RIDER AGENTS

hlbit a sample 1910 Model "Ransrer" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are making money fast. IVrileat onceforfullparticulars andspecial offer.
NO MONEY KEQUIKED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to

anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a. cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and
allow TEN DAYS' S'REK TRIAL, during which time you may ride the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense icaiyou will not be out OTte cent.

I nWPAPTnDV DDIPCC Wefumish the highest grade bicycles it is possible to makeLUn ritW I Uni rnivCO atonesmaIlprofitaboveactuairactorycost.Yousave{ioto{35
middlemcD's profits by buying direct of tjs and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive
our catalogues and leam our tmheard olfactoryprices and retnarkable special offer,

Vnil mil I DC ACTAIIICIICn when you receive our beautiful catalog^ue and study
lUU nlLli DC lldlUllldnCU our superb models zAine -wonderful low prices -vs

can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are

satisfied with $t.00 profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles

under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders tilled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stares will

bedosedoutat once,at$3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

V|0^Q PAACTCD DDAVC rear wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs

I InCvf wUfld I en DnHIVC and everything in the bicyclellneat half usual prices.
DO NOT WAIT—hut write today for out Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a greatfund of

Interesting mittcr and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.F71. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For tlie Scientific and Effective Treatment of

CANCER
Wlthont Resortlner to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude in tbe United
States (or the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other

malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a

physician o( standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address

Berkshire Hills Sanatoriam, North Adams, Massachusetts

For CUTS Use

PONDS EXTRACT
As a dressing for cuts, wounds and bruises, Pond's Extract

has proved its value in thousands of cases

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song- Book in your
Churcii or Sunday School, and one
for everv person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 for 100. Woids and mr..<ic. 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.



Good Morning! IVe had my
Toasted Corn Flakes.
Have You?

h.-MS.T Hy rr

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS SIGNATURE

Kellogg Toasted Corn Flake Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Canadian Trade Supplied by the Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Co
Ltd., London, Ont.

'

THE KIND WITH THE FLAVOR-

TOASTED
toCORNM
^ FLAKES

KUIOU TOASTEOOMm FUKEOL
BATTLE CREEK, MICH. I

Copyri^/ii IQOQ, Kclloi;^ Toasted Corn Flake Co.

-MADE FROM SELECTED WHITE CORN
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

L. P. C, Greenwich, N. Y. How large do oak

trees grow and how long do they last?

There is an oak at Cowthorpe, Yorkshire,

England, which is fifty-five feet six inches in

girth at the ground. One at Newland, Glouce-

ster, England, is forty-six feet in girth. The

last named was a large tree and so recorded

nine hundred years ago. The largest oak in

New England probably is at Lancaster, Mass.

There are some at Waverley Oaks, Mass., of

great girth, which were probably good-sized

trees before Columbus discovered America.

J. G. O., Joslin, II!. How is the distance of

the earth from the sun determined ?

The distance to the sun is obtained by a

parallax. This is a measurement of angles,

and is purely mathematical. The distance to

any near objects in the sky is usually measured

by this means. It is one of the simplest of

methods and most reliable. -S. P. Leland.

Mr. W. L., Bridgeport, Conn. What does the

motto virtutis amore on a coat-of-arms
mean?

It is the Latin for "through the love of vir-

tue." It is the motto of the Viscounts Valentia
of Ireland.

R. H., Canton, O. What is London stone?

It is a stone in the wall of St. Swithin's

church, London. It is said to have been placed

by the Romans in Cannon Street, the centre of

the city, in 15 B.C. It was known historically

before 10fi6. In 1450 occurred the famous in-

cident when Jack Cade struck it with his sword

and cried : "Now is Mortimer lord of this city !"

It was moved in 1742 and again in 1798 to its

present position.

W. B. E., Pittsburg, Pa. 1. When was the
eldest son of the King of England first

called Prince of Wales? 2. When was
Christianity first brought into Wales? 3.

Why are there so few Welsh Roman Cath-
olics ?

1. The title of Prince of Wales was first be-

stowed on an English prince by Edward I.,

who bestowed it on his son, who was born at

Coernarvon Castle in 1284. Edward I. had
spent many years trying to subdue the Welsh,
and by this he hoped to make his rule less ob-

jectionable to them and also to signify that

they were attached to the English crown.
2. The religion practised by the Druids dis-

appeared between A.D. 300 and 400, under the

influence of Christian missionaries. 3. The
Reformation in Wales was quite sweeping and
a large proportion of the people have been
Protestants ever since. The non-conformist
element is quite strong.

T. J. W., Selma, Ala. My father often spoke
of the year that a killing frost occurred in
May, whereby corn that was knee high, and
wheat that was well advanced, were all

killed. Some one recently stated that the
date was May 8, 1835. Does any reliable
data exist to show what effect was pro-
duced on vegetation at the dates when
Halley's comet was visible ?

You fail to state where the frost was so

severe in 1835. Climatic conditions are purely
local and dependent upon local causes. While
the low temperature affected some localities, it

was, by no means, world-wide. If the presence
of a comet in the sky produces any effect on
the weather, it has never been detected. It

would require 100,000 comets the size of Hal-
ley's to make one world like ours. This comet
never has come within fifteen million miles of
our planet. Its influence would be mathemat-
ical only. It would be so slight that it could
not be detected by our most delicate instru-
ments. S. P. Leland.

F. D. McB., Abingdon, Va. 1. Who were the
Gentiles, and when did they become a sep-
arate sect from the Jews? 2. Who and
what were the Sadducees and the Phari-
sees? 3. Did Luke write the Acts of the
Apostles?

1. Gentiles, which means simply "peoples,"
was a term applied indiscriminately by the
Jews to all other nations than themselves.
After a time it acquired a hostile meaning, as
the Jews gradually drew themselves apart as a
"holy nation." The term is used of "Galilee of
the Gentiles," where some five nations other
than the Jews were represented ; the "Court of
the Gentiles" outside the Temple area ; the
"isles of the Gentiles," etc. 2. The Pharisees

were a Jewish sect deriving their name from a

word which means "separate" or "distinct."

They were disciples of the Jewish sages, who
held themselves aloof and claimed to keep rig-

idly the Mosaic laws of purity. They had

many religious observances ; believed in a fu-

ture life of rewards and punishments. The
Sadducees were another sect, but were free-

thinkers, differing greatly from the Pharisees

on many points. They rejected the oral law

and the prophets and only accepted the Penta-

teuch, and Josephus says they denied the resur-

who were in reality the Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem. All of the great religious orders of

knighthood carried some form of cross as a badge,

and the Maltese cross was a variation chosen by

the Knights of St. John who were often called the

Knights of Malta from having ruled over that

island from early in the sixteenth century to the

nineteenth. The cross of arrows was doubtless

selected as appropriate to a military order. 2. The
head on the silver dollar is the head of Liberty,

a classic female figure, with the band about the

head, having long been used early in America and

The Body of the Late King Edward Being Taken to Windsor

ONE of the most imposing pageants in the history of the world was the state funeral of Edward VII.
After the services held in the throne-room of Buckingham Palace, and attended by the members
of the royal family and high visiting dignitaries, the body was borne on a gun carriage in an

imposing procession to old Westminster Hall. It was followed by King George and his two sons, the late

king's brother, the Duke of Connaught, and the kings of Denmark and Norway. These marched on foot.
Then came carriages containing the queen mother, Alexandra, Queen Mary and other royal ladies.

The body rested three days in Westminster Hall. It was placed on a magnificent catafalque of purple
velvet. Over it was thrown the royal standard, its brilliant hues shining in the light from the ancient
Gothic windows. On the standard were placed the crown, the orb and the sceptre, all emblems of the
royal office. Around the coffin stood gentlemen-at-arms wearing plumed helmets and leaning on their
reversed halberds. Further out stood the "Beefeaters" from the Tower of London, dressed in the costume
they have worn for over three centuries. They had their partisans turned down and their heads were
bowed. Every guard vfas as immovable as if carved in stone. So tense was the strain of this guard duty
that the sentries were changed every half hour at the suggestion of King George.

Rulers from various countries came hastily to London until nine kings were assembled to escort the
body from Westminster Hall to Royal Windsor, where the body was to be buried in St. George's Chapel.
The procession to the station was witnessed by over a million people, all wearing black or some emblem
of mourning. The roadway was lined by 28,000 troops, cavalry, infantry and artillery, and a large
body of white-capped sailors. First came the field marshals, admirals and officers of the household,
and then a line of black horses drawing the gun carriage with the coffin. Just behind came the king's
charger, led riderless, and then the humblest mourner of the day, the late king's pet fox terrier. King
George led the eight kings who came to honor his father. The German Emperor came next and then
the kings of Spain, Portugal, Norway, Denmark, Greece, Belgium and Bulgaria, and Archduke Francis
of Austria. A large train of princes followed, about fifty in number. President Roosevelt, special
ambassador of the United States, rode in a carriage with the French representative. The final service at
Windsor was one of impressive solemnity, and at its close the coffin slowly disappeared beneath the
chapel floor, leaving the empty catafalque to mark its place.

rection of the dead. 3. The general belief

among Bi^blical scholars is that Luke was the
author of the "Acts."

Mrs. J. 0. T., Hopkins, S. C. 1. Will you please in-
form me what was the origin of the Maltese
cross? 2. Whose is the head on our silver
dollar and how came it there ?

1. The Maltese cross is an eight-pointed cross
made by joining four arrow heads at the points
and used as the emblem of the Knights of Malta,

in France figuratively to represent Liberty. It is

said the designer copied the profile of an Ameri-
can teacher, but gave it a Greek cast.

E. P. A., Hampton, la., sends an enlightening
note, apropos of a recent paragraph in The
Mail-Bag stating the origin and significance of
Mr. Clemens' pen name—"Mark Twain." E. P.
A. gives this version of the matter: "When Mr.
Clemens was a 'cub' pilot on the Mississippi,
there was one of the oldest pilots on the river

by the name of Isaac Sellers, who was in th

habit of jotting down brief paragraphs c

plain, practical information about the rivei

and signing them 'Mark Twain,' which h

published in the New Orleans Picayune. Mi
Clemens made one of these articles, written b

Sellers, a text for a newspaper sketch in whic
he burlesqued the article. He published tli

sketch in the New Orleans True Delta. 1

offended Sellers so much that he never aftei

wards signed 'Mark Twain' to anything. Whe
Sellers died, Mr. Clemens was on the Pacifi

coast, and, as he says, 'needed a nom de guerre
so he confiscated the ancient mariner's di:

carded one. The foregoing is Mr. Clemen:
own account of his appropriating the name
and can be found in chapter L, p. 493, of hi

book entitled Life on the Mississippi."

H. W. D., Ridgely, Md. Can an account be ha
of the number of persons killed by horse:
by runaways or any other way ?

There are no classified statistics showing jus

what you ask ; 40,539 die annually from ace

dents and injuries and the causes quoted may Ij

included among them.

Jessie A., Providence, R. I. 1. What is the cos

of providing an outing for a child at Mont
Lawn ? 2. How long do they stay there
3. Are visitors welcome?

1. Three dollars covers the entire cost of a

outing for a tenement child at our Children'

Home. This includes transportation both way.'

doctor's examination, any necessary clothing

shoes, etc. 2. Each child stays ten days. 3. Ye?

we are always glad to have any of our friend

come and see "The Children's Paradise." Th
matron will make you welcome.

This eulogistic verse is from a reader. Mis

Sarah E. Wood :

The good Christian Herald wherever 'tis sent

On spiritual uplift and comfort is bent.
It quickens the mind, and enlarges the heart
In the lone country, village, and wide city mart

'

The writer has accurately described in thes

compact and well-expressed lines the mission o

this journal.

Another reader, Geo. R. Frisbee, Jr., writes us

"Since The Christian Herald first had its be
ing, I have read its pages. I have some of th

originals still on file, and would feel that the mos
cherished journal of my list were wanting shoul(

I miss it from my stand."

He concludes with a verse in which he liken

The Christian Herald to a constellation spread

ing its light abroad :

"From sea to sea, from land to land, \

As if borne by angel band, i

Bringing to the weary peace and rest. |

So may it be forever blest." !

But we modestly refrain from further quota

tions. We must thank our poetical friends, how
eve-, for their kind sentiments.

Miscellaneous

A. G. B., Oakhurst, N. Y. Write to th<

librarian of Congress.
j

Mr. L. H., Deer Lodge, Mont. Kindly seno

correct address for letter.
|

S. E. H. C, Clark Co., Wash. Any lettel

with their name and addressed to New YorKi

will reach them.

J. E. M., Herkimer, N. Y. It you write tcl 1
the librarian of the Brown University Library

he can give you the information.

M. E. D., Baltimore, Md. We have no in-

formation in regard to the memorial mentioned.

Write to the secretary of the Y. W. C. A.,

Denver, Col.

Geo. B. H., Nicholasville, Ky. We believe

Mr. Roosevelt was the author of the phrase

"predatory rich," or its equivalent, and he

would be its best interpreter.

Subscriber, Mason City, la. The statement

that the eye of the dead photographically re-

tains the impression of the object last seen in

life is rejected by scientists and medical ob-

servers.

Miss Alice Condict, the well-known medical

missionary from India, now on sick leave in

this country, writes

:

"My grandmother, Charlotte Ford Condict,

lived near Morristown, N. J., and in 1809 she

started what was, we believe, the first Sunday

School ever started in this country. The Sun-

day School has always gone on, and now they

wish to celebrate the one hundred and first

anniversary of its existence. I would like to

ask the question whether it can be shown that

there was any earlier Sunday School in any

part of our country in 1809."

Perhaps some reader may be able to supply

the desired information through The Mail-

Bag,
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RICH WOMEN WITH AN AIM

1

["REELING that she has a duty to perform, the

H woman of wealth has entered the field of social

*- and industrial activities. She is no longer

itisfied to have money do the work for her. She
ealizes that duty is not discharged with the mere
igning of a check, and that charity demands more
lan a monetary gift. She knows that social ills

re the offspring of underlying social defects and
lat to eradicate misery these must be abol-

;hed; that to help the unfortunate it is necessary

p strike at the conditions from which misfortune
.prings.

Twelve thousand infants die in New York an-

ually because of improper feeding. It is not

,nough that these be attended in

he last stage of their illness, but
teps must be taken to keep them
n health. Hence the Pure Milk
lommission. Thirty-three per
ent. of all that die are victims of

uberculosis. It is not sufficient

hat these be taken care of when
,ick, but they must be saved ere
he disease takes root, and to do
his the National Tuberculosis
issociation gives lectures on the

mportance of pure air and food,

nd warns against the dangers
f dark rooms and overcrowded
/orkshops. Thousands go wrong,
len laden with troubles, strug-
"ling in a sea of sordid environ-
nents, sink into crime. It is not
nough that prisons be built to

lonfine them. Religion and ethics

nust be brought into their lives

influence their better selves,

lence the , settlement worker,
v'ho visits the slums for the pur-
pose of teaching the value of a
.igher life by personal example.
When Mrs. Russell Sage placed
er fortune at the disposition of
he Foundation she instructed
he trustees that "the larger and
lore difficult problems" should
e taken up. In her letter of
^pril 19, 1907, which may be
ailed a deed of gift, she defines
16 scope of the Foundation, and the limitations
'ithin which she wishes it to act. She says: "The
:ope of the Foundation is not only national, but
road. It should, however, preferably not under-
ike to do that which is now being done, or is likely

) be effectively done, by other individuals or by
ther agencies. It should be its aim to take up the
irger and more difficult problems, and take them
P, as far as possible, in such manner as to secure
>operation and aid in their solution."
Accordingly, in paragraph A the scope has been

efined as follows: "The Foundation will not at-

tempt to relieve individual or family needs. Its

function is to eradicate, so far as possible, the

causes of poverty and ignorance. If the Foundation
should attempt to relieve such suffering there would
be nothing left with which to perform the higher

function of trying to prevent its existence."

The Foundation has been true to this programme
and its activities have been directed toward study-

ing conditions with the object of finding possible

solutions for existing ills. It has done much educa-

tional propaganda and extensive research work, and
has published books that are of value to the work-
ing class, on subjects such as the standard of living.

Miss Elizabeth Cole and Miss Elizabeth Dutcher Aiding a Labor Movement

medical inspection in public schools, women and the
trades, industrial accidents and liability laws.

Among the propagandist movements to which the
Foundation has contributed both direction and finan-

cial support are the prevention of tuberculosis, play-

ground extension, care of children, and charity
organization.

There are other women who share Mrs. Russell

Sage's conception of dealing with problems. Two
women at the head of the suffrage movement, Mrs.
Clarence Mackay and Mrs. 0. H. P. Belmont, be-

lieve that political freedom for women will result in

material advantages, and that the exercise of the

ballot will enhance the welfare of the sex.

Thus it happened that Mrs. Mackay, over a year
ago, invited a carefully selected list of people to

lunch at the Colony Club and suggested a plan for
the formation of a suffrage society. On the 21st of
December, 1908, the Equal Franchise Society was
organized, with Mrs Mackay as president.

Mrs. Mackay has always shown an interest in

public affairs and was elected to the Roslyn School
Board several years ago. She is a woman of do-
mestic habits and gives most of her time to her
children and home; but she realizes that there are
other children and other homes that need attention.

So she gives several hours a day
to the movement for woman's
rights, and keeps two secretaries

busy at her office in the Metro-
politan building.

Mrs. Belmont is the president
of the Political Equality League,
to which she gives her individual
attention, and in whose head-
quarters, 505 Fifth Avenue, she
spends many hours every day.
For years she has been acting as
banker for a number of working
women, receiving their money,
caring for it, and through her
knowledge of finance securing
the largest interest on their

meager savings. She has also

built the Trinity Seaside Home
at Great Neck, L. I., in which
sixty sick children are accom-
modated. Mrs. Belmont, like a
number of other wealthy women,
is active in other charitable so-

cieties; but she realizes that the
solution of social problems is of

greater importance than imme-
diate relief in individual cases.

This is the reason why when
the shirtwaist makers' strike oc-

curred, in which thirty thousand
girls stood up for the recognition
of their union, Mrs. Belmont
went to their assistance. She
was the first of the wealthy

women to lend to their cause moral and financial
support, paying the expenses of a monster mass
meeting held at the Hippodrome, collecting money
from her friends for the aid of the strikers, and
trying to bring about a settlement.

Mrs. Belmont was not alone in the good work
done for the shirtwaist strikers. A number of other
rich women flocked to the assistance of the girls, and
even the Colony Club, the most fashionable club in

the city, or perhaps the nation, opened its doors and
welcomed them.

Continued on page 5^3
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The American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. C. H. Parkhurst"

TO be alone was one of our Lord's habits. Soli-

tariness must, therefore, mean something. It

probably means much.

To be alone with one's self is the readiest method

of learning to know one's self. It is true, although

hardly what we should have expected, that what is

remote from us, rather than what is near to us,

receives the earlier attention, and therefore excites

the deeper interest.

Men commenced to study the stars thousands of

years before they began seriously to explore the

earth. They have for a long time been investigat-

ing the divine character and creating a theology,

but only latterly have they given earnest attention

to the mysteries of the human mind and spirit and

produced a psychology.

It is therefore in obedience to a tendency that has

been everywhere and always operative, that our

thoughts incline to spread themselves over surround-

ing territory, rather than to gather themselves in

upon ground that is more distinctly home ground;

for the man himself is his one original and true

home.

The Windows of the Senses

It is a feature of these migi'atory times that peo-

ple are almost more likely to be absent from their

domicile; that is to say, from the spot that rather
from force of habit than from practice they call

their place of residence; more likely to be absent
from it than to be at home in it.

It is much the same, only more so, in this matter
of a man's finding his real place of residence within
the precincts of his own spirit. We have five senses;

those senses are windows through which the soul

gazes into the world around; and if we are not act-

ually away from home and in that surrounding
world, the likelihood is that we are at the window
looking out.

And there is so much of interest to be seen
through those windows that it is rather natural,
perhaps, that we shall make more use of them than
of the living-room, what our New England fathers
used to call the "keeping-room," so-called, I suppose
because that was the place where they used to "keep"'
themselves, instead of scattering themselves through
the whole range of contiguous territory.

But if that is the case, and if there is more that
is fascinating to us in the prospect than in the in-

trospect, it must be, I suppose, because the things
and people that are about us are more interesting
to us than we are to ourselves. I know that we do
talk about enjoying ourselves. Have you ever con-
sidered that expression carefully enough to realize
how utterly it misstates the fact? Those words
when used by us would seem to indicate that it is

ourselves that we enjoy, that we are enjoyable to
ourselves, that we find ourselves interesting.

Getting Away from Ourselves

You go off^ on an excursion through a charming
range of country, and on returning say that you
have thoroughly enjoyed yourself, whereas the fact
is that you have not been enjoying yourself at all;
the fascination of the excursion lay in what you
saw through your soul's windows, not in anything
that the soul itself contained. Probably there are
not a great many people that do enjoy themselves.
Breathing is difficult in a vacuum and one does not
go into the desert to pluck flowers.
We would not encourage a person's confining

himself within the walls of his own soul; but that is

his home and he ought, therefore, to know a good
deal about it, and it is most desirable that he should
find in it much that is interesting, and that will
pleasantly engage him when there is nothing espe-
cial to call him out. His fitness for outside work
will be measured by the amount that he finds in
himself that is enjoyable when he remains inside.
St. Paul tells us in one place that he does not depend
for satisfaction upon what is imported into him,
but that he is a self-sufficing man—grew enough in
the soil of his own mind and heart to supply his
personal market and keep him nourished.

Not the whole, but a part of what we call the
social impulse, proceeds from the poverty of one's

* Pastor Madison Square Presbyterian Church, New York City.
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own personal containings. If my own table is im-

perfectly furnished I shall feel impelled to go to a

restaurant. If my own house is insufficiently

warmed I shall be inclined to spend as much of my
time as possible visiting such of my neighbors as

have a good fire in the furnace and glowing coals

in the grate.

The Social Passion

He is a happy man, she a happy woman, who finds

herself to be a pleasant and satisfying companion,

satisfying at any rate up to a certain point; for

the world is wiser than any man and larger than

any soul, and whatever the wealth of our own in-

ternal resources we are not going to forget the

fountains of supply that are quite outside of us,

fountains human and fountains divine, which we
cannot afford to ignore. We are only thinking now
of those who go away from themselves, not because

they realize that there is that to be obtained outside

which they do not themselves possess, but because

they cannot be alone without being lonely, and be-

cause they are such poor companions to themselves
that for variety's sake almost anything and any-
body outside will be a relief.

That presumably is the secret of that society

frenzy of which we do not all of us know anything
personally perhaps, but of which we observe and
hear a good deal during every social season. So-

ciety devotees may in some instances, certainly, be
likened to those impecunious people who stand in

the breadline, waiting to be publicly fed because
having no larder of their own.
The intensity of the social passion is a kind of

barometer measuring the lightness and thinness of
the internal atmosphere. This, be it observed, is

no plea for excluding one's self from contact with
the world and human companionship any more than
having a bolt on our front door is a way of indi-

cating that our house is a hermitage. But, as said
before, a man is his own home; there is where in

the first instance he belongs; there is his primary
point of departure. He ought, therefore, not only
to be thoroughly acquainted with himself, but to be
to such degree inwardly furnished as not to be
obliged to run away from himself in order to be
able to find reasonable and congenial companionship.

Looking into One's Own Soul

St. Paul could be in jail and still be cheerful.
The fact that ports of entry were closed and all im-
portation thereby prevented did not leave him un-
furnished. When the disciples came back to Jacob's
well after having been in the city to buy meat, and
found, to their surprise, that Jesus had been already
supplied in their absence, he explained it to them
by saying: "I have meat that ye know not of." He
could aff'ord to be alone. He could be alone and
still not be destitute of companionship. He could
be alone without being lonely.

To this should be added that when one is exclu-
sively by one's self the judgments formed will be
most likely to be safe judgments. We are more
likely to be honest with ourselves when closeted
with ourselves than at any other time. One reason
why we step outside of ourselves is that we are
afraid of what we shall say to ourselves when we
meet ourselves alone. People may often look at
themselves in the glass, but I do not think that we
very often look at our own eye in the glass. When
we do, the sensation is a peculiar and uncomfortable
one. It is a kind of approach to our personality
that is something like looking at our own soul. We
really are afraid of ourselves. We get out of doors
not only because of what our interior domicile is not
furnished with, but because of what it is furnished
with. When we lie to other people they do not
know it. When we lie to ourselves we do know it.

When we stand outside, in the act of shaping our
judgments, forming our opinions, and determining
questions of duty, we can proceed with less em-
barrassment, for there is an amount of fog in the
general atmosphere of the world's thinkings and
estimates that clothes even those things that are
most real and certain with a mist of obscurity. In
the natural world we do not move around as com-
fortably when it is hazy, but in the moral world a
certain amount of haze is a relief rather than other-

wise, for when we see duty with perfect clearne

it is not easy not to do it, and it is never altogeth^

easy to do it.

When, on the contrary, we remain within, confi

only with ourselves, with no one standing by
throw in a confusing and unsettling word, and i

terrogate ourselves simply and directly, we recei'

a straight answer. Whatever may be the conditi(

of the atmosphere outside, within the soul there

always pretty clear shining. It is with us all vei

much as it was with the Prodigal; when he "can

to himself" he knew what to do. He would ha\
known as well before if he had taken himself in

his confidence, instead of letting outside influeni

intervene. t

The Innermost Sanctuary I

It sometimes seems almost as though we we:
each of us two people; and St. Paul in one instam
as good as intimates that we are. You are awa)
that there is something which we are accustomed '

call the true self, as though there were some otht

kind of self that is not true self. We are not goir

to involve ourselves in any nice discussion of tli

matter; but that which we call the true self is fe

by us to be a kind of inner sanctuary. Judgir
from experience and from the eighth of Romai
there is also what might be called the outer cou:l

of the sanctuary, where one can go—where we aii

quite apt to go—in order to escape the spell of tl

sanctity of the inner tabernacle, and where we cal

think and feel and act as though there were nothin!

that is exactly serious and holy, but everything uij

certain, commonplace and profane.
The experience of men differ in many respect

but there is pertaining to what we may call tl

soul's inner chamber a certain sanctity that v
must all have felt. We spoke a moment ago abov
being afraid of ourselves, not quite liking to loc

into our own eye; edging along toward the outf

world, where is all the disquiet, the dazzle and tl

noise rather than back into our soul's interior, wheil

there is shadow and august stillness.

In the old Hebrew tabernacle the inner chambef
the Holy of Holies, was God's peculiar abiding plac]'

and into that chamber only the high priest enterei

and but once in the year. That was a temporar'
arrangement, but seems to me representative of i|

permanent fact. There is a spot in our being, |i

chamber in our experience, if you please, where Goj

and self are the only visitants. Even our deare^^

human friend never quite passes the threshold-l|

almost, but not quite. To such friend we can repoi;t

something of what transpires there, but he or shj

never quite enters in. It is a sanctuary, a persons^

sanctuary, the original thing of its kind, antedating
every sort of humanly constructed church or templ<|

Some of the people who gather in a sanctuarj;

like that in which we are worshiping this morning
perhaps never quite enter into the holy of holies th£

is hidden in each man's own bosom. Each one ca

speak for himself as to that. Even into such a cor!

secrated edifice as that where we are this momer
assembled one can come, and remain, and participat

in all the earnest services of the place an hour an
still be untouched; still be unable to repeat th

words of Jacob when he said: "Surely the Lord i

in this place."

The Solitude of Jesus

But I doubt if it be possible for any one to com
clear home to himself, to draw closely the curtai

that hangs between the outer court and his hoi

of holies, to remain there in quietness and for

little time to listen to the stillness without prett

soon beginning to hear the "still small voice." "Tha

place is a holier place than this. It is the originf

sanctuary. We can come here and only find eac

other; not even find ourselves; but when we com
into the innermost recesses of our own being we fin

more than ourselves, and we learn to know th

meaning of the Lord's word when he said: "I ar

alone and yet not alone, for the Father is with me.

It was when he was alone that he most ceased t

be alone and was wrapped in the arms of the Grea

Companionship. It was then and there that he wo
his power, that his eyes were so filled with light tha

he could see, that the stillness became so intens

Continued on next page
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that he could hear. We do not under-

stand the Lord's life and word and

work if we skip his passages of soli-

tude—solitude in the desert, solitude in

the mountains, solitude under the star-

light.

And what was needful for our Lord

is quite as needful for us. But the

pity of it is that everything militates

against experience that is solitary.

Human nature resents the "still hour."

Actually to come into quiet-felt touch

with the presence of God imposes a

strain upon our unhallowed nature

that is not easily borne. We feel then

the meaning of the words of Peter

when he said : "Depart from me, for I

am an unclean man, O God."
And there is that in the very circum-

stances in which we are placed, in the
midst of times that are in a condition

of unrest, and in the midst of a city

that is filled with turbulence, that al-

most precludes the possibility of such
isolation from disturbing contacts as
shall allow to us moments separate and
still enough to do for us what quiet and
aloneness did for our Lord. And yet
we need it as much as he needed it, and
more. Even the world about us teaches
us that; whose breezy days are suc-
ceeded by still nights when, as it were,
nature seems communing with her own
meditative self.

It is an attitude of mind in which
all disguises are thrown off; in which
conventional estimates are cast aside;
in which the merely traditional goes
for nothing; in which, for the moment,
it is as though God and our own self

were the only beings existent. The
moment is one of profound honesty.
There is in it no attempt at making
the worse appear the better reason;
no clothing of the spirit's nakedness
with borrowed rags of self-excuse.

This is an inevitable means of soul-

culture. We cannot grow without our
still moments. The tender plant that
you would have bud and blossom you
shelter from the wind. The child that
you would have develop into a condi-
tion of health and grace you do not
constantly expose to the virulence and
turmoil of the outside world. .And the
more distracting the world in which
-SO much of our life has to be lived and
the more full of humanness it is, so
much the more faithful do we need to
be in the observance of those times of
quietness when we shall enter into the
still and unpeopled precincts of our
own spirit, meet ouiselves face to face,
and in that meeting discover not only
ourselves but gain a sense of the pres-
ence with us of that divine Spiiit who
reveals himself not in the earthquake
or the storm, but in those whispers
that are almost too faint to be heard,
but sufficiently clear to be felt and to
be understood.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Anvil Sparks
..Wisdom has no bargain-days.
..Faithfulness is its own fruit.

..It takes seed as well as soil to
make things grow.

. . You cannot increase short weight
with heavy words.

. .The more the pruning the greater
the promise of fruit.

. .He builds well the house who lays
aright the first brick.

. .The man who does not fear fail-

ure seldom has to face it.

. .The resurrection of Jesus Christ
is the most proven fact in history.

..Never is happiness more clear
than when founded on clean-hearted-
ness.

. .Better the hands that ache from
toil than the heart that aches from
trouble.

..Temptations are sure to ring
your doorbell, but it's your fault if you
ask them to stay to dinner.

o

TLhc Children's pulpit
OUR FLAG DAY By Rcv. J. M. Farrar. P.P.

JUNE 14 is Flag Day. In the Congressional Library at Wash-
ington, D. C, the records show that on Saturday, June 14, 1777,
this resolution was passed: "Resolved, That the flag of the

thirteen United States be thirteen stripes, alternate red and white;
that the Union be thirteen stars, white in blue field, repre.senting a
new constellation." We now have forty-six stars on our flag.

Some one has said: Among the special days of the year, patriotic
and religious. Flag Day has a very important place. On this day
the beautiful emblem of our country is unfurled to the breeze, and
proudly floats not only from the flagstaffs of our public buildings and
institutions, but from those of the homes of the people. It fosters
<.^reater love for the stars and stripes, and promotes, notably in the
hearts of the youth of our land, the spirit of patriotism. Too much
cannot be made of our country's flag, and every Junior should re-
spect it. The custom is most fitting, to stand up, uncover and cheer
whenever Old Glory is unfurled.

YOUR Children's Pulpit wants you to do more than simply take
off your hat and cheer. The children should sing "The Star-

spangled Banner." You have the pleasant voices and it is a very
lovely song. How many of you can start the song and sing the first

line? Good! good! I am glad there are so many of you who can
do this. Now, how many of you can sing all the verses? Not one
of you ! Oh, my! my ! my ! Just hear the answer of those who were
ready to cheer. One night at Melrose Abbey your pastor and his
wife were very much ashamed of a crowd of American girls. It

was moonlight and midnight and a crowd had gathered by the old
abbey. The Scotch folk sang their songs and asked the American
girls to sing "The Star-spangled Banner." They could not sing all

of the first verse. They had pleasant voices, but did not know the
very lovely song. Listen to this story:
Grandma read not long ago that out of a large class in a public

.-^chool which was asked to write "The Star-spangled Banner" from
memory, not one scholar wrote it correctly, and few could go further
than the first verse.

Every Junior who loves the flag should be able to repeat "The
Star-spangled Banner" word for word from beginning to end. You
should know its history and be able to say why it was written and
by whom.

"npHE Star-spangled Banner" was written on August 14, 1814, by
-L Francis Scott Key. Those of you who have studied history

know of the war that was being carried on during that year. The
British fleet was stationed at the mouth of the Potomac River, and
Mr. Key under a flag of truce went there to try to obtain the release

of a friend. It so happened that an attack was planned on Balti-

more for the night of August 13, and Mr. Key and his truce boat
were detained all night during the bombardment of Fort McHenry.
Just before the darkness settled down Mr. Key had been watching
our flag as it waved fearlessly in the face of peril and danger. All

through the long hours of the gloomy night the heavy cannonading
went on, but just before daylight it ceased. Mr. Key, who had been
pacing the deck of his vessel anxiously, was eager for the first ray
of morning which would disclose the result of the battle.

As the dawn broke the first object he saw was the dear old flag

still proudly floating over the fort. We can well believe the sight

was thrilling and that under its inspiration he readily composed the
verses which, as soon as they were printed and circulated, became
popular and were sung with enthusiasm all over the city. A bronze
statue of Mr. Key, one hand outstretched as at the moment of dis-

covering that "our flag was still there," the other waving his hat
exultantly, stands over his grave in Frederick, Md., the city of his

birth. . . .

NOW, Juniors, do you not think you all should become familiar

with the words of this grand anthem? How many of you will

commit them to memory? You will commit "The Star-spangled
Banner" to memory if I will tell you a flag story, you say? Very well.

Philip came into the primary schoolroom one morning and in-

formed the teacher that the flag was up.

"Is it?" said she, doubtfully.

"It certainlv is, and it isn't the Fourth of July, or Washington's
Birthday, or Lincoln's, and I couldn't think why the flag should be

up. Why is it?" The teacher could not remember any anniversary
worthy of notice by a flag-raising on that especial day.

"I don't know, I am sure," she said at last. "Go and find out and
tell me." Philip hurried away. In a few minutes he was back.

"It's to celebrate somebody's wedding," he reported.

"TTTEDDING?" repeated the mystified teacher. "There isn't any
VV wedding on the whole list of our historical celebrations."

"That's what it says on the card, anyhow," insisted Philip. "It's

something about a wedding."
The teacher decided that she would look for herself. What she

saw on the card was as follov/s:"This day is the anniversary of the
engagement of the Movitor and the Merrimac."
Do not forget your engagement to commit "The Star-spangled

Banner" to memory.
* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn. N. Y. Text : "A very lovely soner of one

that hath a pleasant voice." Ezek. 33 : 32.
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"Waiting for Me"
HE was a ragged little newsboy who

lived with his mother. They were
all in all to each other. Tenderly he
cared for her, bringing home to her his

small earnings, and doing his best to

help her in the household tasks.

One day the tired mother, weary of
her hard struggle, closed her eyes
to the scenes of earth. The lad was
inconsolable. How could he live with-
out her? After a few days of giving
way to the bitterness of his grief, he
began to wonder what he could do to

show his love for her.

The picture of the unmarked grave
came before his eyes. Other graves
were marked by stones; why not hers?
Of course stones cost a great deal, and
his earnings were small.

But love found a way. At a cutter's

yard he found that even the cheaper
stones were far too expensive for him.
He was turning sorrowfully away
when he saw a broken shaft of marble,
part of the debris from an accident in

the yard. Eagerly he asked the price

of the irregular piece. The low figure

named by the proprietor came within
his means. But he knew he would be
unable to pay for cutting the inscrip-

tion. The brave little chap made up
his mind to do his best to prepare the
marble himself.

The next day he carried the stone
away on a little four-wheeled cart,
and managed to have it put in position.
One who was curious to know the last
of the stone made a visit to the ceme-
tery one afternoon. On his return he
thus described in an article what he
saw and learned:

"There was our monument, at the
head of one of the newer graves. I

knew it at once. Just as it was when
it left our yard, I was going to say,
until I got a little nearer to it and saw
what the little chap had done. I tell

you, when I saw it there was some-
thing blurred my eyes so's I couldn't
read it at first. The little man had
tried to keep the lines straight, and
evidently thought that capitals would
make it look better and bigger, for
nearly every letter was a capital. I

copied it, and here it is. But you want
to see it on the stone to appreciate it:

" 'my mOTHER
shee died last weak,

shee was all I had. shee
SED SHEAD bee WalTING FuR—

'

•

And here the lettering stopped. After
a while I went back to the man in

charge, and asked him what further he
knew of the little fellow who bought
the stone.

" 'Not much,' he said, 'not much.
Didn't you notice a fresh little grave
near the one with the stone? Well,
that's where he is. He came here
every afternoon for some time, work-
ing away at that stone, and one day I

missed him, and then for several days.
Then the man came out from the
church that had buried the mother, and
ordered the grave dug by her side. I

asked if it was for the little chap. He
said it was. The boy had sold all his
papers one day, and was hurrying
along the street out this way. There
was a runaway team just above the
crossing, and—well, he was run over,
and lived but a day or two. He had
in his hand, when he was picked up, an
old file sharpened down to a point that
he did all the lettering with. They
said he seemed to be thinking only of
that until he died, for he kept saying,
"I didn't get it done; but she'll know I

meant to finish it, won't she? I'll tell

her so, for she'll be waiting for me."
And, boys, he died with those words on
his lips.'

"

When the men in the cutter's yard
heard the story the next day, they
clubbed together, got a good stone, in-

scribed upon it the name of the news-
boy, and underneath it the words:
"He loved his mother."

Allan Sutherland.
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NEW YORK'S NEGLECTED MILLION
THE fact that some-

body cares for the

million or more men,
women, and children in

New York City, who are

not associated with any
church or mission, but
who respond eageiiy to

the Gospel message when
it is carried to them, is

convincingly demonstrat-
ed by the crowds that

attend the annual meet-

ings of the Evangelistic

Committee of New York,
to inform themselves as

to the progress of the

W. J. SchieffeJin work, and contribute to-

ward its support.

Being neither a clerical conference nor distinc-

tively a laymen's meeting, but a service in which

leaders in both classes are actively represented,

appealing not to one denomination only but uniting

all the great evangelical forces, claiming the inter-

ests of scores of churches, young people's societies,

brotherhoods. King's Daughters' Circles, indeed of

all who have the good of the city at heart, probably
no other religious meeting regularly attracts so

and shops and open air. Work among foreigners is

one of the most important branches of the summer
campaign. Services are held for Italian, Ger-

man, Swedish, Finnish, Polish, Hungarian, and
Bohemian-Slovak, as well as for English-speaking

people. Living pictures illustrating the various

types of work were presented at the great meeting
in Carnegie Hall on the evening of May 16. Dr.
Arthur J. Smith, superintendent, outlined plans for

the season which opens June 19. Dr. J. Wilbur
Chapman made his first great address since his

return from his world-wide evangelistic tour.

Charles M. Alexander, who has sung around the
world three times, led the great evangelistic chorus
of 500, with Robert Harkness, the Australian
pianist, as accompanist.

Dr. Chapman said that he was just home from a
60,000-mile trip, in the course of which he had
preached the Gospel in eleven countries. He re-

lated various wonderful experiences in China,
Japan, Korea and Australia, concluding with a
graphic description of the revival in Wales.
"What can be done in Australia can be done in

New York," he said. "Jesus looks down on this

great city and yearns for every sinful man. If we
had the spirit of seeking, the spirit of compassion
that Jesus had. New York City might be glowing
with the power of God. Many of the people in the

meeting in Chicago.
"There is widespread
interest in evangelical

Christianity from one

end of the continent to

the other," he said. "The
Laymen's Movement
would by no means neg-
lect mission work at
home. Here in New York
we have a great oppor-
tunity for both foreign
and domestic missions.

We are commanded to
preach the Gospel to the
uttermost ends of the
earth, but to begin at
Jerusalem. When we are
told that there are twenty
times as many Jews in New York as there are ii

Palestine this command may well have for us adoubl
meaning. We may feel that with St. Paul we have

;

special mission to the Hebrews. It is not true tha
the Jews of our city have a spiritual life sufficien

to themselves. While it may not be wise at thi

time to commence an aggressive campaign for thi

conversion of the Jews, we may exert an influeno
to this end by co-operation and Christian example.'

Arthur J. Smith

A Shop Gospel Meeting among Spanish Workmen A West Side Tent Meeting in an Italian Neighborhood

large an audience as that which crowds the audi-
torium twice a year for the public services of the
Evangelistic Committee.

In view of the unprecedented number of immi-
grants arriving during the past three months in
New York, many of them remaining to settle in
Manhattan ^nd the Bronx, increased interest is

expressed on all sides in the approaching campaign
as it begins its sixth season of summer work in tents

A Polish Open-Air Service

slums of the city are lost members of our own
church household. Tens of thousands of young
men in the city, if they felt the charm of a Chris-
tian personality and the loving hand on their shoul-
der, would be turned to the Lord. The Evangelistic
Committee calls on all Christians to assist in the
efforts to seek the lost men and women of the city,

to turn the wanderer toward his home."
As living illustrations of the work of previous

years, were introduced an Italian saloon-keeper, a
Cambridge University man, an atheistic socialist, a
successful business man, a longshoreman, and sev-
eral reformed drunkards— types of the widely-
varying classes reached by the meetings.

"I should be presented as a living picture," said
R. B. Kimber, vice-chairman of the executive com-
mittee, who is acting chairman for the season in the
absence of Dr. A. F. Schauffler, who is abroad. "I am
a convert to the work of the Evangelistic Commit-
tee. I have been convinced that it is the one great
movement in which the churches of New York have
come together and presented an unbroken front.
As we are one in Him we serve, we shall bring
others to Him."
William Phillips Hall, president of the American

Tract Society, declared that the work of the com-
mittee should enlist the support of all who value
public order and political purity. He quoted former
Police Commissioner McAdoo as saying: "If it were
not for religion, all the policemen in New York City
could not keep it a safe city."

William Jay Schieffelin, the newly-elected chair-
man of the general committee, said he had just
returned from the Laymen's Missionary Movement

The meeting, which was of great interest anc
inspiration, was opened with prayer by Rev. Wil-

liam Carter, D.D., and closed by Rev. Dr. J. Wesley
Hill. Carnegie Hall was crowded. Nearly foui

thousand people packed the auditorium and the

boxes and galleries were filled. Hundreds were
turned away for lack of room. The workers are

enthusiastic over the bright prospect of the most
successful season in the history of the movement.

Open-Air Meeting on Broadway

AMONG THE WORKERS AT HOME AND ABROAD
—The Ministerial Association of Colorado

Springs has taken a decided stand in favor of
» closed postoflice on Sundays.
—Missionary Z. Charles Bbals, of Wuhu,

China, after a short furlough in the United
States, has returned to his post. He is making
a strong effort to obtain a motor boat to use in
his rapidly growing work on the Yangste River.
—Missionary G. W. Verity, of Tia-Au-Fu,

Northern China, writes that a crusade is now
linder way against the cigarette evil in China,

which is doing a great deal of harm. It is

estimated that cigarette consumers in China
spend an aggregate of $700,000,000 per annum
on this single vice.

—The American Inland Mission has now
seventy workers in the Alleghany and Cum-
berland Mountains. Last year, they held 3,809
meetings at 134 different points. Their Bible
Schools have 4.860 pupils. Under their minis-
trations, 772 public professions of faith were
made in 1909.
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—Missionary J. C. Lawson, of the Inde-
pendent Evangelical Mission, India, writes that
at the close of the mission's seventh year, a
joyful anniversary was celebrated. A mission
bakery has been established at Dehva Dun, and
a dairy is under way. A great problem is:
"What is to become of converts turned out
from home and caste and yet untrained for
making a livelihood?"

—Missionary Charles W. Posnett, of Me-
dak, India, writes: "In one village our native

V!7%

evangelist has lately prepared fourteen adults

for baptism. The out-caste population in two

other villages have renounced their idol-worship

and publicly confessed a desire to be followers

of Jesus. The people of Beemanapally (a third

village), though still heathen, have built a large

room. Last time I went to the village they

said : 'This is the room we have built and this

the land we have given to the new Lord Jesus
Christ, and now that we have given a hous'i

for prayer you must send us a missionary.''



'ft Preaching the Gospel in a Stock Exchange
EVANGELIST J. WILBUR CHAP-

MAN and Mr. Charles M. Alex-

ander, the singer, with their large

[arty of helpers, returned Friday,

Vlay 13, from a six weeks' trip to the

British Isles. A revival was conducted

n Cardiff, Wales, for three weeks, and

ihis was followed by a conference in

England and Scotland. At the recent

liieeting of the Presbyterian General

ssembly in Atlantic City a full re-

ort of this campaign was given,

uring the meetings in Cardiff, which
pened April 10, services were held for

en at midday on the Stock Exchange,
t was a wonderful sight. The great

floomy building with its two galleries;

igns of business on every hand, scraps
•jm... ,f paper scattered everywhere, and

:een, alert business men standing on
he main floor, while in the balconies

vere massed clerks, errand boys, tele-

graph messengers, dock hands and por-

ers.

nci:>J
I

Mr. Alexander stood on a table at

aitS^ jne end of the room urging the crowd
\im.~ sing "Traveling Home." They

lidn't know the hymn in the beginning,

)ut soon caught the words and melody.
jVlany a financier stood with bowed
lead as the clear, vibrating melody
ang out through the Stock Exchange.
)r. Chapman would then step forward
ind give a plain, straight-pointed mes-
;age. "No man in this building," he
vould say, "no matter what his sin

nay be, need turn away from God. 1

•resent him to you, God help you to

ake him to-day." The meetings were
tacked to the utmost capacity of the
gigantic structure.

An afternoon was given over to a
ipecial meeting for "old folks." Cabs,
,raps, carriages, motors and taxicabs
were readily offered, and from all over
he Welsh metropolis hundreds of aged

and afflicted persons were brought to
the meeting. These old people, some
of them ninety-seven, ninety-four and
eighty-seven years old, were asked to
sing in Welsh and their quavering

ing the life of the prodigal. He came
a second time and joined in the singing.

He sang with a knowledge and feeling
that were remarkable. The sermon
was the story of a backslider. It is
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Chapman and Alexander Preaching in the Stock Exchange, Cardiff, Wales

voices rang out with the old familia)-

tunes. Dr. Chapman then gave a sim-
ple address.

During one of the song services, a
worker discovered one of the audience
to be an American. He had been lead-

the custom of the missioners to call

upon any member of the audience to

sing alone. They called upon the

stranger. Half turning round and
leaning lightly against the end of the

seat he sang "Ninety and Nine," of

the one who was "far away, far off

from the gates of gold."

Lord, whence are thy hands so rent and torn?
They are pierced to-night by many a thorn.

The words came with an appeal that

was half a sob, and big tears ran down
his cheeks. His concluding notes were
as tender as those of a woman. He
turned to the platform and with out-
stretched arms exclaimed, "Doctor,
I've come back."
A midnight parade was organized

when scores of Cardiff prodigals
sought Christ. A notable feature in

the revival was the outlining of a great
crusade to win one hundred thousand
souls for Christ in Wales this year.
The leaders of this new crusade are
pastors of the different churches and
chapels. M. A. Martin.

An Educator of the Negro
PROFESSOR GEORGE AUGUS-

TUS GATES, lately chosen to be
president of Fisk University, is a
leader in the movement for the higher
education of the colored race. He
spent fully thirteen years as the head
of Iowa College, and later put in some
hard and effective work at Pomona
College, California. At the inaugura-
tion held in Fisk University, there
were present delegates from twenty-
six different institutions. To have
heard the music and the singing alone
on that occasion would have put new
life into any band of workers, students
and faculty. Mr. Gates is the author
of several books on pedagogy. He is

still in the prime of life, full of energy
and ideas, and his friends predict for
him a record of usefulness and great
helpfulness in his new position.

E. D. R.

RICH WOMEN WITH AN AIM
The meeting at the Colony Club last winter

was the most remarkable in the history of the rela-

tions between capital and labor. The leaders of so-

ciety, the richest women of the nation, among whom
were present Miss Anne Morgan, Miss Elizabeth

Marbury, Mrs. J. B. Harriman, Mrs. Edgerton and
Dthers of equal financial and social standing, came
ito listen to the story of the strike from the lips of

the strikers themselves. Miss Mary Dreier, presi-

dent of the Women's Trades Union League, brought
with her ten of the girl strikers, who told their side

of the strike in simple, but effective, words.
Miss Anne Morgan, daughter of J. Pierpont

Morgan, the great financier, worked for the strikers,

land spared no effort nor time in their behalf. She,
together with the members of the Women's Trade
lUnion League, have shown to what extent some
Iwomen of wealth will go to assist the workingwomen.
When it was first learned that the police were in-

timidating the strikers, of whom ninety per cent,

.were "green" Jewish girls, members of the league
'went to watch them and to see that they were not
abused.

The existence of the Women's Trade Union
League proves with what alacrity some women are
willing to help their less fortunate sisters. It is

the expression of the intelligent woman who believes
that the working woman, like the working man,
niust be organized for her own benefit. This organ-
ization is led by women of wealth, refinement and
icducation. Mrs. Raymond Robins is the national
president. When Mrs. Robins was Margaret Dreier,
she was one of the founders and the principal officer

jof the New York Branch, of which her sister, Mary
E. Dreier, is now president.
These young women have been noted for their

great wealth and for their interest in sociological
work. They still maintain their position as leaders
in society, and give magnificent entertainments in

their big Montague Terrace House in Brooklyn.
But with all her wealth, social prestige and educa-
tion, Miss Dreier is at home with the working girls

and makes them feel equally at ease. She is refined,

amiable and good-natured, and succeeds in gaining
the confidence and love of the poor girl at once.

She never tires of her work, and attends to it with
the eagerness of an enthusiast.

Together with Miss Dreier in her work as officer

of the Women's Trade Union League are Ida Rauh,
a graduate attorney, whose financial circumstances

do not make the practice of law compulsoiy; Eliza-

beth Butcher, Elsie La Grange Cole, Viola Pike, all

Vassar graduates; Gertrude Barnum, writer and
lecturer; Mrs. Bertha Poole Wyle, wife of Dr. Walter
Wyle, well known writer and member of the Immi-
gration Commission; Martha Bensley Bruere, wife
of Robert Bruere, general agent of the Society for

Mrs. Clarence Mackay and Her Children

Improving the Condition of the Poor, and a number
of other well-known women.

These women worked day and night during the
strike and are at present engaged in teaching
the working women the value of organization, and
trying to unite them into unions and these unions
into strong labor federations. The headquarters of
the Women's Trade Union League, 43 East Twenty-
second Street, is supplied with an abundance of

Continued from page 539

literature on trade unionism, and the entire house is

given to classes where girls are taught English,

domestic science, civics, and above all else, sociology
and economics.

Miss Milholland is a young woman of exceptional
abilities and is strikingly beautiful. She is daugh-
ter of John Milholland, head of the Batchellor Pneu-
matic Tube Company, and president of the Constitu-
tional League. Miss Milholland was arrested on
the 17th of January because she was protecting the
strikers in their task of picketing. -The police

charged her with "causing an illegal assembly," a
charge which she subsequently succeeded in refuting.

It was a question of rights with Miss Milholland.
She knew that the rich woman has better opportu-
nities to fight for justice, and this was the reason
she undertook to test the case in her own person.

She is an ardent suffragist and had shown her
interest in social and political affairs when a student
at Vassar College. It was she who, with the help of
a few, started the movement in Poughkeepsie for a
Juvenile Probation Court. She is a skilful athlete
and a powerful speaker.
Women who are sincerely interested in social

work seldom have their names on committees, and
it is difficult to get any personal data concerning
them. The reason is obvious. They do not do their

social work from a desire to receive fame, or homage,
or honor. They do it from the pure motive of a great
interest in social conditions and a desire to better
them. Such women have given up much of their

personal life to devote themselves to what they con-
sider their cause. For instance, in the Nurses'
Settlement there are women who have left their
usual rounds of entertainment and pleasures to go
down and take a full three years' course of training
so that they themselves might do the nursing of
which they knew the poor are in such terrible need.

There is at present a course given for wealthy
club leaders to teach them the principles of peda-
gogics and to better to fit them for their work, work
which many have shown by their devotion to be a
cause which lies near their heart and not a fad
which might have been taken up in moments of
cnuni. That the work is prompted by sincerity of
purpose and not, as it has been charged, by the de-
sire for publicity, is proven by the fact that the
Nurses' Settlement has the largest budget of all the
philanthropic institutions in the city of New York:
yet it is impossible to know the names of the donors.

Hyman Strunsky.
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When Roosevelt Comes Home
WITHIN two weeks, our worthy ex-President

will turn his face homeward. He has circled

more than half the globe, and made the people sit

up and think. He is a little froggy from so much
speechmaking to universities and other distin-

guished audiences, but he is otherwise all right. In

his own expressive vernacular, he has had a "cork-

ing good time" and we are glad of it. He has well

deserved all the honors and attentions that have

been showered upon him, for is he not our "First

Citizen," of whom Americans are justly proud?

After all, those emperors and kings, princes and

premiers with whom he hobnobbed on such familiar

terms; those professors whom he lectured and the

great minds of the Old World's learned societies to

whom he talked philosophy and war and peace and

whom he instructed in international politics are not

in it with our Theodore. He stands in a class all by

himself and the learned dons of. Cambridge Univer-

sity, recognizing this, have invested him with the

scarlet robe and the degree of Doctor of Laws. And
now he is coming home. Let us hope that he will

not appear among us in this complete disguise which
Cambridge gave, else not even his own familiar
friends would recognize him. We want him to be

just as we knew him; a little browner, perhaps, and
possibly a trifle grayer, but nothing more. And
when the big flotilla of welcome goes down New
York harbor to meet him, and the thousands shout
themselves hoarse in tumultuous greeting, we want
to be there, and to hear the voice that has thrilled

Europe as it huskily ejaculates the one character-
istic and expressive word "De-lighted!"

Royal Mourners
RARELY has the world seen a spectacle more

imposing or impressive than the funeral cere-

monies of Edward the Peacemaker. Nine kings
followed the coffin and paid the last tribute of re-

spect to one who, though his reign had been short,

had rendered priceless service to the age in which
he lived. Millions of spectators lined the streets

and stood in silence while the cortege went slowly by.

Our own ex-President Theodore Roosevelt was a
sombre figure in that great pageant, being conspicu-

ous by the plainness of his dress amid the mass of

brilliant uniforms and the glitter of decorations.

"His strong face," wrote Sir Conan Doyle, "was set

like granite." Perhaps the most touching part of
this memorable throng, however, was not the splen-

did array of royalties, the kings and queens and
princes, nor the heroic generals and admirals in

scarlet and gold, nor was it the serried lines of
troops who moved slowly to solemn strains. It was
a little group that followed close behind the casket

—

the dead king's horse, saddled but riderless, and his
little white terrier dog, Caesar, the latter led by his
Highland gamekeeper. Like true mourners, with
bowed heads and every aspect of dejection, they
followed their master on his last earthly journey.
Perhaps, amid all the recollections of that memora-
ble day, the great multitude will longest remember
the sweet, womanly white face of the bereaved
queen, the riderless steed and the little terrier that
trotted behind in dumb sorrow.

Strangely Defended
T N the senatorial bribery trial in Illinois, a strange
J- and novel defense has been offered. The asser-
tion was made that Illinois had no law on its statute
books making it a crime on the part of a legislator to
accept a bribe for his vote for a United States sen-
ator. There, as in other States, the election of a
senator is made by the joint houses of the State
legislature. It was urged by the defense that as
this union of the two bodies is made possible by an
act of Congress, it is therefore .=omething beyond
the cognizance of the State; so, whether money is

used or not in procuring the election of a candidate,
the State cannot act. It has no law on its statute
hooks covering such a contingency. Without ex-
pressing an opinion of the charges made in this

special case, it is evident that a defense based on

such conclusions is immoral in the last degree. If

held to be valid, it would put a premium on bribery

in every State in the Union in United States sena-

torial elections. We do not share the opinion of

those who believe that our political system is a mass
of corruption, and that the Senate is the worst
example of the system. That there is vote-buying
and selling, however, is unquestionable. The State

that deals the first effective blow at this abuse will

establish a much-needed precedent and render a
great public service.

Concerning "Be^ Sellers"

WE wonder what would happen if some of the

wideawake publishing houses that are con-

stantly keeping a vigilant eye out for "best sellers,"

were by any possibility to get hold of a book that

would equal the old Bible in popularity. An enter-

taining magazinist has been industriously canvass-

ing the trade to discover the extent of the popularity

of the world's best authors. He found one extremely
popular book of which a quarter of a million copies

had already been sold and which gave promise of

running up to nearly a million "before the demand
ceased." Of another favorite writer's long list of

books there had already been sold half a million

copies. Contrast these figures with the actual Bible

output and sales and they seem insignificant. Last
year one concern, the American Bible Society, re-

ported a total of 2,826,831 issues, of which nearly
1,500,000 came from the Bible House in New York
alone. If we add the product of all the other Bible
agencies in America, The Christian Herald in-

cluded, the Bible is incomparably the "best seller"
this continent has ever known. Further, add the
output of the British Bible Society and of the various
Continental publishing houses and it will be seen
that the Bible has a lead of millions over the next
best seller. And unlike those books that rise and
flicker a little and then fade into oblivion, the Bible
has maintained this lead increasingly through many
generations.

Greatness in the Pulpit

TRUE greatness sets a model for the world to
admire and to emulate. Perhaps there is no

finer quality of talent than that which is seen, but
only at rare intervals, in the pulpit or lyceum. That
famous prince of preachers, the Rev. Dr. Alexander
McLaren, who lately passed away in England, is a
case in point. Our correspondent in London, Dr.
William Durban, who knew him well, gives us this
felicitous portraiture of the man and his methods,
which may prove helpful to others

:

Each congregation to which he ministered as pastor succes-
sively considered him incomparable in the pulpit, and whenever
I had opportunities of listening to him I felt that I could com-
prehend their enthusiasm, for their admiration was largely
shared by thousands of persons of all denominations. His
steadfast faith never wavered during all the critical doubts of
the age. His acknowledged keynote of success was concentra-
tion. He was a man of one book. He told me years ago, as I

sat in his study at Manchester, that he never chose a text as
basis of a sermon without making the original Hebrew or
Greek of the whole context a careful object of study, and he
also spent part of every morning in reading portions of the
Hebrew and Greek Testaments, Ijesides those on which he was
next to preach. With regard to criticism he was conservative,
for he said. "The Bible has been criticised enough ; it wants
appreciation." He was an excellent German scholar, but pro-
foundly distrusted the tendencies and the conclusions of modern
German thought. He carefully prepared his sermons by read-
ing and thinking, but not usually by systematic writing. His
habit was to jot down ideas roughly on several scraps of paper,
with scarcely a single complete sentence. Then he would take
these five or six pieces of paper with him to his pulpit, but
they remained in his pocket. It was sufficient for him that he
felt he had his notes with him. He did not need to look at
them

: his mind had been saturated with his subject. So cul-
tured and finished were his discourses, thus delivered off-hand
that when reported and published they alwavs read like spoken
literature. When excited with fervor, his hands trembled his
voice quavered, his eyes moistened, his face lit up with sunny
smiles. And his style grew more and more opulent as years
rolled on. Music, poetry, statuary, painting all contributed to
its affluence and enhanced its beauty.

With all his splendid talents, he was a man of
extreme modesty, not a "social light," but rather a
recluse. He kept his hearers always within sight
of the Cross or the mercy seat. He was a true ser-

vant of the Master and exerted a far greater spiril

ual influence than many a preacher who studie
posing in the spot-light more than the winning c

precious souls.

An Ambitious "Son of Vulcan"

AMONG the picturesque features of America
. biography there are few more attractive tha

those that tell of men who have risen from obscurit

and poverty to positions of power and influence i

State and nation. We hear it said occasionally tha

the day of such cases is past; but we have neve
believed this. There are many men who have com
to the front in this generation who had quite a

humble beginnings as Lincoln, the rail-splitter

Grant, the tanner; Garfield, the canal-boat hand
Johnson, the tailor; Elihu Burritt, the blacksmitl

or any one of the long roll of those who "hitche

their wagon to a star." Apropos, we have the new
from St. Joseph, Mo., that John F. Brackenbridgi
a sturdy blacksmith, has rolled down his shir

sleeves over his brawny arms, put on his collar an
necktie, and entered the race for the United State

Senate. John was a cowboy in his younger days
then a horseshoer and he is now a son of Vulcar
By the sparkle of his forge he seems to hav
dreamed dreams and builded air-castles which, un
like most edifices of the kind, seem very likely t

come true. He is a heroic blacksmith, too, for som
ten years ago, he saved five lives in a hotel fire, an^

later, he rescued two men from drowning. On th
whole, John the blacksmith would seem to hav
better stuff in him than some of the men who ar
merely representative moneybags in legislation now
adays. His future may be full of interest for other
besides the people of Missouri.

General Notes I

—Through the will of the late Isaac C. Wyman, Princeto
University will receive a magnificent bequest of from .$8,000,0(1

to $10,000,000, making it one of the richest universities in th

country.

—Our good offices have been again in demand as peace
maker in South America, this time by Peru and Ecuadoi
These republics have had a sharp controversy over a boundai
line, and war seemed inevitable when our government propose
mediation by Brazil, Argentina and the United States. New
lately reached Washington that the mediation had been entirel

successful.

—Mhs. Dksmond Humphreys, a talented English authoress
visited us lately. Like most literary foreigners, this lady, wh
is somewhat noted for brilliant epigram, has something to s,i

of Americans generally as a parting salute. She found Amei
ican women's voices shrill and pitched too high—the result <i

loud talking in street cars : but "they are smart and chic," sK

admits. Boston women she regarded as very "refined" ; thos
in Washington as "cultured," and the New York womei
"charming." She did not have the opportunity to form ai

opinion of the other sex as she found the men "too busy mak
ing money" to devote themselves to social duties. Our people
she says, do not eat ; they gorge ! We are not as polite a

Europeans and we have no home life to speak of. All of whic
observations, made during a flying visit, will no doubt be th

basis of a future book by this lady, who seems to have travelei

through the Middle and Eastern States in a way that suggest
a skimming dish.
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Robert Fulton Memorial

rHE long-drawn-out spectacular and expensive

Hudson-Fulton celebration was participated

in heartily and happily by hundreds of thou-

:ands of citizens. It is fortunate that there is a

Ian to have a more permanent memorial of Robert

^ulton. Forty-two sets of architectural plans for

uch a memorial were submitted to the Fulton
lonument Association, and H. Van Buren Magon-
^le was the successful competitor. He received a
rize of $3,000 for his plans. The monument is to

e a water gate, extending from the north side of

ine Hundred and Fourteenth Street to the north
ide of One Hundred and Sixteenth Street, New
'ork City, and from the west side of Riverside
"rive to the pier line in the North River; from the

iver, where it is designed to have a landing place

1 smooth water in a basin protected on both sides

y piers, a huge flight of steps will rise to a crown-
\g colonnade. In the centre of this colonnade will

e a triumphal arch forming a canopy over the tomb
f Fulton, while on the two wings will be two bal-

ncing buildings similar in dimensions. The north
uilding will be a large reception hall, while the
3uth building will be a three-story structure to be
«ed for a naval and maritime museum. The water
ate will be -56.3 feet wide by 750 feet long. The
r.eps will number one hundred and sixty. Each
olumn will be 47 feet high and 5 feet in diame-
iv, and will number eighty in all. White marble
•ill be used for the tomb, peristyle and buildings
nd granite for the balance of the work. Steel con-
rete will be employed in

le construction. The land
nder the water was do-

ated by the State of New
ork by special legislation,

nd the ground necessary
a Riverside Drive was
iven by the city. The
3,000,000 needed for the
onstruction of the water
ate will be raised by gen-
•cal subscription. Illumi-

ations, processions, floats

nd wagons with wax
gures, costumed horses
nd people have had a
lace in celebrating the

seds of Hudson and Ful-
)n, but it is a wonder to

3 that at least half of the
;ioney spent on the spec-
icular display was not
ut into a permanent foun-
ation as a memorial to

lese men — some educa-
onal, scientific or char-
able institution which
ould serve the double
urpose of a memorial and
living instrumentality

1 promoting a better civ-

ization. This water gate proposed by the Fulton
onument Association is in the right direction. It

ill grace the beautiful Hudson, become a place of
' terest to the foreign traveler, and be a source of

ride and inspiration to the people of our country,

he waters of Jordan were separated as the ark
jproached them, and the people went over dry
lod, and in memory of that fact Joshua commanded
le man from each tribe to take a stone out of the

idst of the river bed and make a monument on the

her side. Now the people of this nation build a

lonument on the Hudson River bank in commem-
•ation of the man who made it possible to move
;ross or up and down the stream almost as swiftly

id safely as on dry land.

That this may be a sigrn nmong you, that when your children ask
eir fathers in time to come, saying. What mean ye by these

anes? then shall ye answer them. That the waters of Jordan were
t off before the ark of the covenant of the Lord ; when it passed
er Jordan, the waters of Jordan were cut off : and these stones

all be for a memorial unto the children of Israel forever. (Josh.

6,7.)

ongo Reforms Promised

From Brus.sels there is a telegram indicating that
ing Albert has approved the plans for reforms in

le Belgian Congo, which will become effective on
Jly 1. A large territory will be opened to free

)mmerce on that date. The reforms include a
iduction in the taxes, which will be collected in

oney and not paid by labor, the substitution of

ative for white officials, the restriction of obliga-
>ry labor by adults to works for the improvement

their own condition, and the suppression of

olygamy. The cruelties of the Congo have been
mongst the worst scandals of modern times. The

loss of limb and life to the natives by the hand of

oppression and greed has made a chapter of human
crime sickening to read, and it is a fortunate thing
for the native people, as well as for the credit of the
race, that these abominations are to end. The prom-
ised reforms in the Congo suggest the words of the
prophet

:

Is not this the fast that I have chosen ? To loose the bands of
vrickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed
go free, and that ye break every yoke ? (Isa. 58 : 6.)

Sage Memorial Church

The Russell Sage Memorial Church given to the
congregation of the First Presbyterian Church of
Far Rockaway by Mrs. Sage in memory of her hus-
band was dedicated the afternoon of May 11. The
church and its buildings occupy a block. The church
is cruciform in plan and is completely equipped with
every modern improvement. It is said the church
represents an outlay of $400,000. An endowment of
$100,000 has been given by Mrs. Sage to aid in its

maintenance. The organ cost $8,500 and the me-
morial window is one of the most beautiful in the
United States. The church was dedicated by the
Rev. Dr. Robert G. Leetch, the able pastor of the
church, assisted by the congregation. The Rev.
Charles H. Sholey off'ered the invocation, the Rev.
Lyman D. Calkins read the Scripture lesson, the
Rev. Dr. James David Burrell preached a powerful
sermon, and the beautiful memorial address was de-
livered by the Rev. Dr. Arthur T. Pearson, a rela-

tive of Mrs. Sage. Appropriate greetings from the
Presbytery of Nassau were given by the Rev. Dr.

The Beautiful " Water Gate " Memorial to Fulton, to Be Erected in New York

Alexander G. Russell and the Rev. Dr. Frank M.
Kerr. The music was most beautiful and inspiring.

Dr. Pearson emphasized the fact that Mrs. Sage had
built the church out of her personal love for Christ
as her divine Saviour, and that all her acts in life

had been and would be directed by that motive. Dr.
Burrell said the church was of value because it was
built on Jesus Christ as the cornerstone, and on the
divine authority of the Scriptures as a foundation,

and that its object was to build up character and
fashion a temple for the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit. He took as his text:

And are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets,

Jesus Christ himself being the chief cornerstone ; in whom all the

building- fitly framed together groweth unto a holy temple in the

Lord : in whom ye also are builded together for a habitation of God
through the Spirit. (Eph. 2 : 20-22.)

King George's Beautiful Spirit

King George has captured the hearts of his sub-

jects at the beginning of his reign by the beauty
and benignity of his spirit. It would be hard to

crowd much more of love for fellowmen or faith in

God into the same space as is to be found in the

first letter issued by him from Marlborough House
to the Home Secretary for transmission to all parts

of the Empire, which is as follows: "To my peo-

ple : The voice of affection, of loving devotion to the

memory of my dear father which has come from
every part of the Empire, the outward public dem-
onstrations, especially those in the capital during
the two stages of his passing to his last resting place

and the pathetic manner in which vast multitudes

of his loving subjects patiently and reverently

awaited opportunity to pay a last tribute to his

memory, have profoundly touched me and my whole
family. A sorrow so sudden and unlooked-for

might well have been overwhelming, but the senti-

ments evoked by it have made me realize that it is

a loss common to me and to my people. They share

it with me. I do not stand alone. With such
thoughts I take courage and look hopefully into the
future, strong in my faith in God, trusting in my
people, cherishing the laws and constitution of my
beloved country." The tenderness of his spirit was
also expressed in the many pardons he granted to

prisoners in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland.
Remission of sentences will be given only where the
prisoners' conduct has been satisfactory. Those
who have one month or more still to serve will be
released in one week. Those who have a year or
more to serve will be released in one month. Those
who have three years or more to serve will be re-

leased in two months. Those who have five years
or more will be released in three months. All per-
sons in the navy who are under sentence of im-
prisonment for periods not exceeding three months
for disciplinary offenses, including drunkenness and
desertion, will be granted remission of the remain-
der of their sentences. Similar clemency is prom-
ised the soldiers. Men undergoing sentences by
court-martial not exceeding fifty-six days will be
released. Those under sentence of greater extent
are granted a remission of half the unexpired
portion. Men undergoing imprisonment in military
prisons and barracks are granted a remission of
half their unexpired terms. A pardon will be
granted to deserters under regulations that shall be

published later. When the
king spoke the word par-
don, the penalty of the law
lost its power over them.
Jesus the King has only
to speak the word pardon
and the fettered spirits of
the children of men go
free. Jesus himself said :

If the Son therefore shall make
you free, ye shall be free indeed.

(John 8: 36.)

France Pensions the Aged

The French Senate re-

cently concurred in a meas-
ure which some time ago
passed the Chamber of
Deputies, pensioning all

French workmen over
sixty-five years of afe
who have not been pro-
vided for by previous pen-
sion legislation. This will

give each workingman, of
the required age, about
eighty dollars a year.
England has taken an ad-
vance step in this regard.
It is one of the best evi-

dences of the common sense,

gratitude and genuine Christian spirit of our time
that the men who have worked hard, and have
reached more than threescore years, should have
this material help in smoothing their pathway to the
tomb, illustrating the divine providence our Lord
promised.
And even to your old age I am he; and even to hoar hairs will I

carry you. (Isa. 46 : 4.)

Sows Neighbor's Field

Mr. E. W. Straley, a farmer living near Des Lacs,
N. D., was sick during the winter and spring. The
time for the sowing of wheat found him danger-
ously ill in bed. The neighbors got their heads to-

gether, set apart a day and with twenty-two outfits

of plows, harrows, drills and other agricultural
implements, one hundred acres were ploughed, har-
rowed and sowed with wheat on a single day. The
women also came from their homes with baskets of

lunch which was served to the men on the lawn.
The ministers of that neighborhood will have to

preach very eloquent sermons and the people will

have to live very correct lives to do as much good
in that community as that beautiful act of charity.

Not a single one of those farmers who came that
day will be a cent worse off at the end of the year,
and the sick man will have the harvest as support
for his family. In these days, when the passion
seems to be to outrun and take advantage of a
neighbor, it is a glorious thing to see this act of

brotherly love. It certainly has in it the element
of the religion of Jesus Christ.

Whoso has this world's good and seeth his brother have need,

and shutteth up his bowels of compassion from him, how dwelleth
the love of God in him ? (I. John 3 : 17.)
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FRIENDS OF PEACE AT LAKE MOHONK

THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL GATHERING OF DELEGATES TO THE PEACE CONFERENCE AT LAKE MOHONK, N. Y.

THE sixteenth annual gathering of the Lake
Mohonk Conference on National Arbitration

took place on May 18. It was a most repre-

sentative assemblage, including diplomats, educa-

tors, jurists and leading clergymen from our own
and other lands, who had met there at the invitation

of Dr. A. K. Smiley, the founder of the organization

and the general host of the assemblage. A number
of striking addresses were delivered, dealing with
the various phases of the peace and arbitration

problems.
Among the leading speakers were Dr. Nicholas

Murray Butler, president of Columbia University,
who hailed the establishment of a national Arbitra-
tion Court at The Hague as the greatest step that
has yet been taken in the direction of securing the
world's peace. Dr. Benjamin F. Trueblood of Bos-
ton gave a review of the year's work for the peace
movement. Professor John B. Clark of Columbia
University spoke on "An Economic View on War
and Arbitration." He said that fifteen billions of
lives had been sacrificed in war during historic

times, which had involved a direct expenditure of

forty billions of dollars and an indirect loss of an
equal amount. He believed that the evil of class

antagonism, the socialistic menace, and the strife

between capital and labor would be largely removed
if the vast sums now expended on militarism could
be used for improving natural resources, bettering

education, caring for the aged and sick, fighting

disease and doing other work for the general benefit

of the race. Peace would thus be, to a large extent,

a solution of economic evils. Other speakers were
Robert L. O'Brien of Boston, Edgar E. Clark, Rev.
Arthur J. Brown, and William Jennings Bryan.
On May 19, a service in memory of King Edward

the Seventh was held by the conference. The hun-
dred-dollar prize for the best student essay on arbi-
bration was awarded to George K. Gardner of
Harvard. A resolution was adopted recommending
the appointment of a committee to consider the best
method of giving our government the power to
enforce its treaty obligations in the federal courts.
Another resolution, which was also adopted, was for
the appointment of a committee to co-operate with
Canada in its Peace Centenary in 1914.

The platform of the Mohonk Conference congr-
ulates the country on the progress of the pe^
movement and especially on the proposed Intent
tional Court of Arbitral Justice. It commeii
President Taft's declaration in favor of the arl.

tration of international differences, and recommei
i

the negotiation of general treaties of arbitrations
soon as possible. It reiterates its former declarati
in favor of the reduction of military and naj
establishments. '

Shortly after the Mohonk Conference, the Brith
Peace Society held its annual meeting in Lond
It was addressed by Mr. Carnegie, who urged wci
peace, and there were expressions of a strong h =

that the new British monarch and the Gern i

Emperor might join hands as the "Peace Lords' f

Europe. It was announced that, since the f t

Hague conference met, no less than one hund]
treaties of arbitration have been ratified betwii
different countries. A proposition was made /

Sir William Mather to inaugurate a world-v e
peace movement, which met with prompt apprc 1

from the delegates.

t^5^ A DAY WITH THE PRESIDENT <^7>

FEW of the visitors to Washing-
ton who go up to the White
House, shake hands, if there is a

levee, with the President and then find

themselves out doors again in a few
minutes, have any idea of the way in

which the time of the chief executive
is taken up during his long and ardu-
ous day. It is not all handshaking
and pleasantry as one might suppose
from the smile and greeting they re-
ceive in their hurried passage through
the room under the guidance of their
Senator or Congressman. It is one of
the busiest business offices in the world.

Mr. William Bayard Hale has writ-
ten for The World's Work an interest-
ing and comprehensive article on "The
President at Work," which gives a
vivid idea of the daily ordeal of Mr.
Taft in his oflice in the White House
extension. The following is from Mr.
Hale's article:

The setting, writes Mr. Hale, is one of more
dignity than any previous President has en-
joyed. The executive offices have been generously
enlarged. There are commodious waiting rooms
and ample lobbies. The President's private
office is now an oval chamber in olive-green and
white, with some architectural grace marking
the Georgian fireplace, the windows (their cur-
tains embroidered with the national arms and
crest), and four doors—which invariably puzzle
callers unfamiliar with the geography of the
place. On the walls are just two pictures : a
photograph of Mr. Roosevelt, outraging taste
in a garish gilt frame, and a painting of Presi-
dent Taft's father, looking like the mellow
statesman that he was. Half encircling the
room are set-in bookcases, the eight doors of
which reflect eight images of gesticulating
congressmen. An echo inhabits the chamber-
as often is the case with oval rooms—frequently
conveying the whispers of cautious visitors in
megaphone utterance to ears thirty feet away.

•Th^ President would be satisfied to see his
visitors in a public whispering gallery, but
most of them think that they have private and
confidential communications to make, and some
now and then succeed in luring him to the ad-
joining cabinet room, through the open door
of which the President's voice is heard speak-
ing more loudly than ever. Mr. Taft has never
learned to whisper. For the most part, he
gives audience sitting at his desk or standing
in the centre of the room. The expression
"gives audience" may not be a republican one,
but it best describes what the President does.
Mr. Taft is a good listener. Mr. Roosevelt's
accomplishments—lay in another direction.
The President gets up about seven o'clock.

He exercises, breakfasts, reads the Washington
Post and the New York Tribune and glances at
the first page of the New York Times and the

Sun. At 9.30 or 10 o'clock he walks by his

private passage to the executive offices.

On his desk the President finds a list of his

appointments for the day, the letters which
demand immediate personal attention, and half

a dozen more newspapers. On top always lies

the Charleston News and Courier; the President
is particularly fond of the pungent style of Mr.
Hemphill, who is just taking charge of a Rich-
mond paper. Mr. Taft is not a great news-
paper reader, but what papers he does read he
reads in their original state. No clippings are
submitted to him.
The morning letters rarely number more

than a dozen. He disposes of them in a few
minutes. He dictates swiftly, steadily, his eyes
on the floor, never changing a word. Mr. Taft
used to hesitate, correct, and revise a good deal,
especially when dictating speeches. He has
acquired the habit of making his first dictation
generally final. For one letter which has to be
submitted to the President, Mr. Carpenter, the

secretary to the President, answers ten. But
the President signs nothing, except purely
formal notes, which he has not himself com-
pose<i.

The General Levee
The first appointments are fixed for ten

o'clock. For a few minutes before that hour,
however, the doors are opened for a general
reception. At this from fifty to two hundred
people pass rapidly through the oflice. Each
has a grasp of the President's hand and a word.

It is a case of all sorts and conditions of
men. They come from every State of the Union,
from the ends of the earth and the islands of
the sea. Most of them are conscious of an
experience to be ever remembered and to talk
of. Those from the South and West, in partic-
ular, are manifestly e.xalted with patriotic senti-
ments as they clasp the wai-m hand and look
into the sunny eyes. Everybody goes off smil-
ing.

"Not ninety, surely !" exclaimed the Presi-
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A Costumed May Party of Children in Central Park, New York

T^oJw 'J ^"""-^^^ ?"*? *""^'' ^""^ ^^'^ ""^*^'"" """"^ ^°°<3s, which awakens in every heart with the

thronZ fL"^ lf''V r^'^o T^"^ '^^ '^*'''^^'^"' I" "'^ "«<^« the parks at that time are

usZfvlndf^^-Tbe ^" ? f
'^' ^^"^ '" ^"^ ^"'^ '^^ Mecca of large and eager parties. These areusually under the conduct of parents or teachers. The May parties are the gayest of all Here is one

irrilh^nfh^Tr'"'""^"^""™''"''^"*
'''"•' =^"<^ ^'^'^ ^-^h air, the frejom and the"oy^llbnghten the dull eyes and put new sp.rit into the lagging footsteps of these city-bound little ones.

dent as he greeted a venerable gsntlewc n
whose son had mentioned her age.
"No, I shall be ten years younger from is

hour, was the instant rejoinder.

President Taft is keenly interested in wh i~

going on at the other end of Pennsylvania e-
nue. With senators and representative v
freely discusses the measures under consi a-

tion. At this moment the Railroad Bill i .

centre of legislative interest. Several sen
call for enlightenment as to the purposes <

bill and the administration's willingness t c-

cept amendments. Mr. Taft makes it cleai ;.t

he is not insisting on the bill in detail, i-

listens carefully to criticisms ; in two ca
refers senators to the attorney-general f.*

draughting of proposed amendments. K
wouldn't particularly oppose a propositii to

lodge in the hands of the President, inste m
those of the court, the power to order pii
tions of rates ; he does insist that the cla^
tion feature be retained.
One senator, suggesting an amendmen

marks: "This could do no harm, and
satisfy a certain public sentiment."

Mr. Taft takes fire. With immense ^
mence he answers

:

"I will do nothing to satisfy public senti it.

The bill may be altered to make it more c-

tive, but I will have none of any pro- "i

worked in to pacify anybody. I am awa\ -t

that. \Vhen I learn I've stirred up a nev
of criticism or a new set of critics, I feel ,

of gleeful satisfaction I"

Confessions of a President

This is a note which you hear agair
again. We have to do with a President
has but one concern, one motive, one thou
the good of the country. He resents insi

and angrily any suggestion that he temi
with public sentiment. Public sentiment
reaches Washington seems to him a thin
stable and artificial. In newspaper cril

he takes no stock. He puts his trust i

good friends around him and the conscioi
of his own integrity. He has come—it

secret that President Taft has come—to d<

of popular applause or even of popular v

standing.
Here is a visitor who urges a campai

publicity ; he tells the President that a
country needs to bring it to his side agai:
knowledge of his views and his purposes.
President could if he would command
greater volume of publicity than can hif

mies. He ought to expose the hypocrisy i

insurgents, give the public the facts, beat
to arms in defense of causes which miu
lost because of the treason of the very met
are shouting loudest for them.

President Taft says in substance:
"What's the use? I have resigned ray;

misunderstanding. I don't say that 1''

different to public opinion, but I have '

-

to count on it or hope for it. I must w.i
*

time and the results of my labors to vin

me. They will do so. I have a profoun '

abiding faith in the people. Their final

ment will be right. But it will not be giv

the results are clear—as they will be."

nd )
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Women in Council
AM glad to discover that the plaint of the

discouraged husband has reached many sym-

• pathetic hearts. Some of the letters received

ii almost too personal and intimate for publica-

in. Every one concurs in censuring the man who

vstes good money on tobacco, and several friends

(!ote Mr. Andrew Carnegie with approval. That

(iny Scot, an eminently successful man of busi-

i^s, has put on record his opinion that the money
' st'ed by most smokers on tobacco would in a few

-ars amount to a goodly sum in hand, which they

ight invest to their pecuniary profit. Here is

Iter number one:

, Practical

Suggestion

"Have wife and husband apply
immediately to United States

Court for bankruptcy proceedings;

Aim exemptions allowed by law for beginning of

-w start. With exemptions repurchase old home.

art over and all the neighbors will gladly help.

'ultry is the greatest revenue producer in this

untry for amount invested."

G. W. H.

. the Discour- "Get work.
aged Husband There is

nothing that

11 help you to regain grip

lile you cherish a determina-
)n to lose it. The man who
honest, industrious and who
eets rever.ses with a renewed
termination to win out in the

ruggle against misfortune is

're to find people lenient with
im, and willing to allow him
Tie to get on his feet."

, J. L. P.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

to recommend it to universal use. This topic re-

mains open for discussion.

Selfish "May I state a case? A year ago
Mourning we lost from our family a darling

little sister. Her loss left us very
sad. The sight of her vacant chair and empty bed
cast a shadow over the whole house. Yet we all

tried to rise above our grief, my mother being the
only exception. Since Amy's death mother has not
been seen to smile, the piano is never opened and
the shades are drawn down before the front window.
No matter what the weather may be mother goes to

the cemetery every day and comes home sadder than
ever. The result is that my brothers, aged seven-
teen and nineteen, are turning'away from home and
getting into bad company. Do you not think there
is such a thing as selfish mourning? I should not
dare to consult you in this way if I did not feel sure
that my mother would not even glance at the paper.

'^v^

le "The wife
mid Wife who is so

timid that
le shrinks from conducting
imily prayers in the presence
[ guests should remember that
, is they who acknowledge God
i all their ways who may ex-
!Ct his blessing and direction.

,r. Moody used to tell a story
oout a man whose wife urged
m to have family prayers in

16 kitchen when they had
impany in the house. The
an's reply was : 'I honor the
ord too much to ask his pres-
iice in the kitchen when I have
lother room where I receive
,)mpany.'

"
J. B.

The timidity of a wife who is

nused to leading family pray-
s may in the absence of her
jsband be overcome if she
lill simply hand the Bible to a guest and ask him
her to read a psalm. The whole family may then

•lite with guests in repeating the Lord's prayer.

,he point of. Mr. Moody's story was that the kitchen
as to be regarded as a place for hiding the fact

lat they had family worship. This would have
;en cowardly. There is no reason for regarding
16 kitchen as an undesirable place for prayer, pro-

".ded every one is allowed to meet in that abode of

bmely comfort.

dividual "Taking communion in a church
ommunion Cups where individual cups are not

used is to me a dilemma. Two
abbaths ago I attended services where over forty
nelt at the altar, the pastor passing the wine in a
ngle cup! My feelings were such as utterly to

nfit me to partake worthily. Inasmuch as all are
lught that it is not only unsafe, but uncleanly to

se public drinking cups, what is to prevent feelings
f disgust at such a service as the foregoing?"

F. S. K.
Many thoughtful people and also many members

f the medical profession look upon the passing of

ie cup in the old-fashioned way as unhygienic and
angerous, a means indeed of conveying contagious
iseases. The individual communion cup has much

bravely and honestly and thoroughly doing the work
assigned him and it proved a stepping stone to tasks

for which he was better fitted.

A student at Columbia University was living

with his mother at one of the large hotels in New
York. When preparing for an examination he
often brought his books to the table and worked at

Latin and Greek between the courses of his dinner.
It happened one evening that he had considerable
trouble over his Greek. The man who waited on
the table saw his predicament and finally said

quietly: "If you will let me come to you at such a
time this evening I will be glad to help you over that
translation." The boy was surprised, but eagerly
reached for any aid in sight. It transpired that
the waiter was a' graduate of a European Univer-
sity, abundantly able to coach the puzzled student.

The Wherever else the critical spirit
Critical Spirit is in order it should withdraw

into the background when one is

in church. To criticise the sermon is almost wholly
to lose the benefit which might be derived from it.

To criticise the music, to be dis-

tressed if the soprano's voice is

too thin or the contralto is out
of tune, or the bass too heavy
for the rest of the quartette is

to drift entirely away from the
realization of praise. People
should attend divine worship
with two objects in view : One
to praise God; the other to re-

ceive instruction. Both these
objects are defeated if the
critical spirit is suffered to in-

trude.

German School Children Heading a Festival Procession

Beneath the burdened branches

The happy children march;

Above them lift the tree-tops

In a triumphal arch.

Their faces, sweet and rosy,

To greet their festal day;

The old who watch feel young again

And wish they, too, might play.

Presence
of Mind

She is completely absorbed in one thought, and that

is the thought of the little one who is gone from
her care." Eldest Daughter.

If you possibly can do so get your mother away
from home for a much needed change of scene. She

will hardly be able to throw off her grief while she

remains where everything reminds her of its occa-

sion. Be patient with her. Her grief may be self-

ish, but she cannot pull herself out of her depres-

sion without help. Do all you can to interest those

brothers and, as the eldest daughter, take on your-

self the duty of drawing up the shades and letting

in the sunlight.

Life's Ups Flashlights on the ups and downs
and Downs of life are often thrown appar-

ently by chance in the intercourse

of social settlements. An Italian employed as a

janitor in a settlement on the East Side was ob-

served by one of the visiting managers as having

a look and bearing much above the work of an ordi-

nary laborer. His face denoted keen intelligence,

his speech was refined and his hands were those of

a scholar. Upon inquiry she ascertained that the

man was of good birth and education, and of fault-

less antecedents, but a succession of misfortunes had
brought him to poverty in a strange land. He was

In an emer-
ge n c y the
woman who

has presence of mind acts
promptly and does the best
thing that she can without
screaming, shrieking, or ring-
ing her hands. Most of us have
plenty of resources on which
we can draw when there is no
particular reason, just as there
are few people who could not
make a brilliant after-dinner
speech were they called upon
the next morning. To have
presence of mind in the face of
danger one must have a habit
of self-restraint in the usual
business of the day. Now and
then a foolish young girl ex-
cuses herself for a neglect or

omission on the score of ab-
sence of mind. To be absent-
minded is by no means a credit

to any one; rather it is a dis-

grace. Presence of mind may
be cultivated and to cultivate it is within the power
of every man and woman, if only its importance is

realized.

In Packing The proper packing of a trunk is

a Trunk a fine art. Garments should be
folded, not rolled. The heavier

articles should be at the bottom of the trunk. A
generous supply of tissue paper to fill up little

spaces and to puff out the sleeves of gowns and keep
hats and bonnets from rolling about is a great
convenience. If a trunk must be opened at inter-

vals during a journey, the practised traveler places

near the top those contents for which she will have
use. A trunk may be so carefully packed that it

may be opened weeks after it is locked and not a

crease or wrinkle will be found in the dresses that

repose in its depths.

The When you are annoyed by a
Oiled Feather creaking hinge, instead of allow-

ing the jarring noise to continue,

take a feather and a drop of oil and abate the dis-

cord. Equally when there are jarring elements and
contrasting temperaments in the family try what
can be done by using the oiled feather of tirnely

sympathy, cheery jest, or tactful change of subject.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER ELEVEN—Continued

CAPTAIN JANSEN roared with

mirth; Batavius looked into the

sweet, innocent face doubtfully.

What did the girl mean?
"Well, I know not. If I judge cor-

rectly—and I generaly do—I believe I

said just sufficient. I should have

stayed and dined with the notables,

but— I was not asked by any one. So

here I came."
"Here thou art welcome," answered

Captain Jansen heartily. "Draw thy
chair to the table."

"The army like me not," continued

the offended man. "I have been too

kind to the naval officers, and John
Benson tod me the army and navy men
were always at swords' points."

"When John Benson told thee that

he was not making good use of his

time."
They were just seating themselves

when Rose reentered the room. She
gave Batavius a glance full of mischief
and triumph, and then took the seat

the Captain had kept for her, between
himself and Virginia. Then she looked
around and asked: "Has no one any
remarks to make about my appear-
ance?"

"In that fashion I like thy hair. It

is the old Dutch fashion."
"The way you wear your hair is a

very serious matter," said Rose. "I
learned that from the Court hair-
dresser, and he surely ought to know.
When my aunt went first to London
she wore her hair as I generally do

—

all curls, and twirls."
"I hope," said Madame, "you got a

good letter from London—full of good
news."
"Upon my honor, it is full of won-

derful news—romantic news—quite
unexpected, too."

"Does it concern the Stamp Act?"
asked Captain Jansen.
"Or his Majesty?" asked Madame.
"His Majesty has nothing to do

with my news. It is about a person
we all of us know much better."

"Perhaps Mr. Franklin," suggested
Virginia.

"No. I will stop all your guessing
and tell you plainly that the whole long
eight pages of my letter was about our
old friend Lieutenant Joris Artaveldt."
"Oh! oh!" cried Batavius, "has he

been getting into mischief and trouble?
I expected it—and my expectations are
usually correct—also, he is touchy,
proud, has no experience, and no self-

control — a mere boy, not fit to be
turned loose in London."
"You are altogether wrong. Captain.

He is the very child of Good Fortune,
the very hero of Romance. All Lon-
don is raving about his luck—for his
cousin, the eccentric Cquire of Settle-
boui-ne, put fifty thousand guineas in
the Bank of Engand for him on his
birthday. It was an absolute gift."

"I believe nothing of such non-
sense!" -said Batavius with angry
scorn.

"My aunt's word against your
opinion, sir, every time!"

"Well, then, little lady, what says
your aunt? The whole story tell to
us. That will be best."
"She says the mother of this won-

derful youth was a Miss Agatha Settle
of Settlebourne—a great beauty, and a
great horsewoman."
"That is the truth," said the Cap-

tain. "I remember when Justice
Artaveldt brought her 'lere."

"The present Squire was her cousin,
and he loved her, and has remained a
bachelor for her sake."
"Why the deuce should he do that?"

asked Batavius. "There are women

enough to have, and to spare, and—

"

"There was only one Agatha Settle.

Captain De Vries, if you interrupt me
again I shall ask that you be put out

of hearing. When Joris visited him
he took an instant and passionate

liking for the youth, vowed that he
was the image of his adorable mother,
and that he should be as his own son

for her sake. In a few days Joris had
set him on fire about American affairs,

and as he was member of Parliament
for Settlebourne, he resolved to go to

London and tell the Ministry what he
thought of their unconstitutional rob-

bery. So to London they went, and
the Squire suddenly appeared on the
floor of the House of Commons, and
thundered such a speech in the ears of

its members that the House was in an
uproar. Mr. Pitt thanked him, the

Opposition benches cheered him."
"A fine old man," said Madame.

"Very much I like him."
"I thought Joris

"

"Lieutenant Artavedlt from you,
Captain De Vries."

"Well, then, I thought he was
against the colonists."

"You usualy think wrong, Captain
De Vries. In his father's house he
put the fifth clause of the Decalogue
before the Stamp Act—but as soon as
he was free to make or mar his own
life, he spoke his own words."
"Never mind, Batavius," said Ma-

dame. "Very interesting is the story
of Joris—go on with it."

"I hardly know where to begin."
"My Lady Rose, are you telling us

the truth?"
"Captain De Vries, the truth is

good enough for me, who am content
with my fortune. Your passion is only
for money, therefore you lie and pros-
per—and think others as bad as your-
self."

"In business, my lady "

"Business!" she ejacuated scorn-
fully. "Business! I roll in a higher
orb!" Then turning to Madame, she
continued, "I will pass by the adora-
tion of London society for Lieutenant
Artaveldt—the dinners by aristocratic
clubs—and come to the lovemaking!"
"Ah! ah! I thought so!"
"Be still, Batavius."
"You must know," continued Rose,

"that in all these diversions Joris and
his cousin were close companions.
Suddenly Lady Molly Trefuses ap-
peared, and the Squire was eager for
Joris to marry her. Lady Molly was
pleased with the proposal, but my aunt
says Joris would not li-sten to it. He
vowed he would be a bachelor like his
cousin, and for the same reason; so
the lovely Trefuses, with her easy for-
tune, and her pretty Cornish castle, is

disappointed and disconsolate."
During this last sentence Rose had

been gently touching Virginia's foot
with her own, and when Virginia
looked up, it was to reveal eyes full of
light, cheeks tinted like a rose, a mouth
tremulous with happy smiles, words
that were like spoken laughter—a girl
altogether full of hope, tenderly think-
ing of the past love, and radiantly
trusting for its future.
The Captain and Madame were

equally impressed by the good fortune
of Joris—but they took the facts dif-
ferently. Jansen said dubiously, "A
queer story Lady Rose has told us

—

dost thou believe it, Katrina?"
"Every word."
"The other day I met Justice Arta-

veldt, and I thought he walked as if he
owned the earth."
"A very fine, fortunate son he owns.

Virginia knew who and what she was
loving. Thou hast spoiled her life, and
broken her heart."

Continned on next page

HOW DO YOU WASH YOUR CURTAINS?

There are twenty wrong ways; only

one right way.
The right way is easy. The wrong

ways are hard; hard on the curtains;

doubly hard on the temper.

This is the right way:
Shake and brush curtains to remove the dust. Mend breaks.

Soak in Ivory Soap suds and cold water for two hours, or over

night if that is more convenient. Work the curtains gently up and

down in the water and squeeze them between the hands to get the

dirt out. Put them into clean warm suds with ammonia added,

and keep changing the water until the curtains are clean. Never

wring curtains by hand; lay them on a strip of cloth and put carefully

through the wringer. Rinse well in several waters, and put through

hot, moderately thick starch. If the curtains arc white, the starch

should be blued; if cream colored, strong coffee should be added to

it. Two or three curtains may be dried at the same time on one

frame. If you have no frame, lay clean sheets over the ffoorof an

unused room, stretch the curtains into shape and pin each point so

that it will not slip. If points are out of shape when dry, they may
be dampened with a cloth and ironed.

Ivory Soap , . 99'^Xoo Per Cent. Pure.

^ r
YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in y

Church or Sunday School, and
for every person when you can

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." ior$3forioo. Words and music, 83 very I

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne. I

^^ATPIMTC sKtmsKD ok fee
Free report as to Patentability. lUustraieiJ Guide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
VICTOR ,J. i:VA>S & CO.. Washiiiffton, D. C.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn '].

HALLOWED HYMN
mailed on request to churches needing new boil

THE 1!I«J1.()\> i. MAL\ JO.. >e« lork or Chici*

Tf you really ^vant to
' know some delightful new
summer desserts—sen^/ for the
book. It tells about Charlottes,
Custards and Creams made with

Kingsford's Corn Starch
to blend with sweet and acid fruits and
berries. Also fruit tarts and berry pies-
excellent rules for strawberry short-cake
and dainty cakes for summer evening tea.

The best cooks in the land have con-
tributed their pet recipes.

The book is free. Send
your name on a post card
for Cook Book "O"-
"What a Cook Ought to

Know About Corn Starch"—168

of the best recipes you ever tried.

T. KINGSFORD & SON
Oswego, N.Y.

NATIONAL STARCH CO., Soccewcr.
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To Whiten the Teeth
8 the Oxygen (in the form of peroxide of hydrogen)
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le teeth.

Dentiita advlae its n«e. Physicians prescribe It.

ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS
Sample ani booklet free on request.

KESSON & ROBBINS. NEW YORK

AGENTS—$1.33 Per Hour
Comer made it, bo can you. Swain says, "BeKt
tliinK I ever struck." £;i8y money maker. High
School boy sold 36 box** In 2 days—profit
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Ouaruntcod fur 4 months against holes in lieels arid
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"If I was thee I would talk some
common sense. All women pretend
not to like the man they have to marry,
and then about the same man they turn
crazy. They would marry him, and no
other. Virginia is like the rest. Very
contented she is now with Batavius,
and the wedding is all right."

"That is not my thought. Virginia
hates Batavius."
"No! No!"
"Hates him worse than ever. Why

she has borne him better lately, I know
not—but I think she intends to kill

herself."

"Hush-h, Katrina! Ashamed thou
ought to be to think such things. Thou,
too, wished her to marry Batavius."

"I? Never! I told thee from the
first it was wrong. I never liked the
man. I always liked Joris. A lovely
couple Joris and Virginia would have
made."
"Many times thou hast said to me,

'Batavius would make a good hus-
band.' "

"For some women, yes. For Vir-
ginia he is the last man in the world.
She hates him."
"Why?"
"Can I tell why men and women love

or hate each other?"
"Lady Rose helped on the hatred."
"Perhaps."
"And now she will marry our Arent.

I like not that bargain."
"Meddle not with it. Enough of

sorrow has come through thy deter-

mination to marry poor Virginia as
was thy will and pleasure."
"Would thou like her to go and live

in England among Episcopals? As
for the Court and society life in Lon-
don, it is at the gates of Tophet."
"Lady Rose is sweet and good, and

she was reared—as thou says—at the

gates of Tophet. The King is very
religious; the Queen also, and Mr.
Whitfield preaches to the nobility.

Virginia is good. In London she would
do right, just as in this house, and it

would be far better for her to be sing-

ing and having some happy hours in

London than cleaning her house and
cooking for that ugly Batavius De
\'ries in New York."

"I will go away from thy cruel

words. If things are so in thy sight,

why did thou not speak to me before

this?"
"I did speak often. Thou would not

listen."

"If harm comes to Virginia I will

blame thee. I will say, 'Thou foresaw
— I did not. Thou ought to have warned
me.' I know what is the matter with

thee. It is all because Joris has got

fifty thousand guineas."
"For the money I care not. It is the

men."
"Batavius is as good as the other.

I stand to that. And I wish to-morrow
was the wedding day."

"Perhaps there will not be any wed-

ding day."
"Why?"
"I know not the why. But dost

thou think Virginia is contented be-

cause she has begun to like Batavius?

Or that she will ever be his wife?"

"I am sure she will. Next Tuesday
is the set day."
"Thou art sillier to-night than is

common. Go to thy bed."

"I have not had my bedtime bite."

"No more food will be brought out

this night. I shall not unlock any-

thing."
"Thou art an ill-tempered woman.

To-morrow I will not speak to thee."

"Not for many days will I speak to

thee—unless thou art a more reason-

able man."
Then she began in a shrill tone to

sing the night psalm, and Jansen, after

a few moments of resentful considera-

tion went out of the room, clashing the

door after him. And the psalm never

stopped or wavered, although a smile,
not exactly devotional, accompanied the
last lines.

At the same hour, Batavius sat in
the cabin of The Arms of Stuyvesant
in a passion which forbade him to
seek company of any kind. Indeed, he
wished to be alone in order that he
might indulge it with satisfactory free-
dom. Hitherto he had always asserted
the world and its affairs to be well
managed by the power he called Provi-
dence. Upon the whole, he had been
satisfied with the amount of favor
vouchsafed him by that power. If
people were not happy, he was angry
with their discontent. He was never
discontented. If they were poor, he
disliked them because he considered it

their own fault. He knew Providenqe
would never let a man be without
money in his pocket, or an overcoat on
his back in cold weather, if he did his
duty.
But this night he felt that he must

reverse his opinions, and he was mor-
ally adrift. What was he to think of
a Providence that had, without rea-
son, suddenly abandoned his just cause,
and heaped favors upon his rival—an
unworthy young vagabond like Joris
Artaveldt?
And as for Joris being the idol of

London society, and refusing the hand
of Lady Molly Trefuses, he did not be-
lieve a word of such nonsense. It was
unnatural, it was even wicked, to sup-
pose a sane man would refuse a titled

lady, with youth and beauty. He
thumped the table as he talked, as if he
wished to smash it to pieces. Every
sentence was uttered with a blow.

So when he came at last by way of

Joris and Virginia to his final bitter

cotnplaint—the strawberry handker-
chief—his tongue was still rich in im-
precations, though his hands were
bleeding with the blows he had given
the table, as proxy for the men and
women he hated. Captain Jansen was
doubtful, Katrina was false. Lady Rose
was doubly false, Virginia was cruel

and ungrateful, and he believed almost
a witch.

"I hate her!" he growled, with a
blow, "but also I love her. She tor-

tures me, but I love her! She cowes
and frightens me, but I love her

!

There was never a beauty like her, and
by every drop of blood in my body, I

swear she shall be my wife. Then I

will teach her High Mightiness how to

crawl on her knees to me. As for that
strawberry handkerchief, my mind is

made up—mine, it must be."

In such self-torture he wore the

night away, and the cold gray dawn
was coming through the cabin ports

when he fell asleep. So it was after-

noon when he opened his bloodshot
eyes, and slowly became aware of an
unusual noise in the city. Then he
remembered that New York was going
to give that day up to making a public

holiday because the new Governor had
come and was apparently inclined to

favor the colonists.

He did not, as usual, go to the King's
Arms for breakfast. He walked his

own deck, or sat in his own cabin all

day, trying to arrange his thoughts,

and decide on his course of action.

For he felt that a change was coming
—that, in fact, it must come. He could

not endure his present position. He
must at least have his rights as a lover,

and he repeated the word "rights" to

loud laughter, which suddenly ceased

in sullen, silent anger. He had re-

membered the strawberry handker-
chief, and the trifle of torn cambric
assumed an unreasonable importance
in his eyes. That was a right he must
and would have. In his cowardly,
superstitious heart he took it for a

manifest sign. If he succeeded in ob-

taining the handkerchief he would
carry all before his will.

To he continued
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Summer Underwear
TOP MEN FOR BOYS

You wear light, cool summer clothing

because it allows the body - heat to

escape. Apply the same principle

to summer underwear.

Buy underwear by this label

TRADE MARK

It guarantees Summer Comfort

Wear open-mesh "Porosknit" whicli lets

your body breathe. Its soft, ventilated fabric

quickly absorbs and evaporates hot perspira-

tion. Fits faultlessly, because properly pro-

portioned. Elastic, yet shape retaining. Easier

to wash than a pocket handkerchief. Durable,

because made of exlra good quality yarn.

Union Suits foI- Boyi, soc^

Any Style Shirts and Drawers per garment

For Men 50c For Boys 25c
Buy from Dealers

Oar Handsome Itluslraled Booklet Free by Mail

CHALMERS KNITTING COMPANY
30 Wfishinston Street. Amsterdam, N. Y.

The Savings Bank Que^ion

i

[QuatanVeed
Mort^^a^es
'T'HE Mfw York Mortpape Co 's "First Mortgage Trust
1 BoildB" will be found, upon inveslisjaticn, the niost solid

foiiii .if investment, offering tlie same faeilities, advantages,
sei-virity aqd income, whether vour capital amounts to SIO or
!fl(l.()0O. Our Bonds and MortKages on New York City and
Suhuihan R.al Kstate vield investors.

5 to 5V2 Per Cent. Net
and liavt* nn absolute guarantee from this Company as to
payiiient-if lintli interest and principal wlien due.

Tliese "Trust Bonds" are secured by first moi-tgages depos-
ited with the Windsor Trust Co. of New York, and held by
tliem for the protection of bond-holders.

Issued in amounts of $100 and multiples thereof. Cash-
able at holder's option upon short notice. Paynunts of §10
and upwards will be received by the cnmpariy at anv time to
suit the convrninice of itiv.-stnrs. Interest bejrins'at once
an.l ispayabh- srnii-aiinuall v

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING DEPT.
Fn-e BookU't giving full particulars^ adihess

"

New^RkNortgage fo.
1475 BROADWAY •NEW YORK CITY

ELECTRO-
SILICON

I
Cleans and Polishes anythinp
Gold, Silverware. Class. Nickel
Copper, Brass, Tin and Steel.
Removes tarnish easily and

quickly and imparls an unsurpassed brilliancy.
Perteelly harmless. Avoid substitutes.
Sendad(irc=s for

FREE SAMPLE
Frill Sized Pox. post-iiaiil. 15 cts. in stamps.

Tht KIpptro Silicon Tn., 30 riifTStroHt. Now York.
Sold by Crocora and Druggist* Evcrywhcro,

GENUINE
HAND
WOVEN

!IJ PANAMA
RARE BARGAIN
IN GENUINE

I

PANAMA HATS

I'an.ima Huts more popular than ever—all
the rag:e thiHdiUlUIIier. IK imp'xtinp large quantities
we can sell iliiect to user for this surprisingly Irnv prire.
These hats arc warranted genuine all hand-woven;
unblocked, and can be worn in that condition by Gentlemen,
La<ties and Children. Easily blocl<ed in any shape or
style, .Iustas.seryiocable asthe $10.00 kind: the difference
onl.y in fineness of weave. Assorted sizes. Weifht only 2 ./..

Sent prpp, 111 ^-t f\g\ ORDEK TO-DAY.
on rpciMirt ot ;|> l.UU. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Panama Hat Co., Dept. C, 830 Broadway, New York City

Theodore Roosevelt's
Own Account ol His African Trip

Now appearing in

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE
is the mosf popnlar inanazinc ediilriUntioii for jcavs
and i)f tin-al int<-rc>st to a LARGE NUMBER OF NEW
READERS. l(K).(K«i snl.s.iiptionorihTsiilli'a.ly |.laeeil
-Here is a Great Opportunity for Stlbucription Agents.
Liberal easli lOTninissinns Mini many exlra prizes
are offei-eil those who can devote even a little time
to solieilnik' snhsenplion.s. REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED IN EVERY TOWN OF AMERICA.

l'"or p:ir(iriilarN, a<l<lrt'>N :it oiu-c Desk :i.

Scribner's Magazine. 1 55 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.Cily.

In the purchase of bonds the value of a

banl^ing firm to a client depends upon
the scope, character and efficiency of the

service rendered.

Organization
With an experienced organization covering

the bond markets of the country and the best

of financial, legal, accounting and engineer-

ing connections, N.W. Halsey & Company
are enabled to offer the investing public a

service the keynote of which is efficiency.

Recommendations are based on expert

analysis of accurate information and reflect

many years of successful experience.

Bonds may be purchased through our

Correspondence Department as easily and
advantageously as in person.

Write to-day for latest bond circular
No. B-49.

N. W. HALSEY & CO.
Bankers

Dealers in Government, Municipal,
Railroad and Public Utility Bonds

New York: 49 Wall St. Philadelphia: 1429 Chestput St.
Chicago: 152 Monroe St. San Francisco: 424 California St.

SOME weeks ago we called attention

to the low rate of interest usually

paid by savings banks in contradistinc-

tion to the higher rate which is to be

obtained from security investments.

We remarked that savings banks sel-

dom pay more than 4 per cent, a year

interest upon accounts and that many
of them pay even less than this. It was
intimated also that many banks which

had been in the habit of paying 4 per

cent, were considering the possibility

of a reduction of the rate to 3V^ per

cent.

These banks have now practically

decided upon this reduction measure
since the annual meeting of the State

Savings Banks Association of New
York, which was held in the New York
Chamber of Commerce on May 26.

That this attitude of the New York
bankers will have a depreciating effect

upon the interest rate of savings banks
throughout the country at largre is the
opinion of financiers. The attitude of

the members of the State Savings
Banks Association in general was
summed up in the address of State Su-
perintendent of Banks 0. H. Cheney,
who said in part:

An Expert's Opinion

"For the last twenty years there has
been an annual decrease of savings
bank surplus in relation to deposits, so

that to-day the percentage is less than
half of what it was in 1890. While this

condition has not proved disturbing
thus far I personally am convinced
that the time has now arrived when
steps should be taken to prevent a
further reduction. There can be no
doubt of the justice of the principle
that every dollar of net earnings that
can be distributed with prudence
among the depositors should be so dis-

tributed, yet is it not time to analyze
the present conditions and determine
what real prudence demands?
"The first consideration which

should be given to all savings funds
is absolute safety. The surplus of a
bank represents its margin of safety.

It cannot be too strongly urged that the

management of every bank whose de-

posits are increasing should carry
sums proportionate to its surplus fund
at every dividend period.

"Savings bank trustees establish
their institutions through a fine sense
of unselfish devotion and disinterested
philanthropy, but when the bank's de-

posits grow some trustees are attacked
with the 'grow big' fever. I believe in

the call of ambition, but when men en-

gaged in a purely philanthropic enter-

prise begin to scheme how to take busi-

ness away from what they call rival

institutions it is time to scrutinize
their real motives.

"It has been stated that ninety per
cent, of our savings banks wish to re-

duce their 4 per cent, interest rate
until their surplus is properly restored,
but owing to the refusal of others to

adopt the same course nothing can be
done. It is hard to reconcile the atti-

tude of either side to the very evident
duty of the savings bank trustees.

"It is my opinion that under present
conditions only a limited number of our
savings banks are in a position war-
ranting a continuance of the 4 per cent,

rate. Yet even if I were trustee of one
of these institutions with sufficient sur-
plus I would consider it my duty to the
individual depositors of my bank to

help strengthen the whole savings bank
system by voting to reduce the prevail-
ing rate for a time at least. Pride in

one's own institution or a desire to get
some one else's deposits should blind
no one to the conditions which at pres-
ent exist."

It was stated during the meeting
that there are 2,600,000 depositors in

New York State savings banks,
whereas there are only 1,600,000 voters
in the State. It shows, therefore, that

there must be approximately one r -

lion women in New York State a).

who have deposits in savings bar
The proportion would probably h 1

good all over the United States, f

the savings banks of other States j -

low the example set by those of N/
York, the result will be a loss of rm r

millions of dollars of interest to .

saving population of the whole coun
and the question becomes one of -

tional interest.

Reasons for the Decrease

The Christian Herald has recei'
1

many letters from subscribers c(

plaining of the low rate of interest p 1

by savings banks in various Sta

;

and asking our opinion concerning -

vestments which would yield then
i

greater profit than that which can -

obtained from the banks. In this c -

nection we might quote the statem ,

of the president of one of the la

New York City banks, who insists t

the action of his own bank in reduc
;

the interest rate from 4 per cent to I

per cent, "is due to a depreciation
i

value of city, State and high-class -

curities from the price paid for the

Of course, the bank could buy a srr

amount of bonds at the present time

,

a slightly depreciated value, but int

est rates must be figured on the va
of bonds already in the bank's poss
sion."

In other words, the bank's capac
for paying interest depends upon :

profit from bonds which were bou?

some time ago when the price v

much higher than it is now. The b;)

finds it inexpedient to get rid of th

bonds since the market price has
predated, and so in order to maint;
as high a surplus as it formerly o

the bank is compelled to reduce its

terest rate. Now, it seems to us tl

,

here is an opportunity for the sm
investor to take advantage of a sit'

tion, which the savings bank from
standpoint does not feel warranted
taking.

Let it be stated that the price o

bond is, after all, a variable quantt

The market value may be much higl

at one time than at another. This 1

nothing, however, to do wdth
amount of interest stated on its f&

,

nor does it have any effect on the va

of the bond at maturity. The bo

being a promise to pay, secured b;

mortgage, will when the period of

full maturity has been completed •

taken up at its full value as designa
upon its face.

The Investors' Opportunity

In the meantime, however, if

market price of the bond should dep|

ciate, in other words, become mv'

lower than normal, it seems to us t\

this would be an important conditi

to be considered by an investor. G(

bonds never go begging, but there

times when they may be bought aj

more advantageous price than usui

And so, in view of this reducti'

interest rates by the savings banl

might be well for the small investo;

consider the advisability of good

curities. True, there is nothing
posedly safer than a savings
which is safeguarded by the la

on the other hand, there are secu

which in themselves offer a margi
safety so large as to place them ii

class that is considered to be aim

without risk.

Her Fir^t "Nice Bible"

Dear Editor: I was very glad

receive the Bible you sent me a?-

premium. This is the first nice Bi

'

I have ever owned. The Christi

Herald has so many things in it tlj

help me and I always pass it arovl

among my friends.
Mrs. Meta Gifford

Pierre, S. D.
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««

IHERE is joy among the little chil-

dren of the New York tenements.

;Ord has gone out—as it has done

lery spring for sixteen years past

—

it "Mont-Lawn is soon to open."

my poor little tots, ragged and dirty,

j3 already dreaming bright dreams

, a happy ten days this summer in

l! bright precincts of our Children's

:>me. Only those who have worked

s>ong the poor in the congested East

Jle of our teeming city, can under-

j nd what such a prospect means.

50 thoroughly did Dr. Klopsch plan

ji organize this most beneficent char-

i—the creation of the kind gifts of

J multitude of Christi.4N Her.\ld

1 ders—that its conduct on the same
scessful lines is assured. The help-

e at Mont-Lawn are largely those

\o were trained to the service. The
eiellent head-cook has been in his

p'ce for fourteen years. The house-

liper and her assistant have occupied

t ir positions for many years also,

r'number of the caretakers, who, all

d' long, watch over the children, have
s yed them for several seasons. Thus
it'iay be truthfully said that the prac-

t il management of the routine of the

Ine, its food, dormitories and play-

fj'unds are all so thoroughly regu-

l;:d that the place is governed as the

h' D. L. Moody would have said, by
"'nctified common sense." Under the

s face there is a strong current of

h )ful religious influence, which

makes itself felt in the after-lives of

the little guests.

The Children's Home is absolutely

non-sectarian, opening its gates to the

poor waifs of the metropolis fi-eely

and lovingly. Three thousand little

ones will enjoy its privileges this sum-
mer. On June 27, the first party of

children will be received there. On
July 4 a patriotic celebration will, as
usual, take place, and many famous
men and women will speak. There
will be music, marches, etc., and the
spirit of true patriotism will run high.

Three dollars pays for a ten days'
outing for one child. There is prob-
ably no more satisfactory way of prac-
tising philanthropy than to send some
poor little boy or girl to Mont-Lawn.
After you have contributed your
money, come up and see how it is spent
Wander over the beautiful lawn, un-
der the protecting branches of the
great trees; look off at the silver river
and the shadowy hills; walk through
the clean snow-white dormitories; at-

tend a service in the Children's Tem-
ple; watch the happy children as they
eat the good food, or play among the
swings and toboggans, and you will

rejoice as we do that this noble charity
was ever inaugurated, and will pray
that it may be long continued.

All contributions will be promptly
acknowledged in our columns and for-

warded to the Treasurer of the Chil-
dren's Home Corporation.

Get Holeproof
Hose—

OUR BUSY EVANGELISTS AND MISSIONARIES

ufis'

tf l«

lEvANCEUsTS Hart and Magann, of Fair-

bu. 111., are enttatred in a very successful

utn tabernacle campaittn at Portland, OreK.
F<y-five churches are represented.

rFiE ANNUAL CONVKNTION of the National
Fe.ration of Gospel Missions, which was ap-
pc;ed for Columbus, O., May 31, has been
,*hBed and will be held at PouRhkeepsie,
iN. ., June 13-19.

-j Mountain Lake Pauk, Md.. Evangelistic
sn-Bible Conference has been arranged for
Ju 22 to 31. It is interdenominational and
ni' Christian workers, evangelists, etc.. have
anunced their intention of associating in the
unrtakinK- EvanKelist Henry Ostrom will

diit the work.

illsslONARY J. M. L. Hakkow, of the In-
tel- Mission, Barabo Station. Liberia, writes;
"C work is profrressinj; and the tribes are
«a K for workers. I am about to open two
ne stations. I have forty-five Kirls and boys
he and about thirty-five up at Oropoka. God
is 'ssing us and the people are being awak-
en.,"

-Missionary Francks Unswortii. of the
An ican Presbyterian Mission, Ratnajtarri,
ln(, writes: "This is a larKe district south
of imbay. with many villages, only a few of
whi can be visited yearly. We have a small
chi h at Ratnaprarri of 110 members." There
is Kreat lack of Gospel laborers in the dis-
trii In one place calle<l Devla, meetings are
hel in the shade of the banyan trees. The
wo n evince great interest in the Gospel.

-'MP. Intkrnationai. Siinshink Society has
8r(,i to be an Immense orRanization an<l is
doi. a (treat deal of good. One of its finest
fea es is the Arthur Home at Summit, N. J.,
for ind babies. There are many api>Iications
fonlmission. Mrs. Cynthia Westover Alden,
the 'resident-General of the society, writes
thainy assistance to the work of the Home
wil ,e greatly welcome<l.

-lissiONARY Wm. Greet, of the Tehri
Boir Villega Mission in the Himalayas, India,
W"; an interesting account of a northern
tou ast winter. The missionaries found much
orn ng among the natives. There is, how-
*ve a deep interest in spiritual things, and
the utlook is promising. It is a common
thn to sell the daughters of these Hindu
!>'« nders to the people of the plains. There
'» f>at need of funds to carry on the work of
'he lission.

- iNNiE's "Seaside Re.st" is a summer home
'Of red foreign missionaries of all denomi-
nat s. located at Old Orchard, Me., and open
'"•rh July and August. The building and

women brought their bracelets and ornaments
and laid them at the altar, and others brought
idols and ancestral tablets and surrendered
them.

—A National Trainino School and Chau-
tauqua for the colored race has been established
at Durham. N. C, with Rev. James E. Shepard
as president. It is modeled after Northfield
and Winona, being designed to reach the negro
ministers first and through them the masses.
A Summer School and Assembly will be opened
July 5 to August 14.

—Evangelist George W. Taylor and his
associate workers lately conducted a successful
union revival campaign in Salem. Ore., at
which 1,253 confessed Christ. All the evangel-
ical churches in the city united in the revival,

which was one of the most remarkable ever
held in that section. Mrs. Taylor and Profes-
sor L. A. Wegner gave able assistance, the first

in personal work, the other as musical director.

—One of the early missionaries to Ven-
ezuela, and the second to give up her life in

that land for the Gospel, was Miss Grace B.
Tarbo.x. She died on August 15, 1907. Dying
at El Valle, near Caracas, where she had
labored, she was buried in the Caracas ceme-
tery. Iler grave has been market! with a beau-
tiful stone through the gifts of friends inter-

ested in her work. The inscription, Fiel liiistn

la muerte. is. translated, "Faithful unto death."
and is peculiarly appropriate.

Six Pairs Guaranteed Six Months
You have made up your mind to try Holeproof" some

day—why not to-day?

Think of the trouble you save when you have six

pairs of hose always whole, ready to put on when" you

need a whole pair right away. Hose that wear out are

a bother. There is no need now for such inconvenience.

Get "Holeproof" to-day.

The Softest, Finest Hose on the Market

We spend to make "Holeproof"
four times what it costs to produce
common hose.
Our yarn—silky—soft and pliable

—costs us an average of 70c per lb.

It is made from Egyptian and Sea
Island Cotton. We could buy other
yarns at a savins of 30c per lb.

But the hose would be bulky,
heavy and liot. while "Holeproof"
are trim looking, light weight and
cool.

There are S2 years of hose-making
experience knit into each pair of
Holeproof Hose.

All the Latest Colors
"Holeproof" are made in all the

most stylish colors and lightest

weights for summer wear.

The colors are also guaranteed.

We spend Sss.OOO a year simply to

see that each pair of hose we turn

out is perfection.

That guarantees to you a good
pnir of hose every time you buy
" Holeproof."

There's only one thing to look out

for—see that you get the genuine.

Look for the trade-mark belou—
on the toe of each pair.

All imitations are sold as "Hole-
proof."

Vou don't want an inferior miiUo

—you want Holeproof Hose.

Called Higher

The genuine Holeproof Hose are sold in your
town. We'll tell you the dealers' names on
request, or we'll ship direct where we have
MO dealer, charges prepaid, on receipt
of remittance.
Six pairs of men's hose sell for

$1.50 (.$i.00 for the extra light
weights and |3.00 for the mcr
cerized).

Six pairs of wom-
en's sell for 1^.00
($3.00 for the
mercerized)

Six pairs of children's
sell for $2.00. T hree
pairs of men's silk hose,
uurantecd 3 months, $2.00.

Write for free book..

How to Make Your Feet Happ^.

"

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO.,

[341

470 Fourth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Doleproomosieru
^OR MEN women" AND CHILDREN^

pla were given by a l)enevolent lady of Baiti-

•Vice
R

Bor Md., and are partly endowed, so that
lortn missionaries at home on furlough and
"««• K a place of rest and ouiet for the sum-
="e'in have every advantage of the best sca-
'•01 resort at almost nominal rates.
- RS E. F. Brew.ster, Hinghwa. China,

.." "}*t a great revival is now in progress
°e' with day and night meetings altendcnl by

;iv'
" Thero are many conversions. Re-

^^*"?«t'"(t» no- e also been held on the island

jler*^ J
•*"'' ""^ny w*!" were pirates, gam-

jfy"". Isolators have come in. Over twenty
'uots in one school confessed Christ. Some

Mrs. A. J. Plant, of Binghamton, N. Y.

John Donaldson (74), of Fall River, Mass.

Mrs. Cinderella M. Gregory (82), at Geneva,
N. Y.

James P. Holliday, of Newbern, Marion
County, la.

Mrs. H. M. Warrant died June 16, 1909, aged
seventy-nine years.

Mrs. Ellen H. Badgley. of Oakley, Mich., went
to her heavenly home February 27, 1910.

Mrs. Mary A. Dillingham, of Calhan, Col.,

passed to her Redeemer on the 24th of Decem-
ber, 1909.

Mrs. Margaret Spence Purnell, January 6,

1910, in the forty-sixth year of her age, at

Snow Hill, Md.

William B. Kay. born in Durham, England,
1835 ; died at Newton, la., April 23. A reader

of this paper for twenty years.

Mrs. Eliza Howard Cooke, of Northampton.
Mass., for over twenty-five years a subscriber

to The Ciiri.stian Heralo.

Mrs. Elizabeth A. Davis died April 10, 1910.

at Hamilton Square, N. J., aged eighty-two

years. She was a member of the Presbyterian

Church for sixty years and a constant reader

of this paper.

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, anil know tliat it us ^ntf. and is ithere

vou can ohitnn il when irantnl.tind will y\fhi,fin r earn

-

inp< iitr- yrerv 'lav viri-s/eil. See tlieir advertisement

on page 652, and write them lor fall mforniation.

Are you sure

that your drinking-

water is germ-free .''

The finest filtration plant "The Filter
ill the world can't prevent

tha.t Filters"
bacteria from entering- your
home through leaky water mains—and even
the clearest well-water may contain germs.
To tnnic that yonr drinking-water is absolutely

gerni-fii'P, tilter it right in your home, through the
"Kulper" Stone ot the

[^^ proof Ritei
uiid Cooler Combined

The "Fulper" Stone is a natural stone, treated by an cx-

rUisive pruci'ss—t'l'i'ii's and ini purities are held on Ike surface—not in tht pores—and are easily removed.

Tlie "Fulper" is made in two parts, of glazed stoneware^
Pimitary. and easily kept rlean. Family size, $:t,85: scparr.le

ic- chaniher. So cents. If your dealer hasn't the "Fulper,"
send t)ie money to us, with his name, and we will see that
y..u are supplied

Our Free Book. "Nature's Laboratory."
containing tests hy an eminent baeterioloRist and demon-
strating tlie effleiency of the "Fuiper." furnished free with
each filter.

FULPER POTTERY CO., 27 Main Street.
Founded 1805 Flemlngton. N.J.

lAc HOTEL WILLARD
256 West Seventy Sixth Street near

Broadway and Riverside Drive

An ideal home for visitors to New York
desiring the quiet of a refined neighborhood.

^ It overlooks the beautiful Hudson, and is

in the finest residential district. flThe

dining room is conoucted on both the

American and European plan and tnere is

no bar. fl The rooms are large, cool, airy

and delightful.

Attractive special rates are made from June Jit to Sep-

tember Jst. Room wi:h bath, $1.50 and up. Partor
^

bedroom and bath, $2.00 and up. Literature upon reqaest,

ARTHUR T. HARDY. Manager
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The Up-to-Datc Freezer
Assembled in Fifteen Seconds

The Alaska has more improvements than
any other freezer made. It is the freezer

you should have in your home. Its a pleasure,

not a task, to make delicious ice cream with
the Alaska.
A child can put it tog-ether; it is simple and

easy to operate and has nothing to catch your
clothing- or pinch your fingers.

Then there is the wonderful dasher — a
feature of the Alaska. The dasher floats are
shaped like slotted mixing spoons, which beat
the cream as if by hand, and make it smooth,
mellow and delicious. This, too, in from two
to four minutes.

Till" "Masks" is ihiralile. It won't rack itself to
piei-HS III a sfiisoii like sonic kinds. It is liygiciiic.

It will not rust, as all ontsiilc metal parts are gal-
vanized. The tub is waterinoof.

If your dealer cannot sell you the Alaska
we will send two-quart size, prepaid, any-
where in U. S., on receipt of $2.00, but ask
your dealer first.

Send for "Alaska Frozen Desserts."

THE ALASKA FREEZER COMPANY
Dept. 4, Winchendon, Mass.

Canadian Agents. KEMP MFG. CO.
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

YOUR GARDEN
SHOULD HAVE

Blue Roses
(Yale Blue)

WE ARE introducing this beautiful

color for which we have waited cen-

turies. Healthy, living, perfectly hardy

plants, grown and shipped in flower pots.

Sent, prepaid, on receipt of $1.00. Will

bear in abundance year after year.

$1,000 Reward 'jfZ7l

MT. AIRY ROSE CO.,l»'?iiuh'<Li86?

Importers and Introducers

Over 100 Acres. 20,000 feet of glass.

Send /or Caluliig C

MT. AIRY. - - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WHILE WAITING
Instead of keeping unemployed the funds

you expect to have use ior later, let them bear
earnings at 5 per cent, until such time as you
are ready for them. We can' handle your tem-
porary investments as profitably for you as
more permanent accounts. Your-funds may be
deposited or withdrawn on any date. Earnings
credited fuifutltime.

5% A YEAR
Established 17years and conducted under N.Y.
Banking Dept, Supervision. Our record is
open to public examination in their iiles.

Assets over - $2,000,000
Surplus and Profits, 150,000

Write for Booltlet, which
contains many iuterestiiijj facts.

Industrial Savings and Loan Co.

2 Times Building

42d St. and Broadway, New York

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

CIIIjTURKO lady, ten years experience church
kindergarten work, desirPS position, public or

private. Misti M. C Tripler, BeriiurdBvllIe, N. J.

THE Bible is », revelation of hu-

man nature as well as of divine

nature. The parable of the

sower, dividing all men into four

groups, is anticipated in Genesis,

where we have four grand divisions

of the whole human race in Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob and Esau. The census

men have recorded millions of our peo-

ple in their recent rounds, and they

seemed to be of infinite variety, differ-

ing in height, weight, color, language,

intelligence, condition, character; but

all of them might have been put down
under four heads as Abrahams, Isaacs,

Jacobs and Esaus.
In every nation there are a few

heroic, aggressive Abrahams, who
take the lead in all good things. They
go West and build new empires. They
have human faults, but good predom-
inates. They are the good ground.

Everywhere there are many more
quiet Isaacs, who do little harm and
little good—shallow ground. Every-
where Jacobs are also numerous, in

whom thorns struggle with the wheat,

greed with conscience; in whom, after

much of struggle, the good triumphs.

They love money, but give it away on
principle, saying: "Now squirm, old

nature." More numerous everywhere
are the Esaus, who care only for pres-

ent indulgences, and sacrifice to appe-

tites and passions their birthright of

health and self-respect. They would
"sell out heaven for something warm."
These are the wayside soil, where the

seed of truth gets no root at all. The
ravens of thoughtlessness steal it

away. Let every one test his own soul

with the question : "Am I in my most
predominant tendencies growing into

an Abraham? Or an Isaac? Or a

Jacob? Or an Esau?" Thank God,
our tendencies can be resisted and
overcome and a Jacob, meaning "sup-
planter," by prayer and the vision of

God, may become Israel, a prince with
God.

In Christ's parable we have again
the searching picture of four kinds of

soils, that is, four kinds of souls, whose
real nature is revealed by the way they
receive any new truth that the
prophets of religion and reform go
forth to sow. Not only Jesus and
Paul, but Luther and Wesley and
Knox, all found the majority to whom
they spoke indifferent, or interested

only a little, and in many hearts their

message was choked by devotion to

fame or fashion. But they all found
their good ground and realized the
beatitude: "Blessed are ye that sow."

It is recorded that on one occasion a
half drunken man presented himself
to John Wesley and said: "I am one of
your converts." "Surely you are not
one of God's converts," was the sub-
stance of Wesley's reply. His soil was
wayside, or shallow, or thorny soil;

not the good ground described in the
golden text, which "receives with meek-
ness the implanted Word that is able
to save our souls." Paul seemed to have
made a convert of Simon, the sorcerer
(Acts 8: 9-13, 19-24), but presently it

turned out he was only seeking the
Holy Spirit as a new sorcery that
would fill his pocket. He was only
wayside soil that had really not re-
ceived the seed at all.

Dr. Joseph Parker has said: "This
parable of the sower and the seed
belongs to every kingdom that is true.
It belongs to the kingdom of knowl-
edge. No man ever yet went forth to
teach mankind letters, philosophy,
.science of any sort, but came home a
living exemplification of this very par-
able. This is not a priest's conun-
drum, this is not an ecclesiastical

* International Sunday School Lesson for June
19, 1910. The Parable of the Sower. Matt.
13: 1-9; 18-23. Golden Text: "Wherefore put-
ting away all filthiness and overflowing of wick-
edness, receive with meekness the implanted
word, which is able to save your souls." James
1:21.

enigma to be answered only by eccle-

siastical genius. This is the world's
experience in all its teachers, schools,

wise propagations and healthy prog-
ress. Therefore it is true at the other
end, because it is true at the end with
which we ourselves are minutely and
practically familiar. Is there any
man here who ever undertook to con-
duct in his country a great reform?
Any man who has been interested in

the education of the people from
great vices, in the enlightenment and
general progress of society, call him-
self what he pleases, I will give him
his report in the very words of this

parable, and he will say, reading the
parable as a report: 'This exactly
represents my own experience as a
propagandist of wise ideas, and as an
educator of the people.' There is

nothing, therefore, magical here; the
kingdom of heaven claims no more
than any other kingdom, except in so
far as itself is more. All the boats go
on the same sea, but some draw more
water than others. Herein no ghostly
claim is set up; there is no mystery, or
magic, or curious wand waving in this

strong human teaching. The fate of
the upper kingdom is the fate of every
kingdom that is good. It goes forth
with risks and experiments, and comes
back with disappointments and satis-

factions. Read your Bibles in the
light of this suggestion and the old

Book will flame with a new glory."

The Sower Goes Forth to Sow
The Oriental custom is to carry

the seed in a bag on the back of a horse
or mule, the bag being full of holes
through which the grain is shaken out
by the walking of the animal. This
will account for the indiscriminate
sowing on the highway, on the rocky
places and in thorn patches. Those
who sow the word of God must take
conditions as they find them, and sow
the seed on all grounds. But they
must not leave the seed to itself to live

or die as it may happen. It is their

mission not only to sow the seed, but
to modify or eliminate unfavorable
conditions for growth. In this they
differ from the Oriental sower of
the field, for once his seed is planted
there is little or nothing he can do to

make a more favorable environment;
he should have done that before he be-
gan his planting, as we are accustomed
to see the sowers in our country do;
fencing their land about, breaking up
the paths that may have been made
across the field, digging up the stones
and casting them on one side, and
burning the thorns or other noxious
weeds. But Sunday School teachers
may not, can not work in a similar
way; it is their function to modify the
soil with the seed already in.

How to Sow
Sow early. A child's heart is best

for the sowing, because, like some
garden spots, it has not for years been
given over to wrong activity— the
weeds and thorns of sin. It will, there-
fore, be in better condition for bearing
the hundredfold. And if we sow early,
there will be long years of fruitfulness
with which to bless the world.

Be kind ; your smile can turn to priceless gems
Sad tears that in the eyes of others start

;

Sweet speech from you can make the angels sing

:

Your little hand can fill an empty heart.

Be good ; and the whole world shall better be
For one small goodness gladly given to God.

Be beautiful ; no flower the same as you
Springs sunward from earth's breast to deck

the sod.

Love all you can ; for I am old and know
That love alone in all the world abides

;

Song, skill, life, fail ; but on the wings of God
Love through the air we breathe forever rides.

Sow late. Because of the immortal
fire that burns in a human soul it is

"never too late to mend." Charles
Continued on next page

Sectional View
Percolator

Dm Style

This

Percolator
will make delicioas

hot colfee from

CoIdWater ^
in abont the same

time that others take

with hot water.

__ _ It is a

Manning-j

Circulating
|

Coffee Percolato
(Patented)

Made in both Urn and Cofiee Pot Styl i

Manning-Bowman Percolators ma
coffee quickly from cold water—quick
aud equally well "
starting with hot
water—while their
simple construc-
tion makes them
very easily kept
clean.

Pot style for use
on Manning-Bow-
man Alcohol Gas
Stove or kitchen
range. Made In
over a hundred
designs. Sold by
leading dealers.

Write for Free Recipe Book
and Catalos:ue " F-lo">

MANNING, BOWMAN S CO..

Meriden, Conn.

AUo makers of Mannirtg-
Bowman Quality Chafing No. 8392 Percolato
Uishes.Accen^ortei^and the on No. 60

"Eclipse " Bread Mirers. Alcohol Gas StoTi

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many request

for copies of the financial article

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we hav.

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph,.

let form, for the convenience of readerfi

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of thi

useful booklet without charge, by for

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD
Dept. 96. Bible House, New Yorl

i%

VACUUM y^Al^R^A^V
To prove to every reader of this magazine that shi

can wash clothes with least work and wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial end pay
freight both ways if you do not find it far

better than any you ever tried. Easy pump-
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
tree booklet, valuable recipes and trial ogtr.

nonr.r: & zuit.t.
535 M Dillaye Bldg.. Syracuse, N, Y.

Toronto Branch, 92 Olive Ave., L. G. Beebe, Mans

Siveet£5jt Music IL Wo
/The sweetest toned self-playin
/stniment in the world. Notai)!:''-
graph. Sent anvwhere on

rMaiMIRAMUSICK
' Allords an oidloss varift t

iiuisir. jiopular hi!s. the old- e

nieioiiies and h,\ iiiiis. Writ'

r

V free tiial oIT*t and rataloer.

fjACOT MUSIC BOX .

24 W. 35th St., New Yor ,

DAISY FLY KILLER tf^^^ '^

Neat, clean. '»«»•

tal. convenifi I"-*

Lasts »U "»:

Made of nir! '"«* '

spill or tip ov.n;*

soil or injure tu*

Guaranteed
--"*

Of aU dealer »*
prepaid for 2(

"•

HAROLD S EB»

150 DeKal '••

S100U7S, '

—PATENTS that PROTECT
Our -i books for invr-ntors mailed on receipt of « Cts, s 'Aj I

B. a. & A. B.LACEY,Washington, P.O. .DePt.36,E!Ja

HOME DESIRED "S^^:^^^
Out of fouii incffried. Send upplicatioTi and m' ,,„

to Treas. Big Biothers Society, 1 Madison Ave.,NewYOi' '
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

i

iinj

rcola!

m

,figner, author of The Simple Life,

ys: "To grow old is to become free

jd large." It will renew the youth

any old person to become a follower

the Lord Jesus Christ. It will

ake him die young at eighty, even

nety years of age, while at forty,

Ithout Christ, he might have died old.

e have a cradle roll at one end of our

inday Schools, why not have a class

octogenarians at the other end?

e believe that old people can learn

e Bible better than they can learn

iy other book, because it is built on

'e immortal principle of truth. There

,in the Book what corresponds with

e soul. It is related of George Pea-

dy, the philanthropist, that when he

IS quite an old man, sitting in his

lice in London one day, a boy brought

m a New Testament. The old man,

bking up, said: "My boy, you carry

at book easily in your youth, but

nen you are as old as I am, it must
rry you." We are told that Cato
•gan the study of Greek at eighty

ars of age. Arnauld, the theologian

d sage, translated Josephus in his

fhtieth year. Chevreul, the great

ench scientist, was keen and busy

I

til the time of his death at one hun-
id and three years of age. But we
=d not look alone to the rolls of fame
: hopeful, useful old age. "The path

^ truth, higher living, truer develop-

i!nt in every phase of life is never
iut from the individual until he

Ases it for himself."
ISow ever. Use the daily Bible, not

*i Sunday Bible, nor the birthday
;ble, nor the wedding Bible, nor the

:Meral Bible, when births, weddings
« funerals are to be recorded. The
Jble is the best kind of a home com-
ijnion. It is the book for the bed-

nm, for the dining-room, for the
lling-room, for the library and for the

]!rlor, even if the only use made of it

i the last-named i-oom is to have it

I upon a table by itself in an elegant
lition. Even so it will be planted in

;|Tie hearts simply by being a re-

inder of God's truth.

,'If you have the blues, read the
tenty-seventh Psalm. If your pocket-

liok is empty, read the thirty-seventh
lalm. If people seem unkind, read

f
fifteenth chapter of John. If you
discouraged about your work, read
one hundred and twenty-sixth

aim. If you are 'all out of sorts,'

i-«d the twelfth chapter of Hebrews,
liyou are losing confidence in men,
ilid the thirteenth chapter of I. Co-
iiithians. If you can't have your
( n way in everything, read the third
( ipter of James."

-.'• I It

Sow the Best

is said that when Henry M.
inley started on his expedition to

find Livingstone in Africa, he took in

his baggage a large collection of books,
but as the number of his men was les-

sened by death and otherwise, the

books had one by one to be left by the

wayside, until finally, when three hun-
dred miles from the ocean, he had only
the Bible, Shakespeare, Carlyle's Sar-
tor Resartus, Norie's Navigation, and
the Nautical Almanac. At Zinga, the
Shakespeare was abandoned and after-

wards Norie, then the Almanac, then
Sartor Resartus, only the Bible going
through to the end.

Sowr in Faith

All sowing is in faith; any kind of a

seed looks unpromising. It is such a
mite compared with what it is ex-

pected to produce. The brilliant ruby
or emerald looks a great deal more
capable of doing something grand, but
it is dead, and the seed is alive! We
have God's promise that the seed of his

Word shall not return unto him void.

We have nothing to do with what it

shall be, but only with the planting!
Becau.'-e the results are with God. We
have no reason even to be discouraged
in our Bible teaching. Some years
ago an old man died at the age of one
hundred and sixteen years. When he
was about sixteen years old he heard
a sermon that he never forgot. He
did not think of it much at the time,

and he grew up without the fear of

God and lived a sinful life. But
seventy-four years afterwards, when
he was ninety years old, something
brought to his mind the sermon he had
heard in his youth. It was fresh in

his memory still, and he gave his heart
to God, and for the twenty-six years
more that he lived he was an earnest
Christian. Let us think the pastor
who preached the sermon had faith to

believe that the salvation of some soul

would be the result of his effort. But
he did not know about it until he met
his convert in heaven! Dr. Bickersteth

in his grand poem "Yesterday, To-day
and Forever," speaks about a throng
of the sanctified who gathered about
a pastor who had just reached the

{

heavenly land and they told him how
they had been brought there by his

words and by his unconscious influ-

ence. Heaven contains much such

treasure for faithful Sunday School

teachers.

Sow thou the seeds of better deed and thought-
Light other lamps while yet thy light is beaming.

The time is short.

Sunday School teachers will find in

this parable much to give them a prac-

tical view of their work, because the

mental and moral proclivities of their

scholars correspond to the four kinds

of soil. Particularly will this be found
to be the case in classes of boys.

I

SUBSCRIBERS OF RECORD
"TTE have received a number of letters from subscribers who do not seem

jXI to understand the exact meaning of the words "subscriber of record"

' " which is used in our Guarantee.
As a matter of fact it is simply the customary expression used by publishers

i denominating a subscriber whose name is in good standing on the books of a

I'blication. However, we do not want our subscribers to assume that we would

Ve advantage of a technicality such as might be implied from our use of this

nression.

Our Guarantee is meant to protect our readers from fraud purely and

iply. It is published more in the form of an assurance that we use every

l^sible effort to exclude fraudulent advertisers from admission to our adver-

ting columns in the first place, than it is to assure them that if they are

< 'rauded, we will make good the amount. Nevertheless this is our intention,

' ich we will live up to not only in letter, but in spirit, and so we hope none of

'
• readers will detect what might seem to be an ambiguous meaning in our

< arantee, which is:

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
' RiSTiAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

' must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

cvertiscr, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

f the appearance of the advertisement.

in

The Howard Watch
WHEN you hear

someone criticise

the railroads, just

remind him that our
American roads are the

best and safest in the

world. They employ the

most intelligent men and
have them use the finest

watch—the Howard.
What do you think, for instance,

of a road that, over a period of ten

years, carried nearly two hundred
million passengers without a single

one killed as the result of a train

accident; and, that during the three

worst months of last winter, had a
punclitalify record of ^^-^% for its

inbound train service?

That road— the Lackawanna— is

one of the i8o railroads that offi-

cially adopted tlie HOWARD Watch
for their time-inspection service.

Lives depend on the accuracy of
trainmen's watches, and the best is

not too good for the American
railroad man.

A Howard is always worth
what you pay for it.

The price of each HOW.ARD is

fixed at the factory and a printed
ticket attached—from the 17-jevvel

(double- roller escapement) in a

"Jas. Boss" or "Crescent" gold-filled

case at $40 to the 23-jewel in a 14-k.

solid gold case at $150.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD
Jeweler in your town and talk to him. He is a good man to know.
Drop U5 a postal card. Dept. W.and we will send you a HOWARD book of
value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

D

STAMPS
100 different, foreign, FREE. rostase2(-
liiii.d iMllv I" 111"!.'' liu'lUi. mills CliKlsiIA.y

HiBAiij. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, O.

FEED CHILDREN
On Properly Selected Food. It Pays Big

Dividends.

Cqiio Ctonc l'"i""-i' kl'cheii and diuiiiK room.

Ani.tliercli-ai»it. SlHiiiliilieslcletBblekir serving. Beside
liislies. Prirejlii, eNp, paid. Cinular

® WHEEL TRAV C0..43SC West 61st Place,Clucago, 111.

If parents will give just a little intelligent

thought to the feeding of their children, the

difference in the health of the little folks will

pay, many times over, for the small trouble.

A mother wiites saying : "Our children are

all so much better and stronger thaii they

ever were before we made a change in the

character of the food. We have quit using

potatoes three times a day with coffee and so

much meat.
"Now we give the little folks some fruit,

either fresh, stewed, or canned, some Grape-
Nuts with cream, occasionally some soft-

boiled eggs, and some Postum for breakfast

and supper. Then for dinner they have some
meat and vegetables.

"It would be hard to realize the chan.a;e in

the children, they have grown so sturdy ami
strong, and we attiibute this change to the
food elements that, I understand, exist in

Grape-Nuts and Postum.
"A short time ago mv baby was teething

and had a great deal of stomach and bowel
trouble. Nothing seemed to agree with him
until I tried Grape-Nuts softened and mixed
with rich milk, and he impi'oved rapidly and
got sturdv and well."

Read "The Road to Wellville," found in

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

EHDUBINGJ
AS
THE

'^HEHCniAH
TO PERPETUATE THE

MEMORY OF THOSE
VED AND HONORED.OUR

[EVERLASTING M0NUMEHT5
ARE PARTICULARLY AP-

PROPRIATE* MORE BEAUTI-

FUL THAN MARBLE*
MODERATE IN C05T*MADE

INAWIDERAN&EOF
5IZE5 ANDDE5I&N5*
DELIVERED ANYWHERE*

-"WRITE FOR DESIC-N3,OE5CRIPnON?JS

^NDPRICE5*5TATi APPROK",.

m&TE SIZE OR VALUE*
j

REPRESEKtATIVEi WAHnD|j
IN EVERY CCMMUNin.

MONUMENTAL BRONZE COMPANY.

.
.' 555AH0WARDAVEWUEBRID6EP0RT.COHN.il
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or Home Baked Beans
and Boston Brown

Bread, as in all cooking
where sweetening is re-

quired, use

—

CORN SYRUP
Karo is a pure sweet that blends
naturally with other foods. A table-

spoonful to every half - pint beans,

poured over after cooking and
before baking, gives a rich brown
and a delicious flavor.

Eat it on Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger Bread

Hot Biscuit Cookies

Waffles Candy

Send a post card for the Karo Cook
Book fifty pages including thirty per-

fect recipes for home candy making.
Write today—the book is free.

Corn Products Refining Co.,

Dept.O. NEW YORK P.O.Box 161

i

"BRECO
l?iilil»e#-

''"''''"'
of using

Roofing '"'''"'°'

Free

^jf Freigbt
Prepaid

Westtm boundary line

Minn., Iowa, Missouri,

north of south line of

Tenn., 100 lbs. ormore.

35-lb. Roll <>-f o<>
1-Ply 5^1£?

45-lb. Roll 4<>i;
2-Ply 1°?

55-lb. Roll Aofi
3-Ply iSf2

Each Roll 108 Sq. Feel

_ roofing till

you test sample of old reliable

Guaranteed "BRECO." Wliy pay

moref Investigate, and you will

order here today.

aOOir AMO_ SAMPLE
Book proves and
shows testi-

m o n i a 1 s of

Breco Service. Waterproof and
fire-resisting qualities.

Cement and nails tree.
Write today.
The Breese Bros, Co.
Roofing Dept. 77. Cincinnati. 0.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, lOc. I 10 Best Wiahes i Greetings, lOc.
10 Rose, 10c. I

10 Fourth of July, 10c.
Any three packages inailetl for 25 cents.
60 cents per 100 cards — assorted desijrns.

MADLSON AKT COMPANY. !\1 .VDISON, CONN.

Hunyadi"^
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes

Best remedy for

CONSTIPATIO N
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

I
Dm/ riTDIM^ its pleasures and profits, is the
DLIL>IVE^C<rHlU theme of that excellent and
handsomely illnstrateii magazine, GI.,EA1N1NGS IN
IJKE CI'l/rHKE. We send it for six months on trial

for twenty- five cents, and also send free a 64-page book
on liees and our bee supply catalog to all who name this

paper. THE A. 1. KOOT CO., Hex 70, Medina, Oliio

Sectional
View

Spend $6.50=Get aModern Bathroom!
At Last ! Modern bathing facilities without running water, water
works or plunil>ing. New invention solves problem. Costs but
$6.50 complete with heater— yet actually gives bathing facilities.

EQUAL TO MOST LAVISHLY EQUIPPED BATHROOM
Unlike anything you've ever heard of. Used wherever water exists

in any room, any part of the house. So energizes and distributes water

that verv little does more than tub-full old way. Combines in one bath, one

operation, one cost, the properties of four baths—cleansing, friction, mas-
sage and sho>ver, plus shampoo. Hot or cold---any temperature- --any

time --- any place. Adapted for all members of the family --- no difference.

One Texas user writes : "Children cry for it." Makes
bathing 5 minute operation-—longer if preferred— -every

minute a pleasure. Cleanses and operates almost auto-
matically. No tubs, bowls or buckets to fill-—no wash-

rags, cloths or sponges— -no dirt, odor, splashing, or muss.

Banishes drudgery before, during, and after bathing.

See how simple, easy, convenient: To bathe, just do this ---place self-heating

fountain on wall— fill with water-—touch a match, turn regulator— -that's all. Thereafter, it

energizes and works automatically. Just think ! Only clean, running, energized water touches

body---no immersion—no using same water twice. What a pleasure---what a bath---what a boon
lo humanity ! All hardship, drudgery, annoyance, wiped out. Could anything be more perfect ?

Sounds too good to be true, yet it's no experiment. Over 100,000 sold. USED BY U. S.

GOVERNMENT, famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, and other celebrated authorities.

Guaranteed by a $50,000. house. Not sold in stores. Sent anywhere. Send no money, but
do investigate. Let us prove these claims---refer you to nearby users. Get our personal trial

offer, catalogue, testimonials---all free. Just risk 1 cent---a postal— -to get acquainted.

PRAISED BY THOUSANDS OF DELIGHTED USERS
J. Pilar, Mont., writes: *'Make$ a modem house on the farm. Great gift to mankind." Mrs. Sutton, Ky,,

"Splendid I So easy to bathe the children." G. Chase, N.Y., "After two years' use, I consider it a Godsend."
Mrs. McAlpine, N. Y , "Gives advantage of bathroom in any part of house." B. Shollns, Mich., "So simple, easy

;

time-saver, 5 minute bath more thorough than half-hour old way." J. Steward, Okla., "Belter than a b&throom.
Can lake any kind of bath." Dr. Skidmore, Miss. ."Far superior to tub. Would'nt take $25 (or mine." Wm.Colden.
N.Y., "If I were compelled to choose between having a bathroom and the Allen, would take the Allen Apparatus."

A WINNER FOR AGENTS Free Sample to Agents
Cashman writes ; "A man who can't sell your goods couldn't sell bread in a famine. Send 48 more. "Sloneman:

** Best thing I ever sold. Not one complaint from 2.000 customers. ' Lodewick : It's great. Sells on sight."
McDaniels: "Everybody wants one. Fastest sellers ever saw." Rogers; "Beats loaning money at lO'/o a month.
Selling baths got me one piece of properly." Hart: "Can't keep from selling it if properly demonstrated. Appeals toall."

We want more sales agents, men or women, at home or traveling, all or spare time. Let us submit our high grade
offer ; cash or credit plan ; exclusive territory ; sworn - to proofs of success never before equalled by agents.

INVESTIGATE ANYWAY
THE ALLEN MFG. CO., 1958 ALLEN BLDG.,. TOLEDO, OHIO

Our Country's Moral Crisis

<

THERE never was a time since the

dawn of history when a line of

demarcation was more accurately

drawn than at present, when right and
wrong, virtue and immorality, truth

and falsehood, love and
hate are met squarely
face to face, and when
the church of God and
the legalized liquor traffic

are standing on diamet-
rically opposite ground.

There is a prohibition

wave gradually but
firmly spreading over our
country— an omen de-

noting an awakening of

Christian people to crush
an institution from which
so much misery and sin

is produced.
It is the duty of the

church of the living God
to annihilate this dia-
bolic, life-destroying,
crime -producing, woe-
begotten liquor producing and consum-
ing evil.

The liquor traffic is producing so
much harm, corruption and suffering
that it positively has no right to exist,

and it is high time that we, a Christian
and God-fearing people, called a halt
to it.

It is a pertinent question: Is the

J. p. F. Brunner

Church right and the liquor tr

wrong? We have no right to cond
no excuse to make, no evasion to al

no apology to present, no comproi
to enter, nor have we a right to rer

silent. Vast sums
money are annu;
spent to pay the hord^

officers who preside
our criminal instituti

to support the criir

inmates of our pri

and our penitentia
resulting from c

indulgence in liquor.

Our "money ki

should donate large ,'

of money to establi;

powerful crusade agf
this evil, tending
crowd our hospitals,

almshouses, our pri

and our asylums.
Sad it is, indeed,

those who are at the

of the national go\

ment are conniving at this a

calamity, instead of enacting law

suppress it. It is annually licer

hundreds and thousands of salooi

foster this atrociously wicked busi

"Woe unto him that giveth
neighbor drink, that puttest thy b
to him, and maketh him drunk a

Krunisville, Pa. J. P. F. Brunni
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TEMPERANCE NOTES
Saloons Out of Business

Grant County, Ind., went "dry" one year
aRo. The Muncie Star speaks loudly in favor
of no sploons. The saloons in this county are
now ill out of business, and our justices of
peace S'jem likely to be so too. A few years
afro vhen saloons were so thick all over our
county, there were about 3,000 arrests per
year, and that for 30,000 inhabitants, accord-
ing to the sheriff's books. Eighty per cent,
was caused by drinking. Hope the result will

be as good in other localities.

Mrs. Angeline Pearson.

Results of Loceil Option

Mrs. Ida Bucknell, Sturgis, Mich., writes

:

"We have enjoyed local option in this county
for nearly two years. We have a 'wet' county
adjoining on the north where a number of our
men and boys go occasionally to get liquor.

We have some 'blind pigs'—it is said by some.
We have also officers who favor the liquor in-
terest by failing to enforce the law. Yet, not-
withstanding all these obstacles, the closing of
the saloons has been a great benefit. The chief
of these are the comfort, peace and happiness
that have come to many homes, for the hus-
bands and fathers now spend their evenings
there, instead of at the open saloon, where they
used to drink and play cards."

Temperance in England

Miss Helen Reed, of London, England, sends
an account of a remarkable temperance move-
ment in Heckington, Lincolnshire. The Work-
men's Temperance League was started by men
who pledged themselves not to touch intoxicat-
ing liquor for twelve months, in order to mark
their resentment of the persecution to which
they had been subjected in the recent election
by the liquor element. The League soon be-
came a spontaneous temperance revival, in-
spired not by political animus, but by the hope
of a new way of life. One Sunday it was sug-
gested that the League should attend divine
service. The suggestion was quickly taken up.
Between eighty and ninety men assembled in
the afternoon on the village green and walked
in procession to the parish church, where their
presence was commented upon by the Rural
Dean in his sermon. In the evening they went
in a body to the Wesleyan chapel.

How One Town Went Dry
Mrs. P. D. Hawkins, Newburg, Mo., writes

:

"We have filed a number of petitions asking
for State prohibition. Sentiment has changed
here very much. I don't think names for a
saloon could be obtained now. A number of
names, not taxpayers, were taken from or
crossed out of saloon petitions recently. One
saloon that was open for twenty-six years was
closed several weeks ago, when the man who
owned it passed away. Two other parties were
interested in obtaining petitions for saloons.
Our" W. C. T. U. circulated a paper asking
assessed taxpaying citizens to sign it, thus
obtaining a promise not to sign any petition
for a saloon. After the two saloon petitions
were filed with the County Clerk we presented
remonstrances against both, and obtained names
of the majority of taxpaying citizens. Last
week court met. We had some good townsmen
back of us, doing all they could to help—Mr.
J. Sterling, Mr. J. H. Huckins, railroad round-
house foreman, and others. Mr. F. L. Kitchell,
town assessor and collector, was especially help-

ful. Our lawyers, Shubert, of Richland ml

Jones, of Rolla, are God-fearing tempt ic«

men. Now we have a dry town, but t is

only a beginning."

"SaveTheHorse'opavinCu
ptCu_TR&Dt ^wn^

<^
CONSUMERS ICE AND COLD STORAGl

El Pasn, Texas. March 17. 1910. In regard to Mark ma
be guided by yriur ad vice. Some tiineagol tried "Savt-Tlif s

'

on anotlier mare with large windpuffs on hind legs jti

ankle; these were liard and she was too lame to drive. Hi

fi.xed h«T alriglit and she worked all summer on ice \\:\

never showed a sign of lameness. JOHN SCIIUI

WILLOW BROOK STOCK FARM
Custar.Oliio, March 10, 1910. Itakepleasureiii reportinc un

of Bowed Tendou on the mare. .She was a confirmed rri i

nearly two years. It effected a complete cure, and theTr-
ical Co. fulfilled every promise they madenie. ' 'Save-Th<
has no equal. J. F. NOBLE, Prop.Willow Brook St.ick

SAUDA GRANITE COMPANY
Capital Stock. $2(10.000. Post Office Box f.:r;

Salida.Colo..Jan. 10. 1910. Enclosed %:>. send us an.,! 1

of "Save-The-Horse." We used the first bottle on a hoi si i

a side bone, and will say that your medicine has don-- \'.

cannot praise it too highly. THE SALIDA GHAMl
$^B AA a bottle, with IcBal written fuarantee or .

f^.VW Send for co])v. b..,iklet and loiters fn ni

^B I. i.-n and trainers on every kind ..f rnsc Perm Hi'

^M cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, RlDgbone nmt
Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpufi, Shoe Boil, r-l

Tendons and all Lameness. No scar or l.issof liair, H-'i

as usual Drah'vs or l^xpre^^s P<ii'l.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamto V

GET OUR BOOK FIl T
—then decide. Get all facts and flgurep.
all styles and prices. 6 to choose from
(Illustrated here) to 81,760. Speed, sty
ability and durability—all In each WH

BmCK-i^rOW tor price—or value.
buy till you write us. You'll ad
we offer greatest automobile val
America. Complete catalog— d,

description sent promptly.

Black Manufacturing
201 w. Ohio

car ,

m'l I

we ;

In I

Ual
{

\ou Can Make Big Man
W-3 have a from-factory-to-rnnsumer proposition for

and men agents that is higli-class—interesting—easy t'

e.Ktremely profitable. Many of our agents are making
per year, and only a little of their time required. Wesui
with goods on consignment and full information how
sales. We co-operate with you from start to finish. Tlii

sition is not sold through dealers. You can undersell lli

with better goods than the dealer handles, and make good "

Write to-day for full information end territory.

We are allotting territories right now. so kindly write'

hefnre wf <:ivp some one else vmr territory,

Tiger Knitting Mills, 524 Commerce St., PhUadelpt j

The "Basket Wash-
ing Machine," Only
Weighs 17 lbs. .Sanitary. Any child can operate. '^

a wasliing in six minutes. Guaranteed to do thev
anylilgh priced iiia(;liine. Endorsed byJIayorTunn
Write 415 South Wood Street, Fremont,

$3.£0

JlJu
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Christ's Yoke==

'N a recent eloquent sermon, Dr.

. Joseph Dunn Burrell dwelt upon
-18 penalties and wretchedness of sin.

•ften it cuts a man off entirely from

ny friendship with his fellowmen. If

e is detected in a breach of the law,

e is imprisoned and is thus branded

)r life. If he have good relatives, he

las the racking consciousness that he

i; causing them pain, perhaps heart-

reak. He is likely in any case to

jffer the supreme agonies of remorse,

ae of the most poignant of earth's

liseries.

The yoke of sin is surely the heaviest

jrden that a soul can bear.

Christ came to offer to us the yoke
if his service — an easy yoke and a

ght burden compared with that of sin.

he understanding soul will accept it

'istantly. The dull soul, which does

3t appreciate the difference between
'le two yokes, may wait longer—may
,/en reject the light yoke for the

3avy one.

The load of sin rested on the shoul-

jrs of Bunyan's Pilgrim. He "did
in with great difficulty because of

lis load on his back."
"At length he came to a place some-
hat ascending," says the quaint old

ironicle, "and upon that place stood

cross, and a little below, in the bot-

)m, a sepulchre. So I saw in my
t-eam, that just as Christian came up
'ith the cross, his burden loosed from
f his shoulders and began to tumble,
.id so continued to do till it came to

(e mouth of the sepulchre, where it

11 in, and I saw it no more.
"Then was Christian glad and light-

me, and said with a merry heart, 'He
ath given me rest by his sorrow and

fe by his death.'
"

I Thus came to this true type of the
^ristian of all ages, the conscious-
?ss of the slight weight of Christ's
oke compared with that of sin.

I "It is the beautiful work of Chris-
:anity," says Henry Drummond,
everywhere to adjust the burden of

fe to those who bear it, and it to

lem. It has a perfectly miraculous
ft of healing.
"Did you ever stop to ask what a
ike is really for? Is it to be a burden
the animal which wears it? It is

ist the opposite. It is to make its

irden light. Attached to the oxen
any other way than by a yoke, the
ow would be intolerable. Worked
' means of a yoke, it is light."

Christ sends us loss—loss of friends,
position, of fortune. With this

mes humiliation—bitter but whole-
nie. How else can one, proud-hearted
id vain as we usually are, learn to be
imble?
We disobey him—and then comes the
ing of punishment. It is hard to
>!ar, but the true Christian sees in it

it the just penalty of wandering, and
.us he learns the cardinal virtue of
'ledience.

'In many cases, our affliction awakens
jmpathy in others. Then love and
indness warm our heaits where be-
}re they were cold. Thus we are
iught the holy lessons of brother-
wd in which the great lesson of God's
therhood is .so fully involved.

I By these methods, the yoke of Christ
ads us, since it yokes us with him, to
gher and higher levels of character
id of spirituality.
One of our poets has voiced the
me idea in another and very beauti-
il figure. Christ not only turns the
irden of sin into one that is light, but
• utterly alters the fabric of life.

The world sits at the feet of Christ,
UnknowiriK. blind and unconsoled :

It yet shall touch His Karment's fold.
And ffel the heavenly Alchemist
Transform its very dust to Kold.

'Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, June 19.
•XT: Matt. ll:2.5-.'?0.

The Chri^ian's Secret'-'

SOMETIMES we find that though we
may have lived many years with

a person, thinking all the time that we
understood his motives and his ideals,

we really do not know him. Some sud-
den revelation may come to us of his
character. A deep affliction, the re-

sponsibilities of a new position, the
acquirement of wealth, any one of
these may tear off the shell from some
part of his inner nature and a trait
hitherto unsuspected may be revealed.

This may surprise the man himself
quite as much as others. Few of us
fully know ourselves.
The character of our Lord may be

outlined by any careful student of the
Scriptures; but before he can fully
comprehend that ineffable nobility and
beauty—as far as it is given to mor-
tals so to do—the love and reverence
of the true follower must be developed
in his heart. As we cannot fully un-
derstand the heart of a man until we
love him, so we cannot understand the
heart of God until we love him. And
it would seem to be impossible to con-
template the works of God and his

dealings with ourselves without feel-

ing a spontaneous upspringing in our
hearts of filial affection toward him.

Dr. Ward, in his noble address upon
"The Heart of Christianity," defines

the chief differences between Judaism
and Christianity as depending largely
upon this transcendent fact of love.

"As a theology," he says, "Chris-
tianity's first and great belief is in one
God, whose primary quality is love.

Judaism had discovered the oneness of

God and most of his natural attributes,

his power and his wisdom, and even
his moral attributes of justice and
holiness; but it had not discovered love

as his crowning quality. It made him
a jealous God, a national God. Chris-
tianity makes him the Father of all

creatures. Its prayer to God is to

'Our Father.' It makes him the Father
not of a family or a race, but of all

men. It gives God no choice of loving.

He must love. It is his essential nature.
"And Christianity puts every man

under obligations to love. 'Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself.' This
gives us the lesson of the brotherhood
of man. If God is our Father, then
we are all brethren."

So that the deep secret of the Lord
is in his love. We can forever go on

testing it—searching it—but never
shall we come to the end of it.

"Buddhism does not teach this doc-

trine of love, nor did Plato or Cicero.

Socrates, the best of them all, gadfly

of the people, ends his life with a cock

to Esculapius, thinking only of duty
to the State. The advent of Chris-

tianity is the marvel and the flower of

philosophy and religion. It was the

awakening of both religion and philos-

ophy."
Our God has seen fit to wrap in

mystery most of his world. We do not

know what is electricity. "We do not

know what mind is — not even what
matter is. We are learning constantly

of new chemical atoms, argon, helium,

crypton, and many others; of sub-

atoms a thousand times smaller than

the atoms of hydrogen; of vortices and
of ether. Something we know of their

properties, and we guess more, but

what they are we know not. The
essence of matter as of mind is be-

yond our ken."
In the eighteenth chapter of Ezekiel

is, perhaps, the best statement of Jew-
ish ethics to be found in the Old Testa-

ment, but it contains scanty recogni-

tion of the law of love. It is this

boundless love, the love that bids us

serve our fellowmen, that bids us go

forth to tell all nations of Christ's

light and truth, which holds the secret

of "the deep things of God."

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,

^ June 19. Texts : Ps. 25 : 14 ; I. Cor. 2 : 9-13.

Suppose Our Chef

Came to You

,.'^•1

Suppose a famous chef came to you
on a hot day in July and made you this

proposition :

I propose to prepare for you—ready
to serve — a hundred summer meals.
They are meals you would need sixteen
hours to prepare. Mine will be ready
to serve in a minute.

They will be meals fit for a king—as
fresh and savory as the moment they
came from the oven. I refer to Van
Camp's Pork and Beans.

nutty, mealy and whole, because tliej'

are baked in live steam.

And the tomato sauce will be baked
with tiie beans, forming a delicious blend.

I will bake them in steam ovens
heated to 245 degrees. So tlie beans
will digest. They won't ferment and
form gas, as do beans that are baked
at home.
No beans will be crisped, no skins

will be broken. The beans will he

I will use Michigan beans, picked
out by hand from the choicest part of
the crop.

I will use whole, vine-ripened toma-
toes, so the sauce will have a superla-

tive zest. It will cost me five times
what common sauce would cost.

Suppose our chef came to you and
made that proposition — just at meal-
time, perhaps, when the weather was
hot. Don't you think that you would
accept it ?

Yet that is just the proposition we
are making to you again and again in

these pages.

The National Dish The National Dish

'0EANS

It pay.s to have beans just as good as beans
c:iii he. They are iS per cent, nitrogenous

—

Hi per rent, nutriment. Tliey are richer in
lood value than meat or eggs or cheese.
Others will claim to bake beans as good as

Van Camp's. But the majority of people li.ivi-

found out the facts, and Van Camp's no"
outsell all other brands combined.

If you will once make a comparison you will
never again accept any beans but Van Camp's.

Three sizes : / 0, 15 and 20 cents per can.

Van Camp Packing Company
(EstabHshed 1861)

Indianapolis, Ind.

Floor Polish

QUALITY

If you have
never used

Butcher's

Boston

Polish
>n your floors, you do not know what it is to
lavea Perfectly I^'iiiished Floor. There are imita-
tions, but none of equal excellence.

It is the STANDARD in the different trades,
throughout the UNITED .STATES and CANADA
When finishing your floors use BUTCHER'S

IJOSTON POLISH and be convinced of its

merits.
Send for our free booklet

The Butcher Polish Company
366 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON. MAS!-

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
COLORADO

HOMESTEADS
ON MOFFAT ROAD

Tells how to homestead 160 acres of rich, fertile

land with pure water, good towns, fine climate
on Motfat Road, (Denver, Northwestern and
Pacific Ry) in Routt County, Colo. We have no
land to sell— its absolutely free from the Govern-
ment and now open for settlement. Law allows
you to return home for 6 months after filing.

Oats, 90 bushels toacre; wheat, 45; barley. 70. Get
a good farm free. Fine chance for investors and
business openings. Write for free book. maps.
;ind information .about how to get these farms
FREE. W. F. Jones, Qen'l Traffic Manager,
745 Majestic Building, Denver, Colo.

rsi

For 3.' years we have been paying our customers
tlio hitjhest returns consistent with conservative
niethoils. First mortgage loans of $-'UU and up
whicrh we can recommend after the most thorout;h

ual InteatigiatioQ. flease aelt for L-^an List No. 707

$!^5 Certificates of Deposit also for saving investoi

PERKINS Sr CO. Lawrence-.Kans

The Deaf

Can Hear
Thirty Days' Home Trial

Deaf people should .send

their names and addresses
it once to get The Electro-
lilione. This wonderful
instrument is perfected to^ such a degree that most
persons formerly deaf can
now hear the faintest

sounds, and we luihesitat-

ingly send it to any afflict-

ed per.son on thirty days'
^ Home Trial so that they

may convince themselves

I
>

, I iiey can converse as those

Til. i,i.,ii..|.hMin- Hi iisi— whoare not afflicted. You
almost INVISIBLE can enjoy concerts and

distinctly hear public
speakers. Thousands are in use. Many users tell

us it has greatly improved their hearing and has
stopped their head noises. In many instances the
normal hearing has been entirely restored. If you
are deaf or hard of hearing, do not fail to send
your name and address today, and test this won-
derful instrument, and see what many responsible

people who are using it say of The Electrophone.
Write at once. (9)

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
354 Stewart Building, 92 State Street, Chicago

"RANGER" BICYCLES
Have im.ported roller chains,,s/>rockels and
pedals; NeTv Departure CoasterBrakes ATiA
Hubs. PunctureProofTires: highestgrade
equipjnentzxKA many advanced features pos-
sesbcd by no other wheels. 6«<77-aM/<-^rfj'>rj,

FACTORY PRICES f:'e.r.a"
otheri; ask for cheap wheels. Other reliable

moiiels from $12 up. A few good second-
kand macliines %% to $8.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL 7:%'^
proval, frcicht pr€Paid,^Tiy'N\\^x^ in U.S ,

without acentinadvance.tiO^OT'&JJ^
a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at

any price Until you get our bi.^ new catalog

and special prices and a marvelous nev>

ofTer. A postal brings everything. Write it n<yw.

T IDCC Coaster BrakeKearWheeU, lamps,
I into parts, and sundries half usual prices.

Rider Acents everywhere are coining money selling our

lie y^. les, tires and sundries. Write today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Qept. f?! CHICAGO
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavsulable.

T. H., Webster, Mass. Why does one find an

echo in one place and not in another?

An echo is caused by the reflection of sound

from mountains, walls, clouds or any other

obstacle conveniently placed. If they are

turned toward the source of the sound the re-

flected sound is focused and produces a very

loud echo, often a .series of echoes. The rolls

which follow a clap of thunder are echoes from

heavy cloud banks. In open spaces where

there is no wall-like obstacle it is impossible to

produce an echo.

Geo. R. G., Vancouver, Can. 1. Explain Matt.

3:6. 2. Is one supposed to be baptized at,

or after, conversion? 3. Who is the

prophet referred to in John 1:25?

1. The passage describes them as confessing

their sins, doubtless aloud, while being bap-

tized. They had already experienced convic-

tion of sin and repentance, and now the ordi-

nance of baptism was a public seal or admis-

sion of their felt need of deliverance from sin.

It was an open declaration of their change of

heart. 2. Baptism may take place either before

or after conversion, though in the case of most

adults it is usually after the change. 3. The

reference is to the forerunner predicted in Isa.

40 : 3. They were asking John if he were

neither Christ nor Elijah, whether he was really

the forerunner, as he had intimated in v. 23.

W. L., Lincoln, Neb. When was Drew Theo-

logical Seminary founded, and where is it

now located ?

Drew Seminary was founded in 1866. It is

at Madison, N. J.

G. B. S., Durbin, W. Va. Did Christ heal any one
who manifested no faith in him? Did the

centurion's servant have any knowledge of

or faith in Christ ? Who was this servant ?

Probably not ; at least we cannot gather from

the record that he did. Even the lepers, the lame,

the impotent, and those who crowded about him

during his ministry, must have had a seed of faith

and expectation, having heard of his wonderful

miracles. In Matt. 13 : 56-58 it is distinctly stated

that he did no mighty works at Nazareth because

of the popular unbelief. If we close our hearts

against him he will not come in. The name of the

centurion's servant (Matt. 8 : 6) is not given ; but

even if he had had no faith, the great faith of his

master would have sufficed (see v. 10).

E. P., Kushequa, Pa. How do they separate
quicksilver from the earth?

Quicksilver is but another name for mercury.

Mercury is found free in small quantities. Its

chief source, however, is sulphide cinnabar. To
get the mercury the cinnabar is heated in a

current of air, which oxidizes the sulphur to

sulphur dioxide, and the mercury is set free.

The mercury vapor thus ;, iven off is cooled in

pipes or chambers and filtered. In the United

States, Texas and California furnish all that is

produced.

Miss S. M., Wheeling, W. Va. Has the Gospel
been preached throughout the whole world,
in all nations ?

No ; there are still parts of China, the whole
of Tibet, and some other remote sections of

Asia, as well as parts of South America and
Central Africa, yet unevangelized. Missionaries

still write occasionally of finding large tribes

where the Gospel has not penetrated.

S. McR. P., Lucas, Iowa. 1. Will you explain
who Longfellow's three friends were, named
Charles, mentioned in his poem, "To the River
Charles"? 2. Explain briefly what are the
requirements for gaining a Rhodes Scholarship
and what is included in the prize.

1. The three friends were Charles Sumner,
Charles Falsom and Charles Amory. 2. Cecil Rhodes
directed in his will "that $10,000,000 should be
applied to the creation of a fund for the support
of a certain number of scholarshiiJS covering a
three-years' course at the University of Oxford.
Two were to be assigned to each State and Terri-
tory of the United States, 100 in all, 15 to Germany
and from one to nine to each British colony. The
scholarships were to be awarded on marks only,

three-tenths whereof were to be given to a candi-
date for his literary and scholastic attainments,
the remainder being given for his love of outdoor
athletics and sports; for strong manly qualities,

such as courage, generosity and kindness." In a
few of the States the appointments are made in
turn by the leading universities, in most of them,
however, by a committee from the different
colleges. The man appointed must not be over

twenty-four years of age, a citizen or son of a

citizen. He must have studied two years in an

American college. Each scholarship amounts to

$1,500 per year. Any college secretary will give you

full information.

J. W. B., Newark, N. J. Is there not a fault

somewhere when people look at the Scriptures

differently? Christ is one, and his people

should not be divided. Can they be ' perfectly

sincere" when they differ? Is not one or the

other, or perhaps both, somewhat askew ? For
example, the Lord's Supper is eaten in several

different ways, at widely varying times, and
under diverse conditions. Is it not fair to

think that if all wished to know the truth, and
do what our Master wished, he would make
good his promises, and tell them just what
was right and wrong in their beliefs? There
is a longing in my heart to do all that can be
done to answer Christ's prayer in John 17 : 21.

God looks at the heart and the purpose, rather

than at the act itself. There always have been

and always will be differences in methods among
God's people; but these matter little, so long as

they are sound and united on the essentials. There

may be a thousand different ways of serving him,

yet all acceptable. Thus all may differ as to holy

days, forms of ordinances, etc. ; but these are not

the essentials. He has ordained infinite variety in

all nature and in humanity also. There can be no
uniformity save in essentials, and in the holding

of vital truths. "A thousand roads," says the

proverb, "lead up the sides of the holy hill, but

they all meet at the top." So we may worship

God and serve him in manifold ways ; but if the

service be sincere and the heart right, one form is

as acceptable as another. We are not bound by

conclude, one of those related to him, but this is

purely conjectural.

Miss H. M. C, West Pittston, Pa. 1. Who
comprised the audience that listened to the

Sermon on the Mount? What proof is

there that Christ preached this sermon to

the twelve disciples only ? Was it preached
to the "multitude?" Does not Matt. 4: 25
and 5 : 1 ; 7 : 28 and 8 : 1, also Luke 6 : 17

and 7: 1 prove this? 2. Why are the
teachings of the Sermon on the Mount
given consecutively in Matthew, scattered

in the book of Luke? Is it probable that
Christ repeated the teaching of the Lord's
Prayer and other passages contained in

this sermon on later occasions? 3. Why
are the Apocryphal Books contained in the
German Bible but not in ours?

1. Matt. 5 : 1 states distinctly that the multi-

tudes were present and there is nothing in the

New Testament record to sustain the claim

that he withdrew from the larger audience and
spoke to his disciples only. He ascended the

hill doubtless because there was not suflTicient

room for such an audience on the narrow shore

of the lake. His disciples "came unto him" is

interpreted as meaning that they formed an
inner circle and we can picture the gathering

with its outer circle reaching far across the

mountain slope. 2. Some eminent critics hold

that Luke's is probably the original form of the

discourse, but that Matthew added a number of

Jesus' sayings in order to present at one view

the great outlines of his teaching. Others hold

that they are two distinct discourses at differ-

ent times, in one of which our Lord repeated

in heaven) who was continually spending himseU
for others. He trusted God for everything, la«
hold of the promises of Jesus with a childlike fai|

and took all his cares and troubles and needs
God daily. His life was like a miracle of faith aiJI

answered prayer, and he won many to Christ 1

the forceful example of his own cheerful, smilin.}|

confident Christianity. He had no private incon
and no means of his own, but his Father, theovi

of the universe, supplied all his needs.

J. S. P., Mobile, Ala. How should I begin til

work to which God has called me—the woill

of an evangelist? Is there any correspof
dence school that teaches theology, and,
so, where is it?

An untrained worker is at a great disadvai|

tage. These are the days of full equipment
all branches of sei'vice. Write to Moody I;

tute, Chicago, for all information as to pral

tical evangelistic training, and also for advii

as to theological studies.

M. A. H., Hillsboro, N. H. Are not "misi
and "fog" the same?

No ; mist is similar to fog, but the wal
particles are larger and move wetting,

reality mist is a cloud suspended just above t'

surface of the sea or land.

L. P. R., Ottawa, Can. Of what national!
is the French Empress Eugenie? Is s

still living ?

The Empress Eugenie is of Spanish desce

on her father's side. He was Count de Monti

of Grenada, Spain. On her mother's side s

is of Scotch descent, coming from the Kii

Patrick family. She is still living, most of 1

time in England, but traveling now and th.

to France or warmer climates.

Dedication of the Great Sun-Dial at Columbia University

TF the founders of King's College, now Columbia University, in New York City, could have looked
^ forward through the years and caught a glimpse of the 156th commencement, they would have
gasped with astonishment to see a senior class of several hundred, and spectators numbering thousands.
Columbia has been fortunate in the number of gifts she has received to beautify her buildings and
grounds at commencement time, and one of the most important of these is the new sun-dial presented
by the class of 1885 and placed on the South Field. It was transferred to the University in the presence
of a large number of students and friends on the day the class celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary.

laws and observances, but all can be one in Christ,
in faith, in love (which is the fulfilling of the
law), and in the liberty of the Gospel.

C. J^ Clam Falls, Wis. 1. 'When were the
Pyramids begun ? 2. Where did Cain get
his wife ?

1. The "Great Pyramid" at Gizeh was begun
some time before 2218 B.C. in the reign of
Shufu I. The name of its founder has been
discovered in an inscription upon a tomb
near by. The second pyramid was built by
Shufu H. (about 2186-2163 B.C.). There are
six others at Gizeh of later date, five at Abusir,
eleven at Sakkara, five at Dashur, and single
pyramids at several other places. 2. The Bible
narrative (see Gen. 4: 14) implies the exist-
ence of a considerable population besides those
actually mentioned. These were doubtless de-
scendants of Adam and relatives of Cain, and
had probably branched out into a considerable
community. His wife was, the commentators
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some of his weightier sayings in slightly differ-

ent forms. 3. No special reason. A few Ameri-
can Bible publishers include the Apocrypha.

K. D. L., Ragan, Neb. What help is there for one
who believes himself a Christian, yet is contin-
ually fearing sickness or some future trouble,
such as old age or perhaps loss of property? I

know it is wrong, but does the Bible teach us
that Christ can keep the "blues" away?

A Christian, of all men, has the least cause for
giving way to sadness and depression. He has the
promise of being kept by divine power, of finding

joy in believing and in temporal blessings. But to

make joy complete one must give loving, active
service. It has been truly said that there are two
things that rejoice the heart more than all else,

viz., to confess Christ before men, and to do some-
thing for his sake. We believe that if you foUovsr
this rule, and engage in active, unrewarded work
for others, you will have no time and no desire for
morbid thoughts. The happiest man the writer
ever knew was an aged city mission worker (now

Miscellaneous

E. E. R., Newark, N. J. Published in
delphia. Subscription, $1.

W. H. A., Richland Centre, Pa. We ca
undertake to discuss party politics.

Reader, Kenwood Park, la. Send full

and address and repeat question when

'

write.

J. W. H., Bartley, Neb. John the Bapti
was probably baptized by some of his ov
disciples. This is the view of several coi i

mentators.

Th. N. T., Hutchinson, Minn., and others. V
have already discussed the subject of baptism
The Mail-Bag and cannot now devote space
repeating the subject.

C. L. S., Cartersville, Va. There are mai
publications that will buy really good drawiiv

of the kind you mention, but they are unliki

to do so from a student who has not complet
his studies.

H. C, Ovett, Miss. We cannot decide—

i

one can—as to the accuracy of such statement
Both methods of baptism seem to have been
vogue in early Christian times. The "Christi:

scholarship of the world" (which you quote)
greatly divided on the subject.

D. M., Oak Park, 111. Your questions are
the domain of speculation, in which one conjc

ture is usually as good as another. All that v

have on these matters, that can be regarded :

authoritative, is found in the Scripture recoi

E. S. W., Aurora, Ind. There are .'.imesi

animals that are vicious and others that u

kindly. They live under natural law and tal

their character—their virtues and their vices

from their surroundings. A well-trained di

will be well-behaved and an ill-trained one tl

reverse. They are largely what we make then

but however gentle they may be, the brute r:

ture is there at bottom and will come to tl

surface when provoked and sometimes qui

unexpectedly.

F. G. M., Corvallis, Ore., and A. N., Okla. Tl

answer to which you refer may have been misui

derstood. The Scriptures are explicit in the stat'

ment that one who, having heard the message (

salvation, wilfully rejects it, comes under coi

demnation; they are also explicit in stating th:

we are to "judge no man." The Christian Hei

ALD has never taught that anyone, under Gosp
dispensation, can be saved, except through Chris

In the main, the answer related to the conditio

of the unevangeli zed heathen.

M. T. C, Newell, W. Va. 1. Stick to yo'

denomination, but be broad and tolerant of il

views of others. God has his faithful follows

in all lands, and evei-y church that holds to tl

essentials of Christianity is an open door, nn

withstanding minor differences, since they ;i

hold up Jesus, who is "the Door." 2. Tl

twelve gates in Rev. 21: 12-21 with their ii

scriptions are interpreted to imply that nor

but the spiritual Israel, God's elect, shall ente

We are warned not to be carried away '

."every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4: 14), but t

be steadfast. Your letter meets our genen

approval.



A STRANGE INDIAN REVIVAL
rHE announcement of a new cult in these times

of religious unrest may not be of great inter-

est, but the evolution of a new religion, hav-

g its inception in a recently barbarous people, and

'ing an intermixture of Christianity and savagery,

indeed of rare interest and importance.

It takes generations of education and Christian

^struction to bring the Indians into a real Chris-

,anity. The Pacific Coa.st Indians are above the

jerage in intelligence and adaptability for im-

•ovement and civilization. They have had schools,

ad are advanced in civilization; but they have had
•vf advantages for Christian instruc-

on. The "white man's vices" have
'jen given them, often forced upon
:iem, and but for the new religion,

ley would have been left almost en-

rely to drunkenness, vice, degrada-
on and the diseases attendant upon
lese evils of civilization. Some
•ibes would have been extinct but
)r the Shaker religion,

i The Pacific Coast Indians will soon
; given the rights of American citi-

;ns; shall they not be better fitted

,5r citizenship by a knowledge of the
ospel, by the saving power of Jesus
:hrist?

There are but few missions in

/estern Washington among the In-

lans. The Presbyterians have a
lurch and minister at the Puyallup
.eservation and a school in Tacoma,
,hich is now doing a good work,
ut for years there has been little

;al spiritual work done. Thei-e is

feeble mission of the same denom-
lation at Neah Bay. The Metho-
'ists have one school, the Stickney
ome, in the northern part of the
tate that does good work, but not
ctensive. The Congregationalists
ave now no missions among the In-
ians, but for over thirty years the
:ev. Myron Eells was a missionary
nong the Indians of Puget Sound
fid the Straits. Since his death,
lere has been no one to take his
ork. The Catholics have several
lissions along the Upper Sound.
The Shaker religion originated with John Slocum
id his wife, Twana Indians, who lived on the Big
kookum, near Olympia. In 1882 the man was very
ck. He and his wife had heard the Gospel in

ev. Myron Eells' Mission, but as they were igno-
int Indians, they had little conception of it. Later,
>ey were baptized into the Catholic Church, though
ley were not saved from their sins, being drunken
id degraded. When John Slocum thought death
as near, he insisted upon calling in an Indian
nedicine man." His wife protested, urging him to

keep faithful to the religion they had adopted, and
not return to the old heathen ways; but the man
could not be dissuaded, and the medicine man came
and began his incantations. The poor wife, in sore

distress, went away into the woods, and there prayed

in agony to the "white man's God" for the salvation

of her husband. She did not know how long she

wrestled in prayer, but the Indians assert that she

was there three days and nights. There came a
vision to the poor soul that cleansed her from her

sins, and filled her with strange ecstasy. She felt

that God had heard her prayers, that he had saved

Bright Young Men of the Quileute Tribe

her and would save her husband, and she believed

that to them was committed a new message to the

Indians. She returned home, praising God.

When she entered the house her husband had
apparently been dead for six hours. The Indians

were wailing over his body. The "medicine man"
fled at her approach. The story is told that the

seemingly dead man arose. John Slocum's after

life, and that of his wife, was upright, clean and

free from their former vices and sins. They taught

their people a practical experience of the power of

Jesus to save and keep from sin.

The "new religion" spread like wild-fire. It now
reaches nearly every tribe from California to

Alaska, and has gone over the mountains to the

Yakimas, Spokanes, and Nez Perces. At first it

went to wild extremes and all sorts of miracles were
claimed. It was mixed with the old Tamahnowus.
or Indian rites, and had little of Christianity except
the belief in Jesus Christ. But every year it has
lost something of the barbarous beliefs and worship,
and taken more of Christian principles and rites.

At first only the moral class of
uneducated but intelligent Indians
accepted the new religion. The more
superstitious and ignorant still clung
to the "medicine men," the "witch
doctors," with their barbaric incanta-
tions, their dances, and savage muti-
lations and ceremonies. But when
the paternal government prohibited
the old religious rites, many turned
to Shakerism. Those Indians who
have had Christian instruction are
almost like the evangelical churches
in their religion. Others are like the
Catholics, and still others, who have
had no missions, are practising the
ancient Tamahnowus.
John Slocum, who made claims of

supernatural powers, reigned su-

preme at first; but other leaders
arose who had even greater influence.

"Big Bill" and "Mowitch Man" were
independent leaders, but soon merged
with their following into the Shaker
Church. The movement was opposed
by government and missionaries, and
every means was tried to check it,

or stamp it out, but nothing could
stop its course. Some of the leaders

were arrested and punished; but
nothing could quench their zeal.

"Big John" was cast into prison, and
his followers stood about the build-

ing, expecting to see its walls shaken,
and their leader released by miracu-
lous power. But though they were
disappointed, they still kept faith in

the new religion.

John Slocum lived for fourteen years after his

great change, and before he died he relegated the

leadership to Louis Yewalock, a good and forcibJe

man. Slocum had a beautiful prayer, which is

translated as follows : "Our God is in heaven. If

we die he will take our life to heaven. Help us,

God, so that we shall not die. Wherever we are,

help us not to die. Our Father, who is there, always
have a good mind to us." Formerly the Indians

"shook" for everything they desired; for fair

Continued on page 571a religion that could save, they wei-e enabled to give
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The Unearned
Throne
TEXT-I. Kings 2: 12

" Then sat Solomon upon the throne o(

David his father."

SO Solomon sat in a throne he did not build

and ruled over a kingdom he did not create.

That is to say that Solomon came to a kingship

by inheritance, and I would fain inquire to-night as

to the disposition that Solomon made of what he

inherited.

There are two ways, only two, to come into pos-

session of power. One is to earn it and one is to

have it given to you. Personally I would prefer to

earn it; but some people inherit power; they haven't

sweat for it; they didn't fight for it; haven't suffered

for it. Power has been bequeathed to them, and it

is honorable to have power left to you, provided you

have sense enough to make use of what is given to

you. Solomon's father didn't have anything but a

shepherd's crook, which wasn't much of a crook. He
was a shepherd lad, red-headed and freckled-faced,

strong-handed, and he could tra-la-loo like a lark

and he could bound like a lanib across the yellow

Bethlehem hills, and his heart had ecstasies. He
was such a little laddie, such a care-free laddie, and
he has a shepherd's crook and watches a shepherd's
flock, and if you had seen David the laddie, you would
not have thought that maybe you would bow down
and kiss his sandals. You cannot count on the out-

put of the soul. And David, the laddie, by and
by found a sword, and David, the laddie, by and
by found a company of troopers, and David, the
laddie, by and by founded a kingdom and was
chief of all the warriors Israel has ever produced.
The Hebrews have been great at producing geniuses,

but the greatest warrior-genius the Hebrews ever
produced was David. Had nothing and went out
and conquered everything, and by and by builded
a palace and occupied a throne and died with a
kingdom on his hands to give away, and Solomon,
poor laddie, all he could do was to take what was
given him. It is not an easy thing to use power
you didn't create.

Solomon's Great Inheritance

When a man makes a fortune he has schooled
himself to its use, while his hands are creating it,

and by and by with his fortune belike he shall be
able to maintain it with superiority and worth.
But when a man has a fortune fall on him as if the
heavens had opened and all the clouds had spilled

and all the rain of the earth-clouds had poured on
him like a deluge, it is not a strange thing that the
hand unused to power should not know how to use it.

David had earned everything: Solomon earned
nothing. David had fought for everything: Solo-
mon fought for nothing. And I am not here to-

night to arraign inheritance, but I am here to call

this man Solomon to book for how he used what
he inherited. He sat on a throne and he didn't
build it and he ruled a kingdom and he didn't create
it. I think that if I was a jocular man—and I am
not, as is positively known by my acquaintances

—

I think this thing would amuse me more than any-
thing I know, namely, people strutting over what
they don't have any sort of power in producing. I

can understand how a man that made his way could
strut; he has a right to strut. There is some sense
in that; he did things—but how anybody could strut
from having things he never earned, that just
makes me amused. I don't see how a woman can
be haughty over her looks when she is pretty. I

never got that into my head. Why she should be
kind of tickled over it; I can see that. Why she
should be glad over that I can understand, because
beauty is a gift of God and a beautiful woman is

the most beautiful thing God ever made. But why
a beautiful woman should be haughty over her
beauty strikes me as being a question to ask and
not one to answer. Solomon has, besides these,
certain items which I will mention here. He has his
throne, which it is worth while to possess; he has his
kingdom, which it is worth while to rule; he has
genius, which is worth while; he has the sense of
God, which is the highest possession and the highest
gift—just four things: throne, kingdom, genius and
sense of God. What a possession that is! What a
start in life that is! How rich is the man that hath
that!
To have a throne! To have the opportunity to

* Bishop Quayle, of Oklahoma City, Okla., is one of the most
eloquent leaders of American Methodism.

use power! Really, that is what a throne means.

To be gifted with high obligation; to stand sponsor

for a great people's behavior; to be able to instruct

men in the ways of life. It was his office to show
that justice was better than injustice; it was his

office to show that kindness was better than crude-

ness; it was his office to show that peace was better

than war; it was his office to show, though the hands

had not been schooled to rulership by initiation and
had not been schooled in the hard school of adver-

sity, that still the hands could rule, and that the

sceptre need not be a sword. What a chance that

was! He had a throne and a kingdom. What a

thing it is to have genius! What a thing it is for

the sun to have a sky! What a thing it is for the

earth to have a sun ! What a thing it is for a man
to have a chance to get life! What a thing it is to
have wide areas over which to throw one's genius
out ! Why, upon my heart, men and women, I think
it is a glorious thing to be president of this repub-
lic now. It was a glorious thing when Washington,
with hand that was timid from modesty, took the
helm of the Union, but it is a greater thing now.

Masters of Ourselves

Then we fringed the eastern sea; now we take in a
continent and have either sea that floats the ships.

Then we had slaves. Now we are the masters of
ourselves, and are the schoolmasters of liberty for
the world. What a thing it is to be president of
these United States now! Why? Because politi-

cians will come and hug up to you? No. Because
he is the biggest personage at the pie counter
and so gets the biggest piece? No. Because we
listen to him whether he has anything to say or
not, because he is the president? No. Because he
can travel in a private car and never pay anything
for it? What is the beauty of being the president?
Why, because your words swing around the conti-

nent and your word reaches across the earth. If I

were president of the United States, wouldn't I have
a hearing! If ex-President Roosevelt should come
to town, you would listen to him an hour. Though
you had read that speech five hundred times you
would listen to it. Why? A good reason. Why?
Because he made it himself—this most august of
all Americans. There has been in the world no
other nation which had in the ballot a place to vote
a king into his place. A throne and a realm and a
chance to be heard ! Oh, that is a great, great thing,
and this man Solomon has a kingdom. Then Sol-
omon inherited—mark that—inherited the throne,
and did you ever think of it, he didn't build it; and
he inherited the kingdom, he didn't build it; and
then he inherited genius. Oh, it must be fine to have
genius to do things without sweating at it! Genius!
What a thing that is to inherit! And he inherited
that. Then he had what I think to be the finest

—

saying the word "fine" in the sense of quality—the
finest possession in the universe, namely, he had
the sense of God. You think that wisdom is fine-
ness. With deference to you, it is not. What is

fine sensibility? Why, you should know when you
give the matter heed and will know now that the
matter is given thought, that the finest sensibility to
have is aptness for God. Can you feel the Invisi-
ble? Can you find God without looking? Can you
feel God in your sleep? Can you reach out blindly
and feel the hand of the Omnipotent? Can you do
that?

Spiritual Collapse

The saddest collapse of the soul I have ever
seen has been the collapse in the spiritual faculties,
so that men hadn't a sense of God. They did not
know when mercy was on the road; did not look.
Did not know when the Omnipotent hand was in the
sky; never looked. God was on his throne and they
never looked. Did riot know when Omnipotence
was in the house of prayer; they never looked. And
Solomon had what his father David was so fabulous
in the possession of, namely, the sense of God nigh
to him. Now, that is the inheritance of Solomon,
and what did he with it? A throne inherited and
a kingdom inherited and genius inherited and God-
sense inherited. What did he do with the inheri-
tance? Answer: He failed with it!

And Solomon had all this genius that I told you

of. He was a scientist, and that is a great gif

and he wrote about botany, and he went out nosir

around out-of-doors and saw, and came back ai

wrote all these things down, and it was a fine thir

that he did so. Then he had a gift for hearir

things. That is a great gift, though some peop
haven't any gift for it—they are so everlasting

wanting to say things that they never stop to he;

anybody else. Just talk, talk, talk, talk, talk abo
anything. Then the gift of listening—that is a gre
gift. I give it as my conviction that the reast

why the rank and file of the giftless men and wom(
I have met in my life were giftless is because th(

haven't listened. If they listened, they would ha
heard God. This man Solomon went out and he h;

the gift for hearing.
Do you know where people get their genius? Ai

where did Mark Twain get his humorist stool

And where did Josh Billings get his funny old sa

ings? Where did they get them? Just by listenin

Do you know where Shakespeare got Macbeth? I

heard the raving, one night, of a man lost to Gc
And this man Solomon went out and listened, ai

he came back and wrote proverbs by the thousan
and plus. The proverbs were a few of the splinte

that he broke off of the common trees of the comrrK
roadways. And this man Solomon went out ai

built a house for the Lord—he sent for men to i

that and he looked on at it and the most he had
do was to preside at the dedication. Isn't that fin

To have other people to do the work and you get

and have the fun of saying things. Well, he had ;

that. Well, what else did he do? Well, he faile.

Failed! Didn't I show you Solomon? Didn't y(

hear him whimpering when he went away? "Vani
of vanities, all is vanity, saith the Preacher!"
that the way for a preacher to talk? Why, no!
preacher is paid to tell the truth. That is the re

son we preachers are so veracious. "Vanity of va
ities, saith the Preacher, all is vanity." Solomo
where did you get that look? Listen! He didr

inherit that look; he made that look. "King Sol

mon, did you make that look? Where did you g
that voice?" Made it. He didn't inherit the

"Vanity of Vanities"

"Where did you get that shuffling walk, Solomon
Made it. Got it; didn't inherit it. "Vanity
vanities, saith the Preacher, all is vanity," and 1

hands shiver and his eyes look down and his shoi

ders stoop, and he said : "Bring me a mug of wir

Vanity of vanities, all is vanity!" O heart! T
man that had come to life with majesty and wi

splendor, goes empty-handed to death. Did yi

see the sun go down to-night? Why, he lit ti

million candles in the sky to show that he was goin

Did you see the sunset to-night? Never miss
sunset. That is the way life ought to go out.

I came in here from the Epworth League, ai

there was a sweet-faced old man who to my knov
edge has been talking about heaven and asking fol

to meet him there. That is one of the sweete

messages to be dropped from the human lips: Me
me in heaven. Solomon, what did your father lea

you? A throne; yes. And a kingdom; yes. Ai

the art of writing, and genius; and a sense of Go
What is that? And he mumbles his words and h

lips tremble and his hands shiver and he looks dow
and he looks black, and the sky is black, and his fa

j

A
is filled with doubt and fear. ^

fj

What is that? Failed! Failed! Oh, this is wh;

I am going to talk about. Had everything. Had
gift for life, and became a libertine; had a gift f

seeing and saw lewd chances; had a gift for hea

ing and failed to hear the great, sweet coronatif

words. What is the world for, Solomon? "Vanit

vanity, all is vanity. All is vanity and vexation

spirit." Failed!
Look at these times. How many women have ci

ture and have refinement and have a fine sene

What do they do with them? There are the inhei

tances of the King Davids of the centuries. Wh
are you doing with that? Nothing, nothing, nothin

Solomon, gifted with sense of God, so that he mig

have sung songs like rivers that empty into the sc

leaves this: "Vanity of vanities; vanity of vanitic

all is vanity!" "Aye, aye, aye, no more of that

"Solomon, where is God?" "Oh, none of that

Continued on next page
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The Unearned Throne
Continued from preceding page

"Solomon, where is the throne?" "Oh,

none of that." "Solomon, where is the

kingdom?" "Oh, none of that." Empty!
Oh, men, listen; women, listen to me.

Women, you have heart more than you

have beauty; women, you have grace

more than you have winsomeness;
women, you have worth more than you

have powers of suasion; women, you

have powers of winning the world for

goodness. Women, what are you doing

vvith them? And they say, "Why, we
are—we are mostly gadding about, go-

ing where we ought not to go." That
is the thing, lots of women are doing

that; gadding about, going where they

ought not to go. And it makes me sick

to see all the women just tramping off

—not a man in the whole kit—just

women, tramping off to matinees.

What is life for, woman? For going

to a matinee. What is life for, woman?
For going to a matinee. Oh, life is for

a matinee!
Now, I am not talking about thea-

tres, understand. I could say some-
thing about them, but I am simply
saying that if a woman gets to going
about and forgets that there is any-
thing else in the world to make life

fair, she ought to be told pretty quick.

What is that? That is playing the

Solomon quite a little. Inheritance is

one thing, but to go around and hunt
up a job, that is another matter. Man,
woman, you are gifted of God. You
have the best of the earth. What are

you doing with it? And the man says

:

"I am, I am—give me another day!
iGive me another day!" You will have
a passion for dirt—buying lots—cor-

ner lot, middle lot. I am saying noth-
ing against real e.state, it is good if

,you have sense enough to buy it and
retain it, and save your soul. This
reaching for dirt—why don't you reach

ifor the stars, and clutch the morning
light and clutch the radiancy of the
,noon and clutch the splendor of eter-

nity and clutch the beckoning hand of

Christ. "Oh," he said, "busy with dirt."

I call that tragedy; do you?
And this man Solomon that had a

•throne and a kingdom and genius and
God-sense died and his son didn't get

•a throne; just a sixth of a throne.

iHow much is two within twelve? I

think six. About a sixth of a throne,
his son got—just about a sixth, and
only a sixth of a kingdom. Died, and
.couldn't leave his son a kingdom; died,

and his son didn't have good working
» sense. Didn't leave him any sense,

and died and didn't have himself any
God-sense.

Say, Solomon, what is the big word
in the Book? He said: "Vanity, van-
ity, vanity." "David, what is the big
word in the Book?" He said: "God,
God, God!" and he winds the music
out as if he were playing on a thou-
sand bugles, "God, God, God!" Didn't
I read to you what David said? Listen.

,He said to the son Solomon to show
himself a man. And what is the word,

, David? "God!" "Say, Solomon, what
lis the big word, the eternal word?"
l"Oh, don't bother me so, I don't want to

listen to you; but you ought to know
enough that the big word is vanity.

I

Oh, yes, th* big word is vexation," and
he shuffles away and mumbles into a
bed of death.
What a failure! Had everything,

left nothing! And this is' my message
that people who are greatly dowered
are greatly responsible, and people
who, when they go to their death, have
failure written on their tombstones, it

were better they had never been born,
or that they had been born with a mill-

stone tied to their necks and they had
been thrown in the depths of the sea.

Failed! "Solomon, where is God?"
"Dead!" he says; "dead, dead!"

God, keep us from Solomon's des-
tination and keep us from Solomon's
doom and keep us from Solomon's wild
expenditure of everything for that
which buys no bread. God, scare
some of us away from our sins, for
Christ's sake. Amen.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Xlbe Cbildren's pulpit
HANGING A PRAYER ON THE STARS

By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.

DO you pray for the sailors
—"they that go down to the sea in

ships"? From The Children's Pulpit you are to hear of how
a brave sailor prayed for himself; how he wrote a prayer and

hung it on the stars. Listen while Alexander Irvine tells you a story

:

We were in a squall off the coast of Sicily, and the commander, a
man of the old school, took advantage of it to give us a bit of rough-
water drill. The order was to strike lower yards and topmasts and
to clear the decks for action.

"Away, aloft!" he roared, as the wind soughed through the rig-

ging; and a moment later I heard:
"Bear out on the yardarm!" Something went wrong in the fore-

top and the captain fell to the hatchway grating below, killing a man
by his fall. I stood a few feet from the grating, and it took me the
best part of a day to sponge his blood out of my clothing. We buried
them both that night in an old cemetery at the base of Mount Etna.

AT noontime next day we were ordered through the same evolu-

- tion aloft. A lad had been promoted to the vacancy in the fore-

top, and he was rather nervous. Five hundred pairs of eyes followed
him as he tore aloft with the lightness of a cat.

At the crucial moment—at the sound of the order, "Bear out on
the yardarm!"—he lost his nerve, dropped a hundred feet and was
crushed to death on the deck.

Billy Hicks, a second-class officer, was made captain of the fore-

top. Billy was something of a wag. He could dance a hornpipe
or sing a song and when he laughed the deck trembled.
As he stood there barefooted at the foot of the rigging awaiting

the fatal order, the red blush vanished from his round face. It was
ashy and pitched.

Every eye was on him, and as he sprang at the rigging, men stood

from under.
There was a breathless hush as he reached the top, a full length

ahead of his men. Then the order rang out over the old ship and a

hundred men with the precision of a clock sprang to their places.

WE were fond of Billy, and when the crisis was passed we gulped

down our lumps and secretly thanked Him in the hollow of

whose hand lie the seas. No one understood how Billy Hicks had
been able to obey the order without falling to the deck.

Something really did happen to the new captain of the foretop
that day, though nobody knew just what it was. There was a
change and we felt it. Those who stood nearest felt it most. We
couldn't analyze it; he couldn't himself. I got into the secret by
accident.
An officer of the Gemaraire came on board one day, a week or two

later, to lunch with a friend. I served the lunch in the wardroom
and overheard the following conversation:
"Have you a seaman by the name of Billy Hicks on board?"
"Yes; what about him?"
"Well," the officer said, smiling, "we were ten miles out at sea a

few weeks ago when we noticed the signals flashing all over the

heavens—electric signals. I was officer of the deck. It was about

two bells in the first watch. I called my signal officer and told him
to take down what he read. He pulled out his notebook, still smil-

ing, and, spelling out the words, read
:.

" '/^OD, this is Billy Hicks! I ain't afraid of no bloomin' man
vJT nor devil; I ain't afraid of no Davy Jones' bleedin' locker,

neither. I ain't like a bawling baby afussing at his dad for sweeties.

I don't ask you for no favors, but just one : This is it—when I strike

the foretops to-morrow let me do it with the heart of a man what iz

clean. And God, dear God, from this hear day on, giv me that feel-

ing I usto have long ago when I nelt at my mother's nee and said,

"Our Father." Good night, dear God.'
"

Billy knew he would be called next day to climb to the topmast.

That night while in charge of the big light signal he wrote his prayer

in letters of light and hung it on the stars before his God. Love is

God's flashlight with which you can send your prayer beyond the

stars and hang them on the great white throne of God. Ask father

or mother to tell you where to find the following beautiful sailor

story:

THEY that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in great

waters;

These see the works of the Lord, and his wonders in the deep.

They mount up to the heaven, they go down again to the depths:

their soul is melted because of trouble.

They reel to and fro, and stagger like a drunken man, and are at

their wit's end.
Then they cry unto the Lord in their trouble, and he brmgeth them

out of their distresses.

He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still.

Then are they glad because they be quiet; so he bringeth them

unto their desired haven.

Oh that men would praise the Lord for his goodness, and for his

wonderful works to the children of men!

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text : "They that go down to the

sea in ships." Ps. 107:23.
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THE CONQUEST OF THE AIR*

By Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer

AXTITH a thunder-driven heart
* ' And the shimmer of new wings,
I a worm that was, upstart.
King of kings !

I have heard the singing stars,
I have watched the sunset die

As I bui-st the lucent bars
Of the sky.

Lo, the argosies of Spain,
As they plowed the naked brine.

Found no heaven-girded main
Like to mine.

Soaring from the clinging sod.
First and foremost of my race,

I have met the hosts of God
Face to face.

Met the tempest and the gale
Where the white moon-riven cloud

Wrapt the splendor of my sail

In a shroud.

When the ghost of winter fled.

Swift I followed with the snow
Like a silver arrow sped
From a bow.

I have trailed the summer south
Like a flash of burnished gold

When she fled the hungry mouth
Of the wold.

I have dogged the ranging sun
Till the world became a scroll

;

All the oceans one by one
Were my goal.

Oh, the winged men may come.
Pierce the heavens, chart the sky,

Sound an echo to my drum.
Ere they die.

I alone have seen the earth.
Age-old fetters swept aside

In the glory of new birth.

Deified !

*This poem won the Lloyd McKinnon Garri-
son prize of $100.

A Filipino Heroine

IN a letter just received from Mis-
sionary Elizabeth W. Jansen, sta-

tioned at Cebu, P. I., the writer sends
most encouraging accounts of the prog-
ress of Gospel work in the Philippine

Islands. She says the work has been
greatly helped by the mission launch
El Heraldo Cristiano, which is on reg-

ular duty around the large island of

Botrol. Mrs. Jansen writes: "The
evangelizing of the coast towns would
be much hindered, had we not been

given The Christian Herald launch.

We thank you all and your friends for

the great help you so gladly gave the

Philippines.

"Most of the mountain congregations
in Cebu Island can only be reached
after hours of toil. The faithful evan-

gelists who have been working for

years among the Cebu villages can
scarcely be said to have a settled home.
They go from congregation to congre-

gation, sometimes making their home
in one village, sometimes in another.
"There is a deep spiritual hunger for

God's word which is manifested among-
these simple mountain people. Some
had to walk many miles to our meet-
ings. One poor woman had traveled a
distance of twelve hours to the first

village where we held Bible instruc-
tion. Some faithful messenger had
got word to her and her husband in

their far-off little village farm. This
woman, who neither knows how to read
nor write, but was hungry for God's
word, took her baby in her arms, and
with the next youngest child astride

on her hip and a third walking, started.

When the third one got tired the
mother would change, and take her up,
letting the other walk for a while. She
got back home after the twelve hours'
return walk, and told her husband,
with glowing heart, what she had
heard. She with his help got a little

food together, and after a very short
rest, started off again! After an eight
hours' journey she reached the place

where we had gone on to. She had
crossed mountains, braved precipices

and forded rivers for forty hours dur-
ing three weeks in order to hear the
word of God.

"Before this reaches you we hope to

be back again working among these

mountaineers, many of whom were
once outlaws and revolutionists."
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THE PLAGUE OF MUNICIPAL MISRULE
FOURTH ARTICLE OF THE SERIES ON OUR COUNTRY, ITS LAWS AND ITS PEOPLE

THE United States census of 1910 will show

more than one hundred cities with over 50,000

population. The census of 1900 named the

one hundred largest cities showing a range of pop-

ulation from the 3,437,202 of New York, the 1,698,-

575 of Chicago, and the 1,293,697 of Philadelphia

to the thirty-eight thousand and odd of Altoona,

Pa.; Wheeling, W. Va.; Mobile, Ala., and Birming-

ham, Ala.

The census of 1910 will show, beyond doubt, that

there are one hundred cities in the United States

with more than 50,000 people within their limits,

and, probably, one hundred and twenty-five cities

that exceed 35,000 of population.

No other land, except China, has such a show of

cities—likely enough China has not, because modern

authorities are more and more inclined to doubt the

figures of the Flowery Kingdom, based as they are

on guesswork, probabilities and salt-customs re-

ports.

It is a gallant showing. Would that it were

possible to say that the American cities compared

favorably with their like in Chris-

tian powers in respect to honesty

among municipal officials, or cer-

tainty of just punishment for official

offenders.

In the hundred largest cities of

the United States census of 1900,

there are forty-one named whose
fair fame has been smirched by
proved dishonesty in public life, and
of that forty-one only eighteen

show swift justice and adequate, or

even partial, punishment where it

was earned. In many cases partial

restitution of embezzled (stolen)

funds secured immunity from in-

dictment or from trial. In others,

that noteworthy obstructor of jus-

tice, the hung jury with its conse-

quent mistrial, served as means of

escape. In still others the offenders

had colleagues or sympathizers on

bench or in bar whose legal services

and knowledge of the law's delay

secured postponement until prose-

cution died of weariness and starva-

tion.

How the Public Grows Careless

In every case the public, through
pulpit, press, or forum, showed
high indignation when the offense

was found out, stern determination

to bring the offenders to justice

while the crimes were fresh in the

public eye, a rapidly waning eager-

ness as the news grew a bit stale,

and a culpable indifference ere six

months or a year from the discovery

of the wrongdoing had elapsed.

Oftentimes a mawkish and un-
merited sympathy for the criminal
developed and acts of so-called gen-
erosity—generally along the line of

vote-getting or political favoritism
—were cited as pleas in bar of judg-
ment. "He's a good-hearted fellow,

after all! And think of his temp-
tations!"
Not only in our largest cities is

the percentage of unpunished pecu-
lations lamentably large. Human
nature is pretty much alike whether in rural or

urban surroundings. Give a weak man or a bad
man a chance to steal and a fair show to escape
without loss of liberty or property and he will be
apt to get busy in a bad way, whether he is a treas-
urer of a county with a million residents or of a
township or school district with twoscore voters.

Think of the example to the young, of the encour-
agement to evil-doers, of unpunished crime!

I once heard Bishop Phillips Brooks say: "The
escape from being jailed of every thief of the pub-
lic's money breeds a half-dozen more malefactors.
If the public won't punish, it deserves to be plucked."

Foreign Contempt

What American traveling in Great Britain O"
Europe, who, if he got into discussion at all, failed
of being reproached with American laxity toward
crime, lenity toward criminals? Take the hundred
largest cities in Europe and over the portals of each
one might write: "For it must needs be that offenses
•come; but woe to him by whom the offense cometh!"

In Great Britain, Germany and France the official

who steals the property of State, province, county.

B^ E. R. JOHNSTONE

town or city knows that if he is found out and can-

not escape beyond the boundary or the encompassing

seas, he is as sure of condign punishment as he is

that what he has sequestrated will be returned,

when found, to the public coffers. Think you such

knowledge acts as a deterrent or the reverse? For-

eigners—of course general terms must be used and

isolated examples put aside—foreigners, I say, have

little or none of that sentimental sympathy for a

defaulting treasurer, cashier, auditor, or other offi-

cer to whom funds are intrusted that every reader

of this page has seen evidenced in this country.

They cannot understand our forgetfulness of the

crime in belated pity for the thief.

Plenty of Foreign Thieves

It is not to be said that public peculation is un-

known abroad. In some countries it is rife to an

Blocking the Path of Justice

"In forty-one misgoverned American cities. Justice was thwarted and defeated in all save eighteen

extent never imagined here. Russian officialdom
is rotten to the core, or was at the outset of the
Russo-Japanese war. Turkey has long been
strangled by her robbers of rank. Spain has an
appalling history of official rapine and so has Egypt,
although the last-named country, under the English
regime, has become more than "indifferent honest."
In China, from the mandarin highest up to the
petty official lowest down, there is appropriation on
just as high a scale as the traffic in taxes will bear.

However, we would scarcely be willing to be
placed on a plane as to civilization with Russia,
Turkey or China. None the less is it true that in
any one of those countries proved theft is followed
by severest punishment. The official viewpoint as
to what is theft and what is merely opportunity
differs from ours.

It is a favorite charge among foreigners that the
lynchings that have so disgraced many communities
in the United States are due, directly, to public
conviction that unless the mob takes into its own
hands the punishment due for capital offenses the
culprit is likely to find some loophole for escape.

Doubtless this very question of delay, spoken of

in a former article, makes for laxity of punishmen
of official offenders in many States of the Union
It is discouraging to the decent citizen's hope foi

justice to know, for example, that there are nov

10,000 cases before the courts of New York Stati

alone; that a large percentage of these cases wil

not be adjudicated before three years; that, unles;

there is radical amendment in our practice anc

procedure, by the end of that three years there wil

be another ten thousand cases to drag their slov

length along still another three years—and so oi

ad infinitum.

Hampering a Grand Jury

Oftentimes the offender escapes because of thi

expense attendant upon conviction, the carelessness

or worse, of the prosecuting authorities and thi

difficulty in obtaining evidence that will convinc(

the court and jury of the defendant's guilt.

Not many years ago an important city in thu

Central West was cursed by a municipal governmen-
that fairly reeked with wrongdoing. The mayoi

was a drunken sensualist, who ha<

a large following because of a comej
easy-go-easy sort of generosity—,
he was liberal with' his spoils. Hi:

henchmen were loyal to the limit o:

adherence and protection; he hac

the police under absolute control;

the city council was incompetent o:

timid, some of its members venal.

This mayor did not even try ti

pose as decent. He instituted

system of tribute from crime. H(|

levied taxes on abandoned womei
and cheap gamblers. No one evei

found out the total of his monthly
income from illicit avenues. Probp
ably he didn't know himself, for h4
was what his adherents proudl;!

called "the freest spender eve:'

possessed of a dollar."
This ribald, rapacious, riotousj

administration was attractinji
crooks of all sorts and condition!

to the city and keeping away decen

business men and women. Thif

touched the pocketbook nerve of thi

commercialists and decent publii'

men, and it was generally underj
stood that the grand jury wouU
indict the mayor, the chief of policiil

and any others that might com(||

within its purview. "Punish thei

as common felons," was the cry,

Where's Your Testimony?

The grand jury met in due cours(;

and was charged by the judge in a!

lot of platitudes. One thing h(|

harped upon, however, and as tl

member of that jury I recall how|

surprised I was at the reiteration o*

his caution. "Be careful," he said

over and over again, "not to fincl

indictments unless you have testi-i,

mony that will make convictioiJi

probable. You must not saddle th(

city and county with useless costs.'

He was a good man, that judge, bul

not of the sort that crime, but-

tressed by officialism, fears.

We met in a new courthouse that

represented a theft from taxpayers

of a million or more, and I am sure the twenty-one

grand jurors who elected a foreman and went

speedily to work were honest, earnest, upright citi-

zens, eager to rid the city of uniformed evil.

Of course the county attorney was at once called

in, and, equally of course, we urged him to set us

on the mayor and his confederates as soon as possi-

ble. We assured him public opinion would back

us in anything we did that was legal, no matter

how strenuous. He was polite and a trifle commis-

erating. He knew, and we knew, that the mayor,

the chief of police and other officials were scoundrels,

etc. But how were we to get jury evidence of the

fact? We could not get policemen or blackmailed

women to testify. They were afraid of the mayor,

and with reason. Crooks would not be good wit-

nesses, even if we could get them on the stand.

Besides, evidence costs money, especially when it is

sought for to be used against officials who have

control of much of the evidence-getting machinery.

As county attorney he was bound to tell us there

were no funds available for securing the evidence

that would be needed—not to convince a grand jury.

Continued on page 567
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Joao (seated) and Helper Natives at Hombo Coming from Morning Prayers Chief Hombo and the Fetich

[T is always a great satisfaction to the foreign

missionary to see native workers really catch

the evangelical fire, and, pushing out into new
egions, bring forth in their labors new demonstra-

ion of the self-propagating power of the Gospel,

luch a worker is Joao Garcia Fernandes, a native

rcacher in the Methodist Episcopal Mission in An-
'ola, Portuguese West Africa. In personal appear-

nce he is not prepossessing, being no longer young,
aving a rugged, characteristically negro face,

eeply pock-marked, and a somewhat blunt and for-

/ard manner; but he has proved in many tests that

is heart is white, and that he has a character of

terling qualities. He is an intelligent man, of con-

iderable- education, speaking and writing well his

ative Kimbundu and the Portuguese language, and
revious to his conversion, at adult age, had taught
school of his own and held responsible commercial
ositions with credit. He was drawn to the mission
^rst by a desire to learn English, but the "word"
i/hich he heard there led to his conversion, and he
ecame a thorough-going Christian. After serving
ome years as a helper in various capacities in the

iiission, he started out, with no promise of support,
D teach and preach among the people of his own na-
ive district of Ambaca.

I
At the place where he put down upon arrival he

'as at first welcomed, but later was made to feel

hat they would like to get rid of him. Near at

and, however, was the village of the chief Hombo-
-Njinji, one of the few remaining native chieftain-

ihips in the district of Ambaca, where fifty-four

ihiefs, or "sobas," as they are called, rebelled

gainst the Portuguese government and made war
,1 1874. The Hombo-a-Nji..ji community was noted
s far back as the oldest now living can remember
or shiftlessness, quarrelsomeness and poverty, in

he midst of more thrifty neighbors. At this time
new chief had recently been chosen, and brought

D the place from a distance, but he was as yet little

nown locally. Joao sent a message to him inquir-

ing if he would be welcome to come to his village,

,nd the chief not only invited him to come, but sent

ome of his people to bring him with his things, and
ilaced a house at his disposal until he should be able

build one of his own.
This village to which Joao came with his family

/as a thoroughly heathen one, notwithstanding the
act that some of the men, including the chief him-
elf, were civilized enough to wear European cos-

ume and could read and write to some extent. The
sua! heathen conditions prevailed : polygamy, of

ourse, was practised, and easy divorce; drunken-
oss was common, and thrift discouraged. The evil

pirits and fetiches were held in great awe, and the
/itch doctor consulted in all difficulties. Funerals
nd other special celebrations were characterized by
bscene and riotous revelry.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the condition

f "Soba" Hombo and his people at that time, com-
lon also to all that region, was thire superstitious
.ear. The chief himself had been ill a great deal
lince coming to the village, and divinations were be-
ag conducted to learn the cause, one of the old men
eing suspected of witchcraft. The village was situ-

By HERBERT C WITHEY
ANGOLA. AFRICA

ated on the bank of a beautiful stream of water,
with rich bottom land that could be easily irrigated,

but it was understood that the particular genius of

the woods to whom that stream was sacred would
cause no end of trouble to any one who presumed to

so utilize the water, and no one dared.
Anxious for health and life, the witch doctor

would frequently be called in, the rites pei-formed
for the propitiation of the spirits, and the fees and
offerings paid in money, cloth and rum, chickens,

goats, sheep and cattle. Then, when people still got
sick and died, it was said to be because there were
witches among them. Suspicions and accusations
would lead to protestations of innocence, and chal-

lenges to the sasswood ordeal, resulting in many
deaths, the circumstances of which would be kept as
quiet as possible, for drinking sasswood was knowm
to be an offense against the government.

Once, while Joao was at Hombo, some men from
another tribe came around Ambaca with a magic
horn, the "kibaxi," said to be endowed with wonder-
ful powers and able infallibly to smell out witches.

These witch-hunters lived high, and "cleaned up" no
small gain in fees from the different villages, all

anxious to find out who the obnoxious person among
them might be. Before the people all assembled,
the men would go through their performances, three

or four of them with their hands on a large antelope

horn in an upright position, which would presently
become violently agitatea, requiring all their

strength to hold it, and, pulling them around, would
at length poke itself (?) with a thump against some
one of the bystanders, who was thus shown to be a
witch. This person's own family would at once turn
on him, witch-hunters and villagers would join in

beating him unmercifully, and to redeem his life he
must pay largely in live stock and submit to what-
ever was said to be necessary to render his witch-
craft ineffective.

Into such a community came Joao, the Christian
teacher. His school teaching was appreciated, for

the Ambaca people are of a studious turn of mind.
But perhaps his first real hold on the people was
obtained by his braving the spirit of the stream,
and by his own hard work and that of his boys, for

no one else would help him, digging an irrigating

ditch, which enabled him to water several acres of

fine land, on which he and the villagers could grow
crops the year round. Then he was skilful in the

use of native herbs and some foreign medicines, and
by his success in this line, and by what he as one of

themselves could tell them of his own experience in

the follies of fetichism, he gradually began to make
inroads on their superstition and to get their atten-

tion to his Gospel message. The chief himself, after

some hesitation, embraced the truth and was con-

verted, and as a consequence took the lead in bring-

ing his people into line with Christi n principles and
practice. It involved much conflict with the heathen
element among his relatives and people, but the irre-

concilables have at length withdrawn to a separate

village, and Hombo has become a Christian com-
munity.

Soba Hombo, after breaking with many lesser

superstitions, came to a supreme test upon occasion

of the death of the custodian of the family talisman,
the great fetich Nganga Kasenda, an idol supposed
to represent the most powerful of all the demon
spirits known to the natives of Angola, the guardian
of their lives, always mentioned with awe, and in

whose propitiation they spent a large part of their
substance. Few even among the natives had ever
seen this idol, so carefully and secretly was it

guarded, nor could a look at it have been purchased
by the curious foreigner, "even for ten head of cat-

tle." It was, therefore, a great step when the chief,,

in spite of the resentful opposition of some of his

people and the fears of the rest, went and brought
the Nganga Kasenda from the place where it was
kept and gave it up. Great also was the sensation
to see this object of superstitious fear carried about
openly, passed from hand to hand, and subjected to

indignity, as Joao and the chief have gone about the
villages exhorting their fellows to "turn from these
vanities to serve the living God."
A sacred tree grew near Hombo, which was held

in great awe, and offerings were made to the spirit

which haunted the spot. As a further means of
breaking the power of superstition, Joao determined
to cut this tree down, and proceeded to do so with
two of his boys, braving the dire consequences which
the heathen prophesied would follow. Sure enough,
upon his return from the tree cutting, Joao was
taken with unaccountable twitchings in various
parts of the body and other symptoms of a "stroke"
of some kind. Nothing daunted, however, he went
to bed, committing his case to God, while the chief

and one or two others came to his room and prayed
earnestly, "O Lord, we know we must all die some
time, yet let nothing befall our teacher now, when it

will certainly mean victory for the evil spirits and
heathen people; make him well this time, for thine
own praise." And Joao did get well.

At Hombo now all the charms and idols have been
given up and burnt, no heathenish rites are allowed,,

and no drunkenness; each man has but one wife, and
the Sabbath is strictly observed. Early every morn-
ing the chief conducts prayers in his own large
house, and all the village attend. Hymns are sung,
a portion of Scripture is read and explained, and the
voice of prayer and praise goes up to God. The
witch doctors now, in passing Hombo, commonly
cover up their trappings, and silence their gongs
and bells until past the place. On Sunday anywhere'
from fifty to a hundred cleanly and neatly clad peo-
ple assemble in the mission chapel, and there by
themselves, with not a white missionary within sixty
miles, the regular services are conducted with rev-
erence and devotion. On his last visit here, the dis-

trict superintendent baptized thirty-two and cele-

brated seven Christian marriages. One of Joao's
scholars is the chief's right-hand man in conducting
daily prayers, and already quite a preacher. An-
other has gone out and started a Christian school of
his own, and is making disciples.

Thus the good work goes on, and the missionaries
"thank God and take courage."

HOME AND FOREIGN TOPICS OF INTEREST
—London, the world's (greatest metropolis, has now 7,537,190

f population. Forty thousand marriapres are celebrated in that
ity yearly. It has 148.600 paupers, and 2,151 miles of streets.

t imports $1,200,000,000 in varied merchandise, and exports
370,000,000 of home products. And the big city is still

rowini;.

—"Should a woman use her own or her husband's first name ?"'

; a question that is just now afritatinc New York suffragists,
t a meeting of the Woman's Legislative League recently it

'as warmly debated, and not a few were in favor of the ladies
landing by their own first names as a measure of independence.

Some of the debaters suggested using both. The sense of the

majority, however, was that, for policy's sake and "to humor
husbands so that they might favor giving the ballot to their

wives," it would be advisable to fight under their husbands'

names. "In this way," remarked one worldly-wise matron,

"we will receive greater consideration from them and have a

stronger influence as a sex."

—"The old order changeth." On all sides everywhere
change is the order of nature, the law of events. Within a

single lifetime, one has witnessed upheavals and transforma-

tions in the social and political order of at least six of the

world's great governments. In several countries the struggle-

between the wealthy and powerful classes and the industrials is

just i-eaching that acute stage which precedes an important
change. In our own land, with its increasing population, its

$279,000,000 annual budget for Army and Navy and its--

$6(i0, 000.000 regular yearly government expenditures, we are
exceptionally fortunate in the vastness of our natural resources:

and in our capacity for quick recuperation. But our national
wealth is not inexhaustible. It would be wise statesmanship-
to take note of the unforeseen financial straits of other govern-
ments and be economical. Excessive liberality becomes a crime-

at the exact point where it ceases to be a virtue.
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House-Cleaning Time

IT is a good sign when the house-cleaning fever

seizes a community; a better when it affects a

whole State, and best of all when a nation girds

itself resolutely for the task. Something of this

sort is under way at the present time in many parts

of the country. It is surely no common coincidence

that gives birth to reform crusades in a dozen differ-

ent localities simultaneously. We believe it is some-

thing that proceeds from a deeper source— the

awakening of the public conscience. How else can

these results be explained? In Pittsburg, we have

the spectacle of a reform wave which is sweeping-

official grafters and business corruptionists into

jail, the latest being a bank president, twenty times

a millionaire, who goes to prison for using his wealth

to buy legislation. In Illinois, the United States

senatorial election inquiry has resulted in startling

revelations, which must produce a wholesome effect

in that State. Saratoga, long the gamblers' para-

dise, has expelled the blackleg fraternity. Race-

track gambling has received its deathblow in the

East, beginning with New York. As collateral

evidence of the same general movement, we see the

strong hand of the Federal government reaching out

to check a i-ailroad conspiracy in over thirty States

to suppress competition and force higher rates.

Looking westward, we note the same firm hand halt-

ing the despoilers of the national domain, regardless

of their great wealth and high position. These are

all cheering indications of a general moral house-

cleaning. Even the lawj'ers themselves have taken

up the broom and are proceeding to clear out the

cobwebs in the Federal courts, which have too long

impeded the course of justice and imposed many
cruel and unnecessary delays. We would say a
word of cheer to those who have been at the front

in this house-cleaning movement. All honor to

them and all success to their work ! But more cour-

ageous men of the Heney type are needed, if the

house-cleaning is to be thorough, and if grafters,

corruptionists and plotters against honesty in public

life and business are to receive their just due.

The Turn of the Tide in Nicaragua

A FEW months ago it looked as if the cause of

the insurgents in blood-stained Nicaragua was
a hopeless one and President Madriz seemed des-

tined to remain more or less comfortably (in Latin-

American countries it is usually less), for some
time to come in the presidential chair. The insur-

gents under Estrada had little ammunition; no
money to carry on the campaign, and death and
desertion had weakened the ranks. Estrada, how-
ever, seems to be one of the most determined insur-

gents that ever tried to change the political complex-

Ion of a Spanish-American country, where bullets

are votes and the gatling is substituted for the
ballot box. He has kept hammering away at the
party in power until, to the surprise of America
and Europe, he has inflicted several stunning de-

feats on the government forces, and Madriz, at this

writing, is making desperate efforts to save the

remnant of his forces. On the east coast he has
only about three hundred men, and Bluefields no
longer obeys the orders of the nominal president.

Dr. Madriz is a protege of the former bloody dic-

tator, who was responsible for the butchery of

Groce and Cannon, the two young Americans. He
has carried things with a high hand, and recently
his man-of-war searched an American vessel, almost
an act of war. His defeat, therefore, will not cause
keen regret to our government at Washington,
whose patience is strained to the utmost by the fre-

quent carnivals of blood in which Central America
seems to indulge as regularly as the rest of the
world takes its meals. South America has remained
in a state of comparative peace for some time,
though even there they are watching an interna-
tional war-dance. Central America will learn, will

be made to learn later, that it must have decent and
stable governments. The rest of the world will

demand it. In the present instance the sympathy
of most thinking people is with the force of Estrada,
who is endeavoring to break the tyrannical rule

under which the country has so long labored.

Zelaya, against whom he first directed his arms,
resembled nothing so much as one of the petty rulers

of the sixteenth century; his methods were merci-

less; he was safe only as long as he could continue

his reign of terror. Estrada would make a more
enlightened ruler, and good government could be

looked for if the dove of peace could find a place to

alight for a while between shots.

Roosevelt and the British Lion

COLONEL ROOSEVELT has not had his hunting

experience in the wild African jungle for noth-

ing. Consequently, when he faced the British Lion

in the Guildhall in London, a few days ago, to be

presented with the honorary freedom of the city, he

showed the same fearless front that inarked him

at Nairobi, where they still remember him as a

"mighty hunter." So, on this occasion when he let

loose one of his happy little cyclonic speeches, the

result was remarkable. The conservative London

functionaries sat up and wondered whether they

. had heard aright. Never had they known the Brit-

ish Lion to be handled quite so familiarly. Accus-

tomed as they are to civic oratory of the formal and
conventional sort, they were naturally amazed when
the Colonel unlimbered his battery of verbal artil-

lery and told them a few things he thought they

ought to know. He told them that Egypt, which

he had recently visited, was totally unfit for self-

government, and that the blame for the unrest and
the assassination plots must be laid at the door of

its British rulers, who had made the mistake of

governing with too light a hand, where firmness was
needed. Here he might have introduced effectively

Kaiser William's "mailed fist" idea, but he refrained.

He did tell them, however, that the present state of

affairs in Egypt was a menace to the empire and to

civilization, and he hinted that if a country does

not assume its proper responsibility in such a case

that country should get out. Of course, it was all

said in the way of kindness, although the delivery

was impulsive and strenuous. Some of the English
newspapers do not seem to agree altogether with

the Colonel's views as to the handling of Egyptian
affairs. They apparently believe that the applica-

tion of the "mailed fist" might precipitate a serious

crisis, so they prefer careful diplomacy in dealing

with a rather delicate situation. On the whole,
however, British popular opinion is that Roosevelt,

by his plain speech, has done the country a service,

even if he did twist the lion's tail a trifle harder
than was necessary.

Knights of the Blue

GLENN CURTISS' aeroplane flight from Albany
to New York deserves to rank as an historic

achievement. Three centuries ago, in 1609, the

Half Moon made the same journey in eleven days;

in 1807 the Clermont made the trip in thirty-two

hours; the average first-class river steamboats now
make it in nine and one-half hours; the Empire
State Express makes its daily run in two hours and
forty minutes, and Curtiss made the distance—137

miles—in 152 minutes, eight minutes faster than

the express train! Deducting his short stop at

Poughkeepsie, Curtiss' actual flying time was fifty-

four and four-fifths miles per hour. It was not the
longest trip on record, the honor of which belongs
to Paulhan, who covered the 186 miles from Man-
chester to London in a single flight; but his speed
was far slower than that of Curtiss on his little

biplane. Besides, the American had to contend
with a rugged country, with many hills and valleys
and a variety of perplexing air currents, while the
English trial was over a comparatively level area.
Our splendid advance in practical aeronautics is a
matter for congratulation, but we do not share the
sanguine expectations of some of the "bird men" as
to the value of the aeroplane in war, or commerce,
in the near future. We are still a long way off from
the daily aerial passenger route, the trans-Atlantic
flyer, the overhead express and the devastating
navies of the skies. These belong to the domain of
the imaginative inventor and the literary romancer.
But the day of the aeroplane is surely on the way.
The tempting prizes now offered will induce the
aviators to take unusual risks. For his great
achievement, Curtiss won $10,000 offered by the
New York World, but now premiums are announced
aggregating $55,000 for flights from New York to

Chicago and New York to St. Louis. These wil

doubtless bring out all the famous aeronauts, an
we may look forward to seeing Paulhan, Lathan
and Bleriot the Channel flyer, as well as Rolls, th
Englishman, who on June 2 crossed and recrosse
the Channel without alighting. A contest betwee
these knights of the blue will be well worth seeinj:

Surprising the Railroads

IT is evident that the federal injunction, secure

from Judge Dyer of the United States Distric

Court at Hannibal, Mo., and served upon the Wesi
ern Trunk lines, took the railroad magnates by sui

prise. They had agreed upon a general plan t

force an increase of 15 to 35 per cent, in freigl

rates and there seemed to be plain sailing ahea

and no opposition. The Eastern roads, awaitin

the result of the scheme, were ready to adopt
similar policy. But somebody leaked and suddenly

like a bolt from the blue, came the injunction, blocl

ing the entire project. This rude interruption t

their efforts to force exorbitant rates on shippei

without competition and in violation of the Sherma
Act, affects all the roads west of the Mississipp

The Western Trafltic Association claims that th

proposed increase was necessitated by the conditio

of business and it is intimated that the failure o

the plan will compel a reduction of dividends an,

possibly of wages also. Railroad securities on th

New York Stock Exchange have already experience
a sharp decline as a result of the injunction, whic
Attorney-General Wickersham secured at the n
quest of Western shippers, who made a form;
petition for protection. Twenty-five roads are mei
tioned in the injunction as being engaged in a

unlawful combination and conspiracy, and with ha\

ing contrived to suppress all competition in respec

to fares and charges and to "unjustly and oppre;

sively increase rates" to a point greatly in exces

of that which would have prevailed under norm;
conditions. Mr. Wickersham's move was made aftt

consultation with the President. Unquestionable
the railroads will fight the injunction, but thei

battle will probably be a losing one. A significar

indication of the prospect may be gathered from th

fact that on the same day upon which the injunctio

was issued, the United States Supreme Court i

Washington upheld the action of the Inter-Stat

Commerce Commission in ordering a reduction c

freight rates in the Missouri River and Denver rat

cases. These cases were based upon charges mad
by cities that other points got more favorable ratt

than they did, and they proved their case to th

court's satisfaction. Incidentally, it is believed the

the present proceedings may yet be extended t

include the general concerted advance in commuter:
rates among the leading Eastern railroads.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Memorial Day Parade

PERHAPS the most significant parade on Me-
moi'ial Day was that of the Grand Army of

the Republic in New York City. President

aft reviewed the parade from a stand at the Sol-

iers' and Sailors' Monument at Riverside Drive and
;ighty-ninth Street. Many distinguished officers

nd civilians stood with the President as the proces-

ion passed, including two major-generals, who took

art in the great review of the Union Army in

Washington directly after peace had been declared,

•eneral Daniel E. Sigels and General Julius H.
tahl. The parade included twenty thousand vet-

rans, regulars, national guardsmen, members of

idet corps, and other semi-military organizations,

he ranks of the veterans of the Civil War are so

lin that not many more than a thousand of them
ppeared in the parade. The John A. Dix Post
ame past in long black coats and white helmets,

'ne of them kept up as best he could on crutches,

nd as the old fellow saluted the President, Mr. Taft
limself led off the cheering. The Lafayette Post
ad uniforms of black tunic and white trousers, but
ley entrusted their flags to the arms of men
ounger than themselves. There was in the ranks
le one woman member of the G. A. R., Mrs. Katie
urnell, who went all through the Civil War as the

ompanion of her husband, who was in the Rhode
dand Heavy Artillery. The Far-
•agut Post of the G. A. R. furnished
.venty-two men. Two of the com-
ades carried an immense wreath
,hich had been sent to them from
le Farragut School in St. Louis,

DUght with the one-cent contribu-

ons of 1.5,000 school children to be
laced on the famous admiral's
Tave in Woodlawn Cemetery. The
Deaking exercises at the reviewing
;and were scarcely over when a
!arful thunderstorm drove the
•resident and the people to cover,

he nation honors itself in remem-
jring the deeds and sacrifices of

s heroes and in scattering beauti-

i\, fragrant flowers on their

taves. The custom of school chil-

Iren participating with the veter-

bs in the memorial services is

jautiful and beneficial to the
ising generation. All Americans,
icluding the veterans of the Civil

'^ar on both sides, rejoice at the
•aternal spirit which exists be-
veen the North and South. As
lections of this country, we are
jund together by the bridges
hich span our streams, the con-
Tiuous steel rails that support our
ains, and the wires that transmit
jr messages. We are bound to-

other by the very birds that ex-
lange visits with us, and by the
Iken canopy that shuts us in

ider the same roof, and we will

low no North, no South, no East,
D West, but a common America,
id bound together by the golden
)rds of interest and the softer silken ties of love,

e will move harmoniously upward, and receive
om the hand of the future the fortune of ever-
sting permanency. The first man killed in the
panish-American War was the son of the first

onfederate officer who fell in the war of '61. In
le Spanish War, a Grant, and a Lee, and a Joe
^heeler, and the sons of those who wore the gray
id those who wore the blue, fought under the old
ag, and the people of the Southland to-day vie with
le people of the North in their loyalty to "Old
lory." The eloquent voices of patriotism on Me-
orial Day remind us of the saying:
He being dead yet speaketh. (Heb. 11 : 4.)

uilt Church in a Day
The Central Christian Church of Peoria, 111., was
ailt in record-breaking time. It took just ten hours
1 told to complete the structure ready for occu-
incy. One hundred and ninety men, members of
le congregation, started to work at eight o'clock

1 the morning of May 30, and at six o'clock the
'ening chimes on other churches throughout
'wn were rung to announce the completion of the
Jilding. The Rev. Mr. Turner, pastor of the
lurch, conducted memorial services in the church
' night. The material for the building was given
I various concerns in Peoria and other cities. The
:ason why this church was built in so short a time
that there were so many persons who were en-

iged in the task and so many hearts inspiring

their hands. It is the many hands that make light
work, and to have a complete church membership
busy from the motive of love is to build up swiftly
and beautifully the loveliest spiritual temples. The
reason for the swift building of the church at
Peoria suggests the rapidity with which Nehemiah
rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem, and the many en-
thusiastic workmen that were engaged in the task.
So built we the wall; and all the wall was joined together unto

the half thereof: for the people had a mind to work. (Neh. 4: 6.)

Important Scientist Gone
The death of Robert Koch has removed from the

world one of the most distinguished scientists and
benefactors of the generation. He was born in
Klausthal, Hanover, in 1843, and filled a life up full
of the most tireless and intelligent investigation of
the causes of disease and agencies of health. In
1885 he was appointed professor at the University
of Berlin. In 1891 he was made professor of the
Bacteriological Institute in Berlin. Twenty-eight
years ago he discovered the bacillus of consumption,
and the year following, in his investigations in
Egypt and India, he found the cholera germ.
Science and suffering humanity made sure that a
man who could make such accurate diagnosis, and
describe the color and form of the individual germs
of the deadly diseases that depopulate the earth,
would also be able to discover infallible remedies for

President Taft Reviewing the Memorial Day Parade, New York

them, but in this they were mistaken; yet his ex-

periments and unquestioned data enable the whole
world of medical science to set itself to the task of

finding antidotes to these murderous plagues, and
thousands, if not millions, of lives have already been
prolonged by the remedies that have been admin-
istered by men who have been guided in their prac-

tice by the scientific information furnished by Koch,
"the world-famed bacteriologist." There is beauty
and real heroism in a life so completely and success-

fully consecrated to the health and happiness of his

fellow men, and words are inadequate to express the

loss the generation sustained in his removal from
the scene of action. There is One who knows the

germ of every moral malady, and the cure of every
spiritual disease. That cure is His own life and
love. The woman that touched the hem of Christ's

garment with her hand and his heart with her faith

felt the curative power of the Great Physician.

And she felt in her body that she was healed of that plague.

(Mark 5: 29.)

Death's Terrible Toll

During the session of the Presbyterian General
Assembly at Atlantic City, May 22, there was a

meeting held in the Assembly Hall of the million-

dollar pier of 10,000 persons, who had been called

together in the interest of the department of church

and labor of the Presbyterian Church. Congress-
man Bennett, of New York City, in an address

stated that the coming report of the Immigration

Commission would startle the world with its figures
on the killing of workmen in American factories,
and especially among workers in factories which
are unorganized and unable to force measures of
protection. Rev. Charles H. Stelzle quoted figures
showing that 30,000 industrial workers are killed
every year; that the railroads alone kill 12,000 and
injure 120,000 more. He said the death rate among
the poor is 100 per cent, greater than among the
rich, and that infant mortality in the laboring
class is more than one-third greater than among
the employing class. In our haste for wealth and
success we are criminally careless with reference to
human life, and though there seem to be improve-
ments in laws and habits, throwing additional safe-
guards around the lives of the common people, still

there is recklessness enough about our institutions
to call down upon us the protests of the just and the
anger of heaven, and provoke the awful word spoken
to the first murderer:
The voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground.

(Gen. 4 : 10.)

Killed Racetrack Gambling

Racetrack gambling was running riot in New
York State. Governor Hughes immediately upon
his election began to plan for its overthrow. He
made hostility to it the moral and even political fea-
ture of his administration, the first term. The moral

conflict was one of the most severe
the State has ever known, and at
times the issue seemed to be in the
balance, with the likelihood of fail-

ure for the Governor and the church
people generally who stood behind
him. The strong bills whose pas-
sage the Governor at last secured
were evaded, disregarded and
openly broken by the powerful
lawless gang of gamblers that in-

fested the racetrack. Bent on kill-

ing the beast. Governor Hughes
secured the passage of a bill at the
closing session of the legislature
just adjourned, making betting a
prison offense, and making direc-
tors of racing associations person-
ally liable if betting occurs within
their racing enclosures. The Jockey
Clubs of the State say that this
drastic bill will not only destroy
racetrack gambling- but will kill

horse-racing itself, and that all the
beautiful race-courses of the State,
on which so much money has been
expended, will be compelled to shut
their gates. This is the square con-
fession of the sporting fraternity,

that the racetrack is not primarily
for breeding good horses, or secur-
ing good speed, but for the purpose
of promoting the most fascinating
and perhaps dangerous type of
gambling known, which has wrecked
the fortunes, characters, and even
lives, of some of the most promising
young men of our land. Most of the

States of the Union have set their

faces to the destruction of this wide-
spread evil and disgrace. The words of the Psalm-
ist give a pretty good description of the gang of

racetrack gamblers:
The bands of the wicked have robbed me. (Ps. 119 : 61.)

Emperor's Hand Poisoned

The German Emperor was bitten on the hand by
a small insect recently, and it was so poisoned that
the court physician found it necessary to cut into

and cleanse the affected parts. For the time being
the Emperor has delegated the signature of State
documents to Crown Prince Frederick Wilhelm, and
all urgent decrees will appear with the double sig-

natures of the Crown Prince and the Imperial Chan-
cellor, Dr. Von Bethmann-Hollweg, preceded by the
notation, "By order of the Emperor." This is the

first time since Wilhelm took the throne that State
documents have borne any other but his own signa-
ture. The Emperor constitutionally has clean flesh

and pure blood, and it is likely that he will have no
further trouble now from the insect bite. The bit-

ing of the Emperor's hand suggests how easily the
soul can be infected with sin and how necessary is

the divine surgery which removes the corruption
and cleanses the heart with the blood of Christ.

Christ refers to the cure of the body of the serpent's

bite as a symbol of the cure of the soul from the
poison of sin.

And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so

must the son of man be lifted up ; that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have eternal life. (John 3:14, 15.)
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When Edward Was Our Guest
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An Earthly Immortality

WE have had recently what might be called an

object lesson in earthly immortality. The

immortality is not that of an individual,

but of an office. "The king is dead. Long live the

king," is a familiar phrase. We have heard it often.

The breath was hardly gone from the lips of King

Edward before King George the Fifth succeeded

him on England's throne. While still the beloved

monarch awaited burial his son was proclaimed

sovereign with pomp and pageantry, and the cheers

of thousands testified their sturdy loyalty to the old

regime. England has been tossed on tempestuous

political seas within this year, and there can be little

doubt that she is on the eve of important

changes which will transform ancient

customs. King Edward recoiled from
some of these changes, and his physical

strength may very possibly have been

weakened by the mental strain to which

he had been subjected. Let this be as

it may, the island realm has once more
witnessed a ceremonial of mediaeval

character, in itself a proof that Eng-
land may for centuries yet cling tena-

ciously to its present form ofgovernment.

The king is dead, the king whose tact

and courtesy and genial bonhomie made
him conspicuous among the men of his

time. Long live the new king, who may
be in many ways a contrast to his

father, but who is said to be scholarly,

thoughtful, philosophical and to some
extent modern.

Rolling back the curtain of the past,

there are some of us who remember the

visit to this country many years ago of

the youthful Prince of Wales, Albert

Edward. It is difficult to associate the

slim boyish figure of the young prince,

his blonde coloring and extremely mod-
est air, with the stout, somewhat burly,

king who wore royal robes with so great

a dignity. One woman who met him
then when he was the guest of honor at

New York University can see him still

in her mind's eye surrounded by coui-tly

gentlemen who composed his suite. The
chancellor of the university, Rev. Dr.
Ferris, a stately and elegant looking
man with white hair, was far more
kingly in appearance than any one else

in a brilliant group who might, as they
stood there, have well formed a historic

picture. Between that day and the pres-

ent the years have gone on, swiftly

crowded with great issues. During the
long life of Queen Victoria, who was so
early widowed, the Prince of Wales
assumed multiform duties and was
constantly in one and another way a
man who worked hard and did his duty.
He had a gift which is especially useful
to kings and other public men. He
could remember the faces and the names
of the most obscure people, and although
he might have met only once a visitor

from the provinces or a country clergy-
man, he was able to greet the man as if

he had been an old friend. Whether or
not the new king has the same ability to

recognize and remember those whom he meets is

uncertain. If this gift is his by right of birth, it

will aid his popularity to a wonderful extent.

Queen Mary was the pet of the English people
from her lovely girlhood, and was everywhere
spoken of affectionately as the Princess May. Pre-
dictions are already freely made that her court
will resemble that of Queen Victoria rather than
that of Queen Alexandra. Americans can wish
for her nothing better than that she may be as
widely honored and as truly loved as was that
lamented queen.

From a Busy "I have a son nineteen years of
House-mother age, and I lost another son at the

age of thirteen years. I have
two little girls, one three years old and the other
sixteen months. With my household duties and
the care of my little girls, I am kept very busy.
I would like to know what story books I could get
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to help entertain the child of three years, if kin-

dergarten stories would be suitable for her, and
also I would like to get her a book of Bible stories.

Any reading in the line of mother's duties I greatly

appreciate." Mrs. J. H.

Little children are fond of rhymes and jingles.

A book with that title by the late Mrs. Mary Mapes
Dodge would please the little girl of three. So
would Sotigs for the Little Ones at Home, pub-
lished by the American Tract Society. Mothers

are invited to send the names of any books whic
they have liked and which would help this frien(

A Young "If I may be permitted to e^
Housekeeper press my opinion, I think Womt

in Council will greatly add to tl
value and charm of The Christian Herald. No
I am a young housekeeper, married eight month
and I for one would appreciate hints and sugge'
tions regarding cooking or anything which concerr
housekeeping. I would be glad to receive hel
through your page for the care of the baby, even
1 should never need it personally. I believe man
young mothers know too little about caring for the

babies." w. q
The Mother's Manual, by Dr. Emmi

line L. Coolidge, is a book which mar
young mothers should read and ponde
They would find it very helpful. Gent
Measures in the Trainivg of the Yoiiii
by Jacob Abbott, should be in evei
home where there are little children.

( opyiit;lit. liy

HOW DO YOU DO, SIR?

HoMT do you do, sir, how do you do ?

You like me, sir, and I like you.

Old Duke, it's a perfectly splendid day,

And we'll have a perfectly splendid play !

Mother won't care if we're out of sight,

When I am with you, she knows I'm all right.

The flowers are in bloom and the skies are blue,

How do you do, Duke, how do you do!

A Lonely
Life

"I have lived on a loi

ranch in Montana f(

twenty- seven year
My surroundings have not been pleasir
nor congenial to my nature. The cottoi

wood groves which God gave, surroum
ing the log cabin in which I have live

have been the only source of heaven
enjoyment. Those have been sacrifice

to make room for a new house, whic
can never make good their loss to n
in beautiful foliage and much-needs
shade. The extreme hardship of n
past life has made me a semi-invalid f(

many years. My life has been one (

personal sacrifice, and what I need moJ
is the secret of divine happiness. ')

any of the Women in Council feel dil

posed to favor me, a shut-in, with
letter of cheer and loving counsel, I wi
try to reward them."

|

Mrs. Frances I. McCrea.
\

Sheridan, Mont.
j

I cannot tell in a brief sentence or tv|

the sympathy I feel with a woman wis

prefers the company of the trees, the

shade and their leafy screen, even wh(
living in a log cabin, to the new hous]

to make room for which the trees ha'j

been cleared away. The house will so(,j

become a home and other trees m£|

grow. Then, too, there is a longii!

here for the secret we all most wish
j

have in our hearts, the secret of restii'j

in the Lord, and waiting patiently fi

Him. Here, do you not think, is tl'

blissful heavenly secret, which mak
life always worth living?

COMFORT ONE ANOTHER

/^OMFORT one another.

^^-^ For the way is growing dreary.

And the feet are often weary.

And the heart is very sad.

There is heavy burden bearing.

When it seems that none are caring.

And we half forget that ever we were glad.

Comfort one another.

With the hand-clasp close and lender,

with the sweetness love can render.

And the looks of friendly eyes.

Do not wait with grace unspoken.

When life's daily bread is broken

—

Gentle speech is oft like manna from the skies.

Margaret E. Sangster.

A Word from "When I heard of E
an Aged Matron Klopsch's death

seemed too sad to ;

true. The Christian Herald is ve:

dear to me. Every page is interestii]

and helpful. It has been a long tiir

eighty-four years, since I commenc^j

life's journey, and my steps are u:

steady, but I am waiting the appointed time, kno^

ing "that all things work for good to them that lo

God." N. P.

It is an honor to receive a letter of this warm ai

cordial tone from one whom we would like to seat

our arm chair with a footstool under her feet.

A Well "Let us indeed have Women
Wisher Council providing we also ha

our Family Page just as it h

been. I was just wishing for something of t

kind when I came upon your happy suggestion. ^

to what part of the page I have liked best I cann

say, as all of it is always so good." N. D.

Space forbids and modesty prohibits the public

tion of many loving appreciations which have float

in fragrant as the scent of flowers, and cheered i

as I sat beside my desk. Obviously, this new it

ture is receiving hearty endorsement. One and ;

are invited to speak in meeting.

I



PEOPLE IN THE PUBLIC EYE
PEAKING of Judge Gray, the Del-

ft
'' aware man who will represent this

1 untry at the coming fishery arbitra-

; m at The Hague, Grover Cleveland

ce said:

t "I do not believe that I have ever

'i me across a man better fitted for

^; ?h responsibility than George Gray
I 'Delaware. If he had lived in any

ate with sufficient population and
t ea to give it political influence, noth-

b '^ could have kept him from becoming

I e candidate of his party for Presi-'

I nt, and a strong one he would have
en. Well trained, of perfect temper
'd poise, conciliato7-y and yet firm

( th in opinion and purpose, fair to all,

it especially true

his friends and
1 s principles, he

)uld represent the

"sas and traditions

the republic at

eir best."

Circuit Judge of

e United States,

three terms
,tor at Wash-
on, commission-
of the Federal

bvernment in mat-
rs of delicate and
lost important ne-

(tiation and chief

bitrator in labor
sputes that in the
timation of many
volved in a su-

•eme degree the

iture of the indus-

ial system of the
juntry. Judge
ray has well earn-
1 the respect and
Imiration of the American people.

The father of Judge Gray, Andrew
Gray, was one of the distinguished

|wyers of Delaware and stood on even
rms with James F. Bayard and Sec-

,tary Clayton. George Gray was
>rn at New Castle on May 4, 1840.

e was graduated at Princeton Col-

ge in 1859. After graduation he
udied law with his father and at

arvard College and was admitted to

e bar in 1863.

It was fitting in every way, when
r. Bayard was appointed Secretary
State by JMr. Cleveland at the be-

nning of his first term, 188.5, that

,r. Gray should be named as his suc-

ssor. From his first entrance upon
|S duties as a Senator Mr. Gray has
!en recognized as a leader. He has
lown the same diligence in all the

offices he has filled. Besides those
mentioned he was appointed to the
Joint High Commission to settle the
differences between this country and
Canada and was named by President
McKinley a member of the Permanent
Court of International Arbitration
provided for by the treaty of The
Hague. He served as arbitrator in
the dispute between the United States
and San Domingo, arising out of the
claims of the San Domingo Improve-
ment Company in 1903, amounting to
$4,500,000. In 1902 President Roose-
velt selected Judge Gray as the leading-

member of what has come to be known
as the Anthracite Arbitration Commis-

between the two countries as far back
as 1832. One of the general questions

involved is as to whether Colonial or

State laws should be permitted to in-

terfere with the terms of the treaty.

The Newfoundland government has
insisted from the first that their laws
and interests must be paramount to
any treaty between the mother country
and the United States, and holding to
this view they have passed laws and
promulgated regulations which have
seriously interfered with American
fishermen in securing bait and supplies
and have embarrassed them in many
ways with a view, it is believed, of dis-

couraging them from fishing in their

Judge Gray of Delaware Lieutenant-Governor White
Copyright by Moffett Studio

Charles D. Norton

sion. The difficulties that he overcame
in this work were prodigious. It has
been observed by a very eminent law-
yer, opposed to him in politics, that in

all probability no other man in the

country could have brought peace out
of the anthracite war as Judge Gray
did.

No one could better represent this

country at the forthcoming meeting at

The Hague than such a man as this.

The arbitrators will assemble some
time this month. The question in-

volved is due to the following circum-
stances:
American fishermen for many years

have complained to the State Depart-
ment of the unfriendly attitude and
the restrictions of the Newfoundland
authorities with respect to their rights

under the original treaty negotiated

waters. The agreement between the
United States and Great Britain to

arbitrate the questions in controversy
provide that both cases shall be sub-
mitted to the International Bureau at

The Hague. Then the arbitrators are
to meet at The Hague for a final hear-
ing and determination. It is expected
that the long drawn out dispute will be
settled in time for the fishing season,

which opens about August 1.

WHEN Governor Charles Hughes
retires from office in October to

take his place on the bench of the

Supreme Court of the United States,

he will be succeeded by Lieutenant-
Governor Horace White, of whom it

is said that the goal of his ambition
has long been the governorship of the

State of New York. Lieutenant-Gover-
nor White is forty-four years of age.

He is a nephew of the Hon. Andrew
D. White, who was for so many years a
prominent figure in public life. Horace
White is a lawyer by profession, but
from his earliest manhood he has been
taking an active interest in political

afi'airs. He was chairman of the State
convention that nominated Theodore
Roosevelt for Governor in the year
1898. He was elected to the Senate
from Syracuse in 1895, and he re-

mained a member of the upper house
until he was elected lieutenant-gover-
nor two years ago. It was because of
the marked ability he manifested in the

Senate that Horace
White was made
lieutenant - gover-
nor, and his name
has been mentioned
as a probable suc-
cessor to Governor
Hughes in case
Governor Hughes
would not stand for
re-election. It is

believed that Mr.
White can be elect-

ed governor when
he has filled out the
unexpired time of
the retiring Gover-
nor Hughes. The
two men are not at
all alike, and it is

well known that
Lieutenant - Gover-
nor White has not
always been in har-
mony with Gover-
nor Hughes in some
of the things he has

done. Both are men of intellectual

force and unblemished character and
both have come in for sharp criticism
on the part of those who have not liked

their official acts. Lieutenant-Gover-
nor White is a man of wealth and
something of an aristocrat, but he is a
man of undoubted ability and one in

whom it is believed the people may have
confidence. J. L. H.

CHARLES D. NORTON of Chicago,
who has been Assistant-Secretary

of the Treasury for some time, has
been appointed to the very responsible
post of Secretary to President Taft.
He succeeds Mr. Carpenter, who has
been appointed Minister to Morocco.
The new Secretary is to have larger
powers than have ever been exercised
by a presidential secretary.
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ut to secure conviction before a petit jury in open

)urt. We fumed and stormed, wanted to know
What are we coming to?" and all the rest of it,

at the cool attorney shrugged his shoulders—he

as straight as a die, mind you, and later did yeo-

an's service—and reminded us of the court's cau-

on as to indictments that would not stick.

' How a Second Daniel Came to Judgment

That grand jury honestly tried to get suitable

/idence, but had to give it up, and we all felt angry
nd ashamed when we indicted some poor, petty

lief on the evidence of police or constable and
3uld not get a man to tell the truth about the big

ascals who, grown hardened from immunity, openly
outed the grand jury and all its works.
We were discharged when our time was up and a
ew grand jury summoned. It chose as foreman
business man who had made money in his city

nd was jealous of its fair fame. When the story
f "no funds to secure evidence" was told him he
aid: "If you had the money could you get the
vidence?" The county attorney thought, indeed he
'as sure, he could.
"Go ahead, then," said the foreman. "I'll furnish

jOe money and I'll expect you to get the evidence,

'here'll be a plenty of cash. See to it there's a
urety of conviction."
That solved the problem. The foreman was

•cclaimed a hero by citizens who never thought of

oing anything themselves but talked a lot about
'hat should be done. There was more than one
nstrial, for the rascals fought hard. But in the

end there were convictions and convicts' stripes and

city cleanliness and a feeling of triumph of decency

over dirt.

A Detective's Claim

Some years ago a detective in Chicago—a man of

many years' experience and an almost uncanny
perception of wrong-doing—said to me: "I don't

believe twenty per cent, of the steals going on in the

big cities of this country are made public." I sug-

gested that many of them were not found out, but

he would not hear to that, saying that not one theft

in a thousand but was known by the loser at least.

What he intended to impress on me was what he
called "wholesale compounding of felonies."

"I know of $2,300,000 stolen in this city," he went
on, "and only two of the thieves, each of whom got

less than $3,000, were even arrested. The others

got off by returning all, or in some cases a major
percentage, of their booty."

"Are you talking about thefts from the city or

county by officials?" I asked.

"No, not entirely, though there's .some of that sort

of stealing in the lot too," he answered. "I refer to

the officials of corporations—banks, department
stores, insurance companies, railways, public-service

concerns, transportation or contracting companies.

All the big businesses have had thieves in them at

one time or another and whenever there's a big haul

you'll find the directors, owners, managers, keen on

getting as much of it back as possible, even if, to do

so, it is necessary to enter into an arrangement with

the thieves. I've about come to the conclusion that

the best of men have little conscience when their

cash is in danger."
In 1901 a Pacific Coast statistician claimed to

have arrived, through a system of averages, at the

conclusion that sixty-one per cent, of felonies in the

United States were against personal property and
that of the total (misdemeanors and petty police

offenses were not considered) between six and seven
per cent, were chargeable to officials who occupied
places of trust. I do not know how accurate this

computation was nor how worthy of credence was
the computer, but it is good to believe that if the
charges were true eight years ago they are not so

now. We are on the mend. The public conscience
is not nearly as pliable as it once was. It is really

getting dangerous for an official in public lifet or

private business to be caught stealing. He may go
to jail.

Cleaner government in cities is resulting from
closer watch on city fathers and treasurers; mu-
nicipal grafters are getting more wai-y and defenses
once admirable and useful are now liable to sudden
assault and capture.

St. Louis, San Francisco, Minneapolis, even New
York (the butt of the scoffer for generations) , have
shown a persistence after the liberties of official

crooks that is highly encouraging to official gen-

uines. Galveston suffered spoliation until it

evolved a system of government by commission, and
Des Moines has followed Galveston's lead. There
has been a deal of muck-raking and really the

manuring process promises to result in fruits meet
for a long due repentance. E. R. JOHNSTONE.
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Rain! Rain!! Rain!!! All in vain!

If you lack snap and want $in$er,

use the old established countersign

/ ^ Zu Zu /
/ to the drocerman / // ^ ^ <

No one ever heard of a ZuZu that wasn't good

/ / No! Never!!
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

are intereste<l in—
Viano or organ.

Established Over Half A Century

A Quarter Of A Million In U^
We place a piano or organ In your home, freiirht paid if

you wish on

A Year's Free Trial

giving you easy terms of your own choice,
and two years' credit if needed. We
positively save you one-half or more
cm a high grade, sweet toned, durable
Cornish piano or organ because we sell to j ou

Direct From The Factory As Low
As Any Dealer Can Buy

Every instrument is bonded for 85 years
against defect. The new Cornish book, tllo most
beautiful piano and organ catalog issued, sliows
the clioicest of our 50 latest styles and explains
things you ought to know whether you buy from us
or elsewhere. The book is yours for the asking.
Write for it now and mention the instrument you

CORNISH Cflt
^^^""^^'^^'^' ^^^ JERSEY
Established Over Fifty Years

The Strawberry Handkerchiel|
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York ''

By AMELIA E. ^ARR

C5 Safe Ice Cream in Crystal Glass
WITHOUT GRINDING OR CRANKING

Imagine how much more delicious is Ice Cream made in and served from
IJ

Glass than (rom Metal. Ptomaine poisoning impossible. Neither Crank,
jl Lieat nor Dasher required. Ice Cream firm, smooth and velvety.

Buy the " Sanitary" Crystal ©ass Ice Cream Freezer
Invention of a Caterer. Formulas complete with each Freezer.

Directions for Freezing : Simply fill glass Cylinder with prepared
ingredients, hermetically seal and pack in any ordinary wooden pail, box or
bucket, with Ice (or Snow) and salt in proportions specified and leave till desired
lor serving. Then lake from pack, rinse under cold water faucet, uncover and
ejca contents by pushing from bottom, slicing in uniform portions; ot eject all
in an attratftive cylindrical loaf.

Commended by thousands ot Domestic Sdence Experts and Housewives. One
size only, producing dessert for family of eight So'd hv dealeis everywhere.
If yours cannot supply yon, send us his name and we will ship by express
upon receipt of price, $1.25. Circulars and Special Otter upon requeft.

THE CONSOLIDATED MFG. CO.. - - 414 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song I3ook in your
Cliurcli or Sunday Schooi. and one

._ ior everv person when you can get
"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forS3forioo. Words and music, 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CHAPTER ELEVEN—Contmued

WHEN it was nearly dark Bata-
vius left the ship, went to

Maiden Lane for a meal, and
then, through crowds of men building
bonfires, to the Van Vroom house.

It was darker than usual, for supper
was over, Katrina busy in the spin-

ning room, the Captain gone to the

stable, and Lady Rose in her room
writing a letter to Arent. She left

Virginia sitting by the parlor fire, but
the girl suddenly remembering a lotion

her father needed for one of the horses,

threw on her red riding hood and cloak,

and ran to the stable with it. As it

was very cold, she returned imme-
diately, and as she opened the door at

the west end of the hall, Batavius
opened the one opposite it, at the east
end.

In a moment her very presence
changed the temper of the angry man.
"My Virginia!" he cried. "My Vir-

ginia, listen to me! Speak with me!
I wish to say only what will please
thee, dear one—nothing else."

"Well, then, Batavius, come into the
parlor. Sit down."
"Thy hand—surely I may touch thy

hand."
"No."
"But why?"
"Once you touched my lips—fraudu-

lently and shamefully; once you
grasped my arm, suddenly and cruelly.

I vowed then you should never touch
me again."
"But how? What mean you? On

Tuesday we are to be married, three
days hence."
"What will happen in three days

you know not, and I know not. But
though every dominie in America mar-
ried me to you in three days. I should
never be your wife."

"Why?"
"You will not be permitted."
"Am I so ugly in your eyes?"
"Yes."
"Ugly men are often well loved."
"From the first day of your return,

I told you the whole truth."
"The whole truth? What then?"
"That I loved Joris Artaveldt, that

I had promised to marry him, and
would marry no one else."

"All lovers must have their rivals.

That I have seen. They try to get the
better of each other. Very good;
there is nothing unfair in that. Joris
had his chance. I had mine."

"It was all unfair. No chance at all

had Joris. You had my father, and
even my mother, then on your side.

Joris was not allowed to see me, speak
to me, or write to me."
"Wait yet—one moment. There is

a question you must answer me. The
strawberry handkerchief that Joris
tore and threw at your feet—where is

it? I want it."

"You want my handkerchief! My
handkerchief! Give it to you!"
"Where is it?"
"I will not tell you."
"I want it. Have it I will."

Virginia smiled, but made no other
answer.

"I wonder what you are—witch or
woman?"
No answer.
"Do you hear me?—witch or wom-

an?"
No answer.
"Do you hear me?"
"No."
"Where is my handkerchief?"
"Nothing about any handkerchief of

yours is of interest to me."
"The torn handkerchief— the one

Joris Artaveldt tore!"
"All the gold in the world would not

buy it from me."

"Unless you give it to me I will ,t

marry you. Then, what will pet e
say?"
"Thank you ! Honor your word r

once. What people will say—let tl n
say. I care not."
"You are a bad woman."
"Captain De Vries!" cried Lv

Rose.
"My lady—-"
"You must be drunk or mad! Iv

dare you?"
"My lady "

"I heard all you said. Pray wha s

the good of dressing yourself in e

clothes, if you talk to women lik :i

blackguard?"
"I beg pardon, my lady "

"Virginia may forgive you. I n

not inclined to do so."

"My lady, you know not all. I h e

been badly used. I am "

"In faith, you have been too ^
I

used. Virginia is an angel. W t

are you?"
"A gentleman, I hope."
"Hope is lying to you."
"Upon my honor "

"Honor is too subtle a thing for yt
nature." Then turning to Virgii
she said caressingly, "Kiss me, d(

Let us go upstairs. That low fello^

so angry—I suppose he might eat \

At this moment Madame, foUo^
by a negro carrying a box, appeal
She was a little excited, and did
observe the ill-tempered moods of th
present. "Come into the parlor,"
cried. "I have something to show yc
Virginia and Rose followed hen
once. Batavius hesitated, and Mads
added, "Come, Batavius, it conce
you a little, I think."
The parlor was almost dark,

Batavius was eager to please,
sent the negro for candles, and t

threw some logs of wood on the li

In the meantime Madame and Bj

unfastened the box, and in a few n
utes simultaneously uttered a cryl

delight. For there in a snowy
closure lay a miracle of beauty-
wedding gown and veil of which
whole town had been talking. I

dame spread it over a high chair, i|

Rose stood entranced before it. 1

evident admiration quickly gave Be
vius all the courage he needed to •

press himself.
"I bought it in Calcutta," said

;|

tavius proudly. "A guinea a yari

paid for it."

"It is lovely! It is in good tastij

commented Rose.
"There it is, my lady. For my g'

taste in stuffs and gems I am knoi

in all the great bazaars of India."
"The veil is quite as exquisite; whl

did you get the veil. Captain?" asl

Rose.
"In Poonah I bought the veil. I

paid ten pounds for it."

"It is fit for a fairy bridal! M
oh, the scent of it!"

Hitherto Virginia had not spok
At length Batavius went to her si.

and said:

"My Virginia, you will look like

angel in that dress."
"If I deserve the bad names j

called me half an hour ago, no dr

will make me an angel."
"I was mad—crazy with my love

you—pity me!"
"Batavius," said Madame, "thr

on a couple more logs. Let us hf

a better light."

"Moeder," he said, "will not 1

pearl chain and bracelets be most sv

able ornaments?" Then turning
Rose he added, "For ten years I w

buying pearls for the chain. As mi
as fifty pounds I paid for some, t

others I won by my own " then

Continued on next page
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued jrom preceding page

iiftated; he saw the question of loot

•iai spoils of battle in Rose's eyes, and

iin is confusion he stooped, picked up

aiiher cedar log, and threw it on the

bl ing fire. A shower of living sparks

fi( far and near, and some fell on the

wding garments.

1 a moment they were in flames.

2, with a piercing cry, sprang for-

d to save them, but Madame held

hi back from the mounting blaze,

gavius, stupefied for one instant,

,sa in the next that all was lost; and

wi his booted foot passionately

^•>lci;ed the burning refuse of the wed-

idi: splendor on to the glowing hearth.

Ir wo or three minutes a handful of

blkened tinder was all that re-

in ned of the lovely frock and veil.

V?inia had risen to her feet, and
wi a face full of solemn awe and

. - JK der, she speechlessly watched the

Irud destruction. Rose cried undis-
'"'•

^iedly. Madame wrung her hands.

Bavius looked at the debris, and then

1. ,.., jtrnbling and terrified, reeled silently
'"'"

01 of the room.

^t' s he approached the city his first

p»" innt was to go to Captain Lawson.
- ' /hen he arrived at Maiden Lane he

chnged his mind. "I will go to my
sb," he thought; and he quickened

hi steps, and was soon within the

alter of her locked cabin. Then he

gfe way to his feelings, which at this

st;e were more fearful than angry.

Hhad often heard of haunted ships,

ai haunted captains, and a mysteri-

01 terror weighed upon his wrath.

Bme? Only Batavius was to blame.

0:his own will he had thrown on the
fail log. Two hours of silent misery
(b»Jght him no result but a conviction
th in some way or other Virginia was
aountable for the tragedy. Suddenly
tl-e was a loud knocking at his cabin
d<r, and he dared not move or answer
it- How could he tell what misfortune
w dogging his steps that night? It

w therefore a tremendous relief

wn he heard Captain Lawson call:

'Are you within, De Vries?"
Yes, yes, yes!" he answered joy-

fily. "I will open the door. So glad
ai I to see you ! I am at my wits'
er."

By George, you look like a man in

e:-emities, De Vries! What mischief
iso pay for now?"
hen Batavius opened his whole

hirt. He told Captain Lawson every-
ftM'-tl'ig, and he told it with such vivid

(vcemence of love, hatred, despair,

rapWR'^d, and terror, that the English-
mi was both amazed and appalled.

" 'Vs this the phlegmatic Dutchman?

—

tl man raging with a frenzy of every
psion that can torture humanity?
Bi he spoke no word until Batavius
iran exhaustion, full of an awful
d id, had finished the story of the
fi.'d wedding garments. Then he
a: ed

:

Are you going to marry this girl?
I ive always .seen that she hated you."
'What can I do? Ever since she

^i a baby I have intended to marry
n

, and I have given her a fortune in

P rls, and gems, and rich stuff's of all
K is. I thought they would be safe
iMer keeping till she brought them to
rr"

Let the gems and pearls go. I
Wild not marry her for a diamond
Tie."

She is so beautiful "

Yes, but she is either insane, or
iV.y near insanity. She will kill her-

fj 4^*77°^ y°"— '" some hour of trouble."
If I only had the jewels! The

Dutiful jewels!"

.•^r^ they worth more than your
li ?"

What would you do?"
Let the girl go. Let the jewels go,

n. U-

and save your own life. How is your
business? Can you leave it?"

"Always I can leave it, or go with
it, at an hour's notice—that is my
way. When do you sail?"

"Sunday morning. Will you go
with me?"
"Where to?"
"First to London, then to India."
"I must work. I can not be idle,

when I am on a ship."

"I will now tell you something re-

markable. Last night Lord Harley
asked me if there was any possibility

of inducing you to take charge of our
transport ships bound for Calcutta.
We spoke of your position, and I prom-
ised to see you to-day."

"What of my position and reward?"
"You would be Sailing Master Ex-

traordinary; and rank as Captain
with a Captain's pay."
"Where and when would I receive

my commission?"
"In London. Until then, sail as my

guest."
"No, I will carry The Destroyer

across the Atlantic. Idle at sea I

could not be."
At these words Lawson stretched

out his hand to Batavius. "The King
will thank you," he said; "the Ad-
miralty Board will reward you well."

"I will go. My word is my bond. I

never break it."

"Do not see that girl again."
"To speak the truth, I am afraid of

her."

"That is a wise decision. Now tell

me at what hour you will board The
Destroyer?"

Batavius was thoughtful for a few
minutes, then with a smile of malicious
pleasure he said, "To-morrow at eight
o'clock I will meet you at the King's
Arms. At ten o'clock you will ask the
landlord to send a couple of his men to
Tlie Arms of Stvyvesant with me, as
you are ordered to leave by the next
tide. At midnight we will lift the
anchors."

To be continued

The Bible

THIS Book contains the mind of God,
the state of man, the way of sal-

vation, the doom of sinners, and the
happiness of believers. Its doctrine.^

are holy, its precepts are binding, its

histories are true, and its decisions
are immutable. Read it to be wise,
believe it to be safe, and practise it to
be holy. It contains light to direct
you, food to support you, and comfort
to cheer you. It is the traveler's map,
the pilgrim's staff, the pilot's compass,
the soldier's sword, and the Christian's
charter. Here Paradise is restored,
heaven opened, and the gates of hell

disclosed. Christ is its grand subject,

our good its design, and the glory of
God its end. It should fill the mem-
ory, rule the heart, and guide the feet.

Read it slowly, frequently, prayerfully.
It is a mine of wealth, a paradise of

gloiy, and a river of pleasure. It is

given you in life, wall be opened in

judgment, and be remembered forever.

It involves the highest responsibility,

will reward the greatest labor, and
condemn all who trifle with its sacred
contents. Selected.

A Pleasing Change
Dear Editor: Good, wholesome, in-

spiring reading is The Christian
Herald. I have almost forgotten The
Home Herald, and I am exceedingly
pleased with the change. Your paper,

or rather our paper, is well named.
May God continue his blessings

through this channel. J. G. Kemp.
Champaign, HI.

A Shield of Strength
For the Nervous

Our delicately organized nervous system was
never intended to combat the intense activities

of modern life—the hurry and worry—the strain

and drain to which we daily subject it.

Nerve disorders are almost universal. Sleepless-

ness—loss of appetite—indige^ion—weariness

—extreme fatigue, etc., are all due to nervous

conditions. You need the shield of strength

against nervous breakdown that Sanatogen

provides.

It renews the vigor—repairs the wear—re-

e^ablishes the normal. And all in Nature's

own way—not a lash to jaded nerves, but an

up-builder and re-energizer.

Sanatogen combines Albumen—Nature's tissue

food—with Sodium Glycero-phosphate—the

most wonderful brain and nerve revitalizer

known. It is easily assimilated and provides ju^

the health-giving, strength-supplying elements

your nerves and body need. It is a fine, white

powder, readily soluble in water, chocolate,

milk, etc.

Write for Dr. Salccby's Book
**The Will To Do** is this internationally
famed physician-author's latest contribution
to medical literature. Dr. Saleeby has the
knack of imparting most valuable advice in
such a manner that it makes pleasant read-
ing, and this book is no exception to his
readable style. It lays down some new rules
in health and hygiene and graphically
explains the relation betureen the nervous
system; and our everyday life. A copy
mailed with our compliments [upon request.

Sanatogen is sold in three sizes

SI, $1.90 and $3.60

Get it from your druggie—if not

from him, write

THE BAUER CHEMICAL CO.
Everett Bldg., 4tli Ave., New^ York

Late King

Edward's Physician

Dr. Erneft Ott, Marienbad :
"1

have been using Sanatogen for a

number of years in my practice

with excellent results. These

results have been notably good m
the case of elderly people when
it was desirable to build up the

strength, to stimulate the bodily

functions, and to improve the

circulation of the blood."

Emperor of Austria's

Private Physician

Surgeon-General Dr. Kerzl, of

Vienna: "I have been using

Sanatogen with splendid results

and recommended it continually

and everywhere because I am
thoroughly convinced that it is an

excellent food-tonic."

Box of Sanatogen in original

wrapper as it should
come to youfrom your

druggist.

I

—Shoe Elegance
I So essential to the well governed vtroman, is assure^

I by the use of

tired
I

WiittemoreSs
"shoePolishes^
^ They meet every requirement for cleaning and

polishing shoes of all kinds and colors.

THEY PRESERVE and BEAUTIFY

rAe HOTEL WILLARD
256 West Seventy- Sixth Street near

Broadway and Riverside Drive

Do not soil the clothing or grow sticky.

Finest in Qyalily Largest in Variety

i^ I *%
^J ^y combination for cleansing and

I -^^Tlfl^^ polishing russet or tan shoes,

J 25c. "Star" size, lOc.

For Women's and Children's Shoes use

»
"Gilt Edge
The only black dressing that posi-

tively contains oil. Softens and
preserves, and imparls a beautiful

lustre. Its use saves time, labor and
brushes, as it

Shines without Brushing
Always ready. Price, 25c.

*' French Gloss" size, 10c.

If your dealer does not keep the

kind you want send us his address

and ^amps for a full size package.

I
WHITTEIVIORE BROS. & CO.
20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
^^^^"^ Shoe Polishes in the World ^^^^^

-SPRfSSINGC-
Y'«i)UVc";;it»'VL">

*FINE SHOES-

Cyiil.EDCCE
BUCKEST COLOR

An ideal home for visitors to New York
desiring the quiet of a refined neighborhood.

^ It overlooks the beautiful Hudson, and is

in the finest residential district. QThe
dining room is conajcted on both the

American and European plan and tnere is

no bar. fl The rooms are large, cool, airy

and delightful.

Attractive special rates are made from Jane Isl to Sep-

tember 1st. Room with bath, $1.50 and up. Parlor

bedroom and bath, $2. 00 and up. Literature upon request.

ARTHUR T. HARDY, Manager
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Shall I Send You My Book

Health, Grace, Beauty

It Tells
—an absolutely sure, sci-

entific and pleasant way
of reducing flesh, in

the privacy of your own
home, without drugs or

appliances;

—how the thin may
restore a plump, graceful
figure;

—how to breathe;

—how to promote a force-

ful circulation;

—how to strengthen the
stomach, intestines, liver,

spleen, heart, lungs and
nerves, so that the waste
of the system is thrown
off, and chronic ailments,
such as indigestion, con-
stipation, etc., disappear;

—how to keep well, with-
out drugs or medicine,
buoyant with energy ainl

ambition;

—how to ward ofl' signs

of age—to keep the com-
plexion clear, the eyes
bright, the digestion
perfect;

—how to cultivate mental and physical poise;

—how to know if you stand and wralk correctly,

and how to make the right position easy and
natural for you

;

—how improvement in walk and carriage
strengthens character.

I have reduced over 25,000 women and have built

up thousands of others, making the figure slender,

yet plump and girlish. In all, I have helped nearly

50,000 women to be stronger, more satisfied with
their lives.

Tell me in confidence your faults of health or

figure. If I cannot help you, I will direct you to

the help you need. I never violate a confidence.

Send for this free book to-day. It

is full of information of intense
interest to every woman. I want
yoa to know of my wonderful work.

SUSANNA COCROFT
Department 18-R, 246 Michigan Blvd., Chicago

Up

Pullman

in lO seconds, witliout nails or

screws; taken down as quickly

sup^porting Wardrobe
can be put up in .iny cnrmT by simply press-

ins a Icvi-r. Made of steel, handsomely oxid-

ized. Has 10 hooks and rod for suit hangers.
Takes no floor space like a heavy wardrobe,
but has same space for clothes. Has no base
to collect dust and there is nothing to move
when you sweep.

It is licrht. strone. durable. Will not injure

wall-paper or plaster. Weighs only 4 pounds.
Just the thing to take to your summer cot-

tage, where closets arc scarce.

If your dealer cannot supply you. send $2.00

and we will ship, charges prepaid; if west of

Mississippi River, add 25c. Money back if

Wardrobe is not satisfactory.

Fref illustrated booklet upon request

Pullman Mfg Co., 36 Allen Street, Rochester, N. Y.

The Passing of Halley's Comet

By Samuel Phelps Leland, A.M., Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Astronomy

HALLEY'S great comet has doubled

the cape of the sun and has com-

menced its long journey through the

sky. For over thirty-eight years it will

rush through trackless space at a rate

of speed past our comprehension. It

will stop at no way stations. After

this long journey it will swing about

in its celestial pathway towards our

sun again. Its return will consume

another thirty-eight years, provided it

shall return at all. Should it have
attained sufficient momentum in its

present visit to carry it beyond the

confines of our solar system it may be

seized upon by the attractive power of

another sun, and may never return to

us again. It is very probable that

many of our comets have left our sys-

tem forever, and that many comets
from other systems have come to us!

The journey which this comet is to

make is a perilous one. It is attended
with many dangers. Planets are scat-

tered through the sky. They are send-

ing out their attractive forces across

the comet's path. They are danger-
ous highwaymen. They may draw the

comet into themselves, or may convert
it into a satellite to revolve around
some primary.
Comets are common visitors to our

solar system. Over eight hundred
have been recorded. Only a part of

this number come to our sun. Many
do not come inside of the orbits of our
outer planets. The inter-solar spaces
are the comets' playgrounds. The
great Kepler once said that comets are
more numerous in the heavens than
are fishes in the ocean. They are harm-
less wanderers in the skies. Photog-
raphy and spectroscopy are now em-
ployed with profitable i-esults in the
study of these peripatetic wanderers
of the sky. But, after all, this study
is principally confined to the comets
that visit our sun.

Until about 1680 little scientific

eff'ort had been made to determine the
laws governing the movements of com-
ets. In 1682 when the comet that is now
in our sky made its appearance, Halley,
a co-laborer with Sir Isaac Newton,
undertook to compute the orbits of
about two dozen comets. The appear-
ance of this one in 1682 determined
him to direct his attention to it.

He first identified it with the one of
1531 and 1607. After much labor in a
field then new, he determined its path

among the constellations and computed
its period and the date of its return,

late in 17.58, or early in 1759. He had
no hope of being alive at this date, but

made his computation for the benefit

of men yet unborn. In honor to him
his name has been given to the comet.

It was a complex problem to solve.

The path of the comet would be in the
midst of planets whose disturbing in-

fluences would assail the traveler. It

was a new field. No one had attempted
its solution. Yet so accurately did he
master the problem that he was only

a few days from its actual appearance,
seventy-seven years in the future. The
comet passed its perihelion on March
25, 1759. Considering the fact that
Uranus and Neptune had not then
been discovered the result was wonder-
ful. The discovery by Newton of the

law, which has been formulated into

the theorem, that all matter attracts

in proportion to its amount and in in-

verse ratio to the square of its dis-

tance, enabled him to estimate the

influences correctly. He determined
when the comet should appear, if it met
with no delay; and having ascertained
that Saturn would delay it 100 days,
and Jupiter 518 days, making its period
618 days longer than he had calculated,

he was enabled to fix its date of com-
ing. No scientific prediction ever ex-

cited so much curiosity and wonder.
The comet came, and traversed the

course among the stars mapped out
by him; and reached its perihelion on
March 1,3, 1759, only a few days from
his indicated time.

This daring prophecy opened a new
field in astronomy. The history of this

act invests Halley's comet with an
especial interest. Astronomers now
calculate the movements of comets,
though to the public the process has
lost much of its exciting interest. From
such labors and results men get a

broader and clearer view of the universe.

They learn that everywhere is a per-

fect balance; that "all are but parts of

a stupendous whole," and that a law
once discovered applies to all manifes-
tations of matter regardless of time or
space. The Infinite Mind that planned
the universe placed all of its parts in

perfect balance. Harmony prevails
everywhere, and when once we see a
part we can calculate all other parts,

and can catch glimpses of the har-
monious system in its entirety.

Seabreeze, Fla.

w

Salesmen Wanted
Traveling Salesmen earn from $1,000 to $10,000 a j;ear

and expenses. Over 700,000 employed In the United
States and Canada. The demand tor good Salesmen
always exceeds tlie supplv. W i- will teach you to be an
expert Salesman by mail in i-Jt'ht weeks and our FREEEMPLOYMENT Bl I!i:Af will assist you to
secure a good position. \S'e received calls for Salesmen
from over 5.O0O firms last year and could not fill our
orders. Hundreds of our graduates who formerly earned
$2.5 to g?.') a month have since earned from $loo to $500 a
month and expenses. Hundreds of good positions open

!

for llie spring' rush. If you want to secure one of them
or inere:\si' yonr earnings, our free book, "A Kniglit
of The (Ji-ii)" will show you how. Write or call for it

to.i1ay. ,\ildi ess nearest office.

Dept. 496, National Salesmen's Training Association,
rhicago, Ncu ^olk, Kansas City, "llinneapolis

fian I'laiM-isco, Athinta.

You Can Make Big Money
We liave a froni-factory-to-consuiner proposition for woincii

and men agents that is high-class—interesting—easy to sell and
extremely profitable. Many of our agents are making $300, (M)

peryear. and only a little of their time required. Wesupplyyou
with gwds on consignment and full inftirniation how to make
sales. We co-operate with you from slart to finjsli. Tliis propo-
sition is not sold through dealers. Y<>\\ ran undersell the dealer
with better goods tlian the dealrr liandies. and make good money.

Write to-day for full information and territory.

We are allnttiuK 1errit<.ries nglit now. so kindly write to-day
(>i'fr.re We irive some <ine else Vnur territmy
Tiger Knitting Mills, 524 Commerce St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BE FAIR TO THE ADVERTISER
E have received a number of letters from subscribers who claim they have
written to advertisers for goods and apparatus of various kinds which
the advertiser agreed to take back if they proved unsatisfactory but

refused to do so when put to the test. On investigation we found in every case
that the advertiser had placed a time limit on his offer, and this time limit

having expired, he very naturally felt disinclined to refund the purchase price.

In such cases the advertiser can hardly be blamed for taking such a stand.
There is a limit beyond which even the most liberal business man cannot afford
to go. We are glad to say that in the cases above mentioned, adjustments were
made, these advertisers agreeing to break their rule for the sake of The Chris-
tian Herald.

However, it may be that we will not be always so successful. One of our
advertisers may refuse to break his rule and so we would advise subscribers to
be careful about entering into a contract upon which there is a time limit. If
the advertiser agrees to take back goods which prove unsatisfactory within a
period of, say, thirty days, then subscribers should not expect the advertiser to
be willing to take them back and refund money after a year or more has passed.
We have received several indignant letters from subscribers who seemed to think
that the time limit was of no consequence in the matter. It is, however. The
advertiser may have very good reasons for not wishing to refund money beyond
a certain period. The mere fact that he is willing to refund money within any
period entitles him at least to consideration on the part of our readers. His
time limit, moreover, is part of his guarantee, just as our time limit of two
months is part of our own guarantee, which is:

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
of the appearance of the advertisement.

STUPENDOUS DISGOVEI'!

FREE FUEL
Marvelous Stove. Burns j.

COOL KITCHENS.
Fuel Drawn Principally from Atmosph e.

Scientific Test proves that tliis Stove conrleg
395 barrels air lo one gallon commoital
oil. C'lieapest } ml. Summer Comfort.
Absolute pafet) —nut ^ ^ \-J—rrf~^^ s

dauyt-rouB like gasoline. I^;;^— ,
~

,\f|r .//^I^SL

This Valveiess, r^ '"xM //rs; i

Wickless, ^^^^ LirI
'' " ^ "^*

Automatic, il^p"
Oil-Gas and m^tm\4

Air Burner

Stove
economically gen-
erates ga8 from
kerosene or com-
tiion coal oil, mi.v-
ing it with air.

Intensest Heat ^::j;£T;;*"VV%^.^.
Not tlironn out to overheat kilehc

HOUSEWIVES HAPPY. Amazing Res
rerfect Service—Economy—Coniforl
To operate: Turn kuub, toucb nuitch.

generated pacjBCs through air mixer. Ccn^
395 barrels or air to ever.v gallon ot
Gas fire -intense lieat. Perfect coabiistiou.
lute safety. For more or less lieat aimply
liiiob— ilicn it's self-regulating. Feijuires m
attention. No wick—not even a valve. ISotlii
leak, clog or close up.
KSTTHUSIASTIC PRAISR. ». C A

INn., writes: "Costs only A'/i cts. a day fori
I.. NttRRIS, VT.: '-Saves at least ."in to i

cent, over wcK.d iiiid coal." E. ARK01.D. N ...

"Range cost me 5^5.61) per n 'tli

for fuel; Harrison 81
month ; saves 5^4. 2.5 per nii-

E. I. RICH, N. C: "G
est stove fcr summer 1

saw." E. E. COOP t,
TENN.: "Gives satisfn ,ii

iu every respect. Cert ly

linusewife's ft rl

during hot weal .'

.i.<'. «'AMPni I,.

KERR.: "Fii i-

EQl<. Mill! feiior to any ' r

S.

to

oil or gasoline stove. Periectly safe, econoii

cleanly. Fine baker and great comfort to

TIIOS. VINCEBiT, WIS.: "Wife never hail -

thing she enjoyed so much. It is very Qual,n)

heated room or dirt. Surpasses anything we r

saw." MRS. F. E. FITE, O.: "Best, clea it,

and most perfect stove we ever used. A. HOE t,

FEA : "Can't speak too highly in praise of th
;

E TERRS, N. Y.i "Bought one of your si pe

three years ago. It is a perfect wonder. Woiil (it

part with it for ten times its cost." J. El r.

MAKS.: "The longer I use it, the better I liki

Not like those sold in stores.
Ideal for roasting, baking, cooking, ironing, i-

ning fruit, picnics, cottages, camping. No t.

fierv kitchens. Absolutely safe—can t exi .

Not" daugrerous like gasoline. Simple, -

ftilP—liiHts for years. Housekeeper's friend. Ss «
time labor, money. All sizes. Prices 1

-

S3 25 and up. Prepare for the heated 1 1.

Write today. Send no money—just your i •»

and address. We will send you full descript -

hundreds of testimonials. Rest summer si e

on earth.

WHIRLWIND SUCCESS FOR AGCN .

I1EAI> * FRAZER, TEX., write: "Eri f

$sl ou; rush. .Sell like hot cakes. Sold 5(1 in r

town" R. E. HEESTEn, MICH.: "Ou! e

day. sold 11." E.RE»I>IMAN, MICH.: '';

gratulate you on your success- sold 4 one d
^

HV. SEAREE, ARK.: "Sold Mn 1)< hoi

MRS. NETTIE JEN.SEN: "Sold 7 after 6

o'clock." So they go. Livest agent s proposition .

This patent new-nothing else like it. Not f

J
in stores. Demand enormous. Agent s rea g

harvest of dollars. Every family needs and w is

one. Show 12-seII 10. Write today for

a<;ent's special plan. Oct in early.

WORLD MFG. CO. 743 World BIdg., CIncinna K

"DON'T SHOUT
as anybody. 'How?'
Oh, somethlne new—
The MORLEY PHONE.
ve a pair in my ears now, ^^^H .

ut Ihey are invisible. I ^^H l

would not know I had them ^ I

in. myself, only Ihat I hear 1 I
V all right." )|

MORLEY PHONE for Ihe

DEAF
lakes low sounds and
'hispers plainly heard, c

nvisible, comlortable ^
weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Ove >«

Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and tcstimc;!

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702, Perry Building, PhiUdiit

CAN WRITE A SHORT ST(VW "\j K.fiiiiirrs Icani so tli^inuixlilv iiiidi-r our |i "
iiKlhod uf training tliat many arc able I

"^ llii-ir stories before thev complete the course. We als W
those wlio want a market for their stories. Write for parlie I'

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page Building, Cb to

33VC Steps OniMHpwiib-WheelTray-i '

.liiotlier clears II. Slaiidsbesi.letabje l.n- servh.i.-.
""

. 'ink while washiiis dishes. Price $10. exp.paiii. C W
( ? WHEEL TRAY CO.,435 C West 6l8t Place.OUcai'll-

PATENTS that PROTECT-]
Our 3 books for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 cts.^t;5j I

R.B.AA.B.LACEY,W>ghington.D.C.,Dept.36>EiiaJ
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T is doubtful whether, in the history

. of the Christian Church in this

(intry, the celebration of a minister's

*«>a|k

Ul I.

By HARRY CHAPIN PLUMMER
master of the church, the superbly
marshaled and finely drilled ensemble,
comprising- the choir singers of the
several Protestant churches of that
city, now regularly incorporated as the
Bach Choir of Montclair. This year,
the choir, in a three days' festival,

performed the "Passion Service Ac-
cording to St. Matthew."
Few occasions there are of a purely

ecclesiastical nature wherein the min-
isters of all denominations of Protes-
tant faith represented in one commu-
nity meet before a single congregation.
This, however, was the case at the
Bach Festival. Clergy and laity and
their townsfolk of Montclair have
become fully alive to the beauty of the
annual music festival which promises
to bring the lovely highland suburb of

Rev. Amory H. Bradford

pochial anniversary has been at-

tfled by so brilliant an achievement

. .,,ii^:.vas the Fifth Bach Festival, which
j""- '^uered in the fortieth year of the

I R. Amory H. Bradford's pastorate

ov the First Congregational Church
oii'Iontclair, N. J. It is a fact worthy
oiote that the now famous movement
toerpetuate in America the master-
piies of Johann Sebastian Bach, by
aiual representation, within their

pner sphere as religious music, had
it inception in a festival service of

B,h motets and chorales arranged by
th choir of the P'irst Congregational
C rch ten years ago, to commemorate
th'thirtieth anniversary of Dr. Brad-
fc's ministry.

rom this humble beginning there
he developed, under the leadership of
Fink Taft, the organist and choir-

Clarence Dickinson

Newark into the enviable position of a
New World Bayreuth.
The three-day festival was directed

by Clarence Dickinson, who is the
organist of the Brick Presbyterian

A STRANGE INDIAN REVIVAL

M

W'ther and favorable winds, for

su>ess in hunting or fishing; for es-

ca from danger and deliverance

fr^i trouble; for healing, and in wor-
sh , but now the "shaking" is con-
fir,! principally to deliverance from
siiand disease, and to exorcise evil

sp ts. Now, wherever they can be
corolled by the government, their

nuber of weekly meetings is re-
sti ted to Sunday and one mid-week
se ice, and the hours limited, so that
th'neetings cannot be carried on after
ten'clock at night.

le results of their new religion,
ver, are everywhere evident. Men
women who were drunken, im-

<Jil, vicious, degraded, dirty and
are, by the one experience of "see-

injJesus Christ, and having their sins
tain away," changed into clean, up-
rif;;, moral, sober, industrious, Christ-
;lik beings. The Indians as.sert very
.rerently that it is "the power of
Gc" They have a simple creed:
be f in God, the Father and Creator;
be f in Jesus Christ, his Son, the Sa-
vidr of men, and belief in the Spirit
of tod, who comes to live in their
bets. They spend their lives in
Pr^er and godly living. The effects
up all the Coast Indians are plainly
se( Thirty years ago the Indians
we threatened with extinction by the
wte man's vices." Now they are
beihy, strong, upright, and their
nu lers are increasing. They are
refy worth saving for citizenship in
ouiiation.

lave had no plan regarding work
'"I'lg these Indians until recently;

but now a system is formulated and
I long to carry it out. My method is

this: To visit the tribes, talk with the

Shaker leaders, try to reach their con-

ception of salvation, and then lead

them on to a fuller knowledge. To
visit every home and speak with every
Indian as God opens the way. To try

to encourage them to help themselves,

to establish Bible classes or Sunday
Schools, and if there is no white person
to take charge, to induce the better

educated Indians to do this themselves.

To try to get hold of the young people,

and instruct them in Christianity, mo-

Church, New York City. A corps of
distinguished solo vocalists had the
instrumental support of forty-five
members of the Philharmonic Society
of New York.
Samuel P. Warren, popularly known

as "the dean of America* organists,"
opened the festival with a "prtelu-
dium" or organ recital, at noon, Fri-
day, May 20, and on the evening of
that day, in^aithful adherence to the
traditions derived from the early
eighteenth century, when Bach occu-
pied the post of cantor at the Thomas-
kirche, Leipsic, a quartet of trombones
sounded from the tower of the church
the initial chorale of the great Passion
Service. The wondrously dramatic
Narration was essayed by Nicholas
Douty, a tenor endowed with a voice of
veiy sympathetic quality, and the ut-

terances of Christ were allotted to Dr.
Carl E. Dufft, basso, of the Marble
Collegiate Church, New York. Both
of these singers were robed in black,
and, with the presiding ministers, occu-
pied the pulpit. Providing accompani-
ment for the former was an ancient
harpsichord.
A quartet of leading oratorio soloists

sang the principal aria in the gallery,

and immediately in the rear of these
was the full chorus, divided into two
sections, with the accompaniment of

separate orchestral corps and harmo-
niums (organs). In the organ loft,

above the pulpit, was a chorale en-
semble of fifty men, women and boys,
consisting of the complete choir of St.

Luke's Episcopal Church, led by
Walter S. Young, assistant conductor
of the festival.

Part II of the "St. Matthew's Pas-
sion" was intoned on Saturday even-
ing. The singing of soloists and
choirs upon both occasions produced
an impression of grandeur and lofty

beauty, and the attending congrega-
tions entered with reverent spirit and
enthusiastic accord into the voicing of
the chorales, or sacred volkslieder,

which link the Gospel proper of the
service.

Continued from Page 559

rality and temperance. This is what I

have already done in two tribes.

Among the Quileutes—who live on the
inaccessible west coast—I spent two
weeks in such work, and it was truly
blessed. Even the Shakers gave up
their meetings, and listened as I told

them of the "Bible Jesus." The time is

ripe, the harvest is ready, but ivhere
are the reapers? I turn to the Eastern
friends, hoping that some may feel

inclined to take part in this great
work and to help with their means.

Sarah Endicott Ober.
Tacoma, Wash.

CALLED HIGHER
Mrs. E. S. Murray, of Altoona, Wis.

Mrs. Anna Barker (83), of Northville, N. Y.

Mrs. S. E. Ireland (92), of Bronson, Kas.

Mrs. M. Mow HuKhes (49), of Rome, N. Y.

Mrs. Henry H. West (69), of Fremont, O.

Mrs. S. P. McKenzie (65), of Lake Placid,

N. Y.

W. J. McKee, of Grinnell, la. ; subscriber for

thirty years.

Rachel C. Brodhead (84), of Shokan, N. Y.,

April 11, 1910.

Mrs. Hannah Jenkins, of Sharon, Pa., Feb-

ruary 21, 1910.

Mrs. Clorinda Jack.son (91), of Harlan, Ind.

She came to America in 1829.

Mr. Elam Bosworth Weese, of Goodwine, 111.,

on June 3, 1909, aged seventy-six.

Mrs. Caroline Cord (68), of Cherokee, Okla.

A subscriber for over twenty years.

Mrs. Sarah Bell Martin, of Hammond, 111.,

March 8, 1910, aged eighty-seven years.

Robert Colling (65), of South Knoxville,

Tenn., passed away December 11, 1909.

Mrs. Arthura E. Valentine, of Cooperstown,

N. Y.. January 9, aged eighty-one years.

Mrs. Sarah A. Brower (83), of Waupaca,
Mich., died in the Wisconsin Veterans' Home.

Mrs. Nancy Tignos (83), of Lebanon, Va.,

January 17, 1910.

Mrs. Mary A. Greene, of New London, Conn.,
in her eighty-eighth year.

H. A. Barr (67), at Reedsville, Pa., for

twenty years a reader of The Christian Her-
ald.

Samuel C. Borland (59), of Bridgeville, Pa.,

died May 20. He was a subscriber twenty-five
years.

Mrs. M. S. Ringrove, of Wheatland, Wyo.,
died September 25. 1909. She was born in

Whitestown, Oneida County, N. Y., sixty-five

years ago.

Mrs. Lucy Phillips Roane, of Sullivan, 111.,

March 4, 1910. She was much interested in

and often subscribed to the benevolences pro-
moted by The Christian Herald.

Mrs. Louisa Simpson Snow, of East Cleve-
land, O., died February 19, 1910, aged fifty-four
years. She was the widow of the late Justice
Snow, formerly of Hartford, Conn.

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know tliat it is xoje, and is trhere
you con obtain it when wantf^d^Artd will yield/rtjr^rtrn-
inffs for fverv day invested. See their advertisement
on page 573. and write them for full information.

The "STANDARD'S"
Biggest Weekly Bargains

Real Hand £kQ
Embroidered ^1^%/*
Pure Linen Waist %/KJ^

rtr For a

• LiO French LineneJnd
$1 Wash Skirt

PURE
RISH

1§^REAL HAN
EMBROIDERE

The ^-^
Biggest
Bargain
of the Year
No 145 A Real Hand Em-

broidered — Pure Irish Linen
Walat. Tlie latest model witli

wide liand embroidered rever

and groupings of pin tuclis.

Laundered eollar and cuffs. Tie
notiacluded. But-
tons invisibly in /\Q
front under rever. %lv%^
Sizes 32 to 44 Inist %/V^^
Price

Value
French

Linene Skirt

No. 281, Eleven gored plaited
skill of good French Linene in

White only. Plaits stitclied

down flat to helow the hip line
and from there fall in graceful
flare. Cut generously wide and
launders nicely. Sizes 22to30in.
waist band Made40
in. long with basted
hem and can I e easily

lengthened <

i$jj5

Our "MONEY- BACK" GUARANTEE
If you are not MORE than pleased with

either the waist or skirt, we will gladly send
your MONEY BACK.

^Ilff Tllic: rivif Mail to us with your i

*-'*** *1H» vrUt name and address and '

we will send you the "STANDARD CDriT '

STYLE BULLETIN" for One Year T KILEj

STANDARD o'S^'e'r CO.
161 Wooster Street, New York City
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rifis Richly Embroideted
PETTICOAT

1
Only one
to a Customer.

Postage Paid.

Would be great
value at double
this price.

We want your nome so that we
lan send vou our new Summer
Style Cat.loj No. 66 of Paris

and New York Styles Free of

Charge. That is « liy we
iuak« this great offer.

Dainty Petticoat, of finp

French cambric. Wide
flounce is trimmed with
cUistersof tocks.hroadband
of exquisite eyelet insertifn

niid finished with dicp

ruffle of eyelet embroidery
to match; underlay and
dust ruffle of cambric; has

drawstrinus to fitany waist;
f rout length 38 to 44 inches.

L280.-THIS PCTTICOar IS $1.
If you do not think that this is the very finest Petticoat

ever sold at this price return to us at our expense and
we will at once refund your money.

Send lor our great free Catalog
No. 66 to-day ; it is tull of won-
derful values like tlie above.

Fulton St.

Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

5^
AXJIO

Do This To-day;

Ask us to send you our five Per Cent.

Book—we want you to know all there is to

know about this Company.

The more you know the surer you are to

become a customer.

This Company is strong—conservatively

managed, and all its investments are in First

Mortgages.

Money invested with us may be withdrawn
at any time without notice and without loss

of dividends.

But write for the Booklet—
that tells all about it.

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

After Death,What?
A Glimpse "Beyond the Veil"

THE MOST SCHOLARLY book ever
written on the Great Hereafter,
yet so simple in its presentation of

baffling problems that all who read may
understand.

"What the Heavenly Rest Means," "Oc-
cupations in Heaven," "State of the Soul
Between Death and the Resurrection"
and "Our Children in Heaven" are but a
few quotations from a truly remarkable
table of contents.

Bound in rich purple Vellum de Luxe
with Gold; 400 Pages. Size when open,
8x12 inches. Special Pfice, to close out
a limited number of copies now f^£\^
on hand (All Charges Prepaid) Ovr^
NOTE:—Every book is g^uaranteed delivered in

perfect condition, and should your order reach us
too late, money will be promptly refunded. Address

The Christian Herald Book Dept.
BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY

THE WORLD HARVEST

That Organ—
You Should

iUyitRig
From the maker who

makes organs right.

If you have the money ; If
you're raising it, or only
planning—write for helpful

suggestions.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

'EBratiia

WHAT is a^parable? It is a

description of something, or a

story told, to make clear the

meaning of some truth. Teaching by

parables w^s a new departure in the

method of Jesus, begun towards the

close of the second year of his minis-

try. He first gave a series of eight

"lake parables," so called because they

were spoken on the shore of the Lake of

Galilee, or as he sat beside the sea with

a boat for his pulpit.

Seven of these parables are recorded

in Matthew's Gospel, and one addi-

tional in Mark (4: 26-29). They are:

The sower; the wheat and tares; the

mustard seed; the leaven; the seed cast

into the ground, growing up secretly;

the hidden treasure ; the pearl of great
price, and the net cast into the sea.

After the first one, Jesus introduced
each parable, saying: "The kingdom
of heaven is like unto," etc., showing
that it was his purpose by means of

the parables to make the people under-
stand the nature of the kingdom of

heaven.
His apostles asked him: "Why

speakest thou in parables?" And he
had answered: "Unto you it is given

to know the mysteries of the kingdom
of heaven, but to them it is not given,

therefore speak I to them in parables."

Last week we had the first parable in

the series. This week we are to study
the second. Both are about a field of

grain, which was no doubt in sight.

The first had to do with different kinds
of soils, the second deals with kinds of

seeds.

"A man sowed good seed, his enemy
came and sowed tares among the
wheat." He did it in the night, while
the good man slept. Undoubtedly it

was an act of revenge.

"When the blade sprang up and
brought forth fruit, there appeared the
tares also." The tares were some-
thing much like that which our farm-
ers call "cheat." "Wilt thou that we go
and gather them?" The servants were
the first to discover the tares and they
came and told their master and offered

their services to destroy them.
"Let both grow together until the

harvest," said the master to his

servants. Why? Because in pulling
up the tares, they would loosen the
ground and pull up the wheat too; be-
cause the roots of the wheat and the
tares were intertwined.

"Gather up first the tares, and bind
them in bundles to burn them; but
gather the wheat into my barn." This
the master said he would tell the reap-
ers to do at the time of harvest.

"Explain to us the parable of the
tares," said the apostles of Jesus
after he had left the shore, and they
had gone with him into a house. And
this is what Jesus told them:
The field is the world.
The sower is Jesus himself.
The enemy who sowed tai^es is the

devil.

The good seed, the sons of the king-
dom.
The tares, sons of the evil one.
The harvest, end of the world.
The reapers, the angels.
The end of the world, the judgment.
Punishment, a furnace of fire.

Reward, shining as the sun in the
kingdom of God.

The World

The commission which Jesus gave
his apostles was: "Go ye into all the
world and preach the Gospel to every
creature." Tibet was the last corner
of the earth to reach with the Gospel,
and that was not done until nearly

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
June 26. 1910. Parable of the Tares. Matt
13:24-30; 36-43. Golden Text: "Then shall the
righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom
of their Father." Matt. 13:43.

twenty centuries after the commission
was given. Let that length of time be

compared with the less than ten min-
utes that it takes to girdle the earth

with a message by the electric cable!

Does it not seem as if the church of

God has been very slow in doing its

work? And still Christ has not come
into his own. "I will give thee the
nations for thine inheritance, and the
uttermost parts of the earth for thy
possession." (Ps. 2.) Some nations
have the cross of Christ upon their
flags: England, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Switzerland, Italy and
Greece. Others have the "crown," but
it is the pontifical crown, not the crown
of Christ. The cross on the flag does
not mean that every knee in the nation
which has adopted it, bends to Christ.
Neither can we say that the nations
whose flags have not the cross do not
honor Christ. A little girl once said
of our Old Glory, "It has many Jesus'
stars in it, even if it has no cross."

The Sower

He belongs to the whole world, for
it is said of him, "God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth on him
should not perish, but have eternal
life." (John 3: 16.)

Professor Drummond says: "The
fact that Christ led no army, that he
wrote no book, built no church, spent
no money, but he loved and so con-
quered, this is beginning to strike
men." One of the classics is the story
about Cyrus entering Armenia and
taking the King of Armenia and all of
his family prisoners. They were all

ordered to come into the presence of
Cyrus, who said: "Armenius, you are
free, for you are sensible of your
error. And what will you give me if

I restore your wife to you?" "All that
I am able." "What if I restore your
children?" "All that I am able."
"And you, Tigranes," said Cyrus, turn-
ing to the son, "What would you do to
save your young wife from servitude?"
"Cyrus," he replied, "to save her from
servitude, I would willingly lay down
my whole life." "Let each have hi';

own again," said Cyrus, and when he
departed one spoke of his clemency,
another of his valor, another of his
beauty and the grace of his person,
upon which Tigranes asked his wife If

she thought him grand looking.
"Really," she said, "I did not look at
him." "At whom did you look?" "At
him who offered to lay down his life

for me," she replied. How much
greater is love for our divine Deliv-
erer, the Lord Jesus Christ!

The Enemy

"If God is good, and loves us, and
wants us to be happy, why did he
make a devil to tempt us to sin?"
A man made it his business to
go around asking this question. He
came to a man one day who asked him
a question in return: "Did God make
a devil?" "Of course he did," was the
reply, "for God made everything."
"God made him holy and good, but be-
ing a free agent, he sinned and fell,

and so made himself a devil." Let me
ask you: "Does God make whisky?"
"No, I suppose not. He makes grain,
and men turn it into whisky." "Yes,
the wheat, rye and corn that are
created for food are rotted and then
distilled into poison. This man does,
and calls whisky "a good creature of
God." The man's question about "Why
God made the devil" was answered, and
he was never known to ask it of any-
body again. But this arch-enemy of
mankind is not always going to be per-
mitted to go about like a roaring lion,
seeking whom he may devour. We
read in the Bible that he is to be cast

Continued on next page

VNDERWEAF
For spring and summer wear you neei

Carter's Quality-Knit Underwear. Non
so stylish and reliable. None so satisfac

tory for all members of the family.

Elegant fabrics with fine iri'visible ribs
Pure sterilized white garments made by n^

other manufacturer. Expertly designee
carefully made, exquisitely finished. Car
ments which will satisfy anyone i

quality and price.

"Ouality-Knit and Quality Fit'

iVlade in anion and two-piece gaits

for VTomen and children. Union gaits

(or men. Also infants' shirts and
bands; silk, vrooi and cotton.

For sale by nearly all first-class dealer;

Refuse substitutes. Look for the "Carter

Trade-Mark.

THE WILLIAM CARTER CO.
Sole Manufacturers

78 Main Street, Needham Heifjiits, Mast
Note. "Would you like to eee how

we finish our garments fur women,
iiuBees and children ? If eo, eend us
the name of this mapizme, and your
own name and addrese, and we will
Bend you eome beautiful aamples.

BABIES REVEL IN IT I

Menneii*B Borated Talcum Toilet Powder. 800
InfiT, CoinforUng. Allays irritation.
Prevents chafing. ForMother's use also.

Substitutes rob you. Insist on Mea-
nen*s. Sample box for 2c stamp.

Sold for 35c Everywhere or by Mail
Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark. N. J. a

m

SAVE 208 SHAV;
fiao.So a year. Also save the razoi <

face, time and temper by using "3 in 1

on the blade.

keeps the blade keen and clean, by pi 1

ing surface rusting which is caused by ir i

from the lather. Write for free sample

and special "razor saver" circular. '

Why not know the truth } \

THREE IN ONE OIL CO.. 1

54 Broadway, New York City. "

LYON & HEALY'S

COOP CHURCI

ORGANS
At Reasonable Prices

We make a specialty of laife recti orcaiis, voicer

cli'sely repemhle pipe orpans. These cliurch orf-'ans wi

fnund much richer in effects than any clieap pipe orgs

Let us tell you what our $4r>0 Cathedral Organ

furnish in the way of musical effects.
I

Illustrated catalog free. Styles from ?100 to $500. '

ments spread over 2 years when desired.

Fine Folding: Orgrans $37.50; Fine Par
Organs $45.00; Good Second-Hand Orgi
at half price.

LYON JL HEALY, Dept. F5575. CHlC* !.
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BE SWIFT

i

E swift, dear heart, in loving,

For time is brief,

id thou may'st soon along life's highway
Keep step with grief.

J swift, dear heart, in saying

The kindly word ;

'hen ears are sealed, thy passionate pleading

Will not be heard.

f; swift, dear heart, in doing
I The gracious deed,

Lst soon they whom thou boldest dearest

•Be past the need.

[• swift, dear heart, in giving

IjThe rare, sweet flower,

Ijr wait to heap with blossoms the casket
ijn some sad hour.

;ar heart, be swift in loving-
Time speedeth on ;

id all thy chance of blessed service

Will soon be gone.

DOCTOR'S EXPERIENCE
Medicine Not Needed in Tliis Case.

-M

.It is hard to convince some people that

)ffee does them an injury ! They lay their

•id feelings to almost every cause but the
ue and unsuspected one.

But the doctor knows. His wide experience
IS proven to him that, to some systems,
ifEee i.s an insidious poison that undermmes
e health.

Ask the doctor if coffee is the cause of
nstipation, stomach and nervous troubles.

"I have been a coffee drinker all my life.

ilin now 42 years old and when taken sick

ro years ago with nervous prostration, the
>ctor said that my nervous system was
oken down and that I would have to give
) coffee.

"I got so weak and shaky I could not work,
id reading your advertisement of Postum, I

asked my gioctr if he had any of it. He
id 'Yes,' and that he used it in his family
id it was all it claimed to be.

"So I quit coffee and commenced to use
)stum steadily and found in about two
»eks' time I could sleep soundly at night
id get up in the morning feeling fresh. In
pout two months I began to gain flesh. I

^iglied only ij6 pounds when I commenced
I Postum and now I weigh 167 and feel

itter than I did at 20 years of age.
"I am working every day and sleep well at

g;ht. My two chilciren were great coffee
inkers, but they have not drank any since
)stum came into the house, and are far

ore healthy than they were before."
Read "The Koad to Wellville," found in

:gs. "There's a Reason."
(Ever read the above letter? A new
le appears from time to time. They are
:nulne, true, and full of human interest.

i
n< Sf.

YOUR GARDEN
SHOULD HAVE

Blue Roses
r Yale Blue)

WE ARE intrwlucing this beautiful

color for which wc have waite<l cen-
turies. Healthy, living, perfectly hardy
plants, Krown and shipped in Hower jiots.

Sent, prepaid, on receipt of $1.(10. Will
bear in abundance year after year.

$1,000 Reward ^°/,-r/

IT. AIRY ROSE CO.,^""''""'"-''***

Importers and Introducers
'er 100 Acres. 20,000 feet of glass.

MT. AIRY. - - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

5 ROMPERS $1
Direct From Factory. All Charges Prepaid

V.vA. III. St wnir,.»l,l,-, f„st o,!.,,-. un-
flliiinkiiiil,' Rompers c1imi>i- of i>iiik 01-

lilii.-, rl„rK,.,| clmiLlirnv with iir,-l< llfir

OM.I I.. .111(1 111 whit.' .5 for 1H,<)0
ROMPERS „f nin.liiiR «illi vkc. rolling
c-"lliif,l» It niKl pcrkiipip.-il ill \vl,itc;c-li..i.-.-

(if i....>it..l clic-ki. nnd Klrijios. 3 for $1 .00
EOMPERS ,.f linci, suitinB. rcllintr i-llur.
.V'.k.-. jii„| riitr„ ,,i,„.,i 1,1 wliitc: l,.lt iMiicci

niKl fi.i-,.,1 Tiiii, .ii.l.t l.lu.-, a for $1.00
5/lrj 2lo6yrt. Sallt/acllitn or money relunitd.
Spiilf, •!!, and rolor. CllAKCVS PRKI'AIU

<ONsi ;mi:i(.s* Ari!<)> Co.,
61 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, K.Y.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

into the abyss and that it is to be shut
and sealed over him that he may not
deceive the nations (Rev. 20: 2), and
his power shall forever be destroyed
(Rev. 20: 10).

The Good Seed

Jesus told them that the good seed
was "the sons of the kingdom." We
understand them to be the followers of
Jesus, and we call them "Christians."
Christian Endeavorers were once asked
to give a definition of "What is a Chri.s-
tian?" Many answers were received.
It was said that the test was well met,
and that the answers, many of which
were published in the Christian En-
deavor World, would certainly be help-
ful to many who had not altogether
clear ideas about it. Here are some of
the answers

:

A Christian is Christ in a man.
A Christian is a person after Christ's

own heart.
A Christian is a follower of the

Master, practising through the week
what he professes on Sunday.
The true Christian is a hearer and

doer of the Word.
A Christian is one who clearly and

constantly reflects the image of Christ.
A Christian is one in whom the spirit

of Christ abides. We can know them
by the fruits of their lives.

A Christian is a miniature Christ.
A Christian is one who believes that

Jesus Christ died on the cross to save
every one who believes on him, and
who has the assurance in his own heart
that Christ has saved him.
The most approved reply was given

as follows: A Christian is he who ac-
cepts the atonement of Jesus Christ
for salvation from sin; whose life is

governed by the teachings of the Bible
as the revealed truth of God; whose
aim is to bring the kingdom of Christ
in all the world; whose hope is "an
inheritance, incorruptible and unde-
filed, that fadeth not away."
A young minister was once staying

at a gentleman's house over night. A
little girl about five years old soon
made friends with the stranger. He
took her upon his knee and began talk-

ing to her about Jesus. "Now, my
dear," said he, "I am going to tell you
one thing that I hope you will never
forget. Will you remember what I am
going to say?" "Oh, yes," she an-
.swered, "what is it?" Then the min-
ister put his hands gently on the little

girl's head and said slowly: "My dear,

if you don't love Jesus you never can
be happy." He repeated the words
very emphatically, and then he asked:
"Will you remember that?" You will

know how well she did remember it

when I tell you that forty years after,

when the young minister had grown to

be an old man, and the little girl had
grown to be a woman with little girls

of her own, it happened again that the

minister spent a night in her home.
He had forgotten what he said to the
little girl, but the lady reminded him
of it, saying: "I was that little girl.

Often your words came to my memory

:

'If you don't love Jesus you never can
be happy.' And these were the means
of bringing me years ago to love my
Saviour, since which time I have indeed
been happy."

The Tares, Sons of the Evil One

When Christ was upon the earth, he
healed many who were possessed of

devils. Demonism seems now to be of

a more subtle and less violent charac-
ter. Now a man can smile and be a
villain. But there is a vast army of

these human tares. We see them on all

sides of us. We are reminded of Jason,

who sowed dragons' teeth. He had not

long to wait for the harvest; almost
immediately they began to spring up;
the whole field had the appearance of

being covered with drops of dew, but
in reality what was seen was the steel

points of lances, then polished brass
helmets pushed up through the soil,

then bearded faces, which looked

angrily about. Then still growing up-
ward their cuirasses appeared, then
their arms and hands; in the right
hand they held a sword, in the left

a shield, then their legs and feet ap-
peared as they freed themselves from
the ground, and there they stood, an
army ready for battle. They cried out

:

"Show us the enemy," and they began
an attack upon Jason. But they be-
came confused and fell to fighting and
killing each other. The field from
which they had sprung was covered
with their dead bodies. The last one,
the bravest of them all, as he fell to the
earth cried out: "Victory."
The harvest is the end of the world.

Until then, the evil and the good, the
sons of the kingdom and the sons of
the evil one, grow together, and there
is a constant struggle between them
for the mastery, just as there is be-
tween the wheat and the tares, with
this great difi"erence: The nature of
the wheat can never be changed into a
tare, neither can the tare be changed
into wheat, but a human being can be
changed from being a son of the evil

one into being a son of the kingdom.
For example, a brass worker in Tokyo,
a poor and ignorant man, much given
to drink, cruel to his family, and who
had twice been in jail. A tract ar-
rested his attention and two or three
times going to a preaching place and
standing outside he heard the Gospel,
then venturing in he asked the loan of
a Testament for three days, and again
for three days more. The love of
Christ to sinners astonished him, and
led by Miss C, the missionary, he
found peace in believing. His delighted
wife and children followed him into
the church, and trying though the cir-

cumstances have been, he has for sev
eral years been known by all as one
who loves God, and is very grateful
for his salvation. How beneficent
then appears God's plan that both shall

grow together until the harvest. There
is hope for the "sons of the evil one
even until the last. The dying thief
on the cross, becoming repentant, was
told by Christ that the should be with
him that day in Paradise!

Our Smallest Subscriber
Dear Editor: I am sending you one

renewal for myself and one for my
little granddaughter. Miss Dorathy
Otton, and one new subscriber, a Mr
Thomas Jennison of Neche, N. D. You
will please send the premiums ad-
dressed to me, and the papers with

calendars and "Daughters of Dorcas"
to the diff'erent subscribers. I am also
sending you a photograph of your
little subscriber, Miss Dorathy Otton.
Her mother has a nice little box, just
the size of The Christian Herald,
and each paper is laid away carefully
until Dorathy is able to read them.

Neche, N. D. James Hyde.
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Plump rosy growth is the result

when you feed your baby on fresh

milk modified by Mellin's Food.

Cow's milk by itself is too strong

for a baby's digestion, but prepared

with Mellin's Food it is easily

digested and assimilated.

Get for baby, today, a bottle of

Mellin's Food
We will be glad to send you a Trial

Size Bottle of Mellin's Food with our
helpful book, "The Care and Feeding of
Infants," if you will write us.

Mellin's Food Co., Boston, Mass.

Earn S^^o
on your savings. They should yield as large a
return as consistent with safety.

Deposited with our Company, they are free

Irom speculation while earning 5 per cent, every
day left in our care. The security back of them
Is of the very best—Selected mortgages upon
New York and Suburban Real Estate. Earnings
are remitted by check quarterly, semi-annually
or compounded if desired, VVe have never paid
less than 5 per cent for 17 years.

ASSETS over • $2,000,000

SURPLUS and PROFITS, 150,000

Under Saperrision ofNew York Banking Dept.

The Industrial is a strong, progress-

ive, carefully managed Savings Insti-

tution that merits your investigation.

Write for booklet, wnich contains

many interesting facts.

Industrial Savings and Loan COi

2 Times Building

42d Street and Broadway
New York

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have
thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House, New York

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, lOc. I 10 Best Wishes & Greetings, 10c.
10 Rose. 10c.

I
10 Fourth of July, 10c.

Any three packages mailed for •!'> cents.
80 cents per Wu cards — assorted designs.

MADISON .\RT COMPANY. MADISON. CONN.

BE AN UXUSTRATOR--Loar 1 to Draw. Wo will ttach 1
you by ma 1 how SCHOOL or ILLUSTRATION 1
to draw '"'

_£l«
Office 44 Page Bidg. 1

matiazinos and mtL ^^^^^ ^^^^^ Chicago. lU. f
nevvspapi-i s ^^f^Bi ^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^ #
Sewrf (iir Cn "''11. ' ^^ v^i^^^^
BLYMVPD >«s#v tTNLIZEOTEES BELLS^ ^«» /j^aj\SWEETEB, UOBE DUB-

CHURCH ^^^oUarfeEECATALOQUB
„, . •BXxXxSS. V XELLSWH7.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

Eetornable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needing new books.
THE liHiLOU A. MAIN (0.. New Voik or tliicago.

PATENTS That Prolcci and Pay
Aiivice ami liooks I' It E E.

Kates Keasonalile. Highest l^eferences. ilest Services.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer.VfASHINGTON, D.C.

ACENTS WANT E D-Agents earn $2.5 to.?50 weekly sell-
ing (lur new Style Me.Nii'an and Swiss Embroidery Waist Patterns.
Fnncess Dresses. Art Linens, and various novelties. Catalogue
FREE. National Importing Co., Desk 48, 699 Broadway, N,Y.

CITI>TURKD LADY, ten years experience church
kinrieiyarten work, desires position, public or

private. Miss M. C. Trlpler, Bernardsville. N. J.
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STARTLES THE COUNTRY!
Marvelous Invention ! Revolutionizes Wash Day

!

New Ideas ! New Principles ! Amazing Results

!

STARTLING, BUT TRUE ! THERE'S NO MORt WASH DAY

!

NOT A WASHING MACHINE
New Melhod ol Cleaning Clothes. Cleans Family Wash in 30 to 50 Minutes.

No Labor. IVo Rubbing. No Motors. No Chemicals.

WOMAN'S HARDEST WORK MADE EASY

Mn\irv nXCU ^^ not satisfactory
iVlUlllCjI D/iLIl You Decide After Using

Beautifully cleatis woolens, flamiels, blankets, coloiert

clothes and white clothes, tiiiest laces, curtains and bed-

clothes. Saves (loiiblo. inoiiey. time and labor.
Easy Way m 'io to 50 minutes cleans waslnnf; winch
before took entire day. Liirjic-t r:iniil> ua^liins
seems like play. All metal. Siii.iiK, 'iuKi Mc. sanil;ny,

light in weiglit. Easily used, clea)u-d, liamUeil. Aluays
ready. Chdd or frad woman can use it easy.

Wash day robbed of its awful misery.

No more rabbin!;,sweatmg, stewing. liacUaches lianished.

EASY WAY SMASHES ALL RECORDS
Washnm nia< liincs in the infant class—<-an't compare with

it. Usei ^ .Icli^'hlcd, cntlinsiastic, tilled witli 3oy. Honest-
liearted, Inuil-w <m kirij; women write of their own free
will. Tlicy can't liclp it.

Simply bubble over with praise,

Listen : J. MeGee, Tenn.: "One young lady cleaned I

day's washing in one hour witli Easy Way; another in 45

minutes." Mrs. T. Bullen, Canada : "Twaslied beiiding,

heavy quilts, curtains, etc., without rubbing." Loretta
Mitchell, O.: "Did a big washing in 45 minutes. .Sold 3

already." A. n. Poppleton, IN. Y.: "(lives perfect satisfac-

tion. Washed bed tinilts, greasy overalls and tine cloilics.

Greatest thing on earth." !•'. E. Post, l*a.: "Did tu o weeks'
washing in 45 miniites. Clothes cleaned witlumt rnbbing."
J. H. Barrett. Ark., after ordering 38 Easy Ways, says:
"You have the granilest invention 1 ever heard of." .f. W.
Meyers, Ga.: "Greatest inven'ion to womanhood, forever
abolishing miserable wasli day. Sells itselt." Mrs. Albert
Lamb, III.: "Have washed everything m it I could think of,
from lace curtains down to duty overalls and rag carpets. I

wouldn't part with Easy Way now for any money. Wish you
success."

AGENT'S FREE SAMPLE, '^p^^
storm. One

tliousand Easy Ways shipped to Russian agent. K. O. Cowan,
PJ.'V., placed 13 in six hours—profit $39.(10. Mrs. J. Brown sold
10 in 3 days-profit $30.00. K. J. Bleviii, O., made 7 calls, solit 6
one day-proflt $15.00. K. H. Latimore. Pa.: "Sold 4 this
morning; never yet turned down." A. G. Witt, Pa.: "Sold 4
to-day. Not out for orders." Mrs. Gerrish, Mont., oMers
sample, then one dozen, then 100— profit over $300. N. Boucher,
Mass., orders 75 more and says: "Everybody wants one. llest
business I ever had." A. S. Verrett, La.: "Sold 8 one day"—
profit $24.00. Our facilities now greatly enlarged— still enlarging.
Easy Way is aKent's landslide. Millions will be sold. Write
(inick for aiipointinent. We want managers, agents—men or
women -at home or traveling-all or spare tune, to show, take
orders, and appoint agents. Easy Way new article—not worked to death. Best seller out. Every family wants
one. feople glad to see it demonstrated—buy without being asked and throw away costly washing machines to use
it. Only 2 sales a day means $36.00 a week profit. Price only $6.00. ready for use. Sent anywhere. Not
sold in stores. Order one for your own use. Money hack if not satisfactory. Send for free sample offer,
special agent's i)roi)Osition, et<'. Costs nothing to investigate. Send name and address anyway. Many have
done so and alicruaid thanked ns forgiving them the opiioitunity to get rich the easy way. Write to-day. Don't
let this tng iiioncv making u[)1k)1 Inint v pass you.
HARRISON MANUFACTURING CO.. 1432 HARRISON BUILDING. CINCINNATI. OHIO

,

NOT _
UKETUB

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If you are sufFenng from any form of spinal trouble you can be relieved
ill your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance has been invented by a man wlio relieved liimself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results are marvelous. It is nature's own method.
Eminent physicians are endorsing it The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the whole spine is invigorated an
strengthened, all soreness is taken out of the back, tlie cartilage between the
veilebrae is made to expand, the contraeted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

straightened. Tliere is bright hope for you, no matter how long you }iave
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union, Eav-h
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly
There is positively no inconvenience in wearing We guarantee satis-
faction and let you use it 30 days. Write for our new book, givint:
full information and references.

IlKEXSia

PHILO BURT MFG, CO.. 207 18lh ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

P SHADE
ROLLERS

Original and unequalled.
Wood or tin rollers. "Imp
requires no tacks. Inve

signature on genuiUL.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modern invention for keeping the hair beaatifol
and fluffy and the scal]> clean, healthful and free from dan-
druflf or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and properly massaged
and nature will grow the hair. Write f<'r free circular.

AGENTS WANTED.
DR. GKORGE LYMAN,
217 Dill St.. reoria, \\\, ..

MAKESTYPEWRITERS
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise
L. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS, UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'/^to^M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHKRK for Free Trial, or

KE.VTED allowing Rent tolFfLIPRICES sts.oo ur»
fir«Cl»»8 Machiiiei Preih tram (he Mfrt—Writ* for lUuilmMi ClUloj n
Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-S« UKEST.,tHlc«60

Raise Mushrooms
Big Prof its! QuickProfitsI

Anybody can make big
income all year raisintj

Mushrooms at home in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, boxes,
etc Markets waiting for
all you grow.

Frte ntuslralid
Instruction Bookltt.

HIRAM BARTON , Desk 9
West 48th St. , New York

LET US SEND YOU A BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND RING ON APPROVALl
Write for Catalog containing over ir)00 illuatrati

J
to own cr preBCDt ai

8 of Diamonds, Watches and Artistic Jewelry. Select any article you W(.u]d like I
n. It will be 8«Qt oQ Approval

—

til oharKca prepaid. If Batiefact<>r; ia erery war ckt one-fifth I

THE OLD RELIABLE ORIOIN&L DIAMOND I
in.».»dko.pit.b.i.D,.ir..igh<.qu.iBoo.hi,.mouDt>. A„,b«„„t^„.,„^,,\

AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE |
open . oDmb. wocmt with us. Writ, for fr««oopjof th.Lonis mauazins. I

llOS.klO. Dapt. F-9Si02ia 88 Slate Si.,Chlcago, ill,—BranchecPlHilinrg, r»., uidSt. Loiil(,He.
| Write todaj '

yK Young People's Societies TK

The Chri^ian's Vidlories*

LIFE holds so many defeats for us
i all, that Paul well knew how nec-

essary it was that his friends should

be fortified with the assurance of vic-

tory in their Christian life. They were
in large part untaught and the Gospel

truths were utterly foreign to all their

experience. They were truly "babes

in Christ," easily turned back and dis-

couraged, and Paul gives them just

what they needed when he emphasizes

the triumphal note in the great Chris-

tian symphony.
Notice how it rings throughout all

his letters.

The Gospel is "the power of God
unto salvation." He gives "glory,

honor and peace," without respect of

persons, to "every man that worketh
good." "The God of peace shall

bruise Satan under your feet shortly."

Run the race, hoping for "the prize,"

which shall surely come to the faith-

ful: and shall be, not the "corruptible

crown" which the earthly winner ob-

tains, but an "incorruptible." Death
shall be "swallowed up in victory."

The fine fervor of these and the
scores of similar passages, shows that
Paul was no less a poet than a
preacher—perhaps, all in all, the most
wonderful man of our era.

No more illuminative example of
this great subject exists than that
which Bunyan gives us in his wonder-
ful allegory.
What a description is that of the

Pilgrim's victory! Two Shining Ones
came forth to meet Christian and his

companion. Hopeful, and conducted
them up to the city whose foundation
was "higher than the clouds." As
they came on, the heavenly host "gave
a great shout," and the two pilgrims
were at once transfigured. They put
on raiment that shone like gold, harps
and crowns were given to them and all

the bells in the city rang for joy.

You have all read of Nauhaught,
the Indian deacon, in Whittier's beau-
tiful ballad. His wife was sick, his

child was starving. He searched his

traps and found therein no beast nor
bird. He had dreamed that an angel
had dropped into his hand a goldpiece.

"Ah!" he thought, "if my dream
might but come true!"

What marvel that the poor man felt his faith
Too weak to bear its burden!

Then in the woods he finds a silken
purse full of gold. The mad tempta-
tion seizes him to keep it and tell no
one. Who else could need it so much
as he? But

The low rebuking of the distant waves
Stole in upon him like the voice of God.

At last the good within him con-
quers. The battle is won. He finds
the owner of the purse, receives a re-
ward, and goes home "singing and
praising God"—a noble triumph.
"There is only one picture which the

child's heart can safely hold," says
George Matheson. "It is the form of
Jesus. Not on Cassar, not on Alex-
ander, not on Napoleon, let the open-
ing eye be centred. Let it mark the
heroism of that bloodiest of battlefields
where Love stood dauntless to receive
its mortal wound. Let it catch the
light of the Dolorous Way, the sheen
of Gethsemane, the glow of Calvary—
till the heart of the child shall cry:
'When I grow up, I will be a Christ!'
Then will the tempter vanish, then
will the kingdom come ; for the victory
is already complete when we have
imaged the beauty of holiness."

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
June 26. Texts : II. Cor. 2 : 14-17; Rom. 8 : 35-37.

Mothers, Be Cautious
In selecting a foort for the baby rion't experiment.

Baby can't stand niui'h experimenting, liorden's Eagle
Bland Condensed Milk is acted upon by tbe infant
stomach snhstantially the same as mother's milk. For
50 years it has made glad mothers and started thonsands
of babies on life's journey with health and happiness.

Missionary Needs*

WE are witnessing a great revi
I

of the missionary spirit. Thi
/

or more years ago, there had b i

a reaction. Cynical and unchrist i

travelers had visited our mission fit ^

and had brought back unfavov;i .

reports. These were printed and sc i

broadcast.

It is not strange that they cause i

gradual chilling and restraint of
missionary spirit, and that these

i
-

vailed for soipe time. Then ot r

travelers began to send back v ;

different accounts. The missiona; s

themselves appeared among us w i

glowing tales, backed by irrevocs

;

testimony, of the great -work wl i

had been done in China, India, Per
Japan, Turkey.
Now the feeling runs at fiood t

When the Student Volunteer Con] -

ence met at Rochester last January t

was repeatedly proclaimed with t

dispute among them, that while -

rope was made Christian in 600 ye;
,

the continents of Asia, Africa , i

Oceanica were surely to be evangeli 1

within the next two hundred year:
It is a bold prediction, but the coi

crated men who uttered it insist tj
God will make it good.
Not long ago, in Everybody's Ma

zine, appeared a fine article upon \

missionary movement, by E. A. Pow"
F.R.G.S.

!

Mr. Powell has been in the Ami
can consular service in the Ottoiij

dominions and knows whereof he I
firms. His description of our spj-
did missionaries is most inspiri

He says:
"History shows nothing finer t

the way in which these pickets of cii-

ization have distilled a grim huit
out of their desolate situations, ti

ing not only a bold but a laughing 1

upon the perils which their lives r

bring. In all the world there is

more thrilling romance than that
these pioneers of progress, who h

carried the gospel of the clean s

side by side with the Gospel of sa
tion even to the very Back of
Beyond."
Mr. Powell rehearses, in his stin

recital of the deeds of these admin,
men, the last stand of Pitkin of I

ting^fu, which will go down to hist

as one of the most gallant defenses t

made against hopeless odds.
He and the two devoted women i

sionaries of his station, Miss G(
and Miss Morrill, saw that, since

escape was cut off, their own masss
was inevitable. They bade their

verts to seek safety in immediate fii;

Then they spent the night in pK;
and in writing and burying
sad farewell letters in the misi

grounds.
At daybreak came the attack. I

Gould died from heart failure
afterward. Miss Morrill, in wf
veins ran the blood of an heroic

<

cestry, loaded the rifles. Pitkin, £!

tered behind a mattress, fired fro

window and at every shot a Boxer
All day long the firing contil|

without a halt.

In the twilight one of the miscr(|

Boxers managed to climb unseen
a tree which commanded a view

Pitkin and wounded him fat'-

Then and only then did they dar '^

rush in and take possession. Like i'

fearless French chevalier of impei i-

able fame, one man had kept for n y

hours an army at bay. Miss Mo H

was beheaded.
Such is the heroism of our mist '

aries. Their sacrifices must not I '

vain. Let us who can go, rally ti "

the depleted ranks; and let us
"J

cannot go, give freely of our xm")

for the great cause.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Ju *
j

Texts : II. Cor. 8:1-9; Matt. 9 : 35, 38.
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AT last, after nearly a year of wait-

. ing, the great aeroplane flight

from Albany to New York has been

made, and America again stands first

in the field of aerial navigation. Glenn

Hammond Curtiss, who has already

won fame by his daring flights, accom-

plished the trip down the Hudson in

one hundred and fifty-seven minutes,

the distance traveled being one hun-
dred and thirty-seven miles. At times

his small biplane shot through the air

at a rate considerably over a mile a
minute and left the famous express
trains of the New York Central Rail-

road far behind. He was required to

make the trip within twenty-four hours
to gain the ten-thousand-dollar prize

offered by the New York World, but
he was allowed one stop to replenish

his gasoline tank and examine his ma-
chinery. This stop was made at
Poughkeepsie. From this place he
continued on to Inwood, which is within
the northern limits of New York City,

where he dropped in a few minutes to

:all on a friend. This stop was not
counted against him, for the prize was
already won.
Several days Mr. Curtiss had been

waiting at Albany hoping for a favor-
able day to break the monotony of

wind and storm which made a start
impossible. The biplane was put to-

gether on Van Rensselaer Island and
several expert machinists went over
';he craft every day to see that every-
;hing was in readiness for an instant
4ash away to the south when the calm
;ame.

It was with a thrill of joy that he
leard over the telephone the voice of
'Vlr. Ten Eyck, the official starter, say-
ng that the morning was calm and
;lear. The aeronaut left his hotel at

ive in the morning, hurried to the
sland where his men were yet asleep,

ind rushed the preparations for the
light. He went back to put his wife
)n the special train waiting to follow

"'^/^ 'lim to New York, and the small crowd
' Waiting thought that again he had

?iven up starting, but he was soon
oack and dressed in his odd costume
itted to protect him from the cold
Iraughts in the air above or from the
itill more icy waters below if he took
in unexpected dive into the blue depths
.)f the Hudson. On front was arranged
'i four-pound pad of cork, as it was
.mpossible to wear the usual belt. His
Tiachine also was fitted with sponsons
;o keep it from sinking. His cap was
A'orn with the visor backwards.
He took a look at the sky, shook

lands with some of his friends, ducked
'jnder the steel braces and seated him-
self in his little swing chair. He
grasped a lever, raised his right hand,
';he signal to let it go, and the aero-
3lane, now known as the Hudson
''"Iyer, shot forwards and the great
'.poch-making flight had begun.

I The machine moved over the grass
it first, the shouting spectators run-
ling alongside; then it rose into the
lir a few feet; a little more distance
'md it shot upward at express speed
;o two hundred, three hundred, four
lundred feet, until it was seven hun-
Ired feet above the earth. Still it

iept on until it was about a thousand
'eet above the capital city of the
Empire State. Never slackening he
«ped southward as if hurled from a
i:atapult. The spectators far below
:eased to cheer and watched the aero-
naut in awe-struck silence until in
?even minutes from the time he left
;he island he was apparently blotted
>ut in the blue sky. It was estimated
hat the aeroplane had gone six miles
n seven minutes, when it became so
5mall as to be invisible to the naked
Bye. Eagerly they watched, but they

^
[saw no sign. It was as if Curtiss had

ji Started to investigate the canals of
'• Wars or explore the shadowy moun-

;ams of the moon.
It was a wonderful ride, but Curtiss

ould pay little attention to the beau-
les of the scenery; a man in an aero-

raf'

plane has about as much time to spare
for other things as a man on a broncho.
When he did glance down he could see
the wide silvery ribbon of the river far
below dotted with steamers which
looked like toys. The toot of the
whistles came up clear and distinct,

the salute of enthusiastic pilots. Here
and there a train rushing at top speed
seemed to move slowly along the shore.
He would catch sight of the rear car
of an express and the next moment
the engine was left far behind. At
Rhinecliff he made a swing to the east.
A few minutes later he could make out
the Poughkeepsie bridge. At 8.26 he
made his landing on the farm of a Mr.
Gill, a mile east of the river on a spot
he had selected several days before.
As the great bird lit a horse and a
cow until that moment calmly grazing
on the sward left for parts unknown.
The gasoline had not arrived,

greatly to Mr. Curtiss' disappoint-
ment. Automobiles by the dozen,
however, were rushing to the scene,
and from the tanks of two of them he
got a supply. After a stop of a little

over an hour, he again started for the
last lap to New York. It was now
9.26. He shot over the river at a
height of five hundred feet, his pro-
peller sounding like some gigantic
hornet. In twenty minutes he passed
West Point. Officers and cadets were
massed upon the parade and cheered
wildly as he sho^yed for a few minutes
scudding toward Cold Spring. Here,
among the mountains, the wind caused
his machine to tip sharply. Once he
seemed to strike a hole in the air and
dropped forty feet and then went on.

Out of the hills it was easy going at

three hundi-ed feet above the river.

Near Nyack he caught sight of the
white tower of the Metropolitan build-

ing in New York and he felt the prize

was almost won. Just over the line

he turned inland and dropped on the
lawn of a friend. It was 10.35.

At 11.42 he decided to pass over the
city. At the Battery there were 5,000.

Suddenly a watcher let out a startled

yell. A white object showed for a mo-
ment, wheeling around a tall building
to the left, and a minute later the
aeroplane dropped gently on the
parade at Governor's Island.

GENERAL NOTES
—All love and honor and good wishes to

Julia Ward Howe, our "Senior Citizeness," who
has just passed her ninety-first milestone on

the journey of life, a wonderful woman in per-

fect health and with an intellect unimpaired.
•—DiRECTOK DURAND of the Census Bureau is

quoted as expressing the opinion that the census

now under way will show us to have a popula-

tion on the neighborhood of 100,000,000. The
cards now in the hands of expert enumerators
would make a stack of "singles" sixteen miles

high.

—A PHENOMENAL speech-making tour is

planned for Mr. Roosevelt on his return. He
will visit twenty-four States and speak in these

on leading political (juestions. It is understood

that he has kept himself fully informed con-

cerning the changes which have taken place

since he went abroad, and we may expect that

he will come prepared to infuse a good deal of

life into a rather dull political situation.

—After being pardoned by the President,

Oliver L. Spitzer, one of the men convicted of

complicity in the sugar frauds in Williamsburg,

N. Y., has made a very thorough exposure of

the methods by which the government was de-

frauded of millions of dollars by a system of

false weights. Spitzer's disclosure may result

in the conviction of a number of his former

official associates. He showed how the frauds

began and disclosed the identity of the "men
higher up."
—-A WEALTHY Jewish woman, Mrs. Charles

H. Israels, who has been investigating the dance

halls of New York City, makes a statement

which may well be pondered by those who are

in doubt concerning the moral danger of such

places. At a public meeting, this lady quoted

the superintendent of a New York Home for

Women, who said that of a thousand girls who
had come under her care every one, without

exception, traced her first start on the down-
ward path to a dance hall. This was in New
York City, but similar places exist in almost

every municipality throughout the counti-y.

Automobiles
We build them We guarantee them

We sell them to you direct from our factory

Real Inside Prices

OUR new Automobile Catalog quotes THE ONLY
REAL INSIDE PRICES ON AUTOMOBILES.
In this catalog we show automobiles for $370.00

and up, six different models, all built by us in our own
automobile factory. When you buy a SEARS you get it

direct from our big Chicago factory at the factory price.

With our new Automobile Catalog we will send you

our Booklet of Testimonials showing pictures of custom-

ers using Sears cars in every part of the United States,

with letters from them telling their experiences.

Ifyou are interested in an automobile of any kind, write today

for oixr Sears Automobile Catalog No. 65C41

Sears. Roebuck & Co. c^^<^^so

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We wilt ship you a
"RANGER" BICYCLE
on approval, freight

prepaid to anyplace in the United States without a cent deposit in advance, And.
allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in
every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wisntokeep it,

ship it back to us at our expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

LflW FACTflRY PRICF^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^ highest ?rade bicycles direct from factory

. y r,r .
'° rider at lower prices than any other house. We

save youjio toS25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires. Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicyclesjalso reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.
DinCIl AISCUTC IIIAIITCn tneach town and district to ride and exhibit a sample
nilfEn HUCn lO HHniCU i9ia"Ranger"Bicyclefumi5hedbyus. YouwUbe
astonished at the •wonderfully lowprices and the liberal propositions and special offer we will
give on the first 1910 sample going to your town. Writ© at once for our special offer.
DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from ^^jvcm* at anyprice uatw you receive our catalogue
and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under
your cwn name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.
SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail Stores will
ibe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PHACTCD DDAI^C rear wheels, Innertubes. lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
linCOf UUflOICII DnillVC and everything in the Mcycleline at halfusual prices.

DO NOT WAIT but write today for our Large Catalogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fuod of
loteresting matter and useful loformation. it only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. F 7i. CHICAGO, ILL.

ru Save You
$26:50

on my 1910 Split Hickory Auto-
Seat Bngicy. Or, 25% saving
guaranteed on retail prlceof an*
vehicle. Made to order. SOdays'
road test—2-year guarantee.

Let Me Pay the
Postage on Big

Free Book to You
Sbows 125 styles. Also harness..

Beautiful color-views. Prices aston
Isliingly low. Write me now.

H. C. Phelps, Pres.

The OhioCarriageMfg.Co,
Sta.236, Columbus. O.

BEEKEEPING its pleasures and profits, is the
theme of that excellent and

handsomely illustrated magazine, GLEANINGS INBEE ClILTUKE. We send it for six months on trial
for twenty- live cents, and also send free a 64-page book
on bees and oiu- bee supply catalog to all who name this
paper. THE A. 1. ROOT CO., Box 70, Medina, Ohio

CT \ H/IWC ^*"* '*1*«''«''*' foreign, FEEE. Postage 2c

^4/\lfI.r3 Good only to those mentioning Christian
Hebald. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, 0.

Be a Graceful Rider
Learn ot home to he an expert

rider and trainer, by taking my
lessons by correspondence,
Inexpensive and easily
learned. You can learn]
every style of correct.
riding, how to properly
train norses for the sad-
dle, how to teach your
horse fancy gaits anc"
tricks, and scores of
secrets never before
divulged.

My simple and original method'
of i nstruction teaches you everything and enables you to
doubleyourhorse's value. Ironclad guaranteeinsures
a refund of every cent if you're not satisfied. 20 years' won-
derful experience. Hundreds of enthusiastic men and
women graduates. Write for handsome free booklet out-
lining course. Special proposition if you write today.

PROF. JESSE BEERY
421 Academy Street (9) PLEASANT HILL. O.

C^ rt 1*n C ^°" don't need to put
^'^^**** up with aching corns.

A-Corn Salve removes them by
taking them out by the tools. No pain

ordanger. IScatdruggisls'orby mail.

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia

I



Life
tv

^^

My

Life from now on m/z/m

will be one constant

effort to keep cool—to^
quench that sammer thirst

,

and to drive awav weather ^-^^

weariness.

%

Drink

'O,

Tt>'

Full of life—sparkling as wit and with not a dry touch to

its wet vigorousness.

The cooling; satisfying, thirst - quenching beverage.

DELICIOUS — REFRESHING
WHOLESOME

5c Everywhere
Send lor our Iree booklet "The Truth About G)ca-Cola."

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
Atlanta, Ga.

Whenever

you see an

Arrow think

of Coca - Cola
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped en-

velopes for return, if unavailable.

M. F. C, Centre Conway, N. H. I would ask

your opinion about furnishing- a church

floor, whether it should be bare or with a

carpet? Which is more generally used?

It should have either a good durable matting

or a carpet of some simple, unobtrusive pat-

tern, neither too dark nor too light. A bare

floor makes a noisy church. Even the poorest

meeting house nowadays contrives to get a

carpet or at least strips of good cocoa matting

in aisles and pews and on the platform.

Reader, Rome, O. 1. When we say the Lord's
Prayer we ask him to forgive us our tres-

passes as we forgive them that trespass

against us. Will he forgive us if we do
not repent and ask his forgiveness for

Christ's sake? 2. If any one trespasses

against us without cause, as Christians,

should we forgive them if they do not re-

pent and ask our forgiveness?

1. We cannot expect the divine forgiveness

unless we aie willing to forgive bur fellow-men.

(See Matt. 18: 21; Mark 11: 2.i ; Luke 11: 4;

Luke 23: 34.) We must feel the burden of our

own sin, and repent of it, before we seek for-

giveness of God. 2. We should be ready to

forgive, and should nur.se no bitterness in our

heart, no matter how unrepentant the other

may be. God hates the sin even while lie loves

the sinner ; and we, too, should be in the atti-

tude and spirit of forgiveness, even though the

one who has offended us does not care to be

forgiven.

G. L., Wayland, Mo. Is it right for women to

wear gloves and veils when partaking of

the sacrament ?

There is no general rule on the subject, and
this is done by some without comment, in city

churches. It is not very prevalent, however.

The veil seems out of place on such an occasion.

M. R. L., Providence, R. I. Was the devil once
an angel?

The personal existence of the Spirit of Evil

is quite clearly set forth in Scripture, but as
to his history there is much obscurity. That
he was an angel of high estate who fell through
rmbition, leading to rebellion, is the concrete

form of a history which is a combination of

Scripture and tradition. See John 8: 44 ; Malt.

4 : 1-11 ; Matt. 25 : 41 : Luke 8:12; Luke 10 : 18 ;

Acts 1.3: 10; Eph. 6: 11; I. Pet. 5: 8; I. John
3:8; Rev. 12 : 9, and other passages. In Job
he is the adversary and the tempter. See also

I. Chrcn. 21 ; 1. Milton the poet described him
as "the prince or ruler of the demons." See
Dan. 7: 10; II. Pet. 2: 4, and Jude G. These
passages leave much unexplained and conjec-

ture here is useless. His final overthrow and
punishment are predicted in Rev. 20.

J. E. O., Hickman, Neb. Was not Jesus a
carpenter when he was working for
Joseph ? To the question put by our pas-
tor what was the work of Jesus at home
when a boy, I said he was a carpenter.
Our pastor did not quite agree with me.

The Gospel narrative gives us very little light

concerning Jesus' life from infancy to man-
hood. See Luke 2: 40. We learn that "he was
subject to his parents." We may infer from
Mark G : 3, though not with absolute cer-

tainty, that he adopted the trade of Joseph,
according to the Jewish custom. See also Matt.
13 ; 35. The early church had several traditionary
incidents of his experiences in Joseph's work-
shop, but they are wholly unauthentic.

M. F. S., Polk, Neb. 1. Will you please pub-
lish a little sketch of King George and his
wife? 2. What is his consanguinity to the
Emperor of Germany? 3. Who was his
wife before her marriage? 4. Tell some-
thing about her early life and training.

1. An article on the personal side of King
George appeared in our issue of May 25. 2. He
is a cousin of the German Emperor, the Kaiser's
mother being a sister of the late King Edward.
3. Queen Mary was formerly Princess Victoria
Mary of Teck, daughter of the Duke and Duch-
ess of Teck. 4. She is of German descent, but
her upbringing has been wholly English. Her
family was not rich and it is said she made
some of her own dresses. She is very religious

and interested in everything which penains to

the uplift and welfare of her people. .She is a
devoted mother, and King George spends as
much time as possible in her company and that
of her children. The new King and Queen
will probably receive the same amount as King
Eclw:-rd and his consort—$2. S.'Sd. 000. He also

receives the revenues of the Duchy of Lancas-

ter, amounting to about $500,000. Both the

King and Queen have a large salary list, as well

as a long list of pensions which they pay from

the foregoing, and many expenses called for by

their official position, but in which they have

little personal interest.

K. V. W., New York. How long did Christ
keep John's two disciples with him that

they might see and hear for themselves of

his many miracles? Was it possible or
probable that all the miracles recorded
were performed in that same hour or even
that same day ?

Although it is not stated how long they were
detained, it is a fair presumption that they

spent at least a day if not more, witnessing the

work of Jesus. (See answers to E. H. C. and
J. A. H. in Mail-Bag, June 1.)

R. B. F., Lakeside, Calif. 1. Do you believe it

is right under any circumstances to tell a
lie? 2. Is it well for a Christian to ask a
blessing at each meal ?

1. This question was the subject of a mem-
orable discussion in TiiK Chkistian Hkrald
several years ago. Both sides were fully repre-

indeed search most diligently, but although they

were convince<l that they had this redemption

there set forth in the Scriptures, they were not

willing to come to Him or to receive it at his

hands, or to believe in his mission. 2. See an-

swer to R. B. F., in this issue.

E. C, Plerkimer, N. V. What men were called

the seven champions of Christendom?

The seven champions were St. George of

England, St. Denis of France, St. James of

Spain, St. Andrew of Scotland, St. David of

Wales, St. Patrick of Ireland and St. Anthony
of Italy.

F. A. M., Altoona, Pa. 1. How is Dr. Wilfred
Grenfell supported, and to what denomina-
tion does he belong? 2. Were the spar-

rows to which Christ referrt<l the same as
ours? 3. Has theie ever, in the history of

the Church, been such a wave of evange-
lism as is sweeping over the whole world
at the present day ?

1. By voluntary contributions from individ-

uals, legacies and church offerings. His Labra-

dor Mission is an interdenominational organization.

2. Presumably the same species. 3. Never to

so vast an extent. The work of world evange-

An Open-Air Pulpit, Just Off Broadway, New York

ON the north side of Tenth Street and Broadway, New York, there is a large open grass plot

belonging to Grace Episcopal Church. In this plot, and close up against the church building

proper, there has lately been constructed an open-air pulpit, the only one of its kind in the United
States. It is a beautiful structure of white marble, and includes, besides the pulpit of graceful Gothic
form, a chantry porch and Gothic doorway leading to the choir-room in the church. The south wall of
the church alongside of the open-air pulpit is beautifully covered with a continuation of the same Gothic
architecture as the pulpit itself in white marble. The whole improvement represents an outlay of
nearly $.500,000, including the cost of the land. The doorway is a gift and so are the chantry porch and
the pulpit. The first service was held in the open-air pulpit on June 8, when a considerable gathering
assembled to listen. The service included hymns, prayers and selections from the Scripture, the whole
being conducted by Rev. Dr. Slattery, rector of the church. Services will be held regularly at half-past
twelve on Wednesdays during suitable weather, the clergy of Grace Church alternating in conducting
the same.

sented and many able opinions were given.

The general conclusion of the majority was
that, however one might look at the question
from the ordinary standpoint of human logic,

if one had faith in God, such a one would never
I'egard a lie as justifiable under any circum-
stances. (See Rev. 21: 8.) 2. Yes, but one's
Christianity need not be obtrusive at the wrong
time. There are times when a silent prayer
or a silent blessing are the best.

H. S. F., Lakeside, Calif. 1. Please explain
John 5: 39. 2. Is a person ever justified
in a lie ?

1. Some able commentators read : "Ye
search," instead of the imperative, "Search."
The first is regarded as the best translation and
is adopted in the American Revised as being
more consistent with the general character of
our Lord's statement. He was explaining their
method of life, which took note of the things
apparent on the surface, yet wholly omitted the
deep, underlying things of the Spirit. They did

lization has been increasing in scope and volume
with every passing year. The great revivals of
the last century have been overshadowed by
those of our own times, and those of the early
Church were small in comparison with the
-simultaneous camj.aign of our great army of
foreign and domestic spiritual workers.

F. F. F., Oshkosh, Wis. 1. How shall 1 under-
stand I. Tim. 4: 10? 2. What is meant by
"Who.soever keepeth the whole law, and
yet ofpendeth in one point, is guilty of all"?
3. Why are not the Scriptures written
grammatically? 4. Should we believe the
redemptive work of Christ a greater work
than the creation of the world? 5. Please
say if the word "meat" means animal food.

1. It means that he is a Saviour who has
made his redemptive plan for the good of all

mankind, but most of all for the believers,
whom he has especially called for this end.
2. The meaning is that the law is a complete
thing, which, if broken even in part, is no
longer whole. In thus breaking the wholeness

of the law, thoug'h you may not break every
commandment, you offend against love, which
is the fulfilling of the law. 3. Many of the old

forms and idioms that were in use at the time
the Authorized Version was made have been
retained largely as a matter of reverence. Many
of these are modernized _in the R. V. 4. There
is not a proper basis for comparison. To us
the scheme of redemption is the greatest and
most wonderful of all works. 5. "Meat," in the
Biblical sense, does not necessarily mean flesh.

There are exceptions, however. (See Gen. 27: 4

and Gen. 45: 23.) In Dan. 4: 12, 21, the meat
spoken of is furni.shed by a tree. The "meat
offering" consisted of flour, corn and oil

whereas flesh was included in the burnt-offering
and the peace-offering. In other cases, as in

the New Testament, "meat" means food in gen-
eral—anything that is to be eaten. No one can
base a vegetarian argument on these passages.

E. A. G., Locust Valley, N. Y. Will you kindly
tell me how to pronounce Sorbonne, Paris?
Is it a building or a literary society?

It is pronounced Sor-bon, accent evenly di-

vided. It is a college in Paris founded in 1253

by Robert de Sorbon, chaplain of Louis IX. It

has about one hundred j)rofessors and several

thousand students.

H. H. C, Newton, Mass. Has South Dakota
any popular name, such as the Granite
State for New Hami>shire?

South Dakota is popularly known as the

"Coyote State."

R. O. D., Portland. Me. Is the shepherd's tar-
tan in Scotland like that of one of the clan
tartans ?

No ; the shepherd tartan or plaid is made
in black and white checks. It is worn in the

Scotch lowlands.

J. M. B., Two Harbors, Minn. Does the Bible
teach that the s.Tloon business will send a
man to hell or banish him from God?

The Bible says nothing about the saloon busi-

ness, but it denounces those who give their

neighbor strong drink. It is filled with warn-
ings against the sin of intemperance. See Eph.
5: 18; Luke 21: 34; Gal. 5: 21; Isa. 28: 7;

Hos. 4 : 11 ; Prov. 21 : 17, 23 : 21, and 23 : 29, 30;

Rom. 13 : 13 ; Dan. 5:1-4; Prov. 20 : 1 ; Isa. 5:11;
I. Cor. 6 : 10 ; and many other passages.

Miscellaneous
J. M., Crary, N. D. We have seen the state-

ment that he had contracted an earlier mar-
riage (morganatic) which was set aside.

G. M. J., Rochester, N. Y. Write to Mrs.
Gilbert Colgate, 30G West Seventy-sixth Street,

New York City, for information in regard to

the Waldensians.

Miss A. L. Marsh, Underbill, Vt., writes:
"Will some of your readers please send me the
proportions each of lime and salt to make a
brine to keep eggs in? Also how much water?"

W. H. H., Hartford, Ala. It is our duty to

make reasonable provision for those who are
dependent upon us for supiiort. See I. Tim.
5: 8. p'rom this point of view, the evangelist
is right.

C. M. Y., Wellington, N. Y. We cannot ad-
vise you, but would suggest that you write to

the general land office, Washington, D. C. In
any event you would not be justified in sacri-

ficing the health, if not the lives of your wife
and children, as well as the children's education,
for the sake of the land.

Mrs. F. B. C. San Jose, Cal. We are not
familiar with the controversy between Mrs.
Eddy and her son. We have read that the

young man does not believe in her doctrine.

Christian Science is said to have originated with
Dr. Phineas Parkhurst Quimby, of Portland,

Me. To the best of our information, Mrs. Eddy
is still living.

R. B., Nashville, Tenn., writes: "In answer
to J. L. G., Forge, Tenn., in The Mail-Bag, I

wish to state that according to the Bible there

is now no such affliction in the human family

as demoniac possession—such cases as those in

which Christ drove out the devils and they went
into a herd of swine, etc., are things of the

past. The death of Christ on the cross stopped
such afflictions. He has broken the powor of

Satan over mankind. We find no cases of that

kind in the lives of the apostles."

Evilo N., Port PeriT, Can. You have touched

upon the great mystery of the ages—the mys-
tery of the life hereafter. All we know of it

is what is revealed in Scripture, which gives us

the assurance of continued personality, recog-

nition of friends. The "many mansions" of

which Jesus spoke would imply a wide range

of activities and large possibilities of progress.

To know the thought of the world's leading

minds on the subject read After Death—What?
or the Great Hereafter, either of which may be

obtained through this paper.

!
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Where Bad Boys Are Made Over
Vonderful Story of the Rauhe Haus, Which Reclaimed Thousands Who Were Seemingly Incorrigible

The "Green Pine House'

The Chapel

The "Anchor House"

By C T. WETTSTEIN

I
WENT to Europe by authority of the School
Board of our city (Milwaukee), to visit the

principal schools and institutions for defective

children; to study their methods and to bring back
a report of my experiences and investigations. My
information was gained not only by visiting schools

for the deaf, but by inspecting all kinds of schools

and institutions, both public and private, that dealt

with the solving of social and economic questions.

Among these are two in particular that attracted
my attention and interest, namely, the Rauhe Haus
("Rough House") in Hamburg and the Barnardo
Homes in London, the two largest institutions in

the world of their kind, and the most successful in

results for the rescue and education of unfortunate
children.

It was natural, therefore, that my first visit after
my arrival in Hamburg should be to the Rauhe
Haus. It is known all over the world as one of the

best and richest in results of all charitable institu-

tions. Here I saw much of unusual interest and
much which is of incalculable value. It is a school

for bad and unmanageable children—a grand insti-

tution which has saved thousands of unhappy chil-

dren from ruin and made them happy, intelligent

men and women who are a blessing to the commu-
nity.

The institution was founded in 1833 by Johann
Heinrich Wichern. After studying theology at

Goettingen and Berlin, he returned to his mother at

Hamburg. Here Pastor Rautenberg had opened a
Sunday School for poor children. These children

—

there being no school laws—were compelled to work,
and were thus prevented from getting an education.

In Pastor Rautenberg's school they received instruc-

tion in reading, writing, arithmetic and religion.

Rautenberg requested Wichern to become his assist-

ant and Wichern assented willingly, soon afterwards
being appointed superintendent of the school in St.

George.
Then Rautenberg, hearing of a so-called visiting

society in New York, whose members visited the

poor and made a study of their conditions, founded
a similar association and Wichern became one of its

most enthusiastic members. What he saw during
his visits to the poor was often painful and heart-

breaking. Here were children who knew nothing of

reading, writing, arithmetic, nor of God and the

Saviour. What would become of them? Wichern
often asked himself the question.

As a result of these experiences, the members, at

a meeting on October 8, 1832, decided that there

must be a "Rettungshaus" (rescue home) for such

neglected children. Such a project, however, took

money, but Wichern and his associates had faith

and determination. Unexpectedly, they received a

legacy from a wealthy man. A committee was ap-

pointed, a public meeting was called, and before the

citizens of Hamburg Wichern disclosed his plans.

He wanted a home to which homeless waifs should

find admission. Not more than twelve children

should be admitted to one house, as under this plan

the children could be kept in control and each indi-

vidual character studied. Each class of twelve

should have one "workman."
On November 1, 1833, Wichern moved his mother

and sister into a small building in Horn, a suburb

of Hamburg. They called it Rauhe Haus (Rough
House). Why, I don't know; but probably because

it was such a rough-looking building. Wichern
had to pay a small rent. Within two months he had
twelve boys, enough to fill the house. They came
from the slums—the deepest misery. The oldest

was hardly able to speak. A dirty paper in his

pocket told of his descent. One, at the age of twelve

years, had ninety-two thefts on his record. The
youngest was five, the eldest eighteen. And the

neighbors, looking on in wonder, shook their heads.
Continued on page 589

The Agricultural School

The " Adler (Eagle) House "

The " Oak House "

The "Johannesburg House'
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THESE four words are golden, standing out

before you as if they had been embossed in-

stead of printed upon the sacred page. One

has to read the verse at the close of which they

stand again and again before he can catch their

meaning, and even then he is a bit hesitant about

it. As you come down through the verse you are

expecting it to end with the word "Church," and to

your surprise you confront instead the word

"Christ." Did not the apostle's pen slip at this

point? If good Homer nods, why should not even

Paul sometimes blunder?

Quite the opposite of that! Paul never made a

more carefully guided stroke of his pen than when

he wrote down these words. It is the only time in

all the Bible that the Church is called Christ, but

it was plainly intentional and the intention is sig-

nificant.

The two were so closely associated in Paul's mind

as to be to him synonyms. Not that the one merely

suggested the other or stood intimately related to the

other—that is not it; but that the two were counter-

parts and to all outward appearances one and the

same thing. To him the risen Christ was so much
a part of the life of the Church and the Church so

much a part of Christ's post-resurrection life that

the two were interchangeable.

The Church a Scene of Action

What a conception of the Church? There is noth-

ing nobler or truer anywhere, and that, I am aware,

is saying much. There are several beautiful repre-

sentations of the Church in the New Testament.

For example, she is spoken of repeatedly as the
Bride of Christ; and how winsome the figure! She
has been chosen of Jesus to be the special object of

his love, to which he has plighted his troth, and
which he has promised openly to own and crown in

the great day of his consummation.
The Church is also referred to as his purchased

possession, which he loved so supremely as to give
his life therefor, and over which he claims absolute
ownership and control.

More unique and striking than either of these is

Paul's representation of the Church as a theatre.
"For we are made a spectacle unto the world, and
to angels and to men." The word which he origi-

nally used was not spectacle but theatre, and the
translators have accordingly placed it on the margin
of the epistle. That is to say, Paul conceived of the
Church as a kind of a stage where Christ is being
impersonated, where the principles of his teaching
are being acted forth in the presence of the inhabi-
tants of both worlds. You may go elsewhere to see
others act, is his thought, but others come here to
see you act.

Far more significant and inspiring than any of
these, however, is the representation of the Church,
here implied, as Christ's counterpart, his manifes-
tation, his embodiment and reflection, the bright-
ness of his glory and the express image of his per-
son. Jesus said to his disciples that night in the
Upper Room : "He that hath seen me hath seen the
Father." The Church, according to Paul, should
be saying to the world with equal confidence: "He
that hath seen me hath seen Jesus Christ." In other
words, before his resurrection, Jesus was known
to the world through the person and life of one
man; now he is known through the persons and
lives of a company of men. The incarnation has
not terminated; it still continues, only now he ten-
ants several bodies instead of one.

The Church the Body of Christ

Of course, one recognizes this at once as an in-
direct, one might almost say an incidental, state-
ment of the truth, peculiar to Paul, that the Church
is the Body of Christ. A noble, yet a solemn figure,
when you stop to contemplate it. Going back to
glory, Jesus took his human body with him—the
same and yet not the same, but spiritualized and
glorified. Returningtotheearth in the Spirit and nat-
urally seeking another body, he conferred that honor
upon the Church, being born in that body on the
Day of Pentecost, as truly as he had been born in

* Pastor, Second Presbyterian Church, Chicago, III.
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the other at the Advent. Through this body, there-

fore, his spirit now finds its expression and mani-

festation. The Church is Christ's face, emitting

the light of his glorious presence into the world.

His mind graciously expressing his thought con-

cerning us. His heart still beating in sympathy and

love for our race. His hand outstretched in help-

fulness to man. His voice calling the world to re-

pentance—"the Spirit and the Bride say. Come."
His feet swift with messages, bent upon loving-

errands from him.

All this Paul epitomizes and emphasizes by sub-

stituting the name of Christ for that of the Church,

and speaking of the Church as if it were the only

Christ now known or knowable to men. "In thy

face," said Bunsen to his wife when dying, "I have
seen Eternity." Whenever the world looks upon
the Church it ought to behold even more of such a

reflection and be able to say: In thy face I have
seen the Eternal One.

The Sin of the Modern Church

Does the Church of to-day need anything so much
as a realization of this its duty and mission? What
in all her history is more pitiful than her recent sale

of her birthright? Shall I thus describe it, or shall

I call it a loss of her true self-consciousness? Name
it as you may, two things have come to pass as the

result of it. Within her walls, there is a lessening

deference for her authority, a weakening attach-

ment to her institutions and a less and less positive

response to her claims. Without, there is waning
prestige and influence, and waxing criticism and
opposition. How diff'erent from the universal atti-

tude these days to Jesus Christ! Everywhere men
honor his character and bow to his authority. He
has a firmer hold upon the admiration and affection
of our age than all other leaders of men combined.
But his Church, that ought to be his representative
and counterpart, is being everywhere aspersed and
rejected. Never was there a more religious age
than ours. Men think and talk more about im-
mortality than ever before. Atheism is well-nigh
unheard of among us. But, while it is essentially
a religious age, it is far from being an ecclesiastical
age. That word is now an offense to most people.
Modern ministers shrink from being styled eccle-
siastics, there being a smack of cant and hypocrisy
about it. It was not originally so. As first used,
the title bore the highest and noblest meaning.
"Ecclesia"—the called out; called out by Christ,
with Christ, for Christ. What distinction could be
more honorable? Had the Church merited the dis-
tinction, the name would not have taken on its pres-
ent stigma. It is her members who have dragged
that name down into the dust. The sin of the
modern Church is an objective instead of a subjec-
tive consciousness. She is the body of Christ only
theoretically. She conceives of herself as an insti-
tution rather than an incarnation—an organized
body of believers and not, as she should regard
herself, the mystical, visible Body of Christ. Only
let her get back to Paul's idea and climb up to Paul's
ideal, and she will instantly resume her native at-
tractiveness and regain her former influence.

What the Church Needs To-day

What is involved in this task? What is incum-
bent upon the Church if she would make herself the
reminder, the reflection, the reincarnation of Jesus
Christ?

I. She must better reproduce the character of her
Founder and Head. This she cannot do perfectly;
it could not be expected, for her members are as yet
fallibly human; but to them this is possible at least
approximately and, within their native limits, cred-
itably. A great European writer recently gave to
the public this sweeping arraignment of the Church:
"The Christianity of to-day is a misrepresentation
and mismterpretation of its Founder." None of us
would applaud so wholesale a condemnation as
that, but, in all honesty, we must confess that it
utters more truth than falsehood. Is the character
of the average churchman radically different from
that met with out in the world? No one will ques-
tion that it ought to be, and no one can affirm that
it was not such in the early days of Christianity.
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That was the chief credential of the primiti'

Church. Is it so now? In exceptional cases, pe
haps, but far from generally, and the Church h;

lost proportionately in prestige and power.
Dr. W. J. Dawson in his last book tells in an i

teresting way how, dissatisfied with his ministr
realizing deeply the failure of his Church to reai

the community about it, day after day upon h

knees he asked God to show him what to do, ar

finally came the message direct and clear, "Live tl

life! Live the life!" The Church is now askii

God what it can do to win back its old position

respect and command, and the answer she receiv

is unequivocal : "When you live a more winsome li

before the world, you will begin to do a more wi
some work in the world." Would that I had Hen
Martyn's power!" exclaimed an English prelate, ai

his companion replied: "Live Henry Martyn's lij

and you shall have Henry Martyn's power."
brethren of the ministry who hear me, when nn

can say of us what Pitman of Durham said of Y

old vicar: "You can't shake hands with that m;
without feeling he is filled with the Holy Ghost
oh! my brethren of the laity when people testify

you as did the young woman of one of our mode:
American saints: "Jesus is more real, more attra

tive, and more irresistible to me every time th

man comes to our home"—then this substitution
Christ's name for that of the Church, instead
seeming an awkward and perhaps an unintention
sHp, will be a thing so truthful and natural th;

mingling with us, people of the world will be i

minded of Jesus, attracted to Jesus, and broug
into love with Jesus.

Christ's, I am Christ's, and let the name suffice you.
Ah! for me, too. He greatly has sufficed.

Lo! with no winsome words would I entice you,
Paul has no honor and no friend but Christ.

II. The second part of this great task given t
Church to fulfil is the fuller manifestation of t
Spirit of Christ. What was that Spirit? One wo
will describe it—love, a love which had been b
little among men before and then only as "the Lig

J

that lighteth every man that cometh into the worLi
had penetrated its darkness.

It Must Love Humanity More

Reading over the Gospels the other day for a nti

and massed impression, I was struck with the fri

quent recurrence of the word "compassion" in t
j

record of Christ's life. It is a rich, strong woi;
expressing far more than we ordinarily recognii^ -

Read it, "Jesus suffered with the multitude," a)

you will get some faint idea of its meaning. N
what Mrs. Humphry Ward calls the "horrible pa
of sympathy," but a passion so delicious and relis

able that bearing another's burdens was like recre

tion and doing good a luxury. How little of su

"suffering with" mankind is in the modern Churc
We may occasionally suffer in thought with the si

in the hospital ward or with little children born
live in squalor and poverty, but actual sufferir

suffering in spirit and body with the poor, with m
out of work, with the fallen and vicious, with t

submerged and unlovable, is the rarest possit

thing in any of our churches. "When I am in di

tress," said a man to me the other day, "my loci,

sends some one to see me, but the church is whol

indifferent to my condition. The minister may ca

but no one else does, and my first impulse, if

needed relief, would be to apply to my order a)

not to the church." Contrast that with the commi
people's feeling toward Jesus when he was on eart

The troubled and needy ran to him as their be

friend. As Professor Peabody has said: "He la

ished his care on single, obscure and unresponsi
lives." No one has better expressed it than the o

divine who declared: "God had but one Son and
made him a minister." And what a ministry
love and tenderness did he exercise ! What was sa||'J

under human limitations of John Howe upon Ik
death could be affirmed of Jesus without qualifioj'l

tion : "He was a mighty lover of God and man."
Not until the Church is such a lover of huraani

will it creditably represent its Founder, or justi

its right to the title of the Body of Christ.

Continued on next page
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"^ew Name for the Church

I

Continued from preccdbig page

I III. And this third duty is laid upon
he Church : If she would prove herself

he incarnation of Christ, she must
,hare more fully and truly his purpose

ind passion. That purpose he himself

lefined: "The Son of man is come to

;eek and to save that which was lost."

Searching for souls was his supreme
Mission and the motive that prompted
,t a passion for men's spiritual, eternal

Veil-being. To what extent, think you,

Ices the Church share its Founder's
oul-saving purpose? There is a great

leal of talk everywhere these days
ibout soul-winning, but is not the

najor part of it theoretical and nega-
ive? The indifference of the Church

the unsaved that live about it is

he most contradictory, the most un-
3hristlike thing about it.

I heard a Southern minister say re-

ently that the difference between the

North's interest in the negro and that
if the South could be stated about
hus: "The North loves the negro as

. race and cares little for him as an
ndividual; while the South loves the
legro as an individual and gives him
•.n affectionate place in the life of the

lome, but despises him as a race, fear-

ng nothing so much as his amalgama-
ion with the white man." Something
f the same distinction marks the
Church's present attitude toward the
insaved. It is tremendously inter-

sted in the millions of China and
ndia and Africa, and has much to say
bout them; whereas a servant in the
lome, a neighbor on the same street, a
'lerk down in the office is neglected, if

ot overlooked. Not until our evan-
•elistic attitude ceases to be theoretic,

eneral, remote, and becomes practical,

ersonal and individual, can the
;hurch be said to share its Founder's
''urpose or to have become its Found-
'r's worthy representative.
Now and then you find one who ha^-

he true passion unrestrained, like the
rilliant lawyer who, converted in one
f our recent revivals, refused to go
ack to his profession, but asked, in-

tead, to be sent up into the logging
amps of Northern Wisconsin, and is

here devoting his life to the evange-
zation of that neglected class; or like

he man from the lodging house quar-
er who was born again in our own
"hurch and began at once a mission to

len in the lodging houses; or like that
weet little woman who, pitying her
alien sisters, stands night after night
pen a soap box in the red light dis-

rict preaching Jesus Christ to the vic-

ims of lust that congregate there, not
'nfrequently taking a repentant girl to

er home and patiently winning her
ack to purity and womanhood. Yes,
'here are a few such, thank God! But
lost church members are not saying a
/ord, doing a deed, taking a step, or
fting a finger to redeem a friend, a
eighbor or even a stranger. Only the
'ther day I received a letter from the
.'ife of a college professor who, hav-
ng heard me plead with the students
'or more personal work, resolved to
egin it and was used of God that very
ight to bring one of the students to
"hrist. She then sat down and wrote
ne saying: "I have been a Christian
or years, but this was my first at-
empt at personal work and my success
hows me how much of my duty has
one undone and how large an oppor-
unity been hitherto unused." Thou-
ands must make the same confession
nd, in making it, they will confess the
hief reason why the Church and
Christ are not to the modern world
ynonyms and counterparts.
God help all our churches to set this

hreefold ideal before them and to
ecome in very truth Jesus Christ's
eflection and reincarnation in the
lodern world.

Oh, make Thy Church, dear Saviour,
A lamp of bumisheH (rold.

To bear before the nations
Thy true liprht as of oki.

Oh. teach Thy wantlerini? pilprrims
By this their path to trace.

Till, clouds and darkness ended,
They see Thee face to face.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

'Cbe Cbildrcn^s pulpit
The Cross on the Arm By Rev. J. M. Farrar. D.D. *

DID you all enjoy the sailor story in the last sermon? Did any
of you think while reading about Billy Hicks climbing the
mast that he was climbing a cross? The mast of a ship with

its yardarm is really a great cross uplifted from the deck. This
cross was lifting Billy Hicks up toward the stars on which he had
hung his prayer. Every telegraph pole is a cross over which silent
and unseen messages are carried to the ends of the world. Each
telegraph pole is a cross and millions of them are in line across our
continent. In May, 1844, the telegraph, now so common, was used
for the first time. One of the first messages ever flashed over a wire
was, "What hath God wrought?" The world's great history of
civilization starts at the Cross on Calvary. Have you ever thought
of the unseen crosses, hundreds of them, along your pathway?
Every time God's plan crosses your plan there is a cross over which
God sends a message to your soul. You plan an outing for Satur-
day. On Friday night father or mother tells you some work you
are to do on Saturday. The two plans are in opposite directions and
your parents' plan crosses your plan near the top. Here is a cross!
Our text reads: "Take up his cross daily." Are you willing to bear
it cheerfully on Saturday? Do not forget that "daily" means Sat-
urday as well as Sunday. God sees your unseen cross. Your plan
is to have a good time. God says. Make some sacrifice for the benefit
of others. Here is a cross you can take up daily and follow Christ.

THE world honors the cross. Would you believe that even canni-

bals honor the cross? Here is a story that was telegraphed,

sent over thousands of crosses, from Richmond, Va., to one of our
New York daily papers:
The Rev. Thomas Needham, following a sermon on "Deliverance,"

related a remarkable story of kidnapping and adventure among can-
nibals in a foreign land and exhibited a tattooed cross on his arm
as having been the means of his deliverance.
As a lad he was stolen and carried aboard a ship bound for a South

American port. Among others he had tattooed on his arm the figure

of a cross. After a long voyage and before reaching port the cap-
tain decided to put him ashore and leave him to his fate. If they
had taken him to shore he would have told of how he had been stolen

and made to work like a slave. Left on the shore of Patagonia, he
was soon captured by the cannibals who lived on that coast.

ON being stripped in preparation for a feast of the tribe, the atten-

tion of his would-be murderers was attracted to the cross

tattooed on his arm. They carried him before the chief and showed
him the cross on the boy's arm. He ordered that the boy be not
killed, and he was afterward treated with every mark of courtesy,

and the boy soon became a member of the chief's household. He
remained among them for several years and learned their language
and told them of Christ and his Cross. When he learned their lan-

guage he found that a tradition existed among the tribesmen that a
strange cross having mystic qualities had been used by the Jesuits

who had once preached Christ to them. They had forgotten the
message, but remembered the cross.

Finally Mr. Needham made his escape and journeyed to Boston,

where some of his relatives lived. They failed to recognize in the

tanned man the boy who had disappeared years before. A cross had
saved him and he decided to hold up the cross of Christ for the salva-

tion of the world.

MANY years afterward he was preaching in one of the lower

British provinces and happened to relate this incident of how
a cross had saved his life. A man came to him after the service

saying that he wanted to talk to him privately. The man took the

minister to his home and there on the wall showed him a picture of

the very boat in which he as a boy had been carried away from home
to a far-off land and left among the cannibals. The man also in-

formed him that he was the captain of the boat which had cast him
adrift. The captain stated, however, that the trip was his last;

that he had become converted and that he was repentant for what he
had done. The cross saved the captain.

DO the Juniors see how God's plan and the boy's plan had crossed?

The boy had gone out to play; this was his plan. He was stolen,

put on board a ship, and made to work as a slave; this was God's

plan. The two plans formed a cross. You say, "How disappointed

that boy must have been!" Look at your word "disappointed" and
changethe first letter, "d," to "h" and you have "His appointed."

His appointed way. God's ways ai-e not always our ways. When
the boy grew to be a man he saw how God's way was the better way.

On this cross, like the mast of the ship, the boy climbed close to

God. Over this cross, like a telegraph pole, God sent a message to

Ihe cannibals, and by the cross laid upon the boy the captain had

been saved, and by the cross the boy became a captain of Salvation.

THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT tells the Juniors round the world

about the cross. On Sunday morning, June 26, we want you all

to sing:
In the cross of Christ I glory.

Towering o'er the wrecks of time ;

All the light of sacred story
Gathers round its head sublime.

* Pastor First Ref'd Ch., Brooklyn. NY. Text : "Take up His cross daily." Luke 9 : 23.

o
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Mark Twain's Good-by
His last woixls were: "There isn't any one

for me to play with any more."

'X'HE glow is fading from the Western sky.

And one by one my comrades, as of yore.
Have given up their play and said good-by

;"

There isn't any one for me to play with any
more !

Don't cry, dear heart ! for I am worn and old ;

No longer have I largess in my store ;

E'en love'.s best gifts to me I could not hold ;

There isn't any one for me to play with any
more I

I miss the tender handclasp of old friends

—

The kisses of the loved ones gone before

;

'Tis lonely when the heart first comprehends.
There isn't any one for me to play with any

more

!

I need these loving hearts, so fond and leal

;

I want them in my arms, as heretofore
;

When they are reached. I shall no longer feel

There isn't any one for me to play with any
more! James Terry White.

A Beautiful Gift

A FRIEND of this journal in San
Diego, Calif., who wishes to re-

main unknown, sends a gift of $100
with this note: "I have at my disposal
$100 of the Lord's money and I want
it to go where it will do the most good.
I would like to endow a bed at Mont-
Lawn (The Christian Herald Chil-
dren's Ho.ME) and the balance to be
sent to orphan homes in India and
Africa. Or, if you know of mission-
aries or their families in want, use
part of it in that way. Yours for
Christ and humanity."

In response, we have sent these sums
to the missionaries named

:

AFRICA

Rev. W. H. Greeley, Methodist Mission,
Rhodesia, Africa $14.00'

Miss Anna E. Hall, Garraway Training
School, Liberia. Africa 10.00

Rev. Chas. H. Schreider, Angola Mis-
sion, Angola, Africa 10.00

$.".4.00.

INDI.\

Rev. and Mrs. D. H. Lee, 19 Wellington
Square, Calcutta, India $15.00'

Mrs. Mary Winsor, Congregational Mis-
sion, Sirur, India 10.00

Dr. R. A. Hume, Congregational Mission,
Ahmednagar, India 10.00-

Rev. Henry G. Howard, Presbyterian
Mission, Kodoli, Kolhapur, India 10.0)

$45.00
CHILDREN'S HOME

One cot at Mont-Lawn $21. Off

Total $100.00

Checks for the above amount have
been forwarded to the various mission-
aries named. Such generous reminders
are a great encouragement and aid ta
the workers in the field and bring-
blessing both to giver and receiver.

Anvil Sparks
. .Worry gives the doctor half his

work.

. .Weeds are commonly rich in
seeds.

. . Gold always lies under rough
rocks.

..Wandering minds make small
wages.

..No harvest is reaped without
hardness.

. . No solid work was ever done by a
man looking for a soft place.

. . Most men are repentant soon
after the green apples are eaten.

. . Stolen fruit may be sweet, but
there is sorrow in its assimilation.

. .There is no better way of saving
your meal than sharing your cake.

. .A change of character accom-
plishes more than a change of climate.

. . He gives the world no kindling
who always carries a chip on his
shoulder.

. . Parents need to remember that,

children learn twice as much with
their eyes as with their ears.

. .The strange thing is that a man
who is satisfied with so little in him-
self demands so much in others.

. . Manymen are trying to straighten

the universe with fingers that have
done nothing else but get things into a
tangle.
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COLORADO GREETS THE MOTHERS

Mrs. J. H. McGill, Washington, D. C. Mrs. C. W. McCleery, Lancaster, O. Mrs. Warwick Downing, Denver, Col. Mrs. Geo. Marshall, Pres't, Delaware

SEVERAL new and able workers were brought

to the front at the Conference of the National

Congress of Mothers, which assembled at

Denver, Col., June 10 to 15. Among these was Mrs.

George Marshall of Milford, Del., president of the

State Congress of Mothers. Mrs. Marshall is well

known as an active charity worker, having been

appointed by the superior court of Delaware as one

of the six members of the State Blind Commission;
and by Governor Simeon Pennewill, as one of the

nine members of the State Tuberculosis Commis-
sion. She is, besides, a member of the executive

committee of the Women's National River and
Harbor Congress; vice-president for Delaware of a

chapter of the American Red Cross Society, and
president of the board of managers of the Milford
Emergency Hospital. She has also served as presi-

dent of the New Century Club of Milford, and the

Delaware State Federation of Women's Clubs. As
leader of the State Congress of Mothers, Mrs.

Marshall has promoted the organization of parent-

teacher associations for the study of child-training.

Another church and charitable worker is the new
State president for Idaho, Mrs. C. A. Southwell of

Boise, whose varied endeavors have covered a wide

field of activity in work for Sunday Schools, for

Y. M. C. A., day nurseries, and the like. Mrs.
Southwell is a native of Philadelphia.

Mrs. C. W. McCleery of Lancaster, O., mother of

nine children, all grown, is peculiarly fitted by home
experience to lead as president of the State Con-
gress of Mothers. She has made a special study of

child-training, and in all her undertakings in behalf
of a happier childhood and a trained parenthood

she is heartily supported by her husband, Judg
McCleery.
The Colorado Congress of Mothers has long ha

great prestige because of its thoughtful and publk
spirited constituency of mothers. Among the grou
of active hostesses for the 1910 National Congres
is Mrs. Warwick M. Downing of Denver. Wasl
ington, D. C, has been headquarters for the Nt
tional Congress of Mothers during the past yea
The national leader resident there is Mrs. Jam£
McGill, the new national corresponding secretar;
whose keen interest has done much for the prevei
tion of infant mortality, helping erring boys an
girls, training for home-making, citizenship, etc.

The National Congress of Mothers is now makin
plans for the reception and entertainment of th

International Congress on the calendar in Wasl
ington, D. C, in 1911. J. A. S.

ITALY AGAIN SHAKEN BY EARTHQUAKE
IT

is one of the legends of old Japan that Nippon
rests upon the back of a huge fish whose en-

deavors to free itself from the unwelcome load

upon its spine are the cause of the frequent earth-

quakes. It would seem, however, as if the legend could

be transplanted to Italy with more appropriateness,

for that long peninsula has again been shaken from
its centre to the extreme south, and that by an

earthquake which made the frequent surface ripples

of Japan seem very tame affairs. Although all of

central and southern Italy were affected the worst
shocks were felt in the Avellino district off to the

east of Mount Vesuvius. Vesuvius has shown more
than its usual activity during the last few weeks,
and there is no doubt of some
connection with the disaster.

It is probable that the moun-
tain niay burst forth again
with the result that the pres-

sure within the earth will be

relieved, but with untold dam-
age to the towns which cluster

still at the foot of the treach-

erous and death-dealing peak.
There was much loss of life

and the villages and large
towns throughout the province
were badly wrecked. Almost
without warning the first shock
came just before the first

streaks of dawn had begun to

touch with light the dark pur-
ple of the mountains which here
run north and south and which
hold on their sides and foot-

hills the picturesque mediaeval
towns of Calitri, San Fele di

Valetta, Castlebaronia and
many others well known to the
traveler who wishes to get
away from the more modern
life of Naples and Rome and to
see Italian life as it is lived in
the smaller communities.
At Calitri the shock was the

most severe and the greatest
damage was done. The people
were sound asleep when the
first tremor came to waken
them to the horror of rocking
walls and the indescribable
roar and murmur as of a
thousand voices which so often
accompanies the earthquake in

a. hill district. Then came a

heave of the earth which shook down the stone build-

ings and left the picturesque castle on the hill a mass
of ruins. The severity of the shock may be easily

gauged by the damage done to this ancient struc-

ture. Its stout walls were several feet thick, but

they were cracked and broken off in some places

almost to the foundations.

In the lower town a fearful panic occurred. The
falling houses killed fifty or more and several hun-
dred were injured. The people, with recollections
of the horrible disaster at Reggio, in Calabria, and
at Messina, in Sicily, still fresh in mind, poured into
the streets and rushed for the squares and for the
suburbs, all filled with the impulse to get into the

The "Circle of Seniors" Around the Class Tree at Vassar

THE colleges for women vie with each other in endeavors to render their public exercises picturesque and
interesting. As a result, it is an aesthetic luxury to witness them, especially their celebrations of the com-
mencement season. None are more beautiful than those of Vassar, where twenty-five of the most comely

graduates carry a daisy chain in the commencement procession, and the "pyramid" of the whole class, as in the
above picture gathers beneath one of the spreading trees upon the lawn. Under the lead of its class marshal,
each class falls into line The marshal is always a tall jriil of fine carriage. She sets the pace, as it were, and
gives tone to the whole line. The impression made upon the beholder of these very effective ceremonies is not onlyoneot delight in their beauty, but of a sense of the freedom, dignity and high intelligence of the modem college
girl Who, m her mature womanhood, is gradually coming to wield an ennobling influence upon our national life-
its art, literature, politics and philanthropy.

open country away from the falling and swayin
walls which the half-light of morning made eve

more appalling to their overwrought senses.

When relief parties arrived from Naples the

found that practically every building in Calitri,

town of eight thousand inhabitants, had been di

stroyed. It is a miracle that thousands of livt

were not lost and it is probable that the fir.'^t estj

mate of the loss of life has been greatly unde:
estimated.

Italy's King and Queen again showed their lo\

for their people and that fearlessness in the fac

of danger which has so endeared them to all class(

of their subjects. They at once took the train froi

Rome on getting news of tl

disaster and once on the grour
they were untiring in the

efforts to aid the work of tl

searchers and to relieve tl

wounded and suffering. Ni,

for thirty-six hours did the

Majesties stop a moment fi

rest. The King went aboi

among the tottering wal
personally superintending tl

working parties and he has hi

experience in directing work i

this kind before. He visit(

every spot where help wi

needed and inspired peop
and searchers with hope ar

zeal. The Queen paid speci.

attention to the needs of tl

women and children. For ea<

of the former she had a cor

forting word and a caress f<

the little ones and she promise

that every orphan would I

tenderly cared for. She seii

her own physician to oversti

the medical work being carrif;

on by volunteer physiciaii

from several nearby plawj

which had suffered less. Tlj

officers of the American cruise

New York, which was lying_0|

the coast, offered their assis

ance at once.

Other towns affected we^

San Fele di Vaietta, whi

several were killed; Ciani

Accadia and a score of s;

villages. The Chamber
Deputies voted 200,000 lire

the benefit of the sufferers.
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^•^ RUSSIAN IMMIGRANTS POURING IN

ji

IN
recent years, Russians have been pouring into

the United States as immigrants. This immi-
gration from Russia, consisting mostly of Jews,

(vas not of much moment until 1887, when it

reached 30,766. In 1892 it was over 100,000, and

from 1900 to 1905 the total arrivals from Russia
were 748,520. These immigrants
flock to our cities, so we see the

necessity of their evangelization.

Good authorities say that there are

1,500,000 Russian Jews in this

country, and over 400,000 Russian
Greek Catholics.

Pittsburg has recently under-
taken to evangelize these people,

nd a good beginning has been
ade. The Presbyterians have a

issionary working among the

ussians as a colporteur; Bibles

re distributed, and the Gospel is

griven to these people in its purity.

Other denominations are trying to

reach some of the people, but the
work is in its infancy. The most
important work of a practical kind
was the opening of Immanuel
House, a few months ago, by the
Baptists. This new departure has
been very successful, and all de-

'nominations are watching the move-
ment with deep interest.

Immanuel House is located at
'2013 Fifth Avenue, in the downtown
'section of Pittsburg, near the Rus-
sian settlements. Rev. Michael
'Levine, a converted Russian Jew, is

the superintendent and missionary.
'This work is institutional in character. It is very
practical and abounds in kindness and neighborli-
ness. Its keynote is sympathy and helpfulness.
There are clas.ses and meetings every day of the
"week. The House is open day and night. There
are classes to teach the English language, to teach

temperance and good citizenship, and also an em-
ployment bureau. Many friendless Russians, out
of work in a strange land, are given employment by
this agency. This makes a point of contact, so that
the immigrant can be reached with the Gospel. On
Sundays there is Bible study at 9.30 A.M., and

Immanuel House Russian Sunday School, Pittsburg, Pa.

Sunday School at 2.30 P.M. There is preaching in
Russian at 3.30 P.M., and prayer meeting every
Friday evening. There is also an industrial school
for girls every Wednesday evening. The adults and
children are also taught the English language.

Superintendent Michael Levine was born in

Sebastopol, Russia, and is the son of a Jewish rabbi.

He speaks seven languages and was a teacher in a
public school in Russia when only nineteen years of
age. He was converted to Christianity by the
Stundists, and he had to be baptized at night for
fear of persecution. He did missionary work in

Russia for about two years. He
was mobbed several times, and ar-
rested for preaching on the streets,
and his friends advised him to leave
the country.
The Russians offer a fine mis-

sionary field in Pittsburg, for there
are 22,000 Russian Greek Catholics
in Allegheny County, and 45,000
Russian Jews. Twenty-six Rus-
sians so far have been won to Chris-
tianity. One convert has returned
to Russia to carry on missionary
work there ; two have gone as work-
ers to Canada, and another is a
student, preparing for the ministry.

Russian converts are often perse-
cuted by their own countrymen
here. Recently, a young Russian
became a convert and when he con-
fessed his faith in his boarding
house in the Russian colony, his
countrymen forcibly ejected him,
hurled his trunk out into the
street, tore his hymn-book to
pieces, and threw the fragments
after his trunk. The young Rus-
sian was not daunted by persecu-
tion, but appeared at the Mission at"

the evening service with a smiling
face.

There is much persecution in the world to-day for
the disciples of Christ, and these Russian converts
need the Saviour's promise: "Blessed are they which
are persecuted for righteousness' sake : for theirs is

the kingdom of heaven."
Warren G. Partridge, D.D,

CARRYING OUT "THE LORD'S BUSINESS"

I
"T is not enough to give money to

the poor," says James W. Gos-
sard, millionaire manufacturer

)f Chicago, "one must give one's self

IS well."
• Arriving at this conclusion a decade
igo, Mr. Gossard set apart one day in

she week, Thursday, for personal con-

;act with the "meek and lowly," no
hiatter where he happened to be on

By HARRIET FERRILL

J. W. Gossard

that day. So every Thursday for ten
years, the Chicago bachelor's business
desk has remained locked while the
vice-president of the concern has been
off on what he terms the "Lord's busi-
ness." With his pockets full of fifty-

cent pieces, medicine bottles, raisins,
and other needful articles, he starts
out to meet, advise, and help the "sub-
merged tenth" in his "poor" office in a
dingy church, where all day Thursday
he keeps open house to the outcast, re-
gardless of creed, sex, or color.
As early as 7.30 in the morning

Billy, Paddy, Uncle John, and all the
other friends from Hoboland begin
to arrive in order to read the maga-
zines on the long tables and the reli-

gious mottoes on the walls; to receive
instruction as to diet, bath, and piety;
to report their progress in a better

life; to present their board bills, which
the benefactor often pays weekly for

them; and lastly to go out, marching-
two and two, to dine at a fashionable
restaurant with "J. W.," as all the
down-hearted ones lovingly call Mr.
Gossard. In a businesslike way each
unfortunate walks in turn to the desk
for aid. The charity worker writes a
number of individual "don'ts" for

each one, such as "Avoid red meats,"
if the person is rheumatic, or "Watch
seasonal changes," if he is intemperate.
"You must study this list every

morning," directs the benefactor, "and,
above all—pray!"
An absolute rule for the unfortu-

nate is that he must cultivate godli-

ness, or nothing is promised; no en-

couragement is given, as Mr. Gossard
has no faith in any one making a per-

manent reform except through the

Christian life. He thinks little tem-

poral helps count. A money loan after

the promissory form is passed, with

the understanding that the beneficiary

is to repay the money when he is rich

enough "not to feel it." Many refund

the money; but more do not. The
philanthropist, however, keeps on

throwing Christian influences about

his downhearted ones for the develop-

ment of their souls, and buying food

and clo};hing for the good of their

bodies.

"Some decline to surrender," says

Mr. Gossard; "others are in such a

state from intemperate and vicious

lives that they cannot even try to ac-

cept the better way."
When in doubt as to what course to

take, he goes to a corner and prays,

"Lord, I desire some help in this," and
lets his Bible open where it will. If

his eyes first fall upon the line run-

ning "Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto the least of these," a jingle of

silver is sure to follow. He keeps a

little book jotted with incidents which,

as he thinks, show the guidance of
God. "I try to make this work God's
business. I believe he knows his own
business, therefore I believe in divine
direction in the work," declares Mr.
Gossard, searching the "Want Ad"
columns or writing recommendations
in order to help his downhearted ones
to employment as soon as possible.

"Friends, are you willing to take
this oath with me?" asks the business
man, pointing to "We, the undersigned,
solemnly swear that we will try not to

take the first drink of alcoholic liquor

or commit other individual besetting
sins within one year from date. So
help us God." Usually the men are
eager to sign as they form in a circle,

laying their hands one upon the other.

Then the manufacturer clasps hands
with the first man to sign, and prays
that each may take his promise seri-

ously. Often rescued fathers, who
have been restored to their families,

sons to parents, mothers to children,

come to express their gratitude to

their benefactor. "Don't thank me,"
says Mr. Gossard. "All thanks are

due at the head office above."
As Mr. Gossard considers a lazy,

drinking, vicious man a sick man, he
has tried many remedies. Once he
rented a large apartment house, where
he might send all unfortunates who
wished to reform. Soon the building-

swarmed with pilferers who appro-
priated the queensware, the carpet
sweepers, and even the bath tubs, with
all their brass fixtures, to pawn for

drink. With better success, he worked
out a farming remedy, where the de-

pendents tilled the soil and recuper-

ated from intemperance.
He believes in prevention, too. Many

times he orders an uplifting magazine
sent to a youth or a girl who is on the

downward path. The magazine enters

the home or the boarding-house of the

weak one, leaving a helpful thought at

each visit. "Finally, some paragraph
makes a strong impression," says Mr.
Gossard, "and the person turns to a

better life." He speaks before clubs,
warning young men and boys espe-
cially against immorality and intem-
perance. He is fond of pulling a hand-
ful of raisins from his pocket and
using them as an object lesson to the
drunkard, whom he begs not to let the
brewers rob him of his birthright, but
to use the grape as it is in its native
cask.

Not only does he make visits to
those on the verge of downfall, but he
visits those who arc down as well.

With Don, his greyhound, running on
before, he goes at midnight and in the
early dawn through the reeling, bois-

terous "red-light" districts, watching
a chance to do rescue work. Often he
leaves his comfortable suite of rooms
in the Auditorium Hotel for a room
costing six dollars a month, in order
to be near some unfortunate whom he
is seeking to help liberate from sin.

Mr. Gossard's recreations are sim-
ple. He likes nothing better than to

walk across the State, stopping at
farmhouses and offering the house-
wives good round sums for a meal of
friend chicken, hot biscuits, and honey.
He does not use tobacco in any form.
A smoke with him is a religious song.
Sitting at the piano or the organ, he
calls "Have a smoke'?" and begins to
sing in high tenor tones. Patronizing
ten-cent restaurants and eating houses
in which the price of no dish is over a
cent is almost a mania with him.
Thus lives one rich man, who spends a

working day each week in the "high-
ways and the hedges" for the Lord.

Among the Workers
—COMMENCEMKNT WEEK at Taylor Univei--

sity, Upland, Ind., was a memorable occasion.

Wednesday and Thursday, May -25 and -26, were
devoted to final examinations ; Friday was the

field day of the oratory and vocal departments ;

Saturday was devoted to spiritual exercises,

morning, afternoon and evening. On Sunday
the Baccalaureate sermon was preached by
President Vayhinger. At the meeting of the

board the next day a plan was inaugurated to

raise $50,000 for debt, improvement and endow-
ment. Nine thousand dollars have already been

secured.
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Welcome Back, Theodore

!

MR. ROOSEVELT has bidden farewell to Europe.

When this paper reaches our readers, he will

probably be once more with us on his native soil,

amid the booming- of big guns, the dipping of flags

and the flowery oratory that are the inevitable ac-

companiments of a public welcome to one so distin-

guished. We are proud as a nation of Theodore.

He is a Colossus among little men and few will be-

grudge him the glowing tribute paid by Lord Curzon,

when the big American was introduced to the faculty

at Oxford and admitted to the degree of Doctor of

Civil Law: "Most strenuous of men, most distin-

guished of the citizens who to-day are playing a

part on the stage of the world; peer of the most

august kings!" There may have been just a sug-

gestion of bombast in this high-sounding eulogy, but

it was sincere, nevertheless, and it is, after all, no
more than was conveyed in the appreciation ex-

tended to him in other lands, although differently

phrased. Now that his foreign tour is at an end,

Mr. Roosevelt can look back with satisfaction at the

outcome of it all. Even for his Cairo and Guildhall

speeches there has been- more of praise than censure,

and the British are now thanking him for pointing

out what he conceived tc be a vulnerable point in

their scheme of colonial rule. He is not a diploma-
tist, nor has he ever claimed to be an orator; but
what his addresses may lack in tact and elegance, is

more than offset by their buoyant frankness and
vigor of expression. When he speaks, nobody can
deny him the attributes of moral courage, trans-

parent honesty and truthfulness. These are quali-

ties which the whole world loves to find in a public

man and their possession furnishes the real key to

Roosevelt's popularity.

Two Kinds of Evangeli^s

TWO distinct kinds of evangelism, which stand

out in marked contrast, are described by a

writer in Hampton's Magazine. The first he denom-
inates as "vaudeville evangelism." It is of the sort

that undertakes, by a variety of eccentricities and
sensational acts, to command the attention of the

audience and thus promote religion. He instances

some of their odd ways: two twin brothers shave,

dress and talk alike, so as to confuse the congrega-

tion as to their identity. Another, a woman, lets

down her long hair in her enthusiasm, and does it

up again in full view of the audience. Still another

—a man—has his hair long and wears a flannel

shirt. A fourth rushes to and fro with a drum-
mer's case in one hand and a Bible in the other. A
fifth is the precocious "child evangelist" with
parrotlike declamation. Turning to the other class,

we have the trained and often eloquent speaker,
with his musical associate, both of whom carry
into their calling marked ability and a fine spiritual

enthusiasm which works its way with an audience
by methods that are decorous and reverent.
We have seen both kinds. Unquestionably, there

are opportunities for every shade and degree of
talent in the spiritual vineyard; but we have never
been able to appreciate the need or understand the
advantage of eccentricity or exaggeration. How-
ever, the Lord has many different kinds of instru-
mentalities through which he works upon the hearts
and consciences of men. What may seem outre and
even reprehensible to some communities, may be
acceptable and effective in others. We are forced
to this conclusion by witnessing the remarkable
results that frequently follow evangelism of the dis-
tinctly spectacular order; yet we would that all

such work might be reverent and in harmony with
the high and dignified calling of the evangelist. The
winning of souls is surely the most consecrated
work upon which any man can enter, and one that
should call forth his best talents and his noblest
efforts.

As to the value of the evangelist's work there can
be little doubt. He is probably the only reliable
factor who can stir up a spiritually dead commu-
nity, and who by his direct and sometimes painfully
personal methods, can bring conviction to those who
seem to be impervious to the ordinai-y style of pulpit
persuasion. In this sense he is certainly a valuable
adjunct to the efforts of the regular preacher, who
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may have been laboring earnestly and conscien-

tiously for years, without effecting what the evan-

gelist can bring to pass in a week of concentrated

ministration. Besides, the latter reaches a very

large class over which the pulpit has apparently no
influence—the unchurched and indifferent. He can

puncture the hard armor of the gambler, the pi'ofli-

gate, the professional criminal, and the rowdy, and
can strike his darts deep in the heart of the profane
and the blasphemer. It is the true role of the

evangelist to be "all things to all men," no matter
how the world looks at it, if by any means he may
save some and bring souls to Christ. Let us give

him his just due, then. If he is sometimes grotesque

even to the verge of vaudeville, employing tactics of

which we do not personally approve, let us remem-
ber that there are multitudes who can probably be

influenced by the very appeals we may despise.

The Destiny of the Sunday School

SIX thousand men and women representing over

thirty nationalities; red ribbons and blue flutter-

ing in picturesque confusion throughout the vast

hall—the red for North America, the blue for all

other lands; unbounded enthusiasm and the splendid,

indomitable spirit which is the accompaniment of a

movement that is making irresistible headway; a

black pyramid of Bibles in many tongues; a plat-

form filled with men and women notable in every
field of religious effort—this was the picture that

presented itself at the recent World's Sunday School
Convention in Washington. Old and young were
there, white, brown, red, yellow and black, all in-

spired with a single desire; to advance the banner
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. It was a most con-

vincing object-lesson demonstrating the universality

of the Christian faith. In this great gathering,
representing 285,842 Protestant Sunday Schools,

with a total enrolment of nearly 28,000,000—being
three millions more than at the last convention—the
one dominant note was that of confidence. Larger
than the combined armies of the globe, the Sunday
Schools of the four continents have become the
centre of the great army of the Christian faith and
the church's finest auxiliary. In a few more years,
they will be the advance guard, leading in the con-
quering march for world-evangelization.

A New Office Sugge^ed

OUR legal machinery has as one of its essential

parts a prosecutor who presents the State's side

of a case and endeavors to secure the conviction of

those accused of crime. Usually these prosecuting
attorneys are among the most clever and brilliant

of their profession, accepting the office for the
prominence it gives; a prominence invaluable to

them after they leave their position, provided they
have been fairly successful while in office. Men of
attainments accept the position and are willing often
to sacrifice for the time being the financial gains
which would come to them in regular practice.

It has now been suggested that the post of public
defender be created, a post of equal dignity with
that of the prosecuting attorney and as attractive to

an equal grade of legal talent. Where the accused
is a man of means he has always been able to secure
brilliant lawyers to defend him, men of even greater
ability than the prosecuting attorney; but even here
a public defender to take up his case would not be
out of place. Many a man of ample means has been
financially ruined in the effort to prove his inno-
cence. Where he is guilty and fined or imprisoned
he is doubly punished by the great amount he must
pay for legal services. Where he is innocent and
acquitted he is punished for a crime he never com-
mitted by paying for legal services to save his name
and honor.
When a man is poor the judge has always ap-

pointed a lawyer to defend him, the costs being paid
by the county. Usually young lawyers striving for
a reputation are appointed for this service. They
do their best, but their lack of long experience often
puts them at a disadvantage when measured against
the skill of the prosecuting attorney. Sometimes
men of experience are appointed, but they do not
desire such assignments and one cannot blame them,
as it takes time from a far more remunerative prac-
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tice. In case a public defender were made a perm;
nent part of our legal machinery the hardship ii

volved in both cases would be avoided.

An Unfailing Consolation

CHRISTIANITY both levels and uplifts,

brings the proud and the mighty down to tl

same plane as the humblest artisan, since God is r

respector of persons, and all who truly seek him ai

equally his children. It lifts up the lowly and tl

weak to the high dignity of the sons and daughtei
of God and heirs of the blessed promises. Thi
Christianity is the most democratic influence (

which the world knows.
"I often read the Bible," said Emperor Willia

of Germany to his friend Pastor Itolte, recent!
when he was in a communicative mood; and 1

added

:

It is a pleasure to read it every night. A Bible lies on
table at my bedside. I cannot understand how so many i.eoi:

exist who do not attend God's Word. It is the source from whi.
I draw strength and light. I seek consolation therein in t

hour of sorrow and depression, and find comfort. I am co
vinced that many who have neglected religion and have fallc

from God will regain their faith and feel the need of comm
nion with the Almighty. Periods of dangerous doubt ha
always been followed by periods of enthusiastic religious feelin

All of us must go through Gethsemane for hours and hours
which our pride is humbled. It is difficult to be humble, f
each of us wants to be his own master.

This, from one of the world's most powerfi
rulers, is a most striking testimony to the influenc

of the Bible in leveling distinctions of rank an
station, and drawing all men to seek the same ui

failing source of spiritual strength and consolatioi

Unfortunate Italy

SHAKEN again by earthquake, the Souther
Italian provinces seem marked for physical mi'

fortune. Although the visitation of June 7 was
slight one in comparison with the appalling disaste

that swept thousands to death in Sicily and Calabri

two years ago, it has already cost over one hur

dred lives. Everybody must honor the King an

Queen for the promptness with which they took u

the burden of personally succoring the sufferer

Their action recalls the royal visit to Reggii

where they both risked their lives in rendering sei

vice to the afflicted, setting a noble example to othe

rulers. Readers of The Christian Herald wh
contributed to Italy's relief at that trying tim(

remember the kind-hearted and gracious Quee
Helena, who personally superintended the distribi

tion of their gifts through the Mothers' and Babie;

Fund which did splendid work in saving life an
alleviating misery. Fortunately, the present relie

work following this latest earthquake is not so e>

tensive as to demand outside aid, the governmer
having made generous provision for the sufferers.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

Honors to Roosevelt

rHE honors to Theodore Roosevelt conferred

upon him by the various nations of Europe
reached their climax in the ones given to him

1 England. At Cambridge he received his degree

t the hand of Canon Mason. The students lined

p on either side of the road leading to the hall in

hich the official ceremonies were held and cheered

ithusiastically, all lifting their hats. Mr. and

[rs. Roosevelt while in London made a sentimental

isit to St. George's, Hanover Square, to inspect the

itry on the register which they signed on the occa-

on of their marriage, twenty-three years ago.

hey were accompanied by Sir Cecil Spring-Rice,

ritish Minister to Sweden, who was one of the

itnesses at the marriage ceremony at St. George's,

ecember 2, 1886. Mr. Maisey, the clerk of the

lurch, held the same position as when he made the

itry in the register that "Theodore Roosevelt,

inchman, married Edith Kermit Carow, spinster."

he clerk said that it was the only entry of a ranch-

an that they had ever had in

t. George's. He presented Mrs.

loosevelt with a silver memorial
)oon. The City of London gave to

Iheodore Roosevelt the keys of the

ty and presented the freedom of

18 city in a solid gold casket in

est beautiful design. The honors
mferred by the kings and courts

Europe are gratifying to him
id to his countrymen at home, but
le greatest honor allowed him in

le providence of God was the fact

lat he was born an American, a
tizen of this great Republic. We
ice heard him say that he was
me-fourth Scotch, one-fourth
ish, one-fourth German, and four-
urths American." To be a native
)rn Roman in olden times was con-

dered a greater honor than to be
king. He had the keys that gave
m the freedom of the whole com-
onwealth. When they bound Paul
id were about to scourge him he
otested that such treatment of
m was illegal and outrageous, as
: was a Roman citizen. The chief
ptain who had him in custody
ked him whether he was a Roman
.:izen, and he said that he was.
le captain replied that it had cost
m a great deal of money to pur-
ase Roman citizenship. But
lul's answer was that he was
alien and did not have to purchase his citizenship
th money, for he had secured the freedom of the
)man empire when he was born.
Vnd the chief captain answered. With a great sum obtained I

s freedom. And Paul said. But I was free bom. (Acts 22 :28.)

|dett Immigrant

It was a great-great-grandfather sure enough who
ided at the Battery in New York among the im-
grants the other day. He was a white-haired,
ithery-complexioned little man, 107 years old, who
t the ship with his son George, aged seventy, his

;andson, Frederick, aged fifty, and his two great-
landsons, under twenty-one years. The patriarch
I the tribe is named Peter Bekel. The Ellis Island
i;pectors were inclined to stop Frederick to know
"lether his company would be a burden on the
untry, but the grandfather referred him to his

ther, and he in turn referred him to the little old

lithery-faced grandfather, more than a hundred
;ars old. The centenarian drew from his pocket-
bk a lot of money and securities whose total value
"s $4,.'300, and with a smile the inspector passed

|; family as not likely to be returned as indigents.
e great-great-grandfather was a farmer in south-
n Rus.sia, his son George's .son had gone away to

j'rth Dakota many years ago, and had reared chil-

<3n and grandchildren. George, the son of seventy
}irs, persuaded his father to go out to North
1 kota with him and see the children and grand-
' Idren and make his home with them, and so old
Her, with the enterprise of a young man of twenty-
<2, was on his way to Dakota to make his fortune
:d grow up with the country. He said he had seen

I
lley's comet as he came over on the ship, but that

'did not make as great an impression upon him
< it did when he saw it seventy-five years ago.
' has not yet learned to speak "the English lan-

guage, but says he will try and learn it well enough
to communicate with his great-great-grandsons,
farmers of North Dakota. The authorities say that
he is the oldest immigrant that ever came to our
shores. The prosperous condition of this self-

reliant, independent old man, who insists on remain-
ing the active head of three generations, is described
by the Psalmist:
They shall still bring forth fruit in old age ; they shall be fat and

flourishing. (Ps. 92 : 14.)

Poet's Singular Suicide

Pericles lanopoulos, the famous Greek poet, whose
personal beauty was so marked that Madame
Leblanc-Maeterlinck compared him to Hermes,
recently took his life under most peculiar circum-
stances. He was successful in his profession and
beloved by his countrymen, but had spells of deep
despondency. At a banquet he showed his friends

a trunk full of manuscripts that he said he intended

Ex-President Roosevelt's Visit to Cambridge University

The Vice-Chancellor Jlr Koosevelt Mrs. Koosevelt Jlrs. Longworth Wife of the Vice-Chancellor

to destroy. As the guests were about leaving he
said to them, "To-morrow I am going on a journey."
Next morning each one of them received an exquisite
statuette of the author. At the same time lanopou-
los had ridden out of the city of Athens to Mount
Aegaleos. On the throne of Xerxes he gathered
: ome wild flowers, out of which he made a crown.
Then he mounted his horse and with a revolver in

his hand he rode toward the sea, which was being
swept by a violent storm. The horse hesitated to

enter the water, but the poet sank both spurs into

the flanks of the steed, which sprang out into the
waters of the bay, as the man shot himself through
the heart and fell dead among the waves. In a
letter to a relative the poet said : "I am giving my
dead body to the sea to cleanse. If the sea gives

The Gold Casket Presented to Mr. Roosevelt at Guildhall

me up fling me back again." There is often the
narrowest boundary line between genius and in-

sanity, and it is more than likely that this brilliant

poet had lost his reason from some cause or other

—

maybe from too much study or from some disap-
pointment or another—or he may have had a trifling

estimate of this earthly life and a feeble faith in

the one which is to come. What a pitiful thing it is

that a man of such intellectual ability and tender
sentiment should not have had an experimental
knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

who could have cured every sorrow, quieted every
discontent, and prolonged his life to happiness and
usefulness! The poor disappointed, weary, sin-sick

soul can find rest not in the bullet, nor in the waves
of the sea that have no power to purify, but in the

wounds and bosom of Jesus Christ.

Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest. (Matt. 11 : 28.)

Stole a Cornerstone

A thief broke open the cornerstone of the Luth-
eran Theological Seminary in Chicago and instead
of finding gold and silver coins deposited there, as
he had reason to expect, he found only newspapers
and cards. It served him right, for of all the de-
vices suggested by avarice the one selected by this
thief was the most unique and ridiculous. What

little success after all does the ordi-
nary thief have! Now and then
some of the wholesale robbers hoard
their accumulations, but the petty
thieves almost never get ahead in

money matters. In the long run
the plunderers find the papers and
cards in the cornerstone box instead
of the golden coin.

Become not vain in robbery. (Ps. 62 : 10.)

Portable Gas

A new invention promises to sell

portable gas by the foot or pound.
There is so much faith in the prac-
tical working of the discovery that
a gas plant has been built in Long-
Island City for the manufacture of
this new illuminant, called Blau
gas. It is promised that a man can
take home in a steel vessel the size

of a milk-bottle at a trifling cost,

enough of this gas to furnish a
considerable amount of heat and
light for the home. The promoters
of this new venture claim that the
new gas has three distinctive char-
acteristics: that in color and bril-

liancy it is the nearest approach
to sunlight; that it is transport-
able in bottles, and is absolutely
non-poisonous. Blau gas was in-

vented by Herman Blau, a well-
known German chemist, and is used

extensively in Germany. There is a spiritual light
which is portable, which each person possesses for
the illumination of the mind and the heart, and
which Christians are expected to carry about with
them to throw brightness on the pathway and into
the lives of others. The Saviour in his Sermon on
the Mount refers to this privilege and duty:
Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good

works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven. (Matt. 5 : 16.)

Saved a Boy

H. M. Miller was returning to his work, riding in

his buggy, at Fairfield, la., when he paused at the

Court Street crossing on account of a freight train

standing on the south track. While waiting there,
he noticed a little boy, seven years of age, up the
track a little distance, looking intently at the engine,
entranced apparently at the wonder of the mechan-
ism. Mr. Miller, who had been watching the boy,
and noticing his intense interest, turned his eye
away from the little fellow for a moment, and to
his horror saw a west-bound passenger train bear-
ing down upon him. The engineer and fireman had
already seen the boy, and the fireman was crawling
out of his engine ready to snatch him from the path
of the train. Mr. Miller ran to tie scene of danger,
grabbed the lad by the arm and pulled him from
the track, just as the train rushed by. The engine
touched the shoes of the child, and came within a
hair's breadth of cutting down the rescuer and the
child. The train stopped and the fireman and engi-
neer congratulated Mr. Miller, who, in his excite-
ment, had failed even to get the name of the little

boy whose life he had saved. This act of heroism
on the part of Miller was beautiful, and illustrates
the many true men and women who are trying to
save the children who are standing in the way of
danger and death, and also suggests the hand of the
Heavenly Father that rescues his children from
trouble, danger and death.
Thy right hand shall save me. (Ps. 138 : 7.)
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PEOPLE IN THE PUBLIC EYE
DR. GOLDWIN SMITH, who passed

away in Toronto, aged eighty-

seven, was one of the best known men
in the Dominion. English by birth, a

ripe scholar, and distinguished as law-

yer, author, lecturer, publicist, and
metaphysician, he was respected on

two continents for his high abilities

and his public services. He was for

many years an ardent advocate of

union with the United States. He
came to this country shortly after the

war, and in 1868 accepted a chair in

Cornell University. He afterward
went to Toronto, where he lived during
the last forty years. There were many
who differed with his views on public

questions, but his sincerity never failed

to win respect. He was a link between
the' old-line statesmanship and the

new, broad rather
than conservative in

his theology, a con-

sistent humanitarian
and a strong friend

of peace and arbitra-

tion.

For several weeks
every dispatch from
the scene of the
fighting in war-torn
Nicaragua mention-
ed the reliance placed
by General Estrada,
the insurgent leader,

on the skill of a
young American vol-

unteer named Wil-
liam P. Pittman, who
had placed mines in

the line of march of

Madriz's forces and
who is an expert on
fortifications. Dur-

ing one of the desperate encounters

near Bluefields, the young officer was
taken prisoner and his many friends

in Estrada's army and in Bluefields

were much concerned for his safety,

as it was feared he would be shot at

once. However, Madriz sent an order

which saved his lif& At this writing

he is still a prisoner of war and his

ultimate fate is uncertain. Young
Pittman seemed to have been born
with a love of adventure. He had
the ambition to become engineer of a
great ocean liner at first. He left home
and his people did not hear from him
for six years. He tried sheep raising

in Australia, and also followed the

beat of the drum into the campaigns
in the war in South Africa in 1900.

Later he went to Panama. It is said

that Estrada secured him in New

Orleans to aid him in his efforts to

change the party in power in Nica-

ragua.
Central and South America have

for centuries been strong in the call to

men who loved the clash of arms and
the smell of burning powder. Some of

the names of these daring soldiers, ad-

venturers if you will, have been writ-

ten large in history. Morgan fought
his way from coast to coast in the

seventeenth century, later in the nine-

teenth century the gallant Scotch
admiral, the Earl of Dundonald,
stopped his scientific studies long
enough to command a South American
fleet. Many Spaniards, Portuguese,
gallant Frenchmen, and stout English
and Scotch men of musket and pike,

and Americans' have all played the
war game in Central America, and ap-

...•«'*!?*i^je»K

William P. Pittman Prof. Goldwin Smith Dr. Frederick W. Lange

THE WORLD'S SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION

parently the end is not yet. Your!
Pittman's home is in Cambridge, Mas

All through the Middle Ages intj

of learning dreamed of the possibili i

of transmuting metals. Dozens
early chemists sacrificed their fo
tunes and lives in the search, but
vain. Then the idea was regarded
hopeless and placed in the class wi
the perpetual motion machine. In tl

age, however, the impossible seems
be possible, and the most startlii

claims of scientific discovery are
longer laughed at. Dr. F. W. Lani
a physician of Scranton, Pa., has a
parently discovered a process by whi
a small amount of silver may be trar
formed into a larger amount. T
process is his secret, but the wonderi
results attained have caused much d

cussion. He co

bines evidently
certain amount
silver with certr

fluxes and has mt
silver. It was t

idea of the old

chemists that sih

would breed silv

The doctor start

to work with met,

as a helper in

tinsmith's shop
Scranton when
was fifteen years o

He was a hard s

dent and prepai'
himself for colle'

He went to Wesley
University at M
dletown, Conn. T?
he studied medic:

in P h i 1 a d e 1 ph
where he now pri

tises his professi>;

y^ J

THE World's Sunday School Convention, which
held its session in Washington, D. C, last

month, was a great success in point of num-
bers, enthusiasm and important results. President

and Mrs. Taft were among those in attendance.

Among the picturesque features of the convention

was a mammoth public Bible class parade down
Pennsylvania Avenue, which was the occasion of a
great public demonstration.
On May 21, a movement was begun in the conven-

tion which produced most unexpected results. A
Canadian delegate started the enthusiasm by nom-
inating President Taft for a life membership and
pledging in behalf of Canada $100 toward the $1,000
fee required for every life member. The remaining
$900 was subscribed with a suddenness that sur-
prised everybody. Mrs. Taft was next nominated
as a life member and the same amount was again
subscribed by the different States in a twinkling.
By way of returning Canada's compliment, a

South Carolina delegate proposed King George V.
as a life member. There was a heated competition
between the two countries as to which should make
up the $1,000 first. Next followed in rapid suc-
cession the life nominations of Theodore Roosevelt,
President Diaz of Mexico, William Jennings Bryan
and a number of others, all of whom were fully sub-

scribed in short order and am,id great enthusiasm.
May 21 was Mission Day and pleas were made
for missions in foreign lands, among the speakers
being Rev. S. M. Zwemer, Dr. Robert E. Speer and
others. Dr. Speer made a special plea for the evan-
gelization of South America—"a continent of sixty

million souls to which the Bible had been denied."

Sunday, May 22, was World's Sunday School Day,
on which every Sunday School in the world, asso-
ciated with the Sunday School Union, was reciting
the same order of service as the Sunday School chil-

dren in Washington. The executive committee of
the convention attached great importance to this
observance as a means of focusing universal atten-
tion upon the Sunday School as a most important
agent in world evangelization.
At the time of the Bible class parade. Congress

paid the convention the distinguished compliment of
adjourning in honor of the event, and extended a
welcome to the convention to Washington. This
was acknowledged by a resolution of thanks ad-
dressed to Congress by the convention.
A dramatic episode on Saturday occurred when

Marion Lawrence, of the North American section of
the executive committee, and the Rev. Carey Bonner,
representing the British section, met on the plat-
form, clasped hands and pledged the United States

and Great Britain to lead in the evangelization
the dark corners of the earth. Some one threw
American flag across the shoulder of Mr. Lawrei
and another person seized a Union Jack among 1

decorations and draped Rev. Mr. Bonner with
The enthusiasm which greeted the demonstrat
lasted several minutes, and many delegates, ov

come with emotion, wept.
The closing day of the convention witnes>|

several interesting events. A grand tableau
seventy-five children representing "The Twenti«j

Century Crusaders," was shown, which incluf

children of many nations. Delegates from a sc

of different countries gathered on the platform i

sang a hymn all to the same tune, but each in

own native tongue.
The statistics of the convention were inspiri

It was stated that the world's total Protestant S';

day School scholarship was now 27,888,479,
whom over 16,000,000 are in the United States i\

Canada. There are 2,500,000 officers and teachc

and 285,842 schools. The "cradle roll" runs up
the millions.

Among the leading speakers were President T<^

Dr. F. B. Meyer, Hon. John Wanamaker, Rev. S.

Cadman, Rev. E. K. Warren and others. Dr. Geo:

W. Bailey of Philadelphia is the new president
the association.

TOPICS OF INTEREST THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
—The Postal Savings Bank Bill has passed the House of Repre-

sentatives by a vote of 195 to 101.

—"Extravagance" is announced as the new issue in the
struggle between the regulars and "insurgents" in Congress,
which many think must be fought out liefore adjournment.
The appropriations are much larger than those of the last Con-
gress and the administration's recommendations for economy
have not been heeded to an extent that is satisfactory to the
country.
—Chancellor Day, of Syracuse University, has ideas and is

not afraid to e.xpress them. He attributes the declining mar-
riage rate to lack of self-denial on the part of men and women.
No woman, he says, ought to he the wife of a man who can't
support her. If the wife cannot earn as much as the husband,
she ought to be able to save more than he can, otherwise they
are mismated.

—Up to June 5, over 30,000 Jews had been expelled from
forbidden territory by the Russian government. Seven thousand
of the victims resided in Kiev. In a majority of cases, no pre-
liminary notice was given and they were obliged to leave im-
mediately, abandoning their shops, homes and belongings.
Many of them are coming to the United States and Canada, but
the majority are turning towards Oriental Turkey.
—Oriental character is a puzzle to the Occidental. It is

full of surprises. One of these came to the surface at a dinner

given by the Japan Society of New York to Prince Fushimi, a
distinguished representative of the Mikado, now visiting us.
The Prince, in all his conversation with Americans, spoke
through his interpreter ; but at the dinner in question, to the
astonishment of the entire company, he made a neat little
diplomatic speech in faultless English !

—Rudolph Spreckels, the San Francisco millionaire who
financed the recent prosecution against the grafters in that
city, predicts a campaign against political and business cor-
ruption that will shortly affect the entire country. He declares
that such a campaign is rendered necessary, not only by politics,
but by business and labor conditions. Great evils exist and the
trend is in the wrong direction. He has conferred with many
men of influence, who are earnestly seeking the light and are
eager to better conditions, with the view of bringing about
honest methods in the conduct of government and business.
—The London Sketch in a recent issue gives this description

of the latest edict of fashion in women's attire: "The arbiters
of feminine fashions must possess a pretty sense of humor.
They seem to take an impish delight in making their devotees
uncomfortable and ridiculous. The latest fashion prescribes a
skirt so restricted in its lower portion as to render the unfortu-
nate wearer unable to sit, walk, stoop, or climli—much less run—
with any comfort. They are reduced to a sort of Chinese toddle,
and some of them resemble nothing so much as competitors in
a sack race, who, having once fallen down, are unable to get up.

The Parisians appropriately call the wearers of the new si

lea entrarees—"the trammeled ones."

—Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and Miss Eleanor Butler .A

ander visited the City Hall, New York, Saturday, June 4, '

took out a license from Manager Scully of the Marriage Lie

Bureau. The prospective bridegroom when questioned b.v

registrar described himself as an American citizen : age twt

two; business, manufacturer; parents, Theodore Roose
former President of the United States, and Edith Carow.
Alexander gave her age as twenty-two, parents, Henry A •

son Alexander and Grace Green. They gave the date of t
'

prospective marriage as June 20, before which time Col '

Roosevelt is expected to return from abroad.

—As WAS intimated last week, the 'Western railroad P

dents have made a formal protest against the government

to enjoin them from increasin:^ freight rates. They had a

hours' conference on June 6 at which President Taft stated '

the purpose of the suit was to prevent the proposed increas

as to pi-eserve the status until the new law could be passed

the commission should have the power to investigate rate
'

vances as soon as announced and before becoming effective. ^

companies wcBe asked to withdraw their new taiifT and not
^

any until the new law should be passed, which it was beli

would be done at the present session. The companies agi '

and the object of the injunction suit having thus been aci
'

plished, it will now probably be withdrawn.
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Women in Council
—IVER since, a few weeks ago, I appealed to the

4 women and men who road this page of The
J Christian Herald, asking them to send me

ters and bits of counsel in which they might help

e another, replies have been pouring in. Nat-

ally the case of a husband and wife, who have

lown trial and disappointment of no ordinary

nd has touched the sympathies of many readers.

letter which I have received has been at once so

actical and so remarkable in the story it tells

lid the hope it extends to hundreds of discouraged

i;ople as a letter received from a minis-

r of the Gospel and inserted as follows

:

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

misses half the pleasures of life, and a man or
woman who cannot gain a dog's love I could never
trust. Mrs. W. P."

"Some one has said that the world may be divided
into two classes—people who love dogs and those
who do not. I have just read the 'Dissenting Voice'

on your page of The Christian Herald, and I want
you to know that I have read what you have said in

defense of the dog from time to time, and always my

n Opening
Into Life

"I have read the let-

ter entitled 'A Dis-

couraged Husband' in

5ur issue of the 11th inst. I am in a

Dsition to give this discouraged man
ivice. I have helped two thousand
scouraged men with families to help

jemselves. I have been engaged in

lis work for ten years. Ten years ago
le first woman to appeal to me was in

ew York State. Her husband was in

1 identical condition. Her question

as, 'What can you do for my husband
4 your Christian Colony?' My advice

) her was, 'Send him to me and I will

elp him.'

, "That man came to me. He remained

lere alone for one year; then he sent for

'is family. He is worth $10,000 to-day.

en years ago I resigned from one of

le most elegant churches in Canada,
mply to get down among the poor peo-

le and direct them how to help them-
,?lves. I first secured a grant of 20,000

cres of virgin land from the Ontario
Kjvernment. I asked to have it surveyed,

hen I called for poor family men,
;nant farmers and others, people who
j-ere religious or religiously inclined. I

iave each family 160 acres. There were
ifty families in my first contingent from
^venteen States in the United States,

.n the first year I suffered all kinds of

rivation. I had no money and very
|ttle influence, but I secured $2,500 for

Dads. Organized a church in twenty-
pur hours after the contingent arrived,

nd took up a collection for foreign mis-

ions. During the year built a school-

,ouse, secured a sawmill, post-office and
tore. The.se little children could go to

Sunday School in their little print

Tesses and barefooted. These men were
.0 longer discouraged; they were work-

ing for themselves instead of the land-

Drd. 'They became officers in the church,

nd trustees in the schools. Within ten

ears three hundred thousand acres

,ave been taken by discouraged people.

(Jixty-seven new rural school districts

ave been formed.
"This is the counsel I have to offer

his wife and hu.sband. Come to me. I will give

ou a temporary home to stop in. Free fuel, water
nd electric lights, cooking stove and utensils. Then
will give you a home covered with valuable timber,

^ree fuel, timber for house and out-buildings and
or market, a visible means of support. My advice

s to leave the old dead mill. It is only a millstone

iround the neck, which will ultimately sink you into

ibject poverty. Get out of the grave, be resur-

ected and leave the monument of your folly behind.

"Yours very truly,

"R. A. BURRISS.
"Port Ariluir, Ontario, Caxada."

Two Voices "I have handled dogs for over
in Defense twenty years, and neither the

of the Dog highest bred ones nor the poor

little curs of the street have ever

ihown anything but the kindliest feeling toward me;
lay, more, I have picked up sick dogs from the way-
dde and have tended them until they were well or

Jeath ended their weary little lives, and no human
3eing could have shown more gratitude for my care.

A. child who does not have a dog for a companion

heart has gone out to you in love for the trouble
you take to defend one who cannot speak for him-
self. For my part, I pity the boy who cannot have
a dog for a comrade. When your correspondent
classes dogs with saloons I am sure that all of 'my
class' will feel like rising in indignation. L. S. E."

Children's "I am most interested in the man-
Bedtime agement of children. At what

time should my two little girls,

Eunice and Dorothy, aged five and three, be put to
bed? My younger child when excited repeats the
same word over and over several times before she

gets it right, although she talks plainly

and sings very sweetly. Can anything
be done to correct this habit?

"Mrs. M. T."

What pretty names your children
have! I always think it a pity when
names are bestowed upon children
which they may later dislike. For little

girls of five and three the usual bedtime
hour should never be later than eight
o'clock. Seven would be better. "iThe

younger child, of course, has her nap
in the daytime still. Children at this

early age should have their heartiest

meal at noon, and their supper should
be light, usually of bread and milk,

with perhaps a baked apple. The last

half hour with the mother is a precious
one to the babies, for then she can hear
them repeat their little prayers.tell them
a story and tuck them up for the night,

after giving them the good-night kiss.

Take no notice of the little one's repeti-

tion of a word. She will drop this habit
when she is older. The best remedy for

many such things is tranquillity on your
part and a little wholesome neglect.

A Reader's "What I much want
Request to see is now and then

a poem of yours that

I may cut out and keep for my own. I

wish you would publish one called 'The
Old Sampler.' I had a copy of it once.

"A Subscriber."
Thank you, dear friend, for saying

that you like my verses. The poem you
refer to was christened by me, "Eliza-

beth, Aged Nine." Some time when
there is room you shall have a copy of

it on this page, but I am afraid you will

have to wait until there is a lull in my
correspondence.

THE GOSSIPS
The
Mother-in-Law

Here are Miranda and Mary Ann
Talking just as fast as they can;

Busily working as you see.

Just as happy cis they can be.

The skies are bright and the world is fair,

Fragrance floats on the summer eur.

Friendly gossip is not so bad

When everything helps to make us glad.

THE AVERAGE MAN
WHEN it comes to a (luestion of trusting

Yourself to the risks of the road.

When the thing is the sharing of burdens,

The lifting the heft of a load,

In the hour of peril or trial,

In the hour you meet as you can.

You may safely depend on the wisdom
And skill of the average man.

'Tis the average man, and no other.

Who does his plain duty each day.

The small thing his wage is for doing.

On the commonplace bit of the way.
'Tis the average man. may God bless him.

Who pilots us still in the van,

Over land, over sea, as we travel.

Just the plain, hardy, average man.

So. on through the days of existence,

AH mingling in shadow and shine.

We may count on the every-day hero.

Whom haply the gods may divine.

But who wears the swart grime of his calling,

And labors and earns as he can.

And stands at the last with the noblest.

The commonplace, average man.
—Margaret E. Sangster.

A woman who knows
whereof she speaks
writes very truly that

there are two sides to the much vexed
question of the mother-in-law. She
thinks that when sons marry or daugh-
ters do so, the newcomers in the family
should behave with tact and considera-
tion to the woman growing old who has
brought up her own family and who

sees her children forming new ties. No friends
should be closer and more intimate than mothers-in-
law, sons-in-law and daughters-in-law.

Keeping Inde-

pendence Day

Day. Persuade

A movement has been started in

the right direction in regard to

the celebration of Independence
your children that they may have

a happy time without endangering their own lives

and those of others by the use of toy pistols and
other perilous explosives. Hitherto, the Fourth of
July has been literally pandemonium in many places,

and the comfort of the sick as well as their safety

from collapse has been menaced by the incessant
noise prevalent from dawn until midnight. We
may be patriotic and enjoy ourselves without the
risk to health and property entailed in the old-

fashioned way of keeping the Fourth.

—Novice. You are going as a bride to live in a city far

away from your present home. I note that you will live

among plain people, some of whom are probably illiterate.

Make friends of them. You will find kind hearts and helpful

hands even where visiting cards are of little use and afternoon

teas unheard of.

I 1
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YOUNG CITIZENS IN THE MAKINC
THE School Republic, in its many forms of

State, county, city, etc., is not altogether

unknown to the readers of The Christian
Herald. Ordinarily, a school which is using this

method of moral and civic practice, is organized as

a State, with its governor, lieutenant-governor, sec-

retary of State, chief justice and such other officers

as may be wanted, all elected by the pupils of the

whole school. Each room is organized as a city, and
the pupils elect a mayor, presi-

dent of the city council, judge,

members of the State legisla-

ture and such other officers as

may be wanted. All the pupils

in a schoolroom are members
of the city council and can pass
ordinances, which, when ap-

proved by the teacher, will be

in force for the government of

their School City.

In the same way the State

legislature may enact laws for

the governing of the pupils of

the whole school, which be-

come operative as soon as
signed by the principal of the

school.

In the above picture, the boy
standing at the left is opposing
the bill before the legislature

to give the two thousand girls

of the school the right to vote.

He is just in the act of saying:
"I am opposed to this bill. Our
country has not seen fit to al-

low our mothers to vote. Un-
less our country has some good
reason for this, the right to

vote would have been given to

the women of our land. I think
it would be an act of disrespect
and insolence on our part to take any such action.

I am opposed to the passing of this bill."

One of the boys on the right got the floor and re-

plied : "I understand that in some of the States in

the Western part of our country, the women have
the same political rights as the men. I understand
that in those States, practically all the men vote
and attend to all their political duties much more

faithfully than do the men in the Eastern part of

our country. I understand also, that the women
attend to their political duties as intelligently and
faithfully as the men do. If that is true, and 1

believe it is true, then certainly, after a while the

right to vote will be given to the women of our whole
country. If in eight years from now (the boy was
thirteen years old) the women of the State of New
York^have the right to vote and the two thousand

A Legislative Session in a Public School Debating the Suffrage

women who are now girls in this school, and the
thousands of girls who will follow them, do not
understand their duties as citizens and voters, who
will be to blame, except myself and you, the other
members of this legislature? I say that I shall vote
for this bill!" The boy who had spoken against the
bill was eager to show his conversion and it was
carried unanimously.

The girls eagerly took up their citizenship, w i

most excellent moral, civic and pedagogical resu
Mr. Charles Edward Stowe writes to The Che!

TiAN Herald this interesting letter on child citiz .

ship:
"To our shores are flocking the people of ev(

clime, nationality, religion and spoken tongue.
,

attempt to teach religion to these, after the dogn

;

of any particular sect or creed, is only to make ^

confusion worse confound
But we can teach the princip

5

and practices of citizenship,
1

a sound ethical basis, and >

make one the Greek, the J.

,

the Protestant, the Roman
'

the Parsee, the Buddhist ii
[

common effort to build up i

social state in which all, j

and poor, high and low, lean
and unlearned, shall be able
dwell together as brothers,
crushing one another to :

earth, but in mutual co-ope
tion and common helpfulnt

,

woven together in the bonds

'

equity and love.

"If this dream of the kii

dom of God on earth is to

realized, and it can be realiz

we must begin with the bi

and girls. But how shall

begin? There is no practi

way except Mr. Gill's plan
child citizenship. I am gia
ful for the advent of Mr. Gi

most excellent little book, C
Problems. It should be used
a text-book in every foui

year and grammar school

the land, and I wish it mig
be placed in the hands of evt

teacher, pastor, Sunday School worker and missic

ary in our great and small cities.

"True religion means service. Not only is he w
ministers greatest, but ministering is the end
religion, and is not merely, as some might suppo:
a manifestation of it. But we must know how
minister, and to do it intelligently, so that our effoi

may produce the best results."

BUILDING UP A KENTUCKY COLLEGE
IN

the year 1790, plans were laid by Bishop
Asbury and other pioneer preachers for the
first Methodist school in Kentucky. It was

named Bethel Academy, and was built on the banks
of the Kentucky River about twenty miles south of

Lexington. Financial and other troubles set in and
the venture failed; and Francis Poythress, its chief

promoter, died with a broken heart.
In 1890, just a century later, Rev. J. W. Hughes,

of the Kentucky Conference, founded Asbury Col-

lege, at the village of Wilmore, four miles from the
site of Bethel Academy. It began in a little frame
building of four rooms, with two teachers and eleven
students. From this small beginning it grew to a
faculty of fifteen and a student body of two hundred
and fifty from twenty States and some foreign
countries.

It was founded as an undenominational but
strictly Christian school, and has always maintained
that standard. It is a very common custom for
teachers to open their classes with prayer, and
scarcely a term goes by without a levival. Last
term a very gracious outpouring of God's Spirit fell

upon us. More than forty of the students were
converted, reclaimed, or brought into a definite ex-
perience of full salvation.
Hundreds of our students are in distinctly Chris-

tian and evangelistic work, and nearly fifty now in

attendance are preparing for the ministry of the
mission field. Our missionaries are in every quarter
of the globe and our students are winning thousands
of souls every year. But Asbury is not a theological
seminary or a missionary training school. A regu-
lar college curriculum is pursued, and most efficient
work is done in academy and preparatory grades.
The courses have been strengthened, and, in the
near future, with improved equipment, our work
will reach the very highest standards, and a diploma
from Asbury will be equal to that of any college in
the land.
The material equipment has improved until, in-

stead of one little frame building, thei-e will soon
be four commodious and substantial brick and
cement structures. The beautiful new administra-
tion building will be completed this spring, and will
furnish ample room for the many new students that
will come to us as soon as we can accommodate them.
On the 18th of March, 1909, the old administration

building and one of the smaller buildings were de-
stroyed by fire; but the two now being pushed

toward completion will more than replace the ones
we lost. In order to rebuild, the citizens of Wilmore,
which is but a small village, have lifted with all

their might, and with their limited means have sub-
scribed $15,000. This, with the insurance on the
old buildings, is not sufficient to complete the build-
ings free of debt; but it is truly the Lord's work,
and he will not let us fail.

The new buildings are being erected on the Belle-
vue Campus, which has been enlarged to thirteen
acres. The new campus is beautifully situated, the

Profecsor H. P. Carpenter President A. S. Watkins

buildings being visible fir miles across the hills and
valleys.

Our students are of the "common people" who
heard the Master so gladly, and have in all ages
upheld his cause, but their limitations and needs are
made a means of wholesome discipline through their
faith in Him who watches the sparrows and knows
us altogether. To many worthy young men and
women self-denial comes as regularly as their daily
recitations

; but with sweet cheerfulness they go on,
with the ring of victory in their testimonies and
'the substance of things hoped for" in their prayers.
The "Boys' Conference," modeled after a real an-

nual conference, meets four evenings a wet'
The faculty has been greatly strengthened tl

year by the employment of some additional teache
and a new president, Dr. A. S. Watkins, of Oh
The friends of the college everywhere are rejoici)

that they have been able to secure this earne;

consecrated, scholarly man to take charge in tl

crucial period when the old Asbury is passing awt.J

and the new and better time is dawning. 1

Plans are now being matured to establish ;

industrial plant which will give industrial trainin

and provide employment for many who have 1

money to pay expenses. Pleading appeals by t

score are coming to the president from earne;

Spirit-filled young men who are willing to do ai,

honest work to pay their way, or at least part of

Some have been converted after reaching manhoo
and at once a desire was awakened, which th(

never felt before, for an education. They felt th

they must atone for the wasted opportunities
youth by a double industry for a few years in c(

lege and by a consecrated life afterward; but tl

lack of means presents a serious obstacle. Son

have had the care of helpless and dependent paren
or friends, and have no money laid up. To all thes

the opportunity of v/ork means the practical sol'

tion of the problem. When this feature is adde

an increase of fifty per cent, in attendance will 1

only the natural result. Some of the friends of tl

college have off'ered to start a loan fund for gir

as soon as the new buildings are completed. Tl

immediate and pressing need is for additional fun(

to complete the buildings. These are none too larf

for the needs of the near future. More dormitori(

will be needed as soon as the industrial work is i

operation. The attendance next year will probabi

far exceed that of any previous year. There is r

place, at home or abroad, where dollars and prayei

combined will do more to honor the Master and ble;

his "little ones" than in Asbury. Many implorin

hands are stretched toward this seat of learning an

religion. Many longing hearts are anxiously wai

ing for a wider door of opportunity to train min

and heart for the greatest earthly vocation—livin

a devoted, fruitful, deep and abounding Christia

life. Any one wishing further information or desiij

ing to send a contribution to help this worthy caus;

should communicate with Rev. L. L. Pickett, finar

cial agent of Asbury College, or Professor H. I

Carpenter, business manager, Wilmore, Ky.
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Where Bad Boys Are Made Over
Contimicd from page 379

J. H. Wichern

The twelve boys kept Wichern busy

fm morning till night. He taught

tm the three fundamental studies,

;i joined them in the work which he

set for them to do.

When spring came, the

boys were set at work
to make a garden. The
days were filled with
work, but in the even-

ing, after supper, when
tired out, they sat in

the shade of a large

chestnut tree. Wichern
taught them to sing
and told them stories of

German history and of

Cd and the Saviour. Thus he tact-

ily drove all thought of obstinacy

ji opposition from their hearts,

(ten tears came into their eyes when
minded of some wrong which they

H committed.

Admission for more boys was soon

cnanded from Hamburg, and there

vs no room. But money came to pro-

ve for the need. Then they dug a

c;p cellar and built a two-story house

i Swiss style, because the man who
\ s to have charge of it was a young
Ji-iss. In his honor it was called the

Hss House, and the first cottage

vs now called the Old House.
Wichern was fond of music. Some-
ties, when the fathers or mothers of

t; boys or other guests came, there

vuld be no boys to be seen. Then,
f'ldenly, at a sign from Wichern, the

l/s, hiding in the branches of a

I'ge chestnut tree, would surprise the

\ iters with a merry song. These
l/s, who came from the slums,

1 rned to love the beautiful garden in

^ ich each one of them had a flower

U to himself; they sang and laughed
£ their work; and proud and happy
t!y were when they could give to the

vitor a bouquet of their own garden-
ia. By such methods as gardening,
i.isic and story-telling Wichern de-

^loped in them a longing for some-
t ng good, refined and beautiful.

With the growth of the institution,

lire young brothers were needed to
( -e for the classes. They came from
; parts of Germany, inspired by the
norts that came from the colony, and
I'ed with sympathy and love for the

pr, helpless and degenerate children.
' ey offered their services to Wichern,
Mo, in return, instructed them in his

i.thods. The volunteer worker grad-
illy became a "housefather" and,
I'er on, was sent out into the large
(ies to work among the poor and
llpless. The demand for admission
i';o the colony continued to increase
i)m year to year. Another house was
ided. It was called the "Mutterhaus"
lother House), because it had a
l'"ge assembly-room and a tower, and
Icause in it was room for all the
lusefathers to live. Then Wichern
lok Amanda Boehme as his wife and
isistant. She had been a teacher in

tj Sunday School; now she would
1 e with him and work with him for
h children.

I cannot write in detail of how the
<'ony grew from year to yeai*—how
luse after house had to be built

—

Ire the "Work House," in which all

^2 tailors, shoemakers, brushmakers,
utmakers, bookbinders, printers, and

I

rpenters worked and lived ; there the
'ieehive," because the brother and
13 boys had built it all alone, as the
hs build their own houses. There
13 "Fish Hut," named from its loca-
iin near the little pond; the "Schoen-
Irg," named in honor of Count von
'hoenburg; the "Sparrow's Nest," in
<d out of which the many little spar-
es, happy girls, fly. The "Chest-

j
t," because it is near a che.stnut tree.
>e "Johannesburg," in honor of the
jusefather, Johannes, who superin-
'ided its erection, and many others,
'ery year the colony receives thou-
:nds of letters from former inmates

who now occupy responsible positions.

And each letter is signed not only with
the name of the writer, but with the

name of the house in which they found
their happiness, such as George V. 0.
(Beehive). Theodore S. (Fish Hut).
Frederick A. (Old House), or George
K. (Chestnut).
Wichern was asked to lecture on his

work before the Protestant Assembly
at Wittenberg, in 1848. He electrified

the meeting by his enthusiastic de-
scription of his work. He went into
the large cities and spoke before
crowded houses, so inspiring the peo-
ple to active work that within six

years over one hundred homes for neg-
lected and incorrigible children were
opened. In addition, many homes for
young men, "Martha Societies" for
poor girls, public libraries, and other
institutions were founded.
Then the Wittenberg Assembly

placed Wichern at the head of the com-
mittee for the propagation of his ideas.

The Prussian government appointed
him superintendent of its penal and
correctional institutions. To-day his

name is honored all over Germany as

that of a noble man and a great phil-

anthropist.
The Rauhe Haus is now a small city,

with gardens, parks, gymnasium, nata-
torium, library, chapel, and many
houses, some of them two and three
stories high, with towers and verandas,
all neat and clean, and all built by the
boys and the "brothers." And it is not

a home for the children of the poor
alone. Here we find sons of counts,

barons and millionaires working in a

separate building, the Weinberg
(vineyard). But only the unmanage-
able, criminally inclined, evil-minded,

such as we in America place in the

industrial and reform schools, are ad-

mitted. Those who can afford it must
pay for their maintenance, but there

is no charge for the poor. They are
permitted to stay in the institution

until their twenty-first year, when they
are expected to be able to make an
honoi-able living.

The principle on which the colony

works is this: Keep the boys busy with
hard, physical work from morning
until night so that they have no time
for bad thoughts. Tire them out so

that they are glad to go to sleep early

in the evening. Treat them with firm-

ness, but in all things, remember that

love is the predominant spirit which
rules the entire colony.

The Defense of the Bible

IT is now seven years since the Bible

League of North America was
organized in New York City for the

purpose of defending the old Book

against the attacks of infidels, athe-

ists and skeptics generally. During

these years, the League has done a

splendid work in meeting and over-

coming the insidious assaults of the

"higher critics," and other enemies of

God's Word. Its publications now
find their way to readers in every part

of this continent and in other lands.

Among its conductors are many of the

most distinguished orthodox theolo-

gians and Bible scholars of our day

—

men who stand for a whole Bible and

who are able to counteract the influ-

ences that are spreading unbelief in

the form of agnosticism, pantheism

and materialism in our colleges and
universities. The Bible League offers

a plan whereby all true Christians may
have a part in the campaign against

these evil influences and in defense of

the old Book. It invites the co-opera-

tion of God's people in this work. All

who are interested in the great battle

now waging for Bible defense and who
desire full information should write to

The Bible League of North America,

96 Bible House, New York City.

Mrs.B.: See, Helen. Here is a pretty

pattern. (To the Salesman) But won't

the colors fade when the goods are

washed ?

Salesman: Not if you use Ivory Soap

and lukewarm water.

Mrs. B.: Why do you say "Ivory

Soap?" Will nothing else do?

Salesman: Possibly—I am not sure.

But I am sure of Ivory Soap. That is

why I recommend it.

There is no "free" (uncombined) alkali in Ivory Soap. That

is why it will not injure the finest fabric or the most delicate skin.

Ivory Soap . . . 99*Koo Per Cent. Pure.

^ J

It's the Oxygen
in Calox (Peroxide of Hydrogen) that renders it so

efficient as a cleanser of the mouth and whitener of the teeth.

Dentists advise its use. Physicians prescribe it.

All Druggists, 25 cents.
San/p/e ami huoklft free on request.

McKESSON & ROBBINS. NEW YORK

HOUSEWORK HALVED
By Syracuse " EASY " llilitics

SOLO ON TRIAL
We are specialists in labor-saving utilities for the liorae.

Our Syracuse "EASY" Vacuum Washer and "EASY" Ball-

bearing Wringer have lightened the burdens of thousands of
women, and are known by them to be the best made for their
purpose.
The latest addition to our line is the "EASY" Vacuum

Cleaner, hand or electric, wliicli is positively the easiest
operated and most efficient cleaner made. Gets ALL the
dirt, witliout raising dust. Cleans carpets, rugs, furniture,
drapeiies, floors and wails right in the room. Once tried.

>ou will not be without it. Write for Trial Offer, Easy
„.. Terms, and testimonials from our customers.

DODGE & ZUILL
535-N Dillaye Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Toronto Branch : 92 Olive Avenue, L. G. Beebe, Manager

GENUINE
HAND
WOVEN

nj PANAMA
RARE BARGAIN
IN GENUINE

I

PANAMA HATS
Pai»aina Hats more popular than ever—all
the rage this SUIllIuer. By importiuK large quautities
we can sell direct to user for tliis surprisinglv low price.

These hats are warranted genuine all hand-woven;
unblocked, and can be worn in that condition by Gentlemen,
Ladies and Children. Easily blacked in any shape or
style. Just as serviceable as the $10.00 kind; the difference
only in fineness of weave. Assorted sizes. Weight onlv 2 oz.

Sentprepiid, *i f\{\
O^DER TO-DAY.

on rpcpiiif of «b l.UU. Satisfaction Guaranteed,on leceipr. or yf ».x^v. j_^j,^,j^ ^^^ booklet.

Panama Hat Co.. Dept. C, 830 Broadway, New York City

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2c stamp for five samples of our very best
Gold Embossed Friendship. Flower and Motto
Post Cards; beautiful colors and loveliest designs.
Art Post Card Club, 885 Jackson St., Topeka, Kan.

5 Fine POST CARDS Zmt^* Send only '^o slami' auA n-.-eiw 5 | IB B I
colored (4oia and KnibossfiK'ariiii | IlKnH

FREE to Introduce post card olt'er.

CAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. J 32, Topeka. Kan.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song- Book in your
Church or Sunday Scnool, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
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6%
Gold Bonds

Your Money

isWorth 6%
^ Is yours earn-

ing that much
for you ? If not,

you are losing on every dollar

just so much as your interest-

return falls short of 6%

^ To make your money earn 6i

is no departure from conserv-

atism; it is simply to have your

savings earn business profits—
profits resulting from investment

in the safe and profitable business

of New^ York real e^ate owner-

ship and operation.

^ Starting 22 years ago with a

Capital of $1 00,000, the Amer-

ican Real Estate Company not

only has paid 6% unfailingly on

every bond issued, but has accu-

mulated a Surplus of $1,751,154.38

andAssets of $15,536,199.47.

The bonds are issued in these

forms

:

6% COUPON BONDS
For those who wish to iiivest

$100 or more. For Income
Earning, paying interest semi-

annually by coupons.

6% ACCUMULATIVE BONDS
For those who wish to save $25
or more a year. For Income Sav-
iny, purchasable by instalments.

^ Before investing your July divi-

dends or savings, let us explain the

advantages of A-R-E 6% Gold Bonds

—for income earning or saving. We
shall be glad to send you detailed

information, illustrated booklets and

comprehensive map of New York

City. Write to-day.

^mcrifan%eal (jj
gtatpi^qmpsnf

Founded 1888 :: Assets, $1 3.536, 199.47

Capital and Surplus - - $1,851,154.38

Room 534 527 Fifth Avenue, New York

viSV

Yielding
5 to 5v.%

etSENT
FREE

Write to-day for our book

describing these Guaranteed

First Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby I BOtVOS
payments of $10 to $lOO I Secured
and upwards at your / by FiVs<

convenience secures at y Mortgages

once ownership y on nieiv York
J „«. ^^ Bnd Suburban

and income ^^ Real £s«a.e

UNDER SUPERVISION OP NEW TORKBANKING DEPT.

jsTeWYorkNortgaqe (b.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

TME, history of bonds a banking firm has sold during ils

business life is the best pos.sible evidence as to the in-

legrity and efficiency underlying the firm's offerings.

We submit the record of our offerings over a period
of many years as an indication of our ability and an earnest of

our purpose to supply you with dependable investments.

IVn'te for pamphlft No. B 50
entitled "-4 Bond Deattr's Circular."

N. W. HALSEY & CO.,
New York: 49 Wall St. Philadelphia: 1421 ChestDut St.

Chicago: 152 Monroe St. San Francisco: 424 California St.

COMMON SENSE INVESTMENTS

WE have received many letters from

subscribers asking our advice

concerning financial propositions which

have been offered th&m ;
propositions of

which we have never heard.

Now we are glad at all times to

furnish any information concerning

investments with which we are ac-

quainted. If a subscriber writes and
wishes to know about an investment
proposition and we happen to know
that it is all right, we shall at all times

be glad to say so, but we cannot engage
to carry on a long series of investiga-

tions concerning particular enterprises

which are located far from this office.

In judging an investment proposition,

one's own common sense applied in con-

junction with certain simple rules,

which indeed have been outlined in

these columns, is generally all that is

necessary in forming an opinion. The
series of articles on investments which
has been appearing in The Christian
Herald has been collected in pamphlet
form under title of The Christian
Herald Bond Book and we usually

refer our readers to it.

Promoters' Arguments

Having done this on several occa-

sions, however, readers have remon-
strated with us for dismissing their

particular questions in what apparently
they considered to be an offhand man-
ner, enumerating the while the seduc-

tive arguments which the promoters of

the enterprises had submitted to them.
One lady wrote to the effect that she
had applied every argument of common
sense to a certain proposition, but
added plaintively that this seemed to

be a special case, for while the prop-
osition did not seem to stand some of

the tests which we had suggested, on
the other hand the promoter flatly

declared that the price of the stock

which he wanted to sell her would posi-

tively be raised ten dollars a share
after the first of the ensuing month.
She wanted to know why that did not
prove the stock to be a good invest-

ment since the price was going to be
advanced in so short a time? "You
know," she said, "I couldn't lose if I

bought the stock now, because if I

wanted to, I could sell it after the first

of the month, at a profit of ten dol-

lars."

Of course she could, provided she
could find a purchaser. We hardly
think, however, that the promoter of

the enterprise would be one of the first

to buy it at the advanced price, inas-

much as the arbitrary raising of that
price was merely a matter of his own
volition. In the first place, this is a
favorite scheme of the promoter of
wild-cat stocks to induce the guileless

purchaser to send his money at once.

In the next place, if ready purchas-
ers could be found for the stock at the
advanced rate, the promoter would
naturally hold all the stock in his

possession until after the first of the
month and realize on it at an advance
of ten dollars a share. It is very evi-

dent that the lady in question does not
understand the difference between

stock speculation and investment. The
one is gambling, pure and simple; the

other is a perfectly legitimate business

enterprise, the profits from which are

based upon such eai-nings as may ac-

crue in the course of ordinary business.

Dealing in Stocks

We have constantly advised our
readers against dealing in stocks, be-

cause the purchase of most stocks is a

matter of speculation. A concern may
wish to increase its business and de-

sires the use of money to do so. It

issues a certain amount of stock and
asks the public to buy the shares on
the assurance that the business will be

profitable. If the business does prove
profitable, other things being equal, the

shareholder may receive a dividend;

but it all depends on that probability.

The shareholder is practically wager-
ing his money on the good management
of the business, the honesty of its con-

ductors, good times, large sales, what
not.

There are, to be sure, some gilt-

edged stocks of railroads which after

long years of constantly recurring
dividends are popularly considered to

have risen above the speculative class.

The small investor, however, is not
likely to be bothered by promoters of

such stocks as these. It is the stocks

which have not yet made good the
promises of their promoters that the

small investor is usually asked to pur-
chase. It is here that the difference

between speculation and investment is

most sharply defined.

On the other hand, a bond should
offer very little of the speculative ele-

ment. As we have so often explained,

the investor's security for it depends
upon a definite proinise made by the
company in the name of which it is

issued. If it is a good bond, there must
be a definite amount of property upon
which a mortgage has been placed for

the benefit of the bondholders, and upon
which the bondholders may rely to at

least repay them for the face of the
bond. Of course, there are bad bonds.
That is to say, bonds have been issued
at various times upon properties which
in the end proved to be worthless.

Reliable Bond Houses

The best bond houses, however, try
to avoid such securities by most rigid
investigations of the various aspects of
the property offered as security for
bond issues. Most of these reputable
houses guarantee the bonds offered by
them for sale, and we have known of
instances where, after having guaran-
teed an issue of bonds and then having
come across some weakness in the
properties, the bond house was willing
to recall the entire issue and refund
the money which had been received for
the securities, rather than have the
integrity of the house questioned in the
slightest degree.

All of this we have explained in de-
tail in former articles. And again we
say that the surest way for the pros-
pective investor to insure the safety of
his money is to deal only with bankers
of the first class.

WRITE YOUR NAME PLAINLY

IN writing to advertisers, please write your name and address plainly and you
will save yourselves and The Christian Herald much trouble in correcting
mistakes due to this cause. We have received several complaints lately from

subscribers who have claimed that they have sent money to advertisers and have
received no reply. When we asked these advertisers to investigate these cases,
we found that the goods had been shipped but in each case had gone astray
because the advertiser had deciphered the name and address incorrectly.

In one case when a second shipment was being made to one lady, she wrote
again to the advertiser and took him to task for his inability to decipher her
name "which was plainly" (here followed the name.) And even then it Avas so
illegibly written that we had to consult our subscription list to find out what
it was.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
of the appearance of the advertisement.

Earning Power &

Security Alone Not

the Only Essentials

of an Investment
In selecting your Investment Banker

demand a house with experience and reputa
tion—an organization that can intelligentl>

handle your investment interests—one tha
will see you get ALL THE ESSENTIALS OF
A SECURITY.
Twenty-eight years in business without tht

loss of a dollar to any client speaks plainly o
our ability to intelligently handle YOUF
investment interests.
We deal only in high grade securities—Firs

Real Estate Mortgages and Bonds that ne
from FIVE to SIX per cent.
As an investor you need our assistance—oui

help and counsel—our experience—in looking
after your investment interests.

Then Send To-day for Our
Semi'Monthly Magazine—FREE,

In t}ie "Investor's Magazine"
are n.it only listed high grade
sectirities. but priceless, un-
biased investment informa-

nts

tiiat as an investor you need.
Yuur name on a postal will

bring this interesting little

magazine three months FREEl
Win ot 1 -ite

S.W. Straus* Co.
INCORPORATED

Established 1882

Dept. 0-2, Chicago, III.

- REVERSIBLE

SaveMoney

and be

Comfortable
by wearing Linene Collars.

They fit perfectly, require no

laundering, can be worn both

sides, and cost so little that

they may be discarded when
soiled.

1 collars for 25 cents
at the stores, or by mail 30
cents in U.S. stamps. Sample
by mail for 6 cents.

State Size and Style

Reversible Collar Co.,

Dept T. Boston, iUass.

'BBCSOMJ

\ou Can Make Big Mont
We have a fioni-factory-to-consumcr i)r(tpositioii for wni

and men agents that is high- class—interesting—easy to sell

extremely profitable. Many of our agents are making $3fi

per year, and only a little of their time required- We supply

with goods on consignment and full information how tn ti

sales. We co-operate with you from start to fii-iish. This pr^

sition is not sold through dealers. You can undersell the d^

with better goods than the dealer handles, and make good imi

Write to-day for full information and terrilory.

We are allotting territories right now. so kindly write t'

-

before we i^ive some one else vmr territoiv.

Tiger Knitting Mills, 524 Commerce St., Philadelphia,

Mend the Leaks in Youi
.alu 11 andi

d 1 e kettles, pans. etc..

PECK SaI^L^ RIVET
an do it. Quick ai

^ snider, cement or Ik'I

F t a V surface. Send for sm

I le b \ f 25 assorted sizes. H'

po ti a d Regular package -i

p a inducements for tbur

PECK ACQ.. 226 Mnin Street, BatavJJJi^Ll

THE KETTLE SPOON HOLM

ALWAYS USEFUL BUT ESPECIALLY
CONVENIENT DURING THE
PRESERVING SEASON '

L THE BARNARD CO. DEPT. 52^
BOSTON, MASS.

For 3') years we have been payinp our cusloi

the liLgliest returns consistent with conseru

methods. First mortgage loans of $200 SDd

which we can recommend after the most thort

personal ioveatigation. Please ask for Loan List Ne-
,

125 Certificates of Deposit also for savinginyest

I— PATENTS that PROTECT-
Our 3 books for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 cts. stamp

R. B. & A. B. LACEY.Waihington.D. C. D«pt.36.Eit-'»S
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Chri^ian Citizenship*

4ITIZENSHIP in the old days was
" a very different thing from what
inow is.

Then all that a man had to do was
t obey his king and the satraps and

tvoys whom he gave authority. The
cizen had no voice in the making of

t; laws. War or peace was declared

\';hout any word of his. He was a

u ire pawn, of no account save to form

c; in an army to march at the word
"^* ccommand. Often he knew not why

I was fighting. Surely men in those

c/s were merely "dumb, driven cat-

t"
But, little by little, the spirit of free-

on awoke. In all the ancient nations

i had now and then raised its head,

b its life had been brief. The brute
hiid of absolute power soon crushed
iiand it slept, apparently in death.

Out of the North the final awaken-
1 i; seemed to come, and it was the
j'ljlo-Saxon blood which stirred most
vJently in response to the inner cry.

is the hunted Jews rallied to the
si'port of brave Judas Maccabaeus,
s;he barons rallied to the support of

Ihop Langton at Runnymede and ob-

taed Magna Charta, "the keystone
" o'English liberty," as Hallam calls

^^ iltrom cruel King John. At that mo-
^^Vo it, the seeds of our own splendid
1 iUlirty were sown.
T^ hat was the time when the major
^^^

713 of joy, such as comes only with
f);dom, began to ring out in the
E^lish glees, supplanting the minor

\ciyds which always accompany
Jisli'ery and wretchedness.
^ 'igorous and enduring Freedom
hi been born, and our own great

hg* gternment is its product—a product

jp wich, broadening "from precedent to

^ p:pedent," shall, by virtue of "the
cCmon sense of most," evolve the
mjennial democracy.
jor no government was ever de-

viid upon so lofty a plane as ours.
N group of men ever so nobly ap-
p::sed humanity as did the brave
lire band that gave us our constitu-

• ti'j. God was with them. Let us
n<pr prove false to the high ideal

set for us.

Sail on, O Ship of State!
Sail on, O Union, stronff and grreatl
Humanity, with all its fears.
With all its hopes of future years.
Is hanirinK breathless on thy fate.

r. Jefferson calls the Epistle to the
G itians, of all Paul's letters, pre-
er lently the letter of freedom, and

of the mightiest ones ever uttered
ODehalf of liberty

—"the declaration
ofidependence of the human soul."

he gist of the entire letter is

sumed up in the words with which
th fifth chapter opens: "Stand fast in
th liberty wherewith Christ has made
us ree."

artin Luther came to this letter for
wipons in his desperate combat.
Jc.i Wesley caught from it his sacred
fill and from \t we may well forge the
aior for the fight which is upon us
fo^the purity of our own government.

or to be a good Christian is to be a
gel citizen. If every man and woman
in ur nation were a faithful Chris-
tii, living up to the noble law of
Clist, we should have few problems
be.re us.

iie moral is plain: Lead all that
yoican to the altar of our God. Pray
fo the evangelization of our people.
N'l-nore patriotic duty confronts you.
M and angels unite in praising the
\v;3 of our Lord. They are ways of
Pe e and pleasantness, and his right-
eo ness is that which exalteth a na-
tic

3 in the old proverb we were bidden
to ok after the pence and the pounds
weld take care of themselves, so let
ea individual man do his duty and
tnmation will be safe.

* iristian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, July 3.Te 5
: Pb. 124: 1-8: Rev. 21: 1-3.

. R/'n I-

Tltf^

Our Government*
PAUL was proud that he was "a

Jew of Tarsus, a city in Cilicia, a
citizen of no mean city."

When he made this statement to the
"chief captain" in that "uproar" at
Jerusalem, he at once gave the apostle
leave to speak; for to be "a Jew of
Tarsus" was a fact of weight.

But if it was a great thing to be a
citizen of Tarsus, and a Roman citizen,
as Paul was, how much greater an
honor is it to be a citizen of a country
freer than Paul ever dreamed of; and
with a government in which nearly
every man has a voice!

Paul would have thought such a gov-
ernment preposterous. Even when our
forefathers formed themselves into a
nation and drew up that wonderful
document called "The Declaration of
Independence," all Europe scoffed, and
prophesied that these silly .republican
ideas would be short-lived and disas-
trous. They thought that there could
be no stability of government without
a king.

In spite of the fact that we have
somehow managed to sail the ship of
State for 134 years, yet there are still

plenty of people to foretell our ulti-

mate and speedy destruction. They
say that men cannot possibly be un-
selfish enough to govern for the good
of all; that it is in human nature to
look out for self first and foremost,
and that bribery and corruption must
inevitably honeycomb our whole sys-
tem until it falls into a heap of ruins.

It is true that sometimes it must
have seemed to all of us that these
predictions were likely to be fulfilled.

Surely sin in high places has been
common among us; but, one by one,
God has raised up great leaders—

a

Moses here, a Joshua there, a Nehe-
miah yonder—until the outlook was
never so bright as now that we might
become a nation doing justly, loving-

mercy and walking humbly with our
God.

In State after State, the rings
formed by political rascals have been
unmasked. A busy and lighthearted
people have not looked closely enough
after the long and serious concerns of
government. But they wake up at the
trumpet-call of some stern Isaiah, like

Hughes in New York, and Folk in

Missouri, and then they lay their

hands to the scythe or the fining-pot,

and the evil is cut down; or the dross
is purged away.

This sort of "government house-
cleaning" is going to become more and
more common. We are the Lord's
people, a Christian nation, in spite of

our failures and our sins; and he will

not let "government of the people, by
the people, for the people" perish

from the earth.

As for our lacks and faults, they are
such as are common to all men. What
government has ever been without
them? In England, though it is now as

free from political scandal as, per-

haps, any other, great frauds have
been unearthed from time to time dur-
ing the last half century. Its older

history was full of them.
We have a magnificent country.

The eyes of foreigners may be fixed

upon its shortcomings, but to us' who
know and love it, those faults, bitterly

as we regret them, are but as spots

upon the sun. We must to our
critics honestly acknowledge them
with shame. We must bestir our-

selves right briskly and heartily to

cure them ; but we know how loyal are

our citizens; how sincerely the vast

majority of them strive to be worthy
of the great inheritance our ancestors

have left us; and how faithfully par-

ents and teachers are instructing the

rising generation in the principles of

true patriotism; and we swell with
justifiable pride as we think of it.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,

July 3. Texts : Acts 21: 39.

CHICAGO INVESTMENTS
NETTING FROM 5 TO 6%

First Mortgage Bonds secured by downtown office buildings, manufacturing
plants and apartment buildings in Chicago and First Mortgage Loans on
Chicago business and residence property, when conservatively issued and
properly safeguarded, are among the soundest and most desirable of
all classes of investments, combining as they do the following excellent

characteristics.

First—They are the simplest of all forms of securities, involving no complex
questions of legality of issue, priority of lien, franchises or legislation.

Second—The security is definite, tangible property, with a value that is readily
ascertainable and is always open to the personal inspection of the investor.

Th i rd —The income for the protection of interest and principal is definitely known
and uniformly maintained.

Fourth—The majority of these investments are issued under our plan of serial

payments, which provides for a rapid reduction in the amount of principal and
a corresponding increase in the margin of security.

Fifth—Our experience in handling Chicago investments has been derived from
forty-five years of constant and successful operations in this field and the bonds
and mortgages offered by us have been subject to the most rigid investigation
as to value of security, location, titles-and responsibility of borrower.

The Real Estate Bonds are in $500 and $1,000 denominations and in convenient

maturities of from one to twelve years. The mortgages are in amounts of

$10,000 and upwards and usually run for three or five years.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR No. 703 P

Peabod^ HontMeling&Co.
(Established 1865)

ISl La Salle Street,
(.">(!)

Chicago

Eat Junket

Ice Cream
Everyone loves good Ice Cream. Best oi

all is Ice Cream made with Hansen's
Junket Tablets. More palatable, easier to

digest and more nutritious; also cheaper

and smoother than ordinary Ice Cream.

10 JUNKET TABLETS for 10 Quarts
of ICE CREAM—10 CENTS

Buj/ at your grocer's or druggist's. Send for our
Booklet of Recipes—it's free*

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY
200 Hansen Ave., Little Falls, N.Y.

WE PAY THE

POSTAGE ©RSET
COVER
oniy45*
fANDSOMELY

EMBROIDERY
SIZES 32 TO 4*
BUSTMEASURE

only
and we will mnil you thi^ Handsome Corset Cover,
postage prepaid. Made of good quality soft finish Nain-
sook; has beaurifuH/^-incb Imported Open Work Em-
broidery Yoke; two rows handsome Val. lace; one-inch

lace beading; edged entirely around neck and arm-boles
with one-inch Val. lace to match. Yoke finished with
one-inch pure silk ribbon draw and large bow, further

trimmed with pure sUk baby ribbon draw entirely
around neck, rty from, pearl buttons; all seams tape

bound. Backyokehasone-incli Val. lace with one-inch lace

beading. Sizes 32 to 44. Be sure to State size wanted.
Price only 45c. if you don't find it worth at least 85c.

return it and we will cheerfully refund your money, also

postage. This extremely low price is made t > introduce

our Large Free Catalog of Everything to Wear for Men.
Women and Children, also Furniture, Stoves, Carpets,

Rugs. Refrigerators and all kinds of Household Goods.
Relerence: Commercial National Bank of Chicago

Capital $7,000,000.00

CHICAGO NAILORDER CO.
INDIANA AVE.& 26 rsLSI.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Newest Embroidery
AUMAGRAPH

A Dutch Collar or Wf^
a beautiful set of 24 -*

Initials (or stamping
with large illustrated

catalog of EMBROIDERY DESIGNS.
Sent for 10 Cents. Clean, beautiful impressions

instantly on any material. No messy iulcs or powders
Hundreds of new patterns for neeliwear. waists, lins^em'
tahlo-linen. ete. .\ditr.'ss IVpt. H Spicih initial.

KAUMAGRAPH CO., 114 West 32d St.. New Yorl-

S^eet^st Music IL World

DAISY FLY KILLER ?'"?" "!^•'"^ ''*^

> tr&ctsandkillsallflles.

Neat, clean, ornamen-
tal, convenient, cheap.
Lasts all season
Made of metal, caimut
spill or tip over, will not
soil or injure ar.ytliin^.

Guaranteed effective.

Of all dealers or sent
prepaid fur 20 cents.

HAROLD S0MER3
150DeKalbAve.

Poor Teeth Cause PoorHealth f
A Small PampWet, Entitled

[UMAN PEARLS SiHI A practical treatise on causes and the remedy for

loose teeth, receding and bleeding gums, ulcers,

etc., prepared by a practical dentist of 20 years'
experience. Sent for 2-cent stamp to cover cost of mailing.

C. H. FRASI£B, Suite B-40 North 8tli Street, FbUadelphla.

fThe sweetest toned self-playing- in
^strunient in the world. Notaphono- 1

gn-aph. SfntanvwluTO on

Freehs MIRA MUSIC BOX
* Affords an endless variety of
nuisio. popular hits, the old-time I

melodies and hynms. Write for
|

i free f ii;il offor and catalog-.

jJACOT MUSIC BOX CO.
2iW. 35th St.. New York.

Get Book on "BRECC
Write Now—Samples Free— Hubber Rooting

Book Free, Direct from tac- Freight PrepaM
tory—S1.36—S1.86—S2.26 per Roll. Freight
paid to west boundary lineMinn., Iowa, Mo. and
north of south line Tenn. Heliable
bifrli quality. Guaranteed water-
proof; flre-resistingi durable.

The Breese Bros. Co.
Roofing Dept. 77 .CInclnniti.Ohio

flFYOUSTAMMER
I

will send yon my S4-pajp:ebook
"Advice to Stammerers " Free.

0,. ^
It exi)laiiis how I quickly

I
I

and permanently cured myself.

II I
l*fofit by my exi>erien<'e and

- '' * write for free book and advice.
__ BENJ. N. BOGUE

15(>6 NORTH aUNOIS STREET. INDl.ANAl'OUS, IND.
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T|1B UNDBRyBARpBNSATlON

MOST underwear for women is

pretty rather than practical.

The fabric is faulty, the

finish unreliable, and the laundry

plays havoc with it in a short time.

"Gauzrib" Underwear is

sheer, dainty and attractive, very
elastic and glove-fitting—yet dur-

able and satisfactory in everyway.
The fabric is in itself the result

of a mechanical triumph, made
from expensive yarns on perfected
"spring needle" machines. No
other underwear like it is made
any where, at any price.

The "Gauzrib" Silk Lisle Vest,

here illustrated, is a garment
worth going far to see. It is as

soft as silk, more elastic and more
durable than (pure) silk, and it

will not turn yellow like silk. It

is finished with genuine hand-cro-

cheted lace, and we guarantee it

to give perfect satisfaction.

Tltesf (larmenfs are not for sale at
your dealers yet, biit if voii iriti

write direct to us we will xee that
you art supplied. Heautifully illus-

trated "GAUZRIB" booklet and
sample of fabric on reijiiesl.

COOPER MANUFACTURING CO
Dept. G. BENNINGTON, VERMONT

I

t/=i Fs5

Is more than

soap but costs no more
LIFEBUOY is the sensible soap

for the skin because it cleans and
disinfects at the same time. Its use gives

sterilized clean-ness; the only perfect clean-
ness . LIFEBUOY is the best soap made for

Toilet, Bath and Shampoo
It destroys the germs which you can't see
while removing the dirt that you can see.
Lifebuoy is a carbolated soap and
has "that clean smell" which distin-

guishes it from ordinary soaps.

5c at All Grocen and OniggiiU

LIFEiUOY

Lever Bros. Co. Cambridge, mass.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, lOc. I 10 Best Wiahes & Greetings, 1 Oc.
10 Rose. 10c. 10 Fourth of July. 10c.

Any three T'ackaKes mailed tor 2.' ceiits.

80 <'ent8 I)er KXi (^ar<is — agsorled flegi(,'ng.

MADISON ART COMI'AiNY, MADI80N, CONIS.

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER ELEVEN—Continued

I

STAMPS
100 dlSerent, foreign, FREE. PogtiiEc 2c
(iood only to tli.'Si- imntiriUini; Ciibisii*n
Herald. Qntker Stunp Co., Toledo, 0.

N the meantime, consternation

filled the Van Vroom household.
Madame wept freely, and Rose

was much troubled.

The next day Madame watched con-

tinually for the prospective bride-

groom. She thought he would come
early in the morning, to talk over the

best wedding dress now possible. But
he did not come.

There was no sleep that night for

either Jansen or Katrina, but Jansen
was sure Batavius would be in the kirk.

He was not there. The Captain walked
to The Arms of Stnyvesant, but her
Captain was not on board. The watch
said "he had not seen him."

"What time did you return this

morning?"
"Half-past eight, Captain."

"Was Captain De Vries here then?"
"No. He had gone to the King's

Arms for breakfast."

Then Jansen went to the King's
Arms. The landlord told him that
Captain Lawson and Captain De Vries
had been together in the house until

ten o'clock. He had sent two of his

tapsters with De Vries to the ship.

Jansen then interviewed the two
men. They declared they had taken
Captain De Vries as directed, to his

own ship.

With these particulars Jansen went
home. Katrina looked with pitiful

anxiety into his face. "He has either

run away with Lawson, or in his sleep

got up to find Lawson, stepped over-

board. My good sense is leaving me."
"Think once how much worse things

might have been."
"There is no worse, Katrina."
"Very much mistaken art thou. It

would have been worse if Virginia had
run away— or killed herself— and
Batavius remained here. If he is

drowned, is he not better drowned than
our Virginia? And only think how
fortunate it is that he was last seen
at the King's Arms? If all trace of
Batavius had stopped with thee, and
me, and Virginia, what might people
have thought, and said, and done?
Begin to search for the cowardly
scoundrel."

In accord with this advice, the city

was startled soon after daylight by
the bellman calling through all its

streets and public places, "The Disap-
pearance of Captain Batavius De
Vries." Some of Katrina's familiar ac-
quaintances hastened at once to the
Van Vroom house to give her their
sympathy and advice, and Katrina was
hard set to keep her senses and her
temper.
"He was here on Friday evening,

and helped to unpack the wedding-
dress and veil," she explained, "and
he wanted more light, and threw a
fresh log on the fire, and there flew out
a shower of sparks and set the dress
in a blaze. Without a word he went
away immediately."

This explanation was all that she
would give. If any one expressed pity,
she looked her dissent; or, if she
thought their expression ill-natured,
she added in unmistakable terms her
satisfaction in the man's flight or dis-
appearance.
About noon. Rose received the token

from her father which assured her
that Batavius was far out at sea; with
the further instruction that she must
be ready to sail early on the following
morning. She looked thoughtfully at
Virginia. "Would it please you to
know certainly that Batavius is alive
and happy?" she asked.

"I do know it. Rose. If I might go
now, and tell my fader and moeder the
truth, that would please me."

"As soon as I am on my father's
ship, tell them everything. Come, let

us talk about Arent."
"I do not think Arent was very

brotherly to me. He ought to have
seen how wretched I was, and helped
me. Harry Rutgers saw it."

"Arent did offer to help you."

"He offered me six minutes' time."
So the day went wearily past, and

Jansen returned in the evening much
depressed. He had been wounded on
every side, and perhaps self-wounded
worst of all. The Sheriff had politely
intimated "that, as a matter of form,
he would call on Madame and Miss
Van Vroom, and take down the pecu-
liar events of the last visit of Bata-
vius De Vries at their house."

It was a cheerless evening. The
Captain scarcely spoke. Katrina was
almost equally silent.

"To-morrow was to have been your
wedding day, Virginia," said Rose,
"but thank goodness, that terror is

now past! I will see Joris as soon as
I reach London, and when he hears the
whole truth."

"Also, you must tell me the whole
truth. If Joris has ceased to love me,
do not try to spare me."

"If I was you, I would not distrust
Joris. I believe, in my soul, he is

truer to you than you are to him."
Early next morning the eventful

visitor departed. And yet all were
.sensible of some relief when the little

lady turned her head at the corner, and
threw back a last sweet resonant
"Good-by!"
The Captain did not return home

until evening. He had spent part of
the day in the Dominie's study, relat-
ing to him and three of the elders all

the incidents which he believed had
influenced Batavius. They all fully
exonerated him, but the mere fact of
having to make explanations about
anything relating to himself or his
family cut him to the heart.

But when he reached his home, Ka-
trina was shocked at his appearance.
For Jansen had really been assaulted
in the very citadel of his nature.

"There is a lump in my throat, I

can neither eat nor drink, Katrina,"
he said, "and where then is Virginia?"
"She asked to stay alone in her room

and be quiet."

"But in such trouble, a girl should
want her moeder and her fader. When
you can not talk about your trouble,
it kills you. I understand not her way."

"Well, then, she gets comfort. I

know not how."
She had found out

That to be alone with Silence
Is to be alone with God.

And at the same hour, Batavius and
Captain Lawson were chatting and
laughing in the cabin of The De-
stroyer.

CHAPTER TWELVE
LIBERTY AND LOVE

FORTUNATELY this intense strain
was lightened on the third day, for

as young Peter DeLancey was talking
to General Gage about the affair. Gov-
ernor Moore interrupted the conver-
sation:

"Gentlemen," he said, "De Vries did
not disappear. He went away freely
with his friend, Captain Lawson.
Lord Harley told me he was to have a
naval commission extraordinary, in
order to take the transport fleet to
India. He sailed The Destroyer him-
self out to sea, about midnight of Sat-
urday last."

These decisive words from Sir
Henry—turning a supposed tragedy

Continued on next page

Do You Need Anoth(
Waist this Summer
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i,) an ordinary business engagement
_ uickly settled the public interest in

t] fate of Batavius.

n a few days Peter Dieterich, the

h yer in whom Batavius put his trust,

a'ertised The Arms of Stuyvesant

ft sale.

n the Van Vroom household the

vion to which he was consigned

Vi still more marked. His memory
v,i buried, his name forgotten with-

0, a single regret, and Katrina and

Vginia put out of sight everything

t)t could recall a man so cruel, cow-

aly and ungrateful.

t was not a difficult task, for public

ents were as exciting as ever, and

J sen sunk his private wrongs in his

p tical enthusiasm.
tne night, in the heart of winter,

J sen came home much excited,

"hat is the matter with thee?" asked

K;rina, for the old man was whistling

li' a boy, and stamping his feet to

h"own music as he came up the frozen

g'den path.

3 will tell thee very soon. My slip-

p-s I want, and my long waistcoat."

B; when all his wants had been at-

tded to, he said with chuckling

h,?hter

:

.Now listen! Last night, when the

srw fell so softly, and the clocks

stick midnight, the Boys boarded the

s!) Minerva, just from London. They
find nothing on the Minerva, Ka-
t)ia, but as soon as they touched the

wirf they found a man waiting with

scet advices. From Philadelphia he

hi come, as fast as horses could carry

hii, and these were the words he

bjught
—'The Stamps have been re-

ed from the Minerva to a brig,

nine unknown, but she may be in

Ntv York any hour.' This afternoon,

lirina, the brig came into harbor.
V.-y merchantlike and innocent she

k.;ed, but the Boys boarded her, and
fi'nd the Stamps!"
Well then, Jan? What did they

d with them?"
Took them on shore, and burned

tlm!"
'uch events as these distinguished

d' from day, and made what little

e itement there was to lighten the

gM gloom that pervaded the city.

E e poverty was on every hand, trade
Vijp almost dead, ships had to steal in

al out by night, or they were stopped
bhien-of-war

;
paper money had been

sipressed, as well as the courts of

apiralty, appeals, internal taxes,

C', and the people generally were so

pjr, cross, and desperate, that the

nal commander, terrified by the

pispect of general riots, opened the

I'd to the ocean once more. Yet the
f'ling against the Stamp Act was
si)nger than ever, and the vow with
*lch America rang out 1765 and rang
ii 1766 was—"if England does not
r<eal the Stamp Act, we will repeal it

selves."

he hearts of the bravest must often
h e failed them, but, if so, they
s wed no signs of weakness.

'o to every household the days were
1' s weary days, full of hard work and
iiiety; and the nights were long
n^hts, long, and dark, and cruelly cold.

)ne morning at the end of February,
Jisen went into his garden, and lo!

t¥e was a flock of robins on a bare
a lie tree, picking the seeds from the
wlhered fruit left from autumn's
gnhering. He cried out joyfully, and
b%sed the birds, talking and twitter-
ii so gayly over their frozen break-
ft. "Then he went to Katrina for a
bidful of bread crumbs, and his face
s ne, and his eyes were full of happy
t'rs as he cried out, "Katrina! The
> ins are here! The spring is not
f behind them!"
'his little incident made him very

t erful, and he walked down to the
\^arf, where an English ship was ex-
P ted that day. She was just casting

anchor, and Jansen waited among the
crowd for the news. As he did so, a
sailor with a letter in his hand ap-
proached, and Jan noticed that he
scanned the faces of those he passed,
as if looking for some one. Attracted
perhaps by Jansen's curiosity, the
sailor came to him, and asked to be
shown the way to Captain Van
Vroom's shop.

"I am Captain Van Vroom," was the
answer.

"Then, Captain, this letter is for
you. As we came out of Falmouth, we
passed a man-of-war lying off the land,
and an officer on board asked my Cap-
tain to deliver this letter for him."
Jansen smiled, put a couple of shill-

ings into the outstretched hand. Then
he went at once to 14 Wall Street; for
he was sure the writing was the writ-
ing of Batavius.
The big, sprawling red seal bore the

name of the ship, but its unnecessary
size and weight was the sign manual of
Batavius. He straightened out the
large square sheets, which had oc-
cupied Batavius many hours while
crossing the Atlantic, and read as fol-

lows :

My Captain:
No doubt you have been thinking- many bad

thinKs of me, and so it will be better if I clear
myself, and my way. It was doubtless said I ran
away from your daughter. Generally speaking,
that is true. I saw plainly that Virginia hated
me, and that her hatred — being exceedingly
wicked and unjust— was making her insane—or
worse. She made me, against my will, do things
I did not wish to do. For instance, she ordered
me to throw on that log that burned up the wed-
ding gown and veil. Though she never spoke, I

know she ordered me to do it. It was then I asked
myself, what must be the end of all this ? And I

knew it was insanity. I thought it time to run
away. Then I went away to consider how to go,
and where to go, and while I was yet in doubt.
Captain Lawson came to me with an urgent re-
quest from the English government — a special
commission with honors and money, more than I

ever expected. So out of this great difficulty I

came victorious—as I generally do.
So then, I want no favor from your daughter,

but I want my rights. It is not my way to give
up my rights for any one, and you know that for
many years I have been giving her gems, pearls,
fine goods, shawls, rugs, and other rich things

;

that is, they were given her provisionally— she
was to be my wife— then they would have come
back to me. I request all these gifts, of whatever
kind, be sent to the care of Peter Dieterich, with
inventory of the same. Yours with great respect,

Batavius De Vries, R. N.
P. S.— I forgot to name the bit of land you gave

me to build the house for Virginia on. As I was
at great expense in draining and fencing, etc., I

do not expect you to take it back or charge me
with it. On the contrary, I think it might be
given me as a kind of "Damages" for Virginia's
Breach of Promise. B. D. V., R. N.

For a minute or two Jansen was
about laughing, but his anger got the
mastery. And as he walked home, he
wondered at a hate so deep and scorn-
ful that his eyes, and his fingers, and
his whole body was conscious of it.

Word by word he read it to Katrina,
and her face flushed angrily, but she
made no interruptions. But, when the
flimsy, insulting messenger had had its

say, and Jansen was about to burn it,

she interfered. "Burn it not," she said.

"See now, it is thy authority for get-

ting him out of the business."

"No, I will publish the letter in the

Gazette. If I do not, it will get out bit

by bit, and be made worse than it is.

It is a wicked letter, and will condemn
him in the sight of all good men."
"And the good women? What about

them? And how many dost thou know,
who will utterly refute his wicked as-

sertions? Jansen, thou must give the

letter to Harry. He will get for thee

every halfpenny that is thine, and not

one halfpenny more. And safely we
may leave Virginia's good name in his

care."
When daylight came, Jansen saw

that his wife's advice was self-respect-

ing and good; and he went to Harry
Rutgers, and left the settlement of all

to his integrity and judgment.

To be continued

COLUMBIA
Grand Opera Records by

LiNa eavaLiERi
As THE forerunners of a magnificent new series

of Columbia Double-Disc Grand Opera Records,

we are here announcing the first records Cavalieri

has ever been persuaded to sing,— and they are

ready for you at the nearest Columbia dealer's :

» civo * (Front) La Boheme, "Mi chiamano Mimi"
I (Back) Mefistofele,"L'altranotteinfondoalmare."

A 5179 3 Maria ! Mari ! (Neapolitan).
/Carmen, "Habanera."

4 5172
jManon Lescaut, "In quelle trine morbide."
iLaTosca, "Preghiera."

As above, in 12 inch double-disc form, a selec-

tion on each side of the disc—$3.00.
Each selection is also issued as a single disc at $2.00

-SAVETHE-HofiSE^^SRAVIN Cure.
Bt&^TRAOC MABft

Shiloh, O.. March 1. 1910:— I cured a riiiKhone with one
bottle of "Save-The-Horse "

C. D Hammon. R D 3.

.Jackson. Mich.. March 17. 1910:—Please s<-ii<l t. 0, D, another
bottle "Save-The-Horse." I wish to have a bottle on hand. It is

the greatest medicine I ever used. A. D. Qodfeey, Route 8.

$mg AA a bottle, with le^al written guarantee or contract.
f^'Vv Send for copy, booklet and litters from business^m lijeri iiii'I trainers on evci v kiii.i ..f .:.•-,. Permanently
^# cures Spavin. Thoroughpin, Ringbone ieyc.-i>t l..\\i.

Curb. Splint. Capped Hock. Windpuff. Shoe Boll, Injured
Tendona and all Lameness. N.. ^iin ..i l..^s..f luur Hoise works
n5M,ur.l lh„l,-rs ,11- El press l',(,<l.

Troy ChemlcaJ Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton, N.Y.

Ei^M I Civ I O KK'I'lTICVKIt.
I Free report .IS to I'atciitalnUty. Ilhistrateii (Juide
Uouk, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent tree.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Washington. D. C.

A DETERMINED WOMAN
Finally Found a Food that Cured Her

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps lo cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House, New York

Yon can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is saje. and is where

vou can obtain u when wanted, and will yteld.fair earn-

inos for everu rlav invested. See their advertisement

ori page 692. aiid write them for full information.

"When I first read of the remarkable
effects of Grape-Nuts food, I determined to

secure some," says a woman of Salisbury,
Mo. "At that time there was none kept in

this town, but my husband ordered some
from a Chicago traveler.

"1 had been greatly afflicted with sudden
attacks of cramps, nausea, and vomiting.
Tried all sorts of remedies and physicians,
but obtained only temporary relief. As soon
as I began to use the new food the cramps
disappeared and have never returned.
"My old attacks of sick stomach were a

little slower to yield, but by continuing the
food, that trouble had disappeared entirely.

I am today perfectlj; well, can eat anything
and everything I wish, without paying the
penalty that I used to. We would not keep
house without Grape-Nuts.
"My husband was so delighted with the

benefits I received that he has been recom-
mending Grape-Nuts to his customers and
has built up a very large trade on the food.
He sells them by the case to many of the
leading physicians of the county, who recom-
mend Grape-Nuts very generally. There is

some satisfaction in using a really scientifi-

cally prepared food."
Read the little book. "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

WESHIPonAPPROVAL
withoue a cent dffosie,pTcpAy the freight
and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLT COSTS one cent to learn our

unheard of prices and marvelous offers

oo highest g^rade 1910 model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES ftCV'o^
a pair of tires from anyone at any price
until you write for our large Art Catalog
and learn our -wonder/utproposition on first

sample bicycle going to your town.

RIDER AGENTS STtTTSr".'
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.

Tl RESr Coaster-Bralie rear wheels*
lamps, repairs and all sundries at half usual prices.

Do Not Walt; write today for our special offer

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. F-71 CHICAGO

igAYimv/mr.itj
.Successful^

Stop Forgetting

MEMORY
the BASIS

of All

Knowledge
You are no greater intellectually

than your memory. Send today for
my free book "How to Remember*'—Faces.

II

Names, Studies—Develops Will, Concentration, Self-
Contidence, Ci>n%ersntion, Pul)lir Speakine. Ad'iress
DICKSON MEMORST SCHOOL, 701 Attd't'm Bldg., Cbicago

AGENTS—$1.33 Per Hour
Comer made it, so can you. Swain says, "Best
thing I ever struck." Easy money maker. High
School boy sold 36 boxes in 2 days—profit
S 1 2.60. Agents get i^ig repeat orders—build up
steady business. Everybody vrears hosiery.
Guaranteed for 4 months against holes in heels and
toes. Send right ;back to us if not perfectly satisfac-

tory. J. R. Valentine sold 600 pairs In 60 hours
^
—yoQ can do as well—yes—bettor. Worn goods-
replaced free—no experience needed—wo teach
you everything. Here's your ond big chance

—

^_^' don't lose it—write today. Free samples.

THOMAS MFG. CO.. li^S4 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

t
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Dustless Housecleaning
T" 'C A* C l' Bushing, whirling, suckin
I Prril IC Air OUCtlOn. »• '•»''«ns carpets, nigs,*ClIlllV.m« »>'***'»*""• mnttii.sra on flour, iviflionl -^ \ » *^ y QU
swoepingordusting. No motors, no elt-rtnriiy. CuiLsiaiit :

tjun. New Home Vacuum Cleaner. Kew pi iiu ipl -. One
person operates. Weighs nine pounds. Simple—pone
fu|_effective. It's the constant suction that does it-

terrific. Irresistible, sure. Sucking, drawing—gather-
ing up into itself dirt—dust—Brit-germs and grime
from the very warp and filjre of carpets, rv"=

mattings. Does same liind of worls as higher pvK
machines. Price so low all may enjoy itsbenehts,

IJniike anything you've seen or heard of. Makes
carpets look like new. Better than it taken
up and beaten. Raises no dust, so no dusting

• required. Does what days of sweeping and
(
pounding could ne%er do. Mrs. .Jano

"lullv. Neb., writes. "You don't clain
half enough. I wouldn't part _wiUl

my cleaner for any price, if

couldn't get another. My te]

year old girl operates mine
easily and enjoys it."

SAVi:S MONEY',
STHKNOTII

Can
"^Abandon
Brooms,

Brushes and
Dust Cloths.

They don't clean your rugs and
cariwts. Brooms and sweepers

i.ll the air with clouds of un-
healthy disease-laden dust and

^erms and remove only surface dirt.

r .,,ew Home Vacuum Cleaner sucks up
not only surface dirt, but all dirt, dust,

grit and germs from very -B-arp and
lie. Distniliance and upheaval of house-

cleaning uniieccssaiy. Stopshort! rutdruUg-
ery liehind you—leisure and health before. In
ew Home Vncuum ClcTiierliesyour salya-
>n from honsehold shivery. A'lojit thencw—easy

—niodern—sanitary—soienti tic w ay of cleaning,

J'rice $8.50. Sent Anywhere.
Not Sold in Stores.

Think of it! Not SlOO, S.'0, nor even $25—only
S8.50. Think! what a small price for such a

wonderful invention. What's $8.50 compared to a
*», neat, clean home; when you can banish forever the

Jy, drudgery of s\veeplng—cleaning—dus<ine;when there
w ill be no more carpets and rugs to take up and beat.

We guarantee New Home Vacuum Cleaner to be just
as represented or your money back. Comes set up
ri adv tor use. You will bodelighted—enraptured with
It Sirs. Henry Deller, R. I. "I must thank you for
t lling me of your wonderful cleaner. What a Mess-

—^ ,
--^

1
.,.. . 'If,' itistowomen. I have not felt so rested in years.

$^^ _«.»» ^^fc^^^^Sg^^gSy^^S^ Work now ea'Y. Plenty of spare time. Don't see how
^^ Ckfl ^^^^^toS!S«.^^^P'\.)u can sell it so cheap." Don't wait: don't hesitate,
^^k»*J\J ^^^?5&&'^^^^p^)r(lor now. You risk nothing. To try a New Home
^^^ '^S^^^^^^^t leaner means to want it—then to keep it. Every cleaner

^^^^^tested before shi Piling—guaranteed as represented or money
refunded. Send for a cleaner now

Agents are Making Big Profits.
Women excited-eiiger to buvas soon as they see how beautifully it n-orks. No trouble to make sales-

Pa., "Sold 45
_ _ . „„ „ , .. ,_ ,. , ... .. YOU make

money,
' YOuVet these big profits. Write a card now Get our liberal proposition.

_

Address R. ARMSTRONG MFG. CO. 1111 Alms Bldg. Cincinnati. Ohio

Sent Ansrwhere

Women excited—eagertobnyas wuun u^, iht-j r„r^..>-„ ,^, t.,.,^,...,... .- ... -;- --.

no experience required. Just demonstrate-that's all. Shown in three minutes-soId

Goff Mo says- ^'Sold five cleaners last Saturday; my first attempt. V\ . H Morgan, 1

cleaners"*in 25 hours." It's immense. So simple—so cheap, "iet so good, all buy.

After Death,What?
A Glimpse "Beyond the Veil"

THE MOST SCHOLARLY book ever
written on the Great Hereafter,
yet so simple in its presentation of

baffling problems that all who read may
understand.

"What the Heavenly Rest Means," "Oc-
cupations in Heaven," "State of the Soul
Between Death and the Resurrection"
and "Our Children in Heaven" are but a
few quotations from a truly remarkable
table of contents.

Bound in rich purple Vellum de Luxe
with Gold; 400 Pages. Size when open,

8x12 inches. Special PWce, to close out
a limited number of copies now [Ff\^
on hand (All Charges Prepaid) OVr
NOTE:—Every book is guaranteed delivered in

perfect condition, and should your order reach us
too late, money will be promptly refunded. Address

The Christian Herald Booli Dept.
BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY

Hunyadi "»|
Ja.nos

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:

Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

CONSTIPATIO
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

JViE-MORIALS &
i|ONUriE.NTS
IQI^MFB fmLTERItS 5 CM00L'5 6 Parks

LARGE VARIETY OF DESIGNS fOR EVERY PURP05E
DELIVEREDANYWilCRt 'SLND TOR CATALOGS
STATE REQUIREMENTS AGENTS WANTED

MONUMENTAL BRONZE. CO.
355-B HOWARD AVt., BRIDGEPORT CONN.

WE HAVE "TOO MUCH GOLD."

That's the Reason for the High Cost of

Living, so Says a Committee of

Massachusetts Legislators

—

Doesn't that Settle It?

$4Q0 f.r$l^

TENDAYS-tl,
Ifn-.ttliel

Razor made
the old fa-hioJied

wav , liand - forgt d
from razor steel, oil-

•red ; p^- in. blade.
hollow ground, douhlo

t finely balanced black
\- lihide special tested—

a

'Ml will bei>roud toown.
>END NO MONEY—Just send nrtn.e

id ra/nrtoyou. UseitFREE
it.seiidusfa<'torvpricc,ljl.40

.v.rflurnil.iiidynu'llc

nothing. Carroll Cutler & CO.. 192 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago

BF.EKEEPING its pleasures and profits, is the
thciiie of that exc'cUent and

handsomely illnstratwl niasiazine, <;F-EAM>'GS INUEE <'(il.T|iHi:. \Vi- .ifiicl it for six niontlis on trial
lor twenty- ilvi- cents, ami also send free a m.]ia(.'e liook
onheesand our bee supply cataloK to all who name this
paper, THE A, I. KOOT CO,, Box 70, Mednia, Ohio

At last we have the rea.son for the high cost

of living. Congress has tackled the question
and so have many states and commercial
bodies. It remained for a committee of solons
from the Massachusetts State Legislature,
however, to give us the real reason for the
increased cost of food stuffs. They have
given us the result of their investigations in a
ponderous report of seven hundred pages, in

which they finally declare that the primary
cause of high prices is the increase in the gold
supply.
You never would have believed it, would

you? Of course you naturally feel in your
pockets to discover the increased supply of
gold, and you soon make up your mind that
the other fellow has it. You will also conclude
after mature deliberation that it is a far cry
from the conclusions of political economists
to the real causes that lie behind the increased
cost of living. One does not need to be a
great political economist to see that the real

cause may be found in decreased supply and
increased demand. If there are not enough
apples to go 'round, those who want them
will have to pay more for them. The same
principle applies to all food products.
As Secretary Wilson has said, the remedy

is in "a return to the farm and the simple
life." Vfe cannot all go back to the farm.
Most of us wouldn't know what to do if we
did go back to the farm. But we can all go
back to the simple life. Fortunately it is the
time of the year when we can cut out heavy
meats and rich pastries without suffering any
hardship. Green vegetables, fresh fruits and
Shredded Wheat furnish a simple and inex-
pensive diet that is more healthful and more
nourishing than meat or eggs. Take a
Shredded Wheat Biscuit (which contains
all the body-building elements in the whole
wheat), heat it in the oven to restore crispness
and then cover with strawberries. Serve it

with milk or cream and you have a dish that
is not only appetizingly delicious, but actually
contains more digestible nutriment than meat
or eggs. The Biscuit is equally wholesome
and palatable when combined with other
berries, fresh fruits, sliced bananas or stewed
prunes. Such a diet, combined with fresh
green vegetables from the garden, is an ideal
summer diet for all kinds of people and
represents an investment of only a few cents
for a nourishing, strengthening meal. The
richest man in America couldn't buy anvthin
better.

Jesus Explaining the Kingdom

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THE way of a man when he is

about to begin a great work is to

make a flourish of trumpets.
But that is not God's way. He begins
things small and lets them grow. Look
at the tiny acorn, and then at the great
spreading oak. Look at the little babe
and then at a strong man. Among
the Jews in Palestine, the mustard was
called the smallest of all seeds. Un-
doubtedly there were smaller seeds,

but none that grew to the treelike pro-

portions of the mustard bush, which
sometimes attained a height of twelve
feet.

Like a Mustard Seed

When Jesus sat beside the sea, and
taught the people in parables, he
spoke of a grain of mustard seed, and
with it he compared the kingdom of

heaven. Undoubtedly mustard bushes
were in sight when Jesus made the
comparison, and he well knew that the
people would quickly understand what
he wished to teach them, if he con-
nected his instruction with something
already familiar to them. One of the
foundation stones of good teaching is

"lead from the known to the unknown."
It is quite likely that some of his hear-
ers had themselves sowed mustard
seeds in their own door yards and had
watched them grow. Jesus said: "It

is greater than the herbs, and becometh
a tree, so that the birds of the heaven
comeand lodge in thebranchesthereof."
And the people knew why the birds
came, not so much for the shade, as for
the mustard seeds which were food for
them. They remembered how they
themselves gathered mustard seed and
mixed it with the food of their pigeons.
We believe that Jesus had in his

thoughts the time when the seed of the
kingdom was planted, when he was
born a little babe in Bethlehem, "con-
ceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the
Virgin Mary." Or he may have been
thinking of John the Baptist, who pre-
pared the soil for the seed of the king-
dom; and then he may have thought of
Andrew and John, who were his first

disciples, or he may have thought of
his small company of apostles as the
seed of the kingdom. He did not tell

them how great the "tree" would be-
come; that a great multitude, which
no man could number, of all nations
and kindreds and peoples and tongues,
should stand before the throne of
God in heaven—redeemed, wearing-
white robes, with palms of victory in

their hands. He did not even tell them
that on the day of Pentecost three
thousand souls should be added to the
Church, and after that daily such as
should be saved. He did not tell them
all of these things, because they were
beyond their comprehension.

If we watch a tree day by day we do
not see that it is growing larger;
hardly in a year can we notice much, if

any, growth in a tree, particularly if

we are accustomed to see it every day.
But let five, ten, fifteen years pass, and
then if we will look at a tree, we will
see that it has grown a great deal. A
few days ago we were reading in a
United States census report how much
the great church tree in the United
States had grown during sixteen years
between 1890 and 1906. In 1906 the
Protestant bodies reported the number
of members to be 20,287,742; in 1890
the Protestant bodies reported 14,007,-
187; showing an increase of 44.8 per
cent,, or 6,280,5.55. The number of
church edifices Avas 192,795, an increase
since 1890 of 50,308, or 35.3 per cent.
This represents approximately sixty
new church edifices each week, or eight
each day, for the sixteen-year period.
These were built by all denominations,
Protestants, Roman Catholics, Jews,

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
July 3, 1910. Pictures of the Kingdom. Matt.
13 : 31-33; 44-52. GoLDEN TEXT :

" The kingdoin of
God is not eating and drinking; but righteousness
and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit." Rom. 14: 17.

etc. Church membership has increa d
more rapidly than the population, y

would hardly believe this, if it had .t

been stated in a United States cen|is

report: In 1890, 32.7 per cent. wL
reported as church members; in 1!

;,

39.1 per cent, were church member,
There is something quite diffeiit

from all others about this church th.
We look at trees and we say: "Thais
an elm; that a maple; that an oak, el"

The whole tree has one name, but ev'y
limb in the church tree has a diffeiit

name—and there are one hundred iji

eighty-six limbs in all. We call tl e
limbs "denominations." It is only n
the United States that the church te
has this strange way of growing, t'j
are proposing to have in Japan cy
one name for the whole tree— ij

Christian Church in Japan.
The Sunday School is a great ik

to make the church tree—the kingtin
of God—grow.

Like the Leaven

We should say like yeast, but lea' i,

instead of being liquid like yeast, ,s

a batch of fermented dough for je

rising. There were women in Je ;'

audience as he taught beside the i.

He wished that they, as well as e

men, should understand him, so e

said: "The kingdom of heaven is e

unto leaven, which a woman took, d

hid in three measures of meal [at t

one peck and a half J till all was h -

ened." The women knew so well e

process of leavening that it was \ y

plain to them that the truth s

preached by Jesus Christ would
spread abroad in the earth. But t

could hardly have grasped it as f

as we now know it, and yet there
the thought that truth was mighty
would prevail.

Jesus may have had in mind w
the Gospel would do to bless woi
and children. Before Christiar
the woman had no power over

Continued on next 'page

No need to pay the high price '

couch or bed hammocks. The ir

proved 1910 Hammo-port is be

ter in every way— less expensive. Back rest :

instable to any position, use as a wind shield
^

back rest. The patent spting cann.jt sagandw
support 450 lbs. Use as a hammock or bed

outdoor sleeping. Solid colors and handsoi

stripes, positively fast colors. Guaranteed sat

factory or money back. Buy from your dealer

wewill^CI 7 '^ shipcompleie.east of Ro(

;

i for *^ -'•'-' Ask for Booklet J FRles

^Carnie-Goudie Mfg. Co.^
Kansas City, Missouri ,.~M-^

^\jy"v^

20

Sent on Approval. Setid No Mone;. ^ .

, WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS. I

S

KSend a lock of your h:iir, and we \ t

p22 inch short stem fine human hair
;match. If you find it a big bargain, r
;

intcndaya, or sell Sand GETYOUF 1

FREE. Extra shades a little more. t>

postage. Free beauty book showing late! *

hair dressing- -also high grade switches )i

doura. wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA S

Dept. 84 19 Quincy St. Chicago ^ j

Beautiful Post Cards
No Two Alike— Latest Designs

Lovely assoitment of 20 .\rtistic Bit tliday, Friei "Hj

(iooi-l Lui'k, Roses aiicl Flowers in e.xqtiisite coU *''

for only 10 cents, it you answer this ad. iinmea''J'

J. H. Seymour, 335 \V. Eighth St., Topeka,*"'

Eettu-nable examination copies of the great hym™'

HALLOWED HYMiS
mailed on request to churches needing new Iff
THK ISIGLOW A MAI.\ (0., New Yoik or CIi!!*
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cKlren. As a wife the husband had

th power of life and death over her,

ai absolute control of her property.

X law considered her as the sister of

ht own children, and all her property

bf.me that of her husband; all her

ej lings were his. The Roman father

hi absolute authority over his son;

hfcould chastise him, put him in

clns, exile him; he had the power
oilife and death over him. And
di?hters were under the same rule.

C stantine, called the ''first Christian

Eperor," ventured to punish as a

pi'icide a father killing- his son.

Mters grew still better under Jus-

tiin; he pave full control to the son

ofiis own property. The difference

b(reen the father's power under the

ol' Roman law and that under Jus-

ti in measures the difference between

th old and the new world. As to

wian, the absolute power of the hus-

bii cea.'cd under Justinian's laws,

cdensed from (hata Chrifiti. And
th Christianity began to care for

uDrtunate women and children by
tl- formation of charities. The Jewish
wien who heard Jesus compare the

kijdom of heaven with leavening^

mt have had many thoughts of

h(;t as they were engaged in their

ta; of bread-making, but it was too

gnt for them to know it all at once.

A I yet the little they could compre-
hiJ was an uplift to them. The
wien of our day should think more
al'at what Christianity has done and
is oing for them and for their chil-

dn. They have become .^o accus-

tced to the freedom and happiness of

f£ lly life that they are in danger of

fcretting the source of it.

here probably were many poor peo-

pl and some beggars in Jesus' audi-
er; by the sea, but Jesus probably
rognized some men of means there
tc or he would not have compared the
kiijdom of heaven with "treasure."

/e must understand what "treas-

u. hid in the field" meant to an
^ntal. They had no banks in which

tceposit their surplus wealth, so they
St etly hid it by digging a hole in the
g'jnd. Circumstances of death or

' --jr(,oval might cause the hidden treas-

•[j Uj to be forgotten; the secret was
r qne likely to die with a man. "If a

/O ' ir.i in plowing should unexpectedly
!*5fcw^tn up such treasure, he was quite

li ly to hide it again until such a time
a; he could become the owner of the
fi 1. It was according to Jewish law
tU the treasure belonged to him, if

h'jould claim ownership of the soil,

a even if the field were not his own,
u Bss others could prove their right
tut. If the treasure was in loose
CMS, he might claim it, if he bought
tl corn. The law went so far as to

ujj(via|idge to the purchaser of fruits
a,thing found among those fruits."

—

(<yitdensed from Edershcim.)
h the minds of the "capitalists" of

tit day the kingdom of heaven would
Ue on a new value as Jesus compared

, ^^ it/ith treasure hid in the held, and in

W^ aprobability some who hoard Jesus
b'lme desirous to have some owner-
sb in the kingdom of heaven.
,pme years ago a great discovery of

frl was made in Michigan. It was
1 in a mine, but on the copper plates
o:[ tumble-down mill. A certain firm
n: paid $2,600 for the plant, expcct-

J]
to use the machinery elsewhere.

T; purchasers put an expert in to
a3rtain the value of the property,
"was acquainted with the substitu-
"i of gold for copper on battery

^Ptes, and the absorbent qualities

j-^ -opper for some ores of gold, and he"^^ t) d the plates before testing the

,,,„(,
tiings. From the first plate a brick
vued at ifl.noo was taken. About
s ;y thousand tons of tailings were
oained, and under cyanide treatment
y ded a profit of .$1.'50 per ton. It is

•5 I that miners living in that neigh-
ohood had intended using the plates
t'roof their cottages, but found them
I* heavy! Many who i-ead this story
vi^ish they might have such "a

find." But the treasure to be found
in the kingdom of heaven is far more
to be desired. There can be no con-
test at law over its possession; no
fluctuation in value; no slump; no giv-
ing up when death comes. If it could
be bought with a price, one might well
sell all that he has to obtain it. ' But it

is not purchasable; it is the gift of
God.

"If you could prove to me that Chris-
tianity is all a delusion, I would go
home whistling," said a young man to
me as we walked together on the street
after the close of a church meeting,
where had been discussed the story of
Christ and the rich young ruler. I

was stunned into silence by such words
from such a source. He continued:
"If that lesson we have just studied
is really the teaching of Christ, and if

Christ is our Loi-d and Master, what
business have I hustling for the million
I hope to make? A Christian has no
right to devote his chief energies to
making his fortune, and that is the
very thing I want to do." He paused,
expecting my rebuke or consolation. I

gave neither, but looked with awe at
this battle between the new St. George
and his dragon. The amazing part of
it all was that the young man was at
that very time the teacher of a Sunday
School class of young men. He had
in previous years been a physical direc-
tor in the Y. M. C. A. The members
of his class were the more ready to
accept his opinions when he outplayed
them all in the gymna.'^ium and the ball

field. If he had been convinced that
Christianity was a delusion, I doubt
if he could have done much whistling,
or if there would have been much ring
in his whistling. But before the long-

walk was ended, he had settled the
question right.

O Master, let me -walk with Thee
In lowly paths of service free;
Tell me Thy secret ; help me bear
The strain of toil, the fret of care.

Teach me Thy patience ; still with Thee
In closer, dearer company,
In work that keeps faith sweet and stronp:.

In trust that triumphs over wronfr

;

In hope that sends a shininp: ra^
Far down the futures broadenmg way.
In peace that only Thou canst give.
With Thee, O Master, lot mo live.

Like a Merchant Seeking Goodly Pearls

As Palestine was on the highway be-

tween Persia, Arabia and Egypt, and
merchantmen carried pearls among
their treasures, it is not unlikely that

Jesus saw some man or men of that
character in his audience; also the peo-

ple generally knew something about
pearls because of the caravans carry-

ing them, else he would not have said:

"The kingdom of heaven is like unto a
merchant seeking goodly pearls. And
having found one pearl of great price,

he went and sold all that he had and
bought it." Jesus must have had in

mind a very large pearl or an exceed-

ingly fine one. The most perfect pearl

in existence is "La Pellegrina" in the

museum at Moscow; it weighs twenty-
eight carats.
Oh our voyage to Australia, our first

landing place was at Thursday Island.

In the harbor, floating on turquoise-

blue water, was a fleet of small pearl-

ing vessels. After we had landed and
were passing through the one long

street lined with cocoanut palms we
observed very small shops, but the win-
dows were filled with magnificent

pearls. As we walked through the

town we noticed the miserable huts in

which the people lived, hardly more
than shacks, and we came to the con-

clusion that after all the pearl industry

did not greatly increase the wealth of

the people. We purchased a small

pearl spoon as a souvenir. It is very

pretty to look at, but it does not add
an additional flavor to anything we
have eaten with it.

But how difl"erent is the kingdom of

heaven to which Jesus likened a pearl

of great price ! Every one who has it

in his heart is enriched by it for time

and "ternity.

Universal

Intercommunication

:^X ,>:ix,
^N<<^

LOHG
DISTANCE^

TELEPHONE

Universal service as typified

by the Bell System today is

the result of thirty years of

unceasing endeavor.

The equipment for this ser-

vice includes ten million miles

of wire, more than twenty-live

thousand miles of under-

ground conduit, buildings

enough to house a city of

people, thousands of switch-

boards with millions of tiny

electric lights and billions of

miles of fine copper threads

— over five million telephones in

daily use.

This great development has

been made possible only by
sound financing and proper

provision for maintenance and
reconstruction; while fair

profits and substantial security

have won the confidence of

conservative investors. Espe-

cially when considered with

the fact that the value of Bell

properties exceeds the out-

standing capital.

The Bell System was so

wisely planned and soundly

constructed that it has kept

pace with the constantly in-

creasing demands of a Nation.

Twenty million connections made daily

show the usefulness of the Bell service.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service,

The HOTEL WILLARD
256 West Seventy Sixth Street near

Broadway and Riverside Drive

An ideal home for visitors to New York
desiring the quiet of a refined neighborhood.

Q It overlooks the beautiful Hudson, and is

in the finest residential district. QThe
dining room is conaucted on both the

American and European plan and tnere is

no bar. Q The rooms are large, cool, airy

and delightful.

Attractive special rates are ma-e from June 1st to Sep-

tember let. Room with bath, $1.50 and up. Parlor

bedroom and bath, $2.00 and up. Literature upzn rctjuest,

ARTHUR T. HARDY, Manager

The Deaf

Can Hear
Thirty Days' Home Trial

Deaf people should send
their names and addresses

at once to set The Electro-

phone. This wonderful
instrument is perfected to

such a degree that many
persons formerly deaf can
now hear the faintest

sounds, and we unhesitat-

ingly send it to any afflict-

ed person on thirty days'

Home Trial so that they
tnay convince themselves
they can converse as those

whoare not afflicted. You
can enjoy concerts and
distinctly liear public

speakers. Thousands are in use. Many users tell

us it has srreatly improved their hearinsand has
stopped their head noises. In many instances the

normal hearine: has l)een entirely restored. If you
are deaf or hard of liearing, do not fail to send
your name and address today, and test this won-
derful instrument, and seewhatniany responsible
people who are using it say of The Electrophove.
Write at once. (9)1

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
.3.55 Stewart Building, 92 State Street, Chicago

isl INVISIBLE



''You see, Ma, when I got to the store I forgot what you sent for, so I

just got a package of

Post Toasties
We always want them '*

**The Memory Lingers"

Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan, U. S. A.
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THI5 AflERlCAN FLAG FREE
WOULDN'T you like to own a large American

Flag like the one shown in the frontispiece of

The Christian Herald, if you could get it for nothing ?

* -i^ -fr tV

Not a little hand flag, understand, but a man-size

" Old Glory," 6 feet long by 4 feet wide, bigger

than the top of your dining room table.

i! -ir -ir -ii

Not a pitiful wisp of color, mind you, but real red,

white and blue, right from the factory of the Govern-

ment flag-maker, and guaranteed not to fade, run or

shrink, no matter what the weather.

^ -{^ -tc -if

Here is an opportunity to keep faith with .your

patriotism, for you will have use for a flag, not only on

every holiday for many years to come, but you can

also use it constantly for decorative purposes in public

and private sociables, in the schoolhouse, in the

church, and, best of all, in the Home. Imagine being

able to celebrate Fourth of July with a flag as big as

this. Wouldn't it be better than fire-crackers for the

children ? You may have it for nothing.

HOW ?
At this time of the year The Christian Herald

usually puts forth an extraordinary effort to increase the

number of members of the great Christian Herald

Family. We can only do this with the help of the

present members. You are one of these and we know

you will help us. But we have no right to accept

your good offices for nothing and so we make you the

following proposition.

A- -ft -iir «

The regular annual subscription price of The

Christian Herald, as you know, is $1.50.

Compare Size of Flag ivith Height of Cliildren

TIMI? lIMITt This Offer will positively close Monday,
lllflE. Llltlll I July 18. So ACT at ONCE, as we have
but a limited number of these premiums. DO IT TO-DA Y.

P.S.—Of course you may send as many subscriptions as you like.

Isn't there some one among your relatives, friend f
acquaintances who you know would be benefited y
reading The Christian Herald? You can probiy

think of several in a few minutes and it would e
comparatively easy for you to get them to subsc e

for a short trial period, say six months.

If you will send us 75 cents, we will mail
'

e

Christian Herald for six months (July I to Januar
twenty-six numbers), to any address in the Un j

States or Canada, and for your trouble we will s 1

absolutely free, to any address you may design
,

the beautiful American Flag like the one she i

in the illustration.

* -k ^ -k

And in addition to this we will also send yo i

beautiful double tone picture showing portraits of |

the Presidents of the United States from Washing i

to Taft. Think of it : a veritable gallery of Statesn i

who have helped to make this country what it is

!

Thisbeautiful picture is printed on India coated pa[

measuring 18x21 mches, suitable for framing,

should be m every patriotic home, and it may be i

yours, free of charge,if you take advantage of our off

Send Us 75 Cents

And we will mail to any address, THW
CHRISTIAN HERALD for Six Monti

^
In addition to this we will send to ai

address designated by you Our Beautif

Double Tone Picture of the Presiden

and Our Beautiful American Flag, Ab;
lutely FREE of all expense to you.

Address: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD SPECIAL FLAG OFFER, BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORl

Que^ions and Answers
R. M., Pittsfield. Is the "Gift of Tongues;" a

real or an imaginary one in modern times?
We hear a great deal about it in certain

religious sects.

The "Gift of Tongues" at_ Pentecost was
given because of an urgent need. It was speak-

ing not in unknown tongues, but in the cur-

rent languages represented in that great throng
of different nationalities. There^was no con-

fusion, no misunderstanding, no Babel of un-

couth or unintelligible sounds. It was the

method chosen by the Holy Spirit to bring into

the Gospel fold the strangers from other lands,

who wefe soon to depart. That the gift may
still be bestowed in modern times is not ques-

tioned; but that it has been bestowed in some
instances where emotional and uninstructed

persons are concerned, is questionable. We
should "try the spirits" to see whether they be
of God or otherwise. He is not the author of

confusion and he gives no message to his chil-

dren that is wholly lost through being unintel-
ligible.

J. D., Xenia, O. I lately heard a sermon on the
future life, but it was, to me at least, dis-
appointing. It was too much of a material
picture. What is The Christian Heralu's
view?

The veil has been lifted by no human hand,
but revelation has given us glimpses of the na-
ture of the place of which Jesus spoke in John
14 : 2-3. Heaven has been described as a king-
dom, a country, a city, a home—the place of
purity and uncloying happiness, where life will

be free from the limitations we now experience
and filled with larger and higher possibilities.

Here, we cannot realize our ideals ; human life

is a training-school for the larger 'life. Here
there can be no spiritual fruition ; it must "be
over yonder. Here, we sometimes have dim
foreshadowings of the great joy that is to be
ours, but the problem can only be worked out
on the other side, where higher responsibilities
and more abundant joy await him who has
been faithful in this life. (See Matt. 25th
chapter; Rev. 3: 21.)

Marie B., Pittsburg, Pa. Is the desire for im-
mortality a universal one or must we regard
it as one that appeals only to the enlight-
ened and spiritualized heart?

The belief in immortality and the desire of it

are world-wide. Yet when we look around us
and see the vast majority of the human race
with their affections strongly concentrated on
material things, we may well doubt whether the
problem of a future life is receiving thn su-

OUR MAIL-BAG Miscellaneous

preme attention it merits. There are three

classes, i. e. : 1. Those who really desire immor-
tality and who try, with ('nine help, to n.ould

their lives accordingly ; 2, those who shrink
back from the great question, and 3, those who
apparently never think of it. This last is a
very large class. What they hear on the sub-

ject seems to make no impression. Christ came
to bring life and immortality to light, but there

is no outward evidence that these darkened
minds have ever heard and understood the mes-
sage. The pursuit of riches, of pleasure, of

luxury, of sinful indulgence, and of the prizes

the world offers is fatal to spiritual develop-
ment. Yet even such persons, once thoroughly
awakened, often become the most zealous of

Christians and the world's allurements seem to

them a very little thing in comparison with the
life to come.

E. S., St. Elmo, 111. For the benefit of a young
men's Bible class please state what are the
arguments that the Christian life is easier
or harder than the non-Christian life.

Christ himself has told us in Matt. 11 : 30

that his yoke is "easy." He keeps those who
trust in him (John 17 : 15 ; Phil. 4:7; Jude 24 ;

Rev. 3: 10; Ps. 121: 5). In trials and tempta-
tions, he gives us strength and courage ; he
gives peace to the mind and res; to the heart.

(Phil. 4:7.) It is well to begin to serve God
in youth (Lam. 3: 27). Those who serve him
are assured of every good gift. (Rom. 8: 28.)

He makes our lives full of blessing ; he hears
and answers prayers, and delivers us, for his

Son's sake, out of all our troubles (See Ps.
34). The non-Christian life has no assurance
of any of these blessings.

B. G., Stanley, Wis. 1. "We read of Prince
Albert, Queen Victoria, King Edward, and
King George. What are their surnames ?
2. How many veterans of the Mexican War
are there now living ? I am one of them.

1. Queen Victoria and King Edward did not
have surnames in the way one has the name of
Smith or Jones, neither has King George, for
the reason that their ancestors were- rulers long
before surnames came into use, and they used
only given names, followed by the name of the
countship, principality, or kingdom over which
they ruled at the tin'e. Some of the modern
ruling families who attained the royal station
since the Middle Ages have surnames, such as

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD. June 29, 1910. Page 598

the Bonapartes, the Bernadottes of Sweden,
etc. The British papers at the time of King
Edward's death spoke with pride of the fact

that their royal line was so old that it had no
family surname. Sometimes Victoria was
spoken of as having the name of Guelph, but

that was incorrect usage,» as Guelph was a
designation always preceded by the word "of" ;

in other words, a title of place and not a name.
Prince Albert, the Consort, was descended from
the Dukes of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha ; here again
was a title and not .a surname. The same rule ap-
plies to the German Emperor and some others.

2. All survivors of the Mexican War are on the

pension rolls. They number 2,459.

Mrs. M. G., Lynn, Mass. Hearing an evange-
list make the statement that Elijah is to
come back to earth again at the last days,
and is to be killed in the streets of Jerusalem,
I should like to ask whether this is any
tradition of anything in the Scriptures re-
lating to this?

There are several Elijah legends in the Tal-
mud and among the Mohammedan, Greek and
Latin churches, but none of the character you
mention. The Jews had for many centuries a
fixed belief that he would again appear for the
relief and restoration of his country.

A. L'Ep., New Rochelle, N. Y. 1. What is the
proper way to spell chanticleer? Is it a
French word, and what is the translation
or meaning of it? 2. Is there a republic
older than Switzerland? If so. what is the
name and situation of it?

1. Chantecler is the spelling adopted in this
country for the chief character, the cock, in
Rostand's famous drama. It is a French word
and is spelled there chanteclair. It was the
name of the cock in the old story of Reynard
the Fox and for years has been used practically
to designate the ruler of the barnyard, the
"rooster." 2. The little republic of San Marino
not only claims to be the oldest existing repub-
lic, but also the oldest State in Europe with a
continuous existence. It is in northeast Italy
among the Apenines and has an area of thirty-
three square miles. It is governed by a council,
has an army of nearly a thousand men and an
order of knighthood. It has been independent
since the early Middle Ages. In 1631 the Pope
confirmed its independence, and in 1697 a treaty
was signed with the Italian government. The
population is a little over 11,000.

Subscriber, Millgrove, Ont. See answer
J. F. C, Boone, la., in The Christian Hera
issue of April 27, 1910.

A. S. G., Pioneer, O. 1. The millennium
generally regarded by Christian millennarians
an earthly kingdom, limited in its duration i

as "introductory to a spiritual and eternal st

of being." 2. See note on "Paradise " in Ma
Bag of recent date.

J. M., New York. The contention that it

not necessary to read the Bible is altogeti

wrong. It can only be used successfully
Catholics in countries where the people :

illiterate and where the Bible is denied the

Stick to your Bible and let the false friends
;

W., Massachusetts. Dr. Talmage's impr
sions of a Christmas Eve visit in Bethlehem
described in a sermon entitled "The Sky P

them," which appeared in this paper ma
years ago. It is now only to be had in I

published collection of his sermons in book for

C. M. B., Millwood, Ga. You have app:

ently been reading an old Jewish legend wh
says that Adam had two wives, Eve and Lili

the latter first. Her name means "screech-ov
and she is described as a frightener of childrc

The legend is purely fanciful, like many othi

of the same sort.

Blanche E. W., Barre, Mass. An Evang
ieal Church is a body of Christians, who ou
the door to all who admit the fundamental d'

trines of Christianity without inquiring ir

the minutiae of their particular confessions,
this country, the term "evangelical" is appli

practically to all churches that believe in t

divinity and the atonement to distinguish tlu

from those who do not.

S. C. H.. Mahtomedi. Minn. 1. The sto

that Ingersoll recanted before his death h

been denied. 2. Blaine's mother was a Cathol

and his father a Presbyterian. It is said th

he was baptized as a Catholic child, but aftc

ward took his father's faith and joined t

Congregational Church. His funeral was hi

in a Protestant Church—the Church of t

Covenant—in Washington.

Our "Children's Pulpit " has many reade

big and little. Here is a quaint note from
little miss in Orange County, N. Y.. to I

Farrar, which deserves to find a place in Ti

Mail-Bag.
"I am a little girl about three and a hs

years old. My grandmother reads your s(

mons to little children every week to me, ami

like them vei-y much. I shall always remei

ber what you said about "Palm Sunday."
was so good. I think you are very good

talk so much to little children like me. J

father preaches every Sunday to big folk

When I grow bigger, I hope I shall understai

him better. I wonder if you have a little gi

like me. My name is

"Elizabeth Scott Kirkwood."

11
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Jewish Farmer Threshing Wheat A Street Seller in Nazareth Harvesting in Galilee*s Fields

5a FLOCKING BACK TO PALESTINE
Jws Gathering There From Many Lands and the Old Hebre^v Tongue Leaping into Living Speech Again

,NLY
have

attention

ject

Churning Butter

ONLY those who
have given real

to the sub-

form any-
thing like an idea of

the stupendous
change that is coming
over the Holy I-and.

The land, the people
and all the conditions
of life are undergoing
a strange transforma-
tion. One fact alone
might convince a
doubter as to the
metamorphosis of

Palestine. In the year
1827, when the late

Sir Moses Montefiore
\ited that country, there were only about five hun-
d d Jews in all Palestine! Even that number was
siposed to be wonderful,
.'here are now over fifty thousand Jews in and

aund Jerusalem alone. The little red houses that
h;e sprung up by hundreds without the city present
aingular contrast to the ancient gray
wlls. A marvelous revival of indu.stry
lime of the causes of this wonderful
iiux. Another is to be found in the
s ies of pogroms, or ruthless massa-
cs in Russia. Roumanian oppres-
s 1 of Jews has swelled the stream of
eigrants. Of late years the old and
dayed towns of Galilee and Judea,
s h as Tiberias, Hebron, Safed, etc.,

h'e become seats of industry such as
aeneration ago would not have been
d amed of. Who ever expected to
s modern workshops in these sleepy
al stagnant old cities, which seemed
(i'med to be for all time but a mock-
e of their own hoary antiquity? It
t ly makes an extraordinary impres-
si on one to see cabinet-makers,
siths, tailors, and other artisans—all

Jv.s—toiling in such surroundings.
There is one splendid innovation,

hvever, which has already begun to
rtore the beauty of Palestine. The
fstine loveliness of Canaan must
l^^e been almost matchless. The ap-
Fling desolation that followed the
diudation of the superb woodlands,
t ether with the crumbling away of
t terraces which formed the basis

the grand system of vine and
' culture, must have saddened the

By WILLIAM DURBAN

hearts of spectators for many centuries. Within the

last two decades, a new era has been inaugurated.

Baron Edmond de Rothschild of Paris and a few
other philanthropic and wealthy leaders of the Jew-
ish community, conceived the idea of planting a
number of scattered agricultural colonies. The plan
materialized marvelously. Palestine is already
dotted with the.«e settlements. The originators may
well be proud of their enterprise. There are now
between thirty and forty vigorous and flourishing

young colonies west of the Jordan, distributed up and
down Palestine between Philistia in the south and
Lebanon in the north. The woi-k done has been
astonishing. Millions of vines and fig trees, olive

trees, citron trees, and orange trees haye been
planted, while vast numbers of young mulberry
trees are now feeding silkworms.

First of these beautiful plantations is Rischon-le-

Zion (First in Zion), two hours' carriage ride from
Jaffa. This may be reckoned the premier settle-

ment. It was founded in 1882 by Russian exiles and

Jewish Women at the "Virgin's Fountain," Nazareth

THE

is now a lovely garden city. The colony covers

1,200 acres, and is inhabited by 900 persons, with

many neat little homes. It is a wonderful colony.

Fully half a million vines have been planted.

Rischon has been a mother to many younger settle-

ments, and has supplied them with young trees in

vast numbers. It has 200,000 mulberry trees and
many fruit trees in great variety, especially fig and
almond. Two large steam presses produce a fine

olive oil. The peasants here are a splendid commu-
nity, intelligent, prosperous and happy, their con-
dition presenting a contrast to the misery they
endured in Russia. This colony was started by a
loan from Baron Edmond Rothschild, which was
steadily paid off.

One hour's journey from Rischon you come to the
Rehoboth Colony, which is still larger, so far as
land goes, for it owns 1,600 acres. There are about
forty houses here, accommodating over three hun-
dred persons in about seventy families. Each neat
dwelling has its garden and stables, with horses,

cows, and fowls, and some sheep.
The biggest of all these colonies is Zichron, with

its 2,400 acres and a population of 1,100. This is a
settlement of Roumanian Hebrews. It is a sort

of miniature Palestinian Paris, for the
people here live somewhat luxuriously.
This is truly a garden city, for it has a
magnificent garden in the centre. The
Zichronites are a musical community.
Near their splendid synagogue is their
music hall. This is a great silk-pro-

ducing spot. An hour from Zichron
are the two smaller and younger col-

onies of Em-el-Dschmal and Schweiah,
]both famous for the energy of their

little communities in their vineyards
and plantations. These three settle-

ments are in a region about five hours
from Haifa.
To the south, at Ekron in Philistia,

is a cluster of Russian exiles with a
young settlement, on which they raise

fine crops of wheat, barley, and many
fruits, while they possess valuable
stock in the shape of horses, cattle,

sheep and fowls. At Gederah is a
colony of student exiles from Russia,
with 200,000 vines and a manufactory.

Strangest of all is the i-esurrection

of the dead language, for in many of

these colonies is spoken the tongue of

Moses and David, just as it was cur-

rent in Bible times. This revival,

which is a fulfilment of prophetic ex-

pectation, was derided at first; but it

is already an accomplished success,
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The American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. A. H. C. Morse, D.D.*

THE prophet was watching the farmer. He saw

him break the clod, and harrow the ground,

and make mellow the fertile fields. Then he

saw him scatter the fitches, and sow the cummin,

and plant the corn in rows, and put the barley in

its appointed place, and fringe the borders with

spelt. "Here," said the prophet, "is system and

method. How does this farmer know?" But the

farmer replied that "the Lord doth instruct him

aright and doth teach him." Then, when the great

wheel of the seasons had turned, and the autumn

had come, the prophet noticed that the fitches were

beaten out with one kind of instrument and the

cummin with another. The implements which the

man used were suited to the task which he had in

hand. He saw the adaptation of means to ends, the

relation of thought to action. Again he said : "How
does this man know? Who teaches him wisdom and

method?"

The Original Intelligence

What is the source of invention? Back of our

thinking and wisdom and device there must be an

original intelligence. "This also cometh forth from

the Lord of Hosts, who is wonderful in counsel and

excellent in effectual working." And from the

observation of the farmer using different instru-

ments for different work, he argues from the work-
man to God, from the creation to the Creator, and
takes us straight from ourselves to the great Central

Sun, of which we all are rays. This is Isaiah's

argument for the existence of God, and he has re-

deemed the argument from the province of cold

theology to that of practical experience. That,

after all, is the safest sphere. Not every one can

be satisfied with the conclusions derived by purely
mental processes. But conclusions drawn from
personal experiences are beyond doubt. And though
we may not be able to explain them to our neighbors,

yet we are unable to withstand those things which
experience has taught. So there aie two things that

I wish to set before you this morning. First I

shall study Isaiah's argument for the existence of

God, "who is wonderful in counsel and excellent in

working"; and then I shall bring before you three
simple pictures of God's wonderful workings in

creation, providence, and redemption. F'irst, will

you notice how the prophet arrives at his idea of
God?

In the prophecy of Jeremiah we find that God is

spoken of as "great in counsel, and mighty in work."
That is, his thought and his act are in perfect accord.
His act is as large as his thought. Now, the prophet
Isaiah noticed, as we all have done, that this is a
combination that is never found in man. A man's
thought and ideal and desire are so much larger
than his greatest achievement. There is no corre-
spondence between what a man hopes to do and the
things he can actually accomplish. Some months
ago the papers recorded the death of a man whose
name for years had been on every tongue. His
inventive mind had seen an ingenious machine that
promised relief to the toiling masses. Men ap-
plauded his idea, they waited impatiently for its

perfection. By and by it was finished; it was mag-
nificent as a work of genius and invention. There
was only one thing to disappoint—there was no
power to drive it. It remains to this day only as a
monument to the inventor's failure. It was wonder-
ful in counsel, but it was weak in effectual working.

The Dreams of Invention

There are men to-day who in fancy, at least, are
navigating the air, and the most ingenious machines
have been built. That dream will be realized, and
the air will be filled with human birds. What lacks
to-day is not counsel, but only sufficient power.
There is now only disparity between what we think
and what we are able to do. And by proverb at
least we have tried to join youth with old age,
strength with wisdom, and we "recommend "old men
for counsel and young men for war."
Go into the schools of the city, and you will see

there two classes of boys. There is the "long-headed
boy, who gives promise of thought and invention.
He sits long over his books, and in moments of reflec-
tion his eye has a far-away look. He is the seer.

* Pastor Strong Place Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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And by his side there sits the round-headed boy.

Pick him out for action. He is into all kinds of

mischief, and cares less for books than for play.

But he will grow up to be the executive of his coun-

try. He will be the soldier. He may not be the

statesman, but he can be the politician, and will

bring things to pass. This same difference may be

found among the girls, for every home has its Mary,

who sits and learns, and its Martha, who is "cum-

bered with much serving."

Giants in Thought and Action

This condition is essentially human. Some are

giants in thought, and others are giants in action.

But why cannot we do all that we plan? Why
cannot the musician bring from his instrument all

the melodies which he hears in his soul? the painter

throw upon the canvas his most perfect conceptions

of beauty? the sculptor bring from the marble his

finest visions of art? Why cannot the inventor per-

fect his plan, and the statesman and the philan-

thropist and the legislator? Why cannot I do all

that I wish? We feel the finest impulses, we are
prompted to the noblest things, and if they could
only be accomplished, why, the very trees of the

wood would clap their hands for joy.

Well, we are feeble in action because of the uncer-
tainty of human life. This little moment of three-

score-and-ten is not long enough to do very much.
No man can do much who has to keep his eye on the
clock. I was interested last evening in reviewing
the life of Macaulay. Encouraged by fame and for-

tune, he began a history of England. He said in the
opening sentence that he meant to write such a his-

tory from the accession of James II. down to the
time of men then living. But while he was penning
that sentence, grim death looked over his shoulder
and smiled, and, reaching out a long and bony finger,

divorced the thought from the act, and the history
was never finished. How many a statesman, how
many a philanthropist has contrived plans for the
world's betterment, only to enrich his time with
thought but never with action! How many a boy
has looked far into the future and seen castles in

which he meant to dwell ! The sun sparkled in their

glassy fronts, and their domes glistened in the open
sky, but the boy has never reached those castles ; for
men may be great in thought, but they are likewise
feeble in effectual working.
Then action is often defeated by the changeable-

ness of human opinion. Men vacillate in their
plans. They swing round and round like the
weather vane in the wind. Foundations laid by one
generation are not always builded upon by the next.
I know a river which man planned to bridge. Piers
were built, and then the project was abandoned, and
now the river as it swells and surges about those
piers laughs at the plans of mortals, and seems to
say in defiant glee, "Men may come and men may go,
but I go on forever."

Lack of Moral Earnestness

Sometimes our plans fail from sheer inability.
Let me illustrate from the sphere of State. Read
the laws of this commonwealth for the past fifty

years and you will think you must be in heaven.
Every evil is extirpated so far as legislation goes.
Surely if these laws express the wish of this people
they must be perfect. But turning to look at things
as they are, we exclaim with Hamlet: "There is

something rotten in the State." Legislation fails,
not because the vision is lacking, but because of the
lack of moral earnestness. But if men violate the
laws, make more laws. That is like saying, if a
man is not hungry bring him more dinners. It is

not more food the man wants, it is more appetite.
It is not more laws we want, but more morals. Re-
ligiously we want a tonic. Dr. Watson uttered a
truth when he said : "Man does not hate the good, he
simply lets it alone. He does not love the evil, he
simply does it."

Oftentimes failure with m.an is due to the absence
of harmony between the plans which he forms and
the material with which he must work. The plan is
larger than the opportunity. A block of marble is
still in existence with which the inspired Angelo
attempted to embody one of his visions. But it was
too small, and had to be cast aside. The experience
is often repeated. "Men have too much steam for
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their machinery, or too much machinery for ti ;

steam." And as they struggle to embody tl i

hopes they seem to be like the man who envies e

ocean as it leaps and billows on the rocky coast.

Break, break, break.
On thy cold gray stones, O sea!

And I would that my tongue could utter
The thoughts that arise in me.

And then the lack of coincidence between
and accomplishment is due to the result of grc
We begin as children. Have you watched the z

with his blocks and toys? As he rocks his ho]

horse he thinks he is scouring the plain, andj

encourages his toy with his infant chirrup,

plays at soldier with his little gun, and as he bu
his blocks into a house, he fancies himself a mai

architect. But if you see that child in thirty yt]

and he still plays with the same toys, your hea;

sad. We expect the child to grow. We grow
selves, and the plans of the youth have no placi

the thought of the man. The boy smiles at the

of the child, the young man smiles at the boy,

turity smiles at the young man, and old age s

at us all. Walk down the street with your c'

and observe the objects which attract his fancy,
down with him thirty years after, and see how
ferent are his tastes. And so we walk down li

highway and could now doubtless buy all that
once wished, but they have no charm for us
And the plans that once we formed are to-day
matters of amusement.
The prophet's argument then is this: When

find a being in whom this is not true, where mej
are always adapted to ends, where action is c.

mensurate with plan, that being is God; he

not far from any of us, and if we will we r

see him as he walks with stately step down alL
ages. Listen! Do you hear his footfalls?

Notice what we have said. Failure in man is

to uncertainty of life, to changeableness of opini

to inability, to absence of harmony between plan
material, and to the effects of growth. Nom
these things can be said of God. No uncertain
life, for he is eternal; no change of opinion, for

immutable; no inability, for he is omnipotent;
absence of harmony, for he is wise and has an ei

nal plan; no change due to growth, for he is the s;

yesterday, to-day and forever. This being, says
prophet, is God, "who is wonderful in counsel
excellent in effectual working."

God's Wonderful Working

Now, I want to bring before you three picture:'

the wonderful working of the Lord of Hosts.
'

first is that of creation. This world, and the ;

terns of worlds constituting the universe, are

the thought of God flung into being. As we u

our thoughts, so the Lord spake and the worlds ;

He uttered his voice, and lo! his words are frai

into stars and glittering constellations. Nor has

changed his thoughts concerning the worlds si

the morning stars sang together at creation's m(
The geologist digs in the dirt and finds a sp(

head cut from, flint. He says this is of such an
and represents all that the human hand could t

do. But look what that hand has since achie\

It has harnessed the thunderbolt and drives

through our city streets, and has given us the se

forked lightnings to read our evening papers
It has given us the phonograph so that we can sp'

into a tube and wind the sound in sheets. It

given us the prism through which we can pass

light from yonder star and tell what kind of fue

burning in those distant regions. But it is the sa

hand. This is the hand of Adam in the garden,

:

of Noah in the ark, and of Fulton in his li

steamer, and of Raphael with his brush. Men
us that a new set of muscles were recently brou

into play by the introduction of the bicycle. Bu
is the same hand. This hand is equal to anythi

and it denotes the forethought of God. God smi

when the savage made his arrowhead and thou:

that was all. "He had given him a hand to hold

impetuous years of the centuries." Hencefo
when you look at your hand, know this: "Thai

"cometh forth from the Lord of Hosts, who is w
derful in counsel and excellent in effectual workin

Continued on next page
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^^ tod and the Commonplace
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..e second picture that I submit to

t lyoof God's wisdom and working is to

IPJjrt, ibeound in his providence. By this he
'

ca-es ^11 his creation to accomplish

hi purpose which inheres therein.

Tl; is seen not only in the great move-

in ts of history, but in the least things

as veil. "Are not two sparrows sold

foa farthing? Yet I say unto you
„ thj not one of thtm falleth to the

""gilind without your heavenly Father."

it did Jesus mean by this? Simply

'th God is in everything and that

e\ ything is according to his will.

G is in the spring lily, and in the

fe ing of the sparrow; in the circling

nfie seasons, and in the rumble of the

fhider. "And if he thunder by law,

e.s the thunder his voice." There is

n( se for luck in this universe of God.

T re is no such thing as chance. We
idciot understand all the providences

toW*.iofur lives, and still every man's life

'is plan of God. He is the architect

w draws the plan, and he flings about

U5 he circumstances which will best

bi g out his work.
ou have seen an orchestra and

hcd its music. You may stand so

ne- that all its sounds will seem like

hi ous noises. You marvel that it is

ca^d music. But at the proper dis-

tae its harmony is perfect, and it

fas upon you like a spell. You have
sev the dome of the building which is

be g frescoed, and as the painter

jfli,?s the colors on the wall all is con-
j u anitvion worse confounded. And even

il ,:;^,^'n it is completed, you may stand so

Tie; as to reduce its beauty to deform-
it; But seen from the proper distance
th^beauty of the work "rushes out like

ai;nfranchised slave." So the day is

ccing when we shall all stand at such
a stance from the turmoil and con-

fron of the present that there will be
ndiscord, no mystery. Then we shall

kikV that "all things work together
fcrgood to those who love God."

he last picture that I submit this

inning is that furnished in redemp-
ti'.. The cross of Christ, like provi-
de;;e, is an eternal thought of him who
is'onderful in coun-'-el and excellent in

ef:tual working. To the Jews it is a
stnbling-block, and to the Greeks it

isoolishness. But to those who dis-
*'^' cei, it is the power of God, and the

^ w iom of God- ^^len object to the
;*'^';ci;s of Christ, and intimate that it

"^jdcacts from the majesty of God.
T y say it is unheroic. When the
fcier is walking along the street with
h:'little child, is it unheroic for him
tc^raduate his step to that of the
eld? Is it unheroic for him to hold
Stl child by the hand and steady his
irmt tread? When it is unheroic for
tl mother to love the sick and fevered
eld, then it will be inglorious for our
G to lavish love upon a sinful man.
he Cross represents the fore-

tljght of God. It is not a scheme
irrovised to meet an emergency. It

h: always been in the mind of God,
ai the Lamb was slain from before
tl foundations of the world. While yet
t\-e was no world, even then there
wi a cross. And when the world was
Mile and the morning stars sang to-

gner for joy, it was with an eye to
tl' cro.ss of Christ. You wear the
ciis upon your necks, and emblazoned
01 your bosoms. Know you that it

m-esents three things, "Sin and its

h'lousness, man and his preciousness,
a God and his faithfulness."

'^e are still in the battle, too near to
so the triumph, for the smoke hides
tl vision. Too near the music to
Ci:h its harmony, too near the paint-
ir to perceive its beauty. But there
c; be no failure in God's plan. This
efth is to be replaced by a new heaven
a a new earth wherein dwelleth
r -iteousness. This hand is to wave
a aim, or bear a crown, and lay it at
n feet, and we shall hear a shout like
tl sound of many waters, saying,

' orthy is the Lanib that was slain,"
a then others shall come up singing
P ise to God, "who is wonderful in
C'nsel, and excellent in working,"
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The Cbildrcn's pulpit
THE COMING FOURTH OF JULY

By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D *

SUNDAY, July third, which is near at hand, is a good time to
begin to plan for Monday, July fourth. A good Christian
Junior asks: "Is Sunday the time to plan for fire-crackers,

sky-rockets, base-ball and boat rides?" Certainly not! The Fourth
of July was never intended as a day for sports, but as a day for
making a new start as good Americans. It is the day to read and
recite the Declaration of Independence, to hear of noble deeds and
great achievements. A time to learn about the men who gave us
freedom and created for us a Republic.

IT is one hundred and thirty-four years since the Declaration of
Independence was signed. Great men made this as a valuable

offering to their country. In one hundred and thirty-four years
from this time, A.D. 2044, will the Juniors of that time be able to

look back with piide to what you did for them? If not, why not?
There is certainly some offering you can make to your countiy.

JULY FOURTH, 1776! Does July 4 of any other year tell us of

offerings made to the world? Ask your teacher to tell you about
July 4, 1097, when the Crusaders gained a victory for the Cross over
the Crescent, and of July 4, 1215, when King John was made to sign
the Magna Charta, the English forerunner of our Declaration.
Do not forget July 4, 1898, when we celebrated the great victory

of the day before. Your father will tell you how the Spanish
squadron, under the command of Admiral Ceivera, was destroyed
by our American sailor boys on July 3, twelve years ago. That year,
like this year, July 3 and 4 were on Sunday and Monday. I have a
beautiful storv for you concerning a Cb.ristlike act on that Sunday
of July 3, 1898, a story that was told to the world on July 4, 1898.
The story was told by an eye-witness and recently retold in the
Youth's Companion.

THE late Admiral Sampson told the story to an audience of small
boys in the parlor of a social settlement house. They were

ragged boys of more than one nationality, but they proudly called

themselves Americans, and they had come to see and hear an Amer-
ican hero.

The admiral judged his audience correctly at once. He saw that

they were at the impatient age, and plunged straight into his story.

"I want to tell you of something that happened on my ship the morn-
ing the American fleet took the harbor of Santir.go," he said, and all

the wrigglers stopped wriggling.
"You all remember that battle?" Vigorous noddings from every

head, "And you know my ship was late getting there?" More
nods. "All round us, as we sailed in, there were signs of a Spanish
defeat, wreckage, dead men, disaster. What day of the week was
that?"
"Sunday!" shouted the audience as one boy.

""VT" ES, Sunday morning; and we always have prayers on the

X Admiral's ship Sunday morning. The little reading desk,

or pulpit, with the cross carved on the top of it, was still standing on
deck. We had gone into battle so hastily that no one had time io

put the desk away. It was a little thing, easily moved about. So
we sailed along, and there was death and destruction on the face

of the waters. And the battle was won. But among the dead
things and the burning things that floated on the water we saw a

man swimming. He was a Spanish sailor, one of our enemies. He
was making a struggle for his life, but there was nothing near

enough for him to cling to, and each stroke he made was fainter than
the last. The shore was a long way off. According to the rules of

war, we had no time to save his life; besides, he was our enemy."
The room was very still; every eye was fixed on the Admiral.
"Some of us on that side of the ship," he continued, "watched the

man curiously, wondering how long he would hold out. Then all of

a sudden one of our sailors picked up that little pulpit and pitched it

over the side of the ship into the sea. 'Here, friend,' he cried, 'cling

to that! Cling to the cross, and it'll take you safe to shore!'

tt/^F course the Spaniard couldn't understand those English words.

yj but the action was unmistakable; and the last we saw of the

poor fellow he was clinging to the pulpit with its cross moving toward
the shore. That's the kind of American you want to be, boys—the

kind that sailor was aboard my ship."

Then they all stood up in the settlement parlor and sang "America"
till the ceiling trembled.

THE Children's Pulpit has on it the cross and from it we want the

Juniors to learn on Sunday, July 3, to celebrate on Monday,
July 4. Have you any offering to make to your country? How are

you going to celebrate? How would il do to get all your playmates

together and elect one to read aloud the Declaration of Independence?

Then tell the Admiral Sampson story. And then ask how many
would be willing to try to save an enemv? And then and there find

out how many are willing to use the Children's Pulpit to help save

some boy or girl who through sin is drifting to death? What next?

All resolve to be good Christians and good citizens. Then one and
all sing "America," and close with three cheers for the Fourth.

* Pastor First Refd Ch., Brooklyn, N.Y. Text : "On the fourth day." Num. 7 :30.
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The Busy Bowery Mission
By Superintendent John G. Hallimond

NOTWITHSTANDING the great
loss sustained by the Bowery
Mission in the death of Dr.

Klopsch, the work has been prosecuted
with unabated zeal, and, thanks to the
splendid appointments of the new
premises, with greater effectiveness
than ever.

Many Christian Herald readers
have, since its opening, visited the nev/
mission at 227 Bowery, and have seen
for themselves the handsome, spacious,
and serviceable plant, placed at the'
disposal of the workers by the wisdom
and foresight of the late lamented
president. They have also witnessed
the remarkable scenes of religious
earnestness and fervor that take place
at the nightly meetings of the Mission.

The "Brotherhood," which is com-
posed of newly converted men, and
w-hich meets every evening at seven
o'clock in the Brotherhood room, march
to their reserved seats in the front of
the auditorium just as the meeting is

about to commence. Sometimes they
enter to the accompaniment of a pro-
cessional hymn like "Onward, Chris-
tian Soldiers," and their hour's exer-
cise of prayer and song in the "upper
room" generally sends them to their
places full of fire and eagerness for
the evening service.

There is never a meeting held with-
out precious souls being gathered into
the kingdom. During the last few
months, some remarkable cases of con-
version have taken place.
The preaching at the evening meet-

ings is such as probably no other reli-
gious institution in the world is blessed
with. Ministers from all the evangeli-
cal denominations within a fifty-mile
radius of the city gladly give their
services and very often bring helpers
with them. On a recent evening, Di\
Wallace MacMullen, of the Madisori
Avenue M. E. Church, brought with
him the organist and the splendid
choir of singers for which that church
is so well renowned. Chaplain Knox,
of Columbia University, was accom-
panied by a choir of forty students,
who gave the Bowery men a rare musi-
cal treat. Many of the Young Peo-
ple's Societies have also visited the
Mission, and taken part in the pro-
ceedings, so that the work at the even-
ing meetings is in a state of perpetual
"revival."
The Free Labor Bureau is contin-

ually at work during the summer
months, getting men out of the crowd-
ed city, into country places. During
the last twenty-eight months, eight
thousand and forty-two positions
have been found for men, by far the
greater portion of them being perma-
nent positions at a living wage.
The Medical Department, under Dr.

Charles Forbes of Columbia Univer-
sity, has been a great success. Several
men have been treated for physical
diseases of various kinds, and have
received at the hands of Dr. Forbes
not only careful and skilful medical
attention, but the soundest and most
loving kind of spiritual help.
During the coming months, the read-

ers of The Christian Herald will be
tolel of many of the most interesting
incidents that are occurring in con-
nection with the Bowery Mission, and
to those who can make it possible to
come and see the work personally an
affectionate invitation is given to visit
this busy corner of God's harvest field.

NOTICE!

Mr. John C. Earl is no longer con-
nected with The Christian Herald
nor with The Bowery Mission. All
communications intended for The
Bowery Mission should be addressed:
The Bowery Mission, care of The
Christian Herald, Bible House, New
York City,
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General View of Our Children's Home at Mont-Lawn, Founded by Dr. Klopsch, Showing the Beautiful Chapel and Two of the Dormito
s

Mont-Lawn's Gates Are Wide Open

Little Waifs on the Street

JUNE 25 witnessed

the beginning of the

sixteenth summer of

our beautiful Chil-

dren's Home at Mont-
Lawn, Nyack-on-the-
Hudson. For weeks
past, workers have been
preparing for the com-
ing of the children, so

that v/hen the first

detachment of wee lads

and lasses of the tene-

ments arrived, they
would find the "Chil-
dren's Paradise" as at-

tractive as ever.

Dr. Klopsch's spirit

and influence will con-
tinue to dominate at
Mont - Lawn, although
our little guests will

sadly miss his smiling
face and his cheerful

voice. They will miss him in the chapel service, in

their playtime on the big lawn and in Fort Plenty,
the great open-air dining room, where he used to
stand by and watch them with enjoyment as they
ate with keen appetites the wholesome food set be-
fore them.

Friends who have been with Dr. Klopsch in the
work ever since its beginning will continue it just
as it was while he lived and directed it in

person. The Children's Home has its

own Board of Trustees and as its presi-

dent, Dr. Klopsch's co-worker, Mr. G.
H. Sandison, managing editor of The
Christian Herald, who was one of the orig-
inal founders and incorporators and who has
been associated with Dr. Klopsch in the man-
agement of the Home for sixteen years, ever
since the day it opened. With him on the
Board of Trustees is Mr. J. A. Belford, of
The Christian Herald, who has al.«o been
in the Mont-Lawn work for many years, and
several others. All were co-workers with
Dr. Klopsch and under their direction the
Home will continue to be conducted in all

respects as in the past. The Christian
Herald's paternal relation to this benevo-
lence will continue. This explanation is due
to our readers.

There is probably no other benevolence of
the kind that has so firm a hold upon the
hearts of the people as Mont-Lawn. Their
letters endorsing their loving gifts in aid of
the work attest this. We quote from a few

:

"May God open the hearts of many of his
followers to help along the good work,"
writes "One Who Loves the Children,"
Brooklyn, N. Y. ($1.) "Enclosed find my
annual subscription to the work at Mont-
Lawn" (.?21), writes Mrs. G. S. D., Mont-
clair, N. J. "I had the pleasure last summer
of seeing one of the parties of children start
from the Bible House under the care of Dr.
Klopsch and I am very glad to have had a
glimpse of that good and noble man before
he was called home. His work has been an
inspiration to me." "Our daughter I-

was always interested in the Home," writes
Mrs. H. H. R., Napierville, 111. ($3). "She
has been taken to her heavenly home, and I

know she would be pleased to have me send
this contribution." Miss C. B., of Queen
City, Mo., writes: "Enclosed find draft for
$21 to endow a cot for the .season in memory
of J. C. and J. S. Brenizer. They were deeply

interested in the work and showed their interest

in help while living. Now after their last roll-call

has been answered this is sent in m.emory of them
and their work by their daughter." "I wish this

might be ten times as much," writes Mrs. S. B.,

Jennings, La. ($1). "My prayers are that God's
blessings may I'est upon the dear little children."

Mrs. R. B. R., Hamlet, Neb. ($3), says: "May it

make some dear child's life a little brighter." The
Philathea Class, First Baptist Church, Tarrytown,
N. Y., sends $21 through Miss Lawrence, treasurer,

to endow a cot for the season. "The work for the chil-

dren there," says the writer, "seems so nearly ideal."

The Junior C. E. Society, Presbyterian Church,
Poughkeepsie, sends $2 for the Fresh Air Fund.
"Last year," writes Mabel L. W., of Lansingburgh,
N. Y., "I paid for keeping a cot for the season.
This year, my father joins me in sending $21 to keep
the cot in memory of Eugene Stanley Wallace. I

hope the children who occupy it will have a very
happy time and receive much benefit from, the out-
ing." E. C. G., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., sends $22.56
for the support of the "Daisy Cot" he has supported
hitherto at Mont-Lawn, and adds: "I would like to

have it in memory of Dr. Klopsch this year. I en-
close the names of the friends who have contrib-
uted: Mrs. Hugh T. Lawrence, Mrs. Rowland
Haynes, Charlotte Van Winkler, Dr. Cook, E. J.

Gill, C. B. Gill, Mrs. Denee, and Mrs. E. C. Gill.

. . . I feel that I have lost a personal friend in

Dr. Klopsch, but God will still bless Mont-Lawn, I

am sure." M. P. B., Brooklyn, N. Y. ($21), writes:

Two Plucky Boys from Oklahoma

PARENTS and instructors often talk at educational conventions of the need
of teaching- the children self-reliance and to think and act for themselves,
but it is doubtful if many of them would have the courage to send two

boys, one of ten, the other of six years, on a journey of two thousand miles on
pony back, where they had to depend on themselves to get safely through, over
strange roads among strange people. This, however, was the case with the two
plucky Abemathy boys who ro<le alone from Oklahoma to New York City, to
take part in the parade to greet Colonel Roosevelt. Their father, a breezy
Westerner, is a great admirer of the ex-president, and he came to New York by
train. He went to meet his sons at Trenton, N. J. The two boys have attracted
great attention in New York. They called on the Mayor and then saw all the
sights of the metropolis and also had a day at Coney Island. Their pictures were
familiar to the public, and crowds surrounded them wherever they went. A
place was assigned them in the Roosevelt home-coming celebration.
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"For the endowment of a little bed at Mont-L; n.

Kindly accept the gift in His name v/ho said 'Si ;r

little children to come unto me.' May God's b 5-

ing rest on the little ones." Mrs. A. M. N. send ;5

"to help make some child's life a little bright"
The Willing Workers' Society of Cestos,

,,

through Mrs. Nellie Evins, president, sends $3 ir

the benefit of the tenement children. With thisi

also sends a gift of pretty garments, underi
ments, ribbons and kerchief for the little folks.

|

hope this will give two dear little ones a happy
at Mont-Lawn this summ.er," writes S. W. M., Si

mit Bridge, Bermuda ($6). A Friend, Perry, 0'

($6), writes: "This is for the outing of two ll

girls who need it badly. I do hope they will enj(^

to the full, for I have had to sacrifice in order toi

it. I wish it were three times as much." Ft
Mrs. R. M. P., Eddyville, la. ($50), comes
beautiful wish: "I hope the Lord's blessing k

go with it in helping the little ones." Most toil

ing of all is a note from a reader in Reading, M

1

which says: "I enclose a money order for $5 for
Mont-Lawn Home. It belonged to my boy who
drowned, so I give it for the benefit of the child

I hope God will raise up some one to carry on
work and spread abroad the love of a warm hil

as Dr. Klopsch has done."
;

A large gathering of the friends of our Fresh-i

work is expected at Mont-Lawn on the Fourtl!

July. Independence Day is always a red-letter
]

at our Children's Home and the coming Fourth
be no exception. There will be the usual patri 1

exercises, including the raising and salui 2:

of the flag, the children's drill on the ?

lawn, the service in the beautiful Childr s

Temple; then the great patriotic gatheii;_

on the lawn, when a number of notable l,a

pie will speak. The addresses will be ly

lowed by vocal and instrumental music
children's games.

Every "Fourth" for fifteen years,

Klopsch conducted the patriotic celebrati

at our Children's Home. His last resti -

place is in Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, 1

Tarrytown, N. Y., on the sloping east 1

bank of the Hudson River, at a spot wl 1

overlooks Mont-Lawn, the Summer Home

;

founded for the tenement children. It ^

;

the best-loved of his many benevolences,
'

his whole heart went out to the little 01

It was he who, delighted with the wc,

named it "The Children's Paradise."
'

'

songs he loved will be sung at the com :

celebration and his memory will be bono I

by the little guests. ti

This year there is an unusually laj

number of appeals in behalf of hundreds^
little ones whom we are asked to take*

Mont-Lawn. These are children of the v«l

poorest families, from tenement homes,
^fj

their wan, pinched faces plead with

strongly. Some of them have never e'l

spent a day in the country, and know no

ing of the heart joy of the child that i:

little brother or sister of the birds, '

flowers, the bees and everything that li

outdoors. Poor little creatures! A
days' outing in Mont-Lawn would be to th

like a visit to Paradise.
All contributions for the Fresh-Air Wi

of the Children's Home should be addres

to The Christian Herald, 92 Bible Hoi

New York, which will acknowledge ev

gift in its columns. We would ask our re

ers to send us the names of any friends ^^'

might become interested in the Mont-La
work, to whom we would send a little descr

tive booklet.



iROOSEVELT WELCOMED HOME

IIW

1

Aayor Gaynor and Theodore Roosevelt

Copyright. Pictorial \ews Co.

Col. Roosevelt and Mayor Gaynor Starting in the Parade

COLONEL ROOSEVELT has had many "stren-
uous" days in his public career, to use his

favorite word, but it is doubtful if any were
nore strenuous than the twenty-lour hours follow-

ng his return to America after a year and a quarter
ibroad. The welcome he received was enthusiastic

ind spontaneous beyond his own expectations and
hose of the committee which had arranged the
)lans for the river and land parade. The people
hemselves, of all classes, took the reception in hand
ind made it a success by sheer force of numbers.
Thousands greeted him from steamer, tug and
aunch as he came up the bay, and hundreds of
housands shouted themselves hoarse as he made his

'riumphal progress to Fifty-ninth Street. One
lundred thousand were massed in Battery Park.

It was just fifteen months ago that Colonel
i.-loosevelt packed up his equipment and started for
\frica to hunt lions. It may be said that there
vere more lions in Africa then than there are now.
ie got a good "send off," friends from many States
fathering at the dock; but no one dreamed of such
I welcome as was accorded the returning hunter and
ravelcr and lecturer.

It was about 6.40 when the Kaiscria Augusta's
lull showed up through the mist of the morning off

^andy Hook. The German liner was a mass of
junting from stem to stern in honor of the occasion,
'rash went the first gun of the presidential salute
rom the side of the cruiser Charleston. As the ship
steamed up the bay the Charleston and five torpedo
)oats followed as escort. Fort Wadsworth took up
he noisy welcome and shook the hills of Staten
'island with twenty-one thunderous salutes.
I The revenue cutter Munhatlau was alongside as
i.he Kaiscriu Augusta stopped at quarantine, and
William Loeb, Colonel Roosevelt's former secretary,
ienator Lodge, Congressman Longworth, and rep-
I'esentatives of Governor Hughes and President

Taft came over the side to welcome the Colonel. A
few minutes later the trim Androscoggin, bearing
the official committee, steamed alongside, a gang-
plank was swung across, and Cornelius Vanderbilt
and Mayor Gaynor extended the official welcome.
Colonel Roosevelt crossed to the A)tdroscoggln,
where a reception was held. The committee which
met him on board was composed of distinguished
governors, senators, leaders in both parties and men
who fought side by side with Roosevelt in the war
with Spain.
The old expression of "de-lighted!" did not drop

from his lips so frequently as of yore. "Fine!" and
"That's fine!" seemed to have taken its place
as favorites in his speech. Meanwhile the water
parade had started up the North River. Two rev-
enue steamers led; then came the saucy gunboat
Dolphin; next came the South Carolina, followed in

turn by torpedo boats and patrol boats. The An-
droscoggin with the Colonel on the bridge came next,
and close behind the Manhattan, bearing the Roose-
velt family and intimate friends. Behind stretched
an interminable line of yachts, tugs, and excursion
boats, all with every stitch of bunting displayed, and
tooting their whistles until coherent speech on the
part of the passengers was out of the question.

The parade went up as far as Fourteenth Street
by docks black with people, their voices coming out
to the Colonel in one great confused roar. The line

turned and went back to the Battery and there
Colonel Roosevelt got a true idea of what the day
was to be, and for a moment his emotion overcame
him, and taking off his glasses he was seen to wipe
them vigorously.
Through the tumult could be heard the band of

the "Dandy Seventh" playing "Home, Sweet Home."
At 10.36 he stepped on American soil once more
and was hurried to the grandstand, where Mayor
Gaynor in his welcome said that Colonel Roosevelt

Photo Ani.Ti.-an Press Ass.ii'i,-il ion

Col. Roosevelt and Captain Kaiserin Augusta

had been an exponent of American principles.
Colonel Roosevelt in reply said he was made
"proud and humble" by the greeting he had re-

ceived. He had enjoyed himself, but was more than
glad to get back home among the people he loved.

Then he entered his carriage for the parade uptown.
It was noticed that he had changed but little, except
as his face was bronzed by the African sun. He
seemed, if anything, stronger and more muscular
than when he sailed away.
As a guard of honor there were over a hundred

and forty Rough Riders. All were in the familiar
khaki and rode as if horse and man were one.
Broadway was a mass of flags, and banked with
cheering people. The procession turned to the left at
the beginning of Fifth Avenue to go up that famous
thoroughfare.
On they went up Fifth Avenue, Mr. Roosevelt

beaming with pleasure one moment at the cordiality
of his reception and the next looking with amaze-
ment at the throngs of people packed in every side
street, and filling the windows of the skyscrapers
above his head.
At the Plaza at the lower end of Central Park,

the parade ended. Jumping from the carriage the
Colonel strode over- to the Rough Riders drawn up
before the Sherman statue. He shook hands with
every one, called them by their first names, and ex-
pressed his appreciation of their coming.
Next he turned to greet the Spanish War veter-

ans. They gave him a book of handsomely bound
resolutions, and as he* turned to his carriage the
veterans.cheered him as their "next commander-in-
chief," and he responded with a wave of his hand.

"Roosevelt luck," which has become proverbial,
was with the Colonel through the day. A blue sky
was overhead and the storm held off until he was
under cover, and the rain stopped again before he
reached Oyster Bay.

Copyright, Pictorial Ntwa Co , N Y

Roosevelt Acknowledging Salutes from the Boat

Copyright by Underwood & L'ndt-rwood. X. Y.

Col. Roosevelt and Mayor Gaynor at the Battery
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The Right Use of National Power

THIS journal has been a consistent advocate cf

the principle that the influence of a powerfv.l

nation, to be rightly used, should be found on the

side of peace and international helpfulness. The

worst use to which any nation can put its citizens is

to use them as food for powder; the most offensive

way it can utilize its strength is in the oppression of

its weaker neighbors. This policy, v/e are pleased

to note, has found an able and practical exponent in

our Secretary of State. In an address before the

students of "the University of Pennsylvania, Mr.

Knox, speaking of the spirit and purpose of Amer-
ican diplomacy, used this very significant language

:

If this government can help to upbuild its neighbors and

promote the thought that the capital of the more advanced

nations of the world would be better employed in assisting the

peaceful development of those more backward, tl;an in finaneins;

wars, it is such a deviation from traditions as the American
people will approve.

This is good Christian doctrine, and we believe it

will meet the approval of all right-thinking Ameri-

cans as a dignified and accurate statement of the

national attitude. If it be a "deviation from tradi-

tion," then it is time we "trekked" as far away as

possible from the policy that involves a nation in

selfish aggressions and needless wars. But the

Secretary went even further. American diplomacy

had ushered in the modern era of arbitration.

Twenty republics look to our example. "We have
reached a point," he said,

^

where it is evident that the future holds in store a time when
wars shall cease ; when the nations of the world shall realize a
federation as vital as that now subsisting between the com-
lionent parts of a single State ; when the strong shall univer-

sally help the weak ; when the corporate ri.uchteousness of the

world shall compel unrighteousness to disappear and shall

destroy the habitations of cruelty still lingering in the dark

places of the earth. . . That day will be the millennium, of

course.

Truly, we are making progress, when the Secre-

tary of State of this Republic openly proclaims such

sentiments. Critics and political wiseacres may
smile and say that the picture is visionary; but we
accept the Secretary's presentment as a sign of the

times, and a glimpse of that coming day for whose
dawning every true man and woman sincerely

hopes.

Mont-Lawn's Little Gue^s

IF any of our readers vi^ould wish to see what has

been felicitously described as "a section of

heaven let down to earth," we would invite them to

visit our Children's Home at Mont-Lawn, which

opens this week. This beautiful benevolence, which

Dr. Louis Klopsch founded, and which he fostered

with all the loving care of his sympathetic heart
and skilful brain, is now in its sixteenth season. It

has good friends all over the country who unite in

declaring that among their many charities, there is

none that gives so much pleasure and blessing as

this, which deals with the little ones—"the least of

these." Only the poorest children are taken, those
who have no hope of getting a fresh-air outing from
any other quarter. Already the applications are
crowding in upon us thick and fast. There is no
surer or better way of making your own summer
pleasant and profitable, both spiritually and phys-
ically, than by providing a holiday for one of these

little city waifs. Try it. No gift to this beautiful
charity, however small, can come amiss at this sea-

son, when it may be the means of giving one poor
little soul a few days' pure pleasure and of physic-
ally strengthening some weakling of the tenements
and alleys.

"The Reproach of the Church"

THIS was the striking phrase employed by Mr.
John R. Mott of New York, chairman of the

Committee on Gospel Propagation, in addressing
the International Missionary Conference in Edin-
burgh shortly after the opening session of that body.
The Church, he proclaimed, needs energizing to

cai'ry on its great work of presenting the Gospel to

all the non-Christian world. Its present opportu-
nity is the greatest it has ever known; the field is

more widely open and urgently v,'aiting than at any
previous time. If the Church neglects to grasp the
opportunity, it will weaken its power and influence,

and greatly impair the confidence of the coming gen-
eration. Its neglect of past opportunities consti-

tutes "the reproach of the Church." Those who
best understand the situation will hardly regard this

criticism as overdrawn. In the first place, as Mr.

Mott showed, the Church has been delinquent in the

application of proper methods. In many mission

fields there has been no unified movement, but a

series of competitive efi'orts which resulted in waste

of power. How different would have been the rec-

ord, had the Christian forces been a solid, harmo-
nious unit, instead of operating as rivals! Why
should we ever give to the non-Christian races the

impression of an army divided against itself? The
need of the hour is an immediate increa:;e of workers

and a solid unity of action. No diversity of petty

interests must be permitted to weaken the battle-

front. Mr. Mott's plea for a unification of plans

and forces is businesslike, timely and convincing and
should be heeded. In no other way can we hope to

What Kind of a Celebration?

THERE is a strong movement in many of our

cities to have what is called a "safe and sane"

celebration of the Fourth of July, the idea being to

reduce if not to eliminate altogether the large num-
ber of accidents which have marked the day in the

last few years and have brought sorrow to the hearts

of hundreds of parents. Every hospital at present

prepares for the anniversary of the nation's natal

day as if a battle were to be fought in the vicinity,

and the doctors and nurses prepare a large store of

antiseptic dressings, most of which are called into

use. The reports of the maimed and killed fill pages
in the newspapers and are the chief asset in the

propaganda for some modification of present-day
customs of celebrating.

It would seem, however, that a large number of

the committees which are making commendable ar-

rangements for a safe style of celebrating are also

forgetting that they ever were young. In other

words, they are preparing programmes for "grown-
ups." Programm.es largely literary will not appeal
strongly to active boys and girls. The celebration

of the Fourth, if it is intended for any one, is in-

tended for the boys and girls ; but if fireworks are to

be used they should be set off by people who have
arrived at an age of discretion. Why not return to

the customs of a generation ago, where the parade
was a great feature, not only a military parade of

volunteer defenders of the nation, but also one in

which floats of historic events of the "days which
tried men's souls" are shown?

Athletic contests should be arranged, where the
boys can show their prowess. The literary exer-
cises should consist of the reading of the Declara-
tion of Independence and an oration out of doors
if possible, by some one who knows the history of

the country and takes a just pride in the valor of

the patriots of the colonies and does not deprecate
patriotism of the same kind in 1910. There should
be as many bands as the place can afford.

Let us be "safe and sane" by all means, but also

let us make it a happy day for the youngsters.

His Missionary Sub^itutes

ON June 14, the following letter was received in

The Christian Herald offices, Bible House,
New York:
Dear ifditor : We desire to support two evangelists and one

Bible-woman for one year, and would like to hear from and to
correspond with them. I enclose envelope for receipt. I have
marked the place on your list where the workers are located

—

Ongole, India. (Signed) W. H. G., Boston, Mass.

Accompanying the letter was a list of foreign mis-
sion stations at which missionaries of various Prot-
estant denominations are now laboring, each of
whom has urgent need of native v;orkers as preach-
ers, teachers, evangelists, Bible-women, matrons,
and general helpers in the spiritual work. Consid-
erably over one hundred native workers of the class
named are now engaged in various foreign fields,

being supported direct by readers of The Christian
Herald.
On the same day on which Mr. G.'s letter was re-

ceived, containing $75, a check for that amount was
forwarded to Rev. James M. Baker, Baptist Mission-
ary, Ongole, Guntur District, South India, with in-

structions to apply the money to the support of two
native evangelists and one native Bible-woman, the
remittance being intended for their support for the

coming year. Thus within twenty-four hours aft
the receipt of the letter from our Boston reader, ;

the necessary steps had been taken by The Chri
tian Herald to meet the wishes of the patron, ai

the money was on its way which would put thv
consecrated workers in the field fully commissio.n
as his substitutes in winning souls for Christ
heathen India. They will be put in mail commur
cation with their American patron and support*
This is the direct and simple method which is pu
sued by this journal in dealing with its readers in :

matters relating to missionary work at home ai

abroad.

Prayer and the Prize-fight

Greensboro. G.i

Dear Christian Herald: Remember, we are counting
the prayers of God's people to prevent that brutal and wicl
prize-fight that has been planned to take place in Califori

the Fourth of July. M. Robinson

Christian people in every part of the Union ha

been praying for weeks that the plans for disgrf

ing the State of California on the nation's holid

might be frustrated. .Their prayers have been wc
derfully answered. Governor Gillett on June
directed the Attorney-General of the State, Jud
U. S. Webb, to take the necessary steps to stay t

fight. Various statements are given by way
explaining the Governor's action. One of these

that the Governor feared that holding the brut

contest in his State might defeat San Francisc(
hopes of getting the Panama Exposition in 19]

Politicians and others may explain it as they wi
but the incontrovertible fact remains that the gre

national religious protest and the earnest praye
of millions of God's people, that this shame migi
be averted, have been signally answered. Wl
shall say, too, that it is not a mighty and convincii

answer to prayer, that could thus block the schem
of the men who proposed to flood the country wi
demoralizing moving picture shows which, becau'j

of their number, would have been capable of doii:

a thousand-fold more damage than the fight itsel

General Notes
—The National Geoyraphic Macjazlne recoi'ds the discov.

in Arizona of a vast coal field, not previously known, "wh
probably contains a tonnage equal to all the coal mined in

United States since the discovei-y of the first coal mine."
—Queen Mary of England is said to be a thrifty and e

nomical housewife, a great lover of children, given to bene

lence and philanthropy, a strong adherent to the formalit

of court etiquette, and a lover of the proprieties in the strict

sense.—The Presbyterian General Assembly has put itself

record as holding that wealth is a trust from God to be held

administered for the good of our fellow men. This is wi

The Christian Herald has publicly taught for many yea

We are glad to see it officially advocated by so influential

body. It should be adopted by all the churches of Christendc

as it is sound Christian doctrine.

—There have been banks of deposit for several centuri

but the first so-called "savings bank." as far as known, v

that established in the village of Kuthwell, near Dumfries, Sc

land, in 1810, by the Rev. Henry Duncan, the parish miniet

the centenary of which notable event has just been celebrat

Banks of the same type, on a small scale, had been c<

ducted in several localities on the Continent nearly fifty ye:

before, and two in England, but in the latter cases they wi

limited local experiments, to encourage the poor to lay by foi

"rainy day," and they gave a small bonus at the year's end.
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

i

Hamilton's Memorable Flight

3N the 13th day of June, Charles K. Hamilton,

a small red-haii*ed aeronaut, flew to Phila-

delphia and back, winning a prize of $10,000

ifered by the New York Times and the Philadelphia

'ublic Ledger. He left Governor's Island at 7.30

..M. and flew straight as an arrow and easily as a
irdto Philadelphia, a distance of eighty-eight miles,

saching that city at 9.28. He bore a message from
overnor Hughes to Governor Stuart and from
layor Gaynor to Mayor Reyburn. Governor Stu-

rt received the aviator, saying he felt very proud
) welcome the first flying man. He began his re-

am flight from Philadelphia at 11.30 A.M., and
ew two-thirds of the distance to New York at a
3Cord speed, when his engine got out of gear and he

as compelled to descend at South Amboy, N. J.

[e thought he was making his landing in a green
leadow, but it proved to be a swamp full of soft

rass. The grass got tangled in his biplane, por-

ons of which were broken, and the trip

ould have been given up as a failure

ad it not been for the man's wonderful
ill and resourcefulness. He floundered

.nrough the mud to the nearest tele-

•hone, and calling up Governor's Island

e said to his wife, "I am 0. K., but I

m down here in a swamp near nowhere,
ell Glenn Curtiss I want to talk to

,im." To Curtiss he said, "Glenn, I

.eed a propeller. Can you rush me a

ew one over somehow?" At five o'clock

'urtiss and two friends reached the

-.randed man with a propeller, which
-as installed, and a crowd of neighbors
.ho had gathered lifted the flying ma-
line up on their shoulders and carried

' some distance through the deep mud
a road from which the man ascended

It 6.20 P.M., and nineteen minutes later

e rested on the sands of Governor's
sland. His outbound trip took an hour
nd fifty-one minutes, his return trip

n hour and thirty-six minutes of actual
ying. He had made the hundred and
i;-venty-two miles at an average of
ifty miles an hour. This flight of Ham-
ton's was no chance feat of an adven-
irer, but was the result of almost a
fetime of experience in aviation. It

; said that when he was eight years of

se he attempted flight from the roof of

barn, using his mother's best parasol
= a parachute. He then built a kite

hich carried him a hundred feet in the
ir, frightening his father and mother
'imost to death. In 1906 he practised
,ith a carrying kite which Israel Lud-
iw had made, undertaking forty ascen-
ons from Riverside Drive over the
[udson. During one of the trips he
;ll into the water and would have
'i-owned had he not been such a good
vvimmer. In many of the States of the
/nion, in Mexico, and in Japan, he has
•een one of the most daring and success-
j1 aeronauts. His heroic mastery of
ne air was equaled by his wonderful
luck and energy, which dragged vic-

H-y out of the jaws of defeat in the
ersey swamp. This memorable flight

as attracted the attention and admira-
on of the civilized world. It looks as
lough the days of practical aviation
'ere just at hand. In 1773 it took a
tage coach two days to go from New
'ork to Philadelphia; in 1840 the first

railway train made the trip in seven
ours; the fastest train to-day between
le cities takes two hoursj Hamilton's
me in his airship between the cities was one hour
nd fifty-one minutes. The whole system of avia-
on is man's imitation of God's wisdom, as mani-
?£ted in the flight of birds through the air.

Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom, and stretch her wing-s toward
le south ? Doth the easle mount up at thy command, and make
:r nest on high ? (Job 39 : 26, 27.)

Jvenile Dentistry

A singular benevolence was lately promised to
ie city of Boston. Thomas A. Forsyth, a wealthy
^sident, proposes to give $2,000,000 to care for the
;eth of the children. He plans to give every child,

rem the time of its first tooth until it shall arrive
t the age of sixteen, the best dental service possible,

ithout any charge. His purpose is to construct a
uilding, equipped with every appliance known to

lodern denti.stry and manned by a corps of dentists,
'ho will render the best professional service to be
ound in the country. Care of children's teeth has

much to do with their health and comfort, and such
a foundation as Mr. Forsyth is asking the Legisla-
ture in his State to allow is a charity in completest
harmony with the spirit of Christ, who loved the
children and commanded his followers to care for
them. All such ministry to the little ones is a like
service rendered to the divine Master.
And whoso shall receive one such little child in my name receiveth

me. (Matt. 18 : 5.)

Grafting an Eye

The other day Mamie Ost entered the Flower
Hospital in New York with an injured eye. Dr.
Royal S. Copeland, dean of the faculty of the hos-
pital, found that it would be necessary to remove
the injured eye to save the sight of the other.
There was in the hospital at the same time a Chi-
nese patient named Sing Long, the cornea of whose
left eye had become blind through an infection. Dr.
Copeland determined to try an operation of Von
Hippel, a German scientist, who had successfully

Hamilton in His Great Flight from New York to Philadelphia

transplanted the cornea of a rabbit's eye to a human
eye. Consequently a piece of the woman's eye was
transferred to the eye of the Chinaman, and it has
been knitted into that organ. The doctor will tear

away enough tissue to make a new pupil, and it

looks now as though the operation will be a complete

success, and the Chinaman will have his sight re-

stored. The Saviour in his Sermon on the Mount
refers to the physical eye as the organ of human
vision, and by it illustrates the conscience as the

eye of the soul.

The lifi-ht of the body is the' eye ; if therefore thine eye be single,

thy whole body shall be full of light ; but if thine eye be evil, thy

whole body shall be full of darkness. (Matt. 6 : 22, 23.)

Caught Between the Gates

A funeral coach returning from the cemetery was
caught between the gates at the foot of the grave-

yard hill near Haverstraw, N. Y., the other day,

and an engine running at fifty miles an hour struck
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the coach and killed all five of the occupants. The
watchman was eating his luncheon in his little cabin
when the tinkle of an electric bell warned him of an
approaching train. Mechanically he pulled the
lever that set the heavily balanced gates in motion.
The coach had crossed the first of two tracks and the
descending gates held it a prisoner on the rails, while
the terrified occupants sat paralyzed, gazing at the
rushing locomotive. The driver lashed his horses in

a futile attempt to force the vehicle from the track.
Fragments of splintered wood and mutilated shreds
of humanity were found far and near. Mrs. E. V.
Seifred, who was returning from the burial of her
father, was found beside her husband fifty yards
down the track. Twenty yards nearer lay William
Bebe, the driver, the son of a wealthy livery man.
The Rev. A. Romath, pastor of the New City M. E.
Church, was also killed, and Mrs. Perry Rosier was
so badly injured that she died that night. With
every human precaution there are dangers and
deaths, especially connected with the railroads, but

the accidents are increased lamentably
when there is any lack of human pre-
caution. What a fearful responsibility

the watchman has! We are all spirit-

ual watchmen and are responsible in a
large measure for the life or death of
the souls of our fellow men. The apos-
tle thus refers to this responsibility:

For they watch for your souls, as they that must
give account. (Heb. 13 : 17.)

Fifty Thousand Turtles

By a telegram from New Orleans it is

learned that fifty thousand live diamond-
back turtles were shipped from that city

recently in a tank car to New York.
Mr. B. M. Wichens, who operates one of

the largest turtle-breeding plants in the

world in Jefferson Parish, across the

river from New Orleans, filled the tank
car with filtered ci.stern water and put
in the necessary food to supply the ciea-

tures during the trip. To fill the large
order in so short a time, it was found
necessary to resort to artificial incuba-
tion, 200,000 eggs being put into warm
water for the purpose. Most of the
turtles are from three to six months old,

the age at which they are most desirable.

Each year the demand for sea food
seems to increase, until that business

has grown to enormous proportions,

especially in the civilized portions of the

world. The product of river, lake and
sea has been standard food from the
earliest ages. It was so in the time of

our Lord. The disciples he selected

were most of them fishermen. When
the Saviour met the eleven after his

resurrection and was revealing himself
to their doubtful minds, he said to them:
Have ye here any meat? And they gave him a

piece of broiled fish, and of a honeycomb. And he
took it, and did eat before them. (Luke 24 : 41-43.)

Afraid Duck Would Drown

Gerald H. Floss, a lad four years old,

living near Montclair, N. J., had a pet

duck of which he was very fond. He
was not aware that his duck could

swim. They were walking together

along the banks of the creek when the

duck made for the water. Gerald
thought sure that his pet would drown,
and he started heroically to rescue it

from a watery grave. As he ran his foot

struck a root and he tumbled with his

face in the water and was rapidly drowning. Harold
Dickson, who was driving an express wagon, saw
the boy motionless and rushed to his aid. By work-
ing the child's arms and rolling him on the ground
he restored him to consciousness. The first thing

the lad said as he came to himself was, "Where is

my ducky?" The boy's tenderness and heroism were
ideal, but his wisdom was faulty and came near
being fatal. We hear people constantly saying it

makes no difference what a man believes so long as

he is honest in his belief. The boy was honest in

the belief that his duck could not swim, but his belief

came very near being disastrous to him. It is our
duty to obey conscience, but no more than it is to

have the conscience regulated by the Word of God.

Paul was honest in his belief that he was doing God
service in persecuting the Christians, but that hon-
esty did not justify his murderous acts.

And I persecuted this way unto the death, binding and deliver"

ing into prisons both men and women. (Acts 22 : 4.)
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Women in Council

Two or three very practical questions have

been sent me by new friends smce last we

women met in council. There are points on

which I feel myself entirely at a loss, having had no

experience to guide me in the circumstances repre-

sented. When such points meet my eyes I say, joy-

fully "There are numbers of good women who know

everything that is to be known on these puzzling

subjects," and I hand the matter with confidence

down to them. In the first letter published this week

:

A F • J "I v/ish to join the circle you are

AJkrAdvice forming and become one of the
Asks Advice

,^Qj^gj^ jj^ Council.' My life is a

lonely one and years ago I could not have foreseen

what it would be at the present time. Without

having the heart of an 'old maid,' I have arrived at

spinsterhood. My home is carried on

in a sort of joint partnership with a

relative who is an old soldier, a vet-

eran of the Civil War. He is married,

and his wife keeps house. I came with

them not long ago into a new country,

a hundred miles from our old home.

The understanding was that I was to

raise poultry for profit. Since coming
here objections of every kind have

been made to my doing so. The out-

buildings on this farm are not in good

repair. I am told that a woman in

delicate health cannot properly care

for poultry in winter. I wish to pay a

debt of nine hundred dollars in five

years, and think I ought to be able to

do it by raising chickens, selling eggs,

etc. Is there any one who can give

me information on this subject? I

could have bought an incubator a
month ago. As it is, I am now paying
for the food of a diminutive flock of

hens of my own, and am doing the

same for a flock that belongs to my
relatives. The weather has ruined our

fruit crops. If I cannot succeed with

poultry I shall not be able to make my
semi-annual payments. A. P. C."

How Shall There are ruts m
One Get Out life's road that some-

of a Rut? times lead, one would
think, into Bunyan's

Slough of Despond, yet brave hearts

manage to maintain their cheer in the

midst of trials too hard for words.
The revelation given in the following
letter is enough to move the compas-
sionate sympathy of every reader.

Listen to this life story

:

"I want to get out of a rut, and raise

my children for God. I am one of the
sisters with whom fate has gone hard.
After living with my husband sixteen

years and becoming the mother of nine
children, with a tenth in prospect, my
husband one morning mounted his

horse and rode away. I expected his

return in a fortnight, but at the end
of that time heard that he had gone to

Old Mexico, with no intention of re-

turning. He had been a kind husband
and a devoted father, but everything
had gone wrong financially, and he
gave up in despair. I have been almost
a wreck in mind and body, but now
that I am able to think clearly I have
determined to forget the past and, as far as I can,

try to reach a plane of greater elevation. I cannot
stay in the rut. From my lonely country home I

appeal to the good friends of the Council. Have you
words of comfort to me? A. P."

Your children must at least begin to assist in

bearing your burdens. Notwithstanding all the
trouble you have had to bear, keep on believing that

God's in his heaven, all's right with the world.

Wanted—More "How is a housekeeper to secure
Time to Read time to read? How much time is

she justified in spending in this

way? This is one of the questions I send to the
Women in Council. With my household cares and
sewing I manage to study my Sunday School lesson,
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Bu MARGARET E. SANGSTER

to read The Christian Herald and the daily paper,

but I have to read in a hurry and often there are

articles that I am compelled to pass by. I wonder

if this is a perplexity which Mrs. Sangster can aid

me to solve? A. F.

I understand the situation. It is not easy to sit

down in the daytime and read a book when the

mending basket is full to the overflow, when meals

must be cooked, and a house kept in apple-pie order.

Still, if you would resolve to take an hour for your

very own after the dinner dishes were cleared away
in the early afternoon, you would find yourself

rested by the reading of a good book, and, if not all

at once, by gradual degrees the children would learn

that mother was not to be disturbed at that partic-

&

REVERIE

drowsy bird has sung his vesper song ;

The sunset glovsr is fading from the sky.

Upon my spirit happy memories throng;
Pensive I sit and muse on days gone by.

To one dear heart I send a wistful sigh—
Come hither, darling, do not long delay.

iilar time. Sit in your easiest chair and put your
feet in another, if need be, and take to yourself the
privileges which ought to be a housekeeper's own.
Probably others of the sisters will tell you to read
in the evening, but by the time night comes I am
afraid you are too tired to enter into the spirit of a
book.

My Little "My little daughter of six has a
Daughter's Hair beautiful head of hair. It is soft

and thick and hangs three inches
below her waist. Friends tell me that I must cut it,

if I wish her to have fine hair when she is grown.
I am reluctant to do so, if it can be helped. What
shall I do?"

This question is passed on for the consideration
of mothers.

Maternal Tyranny
MOTHERS do not mean to be despots, yet til'

sometimes bear heavily upon the freedoms'
their grown children, while deceiving the

.

selves with the idea that their motives are pure s
[

that they are doing right. For example, a st(

was sent to the editor of this page the other day|
which the following incident was related: T
eldest son of a family of five children is now a lil|

beyond forty. The youngest of the group is p
thirty. All are self-supporting, and the family i

in comfortable circumstances. The mother is

tremely opposed to the marriage of her eldest si
apparently because she wishes to keep him entir
to herself. He has been for several years engaji
to a lovely girl, his means are sufficient for the si

port of a home, and the desire of his life is to hi]

a hearth of his own. The mere m'
tion of his marriage distresses
mother so that she can hardly spe
and her gloom falls like a weight u)

her whole domestic circle. This mot
is a conscientious Christian woman,
her maternal tyranny is by way
ruining the lives of her children, aiw
causes her to behave with comp!
injustice to a son who has read
middle life.

Not long ago, the question was as]

concerning a household where th
are several unmarried daughtf
women of undoubted charm, "v
those Blythe girls had remained e

gle?" The answer given by a nei,

bor was: "In the eyes of their mot
they are children still, although tl:

girlhood is long past. She overshadc
them on every side. She dictates w
they shall do, where they shall

with whom they shall associate, s,

what they shall wear, precisely as i

did when they were in their teens.

a man happen to call at the house,
can never see Lucile, Cornelia
Dorothy by herself. He is obliged
meet a phalanx of women with IV

Blythe at their head, and the ordin;

masculine caller is frightened away!
once. The mother is tenderly lev

yet her selfish and gentle tyranny
'

stood in the way of her daught<
development. A feather-bed tyrai!

may be in reality as depressing in

results as the tyranny of an iron ha

What to Do "I waited," said

and How to timid woman
Do It other day, "aim

an hour after I ^i

ready to take my leave, because

could not muster courage enough)

rise in the presence of others, say 'gi;

afternoon' to my hostess and get mys,

out of the room." The embarrassmi!

felt by a diffident person, unaccustoili

to take the initiative in society, i; i

genuine distress. To those who h;

never felt the pressure of bashfully

crushing them beneath its weight, >

confusion of the novice seems trivi

In reality, it is a source of discoin|

and annoyance that is far from trifli

When either man or woman is beset

the uncanny trepidation born of ac|

self-consciousness, he or she is tof

pitied. What to do and how to do it socially, cow

almost the whole field of human intercourse^,

civilization. The best plan to be followed by on^

the situation of the guest hesitating to take lea

is boldly to conquer the impulse of tirnidity, i

without waiting for an opening, a break in the cj

versation, or a good excuse, simply to say her W
farewell word, and depart. Good manners are V'

simple. Polite conventions of every variety
|

founded upon convenience and common sense.

Resort "Do tell the mother who is (

to Prayer tressed because she must take

children to live in town anK

bad associations, to kneel down and pray, pray, pr

I have spent a whole day in prayer when in troul

and God has always answered me. Eva S.
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The Model Society*

VJOBODY would think of manufac-
^ turing any article without a pat-

«rn—from the dressmaker to the

iousebuilder. If there is a new inven-

^on, it is made after proper measure-
nents, and accurately to fit some
ecognized need.

At first, such an invention is usually

lore or less crude and inefficient,

ijttle by little, if it is really founded
:pon a legitimate want, it approaches
lerfection. At last, it may become
dapted exactly to its purpose. Then
; is a model for others, and those
thers must resemble it in every detail.

i Thus also with the mind and the

Ipirit. We must have ideals. Each
as one, whether he knows it or not.

The boy's imagination may be cap-

jred by some swaggering profligate,

fhose fashionable clothes and confident

fir give him a meretricious conse-

.uence. Insensibly the boy cherishes

18 picture, and unless some gracious
junter influence intervenes, he be-

)mes, in the expressive slang phrase,
"cheap sport"—contemptible in the

,'es of right-thinking people and offen-

ve to God.
The girl sees some shallow young

loman, decked in tawdry finery, per-

aps talking and laughing loudly. The
fnorant child resolves that she will

L-ess and act in the same way as soon
:i she is old enough.
Or some noble and dignified person

;ay lay his impress upon the child-

ind when the mood of that sensitive

im is just right—and, lo! a whole life

ill be transformed.
: Generally the ideal which we cherish
1 our minds, consciously or uncon-
.iously, is derived piecemeal from our
ivironment—a little borrowed from
iiis source, a little from that.

Says Mozley, the great English
•eacher: "Take an ordinary man of

e world—what he thinks and what he
)es, his whole standard of duty, is

ken from the society in which he
yes. It is a borrowed standard. He
. as good as other people are; he does,
• the way of duty, what is generally
nsidered proper and becoming among
ose with whom his lot is cast. But
ere are those who stand out from
nong the crowd which reflects merely
e atmosphere of feeling around it,

ith an impress upon them which be-
iieaks a heavenly birth. How has the
:rson become possessed of it? Has he
ught it from the society around him?
bat cannot be, because it is wholly
.fferent from that of the world around
m. It is not borrowed. It is the in-

vidual's own. It rises up from some
unt within—it is a creation of which
certain text says: 'We know not

.hence it cometh.'
"

For it is "born of the Spirit."

I

The great characteristic of Christ
iS perhaps his life-giving power.

I

There are degrees of life. Some peo-
e seem to be full of it. Others seem
have little. Christ came, he says,

,at we, wha perhaps have a little life,

ight have it "more abundantly."
The individual soon shows how much
,'e he has, and reveals its source.
^ually the society soon ' shows its

tality or its lack. If it grows, if it

Bvates the character of its members,
it becomes a life-giving force in the
mmunity, you know that it is of
irist, and that it is modeled upon his
,?tructions. "He that hath the Son
th life; and he that hath not the Son
God hath not life."
If it does not grow, if its members

;e worldly, unfaithful, uninterested in
s things of the kingdom, if it is a
nentity in the community, it is not

• Christ.

And recollect that each member of
:ur .society is a representative. You
ar its good name in vour keeping,
hether it be of Christ or no." It
11 be judged by your behavior.

^Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday. July 10.
.XT: I. Cor. 12 ; 4-27.

The Chri^ian's Resources '•'

WE often ask concerning a man,
"How much is he worth?"

There are many senses in which this
question could be understood, but the
one universally accepted refers solely
to his property.

It is hard for the average human
mind to realize that heavenly property
is worth more than earthly ; that treas-
ure in heaven far outweighs the gold
of all the mines; and that it is nothing
for a man to gain the whole world, if

his soul is not saved.
Selfishness and covetousness were

well weighed by our Saviour. His ser-
mons contained many denunciations of
them. We are told to give without
stint; to take no thought for the mor-
row; and that it is easier for a camel
to go through the needle's eye than for
a rich man to enter into the kingdom
of God.

All this was said largely because
Christ wished men to realize the futil-

ity and meanness of all earthly posses-
sions compared with the glory and
grandeur of the infinite wealth of
heaven, and the spiritual blessings be-
stowed by the Most High. "All things
are yours," says the inspired apostle in

one of his most passionate bursts of
eloquence; "life, death, things present
and things to come."
He meant, everything that is worth

while—the love, faith, hope, set before
us in the Gospel; eternity, the white
robe, the peace and beauty of heaven;
all, all belong to the Christian.

It is true that he has to pay the
price. He must run the hard race

—

he must keep the faith—daily work,
patient striving, many discourage-
ments; but what do they matter, when
so great a prize lies before him, and
he can draw daily for support upon
the limitless resources of God's love?

Mrs. Elizabeth Hills Lyman tells of
watching in her girlhood with a delir-

ious patient. She was full of fear, but
through the long night she supported
her courage with Scripture texts. She
dates the growth of her highest qual-
ities from that night, when she real-

ized the help that lies in our Bible.

The terrible period of darkness
which we call the Middle Ages, includ-

ing roughly the millennial comprised
between the fall of Rome in 476 and
the discovery of America in 1492, is

generally considered to be an almost
unrelieved night. Governments were
unstable in every country. Rulers
were often robbers and murderers.
Learning fled to the cloisters. Edu-
cation was neglected. It was the most
sordid and the least spiritual of ages.

Longfellow, in his lofty poem of

"Christus," while recognizing the chaos
and horror of that awful period, has
shown how through it all ran "a
bright, deep stream of Faith, strong
enough for all the exigencies of life

and death."
Thus, even in this gloomy time, God,

as the poet says, revealed his power.
Among the mass of corrupt nobles and
churchmen shines out now and again
some saintly form, like St. Francis or

Savonarola, or a pure ruler like

Alfred; and he puts into the mouth of

one of his chief characters a recogni-

tion of God's great leading throughout
the years:

Oh, yes ; a tower of strength indeed,
A present help in all our need,
A sword and buckler is our God.
Innocent men have walked unshod
O'er burning plowshares, and have trod
Unharmed on serpents in their path.
And laughed to scorn the devil's wrath.

So from the first days, throuyrh the

worst that men have known, and up to

our very own, the power of our God
is made manifest. He can supply all

our needs with the endless riches of his

grace.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
July 10. Texts : I. Cor. 3 : 21-23 ; Eph. 3 : 20.

Yon can nlace money in the Industrial Savmgs and
r.oan Company, and know that it is xn/e, and is icheir

uoii can obtain it tchen icanted, and will yieUi fair earn-
xiigs for every day invested . See their advertisement
on page 610. and write thein for full information.

Rain! Pain!! Rain!!! Min vain!

If you lack snap and want $in$er,

use the old established countersign

/ ^ Zu Zu / // to the drocerman / /
No one ever heard of a ZUZU that wasn't good

/ / No! Never!!
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

PATENTS:!
For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from #5000 ti) 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send Sc postage to

Pubs. Patent Sens«, Dept. 36 Padlic BIdg., Washington, D.C.
B

l_VIUIVBn9 ^f^ roLIgZOTHZBBEIXa- IWI I Kn iSJEySWUTEB, UOSZ DUS-

CHURCH T^Sr^s^>i.^OWES FSICE.

,
'XIX«Xj)S. ^ TELLS WH7.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. C.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in youi
("liurch or Sunday Scliool. and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." tor $3 for 100. Words and music. 83 very bfc.~t

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Inu.

ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD OR REMODEL
your old building ? If so, write to-day for Free Sample and proof that

WALlBOARDISHEAfHiNG
Is Cheaper and BetterThan

Lath and Plaster
This practical substitute for lath and plaster is

easily nailed to studding. Beinsr applied dry, it is at

once ready for decoration— paint, paper or burlap.

Saves time and labor; is clean and sanitary; proof
against cold, heat, dampness, vermin.
Bishopric Wall Board is made of kiln-dried

dressed lath, imbedded in hot Asphalt Mastic, and
surfaced with sized cardboard; is cut at the factory
into uniform sheets 4x4 ft. sq. and
three-eighths of an inch thick. These
sheets (delivered in crates) are easily
and quickly nailed to studding ready
for wall paper, paint or burlap.

Guaranteed Proof Against Moisture,

Heat, Cold, Sound and Vermin

ITS MANY USES:— Bishopric Woll Board
is used for dtvcljings, pleasure, health resort
and factory buildings, new partitions in old
buildings, finishing attics, cellars, porches,
laundries, garages.

Price $^.r,o per loo sq. ft. or f>.ioper
crate of 'J.ii; sq. ft.f.o.b. factories. New
Ortt'atis, Cincinnati or Atrna, Micti.

Write to-day for Free Samples and Booklet.

THE MASTIC WALL BOARD & ROOFING

Is Cheapest for Frame or
Cement Buildings

Bishopric Sheathing is made of same materials
and m the same way as Wall Board, but finish is
not necessarily so fine and therefore costs less. It
IS cheaper than lumber, affords better protection,
is applied in less time, makes a smoother job
and does away with building paper. Bishopric
Sheathmg, like Wall Board, is delivered in crates
ready for immediate application.

It is guaranteed proof against heat,
cold, dampness, sound and vermin.
Allows dead air space between laths
and weather board, fonning splendid
insulation.

Our free booklet fully explains its
many uses and advantages over
lumber in both frame and cemont con-
struction. Also used with excellent
results as a lining for dairy barns,
poultry houses, stables or other out-
door buildings.

Price $^ per loo sq. ft. or fs.ll per
crate of ;.;« sq.ft. f.o.h. New Orleans,
Cinciniutti or Alnta., Mich.

DEALERS, WRITE FOR PROPOSITION.

MFG. CO., 40 East Third St., Cincinnati, 0.

I ;
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Do This To-day:

Ask us to send you our five Per Cent.

Book—we want you to know all there is to

know about this Company.

The more you know the surer you are to

become a customer.

This Company is strong—conservatively

managed, and all its investments are in first

Mortgages.

Money invested with us may be withdrawn

at any time without notice and without loss

of dividends.

But write for the Booklet—
that tells all about it.

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
1046 Calvert Building. Baltimore. Md.

A eOOD OIL CAN
filled with that famous 3-in-One

offer covers a limited num- |n||<{
ber of cans and is solely to lU^
introduce 3-in-Oneto new
people. The can or |M^
the oil alone is worth lU'''
lOc. If you have"
never tried «-. .

3-in-One for iniP
lubricatinganyi^ ^

mechanism,
cleaning |n||;

and polishing
furniture,
preventing

rust on any metal
surface, do it now.
Wrap a dime in a

piece of paper and mail

toS-IN-ONE-OIL CO.,

54 Broadway, NewYork City

By return you get the can

Full of 3-in-One

Complexion

POWDER
The Greatest ot all Beautifiers

A Luxurious toilette necessity—coolintr, rtfrcsiiinK ;

assuring a clear, refined, delicate, summer cniplexitefined, delicate, summer
prepared from purest materials—bet

tifying withovit injuring the skin. It

the only complexion powder that clings

—the only one put up in a Wooden
Box—retaining all its delicate perfume
and medication until entirely used up.

Five colors, Flesli. White, Brunette,

Cream and Special Pink.

SOc—Everywhere—SOc

Don't stop

iStshori
Of the best. It won't take
long to raise a few dollars

more.

If you have the money; If
you're raising it, or only
planning—write for helpful

suggestions.

>TEBrattI&
GENUINE

HAND
WOVEN

PANAMA
RARE BARGAIN
IN GENUINE
PANAMA HATS

iiii.'i IImIs more popularlthan ever—all
I lie l-MKrc tills Hummer. By importinK larcc quantities

i i;iii srll ,lncft to user for tiiis hurp^i^ill^:ly low price.
h. >e liaisujt ttarrauteii genuine ull liniid-woven;
hljlockeiLahd can he worn in tliat condition hv Gentlemen

Udios and Children- Easily blocked in any shape or
style. Just as scryiceahle asthe |I(I.(I0 kind: the difference
inly in flnencssof wi.ave. Assoil,.] siz, > \V<mht only t <iz

lent prep lid, A 1 f\f\ ORDER TO-DAY.
on receipt ot M) l.UU. i^aHsfariiDn Cuarantwil.

' ^ st.Ni> mil iiookij:t.

Panama Hat Co.. Dept. C, 830 Bro«dway. New York City

CTAjl/lpC' 1(10 different foreign 2c. Mention paper.
'^I Ml'lrij (Jnaker Stump Co., Toledo, O

The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR
CHAPTER TWEhYE—Continued

CAPTAIN VAN VROOM, discuss-

ing with Harry Rutgers the set-

tlement with Batavius, decided

that he would not give up the land he

had given as a site for the house Bata-

vius was to build for Virginia.

Harry laughed. "I have no doubt,"

he answered, "that Dieterich has full

instruction about the land, in case you
refuse it as 'damages' for Virginia's

breach of promise. In a month all will

be settled." And one morning towards
the end of March, Jansen walked into

14 Wall Street as sole master on the

premises. He had had a new sign

painted, and Katrina walked down
town to see it. The simple inscription,

"Jansen Van Vroom," pleased her
very much. She thought she had never
seen her husband's name look better.

"But I wish, Katrina, I could have
put Arent's name with mine."

Katrina's face grew sad, and with a
sigh she answered, "Thou could not.

He will marry that English girl."

"What we can not change we must
bear. And there is good news from
London—Anna Bradley told me so."

Not long after Jansen received his

letter from Batavius, Virginia had one
from Rose. It was full of affection,

but the drop of disappointment was in

it. She had not seen Joris. She had
sent for him the morning after she
landed, and was broken-hearted when
told that Squire Settle and Lieutenant
Artaveldt had left at daylight for Set-

tlebourne.
Virginia told her mother "it was a

very sweet letter," and she tried hard
to believe every word of it. But some
seed of distrust sprang from reading
it. She said to herself: Rose arrived
in London at daylight, why did she not
send for Joris in the afternoon of that
day?
"But Joris will come to me," she

mused. "In spite of delays, in spite of
everything ill-fortune can do, Joris will

come."
About this time the robins began to

come oftener, and to dispute the
branches on which they would build,

and there were other manifest signs
that winter was over.

But the crow^ning joy of this spring-

was the news full of hope that every
ship began to bring from England.
The colonists heard that the King
was distracted; that, even around the
throne, the legality of the Stamp Act
was ridiculed and disputed; if he left

his palace he was followed by angry
crowds shouting "Repeal the Stamp
Act!"
New Yorkers heard these and simi-

lar reports, and the very streets seemed
conscious of the return of prosperity.
Men were looking after their long-
closed stores, overhauling their ships,
repainting their wagons and drays.
The women gladly caught the same
spirit. They were weary to death of
spinning and weaving, and had, be-
sides, that usual womanly spring fever
that is only cured by a spring cleaning.
One afternoon Virginia found Ma-

dame with all her silver before her

—

pots and urns, cups and vases.
"Shall I help you, moeder?" asked

Virginia.
"Dear one, I would like some help.

This morning I was dreaming of
Arent. He stood at the bow of the
Mmihattan, and his face was smiling,
and his brown hair blowing in the
wind, and his ship dancing over the
waves like a sea bird. He is coming,
Virginia! He is bringing good news!
We can begin the spring cleaning as
soon as we like."

Katrina was not wrong. On the 18th
of May, A.D. 1766, when New York

had put on her most beautiful spring-

weather, Jansen went down to the Van
Vroom wharf, and stood there looking
eastward with longing eyes. Suddenly
he shifted his position, and shielded his

eyes from the sun.
"I believe that is the Manhattan!"

suddenly he cried, with deep emotion.
"I know her! I know her! courtesying
like a duchess she comes! Flying like

a swallow— up and down — up and
down! Arent must be at the wheel.
He always brings his ship in racing as
if a victory she had won."

His heart was full of mingled feel-

ings—gratitude, pride, hope, anxiety,
love and longing. He could not let the
dear ship out of sight, but he sent mes-
sengers far and near with the news;
so that when the Manhattan came to

anchor, it was amid the wildest cheers
of welcome. "The Stamp Act repealed !

"

shouted the crowd on the ship, and the
crowd on the wharf took up the joyful
cry, and carried it through every street

in the city.

And it was impossible for the depu-
ties whom Arent had carried to Lon-
don to get clear of the crowds. They
wanted to know how the Commons
received the Memorial of the Colonial
Congress.
But Arent took no part in these

explanations and assurances. As soon
as he had waited upon the Governor
with his great news, he went home.
Katrina and Virginia were both
eagerly watching for him. The mother
thought only of her boy, and of his
triumph in being the first bringer of
good tidings. Virginia, while dearly
loving her brother, and heartily joining
in the general rejoicing, had her own
special hope added.
About the Stamp Act, Arent declined

to talk. He said he "was weary of it,

and that his father would want to go
over the whole ground as soon as he
came home." Indeed, Lady Rose, and
London life and city, seemed to fill his
heart and his memory, and to be the
sum of his anticipations.
When his meal was finished he went

into the garden, and as he walked amid
the sweets of spring and lilac-tide, he
seemed to be lost in a happy reverie.
And Virginia had that delicacy of

feeling which forbade her to intrude
her own hopes or sorrows, if others did
not lead the way. No one, however,
seemed to remember either her or her
lover. Madame's heart was full of
Arent and his affairs. Virginia she
had always with her.
Her mother entered while she was

pondering, and said a little crossly

:

"Why now art thou looking sad? What
is the matter with thee? Here is the
tax repealed, and thy brother first with
the news of it!"

"Moeder, I am glad for every one
to-day. I was only thinking that
Arent never once spoke of Joris. I

wonder that Rose sent me no letter. I

wonder if she has told Joris what she
promised me to tell him."
"Thou art right. Why? Why? I

will tell thee why. Rose thinks of
nothing but Arent. Arent thinks of
nothing but Rose. Go and ask thy
brother in so many straight words

—

why?"
So Virginia went into the summer-

house and called Arent to her. He
came at once, sat by her side, took her
hand, and said, "My dear sister!"

"Well, then," she asked, "have you
no letter? No word of any kind for
me?"

"I have no letter, for when I went
to bid Rose good-by the men were wait-
ing at the anchor, and I had not a
moment to spare—and Rose had not
finished her letter to you."

"I understand. Did she send me no
Continued on next page

CONVERTIBLE

may be exchanged, at the end
of the interest-bearing period, for

STOCK *"«/^''«««"'' "i/ *''«

i^,_jij^^ ownership of selected

NEW YORK REAL ESTATE
OR YOUR MONEY RE-
TURNED, IF YOU PREFER

Unquestioned Security
Regular Income

Demonstrated Profits

Backed by over $3,000,000 Asseb
and 15 years of Dividends

WRITE for FREE BOOKLET 14 TODAY

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

GET THIS BOOl
Send us your name and address and we will 1

1-*

free, this absorbing treatise, " Electricity i

Remedy," written by a graduate physi' ^
cian of life-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects and
why
the

offers the safest, cheapest
surest method of home
plication, and cites
many Instances
successfully treat-
ed by it

Wizard Wireless

ELEcmiaj'.

ly REMEDY

Central Electric Co.,

pci

whet
ntere

or not si

read th'S enl

ening book on
Important and
a subject as " t

tricity as a Remei
If afflicted in any way,
friend to one afflicted, get

book and learn whether i

tricity can help. If it can
ought to kno\'. You will i

the book with profit in

case. Sent free, prepaid,
where. Write NOW, v

you think of it. Don't ci

until you target.

Genesee Sales C(|

Suite 358, 211 Lake St.. CHI i

36 Adelaide Si. W., Toronto,)!

BORDENS
,

i

EAGLE BRAND

^

CONDENSED MILFI

Proven the Best for

NURSERY &.

HOUSEHOLD

WATER-PROOF
POR 35 BABV

Button over ifgular diaper. Nnpins required. Ki'epl'.il'

dresses dry and sweet. Adjustable, can nnt slip down, Ea>

washed, will not harden or crack. Aseptir and li.VRien

will not irritate the most delicate skin. Made from St'

Sheetiiip. Omtain no rubber. Price 50 cents.

CAUTION' f*"r registered trade-mark appears on iii>

' oi the waistband of every pair of St'

I'ants L'.nk for it! If your dealer does notcarrySt'
GoMds, we will send them postpaid on receipt of price

FREE- ^"i" dealffs name, a Baby Sponge Bng
^^^^' made of Stork Sheeting. Also booklet.

THE STORK CO., Dept. 53 J, BOSTON, MAJ
Also Makers of Stork Absorbent Diapers, etc.

sm
couldn t get A^/at troublesome corn you

of can be removed without cutting or

danger of blood-poison. Ju^useA-Corn ^1
Salve. 15c at druggists' or by mail. !

Giant Chemical Co.. Philadelphia ^1
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The New Flavor

iVIAPLEINE
I Her than Maple

4apleine is a pure,

V jlesome and deli-

cis Bavoring extract,

g ranteed under the

fe Food Laws of

e y State.

/ w drops added to sugar

d Ived in water makes a

dious table syrup, and

u like lemon or vanilla it

fl ,n pudding sauces, cake

6 js. ice cream, ices, cu»-

t; , candy, puddings, etc

Hir grocer sells il. If not,

K us 33c. in ilamp« for a

2 . bottle and our cook

b;, 'Mapleine Daintie».*

(•SCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle, Wash.

SO

The
Franlelin
Society

me Franklin Society aimonnpcs the nsnal
iil-annoal cash dividi-nil at tlie rate of Four
Id Oir'Half Per Cent, per aiimini on all

pounts of $10 to $o,0(Ki. This is the Society's

43d Consecutive Dividend.
^.criilTIKS— First niortKaKes on Ironies In

w York City and vicinity, non-speculative
n-fiactimting.

f}ank
Department Supervision.

m a ddllar will open an aeeonnt Tliousands
iiivegtois, larjje and small. Payments up to

idinclniilnu Monday. .Inly U.earn from Julyl.
SI.MI'LK .MA1I.IN(; SVSTK.M.
Kegin now, or write for Itooklet U.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY

E. Col
: lloin. llnlldInK and Savin);s

in St., at I'ark Row, JJewYork

'/2 PER CENT
LYON & HEALY'S

<OOD CHURCH

i>RCANS
At Reasonable Prices
[iiftlte a sporialty df Imire reed orKans. voiced t-*

< Iv leseiniile pipe orEftnfl These clmrell oivans will l>e

;t|d modi ririler in effectit than any eiienp pipe orfcan.

U tell ynu what our t4ri» Catliedral OrKS" will

ah in the way of inusienl effeels,

«tr«t«d cataioK free. Styl.!. f roni »1IKI t., 8.-n(). Pay-

B spread over 2 y.irs when desired.

ne Foldlnsr Oririimt »37..50: Ilm' Parlor
C ans 94,5.00; liocMl Socnnd-IIuiid OrKniix
a lair price. "'•'*>

I >N & HEALY, OrpT. F 5 5 7 5.CHICAGO

15 ROMPERS $1
Direct From Factory. All Charges Prepaid

Best, ^o.^t ». rMr,-,il,le. fa»t o<.|or. un-
shrinliiihle RomperB. Choiee of pinli or

blue. ehe. k.d rlianilirav. with neell. eollar

and l>eU Ix'und in white . 5 for 91.00

:J BOMPERS of madras with yolie, plline
collar, helt and poeket piped in wiiite; choir.'

of asM.rtfd ch. ek» and stripes, 3 for $1.00
BOMFEBS of linen suiting, rollini; collar,

yoke, and ruiTs piped in white; Iwlt pipea

and fared. Tan. cadet l.lne. a for $1.00
Si*n2lo6yn. Salhfatllom ormomtyrtluntd.
Spicify ,l„ <i.<fco/or. CHARGES PREPAID

(ONSlIMi:itS' AI'li«»> <o..
61 Clymer Street. Brooklyn, N.Y.

Greatest

Typewriter

Offer Ever

Made!

No Interest t

Y ;tn let a standard visible Typewriter on Iriol without
pbition. A personally written proposition and interest,
inooklet about typewriters will be sent on receipt of
»a and address. Don't overlook this I

YPEWRTTERS' DISTRIBUTINC SYNDICATE
8ai Mas,. nil- leinid.-. ( lii<a«:<>

Continued from "preceding page

Buy the Original

ZIMMERMANN
"AITOHARP"
"The Nation's Favorite"
None genuine without our

trade mark ".tutoharp."

A musical instrument adap-

ted to all riasses. Atjllmusie
8lor..»ordirirt from u» "Easy

to play, Ea»y to Bnv" s.nl
,r Kr.-.- .atah.fcT THE PHONO-

BARF CO., Eait Boston, Mass.

message? Had she seen Joris Arta-
veldt?"

"Yes, indeed! And very imperti-
nent he was to her."

''Are you not saying too much?
When did Rose see Joris?"

"Joris and his ridiculous old cousin
got back to London the day before
repeal. Rose, the dear one, had been
watching day and night for him."

"Arent! Day and night "

"When Joris returned he had Rose's
command to attend her at once—and,
of course—he did so; though he made
unpleasant remarks about being 'very

weary with the long, hard drive from
Yorkshire.'

"

"I dare say he was very tired."

"He need not have told Rose that.

Fancy any one being tired when they
were asked to see Lady Rose Harley!
She looked angelic, I am sure; and she
received him in one of their most
splendid parlors; but Joris—after all

their friendship, too—was quite cold

and indifferent. Poor Rose was dashed
at once by his behavior, and could
scarcely begin her story. I don't see

how you could ask her to do it."

"Arent, surely you did not try to

prevent her?"
"What was the good of bringing up

all that old foolishness?"
"The good? Well, the happiness of

two lives."

"He never helped her by a single

word of pity, or excuse—just let her
go on blaming herself, and clearing

you—till she broke down, and began to

cry with mortification."

"Did he not say one comforting
word?"
"Not one. On the contrary, he told

her -she had sacrificed your happiness
for the King, and even insinuated that

.she hoped for a reward from the Privy
Purse—or some other particular sign

of the royal favor. Then Lady Rose
i)ecame very angry, and told him his

abominable pride and temper had
nearly killed you, and Joris ro.se and
bowed himself out of the room."

"I am sorry Rose lost her temper. It

was unkind to me, for now I know
nothing."

"I don't see how you could marry a

man with such a temper. Give the im-

pertinent fellow up."
"This impertinent Joris! Do you

think he will ever come to New York
again?"
"He actually asked me for a passage

for his cousin and himself. His cousin

I can not bear. Rose, too, considers

him tiresome and vulgar, and he is

constantly talking, talking. I could

not put up with Squire Settle."

"So you refused Joris a passage?"
"I told him I had no room. I made

it as polite as I could."

"On the next ship he may come?"
"On the ship that brings the Repeal

Act to the Governor, he will come. He
said his cousin preferred it, but had
been willing to humor his hurry. A
prouder bit of human flesh than Joris

Artaveldt does not exist."

"Spirit, you mean, Arent?"
"Flesh, too. The way he flings up

his head, his quick, short speech, the

toss of his velvet cloak, the tilt of his

sword, the cock of his beaver, every-

thing he does and says. The fact is,

Virginia, he has been ruined by the

way Londoners have treated him."

"Others have been spoiled in London,

besides Joris. I should not think Rose

would like to marry you, if you change

much more. You are cruelly selfish,

and proud also, Arent."
"I have always had a proud nature."

"Yes, but you were proud of great

things—of outriding a big storm—of a

quick voyage—of saving life."

"Well, then, I am proud yet of such

things."
"Perhaps. But also now, you are

proud of titles, of fine dress."

"Come, come, sister, mind your own
affairs. Arent knows his chart, he is

not going out of his right course. Bet-
ter it will be for you to go into the
house, and help our moeder—meat and
drink must be at hand, for a crowd
fader may bring home with him."
On the contrary, the Captain

brought no one with him but McLeod,
and both men were completely worn
out.

It was evident Arent had not brought
much private comfort to his home. He
was so jealous of Rose, that he resented
conversation concerning her. It seemed
a kind of presumption for even his

mother and sister to use her name in

common speech, or to speculate about
her sayings and doings. He himself
hardly named her, but he thought of
her continually. Already the lover had
begun "to leave father and mother"
and cleave to the woman who was to
be his wife ; and the father and mother,
perforce, to teach themselves to take
daily life independent of his presence
and affection.

So the supper table was happy
enough without Arent, and indeed like

to be the happier for his absence; since
to his mother and sister Arent had
expressed the utmost distaste and
weariness of the Stamp Act. "And no
wonder!" said Katrina apologetically;
"he has heard nothing else for four
months, shut up in his ship with it, and
in London forced to listen to it morn-
ing, noon, and night. Sometimes we
have been weary of it, Virginia. Yet
we must hear about the repeal of the
tiresome thing, so I am glad McLeod
came home with your fader. After
to-night we put it out of hearing—we
name it no more. But this night, yes,

we will talk of it." So they were
hardly seated round the table, before
Madame asked, "When did the Man-
hattan reach London, McLeod?"
"Two days after Christmas, Ma-

dame; but signs o' Christmas merri-
ment were few, and far between. The
King was going crazy wi' anger at our
impertinent disobedience to him, which
he complained 'Parliament was allow-
ing to go unpunished.' He thought
himself insulted by the extremely hu-
miliating conduct of you New Yorkers,
and the Boston men no better—not a
whit to choose between them—and he
considered the surrender o' the stamps
to the citizens of New York was such
a serious matter that he called Parlia-
ment together to consult anent its pun-
ishment."
"But what did Parliament do?"
"Quarreled and fought o'er that bit

of provoking paper, as if the nation
depended on it. Pitt abused Newcastle,
insulted Lord Bute, and defied Parlia-
ment, telling them they had taxed
America without a shadow of right to

do so."

To be concluded

An Intere^ing Life-Story

Marion Harland's Autobiography,
the Story of a Long Life (Harper &
Bros., New York and London), will be
read with much interest, as it is the
record of a career that is in many
respects wonderful. There are few
better known names in American lit-

erature. Here we have the author's
own description of the dawning of

literary aspiration and the long and
brilliant career that has followed.
Mrs. Terhune has personally known
many of the leading public men and
women of the last half century and
her recollections are delightfully en-
tertaining. Among other things she
tells the story of her famous journey
to the Holy Land in 1889 as the cor-

respondent of The Christian Her-
ald, her letters of travel among the
"sacred places" having been one of the
absorbing features of the paper that
year. 'The Autobiography is a hand-
some volume of 498 pages. Cloth
bound, price $2.

95r "Standard's
NEW ^bw. HOME

244
W. 17th St

NEW YORK
CITY

We Are Moving
inlo our New Home. Our business has grown so

that we must have larger quarters. To save the

expense ot moving our large stocks we have decided

to have a Removal Sale. All lines of merchandise

are being offered at greatly reduced prices. It

is to your advantage to write for Our Removal
Sale Bulletin

—

now. It's full of wonderful

bargains like the two waists shown below.

g* Buys Either of
^ These Waists!9S

Real Hand
Embroidered
Lingerie Waist
127.—Waist of fine

Imported Silk-finished

Lingerie Batiste. Yoke
Hand Embroidered in

beautiful raised pattern

and outlined with wide
Cluny insertion. Low
neck in square effert

trimmed with wide

"Baby" Irish. Three-

quarter sleeves. Cuffs

tucked and trimmed

with Cluny. Closes in

back.
Order this Real

Hand Embroider,
ed Waist to-day.
Sizes 32 to 44 bust.

\

Neat and Cool

137.—A Sailor
Blouse is one of ihe

coolest and most be-

coming garments for

summer. This
iiodel of French
Linene is very

serviceable and
launders nicely.

Sailor collar,

turn-back
cuffs, tie and
watch pocket

of Navy Blue

Linon trimmed
with narrow while

straps. Short sleeves,

the left one with Navy
Blue Eagle and Star

Emblem. Closes visibly in

front. Only ihe*'Removal

Sale" brings this blouse

toyouatsuch AQ^
a low price : t/O^

OUR "MONEY-BACK" GUARANTEE:
If anything: yoti buy from the "STANDAKD" is

not entirely satisfactory, we want yon to return
It and we will send your money back promptly.

Write to-day for a copy of our
"Removal Sale Bulletin'*—sent
to you FREE on request. Shows

the BIGGEST BARGAINS OF THE YEAR iit

women's clothes. A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION
to the "STANDARD" STYLE BULLETIN given
FREE to everyone who writes.

FREE!

STANDARD S^ft* po.
244 West 1 7th St., New York CityV^
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Most Wonderful Bargain

!

WewiUsendyoa ^^ WE HAVE ,.^r,s

one of these ex- .'•|a>^«^v EVER '^^'\\

qnisite CORSET
"

COVERS (or

39c
Postage Paid

Worth
H> wnnt you to get our

Summrr Style Boc^.

That is why ivemake
this remarkAble offer«

This Handsome Corset Cover
is made of fine soft Naiusook.1
Yoke is formed of delicate pal
lace and pretty embroider
with 4 rows of satin ribboi
insertion, one of which ex-
tends entirely around neck;
armholes are lace-edged;
back has edging and in*

sertion of lace; all seams
taped.

This Corset Cover is 39cm
Send for our great free Catalog No. 66 to-day;
it is full of wonderful values like the above.

Money returned et once if not satisfactory.

Fulton Street
Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

Feeding on the Words of Jesus

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

% Everyday

UNDER

I
New York

BANKING

DEP'T

rSUPERVISION 1

You may deposit funds on
any date or withdraw on any
date. We have no fixed "in-
terest days"—earnings com-
mence when money is re-

ceived and paid for full lime
to date of withdrawal. Re-
mitted by checlc quarterly
semi-annually, or compound
ed if desired.
Established 17 years. Dur-

ing this time we have never
paid less than 5 per cent, a
year, while increasing our
assets to over $2,250,000, and
accumulating surplus and
profits of $175,000.
Our record is open to pub-

lic Inspection. We invite
fullest investigation of our
methods,

Wrilefor bookUl, aUch
contains many interesting fads.

lodnstrial Savings & Loan Co.
2 Times Building

42d St. and B'way, New York

THE catacombs ^t Rome were the

turial places of the early Chris-

tians. They are about five hun-

dred and eighty miles in extent and are

said to have contained 6,000,000 bodies.

During the persecutions of the Chris-

tians under Nero and other Roman
emperors, the catacombs were used for

hiding places. Under Diocletian the

catacombs were crowded with those for

whom there was no safety in the face

of day. The art of the catacombs is

unique and most interesting. Simple

designs are etched in the slabs which

seal the tombs. Now and then are
small chapels where paintings are to

be found. All are Bible illustrations,

so that the catacombs may be said to be

a pictorial Bible in eflfedt.

Basketfuls for Feeding the Multitude

During the last few weeks twenty-
six millions of Sunday School scholars

have had their souls fed by review of

the lessons in Matthew's Gospel from
chapters nine to fifteen.

The report given at the World's
Sunday School Convention last May
divides them into German groups,
French groups, English groups, etc.,

the United States having by far the
largest group.

Austro-Hungary 9,448
Belgium 7,751
Buigaria 2,610
Denmark 97,450
Finland 189.929
France 74,000
Germany 980,000
Greece 208
Holland 214,140
Italy 16,467
Norway 112,386

Varicftse
Vclnsm

Varicose Veins if allowed to
go untreated never get better,
i>ut always worse, till finally
tlie tissue covering the veins
becomes ruptured; then you're

in for a lot of trouble. Our
Seamless Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS
not only prevent this climax,
but in many cases cure this
varicose condition and re-
store the veins to normal,
healthy action. Send for

Booklet on the BUbJect, Tree.

Cortis & SpindeU Co., Elastic

Weavers, 202 Oxford St., Lynn, Mass.

The Sanitary Dishwasher
FOR FAMILY USE

Washes, rinses, dries and polishes the
MRLStdelicateChina—(ilassware-Silverware

in 3 to 5 minutes. Cleanses and
sterilizes dislies with scalding soap-
suds and rinses them, completely re-
moviiigall trai'fsof food, grease, etc.

Haiitls<lo not toudt water. Saves
labcjr, time, towels, breakage.
All metal — compact — strong-
lasts a lifetime.

WRITE FOR FREE TRIAL OFFER
and escape the drudgery of flish-
\\asbitig, as hundreds of women
have. Read ilu'ir letters in our
booklet. WRITE TO-DAY.
National Machine & Stamping Co.
635 Mack Bldg , Detroit. Mich.

1,614
71,822
6,710

344,964
130,057

1,171
458.945

4,738
908

73,781
104,204
4.5,416

United States 14,203,194

Portugal
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey in Europe.
India
Persia
Siam
China
Japan
Turkey in Asia. .

.

Canada
Australasia . .

.

Fiji Islands. . . .

Mexico
South America
Hawaii

817,810
749,701
24,525
22,164
63,524
12.101

"WRITERS-ARTISTS

We6ellSt.i,i..s, .Ickos, P.ii>ms. Illustrati..ns, DisiBiis and all
I'liblishaMe Material on ri.mmissinn. We liiiow who pays best
prices and can save ynii time and money in the disposal of
y.Hir prmturtinns. CASH RliTURNS. explaining our system
sent (in r(t|ii.-st Mrnti.in v.mr liii.- when writinR.
The Bnrell Svndicate. R. 775. 118 E. 28th St., New York

i

Newest Embroidery
A Dutch Collar or tW
a beautiful set o( 24 ' -•

Initials (or stamping
with large illustrated

catalog of EMBROIDERY DESIGNS.
Sent for 10 Cents. Clean, beautiful impressions

instantly on any material. No messy inks or powder.s.
Hundreds of new patterns for neckwear, waists, lintret ie,

t,ible-linen, etc Address Dept H, Specify Iniliai.

KAUMAGRAPH CO., 114 Wesf 32J St., New York

MEN AND WOMEN <>vorywhere are earning
excellent incomes selling

Holladay's Marvel slwie T*ollsti. self-shining, water-
priiof. Why not you ? Write for demonstrated sample
and terms. G.W.HoUaday, 126 Weit 3l8t Street, New York.

(It was Dr. Klopsch's estimate that
our Christian Herald group contains
about one million.)

How the "Baskets" Were Filled

The first basket contained the ac-
count of the raising from the dead by
Jesus of the twelve-year-old daughter
of Jairus. And two blind men had their
sight restored by Jesus, and a woman
was cured of a sickness which she had
endured for twelve years. She was
healed by simply touching the garment
of Jesus. How has the Sunday School
world been fed by this lesson? We
have learned of the loving sympathy of
Jesus. We no longer fear death, be-
cause Jesus has power over it. We
are encouraged to ask his help when we
are suffering.
A little girl and her papa were on

their way home, hand in hand, when
the child in her playfulness said:
"Now, papa, let's play I am a poor
blind girl, and you must let me hold
your hand tight, and you must lead me
along, and tell me where to step and
how to go." So the merry blue eyes
were shut tight, and the walk began.
"Now step up; now step down; here
we go around the corner," and so on
until they reached home, when the little

one said: "Wasn't it nice, papa? I

never peeped once." "But," said her
mamma, "didn't you feel afraid you
would fall?" With a look of trusting
love came the answer: "Oh, no,
mamma, I had tight hold of papa's

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
July 10, 1910. The Review. Matt. 9-15. Golden
Text: "The words that I speak unto you, they
are spirit, and they are life." John 6 :63.

hand, and I knew he would take me
safely over the hard places."

Let us have a similar trust in God.
Read in Ezek. 33: 22; 40: 1; Luke
1 : 66 about the hand of the Lord being
with those who trust him.
The second basket contains the les-

son about Jesus sending out his twelve
apostles by twos to preach the Gospel,
and to heal the sick, and to cast out
demons. The food we get out of this

basket is the encouragement to believe

that Jesus may use us as fellow helpers
to the truth. He has small errands
for children to do, like taking a flower
to a sick person, or food to some one
who is poor. He has large things for
the older people to do to help in making
this a better world here and now.
The third basket has in it the lesson

about John the Baptist in prison. He
would not have been there if he had
not bravely rebuked the wickedness of
Herod and Herodias. Courage is the
food we find in this basket. Let us
never stop to measure danger when we
have a duty to perform.
John and Charles Wesley were out-

spoken preachers, and oftentimes their

lives were threatened by angry mobs.
It was while hiding from such a mob
one day that Charles Wesley wrote
that matchless hymn, "Jesus, Lover of
My Soul."
The fourth basket has in it the lesson

about the wicked cities of Chorazin,
Bethsaida and Capernaum, whose in-

habitants would not become the follow-
ers of Jesus though they had often
heard his wise teaching, and had seen
his wonderful works of healing the
lame and blind and sick. This food
would seem to be very bitter, but Jesus
makes it sweet by telling us that those
who will love and serve him shall have
sweet peace in their souls. "Come unto
me and I will give you rest." The
Roman Emperor Augustus heard of a
man who was accustomed to sleep all

the night through though he had many
cares and was heavily burdened with
debt. The emperor desired to buy his

bed, and when asked why, he replied
"that it seemed to him to be some won-
derful bed, worth the buying, whereon
a man could sleep that was so deeply
engaged." But he was mistaken; it

was not the bed, but the yoke of Christ
that enabled the man to sleep. Worry
is what keeps people awake in their
beds in the watches of the night. Many
suggestions have been offered to in-

duce sleep, but nothing is so soothing
as to commune with God.
The fifth basket has in it the lesson

about the Sabbath. The Pharisees
found fault with Jesus for permitting
his disciples to pick off only enough
grain to satisfy their hunger as they
were passing through the field. They
also found fault with Jesus because he
healed a man's withered hand on the
Sabbath day. Jesus was the Lord of
the Sabbath, and he knew better than
they how to keep the Sabbath day
holy. The food for us in this basket
will help us to keep God's Sabbaths in

a way that will be pleasing to him.
The sixth basket has in it the lesson

about some people who hated Jesus,
and wanted to make others think that
he was not the Son of God, but the
helper of Satan. Do you think there is

bitter food in this basket? Jesus has
made it sweet, because he has told us
about his resurrection from the dead,
which would prove him to be the Son
of God. And more than this, he has
promised that because he rose from the
dead, we shall rise also. Dr. Bonar
has said : "The heathen sorrowed with-
out hope. A shattered pillar; a ship
gone to pieces; a race lost; a harp lying
on the ground with snapped strings,
with all its music lost; a flower bud
crushed—these were the sad utter-
ances of their hopeless grief. The
thought of death came not to cheer the
parting, or brighten the sepulchre."

Continued on next page

«
An ideal home for visitors to New '

desiring the quiet of a refined neighbor!

^ It overlooks the beautiful Hudson, t

in the finest residential district. 'M

dining room is conaacted on botb he

American and European plan and ttii ii

no bar. ^ The rooms are large, cool

and delightful.

Attractive special rates are made from Jane Ist • 'V»

tember 1st. Room v/ith bath, $1.50 and up. (of,

bedroom and bath, $2.00 and up. Literature upon i^

ARTHUR T. HARDY, Manager i

Be a Graceful Ride
Learn ftt home to be an expert^

rider and trainer, by taking my
lessons by correspondence.
Inexpensive and easily
learned. You can learn*
every style of correctT
riding, how to properlyff
train norses for the sad-'
die, how to teach your
horse fancy gaits and
tricks, and scores of
secrets never before ^

divulged.

My simple and original methnrf"
of instruction teaches you everything and enables j
double your horse^s value. Ironclad ^uaranteein
a refund of every cent if you're not satisfied. 20 years*'

dcrful experience. Hundreds of enthusiastic
women graduates. 'Write for handsome free I

lining course. Special proposition if you write (

PROF, JESSE BEERY
421 Academy Street (9l PLEASANT I

"DON'T SHOUT
fOM. I can hear ni

as anybody. 'How
Oh, something ne

TheMORLEY PHONE
c a pair in my ears no

but they are invisible.

would not know I had th

yself, only that I

ight."

MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
makes low sounds and ^.
whispers plainly heard. ^P

- Invisible, comfortable ^
weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over

Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testim* **

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Perry BuiWing. PhiW**
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Continued from preceding page

he seventh basket has in it the les-

~ *
s( about the death of John the Bap-

ti- And how terrible was that death!

H head cut from his body by a sword,

b.ause a wicked king had told a fiend-

is' young girl that he would give her

^^ witever she would ask of him. What
f(i did the Sunday School world

fi in this? First: Not to cherish a

g dge in the heart against any one as

H od did against John. It has led to

t ni-der many times. Second: Be very

ctjful not to make a bad promise.

id( Trd: It is better to break a bad

LjL pjmise than to keep it. The whole

^^ w Id would have honored Herod if he

hi refused to behead John when
S;)nie requested it.

• he eighth basket is filled with the

leon about Jesus feeding the multi-

tu with five loaves and two fishes.

H had sought rest after his many
laa-s, but the change opened up even

a reater activity, and he knew no

riness until after he had fed the

K )le and sent them to their homes.

jhe ninth basket has in it the lesson

ijt Jesus walking on the sea. In

we will find food to strengthen our

fah. Peter might have walked on

tbi waves all the way from the boat

tolesus if he had had more faith; a.s

it as, his little faith enabled him to

ta' a few steps. He began to sink

or when he lo.st his faith.

he tenth basket contains the lesson

atat the mother who came to Jesus

ar asked him to cure her little daugh-

g te She was not just the kind of a

'"tolher that Jesus had been used to

^^Ejing, but because she begged him
^Eoarnestly and had such strong faith

^^th he could cure her daughter, Jesus
-a it should be done. This is a good
1 : tt for mothers to take food
11 1. Jesus is more willing to help

-tin with their children than they

ihk. And it should make children

iBBB^Iiapy to know that Jesus listens to

^U*t ^•'" niothers' prayers.

nUHtf ( boy was one day passing his

, . nmer's door, and he heard her pray-
" Ji She mentioned his name, and
<«^ *

' H'ed that God would help him to be

;ta« I nristian boy, and grow up to be a

i„^) ulistian man. Day after day he
th.ght about his mother's prayer, and
ie id decide to be a Christian. That

^(,*in<ner's prayer was an anchor to hit>

, r ;Jn*o as long as he lived.

fie eleventh basket has in it the
le;>n about the sower who sowed his

grn in four kinds of ground in his

^^^fiej. There was ground that was
^^Ttf'den until it was hard, stony

(nd, thorny places, and good
o| But only the grain in the good
r>nd brought forth fruit. Those who

he d this parable of Jesus, and those,

like ourselves who read it in the Bible,

may feed upon his words and grow,
and bear the fruit of goodness.

The twelfth basket has in it another
lesson about a sower. He sowed good
seed in good ground, but in the night
his enemy came and sowed bad seed,

and that grew with the good seed, so

there was in the harvest both good
fruit and bad fruit. When Jesus spoke
this parable he wanted to teach the

people that there are two kinds of per-

sons—those who are God's children,

and those who are Satan's children.

What is there in this for us? Are we
wheat or tares?

There is a Japanese story about the

ears and tongues that went to Para-
dise. A certain man died and went to

Paradise. Kwanon, the goddess of

mercy, met him at the gate of heaven
and brought him at once to Amida,
who said: "Since you are hence-

forth to be an inhabitant of Para-
dise, you ought at once to become
acquainted with the general features

of the place. Kwanon will act as your
guide." Kwanon led out the man and
showed him heaps of gold and precious
stones; magnificent lotus flower.s

bloomed in eight wonderful lakes, and
birds of paradise filled the air with
notes sweeter than those of the night-
ingale. While wandering about, they
came to a building filled with shelves,

having on them two kinds of things.
One looked like mushrooms and the
other like fish-roes. "What are they?"
the man asked. Kwanon answered:
"Those that you think look like mush-
rooms are the ears of persons who lis-

tened to many sermons and instruc-

tions about being good, and yet their

acts were so evil that their bodies
were not allowed to enter here—only
the ears!" And the man asked: "What
are those that look like fish-roes?"

Kwanon answered: "Some people are
very skilful in telling others what to

do to be good, but they do only evil

themselves, so only their tongues are
admitted to Paradise."

The thirteenth basket is filled with
several kinds of things, seeds, bread,
coins, pearls, fish, etc. And Jesus
talked about each one in a way to make
the people understand something
about the kingdom of heaven. It is

the Church of the living God. It is

growing .larger every day, and filling

the whole earth. We do not mean
church buildings, but loving, loyal

hearts acknowledging Jesus as their

king. Some one asked an old man,
"What is the kingdom of heaven?"
He put his hand on his heart and an-
swered: "It is something here," and
then he looked up to heaven and said,

"And it is something there."

AN EXPRESSION OF CONFIDENCE
E have, just received the following letter from one of our subscribers

commenting upon our guarantee, and we take-pleasure in quoting it in

part to show how thoroughly the majority of our readers have come to

bei sympathy with our efforts to protect their interests:

"B , Minn., May 23, 1910.

"Dear Christian Herald: We have been a constant subscriber to The Chris-
Ti'; Herald for a dozen years and expect to be as long as we live. We have
of,n thought that The Christian Herald had exhausted itself in its kind acts

^„„**'to'ird its readers, but when 'Our Guarantee' made its appearance in the paper,—'vnf/ere greatly touched and a prayer came to our lips asking God's choicest

|ir-^ bl.sing to rest upon The Christian Herald, for it will never be known in this

U ^iW( d how much it will help the poor and inexperienced."
|It is gratifying to receive an expression of confidence like the above. It

shls our readers take our endeavors to protect their interests seriously. As a

Tiiler of fact, however, not only our readers but our regular advertising patrons
ha been with us from the fir.st in the matter of our guarantee. We knew it

weld be a distinct benefit to both. Still it is pleasant to have it so acknowledged.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
' iistian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

^yi^T. wl must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

.- adtrtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
of le appearance of the advertisement.

Automobiles
We build them We guarantee them

We sell them to you direct from our factory

Real Inside Prices

OUR new Automobile Catalog quotes THE ONLY
REAL INSIDE PRICES ON AUTOMOBILES.
In this catalog we show automobiles for $370.00

and up, six different models, all built by us in our own
automobile factory. When you buy a SEARS you get it

direct from our big Chicago factory at the factory price.

With our new Automobile Catalog we will send you

our Booklet of Testimonials showing pictures of custom-

ers using Sears cars in every part of the United States,

with letters from them telling their experiences.

If you are interested in an automobile of any kind, write today

for our Sears Automobile Catalog No. 65C41

Sears, Roebuck & Co, Chicago

WANTED-RIDER AGENTS
IN EACH TOWH
and district to

_ ride and ex-
hibit a •ample 1910 Model "Ranifer" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are makinpf money fast. IVriteat onceforfullparticulars and special offer.
NO MONEY KEQUIKED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to

anyone, anywhere in tlie U. S. withmit a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and
allow TEN DAYS' FKEE TRIAL during which time you may nde the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense and>(>» will not be out one cent.

I nUU CAOTnDV DRIPFQ Wefumish the highest grade bicycles it Is passible to make
LUfw mu I Un I miUbO at onesmaU profit aboveactual factory cost,you save $xo to $35
middlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DONOTBUYablcycleorapair of tires from anyone ^X any price until you receive
our catalogues and learn our unheard oi/actoryprices and remar/tabU special offer.

Vnil Ufll I DC ACTAIIICIIEfl when you receWe our beautiful catalogue and study
I V\m nlLL DC Hw I UHIwIICV our superb models at the -uonderful low prices we
can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are
satisfied with |i.oo profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles
under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken In trade by our Chicago retail stores will

beclosed outat once.at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PnACTCD RDAITC rear wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
I inCdf WUHOI Cn UnillVC and everything in the blcycle lineat half usual prices.

DO HOT WAIT—but wTite today for our Lar^e Catatogut beautifully illustrated and cootaining a great fund of
Interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. F 71. CHICAGO, ILL.

TYPEWRITERS ^'Hi'i,
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVEIIS. UNDEIIWOODS. Etc.

'/4to^M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANTnHKKE for Free Trial, or

KKNTKD allowing Rent to APPLY
PRICES 91S.OO ur»

flrit CI»B8 Michines Presb from the Mfre—Write f -.r Tlluetnited C»taIo(r 71

Typewriter Emporium, (ESI. 1892) 92-94 UKE ST., CHlCAeo

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

4^
flsfi
WW Bear the script name ofV V Stewart Hartshorn on label." ^ Get " Improved,'' no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

PATENTS That Prolecl and Pay
•* *^»•-'* * i-r

^(i^i,.^ ,„„i Books FREE.
Rati's Hpasonabli'. Hlflicst Kefi'iem'ps. licst Services.
WATSON E, COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINOTON, D.C.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modern invention for keeping the hair heaatiful
and fluffy and the scalp clean, healthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and properly massaged
and nature will grow the hair. Write fnr free circular.

AGENTS WANTED,
DR. OEORGE LYMAN,
217 Dill St., reoria, '.ll

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProf its!

Anybody can make big

income all year raising'

Mushrooms at home in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, boxes,

etc. Markets waiting for

all you grow.

Free Itlustratid

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, Desk »
West 48th St., New York

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn book

HALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needing new books.
THK IflUI.OU ii. M.il.V to., >en York or tliicago.

tV
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AME GOOB SOAPS

Fairy Soap
Fairy Soap looks and
b whiter than any
other soap; moreover,
it will retain its white-

ness long after other

so-called white soaps

have turned yellow.

Fairy Soap is made
from edible products
and has a clean,delicate,

refreshing smell; many
other soaps have a

strong, greasy, soapy

—

and, oft-times, rancid

odor.

Fairy Soap is the best

soap you can buy for

the toilet and bath—no
matter what you pay.

Yet its price is but 5c.

Order Fairy Soap

—

the handy,floating,oval

cake—today, and learn

by use why it is the soap
of soaps.

Fairy Soap was granted
highest possible awards
at both St. Louis and
Portland Expositions.

"Have you a little

Tairy* in your Home ?"

t Gold Dust
Several so-called "washing

powders
'

' are only sal soda.

You can buy sal soda at

your grocer 's under its real

name for much less than

you can these powders.

Others contain naphtha,

ammonia or some other

liquid cleanser which evap-

orates the moment the

powder is exposed to the air.

Gold Dust is a true wash-

ing powder. It is a mixture

of vegetable oil soap and

purifying ingredients which
insure prompt and efficient

cleansing action. It softens

hard water, does its work
quickly and well, and injures

nothing. GOLD DUST
will do more work and
better work th'an iny other

washing powder on the

market.

For washing dishes, scrubbing
floors, cleaning woodwork,
oilcloth, silverware and tin-

ware, polishing brasswork,
cleaning bathroom pipes,
refrigerators, etc., softening
hard water, washing clothes
and making the finest soft
soap.

"Let the Gold Dust
Twins do your work"

Sunny Monday
Laundry Soap

Most yellow soaps
contain from 20 to 40

percent, rosin. Sunny
Monday *(N. R.) is

white, and contains not
an ounce of rosin. Which
would you prefer to use

on your clothes—a soap

containing about one-

third rosin (a cheapening
ingredient) or Sunny
Monday X^-R*) wherein
the* cheap rosin element
is replaced with expensive

fats .and vegetable oils ?

Sunny Monday *(N.R.)

does the work with
scarcely any rubbing and
actually does double the

work of any yellow rosin

soap. Its dirt-starting qual-

ity is permanent and
lasts until the cake is

worn to a wafer.

*N.R. means "No rosin.

Sunny Monday Laundry
Soap contains no rosin.

Rosin cheapens soap but
injures clothes.

''Sunny Monday Bubbles will

wash away your troubles"

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Makers, Chicago
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

Subscriber, Kingston, N. Y. Why is the liquor

saloon where intoxicating beverages are sold,

called the "great destroyer," "an enemy of

God, the chief instrument of Satan"?

Because the saloon is a debaucher of manhood and

annually destroys more lives, wrecks more careers,

breaks up more homes and is the cause of more
crime than any other known agency, if not more

than all other agencies put together. It bru-

talizes humanity, breeds widespread poverty,

destroys man's judgment, and renders him use-

less in business. The devil has no agency that

does its work half as well as the saloon.

S. P. A., Peyton. Ore. 1. Did not one daughter
of King Christian of Denmark become
Czarina of Russia? If .so, is she the pics-

ent Dowager Empress? 2. What was the

name of Dnvid's mother, and where is it

given in the Bible?

1. Yes ; Dagmar, daughter of the late King
Christian of Denmark, who, died in 190fi. is the

present Dowager Empress of Russia. She is

sister of Alexandra, Queen-mother- of England.

2. According to McClintock and Strong's Bibli-

cal Encyclopedia the name of Davids mother is

not known. Froni one or L^'o, allusions, how-
ever, in David's poetry it is gathered that she

was a godly woman, and persuaded David

to consecrate himself to God's service. Both of

David's parents were alive until after he broke

with Saul. See Ps. 86: 16 and I. Sam. 22: 3.

H. S. R., Greenwich, N. Y. How old is the famous
cathedral of St. Mark at Venice ?

The church was erected in 829 A. D., and en-

larged and embellished at subsequent dates. The
Piazza of St. Mark dates from 1592.

W. R. D., Newport, Vt. 1. What was the last

name of the poet Dante? 2. Did he marry
Beatrice ?

1. Alighieri. 2. No ; although devoted to her

It is doubtful if he spoke with her. She Tnarried

Simone di Bordi. Dante married a lady named
Gemma di Mannetto Donati.

A. E. H., Olean, N. Y. The new Queen of England
is spoken of as Victoria May of Teck. What
and where is Teck ?

Teck is an ancient German principality now
held by the dukes of Wurtemberg.

A. B. R., Memphis, Tenn. What are the "Old
Catholics "?

It is the name which was assumed by German
Roman Catholics who rejected the dogma of

papal infallibility in September, 1871. The_v were
led by Professor Dollinger of Munich.

H. S. R., New York. When and by whom was
the screw propeDer invented?

The principle of the screw propeller was
demonstrated by Hooke in 1681, and DeGuet,
Bernouille and other.; worked on the idea. A
patent for a propeller was taken out by Joseph
Bramah in 1784. The first really successful

one was made by Francis Pettit Smith, a
farmer of Romney, England, who patented his

invention in 1836. The first vessel using it

was the Archimedes in 1838 on the Thames.

T. F. C, Norfolk, Va. 1. What is the average
height of the lower clouds ? 2. What is the
average height of the upper?

1. The lower clouds, usually the strato-cum-
vlus, are at an average height of 6,500 feet.

2. The upper clouds, usually the cirrus or hair
clouds, are at an average height of 30,000 feet.

P. McP., Harrisburg, Pa. Is Michael Davitt,
the Irish agitator, still living ?

No: he died in 1906.

Mrs. D. H. R., Bay City, Mich. I can't do with-
out The Christian Herald. It has helped
me to be a better Christian and to do better
Christian work. As I read over its pages, it

has a divine influence on my mind. I think I

like it better than I did the Home Herald.
What does predestination mean ?

Predestination is a doctrine regarding which
there is a great difference of opinion among good
Christian people. It has been a subject of endless
controversy. It is taught in both the Old and New
Testaments, but Jesus' teaching showed the sov-
ereignty and will of God to be beneficent. His
love and providence covered all; it was not his will

that any should perish. Christ came into the
world not to condemn but to save—a predestined
mission of salvation and grace. Even those who
were to be drawn to him— the chosen ones—were
to come naturally and by an act of voluntary
choice; for it is God who draws and man who
comes. In all this there is nothing to conflict with
thedoctrine that it is God's hand that directs all

events. As one commentator writes : "The roots

of the Divine election are planted in God's un-

searchable love, by which it appears as the supreme

act of grace." Thus, each individual who belongs

to the host of God's people and is living the Christ-

life in the Divine strength, is an object of Divine

regard and is only now fulfilling the high destiny

designed for him. God's elective grace had in view

the restoration of the whole world.

M. A. J., Claremont, N. H. What is the mean-
ing of the term Dillieisiii i

It means the worship of two gods.

O. L., Charleston. Who was the artist who
painted the picture in the Capitol at

Washington of the signing of the Declara-
tion of Independence ?

The picture was painted by John Trumbull.

who made his fame by pictures of historical

events in American history and by portraits of

famous Americans.

H. H. N., Southport, L. I. Who v/as the
"Great Conde" referred to in the romances
of Dumas ?

He was Louis II., Prince of Bourbon in

France, born 1621 ; died 1686. He was a man
of extraordinary courage and quick mind. He
defeated the Spaniards at Rocroi in 1643, when
he was but twenty-two. He played a promi-

who knows much about missionary work in the

East, has suggested ( 1 ) no invasion by one

church or society of territory already fully oc-

cupied by other Christian workers; (2) no

tempting workers away from their allegiance

to the service of a rival society, and (3) free

inter-communication between all Christian mis-

sionary organisations and churches on genera!

working plans.

H. P., Springfield, III. What was the most
sanguinary battle in English history?

The battle of Towton, England, fought dur-

ing the War of the Roses, on March 29, 1461.

The Yorkists defeated the Lancastrians with a

slaughter of 37,000 men. No quarter was given.

The Yorkists suffered severely also before vic-

tory declared for them.

J. L. H.. Conway Springs, Kan. 1. What is

the proper pronunciation and definition ot

the word atonement? Is it at-one-ment,
or a-tone-ment? 2. Did God send his Son
into the world to reconcile the world to God,
or to reconcile himself to the world?

1. Atonement (pronounced at-own-ment)

,

means to cover over sin, to reconcile, to forgive,

to render satisfaction to divine justice for the

sins of mankind. 2. By virtue of the atone-

ment of Jesus Christ, penitent sinners, who

Count Zeppelin's Airship, the First Aerial Passenger Car

TO Count Ferdinand Zeppelin, the famous German aeronaut, belongs the distindlion of establishing

the first regular passenger airship in the world. In his giant dirigible Deiilschlatid, 485 feet long

and with three motors ot 330 horsepower, he carried twenty passengers from Friedrichshafen on Lake

Con^ance to Duesseldorf, a di^ance of 300 miles, in nine hours. This was at the rate of 33 miles per

hour, although the great balloon at times traveled 43 miles per hour. The Count himself was pilot; the

weather was perfedl ; the lime schedule was kept closely and villages and towns were passed at the

Scheduled hours.

nent part in the French civil wars of the seven-
teenth century. Compelled to flee from France,
he entered the Spanish service. Restored to his

rank in France he fought against the Dutch.
See Fitzpatrick's life

—

TJie Great Conde and the

Fronde.

Canada Reader, Three Rivers, Quebec. 1. How
long is the Connecticut River? 2. How
far is it navigable? 3. Does it rise in

Canada ?

1. The Connecticut is about 400 miles long.

2. It is navigable for fifty miles from its mouth.
3. It rises in Coos County, N. H., but very near
the Canadian line.

J. M., Germantown, Pa. What is the real atti-
tude of the World Missionary (Conference
on unity in the mission field ? I was much
interested in the remarks on the subject in
last week's Chri-stian Herald. It would
seem to be the reasonable solution of many
difficulties.

As far as can be learned from the rather
meagre cable reports, the Conference favors
general unity of action in spiritual work amon.g
the heathen. This, of course, relates not only
to the teachin:; of the essentials of Christianity,
but to co-operation in all matters that will ad-
vance the missionary cause. We shall probably
never attain perfect unity on many minor
points of doctrine and church polity, but these
need not be emphasized. Sir Andrew T'razer,

far behind the least of those "who were to beb<
of the Spirit and admitted into the fellowship
Christ's body." He was the greatest of the
dispensation prophets, yet less than the least
the kingdom of heaven, because he preceded
advent.

believe and accept him as Saviour, are recon-

ciled to God and delivered from the just pun-
ishment of sin. Jesus' atonement was his bear-

ing of that punishment for their sake. (See

Col. 1: 20; Eph. 2 : 16 ; IL Cor. 5: 20.)

M. M., Highland Falls, N. Y. What is the
instrument with which physicians examine
the interior of the eye?

The ophthalmoscope.

L. L., Hoboken, N. J. 1. What are the Prince of
Wales feathers? 2. What does the motto "ic/i

rlirii" mean? Have just read that the son of
King George V. has been made Prince of
Wales, and entitled to the above.

1. The three ostrich feathers borne above the
crest of the Prince. The originals were found on
the helmet of the King of Bohemia, who was
killed at Crecy while acting as a volunteer in

the French army August 26, 1346. The Black
Prince adopted them. 2. It means "I serve," and
was adopted at the same time as the three feathers.

O. P., Wichita, Kan. Is there a Hyde Park in
Boston, as well as in London, England ?

Boston has a suburb called Hyde Park.

E. N. B., Punta Gorda, Fla. Please explain
Matt. 11 : 11.

Jesus in this and the preceding passage was
vindicating his forerunner from the suspicion of
inconstancy and was proclaiming him a prophet,
yet one who, in respect to spiritual privileges, was

G. W. B., Vineyard Haven, Mass.
volcanoes produced ?

How are ir

Mud volcanoes are caused by the ascent of b'l

bles of gas through masses of liquid mud. Thj
mud volcanoes are only formed in regions atpr
ent or at a recent date volcanic, such as N
Zealand and the Yellowstone Park.

H. B. S., Milford, Conn. Is there a State univ
sity in New Mexico?

Yes; at Albuquerque. It was opened in 1892.

has preparatory, commercial and normal scht
and a college of letters and science, also a sch
of music. Tuition is free to residents of N
Me.xico.

Harrah J. Reynolds, Rochester, N. Y„ writ
"In The Christian Hei!ali) of June 8 I re
'My grandmother started what wa.s, we belit

the first Sunday School in this country.' I

swer your question after the above, as follo\

Sunday Schools are on record as having b
established in

1680 by Pilgrim Chuich in Plymouth, Mi
1737 by Rev. John Wesley in Savannah,
1740 by Rev. Dr. Joseph Bellamy in Be

lehem. Conn.
1777 by Ludwik Strecker in Ephrata, Pa.
1791 by Mr. Collier in Pawluckct, R. I.

1792 by Rev. Samson Occun in Stockbrid
N. Y.

1793 by Bishop Asbury in Hanover, Va.
1794 in April "the projirietors compos

the incorporated body for the ma
facture of cotton cloths in Pass
County, N. J., employed a teachei
instruct gratuitously on the Sabbs
the children employed in the facte
This is believed to have been the f

Sunday School in New Jersey.
1806 by Rev. S. Wilmer in Kent, Md.
1809 by Charlotte Ford Condict, near M

ristown, N. J."

Miscellaneous

M. E. G., Quay's Mills, Pa. The sin refer
to in Heb. 10: 26 is backsliding or apostt
See it discussed in answer to Reader, Be
fonte. Pa., in Mail-Bag of June 1.

C. T., Oakland, Cal. In our churches to-d
baptism frequently tawes place before conversi
One cannot assert positively that all the instan
mentioned in the Scriptures were after conversi

Miss M. K., Towson, Md. The Apostles' Creci
not in, the Bible. According to tradition, it \

composed by the apostles after the resurrecti:
each contributing a clause, and it was adoptedij
a rule of faith for believers generally.

'^

J. R. G., Belle River, III. It is a disputed qu'

tion whether immersion or sprinkling, or bt

were used. No one can make positive assert
on the matter. Many books have been written
the subject ; the question is as old as the Ch
tian Church itself.

S. W. W., Oberlin, O. Outside of Scrg|

there is no authentic record on the
dealing with the earliest form of baji

Books without number have been writt^l
the subject, but it is still an open question ejlj

unprofitable for discussion here. -

R. B. F., Lakeside, Calif. To neglect to i

a blessing at table is not necessarily proof ('

one is not a Christian. (See answer to rscuH

inquiry on this subject in Mail-Bao.) II
should, however, acknowledge God's bleBsit'f

at all proper times and places (Prov. 3; 61.

E. M., Alpine, N, J. The Irish people, a:

nation, are industrious and moral. They cl

closely to their religion, are great lovers of tl

country, and compare favorably with any peo

on earth in physique, morals and intellect. Mi

of the brightest authors, poets and musicians h;

been of that nationality. In some parts of

country the people are very poor, but not illil

ate. You will find them described in any g'

encyclopedia.

R. A. L., Prescott, Wis. 1. See the s;i

subject in Mark 13. In v. 32 we are expiv

told that no man knoweth the day and hi'

In the face of this divine declaration, hun

calculation is futile. 2. The Sadducees thoU!

to entangle Jesus by the questions (Mark 1

chapter) concerning the resurrection, wh

they disbelieved. They regarded Moses as

thority, however, and Jesus showed them Mo;

belief that He is "not the God of dead but

living pel-sons" since "all live unto Hi>

Jesus' object was to show that even in

fundamental sources of the Hebrew religi

the doctrine of life after death was taught
'

this is the basic truth out of which the rt;"

rection springs. 3. The word "perished

I. Cor. 15: 18 does not necessarily mean

tinguished or annihilated, but rather lost

misery in the unseen world.
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A Girl of the Bisharin Tribe A Threshing Machine Still in Use in Egypt A Mohammedzm Veil

EGYPT^S NATIONAL UNREST
\.n American Visitor's Impressions of the People Amon^ Whom Roosevelt Lately Sojourned

•^OLONEL ROOSEVELT'S visit to Egypt has

called the attention of Americans to that
—^ country. My attention was once called to it

1 a somewhat different manner.
While at Marseilles, France, I met a man from
Iiio and passed a pleasant evening with him. We
•:upied adjoining rooms at the hotel. About mid-
grht he began shouting in his sleep: "A/a fish, ma
<h."' which is Arabic for "I have nothing for you."
?(//i, (j«.s/i/," ("be off"). "Allaya tik," ("may God
ve thee"). He repeated these phrases over and
er, and thrashed around in his bed. I became
neasy and, rapping on hrs door, asked
he were ill. "No," he replied, "I

ive been traveling in Egj'pt. Jfust

rived here yesterday. I dreamed I

as again surrounded by Egyptian
;ggars, and have been repeating my
•plies to them."
'The average Egyptian regards all

merican travelers as millionaires
id madmen—the former, because
ley are so lavish with their gifts; the
tter because the objects of travel are
> unintelligible to the Oriental mind.
I Egypt, one should never give hak-
ish, except for actual services ren-
!red. Resist calmly but firmly every
|tempt at extortion. Never pay till

,8 stipulated service is finished. Then
'ter you have paid a little more than
e bargain called for, turn a deaf ear
the protestations and entreaties

at always follow. Bear in mind that
e more bakshish, you give, the more
amorous becomes the applicant. Real
anks and gratitude must, not be ex-
"Cted for gifts.

A friend of mine once broke one of
ese rules, just to see what would
ippen. As we passed through a little

ud village twenty miles from Cairo,
gave a sturdy beggar a millieme

lalf a cent). This beggar, accom-
inied by others, followed us to the
ge of the village, asking for more.
y friend then gave him a piastre
ive cents). They followed us a hun-
ed yards or so and were more per-
tent than before. When they showed
disposition to go back, he gave them
;e piastres. They followed us half a
ile and became very clamorous. I

is afraid we would get into trouble
id wanted him to stop it; but when
ey began to lag, he gave them
'enty piastres. They followed us

By) O. E. MOFFET

two miles, and the experiment might have ended

seriously, had we not met a company of travelers

with a dragoman who ssnt the beggars about their

business. This may help you to understand Egyp-
tian character.

When Colonel Roosevelt, in his address before the

students of the University of Egypt, denounced the

slayer of Premier Boutros Pasha, and those who

Types of the Fellahin who Till the Soil

condone his act, and when he told them frankly, in

another address, that the country was better off

under British rule than it would be under native,

the tendency was to calm rather than stir up the

opposition to the present government. The opposi-

tion clamored for an address or the blessings of

liberty and self-government. Can you imagine what
the clamor would have become had they received it?

The viritor to Egypt is surprised at the order and
progress evolved out of chaos and barbarism by the
twelve years of English occupancy. Irrigation has
nearly doubled the fertility of the valley land; much

capital has come into the country,
property of all kinds has increased in

value, and millions have been saved in

the administration of the government.
There is a very strong party of the
most intelligent natives— they are
probably the majority—which favors
English occupancy. They are so well
satisfied with the justice and efficiency

of the present government that they
do not want to return to native rule.

However much Colonel Roosevelt might
have sympathized with the spirit of
Egyptian nationalism in the abstract,

he was convinced that the overthrow
of the existing government would be a
calamity to Egypt and the Soudan.
With his characteristic frankness he
had no hesitancy in saying so to those
who could give the widest currency to

his views through the native press.

One could start trouble in Egypt with
very little effort just now, for the po-
litical poise is very delicately adjusted.

I visited Egypt to make a study of
the farms and fellahin. These fella-

hin or farmers are the sinews of the
nation's strength, for practically all of
Egypt's wealth is from agriculture.
The fellahin are generally above me-
dium height, their bones strong and
massive, their wrists and ankles large
and clumsy. In these respects the
fellahin, as well as their camels and
other domestic animals, contrast
strongly with the desert people.

Then, there are the Egyptian agi-

tators—men who have received some
training in Moslem schools; who
are too ready to make use of this

dissatisfaction of the poor fellah,

not for the fellah's betterment, but
to fill their own purses or advance
their own schemes. Without a doubt,

Continued on page 619
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THE LAND OF THE FREE
A FOURTH OF JULY SERMON BY DAVID JAMES BURRELL, D.D., LL.D.^

OUR text is the legend inscribed on the bell that

on July 4, 1776, rang out the news of the sign-

ing of the Declaration of Independence. In

the preamble of that historic manifesto it is affirmed

that all men are created equal and endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights, among
which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

But what is this boasted liberty of ours? In the

light of history the question is a vitally important

one. A long procession of republics has passed into

oblivion from not understanding it. The worst of

tyrannies and bloodiest of crimes have resulted from
freedom running riot.

First, then, let it be understood that our liberty is

liberty qualified by law. Not long ago an educated

immigrant of good character was detained at Ellis

Island and finally deported as an undesirable citizen

because he was an open and avowed anarchist, which
means simply that, without any regard for the con-

stituted authorities, he expected to follow the bent

of his own sweet will. For him and others like him
there is no room in this free country.

I remember when a boy on the Western frontier

hearing the Hutchinson family sing:

Come along, come along, make no delay

;

Come from every nation, come from every way

;

Our land it is broad enough, don't be alarmed

;

Uncle Sam is rich enough to give you all a farm.

That sort of welcome is none too broad. The glad
hand of the Republic is extended to the oppressed
of all nations, to rich and poor,

learned and ignorant, patricians
and plebeians, all sorts and condi-

tions of men. But this is always on
one condition, a condition which
involves the issues of national life

or death, namely, that the new-
comer shall be Americanized; that
is, that he shall cast off all alle-

giance to other governments and
submit to our laws precisely as he
finds them.

It is recorded that when Romulus
reached the place where he pro-
posed to locate the capitol of his

projected city, he required each of
his followers to take from about his
neck the little bag of earth which
was preserved as a memorial of
fatherland and cast it into the ex-
cavation which had been made
about the consecrated spot, thus
pledging exclusive and eternal loy-

alty to Rome. This was manifestly
the part of wisdom, since patriotism
can tolerate no divided allegiance.
A hyphenated American is a semi-

foreigner, whose room is better than
his company. We are all foreign-
ers, at a less or greater remove,
except our Indian tribes; but wher-
ever we or our ancestors were
born—in France, England, Ireland,
Germany or Italy—and however
warmly we may cherish the mem-
ory of that fatherland, the Re-
public demands and expects of
each and all an undivided loyalty
which expresses itself in obedience to the constituted
laws of this country and of no other.

Second: Our freedom is civil, not personal free-
dom. A republic is founded on a social compact or
covenant in which personal considerations are
merged in the public welfare. It is a government
not of one or of many, but of all ; a government "of
the people, by the people, for the people." Its watch-
word is •pro bono publico.

If a man were alone in the island of Juan Fer-
nandez he might throw stones toward all points of
the compass with none to hinder him. That would
be personal freedom. But if another man came to
the island, the personal freedom of the first settler
would be so far abridged that he could not throw a
stone in the direction of the newcomer. And should
the island presently become populous he would be
estopped from throwing any stones at all. In other
words his personal freedom would be supplanted by
civil freedom; in which only such rights could be
recognized as do not antagonize the rights of
others.
The heresy of personal freedom is one which pre-

vails extensively among those who have fled from
tyranny in the old world. They have heard that
America is "the land of the free"; and they expect
to do as they please without reference to law and
order, or to the rights of others. Any attempt to
enforce the excise laws or the Sunday laws, for ex-
ample, is regarded as an infringement of "personal

* Minister Marble Collegiate Church, New York City. Text :

Lev. 25 : 10. "Proclaim liberty throughout all the land unto all the
inhabitants thereof."

freedom." It is, therefore, of the utmost import-

ance that they should be advised that the only free-

dom in our country is social freedom; such as con-

duces t\> the social welfare or equal rights of all.

In 1794 there was a disturbance in Pennsylvania
known as the Whisky Insurrection, due to the impo-
sition of a tax on the distilling of ardent spirits.

The representative of the French governm.ent in

America at that time was "Citizen Genet," who per-

sistently urged the distillers to resist the tax; where-
upon Washington notified him that he was persona
non grata and France was constrained to recall him.

The so-called liberty of the French revolutionists

was disavowed thus early in our history. We know
no freedom in America except such as is consistent

with public good as expressed in the sanctity of law.

Third: It is religious freedom, but not irreligion.

The first amendment to our national Constitution
reads thus : "Congress shall make no laws respecting
an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
By that enactment it was forever impossible to set

up in America a State church, in which any partic-

ular sect or denomination should have special privi-

lege. Farsighted men were these forefathers of

ours! For the principle of religious equality is

wholly subverted by the union of Church and State;
an alliance justly characterized by O'Connell as
"that foul and adulterous connection which pollutes
the purity of heaven with the abomination of earth."

Ringing Out the News of Independence, Philadelphia, July 4, 1776

But the man who infers from this provision of the
Constitution that ours is not a Christian country is

far afield. The discoverer of America christened it

San Salvador; that is, "Land of the Saviour." The
men who originally settled in it were Christians
of a most pronounced type, such as Puritans, Cove-
nanters and Huguenots. The first ballot ever cast
in our national history was in the cabin of the May-
flower in mid-ocean, when John Carver was elected
governor of the unborn colony, the record of the
transaction beginning and ending with the words:
"In the name of God. Amen." The principles un-
derlying our constitution are those set forth in the
Decalogue and the Sermon on the Mount. Our laws
and jurisprudence are based on the code of the
Scriptures. And, to close the question, it has been
repeatedly determined by formal decisions of our
highest courts that this is a Christian country. No
man can take issue with that judicial determination
without compromising his loyalty.

But the fact referred to must be so construed as
to harmonize with the utmost freedom of faith and
worship. More than that, it must not contravene
the right to disbelieve, to renounce all forms of wor-
ship, even to deny the being of God himself; so long
as the exercise of that right on the part of the un-
believer does not interfere with the rights of other
men. On the ratification of our national Constitu-
tion in 1787 a procession of 5,000 people marched
through the streets of Philadelphia, led by two
clergymen with a Jewish rabbi between them. This
was as it should be. There are no thumb-screws in
the commonwealth of God.
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But the very safeguard of this freedom is the reli-,

gion that underlies it. An irreligious or noni
religious nation has never yet stood for religious'

freedom. It has been affirmed of late, in sonn'
quarters, that our toleration of every form of faitl'

or unfaith proves that we are not a Christian coun,
try. It proves the very contrary. God himsel;
permits a man to disbelieve, even to blaspheme hi:!

holy name; nor does he abdicate his throne, bu'

rather strengthens his benign sovereignty in doinf^

so. This is the sort of religious freedom that loya
Americans stand for. They hold that religion i;

necessary to the maintenance of the State, and tha
the Church is necessary to the maintenance of reli'

gion. They hold that Church and State are co
ordinate powers, mutually independent yet interl

dependent. The Church in America asks nothinjl

more of the State than protection in the free exer
cise of its ecclesiastical rights, in return for whicl
it pledges an unconditional loyalty to the vital prin
ciples which underlie our national life.

At the same time it concedes the right of disbelie
to all ; a concession in which the State concurs, pro
viding there is nothing in this disbelief which en
dangers the body politic. A good deal has been said
wise and otherwise, about the banishment of Roge
Williams from the colony of Massachusetts b;

"The Great and General Court" in 1635. In justie
to our Puritan forefathers it would be well to con
sider the ground of their much-criticised action

The "Order of Banishment,!
copied from the records in th'

State House at Boston, reads a
follows:

Whereas, Mr. Roger Williams, one
of the Elders of the Church of Salem,
hath broached and dyvulged dyvers
new and dangerous opinions against
the authoritie of Magistrates, as
also with lyes of defamaccion both
of the Magistrates and the Churches
here, and yet mayntaineth the same
without retraccion : It is therefore
ordered that the said Mr. Williams
shall departe out of this jurisdiccion
within sixe weekes nexte ensuing,
which if he neglecte to performe, it

shal be lawful! for the Gouner and
two Magistrates to send him to some
place out of this jurisdiccion, not to
returne any more without licence

'

from the Court.

By this it appears that Williami

was banished for disloyalty to th

constituted authorities of the co!

ony and not for taking issue wit
the Puritans. Thus, even in thi

extreme case, there was no viola

tion of the principle of religiou

freedom.
The purpose of those who forn:

ulated our Constitution may b

clearly seen in an address of th

Convention of 1787: "IfGodprof;
per us, we shall here begin a worji

which shall last for ages. We sha|,

plant here a new society in th

principles of the fullest liberty an

the purest religion. We shall sub,'

due this wilderness which is beforj

us. We shall fill this region of th'l

great continent, which stretchei

almost from pole to pole, with civilization and Chris:

tianity. The temples of the true God shall risj

where now ascends the smoke of idolatrous sacrij

fices. Fields and gardens, the flowers of summe,

and the waving, golden harvests of autumn sha);

spread over a thousand hills, and stretch along i

thousand valleys, never yet, since the creation, re

claimed to the use of civilized man. We sha

whiten this coast with the canvas of a prosperou

commerce. We shall stud the long and windin

shore with a hundred cities. From the simplicity c

our social union there shall arise wise and politi

constitutions of government, full of the libert

which we ourselves bring and breathe. P^rom ou

zeal for learning, institutions shall spring, whic

shall scatter the light of knowledge throughout th

land, and, in time, paying back where they hav

borrowed, shall contribute their part to the grea

aggregate of human knowledge; and our descenc

ants throughout all generations shall look back t;

this spot and to this hour with unabated affection.|

It thus appears that we are, beyond all doubt

peradventure, a Christian nation; and by God

grace we shall so continue to be. A few months ag

I stood on the deck of an incoming vessel with othei

who were shading their eyes to catch sight of th

home land. At length one said: "I see it—Sand

Hook, yonder—Ah, that's God's country!" An
there was not one among us who did not gratefull

echo in his inmost heart, "God's country!" So d

we all, in our best moods and moments, pay tribvit

to him who hath made and preserved us a natioi

Continued on next page
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The Land of the Free
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In piping times of peace we may
|>rget God; but when the pillars of

ir commonwealth are shaken we
ake precipitate haste to acknowledge

'm. In the dark days of our Civil

'ar we put upon our coins "In God
e trust"; and our soldiers on their

ay to battle kept step to the words

:

the beauty of the lilies Christ was bom across

the sea,

ith a glory in his bosom that transfigures you
and me

;

; he died to make men holy let us die to make
men free :

His truth is marching on.

Yet a movement has been instituted

some quarters to eliminate the name
Christ from text books used in our

iblic schools! There are said to be
J0,000 Jews in the City of New York;
;it, whatever may be their political

bwer, they would do well to think
vice before assuming that the reli-

ous sentiment of America has per-
anently gone to sleep. The name of

ihrist is woven inextricably into the

arp and woof of our national life,

ur very calendar is in evidence. Not
ing ago, in one of our public schools,

le lesson of the day was on the assas-
nation of Caesar, which occurred in

i B.C. One of the pupils asked:
Teacher, what do those letters mean?"
•he only answer possible was "Before
hrist." But, on being further asked
hat that meant, the teacher, a Jewes.'^,

as at her wits' end. A little later
8 lesson was on the overthrow of
rusalem by Titus, which happened

I A.D. "Teacher, what do these let-

rs mean?" Again the answer must
• "In the year of our Lord." But
hen asked: "What Lord was that?"
cain the teacher, being a Jewess, was
a loss to explain it.

A Jewish merchant cannot sign a
omissory note without paying trib-

e to Jesus the Christ when he dates
The proprietor of a push-cart in

e Ghetto cannot write to his rabbi
Kishineff to express gratitiide for

'iving escaped the massacre there,

ithout acknowledging the supremacy
Christ. A Jewish girl cannot send

letter to her lover in a Russian prison
ithout doing involuntary honor to

hrist in the same way. The Jewish
acher who recently forbade her pupil
mention the name of Christ in the

iVreck of the Hesperus" could not
!gn the report of that pupil without
aking mention of Christ when she
lited it.

The record is that when Pilate had
epared the superscription for the
OSS, "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of
e Jews," the leaders of Israel came
ying, "Write not 'The King of the
'ws,' but that he said 'I am King of
e Jews.' " Pilate, however, moved
' an impulse stronger than his hatred
the august prisoner whom he had

ist sentenced to death, replied : "What
have written, I have written!" So
e affirm of the influence of Christ in

ir country's history : What is written,
written; and nothing can erase it.

I have heard the Germans sing their
ithem "Die Wacht am Rhein" with
irilling effect; I have heard the
rench sing "The Marseillaise," and
le English "God Save the King." and
ie Scotch "The Rally at Bannock
irn," and the Irish "The Wearing of
le Green"; but I have never heard a
itional anthem so uplifting, so in-

)iring, so blood-kindling as ours:

Our fathers" God. to thee.

Author of liberty.

To thee we sing.

Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light;

Protect us by thy might.
Great God, our King.

God bless the Republic ! May it ever
and upon the strong pillars of his
uth; and as a grateful people may
e ever be loyal to his signal provi-
ince and to the glorious freedom
herewith his well-beloved Son hath
ade us free.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

The Children's pulpit
THE WHITE STONE By Rev. J. M. Farrar. D.D. *

IT
has been thirty-nine years, July 13, 1871, since the discovery

of diamonds in South Africa. Do you know how these great
mines were discovered? A trader stopping over night with a

Dutch farmer saw the children playing with bright marbles. The
trader took the white stones to Cape Town and found they were
diamonds of wonderful beauty and great value. In these thirty-
nine years about eleven tons of diamonds have been taken from the
Kimberly mines. Think of eleven tons of diamonds, like eleven tons
of coal, being dumped into your cellar.

HAVE you a diamond? If not, do you want one? "Sure!" That
is the answer I expected. But I am not sure that you would

be really happy if you had a dozen diamonds. Last year a little

child in Jersey City had two hundred diamonds, worth a hundred
thousand dollars, but they did not make him happy. You could have
bought them all for a .=mall drum and a tin horn. The father found
them and not knowing their value gave them to his boy for play-
things. The child threw them away. In 1727 the people of Brazil
used diamonds, white stones, as counters in playing games. In
Khorasan, in 1823, Abbas Mirza purchased for a trifle a 132-carat
diamond from a peasant who was using it as a flint for striking fire.

You would enjoy a diamond, but it would not make you really happy.
Why? Because there is something making you unhappy that these
diamonds cannot take away. The Diamond Company of South
Africa has a large room literally heaped with diamonds that looks

like an Arabian Nights vision. But if you had all these and all the
other diamonds in the world you could not purchase forgiveness of

your sins.

YOUR text says the sin of Judah was written with a pen of iron

and with the point of a diamond. It is sin that makes you
unhappy. Sin can be written with a diamond, but it cannot be taken
away with a diamond. The text means that just as the old engravers
used a pencil of iron with a diamond point for writing messages that
were to endure, so God wrote the sin of the sinners. Did you hear
where they were written? Written on their hearts. Does this mean
that the Juniors have records of their sins written on their own
hearts? Then each Junior is a page in God's book of remembrance.
What a wonderful book! Ask your father to tell you about the

loose leaf books and ledgers. The page that can be put in or taken
out without destroying the book. Every time you see a diamond just

think of one in the point of an iron pen writing the sins on the heart
of the sinners.

IS there no way to get the record of sin taken off your heart? The
story of another white stone will answer your question. God

so loved us that he sent his son to purchase with his own life the

forgiveness of our sins. Christ takes the sin leaf out of your heart

book and nails it to his cross. Ask mother to tell you all about it.

When your sins are forgiven and you fight against sin and conquer,

God says he will give you "a white stone, and in the stone a new
name written." See Rev. 2: 17. This white stone with the new
name will make you happy. The only white stone that can make
any one really happy. "This White Stone was discovered on Calvary
twenty centuries ago.

YOU want me to tell you a diamond story? You shall have it, if

I can tell one that will help you to remember the sermon.

The day's work at the mine was over and Frederick Wells, the sur-

face manager, was making his usual rounds. Glancing along one

side of the deep excavation his eye suddenly caught the gleam of a

brilliant object far up the bank. He lost no time in climbing up to

the spot where he had noted the glint of light. He had not been

mistaken : it was a brilliant crystal. He tried to pull it out with his

fingers, and as this proved impossible he sought to pry it out with

the blade of his pen-knife. To his surprise the blade of the knife

broke without causing the stone to yield. Then he knew it was a

large stone. So large and brilliant was the stone that he feared he

was either dreaming or was insane.

DETERMINED to test the stone on the spot, before proceeding

further, Wells rubbed off the dirt from one of its faces with his

fingers, and soon convinced himself that it was not a lump of glass,

but a diamond, apparently of exceptional whiteness and purity. He
finally succeeded in prying out the stone and bore it away with him
to the oflice of the mine. Here it was cleaned and, to the astonish-

ment of all, was found to have a weight of 302% carats, more than

three times that of any other diamond that had been discovered.

Before many hours passed the telegraph carried tidings to all parts

of the world that the greatest diamond of this age or any other age

had been brought to light. T. M. Cullinan, founder and chairman
of the Premier Company, named the diamond after himself; others

have called it the Premier and several different names have been

proposed. It was purchased and presented to King Edward VII.

He has passed to a country to which he could not take this almost

priceless white stone. When dying he said: "It is all over, but I

think I have done my duty." We all hope he had the "white stone

with the new name," the only white stone he could take with him
beyond his palace in London.

* Pastor First Ref'd Ch., Brooklyn, N.Y. TEXT:"With the point of a diamond." Jer. 17:1.
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Women Differ on the Suffrage

THE following letters from readers

of The Christian Herald deai

with both sides of the suffrage ques-

tion and are given as illustrating the

conflict of opinion on the subject:

The Harm of Equal Suffrage

Why should the women of America
seek equal rights with men, when they
already have them? Women will have
a right to vote in any State whenever
the womanly women want it. But
they do not want it.

The best argument against woman
suffrage is the harm to which it might
lead. If women assume the business
of men, then who will do the home-
making? Milton, in his grand Para-^
dise Lost, portrays the folly of woman
in leaving her place of dependence. If
she takes her place in the ranks of
men in the great battle of life, then
where is man's glory and honor?
Henry, Va. Mrs. F. M. G.

Responsibility Broadens

The responsibility of a vote is sup-
posed to develop and broaden men of
low mentality. We know hundreds of
dissipated, weak men, who are sup-
ported by others all their lives; but
they are allowed to vote just the same.
Should we apply the same tests to
women voters that are applied to men
voters? Almost every law in a repub-
lic affects either a woman or her
young children, and she should be al-.

lowed to vote on it. Subscriber.
Plainville, N. Y.

Womanly Women Do Not Want It

The womanly woman is contented
and happy to attend to her home
duties and bring up her sons and
daughters properly. Can we not trust
our sons and husJbands to govern our
political affairs? The family of the
political woman will be reared by ser-
vants; her husband and sons will fre-
quent the saloons and lose all regard
for women. A. E. B.

Stuart, la.

Is This a Free Country ?

We are often told that this is a free
country; but no country is free in
which all have not the same rights.
So long as even a few women cannot
vote, those women are not free. All
should be free to vote. They need
not use their freedom unless they
wish to. Also, we are told this is a
government "by the people," and many
lament that it has been so unsuccessful.
In Eurppe, it is felt that we are a
failure; but women are people. Even
the bitterest "anti" will acknowledge
that. We have so far had government;
only by half the people. H. L. S.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Man's Superior

As long as woman remains away
from the polls, she is man's superior.
As soon as she votes, they become
equal. Mrs. Dr. P.
Miamisburg, O.

Only the Good Should Vote

I belong to the W. C. T. U., a noble
band of women, but we are forgetting
the main issue when we clamor for the
vote. It seems to be taken for granted
that only good women would vote.
One of your readers (O. Y.) has put it

plainly why women should not vote;
but I foresee trouble in enforcing such
a law as she desires. J. H. K,
W. Hartford, Conn.

Overthrow Evildoers

In the awful conflict between light
and darkness, constantly going on in

our government, woman should have a
voice. It would be on the side of light
in nearly every case. The keepers of
saloons and all evil places are said to
be a unit against woman suffrage.
They know women would overthrow all

evildoers. A Re.\der.
Round Lake, N. Y.
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THE BRILLIANT ROOSEVELT WEDDING
FEW weddings of recent years were of such

interest to the public at large as that of young

Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., to Miss Eleanor

Butler Alexander, which occurred in New York on

the afternoon of June 20. On account of the prom-

inence of the young people, the event was consid-

ered almost as a national event, and besides in June

people are more interested in weddings than any-

thing else, with graduations a close second. Colonel

and Mrs. Roosevelt hurried home from Europe to

attend the ceremony, landing two days before. The

wonderful reception accorded the ex-President,

coming so close to the wedding day, gave the latter

added importance in the eyes of the public, and a

large crowd gathered about the Fifth Avenue Pres-

byterian Church and along Fifth Avenue in the

hope of catching a glimpse of the bride and groom,

and also of Colonel Roosevelt and the distinguished

guests. A small group also gathered in front of

the bride's home. A large force of police was de-

tailed to keep the crowd in order, but this was found

to be unnecessary. All respected the occasion, and

there were none of the scenes which have marred
some large weddings in the past.

The church interior ordinarily is rather plain, but

for this day the decorators had wrought wonders
and converted it into a bower of flowers. Along the

aisles were white roses and lilies of the valley

caught in clusters at the end of the pews. Roses,

peonies and lilies were banked about the pulpit.

Back of the platform there rose a high screen of

roses and lilies, and a row of .palms lifted their

green crests as high as the top of the organ. This

floral screen concealed the famous orchestra of

Nathan Franko, which played an elaborate pro-

gramme of special music while the guests were being

seated. The ushers for the most part were Harvard
friends of the groom, and they had much to do, as

about 2,000 people had to be seated before the bridal

party entered the church door.

Among the guests were Rear-
Admiral and Mrs. Cowles,
Mayor and Mrs. Gaynor, the

Secretary of the Navy, Sena-
tor Lodge, Dr. Lyman Abbott,
Senator Depew, Mr. Gifford

Pinchot, Mrs. Russell Sage,

and many others well known
for their social or political

prominence. Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe came all the way from
Boston to be present, and
seemed greatly to enjoy the
ceremony and the reception

which followed.
The Roosevelt family ar-

rived in a large automobile,
and there was a ripple of ap-
plause until the Colonel lifted

his hat in acknowledgment of

the greeting. He then hastened
into the church. Throughout
the day he tried to remain in

the background and let the
bride and groom have all the
glory of the happy occasion.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt Leaving the Church

Among the guests were fifty members of the

Rough Riders Association, who were holding their

reunion in New York, having come East to take part

in the Roosevelt parade two days before. They
came to the church as the special guests of their

former leader. They were in their famous khaki
uniform and attracted much attention as they

Guests Arriving at the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church

marched down two and two from the Hotel Buck
i

ingham.
A squad of mounted police made way for the sir

automobiles containing the bridesmaids, while other;

accompanied the limousine which took the bride bj

a shorter route to the church.

Miss Ethel Roosevelt was one of the bridesmaid;

and Kermit Roosevelt, still showing the tan of tht

African sun, acted as his brother's best man. Th(

bridesmaids wore gowns of white chiffon, Th(

fronts had panels painted with white and blui

flowers. These came from Paris. They wore whitt

hats trimmed with pink roses, and each carried i

bouquet of pink roses on her arm. The matron ol

honor, Mrs. Fahnestock, was a young lady for when
Miss Alexander had acted as maid of honor severa

weeks before. She wore her wedding gown.
The bride wore a gown of Vhite satin trimmec

with rare duchesse point lace, and the veil was helc

in place by a fillet of orange blossoms, withou-

which no bridal attire seems complete. With th(

first notes of the March from Lohengrin the pro!

cession moved down the aisle. First came the ushers
then the bridesmaids, the maid of honor, and ther(

the bride leaning on her mother's arm. Her only

jewels were a string of pearls. Her bouquet oJ

roses, orchids and orange blossoms was arrangec
in a shower effect. The ceremony was performec
by the Rev. Henry M. Sanders, the great-uncle oJ

the bride, and Rev. Dr. Gordon Russell, of Cranford
N. J. During the ceremony the orchestra playec

softly Schumann's Evening Songs. At the close o1

the wedding service the bride and groom knelt on i

white satin priedieu, trimmed with roses and lilies

of the valley, for the benediction.
The bride and groom, after the recessional

jumped into their automobile, and whirled awaj
almost before the crowd caught sight of them]

Then they got a hearty cheer. Colonel Roosevell

also received a cheer when h?

appeared from the church, antj

again he had to lift his hat
The reception was held at tW

home of the bride's uncle, wh(
has one of the most beautifu
houses in New York. It was
after six when the bride anc

groom, dressed in traveling

costume, came running dowr'

the steps to their motor, t(

start on their wedding journey'

Before they reached their car
however, they were showerec
with roses by the bridesmaids
and ushers.
The young couple will mak^

their home in San Franciscoif

where Mr. Roosevelt will act

as Western manager for the

carpet works in which he wat

employed for two years in Con-i

necticut. Among the gifts was'

a handsome clock from theJ

workmen of the mills neaf
Hartford, where Mr. Roosevelt,

was very popular.

f
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A View of the "Bread Line"

IN a recent issue of the New York
Observer, Walter Graham gives his

impressions of the "Bread Line" of the

Bowery Mission. He vividly pictures

the "Line" in operation. It is not, as

many suppose, a line of human wrecks
all showing the earmarks of direst
want, but
A company of citizens seventy-five per cent.

of whom, apparently, are hale, strong and vig-
orous, and denoting an age-limit not exceeding
fifty years at farthest : the remainder, also, if,

indeed, betraying gray hairs aplenty, yet lack-
ing a single example of decrepitude or the
external indications of disease. And with re-
spect to the matter of clothing, look as sharply
as he may he will fail to detect a solitary ex-
ample of the scarecrow order—no approach to
a case that if seen in the street would lead the
most morbidly critical to turn round to look at ;

while, on the other hand, if he is in want of a
clerk for his office or a handy man about his
house, he need not wipe his spectacles in order
to discover a full score of tidily attired, spruce-
linened, comfortably shod, clean-shaven indi-
viduals from whom—supposing, of course, other
requirements met—to make a prompt and de-
sirable selection. He might note, however, I

may interject, a veiT general, though by no
means universal, tell-tale omission in the dress
equipment of both the well and fairly clad and
the shabbily habited alike—the absence of an
.overcoat ; proclaiming the melancholy truth that
when poverty has an unrelenting throathold of
its victim even so essential an article of winter
apparel has to be surrendered as too costly a
luxury.

In fact, this considerable element of respecta-

bility characterizing the midnight exhibit, com-
bined with the large proportion of youthful and
sub-youthful vigor in evidence, are twin sur-
prises which, on the surface at any rate, form
its most appalling features. That so numerous
a body of well-appearing men, seemingly so

well fitted, physically and mentally, for per-
forming some useful and self-sustaining func-
tion of citizenship, should, by any coalition of
unfavorable circumstances, be idle and, tem-
porarily at least, presumably homeless, was, in
sooth, a staggering revelation.

The writer talked with some of the
men and the keynote of every conver-
sation was work—jobs held or lost,

jobs looked for and jobs promised soon.

Idleness was an incidental and tem-
porary condition. He noticed, too, that
on Saturday nights the Line was
smallest, the more fortunate men hav-
ing probably succeeded on that day in

getting something for maintenance.
He considers that the Bread Line is

not a charity that would invite the
non-needy. "No sane man," he writes
in conclusion, "would stay up till 1
o'clock on a winter morning or get out
of bed at that hour in order to fill up
on free hot coffee." As to the means
for supplying this midnight refresh-
ment to the homeless and unemployed,
he believes that the wealthy men of
New York, if they knew the facts,
would be quick to supply all that was
needed to carry out the benevolence of
the Bowery Mission Bread Line.

Cheering the Missionary

MRS. G. B. CARPENTER of Ping
Loh, South China, sends this most

appreciative letter:

"We are in receipt of the 'Dream-
land Calendar' and Hero Talcs. To
say that they are all and much more
than we had anticipated, is only put-

ting the truth mildly. The calendar is

truly a work of art and beauty, and
will not only be an ornament to our
missionary home here in inland China,
but a source of blessing and inspira-

tion. I cannot tell you how much I

enjoyed it. It reminds me very much
of our own little darling, who, I fancy,

is about the same age, and hence it is

doubly precious to us. One can almost
see the little dear open her big bright

eyes and smile into your face! Such
purity, innocence, rest and peace are

depicted on the sweet little face that it

brings a feeling of rest and relief to
look at it. And the dear little dimpled
hands tempt one to clasp them ! Truly,
'tis as though one were gazing upon
the little dear herself! The Hero
Tales, too, will afford many a pleasant
and profitable hour. We have already
become acquainted with many new

heroes—new to us—and many eld ac-

quaintances have been renewed to ouii;

profit and pleasure. Best of all, be-

cause it is a constant visitor, is the

dear Christian Herald. I cannot ex-

press the pleasure and benefit this if

to us each time it comes, keeping us in

touch with the whole wide world, and

informing us of the most interesting

occurrences. Many, many thanks tc

you for all. We don't see how you can

give us so much for only $2. You

have the sincere prayers for continued

blessing and success upon all youi

efforts and labor for Him, from botii,

my husband and self."

Help by "Chri^ian Herald"
The Christian Herald suits u?!|l

very well. The first we look at is the'

Sunday School Lesson, and we hope

you will make it spiritual and plain

Wife teaches a class of large boys and

spiritual help is needed. I teach an

adult class of men and women, age

from forty up, and we look to The

Christian Herald to help us. Hope

you will not fail to denounce sin,

though it be in high places.

Jerico Springs, Mo. J. H. W.
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I"•BRAVE CORINNA SHATTUCK DEAD
She Was the Christian Heroine of Oorfa, During the Terrible ''Massacre Days" of 1896

I

Machine Shop, Oorfa Mission

FEW American missionaries in foreign lands
were better known—by name at least—or

more widely honored than Corinna Shattuck,

who passed away recently at Grove Hall, Dorchester,
Mass. By the readers
of The Christian
Herald Miss Shattuck
was especially beloved,
for many of them have
had a warm personal
interest in her work
in Asiatic Turkey for
the last fourteen
years. There is a won-
derful story of mis-
sionary devotion and
Christian heroism in

the career of this gen-
tle and unassuminar
woman, who has now
ceased from her labors.

She consecrated her
life to the cause of
missions when she was
a young girl. Her first

field was Aintab, Tur-
key, in 1873. She was

not robust and after six years of work was sent

to Colorado to recuperate. She was back again in

1883, fairly restored, and became principal of a

Girls' School at iMarash. Nine years later, she en-

gaged in evangelistic and educational work at Oorfa,
and this was her post when the series of frightful

outbreaks occurred again.st the Armenians through-
out the whole of Asiatic Turkey.

Miss Shattuck's experience in Oorfa at that time
has been variously represented, few of the published
accounts, however, being accurate. A brief narra-
tive of the tragedy of Oorfa and the part Miss Shat-
tuck and her missionary associates took in protect-

Corinna Shattuck

The American Mission Compound, Oorfa

ing the defenseless Armenians was printed in The
Christian Herald shortly after the event. We
have now received, through the courtesy of Miss
Myra A. Proctor of Stoneham, Mass., Miss Shat-
tuck's own story of the Oorfa massacres, written
January 24, 1896, in which she tells, with character-
istic modesty, what actually happened. Her letter
(which is addressed to a cousin in Littleton, Mass.)
says:

A paper was forced upon the Christians for signature stat-
ing that there was complete quiet and harmony in the city, and
with profuse expressions of gratitude to officers, etc. This was
sent to the Sultan—a clause confessing the cause of the dis-
order as some disorderly Armenians, and expressing regrets.
They changed it before signing, and it nueerly was not noticed
and the telegram was sent! It cost the Christians over .$20.

They were told if they refused they would be considered "rebels."
Our pastor signed for Protestants ; in all, there were some
twenty-five signatures of prominent men.
The Moslems became more and more restless as news came in

from round about, saying : "What have we done, where is the
show of our faith (religion) ?" We expected a second uprising ;

yet at the last it came with great suddenness. Saturday morn-
inrr, December 28, one hour after the long-waited-for permit to
leave for Aintab had been granted me by our Pasha, the dire
work began which continued till Sunday night. Innumerable
crowds of Moslem residents, joined by Kurds from villages and
assisted on eveiY side by the soldiers, went about entering the
homes, ferreting out the hidden men and butchering them like
so many sheep. Women and cliildren were untouched, except
where they tried to protect the men. A little after, the women
and children were removed from the homes by soldiers and taken
in crowds to khan, mosque, or some Moslem home as temporary
guests, while the third act was being enacted, namely, robbing
the houses of everything, even the doors and window-shutters.
While this work was going on about our home, we were care-
fully protected, military officials frequently sent me salaams
and implore<l that I "be not disturbed." Neighbors rushed in
pell mell over the walls, our guards shouting that they must
not come. The servant tried to keep them out, but it was im-
possible, and by Saturday night I found we had two hundred
and forty. They were everywhere—in my private rooms,
kitchen, stable, etc.—anywhere to be under my shadow. Poor
things ! What was I to do ? I slept none that night. I de-
vise<l a plan, submitted it to a few reliable men. persuaded, en-
treated, etc., and after presenting the matter, it was four and a
half hours before I had all the men off my premises, but hidden,
and under lock, the key being with myself. Water and bread
were fed them for the next twenty-four hours. It was a heavy
responsibility, but less risk than to retain them in my home.

Cabinet Shop, Oorfa Mission

How they did plead and how firm I had to be with them ! Sun-
day, in the early afternoon, martial music was heard and in
triumphal strain. It proved a grand procession of military
and civil officers and private Moslems of wealth and position
viewing the streets and homes. They requested entrance to our
yard and that I appear on the veranda. They expressed salaams
and "begged I would not be disturbed ; the proceedings did not
pertain to me: I was in perfect safety." I subsided as soon as
possible. They peered into windows and inquired if we had
men here. Servant and guards honestly said: "No. only women
and children." Was I not thankful I had hidden elsewhere the
sixty men?

All day we had the smell of burning wool and cotton, bedding,
etc., in the homes fired (buildings are of stone and so cannot
be burned). Later, the indescribable, sickening odois from the
great holocaust in the Gregorian Church, where some three
thousand, having gone there Saturday night for refuge, per-
ished. Monday the work was declared done. The Kurds and
Arabs about the city were driven off by the soldiers and every-
where announcements were made that people were safe. Slowly
they began to come out of their hiding-places: wells, vaults,
drains, and all imaginable and unimaginable places. Some com-
ing to me, Tuesday, had not tasted food since Saturday. They
looked like corpses. Meanwhile, the authorities wei"e dragging
off the dead and bui-ying them outside the city in long trenches.
Fifteen hundred were so buried. Four days the line of Jews
was seen on the brow of the hill just back of our house, lugging
in sacks the bones, ashes, etc., from the churcii. Last of all

came the clearing of wells. Some estimate that five hundred
were taken out. Many wells and cisterns are very large. I

know of one from which twenty-five bodies were taken. In all,

our dead number five thousand, as nearly as can be estimated.
Our Protestant loss, one hundred and ten. The wounded under
the care of the government physician, the only doctor left, were
three hundred and fifty. Many of these died. We had twenty-
two here under our care, our rooms and schoolrooms being filled

with the most forlorn and helpless.

Miss Shattuck lived for many years in Ooi'fa
after these horrors and did the great work of her
life there—a work which was missior.ary in the high-
est sense and which included extensive industries
that developed in a most wonderful way under her
careful and far-seeing management. Her life

brought blessing to thousands of poor Armenians;
and many of our readers, who had the pleasure of
helping her in her various benevolent enterprises,
found true satisfaction in being so privileged. A
life so simple, so self-sacrificing and so wholly de-
voted to others deserves to be long remembered.

EGYPT'S NATIONAL UNREST <^i7i

Egypt has many very dangerous men of this class.

They have some education, but no wisdom, or prin-

ciple, and no unselfish desire to better their country-

men. The low standard of honesty and manhood
among the educated and wealthy natives is the main
cause of the dissatisfaction among the pea.sants.

In talking with English officers and English and

The Great Assouan Dam

French business men of Cairo, I named over a dozen
or more wealthy, influential sheiks I had become
acquainted with, and spoke of some things they had
told me. These ofiicers and business men said my
native acquaintances and most other sheiks were
untrustworthy. Their word was unreliable, and
they could not be depended on to pay their just obli-

Bisharin Women of the Peasant Type

Continued from page 615

gations. Their cupidity was so great that they took
every opportunity to extort every piastre possible
from their miserable fellah tenants, and most of
their methods were grossly dishonest and oppres-
sive. English rule is correcting these wrongs.
What Egypt needs is not a written constitution, but
a higher standard of manhood among the natives.

Scrambling for " Bakshish "
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An Inward Accuser

CHARLTON, the murderer, fleeing from the

scene of his crime, across the Atlantic, yet

pur.'^ued and smitten at every step by an accus-

ing conscience, is a dramatic illustration of the

terrible punishment that comes to the offender who

thinks to escape. It was DeQuincey who likened

conscience to the Whispering Gallery in St. Paul's,

London. A word spoken ever so softly on one side

of the vast dome is loudly re-echoed on the other.

In youth, conscience chid him in sullen whispers;

in old age, at the other end of his life-gallery, the

same conscience spoke to him in peals of thunder.

The still small voice which the boy would not hear,

returned to the old man like the crack of doom, in

terrible self-reproaches. The infidel Lord Lyttleton

was sometimes so frightened that he would rush into

the bedroom of a friend in order that in his com-

pany he might be shielded from the terrors of the

spirit world. At last he had to forsake his splendid

mansion because it was too near the grave of one

he had ruined. Even Nero, the monster, had to fly

from the spot where he had caused his mother to be

murdered. He fancied he was haunted by her

angry ghost; that he heard the blowing of a ghostly

trumpet, and wailings over her tomb. What a terri-

ble discoverer of sin conscience is!

Is the Aerial Stage at Hand ?

WHILE aviators here and abroad have been mak-
ing records for high, low and long flying, and

have done some wonderful things, that brainy old

German scientist, Count Zeppelin, has fairly won the

distinguished honor of being the first to introduce

a regular aerial passenger service. His successful

flight from Friedrichshafen to Duesseldorf makes
him the pioneer in aerial railroading. It was made
per schedule, and along the 300-mile route his

twenty passengers could note the towns and villages

below them at the exact hour stated on the Count's

time-table. He has made a thorough study of aerial

currents and highways of travel and his success will

doubtless stimulate others to practical efforts in the

same direction. "Darius Green and his Flying Ma-
chine," which was a popular recitation a generation

or two ago, has been surpassed by the "bird-men" of

to-day. Whether dirigible or aeroplane be the

vehicle of the future matters little, for the initial

difficulties have been conquered and the upper re-

gions will soon become the field of a host of experi-

menters, who have already done so many wonderful
things that we need not be astonished some day to

hear of the establishment of aerial stage lines in

many places. But let us not forget that the red
cockade of triumph belongs to the grand old "bird
man" of Lake Constance.

The Nation's Drink Bill

THAT reliable authority, the Ayriericaii Grocer,

has compiled some very instructive statistics

showing the production and consumption of liquor

in the United States during the last two years. It

is a showing that should be gratifying to every one

who is opposed to the drink traffic, as it shows a

reduction in the total spent for alcoholic beverages

of all kinds during that period of $110,185,600. In
1907, the total expended on liquors was $1,664,-
191,463 as against $1,554,005,863 last year. During
the same period, population increased about 2,750,-

000. The per capita consumption of spirits in 1909
was the smallest in any year of the decade, and that
of beer the smallest in five years. On the other
hand, the use of tea, coffee and cocoa has increased
in proportion as strong drink has decreased. In
1908 there was noted a reduction of something like

half a gallon per capita in consumption; in 1909
there is a further decline of 1.17 gallons. Beer and
distilled spirits both shared in this decline. Thus,
the whole situation logically points to the fact that
these changes are the result of the general temper-
ance wave which has spread over the country and
whose principal object of attack was the saloon. It
has been a successful campaign of moral education.
We have a long road yet to travel, however, for the
United States Treasury last year derived from all

liquors approximately $199,069,684—a fabulous
amount to come, in an enlightened nation, from the

one thing which, above all others, is the worst foe of

health, morals, and good government, and the

strongest ally of crime, poverty and suffering, and
premature death. By and by, as we grow more
civilized and sensible, this strange anomaly of a

nation deriving revenue from its own degradation

will disappear. We protect our saloons, although

we know that they are simply drunkard factories,

where the finished article is turned out by tens of

thousands yearly—where our young men, the flower

of American youth, are officially sacrificed that the

public treasury may be kept well filled. Our de-

creasing Drink Bill affords a gleam of hope that

some day we may come to regard these young lives

as our most precious asset. We spend seven millions

yearly to find out the best methods of raising and
protecting our cattle, sheep and hogs; but not one

dollar to protect our youth from the drink Moloch,

which thrives and flourishes and drags down its

victims unhindered, wrecking homes, breaking
hearts, blasting lives and bringing crime, sorrow,

poverty and desolation into almost every community
in the land.

Roosevelt's Futuie

HE is home again from his 30,000-mile journey,

and he has been given a welcome such as no

other living American has ever received. It was a

greeting that demonstrated his overshadowing pop-

ularity. And now that it is all over and the outburst

of popular enthusiasm has spent its force, there

comes up in the popular mind the irrepressible ques-

tion: What of Roosevelt's future? We know that in

even mentioning this our motive may be miscon-

strued. But ours is the position of an unbiased,

non-partisan observer—an interpreter of events,

giving to the actors in the great drama of life the

passing notice to which their parts entitle them and
no more. Now, here is Mr. Roosevelt, in the prime
of a very energetic life, the most loudly bepraised,

the most savagely criticised man on this continent.

He has ah-eady been civic official, governor, naval
official, soldier, vice-president, president. What is

to be the next evolution? Our contemporary
the World's VI'orA;, has striven to throw some light

on this puzzling question by the popular expedient
of a poll of its readers. The replies recognize Roose-
velt as a great moral force in the nation and as
especially representing honest politics, and the
"square deal." Some would have him again at the
head of national affairs; others suggest for him a
United States senatorship, the speakership of the
House, head of the Panama Canal enterprise, gov-
ernor of his own State, chairman of the Inter-State
Commerce Commission, mayor of New York, and so

on. A few believe he could best serve the people as
a writer and editor. We do not believe Mr. Roose-
velt desires the presidency again. He was seven
years in the White House and all the traditions of
the nation oppose a third term or its equivalent. In-
deed, it is not clear that he aspires to any office. He
seems to have broadened beyond mere partisanship.
A potential quantity, capable of much good through
his love of honesty and fair play, he might be equally
capable of harm, if headstrong in the face of oppo-
sition. We could imagine him as a strong, con-
trolling force in a World's Peace and Arbitration
Tribunal, dealing with problems to which he has
already given much thought and representing this
republic with a dignity and acceptability such as
few other men possess. In such a post he might
render worthy service not alone to the nation, but in
advancing the cause of international peace and
friendship throughout the world.

The Deadly House-Fly

IN recent years science has told us much that is new
and startling about the house-fly

—

musca domes-
tica—and its deadly functions as a disease-carrier.
In the current number of the National Geof/raphic
Magazine, a writer gives some further details con-
cerning this familiar pest, which are especially
timely at this season. It has been satisfactorily
demonstrated that there are many diseases whose
annual increase or decrease harmonize with the
abundance or scarcity of flies. Their powers of
locomotion enable them to carry infection long dis-
tances. It has peculiar facilities for scattering

disease germs far and wide. It does this partlj

by means of its feet, which are fitted with pads t(

which particles of foreign matter adhere, and thesi

the insect is constantly clearing off. But the great
est danger lies in the fly-specks or excreta, whicl
are so frequent and abundant and so loaded wltl

spores of microbes that they are a dangerous menact
to health and life. Every housewife who values
comfort and freedom from sickness in the homt
should make a systematic warfare on this tiny yei

powerful enemy. It is well to begin the campaigr
early in the summer before the flies get a lodgment
for once established, even in a single house, they arc

difficult to overcome.

The Lessening Dangers of the Sea

IT is but a few decades ago when a person who hat

been to Europe was looked upon as one who hac

taken his life in his hands when he braved tht

dangers of the deep. Many a person of wealth

who longed to see the treasures of the Old World
gave up that pleasure for fear of shipwreck, or tht

discomforts of the Atlantic voyage, and people yet

living can remember when prayers were said in the

churches for those about to sail for Europe. How
different things are at present is shown by the fact

that wrecks are now few and far between. The
larger ships are as safe and steady as hotels on
shore. The ships of the size of the Lusitania and
Mauretania pitch but little and the most timid pas-

sengers feel safe on board. Now the Cunard Line
is to build an even larger vessel, inaugurating a new
class for trans-oceanic passenger traffic as the Brit-

ish Dreadnought did for warships. Aside from the
increasing size of the ocean greyhounds, the feeling
of safety on board is due to the invention of the

wireless, which in several recent instances has
brought help in time to save passengers on sinking
ships. The United States government, realizing its

importance, will in the future see that all vessels

carrying over fifty passengers are provided with
wireless. A bill to that effect has passed both the

House and Senate and will go into effect on July 1,

1911. The wireless has killed the isolation which
used to strike so many with dread when they
found themselves out of sight of land and appar-
ently at the mercy of the elements for a week or

more. Perhaps some day we will get the talked-of
railroad across Behring Strait, but until then the

traveler to Europe has little to worry him.

—These are the days when sweltering humanity is every-

where trying to keep cool. The state of mind largely governs

that of the body and they are wisest who try just to keep calm
and unimffled and to accept the weather as it comes, always
taking the optimistic view of things, and eating, exercising and
dressing in moderation. "The doctors tell me," wrote a dis-

tinguished cleric, "that I have some seven different ailments,

most of them very deadly ; but by trusting in God, living frui;ally

and taking all things as they come from his hand, I am in all

other respects enjoying very fair health."
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THE BIBLE AND NEWSPAPER
Conducted by FERDINAND C. IGLEHART, D.D.

The Rubber Gatherers

PEOPLE enjoying the arts of civilized life do
not generally realize at what a fearful expense
of health and happiness their necessaries and

luxuries have been secured. Men dashing along the

highways in their automobiles and other rubber-

tired conveyances little conceive how much sweat
and blood are mixed up with the rubber that is used
in the various industries in these modern times.

The story of the rubber industry of the Congo has
been the sensation and scandal of modern times.

The poor natives that originally owned the forest

are having a terrible time in making the trees keep
up with the demands of our age and the cruel greed

of the human heart. Such large quantities of juice

are required from each workman, so many hours of

labor are demanded, so little pay is allowed, such
-harsh treatment is received, that life has become a
disappointment and misery to a majority of the

native workmen and families of the Congo; and
lidded to the perils we have mentioned there is that

if the head-hunters who creep upon the workmen
unawares, cut off their heads and eat their bodies.

Some of the more vigorous peoples or-

ganize themselves against and defeat

t^hese cannibals. In the Congo one of

the most industrious peoples are the

Batetela. In gathering rubber they go
into the forests inhabited by the Bau-
kutu head-hunting cannibals. While the

men are in The forest, the camp is

guarded by a man who surveys the sur-

roundings from a scaffold, and by a

drummer. When the Baukutu are seen to

approach, the drummer beats the alarm
and all the men return to the camp to

fight. The weapons used are the spear,

shield, bow and arrow. This sentinel

3arns in the neighborhood of $100 of our
noney a year, which enables him to buy
la wife. Men are crazy with their gam-
bling in rubber in London. We may
atch the craze in America. The bubble
ieems at the point of bursting, and a
.videspread panic and suffering will re-

sult. The price of rubber has advanced
mormously, but the poor men in the
forests who furnish the product get no
)enefit of the advance. Fortunately
here is a concerted determination to end
he atrocities of the Congo rubber indus-
ry, and there ought to be a prayer of
aniversal Christianity for God's help in

Protecting his own oppre.ssed children
and in confounding their enemies. The
Psalmist uses words which voice the
leep desire of these poor native hearts.

Plead my cause, O Lord, with them that strive
vith me : fight ajfainst them that fifrht against me.
Take hold of shield and buckler, and stand up for
nine help. Draw out also the spear, and stop the
vay against them that persecute me. (Ps. 35 : 1, 3.)

5how Faith by Works
• President Arthur T. Hadley, in his
aaccalaureate address at Yale the other
day, really preached a sermon on faith
—faith in man, faith in society, faith
in the truths of nature, and faith in
3od. At the close of his address he
made this eloquent reference to the ne-
cessity of works as well as faith : "You
:all your God the God of justice; see
:o it that your faith takes such shape
;hat you could worship him only by do-
ng justice. You call your God the God
if love; see that your faith is so shaped as to make
you give love instead of merely trying to receive it.

You call him the God of battles—and this is perhaps,
n a real masculine faith, the highest title of all.

See that your trust in him is an inspiration to you
.0 take your part in the battles both with courage
and with intelligence." This wholesome advice could
36 profitably repreached and accepted by every min-
ister in the land.
For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works

3 dead also. (James 2 : 26.)

sharks Waited for Them
The George A. McFaddev, a four-masted

5chooner, loaded with lumber, went to pieces on
Diamond Shoal, off Cape Hatteras, not long ago,
and the crew of nine men, clinging to the ringbolts
3f the frail top of a deckhouse for a day, with the
waves pounding them, drifted out to sea. After
1 fearful night the first light of the morning dis-

closed a school of big man-eating sharks swimming
alongside the raft, waiting for the men to fall into
the sea and furnish them an early breakfast.
Fortunately, the men were rescued by the Cathe-

rive, a British tramp, and were afterward trans-
ferred to the United States gunboat Paducah, and
thus saved from an awful death. There are storms
and shoals, and sharks and shipwrecks, on the sea
of life. The good ship of Zion is at hand to rescue.
What would have been thought of this crew if it

had refused the rescue that was offered? And yet
there are many who, in the spiritual realm, neglect,
or reject, the means offered for their escape, and
perish in the sea. Paul in his letter to Timothy
refers to such as he cautions him to constancy:
Holdinsr faith, and a good conscience ; which some having put

a« ay, concerning faith have made shipwreck. (I. Tim. 1 : 19.)

A Beautiful Sign

Mr. Everett Shinn, an oil painter and mural
decorator, who exhibits in the Academy of Design,
read of an address made by a fellow-artist in Wash-
ington, claiming that commercialism was ruining
art, and determined that he would give a practical
illustration of the fact that such an opinion was a
mistaken one. He made a contract with a firm of
architects, whose office was near Broadway and

An Alarm of " Headhunters" in an African Rubber Camp

Fortieth Street, New York, for painting a sign,

which should be placed in front of the building
which they occupied. He used two sheets of brass

thirty-five inches long and twenty-two inches broad
for his purpose, and has about completed a beautiful

picture showing a marquis in the garb of Louis XVI.,
coat of crimson silk, yellow silk stockings and lace-

trimmed sleeves, inspecting a large sheet of plans
which is held up by an architect in somewhat plainer

attire. Near the nobleman and looking over his

shoulder is a beautiful woman in ornate costume.

It is to have a carved frame with flowers at the

bottom and garlands of toned-down fruit spun all

around it. There will be grillwork and it will be

on a standard so that the effect can be had going
and coming. This painter says that there is too

much talk of art for art's sake, and that there ought
to be just as much of the beautiful as possible woven
into the practical affairs of every-day life. It is

evident that the finest art has not been able to elimi-

nate commercialism from its realm, when it is re-

membered what enormous amounts of money are
necessary to procure the masterpieces. While the

art critics can entertain themselves with the Ques-

tion as to how far art should be patronized for art's

sake, the general public will certainly hail the wider
exhibit of beautiful pieces of art than that afforded
in the secluded art galleries. In the building of the
temple the Almighty arranged it so that the prac-
tical and substantial parts of the building were
exquisitely decorated. There is the best ideal of
human life where the temple of the soul has sub-
stantial supports, decorated with the most exquisite
beauty, where the prose and poetry of life are both
found in proper proportions. This thought is sym-
bolized in the selection of Hiram, the artist in brass,
to decorate the pillars in the temple porch.

And he made two chapiters of molten brass, to set upon the tops
of the pillars ; and nets of checker work, and wreaths of chain
work, for the chapiters which were upon the top of the pillars

;

and he made the pillars, and two rows round about them, the one
network to cover the chapiters upon the top with pomegranates,
and the chapiters that were on the top of the pillars were of lily

work in the porch. (I. Kings 7 : 16, 19.)

Recommends Death to Idiots

Dr. David 0. Hudson, of Montgomery City, Mo.,
has stirred the medical world, and made quite a

sensation in the country, by advocating
the doctrine of exterminating all idiots

in the almshouses throughout the land.

In replying to his critics he says: "I do
not go so far as to recommend condemn-
ing to death the aged, but I see no rea-
son why this class of insane people, after
being passed upon by a properly consti-

tuted commission, should not mercifully
be put to sleep forever. Tlie class I

refer to are bereft of all human instinct,

mere animals. I would not do this for
mercenary purposes, nor to relieve so-

. ciety of its responsibility, but purely as
a mercy to this class of sufferers." This
proposition is heathenism pure and sim-
ple. In olden times among the most
civilized people they put old men and
women to death, killed the babies that
were deformed or weak, and counted
human life a comparatively trifling

thing. The disregard of human life in

this country is bad enough without set-

ting out deliberately to murder the un-
fortunates whom God has entrusted to

our care. What a stain would be upon
the skirts of a society that would chloro-

form the aged and insane and thus de-

stroy innocent lives which God alone has
the right to take! To such the words
of the prophet would have special appli-

cation :

In thy skirts is found the blood of the souls of the

poor innocents. (Jer. 2:34.)

Christian Unity

In this time of united effort for the
salvation of the world in our generation,
the letter of Theodore Roosevelt to the
World's Missionary Conference in Edin-
burgh will be of great value. The half

of the letter referring to Christian unity
is as follows :"In missionary work, above
all other kinds of Christian work, it is

imperative to remember that a divided
Christendom can only imperfectly bear
witness to the essential unity of Chris-
tianity. I believe that without com-
promise of belief, without loss of the
positive good contained in the recog-
nition of the great diversities of gifts

and the differences of administration,
the Christian churches may yet find

a way to cordial co-operation and friendship as
regards the great underlying essentials upon
which, as a foundation, all Christian churches are
built. This is one of the lessons which have been
particularly impressed upon me by what I have seen
of Christian work in Africa, both in heathen and
Mohammedan lands. I believe that unity in a spirit

of Christian brotherhood for such broad Christian
work will tend, not to do away with differences of
doctrine, but to prevent us from laying too much
stress on these differences of doctrine. It is written
in the Scriptures that 'he that doeth my will shall

know of the doctrine,' but the reverse of this propo-
sition can not be found in Holy Writ. Emphasis is to

be put upon 'doing the will.' If only we can make
up our minds to work together with earnest sin-

cerity for the common good we shall find that doc-

trinal differences in no way interfere with our doing
this work." The importance of Christian unity as

an instrument of the world's redemption is recog-

nized in the prayer of our Lord:

That they all may be one ; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in

thee, that they also may be one in us ; that the world may believe

that thou hast sent me. (John 17 :21.)
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ONE "FOURTH" AT MONT-LAWN
THE Fourth at Mont-Lawn sometimes begins

days earlier—and in New York at that. If

you don't believe it, come with me on the

second of July to a little room away at the top of the

Bible House. You won't doubt it then, for "The
Fourth" shines in sixty eager little faces, and drops

from twice as many joyous little lips, while the

children wait for the order to start.

Down in the street a little later we board the

special car with the children. We attract a good

deal of attention, and we fear we are a little too

noisy perhaps. Then, with a shout and a cheer, and

a clang of the bell, we aie off.

At the Grand Central we find another special car

waiting to take us to Tarrytown, and we hasten

aboard. You think, perhaps, that you have taken

a railroad journey before; but you decide now that

you haven't, for never until now have you taken

one with sixty thin-faced, wide-eyed children whose
playground lias been the city streets, and whose
horizon has been the tenement-house roof across

the alley.

At Tarrytown we take the ferry for Nyack, and
there we find the big four-seated carriages and
coaches in which we are to enjoy the two-mile drive

to Mont-Lawn. By this time we are quite

as excited as the children, and we are de-

lighted to find ourselves in the very first

carriage with a load of boys. We even dis-

cover that we are shouting, too, as we begin

the long climb up, up, to the beautiful green

hills beyond the town.
Long before the drive is over, the boys are

dropping off one by one, only to scamper
ahead and exult over the great out-of-doors

all about them. You are almost tempted
yourself to clamber cautiously down—when
the carriage swings around the last curve,

and you are dumb with amazement : on each
side of the road, perched on the fence, and
lined up along the wall, are more than two
hundred children shouting at the top of their

voices: "Spring chicken to-day! spring
chicken to-day!"

It is our welcome to Mont-Lawn ! You
are still wide-eyed with surprise when we roll

through the gates and up the sloping drive-

way to the Children's Vacation Home.
Home! You know all about "Homes"

—

the kind that begin with a capital letter.

Involuntarily you picture to yourself a big
oblong building with square corners and
checker-board windows, and with endless
rows of rooms all alike opening upon long
dismal halls that echo to the tread of black-gowned,
severe-faced women attendants. All this you
picture in your mind—then you look about you.
The carriage has stopped before the door of "The

Homestead," and The Homestead is—just that: a
homestead; a roomy, white-painted house with hos-
pitable verandas, and wide-flung doors leading to

an inviting-looking hall. Nowhere do you see the
big, oblong building; instead your eyes fall delight-
edly on picturesque cottages with quaint little win-
dows and porticoes, and with a homelike air that
is irresistible. The black-gowned, severe-faced
women attendants—they, too, are nowhere to be
seen. In their place are girls—charming, fresh-
faced, delightful; young women with smiling eyes
and cheery voices.

Still in dazed wonder you descend from the car-
riage, and then the full beauty of the scene bursts
upon you—the velvety lawns, the wide-spreading
trees, the fields, the woods, the hills, and far in the
distance the Hudson shimmering like silver in the
sunlight; and you wonder: "What must be the

^y ELEANOR H. "PORTER
Author of "Into Still Waters, " "The Story of Marco, " etc.

effect of all this on the stunted, warped, beauty-

starved atoms of humanity that know only a dirty

alleyway in a city slum?"
Very soon you are reminded again of the Fourth.

It is in the air. Everywhere the care-takers, or

"teachers," as the children call them, are flitting

about with anxious eyes and deft fingers.

In the morning of the 4th a firecracker wakes
you ; then the tattoo of a whole bunch brings you to

your feet, and sets your blood to tingling. Out-
doors you find the "Glorious Fourth" in full swing.
Everywhere are shouts and laughter, and the flut-

ter of red, white, and blue. Everywhere are the
children. At the sound of a bell they come run-

ning from all directions, and your eyes fill as you
watch them scramble into line. Yonder is Benny,
with a cruel hump between his tiny shoulders.

Near him is Tony, whose frail, twisted little body
was straight and strong before it was taken from

Fresh-Air Children Arriving at the Nyack Ferry

beneath the fender of the trolley-car. In the girls'

line there is Rosy—poor little Rosy with her
crutches and with the pitiful vacancy beneath her
short skirt where the other little leg and foot should

be. There is Lucy, too, whose tiny body made the

teachers weep and turn away, so covered with
bruises was it, from a cruel step-mother's beatings.

But Benny and Tony and Rosy and Lucy are not
thinking of these things. Bless you, no! Their
eyes are shining, and their mouths are fairly

watering for the good things that they know are
waiting for them on the long tables in "Fort
Plenty," the beautiful Dining Pavilion, whose walls
carry the well-chosen verse:

\1

Back of the loaf is the snowy flour;

Back of the flour, tlie mill.

B.Tck of the mill is the wheat and the shower.
The sun and the Father's will.

Long before noon the guests begin to arrive.
Did you ever hear children shout? I can almost

ree your calm smile of superiority, as you remind
me of Jimmy and Tom and Fred, your own boys. But

I shall still shake my head. You have not heai
children shout if you have not heard the tenemer
waifs at Mont-Lawn give their lusty welcome.

Imagine it: three hundred little throats lustil

cheering; six hundred little hands and arms frai

tically waving, and almost every little foot in th

throng dancing up and down like mad. And that

;

the welcome good Dr. Klopsch used to get on ever
visit he paid to the Home.

Things move then with a rush. First, dinner i

the great Pavilion; then the exercises in the beat
tiful Temple with the stirring voice of patriotisij

and the reverent hush of prayer. Then come tl:

exercises on the lawn with the words of great me
to inspire us, and the strains of sweet music 1

charm us. After that the day is one whirl (

frolics, games, drills, and marches, until the suppc
with its tread of pink and brown and white ic

cream makes the hearts—and the stomachs—

c

three hundred children too full for utterance.

The last carriage has rolled slowly down tl

driveway. In the Homestead lights are twinklf
From one cottage after another come the soft v(

of the good-night prayer, and the swi

cadence of a song sung by voices that ha^

already nearly reached the Land of Nod. F<

away on the river a search-light leaps fro

the darkness and falls for a moment on tl

Stars and Stripes floating above the Homi|-j

stead door.
Then all is dark and silent—and the Fourl

Interest in Mont-Lawn continues to gro
and many of- our readers are writing to

intimating their wish to have a share in

beautiful charity this year. One lady,

C. W. C, of Battle Creek, Mich., write;

"Enclosed please find $6 to apply to the fur

for the Children's Home—to keep two litt

ones for ten days each. I wish it were mor
When the two get to Mont-Lawn, I wish the

would write to me." We will certainly try

get them to do so. Little Miss Louise B.,

Santa Anna, Tex., ($3) writes: "I am a litt

girl of four years and live in the country, ai

I wish the little children could have a count)

home." Mr. F. G. Bogle, general merchar
Pawnee City, Neb., sends a very generous gi

of $100 and H. N. Bogle send $25 to be applit

to the Home. This will give forty-two litt

tenement waifs a ten days' outing apiec

"You have our prayers for your efforts in this gre.

work," write the donors. From San Mateo, Fli

Mrs. F. C. writes: "This little gift ($3) is from oil

Sunday School to be used for one little boy or gi;

We celebrated Children's Day last Saturday and
was the wish of the children that their offerii

should be used in this way." Mr. J. W. L., Si

Sabas, Tex. ($6), writes: "This money was handi

to me by little Misses Armour Leigh Burleson ai

Elizabeth Hill, who have been working at odd jo

and selling eggs to raise this money to send t\

children to Mont-Lawn. They are very much inte

ested in the work that is being done there and hoi

to send another contribution before the summ
season is over."

,

We have received cot endowments for the seas(;

from a number of friends in different States, b
there are still many cots remaining to be providi

for. We feel assured that our friends will tal

these up, that the endowment for the present se

son may be, as it now promises to be, the largest
the history of the Home.

CONTRIBUTIONS IN AID OF THE WORK AT MONT-LAWN:
Mrs F K Stamp 1 00
C F Wagner 3 50
T T Fuglestad 2 00
Friind E, Albany.. 10 00
Miss E M Woixlburv 2 00

, Montioello, la 5 00
.Tas M Rankin 2 60

, Stratham, N H 1 00
Branch S S Preshy
Ch, Geneca 18 00

.Taeob Berthoud, Sr 1 00
E G Quackeubush . . 2 00
Miss E E Perkins. . 1 00
Mr & Mrs E L
GrpRory 2 OO

O E Drew 25
C Mead 5 00
In loving remem-
brance of Eniilv H
Hallenbeck 21 00

Miss Emily Wood. .'5 00
Mrs Lige Cutbirth 3 70
Mrs Ada Leis 1 00
Melissa Rood .3 00
Mrs E A Cummer. . 1 00
S Sch Class No 4,

.\insworth Cong'l
Ch .S 00

Mrs I> H Moutgom-
erv .S 00

.Tolin Illig 30 (10

Grant Levens 3 00
Chas E Palmatler. 50
C Mead 50
E B Watt 2 (K)

Frank A E Glllmor 1 00
In mem'y of H W
Treat 1 00

Anna Anderson ... 1 (M)

Maggie Hogan 3 00
. E Tenn 12 00

A Child's Friend,
Princeton, N J. . .25 00

Mrs L C Chamber-
lin 50

Mrs C A Weather-
low 1 00

Mrs J B Campbell. 1 00
Emily Ware 2 (MJ

Jane Isenbower ... 100
Mr & Mrs R A Cliaf-

fee 6 00
Mrs John Wylie 5 1)0

, Tivoli, N Y..21 IK)

A Friend, Lower
Brule 7 50

Mrs Jas Campbell. 50
Mrs S .T Johnson.. 3 00
Mrs J H Zottman.. 1 00
Miss E G Main 3 00
F. G Qiiackenbush. 2 00

, N V City. N Y 1 00
Mr & Mrs L Shoe-
maker 6 00

F .\, S Bellingham,
Wash 20 00

Robt Heron 21 00
B LaMont Ferguson 1 00

, Selma, Cal.. 3 00
Catliariiia Brccbeisen 00

A Friend, Calhoun. 25 00
Mrs Henry Lewis. . 4 00

, Arbela, Mo... COO
Mary Lease 2 00
Mabell & Martha
Gisin 3 00

A Friend, Plymouth,
N H 25

J A & A M Hill.. 1 50
X Reader, Svkesville,
Md 1 00

E G Quackeubush . . 2 00
A Friend, Berwick,
Pa 1 00

Mrs J Robinson ... 1 00
Rose E Riggs 97

, Zaleski, Oliio. 2 00
.Mrs J A Peck 6 00
Paul H Hudson 10 00
Harry Foss 3 00
Wm Lyons 20 00
Golden Rule Band
Cong Cb. Wood-
bridge 21 00

Lina Hickman .... 100
R II Boco 3 (10

. N Y City 20 00

. Grand Rapids,
Ohio 2 00

Mrs r:iiz'th Hossler. 2 00
A Friend, Dogden,
N Dak 1 00

, Soldier 3 00
Mrs L M Carpenter 50
Mrs S II Lane 50

Elizabeth L Dorney 1 0«
M'llliam Crebbin . . 2 oO
Mrs F H Wlieaton 25
Damaris R Stewart 5 («i

Mrs Sarah Cartmell 2 00
For love of Christ,
Conn 1 00

Julius Grosse 10 00
A Friend. 10 00
Mrs J W Graichen 50
Amos S Y'oung .50

Thos Wood 30 00
Mrs C M Gibson.. 3 00
The Golden Rule
Club, Norwich. Ct 15 00

Mrs Dorcas Loper. 50
Anne S Graham... 40
Sirs Mollie A Tan-
cil 2 00

Mrs Tlieo D Dimon.21 00
Miss W Putman ... 5 OO
Sarah Watterberg . 67
A Friend, Nora Spgs,
Iowa 1 00

JIrs Lee Kenyon.. 2 00
.lohn \ Parker. ... 3 (10

Delia T Marden. ..42 00W II Ireland 7 00
Mrs R.ibt Rumbold. 1 00
Cash, Richlield ... 1 00
M T C, Northamp-
ton 2 00

In mem'y of Old
Subr, Knoxville,
Iowa 8 00

Mrs Anna Gravatt. 50
Mrs W S Paddock. .21 (H)

Bertha Salisbury . . 2 00
Merton Bartter ... 2 00
Eva S Rol>inson... !» 40
W W Pollock 6 00
Wm Lvons 10 («)

Emma Stably 10 00
Mrs F Munroe 1 00
Mrs Ray Dornev. . 1 00
Mrs R J Morris.. 10 00
Mrs Geo Powers.. 3 00
Mrs Vt'm Pearson.. 10
Laura E McDonald 3 00
Mrs H E Swann.. 1 50
M E Jr League,
Robinson C 00
Wm Ileatherington 1 00
.\ Friend, Oxford,
N Y 1 OO

Miss Aima E Park 2 00
.\nuie Miller 50
Ann E Beattv 1 00
Henian Childs 1 00
Mrs G W Kent 15
F H C. Ricliford. Vt 1 00
Old Subr, N Y Citv 2 00
W J Zimmerman. . 3 00
A Friend. Auld. Cal 1 .50

Harriet E Strong. 21 00
E G Ouackenhusii . 2 OO
Stella Tubb 2 00
Isreal Matson 521 00
L Wilson ClearclOOO
James H Franklin.. 50

Mrs B Salisbury... 1 00
.Mrs J W Kiser 1 00
Kings Dans Society.
Lawyersville, N Y 5 00

Mrs E K Spaulding 6 00
Mrs G A Hartshorn 50
Mrs C Uffelman.. 50
E T Boulton 25
Nannie P Han-is... 26

,
, Iowa,.. 10 00

In tlie name of Miss
S C Yeaton 5 00

Mrs M S Hoffman 3 («
Fdgar Bowen 40
Clinton Brown 1 00
Mrs L H Gietzen. . 1 00
Slinnie E Dunbar. . 5 00
I'l-im Dept Presbv
Ch. E Avon, N Y 3 00

G C Buchanan 2 00
Mrs R L Donald . . 3 00
X P Clubb 10 00
C E Vanzant 5 00
Mrs Angle R Hill. 3 00
.\ A M. Milan, Ind 25
H J Collins 3 00
Bernice Alderman.. 3 00
Mrs H R Hughes. 50
V H Bogardus 1 00
Mrs M L Morev . . 1 00
(Jirl's Guild. Old
Dutch Ch. Bklvn.21 00

Mrs J V Brown 1 00
Life Subs, Allen-
town 5 00

Mrs J C Masters,. 3 00
Mrs S D Dwver. .21 (M;

E G Quackeubush. 2 00
, Kent, Ohio 1 01

Mrs W Harris 25
Mrs J V Brown.. 00
Aug N Johnson.... 25
It R Lamkin 25
A Friend, .\uld 50
Edwin G Trexler. . 6 00
Miss Celie Devine. 3 00
Mrs Belle Brinton. 2 50
W A Goldsworthv . 14 08
S C. . W Va... 10
.Augusta Strough ..25 00
L F Stalford 3 00
Alice E Dav 10 OO
Sallie Brown 5 00
Willis J Bogue 1 00
Mary M Smitli 3 00
Lizzie McNamara.. 50

. Plainville ... 6 02
F C Metz 2 OO
The Widows' Mite,
Penrith. Wash . . 3 00

Mrs R A Thompson 1 00
10 C Amos 6 00
Ira L Dickerson. . . 3 00
Ruth & John Mor-
ton 250 00

Mrs Belle Brinton. 50
Henrv J Green 2 40
William L Hunt. .. 1 00
Mother & Daughter,
Cambridge, NY.. 1 00

Samuel Beckett .. 7

Miss F L Kinzer..80i
Miss Annie Miller.21)
In the name of Sarah
A Slmw 156

Lillian J & J Wll
lard Humphrey.

Mi-s A N Fairchild
Albert Clark
Roy Long ...

Mrs E R Scliuremanll
Mrs Ray Dorney.
James Bathgate
Emma K Frantz..21
I F Price
Sadie N Davis
A R Rowley .

,

A H Dawley.,
, Scott City.../ 5

Mrs G Steuenwald 2

Eva J Wick 121

Lucetta A CotfroL_
Florence Goodmai. 3

Mrs S F Hodgmap. 1

Eliz'th E Newcomb :.

Lily E Nyberg '

N Surface 1

MissesR & E Knight *

Charles H Binder., o

And several hi'

dred others to

acknowledged late
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How Frog Centre Became Free

I

WISH you would drive down into

Frog Centre, Melville," said Mrs.
Humphrys to her husband, as

ey entered their home town after a
igthy drive into the open country.

want to see my washerwoman about

ing up my curtains."

Grenville was not a large town,

obably numbering no more than

teen thousand, a little "city of

urches," half hidden among the sur-

unding hills, comfortable, and quiet,

d restful; but even lovely Grenville

d its disease spot, and this was Frog
ntre.

Some narrow back streets surround-

g a dank, dark pond, covered with

een scum in which the frogs held

gh carnival, and about
lich the children played,

id in which one was some-
,nes drowned— this was
•eg Centre.

The very common people

'ed here of course—the peo-

e who find it barely possible

exist upon their daily

ige; people with no pres-

ets above the dismal barren
esent and very little, if

.ly, ambition. They worked
id ate and slept and smoked
the froggy atmosphere, and
lew little else. Sundays they
unged about the pond in the

ade of the trees or sat upon
ich other's doorstone, talk-

g together of the common
ents of the common day,
id that was all. "A city of

, urches" was Grenville, but
|ere was not even a mission
Frog Centre, not even a

,mday School, and there ivas

saloon ! So, you know what
disease spot Grenville had

I

her midst—one far more •^

adly than the great white
ague!

Mr. Melville Humphrys was
1 enthusiast in Sunday
hool missionary work. He
d been superintendent of

ic Elm Street Sunday School
r fifteen years, and was ever
udying new methods to ad-
nce its interests, and mak-
g plans for it to reach out
id help others. As he sat
the little open buggy while

s wife was talking to Mrs.
idy about washing her curtains,
id looked about at the villain-
s frog pond, the dirty, neglected,
gged children playing around it, the
-kept, wretched homes, the unkempt
omen, the shuffling, slouching men,
e bare door-yards bestrewn with
iste paper, old rags, and tin cans,
id the dirty, evil-smelling streets, his
iristlike heart was moved with com-
ission, and he began thinking big
oughts the while he whistled softly
himself and talked kindly to the

ildren; for Mr. Humphrys always
id a band of children around him
herever he went. His wife laughed
see them scatter as she came out,

r they had been clambering all over
e buggy, and hanging to the wheels,
id taking liberties with the horse.
"You do beat all, Melville," she said
they drove away, followed by the

ize of the small multitude. "Chil-
en cluster about you like flies about a

3y MRS. SUSAN M. GRIFFITH

honey-pot, but they run when they see
me. I do wonder why it is."
"You mustn't forget that I havemade

some of my biggest investments in the
children's world for the last fifteen
years," replied her husband. "It is a
matter of business as well as affinity,
and brings me business returns. And,
you know, I am always looking out for
new jewels among them. There are
lots of small 'diamonds in the rough'
in the dreadful place we have just left.

I wish I knew how to get them polished
for the Master. I must think it out."

means all those things, of course, but
it means something else a great deal
more, children. It means freedom,
and because we are so glad that we are
a free people, we have a holiday—it

ought to be a holy day to every one of
us—and have just as good a time as
we can. You older girls and boys who
have studied history, know all about
the Declaration of Independence and
how the people of '76 fought with Eng-
land to free the country from her
oppression and tyranny. But, chil-

dren, what I want you to see is this:

'They clambered all over the buggy and hung on to the wheels'

The result of Mr. Humphrys'
thought came out the next Sunday

—

it was the third Sunday in June and
the children were already looking for
some notable plan to be presented for
the Fourth of July—when he began
smiling that great, big smile of his

which always meant "something splen-
did."

"I wonder how many of you girls

and boys know exactly what the
Fourth of July means?" he asked, the

smile getting bigger and bigger until

it took in the whole Sunday School
within the radius of its sunshine.
Hands flew up all over the room.
"Fire-crackers!" shouted one little

fellow. "Powder-bustin'!" said an-
other. "Picnics!" said a shy little

girl, "an' lots to eat." "Flags!" an-
nounced another, "an' speeches, an' Ole
Glory 'n' p'rade!"

Mr. Humphrys' big smile faded; he
looked grave. "Yes," he said, "it

We are making a bigger fight for free-
dom to-day, as soldiers of Christ, a far
greater fight. Satan and sin are op-
pressing us. They are making slaves
of people with ignorance, and strong
drink, and uncleanness, and low pleas-
ures, and we have a place right here in

Grenville that is in dreadful bondage.
We want to help Jesus Christ to set

that place free; we want to help it to
become independent of the many things
which are pulling it down and making
slaves of its people. Now, I suspect
that some of you know a lot more about
Frog Centre than I do, but I saw
enough the other day to make my heart
ache and fill it brim full of a big desire

to fight to set it free; for Satan has a
terrible hold on that little place. Now,
won't you children help me? I am call-

ing the grown folks children, too, be-

cause, you know, we are all children
in God's sight. We expect to have
our usual picnic out at Emerald

Springs the Fourth, and I am going to
make a suggestion. This is it: Sup-
pose we, the Elm Street Sunday School,
invite Frog Centre to our picnic ! They
will be our guests, and it will take
some money and a lot more baskets to
afford them free transportation and
to feed them, and it will also take a
good deal of—well, I'll call it self-
efi'acement or self-forgetfulness, but I

believe it will certainly pay! In fact,
I know it will, because it will be laying
up treasure in the bank of heaven; it
will be lending money to the Lord, and
no one pays such interest as Jesus,
remember that. We want to open the
eyes of Frog Centre ; we want to show
these people over there that there are

other pleasures beside the
'pleasures of sin.' And, chil-
dren, I mean this to be only
the beginning of things. I
mean to have a general clean-
ing up in Frog Centre. We
must plant a Sunday School
over there; we mu.st drive out
that saloon; we must redeem
that plague spot of Grenville!
We must give it liberty! If
we let it go on, it may, prob-
ably it will, infect our whole
city. Now, will all of you
help me?"

Oh, of course they would
help him—and arrangements
were made and committees
formed, and plans rolled into
a perfect system in ten min-
utes, and every active worker
had a badge of red, white and
blue pinned on the left shoul-
der. And the picnic was the
greatest success the Elm
Street Sunday School had
ever achieved. Of course, all

of Frog Centre did not go to
Emerald Springs, but fifty

children went, a goodly num-
ber of young women, some
young men and a few older

''

ones; and those who did go
had the "time of their lives,"

I am sure of that! And Mr.
Melville Humphrys made him-
self not only acquainted with
every one of them, but ex-

• ceedingly popular. He was
everywhere, beaming on
everybody with his big smile,
and before it was over had
obtained the consent and co-

operation of every Frog Centerite
to begin a Sunday School and preach-
ing service in their midst. The
battle was on, the smoke rising like
incense to the skies, and Mr. Melville
Humphrys felt that already the day
of victory was at hand

!

It is safe to say, that no one would
know Frog Centre now. The streets
are models of cleanliness, the saloon a
thing of the past, flowers bloom in
grassy yards, the houses are neatly
painted, and the dark, dank pond has
been transformed into a beautiful
little lake. The old name has gone
also. Instead of Frog Centre it is

Lake View now.
And the Fourth of July had an alto-

gether new meaning to the Elm Street
Sunday School after that. They be-

gan to understand, just a little, why
our beautiful, stainless flag deserves
to be called "Old Glory!"

TOPICS OF INTEREST THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
—June deserves to be rememliercd in the annals of acio-
atics. What a l)rilliant Kalaxy of biid-mcn have "cleft the
ue" successfully in one little month—Curtiss, Hamilton, Mars,
ildwin, Brookins. Owens and others, all sailing about and
aying fantastic tricks above towers and steeples at a mile-a-
inute (tait. It's not surprising that Hamilton, the pluckiest
the lot, should have predicted that "everybody will be flying

on."—The latest periodical war scare has an Entrlish source this
ie. Mr. Gerard Fiennes, a writer of some prominence, pre-
cis a conflict between this country and Japan before 1915.
lapan," he says, "will fi^ht the United States very much for
,e same reason that prompted Bismarck to fisfht France."
larope, he believes, would not interfere to save the Philippines.

Here, however, his logic fails ; for if Europe considers that Spain
was harshly dealt with, how would the matter be mended by
the islands going to Japan ? War-making on paper is the
refuge of sensational writers, when other topics fail to inter-

est. If all the paper predictions of war came true, the world
would be a miserable place to live in.

—The New York Snij's London correspondent relates some
of the ludicrous malapropisms of a famous English college

"don," Dr. Spooner, who seems to have been a Mr. Partington
in disguise. Some of his odd sayings—the oddity of which
consisted usually of a comical transposition of words—are of

almost national fame. Once at a party he asked a brother
guest to "pass the pigs fleas," when he simply meant "the figs

—

please." He it was. too. according to nimor, who began the
hymn by reading the line "From Iceland's greasy mountains,"
and who spoke of the words of the wicked as being sharp and
piercing "like ears and sparrows." "Are you aware, sir," he
once asked a strange worshiper in chapel, "that you are occu-
pewing my pie?" The stranger stared and vanished. In the
course of a sermon he spoke of the vague, half-formed wish of
the mind as "the half-warmed fish." spoiling the figui"e and
convulsing the congregation. Whether he was a victim of
aphasia or pure absent-mindedness is uncertain. "Am I ad-
dressing you or your brother?" he asked of an astonished gen-
tleman whose brother was his twin. It is hard to believe that
such a blunderer could roam at large, no matter how talented he
might have been in some respects.
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ANVIL SPARKS
. .Double dealing ends in divided

dividends.

. ."A LITTLE fun" has often led to a

great fall.

. . It is nevei' too soon to begin a

good thing.

. . The tin saint is the only one that

needs a sign.

. . You do not get berries by beating

about the bush.

. .The true man is greater than any-
thing he can make.

. .Heaven's doors swing open every

time a baby smiles.

. .The man who is ever on the make
never makes a man.

. . Fruits of experience do not ripen

on the bush of opinion.

. .A co.\t-of-arms will be a poor pro-

tection in the judgment.

...The poorest kind of a man is the

one who is made of money.

. .As soon as a nation becomes heart-

less its case becomes hopeless.

. .A MAN is not called a pin-head be-

cause he is greedy of intellect.

..It is not always safe to be sure
of the man who is sure of himself.

. .The man who really hopes for the
best has little time to dream of it.

. . Better content and cold potatoes
than greed at the groaning board.

. . Fruit is apt to be at a premium on
the leafy tree and the wordy rnan.

. .The great objection some men
have to the sun is that it shines on
others.

. . Nothing could be more unprofita-
ble than a life absorbed in profit-

making.

. .Don't call the world dirty because
you have forgotten to clean your
glasses.

. . Every time you stifle a good im-
pulse you make it harder to start the
next one.

. .The wind you waste in grumbling
is so much strength stolen from im-
provement.

An Agent's Opinion
THERE is not a cleaner, more reli-

gious and moral family magazine
published in the United States than
The Christian Herald. I found great
pleasure in selling it; it pleased my
customers. I hope to live to see it have
the greatest number of readers of any
paper in the world. It is truly a fam-
ily paper and I wish it could be in
every home in America.

T. F. Quesenberry,
Milford, Tex. Agent.

Our Banner of Stars forever!

Words by REV. JOHNSON OATMAN, Jr. Maslc by BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BUTTS.
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CHRISTIAN ACTIVITIES
—Evangelists Bromley and Myers have ji

concluded a very successful series of meetin
at Centreville, S. D. One result was that t

town "went dry" at the local election April 1—One of the indefatigable workers in t
peace cause is Mile. Veer de Vere of Paris, w
is now lecturing in this country to delight
audiences in churches, Y. M. C. A.'s and I

fore other organizations on the subject
"Arbitration and Disarmament."
—The Evangelistic Committee of Te

Evangel, New York, has secured Rev. J. Wilb
Chapman, D.D., to preach in Evangel No.
during the opening day of the campaign. Te
Evangel is the "mother" of the modern te
movement, and this is its thirty-first seasc
It seats 2,000 and is lighted by electricity.

—The Leeos (N. Y.) M. E. Church ga^
Mrs. Maggie Van Cott a surprise on the e
of her eightieth birthday, March 24. Her pt
tor presented her with a fine calendar of \
own painting entitled, "Evening Shadow
Beautiful." Her friends spread a bountii
banquet in her honor, at the close of which h
pastor, in behalf of the guests, presented b
with a well-filled envelope. Mrs. Van Cott i

sponded in an entertaining speech.
—Dk. Elijah W. Stoddard, on May 1, coil

pleted forty-six years as pastor of the Presb
terian Church in Succasunna, Morris Counl
N. J. He passed the ninetieth anniversary
his birth April 23. Over two hundred lovi?
messages were received, more than one hundr
being from Christian Endeavorers througho
the State of New Jersey. Dr. Stoddard st

conducts funeral services, performs marria
ceremonies, preaches and is very active '

pastoral work.
—It would seem that we are soon to witne^

a decided change in present methods of grir
ing out doctors ready made by the thousa
yearly. Professor Flexner of the Carne(
Foundation, in his recent report on raedi<
schools in the United States and Canada, h
given impetus to this much-needed reform,
is shown that we have too many of these schoi
altogether ; that the over-production of M.D
is a public evil ; that a large proportion
them are uneducated and only partially traine
that many so-called medical colleges have t

worst kind of makeshifts doing service as labot
tories ; that entrance standards are too low a
that in some schools practically any applica
with money can get through the course. It

clearly due to the leaders in medical scien
in this country to refoi-m these scandalous co
ditions and raise the standard of the wh('
medical profession. We have not yet seem
reply from any authoritative quarter to tl

Flexner's startling arraignment.

—A NEW suiMMER ASSEMBLY this season yi

be held at Stony Brook, Long Island, along t
lines of Chautauqua. There are to be fo
large conferences : The first, from July 3 to J

is to be under the direction of Professor J. ^

Jenks, of Cornell University. This will be
civic conference. The second conference w
be held July 11 to 17, under Professor Char!
H. Tuck, of the New York State College
Agriculture at Cornell. This will be a "Countj
Life Symposium or Farmers' Week" and w
take up the practical questions which conce
farm life and living. The third conference w
be held on July 24 to 30 and will discuss pr<^

lems in the social, educational and religii

worlds. The fourth conference will be Augi
14 to 28, and will deal with questions that pi

tain to Christian life and work. Rev. Dr.
F. Carson will be the leader of this conferent'

The platform of the Stony Brook Bible Conf(
ence contains six planks. First : The essent

and unique deity of Jesus Christ. Second: T
essential and absolute integrity of the Wo
of God. Third : The need and efhcacy of t
sacrifice of Jesus Christ for the salvation

the world. Fourth : The presence and potenj

of the Holy Spirit in the discipleship. FiftI

The divine institution and agency of the Chuij

of Jesus Christ. Sixth : The broad and bind!)

obligations of the Church to evangelize t!

world.

^ TWO MORE STARS ADDED TO THE FLAG
A RIZONA and New Mexico are about to take on
/A new dignity in the eyes of the world. Their* -*- existence as territories is drawing to a close
and they will soon have State governments of their
own, as President Taft has just signed the bill ad-
mitting them to full membership in the sisterhood
of States. Two more stars will be added to "Old
Glory" and in no part of the country will the new
flag with its increased constellation be more popular
or more loved than in these two progressive com-
monwealths of the Southwest.
The two territories have been knocking for sev-

eral years at the door of Congress for admittance
as States. For a while it seemed as if they would
have to wait some time before their cherished ambi-
tion was realized. President Taft, however, was
heartily in favor of admitting them, and was greatly
pleased when he was able to sign the bill providing
for their statehood. Now Arizona and New Mexico
must hold conventions and prepare constitutions
acceptable to Congress, and then they can start in
business as self-governing commonwealths.
There was quite a formal ceremony at the sign-

ing of the bill. There were present in the Presi-
dent's oflfice at the White House Postmaster-General
Hitchcock, Senator Beveridge of Indiana, Congress-
men Cole and Hamilton of the House Committee on
Territories, and the delegates from the two terri-
tories, Andrews and Cameron. Mr. Hitchcock
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brought a gold pen which he asked the President to
use. Mr. Andrews had brought an eagle feather
pen to be used for the same purpose. The President
settled the difficulty by using both on each document,
greatly to the relief and satisfaction of the men who
wished to have their pens used on the historic occa-
sion. He signed one-half of his name with the pen
and one-half with the quill.

Delegate Cameron wished to have some memento
of the event, so he took the blotter the President used
and tucked it carefully away in his coat pocket, to be
preserved as a family heirloom.
Word that the President had signed the bill mak-

ing the two territories States was sent over the wire
to Arizona and New Mexico, and they proceeded at
once to celebrate in a way which made previous cele-
brations seem very tame and cold affairs. Great
mass meetings were held at Las Vegas, Rotcn and
Santa Fe, and a telegram of hearty congratulation
was sent by Acting-Governor Jaffa to Acting-Gov-
ernor Young of Arizona, and the latter sent his
felicitations in return.

Both new States are preparing for their constitu-
tional conventions, which will be held soon. New
Mexico hopes to have her constitution ready for sub-
mission to President Taft and Congress by next
December. It is expected that the State will adopt
a conservative constitution.

Already there are numerous candidates for the

Senatorships. The Republicans are in the majoritii

In Arizona the political field is more uncertain

Both new States feel that they will now enter on

greater day of prosperity. At any rate, all of tl

people feel happier now that they have passed tl

transitory stage in their political affairs.

General Notes
—An inventor now proposes to make houses of glass. Th(j|

will have a polished appearance and can be made in any i

shape or color. Skylights will not be required and the uti

floors will be windowless. The glass bricks will be made of f
and sulphate of soda fused together and the material will

J

less than slate or brick. Nothing is said as to their frangibiliij

—The solitary echo, thus far, of the "new religion" p)

mulgated by Dr. Eliot of Harvard, is heard in England,
pi'ofessor in Cambridge has reproduced in substance the doctoi

lecture and circulated it among his class, for which he has be

promptly disciplined by the college governors, who infonni

him he was out of order, the college having been established f^

the promotion of orthodox Christianity.

—Some time ago, it was announced that the old Cent

Church, New Haven, Conn., Rev. Oscar E. Maurer, pastor, hi

adopted a new creed and the impression given by the repor

in the daily press was that the old orthodox creed had bei

abandoned. This, however, is not the case, according to Past(j|

Maurer, who says: "All that i.s essential to the faith of a 1

who believes in God the Father Almighty, as revealed in the

and character of Jesus Christ, who desires to live the life

righteousness exemplified by Jesus Christ and who is willing

serve his fellow men, will be included. But a candidate ij

church membership will not and ought not to be asked to awej

to the dogmatic statements which are sometimes imposed

tests of fitness for admission into the Christian Church."
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•ii Women in Council
FTER the roses of June have faded and the

\ exquisite peonies have ceased to bloom, the

jX. garden continues to be beautiful in the lush

g^wth of midsummer. When July comes in with

ifiVid heat, the lilies come too, and the nasturtiums

la: in their glory. The sweet peas with their won-

dful variety of color reward the gardener, and as

J, the vines, they are by this time so luxuriant that

tly form a pleasant shade as they climb to the

vanda roof. The home queen has many things to

iiferest her at this moment.

V- "My way of keeping the house
"
*°^^^^r, , cool is to air it well in the early

le House Cool
.^Qj-j^i^fr, opening all windows and

'IS to admit whatever breeze is blowing. For this

p.pose I rise early. The vital quality in the morn-

ii, air lessens with the heat of the sun.

A, my windows and doorways are per-

f.';ly screened, so that the pest of the

siimer, the unwholesome ily, cannot

fi:e his way inside. Flies are not only

u'leanly, but are bearers of infection;

a no good housekeeper will let them

e ;v her premises if she can help her-

S( . About nine o'clock I darken the

h .=e, close the shutters and frequently

c>e the windows as well. By keeping

tl house closed until five in the after-

nn, when I again open it to the air, I

seed the problem of how to keep it

C(

.

L- W. D "

I »n opposite direction is given by an-

tciiv matron

:

' ;At this time of the year complaints

a . heard on every hand about the heat.

I ;ver encourage my family in talking

ai.ut their discomfort. I am not one of

the people who go about murmuring
a: moaning. I believe in accepting

tl'igs as they are. I keep doors and
wdows open, and let the breeze fan

IT as it will. In the beginning of the

s^5on I sprinkle palm leaf fans all over

tlhou.se, and in the dining-room 1 keep

va g ice-cooler filled with water that is

lalays on tap for the thirsty. We dress

idrhe coolest way we can, we avoid hot

im.ts and desserts, and go on with our

•wk precisely as we would were we in

ti depths of winter. I do not like a

hcse to be as dark as a cellar when all

rt\ world is full of light. R. M. T."

i ere are the views of two excellent

m rons. You may take your choice, or

ryi may modify them, just as you like.

Tl Misery "I am a victim of per-

Insomnia sistent insomnia, and
I cannot take opiates.

C: the friends in the Council suggest
a 'ire for this distressing form of ill-

n«,;? D. L. M."

ou may well speak of sleeplessness
as. form of illness. When night after
niit one lies, wide awake, tosses uptn
a 2stless pillow or walks the floor in

mt/ous distress, the case is indeed seri-

01 Sleep is divinely sent to make up
fo us the wastes of the day. "I laid

m'down and slept," said the Psalmist;
• ar then "I awaked, for the Lord sustained me."
• :"l- giveth his beloved sleep," is often applied to the
xe of death, but night after night as the eyes close

ar we drift into dreamland, we are sharing a love

gi of the heavenly Father. The victim of insomnia
shild take as much exerci.se out of doors as she can
•di ngthe daylight hours. To have the right amount
•of hysical fatigue, neither too much nor too little,

is ) be prepared for healthful sleep, if there are
cas and anxieties, they are apt to loom up with
TO'acing faces in the night season. Carry all the

cas and solicitudes to the Lord in prayer before
yc lie down. Sleep in a well ventilated room.
Scetimes a little light refreshment, thin bread and
fcvier, or a cup of hot milk taken in the night, will

in ice sleep. You are fortunate in not being able
to ike opiates. They aff"ord only temporary relief,

ai" the habit of depending on them grows impercep-

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

tibly and weakens character. This question is open

for discussion. If there is any one in the Council

who has been a sufferer from insomnia and has been

cured, she is invited to relate her experience.

Thoughtless "One of your correspondents said

Husbands lately that her husband never

seemed to think she needed an out-

ing, and that he supposed her in little need of domes-
tic help. She is by no means singular. Husbands
are not always thoughtful, nor are wives always

treated as they should be. I think equal political

suffrage would help us. Many men look down upon
women and think them inferior, because women have

The Teaching of Thrift

A^

NEW PETS ON THE FARM

A CITY child in the country makes many strange and wonderful discoveries.

The little fellow in the photograph is visiting on a farm, and is literally

having "the time of his life. ' The fluffy little creatures, which seem inordin-

ately fond of swimming, are new to the city child who has never seen a duck pond.

not the ballot. A man will discuss political situa-

tions with other men, and is amazed if he finds that

his wife has an opinion about politics. Yet the wife

is often more interested than the husband in the

character and qualifications of the school teacher,

in the purity of milk, the putting down of saloons

and other important things than is the husband. I

am hoping for a day when women, equally v/ith men,

shall share the responsibilities of politics in this

country. A Friend of Women."

When we begin to speak on the subject of votes

for women we are in the position of the person who

throws a stone into a lake. The agitation thus

caused stirs the ripples to the farthest edge of the

pool. What have you to say about this timely topic?

Don't be afraid to handle the subject without gloves.

Both sides have an equal right to be heard.

,jj*»"

N investigation has lately been started by Dr.

Ashcroft, late president of Ohio Normal Col-

lege, with a view to ascertaining what ideas

the ordinary little man and maid who go to school

have on the subject of economy. Thirteen hundred
school children were questioned about the way they

would manage money if they had it—whether they

would spend it or save it, what they would buy, and
what they would do with money if they found it.

To the credit of their honesty, it was found that
nearly all the children questioned declared that if

they found money in the street or anywhere else

they would at once try to find the owner. The other
answers to questions were less satisfactory to the
investigator. Many children rush to the candy
store to spend their pennies, and if they have cash
enough they cannot resist the soda fountain and

the ice-cream saloon. Children who
have a definite allowance learn economy
and responsibility more quickly than is

possible for those to whom money is

given by indulgent relatives. Undoubt-
edly, this subject is important and
should receive the attention of parents
and teachers. Frugality is not an
American virtue. We live on a large
scale and when we have money we spend
it lavishly; when we have none we are
compelled to go without luxuries. This
is rather apt to be the rule with the well-

to-do. The children of the very poor
are less likely to be trained in habits of

thrift than the children of wealth. Pre-
cisely as a king's sons are obliged to

study hard and acquire many accom-
plishments, the children of an American
millionaire are early compelled to look

upon property and money with respect.

The Afternoon A nap in the after-

Nap noon is by no means a
waste of time, if it be'

regularly taken by the busy house-
mother. She may feel that she has no
right to such an indulgence and may
i-efuse to yield to indolence, claiming
that she is never tired until the right

time comes for going to bed at night.

If, as is usual with many a farmer's
wife, her day begins at five o'clock and
is hardly over before ten in the evening,

she should by all means lie down in a

darkened room and close her eyes for an
hour in the mid-afternoon. The first

three or four days sleep will elude her,

but if she persists, drowsiness will steal

over the brain and she will find that the

oblivion of sleep will give her new
streng-th to carry her cares cheerfully.

The children will easily learn not to dis-

turb mother when she is lying down,
and the husband, if he be the lover he

ought to be, will appreciate the good his

wife gains by taking this bit of care of

her health.

This advice is not limited to women in

the country. The mistress of a city

house requires it and an experiment will

convince her of its usefulness. Do not

wait until the physicians order you to

seek sanitary springs, but take your rest

cure at home before you reach the breaking point.

If you are young, the afternoon nap will help you
preserve your beauty. If you are old, it will help

to make you young again.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-All

—S. J. I agree with you that a mother's influence is vital and
far-reaching. I am sure that a mother in heaven may watch
over her little ones on earth. The day may come when they

will meet her, and hear in the heavenly land how much she loved

them, although she was out of their sight. The thought of a

mother in the presence of God should be very sacred to sons

?nd daughters who are on earth.

—Elsie W. If your sister-in-law treats you so that you feel

unwelcome do not prolong your visit in her home. I advise you

to begin earning your own living as soon as possible. If your

special talent is for millinery you can easily obtain profitable

employment. As for losing caste among your acquaintances,

dismiss the thought as unworthy. No friends worth having

look down upon a woman when she is doing useful work.
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The Strawberry Handkerchief
A Tale of Colonial Days in Old New York

By AMELIA E. ^ARR

CHAPTER TWELVE

—

Coyitinued

"T TELL you, friends, it was well

I worth the journey to England to

JL hear William Pitt speak," said

McLeod; "and he rejoiced because the

Americans had refused to be robbed by

act of Parliament."

"I wish then that I had gone with

you," said the Captain regretfully. "I

might have gone. I wish I had."

"Far better it was for thee to be at

home, Jan. Thou would have wanted
to have thy say, even in the Parliament
house."

"Well, then, why not? The right

and the wrong of everything, I know;
they did not."

"Pitt knew. He took your place for

you, good friend. It was on the 14th

of January I first saw and heard him,"

continued McLeod. "Nugent was in-

sisting that the honor and dignity of

the King and nation demanded the

compulsory execution of the Stamp
Act. Then Pitt rose—you know his

speech. After Pitt sat down, Mr.
Conway rose, and said he agreed with
Mr. Pitt in every particular. Then
Grenville jumped to his feet, and said

the factious rebellious spirit in the

House of Commons made the colonies

rebel; and so the quarreling went on,

until the House clamored for Pitt, and
would hear no one else. Then Pitt rose

again, and floods of light poured from
his eyes, and his voice, thrilled wi' pas-
sion, made every heart tingle. 'I re-

joice that America has resisted,' he
cried, and the House rose cheering, and
he repeated the assertion. But though
he spoke wi' the tongue of men and
angels, he could not settle the weary
business; for at four o'clock in the
morning—after a whole night's dis-

cussion—-only Pitt and two others were
for repealing the Act; three hundred
were for letting the Treasury do what
it pleased with the Americans."
"That made us taxable at the will of

the English House of Commons,"
cried the Captain.

"Yes, just so; and Mr. Secretary
Conway rose immediately, and said,

'Then American representatives must
be admitted at once to this House.' He
was supported by the great judge, Lord
Camden, who said, 'Representation and
taxation are joined by an eternal law
of nature."

"Camden was right, and we knew it,

and will stand for it with our lives!"
almost shouted Jansen.

"Don't break my china, Jan," cried
Madame, for he had struck the table a
ringing blow, as he uttered his defiance.
"Now, then, McLeod," she continued,
"what brought about such a great
change of feeling in Parliament?"
"The people of England and Scot-

land, my dear Madame—the people!
the majesty of the manufacturers! and
the almighty trading and working
classes! A general insurrection was at
hand. Artisans all over England were
out of work, and England was facing a
commercial ruin to which ours would
be but a bagatelle. I tell you, Madame,
it was a time to live, and to feel how
justice can quicken the heart, and stir
the blood of a man. I never had much
respect for talking before, but talk won
this battle. Glory be to William Pitt,
and Mr. Secretary Conway!"
"Were you present at the Repeal?"

asked Virginia.
"All the deputies were there. About

midnight, a large fair man, attended
by a slim, dark youth, took the floor,

and it is easy enough to remember the
few words he said. His name was
Settle of Settlebourne."

"Tell us," said Virginia breathlessly.
" 'Gentlemen and Commoners of

England!' he cried in a voice that

penetrated the House. 'I've had my
say in this place before, and I've only

a word or two this night for you, but I

ask you to remember—that the inva-

sion of one natural right will be made
the precedent and justification for an-

other—and another. Where will that

business stop? And remember, like-

wise, that if the arbitrary power now
trying itself on the Americans gets its

own way, you will have it in England
next—for what the King may do on one
side of the Atlantic, he will not fail to

do on the other. So, if you do not in-

tend to repeal the Stamp Act, I advise
you to go to your homes as soon as ever
you can, get your tenantry together,

and drill them in your meadows.' He
sat down amid tremendous shouting,

and soon after the count was taken,
and the repeal of the Stamp Act
passed, by two hundred and fifty to one
hundred and twenty-two. The doors
were flung wide open, the count de-

clared, and in a few minutes tens of

thousands were shouting, 'Repealed!
Repealed!' through every street in the
waiting, sleepless city."

Virginia sighed with happiness. The
large, fair man—with the dark youth
at his side—filled her imagination.
Joris had been in the heart of that tre-

mendous scene, and she surrounded him
with all the glory of it.

In the morning New York was astir

and busy at the dawn of day. No one
could be busy enough. Arent had gone
to his ship while it was yet dark, and
when he came home for breakfast, ex-
plained that he wished to be ready to

leave for Norfolk in two days. "I have
a large consignment of furs," he said,

"but that is not sufficient. I am going
to Norfolk. I must not let others get
there before me."
Madame made no remark. Virginia

plainly expressed her surprise and
disappointment, but found it fruitless.

"There was no use in teasing him,
Virginia. Very cross and displeased
he feels," said Madame.

So on the morning of the third day,
Arent was ready to sail. Madame did
not ask to what port he was bound, and
Arent offered no information. In the
bright noon sunshine, he went, turning
at the gate with his old boyish smile
and ringing voice, to say another
"good-by." Then they watched him
hurrying down the road, as if he heard
Rose calling him. Virginia's eyes were
full of tears. Madame had an air of
pathetic restraint. She would take no
excuses, and no comforting. "My boy
has left me—given me up—for a
strange girl!" she cried—"I shall see
him no more! Why does God give, and
then take away?"
"Dear moeder, it is Rose, not God.

And if Arent stayed here, very mis-
erable he would make you, and all of
us."

"I know! I know! When the heart
has left the old home, to come back to
it is foolish."

"Even for two days, moeder?"
"Yes, two days are then too much.

Well, I must look to the house, every-
thing is topsy-turvy again."
A little later Virginia called : "Moe-

der, do you not hear the drums, and
the shouting?"
"Well, then, it will be the Repeal

Bill at least. I wish we were done with
that weary Stamp Act."

"Give me this day. If Joris comes, I
shall be happy, and thou wilt be happy
with me. If he does not come—I shall
have a few hours—to put him out of
my heart forever."
"A few hours ! Poor child ! But go

dress thyself. I understand that. If
the ship is in, it will not be half an
hour before they are back again."

Concluded on next page
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A great many people brighten their

polished floors by wiping them, once or

twice a month, with a cloth dipped in

milk.

That is not a bad plan; but it is open

to one serious objection. Milk brightens

the floors but it does not clean them.

The way to clean, and at the same

time, to brighten them, is to use Ivory

Soap and tepid water. Apply with a

soft cloth. Don't use much water.

Wipe dry with another soft cloth (dry).

Ivory Soap - 99*3^oo Per Cent. Pure.

^
Let Me Pay the
Postage on My
Big FREE Book
to'\^4-^l i This is just a little*'-'*- ad but It will bring
you my Big 1910 Book Free—8 cents
postagepaid by me. Show you over 126
Btyies and save you (26.50 or up If you'll

Write a Postal
See my Spilt Hickory Auto-Seat, color-

Illustrated In book. Prices will ^-_-
astonish you. Al] sold on 30 ^^HHI Save
Days' Road Test—Z-Year Guar- \NVfFCT «9fi «!
antee. Also harness. Write me ^ I ''^ 1"^^ f«o.»u

sow.

H. C. Phelps, Pre*.

Tbe Ohio Carriage Mfg Co.
Stft. 236, Colnmbns, Ohio

FREE LAN
AND FREEWATER RIGHTS IN

NORTHWESTERN COLORADO
Write to-day for map and booklet telling

how to git 160or 320 acresof governmeni
land. Deep, Rich SoiUn River Valley.

Land and irrigation water absolutelj

free. Railroadnow being built through

a million acres of free land. Fine cropi

of grain and vegetables ; good local mar
ket. Best grass country in the west. Wi
havenolandand no water rights to sell

They are free. W. P. JONES,
Qen.Tral. Mg:r.,D.N. W.&P. Ry.

Room 745 Majestic Bid?, Denver, Colo.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For tbe Scientific anfi Elfectlve Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resortine to Surslcal Procedure

Tbe only private institution oi magnitude in the United
States (or the exclusive treatment o! Cancer and other
malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a
physician o( standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address
Berkshire HilU Sanatoriom, North Adami, Massachmetti

PONDS
Soothing, healing and delightfully refreshing. Try it and enjoy

an after-shaving luxury. .

YOU CAN AFFORD church or Sundaylchool, and «

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 for 100
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St

for every person when you carij

Words and music, 83 very ;'

Fort Wayne,
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The Strawberry Handkerchief

Continued from preceding page

*JKu

:m

he ship was just outside, and the

Scire and Joris were on deck, looking

atie young metropolis—so white, and

brht, among her tree-lined streets;

ba ed in sunshine, and vocal with the

gl: sounds of a rejoicing population.

Gdy she came, courtesying to the

cr'd watching her; and the Manhat-

ta was just going out, with all her

sa set, and an air of business about

he pick-and-span deck, and her young

ca ain standing by the mainmast.

Suienly a youth on the government

sh stepped forward, lifted his hat,

an called to Arent. Arent heard the

vo7^ looked up, and saw Joris; lifted

Ills at, and stood for a moment or two
ba:headed. During this act of cour-

testhe ships passed, and the men had
bicach other farewell forever. Never

in :e did they meet again.

] the meantime, Virginia, wearing
:iei prettiest white dress, came down-
;tas to meet her lover. She had no
pe< s or gems to wear on this day

—

the were all with Peter Dieterich, and
oh, ow glad she was they were with

Pel! But there were pansies at her

breit, and a pink rosebud in her ex-

hiite hair. She ran to the garden
Be and gathered a handful of lilies

K le valley, and put them on the

Bb, and had scarcely done so, when
iheieard the tramp of Justice Arta-

rel< s carriage horses. Joris was
mignow—she could hardly breathe,

hetramp came nearer. She smiled

ii y. "It will stop at the gate in one

Bte." She said this to her heart,

he next moment it had passed the

it She could not believe it. She
Bfed hastily to the door. The car-

a| was open, and she saw plainly

a mly two men were in it. Neither
!t;m was Joris. She turned cold as

E, ck as death. Joris had not come,
hj'hat should she do? "I will wait
leour," she said; "after that, if he

IS lot come—anything. I do not
artvhat!"
\A at once, there was a sense of
\jient, a sound, and it came nearer.

'is surely footsteps—they were
—flic strong footsteps—not her fa-

They were the footsteps of
Then she ran to meet him

—

efore a word could be uttered,

d clasped her to his breast and
her.

thought you had not come! I

'i(ht you were never coming again,
i just telling my heart to break as

uicy as it could."
"I ' darling ! I could not keep away,
shild have been here half an hour
?o, ut I saw the captain on the pier,

Qdufter leaving my cousin with
rth-, I went to him."
"^lat did you say, Joris?"
"laid, 'Captain,' and he turned and

'Ok at me a moment, then he put
fit IS hand and said kindly, 'Thou,
3ri I am glad to see thee! I did
lecTong!' "

"I
, my good father!"

"^ter that, all was plain and
alht. We walked together as far

[er Dieterich's house, and we foi--

he past, and settled the future,
as we could without thy help.

^ ia, he has given thee to me!"
^'I;ave myself to thee long ago."
"£ true, so sweet thou hast been!

-' eejme not waiting longer. Be my
,_—-^fe.iext week. Sit down and talk

,,j CO'^ilthme. Let me hear thy voice

I^IBtVas a long, long talk that fol-

D Msf ^^^ Madame disturbed it not.

If llBlJfhey want me, they will call me,"
lli|ptf)ught; and they did call her, and
i",^,,ie ;lcomed Joris with a kiss. But
T** '• le iked him nothing—this day was
^^_.,.^rf^ ia's.

^^-^W n it grew to sunsetting Joris had
• le'e, and as he rose he said, "My
!art! give me back my betrothal

"I; strawberry handkerchief?"

±1

»tef,

=r'

"The strawberry handkerchief ! Give
it to me again, and never, never will I

part with it."

She blushed red as a rose, and Hfted
her work bag, and took from it one of
those pretty little boxes, made of two
large well-fitting walnut shells; she
unfastened it, and shook out the won-
derful bit of cambric. With a kiss she
laid it in his hands, and he looked piti-

fully at the cruel rent, and put it to his
lips; for he saw that the darling girl
had been darning it, with such infinite
patience and labor as only love could
teach her.

"Wonderful stitches!" he cried,
"wonderful! wonderful! How long, my
dear one, has it taken you to mend this
finger length?"

"I began to mend it as soon as it was
torn. It is very fine v/ork. I could not
do much at a time."

"I tore it, and I will join it."

"But how? I see not. What can thou
do?"
Then he drew her close within his

left arm, and took something from his
vest pocket. "Come, beloved," he said,

"we will join it with our wedding ring,"
and together, with a tender solemnity,
they easily passed the strawberry
handkerchief through it.

"It is a heavenly way, Joris!" said
Virginia.

"I can never leave thee again, Vir-
ginia. As soon as we two are joined
by this mystic circle, neither man nor
woman can ever put us asunder."

For a few moments they stood
speechlessly happy, with the rejoined
handkerchief between them. Then
they were aware of the soft roll of
drums, and of shouting voices coming
nearer. Hand in hand they went to

the open door, and saw that it was a
small body of Liberty Boys with their
favorite leader, Isaac Sears. They had
met the Captain at Peter Dieterich's
gate, and were delighting themselves
by escorting him home.
"Hurrah for Jansen Van Vroom!"

shouted Sears, and the "Hurrah!"
rang joyously out.

"A good man!"
A soft roll of drums said "Yes."
"A pure patriot!"
Again the rolling drums agreed.
"A thorough New Yorker!"
A long, loud roll of approval.
Then Joris and Virginia stepped out-

side, and their love story being well
known, shout after shout of congratu-
lations followed.
"Long love and long life to Joris

Artaveldt and Virginia Van Vroom!"
and to this oider the drums beat rap-
turously, and the lovers leaned toward
each other in visible beauty and de-
light.

"There will be no Stamps on your
marriage papers, youngsters!" called

Sears.
Thus to the roll of drums, the echo

of song, and the kiss of lovers, this

marvelous triumphant year of New
York's story happily ends.

[the end]

Recompense
"T ORD, why this happiness so completp?
L' "l was hungry and you gave me meat.

"Why this mercy, I can not think."

I was thirsty and you gave me drink.

"Hast thou forgiven my every sin ?"

"I was a stranger and you took me in."

"Mine the robe and the crown I see?"
"When I was naked you clothed me."

"This my home forever with thee?"
"Sick and in prison you came unto me.

Come, my friend ever faithful and true.

Inherit the kingdom prepared for you."

Cumnor, Va. Mrs. R. N. Pollard.

Yon can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is sa/e, and Is where
vou can obtain it tchen wanted, and will yield fatr earn-

was 'or i-rerv day invested. See their advertisement

on page 031. and write them for full Information.

July Suppers
Shot from Guns

Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are as crisp as crackers,

and four times as porous as bread. There was never a

cereal food ever created so adapted for serving in milk.

In these unique foods the wheat or rice kernels are puffed to eight times

natural size.

They are exceedingly porous, deliciously crisp, and they liave a nut-like

flavor. The coats are unbroken, and the grains are shaped just as they came
from the fields.

Imagine what a supper dish these foods make when served in a bowl

of milk.

Whole-Grain Foods
In crackers or bread you get but part of the wheat. In Puffed Wheat

you get the whole grain.

In crackers or bread only part of tlie starch granules are broken. In

Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice every starch granule is literally blasted to pieces.

The digestive juices act instantl.v.

So there is nothing so suitable as Puflf'ed Wheat or Puffed Rice for a

supper or bedtime or a between-meal dish. And there is nothing so good.

Puffed Wheat, 10c Except
'

111

Puffed Rice,

m
Extreme

West

the foods that are

Then the

These are the foods invented by Prof. Anderson
shot from guns.

The whole wheat or rice kernels are put into sealed guns,

guns are revolved for sixty minutes in a heat of 550 degrees.

The heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and the pressure

becomes tremendous. Then the guns are suddenly unsealed, the steam
explodes, and every starch granule is literally blasted to pieces.

The terrific explosion shoots out from the guns these delicious, digestible

grains—the most delightful cereal foods in existence.

Serve Them With Berries

for Breakfast
In the morning, mix these i^uffed grains with your berries. They are

nut-like and crisp, and their blend with the berries gives something like a

short-cake flavor.

Or serve the puffed grains alone—with milk or cream. You will realize

then why people are eating a million and a ijuarter packages monthlj".

Order them now— before you forget. For the people you serve will

want Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice every day in hot weather.

Made only by The Quaker Oats Company (51)
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In the purchase of bonds the value of a

banking firm to a client depends upon

the scope and efficiency of the service

rendered and the integrity and experience

of the firm.

Record
The history of bonds a banking firm has sold

during its business life is the best possible

evidence as to the merit underlying the

firm's offerings.

We submit the record of our offerings over

a period of many years as an indication or

our ability and an earnest of our purpose to

supply you with dependable investments.

We are in position at all times to offer

Municipal, Railroad and Public Utility

Bonds which we have carefully investigated

and which are adapted to the varied

requirements of careful investors. Inquiry

cordially invited.

Wri/e for pami>hlci No. B-si
entitled "^ Bond Dealer's Circular^''

N. W. Halsey & Co.
BANKERS

New York: Philadelphia: Chicago: San Francisco

:

49WaUSL 1421 Chestnut SL 152 Monroe SL 424 Cahfomia St.

IE OXYGEN^
TOOTH POWDER

Mixed with water Calox forms peroxide ol

hydrogen, the only known substance that will

whiten the teeth without injury.

Dentists advise its use. Physicians prescribe it.

All Druggists, 25 cents
Sample and booklet free on request.

McKESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

GENUINE
HAND
WOVEN

1] PANAMA
RARE BARGAIN
IN GENUINE
PANAMA HATS

Panama Hats more popular than ever—all
the rage this summer. By iinp'irtine'arBe quantities

we can sell direct to user for tliis surprisingly U.w price

These hats are warranted genuine all liand-woven;
unblocktd.andcanbewornintliiitcori.litii.n by Gentlemen.

Ladies and Children. Easily lilnck.d in any shape or

style. .Inst as serviceable as the ?in <»> kind; the difference

only in fineness of weave. Assisted sizes. Weii;htonly2
ORDER TO-DAY.

„^>.^i-. ;.-•".«:
I nil satistaotion Guaranteed.

on receipt of «p *•w. ^j.^.,, p^,, ,ioi,ki.et,

Panama Hat Co., Dept. C, 830 Broadway. New York City

'75,000,000 WASHBURNE'S PAT.

"0.K",
PAPEK

FASTENERS
SOLD the past YEAR

hould convince YOU oftheir
SUPERIORITY.

Easily pul on or taken

off with the thumb and fin-

ger. Can be used repeat-

edly and **always work.

I Made of brass, 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 1 00.

I
Handsome.Compact. Strong. No Slipping, Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box of 50.,

I
assorted sizes. Illustrated booidet free.

The 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syrtcnse, N. Y. W' IB

HONOLULU
!110and back (Ist class i 5^ days from

San Francisco. The splendid twin-
screw steamer SIKHKA (1(1,000 tons dii

placement) sails from San Francisco July
9. 30, August 'JOtli. and .-very 21 days. Round trip tickets good
for 4 months HONOLTTLtJ, the most attractive spot on entire
world tour BOOK NOW and secure the hestbertlw. LINE TO
TAHITI AND NEW ZEALAND. S S Mariposa connecting
with l'ni..n Line, sailinf^ August fi. Siptemlier 11, etc. Tahiti
and back (24 days), $125. New Zealand (Wellington).
$246.28 first-class li T II montlis.
OCEANIC S, S. CO., 673 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

RATENTS:
For facts about Prize

'and Reward offers an(l
* Inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Intertst to Inventors, send Sc postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept. 36 Pacific BIdg., WathinEton, D.C.

rs
h: bee [iriyiDK our customers

tlio highest returns consistent with couservative
nietho.ls. First mortgage loans of $JO(J and up
which we can recommend after the nu»st thorough

estiRatinD. I'lease ask for Loan List No.

$2j Certificates of Deposit also for sa\nig investor

PERKINS&CO. Lawrence, Kans

POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS

THE Postal Savings Bank bill, which

for so many years has been advo-

cated by various pc^stmasters-general,

has at last become a law, and as soon

as it has been put generally in opera-

tion, it will be possible for people of

even the smallest means, living in the

most remote districts, to invest their

savings in what practically amounts to

government securities. It is one of

the most important measures yet

passed by Congress, and it is expected
to have a compelling effect not only as

an incentive towards general saving,

but also in the matter of drawing into

general circulation much money which
is now being hoarded in out-of-the-

way places.

For thirty years efforts have been
made to establish a governmental
banking system more or less similar to

the one covered by the present law, and
some remarkable contests have been
waged for and against the advisability

of its adoption. However, it is now
a law, and we shall presently be
able to judge from its practical work-
ing just how beneficial it will prove to

be. There seems to be no doubt that
it will prove to be a potent agent in

inducing the poor classes to save.

The idea is to open a banking depart-
ment in the various postoffices, partic-

ularly in remote districts where bank-
ing facilities are now lacking. Under
the new law anybody over ten years of
age will be able to open an account in

one of these postal banks. No deposit

of less than one dollar will be received,

but each postmaster will be author-
ized to sell special ten-cent stamps
which may later be turned in after ten
have been collected and a credit of one
dollar received by the depositor on his

account. Thus it will be possible for a
poor person to begin saving with one
dime and keep increasing this until one
dollar has been accumulated in stamps,
when he or she may open an account
with the United States government.
No one will be allowed to deposit more
than $100 during any calendar month
and no single account will be permitted
to exceed $500. The government will

pay 2 per cent, interest on all deposits.

The money collected by the various
postoffices in this manner will be de-
posited in State and national banks
named under the new law as deposi-
tories of postal savings funds. These
banks will be required to put up public
securities (State, county and municipal
bonds) as security for the deposits.

Protecting the Money

One of the main points of opposi-
tion to the postal savings banks has
been the above authorization to invest
the deposits in government securities,

but it is now acknowledged that these
deposits will help the government solve
the problem of issuing the new Pan-
ama bonds. These bonds were author-
ized, but have not been issued. It has
been generally conceded that they
would have to pay an interest rate of
at least 2i/4 per cent., and to attempt
to float them at this rate would have
had the effect of sending the seven
hundred million of government 2 per
cent, bonds now held by the National
banks probably below par. On account
of this probability the government has
refrained from issuing the new .bonds
and in the meantime has been hard
pressed to finance the Panama Canal
construction expenditures out of its

working balance. However, under the
new law the government will be able to
invest in these 214 per cent, bonds and
reimburse the United States treasury
and its Panama expenditures without
disturbing the now outstanding 2 per
cent, bonds.

All funds acquired by postal banks
will be under the supervision of trus-
tees composed of the postmaster-gen-
eral, the attorney-general and the sec-
retary of the treasury. These trustees
will decide what postoffices shall be
authorized to receive deposits, and
all postal banks and depositories
will be under their direct control.

Pass books will be issued to deposi-

tors just as by any savings bank and
the withdrawal of funds will be per-

mitted at any time. Five per cent, of

the total deposits will be held by the
Treasurer of the United States as a
reserve to guarantee the payment of

depositors and for a provision author-
izing the withdrawal of 30 per cent, of
the (ieposits for investment in govern-
ment bonds, and the depositors are also
to be permitted to transform their de-
posits into bonds when they so desire.

The Government Pledge

To establish the first of the postal

savings banks $100,000 is appropriated
and it is declared expressly in the bill

that "the faith of the United States is

solemnly pledged to the payment of the

deposits made in postal savings deposi-

tory offices with approved interest

thereon as herein provided."
It will be interesting to observe the

working out of this postal savings sys-

tem. That it will do immense good in

inducing the poor classes to save
money there can be no doubt. The
ability to purchase stamps at ten cents

apiece and have them credited to one's

self in the form of a bank account
backed by the personal word of Uncle
Sam is without doubt so alluring that
many people will be induced to save
money in this way who never saved
money before in their lives. Saving is,

after all, merely a habit, and once it is

thoroughly acquired is probably as
hard to break as any other habit.

For those people who could not be
induced to save in any other manner,
the system will without doubt be of
great benefit, but for those who have
already acquired the saving habit, it is

a question whether the government
postal banks system will prove of ad-
vantage. Persons of this class have
already been taking advantage of pri-

vate systems of thrift which embody as
much of a sense of security as that
offered by the government and which
at the same time provide a greater re-

ward for the saver; that is to say,
higher interest.

The Interest Feature

It will be remembered that in a pre-
vious article we commented at some
length on the low interest bearing fea-
ture of government bonds, and as the
interest rate offered by the postal
savings banks is quite as low as that
which it has been recently possible to

obtain on government bonds, the same
objection may apply. The government
will not permit more than $500 to be
deposited in any one postal bank ac-
count. What then is the depositor to
do with his $500 after the limit has
been reached? Is it probable that he
would be content to earn but 2 per cent.,

or ten dollars a year, on such an amount
of money when it will be easily possi-
ble to invest it in safe securities and
earn more? Would he be content even
to wait until he had deposited $500 be-
fore he would withdraw the money and
invest it in some of those higher inter-
est bearing securities?

In these days of competition, even
bond houses offer inducements to the
small investor to purchase securities
piecemeal, that is, in small amounts at
a time, and the man or woman who has
got into the habit of saving towards the
possible rainy day or towards the
peaceable old age must make shift to
have his or her money accumulate as
speedily as possible.
As we stated in a former article,

"the cost of living has increased so
much in recent years that it has be-
come a matter of necessity for people
to earn more than they did formerly,
and for the same reason money must
be made to earn more than it did in
previous years. How to do this safely
is, of course, the problem." Still it is

undoubtedly true that there are many
safe investments which will yield a
greater profit than the 2 per cent,
which it is proposed to pay for money
deposited in postal savings banks.

CONVERTIBLE

may be exchanged, at the end
of the interest-bearing period, for

STOCK >"«/^'"''*'«"''"5' the

iiJ^ij^ii ownership of selected

NEW YORK REAL ESTATE
OR YOUR MONEY RE-
TURNED, IF YOU PREFER

Unquestioned Security
Regular Income

Demonstrated Profits

Backed by over $3,000,000 Assets

and 15 years of Dividends

WRITE for FREE BOOKLET 14 TODAY

i

New York Realty Ownersi
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

Typewriter Secrets

BrouglitlntoDayli^
To the man who is content to pay th

full price for a standard typewrite)

without question,we have nothing to saj

But to the man who realizes that the full price
fUi'e to the keen competition of lii^h-salaiied sal

forces and expensive Siilesrooms, we offer foodfi
thouglit.
Our new selling plan makes it possible for yon

buy a typewriter of stardard name and fame, at on
kiiif the market price and on very stiiull payments.
Ihese typewriters represent the climax of conn

less superiorities found only in the best make
besides many exclusive featm'es not contained
any other.
This sellinp: plan is not fomided on theory—not c

puesswork—but on actual inovable economy, wliit

obtains for you the txact value you pay for it.

Send for free information givin;; yuu the insii

facts—the secrets. Learn how you can save on,

half the full price and aliout the easy paymen
without interest—how you can obtain a standa;
visible writer in your home or office on five d»}
free trial—»o deposit.
We will not send a salesman or agent—we wor

try peieuasion.
It costs you nothing to investigate—wewillglftdil

tell you all about it and then leave it a!l to you
WRITE.
TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE

821 Masonic Temple, Chicago

iiii:
QuavanVeed

Mort;|a^ei
nr'HK \fw York Mortgage Co.'s "First Mortgage ' '

* Bonds" will he found, upon invebtit'aljim, tin- most I

form of investment, offering the same facilitios. advant
security and income, wliether vour capital amounts Xot f

310.000. Our Bonds and Mortgages on New York Cit; i

Suburban Real Estate yield investors. j

5to5y:tPei'Cent.N^
and have an absolute guarantee from this Conipany )

payment of »>oth interest and principal when due.
Tliese "Trust Bunds*' a-e secured by first nitiigagesr

ited with the Windsor Trust Co. of New Yoik. audi"
tliein for the protection of bnnd-holders.

Issued in amounts of $100 and multiples thereof,
able at holder's option upon short notice. Paynient;. <

and upwards will be received by the company at any ti

suit the convenience uf investors. Interest begins at

and is payaltle semi-annually
UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING D

Free Booklet giving full particulars., addres:

NewYprkNortgape (

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY "NEW YORK '

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many request:

for copies of the financial artidei

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-

let form, for the convenience of reader;

who may wish to secure a complete set

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House. New York

' ^Q170 Clone between kitchen and dining'
JaVC iJiCpa One irlp Willi Wheel Trayseui;

'tlier clears it. Standsbesidetat-le fi.reerviiip.r'

'

k while washing dishes. Price$10, exp.paid. Cli ^

} WHEEL TRAY C0.,435C West 6l8t Place.CMcW
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•he Chri^an's Rewards Here*

)ERHAPS the sweetest of earthly

feelings is that of peace. No re-

Uion, no fierce longing for the un-

;tainable, no clashing of one's own
11 against that of another—quiet,
unquillity, peace. The meek, we are

id, shall have "abundance of peace,"

i the very crown of their great re-

nrd. And peace is always at the

«-nmand of the follower of Christ.

. Suppose that you possess a valuable

.joperty. You entrust it to one in

Mom you have absolute confidence.

;")U have tried him again and again

jd he has never failed.

Around you may be panic and dis-

1;ss. Banks may be suspending pay-

vnt. Commercial houses may he clos-

fj. What do you care? You are sorry

li- those who are losing, but you have
1 worry for yourself. You know that

jur all has been deposited in a per-

j;tly safe place.

Such faith is seldom justified among
i!n. Humanity at best is an imper-

jft thing. But we have one to whom
Z may entrust something far more
^cious than our silver and gold

—

('rselves, the essence of our souls.

lowing him in whom we have be-

Jved, we feel no fear of what man
<n do unto us. We may know perfect

]pce, if we are stayed on him.
Thus the most beautiful of gifts is

i'i Christian's reward.
The most necessary of helps to learn

1 write is a copy. By following the

(Dy, you may become an expert pcn-

im.
The most necessary thing for the

I'ht shaping of life is an ideal. This
t' Christian has in his great Leader.
Life is a struggle, a bitter war with

.'tan. In order to wage it success-

i ly we must have armor. The Chris-
tn has the armor. He may gird his

I l,ns with truth; put on the breast-
jiite of righteousness; have his feet

nd with the preparation of the gos-

J of peace; take the shield of faith.

I t; helmet of salvation and the sword
( the Spirit, and no evil can possibly

lich him.
The idol of all right modern social-

in—all lofty philanthropy— is work.
e all men useful and congenial work
do—inspire in the hearts of men the
e of work—and the greatest obstacle
the coming of the millennium has

|A'Aa(Blten removed.
llVfljJThe Christian has his work cut out
•^ '^* him, and if he is a true Christian

I is eager to do it.

Faith, hope and love, the great trin-

i i —these are the Christian's.

( jFaith — the substance of things
CCfltt Iped for, the evidence of things un-

. f!n. By faith, we climb the steeps of
I ng and bring the Lord Christ down

1 t our human needs. By it we commit
I cr way unto the Lord, rest in him and
V it patiently for him. It is the hand
I which we reach to God.
And Hope, that anchor of the soul,

e and steadfast—how could we
lie without it? The hope that we

i.y retrieve the shattered fortune;
_, tit we may reclaim the wandering

c'ld; that we may some time meet
t>se whom we have "loved and lost
i'hile," supports us through the stern-

al,
trials.

•But the Love, that is truly the great-
( thing in the world, is pre-eminently
ta Christian's. As God's son, he looks

s Creator with filial aff'ection.
Wllnrard his brethren he yearns with all

poignant desire of true fraternity,
-id as love begets love, so shall he
i;eive in kind his reward, good meas-
ly, pressed down and running over.
Peace, a high ideal, armor for the
!2at fight of life, a work to do and the
'II to do it, and a heart filled with
l.th, hope and charity—what more

«»-^i

<T a Christian desire?
Money cannot buy these great gifts;
li^hristian has them for the asking.

.
Topic of the Epworth Leagrue for Sunday,

' y 17. Texts : Matt. 19 : 27-30 ; Ps. 37 : 1-11.

Letter-Writing*

IT has been said that we do not really
know any one until we have corre-

sponded with him. A letter often
shows us a fresh and unsuspected side
of a friend.
A great man once remarked that he

loved to go away from home because he
so much enjoyed the letters that his
family wrote him.
To write a good letter is a very im-

portant accomplishment. Beauty or
conversational power may have been
denied you; but if you are able to write
a graceful, dignified, vivid letter, you
may possess a charm equal to any
other.

The persuasive power of a letter may
surpass that of speech. The spoken
word passes quickly. The written word
abides. You can read it over and over
until its most vital and obscure mean-
ing has penetrated to your very soul.
Write then to the friend for whose sal-

vation you may be yearning. Your
oral pleadings may not have touched
his heart, but your letter may unseal
the hidden fountain of his love.

The model for the letter seems to
have been preserved as substantially
the same through all the ages. It is

roughly fashioned upon the formal call
or visit.

First come the salutations. We say,
"My Dear Mr. Smith." Paul said, "To
Philemon, my dearly beloved"; "To
Timothy, my dearly beloved son"; and
when he wrote to a church, he often
saluted it with a beautiful benediction,
"Grace be to you and peace from God
our Father and from the Lord Jesus
Christ."

After the conventional opening,
which in one form or another has al-

most always seemed necessary, comes
the real meat of the letter. It may be
fierce and denunciatory like some of
Paul's letters; or, again, full of logical
arguments; or a compendium of prac-
tical advice, like Peter's; or full of
caressing affection, like John's. The
middle of the letter reveals the true
purpose for which it was written.
Then comes the beginning of the

end—the brief messages to and from
friends and fellow-workers.
A benediction of some sort usually

closes the Scripture letter; just as we
say, "With much love and all good
wishes," or something of the sort.

The letters of great men and women
form a large part of literature. With-
out the letters of Matthew Arnold, the
Brownings, the Tennysons, the great
war-generals and scores of others, we
could not have understood them, as
now. They are full of interest and of
revelations of the character of the
writers.

Never neglect the regularly dis-

patched letter to the "old folks at

home," when you are away from them.
One who had been very busy during
this past season failed to send home his

usual weekly letter. A scrappy little

postal card now and then was all that
he vouchsafed, promising constantly to

write more as soon as the stress was
past.

Suddenly the news came to him that
his mother had died. Conscience-
stricken, he dropped everything and
sought his distant home. He found
that his mother had died with his last

letter on her heart. It had been written
weeks before. The three or four postal

cards were piled on the table beside
her. Her last words had been, "Hasn't
his letter that he promised come yet?"
He was heart-broken, but his repent-

ance was too late to help the gentle,

loving mother.
Let us never forget the letter of

thanks after hospitality; the letter of

sympathy in sorrow; the letter of con-
gratulation in joy; the letter to the
minister, the lecturer, the writer, who
has helped us. These are part of love

of humanity, which is part of religion.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, July 17.

Texts : Ps. 45 : 1 ; I. John 2 : 12-15.

^^

The Howard Watch
WHEN you hear

someone criticise

the railroads, just

remind him that our
American roads are the

best and safest in the

world. They employ the
most intelligent men and
have them use the finest

watch—the Howard.
What do you think, for instance,

of a road that, over a period of ten

years, carried nearly two hundred
million passengers without a single

one killed as the result of a train

accident ; and, that during the three

worst months of last winter, had a
pmictitality record of 94t'(j5J for its

inbound train service.

That road—the Lackawanna— is

one of the iSo railroads that offi-

cially adopted the Howard Watch
for their time-inspection service.

Lives depend on the accuracy of
trainmen's watches, and the best is

not too good for the American
railroad man.

A Howard is always worth
what you pay for it.

The price of each Howard is

fixed at the factory and a printed
ticket attached—from the 17-jewel

(double - roller escapement) in a

"Jas. Boss" or "Crescent" gold-filled

case at ^40 to the 23-iewel in a 14-k.

solid gold case at ^150.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD
Jeweler in your town and talk to him. He is a good man to know.
Drop us a postal card, Dept. W.and we will send you a HOWARD book of
value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

Getting Your Money Back
Too many furnaces eat up their orig'inal cost
every year on excessive amount of fuels. The
Furnace that costs the least to operate is

The XXtli Century Furnace
The reason why is plain as can be. It is designed
and built on common -sense principles, and is

conceded by even our competitors to have

The Most Wonderful Fire Pot Ever Devised
Write ns for our handsome little Booklet C. H.,

" Heaters That Heat and Ventilate," and let us
show you how you may have an ideally heated

_^ home at less cost than you now have.

THE XXtli CENTURY H. & V. CO^
25 Ira Ave., Akron. Ohio

Films Developed
10 CE,NTS PER ROLL

ALL SIZF.S.

VELOX PRINTS, BROWNIES, 3c;

ZYiTt-ZYi, 3!4x4'A 4c; 4x5, 3a Sc.
Send us two negatives and we will print them ivithouf

cAiir^^ as a sample of our \%ork: we are film specialists
and give you better results than you have ever had.

COLE & CO., Asbury Park, N. J.

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2c stamp for five samples of our very best
Gold Embossed Friendship. Flo\ver and Motto
Post Cards; beautiful colors and loveliest designs.
Art Post Card Club, 885 Jackson St., Topeka, Kan.

AGENTS WANTED-AgentBeani Sjr. toSjO weekly sell-

ing our new Style Mexiean and .Swiss Einhi-.>ii1ery Waist Patterns.
Princess Dn-sM-s. Art Linens, andyari.ms ni.vilties. Catalnuue
FREE. National Importing Co., Desk 48, 699 Broadway, N.Y.

Stomach Comfort
MURRAY'S

CHARCOAL TABLETS
Absolutely unmedicated. Prevent fermenlation,

absorb all gases, and sweeten tiie stotnach. A bad
complexion is wonderfully benefited by iheir daily use.

Pn*" 1 C\n '" stamps, a full-size 25c. box
X^UI \\3K^, mailed for trial. Once only.

A. J. DITMAN, 2 Astor House, N.Y.

AGENTS $3 to $10 D^T
Selling those Patented Scissors.
Cant be houghv in stores. Every
pair guaranteed. Replaced if

not perfectly satisfactory. 2000
other fast sellers. No experi-
We teach you. Proof furnished

ol big profits. Write today for terms of free outfit.

lUOMAS MFO. CO., 1 1S4 Wayne St., Dayton, Ohio

•^CUTSTOTHEEND

ence needed.
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HARD TO PLEASE
Regarding the Morning Cup.

•'Oh how hard it was to part with coffee,

but the continued trouble with constipation

and belching was such that I finally brought
myself to leave it off.

"Then the question was, what should we
use for the morning drink ? Tea was worse
for us than coffee ; chocolate and cocoa were
soon tired of ; milk was not liked very well,

and hot water we could not endure.
"About two years ago we struck upon

Postum and have never been without it

since.

"We have seven children. Our baby now
eighteen months old would not take milk, so

we tried Postum and found she liked it and
it agreed with her perfectly. She is today,
and has been, one of the healthiest babies in

the State.

"I use about two-thirds Postum and one-
third milk and a teaspoon of sugar, and put

it into her bottle. It you could have seen
her eyes sparkle and hear her say "good"
to day when I gave it to her, you would
believe me that she likes it.

"If I was matron of an infants' home,
every child would be raised on Postum.
Many of my friends say, 'You are looking
so well !' I reply, 'lam well ; I drink Postum.
I have no more trouble with constipation,

and know that I owe my good health to God
and Postum.'

"I am writing this letter because i want
to tell you how much good Postum has done
us, but if you knew how I shrink from pub-
licity, you would not publish this letter, at

least not over my name."
Read the little book. "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

"CANDIES OF RARE QUALITT

One of the Vacation Luxuries

\Qke i1 alonq ujith you or purchase it from
an\j^ of our Sales Agents

Ridet* Agents oWantetl
in each town to ride 'and exhibit sample
iqio bicycle. Write for Special Offer,
finest Guaranteed^ f/I «— tf97

1910 Models ^#«/««'^^#
with Coaster-Urakes and Puncture-Pfoof tires.

1908& l;)09Modol9^^<_ ^«4
all of best makc8 ^ # •«» ^ #^
too Second - Hand Whaoim
AU makes and models, ^O ^^- ^0
goodasnelv V«» '«» VC»
GreatFACTORY CLEARING SALE
We SMit on Approval wuhoui a
cent depoiit, piy the freight and allow

TEM DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear wheels,

lamps, sundries, hat/' usual prices. Do not buy
tin you get our catalogs aod offer. IVrite hotv,

MliVD CYCLE CO., Dept. F-71, Chicago

9A Beautiful Post Cards | A^
41V No Two Alike— Latest Designs X"l/
Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic Birthday, Fiieiiclship.
Good Luck, Uoses and Floweis in exquisite colors, all
for only 10 ceiita. if you answer this ad. immediately.
J. H. Seymour. 255 W. Eighth St.,Topeka, Kan.

® THE BEAl'TIFt'L LITTLE
RED CROSS BUTTON BADGE
!i.i"|.1,-.l ))VtlM- lntc-r<t.-nominati..iiiil Ass..<-iati.in

..f Kv.-ii.t-lisU, will he sciit t.i V..U p.islpaid f"r

.ii.lv 15 Cents, p..ai-l ... inai....] (.illiil..i<l .-,.
)

Glad Tidings Pnb.Co, Lakeside Bldg, Chicago.IU.

Training for Social Worlcers
under Specialists in Civic, Charitable Cliilil Ileliiini;,
Settlement, Recreation and Cciieial I'liilantliroiiic
Work. Write or call 87 E. Lake .stn-.t, cliuaKo, Ills.

Chicago School of Civics and IMiilanthropy

Ncw-Yoik, Nfw-Y..]k Cily. Avi'im.- A. C:M an. I IHtl; Sts.

Have You Chosen a Profession ?
There are Opportunities in Medicine, especially Htniiceopntliic
Medicine. Send for Catalogue 0. New Yi.rk HniiKPopathic Medical
College an I Flower H->t*pital. Koyal S, Coptlan.l. A. M..M.D. .Dean.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needingnew books.
THK lilUI.UW Si MAI.N (0., New York or (hioago.

THE CHRIST FOUNDATION
Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

J
ESUS came into the parts of

Cassarea Philippi," near Dan,
the northern limit of Palestine,

at the base of Mt. Hermon.
"Who do men say that the Son of

man is?" Jesus had not been going
around delivering lectures about his

divinity, but he had been doing the

mighty works of God, knowing that his

deeds would impress the people more
than his words. He had not asked the
people for their opinion of himself.

He had in effect said: "Let my works
speak for me," when John the Baptist
sent two men to inquire of him: "Art
thou the Christ, he that cometh, or

look we for another?" "Go and tell

John the things which ye hear and
see : the blind receive their sight, and
the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed,

and the deaf hear, and the dead are
raised up and the poor have good tid-

ings preached to them. And blessed

is he whosoever shall find no occasion

of stumbling in me."
Jesus did not need to ask the ques-

tion : "Whom do men say that the Son
of man is?" He was a mind-reader.
Often he had told the Pharisees what
they were thinking about. He must
then have asked the question for the
benefit of the apostles. He desired to

place before them a consensus of opin-

ion concerning himself in order to con-
firm their judgment, and also to show
them on what lines they must work to

be leaders of the people.

"Some say John the Baptist; some
Elijah; and others Jeremiah, or one of

the prophets." They all agreed on one
point: that Jesus was u great man.
Reincarnation is one of the doctrines
of Buddhism and Mohammedanism,
and some forms of heathenism as well.

But it was the Jewish people who had
said that Jesus was a reincarnation of
John, Elijah, Jeremiah, or one of the
prophets. Where did they get such
an idea? Possibly in Egypt; possibly
from the inhabitants of the land,
whom they had not driven out.

"But who say ye that I am?" Jesus
drove the question home, and why?
He certainly knew there was love and
loyalty to him in the hearts of his

apostles. We repeat he did it for the
benefit of the apostles themselves. It

would make them more pronounced
followers to declare the faith that was
in them. This incident may be com-
pared with what we know as "takin.g
the oath of loyalty," but it was not
done in a formal manner.
"Simon Peter answered," either be-

cause he was the most outspoken of
them all, or possibly because he was
considered the senior apostle. He
said : "Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God." He seemed to have
grasped the allness of Christ. We can
almost see the look of surprise upon
the face of Jesus, and we can almost
hear his gracious words: "Blessed art
thou, Simon Bar-Jonah." Dr. Joseph
Parker says: "Simon Peter was trans-
figured by his own answer; he was no
longer a meanly-clad fisherman; the
fire burned through his clothes; he was
the tabernacle of the indwelling God."

"Flesh and blood hath not revealed
it unto thee, but my Father who is in
heaven." Perhaps Jesus feared that
Peter would be elated, and he desired
not to bring him down, but to raise him
higher as the surest way to keep him
humble. And so Jesus by his words
brought Peter into the very presence
of the heavenly Father.

"Upon This Rock I Will Build
My Church"

Surely Jesus did not mean that Peter
should be the foundation of the church,
but Christ the Son of the living God.
It was the truth Peter had uttered, and
not Peter himself. "The gates of

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
July 17.1910. Peter's Confession. Matt. 16 : 13-28
Golden Text: "Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God." Matt. 16 : 16.

Hades (hell) shall not prevail against
it." Christ is the Strong Rock, the
Rock of Ages—no mere man could
be a foundation for the Church—it

would be like building upon the sand.
The church built on a rock is the
Church built on Christ. We cannot
think for a moment that Peter thought
that Jesus meant to take him for the
foundation of his Church.

"I will give unto thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven." And so for cen-
turies the artists and the sculptors
have been making portraits of Peter
bearing a bunch of keys! Jesus had
no keys of that kind to give Peter; he
surely did not bring them with him
from heaven, neither did he have them
made anywhere, on earth. They were
spiritual keys, if we may use that ex-
pression. They were not made of metal,
or of wood as keys of that time were
sometimes, but they were made of in-
spiration. They were in the soul of a
man and not in his hands. Dr. Parker
says: "No need of angry controversy,
or grammatical wordiness, or critical
inquiry into the exact meaning of the
term, 'the keys.' This kind can only
be understood by such minds as have
almost realized the fulness and the
elevation of inspiration itself. When
you are inspired you have the keys.
You do not hold the keys because of
hereditary descent, or ecclesiastical
relationship, or mechanical contriv-
ance, or superior patronage—you hold
the keys only as long as you realize the
inspiration. And no man can take
those keys from you. Everywhere
the inspired man keeps the keys—in
merchandise, in statesmanship, in
philosophy, in adventure, in religious
thinking, in Christian civilization."
"Whatsoever thou shalt loose on

earth shall be loosed in heaven." A
gross misunderstanding of these words
of Christ has brought the confessional
into existence. The Pharisees were
right for once when they said : "Who
can forgive sins but God alone?" What
is rightly to be inferred from .lesus'
words is that Peter and the other
apostles were to have power in the
Christian Church to be compared with
that which the rabbis claimed in the
Jewish Church.
"Binding and loosing" referred sim-

ply to acts or things; prohibiting them
or else permitting, declaring them law-
ful or unlawful," says Dr. Edersheim,
the distinguished Jewish author. He
also says these powers Christ now
transferred, and that not in their pre-
tension but in reality, to his apostles,
to Peter as their representative, and
second, after his resurrection, to the
Church." Thus it is by divine author-
ity that it issues its "discipline," its

"rules," etc.

"Tell No Man That He Was the Christ"

Jesus in these words charged his
apostles not to preach Christ in the
fulness of their apprehension of him;
the people were not able to bear it.

Those who had been intimately asso-
ciated with the Christ for nearly three
years must have had a divine secret
beyond the ken of others.
"From that time Jesus began to show

unto his disciples that he must suffer,
be killed, be raised up." Jesus felt
that the time had come when the apos-
tles could comprehend his mission.
How disappointed he was to have the
leader among them say: "Far be it

from thee. Lord." It was like the
small cent of human love shutting out
God's great love for the whole world.
Peter lost his keys then! Figuratively,
Peter was again sinking in the waves,
instead of walking beside his Lord.

"Get thee behind me, Satan." We
prefer to think that Jesus reproved
the evil spirit that had for the moment
taken possession of Peter under the
guise of a loving friend, rather than
that he reproved Peter himself. Under

Continued on next page

After Death,What:
A Glimpse "Beyond the Veil

THE MOST SCHOLARLY book ev(
written on the Great Hereafte
yet so simple in its presentation (

baffling problems that all who read mt
understand.

"What the Heavenly Rest Means," "0
cupations in Heaven," "State of the Soi
Between Death and the Resurrectioi
and "Our Children in Heaven" are but
few quotations from a truly remarkab
table of contents.

Bound in rich purple Vellum de Lu}
with Gold; 400 Pages. Size when opei
8x12 inches. Special Price, to close oi

a limited numberof copies now gmg^
on hand (All Charges Prepaid) Q\)i
NOTE:—Every book is guaranteed delivered

perfect condition, and should your order reach
too late, money will be promptly refunded. Addre

The Christian Herald Boole Dep
BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY

Hunyadt
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes
Best remedy for

CONSTIPATIOr
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

OAVETHE-H0RSE''SPAVINGuRf
BE(iJ'RAt)t_ riARH

Shiloh. O., March 1. 1910:— I cnred a ringlnine with o
bottle of "Save-The-Horsv- " CD. Hammon. B. D. 3.

.Iacks.in, Mich.. March 17. 1910:-Please send C. 0. D. anotl
bottle • 'Save-Thc-Horso. •

' I wish to have a bottle on hand. II:

the greatest medicine I everused. A. D. Godfrey. Route 8.i

$|Hf AA a bottle, with legal written guarantee or contrit^^•"v Send for copy, booklet and letters from busin.^m men and trainers <^.n every kind of case. Fermanenl!^M cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, Kingbone (except loVI

Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpulf, Shoe Boil, lisia
Tendons and all Lameness. No sr.-ir or ln^s..f hair Horscwoi
nsiiMi.-il Iliahr.i nr E.rpresx I'aiil.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton, N.

ELECTRO-
SILICON

I transforms tarnished SILVEW
WARRto the highest degree of

Brilliancv. Cleans and polishe?
easily and quickly and saves your

ware.thus saving many times the trivial cost oi

the polish. Absolutely hartnless. Send address for

FREE SAMPLE
Full Sized Box, post-paid, 15 cts. in stamps.

The Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street, New York.
Sold by Grocers and Druggist* Evarywhera.

Yale Fruit Press
Best, most practical and (iarable press tn^de.

TJnequaled for making Jellies. Jams, Cider,
Orap« Juice, Fruit Ices and hundreds
of other things. Saves time, labor and
trouble. Clamps to table or bandy place.

Put material in colander, fix beam in poBi*

tion, attach crank to wheel and every pound
pulled on wheel, exerts 48 Ibg, pressure on
contents. Madeofsteel and iron. d^4 AC
plated, 4qt. Bize, price only.. .. ^W«w3
If your dealer will not supplv yon order of

U8. Sold on 10d&ys' trial. MnveybackiJ
not satisfled. Write for FREE booklet.

"Aunt Sally's Best Recipes." Also de-

scribes Tale Pmit Presses.

VICTOR M. GRAB & CO..
Patenteea <£ Sole Manufacturers^

1177 Ashland Block. Chicago. III.

VAflllTlVI WASHER**^^^tJlWl. 30 DAY TRIAL
To prove to every reader of this magazine that she
can wash clothes with least work and wear with

Syracuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial and pay
freight boih ways if you do not find tt far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump-
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
frt$ booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer.

DODGE & ZUTT.r
535 DUIaye Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.

Toronto firanch, 92 Olive Ave.. L. G. Beebe, Manager

5 Fine POST CARDS rDC[" Send only 2c stamp anrt recelTe 5 F f|| |
colored Cold and Embossed Cards I ||b'li

FREE to introduce post card offer. ' „
CAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. J 32. Topeka. Ba:
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THIS

FREE

BOOK
TELLS HOW

By the wonderful Simplex
copyrighted system anyone of
ordinary intelligence can quick-
ly learn to play piano or organ

WITHOUT a TEACHER
You need not know the first

principles of music. By no other
mclhod can you learn niu=;ic so
quickly and tlioroujrhly as by the
Si'nplcx Systom. The study is

CLisy and fiiscinating:. By our
system you can study during
epare time in your home and
quickly become a capable musi-
cian, playing popular, sacred or
cl;issical selections. Delighted
students in every state and terri-
tory. Some of our students, after
six oreight lessons, begin playing
piano or organ in churcb or Sun-
day school. Others write that in
a very short time they are able to
play a waltz from memory. If
you wish to become a skilled
musician, write at once for our
free b'-»<>K. Address
Simplex School of Music
Conjerv=.;ory 5S6, Kansas City, Mo.

rWHILE WAITING
Instead of keeping unemployed the funds

you expect to have use lor later, let tbem beat
earning^s at 5 per cent, until such time as you
are ready lor them. We can handle your tem-
porary investments as profitably lor you as
more permanent accounts. Your lunds may be
deposited or withdrawn oaany date. Earoines
credited forluUtlme.

5% A YEAR
Established 17ye3rs and conducted under N.Y,
Banking Dept. Supervision. Our record tS
open to public evarninatiua in their files.

AsseU over - $2,250,000
Surplus and ProfiU, 175.000

"Write for IJooklct, wl-iJi
. onlaiiis m<itiy iiiicrrsim;^' I.i. t ..

Industrial Savings and Loaa Co.

2 Times Building

42d St. and Broadway. New York

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

H
JSALESME

Earn the Blj;froHt Salaries of any class

M men in the world. Ovf r 600,000 employed
[in the Unitt'd Stf.U'S and Cannda. The de-
I mand for Kond HaU'wrnon exceedH the Bupply.
We will tearh you to l>o one ijy mail and aBHiBt

to HfM'uro a ROod position throoKh our
FRFi: EMPLOYMENT UUREAU.

We rfceivo calln forthousundrtof Salesmen and
have BHHisted thounandH of mon to Fccure good

oflltions or bettor aularieH. A Krcat many of our grad-
'uteiwho formerly earned from S25 to $"5 a month,
ave Bince earned from $100 to an hi^h as SV_iO a month
•nd exponses, Thousanda of Rood poMitionn now open.
'f von want to BccTiri" one of them or inrrfafle your
arnings our Fr*M» Hook. "A Knitrht of The Grip," will
•how yoa how. Addr. v>* ncHr«"*t office for it today,
•pt, 496 ."(ATIONAI, SAI.KSMKS'S TRAVELISfl ISSOOIATIOM

Chicago, New York, Kansas City. MiuneapoliH,
San Francibco. Atlanta.

Continued from preceding page

$475.00 up, A. B. C. Automobiles
Tho clii-apist

IiIkIi Krailc-
Carin Amt^rica

Surreys, Kiin-
abouts and
DeliVPryWai.'-
OI18, 18 or SI)

II. I'., Soil.

I

or piii'iirnalir Tirps. A\"riU'for t KKK Catalog.

A. B.C. Motor Vehicle Mfg. Co., 3941 Morgan, SI. Louis

S FIGURE PERFECT
Let me wild yoii ALTO M A.^SEUU
on a 40 Uiiy \ tvi' Triiil ( liotli scxi'B)
Suroiitlili'iii am I that Miiiply Miarmi;
It will |)<>i maiH-ntly rt-muvf all ^lll• 't-

lliicjiis tirsli iliai 1 mail It lii'c'.u iiliout

deixisLt. Wliiii you Ml' yom ^llapc-
liiu-sH spffdily I't-itiriiiiiK I KiKAV you
will tiuy It. Try it nt my <'.\iJ*'iiHt'.

\\ lilc lo-dio.

DDHC DIIDUC Dept. 203. No. 1300
rnUri DUnllO Broadway, Ne..'Ycrll

UALbl rLfl 1V.ILL£K tracUandkUlBallflles.
Ncrtt. cU-.ui. oniamcn-
t.il, corivcni.nl. tliiMp.

Lasts all season.
M.i'Ie ol inctiil, cannot
spill or tip over, will not
soil or injure anything.
Ciiarintrr'l effective.

Of all dealers or seat
prep.tid f'lr .'0 c.*nTs.

HAROLD S0MEB3
160 DeKalb Ave.
Brooklyn, H, Y.

the spell of Satan, Peter did not appre-
hend the sufferings of Jesus.

"Let him deny himself, and take up
his cross and follow me." To get any
crown worth wearing there must be
suffering. We should not know how
to wear a crown unless we did suffer
for it. And since suffering brings us
into fellowship with Jesus, every afflic-

tion should seem joyous rather than
grievous. (Heb. 12: 11.) Give us,
Lord, the bread of tears

!

"What shall a man give in exchange
for his soul?" Some have paid a very
small price! A bag of gold, a fine

mansion, fame, etc. All of these are
as bubbles which may burst any mo-
ment, and give very little satisfaction
while they do last, compared with the
riches that may be laid up for eternity.

"Till they see the Son of man com-
ing in his kingdom." The hour of
Christ was nearer than the disciples
thought, only a few weeks hence, for
the time of this incident was the latter
part of the third year of Christ's min-
istry. Not one of the disciples did
"taste death" until after Christ came
into his kingdom through his resurrec-
tion.

Believe, Receive and Confess Him

This brings us to the practical half
of the lesson: "What think ye of
Christ?"

No other name is Riven,
No other name is Vcnown";

'Tis Jesus, first and last

;

He saves, and he alone.

"Mother," a little child once said,
"how old must I be before I can be a
Christian?" The wise mother an-
swered: "How old will you have to be,

darling, before you can love me?"
"Why, mother, I have always loved
you; I do now, and I always shall. But
you have not told me how old I shall

have to be." The mother replied:
"How old must you be before you can
trust yourself wholly to my care?" "I
always did," she answered, "but tell

me what I want to know," and she put
her arms around her mother's neck.
Then mother asked again : "How old
will you have to he before you can do
what I want you to do?" Then the
child whispered, half guessing what
her mother meant: "I can now without
growing older." Her mother said

:

"You can be a Christian now, without
waiting to be older. Don't you want
to begin now?" The child answered:
"Yes." Then they both knelt down,
and in her prayer she gave to Christ
her little one who wanted to be his.

Ask the little children what they
think of Jesus.

In a certain hospital the child's ward
was called "The Jesus Ward." One
of the little sufferers asked his nurse
why they called it by that name. She
told him it was said that Jesus passed
through that ward every night and
blessed each suffering child. The little

fellow said: "I shall raise my hand so
that Jesus will be sure to see me." In
the morning the nurse found a little

hand raised in the air, but stiff and
cold in death. Jesus had indeed come,
and by that little hand had lifted the
little sufferer into a realm where there
is no more pain.
Ask the young men what they think

of Jesus.
The venerable Dr. Tyng told of be-

ing called to visit a sick young man at
a hotel. He and his widowed mother
were on their way to their distant
home when the young man became
very ill. "He lay before me, a splen-

did youth of nineteen, his eyes like jets

of the brilliancy of diamonds. 'Doctor
Tyng,' he said, 'my mother has always
told me that I must be converted; that
I could not be saved except I was con-
verted. How can I be converted?' I

sat by the side of that youth and told
him the story of Jesus. I showed him
the simplicity of the Gospel plan of
salvation. I bade him realize that his
heavenly Father had received and ac-
cepted him in Christ when Christ will-

ingly died to bear his load, and he was
to come in the simplest faith of a little

child, and rest himself gratefully,
hopefully upon it. We spent an hour
in conversation. Twenty-four hours
after I called again. Oh! how changed
the face! It shone like an angel's. He
reached out his long, tapering, trem-
bling hand to me with the sweetest
smile and said: 'Oh, sir, I understand
it. I understand it. Love for Jesus is

conversion. Sir, all night I was ask-
ing Jesus to let me love him; to show
me how to love him."
Ask the mature woman what she

thinks of Jesus. "I would not allow
any one to mention the subject of reli-

gion to me. I counted myself quite as
good as those calling themselves Chris-
tians. I became somewhat feeble in

health. One night I retired as usual,
and after sleeping several hours I

awoke suddenly, and felt as if I had
been in heaven and had returned to

earth. It was not a dream. Looking
out of the window, the whole world
seemed changed. Prayer and joy oc-

cupied my every thought. I longed to

speak to some clergyman, but I was
not acquainted with one. I opened the
Bible and began to read it, and it was
to me like a refreshing fountain. For
a time the Bible was my sole compan-
ion in the secret change of my heart.
I sought a chui'ch, but found that the
views of the preacher about the Sav-
iour and salvation were very different
from mine. Then I went to another
church where Christ was honored as
the Son of God. The pleasures of re-
ligion became more deep, pure and
permanent as I listened to the Word
spoken with divine authority. I have
now no interest in former trivial

things, but I desire above all things
to be obedient to Christ."

KK4'l'ltl<:i> <»lt FKB
- . _ ICI':TI^I(.\Klt.

- Kree ronort aato I'alpiitalnlity. Illiistraio.l Ciiicie
nook, and \,\m of liivcptions Waiiteil, sent free,

VICTOK J. ^;VA^S &. CO.. WasUlneton. D. C.

PATENTS
^^ee renort ns xn I'ni

EXAGGERATED ADVERTISEMENTS

To show our readers the effect which our guarantee has had in protecting
them from undesirable advertisements, we take pleasure in relating the

following, which was told us by one of the leading advertising agents in

the United States:
This agent was requested to place some advertising for a foreign concern,

which pai-ticularly desired to have The Christian Herald included among the

publications to be used. When the "copy" was forwarded to the agent, he

refused to offer it to THE Christian Herald, and wrote to the advertiser giving

it as his reason therefor that The Christian Herald would be sure to decline

the advertisement, because it contained some statements which seemed to be

"in the nature of an exaggeration."

Our readers may see from this how anxious the advertising agent is to help

us in the matter of publishing only honest advei-tisements. There was nothing

intrinsically wrong with the proposition offered by the advertiser in the above
quoted case. The objection was made merely on account of the wording, which
might possibly have misled our readers into forming an exaggerated idea of

the worth of a certain commodity. But the advertising agent felt constrained

to make it nevertheless, because he was well acquainted with the fact that The
Christia.m Herald declines annually many thousands of dollars' worth of adver-

tisements which might be detrimental to the interests of its readers.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned THE Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

TAXPAYERS:
Show This Ad to the Chairman or
Members of Your School Board.

We Cut the Price
WrrHOUT SACRIFICING QUAUn

You can save
money by ordeiing
School Furniture
and Supplies from
our School Fur-
niture Catalog. It

is free for the ask-
ing; send for it.

The illustration
shows a sample of
our Simplex
School Desk,
which we offer in
the various sizes
at $1.55, ,$1.G5 and
$1.75, the lowest
Ijrices ever quoted
on school desks.

When you buy
school furniture from an agent, the
price paid includes that agent's com-
mission, which averages about 35
cents per desk. You will be able to
save from 15 to 40 per cent on globes,
from 30 to 50 per cent on maps, and
from 15 to 40 per cent on chalk,
erasers and blackbo ard materials by
ordering from our catalog.

This School Furni-
ture Catalog, fully de-
scribing the desk shown
above, and other school
furniture,together with
a full line of supplies,
sent upon request.
Ask us today for our
School Fu rniture
Catalog No. 65c45.

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.
CHICAGO

^^
TACE roWDER ^*

SUMMER DELIGHTS
are enjoyed by ilious.iiuls ot wdinfu

from complexMin worries. They are

the users of Labia clie. They
are recoKnized by faces free from
wrinkles—that are never shiny or

disfisured by exposure to th^

elements, and a skin always
smooth and velvety.

Refuse Substitutes. They may-
be dauj^erous. Flesh, Wliite,

Pink, or Cream, 60c. a box. o(
druggists or by mail.

Send \Oc.for sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers

Dept. 22 125 Kingston
Boston, Mass.

who arc immane

Seal on Approval. Send No Mone^ $2.00
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flair SwitA
Send a lock of your hair, and we wilt mail a
22 inch ehort stem fine human hair switch tc
match. If you find it a big bargain remit 52. OO
in ten daya, or Bell Sand GET YOllRSWrrCH
FREE. Extra shades a little more. Inclog© 6c

istage. Free beauty book showing latest style of
^ir dressing- .also high grade ewitchee, pompa-

dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AYERS,
Sept. a 19 Qoincy St. Cbicago

Ki

WHEELCHAIRS
A WheelChaii isnllei.

an invalids's Kreatefi
comfort. Weotlerover

*asy, seU-inopelMn;; ami
liii;,- Chairs, wiib latest in.

emeiiis. Ship direct from
factory to yon, freight prepaid,
an.) sell on 30 Da>js' Trial

si-ii.lin- lor Iree (Mtaiu-iu- NH'W.

GORDON' MFG. CO.
454 Madison Ave., Toledo, 0.

FAMILY ALTAR MAGAZINE
a bright up-to-date, 20 pagre. Religious mag-azine,
will be placed in your home every month for
only 25 Cents Per Year. Send twenty-five cents to
THK FAMIX.? ALTAR, Lakeside Bldg, Cliicaio, ni.
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THIS AMERICAN FLAG FREBj
WOULDN'T you like to own a large American

Flag like the one shown in this picture, if you

could get it for nothing ?

^ ^ -ir -k

Not a little hand flag, understand, but a man-size

"Old Glory," 6 feet long by 4 feet wide, bigger

than the top of your dining room table.

it ^ i^ -k

Not a pitiful wisp of color, mind you, but real red,

white and blue, right from the fadtory of the Govern-

ment flag-maker, and guaranteed not to fade, run or

shrink, no matter what the weather.

it -(r -k -it

Here is an opportunity to keep faith with your

patriotism, for you will not only have use for a flag on

every holiday for many years to come, but you can

also use it constantly for decorative purposes in public

and private sociables, in the schoolhouse, in the

church, and, best of all, in the Home. Imagine having

been able to celebrate Fourth of July with a flag

as big as this ! Wouldn't it have been better than

fire-crackers for the children ? You may have it for

jthing.

HOW?
At this time of the year The Christian Herald

usually puts forth an extraordinary effort to increase

the number of members of the great Christian Herald

Family. We can only do this with the help of the

present members. You are one of these and we
know you will help us. But we have no right to

accept your good offices for nothing, and so we make

you the following proposition.

it -k -k -k

The regular annual subscription price of The
Christian Herald, as you know, is $1.50.

ir it it ^
Isn't there some one among your relatives, friends or

acquaintances who you know would be benefited by

Compafe Size of Flag with Height of Children

TIMF I IMIT T ^^ have had so many requests for Flags
lllIILi Ijllllll . that we have thought well to extend this
Offer. Last Mailing Date, August 1. So ACT AT ONCE, as
we have but a limited number of these premiums. Do it to-day,

P.S.—Of course you may send as many subscriptions as you like.

reading The Christian Herald ? You can probal
think of several in a few minutes, and it would be co
paratively easy for you to get them to subscribe fo

short trial period, say six months.

it it it it

If you will send us 75 cents, we will mail T
Christian Herald for six months O^'y I to January
twenty-six numbers) to any address in the Unil

States or Canada, and for your trouble we will se

absolutely free, to any address you may designate

beautiful American Flag like the one shown
i

the illustration.

it it it it

And in addition to this we will also send you a beii

tiful double tone picture showing portraits of all

,

Presidents of the United States from Washington
Taft. Think of it : a veritable gallery of States:

who have helped to make this country what it is

it it it it

This beautiful picture is printed on India coated pi

measuring 18x21 inches, suitable for framing,

should be in every patriotic home, and it may be

yours, free of charge, if you take advantage of our off

Send Us 75 Cents

and we will mail THE CHRISTIAN HI
ALD to any address for Six Months. .|i

addition to this we will send to any addrJ
designated by you Our Beautiful Doul
Tone Picture of the Presidents, and _,.

Beautiful American Flag, absolutely FRl|
of all expense to you.

^ it it 1^

P. S.—Orders are coming in by the hundred. J|
before going to press a subscriber visited our offi

and after inspecting the flag, ordered eight with ti^

scriptions, to be sent to various friends. That is

way it has been going all day.

Address: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD SPECIAL FLAG OFFER, BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YOR

Oueslions and Answers
Mrs. F. O. P., St. Louis, Mo. Please tell the

origin of the proverb, "Still waters run
deep."

Sir Walter Raleigh, in The Silent Lover, says

:

"The shallow murmur, but the deep are dumb"
(1552-1618) ; John Lyly (1553-1601) said, in

Euphues and His England (p. 287), "Where
the streame runneth smoothest, the water is

deepest." Shakespeare says: "Smooth runs the

water where the brook is deep." The proverb,

"Still waters run deep," is found in the German,
Dutch and Danish.

E. R. H., Nora Springs, la. Who was "The
Wandering Jew ?"

A legend relates that a certain Jew, a door-

keeper in the palace of Pontius Pilate, was
condemned to wander till the day of judgment
for offering an insult to Christ on the way to

Calvary. Matthew of Paris first published this

legend in 1228. He professed to have derived

it from an Armenian bishop. Many tramps
have pretended to be the Wandei-ing Jew, who
belongs to the same class of myth as the Wild
Huntsman and the Flying Dutchman. He has

been poetically treated by Goethe, Schlegel,

Schubert, Shelley, Croly and others, and has
figured much in fiction.

M. L. U., Rahway, N. J. Please give the au-
thor of the poem, "My Mind to Me a King-
dom is."

According to Bartlett, it is by Edward Dyer
(about 1540-1607). William Byrd's poem of

the same name may be found in Dana's House-
hold Book of Poetry (p. 652) and Bryant's
Library of Poetry and Song (p. 565), and many
other collections. The authors of the stories

you mention cannot be found.

E. H. H., Athens, Mich. 1. How many libraries
has Andrew Carnegie helped and how much
money has he given for that purpose? 2.

How many students and how much prop-
erty has the school of which Booker Wash-
ington is president?

1. Mr. Carnegie has given away about $70,-

(100,000 ; $55,000,000 of which have been in the

United States. Most of this sum has gone into

libraries, of which he has endowed 65 in New
York. He had endowed 1,500 libraries up to

January 1, 1906. 2. In 1904, the Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Institute had 62 build-

ings and a farm of 2,6.31 acres. The property
was valued at $525,000 ; there were 1,500 stu-

dents and a faculty of 151. Since then many

gifts have been bestowed upon the school, and it

has grown in every way.

D. H. M., Roanoke, Va. Explain the Nilo-
meter by which the depth of the water in
the Nile was measured.

The Kilometer, built by Caliph Suleiman
715-717 A.D., is on the island of Rodo, south of
Cairo. It is an octagonal pillar graduated to

17 cubits of 21.386 in. It stands in a square
well 16 feet deep. When the river rises to 15 2-3

cubits irrigation begins. There is another on
the island of Elephantine.

N. O. L., Bridgeport, Conn. Where did the
Miami Indians live when they were an in-
dependent tribe?

The Miamis lived in what is now Central In-

diana and neighboring districts. They were
Algonquins. A few still exist near Peru, Ind.

The tribe was broken up by the War of 1812.

Mrs. E. F. F., E. Springfield, N. Y. Please tell

the difference between the Roman Catholic
and the Greek Churches.

No two churches are so much alike in their
creed, polity and cultus as the Greek and
Roman, and yet no two are such irreconcilable

rivals. They agree much more than either
agrees with any Protestant church. The schism
between them was begun when the seat of

Roman government was removed from Rome to

Constantinople ; and it culminated in the rivalry

between the Patriarch of Constantinople and
the Pope of Rome. The Greek differs from the
Roman Church in the following particulai's

:

the single procession of the Holy Spirit ; the
equality of the five patriarchs, and the rejection

of the papacy as an anti-Christian innovation
and usurpation ; the right of the lower clergy
(priests and deacons) to marry (though only
once) ; communion in both kinds ; trine immer-
sion the only valid form of baptism ; the use of

the vernacular languages in worship ; and a
number of minor ceremonies.

Mrs. S. V. B., Ashville. Ala. Please tell the
origin of the legend that the stork brings
the children into the home.

It is said that St. Francis of Assisi once
dreamed that he was in heaven. He begged
that God would give him there the birds that he
had loved on earth. Especially he desired the

stork as a comrade. His prayer was granted ;

but the beautiful stork which was given him
as a companion became homesick, and acted in

so wild and strange a manner that the saints

begged that he should be sent away. It was
ultimately decided that he should be sent to

earth to take a little angel to a family which
desired children. Then he might return, but
from time to time might again revisit the earth,

taking with him a little angel to some longing
parents.

I. I. A., Flushing, L. I. I have read in a poem
of the Sunda Sea, but can not find it in a
geography. Where is it?

The Sunda Sea is another name for the Java
Sea, which lies between Borneo and Java.

F. P. C, Hot Springs, Calif. For what pur-
pose is a sermon, or what should be the
highest aim of the preacher when he stands
in the pulpit?

His highest aim should be the winning of

men and women from lives of spiritual indiffer-

ence or active sin. The presentation of Jesus
Christ, the world's Redeemer, and his Gospel
should be his supreme task and should never be
subordinated to the desire for oratorical fame
or notoriety as a preacher of non-Gospel topics.

We hold that the pastor who in his regular
pulpit work neglects the Gospel, and discourses
on other subjects, no matter how much of

worldly fame or recompense they bring him,
sacrifices a great opportunity.

V. S., Detroit, Mich. What is Hedonism?
It is an ethical theory in which pleasure is

considered the chief good. See Sedgwick's
Theory of Ethics, where the idea is fully dis-

cussed.

S. D. B., Corydon, Ky. When were January
and February added to the other ten
months, and whence did they derive their
names ?

In the reign of Numa Pompilius (about 700

B.C.) the second of the legendary kings of

Rome, two months were added to the calendar

—

January and February, the latter coming first.

This arrangement was continued until 452 B.C.

Januar.v derives its name from the two-faced
god Janus, as the month looks back on the past
and forward to the coming year. It was made

the first month in our calendar year in ll
before which date many had regularly be|
the year with March. Februai-y is so Cf,|

from the Latin verb februare, to purify
;|

from Februa, the Roman festival of gen
expiation and lustration, which was celebr|{

during the latter part of this month.

F. R. B., Dayton, O. Which is most condu|
to the spiritual growth of a church, we'l
or poverty ?

We do not regard the question as ffj

stated. A very rich church is apt to becj

self-sufficient and indifferent, while one thai

extremely poor is shut out from many avea

of spiritual usefulness. That clear-se|

preacher and author. Rev. Dr. Rober
Nicoll, states the problem thus : "No dcljB

Christian churchmen would be more cheerfiifl

they could report uninterrupted outward p|
ress from year to year. If they could say

they were supplied with funds for all erlj

gencies ; that communion rolls were consta)!

lengthening, and that churches were biC

overcrowded, they would have more heart Wj
forward. But there was a church of old

boasted itself of such things, saying, '1 am ijW

and increased with goods, and have neco^

nothing.' Yet in God s eyes that church

wretched, and miserable, and poor, and bljj

and naked. There was another church,||

feeble that it seemed near dying, yet it

divinely commended (Rev. 3: 8.)" Probfl

the best-conditioned church, in a spirij)

sense, is that which is neither rich nor p •

the hearts of whose members have not 1
'

hardened by wealth nor embittered by advei:

The humble church in moderate circumstai

usually has a greater zeal for souls, a finer a

for missions, a broader charity for suffer

,

and lives nearer to Cnrist, than the chi '

which is filled with the gifts of prosperity.

Miscellaneous M
Ella E., Fertile Valley, Can. Poor judgn'! -i

on the part of a preacher, or any one else >

lend such trashy books to a boy.

Rev. W. L. R., Edmonds, Wash. It is on
j

those ephemera that are only strengthened

advertised by being attacked. Left alone, it

soon be forgotten.

Mrs. C. L. K., Geronimo, Okla. 1. M
times discussed in Mail-Bag. The Bible is

of warnings against intemperance. 2. Vie t

no knowledge of the form of burial serviC

the secret orders you mention.
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Lord Balfour of Burleigh Synod Hall, Edinburgh, Where the Conference Met

TIhe WofM

WYj

1N>

T was a singularly fortunate choice that made the

beautiful old Scottish capital city of Edinburgh,
with all its venerable religious associations, the

ne of the most important religious gathering of

twentieth century. For a long time past, it has

m the conviction among those engaged in mis-

nary enterprises that a decided improvement in

ithods was urgently needed. Between $7,500,000

d $10,000,000 are expended annually by British
fganizations in behalf of foreign missions, and the
inited States has a still larger financial interest in

.e work, while other Chris-
an countries in different

;irts of the world are lib-

al sharers in the same
kterprise. With such vast
terests at stake, both
piritual and financial, it

:as inevitable that the time
ould come when mission-
ry organizations should
isire to meet together on
)mmon ground, to discuss
lans and methods, to find

way of co-operating ad-
antageously, systematical-
'• and without friction, and
)r uniting forces wherever
ossible so that all might
.ork together with the one
reat end in view—the evan-
elization of the world. In
lis aspect of the case, the
'inference is regarded as
ae of the most momentous
ver held in the history of
hristian missions.
Two years were occupied

1 preparation for the event.
i, supreme effort was made

assemble at the confef-
fnce— which lasted from
!une 14 to 23—practically
'.11 of the ablest minds in

Missionary work, and to put
nder tribute the best
ources of information.
'^ifteen committees shared
his preparatory work, un-
,er the direction of eight
ommissioners, the president-in-chief being Lord
{alfour of Burleigh, with a distinguished list of
ssociates.

The service of welcome was held in St. Giles
'athedral and was really the opening of the con-
erence. It was in this ancient church that John
Cnox preached his vehement sermons, sometimes
reaking in pieces the images in stone, and destroy-
ng shrines. In this era of Christian missions, it

vas a strange sight to see the archbishop of Can-

terbury, the moderator of the general assembly of

the Church of Scotland, the bishop of Birmingham,
and the presidents of the Baptist Union, Congrega-
tionalists, Methodist bishops, Quakers, and others,

with delegates of every hue of ecclesiastical dye,

meeting in peace and good will for common counsel.

St. Giles was indeed a veritable "Temple of Con-
ciliation." The service had been printed, so that

delegates of many different races and creeds had no
difficulty in following it. Rev. Dr. Wallace Wil-
liamson preached the sermon, taking for his text:

Sir Walter Scott's Monument, Princes Street

"The Field is the World." In the name of the Scot-

tish Church he bade the delegates welcome. At 3

o'clock the conference held its first meeting in the

United Free Assembly Hall, for the arrangement of

business. Mr. John R. Mott was appointed chair-

man of the conference in committee, and Mr. I. H.
Oldham, to whose organizing power the conference
chiefly is indebted, was appointed secretary. At
5 o'clock in the afternoon university honors were
conferred upon delegates by the senators of the

Edinburgh University. The vice-chancelor prin-
cipal. Sir William Turner, presided. Degrees were
conferred on the following American delegates:
Hon. D.D., Douglass Mackinsie, D.D., president of
Hartford Theological Seminary, and Robert Elliott

Speer, M.A., Presbyterian Secretary of Missions.
The degree of LL.D. was conferred on General
James A. Beaver, U. S. A., Judge of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania; Seth Low, formerly presi-
dent of Columbia College University, New York, and
John R. Mott, general secretary of the World Stu-

dent Christian Federation.
It was an inspiring sight

when Lord Balfour of Bur-
leigh, president of the con-
ference, took the chair at the
first public meeting. On his
right sat the Archbishop of
Canterbury; the Moderator
of the General Assembly of
the Church of Scotland; the
Rev. Dr. McAdam Muir and
Principal Whyte of the
United Free Church. On the
left. Lord Kinnaird, Mr.
Robert Elliott Speer, of
New York, and the Hon.
Sir I. H. Kennaway, all sat
in concord. The audience
was thrilled when Lord Bal-
four arose and said: "I am
charged with a message-
from the King." The dele-
gates sprang to their feet.

The message which Lord
Balfour read was one of for-
mal yet cordial greeting. It

said in part:

His Majesty welcomes the pros-
pect of this great representative
g-athering being- held in one of the
capitals of the United Kingdom, and
expresses his earnest hope that the
deliberations of the Conference may
be guided by Divine wisdom, and
may be a means of promoting unity
among Christians, and of furthering
the high and beneficent ends which
the Conference has in view.

Lord Balfour in his open-
ing address characterized

the King's message as an invitation to fraternal co-

operation and international peace which would find

an echo in the hearts of men. The 1,200 members
of the conference, he said, represented 160 different

churches and organizations. It was a cause for
sorrow that there should be so many different bodies,

but an equal cause for joy and thankfulness that all

are drawing together as never before.
In a previous issue, we gave an outline of the-

Continued on page 6^3
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The American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. John Wesley Hill, D.D.*

The
American Flag

TEXT: Ps. 60:4—"Thou hast given a banner
to them that fear thee, that it may be dis-

played because of the truth."

HISTORY is full of banners, banners of every

color and character, name and nature; ban-

ners of peace and war, treason and loyalty,

liberty and bondage, justice and tyranny, joy and

sorrow, life and death. Banners originated in war,

serving as signals by which to direct men through

the shock and storm of battle, guiding them in the

whirlwind of the strife when their leaders were lost

to view. As civilization advanced, the banner ac-

quired other significance, gathering into its folds the

quality of government and the spirit of the gov-

erned; finally becoming the insignia of nationality,

so that to-day every nation has its banner, a flag

floating for all it represents: its laws, its insti-

tutions, its ideas, ideals and civilization. When
the three-colored flag waves to view, we see France,

its history, spirit and government; when the Italian

flag is unfurled, that means reconstructed Italy;

when stripes of red, white and black appear, the

strength and purpose, power and grandeur of Ger-

many flash to view; when the crosses of St. Andrew
and St. George on a red background set forth the

banner of old England, we see not the banner

merely, but the justice and fair play, the authority

and civilization of the British Empire. Our nation

also is bannered, and wherever its flag appears, the

vision of mankind is quickened with the light of

liberty. No other flag has been carried upon such

a sublime mission, accomplished such triumphs for

truth or awakened such joy and gladness amid
scenes of despotic cruelty and oppression. The
stars upon it have been to the downtrodden peoples

of the earth like the bright morning star of heaven,

and its stripes have gleamed with the very effulgence

of morning light. Indeed, in the sacred emblazonry
of this flag there is no lavenous lion, nor hissing-

serpent, nor fierce eagle, nor frowning castles, nor
insignia of imperial authority; but always and
everywhere the symbols of light.

Genesis of the Flag

That this is its language is demonstrated by its

history. Our forefathers saw the possibility of such
a flag when they fled from oppression beyond the
.sea. Their flesh had felt the chill of chains; their

consciences had been fettered by royal cowards;
their right to think had been denied; their desire to
worship God according to the dictates of conscience
was refused; and liberty to them was only a dim,
distant and unrealized dream. Coming to the New
World, they sought self-government, free speech,
free hands, free thought, civil and religious free-
dom. Though unskilled in the diplomacy of nations,
they were equal to the great emergency. If there
were no Richelieus, nor Mazarins, nor Cecils, nor
Chathams among them, there were men like old
Themistocles, who knew how to raise a small State
to greatness and glory ! Confronted by the dangers
of the New World, and pursued by the despotism of
the Old, they fought and toiled and triumphed, in-
creasing in numbers, growing in self-reliance,
acquiring the power of self-government, laughing
hardship and poverty to scorn, and exercising a
faith which wrought in silent majesty. Out of that
midnight of anguish and blood rose the Declaration
of Independence, an instrument which kindled the
star of hope above the cradle of the poor man's child,
knighted all the sons of toil, illumined all the paths
to fame, and made radiant the new era of liberty
and equality.

The Heroes of the Flag

On the 4th of July," 1776, the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was promulgated and confirmed. One
year later, it was crowned with the Stars and
Stripes. In 1777, on the 14th of June, the Congress
of the confederated states assembled and ordained
on original and independent flag, and lifted it full
high before God and all men, as the standard of
freedom and justice, liberty and nationality.
Then again, the patriotism and statesmanship of

the men who originated this flag are sufficient guar-
antee of its strength, its splendor and its perpetuity.
Who were these men? The Rutledges, the Pinck-

* Pastor Metropolitan Temple, New York
morninpT, July 3, 1910, at Ocean Grove.
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neys, the Jays, the Franklins, the Hamiltons, the

Jefferscns ar.d the Adamses, men of heroic courage
and faith, rr.en whose names shine as stars of the

first magnitude in the world's history, men who
took their lives in hand, with all their possessions,

and consecrated them to the cause of liberty, giving

to the world a declaration of facts and faith out of

which evolved the Constitution, and which was
crowned with this starry banner of freedom—these

were the founders of this flag. Their thoughts
kindled its stars; their principles painted its bars;

and their spirit of patriotism quickened its symbols
into immortal life; so that wherever this flag is un-

furled, it is vocal with the thoup;ht and feeling of

men "of whom the world is unworthy," founders of

State, builders of empire, framers of an enduring
Republic.

What the Flag Means

If it, then, be asked, "What is the history of this

flag?" I answer: It is the history of the Republic,

beginning with Plymouth Rock and sweeping
through all the successive events and epochs down
to the present moment; the history of an intelligent,

patriotic. God-fearing and conquering people. It is

luminous with the story of the Revolution, the thrill-

ing deeds of the heroic men who struggled through
those seven long years of want and woe and glory.

Yes, and this flag means the very principles upon
which the War of the Revolution was waged and
won. It means just what Lexington and Concord,
Bunker Hill and Valley Forge and Yorktown meant,
in short, the uprising of the New World against the
Old, the rising up of American democracy against
European despotism, the establishment of the most
momentous doctrine the world had ever known or
has since known, viz., the sovereignty of the indi-

vidual man!
A wondrous flag is this! Not an atom of crown

in it, nor the shadow of a sceptre upon it, other
than that held in the hand of the humblest citizen in

the land, the sceptre of a citizenship more exalted
and regal than the titled rights of kings. That this
flag is more than a mere phenomenal speck in the
history of nations, must be apparent to all who are
familiar with the story of its struggles and its

triumphs. It was scarcely planted upon the rock
of nationality and lifted among the banners of the
earth, when an eff"ort was made to tear it down and
trail it in the dust of humiliation and defeat. The
full history of that rebellion against constitutional
authority I will not open. It is a sacred memory.
It is sealed with the best blood ever poured out as
a libation upon the altar of liberty—American
blood. We had been successful in three wars. We
had wrested thirteen colonies from Great Britain
and had conquered our place upon land and sea.
We had added more than two million square miles to
our national domain. Our population had increased
from three to thirty million. We were in the midst
of plenty. Our resources were boundless and the
future seemed secure. Then all at once, into this
peaceful atmosphere there came ominous clouds
with fiery bolts full of death and desolation. Re-
sponding to a single cannon peal, the whole nation,
as if it had been a trained army awaiting on its
arms a given signal, rushed into a war which for
sweep of havoc and Etory of horror rises to the front
rank of bloody eminence. It was a war without
precedent for the grandeur of its significance, the
yastness of its resources and the stern tenacity of
its combatants—-a war in which conflicting prin-
ciples were held with equal sincerity and defended
with equal valor by the soldiers of the North and
the South. That was the secret of the prolonged
struggle, a war involving conscience and courage,
and backed by the best fighting blood in the world.

The Flag in War and Peace

How glorious its origin; how splendid its tri-
umphs; how divine its meaning; how magnificent
its mission! In telling any part of its story we
seem to boast. The simple statement of the bare
facts written in its history sounds like a page from
the Arabian Nights. Yet could the citizen of any
country exalt his land with greater justification
than we? What other civilized state stretches from
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ocean to ocean, with such an unparalleled and i-

challenged continental domain, with such Edens a!

El Dorados, with so vast a population, so free
intelligent, so patriotic, so industrious, so cc

tented? Why, even the great wars through whi
our flag has passed have but quickened and dev
oped our national prosperity.' Like springs leapii

from mountains of snow, melting into the ear
moistening and fructifying the seed eager for t

harvest, these mi:];hty armies of the Revolution, t

Ci'^l War and the Spanish-American War, im
shaled for the well-being of the nation, have swif1

and noiselessly disappeared, and all that miiita

energy and discipline and skill streaming into

thousand industries are as beneficent in peace
they were terrible in war, and all over this migl

land, the Northern hills and the blooming garde
of the South, peace and plenty are at last the gui

dian angels of national prosperity. And to-di'

there is no North nor South nor East nor Wei
The spirit of sectionalism disappeared the day t
grandsons of Lee and Grant marched shoulder
shoulder in defending that flag against assaults

Spanish despotism, and making it a bow of promil

to the down-trodden minions of Cuba and the Phi|

ippines; and so, as never before, we are one natio|

and woe unto the nation or combination of natio]

that fails to take this fact into consideration in tl

settlement of national questions and the adjustmei
of international spheres of influence and power!

What We Owe to the Flag

And, my friends, what we are, all that we are, \il

owe to this glorious flag. And do you ask its meai
ing? Well, it means all that our civilization mean;
that the schoolhouse is the bulwark of America'
liberty, the ballot box is the ark of American p;

triotism, and the home is the cornerstone of Ame
'

ican civilization. It means protection to our citizer

at home and abroad, in St. Petersburg, Constant
nople, Peking, Havana, Madrid, on every sea an
every land, wherever it floats; it means that ai

archy and mobs are un-American; that dynamite i

the weapon of the coward, and that person an
property, life and liberty shall be inviolate amon
the people who gather beneath its glorious fold.s; ;

means that free education is the fortress of Amei
ican freedom, and that any assault upon our publi

school system is an assault upon the nation; it mean
the sanctity of our courts, that the scales of Justic

shall stand between weakness and power, want an
wealth, and guarantee simple equity to all; it mean
the right of property possession; that the theory o

confiscation is incongruous with the spirit of th

Constitution, and that whatever progress is mad
in the social world must be by evolution rather tha)

by revolution; it means national honesty, that ther

shall be no knavery in politics, no graft in office, r\'

betrayal of trust, nothing false or fictitious ii

finance; it means national unity, that we are al

the citizens of one Union, North, East, South an(

West, and that, bound together in such an indissolu

ble compact, we are invulnerable to any weapor
formed against us; it means national hospitality

that we welcome to our shores all refugees fronr'

oppression, that our fireside is broad enough foi

every man who loves the flag; it also means thai

every gate should be locked against the representa
fives of anarchy and revolution, that every law

should be enforced against perfidy and crime, that

our institutions demand the respect and reverence

of all, and that foreign instincts conflicting with

these institutions should be left across the sea!

Arbitration and the Flag

It is likewise the symbol of peace, and means thati

the world has had it hard enough, that enough bat-|

ties have been fought, enough lives have been sacri-i

ficed in the holocaust of war, enough property has

been destroyed, enough nations have been bank-

rupted, enough homes have been blighted and ruined,

enough millions have been spent in the cause of

armament and murder, and enough burden has been

placed upon the shoulders of impoverished toil. It

means that the time has come for peace, that in the

evolution of Christian civilization the pen is at last

mightier than the sword, and that it is better tc

Continued on next page
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jjjust international difficulties by
siDitration than by the bloody horrors

c war. This is the meaning of our

ig, and as these wondrous truths

fsh forth from its stars and stripes,

Jmocracy rises higher and higher

aong the governments of the earth,

id more and more earth's teeming
illions find in the story of this flag

t; secret of human progress and the

uimate realization of human hope,

^nd so, God hath given unto us a

Inner "that it may be displayed te-

(jse of the truth." The time has
(ne when it is our duty as a nation

t display this flag among the nations

( the earth. It is not enough that it

I displayed in our midst, that it float

l)m school and tower and hut and
)lace as the symbol of our power at

Ime. It must be restored to its place

\on the sea, where it once repre-

nted not only our political but our
cnmercial ascendency among the na-

tns of the earth. It is a sad comment
ileed upon our national pride and
jwer, that so small a percentage of

(•r foreign trade is being carried at

tB present time in American vessels,

tder the American flag. It is a sad
ilection upon our wisdom as a nation

lit with the widening sweep of our
itional influence, which is rapidly
circling the earth, with the ap-
jbaching completion of that miracle

c' engineering skill, the Panama
(nal, soon to become a highway con-

r;ting the Atlantic and Pacific.

\ are so ill prepared to utilize this

feat advantage, not only to our civil

It military strength and .=afety as a

ition. Instead of pouring countless

illions of treasure into men-ofwar,
Hiding Dreadnoughts with which to

]lice the seas, the time is at hand
A en our merchant marine should be

couraged, restored and protected,

iking it possible for the shipping of

/nerican commerce in vessels built in

/aerican shipyards, by American
vrkmen, manned by American sea-

i,n, and floating under the American
f.g! The great contest of the future
vll not be that of war, but rather the

Hceful rivalries of trade. In this

t'nmercial conflict we can only hope
1 maintain our place and win fresh

lirels in the great commercial riv-

ly, as we protect our maritime
i-erests against the unjust discrim-
i.ition of foreign shipping trusts and
like it possible for the American
unufacturer and merchant to ship

tjjir products in American vessels,

;d thus to engage in the struggle of

itions, beneath the inspiration, guid-
;ce and protection of the American
Ig. That flag which yesterday was
liited in its influence and power, has
.'idenly been lifted into an infinitude

(world-wide influence. It has been
jDvidentially exalted, until its stars
i|ike effulgent the dim and distant
)rts of the earth. Then let us up-
l|ld it! Let us make it more than a
)la day banner. Let it float as the
.'mbol of national authority and
|wer, as the insignia of righteous-
iss, yea, the inspiration of liberty and
.stice; and because of the truth which
i represents, the immortal principles
'itten in its historic folds, let it be
(;played at .home and abroad as the
Irbinger of peace and the prophecy
< the coming Parliament of man!

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPJT"
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SUPERSTITION AND ST. SWITHIN
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

SUPERSTITION is a long word. You cannot cut it with your
knife, but if you have a keen edge on your brain you can divide

it into two words. The first half is the Latin word "super,"
meaning over, and the second half is "stare," meaning to stand.

Superstition is something that has been left to stand over. If a box
came to you and you did not know it was candy you might let it

stand over until it spoiled. Superstition is a truth that people do
not understand and let stand over until it spoils. Spoiled truth is

-superstition.

ST. SWITHIN was Bishop of Winchester. Many superstitions

are mixed with his name and fame. He died in 862. When
(Wing, he requested that his body be buried in the churchyard.
The legend says that one hundred years afterward, when the monks
on July 1.5 took up his body to deposit it in the Cathedral, they
were delayed by a violent rain. The reason for the rain was not
explained and was left to "stand over" until it became a supersti-

tion. People came to believe that the rain was sent to prevent the
monks from taking his body from the place where he wanted it to
rest. There are foolish and superstitious people to-day who say if

it rains on St. Swithin's Day, July 15, it will rain for forty days.
Your teacher will explain to you that we expect considerable rain
about July 15, at what is called the "summer solstice." If the monks
had known the rain was the result of God's laws, they would have
waited until the rain was over before lifting the body. Then there
would have been no superstition about it.

THIS year St. Swithin's Day comes on Friday. Here we have
another superstition. Some time in the past something hap-

pened on Friday. It was not explained, but was left over until it

spoiled, or became a superstition. It is a sin to injure Friday, as it

has been a great day in our history. America was discovered on
Friday. The Mayfloiver landed at shore on Friday. The Declara-
tion of Independence was signed on Friday, and George Washington
was born on Friday. It is a sin and a shame to leave some facts
"standing over" until they spoil and leave their odor to spoil the
reputation of a good day.

Let me give you one rule for destroying superstition. It is the
rule of God. Our God rules all things; he rules "13" and "Friday."
When we "knock wood" we are striking at the rule of God. The
Greek word, superstition, in our text, means "reverence of demons."
When you lose the rule of God you are in danger of taking the rule

of demons. Superstition is the rule of demons. If you are tempted
to be superstitious just say: "It is God's '1.3.' It is God's 'Friday.'

"

God, like salt, cures things that are left over to decay.

DO you really want a story about superstition? Here it is:

"Listen," said Ned, as he stood in the farmhouse door with

I'ncle Horace.

It was an early autumn morning. Across the field, clear and
cheery, sounded once and again the whistle of a quail.

"Do you hear that?" asked Ned; "that is an old quail who has

raised her family in the north pasture this summer. "Hear them
now!" as the call rang out again in the quiet air.

"If you were a French instead of an American boy," said Uncle
Horace, "you would have a superstition about the quail."

"Why?"
"Becau.se in France they think, or at least say, that the number of

calls of the quail foretells the price of wheat." They think that if

the quail calls twice without resting, the farmers need expect but

two francs (about forty cents) a bushel for their wheat; but if he

calls four times it will be twice that."

"How very odd! Do you believe it?"

UNCLE HORACE laughed. "I don't, Ned, any more than I believe

that the white rooster crowing so loud on the fence there is a

bird of 'ill omen.'"
"Surely no one thinks that," protested Ned.
"Yes, indeed, in many parts of Saxony the peasants will not raise

chickens at all, even though they are poor and could sell the eggs at

a good price; because, as I have said, they call the cock the 'bird of

ill omen.' "

"Is not that what they call a superstition?" asked Ned.
"Yes, some fact they did not understand was left over to spoil."

"Let me tell you a pretty name the Swedish people have for the

turtle dove."
"What is the name, Uncle?"
"They call it 'God's bird,' because God used it to help Noah out of

the ark.
"That is certainly a very pretty name," said Ned. "Now I am

going to the barn to get some wheat to feed God's birds."

"Yes," said Ned's mother, who from the dining room had been

listening to Ned and his uncle, "if you put God into your thought

and into your stories there will be no superstitions."

» Pastor First Refd Ch.. Brooklyn, N.Y. Text: "Thoir own superstition." Acts 25 .19.
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From Fair Avoca's Vale

THE Rev. J. M. Robinson, an Irish

Episcopal clergyman, is now visit-

ing the United States. His home par-
ish is one known all over the world

—

the celebrated "Vale of Avoca," which
Moore chose as the theme of one of his

sweetest songs. Pastor Robinson's
mission here is to enlist the sympathy
of some warm-hearted American to

save a poor parish where the people
are totally unable to help themselves,
to save it from practical extinction,
the result of causes which have come
about in the political and economic
changes of the country.

"I have been rector of Avoca for
twenty-five years," he said. "The
parish is really made up of three par-
ishes, and formerly had four clergy-
men. It covers an area of sixty square
miles and embraces the celebrated
Vale as well as some of the mountain-
ous parts of Wicklow. The disendow-
ment of the Church, the failure of the
Avoca copper mines, and now the sale
of the landlord interest, have all

worked so disastrously on the finances
of this already poor parish, that the
work of God has been crippled. One
of the three parishes—Conary—in its

poorest part, has had its whole income,
all that went to keep up church and
school, swept away, and no means is

forthcoming for carrying on the Gos-
pel work in the future. In the past,
the work in this district has been very
successful. A new chancel was lately
added to the church through means
given by the Lord Primate of all Ire-
land, and the school has acquitted
itself creditably. Both these branches
are now totally without support unless
some benefactor undertakes the work.
"The sale of estates in Ireland has

taken a great amount of help from
many churches," he added. "The land-
lord at Conary, who formerly gave an
annual sum to work church and school,

has sold the estate and this aid is lost.

A society also assisted with funds, but
owing to bad times, its aid is not now
forthcoming. Private friends who
contributed have died and the failure
of the copper mines and other causes
have all added to the misfortunes of
the parish. The rector finds himself,
after twenty-five years of labor, with
no funds with which to continue this
good work. It was he who built the
church, school and residence, but now
he has not got a fraction of income
from the parish, the whole endowment
of his big union of parishes being a
miserable sum equal to $23 a year.

Pastor Robinson's is the only church
of any kind in the Conary district in

which the Catholics and Protestants
are about equally divided. His object
in coming to the United States is to

seek some one who, out of love to God's
work and for the lasting good of this

church and school and the poor people
concerned, would give a sum of $20,000
to be invested so that the work of
chui-ch and school can be carried on for
all future time.
"What better memorial could any

Christian ask than this?" Mi'. Robin-
son asked.

Pastor Robinson will be pleased to

answer any inquiries made by any
readers of this journal who may be
interested in the saving of this Protes-
tant parish work in the beautiful
"Vale of Avoca." His address is

Rev. J. M. Robinson, the Rectory,
Vale of Avoca, Woodenbridge, County
Wicklow, Ireland.

"THE ANGELS OF THE GRASS"
TV/TY heart can feel, but feeble words, alas.

Have not the depth and fulness to express
My height of joy and my deep thankfulness
To him whose vivid fancy brought to pass
That rare conceit

—"The angels of the grass."

It is as if some faii-y sorceress

A picture wrought with unexampled stress;

Or scattered gems into a sea of glass.

Such be the dainty flowers then to me!
The gentle ones with deeply-tender eyes !

Their tones I hear, their lustrous wings I .see

;

And I am filled with rapture and surprise !

My heart accepts the figured mystery
That flowers are angels, dwelling in disguise f

Eden Reeder Latta.

L
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A LIGHTNING convention, at which one hun-

dred lady delegates spoke at the rate of one

speaker per minute met in Glasgow, Scotland,

June 3-10. Two hundred and thirty women from the

United States crossed the Atlantic Ocean to attend it,

and other women came long distances—from Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, India, Egypt, Madagascar,

Syria, South Africa, Japan, China, Korea, Norway,

Sweden, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Canada,

England and Scotland. The great audiences com-

pletely filled the different places of meeting: The

Town Hall, the John Street United Free Church and

St. Andrew's Hall.

On June 5, one hundred and twenty-five pulpits

in Glasgow were filled by the delegates. Surely on

that day gospel temperance had its say.

Probably the most picturesque meeting of the

convention was the children's demonstration. Sev-

eral thousand children marched in procession to the

Town Hall flying banners and accompanied by bands

of bagpipers and fifers in Highland garb. In the

hall there was a chorus of five hundred children to

lead in the singing, and when all in the hall were
singing, great was the sound thereof. The children

vociferously cheered those who addressed them. All

of which recalled the saying: 'Tremble, King Alco-

hol, we shall grow up."
Another picturesque session of the convention was

the evening devoted to the Young People's branch,

usually spoken of as the "Y's." There was a large

chorus of young ladies, accompanied by twenty-five

or more young lady violinists." The speeches were
made by young ladies, among whom was Lady Doro-
thy Howard, the daughter of the Countess of Car-
lisle. She said she rejoiced in the fact that her

mother had from her childhood given her a temper-
ance training. A superb white satin banner was
awarded to the "Y's" of Japan for having the largest

proportion of increase in membership during the last

three years.
The last session of the evening was novel and most

interesting. One hundred speeches of one minute
•each were made by one hundred women. Here are
a few samples : "Why don't you shut up the liquor,

instead of shutting up my husband?" asked a woman

t^7»

THE Woman's Interdenominational

Missionary Union of the District

of Columbia has been asked by
hundreds of Sunday School workers
who sojourned in Washington a few
weeks since, to give the public the story
of the beautiful evangelistic electric

From Our Special Correspondent

in New Zealand, who was accompanying a police-

man taking her husband to jail. "American Sa-

loon" was the sign I saw in large letters on a

saloon in Naples. Looking in I saw two barmaids,

and I said in a low voice: 'It is not so, we do not

The Countess of Carlisle

33y MILDRED CARLTON SHINN

("|nrii;ljlr,i

The Great White Mission Light in Washington

light, which made so profound an im-
pression on the eve of the great Sunday
School Convention.
The Light consists of a star sur-

mounting the words "Jesus, the Light
•of the World." The star is seven feet
from tip to tip and flashes. The let-

ters of the word "Jesus" arc five feet

in height and burn steadily, while the
letters in the other words, "The Light
of the World," which are placed below
the word "Jesus," are forty inches in
height and flash. The entire sign is

twenty-three feet high and ninety feet
long, and is erected on the top of the
Central Union Mission, six stories
high, just off Pennsylvania Avenue at
the junction of Seventh Street. The
immense size of the letters, coupled
with their pure whiteness, makes them
easily legible from a great distance.
When lighted at night they are beau-
tiful in effect and outrank all the other
electric displays on the avenue.
The idea originated in the Woman's

Interdenominational Missionary Union,
which includes women from all the
Protestant churches of the city. The
plan determined upon by these women
was to present the matter to the Sun-
day School children of the entire city,

and urge them to contribute by mites
the entire cost of the enterprise, and
to take to themselves the credit and
glory of emblazoning in letters of daz-
zling light the great truth that Jesus
is the light of the world.
These women made a thorough can-

vass of all the Sunday Schools. From
all sides the response was hearty and
joyous; all gladly brought their gifts,
especially the small and mission
schools. Seventy-five Sunday Schools,
Endeavor and Junior Societies, to-
gether with individual gifts, made it

possible for this electric witness to be
raised successfully and to flash out its

great truth the night before the meet-
ing of the World's International Sun-
day School Convention, absolutely free
of debt and with enough in bank for
maintenance.
When the conclave of wise men

gathered from all nations, they were
greeted by a flashing star of great

brilliance, calling attention to one of
the leading truths of the Christian re-

ligion. They marveled at its simplicity
and beauty. It was looked at by thou-
sands the first night and called forth
strong expressions of delight. Coming
from the White House, all beholders
day and night are confronted by the
sign, and forced to read the message it

bears. Many are testifying to the
drawing power of these divine words.
It was held in reverence by the work-
men who wrought upon it. It is the
only sign of its kind in the world.
One touching gift came from a little

orphan, eight-year-old Master Douglas
Seely, who brought forty cents in pen-
nies, nickels and dimes—all that his

mite box contained—earned by distrib-
uting circulars evenings after school.
He said to his blind grandmother, a
sweet Gospel singer: "I want to give it

all to the Light." Mrs. Seely sang at
the dedication, "Jesus, the Light of the
World," while Douglas sat on the ros-
trum, the happiest boy in Washington.
Another gift came from the little col-

ored children in Queen's Court, one of
the worst alleys in the city. There
were many individual gifts ranging
from one to fifty dollars, but who will
not say that these two were greatest,
for they were not given from abun-
dance but were their all. The children
of the city claim an ownership in the
sign and look upon it with joy.

_
The Mission itself has felt a reli-

gious influence never before experi-
enced. Rev. J. Henning Nelm, of the
Church of the Ascension, in opening
the dedicatory exercises said to the
Christian women: "You have put the
name of Jesus where those must see it

who never go to church. Still and
quick the name of Jesus shines out of
the darkness and must carry the mes-
sage 'I am the Light of the World.' "

have barmaids in American saloons, and may
never have them. And may they soon disappe
from saloons in every part of the world.' " Anotl
woman said : "I am here to tell you that Scotland
going dry." At this there was a burst of vocifij

ous laughter and much applause. '

The convention stood for prohibition of the mj
ufacture and sale of alcoholic liquor for bevera
purposes; the enfranchisement of the women of .

nations as a measure to suppress the liquor traflf

food reform as a preventive and cure for ineb^

ety; active opposition against all forms of State
municipal regulation of vice; the recognition of

equal standard of morality for man and woman; t

name White Slave Traffic to be changed to Womei
Slave Traffic, so as to include colored races; peal
and arbitration instead of war; campaigns of ed
cation for temperance.
A special resolution was passed against the sj

of opium and intoxicants to native races. Also
resolution was passed asking that the Conference
Nations at the Hague use its influence to i

dudfe Great Britain to release opium treaties wi
China, and thus make it possible for the Chinese
liberate their country from the opium curse.
Another special resolution was passed pledgii

loyalty to the observance of World's Temperan
Sunday on the date named by the Internation
Lesson Committee.
The holding of the great convention should be

decided benefit to Glasgow, for out of it should cor

uplift for the drunken women who are to be se

standing on street corners in idle, listless attitude

ragged and forlorn, and whose cries are to be hea
in the streets at all hours of the night. Some oft
delegates of the convention held meetings amoi
them, and quite a number were desirous of givii

up drink. The W. C. T. U. of Glasgow is workii
bravely for these women and the convention w
bring them much i-e-enforcement.
The officers elected by the convention were pre

dent, the Countess of Carlisle; vice-president, Mjs

Lilian M. N. Stevens, of the United States; seer

taries. Miss Agnes E. Stack and Miss Anna .

Gordon; treasurer, Mrs. Mary E. Sanderson, \

Canada. Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts, i

KO^

Mr. 0. B. Brown^ president of t

Board of Directors, said : "Washingtt'|
has the distinction of being the pionei

in the installation of electricity f

purposes that tell of something high
than business and more elevating thi*

commerce." Ministers from the Met;
odist, Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterii'

and Christian Churches added to tl;

interest of the occasion and made
one long to be remembered. SundjI

Schools all over the city are taking i

the words of Superintendent Congw;'
of the Vermont Avenue Christian Su^
day School : "I hope that every Sundt
School will become a live wire to ke(j

the message burning. Every such li^

wire will prove a shock to the devil

Such is the story of the Light. TI

committee sent forth were doub.

blessed; they found the windows <

heaven open and showers of blessing!

poured forth.

4

i

The Children's Home and I

Bowery Mission '

IN response to several inquiries, v

give below the new officers of Th
Christian Herald Children's Home
Geo. H. Sandison, managing editor (

The Christian Herald, presider

Board of Trustees ; J. A. Belford, ai'

manager of The Christian HeraHj

vice-president; the other members c

the Board of Trustees being Gilbel

Holmes Crawford, Henry G. Emerj

and Edwin S. Ives. Robert S. Blair i

secretary of the board. I

The officers of the Bowery MissioJ

Corporation are : Rev. John Hallimoncl

D.D., president; Geo. H. Sandisorf

vice-president; the other members o

the Board of Trustees being Mr;

Sarah J. Bird (the "Mother of th

Bowery") , Judge J. F. L'Amoreaux an

Hon. Reuben L. Gledhill. Mr. Joh

Hunt is secretary of the board.
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-^LISHA BIDDLE, bending un-

-^ der the weight of two pails of

--* foaming milk, paused half way
tween the cowsheds and the house.

"Chriss!" he sharply called to the

'utch farm hand in the barn door,

've got to clean out the well on the

her place to-day. Throw the single

jirness on the bay mare before you

me to breakfast, and be quick about

I want to get through before the

impkinses move in—they'll be there

out ten."

The other place referred to was a

ng tenantless forty-acre farm a

ile and a quarter down the road. A
ight relaxation of his drawn features

as the only outward sign of Biddle's

.tisfaction in securing a tenant.

Twenty years ago last fall Elisha

jddle had wooed and wed the rosy-

leeked Hannah. At once they set up
msekeeping on an eighty-acre patch

mght with money he had earned as a

rm hand. Always industrious he

.ved, miserly, adding gradually a few
;res as the opportunity offered.

On this particular morning every-

ing had gone wrong. First the spring

If had refused to take its breakfast

cm a pail with such obstinacy that

e milk was spilled. Next, one of the

fws had kicked him, and another had
.vitched her tail in his eyes, a thing
:asperating to a high-strung man.
s a finisher his boot caught on the

tchen steps, tearing off the heel.

Half stumbling through the door he
fowled, "Breakfast ready?"
i"In just a minute," smiled Hannah.
"It's always late when I've got a big

ly's work ahead," he grumbled, going
to the pantry with the milk.
" 'Lisha," she pleasantly called after

m, "you can sit right down as soon

; you wash your hands. I'll pour you
cup of coffee and you can begin on

le potatoes."
"Do you s'posa I'm goin' to make a

eal on potatoesT" he exclaimed, com-
4g out to the sink and splashing a
.pperful of water into the wash-
,isin. "How long do you think I

luld work on that kind of a diet?"

"I'm sorry, 'Lisha, but I was delayed
mite with lookin' after Old Speckle

—

le's stolen her nest and come off with
,)urteen chicks."

"You're always delayed when I'm in

hurry to get to work."
Turning she faced him, out of pa-

ance.
" 'Lisha Biddle, I've stood your fault-

nding and growling about as long as

m goin' to! Land sakes, I might as

ell live with a brute."
With his hand on the towel he

.;opped, surprised. Hannah had never
sed such words before. He should

ave to be firm.

"If you couldn't get up in time why
idn't you say so last night ! The well's

ot to be cleaned or the Simpkinses
on't stay."

"If you'rb in such a hurry,'' she

a.shed, "why don't you go 'long!"

"All right, Hannah," he stammered,
umbfounded. In the doorway he
dded, "I don't care if I never come
ack!"
"Good riddance," she flung after

im. "You're getting so cross and
lean no one can live with you."
In the barn door he met Chriss.

Hurry up and get your breakfast,"
e ordered. "I'll hitch up." Entering,
e muttered, " 'Tain't so! I ain't

lean; and I ain't no brute neither."
In contradiction the bay mare

ringed when he came into her stall,

locking one ear she kept an eye on
im.

"No, I ain't mean," he grumbled a
aoment later backing the horse into

he shafts. As he snapped the lines

o the bit he snarled, "It's a lie!"

Throwing a bucket with a rope be-

B^^ Jo Biradlle^

hind the seat, he got into the buggy to

wait for his hired man.
Chriss soon climbed gingerly beside

him.

"What's that bundle?"
"Lunch," answered the Dutchman,

handing it over. "Mrs. Biddle thought
you vould hungry get."

Taking the package he threw it to

the shepherd dog, cut the horse with
the whip and drove across the fields

toward the other place.

As they neared the house he asked,

"Chriss, have you ever been to the

bottom of a well?"
"Nein."
"You ain't afraid to go down, are

you?"
"If dey stoned be."

"This one is stoned," scowled Biddle,

eyeing his help disgustedly.

"Vonce I seen a veil cave in. Dey
never got de man oudt until he vas
deadt."
"You Dutchmen," he s^id pulling

up, "are all cowards. I'll never hire

another."
"Jess, sir," nodded Chriss.

Silently they pumped out the four
feet of water. Biddle was morose; his

over the first quarrel with Hannah

—

not that he had never vented his dis-

agreeableness on her before, but this

was the first time she had turned on

him, and it always takes two to make a

quarrel—he forgot the plug, scraping

it up with the frogs, sticks and dirty

mud, which went up as fast as Chriss

could empty and let down the bucket.

Only a tiny stream, smaller than a

pencil, trickled in near the bottom.

"A dozen head of stock could drink

this well dry," thought Biddle. "As
soon as the seeding is done, it'll have to

go deeper, if I want to keep the Simp-
kinses on the place."

The la.st bucketful of muck had gone
up. Waiting for the rope to come
down for the shovel he stood examin-
ing the stones with critical eye.

Yes, there was a loose one.

Reaching with his shovel he at-

tempted to push it back. With no
warning it rolled from its place.

Dodging the stone, Biddle watched
it hit the mud. The noise sounded like

the hiss of "Cross!" He shuddered,
then grew livid.

A stone above was moving!
He heard it grumble "Mean, mean!"

"Lisha stopped, surprised Hannah never used such words before'

mind troubled by the words Hannah
had flung at him. Once he muttered

aloud, "I ain't neither—I shan't go

back."
"Vawt?" asked Chriss, looking up.

"Get hold there and tear away the

rotten curb," he snapped.
Probably the Simpkinses would

board him and be glad of the chance

to make a few extra dollars.

"Now," he ordered as soon as the

curbing was removed, "go down in the

well and clean out the bottom."

Peering down Chriss hesitated.

"Get out of the way," snarled Bid-

dle, "I'll do it myself. We'll get done

sooner."
Twisting a leg around the wooden

pump, he slid down the twelve-foot

tubing. About half way his foot struck

the plug, loose in the vent, knocking it

out."
"Hang it!" he exclaimed, "now I'll

have to put it in again."

But by the time the man let down
the shovel his mind was in a tumult

Another, loosened by the fall of the

first, ground its neighbor free. Then
several appeared to creep toward him,
muttering "Mean, mean!"
A shadow shut out the light. He

looked up to see the earth caving from
the top. Instantly his ears were filled

with the hideous crunch and grind of

the tomb around him. God ! the whole
mass was tumbling toward him, mock-
ing, grinning, hissing.

With a cry of horror he threw up an
arm to guard his head.
One last crunch of dirt and stones

grinding together and Biddle was fas-

tened against the pump tubing.

The very earth he had always cov-

eted crowded the stones against him
with devilish greed.

But strange and unaccountable as it

may seem the stones which held him
were wedged against each other in

such a way as to prevent their own
weight, and that of the dirt, from en-

tirely crushing the life out of him, for

a time at least.

Spitting the dirt from his mouth he
blinked his eyes. All was dark.

Though unable to turn his head to the

right or the left he guessed there must
be the space of a cubic foot in front of

his face. He speculated on how long

this bit of air would keep the breath of

life in his body.

"Hannah," he half sobbed.

The sound of his voice aroused him
to action.

Loudly he called to Chriss. Then
listened.

No answer.
Again and again he repeated the

attempt with like result.

Buried alive not ten feet from help
and unable to make himself heard!
Then an amazing thing happened

that set his heart beating high with
hope. As plainly as could be, he heard
Chriss speak to the mare.
The vent! The plug was out of the

vent. His left ear was pressed hard
over the vent hole. The pump tubing
acted as a speaking tube. What had
seemed a miracle he now understood
to be quite simple. With all his might
he tried to turn his mouth to the vent,
but failed. The effort cost him the
painful laceration of the right side of
his head.
Then he heard Chriss backing the

mare into the buggy.
Heavens ! the man was getting ready

to drive away.
Long and loudly Biddle screamed.
For answer, out of the darkness

echoed his own voice.

The stones settled an inch or two.
In the grind they muttered "Brute,
brute!" close to his ear. He shrieked
in the agony of a premature grave un-
til exhausted.
Then came faintly the crack of the

whip and "Get up," followed by the
sound of the buggy wheels rattling
away.

"Deserted!" Biddle ground between
his teeth. Was he, after all, a brute,
and such a mean brute that even his
hired man could leave him without
attempting his rescue?

His left arm was bent over his head.
With all his might he tried to move it,

but the stones cruelly held it as in a
vise. The right arm was bent at the
elbow and the hand bruised against his

side. In a short time he began to
suffer from the uncomfortableness of
his position.

He had told Hannah that he did not
care if he never came back. What if

he never should?
It was a just punishment for a rash

threat he regretted.
His left arm began to tingle as the

blood ran out of it. Then the cold
stones and damp earth aroused his

rheumatism to torture.
Had Chriss gone to Nashville for

help? The thought gave him new
hope. Two miles there and back ! The
mare could make it in ten minutes
each way—that would be twenty.
Probably take ten more to get men and
shovels. Could he breathe the same air

over and over for thirty minutes! Be-
sides, there was the time required to

dig him out—half a day or more.
Perhaps the interstices among the

stones were not all filled with dirt, but
some with air!

Then he tried to calculate. Had
Chriss been gone thirty minutes? Yes,
he was sure it was much longer. Han-
nah must be starting dinner now. He
could imagine her occasionally glanc-
ing out of the window, God bless her, to

see if he was coming across the fields.

He sniffed the air. It was heavy.
Hannah had called him a brute.

What was the opinion of the men of

Nashville?
He could not remember one instance

where he had gone out of his way to

Coyitinued on 'page 6i3
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A City's Fair Fame

A CITY should be jealous of its fair fame. When
the sensational reports of the existence of an

organized "White Slave" traffic in New York were

widely published some time ago, the whole country

was shocked at the nature of the charges then made
with such detail and circumstance that they had

the similitude of truth itself. Our metropolis was
pictured as a modern Babylon, where the annual

tribute to vice was paid with a vengeance; where no

young girl was safe, and where organized bands of

procurers of the worst type flourished under political

protection. This hideous fiction of a depraved im-

agination has been thoroughly exposed by the report

of the Special Grand Jury, headed ty John D. Rocke-
feller, Jr., which was presented to the General Ses-

sions Court a few days ago. That report says:

We have found no evidence of the existence in the County of
New York of any organization or organizations, incorporated or
otherwise, engagred as such in the traffic in womeii for immoral
purposes, nor have we found evidence of an organized traffic in

women for immoral purposes.

This complete refutation of the libel on New York,
representing as it does the net result of six months'
painstaking investigation, is supplemented and
clinched by the confession of the principal author of

the slanders, who, when called before the Grand
Jurors, admitted under oath that his printed
charges were deceiving and exaggerated and that
he had "no evidence—not even hearsay"—to sup-
port them. Judge O'Sullivan justly characterized
them as "the most scandalous attack ever made
upon the city."

New York is a great cosmopolitan centre, and it

has to contend with and regulate the evils that are
common to a mixed population. But the present
inquiry has demonstrated that, as capital cities go,

it deserves to be ranked as fairly moral. Indeed,
the court declared it the cleanest of all great cities.

To picture it as a sink of iniquity, a modern Sodom,
where all the vices of the world are practised unhin-
dered, is the reverse of the truth. Vice exists, but in

a sporadic form. The day of criminal gangs and
"red lights" and "cadets" is passed. Under the
present municipal system, a constant warfare is

waged against immorality in every form, just as it

is waged against criminals generally. The Grand
Jury appreciates this and urges still greater energy
in law enforcement, with a view to putting up new
safeguards in the interest of morality. A special
recommendation is for the appointment of a com-
mission to study the laws dealing with the social
evil in the leading cities here and abroad, for the
purpose of adopting the best and most effective

methods of treatment here. Meanwhile the Special
Grand Jury is entitled to the thanks of the commu-
nity for its vindication of the fair fame of New
York, and its unsparing exposure of the mercenaries
who slandered it to make a cheap sensation.

What Congress Has Accomplished

AMONG the important measures passed during
the first session of the Sixty-first Congress,

just closed, are the following:

The railroad bill, extending the regulative power of the gov-
ernment over common carriers by rail ; the establishment of
postal savings banks ; the creation of a commission to inquire
into stock and bond issues of railroads to ascertain if they have
been watered and recommending remedial legislation ; the crea-
tion of a bureau of mines and mining ; admission of Arizona and
New Mexico into the Union as States ; to withdraw certain
classes of public lands from entry in pursuance of the national
conservation policy ; increase in the navy by construction of
two first- class battleships, four torpedo boats and other craft.

These are all distinctly administration measures.
Other bills recommended by the President and
which also passed, were these:

Publicity of campaign contributions; further perfection of
the laws iti regard to the use of safety appliances on railroads ;

a commission to obtain facts on which the Federal departments
may be reorganiz(;d in the interest of economy ; issue of ,$20,-
000,000 certificates for the completion of irrigation projects;
iin appropriation of $250,000, to enable the tariil board to as-
certain the difference in the cost of production in articles at
home and abroad as the basis of future tariff revision.

Among the few important measures which failed
to pass this session were the bill creating a national
bureau of public health; the bill to regulate stock
and bond issues, and measures in regard to injunc-
tions and the merchant marine. Over the first of
these there has been a bitter fight between the vari-
ous medical schools. The others will doubtless
come up again at a future time. Nearly a score of

other measures, of more or less public moment, were
passed during the session, which, though not so long

nor so important as many previous Congresses, has
nevertheless made a good record for legislation of a

substantial character.

Planning World-Conque^

IT was a glorious theme that occupied the atten-

tion of the World Missionary Conference, which
The Christian Herald correspondent graphically
describes on another page. Christianity's ablett

leaders were assembled to plan the mightiest of cam-
paigns—for the conquest of the world. In all that

great gathering, there was not a single note of dis-

sent or discouragement. Commanders of the vari-

ous brigades of the Army of the Cross in many
lands told how the ancient strongholds of heathen-

ism and idolatry are crumbling, and how the multi-

tudes are being drawn by the power of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ. It was shown, with all the power
of instantaneous conviction, that if the missionary
forces of Christianity could be mobilized so that they
could work harmoniously, with a common impulse,
like an army under one great leader, nothing could
withstand them. In a single generation, the goal
would be won; the Great Commission would be ful-

filled, and the nations of the earth would all have the
Gospel preached to them as Christ commanded. This
problem of missionary co-operation is the key-note
of the campaign. There are minor problems, it is

true; but none vital, like this. Hence, laying aside
all petty diff'erences, the churches and missionary
organizations should run up the motto "Unite and
Conquer!" as their watchword in the coming
struggle.

Study Camps

TO the thoughtful mind, the development of what
ma.v be called "the summer camp school" is a

most interesting one. Scarcely a beach or lake or

forest is without its summer colony for study. Di-

rected by high authorities in the educational world,

you may go so far in some of these out-door school-

rooms as to cover in two or three months by hard
work a whole year of a college curriculum. But
most of the school camps expect only an hour or two
of study on the part of each member. Boys or girls

who have an "exam" to "make up"; or who wish
to learn a foreign language in preparation for a
year abroad ; or who must master Italian or German
in order to sing the songs of those nations, are in
large numbers in these summer camps. Thousands
of young people are trailing through fields and
woods, learning the fascinating secrets of birds or
flower. Some camps are luxuriously equipped and
sheltered beneath tight roofs. Others are canvas-
covered, served only by the campers themselves, and
modest in cost. But an enormous proportion of
our youthful population is thus happily, and, we
believe, wholesomely established this summer in the
great out-of-doors, breathing in the health and joy
that come with pure air and high associations.

The People's Savings

AFTER about thirty years of recommendations
. from various heads of the Post Oflice Depart-

ment and debate with no result by Congress, a bill

has been passed providing for the creation of a
postal savings bank system. Congress seemed to
have little interest in the present measure and it

would probably have been lost sight of altogether
had not President Taft put the full weight of the
administration behind it and forced it through. As
a result of the President's efforts we shall have
started in about sixty days a savings bank depart-
ment conducted under government auspices, and
which cannot fail even in the time of the worst
panic. Such a system his been needed for years,
especially to accommodate laree districts which are
without proper facilities for the deposit of savings
and had no prospect of seeing any such established.
A great many banks all over the country have

been opposed to the measure, fearing it would make
serious inroads on the business which they had built
up. Their alarm, however, was needless. The
postal savings bank is not intended to be a place

of deposit for people who have large sums and wij

live in communities where banks are numerous,
is designed primarily to provide a place of depojj'

for those people who have a small hoard of savin]

and who have relied on the proverbial stocking as
place of security, and who have been afraid of barii

because they were acquainted only with the smii

"wildcat" variety. These people will readily p
their savings into the care of Uncle Sam, and it

doubtful if the regular savings bank business w
be appreciably affected to its disadvantage. Oi]

may start an account with one dollar, but cannl
have more than five hundred in the post office at aii

one time. Not more than one hundred dollars cs'

be deposited in any one month. '

The number of people who have been their ov
bankers is very large. As a result of this bill, se
eral million^ which have been hidden away will

;j

put to work in the world, thus helping business ge!
erally and consequently the legular banks.

The Dollar Gown
IN one of the great High Schools of New Yoi'

City, twenty-seven girls in a class of two hundn.

and forty have just distinguished themselves Ij

graduating in gowns the materials of which co

only a dollar each. Among their classmates we
some whose gowns cost from $50 upward, but it wi

said that the dollar gowns looked every whit ;

dainty as their more luxurious rivals, and ecu

not be distinguished by the committee delegated

discriminate between them. This incident is on

one of many that indicate a radical reform in tl

matter of commencement costumes for girls. T!

elegance and elaboration of these gowns durii

recent years were alarming thoughtful observer
but in many of our High Schools warnings ha'i

been issued on the subject, while at Wellesiey, Brj
Mawr, Mount Holyoke and other colleges, stringe)

rules were made this year concerning the cost

graduating gowns. At Bryn Ma^r, the specific!

tions were most minute, the very height of eati

collar and character of each tie being indicate!

This movement for economy among our girls is t

encouraging sign of the times.

General Notes
—Mrs. J. WooDBERRY. American missionary at Shanglj'

(Beulah Chapel), writes asking patrons for Chinese children i

her mission at .$20 a year. ,

—Count Zeppelin's passenger airship Dcutuchloiirt, after ma
ing one or two successful trips, was caught in a storm the Ifii

week in June and wrecked in the Teutobergian forest. The pj!

sengers escaped injury after being at the mercy of the wind f(

several hours.
—The Inter-State Commerce Commission has order

wholesale reductions on rates on the Northern Pacific, Southe
Pacific, Great Northern and Union Pacific roads. The t

crease, which ranges from 20 to 33 per cent., will not go ir,

effect for three months, to permit of a full test of present comi
tions.

—A distinguished son of the South, Hon. John W. Dani
senior Senator from Virginia, passed away on June 29
Lynchburg, Va. He belonged to the old regime, and througho
a long public career always stood high in popular estceij

Senator Daniel was a brave soldier, a fine scholar, a masteii

orator, and a legislator of marked ability. He was elect

three times to the United States Senate, but sickness prevent
him from serving the last term.
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Oberammergau Passion Play

4 HUNDRED years ago a great calamity came
\ upon the village of Oberammergau, Bavaria,
A. which made a profound impression upon
e inhabitants, and they vowed to God that if he
)uld make an end to their distress they would
nder greater devotion to him and increased ser-

;e in the establishment of his kingdom; and as a

jans to this end they instituted the Passion Play
imitation of the mystery plays of the Church in

3 Middle Ages. These mystery plays, in earlier

nes, were educational. Very few could read, many
. the noblemen were unable to sign their names, and
inply made their mark. The people who in-

: tuted the Passion Play at Oberammergau had the

;a of education and spiritual growth in view,

iring the Passion Play period the little village of

oerammergau is crowded with people from almost

, the nations of the earth. It is estimated that at
ist two hundred thousand people this year will

ve visited the village to see the play. All those
10 take part in the actual production, numbering
ven hundred people, are natives of the village.

.Imi Morse many years ago undertook to put the
ission Play on the stage in this country, in imita-
m of the original play; but his attempt was a
implete failure, as the people hooted the idea as the
nit of irreverence. The
;ort to give the play in

mada met with the same
stant and persistent hos-

ity; but the people in the

tie village over the sea
. not count the play ir-

verent, neither do the

ousands of visitors who
me to witness it con-

ler it so. Its effect upon
e performers and upon
e inhabitants of the vil-

ge is morally and spirit-

.lly beneficial; for as
ley have one year in

"lich they act the life of

irist on the stage, the

ne years between the

ays are devoted to living

irist. In their acting
lid in their every-day liv-

g they illustrate the one-

'ss of purpose which the
kostle expressed in these
jrds:

'or I determined not to know
ii'thint? amon^ you, save Jesus
• rist, and him crucified. 0. Cor.

Duttless Ash-Cart

Mrs. Flora Speigelberg,
New York, has invented
sanitary cover for city

h-carts which has just
|en successfully tested by
« Street Cleaning Department of New York. A
gular department vehicle was covered with one

' these new devices, giving it the appearance of a
ige chafing dish. The cover has two openings, one
. the side near the seat, and the other at the rear

• the cart. The method of filling the cart is to

,"t the lid at the side and empty the refuse. The
vering is immediately lowered, leaving little op-
'>rtunity for ashes and pulverized substances to

cape. Fortunately the new device does not pre-
nt the rapid unloading of the carts at the dump-
g place. This woman inventor has made another
ntribution to the health of the great city. The
osaic dispensation enjoined the most rigid sani-

ry regulations. The greatest care was required
the disposition of the refuse.

Vnd he shall put off his garments, and put on other jrarments,

d carry forth the ashes without the camp into a clean place,

ev. 6:11.)

Sleepless Man
There is a report from Hackettstown, N. J., that

lonzo Wire, the former chief of police of that place,

"ter twenty years of an almost sleepless life, had
issed to his long home. About thirty years ago,
r. Wire while working as a farmhand was driving-

team of horses during a thunderstorm, when they
ere struck by lightning and the driver was badly
unned and deafened. After a while insomnia
iveloped. He became a night watchman for the
ackawanna Railroad. After watching all night he
ould find it impossible to sleep in the daytime. He
ould merely recline on a couch and was not able

to close his eyes in sleep, and it is asserted that he
dragged through this score of weary years sleeping
almost none of the time. We are inclined to ques-
tion the authenticity of the report that he did not
sleep at all during those twenty years. We cannot
see how any mortal could exist without rest to the
brain and nervous system, which the "sweet re-
storer" gives. But there was evidently enough
insomnia in his life to make his case unlike almost
any other that medical science records, and to add
another chapter to the pathos of this earthly exist-
ence. There are many enemies of slumber. Bad
habits, cares of business, indiscretions in eating, and
trouble as the sparks that fly upward, drive away
refreshing sleep. Jacob complains of the troubles
that gave him his sleepless nights.

In the day the drought consumed me, and the frost by night ; and
my sleep departed from mine eyes. (Gen. 31 :40.)

Novelist-Mayor of Toledo

Brand Whitlock, the Mayor of Toledo, is having
a singular administration in that city. He is an
idealist and advocates a school of socialism. He
pities the weak and the wayward, does not blame
the bad, insists that the unequal social conditions
are responsible for most of crimes, apologizes for

A Street Scene in Oberammergau During the Passion Play

the law-breaking element in the community, and
insists that the enforcement of laws has little or
nothing to do with the permanent advance in public
morals. Recently a committee, representing the
Federation of Churches in Toledo, called upon the
mayor to urge upon him the necessity of enforcing
the laws and to complain of his lack of vigor in the
suppression of drinking, gambling and the social

evil. His answer was an apology for the wrong-
doers and a charge that human society, by its un-
equal distribution of wealth and privilege, made it

impossible for people to be good. This idealist

mayor is to be commended for his sympathy for the
unfortunate, his kindness to the poor, and for his

protest against some of the social inequalities of

our time; but he is dead wrong in his diagnosis of
the moral evils of the city and of the remedy neces-

sary. His claim that the enforcement of the law
has no tendency to improve morals is not well

founded. Enforcement of just laws tends to re-

spect for the highest authority,' and elevates the
standards of right living. Virtue soon grows to be
rare in communities that are lawless. He is right
in his statement that there is something deeper than
the enforcement of law neces-sary to produce the
best morals in a community, and that is the action
of the individual heart; but he makes the great
mistake of holding that fortunate surroundings
only are necessary to make the individual heart
good. The individual is good or bad according to

his relation to God, to his relation to Christ on the
Cross. It would have been so easy for the novelist-

mayor to have suggested such a thing to a commit-
tee from the churches, but he did not do so. A

philosophy or statesmanship which does not take
into account the regeneration of the human heart
by faith in Christ in the building up of the morals
of the community, is not a safe guide. Where the
individual heart is in harmony with Christ there
will be springing up sentiments that will contribute
to healthy public morals.
Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, what-

soever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report ; if there
be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.

(Phil. 4 : 8.)

Mother Saves Son

Franklin Foote, aged six years, was fishing at the
end of the long pier at Bell Island, near South Nor-
walk. Conn., recently, when he lost his balance and
fell overboard. Miss Anna Lockwood, a neighboring
cottager, attempted to rescue the boy with a fishing

pole. He grasped it, but the light end of the pole

slipped through his fingers, and he went down.
Miss Lockwood's cry of alarm called to the scene

Mrs. George F. Foote, the mother of the child, who
was at the other end of the pier. Mrs. Foote, a
prominent society woman of South Norwalk, who
was dressed in a fashionable suit, leaped instantly

into the water. She did not come to the surface for
quite a while, and it was
thought that both she and
the son had perished; but
presently she came to the
top with the boy in her
arms. She had accom-
plished the diflScult feat of
swimming under water,
hunting for her child until
she had found him. Com-
ing to the surface she took
a long bi-eath, rested the
child so that its head was
out of water, and swam
the full length of the pier,

bringing her precious
treasure ashore. There
are numberless instances
of heroism in the humbler
walks of life, including
the newsboys and little

urchins that dive off the
wharfs in the summertime,
but there are also acts of
heroism in high life, such
as those of young Brokaw,
who lost his life on the At-
lantic Coast in his attempt
to rescue a servant girl

from drowning and of Mrs.
Foote in saving her boy.

The rescue fittingly ex-
presses the undying love of
the mother for her child;

and also symbolizes the
great mission to which God
has called Christian moth-

erhood, that of saving the children from the waves of
wickedness and spiritual death. This mission of
Christian motherhood has much to do with the sal-

vation of both Church and State. Paul makes ref-

erence to this wonderful Christian influence of the
mother over the child in his letter to Timothy in

these words:
When I call to remembrance the unfeigned faith that is in thee,

which dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois and thy mother Eunice ;

and I am persuaded that in thee also. (II. Tim. 1 : 5.)

German Emperor Preaches Sermon

On Sunday, June 26, the Kaiser conducted reli-

gious services aboard the imperial yacht Hohen-
zollern. He selected as his subject "Did Jesus Live?"
which has recently been the topic of public discus-
sion following the appearance of a pamphlet by
Professor Arthur Drews of Karlsruhe, in which the
professor declared that Jesus never lived. There
were present at the service the Imperial Chancellor
Dr. von Bethmann-HoUweg and other high oflScials.

The Emperor preached a clear, earnest sermon, in-

sisting upon the historicity of Christ's life and work,
and upon his resurrection from the dead. These
straightforward, wholesome, orthodox views, ex-

pressed by this great ruler, are an honor to his

Church and to universal Christendom, and appear
in healthful contrast to the fatal doubt which is

taught in so many institutions in Europe and Amer-
ica. The question the Kaiser asked and answered
is the all-important one of the race, which Christ
answers for himself and for us.

Because I live ye shall live also. (John 11 :19.)
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Women in Council

EVERYTHING which concerns home happiness,

household economy and the upbringing of

children rightfully belongs to this part of our

family page. You need not fear that you will make

a mistake if you write with the utmost plainness

about your experience in doing the day's work, about

your burdens, your joys, your cares and your anx-

ieties. Women understand one another, and as you

write of your home life, shall I say, in Colorado,

somebody else in Rhode Island or Tennessee will be

readv to send back a helpful answer. In writing

to Women in Council address me directly, in the

care of The Christian Herald. I wish to know
you personally, to enrol you in my list of friends and

to have you feel that you are as well acquainted with

me as if you could sit with me on the veranda in the

afternoon, drinking a cup of tea.

My Husband's "I have been married some years

People and love my ' husband devotedly,

and he loves me except when un-

der the influence of his home people. They are

jealous of me and the children. They criticise us to

him on all occasions. They seem unhappy when he

shows us love or even politeness. My husband's

salary is small and he is not able to remember my
birthday or our wedding anniversary
with a gift. I do not remind him of

my birthday, but on our anniversary I

make a cake and have flowers and we
and the children are happy. Every
year before her wedding anniversary
his mother and sister make elaborate

plans for a handsome present, such as

a piece of furniture or a set of china,

and my husband is expected to con-

tribute liberal sums of money. Often
the children need things and our house
and I have to economize very strictly

to make up for it. They always re-

mind him of their birthdays in some
way, and he feels guilty if he does not
give them money. Our children have
never had a birthday present from
their father. It is hard for me to

speak of money to him, and they would
all three be angry if I objected to these
gifts. Do you think I ought to say
anything? V. H."

Wife and children ought to come
first with husband and father. If he
can afford to make presents to his

mother and sisters, let him do so. Not,
however, at the sacrifice of giving
pleasure in his own home. It some-
times seems almost impossible for a
mother to remember that her son owes
his wife precisely the same loyalty that
his father has owed her. You would
be within your rights should you gently
remonstrate on this subject. Of course,
you wish to do and say nothing that
might cause alienation on the part of

your husband or his kinsfolk.

Is This "We are people of
Right? very moderate means,

but have always done
our share in the church where my hus-
band is an elder. The church has been
deeply in debt and we have been taxed
as a congregation to pay the interest
on the mortgage and settle up float-
ing debts. An effort is now being-
made to build a parish house. I, for
one, have felt that we ought not to un-
dertake this enterprise until our mort-
gage is paid off, but the majority think
otherwise. At a meeting last week
my husband rose and pledged himself
to give two hundred dollars for this
purpose. I caught my daughter's hand
and squeezed it, and she looked into my
eyes with distress. It is she and I who
will really pay this money, for we shall
have to give up every possible indul-
gence, go without clothing we need,
skimp and save everywhere. Is this
right? Annie S. R."
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By MARGARET E. SANGSTER The Cliiidren^s Bedtime
;

MOTHERS should take pains to let the chij

dren go happily to bed. To punish a chill

just before bedtime is a great mistake. ]|

faults have been committed the mother may tali
with the little ones, tell them, their error and she'
them that she is grieved, and if they have the hab
of talking over the day with her, they will of the-
own accord confess any trifling delinquency and as
forgiveness. The bedtime hour should be one i

which mother and children draw very close togethe
To withhold a good-night kiss because a child hj
done wrong is an unpardonable cruelty. To tell

child that if he is naughty God will not love him ;

also inexcusable. It is not true that little childre
or those of an older growth lose God's love in coij
sequence of sin. "God loves the world of sinnei'
lost and ruined by the fall." A parent does mj
cease to love a child because of the child's wilfu
ness or disobedience. In the bedtime hour thai
should be prayers at the mother's knee and none aiJ
better than "Our Father who art in heaven" an:
the old and dear

I have my own ideas on the subject. When large

gifts are contributed to a church, a library, or any
other outside object the whole family should be

taken into confidence and express their opinions

before a dollar is given. What do you think?

Do You Give "I am afraid I belong in the group
Your Child of anxious mothers. I am con-

an Allowance? stantly afraid that I will make a
mistake and either omit something

that I ought to do or do something that I ought not,

in my management of my children. I give each
child an allowance, beginning on the day when he or

she first attends school. The smallest allowance is

six cents a week; the largest twenty-five cents a
week. If the children do anything wilfully wrong,
if they do not put away their clothing and toys in

the proper places, and if they are late in coming
down to breakfast, they are subject to fines, losing a
penny or two or three for each misdemeanor. I

hope to inculcate habits of thrift and economy and
also of generosity in my children by putting the
responsibility of their small incomes on themselves.

"Rachel L."
This subject should enlist the interest of every

mother who reads this page.

Prince Henry and the Princess Juliana

THE little Dutch Princess, daughter and only child of Queen Wilhemina of Hol-
land and Prince Henry her husband, is the object of idolatrous affection in her
native land. Queen Wilhemina from her own childhood commanded the devo-

tion of her subjects, who have regarded her with almost adoring loyalty. Before the
birth of the little princess it is not too much to say that every home in Holland had
its solicitude about the joy that was coming to the royal pair, and to the nation as
well. Every day since little Juliana was born, she has grown in health and beauty.
Here you see her sitting, just like any other child, on her father's knee.

Now I lay me down to sleep,
I pray tlie Lord my soul to keep

;

If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.

The corresponding morning prayer is:

Now I wake and see the light,
'Tis God who kept me through the night.

To Him I lift my voice and pray
That He will keep me through the day.

Both these prayers are fitly coij

eluded with "For Jesus' sake. Amen
The sweetest and tenderest bee.

time hymn for children, one that ever
child should know by heart, is

Jesus, tender Shepherd, hoar me;
Bless thy little lamb to-night

;

Through the darkness be thou near me;
Keep me safe till morning light.

All this day thy hand has led me.
And I thank thee for thy care:

Thou hast warmed me, clothed and fed me

;

Listen to my evening prayer

!

Let my sins be all forgiven ;

Bless the friends I love so well

;

Take us all at last to heaven,
Happy there with thee to dwell.

Individual "It seems to me thsi

Communion Cups the underlying prirf

ciple with regard tj

the observance of the Lord's Supper 1

the 'setting apart of the common fa

the sacred use.' Things which woul!

be repugnant in the dining-room or il

the home are not to be ignored becaus|

of the sacred associations. Man
churches, and the number is cor

stantly increasing, have adopted th

use of the unfermented grape juice t

represent the 'fruit of the vine' use

by our Saviour, instead of wine. W
do not offer from the Lord's tabl

what we would not place before ou

guests. In the same way it is dc

manded that we do not offer the ek

ments in a manner which would b

repugnant in every-day life. I one

saw what convinced me of the neces

sity of the individual cup. The cu

was being passed to a row of people i

front of me. A man and woman sa

beside each other. As the cup left hi

lips there was a drop of saliva clingin;

to the edge and its color showed tc

bacco. This with the swallow froi

the cup passed into the mouth of th

woman, who was a stranger to the mar
This little incident left no doubt in m;

mind, and I have since used my influ

ence in favor of the adoption of th

individual cup as well as the unferj

mented juice.

"(Rev.) Joel F. Whitney."
This opinion coming from a ministei

of the Gospel ought to carry weigW
and is commended to the thoughtfu
consideration of the Christian house

hold and the Church.
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lake a friend. Would men whom he

ad ground in hard bargains lift a
and to save him?
Mental and physical suffering short-

ned his heart action. The air became
ppressive. What was keeping Chriss?
"0 Hannah," he moaned, "if you

ould look into my heart now; if you
ould know the tortures of mind and
ody which I suffer, you would forgive

le."

A low rumble! Was it Chriss re-

urning with help?
He listened tensely.

It was not the rattle of a buggy, but
rumble. A wagon, heavily loaded,

;as backing up to the side door hardly
dozen yards from the well.

"It's Simpkinses movin' in," he cried.

Waiting until all was quiet, Biddle
elled, calmly at first, and then, after
epeated failures, frantically.

"God help me to make him hear!"
,6 prayed. Then tried again and
gain until exhausted.
Would God help him? What right

|ad he to expect mercy?
"Heaven," he pleaded, "strike my

ody dead and God save my soul."

The horses whinnied—there was the
attle of buggy wheels—not one but
sveral—and the sound of voices in

eneral excitement.
"Thank heaven," hysterically cried

liddle. "Chriss has come back!"
Everybody was talking at once. But
one was raising a shovel to dig him

.ut.

Gradually the talk quieted down.
: "What's to be done?" asked one.
Biddle's dead by this time."

1 "I wonder if his wife has been sent
Dr?" asked another.
"Don't imagine so. Of course she'll

ike it hard at first. But it won't take
er long to find a second husband who
.'ill treat her better than Biddle did."
His Hannah marry another! The

nought was madness.
Trying to pull his ear away so that

is voice might pass through the vent
iiddle loudly called "Help, help!"
"S'pose they ain't no use to try to

et him out without a derrick?" asked
third voice.

"Naw," answered the man talking to
he doctor. "I sent Biddle's Dutchman
'ver to Bear Wallow for Hampton and
is well-digging outfit. Can't do nothin'
ill it comes."
"Well, so long as he's dead they

in't no hurry."
Bear Wallow! Hampton's! thought

'iddle. Nine miles there and back. If
lampton should happen to be at home
: would take two horses longer to haul
derrick back than he could expect to

ive. If some one would only fetch
lannah. The sound of her voice

—

erhaps in words of forgiveness—
/ould ease his death.
Slowly, but steadily, the stones set-

led, pressing harder into his flesh,

lometimes his brain seemed to turn
ver. The pain, the fright, was driv-
ng him mad.
Hannah would never know how he
ad repented. But she would forgive
lim. A sob shook his frame. She had
aid "good riddance." Perhaps she
TOuld be glad.
A shout from above.
Biddle strained his ears to under-

tand.

Hampton—on his way from a well-
ligging job—was passing. He was
Iriving into the yard. All this Biddle
lowly gathered in fragment.^.
Again his hopes rose high.
He could hear the men setting up

he derrick. Scarcely six feet of earth
nd stones to be removed from above
lis head. His life might be saved. If
hey would only hurry.
What was that? Yes, Hannah had

•een sent for. That was glorious news,
ie resolved to keep quite calm and
ave his strength.
Then he realized that he was stand-

ing in water half way to his knees.
Remembering that there had only been
four feet of water in the well he lis-

tened to the men working above and
waited.

Steadily the water crept to his waist.
What was that the doctor said?

Hannah was coming— of course
she was still young and good looking.
But what of himself ! Was he the kind
of a man for a good-looking woman!
The water was rising faster. Had

the vein been enlarged by the ca\ring in—suppose it should come higher than
four feet!

Fool ! Now that the dirt around him
had absorbed all that it could the water
must naturally rise faster. God alone
knew how high it might come. And
the air—it was stupefying.

Such were Biddle's thoughts as he
listened for the arrival of his wife.
Was it all a dream? Had he really left
their home that morning threatening
never to go back?
At last Hannah came, moaning.
Then she was sorry. He swore to

make amends if he ever got out.
But the water was creeping up to his
shoulders. Was he going to drown
after all? No. He must live!

"Help!" he cried, scarcely louder
than a whisper. He must be getting
very weak.

If in some way he might let the men
above know that he was standing; that
it was such a little way for them to
dig. The race was between water and
men; neither was hurrying.
Would the poisonous air cheat them?
The water creeping around his neck

aroused him from the deadly stupor.
"Oh, God! I shall never get out.

Oh, for one little second in which to

beg Hannah's forgiveness!"
With all his might he screamed out

his repentance.
His head reeled. The effort had ex-

hausted him. With the water stealing-

over his chin he fainted.
The next he knew the men were lay-

ing him on the grass. Hannah was on
her knees beside him.

" 'Lisha," she sobbed, "I didn't mean
a word of it. If you had died, it would
have killed me."

World Missionary Conference
Continued from page 635

address of Mr. John R. Mott (the
presiding officer of the First Commis-
sion) on the subject of missionary
unity. It was one of many notable
addresses. In its report to the confer-
ence the First Commission gave some
instructive figures. The millions still

unreached by the Gospel are these

:

Asia, 42,000,000; Africa, 70,000,000;
Arabia, 3,000,000; Syria, 550,000; the
Sinaitic Peninsula, 50,000; Eastern Su-
matra and adjacent islands, 3,250,000;
Madura, Bali and Lombok Islands,

2,000,000; Malay Peninsula, 1,000,000.
Total, 113,000,000.

In all, 788 Protestant missionary so-

cieties are at work in foreign fields.

The annual combined contributions are
$25,350,000. There are 5,522 ordained
missionaries, 982 physicians, 2,503 men
lay missionaries, 5,406 married women,
4,988 unmarried women, or a total of
19,280 foreign missionaries. There
are 5,045 ordained natives, and 92,918
unordained teachers, preachers, Bible
women, etc. The total living baptized
Christians are 3,006,373; adherents
5,281,871. The native gifts aggregate
$2,800,000.

In another article from a corre-
spondent The Christian Herald will

deal with the further work of this

great conference, which has laid before
the world such a complete exposition of

the missionary situation.
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piece or union suit garments and know true cool comfort.
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50C For Men For Boys 25c
Buy from nearest dealer. Send for Illustrated Booklet FREE
CHALMERS KNITTING CO., Washingtra St., Amsteraam, N.Y.
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Now be careful. -*'*-*•*

Too much liquid ^

is bad—too little is " ^

worse. Don't fill up on ice water

anyway, the more you drink the more you

want.

DRINK

U^'

cca\
One glass satisfies. It has the wetness—a vim,

dash and sparkle that delights parched palates

and refreshes tired bodies and brains.

Delicious—Refreshins—Thirst-Quenching
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ing booklet,

"The Truth

About Coca-Cola."
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THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

Atlanta, Ga.
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Giant Chemical Co., Philadelohia.

**3-m-One" is a household oil,

lubricating, cleaning, polishing

and preventing rust—
Try for oiling sewing machines, clocks, locks,

guns, bicycles, etc. Try for cleaning and polish-
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Try for preventing rust on any metal surface.

Trial bottle sent free.

3 in One Oil Co. , 54 Broadway, New York

fjCUTC My Sanitary Coffee
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sweet coffee, needs no settler and
never wears out. Saves coffee, money
and health. Every wife buys at sight;
new invention; exclusive territory.
Send 15c. for 50c. size, postpaid.

DR. LYONS, 430 Day St., Pekin, III.
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Crooked Spines Made Straight
If you sre suffering from any form of spinal trouble you can be relieved

in ynur own liomc without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance Im.s been invented liy a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Cui-vature. Its results are marvelous. It is nature's own method.
Eminent physicians are indorsing it. The Slicldon Method relieves tlic
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, tlic whole spine is invigorated and
strengthened, all soreness is taken oat of the back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is
straightened. There is briglit hope for you. n.) matter how long you have
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union, Eacli
appliance is made to order from individual measuiements and fits perfectly
There is positively no inconvenience in wearing We euurantee satis-
faction and let you use It 30 days. Write for our new liook. giving
full information and references.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.. 207 lOth ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y,
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Coiroimati®!^ of Selir°Sacipil!lc®*

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mfs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THIS earthly coronation of Christ
took place, not in some ponder-
ous cathedral of "dim religious

light," like the coronations of other
sovereigns, but in a moun-

WHERE? tain temple, to proclaim,
for one thing, in trans-

figured nature and human nature, that
Christ is King of the natural world as
well as of the spiritual realm. A re-

minder of this is timely at this season
when so many are bidding good-by to

the Ten Commandments as they start

out for recreation on the mountain-
side and at the seaside. The trans-
figuration story bids us take Christ
with us into God's out-of-doors if we
would really have a "good time."
Peter found it so. "A good time is one
that does not go off with the having."
If memories could all be washed away
by a final bath in some river Lethe at

the end of the summer, it might seem
worth while to "take a day off" from
the Decalogue; but it is not worth
while in any season to take a pleasure
which is pleasant but once—in the act

—and will be bitter a thousand times
in memory. Therefore take with you
this test: "Nothing is true pleasure
that is not pleasant to remember."
To one who has learned from the

Bible how to worship, nature is seen to

be the oldest and newest testament

—

every grand mountain, a psalm; every
placid lake, a beatitude; every storm,
an apocalypse. As an artist's child in

his studio proudly and gratefully says,

"All this is my father's work," so a
Christian should feel, as he stands
among the matchless scenes of nature,
which artists struggle vainly to repro-

duce.
It is a part of the cant of the irreli-

gious, who worship nowhere, to talk of

a Sunday picnic as

Worshiping God in Nature

And this reminds us that it was
probably on the Sabbath that this quiet

walk was taken into the hills with
Christ and his most spiritual friends
for high conversation.

"After six days." Dr. Joseph Parker
exclaims in substance, "Does not every-
thing best in our lives occur 'after six

days'—in the uplift of the
WHEN? Sabbath?" A true Sab-

bath is indeed a mountain
top of invigorating atmosphere where
we get away from the endless talk of
selfish profits, pleasures, honors, into

a tonic zone of altruism. John, on a
later occasion, saw the long ascended
Christ in the opened heavens because,
even in his island prison, he was "in
the Spirit on the Lord's Day." Selfish

and sinful Sunday pleasures bring no
such joy as that. Isaiah is profoundly
true to human experience when he says
that to "make the Sabbath a delight"
we must "turn away from pleasure,"
that is, from selfish pleasures as well
as from selfish work.
That passage of Isaiah is the fullest

statement of God's Sabbath law (58:
13, 14), and in it, as in a mirror, we
see that Sunday golf is Sabbath break-
ing quite as much as Sunday shopping,
and the Sunday excursion not one whit
less distinctive of the great humani-
tarian Sunday rest principle than the
Sunday factory. Doing nothing is not
Sabbath-keeping, but doing good. So
Jesus taught by example. This ac-
cords with Isaiah's picture of the Day,
not alone as one of rest and worship,
but most of all as a day for the de-
velopment of unselfishness.

Commercialism has such a grip on
Anglo-Saxon nations that they need,
more than any others, the halt in self-
ish activities that God commands and
which they would make on no lesser
orders. It is not only permissible, but
desirable, that worship should get out

of the church into the open as much :

possible in the summer. Some day
hope churches will have an outdoq
auditorium for use whervever tn

weather permits. Why should
sumptives only have sanitary s

tures?

People Who Tire, and Others Who
Rest Us

Now we come to "who?" in tha
perpetual question book by which ever;,

lesson can and should be made a con'

versation rather than i

WHO? lecture: Where? When
Who? What? It ii

timely to remind ourselves that in,

planning our recreation trips ai

tours, it matters not half so mui
where we go as with whom we g(

One who goes alone to the most famoui
resort or with uncongenial company
will get little benefit either from aii

or food. It matters not so much whati
you eat as with whom you eat, espe
cially if you are choosing table com
pany for a whole voyage or a whole
season. In our lesson story, the com-
pany was the very best that evei
climbed a mountain together. With
"the Man of men" for leader, went thi

inner cabinet of his most spiritua!

Concluded on next page

"^ES.T DO MY OJVA

^HouSEWORkA
And the BISSELL Sweeper hasi
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*The International Sunday School Lesson for
July 24. 1910. The Transfiguration. Golden
Text : This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased ; hear ye him." Matt. 17 : 5.

lALLEN'S FOOT=EASE
Shake Into Your Shoes

Allen's Foot^Ease, the antiseptic pov
der for the feet. It relieves painli

swollen, smarting:, nervous feet, and i

stantly takes the stints out of corns ai

bunions. It's the greatest comfort di

covery of the age. Allen's Foot^Fii'
makes titrhtor new shoes easy. It is

certain cure for infrrowine: nails, swea
ing-. callous and aching: feet. We h"\

over 30,0)10 testimonials. TRY IT TC
DAY. Sold by all Drurcrists, 26coni

Do not accept any pubstifrte.

Take a Foot-Bath to-nij.lit, afit

r,^^.^ dissolving one or two Al en's Fool

Tabs (Antiseptic Tablets f( r the foo

batliji n tlie water. It will take oui n

tenderness, soreness and hot iier\()"

'"Inapinch, ness and freshen the fi et. "foot Tat

use Allen's for Fo.it-I'iibs." Sold evervwhcp

Foot-Ease" Avoi/I mibstitutes. By mail 25c. ^lU'

pic FREH. Addre«8,

AI.I.EN S. OLMSTEn, LE KOY, N. T,

CHICAGO FROEBEL ASSOCIATION
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR KINDERGARTNER

Orffiinizeil 1876. Term berjins Seplember, 1910.

Two Years' Course in Theory and Practice

Kindergarten. Preparation for Playgrouii
Supervision, Construction Work (basketry, etcj

Children's Literature and Story Telling. Prepara-I I

tion for Home Making. Correspondence Course

for Mothers. For particulars address
Mrs. Alice H. Putnam. 5.515 Woodlawn Ave.,Chicago,HI.|
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TURN OVER TIME
('hen Nature Hints About the Food

'hen there's no relish to any food and all

til one e;tts doesn't seems to do any fjood,
il|i is the lime to make a turn over in the
<!', for that's Nature's way of dropping a
h. that the food isn't the kind requirecL
for a number of years I followed railroad

»\jk. much of it being otfice work of a iryiiifj

iipre. Meal limes were our busiest and
*;,ng too much and too quickly of food
^'1 as is commonly served in hotels and
'- mranls; these, together wiih the seden-

• habits, were not Tong in giving me dys-
P'^ia and stomach trouble which reduced
ni weight from 205 to 160 pounds.

There was liltlc relish in any food and
ii's of it seemed to do me any good. It
s^tned the more I ate the poorer 1 got and
w always hungry before another meal, no
"n>er how much 1 had eaten.
'hen I commenced a fair trial of Grape-

-> s food, and was surprised how a small
•sa er of it would carry me along, strong and
w- satisfied appetite, until the next meal,
w no sensations of hunger, weakness or
di ess, as before.

have been following this diet now for
^e rai months and my improvement has
«i so great all the others in my family
": taken up the use of (JrapeNuts with
" plete satisfaction atid much iinprovement
'" alth and i)rain power.

\merican people undoubtedly eat hur-
' y, have lots of worry, thus hindering di-

i'
""j*"'' Iherefore need a food that is pre-

<n -iled and concentrated iti nouiishnient."

:ad "The Road to Wellville," in pkgs.
i^resa Reason."
er read the iihove letter? A new

""ippears from time to time. They are
)f«:nne. true, and full of human interest.

)uainidlsi^ Sclh©©! Lesson
Contiymed from preceding page

apostles. It was not favoritism in
Christ, but spiritual receptivity in
Peter, James and John that made them
the best of company. "Blessed are
they that hunger and thirst after
righteousness, for they shall be filled."

They were by no means faultless. In-
deed, Christ rebuked Peter more fre-
quently and more severely than any
other apostle; and John and James
were also rebuked for calling fire from
heaven on a city that failed to welcome
their Master, and indirectly for their
ambition, expressed through their
mother, for the best places in the
earthly kingdom they thought Christ
would establish.

Many men do little wrong because
they do little of anything. It is the
full cup that is most likely to spill. It

is worth while to give much attention
to getting the noblest companionship
possible for your leisure hours in what-
ever season. Jesus said: "Come unto
me . . . and I will rest you" (lit-

eral reading) . It is the personalities
rather than the places of our leisure

hours that determine whether they
shall recreate or dissipate our phys-
ical, mental and spiritual forces. This
question of what company we shall

have for leisure hours involves also the
choice of books, through which we all

have opportunity for fellowship with
the great and good.
The events of this lesson are ex-

celled in importance in the whole his-

tory of the world only by the birth and
death and resurrection of

WHAT? Christ; and all of those
eventsare best viewed from

the Transfiguration Mount from which
we look out on heaven and earth, life

and death, Cld Testament and New,
the Kingship and Saviourship of
Christ.

Behold that little company of four
climbing the mountain for a prayer-
meeting; and remember, when only two
or three faithful ones gather with
Christ for a prayer meeting on a hot
evening of summer or a stormy night
at some other season, how wonderfully
in their case the promise was fulfilled

to the "two or three" that gather in

Christ's name. How much better than
talking bitterly and uselessly against
God's hot weather, when every blazing
day is worth a million dollars to the

corn crop, to forget personal discom-
fort in a vision of Christ at the prayer
meeting, ju^t when our presence will

be the greatest help

!

Then note, for encouragement, that
while Christ prayed—doubtless for
strength to bear the cross he saw near
at hand—even these most spiritual

apostles, unable to understand these

deep things, fell asleep. (The Sab-
bath then began at evening.)

Preachers and teachers often speak
as if it was only to those of great faith

that Christ gave blessings. But all

along the story of his life we see how
kindly he helped those of "little faith."

Faith like a broken reed, he did not

break; faith like a smoking lamp, he

did not quench, but, as in this case,
fanned it to a flame.

How Prayer Beautifies and Strengthens

the Body

"As he prayed, the fashion of his
countenance was altered." His body
also and his very clothes were changed
by his prayer. Every week in the
Sunday papers whole pages are de-
voted to essays on how to make faces
more beautiful. Many a woman stays
away from church to read and practise
these directions, who would get more
abiding beauty by going to hear some
preacher who would give her a vision
of life's larger meaning. No one with
small and mean and selfish thoughts
can really be beautiful after the skin-
deep beauty of youth has passed. "Of
the mind the body form doth take."
Moses, Jesus, Stephen, all got angel
faces by looking in the face of God.
Not all professing Christians are beau-
tiful. Sometimes the fault lies back in
their parents, sometimes in their own
earlier days of sin. And some of them
are only half converted and so are
"uglier than they have any business
to be." But a life of trustful prayer
will at least make any face more agree-
able to look upon. And the body also
will be affected by a life of obedience
to God's spiritual and natural laws, in

which the spirit "keeps the body un-
der, the soul on top," as a boy put
it. I saw eight people asleep while the
great Henry Ward Beecher was
preaching, and preaching, too, on the
relations of body and soul. He ex-
claimed to that after-dinner audience:
"You put an array of difficulties over
against yourselves by your appetites
that are more than a match for your
prayers. You overeat your prayers."
And then, for the people that give too
little attention to the body, he said:
"Some of you are too heavy for the
animal you ride." Christians have
given far too little thought to fitting

soul to body, like noble melody to lofty

words. Transfigured flerh! Let not
those forget how Christ "glorified God
in his body," who still hold the old,

mediaeval idea that the bo:Iy is the seat
of sin. A pure soul will transfigure
the flesh and make it strong and pure.
But prayer alTected Christ's clothes as
well. Let not the women of to-day
forget, when devotion is almost ban-
ished from many churches by hats that
not only hide the pulpit from those be-
hind them, but proclaim and produce a
state of mind wholly foreign to wor-
ship.

"The shining garments, body and
face of Christ, with the transfigured
cloud above and snow-capped mount
below, proclaimed the unveiling of the
divine glory Christ "had with the
Father before the world was," which
was uncovered just this once in his

earthly life that he and his most
spiritual disciples might walk by that
supernal light through the dark hours
of the cross and passion that were just
ahead.

THE far-reaching effect which Christian Herald advertising has upon its

readers is well illustrated'by an instance which occurred the other day.

One of our subscribers who lives in India read an advertisement in Thd
Christian Herald concerning some merchandise which she felt would be espe-

cially suited to the needs of one of her friends in New York. She wrote to Nev/
York advising her friend to buy The Christian Herald, read the advertisement
in question and send for the goods. The New York friend did so and was so

pleased with her bargain that she immediately subscribed for The Christian
Herald on her own account and bids fair to become a steadfast member of the

Great Christian Herald Family.
As a matter of fact The Christian Herald has as great a reputation in

foreign countries as it has in the United States. This reputation is in part due
to the relief work carried on by The Christian Herald, but the paper is much
appreciated in those countries where its subscribers depend upon it for a resume
of news of the world as well as for light upon those more spiritual mat-
ters which are the prime motive of the publication. We frequently receive

inquiries concerning advertisers from these foreign members of the Family.
Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The

Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

g)ar~ Cut Out and Mail this Coupon Today ""1B(]|
. A,., KIOH.MOND SALES CO.,
rf</^^ V Dept27.1(>0 Broadway, N. Y.

I would like to have a
'Richmond" Electric Suction

Cleaner demonatrated in
niy home, provided it

places me under
no obligation

whatever.Postage

Stamp Puts the

"Richmond
Suction Cleaner

In Your Home
You see hereon Electric Suction

Cleaner which weighs but 10 lbs.

instead of (>0. You can use the
Itionr'o^in" with or without
ihe hose attachment. The l

every day work of rug: and car-
pet cleminff, of cleaninsr hard-
wood floors,tile floors,hearths,
'jathrooras, porches can be
Jane with or without the hose
attachment. Slip on the hose
attachment and the
'nio'T--^-"-v' -with its six
special cluauinff tools, all fur-
nished without extra cost,
cleans hangings, walls, books,

,

bedding, upholstery, cloth-
ing, hats, underneath radi-|
ators, furniture, etc.

Only Really
Portable Cleaner
You can do the dai ly

cleaning- in less than
one-half the time re-
quiredwhen you use a
broom, carpet-sweep-
er and duster. And
there is no dust. A
child can carry the
"IticHTto'TD" from
room to room—up
and down stairs.

There is nothine
about it to get out of j*-*^.

order—it operates on

/fn
!:,£:.,:-::

any ordinary electric light socket at a cost of a
little over a cent an hour. Absolutely guaranteed
and you can try it in your own home—without ob-
ligation. Simply sign and mail the coupon shown
above. Also ask for handsome illustrated book.

M.VNTTFACTURED BY
THE MoOKUM-HOWELI. CO.,

FOB

THE RICHMOND SALES CO.
Pept. 37. 160 Broadway, New York

To whom all correspondence shnirlrJ. he afffirfusfd

CfJ" * TlfffJC too different foreign 2c. Mention paper.

kJl/vlflir^ Quaker Stamp Co., Tolido, O.

A PLEASURE, NOT A TASK
To Make Ice Cream with the Alaska Freezer

The"Alaska" requires less ice, less time,
less labor than any freezer made. A few
reasons follow:—
The high can of the "Alaska" exposes

mere surface to the action of the ice and salt,

and gives less diameter of mixture to freeze
through. Assembled in IS seconds. You
can have delicious ice cream in less time
required by freezers with short thick cans.

Afirain, the "Alaska" has a double motion.
The can revolves in one direction, the dasher
in another.
The dasher of the "Alaska" is the most

reliable, scientifically constructed device of
its kind. The dasher floats are shaped like
slotted mixing spoons, and they beat the
cream as if by hand, making it smooth, mellow,
delicious.
The "Alaska" makes superb ice cream in

from two to four minutes.
If your dealer cannot sell yovithe"Alaska"

we will send you two-quart size prepaid
anywhere in U. S. on receipt of $2.00; but
a?k your dealer. Send for booklet, "Alaska
Frozen Desserts.

"

THE ALASKA FREEZER CO.,
Dept. 4

Winchendon, Mass.

Canadian Agents, KEMP MFG. CO.,
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg.
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Sears Model "L"
$495.00 Complete

Sears Automobiles
Doctors, Farmers, Ranchmen, Bankers, Sales-

men, Solicitors, Agents, Mail Carriers and
Business Men in every state of the Union are

concentrating their attention on the SEARS.

FROM starting crank to tail lamp the Sears is the
economic-reliability automobile. The Sears is built

in our own Chicago factory in six distinct models, and
the broad, absolute guarantee of Sears, Roebuck and
Co. affords the individual buyer his positive individual

protection. Inside prices ranging from $370.00 up show but
one phase of Sears economy—low cost of up-keep is another.

The new Sears Automobile Catalog fully illustrated is

just fresh from the press—it tells the whole Sears Story in an
interesting way and is not weighted down with questionable
scientific and mechanical terms. Our Booklet "What Sears
Owners Say" contains many real human documents—letters

right from the people who drive and enjoy the Sears. We
want you to have one of these catalogs whether you intend
buying an automobile or not—^we want you to learn for your
personal information of the most remarkable automobile prop-
osition that ever appeared in print.

Write today for the Booklet and Automobile Catalog /Vb»65C44

Sears, Roebuck & Co. Chicago

17 Jewel Elgin—Oar Great Special $| Q75
SentAnywhere on ¥!SEE TRIAL J-O^
, Guaranteed to keep accurate time. Fitted in double stock
gold-filled case, any style engraving, warranted 20 years.

You do not pay one cent until you have seen and examined this High-Grade
17-Jewel Elgin Watch, in any style hand-engraved case, right in your
own home. Let us send it to you, all charges prepaid. If it suits you

Pay Only $1.50 a Month Komakrr'^oTl^'a'wry
you live, or how small your salary or income, we will trust you for a high-
grade Elgin Watch, in gold case, warranted for 25 years, and guaranteed
to pass any Railroad inspection. Write (or our big free Watcti and Diamortd Catalog.

It tells all about our Easy Payment Plan and how we send Elgin ID-Jewel
B.W.Raymond and 21 and 23 Jewel Elgin Veritas; also Waltham Watches,

19, 21, anc
23 Jewel. 16
and 18 sizes,
anywhere wjt

4?
Ji i-

a'

±>, «r . XVcl^UlUUU C4UU ^i. <1

lOFTIS
THE OLD RaiABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND

AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE

^^ - Dept G95 92lo98STATEST.,CHICAG0,IlLHB BnOSiQ vO» Branches: Pittsburg, Pa., St.LouU,Mo.

-5f.

out security or one
cent deposit. Scad today (or ibri Loltis Haguioe, Frca

lODAYSFREETRIAL
We will ship you a
"RANGER" BICYCLE
on approval, freight

prepaid to anyplace m theUmted States without a cent deposit in advance, a.r\i.

allow ten days free trial from the day yo« reoeive it. If it does not suit you in
every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it,

' ship It back to us at oui expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

LOW FACTflRV PRIRFQ ^^ sell the highest ?rade bicycles direct from factory

jr „ r. '° "derat lower prices than any other house. We
save you $io to $25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires. Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicyclesjalso reliable medium grade models at onneard of low prices.
DlnEn ACENTC IIIAIITCn in uch town and district to ride and exhibit a sampleniUKn HHGill lO flHIIICII i9io"Ranger" Bicycle fumishedby us. YouwUbe
astonished at the wom^ftyw/Zy /(?iy/f^ej and the lilteral propositions and special olTer we will
give on the first 1910 sample going to your town. Write at once for our special offer.
DO NOT BUYablrycle or a pair of tires fmm rtM^oK* at any price \aai\ you receive ourcatalogue
and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under
youff own name plate at double our prices. Or<lers filled the day received.
SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number tiken in trade by our Chicago ret^ stores will
ibe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIRF^ RRAQTER RRAIfC rear wheels, innertubes,lamps.cyclometeis,parts.repalrs
I IIICO1 WUHO I Cn DIIRIVC and everything in the bicycle line at halt usual pricesDO NOT WAIT but write today for our Large Catalccue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of

Interesting matter and useful informatioD. It only costs a postal to get everything. IVrite It now.

MEAD CYCLE CO.*Dept. F-7i, CHICAGO, ILL.

BLVMVER ./^v tnanzoTHEBBELU

CHURCH ^^ouBrfcEBCATiLoonB
XtXaXaSI. ^ TELLS WHI.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundrv Co_ Cincinnati. O.

PATENTS:;;
For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to
Pubt, Patent Seue, Dept. 36 Pacific Bldg., Wajhintton, D.C.

The Christian's Rewards*

THE dream of heaven, founded upon
the enchanting descriptions of

Holy Writ, has been the solace and joy
of God's people ever since Christ
brought life and immortality to light.

Even far back, before any clear rev-
elation had come to men of the maj-
esty of Jehovah and the glory of his

dwelling, seers and poets caught
glimpses of the divine beauty of the
future abode of the righteous, and
voiced their visions in thrilling proph-
ecy and verse.
The sweet singer of Israel had no

such abiding and perfect faith in the
future after death as was vouchsafed
to the great apostles. To him, only a
little more than to the other Jewish
leaders, did immortality shine forth.

By many of the ancient Jews, it was
utterly disbelieved.

It was true that David seemed to

have a revelation when he cried in

ecstasy, "Thou wilt not suffer thy Holy
One to see corruption," and "At thy
right hand there are pleasures forever-
more."

There was a glimpse again of the
view beyond the dark curtain when he
exclaimed, "I shall be satisfied when I

awake in thy likeness"; "Your heart
shall live forever"; and "God will re-

deem my soul from the power of the
grave."

It is Christ alone who opened to

mankind the blessed aspirations to

immortality, aspirations which have
dignified and ennobled our human
state as nothing else has ever done be-

fore or since. If David had had any
definite conceptions of an immortal
state, it is impossible that he should
not have expressed them in his great
poems. They would have been just

what he needed, for the imaginations
of the poet have ever been fired as by
nothing else, with thoughts of immor-
tality, and of the joys of the future
state.

The most delightful of these rewards
is that we shall know the Father, the
one altogether lovely, the chief among
ten thousand. To know him was, as
Macaulay says in his great essay on
the Puritans, the crown of joy to those
devoted souls. They could think of
nothing more satisfying to the right-
eous, and so it has been with the great
army of the saints, martyrs and proph-
ets, throughout all time.
"Oh that I knew where I might find

him!" cried Job, as though that were
the first pressing need of his suffering
soul.

Many have sought for him in nature,
wandering over the mysterious moun-
tains, sailing the seas, penetrating into

remote solitudes, but, as Charles Wag-
ner says, nature at her best, even when
she displays her utmost beauty and
tenderness, is "but a fringe on the
mantle of God."

Before the closed wall of the crys-
tal skies, the old prophet cries: "Oh,
if you would rend the heavens and de-

scend among us!"—a new step in the
search for God.

It was partly in order that this

yearning of his chosen ones to behold
him might be satisfied, that God be-
came man and dwelt among us. Then
dawned the glorious revelation that
God was not "a quaffer of ambrosia, a
reveler, seated in everlasting light,

while man weeps and toils in the dark-
ness; but a God working in our flesh,

weeping our tears, joining in our
struggles, full of pity for us, even ly-

ing beside us in the grave that he might
lessen the gloom."

It is the sight and the everlasting
intimate friendship with this Being of
infinite powers and goodness, which
will form the most beautiful heavenly
reward of those who love him.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
July 24. Texts : II. Tim. 4:8; I. Pet. 1 : 3, 4 : Ps.
73 : 21-28.

Loves "The Chri^ian Herald"
Dear Editor: It is my purpose to

take your paper the balance of my life

as a compliment to Dr. Klopsch and
his great work. J. F. Davis.

Greenwood, S. C.

The Deaf
,

Can Hear
Thirty Days' Home Tria

Deaf people should sen

their names and addressi

at once to get The Elect r

phone. This wonderfi
instrument is perfected
such a degree that mai
persons formerly deaf c:

now hear the fainte

sounds, and we unhesitu
ingly send it to any afflic

ed person on thirty daj

Home Trial so that tli,

may convince themselv
they can converse as tli.i

whoare not afflicted. Y^

can enjoy concerts ai

distinctly hear publ
speakers. Thousands are in use. Many users t

us it has greatly improved their hearing and li

stopped their head noises. In many instances t

normal hearing has been entirely restored. If y^

are deaf or hard of hearing, do not fail to sei

your name and address today, and test this \\i

derful instrument, and see what many responsil

people who are using it say of The Electrophoi
Write at once. (

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO. {

391 Stewart Building, 92 State Street, Chicaf'^

The Electrophone in use

—

almost INVISIBLE

GETTHIS BO(
Send us your name and address and we will )

free, this absorbing: treatise, " Qectricity_
Remedy," written by a graduate physi-
cian o£ Hfe-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects 1

why
the Wizard Wireless.
offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home ap-
plication, and cites
many Instances
successfully treat-
ed by it.

pe
whelll
itereHj

or not shl
read this enl 1

ELECTRIC

r.

ening book or (

important and il

a subject as "1 •

tricity as a Reme "

If afflicted in any way, a

friend to one afflicted, get s

book and learn whether ;•

tricity can help. If it can a

ought to kno\r. You will d

the book with profit in y

case. Sent free, prepaid, ' 1

where. Write NOW,
you think of it. Don'l
until you forget.

Central Electric Co.

Genesee Sales C
J Suite 358. 211 Lake St.. CH (0

Adelaide St. W., Toronto n

LYON & HEALY'S
COOP CHURCI

ORGAN
At Reasonable Prices i(j

We make a specialty of large reed ort;ans. voiced

closely resemble pipe organs. Tliese church organs will

found much richer in effects than any cheap pipe organ.

Let US tell you what uur $450 Cathedral Organ w
furnish iu the way of musical effects.

Illustrated catalog free. Styles from $100 to $500. Pa
ments spread over 2 years when desired.
Fine Foldingr Organs $37.50; Fine ParU

Organs $45.00; Good Second-Hand Orgrai
at half price. '6

LYON&HEALY, Dept. F5575. CHICAG

ELECTRO-
SILICO
has achieved its world-wid
reputation as the leadingSil

ver Polish by reason of tli

wonderlul brilliancy it imparl

to SILVERWARE—witliou

scratching or wearing. II save

your Ware—as well as Time, labor and Expense

Sendaddresstorppgig SAMPLE
Full Sized Box, post paid. ]5cts. in stamps.

The ElectroSiliconCo..30Cliff St.,New \ork.

Sold by Grocers and Druggists Everywhert

n A Jack Wood did it

!

tUISTOB VDniCH

AGENTS—$33.30 A WEE
He writes— •• Hurr

;

100 more— '

first lot in 2
\— best selli

'

ever saw.'
'

dred* of ag >

coining mot -

$5.60 wortlf

tools fore

price of

Drop forged)"

finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Aitonlshing

price to •aont»—1 .200 ordered by one man.W rite at c

Don't delay. Experience unnecessary. Sample .

THOIMAS MFG. CO., 8184 Wayne St., DAVTOIf, <"
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,ook Out for Salt

With Gypsum
Government tests show that every table

Jt, save Shaker, contains considerable

psum.

In Shaker Salt we remove the gypsum
• a costly process which is ours alone.

Gypsum is plaster of Paris—the basis of

avel and gall stones. A dangerous sub-

ance to go through such organs as the

dneys, liver and spleen.

Yet you get this gypsum in every table

Jt save Shaker.

Salt That Flows
Shaker is the salt you find at every tine restau-

it—the salt that always flows freely.

N'o shaking, pounding and poking. Tip the

aker and out comes the salt—even in the damp-
; weather.

The Shaker box is made of wood fibre covered

th paraffine. It is proof against all contaniina-

_,n_dampness, odors, germs and dirt. Note the

nvenient patent spout.

• 10 Cents Per Year

m

Think what
;;h salt is

irth — salt
at doesn't

jg.salt that

feanitary,
lit free from
npsum.

>et the cost

only 10
ts per year
r common
g salt—

,".;y, coarse
1 unsani-

y-

>old by all

id grocers

ten cents

r box (east

the Rock-
'. Simply

, —Shaker
It.

BR&RY5UPS

EALY'i

Diamond Crystal
Salt Co.

St. Clair, Mich
Makers of the only salt 99 7- 10 per cent

pure, as proved by Government tests.

JEW INVENTION
DUSTLESS HOME iLl^SSS

^w HomeVacuam Cleaner
i-ipal. IV.uhle

istant Biirtion.

lana carpets, rags, mattings on floor. Titk<s phx'.' <>f

L>m9, brushes. du»t cloths. Cleans without sweeping,
jses no dust. Constant, powerful suction draws dust, diit.

grit and germs through body and fllire of

carpet into cleaner. J(o electricity, niot^ir.

power or operating expenite. Mrs. M. V.
Buckingham.Nebr. 'HoineCleoncr crrtainly
takus fine dirt out of carpets." Prof . (i*-... S.

M.D.wcll. I'a : "Took 8K ounces fine dirt
from carpet 10x13 ft." So they go Hun-
dreds of Ltt-^TB of praise and satisfm-tinn.

Lady had matting too old to take op
Cleaner saved It; cleaned on floor.

So handy, so easy. Weii^hs 9 lbs. Think
:>i it! A duatless home—ch-ancr tJian ever
J>cfore—with<'<it swt-opinn. dusting, house-

r^anint; New Home Vacnum Cleaner,
Price $8.80. Does t<anie work as higher

great blessing
In r.'1..|..rf possible «.nlv for the rich.

inr.-n.-iiof all-rich. >rpoor
ciivt.rcoiinirv Sentany-

where. Urdor now

—

yr.iilwr.nt

Not sold in stores.

A erelit8

$50'to $180 perweek
W It MMrkian.l'a.-'.'^co,

.30 A

Sold 32 80 far this

8'^^i^?%S'1^^?^9!'-^-,^' .iS week. iriakiiiL' To in 9

•0\j ^^feafgoagiftg SoldSVacaomClean-
^^tSfaSBr ers last Saturday —

_ my first attempt
"

I old, worn out proposition. Entirely new. Field un-
', lied — unlimited. Exnerionco unnecessary. Takes every

nly by storm, Sells itself. Make money easy Men or
;nen. All or part time. Sliow 10 families, sell 9- EnormoQB
aand. Think of millions of li<.inrg wanting—needing Vacuum
aner. Start now in a profitable, easy, important business,
ley comes easy. Don't delay. Don't let someone else beat
t^Mt. Write to-day for Agents Big Profit Plan. Risk a penny
'ring tidal wave of success.

f
'ARMSTRONG MFC CO., 1122 Alms BiiiUing, Cncmnat!. Ohio

Bi^Book on "BRECO'"
'rite Now-Samples Free— Kubbci' Rooftna
Jk Free, Direct from tac- Freight Prepaid
' '7«1.36-$1.a6-$2.2e per Roll. Frel^'lit
I I towcHt hounrJary llneMliui.,cIuwa,Mo. and
tu ot BoutU lino Term. KelliibN

'ii quality, (luaranteed water-
lot; nre-reelBtlng

J durable.

lib Breese Bros. Co.
jlngPipt. T7,Clncliinill,0hlo

Living witli Chri^*

THE very word "Christian" should
mean that one lives with Christ.

You are not his child, if you do not
feel yourself to be as close to him as
to those of your own household.

"If you wish to hear an answer to

your questioning," says George Mathe-
son, "you must come inside the house"
with Jesus. It is there only, close to

him, in daily communion with him, that
we may get "the calm mind, the placid
conscience, the rested heart, the bend-
ing will, the quiet patience, the tran-
quil faith, the underlying peace, the

optimistic love," which he is ready to

bestow, but which can not be imparted
suddenly, in an instant, or by means of
irregular, spasmodic communion. It

can come only through daily associa-
tion of the mind and heart with Jesus.
We betray at once, to the intelligent

eye, the sort of people with whom we
have lived. If we are boorish and un-
refined, it is inferred by those who see
us that we have kept company with
the boorish and unrefined.

Sometimes this is unjust. There are
those who are innately so vulgar that
neither the best companionship nor
any amount of training can elevate
them. All the pearls in the world
would fail to attract the admiration or
cultivate the taste of swine, though
constantly cast before them.

Still, all should remember, especially
the young, that the fathers and moth-
ers, the brothers and sisters, all those
with whom we have lived, are discred-
ited by us, when we do evil. "Birds of
a feather flock together," is so generally
true a proverb that it is universally
accepted. Let us beware then how we
conduct ourselves outside our homes,
lest we dishonor those whom we love.

Several instances are on record, and
doubtless many more have occurred, of

conversions which have been caused
simply by a godly example presented
to a whole household. In one very
striking case, no word was spoken, no
direct religious instruction was ever
given by a certain good woman, who
boarded with several others in an irre-

ligious family; yet so unselfish and
loving was her disposition, and so

faithful was she to all the observances
of her religion, that the skepticism and
indifference of the others melted before
her sweet fidelity, and they, too, be-

came followers of the Lamb.
The trouble with us all is likely to

be that we treat our Saviour as an
occasional guest—a great and honored
one, it may be, but not as the intimate

and deeply beloved Elder Brother of

our family—a part of our very lives,

whose estate and reputation are bound
up with our own, and whom we are
expected by every one to resemble.

It is true that the realization of such
nearness is hard. Imagination on the

part of the mind, and consecration on

the part of the spirit, must be exerted

to the utmost.
"The relation to God," says Presi-

dent King, "has a universality all its

own. To come into any worthy per-

sonal relation to a God, right relation

to whom involves right relation to all

others and to all else, is no holiday

task. It calls for a girding up of the

loins of our minds. It is not, to use

the words of a Kempis, the work of

one day, nor children's sport."

Only by this constant, daily associa-

tion with the divine can we fulfil the

noble injunction of Robert Browning:

So duly, daily needs provision be

For keeping the soul's prowess possible.

Building new barriers as the old decay.

Savins; us from evasion of life's proof,

Putting the question ever. "Does God love.

And will ye hold that truth against the world?"

Read the Word daily, pray without

ceasing. So and so only may we live

with God, realize his love, and "hold

his truth against the world."

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, July 24.

Texts : Gal. 2 : 20; I. John 5 : 1-12.

The Natural Flavor

of the richest and purest cow's milk is retained in Bor-

den's Peerless Brand Evaporated Jlilk (unsweetened)

It is especially adapted for use either plain or diluted on

breakfast fruits or cereals. In coffee and chocolate it is

much better than fresh cream. It enriches all milk dishes

Each hour saved in the kitchen

Means an hour on the porch

A\fe Propose This to \bu,

Mrs. Housewife
Let us bake the beans for a month of hot

weather, then decide for yourself about going
back to home baking.
We have an army of excellent cooks here, and

they have the best of facilities. Millions of folks
consider their beans the best that were ever baked.
Let them soak the beans, boil them and bake

them.and send them to you ready to serve. They'll
be just as fresh—just as savory—as though they
came direct from the oven.
You can keep a dozen meals on the pantry

shelf, ready to serve in a minute. Think what
that means in August.

They bake in steam ovens, heated to 245 de-

grees. They bake in small parcels so the full heat
goes through. Home -baked beans were never
half so digestible.

Yet the skins are not broken, the beans are not
crisped. The beans come out nut-like, mealy and
whole, because we don't use dry heat.

And the tomato sauce is baked into the beans,
giving a delicious zest.

These cooks of ours use only Michigan beans.
And they pick out by hand just the whitest and
plumpest—the finest beans grown.

Telephone your grocer for a month's supply.
These are the days of all days to have mea's
ready-cooked.
When summer is over, let your folks decide

about going back to the old kind. They will

never vote to change.

The National Dish Vingmps The National Dish

Don't get the wrong brand, for there are no
other beans like Van Camp's. We pay for our dry
beans four times what some beans cost. We
make our tomato sauce from whole, vine-ripened
tomatoes. It costs five times what some sauce

sells for. That makes a world of difference.
This premier food, which is 84 per cent, nutri-

ment, should be served in the best way known.
It is a very cheap food—an ideal food. Let your
folks have the kind they prefer.

Three sizes: 10, 15 and 20 cents per can. (79)

Van Camp Packing Co.,
Elstablished

1861 Indianapolis, Ind.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

TYPEWRITERS J;!i\MAKESI
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise

1. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'4to!^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHERE for Free Trial, or

KENTKU sllowing Rent to APPLT
fKICES 9 IS.00 UP

flntClua Hachines Frtab from the Mfrs—Write fir ll]u9tr*t*d Catalog 71

Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-91 LAKE ST.. CHICAGO

li SHADE^SHADE
ROLLERS

IfI
^F Original aod unequalled.

I WV/ood or tin rollers. ' Improved
|f requires no tacks. Inventor's

signature on genuine:

COOL KITCHEN! FREE
Wonderful Hot Weather Stove Burns Air ! Tf jp ¥
FUEL DRAWN PRINCIPALLY FROM ATMOSPHERE

Suiuiiu'r i''

Is <»f ;tir tn one gallon
iinfort. Absolute satVty-

SCIENTIFICTEST
proves that this Stove

iOn co,al oil. Cheapest
tiangerous like gasoline.

This Valveless, Wickless, Automatic, Oil-Gas and Air Burner Stove
economically generates gas from kerosene or common coal oil, mixing it

with air. INTEiNSKST HEAT concentrated under cooking vessels.
Not thrown out to overheat kitchen. HOUSEWIVES HAPPY.
A ni.izinsr Results. Perfect Service—Economy—Comfort. To operate:
Tm'U knob, touch match. Gas generateti passes through air mixer. Consumes
395 barrels of air to every gallon of oil. Gas Are—intense heat. Perfect
comliustion. Absolute safety. For more or less heat simply turn knob-
then it's self-regulating. Ketiuires no more attention. No wick—not even a
valve. Nothing to leak, clog or close up.

FNTmi<\IA<JTin PRflKF D.CARN, ind.. writes: "Costs only 4}-:? centstWinUaiHailU t^KHI^t. a tlay for fuel." L. NOKRIS, Vt.: "Saves at
least M to 75 per cent, over wood and coal." E. ARNOLD, Neb.: "Range
cost me $5.50 per month for fuel. Harrison $1.25 a month; saves $4.25 per
month." L. I. RICH, N. C: "Grandest stove for sunmier I ever saw."
E. L. COOPER. Tenu.: "Gives satisfaction in every respect. Certainly
housewife's friend during hot weather." J. C. CAMPBELL, Nebr.: "Far superior to any other oil or gasoline
stove. Perfectly safe, economical, cleanly. Fine baker and gi'eat comfort to us." THO.S. VINCENT, Wis.:
"Wife never had anything i>he enjoyed so much. It is very quick—no heated room or dirt. Siii-passes anythuig we
ever saw." MRS. E. E. FITE, O.: "Best, cleanest and most perfect stove we ever used." A. HOECK, Fla.:

"Can't speak too highly hi praise ot them." E. ILBBS. N.Y.: "Bought one of your
stoves three years ago. It is a perfect wonder. Would not part with it for ten times its
cost." J. LUFT, Kans.: "The longer I use it the better 1 like it."

NOT LIKE THOSE SOLD IN STORES.
Ideal for roastmg, baking, cooking, ironing, canning fruit, picnics, cottages, camping. No

hot, fiery kitchens. Absolutely safe—can't explode. Not dangerous like gasoline.
Simple, durable—lasts for years. Housekeeper's friend. Saves time, labor, money. All
eizes. Price low -$3.35 and up. Prepare for the heated term. Write to-day. Send no

money—just yom- name and address. We wUl send you full description—
bundreds of testimonials. Best summer stove on earth.

WHIRLWIND SUCCESS FOR AGENTS.
HEAD & FRAZIEr, Tex., write: "Enclose $81.00; rush. Sell like hot cakes.

Sold 60 in our town." B. R. HIISTED. Mich.: "Out one
day, sold 11." L. RUDDIMAN, Mich.: "Congratulate
you on your success; sold 4 one day." HY. SEARLE,
Ark.: ''Sold 8 in IK hours." MBS. NETTIE JENSEN:
"Sold 7 after five o'clock." So they go. Liv€st agent's
proposition out. This patent new—nothuig else Itke it.

Not sold in stores. Demand enormous. Agents reaping
harvest of dollars. Every family needs and wants one.
Show 12—sell 10. Write to-day for 1910 agent's special
plan. Get in early.

WORLD MFG. CO., 774 World BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio



Home Music CrownsHome Life
NOTHING adds more to the refining influences and the full enjoyment of the home circle than the mspiriting power of music. Grave

J, , or gay, it is a source of comfort for the older members, and gives an outlet for the overflowing spirits of youth. The children join

with abandon' in the rollicking chorus and are wholesomely impressed by selections of a more sober nature.

The Columbia Graphophone is the perfect musical instrument for the home. The whole range of musical accomplishment is at

its command—the vocal or instrumental solo, the orchestral or band selection,—reproduced and rendered without a trace of mechanical effort.

The home life is incomplete without a Columbia Graphophone. As a means of educating your children and inculcating a sense

of the beauties of music, it is incomparable. By hearing an accomplished artist again and again, your daughter can best obtain that style

and expression which no amount of teaching can give ; your boy can realize to the full the capacity of the instrument he plays and obtain

those little finishing touches which mean so much. We all know of the trouble with some children to get them to pay any attention to their

music. The Columbia Graphophone is the one instrument that awakes in them that desire to learn, without which teaching is a dis-

couraging task. The realization of the ideal home life, for every member of the family, is through the Columbia Graphophone.

Now is the time to get the full enjoyment from your instrument. Out on the porch in the cool of the summer evening, forget the heat

and trials of the day. We present below a suggestion of two outfits of machines and records for your consideration. Our nearest dealer has

a complete stock of machines and records, and will gladly show you them and play selections for you. We can give you his name if you ask.

DISe ©R eVLINDER TYPE
Prices, $20 to $200

The "B N" Complete Outfit

(DISCJ

The first high-grade disc machine

ever offered at its price. A faithful

reproducing instrument of faultless

workmanship and finish right

through. Furnished with your

choice of six Double-Disc Records

(twelve full selections) and two

hundred needles.

Price, at Any Columbia Dealer's,

$28.90
and on the easy monthly payment
plan, if you prefer.

The "BKr Complete Outfit

(CYLINDER)

One of the most popular cylinder
Graphophones. Compact, shapely
and simple, it is an entirely new de-

parture in talking machine design.

No rubber tube, no horn crane, no
horn-stand, no clumsy attachments,
nothing to get out of order.
Plays both Two-Minute aiul Four-Min-

ute Recorils, and the horn swings In any
desired direclion. With your selection of
six Columbia Indestructible Records,

Price, at Any Columbia Dealer's,

$37.10
An outfit that will Rive you inexhaust-

ible pleasure for years to come. Easy
terms, anywliere.

COLUMBIA
REeORDS ©N e©LUMBIH GRAPHOPHONES

In Columbia Records the Graphophone user has a wealth of musical talent at his command. Instrumental solos, duets, trios,

by every popular instrument ; band and orchestral selections played by the famous combinations of either group ; vocal solos, ranging

from the popular "hits," the standard songs and ballads, to the selections from Grand Opera by the greatest artists in the world.

The Columbia Company first introduced Double-Disc Records—the most popular innovation among users of disc machines.

The Columbia Indestructible Record is our latest achievement for the improvement of cylinder machines and has absolutely done

away with the fragile wax record. Catalogs at any Columbia dealer's or by mail.

Those ©Id Familiar Hymns
THERE'S no sort of music that seems to lend itself

to reproduction on Columbia Records like

such grand old hymns as "Nearer, My God, to Thee,"

sung in the Columbia laboratory by well-known chor-

isters from certain famous New York City churches.

And that's a thing that you may never have realized.

Think of your own favorite hymn, sung as you may
have heard it on some one special occasion—solo, duet

or quartet—and then hear it pouring from the reproducer

of the Columbia Graphophone. It will be the

living voice—flawless, full, rich and beautifully clear in

lone and enunciation.

It is impossible to realize the effect produced by
Columbia Records of sacred music without actually

hearmg them played. There is no exaggeration in

saying that the one difference between hearing "Abide
with Me" rendered by the Grace Church Choir of

New York City and hearing it on the Columbia
Graphophone is merely a difference of surroundings.

Some eighty-seven of the hymns and sacred selections that

have found a permanent place in the affections o! the people are
included in IheCatalogne of Columbia Disc and Cylinder Records

Records by Gipsy Smith

WE are fortunate in having the exclusive right to

reproduce the songs of Gipsy Smith, the

famous evangelist. Gipsy Smith's voice is marvelously

sympathetic, and it happens, also, to be a wonderful

recording voice. The reproduction is unmistakably

faithful to the original and very few records ever made

can compare with these for distinctness.

Although it is well-nigh impossible to convey in

words an adequate impression of those qualities which

render the singing of Gipsy Smith so unique and so

supremely attractive, it should be said that overshadow-

ing all others of these qualities, is felt the expression

of a loving human sympathy as wide as the universe

itself. In the vivid accents of a faith that is complete

and perfect, and a sincerity, the fervor of which carries

an unmistakable message to the heart of every listener,

is found the true spirit of the evangelist shining through

his recorded work.

If you own a talking machine mail us $1,

and we will send you prepaid No. A 5146—
"He Lifted Me," and "Jesus, the Light of

the World," and a complete record catalogue with it.

eOLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH eO., Gen'l, Dept. U, Tribune BIdg., N. Y.
Creators of the Talking-Machino Incliistry. pioneers and Leaders in the Talkh.^Ma.-hine Ait. Owners of tlie Fnndamental Patents. Largest Mannfaotuvers of TalkinE-Maeliines in the World,

rnces m Canada plus duty. Headquarters for Canada-264 Yonge Street, Toronio, Ont. Dealers wanted-Ex.-lusive selling rights given where we are not properly represented.
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June 29, 1910.

Your paper is full of the very essence of

hiBh-class thought, and must be wielding a
tremendous influence with the masses to ennoble
life and brinjf out latent qualities to tell for the

honor of our King. Bringing out as you are
the grandest thought of the most earnest men
of the day, must have weight in moulding other
lives to follow the highest and truest.

McKinney, Tex. H. A. L. Greenwood.

April 13, 1910.

I am so thankful I had the privilege of Dr.
Klopsch's acquaintance through The Christian
Hekald so many years. The world is the better

for his having lived the few years. I hope your
paper will continue to live in more families.

A paper moulds the minds of its readers. Your
paper's influence is good. I am so thankful
you can go on with the paper as it was.

Joy. III. Mrs. Martha N. Lutz.

April 22, 1910.

I feel ver.v much honored to be one of THE
Christian Herald family. We get more con-
solation from The Christian Herald than
from all the rest of our subscriptions combined.
Speers Ferry, Va. A. J. WoLFE.

April 22, 1910.

I have been a reader of The Christian Hei!-
ald for years and I know of no paper that can
lill its place. May The Herald continue under
its present editor to build up humanity to the
cause of Christ, and to care for the needy is my
prayer. L. W. Bkown.
Havana, Has.

April 15, 1910.
May the good work of The Christian Herald

be carried on as formerly, with God's blessing
overruling. Mrs. G. A. Lane.
Sherwood, Calif.

April 20. 1910.
I have been a subscriber for The Christian

Herald for many years and think there is no
paper e<iual to it. We wish it all success and
prosperity. Mrs. H. Franklin.
Bradford. Pa.

April 20, 1910.
We hope for continued prosperity for the

paper, since the death of the greatly beloved
and widely lamented Dr. Klopsch. May wisdom
and help of God be given to the one who shall
take his place in management of the interests
of the paper, etc. Mrs. C. T. Tu.xeord.
Escanaba, Mich.

April 12, 1910.
I have been very much affected by the death

(as we called it) of Dr. Klopsch, but we know
that he is not dead, but among the living in an
upper sphere, employed again in the work of
the Master. I never saw him, but I love him.
We will follow by and by, and be with God and
with Christ Jesus. May the Lord continue to
bless The Christian Herald.
N. Yakima, Wa.ih. Rev. F. J. Jacroux.

March 30, 1910.
When I saw the account of Dr. Klopsch's

death, I felt like my dearly loved paper was
almost ruined, but upon reflection 1 was sure
some one else would be raised up to take his
place and go on with his good work.

Westfield, Ind. Mrs. George Kittinger.

April 11, 1910.
I am glad you will take an interest in the

paper and its subscribers, for you could not
have been left anything better than The Chris-
tian Herald. Mrs. W. H. Pease.
Monson, Mass.

April 12, 1910.
It is with regret that we learn of the home-

going of the chief editor of the paper, but I
understand the paper is to continue as before.

Findluy, O. Mrs. Anna S. Boyer.

April 25, 1910.
We are grieved to give up our faithful leader,

but I hope to remain in The Christian Her-
ald family the remainder of my days.

Troy. Mo. Mrs. C. J. Leofler.

April 9, 1910.
We pray our kind heavenly Father to bless

you in the heavy task of editing this wonderful
P"Per. Angeline Pearson.

Fairrnount, Ind.

April 6, 1910.
Dr. Klopsch was a man of most wonderful

ability and consecration. Words cannot express
our great loss. May the Lord ble.ss and still
carry on the good work of our mutual friend
and leader, and greater power rest on the one
who takes his place.

Gainesville. Fla. Mr. AND Mrs. J. E. Bates.

April 13, 1910.
I am glad to see the work goes on though

the workman dies, and the Master lives and
I't-iRns. C. M. W. Foster.
Johnstown. 'Pa.

August 5, 1910.
While all of us greatly mourn the loss of Dr.

Klopsch, I am glad to note that you are keep-
ing the paper up to its highest standard.

SI. Augustine, Fla. Rev. J. H. Martin.

April 22, 1910.

I appreciate your inestimable paper so highly

that I hope to be able to have its weekly visits

while I live. It has been a constant source of

inspiration and helpfulness to me ever since I

first took it. May The Christian Herald
have a long life of usefulness.

Concord, Pa. M. ^^ENNIE DONNELLY.

July 29, 1910.

Ycu may put my name on the life-long list

as I anticipate its weekly arrival with great
pleasure, and never want my home to be with-

out it. Mrs. Fred S. Spencer.
Rockford, III.

I was so surprised to learn of the death of

dear Dr. Klopsch. He seemed to be so en-
tirely in touch with both the spiritual and
physical needs of the human race that his loss

will be greatly felt, but the Lord has seen fit

to call him home to rest from his labors. He
is able to supply his place, and so we will trust

that the work will continue and make con-
tinual progress. M. M. McKissACK.

Plainfield, N. J.

April 8, 1910.

I appreciate your paper, which is always on
the right side of things. W. H. SWIFT.

Honesdale, Pa.

March 24, 1910.

May God grant that the good work of The
Christian Herald may continue, even though
our dear friend and brother has gone to re-

ceive his reward. Dr. Klopsch's monument is

already erected ; it is not one of marble, but
the fruits of the work done among nations in

the time of catastrophe. His works follow him.
Mt. Hermon. Mass. Wm. P. Hang.

As for The Christian Herald, we cannot do
without it. Mrs. G. R. Turner.
South Bend, Ind.

April 2, 1910.

Hope The Christian Herald will continue
to enlarge and grow in its wonderful work.

Nashville, Tenn. Harry Myers.

April 12, 1910.
Long live The Christian Herald is my wish,

which has furnished so much comfort and
pleasure. Mrs. R. A. Green.

Bastrop, Tex.

April 21, 1910.
I thought when dear Dr. Talmage was taken

the paper then would fail, but Dr. Klopsch car-
ried it on so that we never knew the difference,
and I trust the paper will still be the same un-
der your management, as it has been said God's
servants pass away, but his work still goes on.
May the dear Lord bless and sustain you in the
labor of love. Mrs. Sophronia Camp.
Hockport. III.

April 8, 1910.
With the loss of our dear friend and editor.

Dr. Klopsch, my first thought was what will
we do without The Christian Herald'.' Am
so glad that it will still come as a weekly visitor
to our home. May God bless you abundantly
in your work. Mrs. C. S. Graham.
Lansiny, Mich.

April 9, 1910.
I was sorry to read of the death of Dr.

Klopsch. Hope all branches of his work will
be kept ui>. Seldom does a good man die but
the Lord raises up some one to continue his
work. H. B. Dewey.

Clayton, N. Y.

April 4. 1910.
I have been a subscriber for the paper for

over fifteen years anil trust it will still be a
weekly visitor to my home in the future. Al-
though our dear editor has left us, his work
and influence still live.

Sterliny, Neb. Mrs. Helen M. Brown.

March 15, 1910.
The Christian Herald is one of the most

powerful and influential papers in our Chris-
tian civilization. Many, very many days have
gone by since I was a regular subscriber. I

have kept many copies that they may help me
as a member of The Christian Herald family.

Hurlock, Md. JNO. C. Medi'ohd.

EVER since Dr. Klopsch passed away we have been receiving

large numbers of letters of encouragement and of confi-

dence in the future of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD.

We never had any doubt of the allegiance of the whole
Christian Herald Family, but it is gratifying to receive so many
assurances of good faith.

Extracts from a limited number of letters are published on
this page.

March 16, 1910.

May your excellent paper, under new leader-
ship, continue to exert its wholesome influence,

until our blessed Lord, whose right it is to

reign, shall come again and overthrow all the
powers of darkness. Gerrit Huyser.

Detroit, Mich.

April 18, 1910.
I have been a subscriber for fourteen years

and I love the pure, clean reading, and ear-
nestly hope that it may continue the same.
Wishing The Herald success,

Cuba. N. y. Mrs. M. G. Capen.

The Herald is a great help and comfort to
us. Mrs. John J. Van Den Bergh.
Santa Barbara, Calif.

April 22, 1910.
We are very much pleased with your paper.

I was formerly a reader of the Home Herald,
but I find The Christian Herald more inter-
esting. It is a very helpful paper for any one
to read. A. LaRoche.
Bound Brook, N. J.

April 22, 1910.
For your encouragement, let me say, I was

taken into your family by adoption from the
Home Herald, and am delighted with the new
order : never have noticed an objectionable fea-
ture in your paper; read it with pleasure and
reverence. Olin Hill.

Providence, R. I.

April 11, 1910.
I could not do without the Herald.
Bovina, Miss. Geo. H. Clarke.

April 16, 1910.
While the Lord has deemed it wise to call the

master mind of Dr. Klopsch, Sr., to his reward
I feel assured that The Christian Herald will
still maintain its high standard of excellence.
Johnstown, N. Y. Mrs. A. R. Kinne.

July 27, 1910.
My mother said the Bible and Christian

HERALD had been her greatest comforts in all
her life, and I feel the same.
Fort Benton, Mont. Mrs. G. H. Stevens.

April 7, 1910.
We are all sad that The Chrlstian Herald

has lost its beloved leader, but believe his work
must and will be carried on.

Gregory. Mich. Mrs. Viola A. Wasson.

April 15. 1910.
I am glad to see The Christian Herald con-

ducted so nobly in the absence of Dr. Klopsch,
and may God prosper it in the future as it has
been in the past. Wallace Darhow.
Yorktown Heights, N. Y.

April 18, 1910.
The paper is all one could desire for the

home. Mrs. George' E. Smith.
Springfield, Mo.

March 22, 1910.
Am very sorry to learn of the death of your

editor. Hope your arrangements are such that
you will continue publishing right along, for
we enjoy the paper very much.

Minneapolis, Minn. A. R. Miller & Son.

April 14, 1910.
I am exceedingly sorrowful and in deep

sympathy with you at the loss of our Dr. Louis
Klopsch. I feel, though, the work will go on
and Dr. Klopsch is more alive to-day than ever
before. Mrs. Ella Powers.

Colorado Springs, Col.

April 22, 1910.
I hope that the paper will come forward reg-

ularly, as I do not wish to miss a number, and
wish God's blessing upon your publication and
work in general. J. P. Richardson, Jr.

St. Louis, Mo.

March 14, 1910.
Now, though our honored leader, Louis

Klopsch, has gone, 1 am sure the work so nobly
begun will still find noble hearts and ready
hands to carry it on. Mrs. A. W. Norton.

Grass Lake, Mich.

April 14, 1910.
No words can express how Dr. Klopsch will

be missed. But let the good work that he
loved so well go on. 1 want to send my little
share in as soon as possible. 1 wish I could do
"lore. Mrs. Theodore D. Dimon.
New York City, N. Y.

April 11, 1910.
I am sure that our heavenly Father will see

fit to let some one else take the place of Dr.
Klopsch to carry on the noble work.
Sun Diego, Calif. Miss J. Reimers.

March 18, 1910.The Christian Herald has done a noble
work among the world's people. It is my hope
and belief that The Herald will go on in the
same spirit of truth. Mrs. Caroline Drake
Avon, III.

April 28, 1910.
Have been a patron of The Herald formany years and prize it highly.
Thermalito, Calif. Mrs. E. B. Cooper.

,,, ,
April ?5, 1910. i

We hear with great sorrow of the death ofir
Dr. Klopsch, but God will surely provide that
the great work of The Christian Herald mayi
go on with ever increasing usefulness.

Peking, China. Mrs. Mary H. Calhoun. '

April 21, 1910.
Please accept our heartfelt sym|)athy in you.

loss of Dr. Klopsch. Praying his successors
may follow his example and continue his greal
work and wishing you and the other member
of the staff all prosperity.

Quebec, Can. Mrs. Wm. Anderson.

April 18, 1910.
Wishing our paper may be brighter eacl

year and grow in usefulness as it has done
heretofore. Mrs. C. H. Winders.

Satsop, H'h.s/j.

March 10, 1910.
May the same God who has taken the be

loved Dr. Louis Klopsch, the leader in so mam
good works, raise up Joshuas to fill his placi
and to go forward to accomplish great thing:
for the world in the service of the Lord Jesus
And may each member of the large family o
The Chrlstian Herald readers help those whi
lead, if only by offering much prayer for thei
success. Margaret W. Lewis.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

April 4, 1910.
I have been a reader of The Christian Kei;

Ai.D for many years. We appreciate it. Ma
God bless and prosper it is the wish of

Delphi, Ind. Andrew Goetz.

April 11, 1910.
The Herald has been a welcome visitor t

me for many years, and I hope it will continu
to be a great help in the future.

Cullasaja, N. C. J. J. Watkins.
,

March 16, 1910.
I have been a reader of The Christian Hki;

ALD for a good many years, and I always sai
that I would rather have The Herald com
into my home once a week than all the dail
liapers in the United States; because 1 coul^
lind all the important news without reading o
scanning columns of rea<ling that could only li

degrading and demoralizing.
Obcrlin, Kan. Mrs. J. S. Forsdick.

March 14, 1910.
I have been a reader of The Christian Hki

ALD for many years, having commenced whe
Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage was its editor, and
rejoice in its great growth and its powers fu
goodness in the world.
Hudson, N. Y. Peter R. Fingar. '

i

... 1

March 22, 1910.
,

*

I reared my four children on The Christia
Herald. They are grown now and good wome
and men. My sympathies go out to all on tl

staff of the beloved Christian Herald.
Lynchburg, Va. Mrs. E. T. Krebbs.

March 21, 1910. J
I am sorry to hear of the death of Mj 1

Klopsch, but suppo.se it will make no differenc. t
with the publication of the paper.

Rochester, Minn. F. A. Poole.

March 23, 1910.
j

I hope The Christian Herald will contini

'

to be the interesting magazine it has been, j

Los Angeles, Calif. Mrs. N. Orr.
j

Allow me to state in reference to The Chri:I
TIAN Herald that I think it is the best pap*!
published. It is very valuable to me. I live oi

a ranch, twenty-five miles from a town. Whij
a pleasure and a comfort the grand sermons i

The Christian Herald are to me. When ot

reads these eloquent sermons and meditati
over them they feel as though they had attendi
church. Best wishes and success to The Chki.
TIAN Herald staff. Mrs. J. C. Hollebeke.

Carmel, Tex.

April 6. 1910.

Was very sorry to read of the death of D
Klopsch. Hope his mantle may have fallc

upon some of his associates and that the goi

work may go on. Mrs. John Jemison.
Middlebonrne, W. Va.

April 8, 1910.

Allow me to express my profound regret ai

sympathy because of the death of the man wl

has done so much for the paper and humani
and hope for the future of this paper that h:

done so much good in the j)ast.

Port Orford, Ore. Rev. Chas. W. HigciNS.

March 16, 1910.

The ways of Providence are past finding oi

but when God's servants are cut off from H

earth heaven opens to such as he. The woi
man may fall, but the work must still go o

The life of God surely controlled Dr. Klopsc
With sincere wishes for the continued succe
and good work t)f your invaluable paper Ti

Christian Herald. James Pierce.
Drakesboro, Ky.
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A Korean Country Church Built by the Members The City Gate of Seoul, the Capital Th« Quaint Native Chair

A MIBNIGMT
"^^ONGDO, the ancient capital of Korea, is a city

^ of about one hundred and twenty thousand

i>—' people, and lies fifty miles north of Seoul. As
missionary my work was in this great heathen

ity, and a few months after my arrival there oc-

urred one of the most interesting; as well as terri-

yinp experiences in my life in that country.

It was during the Japanese - Russian war. The
entle, peace-lovinj; Koreans saw their land trodden
y the hosts of the Japanese army; marauding
ands of rough soldiers were laying waste the vil-

.iges and plundering the defenseless people. From
cross the Yellow Sea came
ews of the American boycott
nd bitter anti-foreign feeling
n China. Disquiet and hos-
ility were in the air, and not
ven the wisest dared proph-
sy the outcome.
It became necessary for me
go to Seoul. Our mission-

ries were few, they were
yerburdened, and I must go
lone, for no one could be
pared from the work to go
/ith me. There was no rail-

oad, and a trip of fifty miles
verland by narrow mountain
'aths was a tiresome journey
f two days. The means of
ravel in Korea are varied,
ut not very choice. There
re no horses and the tiny
.ittle ponies are so vicious and
nruly that women seldom
are to ride them. The na-
ives are splendid pede.strians
nd think nothing of walking
everal hundred miles. There
emained, therefore, but rtne

/ay, namely, to be carried,
^he Korean closed chair is

nly a little different from the
edan chair in structure; this
' used by all high-class na-
ive ladies who venture be-
ond their own courtyards.
We started a little after

lidnight, Wednesday morn-
ig. Four chair-coolies, all strangers, and Ke
'ai, a Christian boy whom I knew, comprised my
scort. Since I knew little of the language, my
riends thought it best for us not to stop overnight
t any of the inns along the way, for they were all

^ualid and small as well as sometimes unsafe. By
tarting at midnight and traveling the rest of the
\Rht and the next day, we could make the fifty
iiles by twelve the next night, if all went well.
Daybreak Wednesday found us far from Songdo.

By MISS ELLASUE WAGNER
Author of "Kim So Bang," *'Pobjemie" and Others

Soon the rain came down in heavy sheets and the

narrow pathway became muddy and slippery, while
the tired, struggling men pressed onward, every
little while losing their footing. It was a long,

weary day, and by late afternoon the heavy rains

had made rushing torrents of the mountain streams.

The primitive temporary bridges of brush-wood had

Korea's New Masters—the Soldiers of Japan

been swept away. The zigzag stream had been
crossed many times on our way and with each cross-

ing it gi-ew deeper and more turbulent; at the last

fording it was ahove the waists of the men, and they
lifted the chair on their shoulders to keep it clear

of the water, as they fought their way across the
flood. I sat with closed eyes, feiring to see the yel-

low waters swallow us up. Without warning, the
man in front stumbled and lurched forward, break-
ing the shaft. The creaking chair slipped and

dipped sideways into the river. Just how they

managed to get me to shore I do not know; foi

although in no real danger, I was considerably
shaken up and unnerved.

Night soon closed in, the blackest, darkest night I

think I ever saw. The rain had ceased, but the

heavy mist hung like a blanket over the earth. The
little paper lanterns with their tiny candles gave but
faint light and were extinguished every little while
by the strong puffs of wind. I had not thought of
being afraid before leaving home, but as we slowly
wound our way along the narrow paths in the dark-

ness I found myself trembling
with excitement. Wet to the
skin, cold and uncomfortable
in the broken chair, it was
small wonder that under the
conditions I found it difficult

to control my fears. All the
unpleasant stories ever heard
of the robbers who infest

these mountains, thoughts of

the uprising in China, and of

the Korean we bung (insur-

gents) all came to mind, as I

peered into the blackness
ahead.
The mountain, north of

Seoul, is crossed by Peking-
Pass. About midnight we
came to the foot of this moun-
tain and began the ascent.

The mountain is quite bare,
and standing at the bottom, in

daylight, one can easily see
the top and the clear-cut pass
to the summit. We had over-
taken the relay of chair-
coolies in the afternoon, but
the journey had been long and
trying on all, and the men,
completely exhausted, swayed
and reeled from one side of
the path to the other under
their heavy burden, while
their quick, sharp breathing-
was painful to hear. I in-

sisted that they should rest,

and gladly they threw them-
selves down on the wet grass by the way-
side. Grateful for an opportunity to rest my
cramped limbs, I scrambled from the chair, then
stood transfixed with fear and terror. Coming over
the crest of the mountain were hundreds of torches
and lanterns. Faintly from far away came strange
wild voices, shouting and screaming. Louder, louder
swelled the weird, fantastic noise, and drums, bells

and gongs cou'd be heard.
Continued on page 660
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Dwight L. Moody

WHAT grand singing: we would have on this

earth, if everybody believed that "God is

love." This morning I was speaking on

that subject. I was trying to show that for 6,000

years God has been trying to show the world that

he loves it.

Some one has picked me up about my theologJ^

Astonishing how many people like to straighten me
out in my theology ! The

most frequent mistake I

encounter is the impres-

sion that God loves only

those who love him; that

he loves the good people,

but not the sinner. That

is the devil's lie; drive

that back to where it

comes from. God loves

the sinner. God hates the

sin, but loves the sinner.

If you have a child that

has got the smallpox, you
hate smallpox, but you
love the child, don't you?
You see the distinction.

Now, God hates sin worse

than you ever hated smallpox; but God loves the

sinner more than you ever loved the child—any one

of you. If I cannot prove that from the Bible, I

can't prove anything. Jesus Christ did not die for

good people. He died for the lost; he died for sin-

ners. He died for the whole world—good, bad,

indifferent, all together. That is the teaching of

Scripture.
Now, a good deal of this false theology we get

from our mothers. You get it from your mother.

You very often hear the mother teach the child that

God loves it when it is good, and hates it when it

is bad. Very bad theology.

The Wrong Kind of Teaching

I was in a train some time ago, and a child got

restless. The probability was the child didn't take

proper food. It cried and the mother said : "If you
don't stop, I shall give you to the first policeman
when we get out of the car." The mother lied. She
wouldn't give it to the policeman. That didn't scare

the child, and then she said she would throw it out

of the window. That was another lie. She wouldn't
do it. If any one had taken the child and thrown
it out of the window, there would have been a row
there pretty quick, wouldn't there?

Now, when you teach the child that God loves it

when it is good and hates it when it is bad, what is

the child going to do when it grows up? If it is as

bad as most of us have been, we would think it

belonged to the devil. Suppose you have a neigh-
bor cursing and swearing, and you teach the boy
that when it is good it belongs to you, and when it

is bad it belongs to that neighbor, it wouldn't know
to whom it was born. Now, there has never been a
day since the child was born that you didn't love it.

Did you notice that God never told Adam that he
loved him until he put him out of Eden? When
Adam fell, God came down and showed his love.

That is the teaching of Scripture. Ah, but you say,
what is the thought of the passage : "God is angry
with sinners every day"? One of the strongest
proofs that God loves the sinner.

I have two sons. One goes out and swears, and
it makes me angry to have him take such a course.
I think this throws light on that. I would doubt my
existence as quick as I would doubt the fact that God
loves me. That is one rock that I have been able to
stand on all these years. I used to think that God
was after me with a double-whetted sword, and
thought he was my enemy; but when I found God
was a God of love, it changed my whole life and my
relations toward God, and it will change yours very
quickly. Thousands and tens of thousands would
be converted in the next twenty-four hours, if they
believed that text.

God's Love for the Whole World

Now, I don't know anything that brings out that
love of God better than the Cross. When Paris was
in the hands of the Communists, they took some of
the leading citizens and nuns and shot them. Among
others there was the Archbishop of Paris. There
was a low window in the shape of a cross in the door
of the cell. He didn't know his turn was coming,
and he wrote at the top of the cross : "Life," "Death/'
"Love," "Lengths" and "Breadths." He had got to
learn the wonderful story of God's love. It reached
to the foundations and the borders of a lost world.

* This sermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.
Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass., January 29, 1897.

This is the fifth of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,

never before published, and the existence of which was dis-

closed only a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist*s son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

That cross is just God showing his love to the world.

Abraham offering up Isaac at Mount Moriah was a

sort of background to bring out vividly the great

God offering up his Son.

You remember one night, while Abraham lay

there in his tent asleep, God came to him and told

him to take his only son off to a distant mountain,

which he would show him, and there offer him up as

a sacrifice. Abraham had been in covenant with

God long enough to know that God makes no mis-

takes, although he could not understand. If you
had looked into the patriarch's tent the next morn-
ing, you would have seen the servants all busy
around the tent, getting the food ready for their

master, for he was going off on a long journey. I

have pictured him at nine o'clock—the old man, with
long beard, white-haired, and the son just coming
into manhood, and the servants—tlie four men start-

ing off on the journey. And I can picture that old

man turning his head away to weep, and to wipe
away the tears. He didn't want Isaac to see that

terrible struggle going on. Night came on, and
Isaac fell asleep, tired and weary with the hot day's

journey. And I can imagine the father not sleep-

ing that night. It must have been the time of the

full moon. And you can see the father going and
looking into that sweet, innocent face; none so fair

and beautiful to that father as that boy's face. And
I can imagine him saying: "Isaac, how can I give

thee up? Why does God make such a demand upon
me?" He didn't sleep much that night; and if he

did, his slumbers were disturbed by dreams. Next
morning he eats little at breakfast. Isaac thought
perhaps he was going to fast, because he was going
off to the mountain. The next day a terrible strug-

gle goes on in Abraham's breast. Many a time his

eye falls on that son, and he says: "How can I part
with you, my boy? You are dearer to me than my
eye." The second night a terrible struggle. He
doesn't sleep much that night. Many a prayer goes

up to God for help and strength. The next day
comes. He says: "This is the last day I am to have
my boy with me." And he clung to that boy. How
very dear he was to him!

Abraham and Isaac on Mt. Moriah

The last night has come. That night he didn't

sleep at all; he couldn't sleep. Many a tear he shed
during that night, and many a cry went up to God
for help. The next morning he takes no breakfast;
there's a terrible struggle going on. Isaac has never
seen his father in such trouble before. He doesn't
understand. That morning they journey a little

ways. Yonder is Mount Moriah. I can imagine
Abraham's heart thump, thump against his side.

It beats very quickly. He says to the men : "You
sit here. I will go with Isaac yonder to worship."
On the way up the mountain, the boy says: "Father,
here is the wood and here is the fire and the knife,
but where is the victim—the offering of the lamb?"
I have thought how pathetic that answer was: "God
will provide himself a sacrifice." And a few hun-
dred years later, he provided another sacrifice.

You tell me it wasn't provided? I can see the evi-

dence.
They have got to that mountain peak, and they

are rolling up the stones and are building an altar.

They have it all. Everything is ready for the vic-

tim. There is the fire to be applied. There is the
knife. Everything ready but the victim. I can see
Isaac looking all around to see where that lamb is

to come from. I can just imagine the old, white-
haired patriarch, saying: "Sit down here. I want
to talk with you a little." I can see the father sit-

ting down on the mountain. Perhaps no father in
the world loved his boy as Abraham loved Isaac.
And then, perhaps, he told him his history : how he
was called out of the land of the Chaldeans and how
he had been called into this land; and how the mes-
sage came to him from heaven, telling him God
would make his seed like the stars of heaven, and
that through him all the nations of the earth should
be blessed, and through his seed should come kings
and rulers of the earth, and how great and mighty
his name should be in the earth; and perhaps he told
him how, one day, as he was under the oak on the
plains of Mamre, two messengers came from heaven
to bring him the good news that he was to have a
son, and what a day it was to him, and with what
joy the promise thrilled his heart. And he says:

"The day he came into my home was the happie;

day of my life. I can't tell you what joy it ga\

me; how it thrilled my soul, and what a comfort yo
have been to me ever since you were born. Anp
do you know, the last night I was at home, God cam;

to me and told me to bring you here and offer yo
up as a sacrifice? Now, my son, I don't understan
what it means; but I want to tell you it would t

much harder for me to offer you than to be offers

up myself. I would rather have you bind me an|

put me on this altar and slay me, than to put yo,

there. But I must obey God. It would break mi
heart to have you refuse to let me bind you and pv

you upon this altar. And no\v let us get down an
pray for strength."

Our Sins Covered by the Cross

I see the father and son praying. The old ma
weeps. His feelings overcome him. And I ca

imagine Isaac praying that he may have strengt'

for that hour. And he binds him hand and foot an
lays him upon that altar, and he bends over him t

give him the last kiss. Everything is ready now fc

the knife. He raises that hand, and suddenly ther

falls from heaven the voice: "Abraham, Abrahanj
spare thy son !" And hundreds of years after, whe
Jew and Gentile took Christ and nailed him to thi

cross, I haven't any doubt that the apostles thougl
that voices would come from heaven again, and Gcj
would say: "This is the Son of my bosom; this

my only Son. Spare him." But God didn't brea
the silence. And the apostle says: "God freely gay
him up for us all." "Tell me that God didn't lo\

this world when he gave the Son ! As a matter c

fact, he gave him freely. We are told that Abrfj

ham saw Christ's day, and was glad. God lifted th

curtain of time and let him look, and he saw God
son going to Calvary with his cross, bearing awaj
the sins and the sicknesses of the world.
And so I would like to take you to-day to t]]

cross and look into that face, and look at those hand
pierced for you, and those pierced feet. Have yo

seen that Roman soldier coming up and driving hi

spear into the side of the Son of God, and the bloo

and water coming out and covering the spear!
think the most infernal act of all was the driviw

of that spear to the very heart of Jesus. That WJII

the darkest deed. Thank God, it will atone for ever!

sin. There is no sin so black but that it may b

covered by the Cross.
Will you go to Calvary and doubt for a moniei|

that God loves this world? Doubt your existence i\

quick as that.

I have very little sympathy with people who sa

it didn't cost God much (because he knew he wouii

come to resurrection again) to have his Son sps

upon, held up between heaven and earth, exposed t;

shame and derision, mocked and called a blasphemeij

Would you make light of such love and sneer ar

jeer at it?

A Mother's Love and Sacrifice

There is a little girl there in one of the rear seat/

Let me tell her a story ; and if I can make her ui'

derstand, probably the rest will. When the Cali

fornia fever broke out in this country away back ii

'48, there was a man here in New England who ha

a dear little boy. But the man got the fever so ba

that he wanted to go to California and leave his wiJ

and child. The wife begged hard not to be lef'

she wanted to go with him, but he was poor an

unable to take her. He thought he would soon li

rich, and he could bring her to California. He wei

out with high hopes, but met with one disappoinii

ment after another. Months and years passed b*'

fore the long-looked-for letter came, bringing the

the money to bring them to California. But at la:

he succeeded and brought them out to San Frai

Cisco. It was a time of delight and joy when
letter came to that town in New England, bringir

good tidings to this mother that she and her sc

were to be restored to the loving one. They wei

to go to New York, and thence to San Francisc

and he was to come down from the mountains 1

meet them. They had been out at sea a few day

and a good many passengers were on deck. It w;

a cloudless day and everything was lovely, whe

suddenly, there was heard a cry: "Fire! Fire

The pumps were set to work. Buckets were throw,

over the side and pulled up full. They did eve:

thing they could, but the fire gained. The mi

zine was full of powder, and the captain knew
all would perish. He ordered the lifeboat lowe:

There wasn't room enough to take all on boa;

The mother and the boy were left on deck. The laj

boat was pushing away. The sailors said;

daren't take one more." Some one said: "Let i

Continued on yiext page
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vooking to the Cross
Cjntinucd from preceding page

ike those two." And finally, they

lid: '"We will take one." What did

le mother do? Did she jump into

lat lifeboat and leave that boy to be

own up the moment the flames

ached the powder? Another hour

ould do that. She took the boy to her

)som, and said: "Go, my boy; and if

)U live to see your father, tell him I

ed for you." Suppose that \>:y to

i now grown to manhood, would he
jeak contemptuously of that mother I

And so it is that whenever I hear a

an speak contemptuously of the death
' Jesus Christ, who gave his life for

3, I can't tell you how it hurts me.
, hurts me! My friend, if Jesus died

)r you, it is the last he can do. What
it that constitutes a Christian? You
now Jesus loved you or he never
ould have died. He would never have
ft the throne, never have sweat great
,rops of blood, never have gone to

alvary if he had not loved this world.
ust make up your mind, from this day
nd this hour, that you are going to be
yal to Jesus and let him have full

assession of your heart.

^

[See •THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in AdjoiniDg Column]

Afghan Idea of Ju^ice

iJOME grim stories are told of

P Afghan ju.stice. On account of

:e scarcity of timber the Ameer or-

sred that "three trees should be

lanted where one was felled." One
ay a poor man was brought to trial

)r breaking a branch off a govern-

lent tree. When asked why he had
3ne this, he said he had had no wood
ith which to bake his bread. This
rcplanation did not satisfy the justice,

) he condemned the man to be hanged
y his hands to the tree which he had
lutilated. The following day he was
) be hanged by his feet—turn about
or five days—and then brought back
) the Ameer. Fortunately, he did not

ive to receive his full punishment,
nother instance of the same kind was
lat of a baker who, having sold short

'eight, was baked in his own oven.
' moolah (priest) showed his disap-

roval of the Ameer's prospective
)urney to India by predicting that he
-ould never return. The priest was
jmmoned to the royal presence and
sked whether he had made such a re-

hark. Knowing that there had been
jveral witnesses present at the time,

e answered in the affirmative. He
'as commanded to repeat his remark.
,s he did so, the Ameer cried, "Do not
|iy another word!" He instructed a
lilor, who had been sent for, to sew
p the lips of the moolah, .'•aying: "His
louth shall not be opened, should I

sturn .safely; but should I fail to re-

jrn, open his mouth and proclaim him
true prophet throughout .A.fghan-

;tan."

SOMEBODY CARES
COMEBOHY knows when your heart aches.

And everythinf? seems to ro wrong ;

Somebody knows when the shadows
Need chasinpr away with a song.

Somebody knows when you're lonely.

Tired, discouraged and blue;
Somebody wants you to know Him.
And know that He dearly loves you.

Somebody cares when you're tempted.
And the world grows dizzy and dim :

Somebody cares when you're weakest.
And farthest away from Him.

Somebody grieves when you've fallen.

Though you are not lost from His sight

;

Somebody waits for your coming,
Taking the gloom from your night.

Somebody loves you when weary

;

Somebody loves you when strong ;

Always is waiting to help you.
Watches you, one of the throng

Needing His friendship so holy.
Needing His watch-care so true ;

His name? We call His name Jesus.
Hisppople? Just I and just you.

Fanny Edna Stafkorh.

Tib® dhiedtpeim^© FMpM
THE PASSWORD By Rcv. J. M. Farrar. p.p.

YOUR first name was "I." When you came into this world you
looked up as though you wanted to say, "I am here!" That
was the password and it opened the door of your mother's

heart. The little long word "cry" was for several months your best
password. It was like a night key and opened the door of mother's
sleep. A small boy in Boston went to his father's library and found
"I" was the password. He was in a great hurry and when he found
the great door was locked began to shout, "Let me in!" His father
said, "For whom am I to open the door?" The boy answered, "It is

me, Harry." The father answered, "You are not my Harry; he
would say, 'It is I.' " Not until Harry said, "It is I," would his father
open the door. When Harry went to college he joined a fraternity
and received another password. After he graduated and went into
business he was again given a password. This password was "Hon-
esty." It opened many great doors for him. All through life he
found the value of a password.

GIRLS need a password. A wise mother gives her daughter the

word "Modesty." Another good password is "On time." "Pure
heart" opens many great doors. It is a splendid password. Will
each Junior select a password for this week and then see how many
doors it will open?
Here are six letters: T. H. I. R. S. C. Put your brain to work

and make with these letters a good password for boys and girls.

Revelation 2: 17 tells you something about the secret word of a
good Christian. This word will open all of the great doors on earth.
It will open the door of your tomb and the gates of heaven.
Are you really in earnest? Do you really think you can put the

letters together better if I tell you a password story? Then I must
tell you the story:

ONE bitter winter's night a little Irish lad stood in the streets of

Dublin, homeless and friendless. Wicked men were making him
their tool, and he was even then waiting to help in a crime. In the

darkness a hand was laid on his shoulder. The face he could not
see, but a kind voice said, "Boy, what are you doing here? The hour
is late; go home, and go to bed." He could only answer, shivering,
"I have no home, and no bed." The kind voice asked, "Where is

your father?"
"My father went to America, and my mother is dead."
"Poor fellow! Would you go to a home if I sent you?"
"Indeed I would."
"Well, then go to such a street and number, ring at the gate and

give them the pass."
"The pass? What's that, sir?"

"The word that will let you in. Remember the pass is John 3 : 16.

Don't forget, or you can't get in. John 3 :
16."

THE boy ran to the place. Timidly he rang the bell at the iron

gates. A gruff porter opened. "Who's there?"

"It is Jack Devonshire." Then all was quiet, there was no answer
and the iron gate did not open. Jack started away thinking some
one had been making fun of him. A voice that seemed to come from
nowhere and was softer than a whisper said : "Your password, John
3: 16." Again he rang the bell and said: "Please sir, I'm John
Three Sixteen." In a moment the great gate was wide open.

"All right," said the porter, "you've got the pass."

PRESENTLY he found himself in a warm bed, the best he had
ever known. Before going to sleep, he thought, "That's a

lucky name. I'll stick to it." In the morning he had a warm
breakfast before being sent out on the street. Though he did not

know it, God was leading him. Through suffering and sorrow he
was to realize the blessed meaning of his password. Crossing a

crowded street he was run over, picked up unconscious, and taken to

the hospital. Soon fever and delirium set in. In ringing tones he
said over and over "Jox.n 3 : 16. It was to do me good, and so it

has! My name is John 3: 16; please open the gate."

THE words were heard all over the ward. Testaments were pulled

out to find what he meant. So it came about that one and
another, read the words. And as they read it, they could hear
the sick boy crying, "It was to do me good, and so it has!" The Holy
Spirit used the words and souls were saved then and there. After a

while the lad's senses returned. A voice from the next bed said,

"Well, John 3 : 16, how are you to-day?"
"How do you know my name?"
"Know it? You've never ceased telling us. Blessed John 3: 16!

It's from the Bible," the voice went on; "blessed Bible!"
"Bible? What's that?"

THE poor little waif drank in the answer. The verse was read to

him, and he said, "That's beautiful; it's all about love, and not

a home for a night, but a home for always!" Jack Devonshire was
a name given to him in the orphan asylum, and he threw it away
with his old ragged clothes. With a new suit of clean warm clothes

he took his new name and always kept it. It was John Three Sixteen.

Friends gave him an education, and he grew up to a career of great
usefulness. He found the great word in T. H. I. R. S. C.

» Pastor First Ref'd Ch., Brooklyn. N.Y. Text: "A Kreat door is opened." I. Cor. 1« : 9.
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Grant's Poor Marks
MAJOR-GENERAL FREDERICK

D. GRANT, the eldest son of
President and General U. S. Grant,
was not long ago a guest at a dinner
given by certain college and .school

teachers. The chairman rose to intro-

duce him. He had hunted up an old
story about the Grant family, and was
much pleased with himself that he had
something so interesting to say.
"When Fred Grant was a boy at

West Point," he began, "his father, the
famous general, wrote to th-e comman-
dant inquiring how the son was pro-
gressing.

" 'You need not worry,' the com-
mandant wrote back. 'Your son is
getting better marks in everything
than ever you had in anything.' "

The gentleman was not quite so self-
satisfied when General Grant rose to
respond.
"That is a perfectly true story," he

said smilingly. "I remember the inci-
dent perfectly, but there is a mistake
of one generation. I, and not my
famous father, am the general who
wrote to the commandant; and my son
If the one whose father had such poor
marks. But never mind, Mr. Chair-
man; it's all in the family."

The Jump of a Deer

A TRUE story has ju.st come to this
office from a gentleman who hap-

pened to be looking from the window
of a train as a frightened deer dashed
oft' the track.

The train was passing along a wind-
ing valley in Western Massachusetts.
High hills rose from it on either side.

The deer scaled the hill just above
the train. A high, barbed wire fence
was built, a rod or more from the track
and parallel with it.

The man who was watching the deer
thought, "He will have to stop when he
gets to that fence. He never in the
world can make an up-hill leap which
will clear it. I hope he won't try it.

If he does, he is sure to get caught on
the barbs."
But he did not know the powers of a

deer.

The gentle, beautiful creature lightly
approached the fence, and without
making any perceptible effort, vaulted
entirely over it.

It seemed an almost incredible feat
to the lookers on, and it was certainly
a beautiful sight.

Nearly Arrested

WHEN Roosevelt returned from
his first inauguration, two

bright, nice-looking children were
waiting for him just inside the White
House grounds. Each carried a
camera and aimed it squarely at the
new president as soon as he came in
sight.

He raised his hat to them, but said
in a stern voice, "I'm going to have
the officers put you out of here."

Several of the guards who accom-
panied him were men from out of
town. They were tired and nervous
after the hard day's work and started
forward at once upon hearing the
president's words.
One of them seized the little girl

roughly and another seized the boy,
but before they could be hustled away,
the president conquered his laughter
enough to say, "Never mind. You
needn't arrest them. They are my
own children."

Ethel and Archie Roosevelt were
merely having a little fun with their
father.

SHE LOVES "THE CHRISTL^N HERALD"
I am more than pleased with your premium

ami I shall do my part in introducing it to my
friends.
The Christian Herald is good to know;
It helps all creatures here below
To fight the battle for the right.
To praise God, morning, noon and night.
Sewickley, Pa. Grace Shook.
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JUDGE TOMPKINS ADDRESSING THE GREAT GATHERING AT MONT-LAWN ON INDEPENDENCE DAY

ON the morning- of Independence Day our 336
little guests at Mont-Lawn were up bright and
early. Never had the Children's Home looked

more beautiful. "Old Glory," in a snapping breeze,

greeted the morning sun. After breakfast visitors

began to arrive, and by noon the incoming trains

brought many from the big city and from distant
points in neighboring States. Their carriages and
stages dotted the winding roadway, which stretched
like a ribbon from the Nyack depot to Mont-Lawn.
At noon. Matron Hyde sounded the call for din-

ner for the children. They gathered from all points
and, forming in military line, marched up the gravel
path to "Fort Plenty," where a bountiful luncheon
was spread in honor of the day. With splendid zest,

they sang the familiar "Grace Before Meat," which
has now been in use at Mont-Lawn sixteen years.
Then, at Matron Hyde's signal, all were seated,

and the feast began. When it was over, the chil-

dren were marshaled on the lawn by Captain Con-
stantine, the Home director of outdoor amusements.
Forming a hollow square with the flag-pole in the
centre, the children listened to the reading by Miss
Stagnatt in a clear resonant voice of the Declaration
of Independence. An outburst of cheering followed
and the flag was enthusiastically saluted by children
and visitors, the "Pickaninny Band" meanwhile
playing the "Star-Spangled Banner."

There were as usual many guests who had come
to the Home for the celebration. Some of these had
been there before and were glad to come again on
the Fourth. Others were there on their first visit,

and one gentleman and his wife, who had come from
Pennsylvania to see with their own eyes the "Chil-
dren's Paradise" of which they had read so much,
said to one of the people in charge "the half has not
been told," and said that the Home should have their
prayers and aid.

Mrs. Louis Klopsch came up from New York and
spent the greater part of the day, greatly to the
pleasure of all those who loved Mont-Lawn and its

founder. Mrs. Klopsch is always present on gala
days with a few distinguished guests, and comes up
frequently at other times to show her interest and
to aid with kind suggestions the work of the Home
and its helpers. During the day she held an almost
continuous reception and at the service of song in
the chapel had a place of honor on the platform.

Rev. Stephen Merritt, the Home chaplain, and his
-wife were busy responding to the greetings of their
many friends. Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Emery. Mr. Emery is the architect who had
done much to make Mont-Lawn beautiful. Mr. G.
H. Crawford, of Brooklyn; Mr. and. Mrs. Don O.
Shelton, Rev. Lyman Wheaton, D.D., of Ridgefield,
N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Braider, of Plainfield, N. J.:
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Kleinhaus, of Easton, Pa., and
many others. One eld'^rly lady came from the north-
ern part of New York State for her first visit to the
Home. She is a woman who has to work hard for
her daily bread, but she supports a cot for the entire

season. None was more welcome than she and the
warm reception she received at the Home she so
dearly loved and for which she had worked so hard
touched her deeply.
At two o'clock, all proceeded to the Children's

Temple, where the concert was to be given. Under
the leadership of Professor Noll, the children sang
a number of their favorite hymns and patriotic
songs, to the delight of the audience. Several
famous singers had kindly volunteered their services
for this concert. Mr. Marcus Kellermann, the cele-

brated baritone of the New York Symphony Society,
sang two fine selections, his splendid voice of great
depth and richness delighting all who heard it.

His singing of Schumann's "Two Grenadiers"
awoke a furor of applause. Mr. Karl Rieck, the
well-known tenor, sang two beautiful selections,
suited to the occasion, and Miss Fanny Blauvelt,
contralto, gave a fine solo. The Steinway Company
of New York gave the use of a magnificent concert
grand piano for the occasion, greatly adding to the
musical enjoyment.

Guests and children now proceeded to the lawn in
front of the Homestead Building, where the pa-

splendid practical advice to bot>|

Westover Aldew
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China's Ambassador at Mont-Lawn

triotic exercises were to take place. Seats for the
principal guests were arranged on the wide verandas
of the Homestead, and on the sloping grassy plat-
form immediately in front the speakers were gath-
ered. Mr. G. H. Sandison, managing editor of
The Christian Herald, presided, and introduced
as the leading orator of the day Hon. Arthur S.
Tompkins, Judge of the Supreme Court, who deliv-
ered a stirring and patriotic address on "The Day
We Celebrate." The next speaker, Mr. Don 0.
Shelton, president of the National Bible Institute
of New York, took as his topic "Our Young Folks,"

and gave some
children and adults. Cynthia
president of the International Sunshine Societyii

spoke on "Sunshiny Lives" and told her hearer.
ij

how they might learn to radiate happiness everyl

where. Kate Upson Clark, of The Christian Her|
ALD editorial staff, and well known as an author and
lecturer, gave some excellent advice to "Our Girls.^j

Rev. Dr. C. H. Mead kept the children in roars o:i

laughter and the big folks as well, by his inimitablii

stories. The one sad task of the day was assigned)

to Rev. Dr. Ferdinand C. Iglehart, who spoke oi|

"Our Friends Who Have Passed Over." His adj
dress was an eloquent tribute to the memory of tho

late Dr. Louis Klopsch, the founder of Mont-Lawn
and the "Children's Friend."

Rear-Admiral Charles D. Sigsbee, who came dowr
from the Catskills specially to visit Mont-Lawn, anc-

who is a popular favorite there, made a brief ad
j

dress, which was greatly enjoyed.
\

Just as the oratorical programme was about t(j|.

conclude, a slender man of distinguished mien, clac,

in a flowing robe of some silken stuff, and with i\

thoughtful scholarly face, stepped from an operi

carriage at the entrance gate of Mont-Lawn. H(*

was accompanied by a younger man, dressed in aj

light summer suit of American make. The visitors!

were His Excellency Chang Yin Tang, Ambassadoi]'
of China to the United States, and his son and sec-i

retary, Hon. Henry Chang. Minister Chang, who
is living in a beautiful home in Upper Nyack foi

the summer, had come to see the little tenement
guests of Mont-Lawn at their holiday exercisesjj

Like his predecessor. Minister Wu Ting Fang;;

Ambassador Chang was familiar with the great

work done in China by The Christian Herald and

its readers in relieving suffering during the great

famine, and in supporting a large number of or-

phans who were left parentless and destitute after

the famine ended. Minister Chang was introduced

to the assemblage and through his secretary made
a brief address. He spoke in terms of high com-

mendation of the generous efforts of The Christian
Herald and its readers in China and other lands

and paid a noble tribute to the memory of Dr.

Klopsch. He expressed the hope that The Chris-

tian Herald might go on successfully in its benefi-

cent career of world-wide philanthropy and helpful-

ness, and that its readers might continue to enjoy

the blessings that come to all who strive for the up-

lift of humanity.
Many of the leading guests were then presented

to Minister Chang, who received all most graciously.

After watching with deep interest the games and

drill of the children on the wide-spreading lawn, he

walked over to "Fort Plenty" and stood by, a greatly

interested spectator, while the children filed in to

take seats for supper. Minister and Secretary

watched with wide-open eyes the long orderly pro-

cession file past and deploy into the different aisles,

Continued on next page
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ach group taking seats at its proper table. Then
jhe clear, young voices were raised in the simple
jttle song of thanksgiving and all fell to eating with
)earty appetites. Before leaving Mont-Lawn, Min-
uter Chang expressed his appreciation of his expe-

ience there in unmeasured terms.

The evening passed quickly with games and music,

he Pickanniny Band fairly eclipsing itself in its

nstrumental efforts. "Twilight tea" was served

'o the guests where they sat on the porches and the

awn. Then as the shadows fell and the long, per-

ect summer day drew to a close, a brilliant display

d fireworks made -beautiful Mont-Lawn luminous
ior miles around. By eight o'clock the visitors had
jleparted, Matron Hyde had all her little boys and
tirls in bed in the dormitories, and half an hour
ater all was quiet at the Children's Paradise,
ileep reigned over Mont-Lawn.

TUDGE TOMPKINS' patriotic address at the
f gathering on the lawn is given below:

"It is a great privilege that we of this community
ire afforded the pleasure, by the enterprise and
)atriotism of The Christian Herald Children's

liome, of meeting in this beautiful place and amid
hese inspiring scenes and surroundings celebrating

he one hundred and thirty-fourth birthday of our
Republic. But in the cnjoy-
Tient of our manifold bless-

ngs, of the liberties that
lave come down to us, of

nrivileges that have been
iccumulating and multiply-

ng during all the history of

)ur country, we are apt to

ose sight of the sacrifices of

i:he early settlers of the col-

onies, and the heroism of

chose who, in the early days,
reated and made possible

;he privileges and blessings

md accomplished the peace
that we now enjoy in such
brge measure. We are apt
in time of peace and pi'os-

iperity to forget the heroism
'xercised and the sacrifices

that were made by those
who cradled and defended
our country through the
days of its early struggles.
"And so it is good and

wholesome that, at least

once a year, on this Inde-
pendence Day, this heroic
day, we should meet, and
v/ith flags unfurled and
patriotic music, and children
ringing the old songs of
patriotism, glance backward
over the i>ears and con-
template the past and reflect upon the lives and
,;.chievements of the men -and women whose names
and deeds illuminate the pages of our country's

'history, and whose patriotic lives and works have
culminated in all the pleasures and privileges and
lachievements of the day in which we live.

1 "What was done on the fourth of July, one hun-
dred and thirty-four years ago? {Children: "The
^'.igning of the Declaration of Independence."] On
this day, one hundred and thirty-four years ago, this

Republic, this country of ours, had its birth. On
that day what was destined to become and what has
become the political light of the ages was established.

[The little American Republic had in it the prophecy
!0f a great future, and so. from the little settlements
along the Atlantic Coast, it extended to the Alle-

ghany Mountains, and then on to the Ohio, and then
on to the Mississippi River, and on to the Rocky
Mountains with their snow-capped peaks, and still on
over to the golden shore of the Pacific. But it didn't

stop there; on it sped on its way to the Far East.

From the few weak American colonies along the

Atlantic Coast it has grown into a mighty nation of
forty-eight great States, each an independent com-
monwealth and yet all bound together with the in-

dissoluble bond of the Union.
"And on this day, hallowed by all the sacrifices of

the past, with all the prosperity and happiness of
the present and bright promises of the future, what
is the spirit that should dominate our minds and
hearts? What is the sentiment that these songs
and memories and blessings should inspire? What
is the spirit that this hour should impart? The
spirit of gratitude. Gratitude, that begets future
patriotism, is the spirit that should fill our minds
and thrill our hearts as we meet on this one hundred
and thirty-fourth birthday of our country. Grati-
tude to the brave and wise fathers of our Republic.
Gratitude to the soldiers and sailors who have
fought our greatest battles. Gi-atitude for all who
fought on the battlefield. Gratitude for every
bullet-riddled flag. Gratitude for every drop of
blood given and for every deed of valor done, and
for every act of human triumph as a result of which
we are enjoying the liberties under the Star-
Spangled Banner. Yes, gratitude should be the
spirit of this Fourth of July celebration—here and
everywhere; now and always!
"And how may we manifest that gratitude? We

Getting Under " Old Glory "—An Independence Day Scene at Mont-Lawn

can do the past no service, but we can renew our
devotion and loyalty to our country and its Consti-

tution. We may best manifest our gratitude by
obedience and respect for the law, which is the

foundation,.the cornerstone, upon which our Repub-
lic and its Constitution rest; by a hatred of lawless-

ness and disorder; by an unceasing warfare against

anarchy that would destroy the government. Yes,

by an unceasing warfare against every form of vice

and iniquity.

"You boys probably never will be called upon to

volunteer or enlist to fight your country's battles,

as the soldiers of '61 and '65 were called upon to do,

because I believe that the days of warfare, the days

of the army and navy, and soldiers and bloodshed

are over; that the dawn of eternal peace is upon us,

and that the reign of goodwill and charity and lib-

erty is drawing near. We have every reason for

believing that in the future all disputes between the

nations of the earth will be settled by peaceable

means. But, boys and girls, remember that duties

and responsibilities will come to you in life that will

require courage of the highest and best type—moral
courage; the courage of your convictions, the cour-

age to do the right, the courage that has charac-
terized the lives of our greatest and noblest men,
such men as Luther and Wesley; the courage of
Lincoln through the long siege of the Civil War;
the courage of Theodore Roosevelt; the courage of
Charles E. Hughes, representatives of the highest
type of American citizenship; the courage that
men need to persist in the face of great difficulties

when they have taken up the great moral and po-
litical questions of the day. Oh, there will always
be courage—courage never has been lacking and
never will—courage, as we call the beneficent deed
of daring. Never has there been courage lacking
when duty calls soldiers to the field of battle, or to
rescue men and women from burning buildings.
That sort of courage has never been lacking. But
what the twentieth century needs most is moral
courage; courage to defend the weak against the
strong; courage to champion the cause of the inno-
cent if the whole world would pronounce them
guilty; courage to help the cause that lacks assist-

ance, and if necessary to stand alone for what we
believe to be right. That is the courage the twen-
tieth century needs most. And that kind of courage
and that quality of patriotism will keep this Repub-

lic noble and make its future
greater.

"In our gratitude and pa-
triotism, let us not forget
Him under whose watchful
care and by whose guidance
this nation has reached its

present greatness; because
our destiny he holds as in

the hollow of his hand.
"When we consider the

progress achieved by our
great nation in the past
years, we can look forward
with a renewed hope that in

the shadow of the Stars and
Stripes we shall find peace
and happiness forever."

A Chri^ian Herald

House-Boat Wrecked
MISSIONARY Z. CHAS.

BEALS writes from
Wuhu, China, on June 4:
"You no doubt will be sorry

to hear that our house-boat,

the Christian Herald, was
wrecked last night during a

terrible hurricane. She was
moored to a pontoon in the

harbor, when the storm
burst in all its fury. The ropes were snapped as

threads and she smashed into the pontoon and her

starboard side was broken in. She then turned
over and filled with water, and now lies there sub-

merged. This boat, as you know, was given to me
by The Christian Herald readers eight years ago,

and she has been used in opening up four out-

stations, and in taking us to these places every
month. We will miss her; but she was somewhat
behind the times, as our work has extended so that

we really need a boat that will get around quickly.

Now that our boat is wrecked, we are compelled to

ask you, dear readers of The Christian Herald, to

help in buying another boat;—a larger one—a motor
boat preferred—for our work in this section of
China. Please send us through the paper any help

you feel the Lord would have you send.

"China is in a trying place at present. She has

had short harvests for three years, and the people

are getting discouraged and are looking around for

a reason for this suffering. If the crops^ fail this

year, also, we fear there will be uprisings."
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An Ugly Business

TROUBLE follows in the wake of the brutal prize-

fight, which the Governor of Nevada weakly per-

mitted to profane the national patriotic holiday at

Reno. It has already led to a number of homicides

of the "race war" type in different parts of the

country, where the negro element has hailed the

triumph of the black pugilist as an evidence of

superiority. And now we are threatened with a

deluge of moving pictures of the Reno battle, which

will still further inflame the savage instincts of the

ignorant and may be productive of trouble on a much

more extensive scale. This will probably be frus-

trated in many localities, where the decent element

of the population object to such exhibitions as

against public morals and especially harmful to the

young. In a number of cities, the authorities have

already accepted the popular protest and barred all

exhibitions of pictures of the fight. Christian En-
deavorers are conducting an active propaganda all

over the country with this end in view, on the ground
that such shows incite race hatred and riot and are

as great an offense to public decency as the fight

itself. Being multiplied indefinitely, they would of

course be capable of far greater mischief. In many
States, there is a statute law directed against vicious

and degrading entertainments, and wherever such a

law exists, the citizens have the remedy in their own
hands by a simple legal proceeding. No right-think-

ing parent would wish his children to gloat over

these delineations of savage brutality. If possible,

the whole business should be stopped by an applica-

tion to the courts wherever the attempt is made to

force the pictures on the public. We are usually far

too lax in our defense of public morals; but here is

an evil which threatens to give serious trouble, un-

less it is promptly suppressed by the strong arm of

the law, before it can get into actual operation.

Power and Weakness

AREADER of this paper in South Swansea,

Mass., writes us this letter:

Your paper is a regular visitor in our home and highly prized.

I was much surprised and pained to read in the issue of April 6

your editorial endorsement of President Taft's approval of the

Hobson project to build two battleships each year. In this en-

lightened age, when a large percentage of the secular news-
papers are advocating a curtailment of military and naval ex-

penditures, it seems very inconsistent for a great magazine,
bearing the name "Christian," to throw its vast influence in

favor of so great and criminal a waste of our national resources.

A few years ago a friend of mine, William CuUen Dennis,
now United States agent at The Hague in the Venezuela case,

in his graduating oration at Harvard plainly showed that war
is a relic of barbarism ; that primitive man held his family and
property by brute force only ; in the middle ages the feudal

lords spent their resources in fortifying their estates against
their neighbors ; but in this enlightened age there is absolutely

no e-xcuse for war as a settlement of international difficulties.

Can you find an intelligent person who will not admit that

the military and naval outfit of any one of the great nations

would be a sufficient police force for the whole world, provided
the Powers should decree that all international disputes which
cannot be settled otherwise must be referred to the Hague
court for final decision ?

This journal has always been a consistent advo-

cate of peace and arbitration. By gradual stages,

the civilized nations are moving in that direction;

but it is yet very far off. For any government to

reduce its armament to the point of weakness at the

present time would be self-destruction. It would
soon be invaded, overrun and conquered. We should
love peace and work for it; but we must avoid a

pusillanimous policy which would enfeeble us as a

nation and leave us open to serious dangers at the

hands of Powers that would not scruple to take
advantage of our weakness. The world's peace must
ultimately come through power, and not through
weakness—a power that will be beneficent and
which will make for righteousness and justice.

We believe The Christian Herald was the first

journal in America to advocate an international
naval police force to preserve the world's peace.

This was long before the Czar summoned the first

Peace Congress. We are glad that the suggestion
has taken root, as it indicates the ultimate plan that
must be adopted when civilization has reached the

proper stage of development. Under present condi-

tions, however much we may desire and pray and
work for peace and order, whether in communities
or nations or throughout the globe, they can only be
attained through the co-operation of strong moral
and material forces. The power that can dictate to

the nations, if it be a beneficent power, can do rnore

toward advancing the cause of civilization and bring-

ing world-peace than a score of weakling govern-

ments.

The Summer Sunday

WE have been told of an invalid who, as the

traditional saying is, "enjoys very poor

health." She is strong enough to enter into social

gaiety during the week, but not strong enough to

attend church. Her explanation is that the church

is too cold in winter, too hot in summer, and always

too crowded to permit her sitting still in comfort.

The truth is, she declares, church-going makes her

nervous. We have heard the same excuse for ab-

senteeism from church in many instances. No
doubt those who give it imagine that they are tell-

ing the truth. In reality, should they persuade

themselves to go regularly to church, they would
discover that they were helped and not hindered in

finding the secret of the Sabbath rest. The summer
Sunday need not all be spent in church. Part of it

may be devoted to outdoor walks and talks, to sing-

ing and to reading for which the week has not

afforded leisure. This is God's gift to man, a gift

from the sky, dropped down to us week after week,
"a day of rest and gladness, most beautiful, most
bright."

A Picturesque Strike

FIFTY thousand garment and cloak workers,

eighteen thousand of them women, went out on

strike in New York a few days ago. This is the

largest strike in a single trade the metropolis has
ever known. They demand that their union be rec-

ognized, that the hours of labor be reduced to forty-

eight per week and wages increased in all branches,

the highest figure asked being $26 weekly for cut-

ters and the lowest $14 for pressers. These workers
have a strike fund of $70,000. They left their places

singing and laughing, crowding the city's sidewalks

like merry groups going on a holiday, and apparently
indifferent to trouble or privation ahead. There was
no effort at arbitration ; the weather was fine, the
treasury was full and they were simply bound to

strike. They claim that unless their terms are
granted the movement will spread, involving 100,000
cloak-makers in different cities. There are hopeful
indications that the quarrel will shortly be settled

amicably, although the strikers say they are pre-

pared for a long siege. It will mean a loss of

$1,000,000 per week in wages while the strike lasts

—

a sacrifice that must bear far more heavily on the
workers than on any one else.

Another "New Religion"

ONCE more the brilliant but erratic faculty of

the Divinity School of Chicago University has
distinguished itself by announcing a "new religion."

It does this at intervals, with about the same degree
of regularity that the average popular astronomer
proclaims the discovery of a new comet. According
to the published accounts, the university organ,

the Biblical World, in an article for which thirteen

editors (oh, fatetul number!) accept responsibility,

defines what it calls "the new Christianity" as "the

faith that is to release men's minds from the bonds
of tradition and creed." Scientific study of the

world and its problems is to be substituted "for

orthodox theology, and a religion that is "ethical,

practical, scientific and altruistic" is presumably to

displace the belief in the cross, the atonement and
the resurrection. It is added, by way of a clincher,
that when the tug of war comes between science and
Scripture, Genesis and geology, the new Christian-
ity will stand with geology and the old Christianity
must go to the wall. We are reminded, however,
that while the "thirteen" editors in question are
confessedly responsible for this new and strange
conglomerate, which they propose as a substitute for
orthodox Christianity, Professor Shailer Mathews,
the Dean of the same Divinity School, does not share
their views. In a recent letter, he writes: "So far
from believing that Jesus Christ was a mere intelli-

gent Jew, I believe, and am teaching, that Jesus is

the Christ of God, in whom God was reconciling thij

world to himself." Jesus, he holds, must be brough
to the modern world by new methods, other than thosi

that prevailed in earlier times. It would be a stretcl

of the imagination to attach any importance whatso
ever to this latest lucubration of the talented thirteen
were it not for the fact that it is liable to be unloadet
upon the heads of defenseless -students, whom by ;

singular fiction of fancy they are supposed to bi

training for the Christian ministry. Very likel;

a year hence, or even less, people will have forgottei
the Chicago outburst, for, like the New Theology o:!|

Reginald Campbell of London and of our own Elioi!

of Harvard, it will have passed away, leaving n<|

trace, while the old Gospel—with its firm faith in all

the essentials of the old religion which has beei]
tested and has met all the spiritual needs of pasf
generations and which is even to-day regeneratinjj
the world—will go forward triumphantly on it:'

divinely appointed mission.

General Notes
—Prrsioent Taft and his family are to enjoy a ten dayi

cruise on the Mayflower and will touch at Newport, Narragan*|
sett. Bar Harbor and other ports in New England.
—Jack London is authority for the statement that manji

women attended the Reno prizefight, some of them sitting

away back "in the boxes and others close to the ringside by th
side of their husbands." We have a long way to travel ye
liefore we can lay claim to the right kind of civilization.

—MiLLioNAiRt: AMATEURS are about to enter the field of areo
plane competition. Several of these enthusiasts are planninf;

a flight from Washington to New York. There will be no monejj
prizes, but a trophy will be awarded to the winner. The star;
will be made from the Capitol grounds and there will be com
petitors from half a dozen cities at least.

—By A RECENT DECISION of the Supreme Court of Illinoisj

Bible reading, hymn singing, prayer, and all form of religiou:

exercises, are ruled out of the public schools of that State
The decision was procured by the Catholic residents of Win
Chester, Scott County. The court holds that the compulsor;
performance of such acts and exercises "constitutes a violatioij
of the constitutional guaranty of the free enjoyment and exer;
cise of religious profession and worship."

—Our READERS will be greatly pleased to learn that there iill-l

now an excellent prospect of "Little Dora's" redemption being:'

successfully accomplisheii. She was taken back into the "bush'
(the heathen district in the interior) but now she has beei

allowed to retui-n to the mission at Cape Palmas, Liberia
Missionary Perkins writes us; "It is now almost certain tha
we shall be able to settle matters satisfactorily to all concerned'—which, despite the delay, is very good news indeed.

—Vienna has news of a tragedy among the Jewish exile;

in Russia. Two hundred of these unfortunates are said to have

(lied of starvation and hardship following their recent expulsioi

from Russian cities. Twenty thousand men, women and chil

dren have been driven out of the territory where they had theii

homes and business and where most of them were born. Th(
Moscow authorities have been especially brutal. Cities in thi

Jewish "pale " are now crowded with refugees, many of then

almost penniless, and their only hope lies in emigration.

— In a brand new epic, entitled : "The Battle of Summersalcs,'
the writer gives this vivid picture of scenes that are famihar W
those who live in the neighborhood of big department or drygoodsl
stores

:

i

The door flew wide before their rush, and with a fearsome din, i;

They fought and strove and struggled till the windows tumbled inri

And there the clothes in serried rows, and bargains piled on.high'^

And heaps and heaps of odds and ends caught the enraptured eye;!

They pounced and snatched, and grabbed and scratched, they torti

the thing in two,
\

And Roosevelt deeds of valor did these bargain-hunters do.
i

But none so brave as Phyllis, with her hatpins in her hand.
Who swept the choicest bargains from each counter and each stand

I
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The Ainus of Japan

ONE of the most interesting expositions of the

year is the Japanese-British Exposition being-

held at Shepherd's Bush, near London. Jap-

mese landscape gardeners have turned large tracts

nto flower gardens dotted with quaint Japanese
lOUses, and there is a magnificent exhibit of the arts,

rafts and industries of Japan. A party of Ainus,

he people often called the oldest race in the world,

vho live in the northern part of Japan, are attract-

ng much attention. There are but few of them left,

hough at one time they doubtless held a great part

)f Japan. It is thought that they will soon be ex-

inct. It will be noticed that their faces bear but

ittle resemblance to those of the Japanese. The
,A.inus are sometimes compared to the American In-

jians, both having held full sway over a country
for centuries, only to be driven into a small part of

heir former territory by a stronger and progres-

sive race. The stronger and victorious races have
.)ften been unjust, oppressive and murderous in

;pirit and action, as the white man was against the

ed man here, and yet God has overruled even the
nistakes and sins of the Anglo-Saxon to the ad-
'ancement of civilization and religion. Strange to

;ay, the aborigines of almost all lands, when they
ire crowded back by the stronger arm, die almost as
apidly from civilization as from the bullet, like wild
(inimals that pine and die when confined within pens.

The Almighty in preparing the way for the estab-

ishment of his kingdom drove out the native tribes

,0 make room for the children of
srael.

By little and little I will drive them out from
•efore thee, until thou be increased, and in-

.erit the land. (Ex. 23::».)

Ihief Justice Fuller Dies

' Chief Justice Melville Weston
^F'uller died suddenly on the fourth
lay of July at his summer residence
in Sorrento, Me., in his cottage,

'Mainstay." Chief Justice Fuller
,A?as born in Augusta, Me., Febru-
.iry 11, 183.3, and was graduated
I'rom Bowdoin College in 1853. He
ittended lectures at the Harvard
Law School and received the degree
)f LL.D. from the Northwestern
University, Bowdoin College, Har-
i^ard, Yale and Dartmouth Col-

leges. The five daughters he left

ire Mrs. Hugh Wallace of Tacoma,
Mrs. W. H. White of Chicago, Mrs.
r. S. Beecher of Tarrytown, N. Y.,

.Mrs. R. F. Ma.son and Mrs. L.

Nathaniel Francis of Washington,
there were no sons in the family.
He fell into his last sleep in the
irms of his daughter, Mrs. Francis,
rle was appointed by President
Cleveland, and occupied the position twenty-two
/ears. He had the third rank for length of service
is the head of the highest tribunal in America.
Ilhief Justice Marshall presided over the Court
"or thirty-four years and Chief Justice Taney for
wenty-eight years. There have been a number of

nost important cases decided by the Court during
Tis administration. The income tax was declared
inconstitutional. The doctrine that the Constitu-
ion follows the flag in the cases fixing the status of

he Philippines was enunciated. Other cases of

jreat importance were decided. The President of
he United States in a letter to Mrs. Francis gives a
ender and'just estimate of the great jurist: "Your
'ather honored me with his friendship for twenty
/ears, which enabled me to know his sweet and lova-

)Ie nature and his noble character as a man. He
•vas a great jurist, noted for his experience, thought
md courage of action. His career entitles him to

he gratitude of his fellow countrymen, and he
•eaves a memory of which his family may well be
:)roud." Within a little more than a year four
s'acancies have occurred on the Supreme Bench,
-hree through death and one through retirement,
tt is more than likely that Governor Hughes, who
las already been named as a successor to Justice

Brewer, will be called to occupy the place made
vacant h^ Chief Justice Fuller. Justice Fuller's

Jeath recalls his own words expressed at the cen-

-enary of the Supreme Court a score of years ago:
'Judges will be appointed," said he, "and will pass.

3ne generation rapidly succeeds another. But who-
ever comes and whoever .goes the court remains,
Keeping alive, through many centuries we shall not
>ee, the light that burns with a constant radiance
upon the high altar of American constitutional jus-

tice." The head of the highest court in this land

was a true Christian man and regulated his life and
his decisions by the will of the Supreme Judge of all

men. He attended services at church and enjoyed
them the very day before he died. He had an ear
to this command to the judges of old:

Take heed what ye do: for ye judge not for man, but for the
Lord, who is with you in the judgment. (II. Chron. 19; 6.)

Snake-Eating Bird

Two secretary birds, the first of their species ever
brought to this country, were received from Africa
at the Bronx Zoological Gardens in New York the
other day. They cost $100 each. They are of the

hawk family, four feet in height, with long legs,

slate-colored feathers and long quills protruding
from the back of the head. They have the stride of
an ostrich, but their peculiarity is that they are the
deadly enemy of snakes and hunt and destroy them
with great eagerness. The other day. Director
Hornaday, Professor Ditmars and L. S. Crandall,the
acting curator of birds at the Bronx Zoo, made a
test to see whether these African birds actually had
the snake-destroying instinct. One of the birds
was put in the ostrich run, where a garter snake was
thrown to it. It snapped the garter snake up and
swallowed it in an instant. 'Then a large deadly
moccasin was introduced. The snake immediately
recognized an enemy and undertook to crawl away.
The bird took three or four long steps and over-
hauled the snake. The latter coiled itself up and
reared its head for a stroke, when the secretary
reached out with its long right claw, and caught the

The Ainus at the British-Japanese Exposition

snake around the neck. The serpent coiled its body
around the long leg of the bird. With its other
claw the bird carefully unwound the coils and then
proceeded to master its victim. With its sharp bill

it picked out both of the reptile's eyes. It then
threw its enemy into the air and caught it as it

descended. It played with the snake as a cat would
with a mouse and pecked it into submission. Then
the secretary bird swallowed the monstrous snake
whole before the life had left it and walked about
the lot with a look of perfect contentment. There
are some rude tribes that use snakes for food, but
they are about the last thing in the world that a
civilized man would think of touching as an article

of diet. The serpent in the Scripture is looked upon
as the fountain of every evil spiritual influence,

and the mastery of the moccasin by the secretary

bird reminds us of the victory which is given to the

child of God over the spiritual evils that infest his

pathway.
BeVio'ld. I firive unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions,

and over all the power of the enemy : and nothing shall by any
means hurt you. (Luke 10 : 19.)

Wreck fi-otn Misunderstanding Orders

Nineteen persons were killed and twenty more
injured in a collision on the Big Four Railroad near
Middletown, O., the other afternoon. There was a

head-on collision between the freight train and a

New York flyer. There was an awful crash, a grind-

ing of heavy cars to splinters, and the fearful har-

vest of death. The accident was the result of the
misunderstanding of. orders. Trains are run in

such great numbers and at such a terrific speed that
awful accidents occur when every reasonable pre-

caution is taken, but the crowding and swiftness of

the trains ought to lead to more than usual caution

and to more than is taken on the average railroad.

There is no monetary consideration which justifies

such a risk and wreckage as is so common. Fortu-

nately the inventions and public requirements of the

devices of safety make the massacre less than it

otherwise would be. What a fearful wreckage there

is in the moral and religious world by the failure

of those who are entrusted with responsibility to

properly apprehend the orders from divine head-
quarters! There must be no dulness in the spiritual

apprehension of duty or there will be crashes and
massacres laid at our door. We are to be judged
not only for the evil we intend to do but for that
which occurs by our carelessness in the discharge of

duty. The spiritual vigilance which is so necessary
was commanded by our Saviour in these words:
And what I say unto you I say unto all, watch. (Mark 13 :37.)

Provides for Pastor's Widow
Soon after the death of Rev. Dr. William H.

Richards, pastor of the Brick Presbyterian Church,
in New York City, a committee was formed to raise

a fund of $60,000 from the members of the congre-
gation, for the support of the widow and her chil-

dren. The other day the committee presented that
amount to Mrs. Richards. She was not aware that

the subscription was being taken until the hand-
some sum was placed in her hands. Mrs. Richards
is now living at Bridgeport, Conn., where her hus-
band is buried. The elder of her two sons was
recently married and the younger one is a student

in Yale. Her three daughters live

at home with her. The congrega-
tion did the same thing, raising a
purse of $60,000, for the widow of
the Rev. Dr. Maltbie R. Babcock,
who was Dr. Richards' predecessor.
The munificent action of this rich

church is beautiful, and rare as it is

beautiful. It is not an act of re-

morse for having withheld money
due their pastors while living, for
the church allows a very generous
salary. It is the deep-seated love

and gratitude of a people toward
those who have rendered them the
highest service that can be rendered
on earth in care for their souls.

The salary of the average minister
is pitifully and wickedly small.
Sacrifices are demanded of him and
his family out of proportion to

those that are made by the aver-
age member of the congregation.
The meager provision made for the
support of superannuated ministers
and for the widows and orphans of

their brothers who have been trans-
lated, calls for mortification, peni-

tence and reform. Fortunately there
is an improvement among almost all

denominations in this particular over the past, and
it is to be hoped that the example set by the Brick
Presbyterian Church and by many other churches
in larger and smaller communities in a more humble
way, will be followed by the multitudes of loyal

church members who love their pastors, but who
have not as yet set to work necessary organizations
for their adequate support in time of need. This
singular aff"ection for the pastor, which might nat-
urally lead to the provision which we have men-
tioned, is enjoined by Paul in his letter to the Thes-
salonians in these words

:

And we beseech you, brethren, to know them which labor among'
you, and are over you in the Lord, and admonish you ; and to

esteem them very highly in love for their work's sake. (I. Thes.
5 : 12-13.)

A Moving Mountain

The Rossberg, a mountain 5,190 feet high, is again
in motion on the eastern side, threatening with de-

struction nearly a score of villages and hamlets. A
number of forests and farms have already been
swept away. In 1806 part of this mountain fell and
"killed five hundred people. The present motion of

the mountain, which is causing such consternation,
began after the recent earthquake ill Switzerland.
The earth is in rapid motion around the sun and on
its own axis, and is in one kind of motion or another
within itself. The settlement of this mountain and
the perils of nature and human life, all drive us
toward the immutable and everlasting, into the heart
of infinite love.

For the mountains shall depart and the hills be removed ; but my
kindness shall not depart from thee, neither shall the covenant of

my peace be removed, saith the Lord that hath mercy on thee.

(Isa. 54 : 10.)
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THE old Jerry McAuley Mission is to be re-

built. For more than thirty-seven years, the

famous old building known as No. 316 Water

Street, New York City, has stood as the scene and

centre of an unremitting, unceasing activity in the

cause of fallen humanity. From the moment of its

inception this work lias been attended by divine

blessing. Under its founder, under the consecrated

Superintendent J. H. Wyburn and Mrs. Wyburn

labors of Samuel Hopkins Hadley, and under the

devoted efforts of John H. Wyburn, the present

superintendent, the work of human rescue and
reclamation has never slackened or languished.

Never has the old Water Street Mission reported so

large a percentage of its converts standing fast as

now. Its loyal leaders believe that the most glori-

ous chapter in its history is yet to be written.

For several years past it has been evident that the
acquisition of more commodious premises for the

mission was an absolute necessity. The old mission
has outgrown its quarters, and this is not surprising.

All over the habitable globe, men are found to-day
telling how they found freedom and pardon through
the blood and power of Jesus Christ in the old

Water Street Mission and how they found release

from the slavery of drink. It was truly said by the

late S. H. Hadley, "the drunkard is more welcome
here than the sober man ; the criminal more welcome
than the honest man," for the work of the mission
is among the lost.

In the main, the men who come to Water Street
are men who have long before forfeited their rights
—rights to confidence, rights to fellowship, rights to

co-operation. Some by sheer folly and perverseness,
Eome by the tragic heritage received at birth. By
far the greater number of those who come there
have been the bondslaves of strong drink. They be-

longed to the wreckage of society—human rubbish,
fit only to be cast out; but the great joy of the work-
ers in the Old Jerry McAuley Mission is to know
that by and through their efforts this drink slavery
is constantly being robbed of its victims.

Dr. A. T. Pierson once said that the story of
Water Street reads like a new chapter in the Acts
of the Apostles. Through more than three decades
modern miracles have taken place there. Men ap-

parently fallen beyond I'ecall have been redeemed

and transformed, for Jesus Christ is the same yes-

terday, to-day and forever.

The work has fallen into good hands. Its faith-

ful superintendent, John H. Wyburn, is a worthy

successor of the men who did such glorious work

there for Christ and humanity in the past.

When* the present mission building was erected,

thirty-seven years ago, nearly all the material

utilized was second-hand. The structure is now
greatly dilapidated; the plumbing is worn out and

unsanitary, and the old, shaky building is unwhole-

some and altogether too cramped for the mission

work. For several years the workers have been

hampered by these conditions and even more by lack

of room to carry on the regular operations of the

mission, which have been steadily growing.
The trustees of the mission, therefore, have de-

cided to raise one hundred thousand dollars and to

build a more commodious structure to meet the in-

creased requirements of the work. The new prem-
ises will be erected on the site now occupied by the
present structure, and also on a vacant lot adjoin-
ing. This lot Jerry McAuley secured in 1876, when
the existing mission building replaced the old,

wooden dance hall that was opened and consecrated
to God's work September 25, 1872. The plans have
been approved by the trustees and are now ready
for estimate and building. They have been pre-

pared by an architect, who was not only a personal
friend of Jerry McAuley and his wife, but who has
been identified with the mission since it first opened
its doors. It is hoped that the new quarters will be
a model for lescue work of the particular character
for which the old Water Street Mission stands.
As almost everybody knows, the majority of the

men who attend the Water Street Mission meetings
are "down-and-outs"—outcasts without a home.
This is precisely the kind of man who is welcome

—

the kind of man for whom the very work was estab-
lished. They are compelled to make their home in

the cheap lodging houses on the Bowery, which are
full of evil surroundings and temptations to vice.

The new mission will have a place of refuge to offer

these poor human waifs during their leisure hours.
At present only a very limited number of converts
can be taken and made members of the superintend-
ent's household at one time—usually some four or
five. It has been proved that the men who are thus
sheltered in the initial stages of their Christian ex-
perience, stand firm and are not liable to backslide.
In the new building there will be accommodations
for upward of sixty men. Single rooms, showers,
and lavatories will be placed on each floor, and there
will be large dining rooms and kitchen accommoda-
tions. There will also be open poi-ches, a roof
garden and a conservatory and solarium, where
flowers can be raised for the mission sick and for
hospital visitations. There will also be a hospital
where loving hands will tend the sick.

One of the most effective ministries in Water
Street (made possible through the generosity of the
president of the board of trustees, Mr. John H.
Huyler) is the Thursday night supper, at which
coffee and sandwiches are served to a great crowd
of homeless, starving men. For this feature a large
airy room will be provided, which at other times
can be utilized as a workroom.
The proposed new mission building will be five

stories in height, fire-proof and germ-proof, sani-

tary walls, ceilings and floors. The sanitary treat-

ment of the floors, walls and ceiling will be equal to

that of any modern hospital service. An electric

passenger elevator will run to the top floor, where
main dining room, laundry and kitchen will be
located. The superintendent's office and janitor's
quarters will be on the mezzanine floor over the
entrance.
A man's birthplace is to him always a sacred spot—a shrine to which periodically he reverently re-

turns. But dearer is the place where a man knows
he was born again—that place where there came into

his soul the throb of the new life. Hundreds of
converts can point to the spot in the old Water
Sti'eet Mission where Christ spoke pardon to their
souls. All who have knelt at the mercy seat in
Water Street will be glad to know that the location
of the benches where penitents are asked to kneel
will be the same as of old. The entire south wall,
with its memorials of the sainted workers of the
past, will also be retained.

It is hoped that the new mission building will be
completed and ready for occupancy in time for the
next anniversary. It is confidently believed that

The Proposed New McAuley Mission

the innumerable friends of the Old Jerry McAuleyi
Mission throughout this land and in lands across
the seas will count it a pleasure as well as a privi--

lege to aid in the effort to give the mission a new
and suitable home, which would be a great centre of.

Gospel and rescue work. The mission workers
make appeal to all who are in sympathy with their,

labors and who love the old mission and its soul-ii

winning record, to help them in their effort to giveJ!

it a new home and thus to open a door to still wider|
opportunities of usefulness and Christian service.^

Any gifts for this purpose sent to the treasurer of

the Water Street Mission will be welcomed.

FROM a reader in Brantford, On-
tario, Can., we have received this

interesting account of a recent event in

that section of the Dominion:
"The 'Diamond Wedding' and family

reunion of Mr. and Mrs. Syer, sub-
scribers to The Christian Herald for
a quarter of a century, took place
lately. Seldom does it fall to the lot of a
married couple to pursue the journey
of life together for a period of sixty
years. Yet this is the record which
these two worthy citizens of the town
of Wyoming, Ont., were privileged to
celebrate at their home on November
27 last. Their children and grand-
children were present, three genera-
tions participating in the joyous occa-
sion. The happy old couple have both
passed the fourscore mark, Mr. Syer
being eighty-one and Mrs. Syer
eighty-two years of age. Both are
active and take a great interest in life,

especially in the lives of their imme-
diate family, which numbers ten, all

grown men and women, three daugh-
ters and seven sons. A special feature
for thankfulness was the fact that the

whole family, father and mother in-

cluded, have been spared to each other
so long. Dinner was served at 2

o'clock, after which an illuminated ad-
dress was read by the eldest son, and
this was followed by the presentation

Three Generations at a Diamond Wedding

of a well-filled purse. The family al

attended church next morning, Sunday!
Reference to the celebration was mad<
by the minister and a hymn was sung
in honor of the occasion. Mr. and Mr^
Syer have received congratulations!
from many friends in different parts;

of the country.

Among the Workers
—"A Friend," in Gambier, O., has sent t«

Mr. L. L. Pickett, field secretary of Asbury Coll

lege, Wilmore, Ky., $25 in response to tW
appeal in behalf of that institution.

—A New York City institution needs a
aried missionary (either sex) for spirlj

work, open-air services, visitation in hospil

prisons, etc. Address "City Missionary," (

^

of Christian Herald, Bible House, New Yoi

—The ninth season of the summer worfc
the Lemon Hill Association of PhiladclpI

opened at Fairmount Park on Memorial Si

day. There was a (treat gathering under
big canvas tent—adults and children.
James B. Ely, who has conducted these servii

ever since their inauguration, delivered tl

opening address. Dr. Meninger of Lancaste'

made a historical address, and the Lemon Hil

Chorus gave several patriotic songs. In th

mixed congregation were Americans, Hunga
rians, Poles and many other nationalities.
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>Y Grsic© Boteler Saiffixdleffs

IT
is absolutely necessary, Rob."

Nell Hargrave's black eyes

snapped as she spoke.

"I am positively ashamed to look

jople in the face. Why? Because I

ive been entertained by every one in

iwn and have never paid even one of

y social obligations. Such things are

;ally debts of honor. They are just as

nportant as the dealers' accounts,

hich you insist upon paying the first

' every month."
Robert Hargrave frowned.

"I do not. think I have refused you
lany things, Nellie," he began. "Per-

aps it would have been better for me
I had. The expense is not the only

,

'«: )nsideration. There is too much en-
'*''*:

1 irtaining in Ripley. Half the women
t the receptions given in our 'set' last

eek, I venture to say, deprived theii-

imilies of a beefsteak moa-e than once,

provide the fui^ds for a handsome
arty gown. Half of them went home
) gossip over the backyard fence for

le next fortnight, ridiculing what
)me other woman wore, what some
ther woman said. There was breathed
nere scarcely a word of literature,

lusic or art; scarcely a word of his-

)ry, science or religion. Their pre-

ious time is wasted, frittered away on
rills. Ripley is an old town. There
re citizens here who inherited their

'ealth. There are retired farmers
'ho have settled down with their

'ives to spend the dollars which they
massed by hard labor. I am only
bank clerk at present, but my salary

jUght to keep us in comparative com-
jort, for we started without debt. But
he last few weeks, try as I would, I

lould not make ends meet. I piom-
sed several of our creditors that I

/ould pay them the first of the year,
'hey have agreed to wait. If you
hould indulge in any further extrava-

fance, it would ruin me financially."

Robert Hargrave walked back to his

ooks, and left his young wife stand-
,ng by the desk, consternation written
Ul over her pretty face. The bank
|/as deserted except for the head book-
':eeper, who worked busily away, seem-
'ngly seeing nothing but the rows of
igures before him.
Nell Hargrave buckled her hand-

'ome furs about her neck and stepped
ut into the snowy street.

' "Who would have thought that Rob
vould act like this?" she grumbled to

lerself. "I knew he despised 'func-

ions,' as he calls them, but I did not

f Iream of his actually forbidding me to

> rive one; just as if I were a spoiled
hild!"

Nell's dainty chin unconsciously was
ip-tilted.

"I don't know what to do," she
nused on. "I owe everybody in town.
if I don't pay my debts pretty .soon,

liocial ostracism stares me in the face.

Besides, I have engaged Dinah to help
ne, invited the ladies to serve refresh-
,nents, had "my dress made, and, for all

i. know. Alma Chapman may have
, nade out half my list. It is all over

I

;own what a swell affair I am to give.

[ can't tell them that my husband
A'on't let me."
Nell stopped in front of a jeweler's

ivindow to admire some oyster-fork."
>vhich she had been intending to pur-
chase. A suddi;n idea came into her
mind as she gazed at them.

"I believe I will just go ahead as if

he had not said a word. If I don't tell

him until a few hours before the recep-
tion, he cannot help himself. What if

he wouldn't give me the money? I can
have things charged."

Still combating with her better self,

she walked boldly into the store.

"Those forks which I was looking at
a few days ago are reduced in price, I

see. I believe I will let you send me
down a dozen. Charge them, please."
The excitement of the battle was

i

0. •I

upon her, and she hurried to the sta-

tioner's to select her invitations, and
to the caterer to consult with him as to

prices and decorations.

In the entrancing occupation of the
hour, the disagreeable scene at the
bank was forgotten. With the de-

lighted abandon of a child, Nell Har-
grave went deeper and deeper, until,

when she arrived at home, and found
the pile of parcels waiting for her, the
thought of the bills which were yet to
come made her heart fairly stand still.

"I am afraid I was—a bit reckless,"
she faltered, hurrying to show the
things away before her husband's
coming. "I won't tell Rob yet. Yes,
I'll wait until the party is over and
then have all the storm at once. It is

supper time now. I do wonder where
he is."

She lighted the blue gas flame and
prepared a light supper, as she had
done many times lately when arriving
home late from some scene of gaiety.

didn't have to trudge off to the store

every morning.
"Rob has been good to me. If he

makes a perfect record this year, they

have promised to promote him. That
would mean a bigger salary and we
can pay these little accounts without
feeling it. I do not see how they could

help but give the place to him. He is

surely brighter and more faithful than
Sims, that slow-poke with the dowdy
wife. I'm not going to worry myself,
or him either, with nonsensical prob-
lems. There he comes!"
Stamping feet upon the veranda an-

nounced the coming of the man of the
house.

"It's snowing fast, Nellie," he be-

gan cheerfully, as soon as he saw the
smiling wife, who ran to greet him.
"I'll take off my coat and shake it. I

guess I had better go around the
house, on second thought."

Robert Hargrave looked longingly
into the pretty parlor, where the bril-

" I, and I alone, am responsible," said Mrs. Hargrave

"1 do neglect my house since I have
been gadding so much," she murmured
regretfully, as she surveyed the bare
table. "Poor old Rob! I am going to

give this party, pay my debts and quit

—if—if I can! This thing is a little

like gambling. If you once get into

the whirlpool, you can never stop. My,
but it's snowing hard! I wish that

man would come."
With an impatient gesture, Nell

shooTc up the softest cushion, lighted

the red-shaded lamp and threw the

shutters open wide that the cheerful

rays might illuminate the path out-

side.

Much pleased with the effect, the

young wife looked lovingly about the

little house, and sighed from pure sat-

isfaction.

"This is November—our anniver-

sary month," she soliloquized, di-eamily

resting her little poppy-red slippers on

the tiled hearth." Just a year ago, we
were married in the little stone church.

How I hated that clerking! It just

seemed as if I was in heaven, when I

liant flame was burning fiercely over
the gas logs, then back at the un-
marked path around the house.

"No, you won't!" Nell was seized

with a sudden repentance. She threw
her arms around his neck and drew
him into the room.

"It's a pity if you have to go sneak-
ing around to the back door of your
own house like a tramp!" she ejacu-

lated indignantly. "As if there was
anything too good for you!"

She noticed guiltily the tired lines

about his mouth, the drooping eyes and
humped shoulders. "You are working
too hard," she crooned, leading him to

a chair and bending over to kiss his

forehead.
Robert Hargrave smiled gravely at

the sweet face above him.
"But this little woman needs luxuries.

There is nothing too good for her, but
I find that there is a limit to the money
I earn. Have you forgotten the days
when you worked for a 'bite and a

sup'? Don't you remember how hard
it was?"

"Indeed I do!" Nell patted the white
hand which held hers; then raised it

impulsively to her lips. "I was just

thinking before you came, how thank-
ful I am for my home and—you. I've

the best boy in the world, Bobby Burns,
and I know it. Now why were you late

to supper? 'Fess up!"
"By working late, I can do an extra

set of books. Todds have no account-
ant now, so they gave me the chance,
and by working after hours I can pay
at least a part of our bill there."

These gentle words fanned the re-

pentant glow which had already
sprung up in Nell Hargrave's heart.
Tempted to tell her husband of the
purchases which the closet had hidden
and of the various deceptions which
she had practised upon him, Nell fell

sobbing to her knees.
"Rob— I—I—" Her small frame

shook so that she could not speak.
"I am sorry I was obliged to refuse

you to-day, sweetheart." The husband
supposed his harsh words at the bank
had caused this outburst. "I cannot
explain the reason to you now, but I

know you will believe me when I say
this is no trivial matter. I would give
you the world if I could "

"I know you would," interrupted
Nell, putting her hand over his mouth.
"You are an angel and I am a despica-
ble little sneak. I am ashamed of my-
self, Rob, but I do love you."

Like a shot she was gone. Twenty
minutes later they sat down to the
table, where a smoking supper was
served by a red-eyed, tearful girl.

The battle between love and pride
waged fiercely in Nell Hargrave's heart
all night long. The next day Alma
Chapman called.

"I am on my way to Mrs. Gordon's
musical. Are you not going, dear?"
"Rob does not feel very well. I

thought I would stay at home."
"Anything serious?"
"No; headache and a severe cold."

"The idea!" laughed Mrs. Chapman
airily. "Nell, you ai-e so old-fash-
ioned! A person would think your
honeymoon had just begun."
Alma pulled out her fan, a gorgeous

sandalwood aft'air, and waved it indo-

lently. "Have you set the date?"
"I have almost made up my mind to

postpone it indefinitely," faltered Nell.

"Rob objects to it seriously. He doesn't

believe in such affairs, and then he
thinks he can hardly afford it, just

now."
"It is rather late for him to be find-

ing it out."
'There was a sarcastic, metallic ring

in Alma's soft, mellow tone. "After
every one in town has entertained his

wife two or three times, he wisely con-

cludes that he doesn't believe in recep-
tions ! If you did not intend to return
the courtesy, you had no right to ac-

cept the invitations, my dear. As to

your husband affording it! He makes
more than George. I'd like him to tell

me he could not afford it. Wouldn't I

squelch him! It is turning out just as

Agnes Quarles pi-ophesied that it

would. You know she was engaged to

Rob before you were," added Alma
maliciously. "She said he was so

stingy he would lead you a dog's life."

"I do not care to have you repeat
such conversations to me. Alma," in-

terposed Nell stiffly. "My husband is

not stingy and he did not forbid me to

entertain. He simply objects to get-

ting head over heels in debt, as some
folks in this town have done."

Mrs. Chapman winced uneasily.
"If Agnes thinks him so terrible,"

continued Nell, "I wonder why she
tried so hard to get him. Must you be
going?"
With a polite bow, Nell Hargrave

accompanied her visitor to the door.

The very same day an engraver re-

ceived his order for two hundred re-

ception cards.

Continued on page 666
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THERE fias probably never been

held in the history of the world a

more important and representative

religious conference than that which

closed in the beautiful city of Edin-

burgh on June 23. It was nothing less

than a peace conference of war—peace,

because the purpose was to bring into

working harmony all the forces of

Protestant Christendom in obedience to

the spirit of our Lord's intercessory

prayer; war, since the subject under

discussion was how to conquer or win

the whole wide world for Jesus Christ

in obedience to his

command.
Three large halls

holding from 1,500

to 2,500 each, and,

at various times,

many churches,
were used to accom-
modate the thou-

sands that flocked

together day after

day to consider the

missionary prob-

lems or to listen to

the burning words
of' noble mission-

aries and other able

advocates and lead-

ers of world-wide
Christian work. All

branches of the
Protestant Church
were represented in

the councils and on
the platform—even

the Roman and
Greek Catholics
were tenderly dealt

with. On the open-

ing night an ad-

dress was made by
the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the
primate of the es-

tablished church of

England. There
were also number-
less other bishops
of every degree of

height and breadth
—bishops of Eng-
land, America and
Europe, Methodist, Moravian, and home
and foreign missionary bishops. There
were lords and ladies and knights
among the delegates and speakers.
The chairman of the conference com-
mittee was Lord Balfour of Burleigh,
and one of the vice-chairmen was Sir

Andrew Eraser, recently lieutenant-
governor of Bengal. The other lords

were too numerous to mention.
Noted leaders from every Protestant

land were also present.
Famous missionaries came from

every quarter of the non-Christian
world; there were Dr. Arthur H.
Smith, author of Chinese Character-
istics; Rev. William Goforth, who has
been so widely used in revivals in

China; Dr. Samuel Moffatt, the "Great
Heart" and "Great Head" of Korean

mu DELAYAN LEONARD PIERSON

Missions; there were Rev. J. L. Dear-

ing of Japan, Dr. S. M. Zwemer of

Arabia, Bishop Thoburn of India,

Bishop Roots of China and Bishop

Brent of the Philippines; Dr. Samuel
Jessup of Syria and Dr. Andrew Wat-
son of Cairo; Dr. Cook and Archdeacon
Walker of Uganda; Rev. W. N. T.

Gairner of Cairo and Dr. Karl Kumm
of the Sudan.
Among the most picturesque figures

mitted in printed form to each delegate

before the opening meeting. No time

was lost in reading these reports, but

they were used as a basis for discus-

sion. Each speech was strictly limited

to seven minutes, and we doubt if

there ever was a more remarkable
series of seven-minute speeches in all

the history of conventions. Men spoke
from wide experience, deep conviction

and after careful thought. Their re-

The World's Missionary Conference in Session, Edinburgh, June 14-23

in the meetings were the native Chris-
tians who came as living testimonies
to the power of the Gospel to redeem
men and women from heathenism.
There was the venerable form of Dr.
Chatter] i, a convert from Hinduism
and now given the degree of D.D. by
the University of Edinburgh. Jap-
anese and Koreans, Chinese, Burmese
and Indians, Africans and Syrians

—

many in their native costumes—came
together to remind us of the great
ingathering, when at last from every
nation and tongue and tribe, from the
East and West and North and South,
men and women will come and worship
before the throne of God.
The conference itself was notable

for the fact that the reports had been
prepared in advance and were sub-

marks were packed full of meat as if

compressed in an hydraulic press. Wit
and humor were not wanting, and the
lack of all asperity, discourtesy or dis-

cord was notable.
In the main assembly hall of the

United Free Church of Scotland the
twelve hundred delegates, and as many
other missionaries and visitors as
could crowd into the galleries, sat daily
from 9.45 in the morning until 1 ; from
2.30 until 4.30 in the afternoon and
from 8 till 9.30 in the evening. They
discussed one by one the reports of the
eight commissions : First, the distri-

bution of missionaries, the fields yet
unoccupied and the work remaining to

be accomplished. Second, the native
Church in the mission fields, its

strength, training and future. Third,

education in the mission fields. Four
the content of the Gospel message
non-Christian religions and the bi

method of presenting it. Fifth, m
sions and governments, with the re

tion of missionaries to their own a
native governments in times of mas;
ere and times of peace. Sixth, i

operation and unity among denomir
tioiis and societies. Seventh, t

training of missionaries. Eigh
the home base of missions, and how
develop and direct the interest of t

Christians in Christian lands.
Each of th(

subjects was d
cussed thoughtfu
and harmonious
Prayer and pra
mingled with i

hortation and d
cussion. One re:

lution was past—namely, the ;

pointment of
committee (John
Mott, chairman)
continue the wc
of the conferen
to promote co-op
ation and uni
among all Prot
tant missiona
societies and
consider questic

relating to wor
wide work.
What has b(

accomplished
this conference?
vastly differs fn
all previous C(

ferences in bein^

deliberative rati

than a hortatc

or popular asse

bly. The chief

suit seems to h?

been to clear t

atmosphere a

give to all an <

portunity to see 1

battlefield and 1

problems from ea

other's viewpoi
Secretaries shoi

return to their offices with a cleai

view of the great task before them a

a stronger determination to wc
harmoniously, economically and i

gressively. Missionaries should
turn to their fields with greater ct

fidence in their generals at home a

with many helpful lessons learr

from workers in other parts of t

vineyard. Pastors and laymen a

women should return to their churcl

and societies with a clearer vision

the world field, a deeper conviction

the immediate need and great oppi

tunity before them and a stronger <

termination to fidelity in the tri

committed to them by their Lord a

Master. Only in this way will t

fourth great World Missionary C<

ference prove to have been worth whi

A MIBMIGHT JOURMBY IM RORRA ^ Continued from page 651

Turning to the men, I cried: "What is this?" and
pointed to the strange thing now descending quickly
toward us. The men in an excited way talked all

together. I could see that it was something very
unusual, and they seemed to be very much fright-
ened. My Christian boy, Ke Tai, came to me to
keep me from being alarmed. He carefully explained,
but using many words I had never heard before. I

listened, more mystified than ever; whether it were
a mob or an uprising I did not know. He saw that
I did not understand, and so at great length and
with many more strange words, not in my vocabu-
lary, he tried to enlighten my bewildered mind.
Nearer came the menacing mob, and above the

clanging of brass, the yelling and wailing arose in
an unearthly roar. Alone, at midnight, on the dark
mountain pass, I stood and faced—what? I knew
not, but certainly something terrifying and awful.
My heart was filled with horror and a strange, un-
utterable longing for my homeland and mother
swept over my heart. Had my time come to go?
It might be indeed so.

With faltering voice I insisted again : "Can't
you tell me in a few words what it is? I will not
fear." This time the boy understood what it was
that I needed, and made reply:

"Yes; it is a nobleman who has departed from
this world." It was a great funeral, nothing more.
Midnight is the favorite time for the procession to
the grave. The darkness will help to keep away the
evil spirits, .?o they think; the bells and drums are
used also to frighten away the malign demons by
the noise. The loud wailing and piercing cries were
from the large crowd of hired mourners.

I had my chair-bearers carry the chair to one side
and hide it among the brushes and tall grasses, while,
unseen, I watched the weird procession. The gaudy
catafalque passed and the drunken crowd, wildly
gesticulating and screaming to the top of their
voices. There were horrible, grinning images, and
false faces, which in the faint, ghostly light all
seemed unreal and as though here was, indeed, a
regiment from the lower regions. With a shudder,
I buried my face in my hands and sobbed aloud.

We remained hidden until the last straggler h:

passed, then hurriedly entering the chair, I urg

my bearers on towards Seoul. We reached the a

cient gates in three hours and my overtaxed cooli

were only too glad to be rid of their burden.
Years have passed since that night in the mou

tain; I have since seen many heathen funerals, b,

never again have I felt the horror that was brougj

to my soul that night, as I hid among the grass;

while the turbulent waves of heathen superstiti'

surged about me.

All the Children Read It

Dear Mr. Editor: I received the Story Bib

and thank you so much. I can keep my ch

dren in at night now, as they are so delighted wi

it that they are all reading it. It is such a help

us in getting our Sunday School lessons. We w
all now be members of The Christian Hera
family. MRS. W. D. DiSHMAN.

Fresno, Cal.
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Housekeeping in Warm Weather
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Summer Pe^s
\S I write the words there returns to me across

the long years the memory of a summer in

>- Virginia when life was a burden and house-

eping an exasperation because of a pest of tiny

d ants. These minute specimens of the insect

)rld were far too numerous to count and they in-

ded every corner of the house, swarming over the

ntries, infesting the bureau drawers and creeping

battalions across the dining-room tables. I can-

t remember how they were exterminated, but I do

,ow that the neighbors were called into council,

at the old black mammies who had fought with

ts from their childhood had remedies to offer, and

.at though the conflict was stubborn victory

rched upon our banners at last. The trouble must

ve been general and not limited to our

me, for I recall going to an afternoon

a and declining a piece of sponge cake

,cause I saw that the ants were calmly

,ilking across its surface. "Ah," said

ilady beside me, "you cannot make up

,ur mind to eat that cake, but I can.

lave a soul above ants."

We found it necessary to insulate

ery portable refrigerator and other

pository in which food was kept by

anding them in jars filled with water,

e sprinkled borax plentifully upon the

.elves and we waged a war with no

Urter against the tiny intruders,

fnally we routed them. Among the

Drst pests of the summer, pests with

ihich the housekeeper should do battle,

es are more to be dreaded than ants

ther black or red. It should go with-

it saying that windows and doors care-

lly screened are an essential of sum-

er housekeeping. Absolutely there is

) excuse for the presence of flies inside

house when wire screens will bar their

ay from the world outdoors. Mosquito

."tting tacked across windows serves

'e purpose of wire, but it soon becomes

np and a blast of wind may tear it

.)wn. One might better do without

'any finer things in favor of having a

all-screened house. P'lies are dis-

nctly unwholesome and unclean. They
•ing contagion with them, and are the

•olific source of many an evil disease.

As for the ubiquitous mo.squito,

jainst whom an indictment must be

^'clared on the score of disease as well

j of incessant annoyance and disturb-

ice of sleep, screens are a protection

jainst its ravages. They are not in-

'iriably effectual, this minute and tor-

iring creature sometimes squeezing

irough apertures incredibly small,

he mosquito cannot be routed by an
idividual. States and municipalities

lould spend money lavish'ly in destroy-

ig the conditions in which the mo.s-

jito breeds. The thing has been done.

was done in New Orleans, and it

light be done in every other habitat

f the mo.squito, if strong measures
fere taken to destroy the laboratories

hence mosquitoes come by the million,

ther summer pest which one hesi-

ites to name are simply disgraceful if
. ,

, •

-ley obtain lodgment in your home. Residents in

'oartment houses, even when these are most luxuri-

js and most beautifully appointed, are troubled by

ariodical outbreaks of bed-bugs, water-bugs, cock-

)aches and the like. In fact, a professional in.sect

<terminator appears weekly or monthly in many
ew York apartment houses, ready to exercise his

ocation. Presumably a similar expert goes about

1 the same job in other large towns and cities. The
rice of immunity from pests like these, if one s

ome be in a crowded city whose residents are more
: less nomadic, is eternal vigilance.

/hat Shall We Eat in Summer?
Catering for the household in summer is not a

ifficult task provided the family are of one mind^

fature furnishes fruits in abundance, and a diet

irgely composed of milk and fruit, good bread and

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

butter and fresh vegetables is the one to be recom-
mended in the summer season. Very little meat is

needed in summer. Hot joints and highly spiced

food are as great mistakes as might be the wearing
of a fur coat. The custom of a hearty American
breakfast, once universal, has become obsolete, and
the European breakfast of rolls and coffee, or coffee

with toast and marmalade, a little fruit and a cereal

at discretion, is at present popular. To prepare

breakfast with coffee and rolls and boiled eggs is an
easy affair. The other meals of the day may like-

wise be simple. If there are men whose work re-

quires them to have a heartier diet, they should be

THE LOVE OF THE FLAG

Forever the flag of my country for me

!

Is the cry that resoundeth from mount and to sea.

It ringeth from Africa's far distant shore ;

And where Fuji-yama's white vapors outpour.

The flag of his country each true heart loves well.

It honors each patriot glories to tell.

But of all the bright flags that on earth ever flew.

There is none that compares with our red, white and blue

About Comfort
THERE are usually two opinions as to the best

method of keeping a house comfortable and
cool during a heated term. Possibly there are

three. Every one is agreed that something must be

done to alleviate and mitigate the suffering that

comes as an accompaniment to torrid temperature.
We cannot indeed compare ourselves with the mis-

sionaries in India and Africa when we think of the
faintness and headache induced by the fierce trop-
ical heat of the sun. With us there is frequently a
cool interval after several days of intense warmth.
A thunder shower is the advance agent of a coming-
cold wave, or in the daily newspaper the weather
bureau gives out a hint of relief. We are not
obliged to face ninety or one hundred days in which

the mercury mounts to one hundred
degrees, while the sky is like burnished
copper, and only they who rise before
the dawn are able to undertake any-
thing like real work. Yet we do have
extremes which are trying to soul and
body, and so the question comes home to

us : how are we to keep the house com-
fortable for the babies, the old people,

and the sick?
One method, probably the best, is to

open every window and door early in the

day, flooding the house with the morn-
ing coolness. As the sun mounts higher,

close evei-y window and shutter and
draw down the shades. In the South I

have tried this plan successfully. After
five o'clock in the afternoon windows and
doors may again be opened and cool air

admitted.
Another plan apt to be favored by the

man of the house, if his advice is asked,

is to keep everything open and allow

the breeze, if there is any, to have a full

sweep through the entire place.

Still another, and this commends
itself as sensible, is to minimize the

amount of fire in the range. If cooking
is done upon a gas stove and the

laundry work reduced to its lowest

terms, this procedure will certainly aid

in reducing- the amount of indoor heat.

Everything must be done to keep an
invalid's room as cool as possible in

sultry weather, and if the patient have
temperature, the blood rising to fever

heat, sheets rung out of cold water and
hung in the doorways may aid in bring-

ing a little coolness. Above all things,

do not fret. The little ones should stay

in the pleasantest part of the house and
be very lightly clothed. Neither they

nor their elders gain in the slightest

degi-ee by complaints of discomforts.

Prickly heat with children may be

soothed by frequent baths and a liberal

use of talcum powder.

Another Golden Wedding

provided for at dinner or supper. Americans need

not be ashamed of liking pie as their forefathers did.

A toothsome berry pie is a dish fit to set before a

king. The summer housekeeper may decline to

make pastry oftener than on Saturday morning, and

when the supply of the Saturday baking is exhausted

she should serve the family with uncooked fruit until

the return of the baking day.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-AU

—S P Bi-ead and butter plates are a convenience and so are

the small knives that accompany them. You were right in using

the latter, although the other guests did not do so.

—Bertha and Ruth. A young man working on a small

salary is not usually in funds to pay for a carriage when he

escorts a young woman to a party, nor is it quite fair, it he

happen to be the only man in a group going to a concert,

to allow him to pay the collective car fares. As a rule, at such

times what is known as Dutch treat is the better course to be

insisted upon by girls.

On February 22, Washington's birth-

day, the golden wedding anniversary

of our friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. N.

Klock, was celebrated at the home of

their youngest son, Mr. M. L. Klock,

Bath, N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Klock have

four children and four grandchildren. Thus far

death has not invaded their circle. The occasion of

the golden wedding was auspicious, a poem written

for the happy pair was read, there was music by a

grandson, and numerous presents were received.

The maiden name of Mrs. Klock was Irene Strough.

Good Old Rover

A poor wee morsel of humanity, just a little waif

left to die by an unnatural mother, was found nearly

frozen stitf , one winter's day in Hoboken. The babe

would not have been found at all but for Rover, an

immense St. Bernard, who saw the child, protected

him as best he could with his shaggy body, and by

powerful deep-resonant barks brought his mistress

to the baby's aid. And there are people who do not

like dogs!
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

C. O., Toronto, Can. Why is Virginia, U. S.

A., referred to as the "Old Dominion" ?

Virginia is called the Old Dominion because

at one time it was recogrnized as a separate

dominion. The poet Spenser in 1590 dedicates

his poem "The Faerie Queen," to Elizabeth,

Queen of England, France, Ireland and Vir-

ginia. When James VI. came to the throne

Scotland was added to the list and Virginia was
called the Fifth Kingdom.

I. J., East Norwalk, Conn. Please explain the

meaning of the quotation from Ps. 2 : 12

:

"Kiss the Son, lest he be angry."

Kissing or adoration—which was expressed

with the mouth and hand in token of homage

—

has always been in the East the mark of sub-

jection and reverence. Samuel, after anointing

Saul as king, kissed him. The same form was

also used in religious worship. (See Job 31:

27.) The reference to the "Son" here and else-

where in the Psalms is to Christ, the Only

Begotten, whose dominion is the whole earth

and who is to judge the nations. "The way" has

a parallel reference in Ps. 1 : 6, and shows that

there is one "way" for the righteous and an-

other for the ungodly.

C. Van H., Kalamazoo, Mich. 1. What
is ptomaine poisoning ? By what
is it usually caused ? 2. When
Halley's comet again returns will

it approach nearer the earth than

in the present instance?

1. Ptomaines are alkaloids pro-

duced by the decomposition of animal

substances. They are organic chem-

ical poisons, and are found at times

in most meats, especially forms of

pork ; fish and other seafood ; cheese.

butter and cream, and some other

foods. 2. No one can tell. The comet

(luring its present trip varied its

course somewhat from that expected

by the astronomers.

Mrs. M. F. M., Blackstone. Mass. Ac-
count for the sunny skies of Italy.

Poets and travelers usually refer to

the skies of Italy as they appear in the

summer time, and the Italian summer
is practically rainless, with but few-

clouds in the sky, giving always the

impression of a wide blue sunlit ex-

panse above. The temperature is 70

to 80 degrees in summer and 35 to 50

in winter. A comparatively warm
climate, with mild south winds now
and then interspersed with the hot,

dry sirocco from the South. Conse-
quently the sun seems shining most of

the time with a feeling of warmth
throughout the land.

Mrs. F. G. S., Wallkill. N. Y. 1. By whom and
for what purpose was paper first used ?

2. What caused the Bread Riot in New
York in 1837 ? 3. Where did Patrick Henry
make his famous speech and what was the
subject of it? 4. What is the State mili-
tia? 5. Give three important uses of the
Hudson River. 6. What is meant by "libel"
in law? 7. Who discovered the X-rays,
and for what purpose are they used ?

1. The art of paper-making was probably
known to the Chinese and Japanese in very
early times. About the twelfth century it was
introduced into Spain by the Moors. Thence it

spread to Italy, France and Germany. It has
evidently been used always for the same pur-
poses as now. 2. The Bread Riot occurred in
February, 1837, when, incensed by the high
price of provisions, a mob attacked the flour-
stores of New York City and commenced to
remove or destroy their contents. They were
soon subdued by the military. 3. Patrick
Henry's greatest speech was made at James-
town, Va., before Virginia's second revolution-
ary congress, and was a plea for the immediate
arming of the Virginia militia. 4. The State
militia really consists of every able-bodied male
citizen between the ages of 18 and 45. It is

divided into the organized militia, known as the
"National Guards" of the several States; and
the unorganized, known as "the reserve mili-
tia." The organization, armament and disci-

pline of the organized militia is now the same
as that of the regular army. 5. The Hudson
River is used as a means of transportation ; to
supply drinking water ; and to furnish power
for manufacturing. It is also used for ice-

making ; and often, to our shame be it said, as
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a sewer. 6. A libel is written defamation made
public, the effect of which is to impair the rep-

utation of a person for honesty, decency and

virtue; or to injure him in his business occupa-

tion or public office ; or to bring upon him
public contempt, ridicule or hatred, or cause

him to be shunned or avoided. By the common
law, the truth of the matter published is a com-

plete defense. 7. The X-rays were discovered

by Roentgen in 1895, and are therefore often

called Roentgen-rays. They are used chiefly in

surgery to detect the character of fractures, or

the presence of foreign bodies in the human
structure. The anatomy of the hand, or any
other part of the human body, when inter-

posed between an X-ray bulb and a phosphor-

escent screen, can be clearly seen ; or any metal

;

as the flesh casts but a feeble shadow, while

hard substances cast a much stronger one. The
X-rays are also applied to some forms of skin

and other diseases.

R. G. D., Lovettsville, Va. Explain Matt. 5 : 40
and 41.

The Saviour in this passage was counseling

his followers to live at peace with all men, and
rather to suffer loss than indulge in quarrels

and litigation which would simply breed hatred

and heart-burnings. The reference to the cloak

may be explained by the fact that, in the East,

it was not lawful to retain the cloak over night

as a pledge from the poor, to whom it served as

a bed-covering. The second passage means that

among the brethren and explaining how,
though they may vary in gifts and graces, all

are necessary to a perfect whole, and to com-
plete service. Baptism is the one and only

visible sacrament by which we are once for all

united to one Lord and incorporated into the
"one body." Thus, its single celebration and
individual significance symbolize unity. The
passage has nothing to do with the form of

baptism. 2. The use of tobacco is a vice. It

is injurious to the human system and defaces

God's temple. For the sake of example to oth-

ers, it is well for professing Christians to

abstain from it. The cigarette evil is the same
vice intensified, since it is chiefly injurious to

youth.

Mrs. A. McC, Birnamwood, Wis. Is it our
duty to attend church, as Christians, where
the pastor does not preach the Gospel and
where he favors card-playing and other
worldly amusements ?

It is an easy matter to criticise a pastor on
a single sermon. It is frequently done, to the

detriment of the church and its work. If, how-
ever, a pastor does not preach the Gospel, and
neglects it, week after week, he is not fulfilling

the mission for which he was appointed. It

then becomes a question for the whole body of

that particular church to decide what shall be
done. It has the right to decide in such cases.

While certain rational amusements are desir-

able, we do not consider that card-playing and
some other amusements—dancing included

—

certain. There is nothing to substantiate
claim that he was there simultaneously wl

Paul, nor is there any historical or Scriptu
basis for assuming that he was the "J
bishop of Rome."

T. H. K., Deer Island. Me. What is the heii||

of the Jungfrau in the Alps?

It is 13,669 feet and ranks third among
Bernese Oberland peaks.

I. H., New York. 1. When and where was
Bible first translated into the English li|

guage ? 2. Did Martin Luther translate i

Bible into the German language?

1. The oldest version of the Scriptures is
'

Septuagint, a Greek translation of A.D.
The first English translation—a partial on||

was that of Adhelm, about the year 706.

first complete edition in Anglo-Saxon was !

sued about 1290, and Wycliffe's New Testamj
version appeared in 1378. 2. Luther's transl

tions began in 1517 and continued at inter\i

until 1532. He was assisted by Melanchtllf

and other competent persons, and his Bi|

was vei-y highly thought of. He took as

basis the early texts and subsequent tram I

tions, being guided by all the available scholl

ship at his command.

M. M. D.. Milford, Conn. What is meantijl

sidereal time?

Sidereal time is the time in which the ea||

rotates on its axis.

John Inglis Martin, of Royal Natio
Mission to Deep Sea Fisherm
on board S. S. Queen Alexand
Whilst traveling in the North S
about latitude 56 deg. 21 m.
longitude 3 deg., we brought uj

large gray stone jar with the :

lowing stamped on it : Haxtor
Co., Fort Jackson, N. Y. Co
you give any particulars? ^|

jar is perfectly whole.
j

Can any reader of The ChristiI

Hbkald give us any information '

regard to the above?

A. A. C, Winslow, Ind. How ms
emperors ruled through the
istence of the Roman Empire?

Augustus Csesar became emperor
27 B.C. The empire lasted undivii

to 395 A.D., when there were emp
ors over the Eastern and Westnl

Empires. During the existence of

united empire there were sixty ^
perors and thirty-four pretenders, i

C. A. P., Gridley, Calif. Did not «

children of Israel have live st(

with them in the wilderness?
thej^ did have live stock, what nC
of 'manna"?

Cleveland's Gala Day

Cleveland, C, for a few years past has enjoyed a "safe and sane Fourth." This year, the patriotic

enthusiasm expended itself in parades and costumed displays in which a great many young people par-
ticipated. The new system has been voted a popular success.

we should not stint our generosity, but rather
give and do more largely than is asked of us

;

in fact, rather submit to unreasonable demands
than raise a quarrel. Generosity and kindness
are set in high place among the practical
Christian virtues.

Reader, Dawn, Mo. 1. Who wrote the Epistle
of James ? 2. Also Genesis and Revelation ?

1. There were several of this name and the
authorship is not at all certain. The leading
commentators believe James, the Lord's
"brother," one of the twelve, and to whom Paul
refers in Gal. 2 : 9, wrote the Epistle. He is

said to have occupied a position of authority

—

probably superintendent—in the church at Jeru-
salem. 2. Genesis is one of the five books of
Moses—the Pentateuch. The authorship of
Revelation is disputed, but the best scholars
hold that the book was written by John the
Apostle in his old age, either when dwelling
in Ephesus or during the Patmos exile.

R. H. W., Simpsonville, S. C. 1. In Ephesians
4 : 5 are these words : One Lord, one faith,
one baptism. What is meant by one bap-
tism? 2. In view of the injurious effects
of tobacco on the human system, the dread-
ful results that follow the use of cigarettes,
and the enormous amount, .$940,000,000,
spent for tobacco in the United States an-
nually, do you think a day school teacher,
a Sunday School teacher, a minister, or
any Christian, should use tobacco?

1. In this chapter, Paul was advocating unity
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come within that category. It is a safe rule to

abstain from all doubtful amusements, for the
sake of example, if for no other reason. We
should avoid even the "appearance of evil."

Card-playing and dancing never helped any
one and have proved the way to ruin to thou-
sands.

E. C., New Bedford. Are the Laskars men-
tioned in some mission articles from India
members of a certain tribe or a social class ?

Lascar meant a camp follower and some-
times a soldier. The term comes from the Hin-
dostani and the Persian Laskari. It is now
applied to the East Indian sailors who serve on
European ships.

S. F., Lake Geneva, Wis. Was the Apostle
Peter ever in Rome ? If he was, at what
time ? Was it before or after the Apostle
Paul was there?

There has been considerable controversy re-

garding Peter's experience in Rome. The gen-
ral conclusion among scholars is that he did not
go there before the last year of his life. Euse-
bius gives A.D. 42 as the probable date. Some
authorities hold that Peter lived in Rome twenty
or twenty-five years, and one writer (Windisch-
mann) holds that Peter went to Rome imme-
diately after his deliverance from prison (Acts
12) and stayed there until the Claudian perse-
cution, five or six years later. He is believed
to have died a martyr's death in Rome during
the Neronian persecution, but the date is un-

1-^1 Yes, they had cattle of various kin

(See Ex. 9 : 4 ; 9 : 19 ; 12 : 32, 38, etc.) 1

manna was divinely provided, doubtic'

to fill a physical and hygienic need.

H. S., Roanoke, Va. Give some »

formation about the Virgin Isl

They foi-m a group in the Wc
Indies and comprise the Danish Islands of 1

Thomas, Santa Cruz and St. John, the islar,

of Virgin Gorda, Tortola, Anegada and a ft

smaller. They were discovered by Columbus!
1494. Tortola was settled by Dutch buccaneti

in 1648, but in 1666 they were driven out by t

English, who have since held it. St. Thomi

was settled by the Danes in 1672.

Miscellaneous '

E. J., Wilton, Ala. A vow made while one^

irrational from pain or sickness may not
binding. Consult your pastor.

B. J. W., Chandler's Valley, Pa. We knc
of no daily newspapers that absolutely refu

liquor advertisements, although there may
|

some that do. There are many weeklies thj

will not insert such advertisements. The ChM
TIAN Herald never does.

Mrs. G. W. 1. While there are many thin)

we might wish to have changed we are not

judge others, far less to condemn them. Rathi

let us pray and work that light may come
them to enable them to see and grasp the trul

as it is in the New Gospel. 2. Yes, many ff

through this besetting sin, which has COBJ

down through the generations and which woui

not exist in a civilized condition of society.

W. K. Q., Spencer, N. C. 1. One baptis,

should suffice, unless it was performed by 01]

not properly authorized to officiate. We wou
advise you, however, to comply with the i>

quirements of your church. 2. One who, ha'

ing been baptized and having made confessii

to repentance and accepted Christ, and wl

confesses him before men and is earnestly tt!

ing with God's help to lead a Christian life,

entitled to be regarded as a Christian.
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Youima People' >©caetie^

Or

Missionary Items

\TE are entering upon the most
V glorious missionary epoch in the

irld's history. The great object of

13 Laymen's Missionary Movement
;d the Student Volunteer Movement,

ii conversion of the entire world,

2.y not be attained in two centuries,

rli; brief time which has been set for

i but it will surely come.

;t is, perhaps, characteristic of our
. j)ple to underrate the culture of some
^•'* jo the old countries to which we are

s ding missionaries. Thus China was
a'great, civilized, organized nation

yen our ancestors were still rude sav-

;s, living in caves and subsisting on
ries and roots. Mrs. Stephen H.
dwin of Brooklyn, N. Y., has re-

;<tly translated a wonderful Chinese
ik on the proper conduct and eti-

tte of women. It was written
jiteen hundred years ago by a
l?-ned Chinese lady,

t is a notable fact that in the
^irld's Commercial Directory, which

_fes the ratings of the nations, China
rjks first for integrity and honesty in

buness dealings.

« ou would think, perhaps, that our
't-Da,

j^ idolized nation ought to hold first

pi e in such a list. But, no— it is not
'«• sVii second or third. Holland comes

le nd, England third and the United
"*' 5t.es fourth.

e must remember also that it was
-• ihileading exemplar of the so-called

; n<ern civilization, England itself,

wi:h introduced opium into China

—

1 Wiiof the most awful crimes ever com-
nJed; and it was creditable to the
wcderful old empress, who has been
•n a few years in her grave, that she
ga the order forbidding the further
BS'of opium in her country, allowing
ter/ears for its elimination.

accordance with this edict, many
gTit poppy fields have already been
&i; waste and prepared for useful
:rc5.

lis also most creditable to this great
lain that in many cases of the de-
Janre of young married Chinese
ne to secure a university education
ibi'xd, their wives have resorted to
niionary boarding-schools at home,

der that they might stand on
nthing like an equal educational
o.ig with their husbands upon their
!tin.

Ce of the most remarkable among
heoung Chinese women is Dr. Mary
>hi;or Stone, as she is oftener called,
ihtives in Kiu-kiang, a city of 80,000
«oe in Central China. Her mother
fasine of the earliest in her province

iscountenance foot-binding and
)r.r,Iary herself was the first prac-
ica illustration of her mother's
heiy.

S'; graduated from a missionary
Jhc*! at home and then studied medi-
ineat the University of Michigan,
leramily is one of the proudest in
hi;

, and when she returned to her
ati; country She was given such a
M;e ion as is usually accorded only
>aictorious general.
'It fame as a skilled surgeon,"

m^TS. Baldwin, "has penetrated to
eai' every corner in China, and she
ir-harge of a large hospital, given

f 1-. Danforth, a physician of Chi-
igtas a memorial to his w.fe. She

/ thirty-three years of age and
is splendid future. Besides reliev-
<e ir sisters of sickness, she is teach-
ig em sanitation and how to care
T leir children and make their
m. comfortable."
Nilonger are the child-widows of
laiistacked up like logs and burned,
hejire not yet treated properly, but
an; agencies are at work to help
em
%1 of the wonderful work in
tnj, in Korea, in Turkey. It is all
istispiring.

Si *'"i
Endeavor Topic for Sunday. July 31.*" fs. 44 : 1-4 ; Acts 28 : 23-29.

(»**•

,ji:r.

•IV
•

The Life Hereafter*
SPECULATIONS concerning the oc-

cupations of the saved have em-
ployed the minds of men ever since the
cup of salvation was held out to us
from the cross of Jesus.

That we should live forever in idle-
ness, walking about the heavenly gar-
dens, plucking the asphodels and ad-
miring the streets of gold and the sea
of glass, is no longer the theory of
theologians. It is understood that the
beautiful pictures of the palm-crowned
victors over earthly sin, striking their
harps forever and singing praises, are
but poetic allegories, which stand, as
Bunyan's great allegory stands, for
deep and wonderful truths which mor-
tals cannot comprehend.
"We do not know just what the

heavenly life is," says Dr. J. R. Miller,
"but we do know that it is loving, un-
selfish, holy, without sin. It is joyous,
contented. Nobody in heaven ever
worries. You will find it easy to fall
into heavenly habits."

It sometimes seems as though God
had sent to us of the modern world,
this thought of a measureless eternity,
in order that we might have a field for
our dreams. We can dream of earthly
delights, but they become so improbable
as we pursue the briery way, that one
by one we drop them.

Still, it must be that we, with our
restless minds and our pressing activi-
ties, must now and again refresh our-
selves with dreams. In contemplating
the vastness of an eternal life, we
have an adequate field in which our
pent-up imaginations may properly
disport themselves. It is not whole-
some, perhaps, to dream too much in
any line, but surely in picturing to
ourselves the joys most desirable in
eternity, we may, if anywhere, revel in
innocent visions of the soul.

We are told that we shall be satis-

fied. It doth not appear how this will
be accomplished; but if you love to
draw and paint—if form and color ap-
peal to you, may it not be that in the
future life, your desire will be grati-
fied?

Or you may love to work with little

children, to tell them stories, to watch
their kindling faces and listen to their
naive comments. There you may have
the pleasure indefinitely.

One beautiful, loving woman to
whom children had been denied in this
life, said that in heaven she looked for-
ward to having children of her own

—

to care for and develop from day to
day.

If you love music, literature, science,

may it not be that in the Great Un-
known you will have a liberty of utter-
ance, of research, of accomplishment
far beyond any that earth can afford?

In any case, we must believe that
God will provide some form of con-
genial work for every one of us. In

the far corners of his universe, there
must be endless labors awaiting will-

ing hands—tears to wipe away, dark-
ened minds to enlighten, drooping
hands to lift up.

* Topic of the Epworth Leagrue for Sunday,
July 31. Texts : I. Cor. 15 : 33, 34 ; L John 3 : 2.

A MOTHER'S PRAYER
UP to me sweet childhood looketh.

Heart and mind and soul awake ;

Teach me of thy ways. O Father,
For sweet childhood's sake.

In their young hearts soft and tender.
Guide my hand good seed to sow,

That its blossoming may praise thee,

Wheresoe'er they go.

Give to me a cheerful spirit.

That my little flock may see.

It is good and pleasant service.

To be taught of thee.

Father, order all my footsteps ;

So direct my daily wj?y.

That in following me, the children

May not go astray.

the popular Cana-
dian novelist

:

*'I have used Sana-
togen at i n t er v als

since last autumn with
exUaordinary benefit.

It is to my mind a
true food tonic, feed-

ing the nerves, in-

creasing the energy
and giving fresh vigor

to the overworked
body and mind."

Very Rev.William
TheodotusCapers

Dean, Christ
Church Cathedral.

Lexington, Ky.,
says:

*'! feel constrained

to write you and say

that Sanatogen has

done everything for

my wife. 1 have
found this preparation

restores a normal
appetite and gives
vitality to the nervous

system."

Hall Caine

the dramatist, says

:

"My experience of

Sanatogen has been
that as a tonic

nerve food it has

on more than one
occasion bene-

fited me.'*

Health is Equilibrium

NATURE tends to maintain

balance. For all wear

there is repair

—

for destruction

there is construction — for at-

tack, defense— for strife, calm

—for consumption, re-creation.

The universal law is
" for every

action there is equal and contrary

reaction." When you tear down you
must rebuild—when you destroy you

must replace. Often your energy is

consumed faster than Nature can re-

supply. Tissues waste—nerves break

down— life becomes continuous strife

—

pleasure wanes—duty drains.

Your nerves need revitalizing—your tissues

re-building. You need a tonic— you need

Sanatogen. Combining the two elements of

physical cells and tissues—albumen and sodium

glycero-phosphate, it builds up
the body, gives strength for weak-
ness, adjusts the strained nerves,

promotes appetite and food as-

similation, enriches the vitiated

blood. It serves man and makes

him master of his health. Thou-
sands of testimonials praise it.

Ali leading doctors prescribe it.

You should use it.

Write for Dr. Saleeby 's Book.

'"The WiQTo Do*' is this interDationally

famed physician-author's latest contri-

butioD to medical literature. Dr.

Saleeby has the knack of imparting

most valuable medical advice in such a

manner that it makes pleasant reading

and this book is no exception to bis

readable style. A copy mailed with
our compliments upon request.

Sold in three sizes:
$1.00. $1.90. $3.60

Get Sanatogen from your druggist

—if not obtainable from him,write

The Bauer Chemical Co.
Everett BIdg., 4th Av^New York

Emerson Hongh,

the well - known
writer, says

:

"We had with us

this spring as a guest

a lady who was con-
valescent after a sur-

gical operation, and
it occuned to me that

she might be bene-
fited by the use of

Sanatogen. 1 am
very glad to say that

our surmise seemed
well founded and
that the patient
steadily improved, so
that she is well recov-
ered from what bid

fair to be a complete
nervousbreakdown."

Harrison Fisher,

the well - known
artist, says

:

"1 have used San-
atogen since the first

of ihe year and find

it a wonderful tonic.

1 am recommendmg
it to my^ overworked
friends."

ry a Kingsford custard
with tart berries,
served cold. Or, with

summer fruits, a delicate sauce
or cream— easy to make and
hard to surpass.

Kings!ord's Corn Starch
makes ideal summer desserts
—light, cooling and easily di-

gested. Kingsford's will help
your juicy fruit pies, such as
rhubarb and cherry. Used
in the pastry, it keeps the
under crust dry and tender.

All these things in Cook Book
"O." "What a Cook Ought to

Know About Corn Starch"—168 of
the best recipes you ever tried. The
book is free. 5 end for it. Your name
on a post card will bring it.

T. KINGSFORD & SON
Oswego, N. Y.

National Starch Co., Successors

m

^
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For Travelling
Linene collars are invaluable. They
may be thrown away when soiled.

Both sides being finished alike they

may be first reversed and two wear-

inps secured for the price of a single

collar. Try them the next time
you travel.

10 collars for 25 cents at the

stores, or by mail 30 cents in U. S.

stamps. Sample by mail for 6 cents.

STATE SIZE AND STYLE
REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY

Dept. T, Boston. Mass.

P^ ^^^
CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House, New York

FREE LAND
AND FREEWATER RIGHTS IN
NORTHWESTERN COLORADO
Write to-day for map and booklet tolling
how to gflt 160 or 320 acres ot government
land. Deep, Rich Soil la River Valley.
Land and irrigation water absolutely
free. Eailroadnow being boilt through
a million acres of free land. Fine crops
of grain and vegetables ; good local mar-
ket. Best grass country in the west. We
havenolandand no water rights to sell.

They are froe. W.P.JONES,
Gen. Traf. IVlgr., D.N. W. & P. Ry.

Room 745 Majestic BIdg. Denver, Colo.

THE OXYGEN
TOOTH POWDER

Depends for its virtues not upon strong oils, car-
bolic or other irritating disinfectants, but upon the
presence of Oxygen (peroxide)— Nature's purifier.

Ash your Dentist—he knows

OF ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS
Sample and Booklet free on request

McKESSON & ROBBINS. NEW YORK

GENUINE
HAND
WOVEN

PANAMA
RARE BARGAIN
IN GENUINE
PANAMA HATS

Panama lints more popular tlian ever—all
the ra^e tlliHsumiuer. Bv importinp larpe quantities

we ean sill .liiert to user fnr this surprisiiiplv low price.

These hats arc warranted gcuuille all liancl-woven;
iinhlocked.andcan be worn in that condition by Gentlemen.
Ladies and Children. Easily blocked in any shape or

style. .lust as serviceable as the $10.00 liind; the difference

only in fineness of weave. Assorti-d sizes Weicht onlv 2 oz.

SpntnrPDiiri d> 1 /\/\ ORDEK TO-DAY.hentprepiia «! qq Satisfaction (;«arantuecl.
on receipt of np l..\J\J» ^^^^^ ,,,„^ |.„„ki,et.

Panama Hat Co.. Dept. C. 830 Broaaway, New York City

For :^"i ye.-us wo have been p.iyini; our cnst<jmer8

5 hi^heat returns consistent w itii conservative

I

methods. First mortgage loans of $2UU and up

I
which we can recommend after the most thorough

sunal iuvedtigauuo. I'lease aek for Lo&n List Ni>. iUT

I
1125 Certificates of Deposit also for saxiiig investors.

PERK NS&CO. Lawrence. Kans

WE have received a number of let-

ters from subscribers asking for

the address of some banking concern

that would be wifling to lend money
upon real estate. Some of these have

come from sparsely settled districts,

and the real estate in question was
overworked farms. Others were from
small towns in which loans were de-

sired on unimproved property. The
residents seemed to feel that there

must exist somewhei-e institutions with

much surplus cash on hand for the

purpose of taking up whatever offers

were made to them. In very few cases

were the essentials of desirability, from
the standpoint of the bank, mentioned,

the resident in each case seeming to

feel that his statement of the value of

the property in question would go un-

challenged.
As a matter of fact the process of

procuring a loan is more or less intri-

cate. Banking houses which make a
habit of lending money on property
generally have individual rules which
are very seldom broken. Opportunities
to lend money are far more numerous
than opportunities to secure loans and
consequently banking houses are able

to outline their own rules of procedure.
Very few of the larger institutions in

New York, for instance, care to lend

money upon property outside of the

metropolitan district. They make a
specialty of this district, are thor-

oughly acquainted with all its finan-

cial probabilities and, operating within
this prescribed teiritory, they are

saved the expense of sending long dis-

tances on what might after all prove
to be fruitless investigation.

Where to Obtain Loans

When we have been asked by sub-

scribers where to obtain loans on
property, we have almost invariably
advised the subscriber to go to a local

bank. In nine cases out of ten, the

local bank will be found to be well ac-

quainted with the values of the vari-

ous properties within their own terri-

tory and if such local banks do not feel

safe in lending money upon real estate

in their vicinity, it would probably be

a hard matter to obtain a loan from a
bank at a distance, since the latter

bank would be very likely to seek in-

formation concerning the property in

question from the bank located nearest
to the property. In cases where there
is no bank in the small town
where the property has been located,

we have advised the intending bor-

rower to apply to the bank in the near-
est town.

In attempting to borrow money
upon property or upon a business, it is

always well for the intending bor-
rower to tell a plain, straightforward
story of the values of his property, his

business assets and liabilities, etc., etc.

Any concealment of the true state of

affairs is almost sure in the end to
work to the detriment of the intending
borrower; because banks have a way
of learning even the most intimate
financial secrets which might possibly
have a bearing upon the financial

standing of their clients, and most of

the banks nowadays co-operate with
one another in exchanging such infor-
mation concerning customers. Most of
the banks operate a card system which
soon becomes a private library of in-

formation concerning the people with
whom they do business, even as far as
their personal and business habits are
concerned, their mode of living, man-
ner of saving, extravagances, whether
of the head of the family or^ of the
family itself.

The Telltale Card System

Such information is not open to the
public, but it is on file for the benefit
of the bank's credit man or the credit
men of other banks who may apply for
the information. Men who have been
rated as wealthy by a community at

large have been amazed and cha-

grined to find credit refused them for

reasons which were at the time a mys-
tery, but which could be laid to their

mode of life as it was written down
from time to time on the card system.

Many a hard-working business man
has been surprised to find himself re-

fused credit by his local bank, and
might have been indignant had he
known that it was due less to a specific

fault of his own than to the well knowTi
extravagance of his wife.

Liabilities of Conduct

Bankers are students of human na-

ture. With them two and two make
exactly four. In deciding whether or

not a customer shall be trusted for a
loan, they base their answer, not so

much on his personal honesty or his

willingness to pay, as upon the various
causes, personal or otherwise, which
may interfere with his ability to do to.

A man may have a flourishing busi-

ness and all may be going well, and
then after continued prosperity he
may adopt habits of living which in the
end may interfere with the accumula-
tion of assets. The banker feels that
one bit of extravagance begets another,
and sets down upon the card system
the facts as they come to him one by
one. In the course of time the man
applies for a loan and as security he
offers what he considers to be his as-

sets and against these he mentions a
number of liabilities which seem to

him to be so little worthy of considera-
tion that the banker cannot help but
consider the loan a good one. But the
man fails to mention those other lia-

bilities arising out of his over-expen-
sive habits which the banker has set

down against his credit in the card
system. And so he may be surprised
to meet with a refusal of his proposi-
tion.

And our readers would probably be
amazed to learn how very tangible
bankers consider these liabilities of
conduct. Their theory is that no man
in business can wander too far from
the straight and nai'row road without
producing some effect upon his general
integrity.

What applies to the man of commer-
cial business, applies equally as well to

the agriculturist, to the small house-
holder, or anyone else who may wish
to borrow upon property. Do not
depend too much upon the mere com-
mercial value of your securities. There
are men in this world who could bor-
row more money upon their personal
integrity than others could upon a
large amount of tangible assets.

Do Not Overborrow

You may be sure, however, that the
banker will examine very intimately
into the tangible assets which you have
to offer as security for a loan, but in

offering them be sure to go to the
logical source of money supply, that is,

to the one who will be most likely to

lend because he is most thoroughly
acquainted with your property. If

you own a farm in Montana, it would
be illogical to ask a New York banker
to lend you money upon it, when the
New York banker has more applica-
tions for loans upon New York City
real estate than he could possibly ar-
range. Yet the farm might be very
good security for the money, and the
local banker might be very willing to

take it as security for a loan.

Again, do not expect to borrow more
than a limited percentage of the value
of the property. In lending money
bankers always assume that they may
be forced to foreclose the mortgage and
dispose of the property. Forced sales
seldom bring a price anywhere near
the value of the property placed under
the hammer. And so bankers are
prone to leave a very large margin of
safety for their own protection when
making a loan.
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CHANGE
Qupt Coffee and Got Well.

A woman's coffee experience is interesi:
"For two weeks at a time I have taken >

food but skim milk, for solid food wo
ferment and cause such distress that I cc
hardly breathe at times, also excrutiatingr
and heart palpitation and all the time I s
so nervous and restless.

"From childhood up I had been a co -

and tea drinker and for the past 20 yea 1
have been trying different physicians, w
could get only temporary relief. Then I r<\

an article telling how some one had b 1

cured by leaving off coffee and drinllr
Postum, and it seemed so pleasant jusS
read about good health I decided to

yPostum in place of coffee.

"I made the change from coffee to Pes h
and such a change there is in me that I dft
feel like the same person. We all fo d
Postum delicious and like it better than coi :.

My health now isr wonderfully good.
"As soon as I made the shift from coffe o

Postum I got better, and now all of |r

troubles are gone. I am fleshy, my I'd

assimilates, the pressure in the chest d
palpitation are all gone, my bowels are reg 1,

have no more stomach trouble and my h |l-'

aches are gone. Remember I did not ie

medicines at all—just left off coffee and dik
Postum steadily."

Read "The Road to Wellville," foun n

pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A ,v

one appears from time to time. They ;e

genuine, true, and full of human inter ,t.

SENT
FREE

f Write to-day for our book

describing these Guaranteed

First Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby I BQAi J

payments of $10 to $100 I Seci-

1

and upwards at your / by f t

convenience secures at / IHortgs 5

once ownership X onNewM
and income

and Subur 1

Real Es e

CNDER STJPEEVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING ) r.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK 1

Housework Halv I

l)y using the

"Easy" Vacuum Cler
Hand or Electric

:

Easiest, mosteffifient, Sim t*

strongest made. Wiii >y

particulars.

DODGE & ZUII
.'..'1.) P DllUye B!dg., t^ynicuti^ i

Mfre. t^J;^ucuBe •Easjp" W;

Avenue, L. G. Beebe, \

TIf£ BESTZlCxJT
Gives BOOcandle power. Casts HOB low.

1 Costs 2 cents per week. Makes an ura*

I its own gas. Over 200 styles. Eve amp

I
warranted. No dirt. Ko odor. Kinase

I
Ageats wanted. Write for catalot >»•

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
' 3-70 E. 5th St., Car 1.0.

ITfc A TT^XinP^ For facts about ize

tJ/X I r IN I .S»and Reward off. ind

A .r-\.M. M^L '^ A »«-»• Inventions th: "H

bring from $;ooo to 10 Million Dollars; and for 'k-

of Intense Interest to Inventors, send Scpos ;">

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept. 36 Pacific BIdg., Wajhinfli; )'C.

^Anrcivi'T'c sKciiitKw OB ••DA I bIM I O RIOTOICVRI).
Free repoi t as to Patentability. Illusnatei "'"

Hook, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent •

VICTOR J. EVAINS & CO .. AVaahington ^•

"Af ail

Tr s"

.ole

Roosevelt's Own Book
,\^ents wanted in every oommtniity to sell this,

.

ai-count of Theoiiore Roosevelt's adventures, "

own hand. Stroncest co-operation ; large coniu

monopoly of territory. For prospectus, write

rHARI.E.S SCRIBNER'S SONS
351 Fifth Avenue, Nt'' '"'

IN
the purchase of bonds the value of a banklne "

clienl depends upon the scope and efficiency of tn ^'"

rendered and the integrity and experience of » "

It you have money available for investmenl "
marketable bonds, you are invited to correspond '

"

H^ri/c for pamphlet No. B-52

entitled "A Bond Dealer's Circular

N. W. HALSEY & <3.

New York: 49 WaU St. Philadelphia: 1421 Che ' ^j-

Chicago: 152 Monroe St. San Francisco: 424 Calif''
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Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

M

"TOW to forgive freely, fully and
—I forever is a lesson we all need

.X to learn. Although Peter had
en walking with Jesus for nearly if

t quite two years, he had not learned

; there was to be known about for-

cing others; and so he asked Jesus

4«^ li question

:

I "How oft shall I forgive him?"
I ;ter's impetuous nature no doubt

-I (;en brought him into strained rela-
'

r ns where forgiveness had to be exer-

(ed; and if the truth were known, it

•s usually Peter who had need to be
] -given.

'Until seven times?" Undoubtedly
t! friction brought about by Peter's

ipetuosity sometimes called forth

l5ty words and actions on the part

c others, and he had then something
t forgive. When Peter asked Jesus
l.v many times one might be expected
t forgive another, he seemed to think
tit "seven times one" was the limit.

I'Until seventy times seven." This
vs the reply of Jesus.

~ Peter's Measure of Forgiveness

^\W flow small was Peter's measure of

: fgiveness compared with that of

^n!iJ;us! It was as an anthill is to a
•'''' runtain! But really Peter's meas-

\j; was not small compared with the

viy people generally forgive others.

Cite often we hear some one say
(irhaps ourselves) : "I have forgiven
hi once, and I'll not do it again."
Een worse than this, we have some-
t es heard some people say: "I can
n er forgive him." Let us begin with
I.er's measure and then progress
ajig the scale set by Jesus. We will

t>e up eight with Jesus, when we
hi'e finished seven with Peter. Let
usee how it will work. A gentleman
s'ing in the evening in a window over-
U\iing his beautiful lawn and flower
gden, saw a boy crossing it, ruth-
l(i;ly breaking a branch here and
tl're, and picking flowers only to

tlow them down. The gentleman
v\\t quickly down to the lawn, and
a lost before the boy saw him com-
ii!, he had his hand on the boy's
slulder, not in an angry clutch, but
W|h firm kindness, and he said: "Tell
ir my boy, which do you think is the
bt flower in the garden?" The boy
Icced as if he would like to escape,
b: he felt that would be impossible,
ine looked around and spied a beau-
all moss rosebud, and pointing to it,

linswered: "That is best." With his

h:d still on the boy's shoulder, the
gttleman reached down and picked it,

ai gave it to the boy. The boy looked
iri the gentleman's face and asked:
".n't you going to have me punished,
si" "No," was the reply, "I am giv-
ir you the best flower in my garden.
Yi will never come and trample down
m flower beds again, will you?"
"l^ver, sir, as long as I live," was the
er)hatic reply; "but, please sir, ain't
t\-e some little errand I could do for
.V< ?" Many a time after that boy was
SCI, cap in hand, standing at the gen-
tl lan's gate with the loving petition
othis lips: "Please, sir, isn't there
sc e little errand I could do for you?"

The Debt of a Thousand Talents

fter Jesus had shown to Peter the
la;e measure for forgiveness, he
SKe a parable that he might cause
P 3r to understand more fully the
ti'! meaning of forgiveness. Jesus
sp^e of a king who had the accounts
ol is servants (rather, officers) brought
bt)re him. It was found that one
o\d him one thousand talents, equal
to.wenty millions of dollars, or ten
m ions if reckoned by the Greek
stidard. According to the law the
kic ordered that the man and his

^^l.3BJ••

<'^.'

I ;C^ i 1 ^f Inlernstional Sunday School Lesson for
1 >L1 i"' 31, 1910. ForKiveness, Matt. 18:21-3.5.
\^ tjO.EN Text: "If ye fortrive men their tres-

,^^ oa s, your heavenly Father will also forgive
t,. yo' Matt. 6:14.

family should be sold as slaves that
the debt might be paid. When told
what must be done, the debtor fell on
his knees before the king and begged
for mercy, promising that if he would
have patience, he would pay the whole
debt. And so the king not only gra-
ciously released him, but forgave him
the debt.

What did the happy man then do?
Why, he went out and took a man by
the throat, who owed him only one
hundred shillings (less than twenty
dollars), and angrily demanded: "Pay
what thou owest." And when he
begged: "Have patience, and I will
pay thee all"

—"No," was the answer,
"you shall go to prison, and there you
shall stay until you have paid me all."
We say: "What a monster!" And
truly he was. But he soon got a les-
son which showed him there was an-
other side to forgiveness beside his
own. The king being informed of his
hardness, sent for him and asked him
the question: "Shouldest not thou also
have had mercy on thy fellow-servant,
even as I had mercy on thee?" But
the "monster" did not see it in that
light, and so the king revoked his
leniency, and sent him to prison until
he should pay the whole debt of twenty
millions of dollars. And Jesus closed
his parable by saying: "So shall also
my heavenly Father do unto you, if

ye forgive not every one his brother
from your hearts." On another occa-
sion Jesus said: "If you forgive men
their trespasses, your heavenly Father
will also forgive you." (Matt. 6: 14.)

"Take care how you off"end me, for I

never forgive," said one man to an-
other in the hearing of John Wesley.
"Then," said the preacher, "I hope
you never sin."

An Indian Adoption

"I can forgive anything but that."
Have you ever heard any one say so?
.\fter you have read the following in-

cident, you may think there is nothing
too hard to forgive. James Evans
was a missionary to the Indians. While
out shooting in a canoe with a Chris-
tian Indian by the name of Hassel, be-

longing to the Chippewayan tribe, his

gun accidentally went off', killing the
Indian. He started out at once to ac-

quaint the relatives with what had
happened. He fully expected that he
would be killed by them, because "a
life for a life" was the tribal law.
When he reached the encampment, he
asked for Hassel's father, and on en-
tering his wigwam he told the sad
news. His recital was received with
angry shouts by the relatives of the
dead Indian, and they were flourishing
their tomahawks when the mother
sprang forward, and placing her hands
on the white man's head exclaimed:
"He shall not die. He loved my son.

He shall live, and be my son in the

place of the one who is not among the
living." Instantly weapons were
dropped; angry passions subsided, and
after the custom of the Indians, James
Evans was adopted into the family of

the tribe. He remained some time
with them, and when at length he was
permitted to return to his family and
resume his work, he made it a rule

regularly to send some portion of his

income to the Indian wigwam in con-

tinuance of the custom of the departed
son. You say, if James Evans had
intentionally killed the young Indian

it would have been quite another mat-
ter. If that had been the case, we
think there might have been a differ-

ent result; but the instructive point in

the story is that the people concerned

were willing to listen to extenuating
circumstances. Usually time is not

taken for such a process and revenge-

ful action is had at once, or the memory
of an injury is allowed "to become
organized," as physicians say of a clot

of blood on the brain. Beware when a

grievance becomes organized in a hu-
man mind; it is then what we call a
"grudge," and its removal becomes
almost impossible. In place of a
grudge have a grave, such a grave as
Pastor Charles Wagner describes: "In
the very depths of yourself dig a
grave. Let it be like some forgotten
spot to which no path leads; and there,

in the eternal silence, bury the wrongs
you have suffered. Your heart will

feel as if a weight had fallen from it."

"John the Unafraid"

"John the Unafraid" is the title of a
remarkable little book we have recently
been reading that certainly throws
some new light on the subject of for-

giveness. We quote from it: "And on
the next day, the judges and rulers of
the courts, having heard of the man
who was both faithful and unafraid,
came to his home, and sought speech
with him. And John came out unto
them, saying: 'Why are ye not about
your Master's business? Are ye not
paid to adjust righteously the differ-

ences between your fellows?' And one
of the judges said : 'We have little to

do. Those who come to us insist that
they are in the wrong, the debtor de-
manding the right to pay, and the
plaintiff demanding the right to for-
give.' Then John said: 'Learn the
truth and give judgment in justice and
according to the law. If your brothers
come into your court enemies and de-
part friends, then you have wrought
for righteousness and need not fear.'

"

In this same little book we are led

to look upon misdeeds as sicknesses
rather than as evil deeds. One of the
judges said to John : "What shall we
do with these two score men crowded
into our jail?" "Alas," said John, "are
so many of our brothers sick?" "Not
sick," answered the judge, "but wicked
lawbreakers, guilty of great sin

against God and man." And John an-
swered : "There is no sin save unkind-
ness." "How say you?" said the judge;
"is the robber only unkind?" And
John said: "Surely he is unkind to the
one he robbed, and unkind to the
mother who gave him birth. This un-
kindness is a sickness that may be
cured if we set about the Master's
work." It will certainly help us to

forgive others if we think of them as
"sick" rather than "mean." We be-
lieve that God looks at us that way, or
it never could have been written of
him : "God so loved the world that he
gave his only begotten Son, that who-
soever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life."

(John 3: 16.)

The Story of the Palimpsest

We may learn from the story of the
palimpsest something about how God
forgives us. A palimpsest is a parch-
ment which has been written on twice.
This is made possible by having the
first writing sponged out by the use of
chemicals and something else written
on the cleansed surface. The reason
for using the parchment the second
time was the value of parchment in

days long ago. The Rev. H. Dudley
Lampden says of the palimpsest: "In
days of old a pious man would take
some parchment covered with ribald
songs and sponge it clean. On the
cleansed surface he would write the
gospel of God's grace. This may be
done with you and me. God's good
Spirit can cleanse us and write upon
our hearts God's truth. It is a fact
that by the use of chemicals the first

writing may be restored. But let us
never forget it: "There is a chemistry
which can remove all the stain of sin

so that it shall be remembered no more
against us. That is the precious blood
of Christ. It alone can blot out the
past. It alone can wash away the foul
and foolish, the silly, wicked, and
sinful things. It can so remove 'the

handwriting that was against us' that
it never can reappear to condemn us.'*

Let us try to forgive those who sin

against us after the same manner that
God forgives those who sin against
him. We have so little to forgive in

comparison with him. But we will not
be able to do it unless we do it as his

followers.

Eat Junket

Ice Cream
AND BE SATISFIED.

The best of the best is Ice Cream made
with Hansen's Junket Tablets. Easily

and quickly made, and is the most
palatable, easiest to digest and most
nutritious of all Ice Creams.

10 JUNKET TABLETS for 10 Quarts
of ICE CREAM—10 CENTS
Af grocer'' s and druggist's.
Our booklet of Recipes—Free.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY
200 Hansen Ave., Little Falls, N.Y.

ffam
£^^^ TRADE

No need to pay the high price of

couch or bed hammocks. The im-
proved 1910 Hammo-port is bet-
ter in every way— less expensive. Back rest ad-

justable to any position, use as a wind stiield or

back rest. The patent spring cannot sagand will

support 4.S0 lbs. Use as a hammock or bed for

outdoor sleeping. Solid colors and handsome
stripes, positively fast colors. Guaranteed satis-

faciory or money back. Buy from your dealer or

wewiU^^Q 7^ shipcomplete.east of Rock-

UALjY rLiY IvILiLEjIV tractaandkiUsallfllea,
Ne^t. clean, ornar
tal, convenient, cheap.
Lasts all season
Made o( metal, caniio)

spill or tip over, will ni

soil or injure anything.
Guaranteed effect

Of all dealers or !

prepaid for 20 cents.

HAKOLD SOMERS
150 DeEalb Ave.
Brooklyn, N, 7,

Sent on Approval. Send No Mones. * $2.00
, WE Wia TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flair SwilA
KSend a lock of your hair, and we will mail m
722 inch short stem fine human hair switch to
match. If you find it a big bargain, romit S2.0G
in ten days, or sell 3 and GET YOtJR SWITCH
FREE. Extra shades a littlo more. Inclose 6c

' postage. Free beauty book showing latest style of
nair dressing- -alao nigh grade switches, pompa-
dours, wigs, pixffs, etc. ANNA AYERS»
Dept. 81 19 Quincy St. Cblcago

'

CHICAGO FROEBEL ASSOCIATION
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR KINDERGARTNERS

Otgamzecl 1876. Term begins September, 1910.

Two Years" Course in Theory and Practice of
Kindergarten. Preparation for Playground
Supervision, Construction Work (basketry, etc.).
Children's Literature and Story Telling. Prepara-'
tion for. Home Making. Correspondence Course
for Mothers. For particulars address
Mrs. Alice H.Putnam, 5515 Woodlawn Ave..Cliicago,III.

W "v Beginners learn so thorouglily under our perfect
^l method of training tllat many are able to sell•^ their stories I)efore lliev complete the course. We also help

those who want a market for their stories Write for partienlars

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page Building, Chicago

CAN WRITE A SHORT STORY

TRAINING FOR SOCIAL WORKERS
uiiiler Specialists in Civic, Charitable. Cliilit Helping,
Settlement, R»'creation and (ieiieiai liiilantiiropic
Work. Lectures by (Jraham Taylor, Jane .\ri<lams and
others. Write or call 87 E. Lake Street, Ciiieago, Ills.

Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy

Returnable ezamlnatlOD copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needing new books.
THK limiAHV A iM41.\ <0., .New Vork or Chicago.
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TAXPAYERS:
Show ThU Ad to the Chairman or
Members of Your School Board.

We Cut the Price
WTTHODT SACRIFICING QVAUn

Tou can save
money by ordering
School Furniture
and Supplies from
our School Fur-
niture Catalog. It
is free for the ask-
ing; send for it.

The illustration
shows a sample of
our Simplex
School Desk,
which we ofifer in
the various sizes
at 3!1.55, $1.G5 and
$1.75, the lowest
prices ever quoted
on school desks.
When you buy

school furniture from an agent, the
price paid includes that agent's com-
mission, which averages about 35
cents per desk. You will be able to
save from 15 to 40 per cent on globes,
from 30 to 50 per cent on maps, and
from 15 to 40 per cent on chalk,
erasers and blackbo ard materials by
ordering from our catalog.

This School Furni-
ture Catalog, fully de-
scribing the desk shown
above, and other school
furniture, together with
a full line of supplies,
sent upon request.
Ask us today for our
School Furniture
Catalog No. 65C45.

SEARS, ROEBUCK S^So

"SAVETHEli0ffSE:"SPAVINCuRE.
RCa TRAOC nAR^

Fifteen ye»rs' aacceea. a binding contract and evidence
that is iionest to tile core will convince. Send for Bool^ on
all lameness and copy of Contract.

lAlUVIIiVV STOCK I'AKM
Brttdir of littpnvtd ClydisdaU Horsts, Abirdtttt Angus Calllt

Hcbn.n, Iniiiann. June 6. 1910.
TROY CHEMICAL CO.. Bjmihamios. NY,:
Enclosed $").00 fi.r buttle cif Save-The-Horse. Send tliis to my

lirother. A. C. McMillan, Hebron, Ind. A friend of mine at
WashinKton Heights, Chicago, this spring had a 8300 horse with
ringbone. He had some of the best skill ti led on this horse but
failed to cure. His son came across an old paper with your
advertisement and my testimonial as to whatSave-The-Hnrse did
for a valuable Clydesdale mare I owned. The son went to the
father and sliowed him the paper and said it must have cured
Mr. McMillan's mare or else he never would say so. and the result
was they got a bottle and cured the ringbone. They told me this
last May and thanked me for rty testimonial, and to-day their
stable -; never without the medicine. I wish more of my friends
wouiu use it—they would not have so many doctor bills.

Yours truly, R. C. McMillan.

$! no » ''"'"'• "'"> 'i^eal written guarantee or contract.^•WW Send for copy. l«„,klet and letters fr.m business^m im-n iiii.l iramera on every l(in<l of case. Permanently^W cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, Klngbone (ev.e|,t hnvl
Cnrb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpufl, Shoe Boil, Injured
Tendons and aU Lameness. No mf,, .„ l,,ssof hair. Horse works
as usual. Drtilrrs of K.rprfss Paid.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Sommercial Ave., Binghamton, N.T.

AGENTS-~$1.33Per Hour
Comer made It, bo oim yon. Swain says, ''Best
tning I ever etmck, ' Easy money maker. Hloh
School boy sold 36 bexos In 2 days—prolll
1 1 2.60. Ageiits get big repeat orders—build up
steady biumoBa. Everybody wears hosiery
Guaranteed for 4 montlis against holes in heels and

t toes. Send right back to us if not i>erfectly satisfac-
tory. J. R. Valanlino aoid 600 pairs In 60 hours
^—yon can do as well—yes—better. Worn goods

replaced free—no experience needed—we teach
1 you everything. Here's your one big chance—
' don't lose it—write today. Free samples.

THOMAS MFG. CO., 1»84 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

5 Fine POST CARDS CDCC^ Send only 2c stamp and receive 5 i 11TT
colored Oold and Umbossi-d (!ards I 11L^FREE to introduce post card offer. " ""^^

CAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. I 3a, Topeka, Kan.

I Coiio Clone between kitcben and dining ri,om

ildVC SICPS due trip wlili'WheelTray-et-ial.le.
itber clear. II. MaMil»l.eHl.leI»l.ie |..r .e, vlng. H-Kide

:: M liile wa-hiuL.' ili-lies Price $in, evp.piilil rirculHr

) WHEEL TKAr C0.,43SC West eist Place,Cliicago,in.

As the winter days passed, Robert
Hargrave spent th^most of his time at

the bank, giving Nell ample chance to

make her arrangements. Not until the

day of the reception did she broach the

subject.

"I suppose I might as well tell you,"

she began as her husband was about to

leave the breakfast-table, "the recep-

tion which you forbade will be held to-

day. I had decided to give it up, but

when Alma Chapman told me that peo-

ple all over town were saying that you
were 'mean' to me, and that Agnes,
your old sweetheai't, was reporting
that you treated me 'like a dog,' I de-

cided, for once, to do as I pleased.

Ever since we have been married I

have denied myself all unnecessary
things. I have never deceived you
about anything before, but I find that

the more I scrimp the more I am ex-

pected to. I concluded it didn't pay.
When I asked you for money, you re-

fused, so
—

" Nell rose and opened the
parlor door, where the decorator was
already at work— "I went to the sta-

tioner's and the jeweler's and bought
everything I needed and ordered the

bills sent to you. You needn't look so

dumbfounded. It's only a week now
until your promotion. The dealers will

wait for the money."
Rob Hargrave's face paled, then

turned a ghastly green, but he said
never a word. The clock ticked loudly
in the awful silence. His nervous
hands gripped the sides of the chair.

No words came from between his pale
lips. He seemed but the ghost of the

gay young fellow whom she had mar-
ried but a few short months before. At
last he rose and tottered from the
house.
The storm which Nell Hargrave had

expected had not come; but she felt

vaguely that something a thousand
times more terrible might be the result

of her disobedience. All was complete
at noon, but the master of the house
did not return.

It was Christmas Day. With a

white, drawn face Nell Hargrave ar-

rayed herself in her festal robes. With
laugh and smile she met each guest,

and without a break the programme
with which she had expected to dazzle
the society of Ripley went forward.

"It was a howling success," whis-
pered Alma, squeezing her hostess' fin-

gers, as she made ready for her de-

parture. "I wonder what Agnes will

say now."
In her agony, Nell Hargrave sud-

denly realized that what Agnes
Quarles said, what the whole world
said, was nothing to her. What she
wanted most was her husband. Nell
Hargrave sought the telephone.

"It is past banking hours. Bob has
started home, I suspect," she told the
girl, who rang the second and third
time. "I will call again later."

Eight, nine, ten o'clock dragged
slowlv by. One and two struck and
still Rob Hargrave was absent.

"I never dreamed he would act like

this," moaned Nell, roaming about the
empty rooms, which were still in con-
fusion. "Some terrible accident has
detained him."
A June-rose tint had crept into the

winter sky above the tree-tops.

Dressed in the bedraggled garments of
yesterday, Nell Hargrave had waited
until morning; and she waited on un-
til noon and night, for the husband
•who did not come.
What cared she for the congratula-

tions of her friends, which she re-

ceived by every mail? What cared she
that the Daily News devoted a whole
column to a description of her recep-
tion, which was called "the most unique
affair ever held in Rinley"?

In the afternoon of the third day, a

Yon can niace money in thp Tnrtnstrial Savings and
Loan ("ompany. and know tliat it is stn-. and is uhfre
ynu ran nriiain tt whpn truyifHi.And will y\f\t\ fmr ^a7-n-
i»rt.« 'n- ">-?-T/ tlnii inr^st^ti. See their ativertisement
on page CCT. and write them for full information.

Continued from page 65!)

familiar step sounded in the hall.

When Nell met her husband, the
strange, wild look in his eyes quieted
all her eager questions. She did not
think, now, of reproaches; she knew
before he spoke that his mind was wan-
dering. Immediately the heartbroken
wife summoned a doctor.

"Some gieat disappointment or grief
has brought on brain fever,'' said he.

"He must have careful nursing. When
his body becomes stronger his reason
will return."
Through the long days of suffering,

days when blissful unconsciousness
made Robert Hargrave forget his sor-
row, the wife learned much from his
frenzied ravings. One spring morning
he awakened with the light of reason
in his eyes.

"I feel as tired as if I had been sick
for a week," he smiled up at the anx-
ious watcher beside the bed. "I must
get to work at once. What day is

this?"
"Thursday, the third of March."
"Then I have been here— Oh, I re-

member." With a sob Robert Har-
grave buried his face in the snowy
sheets and said no more.
Business matters were not mentioned

again until the invalid was ready for a
trip uptown.
"Todds have promised to give me a

place in the grocery as soon as I am
able to take it," he announced cheerily,
as he returned. "I shall earn twelve
dollars a week. I am thankful for
even that."
"But you surely are not going to give

up your place at the bank!" cried the
wife in amazement. "What about your
promotion? Have you inquired?"

Without a word, Hargrave handed
her a crumpled, tear-stained letter.

Wonderingly she unfolded it. It en-
closed a newspaper clipping, which she
recognized as an account of her un-
lucky reception.
"What connection is there between

your position and this?" Nell held up
the printed sheet. "What "

"Only read!" commanded the hus-
band.
"Dear Hargrave," the letter ran, "I

had thought and hoped for some time
that you would be our new cashier. No
other man in the service is equal to you
in a number of important things.
Rumors floating about town have said
that you were living beyond your
means and that you were financially
embarrassed, but I refused to believe
them. Yesterday I picked up a paper
containing the enclosed clipping. I

read it. How could I uphold you
longer? I was obliged to accept the
other men's opinion for my own.
There are many temptations in our
business. We dare not place our money
in the hsnds of a man who cannot man-
age his own business or even his little

household. 1 do not think you dishon-
est, but we must take proper precau-
tions.

"Believe me, I am your friend and
well-wisher, Andrew Elliot."
"And your bad luck, your sickness,

your disappointment, is all my fault,"
began Nell in a voice of awful calm-
ness. "When success was within your
grasp, I wrecked the labor of years by
my silly pride. O Rob, Rob, forgive
me. You give up everything, have
your very self crucified that I might
wear a crown of "frills'! I do not sup-
pose that I can ever undo the wrong I

have done, but I am going to President
Elliot right away and ask him to take
you back."

"I will not allow you to humiliate
yourself!" cried Robert Hargrave.

"Is it not better that I should hu-
miliate myself for a moment, an hour,
than that you should suffer a lifetime
in atonement for my sin? Do not keep
me. I am going."
The next morning, looking up from

his papers. President Elliot saw before
him a beautifully dressed young
woman. She held a letter in her hand.

Without introducing herself, she be
to speak.
"My husband received this letter d

since then he has been unable to ans [r
it in person. I and I alone am resj
sible for the state of his affairs. I

I explain myself?"
"You are Mrs. Hargrave?" hazai'

the president.
"I am," said Mrs. Robert HargiL

soberly. "One year ago we vte
married. My husband has been all At
a husband should be, but I was sy
and young. I had lived a hard life 'l

had never knoWn the luxury of weai f
fine clothes and going to parties. W n
I came to Ripley, I was unfortui*
enough to be invited to various scil
functions, I became popular, fy
presence was demanded everywhe.
My husband worked early and lat ,o

procure for me the pleasures I era 1,

but I was not satisfied. I negle id

him," sobbed the girl, "and becie
more careless all the time.

[
"When I spoke to him about thefe-

ception of which you heard, he forlle
me to give it. I was angry, but l.i-

tended to obey him until a girl-fr'd
called. She twitted me because of is

'stinginess,' as she called it, and n le

me so angry that on the spur of a >
ment I rushed out, ordered wh; I

wanted, and had the bills held so it

he would not know anything about le

party, and in that way deceived hii
j

i

"He left the house when I expla |d i

it all to him a few hours before le

party. Under the influence of le i

shock, half crazed, he wandered ir ;

hours through the fields before hi e- .

turned. An attack of brain fever il-

lowed. Although it has been t ae i

months, he is on the street for the st

time to-day.
"I am young. President Elliot, bi in

the agony of the months that have pt

gone, I have lived an age. Do nO|et

my husband suffer for what I J'/e

done! Do not crucify him for my i!

Do not shut him out from the bn!
He loves its very walls! Recons ji

the matter and give me good ne\\ to

carry back to him."
"You plead your husband's c ?t

well, Mrs. Hargrave," said the p i-

dent when she had finished. ' le

story you have told presents the se

just as I supposed it was. I ace ;d

your husband of this, but he ref ;(i

to blame you. The place which in-

tended for him has already gon to

another man, so, of course, your s-

band's promotion is impossible I

think myself, that for a man whi

been so faithful as he, dismissal i

severe a penalty. The only thing .
m

do now is to allow him to take u] lis

work where he left it off. In ; er

years, a chance for rising may 'ne

again. I prepared a letter for 'ni

yesterday st.iting about what I ve

said to you. You may take it to .m

if you wish; and remember, ('W,

glitter and glare may suffice for a ne

—it can never satisfy for long."

Almost running, Nell Hargrave ju-

ried home.
"A respite has come," she b,an

breathlessly as soon as she enterei he

house. "Forgive me, Rob, and ad

what I have brought to you."
Falling on her knees beside he

couch, she laid the letter in his h: ^s

Called Higher
Mi-s. M. C. Abel (72), of Cleveland, 0.

14.

Mrs. M. J. Barton (69), of Pleasant

Pa., on March 2.

John De Revere, of Geneseo, N. Y., e

into rest April 20, 1910, at Salt Lake

Utah. He was born near Tarrytown-c
Hudson, August 10, 1823.

Rev. James H. Phillips entered into i

Ne-wburgh, N. Y., on June 7, 1910.
;

eighty- five yesrs. He was the oldest iti

in the New York Methodist Conference.

Miss Margaret Voigt (90), of Philad^

Pa., granddaughter of Henry Voight, firs i

coiner of the United States mint, and i'

Captain Charles Cowman of Lafayette sH
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^OR many generations the wonder- of the building. All of this mighty

ful clock in Strasburg Cathedral, equipment is electrically actuated and

nown as "The Clock of the Three controlled from a single "master
ages," has been regarded as the clock," which is itself electrically self-

orld's most remarkable timepiece. It winding, requiring no touch of human
as made by Isaac Hal-

lecht a Jewish astrol-

Ter, 'in 1439. Now,
owever, the Strasburg

ock has been com-

letely eclipsed by the

master clock" in the

letropolitan building,

lew York City, which

;
unquestionably a

lost ingenious and sur-

rising combination of

lechanism and elec-

•icity. It is described

y Joseph A. Baker in

recent issue of f'opn-

ir Electriciti/ in an in-

jresting article. Its

our giant dials can be

'ead day or night at a

)ng distance; it chimes

he quarters, and an-

ounces them also by
'ed and white beacon
ghts. The clock dials

re 26 feet 6 inches in

iameter, with numer-
Is 4 feet high and min-
te-marks 10 Va inches

1 diameter. The hands
:re 17 feet and 13 feet
' inches long respec-

ively, and weigh, to-

'ether, 1,700 pounds,
"he four bronze bells

lave an aggregate
veight of 13,500 pounds,
'nd the flashing lan-

ern has an aggregate
andle-power of over
;2,000. The clock sys-

em includes, besides
[he four tower dials,

hundreds of other sec-

ondary clocks distrib-

ited throughout the
iffices and other rooms

The Master Clock

hands from one year's
end to the other.

This "master clock"
is on the second floor,

while the clock-room,
behind the great dials
of the tower clock, is on
the twenty-sixth floor.

Here is the automatic
mechanism controlled
by the "master clock,"
which operates all the
other clocks in the
building. Of the "mas-
ter clock," Mr. Baker
gives this concise bit of
description

:

"Suppose the time is

a little before two.
As we watch, the drum
of the chimes trans-
mitter begins to turn,
and, one after another,
all of the four contact
fingers are kicked up
into the air. The sound
of the answering tower
bells comes down to us
but tardily, on account
of the great distance,
but it is a kind of music
simply to watch the
changing measures
marked by the dancing
bits of metal. Before
we realize it, the mo-
tion ceases, and we turn
our glance to the hour-
strike mechanism. It.s

contact fingers close

and open twice, in leis

urely succession, fol-

lowed by the booming
notes from the 7,000-

pound B-flat 'announc-
ing-beir from its place
on the forty-fifth story.

"

A Word of Praise
Ai-Kli. 19, 1910.

The Chri.stian Hkkald grows better every
ear. God bless it, and may its shadow never
rrow less. I hope to take it many years.
I'nadilhi, N. )'. Lkii.a S.vilTit.

Let Me Do
Your Cooking

U'liy worry, watch
iivcr a h(»t sl4iVf whi'ii yim
liin luit your iiu-ot, Vf>:i*ta-

hlL-s. custarrls— in short, the
whole meal for tlie whole
I'jiiiiily—into my ample
^helves and cook it, na food

[•an ho Cooked
m any other wav. over (»'K
BURNER of 8t<.ve. range.
Mtts. gasolint- or oil stov<

11. Ml'- in both round and
square shapes

—

both kinds have
whistles.

•< M.Tliv ,-,.,

, I cut the cost of
fuel an. I work Id half, l hold l-. i.rjr-tjuart jarsiii i-annini,'

fruit WiiU^ rijiht, now for

Vf00 Ciinh Hi\iAi 90 pages, it tells you all alH)u
rii:C I^UUH OUUK „„.. (Jives full details; letters
from people all over the land who would not do without mc
for ten tinios what I cost.

TOLEDO COOKER CO., Desk 50, Toledo, 0.

state and District ManagerB and Agents Wanted l. s. U
thi»aii,lJ(KlliM,is..l,nl,li,i|i,.|,^ Wiit.-,|u.,kt.iri.rwsal.spliiii

BE AN ULUSTRATOR--l..-iir„ I,. l),;,w. W.- will l.a.-li |
y^»u Ijy mail how SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATION 1

l'> draw for * Office 44 Page Bldg. 1
liiuKazirips ati<l dBV _^^^^^j^ Chlcaco. 111. J

.Vn,(/„r r,.(.,l,.. '^ ^^^l^^KKf^mmm^

Spread the News
AWISE advertising man was once ask-
xi. ed why some people do not read ad-

vertisements, and his answer was laconic

but full of truth: "Because they don't.

"

Now, while this might seem at first

glance to be merely flippant, there is

much of truth in it. Many people do
not read advertisements merely because
they do not know how interesting the

modern advertisement has become. If

they knew, they would make a practice of

reading the advertisements with as much
care as they do the editorial columns.

You will often hear women, and men
too for that matter, telling one another

of the rare bargains to be obtained in a

certain store, and such information is

usually welcome. Now, the advertising

man is doing this very thing on a larger

scale. Ah, but, you may say, can the

word ofvthe advertising man be depended
upon ? It certainly can in the case of

most leading publications in general,

and of The Christian Herald in par-

ticular. In fact, the day has come when
deceptive advertising does not pay.

Advertising nowadays must have two
leading qualities to succeed—attractive-
ness and truthfulness. If it have not
attractiveness, people will not read it,

and if it have not truthfulness, the ill

result which is sure to follow will react
upon the business of the advertiser.

Whenever any of our subscribers is

defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good
the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned
The Christian Herald in writing to

the advertiser, and provided the claim
is made to us within two months of

the date of the appearance of the ad-
vertisement. , jf>if

lUIIXMnHKIlVniinillUUIIIIIlMMKII

or the Picnic
Basket— take
Karo along^

Eat it with biscuit or spread
on bread.

Use it for a tea punch — hot or
iced coffee. Cooling drinks are
delicious sweetened with Karo

n \ (See the Book, pages 26 to 28).
Karo agrees with everybody.

aro
CORN SYRUP

Eat it on Use it for

Griddle cakes Ginger bread
Hot biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

Karo Cook Book— fifty pages, including
thirty perfect recipes for home
candy making — Free. Send your
name on a post-card, today, to

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO.

Dept. 0. NEW YORK P. 0. Rnx 161

II 1 1 HI urn: I Ml milnun

1/

IX

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for everv person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," t'orS.? for loo. Words and music. 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Let Me Pay the
Postage on My
Big FREE Book
to'V^-vl 1 This is just a little• «-'«-* ad but It win bring
you my Big 1910 Book Free—8 cents
postage paid by me. Show you over 125
styles and save you (26.50 or up If you'll

Write a Postal
See mv Split Hickory Auto-Seat, color-

Illustrated In book. Prices will
astonish you. All sold on 30
Days' Road Test—a-Year Guar-
antee. Also harness. Write me
now.

H. C. Phelps, Pres.

The Ohio Carriage Mfg Co.

Sta. 236, Columbus, Ohio

GOOD HOT WEATHER ADVICE.

The Chicago Health Department Publishes

Some Very Timely and Sensible

Advice on Eating and Drink-

ing in Hot Weather.

A leading Chicago newspaper publishes
some very sane suggestions regarding eating
and drinking during the hot Summer days.
The first two paragraphs are worth reprinting.

Here they are

:

In warm weather you can cut your
food down one half and be the
better for it. If you do not need it,

why take it ?

Let the meat and greasy things
alone and live on fruits, vegetables,
salads, milk and the cereals.

The Board of Health adds other timely
and sensible paragraphs regarding drinking,
clothing and avoidance of sunstroke, all of
which should be self-evident to the person of
average intelligence. It is with the food
suggestion that we are most directly con-
cerned, for the maintenance of health, good
spirits and high working efficiency are largely
questions of proper diet.

The Health Department says to "cut out
meat and greasy things and live on fruits,

vegetables, salads, milk and the cereals." The
best cereal to eat as a substitute for meat and
other heavy foods is Shredded Wheat, not
only because of its high nutritive value, but
because it is made in biscuit form, which
adapts it to so many delicious, wholesome
combinations with berries and other fresh
fruits which happen to be in the market.
A very delicious and nourishing meal can

be quickly prepared by heating Shredded
Wheat Biscuits in the oven until they are
crisp, then covering each one with strawberries
or other berries and serving with milk or
cream and sugar. Such a meal is not only
very satisfying, but very healthful and
strengthening, supplying all the material
which the human body needs without taxing
digestive organs or clogging, the liver.

Hunyadi "ol
Janos ^

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:
Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

CONSTIPATIO
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

17 YEARS
If your savings have been

earning less than % let us show
you how we are able to pay this

rate on deposits entrusted to our
care. Established 17 years during which
time we have never paid less than 5!«

while growing stronger each year. Your
funds are safeguarded by the best of
securities — selected mortgages on New
York and Suburban Real Estate.

UNDER SUPERVISION OF
NEW YORK BANKING DEPT.
ASSETS OVER $2,250,000

Vour funds may be deposited or with-
drawn on any date. Earnings credit-
ed for full time.

Writefor booklet, whieh contains
many interesting facts.

Industrial Savings and Loan Ci
2 Times Building

42d St. and B'vray, New York

"RANGER" BICYCLES
ave tntported roller chai>is,,sprockets and
f'edals: New Departure CoasterBrakes 7mA
Hubs. Puncture Proof7 ires; hif^hestgrade
eqitipment^nd many advanced features pos-
sessed i>y no (jth^z wheels. GjtaranteedSyrs

.

FACTORY PRICES .ti^rc"
otliers ask for cheap wheels. Other relialde
models from $12 up. A few good second-
hand machines %^ ti> *3.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL ^rri-:
proval, y">-(;>;;^/r,/,rz.i', anywhere in U.S .

without acentin advance. DONOTBUY
a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at

any price until you get our bi^ new catalui;

and special prices and a mar^eloits nea/
offer. A postal bring^s everything. Write it now.
TIQCC Coaster Crake RearWheels, lamps,
I IllbO parts, and sundries half usual prices.

Rider Asrents everywhere are coining money selling our
birycles. tires and sundries. Write today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. f-71 CHICAGO

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, lOc. I 10 Best Wishes & Greetings, 10c.
10 Hose. . 10c.

I 10 General Subjects, . 10c.
Any Much pai-kas;<>s niailml for M cents.
80 ft-ms per loi) cards — assorted designs.

MADISON AKT COMPANY, M.\DiajpN. CONN
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Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

\ S.. Poiiltney, Vt. What is Michaelmas Day
and why do they eat Koose in England on

fhat day?
Michaelmas, September 29, is the feast of St.

Michael. It was instituted in 487. The custom

of eating goose on this day has been said to

arise from the fact that Queen Elizabeth heard

of the destruction of the Spanish Armada while

eatiuK the bird at the house of Sir Nevelle Um-
freyville. September 29, 1588. The custom,

however, seems much older in other parts of

Europe.

M T McK., Harrisburg, Pa. Are schools for

the care of neglected children a philan-

thropic innovation of recent date?

Infant schools distinct from foundling or

orphan asylums were founded in the eighteenth

century in France and Scotland. In the for-

mer at Waldbach in Alsace, now part of Ger-

many, in the latter at New Lanark, Scotland.

Switzerland and Germany developed the idea.

L. F. Todd, Richmond, Va. Your

editorial on "The Deadly House-fly"

suggests that I send you a clipping

which describes a very simple way of

getting entirely rid of the fly. I have

tried this plan for *wo years and find

that it gives the greatest satisfaction :

Flies will gather on the windows at

certain times of the day, especially in

the early morning, when the sun is

shining on the window, or if the room

is darkened a little. When flies gather

on windows in this way they always

crawl as near to the top as they can

go. If there is a little opening left,

they wilhigo out. By placing the screen

under the outside sash and pulling the

inside sash down about one inch be-

low the top of the screen, it will leave

a small opening, and the flies will go

out, but will not come back. The shade

should be pulled down even with the

bottom of the inside sash. The ordi-

nary adjustable screen is all that is

needed. If the screens are placed as

above described, the house will be en-

tirely free of flies.

A. S. A., Woonsocket, R. I. Your re-

ply to an inquiry as to the authen-
ticity of the Gospels is most
excellent : also just the right
length to attract instead of repel-

ling by length. It is always good
to impress people with the fact
that we have authentic data for
proofs of Holy Writ. Will you
please give your readers some of
the grounds for our faith in the
reliability or authenticity of the Acts ?

The Book of Acts is one of the New Testa-

ment books that are accepted as historical. It

is generally believed to have been written by
Luke, who accompanied Paul to Rome (Acts
28) and was with him there (Col. 4: 14 and
Phil. 24). Both books are similar in .style.

Acts shows by internal evidence that the writer

was with Paul up to the point where he
reached Philippi (Acts 16: 11) and that after

Paul's absence of two years, Luke rejoined him
at that place. There is still another basis for

the claim of Luke's authorship. His Gospel
was the Life of the Saviour, and his Acts was
written to show the life and labors of Jesus'

Apostles in the establishment of his kingdom.
It is largely a personal narrative. The period

covered is, approximately, fi'om A.D. 29 to

A.D. 60.

the basis of a mighty lesson, to show that no

man could ultimately profit by serving Satan

(See Mark 8: 36). The whole record of the

temptation is interpreted to show the human
race that if they are under God's care, trusting

in him, armed with "the sword of the Spirit,

which is the Word," the tempter will assault

them in vain, for they will find their armor

complete and equal to all emergencies, not to

encourage but to resist temptation. Like their

Master, they can say, "The prince of this world

hath nothing in me."

J. V. H., Lake Placid, N. Y. What is meant
by the Helderberg Group in geology?

The Helderberg Group is a series of limestone

rocks found from New York to Tennessee. The

rock beds are from 300 to 600 feet thick in New
Jersey and New York, but smaller further

south.

L. C, Towanda, Pa. What invention and what
motive led Columbus to discover America?

Columbus did not know that America existed.

He believed that the world was round and that

by sailing westward he would reach India by

a more direct route than the one in use around

the lower end of Africa. When he reached the

denial is not evidence. The authority and au-

thenticity of Scripture are established and

skeptical attacks cannot harm them. Tom
Paine and Ingersoll made equally wild asser-

tions long ago, but their influence to-day is for-

gotten. This professor's talk is merely the echo

of these old infidelities.

J. D. G., Gardiner, Me. 1. Why should any
religion have a hell in it? 2. Why do peo-

ple object to joining a church that has no
hell in its creed ?

I. However we may interpret hell—whether

as a place of torment, or simply as a condition

of permanent separation from the blessed, as

the result of a sinful life in this world, it is

inseparable from the thought of a future life

where divine justice will assign to each his

proper place. The doctrine of Christ and his

apostles teaches this, and we are also assured

that "the servant who knows his lord's will

and does it not, deserves to be beaten with

many stripes" and that "of him to whom much
is given, much will be required." Where con-

ditions are irrevocably fixed, there can be no

community of interests between the good and

the evil. A religion which does not recognize

the element of divine justice as well as love

Brookins in His Wright Machine Flying Over the Surf

ATLANTIC CITY had its nerves thrilled on July 9, when Walter Brookins soared aloft to a height
- exceeding 6,000 feet, breaking all previous records for aeroplane flights toward the blue. It

took nearly an hour for Brookins to go up, his rising sweeps being two miles in diameter. Each sweep
carried him higher. At last, feeling that his engine would stop, he crossed the line arranged by the

worker below. His barograph registered 6,000 feet. He came down in seven minutes, his machine
making short circles which took the watchers' breath away. At times it canted at a dangerous angle.

The same»week the aeronautical world was saddened by the news of the death of Captain Rolls in

England, the young man who some time ago crossed the British Channel and returned without a stop-

He was killed by his machine falling at Bournemouth. Five Germans were killed in Germany by a fall

from a "passenger machine" during the same week.

W. Va. Please explain
Could Jesus Christ have

C. P. B., Janelew,
Matt. 4: 1 to 11.

sinned 1

The best scholarship has found it a hard task

to deal with this subject. All concede that al-

though .lesus, being in the form and subject to

all the conditions of humanity, was tempted in

all things as we are, he was without sin. This
crowning temptation arose, not from the sin-

less mind of the Son of God, but from the

great enemy of mankind. All the temptations
mentioned in the chapter were external to

Christ, but the conflict was an internal one.

First, he was urged to distrust God's provi-

dential care ; next he was tempted to a pre-

sumi)tuous act by which he might demonstrate
his own divine superiority to the laws God has

established in nature, and lastly he was tempted
to indulge a world-wide ambition—the greatest

lure that could be held out to a human being.

But Jesus, putting it aside, made use of it as

outlying islands of the American continent he
and his fellow explorers supposed from their

tropical appearance that he had reached India,

and our Indians received their name through
this mistake. The motive was a new trade

route to the East. There was no new invention

in the case.

N. G. B., Long Island City, N. Y. What is the
State motto of Nebraska, as it appears on
the State seal?

"Equality Before the Law."

R. S. A Windsor,
of

Vt. I read that President— , not only tells his own
students but has sent the message out to
all the students of this land, that the mod-
ern world, at least the intelligent and
thoughtful portion, has outgrown the old

idea that God sent his Son to earth, an-
nouncing his advent by signs and wonders,
or that his Son was authorized to forgive
sinners who conformed to the terms re-
vealed ; or that Jesus transmitted this
miraculously tested power to his apostles,
etc. What do you think of that statement?

It is on a par with other wild assertions by
the "new theology" promoters, who advocate a

Christless Christianity and would do away with
the Bible altogether, if they could. Simple

and mercy is inconceivable. 2. Because they

recognize it as illogical. As the world advances
on spiritual lines, it becomes more assured of

the fact that divine justice will do its perfect

work hereafter. That a persistent life of sin

without repentance should bring its own pun-
ishment, is strictly in accord not only with the

Scriptures, but with the conclusions of the

human mind, which recognizes that this life is

a school of training and service, in which we
are free to choose the right or the wrong, to

make the best or the worst of our talents and
opportunities, and to suffer the consequences
of our own acts.

L. G. P., Batesbury, S. C. 1. At what age is

man said to be living on "borrowed time" ?

2 Please explain Matt. 5 : 23, 24.

1. After seventy, which is the full completion
of the allotted span, he is said to "borrow" the

years. 2. It means that we ourselves ought to

forgive others, before we ask forgiveness of

God. We should dismiss from our hearts all

enmities and ill-feeling ; "make it up" with

those with whom we have a quarrel, right a

wrong if one exists, and become reconciled to

our neighbors or relatives with whom we have
a difference. It was a beautiful custom of the

early Christian Church to have a general n
onciliation on the part of those who purpo^
sitting down at the communion tabi

Mrs. M. E. C, Goodwater, Ala. 1. Do ;.

think there will be degrees in heaven, :i

if so, to what extent? 2. Do you think
third chapter of I. Cor. (I. Cor. 3) teac
there will be degrees in heaven ?

1. Scripture teaching and our best cone.

tions of divine justice lead to the conclusi

that, while all the redeemed will be equally -.

sured of God's love and care in the life to cor
there will be distinctions. The niar'yr v\

gave his life for the truth, those who made I

greatest sacrifices for others, and tho.5e w
brought many into the kingdom, will have ina

stars in their crown. See Dan. 12: 3, I. C
15; 41, 49, and other passages.

C. E. K., Elmore, Minn. 1. Is there any moi
ment erected in honor of Aaron Burr
the United States? 2. Did Aaron Burr hi

any children? If so, how many and wl
were their names?

1. No ; there is no monument in Aai

Burr's honor. 2. He had a daughter, Th
dosia Burr, who was captured by pirates s

put to death.

W. S., Goldwin, Que. Will you ki.

tell me through the column^
your paper if the gipsies travel!

in this country are really Eg:
tians from Egypt, or what cm
try are they from ?

The problem of the origin of

gipsies is still unsolved. It wo
seem from linguistic evidence, he

ever, that they are remotely desceni

from low-caste Hindus of Northwt
ern India. The name gipsy is a c

ruption of Egyptian. They were si

posed to have come in the Middle A
from Egypt or rather "Little Ejyi

In their own language they cai

themselves Romany, and Rom at i

time was equivalent to the Byzant

Empire, which included Greece, :

Epirus is said to be little Egypt.

(iieece gipsies were numerous bef

the fifteenth century and certain c

ties were called gipsy castles and

tradition is they were driven out

the Turks. There is evidence to sh

that they came into Epirus fi

Persia, to which country they hr,d b.

brought from India in the fifth c

tury. In 855 27,000 were captured

the Byzantines and brought i

Greece. Such seems the prob.T

story of their descent.

Miscellaneous
A. A. S.. York, Pa. See answer

J. A. H., Beecher City, III., in M.

Bag, June 1, 1910.

J. B. M., Des Moines, la. You can join

Shorthand Course class at any time by send

to The Chkistian Heralu. The course h

twelve weeks.

W. A. B., Columbia, S. C. Many books h

been written concerning this passage as to

"number of the beast," and his identity; bu

is still an unsolved problem and speculat

here would be profitless.

Miss Gussie M., Bowling Green, Ky., :

several others. Contributions for our C

drens Home at Mont-Lawn, Nyack, N.

should be addressed to The Christian Hera

Bible House, New York. The Home is thi

miles north of New York, on the Hudson Rn

M. S. B., Cismont, Va. Your first two qi

tions are purely speculative and incapable

being satisfactorily answered. With regard

the third, a countiT cannot be said to be pi

perous when money is scarce and food high, :

when a large part of the population has

suffer and struggle to procure the necessaries

life.

R. J. B., Yaquina, Ore. 1. He could J
the hearts of men and "knew all things.'

We have the testimony of the Gospels, and c

temporaneous writers. Christian and pag

also the record of the Jewish Talmud, conhi

ing the account of his death on the cross. 3.

1. John 1:8; Rom. 3 : 10. Your other t

questions are matters for extended discussi

W. A. D., Pittsfield, N. H. 1. There

denominations whose churches openly m'

all who love the Lord Jesus to unite with tf

in Communion, while others only give the

vitation to those who have been baptized :

are in full membership in a Christian chui

2. Generally speaking, no preacher is quali

to conduct services unless he has complied v

all the requirements of his denomination, :

been regularly ordained. These requiremf

vary in different denominations. 3. We n

already explained this pas.sage at differ

times in The Mail-Bag. 4. Not necessariD
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The Gaek^va^ of Baroda The Maharanee and the Princess Prince Jaisinh

OF
M

s

"ANY princes and foreign statesmen have

found America a pleasant place in which

to spend a holiday, and their coming- now
xcites little more than passing remark. It is sel-

om, however, that a ruler who holds in his hands

ihe. destinies of millions of people makes a tour of

tie "States," so that His Highness, the Gaekwar of

|5aroda, on his journey across the continent from
'^ancouver to New York, has been the recipient of

luch attention, and his views on conditions in the

']ast and the countries he has visited have been
'iven wide publicity. His high-
ess now feels quite well acquaint-
d with America and its ways, for
his is his third trip and he has
eclared his intention of coming
•ack again in two years to see

.'hat progress we are making in

idustrial education, the subject
1 which he is most interested,

nd to see if there is anything
iore in Western life which might
e of benefit to the people in his

ndian principality.
With visions of Oriental splen-

or in his mind, derived from
umerous pictures of the glitter-

ig ceremony of the Durbar, and
rem the writers who have written
if India with such enthusiasm
hat it seems a place where the
olors of the rainbow have been
rought to earth in the white-
'alled temples and amber castles,

member ' of The Christian
Ierald staff went up the Hudson
p meet the Gaekwar, who was on
is way to New York on board
he steamer Hendrick Hudson.
'nee on the steamer it began to
le evident that the Gaekwar was
ot such a ruler as appear in the
tory books of the East. Having
een the most picturesque parts of
he "American Rhine" he was
usily engaged in making a study
f one of America's greatest river steamers.
>ne attendant thought His Highness was in the
ngine room, while another was sure that he was
ast seen making his way to the pilot house. After
. long search a short swarthy man with a most
>usinesslike air, dressed in a light gray suit and
rearing a natty alpine hat, appeared from the upper
egions of the Hendrick Hndswi. He was accom-
panied by Mr. E. E. Olcutt, president of the Hudson
liver Day line, who had gone up to West Point to

leet the Gaekwar, and there was no doubt that the
lan in the gray suit with his straight black hair

and quick intelligent eyes was the ruler of Baroda.
Following came Dr. William J. Chamberlain, secre-

tary of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Re-
formed Church in India, and Rev. Mr. Van Ess, of

Arabia, who had joined the Gaekwar at Albany.
The personal aids and attendants were at different

points of vantage about the boat, all interested in

the passing people and the passing shores, but

oblivious to the attention they themselves attracted.

Although he had been interviewed every day since

he landed on our shores his politeness was unfailing

The New Palace of the Gaekwar at Baroda

and his greeting cordial as if being asked questions

on every conceivable subject from woman suffrage

in Great Britain to the caste system in India was a
delightful novelty.

Mr. Van Ess introduced the writer, and when his

highness stood up and extended his hand, the Gaek-
war appeared to be one of the most up-to-date

rulers; and when he spoke in better English than
was at the command of many people who have lived

here from birth, the vision of an Oriental potentate,

which had been fading rapidly during the chase
about the boat, disappeared completely. The Gaek-

war appeared as he does at home, as he long ago
adopted European clothes and ways. His son,

Prince Jaisinh, and the aid-de-camp were equally

modern in their personal appearance. The Prince
is now in his junior year at Harvard, and went on

to Banff to meet his father. There is another son

at Oxford, and another at a preparatory school.

With the Gaekwar was his wife, the Maharanee,
and their daughter, the Princess Indiraraji, who is

about seventeen^ The princess would be called pretty

in any country, and her mother has a fine and intelli-

gent face. They both seem to have
enjoyed the long journey through
strange lands, and talked in excel-

lent English of conditions in India
and of the various topics which
interest the cultivated woman
everywhere. They have not been
drawn to the fashions of Paris
and wore their own picturesque
costume of dark reds and blues
ornamented with a glint of gold
and the shimmer of priceless

jewels.
"Oh, yes, I have heard of The

Christian Herald's work in fam-
ine relief in India," said the
Gaekwar. "It was a great work
and accomplished much good."
Mention was made of the fact that
the readers of The Christian
Herald had supported several
thousand famine orphans in India
for ten years, fitting them to meet
the struggle for existence in one
of the world's most crowded coun-
tries.

"Yes, I know about it," said the
Gaekwar. "I believe we have an
orphanage under Christian mis-
sionary auspices in Baroda." On
being told that these orphan boys
and girls were taught trades in

many of the orphanages he was
much interested. "The mission-
aries are very successful," he said^

"in their work among the lower classes. They do
much for them in improving their morals, helping to
educate them and to raise them to a higher level. I

do not know that I can say that they will ever be

able to convert India as a whole to the Christian
religion, as a large part of the population are sat-

isfied with the philosophic religions of the East; but
their educational work will progress, for the hope of
India is in education.

"It has been difficult for me to carry out my ideas,

in a country bound so rigidly to the caste system as
Continued on page 68

A
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I
AM sure that there is not in the whole Bible a

commandment that is more important or more

reasonable or more solemn than that. God has

three ways in which he speaks to us. First of all,

he speaks to us in his written word, the Bible. Sec-

ond, he speaks to us by his providences, and third,

he speaks to us by the still small voice of his Spirit

in our hearts. And in all these three ways God is

saying over and over and over again: "Prepare to

meet thy God." That is the constant refrain of the

Bible. And that is the thing that God is constantly

saying to us by his providences. Every great calam-

ity that overtakes men is a call from God to the

men that are left to prepare to meet him.

The first thing our text teaches us, and the prov-

idence of God teaches us, and the voice of the Spirit

teaches us, is that we must all meet God. Let these

words sink into your heart. We all must meet God.

Just a little way ahead of every one of us in this

hall to-night there is a great experience. In just a

few years at the very outside every one of us that is

in this hall to-night is going to pass out of this

present life into another life and the first thing that

awaits every one of us in that other life is a face-to-

face meeting with God. "It is appointed unto men
once to die, and after that the judgment." "So
then every one of us shall give account of himself to

God." Judgment lies just ahead, perhaps a few
weeks, perhaps a few months, perhaps a few years,

but just a little way ahead every one of us is going

to pass out of this life into another and the very first

thing that awaits us in that other life is a face-to-

face meeting with God. So the most important
question that confronts every man and woman in

this building to-night is this: Are you ready to meet
God? Oh, happy is the one who is so perfectly in

the line of God's will that he is ready at any moment
to meet God himself. Happy is the one who has
such an assurance that he is at peace with God that

he can look death itself right in the eye and cheer-

fully and gladly say : "Come on, I am not a bit afraid

of you. Come on, I am ready to meet God."

The Soul's Peace with God

Across the ocean in the old country a woman lay
dying. Her vicar heard that she was dying and
hastened to her bedside. He sat down beside her
and tried to break the news as gently as he could.

He said, "Madam, they think your time is very
short. They think you must die." "Oh, yes," she
said, "I know it. I know my time is very short."

He said, "Madam, do you realize that the first thing
when you die is a meeting with God?" "Yes," she
said, "I realize it." "Have you made your peace
with God?" "No," she replied, "I haven't made my
peace with God." "Then are you not afraid to

die?" "No,'' she said, "not a particle." "Do you
realize you are dying now? Do you realize you
have only a few hours at the most to live, and do
you realize that just as soon as you die, you must
meet God? Do you realize that in just a few hours
at the outside you must meet God?" "Yes." "And
you have not made your peace with God?" "No,
sir, and I am not going to." "And you are not
afraid to meet God?" "Not a particle," she said.

There was a strange light of perfect peace in the
woman's eyes and the vicar realized there was some-
thing back of it all. He said, "What do you mean?"
She said, "Listen ! I know I am dying. I know that
at the outside I have but a few hours to live. I know
I shall meet God face to face and I haven't made my
peace with God, and yet I have not a fear of meet-
ing God. I am resting in the peace that Jesus
Christ made in his atoning death upon the cross, and
I don't have to make my peace with God, for I am
resting in the peace that Jesus Christ has already
made." Oh, happy is the man or woman who so be-
lieves God's testimony about Jesus, namely, that
when he died on the cross for you and me he made
peace for us by the blood of his cro?s and therefore
we do not need to make peace, and who is so calmly
resting in that peace that he can look death itself in
the eye and say, "Come on, I am not afraid to meet
God. There is not a cloud between God and me."
The second thing our text teaches us is that in

order to meet God satisfactorily, in order to meet
him with peace and joy and not with fear and dis-

* Dr. Torrey (Congresrational) is one of America's leadiner evangrel-
ists, and is equally distinguished as a preacher, author and teacher
of the Gospel.

may, we must prepare for that meeting. "Prepare

to meet thy God." I cannot think of any greater

madness of which any one can be guilty than the

madness of fancying that one can meet such a Being

as we know God to be in a satisfactory way without

earnest previous preparation. And yet that is the

madness that the average man and woman is guilty

of to-night. You are making no earnest prepara-

tion. You are just drifting, thinking that though
you go drifting through life, somehow or other

when the time of meeting comes, you will be pre-

pared for that meeting. Why, no one would dream
of meeting an earthly king without preparation; how
much less the eternal King? When any one in Lon-

don has an audience with the king, he is sent before

he goes into the king's presence to one whose busi-

ness it is to teach him how to come into the king's

presence and how to back out of the king's presence;

just what he must wear; just how he must approach
the king; just what he must do. There is not a sane
Englishman in Great Britain who would dream of

going into the presence of King George without
previous preparation. And yet you think you can
go into the presence of the One who created King
George and all the other kings of earth, that One
so holy that the very seraphim veil their faces and
their feet in his presence and cry, "Holy, holy, holy,

is the Lord God Almighty." You fancy that some-
how or other you can go into the presence of that

great King, immortal, eternal, invisible, whom no
man has seen nor can see and not perish, without
earnest and protracted and thorough preparation.
Is it not madness?

The Need of Preparation

Once in the home of Lord in Scotland, Lady
was showing to Mrs. Torrey the robes she wore

at the coronation. As she was showing her these
robes she said, "There was a singular thing hap-
pened at the coronation. Right near me a lady came
in, a member of the nobility, whose rank nobody
questioned. But," she said, "we had all been in-

structed just what to wear and just how to come in.

This lady came in, beautifully dressed, magnificently
dressed, but she did not have on the prescribed gar-
ment. One of the marshals came down and called

her out. She said she was a titled lady, but sternly
the marshal called her out, 'You have not on the
prescribed robe,' and she had to leave the Abbey in

disgrace." And yet you fancy you can go into the
presence of the King Eternal who created the earth
and the sun and the moon and the stars and this

whole universe with some other kind of preparation
than he himself prescribes. You will go out into
eternity disgraced forever. You must prepare be-
forehand. And preparation to meet such a person
as God takes time. If one of these children here
should start out to-night to prepare to meet God and
should make that preparation the whole work of a
lifetime, he would not be any too well prepared.
You men and women who take Christ in advanced
life, I am not saying you will be lost, but you will
not be so well prepared to meet God as the children,
who take Christ in their childhood and spend a life-

time in preparation. There you see the madness of
deathbed repentances. To think a man can live in
sin and selfishness and perhxps in lust and then just
a few moments before death prepare for a satisfac-
tory meeting with God! A man may be saved on his
deathbed, but he won't be prepared for such a meet-
ing with God as we ought all to desire. Full prep-
aration to meet God is a matter of a whole lifetime,
and if we begin in earliest boyhood or earliest girl-
hood and give our whole life to it, we will be none
too ready and none too fully prepared.

Sins Confessed and Sins Covered

Again, in order to meet God, we must not only put
sin out of our lives, we must also confess our sins.
We read in Prov. 28: 13, "He that covereth his sins
shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and for-
saketh them shall have mercy." It is not enough to
quit your sin. You must own it up. You must
confess it definitely to God. David sinned. He was
sorry he had and he turned from it, but he would
not confess it and in the 32d Psalm he tells us what
kind of a time he had, "When I kept .<-ilence, my
bones waxed old through my roaring all the day
long. For day and night thy hand was heavy upon
me

:
my moi.sture is turned into the drought of sum-

mer. I acknowledged my sin unto thee, and mir
iniquity have I not hid. I said, I will confess r:

transgressions unto the Lord; and thou forgavestth
iniquity of my sin." Not until sin is confessed
sin forgiven and covered. If you try to cover you
sins from the eye of God, God will uncover them t

the whole world sooner or later, but if you will lu

cover your sin before the eye of God in honest, e.ii

nest confession, God will cover them so deep the

will never be seen again. You must confess ever
sin to God to start with. Then if you have sinne
against your fellow men you must confess to then
And if you have sinned publicly, your confession c

sin must be as public as your sin. That does m
mean you have to tell everybody everything yc
have done. The secret things that the world doii

not know about, confess to God ; those you have coir]

mitted against definite people, confess to the peopl!
against whom you have committed them; but evert

public sin should be as publicly confessed as it i|

committed.
j

Righting a Life's Wrongs
|

Again, in order to meet God satisfactorily, yo?
must set right the wrongs you have done as far ail

lies in your power to do it. Of course, if it is oul

of your power, you will have to leave it with Goc'

but as far as it is in your power, you must set righ

the wrongs you have done. If you owe debts, yo
must pay them up. You know there is one thing

.

cannot understand : those Christians, or professe
Christians, who do not pay their honest debts 10

cents on the dollar. If you owe money go and pa;

it, every penny of it. If you have wronged anybod;
it is your duty to set the wrong right if it lies i),

your power. When we were in West Virginia, ;

very prominent business man got under very dee]

conviction. He wanted to see me and have a privat
talk with me. When he came in he said: "What \

'

want to see you about is this. I used to be an active;

member in the Church and my brother also, and vin

failed in business and we paid thirty-three and i||

third cents on the dollar and we went througl!

bankruptcy. We were quit of all responsibility b;jj

the law, but I backslid. Since then I have been]

prospered in business and I now am able to pajf i

the other sixty-six and two-thirds cents on the dolj

lar. Now," he said, "tell me, do you think that ht

order to get right with God and take my place iij

the church I ought to pay that other sixty-six ancii

two-thirds cents on the dollar even though they havi
no legal claim on me?" "Beyond a question. Th|
fact that you have gone through bankruptcy ami
are quit of it by law has nothing to do with youw
moral responsibility, and as now you are able tcj

pay, if you want to get right with God you musij{

do it." Do you know what he said? He said, "1

will do it." I tell you it was worth while. If yoi|

have told lies about other people, it is your business!

to set those lies straight. I tell you that will givci

many of you people a lot of business. I want tc;

say to you that to blacken a woman's reputation it'

far viler and meaner and baser than to steal

$100,000 from her. If any of you folks have beer

telling anything that is not true about anybody else

if you want to be ready to meet God, and you wil.

have to very soon, you had better get busy just as

quick as you can straightening out the lies you have

told and face the music and say right out, "When 1

told that story about Mrs. So and So, I lied." Don't

try to gloss it over. Call it a lie like a man; say.

"I lied." That will be very humiliating. Some of

you that boast of your own goodness and try to

establish your own goodness by trying to pull other

people down, it will be very humiliating for you to

go and own up you lied, but you had better humiliate

yourself now than to have to face God with a

slander on your lips that you have not straightened

out.

Again, in order to be ready to meet God, we must
accept Jesus Christ as our Saviour. It is not enough
to forsake your sin. It is not enough to confess

your sin. It is not enough to do everything in your

power to set your sin straight. In addition, you|

must accept the crucified Christ as your Saviour

from the guilt of sin. If you should start out to-

night and never sin again, that would not set you

right with God, for there are sins you have already

committed and that have got to be covered, and no,

Continued on next, v^ge
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right-doing from this time on will cover

the sins already committed. There is

only one thing in all the universe that

will cover sin already committed, and
that is the atoning blood of Jesus
iChrist.

You must accept him as your risen

Saviour to keep you from sin in the

Ifuture. Suppose you should come to

Christ and accept him as your Saviour
from the guilt of sin, you would still

need some one to keep you from the

power of sin, and so God has not only
provided for us a crucified Saviour to

cover the sins of the past, but has pro-

ivided a risen Saviour to give us power
to get victory over sin in the future.

In order to be prepared to meet God
you must accept the crucified Christ
to give you pardon for the sins of the

past and the risen Christ to keep you
from the power of sin day by day in

ithe future. You must also openly con-

fess this Christ whom you have ac-

:epted before the world. This is God's
:ommand. Jesus says in Matt. 10: 32,

33, "Whosoever therefore shall confess
me before men, him will I confess also

oefore my Father which is in heaven.
But whosoever .'^hall deny me before
men, him will I also deny before my
Father which is in heaven." I believe

.;here are a great many men and
vvomen who think that they have ac-

cepted Christ in the secrecy of their

learts, but they have never stood up
md confessed him. Any man or
.voman who goes out of this world
'.vithout having publicly confessed the
Jhrist they have accepted is not ready
:o meet God. In Rom. 10: 9, 10, wo
'ead: "If thou shalt confess with thy
Tiouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt be-

ieve in 'thine heart that God hath
aised him from the dead, thou shalt

)e saved. For with the heart man be-

lieveth unto righteousness; and with
'he mouth confession is made unto
salvation."

' I put to each of you the question

:

Are you prepared to meet God? If

not, will you begin to prepare to-night?
''riends, listen: more of the men and
vomen who are in this audience to-

light will be lost through delay than in

'tny other way. Almost every one of
''ou intends to prepare some day. I

lon't believe there are ten persons in

'iny religious audience who don't in-

lend to get ready some time. But, you
-ay, "I won't begin to get ready just

'et." If you don't begin to prepai-e
low, you won't be as fully prepared
ven if you begin next Sunday, and
ome of you will lose your souls, if you
lon't begin this very hour to get ready
meet God.
Archaeus was at one time a king in

Jreece. Some of his subjects hated
lim. He was a tyrant and they
ilanned to put him to death. A friend
•f Archaeus got wind of the conspir-
'cy, got all the facts, wrote them down
nd put the packet into a messenger's
land and said: "Take this to the king.
'Jefinto the king's presence at any
ost. Put it into the king's hands and
ay to the king, 'The friend who sends
his begs of you to read it at once, for
t contains serious matters.' " The mes-
enger made his way into the king's
'alace. The king was giving a ban-
uet to some of his friends, but in

ome way the messenger got into the
anqueting hall and put the package
ito the king's hands and said: "The
iiend who sends this begs of the king
hat he shall read it at once, for it con-
lins serious matters." King Archaeus
ghtly tossed it aside and said: "Seri-
us matters to-morrow." When the
lorrow broke Archaeus was a corpse,
or the conspiracy had ripened that
ight. As the messenger of the Lord
lod Almighty, I bring you a packet
^at contains serious matters—"Pre-
are to meet thy God," and I beg of
ou to attend to it at once. If any of
ou toss it lightly aside and say.
Serious matters to-morrow," you may
<se your soul forever.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Tlh© ClhiEldlir'©ini'© FuiilpH^

THE LITTLE WINDOW DOOR
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

WHY do you have a front door in your home? 1 hear Ben
say: "Foolish question number ten." Would not a back door
do just as well as a front door? You say "No," because

your friends do not come in that way. Would you laugh if I talked
about a door in the roof? In a few years many of your homes will
have a door in the roof. The maid will hear the horn, and up in the
elevator she will go to open the roof-door. Friends in an aeroplane
have dropped down for a call. Father will say, "Fasten your ma-
chine to the chimney and stay for dinner." We shall keep the front
door, as the old folks will come later in an automobile and the little

boys and girls will run in that way from school.

THERE is one person who does not come into the home through
any door. He entereth not by the door, but climbs up some

other way. He does not blow a horn, nor ring a bell, nor send in his
card. The Bible calls him thief. He is not a friend, but an enemy,
and wants to get in and get out before you know it. The months of
July and August are not his vacation time. He prefers to call when
we are away or fast asleep.

HAVE you ever thought of your body as a house with doors
throug'.i which your friends come in to visit you? Your ears

are doors, your eyes are windows. Hearing, seeing, smelling, tast-
ing, touching, these are all doors in your house. Try and count how
many callers and visitors come each day to talk with you. Are you
guarding every door so as to keep the thief out? 'The thief who
wants to steal your good name, to steal your pure thought, to steal
your character. But thieves do not always come in through th-:

door. They get in some other way. There is a thief called sin and
.'^ome of us believe he got in before the house was finished. This
thief got into the garden of Eden. Possibly he got in before the
garden was fenced. He came in the form of a serpent. He is in

your body, or house. How are you to get him out? Listen!

" A GREAT and deadly serpent entered into a house and made its

-^i- abode in a hole in the wall. The family was greatly alarmed,
and the neighbors came running to know what was the matter. 'A
snake, a deadly snake, has come here to live! Oh, what shall wc
do?' Said one, 'Have the house thoroughly whitewashed.' Said
another, 'Have it painted, too, and send for a carpenter to mend all

the doors and windows.' Said a third, 'Send for a teacher who will

tell you how to be good moral people.' Well, the house was white-
washed and painted, and the teacher told them how to be moral, and
the family, feeling safe, ate, drank, and slept in the house in peace.
About a month afterwards, one dark night, when all were asleep,

the snake came out of his hole and bit the father and he died. Two
nights after the reptile bit the son, and he died, too."

JUNIORS, do you know the meaning of this parable? The house
is the body, the hole in the inner wall is the heart, the serpent is

sin. By all your washings and daubings and trying to be good you
will no more get sin out of your heart than they get the serpent out

of that house by lime and paint. Christ is the only remedy. Believe
in Christ and he will take sin from your heart.

But we have talked long enough about doors, windows and snakes.

I am going to tell you a story. Evelyn and her mamma went to

Grandma Stone's and Evelyn was left in the library alone. There
were some beautiful flowers on the table. "I wish I had just one
bloom to take home," she said to herself; "grandma's sick upstairs,

anyhow, and I know Robert don't ever care to smell 'em." Robert
was the colored butler. Evelyn put out her little hand, and the

white blossom was in great danger, but a sound in the hall startled

her; she dropped back on the sofa and mamma came in.

HOW quickly mothers do see things! There was a look in Evelyn's

eye that told this mother the whole story, but she didn't say

anything about it at first. She put on the little girl's coat and hat,

and they set out for home.
"Once there was a band of robbers," said mamma, "and they came

to a castle by night and tried to break in; but the walls were strong

and the dcor was tight, and they could not get in. Presently one of

them found a tiny little window unbarred, and so small that he
could only thrust his head in. What did they do? Why, they found
a little boy, and they put him through the narrow window, and he

unlocked the big window, and so all the robbers got into the castle."

"Is that all the story, mamma?" asked Evelyn with much interest.

"That is not quite all. The rest is to show what it means. When
a little girl does something that seems a little wrong—only a very

little wrong, indeed, like pulling grandma's flowers without leave

—

that is like putting the little thief inside the castle. The little wrong
makes it easier to do a bigger and bigger wrong. The only safe

thing is to keep the little window shut and not open it to any little

wrongdoing, however small."

"TTE that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but climbeth

Xl up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber. But he

that entereth in by the door is the shepherd of the sheep. To him
the porter openeth."
• Pastor 1st Ref'dCh.,B'klyn.N.Y. TEXT:"He that entereth not by the door." John 10:1.
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"It's Time to Start, Jim'^
(Sec Illustration on Cover Page)

" TIM, it is time to do and dare

;

J Get in the thick of the fight, my son;
Love will be guarding you everywhere,

Mother's and mine—when the day is won.
Over the day of the books and school,

Past are the dreams of the idle while

;

Now 'tis a battle for Right and Rule,
Now for a frown where you used to smile.

"Jim, it is time for the restless town,
Singing and throbbing with life anew.

Qo for a 'name' and a proud renown.
Go for the best that a man may do.

Mother and I, in the twilight here.

We shall be waiting to hear your part.

Blessings, our boy, and we hold most dear
That which is nearest the parent heart.

"Jim, it is time for the sturdy hand

;

Time for the eye that is clear and bright,

Time for the head that must understand,
Time for the laboring, day and night.

Ah, how we love you and see you start

Out on the mart of a million deeds!
Still, though a humble or higher art.

Love is the boon that a good boy needs."

W. LIVINGSTON LARNLD.

The Progress of Woman
—It is pkobable that the monthly paper,

Progress, published in New York, will soon be
merged into the Woman's Journal, the lonK-
established Boston weekly, edited by Alice Stone
Blackwell.

—Miss Kate M. Gordon has just been elected
a vice-president of the National Woman Suf-
frage Association. She is the daughter of a
noted Southern educator, and is "easily the
South's most prominent woman citizen." says
one who has always known her family. She
has done a noble work in improving civic con-
ditions in New Orleans, especially in securing
its present water and drainage system. For
this service she was given a great public recep-
tion and a gold medal. She is a very good
and able woman.
-—American visitors notice at once in Aus-

tralia, where woman suffrage has existed for
many years, the desire on the part of the women
to inform themselves on political subjects. In-
stead of Shakespeare or Browning Clubs, the
vvomen oftenest band together in political
study clubs. This helps to prove the great
saying of Gladstone, that "it is liberty alone
that fits for liberty." It is a significant fact
there that though women divide themselves
there like men between the leading political
parties, yet when matters affecting the home,
the school or public morals are in question, they
all stand together.—One of the greatest triumphs of the suf-
fragists in Colorado has been the recent elec-
tion of Miss Ellis Meredith, who ran as an
independent candidate for election commis-
sioner. Her majority exceeded that of her
seven competitors combined. When the Board
of Election Commissioners met, they chose
Miss Meredith as their president. In her official
capacity she is empowered to direct and govern
all elections, make the appointments for the
canvass, judges, clerks, watchers, etc. ; in case
of a contest, to have charge of the recount; to
supervise evei-ything pertaining to elections.
The salary is SI, 200 and the term is for four
years. In every respect Miss Meredith is fully
qualified for the position.—Rev. Anna H. Shaw has recently given a
lecture upon woman suffrage before the Civic
Club of the University of Virginia, at Char-
lottesville, one of the most conservative of
Southern towns. The night was stormy, but
the audience was large and enthusiastic. Sev-
eral prominent women, including Miss Mary
Johnston, the distinguished novelist, sat upon
the platform. Miss Shaw made an eloquent
address, and was followed by Miss Johnston in
what Miss Shaw describes as "one of the clev-
erest, most telling short speeches I have ever
heard." The sentiment in the place was changed
by these deliverances from hostility to friend-
liness, and a young student arose and called
for three cheers for the cause.

Among the Workers
—An ordain En tlergyman. experienced as

an evangelist, would take charge of mission
work or fill openings as pulpit supply. Unsec-
tarian, Hebrew and Greek scholar, with degrees
from two leading universities. He may be ad-
dressed, "Pastor, care of The Christian Her-
ald."—Rev. W. H. Collinson, of the United
Christian Workers' Mission, 728 East Two Hun-
dred and Twenty-second Street, Williamsbridge,
N. v., has completed forty years of faithful
service among the poor by preaching, visitation,
etc. It is now proposed to establish a Rescue
Hall as a centre for the work. Mr. Collinson
will gladly communicate with all interested
parties.

—On Sunday, May 29, a fire in which four
persons were killed and several injured, ruined
the mission property at 15 and 17 Doyers
Street, New York. There was no insurance.
The mission is now trying to refurnish and will

welcome assistance. Temporai-y headquarters
have been secured at the Mariner's Temple
near by. Interested readers of this paper may
address Superintendent T. J. Noonan, 126 Bible
House, New York.
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The Cradle for the Son of the King The Great Workshop in Madrid Where Baby Clothes Are Made for Princes

ELABORATE preparations are made for the

coming of a child in a royal household. It is

doubtful if more extensive preparations were

ever made for any royal baby than those that were

made for the coming of the children of King Alfonso

and Queen Victoria. The royal layette comprised

garments enough for a dozen babies, and many of

these garments are of the daintiest description.

Queen Victoria has a great fondness for fine things.

The girls in the Spanisfh convent in Madrid spent

weeks working exclusively on the layette of the ex-

pected heir to the throne, and when he finally made
his appearance, there was ready for him one of the

most extensive wardrobes ever prepared for any
baby. The nursery was filled with costly furnish-
ings and the royal cradle was worth a small fortune.

This tiny scion of royalty began his earthly
career in a suite of rooms planned entirely by his

mother. The etiquette of a throne demanded that
she should conform her own ideas to those of others
in many things; but when it came to providing for
her baby she let it be known that she meant to have
her own way. The nursery provided for her chil-

dren includes a large living-room, dining-room, bed-
rooms for the babies and the head nurse, bathroom
and a sewing-room. The living-room is all in green
and white and pink. There is a vaulted ceiling

SINCE the killing of Haddock, in the early days
of the prohibition excitement, many years ago,
nothing that has occurred in the West has ex-

cited more interest than the lynching of Carl Ether-
ington, the anti-saloon detective, at Newark, O., on
July 8. There were so many conflicting stories
circulated concerning this affair that The Chris-
tian Herald decided to investigate, and with that
end in view wrote to several residents of Newark.

Etherington, who was an officer of the Licking-
County Law Enforcement League, at 1.30 in the
afternoon of July 8 had raided a notorious "speak-
easy" saloon called the "Last Chance," which was
kept by William Howard, formerly Chief of Police
of Newark. In the scuffle that took place during
the raid, black-jacks were used by the saloonists.
Several pistol shots were fired and Etherington's
life was unquestionably in danger. In the melee,
a bullet from his weapon struck Howard, and the
latter fell to the floor, mortally injured. Howard
was taken to the hospital and died the same evening.

In oi'der properly to understand the situation, it

should be explained that there has been for some
time a County Option Law in Licking County, which
the officials were careless in enforcing. They allowed
the saloon element the utmost liberty and the law
was practically a dead letter. This deliberate- neg-
lect stirred the "dry" element of the population to
activity, and when the news came of the shooting at
Howard's, the general conviction among the temper-
ance people was that Etherington must have fired
in self-defense.
When Howard's death became known, the liquor

element were immediately roused to fury by the fall
of their champion. A mob soon gathered' in front
of the county jail, to which Etherington had been
taken, and began to attack the doors. Sheriff Lincke
and his deputies were apparently either frightened
or incapable; at all events, the furious mob soon
succeeded in battering in the doors. Etherington
was found at prayer in his cell. He had just penned
a brief note of farewell to his parents, expecting
every moment to find himself in the hands of the

enameled in white, and round the walls a procession
of animals that look as if they were just emerging
from the ark. There are rose-tinted carpets. The rest

of the furnishings are washable and are kept simply
spotless. All of the window-sills are cushioned, and
there is hardly any chance for one of the royal
babies to hurt itself by tumbling down.

In the bedroom are several beautiful paintings,
such as would be apt to hold the attention of a child.

These are called "Morning," "Noon" and "Night."
The first is a beautiful picture representing a baby
awaking. The next is "Noon," and shows the child

with spoon and porringer, while the third painting,
"Night," represents him with his little hands folded
in prayer just before he gets into bed.

The royal cradle is an elaborate affair in which
the father and the grandfather of the children of

the royal Spanish nursery have successively slept

when babies. The queen gave some of the Spanish
grandees a shock by removing the elaborate lace

draperies of the royal cradle, because she thought
they excluded the air. She gave the whole nursery
an air of brightness and grace unknown to the royal
nursery of Spain, for the Royal Palace had always
been heavy and sombre in its furnishings.
The birth of a child in a royal palace involves a

great deal of formality, as may be known from the
following rules of procedure governing an event of

'riimEtoini
lynchers. When he was seized and dragged out, he
found voice to tell them that he had not intended to
kill Howard, but had simply fired in self-defense.
His explanation was cut short by the crazed mob
and he was strung up to a telegraph pole, where he
hung for an hour. It is said that there were hun-
dreds of women and children in the crowd, and that
no member of the mob was masked.

Mr. Wayne B. Wheeler, superintendent of the
Ohio Anti-Saloon League, has sent this statement
of the affair to The Christian Herald:
The disgraceful lynching- at Newark, O., followed an attempt on

the part of twenty secret service men, who were deputized as
special officei-s of the law, to serve search warrants on "speak-
easies." The mayor of the city of Newark and the police force had
refused to enforce the law which is in effect in that city to prohibit
the sale of liquor. Special officers were deputized by the mayor of
Granville, who has jurisdiction in these cases throughout the coun-
ty, to serve the warrants. When the officers entered the places
where the liquor was sold, a mob gathered in front of the building
at once. The special officers were attacked, and they arrested two
men and took them to the county jail. The officials in charge re-
fused to receive one of the men arrested and made the special offi-

cers leave the building.
During the disturbance which followed the raid, one of the

special officers, named Etherington, shot a "speak-easy" keeper,
who was assaulting'him with a black-jack. A fair-sized mob had
gathered and were aiding Howard in abusing Etherington, threat-
ening to lynch him. They had followed him for a long distance.
The regular police force of the city gave the special officers no pro-
tection, but on the other hand arrested most of these special officers
and took them to the city prison. This encouraged the mob, and
later in the evening they lynched Etherington.
After the lynching, the special officers were turned out of jail at

midnight with no protection, their fire-arms having been taken
from them. Etherington and the other officers working with him
were acting in strict conformity to the law. Etherington's last
words sent to his mother that he met death doing his duty, were
true. Such outbreaks intensify and increase temperance sentiment
instead of intimidating it.

Public opinion in Ohio and throughout the coun-
try was so deeply stirred by the lynching of Ether-
ington, that Governor Harmon decided to make an
investigation, to ascertain whether the local or
county officials were to blame. Adjutant-General
Weybrecht and other officers began a rigid inquiry
and the county grand jury also took up the matter
vigorously. The Governor's first step was to sus-
pend Mayor Atherton of Newark and County Sheriff
Lincke. Two negroes, who assisted in battering

this kind: "All of the persons designated by the

king in the decree shall be notified to come to the
palace in full uniform. Immediately after the child

is born, the Mistress of the Robes shall inform the

Prime Minister, who shall then announce to the

persons present the sex of the child, at the same
time informing the Captain General and the Com-
mander of the Royal Halberdiers, so that they mayi
give the orders for the proper signals and salutes.

In order that the inhabitants may know whether
the newly-born child is a prince or a princess, the

royal standard shall be hoisted over the palace and a
salute of twenty-one guns fired in case it should be

a prince, and if a princess, a salute of fifteen guns
fired and a white flag hoisted. Should the event
occur during the night either a colored lantern or a

white light shall be hoisted, as the case may be.

As soon as this has been carried out the child shall

be presented to the diplomatic corps and the other

personages present by the Prime Minister, accom-
panied by the Mistress of the Robes and the chief

court chamberlains. The Minister of Justice, as

king's notary, will then draw up the certificate of

birth and record of the presentation, thus terminat-

ing the ceremony." Such is the imposing ceremonial

wliich is followed substantially in all the loyal

courts of the Old World when the stork comes to the

palace. John L. Harbour.

Governor Judson Harmon

down the jail doors,
were arrested. J. An-
kele, vice mayor (who
became executive on
Mayor Atherton's su.s-

pension), summarily
removed Chief of Po-
lice Zergerbeil and
Police Captain Robert
Bell, on the ground of
their non-enforcement
of the option law, and
appointed Charles
Hindel as chief and
Charles Swank as
captain, at the same
time giving orders for
the strictest enforce-
ment of the long-neg-
lected laws. Formal
charges have been pre-
pared against Sheriff

Lincke for failure to

stop the lynching. These charges are signed by

leading residents in Newark and have been for-

warded to Governor Harmon.
Judge Charles W. Seward of Newark, beforeij

whom the case will probably come, is quoted as say-|r

ing- that the city has for years been in the hands|

of lawbreakers and that the courts have been defied,|^

The recent tragedy has fully awakened the lat

abiding element to "the necessity of action, and thl

will see that the lynchers are punished. It wolf

seem that the death of Etherington may thus becoB

the means of bringing about a great moral uprisir

in certain sections of Ohio, which might have bet

delaved for years, and that the lawless salooifl

which have been the cause of all the trouble, may M
dealt with as they deserve. '

,,1

Etherins'ton's body was taken to his parents

home at Willisburg, where the funeral was held.

His mother is prostrated with grief; his father;

holds that the young man was a martyr to duty.;
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John L. Alexander Y. M. C. A. Scouts in Camp After a " Hike" Ernest Thompson Seton

AMERICAN visitors who have been making
motor tours through England during the last

^ two summers have seen at surprisingly fre-

uent intervals groups of sturdy boys dressed in an
daptation of frontier costume marching along the

edge-bordered highroads or camped under the

Ihade of some wayside grove. On a school holiday
1 London, Manchester, Liverpool and other large

sntres these same groups, under the command of

n older lad, could be seen making their way on foot

r by tram toward the suburbs or parks with an air

aat seemed to say that they had serious and inter-

'sting work before them—work and play combined
-for they were the already famous Boy Scouts or-

anized two and a half years ago by General Sir

ij A Hah for Lunch

. S. Baden-Powell. Baden-Powell, it will be re-

lembered, is that same doughty soldier who held
lafeking against overwhelming odds in the South
frican War, and who distinguished himself in

:her ways, until in the last decade he has become
fie of Great Britain's popular heroes, classed with
iarl Roberts and Lord Kitchener.
Intensely patriotic and believing firmly that the
Jture of his country depends on the type of young
len it produces, he founded the Boy Scouts as a
ractical school of manliness in which love of God
nd country, courtesy, courage and a sense of true
onor should be inculcated. The idea took at once
ith the public, and there are now enrolled in Great
ritain over 400,000 Boy Scouts, who have taken

the Scout's pledge, and who are manfully trying to
live up to the high ideals taught in the Scout law.
Some time ago twenty thousand Scouts assembled
in London and under the command of their superior
officers marched through the streets while the cheer-
ing crowds gave ample evidence of the strong hold
the new movement has on the public mind. Now
Canada has been swept with a similar wave of en-
thusiasm and the Boy Scouts are there numbered by
the thousands. Here in the United States patrols
have been formed from Massachusetts to Kansas,
and every week come in reports from Young Men's
Christian Associations, Sunday Schools, boys' clubs
and other organizations interested in the welfare of
the boy, taking up the idea and forming patrols.

Seven or more boys may form a patrol. Three pa-
trols form a troop.
Some people have conceived the erroneous idea

that the Boy Scouts are being trained exclusively

for military purposes, whereas the truth of the mat-
ter is that they are being trained for good citizen-

ship. Of course, the military virtues—such as
obedience to properly constituted authority, respect
for the commands of the officers, truth and courage
—are in the rules and regulations to which they
subscribe, and rightly so. Out of the thirty-six

badges which a Boy Scout may obtain by perform-
ing certain services only one is given of a military

character. In fact, Baden-Powell refers to the

Scout movement as "peace scouting." It is a char-
acter-forming movement for boys who are just at

the age when they are reaching the two roads, one
leading to an upright honorable career where high
ideals are found, the other which leads downward,
ever bending away from true attainment and hon-

orable success.

Recently a mass meeting was held in New York
and plans laid for forming a permanent central

committee. A temporary committee was selected,

which will later report on the best plan for a perma-
nent organization. Among those taking an active

part were General Wingate, Ernest Thomp.son
Seton, the naturalist and author, Dan Beard,
known to every boy in America, and leaders in

social work, settlements, playground associations,

Sunday Schools, and the Young Men's Christian

Association. Among the latter was Mr. John L.

Alexander, who for years has been -active in work
for boys, and who for the present has devoted him-
self to this new work of organizing the Boy Scouts

of America. He is just the man for the place. Full

of enthusiasm over the project, he has made others

as sanguine as himself, and is enlisting the aid of

prominent men all over the country. The head-

quarters are at 124 East Twenty-eighth Street, New
York. Ernest Thompson Seton has. just completed

the Scout's Manual, similar to Baden-Powell's book,

but adapted to American conditions.

The Scouts take the following pledge: "On my
honor I promise that I will do my best to do my duty
to God and my country, to help other people at all

times, to obey the Scout Law. The essentials of the

Scout Law are'that a Scout's honor is to be trusted.

A Scout is loyal to his country, his officers, his em-
ployers and his parents. He must be useful and
help others. A Scout is a friend to all, and a

brother to every other Scout, no matter to what
social class the other belongs. A Scout is courteous,

he is a friend to animals, he obeys orders of his par-

ents and officers. A Scout smiles and whistles under
all circumstances. A Scout is thrifty."

There are three classes of Scouts and the tests

are not child's play by any means. At first a boy is

classed as a Tenderfoot, but even for this classifica-

tion he has to be able to tie four different kinds of

knots the proper way, to fly the flag, to know some-

thing of its story and the Scout laws. The second-

class men must be able to pass in first aid to the

injured and in signaling, to build a fire with only
two matches, to cut a camp dinner with only the

regulation billy, to track half a mile in twenty-five

minutes, or in town to describe the contents of one
shop window out of four observed for one minute.

The test for a first-class Scout embraces a good
knowledge of camping and woodcraft. He must
swim fifty yards, go on foot or row a boat seven

miles and return, and write a report on the trip.

Supposed to take two days, but can in less. In

signaling he must send and receive sixteen words
per minute, describe the way of saving life in ordi-

The Signal Corps

Learning First Aid to the Injured

nary accidents; such as drowning, runaway and ice

breaking. This is only part of the list, and the boys
are on their mettle to pass and become first-class

Scouts. Religion is brought in as a natural and not
unnatural thing. The boys are pledged to do at least

one act for some one else once a day. Some of the
most unruly boys who have joined have come under
the chivalric influence of the rest of the Scouts and
have been completely transformed in character.

Mr. Alexander believes that the work should be
done through bodies already organized, and inde-

pendent Scouts are not enrolled. The Scout move-
ment is designed to help organizations in the work
for boys; not to create a rival interest.

Robert S. Blair.
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Ruling Out the Bible

ILLINOIS has ruled the Bible cut of her public

schools. The Supreme Court of that State has

decreed its exclusion, on the ground that its com-

pulsory use is an interference with religious liberty.

We balieve that this action will cause regret to many
in that State, who rightly hold that the principles

inctilcated in the Bible are the very basis of good

citizenship. To make the school godless by exclud-

ing the Bible is to expose the rising generation to

a great moral danger. At the present time, the

people of Illinois are confronted with a striking

illustration of the absence of moral safeguards in

high official places. How can its citizens expect to

improve the tone of public morals when they remove

from the schools the only Book that can lay the

foundation of good character? Is it not putting a

premium on wickedness to shut out the best moral
instructor the world has ever known? "Blessed is

the people whose God is the Lord." On the other

hand, we have the explicit warning of what shall

befall those who "forget God." In every country
v/here the Bible has had free course, it has brought
with it unnumbered blessings, and wherever it has
been deliberately suppressed, these blessings have
been noticeably absent. Pagan philosophy is the

poorest kind of substitute for the living Word. Any
community which refuses recognition to the Bible

must ultimately be forced to admit that there is no
substitute that can take its place. We look for a
reaction in Illinois. In several localities in other
States, where anti-Christian influences have tempo-
rarily prevailed in shutting out God's Word from
the schools, the experiment has proved unsatisfy-
ing. One community in Michigan—a suburb of

Detroit—a few days ago restored the Bible to the

schools by an overwhelming vote. The truth is that
if our schools are to have moral teaching at all, it

must be based upon the Bible. Its teachings and
principles are the sum of all the wisdom that has
been given to the human race. It has inspired
the greatest lives in our country's history. Bar
sectarianism by all means; but to shut out the
Bible is the last step of bigotry, since it is the foun-
dation stone of the world's moral progress. One
might as well shut out the sunlight and the free air

of heaven and expect health to follow as to hope to

make good Americans of our children while denying
them access to the divine law of life and conduct.
The Christian Herald would be pleased to hear
from its Illinois readers on this vital question. Let
them write us briefly giving a frank expression of
their views. In these days of widespread indiffer-

ence to the essentials of religion, it should be the
duty of every right-thinking man and woman to
stand by the old Bible as the heritage o.f our children.

What India's "Unre^" Means

OUR distinguished visitor, the Gaekwar of Baroda,
has departed. While here, this urbane and ac-

complished prince had little to say regarding' the
political unrest in India, although he spoke freely

on other topics. To him it was doubtless an acute
question, which he could not touch without giving
off'ense to one side or the other. One of the best-

known American missionaries in India, Mr. M. B.

Fuller, of Bombay, who reached New York as the
Gaekwar was departing, during a brief visit at The
Christian Herald offices gave a very clear inter-
pretation of the present situation in India. There
are in that country some 400 native princes, each
of whom rules in his own territory, the integrity of
which is assured by England. Freedom of religion
is also guaranteed, and the peace of the country is

preserved by an efficient native police under a gen-
eral English administration. Racial and religious
rivalries and other conflicting interests are kept in
harmonious order. To grant autonomy to India, to
remove the governing and directing hand of Britain,
would precipitate an immediate change. The great
empire of two hundred million souls would be de-
fenseless, for India would have no navy of her own
and she would become the prey of the first naval
power that could reach her coasts—Japan, Germany,
or France. Russia could throw a million troops
across her northern border unhindered. There could
be no unity of interest or action among the native
States for national defense. Soon the end would

come in a general break-up of the great Indian

empire which England wrested from internal an-

archy and external enemies nearly a hundred and
fifty years ago and has held compactly together ever

since. This inner knowledge of the situation and its

fateful possibilities is what keeps the native princes,

the leading thinkers and the native merchants of

India loyal to its present government. They shrink

at an agitation which has for its object a reforma-

tion that might involve the dismemberment and ruin

of their native land.

A Scheme Doomed to Failure

PRESIDENT MADRIZ of Nicaragua, having

been unable to date to crush the rebellion led

by Estrada, has bethought himself of the ex-

pedient of calling in foreign aid to neutralize the

power of the United States and secure his recogni-

tion by other governments. It is reported on good

authority that he has off^ered an island off the coast

of Nicaragua to a foreign Power, which could be

used as a naval base on this side of the Atlantic.

Of course the payment for the island would be finan-

cial and military support.

President Madriz has forgotten, apparently, that

he is not at liberty to establish foreign Powers in

naval stations on this side of the Atlantic. There
is a certain "Monroe Doctrine," which, though vari-

ously interpreted and often criticised abroad, has
been very successful in preventing foreign govern-
ments from gaining new footholds in North or South
America. The United States would certainly pre-

vent any foreign naval base being established off

Nicaragua, as it would be a perpetual menace to its

own security and a constant source of friction. It

is pledged to prevent any such act, and would be
supported not only by our own people, but the other
governments, which have found the doctrine a pro-

tection and not a menace to their independence.
Madriz would in the end suffer from the estab-

lishment of a foreign Power at his doors. Constant
friction between factions would leave the door open
for the Power so established to step in on the request
of one or the other parties involved, and the results

would not be favorable to Nicaragua. Madriz will

have to think again and see if he cannot devise
something else to keep himself in power. Mean-
while our government may decide that the carnival
of blood has gone on long enough and insist that it

shall cease.

The Lure of the Air

DEATH is taking a heavy toll among the aviators.

Those who would ride the air must be pre-

pared to face perils that are even more appalling
than the dangers that befall by land and sea. It

was a cynic who said that "war was the game of
kings, business the game of men and love the game
of fools." He might have added that aviation is the
game of those that hold life lightly. Although a
mere handful of men have entered the aerial lists

thus far in three years, thirty-two have given up
their lives in the struggle, twelve of them being
victims of the aeroplane and twenty of the gas-
inflated balloon. Lightning was responsible for
three of the disasters, explosions for two more, fire

claimed one and the others were caused by storms,
treacherous wind-currents and accidents to driving
mechanism. But real enthusiasm disdains danger,
and the conquest of the air will go on, although
many more sacrifices may be expected ere it is

finally won. The lure of fame and fortune, and the
sheer love of adventure are things that are irre-
sistible and have been so ever since the human race
began.

Mr. Taft as a Legal Reformer
PRESIDENT TAFT, being himself a lawyer of
-L ripe experience, speaks with the voice of au-
thority whe.n he discusses the legal profession. In
a recent address to the Northern University of Ohio,
he made some very pertinent observations affecting
lawyers and the law. He said, substantially, that
he regarded it as an abuse in the profession for
lawyers to devote themselves so willingly to the
defense of criminals—that in this respect the pro-

fession was going too far; and he added that mai
of the faults that are now found with the admini
tration of justice had their origin in this abu.'

While the President did not say so in specific tern-

he clearly implied that the best talent of the profe
sion was too readily at the service of those who cou
afford to pay well for it, regardless of the ethic

aspect of the case. Of the truth and timeliness
this observation any one who has noted the pi

cedure in recent bribery cases in certain States
competent to judge. In New York State, it is n

torious that the ablest talent in the country
retained wherever an offender of large means
brought to book. The result of this condition
things is interminable delays and frequently a m
carriage of justice. The President further referr
to the "awakened moral conscience of the country
which he affirmed could find no better object for i

infiuence than in making the lawyers understa;
that their duty "is only to see that their clien

legal lights are protected, and that they need n

and ought not to lose their own identity as office

of the law in the cause of their clients, and rec

lessly resort to every expedient to win the cast

This is sound, practical sense from one who, havi
sat on the bench, speaks from experience a
thorough familiarity with the whole subject.

The Man with a "Grouch"
SOME persons are unfortunate in being born wi

a grouch; others acquire one by assiduous cul

vation and a few have it apparently thrust up

'

them by sheer force of circumstances. We ha

known men who would rather grouch than e;

They could not see the bright side of anythin

there was nothing in which they did not detect soi

cause of complaint. Such people, by carefully nui

ing- the disposition to grouch, at last become
accustomed to its indulgence that it is like seco

nature. The king of all the grouchers passed aw
in New Jersey a few days ago. He believed hims'

to be haunted by misfortune; he lost his farm, 1

horses and all his property, no doubt largely throu
the continued cultivation of a grouchy temperame
.A.t last he took to bed, disgusted with life and evei

thing else. For thirty-one years, he kept his bed a

refused to speak to any one. It was a queer way
"getting square" with the world. He would rise

night, eat a little, take a walk in the dark and
back to bed. He deliberately closed the door agaii

all human kindness and social intercourse; and wb
at last this poor unfortunate passed away, he tc

his grouch with him, for nobody wanted it. Tl

was an extreme case, of course, and alienists woi

have pronounced the man crazy; but from all t

records, his afflictions, which were probably of

own making, held no justification for such folly

his. Job, the most afflicted man that ever lived, w
an optimist in comparison. Grouching is the poi

est kind of retaliation against conditions that c;

not be controlled. Let us look on the bright s

of things, and whenever we feel disposed to grou'

let us remember the poor victim of his temperartK
who nursed his grouch until it killed him.
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A Canadian Arctic Expedition

CAPTAIN BERNIER left the other day for his

fourth expedition to the Arctic regions onboard
the Arctic. He sailed under sealed orders from

the Canadian government, and it is expected that

he will carry the British flag farther north than it

has ever been taken and will claim more land for

the empire on whose territory the sun never sets.

The Arctic was originally known as the Gaus. It

was built in Germany in 1901 and carried the Ant-
arctic expedition of 1902-03. It was purchased for

the Canadian government by Captain Bernier in

1894 from the government of Germany. It is said

to be the strongest ship ever built for navigating icy

seas. The walls of the hull are of massive layers of

oak capable of withstanding an enormous ice pres-

sure, and in all her experience in the North she

has never met with a serious accident of any kind.

iThe expedition carries no dogs or beasts of burden.

The sledges are to be drawn by human hands, and
the boats are said to have modern improvements of

great value. It is not expected that these ex-

plorers will undertake to go to the Pole, nor even
look for any evidence concerning the work of Cap-
itain Peary and Dr. Cook. Captain
Bernier went as far north as Etah
last year and as far west as Banks
Land. The captain has provisions

for thirty months, but does not ex-

pect to be absent over two years.

The chief articles of food will be a
large stock of pemmican, oxo, and
bovril, biscuits and flour, and some
salt pork. Hunters, whalers, sports-

,men, and others who may be encoun-
tered by Captain Bernier in the

course of his expedition will find him
armed with the powers of a Dominion
'game officer and with very strict reg-

ulations for the protection of wild

life in the far North, especially in the
prohibited seasons. He will not allow
buffalo or bison to be hunted or killed

at any time up to 1912, while he will

isee that musk oxen are protected be-

tween March 20 and October 15, and
elk, moose, caribou, mountain sheep
and goats from April 1 to July 15,

and from October 1 until December 1.

Wherever the British flag goes civil-

ization and Christianity go with it,

:and the planting of the British flag

pfarther north by the Canadian ex-

plorers will mean more light and love

'to the inhabitants, and minister to

the expanding British Empire in ful-

filling the prophecy that shall usher
'in the universal kingdom of our
Lord.

He shall have dominion also from sea to sea,

and from the river unto the ends of the earth.

(Ps. 72:8.)

Drowned in the Mire

William Elbreck and William
'Bender of Maspeth, Long Island,
started from their home in Maspeth
the other evening to a place called

Old Mill, where they expected to

.spend the evening with friends.
They took a rowboat at East New
York for their destination two miles away. The
tide was against them, night came down, and they
found themselves in a marsh at the edge of the bay
with the water waist-deep. Rather than risk drift-

ing out to sea in the night, they undertook to wade
from where the boat was to solid ground about a
hundred yards away. Elbreck cried out that he
was sinking and that something was holding him
fast. Bender, realizing that his companion was a
prisoner in the quicksand, avoided his danger and
tried his best to i-elieve his friend. He hunted
about for a log, a piece of rope, or anything which
he could offer to the hand of his struggling friend,

but he could see or feel nothing of the kind. He
called to his companion, "Keep up your courage.
Bill." He shouted back he would try, but that the

job would be very hard. Elbreck cried out in pitiful

tones that the water was up to his elbows, and then
still more pitifully, "It is up to my armpits. I don't

know whether I am sinking or the tide is coming in

on me." It was the tide, and his voice was hushed
as his companion fell fainting on the grass. The
tide receded and in the early morning three fisher-

men saw the dead man standing like a log markmg
the channel. They managed to pull him out, placed
him in their boat, took him to the shore and sent

him to his family. There is deceit and danger and
death in the mire of temptation and sin, and the

\

waves of destruction overflow the soul. It was for
salvation from this that the Psalmist offered his

earnest prayer.
Save me, O God ; for the waters are come in unto my soul. I

sink in deep mire, where there is no standing : I am come into deep
waters, where the floods overflow me. (Ps. 69 : 1, 2.)

The Tipping Trust

It used to be that the man in the hotel to whom
the tip was given kept the money; but the tipping
business has taken on the trust proclivity, and very
little of the money lingers in the pockets of the
man who first receives it. Coat-room privileges

in the larger hotels sell from $5,000 to $10,000 per
year, and one hotel is reported to have received as
high as $50,000 for its combined privileges let to tip

collectors. Notwithstanding these high prices paid,
the men owning the tip-stands gather in more than
$100,000 from the generous guests. The tip privi-

leges for vehicles at the front and side doors of
hotels sell at from $1,000 to $10,000 a year. The
doorman has a day and night watch and reaps a
rich harvest from both. The doorman gets from
twenty-five cents to a dollar from each of his wealthy

Capt. Bernier of the New Canadian Arctic Expedition and His Sailing Master

visitors. It is said that a man paid $50,000 a year

for the tips for checking garments at one hotel

alone. The privilege of the dining-room and restau-

rant tips are sold at an enormous figure. The indi-

vidual waiters have to turn what they get in to the

head waiter and he to the man that is at the head of

the tipping trust. Even the elevator boys have to

give their pennies and dimes in to the trust treas-

ury. With scarcely an exception all the head por-

ters of hotels have retired wealthy from the tips

which they take from all the under porters. No
matter who gets the money, the fee has to find its

way to the head porter. The whole tipping business

with the underpaid employees receiving the benefit

is a habit of questionable propriety, but the habit

in behalf of the greedy tipping trust is one of the

greatest impositions and abominations of modern
times, and a wholesome and righteous public senti-

ment should soon put an end to it. These getters

of gain are pretty well described by the prophet.

Yea, they are greedy dogs which can never have enough : . . .

they all look to their own way, and every one for gain, from his

quarter. (Isa. 56 : 11.)

Railroads and Rates

The New York World has printed some railroad

statistics which will be of interest to our readers.

In 1899 it says the total capital stock of American

roads was $5,742,000,000; in 1908 it was $7,641,-

000,000, an increase of $1,900,000,000. In 1899 the

bonded debt was $5,644,000,000; in 1908 it was
$8,788,000,000, an increase of $3,144,000,000. In

ten years more than $5,000,000,000 of additional

securities have been issued by the railroads of the

United States, and yet with stock enormously wa-
tered the roads have within the past few years

raised and paid dividends. From 1898 to 1908 rail-

road mileage increased but 24 per cent., gross earn-
ings 93 per cent., net earnings 85 per cent., interest

paid to the real builders and owners of the railroad
57 per cent., and dividends to those who owned and
manipulated the stocks 184 per cent. The question
is asked why the railroads only of all the public
service corporations plead the cost of living, high
wages, etc., as an excuse for increasing rates and
fares. Street railways are not asking G cent fare,
telephone companies are not raising their tolls, wa-
ter rates are being lowered, electric light and power
companies offer tempting terms for special indus-
trial purposes, and the chief telegraph company has
recently begun to send fifty-word night letters at
the ten-word day rate. Why is it that the railroads
are the only ones among all these public utilities

that insist on the increase of rate?
The railroads answer that they have
been compelled to increase the wages
of the men and that other additional
expenses have been incurred. The
future has been mortgaged to pay for
the fifty and a hundred million dollar
terminals in some of the cities and
other such expenses, and the people
who ride and ship goods will, of
course, have to pay the enormous
bills. Dissatisfaction with rates and
wages is not of modern origin. Jacob
makes grievous complaint against the
unfairness to him in adjusting the
scale of wages when he says:

Thou hast changed my wages ten times.

(Gen. 31 : 41.)

Found His Father

After coming alone from Lunza,
Russia, Usher Lefton, five years of
age, who was lost by his parents
during the massacres four years ago,
passed through New York City the
other day on his way to Newport,
Ky., in search of his father. During
the massacres the boy, who was then
a baby a little over a year old, got
lost from his parents and they were
compelled to flee to America, leaving
him behind, and, as they supposed,
dead. They mourned the little one as

a victim of Russian tyranny. But
the baby lived and thrived. He was
cared for by friends and was lately

put aboard the Main of the North
German Lloyd with a tag fastened to

him indicating his destination. When
he arrived at Ellis Island the tag was
gone, but the Hebrew Shelter and Aid
Society identified the boy and located
his father at Newport, Ky., to whom
the boy was expressed. Such pathetic
stories always recall the sadness
of life's separations and the cry-

ing out of the heart for loved ones and for the home
of the Father. Amidst the scuffles and tragedies of

life we get separated to different villages, cities,

States or nations, and are lost children hunting our
own. After a long journey and the crossing of a
sea, we shall find our loved ones and be at home
with them forever.

In my Father's house are many mansions. (John 14 : 2.)

Electric Lights in Tarsus

The ancient city of Tarsus in Asia Minor, where
the apostle Paul was born, has recently been illumi-

nated by electricity. Mr. Edward I. Nathan, Consul
at Mersine, in a report to our government on the

electrification of the ancient city, says that the

power is taken from the Cydnus River, upon which
Cleopatra once made a trip famed for its magnifi-

cence. There are now in Tarsus four hundred and
fifty electric street lights and about six hundred
incandescent lights for private use. Tarsus in giv-

ing Paul to the world furnished a spiritual light for

the Gentile nations and the whole world and re-

flected the light of Christ the central Sun. Simeon
as he held the young Babe in his arms magnified

the illuminating power of this saving truth:

A light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel.

(Luke 2:32.)
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THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
IT was Dr. Klopsch's own idea that the larger

the circulation of a paper the richer, as a

rule, would be its contents. "If The
Christian Herald had only 100,000 sub-

scribers," he said by way of illustration, "it

could not afford to provide such interesting,

attractive, edifying and instructive features as

it does with its tremendous weekly output of

over 300,000 copies. Every subscriber profits

by the addition of another subscriber, and when
these come at the rate of twenty-five thousand

new subscribers yearly, the improvement as-

sumes noticeable proportions. Such has been

the history of The Christian Herald during

the past ten years, and hence the wonderful

changes for the better that have characterized

it from year to year."

Loyal to Its Mission
We know that we are making a good paper

and we are glad of it. Started for the sole

purpose of disseminating a spiritual truth. The
Christian Herald has been true and loyal to

its mission, and tens of thousands have been

led by its means into the clearer, fuller light

that now irradiates their lives and makes the.

world through them brighter, better and hap-

pier. And what The Christian Herald has

done for these tens of thousands it can and will

and must do for other hundreds of thousands,

perhaps even—and may God grant that it be so

—for millions.

Expecting Great Things

We confidently believe that all of our present

subscribers are so thoroughly pleased with the

paper that they would be glad to see our hopes

fully realized. They know the blessed influence

The Christian Herald exerts; for they them-

selves have felt it. Week after week they

have scanned its beautiful pages, have read its

inspiring messages, have reveled in its literary

and artistic wealth, have been deeply interestejcl,

edified and instructed, and, after having read it

from beginning to end, have sent it to some

distant friends that they also might share its

perennial riches.

All Love It

Few papers published are read and re-read

as is The Christian Herald, and none affords

greater pleasure and delight, or makes warmer
or more lasting friends. It is an indisputable

fact that The Christian Herald has a larger

percentage of renewals than any other paper,

and that, from its very beginning, it has retained

a larger percentage of permanent subscriptions

than any other publication; and its subscrip-

tion list is constantly increasing. Now what
has been done in the past is only an indication

of what may be done in the future, provided we
all work heartily together with a view to securing

the object on which we have now set our hearts.

A Financial Sacrifice :

m

To bring this about we have determined to

enlist the cordial co-operation of our friends,

and ourselves to make such a financial sacrifice

as will demonstrate our own sincerity in the

matter. The Christian Herald cannot be

produced at less than its regular subscription

price, which is $1 .50 per annum. But to interest

those who cannot appreciate its beauties, simply

because they do not see the paper, we have

decided to accept an unlimited number of one-

third year trial subscriptions at twenty-five cents

each, subject to the easy conditions set forth in

the annexed coupons.

Why We Offer It

We could not make this sacrifice but for the

experience of the past, that a very large per-

centage of our subscribers renew, and when
they renew they are glad to pay the regular

subscription price, because they are satisfied

that The Christian Herald is well worth all

we ask for it.
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"C^ ACH Coupon attached hereto will be accepted in lieu^ of ONE QUARTER DOLLAR if accompanied

by 25 Cents for a FOUR MONTHS' subscription to

The Christian Herald. But no subscription induced

through this offer will be permitted to take the place of

one now on our books. Each subscription must be NEW.

OFFER NUMBER ONE

Red Letter Testament FREE
To every person who sends us four coupon subscrip-

tions terminating December 1, 1910, accompanied by

twenty-five cents each, we will send, all charges prepaid,

and absolutely free of all expense, a Red Letter New
Testament, printed from new type, bound in divinity

circuit, red under gold edges, with book mark.

This New Testament, specially designed by the late

Dr. Louis Klopsch, and copyrighted by him, contains

the Authorized Version, printed in black, except that

every word recorded therein as having been
spoken by our Lord is in red.

WR^EMEMBER: this offer will hold good only until

August 31, and we reserve the right to return any coupons
|

and money sent us after that date. All subscriptions '

MUST date from the first issue in August.

,4 Mdtess: Special Coupon Offetfl
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rHE achievements of The Christian

Herald have never been equaled by any

other publication. It has collected and

stributed nearly four million dollars in

fiarity. The farmers of Finland, Sweden,

jorway and Russia, the martyrs of Armenia,

;e orphans of India, the reconcentrados of

Juba, the famine sufferers in China, the rescued

en of the Bowery, the thousands of waifs from

e tenements happy inTuE Christian Herald
'hildren's Home, all rise up and call it blessed.

od be thanked for the opportunities and the

ivileges which were ours in the past; and may
t graciously continue to pour out his blessing^

jon The Christian Herald, its editors and

oprietors and its readers, and make us one

id all increasingly useful in his service.

I The Best Home Paper
!

But, in addition to these great monumental
larities, there is the mission of blessedness

id usefulness of the paper itself, which results

, light, cheer, hope and happiness in the home
<rcle. And it is this which we now wish to

;tend. We are engaged in a great Home
rissionary effort. You can help us. We know
HI will help us, and thus have part and parcel

all the good which, under divine blessing,

The Christian Herald shall accomplish in

years to come.

We Look to Our Friends

Let us begin the work of doubling the present

number of its subscribers. While this is a great

undertaking, an unprecedented task, it is never-

theless an easy one, for it means just one new
subscriber for each and every one now on our

list. Surely every subscriber can do this, and
we believe you will do YOUR share, while we
will gladly do everything within our power to

help you.

How to Do It

Our plan is as follows : On these two pages
you will find six coupons. Please tear them
apart at the dotted lines, then distribute them
among such of your Church and Sunday School
friends as will be likely to subscribe. They will

thank you for doing so. Explain to them the

beauties, the riches, the great attractiveness of

The Christian Herald, and urge them to

give it a trial. Tell them that Each Coupon
Saves One Quarter of a Dollar on this One-
third Year subscription, and you will be sur-

prised how quickly they will avail themselves

of the exceptional opportunity thus offered.

If six coupons are not enough for your pur-

pose, write us, and we will send you as many
more as you may require, absolutely free of all

charge. Do not forget, however, that the cou-

pons are good only until August 31, and cannot

be received after that date.

Your Opportunity

Or, if you prefer, you may make a regular

canvass among your friends and solicit, by mail

or in person, their subscription at our regular

price—50 cents for four months. Then retain

25 cents from each subscription, and send us a

coupon and 25 cents in cash. Thus, while

doing good by spreading the glorious influence

of The Christian Herald, you are actually

benefiting yourself.

Now for Victory!

Whichever plan you adopt, may success at-

tend your efforts. We feel sure that the most
active friends in this aggressive campaign will

be our present subscribers, who know and
appreciate the good The Christian Herald
is doing, and will be glad of this opportunity to

encourage the efforts of its editors and pro-

prietors to maintain its high standard as the

brightest and best family paper in the wide,

wide world.

\WAITS YOUR CO-OPERATION!
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i Resolve to Act At Once
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"\0 not feel hampered by lack of material. If you have
-"^ more friends who want to subscribe than you have

3Upons let us know, and we will send you more free of

harge. Do not forget that no name will be accepted for

subscription which is now on our books.
I
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To every person who sends us six coupon subscrip-

ons terminating December 1, 1910, accompanied by

venty-five cents each, we will send, all charges prepaid,

id absolutely free of all expense, a volume of Hero
'ales, printed in large clear type, 400 pages bound in Red
id Gold., Just think of it! Sitting down at your fireside

'ith Heroes of War, Heroes of Peace, Heroes of Con-
-ience. Heroes of Science, meeting them practically face

) face in your own home ! A wonderful book !

FURTHER INDUCEMENT

To the first thousand persons sending us six

oupons, together with 25 cents for each subscription to

le One-Third Year Offer of The Christian Herald,
'e will send, absolutely free, in addition to Hero Tales,
copy of The Wedding Ring, by Rev. T. DeWitt
'almage. So act at once, and win this Special Book Prize

ree. .
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Women in Council

To return to a topic mentioned last week in one

of the letters published. The question is perti-

nent for the consideration of women. In what
proportion should a home contribute to charity, to

missionary effort and to the support of religion?

Many conscientious women decide that they owe the

tenth of their income to the Lord's treasury. Where
women are in receipt of a regular salary or pos-

sessed of independent means there is no reason why
they should not thus dedicate a tenth of all they

have. Mrs. Russell Sage not long ago told an in-

quiring reporter that in the days of her youth, when
she was a teacher, it was her invariable rule to set

aside a tenth of her salary for Christian uses. She
has conclusively shown in recent years that she is

large hearted and generous and that it is her great-

est joy to give liberally to the causes
of philanthropy, education and piety.

Many women have so small an in-

come that they cannot give anything,
much as they would love to, for chil-

dren must be fed and clothed and
educated and households carried on.

Among those who read this page
there are men and women both who
labor hard and long and earn little,

carrying at the same time necessary
obligations. The point of the letter

last week was that a man thought-
lessly contributed a large sum with-
out previously consulting his wife, on
whom rested later the entire burden
of self-denial which he ought to have
shared. The letter which follows
shows how this appears in the eyes
of a husband v/ho read the statement

:

He Made "There seems to

a Mistake be an impression
abroad that men

stand shoulder to shoulder, take each
other's part and are seldom ready to

criticise each other's acts. Mr. S.,

whose wife spoke of him last week, in

my judgment made a mistake, and I

for one do not stand up for him. As
an elder in the church and very likely

the intimate friend of his pastor, he
probably felt that it was up to him
to put down a subscription large
enough to inspire the rest of the
brethren to emulation. So much de-
pends on having a right start that if

brother S. had put down ten dollars
instead of two hundred there prob-
ably would have been a beggarly
following. Still, he ought to have
consulted Mrs. S. I made it my rule
of life when I married thirty years
ago to take my wife into my confi-

dence about giving, spending and
saving, and the rule has worked well.

I never spring a surprise upon her
in financial matters. I believe in

giving a tenth and whatever else I

can as plus to the Lord's work, and
my wife agrees with me.

"Jacob W. R."

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

ciety raise last year and how hard did you women
have to work? Where did you send your money?
What are you going to do next year? Simple ways
of entertaining company will be mentioned from
time to time, and anybody who has a erood idea to

furnish may send it along.

John's Mother "You ask in a recent issue of The
and Martha CHRISTIAN HERALD how Martha

and John's mother could conquer
their diflficulties. The answer seems to me to be very
simple if (and in the if lies the whole secret o^ suc-

cess) John's mother would act as if she were in a
friend's house an a visit. Her room is her castle.

and let John's mother never forget that she is

guest in "her daughter-in-law's house, and let Mart?
consider John's mother an honored guest, and do fc

and consider her as she would any stranger beneat
her roof. g q p »

A Disconsolate
Girl

"I am a young woman of twent,
but I can truthfully say that'
have never had any pleasure in n^

life. I cook three and sometimes four meals a du
for a family of twelve, besides washing dishe
scrubbing and washing clothes. If I ask to go am
where there is a fuss. I would like to go and fir,

work m another city, but I know mother will neve
let me. m. J."

This young girl plainly has too much to do ar
in the daily grind of her life there is too muc
monotony and too little fun. To cook so many mea

for so many people has tired her, an
she fancies any change would be a

improvement. I wish to say to tl
dear child: Do not leave home and g
to the city, to any city. Stay whei
you are. Your mother is very likel
working beyond her strength, and si
does not realize your depression. 1

I were talking to her I should sa:^

Turn over a new leaf as soon as yo
can, and cease to make a fuss if yoi
daughter asks permission to go awa
on a visit.

liljht by Underwood & Underwood

IRLSH-AIR WLLK
After the city's dust and heat,

The noise of the narrow crowded street,

What joy in the big green world to be
Part of Qod's happiest family.

The farmer laughs as the bare-foot throng
Play in the meadow with shout and song.

Sometimes they ride on the fragrant hay
And the cup of their gladness o'erflows the day.

What We Want "What do I most wish to have
discussed in The Christian Her-

ald? I think I shall divide the matter into two parts.
First, let us have all the helps we can about church
and home life in country places. Next, tell us of
simple, inexpensive ways in which we of the country,
who lead isolated lives and work hard, may enter-
tain our friends. D. M. S."
You have mentioned two prolific subjects. To

answer them as they should be will occupy space in
occasional numbers for the next six months. I ask
the farmer's wife and the farmer's daughter to
relate pi'actical details of the carrying on of wom-
en's work in the church, in villages remote from
city conveniences. How do you get up a supper
when you cannot call upon a caterer? What course
do you take when you have a fair or an old-fash-
ioned concert in prospect? How do you get the men
folk to lend a hand when their strength is required
in transforming an auditorium into a convenient
room for social purposes? How much did your so-

and in it she should be free to do exactly as she
wishes—to move the furniture to suit herself, and
to receive her special friends there, if she prefers.
She should not try to push herself into any house-
hold matters that belong solely to her daughter-in-
law's sphere, nor find fault with anything on the
table, nor join in arguments between her son and his
wife. If a mother-in-law could bring herself to lead
this independent life, she would not only find her
welcome in her daughter-in-law's home a warm one,
but she would also find satisfaction in being free
herself to lead her own life, and to fill it with many
helpful deeds to those around her. Her daughter-
in-law would go to her then, of her own accord, for
advice, which, if given in a friendly manner, would
bring real help. Each would live her own life inde-
pendent of the other, under the one roof, and yet
the two women would find much mutual pleasure and
sympathy in the companionship, when they came
together. To sum it all up, let them preserve the
courtesy of the early days of their acquaintance.

A MASQUERADE
A little old woman before me
Went slowly down the street.

Walking- as if aweary
Were her feeble tottering feet.

From under her old poke-bonnet
I cauRht a glimpse of snow.

And her waving cap-string floated
Like a pennon to and fro.

In the folds of her musty mantle
Sudden her footstep caught.

And I sprang to keep her from falling
With a touch as quick as thought.

When, under the old poke-bonnet,
I saw a winsome face.

Framed in with the flaxen ringlets

Of my wee daughter Grace.

Mantle and cap together
Dropped off at my very feet.

And there stood the little fairy.

Beautiful, blushing, sweet!

Will it be like this, I wonder.
When at last we come to stand

On the golden, gleaming pavement
Of the blessed, blessed land ?

Losing the rusty garments
We wore in the years of Time,

Shall our better selves spring backward]
Serene in a youth sublime?

Instead of the shapes that hid us.

And made us old and gray.
Shall we get our child-hearts back agaim
With a brightness that will stay ?

I thought—and my little daughter
Slipped her dimpled hand in mine;

"I was only playing," she whispered,
"That I was ninety-nine."

Margaret E. Sangster.

II

A Query "Can any of The Christia)
Herald readers tell me where

can get an old-time hymn book? The kind I refer t
is, I think, either an old Baptist or Methodist hym!
book. I remember my grandmother having a larg
leather-backed one without notes, with a hymn in I

the first lines of which are:

"There is a happy land.
Far, far away.

Where saints immortal stand
Bright, bright as day.

"When my mother belonged to the old-time Metl
odist Church South she had a hymn book in whic
was another hymn which I would like to get. 1

began

:

"How tedious and tasteless the hours.

When Jesus no longer I see.

E. W. H."
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-fTARRY Lee was six and twenty, and still only

"I a mate. Married, and with two young host-

. -^ ages to fortune, it seemed to him as if he were

geady rather six and fifty, for there was not an-

clier man in the port of his age and position who
\s not a master of his o^\^^ craft. An open-faced,

Itidsome young fisherman, with black enough in

j» I eyes and hair to give one the impression of a

M . tich of Spanish in his blood, his appearance sug-

,,
j5ted a certain devil-may-care spirit, and some

<; fcught that it was this, combined with the memo-
' IS of some of the mad pranks of his youth, that

Ipt the owners from entrusting their property into

1; hands.
He was not a native of the seaport, but his taking
'sea had been in answer to the calling of primal
jtincts. He only knew of his parents that they

d "moved to London," where he, a mere slip of a

i, for one of his wild adventures had been pounced
by the authorities, sent to an industrial school

'd apprenticed thence to the fisheries. Here there

d been a long-drawn fight between the group of

;ys among whom he found himself and a sordid,

i3ney-grubbing master, who, instead

; giving employment as captains to

( ose boys coming out of their inden-

res to him, saved money and wages
I' sending his vessels to sea with
fkippers," who were still "serving
eir time."

i But another factor which militated

gainst his getting a command came
f. him without his seeking. One time
n shore he had been induced by
fime of his more serious-minded
liipmates to join them at an evening
trvice at their small house near the
lier end, which went by the name of

the Bethel." There and then that

rhich was hardly even hoped for
appened—the man who had been so

ifrenuous for evil proved to have a
leper natuie underneath. Harry,
reless and thoughtless hitherto,

ime in contact with the Saviour who
ought him, and yielded his whole
eart in allegiance to Him. So sud-
en a change in such a man was nat-
rally soon noised abroad. Indeed,
e himself had no desire to hide his

ght under a bushel. Whatever he
id, he did with a will, and let any
/ho liked take exception to if it they
hose.

Now a struggle had just begun
etween the owners and their crews
oncerning Sunday fishing. The own-
rs argued that, as the vessels were
>n the fishing grounds, and were not
h sight of land or in reach of
hurches, the men ought to work
heir big nets on Sundays as on every
)ther day of the week. They claimed
he men could pray as well, if they
io desired, while their nets were out;
ind as the vessel cost money on Sun-
day as well as Monday, and there
were many stormy days when men
Tfiust lie by anyhow, any captain who
refused to fish on Sunday should lose

his charge of a craft. Some of the
stouter-hearted Christians had paid
no attention to this order, and had,
on coming home from sea, been greet-
led with a curt dismissal. Lee's
position in this, as in other matters,
was unequivocal. He would not work on Sunday,
and this, together with his well known uncompro-
rHiising spirit, made it seem even less likely that he
would ever get a vessel of his own to command, for
he certainly would not accept one on those terms.
His little wife, however, was an optimist, and

though it seemed hard that her husband should have
just as much to do with the making of good voyages,
'and just as much work to do as the skipper, and yet
should only get half the poundage money and so be
unable to buy his boys things like some other peo-
ple's, yet her smile was unfailing, and she argued
it would all come right some day.
And come right it had to. His day came at last.

The fleet had been fishing almost on the "Holland
coast," early in their voyage, when the skipper of
the Wildflowcr, of which Lee was mate, met with an
accident, breaking his thigh, and having to be sent
home in the fish-carrier to London. The vessels
were doing well at this time, and to take the vessel
home, as most men would, and break the voyage,
would mean a heavy loss to the owner. So Harry,
in his capacity of mate, called the "boys" together
and offered to take command of the vessel and go on
with the voyage. They agreed, at least until their
owner should send them their recall. There was a

By WILFRED GRENFELL
The Famous Author, Missionary and Explorer

mission vessel in the fleet at the time, which always
carried a spare hand, who could be lent to help out
with a vessel that was short-handed for a time, and
this the mission boat now agreed to do for Lee. So
the "fish-notes" from the Wildflower kept coming
regularly in to the owners, and not for weeks did
they learn that the injured skipper had died in the
hospital and that the good catches the Wildflower
was making were the result of the pluck and energy
of the new captain.

So word went out to stay in command till the
vessel's time for return was up, and a fresh hand
was sent out to replace the second mate, who had
taken Lee's place as first.

Sailors are apt to be fatalists, and to think little

of death. The prevailing idea over the whole inci-
dent in the new skipper's mind was simply that God
had so ordained it that this should be the chance

"'Be ready to drop—to drop!' he shouted"

of his life. He no more questioned that it was the

good hand of God upon him than he questioned that
such a token of love called specially for every ounce
of energy and skill he could put into it, in order
that he might prove himself worthy of the trust.

So it fell out that however hard it blew, when other

men shortened canvas, the Wildflower shook out

her topsails, so that she might drag her net the

faster. When others "hove to," fearing to risk the

towing of their gear, Harry would show his lights

for "shooting the net," and, though buried in seas,

would still succeed in hauling safely. In this way
he was able to have catches to send to empty mar-
kets, clamoring for fish. Thus the earnings of the

Wildfloiver stood ahead of the rest of the fleet.

The weeks went swiftly by. At last the eighth

week-end marked the time for home; and provisions

were short, for the crew was nothing if not hearty.

So he bade the admiral and skippers good-by in the

morning, that he might be ready to leave with the

first fair wind. Even in so short a time as had
elapsed he had made great favor with men who
love a hard worker and admire a dash of daring with
it. There was a great demonstration of rockets

and flags, and salvos of guns, when the Wildflower
put her helm up and bore away for home.

It was now early in November, and the long dark
nights made it dangerous work making the east

coast of England for a small sailing vessel, ten times
more so than weathering the breezes in deep water,
with plenty of sea room. Two long stretches of
sand lie off for many miles parallel with the land,

and the channels of safety between them are hard
enough to find at the best of times, being but poorly
marked, while a single mistake is enough to cost all

hands their lives.

To make matters worse, it was dense with fog
just when the skipper was expecting to pick up the
marked buoys on the outermost sands. Together
with the fog and sea, the barometer still held threat-
eningly low. By dead reckoning the Wildflower had
run her distance by mid-day, and the safety and
comfort of home were now only some forty miles dis-
"tant. To cap it all, there would be the credit of a
fine finish to a record voyage if he could drive her
right in before the storm broke.
As Harry thought of what that would mean to his

"bit of frock," as he called his wife, he felt compelled
to take every chance and "let her rip." It was the

mate's opinion, too, that, though they
had not seen the mark-boat, it would
be best to risk it and go ahead. No
sooner said than done. At sea the
man who hesitates is lost. The born
sailor acts intuitively, while the land-
lubber is philosophizing. It is, how-
ever, just as necessary to be cautious
at times, and the skipper made con-
cessions so far as now and again to
head the weather and take a sound-
ing. To Harry the sand that came
up on the lead, "armed," as we call

it, with a lump of tallow in the hollow
end, spoke almost as plainly as so
many signposts to a driver on the
land.

By sundown, though without hav-
ing seen them, they could tell by the
lead that they were on the inside of
the outer belt of sands. Often near
the land the sky clears up so as to
render it visible, but this time it de-
ceived them. The heavy wind failed

to dispel the darkness, so that noth-
ing, not a wink, could yet be seen of
the land, which they had last viewed
two months before. Unless they
could get a glimpse of something they
would be obliged to lay out the gale
without sea room and in shoal water.
They were now hemmed in between
the land and the breakers, running at

best great risk. As night settled in

the crew were talking in low whis-
pers of the folly of not having kept
outside the sand, and the skipper
himself was anxious and depressed.
At eight bells the vessel was "hove
to," to await issues.

Suddenly there came as a flash

on Harry's mind the thought, "Now I

can do nothing for myself, surely God
will stand by me." This, he told me
himself, seemed like a voice speaking
to him, so that he felt as we always
imagine Paul did, when "there stood
by me this night One whose I am and
whom I serve." Hurriedly the skip-

per went down into the cabin, got out
the chart and fixed it on the table,

just exactly as if he could already see

land. He "fixed" the small swinging
lamp, and laid out the compass and dividers before
calling out to the mate on deck to take another
sounding.

While this was being done he flung himself on his

knees on the cabin floor, and asked "Him who was
with them in the boat" for just one sight of the pier-

head light. The whole thing took but a minute, and
then climbing the gangway ladder, he walked to the
compass, ready to take a bearing of the light he felt

certain he was going to see.

I have only his word for it, but it happened exactly
as he expected. Away over the lee quarter the fog
suddenly thinned out, a patch of clear space almost
the size of a man's hand opened up, and then the
familiar home harbor light shone out clearly and
brilliantly for a brief moment. Carefully he took
his bearings, and then—just as suddenly—the fog
shut in again, and the darkness reigned supreme.
But one glimpse of the home harbor light was

enough for Lee at any time, and in an instant the
foresail sheet was loosed and the Wildflower was
paying off for home.
The skipper had just gone below to lay off the

course, and had just penciled the line he would take
when the mate called down the companion and, in

Continued on next page
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whether you buy
Uneeda Biscuit at

your own grocer's or

atanunknownshopa
thousand miles away
—you know the con-

tents of the package
are just as they left

theoven—fresh, crisp,
untainted, unsullied.

Ybu always know

Uneeda
Biscuit

(Never Sold in Bulk)

^%f a Package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

KEEP

A Luxurious toilette necessity— couliiii,-. refnslung :

assuring a clear, refined, delicate, summer cumplexit

It is prepared from purest materials— beau-

tifying without injuring the skin. It i

the only complexion powder that clings

—the only one pat up in a Wooden
Box—ritaining all its delicate perfuni.)

and medication until entirely used up.

Five colors. Flesh. White, Brunette,

Cream and Special Pink.

SOc—Everywhere—SOc

^YOURMZDRSHMP
K 1 Don t blame the razor if it dulls quickly. May-
1J[J be it's your {ault. Rub a {ew drops of 3-in-One

!****

oil on your razor strop. When leather is pliable

I strop as usuaU Any razor will cut easier, better

and stay sharp longer. After using, draw blade

between thumb and finger moistened with 3-in-One.

This prevents rust, Iteeps edge smoolh ar.d keen,

always sharp and ready for immediate use. Don't 5crape
your face. Use 3-in-One oo your razor and shave right.

FRF F ^''''^ ^^^ liberal free sample and special

;

scientific circular* Try it yourself. 3-IN =

t
ONE OIL COMPANY. 54 Broadway, New York.

Continued from preceding page

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERSQ|SH

mm Bear the script name ofM O Stewart Hartshorn on label." ^ Get *' Improved,* no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

IfYOU Would Be
X Successful

<EYTO~

stoprorgetting

flEMORY

the BASIS

of All

Knowledge
You are no sreater intellectually

than your memory. Send today for
my free book *'How to Remember"—I'aces,

I
Names, Studies—Uevelopa Will, Coiuentration, Self-

I Confidence, Conversation, Public Speaking. Address
IDICESON MEMORY SCHOOL. 701 Aad't'm Bldg., Cblcago

VISIBLE WRITERS
or otherwise

I. S, SMITHS, OLIVERS, UNDERWOODS, Etc,

'/4to'/^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shipppd ANYWHERE for Frfp Trial, or

KEJiTEU allowing Kent lu kVVh\
RRiOES 91S.OO ur»

first CI»aB MachiDflB Freeh from the Mfre—Write fir tlluetrated Catalog 71

Typewriter Emporium. (EST. 1892) 92-94 lake ST., Chicago

SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

TO SING -

Bixby's Home Songs is a unique collection

ot the old-time gems (luUabys, planta-

tion soogs. minstrel songs, college songs,

patriotic songs, etc.) arranged fdr four

part singing.

Price, in cloth, 570 pages, Ji.oo

post paid. Send for fa^ specimen
pamphlet with index. S. U. Bixby
& Co., 46th Street and Second Avenue.
pronklvn. New York.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy .^ Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 Nortb Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

a voice evidencing no little alarm,

shouted, "Skipper, there's some one

calling-, I heard it plainly."

"Calling out here? Nonsense!" the

captain answered. "Put her S. W,
Southerly for twenty minutes, then

take another sounding."
"Skipper," said the mate, "it was a

voice I heard. Come up and listen,"

The mate was evidently frightened.

So the skipper once more climbed on
deck to satisfy him, angry, however,

that a single moment should be lost

which might make his bearing of the

light less valuable. Faintly, but clearly

enough to ears trained as were these

men's, a human voice came out of the

raging blackness from the direction of

the breakers on the. sands outside them.
It seemed sheer folly to try and do

anything. If it were any one alive,

nothing could be done till morning
now, and no one could live out a night
like this on the Scroby sands in winter.

Some of the crew, and even the mate,
superstitious, were inclined to think it

something supernatural, and while
they listened and wondered the Wild-
flower was still scudding before the
wind on her new course. Home lay

but half an hour distant now. To the
young skipper, thinking of his wife and
bairns, it meant everything to make
the harbor while still he could.

It was with no little surprise, there-
fore, they suddenly heard him shout,
"All hands stand by to 'bout ship."

With a lurch and a heavy yaw, and
not without shipping a nasty bulk of
water, the stanch little craft once
more came head to sea. "P'oresail

amidship!" "Lash her along!" "Hard
down with the helm!" "Every man be-

low but the watch!" were the skipper's
rapid orders. He was determined to

claw as carefully to windward as he
could without inviting destruction.
"The Lord had stood by me that night,"
he told us afterward, "and I was bound
to stand by him if I lost the ship."
A whole hour must have passed be-

fore the Wildflower had regained the
ground lost in a few minutes. To the
skipper, taking a hundred chances of
being swept overboard as his little

vessel worked to windward in that sea,

it must have seemed a lifetime. But
he got his reward at last. Once more
the weird sound came over the noise of
the water, the wail of a human voice.

"Foresail a-weather, let her lie

dead!" he shouted. "Get a sounding,
and see if we can get near enough to
make anything out."
"Ten fathoms," was the answer,

"If it's a wreck on the bank, she must
be nearer us than that would make the
bank. We must head off till morning,
unless the fog clears."

It was a cruel night for the little

vessel, and of incessant watchfulness
foi' her crew, as they headed on and off

the bank all night long, trying to keep
about the same spot by watching the
soundings. Several times during the
night great angry combers found their
way aboard, any one of which, had it

been able to hit the little Wildflower
fair and squarely, would have sent all

aboard to death.
When daylight at length broke,

nothing was to be seen over that wa-
tery waste, nor, peer into that exas-
perating fog as they might, could they
see a thing; while the voice had not
been heard since midnight.

Precious hours of daylight once
more were going by, and even the
skipper be^an to think it something
supernatural; when suddenly, as the
Wildflower ventured once more as for
a last effort nearer to the edge of the
bank, there seemed to spring up out of
the water, almost alongside of the ves-
sel, looming enormous in that fog,
what appeared to be a huge cross, and
lashed to it was the body of a young-
man. The illusion was only momen-

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan (Company, and know that it is xaje^ and is tchere
vou can obtain tt irhen irantedy and will yield fair earv-
uiris for ererv day wrested. See their advertisement
on page 68.1. and write them for full information.

it
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it
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...
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« »

lite
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tary. The men recognized it at oi|

as the royal mast and yard of a lai

ship. The other spars had probalj
been washed away. There was
trace of anything- else but this gigan
cross. The vision closed as quickly
it opened.
And now a still greater difficaj

presented itself. How, in such a sa

way, could they ever hope to save tl

man? A little of that manceuvrii]
that it takes a sailor to accomplish, a
then once more the great spar cai

into sight. Carefully working
windward, the boat was thrown o\
the side. Three volunteers at or
jumped into her, and dropped
slowly down toward the spar. T
man had evidently observed the ir

nceuvre, for he had changed his pel
tion on the cross and had begun
unwrap the lashings that held hi

But as, carried on a big sea, the bcj

drove by, it became quite obvious th
by no possible means could they st

to get the perishing man into it. Wi
the intuitive resourcefulness of sailo;

however, they sang out to him as th
drove by, "Drop into the water as ^1

pass next time! Be ready to drop!"
The Wildflower had now paid off a:

run to leeward of the boat, where s

now lay, waiting to pick her up. F
Harry had grasped the situation, ai

was ready to execute it long before t

men told him their arrangemen'
After beating to windward, towil

by a long line the small boat, it -w

once more allowed to drift down i\

ward the spar. It was a moment
intense excitement to all who wel
actors in this weird drama. But, su
enough—as if he were inspired of Gi

—the poor fellow dropped from h

perch into the boiling sea just as tl

boat approached. There was just oi

chance in a thousand now for his 111

and that one he took. Surely it mu
have been ordained that that li

should be saved, for even as he sarj

beneath the water the boat flew by (1

a big sea. Even those iron-nervi

men held their breath—and then
great shout—for the iron grip of tlj

mate had grasped him, and held hi
as in a vise. One heave of that bra-wri

arm, and a lad of nineteen lay in tl'

bottom of the Wildflower's boat.

While the little Wildflower head<;|

for home, those mere fishermen, tendi

as women, nursed back to life befo;

the cabin fire, with blankets and ma
sage, and warm tea, the man they hi'

saved. Eagerly they chafed his limb.

Joyfully tiiey saw signs of life returij

ing. Even before the pierheads wei'

turned they had learned it was a lar^

bark that had driven right across ti

Scroby sands, beaten in her bottorj

and sunk in deep water. All hanc;

had perished, as the other spars 1

which they were clinging had, one b

one, "gone by board." This poor fe i

low had seen nothing of the Wildflow(\
when he called. He had just cried on
in his agony, and it had "pleased Go
to hear him and deliver him."
When Harry Lee was asked why hi

"hove too' all that dark, dirty nigh]

on so small a chance, he repliec^

"Hadn't the Lord just showed he waj

standing by me? I heard him plainl

say, 'Stand by, Harry; stand by,' so

just stood by."
Harry was admiral of the fleet whe;

last I saw his cheery face. Many
]

"good bag of fish" he has had to than
the Lord for since that successful voy

age. Many a stormy sea has he bee

brought safely through. But he tell

me that never did God seem so near t

him—so almost visible—as then,

"I suppose it was just when th

opening in the fog came He seemei

nearest," I said. "No, doctor; no, no

then. It was while us stood ther

"purring" over that poor lad in th'

cabin, whose life we'd saved. To thinl

that the Lord needs a man like rm
doctor, to help him—in them simpl

ways, too ! It makes the Master seen

very near; doesn't it, no-w?"

Tl

:
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Tlhie ]D)©ailIhi°B©al!inig Houase^Fl^

,/T PEAKING broadly, man has made
\ the house-fly; it has developed

1^' along with the human dwelling.

Ifre had no closed-in dwelling places,

its doubtful if the house-fly, as at

psent constituted, could continue to

e:;t. It thrives simply because we
nird it food, and a breeding-place,

t ;t is at this time of the year that the

|.se-fly takes on life for the ensuing

ifimer and autumn; eggs laid last

are ready to hatch. At first he is

yy a little worm, wriggling his tiny

^lb-like form in some incubating pile

i filth, usually the manure pile, the

(house, or the mound of rubbish or

•bage in the back yard. In this con-

ion he is easily killed and it should

the duty of every person to kill him
ft. The house-fly could not exist if

pjright hy Xati'^nal 0.><.graphic Society

you are going to eat, leaving the poison
for you to swallow.

This does more to spread typhoid
fever, cholera infantum and other in-
testinal diseases than any other cause.

Disease attacks human beings only
when they are brought in contact witla
it. For instance, you cannot get
typhoid fever unless you swallow the
germs of typhoid, and you do not swal-
low these germs unless they get on the
food you eat or in the liquids you drink,
or on the glasses or cups from which
you drink. Intestinal diseases are more
frequent whenever and wherever flies

are most abundant, and they, and not
the summer heat, are the active agents
of the spread of such diseases. There
is special danger when flies drop into
such fluid as milk. This forms an ideal
culture material for the bacillus. A
few germs washed from the body of

^1
- ^

Malf Ilou»e-Kly Itestini; oil

( ilass aiKl Seen from HeLow
Front View of a House Kly. .Stiuldeti

Areas and Compooiid Eyes
! emale Uonse-Fly Resting on
(rlass and Seen from Above

^•*
101

'erything were kept perfectly clean
id >anitary. Exterminate the fly-

;orm.s, do away with their breeding
laces, and there will be no flies.

The common house-fly is coming to

.3 known as the "typhoid fly," and
'hen the term becomes universal,

/eater care will be exercised in pro-

iicting the house from his presence.
lies swallow the germs of typhoid in

mntless millions while feeding on
;creta. They spread a thousand times
ore typhoid germs in their excreta
lian on their feet.

As .«oon as the fly comes out of his

hell he is full grown and starts out in

jhe world to make a living, and if your
ome is not clean, he knows it; for the
ly can di.scern an unclean odor for
lies. A pleasant-smelling substance

, ,,^B—tile fragrance of flowers, geraniums,
' lignonette, lavendar, or any perfum-
' '

jy—will drive them away.
" '*' Look closely at the picture of the fly

esting on the glass and viewed from
lelow. Look at the feet and observe
hat each of them is equipped with two

^.laws and two light-colored pads. The
ly clings to rough surfaces by means
i the claws and to smooth surfaces by
combined action of the claws and

ads. The fly's pads are covered with
housands of minute short hairs sticky
at the end. There is no suction

—

«nerely adhesion. All his grown-up
ife, the fl>; has to manage with sticky
feet. These are constantly becoming

* clogged with adhering substances, and
'^^this contamination the fly must assidu-

ously remove if his feet are to act
properly in supporting him on slippery
places. If this contamination is too
sticky to rub off, the fly laps it off, and
jitthen passes oflT through the stomach.

The fly lays her eggs in the manure
pile or some other filthy place. All
the germ.s—all the microbes—fasten
themselves on the spongy feet. The fly
brings them into the house and wipes
them off". The fly that you see walk-

fing over your food is covered with filth
land germs. If there is any dirt in
your house, or about your premi-ses, or
those of your neighbors, he has just
come from it. Watch him, as he stands
on the sugar, industriously wiping his
feet. He is getting rid of disease
?erms, rubbing them on the sugar that

I'

.1

one fly, may develop into millions
within a few hours.

Don't allow flies in your house.
Don't buy foodstuflTs where flies are
tolerated. Don't allow your fruits and
confections to be exposed to the
swarms of flies. Don't let flies crawl
over the baby's mouth and swarm upon
the nipple of its nursing bottle. Dis-
pose of waste materials in such a way
that the house-fly cannot propagate,
for flies breed in horse manure, decay-
ing vegetables, dead animals, and all

kinds of filth. Look after the garbage
can, see that it is cleaned, sprinkled
with lime or kerosene oil, and closely
covered. Screen all windows and
doors and insist that your grocer,
butcher, baker, and every one from
whom you buy food.stuff's does the
same. Remember that a large percent-
age of flies breed in the stable. There
is more health in a well-screened house
than in many a doctor's visit.

Keep flies away from the kitchen.
Keep flies out of the dining-room and
away from the sick, especially from
those ill with contagious diseases. To
clear rooms of flies, carbolic acid may
be used as follows; Heat a shovel or
any similar article and drop thereon
twenty drops of carbolic acid. The
vapor kills the flies. A cheap and per-
fectly reliable fly poison, one which is

not dangerous to human life, is bichro-
mate of potash in solution. Dissolve
one dram, which can be bought at any
drug-store, in two ounces of water, and
add a little sugar. Put some of this
solution in shallow dishes and dis-
tribute them about the house. A spoon-
ful of formalin or formaldehyde in a
quarter of a pint of water and exposed
in the room will be enough to kill all

the flies. To quickly clear the room
burn pyrethrum powder. This stupe-
fies the flies, when they may be swept
up and burned. If there are flies in
the dining-room of your hotel, restau-
rant, or boarding house, complain to
the proprietor that the premises are
not clean. B. M. Clinedinst.

The remarkable photojrraphs accompanying
this article were taken by Dr. N. A. Cobbs,
with a specially invented camera to picture the
nation's death-dealinpr pest. These photo-
Kraphs are the result of many years of experi-
ment and were made for the National Geo-
graphic Society, Washington, D. C.
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KEYSTONE
SOUO COLD

JAS.BOSS
GOLD FILLED

CRESCENT
COLD FILLED

The Marks of a
Good Watch Case
When men and women buy

watches they think of the

movement— the "works" as they

call it—but rarely of the watch case.

Your jeweler buyswatch cases and

movements separately and combines

them to make a complete watch.

You are particular about the 'works' ' of your

watch—you know the maker's name; do you

know the name of your watch case? There is

room there for adulteration—for low standards

—

for the cheapening process that creeps in wher-

ever folks payforrt«v////V?'without/(«(jzt7'/7^about it.

The trade marks illustrated on this page are

standard with the fine jewelry trade, and have

been for 50 years. They mean absolute in-

tegrity in bullion value, in assay, in construc-

tion of a watch case.

The Keystone Company was the first to

guarantee the wear of gold-filled cases—now-
adays the words "guaranteed for 20 years"

have become so common that you may find

them stamped on a brass case washed with gold.

The only real guarantee is the integrity of the

maker—the name behind the case.

The marks illustrated on this page are your safeguard;

be sure to find them—they are not hard to remember—
Keystone for solid gold—Jas. Boss or Crescent for gold

filled. Every good jeweler in this country knows the

marks and carries the cases. They are made for ladies'

or men's watches—plain, engine turned, engraved or

enameled—all sizes, all patterns.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia
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BENNETT
Portable Typewriter

SOLD ON APPROVAL
This wonderful new typewrHev, at one-slxlti

tiipcosi, wicli (•iie-cenlli tlieiiujiiber of parts, does
Eatiie ivotft as expensive niacliijies, witli quleltness.

neattiess and ease. The ill£NNETT is a itoitahle, Tisibie-
filiii);, lnK-iihl>on cjpeivrilet; standard keyhoard; tight, siniitie.

, eoinpaet, stroiip. In ne.at ease, sise only £XSxll hicbes,\veit;lit
nils, >lnde fi'oiii liesi niati-riais by experts,

.*<idi-,,-- I,, I fv,'i, d1n»iinit^i en'aloit and aample of trriting,
s ior a lyiiew rili-r in

i

til yim khoiv the llENNKTT. Don't pay
II JKiiiinlessyon bny a llflNNKl'T, Innnire inlee hi foreign countries,

,\iri'iita uaiiletl for a fow unlilled titrritories,

P, G, BENNETT TYPEWRITER COMPANY. 366 Broatlway. New York, U- S, A,

Sonrl

less

Use the Sanitary Crystal Glass
Ice Cream Freezer

And save 60% of Ice required in all Crank Freezers. This means a
saving of Money. Avoid all danger of Ptomaine poisoning by using

Crystal Glass Freezer instead of metal. This means health and safety.

No Cranking—No Grinding
Neither Crank, Gear, nor Dasher required. This means happiness to the

Housewife. One size only. Produces dessert for eight persons. Unused
portion can be re-packed and safely kept for days. Your dealer will

supply you. If he refuses or tries to substitute a Crank Freezer, send us

$ 1 .25 for each Freezer desired, with dealer's name, and we will promptly
ship by express. Descriptive circulars and Special Offer for 2c stamp.

THE CONSOLIDATED MFG. CO.. Sole Manufacturers. 414 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.
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DrJek/U an'^ Mr. Hyde
At the Telephone

Courteous
operation is

telephone as in

and considerate co-

as essential at the

the office or home.

In every use of the telephone

system, three human factors are

brought into action—cne at each

end, one or both anxious and prob-

ably impatient, another at the cen-

tral office, an expert, at least as

intelligent and reliable as the best

stenographers or bookkeepers.

For the time being, this central

office factor is the personal servant

of the other two and is entitled to

the same consideration that is nat-

urally given to their regular em-
ployees.

Perfect service depends upcn the

perfect co-ordinate action of all

three factors—any one failing, the

service suffers. This should never

be forgotten.

All attempts to entirely eliminate

the personal factor at the central

office, to make it a machine, have
been unsuccessful. There are

times when no mechanism, how-
ever ingenious, can take the place

of human intelligence.

The marvelous growth of the Bell System has made the

use of the telephone universal and the misuse a matter

of public concern. Discourtesy on the part of tele-

phone users is only possible when they fail to realize the

efficiency of the service. It will cease when they talk

over the telephone as they would talk face to face.

American Telephone amd Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

WANTED-RIDER
IN EACH TOWN
and district to
ride and ex-

hibit a sample 1910 Model "Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents every-
where are making-mo.ney fast. IVriteat onceforfullparticulars andspecial offer.
NO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship to

anyone, anywhere in tlie U. S. luithout a -cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, and
allow TEN DAYS' i'REE TRIAL during: which tinie you mayride the bicycle and put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense andyou wiUmot be out ojte cent.

I All! CNPTniSV DDIPCG Wefumishthe highest grade Wcycles it is possible to make
LUlf rHU I Unl rnlWbV atonesmallprofitaboveactualfactorycost.YousaveSiototiS
middlemen's profits t y buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your
bicycle. DO NCi? I5UY a bicycleorapair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive
our catalogues and learn our unlieard oi/actoryprices and rcmarkablt special offer,

Vnil Ufll I DC ACTnillCUCfl when you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
I UU IffiLk DC llw I UlllvllCV our superbtmodels at the wonderful low prices we
can make you. We sell the highest grade bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are
satisfied with $1.00 profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, ^ou can sell our Kcycles
under your own name plate at double ouriprices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken In trade by our Chicago retail stores will

beclosedoutat once,at$3 to$8each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC l^nACTED DDAVC rear wheels. inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs

IllCdf wUHwl Cn DimiVC andeverytMnginthebicyclelineathalf usual prices.
DO HOT WAIT—but write today for our Lart^e Catalogue beautifully illustrated and contaiuin^ a greatfund of

Interesting matter and useful informatioo. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.F7l. CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENTSrs
For facts about Prize

land Rf«ard offers and
Inventions that will

bring from S5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept. 36 Pacific BIdg., Washington, D.C.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needing new books.
lllK ItUiMlW .V M.\I.\ (0.. >iiv ^o^k or (hicaso.

BFYOUSTAMMER
1\\ 111 semi you my 84 patre liooU

"Advice to Stammerers " Free.
It <'xpUiins how 1 (luu-kly

ami ptTuiaiU'iitly cureil iny^elt.
I'rotit by my t'xii.THMU'- ami
write for free lionk aii<l ailviee.

BENJ. N. BOGUE
il ILUN01^ :^TK^:KT. l.\Dl.\^.\i'OUd, LND.

24 Elegant Post Cards
Roosevelt's Tour Through Africa 10
The finest souvenir tour <-ai(l ever prorlneed ; '24 photographs,

colored by the latest process, sliowiiit; Kx-lMi-siih-nt lioosi-velt in Imntiiig i-ostiinie; all Ihe mam piaees visited
bytlie limiting party; lions, etc., in native innt;b-, and map. Di'si'riptieii of idaee or seene mi caeli lard ; i-opv-
rlghted and sold only by us. Kvery postiard .(illi.Ior shmihl imvi- tliis woiulcrtul set. .Send In rents to-day
before our stock is exlianeted. Address CAPITAL C.\HU COMl'ANV, l>ept. 63.5, Topeka, Kansas

R. S. B.

Answered Prayers
J. B., House, N. Mex. "1 have had many an-

swers from God."
Mrs. G. S., Badlands, N. D. "My prayers

have been answered."
Mrs. M. v., Clove. S. I. "I was sick and He

restored me to health."

D. B., California. "I would like to publicly
announce God's goodness in answering prayer."
M. R. M.. Monmouth, 111. "I thank God for

the prayers he has answered for me in sick-
ness."

G. F. McD., Pittsburg, Pa. "I prayed God to
relieve my suffering and in a very short time it
ceased."

F. G., Kansas. "God answered my prayer
immediately after I asked him, as it was a
case of life or death."

J. D. O., Clarksville, Va. "A loved one, who
was extremely ill, was spared after many
prayers offered for her recovery."

V. S., Cuyahoga Falls, O. "I wish to ac-
knowledge God's answer to a prayer for the
restoration of health to dear ones."

Mrs. W. R., Decatur, Mich. "I promised thr
Lord if he would help us all from sickness dur
ing the long, cold winter, I would tell it to the
world."

Mrs. M. S., Fulda. Minn. "I promised God if
he would answer my prayer I would have it
published. He has answered my prayer, and
I thank him every day for it."

F. N., Linden, N. Y. "I wish to acknowl-
edge God's goodness in answering my prayer,
in restoring to health my son whom the doc-
tors and nurse said could not live."

C. E. S., Iowa. "I, too, wish to say I know
God does hear and answer prayer. My daugh-
ter was stricken with heart trouble, and for
months and years we could hardly tell whether
it was life or death. God heard our prayers,
and she is able to enjoy life again."
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A Prince of India Visits Us
Continued from page all

India. Education, however, is making
inroads upon such a foolish system,

and will weaken it still more in the

future. Why, if a man touched the

coat of another of a different caste it

was pollution. It seems foolish to you,

and it is. Education is my hope. My,"
he said, interrupting- himself, and fan-

ning vigorously with his felt hat and
gazing out at the shore line of upper
New York, which .seemed to be baking
in the sun, "what weather! It is worse
than India."

Before sailing for England on the
Mauretavia, the Gaekwar spent sev-

eral days in New York seeing the
points of interest and consulting with
prominent educators. The Gaekwar
always gets his information first hand
and in India he is known as the
"Hunter of Men," so noted is he for
seeking good men for the public ser-

vice. When he cannot get in Baroda
men who are capable of filling certain
positions he hires Europeans or bor-
rows officials from the British govern-
ment until a permanent arrangement
can be made.
Baroda is one of the richest states in

India, and is rapidly growing more
prosperous under, the Gaekwar 's en-
lightened rule. He has established
schools and has made education com-
pulsory. For those who wish to go be-
yond the primary and grammar grades
there are high schools. He has also
established a university which is do-
ing remai'kable work for higher edu-
cation. At present his chief desire is

to provide training in the trades and
mechanic arts and he has made a care-
ful study of what is being done along
that line in Japan and America. In
all of his interviews he talked of this
ambition, which will probably assume
concrete form within a short time. His
reforms and general desire for the edu-
cation and uplift of his subjects has
made him very popular among his peo-
ple and he is always enthusiastically
welcomed on his return.
The people of Baroda will be sur-

prised when they see his highness's
train of automobiles. In one city in
which he stopped before reaching New
York the agents interested him in
American horseless carriages. Un-
able to decide which was the best he
;ot one of each and machines of every
conceivable size and make will be ar-
riving in Baroda for some months to
come. But that is only a trifling ex-
pense to a man who has an income of
a million a month, and will be another
object lesson to his people to lift them
out of the rut of the centuries.

July 27, lio

UiFEBUO
SOAP

is the soap of the ceni
because it meets the ad^

ced Scientific requirement
Sterilized cleanness. Itisge

icidal and antiscfl

it cleans and
infects at 1

same time

LIFEBUC
Soap

For Toilet, BiU

and Shampojl

wins' its way wherever imI

by its perfect cleansing prti

erties and its protectil|

from contagion and )|

faction. It gives doulj

service for a sin^

price.

All

Druggists

and Grocer

Lever Bros. Co. Cambridge, maI

Tlie Electrophone in use

—

almost INVISIBLE

The Deaf

Can Heai
Thirty Days' Home Trie

Dt';>f people should si

their names and addre^-
at once to get 7'he Elect,

phone. This wondcrl
ii'.strumenl is perfected

such a degree that m:ii

persons formerly deaf (

:

now hear the faint.

sounds, and we uiihesit;

ingly send it to any afHli

ed person on thirty da)

;

Home Trial so that tin

may convince themselv
they can converse as tlm

whoare not afflicted. \i

can enjoy concerts ai

distinctly ^._ar publi'

speakers. Thousands are in use. Many users tc

'

us it has greatly improved their hearing and li:

stopped their head noises. In many instances tl

normal hearing has been entirely restored. If yo

are deaf or hard of hearing, do not fail to sen
i

your name and address today, and test this woi
j

derful instrument, and see what many responsibll

people who are using it say of Tlie Electrophonij
Write at once. I'J

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
391 Stewart Building, 92 State Street, Chicas'

The
FranJIelin

^Society
1 f you are looking for a profitable, yet strictly

savnit.'s nivestnient, small or large, investigate
the Franklin Society.

It is organized under the New York Banknic;
Law, the best State Hanking Law in tbe Iiiioii,
and IS carefully supervised by the Snperinti'n
dent of Hanks. In July it paid its 4;iid consecu-
tive dividend—rate, 4'^% per aniuun.
The Society b.as conlnuially enjoyed an ever

ni<-reasnig i)Ublic confidcnep,based upon its long
and lionorable iecord. Accountsot $loor more
opened on or before .July 30 earn from August 1

Hegiu now. Send $1 or more and get a mail
mg size pass book or wiite for booklet U.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY
FOR HOMK BUII,DIN(; AND SAVIXfiS. FOUNDED 1SS8

S. E. Cor. Beekman St. at Park Row, New York

4'/2 PER CENT
My Sanitary Coffee

Maker produces pure,

sweet coffee, needs no settler and
never wears out. Saves coffee, money
and health. Every wife buys at sight;

new invention; exclusive territory.

Send 15c. for 50c. size, postpaid.

DR. LYONS, 430 Day St., Pekin, III.

AGENTS

Beautiful Post Cards
wo Alike— Latest Designs iOc

Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic Birthday, Fnendshlp-
Good Luck, Roses an<l Flowers in exquisite colors, aU
for only 10 cents, if you answer this ad. immediately.
J. H. Seymour. 255 W. Eighth .St., Topeka. Kan.
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This Convenient Wardrobe
can be put up by yourself in a tew

moments without nails or screws or

laken down in 10 seconds and without

iniuring the walls. It tits in any corner

and may be placed at any height desired.

The Pullman
Self-Supporting

Wardrobe
is made of steel, handsomely oxidized. Has
10 hooks and rod for suit hangers. It is light,

Arong and durable, and will support 80 lbs.

although it weighs only 4 lbs. Take one

with you to your summer home or hotel where

you know closets and wardrobes are scarce.

Jk^ ^^ If your d-^aler can't supply you
U^ M we will ship it direct, charges

aO^lJi^ prepaid, on receipt of price. ^ If

jT west of Mississippi, add 25c.

Money back if not entirely satisfactory.

The curtain shown in the illustration is a

suggestion, and is not furnished with the

wardrobe. Free IHusfrated Booklet on request.

PULLMAN MFa CO.. 36 Allen St, Rochester. N.Y. ^IL^

The New Flavor

MAPLEINE
[j
klter than Maple

Mapleine is a pure,

vholesome and deli*

ijious flavoring extract,

uaianteed under the

I'ure Food Laws of

very State.

fLv few drops added to sugar

fisiolved in water makes a
Jidous table syrup, and

1 like lemon or vanilla it

||3vort pudding sauces, cake
lings, ice cream, ices, cus-

Ltd>, candy, puddings, etc

Your grocer sells it. If not,

|nd us 33c. in Aamps for a
z. bottle and our cook

F»k, 'Mapleine Dainties."

IRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle, Wash.

\\rit\ \ricosc
\ Veinsm

vg
J

\'ari<!ose Veina if allowed t«*

KO untreated never ttet tiettcr,
but always worse, till tiually
the tlHflue ooverint^ tiie veins
)>t'foines rupture4l ; then you're

in tor a lot of trouble. Our
8«anileKK Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS
not only prevent tliiB climax,

hilt ill inaiiy casfs riire thiH
varicos*' roiniitinn and rt*-

fltort' the VHJiiM to iioriual,
healthy action. Send for

Booklet on the subject. Free.

CartlR dt Splndell Co , Elastic

Weavers, 202 Oxford St., Lynn. Mass.

Il> (tlCAGO FROEBEL ASSOCIATION
niMNG SCHOOL FOR Kl NDERGARTNERS
\0r9anizKl ls:i:. Trrm li.iniis .s.pii i/il„i . V.'IH.

T| Years' Course in Tfieory and Practice of
Klergarten. Preparation for Play»rround

irvision. Construction Work (basketry, etc.).
Iren's Literature and Story Tellinir. Prepara-
for Home Makintr. Correspondence Course

'f<^lothers. For particulars address
Ml Alice H. Putnam. 5515 Woodlawn Ave..CliIcago.III.

QDT

/ROUND
THE

'.tVORLD

Cook's 39lh Annual
Series of Tours de
Luxe. Small pri-

vate parties. Best

arrangements. Send
(or Program I.

^os. Cook 6l Son
2<|Broa<ltviiy, 2»; I .-.lli Ave. M;\V VOHR

JUL -L.
^%

OOR.N S
(,'o^ts only 15 cents to get rid (if thcni.
A-Corn Salve does tlie work. Qtiick
and easy. No knife, pain or poison.
15 cents at dnimjists' or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia.

Yousmg People's Societies

UDiES Make $3 to $5 Daily
,, ,,

•-•»-'
Sillirn; |)ress <;oo.1h. Skirt- anil

,
'Ikerililcls. I'ree Outfit. No lapiial nijuind.
'Jal I abrlc C«., Uet>«- 77. U1iikIiuiiU<mi. .X.V.

Christ Our Friend

IT might almost be said, in an earthly
sense, that we are strong in propor-

tion to the number of friends that we
have. The poet wrote:

Poor is the friendless master of a world.

Some great man was asked how he
came to have this honor, that reward,
the other distinction. His simple an-
swer to each and every question was,
'T had a friend."
Not that his progress was neces-

sarily due to what is vulgarly called
"pull"; but he meant that love for him
in the hearts of friends had so glorified

his achievements that they had seemed
far better than in his modesty he felt

that they intrinsically were; and that
thus he had been put forward.
One who makes friends for the pur-

pose of mounting on their shoulders to

fame and fortune, will fail, and de-
serves to; but the true and faithful
friend must inevitably be helped by
those who love him.

It cannot be too strongly impressed
upon the young that their first duty
in their homes is to prove themselves
true friends to the father, mother,
brothers and sisters there.
The remark of the poor widow that

she mourned her husband because he
had been "more like a friend than a
husband," is a severe indictment of the
ordinary relation existing between the
members of a matrimonial firm.

To whom should we be friendly if

not to those of our own households?
And yet we are often Grossest and most
indifferent at home. To look after
their interests; to speak always gently
and lovingly to them and of them; to
help them in every possible way—that
is practising most truly the noble
virtue of friendship. Did not our Lord
say, through his great apostle, writing
to Timothy, that "kindness should be-

gin at home"? Let us think often of
that much-quoted verse of Mrs.
Sangster's

:

We have careful thought for the stranger.
And smiles for the sometime guest.

But oft for our own
The bitter tone.
Though we love our own the best.

Ah ! lip with the curve impatient.
Ah ! brow with that look of scorn,

'Twere a cniel fate
Were the night too late
To undo the work of mom.

And if we show ourselves friendly,
not quick to take offense, not trying to

push our own fortunes to the detri-

ment of others, ever true and unselfish,

it is a hard heart that will not be won
by such kindness to loving fealty in

return.
But even if it is not won, our duty

is none the less plain. Christ's instruc-

tions are unmistakable. We are to

turn the other cheek if we are smitten.

We must forgive seventy times seven.

We must stand knocking gently at the

floor of the obstinate heart of our
brother, as Christ stands ever knock-
ing at ours until we let him in.

Professor Black has said that "At-
tention to detail is the secret of suc-

cess in every sphere of life; and little

kindnesses, little acts of considerate-

ncss, little appreciations, are all that

nio.st of us need to perform, but they
are all that are needed to keep a friend-

ship sweet."
Few of us have opportunities to do

great things for our friends; while
chances to do little things come many
times every day.

Especially do chances come often to

make little sacrifices, perform small

services, for Christ; because what we
do for others is really done for him.

He is our best friend, ready to hear
our prayers at any moment, having
given his life for us, and having be-

(jueathed to us a manual of directions

for following him, whereby we may
manifest our loyalty.

Let us never prove false to him for a

single day or hour.

God's Unfailing Love"

To the young this phrase has far less

meaning than to the older pilgrim.

After you have been through the

swelling of Jordan, and the mighty
floods have compassed you about, and
yet you have felt the everlasting arms
sustaining you through all—then you
begin to understand the unfailing love

of God.
It is the afflicted and the prodigal

who most keenly feel this unfailing-
love. Earthly friends often fall away
from a man who is unfortunate; but
even though he becomes besotted and
lost to shame, our God is ever faithful.

Mr. H. Wellington Wood tells of a
striking case of the way in which one
poor fellow came to realize this great
truth.

The son of a leading merchant in a
great city became dissipated; grad-
ually disappeared entirely from the
church of which he had been a mem-
ber; became separated from his wife
and his two children; and was finally

lost sight of by all who had known
him in youth.

One cold winter evening Mr. Wood
saw a man in the street whose cloth-
ing barely sufficed to cover him—

a

miserable, unmanly wretch, appar-
ently given over to despair. One
glance showed him that it was the son
of the leading merchant.
"Why are you starving here," he

asked, "when Jesus has spread a feast
before vou and begs you to partake of
it?"

The poor fellow burst into tears. As
soon as he could control himself he
told his pitiful story—he had been de-
serted by everybody—he could get no
work—he had nowhere to lay his head;
but this kind word had touched his
heart. He would try once more to be
a man and a Christian.

For two hours Mr. Wood walked the
streets with him, trying to find a lodg-
ing, but nobody would take in a man
so repulsively dirty. All night he had
to walk the streets, but the next morn-
ing he was received at the minister's
house, a bath and fresh clothing were
given him, and he started out on the
new life, depending on that love of
God which he had so cruelly repu-
diated and outraged.

It upheld him. His wife and chil-

dren returned to him. He is now an
officer of the church and has won many
souls to Christ.

Napoleon said that his empire and
those of Alexander, Csesar and Charle-
magne, creations of genius though they
were, wei'e still founded only upon
force, while that of Jesus was founded
upon love. So strongly and durably
was this empire established, that al-

though two thousand years had passed
since its founder had died, even now
millions would die for him.
More still might be said. That em-

pire is growing stronger every day,
and the new Laymen's Missionary
Movement and the Students' Volunteer
Movement indicate that without pause
or setback it is destined to wax greater
and greater.

Perhaps the unfailing love of God is

most fully comprehended when one
reads the lives of the great mission-
aries—Carey, Nott, Judson, Livings-
ton, Armstrong, Thoburn, Taylor,
Paton, and scores of others. The
incredible hardships they endured—
often persecuted almost beyond human
endurance, yet facing their trials with
a heroism nothing less than sublime

—

give one an idea, nowhere else so plain,

of the supporting power of God's love

—never blotted out, never flowing less

full and free—his best gift to men.
The great army of the apostles and
martyrs praise him—all saints and
angels praise him for his never-ending
love.

A "STANDARD" Special
THAT MEANS A SAVING TO YOU!

STANDARD MAIL ORDER ^^
244 West 17th Street, New York Vx"'

/o Everyday

UNDER

I
NEW YORK]

BANKING

DEP'T

fsupervision!

You may deposit funds on
any date or withdraw on any
date. We have no fixed "in-
terest days"—earnings com-
mence when money is re-
ceived and paid for full time
to date of withdrawal. Re-
mitted by check quarterly
semi-annually, or compound
ed if desired.
Estat>lished 17 years. Dur-

ing this time we have never
paid less than 5 per cent, a
year, while incre.ising our
assets to over $2,250,000. and

. accumulating surplus and
profits of $175,000.
Our record is open to pub-

lic inspection. We invite
fullest investigation of our
methods.

Write for booklet, which
contains many interesting facts.

Jodustrial Saviogs & Loan Co.
2 Times Building

42d St. and B'way, New York

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Aug. 7.

Tkxt: John 15:9-16.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
Aug. 7. Texts : Hos. 11 : 8, 9 ; John 13 : 1.

A cheap
organ ?

NoBon
You'll be sorry when you
have to get another so soon.

If you have the money; It

you're raising it, or only
planning—write for helpful

suggestions.

>TRBrattl
LADIES

Ease Your Feet
"™ Pillow Oxlords
THE IDEAL SUMMER SHOE (or

woman's wear : absolute com-
_. „ tort lor TIRED, TENDER

$*>.00 «L m^ FEET: a beautiful hand turned
•^ ^81^ ^^^ shoe, no breaking - in

required : relief from pet

Corns and Bunion; SOll,

flexible, durable, dressy, and stylish. The sole

oak leather. The whole top genuine VicI Kid, soft,

pliable. RUBBER HEELS. No lining to wrinkle
or chafe. We guarantee to fit you perfectly.
Absolute comfort and satisfaction or money
cheerfully refunded. Write to-day for our Free
Illustrated Catalogue and special self-measure blank.

PILLOW SHOE CO., 184 Summer St., DepL 3. Boston, Mass.

PoS/pillJ
i«C..S..I.

Trade Uiark

Buy the Original

^M ZIMMERMANN
"AITOHARP"
**Thf NatiiMi's Favorite"
None genuine without our
trade mark "Autoharp."

& musiral instrument adap-
ted tu all rl;iss.-s. Atalhiiiisir

storosni-dirr.-i rrntims "Easy
to play, Easy toBuv," >vtu\

for Km.. ,:itfil.c- THE PHONO-
HARP CO., East Boston, Mass.

"WRITERS-ARTISTS

sfH stories. Jnlies. Pooms. Illustr.itioiis. Designs and all

PiihlishaljleMatiTialonCi'inniissiini. We know who pays In-st

priees aui\ ran save von time anri money in tlie disposal of

yciiir produetions, CASH RETlR^'S, explaining oiu system
sent on reipiest. Mention voui- line when writing.

The Burell Syndicate, R. 775, 118 E. 28th St., New York
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Sears Model "L"
$495.00 Complete

Sears Automobiles
Doctors, Farmers, Ranchmen, Bankers, Sales-

men, Solicitors, Agents, Mail Carriers and
Business Men in every state of the Union are

concentrating their attention on the SEARS.

FROM starting crank to tail lamp the Sears Is the
economic-reliability automobile. The Sears is built

in our own Chicago factory in six distinct models, and
the broad, absolute guarantee of Sears, Roebuck and
Co. affords the individual buyer his positive individual

protection. Inside prices ranging from $370.00 up show but
one phase of Sears economy—low cost of up-keep is another.

The new Sears Automobile Catalog fully illustrated is

just fresh from the press—it tells the whole Sears Story in an
interesting way and is not weighted down with questionable
scientific and mechanical terms. Our Booklet "What Sears
Owners Say" contains many real human documents—letters

right from the people who drive and enjoy the Sears. We
want you to have one of these catalogs whether you intend
buying an automobile or not—^we want you to learn for your
personal information of the most remarkable automobile prop-
osition that ever appeared in print.

Write today for the Booklet and Automobile Catalog A/'o,65C44

GET THIS BOOK
Send us your name and address and we will mail
free, this absorbing: treatise, " Electricitjr^ a» a
Remedy," written by a graduate physi-
cian of life-loc2: experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects
why
the

offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home ap-
plication, and cites
many Instances
successfully treat-
ed by it.

Wizard Wireless Every
per.5on

whether
terest' d

or not should
read th's enlight-

ening book on so
Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

If afflicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this

book and learn whether elec-

tricity can help. If It can you
ought to knovr. You will read
the book with profit jn any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of it. Don't delay
until you forget.

Ccncscc Sales Co.
Suite 358, 211 Lake St., CHICAGO

Central Electric Co.. 36 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Can.

lELECmcijf'

hREMEDT ''

"DON'T SHOir
you. I can hear now

II as anybody. 'How?"
Oh. Bomelhin« new—
ThcMORLEY PHONE.

but they are invisible.

not know I had (hem
^telf, only that 1 hear
ght."

The MORLEY PHONE for die

DEAF
nakes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comlorlable

weifthtless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702, Perry Building. Philadelphia

CfAjllinC* 100 dUferent foreign '.>c. Mention paper.
tjl/llTirO Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, O.

BLVIMVPO j^Sfss. tmLIZEOTH£SBELI.S

CHURf^H ^^^ri:SiVl,lSiir^ FBICE.

3E!IjIaJS. ^ TELLS WH7.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. O.

WISE WORDS
A Physician on Food

A physician out in Oregon has views about
food. He says

:

"I have always believed that the duty of
the physician does not cease with treating
the sick, but that we owe it to humanity to
teach them how to protect their health es-

pecially by hygienic and dietetic laws.
"With such a feeling as to my duty, I take

great pleasure in saying to the public that in

my own experience and also from personal
observation I have found no food to equal
Grape-Nuts, and that I find there is almost
no limit to the great benefit this food will

bring when used in all cases of sickness and
convalescence.

"It is my experience that no physical con-
dition forbids the use of Grape-Nuts. To
persons in health there is nothing so nour-
ishing and acceptable to the stomach, especi-
ally at breakfast, to start the machinery of
the human system on the day's work. In
cases of indigestion I know that a complete
breakfast can be made of Grape-Nuts and
cream, and I think it is necessary not to
overload the stomach at the morning meal.
I also know the great value of Grape-Nuts
when the stomach is too weak to digest other
food.
"This is written after an experience of

more than 20 years treating all manner of
chronic and acute diseases, and the letter is

written voluntarily on my part without any
request for it.

Read the little book. "The Road to Well-
ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter ? A new

one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

ollow^iEiE Clirist in Y©us^]

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wdbur F. Crafts

"^EE the little children loving

^^ Jesus," said a little girl looking

k_/ at a picture of Jesus blessing

little children. And in saying so, she

was unwittingly throwing a new light

on the dear old story revealing the

depth of love there is for the Saviour
in the heart of the child. A mother
was one day showing a picture of

Christ blessing little children to her
little daughter, Jennie. "If we had
been there, I would have pushed you to

Jesus," said the mother. "I wouldn't
be pushed to Jesus," said Jennie, "I

would go myself." Some artists have
caught this loving spirit of the child-

heart, and have painted most tender
and affectionate expressions in the
faces of the children. Childhood is

the loving time of life, it is easy, it is

natural for a child to love. A child

who has not a loving nature has been
wronged or mistreated by somebody.
An unloving child is abnormal. In his

plan of salvation, Jesus made loving
the start, then doing, then knowing.
St. Augustine put it wisely when he
said: "We must know earthly things
in order to love them, but we must first

love heavenly things in order to know
them." Because Jesus put loving first,

little children can easily be his follow-
ers, and they can grow in wisdom as
they grow in stature, for so he grew
as a child, the grace of God being
upon him. A "child-Christian" is not,

therefore, a misnomer. Child-Chris-
tians can be counted by the hundreds
and thousands in this world, and

Around the throne of God in heaven
Thousands of children stand ;

Children whose sins are all forgiven,
A holy, happy band.
Singing, Glory, glory be to God on high.

Changed Ideals

It was Jesus' coming as a child that
brought Godlike childhood to the earth.
Until he came, learned and holy men
were the ideals of the church, but
Jesus set a child in the midst, and said

:

"Except ye become as a little child ye
cannot enter into the kingdom of
heaven." By that act Jesus meant to
teach us that the loving, trusting, obe-
dient characteristics of children should
be found in all adult Christians.

Jesus did not say that a child was a
perfect example, but that he had some
qualities which all of his followers
should possess. Jesus knew that the
child whom he set in the midst had
other qualities which should not only
not be adopted by others, but which
should be corrected in the child. Some-
times children show ill-temper, and we
call them "cross," but under the same
condition we call grown-up people
"nervous." Let us call bad things by
their right names at all times, and let
grown-ups know that they are not ex-
pected to emulate the faults of children
as well as their virtues, and thus be-
come childish rather than childlike.

Jesus and the Children

On that day when Jesus gathered the
little children about him there were
some good people, even the apostles,
who were displeased because they
thought that the mothers bothered
Jesus by bringing their children to
him. How strangely they misinter-
preted their Master ! And so there are
hinderers of the children in our time.
Some people think the children are too
young, too thoughtless to become the
followers of Jesus. If there were not
a lot of such hinderers we should see
the church largely composed of child
members. And if we should ask the
adult members at what age they
joined the church, they would all make
answer: "When we were children."
That day, only about three months

before his crucifixion, Jesus with little

* The International Sunday School Leeson for
Aug. 7, 1910. Jesus on the way to Jerusalem.
Matt. 19 : 1, 2, 13-26. Golden Text :

" Jesus said.
Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come
unto me ; for of such is the kingdom of heaven."
Matt. 19 : 14.

children on his lap, and all arc d
him, laid his hands upon them i
blessed them. There can be no dcit-
that as long as they lived, those liie

ones felt that touch upon their he; s.

Other little children have felt a ,e

caress from some godly person. Siie
ministers were dining with a far'v
where there was a little four-year d
boy named "Willie." The oldest am ^

them laid his hand upon the chi .s

head and said, "Willie will be a m-
istei'." Small as he was, the little e

repeated it to his mother, and a h e

sprang up in the mother's heart. ,e

thought took such a hold upon the cli!d

that he often "played minister," wjn
he would make a pulpit out of a ch
and a church out of many chu ..

Sometimes he invited members of e

family to be "the people," but ^

preached to the chairs with satisji:-

tion, assuming they were filled evei f
they had no one in them. As the y
grew older he became an ardit
student of the Bible, and in his ety
youth he fully decided to be a minis r",

and he preached his first real serrn
when he was nineteen years of jij.

He might have become a ministers
the Gospel if the hand of the dear fid

minister had not been laid on his hdl,

but undoubtedly that incident '!

much to do with the course of his 1 .

We must not underestimate the -

pression which the church makes u a

young children. Bishop John H. \ -

cent was born in Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

lived there until he was about
years old. After forty years he -

turned, and was told that the ho;e

which had been his home was !'l

standing. He replied, "I do not \\ i

Continued on next 'page
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y one to show it to me, but take me
the Methodist Episcopal Church

d I can find it myself, so vividly do

remember the way in which my
rents led me from the home to the

urch and back again." And he did

d it without the least hesitation.

For the Good of the Parents

A new great picture of Christ

[jssing little children has been

'^.inted.

im

The Saviour is represented
' being in the midst of the little chil-

len on earth in their play as well as

,e host of little ones in heaven above,

oere is sweet comfort in this picture

If the mothers whose "little lambs are

j.sturing on heavenly meads." They
te close to Jesus. Nor think God's de-

igns in them frustrated because they

id not reach maturity on earth. They
t.ve been likened to the delicate lily

brk that helped to complete the

tauty of Solomon's temple.

The Rich Young Ruler

-Another phase of young life was
nsidered by Jesus shortly after the

Kident of blessing little children : A
sung man came to him asking the

"lestion, "What shall I do to inherit

;ernal life?" He must have been a
fry handsome young man, for it is

icorded that "Jesus beholding him,
vedhim" (Mark 10: 21). We would
ty that he had been "well brought
j" because he told Jesus that from
e time he was a child he had kept
e Commandments. But that was not

[ e way to get to heaven ; if any one is
'

.' be saved by the law, it must be by
rfect obedience. He is bound to

[.epthe law every hour, and so he can
rt count the obedience of one hour
l:ainst the disobedience of another. If

• breaks the law, his only remedy
list be mercy, forgiveness and atone-
xi. That young man had no .sense

"^ne thing thou lackest," said
'SilB to him. What did he lack?
Dr. Lyman Abbott says: "Not right
sires; he wished to inherit eternal
e. Not a good moral charactei-; all

•6 moral law he had kept from his
lUth up; he had been an honoring
:n, an honored citizen, a pure man.
3t earnestness; he came running to

irist. Not reverence; he knelt be-
ne him. Not humility; he made will-

s and public confession of his faith
i fore the multitude in the open road-
l ly. Not an orthodox belief; if words
i pre creeds no creed could be more

'thodox than that which he compacted
the two words : Good Master. Not
humane and tender spirit, for Chri.st
:iking on him loved him. But he
,::ked absolute and unquestioning alle-

ance; entire and implicit consecra-
)n; the spirit of the soldier who only

asks what the marching orders of the

captain are; the spirit of the Master
himself, whose prayer was ever 'Thy
will, not mine, be done.'

"

Jesus said to the young man: "Go
sell that which thou hast, and give to
the poor." Then the young man turned
and went away, not to give away his
riches and return to Jesus as his fol-

lower. He never came back again. He
went away sorrowful. The thought of
his heart was: "My passion it is not
he, but riches." He did not know it,

but Satan was there.
It has been suggested that if the

young man had shown a willingness to
give up his riches, Jesus would not
have required it of him. God called on
Abraham to offer as a sacrifice his only
son Isaac. And Abraham made the
preparations for doing so, even binding
his son and laying him upon the altar,
and then God called to him from
heaven to withhold his hand, and pro-
vided a lamb caught in the thicket to
be offered instead of Isaac. And so
Jesus might have permitted the young-
man to retain his riches and he might
have made a good use of them, if he
had shown a willingness to part with
them. If Jesus had considered the pos-
session of riches a sin he certainly
would not have several times attended
feasts given by rich men, neither would
he have made suggestions to rich men
about inviting the poor to their feasts.

The Needle's Eye

When the rich young man had
turned away and left him, Jesus said
to those standing by, "It is hard for a
rich man to enter into the kingdom of
heaven." Jesus did not say that a rich
man could not enter into the kingdom
of heaven. To enforce his saying he
referred to a well-known occurrence:
how at night after the great city gate
was closed, through which loaded
camels were continually passing all

day, a small gate within the large gate
was left open, that people might pass
in as a porter .sat at the gate and kept
watch. It was possible for a camel to

get through that small gate if his load
was entirely taken off. It was proba-
bly very seldom done. The determina-
tion of a rich man "to die poor"
through ante-mortem benevolence is to
be compaied to the unloading of a
camel. But a rich man cannot make
sure of heaven that way. He must be
an obedient, loving follower of the
Lord Jesus Christ. That was the ulti-

matum given to the young man after
he should have disposed of his riches.
The sordid, corrupting influence

which riches sometimes have on those
who possess them is well illustrated in

the old Greek fable of King Midas,
which was composed as an antidote to
the craze for wealth that was at that
time overcoming the Greek nation.

Wlh\y Adlveirttflseiniaeimtts As'© IimUeresttn Eas

AST week we spoke of the interesting character of modern advertising. Here
. is an incident which further illustrates the point:

—* Some time ago we published an advertisement which described a cer-
in manufacturing process. It appeared but once in the columns of The
RISTIAN Herald. Duiing the last few weeks we have received several letters
cm readers who wanted information concerning the process. In each case it

s spoken of as an article which had appeared in the columns of The Christian
LD, showing that these readers remembered the description of the process

t as an advertisement but as an editorial description which had appeared in
HE Christian Herald. In other words, that advertisement was so interesting
at they did not remember it as an advertisement at all.

This is very characteristic of the work of the modern advertising man.
dvertisers have long ago realized that if the attention of readers is to be at-
acted, they must make their advertisements even moi-e interesting than the
ading columns of the paper. And although there exist some people nowadays
lio do not approve of the advertising columns of the periodicals which they
ad, still the great mass of the people would miss them very much. They are
e expression of the advances made in the modern art of merchandising, which
aces the purcha.ser living far from the busy marts of trade on an equal foot-
,g with the purchaser who is in their midst.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
HRISTian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
ho must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
|dvertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
: the appearance of the advertisement.
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Wathinston and Lafayette at Valley Forge One of the New Observation Stands on the Old Campground Genera] Knox. Chief of Artillery

OVU MEW FATRIC

t*- *

A FEW years ago, Valley Forge was one of the

most nefilected of the nation's historic places.

Visitors saw Washington's headquarters and
then wandered around aimlessly, reg-arding with

disappointment the rubbish-choked ditches that were

pointed out as the entrenchments dug by the pa-

triots of '77. A few vagrant looking sign-boards

informed the tourists that the almost obliterated

lines were forts, constructed by Washington's sol-

diers; but the entire camp-ground was rapidly dis-

solving itself into the .scen-

ery, and landmarks were
becoming more and more
difficult to find.

All this has now been
changed. The trenches have
been cleared of rubbish, the

'iorts restored, monuments
erected, mai'kers ))laced to

show where the men of the
various States had their

headquarters, and the entire
camp fairly bristles with
signposts to guide the pa-
triotic visitor.

Most notable of all is the
Memorial Chapel and Pa-
triot's Hall, erected on the
spot where Washington
knelt to ask divine aid for
his difficult and seemingly
(hopeless campaign.
I The story is told that,
upon one occasion, a farmer
in the neighborhood of the
desolate camp at Valley
Forge observed the com-
manding general dismount
from his hoise and disap-
pear within an adjacent
grove. Drawing nearer, the
awed farmer-patriot beheld
upon the frozen snow, his hat
lifted in the reverent attitude of prayer. It is easy
to trace the unfaltering patience and determination
with which the great man upheld the shivering,
starving soldiers who loved him, to his own reliance
upon the Source of all strength and wisdom.
The first service was held in the partly built chapel

on Washington's birthday, 11)05. How the unique
memorial has progressed since may be judged from
the accompanying photograph made a few days ago.

The "Cloister of the Colonies," which is the most
beautiful of the memorials at Valley Forge, forms
one of the entrances to the chapel. Each of the

thirteen colonies is to be represented by a bay.

Donors of bays and the dates of dedication so far

are: New Jersey bay, Miss Sarah R. Chew. 19()o;

Pennsylvania bay, Mr. T. Broom Belfield, 1906;

N'irginia bay, Mr. George C. Thomas, 1907; Mary-
land bay, Mr. James E. Mitchell, 1908; Massachu-
setts bay, Sons of the American Revolution, 1909.

The Memorial Chapel Erected on the Spot Where Washington Knelt in Prayer

Washington kneeling
removed, and his face

Suitable inscriptions describe the purpose of the

memorials. The porch door leading into the chapel
is the gift of the Colonial Chapter, Daughters of the

Revolution. It is one of the handsomest memorial.-^

in the country. On the inner side ai'e the arms of

the Washingtons and the English families into which
they married. On the door is this inscription:

To the glory of God, our nation's honour and the memory
of Georgre Washinjrton, this door is sriven by Colonial Chap-
ter, Pennsylvania Societ.v, Daughters of the Revolution.

To the right on entering the chapel is the Wash-

THE

ington-SuUivan font, of Indiana limestone. On each
face of the octagonal bowl are carved the Washing-
ton arms and on the angles are shields bearing the

Crusader's cross, symbolizing the warfare of the

Christian against the powers of evil.

Valley Forge being a place of long and dust.y

climbs, the visitor lingers long in the grateful cool-

ness of this interesting and picturesque little chapel.

Features to be admired are the "Pews of the Pa-
triots," on the base of which are carved either the

family arms, the insignia of

a patriotic society or the
Colonial seal or State arms.
Memorial tablets on the
walls are placed in memory
of patriots who fought un-
der Washington. Adjoining
the chapel is a museum of

relics of patriot days. Among
the most interesting of the
relics preserved at Valley
Forge is Washington's
marquee or sleeping tent.

This tent was stored after

the war in the garret at

Mount Vernon. It was will-

ed to Mrs. Robert E. Lee,

the daughter of George
Washington Parke Custis,
Washington's adopted son.

Her husband was after-

wards commander-in-chief
of the Confederate army,
and when the estates were
seized the Washington relics

were placed on exhibition in

the Patent Office by order of

Secretary Stanton. The ap-
peal of Mrs. Lee for the
return of the relics after the
war was not successful and

the tent and other relics were removed to the Na-
tional Museum in 1883. President McKinley's
administration gave them back to the Lee family.

In order that the tramping of patriotic feet over

the sacred entrenchments shall no longer threaten

the demolition of the lines, observation platforms
have been erected. By mounting the steps of these,

visitors can obtain a much more comprehensive
view of the fortifications than by walking over them,
and besides are rewarded for the slight effort by
splendid views of the surrounding country.
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A SERMON BY
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OUR
FATHER'S CARE

TEXT-I. Peter 5:7
"Casting all your care upon him. for he careth for you.

i i i i i i iiJJiimi [ I N ] i ii]]
i i]jni» i

WE probably think more of our troubles than
of all other subjects put together. And we
probably think less clearly and come to less

satisfactory conclusions upon this subject than upon
all other subjects put together; the reason being

that we are so personally identified with the prob-

lem, the personal equation is so much in evidence,

that we find it impossible to think our way through.

So that the more we brood and meditate and mourn,
the deeper we find ourselves in the mire of despond-
ency and the less light shines upon the troubled

pathway which stretches out before.

I wish to call your earnest attention to this great
exhortation of the Apostle Peter addressed to every
heart that believes in the Lord Jesus and to every
heart that has not yet experienced that wonderful
joy. "Casting all your care upon him, for he careth
for you."

This Life an Imperfect One

Definition is out of place In a meditation of this
kind. But there are one or two facts which we must
keep in mind continually, if we are to understand the
meaning of our own sorrows and burdens, and if we
are to find a way out.

First of all, never forget that there is something
wrong with this world in which we live. A man
cannot be perfect unless he is in a perfect environ-
ment. You may have a stanch ship, and, if you
send it out into the wild winds and tempests and
tides of the sea, it may be battered to pieces. It
cannot remain perfect, unless it has a perfect en-
vironment. You may have a perfect man physically,
but he will not remain so in this particular world,
because there is a vast, grinding, progressive energy
at work which drives all living organisms forward
upon the flood of time until they weaken, until they
lose their grasp upon the source of perfect power
and poise and health, and, by and by, are broken and
absorbed back into the elements whence they came.
No man has perfect knowledge; perfect experience;
perfect peace; perfect purity; perfect victory over
his life. If you are looking for a perfect man, do
not follow further on that particular quest, for you
are wasting your time. If you are looking for per-
fection in your own nature, cease the search at once,
for you will never be perfect so long as you are a
citizen of an imperfect world. Now, let us accept
the fact. Accept it, and make it the basis of your
entire philosophy of life. It will remove at one
touch a vast proportion of the irritation, disappoint-
ment, and gloom that haunts our minds in the pres-
ence of conscious imperfection within and evident
imperfection without. That is the first thought.

The Divine Responsibility

The second thought is greater still: God accepts
responsibility for this world. I love to dwell on that
idea. We used to have, a hundred years ago, a phi-
losophy known as deism, in which God was pictured
as a wonderful machinist who had perfected a won-
derful machine and started it out with that subtle
energy known as Force, to run it, and then sat down
on his distant throne, separate and distinct from
that which he had made. We have passed forever
from such a crude philosophy of life. To-day we
approach more nearly to the truth. This is the
world which God has made. He has accepted to the
remotest jot and tittle his entire responsibility. He
has not left us alone. Not a sparrow falls to the
ground without him; not a life-cell in any blade of
grass this spring, but will function as it was chosen
to do; not a living organism of all the countless
myriads, the exhaustless infinitude of breeds that
will be poured out upon the world this season; not
one of them of infinitesimal degree but will be per-
fect, so far as anything can be perfect in this im-
perfect world. He careth for the sparrow The
young lions roar, and seek their food from God He
feeds the ravens. The fish in the paths of the ocean
he knows them every one. The stars in their long
journey through infinite space, he watches, he loves
he cares for. Not a tear falleth from your eye but
God knoweth it and is ready to transfigure it into a
rainbow of hope and promise and peace. He sorrows
and rejoices with you. He believes in you; he loves
you; he is with you even unto the end "of the world.We talk about that notion degrading God.

* Pastor, Madison Avenue Baptist Church, New York.
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I could not worship a God who would create a
universe and then leave it to its fate; who would be
great enough to create this vast machine and make
it so perfect in its infinitesimal parts, and then not
go with it and see it through. He has done so
marvelously in his works of creation and providence,
and still more marvelously in his works of redemp-
tion and recreation in Christ Jesus, who acknowl-
edged—and it has never been denied throughout
large portions of the world—that he was God mani-
fest in the flesh. Remember then in the vision of
your personal troubles and perplexities and sorrows
that this world is identical with your experiences
through all departments, mental, moral, physical,
animal, human, vegetable, everywhere those imper-
fections that haunt and disquiet your spirit are
common to every created being; and, secondly, God
accepts full responsibility for his own creation and
has discharged, and is discharging, that responsi-
bility to the uttermost jot and tittle.

Now, with these two great pillars upon which to
build our structure, come to this little passage:
"Casting all your cares upon him, for he careth for
you."

Life's Troubles and Battles

Take the second phrase first : "He careth for you."
The word is just as simple as the word which
describes the care of a mother as she fits a garment
for her little child, or prepares the food, or watches
through the long night hours when the little one is
ill, or stands upon the doorstep and sees the young
feet passing down the pathway to school or out into
the world. "He careth for you." You pass away
from your home. You go to your school or college.
You get out into this great terrific world of ours,
and men do not care much about you. They have
troubles of their own. They cannot lie awake at
night worrying over you. They have their own
difficulties; and you must face your fight and bear
your burden and quit yourself like a man. But you
can always be sure of one thing, that, if your father
and mother are living, they will never have care
enough of their own to forget you; and somewhere
in the world, when your night is darkest and your
way is hardest, you can be absolutely certain that if
you should walk up the pathway of your home,
you would have the same sympathy and the same
love and the same care. It is something like that,
that this man is trying to tell us this morning:
"Casting all your cares upon him, for he careth for
you."

This does not mean that God expects to do it all,
for he has created us to be workers together with
him. We have recently read a noble utterance upon
this point delivered by Mr. Roosevelt before a great
university in Paris. I read those words of his with
profound gratitude that a man in his particular
position and at this particular time could give with
such evident sincerity utterance to such thoughts of
life. We may not agree with his opinion that life is
a swashbuckling affair of fighting, but most of us
have our battles. Some may slip through life with-
out the hard knocks that the rest of the world has to
take into its bosom. Let us not be too sure. Your
turn may come, when the fibre of your manhood mav
be tested and you have to face the fight and quit
yourself like a man. Do not for a moment imagine
that when we say God cares for us, he therefore
ceases to be God. He will not lift from our shoul-
ders any burden that we can carry for ourselves.
He will not unravel for us any problem which it is
our function to unravel for ourselves. He will no^
remove from our path any difficulty which we can
remove for ourselves. God loves us, and he would
fain see to it that we develop into robust manhood
and womanhood by burden-bearing and by over-
coming even to the uttermost. He careth' for us
too much to take from us the discipline and pain of
our conscious existence.

The Folly of Foreboding

^"*
*n?J^'"^ °^ '^a^'e t^at is dealt with in this

verse is different from that. God bless the men andwomen who are facing their fight. We do not always
get into the newspapers, and if we do we usuafly
get m wrong nowadays. We never perhaps are
written down among the heroes and heroines of the
world; but we have our burden, our problem- andwe go quietly forward and handle it the best waywe can every day. God bless all men and women
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of whom that can truthfully be said. They a
the very salt of the earth, God's aristocracy of tri
manhood and womanhood. He would have us be
our burden; he would have us fight our fight,
would not have us lie down and have him carry
for he devises, in his infinite purpose, the glory anfl
joy of communion with us, as we walk and talk witf
him by the way. That is not the kind of care tha
we must expect to have removed from our pathwajA young man starts in his college course. Wha
a misfortune it would be for him, if he could sli
through and get his diploma without having earne
it! He would have his diploma, but how worthless
But there is such a thing as anxious car(
What shall I call it? Brooding, foreboding No
foresight, as Dr. Maclaren says, but foreboding
Take no anxious thought for to-morrow, the Lon

said. He did not for a moment mean that we shouh'
make no provision for meeting the issues of to
morrow. How absurd for a sea captain to allow :

storm to strike his ship before he shortens sail. I
is not that. But it is a fear of the future that i

based upon ignorance of the thought of God beinj
with us; that is based upon pride for fear that wi
should fail. Fear, the chief servant of the devil!
haunts and dogs the footsteps of men, until we an'
worn out, not by our fighting, not by our burden
bearing, but by the fear that has been suggested t(

us by the devil, or somebody else that is very like
the devil.

Fear Not for To-morrow

There is no reason for any man to be afraid ol
to-morrow. To-morrow will come, and will have it;

own anxieties. But you will get through to-day;
you will get through to-morrow; and it is absolutely
certain that by and by you will get through all the
to-days and to-morrows. Then, why cross the;|
bridges before you come to them, and why invent]
phantoms with which to scare ourselves? We have
real troubles enough, real pains enough, real failures'
enough, without imagining any.
The command is to cast all care of that kind upon

him. If you have done an honest day's work, have
put the best ability you have into your business, have
been square, have done your best as you knew it,

and can truthfully say to yourself: "I could not
have done any more," then, my brother, there is
nothing more you can do. And you have an abso-
lute right to expect that God will do the rest. If, on
the other hand, you have been foolish and slipshod,
and indifferent to your opportunities and obligations,
you have no right to ask God to come in then and
make up for your delinquency. He will not do it. You
will have, then, to take into your bosom the result

I

of your own sin; but, in doing so, he leaves us not)
without hope, for that too, in the alchemy of his

j

love, becomes an influence to lift us up and make us^'
strong in the future to overcome our own inane
physical and moral weaknesses.

Learning from Jesus

When we have cares of this kind, we must get rid
of them in some way. Sometimes we put them on
our friends. I would not discourage that. What
IS the use of a friend if he cannot help you? There
are some troubles that are imaginary, with which
we torture ourselves and our friends. I would not
recommend that we make this general. But there
are other battles that are genuine, when you do
your friend the greatest honor in the world by tak-
ing him into your confidence. He will stand by you
when you need him. You will stand by him if he
needs you. That is what I mean by friendship.
And I think I learned it from Jesus.
Now, sometimes the people who are friends say

"No," as my friends have often said to me. None
the less is a friend a friend on that account. But
that is not what Peter is telling us. He tells us to
cast all our care upon God, and he gives us the
reason: Because God cares for us. How shall I

do that? Last night I was in a company of gen-
tlemen in this city—cultivated gentlemen—and one
of them told us a little story about his own life. He
was a la^vyer, the son of an Episcopal preacher.
His father was very anxious to have him become a
minister, but he wanted to be a lawyer. He entered
that profession and became successful. He married
a little girl who was a member of the Congregational
Church. In the city where he lived there was a

Continued on next page



Our Father's Care

\
Continued from preceding page

acher lifting up his voice in the

fne of Jesus. And this little wife

1 ame deeply burdened for her bril-

)nt young husband. She asked him
jhe would kneel down beside her and

I jiy. He was very much annoyed, and
-nt away angry. He came back,

livever, to his home the next night,

lesaid, "Can I pray?" He said, "Yes."'

'ey knelt down together, and there,

his home, he was supernaturally
.iverted and called into the ministry;

d, on his knees beside his wife, he

ve his life to God for all the future,

ve it, cast it upon God, for all the

tare. He went back to his office,

sed up his business in a few months,
nt away to Oberlin College and be-

me a preacher of the Gospel. To-day
occupies a position of commanding
luence in this country, not in the

jular ministry, but at the head of a

eat advance movement for the better-

;nt of mankind. And he said that

Dm the moment he knelt beside his

fe in their home to this moment, he

IS conscious that he had given his

e into the care of God; and the most
the decisions of his life after that

;re made for him. This is the first

3p in casting your care upon God:
rrender to him your life in its en-

•ety, without reserve, root and branch
id blossom and fruit for time and for

ernity. Then he will make most of

e decisions that are worth while in

puf existence. And the secondary
ings left for you to do he will give
lu light and leading in the doing of

em, and your heart will be at peace.

Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace
hose mind is stayed on thee, because
! trusteth in thee." Trust ye in the

jrd forever, for in the Lord Jehovah
everlasting peace and power.
You have daily experiences besides

lis more general one, and you will

ive to take your own way in casting
)ur care upon God. That way is de-

rmined by your nature. You per-

ips will suffer, and hold the secret in

)ur heart away from your loved ones,

atil it almost breaks your heart,

hen in prayer, in meditation, or in

)me act, or voice, or message, you will

urrender your life in that crisis to

. . Jim. Tho.se secondary and particular
'^^ J<periences are yours, not mine. They
'^'* along to you. They are sacred to you.

ou know what they are. I only beg
ou this morning, troubled heart, to

•^Jkist all your care upon God. Give it

II over to him—fancy, fears, vast
ulks and shapes moving in the gloom
lat affright your spirit. Tui'n your
^ce to God, and remember, that path-
way yonder over which you must pass
alive with his presence.
Our Father, teach us in the depths
our hearts the meaning of these

eet words. Keep us from bearing
ese burdens and anxieties that eat up
y and undermine faith and quench

Lope. Teach us how to cast them upon
[hee, thou good God and Father of us
.11. May we be humble-minded like

ittle children, avoiding the pride and
elf-consciousness that lead to failure
nd separate from thee; and may we
urn, like little children, to our Father
nd trust him, for his name's sake,
^men.

a.Xl

?ll
[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"

ii> Adjoining Column)

A Young Mother's Struggle

rHE Charity Organization Society
of New York City appeals in bo-

lalf of a young mother with three
hildren, who is making a brave strug-
gle to keep her home and hold the little

"amily together. She is a good mother,
lonest, temperate and industrious, but
lot physically equal to the severe trial.

Her earnings are barely sufficient to
<eep the little ones from starvation.
The Society is endeavoring to help her
through the present season and will
welcome any assistance from kind-
hearted people who may be interested
in the case. Letters may be addressed
to the office of the society at No. 10.5

East Twenty-second Street, New York.

AUGUST IN EARNEST By Rev. J. M. Parrar, P.P.*

VACATION in earnest should be your motto for August. Leave
all your school books and school work at home. Leave all your

school troubles and all of your other troubles in the cellar.

Surely they can get along one month without being nursed in your
heart. Leave your bad temper and the temper that is not quite so
bad at home. One month without getting angry! Long enough to
learn how it feels and not long enough for wings to grow. Leave
all self-ish-ness at home. Just try to see how much you can do to
make others happy. Find out how many things you can cheerfully
give to others, when you want them yourself. Anger, worry, anx-
iety, irritability, envy, jealousy, leave all in the attic. Ask your
older brother or sister to tell you what a hobby is. If you have one
leave it at home. Home, home, restful home! There is no place like
home for a hobby when you are away on a vacation. Do not put
camphor balls in the pockets of these faults. Do not brush them
and put them away carefully in a moth bag. Hang them in a dark
wardrobe for moth-nests.

IF you will leave these articles at home there will be room in the
trunk of your body for something you should take. Count your

blessings one by one and take them all with you. If you know how
to laugh until your lungs are filled with fresh air and sunshine take
it with you.
There is one great comfort that many good people leave at home.

This you should take with you. Can you guess what it is? It is

your religion. God is everywhere. Religion is a vacation. In it

you find the real rest from the burdens and bruises of sin. Take
your memory with you and "Remember the Sabbath Day and keep it

holy." There are unseen dangers in your pathway and there are

more of them in vacation tramps than you will find in any other part
of the year. You will need some one to watch over you. "He that

keepeth thee will not slumber."

DR. FRANCIS CLARK tells an interesting story of a Junior liv-

ing in Maine who was out in the woods one day during his vaca-

tion with a camera taking photographs of attractive bits of scenery.

He came upon the mouth of a little cavern between the rocks, and
he said to himself, "I will see what sort of a picture I can get out

of that cave," and as it was a dark day he decided to take a "time
exposure" instead of a "snap shot." Steadying the camera upon
his knee as well as he could at the edge of the cave, he gave the

sensitive plate a long, deliberate look at the semi-darkness within.

Then he continued his tramp through the woods, and after a few
hours returned to his camp.

SEVERAL weeks afterward, when developing his plates, you can

imagine his astonishment to see in the picture, in the very centre

of the cavern, with arched back and bristling fur, and within spring-

ing distance of the spot where he had balanced his camera, a huge
Canada lynx, that might easily have torn his eyes out or destroyed

his life. And yet he came and went and saw no signs of danger.

How splendid the promise, "He that keepeth thee will not slum-

ber." Almost I can hear you say, "I will not go into the woods
alone; surely I know enough to keep out of dark caves." Good for

you! But there are some other dangers you may not have thought
about. More of the members of my Junior Congregation have been

sick during and after vacation than at any other time of the year.

Your Children's Pulpit believes that while you should be watchful
and careful yet you need to ask God every day and every hour to

watch over you and to care for you. There are dangers that even

mother does not see. After I tell you a story you can think about

unseen and unknown dangers.

A BEAUTIFUL child went to a photographer to sit for a picture.

After the sitting, the man retired to examine the plate. He
was greatly puzzled upon developing the picture in the chemical bath,

by the appearance of a number of dark spots on the face, although

not the least trace of blemish could be detected on the face of the

child. The next day the explanation came. The spots then became
distinctly visible. The child had contracted smallpox, and soon

died. The faint yellow spots, before they could be detected by the

naked eye, were faithfully portrayed by the searching and pure rays

of the sun. The photograph revealed them.

BUT, you say, we will keep away from any one who has smallpox.

There is something more dangerous than smallpox, and more

difficult to keep away from. What can it be? Evil thoughts are

more dangerous than the germs of smallpox, and it is difficult for

you to keep away from them. They destroy the soul. The soul is

covered with the spots before they show on the face. God sees them,

has a photograph of them, before you or your parents know they are

there. They may develop while you are asleep. The first spot is on

the heart. It is "not enough to have a beautiful face; the heart must
be pure. During vacation you cannot select companions as carefully

as you can at home. "Be not deceived : Evil communications corrupt

good manners."
August in earnest! Vacation in earnest! Your whole life in

earnest! Guard your life against seen and unseen dangers. Ask
God who never slumbers to help you day and night.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: "He that keepeth thee will

not sUiniber." Ps. 121:3.
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The Value of a Child
ACCORDING to President J. H.

- Mason Knox, of the Association
for the Study and Prevention of Infant
Mortality, 280,000 babies under twelve
months of age, out of a total infant
population of 1,400,000, die every year.
About 140,000 of these deaths are
preventable, being caused by mal-nutri-
tion, stomach disorders, improper care
and feeding. The commercial value of
a human life he says is $1,700, but the
potential value of a baby's life to the
community is greater than that of an
adult. He estimates that the total
annual loss to the country through this
needless sacrifice of the babies is more
than $200,000,000. We spend every
year some $7,000,000 to spread scien-
tific instruction among farmers and
stockraisers in behalf of pigs, cattle
and horses, but not a dollar is devoted
to the saving of this appalling annual
waste of infant life. It really looks as
if, despite all the talk and the printed
books on the subject, Uncle Sam cares
little or nothing for his babies, since
he permits the annual waste of infant
life to go on without making the
slightest effort to check or moderate it.

In New York alone, within the radius,
of its five boroughs, 122,976 babies are
born in a year. Of these 5,171 die
within a few days or weeks, and 15,976
do not survive their first year. There
are about 300,000 babies in the big
metropolis between the ages of three
and four years. Are they not better
worth saving than the cattle, the sheep
and the hogs? Sensible laws for the
betterment of the conditions of infancy
and childhood are needed. Homes
should be established for the scientific

care of the children of the poor and
it should be an important part of the
duty of every municipality, great or
small, to devote attention to the en-
vironments of childhood and to see to-

it that the baby is not left to live or
die after barbarian fashion, but is.

treated as a human being, a member
of the civilized community, with the
right to a healthy and a happy child-
hood, and as one of the greatest, if not
the very greatest assets of the nation.

Among the Workers
—Missionary Z. Chahles Beals. of Wuhu,.

China, writes: "I thank you very much for
your endorsement of me and my work. 1 also
sincerely a[>preciate the financial help we are
receiving through you, and we praise God be-
cause of it. I trust that God will, in a veri'

marked way, make your good paper to be a
blessing."

—The America Inland Mission now has
over seventy mission teachers and preachers
who labor exclusively in the mountains of Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, North Carolina and Vir-
ginia. During twelve years it has built ovei-
fifty churches and schoolhouses. including
three colleges in the remote mountains, where-
there were none before.

—Mi;s. Hei,i-'.n B. Morgan, who sent us an
appeal lately for reading matter for the old
veterans in the Soldiers' Home, at Bath, N. Y.,
writes us that as there is no fund from which
to pay freight on books or papers, all such
gifts for the old soldiers should be prepaid by
the senders. They may he addressed to Capt.
Winfield S. Usher of the Home.
—Missionary William C. Terril, of the

Kambini Mission Station, Inhambane, East
Africa, writes: "In the death of Dr. Louis
Klopsch, we, here in far-away Inhambane, have
lost a true and sympathetic friend. To him
many of our Christians here owe the knowl-
edge of sins forgiven. By his pleading in the
pages of The Christian Herald friends were
found and gifts were sent so that the Gospel
might be preached to these needy people. Many
call his name blessed here, because he made it

possible for them to know of the Saviour."
—Evangelists Hart and Magann, of Fair-

bury, 111., hn\e just closed a very successful
union tabernacle camiiaign in the Pacific
Northwest, which is said to be the greatest re-

vival ever held in Portland. Forty-five churches
of different denominations united in the meet-
ings. A tabernacle seating 5,000 was erected
and often proved too small to held the thi'ongs.

It is estimated that over 140.000 attended the
meetings. Over two thousand expressed a de-
sire for salvation and about eight hundred
made definite profession.

— Chaplain Tinker of the penitentiary on
Blackwell's Island, New York, on Sunday, May
29, was presented with a Bible by the inmates of
that institution. The committee of visitors included
Rev. Francis T. Brown, Layman Ralph W. Bain,
and Charles Stewart Miller. Canon Kimber
made the presentation in behalf of the inmates.
Several letters and telegrams were read from dif-
ferent officials. Governor Hughes and Mayor
Gaynor telegraphed their congratulations. Speech-
es were made by Commissioner Patrick Whitney,
Warden Hayes, Rev. I. W. Beard, Rev. Charles
Weeks, Rev. Francis T. Brown, and Layman Ralph
W. Bain.

i
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MAJOR-GENERAL LEONARD WOOD has

become commander of the American army
at the early age of forty-nine. As the age

limit for active service in the field is sixty-two, he

will have thirteen years in the coveted position of

chief of the general staff. He assumed his new

duties the first week of July, his headquarters for

a time being Governor's Island in New York Harbor.

Later he will be in Washington. As most of the

generals who have risen to the highest position have

been nearer the age limit they have had _a com-

paratively short period in which to carry out their

ideas. General Wood will be fortunate in having

such an extended period to develop any plans he

may have. He is known as a man of ideas, very

progressive, and anxious to make our small army as

efficient as possible. His interest also extends to

the organized militia of the country, which under

the recent legislation of Congress has become closely

affiliated with the regular forces. Whereas for-

merly most of the State troops could not be used

except for home defense, they can now be ordered

for duty anywhere that danger threatens, the State

legislators passing new regulations to that effect to

conform to the new national regulations.

General Wood was born in Winchester, N. H., in

October, 1860. He went to Pierce Academy at

Middleboro, Mass. Deciding that he would like to

become a physician, he went to the Harvard Medical

School in Boston, from which he graduated in 1884.

Two years later he was appointed assistant sur-

geon in the regular army, and im-

mediately went West to what was
.still the American frontier. Indian
troubles were still of frequent oc-

currence, and it fell to his lot to

distinguish himself as a soldier as

well as a surgeon before he • had
worn the blue many months. He
was in the campaign of 1886 against

the Apache Indians, under the com-
mand of Captain Lawton. For dis-

tinguished conduct in the presence

of the enemy he received the medal
of honor from Congress, the Ameri-
can equivalent of the Victoria Cross
of the British army.

While on Western sei'vice he met
Theodoi-e Roosevelt, who was then
ranching and hunting on the
frontier, and they became fast
friends. The active military side

of the government service appealed
strongly to the surgeon, and when
the war with Spain broke out he
formed the famous First Volunteer
Cavalry, better known as the
"Rough Riders." He was commis-
sioned its colonel, and his friend
Theodore Roosevelt, then Assistant
Secretary of the Navy, was com-
missioned lieutenant-colonel. Both
were used to the life of the plains,
and it is an old story now of the

Major-General Leonard Wood

way the best horsemen of the ranches and from the

East flocked to join the command.
Colonel Wood fought at Las Guasimas and San

The Wagon Train at the Gettysburg Manoeuvres

Juan Hill in Cuba, and for his services was co

missioned a brigadier-general within two mont
after taking the field. In December of 1898 he wt
up to the grade of major-general of volunteers, a

was honorably discharged from the volunteer s(

vice in April of the next year. He was immediati
commissioned a brigadier-general in the regul

army, and in December, 1899, was appointed Mi
tary Governor of Cuba. He is often spoken of
the man who cleaned up Cuba. He started a ca
paign against the unhygienic conditions found

;

Havana, Santiago and other large cities of the ii

and. He was so successful that yellow fever hi

never been such a menace to the island since th

day.
General Wood remained in command in Cuba un

he passed over the government to the new Cub:
i-epublic in May, 1902. The next year he was se

to the Philippines as Governor of Moro Provini

He was made a major-general in the regular servi(

The islands were still in a greatly disturbed sta

and the American troops were in constant confli

with large numbers of Filipinos, who had taken
the woods and were carrying on a guerrilla w?
fare of the most desperate character. Gradual
our troops cleared out these bands, though sufferii

severe loss. General Wood commanded in person
the last important battle, where the insurgents we
entrenched in a strong position on a hill. Our trooj

after fighting at long range, stormed the trench
and inflicted a decisive defeat on the enemy. It w

one of the most picturesque as wc

as bloody battles in the Philippin
on account of the positions of t

respective forces. Its effect on t

minds of the islanders was ti

mendous.
The General commanded the I'

vision of the Philippines from 19i

to 1908. Recently he has been :

command of the Department of tl

East, with headquarters at Ne
York.

The General Staff has plannc

the army manoeuvres which occi

each summer, both regulars ar

volunteers participating. Until

few years ago our troops had i

practice except in small bodie

Now they campaign under cond
tions such as they would be like

to meet in actual war. Last sun

mer Boston was threatened wit

attack by one part of the arm
while another tried to hold the ii

vaders at bay in the same woode
country that was fought over yeai

ago by the warriors of King Phili

and the gallant Englishmen unde
Winslow, Treat and Henchmai
This year the manoeuvres were hel

at historic Gettysburg in Pennsy
vania.

MAMADE BOURSAULT lived in a
quiet little street in Paris, run-

ning into one of the main thorough-
fares leading toward Montmaitre. Her
little apartment was on the ground
floor and kept in such shining order
that it seemed almost desecration to

intrude one's dusty boots into its

precincts; but a cheery "Evtrez voiis"

made the visitor welcome.

Madame Boursault's Treasures

"I am so lonely here all day," she
would say, with a wistful smile, "that
it seems good to have some one call,

and as for my floor, it can be cleaned
up again. Ah," she exclaimed sud-
denly, glancing out the window, "there
goes Madame Hertel with her four
beaux enfants, four beautiful children.

I would be happy if I had some little

fingers here to make it what you calt

—

ah, yes, less 'spotlees.'
"

When the caller reached the corner
wheie the quiet and the side street
ended at the same time on the road to
Montmartre, she looked back and saw
Madame Boursault looking with long-
ing eyes after the Hertel childi'en, and
she could imagine her saying, as she
had often done before, "I would be
happy with half as many—a pigeon
pail-."

One night a few weeks later, just
when the lights of Paris were blinking-
out over the narrow streets, Madame
was hurrying- home. Suddenly .she

heard a faint cry. She stopped and
listened. There was no stir in the
archway at the right where the porter
was calmly sleeping, with the wooden
substitute for the leg he had lost at
Mars-le-Tour sticking out aggres-
sively toward the sidewalk. He was
the only living creature, in sight, ex-
cept fleeting glimpses of students and

tourists flitting across the end of the
street as they made their way toward
the cabarets of Montmartre.

Thinking she had deceived herself,
she started on again, only to stumble
over a basket which at that moment
began to give forth sounds which indi-

cated that somewhere within could be
found a lusty pair of lungs. Without a
moment's hesitation Madame grasped
the basket and almost ran in her eager-
ness to reach the doorway. She placed
the basket on the table, its mud-stained
sides making the first of what was
destined to be a great change in the
"spotlees" apartment. She lifted the
little bundle and gently removed the
woolen blanket which was wound
around the child as if it were an Italian
bainbUio. Two wondering brown eyes
looked up to hers, and with a cry of
joy Madame hugged the child to her
heart. Then she laughed hysterically,
"I have one-half of my pigeon pair."
With joy she showed the child to

Monsieur her husband, who smiled,
but with less enthusiasm. "Keep it,"

said he, "there is enough in the
pantry for "

"For number one?"
"Of what?" exclaimed Monsieur.
"Of the pigeon pair I must have.

This one is a treasure; I must have
another."

Shortly after, Madame was trund-

ling "number one" along the shad;,

avenue leading from the park, whei

she met a woman, also pushing a bab;

carriage, in which there was anothe

little girl. The woman exclaimed ove

the beauty of Madame Boursault'.

child. Suddenly she stopped with ;

look of dismay. "I have left my purs<

on the park bench. Will you watch mj
child while I run back for it?"

Madame did, and she watched unti

the conclusion was forced upon hei

that she must have found "numbei
two" of the pair she sought. i

Nothing dismayed, she took it home''

and showed to her husband her "second!

treasure." "Ah, if I only had a boy!

now, a petit garcon, I would be sci

happy !" she exclaimed. i

"If you will adopt this second 'treas-j

ure'," said Monsieur in some alarm,

do so; but if you find any m.ore I am
afraid we shall be too rich; besides,

you wanted a 'pigeon pair.' We will

do all we can for these, but I beg of

you not to start a dove-cote."
"We shall see," said Madame, gaz-j

ing in rapture at the two girls.

"Which means that there will be

three," said Monsieur, not unkindly.

"I am no longer head of my own
house."

"No," .said Madame, glancing up
brightly, "for the children rule the

world."
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In the Streets of Hebron

N visiting most places of historical interest, the

traveler often fails entirely to see the scene of

its early setting. This is not true, however, of

Palestine. On account of climatic conditions, we
ire safe in assuming that conditions now are very

much the same as in olden times. Because of this,

in addition to the exhaustive work done by the

archaeologists, the details of the life of the early

patriarchs stand out in wonderful clearness.

In early days, Palestine was indeed a land flowing

iwith milk and honey. Mountain goats still roam
over the hills, feeding upon the scanty vegetation,

and the bees, like those on Hymettus, are still

famous for their honey-making qualities. Not in

comparison with our rich lands of to-day could

Palestine have been called a fertile country. Culti-

'vation wa.s never very extensive, and it was only

Drawing Water from an Ancient Well Near Beersheba A Wilderness Sheik

A Native Threshing Board

possible by bringing .*^oil up to the r(K'ky hills with
slow and painful labor.

Although small in extent, it was a country of
two-fold character. On the north stood the Leb-
anons with the small but fertile tracts of Palestine
scattered around in rich profusion, and along the
coast lay a long stretch of splendid harbors. On
the south were the barren and secluded hills of
•Judea, with nothing to prompt its inhabitants to
enter into the life of the world. We therefore find

la diversity of conditions. Its people were partly
'mountaineers, active, patriotic and poor, with a
'tendency to asceticism; partly a nation of sailors
and merchants, industrious, wealthy and luxurious,
iwith no sen.se of country or unity and accounting
[criches the supreme end of life. On the one hand it

Sy DR. MASON P. YOUNG. Assiut, Egypt

gave to the world its first lessons in maritime ex-

ploration and trade; and on the other, it has been
the religious teacher of mankind.
The children of Israel could not maintain their

national existence; hence they chose the more se-

cluded hills of Judea. It was a compact state, with
no level plain to defend and no outlying territories

to protect. Its capital stood high upon the moun-
tains, strongly fortified by nature and difficult sf

access. While Galilee fell hopelessly and easily

before the armies of Assyria, Jerusalem witnessed

the fall of Nineveh itself.

Seeing that the patriarchs chose the dry hills of
Judea, it is not surprising that the few historical
incidents of their lives are always mentioned as
occurring around the wells of water. It has always
been around these wells, surrounded by their broad
margins of smooth stone, that have occurred what-
ever signs of animation or civilization the neighbor-
hood afforded. They were the scenes of the earliest

contentions of the shepherd-patriarchs with the in-

habitants, the places of meeting with the women,
who came down to draw water from their rocky
depths; of Eleazar with Rebecca, of Jacob with
Rachel, of Moses with Zipporah, of Christ with the
woman of Samaria. What they were ages ago in

each of these respects, they are still. The shep-
herds may still be seen leading their flocks of sheep
and goats to their margins; the women still come
with their pitchers and talk to those who "sit by the
well," and the travelei- still looks forward to it as

his resting-place for the night.

From both Galilee and Samaria on the north and
Judea on the south, the geographical position of

Palestine has aided its people. Situated midway
between the ancient empires of the Oriental world,
it was at once the meeting-place between the civil-

izations of Egypt and Babylon. Long before
Abram migrated to Canaan, it had been deeply
interpenetrated by Babylonian culture and leligious

ideas. The trade of the world passed through it.

and met in it. It was destined by nature to be a
land of commerce and trade.

Palestine was essentially formed to be the appro-
priator and carrier of the ideas of others, not to be
itself their originator and creator. The religion of

Israel came from the wilderness, from the heights
of Sinai and the palm-groves of Kadesh ; but it was
in Palestine that it took shape and developed, until

in the fulness of time the Messiah was born.
It was amid one of the early Assyrian pilgrimages

that Abram turned his face towards Canaan. In

this he saw the guidance of God, as he was led to-

ward the land that the Lord would show him. In

his journeyings, he followed in the wake of the

caravans that were constantly passing to and fro.

At his first stop in Haran, he was still in the midst

of the influences of his own country, and even in

Canaan he was not beyond the reach of Babylonian
life. Babylonian armies had already penetrated to

the Mediterranean, Palestine had been included

within the bounds of her empire and already her

culture and religion had spread widely among the

Canaanitish tribes.

It was not, therefore, to an unexplored empire
that Abram migrated. The laws and manners to

which he had been accustomed, the writings and
literature which he had learned in the schools of Ur,
the religious beliefs among which he had lived in

Chaldea and Haran he found again in Canaan. As
he adapted himself to circumstances in his new

The Field of Jeroboam, Southern Palestine

home, he adopted many of the religious rites of the
Babylonians and the Canaanites. Out of these
grew many practices that, even in the new dispensa-
tion, met the approval of the Master. The giving-

of the tithe had long been practised in Abram's old

home; there the large temples to the moon-god were
kept up by this income. Also, in his offering up of
Isaac, he was making the same sacrifice that the
Assyrians made as they once a year offered up that
which was dearest to them. In the midst of these
surroundings he realized that a fuller revelation
was to be given than had ever been received by man,
and with a childlike dependence he waited patiently
for the fulfilment of the promises, as "he looked
for a city that hath foundation, whose builder and
maker is God."

Gathering the Harvest At Ashdod of Ancient Philistia Bringing in the Sheaves
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China's Anti-Foreign Agitation

FAMINE again threatens China. Foodstuffs are

held in many parts of the empire at prices that

are unapproachable for the average Chinese. Co-

incident with these distressing conditions, there come
to us from various missionary sources reports of

serious anti-foreign disturbances and rioting. One
of our missionary friends in Suchien, Kiangsu (one

of the group of eastern provinces affected by the

last great famine), writes that there has been an

active anti-foreign propaganda this year throughout

the whole country. As prices soared, the riotous

portion of the populace seized the opportunity to

loot and burn. "Dozens of churches in central

China have suffered," he writes. "Here, in North
Kiangsu, the new large roller flour mill was burned
and dozens of rich men were robbed; but here the

foreigner and the Christian churches were left alone.

We were mere spectators, while thousands rushed
liere and there for loot. We missionaries were safe,

the people said, because we had helped them in the

two previous famine years. They would not be

aroused to do us an injury. ATnong the hnmav
agencies which established this good feeling we
gladly acknowledge The Christian Herald and its

geyierons readers. . . . When we saw the cabled
announcement that Dr. Klopsch had passed over,

many Chinese and all the missionaries in North
Kiangsu felt that they had sustained a deep per-

sonal loss. He was faithful to us, and thousands of

orphans and poor children are growing up to bless

his memory. Only eternity can show what a work
for God and his fellow men Dr. Klopsch was enabled
to do." What a superb testimony to unselfish devo-
tion and to united Christian effort! In the present
time of trial and danger, the influence of what has
been accomplished in China through the instru-

mentality of Dr. Klopsch and The Christian Her-
ald readers, operates as a bulwark of defense for the
mission workers, bringing blessing and safety. We
trust that they may be kept under divine protection
and that the peril may soon be past.

Lowering the Walls

THIS is an age of federation and in no field is the

tendency toward union more pronounced than
among the Christian churches. First, the note of a

united faith was sounded by the representative con-

gress of laymen in Chicago, and it found a generous
response. The great Missionary World Conference
lately held in Edinburgh, Scotland, emphasized it by
appealing for a practical working union of the
forces in heathen lands and at home. A still more
recent evidence of the growing strength of the move-
ment for Christian union is found in the organiza-
tion in New York, only a few days ago, of the
Christian Unity Foundation, which numbers among
its leaders several of the most earnest and able
churchmen and laymen in America. Its announced
object is:

To promote Christian unity at home and throughout the
world ; to gather and disseminate accurate information rela-
tive to the faith and works of all Christian bodies ; to set forth
the great danger of our unhappy divisions and the waste of
spiritual energy due thereto ; to devise and suggest practical
methods of co-operation, substituting comity for rivalry in the
propagation of the common faith ; to bring together all who
are laboring in the same field, and this in the belief that full
knowledge of one another will emphasize our mutual member-
ship in the one body of Christ and our common agreement in
the essentials of faith.

This new movement, if conducted in the true spirit
of Christian brotherhood, cannot fail to be fruitful
of great and beneficent results. If controlled by
a few leading churches, it will not meet the emer-
gency. It is not necessary to raze ruthlessly the
walls of separation that now divide the different
orders of Christianity; but as that broad-minded and
optimistic Christian, Rowland Hill, once remarked,
"These walls need to be lowered, so that we may
shake hands a little easier over them." Like each
separate State in our Union, every denomination
has its own special interests, and these, where they
do not antagonize the interests of the whole, can
be respected; but on all vital truths and all meas-
ures of practical .service for the advancement of
Christ's kingdom, there should be, and there can be,
absolute unity. So much has been lost by disunion
in the past that every right-thinking man and
woman will welcome these new evidences of the

growing tendency toward real Christian federation,

which is not to be brought about by any efforts at

control by rich and influential churches, but by the

exercise of that spirit of the Master who said :
"And

they shall become one flock, one shepherd."

Where Mr. Roosevelt Failed

MR. ROOSEVELT has confessed that in one line

of activity he has failed. The announcement
that our strenuous ex-President has failed in any-

thing which has the word activity in the same sen-

tence will come with a shock of surprise to many
people, and they will, from the "milk of human
kindness" which is supposed to be in the possession

of the most of us, even while the other kind is retail-

ing at nine cents, extend a warm new thought-wave
of sympathy toward Oyster Bay and encourage him
to try again. Mr. Roosevelt says he can not milk a

cow. He has tried, but finding that he had not the

skill, or the drawing power, as it were, he now leaves

it to the hired man at Sagamore Hill.

With deep reluctance and at the risk of giving
the insurgents some new campaign material, we
will give the main facts. The Colonel said that when
he was ranching in North Dakota, they got tired of

condensed milk which was extracted from a herd of

Jersey tin cans three times a day. With cattle,

cattle "everywhere and not a drop to drink," it

seemed ridiculous that a supply of the fresh lacteal

fluid should not be forthcoming. The cordial "come
boss" of the future President proving of no avail,

Mr. Roosevelt chased the cow two miles, caught it

with a lariat, threw it, roped it, turned it upside
down, and tried to milk it; "but," says he, sadly, "I

got precious little milk." Evidently the gravity of
the situation was too much for the cow, or maybe
the cow being inverted the gravity of the earth was
too much for the milk. At any rate the whole sit-

uation was too much for the gravity of the by-
standers, and Mr. Roosevelt ceased from troubling,
and the producer of natural milkshakes was at rest.

We are sorry that Mr. Roosevelt did not try again,
for thus getting into close contact with the original
producer, he could decide better whether it was get-
tiag all of the profit it was really entitled to, or
whether the milk trust has still some excuse for
dealing in any way with watered stock.

Such, in brief, is the story of Mr. Roosevelt's only
recorded failure where animals are concerned.

Science Gone A^ray
HAECKEL, the famous German scientist-skeptic,

has issued a new ultimatum concerning immor-
tality, in which he says: "The human person, like

every other many-celled individual, is but a passing-

phenomenon of organic life. With its death, the
series of its vital activities ceases entirely, just as it

began." For a scientist, this is not scientific, and
shows that Haeckel's powers of argument are de-
clining. He affii-ms in substance that what may lie

beyond human sense or vision does not exist. The
rea-soning is about as conclusive as that of the grub
in the well-known story, which believed, with all the
other grubs at the bottom of the pond, that there was
no world beyond the little mud realm of grub vision.
It could not dream of the glorious transformation
that awaited the grubs that were taken up to the
surface where they exchanged their outer husk for
glittering wings and lived in a new world. It will
be remembere-1 that some time ago Haeckel's teach-
ings were repudiated by a number of professors
who denounced his methods as unscientific and un-
trustworthy.

A Noble Gift to Missions
THERE is a joy in doing the Lord's work—in

helping forward, by ever so little, the cause of
his kingdom on earth—that can never be realized by
those who give themselves mainly to worldly pleas-
ures. Among the readers of this journal there is a
very considerable number who know this from per-
sonal experience. They have practised "spending
themselves" for others, and they have the inward
happiness that comes from divine co-operation and
approval. Never is one the poorer for such gifts, but
always the richer, for they multiply themselves
under divme blessing and their influence reaches out

far beyond our reckoning. A subscriber in Illin.

wrote us lately that he desired to give a sum
81,500 to foreign missions, where it could be used
advantage "in aiding schools, institutions, hospit;

and urgent needs," and "where it would do the mt
good and be the most lasting." After full cons
eration of the wishes of the donor, this splendid g
was apportioned with his approval as follows:

Mrs. Elizabeth F. Brewster, Hinghua, China $ioo
Miss Susan E. Haswell, Moulmein, Burma lOd
Rev. Frederick Jansen, Cebu, Philippines inn
Rev. W. Hagqvist, Kienchow, Shensi, China lOd
Rev. Z. Charles Beals, Wuhu, China lod
Rev. J. M. L. Harrow, Cape Palmas, Liberia, Africa. . . . 5(1

Mrs. Lee, Calcutta, India 511

Mrs. May Winsor, Sirur, Poona, India 50
Rev. J. McC. Seig, Luebo, Congo, Africa 50
Rev. H. O. Howard, Kolahpur, India 50
Rev. J. M. Springer, Old Umtali, Rhodesia, Africa 60

;

Rev. M. Klein, Akashi, Japan 50 J

Rev. R. H. Bender, San Salvador, C. A 50
'

Rev. Mr. Bach, Maracaibo, Venezuela 60
|

Rev. Geo. N. Thomssen, Bapatla, India 50
|New Hebrides Mission, founded by Rev. John Paton.... 50

Mary Reed Leper Mission, Chandag, India 60
1

Rev. E. H. Richards, Inhambane, East Africa 60'
Rev. R. Wodehouse, Umtali, Rhodesia 60

|

Rev. N. F. Hoijer, Russian Evangelical Mission 60 1

Rev. Nicolas Zamorra, Manila, P. 1 50
[

Rev. H. W. Schwartz, Sendai, Japan 50 I

Rev. Wilfred Grenfell, Labrador Mission 60
Jerusalem Leper Mission, Jerusalem, Syria 50
Dutch Leper Mission, Surinam, Dutch Guiana, S. A 50

Checks for the above amounts have been fc

warded to each of the missionaries named in t

list. These men and women are faithful, tried woi
ers in many different mission fields, where su
substantial help will be most welcome. From all '

them the donor will learn, by and by, of the rece

tion of his gift, and he will also know something
the toils and sacrifices and self-denials that alwii

go with such lives, and to which we, who live

Christian lands, are strangers. May his exami;
awaken in others a desire for similar service.

General Notes
—Speaker Cannon during his Southern trip was temporar

prostrated by a touch of the sun. He was about next di

however, apparently as lively as ever.

— By a vote of 290 to 190, the British House of Commons pili
grossed a proposition to place the names of one million qualifii

women on the list of voters. The bill will not be put on its passa'
during the present session, however, but its supporters are t

ceedingly hopeful that it will go through next session.

—The new Russo-Japanese treaty provides for co-operati
for improving the railroad service in Manchuria, recognizes t

staius quo in that province, and agrees that if existing conditio'
are menaced the two governments shall consult as to the measui
necessary "for the maintenance of this statun qvo." This is son-

what indefinite, but it is more than probable that there is soi

supplementary understanding which has not been disclosed. Jv
how it will affect the question of China's rights and the "op

,

door" of equal commercial privileges to other Powers is a matter i

speculation. China has published a note on the Convention, expre;
ing satisfaction that it upholds the Portsmouth Treaty and t

"open door" principle in Manchuria.—Twenty young girls, students in a physical culture insi

tute at Loftus, Germany, telegraphed Emperor William a W' t

weeks ago, asking permission to visit him and to present hi'

with some flowers when his yacht, the Hohemollern, was in tl|

neighborhood. William replied courteously, inviting them
tea. When they came they brought a quantity of chocola

;

and enjoyed the visit greatly. After the departure of tl|

yacht, the Emperor telegraphed a message to the young ladi

vphich must have pleased them immensely. This is a transli

tion of the Emperor's message, which was written in versi

"You who with us your chocolate drank, fair maidens, one ar

all, we thank ; and wish your lives as sweet may seem as sugar*
chocolate crowned with cream."
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Albanians Surrender to Turks

4 LBANIA is a province in the west of European

(\ Turkey, extending from Montenegro in the

^\. north to the Gulf of Arta in the south, and

•om the Adriatic to the Shardagh. Two hundred

aars before Christ it became a Roman province;

i the Middle Ages it fell under the power of the

lav; when the Turks came into Europe the Al-

.inians fought desperately for their independence

•om 1443 to 1467, but in 1478 the Turks were vic-

)rious and most of the time since then it has been

nder the rule of Turkey. A million and a half of

berty-loving people occupy this territory of Al-

ania" They have recently rebelled against the

uthority of the Turkish government, and have

iven the home government great anxiety, but the

abellion has just been successfully quelled by a

irong force under the command of Shevket Turgot

•asha. In the villages through which the victorious

eneral passed the Albanians in their picturesque

ative costume came out and offered to the com-

lander-in-chief a bowl of milk in token of their

lubmission to the superior force of the

'urkish troops. Turkey with her twin

evils of slavery and polygamy has made
poor mother government for her tribes,

nd disintegration and decay have been

manifested in almost every portion of

he empire. It is to be seen whether

jhere is virtue enough and fondness of

liberty enough amongst the new genera-

lion to adjust it.self to the rights of the

jeople and the laws of eternal justice.

lit is to be hoped that the people will

jpore and more be allowed their rights

^nd that the butcheries and oppressions

ihathave blackened Turkish history may
|i)e a thing of the past. Peace in the

place of war is in harmony with the

liigns of the times and the teachings of

i)ur Christian religion. Peace after con-

tact is recorded in many places in the

)ld Testament Scriptures.

And when all the kinprs that were servants to

Tadarezer saw that they were smitten before Israel,

hey made peace with Israel, and served them. (II.

;am. in : 19.)

jold and Silver Table

Nemi.^e Ventura, of Porto Rico, spent

iiost of thirty years making a table out

)f silver and gold. He was a miner and
conceived the idea of depositing the

precious metals in the form of this tabic.

The legs are of gold, the top is of silver.

-nAfAround the edge of the table are designs

'^Jof ancient coins; the centre part repre-
sents a map of the United States, all

being outlined in silver. The table is

twelve inches in height, sixteen inches
long, and ten inches wide. The maker
estimates its value at $60,000. He is in

New York City now, hoping to dispose
of his prize, but he is so afraid that
some one will steal it that he scarcely
leaves it for a moment. He desires very
much to witness the sights of New York,
but says he will not run any risk of his
table getting away from him. This
man has manifested great skill and in-

dustry, and it is to be hoped his thirty
'years of labor will be rewarded with a
generous purcha.ser. The world is full of gold and
silver tables that .'•o hold men down that they cannot
get much time or opportunity to see anything else
or do anything beside keeping thieves away from
their gathered riches. The real treasures of life

are the things that thieves cannot steal. Like the
man watching his table, men's hearts are where
their possessions are.

lESl

The measures are never found to be too large, nor
the weights giving more than is due; always light

weight and short measure the lying devices that

have been the instruments that respectable thieves

have pmi'loyed. No cne could have imagined that

this fraud on the consumer could have been practised

to so general a degree, and it is a matter of encour-
agement to the friends of public morals that these

abominations are discovered and opposed.
Divers weights are an abomination unto the Lord ; and a false

balance is not good. (Prov. 20 : 23.)

Imprisoned in a Ceur

Some boys and girls from a poor district in Buf-
falo were playing about some empty cars standing
on the track. The boys said to two of the girls,

as they pointed at a refrigerator car, that they
would find some nice fresh bananas in that car, if

they would go into it. They walked into the car
and in an instant the boys, in fun, closed the door
and ran away. The girls hammered on the door
and screamed for help, but none came. In a little

»ta

' For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.
6:21.)

(Matt.

Smashing False Measures

Many hundreds of measures, from the pint up to
the bushel, were destroyed on the pavement of City
Hall Park, New York, while crowds of citizens gath-
ered to witness the work of destruction. Scores and
even hundreds of weighing machines which had de-
frauded customers were smashed to pieces and were
carted to the Battery, where they were dumped on
a police launch. The fragments of the measures and
weights will be taken down the bay and dumped
overboard. This destruction was by order of the
Commissioner of Weights and Measures. There has
been an alarmingly frequent use of false weights
and measures discovered by the detectives who have
made raids into almost every department of trade.

Albanians Giving Milk to Turkish Officers, in Token of Surrender

while the car was jammed and then started on its

journey. The girls were crazy with fright and
screamed in vain. One of the little girls cried all

the time and the other prayed every waking minute.
There was one knot-hole in the car out of which they
could see when daylight and dark came on, and
through which they secured air enough to prevent
their suffocation. These girls were imprisoned from
Tuesday until Friday, without a bite to eat or a drop
of water to drink, and they were only discovered
after an alarm had been sent out from the homes of

the girls in Buffalo and the little boys owned up to

what they had done, and the car was diligently

sought and located and the little ones rescued in an
exhausted and almost insensible condition. It would
hardly be thought that children could be so brutal-
ized as to be guilty of such a thing. The boys that
run the streets of the city and hang around the
freight yards of railroads take vice in at every breath
they breathe, and the little girls themselves were
over the danger line when they were loafing about
these tough places. It is not the fault of the chil-

di'en at all, but of the parents, many of whom are
besotted with rum and every conceivable vice, others
of whom are correct in their lives, but are so pressed
doivn in the struggle of life that they do not take

proper care of their offspring. Tiie ostrich lays

her eggs and leaves the young to the motherhood of

the sands. That kind of nurture for children fills

penitentiaries and electrical chairs. People rich

or poor, high or low, good or bad, living in the

crowded city or in the country place, should remem-
ber that children who are allowed to run the streets

or hang around the freight yards and such places,

are bound, sooner or later, to get into trouble of

some kind or another, like the two rascals who locked

the girls in the car and the poor little creatures
whose trip came so near being a fatal ride.

The rod 'and reproof ^ve wisdom : but a child left to himself
bringeth his mother to shame. (Prov. 29 ; l.'i.)

Record-Breaking Cow
Josephine, the prize cow of the State College of

Agriculture of Missouri, has a margin over the
world's record for six months of 1,204 pounds, or
about 150 gallons. .Josephine holds the world's
record for milk production for one day, one month
and four months, taking all these places from

Colantes Forth Johanna, of Rosendale,
Wis. Josephine produced in one month
2,960 pounds against the previous record
of 2,783 pounds. Her record for milk
in one day is 110.2 pounds against the
previous record of 106 pounds. The
cow has never figured very much in the
records of the pen or songs of poetry of

the nations, and yet if the generations
that have owed so much of their life to
her could speak their words of praise,
no other creature would be half so pop-
ular. The prize cow reminds us of the
plentiful supply of milk promised by the
prophet.
And it shall come to pass in that day, that a man

shall nourish a young cow and two sheep ; and it

shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk that
they shall give, he shall eat butter. (Isa. 7 : 21.)

Back to the Farm

Governor Hadley of Missouri, and
others, have been working for some
time upon a practical plan for the emi-
gration of people from the city to the
farm. The plan is to organize a Na-
tional Farm Homes Association, with
the philanthropists of the country as
stockholders, to furnish farms, equip-
ment, and instruction for worthy appli-
cants who are seeking to escape from
the cities. The movement includes ideas
similar to those in practical use in

Europe, with a few minor additions. It

is proposed to incorporate the associa-
tion for a million dc'llars, the stock to

be divided into one thousand shares of
$1,000 each. These shares it is expected
will pay dividends, which will either be
taken out by the stockholders or added
to the capital. It is proposed to locate
colonies on model farms in Texas,
Missouri, Alabama and other States
where the land is cheap and fertile.

Each farmer will be allotted forty
acres; a home will be erected for him,
and fences, utensils, and live stock fur-
nished. Thirty-two of these forty-acre
farms will constitute a colony. Each
colony will include a central farm, with
an expert agriculturist as the superin-

tendent to oversee the work, arrange the proper
rotation of crops, etc. Tenants will be given ample
time to pay for their farms, whose profits Governor
Hadley calculates will be more than $3,000 a year.
Entertainment will be provided for the colonists so

that farm life will lose the dull monotony that has
driven so many of the young from the country to the
city. The disproportion of supply to the demand
for food products, which is having so much to do in

causing and increasing the cost of living, will compel
the movement back to the farm. The cheapening
of electricity, the multiplication of the conveniences
of life, and the natural attractions of the country
will entice many from the crowded cities tc the
ample farms. This plan of Governor Hadley seems
to be in the right direction and it is to be hoped that
with its proposition of philanthropy and business
thrift combined it ought to be successful, and help
in the solution of the important problem which
really perplexes the country at the present time.
The race for its support has to get back close to na-
ture, has to get down close to the ground, the source
of physical sustenance.

While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and
heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall not cease.

(Gen. 8; 22.)
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THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
IT

was Dr. Klopsch's own idea that the larger

the circulation of a paper the richer, as a

rule, would be its contents. "If Thk
Christi.an Herald had only 100,000 sub-

scribers," he said by way of illustration, "it

could not afford to provide such interesting,

attractive, edifying and instructive features as

it does with its tremendous weekly output of

over 300,000 copies. Every subscriber profits

by the addition of another subscriber, and when

these come at the rate of twenty-five thousand

new subscribers yearly, the improvement as-

sumes noticeable proportions. Such has been

the history of The Christi.^n Her.ald during

the past ten years, and hence the wonderful

changes for the better that have characterized

it from year to year."

Loyal to Its Mission
We know that we are making a good paper

and we are glad of it. Started for the sole

purpose of disseminating a spiritual truth, The
Christian Herald has been true and loyal to

its mission, and tens of thousands have been

led by its means into the clearer, fuller light

that now irradiates their lives and makes the

world through them brighter, better and hap-

pier. And what TjiE Christian Herald has

done for these tens of thousands it can and will

and must do for other hundreds of thousands,

perhaps even—and may God grant that it be so

—for millions.

Expecting Great Things

We confidently believe that all of our present

subscribers are so thoroughly pleased with the

paper that they would be glad to see our hopes

fully realized. They know the blessed influence

The Christian Herald exerts; for they them-

selves have felt it. Week after week the)-

have scanned its beautiful pages, have read its

inspiring messages, have reveled in its literary

ancl artistic wealth, have been deeply interested,

edified and instructed, and, after having read it

from beginning to end, have sent it to some

distant friends that they also might share its

perennial riches.

All Love It

Few papers published are read and re read

as is The Christian Herald, and none affords

greater pleasure and delight, or makes wtfrmer

or more lasting friends. It is an indisputable

fact that The Christian Herald has a larger

percentage of renewals than any other paper,

and that, from its very beginning, it has retained

a larger percentage of permanent subscriptions

than any other publication; and its subscrip-

t
tion^list is constantly increasing. Now Vat
has been done in the past is only an indica m
of what may be clone in the future, provided

all work heartily together with a view to secui jo-

the object on which we have now set our heajs
\

'

A Financial Sacrifice

To bring this about we have determined d

enlist the cordial co-operation of our friei .

and ourselves to make such a financial sacri e

as will demonstrate our own sincerity in c

matter. The Christian Herald cannot le
I'

produced at less than its regular subscriplin

price, which is $1 .50 per apnum. But to intei ;t

those who cannot appreciate its beauties, sim
y

because they do not see the paper, we hje

decided to accept an unlimited number of c s

third year trial subscriptions at twenty-fivece s

each, subject to the easy conditions set fortljtv

the annexed coupons. '

Why We Offer It

We could not make this sacrifice but for e

experience of the past, that a very large ]:
-

centage of our subscribers renew, and wh\
they renew they are glad to pay the regi r

subscription price, because they are satisfd

that The Christian Herald is well worth 1

we ask for it.

9r A SUBSTANTIAL REWARD
52
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Read the Coupons CareluU

T? AC'H Coupon attached hereto will be accepted in lit^ of ONE QUARTER DOLLAR if accompanil

by 25 Cents for a FOUR MONTHS' subscription ,)

The Christian Herald. But no subscription induc'l

through this offer will be permitted to take the place
"

one now on our books. Each subscription must be NEV

OFFER NUMBER ONE

Red Letter Testament FREE
I

To every person who sends us four coupon subscri]

tions terminating December 1, 1910, accompanied I

twenty-tive c®nts each, we vrill send, all charges prepaLi

and absolutely free of all expense, a Red Letter Ncj
Testament, printed from new type, bound in divinit

circuit, red under gold edges, with book mark.

This New Testament, specially designed by the lat

Dr. Louis Klopsch, and copyrighted by him, contaii

the Authorize^ Version, printed in black, except th;

every word recorded therein as having bee

spoken by our Lord is in red.

m^REMEMBER: this offer wHl hold good only unt^

August 31, and we reserve the rigKt to return any coupot

and money sent us after that date. All subscriptidr]

MUST date from the first issue in August.
j

Mdtess: Special Coupon Offer



"MID-SUMMER OFFER!
THE achievements of The Christian-

Herald have never been equaled by any

other pubUcation. It has collected and

listributed nearly four million dollars in

harity. The farmers of Finland, Sweden,

Norway and Russia, the martyrs of Armenia,

he orphans of India, the reconcentrados of

Alba, the famine sufferers in China, the rescued

nen of the Bowery, the thousands of waifs from

he tenements happy inThe Christian Herald
rhildren"s Home, all rise up and call it blessed,

iod be thanked for the opportunities and the

)rivileges which were ours in the past; and may
le graciously continue to pour out his blessing

ipon The Christian Herald, its editors and

)roprietors and its readers, and make us one

ind all increasingly useful in his service.

The Best Home Paper

I But, in addition to these great monumental

f.harities, there is the mission of blessedness

ind usefulness of the paper itself, which results

-,n light, cheer, hope and happiness in the home
.ircle. And it is this which we now wish to

j.xtend. We are engaged in a great Home
Missionary effort. You can help us. We know
you will help us, and thus have part and parcel

'in all the good which, under divine blessing.

The Christian
years to come.

Herald shall accomplish in

We Look to Our Friends

Let us begin the work of doubling the present

number of its subscribers. While this is a great

undertaking, an unprecedented task, it is never-

theless an easy one, for it means just one new
subscriber for each and every one now on our

list. Surely every subscriber can do this, and
we believe you will do YOUR share, while we
will gladly do everything within our power to

help you.

How to Do It

Our plan is as follows : On these two pages

you will find six coupons. Please tear them
apart at the dotted lines, then distribute them
among such of your Church and Sunday School

friends as will be likely to subscribe. They will

thank you for doing ;;o. Explain to them the

beauties, the riches, :.e great attractiveness of

The Christian Hi .:ald, and urge them to

give it a trial. Te' them that Each Coupon
Saves One Quarter uf a Dollar on this One-
third Year subscrif jn, and you will be sur-

prised how quickl) they will avail themselves

of the exceptional ^jportunity thus offered.

If six coupons are not enough for your pur-

pose, write us, and we will send you as many
more as you may require, absolutely free of all

charge. Do not forget, however, that the cou-

pons are good only until August 31, and cannot

be received after that date.

Your Opportunity
Or, if ) ou prefer, you may make a regular

canvass among your friends and solicit, by mail

or in person, their subscription at our regular

price—50 cents for four months. Then retain

25 cents from each subscription, and send us a

coupon and 25 cents in cash. Thus, while

doing good by spreading the glorious influence

of The Christian Herald, you are actually

benefiting yourself.

Now for Victory!

Whiche\er plan you adopt, ma}- success at-

tend your efforts. We feel sure that the most

active friends in this aggressive campaign will

be our present subscribers, who know and

appreciate the good The Christian Herald
is doing, and will be glad of this opportunity to

encourage the efforts of its editors and pro-

prietors to n aintain its high standard as the

brightest and best family paper in the wide,

wi'.ie world.

RI^WAITS YOUR
Resolve to Act At Once

!

M
trial

m

"TNO not feel hampered b\ lack of material.
'-*-^ more friends who want to subscribe th

It you have

lan you ha\e

i* 'coupons let us know, and we will send you more free of

^PW fchar^e. Do not forget that no name will be accepted for

' a subscription which is now on our books.

OFFER NUMBER TWO

Hero TaScs FREE

!

To everv person who sends us six coupon subscrip-

tions terminating December 1, 1910, accompanied by

twenty-hve cents each, we will send, all charges prepaid,

and absolutely free of all expense, a volume of Hero
Tales, printed in large clear type, 400 purges bou"nd in Red
and Gold. Just think of it ! Sitting down at your fireside

with Heroes of War, Heroes of Peace, Heroes of Con-
science, Heroes of Science, meeting them practically' face

to face m vour own hoine ! A wonderful book !

CO-OPERATION!
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FURTHER INDUCEMENT
To the first thousand persons sending us six

coupons, together with 25 cents forteach subscription to

the One-Third Year Offer of Thf. ChriSTI.an Her.ALD,

we will send, absolutely free, in acidition to Hero Tales,

a copy of The Wedding Ring, by Rev. T. DeWitt
Talmage. So act at once, and win this Special Book Prize
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Women in Council
DURING the summer, the woman who wants to

be comfortable spends all the time she can

out of doors. If she has a veranda she in-

vites the neighbors to drop in and have a sociable

chat there instead of in the coziest inside living-

room. This is the season for loafing. The wise

woman indulges herself in laziness, if possible,

when the mei'cury mounts into the nineties. I say,

if possible, because there is always a pretty large

if to be considered when the house-mother is on the

lookout for her individual rest and comfort. She

it is who so unselfishly plans for the family from
morning until night that in many cases they take

her goodness for granted and accept what she does

for them very much as they do the blessings of the

sky. The sunshine comes, the rain falls, the birds

sing in the tree-tops, the corn ripens, the flowers

bloom, and the brooks run sparkling to the sea.

This is in the order of nature, which
is the order of Providence. Few of

us remember day by day to be grate-

:ful to the great Giver.

In a similar fashion we are un-

grateful too often to the dear
mother-heart that pours itself out

in loving self-denial for us. This

is a digression. Returning to the

matter in hand, the woman who is

not engaged in cooking dinners for

a house full of summer boarders,

who is not responsible three times

a day for the meals of hungry farm
hands and hired men working in the

liai-vest fields, who has not small

boys to engineer through the sum-
mer days, or invalids to care for, the

woman, in brief, who possesses a
portion of leisure may invite her

friends to hold their councils on the

veranda. Happily, there are enough
'of us who are thus fortunate. More
-of us might be could we persuade
ourselves to simplify our living.

In the summer time it is a good
plan to put away out of sight in a

bureau drawer the pretty nicknacks
that are to be dusted, the photo-

graphs, vases, statuettes and the

general litter of bric-a-brac precious

in feminine eyes. What we should
secure, if we can, is a breathing
space and a little freedom from the

l)ondage of routine. With this pref-

ace let us see the contributions our
friends have made this week to our
symposium and exchange of ideas.

Biv MARGARET E. SANGSTER

It is too late this season to plant morning glories

over the shelters which save hens and chickens from

the glaring sun ; but erections of boards, though not

so pretty, serve the same purpose. The places

where poultry live should be kept clean. The little

creatures generously aid us in our diet, and they

deserve and repay the best of care. M. C. J."

A Lonely "Well, ladies, may I come in? I

Sister have never been here before, so

I am a little bashful. I have seen

a letter of a lonely life. I do not think any one can

be more lonely than I am. I cannot hear, so I am
lonely in a crowd. I live in a house with two other

women. I have my room to myself, do my own
cooking and other work. I cannot go in society, nor

'ripen.' It will be ready for rose-jars, etc., i a

fortnight, and, if kept covered, will be good d

fragrant for twenty years.

"Formula: Violet powder, one-half ounce; o s

root, one ounce; rose powder, one-half ounce; he i-

trope powder, one-half ounce; mace, one-half ^-

spoonful; cinnamon, one-quarter teaspoonl
;

cloves, one-half teaspoonful;'oil of roses, four dro
;

oil chiris, ten drops; oil melisse, twenty drops; il

eucalyptus, twenty drops; bergamot, ten drops; a i-

hol, two drachms."

In the
Retrospect

The Three Sons of the Crown Prince of Germany

'YTtT'HEN the father of these little boys was a baby in long clothes, his picture was taken with

A Long This is a record
and Happy which it is an
Married Life especial pleasure

to publish

:

"My wife and I, on June 3, 1910,
celebrated the fifty-fourth anniversary of our happy
married life. We were married in Connecticut in

1856, and thanks to a kind Providence, both Mrs.
Weaver and myself are in the enjoyment of good
health. We have been blessed with four children,
but one, a sweet girl of eighteen years, passed over
to the better land in October, 1891. All of my wife's
family are gone; all of my own but one sister, who
will be eighty-five this summer. I have but one aunt
left, a dear old lady who is ninety-five in July.
'Waterford. Conn. H. C. Weaver."

Hints for the "Those who keep dogs, cats or
Care of Animals poultry should provide for them

plenty of fresh water in clean
vessels of agate, iron or china. When fish is fed to
an animal the bones should be carefully taken out.
A cat should not be left to get its own living when
a house is closed for the summer. It is more merci-
ful skilfully to chloroform a pet cat or kitten than
to leave it to starve and become a tramp during the
hot weather. Few people understand that poultry
suffer by neglect. They need water and shade,
frequent change of food and the run of short grass.

that of his father, grandfather and great-grandfather, and the old Emperor William looking

at it exclaimed: "Four kings!" The present Kaiser, then the Crown Prince of Germany, is now
the grandfather of this interesting trio. His father, called Frederick the Good, had a short life

and reign. The children of this royal family are trained in Spartan simplicity and in every
homely virtue. The eldest of these little fellows may one day sit on the throne of Germany, but
two lives must end before he shall attain that dignity.

does any one come to me except on business. I can-
not go to church. I am very lonely. A letter from
a Christian Herald friend would be a God-send
and a blessing. Mrs. Catherine Keil.

"Walhalla, Calif."

A Recipe "Will you kindly give me a recipe
for Pot-pourri for making a rose-jar?

"M. A. K."
The recipe which follows is taken from Marion

Harland's Complete Cook Book and may be pre-
served for another season, if too late for use this
year

:

"Gather rose petals when the roses are in their
richest bloom, but not when the dew is on them, and
pack in a jar in layers two inches deep, sprinkling
about two tablespoonfuls of fine, dry salt upon each
layer. Continue this until the jar is full, adding
fresh petals and salt daily. Keep in a dark, cool
place. A week after the last relay is gathered turn
out the salted petals upon a broad platter, mix and
toss together until the mass is loosened. Then in-
corporate thoroughly with the formula given below;
pack in a clean jar, cover lightly and set away to

A letter among those which ca e
to this page recently touchecja
tender chord in my heart, "^'e

writer, a husband and father, told this intens </

mournful story of calamity:
"I am fifty-five years old. I have been marr 1

twenty-nine years. Fifteen years ago last Feb -

ary our house burned, and our youngest girl, c

years old, was burned up. Aj 1

26 following, another came to tie

her place. One year from the nit

November our second girl \3
drowned on her way to school. {

1

the next February our youngest i

;

died in her mother's arms. All t

;

happened in less than two years.'

One wonders whence the strenj i

comes to bear up under such
cumulated disaster, and yet ts
good man writes confidently tVj;

his trust in God has not waver I

His wife and he are together loo
ing upward and he bids all discoi-

aged ones to be of good cheer, a !

lean upon the will of God.

A Daughter's A girl's own roi

Room should be the (

pression of her .

dividuality. To have a room pret.;

and attractive it is not necessat
that a great deal of money shoii

be spent. Simple furniture, inch-
ing a desk in which she may ke:

her stationery and where she mij

write her letters, a book-shelf ;

two for the accommodation of h'

favorite volumes, a rocking chsi

by a window, a bed and a bureaj

and the essentials of the room a',

complete. The little personal touch(|

such as the photographs of hi

friends, a framed engraving, ;

vase, a small statuette, a work-bi

or basket, will be added one by or

Allow me to sit a half hour in

girl's room when she is not thei

and I will feel acquainted with h

and will be able to tell what ma
ner of girl she is. If careless ari

untidy, her room will reveal hi'

character; if thoughtful and inte

lectual, her books will bear testimony to those qual

ties of heart and brain; if restless and unsatisfie

vague as this may seem to be, a girl's room will t€

the story of her moods and yearnings. It is wort

while to make the daughter's room a retreat whie

she will love, and to which she may invite h(

friends.

Compensation "I have been thinking a good de;

about the friend in Montana, wh
is grieving at the loss of her cottonwood trees. S

far in life it has been my experience that somethin
is given us that makes up for every loss. Her corr

pensation may not have come yet, but she may bi

sure that it will. A. M. H."

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-All
—Alice D. The engagement ring is often worn as a guaifl

to the wedding ring after marriage.
—Elsie's Mother. From what you tell me I think Elsie

trouble in school is owing to astigmatism. This would accour

for her frequent headaches. Take the child to an oculist an

have her eyes examineil. Glasses may remedy her trouble an

enable her to reach a much higher average in her class worl
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BY CMARLES ILEIE Sa^JEHGInlT
&F^

I.

rHE
REV. DR. CLARKE greeted

the senior warden cordially, and

pulled forward an easy chair.

"In regard to your sermon yester-

.y," abruptly began Mr. Saunders,

rvously passing his hand back and
rth over his bald crown.
"Yes," murmured the clergyman,
ixiously.

His only son, Harry, had recently

come engaged to the senior warden's

ily daughter, and he dreaded any-

ing that might lessen the good feel-

g existing between their families,

esterday after the service his wife

id said: "My dear, I am afraid you
ere too outspoken this morning. You
low Mr. Saunders is somewhat op-

)sed to foreign missions. I do hope
> won't take umbrage. I hope it

on't affect Harry and Ethel. I

)pe-

"Ah! yes, that is a most important
proviso," said his father, with a sud-
den, strange look of craftiness in his
eyes. "They are clamoring for men,
but there is no money to send them.
Suppose the funds are not forthcom-
ing?"
"Then I must stay at home, sir."

His father turned his face from the
light, and gazed at a picture over the
mantel, but all that he saw was a pic-

ture of his home with his boy gone,
practically forever.

Suddenly he asked: "What does
Ethel say to your plan?"

"I haven't spoken to her about it as
yet. I have no fear as to her decision,

however."
"No, not if she is permitted to de-

cide for herself, but if the General

—

The current of these "hopeful" rec-
' lections was broken by the warden's

)ice. "I was greatly impressed by
hat you said. You proved conclu-

vely that money given for foreign
lissions accomplishes twice as much
I visible results as an equal sum ex-

snded right here at home. That ap-
eals to me as a business man. If a
ling pays, I go in for it. You said in

osing your sermon, 'Give your best

) God.' Now, sir, I have a proposi-

on to make. You find a young man
ho will go out as a foreign mission-
ry, and I will pay his salary. What
you say to it?"

"It is most noble, most generous!"
<claimed the relieved clergyman.
"It is merely following your lead,"

aid the warden. "It is the best I have
-money. When you have found the
ight sort of a man, let me know, and
'11 hand you a check for his fii-st

•*'W|^ear's salary and expenses."
I The visitor had scarcely gone, when
jhere was another knock, and a voice

4k

"«P failed: "Bu.sy, father
i< m t "Never too busy to see you, Harry,"
wiMji Wsponded the rector. "Come in, my
'in I Joy."
''•wifl Uncon.sciously in addressing his son

\e always used a diffeient tone from
hat in which he spoke to others. His

i ifjyife once said to him: "I can tell by
xESlBihe mere sound of your voice when you
''•re talking to Harry."

The young man who entered was
trikingly like his father, tall and
pare, with clear brown eyes set well
part, and firm mouth and chin.
He placed a twenty-dollar gold coin

ipon the desk, saying: "A contribution
or missions, sir."

I "Punched—of course!" exclaimed
lis father.

"That is an outward, visible sign of
ts value to its former possessor," re-

urned Harry. "It's the lucky piece of
.luke Johnson, Mr. Saunders' coach-
nan. He just handed it to me, say-
ng, 'Marster Ha'y, sah, will you
)lease to gib dis yere to de Doctah for
lem missionyaries, an' 'spress to him
lat it's de bes' I got. You needn't say
luffin' 'bout it to any one else. Since
joined de 'Piscopals I ain't 'customed
talk 'bout my 'ligion.' " •

"That sermon of mine seems to have
itruck home," remarked the rector.
"It .struck me most forcibly," said

^arry, "especially that phrase, 'Give
'our best.' I have not been able to
ret away from it. My best is myself,
ind I have decided to offei- myself for
vork in the foreign field."

"To do what?" cried his father.
Harry had been slowly pacing to and

I'o, but the sharp tone in which this
luery was uttered brought him to a
standstill.

"To go out as missionary to Japan,
provided the General Board has funds
enough to .send me."

retire, and Harry would take his place
and carry on his work. When the time
of his departure came, it would be
Harry's dear hands that would soothe
his last moments.
He bowed his head upon the desk,

with a great sob.

"It must not be! I can't let him go!"
Suddenly he looked up, awe-struck.

He knew that no one was speaking, yet
the words seemed audible: "God so

loved the world that he gave his only-
begotten Son."
The decision rested entirely with

himself. Harry could not go without
funds. Would it be wrong to get some
other young man to send out—a sort

of substitute for Harry? Perhaps if

he dropped a hint to Mrs. Saunders
she could, through her daughter, influ-

" Can't you
say at least,

' Good afternoon'?"

er— I mean, if her mother decides for

her?" There was a hopeful note in

the rector's tone.

"I have thought over all that, sir,

and my mind is made up. If I must
go alone, I will go at any rate."

After a brief silence the rector said,

in a slightly tremulous tone: "Leave
the matter with me for a day or so, and
I'll see what can be done."

When he was left alone the rector

bowed his face in his hands, and
groaned. For years he had been build-

ing a castle in Spain, and it had not

only seemed real to him, but had act-

ually begun to materialize, and now at

a breath it was tumbling into ruins.

The castle had been for "the boy"
mainly. Everything in fact had been

for the boy during the past twenty-

five years, until his education had been

finished and he had become his father's

assistant. In a few years he would

ence Harry to change his mind. Per-
haps Mr. Saunders would withdraw
his offer if he knew how matters
stood. Ah! that was the thing to do.

He would see the warden that very
night.

Hurrying to the hall he seized his

hat and fairly ran to the warden's
house, and was fortunate in finding

that gentleman still up, although the

hour was late.

"Anything wrong?" asked Mr.
Saunders, as he noticed his visitor's

perturbed appearance.
"No—yes—let me tell you," panted

the rector, and forthwith proceeded to

give an account of his interview with
Harry.

"Bless my soul!" cried Mr. Saunders,
at the conclusion of the narrative. "If
Harry goes, Ethel will doubtless go
with him."

"Precisely," responded Dr. Clarke.

"You see, you ai-e as much concerned
as I am."
The warden, anxious and perplexed,

rubbed his bald head, saying: "We
thought we were giving our best, but
we weren't, after all, and so the Al-
mighty steps in and takes our best.

He takes your son and my daughter.
'Man proposes, but God disposes.'
Dear me ! dear me ! what a curious
tangle it is!"

"But you can easily untangle it,"

insinuated the clergyman. "Simply
withdraw your offer to support a mis-
sionary, and Harry can't go, not at
present, at any rate. Then we'll hurry
up the marriage, and perhaps he'll

change his mind."
Mr. Saunders arose, and walking

across to a window, raised the shade
and peered into the darkness. Pres-
ently he wheeled about, and came back
to where the rector was sitting.

"Look here. Doctor, you are up in

casuistry, or ethics, or whatever it is,

more than I am," said he. "Suppose a
man came to you, and, without going
into any particulars, asked if it were
right to take back what one has given
to God, what would you answer?"

"No," replied the clergyman,
promptly.
"Then that settles it for me," said

the warden. "I offered that money to

God. It's in the bank now. It's his.

I can't take it back. Am I not right?"
"Yes, you are right," replied the

other, rising. "That settles it. I'll

tell Harry to-morrow that the way is

clear for him to go. Good night."
The two men gripped each other's

hands a moment, and then the one
groped his way out into the night, and
the other dropped heavily into a chair.

II.

Mrs. Saunders was a capable woman.
Everything that she undertook she did
well, but she particularly excelled in

managing other people. Her capabil-
ity displayed in governing her own
household had gained for her the nick-
name of the "General" among her in-

timate friends. Her husband, it is

true, sometimes rebelled against her
rule, but Ethel's subjection was no-
torious, and it was even said that the
Reverend Harry had to propose to the
mother first, and then to the daughter.
It was also said that Mrs. Saunders
made the match. Whether she did or
not, she was certainly pleased with it,

for she looked upon Harry as a rising
man, and openly prophesied that he
would some day sit in the House of
Bishops, and while she knew—and re-

gretted—that Ethel could not sit there
with him, it was gratifying to think
of her in the future as Mrs. Bishop
Clarke.
When the good lady heard from her

husband of Harry's purpose to go to

Japan as a missionary, she was beside
herself with vexation, and lost no time
in informing Ethel as to her will.

"It is perfectly absurd for him to

give up his fine prospects and bury
himself out there, and it is preposter-
ous to think of your going with him,"
she said. "You must induce him to
give up his plan. Don't try to argue
with him, and don't antagonize him, or
you'll stir up that will of his and noth-
ing will move him. Coax him to stay
for your sake. Express sympathy
with his views and ideals, and all that
sort of thing, but show him what a
chance there is for him to do good here,

and so on. Whatever you do, child,

don't promise to go with him, for never
will I give my consent to that!"

Ethel received her mother's advice
silently, as usual, and dutifully tried

to carry it out when Harry called that
afternoon.

Contiymed on page 705
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

John S.. Ukiah, Calif. A gentieman who con-
templates spending a year in Palestine for

study and observation, spealis no language
but English. How far will that militate

against the success of his visit?

Many find English sufficient for all prac-

tical purposes in traveling abroad, but one

European language should be acquired, if pos-

sible. French is the easiest and is the court

language of Europe. Most travelers in the

East hire dragomen who interpret for them.

E. W., Didsbury, Can. How could Christ be
divine and still be tempted in all points

like as we are? If he was conscious of a
divine origin, he was not on the same plane

as humanity.

He was both divine and human. He took

upon himself the full measure of humanity and
"was in all things as we are," subject to the

same pains, privations and temptations—"a

man of sorrows." Yet because of his divine

nature he could rise above all temptations,

"without sin," that is, without yielding. In his

human character, he showed us the perfect,

.sinless man, the model which we might copy,

though we could not equal. He could sympa-

thize with us in every temptation, even while

he perceived more acutely than we the various

forms of temptation. He knew what power was
needed to overcome and in his triumph over

temptation illustrated to all men how they, too,

with his help, might win the victory over sin.

Mrs. E. S. L., Antigo, Wis. Why is it that
Count Tolstoi is not exiled or imprisoned
for the violent attacks in his works upon
the Czar?

It is because of his great fame and his pop-

ularity among the people. No one el.se could

.say what he does with impunity.

C. W., Nathalie, Va. 1. By what name is the
land of Canaan of Israel's time now known?
2. Please explain Matt. 19: 10, 11.

1. It is simply Palestine, a part of the Turk-
ish dominions. 2. Jesus' disciples, not fully

;ipprehc.iiding his meaning, said that as he had
expiaint-u it, marriage was a snare instead of

a blessing ; but he showed them that while the

unmarried state might be the best for some, it

was not so for all. 3. To your other question,

we would say that if a man be truly converted.

he will give up his sins, no matter how dear

they have been to him. If he has been guilty

of wrong toward another he will endeavor to

undo that wrong by all the means at his com-
mand. We must not only repent of our sins,

but we must quit them and put them behind
us. To repent and yet go on sinning is to seek

our own spiritual destruction.

A. C. C, Pilot Pt., Tex. When one's mind is

persuaded of the need of living a holy life,

but one's heart will not yield up its desires,

what can be done?

you cannot serve two masters. No tree can
bear both good and bad fruit. In other words,
it is a case in which there can be no compro-
mise. A pet sin, a besetting weakness would
stand between you and holy living, and it

should be sacrificed. Pray that you may be
given courage and resolution to make com-
plete surrender. Study your Bible, especially

the wor<ls of Christ and the epistles ; pray
often ; buckle on the whole armor of God (see

Eph. 6: 13-17), and fight the evil that is keep-
ing your heart in enmity to God.

Constant Reader, Port Byron. 111. I have lately
lost a beautiful young daughter, the idol
of my heart. She was almost a perfect
child from her babyhood up and I thanked
God many times for giving me such an
obedient, gentle little daughter. Now, it

seems my whole life is spoiled and that it

was wrong to take her from me. Is it a
sin against God to feel this way ? I try to
trust him and yet I find myself praying
all the time that she is safe in the heavenly
home. I have every reason to believe she
was a Christian and yet her little life was
so short (she was only fourteen), she had
not time to serve the Master much.

There is no sin in giving way to human sor-

row under such an affliction as yours, but we do
not mourn as those without hope. Our heav-
enly Father knows what is for the best. Your
little one, who passed to the other life so young,
will be to you not a mere memory but a very
real hostage, drawing you clo.scr to Christ and
reminding you by her early departure that we
are simply pilgrims here ; that this is not our

abiding place and that we must not set our

affections so deeply on anything here that it

would divide the worship we owe to God alone.

We can understand your feelings and can sym-

pathize with you from experience. To your

other questions we would say, do not let your-

self be distracted by questions as to spirits.

Trust in God and believe that all things will

work for your good if you place your faith in

him and his word. (The book you mention is

an excellent one.)

C. S., Craig, Mo. Where in the prophets does

it say that Christ should be called a Naz-
arene, as mentioned in Matt. 2 : 23 ?

The most satisfactory explanation of this

passage is that it has reference to some lost

prophecy or else to tradition of which there is

no record now in existence.

L. J. D., Lake City, Fla. What form of reli-

gion did the Druids practise in England
and Gaul ?

It is rather diflicult to tell what the Druids

believed, because they formed a secret priest-

hood and their records were given down by

word of mouth and never written. It is said

that they believed in a supreme god, and many
lesser gods corresponding to those of Greece

and Rome, and that they also worshiped the

sun. They believed in the immortality of the

valley cf Shaveh (after the latter's battle with

the five kings) and blessed' him and refreshed

him. In return Abraham gave him a tenth of

all of his spoil. Some Jewish traditionists he'd

that Melchizedek was Shem, the godly son of

Noah, who had become the ruler of Canaan.

Josephus, the Jewish historian, wrote that "he

was a principal person in Canaan of the pos-

terity of Noah, eminent for holiness and jus-

tice." 2. This passage means that as Melchize-

dek's priesthood was an immediate divine insti-

tution, without precedent, so that of Christ wp.s

also divine and not after the Aaronic priest-

hood, and neither of the two had predecessor or

successor.

D. R., Knoxville, la. Please give me the

stanza beginning,
"Prayer is the burden of a sigh."

The other lines of this stanza are:

The falling of a tear :

The upward glancing of an eye.

When none but God is near.

A. B. P., McHenry, N. D. Please explain
Rom. 9: 13, 15, 17.

This passage (v. 15) explains an act of

special and unmerited grace, as when God chose

Saul the persecutor, who became Paul the apos-

tle. The three verses emphasize the fact that

salvation is God's gift, to grant or to withhold.

Plioto Paul Thompson, N. Y.

Popular Protest in Madrid Against Vatican Interference in Spain

p"OR several weeks it looked as if the Spanish Government would be compelled to sever official con-

nection with the Roman Catholic Church. The Liberal Premier, the King, who is also a man of

liberal ideas, and the cabinet have felt that they must regulate by decree the status of the religious

orders, and also authorize the display of religious emblems on places of worship of churches of other

faiths. The Vatican objected and fomented opposition to the government. It was feared that the church
would incite some of the workmen to open revolt, and demonstrations were frequent. July 21 the Prime
Minister announced that the Vatican was willing to negotiate on the basis of State control.

soul. The soul they thought passed at death

into other bodies. This was used as an incen-

tive to valor, as death was the entrance to a
higher life. They believed also in punishment
after death for sins committed during life.

They had human sacrifices and foretold

events from the convulsive motions of their

victims. They reckoned time by nights instead

of days, and had a chronological cycle of thirty

years. It is probable that they understood
hypnotism. They imposed on the belief of the
people with many tricks known to the so-called

magicians of the day. They held the oak and
the mistletoe sacred, and were called "Lords of

the Oak."

A. C. G.. Wilton, N. H. Who wrote the poem
beginning "Tell me, ye winged winds," and
where can it be found?

It is by Charles Mackay, and may be found
in SchafI & Gilman's Library of Reliyidus
Poetry (Funk & Wagnalls) and many other
collections.

J. T. D., Sidney, O. 1. Who was Melchizedek ?

2. Explain Heb. 5:6.

1. Melchizedek combined the offices of priest

and king in his own person, as was not un-
common in ancient times. He was the priest-

king of Salem who greeted Abraham in the

and which no act of ours can merit, but which
comes to us of his own good pleasure. It is

our duty, however, to do our part, for both the

"running" and the "walking" are essential to

a proper attitude ; yet, after we have done
everything, we must still recognize his sover-

eign right to grant or to withhold. We ai-e the
clay, he is the potter, who can choose one vessel

to honor and another to dishonor. But for our
comfort we have the oft-repeated divine assur-

ance that no one ever called upon him in vain.

Miss Edna Jane Allen, Owego, N. Y., sends us
a cheery little poem on Mont-Lawn, the conclud-
ing verse of which says :

"See the joyous little band
On the mountain-side ;

Breathing health from azure skies,
Gath'ring wildwood blossoms fair.
Twining daisies in their hair.
Chasing golden butterflies.
What a turning of life's tide
For God's little waifs—his children-
Fed and cared for by his hand !"

Subscriber, Prairie Point, Mich. What is the
meaning of Eccles. 9:5?

That the living, knowing the certainty of
ileath, and having the opportunity still before
them, may "number their days and apply their
hearts to wisdom," Prov. 7 : 1-4. The dead

are no more cognizant of worldly affairs, n.

there any door of repentance and hope opt-

them, as there is to the living. The paii
has no special reference to spiritual things,!
to persons and things in this world.

S. M. H., Racine. Wis. What is the meail
of the third verse of the ninetieth Psaf
We do not understand the language, '

"Thou turnest man to destruction, and
est, return, ye children of men." !

"To destruction',' here should be interpr li

as being crushed or disintegrated, and the i i

clause explains this further, viz.: "Return t

children of men," ('. e., to your original st

(See Ps. 104: 29.) The passage you quote .

reference solely to man's mortality and this

terpretation is emphasized in v. 4, which sh

how brief a span is man's life in the eyes of ,

eternal Creator.

H. S. R., Seattle, Wash. What were the ilu

of the Quiestor in ancient Rome?
The Quaestor was the ))ublic treasurer,

also entitled the holder of the office to a seii

the Senaie. it was the first office open to

common people. At first there were t

Ciesar raised the number to forty. 1

L. T. P., Prosser, Wash. 1. Please exp
Rev. 22: 1, 18, 19. Does it not include
whole of the Bible as speaking of "

book"? 2. Why is Revelation so m
neglected in churches and Sunday Schoi

1. No; it refers to Revelation only and t'

which the writer hes set down concerning
holy city and the tree of life. In the begin ri

(Rev. 1 : 3) a blessing is promised to the t

(lient student, and at the close, the irrcven
who would add to or take from the book,
denounced. 2. Doubtless because of the d i

culty of interpretation. It is a book to unc
stand which one must not only be a r

.scholar, but he mu.st also be filled with
spirit of Christ.

Miscellaneous
S. T., Renrock, O. The same question v

ilealt with in a recent issue of The Mail-B
J. F., Taft, Fla. The method of his bapti

is a dispute which cannot be settled by s
discussion here.

Reader, Pennsylvania. You can procure 1

Esperanto books from the Fleming H. Rev
t'o.. New York.

Reader, Fallbrook, Pa. 1. Such doctrine
unscriptural. 2. Tell him to read the story
Paul's conversion in Acts, 9th chapter.

C. F. W., Hoffman, W. Va. The subject
one for a medical class room, but not for t

columns of a weekly magazine like The Chr
TIAN HkKALII.

W. J. S., Molin, Ky. There are good a
haA spirits. We place no confidence in :

called spiritualism, which is mainly in the har
of charlatans who make it a source of revem

Constant Reader. No. Christ himself sa

that they would not believe even though o

arose from the dead. What was true at th|

time is doubtle.ss true of the attitude of the ul

believing human heart to-day.

M. T. C, Newell, W. Va. 1. As we haj
repeatedly explained. Mother Shipton's "prop I

ecy, " so-called, was a clever literary impostui
perpetrated long after the events referred
(with the exception of the last) had occurre
2. Speculation as to the time of the millenniu
is not profitable. The Christian's attitui

should be one of jjrayerful expectancy ar

preparation.

We have received several letters from distal

States commenting on our remarks on the r

port of the Special Grand Jury relative !

the White Slave traffic investigation. Some i

the writers consider that an attempt has bee

made to conceal the real facts, in other wore
to "whitewash" the metropolis. This iraprei

sion is the result of the widely published sensi

tional stories which represented New York e

a frightful den of wickedness, a modern Bab>

Ion, where the forces of evil held undispute
sway. Now, nothing could be further froi

the fact. New York is, as Judge O'Sulliva

declared, the cleanest of all the great cities, an
we believe it is constantly getting cleanei

Much has been done in the last two decades i

the interest of public morals. That vice exist;

however, is unquestionable—our article recoy

nizes this—but not in the awful, organize,

form suggested by the sensational reports re^

ferred to, whose author was forced to cpnfes:

their untruthfulness and injustice. It is, uii

fortunately, an easy matter to slander a com
munity ; and we consider that Judge O'Sulli

van's characterization of the attempt was we!

merited. Such evils as do really exist are bai

enough, but it can serve no good purpose t

exaggerate them out of all recognition. Wha
New York needs more than anything else is i

genuine revival of the old Moody type, that wil

shake Manhattan Island to its centre and givi

it a thorough moral cleansing.
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Signs of the Gospel Day God's Plans for Us
SOME Bible student.^ find evidence

sufficient to convince them that the
Gospel day foretold in Joel and in

John is already hei-e. Others search
out passag-es to indicate that it is still

far distant.

It is enough for us to know that the
Holy Spirit, the Comforter, has come.
It is the whispering of this heaven-
sent counselor in our hearts which
impels us to every good work.

In one sense it is true that the re-

markable inventions of this age are
due to dreams and to visions, such as

Joel describes. In the minds of thou-
sands of men and women at this mo-
ment strange new devices are shaping
themselves for the advance of the race,

physically, mentally or morally. Ev-
ery such device which elevates human-
ity is no doubt directly inspired from
above and we should fall on our knees
and thank God for it.

When in such cases the thought be-

comes clear, there is still the patient
labor of practical experiment to un-
dergo before the complete realization
s reached. Read the story of the
evolution of the steam engine, the tele-

graph, the automobile, and see how
many trials had to be made before
practicable results were obtained. Yet
the ideal was fairly clear from the first

in the minds of the ingenious men who
were working at these marvelous in-

ventions. Perhaps the life of Palissy,

the great potter, presents as interest-

ing an instance of this kind as history
contains.

But the greatest vision of all con-

cerns the moral regeneration of man-
kind. In order to work out this mighty
dream, the saints and prophets and
martyrs have shed their blood through-
out the ages.
"Where there is no vision," said the

inspired seer, "the people perish."

There must be among us men of light

and leading, men of force and intelli-

gence, in whose hearts dwells the Com-
forter, leproving of sin and impelling

to righteousness, and picturing a

blessed millennium, before the mass of

men can be dragged upward.
What are the characteristics which

distinguish these men of vision? How
may we fit ourselves to move among
them—perhaps to become like them?
The great scholar and preacher. Dr.

George Adam Smith, .says that such a

man must first possess the power of

forming an ideal. He must study the

divine instructions until the features

of the true servant of God become
plain to him. Then he must strive to

possess them and lovingly and skilfully

try to help his fellow-beings to be-

come like this ideal.

Dr. Smith divides the powers which
constitute prophetic vision into three:

first, the power of forming the ideal;

second, the power to penetrate the

hearts of men, and to .see clearly the

eternal diflference between right and
wrong; and third, the intuition of

God's will, the perception of the line

which he will take in any given set of

circumstances.
Such was the vision of the prophet

of old, and such is the vision of the

true leader of to-day.

Perhaps Dr. Holland gave us as good

a description as any in modern times,

of these "men of vision" in his stirring

lines, "God Give Us Men":

Go*l Rive us men. The time demands
StronK minds, Kreat hearts and willinsr hands

:

Men whom the lust of office does not kill

;

Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy :

Men who possess opinions and a will

;

Men who have honor ; men who will not lie :

Men who can stand before a demagoKue [ingr

;

And shame his treacherous flatteries without wink-

Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog

In public duty and in private thinkiiig!

For while the rabble with their thumbworn creeds.

Their larpe professions and their little deeds

Mint'le in selfish strife, lo! Freedom weeps,

Wronir rules the land, and waiting Justice sleeps.

Tonic of the Epworth Leag-ue for Sunday,

August 14. TEXTS : Joel 2 : 28-32; John 16 : 7-15.

ALMOST everything about life is

. mysterious; but perhaps the

greatest mystery of all is the wondei#-
ful harmony between foreordination
and free will.

It is impossible for most of us to

conceive of an all-wise being who does
not hold within his knowledge, as a
necessary part of his age-long plan,
every event in the future.

For it is impossible, from a human
point of view, that God should not have
a great, perfect scheme which he fol-

lows in his actions—a scheme with a
purpose toward which all events are
tending.

This being so, every minute detail of
our lives must have been arranged
from eternity, and must be known to
our Maker. And yet—incomprehensi-
ble as it seems—of our own volition we
shape our destiny and perform our
life-task.

"Woi'k out you • own salvation with
fear and trembling, for it is God
which worketh in you both to will and
to do of his good pleasure."

This singular condition has lured
many into f talism. They have said,

"What's the use of my doing any-
thing? My life is all laid out for me.
It would be a sinful thing for me to try
to interfere with it."

And yet, plausible as this theory
sounds, the sinfulness does not lie in

that course. It lies in not rousing
one's self to the utmost^ to examine
one's powers, to choose the field in

which they can best be employed, and
then to apply one's self diligently to

the work in hand.
You may ask, "How may I know that

I am following God's plan for me?"
It is probably impossible absolutely

to know God's will concerning us. But
we can all, using the light he has
given us, select the work for which we
seem best fitted, and do it ardently.
Remember that good work is a form

of prayer and of worship.

"Labor is worship!" the robin is singinii ;

"Labor is worship !" the wi.d bee is ringing.

And the secular, daily worship of

every honest soul should be some form
of hard, useful work, as well as the

daily outpouring at morning and even-
ing of the commanded prayer and
praise.

So important has work come to be in

the best philosophy of modern times
that Carl Hilty says, "No social prob-
lems would exi.st if all faithfully

worked.''
"One monster there is in the world,"

cries 'Thomas Carlyle; "the idle man.
Every being that can live can do some-
thing; this let him do. Produce, pro-

duce, even if it be the pitifulest infini-

tesimal fraction of a fraction of a
product—produce it in God's name.
'Tis the utmost thou hast in thee. Out
with it then. Up! Up! Whatsoever
thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy
might. Work while it is called to-day,

for the night cometh, wherein no man
can work."
Norman Duncan, in his book. Dr.

GrenfclVs Parish, tells of meeting an
old Newfoundlander who had fished

from one harbor for sixty years. He
computed that he had put out to sea

at least twenty thousand times; that

he had often been frozen to the seat

of his punt; that he had many times

been swept out to sea with the ice

packs; that he had weathered hun-
dreds of gales, and that he had been

wrecked more times than he could

"just mind" at the moment; yet he
wished that he could live his life over

again.
Dr. Banks, after telling this story,

adds, "It is a glorious thing to prose-

cute one's work with unflinching- pur-

pose."
May God give us each a work to do

for him and help us so to do it!

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, August
14. Texts : Jer. 10 : 23 ; Prov. 3 : 1-10.

Another

Weekly
"Standard'
Special

dainty]
CROSS-
BAR

DIMITY
WAIST

STANDARD MAIL ORDER iTo.
244 West 17th Street, New York V/ ..

rABLACHfc
^^ FfifJF PnwnFR ^^WDER

WOMEN—CONSPICUOUS
for complexions always smooth and velvety, tliat never

lose their vouthful attractiveuebs. that _»,S^>«S^—

r

seem to he'impe. v.ous to exposure, to flliM^fli
sun and wind. are users of that great
beautifier-Lablaohe. Itpie-

that oily, shiny appearance, and
counteracts the disagreeal»le ef-

fects of perspiration. Lahlache
in?, refresiling and pure.

Refuse Substitutes, They may
1)6 dangerous. Flesh, White,
Pink, or Cream, 50c a box. of
druceists or by mail.

Send 10cfor sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers. Dept. 22
125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

r* AlCV V\ V VII T 171? placed anywhere, at.
KJ£\.VOX TLiI JViLiLrflLIx tractsandkiUsallflles.

Neat, cle.i.n, ornaiiifii-

tal, convenient, chrap.
Lasts all season
Made of metal, cannot
spill or tip over, will not
soil or injure anything:.

Guaranteed etfective.

Of all dealers or sent
prepaid for 20 cent*;.

HAROLD SOMERS
150 DeKalb Ave,
Brooklyn, K, 7.

Sent on Approval. Send No Mone^ / $2X0
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAY& flair SwilA

KSend a lock of your hair, and wo will mail •
122 inch short stem fine human hair switch ta>

maUh. If you find it a big bargain, remit $2.00
in ten days, or sell Sand GET YOUR SWITCH

, FREE. Extra Bhades a little more. Inclose 6c
postage. Free beauty book showing latest style o\
hair dressing- -also high grade Bwitchea, pompa-
dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AYERS*
Dept. S4 19 Quincy St. CUcago

AG£NTS~$1.33Per Hour
Comer made it, so can you. Swain says, "Best
thing I ever struck.'* Easy money maker. High
School boy sold 36 boxes In 2 days—prsffit

S 1 2.60. Agents get big repeat orders—build up
steady business. Everybody wears hosierv.
Guaranteed for 4 months against holes in heels and
toes, frend right Shack to us if not perfectly satlsfa.--

tory. J. R. Valentine sold 600 pairs In 60 hours—you can do as well—yes—better. Worn gonds
replaceti free—no experience needed—we teach
you everything. Here's your one big chance—
don't lose it—write today. Free samples.

THOMAS MFG. CO., 1034 Wayne Sf,, OAYTON, OHIO

CHICAGO FROEBEL ASSOCIATION
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR KINDERGARTNERS

Vrriaiihr,/ ls;i, Tr, Ins Seplmih,;-, IfllO.

Two Years' Course in Theory and Practice of
Kindergarten. Preparation for Playgrroutid
Supervision, Construction Work (basketry, etc.).

Children's Literature and Story Telling. Prepara-
tion for Home Making-. Correspondence Course
for Mothers. For particulars address
Mrs. Alice H. Putnam, 5515 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago.IH.

LADY WANTED
To introduce our very complete Fall line of beautiful
wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy waistings, silks,

lulkfs, petticoats, etc. Up to date N. Y. City Patterns.
Finest line on tlie market. Dealing direct with the mills
you will fnid our prices low. If others c.iu make :J10.(H>

to $30.00 weekly yon can also. Samples, full instructions

in neat sample case, shipped express prepaid . K o money
required. lixdusive territory. Write for particulars.

Be first to apply.

Standard Dreis Goods Company, DepL B.B., Binghamlon, N.Y.

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10c. I 10 Best Wishes and Greetings, 10c.
10 Rose. - - 10c.

I
10 General Subjects. - - 10c.

Any three packages mailed for 2;'. <'cuts.

80 cents per 100 cards—assorted designs.

MADISON AUT COMPANY, MADISON, CONN-
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In the purchase of bonds the value of a

banking firm to a client depends upon

the scope and efficiency of the service

rendered and the integrity and experience

of the house.

The Purchasing Power
of Our Clientele

frequently absorbs even large issues of

bonds between the time this magazine

goes to press and is delivered to its readers.

For this reason we usually find it impractical

to offer specific bonds in this space.

However, we are in position at all

times to offer a wide range of safe, market-

able bonds yielding from 4 to 6:^ and we
invite inquiry when you have money

available for investment.

We believe we can convince you that the steady

buying of bonds recommended by this firm is one

of the best forms of investment. We are equally

confident that novifhere else will you find a more

reliable or efficient service.

Write for latest bond circular No. B-53

N. W. HALSEY & CO.,
BANKERS

Dealers in Government. Municipal. Railroad
and Public Utility Bonds

New York: PhiladelpMa

:

Chicago: San Francisco

:

49 Wall SL 1421 Cheslmil SL 152 Monroe SL 424 California St

[QuatQuaranVeed
Mortj^a^es

THF, New York Mortgage Co.'s "First Mortgage Trust
Bonds" will he found, upon investigation, the most solid

form of investment, offering the same facilities, advantages,
seeurity and income, whether your capital amounts to ^10 or
$]0.0(K). Our Bonds and Mortgages oa New York City and
Suburban Real Estate yield investors.

5 to 5V2 Per Cent. Net
and have an ahsolute guarantee from tins Conipany as to
payment ai botli interest and principal when due.
These "Trust Bonds" are secured by first in<>i-tgages depos-

ited with the Windsor Trust Co. of New York, and lield by
them for the protection of bond-holders.

Issued in amounts of $100 and multiples thereof. Cash-
able at holder's option upon short notice. Payments of ^10
and upwards will be received by the company at any time to
suit the convenience of investors. Interest begins at once
and is pavaljle .srnii-aniiu:t]] v.

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING DEPT
Frt^e Booklfl ijivi/i(/ fit/i pa/ficu/a/s^ adihtss

IsTew'YorkNqrtgage fb.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY -NEW YORK CITY

75,U00,000 WASHBURNE'S PAT.

"H V^* PAPER
FASTENERS

SOLD the past YEAR
f should convince YOU oftheir

SUPERIORITY.
Easily put on or taken

off with the thumb and fin-

ger. Can be used repeat-

edly and '^always work."

: of brass, 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 1 00.

I
Handsome.Compact. Strong. No Slipping, Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box of 50,

I
assorted sizes. Illustrated booklet free.

iThe 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. N9 IB

Films Developed
10 CE,NTS PER ROLL

ALL SIZES.
VELOX PRINTS, BROWNIES, 3c;
ZYiJLZyz, 3Xx4K 4c; 4x5, 3a 5c.

Send us two negatives and we will print them -rrifhout
chart^f as a sample of our work; ; we are film specialists
and give you better results than you have ever had.

COLE & CO., Asbury Park, IN. .1.

$473.00 up, A. B. C. Automobiles
'I' he chcHpest

CarlnAitierica
'2or4C'ylinriera
Surreys, Ruii-
aliouts and
Delivery Waii-
ons, 18 or 80
II. r., .Solid

or I'liininjali.-. Tires. Write- fur FliF.E Calalot;.

A. B. C. Motor Vehicle Mfg. Co., 3941 Morgan, St. Louis

PATENTS BOUGHT
Many deals closed by our clients— one recently for

$680.000.00—our proof of Patents that PROTECT.
Send 8c ])ostage for our 3 books for Iiuentors.

R. S. & A. B. Lacey. Div.36 Wasbington. D. C. Estab. 1869.

r 3-') years we have been paying our cufitomers
! hitiliest returns consistent with (.on.syrvutive

methods. First inortga^iQ loans of $2iKJ and up
vhich wo can recommend after the niobt thorough
fraunal ioveBtigatii>ii. I'leage aek for Lobd List No. 707

I ^20 Certificates of Deposit alh-o for savinj,' investors.

PeRKINS&CO. Lawrence,Kans

t© FiEHSiiicSal Gunairsiimllee^

HERE is a letter which we have

received from one of our sub-

scribers which contains a point of mis-

information to which we cannot too

forcibly draw attention. The letter in

part is as follows: *

"As a result of reading the financial

articles which have been appearing in

The Christian Herald, I have just

purchased some bonds of one of your

advertisers, and am very well pleased

with the prospect, the more so as I

have the advantage of your guarantee

and that of the bond house."

Now some time ago we called special

attention to the fact that our guaran-
tee should not be applied to financial

advertising in ilie same way as it is

applied to the advertisements of mer-
chandise. The Christian Herald
could not guarantee the advertisement
of a financial concern in the same way
as it might the advertisement of, say,

a clothing house. The conditions which
surround a financial proposition are of

a character as would make such a guar-
antee practically inoperative.

Protection Against Fraud

In the case of an ordinary commod-
ity it is possible to ascertain whether
or not the advertiser or the commodity
itself is fraudulent within a very short
period, and in order to keep as close a
check as possible upon its advertising
columns The Christian Herald in-

sists that all claims be made within two
months of the date of the appearance
of the advertisement. This condition
is a part of its guarantee. Further-
more, the guarantee is meant pri-

marily to protect the subscriber from
fraud. An advertiser, during some
period of business depression, might
fail. His failure might come about
honestly enough, that is to say, through
no fault of his own, in which case it is

manifest that fraud was not responsi-
ble for the occurrence. And as in such
a circumstance no wrongdoing was in-

tended it would not be fair to hold The
Christian Herald responsible.
But although it is not possible to

include financial propositions among
our guaranteed advertisements, yet the
subsciiber is really as well protected
as though the financial advertisement
were included. In the first place, every
financial advertisement is thoroughly
investigated before it is admitted to
the columns of The Christian Her-
ald. Not only is the proposition itself

scrutinized and examined, but the in-

tegrity of the firm offering it is also
taken into account. The financial
houses advertising in The Christian
Herald have been in existence a num-
ber of years. Their very success is

due not only to their honesty, but to
their judgment, which, indeed, is just
as important as personal integrity. A
firm might be honest enough, but if it

were not well managed failure would
result.

Better Than a Guarantee

And so by virtue of this good judg-
ment of the reputable concern the sub-
scriber is protected even more than he
would be under a mere guarantee. A
guarantee is a protection against loss,

but a painstaking investigation is

practically an assurance that the prop-
osition which has come forth un-
smirched will be profitable.

In the letter quoted above, the sub-
scriber also mentions the "guarantee"
of the firm selling the securities, but
we are quite sure this is due to a mis-
understanding. Some time ago we
tried to convey an idea of the great
amount of trouble taken by reputable
bond houses to assure themselves of
the practical worth of each proposition
handled by them. We attempted to
show in the article that this care on
their part practically amounted to a
guarantee. We were promptly called
to account by several bond houses for

using the word guarantee in this

sense, or for even suggesting that they
guaranteed their securities. One let-

ter read in part as follows:

"Your statement is quite correct ex-

cept that bond firms whose guarantee
would be good for much do not guai--

antee issues which they sell. They
cannot afford to do this owing to the
tremendous liability they would be un-
der after a few years. A house like

this, of course, does place its reputa-
tion back of its offerings, makes thor-

ough investigations, and would travel

a long road to prevent its clients from
sustaining a loss through default. At
the same time the firm does not place
itself under a legal guarantee, nor does
any other firm within the writer's

knowledge. As stated, the paragraph
seems to be in strict accord with the
facts, except in the matter of a guar-
antee. Of course, the real situation
comes very near amounting to the
same thing. Yours very truly,

"N. W. Halsey & Co.
"H. D. ROBBINS."

Another letter we received was in

part as follows:

"We wish to call your attention
forcibly to the fact that reputable
houses do not and can not guarantee
the bonds they sell. Any such guar-
antee would defeat its own object by
making the liabilities of the house so
doing far exceed its own assets. We
have taken the trouble to call your at-

tention to this matter because such a
statement in your periodical would
give your readers an entirely erroneous
idea of the bond business as it is to-day
conducted by reputable houses.

"Yours very truly,

"E. H. Rollins & Sons."

It seems to us that this sums up the
situation very thoroughly. The atti-

tude of these houses is really a better
protection to the bond-buyer than
would be that of a house which would
guarantee millions of securities and
still be unable to carry out the con-
tract. As was stated in one of the let-

ters, the real situation is in effect very
much the same as though the securities
were actually guaranteed, inasmuch
as the bond houses make sure in the
first place that the securities offered
by them are all they are represented
to be.

We stated in the article referred to

above that we had known of instances
where bond houses had recalled issues
of bonds and refunded the money
rather than have their integrity ques-
tioned in the slightest degree. Such
action has been taken more than once,
and it is in accord with the traditions
of the best houses.

Home and Foreign Notes
—a New York City institution needs a salaried

missionary (either sex) for spiritual work, open-
air services, visitation in hospitals, prisons, etc.
Address "City Missionary," care of Christian
Herald, Bible House, New York.
—The National Federation of Gospel Mis-

sions held its annual convention and election at
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., recently. There was a
large attendance and many excellent speeches
were made. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year : C. H. Madison, presi-
dent ; T. L. Fretz, first vice-president; Miss
Sarah Wray, second vice-president ; James
Haig, third vice-president ; H. D. Gordon,
fourth vice-president; Mrs. D. H. Wright, sec-
retai-y ; Sidney Whittmnre, treasurer ; W. W.
Smith and Rev. W. H. Hubhard. directors.

—How Christianity and civilization march
•hand in hand is well described in a letter to
The Christian Herald from Rev. Frank
Paton, son of the famous missionary, John L.
Paton, of the New Hebrides Mission. He
writes : "It is very noticeable that until the
Gospel of Jesus Christ has cleansed the heart,
and inspired it with new life and aims, there
is no change in the outward social conditions of
the heathen. It is only when a man becomes
a Christian that he realizes that the clean heart
must have a clean body, the clean body a clean
house, the clean house a clean village, and the
clean village clean surroundings. You can tell

the moment you come in sight of a villace
whether it is Christian or heathen, and this
kind of growth applies to all departments of
native life. The natives are growing in the
scale of civilization, but only as they are grow-
ing in the knowledge of Jesus Christ."

August 3, 19

BATHING THE DOLL

iiiee Illiistriition on Corer Payr)

Marie is my dolly and she shall be clean

As the splendidest dolly that ever was seen.

From her head to her feet I shall scrub her, you s

Elxactly as mother each day washes me

;

And then I shall dress her, as all mothers shoul

For she is so pretty and always so good.

And I love my sweet dolly, my precious Mari«

As well, every bit, as my mother loves me.

Called Higher
Mrs. Hannah S. Ferguson, of Steubenville,

Julia A. Pace, of Albany, Ind., March
1910.

Fogal Jacob (97), in Hanover, Pa., April
1910.

Mrs. J. W. Sutphen, November 23, Uldli.

Detroit, Mich.

Mary Swarthout Craven died June 5, IHdi),

Waverly, la.

Mrs. Sarah P. Purdy, on January 6, l!H)ii

Chatham, N. J.

Mrs. C. H. Kizer (95), of Emporia, K:
April 29, 1910.

Mrs. Eliza Peterson (72), at Lynn Cent
111., May 1, 1910.

Mrs. A. C. Menge (85) died some time au-n
Menge Station, La.

Mrs. Caroline Hempleman (78), Apii!
1910, at Indianapolis, Ind.

Charlotte Grace Butler (81), at Garden C
Estates, Long Island, N. Y.

Mrs. Rebecca M. Mayling (77), of Quar
ville. Pa., December 4, 1909.

Mrs. Martha Holmes Stewart (78) died
Elvaston, 111., January 4, 1910.

Arvilla Brown Loney, of Butler, C. il

near North Liberty, Knox County, C, May
Mrs. Catheine H. Patton, at Washinut

D. C, widow of the late John S. Patton,
Kentucky.

Mrs. Fielding Dillard (83) at Comer (

December 29, 1909. A member of the Met
<list Church about sixty-seven years.

Mrs. Louisa Pray (83), of Waterville, N.
on March 26. She was a friend of The Chi
tain Herald Children's Home, making (]u

for the little ones, and giving frequently to

support. She ha<l been a subscriber to this

per for many years.

ABANDONED IT

For the Old Fashioned Coffee was Killii

"I always drank coffee with the rest of

family, for it seemed as if there were iiotli

for breakfast if we did not have it on
table.

"I had been troubled for some time an

my heart, which did not feel right. T

.

trouble grew worse steadily.

"Some times it would beat fast and at ot
-

times very slowly, so that I would hardh-
able to do work for an hour or two at

breakfast, and if I walked up a hill it i;

me a severe pain.
"I had no idea of what the trouble ^

until a friend suggested that perhaps it mi;

be caused by coffee drinking. I tried leav
,

off the coffee and began drinking Posti
The change came quickly. I am now glat >

say that I am entirely well of the ht

trouble and attribute the cure to leaving
coffee and the use of I'ostum.
"A nund)er of my friends have abandoi

coffee and have taken up with Postum. wli

they are using steadily. There aresome pen
that make Postum very weak and tastel-

but if it is boiled long enough, accordini:

directions, it is a very delicious beverage,
have never used any of the old fasliioi

coffee since I^ostum was first started in '

house."
Kead the little book, "The Road to W

ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A nf
one appears from time to time. They i^

genuine, true, and full of human interei

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage,
j

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House, New York

REQTTIRKD AT ONCE. Pupil nurses, Hemps^ij
Hospital, Hempstead, Long Island. Hit-'li Si'l 1

nr equivalent education required, (^ourse two >*

Nine dollars month salary. Mrs.O.H P.Iielnioiit. i
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GUVIMG TMEIIFl BKST
Continued from page 701

:e was sitting: in a hammock on

tffront veranda when he came across

tf lawn briskly and sprang: up the

sts in a couple of strides.

arry thought she had never looked

s(
ovely, as he stood a moment in

si it admiration.

rVell, your Reverence, can't you

sj
at least, 'Good afternoon'?" she

g:)d, the color in her cheeks deepen-

irand spreading under his gaze.

^0, I'm struck speechless. But if

y, 11 move along an inch or two I'll

Si it in due and ancient form."
moment later he said, more seri-

01 y: "I have something important to

k you."

he glanced up quickly, and as he

Ci^ht the look in her eyes, he ex-

cliied: "You already know! Who
t( you?"
Viother. Your father told my

f{ er last evening, and, of course, he

t( mother."
arry felt a sudden pang at what

aied almost like a betrayal of con-

fi.ice on the part of his father.

ft'ell, what do you think of it?" he

a:.'d.

[ sympathize with your views and
jc Is, and all that," said she, slowly.
" is noble of you to be willing to

Siifice yourself, but don't you think

tie is plenty of opportunity to do

f J right here at home? It seems a

si Tie to give up your fine prospects,

a: bury your talents out in Japan."
faint smile hovered around

ittntilTy's lips as he recognized Mrs.
'"-lenders' familiar mode of expression.

B'drew a chair in front of the ham-
trk, and sat where he could better
wch her face.

You have told me what somebody
T ^ thinks," said he; "now please tell

' " iwhat you think, dearest."
I think you are awfully good to

-^^U ht to go," she responded, impul-
i ly, "but I don't want you to go. I

\'i bear to have you leave me."
tBut I am not going to leave you,

dr. We'll hasten our marriage, and
« 1 go together, of course."
You must not leave me," she re-

pted, insistently.

-s Harry studied her countenance
hioticed for the first time that, while
t upper part of her face resembled
h father, she had her mother's chin,
u eveloped as yet, but with a promise
o'uture strength. He was well aware
oier subjection to her mother's will.

I vas the one thing about her that he
d not like. Could it be that she pos-
s -ed latent force sufficient to resist
h mother's dictation? Could he in-

de her now to rebel?
'aking both her hands in his, he
ided: "You will go with me, won't
, darling?"
he made no reply, and he went on,
hly: "Dearest, you are mine. You
a pledged to me. You must promise
t ?o with me."
Wait till to-morrow," she said.
No. You must tell me now," he
isisted.

e could feel her hands tremble.
believed she was yielding, and he
ed to allow her an opportunity to
her mother again before the ques-
was decided.

Ethel, sweetheart, look at me.
you love me, darling? 'Wouldn't

be content to be with me any-
v»re? Surely you cannot love me
volly, if you must debate a question
lathis."

Harry!" she cried, reproachfully,
ii under lip quivering. "You know I

!'2 you. I only ask for another day
1 which to think it over, and to talk
vh "

'here was a sound of footsteps in
t hall, and a moment later her
rther appeared in the doorway.
Oh, good afternoon, Harry," said

I latter, advancing to greet him.
"ou are the very man I wished to see,
aiut those new cottas for the choir
' 's, you know. Ethel, dear, bring
• >ther chair, please."

111

Harry ground his teeth, and won-
dered if she had been listening all the
while. It seemed quite possible, for
she took good care not to leave him
alone again with Ethel, and he was
obliged to depart without obtaining
the desired promise.
The next evening when he returned

to learn Ethel's decision, he found
Luke Johnson sitting on the veranda
steps.

"Good ebenin', sah," said Luke, sol-

emnly, rising and touching his hat;
and, as Harry asked if Miss Ethel
were in, he replied, "She? Laws, no.
Dey's gone to de seashaw." He
glanced cautiously toward the house,
and lowering his voice continued

:

"I reckon dey'd had some kin'
ob a combustion. De Missus was on
her high horse, I'm tellin' you, an'
Miss Ethel look lak she'd been cryin'."
"Gone!" exclaimed Harry. "For

how long? Wasn't it unexpected?"
Luke didn't know, and advised him

to inquire in the house. The maid who
came to the door said that the ladies
had gone away for a couple of months,
and had left for him a note, which she
forthwith handed him. Thrusting it

in his pocket he hurried to his study,
and there tore it open and read in

Ethel's handwriting:

"Dear Harry: After mature reflec-

tion my answer is that you must choose
between me and Japan. Hoping to

receive your decision soon, believe me
"Sincerely yours,

"Ethel."
"Dictated by the General!" mut-

tered Harry, savagely.
The curtness and coldness of the

note, and the bald manner of putting
the choice, produced the precise eff"ect

that Mrs. Saunders doubtless desired
and intended. He was not only hurt,
but angry.

Seizing a pen, he drew a sheet of
paper toward him, and wrote as fol-

lows:

"Dear Ethel: I have chosen Japan.
"Harry."

After reading this several times, he
tore it up, and wrote again:

"Dear Ethel: I am going to Japan.
If, however, you should at any time
change your mind, remember that I

am waiting for you, dearest, and that
I am Ever yours,

"Harry."

This he sealed and mailed promptly,
before his anger had time to cool; and
although by the following day he had
regretted his haste, and had thought
of a dozen ways in which he might
have expressed himself better, he had
no intention of altering his decision,

but at once began preparations for his

journey. He started for his future
home without seeing Ethel again.

III.

During the first four months of his

absence he received no word directly

from Ethel. Then came a cablegram
from her containing these three words :

"Ruth one sixteen."

"What in the world does it mean?"
thought he, as he studied the message.

Suddenly, with wildly beating heart,

he picked up his Bible, and turning to

the book of Ruth, the first chapter and
the sixteenth verse, he read as follows

:

"Entreat me not to leave thee, or to

return from following after thee: for

whither thou goest, I will go; and
where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy
people shall be my people, and thy
God my God."
Happening to glance at the date of

the message, he exclaimed: "She sent

it on her twentv-first birthday. She
has control of her aunt's legacy, and
this is her Declaration of Independ-
ence. That is what it means—she is

coming!"

You nan place money m the Industrial Savings and
Loan ("omoany, and know that it is s<ije, and is irherf

unii ran ohiain it when tcanttd.&xvX will y\eU\ fair earn-
tnas lor -rfi-v day tnrestfd. See tlieir advenisement
on page 707. and write them for lull mtorniatioii.

All the New Colors

in Holeprooi Hose
We have taken pains to reproduce in Holeproof

i Hose all of the newest popular shades.
There are eleven to choose from. No matter what

color you prefer, you will find it in Holeproof Hose.
Every color is guaranteed sanitary and fast.

No Darning Till February
Those who buy six pairs of genuine "Holeproof" now will
have absolutely no darning to do until February.
That is guaranteed. You get a regular
printed guarantee, signed by the dealer vv
when you buy. ^^^^7

lloleproomosieru
^OR M EN women" AND CHILDREN^

floleproof

k Hosiery/

Only the finest of Egyptian and Sea Island cotton is used, costing us this year
an average of 70c per pound.

The hose fit like silk gloves.
We will spend $33,000 this year simply for inspection, to see that each finished

pair is perfection.

No One Can Buy Finer Hose Than These
Our famous 25c hose have never been equaled at the price.
Hut our 50c hose (Holeproof Lustre Hose, Jlercerized) and our 7.'ic hose (Holeproof

Silk Hose) are the very finest hose to be had, regardless of \\ hat hose cost.
All that you pay over these prices is waste. You can't get hose any better.

Althou^li made in the lightest weights and with the softest yarns we still guarantee
the wear.

Six pairs of Holeproof Lustre Uose in a box—giiaranteed 6 months—Price $S.

Three pairs of Holeproof Silk Sox in a box—guaranteed 3 months—Price $2 30,

Wiitc for free bviik, "Hmt'io Make Your Feet Happy."

THE HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., 486 Fourtli St.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Tanipico News Co., S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Kepnblic.

Reg. U. S. Pat.
Office. 1906.

Look for
"Holeproof"
on the Toe

IF
tlie hose liave some-
thing else printed on
them they are not the

original guaranteed hose
—not gennlne Holeproof
Hose with 3J years of ex-
perience knit into every
inch of them.
They are not what you

want—if you want the
best hose ever made.
The genuine "Hole-

proof" is sold in your
town. We'll tell you the
dealer's name on request
or we'll ship direct
where we have no dealer,
charges prepaid, on re-

ceipt of remittance. (44)

tn
We give our customers from 10 to 30 months in which to pay for purchases

[
they make of us. Just consider vsrhat a convenience this would be to you.
It would give you immediate use of the furnishings you order to enjoy in your I

town home while paying for them in small amounts from month to months
you earn the

~ ~ ~ ~

money. It's by far
the most generous
credit service offered by any homefurnishing institution in Amer-
ica today. We charge absolutely nothing for this credit accom- i

1 modation—no interest—no extras of any kind. Write us today.

lor xneni in smuii amuuni^s irom moncn to montnc

FURNITURE ON CREDIF

HartmafiFumitureS^rpetCo.

na irt z?772^) WabashA« Chicago,

Our Big New Catalog No.6
tells all about this most worthy plan of monthly pay-
ments. This great catalog is beautifully illustrated,

a considerable portion of it being reproduced in colors^
It quotes factory prices on Furniture. Stoves, Rugs,
Carpets, Pianos, Go-f^arts, Refrigerators, Silver- <

ware. Lamps, Clocks, Sewing Machines, Crockery, etc., etc.
Write today for this wonderful Furniture book— it's free.

75cl
Cash with order

HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co.
ll/tI\liUAn Dept.F2 223-229 ttabashA¥e.,Chicago,U.S.A.

J Largest, oldest and best known homefurnishinp concern in Amer-^ ica--e3tablishet 1855—65 years of 6uccess~22 great stores.

. tered oak finish.

upholstered in Imperial
leather.

Frice S4.9IS. TermB 75«
eashf 6Uo moDthly.

'7 Crooked Spines Made Straight

If you arc sufferinp from any fonn of spinal trouble you can be relieved

in your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
npjiliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results aic marvelous. It is nature's own method.
Eminent physicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the whole spine is invigorated anrj

slrennthoncd. all soreness is taken out of the back, the eartilaye between the
vertebrae is made to expand, tlie contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

.straightened. There is bright hope for you. no matter liow long you have
suffered. We liave strong testimonials from every State in the Union. Eacli
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly.
There is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We gTUarantee sati»-
fiiction and let you use it 30 days. Write for our new book, givin>:

m
**^

w^f

LIKE TH13

iiatic i-teicn

PHILO BURT MFG. CO,, 207 20th ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Ktfective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resorting to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of mng^nitude in the United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other
malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a
physician ol standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete infortnation address

Berkshire Hills Sanatorioni, North Adams, Massachusetts

For COLDS Use

PONDS EXTRACT
Gargled in the throat or sprayed into the nostrils it will

soothe and heal the irritated membrane.
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Puffed Wheat Served With Blackberries

Fifteen Million Dishes

Every Month
Since summer began it has been almost impossible for our mills to

supply enough Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice. People are eating fifteen

million dishes per month.

For breakfast, they serve them with sugar and cream. (3r the)' mix
them with berries. These crisp grains with berries form an enticing blend.

For luncheons or suppers—for betvveen-meals or bedtime—they are

served in a bowl of milk. That's a delightful dish. Puffed Wheat and
Puffed Rice are as crisp as crackers, and four times as porous as bread.

And they supply the whole grain, as crackers and bread do not.

All that needs to be done before serving is to crisp the grains in a

warming oven.

Just Imagine This:

If you are not one of these users, we ask you to imagine this :

Gigantic kernels of wheat or rice, puffed to eight times natural size.

Made so porous and crisp that they melt in the mouth. Made so digestible

—

by exploding the starch granules—that digestion begins before the grains

reach the stomach.

Great, nut-like grains, shaped just as they grew. Ready to absorb
whatever you mix with them.

Can anyone wonder that people are eating fifteen million dishes per
month ?

Puffed Wheat, lOc

Puffed Rice, 15c

Except in

Extreme
West

These are Prof. Anderson's foods—the foods that are shot from jiuns

The wheat or rice kernels are put into sealed guns. I'hen the guns
are revolved for sixty minutes in a heat of 550 degrees.

That heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and the pressure
becomes tremendous. Then the guns are unsealed and the steam explodes.
Instantly ever)- starch granule is blasted into a myriad particles.

The grains arc puffed to eight times their natural size. Yet the coats
are unbroken, the shapes are unaltered. We have the wholegrains made
l>orous and crisp and digestible.

Good for Hot Days
These curious, digestible, read)-ct)oked cereals are the ideal summer

foods. They are so delightful that four people in five prefer them to all

other cereals. AVe have pro\'ed this by lunch room tests.

And they don't tax the stomach. Never before were cereal foods made
even half so digestible.

It is true the)^don't last long. Children are apt to want several servings,
several times a day. But what better food can you serx'e to them than
these whole grains made wholly digestible ?

We ask you to order one package of each—order them now from )our
grocer. Do this to sec what you've missed.

f^^.

Made only by The Quaker Oats Company

Sunday School Lesson

THE story is of a householder who

hired workmen for his vineyard,

some at 6 A.M., others at 9, oth-

ers at noon, others at 3 P.M., and some

even as late as 5 o'clock, which was

"the eleventh hour"; and paid them all

a full day's wages at 6, at which the

earlier comers complained—not be-

cause they had gotten less than then-

due, but because others who had "not

borne the burden and heat of the day"

had received an equal wage and so

apparently an equal reward.

Labor a Universal Duty

This parable plainly teaches that

every life should be one of service, and
that" the service should begm in the

early morning of life. God has a spe-

cial work for every plant and insect

and animal—much more for every boy
and girl, for every man and woman.
The sun was made to shine, the cow to

give milk, the flower to furnish beauty
and fragrance, the vegetable to con-

tribute food. Regardless of the need
of wages, in order to develop ourselves

as well as to bless others, we are all

called to do some useful service. Re-
creation in proper measure is a duty,

but idleness and laziness are rebellion

against God.
It is a mark of high rank among the

Manchus to have finger nails three or

four times as long as the fingers, to

provethatthey donolabor. In this busy
age these finger nails are sometimes
detached, and worn ceremonially—as

was the case with the very able Em-
press Dowager, Tsi An— but they
represent a conception of gentility by
no means confined to the ruling tribe of

China, and found to a surprising de-

gree even among professed believers of

the Bible. It is a time to emphasize
the Bible's teaching that all must
serve, or sin in refusing to do so, for
this is an automobile period of unex-
ampled luxui-y, when even farming
villages of two thousand inhabitants
in the United States have forty auto-
mobiles, costly not only in their pur-
chase and repairs, but more in the
precious time—beyond all reasonable
need—that they lure young men to

waste in the very prime of life. There
can be no doubt that not only many
boys and men among the rich, but also
among the poor, and a yet larger num-
ber of women, regard labor as some-
thing to be endured only from present
necessity or with a view to escaping it

so soon as enough wealth has been
secured to hire others to do all the
serving. The teaching of the first

pages of the Bible and of the fourth
commandment, that all should labor six
days in the week in some useful way,
is reiterated in the fundamental mean-
ing of this lesson.

All Sliould Serve God in the Morning
of Life

"To this end was I born," was the
text on which an eminent Chicago
pastor was at work when his nephew,
an easy-going young man, came in, and
being told the text said, frankly, "I
don't know what I was born for." A
few days later he was in the Iroquois
Theatre when it burned, and saved
nineteen people from a fiery death,
sacrificing himself in saving the last.

His dying words, spoken with a satis-
fied smile on his face, were, "Now I

know." In contrast let us recall the
story of a young lady who a few days
after the fire was observed to be weep-
ing on a Chicago street car. An eld-
erly gentleman ventured to offer com-
fort, and found, as he supposed, that it

was a sorrow connected with the same
theatre fire. She was weeping not
because she had lost friends, and
despite the fact that she had escaped

—

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
August 14. 1910. The Laborers in the Vineyard
Matt. 20 : 1-lG. Golden Text : "Manv that are
first shall be last; and the last shall be first."
Matt. 19 : 30.

Wilbur F. Crafts

weeping because she had escaped a r.

so absorbed in securing her own satv
that she had made no effort to iL
others. Perhaps she had been putW
her selfishness in contrast to the Un-
selfishness of the young man ale
described. It seemed to her more tL
desired to die in unselfish service, \n
to escape by selfishness. And we' j(]

not wait for fire or flood or shipw^-k
to bring opportunities for heroic fn-

selfishness. It is hardest of all tibe
heroic in the daily humdrum. To |ve

the bodies of men from danger
noble service in which many a rcjfh
fireman, many a fearless lifesaver
fulfilled some part at least of the
pose of his life; but to save boys
young men and girls and women f^...

a selfish and therefore a sinful life,|id

enlist them, with ourselves, in the id
service of making the world hapLr
and better, that is a complete fulfilr'tit

of the p!an of God for our Lves. jid

to do this, not in old age alone, bU'.lli

our days, is itc'-lf a supreme rewd.

Saved Not by Merit but by Mer(

But the most distinctive teachinpf
this parable undoubtedly is that jld

welcomes to his service even the tify

and undeserving, who do not aclpt

his call until the sunset watch of lif pr

even the dying hour, and that he 'i;s

this because it is not our worth buljis

grace, not our merit but his mek
that determines his action. Those ,io

come at the eleventh hour, or at le

sixth or third—those who come i n

at the fir-st call, in childhood, caiot'

claim "the gift of God, eternal lij,"

on the basis of desert. We are all ;!^-

worthy, though in different degis.
"Not for works of righteousness I'lt

we have done but through his miiy
he saves us, by the washing of rej|i-

eration and the renewing of the I y
Ghost."

'

A poor feeble-minded fellow, n

had hardly sense enough to live o

whom salvation had come as to a liie

child, applied for membership in le

church. The elders were very doub,il

whether he understood the plan of 1-

vatiori sufficiently. He was puzzlecjy

their theological questions, but a^ijii

and again he answered

:

I am a poor sinner and nothing at all,

But Jesus Christ is my all and in all.

It was the whole plan of salvatiorjn

a sentence, and he won his way by is

firm grip on those two great fur-,-

mentals, his own unworthiness and e

worthiness of Christ.

Deathbed Repentance

It may sometimes be the case, at
was probably in that of the penil't

thief of Calvary, that the horn' f

death is the first hour in which a .'J

has clearly seen the way of salvatji.

We sing:

The dyinK thief rejoiced to see
That fountain in his day.

And there may I, though vile as he.

Wash all my sins away.

The man who deliberately plans u

devote his life to sin and repent jus 'i

time to escape hell is viler and mea |r

than the penitent thief, who stumt;ti

in the darkness while the other st -

gers in the noonday. The story 'j'

bear repeating, because so pertin(i,

of the dying business man, who 13

been dedicated to God by a Christji

mother and taught from childhood ,te

way to God, and for whom a Christ:!

wife had long prayed. He himsf

often admitted his duty to be a Chj-

tian, but postponed it from selfish j-

votion to business, and cowardly fejs

of the sneers of associates. W!p
death came on him suddenly and P

was urged to repent and seek God, a|,

in his hesitation to give God the pf
squeezed orange of his life, was
ferred to the penitent thief, he

claimed bitterly : "There is no hopeji

Continued on nexf page
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th. The penitent thief had not for

ve s resisted the prayers of a mother

ana wife and the kind persuasions of

tellers and pastors." And so he died

wiout God, and without hope.

id besides, repentance is not a mere

,c )f will, that we can turn it on in a

mi ent at the prompting of a great

fe:.
Besides, dying persons are sel-

!o in condition to think clearly, and

ir often, through drugs or delirium,

ur nscious of their state. To plan

lo) for a deathbed repentance is

lity to harden the soul, so that no

de'e for repentance will come.

at, on the other hand, let us not

doit that Christ will welcome a sin-

ce repentance even at the eleventh

he. "Him that cometh unto me," he

-a, "I will in no wise cast out."

iDUgh your sins be as scarlet, they
-hi be as white as wool."

is an awful risk to postpone con-

seation to the service of Christ even
til life's noon, not because God's

m:y will give out, but because the

hi an heart is hardened by rejected

intations. The statistics of conver-

si' show that a very great majority
of lose who live a Christian life begin
in tie teens, when the formative tides

of fe are stirring to love and ideality

ai aspiration. To delay beyond the
pcod of youth is to risk the perma-
m. loss of life's greatest boon and
doest joy—the daily fellowship of

C ist. A banker recently released
fia prison, to which his stealing of

trt funds had .'ent him, exclaimed:
"leedom does not mean much to me.
Mwife is dead, and she was the only
or who cared for me." Pardon does
n( mean much when life has been
w ted.

k I The Greatest Earthly Reward

he shilling wage of this parable
p:5ably represents the one thing that
G gives to every penitent .<:oul, how-
e^• late he comes, namely, the assur-
aij of heaven. But even in heaven
"(2 star differeth from another star
ir glory," and all .stars from the
".' oking flax" that God in his mercy
w not quench, which is "scarcely
Si 3d." And long before we go to
h ven a Christian service begun in

y th yields its daily dividends of
hith and happine.ss. To a healthy
rr d, the reward chiefly sought is not
eupe from hell or even entrancp to
hven, but fulness of life—the ful-
fi ent of God's plan in us, making the

most of ourselves for God's sake and
for humanity's sake.

Willet M. Hays, assistant secretary
of the United States Department of
Agriculture, told the Northern Minne-
sota Development Association that
"the world is looking on while we
farmers plod along in our unorganized,
unsystematic, half-hearted way; and
the world believes that were our peo-
ple broader and better trained we could
produce much better yields than we do;
and we are forced to admit," he added,
"that the world is right."

"Whether our activity be religious,
social, political or economic," he con-
tinued, "we are on a fifteen-bushel
basis with a twenty-five-bushel oppor-
tunity."
A majority of our Christian Her-

ald million Bible class, that every week
reads our lessons, are farmers; they
can honor God and help men as well as
themselves by living up to their oppor-
tunities agriculturally. We are all

bound to do our daily task well for its

own sake, as well as for the sake of our
families, and because we shall so in-

crease our ability to give to others. A
man who gives thousands of dollars
to missions and moral reforms met the
writer a few days since in Denver and
said, "Do you know there is but one
text in the Bible that justifies hoard-
ing, and that only as a preliminary of
giving?" "Let him that stole steal no
more, but rather let him labor that he
may give to him that needeth"—and
let us not forget that the best way to

meet the needs of the needy is to cut
the vice roots of poverty, so far as pos-
sible.

But it is not alone in agriculture
that men are "on a fifteen-bushel basis
with a twenty-five-dollar opportunity."
Many churches are farming as clumsily
as the most backward of farmers. See
the denominational year books and
note the spiritual crops—a hundred
spiritual farmers working a whole
year and having only two souls for
their harvest! Eight Sunday School
teachers at work a whole year in the
very garden spot of life, and only one
saved pupil to show for it!

"What shall it profit a man if he
shall gain the whole world and forfeit

his life?" The old view of repentance
for the sake of the future life alone or

chiefly was a very shallow view. The
chief argument for beginning a Chris-
tian life early is that we may so make
the mo.=t of life.

'Tis life of which our souls are scant

;

More life, and richer, that we want.

( OME TIME ago we received a letter from one of our subscribers complain-
.1 ing that she had ordered and paid for some goods that were advertised in
^ our columns, but had not received them. The Christian Herald called
t advertiser's attention to the fact, and was assured that the lady would
laive full satisfaction. Another order was shipped to her. The goods arrived
t late for her use, whereupon she returned them and asked to have her money
I'unded. To show the attitude taken by the firm in this matter we quote the
f owing letter just received from our sub.scriber:

' ear Christian Herald:

"Have just received check drawn on the Corn Exchange Bank, New York,
f m the & Co., New York City. I am sorry to have caused you
necessary trouble, and would have lost confidence had it not been for your
Mrantee and the reappearance of their ad. in your reliable paper week after
^ik. Respectfully yours,

"I. M. S."

This instance is typical of a number which have occurred lately. As a
I tter of fact, advertisers are coming more universally to believe in that busi-
f'S maxim—"the customer is never wrong.'' In other words, they consider it

'; only honest, but good business, to please their customers, no matter what the
^ uble. Although it may sometimes cost the advertiser more than the order is

\rth, yet in the long run it begets a sense of mutual confidence and good feeling
Ut cannot but result in a better understanding between the merchant who
'/ertises and the subscriber who buys.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
'RIStian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
" o must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
ivertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
• the appearance of the advertisement.

THE RUMSELLER
T WILL paint you a sign, rumscller,
* And hang it above your door ;

A truer and better signboard
Than ever you had before.

I will paint with the skill of a master.
And many shall pause to see

This wonderful piece of painting
So like the reality.

I will paint youi-self, rumseller.
As you wait for that fair young boy.

Just in the morn of manhood,
A mother's pride and joy.

He has no thought of stopping,
But you greet him with a smile.

And you heern so gay and friendly
That he pauses to chat awhile.

I will paint you again, rumseller

;

I will paint you as you stand.
Holding a glass of liquor

Sparkling in either hand.
He wavers, but you urge him—

•

"Drink ! Pledge me just this one,"
And he lifts the glass and drains it.

And the hellish work is done.

And next I will paint a drunkard

—

Only a year has flown

—

But into a loathsome creature
The fair young boy has grown.

The work was sure and rapid,
I will paint him as he lies

In deathlike, drunken slumber.
Under the wintry skies.

I will paint the form of the mother,
As she kneels at her darling's side

;

Her jeautiful boy, who was dearer
Than all the world beside.

I will paint the shape of a coffin.

And label it one word—"Lost !"

I will paint all this, rumseller

;

I will paint it free of cost.

The sin, the shame and the sorrow.
The crime, the want and the woe

That were born there in your rumshop.
No hand can paint, you know.

But I'll paint your sign, rumseller.
And many shall pause to view

That wonderful swinging signboard
So terrible, fearfully true

!

'Written by a young man in prison, a drunk-
ard. Reprinted by request.

What it Co^s to Create a Saint

FIGURES show the enormous ex-

pense of the papal ceremony of
making Jeanne d'Arc a saint (Rome,
June 24, 1909). The cost of making
Jeanne d'Arc a saint was between
260,000 and 270,000 francs, accounted
for as follows : Francs.

Introductory ceremonies 10,000

Process non cultu 2,000

Process fama sanctitatis 2,000

Process de validitate 2,000

Process to prove the virtues 12,000

Decree for the above 1,000

Final depositions 9,000

Process regarding miracles 12,000

Decree of the above 1,000

Congregation and decree de tuto 3,000

Cost of the ceremonies of beatification. .100,000

Other incidentals 50,000

To this must be added 150,000 francs
for the decoration of St. Peter's
church. Special items are: Wax can-
dles for the papal procession, 1,948
francs; decoration of the papal throne,
12,276 francs; decorations of the altar
reared to the new saint, 15,715 francs;
gratifications to papal officials and of
St. Peter's church, 16,396 francs.

G. T. B.

£i^ Every Year

for 17 years is the

record of the Industrial

It does not "guarantee" this 5%; it makes no
promises which it might not be able to fulfill.

But it guarantees the safety of your Capital
absolutely—with eveiy dollar of its

$2,250,000 Assets and
175,000 Surplus and Profits

Your money is invested in mortgages on New
York City and suburban real estate.
Our business, like savings banks, is under

New York Banking Department Supervision

We treat all depositors exactly alike—$25
draws the same rate as $2, 500. Pro rata earnings
will be paid from the day we receive your
money to the day you take it out.

Send for oto- booklet

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building. Broadway and '12d Street, New York

"RANGER" BICYCLES
Have imported roller chains, < sprockets and
fedals: New Departure CoasterBrakes and
Hubs, PiniclureProofTires: highestgrade
€quip>ue7tt^x\<\ many advanced features ^o%-
sessedby no other wheels. G?<f7r(7«/«rf3'_>'r.?.

FACTORY PRICES ^;r.e'sr.n
others ask for cheap wheels. Other relialle
nioflels from $12 up. A few good second-
hand macliines <?? to $8.

(ODAYS'FREETRIAL^rr^':
proial, freirht prepaid, ^Ti\\\\\^x^\n U-S .

7viihaul acejit in advance. HO^iyt'&'SjY
a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at
any price until you get our bi^r new catalog
and special prices and a 7?iar-velotts tiew

cfTrr. A postal tarings everything. Write it now,
TlDCC Coaster BrakeRearWheels, lamps,
I Intw parts, and sundries ha// usual prices.

Rider Agents everywhere are coining money selling our
bicycles, tires and sundries. Write today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Peot. f-71 CHICAGO

VACUUM 35^^^|?R=iA^
To prove to every reader of this magazine that she
can wash clothes with least work ana wear with

Sypacuse"EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial and pay
freight both ways if you do not 6nd it far
better than any you ever tried. Easy pump-
ing motion. Water heated in rust-proof tub.
Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets. Write for
fr«» booklet, valuable recipes and trial offer,

DODGE & ZUILI.
536 Dlllaye Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.

Toronto Bratich, 92 Olive Ave., L. G. Beebe, Manager

WHEELCHAIRS
A Whoet Chair is often

an iiivalids's greatest

comfort. Weoflerover
1 of ilieseeasytSeU-propellin;; and
s Holiiii;; Cliairs. with latest ini-

prnvenients. Ship direct from
factory to you, freight prepaid,
anJ -sell ou 30 Days* Trial.

Liberal Discounts to all

sendiiit,' for free catalogue NOW.
<;OT?DON MFG. CO.

454 Madison Ave., Toledo, 0.

iiSi=iy.^=<LHiJtfWfrt5hJI

Ty/TAKESand burns its own gas. Pro-
^^ duces 100 candle power light—
briffliterthan electricity or acetylene
— clieaper tliaa kerosene. No dirt.
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.
Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

TIIK BEST LiIGHT CO.
3.70 u. stli St.. Canton. Ohio

r^ATdUTC 8ECIIICK9 OR FEB
Free report as to Patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and last of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EVAINS & CO.. Washington. P. C.

fAN AID FOR THE DEAF (ii)SENT ON TRIAL, absolutely FREE of 'y/
expense or risk. Address: V/

P . G.-TIEMANN& CO., 107 Park Kow,NewYork

The Furnace That Pays for Itself

!

When you buy a FURNACE you want one that yields
the greatest heat at the least fuel cost and with the
lowest repair-cost and the least labor to operate.

The XXth Century Furnace
has demonstrated for years it will give you these very
features. It will soon pay for itself in what it saves you
compared to others. Double Caseings—Self-Cleaning
Radiator—Autonnatic Damper—Burns Own Gas and
Soot—Indestructible Firepot— Burns Fuel Evenly-
Patent Regulator—Drop Front Gate, etc.

Try a XXth Century Furnace on our guarantee.

„ Write for handsome booklet FREE.

The XXth Century Heating & Ventilating Co.

30 Ira Avenue, Akron, Ohio

24 Elegant Post Cards
Roosevelt's Tour Through Africa 10
The finest souvenir tour card ever iti-odnced : •i\ pip

, ^
colored by the latest process, showing Ex-Piesideiit Koo.scvclt ii> lnniiLii^' iij>tnine; all the main places visited
by the hunting party; lions, etc., in native jangle, and map. Di/si'i iptmn of ph\ic or scene on eacli card; copy-
righted and sola oiuy by us. Evei-v postcard collector sliouUl have this wumlerful set. Send 10 cents to-day
before our stock Is exliausted. Address CAPITAL CVRD COMTAN^, Dept. 633, Topeka, Kansas

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for everv person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL,' for$3 for loo. Word's and music. 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne £t.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

A. B. C, Judsonia, Ark. In Num. 16: 32 it is

said that the earth swallowed "all the men
that appertained unto Korah, and all^their

-goods." In Num. 25: 11 it is said, "Not-
withstandinK the children of Korah died

not." Are we to understand that Korah's
family escaped ?

Either the children were not participants in

their parents' crime, or they showed evidence

of timely repentance. It is evident that they

were not included in the punishment of the

principals. Korah's descendants became famous

in David's time. Their names are prefixed to

fourteen Psalms.

W. S. W., DeSoto, Mo. 1. E.xplain Matt. 5 : 26,

39, 44. 2. Also Matt. 18: IT.

1. Verse 26 was prudential advice to settle

disputes Quietly instead of resorting to law.

Doubtless also the lesson was conveyed that

sinful man should make his peace with God and

so escape the punishment due to unrepented

and unpardoned sin. Verse 39 counsels meekness,

and the bearing of indignity, without retaliation.

Verse 44 is in line with the other two passages

quoted, and is enunciated with even greater

emphasis and authority. "Love your enemies,"

means be gentle, tolerant, compassionate, for-

giving, helpful, desiring their good at all

times. 2. Jesus was here showing thera how,

by gentle yet dignified steps, they might ad-

minister rebuke to an erring brother without

giving offense, and lead him back to the right

path. When every means had been e.xhausted,

they were to regard him, not as irreclaimable,

but as "one without," as the Jews regarded

the Gentiles and publicans.

W. C. B., Muskogee, Okla. 1. Please explain

Job 14: 12. 2. Also Matt. 5: 48.

1. The whole of the chapter is pessimistic.

Job, depressed by his own afflictions, is de-

scribing the common misery of mankind. In

V. 12 he tells how man in his grave will sleep

until the resurrection, which is to be preceded

by the dissolution of the firmament. But in

V. 15 he passes out of his gloom to a brighter

theme—his own hope of immortality. See also

Job 19 : 25, 26. The latter passage is more
correctly rendered in the Revised, which says

:

"Yet without my flesh shall I see God—" etc.

2. Jesus here refers to the full-orbed complete-

ness of the great divine Model—our Father in

heaven—whose peculiar excellence he wishes
his followers to imitate, and not the excellences

of the world, which are selfish and unspiritual.

D. C. I., Rockville, Md. I noticed in The Mail-
Bag last fail the answer to the question.
How many of the Israelites that left

Egypt entered the promised land ? You an-
swered : Two, Caleb and Joshua. Some
minister out in the West contradicted that
statement, and showed that there were
more that entered.

It is clearly stated in Num. 26 : 65 that of all

the host of Israelites who left Egypt no man,
save Joshua and Caleb, entered Canaan.
Whether this applied alike to men and women,
and only the new generation born in the

wilderness were permitted to enter, is uncer-

tain, though most scholars take that view.

Grace E. C, Hampden Highlands. Me. 1.

Please explain Luke 2: 35. 2. Also Matt.
• 10: 34.

1. The passage was prophetic and referred

to the pain and anguish she would yet endure
by reason of the obloquy to which the Child

would be exposed, and the agonies he would
suffer on the cross. 2. This foreshadowed the

strife, discord and conflict that would arise

among the pagan nations who w^ould oppose
Christianity ; it would be the opposition of

eternally hostile principles and would often

sever the dearest ties.

Mrs. E. P., East Williamson, N. Y. 1. Please
explain the latter part of the verse Gen.
3 : 22 : "And take also of the tree of life,

and eat. and live forever." 2. We are told
that Noah was one hundred and twenty
years building the ark. Is this taken from
the Bible, and if so, where may I find the
reference ?

1. The tree was a sacramental sign or pledge

of that immortal life which would have been

the reward of obedience ; but by his disobe-

dience, man forfeited the right to partake of

it. Lest he should eat and thereby grasp at

earthly immortality he was driven forth, as the

condition of the pair would have been a curse

rather than a blessing, as the tree could not

restore the inner life of the soul. 2. The pas-

sage referred to is Gen. 6:3. It has been in-

terpreted as a respite or season of gi-ace

granted to man before the impending visitation

of the Flood.

S. S. S., Farnham, Quebec. 1. Is the profes-
sion of a trained nurse a desirable one for

a man to learn ? 2. Is it overcrowded ?

3. Is it well paid? 4. How long is the

coui-se of training? 5. While taking it,

could one earn enough to meet expenses ?

1. The profession of a trained nurse is a

good one. 2. It is not overcrowded. 3. The
wages of a good graduate nurse average about

$25 per week. 4. The course of training in

our New York Mills School, connected with

Bellevue Hospital, is two years. 5. While train-

ing your living is given you, and usually a

small salary besides, perhaps $10 or $12 per

month.

Reader, Dibble, Okla. Please explain I. John
3: 9.

It means that one who is born of God—that

is, converted and regenerated—will be pure and

time, it has frequently been held that a minor,

a person without authority, or one who is

laboring under such severe strain as to be

mentally unbalanced, or who is compelled under

threats, may be released from a vow taken

under such conditions.

Ada J. P., West Philadelphia, Pa. I want to

thank you for the flag—also the picture. This

is what I thought when I opened the flag:

"The flag—God bless it!

Whene'er you view it

On sea or land ;

The thought come to you

—

Made by woman's hand."

A beautiful and fitting sentiment, both pa-

triotic and gallant.

B. S., Pittsburg, Pa. What is the oldest

known tomb in existence?

There are many ancient tombs the age of

which cannot be reliably determined. Probably

the oldest is that of a woman whose rocky

tomb enclosing her remains is in the posses-

sion of the Egypt Exploration Fund in Eng-

land. By her side were found toilet articles,

beads and ointment jars, indicating a primitive

the extreme limit, yet he remains constant ! (

faithful and without shadow of change. Be
:

supremely good, ti-ue, and wise, he is consist t

in all things, and no matter how we may i

and wander into error, he cannot break i

word or deny himself, as such weakness wc I

be impossible to infinite majesty and omni -

fence. We may change, but he never,

lievers can take coipfort in the thought that

is faithful to his promises.

Mrs. L. H. I., Binghamton, N. Y. Does < ;

rise or does it fall ?

The aqueous vapor in the air becomes c -

densed into drops upon the surface of >

earth, when that surface becomes sufliciei

cool. The air reaches what is called the <

point when the relative humidity is 100 degi

It is allowable to say that the dew f:

though the term is not strictly scientific.

Constant Reader, Brooklyn, la. 1. Is it rijt

for a Sunday School superintendent to j

at the head of the erection of an oi.'i

house and to take subscriptions for
building of the same? 2. Is it consist i

with true Christian worship to havu
i

i

of the church choir made up of pi i

who lead immoral lives? 3. Should nn
choir, the Sunday School superinttn
and teachers be sincere Christian people

Setting aside the categorical order of tl

questions, we would say, bi'iefly, that there ;

good amusements and bad amusements, ani I

is a greatly mistaken policy to hold that ;

Christian life shuts us out from participal i

in any really good, innocent recreation. I

people sometimes err in this respect and »

too stringent with the young, who need heal ;

amusement just as much as they need insti;;-

tion. There is a time and place for everythi i.

On the other hand, we should draw the p
firmly at all doubtful or immoral amusemc 3

and such as are a mere waste of time, or got,i

up to indulge vain display. In the church, s

leaders should be Christian men who live -

cumspectly for the sake of example, and t /

should try to do nothing that might be i -

interpreted, but rather "avoid even the appi-
ance of evil." As far as possible, all who 'e

active in church affairs should be exempi /

Christian men and women.

Poles Celebrating the Five Hundredth Anniversary of the Battle of Grunewald

TpHOUSANDS of Poles who have found homes in America have been celebrating with great enthu-
siasm the five hundredth anniversary of the battle of Grunewald, which freed them from the rule

of the Teutonic Knights and made Poland independent in 1410. Fifty thousand were gathered on
Staten Island for the day, while in Philadelphia there was an equally interesting celebration. A great
many uniformed companies were present, wearing the famous Uhland mortarboard helmets worn by
the Poles in battle. The Teutonic Knights were formed at first to fight the heathen. They conquered
the wild tribes of Prussia, Poland and Lithuania, but remained as masters in Poland after the work
was done. The Prince of Lithuania married the heiress of Poland and turned on the Knights. The
Grand Master Ulrich and fifty thousand knights and men-at-arms fell in the conflict.

clean in all his ways and will live a holy life

in a physical sense, as well as spiritually. He
will keep the body and its desires in complete
subjection, because the desires of the flesh will

have no dominion over him. The body will thus

be a fitting temple for the regenerated spirit

to dwell in. The higher nature, as begotten of

God, abhors sin. The "seed" is God's living

Word which is in us a continual means of sanc-

tification.

F. P. M., Birmingham, Ala. Is a vow to God
binding when made at the time of physical
sickness when suffering from an attack of
nervous hysteria and mental strain and
dread? The vow, under other circum-
stances, would never have been made.

Vows are not to be set aside lightly. They
are j;enerally made in a time of great stress, or

in some sudden emergency, or at the outset of

some dangerous or momentous undertaking.

The faithful performance of such a sacred
pledge has in all ages been considered a highly

religious duty. It is better not to vow at all,

than to vow and not perform. At the same

belief in and preparation for a future state.

This tomb, which was found at Abydos, is

believed to be older than the pyramids ; some
antiquarians say it is probably of the date of

7000 B.C. These figures, however, may be
changed with the very next judgment of the
archfeologists on the subject.

An Old Reader, Degraff, O. What countries
still tolerate human slavery ?

The great centre of the slave-trade noiv is

in the Niger regions, the Fulani territories and
the So Roto Empire. The British power is

slowly driving it out. The Arabs are now the
chief slave-holding people. Cardinal Lavigerie
said about ten years ago, "It is only Moslems
that advocate slavery and buy slaves. No mufti
or teacher of the Koran protests against it, and
no Moslem judge condemns it."

S. C. B., West Auburn, Me. Please explain
11. Tim. 2: 13: "If we believe not, yet he
abideth faithful ; he cannot deny himself."

The more accurate rendering is "if we are
continuous in unbelief"—that is, if we go to

Miscellaneous
Mrs. A. M. W., Augusta, Okla. The boolif

Genesis.

Mrs. S. B. McB., Sewickly, Pa. The star 1

the Magi to Bethlehem.

E. R., San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Any \\ c

that is not of necessity or mercy is a violal i

of the Fourth Commandment.
A. L. Marsh, Underbill, Vt., writes in gr: -

ful acknowledgment of many replies recei 1

to her letter on the egg question.
;

A Reader, Hagerstown, Md. The paii r

whom you mention is not named in Who'n 1 »

in America, and we are unable to discover a -

thing about him.

S. L. N., New Haven, Conn. His attitucl *

that of other "higher critics," who put a so -

tific but not a spiritual interpretation on <^ -

Word. The tendency of such interpretati":

to spread disbelief.

A. W. R.. Huntingdon, Pa. In Roman . i

Greek times, the population of Palestine ' J

much larger than now. Some place it as hi
as 6,000,000 souls. It included many races 1

1

nationalities : Romans, Arabs, Greeks, Syris

,

and others besides Jews, probably one-half -

ing alien or of foreign descent.

A. H. C, Santa Monica, Calif. Many writ ,

astronomers as well as Bible scholars, have -

cussed the star of Bethlehem. The Gos'l

story indicates that it was a moving or gi •

ing star, just as the pillar of fire was a movi

,

guiding light in the wilderness, divinely st

for that express purpose.

W. M., Baltimore. The three essential st|5

on our part toward becoming a Christian a:

1, 'conviction of sin and sincere repentan

;

2, the exercise of faith in Christ and acc«

ance of him as Saviour ; 3, surrender of our !

into God's keeping and direction. Pard

.

justification, sanctification and regenerat i

are of God. We should also confess Christ •

fore men.
F. W., York, Pa. Easy divorce was an <\

in Bible times, just as it is to-day. Mala i

upbraided the Jews for "abandoning the wi i

of their youth" and Micah reproached th i

with having cast out their wives "and tal<

away the glory of God from their children i

ever " Christ limited the permission of divo :

to a single cause. See Matt. 5 : 31, 32 ; 19 :
1

:

Mark 10 : 2-12 ; Luke 16 : 18. This interprc •

tion by the Master has been slow-work,

'

leaven designed to keep Christians pure i I

to ennoble family life. It wei.t far beyond i

Mosaic code in its rigorous characterization

the sin of divorce in the passages referred

Matt. 19: 9 gives the sole exception and shci

how the innocent party may be justified.
|
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A Doukhobor Prairie Home Gleaning on the Wholesale Plan on a Doukhobor Farm Riding to the Train for Mail

n
A

FEW days ago news came from Winnipeg
that the mounted police at Kamsack, in Sas-

katchewan, had received hurry orders to go

to Veregie, several miles distant, where the Dou-

khobors were again on the rampage. When the

police came to within half a mile of the settlement,

they met a party of thirty-five Doukhobors, who had
thrown off most of their clothing. They said in reply

to questions that they had come out to "meet the

Messiah."
With much persuasion, they were returned to

~: their villages, where they kept up a continuous
chanting of hymns for several

days. All this was in mid-July, in

V t»wtthe centre of the settlement. Then
the excited devotees gathered for

another rite, the objective point of

which seemed to be to remove
,^,^^ every stitch of their clothing and
r««f*to pile these into a heap; then to

take their money and jewels and
place these also on the pyramid,
and finally to set fire to the entire
mass of clothes and belongings.
Meanwhile, the police took charge
as best they could, and succeeded,
finally, in getting the excited Dou-
khobors into an empty building,
where they locked them in, while
the officers made a search for
clothing. But when clothing was
found, the Doukhobors refused to
wear it. This was a peculiar sit-

uation and it seemed as though
force would be necessary to per-
suade them to assume the habili-
ments of civilization. More police
were sent for, as other members
of the Doukhobor community re-
fused point blank to assist in
restoring order and decency.
These simple, earnest people,

whose periodical outbursts of re-
ligious fanaticism give rise no
doubt to more uneasiness than
they deserve, began to emigrate to
the "great lone land" about twelve
years ago. They came here from
Russia. Altogether there are now
perhaps 9,300 of them in West Canada, distributed
over the country in villages. European fashion, one
finds them averse to inhabiting the isolated farms.
Even there villages are communal. Everything is

part of the common possessions; every one helps to
support every other. All things grown go into the
common treasury. Wages, too, are placed in a
common fund.
While the men are thus engaged, the women work

in the fields. Boys of fourteen attend the plow.

By FELIX J. KOCH

guide the ox through the furrow, while mothers
and sisters do the rest. All are workers and all

seem to have a common interest. They have some
curious customs, however. They are strict vegeta-

rians. They hold excellent farmland for the culti-

vation of produce. Many of the men who hire out

get from thirty-five to forty-five dollars a month
with board. Farmers who hite them make no com-

Types of the Prosperous Doukhobor Farmers

plaints against the Doukhobors. But the Doukho-
bor is unlike other laborers. He is always ready to

perform any little duty which may arise, such, for

example, as repairing a break in the harness or a
wagon-spring. He does not need to be told.

The girls are most picturesque as they work in the

fields on the communal farms. One party of girls

puts the wheat in "shocks." Another body of girls

acts as gleaners, and it is one of the prettiest sights

of all the great lone land to see such a company go

out in the morning, each with a heavy home-made
rake over her shoulder and a bunch of carrots under
her arm—the food for the day. The women's white
blouses are immaculate. Their robust figures and
glowing cheeks show them to be full of health and
vigor. In fact all the Doukhobors are types of

health and contentment. One cannot but admire
them as they come along, chanting their native

songs.
Over the lone land there are numbers of Doukho-

bor villages. Perhaps the best of these are in the
Swan River Valley, where they are built in streets.

Every house is built very solidly,

with great beams, which the men
have hewn. The beds are mere
bunks, built into the ground.
Another strong point regarding

these people is their morals. They
have been hastily condemned by
those who don't really know about
them. One cannot be among the
Doukhobors long without realizing
what a cleanly, moral, hospitable
and friendly people they are. The
women are extremely modest.

In the villages they have stores
of their own. They have even
their own flour-mills. They have
men who are practical workmen
in every line of trade. These
crafts they have learned in Russia.
They are adepts in tin and iron-

work. In decorative work, in mak-
ing zinc sheets and galvanized
iron-work they are to be com-
mended. Each village has a
"boss," who is elected annually.
He sees to it that all in the village

work for the interest of the Dou-
khobors.

It has been spread about in a
rather unfair way that the Dou-
khobors, owing to fanaticism, are
useless as settlers. They are
really hardworking and desirable
settlers. Only a few of the most
orthodox are fanatics. The great
majority are sincere in their con-
demnation of this small minority.

One man usually starts off the march and numbers
of others go along. The Doukhobors have offered

to support those who go on these marches if they will

only desist and settle down in any village they
choose; but they reply that they are "looking for

Christ, and 7)U(st go out and meet him."
One cannot but admire the simple faith of these

people. Whoever has met the Doukhobor cannot
but be impressed with the fact that they firmly be-i

lieve the doctrines they preach.
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THERE is a ring of reproach in the very ques-

tion itself. It implies that no one has a right

to be idle without an excuse. There is also an

element of surprise that those addressed should be

thus indifferently violating the very laws of life.

And to every one who has the slightest apprecia-

tion of life, idleness is disgusting in the extreme,

quite beneath the dignity and wholly unworthy of

manhood.
"There is no excellence without great labor" is

the law of life. And the Book of Nature on every

page verifies the truth of this statement. Our very

existence is the product of contending forces. Life

persists through its struggle with death.

Astronomers tell us that the moon has lost its

rotary motion and no longer turns upon its axis.

And in consequence of its loss of activity one side

glows with perpetual day, while the other is wrapped
in endless night. Its atmosphere has disintegrated,

leaving neither air nor water. And all forms of

life, both of animal and vegetable, if there ever were
any, have ceased to exist. And because of this the

moon is called a dead planet, and ever hangs before

us in perpetual idleness, a striking example of in-

activity and death.

Idleness Produces Death

And the records of human life through all its

varied evolutions bear a like testimony. It has ever

been a race for life in which the "survival of the

fittest" has determined the winner.
We see that everywhere in nature idleness pro-

duces death, but activity develops life. And ever

in the onward sweep of human progress, decadence
is the result of inactivity, while achievement is the

product of great labor.

In Matt. 20: 7: "They say unto him. Because no
man hath hired us. He saith unto them. Go ye
also into the vineyard; and whatsoever is right, that

shall ye receive."

The answer of those addressed is an attempt to

excuse their idleness. And probably no other pas-

sage of Scripture is more universally quoted, ver-

batim or in substance, in every-day life than this.

The tramp that calls at the back door for a hand-
out of old clothes and something to eat, when asked
why he is in that condition replies: "Because no
man hath hired me." The street-loafer, when asked
why he is not at work, always begins a tirade

against the hard times, because no man hath hired

him and there is nothing to do.

This Scripture is also much used, or more prop-
erly speaking much abused, in the church. Often
when a minister looks over the church roll he finds

many names that have no personality in the church
life. In other words he finds a host of idlers, who
are worth nothing to God or man so far as spiritual

life is concerned. They give little or nothing for the
support of Christ's kingdom, even when abundantly
able; they neglect the Bible School and prayer meet-
ing altogether; they seldom or never attend the
church services; they deny themselves the pleasures
and blessings of Christian fellowship and the sweet
communion of the Lord's table; they openly and
before the world treat the whole cause of Christ
with a spirit of indifference and neglect, that is

hurtful and damaging in the extreme. And when
asked why they are not at work in the Master's
vineyard, but stand all the day idle, they reply.
Because we find nothing to do.

The Work that Calls Us

Our Lord's reply, "Go ye also into the vineyard,"
takes away from humanity forever all possibility of
excuse for idleness in the great fertile fields of
Christian duty. The kingdom of Christ sufi'ers

much loss every day from lack of workers. The
harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers are few.
Every one in the church and in the world, who has a
mind to work for the highest interests of mankind,
can find abundant opportunity in the service of the
Lord. The ranks are full in no department of labor,
and the urgent need of more consecrated workers is

deeply felt.

From out the awful darkness of heathen igno-
rance come the extended hands and pleading voices
of a billion souls, asking for light that they may be

* Pastor, Christian Church, Monroe City, Mo.

delivered from the cruelties of superstition and

idolatry. And of the five hundred millions of souls

in the so-called Christian lands there is a large per-

centage without God and without hope in the world.

And, so long as one of these souls remains unsaved,

there is work to be done in the kingdom of Christ.

For one soul is worth the entire concentrated effort

of the kingdom. And confronted by such a stupen-

dous work, how dare any one stand all the day idle

and say there is nothing to do?

But, before the evangelization of the world can be

fully realized, there is a tremendous work to be done

among the Christian nations in overcoming the

organized forces of sin that have been eating like a

cankering sore at the heart of our civilization. And
the commanding place which we hold among the

Christian nations demands that we take the lead-

ing part, both in the work of moral reform and
world evangelism. And it takes but a superficial

glance at our national life to reveal the f :^.ct that we
have much to do at home before wc cm worthily

perform this national and Christian world-wide
function.
Our body politic is much diseased. On every hand

are to be seen all kinds of dishonest methods in get-

ting office. The power of the great political parties

has largely passed into the hands of political monop-
olies and demagogues, who do not fail to use this

power for their own advantage. Intellect and
character are no longer sufficient qualifications for

high office. The essential requisite is financial back-

ing. It takes money to be elected to any office of

importance. And in addition to election frauds
there is much corrupt legislation and administration.
Money has become a potent factor of corruption in

our whole political organization. And herein i.s

need for a great work of reform. The time has
come when Christian citizenship must assert itself

and Christian patriotism must manifest itself, not
in slavery to a political boss, nor in blind allegiance

to a political party, but in fidelity to the highest
interests of our national life.

The Struggle for Gold

During the last few decades, the most prominent
characteristic in the world's life has been its mar-
velous financial achievements. And so strong has
been the mercenary spirit and so eager the race for

gold that financiers have very often lost sight of the
value of business integrity and almost any method
that will yield enormous profits has become legiti-

mate in the eyes of the great financial world. The
East India Company found the opium trade with
China very profitable. And when, at the expiration
of its charter in 1834, it lost its monopoly,
this lucrative business was taken up by a number
of English merchants. Soon the opium habit be-

came very common among the masses of the Chinese,
and its baleful influences were quite evident. The
more educated class felt that the habit was under-
mining the moral and intellectual life of the nation
and influenced the government to cloce its ports
against the opium trade. Then commenced a strug-
gle between the Chinese government and the English
merchants: the one trying to protect its citizens,

the other smuggling the accursed drug. In 1843 the
English government took up the quarrel, and, by in-

vading the Chinese empire with an army, compelled
them to pay one and a fourth million pounds for
smuggled opium that had been destroyed, four and
a half million pounds as a war indemnity, and
forced them to open five ports to the English mer-
chants with full rights to carry on the ruinous
opium traffic. England forced a helpless nation
against its will to take a poison that has blasted its

life and riveted upon it a habit from which it can
not recover for centuries. And it was all for gold.
No sooner was our flag unfurled in the Philip-

pines than cargo after cargo of intoxicating liquors
were unloaded upon the islands, not only permitted
by our government, but also protected by it. From
the land whence came the promise of freedom came
also a slavery more tyrannical and ruinous than
even that of the Spanish government. And gold
was the consideration. The missionary sent to the
islands with Bible in hand to draw the dark lives
out into the light and liberty of the Gospel of Christ,
and claim them for everything noble and true unto
life eternal, was everywhere followed by the dram-

shop keeper. And thus it is in almost every heathc

land. The man who would save the lost souls mu
not only face the demon of heathenism in the lar

to which he goes, but he must also turn and fai

the demon of vice from his own land, which enjoj

the protection of his own government.
Historians speak of the time when the praetoriai

sold the Roman Empire to Didius Julianus fc

twelve million dollars, as the most shameful ar

degenerate period of Roman history. But that w;

no worse than for legislators. State and national,

sell their vote to capitalists of the twentieth centuri

or for a Christian nation to license sin to prey upc
weak and unfortunate humanity as a source of re

enue. This spirit of greed has weakened the mor-
fibre of our civilization and caused an ebb in i

spiritual life. And it must be changed. The coi

science of the world must be awakened to the sin i

its gross commercialism. It must find its way to tl

River of Life and wash away the glamour of go
that obscures the true vision of life: beautiful li:

with all its possibilities of virtue, knowledg
temperance, patience, godliness, brotherly kindnesi
and charity. And this is work to be accomplish^
in the vineyard of Christ. Is it not a task worthj
of the bravest hearts, the strongest arms, and til

noblest talents of the world? Where is there anothc^

such heroic challenge to duty as the call to ent;

the vineyard?

The Blight of a Nation

This fair land of ours is fast becoming a heljl

less victim to the demon monster of intemperanc
Every year a tribute of the lives and happiness c

thousands of fathers and mothers, husbands an
wives, sons and daughters is paid to satisfy i1

fiendish demands. On every hand are hearts the

ache and break for lost loved ones. The term "Ii

temperance" means more than the drink habit. ]

includes the gambling den, and all of those immor«!
and vicious factors that poison the social life, co-
rupt the political life, and blight the home life of

'

people. It is a great organized body of comple
proportions that reaches out in a thousand ways t

entrap weak humanity in its devilish clutch.

There are no words in human language that ca,

express the depth of woe, no figures of speech ths

can picture the hopeless ruin in the life of the vi(

tim of this curse, for it runs as deep as the deepes
experience of the soul. But I wish that I could drav
back the curtain, anu reveal to you in a great par'

oramic view the wreck of its accursed power; for i

would steel your heart and nerve your arm againsl

it forever. I wish that I could open the door of th'

drunkard's home and let you see the misery an'

want that is there; let you look upon the sad fac

of the wife, whose eyes have become hollow an
sunken with watching and weeping; let you se

the children shivering with cold and hear them crj

ing for bread. I wish that I could show you th

interior of the gambling den, foul with the odors o

tobacco and strong drink, and let you look upon thj

bloated face, the blood-shot eyes, and hear th

vulgar joke and coarse remark, which shows that th

last vestige of moral manhood is dead. I wis!

that I could show you how many of the ravini

maniacs in the asylums and how much of the sim

pering idiocy in the institutions for feeble-mindei

are the wrecks of intemperance. I wish that I coult

take you through the halls of the penitentiaries o

our land, and let you see the faces behind the bars

many of them young men who had brilliant pros

pects for a useful future. And I wish that yoi

might hear them say that they are there because

they committed crimes while their brains were firei

with drink.

The Drunkard's Heart

If I could draw back the veil of life and let yoiij

look into the drunkard's heart, the vision of cor

rupted morals, vicious desires, dead manhood, los

self-respect, shattered intellect, and hopeless despaii;

would win j'ou body and soul to the cause of temperii

ance.
I would not have you look upon this gruesomi

picture of sin and shame and woe and depravity ou

of idle curiosity, or with the thought that it migh
help you to live a more righteous life. But I feai

Continued on next page
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""^^ The Idlers Reproached
I

Continued from preceding poge

I at the Christian people, the moral-

ving people, the God-fearing people

this great nation will not be aroused

. the full significance of the issue and

ade to feel their full personal respon-

biiity until they have been made to

:e and to know the real true character

this monstrous evil of intemperance.

And let us remember that our deliv-

rance is not to be accomplished by a

'ero like Theseus of old, who will de-

;roy this monster and free his people
' rom its power. But this is also work

) be accomplished in the vineyard of

Ihrist. It depends upon the heroic

ction of the Christian citizenship of

he nation.

We hear much in political circles

bout the great needs of the country.
Jut our greatest national need is the
.•hole Christian world's greatest need.

Vnd that is a great religious revival

hat would stir the hearts of men and
vomen, who in the mad rush for gold

lave indifferently passed by the vital

ssues of life; and that would awaken
hem to their own needs and to the

leeds of the world around them; and
hat would constrain them also to enter
nto the Lord's vineya-rd and labor for

the moral and spiritual victory of

ruth.

With such a vision of need before
)ur eyes and so many pleading voices
ringing in our ears, how dare we stand
all the day idle as if there were noth-
ing to do? Is it because we have no
more interest in ourselves and families
than the temporal things of life? Does
life mean no more to us than eating
and drinking and keeping warm? Life
means that much to the flocks and

J herds grazing upon the hills around us.

But to every one who enters as a
laborer into the vineyard of Christ, life

means the attainment to the infinitude
iof soul possibility.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column!

Anvil Sparks
..Make another happy and you

I make two happy.
. .The hypocrite likes to hear praise

for the way he prays.

..Backsliding is the result of too
much backward looking.

..The world is full of sin and sin-

ners are full of the world.

..Polish is something we get by
rubbing up against people.

..It is all right to give another a
piece of the peace of your mind.
..We may run to meet an opportu-

nity, but never run to overtake it.

. . Some people abstain from the very
idea of the disappearance of evil.

..The man who wears his religion
as a cloak soon wears his religion out.

..The Bible is a love story, which
promises a happy ending to all who
will live it.

..Some people are down on every-
thing religion stands for, because it is

down on everything they stand for.

. .The Lord will forgive you for do-
ing on Sunday what you couldn't do on
Saturday—but your neighbors may
not.

. .Tell the child to do something it

can do alone, and then something in

which you can help it. . Thus it will
develop.

PEACE, BE STILL
(Mark 4: 39)

\X^ HEN lowered the sky ami wiMly blew
The winds across the troubled sea.

And terror seized the trembling crew
That rode on .stormy Galilee.

The Saviour heard, and raised his form,
And as he uttered "Peace, be still

!"

The winds withdrew, and ceased the storm.
Obedient to his heavenly will.

So when the storms of life assail,
And tempests toss our founderinpr bark ;

When frienils are false and prospects fail.
And all the world seems cold and dark :

Jesus will lend a listeninR ear.
And the crushed heart with uladness fdl ;

His voice the sorrowing soul will cheer.
And sweetly whisper "Peace, be still

!"

Lake Helen, Fla. J. Willis Westlake.

VACATION REST, WITH A THREAD By Rev. J. M. Parrar. D.D

I
CAN'T do this sum," said Hal. "I've tried and tried, and I

can't get the answer."
"How many times have you tried it?" asked his mamma.

"Three times."

"Well, you go out and ride your tricycle around the house ten
times, as fast as you can, and then come in and try three times more."
Out dashed Hal, and soon came in again, his cheeks glowing. "I

tell you it's splendid out," he said, "the fresh air is so good, and I've
thought of the way to do that sum, too."

"Got the answer—hurrah!" Hal shouted, after a few minutes.
"I thought your brains only needed a little shaking up," said the

wise mamma. The request of our text, "rest a while," was given by
one who is even wiser and kinder than a mother.

THE disciples had been woi-king very hard. They were in what is

called "the school of Christ." They were studying how to work
with him and for him. They had some very difficult problems. "They
had no leisure so much as to eat." Christ saw they were tired, too

tired to study their lessons, so he said, "Come with me to a quiet place
and rest a while." What did they do? They rested by studying
a new problem. Read the story, Mark 6: 30-44, and you will learn
how they were "shaken up" by a new lesson.

Vacation is a "shaking up" time. The body needs shaking up.
Romp and run, shout and sing, sleep and snore, wake and walk, eat
and exercise, lounge and laugh. Play in the hay, wade in the water,
and tramp miles with the men when they go fishing and hunting.
The brain needs a "shaking up." Find something to think about
when you are out. Study the stars, read lessons from leaves of the
tree, study birds in place of books, find new books in running brooks,
train your brain. 'The soul needs "shaking up." See God in every
thing that is good. Sing "The Lord is my shepherd," when you are
watching the sheep. Find sermons in stones. "Behold the fowls of

the air, for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns,
yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better
than they?" The birds will teach you how God cares for you.
"Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither
do they spin. And yet I say unto you, that even Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed like one of these." Here you find a soul

lesson from the lily. Recreation means re-creation, made over
again. A shaking up of your life and starting it along new paths.
The best vacation is found in a variety, in something new and true.

NOW I hear many of my Juniors say, "We do not go away during

our school vacation. We stay at home all the time. There is

nothing new to see at home. How can we find something new to

keep us from getting blue?" Possibly you could find something new
and true not very far from home. You may find some plan for a
"shaking up" in the summer shadow of your old home. Will this

statement interest you?
Agassiz tells us that he spent an entire summer exploring his back

yard. A merchant sent him a check for $1,000 and invited him to

take a trip to Europe. Agassiz replied that he was too busy to go
to Europe, but proposed to investigate the treasures of his kitchen
garden. He began at one corner of the garden and found a little

stone that held the outline of a mollusk. Close beside that stone was
another that had the section of a fern. He kept on, working across

the garden, and after three months, by the first of September, he
finally reached the opposite corner of the fence. The great scientist

kept his notes and wrote out his studies Avith great care. Later he

published his vacation travels in a garden under the title of Elements
of Zoology.

YOU cannot .shake up your body, mind and soul without giving

them something to do. Too many boys and girls think vacation

is a time for idleness. Idleness cannot live without his friend and

chum, laziness. Doing something, doing something, doing some-

thing! That is the secret of successful work and play.

Shall I tell you a story I found in the Friends for Boys and Girls?

"I like to .sew when there is no thread in the machine, it runs so

easily," .said a little girl.

A good many people, I think, are pretty fond of running their

machine without thread.

W^hen I hear a boy talking very largely of the grand things he
would do if he only could, and if things and circumstances were only

different, and then neglecting every daily duty, and avoiding work
and lessons, I think he is running his machine without any thread.

WHEN I see a girl cross and disagreeable in her home, playing

when mother is working, sleeping in the morning when she

ought to be playing, .she, too, is running her machine without any

thread.

Ah! This sewing without a thread is very easy indeed, and the

life machine will make a great buzzing, but it only wears out the

machine. Agassiz really spent his vacation playing in the garden.

He kept out of his study, away from his books, got a good shaking

up. But he kept a thread in the machine with which he was play-

ing. When you take your vacation do not forget the thread.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: "Rest a while." Mark 6 : 31.
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Tommy's Prayer
DURING the years I was at work in

the slums of Southeast London,
writes Philip I. Roberts, the following
example of a simple faith came to ray
knowledge. A poor little slum-child
of about eleven developed a malady
which demanded an instant operation.
He was taken to Guy's Hospital, where
the great doctor who examined him
had to tell him that there was just a
fighting chance for his life.

The seats of the operating theatre,
rising tier above tier like the gallery of
a church, were filled with long rows of
students, who had come to witness the
greatest surgeon of his time use the
knife. The little patient was brought
in, and, during some preliminaries,
placed in a cushioned chair. Looking
round at the great throng of men, he
said timidly to one of the assistant-
doctors: "Please, sir, I should be very
glad if one of you gentlemen would say
just a little prayer for me."
The surgeon patted him on the head

and said: "We'll do our best, my little

man. You must be brave."
"Yes," answered the lad, "I'll be

brave, sir. But I'd like a wee prayer
to ask God to help you to use that knife
right—and to help me, too."
There was a profound silence. No-

body moved, so the little slum-child
knelt down and said : "Dear Jesus, will
you please have mercy on me now, and
if I die, will you take me to be with
you in heaven? I'm only a poor, weak,
little lad, but, please, I'd like to live.
So, dear Jesus, please help this kind
gentleman, so that he shall do his work
right. Amen." Having said that, the
boy climbed on the table, and lay back
with a smile lighting up his face. The
anaesthetic was promptly adminis-
tered, but so long as there was any
consciousness, the boy was heard
praying.
The great surgeon stood at the head

of the table fully aware that he was
about to perform an operation that
would test his skill to the utmost. For
a moment or so, he was visibly agi-
tated. The students exchanged signifi-
cant glances. Never had they seen
their great chief unnerved before, and
his condition now argued but ill for
the life of the waif. Yet as he looked
on the still moving lips of the prostrate
boy, a great calm stole over the doctor.
He commenced to operate and imme-
diately realized that the slum-child's!
prayer was being answered. Coolness
of head, steadiness of hand and deli-
cacy of touch, all came as they were
needed. The boy's life hung on a mere
thread, but the skilful surgeon did not
snap it. Though quite the most critical
he had ever undertaken, the operation
was performed with complete success.'

Next morning the surgeon stood in
the ward by the bedside of his little

patient. Taking his hand, he said:
"Well, Tommy, Jesus heard your
prayer yesterday." A confident smile
lit up the boy's face as he answered:
"I knew he would." Then his features
clouded over, and he said: "You were
very good to me, too, doctor. And I

have nothing to give—nothing at all."

Then a happy thought came to him,
and his face lit up again, and he whis-
pered : "But I can keep on praying to
Jesus for you, can't I?" A great lump
came into the doctor's throat. "That
you can," he answered huskily, "and
that will be better than any sort of
money, for God knows I sorely need the
prayers of one like you!"

Among the Workers
—Fifteen vacation Bible schools for chil-

dren have been opened in New York under the
auspices of the Federation of Churches and
other organizations.
—Kate C. McBeth, a missionary for more

than thirty years among the Nez Perces, in
Idaho, writes to The Christian Herald that
the new "Shaker" religion described in a re-
cent article in this journal by Sarah Endicott
Ober, has not appeared among the Nez Perces.

—A NEW idea in summer evangelism is the
"Board-walk Church." An interdenominational
church with this unique name has been estab-
lished this season at Atlantic City by Evangel-
ist Robert A. Elwood, who preaches every
Sunday morning to good-sized audiences in the
Savoy Theatre.
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BEAUTIFUL Mont - Lawn— "The
Children's Paradise"—is just now

looking its loveliest. Matron Hyde and
her helpers have an average guest-roll

of some 300 little tenement waifs who
are enjoying their ten days' outing
immensely. The pleasant summer days
pass like a dream of life in fairyland.

The Children's Temple daily resounds
with the songs of the young voices, and
the great lawn is a constant scene of
juvenile activity. And such appetites

!

When the youngsters march into "Fort
Plenty" to their meals it would do any
one good to watch them. First, the
grace is sung by all in unison; then
the substantial food and the mugs of
fresh milk are quickly disposed of and
the youngsters are ripe for another
frolic. Bedtime—which is early at
Mont-Lawn—finds them all eager for
the sweet, refreshing sleep to which
the snowy cots in the big, well-aired
dormitories invite them.

Saturday is a social "field day" at
the Children's Home, being given over
largely to games and lawn sports.

The "Temple hour," however, when the
children sing their hymns to the great
delight of the visitors, is the bright
spot of the day. On Sunday, the
Temple ambulatory and every foot of
space not filled by the children, is

crowded with people who come from the
nearby villages to join in the beautiful
Gospel service and listen to the won-
derful singing of the children. On
Sunday, July 17, Rev. Ezra T. San-

The Visiting Evangelists at Our Children's Home

ford of the North Baptist Church,
New York, addressed the children and
a good-sized adult audience on "the
ships" (Psalm 104: 26). He described
five ships that sailed in the Children's
Paradise : Fellowship, Worship, Friend-
ship, Scholarship and Generalship,
which he happily illustrated in a way
that delighted and inspired his audi-
ence. Dr. Sanford is a popular visitor

at the Home and is always warmly
welcomed by our little guests.
On Saturday, July 23, a notable

party visited Mont-Lawn. It included
Rev. Arthur J. Smith, superintendent
of the Evangelistic Committee of New
York City, and his staff of workers, all

of whom enjoyed a pleasant holiday at
the "Children's Paradise." In the
party were Assistant Superintendent

Orin Baker, Rev. N. P. Dame, the VJll

Street evangelist, Mr. and Mrs. Hiii-

ilton; Italian work. Dr. A. Perazzi
Professor B. F. Butts, the committ's
musical director, Mrs. Butts, Mr. A i-

strong, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross, R.s
Munro, Messrs. Roper, Glasco, E>.

Butler, and Horace R. Baker. An [-

teresting member of the party \]s
Rev. Mr. Faust, a young preacher vS)

when a boy, was one of our little gut
at Mont-Lawn. He told the childrer
his experiences and how the spirit
influence of the Children's Home 1

been the means of turning him ti

Christian life. Superintendent Sm
and Rev. Mr. Dame made interest
and helpful addresses to the child
and Professor Butts and his m»
quartette rendered several fine sel -

tions which pleased them greatly. I .

Stearns, of the National Bible In; -

tute, was also a visitor on the same c r

and spoke to the children.
Appeals have been received fr i

many homes in poorer sections of ;

city, where there are little ones v

)

would greatly benefit by an outing ,t

Mont-Lawn. It is hoped that conl-
butions may come in sufficient volu..;

to enable us to take many of thj;

children this season. We are grate 1

to all the good friends who have S(

;

in their gifts thus far. A number '

the contributors, who have been vi; •

ing New York this summer, have spc

;

a day at Mont-Lawn and have founc ,

a delightful experience.

THE GOSPEL TO THE, CITY CROWB^S
FOR the evangelizing of the many

millions of non-Christian people

in America, there is required an evan-
gelistic crusade every day in the year.
This is the conviction held by the
National Bible Institute of New York.
The mission of the Christian Church is

to travel and cry out the Gospel.
Church buildings should be centres
from which evangelistic zeal radiates
every day in the year. The lost, to be
saved, must be sought.
When the Church goes with the Gos-

pel, in prayer and in the power of the
Holy Spirit, the unsaved multitudes
will listen intently and reverently.
That this is so, the National Bible In-
stitute in New York has proven
through outdoor evangelistic meetings,
held daily and systematically, from
April to October, during several sea-
sons. Ninety evangelistic meetings
are now being held each week under
the direction of the Institute, sixty-
nine outdoors and twenty-one indoors.
All sorts and conditions of men, and
many nationalities, are being reached
in the meetings.
The hearts of the workers this year

have been gladdened by evidences of
lives transformed by the power of the
Holy Spirit. The following instances
will be of interest: The first is the
story of the conversion of a man, who,
from a park bench, and by way of the
outdoor evangelistic meetings in Mad-
ison Square, followed by the influence
of our Mission of the Living Waters,
has been saved from the power of sin.

Through the mission, he was able to
secure a position where he has been
earning a good salary, and since his
conversion he has been one of the most
efficient workers at the mission and in
the outdoor evangelistic meetings. This
is the story of his conversion:

"I was sitting on a park bench in
Madison Square one day in September,
1909. I had once been prosperous, but
because of dissipation lost all, and had
become seemingly a hopeless wreck,
ashamed to see or be seen by my friends,
or those who were once my friends, but
had deserted me because of my own
acts; with hardly enough clothing to
cover my body, getting a little sleep on
a park bench at night, with a news-
paper for covering; often going to
sleep wishing that I might never wake
up again in this world, but without

^y DON O. SHELTON, President, National Bible Institute, Neio York

hope of anything better in the next.
"While sitting there in this condition, I

heard the sound of music, and looking
around, I saw on the east side of the
park a crowd gathered, and moved
nearer to see what it was about. It

was an outdoor evangelistic meeting,
under the auspices of the National
Bible Institute. As I approached, the

man, one who looked to be, and is, a
solid, substantial business man, tell the
story of his life, and his fall, and it

seemed to me to be the story of my
own life, until he told of his conver-
sion. He told how God had wonder-
fully saved him and caused him to
prosper, and there and then I asked
God to save me as he had the man who

President Don O. Shelton Addressing a Gospel Meeting in Madison Square

music ceased and a man stepped upon
a box and talked about Jesus, one who
is mighty to save, and could save even
such as I, in my helpless, hopeless con-
dition. I went away in doubt; but the
second and third day I went back. I

was handed one of the hymn sheets
they were using. I have it yet. On the
back of this sheet was an invitation to
come to the Mission of the Living
"Waters, 23 Delancey Street. Shortly
after this I found myself in that mis-
sion, and there that night I heard a
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had been telling the story. God heard
my cry, and that night I found the
Saviour about whom I had heard at
the meeting at Madison Square; and
when I went out of the mission that
night Jesus went with me, and he has
been going and coming with me ever
since. He has been my constant com-
panion, and, praise his name! he has
promised never to leave nor forsake
me. Now I am not only telling the
story in the missions, but in churches,
on the street corners, and in the shops."

The far-reaching influence of tb
meetings is shown also by the effoi

of converts to lead other friends i:

the Christian life. On a recent eve'

ing one of the workers at the Madis?
Square meeting offered a hymn-she'
to a young Italian, who had been co'

verted during the meetings held la'

summer. "With a smile, the young fc

eigner refused the proffered sheet, sa
ing that he had a number in \

pockets. "I try to get other Italians
sign them," he explained. There is

blank space left on the last page
the sheets used in these meeting
where a man may make a definill

written acceptance of Jesus Christ :'

his Saviour, and this young Italic

meant that he has been endeavoring
:

induce others of his countrymen
make the great surrender. A week lati

the same convert came up to the san
worker and handed him a hymn-shei'
upon which, under the words, "I acce];

Jesus Christ as my personal Saviou'
and surrender my life to him," Wc
written the name of another Italiai|

"He didn't know much about Jesus
the young Christian said, "so I tol

him all you told me and how happ'
Jesus had made me, and he said Y

wanted Jesus to make him happy, to(

So he signed this."

The ninety meetings are being hel

at the heart of the business section c

New York at noon, at Herald, Madiso
and Union Squares, and in Harlem'
at night, at three points on the Bow
ery, at Union and Madison Square;
and at two points in Harlem; on Sur
days, several meetings are held wher
the crowds can be reached. Christia
friends in many States of the Unio
have sent their contributions to fur
ther this far-reaching evangelisti
crusade. The Christian Heral
and its late owner. Dr. Louis Klopsch
have given the work generous support
There is now required $6,500 to con
tinue the ninety evangelistic meeting
each week to October 15. It is ou:

earnest hope that the work may bi

extended, rather than lessened, and thi

hearty co-operation through praye:
and gifts of every reader of Thi
Christian Herald will be gratefullj
welcomed. Contributions may be sen
to The Christian Herald or to Mr
Hugh R. Monroe, treasurer Nationa
Bible Institute, 156 Fifth Ave., N. Y



TO-DAY African Moslems number little less

than sixty millions, about one-third of the

total population. In South Africa they are

almost unknown. From the

Congo and Zambezi Rivers up
to the lower edge of the Sudan
they are in the minority; but

the northern half of the con-

tinent is practically ruled by
the Koran. This means that

Mohammedanism is the dom-
inant religious force in a ter-

ritory approximately four

thousand miles from east to

west, and two thousand miles

from north to south, includ-

ing all Egj'pt, Tripoli, Al-

geria, Morocco, the Sahara,

and the Sudan. Eight million

square miles in Africa are

now swayed by the faith of

Mecca.
Bishop Hartzell startled

his hearers at the Rochester
Student Volunteer Conven-
tion when he said that more
Africans had become Moham-
medans in the last ten years

than had been converted to Chris-

tianity in the last fifty years. Dr.

Samuel M. Zwemer, in his address at

the Chicago Men's National Missionary
Congress, vividly portrayed the crucial

situation in Africa, due to the aggres-

sion of Mohammedanism. The problem
of heathen Africa is rapidly dissolving

into the far more difficult problem of

Islamized Africa. This problem is a

grave one in West Africa, and the com-
ing years of missionary endeavor must
witness signal victories if the Dark
Continent is to be fully evangelized.

The soldiers of the Cro.ss are valiantly

fighting the armies of the Crescent, but
there must be a multiplying of prayers
and sacrifices if this stupendous conflict

is to be won for Christ. Mohammedan-
ism asks very little of its African dev-
otees, but the little that it does ask is

sufficient to produce a defensive attitude

towards Christianity. Confronting such
a condition, one cannot help standing
amazed at the tremendous task of the

Mohammeddan Heaman

Gospel. What will be done by this generation to
stem Islam's swelling tide?

When the English came to found a colony for
freed slaves at Freetown, Sierra Leone, in 1787, the
Moslem faith had preceded them. To-day the call

to prayer goes forth from the minarets of the well-
built mosques of the commercial, political, and reli-

gious centre of West Africa. In spite of its many
Christian chuixhes, schools -and hospitals Freetown
swarms with Mohammedans of diff'erent tribes. Five
times a day from sunrise to two hours after sunset
the muezzin, or crier, begins his summons to wor-
ship with the words, "God is great," uttered four
times. Twice he says, "I testify that Mohammed is

the apostle of God." At these times all Moslems,
wherever they are, must show their loyalty by for-

mal prayer.

In the interior of West Africa Mohammedanism
holds strong sway. There the mosques are not as
substantial as in Freetown, but they call the people
to the same kind of worship. While journeying
among some of the rivers in Sierra Leone, I came to
a cluster of native villages. In one of them I found
a small Mohammedan mosque. It had walls of
hardened mud and a thatched roof. After we had
taken off our shoes we passed through the door.
The ground of the floor was smooth and marked with
grooves. There were some mats and skins spread

Boys Studying Arabic

about. No doubt this crude temple has often been
crowded with people attempting to worship a God
of whom they have wrong conceptions, to utter pray-
ers which they do not understand and to go through
forms which are entirely unspiritual.

Mohammedan education is likewise deficient. It

teaches forms without meanings. One Moslem
teacher informed me that the Koran must be pro-
nounced from beginning to end before a student
would be taught the meaning of the smallest por-
tion of it. There are some schools in Freetown
where instruction is given in things outside of the
Koran, but the latter is a sealed book to the vast
majority of African Mohammedans. Most Moham-
medan schools are held in houses and yards. The
scholars in these are boys and they study the Arabic
language. The characters, words and phrases are
written upon smooth boards. Each boy studies by
going over his lesson audibly.

Why is Islam such a persistent religion in spite of
its weak efforts to train the mind and soul? That
which favors Mohammedanism is its powerful ap-
peal to the superstition and depravity of heathen-
ism through charms, fetiches, slavery, polygamy,
etc. The African puts on the gown of Islam not to
get rid of his evil practices, nor even to hide them,
but rather to dignify them if possible.
How shall the spiritual needs of Africa be sup-

plied? The religion of Jesus Christ deals
with human affairs in a very sympathetic
way, and Africans, like true men, are able
to appreciate this fellow feeling. The
Gospel spreads its blessings through dis-
pensaries, hospitals, industrial farms and
manual training schools. The future
progress of the race depends upon the
cultivation of the elements of humanity
it possesses. The negro in Africa has a
strong susceptibility to training by edu-
cation and this presents a rich opportu-
nity to Christianity, which can do its most
lasting work by getting control of Afri-
can minds while they are yet in a plastic
condition. Black boys and girls, though
born in heathen homes, become keen
students, and if properly trained, they
will develop into strong leaders of their
people.
With a proper working of mission fields

heathenism and Mohammedanism will
gradually but surely wane before the
growing light of Christianity.

Raymond P. Dougherty.

'EOPILE HN THIIL FUBUC EY
ANEW viceroy has been chosen by

the British government to take

charge of affairs in India, with the

hope that he will be able to restore

quiet to the turbulent and rebellious

sections of Britain's Eastern Empire.
The new viceroy is Sir Charles Hard-
inge, a statesman well versed in Indian
affairs; in fact, his family for several
generations has been closely connected
with India. His grandfather was one
of the noted governors in the early
part of the nineteenth century, when
the various races in India were still

attacking one another on the least
provocation and when the .scarlet coat
of the British infantryman was all

that stood for law and progress. Sir
Charles was born in 1858. He went to
Harrow and to Cambridge University,
and then entered the diplomatic ser-
vice. H& served at Teheran in Persia,
and at St. Petersburg as secretary.
Later in his career he was ambassador
to Russia, and then became permanent
under .secretary of stale for foreign
affairs. He has received at least thir-
teen orders of knighthood from his
own and foreign sovereigns, besides
lesser decorations as a reward for his
services of an international character.
His appointment has given much satis-
faction in Great Britain, where it is

felt that the new viceroy must be a
man of experience and resource, capa-
ble of meeting one of the most difficult
problems Britain has had to face in
India since the dark days of the
mutiny.

TT is reported from London that as

^ soon as the coronation takes place
in May, the King will appoint his
unale, the Duke of Connaught, Gover-

nor-General of Canada, a post which
the late King Edward was anxious to

have him fill. The Duke, some years
younger than Edward, was early des-

tined for a military career, and he has
been in more or less active service for

four decades. He holds the grade of
field marshal. Both he and his wife
enjoy a wide social popularity in Eng-
land. They have two daughters, one
married to the Crown Prince of

Sweden, while the other. Princess
Patricia, is still unmarried. One son.

Prince Arthur, is a major of cavalry.

The Duke's last important post was
the command of the British forces

about the Mediterranean, with head-
quarters on the Island of Malta.
Recently he has returned from hunt-
ing big game in Africa, where he spent
some time in the country made familiar
to him by the reports of Colonel
Roosevelt's expedition. The Duke has

often been spoken of as the hand-
somest member of the British royal
family.

KNOWN far and wide as "The
Mother of Missions," Mrs. Wil-

liam Butler celebrated her ninetieth
birthday on July 30. Still vigorous
physically and mentally, only a few
weeks ago she spoke at the Sunday
School Convention in Washington,
D. C, where she attended as the oldest

delegate. While a young woman, Mrs.
Butler accompanied her husband, the
late Rev. Dr. William Butler, known
as the "pioneer missionary of the
largest Protestant church in two
fields—one on either side of the world''
(India and Mexico), in 1856 to India.

In their new home in Bareilly, she be-

gan visiting the women of the commu-
nity and invited their daughters to her
little home school. The Hindu women

Sir Charles Hardinge Mr*. William Butler Duke of Connaught

at first received her with scant cour-
tesy. The first Christian message
given by the Methodist Mission in a
Hindu home was to fallen women.
When the great Sepoy rebellion broke
out, Dr. and Mrs. Butler were obliged
to flee for their lives. During the fol-
lowing years she worked untiringly
for the women and girls, and when
she returned to America with Dr. But-
ler in 1865, the missionary field was
well organized and equipped. Upon a
second visit to India in 1883, Dr. and
Mrs. Butler were received by a great
company of orphan girls from the
school at Bareilly, theological students,
missionary families and members of
Christian churches. "Mrs. Butler,
after enthusiastically embracing every
one of that long line of precious girls,

stood still and wept with excess of
joy," wrote Dr. Butler at the time; "it

was all such a contrast to the days
gone by when she and others in dis-
tress of soul made those earnest efforts
to reach and teach even half a dozen
airls in that city. Now, here was a
crowd of happy Christian girls, wel-
coming her with songs of joy." In
1906, at the time of the "India Jubi-
lee," Mrs. Butler, although then
eighty-six, visited India again. One
hundred and fifty thousand native
Christians gave her a rousing recep-
tion, hailing her as "Empress of India
Missions." Mrs. Butler's home is in

Newton Centre, Mass., a suburb of
Boston. Her daughter. Miss Clemen-
tina Butler, who lives with her and is

associated with her in her missionary
and literary work, says in a life of
Dr. Butler: "To the unfailing courage
and faith of his true 'helpmeet' he ac-

corded a full share of whatever success
crowned his life work."
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Scientific "Guessing"

SOME of the scientists in the government employ
at Washington have recently been endeavoring

to compute the age of the earth. There is plenty of

precedent, for it is a problem with which wise men
of every age have wrestled from Job's day until

now. These Washington investigators have supple-

mented the efforts of the earlier scientists and cos-

mogonists with researches of their own. They have
before them the work of Leibnitz, who believed the

earth to be an extinct sun vitrified; of Buffon, Lyell,

Geikie, Solas, Dawson, Seeley and many other emi-
nent men, some of whom flourished long ago and all

of whom disagreed concerning the age of our planet.

Lord Kelvin, half a century ago, put forth the opin-

ion that it might be anywhere from 20,000,000 to

400,000,000 years old; but later in life, he cut his

maximum estimate down to 40,000,000 years. Sev-
enteen years ago, Dr. Walcott, of the Smithsonian
Institution, reckoned that our globe was probably
70,000,000 years old. Professor Joly, eleven years
ago, estimated the age of the sea at 80,000,000 years;
while Solas quite lately reckoned that "old ocean"
had rolled over its sandy bed for a period anywhere
between 80,000,000 and 150,000,000 years. Some of
our modern scientists, by reckoning the annual aver-
age saline deposit of the rivers and streams, have
sought to reach a conclusion as to the length of
time required to give the sea its present saltiness;

but they too have been compelled to express their

findings in figures so vast that they convey to the
average mind no clear idea of time. And now our
geolo|_,ical survey professors, having found the same
problem of the earth's antiquity wholly beyond their
skill, have resorted to "scientific guessing," like all

of their forerunners. They "guess" that this world
of ours has been in existence somewhere between
55,000,000 and 70,000,000 years. It's a good guess;
unquestionably quite as good as any of the others.
It would take a longer measuring line than science
offers, however, to run back over the ages since that
first dawn, when God said "Let there be light!"
Wiser than all the scientists, the inspired writer of
the Creation story in Genesis, knowing Him to whom
"a thousand years are as but a day," did not
"guess," but simply wrote: "In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth." The old Bible
is not a geological textbook, but it sets forth in
strong, broad outlines the origin of things, which
human science, with its obvious limitations, cannot
hope to reach, far less controvert. Guesses as to the
periods of time represented in the "Bible days" of
Creation are futile, as the figures we have quoted
show.

Since the dawn of human reason, four great
problems have occupied the mind of man, viz. : The
earth; the heavens above; God the Creator, and
man and his destiny. These are still the master-
studies of the race, and each successive age gives
us deeper insight into them. It is a fine thing when
men of intellect take up such studies earnestly and
with reverence. The more they investigate in this
spirit, the sooner will they trace clearly the lines of
agreement that exist between science and the Bible,
rightly interpreted, and the less need will there be
for a resort to "guesswork," such as that we have
seen in relation to the age of the earth.

The Progress of Latin America

FEW of us realize the wonderful progress being
made by the nations south of us, which are

classed as Latin America, and the report of Director
Barrett of the Bureau of American Republics may
be classed as an "eye-opener." In 1909 the report
shows that they did a foreign business of $30 per
capita, compared to the $3 per capita of Japan. The
total reaches the amazing figure of two billion, one
hundred and twenty-seven million, three hundred
and one thou.sand dollars. The balance in trade was
in favor of the South American countries. It is in-
teresting to note that the bureau at Washing-ton was
responsible for fifty-two millions of new trade. Our
country buys one-fourth of their products and sells
it one-fourth of what is purchased from outside.
This trade doubles in ten years.
The Pan-American Conference, at which the re-

port was read, is being held in Buenos Ayres, Argen-
tina, a city referred to recently by Sir John Benn
as the Paris of the South. It is wealthy, and the
architecture is of a high order. Signs of culture

are seen on every hand. He voiced his surprise and
said we must rearrange our ideas on South America.
He said Argentina seemed reserved and equipped by
nature to feed the rest of the world. France, alive

to the growing importance of South America, has
opened an exhibition of applied arts in Buenos
Ayres, and other nations are seeking its trade.

While our own is satisfactory, we shall find that at
no distant day we can have even better markets in

the South than some lands which we now think are
better customers. The way in which the Latin
Americans have joined us in the great work of

developing our mutual interests is a good indication
of their belief in the honesty of our intention and a
desire for peaceful relations among themselves.

Choose the Right Road

TO every life there comes a testing time, when two
roads are open to us—one right, the other wrong.

Necessity, hard and uncompromising, forces us to

the wrong road; danger, loss, even death appear to

lie the other way. Are we, then, forced to sin? This
is a question frequently asked by readers of The
Christian Herald. When Palissy, the Huguenot
potter, was lying a prisoner in the Bastile for his ad-
herence to the Protestant faith, the King of France,
who had great regard for him, visited him in his
dungeon. He tried to move him by argument and per-
suasion and finally told him that if he did not com-
ply with the established religion, he should be forced,
however unwillingly, to leave him in the hands of his
enemies. "Forced, sire?" replied the noble old man,
with all the energy and fire of his earlier years.
"This is not to speak like a king. But they who force
you cannot force me. I can die." So Daniel, when
he opened his window towards Jerusalem and still

prayed and gave thanks to God, though he knew the
den of lions awaited him. So Nehemiah, when he
answered, "Should such a man as I flee? I will not
go into the temple to save my life." So Peter and
John, when threatened by the rulers and ordered to
speak no more in the name of Jesus: "Whether it be
right in the sight of God to hearken unto you rather
than unto God, judge ye; for we cannot but speak
the things which we have seen and heard." No, sin
is never a necessity. Choose the right road and leave
the rest with God.

The Great Heat Wave
ALL of the Eastern States will remember for some

. time the "hot spell" which started in a day or
two after the celebration of the glorious Fourth and
continued week in and week out until it seemed as if

the limit of physical endurance had been reached.
New York suff'ered severely, as it always does when
the sun really decides that it will keep its rays at
work in the crowded streets, where it is soon assisted
by the radiation from the high buildings and the
sidewalks. On Monday, July 25, the hot wave
claimed thirteen lives ; the number of those so badly
affected that they died within a comparatively short
time is not included in this number. Prostrations
were numerous, and the clang of the ambulance was
constantly heard as it hastened to some spot where
a policeman had dismounted by the side of a limp
form on the sidewalk. Many cases of exhaustion
and sunstroke were privately treated by physicians
and in drug stores.

The rush to the beaches has not been exceeded in
recent years. All of the rolling stock that could be
brought into service was put on the lines running
to Coney Island, and the people packed the cars and
hung to the posts until all that could be seen of
the cars were roof and wheels. Four hundred thou-
sand people went to Coney on one day, and a
crowd of from one to two hundred thousand was not
unusual. The motto with most people seemed to be
"Coney or Die," and many were so exhausted when
they got there that it seemed as if they were in
danger of dying before the refreshing salt air could
get m its work. There the police had their hands
full looking after exhausted people. Thousands who
could afford to go to a greater distance went to
Atlantic City and other coast resorts, where they
found every train filled with refugees from Phil-
adelphia and points further west.

It is a remarkable fact that, while we have been
suffering from the heat, Europe has been complain-
ing of an unusually cold summer. Our thermometers

have been ranging from eighty-five to a hundr
while over there the mercury has refused to go mi i

above fifty.

Standing for Principle

IN a recent issue, replying to a reader's questi|
we stated in The Mail-Bag that we knew off

daily newspapers which absolutely refuse liqil

advertisements. We are glad to be undeceived |i

this point, and to learn that there are several dair

publications whose conductors illustrate the mib
practical advocacy of sober citizenship by excludiw
liquor and doubtful advertisements. One of thesci
the Evening Dispatch of Wilmington, N. C, ediil

by Mr. R. P. McClannery. Another is the Witv <

of Montreal, Canada. The Atlanta (Ga.) Georg i

is a third. The Fort Wayne (Ind.) Sentinel, edi i

by Mr. E. A. K. Hackett, and the Reading (P.j

Herald, Mr. E. M. McCormick, proprietor, make o

the total of a very interesting and unique quint

.

Besides there are the Salem (Mass.) Evening Nei ;

the Omaha (Neb.) Daily News; Lincoln (Ne
Evening News and State Journal, and the Richmc I

Virginian. The Daily News of London, Engla
,

belongs to the same independent class of clean, p -

gressive journals. All honor to these valiant ajl
•

self-sacrificing newspapers, but the list remar?
wofully small. In view of this disparity, would it i4

be good tactics for our temperance friends to trji

their batteries of persuasion on the daily press url

the little band becomes a substantial phalanx
,

say, fifty? This should not be an impossible ta .

and it is certainly one well worth trying. As
ourselves. The Christian Herald never publisl

;

such advertisements.

General Notes
•

—

The United States Steel Corporation has eclipsed its t i

remarkable record by showing earninKs during the three mor ;

ending June 30, of $40,170,960, being more than $10,00ii.

greater than in the same period last year.

—Tn the latest battle in Nicaragua, Estrada won w :

seemed almost a decisive victory. The Madriz forces were •

gaged by the Estradists at Comolapa and after a half-day fi :

were completely routed. Five hundred are reported killed ,1

wounded.
The great Krupp gun works in Germany have greatly increa.l

their working force lately. There are now at the Essen wo j

68,905 men, 7, .500 working machines, 2,090 electric motors, :!

554 steam engines, and the steel output as well as the num-'
of tests made with high-power projectiles on steel plates ;

larger than any previous year.—Much depends upon the point of view. A contempor.|
tells of an old farmer who, when asked what he would dc;:'

wealth came to him unexpectedly, replied: "Why, I'd sell '.

old farm, and retire to the city and lead a quiet life." '-/

urban dweller reverses this viewpoint of course and idealij

life in the country. Perhaps the explanation is to be found
j

the fact that most people want "something else" than w
providence has assigned them, although they are unwillini;

confess it.—In an intekbsting article in the World's Work. Protes'

J. P. Norton quotes the late Professor W. G. Sumner of Y'*

as giving a somewhat startling prediction concerning the fut '

of the Republic. "As a nation." he said, "we are now enter]
the glory period. I don't like to see the glory period, becausi^

brings in grave dangers of corruption and extravagance wh-
ultimately have ruined all the republics of the past. I dol

believe the Republic will last longer than 1950. We are on i

threshold of very great wars, and the possibilities of trouble

the East are tremendous."
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National French Celebration

rHE Bastile played an important part in French
history from the day it was started by King
John adding two towers to the gate of St.

Vntoine. In 1369 Charles V. had it converted into

I
regular bastile or fort, by adding six more towers

ind uniting them by massive curtain walls of stone.

Vbout it was a ditch twenty-five feet wide filled with

vater. This form it retained until its destruction

luring the French Revolution. Several times it was
he place of refuge for French sovereigns when
nemies were battering the gates of Paris. In the

lumerous civil wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth

:enturies it was a bone of contention, and rival

)arties fought fiercely for its possession. Gradually

t became more of a prison than a fortress, though

t never entirely lost its original character. Accord-

ng to tradition the first incarcerated within its gray
owers was the builder himself, Hugues Auberiot.

Sometimes it was filled with prisoners of two classes,

)ne detained on grounds of precaution and whose
mprisonment depended on the will of the king; the

5ther was composed of those who were
charged with a specific crime and who
were to be tried in the regular way.
Until a man's guilt was proved he was
allowed certain liberties. Among its

jTiost famous prisoners were the Man
.»iiinthe Iron Mask and Marshal Richelieu.

•f-Ui itAt the outbreak of the Revolution it

"Sill iwas attacked by the Parisians and car-
''Jii jried by assault on July 14, 1789. The

^ igarrison fought gallantly, but were
loverpowered. Only seven prisoners

Tvere found. It was razed to the ground
land a large bronze column now marks
ithe site, often called the Column of

'July. The date of July 14 is observed
lES a holiday in Paris and in some other
{French towns. The Bastile stood in the

French mind for oppression, and its de-

struction was the expression of their

;hatred of it. How swiftly has oppres-
sion been driven away from the nations
of the earth inourtime! Almostnowhere
on the earth is absolute despotism per-
mitted to exist. Freedom in France and
everywhere is illustrated in the word of

ithe prophet:

For thou hast broken the yoke of his burden and
the staff of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor,

das. 9:4.)

iNew Explosive Safe

In Melroi-e, Conn., there is being fitted

'a building for a new explosive, which is

jsaid to be more effective than any of

the compound.s of nitro-glycerine and
|yet perfectly safe to handle. This new
isubstance can be hammered or put in

the fire without producing an explosion.

I

It is called carlsonite, after Professor
!!!arlson, the Norwegian electro-chemist

|who invented one of the chief ingredi-
[ents. W. Harcourt Palmer, a Briti.'^h

[engineer who is to have charge cf the
Smanufacture of this substance, recently
[took a carlsonite cartridge in his left

hand, held a loaded rifle up to within six
inches of it, and fired a bullet through

?the cartridge; this developed heat and

I
concussion, two chief factors of cxplo-

I

sion, but no explosion came. Had the substance been

I
dynamite he would have been blown to atoms. On

ithe Panama Canal work, where carlsonite has re-
" tcently beep .successfully tested, a mule and a dray

jl
carrying a lot of it fell over a bridge to the rocks

> below. The driver ran off at his best speed, fear-
i ing an explosion that did not come. Carlsonite re-

I
quires a special cap to explode it, and then it will

3t
j
only explode when the gases are in clo.se confinement.

i It is likely that good use of this new explosive will

Pj
be made in the art of war. After having mentioned
the shields, spears, helmets, bows, slings, etc., used

1^ in contests against enemies, there is the record of
y engines of destruction invented by cunning men, as
instruments of warfare.
And he made in Jerusalem eniorines, invented by cunning men, to

|5
be on the towers and ui)on the bulwarks, to shoot arrows and great
stones withal. (II. Chron. 26 : 15.)

Kindness Wins Fortune

About twenty years ago a poor teamster who was
down and out and could get no credit for hay and

i*M ^3ts for his horses, was told by a young man, a
!t^» clerk in a store, to cheer up and take a new grip on

thing.s, as he would let him have all of the horse

feed he wanted on credit, and he would become per-
sonally responsible to the proprietor, and trust his
honesty to pay the debt. That poor teamster struck
oil and became Jack Ennis, the millionaire. He
has just died at Corpus Christi, Tex., leaving a will
in which it is stipulated that his wife shall have
use of his fortune during her life, but at her death
it must all go to Boyce Rankin, the young man who
had really given him his start in life, and to his wife
in equal parts. The young man did not expect any
return for his deed, and he is now astonished beyond
measure at his financial good fortune. No one can
tell what plentiful harvests of reward will spring-
out of the seed of love. Hope of reward is an in-
ferior motive to duty, and yet returns of infinite
value are sure to follow deeds of love to our fellow
men out of loyalty to our Master.
For thy work shall be rewarded, saith the Lord. (Jer. 31 : 16.)

Glacier Returns Bodies

Within the past fifty years five hundred tourists
and guides have perished on Mont Blanc and the
body of every one has been brought down on its slow

Pres. Fallieres and King of the Belgians at the Bastile Celebration, July 14

journey of forty years' duration with the glacier on
its movement to the sea. Forty years ago the 7th
of next September, John C. Randall of Quincy,
Mass., Dr. James B. Bean of Jonesboro, Tenn., and
the Rev. George McCorkindale of Scotland, with a
number of guides, were lost in a snow storm on Mont
Blanc. On the 16th of the month a rescuing party
found Mr. McCorkindale and two of the guides about
750 feet from the summit; about 300 feet higher
they came upon Mr. Bean and another guide seated,

the former with his head supported by one hand and
his elbow on a knapsack. They hunted in vain for
Mr. Randall and the rest of the guides. For four
decades Mr. Randall's body has lain in a slow-
moving coffin of ice, progressing inch by inch a few
hundred feet each year; about him, entombed in

ice, are five guides faithful to the last, escorting
him back to Chamonix, the place from which they
started forty years ago. The Bossons glacier will

give up its dead this year within a few days, or
weeks at most, of the anniversary day, September 7.

Four children await the return of the body of their

father. Mr. Randall's widow died in 1891, but Miss
Edith Randall, the second child, twice has been
abroad to look with awe on the slow-moving ice

tomb of her father. The delivery of this body from

its tomb of ice after these many years and its recep-
tion at the hands of loved ones reminds us of the
surrender the grave must make through Christ's

resurrection and the happy meeting of loved ones in

the life beyond.
I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will redeem

them from death ; O death, I will be thy plagues ; O grave, I will

be thy destruction. (Hosea 13 : 14.)

Child Hero in Wreck
Samuel Wayne Gayrigues, a boy seven years of

age, of Columbus, 0., was caught in a fearful rail-

road wreck the other day. His left arm was torn
from its socket, mangled to shreds, and his right leg-

shattered in many places. He thought not of him-
self, only of his father and mother, who were on the
train and whose lives, unknown to him, had been
crushed out by the collision of the two trains. Ly-
ing on the floor in the depot, he begged his rescuers
to leave him and go to his parents and help them.
"Find mamma and papa. Go look for them. Oh, do
you think they are hurt? Bring them to me," he

repeated, over and over. The rescuers
found the dead bodies of father and
mother. A hundred feet from the track
lay the mother's hand bag, in which was
found the picture of her baby boy who
had called for her. The physician offered
the boy a swallow of whisky. The little

lips compressed and the flask was with-
drawn. "No, I'd rather die first than
take whisky," the boy said to Rev. H. G.
Smith, a Lutheran minister who knelt
by his side in the depot. It is impos.si-
ble for us to conceive of a more beautiful
and pathetic love of child for parent
than that exhibited by this dear little

boy. His Quaker parents had taught
him everything that was sweet, pure
and lovely, and had impressed the lesson
of total abstinence upon him so sensibly
that it made a moral hero of him. His
example will be a model and inspiration
to thousands of children in our land.
The moral courage of the boy was in

imitation of one of olden times.

But Daniel purposed in his heart that he would
notdefile himself with the portion of the king's meat,
nor with the wine which he drank ; therefore he
requested of the prince of the eunuchs that he might
not defile himself. (Dan. 1 : 8.)

New Elements Discovered

Professor Muthman of Munich an-
nounced the other day at a congress of
German chemists that Dr. Auer von
Welsbach of Vienna had discovered six

new elements. The professor made
mention of the discoveries of this Aus-
trian chemist while he was reading his
own paper to the congress on "Rare
Earths." He said Dr. Von Welsbach
had succeeded in separating terbium
and thulium, previously believed to be
elements, into two constituents each,
and dysprosium and gadolinium, two
other rare elementary substances, into
three each. The number of elementary
"rare earths" has thus been increased
from sixteen to twenty-two. It will be
remembered that last year Dr. Von
Welsbach, simultaneously with the
French scientist Urbain, discovered that

ytterbium, for thirty years believed to be an element,
was divisible. Since 1878 the Viennese savant has
added ten elements to those known to science, a
record for any single inventor, in recognition of
which the congress of German chemists sent him a
telegram of congratulation. When the old people
of to-day were children, the teachers taught that
there were only a few original elements and that
everything in nature was a compound of them.
Science with its investigation and discrimination has
been multiplying the numbers extensively. All mate-
rial substances are compounds; spiritual existences
are not compounds. They are uncompounded and
unmixed entities; they cannot be divided into parts.
Nothing can be added to or taken from them. Cur-
rents of thought may flow through them. Senti-
ments may be entertained by them. They may
mingle in companionships, but they remain the ever-
lasting ego or self of being. The Bible story of
creation tells how God took "rare earths" and made
man's body of compound elements, and then breathed
into that body, out of his own nature, the uncom-
pound essence of the human soul.

And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life: and man became a
living soul. (Gen. 2:7.)
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The Charm of a Rainy Day

EVERY woman knows how delightful is the

opportunity for uninterrupted worlc that

comes to her when it really settles down in

the morning for a long rainy day. Something in-

tensely restful and comforting enfolds one when the

skies are gray, the clouds are low and the silver

lances of the rain are seen glittering against the

background of the trees. The patter of rain upon

the roof is a music that cheers the heart with its

gentle monotonous melody. A long spell of rain last-

ing for days together and reminding of the deluge

loses this quality of restfulness, if it occur in a

climate where sunshine obtains most of the time.

Dwellers in parts of the world where a rainy season

is anticipated with pleasure are not among those to

whom this bit of talk is addressed. They prepare

to go forth as usual, call on their

friends, tramp about in the -wet and
carry an umbrella as a matter of

course for six or eight weeks of con-

stant dampness. Rainy days becom-
ing their ordinary appointment cease

to exercise the spell of the rainy day
with us who have so much brightness
and sunshine that now and then we are

glad of the relief of grayness and
shadow.
What may we do on a rainy day?

If we have children who are to be
amused, we have made provision for

them in the way of paper dolls, story

books and indoor games. We may let

the little girl help us when we roll out
biscuits or stir up a cake for luncheon.

A child is never happier than when
allowed to fuss with the dough, to stir

something up with a spoon and to bake
her own cakes in her own little pans.
Fortunate are the children who possess
an attic, a barn or a lumber room
where they may do as they please on a
rainy day. Last summer a large group
of children staying together in a coun-
try inn were amused upon a rainy
morning by the ingenuity of a lady
who selected a small boy and a small
girl and successively dressed them in

a dozen characters and sent them over
the house with slips of paper on which
messages were written. The prop-
erties at her command were very few,
but with picture hats, waterproof
cloaks, fans, parasols and a gold-

headed cane, she produced remarkable
transformations.

A rainy day is a good time for rum-
maging in the trunks where last

year's clothing has been packed, decid-

ing what to do with Mary's outgrown
cloak and Johnnie's last year's suit.

The articles that are to be furbished
up and sent away in barrels and boxes
to orphanages and Homes for the
Friendless, the dresses that are to be
turned and freshened for school wear,
and the alterations that are to be made
in this or that, may be arranged for
on a rainy day. No one is likely to
invade the privacy of a garret or to
ring the door-bell at all when the rain
is coming down in torrents.

If correspondence is in arrears get your letters off

your mind on a rainy day. There are always dear
ones to v^'hom you should write, friends near at hand
and friends across the sea to whom you should send
a letter. Look over your accounts, and if anything
has been neglected, take the rainy day to make
amends. File away your receipts and put your
housekeeping books into the order with which a
merchant keeps a ledger and strikes a balance.

Something to Once in a while a fortunate genius
Interest Mothers invents something so obviously

essential to comfort and house-
hold luxury that the wonder grows why it has never
been thought of before. This is the age of me-
chanical devices from airships to rolling pins, and

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

it is quite in the order of natural law that an ar-

rangement should at last be devised for the comfort

of mothers. If any one should be helped it is the

mother of a babe who must be fed and cared for by
rule, both day and night.

From the earliest ages until to-day the mother
has had to rise from her bed at midnight, lift up
her nursling and put it back again in the crib. Now
there is no occasion for her to be thus inconven-

ienced. Here is an adjustable crib which may stand

en four legs, may be wheeled about as a baby car-

riage and at night may be suspended at the foot of

the mother's bed. If the baby wakes the mother
pulls a cord, and presto, the baby's bed is within her

grasp. You would have to see it yourself to com-

rUN IN THE BARN

Here are little friends together,

Some in fur and some in feather,

All of them in summer weather

Having lots of fun.

Choose a barn from all the places,

Beckoning these little faces

W.'th its wide and airy spaces

Both in rain and sun.

prehend how perfect the contrivance is and how well
adapted to insure a night's rest for baby and mother.
The whole thing is so happily planned that one can-
not imagine it to have been the idea of a mere man.
Some clever woman may have suggested its crea-
tion. The Taylor Nursery Baby Bed Company
have an invention of which they may be proud.

Your Boy's The long summer vacation hailed
Vacation by your boy with acclamation is

not an unmixed source of satisfac-
tion to you if you desire a quiet house and are op-
posed to the rough play in which boys take pleas-
ure. City boys, who have no play place but the
street or a small back yard, are greatly to be pitied
when the school doors are closed. The usual sports

dear to the boyish heart are forbidden in tov
They may not play ball, because they may bra
windows or hit passersby. If they engage in noi

play, they incur the censure of the neighborho*
Unless a boy can have some outing in the count|>

in his vacation, he will miss tjie best part of it. Y
should strain a point, wherever you are, to sendt[
growing lad somewhere in the open country.

God Be There are certain hymns
With You Till fraught with sacred associatii

We Meet Again and exquisite memories that t|

mere mention of them thrills

heart with gladness. Perhaps the first time yl

joined in the inspiring chorus beginning "God
with you till we meet again," was at the close ol

summer convention. You can shut your eyes a
see in a picture a great auditorium, with doors a

windows open, a platform on which sit dist

guished speakers and a floor space r

ing gently so that every one may s(

the seats crowded with happy-looki
people who have spent days togetl

in studying the Bible, listening to e

quent addresses and uniting in pra^

and praise. Very likely a sea brei

wanders through the room and }'

can hear the distant booming of t

surf. How the great breakers roll

upon the yellow sand, the wh
horses of the sea of which Homer sai

and which eternally keep up thi

wonderful march. The conventij

may have been held in a smiling valji

rimmed about by green hills, whl
reaches of a shining river could «

glimpsed through the groves. Hei

birds warbled and the breeze ma!
music in fields of ripening grain.

The days have gone by hallow

and sweet. Youthful lovers ha

plighted their troth, and those w
had long been wedded have been dra^

into closer fellowship. The time h

come for saying good-night and goc-

by until another year. "God be wij

you till we meet again," on earth or

heaven, till we meet at Jesus' feet,

there in the whole round of hymnolo
anything lovelier?

An Old-Fash- Grandmother's gi

ioned Garden den was gay W]

fiox, peonies and rij

bon grass, with roses and day liliij

verbenas and lady slippers, each flow|

in its own season. Flowers grew f
j

grandmother, whenever seemed to haj

any trouble over her garden. Occ:

sionally her husband or son wovj

spade up the ground for her and ei

rich the earth with manure at h!

bidding, but for the most part she c

the work of planting and transplar

ing, weeding and watering with h|

own hands. Her flowers seemed <

bloom because they loved her a:

because they knew the sunshine w^

bright and the dews were soft and t,

showers a delight. Daffodils, nasti

tiums, sweet peas, whatever grar;

mother wanted she had in her gard(i

Her flowers were not in stiff rectangj

lar beds; they were sometimes
masses and sometimes in a jumble of sweet wii

ness and gay confusion, but they were fragra

and sturdy and delicate and exquisite, and the

were always plenty of them. No child peeri;

through the fence reached out a little hand in vaj

for a flower. If any one was ill, grandmother hi

flowers to send her, and if there were a coming-c'

party for a young girl or bridal bells were about

ring, grandmother's garden was called upon to cc

tribute to the decorations. When death snatch

away a little one or gently closed the eyes ofi

tired pilgrim, grandmother had white flowers a

sweet geranium leaves to send to the house
mourning. Of all the flowers in her garden no

were sweeter than the dear old-fashioned pii

with its spicy breath and fringed petals.
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['M Nehemiah Rockwell, your new
preacher," he announced, at the

door of the church steward to

\om he had been directed.

"You're welcome," said the worthy
;ward, who had tilted his chair back

t the wall and was chewing a tooth-

;!" after eating his five o'clock sup-

J-.
"Where's your horse?"

ie brought his chair square with
t floor and waited for the answer.
'My horse?"
/Yes."

("Why, I haven't any. I walked from
cars."

("Well," said the steward tilting his

Biir back to the wall, as there was no
;-Ee to put away, "you will have to

one. You cannot do the work on
six-appointment mission without

lorse. It's more than sixty miles
tiund."

^hile in sea-girt Newfoundland,
Rhemiah Rockwell had heard the call

the church for volunteer home
Bssionaries. Now, the hardy fisher-

of Newfoundland, in their rocky
ni and wave-lashed coast, fed by the
hvests of the sea, think that there is

r other land so favored, or so blessed
jod. They know the sea, their boats

al their Bibles. Of other things they
sietimes hear and, after puzzling
c r how they work and how people
bher with them, think that they can-
r be of much consequence because
t y are not used or needed in Nevv-
f ndland. Spiritual zeal and sancti-
fition should not be confounded with
vidly knowledge, technical skill or
ecutive ability. "Their full glory ap-
p rs in men blessed with the latter
gees and accomplishments; but they
a also found where the minds of men
a cramped by ignorance, conceit and
nional bigotry. Nehemiah was a
gd specimen of the latter and well
e ibited the circumscribed life and
t ught of his ancestors as with holy
zl he had left his native land and,
othe order of the church, had gone to
^'odhill Mission.
'he five-mile walk from the little

r way station had been full of charm
f him.. The woods under the gentle
hid of June had blossomed abun-
dtly and were rich in foliage and
flver; the little lakes shone like pol-

i.;d silver and the only clouds that
fiked the purest of blue skies were
ficy and white. Feasting his eyes
u>n these glories, he had thanked God
or and over again for bringing him
t ;uch a beautiful land. Then he had
videred what kind of people dwelt
aidst such beautiful surroundings.
'he scattered settlers in that new

c ntry were too bu.sy with ax, hoe and
p»v, in making homes and living, to
pise and admire the glories of na-
t'e. Pork, potatoes and cabbages
tiy were seeking, with an occasional
di of fish, paitridge and venison,
hdy, uncouth but warmhearted, they
we fair specimens of the pioneer set-
t'S who brave the unbroken forest
a pave the Way for advancing civil-
ly. ion. While they could not appre-
C'B the natural beauties of their sur-
I'ndings, there were some souls who
I'ched to heights eternal, who wor-
s oed God and longed for pastoral
C2 and leadership to perfect their
f

: h and help their neighbors.
'he holy zeal that burned in the

e rch and thrust men out to work in
tl Master's vineyard was not active
e ugh to supply the present demand
^Jh home preachers. The Mace-
d iancry was, therefore, sounded, and
h ce our volunteer from the fisher-
n^i's home, dear old Newfoundland.
lehemiah Rockwell stood in the

sHard's doorway somewhat dumb-
I'nded at this first greeting by his
"' parishioners. He had thought

1
t his announcement of himself as

II r pastor would have brought them

3y E. RYERSON YOUNG, JR.

to their feet, cap in hand, to wait on
him. But such coolness! Surely this

people did not know how to welcome
a minister! And then, that question

about a horse

!

"You'll come and have a bite, won't
you?" said the housewife, hospitably.

"That's right," added the husband.
"Come right in and make yourself at
home. We'll lend you old Dolly for
to-morrow, but after that you must
make other arrangements for a horse."
"Thank you," said Nehemiah, as he

entered. He put his hat on a peg, his
satchel in a corner, and, in the easy,
kindly atmosphere, forgot all about
that nightmare of a horse.

Sabbath morning broke in splendor

band of noble circuit riders, of whom
he had read, but had little appreciated
what their real experiences were.
This was glorious!

Dolly took things easily and jogged
along. Nehemiah soon felt his seat
uncomfortable and brought Dolly to a
walk. Then he got off her back and
walked by her side for about a mile.
Noticing by his watch that time was
flying, Nehemiah thought that he had
better remount and hasten. Leading
Dolly to a stump he attempted to re-
gain his seat. Dolly seemed to know
what kind of a man she had to deal
with and so played with him some time
ere she allowed him to mount. Nehe-
miah was, therefore, quite warm when

"Drop your sail! ' shouted Nehemiah"

over the land. The verdant hills shone
in glory and the myriad leaves, in
every shade of living green, danced in

the gentle breeze. Nehemiah Rockwell
had arisen early and gone out to com-
mune with God and worship him
amidst his glorious creations.
By the aid and instructions of his

steward, the young preacher had
drawn a map of the mission, of its

roads and churches, and he thought
that he had that matter well in hand.
The worthy steward led out Dolly, a
stout, serviceable horse, that knew how
to plow and how to save her feet in

traveling the rocky, root-infested
paths of the country.
With some awkwardness, Nehemiah

took his seat in Dolly's saddle and
started up the north road. He was
full of exclamations of wonder and
praise of the glories that surrounded
him. The horse was as wonderful as
anything else. She was almost as good
as a sailboat. He had now joined the

he sat back in the saddle, and so he
took off his coat and fastened it in

front of him. As the breeze fanned
his cheeks and puffed his shirtsleeves,

he thought it very refreshing. Com-
ing to a marked turn he consulted his
watch and map. He had consumed
nearly all his time and was not more
than half way!
He tried to make Dolly go near a

tree while he secured a branch for a
whip, but Dolly would not allow this.

Finally he got off, broke a limb and,
after trimming away the leaves, he
remounted with better success than on
the previous occasion. Dolly had her
eye on that switch.
Nehemiah shook it at Dolly. She

laid back her ears, flipped her tail, but
did not increase her speed. Nehemiah
struck her, and in protest Dolly
whisked her tail more vigorously.
Nehemiah applied the whip in real
earnest, and Dolly, losing patience,
sprang into a gallop.

This was what Nehemiah wanted
when he whipped Dolly, but having
attained the goal of his ambition he
wished that he hadn't succeeded. He
did not know how to master the situa-
tion. His feet slipped out of the stir-

rups. Backwards and forwards he
bounded on the saddle. He lost the use
of the reins and gripped Dolly wildly
by the mane. Finally he threw his
long arms around her neck and clung
there for dear life. Dolly plunged
wildly on, the pounding weight on her
back causing her as much alarm as
her gait caused the rider. Down the
road, through the woods, past the little

log houses and clearings, they dashed.
Then on to the log schoolhouse, where
the morning service was to be held.

Here, as in other backwoods places,
the male portion of the congregation
never think of entering the place of
worship until the preacher arrives.
They were all seated on stumps, fallen
logs, or on the grass around the door,
talking of the weather, crops, tanbark
peeling and hunting. Past them, in
good John Gilpin style, Dolly and
Nehemiah galloped. The laugh and
shout came readily to their lips. Two
of the young men sprang into their
saddles and hastened to catch the run-
away. Being lighter and fresher,
these horses soon overtook Dolly. The
men caught her reins, eased her
pace and finally brought her to a
standstill. Nehemiah regained his
seat and tried to regain his breath.
His shaken mind was struggling for
an excuse of the situation.
"The—the horse didn't fit, did it,

boys?" he stammered.
The young woodsmen looked at him

in grim amazement and could not trust
themselves to speak. But when they
saw the preacher safely inside the
schoolhouse, they turned and ran into
the woods. They hugged each other
and danced and laughed, as over and
over again they repeated Nehemiah's
words and mimicked his tone and stut-
tering: "The—the horse didn't fit, did
it, boys !" They nearly took a fit them-
selves and it was with very wet eyes
and red faces that they met the dis-

persing congregation. Some of the
people looked suspiciously at the young
men and attempted to smell their
breaths.
"Our breath's all right," said they

mockingly. "How did the sermon fit?"

"He's a grand preacher, that!" was
the prompt reply.

"We're so glad," said Steele as so-

berly as he could, but Woods could
hardly contain his laughter; his face,
consequently, becoming vividly red.

"What's the matter with you fel-

lows, anyway?" was the imperious
demand.
"Get that preacher out of the way

and we'll tell you; and do it quickly or
we'll burst."

These remarks roused the people's
curiosity and so they lingered. Nehe-
miah felt complimented as he thought
that they had all remained to become
acquainted with him. Preachers little

know what holds some congregations
together. In shaking hands all around
he came to Bill Woods and Tom Steele,

who tried to avoid him, but he met
them face to face and gave each a
hearty handgrip that surprised them
because of its strength and warmth.
Finally some of the older people car-
ried the preacher away for dinner and
then the young men told their story.
The people laughed as only good-
hearted, innocent people can laugh.

Before long Nehemiah heard of it;

but, to his chagrin, he found that it

was only a sample of the many laughs
that he was continually giving this

people. The shell of his past life was
crumbling all around him and he was
seeing a new, big, strange world, and,

Continued on page 722
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The Howard Watch
ON the Ship's Bridge

all over the Seven
Seas— you'll find

theHoWARDWatch. Not
only in American ships.

The Howard is the finest

practical watch in the world.
The Navigating Officer guides

the ship. Observing the altitude of

the sun or a heavenly body with his

sextant, and instantly noting the

time on his watch, he gets the data
for working out the position of his

ship—its longitude and latitude.

His watch must run second for

second with the ship's chronometers.
A few seconds' error in time may
make all the difference between a free

channel under keel and a sunken reef.

The Howard is the closest rating

watch in the world. The Howard
position adjustment holds good
through the rolling and pitching
of the steamer.
A Howard Watch is always

worth what you pay for it.

The Price of each Howard is fixed
at the factory and a printed ticket at-

tached—from the i7-ie\vel (double-roller

escapemeiit) in a "Jas. Boss" or "Cres-
cent"golcl-nlled case at $40 to the 23-

jewel in a 14-k. solid gold case at $150.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD
Je'weler in your town and talk, to him. He is a good man to know^.
Drop us a postal card, Dept. VV.and we will send you a HOWARD book of
value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

ODD
TIMES

when no interest is paid, cut
in two the possible returns of

many savings.
You cannot always deposit just

before interest begins. Sometimes
you have to use your money before

the half year ends.
An investment with the Industrial

Savings and Loan Company will

BEAR EARNINGS THE FULL TIME

invested, whether it be a year, a month
or a day— we have no fixed interest days.

Conducted Under the Supervision of

the New York Banking Department

and our books and records are open to

public inspection in their files.

Awets, ... - $2,250,000
Surplus and Profit*, 175,000

Wrili- for boollet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS &
LOAN CO.,

2 Times Building,

idway & 42c
New York

wm
SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

. TO SING

Bixby'a Home Songa is a unique collection

oi the old-time gems (lullabys, planta-

tion songs, minstrel songs, college songs.

patriotic aongs. etc.) orroa^d for four

part singing.

Pnce. In cloth. 576 p»ges. Ji 00
post paid. Send ior free specimen
pamptJet with index. S. U. Bixby
& Co., 46th Street and Sectiod Avenue.
prortklvn. New York.

m

THE VERY TIME
When Powerful Food Is Most Needed.

The need of delicate yet nutritious food is

never felt so keenly as when a convalescent
gets a setback on account of weak stomach.
Then is when Grape-Nuts shows its power,
for it is the most scientific and easily digested
food in the world.
"About a year ago," says a Kansas woman,

"my little six-year-old niece, Helen, left the
invigorating and buoyant air of Kansas,
where all her life she had enjoyed fairly good
health, to live in the more quiet atmosphere
of Ohio. Slie had a complete change of diet

consisting of a variety of food, and of course
a change of water, somehow ihe eventually
contracted typhoid -fever.

"After a long siege her case seemed hope-
less, doctors gave her up, and she was nothing
but skin and bones, couldn't eat anything
and for weeks did not know even her father
or mother. Her parents, •wishing to get
something delicate and nourishing, finally hit

upon Grape-Nuts food for her and it turned
out to be just the thing.

"She seemed to relish it, was soon conscious
of her surroundings and began to gain health
and strength so rapidly that in a short time
she was well, playful and robust as if she had
never been ill.

"We all feel that Grape-Nuts was the
predominating factor in saving the sweet little

girl's life."

Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A nevv'

one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Craft

"K
ND as Jesus was going up to

Jerusalem." Jericho was in the

^ —. deep gorge wherein was the

Dead Sea and the fords of the Jordan,

while Jerusalem was on the mountain

tops, between fifteen and twenty miles

distant.

It was a hot and dusty way as with

a party of Sunday School pilgrims we
traversed it in 1904. The thermome-
ter registered one hundred and twenty-

nine degrees, and the road had the

appearance and quality, as might have
been expected, of the contents of several

lime kilns, which had been scattered

along the way, several inches deep.

And the stones were so many and so

large that to ride in a carriage was
torture and much of the way walking
on foot was to be preferred.

On the Way to the Passover

Jesus many times went back and
forth over this way, but on the day in

question he and his disciples were go-

ing up to Jerusalem to be present at

the great feast of the Passover. And
the road was full of joyous travelers

on their way to the feast. Jesus, for

some reason best known to himself,

called his disciples aside out of the

throng. We must think that it was to

prepare their minds and hearts for the

solemn crisis, even his crucifixion. At
least it was to draw them aside from
the throng, and create in their spirits a
solemn atmosphere.
"Then came to him the mother of

the sons of Zebedee," and these were
James and John. She came with a
mother's longing in her heart for the
advancement of her sons. Can we
blame her? That she asked amiss may
have been her mistake rather than a
sin. She certainly did not comprehend
what she asked, for she had made the
request that one son should sit on the
right hand of Jesus and the other on
his left in his kingdom. It was as if

she had asked blessing for one, and
cursing for the other; but she had not
thought of it in that way, but only that
both might have places of power and
distinction.

"When the ten heard it, they
were moved with indignation con-
cerning the two brethren." Evidently
the ten disciples supposed that the
mother had made the request of Jesus
by the suggestion of her two sons.

Whether this was so or not, James and
John had expressed themselves quite
willing to share the joys and especially
the sorrows of their Master, for when
Jesus had asked them, "Are ye able to

drink the cup that I am about to

drink?" they had answered, "We are
able." Then it was that the indigna-
tion of the disciples grew more intense.

"Jesus called them unto him." He
gathered them close about him, and
probably .sat down in their midst, that
he might teach them the true idea of
greatness and supremacy.

How Real Greatness Is Attained

"Whosoever would become great
among you shall be your minister," not
to be served but to serve, was the prin-
ciple by which greatness was to be
obtained; not by self-serving, but by
self-sacrifice; not to consider them-
selves but others. This was the key
of the situation in the life of Jesus
upon earth, and strangely enough in

the nearly three years in which the
disciples had mingled with him and
labored with him they had failed to

discover it. But they had to have at least
one more lesson from Jesus to learn
it, and that was given at the eating
of the Passover supper on the Geth-
semane night, when the disciples con-
tended with each other about the
places they should have at the table.

On that occasion Jesus himself to( tin

place of the servant and washed lei

feet.

"And as they went out from Je iho

a great multitude followed ttri.'

Jesus had become well known bJhii
wonderful words and works, so 1 1(
crowd immediately gathered abou lin

whenever he was seen. Some unc ibt

edly were moved by curiosity, ancith
ers by a desire to obtain help ton
Jesus.

The Blind Men by the Waysic

"Two blind men sitting by the ay
side cried out. Lord, have men or

us." They heard him passing I 01

rather they heard the rush thi

crowd, and knew that Jesus waseai
to them. They knew even the erj

moment of his passing, for whi h(

was nearest to them they made leii

cry for help.

"What will you that I do unto r.

This was the gracious reply of su.

as he halted before them, and the 1 iw<

halted, too, eager to see what 'sui

would do.

"Lord, that our eyes may be opt d.'

Great was their faith, or they uk
not have asked it. They had hes ol

other blind eyes that he had oj led

and had longed to meet him m-
where. And now their chance lat

come!
"And Jesus, moved with compa on

touched their eyes." He might avi

granted their request from the dsi

of the throng, but he chose to co s(

near that his gentle, loving fieri

should rest upon their very eyes. W(
must believe that to the end of leii

days they never forgot that tou .a;

it rested in benediction upon then nlj

for a moment.
"And straightway they recyec

their sight." Then the sigh ol

their benefactor dawned upon 1,m!

He looked on them, and they look or

him! Oh beatific vision! Am the

crowd gazed, too, on him who h ed

and on those who were healed, anc lej

burst forth in tumultuous praise

"And followed him." There we thi

two men whose sight had been res ed

They had no need any longer to : bj

the wayside to beg. And they j ie(

the happy throng on the way t th(

Passover at Jerusalem. We usi

think they followed Jesus so c elj

that they either mingled with th liS'

ciples or followed very near to ?m

The crowd would sympathizingly jk

room for them. ii

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
August 21, 1910. Jesus Nearing Jerusalem.
Matt. 20 : 17-34. Golden Text : "The Son of man
came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,
and to givf. his life a ransom for many." Matt.
20 : 28.

The "Pillar Apostles"

A certain European prince is s;

have declared that his highest ami

was to become famous without t

to be famous. Real fame com
those who faithfully do their du

the environment where God has p

them in this world.

"Pillar apostles" in the Chun
their God is what the apostles

been called, and in this connectio

are reminded of that old temple c

the "Erechtheum" in Athens, v

rests upon the shoulders of pondi

human figures cut in stone. It m:

considered typical of Judas that o

these figures was taken away
vandal hand, but the temple die

fall ! It is a fact that men and W'

only become great as they stand i

places God has chosen for them,

read that God put into the mind

hands of Tubal-Cain to work in

and brass, so that he was able to

struct the wonderful work in golc

silver and copper, and to teach o

the same, so that they might b<

helpers. To others God gave the p

to fashion beautiful things in

broidery, so that the hangings o:

tabernacle and the sacred veil mig

made.
Concluded on next page
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Continued from preceding page

3d is doing just this sort of thing

^ men and women. Let those

Uf are thus gifted in art, in letters,

lausic, in crafts, praise not them-

j3S, but God. Let them award to

|( the praise which men bestow upon
^1. Some one has said : "Be spe-

i^y upon the watch against those

J; tricks by which the vain man
",1s to bring round the conversation

iimself, and gain the praise or no-

{which his thirsty ears drink in so

my"
ven if praise comes unsought, it is

jf< while men are uttering it, to guard
^(i'self by thinking of some secret

i'B for humbling yourself inwardly
jird God, thinking unto what these

(l/sant accents would be changed if

ihat is known to God, and even to

HeU, stood revealed to man.
|e yourself often beneath the cross

?of alvary ; see that sight of love and
• soow; hear those words of wonder;
\o> at the eternal Son humbling him-

se there for you, and ask yourself as

yc gaze fixedly on him, whether he

wse only hope is in that cross of

ablute self-sacrifice and self-abase-

niit can have to cherish in himself

on self-complacent action. Let the

.Mter's words ring in your ears:

"Ivv can ye believe who receive honor
or..of another, and seek not the honor
th cometh from God only?" "Boast-
er are cousins to liars," says the

pr erb.

^=Jf.

The Steps of Ambition

bother proverb says: "Content-
mi t is better than wealth." Ergasilus,

th homeless and penniless parasite

of lautus, claimed to be Luck, Gaiety,

Si ty and Joy, because he was con-

te id, but far better than such con-

t€ nent would have been an ambition
to 3 independent of others. Men have
be too lavish of the lash on ambition,
fono man succeeds either in business
or'jligion without it. One of Shakes-
pee's characters says: "Ambition has
bi two steps: the lowest blood, the
hi est envy." It has many noble
st3 between these two extremes that
le; us to excellence of character and
acevement. The ambition whose
m';o is: "What thou wouldst highly

that wouldst holily," is a noble ambi-
tion. There is, of course, an ambition
like Richelieu's, "Breathing the air of
hate and seeing daggers in the eyes of
men," but there is also an ambition
that breathes the air of prayer, and
sees in humanity harvest fields for
Christian eff'ort; an ambition that
works inward to renew us, and up-
ward to make us Christlike, and out-
ward to turn many to righteousness;
an ambition that sings: "Nearer, my
God, to thee," and prays, "I will not
let thee go except thou bless me," and
struggles to "comprehend with all

saints what is the height and depth,
and length and breadth of the love of
God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."

In our hate of ambition's abuse, we
have feared its use, but we need to

learn that every passion in the human
soul is given to lift us Godward, and
to help the race in its long journey
back to Eden. We should hate vain
thoughts; we should be angry at
wrong and sin not; we should cherish
a "godly jealousy"; we should "covet
earnestly the best gifts." These pas-
sions are our steeds, and God gave
them to us to help us heavenward. As
Christians then we should not be sat-

isfied, but follow on, press on, strive
on, to know Christ more, and pray on,

lead on, speak on to taste and see the
wonders of his grace.
A candid president of Brown Uni-

versity once said: "It was my misfor-
tune that the most intimate of my
friends, though pure in their lives and
morally wholesome as associates, were
low in their aims as scholars, satisfied

with very little and very superficial

work. They had been sent to college
to prepare for the ministry. Selected
and aided by beneficiary funds as
'candidates for the ministry,' they
seemed to regard themselves as ab-
solved from the duty of high aims as
scholars, and dropped into the wretched
cant of 'laying aside ambition as un-
worthy servants of the Lord.' " It is

not this spurious discontent of our-
selves that is to be commended, but
rather that sort of discontent of our-
selves which is prompted by the
thought that the best we can do is poor
enough for an offering to the Lord.

(Godl^s IResisoirivSilblle JE-sspectta^ttflOira'''

E obedience to the law of God
|demanded of every Christian,
ids like a simple thing, and so the
het seems to consider it.

je says: "He hath shewed thee, O
m., what is good; and what doth the
L(,l require of thee, but to do justly,
ar to love mercy, and to walk humbly
w, thy God?"

istice, mercy, humility. It seems
as hough any decently educated and
ornarily well-disposed person might
be ble to maintain within himself a
spit of justice, mercy and humility.
nd yet justice is probably the most

ur.tainable of all high attributes. It
is id that few of our laws are entirely
ju ; that governments find it impos-
sil' to conduct their operations justly,
ar that individuals are almost never
iu in their treatment of each other.

e all know that the just man in
vy community shines forth like a

st among his fellows. They carry
'hr quarrels to him to settle. He
deJes concerning disputed boundary
1''!, matrimonial disagreements and
th interpretation of ambiguous laws.
H s revered by all.

-rhaps the merciful man is almost
asxceptional. Cruelty and brutality
m ked all of the earlier ages. Even
in the ancient distinction between
'title" and "simple," the "gentle-
"!•" was often far from merciful.

(le great merciful movements of
m'ern times here have been those of
th two societies for the prevention of
<^lty, first, to dumb animals; second,

.."P'^of the Epworth Leasrue for Sunday.
,. '

"'21. Texts : Mic. 6:8; Deut. 10 : 12, 13 :

to children; and, last of all, the Anti-
vivisection Society.

This excellent organization has for
its object, not the suppression of vivi-

section, which has benefited mankind
in many ways; but its regulation, so

that only responsible persons shall be
licensed to perform it; and that it shall

be subject to inspection from author-
ized agents. At present, almost any
one can open an establishment for vivi-

section; and no inspection is usually
practised nor often allowed.
Of course, there are in every .^uch

movement a few extremists, who bring
discredit upon their organization; bui;

the main body of the anti-vivisection-

ists are reasonable and moderate.
Almost as rare a virtue as mercy is

humility. This beautiful Christian
grace is seldom rightly interpreted.

True humility does not consist in an
utter absence of spirit—in the abject
prostration of one's powers which was
typified by that amusing creation of

Charles Dickens, Mrs. Gummidge, who
described herself as "a lone, lorn

creatur' "; and by Uriah Heep, that ar-

rant counterfeit of the truly " 'umble."

No; genuine humility consists in the
subordination of a naturally high
spirit to the will of God; of the bow-
ing of a haughty and unbroken human
will to the highest and best, from prin-

ciple and from honest love. "Christ
walked in a humility which was never
self-degradation."

Perhaps we might properly para-
phrase after Paul, Micah's g-oat trin-

ity, and say, "Now abideth justice,

mercy and humility; but the greatest

of these is humility."

:\i- '^^

I, ^

Our Elxcellent Cooks
At Your Service

We have an army of cooks here— ex-
perts in baking beans.

Ttiey are ready to save you the sixteen
hours required to prepare this dish.

They are baking now for a million
homes, so their service costs each but a
trifle.

They will send the beans to you —
ready to serve in a minute— as fresh as

though baked that day. You can keep
a dozen cans on the pantry shelf, ready
for any emergency.

Yet their beans are not crisped — not
broken—because they don't use dry heat.

They come to you nut-like, mealy and
whole.

And they bake the tomato sauce into

the beans to give a delicious zest.

They bake in steam ovens, heated to

245 degrees. They bake in small par-
cels, so the full heat goes through.

Their beans are digestible—they don't
ferment and form gas— because they ap-
ply over twice the heat that gets to the
center of your baking dish.

They are dealing with Nature's choic-

est food — a food that is 84 per cent,

nutriment. A food more nutritious than
sirloin beef, and costing a third as

much.

They prepare it far better than you
can prepare it, because you lack all the
facilities. They enable you to serve —
without any trouble — the finest baked
beans in the world.

Don't you think it would pay to let

these cooks bake for you ?

'The National Dish" 'The National Dish"

Our process is the result of 49 years of expe-
rience. Our beans are Michigan beans—just tlie

whitest and plumpest, picked out by hand.
Our sauce is made of whole, solid tomatoes,

ripened on the vines. It costs us five times what
common sauce sells loi.

Let no one convince you that common baked
beans are like Van Camp's. They are not.

(90)Three sizes: 10, 15 and 20 cents per can.

Van Camp Packing Co.,
^
'fs^^' Indianapolis, Ind.

-^^e,,

zS
BENNETT

Portable Typewriter
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR

SOLD ON APPROVAL

THIS wonderful new typewriter, at
one-sixth the cost,with one-tenth the

number of parts, does the same work as
expensive machines with quickness,
neatness and ease.

'I'lif ileiinelt isapoitalile, visil)lc-\viil int.',

ink-nlilioii tvpew Titer; btaiulanl keylioajil ;

liglit,siinplf V|«M'(ly,c-oinpai-t,stioiit,'. In iii'nt

case, (.i/.c Diilv 'Jxaxll inches,weitilit only 4'j

pounds. .Miule Iroiu best materials t>yexp»Tt».

SEND NAME AND ADDRESS
tor free illiistrilt.-ci cntiilciR and sainplo of writinB.

Don't pii? 111. .re (liaii *1.S for a typewriWr viiitil you
kn.iw llie Bennett. U..irt pay l.-ss than «1()IJ unless

you buy a Bennett. Iiujuire prieeinf.irei^in e. .untries.

Agtmti wamted for a ftw unfilled tlrritortis.

P. H. Bennett TypewriterCompany
366 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.

LADY WANTED
To introfiucT our vt-ry complete Fall line of licautiful

wool Kuitiiii^s, wash fabrics, fancy waist in^'s, silks,

lulkfs, pcttifoats, etc I'p to date N. Y. CHy rattenis.
Finest line on the market. Dealing direet witli the mills
you will find our priees low. If others can make $1(>.(X)

to$30.(»n weekly you can also. Samples, full instructions
in neat sample case. 8hiitpe4l express prepaid. No money
recpiired. Kxclusive territory. Write for i)articnlars.
Ue tirst to apply.

Standard Dress Goods Company. Dept B.B., Binghamton, N.Y.

Perfect

Sweeping
wilh practically

no exertion and
no fatigue, may
be accomplished by going

over your floor ONCE with the

NATIONAL
BeirinJ Carpct Swccpcr
No matter whether a carpel or rug has long or short nap, the

National adjusts itself to it automatically by slight handle
pressure, and the genuine Chinese bristle rollers (the kind that

never lose their *'snap") get every scrap, speck and ravelling.

Ideal for quick " bmshing up" in dining room or sewing room;
saves strength for general house cleanii.g.

Most convenient, because it has individual dump levers and
instant brush release. Anli-tipping device prevents spilling.

The rubber tires on the brush rollers insure thorough and
constant sweeping—no "skipping;" at the same time the im-
proved roller bearings and perfect construction make the

National the easiest running of all sweepers.

Handle cannot split or loosen; special dust pans will «ot

rust. Every appliance for utility and convenience is found
in the NalionzJ Sweeper. Ask your dealer.

Free booklet^ "How io Double the Life of
Carpets and Rugs," Is Tuorth writing for

National Sweeper Co., 92 Warren St., Newark, N. J.

pTsno
^ SHADE
ROLLERS

Original and unequalled.
3d ur tin rollers. "lmprove<

requires no tacks. Inventor
siK'nature on genuine:

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song- Book in your
('hurch or Sunday School, and one
for every person when vou can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forS3forioo. Words and music. 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Steaminfif

Hot
'

Send for

our interest-

ing booklet,

"The Truth

About Coca-Cola

Whenever
you see an

Arrow think

of Coca-Cola

"DON'T SHOUT

"

ou. 1 can hear now
as anybody. How?'
Oh, something new—
The MORLEY PHONE.
I've a pair in my ears now,
but they are Invisible. I

wi.uld not know I had them
yself. only that I hear
iSht."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
makes low sounds a
whispers plainly heard,

i

Invisible, comlortable
weightless and harmless. Anyone can adiust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. V, rite for booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702, Perry Building, Philadelphia

Salesmen and Saleswomen Wanted
ritHOtl.SANDS of good positions now open, payins
J. from $l,(m to $5,(XJ0 a year and expenses. No tor-
mer experience needed to get one of them. W'ewill teach
you to be an expert salesman or salesuuinaii hv mail in
eight weeks and assist you to secure a Kood pcsitii.n
and you can pay for your tuition out of your earniiij.'N"
write to-day for fuU particulars and t.-siimunial.'i from
hundreds of men and women we Iiavf plarcd in i;oi,d
positions paying from};Mi to $m) a mo)itli a] id expenses.

Address nearest office. Kept. i'M.

NATIONAL SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta,

Kansas City, San Francisco.

GET THIS-MDW
Write at once for free sample

bottle of this wonderful household

necessity.

"3 in One" is the best and only

oil on earth for oiling everything

properly. Cleans and polishes and

positively prevents rust. No house-

wife should try to get along without it.

If you have never used "3 in One"
on sewing machines, piano cases, fine

^S^^-r [urniture, bathroom fixtures, brass rail-

-4^ ings, doorplates, hinges, cutlery, etc., try

M it

—

now— at our expense. When you

write for sample send name of your dealer.

I "3 IN ONE" OIL CO.

I 54 Broadway, New York City

Prki-nc Hetter let tliem hurt _
V^VJiiis than risk blood-poisoninc
l.y cutting. But you don't neeil to do
' itlier. A-Coni Salve is the <iuick, safe
1 cmedy. 15c at druggists' or by mail.
Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia

BLVBMVPI? .«<#^ tmuEzoTamBELLS* * ^'» ^^S\SWEETBE, UOBX DUB-

CHURCH ^^^OUBF^EECATALOGUE
XEXiXjiSt. V TELLSWHT.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundrv Co.. Cincinnati. O.

New-York. New-Y.irk City, Avenue A. 03d iiii.l Mill Sis.

Have You Chosen a Profession ?
There arc Opportunities in Medicine, especially Hi^iincopathie

Medicine. Send for CataU.gue 0. New York Hnniu-npatliie Medical
Cnlle-e and Flower Hospital. Royal S. Copeland. A.M. . M. D . Dean.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn book

HALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needinf? ne\v books
nil': ItlGLOW & MAI> to., .New Vorli or (liiingo.

Rider Agents Wanted
,in eacli town to ride 'and exhibit sample
iqii bicycle. IVrite for Special Offer.
Finest Guaranteed^ #/^ rf.„. tf^07

1911 Models 9t\ftO^£g
with Coaster-Brakes and Pun.ture-Proof tires.

11)09 & 1910 ModelsC 7*-. tffO
ail of best makes V ' ''* ^ IdS
lao Second -Hand Wheel*

1^4/.' makes and models, ^9 ^ t^^
d as nrw ip^ tO ^O

[Great FACTORY CLEABING SALE
vve Shift on Approval -wuhout a
\ctnt deposit, pay thr freijjht and allow
TEH DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear wheels,

lamps, sundries. Hat/ usual pruts. Do not buy
till you get our catalogs and offer, tl'-tu mrut.

ItLEAJD CYCLE CO., Dept. F-71 Chicago

POST CARDS
10 Birthday, 10c. I lO Best Wishes and Greetings. lOc
10 Rose. - - 10c.

I 10 Qetieral Subjects. - - 10c.
Any three i)ackages mailed for -z:. I'cnts.
so cents per Ititl cards—assorted designs.

MADISON AUT COMPAM, MADISON, CONN.

For facts about Prize
•and Reward offers and
•inventions that will

brinK from )f ;ooo to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to
Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept, 36 Pacific BIdg., Washington, D,C.

PATENTS:

=hf
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what was worse to him, he was in the

midst of a people as narrow and igno-

rant, in a little different way perhaps,
as the people he had left; and who
laughed at his deeds, words and even
questions.
The annual Sunday School picnic

was due about four weeks after Nehe-
miah's arrival. Young fellows like

Steele and Woods were not satisfied

with the usual quiet event within the
woods, with swings and races and ball-

play. They had visited some outside
places and the school in their opinion
ought to have a real outing on the big-

lakes.

With great enthusiasm, decked in all

their gala ribbons and new suits, the
people, young and old, came by wagon
and train to the lakes. There they
met the big steamer and had a delight-

ful sail through the islands to the
picnic grounds at the Falls.

Not satisfied with the steamboat
ride, Steele and Woods and another
young man rented a sailboat and took
their girls for a sail. The deceptive
breeze coaxed them out into the lake.

The proverbial picnic shower came,
and the people hastened for shelter to

the steamer. Those in the sailboat
were drenched and, in trying to turn
their boat around, they lost control of it.

Nehemiah seemed to be everywhere
amongst his people, seeing that all had
as good a time as possible.

Looking out over the lake, he no-
ticed the sailboat,

"What's the matter there?" he
shouted. "They seem to have lost con-
trol of their boat."

"She's driving before the wind all

right," said the captain of the steamer,
"and she's making hard for the falls."

Nehemiah jumped over the steamer's
railing to the wharf and, without ask-
ing leave, cut loose another sailboat
that was dancing by the boat-lender's
wharf and sprang into it.

"Look at that for sailing, mate,"
shouted the captain, as he and his
second watched Nehemiah handle his
boat. The preacher was in his element
as he bounded the waves.

"Will he catch them, captain?"
asked the anxious people.
"What will he do if he does?"

growled the old man. But to his mate
he added, "Bob, I wish I were with
that boy. He's a son of the sea."
Wind and current had the sailboat

in their grip and were hurrying it,

apparently, with demoniacal glee and
purpose to destruction. But swift as
she sailed, Nehemiah's boat gained on
her. Lashing his sail and rudder, he
prepared the anchor, which was little

larger than a heavy, dull grappling
hook, and placed it for use.
"Drop your sail!" he shouted and

cast his grapple. But a big wave
pitched the boat away and the grapple
missed.
Woods and Steele heard the words

above the roar of the wind and fran-
tically pulled down the sail. The
boat's speed and erratic leaps percepti-
bly decreased. Nehemiah checked the
speed of his boat, brought it around
and came quickly back. This time the
grapple caught and the runaway was
brought sharply around in tow, within
a hundred yards of the raging falls!
The captain could not find enough

good words to express himself and
poured oath-bespattered compliments
on the young preacher. The good peo-
ple, however, were so absorbed in the
deed and in cheering that they did not
hear him and were thus saved from
any evil contamination.

Nehemiah's little craft towed the
other boat well out of danger. Then,
as the wind was still strong and he
feared that he could not beat up with
his tow to the wharf, he dropped back

You can place money in the Indnstrial Savmps and
Loan Company, and know tliat it is .'inje. and is where
vmi ran nntarn it when irai?/frf,and will yield fair earn-
irtfis in-- ^-rerv dnv uire.fteii. See their advertisement
on page 720. and write them for full information.
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beside the other, sprang on board'
took his own craft in tow.

His orders rang out sharp
clear. The big sail was again h;
up and he took the rudder. Backw
and forwards he worked into the
of the wind. It was a sharp battle
steadily he gained, up and up, inc
inch, and foot by foot. Then a sco
hands seized the boat as it touchei
wharf.

"I guess the boat didn't fit, di

boys?" said Nehemiah cheerily t<

boat companions, when the boats
secured to the wharf; but,
blanched faces and chattering t

Woods and Steele had nothing to
They gladly and quickly sprang as
and lost themselves in the crowd; a

the girls were hurried away by
womenfolk.
Nehemiah had come to his own.

bad horsemanship was almost foi

ten and entirely pardoned. He
now his people's hero.

"He's a man, if he can't rit

horse," said the superintendent, an
the young men on .Woodhill Mis
are ready to thrash the man who
not agree to that statement.

"The Public Be Pleased!

WHEN the McAdoo tunnels
first opened under the Huj^ij

they were not patronized by the piJuB^K

nearly as well as Mr. McAdoo the>ht :?

they would be. After much specfa- ;

tion as to the cause of this Mr. Mc-

Adoo decided that the tunnels woui be '

well patronized if the public coul be
!

induced to have confidence in the il-

road and its officials. So he ga^?it ••

out that the motto to be followed b;^ll
'

of the employees of his comj^iy
should be "The public be pleased.' It

seems to have done its work, for^ie '

McAdoo tunnels to-day are very ^U
patronized. '

There is a growing tendency onihe .,

part of business men to cater tojie .;

wants and desires of customers, d-
.'•

vertisers were formerly content to ..

ignore the complaints of unsati: id

customers, but all reputable cone is

nowadays go to the utmost extenjn
satisfying patrons. Many instates

illustrating this have come to le

notice of The Christian Hei^d
since it first began to publish its g r-

antee.
Whenever any of our subscribe] is

defrauded by an advertiser in 'IE

Christian Herald we will make pd
the claim, provided that the subscrifT,

who must be of record, has menti(pd

The Christian Herald in writin to

the advertiser, and provided the elm
is made to us within two month!')f

the date of the appearance of the Id-
|

vertisement. i

I.ADIES

Ease Your Fct
»"™ Pillow Oxion'
THE IDEAL SUMMER SHOE
woman's wear ;

absolute C(

_ ^.„ lort lor TIRED, TEND,

$^{.00^ ^•k. FEET: a beautiful hand tur I

'f ^Slt. -W^. shoe, no breaking

required ; relief from

Cornsand Bunion; sl

flexible, durable, dressy, and stylish. The
oak leather. The whole top genuine Vici Kid, s

pliable. RUBBER HEELS. No lining to wrin
or Chaie. We guarantee to fit you perfect
Absolute comiort and satislactlon or moi
cheeriuUy refunded. Write to-day tor our Fi

Illustrated Catalogue and special self-measure bla

PILLOW SHOE CO., 184 Summer Si.. DepL 3. Boston, M _

Paslpnid
ill C. .%..{.

CHICAGO FROEBEL ASSOCIATliN
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR KINDERGARTNjlS

Organized 1876. Term begins September, 1S10\

Two Years' Course in Theory and Practic|irf

Kindergarten. Preparation for Playgro a

Supervision, Construction Work (basketry, i^i-

Children's Literature and Story Telling. Prei^-

tion for Home Making. Correspondence Ccpe

for Mothers. For particulars address L
Mrs. Alice H. Putnam. 5515 Woodlawn Avc.Cliicag IL
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f All This for

10 Cents a Year
you can have salt on your table like the

A-lt you see in hotels—salt that never clogs.

No shaking, no pounding, no poking.

mply tip the shaker and it flows.

The name is Shaker Salt — the finest,

irest, saltiest salt ever made for the table.

^J

Salt Without Gypsum
Every table salt save Shaker Salt con-

P|(ggl,ins considerable gypsum.
» And gypsum is Plaster of Paris — the

.sis of gravel and gall stones. It injures

e liver, kidneys and spleen.

We remove this gypsum by an elabo-

te process—the only one known—and we
m it. The result is a salt that's safe.

Sanitary Salt

.Shaker Salt comes in a paraffined box

—

.oof against dampness, odors and dirt. It

^iH't be contaminated as bag salt can be.

And every box has a patent spout for

mveniently

ling your
It cellars.

rhis salt—
'laker Salt

costs 10c
ysar more
'an com-

«"«
*f on.coarse,

"mpy salt.

Ht worth it?

If so, ask
lur grocer
'r it. Be

|iire it is
laker.

PRICE,

I ;ast of the
1 Kckies) 10
'nts a box.

BRMIYSUPS

Diamond Crystal
Salt Co.

St. Clair, Mich

.^^ Mak«5o( the only sail 997-10 percent
If p) ^^9Mes^^ pure, as proved by Government testa.

You need
not

low to raise money for a
good organ.

Myou have the money; if
youre raising it, or only
planning—write for helpful

suggestions.

;g :.STEBrattlei

'iSt -ADIES Make $3 to $5 Daily
'^^

„_.,, ,. Sc'lUlltr DresH (icmilM, Skirt" anil

??.. iTr';''"'"- •""•«' Outfit. S<. .apital r.dtiiml.
uiual I'abrtc Co., Dept. 77, BinKitnmton, !N.Y.

Dtis^5^ ID©ime Uiadl©!?
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IT is instructive to look into the faces

_ of those who have achieved success.

In nearly every case, you will see on
them the marks of sorrow and of care.

There has probably never been any
great career without its periods of

wearing anxiety and heart-breaking
grief. These leave traces on heart and
brain, but the tribulation worketh pa-
tience, and patience, experience, and
so on, until without shame we can
stand at our goal, facing the great
prizegiver. He will read our hearts
as well as the written record, and will

know whether we have rightly fought
the good fight and really earned the

crown of life.

So that all we have to do is to fight.

We need not worry for fear the reward
will not come. It is unworthy to work
solely for a reward. In the great
millennial day "No one will work for

money and no one will work for

fame." But when the discouragements
come, as they came to Moses, to Nehe-
miah, to Paul, the sore heart may
properly comfort itself by remember-
ing that God knows the hard effort

and the eager desire. He will not
blame as man would.
Duty is easy when it lies along the

path which is trodden by the majority.
It is when principle and conviction

force you to walk a lonely way, ridi-

culed or persecuted for your singular

beliefs, that it becomes hard. The old

hymn says:

Broad is the road that leads to death.
And thousands walk tOKether there

;

But wisdom shows a narrow path.
With here and there a traveler.

Christ came to overturn long estab-
lished customs and to reform society.
Society does not wish to be reformed
and it is jealous of its customs. It

therefore repudiated and crucified
him.

If we try to follow Christ, we, too,
will not remain quiet when we see that
society is adopting wrong practices.
It is our duty to protest against them,
even unto death.

It is true that there is a form of
angry or hysterical protest which
harms moi'e than it helps any cause
which we would promote. Judgment
and discretion should be used, but let

us keep burning ever in our hearts the
sacred fire of enmity to evil; and, to
u.se another figure, stand ready to give
it a bayonet thrust at every chance.
But how shall we know duty? There

are temptations on all sides, and some-
times these are arrayed in the. guise of
an angel of light. They say, "This is

duty," "That is duty," simply to lure
the soul to destruction.
A great writer says that when he

was very young, perhaps four or five

years old, he passed a pond on the bank
of which a little spotted turtle was
sunning itself. He lifted a stick which
he was carrying, and thought that he
would destroy the little creature.
"But all at once," he says, "some-

thing checked my little arm, and a
voice within me said, clear and loud,
'It is wrong.' I held my uplifted stick
with wonder at the new emotion, the
consciousness of an involuntary in-

ward check upon my actions.

"I hastened home and asked my
mother what it was that had told me
I was doing wrong. She wiped a tear
from her eye, and said, 'Some men call

it conscience, but I prefer to call it the
voice of God in the soul. If you obey
it, it will guide you aright; but if you
turn a deaf ear to it, it will fade out
little by little and leave you in the
dark. Your life depends on your heed-
ing this little voice.'

"

It is conscience which, when the
mind is perplexed, can generally direct
us. It is truly God's voice.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Augast
21. Text : II. Tim. 2 : 1-13.

the question reduces

itself to just this:

Are you willing to

trust to chance in

buying soda crackers,

or are you going to

assure yourself of get-

ting the finest soda

crackers ever made

—

Uneeda
Biscuit

(Never Sold in Bulk)

r^/ a Package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

GET THIS BOOK
Send us your name and address and we will mail
free, this absorbing treatise, " Electricity a» a
Remedy," written by a graduate phy!
cian of life-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its eflfects and

Wizard Wireless
offers the safest, cheapes
surest method of home
plication, and cites
many
successftilly treat
ed by it.

per-on
whether

interest d
not should

read ths enlight-
ling book o" so

Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

afflicted in any way, or a
friend to one afBicted.get this

book and learn whether elec-

tricity can help. If it can you
ought to kno%\ You will read
the book with profit In any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of it. Von'i delay
utiiil yvu forget.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 358. 211 Lake St.. CHICAGO

Central Electric Co.. 36 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Can.

TYPEWRITERS u)!i\
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS, Elt.

'/4to^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHKBE for Frre Trial, of

KKNTKU allowing Rpnt to kl'VLY

PRICES 91S.OO ur»
first CI»B9 M«el)lD»l ^rtjh frntr, the MTrB—Writ* f-.r lllustratwl Cilaloe ',1

Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-91 UKE ST., Chicago

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modern invention for keeping the hair beaatifnl
and fluffy and the scalp clean, healthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keejt the scalpcleanand properly massaged
and nature will gruw the hair. Write fi>r free circular.

a 1^ 1^ 1^ a ^ AGENTS WANTKD.
DR. OKORGE LYMAN,
217 Dill St., Peoria, '.'.I.^

If you are deaf or hard of hearing,
do not fciil to send your name and
address today and get our Elec-
trophone on thirty days home trial.

It is truly a wonderful instrument, per-
fected to such a degree that many deaf
people can now hear the faintest sound and
enjoy all the pleasures of church, concerts,

public speaking or ordinary conversation.
Over 10,000 in use. Enthusiastic testi-

monials from responsible people. Almost
invisible when in use. Makes you hear
and gradually restores your hearing. If
you are deaf or hard of hearing, be sure
and write at once.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
453 Stewart BIdg., 92 State St., Chicago.

9A Beautiful Post Cards | A^
biV NoTwo Alike— Latest Designs XlFv
Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic Birthday, Friendship.
Good Luck, Koses and Floweis in exquisite colors, all
for only 10 cents, if you answer this ad. immediately,
.1. H. Seymour, 255 W. Eigrhtli St., T jpeku, Kau.

PATENTS That Protect and Pay« » »-r
_^(jYi,.e and Books I' K E E.

Hate.'! Iteasonal.le. Ilif-'liest Ket'erem-.s. l!.-st Services.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent LavTyer,WASHINGTON, D.C.

Save Steps
between kitchen and dining room-
One trip withWheel Tray sets table,

k-art. it. Staiidsbesidetable for BL-rving. Beside
^ink while washing disliea. Price $10, exp. paid. Circnlar

WHEEL TEA? CO. ,435 C West 6tst Flace.CUcago.IU.

CT \ IlifI^C ^^^ different foreign 2c. Mention paper.

OlxHTlriJ Quaker Stomp Co., Toledo. O.
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CRAFONOL

nrhe Columbia Grafonola is "the one
* incomparable musical instrument," the

one perfect, unique and most versatile

entertainer.

The perfe<!l union of utility and entertainment afforded

by the Columbia Grafonola "Regent," illustrated below, is

neither approached in any other instrument nor has it even

been attempted.

The "Regent" Grafonola is a complete library or living-

room table for every-day use in exadlly the same degree as

it is a complete musical in^rument of unexampled versatility

and matchless tonal qualities—^the complete instrument ready

at any and all times equally for library-table service or

musical entertainment.

We have juft completed the new Grafonola catalogue,

showing and describing the following types of the Columbia
Grafonola

:

THE **REGENT**
Library tahte type^as illustrated in the scene below ( Mahoaaiiy
with carved letis^ or golden^ fumed or Mixsiou quartered oak
with straight /'^(/s)^ $200. Circassian W,(luut^$250.

THE '*DE LUXE,** $200.
( H'llh liegina Allachmeiil S2-J5.)

THE **MIGNON,** $150.
THE ^^ELITE,** $100.

Never mind if you haven't made up your mind. That is

what the catalogue is for. Send for the catalogue and decide

afterward.

At the same time we will send you a complete catalogue

of the new Columbia Operatic records just now ready ta

come off the press. The artists whose services are enlisted,

with the exception of Lina Cavalieri of the Metropolitan

and Manhattan Opera, are mostly those who have been

most conspicuously successful during the 1910 season of

Opera at the Boston Opera House, in these new Columbia
Grand Opera records an improved process of recording,

improved materials, and extraordinary care in every department

of manufa(aure have worked results that will be instantly

apparent to every connoisseur of the highest art in musical

reproduction. The orchestral effects and accompaniments are

especially fine, and many of them have never been equaled

in the art of recording music.

-;i^ s*
ni

If
you are prejudiced agamst all "phono-

graphs," please admit that you have not

heard a 191 Columbia Graphophone. Lay

your prejudice aside long enough to go to

the nearestColumbia dealer and hear David

Bispham sing "Kathleen Mavourneen"; or

hear the great evangelist, Gipsy Smith, sing

"He Lifted Me"; or glance through the

Columbia Record catalogue and have the

salesman play for you whatever happens to

be your favorite band selection, or hear

Kubelik on the violin, or Vess Ossman on

the banjo, or the famous sextette from

"Lucia," and the almost equally famous

quartette from "Rigoletto" sung by the

greatest artists of the Boston Opera.

Any Columbia dealer can fit you out
with a complete Columbia Graph-
ophone outfit, ranging in price

from $20 up to $100.

If you have intended to own one some time, you have

waited long enough : the instrument is now a perfected

product. That is, the Columbia. So, when it comes to

choosing, make comparisons. Whatever price you have

in mind, it is too much money to invest in the dark.

If you want to think it over before you hunt up the dealer,

write to us for complete Graphophone catalogues and they

will be forwarded promptly, together with the name of the

nearest Columbia dealer.

COHJiVlBIA. PMOIVOQRA.PH CO.. Gen'l rket-»+ ¥^-^.^ --•i -r -t. ii.._. ,..,

<>eatorsort.eTa.Kin.,Ma,,.tne,ndu.ry.. Pioneer, andl^^rs tnTTe'^r.^n.^fn^i' O^et^^: ..^.?„^.„. ^.^J' J"*'^""^ Bldg., INeW Vork
Prices m Canada plus duty. Heidqaarter's"for'cana<ir-264"YoiJe*sVr"^tf^^ "

Dellei°s'wanSS"'p!J).^n^iJ'*^^"'^-
^^rgest Manufacturers of Talking Machines in the World.<^i, ioiumo, uiii. i^eaieis wanted—Exclusive selling rifthts given where we are not properly represented.
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Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

J. M. R., Lyndon, Ky. Please correct this
sentence : "Anything worth doing at all

is worth doing well."

The sentence, if fully expressed, would read :

"Anything that (or which) is worth doing at

all is worth doing well." The idiom "at all"

is not incorrect. It is one of those strong,

characteristic phrases which give flavor and
force to a language.

E. H. L., Watertown, 111. Have we Biblical
authority for believing that the faith of one
for another is honored? For example: If

I pray for the conversion of some one, have
I a right to believe that person was saved
in answer to my prayers, though he may
not have given any evidence that he was
converted before his death?

We have a right and a duty to pray for the

conversion of others, and we have the many
promises of answer to believing prayer. No
prayer of faith is offered in vain. To claim,

hovi-ever, that any one person is converted in

answer to our individual petition is to claim

too much. In most cases, we cannot know the

antecedent circumstances. Many others may
have been praying for the same person.

F. B. D., Philadelphia, Pa. Please explain,
through The Mail-Bag, what ether is.

Ether is made from several sources. There is

phosphoric ether. Nitric ether was discovered

in 1681 by Kunkel. Muriatic ether is made
from chloride of tin. There is also acetic ether

and hydriatic ether. Dr. Charles T. Jackson,

of Boston, Mass., discovered that by inhaling

ether the patient is rendered unconscious of

pain. The term ether is also applied to a
transparent and sparse fluid supposed to fill

celestial space.

E. A. S., Provincetown, Mass. 1. Has the
pi-ophecy contained in II. Tim. 4: 3, been
fulfilled? 2. To what "faith" did Jesus
refer in Luke 18 : S ?

1. In a certain sense, the verse would seem
to describe modern conditions, i. e., the preach-
ing of various "strange doctrines," the running
after worldly sensation and after teachers who
appeal to sense rather than to spiritual truth,

who disregard the divine will and teach what
the enlightened soul knows to be false ; who are
either afraid or unwilling to preach a whole
Gospel. 2. The passage, more clearly stated,

would read : "Shall he find on the earth any
faith or belief in or expectation of his coming?"
i. e., will he find any faith in a coming
Avenger and any belief that the Church's Lord
will ever return to be with her on the earth?

H. E. F., Durand, Wis. Please explain Gen.
4 : 15, last clause. What was the mark the
Lord set upon Cain ?

Many conjectures have been made as to the
character of the mark. Some have held it to

be a miraculous change in Cain's external ap-
pearance ; others, a mark or sign on his fore-

head ; still others a leprous spot or a general
paralysis, or a wild ferocity of aspect that made
him abhorred. But the correct reading of the
passage does not bear out this interpretation.

The original words are: "The Lord gave a sign
(or pledge, or token) to Cain that no one who
found him should kill him." This "sign" may
have been of the nature of an interdict to Adam
and his family, forbidding them to kill Cain.

Reader, Des Moines, la. How are we to under-
stand Hob. 4: 10?

It is a beautiful passage. The apostle had in

view the three great Sabbaths: 1, the Creator's
Sabbath when he rested from his work ; 2, the
Sabbath of the Son when his earthly sojourn
was ended and his work of redemption com-
pleted ; and 3, the Sabbath of the Holy Spirit,

when Christ has delivered up the kingdom to

the Father, when all rule and power are made
subject to him, and when death is destroyed.

The passage refers to the second of these Sab-
baths. This is the interpretation taken by
Rev. Dr. Campbell Morgan and other eminent
Bible scholars.

J. F., Steubenville, O. 1. When and by whom
was the prefi.x "Saint" applied to Matthew,
Mark, Paul and others? 2. Are the creeds
in the diff'erent evangelical churches writ-
ten in the same words ? 3. What is the
meaning of the sentence, "Communion of
saints," in the Methodist Episcopal Church
creed, and "holy Catholic Church ?"

1. "Saint" was originally a title of reverence.

accorded to holy men and especially to martyrs,
and was given by the early Christian Church to

distinguish them from the sacred men among
the Jews and pagans. There was no formal
canonization until the Catholic Church intro-

duced it in the tenth century by Pope John XV.
2. No ; there have been modifications in the

creeds of different denominations. 3. The Prot-

estant definition is that all saints "who are
united to Jesus Christ their head, by his Spirit

and by faith, have fellowship with him in his

gi-ace, sufl:ering, death, resurrection and glory,"

and have also communion with each other in all

duties, public and private, that conduce to

spiritual progress and material good. "Catho-
lic" in the creed signifies "universal."

A Canadian reader, Mr. Thomas Kent, of

London, Ont., sends us this note of cheer:

"Having been a favored reader of The
Christian Herald for the past thirty years, it

is a pleasure to bear testimony to its usefulness
to Christianity and the general uplifting of the
human race, its ennoblement and advancement
in civilization during the past three decades,
and the very generous proofs on record of the
many and very costly instances of aid in alle-

viating so many calls from all parts of the
world. Where distressed humanity, regardless

way. There have been so many well-attested

answers to prayer, both in Bible and modern
times, that the conclusion is undisputable. Yet,

to those who are not living spiritual lives, and
are not in harmony with the divine law, this

is not easy of belief. There is a wide bridge

between the life of the world and that of faith,

and it is only the child of God, who practises

faith daily, and who reaches out in perfect con-

fidence, asking the divine guidance and support
in all things, who can rightly understand the

true power and value of prayer.

B. F. B., Allentown, Pa. 1. Is reading a
sermon, preaching ? 2. Is there a difllerence

between preaching and reading? 3. Did
apostles and reformers read their sermons ?

4. Why is it that educated ministers usually
read their sermons?

1. Yes. 2. Not as the words are commonly
used, when applied to sermons. 3. Probably

not. 4. Because the custom of extempore
preaching fell into disrepute two or three cen-

turies ago. It was found to be discursive and
weak as then generally employed. In the reac-

tion, men, in order to prove that they had
studied their subjects, began to write their

sermons. It was considered that they could

A Poem Written on Silk Paper by the Empress of Japan

'DOTH the Emperor and Empress of Japan are accomplished writers of patriotic verse. On a recent
occasion the Empress sent for Marquis Matsukata, President of the Red Cross Society of Japan,

and personally handed him a poem which she had composed in honor of the Society and of the humanity
and patriotism it represents. The poem, which is written on decorated silk paper in the Japanese
character and reproduced in the photograph above, is translated as follows

:

"Of the Empire overflowing the boundaries.
Universal Love even unto strange lands

Marches onward : how glorious the age !"

of creed, color or nationality, has been so
largely your debtor, the nations may well rise
up and call you blessed."

This unsolicited testimony is due in the main
to the great army of Christian Herald readers
who under the leadership of Dr. Klopsch have
been actively engaged in many good works all

these years. The paper itself is simply the

channel through which their kindly deeds flow.

M. R., Greensboro, Ga. My pastor took for his
subject lately, "Unanswered Prayers," and
the sermon did not strengthen my faith, but
troubled me. Now I believe with my whole
heart that if we abide in Him and his
words abide in us we shall ask what we
will and it shall be done.

There is no doctrine more clearly taught in

the Scriptures than that God hears and an-
swers prayer. If we abide in him and have
faith in his promises, we can pray with assur-
ance. It is his prerogative as Ci-eator and Pre-
server to care for all who call upon him, and to
deny him the power and the will to do what he
promises (through revelation by the prophets
and holy men, and through his own Son) is to
deny his dominion. Prayer, rightly used, is

the greatest weapon in the Christian's armory.
The prayer of faith reaches the throne and is

never unanswered ; it may not, however, be
answered in the way we wish, nor at the time
we want, but always in the best and the wisest

scarcely follow a deep train of thought or pre-
sent a logical discourse without writing it out.

Jonathan Edwards wrote his sermons. So also

did Phillips Brooks. Most ministers now, while
preparing their sermons carefully beforehand,
deliver them without MSS.

T. J. K., Chicago, 111. The - Church in
Street, wants to build a $15,000

church. The old building is rather dingy
and out of date, but is capable of seating
the congregation, except on special occa-
sions. They are not able to build so expen-
sive a structure without overpressure. To
raise money or subscriptions, various plans
or schemes are used. One plan is to get
people to promise so many bricks. A class
of twenty girls is asked to give or promise
10,000 bricks—a total of $100, or $5 for
each girl. They are not all able to give
this, but they feel that they must or else
be out of place in the class or in the church.
Some of these young ladies are alone in the
world and just starting to earn their own
living. Some have homes, but very little
money. Are the pastor and teachers who
urge this business doing the Lord's work
as he would have them do it, or are they
harassing the flock ?

It should be the pleasure as well as the duty
of all who have the means, to unite in any
effort to provide a fitting church home for the
congregation with which they worship. To do
this may sometimes necessitate self-denial, but
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we do not believe that it would ever be
gretted. We have known many congregations
take up the burden of erecting the Lord's ho^
under most adverse conditions and amid gr.
discouragements, but they found joy and blel
ing in it. Yet wisdom and judgment shoi(
attend such work. It is worse than foolish >

a congregation, for the sake of appearances,
attempt the erection of a building beyond tli

means and then be compelled to dedicate to i

Lord a structure that is mortgaged up to I

roof-peak. Nor is it wise or just to impose i

heavy a share of the burden upon the we
ones, the poorer members, or the young. 1
best rule is that each should give voluntai
and as generously as his means and op|i
tunities permit. There can be no objection
contribution pledges for all who are reasons
able to redeem them.

D. C. R., Chanute. Kan. What do you C(
sider "the books of a lifetime," and w
are they "the greatest" ?

This expression is used merely to indicate i

books which have worth not alone for i

passing moment, but for a whole lifetime. Tl
form what we call the body of "classic lite
ture." This is usually referred to as "the gr.
literature."

Mrs. S. C. B., Chatham, N. Y. 1. Why she
I be a Christian ? 2. How shall I kn
that I am a Christian?

1. You should be a Christian because Chi
tianity stands for the highest and noblest spii
ual development of the race ; and becai
Christ, uniting God and man as Saviour a
Mediator, presents the most perfect model e>

known for life and conduct. 2. Because >
will long to be like Christ and will study a I

obey his words ; and you will hate sin a
strive constantly to avoid it.

F. B., Perry, Mich. The Layman's Missions
Convention hopes to evangelize the wo
in this generation. What length of time
they mean by "this generation" ?

A generation is usually accounted to me
thirty-three years. The narrowest interpre
lion of their words would be: "Within the h
time of the founders of the movement." 1

broadest would be: "Within the lifetime of a

of those now living."

J. E. W., Stanfield, Ore. What is the me:
ing of Luke 17 : 37 ?

The passage has been interpreted as referri

to the Roman eagles—the standard of i

army—and as signifying the approaching
struction of Jerusalem. The broader interp
tation, however, is that wherever moral s

spiritual corruption are found, there the m
isters of divine judgment will suddenly come

Miscellaneous
W. L. P., Atoka, Okla. It is not a b<

calculated to improve the reader's morals.

W. L., Idaho Falls, Ida. The letter may hi
been stamped and carried on an Austrian m
packet.

Reader, Sumner, Wash. 1. Conversion
plained in recent issue of Mail-Bag. 2. Yi
if he accepts Christ as Saviour and follows
teachings and example. Faith without works
dead. We must be Christians in action.

A. L., South Fork, Pa. An artesian well c

be sunk on a mountain top, but the prospej
of success in finding water there would be po<j
besides the cost of boring to a great deij
would be almost prohibitive. Write to ScienVA
American, New York. i

Reader, Cantril, la. 1. It went the way :

all wildcat schemes, we suppose, leaving a
j

of credulous stockholders mourning. 2. Ej
church naturally thinks its own denominatil
the best. It is the narrow view, which m*'
be given up before the Master's words, "TI.
shall be one flock, one shepherd," come truej

G. A., Monticello, N. Y. Since these thir'

are so—and a great pity it is that they shoii

,

be so—why not do your individual share toW£j
their rectification? Achilles sulking in his te]

gloomy and dissatisfied, accomplished nothit,

Men like yourself, with clear views and the 'j

sire for social uplift, should not join with I;

pessimists, but try to find some hopeful way'-
helping those who are earnestly and intC;^

gently striving in the same direction. I

T. N., Kanasawa, Japan. 1. Spiritual thir

cannot be decided by the ordinary human tesj

One who has faith enters a new field with nj

experiences. 2. Conscience is the guide witl.

us which distinguishes between right a!|

wrong, though not infallibly. Conscienij

through a long career of sin or indiffereni

may become blunted. It can, however, i

quickened by the influence of the Holy Spii

3. Too long to discuss in The Mail-Bag.
The life hereafter, though hidden from us hel

will doubtless be one of enlarged opportunit
and spiritual progress.
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LAND OF
."T is surprising in traveling over Brazil, Peru

; and Chile to see the number of shrines and
I- chapels that dot the wayside and crown the

jk. Some miraculous story is told in connection

:th each, and there is in each a relic of some kind

lat is greatly venerated. Many of these images

te horrible to contemplate, especially some of those
presenting the agony of Jesus. At one shrine in

Vazil is an image of Judas and a great knife with
jiich the pilgrims give him a dig as they pass by.

Inages and paintings of the Virgin have been
i'ound" by the hundreds, generally in thickets, and
[lis was always a sign that the Virgin wanted a
Unple built to her on that spot. Nothing but the
teepest credulity and most abject faith in

tie priests could induce a belief in such a
'iracle or alleged divine manifestation.
One can admire the courage and heroism

' the early Catholic missionaries. Some
pllowed side by side with those adventurers
nd explorers who pushed their way
hrough trackless forests and almost im-
assable swamps in their search for

arth's treasures. Others plunged into

tgions hitherto unpenetrated by white
en, or went out alone among the cannibal
ibes and lived with them. In order to

ppeal to the childlike nature of these
borigines every device and paraphernalia
f pomp and procession was adopted in

"eir services. Miraculous finds and ap-
pearances became common, so that sacred
lites for the building of religious edifices

ere frequently located by these means.
The trouble has been, throughout all of
50uth America, that these crude rites,

vhich were intended to captivate the In-
lians, have crept into the services where
m Indian is never seen. In the cathedrals
)f Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Ayres, where
'ew Indians attend, one will find the same
ippeals to the eye and ear as were devised
"or an unlettered and savage people. Cath-
ilic Christianity has become paganized
nstead of paganism becoming Christian-
zed. Religious worship has sunk to such
1 low level that the educated and thinking
part of the population have become abso-
lutely indifferent to all religious doctrine.
I talked with many representative citizens
of different republics, and their answers
were all like that of one prominent Chilean,
whose father was an Englishman: "I do
not pay any attention to religion; my wife
looks after that feature, and she is a very
devout churchwoman."
The ignorance of the masses is appall-

ing. This is properly charged to the priest-
hood, for, until within recent years, the
educational system was entirely under the
control of the Church, and is even to-day in
a few of those republics. In Brazil only

3y NEVIN O. WINTER
Author of *' Brazil and Her People of To-day '

has union of Church and State been constitutionally

abolished. The priests in general seemed to want
to keep the people in ignorance, for in that way a

more abject obedience was secured, as intelligence

always brings about inquiry and investigation. The
agent of the American Bible Society in Brazil said

to me: "It is painfully depressing to one engaged in

offering the Scriptures to the people to hear three-

fourths of them say, 'I don't know how to read.'

Little Kindergartners of Sao Paulo, Brazil

THE

Another obstacle is the religious superstition of the
people concerning the Bible we offer them, and the
belief so strongly inculcated by the priests that they
have no right to read it. Very often a bishop would
send out a letter to the priests and people warning
them against the 'false Bibles.' " They, however,
make no effort to give the people the translation
which they believe to be the true one. In Peru, it is

still possible to find places where, if a letter is placed
in a box with the proper fee, an answer will be re-
ceived from the Virgin or Christ himself. Letters
from saints are very common, and indulgences ai"e

still openly sold. There is less fanaticism on the
east than on the west coast. The Brazilian prides

himself on his forbearance and generosity.
So far as I could observe there is absolute
freedorii of worship throughout that repub-
lic, at least in the cities. In the remote
districts of the interior missionary efforts

might meet with a fanatical outburst. The
official attitude, at least, is one of tolera-

tion and religious freedom. Argentina, too,

partakes of the same spirit, and the large
foreign element helps to preserve a free-

dom of worship. Many thousand English-
men live in that country and their influence
is very marked. I met an American mis-
sionai-y stationed at Quito, Ecuador, who
was mobbed less than a year ago. He,
together with his wife and daughter, were
awakened in the middle of the night and
compelled to leave the city at once.

Should these people be looked after? I

sincerely believe so. It is not proselyting,
for the men profess no religion. Nowhere
in the world can greater religious indiffer-

ence be found, and nowhere in the world is

a religious awakening in greater need.
There are a number of workers, but the
proportion is small. A few score of mis-
sionaries among forty millions of people
is not a great number. Some of the col-

leges under the auspices of the Protestant
churches are doing a great work. Among
these might be named Mackenzie College
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and the boy's school
in Santiago, Chile, which are Presbyterian
institutions; Granbery College of Juiz de
Fora and the Petropolis (Brazil) School
for Girls of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South; Santiago College, a school
for girls in Santiago, which has a wide
reputation in Chile, and a number of other
institutions in Argentina and Uruguay, of
the Methodist Episcopal Church. Educa-
tional work and medical assistance provide
the best means of reaching the ignorant
and superstitious millions of that great
continent to the south of us, and it is to
be hoped that increasing numbers of work-
ers will be sent by tlie various religious

. societies. , . . .

; :: ?
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Dwight L. Moody

I
HAVE always been very fond of this text,

because, just in a few words, we are told by

Christ himself what his mission was in this

world. He tells us that he came "to seek and save

that which was lost." And in another place he said

that he did not come to condemn the world, but that

the world through him might be saved. In still

another place he said he did not come to destroy

life, but that his mission

was to give light and life

to this world.

Mark you, he says that

he came to "seek." You
hear a good many people

speaking of "seeking the

Lord"; but no man ever

thought of "seeking the

Lord," until the Lord
first thought of "seeking"

him. During these thou-

sands of years, God has

been seeking the lost.

Take the parable in the
fifteenth of Luke. There's
that man who had a hun-
dred sheep. One is miss-

ing. Does he go to bed rejoicing, and leaving that

one out on the mountains? No. He leaves the ninety-

nine and goes out into the desert to hunt the lost one
until he finds it, and he doesn^t maul it and kick it

and hurt it. He puts it on his shoulder and brings
it back. It is not the sheep that rejoices, but the
shepherd who rejoices.

The Missing Piece of Silver

Then he gives another parable. A certain woman
had ten pieces of silver. One piece is missing. Some
one had paid her a bill that day, and she takes out
the money and counts it, and there are only nine
pieces. One is missing. What does she do? Sit

down in the chair and let that piece find its way
down into her pocket? No. She finds a hole in her
pocket. The piece is somewhere in the house. She
gets a broom and sweeps diligently, turning the
furniture upside down and creating a great commo-
tion; and at last she finds that piece of silver. It

is not the piece of silver that finds her, but the
woman that finds her silver; and she calls her
friends, and says, "Rejoice with me, for I have
found that piece of silver."

What is that parable for? It is to teach us that
He is the seeker. It sparkles like a diamond upon
the bosom of Scripture. We find him speaking and
using the title, "The Son of Man," no less than
thirty-eight times. Some one has counted up the
titles as 156, and the last was "the Son of Man."
None of the apostles ever called him "the Son of
Man." Stephen said, "I see the Son of Man stand-
ing at the right hand of God." Jesus seemed to

delight in that title. He was glad to get down
among the people-—to get into sympathy and touch
with poor, fallen humanity. "The Son of Man is

come to seek and .save that which was lost."

The Son of Man Seeks You

'

Now, there's not a man or woman in this house
whom he has not sought many a time. There's
a class of people who labor under a delusion, who
think that when the Lord seeks them out, they will

be saved. They are waiting for the Lord to do
something more for their salvation than he has done
thuB far. But our salvation is complete, all wrought
out. He can do no more. Don't let any one go
away with the delusion that the Lord never sought
for him. Did you ever read a tract entitled "Eter-
nity"? Do you not remember how, in your early
childhood, God was seeking through your godly,
sainted mother, or your father, or Sabbath School
teacher, or minister who pleaded over you? Have
you never been in a church where the sermon moved
you mightily? There was a man in Brooklyn some
years ago who was awakened, and he told how,
night after night as he went home after a debauch,
his mother's picture, which was hanging on the wall,
seemed as if with its eyes it would pierce his inmost
soul, and he turned the picture toward the wall, feel-

ing in his heart that the Son of Man was seeking him
through that picture of his mother. Did you never
get a letter from your father or mother, or some
friend, urging you to become a Christian? Don't
let any one say, "The Son of Man never sought me."
He sought you from your infancy up, and he is still

seeking. Who put it into your heart to come here?
Who put it into the heart of God's people to have
the churches all opened? Was it the work of Satan,
or of the Son of God? These men who have been

This is the sixth of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,
never before publiched, and the existence of which was dis-

closed only a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Mftody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

vf'

* This sermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.
Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, Moss. Text : Luke 19 : 10.

toiling and preaching and working here are the

instruments of the Spirit of God who is working,

and Christ who is calling the wanderers back to the

fold. The very air is charged with the Spirit of

God. The Son of Man is seeking you to-day—^this

very minute!

Bartimeus Hears of Jesus

I think we only get a partial view of what hap-
pened when Christ was here on earth. We find

him coming near to Jericho. About a week before

he got to Jericho, there was a man coming down
from Jerusalem, and he finds a poor fellow sitting

by the wayside crying "Bakshish! Bakshish!"
He asks, "What is your name?" "My name is

Bartimeus." "I see you are blind. I have no silver

or gold, but I have some good news for you." It's

a hard thing to make a beggar believe this, espe-
cially in that Eastern country. Bakshish is the
beggars' god. That is the thing they are after.

And this man pricks up his ears, and he says,

"Something better than bakshish?" "Yes, there's

a God in Israel who can give you sight." "I never
saw the mother that gave me birth," the poor fellow
answers. "I never expect to see her in this life."

"I am come from Jerusalem," says the other, "and
I saw a man there who was born blind and who has
now got his sight." "How did he get his sight?"
"Did you ever hear of a man named Jesus?" "No;
who is he?" "He is a prophet of Galilee. He has
been living up here at Capernaum; he goes down to
Jerusalem quite often. He was there on the feast.

He met a man who was blind and asked him if he
would like to get his sight. He said, 'Yes.' And
Jesus spat upon the ground and made clay, and
anointed the man's eyes, and while he was washing,
he got his sight." "What did he charge him?"
"Nothing." "What!" cries the beggar, "gave him
his sight for nothing?" "Yes; for nothing. And
I was talking with one of his disciples, Simon Peter,
and he said that Jesus of Nazareth would pass
through Jericho next week. Now, don't you let

him pass through without bringing your case be-
fore him." "Well, now," cried the beggar, "do you
think I would miss such a chance? I suppose I'll

need some of the chief men of Jericho to call upon
him and intercede for me." "No," says the other,
"the poor have as much influence with him as the
rich. In fact, I think they have more, because he's
a poor man himself. As I heard him preach, he
said, 'The foxes have holes and the birds of the air
have nests, but the Son of Man has not where to lay
his head.' And they tell me he isn't worth any-
thing; he is a poor man himself. I tell you, if

you'll go right to him with your trouble, I believe
he will give you your sight." "I will," says the
beggar.

The Blind Beggar's Appeal

We can imagine the little children or the dog that
had been trained to lead the blind beggar through
the streets of Jericho, while his cry rang out,
"Bakshish! Bakshish!" morning after morning,
while he was listening to hear any sound of the
Prophet's coming. Perhaps he made inquiry, and
kept saying, "Anybody heard of Jesus of Nazareth?
Have you heard of his coming? If you do, will you
let me know? I want to see him." Did you ever
hear of a blind man wanting to see a person? I

was in a deaf and dumb institution in Illinois, and
there were two blind men who wanted to "see
through the institution." I laughed at the idea,
but the superintendent of the institution said it was
a common occurrence. Well, we took them all
through the institution and they seemed to see.
They had a pretty good idea of that institution for
the deaf and dumb. And so this blind man wanted
to see Jesus. I imagine them leading him, and at
last he hears the footsteps of a coming crowd. He's
got ears if he hasn't got eyes. And perhaps he
mistrusts who is coming. He says, "Who's com-
ing?" And they tell him that Jesus of Nazareth is

passing by. That name thrills him. "Jesus of
Nazareth ! That's the man to give me sight." And
he began to pray, right there in the highway. Some
people say they can't pray, but if you could give
them hope of getting their sight they would soon
begin to pray. "Thou Son of David, have mercy
upon me!" cried the blind beggar. "They tried to
silence him, and said, "Sh! keep still there. Don't

disturb this man now. He's got important b
ness—going to his coronation to Jerusalem. D
want to be disturbed by a poor, blind beggar."
Some one has said, "They would stop every h'

in heaven to hear a sinner." Would to God he wc'

hear a sinner in this church this hour. man
you can get eternal sight for the asking, you
better ask now. If a man can get a sight that
sweep beyond this scene into the supremest worl
if he can get eternal sight by asking, he had bel

ask. They could not silence Bartimeus, and
more they tried the louder he cried, "Have me
upon me." The Master heard that cry. He alw
does. My friends, if a cry goes up from
gathering, I believe it will be heard in the gate
heaven, and the answer will' come back before I

through preaching. He is so anxious to save
he will come and save you now. Remember je

prayer of Bartimeus: "Thou Son of David, h'e
mercy upon me." Don't you want him to h;

mercy upon you? Supposing you say it: '"Tl ,

Son of David, have mercy upon me." I want l]

to have mercy upon me. I don't know that I

ever get beyond that prayer in this world. I d^

want justice, but mercy. What does the Script
say? He "delighteth in mercy." He "delighte'
in it. Let him show mercy to you now. If

heard that poor beggar at Jericho, won't he h
you? If he answered him, won't he answer yoi

your cry, that is an honest cry? He is unchanl
able grace. He is in glory, but he delights to _
gifts to the sons of men. O man ! O wonT^
Don't go out of here without getting eternal sie

Did the Master hush up that man? No. He sal
"Go fetch him."

Seeing the Master Face to Face

I see one of the disciples going and saying, "Bl
timeus, the Master sends for you; he is going!
bless you." They took him by the hand. His _
ment fell off, and he let it go. Dead in earnel
When a man is in earnest, he gets a blessing. Je^
asked, "What do you want? Call upon me, and
will show you great and mighty things." Tha'
what is said in the Scripture. "Lord, that I m
receive my sight!" He received it right then a
there. That mortal could say what no other mort
could say on this earth, that the first object th

met his gaze was the Son of God himself. What
day that must have been for Bartimeus! Wasi
that worth more than silver and gold? If the Lo
had given him all Jericho, wouldn't it still ha
been worth more than that? I have the idea th

he sang as sweetly as the singers up in that choi

"Hosannah! Hosannah to the Son of David
He changed his old cry—no longer praying, b

praising.
Do you know why there are so few people sav'

hereto-day? Do you want me to tell you? Becau,
there are so few who believe they are lost. That
the trouble. There's the trouble. A woman car

to a meeting some, time ago. There was a crov

accumulated before the door was open. She g
separated from her little girl and she could not fii

her. She sent up word to the minister to call o:

her child. The minister said, "Mary Moore has g

,

lost, and if she is in the house she will please risi

Mary Moore is lost; if she will rise, the mother W'

be glad to find her." No one rose. They took tl

word to the mother that the child was not in tl

house. The mother got the bell-ringer to go up ar

down the street, crying: "Lost! Lost!" And tl

hour passed. And the woman got almost franti

They found Mary Moore was on the front seat i

the meeting. "Why," they said, "why didn't yo

step out when we called your name?" "Oh, but

wasn't lost." She felt it meant some other Mar;

Do you see the point? When you preach to then

they say, "No, I'm not lost." That's the troubh

A Prison Visitation

During the war, when Grant was lying in fror

of Richmond, I was going up to Chicago, and
passed through New York. I spent the Sabbath i

New York City, and I went to the Fulton Strec

Prayer-meeting. During the meeting I spoke an

at the close of the service a man came to me an

said, "Will you go to the Tombs to-morrow an

preach?" "Yes, sir," I replied. I supposed th

prisoners would be brought into the chapel; but, t

my horror, I found I had got to speak to them i

their cells. I had never tried that. It was stee

work to preach to people you couldn't see. Ther
were two rows of cells above me and one below, ani

I stood and talked to 350 or 400 convicts. After

wards I thought I would like to look at my audience

and I went to the door of the first cell and there wa
a little window just to let light and air in. And

Continued on next page
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Seeking the Lo^
Continued from preceding page

Iked into the cell and there were two
that cell and they were playing

Jds. I have an idea they were play-

cards all the time I was preaching.

liaid to them, "How are you here?"

<fB got into bad company," said one,

id the man who did the deed got

J:e; but we got in." And another
jd, "The man that did the deed didn't

if;
in." And at the next cell : "We

h going to have a new trial; we don't

long here. A man went into court

^d swore a lie."

jDo you know, I never found so many
ftocent men in all my life. Human
Jture is the same under lock and key.

j/ell," I said, "I will go through this

land see if I can find a sinner. It

l)k a long time, but at last I found
l& fellow on the lower tier, all alone.

;: had his hands up to his head. I

!)ked into the window, and asked:
'Vhat's the trouble?" I could see two
reams of tears running down over
3 cheeks. "What's the trouble, my
lend?" I repeated. "My sins are
pre than I can bear." "Ah, thank
d!" I said, "thank God!" "You
ijc God that my sins are more than

ban bear? Why, ain't you the man
at preached to us? I thought you
id you were the friend of the pris-

er. I don't understand that friend-

ip." I said, "I've been looking for

u; I've been hunting for you." Well,
found the sinner, and I preached
irist to that man for half an hour.

I

was like a cup of cold water to a
^rsty man. He was "lost." After I

id talked with him, I said, "Get down
. your knees and we will pray." He
id, "I can't pray." He told me how
d he had been. His catalogue of sin

5IS as dark and vile and black as hell;

it it was refreshing to tell him that
Wst is the one that cleanseth from
I sin and can save unto the uttermost,
bald, "Pray." And the poor fellow
bk his head away from the iron bed-
sad and he cried to God for mercy,

God, have mercy upon me, a vile

Iretch."

iWell, I got so interested in that man
*a.i I could hardly leave him. My
bart went out to him. He seemed like

'brother of mine—a friend. I said,

M night, I will be at the hotel, and
,itween nine and ten I will spend that
)ur praying for you, and I want you

, meet me at the Mercy Seat. And
lat night I had such liberty in pray-
'g—I was led out so in prayer—that
tould not take the midnight train for
fiicago, and felt I must see him once
ore. And I went to the Tombs and
e officer let me talk with him; and
e moment he heard my voice, he got
)ld of my hand and pressed it and
e hot tears of joy fell over his face,
id he told me that that night God

Iftd come to his soul.
i-Why was it the Son of God came
")wn that night and passed by one cell

id found that man? Do you know
le reason why? He took his place
nong "the lo.st." And if there's a
an or woman here who will take this
,ace—among the lost—God will find
)u out. Let him receive you to-day.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column)

Anvil Sparks
. .Bequeath blue blood to your chil-
en by belonging to the aristocracy of
ialth and clean living.

. .Take heed, the procession is pass-
ig; the line of march is along the
reets of Service with Love in the
ad. Fall in!

..Give your mite to the good cause
ithout measuring it, mindful that
any mites are what make good causes
ighty ones.

.From grab to give; from get for
iurself to forget yourself; from "do
)mebody" to do something for some-
)ciy. Take heart! the world is mov-
ir!

• Be not disturbed by many books,
Jt know the be.st; then take 'comfort
1 the knowledge that if you know the
2St, you miss nothing vital in the rest.

I

J

i

Tlh© Clhiedliroini's FMpntl
RAINDROPS AND THE RAINBOV/ By Rev. J. M. Parrar, D.D *

VACATION and some good friend may take you for a visit to
Niagara Falls. There is a beautiful story I want you to read
while you are at the Falls. I think the story came from the

Sunday School Times, but am not certain about it. But here it is,

a beautiful story about a few raindrops

:

YEARS and years ago, up in Minnesota, a thousand miles away,
I came down from heaven, a handful of raindrops, just as pure

and beautiful and tiny as the new baby in its mother's arms. As I

trickled down through the fields, where the birds sing and the grass
is green, I just sang to myself for very joy, for it seemed to me that
that was all I was made for, just to laugh in the sunshine and play
along between the tiny banks of the little stream they call the St.

Louis River. But pretty soon my waters began to get muddy.

OH, I wasn't beautiful at all then. I was ugly, just as ugly as
boys and girls when they have got away from the sweet inno-

cence of their baby days, and their hearts have been all roiled up
with bad words and bad thoughts and bad stories. And I wondered
how I was ever going to be clean again, and then one day, all of a
sudden, I took an awful plunge and went down and down, and when
I asked the water around me, for there was lots of it, oh, millions
and millions of gallons—four hundred and twelve miles of water
from east to west—I asked it where I was, and it said, "You're in
Lake Superior," and as I went down lower and lower, one thousand
feet down to the bottom of the lake, it got cold, almost freezing,
thirty-nine degrees above zero, and I said to myself, "Well, I shall
never see the sun again or be warm again, or be happy again." One
day I found myself going up and up until I did see the sun and was
just as warm and happy, and do you know I was not dirty any more,
my waters were just as pure and clear as crystal. Then I said, "Oh,
I'm glad that I lost my life in the life of this great lake, and that I

went down so low, giving up everything so, for now I'm pure," and I

thought of Jesus' words: "Whosoever shall lose his life for my sake
and the Gospel's shall be as white as snow." And I was contented to

stay there— it was a happy life and a useful one—for great ships,

carrying eight thousand tons of cargo, steamed back and forth over
me, making men richer and homes happier and children brighter.

BUT God wouldn't let me stay there in Lake Superior, though I

was happy and doing lots of good, so I had to move on, just the
way people do; you have to keep changing and growing old. And
so one day I had to leave Lake Superior and go down through the
St. Mary's River and the great locks at a place they call the "Soo."
I thought I might stay there, because I was very useful. They car-

ried twenty-six million tons of valuable cargoes through me every
year, more than all that passes through the Suez Canal. But no, I

had to leave the St. Mary's River and Lake Huron and Lake Erie,

and, oh, it was a long, long journey, and my life dragged out some-
times, for it is very tiresome to be always moving! And sometimes
my waters that were so pure in Lake Superior got dirty again and
finally when I came to Buffalo I was awful ugly—oh, dirtier than
ever I had been back in the little St. Louis River! There was every
kind of dirt on me—oil, and coal dust, and sewage from the city.

Oh, it's very hard to keep clean when you go through cities, for they
roil you up, and put bad things into your heart! When I came by
Grand Island I was so soiled I thought I'd never be really clean.

AND then one day I began to be whirled along at an awful pace

—

. faster than a horse trots. Then I knew something awful was
going to happen! It was death, the water said—a great plunge off

into space—a drop of one hundred and sixty feet, clear out of sight.

I did not want to take that awful leap over the Falls, for the trees

whispered to us that the river fell on to great granite boulders with
jagged edges that broke the stream into millions of millions of tiny

drops. Oh, it was death, awful death, and no wonder I fought
against it! If you will go up above the Falls you can see the river

fighting hard against the current. That's why the waters are all

stirred up so, for nobody likes to die, not even a river.

BUT suddenly I took the plunge. It was awful! Instead of a

river I was then a great cloud of spray, and instead of being
ugly and dirty, or pale and colorless, I was all colors of the rainbow

—

the most beautiful sight in all the world. Such glory that the people

that stood on the long bridge shouted for very wonder at the sight.

I was beautiful pure white spray, and there was the rainbow of God
arching over me. And then I was glad that as a river I had died,

and it seemed to me as I looked in the face of the great sun that I

lieard him say, "I am the Sun of Righteousness—I am the resurrec-

tion and the life—he that believeth in me, though he die, yet he shall

live." . . .

TWO things I ask my Juniors to do with this story. First, trace

on the map the rivulet and the river until you know the history

of Niagara Falls from the Raindrops to the Rainbow. The knowl-

edge gained will be a valuable part of your education and may be of

value to you in some school examination. Second, think of it as tell-

ing the story of your life from birth to death. From it you can learn

the meaning of life and the beauty of death.

* Pastxir First Reformed Church, Brooklyn. N. Y. Text: "The bow shall be in the

cloud." Gen. 9:16.
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The Talking Engines
By Rev. William Carter. D.D.,

THIS is a story, boys and girls, of

long ago when engines talked and
gave a lesson to all who would rise

superior over difficulties and be suc-
cessful in life.

At the foot of a very steep hill, up
and down which were laid the shining-

rails of a railroad track, a "round-
house" had been built where extra en-
gines were kept to help the heavy
freight trains over the steep grade.
One day an extra heavy train got stuck
on the hill and a large mogul engine,
with seven-foot wheels and massive
machinery, was brought out to push
the stalled train over the grade.

The mogul didn't like the work very
well, for though he was big, he was
also lazy, like some big and even little

boys that I know. When, therefore,
he saw that long train of heavy cars
and the big hill before him he began
to sigh and wheeze and groan through
his steam "exhaust' as though he were
really and truly exhausted, though he
wasn't, you know, even a little bit.

Well, notwithstanding all this, the
trainmen coupled him on to the train,
the engineer "opened the throttle a
notch," as they call it, and as the steam
was turned into the piston box the big-

engine panted and grunted with each
blast of steam, and as his wheels began
slowly to revolve he kept saying pro-
testingly and discouragingly : "I can't
do it! I can't do it! I can't do it!"
and then as the engineer gave him
more steam he panted out: "I can't, I
can't, I can't do it! I can't, I can't,
I can't do it! I can't, I can't, I can't
do it!" But still the engineer kept the
steam on, feeling sure the engine could
do it if he tried, and at last, do you
know, that gi-eat, big', overgrown en-
gine just "lay down," as you boys
sometimes say, and, as the wheels be-
gan to revolve slowly and still more
slowly, wheezed out finally: "I ca-a-a-
n't, I ca-a-a-an't, I ca-a-a-an't do-o-o-o-
it!" So with a last snort, which the
engineer echoed with a snort of disgust,
that big, lazy old engine stopped dead
still.

Well, of course, they had to uncouple
him and he was hastened back to the
round-house out of the way and a
little "dinky"—sometimes people called
it even a "donkey"—engine was
brought outtotake his place. As the little

engine, all energy and determination,
was hurried past the big mogul, the
mogul looked with disdain upon him
and using every ounce of steam left in
his exhaust said: "Oh psha-a-aw!"

The little fellow didn't mind it, how-
ever, as you little boys and girls
mustn't mind when the big ones say un-
kind things about your size and ability,
but he just "buckled down" to his work
as he was attached to the waiting-
train, and as the engineer turned the
steam into his piston boxes he just
said manfully and determinedly as he
took a long breath for his big work:
"I think I can! I think I can! I

think I can! I think I can!" And then
as he found notwithstanding his small-
ness and the size of the train that his
energy and determination were really
moving the load up the steep hill, he
changed his cry with a chug, chug,
chug, as the wheels began to move
more rapidly, and he shouted : "I
ca-a-an! I ca-a-an! I ca-a-an! I can!
I can! I can! I can! I can! Can!
Can! Can!! Can!!! lean! Cu! Cu!
Cu! Cu! Cu! Cu-u-u-u-u-u!!!" And
then when he got to the top of the hill

he cried exultingly as he went whirl-
ing down on the other side: "I knew I

could! I knew I could! I knew I

could! I knew I could, could, could,
could! I knew I could, a could, a
could, a could! !

!"

And so the famous victory was won
at last, as you boys and girls may
always win it, notwithstanding your
size, if you only have courage and
hope and determination.
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CHILD labor will continue to be one of the most

interesting of subjects, until the problem it

offers is solved wholly in behalf of the children

and the sound of the spindles no longer mingles with

the tramp of little feet. It is usually the dark side

that is presented; but the writer is glad to be able

to point out something hopeful. Harm has been

done to this great cause by enthusiasts wlio have

overreached the mark in some misguided statement

—such a statement, for instance, as that in South

Carolina children work twelve hours a day in the

mills, whereas in that State it is a prison offense for

either employers or parents to permit children to

work twelve hours a day. The campaign against

child labor is more dependent upon a sane movement
than on sensationalism.

A little more than a year ago South Carolina

established a Department of Industries, combining

it with the Department of Agriculture and Com-
merce under one Commissioner. Such a department,

regulating the labor of the State and enforcing the

laws concerning it, is the most effective move that

could have been made in its influence upon child

labor; in fact, nothing productive of more general

good has been done since milling has been a South-

ern industry. Colonel E. J. Watson, Commissioner

of Agriculture and Commerce since the establish-

ment of that Department in 1904, is one of the most

active, tactful, and efficient men in public place

whom the writer has ever known. The system

adopted by Colonel Watson is. based upon the suc-

cessful German method, but is an improvement
upon it. It enables the
Commissioner to have
complete knowledge at

all times of each child

in every mill in the
State and renders
evasion of the law
almost impossible.

Colonel Watson's
object from the start

has been to reduce as
far as possible the em-
ployment of women
and children in the
mills. Strange as it

may seem, in this he
has had the endorse-
ment and assistance
of the majority of the
mill managers them-
selves. There is in

South Carolina a law
that the child of a widowed mother, a totally dis-

abled father, or one who is an orphan, may work
in the mills. There is also provision enabling chil-

dren under age to work in the summer; but Colonel
Watson has steadily opposed any exemption what-
ever from the twelve-year-old limit, and many em-
ployers, agreeing with him, have issued orders to

their subordinates not to employ children under
twelve years. By these means, and by enforcement

mu ROSA PENDLETON CHILES

of the general law against employing children under

twelve, the number of children in the mills has

greatly decreased. Colonel Watson's mid-year ad-

Col. E. J. Watson

Belton Mill Library

dress, delivered before the Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation of South Carolina last month, gives some
interesting figures. He said:

I know it will be gratifying to you who are the employers, as

it is to me, that comparison shows 1,314 children under 16

years of age, less in the textiles of the State at this time than
eleven months ago, and that to-day there are only 361 children

12 years of age employed under exemption affidavits, which is

418 children of this age less than there were in the mills eleven

months ago, and 565 less between the ages of 14 and 16. At
the same time, the total number of

employees of all classes in the textiles

of this State has increased from
47,616 in July 1909, to 47,978 at this

date in 1910, or an increase of 362 in

the total working population ; but what
is more important, the increase has
been by 1,666 in grown people.

In this address. Colonel Wat-
son advocated a law forbidding
the employment of children un-
der twelve years of age on any
account, a law making educa-
tion compulsory, and such
amendments as will greatly
strengthen the law in regard
to sanitation, ventilation and
the safeguarding of dangerous
machinery. He called upon the
Manufacturers' Association to

place itself on record as endors-
ing such measures. Prompt
and unanimous endorsement
was given, and a legislative

committee to assist the Com-
missioner in securing the enact-
ment of these measures when
the General Assembly meets
next winter was appointed.

Compulsory education is an
important consideration for the

children of the mill villages. If kept out of ^e
factories, they must not be left to idleness jd
mischief. Colonel Watson's desire is for a fourt( i,

year-old limit, and this will probably come in a w
years, but the time for it is not ripe yet. It is he id

soon to see a sixteen-year-old limit, which will
] tq

every child a fair chance in the public schools.

The mill schools are now doing excellent w k

and many of the mills themselves have erected h;

some school buildings. In 68 villages repor,ig

educational advantages this year the child popL
tion is 14,838 under 14 years. Of these, 5,10l[it-

tend school and 750 attend kindergarten cla^s.

Those under 6 are 7,240, leaving only 1,747 ui ;r

14 in the 68 villages for work in the mills,

kindergarten work among these little folks is e

cially interesting. They have two hours a day
Ijlay, and seem to be merry and happy in spit'

the fact that they work for a living.

Many people have the impression that the
jority of operatives in the Southern mills are (

dren. Of the 47,978 operatives in the mills of S(

Carolina, 7,712, or about 16 per cent., are chile

under 16, and of those 3,879, or about 8 per cen1

the whole number of operatives, are under 14,

361, or less than 1 per cent., are under 12.

Some of the Southern mills are putting in i-

chinery for the production of finer fabrics, and |ie

handling of this will require older and more ski id

operatives. Doubtless there will be some path 5c

cases of appeal to the mill managers to give ke

children work, because of poverty and dire w;|t;

but these must be met by intelligent charity, for le

burden of supporting either himself or his far y
is too heavy for a child's shoulders, and his li

service to his community and State is too impor
to permit him to grow up in utter ignorance.
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A View of the Siil of the Auxiliary Dean View of West Wall of the Canal, Looking North

AS
month after month passes and the great inter-

ocean ditch, known as the Panama Canal, is

L. scooped out and the gigantic concrete walls

rise on either hand, the voices of the faultfinding

wiseacres who predicted failure have grown fainter,

and few there are who do not believe firmly in the

statement of Colonel Goethals that the heaviest ships

afloat will be passing through from the Pacific to

the Atlantic in five summers from now. Some engi-

neers believe that this statement is too conservative

and that the canal will be opened at least a year

I -earlier. At any rate, the progress made during the

last year has far exceeded that of any other twelve
!months, and the most sanguine of the brilliant

['.young engineers on the con.struction corps have at

>times been astonished at the rate they have been
liable to carry the work forward.

Il In 1908 the amount of earth taken out of the ditch

'was 36,230,904 cubic yards, and at a less cost per

cubic yard than any previous year. So much work
has now been done that even the ordinary observer,

with no knowledge of engineering, can get a fair

idea of what the artificial river, with its massive
banks, locks and dams of concrete, will look like

when completed.
At present there are at work one hundred and one

i steam shovels, forty-eight of ninety tons, forty-two

of seventy tons, ten of forty-five tons and one of

seventy-eight. Every time one of these dips its

I
iron beak into the real estate of the isthmus it brings

up, to all appearances, an amount equal to one-

I

quarter of a New York city lot, and after a short

time in one position the shovels are pushed on a
little further. As the tourist watches these great
mechanical diggers at work, he involuntarily won-
ders how long it would have taken to do the same
work by bone and muscle, the way it would have
been done if King Louis of France had followed the
advice of Samuel de Champlain and tried to dig a
canal across the isthmus about the year 1610; for
the engineers of to-day are only doing what the
founder of Quebec would have liked to see as a
reality three hundred years ago. Yet, with all our
modern appliances and knowledge, it is a task
which seemed impossible up to a few years ago, and
the success of which will command the admiration of

the world.
The recent great advance in concrete construction

is one of the principal reasons why a successful
canal has become a certainty in such a brief period
of time. The retaining walls and the dams and
locks are of concrete, and concrete plants have been
built at various convenient points along the canal.

The forms used in the construction of the dams
and locks on the Pacific division of the canal are the
invention of .\lexander P. Crary, an expert in con-
crete construction. The wooden forms may be seen
at the top of the walls in the photographs. Al-
though they are of wood, they can be used over and
over again, carrying up the wall in six-foot layers.

The solid panels at the top hold the fresh concrete,

while the uprights are anchored to the harder layer
below until the concrete on the upper course is hard
enough to stand by itself, when the forms are raised

by a stone derrick and a hand-winch. Every suc-
cessive stage in the hardening of this concrete
work is carefully observed. At the Gatun locks six

resistance thermometers are embedded in the walls
to determine the degree of heat at various stages of
the hardening process. The concrete when it is put
in place is of the consistency of thin plaster. After
it is in position large rock is added in places, making
what is called cyclopean concrete. It will take
several years for all of the concrete to harden com-
pletely.

It comes as a surprise to most of us to find that
they are using concrete to build boats for use in the
construction work. Three of these boats have
already been built under ths supervision of Engi-
neer Crary and another wil) be finished by October.
The concrete barges are practically indestructible,
but it seems as if natural law had been subverted
when these stone and cement barges are launched
and go gliding easily out upon the water, ready to

carry a load of many tons. Vessels of concrete have
been built in Italy, but few have, until recently, been
constructed here. On account of the scarcity of
good timber and the high price of skilled labor,
these concrete boats are cheaper than those made
of wood. These barges are sixty-four feet long
and twenty-four wide. Iron bars and wire cloth
are used to reinforce the concrete. They will be
towed from place to place by tugs. We often refer
to our day as the age of iron and steel, but as one
watches the work on the isthmus we have to add
that it is the age of concrete.

PEOFLIL IN TWE. FUEILIC EYE
MR. HENRY W. DEXTER, who

died in New York City on the 11th

of July, was one of the most remark-
able old gentlemen in our country. He
was ninety-eight years old and he went
to his desk every day until within a
year or two and took the most active

interest in the aff"airs of the world.

His activity after he was ninety years
|i of age was probably greater than that

of any other man in our country. He
was one of the founders of the Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York
City, and was al.so one of the founders
of the American News Company, which
has grown into one of the greatest or-

ganizations of its kind in the world.
He built a home for the New Yoi'k
Historical Society, and he founded the
Lucretia Marquand Memorial Home at
Sioux Falls in South Dakota. This is

a hospital for Indians, in whom Mr.
Dexter has always been greatly inter-
ested. Mr. Dexter also provided a
fund for the purpose of defraying the
expenses of sick Indians to and from
the hospital when they were too poor
to pay their own traveling expenses.
Mr. Dexter was often asked to what
he attributed his long and healthful
life, and he declared that it was due to
simple living and constant industry
combined with an active interest in
people and things. Nearly all of Mr.
Dexter's estate of more than $1,000,000
was left to religious and charitable

organizations, $250,000 being left to

the Salvation Army.

THE beloved and venerable Rev. Dr.
H. Grattan Guinness passed away

recently at Bath, England, aged seven-

ty-five. This remai-kable man trained

more men and women to become mis-

sionaries than any other of the devoted
leaders of modern days. He made

scores of ministers and evangelists for
the home field also. Dr. Guinness will

be chiefly remembered as the founder
of the "Religions Beyond" Mission.
But he was a great preacher and evan-
gelist himself, as well as a splendid
Christian organizer. He was the son
of Captain John Guinness, and was
born in Dublin in 1835. He was col-

laterally related to the famous Irish

Henry W. Dexter Rev. H. Grattan Guinness, D.D.

orator and patriot, Henry Gi-attan.
Romantic circumstances were asso-
ciated with Dr. Guinness's parentage.
His mother's first husband was Mr.
D'Esterre, who was shot by Daniel
O'Connell in a duel; and it was to re-

mind himself of this deed that O'Con-
nell ever afterwards wore a black band
round his wrist.

Dr. Guinness appeared as a young
preacher in the year 1850, simulta-
neously with Rev. C. H. Spurgeon.
Crowds flocked to hear both these elo-

quent young evangelists, and it was
expected that they would become
equally famous. But while Spurgeon
took a Baptist pastorate. Guinness pre-
ferred to remain a free lance, and he
took largely to writing on theological
topics. His works are greatly prized,

especially his splendid volume on The
Approaching End of the Age.

Dr. Guinness' experiences early con-
vinced him of the need of a more highly
trained body of workers for service
amongst non-church-goers. He organ-
ized in 1875 Hai-ley College, the East
London training institution, in which
Christian men and women of any de-
nomination are trained both for home
evangelization and also for missionary
work abroad. Dr. Guinness was a
keen and tender-hearted philanthro-
pist. He was one of the first to call

attention to the horrors of the Congo
rubber atrocities and most eloquently
and pathetically pleaded for the reform
of the Belgian administration.
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The Shooting of Mayor Gaynor
MAYOR WILLIAM J. GAYNOR, the reform

executive of New York City and one of the best

chief magistrates the metropolis has ever had, was
shot down by the hand of an assassin on Atigust 9,

as he was about to sail for Europe. He was on the

cabin deck of the ocean liner Kaiser Wilhelm der

Grosse, at Hoboken, surrounded by friends to whom
he-was bidding goodby, when the would-be murderer

—a tall, rugged, hatless man—crept up behind him
and discharged his revolver, the bullet entering his

victim's head behind the left ear and shattering the

jaw-bone. Three other shots were fired, but missed

their mark, before the man was overpowered and
borne to the deck. The Mayor, who had fallen, was
tenderly lifted and taken in an unconscious condi-

tion to a stateroom, and thence he was conveyed to

St. Mary's Hospital, where his wound was exam-
ined. At this writing, he is hovering- between life

and death. The surgeons hold out a faint hope of

his recovery. His assailant,, who seemed to be

insane, gave his name to the police as James J.

Gallagher, but would make no explanation of his

criminal deed. He is said to have been an employee
of the Dock Department, and was discharged for

drunkenness a little over a month ago. In a sense,

therefore. Mayor Gaynor may be said to be a victim

of the political system he sought so earnestly and
so sincerely to reform. His strong sense of justice,

his determined opposition to political corruption in

every form, his struggle for better municipal condi-

tions and a higher standard of morals and efficiency

in the public service have won him the respect and
admiration of all right-thinking citizens, and the

bitter enmity of the time-serving, graft-seeking

class who regard all office as opportunity for

plunder. Mayor Gaynor's high executive ability,

his simple, sturdy honesty, his rugged truthfulness,

his open, fearless war on municipal evils and evil-

doers, and his love of fairness to all classes of citi-

zens alike have made him known far beyond the

limits of New York. Both as judge and mayor, he
has presented the best type of American citizenship

and the most desirable model of public servant.

Should the attack on his life terminate fatally he
will be universally and sincerely mourned as a
martyr to duty.

The War on the Bible

THERE is a rising storm of protest over the action

of the Illinois Supreme Court in excluding the

Bible from the public schools. In other States, the

people are awaking to the far-reaching importance
of the issues that would be involved were the Illinois

precedent to be followed elsewhere. In the Western
State, there was a significant co-operation of the
Je.wish, Catholic and agnostic influence against the
Bible. It has been the glory of this nation, since

the foundation of the Republic, that we had an open
Bible. Now that the first serious blow against the
freedom of God's Word has been struck, who can
tell how far the assault may be carried? Nation
after nation, which had lain under the blighting
restraint imposed upon its religious freedom, has
shaken otf the shackles. Shall we suffer the Bible
to be shut out of our schools in obedience to the same
power that has made it a sealed book to nearly all

the South American republics? There is no room
in our public schools for dogmatic or sectarian
teaching, and there should be none. But the Bible
belongs to no one church, or sect, or denomination.
It is the divine message that has come down to us
through the ages; the moral and spiritual manual
of all humanity; the best guide to right conduct and
pure living; the foundation of all law, and the source
from which society has drawn everything we deem
admirable and worthy in our civilization. It is in-

dispensable to the education of the young and the
formation of human character. This is the book
which the plotters against the Christian religion

would exclude, if they could, from every school in

America. It is not a local or even a State question,
but a national one. We see the fame battle waging
in other countries. In Saxony, it has been going on
nearly six y^ears. There, however, the defenders of

the Bible have fought a good fight, and thus far the

modern science reformers—who would eliminate

Bible study from the schools or have the sacred book

interpreted after the manner of some of our own
"advanced" theologians—have been compelled to

make compromises. Saxon Protestants, and espe-

cially Lutherans, while willing to shut out sectarian

teaching, are resolved that religious instruction shall

continue, with the Bible as the inspiring source, and
that "the person of Jesus should stand at the centre

of instruction." They insist that the great central

figure of all history should not be eliminated, but
that the teaching must be such as will make "the

mind of Jesus live in the child," who must be taught
to recognize Him as the great example for the hu-
man race. If the battle for Bible exclusion is to

spread here, as we believe it may, there will soon

come a testing-time for all true Americans who have
at heart the perpetuation of those principles which
are essential to national life and greatness. "Blessed
is the nation whose God is the Lord."

Mr. Roosevelt and the Miners

WHILE President Taft was busy at Beverly

with the preparation of his next message to

Congress, the keynote of which is to be general

economy in every branch of the administration,

Theodore Roosevelt took two days off from editorial

duties to pay a flying visit to the Lackawanna
Valley. He saw for himself how this lowly stratum

of the great commonwealth lived, how its people

labored and what stern economies they were com-
pelled to practise to keep body and soul together.

Alternately tramping and riding through the valley

from Scranton to Dickson City, he visited the mines,

inspected the breakers, saw with a sort of grim com-
passion the great tragedy of child labor in the

smudgy, unwholesome atmosphere, and was inci-

dentally begrimed with coal dust. Then he visited

the silk mills, noted the pale little, stunted "bobbin-

girls" and "winders," and learned from their own
lips of the long working hours that robbed them
prematurely of youth and deprived them of the joys

of childhood and opportunities of education. In

the Wyoming Valley he saw miners' families with
twelve to seventeen children. For the first time
in his life, probably, the foremost American of

his day came in contact with the poor, pitiful,

narrow lives of these people, conversed freely

with them, and even visited them in their humble
homes. What a contrast between such lives and
those with whom he had been familiar! In that

single day, he had an insight into social and labor

conditions such as no amount of reading or outside

study could give. It is well for our public men to

go down to the bottom of such problems and learn

the truth for themselves. There was probably no
politics in Mr. Roosevelt's visit, but he will be all

the better equipped for the discussion of industrial

problems, either with voice or pen, since his experi-

ence among the homes of grinding poverty and
ceaseless toil.

The Glory and the Shame of It

THERE is something sardonic in the jubilation

with which the defenders of the liquor traffic

point to the latest official figures from Washington
showing the enormous annual revenue from license

fees. In a single year, the sum of $41,950,181 was
paid in the large cities alone. They "point with
pride" to the fact that the drinkers of the country
are thus shown to be among the largest contributors
toward paying the expenses of running the govern-
ment of these great cities and indirectly of keeping
up the national finances. All this vast sum of money
comes straight from the pockets of the habitues of
67,131 saloons and other drinking places. Texas,
Wisconsin and New York lead this bibulous proces-
sion in the number of saloons in proportion to pop-
ulation. To make the showing complete, we should
place side by side with these figures, the number of
hearts broken, homes disrupted, lives ruined, crimes
inspired and committed and arrests made; the num-
ber of trials and convictions and the cost of sup-
porting all the paraphernalia of justice in the form
of police, magistrates, criminal courts and prisons.
We venture to affirm that the shame, the disgrace,
the infamy of it would outweigh the revenues a
hundred-fold.

RULING OUT THE BIBLE

Hope to See It Restored

We read with regret of the withdrawal of the Bible fi

our public schools in Illinois, but we are glad for the st
taken by The Christian Herald in this matter, and hope
see the Bible restored to its rightful place.
Farmer City, Hi. Mrs. Mary YouNt

A Novel in Place of the Bible

This i-uling out of the Bible from our public schools is btl
retrogressive step toward the dark ages. It is the wedgeptf
of Catholic tyranny, menacing our liberty and eclipsing
source of light. The Bible in our public schools is not
cause of "sectarian teaching" and should not be ruled out
get rid of a bad effect. When the cause is ruled out the eflj
will cease ; but the Bible should remain. This blighting actjf
the part of the authorities is a sad mistake. No Bible in
school means that the school has no respect for God.
writer visited one of our public schools where was substitll
for the Bible a novel ! May not this be repeated elsewheU
Darkness lurks where the Bible is absent: and wor.se wherJ
is ignored and banished. Let us pray and labor for its restd
tion. Oscar J. RAlsoq
Georgetown, III.

Blotting Out God's Light

If they put out our Bible from the schools, they will til

away God's light, which is our guide for time and etQRil
God help us to get better men over our schools !

Buda, III. C. P. DoWDiNd

Catholic Influence

Please let me ask if you do not think it is the presence of
many^Catholics in the public schools that is the primary cai

of the move? Non-believers, I think, will be found indiffen
in the matter, but it is a very sore point with the Catholics,

Sedulia, Mo. Mrs. M. S. Cotto:

Ashamed of Her Native State

I feel it is my duty as a Christian to congratulate you
what you have written in regard to "Ruling Out the Bible"
the public schools of this State. I cannot see why intellig^
or Christian people could have made such a great mistake.
will mean an awful blow to the rising generation. I thij

Illinois has wickedness enough to account for without addi)
more, by teaching its children to discard the Bible. I

ashamed of such an act. Let us pray to have the blesd
Bible back in the schools. Mrs. N. E. Johnson!
McLean, 111.

Stand for the Old Book
We thank God you have written against ruling out the Bit

just as Dr. Klopsch would have done.
Farmer City, 111. Mrs. Rose W. Ijams,

Mrs. Hattie Watson.

Americans Stand by the Bible

Contrast North America with those nations to whose peoi
the Bible is a sealed book. If our public schools in thi

teachings are an offense to any, it is easy to take their childr

into their own schools, where they will be kept in profou
ignorance of God's truths, and where they will be brought up
the darkness of idolatry. But as for all true American citizei

give us the open teaching of God's truth.
Catslcill, N. Y. A Lover of The Christian Herald.

PRESIDENT MONTT'S VISIT
—Senor Pedro Mo.ntt. President of Chile, is now a visit

here. When we remember the cordial welcome which Oh
gave to our fleet when it reached that country on its glob

circling cruise, we must heartily approve the splendid receptii

accorded here to President Montt. whose people are on t'

friendliest terms with our own. Chile is among the forerm

of the Southern republics and gives promise of a glorious futui
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Manoeuvres of National Camp
NCE the passage of the law last spring, the

National Army and the State Guards have been

brought into a closer affiliation. By that law

fe State troops became an arm of the Federal ser-

;e and are subject to the call of the National Gov-

nment even to service outside of their State lines.

e National troops and State Guards have gone

.to camp at Pine Plains, Jefferson County, New
>rk, where there will be the experience and disci-

ine of the camp-drills, manosuvres, sham battles,

fc. In these sham battles, there will be the tramp

i horses, the wheel of gun carriages, the riding of

valrymen with their sabres, the marching of sol-

ars, firing of guns, etc. In our country we have the

jislative department of government which makes

laws, the judicial department which interprets

tem, and the executive department which enforces

em. Policemen, constables, sheriffs, army and

'.vy are required to properly enforce the laws.

{lis has been necessary in all nations in all times.

lie children of Israel had only been out of the land

\
Egypt a little over a year before Moses, at the

i^mand of the Almighty, organized a national

pmyin the wilderness of Sinai

:

rake ye the sum of all the conprapra-

jnaf the'children of Israel, after their

jnilies, by the house of their fathers,

Wj the number of their names, every

lie by their polls ; from twenty yc^ars

I and upward, all that are able to no
kb to war in Israel thou and Aaron

^1 number them by their armies.

1uin.l:2,3.)

years at the Orange Almshouse, at East Orange,
N. J. It is stated that there was not another child

inmate to keep him company and that his compan-
ions in the poorhouse were feeble-minded people
ranging all the way from fifty to a hundred years
old; that he was tied by a string to a stake in the
yard near the house in the daytime and confined
indoors at night. The boy's mother was discharged
from the same poorhouse three years ago, and being
unable to support her son he was left in the care of
the institution. The attention of the State has been
called to the deplorable condition of this boy, and
Governor Fort has promised that immediate relief

shall be given, and proper permanent provision
made for him. That a child in the boundaries of East
Orange, one of the most beautiful, wealthy and cul-
tivated sections in the United States, in a State as
prosperous as that of New Jersey, should grow up
under public care from five to eight years of age
without one child companion, one hour of play, one
moment of liberty or one minute of education, is

scarcely conceivable, and we still hesitate to believe
all the details of cruelty that the secular press has
recorded; and yet we fear that the actual facts
reveal a cruelty befitting an African jungle, or the
savage shore of some South Pacific Island. The

lidicatton at Provincetown

iFriday, Augu.st 5, the monu-
ent commemorating the land-

g of the Pilgrim Fathers at

•ovincetown, Mass., was dedi-

ted. Great men of the State

^d different States were pres-

•t, and President Taft made
|e main dedicatory address.
ree years ago the corner-if

"lone
Lim

•Ullf

iW,

ii-*i

ene was laid by President
osevelt. For many years
e Monument Association has
.d the matter in hand, and
jth $25,000 from the State of
fassachusetts, $40,000 from
•e National Government, and
: th contributions from private
;izens, $90,000 have been ex-

mded on this splendid me-
^rial. Founded on mother
ck, the shaft has been con-
^ructed to endure through the
jnturies. Sixty-six hundred
i)ic yards of sand were ex-
•vated to provide the founda-
in, the weight of which is 3.200,000 pounds. From
9 foundation to a point 164 feet above the base,
^r square sides carry a width of 27 feet. Above
lat level a buttressed head with outsweiled apex
rtends fifty feet further into the air, furnishing
open-air battlement observation platform, from

lich springs a narrower battlement with an added
ight of about thiity-eight feet. Flights of stairs
id to the top of the monument, where the climber
11 find himself 201 feet above the hilltop, and 296
.'t above the harbor waters. An impressive fea-
re of the dedication was the unveiling of a tablet
lich took the place of the one which was destroyed
fire in the old Town Hall in 1877, and which bore
s inscription: "In commemoration of the arrival

' the Mayflower in Cape Cod Harbor, and of the
st landing of the Pilgrims in America at this
ice, November the 11th, 1620. This tablet is pre-
•ited by the Cape Cod Association, November the
;i, 185.3." Dr. Elliott wrote the new inscription,
'le monument will also mark the first declaration of
'il rights ever issued in this country, as made by
|; Pilgrim Fathers as they landed on these shores,
-is a beautiful and healthful thing for a nation to
'ild monuments in honor of noble and heroic events.
)thing could be more appropri;>te than the erection

' this splendid monument at Provincetown. The
Itriarchs of old set up m.aterial memorials of im-
)rtant events.
ind Jacob set up a pillar in the place where he talked with him,

'•n a pillar of stone. (Gen. :« : 14.)

'uelty to a Child

The papers make reference to the case of Martin
'nnors, eight years old, who has been for three

A Section of the Great Military Camp at Pine Plains, N. Y.

boy can only speak a few words and acts like a baby
two or three years old, and although he is somewhat
feeble-minded, there is no doubt that much of his

deplorable mental condition is occasioned by his lack
of companionship, play, education, and love. We
must net forget that we are living in a Christian
dispensation with a Christ civilization, which con-
.'•iders that feeble-mindedness, or weakness of any
kind, is a reason rather for cure and education than
for neglect and brutality. The mistreatment of a
child is rebuked by the prophets of old and by the
]VIaster, who took the little ones up in his arms and
blessed them.
He shall gather the Iambs with his arm, and carry them in his

bosom. (Isa. 40 : 11.)

Where Coin Is Unknown

Coin has been known and used in almost all na-
tions in all times. Gold, silver, copper, brass, glass,

sea shells and other substances have been the circu-

lating medium, but in the Cocos Islands they have
no coin. The parchment notes of George Ross are
the sole medium of exchange. The other day Mr.
George Culnies Ross, the king of the Cocos and Keel-
ing Islands, died. The islands, which lie in the
Indian Ocean, 700 miles west of Sumatra and 525
from Christmas Island, were discovered in 1609 by
Captain William Keeling. They were uninhabited
till 1825, when they were colonized by John Culnies
Ross, the late king's grandfather. During his reign
Darwin visited the islands, in 1836. He was suc-

ceeded by his son, Mr. John Culnies Ross, and in his

time the islands were proclaimed British territory,

their chief being appointed governor. He married

a native wife and the late king was the eldest of six

sons. Mr. Ross was the most benevolent of despots,

with the power of life and death over six hundred
subjects. Poverty is unknown in the realm; the head
of every family has a house, a boat, a garden and a
poultry run. No young man can marry until he has
built for himself and his wife a dwelling. There are
no rates, taxes or police, yet order is preserved. The
inhabitants, in turn, keep watch at night against

fire and over the safety of their boats. These coral

islands in the South Indian Ocean are beautiful be-

yond all description. Mr. Ross's eldest son succeeds

his father as chief of the islands. The succession
of lulership from father to son which has been
m.aintained in these islands is according to the cus-
tom of most of the monarchies, ancient and modern.
And all the people of Judah took Azariah, which was sixteen

years old, and made him king instead of his father Amaziah.
(II. Kings 14:21.)

Pockets Picked in Church

American tourists in Rome have had their pockets
picked by the wholesale. One of the most popular
fields of theft is the house of God. The Rev. Dr.
J. G. Van Slyke, pastor emeritus of the First Re-
formed Church of Kingston, N. Y., while at

prayer in an important church
in Rome, had his pockets
picked. His purse contained
some two hundred and fifty

dollars in money and some rail-

road tickets. He reported the
matter the following morning
at the American Consulate,
where no surprise was ex-
pressed. "You're No. 28," he
was told. "What do you
mean?" asked Dr. Van Slyke.
"Twenty-seven others robbed
in that same church yesterday
have already reported before
you," was the reply. This is

the limit of insolence and sacri-

lege and criminal device. The
Saviour made a terrific ar-
raignment of those who came
into the house of prayer to

steal from their fellow men.
It is written. My house shall be called

the house of prayer ; but ye have made
it a den of thieves. (Matt. 21 : 13.)

The "Mona Liza"

Art-lovers all over Europe
and America are just now
greatly interested over the re-

ported theft of the "Mona
Liza," the famous painting of
Leonardo da Vinci, which has
hung in the Louvre. It is said
that through the connivance
of a high official the canvas

has recently been removed from its frame,
and a copy substituted. The original is thought to
be in the hands of an American collector. Probably
no painting has created more interest than the
"Mona Liza," as it is acknowledged to be the great
Florentine's masterpiece, and is ranked second only
to the "Sistine Madonna" of Raphael. It has been
said, though not authoritatively, that the British
government once offered one million pounds for its

possession, but the offer was refused. The subject,
"Mona Liza," or "La Gioconda," as she is some-
times called, was the wife of Gioconda, a Florentine
citizen. It was between 1500 and 1506 that she
posed for Da Vinci. The execution of this painting-
took five years, as it was only while seated in a
certain posture, and listening to a certain strain of
music, that her face took on that peculiarly elusive
expression so wonderfully portrayed on the canvas.
Da Vinci dared not have her sit for him very often,
for he feared that too frequent repetition might
lessen the strange effect of her surroundings. Some
one has said that this picture is divine work rather
than the work of man. And it is true that in facial
expression and in the delicacy of skin texture Da
Vinci has here wrought to a (iegree almost perfect.
How inappropriate to associate so beautiful a pic-
ture with such a miserable crime as the theft of this
masterpiece! And yet what does avarice care for
anything most beautiful and divine? The theft of
this picture is only another one of the myriad forms
of wrong-doing that covetousness suggests. The
prayer of the individual and of the generation as
well might properly be that of the Psalmist:

Incline my heart unto thy testimonies, and not to covetotisness.

(Ps. 119:3(5.)
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Hammock Days
THE guest room of a friend opens upon a side

porch which is in reality part of the room.

As it is the frequent custom of people who
love the fresh air to sleep out of doors at this time,

the porch is thoroughly screened and furnished with

a hammock suspended from the ceiling by strong-

chains. The hammock is completed with a mat-
tress and pillows, and is in effect a luxurious swing-

ing bed. Here one who prefers the full purity and
sweetness of the outdoor air to the best ventilated

room that can be found, may have such slumber as

belongs to those who have healthful fatigue at night

or the happy spirits of childhood. We remember
with a certain curiosity and astonishment that there

was a yesterday in which intelligent folk were
afraid of night air, and therefore excluded it from
sleeping-rooms by every device within their power.
Modern hygiene has no terror of night air, except
in swampy regions, and
there modern good sense
undertakes without delay
to carry on a system of per-

fect drainage. If swamps
and marshes breeding mi-
asma must still exist it

behooves those who wish to

be well to keep away from
such perilous proximity both
day and night. The only
air we can breathe at night
is night air, and the freer
its course through our
sleeping-rooms, the more
alert and vigorous we are
when we have to attack the
day's work.
The porch where the ham-

mock swings is much more
than a sleeping adjunct to

an ideally exquisite guest-
room. A cushioned couch
in addition to the hammock
stands against the wall.
There is a large writing
table and there are two or
three wicker chairs with
footstools within reach. The
fortunate guest at whose
disposal all this convenience
and luxury are placed may
here entertain her friends
and callers, write her let-

ters, read her books and
otherwise enjoy her solitude
when she does not wish to
join the family of her hostess.

In the hammocks of which
I am now thinking tired
girls and women, doing noth-
ing except lie still and muse
in the sunshine, forget their
weariness, cease to be run
down, and return from the
languor and relaxation of
their holiday able to begin
the autumn campaign. So many of our girls and
such a throng of our women are toilers and wage-
earners that they need a vacation partly spent in
the hammock, fully as much as one spent in tramp-
mg, playing tennis and sailing on the bright waves.
Exercise is good in its time and place, but for weary
people relaxation is better. Part of the outfit for
rest and recreation at home should be a hammock.
Have it where you like—in your own chamber if
you prefer, on the veranda, or in the garden, but do
without something else and own a hammock as your
personal property.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

their golden wedding at the home of their daughter,
Mrs. Charles J. Williams, 1591 Pacific Street, Brook-
lyn. The house was decorated in yellow and white
with a profusion of daffodils and tree roses.

Four generations were present, the great-grand-
child being a boy of eight, while the bride and groom
of the occasion have not yet reached three score and
ten. A unique and charming feature was the pres-
ence of the minister. Rev. Mr. Whittaker, who mar-
ried the pair fifty years ago. The pastor of the
Greene Avenue Presbyterian Church, of which Mr.
and Mrs. Osborne are active members, was also a
guest. Many friends congratulated the honored
couple and they received many gifts.

Just fifty years ago their grandparents celebrated
their golden wedding at Southold, Long Island,
where the Osbornes were themselves married, and
in 1870 they kept their diamond jubilee.

N'

In the World's Largest "Tent City" at Rockaway, Long Island, New York

"DOCKAWAY, on the south shore of Long Island, New York, has the largest tent city in the world. TheXV tents are set over wooden platforms, and some have small yards in front and rear gay with bright-colored
flowers. Most, however, are satisfied with the sand. The ground is leased and people make their homes there
for the entire summer, the men folks going daily to their work in New York City. The regular streets and
walks give it an air of permanency which we seldom [associate with a canvas town. It is expected that next
year an amusement park will take its place.

A Beautiful Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gilbert
Golden Wedding Osborne, of 148 Marion Street,

Brooklyn, have been subscribers to
The Christian Herald for many years. In all

the great Christian Herald family there are none
more loyally attached to it than they.
On the evening of May 6, this year, they celebrated
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THE ARMY OF TO-MORROW
jy^ORNING after morning the tread of irany feet.

Like an army marching wakes the quiet street.
With their sunny faces lighting up the way.
The merry-hearted little folk begin their busy day.
Though little do they dream it, they live their blithest time.
And who shall sing their gladness in the measure of a rhyme—
With naught of care to cloud them, with easy tasks to do.
And teachers full of gentleness to guide the learners through
The mazes of the labyrinth, till all the grades are past.
And the coveted diploma is in the hand at last?

Perhaps an honest lad who walks so sturdily along
May one day win the suffrages of many a mighty throng.
The boy whose foot is planted now on learning's lowest roundMay scale the heights of science or its deepest ocean sound.
The soldiers of the future, its splendid rank and file
Are hurrying forward here to-day where little children smile-Here, too. beneath the daintiness of dimpled flowerlike face.We catch the flitting sweetness of the mother's look of graceWhere yet Love s steady light shall burn above a cradle bedAnd the tenderest love is watching o'er a little golden head.

Margaret E. Sangster.

Origin of Surnames
little interest attaches to surnames, st t-

ing as most of thern do in remote peri s.

The family of names ending in "son" or"s

"

point to a common ancestor in each case. John i,

Anderson, Williamson, Peterson, Remsen, Simp n,

Simonson, Nelson, Jackson and others similai n

derivation carry thought back to a patriarch lo

started the clan. In the Bible we find Simon, m
of Jonas or John, spoken of, and sometimes the e-

fix Bar, meaning son of, is used to indicate relat i-

ship.

The Johnsons and Jacksons must have ha a

fraternal kinship in the beginning, and so must.ie
Neilsons and the Nelsons, the Simpsons and le

Simonsons, and so on. Many surnames indite
their origin as due to some craft or art. Webi r,

Weaver, Dempster, Carter, Wheeler, Baker, i r^

penter and others bear witness to the early occi a-

tion of the family in its e-

ginning. The various ccirs

are represented as Blk,
White, Gray, Green, Le.^

Pink and Brown, alliof

which designations re

familiar among our c-

quaintance and on in

boards. There are Gin-
fields, Redfields and W in-

fields, Blackledges, it-

ledges and Cartledges t be

found in our cities, \ le

there are Macs and I's

springing from Irish or

Scotch lineage. We ar n-

the way of thinking at

few names are so com Jii

as, shall we say, Br n,

Jones and Smith. In a il

liant essay by Gilbert K.

Chesterton there occurs lis

passage in reference tc he

surname Smith. It i so

delightfully suggestive at

I am tempted to quote in

full:

"The name of Smit is

the name of the one fcle

that even kings respectei It

could claim half the iry
of that arma virui lie

which all epics acclai 'd.

;

The spirit of the smit? is

so close to the spirit of if;

that it has mixed in a il-

lion poems, and every blik-

smith is a harmonious bl'k-

smith.

"Even the village chil'^n

feel that in some dim ^y

the smith is poetic, asjtie

grocer and the cobbler je

not poetic, when they iist

on the dancing sparks id

deafening blows in he

cavern of that creative violence. The brute re se

of Nature, the passionate cunning of man, he

strongest of earthly metals, the weirdest of early
elements, the unconquerable iron subdued by its ly

conqueror, the wheel and the ploughshare, le

sword and the steam-hammer, the arraying of

armies and the whole legend of arms, all t se

things are written, briefly indeed, but quite leg y,

on the visiting card of Mr. Smith. Yet our nove ts

call their hero "Aylmer Valence," which m ns

nothing, when it is in their power to give him lis

sacred name of Smith—this name made of iron id

flame. It would be very natural if a cei jn

hauteur, a certain carriage of the head, a cerin
curl of the lip, distinguished every one whose rue
is Smith. Perhaps it does; I trust so. Who er

else are parvenus, the Smiths are not parvcis.
From the darkest dawn of history this clan as

gone forth to battle; its trophies are on every h;d;

its name is everywhere; it is older than the nat is.

and its sign is the Hammer of Thor."
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ILL you please use this small

contribution for the chil-

en? I hear they are espe-

illy poor this year." The words were
tared by a woman of middle life, in

low tender tone.

"You are very kind, Miss Rutgers.

i'e are grateful for all contributions,

id you never forget the children.

ou are right. We seem to have the
)orest of little waifs this summer,
inched and pale, with scant clothing,

[it we hope to send them home with
yo weeks' better hold on life. Plenty
' sunshine, nourishing food, and good
fmes will make different children of

jiem," returned the chairman of the
iimmittee.

"I am so sorry for them," continued
(16 lady, her soft voice dropping away
|. a pool of sympathy, as she turned
jffay, and the door closed on her
"jarly love-offering to the children of
18 poor.

I

"A box of cornstarch and a pound
^ rice," said a member of the commit-
'e. "It almost makes me cry. It is

f veritable widow's mite, and it has
[)me regularly every year since we
farted this work."
c "One might write a modern Bible
ill of beautiful sacrifices and gen-
•Qus deeds, offered by the people of
ir own time," replied the chairman.
[n this case it is both the inheritance
lordly giving, and the piety which

'ten accompanied it."

Miss Rutgers was almost home be-
)re her eulogy was finished, little sus-
jcting the impression left behind her.
he was like .some delicate plant,
ashed by the billows from its natural
jming place on to some hostile shore,
le stress of the waves of circumstance
(langing her outward appearance into
cm and faded lines. Tall and slight,

ith rounded curves long since lost,

lere was a stoop of physical weak-
about her, which spoke of unequal

jping with a hard world. The hair
fiat had once been a soft blonde had
ided to a neutral tint, and, either
allowing a fashion of long ago, or
uccumbing to the daily call for haste,
ad been strained tightly into a com-
act knot at the back of her head. The
atures that might once have been
Dmmanding, were like all the rest of
^r pos5e and attitude, almost apolo-
etic, while the good materials of a
neration earlier vainly tried to ful-
modern conditions in enveloping

le stooping form.
A facetious boy sitting behind her in
hurch one Sunday had whispered to
is mother to "get on to the waterfall,"
/hile a young girl had laughed in
musement at her pastor's suggestion
f companionship with the faded lady.
'et both the boy and the girl came to
ee the beauty of the character that
ly beneath the neutral tints.

Two generations earlier Miss Rut-
ers might have lived in either of two
Teat mancys, pince she was grand-
aughter of both lord and patroon.
ooking beneath the surface, one knew
hat under different conditions the tall
tooping form would have been wil-
>wy, the neutral-tinted hair and eye-
rows might have carried the glints of
he -sunshine, and the large features
een markedly aristocratic. All that
.'as left to-day of this heritage of the
'ast was a pride that still wished to
e donor rather than recipient, a sweep
f generous sympathy that gave out
f her poverty to the children of the
'Oor, as her ancestors had bestowed
heir wealth on the necessities of the
enants of wide estates, in donations of
vinter coal and firewood, blankets and
roths.

In frequent removals, the manor
ady had strayed to the upper floor of
small house, whose owner lived be-

ow. As if fate, relenting, had scat-
ered a spray of flowers in her path,

By ELIZABETH L. GEBHARD

the flight of stairs which led to her
rooms was adorned with the great
masters of music in life-size engrav-
ings. She mounted the first step with
Handel's genial glance upon her.
Neither his abundant wig, with the
curls resting upon his shoulders, or his
ruffled shirt, awoke a feeling of
strangeness within her, his presence
and welcome had become so familiar
and companionable at the close of her
long day. Half way up she looked
into the soulful eyes of Mendelssohn.
The youth of this picture, with its

waves of boyish hair, gave a spring to
her motions, and sometimes evoked a
fleeting smile. Almost at the top of
the flight her often lagging gait en-
countered Beethoven in high collar and
floating white cravat, the strained look
in his eyes and the lines between
touching an emotional chord in her

the ghosts of former manor owners
and guests, there was an atmosphere
that filled the little hall like the aroma
from a rose jar.

Within her own doors Miss Rut-
gers' life still turned backward. A
great flowered velvet carpet that spoke
of wide spaces covered the floor, a
piano of her girlhood kept company
with the mahogany chairs and paint-
ings of her father's time, while jing-
ling candelabra from the patroon
grandfather flanked the two ends of
the mantel, between which hung a
mirror whose shining surface was im-
penetrable, but which had known the
blushing faces and bright eyes of
maidenhood, the floating draperies of
happy brides, and no doubt many a
miserable face had looked within its

shining depths, seeking in vain for
help from sorrow and trouble.

"It was a veritable widow's mite'

own heart; yet she was withheld from
contagious discouragement by the
humorous dimple in his chin. When
at last the landing was reached, Bach's
benevolent face beneath its closely

curled wig gave a restfulness to her
homecoming.
The landlady had at one time been

housekeeper for an aesthetic music
dealer. In the final distribution of

his bachelor estate, the musicians had
fallen to her share, and had since for

many years made a musical pathway
of her staircase. Perhaps in some
occult way the musicians enjoyed com-
panionship at morning and nightfall

with the manor lady, as she did with
them.
Across the upper hall they gazed all

day long upon collections of rare old

china in a glass-faced cupboard, be-

neath which stood a narrow-topped,
broad-leaved mahogany table. In the

days since Lafayette had written his

letters upon this table while a guest at

the manor, it had undergone modern
improvement or disfigurement in the

shape of robin's-egg-blue paint and
gilt bands, but from the musicians to

One object in the room spoke dis-

tinctly of Miss Rutgers' own person-
ality—that was her book-case, which
belonged to the same date with the
piano, and both to the time when she
attended a young ladies' seminai'y,
while still the family fortunes were
only decadent, not decayed.

In her scant leisure, she read the
French stories that were considered
ladylike in her girlhood, but on every
Sunday afternon her mother's Thomas
a Kempis and the weekly paper
formed her mental and spiritual food,
the latter of the two having been
offered tactfully as a gift, after the
young girl had learned to know and
admire the manor lady.
One by one sorrows had come, some-

times two or three at a time. Finances
grew lower and lower till they almost
reached the vanishing point. Alone,
and poor, and proud, with only a past
—and then the Fresh Air children had
come, and into Miss Rutgers' barren
life there dawned a new interest.

She watched for the Sundays when
the notice of their arrival was given
out in church, and went home with a

song in her heart. Her children were
coming. There must be one more sac-
rifice she could make, and so offer her
yearly contribution. Her face lighted
up at these times, till it was really
beautiful with the shining of the spirit
within. One could see through the
wear and tear of to-day and catch a
glimpse" of those other days, when her
grandmother, the last Lady of the
Manor, whom Miss Rutgers resembled,
passed out lai'gess with liberal hand,
or filled her drawing-room with the
charm of her presence.

Sometimes she opened her Bible on
these red-letter Sunday afternoons at
the verse that claimed the poor and
the needy : "Inasmuch as ye have done
it unto one of the least of these my
children, ye have done it unto me."
With a look of devotion she could
always find one more sacrifice to make
after that, and it was unfailingly that
of the cheerful giver.
Once she saw the children lined up

outside of a soda water fountain, and
her heart gave a throb of pleasure.
These were the children whose happi-
ness was hers. Sometimes she heard
of little garments given, or of treats

—

or even the good nourishing food
planned for the little waifs who sel-

dom knew three meals in one day,
struck an answering chord in the heart
of the woman, who was acquainted
with poverty and loved children.

It was a real trial when they came
for a party to her own church. She
would so have liked to have seen them
all together, and enjoyed their pleas-
ure. Since this was impossible, she
listened at night with a soft glow in
her eyes to the story of the landlady,
as she told of snapping mottoes and
paper caps, cake and ice-cream, sand-
pails and shovels, and the children's
songs and pleasure. Their happiness
became hers. It was as if the delicate
plant thrown on a barren shore had
rooted in the sand, and somehow had
blossomed unexpectedly.

The Fresh Air children came to be
her living joy as year added itself to
year. It was when the last flock came,
and with them Miss Rutgers' unfailing
offering, and the radiance in her face
which accompanied it, that the chair-
man of the committee noticed that her
form was a little more bent, her face
a little whiter, her step a little weaker.
But she went away with the old
brightness, a glow of happiness which
left a shining trail behind her.

It was only a few weeks later that
the long mill days became impossible
for the frail woman. Even the musi-
cians on the stairs failed to cheer her
tired steps at night, and half-past six

in the morning came before her weary
body had thought of rest. The land-
lady went away for a week's visit, and
one morning in the gray of the early
dawn, at the hour she had so often
trodden the streets on the way to the
long days in the factoi-y, she awoke to
violent coughing and hemorrhage.
This time she dragged herself to the
doctor's. It was her last walk in the
chill morning twilight.

Lying quietly beneath a knitted cov-
erlid with a red rose etched against its

snowy whiteness, she spoke of the end
of the journey, and of the joy that had
come into her life with the Fresh Air
children.
The lords of the manors were ac-

customed to build a manor church in
which they and their tenants wor-
shiped while alive, and beneath which
at last the bones of the lords of the
great estates were laid to rest. This
lady, of the manor born, built no sanc-
tuary of worship, but she held as in a
chalice the tiohlesse oblige of her an-
cestors, and the human love which
nothing could embitter or crush out,

for the little lives waiting for the key-
note of loving kindness in a hard
world.

I
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"A little neglect may breed

grejt mischief; for want of a

nail the shoe was lost; for

want of a shoe the horse was

lost ; for want of a horse the

rider was lost, slain by an

enemy, all for want of care

about a horse-shoe nail."

—Benjamin Franklin.

!Si^>\\\'

'X'HE author of Poor Richard's
* Ahnanac" said lots of wise

things, but no neglect breeds such

great mischief as neglect of the

body. Men and women are invari-

abk' prudent of ^verythiny but

health. Modern conditions are

strenuous and seem to demand we
spend more strength than we can

earn. Then comes the mischief

—

overwrought nerves, indigestion,

sleeplessness, loss of weight and

appetite, weariness and lack of

ambition.

A rcvmikabtc letter from the

fanil us author of '•'fhe Heavenly
'Txi-iiisP

SARAH GRAND:
'I beyiiii to take Sanatogen after

nearly four years' enforced idleness

from extreme debility, and felt tlie

benefitalmostimmeciately. Andnow,
after taUing it steadily three tin-es a

day for twelve weeks, I find myself

able to enjoy both work and play

again, and also able to do as much of

both as I ever did."

LADY HENRY SOMERSET
llie firomincut social reform ad-

vocate, says:

"Sanatogen undoubtedly restores

sleep, invigorates the' nerves and

braces the patient to health. I have

watched its effect on people whose

nervous systems have been entirely

undermined, and I have proved
Sanatogen to be most valuable."

Very Rev. WILLIAM
THEODORUS CAPERS
Dean Christ Church
Cathedral, Lexing-
ton, Ky., says:

"I feel constrained to

write you and say that

Sanatogen has done
everything for my wife.

I have found this
preparation restores a
normal appetite and
gives vitality to

nervous system."

GEORGE ADE
the humorist, says:

"I have given Sana-
ti gtn a trial and I

am convinced of its

merits."

en
TONIC

uill p:ty the pries of your neglect and banish
the mischief. It embodies the very elements of
health—pure Albumen and Sodium Glycero-
phosphate (cell and tissue life).

SANATOGEN reconstruct.s, pervades the
human organism with vitality, with buoyancy,
uith power to live life at its best. It has
regenerated the bodies of hundreds of people
famous in the realms of human endeavor. They
enthusiastically endorse it. All leading doctors
prescribe it. Try it.

Send for Dr. C. W. Saleeby's Book,
"The Will To Do."

This internationally famous physician-writer has
published an exceedingly interesting book, "The
Will To Do," a copy of which we want to send you
with our compliments. It tells some surprisingly

new things about the strenuous
life -we lead and the important
relation of the nervous system
to our entire existence. We
will mail you a free copy on
receipt of coupon.

Sanatogen is sold in three sizes,

$1.00, $1.90 and $3.60.

r

IN Preserving—try Karo
this season. It gives a more

natural, more delicate flavor to all

preserved fruits. The perfect pre-

serving syrup is made with
one part Karo to three parts
sugar. See Karo Cook Book.
The great cooking and

table syrup, Karo agrees
with everybody.

S FTaro
CORN SYHUP

Eat it on Use it for
Griddle cakes Gingerbread
Hot biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

Karo Cook Book— 50 pages, including 30 per-

lect recipes lor home candy making— Free.

Send your name on a post-card, lo-day, to

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO.

Dcpl. 0. NEW YORK P.O. Box 161

August 17, 'no

YouEimi ^ TO) j©c5etlie^ ri

A Righteous Life*

IT was said of a distinguished poli-

tician that he was asked during a

recent campaign what was the point

upon which he laid the most stress,

and that he replied: "Oh, the high

moral dodge. You can't go before the

American people on any other, with

any hope of success."

This is undoubtedly true, and in so

far is cause for profound thanksgiv-

ing. We are in many ways a wicked

nation, but our God is still the Lord,

and his righteousness is recognized by

even the worst men among us to be

"that which exalteth a nation."

It was lately asserted by an agnostic

that this general insistence upon
righteousness is not the result of the

spread of religion among us; but sim-

ply of the progress of civilization,

which is coming- to be more and more
understood to depend upon morality.

It is very likely true that the prog-

ress of civilization is generally seen to

depend on morality—but who has
taught this from the beginning? The
Christian, and the lands in which the

open Bible and the Christian Church
are a part of the national life, are ever

those furthest advanced in civilization.

Does our friend, the agnostic, see no
significance in these facts?

It was always and ever urged by the

Hebrew prophets and by the Christian

teacher that the righteous life was the

only one that the Christian could con-

sistently live.

"The Christian religion," said Dr.
Phelps of Andover, "was the first in

the world to insist that morate and
religion must go together."

In the Orient, and even nearer
home, forms of worship usually suffice

to satisfy the religious sense. Pay
tribute, come at stated times to the

temple, bow yourself, bathe yourself,

and so on, and you purchase thereby
the rewards of the gods.

But Jesus comes and says: "Forms
are unimportant. Keep the Command-
ments. Love God and do his will and
love your neighbor as yourself. Your
scrupulous observance of ceremonies
is nothing to God unless your life re-
veals obedience to him. Worship him
in spirit and in truth, for the Father
seeketh such to worship him."

It was an almost revolutionary doc-
trine, but the mind and heart of the
world recognized its superiority to any
religion which had preceded it. It sat-
isfied the deepest longings of the hu-
man soul, and thus it grew, as never
a faith had grown before.

Century by century, ever since the
Reformation, have stricter views of
living continually developed. The se-
verity of theology con.stantly relaxes;
but the man who would be respected
by his fellow men must now regard
m.ore carefully than ever before, per-
sonal sobriety, purity and uprightness.
As the politician said, in his rough
way, the people demand of their ser-
vants high and ever higher moral
standards.

President Nicholas Murray Butler
put the matter well in a recent address
to the incoming Freshman class of
Columbia University. He said:

"It is the paramount duty of every
Chri.'^tian in this present age to see to
it that he does not rest content with
any low, convenient and artificial code
of conduct. Let him insist upon form-
ing his conscience by the moral ideal
as revealed in Christ Jesus—the Ten
Commandments, the Golden Rule and
the Law of Love. Let him test him-
-self always by that supreme and only
sufficient test, the mind of Christ."

* Topic of the Epworth Leajrue for Sunday,
Auprust 28. TEXTS : Amos 5 : 4-9, 14, 15 ; James
1 : 25-27.

The Gospel in Asia'i

^NNUI, an Indian sage, took a
one day and cut it in two. 1

as Dr. Banks tells the story, he tujL

to his son and asked, "What dof
see, my child?" "A seed, fatf
"And what do you see in the se|

"A small speck." "And what del
see in the speck?" "Nothing."
where you see nothing, I see

tree," said the father.

Thus those devoted
Butler, Parker, saw a
Christian empire, in place of
trous, bloody, 'barbarous India.

a il

men, Gil

great, lol

ill

11
dream supported them through i|

scribable hardships, for it was of
It has not yet come true, but it

the way.
Sydney Smith, the celebrated

sneered at William Carey as a "ci

crated cobbler," going on a fool
rand to convert the heathen; but
William Carey died, the governL
dropped all its flags to half-mast,
some of their chief men were hea:
say that he had done more for
than any of their generals. The
versities of England, Germany
America, writes Mrs. Mason,
tribute to his learning, and toi

Protestant Christianity honors hi;

one of its noblest pioneers.
"We entered Calcutta in 1872,"

Bishop Thoburn, "without a dollal

money, and with not a church me
in all that great city to receive il

but we held on, and now we have]
largest place of worship, not onl
Calcutta, but in India, and the larj

congregation."
Truly, what hath God wrought
The awful distinctions of caste n|

the Gospel work in Oriental count
especially in India, almost impossi
The sweet democracy implied in Oil

tian fraternity is repulsive to
Asiatics. When we in America jse

the term "caste," we ground it ion
talent, education, power, wealth.

Over there it is founded solely vm
birth. A Brahman occupies his piid
position, and holds his priestly rig.s,

his privilege of being the sole ir'r-

preter of the Veda, and all his o ?r

immunities, simply because he is

born of a certain line. To cross it

line is hopeless. A proper caste-,.n

would be kinder to a vulture, a ccja
serpent, than to a fainting or bleetig

Pariah. Even to touch him woukpe
pollution.

I

Kipling says that it is the condi>n
of women in India which is an (b
greater obstacle to its progress tin

caste itself. Utterly untaught, for|ie

most part; married almost before tiy

have emerged from babyhood; It-

casts and accursed after widowh(l;
considered by the men they serv( is

almost lower than "the beasts nt

perish"—what could our nation d( if

it were hampered with a womanl d

like this?
Turning to China, the outlook n

spite of the present outbreaks and c iP

unrest, becomes brighter. At lelt,

here is life, activity, movementb
place of the stagnation and lassitudK
India. But the difficulties are perh'>s

quite as great in the way of an agg 5-

sive introduction of the Gospel.
For example, the custom of briljy

is a legitimate part of Chinese polilS.

The wheels of justice, as Mrs. Ma n

puts it, are expected to be liber jy

"greased."
Therefore when the missionary d-

templated the expulsion from le

church of one of the deacons who d

been guilty of receiving a bribe, tl e

was a general protest from all

members. That was "not very b;

Everybody did it.

But this great continent is to be le

Lord's. Let us help on the day ofs

conversion by our prayers and n'

contributions. ,

)

-Christiar Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Au at,

28. Text : Matt 13 : 31-33. -
I
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^ear One
h Side, Then
l:heOther!

rhat's what you can

lowith Linene Collars.

3olh sides are alike !

10 Collars
lor 25 cis.

t the stores, or by mail

JOc. in U. S. stamps.

>ample by mail for

) cents.

Sia/e Size and Style.

tEVERSIBLE COLLAR CO.
lepirlmtnt T, Boston, Mass.

\rri

ifr;

SENT
FREE

Write to-day for our book

dociibing these Guaranteed

-irjt Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby
paymento of $10 to $100

and upwards at your

convenience secures at

once ownership

and income

BOIVOS
Secured
by Fl^t

mortgages
on New York

and Suburban
Real Estate

(deb BOTEKVISldH OF NTW TOEK BANSINO DEPT.

jewYorkNortgaqe (b.

NZW TORK CITTH75 BROADWAY

ADY WANTED
ntrodnce our vcj-y complete Kail line of tx-aiitlful

|l nUttiiKK, wasti falirlrs, fikncy walRttiiKS, silks,

ti, petticoals, etc. Ip to ilat<! N. Y. Cily l'att«rn«.

Mtllne on ttie marliet. DealinK ilireot wllli lli^ mills
wlU find our prices low. If otlitrs ran inakc $10.00
Oweekly yon can also. Samples, full liisiriiitloiis

^^„.BUnpleoa8e, slilppeil express prepaid. Noinoiiey
]^k MKd. Kxclnsive territory. Write for partluulars.

^^j |ntto apply.

JarJDreu Goo<ls Company, Dept. B.B.. BinfhamtoD, N.Y.

STRONG ARMS
For 10c. in Stamps or Coio

I will 8<'im1, as loMK as tlit-y lam, otw of my
liooks showing; cxficitw-t that will <iiilf-kly
liiilld lip, Ix-iiutlfy iiimI (l«>vcl<>p i;rt>at
H(n'iii;tii In your HhoiilfhTn, ariiin and
h.-iixtH wtdioiit any apparadiH. They
;ir<* lUiiHlraltHi with twenty fiill-paKe half-
luiic <-uts.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
224 Barker Bids.. 110 West 42d St.. New York

lOVE YOUR PETS
unit trcBt thtlri with Dr.

C—
^y Ik A. C. Daniel's Kemtdlu.
..TA B«<ik« on till- tr.ntln.nt

of Horse. I)oir, Cat. and
olllrr aninmls. airk or

wril, acnt FREE. Stud
2r Ktjunp for ninilintc \*>

'K. A. 0. DAKIEL8 : : 196 HILK STREET, BOSTON
»'f>rl4'» Ortatryt Antmal l.itr Sitprr.

T«lil

BOA110lN<i ^CWOOL Low Rat

s

.
' W T WMI

* 8<' Catdlo^ui
thVrc,.] and full

particulars a«nt fret
to-day AddriM ttt«Prrs,4<nt

WMITStTT. Ph t).,»Hv,t««.H ts
lOST CARDS
•Birthday, lOc. I 10 Best Wlihta and Grwtlnga. lOc.
•Rose, - - 10c.

I 10 General Subjects, - - 10c.
Any three packages mailed for 2r< iM'iits.

80 rents per UiU cat. la afsorlcil dcsisfna.
' I)ISDN .MtT ( OMI" \N\ . M.\ I) I SON, CONN.

7011 CAN WRITE A SHORT STORY
I

W Brtcinni-m learn wj lhor>>U|{ttly under »>ur perfect

inrtb<Ml of Irainintc that many aro able to vrll

r their»t<->nfH hrforv Iher rt>mplcU' the couriwv Wcnlsohclp
t Jewhowiintaiuftrkit for tlirir iit"ri<*«. WriU' f.»r partiftilars

kSwNf Short Story Writiof. 44 Page BuiMins. Ckiuio

'• ycjkm we tuivi- tf«n payiatt our customer*
i^b«Rt reXuruti cousutent with conttervalivo

etito^H. rirst iiiort»;aKe loaoa of %2iH0 and up

J
wtiKti w« cao rccbuiuiend after th« moitt tborou^a

||26C«rtiIcat« of Dapoul alao tor aaviog io*ea1ori.

A SHORT time ago The Chris-
tian Herald received a remit-
tance sent through the mail by

one of its subscribers. The remittance
came in the form of a package which
when opened was found to be a block
of wood in which four silver dollars
were imbedded. Judging from ap-
pearances, the subscriber had evidently
spent the better part of an evening
whittling what looked like a wooden
boat in the hold of which the silver
pieces were secured by hatches bat-
tened down with tacks. This wooden
receptacle was wrapped securely and
mailed, twenty cents' worth of stamps
being placed upon it.

A short time ago, in another maga-
zine office, a dollar was received for a
subscription. The sender had taken a
silver dollar and pasted a piece of
paper on each side of it, leaving the
milled edge exposed. Upon one side

he placed a stamp and the name and
address of the magazine, on the other
his own name and address. This was
dropped into the mail box and arrived
safely in New York, although every
mail clerk who handled it must have
seen that it was a silver dollar.

Money is sent in all manners and
ways through the mail. Another mag-
azine received a lot of small coins
which had been imbedded in moistened
bread, which was then wrapped in a
piece of paper and mailed. The
Christian Herald has received money
in all sorts of curious packages. Coins
have arrived carefully glued to cards,
sewed between pieces of muslin, con-
cealed in papers, etc., etc.

Right Way to Send Money

In view of these facts it is truly
wonderful that Uncle Sam is able to

estimate that not more than one in one
million letters sent through the mail is

lost; and why people should go to so

much trouble in transmitting money
when the various prescribed methods
are so simple is hard to understand.
Surely it is better to send money and
have the post office responsible for its

safe delivery than to trust to one's own
ingenuity to conceal the contents of

the package from a po.st office clerk.

It may be that the practice of send-

ing money through the mail in such
odd ways is due to the fact that many
persons do not understand how simple

the prescribed methods are. For in-

stance, money may be sent by postal

money order for any amount up to

$100 at a cost of from three to thirty

cents. The Post Office is responsible

for money thus sent, and such orders

are payable at any post office indicated

in the United States, Guam, Hawaii,
Porto Rico and Samoa. Orders may
also be sent which are payable in Can-
ada, Cuba, Newfoundland, U. S. Postal

Agency at Shanghai, China, and the

Philippine Islands.

Advantages of the Money Order

To send money in this manner, it is

merely necessary to fill out the regular

blank furnished by the post offices and
deposit the money. A postal money
order will be issued to the sender, who
may send it anywhere as indicated

above, and it will be payable only to

the person whose name appears upon
its face, the post office being responsi-

ble for any failure in transmission.

If the person to whom the money
order is sent does not present it for

payment before the expiration of one

year from the last day of the month in

which it is issued, the order becomes
invalid by law and the sender may ap-

ply to his home postmaster, who will

promptly notify the department in

Washington, with an application for

a refund of the amount, which refund

will be made free of charge. It is de-

sirable to transmit even the smallest

amounts by postal money order.

If you do not care to purchase a

money order, you may send money
by registered letter. This will cost ten

cents, postage additional, but the gov-

ernment does not hold itself responsi-

ble for more than $50 sent in this way.
Under the new regulation, you will
receive a receipt for your letter when
it is registered, but if you want a fur-
ther receipt from the person to whom
it was sent, then you must demand at
the time the letter is registered that
such a receipt be returned to you.
Formerly the government returned
these receipts in the form of a reddish
card in every case. Nowadays, how-
ever, it is done only upon demand.

A Word as to Coins

Many persons send money by special
delivery. Such letters are traceable,
inasmuch as the government demands
a receipt for the delivery of the letter

at its destination; but this is not as
safe a way as sending money by money
order, particularly when coins are
transmitted. A coin placed in an en-
velope is apt to work its way through
the latter, and in any event its presence
in the envelope is easily detected.

The large express companies now-
adays issue express money orders
which are payable in express offices

belonging to the company issuing the
order. These may be purchased for
varying amounts not greater than $50
apiece. If it is desired to send a
greater amount than $50, extra money
orders may be purchased at the rate of

thirty cents for each hundred dollars.

When it is necessary to transmit
money in great haste, it may be tele-

graphed to any part of the country in

which the telegraph company has a
pay station. In such cases it is often
possible to send money from one dis-

tant point to another within an hour's

time. Very naturally the cost of this

is much greater because of the time
accommodation involved, the precise

cost depending on the distance and the

amount of money sent.

When You Send a Check

If one has a bank account, then it

is possible to transmit money by check.

A check made payable to a particular

person can be collected only by that

person, unless he or she should endorse
the check over to some one else. How-
ever, if you send a large check by mail
to a person or firm with whom you are
unacquainted you should have it certi-

fied. A certified check is one upon
which the bank has stamped its guar-
antee that the money is actually de-

posited in the institution. The bank
then becomes responsible for this

money, which cannot be drawn out by
the maker of the check. When a certi-

fied check is received at a distance it is

not necessary to inquire into the integ-

rity of the person sending it. The
bank is responsible for certified checks.

It very frequently happens that we
receive endorsed checks; that is to say,

checks which have been made payable

to a person who then endorses his

name on the back of the check and
sends it in this condition through the

mail. This is known as endorsing in

blank, and is a very imprudent pro-

cedure, because if the check were
to be lost in transit, any person finding

it would be able to endorse a name
under the name endorsed on the back

and presumably draw the money. If

it is necessary to send an endorsed

check through the mail always endorse

it over specifically to the person or firm

for whom it is intended. For instance,

if John Smith wishes to endorse a

check over to The Christian Herald
he should write on the back of the

check as follows:

Pay to the order of

The Christian Herald.
John Smith.

In considering the transmission of

money letters through the mail, too

much cannot be said on the subject of

legible writing. Very many letters go

astray simply because of the careless

handwriting of the sender. The Chris-
tian Herald has received a number of

complaints from people who have not

received replies to letters, and upon
investigation it was found that it was
impossible to decipher the handwrit-
ing. Such mistakes are due simply to

carelessness and might be avoided if

correspondents would see to it that
names and addresses are plainly writ-
ten.

It has been deemed advisable to state
the above facts for the reason that the
amount of money transmitted through
the mail is becoming greater and
greater every year. In spite of grow-
ing extravagance in modern living, the
number of people who save money
grows greater every year. Not all of
these live in towns where money is

bankable, and many others desiring to
have their money yield them the great-
est possible return are in the habit of
sending weekly and monthly sums to

banking institutions at distant points.

There are institutions in New York
which have received millions of dollars

in small sums through the mail. One
such institution has actually received
five million dollars by mail in the past
seventeen years. Remittances have
been received in every describable man-
ner, yet the percentage of loss is very
small. Nevertheless it would have
been smaller still if more people had
resorted to the prescribed methods of
transmitting money.

A ''STANDARD*' SPECIAL
THIS

Lace Waist
Special

Value

98c
150. The hpst value

everoffered. Net waist
with ha n d sola el y
embroidered scolloped
front frilled witli lace.

Collar and cuffs tucked
and edged with val.

Lined with soft sberrr

hatiste. Closesinvisibly
in back Either white

;i'> to

98c

FREE!

44 bust Special
Price, prepaid:

A year's subscription

to "STANDARD
STYLE BULLETIN"
Kivcn FREE. Write
for it TO DAY. A
monthly guide to New
York's Latest Fashion
and Choicest Values.

Ask for our Special

September Offer.

OUR "MONEY-BACK" GUARANTEE:
SatiBfactloD guaranteed or your money promptly refunded.

Standard ^^^^^r Co.
244 Wi:ST 17tll STRrK.T, MIW YORK

Housework Halved
by usin^ the

"Easy" Vacuum Cleaner
Haud or Electric

liaeiest,most eftioient, simplest,
strongest made. Write for

paiticulars.

dod<;e & zuiLi.
a5 K Dillaje Uldg.. ByracuBe. N. T.

.Mfrs. SjraeuBC "Easy" WaBher.

92 Olive Avenue, L. G. Beehe. M(|r.

SZFAISTOtTBrUBVITTSZ Without Slot

Put a Fix-It on end and drive
it in, fits any joint round or
square;invisible,not affect-

ed by heat.* Sample pkge.
10c. Two^doz. pkfje. 'Zic.

FIS-IT Mrs. CO. 101 Will
Street, Blsghuntos, K.7.

m^h
Agtiti W»nt«4

A
BIRD MANNA i« the jecret

prepkratiOB ojed >>T the Cinary
Bree<l>ri of the Harti Mountains

in Oormany, for curing all dii-

cases of Cage Birds, and restor-

ing lost song. Itacts like magic.

15 cents at draggista, or by mail.

PHILADA BIRD FOOD CO.,

^0 N. 3rd SU, Ftuladelpbia. Fa.

DA I bra I O KKTIIICIVKIt.
m Free report as to Patetitabllity. llltistrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. F.VAJiS & CO.. Washington. P. C.

Ketnniabl* examinattoB copiea of the great hymn book

HALLOWfD HYMNS
mailed on request to churches nee<Ungrnew booK*
THE BMLUW * UAIS CO., New lark or CUca««.
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Home-made open
pies, with deli-

cious fillings of Strawberry,
Pineapple, Lemon, Rhubarb.
Both crust and filling will be

perfedl if you 6se

CORN STARCH

^^ixcr

See the Cook Book. To make
the crust of tarts and all pastries

dry and tender, by all naeans use
Kingsford*s (one-sixth Kings-
ford's instead of £ll flour). The
Book tells.

Send for the Cook Book "O"—
"What a Cook Ought to Know
About Corn Starch." 168 of the

best recipes you ever tried. The
book is free. Your name on a post

card will bring it.

T. KINGSFORD & SON
OSWEGO, N.Y.

National Starch Company, Successors

I^^J

GUARANTEED
Freight Paid

Our Gold
Coin Stove
Guaranty i s
to take back
the stove at
our expense,
any time

within a year
and refund your
money if you are
not satisfied.

Freight is pre-
paid : safe de-

livery insured, ready to set up—even polished.
Send for our Free Catalo^e, Price List and Offer.

Our prices are $.'> to $20 less than any dealer's
prices. The stoves are only of the very best
—and so guaranteed. t

Gold Coin Stove Co. 11 Oak Street, Troy, N. Y.

i TJf£BESTZIGffr\
GtveB 500 candle power. Casts noShadow.

1 Costs 2 cents per week. Makes and burns

j its own pas. Over 200 styles. Every lamp

I
warranted. Ko dirt. No odor. No grease*

f
Agents wanted. Write for catalog, now*

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St.»Cant01uO.

PATENTS BOUGHT
Many deals closed by our clients— one recently for
$680,000.00—our proof of Patente that PROTECT.

Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. Ucty, Diy.36 Washington, D. C. Estab. 1 869.

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2c stamp for five samples of our very best
Gold Embossed Friendship, Flower and Motto
Post Cards; beautiful colors and loveliest desi^^ns.
Art Post Card <'liil». 885 Jackson St.. Topfkji, Kan.

^ 'SiSSPjS^iiS9Ji^i^?^k^^jS^i^s!iS^i^

f,

%

If thf.t baby boy of yours is

going to make his mark when he
grows up, you have got to start

him right.

Foundation time is now, not later on,
and if your baby is not thriving as he
should, get for him today a bottle of the
food that winners feed on—

Mellin's Food
We Mvill be glad to send you a Trial

Siz^ Bottle of Mellin's Food with our
helpful book, "The Care and Feeding of

i-j^/a(5jts,.''.ti'ypu. win write_us,
.

Mellin's Food Co., Boston, Mass.

^^^^^S^^S^ggSr^^^l^^
la

Hunyadi~Ql
Janos ^

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:
Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

CONSTI PATIO
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

Sent ea Approval. Send No Monqt $2.00
> WE Wia TRUST you TEN DAYS. BairSwitdi
kSend a lock of your hair, and we will mail a
I22 inch ehort steoi fine human hair Bwitch to
match. If you Gnd it a big bargain, remit S2.0G
in ten daya. or Bell Sand GET YOUR SWITCH
FKEE. Extra shades a little more. Inclose 6c

' postage. Free beauty book showing latest Gtyle of
nair dre8Bing--aIso high grade ewitches, pompa-
dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AYERSv
Dept. 81 19 Quincy St. CMcago

FREE
5 Fine POST CARDS^^ SpikI only ic stamp and receive 5

rolored iioUl and Embossed Cards
FREK to nitroduoe post card offer.
CAPITAL CARD CO., Dept. 132, Topeka, Kan,

MOTHER'S "NOTIONS"
Good for Young: People to Follow.

"My little grandson often comes up to show
me how large the muscles of his arms are.

"He was a delicate child, but has developed
into a strong, healthy boy, and Postum has
been the principal factor.

"I was induced to give him the Postum
because of my own experience with it.

"I am sixty years old, and have been a
victim of nervous dyspepsia for many years.
Have tried all sorts of medicines and had
treatment from many physicians, but no
permanent relief came. I believe nervous
dyspeptics suffer more than other sick people,
as they are affected mentally as well as
physically.

"I used to read the Postum advertisements
in our paper. At first I gave but little atten-
tion to them, thinking it was a fraud like so
many I had tried, but finally something in

one of the advertisements made me conclude
to try it.

"I was very particular to have it prepared
strictly according to directions, and used
good, rich cream. It was very nice indeed,
and about bedtime I said to the members of
the family that I believed I felt better. One
of them laughed and said, 'That's another of
mother's notions,' but the notion has not left

me yet.

"I continued to improve right along after
leaving off coffee and taking Postum, and
now after three years' use 1 feel so well that
I am almost young again. I know Postum
was the cause of the change in my health and
I cannot say too much in its favor. I wish I
could persuade all nervous people to use it."

Read "The Road to Wellville," found in
pk^s^ "There's,a Reason,"

'' '"

Ever read the above lette'rl*'
'" A ' new

one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THE whole town of Bethany is

astir and it is the early morning
of the day after the Jewish Sab-

bath. The home of Mary, Martha and
Lazarus is the centre of activity. All

of the people seem to be gathered there,

for Jesus is mounting a young ass, and
we see him make the start toward
Jerusalem. His twelve apostles and
others are accompanying him, going
before, spreading their garments in

the way as they would lay rugs over
which a king might ride. And they
break branches from the palm trees

and wave them, crying, "Hosanna!"
The procession halts as it reaches the

summit of Olivet.

In Luke's Gospel we read that when
Jesus viewed the city from the moun-
tain top, he wept. How strange that

one riding in triumph should weep!
He wept for the city that would have
none of the love which the heavenly
Father had sent by him. "0 Jerusa-
lem, Jerusalem! how oft would I have
gathered thee, but thou wouldst not."

And then he proceeded, winding down
into the valley of Jehoshaphat ; crossing
it, he enters the city through the Golden
Gate, and then ascends Mount Moriah,
on whose summit stands the temple.
On the way the ever-increasing throng
which accompanied Jesus is joined by
another throng coming out of the city

to meet him, because they wish to see

the man who had raised Lazarus from
the dead.
At the temple Jesus dismounts. He

is greeted by the choir boys of the
temple, crying, "Hosanna to the Son
of David!" The glad welcome is fol-

lowed by the angry murmuring of the
Pharisees, who will have none of him.
They complain to him about the noise
of the children. Jesus replies by quot-
ing from the prophet that praises of
children are acceptable to God. Then
Jesus passes across the court of the
Gentiles, and discovers a temple mar-
ket in progress for the sale of doves
and sacrificial animals, and money-
changers are there, because the people
need to pay money for services con-
nected with the temple worship. But
Jesus discovers dishonest dealing and
so drives out the traders andthemoney-
changers. It was the second time he
had cleansed his Father's house because
they had made it "a den of thieves."

The People's View of Christ's Kingship

Zechariah (9: 9) had prophesied:
"Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion!
Behold, thy King cometh unto thee,

meek, and riding upon an ass, even
upon a colt, the foal of an ass." The
Jews, therefore, expected that the Mes-
siah would so enter Jerusalem. The
ass did not represent to them low es-

tate in the Messiah, for even to-day
judges and princes ride on the fine-

blooded asses of the Orient that repre-
sent peace, in contrast to the horse,
which symbolizes war. Christ then rode
into Jerusalem as the Prince of Peace.
Jesus knew both the prophecy and the
expectation, and it was, therefore, a
proclamation, by deeds that speak
louder than words, that he was the
long-expected Messiah. But the selfish

Jews had misunderstood the prophe-
cies, and they thought that when the
Messiah should come he would make
Jerusalem dominate the world as Rome
had done. They thought of his mis-
sion as conquest, not conversion.

The Pharisees' View of Christ's Kingship

While the people's fundamental
error was in expecting for Christ only
an external kingship of temporal
power, the Pharisees, seemingly very

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
August 28, 1910. Jesus Enterinsr Jerusalem,
Matt. 21 : 1-17. Golden Text :

" Hosanna to the
Son of David : Blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord ; Hosanna in the highest."
Matt. 21 : 9.

different, made the kindred erro of
proclaiming religion to be a matteiof
externals, talliths, phylacteries,

jtc

But their contempt for the corn.bii
people made it impossible for theiito
believe that the Messiah could ve
any other than a Pharisaic or n
The Pharisees would not have a {\\\.

lean to rule over them, whateveiijs
superiority of soul. Even in Amcfca
and in the Church of the Carpentciof
Nazareth, we need to condemn Ihe
wicked pride that puts social stanng
above character. In a certain ch ch
in New B—, a pastor was very rich
criticised because he had taken thiy.
three Swedish servant girls into rim-
bership. The pastor had in his iW
a Swedish servant who had beer he
means of getting her kind interojed
in the church. She had even 6ld

prayer-meetings in the kitchen oJ^he
pastor's home for them. It was lid

by the critics that "such people sre

of no good to the church." How eiut
the church being good for them? an
a church be good for much that i.jot

good for the people?

I

••twv:*" Pia.ce money in the!. In,a)istriar.SaTinfrs and aSked the claSS, "What passa;
Loart CompAij? and l^now ;thM, rt i9;.,^ry,. artii; 16 /ra.7vj(

.

..:\q i,r^^
von ran otttnrn il ichfri ifanted, and will yield fa
tiifjs ror Tt'rv day inrpxted. Sec their a(ivertisenient
on page 739. and write them tor full information.

Christ's View of His Kingship

Christ proclaimed not the sulen
and temporary kingship of force lut
the slow and permanent enthrone 'nt

of righteousness by service and i\t-

sacrifice, and so he came "not ijbe

ministered unto but to minister." ?
•

At the very hour when sin en fed
into the world came the first G()el,

the first proclamation of the good ws
that a bruised Conqueror, a Sav'ur-
King, should come. In the proj'its,

side by side with dark pictures othe
sins of men and nations, there ire

promises of one who is to be Sove gn
and Sufferer. At Christ's birtlthe
angels proclaimed a "Saviour" w is

the "Messianic Lord." On the IV'iint

of Transfiguration, Christ, in the 3ry

hour of his earthly coronation, "i'lke

of his decease which he should aom-
plish at Jerusalem." And at the I.'d's

Supper, by the giving of the breac md
the wine, he declared himself to bthe

Christ Lord. Let us remember th on

his cross were the words: "This ithe

King." If we think beyond the oss,

we see with John in Revelati' a

throne on which was the slain I nb,

Napoleon in exile, recalling the

speedy collapse of his own ei ire

which he had so rapidly conquer by

force, said: "Jesus alone founde his

empire upon love, and to this daj'nil-

lions would die for him." '.

Christ had nothing with whi] to

conquer the world but the mig of

right and the might of love. Ma iew

Henry reminds us that Jesus l?an

his life in great poverty, in a or

rowed cradle; that he later sailecn a

borrowed boat, and that he rodf'nto

Jerusalem on a borrowed ass. H vas

soon to hold the Passover in a'Or-

rowed room, and later would be t ied

in a borrowed tomb.
"Behold, thy King cometh unt(hee

meek." The story of the trim hal

march of Jesus from Bethany to tu-

salem was a type of his vict(»us

march through all centuries ar all

countries. "The march of Christ wn
the centuries" is a key with whu to

study how Christ prevailed and i >r6-

vailing.

On that day when Christ rod(into

Jerusalem, he showed no exultatit at

the honors put upon him, for he Jiew

that "crown him" and "crucify )ini

would swiftly follow each other, wth

resurrection and ascension beyoncand

he knew that office is not men <"•

chiefly honor, but responsibilitjand

opportunity. Even heaven shou jnot

be thought of as a place of honoana

idleness, but of higher service, t 'S

told of Thomas a Kempis that we,

during his student days, hife preotor

.asked the . class, "What passa: ."i

•'•

-SctTptUTe'-'Ka^'th^ svyeetest descr .ti""

Continued on next page
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heaven?" One student answered,

"ere shall be no more sorrow there."

Aither answered, "There shall be no

it e death." Another, "They shall see

h face." But Thomas, who was the

vngest of all, said: "And his ser-

V ts" shall serve him." Brighter than

h ven itself, Jesus saw the time when
tl five hundred disciples of his

e- hly life should be the five hundred

II ions of professing Christians of

twentieth century.

; is not too much to say that he saw

a sion of the great World Missionary

C ference held only last June in Edin-

b?h, truly a cosmopolitan assembly,

a Parliament of Man," intent on de-

V ng means for the betterment of the

hian race. It certainly was a gath-

e ig that brought nearer the kingdom
oieaven on earth.

he time when that conference

relied its highest tide was the day
wn "Co-operation and Unity" was
ccsidered. The discussion was pre-

c jd by an invocation service; the

git hall with its galleries was
pked with men and women from all

pts of the earth, representing one

h dred and sixty denominations and
r gious associations. Instantly silence

f. upon all and the silence was filled

v(h God. Suddenly, through the

s nee came a voice, vibrating with

f ing, speaking the prayer of the

,d, "that they may be one, that the

[•Id may believe."

There was not a dissenting voice in
j" discussions which followed on the

l^cticability of co-operation and
|ty in the missionary work of the

.•Id. Sir Andrew Fraser, late Gov-
'or-General of Bengal, said: "The
liinment of unity would double the

laurces of the Church without the

liition of one worker." He also said,

'j-operation, when it begins, has a
[at tendency to increase." Mr.
'mg Ching-yi, a Chinaman who
r,ke excellent English, said: "Denom-
»tionalism never interested the Chi-

le mind; that China loved the ideal

jlunity in the home, in the nation,

[l in religion." Bishop Brent said

it "aloofness means a poor and
umed life."

')r. Campbell Gibson expressed the

j:ef that the body of Chri.st has
ijny members, but that he could not
;,ik of a body with its members sev-

iA from one another. Rev. James T.
trton quoted a Mohammedan leader

'd had said to him that "Mohamme-
'

ilis had looked upon religion as a
'at barrier to keep the Turkish
ipire apart, but now they were

Ifcning that religion might be the
Latest bond to combine them to-

jher into a great fellowship under
i fatherhood of a common God."

I^s a result of this amicable discus-

^1, unanimous action was taken to
[^vide a permanent international
sionary committee, which should

be composed of representatives of the
different church boards, whose duty it

should be to conserve all work in mis-
sionary fields along its "far-flung
battle line." This means more than
co-operation or federation; it means
unity in Christ. It was stated in the
conference that "in round numbers
1,000,000,000 of the human race were
yet to accept the message of salvation."
How great, therefore, is the need of
co-operation and unity!

Dr. Arthur J. Brown said: "Edin-
burgh has been identified with a gath-
ering that would be considered by
future historians as the most remark-
able assemblage of the people of God
that this world has yet seen." And it

is fitting that such a meeting should
have been held in Edinburgh, because
Scotland had sent Mungo Park and
Livingstone to open up the dark conti-

nent of Africa, and the Scotchman
Mackay had established a native Chris-
tian state in Uganda, and Scotland
had led the way in showing what in-

dustrial missions could do to show the
heathen the power of Christianity. It

was Scotland, through Dr. Paton, that
had spread Christianity in the South
Seas. It was Scotland that led the
way in India by establishing colleges

for the higher education of Hindus. It

is not to be wondered at that Edin-
burgh looked upon this great confer-
ence somewhat in the light of a me-
morial to her missionary heroes.
The closing words of the conference

were sung in the following hymn:

Now blessed be the Lord our God,
The God of Israel,

For he alone doth wondrous works
In jrlory that excel

;

And blessed be his glorious name
To all eternity ;

The whole earth let his glory fill

;

Amen, so let it be.

CALLED HIGHER

William Densmore (87), of Fremont, la.

Mrs. W. R. Fitch, of Knowlesville, N. Y.

Mr. Heam (94) of Newbem, la., in June,
1909.

Mrs. John Thurman, of Point Arena, Calif.,

in January.
Mr. A. P. Hompe (87), of Hannibal, Oswego

County, N. Y.
Mrs. Little P. Alderson (62), of Alderson,

W. Va., on June 10. A member of the Pres-
byterian Church.

Melvin Hutchins (75) of Saranac Lake,
N. Y., reader of The Christian Herald for
eighteen years.

Mrs. Sarah Reid Cline departed this life at
her home at Blocher, Ind., July 23, 1909, at the
age of 75 years.

Mrs. Bethiah B. Gillette, wife of William Ely
Gillette, of Colchester, Conn., exchanged her
earthly for her heavenly home, June 19, 1910.

Mrs. Frances Haskins (84), of Ardmore,
Okia.. March 19, 1910. A reader, subscriber
and lover of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD since its

I>ul)lication.

Grace E. Nelson, of Americus, Kan., daugh-
ter of William and Ada B. Nelson. She was
born May 4, 1885. and was killed in a railroad

wreck at Moody, Kan. She was a teacher for a
while and then entered business life. She was
active in the Presbyterian Church and in Chris-

tian Endeavor work.

("H'

EXTRA READING MATTER
*.F you will look over the July issues of The Christian Herald you will find

[{
that seven more pages of reading matter were published during that month
than were published in the July issues of last year.

In seven pages of reading matter there are twenty-eight columns and in

:h column there are approximately 110 lines with an average of seven words

line. So that we were enabled to give our readers last month 21,560 extra

K^lrds of reading matter without extra charge. This is interesting because it

ijl)ves that a.side from the commercial advantage which our advertising columns
^r the reader they make it possible for us to produce a bigger and better

Iristian Herald than it would be possible to publish without them; and as the

p/ertising pages grow with the season, we will be able to give more and more
ri'ding matter to our subscribers without extra charge.

[! This is only another advantage of having the best kind of advertising
^)ear in The Christian Herald. We have endeavored to show these advan-

'.•es in a number of specific instances, but here is an instance whereby every
' der benefits by the advertising columns whether the advertiser is patronized

r^not.

H Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
f-lRiSTiAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
1^0 must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
'/ertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
<^the appearance of the advertisement.

Light Weight, Stylish

and Soft
Please don't judge genuine Holeproof Hose by those that are

simply guaranteed. "Holeproof" would be, by far, the finest

hose on the market even with the guarantee eliminated.

They are light weight and soft, and they fit to perfec-

tion as long as they last and they last a very long

time. TRY A BOX TODAY.

P^.^ ILJi

lloleproomosiera
^OR MEN women' AND CHILDREN^
All the newest colors now on show

Our yarn costs an average of 70c per lb. We could use 30c yam,
but the hose wouldn't be soft and attractive like "Holeproof." We

spend $33,000 a year merely for inspection. So every pair is right.
'{'/ Six pairs of men's "Holeproof " guaranteed for six months cost $1.50.

The e.xtra light weights cost $2. The mercerized—finished like silk-
cost $3. One color or the newest colors assorted. We sterilize each pair

twice in the making, so the colors are fast—the hose sanitary.

We don't know where else you can get hose like these, though you pay
twice what we ask for "Holeproof." They are made for women and
children, too. Six pairs of women's hose cost $2 (mercerized $3). The
children's hose cost $2 for six pairs.

Sold in Your Town The genuine "Holeproof" is sold in your town. We'll
^^^_^^^^^^^^ tell you the dealers' names on request or ship direct

where we have no dealers, charges prepaid on receipt of price.

Write for free book, "How to Make Your Feet Happy"

The Holeproof Hosiery Co.,530 Fourth St.,Milwaukee,Wis.
Tampico News Co., S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Republic.

Che'lflW^ ^4hto tSniit/tojct?
(1i)

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Churcn or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." for $3 for loo. Words and music. 83 very best

songs Sample copy 5 Cents. B. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

Don't Risk Your,
Capital

Any banker will tell you that monc^

simply cannot be invested safely at 6,

P
8 and lo'c without the closest and

most unremitting personal attention.

I Most people have neitherthe time,

knowledge nor experience to super-

vise such investments.

PER5% ANNUM

has been paid to our deposi- I

tors for the past 17 years.

I Their principal has been in-

l vested in mortgages on New
1 York City and Suburban real

1 estate. Depositors have had the

privilege of withdrawing their cap-

ital when desired, without sacrificing

a penny of interest.

Under «upervi9ion of Xew'Vork
Banking Ueparlment

Assets, $2,250,000^

k
Surplus and ProfiU, . $175,000
Our free booklet tells the whole story

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS* LOAN CO.

2 Times BIdg., Broadway and 42d St.. N. Y.

"SaveThe-Horse"SpavinCure.

SOUND'

BfeJRAPEJIARli

<^P

Easton, Pa., 6-23-10. I have just purchased a bottle of '"Savf^

The-Horse" of A. J. Odeiiweller. I have great faith in "Save-
Tlie-Horse"for I cured one ringbone of three years' standing and
one spavin with one bottle. I will now try it on a sprained
ankle. L. F. HUSTED. R. F. D. 6.

$^W AA a bottle, with legal written guarantee or contract.

L^*^" Send for copy, booklet and letters from business
^M iiiun and train.-rs .m evrry kind ..f cjis,- Permanently
^M cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, Ringbone h \.-.-[it Inwi.

Curb, Splint. Capped Hock, Windpuff, Shoe Boil, Injured
TendonB and all Lameness. Ni> s.-ar -m- Imss nf liair Hursi^ wmks
asiisuiil I)tf,t!^rs or E.rpress Pai<(.
Troy Chemical Co.. 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton, N.7,

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We Bhlp on approval without a cent

deposit, freight prepaid. DON'T
PAY A CENT if jou are uoX iatlsfled

after ueing the bicycle 10 dayi.

nn IInT RIIY ^ bicycle or a pair
UU HU I DU I of tires trom anyone
at ony pHce until you receive our latest

art catalog^s illuitrating every kind of

bicycle, and have learned our unheard of
prices and marvelous new offers.

A||C PCyT '* ^^' itwillcoBt you to

UHb Vbll I write a postal and every-

thing will be sent you free postpaid by
return mail. You will get much valuable in-

formation. Do not wait, write it now
TIRES. Coaster - Brake rear

wheels, lamps, •undrles at half usual prices.

MEAD CYCLEGO, Dept. F-71, CHICAGO

MUSIC
LESSONS FREE

In Your Own Home
In order to make our home study courses known

in your locality we will grive you—absolutely free
—961essons for either Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar.
Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we ask that
you recommend our Institute to your friends after
you learn to play. It matters not whether you
are a beginner or an advanced pupil, the lessons
will be made suitable to your need. It is not
necessary that you know one note from another.
The lessons are so simple and easy that any person
or little child who can read English can learn
them. You will receive one lesson weekly, and
your only expense during the time you take the
lessons will be the cost of postage and the music
you use, which is small. Thousands have learned
by mail and you can do the same.
Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
98 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 156 A, New York City

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House, New York

AGENTS—$33.30 A WEEK
writes— *' Hurry up

100 more — sold
first lot in 2 daj'B— best seller I
ever saw." Hun-
dreds off agents
coining moneys
S5.60 worth of
tools for the

p r ice of one.
Drop forged from

finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Astonishing low
price <o agents—1.200 ordered by one man.Write at once.
Don't delav. Experience unnecessary. Sample free.

THOMAS MFG. CO., ^124, Wayne St., DAYTON. OHIO
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President Taft Delivering the Dedicatory Address at the Pilgrim's Monument, Provincetown, Mass.



Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

B. F., Rahway, N. J. We like The Christian
Hkrald better and better every season. It

gives a rich variety of reading matter full

of accurate information, fresh from expert
sources in home and foreign fields. Though
not as large as some weeklies, it is far
more entertaining and helpful than most.

If you compare our present issues, month b.v

month, with those of previous years, you will

find 'hat The Christian Herald now gives

mor<; matter for the general reader than it ever
did. During July we gave seven more pages of

reading matter than during the same month in

1909. These seven pages represent 28 columns,
of 110 lines each, averaging seven words per
line. This means an aggregate of 21,560 extra
words of reading matter over the same month
a year ago. As the season advances, the space
devoted to reading matter will be considerably
increased.

Mrs. W. H.. Rawdon, Can. 1. When was God
first called "Our Father" in the Bible?
2. Have we any proof that God is the
Father of "the wicked" ?

1. See Jer. 31 : 9 ; Isa. 63 : 16. The Old Tes-
tament claimed God as peculiarly the God and
Father of the Jews. It remained for the Mes-
sianic advent to proclaim the universal Father-
hood of God. The title, "Our Father," had its

place in the liturgy of the tabernacle and
temple ever since the law was proclaimed from
Mount Sinai, and only obtained a wider sig-

nificance on the conversion of the Gentiles.
2. If God be accepted as the Creator of all, in
that sense is he the Father of all. Disobetlience
does not make a child any the less relation of
its parents. (Acts 17: 26-29.)

Mrs. M. N., Fort Pierce, Fla. 1. What are the
conditions of the Bahama Islands as re-
gards the intelligence and morality of the
people, the climate, no.xious insects, etc. ?

The people of the Bahama Islands (popula-
tion in 1901, 53,735) compare favorably in in-

telligence and morality with those of other
semi-tropical countries. The native and colored
portion enormously outnumber the whites.
There are several Wesleyan, Baptist, Episco-
pal and Presbyterian churches in the islands,
but few, if any, Roman Catholic. There is not
much interest in education, though fairly good
schools are provided. The climate is salubrious
and equable, the thermometer ranging from a
maximum of 88 degrees in summer to a mini-
mum of 66 degrees in winter. Fruits, espe-
cially "pineapples, flourish there. The soil,

though thin, is fertile. There are fewer noxious
insects than are found on the continents in the
same latitude.

G. E. C, Grinnell, la. 1. If good people go to
heaven immediately after death, then what
is the use of a resurrection time followed
by a judgment day? 2. Explain John
3: 13 and John 5: 28, 29.

1. The first question is based on a wholly
materialistic conception of the after-life, which
prevailed previous to the Messianic advent, and
from which the world of Christendom has not
wholly emancipated itself yet. Only as asso-
ciated with the physical and material is spirit
cognizant of time and place. Jesus had to use
these forms of speech in order to make his
teachings comprehensible to the people ; but
on many occasions he strove to raise and en-
lighten their minds to a clearer spiritual un-
derstanding. God is Spirit, incomprehensible,
indescribable. God is in heaven, yet God is
everywhere, hence heaven is everywhere. See
Matt. 6: 33, Luke 17: 20, 21, Luke 23: 43 and
other passages. From these it must be evident
that by the term "heaven" is meant a state or
condition of existence. Resurrection and final
judgment were taught in Egypt centuries before
the days of Moses ; were in a modified form
incorirorated in the teachings of the Hebrews,
and so passed down into the doctrines of the
Christian Church. They are an appanage of
the belief in immortality, and mark the boun-
dary to which the human mind can soar. But
when we come to question the why and where-
fore, we are seeking a deeper revelation of God's
purposes than he has been pleased to give us.
2. The foregoing will afford explanation of the
pa.ssages which you quote. John 3: 13 must
not be separated from its preceding verse. No
one can explain or throw light on spiritual
conditions without having first entered into

such spirituality for himself or herself, neither

can such teaching or explanation be understood
or accepted b.v any who themselves have not

so entered. This is why materialistic ideas of

a future state still so universally prevail. See
Eph. 4: 9, 10.

Mrs. J. E. W.. Clark, S. D. Please tell me
something of «nission work in the West
Indies.

John Wesley preachetl in 1758 in the house
of Nathaniel Gilbert in Antigua. It was the
beginning of a great work among_ Mr. Gilbert's

family and slaves. In 1786 Dr. Coke went to

Antigua, became interested in the work there,

and used his influence to have missionaries sent
there in 1787. In a few years, almost every
West Indian colony had been reached. In 1885,

the British Conference, contrary to the judg-
ment of the Missionary Committee, turned
over all the work of the society to two confer-

eternity. In all prophecy relating to the com-
ing kingdom, we must seek interpretation

along spiritual lines.

H. W. H.. Bridgeport. Conn. What is the best
author on the Reformation ?

The following are good books on the history

of the Reformation : T. M. Lindsay's Luther
and the Reformation, vol. II of the Cambridge
Modern History; Fisher's History of the Ref-
ormation is a good, brief manual on the subject.

D*Aubig7ie's is also a standard.

J. F. A., Columbia, Pa. Please explain verses
23 to 26 of Luke 11.

Salvation from sin in its entirety is not

usually a matter of a moment. It requires

faith and perseverance. Habits once formed
are not readily thrown off. The immediate re-

solve is followed by a period of unrest, and
there is danger that in renouncing any partic-

ular evil habit, others may be contracted which
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ences. a Western, including Jamaica, Haiti,
San Domingo, Panama, and Costa Rica ; and
an Eastern, including Antigua, St. Kitts, St.

Vincent, Barbados, Trinidad and British Gui-
ana. All of these sections have suffered
heavily in late years, and they are to be
brought back under the care of the British
Conference.

D. S. H., Marengo, O. Please explain the last
chapter of Malachi.

The concluding verse of that chapter fully
explains the antecedent verses. They are a
prophecy of the work of the Messiah, and corre-
spond with Matt. 3: 12. Righteousness shall
consume all wickedness off the face of the
earth, is steadily doing so at the present day,
and will go on doing so till the kingdom of God
shall be established in the hearts of all men.
Then shall appear "the new heavens and the
new earth," prified and redeemed unto all
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may prove very much worse before their
bondage is perceived. The renunciation must
be whole and complete, the strength to do
which can only be found in the Saviour.

H. C, Crockett, Tex. 1. Can a man appeal to
the State health board to protect him from
the craving of whisky after it becomes a
disease? 2. Is not this craving often in-
herited? 3. What is the mortality from
consumption, yellow fever and smallpox ?
4. Why should not some philanthropist
take some of our prisoners and establish
colonies in Alaska, the Philippines and the
Sandwich Islands?

1. In New York State there is no free public
institution for the cure of intemperance. The
Legislature has recently passed a bill to estab-
lish one, but it is not yet built. There are
many private ones, but they are generally ex-
pensive. 2. Yes. 3. In 1907 the deaths from
tuberculosis in the United States numbered

about 150,000. In 1905 the deaths from yel
fever in the so-called "registration area •

eluding fifteen States and fifty-four 'ci
(population of all about 61,000.000) numln '

438. In 1908 the deaths from smallpox in
same area (which includes the only seeti
where reliable records were kept) numbered
4, It is not necessary, in order to populate

j.new possessions, that criminals should h
exiled thither. There are plenty of law-abidli
citizens to volunteer for such service, and i

always good policy to get the best. In foi
times good men were not so ready to bee
pioneers.

V. L., Platform, O. Is tobacco used for
other purposes than chewing and smoki

Snuff is made of tobacco and was once c
monly used in all grades of society, both
snuffing and "dipping." It is now fortuna
seldom seen. Let us hope that smoking

|

chewing may likewise be soon abandoned. -

bacco scattered in trunks and boxes is sai<
prevent the incursions of moths. Watci
which tobacco has been soaked is applied s.

times to plants to kill insects.

A. D., Brunswick, Md. Please tell me wh
the present ruler of Afghanistan. 2. W
is now standing where the Bastile stoo
France?

1. The Ameer of Afghanistan is na
1

Habibullah. 2. A high bronze column m: s

the site of the Bastile in Paris.

R. L. Q., Mecklenburg County, N. C. i o
wrote the lines:

"When beggars die, there are no coi
seen ;

The heavens themselves blaze forth te
death of princes," ii

and 2: |'

"The good die first.

And they whose hearts are dry as sum i

dust
Burn to the socket" ?

1. Shakespeare in "Julius Cajsar," Act
Sc. 1. 2. Wordsworth in "Tho Evcursi'
Book I.

Miscellaneous
F. L. L., Richford, Vt. Not in our c,

tions.

S. v., Stanley, Wis. The name is prob >

Scandinavian.

J. Q. K., Waycross, Ga. We auite a i

with the sentiments expressed in you. lelti

Presbyterian Girl, Tampa, Fla. Write n

Secretary, Central Union Mission, Washing .,

S. E. G., Shelburne, Mass. If you will >'

your full address you will receive the last t

stanzas of "The Changed Cross," for w h

you ask.

H. McK., Rock Island, III. 1. Such a e

would be very unusual, but, we suppose, -

missible. 2. Give the lady the inside of (

sidewalk, taking the curb side yourself.

P. F. Z., Lancaster, Pa. Lager beer sal^ s

were licensed about the period of the < il

War. Inns or taverns had been licensed to ill

liquors from the earliest colonial days. W e

to the secretary of the Anti-Saloon Lea '.

New York, for full information.

The list of newspapers and other pub ,:-

tions that do not carry liquor advertisemen is

growing. Mrs. P. T. S., of Little Rock, /..

writes that the Woman's National Daily oif.

Louis, Mo., carries none, and Rev. U. '

Walker, of Ripon, Calif., asks us to add \e

name of the Stockton, Calif., Record to thc|ll

of honor of clean journals. Other readers !^<i

us the following : Bii-mingham, Ala., £'.!/

Ledger; Birmingham News; Christian Sci'e

Monitor, Fitchburg, Mass.; Daily Signal, M

-

field, O. ; Evening News, Lincoln, Neb.

A. P., Washington, D. C, and M. A. H.;.,

Nampa, Idaho. 1. Write to the New Eng d

Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass. :
le

New York Institute of Applied Music, 42 ^ -'

Fifty-ninth Street, New York City: or f

New York College of Musical Art, One 1 '-

dred and Eighteenth Street and Lenox Avee,
New York City, for the information dcs I.

Enclose in each case stamp for reply. 2. L r-

fellow"s "Rainy Day" has been set to m c-

Write to any music publisher for a copy.

Mrs. M. E. E. 1. The passage in Hevelr '"

means that every word of rebellion shal '^

forever silenced and every act of evil repred-
Much of the language is figurative. 2.

""

passage in Matt. 8 relates to the most rem <-

able instance recorded of demoniac posse> "

and its cure. The demons were "spiritua '

-

ings at enmity with God and with powc i

afflict man." Persons under such control

practically insane. 3. The "unpardonable '

is believed to have been attributing the w ''

of the Holy Spirit, miracles, etc., to Sai "^

agency.
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R TRIBUTE T F2L.GMM;
SEVERAL monuments have been erected in this

country to the memory of the Pilerrims who were
the first white settlers of New Enfrhind, who

I
irossed the ocean to an unknown continent in quest

B )f reliRious liberty, and who, with their descendants,

|_ lave played a most important part in the develop-

_jnt of our nation. It has remained, however, for

he present summer to witness the completion of the

argest, costlie.st, and in many respects most sig-

bificant memorial yet reared to that hardy and
levout band which came over in the Maij-

'mver. This latest evidence of the national

steem and frratitude earned by the pioneers

who first reached our Northern coa.'-.t is in the

(form of a massive and lofty pranite tower,

jwhich ranks -second only to the WashinKton
jNational Monument as the preatest structure

Sf solid masonry in the land. President

bOOsevelt laid the cornerstone of this monu-
ment about three years apo. On August 5,

President Taft formally dedicated the impos-
ing shaft. The event was made an occasion

lof great ceremony. An imposing naval fleet,

"hicludinK ten battleships, assembled for the
dedication. It was the first time President
Taft had reviewed the fleet, and he entered
nto the ceremonies with keen interest. In

is speech at the dedication of the monument
le paid hijjh tribute to the Pilgrims and the
"uritans. He said in part:

"Here, 290 years ago, a band of 100 Pil-

grims, in a small crowded and leaking vessel,

first saw their new home. This was the first

attempt made by men seeking political and
religious independence to secure an asylum in

[America where they might escape the fussy,
Imeddling, narrow and tyrannical restraint im-
roosed by the first of the Stuarts. They were
.not of the nobility, they were not of the upper
middle class. They wereof the yeomanry or

the farmer class. Their ministers were uni-

f^versity bred men, but the rest were humble,
fiGod-fearing persons who were avowed non-
conformists and had been persecuted as such
in their homes in the eastern part of England.
• . . [Here he described the religious con-
ditions in Europe which led to the movement
and told of the hardships and privations en-
countered by the colonists in the new world].
The spirit which prompted them to brave the
seas, to land on this forbidding coast in winter
and to live here has made the history of this
country what it is. It prompted and fought
the Revolutionary War. It welcomed and
fought the Civil War and has furnished the
United States the highest ideals of moi-al life

and political citizenship. We need not de-
fend the lack of liberality which in their
early history the Pilgrims may have shown

i

those diff"ering with them in religious belief and
creed. Out of the logic of their processes intellect-

ually there came religious freedom, while in the

energy of their religious faith they uncomplainingly

met the hardships that were inevitable in search for

liberty.

"It is meet, therefore, that the United States, as

well as the State of Massachusetts, should unite in

placing here a memorial to the Pilgrims. The war-
ships that are here with their cannon to testify to

The Newly Dedicated Monument

its national character typify the strength of that
government whose people have derived much from
the spirit and example of the heroic band.

"Governor Bradford, Elder Brewster, Captain
Miles Standish are the types of men in whom as
ancestors either by blood or by education and ex-
ample as citizens the American people may well take
pride. This magnificent monument will fittingly
remind the traveler by sea of the beginnings of New
England and note the fact that those whose spirit

of liberty was to persist for centuries, even to

the foundation and preservation of our great
Republic, here first saw the land and here first

put foot upon the shore."

In addition to the address by the President,
notable speeches were made by President
Emeritus Charles W. Eliot of Harvard, Sen-
ator Henry Cabot Lodge and others.
The new monument is located at the little

fishing town of Provincetown, Mass., on the
tip end of Cape Cod, where the Pilgrims first

landed, and where they remained for a short
time before they proceeded along the coast to
their more permanent abiding-place at Ply-
mouth. The new monument is designed
primarily to commemorate the advent in the
New World of its most notable pioneers of
civil and religious liberty.

But aside from its function in marking the
Pilgrims' first landing-place, the new monu-
ment is designed to constitute an enduring
tribute to the "compact" signed by the Pil-

grims while their ship lay at Provincetown

—

a mutual agreement of the first settlers that
has been aptly denominated the "forerunner
of the Declaration of Independence." The
signing of this compact is commemorated by
means of a massive tablet, set in the side of
the monument near the base.
The new monument, in connection with

which two of our Presidents have played a
prominent part, cost about .$90,000, of which
sum $40,000 was contributed by the national
government; $25,000 by the State of Massa-
chusetts and the remainder by popular sub-
scription. The monument is 252 feet in

height, but it is set on the brow of a hill which
gives it an altitude of 347 feet above the har-
bor and will render it a beacon for mariners
many miles at sea. The monument is, in one
sense, a notable engineering marvel. The
structure, weighing some 15,000,000 pounds,
is set upon the sand—there is nothing else on
Cape Cod as far as the eye can reach—yet it

has not settled a fraction of an inch since its

construction and it shows not the slightest

vibration, even in the strongest gales that
sweep over this crooked finger of sand, with a
velocity of eighty-four miles per hour.
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WAIT a moment," you say. "Iron will not

swim. I cast a piece of iron into the

water and saw it sink like lead," and you

may say that the statement of the text is contrary

to all natural laws. And then you might go on to

assume that if this text is untrue, the story of

Elisha may not be genuine; and if you take Elisha

out of the Old Testament, you can very easily part

company with Elijah. But you have evidently for-

gotten the first statement of the text, "And the man
of God said." We are not dealing to-day with nat-

ural law, we are dealing with the supernatural; and
I am presenting to you a story out of a Book in which
the marvelous is always coming to pass. I should

think it would be a very easy thing to make an ax-

head swim as compared with holding the winds in

your fist, and God can do that. I really believe it

would be a very trifling matter to bring a bit of iron

to the surface of the water when compared with

holding the seas in the hollow of your hand, and
God can do that. The iron didswim. God said it

in his Word, and God always speaks the truth. I

like the setting of the text. The house of the sons
of the prophets seems to have been too small, and
so the sons of the prophets go out to secure material
for its enlargement. It is a kind of co-operative
piece of work, and these men as they go along are
carrying axes, and with the axes they are chopping
down the trees. One man seems to be poorer than
the others, for he is working with a borrowed ax.

It may be that the ax was faulty, it may be that the
laborer himself was overzealous—we do not know

—

but when he was working away, suddenly the ax-
head slipped away from the handle, bounded into

the water, and sank out of sight. And the man in

great embarrassment turned to the man of God,
saying, "Alas, master! for it was borrowed." "And
the man of God said. Where fell it? And he showed
him the place. And he cut down a stick and cast it

in thither; and the iron did swim."

The Elijah Mantle

This illustration is one of the miracles of Elisha.
There is a very sharp contrast between the miracles
of Elisha and those of Elijah. Elijah seemed even
to do great things, Elisha the commonplace, every-
day things. Elisha and Elijah walk along together.
They come to Bethel, to Gilgal, to the fords of
Jordan, and Elijah turns to Elisha, saying, "Better
tarry here, for the Lord will take me away from
you," and he would not. And the sons of the
prophets came out and said, "Elisha, better tarry
here, for the Lord will take away your master."
And he said, "As the Lord liveth and as thy soul
liveth, I will not leave thee." And Elijah looking
upon him said, "Elisha, what will you have me give
unto thee?" And he said, "O master, a double
portion of thy spirit." And Elijah said, "You have
asked a hard thing, but if you keep your eyes fixed
upon me, you shall have it."

They came to the Jordan, and Elijah took off his

old mantle and smote the waters, and dry-shod they
went over on the other side. Suddenly, the skies
brightened, and a chariot of fire and steeds of fire

appeared. Then the whirlwind was on, and Elijah,
overpowered for the moment, stood looking at Elisha.
Then stretching forth his hands, I imagine I hear
Elisha shout, "My father, my father, the chariot
of Israel and the horsemen thereof!" And Elijah
took his old mantle, leaned out from the whirlwind,
held it for a second, and then dropped it. It came
fluttering down through the air until it was on the
shoulders of Elisha. And he has received his re-

ward. And note this, he did not take the master's
mantle and wrap it around him and say, "Isn't this
comfortable!" Many a man has received the Holy
Ghost in the same way, and lost him, because of such
a spirit. Elisha did not wrap his master's mantle
around him and say, "I shall take this back and
keep it as a matter of pride." Many a man has
received a blessing and lost it for this very reason.
He used the master's mantle in the same way that
Elijah had used it. He smote the waters, then came
over unto the other shore. Now, from this time on
his miracles are homely.
He hears of a certain town where there is a bitter

spring, and he sweetens the waters, and makes the
town more habitable and the land more fertile. He

* Preached in the State St. Congregrational Church, Portland, Me.

learns of a certain woman who is troubled because

of debt, and he goes into her house and asks her

regarding her possessions. She has only a cruse

of oil. He tells her to go through the village bor-

rowing empty vessels. When she brings them he

tells her to pour out of the cruse, and so long as she

had empty vessels she could pour out oil. Then she

sold the oil and paid her debts, and her home was
filled with rejoicing. He is told by the Shunamite
woman that her boy is dead. He comes down from
the mountain, makes his way across the plain, goes
up into the prophet's chamber where the boy is lying,

puts his hands to the boy's hands, his eyes to the

boy's eyes, his mouth to the boy's mouth, and then
prays, and the boy lives again. This is Elisha. And
so when the man finds only the ax-handle in his hand,
and the ax-head gone, it is only natural for him to

turn to this man of God, and say, "Alas, master! for

it was borrowed"; and for the man of God to say,

"Where fell it?" "And he showed him the place,

and he cut down a stick and cast it in thither, and
the iron did swim."

The Miracles of Jesus

If this were the only instance of the kind in the
Scriptures, I might question it, but the Bible is full

of stories like this. I turn to the New Testament,
and I find there the story of the woman who for
eighteen years had been bowed down with an in-

firmity. She could in nowise lift herself up. She
had spent all her living on physicians, and could be
healed by none of them. She was a dwarf in stat-

ure. I have imagined her sometimes when alone in

her home, when no eye could look upon her, trying
to straighten out her arm, and she could not. But
one day Jesus sees her stooping over in her infirmity,
and with all his divine power he speaks, saying,
"Woman, thou art loosed," and she stood up. The
iro7i did sivi'in. He is always bringing these things
to pass. I see a woman taken in her sin. She is

being hounded by men, who are professing great
virtue themselves. They are attempting to stone
her with stones, and she is running like a frightened
deer. I imagine her stumbling and falling. I im-
agine a stone striking her. I see her rise from her
fallen position with the blood blinding her eyes. She
is hastening on when suddenly she sees Jesus. I

think I see her fall at his feet. Now I want you to
notice that. The law condemned her; the world
stoned her; but Jesus forgave her. And when they
came up to him they found him writing in the sand.
They say that when the woman came to him as an
impure woman, he bowed his face because he was a
puie man, and he wrote abstractedly in the sand.
I do not believe it. I am sure it is not so. There
is an old legend which declares that when Jesus bent
over to write he was writing on the sand the name
of a man in the crowd, and this man bent over to
read his own name. And the rest of the sentence
was this: "So and So is himself an extortioner," and
the man drops the stone in his hand and goes away.
Jesus writes another name: "So and So is himself
an adulterer," and fifty men drop the stones in their
hands and flee from Jesus.

Instances in Every-day Life

He continues writing name after name, and man
after man leaves until at last, lifting up his eyes
and seeing only the woman at his feet, and the men
all scattered, he says, "Woman, where are thine
accusers? Doth no man accuse thee?" And she
said, "No man. Lord." And he said, "Neither do I

accuse thee. Go and sin no more." And she stood
up. And the iron did swim.
But if any of you worldly wise people are saying

to me to-day, "But that is in the Bible," then I will
take an illustration of recent occurrence. At a
meeting like this in a city in Canada, there came
into the audience a man blinded by drink, held
captive by drugs for twenty-nine years. He had
been a slave to opium, and to cocaine, and to mor-
phine. Mr. Asher .spoke to him. His heart was
touched. And I saw that man walk down in the
presence of 4,000 people, climb up on to the high
platform by my side, and say, "Friends, I am
climbing up out of hell, and you must help me," and,
although he was clad in rags, there came up to him
a beautifully dressed woman, who said, "My hus-
band will take you to our home this evening."
The other day there came to us a letter written

by the Presbyterian minister, who said, "I wish you

could see our man. His face is shining. I wish yc^

could hear him speak. He is filled with the powc:

of God. I wish you could have heard him lead oi;

meeting last night. Scores of people were impressf

!

and many of them converted." And the iron di

s'wivi.

"Ah, but that is Canada," you say. Then let n
take you to another land. On one of the first daj

that we were in Melbourne, Australia, I heard a ra
at my door in the hotel. I said, "Come in," and
frightened face appeared for a moment at the doo
I have scarcely been able to get that face out of m
vision. A note was handed in, and I read, "Dea
Sir, I have been a drunkard for four years. I ha\
tried my best to overcome the awful disease an
passion, but I cannot. Please pray for me." The
the person appeared at the door again for a momer
and she said, "I came just to see that you got it i

your hand," and then she was gone. I scarce!

passed through a meeting after that in Melbourr
that I did not see her face, sometimes with a loo

of stolid indifl"erence on it, sometimes it seemed t

me bathed with tears, and she almost on the poir

of decision. One night I saw her stand in one of th

congregations, and with trembling tones say tha
through the day she had gotten the victory, tha
under the power of the singing she had seen Jesu
and with the memory of her sweet mother she ha
made one great eff'ort by the help of God. She w;

in our meetings after that clothed in her right min
All the look of womanhood back; all the power o!

virtue back ; all the strength of Christian grace baclij

The iron did swim.

The Message for You

But my message is also for the man, and for thi

woman, who may be a member of the church. Therfl
is many a man in the church to-day, and many
woman, too, in the predicament of the man whi
lost the ax-head. The man with the ax-handle ii

his hand could have gone on apparently choppina
wood. He could have raised the ax-handle an3
brought it down, and the man fifty feet away would
not have known that he was working without a^
ax-head. But I was raised in the country, and
know that it is a good deal more difficult to swind
an ax-handle without an ax-head than to swing oni
with an ax-head. And it is a good deal more diffifl

cult to keep up the form of religion than to live thi
real thing, and many of you are keeping up the forni||

You are working without an ax-head Who are thJ

people that are doing this? First, some of us whd
are ministers. There was a day when God spoke
through our ministry. There was a day when, ris

ing to plead, there was a passion in our words
There was a day when, as we proclaimed Jesue

Christ, men and women flocked to the mercy seat

There was a day when, as we preached, we coulo

see him, and people knew that we saw him. And
now we preach the same sermons, and we use tht

same illustrations, and we work the same methods,
and there is no power. And there are church offi-

cers here who in times gone by testified for JesuF

Christ. In their homes they had family altars.

They spoke the names of their children in their peti-

tions. They went to the church, and as they rose

to speak everybody gave the closest attention. All

who heard knew that they were men of God. And
to-day the altars are gone, and power is gone with

them, and they have not been in the church nor at

the prayer-meeting for a month, and they have no

power. And there are Christian people listening to

me to-day, whose experience in other days could

best be told in the words of the hymn, "Oh, happy
day that fixed my choice." And if there is any
other hymn that could write their story, it is this

one : "Were the whole realm of nature mine, that

were an offering far too small. Love so amazing,
so divine, demands my life, my soul, my all." And
you are without power to-day. You are not a soul-

winner. You have lost your influence over your
husband, you have lost your influence on your chil-

dren, you have lost your influence in the church and
in the city. The ax-head is gone. No power!

I have only one thing to say in conclusion. My
message to-day is for the man who is not a Chris-

tian. He is the man deep down in sin, away in the

blackness of despair. He is surely a submerged one.

How are you going to get him up? Of course, in

these days of worldly-wise men we have all sorts

Continued on next page
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)f suggestions. The political reformer

lomes along, and tells us that we need

)etter political conditions. Of course

ve do, but they can never take the

)lace of salvation. The sociologist ap-

Dears, and says that all the systems of

nen are wrong. He tells us to change
)ur economic systems and men will be

setter. Of course they will, but all the

sociology in the world cannot save the

. jinner. Then there are others who tell

1 js that we only think the ax-head is off

iny way, and we need just think it is

jn, and to proceed to use the ax-handle,

and we will be all right again. Will we,

indeed

!

I declare to-day that there is no way
to lift the sinner up except by the
drawing power of Jesus Christ.

Preach him; sing him; live him. That
is the secret. Then there is hope.

I heard S. H. Hadley say that one night
there came into the Water Street Mis-
sion in New York a man who, because
of his sin, was bent down like a dwarf.
Naturally he would stand as tall as I,

but in his sin he was bowed down till

he was not more than four feet high.

Sin had touched his tongue, and he
could not speak plainly. He dropped
do\vn on the only knee he could bend,
buried his face in his hands for a mo-
ment, and said, "O God, O God," and
suddenly the bands that held him were
snapped, and he stood up erect as I

am standing now. In the Water Street
Mission at the end of the year, they
always allow the men to celebrate an
anniversary. When this man's anni-
versary came around, he did not read
the lesson. He let another read it. He
let another announce the hymn. But
when it came to the time of testimony,
he bowed down as he had been dwarfed
in sin, and then, with every eye looking
at him, he rose up and stood erect as
Christ had set him free, his face shin-

ing, his eyes fdled with tears. It is

Jthat sort of salvation I preach. Bound
iwith a passion, you can be free. Held
with a sin, you may be forgiven. Will

t|you turn? Will you turn? I know
where you made your mistake. You
neglected your mother's pleading, you
resisted your father's praying, you
scorned your minister's preaching:.

That is the way you lost it.

With this I close. Up in the Alps I

saw here and there a black cross, and
I said to my guide, "What does that
mean?" He said, "It means that when
a traveler slips to death on such a
point as this, they raise a i)!ack cross."

I wonder if where you are sitting to-

day there is to be a black cross this

afternoon because you reject Christ!
I used that illustration in my old

church in Philadelphia, and an old

Scotch woman came up to me, and said,

"Pastor, when you told that story a
man in front of me dropped his head
in his hands, and began to sob, saying,
'Nay, but I yield, I yield. I can hold
out no more.' "I wonder." she said,

"if where he sat there could be placed
a red cross?" So I plead with you to

turn to Christ. What is it to be to-

day? Black or red? Yes or no? Life
or death? Acceptance or rejection?
God help you.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column)

i

I

Anvil Sparks
..Before you decide to seek happi-

ness in material things, resolve first

to find some one they have made
happy.

. . Do not expect much from your
prayers for the poor while you with-
hold your pence; nor from your pence
if given in lieu of love.

. .Help to dishonor greed by honor-
ing Success measured by kindness,
culture and content, not coin; for men
will always .seek honor.

. .Do NOT disclaim the possibility of
peace and joy in your own life. It is

but a confession you have nevei-
brought either into the lives of others.

TAKING YOUR FACE TO CHURCH By Rev. J. M. Farrar, D.D.^

THE closing days of vacation are a good time to think about
turning your face to the School of the Soul. Vacation is a
school for your body. After vacation you go to a school for

your intellect. We are sorry for the boy or girl whose face is un-
known in these schools. God gave to you the Church, built it on the
rock of truth, and gave you sixty-six books, called the Bible, to read
and study. The Church of Christ is the School of the Soul. Surely
not one of my Juniors is unknown by face in the church. In our text
Paul writes about churches where his face had not been seen. The
reason was because he had not been near enough to attend the ser-
vices. The church where Paul lived and the church in every place he
visited knew his face. Your pastor may not know the name of every
boy and girl who hears him preach, but he knows every face. Your
face is of more value than is your name. Will you resolve at the
close of your vacation to let your face be well known in your church?
The School of the Soul makes and keeps the face beautiful.

A GREAT painter, Leonardo da Vinci, spent several years in
painting a picture of the Last Supper of our Saviour. He went

to a church to find the face of a child from which to paint the
face of the Christ. He selected Pietro, who had a beautiful face.
Seven-l years passed while the painter worked on this picture. He
had painted the face of Christ and of all his apostles except one, that
of Judas. Day after day he walked the streets of Milan looking for
a face from which to paint a likeness of Judas. At last he found a
wicked man whose face, marked by sin, revealed a bad heart. While
painting this face he learned that it was the same face he had used
when painting the face of Christ. Pietro had gone to Rome and
lived with wicked people, and grew to be a wicked man. He had
lost his soul and ruined his face.

IN the following story find one other reason for attending the
School of the Soul:

"But, mother, a fellow doesn't get much good going to church when
the whole business bores him."
"My .son," said Mr. Stevens, "I have something to tell you.
"When I was a child," he continued, "I promised my mother to

attend church every Sabbath morning, and I did. For several months
it was a trial and a bore, but it brought me one of the greatest bless-
ings of my life. A person can gain nothing but good from regular
attendance at church, and I expect it from you as long as you have
respect for my authority, whether you like it or not."

This sounded very stern, but Mary touched her father's arm.
'Won't you tell us about it?" she asked.

"There's not much to tell. I went to church when it rained, and
when it snowed, when the boys were amazed, and when they ridi-

culed. I suppose it did seem queer to them, for I was not a Chris-
tian."

"You were a lover of your mother," said Mrs. Stevens.
Her husband flashed her a grateful look. "I was," he briefly said.

BUT, father," persisted Mary, "you have not told us about the

blessing it brought you."
"I had a boy who went to church with me. I don't know why I

was such a fool as to go all alone at first. I could have found some
one to accompany me, I'm sure.
"When you don't like to attend church," he continued, "take some

one with you. It helps matters wondrously."
There was silence for a minute.
"But about the blessing," said Mary.
Mr. Stevens smiled. "You'd call it a vei'y commonplace blessing,"

he said, "but it made me over again, and gave me a new purpose in

life. My son, do you know of one instance where your influence has
made any person better—drawn him from evil ways?"

"No, father," said the young man, in a low tone.
"Then don't quit church-going yet for a while. You have not got

your eyes open."
"But how about the blessing?" inquired Mary.
"H'm! I found out that I had been recommended by my teacher

to this boy as a companion who would help him to quit his evil ways."
Mr. Stevens was transformed. His eyes flashed and his voice

trembled, and his face was all aglow. "Think of it! I was not
even a Christian, and yet that boy who had fallen among wild com-
panions, and sought help, was sent to me, and I knew nothing of it.

I thank God and my mother that I lived straight in those days."

" AND your companion reformed?" asked Mary.
-^J^ "He did, and he and I joined the church together the follow-

ing Easter. That's what came of church attendance, even though T

took no pleasure in it. The Sunday School teacher told me that all

he knew of me, except in the Sunday School class, was that for three

months he had seen me in church every Sabbath morning, with no

one to urge it, nor even any one to accompany me."
Mr. Stevens arose and pushed back his chair. "My son," he said,

"stick to the church. Some day it will surely bring you a heart

blessing which will sweeten the hard places of your life." This boy
was not unknown by face in the church.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: "Unknown by face unto

the churches." Gal. 1:22.

mil 30E onm 30E Sic 30E

The Nailed Post

Ax English correspondent of Mr.
- John C. Havemeyer of Yonkers

recently sent him this instructive
anecdote, which he has forwarded to-

TThe Christian Herald for publica-
tion : A father had an unruly boy, not
amenable to discipline—inattentive to
commands and, apparently, untouched
by love. The father was greatly
grieved, but bore it patiently for a long
time (just as our Father did with us)

.

At last he called the boy to him. and
pointing to a post which had been fixed
in the garden for some decorative pur-
pose, said, "My dear son, I am going to
drive a nail in that post and leave it

there every time you are guilty of an
act of disobedience." Very soon a nail
was driven, and then another and an-
other. Every nail and every blow of the
hammer upon a nail was a pang for the
father's heart, but only indifference for
the heart of the son. At last the post
was becoming thickly studded with
nails. When it began to look as though
not many more nails could be driven,
the son became thoughtful and began
to see his conduct in its true light; then
followed sorrow, repentance and obe-
dience, and the nail-driving ceased.
The now happy father called his son
and told him of the joy which filled
his heart, and then added, "From this
time, I will withdraw a nail to mark
every act of obedience and lovine:
duty."

Soon a nail was withdrawn, and
another and another, until a day came
when the last nail was drawn, and the
delighted father called his son and
said, "See, my dear son, all the nails
are drawn." To the father's surprise,
the son wept bitterly. The father
gathered his son in his arms, pressed
him to his breast and said, "My darling-
boy, why do you weep? I thought you
would be so glad that all the nails are
gone." The weeping boy said, amid his
sobs, "Yes, father, the nails are gone,
but the holes are there." Yes, it was
even so; the father might draw the
nails, but no power could get rid of the
holes—the effect of the nails. Does
not this illustrate those wonderful
words of our blessed Lord, "Ye must
be born again"? The post is no longer
fit for the garden; it is permanently,
forever defaced; to plug up the holes
is only to emphasize the holes; no,
there must be a new post. And so,
dear brother, you and I don't want to
go there, where he is, defaced with
nail holes, however lovingly the Father
draws us to his breast. We don't want
eternally to wear such hideous scars of
sin; how much better it will be, to be
as he purposes we shall be: "Like him;
for we shall see him as he is."

Work to Preserve Roads
EXPERIMENTS were made during-

the summer of 1909 by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington,
D. C, Youngstown, 0., and Ithaca,
N. Y., with different preparations for
the prevention of dust and the preser-
vation of roads.
At Washington, waste sulphite

liquor was used on a macadam drive-
way subjected to light traffic. Sulphite
liquor is a dense sticky liquid produced
in the manufacture of wood pulp. It
was applied in mixtures with water in
varying proportions. The results show
that it has but little value as a perma-
nent road treatment, but that in con-
centrated form it may be classed as a
temporary or semi-permanent dust pre-
ventive and road binder.
At Youngstown, blast furnace slag

was used alone and in different com-
binations with lime, sulphite liquor,
and tar to determine the best method
of utilizing slag for road construction.
While sufficient time has not elapsed
since these experiments were made to
show definite and permanent results,
it is believed that they will be valua-
ble in determining what combinations
will produce the best road.
At Ithaca, tar, oil, artificial asphalt

preparations, brick, cement, and slag^

were used with varying results.
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LAST week's Christian Herald
contained a brief announce-

J ment of the startling munici-
pal tragedy in New York, when
Mayor William J. Gaynor was shot
down on the deck of the steamship
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse by an
ex-city employee. It was at first

thought that the Mayor's wound,
which was in the neck below and
behind the right ear, might prove
fatal; but to the surprise of his

physicians and the delight of his
friends and sympathizers all over
the country, the patient rallied in a
most wonderful manner. He never
really lost consciousness, and within
forty-eight hours after the shoot-
ing, the doctors entertained the
hope that except for the possibility

of blood-poisoning—which they did
not anticipate—the Mayor would
soon recover.
Four eminent physicians were in

constant attendance upon Mayor
Gaynor during the first two days
after the shooting: Doctors William
J. Arlitz, George E. Brewer, George
V. Stewart, and Charles M. Dowd. Two more were
added later. At the first examination they thought
that the bullet had divided into two fragments, one
apparently located "in the floor of the mouth, near
the ramus bone, on the left side, and the other near
the point of entrance." Later, however, it was
found, by examination with the radiograph, that it

had not split, but was lodged in the "vault of the
pharynx" and easily accessible, though removal was
considered inexpedient. After the first slight flow
of blood from the throat, there was no hemorrhage.
The Mayor could converse without difficulty and was
not in pain. After being taken to St. Mary's Hos-
pital in Hoboken, he was visited by his wife. Mrs.
Gaynor and her son were accommodated in the hos-
pital in order to be near the sufferer. The Mayor's
calmness and presence of mind surprised all around
him.
At the time of the shooting, he was probably

the least agitated of any person in the group on the
steamer's deck. While he was being carried down
the gangplank to the ambulance, he seemed to share
the general impression that he had been mortally
wounded, for he said faintly through the folds of
his bandages, "Tell the people good-by"—his
thoughts even at that critical moment reverting to
his public duties and responsibilities. This was the
only expi-ession of the kind that fell from his lips,
however; for his sound health and remarkable forti-
tude soon enabled him to put aside all fear of per-
sonal consequences, and his conversation thereafter
was confident and even cheerful. After the first

shock had safely passed, his condition, to the sur-
prise of his physicians, became almost normal. The
doctors' bulletins continued to be favorable. The
patient took nourishment and seemed to enjoy it,

and he had no difficulty in swallowing the food.

^

Mayor Gaynor Supported by Friends the Moment After the Shooting

Thirty-six hours after the shooting, his temperature
was 100 2-5, and unless complications ensued, the
best results were looked for. He was making a
splendid fight for his life.

To the few visitors who were admitted to his sick-

room in the hospital, he spoke cheerfully and con-
fidently. In a humorous way, he said that the doc-
tors were not giving him enough to eat and that the
bowls of chicken broth were "smaller now than when
he was a boy." Two days after the shooting, there
was no trace of hemorrhage; the patient slept well,

ate with relish and conversed without difficulty.

His physicians were encour-
aged to believe that he was on
the road to recovery and that
his splendid health had carried
him safely over a crisis which,
to most men of his age, would
have been a very serious one.
He chatted pleasantly with his
official associates and his rela-

tives, discussed his European
travels, and even talked of go-
ing to an Adirondack camp
after he got out of the doctors'
hands. Sometimes, however,
he would grow weary of his
enforced confinement and would
say to his wife: "Dear, I wish
we were back in our home on
Long Island. It's sweet and
green down there."
Thousands of letters and

telegrams of sympathy were
received at the hospital. It

seemed as though the whole
nation was watching by the

wounded Mayor's bedside. One ('

these telegrams was from Presldei
Taft; others were from politic;,

allies and opponents, governorl
ambassadors, etc. All containef
earnest wishes for his restoratioi
James J. Gallagher, the man wl

shot Mayor Gaynor and who we
taken to the jail in Jersey Cit
immediately after the attempte
assassination, was formerly an en
ployee in the New York City Doc
Department. Two indictments wi
lie against him, one charging hii

with an attempt to kill Mayo
Gaynor, and the other with a siir

ilar attack on William H. Edward:
Street Cleaning Commissioner, whi
while seizing Gallagher, receivel
in his left arm one of the bullet'

intended for the Mayor. Gallaghe
is fifty-eight years old, and whil
in the dock department employ wa
known as a chronic complaineij
who was constantly writing lette:

to his superiors, making charg(
against certain individuals, (

grumbling about what he regard©
wrongs done to himself. He is said to have blame
the Mayor for not reinstating him in his position, a
he had requested. He has denied that the attac'

was premeditated. When he read the announo
ment that Mr. Gaynor was about to sail for Europi
on that day he instantly decided to commit the deei

It is presumed that the defense will offer a plea
insanity. There is little doubt that Gallagher v
a "crank," but it remains to be seen whether 1

doctors and the jur-y will sustain the insanity plei

Special prayers have been offered in many of tb
churches for Mayor Gaynor's restoration.

The Capture of Gallagher'' Immediately After the Shooting

THE SILAUGMTER THE INNOCENT*
OFFICIAL figures given out concerning the

infant mortality in New York City are appall-
ing. They are sufficient to move the hearts of

even the most indifferent. The Bureau of Municipal
Research has issued a bulletin, which announces
that, in the first week of June, tiventy per cent, more
infants under one year of age died, than in the same
week last year, the figures being 225 in 1909, to 272
in 1910. The excess has increasingly persisted dur-
ing every week since then. During the third week of

, July nearly 75 -per cent, more children under one
year of age died than during the same week of 1909
(399 in 1909 to 568 in 1910).
Physicians seem to be at a loss to account for this

surprising increase. Temperature and humidity
alone, they say, do not explain it, although July has
been one of the hottest months in several years. In
the opinion of some observers, the heat of late June
and July was far more oppressive this year than
last, whatever the official figures may be regarding
temperature and humidity. This stifling and long-
continued heat has undoubtedly had much to do
with the increased infant death rate.
The New York Health Department insists that it

is putting forth extraordinary efforts to check this
frightful mortality. Three hundred nurses and
physicians are on the city's pay roll. Each one of
them is supposed to give from six to eight hours
each day to the sick of the city. Babies are the chief
patients.
A large part of this great mortality arises, the

experts tell us, from a lack of proper nourishment
iind fresh air for the children. It is in order to help

the children of Greater New York in these respects,
that The Christian Herald maintains its beautiful
charity at Mont-Lawn, where every sum.mer 3,000
children are entertained, under a corps of trained
and intelligent caretakers. No death has ever
occurred among them, although in sixteen years
nearly 40,000 children of various ages have been
sheltered there during the heat of summer. During
the whole of these years of Mont-Lawn's existence
there has hardly been even a serious accident.
But what is this single charity, when there ai-e so

many thousands to care for? It is like a drop in the
bucket. There is work for scores of Mont-Lawns.
The hillsides of the Hudson Valley, the mountains of
Pennsylvania, the woodlands of New Jersey, the
beaches of Long Island and the meadows of Connect-
icut, would xieed to be filled with tents and bunga-
lows, in order to give to the poor children of Greater
New York the summer fresh air that they ought to
have.

The death-rate per 1,000 children under five years
of age, during the decennium 1868-1877, was 23.4;
it fell regularly during each subsequent decennium
until in 1908 the rate was 11.8. In 1909, it reached
the lowest figures on record, namely 10.0—a decrease
of 66 from that of the first-mentioned decennium.
The principal factors to contend with n the fight

to preserve infant life are the lack of a supply of
pure milk; the density of the tenement population;
and the high birth-rate among foreigners who are
ignorant of our language. The chief work of the
district nurses lies among this class. It is almost
impossible to convince them of the necessitv of

proper and clean feeding, and of keeping their chil-

dren clean. Yet New York in past years has held its

own well in this matter as compared with other
cities. Russian cities are the worst. When one con-

siders the many elements which enter into the prob-
lem, one realizes that no section should be too heavily
condemned without an examination of the causes
which have contributed to its condition.
The ratio of deaths to births among children un-

der one year of age in Moscow in 1909 reached the
startling figure of 321 to 1,000; and in St. Peters-
burg of 282. In Montreal it is 257; in Dresden, 152;
in Boston, 148; Glasgow, 137; New York, 128; Paris,

103; Amsterdam, 87; Sydney, Australia, 83. The
German cities all had a higher rate than New York,
and so did all the English cities, except London.

It is in the summer that the Angel of Death often-
est spreads his wings and breathes in the faces of
the little ones. A prominent charity worker recently
said, "We cannot make people understand that our
poor suffer much more and die faster in summer
than in winter." The awful heat of the tenements,
the foul, stagnant air, and the spoiled food, espe-
cially the sour and impure milk, strike down young
and old; but, most of all, the helpless babies. Yet
our government has appropriated millions for the
study and banishment of the boll weevil, in order to

save our cotton; millions more to cure the diseases
of horses and cattle; while our children, the nation's
chief asset, the glory and hope of our country, have
been allowed to die by the thousand with little

thought by the government for their salvation.

Kate Upson Clark
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rHE life of a nation is in the breath of the chil-

dren, therefore those who have the training: of

the children have the destiny of the nation in

,eir keeping. In all lands men are for the most
irt busy in commercial pursuits, while woman's
notion the woikl around is to bear and educate

« younp.

"What kind of women are here?" is the question

; should ask in every land we visit.

This question was asked by me in my recent visit

Norway, and I diligently studied the subject by
Iservation, by association, by conversation, and by

tion they occupied was that of barmaid in the beer
halls. Their picturesque appearance there in black
skirts, white waists and richly embroidered and
beaded scarlet bodices (the national costume) only
made the situation the sadder.
A cruise through the fjords, combined with

drives in the valleys between the mountains, afforded
opportunity to see the homes in farming districts as
well as in villages and towns.
The industrious woman was everywhere. Some-

ading.

m

»

i;

Fair hair, blue eyes, and a brilliant complexion
'e characteristics of the Norwegian woman. She
alert and sweet in her manner, and has a strength
out her that makes one feel that she will be able
all times to stand for herself. My first introduc-

m to her was in the position of stewardess on the
samer.
iThe chief stewardess was a lady in appearance
id manner. She wore a slightly trained dress,

jth dainty collar and cuffs. As she directed the
per stewardesses, she seemed like a woman pre-

|iing over her own household. There was nothing
lofessional about her manner, but the comfort of

r tourist-guests was perfectly conserved.
My next contact with the women of Norway was
the National Exposition in Bergen. Their beau-
ul needle work, knitting and weaving helped to

ike the exposition most attractive. The so-called
lardanger work" is a matter of national pride
id every woman must have some of it on her
Duse or api-on or napery. A sort of etamine is the
undation for rich hand embroidery. Consequently
e tourist must pay high prices for it. The speci-

ins of furniture, together with draperies and
ngings, indicate that the homes are refined and
steful. The lady attendants all through the ex-
•sition show how effective and practical the Nor-
5gian women are. The only objectionable posi-

Queen Maud and Crown Prince Olaf

The Housewife's Spinning-Wheel

times she was to be seen walking along the road
carrying a heavy basket strapped to her back, and
busily knitting a stocking! She was at work in the
garden with her husband ; or, if a cottage was being-

built, she was helping. In towns where the homes
were larger, the women were to be seen busily doing
the housework, for the servant question enters very
little into the domestic economy of Norway.

It must not, however, be understood from this that
the women of Norway are mere household drudges.
They think on large subjects. They must do so, for
they are voters. For several years past they have
had the right to vote on county questions; but the
recent action of the Althing (Parliament) has given
them the national vote. As yet there are no politi-

cal organizations or clubs among women, and they
are not given to making public addresses. I am told

they have so much to do in their homes that they
have not time for such things, but they read much
about important matters.
Almost the only organization for women is the

White Ribbon Association, or the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union. It has a membership of be-
tween four and five hundred in all Norway, and
represents earnest Christian womanhood working
on all lines for the pure and sober living of men and
women alike. The Norwegian W. C. T. U. is affil-

iated with the World's Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union, and was represented at the recent
World's Convention in Glasgow, Scotland.
The greatest lady of the land is Queen Maud.

She is the daughter of the late King Edward VII. of
England and of Queen Alexandra, who was a Dan-
ish princess. The King of Norway is of the royal
house of Denmark. He was invited by the people
of Norway less than three years ago to become their

King. His title is King Haakon VII. The little

Prince Olaf, heir apparent, is the darling of the
Norwegian people. Queen Maud has truly queenly
qualities, and she is proving herself a wise and good
leader among the women of Norway.

Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts.
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—A TITLEii British evangelist, the Rev. Sir
{paries Dunbar, is to visit us shortly on a
^ching: tour.

I—EvANCKLisT E. B. Westhofek. of Muncie,
Id., is conducting a succes.sful revival at Max-
ell, Ind.. co-operatinir with Rev. W. E. Love-
|S, a pastor in that place.

|—Dr. G. (;a.mi"Bi;i.l Mokgan. of London, has
fen the principal speaker at the Twenty-
phth Annual Conference for Christian Work-
Is at East Northfield, Mass. He conducted his
•ily course of Bible studies with nearly a
5usand students.

—A Plili-ANT^iKOPisT who, it is said, has "de-
•led to die poor" is David Ranken. a wealthy
•ristian citizen of St. Louis. He has triven
le bulk of his estate, estimated at $3,000,000.
r philanthropic purposes, leaving for himself
income of about $3,000 a year. One of his

'dowments is for a trades" school for poor
ys.

—Mrs. K. V. Hilton, of Charleston, S. C, is
e founder and conductor of "The Band of
've Chapel." a work for children chiefly.
Clile study, sick visitation, charity work, dis-
^bution of relitfious literature, etc., constitute
e leading features of this promisintr movo-
-ni. Any books or Kood literature sent to
rs. Hilton at 14 Sumter Street. Charleston.
n be used to advantase.
—Mule. Veke de Veek. member of the French
eiety of Peace and Justice, has been lectur-

,if to large audiences in the Eastern States on
!«ce and Arbitration. She is the dauifhter of
French army officer, and is a most effective
d cntertaininK speaker. She may be ad-
essed by churches, church societies, W. C. T.
s- and similar ornanizations to No. 2 West
venty-ninth Street, New York City.
'~Thb NoiiTiiEMxr) Summer School for Sun-
'y School Workers, which closed lately, had
5 enrolled members, drawn from all the New
iKland States, New York and New Jersey,

with a scattering from other places. The
Women's Home Missionary Conference has also
closed a vei-y successful session. The Women's
ForeiRn Missionary Summer School of 3.50 dele-

gates is now in full session.

—Captain George Benn, of the Gospel yacht
MtuKcngir. is actively eniraifed in his work
among seamen who come into the port of New
York. He goes from ship to ship in his little

launch, supplying the men with good reading
matter to break the monotony of the voyage,
a monotony which has often driven men insane
at sea. He also sui>plies them with small
libraries of a few books each when these are
obtainable. His w'ork is evangelistic and he
uses the opportunity as often as possible to

drive home some Gospel truth, or encourage
some man sick of a life of sin. All interested

in aiding his worthy work may addi-ess him.
Box 157, Brooklyn. N. Y.

—In the Moore Insulateil Wire 'Works at
Third and Race Streets. Philadelphia, a meal
is served every day to the employees. In con-
nection with the meal on Tuesday (and, during
the winter, on Thursday of each week) there is

held a short religious service consisting of

singing. Scripture reading, brief address and
prayer. The service is usually conducted by
some representative from the Y. M. C. A., but
at times other speakers are brought in—laymen
who have an acquaintance with business life

as well as with the teachings of the Gospel.

These services have been proven through the

e.\perience of years to be very valuable. The
meal served for ten cents consists of meat, or

fish, potatoes, some vegetables, bread and but-

ter, tea or coffee and dessert. Of course, each

day the bill of fare is changed. These gather-
ings are largely due to the personal efforts of

John W. Gottschalk. superintendent, and John
W. Crombie, foreman.
—The third Interdenominational Conference

of the Woman's Home Missionary Societies held

at Northfield, July 14-21. was a brilliant suc-
cess. The conference included woids from
workers direct from the field. Twenty-one
missionaries were on the platform. Miss Lucy
Laney (Presbyterian) told of school work
among negroes in Atlanta, Ga. : Miss Florence
Miller (Christian Church) and Miss Anna M.
Larned (Congregationalist) presented the needs
of the Southern Highlanders, followed by Miss
Margaret Henry, herself a mountaineer. The
needs of Spanish speaking people in our two
newest States, New Mexico and Arizona, were
outlined by Mrs. H. L. Hill and Mrs. Anna L.

Kent (Methodist) and Mrs. Olin C. Gibson
(Congregationalist). Missionary needs for the
frontier were discussed by Miss Minna Frickey
(Methodist). Mrs. Schucknecht (Presbyterian)
set forth conditions in Alaska, "the national
ice-bo.\." Many aspects of the immigration
problem were presented. The leaders for the
Morning Bible hours were Rev. Dr. J. Monro
Gibson ; Rev. J. Stuart Holden, D.D., and W.
R. Moody.

—MiH'H HAS been written about the union
of the two great branches of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in the United States—North
and South—but as yet little progress has been
made toward this much desired end. The
churches will probably have to get their pointer
in this direction from heathen countries, where
they have little patience with denominational-
ism as such. In Korea, where these two
branches of the church are established, they
are even now demanding closer co-operation
with ultimate union. Re\'. George Heber Jones,
D.D., for nearly twenty years has been a resi-

dent of Korea, and Rev. W. G. Cram has
had charge of the work of the Methodist
Church, South, in that country eight years.

Dr. Jones is president of the Biblical Institute
at Seoul and is now in America to launch a
campaign for $250,000 to commemorate the
silver .iubilee of Korea. When the Commission
of Federation between the two churches met

recently in Cincinnati, these two men appeared
before that body pleading for the practical
union or federation of the work in Korea. The
natives are insistent that the Theological In-
stitute at Seoul shall be a joint school, and in

this Jones and Cram are in hearty s.vmpathy.—Wilfred S. Grenfell, the Labrador mis-
sionary-explorer and founder of the mission,
writes from St. Anthony, Newfoundland: "I
should not like to let pass such an important
event to the Christian world as the loss of Dr.
Louis Klopsch without e.xpressing a word of
gratitude for his life. Dr. Klopscb's wide
philanthropies included the poor folk of this
lonely shore. I have no doubt that from the
equator to the pole messages of condolence have
come in to yourselves and his family. Amongst
them I should sincerely like mine to be in-

cluded. Some time ago I asked through your
paper for reading matter to be sent to this

mission. The very wide response which this

appeal received reminds me of the great
breadth of Dr. Klopscb's influence."—Missionary Christian Schmitt. of Nain.
Labrador, in a letter to The Christian Her-
ald, which has been over four months on the
way, writes : "Some of the Eskimos have left

their hunting of seal and walrus out at the ice's

edge, thirty and forty miles away, in order to

attend our services. Seals have been scarce and
also walrus, so far. Many of our people have
only the rock cod for food, which they secure
with hook and line by making a hole through
the si.x-foot-thick winter ice. We know that in

two or three months our seemingly unconquer-
able winter, with all its ice and snow, will have
to give way to the sun's power. Our Eskimos
are great believers in Christ's resurrection and
in their own. Can it surprise you, with this

wonderful change in nature around them?
Surely if it is wonderful what the sun can do,

how much more can He do who is the Creator
of it, the Sun of Righteousness, the Lord of the
Resurrection !"
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The Vatican's Backdown
FORTUNATELY for the people of Spain and for

the peace of Europe, the trouble between King
Alfonso's government and the Vatican has blown

over, temporarily at least, by the abandonment of

the proposed Catholic demonstration at San Sebas-

tian. This backdown by the Vatican came none too

soon, for it was known that large quantities of arms
had been secretly conveyed into the country, and had
the plan for an anti-government demonstration

been carried out the peace of Europe might have
been shocked by a "Red Sunday" like that in Rus-
sia several years ago. Premier Canalejas has made
it clear to the Spanish people that the government's
quarrel was net with religion but with clericalism,

which sought to dominate the State and to nullify

the decree of June 10 granting a legal status to

Protestant churches and schools. Against this de-

cree Rome rebelled, claiming that it violated the

Concordat or treaty of 1851, and the Spanish Con-
stitution. The Vatican refused to go on with the

revision of the Concordat, which was then in prog-
ress, unless the obnoxious decr-ee were rescinded, and
unless certain laws, which it regarded as hostile to

Catholic religious fraternities in Spain, were sus-

pended. All this was in the nature of a Papal
ultimatum, to which Premier Canalejas replied by
withdrawing the Spanish representative at the

Vatican. Rome's rejoinder was the withdrawal of

the Papal nuncio at Madrid, which it followed by
stirring up public sentiment against the govern-
nient to the revolutionary point. When the crisis

came King Alfonso was in England, but his minister
was equal to the emergency and had a military
force on hand at San Sebastian strong enough to

crush any attempt at an armed rising. Canalejas'
resolute course and the conviction that the sym-
pathy of the people was mainly with the govern-
ment, brought the clerical factionists to their senses,

and halted the movement on the very threshold of

war. This bloodless triumph will give the progres-
sive element in Spain courage to go forward with
the social, educational and industrial reforms on
which King and Cabinet are in agreement, and
which the country anxiously awaits.

The Truth About Frankhn's Clothes

EVERY now and then when a laudable effort is

made to dress our diplomatic corps in something
more befitting their dignity on ceremonial occasions

than the funereal spiketail or waiter costume in

which they are now garbed, a cry is raised by some
of our representatives in Congress that such a
change is undesirable, and the old story of the way
Franklin appeared at the court of Louis XVI. of

France is brought out again for an airing, and it is

urged that our diplomats should follow his example.
Franklin, it will be remembered, appeared among

other foreign ambassadors and the uniformed gen-
erals and admirals at court in a plain suit, such as
he was accustomed to travel in. The French, ever
eager for novelty, hailed the innovation with mo-
mentary enthusiasm and supposed it was the cos-

tume of an ambassador from a poor and struggling
nation.
As a matter of fact, Franklin had no intention of

wearing the suit in which he appeared, and until he
found out its effect, he probably had an uncomforta-
ble time of it, for he was a man with an acute sense
of the fitness of things. Some time before he had
ordered a handsome court suit and expected to make
as fine an appearance as any other foreign ambassa-
dor, but the tailor from whom he had ordered the
suit did not get it finished in time and Franklin had
to go in the only suit he had ready. He continued
to wear it after his court suit was done, as he saw
he had made an unintentional "hit." When he was
in England, he wore a handsome court dress of
velvet, embroidered with gold. In the early days of
the Republic, in fact within the memory of many
yet living, the diplomats had a prescribed uniform
as well as the officers of the two fighting services.

Our highest tribunal connected with peaceful settle-

ments, the Supreme Court of the United States, also
wear a dignified dress. Our diplomats naturally
have not been able to make their peculiar situation

understood. Foreign nations wondered at our lack
of consideration for their customs and prejudices.

The recent appearance of our envoys at King Ed-

ward's funeral in evening clothes, which we always
connect with occasions of festivity, was an example.

Some day we may be able to do these things differ-

ently and possibly a little better and more in har-

mony with the occasion than we do at present.

Triumphant Faith

IN the "crossing over" of Dr. Grattan Guinness,

who passed away in England lately, the world

loses one of its ablest men and Christianity one of

the grandest of modern missionaries. He was a

founder of missions and sent forth to the field prob-

ably more evangelists, pastors and teachers than

any man of his day and generation. It is worth
knowing how such a noble spirit met the last great

change. In his final illness, during a brief respite

from suffering, he said: "If I could preach for a

thousand years it would be the same theme—Jesus,

Jesus, Jesus. I am happy, and ready to go or stay."

He dwelt much in those last hours on the world's

progress in spiritual enlightenment, the history of

redemption, the march of Christ's kingdom, the

work of the Gospel in all the lands where he had
labored, and they were not few. These high themes
filled his soul, and the vision of the coming day when
Christ would be universally lifted up and acknowl-
edged by all the nations, was to him a very real one.

Set-backs, losses, the plots of the enemy, he reckoned
as mere incidents by the way. The Omnipotent was
leading the Christian hosts and victory was assured.

It was a splendid illustration of the triumphant faith

of a Christian, who had frequently faced death on
the field of duty and who would have accounted his

own life as a very little thing for the sake of the
dear Master he served.

The Gospel in the Canal Zone
ALTHOUGH it is less than five years since church

- work was begun in the Canal Zone under the

authorization of the Isthmian Commission, it has
made remarkable progress. There are now, accord-

ing to the official figures furnished by the Canal
Record, 39 churches in the Zone, viz.: Catholic 7,

Episcopal 13, Methodist 3, Baptist 7, Adventist 1,

Undenominational 8. Of these 39 church buildings,
26 are owned by the Canal Commission, and all but
two are built on land owned by the United States
government. Services in the undenominational
churches are held by regular ministers or lay read-
ers and the audiences in such churches represent
practically all Christian sects and denominations.
Besides this great aid rendered by the government
to the dissemination of Christian teaching in the
Zone, the Commission has 1.5 chaplains in its regu-
lar service. There are resident chaplains at the
Ancon and Colon Hospitals and also visiting chap-
lains, so that due attention is given to the spiritual
needs of the sick and dying. From the outset it has
been the policy of the Commission to give every
encouragement to church work, recognizing its im-
portance in making for morality and good order
throughout the Zone. It has granted land for
church building, sold building material at cost, and
otherwise assisted in establishing congregations.
In a word, it has been a most efficient and valuable
aid in improving the morals of Panama, and in
fighting the vice and wickedness which prevailed
there a few years ago, with the only weapon that
can ever cope successfully with sin—the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. And yet there are some cavillers
who, even in the face of such a clear demonstration,
will say that this is not a Christian nation.

Milk

THE question of supplying pure milk to great
cities becomes yearly more perplexing. It was

thought some years ago that the so-called "steriliza-
tion" of milk insured its purification and prolonged
its usefulness. Later we have had it "modified"
and "Pasteurized." Now we are told by the wise
chemists, who are looking into the matter, that raw
milk is, after all, the purest and best kind, if taken
fresh and clean. A new foe to milk is singled out
for abuse by the experts. He is called a "liquefier,"

and wherever he goes, decomposition and death fol-
low. He forges his way into even the bubbling
waters of the hillside spring, having his origin in

decaying leaves and twigs. He cannot be entii

kept out of water, milk and many other liquids; ;

if he invades any fluid to an extent of more tl

ten per cent., he is dangerous to the health and
of those who imbibe it. He belongs to a species

bacteria, and, in common with his numerous r

tives, especially enjoys milk. In a sample of
Straus milk, supposed to be the purest which

;

charitable bureau supplies to New York C
110,000 bacteria were found in a cubic centime
Twenty-nine per cent, of these were the hig

objectionable "litjuefiers." The Health Board f

that city has advised all mothers to boil can d

"pasteurized" milk before giving it to their

dren. Bottled milk of that brand, and two es -

cially good kinds of raw milk, are considered sa
;

all other so-called "loose" milk (miscellane s

brands) should be boiled. Greater care on the fai s

regarding the cleanliness of animals, care-taki
,

stables and utensils; greater care on the boats ;i

trains; and greater care in delivery are all neec

and laws to secure such care are on the way.

Minor Topics
—The German Socialists now claim a total organized vo j

strength of 723.000.—Andrew Lang, a leading English critic, has declared u

recent essay that "the higher criticism is really bankrupt."—James Whitcomb Riley, "the Hoosier poet," has susta 1

a stroke of paralysis which affects his entire right side, e

had been sick for weeks before the attack.—Robert Treat Paine, the well known philanthropist
peace advocate, died in Waltham. Mass., August 11. He wi
great-grandson of the signer of the Declaration of Indepcndc
who bore the same name. Mr. Paine was interested in n
charities and benevolences and had endowed several. He sei

in Congress from 1884 to 1886.—Mayor Gaynor of New York has always been a w
friend of the children. He believes in plenty of playgroi
and healthy sports. Not long ago he wrote to The CHRIST
Herald a letter strongly commending its Children's Homt
Mont-Lawn. "The chikircn are made hapjiy there." he w;
"by the outing which the Home gives them. Nobody can tl

of the work of the late Dr. Klopsch in perfecting this prj

worthy enterprise without blessing him."
—Few people know that one American woman. Mrs.

garet W. Young, is President of the United States pro
many times in a year. She holds a unique position in

govei-nment employ which requires her to affix the signatun
the President to important papers (land patents) that
quently represent great money value. She is authorized
Congress to do this and has done it now for three years,
signed "Theodore Roo.sevelt" to over 90.000 land patents,
ing under that name her own, thus, "per Margaret W. You
She has signed arj even larger number with the name "V
H. Taft." Her handwriting is distinctly feminine.
—There seems to be a wide difference of opinion am

residents of Cleveland. O.. regarding the results of the "Gol

Rule" policy of the chief of police of that city. In a re(

article from a correspondent. The Christian Herald gave
outline of the policy in question and its methods of operat

We have received several letters on the subject, showing tl

things from a different viewpoint. One gentleman, who
resided in Cleveland fifty years, states the unqualified opin

based largely on daily reports of crime in the city newspap
that "never in all that period has there been a greater pri

lence of crime of all descriptions, and the police seemingly
able to cope with it. than during the operation of this s;

•Golden Rule' policy." He adds: "In the light of Clevelai

experience, however, it has yet to be demonstrated that

separate functions of protecting society from the depredati

of criminals and of reforming the criminals themselves can

vested in one person—the ordinary policeman—withoiit so o'

burdening that official as to seriously impair his efficiency a

guardian of the public peace."

"
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Coiadsacted by FERDSMAHD C. IGE^KHAaT. D.P.

at
Premier Canalejas Cardinal Merry del Val King Alfonso General Weyler

PERSONAGES PROMINENT IN THE RECENT POLITICO-RELIGIOUS AGITATION IN SPAIN

Spain's Conflicft with Vatican

rHE conflict between the Holy See and the
Spanish government became so acute that it

seemed that a conflict would take place

San Sebastian and other cities in Spain. The
lliger of the Roman clergy, voiced by Cardinal

ferry del Val, and expressed in letters and tele-

f-ams sent out, was so bitter and defiant that there

bre uprisings in several parts of the country, and
herever there was any uneasiness on account of

|l)stility to the {government, or strikes in the man-
pacturing- centres, the situation became alarm-
fg. Premier Canalejas, recoKnizing the g'^^vity of

ie situation, brought the strong hand of the gov-

[nment down upon the riotous elements, and espe-

illy upon the representatives of the Roman Cath-
pc Church, whom he considered responsible for the
{sturbances. It was understood that San Sebas-
in would be the storm centre and that the Carlists,

lider the mask of a religious movement, would en-

Ijige in a bloody conflict which they even hoped
jight shake the King from his throne and give the

retender an opportunity to rule. The church au-
lorities seemed also to select that rebellious centre
the scene of a fierce protest against the Spanish

Jvernment. General Weyler was placed at the head
the campaign against the riotous opponents of the

^vernment. Everything seemed ready for battle in

kn Sebastian, but the number, discipline and cour-
lj;e of the government ti'oops pi'oduced quiet in the

ty, and the bloody engagement was averted. Bet-

Ijir counsels prevailed in Rome also, and the monks,
i"iests and friends of the church were asked not to

fsort to the use of arms. This was wise counsel, for

ithing could have been more disastrous to the cause
i the church oi- to the prospects for a settlement
the future than to have been responsible for the

tedding of blood. Cardinal Merry del Val, the
hpal secretary, who has such influence with the

[ppe, seems to be a bad adviser, a fomenter of

lEouble. He was largely responsible for the un-
Ifeasant Fairbanks and Roosevelt episodes, and the

Kpresentatives of the Spanish government believe

'at it is his bitter and uncompromising spirit that
^is made most of the trouble in Spain. He is a
LDaniard, but does not seem to know the New Spain,
Ihich, like the rest of Europe, is friendly to liberty

fid opposed to the union of Church and State. The
' ate and the Church are both divine institutions,

-it history has shown that the domination of the

I -ate by the Church is unfortunate for both Church
fed State.

[[tender therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's, and
I to God the thintrs that are God's. (Matt. 22: 21.)
I

iw Without Eyes

Not long ago a marvelous operation was per-
rmed on the eyes of a man forty years of age, who
id been totally blind from birth, and he was made
see perfectly. This case has been a source of

eat interest and wonder among prominent physi-
ans, for without the use of his eyes this man was
)le to do much of the work of one possessed of all

s senses. He was a farmer and could do every-
ing except hoe and plow. He caned chairs, picked
tton, made fences, cut trees, and finally bought
id paid for out of his own earnings a forty-acre
ece of land. At one time he and his wife kept a
untry store. With the untiring tuition of his
ife he was able to discriminate by his sense of
uch between any articles in his stock. His ability

recognize colors astounded all doctors who knew

of his case, for they cannot understand the phe-
nomenon. He could instantly tell a red from a blue
or a green from a yellow, merely by running his

hand over the object. After the operation the doc-
tors removed the bandage from his eyes, and hold-
ing up an apple asked him what it was. He said he
thought it must be an apple, for it was round and
had red and green stripes. This proved his mental
conception of colors to be correct. He was also a
successful horse-trader, being able to tell unfailingly
a light horse from a dark one, and ascertaining its

age by the relative hardness of its eyeball. His
sense of direction was wonderfully developed. He
was an enthusiastic hunter, and would take his dogs
and gun for all-night trips through dense woods
alone. But no matter how dense the forest or how
intricate the path he could always find his way
home. When the blind man was led down the hos-

pital corridor to the operating room different obsta-

cles were placed in his path, but invariably he
circled around them, never touching a thing on his

way. It is not the material eyes that see after all,

but the mind that sees through them. The mind
beholds many things without the use of the visual

organs. It discovers material facts, their relation

to each other, the beauty that lies behind them, the

Absolute Being who is behind all, and the forms and
forces of the world. It is the heart that sees infinite

love. The one who alone can purify the heart ex-

pressed this great truth in his Sermon on the

Mount

:

Blessed are the pure in heart; for they shall see God. (Matt. 5:8.)

A Gigantic Warship

Because the British admiralty had taken such
precautions to preserve secrecy in the construction

of the Lion, the latest addition to the English navy,
it was called the Mystery Ship. The Lio)i was
launched at Devenport on Saturday, August 6. In
point of displacement, speed, gun-power, armor pro-

tection, and torpedo equipment, it is said to be

superior to anything projected by foreign Powers.
The length of the vessel is seven hundred feet, beam
881/2 feet, displacement 26,000 tons. The engines

are equal to 70,000 hor.se power. The cost of the

ship is over $10,000,000. This cruiser is the first

vessel to carry a number of 13.5 guns, eight of which
are mounted in pairs on the central line of the ship.

The guns are so ranged that they can be trained

ahead, astern, or abeam. They can send a projec-

tile weighing 1,2.50 pounds a distance of twenty
miles. The armor of the Lion can resist a shell

fired two miles away with a force equal to that

required to lift 40,000 tons weight twelve inches

from the ground. The speed of the Lion is thirty

knots. It is to be hoped that God will sanctify these

gigantic engines of war to the ushering in of a

speedier and more lasting peace than the nations

have ever known. Many think that the deadly

modern instruments of war will have a tendency
eventually to destroy war itself. It is certain that

the spirit of love and universal peace is making
rapid progress among the individuals and nations

of the world. The armaments of to-day are only

in imitation of the armies, navies and instruments of

warfare used by the nations in all times.

And he shall set engines of war against thy walls. (Ezek. 26 : 9.)

Lockjaw Curable

About a month ago Walter Robinson, a boy four

years old, living with his parents on Lafayette

Avenue, Brooklyn, caught a finger of his right hand

in a swinging gate and crushed it. Simple remedies
were used, but the boy grew worse, and Dr. S. G.
Munson, the family physician, was called, and dis-

covered that the boy had tetanus. His jaws became
locked, and his body was bent like a bow. He was
taken to the Bushwick Hospital, where his case was
pronounced hopeless. They administered, however,
hypodermic injections of tetanus serum. In five

days the lad could open his jaws, and he is now
rapidly convalescing. A similar case was reported
from Philadelphia the other day, and it looks now
as though by the marvelous inventions of medical
science this greatly dreaded and far too common
disease may be mastered. The serum treatment is

curing many of the heretofore incurable diseases.

The soul's fatal diseases are all healed by the medi-
cation of Christ's love, in the appropriation of
Christ's life by faith.

Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath eternal life.

(John 6 : 54.)

The Largest Whale Ever Caught

Last winter in the Japan Sea was captured what
is thought to be the greatest whale. It took three
Japanese ships to convey the skeleton of this mon-
ster to Moji. The whale was two hundred feet long.

Its jawbones were twenty-five feet in length and the

skeleton weighed fifty-five tons. Captain Carl Meier,
with tlie steamship Oregonia, brought the skeleton

of this whale from Moji, Japan, to the dock at

Brooklyn. It was purchased in the Far East by a

repi-esentative of the Museum of Natural History
in New York City. The freight bill on the bones
amounted to $.5,000. Those who find physical diffi-

culties in accepting the Bible story of the swallow-
ing of Jonah on account of the smallness of the
throat of the fish, might easily believe that such a

whale as the one whose remains have been brought
to New York would have no difficulty in swallowing
one or even a dozen men. As we pass along the

scale of life from the minute to the magnificent our
thoughts ascend to the one Creator of all.

And God created great whales, and every living creature that

moveth, which the waters brought forth abundantly, after their

kind. (Gen. 1:21.)

Fatal Wedding Rice

As Mr. and Mrs. Asa Cummings of Binghamton,
N. Y., started upon their honeymoon ten years ago,

the wedding guests, according to custom, showered
them with rice. Some of the rice entered the ear of

the bride, a portion of which she was unable to get

cut for several days. A year after, she began to

have slight headaches which she thought were the
result of a cold, but as the pain continued she con-

sulted a physician, and he found that one of the

grains of rice had entered the ear so far that he

could not extract it without an operation, and even
with the surgery he did not get it out. Several

operations followed during a number of years. Not
very long ago Mrs. Cummings entered the Post-

Graduate Hospital in New York for another opera-

tion, and brain-fever, directly traceable to the kernel

of rice in the ear, caused her death. There is often

material and spiritual damage done unintentionally

by carelessness and even innocent fun. What
especial caution there should be to avoid harm to

our fellow men! Their proper treatment is sug-

gested by the instruction the king of Babylon gave
with reference to Jeremiah

:

Take him, and look well to him, and do him no harm. (Jer. 39 : 12.)
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DON'T FORGET
IN speaking of a person's faults.

Pray don't forget your own ;

Remember those in house of glass

Should seldom throw a stone..

If we have nothing else to do

But talk of those who sin,

"Pis better we commence at home.

And from that point begin.

Then let us all when we commence
To slander friend or foe,

Think of the harm one word may do

To those who little know.
Remember curses, something like

Our chickens, "roost at home" ;

Don't speak of others' faults until

We have none of our own.

GRANDFATHER'S WOLF
<«TT7HEN we first moved into the Michigan big

VV timber country," said grandfather, "we did

not realize the danger from wolves, but there were

really many there and it took several years to scare

them entirely away.
"One day when I was about fifteen, another boy

and I started out for a rabbit hunt. Suddenly, as

we were passing a dense thicket, we heard a howling

which literally made our hair stand on end. We
knew that it proceeded from wolves, and presently

we came where we could see them. There were two

of them, the biggest we had ever seen.

"We set out to chase them, when suddenly we
found that we were being surrounded by a whole

pack of wolves—hungry, snarling fellows that

frightened us nearly to death.

"Luckily there was a stout sapling nearby, and

you never saw anything much nimbler than the way
we climbed that tree. We had to drop our guns to

do it—and there we were, treed.

"For hours we sat up in that tree, with the wolves

skulking and growling beneath us. Then our par-

ents became alarmed, and they, with some of the

neighbors, sallied forth in search of us.

"They dispersed the wolves, killing two of them
in the process, and wounding another.

"It was a bitter cold day, and we were so nearly

frozen that we could hardly come down from the

tree.

"One of our neighbors, who was a famous hunter,

had the skin of the largest wolf stuffed and sent to

the National Museum at Washington, where it is

still on exhibition as the largest timber wolf ever

killed in the 'big woods of Michigan.' "

Why He Wouldn't Hurry

THEY were riding to church and were late. Sev-

eral of the party were worried and one re-

marked, "The audience will be waiting." "Well,"

observed the old pastor (who was to preach that

forenoon) , "don't let's fret over it, if we are a little

late. It reminds me of the man who was being

taken to execution. His guards were greatly exer-

cised over the fact that they could not possibly get

there on time. "Never mind," said the poor fellow,

philosophically. "Don't fuss over it. The people
can wait. There'll be nothing doing till / get
there."

The Surprise of GoUath

THE preacher was graphically describing the en-

counter of David and Goliath to an audience of

children. "He swung the sling around his head,"

said he dramatically, suiting the action to the word,
"and whizz went the stone. It struck the giant full

in the forehead. I can see Goliath clapping his big-

hand to his brow and saying: 'Well! Such a thing
as this never entered my head before!' And then he
reeled and sank to the earth—a dead giant." The
applause was terrific—also the laughter.

Abdul Hamid's Wives

A Sun correspondent writes that Abdul Hamid's
wives continue to be a source of perplexity to

the Turkish government. Their number was esti-

mated not to exceed 200, including female slaves of

all ranks, but the Ministry of Finance found itself

confronted by claims from 746 women who de-

manded from the ex-Sultan's successor compensation
to the tune of $800,000. The government refused to
pay this sum, but proposed that the Chamber should
sanction an arrangement by which the women of the
harem for a period of ten years should receive
monthly pensions ranging from $4.2.5 to $21.25,
which, even in frugal Turkey, is a pretty meagre
subsistence. The Turkish Deputies, however, still

thought the Ministry overgenerous. Finally a small
ma.iority was found for the government's project
and so the women of the harem may look forward to
receiving their little pension, at all events until 1920.
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ALL WAISTS COME IN SIZES 32 TO 44 BUST
I). Waisl (.f line \vliitp"('r(iss-H:\r" iliiiiity. I.arw pwirl Imttons
'Sf liiiiit tlirou^'h a laumlcrt:''! paiit'l of <'X<|Uisite t'Mihi-oidery iii

i-aliliflil iiatlcri]. LailiicliTi-il lollar, I'uffs and renter ^^^
panel einl.ioiileredto mutch. Aiiinopiiately tailor plait- UK/*
e.l anil tucked. I)S1.50 vulue. AUvaiice .Sale Price VKJ^

;i'i. Diessy Waist of tine white batiste. Front exijuisilely
nliroiileied mheavy Irish f'roeliet with inlaysof tine Fren<li
aces and dainty bejidiiips. Collar, eiitfs,.back and ^v ^-v
front cliariMinf;lv tucked. Hulturi liack. .V siiperl) tlU^
style. $1..50 value. Advance Sale Price... «/t»V'

150. You'll wonder how we can offer such a fine net
N^aist for 98c. 'I'lie beautifully embroidered front is out-
lined with scalloped embroidery ami a ruffle lace frill.
Appropriat'ly tucked collar, cuffs, front ^\^^

nit back. Lined throtlyhottt with tine batiste. ^9%^
M'hife or Keru.

>l.

$2.00 vi

r.iitton-front waist of stylish watered Moire.
A MTvicealilr smalt appearing waist, appropriate!

v

lail(iri-.l w itli cut front, liberal tnrkini.' and open cuffs.
l-:\lreiiiely SI \ lisli and very durable. Itlaek ^^ -^

lilue. sidendid SL.'iO value. .\<1- MK/*
vaiief

I

Sale Price .

i'i. Tailored white waist of striped Enjrlisb JIadras.
ettily modeled with inilitaiy shoulder and (iibstiii

ke. Plaited back. Stiff coU'ar and cuffs. ^»^^
r.utliiiis ill fiont. A neat, stylish, serviceable MK^

list. $l.,50iiuali . .\<lvaiiee Sale Pi-ice

I .>:(. llutton-frout w aist of flue Krencli IJnene with
latiiidered collar and cuffs. Neatly tailored, tucked and
daintily friinmed with pretty embroidery panels. Care-
fully made, charuiiutrly slyled and very ^v^-h
seiYiceable. SIW quality. Advance Sale MKf*
74. Waist of fine Swiss, all-over eyelet embroidery

Collar, slioiihlers aiKl fioiit display bands of tine

Irish Crochet, llaiid-crocliet buttotis. dainty tuck-
iii£s and narrow Kieiich Val inserts provide effective
liiniininp:. Button back. An elaborate, dressy waist

of clianniiiir quality. $2.50 value. Ad-
vance Sale Price

Uil. IJutton-fioiit waist of dainty Imported Satin "Cioss-
Uar" waistiii!.'. Exijuisitely embroidered in heavy ^^ e\t\

raised French needle work. Superbly tailored and ^1 -^U

$1.69

styled. White only. $3.00 quality

.

r
See the

KLOSFIT
Elastic

Gore !

1 KLOSFIT Petticoats

'Klosfit" Petticoats fit. The little elastic ,ier.sey gusset set in over
the hips and the elastic waist band take up the fulness and
produce snug, trim lines, over which your skirt or suit will fit to

perfection. The "Klosfit" gusset is a little thing that produces a
big improvement, and there's not a penny added to the price of
your petticoat for it ! It costs no more than the "drawstring" kind.

1234. -Klosfit Petticoat of durable Black Mercerized Cotton Taffeta,
Kiiaraiiteed for six niotiths' wear or a new one free. Won't crack,
leaf or split. A prettily trimmed style with rows of shirrinK. tailor-
si rnppiiiir and an itmieineath ruffle for protection.
$1 .50 value

1235.—Klosfit Petticoat of splendid Silk-finished cotton Taff.t.i. Looks
lil-e silk, rustles like silk, alinost as ligrht as silk but wears like iron.
(iiiaiaiiteed to wearone year or a new one free. Strictly tailored stvU'
with deep-tucked Houiice and 3-section tailor-strapped I^O AA

Good $2.75 quality: ^Mt\3v

I 111^, LUi lUI -

$1.00

iiiffle. Black, blue or brown.

1236. Klosfit Petticoat of luxurious Pure Silk Taffeta in Black,
Blue, (iiav. (iieen or B|-owii A delightful. sliimmeriiiK silk,
crisp, rustling', but without the artificial "loadins and guniniiiifr"
that adds apparent weishi but is really disastrous to the wearing
(luality. Daintily designed. I6-(frouped corded tucks and If) rori s

of shirriiiL'. Splendidly tailored thiougrhout. Reg- <|»ff AA
niai $6.75 quality.

GIVE WAIST MEASURE AND LENGTH

NEWF
NewYorli^l
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You can sav( )ts (

the bargains wcfc
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FREE 5

anything anywhere till u«J
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LULLABY

yh& Values

V(kly ^^
ipin every week from
fii stion Guar-
B;:k.

Ma monthly bulletin.
" If 18 fashions and choicest

e^l r It To-day !

2 CO.
_^w York City

Special Hosiery Bargains
Buying Hosiery at the "STANDARD" means buying? it wholesale.

Our tremeiulous distribution lirinirs you liosicry at the lowest pos.sible

cost of production. It pays to shop at the " STANDARD."

Guaranteed Stockings, 6 for $1. Six Months Service Guaranteed.
:110(>. I'liiiioiiN "S(jiii€liir<l " .stooklnuH for VVoiupii. i\ pair BUaraiilicil to wear

you months or iii-w oth'S tic**. Save (ianiint; worries and inom-y liy wearing j4uaraiitftMi

Htockiiik'w. (tf ilouhlt; twist, loiiK staple cotton yarn specially re-enforceii. g^-M fkfk
.MiHoliiicly fa»t black, ur ill tlie new tan sliade. Sizes, 8 to 10. Retail at 2H I -llll
ar,cpan. Sale Price «(7A»W

25c "Burson" Full Fashioned Stockings, - - - - 19c pair.

:tl(>7. The ('•li-l>ra(<-il Kiiixdii lull l;l^lllolll(l u omen's hose. America's
Klaiiilard -J-V- ciiuilily. .Made ol line two llucii.l loiiilicil .Maco yarn. Fine Kaniie
mcilmiii wcik'lit. anil ah.solutcly last liliKk. I'.olli toot and leg are ^ t\^^
knit to sliaiie without a eeaiu of any sort. Hlack or tan. Sizes, J^JfC

25c pair.

a'/ii to 10. Price per pair

Fine Transparent Gauze Lisle Stockings,
:tlOi>. <;iiil7.c I.Uli* lloM- one of the l)csl valncsevei

less, ilonhl.-li.-.-l anil toe Cailer fop iloulile woven i^ivinsi cxila Aff^^
slreiik'tli fornarter orhose supporters. DuralilequaUlv. Kcuular ^gt*
r,c.value Hlai'k ortan, sizesSKtolO. Ileinoval Sale Price, pair, ^-^

Pure Silk Stockings, 50c a pair.

:tl lO. Spl llil Iliirciiln-PureSllk Horp. made of t-'ood

iinalilvsilk witli double li.'cl .and toe. Seamless and very elastic.

Nothinii is more dcshaUtc lor dressy wear. Ordernow i"/\ -_
and liliirally while yoii can Imy a pure silk hose for Allf*
3 pair for « 1 .:(!». Hlack or tan, sizes 8)<; to 10. v^ -^

n EST. baby, rest

Serene on mother's breast.
Nothing shall disturb or harm thee
With these loving arms around thee.

Rest, baby, rest.

Sleep, baby, sleep,

Sink into slumber deep.
Far away the bells are pealing,
Evening shadows o'er us stealing.

Sleep, baby, sleep.

Dream, baby, dream
Of earth and sky and stream.

Marvelous sights in Babyland
Are not for us to understand.
Dream, baby, dream.

Sleep, dream and rest.

Serene on mother's breast.
Far away the bells are pealing.
Evening shadows o'er us stealing.

Sleep, dream and rest.

M. F. S. Carter.

GIVING UP THEIR IDOLS

I
REMEMBER once going to a meeting, writes
Rev. F. B. Meyer, at which they said they were

going to have an exhibition of idols. I was always
glad to see anything of a missionary sort, so I went
to see those idols. I thought they would be the
hideous idols of India or the South Seas. Six young-
men went to the rear to find them, and brought great
sheets of cardboard. On one were dog whistles,
and tobacco pouches, and pipes, and cigarettes, and
cigarette holders; and on the other were ribbons,
and feathers, and sham jewelry, and all the things
that you women wear. As they brought these things
in, a man behind me said: "Thafs my pipe"; and a
woman said, "That's my feather." These simple
people thought that, before we sent missionaries to
the heathen, we ought to put away our own idols.

The "Young Mother" Helped

A PARAGRAPH appeared in The Christian
Herald of August 3, in which the Charity

Organization Society of New York City appealed
for aid for a struggling young mother left with
several children to fight a hard battle against pov-
erty. The following contributions were sent to the
treasurer of the society, by readers of this journal,
in response to the appeal

:

M. M. R., New Market, Md., $3 ; W. W. D.. Norristowii, Pa.,
S.5 : Mrs. J. B., Newark, N. J., $2; a Friend, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
$1 : J. M. K., Newberry, S. C, 50 cents; J. P. M., Wilmot Flat;
N. H., $2 : E. B. M., Newark, N. J., $1 ; F. A. H., Prince Bay,
N. Y., $1 ; R. E. O., Ocean Grove, N. J., $1 ; I. A. R., Pier-
mont, N. H., $1; Cash, Connecticut, $2; a Christian Woman,
25 cents ; a Friend, $1 ; C. E. B., 75 cents ; R. C, Milo, Me., $10 ;

H. B. H., Chicopee Fails, Mass., $1 : Mrs. W. J., Braddock, Pa.,
50 cents; J. L., Ocean City, N. J., $2; M. W. M., Harlem,
Mont., $2 ; N. P., Marysville, $1 ; Mrs. B. S., Geneseo. Kan., SI :

a Friend, Nashua. N. H.. $1 ; His Servant, Westville, N. Y., $3 ;

In His Name, Newark, N. J., $10: I. C, Syracuse, N. Y., $2;
Mrs. J. R. H., New Brunswick, N. J., $2 ; P. N. K., Rheems,
Pa., .|2; Mrs. L. R. P., Utica, N. Y., $2; I. G. P., N. Y. City,
$5 ; A. R., Elm Creek, Neb., $1 ; H. C, Sayville, L. I., S5.

This little fund, we are assured, will be used to
keep the family together during the coming months,
and the generosity of our readers is greatly appre-
ciated.

General Notes
—Mks. Wilbur F. Crafts is paying a visit to Iceland. She

writes from Reykjavik that she is meeting with fair encour-
agement in her effort to start a "Christian Herald Sunday
School movement" there.

—The net rksult of the recent brutal lynching of Carl
Etherington by a mol) in Newark. O., has been the removal of
the sheriff, who failed to preserve order and protect the pris-
oner from the lyncheis, and the payment by Licking County of
a substantial sum to the heirs of Etherington.

—Statistician Clarence J. Blanchahd of the United States
Reclamation Service is quoted as authority for tlie statement
that 15.000 American farmers who .settled in Canada have re-
turned within the last nine months. This statement has e.xcited
much contioversy and is disputed by the Canadian officials, who
claim that it is inspired by American Western land speculators.

—Apropos of our comments in last week's issue concerning
the exclusion of the Bible from the public schools in Illinois, a
reader in Bridgeport, Pa., sends us this highly instructive letter:

Enclosed is a newspaper clipping from the Norristown, Pa.,
'J'inie/i of July 13 in refei-ence to i-e-establishing the reading of
the Bible in the public schools here. The leading of the Bible
was forbidden in the schools by older of the Board of Educa-
tion last September. Some time thereafter I noticed an article
in reference thereto in The Christian Herald. Bridgeport is a
borough with a population of about 4.000. of which over half
are Catholics. It had been the custom for the teachers of the
public schools of Bridgeport to read a portion of the Scrip-
tures every morning at the opening of the sessions, and also to

repeat the Lord's Prayer in concert. A Catholic child was dis-
ciplined by a Protestant teacher for not repeating the Lord's

Prayer properly. The Board of Education was composed of

three Catholics and three Protestants. At a meeting of the

lioard two of the Protestant members were absent, and the

Catholics, being in the majority, voted to discontinue the read-

ing of the Bible and the repeating of the Lord's Prayer. At
subsequent meetings of the Board, the two religious factions

i-efused to work in harmony. The matter was finally taken into

court and the entire board ousted and a temporary one ap-

pointed. A new board was elected and entered upon its duties

in June, and on July 13 passed a resolution re-establishing the

reading of the Bible in the public schools, but the Lord's Prayer
is not to be repeated. The present board is composed of three

Catholics and three Protestants. Three members of the board

that was ousted were re-elected and are serving on the present

board.
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IT was an interesting programme to

Sunday School workers which was
arranged by the committee of the

Baptist Ministers' Conference to com-
memorate the hundredth anniversary
of the organization of the first Sunday
School in New York City. It included

an open air service at the corner of

Eldridge and Division Streets, near
Chatham Square, on July 10 at 4 P.M.
Adjoining this corner Joseph Waldo
Griffiths, a member of the Mulberry
Street Baptist Church, and Charles G.
Sommers, on the second Lord's Day in

July, 1810, began the first Sunday
School in the metropolis, and intro-

duced for Sunday School work the idea

of volunteer teachers, Bible study and
Christian hymns.
The three young men received their

inspirations to engage in this work
through the instruction of their pastor.

Rev. Archibald Maclay, who had be-

come familiar with the successful
schools of Robert Raikes and William
Fox since 1785 in England, where poor
children were instructed by paid teach-

ers on the Lord's Day in the rudiments
of an education such as other children
gained week days in private schools.

The room at 88 Division Street was
hired by Mr. Griffiths, who afterward
became a pastor and for many years
served the church now located at

Nanuet, in Rockland County, New
York, where he organized the first

Sunday School in the county. Watts'
hymn-books and Bibles were pur-
chased, and in a few weeks the school
numbered 142 pupils.

Charles G. Sommers, who assisted in

organizing the first Sunday School in

New York City, also became a minis-
ter, and it is proposed to erect a tablet

to his memory on September 2-5, 1910,
at the Collegiate Church, where a rally

of Sunday School officers and teachers
will be held; for it was in the parish
of this church that he served as pas-
tor, and at his death a legacy by him

®t/ Ttev. Ezra T. Sanford. D.D.

for the benefit of the poor perpetuates
in this field his Christian ministry.
On the evening of September 26 a

rally of the Sunday School scholars of

Greater New York City is planned for
a special service, for which Rev. R. F.

Y. Pierce is preijaring a programme
of songs and addresses.
At this service there will be the un-

print furnished by his family. The
picture of Charles G. Sommers is taken
from a steel engraving in Fowler's
Pulpit Eloquence, published in 1856, in

which the following statement occurs:

"Mr. Sommers has been an active up-

holder of Sabbath Schools. He and
Mr. (now Rev.) Joseph Griffiths com-
menced the first Sunday School in

Rev. Chas. G. Sommers Rev. Jos. W. Griffiths Archibald Maclay, D.D.

veiling of a tablet commemorating the
efforts of J. W. Griffiths, who, under
the instruction of Pastor Archibald
Maclay in his Bible class in this par-
ish, took the initiative to establish what
has now become the modern Bible Sun-
day School, with volunteer teachers,
Bible study and Christian songs.
We are able to see the likeness of

these men by the pictures in this

article. The water color portrait of
J. W. Griffiths is by Mattie Schlier, of
244 Sixth Avenue, from a very old

America upon the plan of Robert
Raikes in July, 1810, in Division
Street. This is a fact not only inter-

esting in itself, but a pleasing evidence
of the pioneer spirit of the man—his

readiness to work when work was to be
done and to originate work when it

was needed."
It is interesting also to note of this

young man, who was born in London
in 1793, of Norwegian parents, that
when he came to America, but a boy,
he found employment with John Jacob

Astor. He refused to work for hi oi
Sunday. This refusal met a oK
from Mr. Astor: "I'm glad we'v .oi
one Christian among us; so, ChiVs
you go to church to-morrow 'and

;,

for us; and the rest of us will ,V
down and get off the schooner."
The picture of Dr. Arch i|,

Maclay is from a woodcut in Cath -r

Encyclopedia and represents a ih
great minister of Christ, who was ht
in Scotland in 1778 and died in evi
York, May 20, 1860. He orga ecr"
the Mulberry Street Baptist Clicli
in 1809, and served the parish ow n
occupied by the Second Avenue Ba jst M
Church till 1837, when he became i 'nt
of the American and Foreign 3]^

Society.

Of Rev. Joseph W. Griffiths we ay
also state that he was born in C
Britain, December 3, 1781, and dl
Nyack, N. Y., October 24, 1860.
initiative and sacrifice have led t
a great work in the Church of CI,
In 1810 or 1811, according to Joh
Power, Mary W. Morgan, afterw
Mrs. Mason, a Methodist, start!
school in Chatham Street, and in 1

in June, Mrs. Isabella Graham,
died July 27, 1814, a little ov,
month after its organization, sta
the first Sunday School in the Gi
wich Village section of New Yorb
visit made by the wife of Dr. Sh
of Boston, to New York City in
led to the first Sunday School
improved plan in Boston.
The Sunday Schools of the city

,

well give honor to whom honor is

by placing tablets in these churi
about which cluster the sentimen'
the pioneers in this great volu
work for the cause of Christ.
Brower Darst, of New York City,
designed the tablets for this cer
nial occasion, and it is hoped that
milestone in the religious history 0:

city will be inspiring to the teache.
do better work for the Master in
centuries to come.

itite

comtributiom: AIB OF OUR CMILDIREI
lifucU. Hiram . . 5
Beacli. Mrs Nellie 3
Befu-dslev. Rtitli. 1

Beardslcy. T .1 . .

.

Beardsley. Mrs T.I

Bennett, Jmiu . . 1

Benson, W G. . . . 1

Bent. Mi-s 1

Bentz. -Miss C M 1

Beny, Isaac A.. 3
Rice. Edw S 2
Biddle. .\ F 1

Bills. .\ E
Bird. .Mi-s G C. 1

Bishoii. Mrs R S
Blair, .lohn J. .. 2
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.
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(M) Floyd, Mrs C I'. 10 (X>
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Grover, .Mrs W .N 3 oo .\ W
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Guthrie, Robt .. 1 oo Jackson, Miss .M.
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Hall, Geo B
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Mc.Master. R
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I

II

.Mis

Jansei
Jensei
John. Ida Blue. . 21 (Hi .Mackeiizi

1 (HI Jolins, .Mrs Rees 1 00 Mades. .Mr
1 (HI JoIli]S(mi. .Miss .M 25 .Manchester
5 (HI JolmsiMi. M J.. 3 (HI G N ...

1 (H) McOinl
3 oo Rutli

1 .3 (10 Mc(iuiston. H .'

. 3 oo McVev, Mrs C. .

3 00 .Mackav. Jas . . .

\ 11

H.v
.Mrs

3 (Ml Rnsf. .Mrs Harm 5 (Hi Smitli, S S
. ,, 1 (HI Ryan, Abby G... 1 (Ml Smith, Mrs W A

.10 (HI Paine, Geo o (Hi Ryan, Nat 2 00 Snodgrass E W

. .. (HI Palmer, Edwin.. 3 00 St Clair, Mrs E Snow Dr M H
. 1 (Hli'alnier.Mrs S K F 100 Van D.vke 12 (Ml .Snyder, Barbara

Mrs W A (i (Ml ,Sanford, Mrs C. . 1 (Ml .Siivder, C R
Eleanor .\ 3 (Ml Saugesand, .lolm. 1 (Ml Soliiers, Marv E
Jennie E.21 oo .Saunders, Mrs E O 3 (HI .Sonday, Mrs' V.

S X. 1 00 .Sawdon, .Mrs T, . 50 Sours.' B F M..
B... .3 (Ml Sawyer, I E.... 2 (Hi Southeimcr. B .*

I 1 (Ml Sayers, C E
.15 (Ml Sayre, C \

1 (10 Scadden, Mrs F

Parker
1 (Ml Parker,
1 (HI Parker,
lo Parker,

5 0(1 Parrisli,
il 00 Pattersoi

50 Pattison,

-Mrs

R
Mrs
O .

s A.

2 (Ml Beatrice
1 (Ml Silence, B.

(Ml Sperry, Mrs H
llanihly, .Mrs \V A 1 oo Johnston. T K.

25 oo Jones
5 (Ml Jones.
3 (HI J B
1 (Ml Joslvn.
5 (Ml Kapp,

Belli .M...
Mr & .Mrs-

10
1 ^ _. ^ „..

3 0(1 Forrester, Mrs GB 5 (Ml

1 tHJ Forth, Agnes ... 3 00

1 00

(Ml Edgars
25 Store
(Ml Edward.-^
(Ml Edwards
00 Edwardi^
(M) Eells, Miss D A. 11

00 Egge, .'Vnna B. . 5
(M> Elliott, Mrs Jolm 3
(HJ Ellis, Carlos B.. 3
00 Ely, Mrs Jas B. 5
OO Ely, Mr & Mrs
(Ml Asher C G
00 Emmons, A L. . . 3
00 Englesbv, Mrs M
(Ml R ]0
(HI Engisli, J C 3
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00 Evans. Mrs G It M
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1

R E...20
Mrs L.
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l-HJ Forth, Agnes
Foxall, Mrs Ellen 3 00

1 30 Frame, L M 2 (Hi

5 (HI Freeliorn, C .M . . 3 00
5 (Ml Ereeman, Mrs E.\ 1 5(J

3 (HI Freemever, F ... 2 (HI

5 (MIFreund, Katie. . . 3 00
(Ml Fi'eytag. .\nna K 1 (Hi

(W Frost, Mrs E M 3 (HJ

(Ml Fryer, Samuel . . 1 (Ml

(HI Frvsinger, .\ E. 3 (Ml

(H) Fuller. Jame« S. 3 00
<Hi Fullington & Hill 2 (Ml

(H> I''ulton Bros 25 (Ml

00 Gamble, Geo E. , 5 (Hi

<M> Gann, Mrs S X. .10 (mi

•MJ Garber. Mrs D. . 2 (Ml

00 Garrette, Mrs J W 1 (Ml

00 Gensemer, Geo W25 (Ml

00 GIbbs, Lewis . . 5 (HJ

50 Gibson, Melissa.. 45
oOGiddens, J A 3 0<J

00 Gilbert, J J 21 (Ml

(M> Gilbert, Mrs Jesse 5 (hi

00 Gilbert, Mrs L L 1 iMi

Gillespie, Thos D.lo (hi

00 Oilman, Mrs I D 3 (MJ

00 Gilman, Miss J W 5 (Ml

25 Glatfelter, I 2 00
(Ml (ilasier, W E. . . 1 (Jo

(Ml Goode, L E 1 (MJ
(HI Grab. Mi-s J. . . . 1 (HI

30 (Jralibe, Fred . . I (Ml

(HI Grable, Mrs Sue. 25
(Ml Graham, Miss .\. 3 (Hi

(Jratliwolil, C & L 2 (HI

00 (Jrav. Mrs C D. (Hi

(MJGrede, G & BroCo 1 (Hj

(Jreen. Mr & Mrs
00 It E 2 00
00 Grcenlield, G W
(Ml & E R 1 00
00 Greenwald. Mrs C 20

llaukiiis, N G.
Harding, E B...
Harkness, J T. .

Harold, Wm D . .

Harris. E G....
Harrison, H G.

.

Hart, R M
Harwood, JIrs W
P

Haskell, G H
Hatfield, J B. . . .

Havens, Hy C.
Hayes, Mrs Eddie 1 00 King, T B
Hays, Mrs L P. 3 0(1 Kinnev, Mrs

Peter
J G . .

Mrs E.

1 OO Marker
10 (W) Marler.

MarIo\\'
(1 (10 Marsh,

.Mrs W II 3 (Ml Marsh,
E S 1 (Ml .Masch.

KKHIKaup. Lydia E.. 3 oo Mascliger. W ('..

1 (MJ Kelley, Robt W. 1 (Ml Mason, Mrs Hv.
Kennedy, Mary E 3 (Ml Mason. Mrs .M

'&
1 (HI Kenyon, Mrs S 11.21 (Hi .Miss L Lee
2 (Ml Kessler. Mrs E R 2 0(1 .Mav. .Mrs
2 (HI Kiefcr, .Alfred . . 1 (HI .Merrvnmii
1 (HI Killiaii, S D. . . . 3 00 P '.

Mrs A M.IO (Ml Perkiiif
Mrs W .\ 1 50 Perrv.
J

. . 3 (Ml Schalclili. L

.. 1 (Ml Schalliol. A G..
E 5 00 Scliappell, J \Y

Mrs X B 2 (HI Spink. L A.

Head. Emma L.
Hearst, Mary F.
Hecker, Sarah A
Hedman, Peter.

.

Heilman, Lew-
Heller, Willielm

2 0(1 .Micl3 (HI Kirk, iMi-s .Marv
3 (10 Kleiniians, H P.
1 (HI Knoll, J H
1 (Ml Kraemer, Wm .

I (HI Krause, Mrs Jnlia 3 (Ml .Miller
3 00 Kress. S H

Hendricks. Mrs E 1 00 Laird. D II.
Henice, Mrs .la

Henry, Mary C
Hei-r, Naomi E

.

Hersh, X S.

1 10 Lake, Marv E.
2 (HI Lamson, Nath'i
3 (Ml Lawrence, V . .

1 (MJ Layer, Fred'k

Peak, .Mr
1 00 Pearsall, S F. . . . 2 (Hi Schi
3 (10 Pi-ar.son. .Miss
1 (Ml Pecliin, Win
3 (Ml Peigli. Jlrs R

Emma .M 1 00 Schem'-k. C«urad
II I' 1 'M' Scliick. J L

1 (HI Peterson, .\ndrew 1 (Ml Schnehly, H H.,
1 (MJ Peterson, N O.. 2 (10 Scliodde, ' Win S.
3 (Ml Phelps, Winslow. 5 (Hi Schoelkopf Mrs 1

I'liilil'. K OOOSchram, Mrs II..
I'e.... 3 (JO Phillips, Lizzie,, (i (Nl SciiuUz Mrs DM E. 1 (JO Phillips. Wm M. 5 00 Scott '.\libie R
.Mrs N Piehn. II L 1 (HI Scott' Frank (;

, . „ 1 00 Pierson, .Mrs A K 2 (HI Scott! Mrs M A.
1
oil Messenger, X A. 1 00 Picrsiui, .Mrs E C (i (HI Seager Mrs Wm

2 00 Meyer. Rev Wm. 1 00 Plank, .Mrs M.. 1 (HI Seyler.' W A...!
lener. Mrs E Pogue. Geo W.. 1 (Hi Seymour. .MrsHV\- 2 (Ml Sterneborg. J J
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3 00 Power, .lolin C. . .21 00 Shaft. Harrv M., '

"

.. 3 0OPrenzlow, Julius. 1 00 .Shambaugli. J H

. . 3 (M) Prindle, Mrs ... 2 00 Shanley, Mrs I

.. 3 oo Prindle. Mr&.MrsR 5 (Ml Sliaunon, Mrs J 1

B 3 (Ml Piyor, Miss 1 (Ml Shaw, Mrs A H
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W

1 (HI Spratt, J B.
5 (Ml Spreiikle, Isaiaii i

2 00 Spronll, Miss A. i

1 (HI Spi-onll. Clvde... I

3 (Ml Spronll. Miss O. i

1 (JO Stafford. W I.... i

5 (Ml Stagg, .Mrs K (i, i

3 (HI Stariii, .Mrs C ¥ '

3 (Ml Stehbins, Geo C. '

1 00 Steiner, D C...
(Ml Stepliany. F M.

5 (Ml Stephens, Miss .\

2 (HI .M
1 (HJ Stephenson, Mrs.X
(I (MJ Sterling. Mi-s E.

1 00 Middleton. n
1 (Ml Miller. H V.

J F..
3 00 Aliller. Mrs L
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W.
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1 00 Stevens. H T..
1 (MJ Stevens, Mrs M E
(1 OO Stewart. L M..,. '

(I (HI Stickell, T G...
'

1 00 Storv, F H '

2 (HI stoughton, Mrs S
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10 O E
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Women in Council
r"^HE topic recently proposed for discussion,

"How to teach children to be truthful." brings

out, as was to be expected, contrasting: views

^m parents in general. Here is a letter which

Iges a bit of household history

:

'• Child and "I have my bit to contribute for
Her Flowers the help of mothers who have the

care of imaginative children. My
'tie Emily, six years old, came in one day, flushed
rfi excited, and coming up to my chair exclaimed,
*{ mother I I have had such a nice time. 1 went
ty, way up the road and I stopped at Aunt Katie's,

Kd when I came away she gave me a big bunch of

ivers. Then I walked along a little further and
:ipped to see Louise, and she gave me another
l:nch of flowers. When I was almost home Mrs.
e called me and said, "Come here, Emily; I have
ibasket of flowers for you." By the time I got

ck I had more flowers than I could carry, and
jy kept dropping all the way, so that ' walked
•er roses and lilies.' I saw that

i child had not a single flower in

r hands. After a minute I said,

mily dear, this is a beautiful

:)ry, but where are the flowers?

ave you left them in the hall?

.) and bring them to me, and I will

Ip you put them in our vases.' A
ank look succeeded the child's

imation and presently tears flUed

r eyes. She began to cry. '0

ither,' she said, 'it isn't a really

lie story. I just thought each
ace I went to how lovely it would
if I could have a heap of flovveis,

id then I thought and thought and
hen I came in here I felt as if I

id them, and now they are all

me. I never did have them; I

>ly thought I had.'

"I tried to make her understand
;e difference between fancying and
)ssessing, and I think I succeeded,
mily is now fifteen and no one can
more exact, more really truthful
an she is in every word and

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

bringing up their own brood in these days. I tell

them to accept what the children say as if it were
Gospel truth, just as I did with them. Truth is a
matter of atmo.sphere much more than of training.
I know, for I have lived long enough to be pretty
sure where I stand in a thing of this kind.

"Rachel R. W."

The Habit of

Putting Off
The habit of deferring until to-
morrow what should be done
to-day is so insidious that it

should be resisted with might and main. In the
day of a somewhat misty past a young girl asked a
friend to write in her autograph album. The album
was a priceless treasure. Its possessor was grad-
ually filling it with bits of verse and agreeable
sentiments in prose contributed by her school
friends, her pastor, teachers and the nice people
whom she met as guests in her own house or whom

lought. L. T. S.

y Way "I am an old-fash-
of Doing ioned mother, and

I have brought up
.6 boys and one girl with consid-
able success. I do not under-
and your hair-splitting as to what
true and what is false. Black is

ack and white is white. I bring
y children up to look at things as
ley are. If a child of mine ever
lid a falsehood I punished him at once. My little

irl who is the youngest was never whipped, except
)r telling a story. I am not reflecting on anybody
se, but if you have a lot of work to do and a
umber of children to bring up you haven't time to
t down and reason out the why of the things they
ly. You Have got to look at things literally, or
t them alone. As for grown people not telling the
uth, that strikes me as non.sense. My husband
nd I are quite agreed that> there is never any occa-
on to prevaricate. Our no is no, and our yes the
»me. Mrs. J. R. Y."

e Truthful "Dear Mothers in Council, will
Yourselves you let a grandmother give you a

word of advice? Never promise
child anything and disappoint him. Never say

hat you are going on a visit to-morrow and will
ike the children, or that they may have a picnic on
aturday afternoon, and then break the engagement
ith them with the excuse that you have changed
our mind. Keep your word, although it may in-
onvenience you if you have once given it. Be very
areful how you threaten children. If you do un-
ortunately utter a threat it is usually best to carry
'- out. Believe what the children tell you. Never
3t your children think that there is a lie in the
'Orld. My sons and daughters are married and

they were going to Jerusalem. Going upward to
the holy city, as they would reach the higher levels
they would come out into the open, and there would
be fewer lurking places for the robber and assassin.
Somehow when we think about that Jericho road it

comes over us that there are still wayfarers going-
down hill and sorely in need of help; men who have
left Jerusalem behind them, and on the path to
Jericho have fallen among thieves. They have been
robbed of hope and of courage, they have lost their
grip, temptations have overmastered them, and very
likely they are lying wounded and half dead, with
empty purses and white faces, under the burning
.'un or the midnight chill. The priest and the Levite,
the well-to-do church-going public, the fortunate
people who have nothing to worry them and who
have never been tempted, pass them by. Well for
them if some one appears who has a loving heart
and a warm hand, who tarries, pities and lifts them
up, carries them to an inn, where they may be
sheltered, and never leaves them until' they are
again strong and well and may start on their
journey, this time up hill and not down. Whoever

has the Christ spirit will stop to
render aid and comfort to the fallen
pilgrim on the Jericho road.

THL SINGING LESSON

Let the notes be full and clear.

Singing should be hearty ;

This advice it would appear

Suits our little party.

Never sing with voices loud

When you're singing in a crowd.

Always let your voices blend

Sweet and thrilling to the end.

A Mother's
Bequest

"A while after my
mother's death, I

was looking over
a small box of articles that she had
cared for, and found among them
this clipping tied up carefully, as
something she felt choice of. I

had never seen it before, and there
is no date or name of writer. Many
years have passed since, but I never
go to my own re.st without seeming
to hear her voice speaking in the
words of these verses. J. F."

Not on a prayerless bed, not on a prayerless bed.
Compose thy weary limbs to rest

;

For they alone are blessed
With balmy sleep
Whom angels keep :

Nor, thougrh by care oppressed.
Or anxious sorrow,

Or thought in many a coil perple.xed
For coming: morrow.
Lay not thy head
On prayerless bed.

For who can tell, when sleep thine eyes shall
close,

That earthly cares and woes
lo thee may e'er return?

Arouse, my soul.
Slumber control.

And let thy lamp burn brightly ;

So shall thine eyes discern
Thing's pure and sightly ;

Taught by the Spirit, learn
Never on thoughtless bed
To lay thine unblessed head.

August Sunshine

she visited on occasion. What was her dismay to

wait several months for the return of her album,
and her embarrassment when finally she screwed
her courage up to the point of expressing a wish
for its return. It came to her with a single line

written in dainty feminine characters, with quota-
tion marks, "Procrastination is the thief of time."
The delinquent contributor intended this as her
explanation and apology. The conclusion is obvious
that it was adequate^ as neither. Whatever one
ought to do, be it smaller or greater, one ought to

do quickly. Delays are dangerous. Particularly if

one have a disagreeable thing to do, let it not be
postponed. Whether it be going to the dentist or

asking pardon for an offense or beginning a bit of

work that one dreads,, such as cleaning the cellar or

setting in order an untidy store-room, there is noth-
ing gained by putting it off. If it is well to do any-
thing, it is well to do it quickly. People who are
always mortgaging to-morrow never accomplish
anything worth while to-day.

The Jericho Road That old road from Jerusalem to

Jericho was notorious for its dan-
ger and difiiculty. It happened to be a down-hill
road, and the folk who fared upon it were in,greater
danger of being beset by thieves, we fancy, when
they had set their faces toward Jericho than when

who
na-

An artist
fondly loved

ture and was accustomed to study her in every
phase and aspect and every changeful mood, once
said that cloud scenery of August and the August
sunshine surpassed in beauty the effects of every
other month. Whoever in August drives through a
mountain land or strolls along the seashore must
pay tribute to the magnificence of the sunsets. The
crimson gold and opal, the sapphire and the rose,
the amber light, the after-glow, when the close of
day deepens into the twilight, are so exquisite that
no painter can hope to catch more than a reflection
of their glory. In the afternoon, when the sun lies

on the velvet slopes of the hills, when the wind
passing over a field of buckwheat in bloom causes it

to ripple till the snowy flowers toss like miniature
waves, when every fence rail is wreathed with briar
and vine, when the first flags of autumn are seen in
the golden-rod, the purple aster, the year has
reached its coronation.

It is for the country housewife the busiest time of
the whole twelve months. If she has opened her
doors to summer guests she is compelled to spend
much of her time in the kitchen preparing the three
meals a day to which they bring such excellent
appetites. She is busy, too, in putting up fruits

for next winter's consumption, and in transplanting
or potting flowers that she hopes to have for indoor
pleasure when summer is over and days are chill.
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3t/ BELLE GRA Y

CLOSING the door, she crossed the

room and dropped into a chair

that was placed beneath the one

window. Another morninjj spent in

tramping the streets, and still no work!

On every hand her inquiries had met
with the same answer:

"Sorry, but we've nothing for you.

If you'll come later, when the holi-

day rush is on, we'll see what we can
do. But we've no call for salesladies

at this season."
And yet, at this season one had to

live; and to live in the great, clam-
orous city meant money, money, money.
A sardonic smile twisted the girl's lips

as she opened her rusty handbag and

"so why should you care for yoursi
Yes, he's right about it; you'll havi
give up. Everything's been aga:
you. You've had no chance. And
body cares."
A bitter lecklessness, strangely

variance with her youthful face j

girlish figure, drew up her soft c
and stiffened her drooping should
With quick, decisive steps, she m:]

her way to the washstand, where
bathed her burning eyes and feve
cheeks and dried them on the coa
towel. Then, after smoothing her h;

she nerved herself to go down to

dining-room.
It was a glorious day; one of th

davs which winter has stolen from

" Her hands trembled as she took out the trinkets
'

drew out a slim purse. She snapped
back the catch and shook the contents
into her lap—a few pieces of small
silver. There was no more, and her
board was long overdue. She shrank
from meeting the kind but anxious
landlady; for she knew that her first

words would be

:

"Had any luck to-day?"
"Did God care?" she asked herself.

Only a short year ago, when her par-
ents were alive, she had believed
in his sheltering love; but now—oh, she
had tried so hard, so hard! She was
not a shirker. She had tried with all

her might; and yet to have to listen to
those knell-like words again and again

:

"Sorry, but we have nothing for
you."

There was one way out. If the worst
came to the worst—and it looked to-
day as if the worst had already come—there was yet one means of escape.
It meant a downward .step—should she
take it?

She thought of a letter which was
in her pocket, a letter which had at
first shocked every fibre of her being.
Now it did not seem so terrible.
"Nobody cares for you," she said,

speaking to her image in the mirror,

more opulent younger sister, ai

which, for want of a better name, v

call Indian summer. Even in tl

dusty city, the air was bracing and fi

of tonic freshness, but the interior i

the cheap boarding house was redolei,

with the scents of yesterday's cabbaij

and to-day's turnips and onions. H'

waves of odor assailed the girl's no

trils as she descended the narrow stai

"I'll not have to stand this long," si

told herself defiantly as she pusht

open the dining-room door.

She was glad to find the room di

serted; but her lip curled with disgu:

when she regarded the dirty dishes an

smeared cloths that the boarders ha

left behind them.
"You're late," grinned the waitres

as she tripped over and began to stac

the heavy dishes on a large tray. "Wei
you know how it is here. First conn

first served. Too bad Mr. Burto

spilled cofi'ee at your place."

"It doesn't matter," returned th

girl. "Nothing matters now," sh

added mentally.
"Catch on to who's a-coming," whi^

pered the waitress as she tossed he

head toward the open door.

Contiimed on next page

V
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The girl raised her eyes and saw
advancing a shabby little man and an
equally shabby, but sweet-faced, little

woman who led by the hand a sturdy
boy of four or five. That they were
newcomers was evident from the shy
glances which they cast about them as
they hesitated at the door.

"This way, sir," directed the wait-
ress, motioning to the table where the
girl sat. She favored the girl with a
sly wink when the trio seated them-
selves opposite. "Hay-seeds," she con-
fided sotto voce as she clattered out
with her tray of dishes.

The shabby couple sat in embar-
rassed silence while the waitress re-
turned and supplied them with clean
plates, knives and forks, as well as
limp, dejected-looking napkins. When
she bustled away again, the child sat
up straight in his chair and favored
the girl with an ingratiating smile.

He was an attractive little fellow, with
round red cheeks and wide-awake blue
eyes, but the girl did not meet his ad-
vances, and, deciding that smiles were
thrown away upon this reserved young
lady, the boy shifted his interest to the
dishes of steaming food which the
waitress was now arranging in won-
derful semicircles around the plates.

It was when that brisk young woman
had finished her task and rushed back
to the kitchen that the little chap ad-
dressed his father:
"Daddy, kin I ask the blessin'?" he

shrilled.

The father cleared his throat. "You
see, Miss," he explained to the girl,

"we're used to being in our own little

home, where we always have the bless-

ing. I hope you'll excuse us if we
have it here."
With a sullen jerk, the girl inclined

her head, and the father and mother
bowed theirs reverently as the child

folded his chubby fingers.

"Dear God, thank you for every-
thing. Amen," he piped in his high
treble.

When the grown persons had raised
their faces, the mother stroked the
boy's hair and adjusted his red silk

tie.

"Jamsie don't ask the blessing like

other folks," she informed the girl.

"He has his own way o' saying it—says
something diff'runt every time. And I

do think," she continued, "that he's

pretty near right about it. We ought
to thank Him for evei-ything, oughtn't
we. Miss?"
The girl's bitterness welled up into

her young eyes, and roughened the
tones of her young voice. "Some of us
can't see much to be thankful for," she
muttered.
"Maybe that's because we don't look

at things right," suggested the little

woman. "Now Jim and me's seen a

heap o' trouble since we left the farm.
He had a good place when we come
here, but he lost it, and we had sick-

ness, too. We hated to leave the little

house we'd rented, but it's cheaper to

board—and then we had to sell all our
furniture, anyway, to pay the doctor

bills. But Jim's got another job now,
and maybe we can save up enough to

go to housekeeping again. And when
I think o' how much worse it might
a-been, I feel grateful, I can tell you."

The girl pushed back her untasted

food. "You've got a more grateful

disposition than I have," she sneered.

A hurt look passed over the little

woman's face, but did not mar its

sweetness. "I know I hadn't ought to

be talking so much 'bout my own af-

fairs," she apologized, "but, you see,

down in the country where I used to

live, me and my neighbors was jest

like one fam'ly; and I got in the habit

o' telling them everything, somehow."

"I was raised in the country myself.

I—I lived there before—before I lost

my parents." The girl had struggled

to" her feet and now gazed down at the

little family gi'oup with working fea-

tures. "I love the country," she

choked. "Oh, how I wish I'd never left

it," and with these words she wheeled
and almost ran from the room.
The woman jumped up as if to fol-

low her, but the husband laid a re-

straining hand on her arm.
"She's in trouble, Jim," insisted the

wife.
But the husband shook his head.

"You let her be, Jessy," he advised.
"Let her cry it out by herself. After
a while, maybe, we can help. But she's
got to work it out by herself now."
With desperate swiftness the girl

had sped up the steps and into her
room. She locked the door ; then flung
herself face-downward upon the bed.

"Oh, mother, mother!" she groaned
as her mind went back to the little

country home where she had spent a
joyous childhood. A Christian home,
a loving father and mother, she had
lost all this; but—had she been grate-
ful for the ti-easure when she possessed
it? Had she ever returned thanks for
anything? To be sure, she had said
her prayers in those days, but the
spoken formula had been the mere lip-

service of a careless, happy nature.
Was she being punished for her in-

gratitude? If so, her punishment was
severe indeed, for nothing was left to
her now; and her Christian mother, if

she could look down on her unhappy
child, must be tasting grief that even
the bliss of heaven could not assuage.
At thought of the mother by whose

knee she had lisped her childish peti-

tions, a sick horror shook the girl from
head to foot. Was it possible that the
mother had been reading her little

girl's heart? Could ii be that she
knew the plans her child had been
making?
With a sudden movement, the girl

sprang from the bed and hurried over
to her trunk. Her hands trembled with
eagerness as she took out the trinkets
that had come to her from a source
that meant ultimate ruin—trinkets of
temptation—jewelry that she had been
ashamed to wear in public—costly
trifles that she had longed to pawn in

order to obtain necessities, and yet
which some instinct had urged her to

keep.
In feverish haste, she made a bundle

of the jewels, together with a few
crumpled letters. Tying them up in a
bit of brown paper, she took a pencil

in her nervous fingers and scribbled an
address upon the package. It would
take almost her last cent to pay the
messenger who would carry it, but
even so, it must be done. She threw
up her head with a certain free grace.
"Whatever happens, I'll keep

straight, mother," she cried exultantly,

her voice half a prayer.
But as she spoke, a full realization

of the ruin she had been facing swept
over her in a flood of hot shame. And
her gratitude to the Power who had
saved her from a fate worse than death,

found vent in a gush of healing tears,

while she slipped to her knees and
sobbed out the little boy's words:
"Dear God, thank you for every-

thing."

Answered Prayers
J. E. H.. Billings, Mont. "The Lord has

heard and answered my prayer."

K. B.. Bridgeport, W. Va. "I wish to tes-

tify that the Lord has answered my prayer."

Mrs. C. E. P.. Huntley, Wash. "I wish to

add my testimony in regard to answered pray-
ers."

J. A. B., Fairmont. "I promised the Lord
if he would answer my prayer I would acknowl-
edge it."

F. E. B. "I promised God
mother through her sickness,
edge it to the world."

Mrs. W. B., Glasco, Kan.
dren was ill and I asked God to cure him.
answered my prayer."

A. M. McM., Montgomei-y, Ala. "I asked the
Lord to protect me through an operation. My
prayer was heard and I am now well on the

road to recovery."

Mrs. B. H. E., White Plains. "We were in

much trouble and perplexity about certain bus-

iness atTairs, and we earnestly besought the

Lord for help and guidance, and he marvelously
answered in a far better way than we had
thought of."

if he would spare
I would acknowl-

"One of my chil-
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Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Craft

Lll

JESUS told in a parable about a

man who at first refused to do his

duty. The man knew it was his

duty to go and work in the vineyard,

because his father told him to do it;

but he answered his father in a most

unfilial manner: "I will not." Possibly

the father looked grieved and went

away, and then the son come to himself,

and went to work in the vineyard.

In a parable, Jesus told about a man
who would not do his duty. His
father said to him, "Go work in the

vineyard." It was the same father and
the second man was brother to the first.

He answered, "I go, sir"; but he did

not go. It is probable that he never
had any intention of going, so he was
not only a shirker, but a liar. If we
had to choose between these two men,
we would take the first; and yet there

is not much to choose between them.
The first did his duty so grudgingly
it was almost the same as not doing it

at all.

"Everybody loves a cheerful doer; so

does God." If you should ask which
son loved the father most, we should
answer, neither. The test of love is

obedience; it is the touchstone. It

sweeps away a whole mass of natural
feeling and shows what is true and
what is false. Sometimes, when our
hearts are tender, we say to our
heavenly Father, "Thou knowest that

I love thee." What does he answer?
"Go and show it." Like which son
have we acted?

The Pharisees and Duty

The Pharisees did not do their duty
and yet they were the most punctilious
of men. They seemed always to be do-
ing their duty, praying, fasting, watch-
ing ceremonially and giving alms, etc.;

nevertheless they were not in the line

of duty; if they had been Jesus would
not have called them "hypocrites."
They did what they chose to do, and
not what God wanted them to do.

They chose sacrifice rather than obedi-
ence. It is true God wanted them to

pray, and to give alms, but he did not
want them to do these things in the
spirit of vainglory. They glorified

themselves and not their heavenly
Father. They would not obey the
voice from heaven, which said : "This
is my beloved Son; hear ye him." But
on every possible occasion they found
fault with the words and deeds of that
Son and tried to teach others to dis-

honor him.
The Pharisees came to Jesus one

day, asking, "By what authority doest
thou these things?" For Jesus had
been teaching in the temple, and heal-
ing the sick, and casting out the trad-
ers. Jesus answered them by asking
a question : "The baptism of John, was
it from heaven, or of men?" They
knew that John had baptized many,
perhaps hundreds of people, and they
did not dare to say that John's baptism
was of man, and therefore good for
naught. And although they knew that
there had been wonderful signs when
John had baptized Jesus, they would
not acknowledge that John's baptism
was from heaven, so they answered
Jesus: "We do not know." What a
convenient lie to hide behind! But
Jesus, who could read what was in the
mind and heart of man, knew that
they knew, and he proceeded with
them on that ground; then it was he
spoke to them the parable of the two
sons, which was as a mirror held be-
fore them. In the son who first re-
fused to obey his father, and then
repented and obeyed, Jesus would have
the Pharisees see not themselves, but
publicans and other sinful ones. In
the second son, the Pharisees could
have seen themselves if they only

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
September 4. 1910. Two Parables of Judgment.
Matt. 21 : 23-46. Golden Text : "Therefore say I
unto you, the kinifdom of God shall be taken from
you." Matt. 21:43.

would—as one who pretended
doing his duty. But the Pha
would not thus see themselves.
Jesus needed to drive them al
harder, so he spake another pa
with imagery that would burn de
A vineyard planted and furnished!
winepress and watchtower: God';
pie Israel hedged about with hi;
and providence, the winepress o
ing service given to them, while
were constantly shielded by his w
care from their enemies. But wh(
Master of the vineyard would ha-
fruits, and sent a servant for
he was not only refused, but hi;

vant was beaten ; a second servan
sent, and he was killed; a thirc
sent, and he was stoned; thei
Master sent his Son, and they
him rather than give the Mastt
due.

If the Pharisees had looked i

mirror, they would have seen
selves as those guilty of stoninj
killing the prophets, and already
had killed Jesus in their hearts,
they would not thus see themsi
they followed their usual custc
passing judgment upon others
condemned the workers in the
yard.

There are none so blind as thos
will not see! And still more,
needed to call upon the stones c

temple to testify of him befor
Pharisees would acknowledge thai

were the men he was reproving.
In the building of the temp

stones were brought ready to be
into place without the sound o
hammer, but there was one whic
around, unidentified, seemingly ut

until the building was about to be
pleted, when it was discovered
the chief, the headstone of the co

and when it was placed in positio:

cry went forth, "Grace unto it.'

recalled what the prophet had
about that stone, but still they dii

they would not see him in that
until he sent it crashing about h
the words: "He that falleth or

stone shall be broken to pieces; b

whomsoever it shall fall, it will S(

him as dust."
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Duty has been likened to an i.geri

that walks beside us with sijmnll

steps; common life has been com 'red J

with a path which shines mon ind

more as the will of God is doneand
there is a mist through which we'usti

pass to be nearer to God; the tole

world feels like a temple to worsh'in,

and the future world is as the h( of

holies into which we shall pass a(f»st.

Many people spend much tim( ind

thought in trying to find out hat

their duty is. Dr. Russell Ccrell

describes such people in a story 'ich

he tells as having been given t(iini

by an Arabian guide. There liv on

the banks of the Indus an aient

Persian by the name of El K'ed.

From his beautiful and comfoiible

cottage on the hillside he couldlaok

down upon a gleaming river, an^out

over the glorious sea. He was ajian

whose field and orchards yielded piti-

fully and he had money at intere.' A

beautiful wife and lovely chiren

shared with him the joy of a IW
home. One day there came t the

cottage a Persian priest. That liest

sat down with El Hafed befor the

blazing fire on the hearth and toliim

how diamonds were made. "Ili^'OU

had a diamond," said the old pl^st,

"as big as your thumb, you could ur-

chase many farms like this, and 'i^'O'^

had a bushel of them you could|wrt

the whole country." \

That moment El Hafed became Oor-

All of his possessions seemed tcjose

their value, as the feeling of d on-

tentment filled his soul. He sa "

J

must have a mine of diamonds, hat

is the use of spending one's life i."'^^

way in this narrow sphere? I wf

Continued on next page
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ViEN DOCTORS DISAGREE

(t is the Time for You to Do a Little

linking: for Yourself. Health Comes

from Wholesome Foods and
Rational Exercise.

\i answer to a correspondent the editor of

lijl known Health Magazine, who is a phy-

jn, characterizes Fletcherism as "a fad"

declares that it is not endorsed by leading

itists. He then qualifies this statement

the remark that some foods need to be

fed more than others.

hen doctors disagree, what is a poor

ff w with a stomach and thirty feet of intes-

ti; to do.' The answer is "Chew, Chew,
Cvv!" For it has been amply demonstrated

1) II kinds of e.xperimeniation that the more
thoughly food is masticated, the more thor-

ily it is nii.xed with saliva, and the more
C(pletely and easily it is digested It is

al true that tiie intestines need food with

b- to it. Some foods tend to promote
tfough mastication, at the same time sup-

pi ig the bulky element that keeps the

uiuines in healthy condition.

is because it meets all these requirements

tj-
bhredded wheat, for example, is an ideal

fc . Vou /i(!7c' to chew shredded wheat.

T crispness of the shreds, which have been
b;;d to a golden brown, induces thorough
in: ication, and hence it is thoroughly in.sal-

i\r;d and easily and quickly acted upon by
igestive fluids of the stomach. All the
body building material in the whole

_.it grain is therefore easily appropriated,
we the bran - coat, which is thoroughly
ni':erated into small particles, supplies the

b that is necessary to keep the intestines

ace and healthy.

ere is a food that not only induces just
tl right amount of Fletcherism. supplying
alhe material the body needs for strength
ai growth, but is delicious and pleasing to
tl palate, especially when eaten in combi-
n: )n with fresh or preserved fruits. Two of
ihi shredded wheat biscuits eaten for break-
fa with a little milk or cream will supply all

it energy one needs for a half-day's work.
B g ready-cooked and ready-to-serve, it is

e: to prepare a wholesome, nourishing meal
V it in a few moments without any kitchen
K y or drudgery.

>^'j^|
You are buying for

your church

\bout that Organ.
*f^" If you have the money; If
"* you're raising It, or only

planning—write for helpful

^^^^^ suggestions.

Mrattlel

rlilh. »civi,-,-al,l,. Hnt Wcul.l S..1I f..r «J (K) in iii..»l Hnl
'•- Qenuiiip EiiBlish tvlt.ll.-xihi.. svvvut liaiid. Iiri.ail ..ul-

band. Suitablt'f(.rdr.-«sainl hu»inr»». Folds int' iii|)n«.l

without dainaKinK Uiiffiualli-d fortravflinc ni'.toniii.'.

uR. yachtini!, vu- All niri-s Cr.lora: Black, Gray Mlx-
. Brown Uiztnre. Dark Bine, and White. Wiitlit.
Sent postpaid..,! rcc-.iptof $1.00. Prompt shipiiiinl.v

>te ilze and color desired. BatlsCactlon gnaranteed.

UMA HAT CO.. Dept. C, 830 Broadway. New York

^Easc Your Feet
'"™ Pillow Oxlords
THE IDEAL SUMMER SHOE for

wuman's wear ; absolute com-
lort lor TIRED. TENDER
FEET; a beautiful hand tutnrd

shoe, no breaking - in

required : reiieHrom pet

Cornsand Bunion: soft,
"We. durable, dressy, and stylish. The sole

father Phr whole top genuine VIcI Kid. «ofl,
ble. RUBBER HEELS. No lining lo wrinkle
Chale. We guarantee to fit you perfectly.
5olnle comlort and sallslaction or money
!er1uUy refunded. Write to-day tor our Free
lStrated(alalogue .ind -pecial self-measure blank.
-LOW SHOE CO.. 184 Summer St. Depl. 3. Boston, Mass.

Continued from preceding page
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mine and shall have it!" That night
he could not sleep. Early the next
morning: he went to the prie.st, and
asked where he could find those dia-
monds.

"If you want diamonds," said the
priest, '"go and get them."
"Won't you please tell me where I

can find them?" said El Hafed.
"Well, if you go and find high moun-

tains, with a deep river running be-
tween them, over white sand, in this
white sand you will find diamonds."
The enthusiastic, restless and dissat-

isfied farmer sold his farm, took the
money and went off in search of dia-
monds. One day, broken-hearted
and in rags, a hungry pauper, stung
with humiliation, and crushed by his
bitter disappointment, he stood on the
shore of the Bay of Barcelona. He
looked at the big waves as they came
rolling in, and in a moment of despair
he threw himself in and sank, never to
rise again.
The man who had purchased El

Hafed's farm led his camel out one day
to the stream in the garden to drink.
While the camel buried its nose in the
water, the man noticed a white flash
of glittering, glistening, sparkling
-something at his feet. Out of curiosity
he reached down and picked up a black
stone with a strange eye of light in it,

which seemed to reflect all of the colors
of the rainbow. He took the curiosity
to the house, and laid it on the mantel,
and soon forgot all about it.

One day the same old priest came to
visit El Hafed's successor. He no-
ticed a flash of light from the mantel,
and sprang toward it in amazement,
and exclaimed, "Here is a diamond I

Has El Hafed returned?"
"That is not a diamond; it is a stone

I found in the garden," replied the man.
"But I tell you that is a diamond,"

said the priest. And then the two
men went out into the garden, and
stirred up the white sand, and there
came into their hands beautiful dia-

monds, more valuable than the first.

This story is historically true. It was
the discovery of the wonderful mines
of Golconda.
The Arab guide who told the story

swung his cap and said: "If El Hafed
had remained at home and dug in his

own garden, he could have been the

wealthiest man of his time and the
most honored." This is a long story,
but if it is thoughtfully read it will
lead many to find in their own homes
the path of duty in which Christ would
have them walk.

It is quite surprising how well sat-
isfied great people, or people who are
going to be great, are with doing what
might be called "small duties." When
Queen Victoria was a little girl she
was spending the day with her aunt,
who was quite at a loss to know how to
entertain the little lady, and so she said
to her: "Victoria, you shall amuse
yourself just as you wish to-day;
choose anything you wish, and you
shall do it if it is possible." "I have
always wanted to wash windows," the
queen-child replied. So the necessary
articles were provided for her—pail of
water, chamois skin, etc.—and she
scrubbed away to her heart's content,
no doubt feeling it was her duty to

make those windows clean. And when
she grew to be the great Queen she
spent herself in doing her share of
making the world purer and better
through the power of the Word of God,
for she was truly a Christian queen.
The story is told of an Englishman

who went through a slave market in

Cairo, and coming upon a black fellow
who pleased him, he asked the slave-
driver what he would take for him.
The black man heard the question, and
he thought in his heart that an Eng-
lishman had no right to own a slave,

and he wished he could put a knife
through the man's heart. The Eng-
lishman went on and completed the
bargain, paying the amount of money
demanded and receiving a paper roll,

which was a deed. Then he came up to

the black man, and handed him the
deed, saying, "Here is your liberty,"

and then he passed him another roll,

saying, "Here is some money for you
to begin life with." "You don't mean
it, sir. Can I do just as I please?"
"That is what I mean," replied the
Englishman. "If I can do just what I

please," replied the black man, "I will

go with you and serve you the rest of

my life." It is our privilege to be just

that sort of a liberty-slave to the Lord
Jesus, who has delivered us from the
bondage of sin by the price of his own
precious life.

THE following article appeared in the New York Evening Mail, issue of

.August 8. It indicates the estimation in which The Christian Herald's
guarantee is held by the advertising world:

The Christian Herald recently announced that it would make good any
claim made upon it by any subscriber who had been defrauded by any adver-

tiser using its columns. In the same article it asked this question:

"Can the word of the advertising man be depended upon?" and then pro-

ceeded to answer it by saying:
"It certainly can in the case of most of the leading publications; in fact, the

day has come when deceptive advertising does not pay. Advertising nowadays
must have two leading qualities to succeed—attractivene.ss and truthfulness.

"If it has not attractiveness, people will not read it, and if it has not

truthfulness, the ill result which is sure to follow will react upon the business

of the advertiser."
Why is there so much discussion everywhere about advertising? Is it not

because people have been educated to read advertisements in recent years—is it

not because the careful reading of the public has compelled advertisers to be

accurate in what they say to the public?

Some years ago, the advertising printed in all publications represented

haphazard, exaggerated medleys of statement and the public did not pay very

much attention to it. Through the persistent efforts of men in the advertising

profession, however, the great part of present-day advertising has become

actual news.
No responsible editor of a newspaper deliberately plans to print mac-

curate news, and no merchant of character attempts to deceive the people whom
he wants to interest in his business.

The adverti.ser who prints an untruth to-day and follows it up to-morrow

with another untruth, and the next day with another untruth, and so on, will

find after a while that he has got to have a very fine memory if he wants to avoid

being caught in his mis-statements.

The trouble about telling a lie is that you have got to remember it and add

to it, and that makes it dangerous. It is so much easier to .state facts and so

much easier to build a business when the truth is always told.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

This little Brooklyn girl, Suzine Balba, waa a
sick, illy-nourished baby. NESTLE'S FOOD

brought her to rosy health.

Nestles
FooH

Will Keep Your
Baby Well

We want to send vou, entirely free of charge,

enough NESTLE'S FOOD for twelve

meals for your baby, and we want to send

you, too, a splendid book called "Infant

Feeding and Hygiene," that was written

for mothers by great doctors who spend
their lives making sick babies well.

If yoii have met any of the tliousandsand thousands
of mothers who have used NESTLE'S m the past-
or, if you have met any of the thousands and thou-
sands of babies that were fed on it and are grown up
men and women now, we don't need to send you a
sample. You know what NESTl£'.S is and how it

will help your baby to resist the Summer troubles

that are so often fatal.

But, you are a brand-new mother, maybe, with a
brand-new baby; so you want to see for yourself, and
all our e.xplaining won't convince you as quickly as
those twelve feedings we will give your baby.

Baby Rosy cheeks and laughing baby eyes will

Health '"^"^ '° ^°" t"^'*^'" than our scientific ex-
planations; but you really ought to know

why NESTLfi'S has always been so good for babies.

You see, there are lots of mothers still who think that
when they have filled a bottle with cow's milk, and
given it to the baby, that baby ought to be perfectly

satisfied. And yet, doctors have said over and over
again that milk as it comes from the cow is no fit

food for babies; that it is no substitute for mother's
milk and that it brings on more baby deaths in the
Summer than all other causes put together.

Cow's milk is full of germs at its best, but in the
.Summer it is apt to have more sickness in it than
food value. It forms into indigestible curds, too (even
grown people can't stand them). But science can
do many tilings, and one of the wonderful things it

has done is to so change cow's milk that it e.xactly

resembles mother's milk. That's what has been done
in NESTLE'S FOOD and that is why NESTLf'S
FOOD is sold in every country of the world.

Triumph NESTL^'S food is the richest,

Ol Science '^^* cow's milk, procured in sani-
tary dairies from selected cows,

purified and modified under scientific direction, and
reduced to a powder. All you have to do is to add
cold water, boil two minutes, and it is all ready for
the baby—a light, nutri tious food that builds bone and
muscle and helps the weak little body to resist disease.

But why tell you more; the sample will tell you
better, so send for it quickly.

Send the coupon at once for a free
sample and copy of our illustrated
book on "Infant Feeding and Hygiene."

HEN HI NES'
I'lejvsc Sfud

'LK
nie.

, 77 Cliainbers Street, N
free, your book iiiid ti

fw York:
Hi package.

,\i\f\rfiKn

C.H. (24-8)
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KEYSTONE
SOLID COLD

TRADE- MARK.

JAS.BOSS
GOLD FILLED

CRESCENT
COLD FILLED

The Marks of a
Good Watch Case

W!hen men and women buy

watches they think of the

movement— the "works" as they

call it—but rarely of the watch case.

Your jeweler buys watch cases and

movements separately and combines

them to make a complete watch.

You are particular about the ' 'works' ' of your

watch—you know the maker's name; do you

know the name of your watch case? There is

room there for adulteration—for low standards

—

for the cheapening process that creeps in wher-

ever folks payforrt«v////'?fwithout/^w^iwjfabout it.

The trade marks illustrated on this page are

standard with the fine jewelry trade, and have

been for 50 years. They mean absolute in-

tegrity in bullion value, in assay, in construc-

tion of a watch case.

The Keystone Company was the first to

guarantee the wear of gold-filled cases—now-
adays the words ' guaranteed for 20 years"

have become so common that you may find

them stamped on a brass case washed with gold.

The only real guarantee is the integrity of the

maker—the name behind the case.

The marks illustrated on this page are your safeguard;

be sure to find them— they are not hard to remember—
Kevstone for solid gold—Jas. Boss or Crescent for gold

filled. Every good jeweler in this country knows the

marks and carries the cases. They are made for ladies'

or men's watches—plain, engine turned, engraved or

enameled—all sizes, all patterns.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

'3-in-

'One"oil^
sewing ma-

chines perfectly.)

!-
m^^ 'Cleans out dirt andl
Biy^grease and lubricates every)' delicate part so your
^ Se'win^ MatcKine

_

' works more easily, more smoothlyj
^'and lasts longer. You do more
'work, better work, with half the^

' labor. Prevents rust on all metal
^

parts; saves cost of expensive^

(repairs. Generous trial bottle

I and new booklet free.
. COMPANY

Salesmen and SaleswomenWanted
rpjlol SANDS of fiooil iioBilioiis now oiien, liaying
A from $1,000 to SS.iKKi u year and I'xpcnBes. No tor-

mer cxiR-rience needed Ui kiM one ol llieni. We will teach
you to be ail expert salesman or salisu omaii by mail in

eight weeks and assist yon to seciiie a t'ood position,
and yon c'an pay for your linii(.n onl of ymir earnings.
Write to-day foi' full i.iulienlai s and Icsi inionials from
hnndi-eds of men and u-omin we liave idaeed in eood
positions paying from $li«i to $r,(Ki a nionlli and expenses.

Address nearest oftiee. Dept. 41n;.

NATIONAL SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta,

Kansas City, San Francisco.

PATFIVTS That Protect and Pay»^^**-'i^ *'-' A,ivH-e an,l Kooks HIF.P..
IJat.'s l^-asonalile. Iligliest Keferences. I'.est Serviees.

WATSON E COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer.WASHINGTON, DC.

C*T< A1|l|nC 100 different foreign 2c. Mention paper
ijl/mlTlrij Quaker Stump Co.. Toledo, O.

THE WAY OUT
What to Do When Food Don't Agree.

When food don't agree sensible folks make
a change.
Where all others fail Grape-Nuts being

partially predigested and nearly all nourish-
ment, succeeds usually from the first trial.

A lady in Washington says : "My baby 19
months old had never seen a well day in her
life. She had suffered from indigestion from
the time of her birth, and it seemed impossi-
ble to find any food to agree with her. She
could keep alinost nothing on her stomach
and she was in such a constipated condition
she suffered a great deal.

"It was then that I tried Grape- Nuts for
her, steeping it thoroughly and straining it,

putting a small portion in each feeding and it

worked like a charm. She began to improve
immediately and gained half a pound the
first week.
"Baby got her indigestion from me, for my

digestive organs have always been weak. I

rely on Grape-Nuts for most of my food for
there are times when I can eat nothing else.

I am steadily improving and know Grape-
Nuts will make me entirely well in time.

"I never have 'that tired feeling ' anymore.
I eat Grape- Nuts and I feel its effects in im-
proved mental strength very forcibly."

"There's a Reason."
Look in pkgs. for the famous little book,

"The Road to Wellville."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They are
genuine, true, and full of human interest.

ew MetropolMaiOi Pastors
hi

By Rev. CHARLES H. MORGAN, Ph.D.

Assistant Editorial Secretai y of the Young People's Missionary Movement

-H

THREE new pastors recently had
their opening services on three

successive Sundays in promi-
nent churches in New York. Dr.
Christian F. Reisner, who came from
Denver, began in Grace Methodist
Episcopal Church, April 24; the Rev.
Malcolm J. McLeod, from Pasadena,
Calif., opened in the Reformed Col-

legiate Church of St. Nicholas, May 1

;

and Dr. Charles L. Slattery, from
Springfield, Mass., preached his first

sermon as rector of Grace Protestant
Episcopal Church, May 8, 1910.

The three churches are, generally
speaking, along the Broadway or cen-

tral line of Manhattan, from the
clearly "down-town" location of Grace
Episcopal, at Broadway and Tenth
Street, to the site of St. Nicholas Re-
formed, two miles farther up, at Fifth
Avenue and Forty-eighth Street, rap-
idly entering down-town conditions;
to Grace Methodist, also feeling the
constant changing of population, three
miles farther northwest, at One Hun-
dred and Fourth Street, and like the
Reformed Church a block or two east
of Broadway.

Each of the new incumbents is a
preacher of seasoned powers and expe-
rience, of early middle age, and each
has already measured his strength in

dealing successfully with large tasks

—

and hard ones. Dr. Reisner, of Penn-
sylvania German stock, two years
under forty, born and reared in Kan-
sas, while still a student in theology in

Boston grappled with the work in a
church that was near the crime centre
of the city—an old "New Light"
church that had been "lawing" for
years so diligently that it never had
enough of the Gospel to get an audi-
ence. His next charge was a forlorn
hope on the outskirts of a Kansas
town, with a membership of sixty-

eight working people, and a little

cottage with a debt on it for church
property. In six years they built four
additions, and he left the church with
440 members. Then he went in 1903
to a church of 254 members in Denver,
with an edifice which no one had been
able to fill, and during the seven years
before coming to New York he re-

ceived 2,000 members and left the
church with a membership of 900.

Mr. McLeod, of Scotch descent, born
forty-two years ago on Prince Edward
Island, having ten Presbyterian elders
among his uncles, was pastor of two
churches in Pennsylvania after finish-

ing his course in theology at Prince-
ton. In college he had been a gold
medalist in mathematics and physics,
and now following the two pastorates
he held for three years the chair of
Greek language and literature at the
University of Nebraska. Then going
to Pasadena, in the nine years before
leaving for New York he saw the
membership of the First Presbyterian
Church of the Pacific Coast city climb
from 538 to 1,170.

Dr. Slattery is of New England
lineage, and also forty-two years of
age. After graduating from Harvard
and the Episcopal Theological School
at Cambridge, he was for five years
head master of Groton School, training-
boys for college. Next, for eleven
years, he was dean of the cathedral at
the educational centre of Faribault,
Minn., all this time a constant preach-
er as well as teacher and writer of
books, such as Life Beyojid Life, on
immortality. Three years ago he was
called to Christ Church, Springfield,
and although the church had possessed
the services of a brother of Phillips
Brooks as rector. Dr. Slattery effected
a phenomenal advance, the three years
of the rectorship just terminated wit-
nessing an increase of nearly if not fully
one hundred per cent, in communicants.

Dr. Reisner, from settled conviction,
is a consistent and persistent adver-
tiser. This is the most distinctive fea-

ree

he

in

on

'he

ture of his method, and he has wren
books, such as Workable Plaiisjor
Wide-Awake Churches, and lectur^'on
the problem of "The Congregatiol^ss
Church and its Cure." Two or i'

weeks after his pastorate opened
had a rose presented to each perst
the evening audience, and preachj'
"Beauty, Grace and Fragrance."
Sunday evening after Colonel R
velt landed the sermon was "Is R
velt a Christian?" and a picture o he
ex-President was given to each atiM.
ant. The spirit of his evening '&r.
vices is informal, homelike, and Uj.
ant. The pastor directs the singiiiof
two or three hymns, some of whiclire
fitted to awaken old-time memcfes,
The room is darkened and he s Ws
and explains pictures relating to
Gospel topics. The sermon of sW
twelve minutes is sensational, buW
unfavorably so. There are humc lus

passages, also passages tender nd
tearful. At the close ten or t\ ve
persons raise their hands for pner.
There is a hush that tells thatfhe
hearts of the people have been m.y.
After dismissal pastor and wife .re

in the spacious vestibule of the tHi-

ence room, also many members o:ihe
church, greeting strangers and caJng.
with each other.

|

Dr. Reisner says: "I aim alwa;ito
keep the services in a happy ai a

spiritual atmosphere, and in one m
or another I give the invitation to 1 ise

who wish to seek Christ almost ejry

Sunday night. I make three t'u-

sand calls a year. Many business en

whom I have visited, often regardc as
skeptics, have opened to me jjir

hearts. My churches give a great ial

of attention to social life. Evejat
these times I find it easy to talk alut

Christ."
The key to Mr. McLeod's minist i-

"intellectual evangelism." "The
of the present ag-e," he says, "is

tinctly spiritual—for the voice a

prophet." "We are to cultivatejhe
department of publicity," he writtin
one of his books. "Advertising if jhe :

secret of success in the world of b-
merce. . . . Our work is to ?11

forth a glad story, a story that n-

not be told by science, or art, or li' a-

ture. Men's lives can be changed id

made completely anew."
Each of the three pastors, ; a

way, disclaims dependence on "i ti-

tutional" methods. Their chief li-

ance will be upon a living mes sre

from a warm, sympathetic, huma: y-

seeking heart. So, while the his k

church at Broadway and Tenth S ;et

has a wider range of activities, in :t,

a three-fold ministry—to the bod of

its communicants and supporters, no

live whollv at a distance; to the i;ii-

munity at Grace Chapel, Thirteith

and Fourteenth Streets and First. je-

nue; to the whole neighborhood anjtd

Grace Church—yet it would sum uiH

its ministry under two words, ptt<r.

that is the pulpit, and personal, 'i'

Slattery, like the others, is a "rn-

hunter" in the name and for the 'ke

of his Master. Though the out or

pulpit at Grace Church was one oifie

fine conceptions of Dr. Huntington |id

therefore is an inheritance to his jc-

cessor, yet the spirit of Dr. Slatry

makes it very fitting that he shoulbe

the first to occupy it, for he sayfin

the last paragraph of his bookpn

Present-day Preaching: "Men evy-

where, whether or not they know it re

hungry for the Lord Jesus Christ It

is the preacher's lot to manifest hii m

sympathy, in help, in love, to t se

whose need is great."
Each of these men wonderi y

exalts Jesus Christ. Mr. McLeod sJ;

"If we preach the riches of Jesus ve

have a great, rich, tremendous o-

nopoly. He is the exalted Lord; ot

the last in a row. We do not adire

him; we adore him."
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Chri^ Our Saviour^'

lUR forefathers were not so much
' impressed with Christ's mission to

fe us from sin, as with his purpose

tiave us from the consequences of sin.

)ur generation is much more inter-

ted in the pressing:, immediate prob-

]i of the deliverance of our poor.

vak souls from the daily attacks of

i: evil one. Undoubtedly the future

Ids a terrible retribution of some

<t for the being who wilfully defies

id; but we feel that we may leave

ut matter confidently with him. The
id of all the earth will judge aright

jd portion out to us whatever is best.

The matter which most vitally con-

ens us to-day is the disposition which

r:h one of us is to make of this great

"t of life. Are we to throw it away
if it were a worthless bauble, "ful-

ing," as Paul says, "the lusts of the

sh," and obeying "the law of sin and
'ath"? Or shall we devote our time
d our talents to the spreading of

irist's light, the "strengthening of

e brethren," and the strenuous effort

follow in the footsteps of the Mas-
f?

Sin had been recognized, from the
st moment of man's intelligence, as

\e origin of mortal woes; but the idea
^ any divine aid. to overcome this in-

iious and universal foe seems to have
'en the exclusive property of the elect

^ople.

'other nations made gods and prayed
them for the purposes of temporal
Ivation — salvation from sickness,

ath, loss of property, and national
[lamity. Rut that a god could enter
[e heart of a man, brush it clean of
nsuality and selfishness, and inspire
to the attainment of constantly

igher and higher levels of morality

Jid spirituality—of such a belief on
., He part of the ancient heathen nations

fe have no record.

1 The advent of Christ was revolu-
[onary in many senses, but, perhaps,
fost of all in establishing this funda-
mental theory : that the great enemy
f mankind is sin, and that the spirit
I Christ, the Comforter, can over-
jme this subtlest and deadliest of foes.
,' a man will but accept of his aid.

Among a certain class of people it

tjas sometimes been a habit to speak
f't religious men as "mollycoddles," as
' lough to devote one's self openly to
le service of Christ were a small and
ily thing.
At the great Church Federation

ieeting in Philadelphia in 1908, Dr.
lunning of Boston said some good
™gs on this subject.
"We are discovering," he remarked,

that Christian life and service is a
iian's job. Theodore Roosevelt has
lade it a man's job. Mr. Bryan has
lade it a man's job. Mr. Taft has
lade it a man's job. He says that he
as learned that the only hope for
ivilization in the world is to have
hat civilization based on the teaching
f Jesus Christ.
"Dr. Wilfred Grenfell, of Labrador,
as learned that religion is a man's job.
le has remarked, 'You can say any-
hing about me that you like, but don't
ay anything about my "sacrifice."
.^hat is rot. . I am in this job because
like it. There is no sacrifice about

P'

M

The acceptance of Christ's salvation
nd the labor to carry out his directions
lie truly "a man's job." It involves a
ight to which the battles of the flesh
ire "as moonlight unto sunlight."

It is to this great and noble moral
onflict that the service of Christ in-
.'ites us; and. as Dr. Grenfell so man-
ully said of his hard mission, it is no
acnfice. We should hail the opportu-
uty, for one mighty to save walketh
ver beside us to uphold our weak hands
md strengthen our wavering hearts.

.^t.S''"^^'^"
Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Seiitera-

>er 4. Text : John 3 : 5-21.

Rally Day*
LETTERS often come to The Chris-

i TiAN Herald, asking what ad-
vantage is to be derived from holding
conventions, joining federations, or
combining with other societies.

One of these letters, of recent date,

inquires concerning the benefit to a
small and weak chapter, of forming a
county association, with meetings once
or twice a year, or oftener.

It is probably possible to over-
federate; but, as a rule, "in union
there is strength."

It is a mysterious power which is

exerted by such unions. Perhaps a
comparison of it with light, heat or
electricity (all of which are consid-
ered by some scientists to be merely
different manifestations of the same
force) may not be amiss.

But, even if we may not explain it,

scarcely one who has passed through
the experience will deny that a life-

impetus and a deep spirit-stirring
often follow such gatherings. They may
and do produce results such as come
from nothing else.

The best of societies is always likely

to fall into ruts. If you go where
many varieties of conduct and pro-
gramme are described, you must be
very dull if you cannot glean several
new ideas for your own chapter.

It is a good plan to invite once in a
while some outside speaker to address
your chapter. A fresh voice now and
then adds greatly to the interest and
value of your meetings, especially your
rally meetings. At a large county or
State or national gathering, you hear
the best speakers and know upon whom
to call when you desire one yourself.

These speakers cannot often come
without more or less pay. In order to

provide this you may have to sell

tickets, or circulate a subsciiption
paper. Neither one is a pleasant thing
to do, but it may be a good thing, just
the same. You learn ways of manag-
ing such matters at your convention.
Remember that it is a good thing to

keep moving. The dead society has
nothing going on. Your periodical
rally day furnishes an important break
in the regular routine.
Remember, too, that few people care

much for that which costs them noth-
ing. Without unduly emphasizing the
matter, it is not a bad thing to keep
constantly in an unobtrusive way be-

fore your chapter that it is worth pay-
ing something for; and that the mem-
bers must expect to give not only
considerable time and thought and
strength to it, but some money.
Emerson somewhere alludes to the

additional "fury of performance"
which is gained by the concerted action
of many over that of one by himself
or a few. We spur each other on. One
suggests a thought to another. Waves
of deep emotion melt a large audience,
as seldom small ones; and while the

nature is thus softened, indelible im-
pressions may be made upon it.

It is not often that a child taught
entirely at home under governesses and
tutors gets the vital spirit of study
and desire for improvement, or even
the same amount of knowledge, that
come to a child under a similar quality
of teaching in a good school.

It is often said that we learn as
much from hearing the class recite as
from personal study. A home-taught
child misses this privilege. Most minds
undoubtedly work better under the

stimulating influence of wholesome
competition and emulation. These
should be kindly and unselfish, but they
are generally beneficial. Your rally-

day should furnish many of the good
features of the larger gatherings.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
September 4. Texts : Mai. 3 : 16-18 ; Heb. 10 : 24, 25.

You ran mace money m the Industrial Savings and
Loan Com!)any. and know that it is so/c, and is uhere
uou ran ohtain it when wanftcl. a,nd will yield/air ?arn^
intis 'or frerv day tnreslni. See their advertisement
on page 750. and write them for full information.

of Space

i'-;i.

To be within arm's reach of

distant cities it is only necessary

to be within arm's reach of a Bell

Telephone. It annihilates space

and provides instantaneous com-
munication, both near and far.

There can be no boundaries

to a telephone system as it is

now understood and demanded.
Every community is a center

from which people desire com-
munication in every direction,

always with contiguous territory,

often with distant points. Each
individual user may at any
moment need the long distance

lines which radiate from his local

center.

An exchange which is purely
local has a certain value. If, in

addition to its local connections,

it has connections with other
contiguous localities, it has a

largely increased value.

If it is universal in its connec-
tions and inter-communications,
it is indispensable to all those

whose social or business relations

are more than purely local.

A telephone system which
undertakes to meet the full re-

quirements of the public must
cover with its exchanges and
connecting links the whole
country.

The Bell Telephone System annihilates space for

the business man to-day. It brings him and any of
his far-away social or business interests together.

AMERICAN Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One VoUcpt One System, Universal Service,

SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

TO SING

Bixby's Home Songs is a unique coUectioa

of the old'time gems (lullabys, plonta-

cion songs, minstrel songs, college songs.

patriotic songs, etc.) ftiranged for four

part singing.

Pnce. in cloth. 57O pages, $i.oo

post paid. Send for free specimen
pamphlet with index, S. U. Bixby
& Co-, 46th Street and Second Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

ALL
MAKESTYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE WRITERS
01 otlieruisc

L. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS. Etc.

<4to>^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHKRK for Free Trial, or

KKMTKI) alluning Rent tu AfCLV
PRICES SIS. 00 UR

PirBt ClasB Mai-bines Frtsb from (he MfrB—Write fir Uluetrated Catalog 71

TyDewrlter Emporium, (EST. 1892) 92-91 UKE ST.. CHlCAeo

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,' no tacks required.

Woo(i Rollers Tia Rollers

% IfYOU Would Be
.AXSuccessful ^

Stop Forgetting

AEMORY
the BASIS

of All

Knowledge
You are no greater intellectually

than your memory. Send today for
.' free book "How to Remember"—Faces,

Names, Studies—Develops Will, Concentration, Self-
Contidrnce, Oiniversation, Public Speaking, Address

iDICESON MEMORY SCHOOL. 701 Aad't'za Bldg., Cbicago

LOVE VOVR PETS
ari.l tr, it tlnin with Dr.

A. li. Daniel's Uemedies.

K-tnks ell the treatment

of Horse. Dot:. Cat, and
,.titer animals, sick or

well, sent FREi;. Send
.'e. 'tniiip for niafline to

DE. A. C. 1JANIELS : : 196 IMILK STREET, EOSTOIs
Tlic n;,rt.r< C,i.il-sl .tnnanl l.il. ,-..,..•

t TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you double the amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.
ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 ForoaceSt.Jtocbesler.N.V.

Prices from
$2 to $12

For hard or
Soft Coal
wood or gas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProfits

Anyl.n.iy

all ve
tiake Wg
r raising

Muslu-oonis at liome in cel-

lars, siieds. Itarns. boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for
all yoit grow.

Free Iltuslrated

Imlrutlion Booklel.

HIRAM BARTON, Desk 9
West *8th St. , New York

LADY WANTED
To intioiUice our very complete Fall line of beautiful
wool suitmgs, wash fabrics, fancy xA-aistinps, silks,

hdkfs, petticoats, etc. Up to date N. V. City Patterns.
Finest line on the market. Dealing direct with the mills
you will tiiid our prices low. If others can make $10.00
to$:5(MK» weekly you can also. Samples, full instructiona
ill neat sami'le case, shipped express prepaid. No money
requued. Kxidusive territory. Write for particulars.

Be Hrst to apply.

Standard Dress Goods Company, DepL B.B., BinshamtoD, N.Y.



Gardens of tKe World Pay Tribute
to tKe A.rinour Toilet Soap

From the farthest corners of the earth; from mountain and valley, jungle and plain, some
new and rare perfume is constantly being forwarded by our representatives.

And in our great experimental laboratories these delicate essences are tested, tried out and
adapted to your use.

We take toll, too, of the best of the world's most famous garden spots. Wherever a particu-

lar combination of earth and sun and air have produced an especially delicate flower-perfume,

we bespeak the supply.

Violets nestling among the sun-kissed hills of Northern Italy; lilies

nurtured beneath the Mediterranean skies of Southern France; lavender

clinging to the sides of the snow-capped, mighty Alps; aromatic sandalwood
from the storied groves of India; delicate ylang-ylang from the land of the

Rising Sun; roses from deep-set Balkan valleys—all these and many more,

yield up their best at our demand.

Try today any or all of the following products. A single trial will be

enough to convince you. You can get them at all good dealers.

Dealers all over the country are displaying these products in their win-

dows. The windows are decorated to resemble this advertisement, in gen-

eral appearance. Look for, and buy at those stores.

Sylvan Soap
represents the perfection of modern
toilet-soap production. It is scien-

tifically prepared and chemically

pure.

It cleanses perfectly, yet with so

gentle a touch that the most tender

skin is soothed. And it leaves the

skin softened, vitalized—glowing with

the bloom of health.

Delicate, distinctive perfumes lend

to Sylvan the last touch of desirabil-

ity. You may choose from six of

these— heliotrope, carnation, violet,

lilac, sandalwood and rose.

Yet, though the most dainty
woman could demand no more, the

price is but 10c the cake at your

dealer's.

Supertar

stimu

Transparosa
is a clear, transparent soap, every glint of light in whose amber depths sends

back a message of purity to the skin.

It is perfumed with a wonderfully delicate yet lasting
attar of roses, which it took thousands of tests to perfect.

Sylvan Toilet Talcum Powder
is of exceptionally high quality, and light as thistledown.

It is borated and antiseptic, and most
beneficial in cases of chafed, irritated
skin, sunburn, prickly heat or chapped
hands. It affords a delightful aftermath
to a shave or a bath, and is invisible on
application.

No other powder has ever approached it
in delicacy of fragrance. There are five
odors—violet, carnation, lilac, heliotrope
and sandalwood. It is sold by all druggists.
Try one, or better still, try all of these arti-

cles. Each is its own bent advocate. And
we are content to abide by your judgment.

Made by

ARMOUR A^D COMPANY
Department of Toilet Soaps

(72) Chicago

has been aptly termed
friend of the hair."

For a Supertar shampoo
lates, while thor-

oughly cleansing
the scalp. It is a
foe to dandruff
and similar affec-

tions which de-
stroy the hair. And it leaves tlic

soft, fluffy, lustrous, "live."

Supertar lathers instantly — rich
and snowy white—in hard or soft
water. And it affords an ideal mas-
sage.

Pressed, thoroughly seasoned and
free from excess moisture, it long
outlasts ordinary shampoo soaps, of
which a large part wastes away with
each day's use.

Let your hair have the delight of
a perfect shampoo.

!*
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Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavciilable.

G. E. C, Hampden Hiehlands, Me. "Will you
give a few facts about the dark day in New
England in 1780?

The darkness extended over most of New
England, part of New York and New Jersey,

on Friday, May 19, 1780. The cause has never

been known.

W. T. B., Sumner. Wash. Is a firm resolve to

henceforth live a Christian life "conver-
sion" ?

Conversion literally means "a turning to-

wards or together"—the natural man towards

God (II. Cor. 5: 19). It differs from proselytism

in that the latter is purely of the intellect, con-

version being totally independent of dogmas or

creeds. In no very measured terms, Jesus con-

demns proselytism (Matt. 23: 15). Conversion

is wholly of the Spirit, manifest through the

life and conduct (Jas. 2 : 14-26). The best rule

of conduct is to study and follow the example

of Jesus (John 5: 40). How would Jesus

think, speak, or act if placed in like conditions

as I am? Dismiss forever this fear of after-

ward "being lost" (John 10: 28, 29). No man
is infallible: all are liable to make mistakes or

errors. There is a difference between these

and deliberate sins. God's righteousness is

pledged to forgive mistakes or errors (I. John

1 : 1), in the original).

F. L., Avalon, Mo. Who is now the Prince of

Wales ?

The present Prince of Wales is the eldest son

of George V. and is named Edward Albert

Christian George Andrew Patrick David. He
was born June 23, 1894.

S. M. W., Missouri. E.xplain I. Tim. 2: 9 and
I. Pet. 3: 3.

Among the Jews and Greeks of the early

Christian churches, personal adornment was
expressly forbidden for females attending the

meetings for worship and spiritual instruction,

lest they should distract the attention of the

worshipers. This ordinance was later further

extended to ordain that females should only be

permitted to attend such meetings behind lat-

ticed screens. The passages referred to only

applied to Christian services for worship : oth-

erwise, on occasions of social gatherings, meet-

ings at the wells, or wedding feasts, no restric-

tion was placed on adornment in garb or

jewels. It is a mistake to consider Paul or

any of the apostles as woman-haters. The
esteem in which Lydia, Priscilla, Eunice, Lois,

and many others were held completely refutes

this idea. In the beginning God endowed the

man with physical strength and the woman
with charm and beauty, and it is the duty of

each to conserve and enhance these God-

bestowed gifts as much in the one case as the

other. They were alike for the glory of God,

and are not to be despised.

Mrs. E. C. D., Port Dickinson, N. Y. Has the
place been found where the ancient Egyp-
tians quarried the granite u.sed in building

the great pyramids?

Yes. It was from the Morattam and Zura
hills on the opposite side of the Nile. Traces

of the road over which the stone was trans-

ported are still to be seen.

N. W. L., Chicago, 111. Explain the connection
between Matt. 2: 15 and Hos. 11: 1; also

between Matt. 2 : 18 and Jer. 3J : 15. What
is meant by "the kingdom" in such pas-
sages as Matt. 3 : 2, 17, etc. ? Can these
passages refer to the millennium?

The first two chapters of Matthew's Gospel

are introductory and prefatory to the real

subject of the Evangel. Matthew was an edu-

cated man, familiar with the rabbinical teach-

ings, hence his many references to prophetical

writings. Every student of the Midrash and
Talmud must be familiar with the laborious

method in which the rabbis tortured and
strained meanings, often impracticable, from
their Scriptures; and Matt. 2; 15 is an example.

There is no connection between this verse and
Hos. 11:1; the two incidents are totally inde-

pendent of each other. By no manner of means
can a coincidence or similarity be consti-ued

as a prophecy. Hosea simply relates a weH-
known historical incident, without imputing to

his words any future significance ; though the

conveying of the child Jesus intr) Egypt and
return thence amounts to a historic parallelism.

On the other hand, the "slaughter of the inno-

cents" was clearly a fulfilment of the prophecy

of Jeremiah, in every particular, even to geo-

graphical and genealogical location. The ex-

pression "kingdom of heaven" or "kingdom of

God" is capable of three applications, to which

the context always gives the key ; first, in the

heart of man ; second, in his social surround-

ings ; and third, universal and throughout the

world ; each of these being stages of progressive

growth. The last and final stage has been

termed "millennium," for which all believers

ought to be in prayerful and expectant attitude

—righteousness triumphant over every form of

evil.

C. F. J., Canton, O. 1. Please describe the
famous "Peacock Throne" of Persia. 2.

Also the famous white robe in which Alex-
ander Dowie was buried. 3. Why is

"rounding the Horn" so dangerous?

1. The "Peacock Throne" was brought from
Delhi by Nadir Shah. It is covered with gold

and precious stones and is valued at $13,000,000.

2. No account of this is accessible. He often

do not come under the category of deliberate

sin, which letter is impressively condemned by

Jesus in Matt. 12: 45, and by Paul in Heb.

6 : 4-6. On the other hand, I. John 1 : 9 pledges

the righteousness of God to forgive our errors

(for so it is expressed in the orifjinal) on due

repentance and humble confession.

P. E. O., Elmer, Mo. In Ex. 17 : 12, what did

Moses' hands raised or stretched out repre-

sent? Did Num. 21: 9 and Ex. 17: 12

signify the same ?

It was simply a natural attitude of earnest

and urgent prayer. There is no connection

between this attitude of Moses and the elevated

brazen serpent. The latter was intended as an
object for concentration of the mind of the suf-

ferer while praying for relief and healing. The
command to look towards it was a test of obetli-

ence and trust. In itself, the emblem had no

virtue. Latterly, when the Israelites were set-

tled in their land, it became an object of

idolatrous worship, and was destroyed by the

The Flooded City of Changteh, Hunan Province, China

HUNAN, one of the largest and most popular of China's provinces, is now undergoing a double
affliction— flood and famine. A torrential rain fell lasting eight days, swelling the rivers. The
Yuen River rose twenty-five feet in three days. Over one thousand persons perished by drown-

ing, besides great numbers of cattle. The low-lying rice lands are now covered and the crop has been
ruined. Missionary T. J. Preston, of the American Presbyterian Mission, Changteh, writes us making
an appeal for the flood sufferers, who number many thousands. Famine has followed the flood, and is

increasing daily. In one district of a hundred square miles, there will be no crops. Mr. Preston adds
that during the past winter and spring, thousands have died of hunger and famine fever, in addition to
those drowned by the recent floods. Above Changteh, entire villages were swept away. Two other
missionaries, Messrs. J. W. Owen, China Inland Mission, and E. F. Stewart, Christian Missionary
Alliance, unite with Mr. Preston in asking aid for the distressed population.

preached in a wonderfully embroidered white
satin robe, with much gold upon it. 3. Cape
Horn is a desolate rock, 1,390 feet high. Fear-
ful winds circle around it. It is a region noted
for storms.

N. S. B., Haven, Kan. Does the original
Greek text contain the words "and these
three are one," in I. John 5 : 7 ? Also,
"who is over all, God blessed for ever.
Amen," in Rom. 9: 5?

No part of I. John 5 : 7, as given in the
Authorized Version, appeals in the oldest

(ircek manuscripts. The verse is evidently an
interpolation of later date. Different is the

case with the quotation from Rom. 9:5. In

the latter instance, owing to a difficult Greek
idiom and diversity in the Latin Vulgate, it is

merely a question of variety of interpretation.

For English readers the best authority at

present in such cases is a copy of the Revised
Version, containing marginal notes.

C. J. L., Holland, Mich. What is meant by
"falling f roi.i grace" ?

"Falling from grace" does not imply a state

of behig eternally lost. All are liable to mis-
takes, which necessarily involve more or less

deprivation of blessing. Mistakes and errors

order of King Hezekiah (II. Kings 18: 4), the
king taking occasion in his proclamation to

designate it "a piece of brass." The uplifted
serpent has frequently been used as symbolical
of the elevation of Jesus on the cross, both be-
ing for purposes of healing ; but the righteous
act of King Hezekiah ought to warn us against
degrading the spiritual in worship to worship
of any material symbol.

F. M. H.. Atlantic City, N. J. What is the
chronology of the Pentateuch ?

This is and always will remain vague and
unsettled. All scholars are agreed in esteeming
the Samaritan version of these books as the
most reliable and authentic ; even the Alex-
andrian Jews in the reign of Ptolemy so con,-

sidered the Samaritan version. It was from the
Samaritan and Jerusalem versions that the
Septuagint was compiled and modeled.

S. B., Oakesdale, Wash. Can you cite a passage
in the Bible where it tells how long Noah
was in building the ark ?

No. Antediluvian chronology, being neces-
sarily founded on tradition, is exceedingly
vague and uncertain. In Gen. 5: 32 we are
told he had reached the age of five hundred
years before the birth of his three sons. Ac-

cording to Gen. 7: 11, Noah was six hun
years and two months old when he, with
wife and sons, entered in the ark. There i'

Biblical record of the age of Shem at
period ; but according to Gen. 6 : 18 he
already married. This would fix the buildin
the ark in the closing years of that cent
and that is the nearest we can get to !y
decisive information on the subject. Gen. z

(which you proba'bly have in mind) refer n
the divine purpose of shortening the spai jf

human life.

Mrs. W. F., Exira, la. Can you tell me wh|o
many churches believe in infant baptii''
Have we anything in the Bible to provtj?

See Acts 16: 15, 33 and I. Cor. 1: 16. jn
these and other households there must \\e
been children of immature age. The ordiniU
of baptism in the Christian Church wasji-
tended to take the place of circumcision injie

Jewish Church, and the latter applied to e
child.

C. H. D., Cedarville, N. J. Give the meaiSg
of Eph. 4: 11 and 12 concerning "the k
fecting of the saints."

j

While the Messiah by divine appointrjit
was on earth, for the work of reconciling e

world unto God, he bestowed special gift; n
certain individuals, ordaining "some to e

apostles, and some prophets, and some evai'l-

ists, and some pastors and teachers" ; for 'e

after carrying-on of his work "to the perl -

ing of the saints ; unto the work of minister
;

unto the building up of the body of Chri
;

they, in their turn, choosing and ordaii,,'

spiritually enlightened successors for e

work of the same ministry "till we all at n

unto the unity of the faith and of the kn -

edge of the Son of God." The true and succ -

ful ministry must be founded on a spiri 1

basis alone ; no other qualification is wo y

of consideration.

R. M., Dayton, O. Are we to understand i

reading Judges 11 : 30, 31, 39 that Jepht i

actually offered up his daughter as a sa -

ficc?

Both the Authorized and Revised Vers
leave the question in doubt and commenta s

have been divided in opinion as to whether
was sacrificed or doomed to live the life t i

recluse. Human sacrifices are an abomina i

unto the Lord. A new reading or transla i

which several notable scholars have urged

;

the correct one is: "It shall surely be the Lo ^

or I will offer up to him a burnt offerii

Hebrew scholars declare this to be the n >

accurate rendering. It changes the aspect!
the case and makes Jephthah to say practic

that if the first living thing that came fi i

from his house to meet him was one that wi I

be unacceptable, then a burnt offering of c

acceptable character would be substituted. T .

would lead to the conclusion that the daugl
vvas not sacrificed, but condemned to a life

'

perpetual virginity and a burnt-offering offe I

up in her stead.

W. B., Goshen, Mass. Am I right in say
that the Jews as a nation did not seek -

approach God individually, but rat

through divinely appointed mediums, or
ministry of the priests and high pries

No ; the truly devout Jew needed no in;

mediary when he wished to approach God
prayer. The priestly office was ordered ;

maintained solely for the sacrificial services

the tabernacle and temple. The Jewish litu

always has contained express formulas
family worship and personal devotion. '

Jewish Encyclopaedia says: "The observan

of the faith are so entwined with the every-i

customs of the home as to make the Jew

religion and the family life one, a bond

sanctity." In the feasts of Pas.sover, Tal

nacles, Purim, etc., the patriarch of the hot

hold always leads the devotional services.

Miscellaneous
H. E. C, Kingston, Can. You have n

understood the paragraph. It contained
reflection upon Canada.

E. C. N., Jamestown, N. Y., should write
information to F. C. Burnham, Berksh
Industrial Home, Canaan Four Corners, N.

The Christian Herald's list of papers tl

do not print liquor advertisements is steat

swelling. The latest additions are the JV''

intle Tennessean ; the Woman's National D"
of St. Louis, Mo. : the Register and Leader ;

the Tribune of Des Moines, la. Some of

papers already mentioned cari-y in bold-f.i'

type on the editorial page the announceni

that liquor advertising is not wanted,
course the papers of Maine are free from s>

advertisements, owing to the State law.
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Brussels' "Wlhit
THE pride of Belgium, the "White City" of the

World's Fair—the name by which Europeans
have known the Brussels and International

Universal Exposition — was partially destroyed

by fire on August 14. An electric spark in the

;elegraph building fell among inflammable material.

A blaze soon burst forth, and as there was a high

.vind at the time, the fire was quickly carried to the

)ther Exposition buildings. Soon the Belgian,

English and French sections were a mass of fire,

which defied the united efforts

Df the soldiers and the fire

:ompanies.

Within a few hours, prop-

erty worth $10,000,000 was
reduced to a pile of smoking
ashes. At the time of the fire

breaking out, the Exposition

orrounds were crowded with
5ight.=eers, there being over a
hundred thousand present,

and a panic seemed inevitable.

Most of the exits became
:hoked with people crowding
to get away, and many were
injured by being crushed and
trodden under foot. As far
as known, however, only two
died, although the list of in-

jured exceeds half a hundred.
Firemen came from Antwerp
to help out the local fire-

fighters, and tried to check
the conflagiation by the use
of dynamite. They succeeded
after much hard work in sav-
ing many of the buildings.

Among the beautiful struc-

tures damaged were the
Italian, Russian, Austrian,
Japanese, Chinese, Norwe-
gian, English and French
buildings. The American
section, too, was partially
destroyed. Forty houses on the Avenue Solbosch,
adjoining the grounds, were also burned. The beauti-
ful facade in front of the Kermesse tumbled in ruins
after burning a short time. It seemed as though
the beautiful buildings were mere tinder-boxes, so
quickly did they crumble under the flames. Great
tongues of fire flashed and darted far up into the
sky, and showers of sparks and flying embers were
carried from building to building.
Many of the exhibits were uninsured, and the loss

to jewelry exhibitors is a heavy one. Priceless

treasures in tapestry, painting and sculpture were
damaged, principally by water, and some exhibits in

the English, Belgian, Persian and Turkish sections,

including valuable rugs, medals, and even diplomas,

are almost a total loss. It is said that during the

panic which prevailed in almost every section of the

Exposition, some wild animals escaped from their

cages in the Zoo. Attempts were made by gangs of

thieves to loot the burned buildings, but these were
quickly checked by the police.

The Famous Kermesse at the Brussels Exposition, Destroyed by Fire

Notwithstanding the fire, there are so many of

the buildings still intact that an effort will be made
to repair the damage with a view to reopening the

Exposition. The officials say the Belgian and
British sections were the heaviest sufferers. The
American art exhibit fortunately was in a building

two miles distant from the conflagration. A col-

lection of jewels valued at |3,000,000 and owned by
Belgians, was dug out of the ruins unharmed the

day after the fire.

Although the Kermesse, with its water chutes,

toboggan slides and other attractions, was destroyed,

the flames were kept in check long enough before
reaching some of the larger buildings to enable the

firemen and police to save much that was of value in

the line of paintings, marbles and antique furniture.

Among the articles thus fortunately saved was the

fine collection of 8,000 Gobelin tapestries. In the
British section the losses included the fine gallery
of Tudor paintings from the Toronto Museum and a
lot of rare tapestries and antique furniture, the

whole collection being insured

for $500,000.

The "White City" stands

near the end of the Avenue
Louise on the west side of

the Belgian metropolis. The
national Belgian building

faces the main entrance, and
the Kermesse stood toward
the left. Around a great ob-

long of beautiful gardens are

the French, German, Holland
and Italian concessions. One
of the picturesque attractions

was a reproduction of the

house of Rubens, which was
saved. In the pavilion was a
collection of Flemish art of

the period of Rubens, which
was at once historic and
priceless. A correspondent

writes: "Special sections of

the Exposition were devoted

to education, works of art,

instruments and methods con-

nected with letters, sciences

and arts; the plant and gen-

Mi
'"»-—

gpal methods connected with
•^

machinery, electricity, civil

engineering and means of

transport, agriculture, horti-

culture and arboriculture,

forestry, hunting and shoot-

ing, fisheries, fruit gathering,

and metallurgy, decoration

public buildings and private
foodstuffs, mining
and furnishing of

houses, yarns, textile fabrics and clothing, chemical

industry, social economy, public health and charita-

ble institutions, practical education, economic insti-

tutions and female handicraft, trade and coloniza-

tion, land and sea forces, sports, congresses and
conferences."

King Albert of Belgium formally opened the Ex-
position on April 30. To rehabilitate it after the

fire will probably occupy several months.
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The Araerican Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. Frederick F. Shannon, D.D

IN THE
UPPER ROOM

TEXT—Acts 1 :13

"And when they were come in, they went
up into an upper room."

A ND where had they come in from? Why, from
l\ the mount called Olivet, from the mount of

•^—^ holy wonder, from the mount whence their

Lord was taken up, from the mount upon which the

white-appareled men looked down. And whither

had they come to? Why, to the upper room—the

place of prayer, of supplication, of heart-searching,

of expectant waiting. And what occurred in the

upper room? Well, for one thing, there was cradled

the spiritual infant which has developed into the

stalwart giant named Modern Civilization. For-

eign missions, home missions, commerce, the arts,

the sciences—everything worth keeping in the

twentieth century—had its embryonic beginning in

that upper room, the next door to Pentecost. For
another thing, the upper room was the place where
God set the fashion, in a new and hitherto unex-
ampled manner, of unfolding his plan through the

Christian £eons. Men speak of bends in the stream
of human history. Pentecost was not so much a
bend in the stream of history as a widening of the

stream to swallow up all bends. Pentecost was
simply the lifting up of the everlasting doors, by the

King of Glory newly arrived from Olivet, that the
river of life, flowing from under the throne of God
and of the Lamb, might deluge the nations with its

fertilizing waves.

A Sacred Gathering-Place

The upper room, then, was not a gathering place

for disappointed fanatics. Rather, it was the first

wireless station Christ communicated with after his

emergence into the unseen. Though related to each
other as cause and eff"ect, as preparation and fulfil-

ment, I propose to use the terms upper room and
Pentecost interchangeably. What is their signifi-

cance for you and me, as we thread our way through
the ongoing years?

I. Consider, in the first place, that the upper room
signifies the possibility of the soul's relationship

with the highest. Pausing upon the threshold of

this sacred shrine, we are profoundly impressed
with the sense of correspondence: "They were all

with one accord in one place." There had been, of

course, spiritual commerce with the invisible world
before. Probably the first man began at once to

search for the God who made him. But after the

Word had become flesh and passed into the unseen
universe, a larger, clearer, more intelligible com-
munion was thereby established for all souls in

Christ. Our ascending Lord threw up a new spirit-

ual highway along which all prayers go straight to

the heart of the Father. Christ speaks of the
Father as endearingly as a boy away from home
speaks of his mother. "Now I go my way to him
that sent me." But he was returning thither not as
he came. Out of the heights of Deity Christ had
entered into the depths of humanity. Wearing the
lost human pearl upon his divine finger, he now
returns to the heavenly hinterlands as humanity's
Priest and King. Now all of his generous promises
are ready to be drawn upon. Already he had said:

"It is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go
not away the Comforter will not come unto you;
but if I depart, I will send him unto you." Then,
after conquering death and the grave, he "com-
manded them that they should not depart from
Jerusalem, but wait for the promise of the Father,
which, saith he, ye have heard of me."

What Pentecost Means

This, then, is the abiding meaning of Pentecost:
It is the privilege of all souls to come into sweet and
tender relations with God. "The advent of the
divine personality of Christ in the flesh has given
the Eternal the experience of what it is to be human

;

it has established a kinship between God and man
which has evolved and planted love into the religious
sentiment, wholly changing the look of the unseen
universe, and the relations of man to God. The
awe of the infinite is softened and the distance up-
wards shortened and access made easy." The big
business of every soul is to claim the kinship already
established. For Christianity proclaims the privi-

lege of right relations with God. Oh, why not seize

the privilege now? You will never have a more
auspicious moment, my friend. And think of the
boon, the benefit, the gift—the gift is life, pure,
deep, satisfying, eternal life!

* Pastor, Grace M. E. Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Looking out over the earth these summer days,

we behold a gallery of living beauty. Even our

back yai-ds put the Louvre and Vatican galleries to

shame. For Titian's reds and Raphael's golds, we
have God's whites and greens and blues and pinks

and yellows. Look at that red, red rose nodding to

its fair white sister across your neighbor's fence.

Look at that honeysuckle, shaking its perfumed

sweetness down the morning air. And look at that

little mother bird, the busiest housekeeper in the

whole community. Now she darts down upon the

grass, seizes the family lunch without asking per-

mission of the maid, and then springs back to her
young in their home among the whispering leaves.

Now, answer me: Can a rose get on without the

sun? Can grass get on without the rain? Can
wings get on without the atmosphere? Certainly

not. No more can your soul get on without improv-
ing its privilege of spiritual accordance, of heavenly
correspondence. Our Father God designs the abun-
dant life of spiritual enrichment for all of his chil-

dren. And through Christ we are all become privi-

leged partakers of the divine nature.
But correspondence is not all that transpired in

the upper room. Correspondence is but the earthly
prelude to the heavenly response. "And suddenly
there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing
mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they
were sitting." Here is the law, then, as fixed as
gravity, as universal as ether: "Wherever you
challenge the higher possibilities of the universe, it

reacts upon you with entire generosity." In a word,
correspondence on earth necessitates response from
heaven. For what is religion? "Religion," says
William Wynne Peyton, "is the response of the
human soul to the drawing of the infinite Power and
Eternal Father in the spiritual universe, the inscru-
table in man, the eternal in personality." And what
is the Christian religion? Religion is the response
of the finite to the appeal of the infinite. The
psalmist knew: "When thou saidst. Seek ye my face,

my heart said unto thee. Thy face, Lord, will I

seek." The Christian religion is the child's cheek
turned to receive the Father's kiss.

The Response fronj Heaven

my brethren, I am talking about the eternal
confidences, the permanent realities, the spiritual

certitudes, the unaging values. The upper room,
and the golden stream of transfiguring power flow-

ing therefrom, make us spiritually scientific. With
becoming awe, we tremble amid such august revela-
tions. At the same time, we rejoice with joy un-
speakable and full of glory. "We are led by a
scientific logic to an Unseen," say Professors Tait
and Stewart, "and by scientific analogy to the spirit-

uality of this Unseen. In fine, our conclusion is, that
the visible universe has been developed by an intel-

ligence resident in the Unseen." And what I am
saying now is: Since Christ passed into the heavens,
there has been an increasingly deepening spiritual
pressure upon the souls of men and of matter. The
intelligence resident in the Unseen is an emphatically
Christian intelligence. That is the imperial truth
of Pentecost. Therefore, I say, the measure and
swiftness of response from heaven is conditioned
only by the measure of our correspondence on earth.
As the eye is made for light, the ear for sound, the
mouth for taste, the hand for touch, so the spirit of
man is made for the habitation of the Spirit of God.
The release of human personality is thus realized,
together with its direction and fulfilment. The
truth is nobly expressed by our great American
mystic: "There is a Soul at the centre of nature and
over the will of every man, so that none of us can
wrong the universe. The whole course of things
goes to teach us faith. We need only obey. There
is a guidance for each of us, and by lowly listening
we shall hear the right word." Unquestionably. If
the flower catches the right raindrop, if the blade of
grass holds the right pearl of dew, if the leaf in-
folds the right wave of sunlight, why should not thy
obedient, listening soul hear the right word from
heaven? It is all a matter of spiritual attitude, of
Christian correspondence. Let a man but open his
soul toward heaven, and in-stantly the Christliness
which gladdens the face of the universe will flood
his being. The challenge to each heart is: "Ask,
and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you." Why, the
asking, seeking, knocking soul makes all heaven

tremble with holy, musical, rapturous joy. And
is thus, also, that heaven gets freshened opportuni
to come earthward. Every prayer is a spiritu'

rivulet through which the water of life flows dov
to us. Yea, flows down to us that it may bear
on its wondrous tide farther and ever farther in

the heart of Him in whom we live and move ai

have our being.

II. Consider, secondly, that the upper room sigr

fies the energy of the invisible Christ personaliz'
in human souls. Before vanishing into the worl
beyond, he had said: "Ye shall receive power aft
that the Holy Spirit is come upon you." And f'

what specific purpose were they to be empoweret
"And ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerus
lem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto tl

uttermost part of the earth." Here, then, was oi

Lord's pre-Pentecostal programme. Was it begi
at Pentecost, and is it still being unfolded in tl

life of the race? Surely, history and experien^
affirm both the individualizing and socializir

power of our Lord's reign from his concealed abodi
in glory.

The Divine Fire in Man's Soul

First, there is the individualizing power of h
personal sovereignty : "And there appeared um i

them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upcl
each of them." This is God's way of unlocking tl"

treasures hidden behind the closed doors of huma.
personality. For only the Pentecostal fire can illr

mine the depth, the richness, the magnificence (

undisclosed individuality. Now each life may ha\
its pure vestal flame raying forth the living Go
enshrined within. For since Christ the Lord s;

down at the right hand of the majesty on high, tl

inmost heart of the universe has opened its joy an
peace, its silken tendernesses, its vernal freshnesse
to the might and mystery, the yearning and bun
ing of the single solitary soul. Souls are not lil<,

raindrops, single as they fall from the skies, lost s

they merge into the vast and tumbling sea. Sou',

are as separate as blades of grass, each with its ow
bit of green, each with its own soldierlike uprighi
ness as it sentinels the passing breeze. And th

worlds are so made that no man can escape froi.

God and himself. When a man can climb over th

walls of the universe, it will be time enough to tal

of his getting along without God.
Still, each man comes to his true soul stature onl,

as he allows the divine fire to be kindled in his ow
spirit. Pentecost sublimes the personal soul wit
the God-consciousness, whose fine white flower i

Christian experience, and whose "best fruits," say
Professor James, "are the best things history has t

show." For example, Paul is explained by th

spreading flames of Pentecost, burning downwar
from the splendoi'-crowned heights to the innermos
reaches of his personality. In that spiritual heal

his Pharisaic dross is utterly consumed, while hi

veins of apostolic gold are hinted, and then full;i

uncovered, by the incessant working of viewles!

energies. Augustine, four centuries later, experi

enced a like redemptive, purifying flame in the Milai

garden, when the commanding voice said: "Tak
up, and read; take up, and read!" Oliver Cromwel
speaks of his upper room—"what he, with unspeak
able joy, would name his conversion," says Carlyl

—on this wise: "I hated godliness, yet God hat

mercy on me. Oh, the riches of his mercy!" Save
narola used to refer to his new life by saying: "r

word did it." Yet none ever knew what that wor(

was. In our own time, there has hardly been ;

brighter spiritual radiance than was shed by Hugl
Price Hughes. And his biographer tells us tha

Hughes' Pentecost was "the prelude of a singulai

bursting forth of his mental powers. The opening

of the doors of the spirit was also that of the mind.'

Thus do the centuries affirm the brightening glov

of the Pentecostal fire in the souls of the twice-born
Thus does the personalized energy of the hiddei

Christ quicken the individual into spiritual prowess

and eternal worth. Thus that antique upper roon

has widened until its dimensions are coextensivt

with the universe. And thus, also, has that littU

company multiplied until now every heart in thi

wide world may experience the quiver and thrill oi

celestial harmonies. The Holy Spirit besieging Man-
soul—this bestirs the antiquity in us and billows tht

deeps.

Continued on next page
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Second, there is also the socializing

)Ower of our Lord's reign from the un-

een : "And they were all filled with the

loly Spirit." Oh, the augustness, the

oftiness, the majesty of the Divine

ictivities here! Each man is gifted

vith his own tongue of flame, each has

he walls of his own being widened out

into the immensities, each has his own
;eparate faculties harmonized in spir-

tual attunement—in brief, each man
omes to complete self-realization in

jod. That is the first item in the

.Pentecostal programme—the fulfil-

nent, the enrichment, of individual-

ty. The second is the Christianiza-

ion of society: "And they were all

llled with the Holy Spirit." The over-

irching genius of Christianity is this

:

t demands the best for each, it de-

nands the best for all. It transforms
;ociety by regenerating the individual.

t fulfils the individual by his broth-
Ting of society. Each is essential to

)oth, and both are essential to each.
Now, our own time is especially

pregnant with social movements. The
nystic human sea is all astir with un-
•est. In some quarters, wild tongues
ire loosed that hold not God in awe,
lor man, nor devil. In other sections,

.ve are all being theoretically winged
everlasting bliss by the angel of

evolution. I have no word to utter
igainst the angel. He is doing, as
ilways, his noblest best. However, I

;ometimes fear that we are asking him
work overtime. Even an angel may

)ecome discouraged for lack of assist-

mce by those whom he desires to as-

;ist. At any rate, I wish to make this
'juggestion: To all our methods for
ieveloping individuality, to all our
)rotherhood movements, to all our
locial schemes, let us add the simplest,
he surest, the most workable force
;nown to man or God. It is the con-
icious, intelligent, faith-inspired ap-
)ropriation of that eternal power re-

eased from the Godhead by the pass-
ng of Christ into the silent kingdoms
—the power of the personalizing, so-
•ializing Holy Spirit—the cleansing
'ire that burns out individual dross, the
'onsuming flame that sweeps away
;ocial unrighteousness.

I believe Pentecost was the begin-
ling of God's final movement for the
•ompletion of the universe. Alfred
lussel Wallace tells us that "there are
it least three stages in the develop-
'nent of the organic world when some
'lew power or cause must necessarily
lave come into action." These three
itages are repi-esented by the vege-
table, the animal, and the human
kingdoms. Each kingdom is lifted by
lirect interference from the eternal
vorld, and each "depends upon diff'er-

'nt degrees of spiritual influx." The
irst is thus described: "In the begin-
ling God created the heavens and the
^arth." The second: "And God said,
-.et the waters swarm with swarms of
iving creatures, and let fowl fly above
he earth on the face of the e.xpanse of
fhe heaven." The third: "The Lord
jod formed man of the du.st of the
jrround, of the already existing mate-
ials, and breathed into his nostrils the
ife of consciousness, and man became
1 living personality." The fourth and
inal epoch, the grandest of all, the one
or which the universe was preparing
intold millions of ages, was ushered in
>t Pentecost with fiery tongues and
larmonious confusion. In that mo-
nent was born a new era of spiritual
mpregnation from the sky behind the
•ky. From that moment, also, corre-
spondence on earth has always met
vith abundant response from heaven,
^nd this is Pentecost—heaven's way of
•ringing perfect .self-realization to the
ndividual and the City of God to so-
'iety. brethren, go often to the
ipper room. For that is God's way of
(ringing you to your best that you
nay bring your best to your fellow
lien.

ISee "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoioing Column)

LABOR DAY By Rev. J. M. Farrar, P.P.*

TWO thousand work horses are walked out for a parade on
Memorial Day. This special day is selected so that the thou-
sands of people on the street can see the big, strong, long

suff"ering work horses. Race horses, high steppers and black beauties
are not in line. The work horses that do the hard work and pull
until they strain a muscle or break the harness, have the right of
way. W'hy do they have this annual parade? The Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals believes that when the people see
the great number of horses that do our hard work and have not
time for high stepping they will have more sympathy. If they have
sympathy for the horses they will see that they are better cared for.

THE first Monday after the first Sunday in September is Labor
Day. This is a day when the workingmen parade. High

steppers, men of leisure, and tramps are not in line. Why do we
have Labor Day and a great parade? In order that when we think
of the laboring man's long hours and hard work we may have more
sympathy for him. Sympathy will tell us to do all we can to make
the hours shoi-ter, the pay longer and the burdens lighter. Thirty
thousand of our workingmen are killed every year. One immigrant
out of every twentj' who enters Ellis Island is killed the first year he
is in America. Some day we may have a Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Workingmen.

CAX you repeat the Fourth Commandment? "Remember the
Sabbath Day to keep it holy." That is, so far, correct. One

day for rest—but do not forget the next sentence, the one so many
overlook: "Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work." This
Fourth Commandment tells you to work six days just as clearly as
it commands you to rest one day. Are you a laborer? Are you
doing something that tires you, makes you feel the need of rest?
Then you are obeying the second sentence of the Fourth Command-
ment.

WE are not all blacksmiths, but we all have a hammer and an
anvil. Your school-room is an anvil; your text-book is a

hammer, and you are hammering your brain into a good education.
Your desk is an anvil; your pen is a hammer, and on paper you
are hammering out an examination, an essay or an oration. The
intellect sends out sparks, thoughts glow as you weld them together
into sentences and paragraphs.

EVERY boy and girl, every man and woman, every one who works,
has a hammer and an anvil. The man who digs on the street,

the man who sits by the desk, the woman at the wash-tub and the
queen on her throne, each one has a hammer and an anvil. Labor
Day teaches us to respect and protect every person who works.

"Six days shalt thou labor." Are you a worker? Have you a
hammer and an anvil? Have you a place in the parade on Labor
Day? Why do you bend your finger like an interrogation point?
Asking for a story? Very well, you shall have a story written by
R. E. Wakefield:

I
HAD a class but didn't really know what manner of girls they
were, but our Sunday School picnic gave me a splendid chance to

investigate.
After a fine lunch on the green grass I drew my class aside and

proceeded to find out, as deftly as I might, what kind of material

I was supposed to work up into good womanhood. Molly Baxter,

who was apparently the class spokeswoman, suggested that each girl

report to me on her specialty—what she could do best.

"You'll know then what we are good for," she said with a laugh.

You may be sure I stepped briskly into the chance and Molly led off.

"I'm good for the fastest typewriting in town," she said gaily.

"And I'm good for keeping books."

"And I'm good for practising three hours a day."

At this point there was a lull in the proceedings. Apparently the

.shyer eirls were thinking about their talents and what their work
was. Finally Bertha Wilson said: "I can make my own dresses."

Annie Brown was the next girl to report: "I make the bread and
pies and cake for our family, and mother says I'm not such a bad
little cook," she said modestly. And then Grace Kitchen spoke up
bravely. "I don't know that I've any talent, unless it's minding the

children and darning: the family stockings."

This left only a queer, stunted-looking home girl whom I had en-

tered in my new class book as "Martha Jones." "Well, Martha," I

said, "what can you do? I know you can do something special."

Then careless, outspoken Molly Baxter said: "Oh, I guess Martha's

only good for scrubbing."

My first thought was one of indignation at Molly's slurring tones,

but quickly I saw my chance. I told them it would be a mighty queer

world if nobody was willing to scrub; that we couldn't get along with

just stenographers and music people; that we really must have

scrubbers.
In Lowell's verse let us change the word man to Junior

:

No Junior is bom into the world whose work
Is not born with him : there is always work.
And tools to work withal, for those who will

;

The Junior who stands with arms akimbo set.

Until occasion tells him what to do.

And he who waits to have his task marked out.

Shall die and leave his mission unfulfilled.

Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Ex. 20 : 9.
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Deaconess Alice
By Lucy Rider Meyer

YOUR readers will remember the
work of this brave young woman

in Arizona, which was recently de-
scribed in these columns. She cares
for the poor victims of the great White
Plague who flock to that climate. The
letter below, just received, tells a little
of her work

:

"I wish you could see this town with
its hotels and boarding houses and the
many tiny tents just pitched out in its
bare fields, in which so many of the
poor sick find a shelter. They are just
big enough for one person. In two of
these tents standing close together, I
found one day two boys, both very sick.
In one tent there was a cot, a tiny
stove, a box for a chair, a tin can or
two for cooking, and a cup and spoon.
The cot was only canvas and having
very little cover the poor lad had been
suffering from the cold. A friend who
went with me bought some cheap cloth,
hastily ran up a bed-tick and had it

filled with excelsior. The boy was so
grateful! Then I began to tell him
about Jesus.
"The other tent of the two had no

cot, and its occupant, Albert, was lying
on the floor. These boys were all
alone, not a friend or acquaintance
within thousands of miles—except that
they had become a little acquainted
with each other, of course, because
their tents happened to be so close to-
gether. Albert's temperature was 103
and his pulse was fast and weak. Yet
he was trying to live on canned goods.

" 'Albert,' I said, 'do you know you
are a very sick boy?'

" 'Oh, I will be better to-morrow,' he
replied. They're always so hopeful.

"I tried to turn his thoughts toward
the better country, for I saw he was
going. He seemed glad to have me
pray with him. I often wish I could
just stay and spend my whole time
with a single one of these poor, needy
ones, but there are so many of them!
Later we carried the boys some oysters
and milk and other comforts bought by
money which a friend had sent me
especially for delicacies for the sick.
They both grew steadily worse. Then
one time as I drew near I saw the little

tent which had been occupied by the
other boy thrown wide open and empty.
Poor Albert in his tent sat shivering
over a tiny fire—he was having a chill.

I called out cheerily:
" 'Why, Where's Luke?'
The poor frightened lad looked up

so pitifully:

"'Oh, don't you know? He's dead!'
"Think of this dreadful experience

for the boy! And himself so sick, too.

"I stayed with Albert quite a while
that day, making his tent as comforta-
ble as I could and getting his dinner.
Perhaps I didn't do it according to all

the rules of the cooking schools— I had
only a tin can in which to make his
oyster stew—but he said it tasted good.
Then I persuaded him to give up and
go to bed, and I tried to do for him
what his mother would have done

—

tucking him in. Then I prayed with him
and at the close of my prayer I said,

'Albert, won't you pray for yourself?'
I wish you could have heard him. I

knew he must have prayed a great deal
in his heart during the long lonely
hours, or he never could have prayed
aloud as he did. He told the Lord
how much he wanted to get well, but
how tired he was ; that he wanted to be
good and then at last that he was
'trusting all to Jesus.' Then he began
praying for his father in the East that
he might be saved, too. When he fin-

ished his face was fairly shining. The
dear boy died a little later.

"But you must not think the people
always die. I have told you about the
sad cases, but there are others—oh,

many of them!—that get well, and to
whom I wave goodby as they leave on
the train. There are beautiful stories

about them, too."

[Friends wishing information about
this work, or desiring to send further
help, should address Lucy Rider Meyer,.
4949 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, 111.]
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Nursing the Injured in a Military Hospital Succoring Wounded Soldiers in the Crimea

IT
has been a source of pleasure to the whole

civilized world that the life of Florence Night-

ingale, born May 12, 1820, was prolonged to our

day. She passed away on August 14. Millions more
have been privileged to call themselves her contem-

poraries than if she had died from the terrible

illness which prostrated her just after her great

work in the Crimea. The world has seemed to be
ennobled by her very presence, and a certain glory
of our planet seems to have departed with her.

Florence Nightingale was born at Florence, Italy,

and was named for her birthplace. Her father was
an English gentleman, whose rightful name was
William Edward Shore, but who had assumed that
•of a great-uncle, Peter Nightingale, whose estates

descended to him on that condition. In his beauti-

ful homes at Embley Park, Hampshire, and Lea
Hurst, Derbyshire, his two children, Florence and
her sister, who afterward became Lady Verney,
passed their childhood. Mr. Nightingale had ad-
vanced views regarding the education of girls, and
himself superintended the studies of his daughters.
They became skilled in mathematics, the classics

and the sciences, and were especially instructed in

the modern languages. These were most useful in

Florence Nightingale's later experience.
It was observed that the many books upon medi-

cine and nursing in her father's library were those
which seemed most to attract her, and though she
was an expert musician and needlewoman, and
possessed all the social graces, she was interested
above everything in the care of the sick and the
management of hospitals.
When she was taken up to London at the age of

eighteen to be presented at court, she met Elizabeth
Fry, the consecrated prison reformer. From that
time, she resolved to devote herself to the service of
the sick and suffering. The Nightingale family
went abroad the next year, but while the others
went in pursuit of pleasure, Florence employed her
time in visiting hospitals and asylums. She spent
nine years visiting and working in the nursing
sisterhoods of the Continental cities.

In 1851 she enrolled herself as a voluntary nurse
at Kaiserworth in Germany. Later, she studied at
a Paris hospital. Here her health broke down and
she returned home to Lea Hurst. When she recov-
ered, she was asked to reorganize a greatly demoral-
ized London hospital for women. In accomplishing
this work, she displayed masterly ability.

For forty years before the outbreak of the
Crimean War, England had been at peace with all

the world. Her long immunity had led to inevitable
unreadiness in handling the details of army man-
agement. Before her men had been many weeks at
the front, frightful rumors reached London of the
diseases which were carrying them off. England
was sending supplies, but men were dying for lack
of them, while official fingers were untying bungling
red tape. Sidney Herbert, Mini-ster of War, who
with his wife had long known Florence Nightingale,
wrote asking her to go out and "take charge of
everything." Her letter offering her services
crossed his. November 5, the day of the battle of
Inkermann, Florence Nightingale and her nurses,
thirty-seven in number, landed at Scutari. There
were two miles of sick-beds; wards were rank with
fever and cholera and the odor of undressed wounds.
Into what Russell calls "this great temple of pain
and foulness," moved the slight and delicate form
of the English lady and her company of nurses.
Kitchens were established, and intelligent routine
took the place of the bungling red tape.

But all this was not accomplished without much
of that friction which has ever accompanied the
«ntrance of woman into new and wider fields of

{From illustrations published half a century ago)

By KATE UPSON CLARK

activity. Miss Nightingale had a terrible struggle.

Surgeons and officers fought her every effort, but

with the courage of a lion she fought back and held

her own.
All of her tact, energy and firmness were called

into continual requisition. From her arrival she

allowed no routine or red tape to stand in the way
of procuring the needed supplies for suffering men.
If there were no officer at hand with authority to

unlock a storehouse she took with her a few Turks
and stood by while they broke it open. Her organ-

izing and executive ability were everywhere mani-
fest. She brought comfort, succor, rest into the

wards; she established laundries and kitchens for

the hospitals, and herself found time to superintend

Florence Nightingale, as She Looked in 1851

them and their workers. She organized the work
of the nurses and their assistants and had surgical
appliances prepared and ready to meet emergencies.
All day long and far into the night her work con-
tinued.

In company with the army chaplains she estab-
lished a library and schoolroom, and she had even-
ing lectures to amuse the convalescent men. She
attended to the correspondence of the wounded sol-
diers, and in short was what the soldiers christened
her, the "Angel of the Crimea."

Florence Nightingale found the death rate in the
Barrack Hospital, at Scutari, sixty per cent., and
left it a fraction over one. No wonder the men and
women of England were ready to give her a royal
welcome. Her Queen conferred a decoration upon
her; the nation gave her a testimonial of £50,000.
With the latter she founded the Nightingale Home
for the training of nurses, which is to-day a notable
feature of St. Thomas' Hospital, that great refuge
of the sick, which stands on the Thames embank-
ment, opposite the Houses of Parliament. It was

Florence Nightingale who raised sick-nursing to

dignity of a profession for women. "To Florei
Nightingale, who was my own first teacher and
spirer," wrote a distinguished lady who had nun I

in half the hospitals of Europe, "modern nursi
^

owes its first impulse. When I first began my h,-

pital training, hospital nursing was thought to b

a profession which no decent woman of rank coi|

follow. If even a servant turned nurse, it refledl

upon her character."
MacDonald drew this picture of her as she W(

;

about her work in the great Scutari Hospital :
"

;

her slender form glides quietly along each corrid
,

every poor fellow's face softens with gratitude ;

sight of her. When all the medical officers hi''

retired for the night, and silence and darkness he

!

settled down upon the miles of prostrate sick, S'

may be observed alone, with a little lamp in !
hand, making her solitary rounds." There w(
miles of beds, thousands of sick men; she could i:

reach each one in a single round, but, said one pc

fellow, "We could kiss her shadow as she passei'

Such tributes as this suggested the most beauf
ful of all that the poets have paid Miss Nightingil
—"Santa Filomena," by our own Longfellow
which, in turn, inspired the hand of the sculpt

who modeled the exquisite statuette of Miss Nigl;

ingale, which found a place of honor in the Niglf

ingale Home. Perhaps no American sees tl

without recalling the words

:

A Lady with a Lamp shall stand
In the great history of the land,

A noble type of good.
Heroic womanhood.

The latter years of this wonderful woman's 1:

were passed in semi-invalidism and retirement. S
grew to be very stout, but her fine, open face, wi
its frame of gray hair, retained its nobility to t

last, though for many years she had not known
moment without pain.

Florence Nightingale was the second woman to

presented with the freedom of the city of Londc
the first having been the Baroness Burdett Cout
the famous philanthropist. The Sultan of Turk
made her a magnificent present in recognition
her kindness to "Turkish soldiers. She was made
member of the distinguished Order of Merit f

British subjects who have done great work in t

naval or military service. Many other honors ha
been conferred upon her.

She was the author of several books and mag
zine articles, all of them bearing upon phases
her chosen profession.
The United States sent her a testimonial for h

advice upon improving our hospital service at t.

time of our Civil War. Similar testimonials ha
come to her from France and from individuals i

over the world. The famous Geneva Conventii
was the direct and logical fruit of her labors in tl

East, and now its red cross, gleaming on every ba

tlefield, is in a sense a monument to her genius.
The end came to her naturally and peacefull

She had been very ill, but was thought to be ir

proving. On August 12, she was very cheerful, b

during that night alarming symptoms develope
She sank gradually until two o'clock Sunday afte

noon, when her heart at last stopped beating. SI

had begged that her funeral might be quiet.
Thus modestly died this most womanly of wome

as she had lived, unselfish, retiring, and anxiou
not for fame, but only to do good. It is impossib
to exaggerate the effect of her masterly achiev
ments. She not only accomplished a specific woi
in a manner unapproached before by man <

woman; but she raised all womanhood to a high'

level, and challenged for it a new respect and adm
ration.
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"\RESIDENT TAFT is enjoying this season his

-^ first prolonged vacation. He feels that he has

earned a season of rest by the period of stren-

us activity which he put in at the White House
ring the spring. He was especially burdened dur-
r the latter part of the last session of the national

•islature and it required much "missionary work"
his part to induce Congress to pass some of the

.pyright. Pictorial Xews Co.

President and Mrs. Taft at Beverly

jislative measures to which he stood committed.
conseo.uence, the President found it necessary to

jrk from eleven to fifteen hours daily during those
v'itching days" of springtime, when nature was
sistently calling him out of doors.
President Taft is a believer in a good long annual
cation. He has said so many times in private
nversation, and only a few weeks ago, he publicly

oclaimed it in an address delivered to the towns-
•ople at Bar Harbor, Me. He remarked that his

ther had considered two weeks' vacation each year
ample, but that conditions as well as times had
anged since his father's day, and that he deemed
;o months out of the twelve none too great a
loportion to devote to rest and
it-door life amid a change of

ene.

The President consistently prac-
565 what he preaches in the mat-
r of vacation doctrine. Almost
om the time when, as a compara-
vely young man, he took his seat
)on the judicial bench, it was his

istom to take a prolonged vacation
ich summer, and for sixteen years
! and the members of his family
ok up their abode for several
,onths annually at the little resort
Murray Bay, Canada, on the

)rth bank of the St. Lawrence
iver. Indeed, it may be suspected
lat the Tafts would be making an
iinual pilgrimage thither to this

ly—as the children of the family
,5—were it not for the stipulation
•lat the President of the United
tates must not journey beyond the
orders of the country.
The cottage at Beverly, Mass.,
now the summer home of the Taft
imily. It was leased early in the

spring of 1909 with that end in view; but then
came the special session of Congress to revise the
tariff, and the lawmakers were so slow about getting
the new law into shape, that it was well into August
before the President could leave Washington. The
President's birthday anniversary on September 15
found him started on the extended tour of the coun-
try, which had been planned long in advance, and
which carried him across the continent and back
again. This year, however, his vacation programme
has had a more satisfactory realization. Congress
tarried at its work at the Capitol somewhat longer
than had been anticipated, but the Chief Executive
was able to begin his outing early in July, and as
he plans to continue his occupancy of the "summer
White House" until about the middle of October, he
will have a good long spell in which to store up
health and strength for the coming winter's work.
Besides, the sea air seems to be the best of tonics for
Mrs. Taft. Since she suffered a nervous collapse a
few months after taking up her abode at the White
House, her health has been a matter of concern to
the President, and he is loath to have her leave any
environment that proves beneficial.
Few interruptions have been permitted to disturb

his summer programme. He is one of the best-
natured of men and is easily persuaded in the mat-
ter of accepting invitations extended by individuals,
organizations and municipalities. He was so deluged
with invitations of this sort for the summer and
autumn that his new secretary, Mr. Charles D.
Norton, awoke to the fact that if they were accepted
the President's vacation would be monopolized by
an endless series of journeyings, short and long, to
county fairs, picnics, reunions, encampments, con-
ventions, monument dedications and other public
events. Friends argued with the amiable vacation-
ist and the upshot of the matter was that all but a
very few of the Presidential acceptances were can-
celed.

Of course, it can readily be understood that no
man, while serving as ruler of the nation, can hope
to enjoy an extended interval of absolute repose.
The President must always mix duty and pleasure.
When Mr. Taft transfers his abode to the rocky
point jutting out into Massachusetts Bay, he takes
with him a big share of the White House business
staff. These secretaries, clerks, stenographers, tel-

egraphers and messengers set up, in a building not
far from the President's cottage, an improvised bus-
iness establishment that is a very fair imitation of
the executive office at Washington. If there is a
day when the President does not care to go to the

office building, the mail, or at least all the more im-
portant communications, are conveyed to him at his
cottage by messenger; but there is seldom a day that
he can get wholly away from business cares. He
did try the experiment, this season, of setting cer-
tain days apart wholly for relaxation; the scheme
scarcely worked out as had been planned. Urgent

The Presidential Summer Home at Beverly, Mass.

The Italian Fountain on the Lawn

matters of ofliicial routine demanded attention, and
there was a sudden abandonment of the plan to
make the President temporarily a recluse. Later,
there was evolved a plan whereby he was to receive
visitors only three days each week; but this was
found impracticable. He has, however, managed
to reserve a couple of hours immediately after
breakfast each morning for his favorite game of
golf; but that is about as much play-time as he has
been sure of on any day.

His most complete freedom from official cares
was during the ten-day cruise in the yacht May-
flower. The President delights in the joys of yacht-
ing. Not only does the President wear, on such
occasions, the regulation yachting togs, cap and all,

but he is becoming so good a sailor
that he has planned another sea
trip—to the Panama Canal and
return—for the late autumn of this
year.
The Taft vacation home—the big

shingle house with its tinting of
gray—is not remarkable architec-
turally, but it is roomy and com-
fortable and looks out upon the
ocean, over a beautiful lawn adorned
with bits of sculpture—among the
number a very artistic marble foun-
tain brought from a Roman palace
and installed this year by Mrs.
Evans, who owns the cottage and
the estate adjoining. The Presi-
dent's family have their own pri-

vate bathing beach only a stone's

throw from the house, and a stable
that has been converted into a
garage that shelters half a dozen
automobiles, including one for the
use of the Secret Service men who
always accompany the President
wherever he goes.

Waldon Fawcett.

AM0HQ TKIIE W0IRMIEIR.S AT HOME AHD ABIROAI
—The recent article on "The Rauhe Haus"
The Christian Herald, wa.s- prepared by

!
T. Wettstein from the papers of Frances

ettstein. principal of the School for the Deaf
Milwaukee, Wis.

—Rev. George Hoii.se, of West Oranirc. N. J.,
IS spent his vacation week at the bench in
e shops of the Edison Company for the pur-
>se of learning the assemhIinK and demon-
ratinK of the kinetoscope for use in church
rvices.

—One of the youngest preachers is Carey
lurgeon Osborne, of Upper Alton, III., who
eached his first sermon before he was sixteen,
e has now been preachinp over two years, and
')se who have heard him say the young Illi-

'isan jtives promise of becomins: a very efTec-
>e revivalist or pastor. He is a pastor now.

—On August 15, Rev. J. E. Rutledge and
ife of Cameron, Mo., celebriUe<l their KoUlen
c'lfiinK anniversary at Willard Hall, Chau-
"fiua Park, Waterloo. la. Mr. Rutledge is a
inerannuated member of the Missouri Con-
rence, Methodist Episcopal Church. He was

Ixirn in Vii-ninia, Januai-y 26, 1S*34. When a
lad he was converted. He was educated at the
Illinois Wesleyan University and at Garrett
Biblical Institute. In 1858 he received his first

appointment. The followinK year he was mar-
ried to Miss Emma A. Miller, of Henderson.
Mr. Rutledge was ordained deacon in 1860 and
two years later was ordained elder. Mr. and
Mrs. Kutledtre are now in the seventy-seventh
yc'ar of their age. having spent twenty-five

years in the regular work of the ministry in the

Central Illinois Conference, five years in the

Iowa Conference, and ten years in the Missouri
Conference, an even forty years of active ser-

vice.

—Coney Island affords probably the great-

est opportunity in America to reach the masses

with the Gospel. One million people visit it

weekly during the summer months. It is home,

foreign and city mission work combined. For

the last eight seasons, the City Mission Society

has carried on open-air evangelistic meetings
on the sands. Last season 200.000 people of

thirty-one nationalities and thirty-seven States

heard the Gospel at a cost of less than one
cent per person. Twenty-five per cent, were

Jews. Three hundred and thirty-two people
were hopefully converted, 310 were helped with
food and shelter. The 1910 season opened
May 28, preaching daily from 5 to 7 P.M.
Means .ire needed to carry on the work. All
letters should be addressed to Frank H. Parsons,
treasurer, 215 Montague Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Representative men of different denom-

inations have recently met at Winona Lake.
Ind.. and formed an organization known as the
Winona National Federated Evangelistic Com-
mittee. The plan is to secure the co-operation
of all denominations in the work of evangelism
throughout the country. Rev. William Edward
Biederwolf, D.D., has been chosen as General
Secretary and Director. The committee is

planning for a number of State-wide simulta-
neous campaigns.
—Less than two years ago, the Family Altar

League was founded by Dr. Biederwolf, the

well-known evangelist, and a few of his asso-
ciates. In an incredibly short time the move-
ment has become world-wide. Up to the pres-
ent time, about 85,000 requests have come in

for covenant cards, and letters are pouring in

daily to the main office asking for information.

These letters are from all parts of the world.
The work of the League is being carried on
actively in China, and it is expected that in a
very short time it will be circulated in the other
Foreign Mission 'fields. The various ecclesias-
tical organizations of this counti-y and Canada
are taking it up. The League has no organiza-
tions, no meetings, and no fees. It is simply
a world-wide company of people who have
taken the same vows and are seeking the same
blessing. Pastors and others interested can
obtain full information by addressing The
Family Altar League, 602 Lakeside Building,
Chicago, 111.

—In the upper part of the Bronx Borough,
New York, is a locality where mission work
has been carried on since 1890. This work has
spread down as far as Chinatown. Girls have
been reclaimed, families united and helped,

needy ones have been cared for, hospitals and
prisons have been visited, literature has been
distributed. Rev. W. H. Collinson and his

associates who conduct this worthy work will

be glad of any aid sent to 728 East Two Hun-
dred and Twenty-second Street, New York
City.
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The Honor of Washington

AFTER the Revolution, Congress voted to Wash-
- ington a statue and a large sum of money. He

at once declared that he would not accept a single

cent. They reminded him that he had served eight

and a half years without pay, and plead earnestly
to win his consent, but in vain. Then the sum
which had been voted was invested by order of

Congress in some government undertaking in

Washington's name, and he was told, after the deeds
were made out, that now it was too late to refuse

—

he would simply have to accept it. But he still re-

fused inexorably. It was a gift, but he felt it to be
like a bribe. The whole nation seemed in a con-
spiracy to heap riches upon him; but it could not be
done without his consent, and he said "No" to the

last. He may have acted unwisely, according to

the modern view, which is unfortunately more com-
mercial than patriotic; but he won the nation's
undying respect and admiration for his determina-
tion not to make money out of his oificial position.
His attitude is in the sharpest contrast to that of
some of the legislators and officials of these days,
who are keenly alive to the opportunities that arise
to enrich themselves secretly. With Congress and
several of our State legislatures investigating whole-
sale bribery charges and other forms of official cor-
ruption, we are reminded of the fact that we have
fallen on degenerate days, as far as the standard of
public honor and official integrity is concerned.

A Friend of the Republic

WHEN Pedro Montt, President of the Chilean
Republic, stood by the side of Mayor Gaynor

of New York, on the deck of the ocean liner at
Hoboken, on August 9, no one then present could
have divined the tragedy that was shortly to come
into both lives. Mayor Gaynor, stricken down by a
murderous attack, still lives, while President Montt,
prostrated by the shock of the incident, is dead of
heart disease. He was an invalid and the scene he
had witnessed precipitated an acute seizure from
which he passed away on August 16, shortly after
his arrival at Bremen. For many years he had been
a foremost figure in South American politics. His
friendship for this country was shown in the earnest
and capable manner in which he aided us in the
effort to harmonize discordant elements in the
Southern republics and to avert war. He had a
long and honorable public career, and had succes-
sively served his country as representative in the
Chilean Assembly, as Senator, as Premier, as Min-
ister to Washington and as President. He held
advanced views on public questions, was a consistent
advocate of sound financial policies, liberal in his
attitude toward religion, a friend of peace and mod-
eration. It has been charged that his administra-
tion was an extravagant one, but this is probably
best explained by the admitted fact that it was an
administration of much railroad building and gen-
eral improvement and progress. To Americans who
knew him, he will always be remembered as the
kindly, gracious, dignified statesman, who had an
ardent admiration for this Republic, to which he
loved to give expression, and which helped to make
him a very welcome guest when he visited us.

The Courts and the Bible

IN the famous case before the Illinois Supreme
Court which resulted in the exclusion of the Bible

from the public schools of that State, the two judges
who dissented from the majority, in handing up
their opinion, made a very notable presentation of
the constitutional aspect of the question. They
showed that the Supreme Courts of Maine, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, Iowa, Kentucky, Kansas and
Texas in recorded cases have each held that the
Bible in its entirety is non-sectarian, and that no
part of it could be excluded from the public schools
on constitutional grounds. The Supreme Courts
of all the States except Wisconsin and Nebraska
held that the reading of the Bible in public schools
is not prohibited by con-stitutional enactment. The
Wisconsin and Nebraska Courts held that only por-
tions may be excluded. The majority opinion of
the Illinois Supreme Court (the minority of that

court asserts) does not cite a single case which sus-

tains its position, nor can any supporting precedent
be found. On the contrary, the majority opinion is

in conflict with the decisions of the Supreme Court
of the United States and the Supreme Courts of all

the States already named above and also of Ohio,

and with all previous decisions on the subject.

The minority opinion, which is both able and con-

vincing and should be read everywhere, will appear
in The Christian Herald next week. It would
seem to afford an excellent basis for an appeal to

the United States Supreme Court. There should
be, and doubtless there will be, a reaction in Illinois.

Sectarian teaching should be barred from the public
schools, but these schools should be free and open to

the use of the Bible as the one book that gives the
best foundation for the upbuilding of character and
the cultivation of those qualities that go toward
making the best citizenship. Principals and teach-
ers who offend by sectarian teaching should be dealt

with by the local school boards. If the citizens of
Illinois should decide to take the matter up to the
highest court, they might win a great triumph, not
only for their own State, but for the whole people.
What is needed is a free Bible and absolute freedom
to use it in the schools, not under compulsion, but
by choice.

Soldiers as Fire-fighters

WHEN President Taft proposed that our Amer-
ican soldiers be sent to fight the great forest

fires in the Northwest, he did that which won the

hearty approval of the nation. Certainly, there
could be no better service, in a time of peace, for

the boys in blue, than to aid in saving life and prop-
erty. Troops were hurried from different posts to
the blazing woods in Idaho, Montana and Washing-
ton, where they are doing effective work. These
conflagrations, which were threatening the existence
of many towns and villages, had gone beyond the
control of the citizens, and had it not been for the
timely aid rendered by General Wood's brave boys,
we might ere now have had to chronicle widespread
disaster. Fighting fire is a task more in accord-
ance with civilized ideas than fighting our fellow-
men. It approaches more closely the ideal service
proposed by Professor William James as a substi-
tute for war. He advocates an army enlisted
"against nature," to work the mines, build railroads
and tunnels, work in foundries, and perform man's
work in various other ways, as a means of preserv-
ing the physique and keeping up "the hardihood of
the nation." There is probably none of these labors
he mentions that will do this in as large a measure
as putting men in the bucket-and-hose line in the
face of a roaring, terrifying, forest conflagration.

"The Lady with the Lamp"
SUCH was the loving title by which gentle Florence

Nightingale was known in England and France
and over half the civilized world—a title earned by
her heroic devotion to the wounded soldiers of the
Crimean and other campaigns. This world of ours,
so full of sickness and suffering and bitter privation,
is made richer and better by its Queens of Mercy.
Florence Nightingale found her highest happiness
in lowly service rendered to those who could never
repay that service save in love and gratitude. From
her noble example there has arisen a great army of
such sweet ministers of mercy. Every country now
has its Red Cross, in which woman plays a conspicu-
ous part, and to hospitals and sickrooms they bring
skill and sympathy and an atmosphere of comfort
and blessing. When the late Dr. Talmage, former
editor of The Christian Herald, visited Miss
Nightingale eleven years ago in England, he gave
this vivid picture of the heroine:
Her conversation had the sprightliness of a girl, but hei-

countenance had in it the illumination of a long life occupied in
helping- others. Her features were sympathy enthroned. There
was something in her appearance almost supernatural. It is
impossible to exercise the highest style of charities for a half
century and that fact not be emblazoned on forehead and cheek.
She told us of much that she had seen when there were no hos-
pitals at all, and the wounded lay uncovered upon the battlefield.
I said to her, "You found that there was no poetry in war," and
she responded, "Yes, but I found poetry in the behavior of men
under their pains, and in their sympathy for others who were
in pain." I asked her if it was not an awful pull on one's
nerves to stand amid so many physical agonies. She said, "We
had no time to think of ourselves. There were the gashes' to be

bound up, and the broken bones to be set, and the dead t< p

buried, and we forgot our own fatigues and discomforts." n

reply to a question, she said, "I never knew what it was t( e

really happy until I undertook the work of relief, and 1 e

never known an unhappy day since I accepted my missii

'

Her head and heart are full of projects of alleviation. Wh a
pity that such a woman will ever have to die as long as e
world has sufferings to soothe ! Her house is an unpretenc »

house, and on an unpretending street, but a ladder brigh; s

that which filled Jacob's dream is let down to that place n t

by night, and angels of God descend it, their wings loaded vh
benedictions.

Surely there is a throne in heaven for sucl \

woman and for all who, like her, spend their li ,

for others, facing danger and death for the sake f

Christ and humanity.

General Notes
—Cholera, said to be of the true Asiatic type, has been rac

;

in Russia for some time past and has lately appeared in sev
|

provinces of Italy. Our immigration authorities will neec i

exercise extreme vigilance to prevent the disease being car I

to our ports, which, in view of our large Italian immigratior 3

not unlikely to happen.
—Temperance has done much for Kansas and is a k ;

contributor to its present remarkable prosperity. Says om f

the Kansas County Commissioners : "This State has no more
for a poor-farm than a hog has for a hip-pocket." The Kai .

Agricultural College has taken over a number of these pi •

farms for experiment stations.

—Cross-chan'nel aviation is no longer a novelty in Eun
,

John B. Moissant, an American, flew from Paris to Lon i

in a Bleriot aeroplane, with a machinist as fellow-passenger
1

an effort to win a $20,000 prize. He was almost wrecked i ,

storm of wind and rain while crossing the channel, and was fin

obliged by an accident to descend when within twenty mile;
'

London.—The International Bureau of Socialism gives these figi

as the approximate strength of the movement throughout
world at the present time : Germany. 3.250,000 ; France. 1,0

000 : United States, 600.000 ; Great Britain, 500,000 ; Belgii
500.000: Italy. 390,000; Finland, 337,000 (out of a population
2.750.000): Switzerland, 100.000; Denmark, 99,000; Non\
90.000 ; Holland, 82,000 ; Sweden, 75,000.
—Ohio's street car strike has elements of peculiar interest,

account of the police of Columbus refusing to protect the c

against the strikers. Many policemen have resigned from
.service rather than take sides against the unionists. Riots h
occurred and the police of other cities have been called to as:

in restoring order. It is a critical situation and unless sc

compromise is reached soon it may become even more serious

—There is a very natural feeling of disappointment amc
the equal suffragists in Great Britain over the "shelving" of
Woman's Franchise Bill. Of course, it may come up again ;

may even be passed, but it was certainly a strange and ina
picious circumstance that the Shackleton Bill conferring
franchise on women should have received a very decided vote
ai)proval by being passed to a second reading, and almost in

next breath the same body of Commoners should have sent
back to a committee of the whole.
—The secret of long life is and always has been an attract

theme. Here are two veterans who speak about it from ex
rience. "Fresh air, exercise and absence of worry" is the rec

of ninety-three-year-old Nathaniel Baldwin of Montclair, N.
"The simple life, out-of-doors as much as possible" is the w
102-year-old Margaret Van Rensselaer of Saratoga. N. Y., P'

it. Reduced to the last residuum, a clear conscience, a cheer
heart and trust in God will carry a man or woman along to t

limit of life better than anything else we know of.

—Mayor Gaynor of New York is recovering from the wou
inflicted by the bullet fired by Gallagher, the would-be assass

The Mayor, who is of a forgiving nature, will not prosecute 1

assailant. He takes the ground that the man who did such

deed cannot be wholly sane. Mayor Gaynor's adventure h

brought him into the limelight, and the whole nation is keenly
terested in the man who has shown such courage as a reform
There is more work for him to do, and if he lives, the people m
call him up higher, where he can serve them to even better £

vantage.
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! Alfonso Steering His Yacht

THE young King- of Spain is splendidly developed

every way. The greatest care has been given

to his education. He is a diligent student and

las pursued a wide range of literary and scientific

nvestigation. He has not neglected his body, but

las proven himself an athlete in many departments

.f sport. He is fond of riding and hunting and is

.
splendid yachtsman. He has the highest integrity

nd determined ambition to lift up and bless the

lation of which he is the head. He is ambitious

or its military, marine, social, moral and religious

•regress. He is a man of singular personal bravery,

nd it is a fortunate thing that the Spanish nation,

t this critical time of its history, has as its ruler a
nan of his physical, mental and moral stamina.

i.nd as he is an expert in sailing his yacht over the

vrater, it looks now as though he would be able to

rive his ship of state through the waves of tum.ult

nd revolution, and bring it safely into the harbor
f national liberty and prosperity. In the sailing

f ships over material waters, or over the turbulent

,aves of political conflict, the helm and the man at

he helm have much to do in determining the ship's

regress and destiny.

Behold also the ships, which thoug-h they be so great, and are

riven of fierce winds, yet are they turned about with a very small

elm, whithersoever the governor listeth. (James 3 : 4.)

)yed His Beard Blue

Morris Lukowsky, who is seventy years of age,

inded at New York from Libau, Russia. He was
etained at Ellis Island because he was thought to

e too old to earn his living by
vork and because he had no
loney with which to support
imself. The other day it was
oticed that the old man with
he long white beard had disap-

eared and in his stead there

/as a somewhat younger look-

ig man with a blue beard. But
he hair that cropped out from
nder his cap was white. It

as Lukowsky, but in his deter-

lination to appear young and
emain in this country, he had
round up an indelible pencil

/hich he thought would make
is beard black. He did not
ave enough of the stuff to

Dior his hair, so the man found
imself with a blue beard and
white head. The authorities,
nder the law, were compelled
) send him back to his home
1 Russia. The old immigrant
ad a motive in looking younger
lan he really was. He wanted
) stay in this, God's country
f liberty and opportunity, but
is attempt to disguise himself
lade him appear ridiculous, and
isulted in failure. Many people
?sert to devices giving them a
outhful appearance. Some of them are rendered
bout as ridiculous as the old man with the blue
sard and the white hair; their arts are almost as
yisuccessful as that of the immigrant who had to

^ returned to his home. Age, after a useful life

nd with the becoming spirit, is just as beautiful as
)uth, and the sunset of life may be as magnificent
•^ the dawn. The divine penman has made mention
' gray hairs as one of the symbols of the beauty of
d age:
[And the beauty of old men is the gray head. (Prov. 20 : 29.)

I

oods in Japan

Tokyo, the capital of Japan, is situated on the
land of Hondo, ^nd on both sides of the Sumida
iver. The waters of the Sumida River overflowed
e banks, causing a most disastrous flood. Two
ards of the city were almost entirely submerged,
id the farms in the river district have been inun-
ited, and the damage to the rice crop that has
suited is estimated at $4,500,000. Mr. O'Brien,
e American Ambassador at Tokyo, reported to the
ate Department at Washington that the city of
ikyo was supporing one hundred thousand ref-
rees from the flooded districts of Japan, and that
le hundred and fifty thousand houses had been
imaged by the waters. Three hundred and eighty-
's persons have been killed and five hundred more
•e missing. The victims of the floods are wholly
pendent upon public relief. Every available boat
being employed in the work of rescue and convey-
'g food to the starving. Tokyo is a beautiful city,

th its handsome buildings, its exquisitely beautiful

parks, its gorgeous flower gardens, its street cars,
electric lights, and other evidences of modern civil-

ization, and its people are intelligent, industrious
and upright. Japan's misfortune is the sorrow of
the world, so nearly has God made his children
akin and so well nigh universally has he spread his

gospel of brotherly love. If the damage of the floods

should continue and the govei-nment be unable to

render the instant relief necessary, Christian na-
tions and individuals are ready, as they always have
been, to aid in furnishing shelter for the homeless
and food for the hungry. Practical benevolence is

not only commanded by our Christianity, but is one
of the necessary expressions of its life:

But whoso hath this world's good, and seeth his brother have
need, and shutteth up his bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him ? (I. John 3 : 17.)

Got a Trip to Italy

It will be remembered that Robert Taft, the Pres-
ident's son, while driving an automobile at Beverly,
Mass., ran over Michael Angelo de Gregordio, an
Italian laborer, and injured him. The man was
taken to the Beverly Hospital, where the President
paid all the bills. The man was discharged the
other day from the hospital as cured. Although
the Massachusetts Highway Commission had ex-
onerated young Taft from blame, the President
decided to send De Gregordio on a visit back to his

home in Italy, hoping that the trip would entirely
restore his vigor. In addition to paying for his

passage, Mr. Taft gave him $500, more than a year's
earnings, besides pocket money for incidental ex-
penses The man on receiving the money rushed

It had worked its way in the day before when the

young lady had put it on the ground. Danger, physi-

cal and moral, lurks in unseen places. The serpent

of sin creeps into every unexpected place to do his

victim damage. Satan's subtlety is mentioned in

the introduction to the story of the temptation in the

garden

:

Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field which
the Lord God had made. (Gen. 3 ; 1.)

Edward Payson Hammond Dead

The Rev. Edward Payson Hammond, the world-
famed evangelist, died at Hartford, Conn., on Sun-
day, August 14. He graduated at Williams College
in 1858, took a theological course at the Union
Seminary, and then attended the Free Church Col-
lege at Edinburgh, Scotland. He began evange-
listic work there with success and then came to

America and swept every portion of this country
with his revival meetings from Maine to California
and from the Lakes to the Gulf. He was ordained
by the Presbytery of New York, and held revival
services as an ordained minister. Thousands of

people were often converted in cities during one
series of meetings. It was his universal custom to

begin his evangelistic services in communities by
calling the children together and winning them to

the Cross by his simple messages and charming
music. In his children's talks he used a magnetized
tack hammer which would not pick up a large piece
of steel, but which would gather about itself any
number of tacks, to show how much easier it was
for children to be drawn to Christ, than people
when they get old. Mr. Hammond had the faculty of

setting everybody to work in

his meetings, so that every
Christian in his revival services
was pushed by his personality
to talk and pray with some
one else. He was a copious
writer and must have written
as many as fifty little books.
There are no scales in which
can be weighed the influence of
such a man upon the heart and
destiny of the individual and
the Church. He certainly was
obedient to the call of his
Master to go preach the Gospel.
Of Mr. Hammond it can be said,

what was said of a greater
preacher than he

:

Through mighty signs and wonders,
by the power of the Spirit of God ; so
that fiom Jerusalem, and round about
unto Illyricum, I have fully preached the
Gospel of Christ. (Rom. 15 : 19.)

Abominable Treatment of Mother

Annella Januar, a laborer.

King Alfonso" of Spain as a Yachtsman

to the nearest post office and sent it home to his

people in Italy. This spirit of justice and brotherly

love manifested by the President of the United
States is a healthful example to the millions of our
people. The difference between running down an
individual with the automobile on the highway,
producing injury or death, and then speeding away
to hide the number of the car or identity of the

owTier, and this truly honorable and tender action

of the President, is great, and suggests a difference

between the treatment of the wounded by the priest

and Levite and by the Samaritan.
And he went to him, and bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and

wine, and set him on his own beast, and brought him to an inn, and
took care of him. And on the morrow when he departed, he took

two pence, and gave them to the host, and said unto him. Take care

of him ; and whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come again, I

will repay thee. (Luke 10 : 34, 35.)

Strange Habitation of a Snake

A few days ago, a young lady in Richmond, Va.,
while resting in a hammock in her garden took the
"rat" out of her hair in order to cool and rest her
head. She laid it carelessly down beside her, and
thought no more about it. The next day she felt

strange pains in her head. They grew so severe

that she was compelled to leave her place of em-
ployment and go home. She took down her hair

and found great swollen places on her scalp. Her
mother, who was trying to assist her in easing her

pain, happened to pick up the "rat" the girl had just

removed, and feeling something hard in it, she began
pulling it apart. Great was her horror to find a
six-inch moccasin nestled in the centre of the hair.

'^•' ^ locked up in one of the police
stations of Brooklyn on the
charge of throwing acid in the
eyes of his mother, Mrs. Rosina
Januar, a widow fifty years

of age, and of stealing her money, which she had
saved by hard work for several years. According
to the story told by Mrs. Januar, she was alone in

her apartments preparing a meal, when her son.

who also lives in the same house, entered. He had
a small bottle of acid in his hands, she says, and
threw the contents into her face. Taking a rag he
rubbed more of the fluid on her face and eyes.

Finally, while she was screaming with pain and cry-
ing for help, she alleges that he procured a sharp
knife, and cut her skirts almost to pieces in his

attempt to find a bag which contained $1,000, which
she had sewed in her clothing. Getting the bag
with the money he left the house and closed the door.
This $1,000 the woman saved by washing. It seems
that her son, who has a wife and two children, had
determined to go back to Italy, and it is charged
that he did this dastardly act to get the money
before he went. It is hard to conceive of a deeper
dye of filial disloyalty than this disfigurement of a
mother for life by her own son, and this taking of
the money she had laid up by hard work for a rainy
day. This incident is in marked contrast to the
many sons and daughters who, in recognition of the
love and service of parents, care for them most
tenderly, anticipating their every want, and scat-

tering their pathway with flowers; but it reminds
us of some who forget the love and service of father
and mother, and who are cold, neglectful and even
brutal in their conduct toward them, and nothing is

more unseemly or unchristian than this treatment
of parents. The Saviour himself said:

For God commanded, saying, Honor thy father and mother: and.

He that curseth father or mother, let him die the death. (Matt. 15 :4.)
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Abraham Lincoln

HERETOFORE the contentions of this series

have not been open to general contradiction.

It is universally conceded that America has
the best Constitution the world has ever known, and
that in this country above all others the processes of

assimilation of foreign immigrants show most
worthy fruit. It is also incontestably true that,

looking on our country's darker side, we suffer in-

conceivably from the law's delays and misapplica-

tions, and that we do not punish properly or gen-

erally official wrongdoing.
Concerning the present assertion, "Here (in

America) the Will of the People "Wins," I am well

aware there is honest doubt. Each of us has known
occasions when it seemed as if the will of the people

was ignored, belittled, or defeated, and this, too,

when such will was manifestly for the betterment
of human conditions and national life. At times,

doubtless, hundreds of thousands of good American
men and women have felt like echoing Holland in

Bitter-Stveet and crying:

The sun has prone out and the stars are dead

:

God has forgotten the world

!

However, I contend, with great faith, that from
such mental Gethsemanes we emerge, or should

emerge, into better,
brighter beliefs, and can
substitute for the despair-
ing cry of the couplet
above, the hopeful words
of the world's greatest
poet:

So in some wise all things wear
round betimes,

And wind up well.

Depends on the Viewpoint

Much depends upon
your viewpoint as to ac-
ceptance or rejection of
the statement in the cap-
tion.

If you believe that our
form of government is a
mistake; that national morals grow worse as the
years go by; that as a nation we are so devoted to
material progress that we neglect the weightier
matters of the law, "judgment, righteousness and
truth"; that the minds of our people, and by conse-
quence their wills, are becoming more and more
abased and less and less on the upward spiritual
trend—if you are pessimistic as to the national
present and future, you will not agree with the con-
tention; or, if you do, will say, "More's the pity."

If, on the other hand, you are convinced, as is the
vast majority of clear and high-thinking mankind,
that the United States has been, is now, and for an
indefinite future shall be, the hope of the world;
that our methods of government and the results
thereof, despite many shortcomings and temporary
evils, come nearest the ideals of statesmen and pa-
triots; that Americans grow more intolerant of
wrong and more eager for the triumph of truth each
year of their education in life; that, as the people
learn the truth, they become the more determined
that it shall prevail—if such are your sentiments
you will say. The will of the people wins in the end;
and that will makes for the righteousness which
exalteth a nation, and defeats the sin that is a re-
proach to any people.

The Will of the People Must Be Moulded

Of course we do not live in a pure democracy.
There never was a successful or lasting government
wherein the untaught and emotional masses were
supreme at the outset. We must have leaders of
thought, teachers of truth. By spoken word in
pulpit or school, by written precept in books or
papers, by personal contact of the well-informed
and worthy with the weaker and more ignorant
brethren of the Republic, the vital differences be-
tween what is right and what is only expedient
must be shown, appreciated, digested into mental
and moral life.

It is related
years after the
covered setting forth the
eternal piinciples of truth.

Right views.
Right purposes.
Right professions.
Right judgments.
Right applications.
Right memories.
Right speech.
Right meditations.
When any great public question squares with

these eight divisions the people of the United States
will accept the affirmative, and see to it at the polls

By E. R. JOHNSTONE

that their will in the matter becomes the fact made
manifest.

What America's History Teaches

Our Republic came into being because the peo-

ple willed it. Their "will" demanded liberty of

conscience and of government. Their "won't" pro-

tested against taxation without representation,

dominance by foreign governors and placemen who
ignored the rights of the residents and toilers. We
have a heritage of great names from Revolutionary

times, but then, as under Cromwell, Eugene, Wil-

liam of Orange, or Garibaldi, the power of accom-
plishment depended upon the men who bore and
served the guns.

In the most momentous and the fiercest war the

nineteenth century knew the will of the majority

of Americans was made manifest. When the Dred
Scott decision, as an English writer put it, "made
every Northerner a slave-catcher and every South-
erner a slave-hunter," the will of the greater body

Harriet B. Stowe Frances E. Willard Wm. Lloyd Garrison

of our people hardened into fell purpose that slavery
must disappea)' from within our borders and that
our borders must not be lessened by secession.

It took years of precept and example to anneal
the wills of the Unionists into firm belief in abolition.

Then they gave their lives and fortunes in behalf of
their beliefs and it was all the greater triumph for
the right that those who were wrong were also faith-
ful, brave and, in the mass, honest.

Another Case of Educated Wills

More than a quarter of a century ago a Western
State was rent almost to the point of riot by a
financial question that seemed to have two sides to
it. In earlier days, in order to secure much needed
railways, the State had bonded its resources to the
extent of several millions of dollars, which were

Neal Dow Elihu B. Washburne

by Orientalists that five hundred
death of Buddha relics were dis-

eight fundamental and
Here they are:

given to promoters and captains of industry who
promised to build and operate the needed roads.
Some of the roads were built, some of the prom-

ises faithfully kept. Other promises were ignored
or meagerly fulfilled, and, beyond question, much of
the State's money was frittered away or diverted
into private bank accounts.
When the time for payment of a moiety of the

bonds came there was a general sentiment for re-
pudiation. Not only demagogues, but good citizens,
argued that, as the contracts under which the money
had been voted had been repudiated, it was fair and
right that the debt should be disallowed. The State
was not rich except in prospects. To pay the bonds
meant hardship in the way of increased or continued
taxes that reached every man's pocket.

For a time the voices of the clearer thinkers, who
pomted out that the holders of the bonds were not

to blame; that the faith, honor and future credit cj

the State were at stake, were drowned in the clamJ
of the repudiationists. The time for an election c

legislators who should pass upon the vital questic

—payment or non-payment—came, and it seemt
as if repudiation would surely win. In the Sta
was an exceptionally large proportion of citizens <

foreign birth, and to them the repudiationists mac
strong appeal, setting up that the bonds had bee
voted before they came into the State; that the

certainly had derived little or no benefit from the
issue, while upon them would fall full burden (

discharge of the obligations.

It was a splendid campaign for righteousnes
The pulpit with unanimity, the better portion of tl

press, all the true-blue, honorable citizens who, loo]

ing ahead, knew what repudiation meant from
material as well as from a moral view, banded ;

an army of argument, appeal and appreciation. Tl
newly made Americans declined—when they sa
the error of the repudiationists—to do the expediei
thing. The legislature when elected was undoub
edly in favor of the dishonorable course, but tl

change in the will of the people, between the time i

election and that of assembly, was so marvelous ai

so marked, the membe
did not dare to vote f^

repudiation.
Decency won and it w;

as distinctively a victo:

of the people's will as ti

history of our commo
wealths can show. It

aside from the ethics
note the truth that, I

paying the bonds as it di

the State established i

repute and credit in

fashion that has stood
in good stead from th.

day to this. The late Go
ernor Johnson of Minn
sota once said to in

"In all the records of oi

country's life I know of no better example of tl

triumph of an educated popular will than w;
afforded by the victory of the anti-repudiationists i

Minnesota."

Further Accomplishment Certain

Of all our Presidents Andrew Jackson, Abraha
Lincoln and William McKinley most thorough
appreciated and most freely relied upon the evoli

tion of the will of the people of the nation in

accomplished good. To Lincoln in his years of Sf

stress the support of the better part of his countr
men, expressed at the polls as well as on the batt

lines, was the saving grace in most serious situ;

tions. In the last few months of his life, McKinh
showed his knowledge of the trend of public beli'

toward tariff change, a trend that is made more ar

more manifest as the years go on.
No one can truly, deny that the cause of tempe

ance has made great strides within the last decad
Drunkenness is no longer a venial sin. Sobriety
as much a requisite nowadays in political and soci;

life as it is in that of traffic and commerce. If it

not the will of the people^a will moulded by years <

drink's devastation, by exhortation, example, stati

tics, experience—that has brought about the chanf
and will make for further betterment, what was tl

compelling influence?
It was popular will that demanded and rna(

possible many of our vast transportation lines 1:

sea and land, and it was popular will that put tl

fear of the law into such public-service corporatioi

as made a creed of unlawful gain. Not only tl

consent, but the co-operation, of the people must 1

had in future contests against organized rapine ar

corporated injustice.

Without the consent of the people there would 1

no Panama Canal. It will be public sentiment, i

the last analysis, that will provide a new and moi

adaptable currency and fiscal system. When v

have again an American merchant marine to she

our flag on all the Seven Seas, we may be sure

has come by reason of the recognition of the ne(

therefor on the part of the plain people.
Who can doubt what the effect of exposures coi

cerning the awful traffic in white womanhood w:

be upon American sentiment? Who but believi

that the death-knell of that traffic was sounded wht
the people were apprised of the facts?

Comparison with Other Nations

It is difficult to make comparisons with other n

tions in respect to this matter of ultimate triumf
of the people's will. In no other great Power <

Conthrued on page 77U
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I T OWHERE are the value and

\| efficiency of volunteer work in

-^ religious enterprises more def-

itely demonstrated than in the evan-

listic meetings of the Lemon Hill

ssociation of Philadelphia. The vis-

01- who casually drops in to one of

,e services is impressed with the few

ords in italics on the back of the

•ogramme: Our Chorus, Workers ayid

shers, like the members of the Com-
mittee, are all volunteers. Every one
' invited to help. Every one present
' eager to do something for the good
• some one else in particular, or for

tie assembly in general.

If you should stroll toward the

ivilion at Lemon Hill in Fairmount
:ark, on a midsummer Sunday, you
ould receive an invitation to enter,

'•cm some young man wearing an

'sher's badge and standing near the

htrance of the amphitheatre. A sec-

id young man with a similar badge
ould offer you a programme. An-
her would show you to a seat, where
-lother yet would give you a hymn
5ok, and before long still another

iould offer you a Psalter. A volun-

:!er choir of 300 singers leads the

,usic. A chorus of 2.50 children sing

iilections from sprightly Gospel songs,

jst before the preacher begins to

)eak, beautiful baskets of flowers are

irried to the platform, the gift of

)me interested member who has a

iirden. At any point in the service,

motion of the hand or even a signifi-

int glance of the eye may convey an
•der or a suggestion from leader to

orker and some part of the well-

•ganized machinery is set in motion,

rganization, co-operation, willing

Iministration according to ability,

are the secrets of success here. How-
ever spontaneous and easily accom-
plished all this appears to the visitor,

it is in reality the result of earnest,
consecrated, persistent devotion on the
part of all. However blithe and holi-

daylike in appearance are the men and

yet they come from their homes in dif-

ferent parts of the city to help in the
various services on Saturdays and
Sundays at Lemon Hill; they call on
people in their homes and visit the sick

during the week; and on every Friday
evening the year round, through mid-

400 Volunteer Gospel Workers in Evening Session

women who rally to the support of the
leaders, they represent conscientious
continuous effort and sacrifice.

There are nearly 400 enrolled vol-

unteer workers. They are many of
them persons who are employed in

stores and factories or in some trade;

summer heat or wintry blasts, they
meet for song, prayer and conference
in preparation for the coming Sunday.
Their work lasts the year round. After
the summer season is closed, the
Lemon Hill Association then lends its

strength to the churches of Phila-

delphia, holding evangelistic services,

especially in those which are laboring
for Christ in the poorer sections of the
city.

One of the pleasantest features of
the summer work is the weekly Sat-
urday outing for poor children. They
are gathered from the back streets and
alleys of the city, 1,000 or 1,200 boys
and girls each week, irrespective of
denomination, race, or color, anc' taken
by the street cars to Lemon Hill; there,

under the direction and care of the
volunteers, some of whom are active
business men well known in Philadel-
phia, an afternoon is spent with games
and field-sports, followed by an ice-

cream treat and concluded by a rev-
erent service in the Pavilion. Only
those who have seen the happy crowds
of children at Mont-Lawn as they
marched joyfully from their games tO'

the Children's Temple for the song^

service, can realize the beauty and
solemnity of such a gathering and the
opportunity of telling these waifs from
the streets of the Jesus who "loves all

the little children of the world."

•'It is doubtful if any one church of

•any denomination in our city is vitally

in touch with more individuals and
homes than is the non-sectarian church
of Lemon Hill, which is no church at

all, and has refused to become one, so

far as denominational creed is con-

cerned," says Dr. Ely, the founder and
director of the work. "It differs from
all individual church and institution

work in that it does not aim to build

up an institution in itself, but con-

tributes to all Christian churches, in-

creases the spirit of unity among
Christian people and invites all classes

alike to vital fellowship with God,
through Jesus Christ." M. K. H.
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Cunningham, Mrs Harris, Mrs Tlios. 1 OO R & Wife 3 00 Reynolds, Thos H .3 0(>

Alf 2 00 Hastings, Mr B S 1 01) McCurley, Mrs HE 5 00 Rice, Jas 1 5i>

Curtis, Mrs L L. 1 00 Henry, Eliz'th M. 1 00 McCutchen, Mrs H Rice. -Terome B.. 100
Dakin. J 2 00 Henry. F H 5 00 N 2 00 Rice, Mrs Sarah. 2 (JO

Damin, Hans 1 00 Hessier, Morris E 1 00 McFeeters, Wm. . 3 00 Rider. Mrs C S. . 5 OO
Datesman. MrsHF 3 00 Highberger, I B. 1 00 McGinnis. C C. . . 1 00 Risk. John 5(>

Davis, Mrs .V M. 3 00 Hill. D M 1 00 Melntvre. Miss M 2 OO Robertson. Mollie GOO
Day. Mrs I S 2 00 Hill. I E & Elea- McMillan. Mrs M 1 00 Rose. Jane C 1 (J(>

De-Jonge, Jr, Louis 5 OO nor Reid 5 OO McMiirray. Miss M 1 00 Rule. Mary 1 OO

Dent. H H 6 00 Hill. Katherine.. .50 McNair, Mrs J B. 2 00 Russell. Laura .. 5 OOi

Derby, Mr & Mrs Hill. Ralph .... 50 Macon, Miss M V.13 00 Rutledge. J D. . .
2o.

F 10 00 HImlev. Nellie . . 2 00 Mallory. Mrs J M.25 00 R.vcrson, A A. .
.
.12 OO

Dickinson. N P.. 2 00 Hitchcock. M ... 2 00 Mears, H B i 00 Sanford. Edw T.
. 5 00

Dietrich. Mrs W E 3 00 Hoberg. Hy 5 00 Media Union S S, ^ay, C E. . . . ... .
i

("J
Dodd, Miss C G. 25 Hodgson, Mrs E S 2 00 Oxford, Pa .... 3 00 Sayre Mrs C E.

. 5 OO

Douglas. .Mrs A.. 1 00 Hoff, K E 1 00 Mehlharn, Ernest. 3 00 Schick, Hy L^.. 1
("'

Drake, B B 2 00 Holden. Mrs L W 2 OO Mellinger, MrsLW 2 nn Schneerei 1' W.. d oif

Dunbar. J C 25 Hollister. Francis 3 00 Menzies. Mrs Wm 1 00 A O Schmiat «
Duvall. Louis H. . 2 00 Hopper. Mrs A C 3 00 Mertz. R H 3 00 »on • . >

Eiii-l s C 1 00 Hotchkins. NM.. 1 00 Mevers, .lohn B.. 5 00 And Several UVU-
Eaton. Mrs A 3 on Howard, Mrs E S Mier. H W -^ ^^ dred otherS tO be
Eaton, J mo & Daughters .. 1 00 Miksch, Mrs S... 1 '"> "1^" "S.^'j 7nt^^
Edwards, J M. . . 3 no Howell, Chas IT. 2 no Miller, H P \ oo aCKnOlVl g a later.
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THE little house at the corner,

supposed to rejoice in the name
of "parsonage," but commonly

referred to as "the Button-box,"

fairly brimmed over with children.

Where the minister's wife put them all

at nightfall one simply had to wonder,

while the place in which the minister

found silence for the preparation of

his sermon was quite beyond the wild-

est conjectures of those who had time

to think anything at all about it.

Still, the childi-en were all safely

housed each night by the time the stars

began to peep out, for Mother Button

was a good and careful mother, and
the sermons were all prepared some-
where—and good ones they were, too

—

and so nobody really gave much atten-

tion to the fact that the little house
was so uncomfortably and inade-

quately and absurdly small.

But though the children were good
and the sermons not to be disparaged,
the salary for preaching the sermons,
and which went to provide food and
clothing for all the Buttons, was quite

as absurdly insignificant as was the

house itself, the two things of small
proportions combining to make tired

lines show in Father Button's earnest
face, and all but discouraged ones in

Mother Button's once pretty one. Yet
the lines had grown so gradually that
the people to whom the minister
preached week after week and year
after year never noticed them at all.

One day, however, a new family
moved into the little town, and speedily
beginning to attend church, began to

discover things which the people of the
town had known so long that they
actually didn't know they existed.

Having discovered them, moreover,
Mrs. German proceeded to tell her new
friends about them on the day of the
sewing society. Mother Button being
providentially kept at home by a sick

headache.

"I don't wonder she has headaches,"
Mrs. German said energetically. "Why,
ladies, I asked her where she usually
took her vacations—and she laughed
at me. 'Right here in my kitchen and
sleeping-room,' she told me at last,

that dreadful little wrinkle showing
over her eyes. Then I

—

pumped, until

she told me that she has never been
out of this town once since she was
married and came here a bride thir-

teen years ago, except once a year,
when she goes to town for the day to

buy cloth for the family clothing. Why,
we church people ought to be ashamed
of ourselves. Of course she can't get
away easily, but she told me so
pathetically that she and the minister
planned in the courtship days to take
their wedding journey 'when the new
wore off of the little home.' Bless her!

.

It wore off a good long while ago, I

guess, but the babies— and a small
salary—have kept them both tied at
home. And ive've let them!"

It was characteristic of Mrs. Ger-
man to include herself in any cause
for disapproval, so that now when she
said "we" in that self-blaming fashion
no one remembered that she at least
had been innocent of selfishness toward
the minister's family during the long
baker's dozen of years.
"What can we do about it?" queried

the president of the society somewhat
aggrievedly. "They really wouldn't
go and leave the children, I don't be-
lieve, and if they were willing to do so
they haven't the money to go—and,
dear me! who would go and stay with
such a houseful of children, anyway?"

Mrs. German laughed gaily. "I've
been fairly aching to have this society
meet ever since I found out about her
long-deferred wedding-tour— never
dreamed, either, of such luck as her
being sick with a headache—and I've

laid awake nights planning out a
scheme which you ladies will carry to

By BERTHA BURNHAM BARTLETT

completion, I knoAy. We'll kidnap the

children!"
There was a general gasp of con-

sternation at this, but Mrs. German
continued with undismayed fervor:

"Why not? It's they who are keep-

ing those two blessed mortals from
taking a real rest, and "

"But thev wouldn't go and leave——

"

"Wouldn't they?"
"Besides, how could they go—how

could she go—without having things
made "

"And money ! Why, it will take lots."

"To be sure," assented Mrs. German,
triumphantly elate over not having to

suggest these indisputable matters

their father and mother off for a

week?"
"A week! Hear the innocent!

laughed Mrs. German, derisively.

"Why, bless you, if we send them at all

we must send them away for at least a

good long month. As for the children

—well, people who kidnap youngsters

usually take good care of them with

the expectation that they will receive

a reward when they are returned. I

mean to kidnap Baby Elsie; she takes

to me pretty well."

"The twins used to play with my
Florence before — before — I—I—oh,

we'll take good care of the twins and
I know they'll be good with us."

' The conductor smilingly handed the minister a letter

'

concerning frills and wherewithal.
"And won't it be fun getting her ready
to go without her knowing a thing
about it? I've got a blue silk that I

never had made up, for the reason
that it makes me look as if the under-
taker needed to be called. It's just
her color, however, and I'll donate that
if somebody will make it up for her."

It was the president who, first

catching the spirit, responded.
"My Annie is almost exactly her

size," she announced with sudden in-

spiration. "I'll tell Mrs. Button that
the dress is a surprise and ask her to
let me fit it on her."

"Splendid!" ejaculated the prime
mover.

"Underclothing," suggested another
woman; "has any one any idea
whether she'll need new ones?"
"Hers probably aren't pretty- and

dainty," rejoined the president. "Mine
wouldn't be if I had to make clothes
for seven children."
"That makes me think. What is to

be done with the children if we do send

The other mothers who knew that,
since the last good-by kiss was pressed
on little Florence's cold lips, no child
had ever crossed the desolate home's
threshold, knew how much Mrs.
Tracy's implied offer meant, and were
silent from sympathy for a moment.
"My Jack will be delighted to have

Homer Button for a playmate," the
president said at length, and then
other offers came thick and fast, the
ladies all but quarreling over the privi-
lege of caring for the children.

It was decided that as soon as it was
found that the measurements of the
president's daughter and Mrs. Button
were indeed identical, a sewing-bee
should be secretively held at the presi-
dent's home, and that there shirtwaists
and skirts, a traveling suit, the silk
gown, and undergarments galore,
should be made and promptly packed
into a small and delightfully new
trunk. A handbag also was to be pur-
chased and supplied with all acces-
sories for a journey (even to snap-
shots of the children, a concession to

parental heart-tuggings after tlse
interesting small Buttons, toge n-
with a certified bank-check of sati v-
ing proportions, the amount tope
taken bodily from the treasury of he-
sewing circle.

"We've been hoarding our mc>v
for years," averred the secretary,

,10

was responsible for the suggesU
that such use be made of a portioijf
the funds, "Just hoarding it, lac s,

meaning some day to have enougl :o

build a good-sized parsonage. ^ v,

seems to me that a hundred del s

taken from what we have won't n ce

so much difference after all when ,-e

do come to build. And, anyway, if e

fall short only a hundred dollars e

may think ourselves mighty fortui >
and will find some way to raise it.'

The other ladies agreed with a ;-

lightful unanimity, save that it is

voted to make the check twice as h|e
as suggested, since the Reverend j-.

Button's needs were to be left whly
unsupplied until that gentleman shi^d

be able to purchase necessities )r

himself in some nearby city.

Through careful calculations ie

conspirators were enabled to }|e
everything in readiness on a bri t,

sunny day in July, and then in ^-

sponse to a most urgent, but bo
invitation the minister and his '

left for the city, where the mini 1

was "expected" to perform a marri t

ceremony for a former member of e

Newton sewing circle, who had < 1-

sented to be a fellow conspirator.
"I really want to go," confessed le

minister's wife with a half-stifled ; h

to the president of the society, "bi I

simply can't, for I haven't a gown ( t

is suitable even for a home wedd ;,

If I had a traveling suit—bu 1

haven't."
The president's daughter cau it

her breath. "Wear mine—my ; ,v

one," she begged insistently. "I'm i-

ing away next week, and shall nf,i

wear it here, so you needn't mind, j d

. I'm sure I don't. Make her weai t,

mother."
"Of course you will," seconded 1

relative, who felt a burden of resji-

sibility rolling off her shoulders.
"And I ought to go, too," Mrs. I -

ton explained apologetically the mc -

ing of their departure, to the neight s

who promised to look after the li e

folks during their parents' absei '.

"I really ought, for it will be sue a

good chance to purchase sheets ;d

pillow slips that I absolutely ni .

And Mr. Button is so short of sumi r

clothing that—actually!
"

The neighbors laughed sympathe -

ally. "We're glad you're going," t

chorused. "Now don't worry. '
-

children will be all right if you sta i

month. Kiss them a dozen tii 3

round. And now hurry."
"No need of that," vetoed the n -

ister, looking at his watch, and thent

the familiar faces about them. "D '

people, I've—I've—been remiss, [

think, in never telling you how d

you all are to us. I hope you'll n
^

the Buttons when the 'Box' is empt'

A sudden vision of how lonesc

'

the town would be with an em '

"Button-box" swept over the li'?

company, ere Mrs. German could co

;

to the rescue.
"No self-respecting communit

'

she said with dignity, "no self-respf-

ing community ever does have 1

empty button-box, Mr. Minister. ^-^

dear me! You must hurry now,

you'll surely be late. Kiss the bab •

Hurry!"
Hurry? Indeed, they did.

breathless, they seated themselves 1

the train already moving slowly fr

'

the station, the conductor smilin:'

placed a handbag, conspicuously ni.

in the carrier above their heads, r'

then as smilingly handed the minis
'

a letter which, he explained, had j

'

Contijiued on page 778
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Women in Council

ONE of the puzzles that seem to baffle mothers

is where to draw the line between truth and
falsehood in the development of childish char-

acter. Even for us who are grown up truth is not

always the easiest fact in attainment. We some-

times wonder what is true and what is false in our

daily experience. To be literal is not always to

be true. An imag:inative person sees visions and
dreams dreams. Take the evei-y-day incident of

testimony given by three or four persons in refer-

ence to a happening which they have seen. Very
seldom does it occur that the descriptions of each
are identical with one another. The impressions
made upon the mind have been differ-

ent and, in consequence, reports vary.

This is the reason why circumstantial
evidence is so frequently unfair and
untrustworthy in its bearings upon
cases in coui-t.

On one point we are all in perfect

'accord. We regard truthfulness and
Isincerity as foundation stones in char-
acter building. We want our little

children to be trained in telling the
truth. Yet we must discriminate be-

tween the visions of an imaginative
'child and the fairy-land in which such
^a child dwells, and the deliberate tell-

ing of untruth through cowardice or
meanness. With this preamble the

itopic is open for discussion in future
veranda sessions. Mothers are invited

to relate their success or failure in

[teaching their children to speak the
truth.

By MARGARET F. SANGSTER

entertain a person struggling back to health was
to relate a series of harrowing events which had
occupied the attention of the community while the
patient had been in retreat on account of her illness.

She omitted no detail of the illness and death and
subsequent funeral of an elderly lady who had
passed away since Mrs. Dana had gone to the hos-
pital. It was hardly surprising that the nurse
found the patient exhausted and weary, with a ten-
dency to rising temperature, after the well-meaning
but mistaken caller had taken leave.

Another visitor, equally kind and well meaning.

A Young
People's Library

I

"Kindly give me an
idea how to start a
library for girls and

boys in their teens? A. C. G."
As a nucleus for a circulating

library for girls and boys in their
iteens, you cannot do better than to pur-
fchase a set of books issued by G. P.
jjPutnam's Sons, under the general title

m. The Young People's Book Shelf.

This particular collection of books is

[unrivaled in excellence of style and is

'distinguished for rare literary taste
and beautiful illustration. It includes
Famous Poems, FanioKs Tales, first,

;econd and third series; Forty Famous
Fairy Talcs, Stories of Heroism from
.'.he World's History, Adventures
Afloat and Ashore, Almost True
Stories, The Book of Romance and
fRobinso}! Crusoe and His Iskuid.
Among the authors to be represented
^n a circulating library for the young
[ mention Robert Louis Stevenson,
.vhose Treasure Island, Prince Otto,
Kidnapped and David Balfour are
woks of perennial value. For the
/ounger girls An)ie of Green Gables,
Anne of Avonlca, Rebecca of Sunny-
hrook Farm, and the entire Little
Uolonel Series are sure to be useful.
riie Heuty Books are one and all desir-
able for boys, so are any works by J. M.
Barrie or S. R. Crockett. In biography,
)e sure to include The Life of Louisa
t/. Alcott, of Alice Freeman Palmer, and any life

'ou can obtain of George Washington and Abraham
-/incoln. These books will do for a beginning. Our
eaders are invited to contribute the names of any
looks which they have found attractive and profita-
ile in the special line our correspondent has in mind.

/siting the Sick Mrs. Dana was recovering by slow
yet sure degrees from a surgical

peration. The time had come when her friends
vere permitted to visit her, although the nurses
;ave a little hint as to the length of calls and the
aving the patient's strength. The first friend who
vas admitted to the pleasant room in which Mrs.
)ana sat on her couch propped up by pillows,
bought the best thing she could do to cheer and

A PEASANT WOMAN OF GREECE

As fair as Grecian women

In a shadowy older day.

This modem burden-bearer treads

The worn familiar way.

Her foot is sure, her step is light,

Her head is lifted high,

And o'er her spreads the laughing

The sunlit, cloudless sky.

but equally unskilled in the gentle art of visiting the

sick, insisted on a recital of Mrs. Dana's remem-
bered sensations after arriving at the hospital, and
how she felt when emerging from the cloud of her

anae-sthetic; and having learned all that she could in

this way she tranquilly proceeded to tell of other

surgical operations with which she had been fa-

miliar, and of the necessity that had more than
once occurred for their repetition. She, too, was a
failure in the art of visiting the sick.

It should go without saying that when people are

very ill, friends should be excluded from their pres-

ence, and only those should visit them who belong

to the immediate family. A pastor is always wel-

come at the bedside of the dying, but he is not

necessarily a desirable visitor in a room where the

balance is hanging uncertainly between painful

disease and healthful convalescence. Whoever en-

ters a sick room should do so cheerily, but should
avoid a simulation of cheer which would grate upon
the nerves of one depressed by languor and suffer-

ing. A dress which rustles and rattles, a tread that

shakes the f^oor, and, above all, the lowering of the

voice to a whisper must be avoided when visiting

the sick.

Which Is the Two young women, both abso-
Greater Imfirmity lutely well and in possession of

normal sight and hearing, fell the
other day into a curious conversation which finally

led to a heated argument. Is it not sigular that
particularly in sultry weather people
drift into violent discussions of purely
irrelevant matters? Many domestic
squalls, for example, might be labeled
"much ado about nothing." These
girls began by wondering which would
be worse, to be blind or deaf? One
held that the greater loss to comfort
and independence was that of sight.

To be shut in by a curtain of darkness
from the beauty of this lovely world,
to be unable to go about without an
attendant, to read by the touch of the
fingers, and to grope about in the sun-
light as in midnight seemed to Dorothy
the most insupportable of possible

burdens. Eleanor, on the other hand,
declared with emphasis that she would
far rather be blind than deaf. "Think,"
she said, "how dreadful it would be to
suffer imprisonment in a silent cham-
ber where no melody of the birds, no
sweet voices of dear ones, no breaking
in of the ocean on the shore and no
music of a great oratorio could pene-
trate the wall that divided you from
these sources of pleasure."

This discussion is one that borders
on futility, because in the nature of
things it never can be settled whether
deafness or blindness is the greater
infirmity. There was once upon this

earth of ours a man who walked the
hills and dales of the land we have
ever since called Holy, and with a
word and a touch he unsealed
deaf ears and opened blind eyes. He
was the Son of man and the Son of
God, both in one. Every one who has
noticed those whose sight or hearing
has become insufficient for daily use,

must have been impressed by the com-
parative patience of the blind and its

opposite irritability in the deaf. It

seems as if helpers spring up in every
direction to assist the blind, while,

although the deaf are aided by audi-
phones and other inventions and appli-

ances, their friends and neighbors are
apt to treat them with neglect. Peo-
ple partially deaf are generally reluct-

ant to acknowledge that they do not
hear with their old acuteness, and
therefore delicate shades and inflec-

tions in conversation are lost to them,
and they often give hit or miss answers
wide of the mark when they are talk-

ing with friends. The question must
remain always unanswered. Meanwhile we may
take to ourselves the comfort, if we belong in the
company of those who suffer from either affliction,

that the brave heart, the strong will and the efficient

hand triumph over every obstacle. Rev. Dr. Mathe-
son, blind from early manhood, was the author of
several scholarly books and a successful minister of

three large churches in Scotland. His hymn, "O
Love That Will Not Let Me Go," has been sung
around the world, and will always be a favorite with
lovers of really fine music.

Fanny Crosby has been blind since infancy, but
her hymns have been the inspiration of thousands in

every land. One of these days she will see Him face

to face whose praises she has sung so long.

bl
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One

"NATIONAL"

Fall

Style Book

Has Been

Put Away

ForYou

One Fall Style

Book has been

put away for you
— is now your

property—is here

reserved for you
— waiting only

for you to write

for it to-day.

Now you are thinking, "Why have they

laid aside a book for me; is it because I am
a 'Christian Herald' reader?" Not only

that, Madam, but because every woman will

find this Style Book interesting and pro-

fitable. Interesting, because it beautifully

pictures for you all the new Fall Styles, and

^TofiXahXt—because it will saveyou money.

We have reserved this book io\ you, be-

cause without it you would never know all

the beauty and becomingness of the new
Fall Styles, and you would never know
how much you would save in buying at

the "NATIONAL."

(.uljyii^ht. 1910. by National Cloak & Suit Co.. New York City.

This Style Book will show you all the new
styles, the new Mummy Skht, the Parisian
Peasant costumes, Charmeuse Hat,s and every
new and delightful fashion at Money Saving
Prices. It also shows "NATIONAL" Petti-
coats, Skirts, Waists, Coats, and

"NATIONAL" Tailored Suits

Measure $10 tO $40
In writing for your Style Book, be sure to state

wtiether you wish to see samples of materials for
these famous suits and state the colors you prefer.
Samples are sent gladly but only when asked for.

The "NATIONAL" Policy

The "NATIONAL" prepays expressage and post-
age to all parts of the world.

Every "NATIONAL" Garment has the "NATIONAL"
Guarantee Tag — our signed guarantee attached.
This tag says that you may return, at our expense,
any "NATIONAL" Garment not satisfactory to you,
and we will refund your money.

National Cloak& Suit Co.
218 West 24th St., New York City

Mail Orders Only. No Agents or Bmnches.

Here the Will of the

People Wins
Continiied from page 770

the world is it possible to secure a di

rect expression of what citizens desire

and what they condemn. Scotland is

not a nation apart, though it is con-

spicuous among ^'all people who on

earth do dwell" for its steadfastness

in demanding and its success in secur-

ing what the conscience of its canny
folk declares its due. In England,
while the commons may win in the end,
a measure distinctly in disfavor with
the lords and gentry has a long and
difficult course to run. In Germany
the will of the Emperor has, at least,

an even chance of triumph as against
that of a mere majority of his sub-
jects. France, even as a republic, has
not been noted as a popular govern-
ment and few doubt that in Spain the
earnest desire of the great mass of the
people is for a republic. Whether
Spain is fitted for popular government
is another matter altogether. No one
cites Russia or Austria-Hungary as
examples of governments of, by and
for the people, while Switzerland is too
small for comparison with the United
States, and Italy is essentially either a
kingdom or a churchly principality.

To sum up the whole matter: It is

fair to assume and contend that in no
other land than America are grave
national (not sectional or local) ques-
tions settled in the end in accordance
with what the great mass of the public
believes to be just and right. If this
conclusion is not true, then logically it

is time for changes in our essentials of
government—and who advocates such
changes, dissatisfied as many may be
with particular instances, causes or
effects?

The Glorious Outlook

In conclusion, and as a thorough-
faced optimist so far as America is

concerned, let me quote sundry sen-
tences from the "Foreword" in a re-

cent issue of one of our best-known
magazines:
"Above our prosperity, stronger

than the steel that girds our traffic and
more fruitful than our wide harvests,
is the benediction of things unseen.
We have begun to build deep for the
eternities. The country for which
Washington strove and which Lincoln
loved has become great in the king-
dom of the Spirit. In no other land in

twenty centuries of upward striving
for the race has there been so reverent,
widespread and potent communion
with God. It is giving songs of glad-
ness to the desolate. It is restoring to
man his divine inheritance. It is giv-
ing him dominion and power. The
triumph of the soul is setting the cap-
tives free."
Never has a great nation so dili-

gently sought to grasp the things that
are eternal. Our twentieth century
citizenship in the kingdom that cometh
without observation has its parallel
only in that day when "Israel walked
with God."

HOME-GOING
INHERE will He bring me home? I cannot
'" tell

Amid what miountain slopes or vales declin-
ing

The angels rove, 'mid beds of asphodel.
Where God's own face-light is forever shin-

ing :

I only know that somewhere waits for me
A blessed home, where "many mansions" be.

How will He bring me home? I do not know.
It may be by a thorny road of pain ;

It may be by a path prolonged and slow.
Over rough deserts, or by sandy plain

;

But this I know, however it may be.
I cannot miss my goal—"He leadeth me."

When will He bring me home? that too is hid ;

Perchance there yet is labor I can do ;

It may be that my work shall he amid
These earthly scenes a few brief years or so;

It may be He will say, "Thy work is done "

Before the setting of to-morrow's sun.

But will He bring me home? Yes. that He will

!

The promise faileth not He giveth me,
And like sweet music all my life doth fill

His message, "Where I am. ye, too. may be."
What matter where or how my life is passed.
If I but see my Father's face at last?

Ella C. G. Page.
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1. We are trav- ling on to the Cit y of the blest, Where the
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where the tried ev - er dwell

tried and faith-ful dwell; . We are' trav-'ling on to a
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where the tried ev - er dwell
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we long to share;

long to share.

the might- y cho - ral song.
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11. III.

We are traveling on and whatever may betide. Through the toils of earth if we follow His com
We will trust our Saviour's love ; mand.

We will lift our eyes where the peaceful waters Though the clouds and storms descend,
sl'de He will keep us all in the hollow of His hand.

In the home that waits for us above. And will bring us safely to the end.

IV.

We are traveling on to a realm of perfect day.
To a world of summer flowers.

Where the night is o'er and the shadows fly away.
And a robe and crown will then be ours.

THE "OLD FARMER" GRATEFUL
^OME time ago this journal pub-^ lished a short account of an aged
farmer in Missouri, who had come un-
der the harrow of misfortune. He was
bravely striving to keep his little farm
and to hide from his neighbors the
knowledge of his struggle, but it is a
difficult thing to keep one's courage up
when affairs are going from bad to
worse. This old farmer has a son
whom he was helping to work his way
through college, but he could help him
no more. A crisis seemed to be at hand
in his affairs. Hearing of his case
The Christian Herald stated the
facts for the information of its readers
yet without giving the old farmer's
name. The result was that a number
of friends, touched with sympathy for

the brave old man who seemed to bi

fighting an almost hopeless battle, sen

in small sums of money to help hm
temporarily. These kind remem
brances were duly forwarded to him

and, in acknowledging their receipt

he writes this letter to The Christia>

Herald :

I received a draft from you for $108.62 sen

you by the good people that wish to assist me

Say to those good people to please accept m;

heartfelt thanks. I not only thank you for ttir

aid, but also for the principle that prompts

you to minister unto me. Believe mc, it wai

appreciated. I want to express my gratitu*

to those who sent aid by mail direct to me

This has greatly assisted me ; it has lightenet

my burden and has caused me to remember ttii

words of the Psalmist: "Why art thou cas

down, O my soul? Hope thou in God."

May God bless you and all of The CIIRISTIA^

Herald family is my prayer.
The Old Farmer.
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In the lowliest sections of our largest cities not one
home in twelve serves oats. Among the homes of the
highest types we breed, seven-eighths are oatmeal homes

Where People Don't Know
We have made a house-to-house canvass

of the tenement districts, both of New York
and Chicago.

We have gone to the homes where are

bred the anemic, the incapable the unde-

veloped. Where tuberculosis finds its ready

prey. Where the average child is extremely

nervous, and it shows at school the lack of

concentration.

We have talked with the mothers who
know the least about that which contributes

to health and growth, to mental and physical

power. To the ignorant, the careless, the

unadvised.

We find in those sections that not one

home in twelve ser\-es oats in any form.

Most of the stores supplying those sections

scarcely sell oatmeal at all.

Where People Do Know
We have canvassed hundreds of homes

of the educated, the prosperous, the com-

petent—the homes of the leaders in every

walk of life. We have talked with the

mothers who know food values, or who are

guided by physicians who know.

We find that oatmeal is a rc^iilar diet in seven

out of eight of these homes. The percentage

is even larger if we leave out the childless

homes. We find that four-fifths of all college

students come from these oatmeal homes.

We find that eight-tenths of all physi-

cians serve oatmeal at home. We find, in

one university, that 48 out of 50 of the

leading professors regularly eat oatmeal.

We find that Boston consumes 22 times

as much oatmeal per capita as do two certain

States with lowest average intelligence.

What Does This Mean?
This doesn't mean that some can afford oats

and others cannot. Quaker Oats—the finest

oatmeal produced—costs but one-half cent

per dish. And a pound of Quaker Oats sup-

plies the nutrition of six loaves of bread.

It means that some know, and others

don't know, the food needs of a child.

Some know, and some don't know, what

the food of youth means in a child's career.

Some know, and some don't know, that

the highest authorities on foods for the

young give the first rank to oatmeal.

Facts About Oats
Oats are far richer than all other cereals in

proteids, organic phosphorus and lecithin.

Proteid is the body-builder, the energy-

giving food. The average man at the

average work uses up 3^^ ounces of pro-

teid per day.

Phosphorus is the most important ele-

ment in the structure of the brain. Lecithin

is the most important in the structure of

the nerves and nerve centers.

Oats hold first place as a perfectly balanced

food. It is the staple food of the world's

hardiest race, famous for brain and brawn.

There is nothing else which compares

with oats as a breakfast food for the young.

Nothing else so well supplies the needs of

the years of growth.

It is also a food of which one never tires

—

one of the most delicious foods in existence.

Just the Rich, Plump, Luscious Oats

By 62 siftings we pick out the richest,

plumpest grains that grow for use in Quaker
Oats. We get only ten pounds of such oats

from a bushel. It is thus we secure that

enticing flavor found only in Quaker Oats.

Millions of homes, almost the world

over, have found this the best of the oat

foods.

It has a larger sale than all others

combined because children like it best.

Regular size package, 10c

Family size package for smaller

cities and country trade, 25c.

The prices noted do not apply

in the extreme West or South.

The Quaker Oats Comp2ki\y
C HICAGO

Look for the
Quaker trade-mark
on every pacftage

A HOME OF THE UNDERFED
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This Beautiful Sillc Waisf
Made of soft, lustrous

black taffeta silk of

ain excellent quality.

One of the most charming
of the new fall models.

$-1691
WE PAY POSTAGE

Easily worth $2.50

We want your name so

that we can send you our

New Fall and Winter
Style Catalog No. 2'2. of

Paris and New York Stylos

Free of rliarpe That is why
we make this exceptional offer.

Tliis nioiU'l is semi-tailored and
eluljorately tucked; opens invisibly

in front; pretty side effect is pro-

duced by pleated ruffle of silk, set

^. off by self-covei-ed buttons: sizes 32 to 44.

A 321. This waist is $ 1 .69. Pir"Send for our great free

Catalog No. 22 to-day; it is full of wonderful values like the above.

M oney returned at once if not satisfactory

Fulton Street
Brooklyn

i »T^^-T;^^^^AlZr^ NEW YORK
-5MrjS5i^^^^C==^ CITY

Complexion

POWDER
7^ The Greatest of all Bcautificrs

I A Luxurious toilette necessity—cooling, refreshing and

I assuring a clear, refined, delicate, summer complex

I It is prepared from purest materials— beau-

tifying without injuring the skin. It is

the only complexion powder that clings

—the only one put up in a Wooden
Box—retaining all its delicate perfume

and medication until entirely used up.

Five colors. Flesh, White, Brunette,

Cream and Special Pink.

50c—Everywhere—SOc

Bay the Originat

ZIMMERMANN
"AITOHARP"
•*Thc Nation's FaPorite"
Ncne genuine without our
trade mark "Autoharp."

A musical instrument adap-
ted to all classes. At all music
tores or dirt-rt from us. "Eaay
play, Easy to Buy. " Send
reecatfiloir THE PHONO-
CO.. East Boston. Mass.

sKcricKO OR Feu
KKTlTICi\KI».

Free report as to Patentability. Illustrate<l Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Washington. D. C

PATENTS
Free report as to Pat

LACK OF MONEY
Was a Godsend in This Case.

It is not always that a lack of money is

a benefit.

"A lady, of Green Forest, Ark., owes
her health to the fact that she could not
pay in advance the fee demanded by a
specialist to treat her for stomach trouble.

In telling of her case she says:
"1 had been treated by four different

physicians during lo years of stomach
trouble. Lately 1 called on another who
told me he could not cure me; that I

had neuralgia of the stomach. Then I

went to a specialist who told me I had
catarrh of the stomach and said he
could cure ine in four months but would
have to have his money down. I could
not raise the necessary sum and in iny

extremity I was led to quit coffee and try

Postum.
"So I stopped coffee and gave Postum

a thorough trial and the results have
been magical. I now sleep well at night,

something I had not done for a long time
;

the pain in my stomach is gone and I am
a different woman.

"I dreaded to quit coffee because every
time I had tried to stop it I suffered from
severe headaches, so I continued to

drink it although I had reason to believe
it was injurious to me, and was the cause
of my stomach trouble and extreme
nervousness. But when I had Postum to

shift to it was different.

"To my surprise I did not miss coffee

when I began to drink Postum.
"Coffee had been steadily and surely

killing me and I didn't fully realize what
was doing it until I quit and changed to

Postum."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wdbur F. Crafts

JESUS answered and spake

again." He was still talking to

the priests, elders and Pharisees

to whom he had spoken the parables of

the Vineyard. They had set themselves

against the truth he had come to re-

veal, and they needed some convincing

arguments in the way of home thrusts,

which Jesus proceeded to give them in

the parable of the King's Marriage
Feast, which was in reality a picture

of their unfaithfulness to God.

A Marriage Feast

It is significant that Jesus should

take a marriage feast as a symbol of

the Gospel feast. There is no occa-

sion quite so happy as a marriage
feast. Jesus thus teaches the joy of

religion.

"Sent forth his servants to call them
that were bidden." Jesus had in mind
tlie custom in the Orient of sending
reminders to those who had been in-

vited. This was necessary because
there were no timepieces, as clocks or

watches. In our own land to send a
reminder would be almost an insult,

but it was a courtesy in the Orient.

"And they would not come." Cour-
tesy was met with discourtesy; those

who were invited and reminded act-

ually refused to come! Among Orien-
tals, particularly among the Moham-
medans, to refuse an invitation to a
marriage feast is an act against God.

"And he sent forth other servants."

The king who had made the marriage
feast was long suffering; he sent his

servants to persuade them to come by
telling them about all of the good
things which had been prepared for

them.
"They made light of it; treated

them shamefully, and killed them."
So had the Jews treated the teachers
and the prophets whom God had sent

to invite them to the Gospel feast, and
they had followed their own ways,
many of them by adopting the idolatry

of the nations they had been sent to

conquer.

"Sent his armies and destroyed
those murderers and burned their

city." It is probable that Jesus here
referred to the destruction of Jerusa-
lem by Titus in 70 A.D.
"Go ye, therefore, unto the partings

of the highways." The king sent other
servants, not to the homes where he
had before sent, but to far-removed
places.
"As many as ye shall find bid to the

marriage feast." This was indicative

of the Gospel to be preached to the
Gentiles.

"And the wedding was filled with
guests," the world coming to Christ.

"A man who had not on a wedding
garment." He had no excuse for not
having on the festal robe, for all guests
were supplied with them by the master
of the feast, so that to appear without
one showed gross discourtesy and dis-

honoring of the occasion.

"Bind him hand and foot, and cast
him into outer dai'kness." And thus
the man who would not conform to the
conditions which the invitation implied,
received his just punishment. And
thus shall it be done to those who re-

fuse the robe of righteousness which
Jesus provides for all who come to the
Gospel feast. It will not do for us to

be "as good as we can be," when Jesus
has told us to be "perfect, even as your
Father in heaven is perfect." Such a
spotless robe can not in any way be
obtained by us of ourselves; it is the
gift of God, because Jesus Christ paid
for it with the coin of his own blood.
"Many are called, but few chosen."

All are invited to the Gospel feast:
Jews and Gentiles. All who will come

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
September 11,1910. The King's Marriage Feast.
Matt. 22 : 1-14. Golden Text : "Many are called,
but few are chosen." Matt. 22 : 14.

are chosen. "As many as received

him, to them gave he the right to be-

come children of God." John 1 : 12.

Henry Ward Beecher said : "The elect

are whosoever will; the non-elect are

whosoever won't." It has been said by
another: "Do not be frightened by this

text, as if God called a thousand men
to him, then took out a certain number
of the thousand and sent all the rest

away. This is not the teaching of the

divine Gospel. Read it thus : Many are

called, but few chosen; many are in-

vited, but few come; many are named,
but few are real."

Those of the Highways

We will find them in all parts of the

world. Jesus said: "Go ye into all the

world and preach the Gospel to every
creature." There are "highways" in

our own cities; perhaps in our own
home we shall find those who need the

Gospel; in our own land certainly

there are many to whom we can carry
the Gospel invitation, and in the whole
world it is said there are at least

1,000,000,000 who have not yet received

the Gospel. Let us learn from the way
in which Jesus worked among men how
and where we should carry his mes-
sage.

This is what Mr. Amos R. Wells says
of Christ as a missionary:

"Christ was a home missionary in

the house of Lazarus.
"Christ was a foreign missionary

when the Greeks came to him.
"Christ was a city missionary when

he taught in Samaria.
"Christ was a children's missionary

when he took them in his arms and
blessed them.

"Christ was a Sunday School mis-
sionary when he opened the Scriptures,
and set men to studying the Word of
God.

"Christ was a missionary to the poor
when he opened the eyes of the blind
beggar.

"Christ was a missionary to the rich
when he opened the spiritual eyes of
Zaccheus.
"Even on the cross Christ was a mis-

sionary to the robber; and his last

command was the missionary commis-
sion."

So long as there is one in our fam-
ily out of Christ, we have missionary
work to do in our home.
As long as there is a heathen in the

world we should have a share in the
world's missionary work, either by
prayer, by gifts, by personal testimony
or by teaching.
As long as there are souls out of

Christ in our city we should ally our-
selves with plans for city evangeliza-
tion, if there are such; if not, we
should inaugurate such plans.
We should look after the neglected

children in our own city, and in
Christ's name try to better their con-
dition. In this, the beautiful work
which Dr. Klopsch did at Mont-LawTi
should be an inspiration to us.

We can all follow the example of
Christ as a Sunday School teacher, be-
cause not half of the children in the
United States have as yet been gath-
ered into the Sunday School. It would
be well to start a house-to-house visi-

tation in the town or city where you
live, for the purpose of bringing into
the Sunday School all children who do
not now attend. Or you might go out
on the street on Sunday morning, and
give to each passing child a pretty
picture paper with an invitation to
come to your Sunday School in the
afternoon. One teacher, who did this
in New York City, added one hundred
and eighty-two members to the school
the first Sunday, and sixty-five the
second Sunday.

Continued on next page

Yon can place money m the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is safe, and is where
you can obtain tl when wanted, and will yield fair earn-
ings Jor every day invested. See their advertisement
on page 779. and write them for full information.
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BABY
BOOK
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SEND TODAY FOR A FR
COPY OF THE BABY BOC

EDITED BY
ELIZA EMERSON GOFI

THE Baby Book is D
* an ordinary cat
log, but a book eve
motlier will want
keep. Thousands
mothers will apprecia
the opportu nity
offers to purchase ba
clothes of the ve
highest excellence as

The Baby Book 19 Style, workmansh:;
mailt'd in a plain materials and value,

envelope. the privacy of their o\
homes, with the expert advice and assii
ance of an authority of nation.il rep
tation. A full line of necessities for t

mother Is also included.

Read This Personal Statement
by the Editor of the Baby Book:

"I have associated myself with Sears. Roebi
and Co. after an experience of eighteen years Vf

the best and most ' exclusive retail stores in
country, because I wish to place my knowledge a

experience in dressing the baby at the disposal
the mothers of the entire country. My first step
this direction is in the editing of The Baby Book,
publisher's announcement of which is printed abc

"Let me send you a free copy of The Baby Bo
Address me personally. I want to handle yi

correspondence myself."

ELIZA EIVIERSON GOFF, Department 1 129

Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicaj

JJ

Direct to Yo
TRADE MARK REGISTF. REb

"And Gas Stoves Too"

Spend One Cent F<

This Big FREE Boc
Our Big Free Stove and Raiige-

Bnok gives you our factory whole-
sale prices and explains all—saving

you $5 to S40 on any famous Kala-

mazoo stove or range, including
gas stoves. Sold only direct t<i

homes. Over 140.000 satisfied cus-

t(nneisin21,000towns—many near
you—to refer to. $100,000 bank
i.nnd guarantee. We prepay all
freight and give you

— 30 Days
Free Trial

— 360 Days
Approval Test

CASH
OR CREDIT

Write a postal for our
book today—any responsi-

ble person can have same
credit as your home stores

would give you—and you
save S5 to §40 cash. No better stoves or ranges t

the Kalamazoo could be made—at any piice, P
it before we keep ymir money. Be an indepenf
buyer. Send name for Free Catalogue INo. 1

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mf: .

KALAM.VZOO JIICHIG

"RANGER" BICYCIS
Have imported roller chains, <sf>rocke inu

pedals; New Departure toasterBra^ ^nd

Hubs. Puncture ProofTires : hii^hest idt

equipment a.nd many advanced featur OS*

sessed by no other wheels. Crcaraw/^c 'TS.

FACTORY PRICES f;its;

jbtp

k for cheap wheels. Other
nio<tels frriin 5,i2 up. A few good s

kan.l inarliines $^ to $8-

lODAYS'FREETRIAL!
provnl, freight prepaid, &n\vj\\eTe'n S,

-without acent in advance. DONOT JY
a bicycle or a pair of tires from any at

any price until you get our biij new c 'Og

and special prices and a 7narveloh cm

offer, A postal bring-s everything. Write it

TIDTQ Coaster Brake RearWheels, ps.

I inCO parts, an<i sundries half usual ,,
ei-

Rider Agents everywhere are coining money sellir jut

bicycles, tires and sundries. Write today,
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. F-?l CHICiO

Near=BrusseIs Art=Rugs,^3.i
Sent to your home by express prepaid

Sizes and Prices

9x6 ft. $3.50
9x7ijft. 4.00
9 X 9 ft. 4 50
9 xlO'., ft. 5.00
9x12 ft. 5.50
9x15 ft. 6.50

Beautiful and attract-
ive patterns. Made in

alU-nlors. Easily kept
clean and warianted
to wear. Woven in

one piece Both sides

e,i„ !„ nscd Sold
direct atone profit.

Money refunded if

_1 not satisfactory.

New Catalogue showing goods in actual colors, sent fre
j

ORIENTAL IMPORTING CO., 691 Bourse Bldg., Philadelp
j

LEARN SHORTHAN:
We guai-antee to teach the Weston Prac-
tical Shorthand in 16 lessons or refnnd
your money. Easy to learn, easy to write,
easy to read. Can he learned in spare time.
Low price, easy terms. Information free.

Ohio Basineu Institute, Box 903, Columbus,0.

POST card;
10 Hallowe'en, 10c. I 10 General Subjects, 1

10 Thanksgiving, 10c.
I
10 Birthday. - - - 1

Any three packages mailed for 25 cents.

80 cents per 100 cards—assorted designs.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON, COK;
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So long as there are any poor people

your city there is a ministry of con-

ation for you to enter upon in the

me of Christ. You can not open the

.?s of blind beggars as he did, but

a can soothe pain and relieve press-

',' want. This is why God in his

pdness has bestowed such an abun-

(oce upon you. Think not that he in-

nded it all for your own use.

Has it ever occurred to you that

ire are miserable rich people in the

• rid whom you might help to be

]ppy? Perhaps you have thought

I'ause they had money enough to buy
( rything they desired, they were
( te happy. When Jesus went to the

]ne of Zaccheus, he saw there was
ttiething he could do for a rich man.
] there not a rich man or a rich

\man in your city whom you could

1 p to learn the blessedness of loving

;1 serving Jesus?
i^ter Jesus had visited Zaccheus,

~~-«>at a wonderful distribution Zac-

—cus made of his property, restoring

lir-fold all that he had gained by de-

STWflilting,
and giving a large share of

'Tiliti remainder to benevolence. A few
j>rs ago a rich man gave his check

'i sixty thousand dollars to start

tjsionary work in Korea. As a result

.-. t re are now thousands upon thou-

a.| pAids of Christians in Koi-ea, and over
." V: hundred thousand children are in

-t. B*it> Sunday Schools of that country,

al the end is not yet. A rich farmer
ports a missionary substitute in

a. He found that he could spare
00 more, and he incjuired of the

J;sion Board where "it would bring
t largest return." He was given full

p ticulars as to an opportunity for
'. ning up a district where a million

j^j pple had not yet heard of the Sav-
"^ i(r. He was so interested that he not

JU Of sent the $1,000, but promised that
'^"ilthould be an annual contribution,

s.TIbI sent an additional $1,000 toward
'U'iclcling missionary helpers to other

Ills.

is long as you shall live there is

ii.sionary work for you to do among
tl people of the highways. Even
ft'n he was dying Jesus gave the
G pel message to a penitent thief.

__P_haps your dying words may lead to

^1- salvation of a soul. Many dying

(yil|I!i
istians have spoken such words.

How Children May Help

ne Sunday afteinoon, in Scotland,
V n the Sunday School lesson for the
i. had been finished, and the scholars
1. gone to the neighboring church to

nr an address, the superintendent
"<1 to the children a letter from a
n5ionary in the Fiji Islands. The
en' described the savage and cruel
•V s of the cannibals who live there,
11 the power that the Gospel had

obtained over many of them in trans-
forming their lives. Having finished

reading the account, the gentleman
looked around and said: "I wonder if

there is a boy here this afternoon who
will become a missionary, and by and
by take the Gospel to cannibals?"
There was one boy who said in his
heart, "Yes, God helping me, I will."
He made no outward sign, nor did he
tell any one at that time of his decision.
He went home alone. When he reached
a certain part of the road where there
was a w-all, he climbed over it, and
kneeling down on the other side asked
God to accept him and make him a
good missionary to the heathen. That
boy was James Chalmers, who after-
wards preached the Gospel to the sav-
ages in New Guinea. As to the Fiji
Islands, when we visited there on our
way from Australia three years ago,

.
we were told by a missionary who had
been there for twenty years "that there
were at that time ninety thousand
Fijians, and that they w^ere all church
attendants. The place of cannibals
has thus become one of the most Chris-
tian spots in the world.
When Eliza Agnew was only eight

years of age she was shown a map on
which all heathen lands were printed
in black. She said to herself, "When
I grow up I shall go to one of those
black countries and tell the people
that Jesus loves them." Twenty-two
years passed, and Eliza Agnew was
given the opportunity to go as a mis-
sionary to the Island of Ceylon. There
she found no girl or woman who could
read. It was told her that they could
not learn to read any more than sheep
could, and that all they were good for
was to cook food. Miss Agnew did not
get discouraged, but prayed to God to
help her. One day there came a great
shower of rain, and two little girls
sought shelter in the missionary's
house. She gave the girls some ba-
nanas to eat. This made the mother of
one of the girls very angry, for she
said her daughter had lost caste (been
disgi-aced) by eating food in a
stranger's house. So said the mother
to Miss Agnew: "You have given my
child food. You may take her and
bring her up." This was the answer
to Miss Agnew's prayer. She fed and
clothed the child, and taught her the
Tamil alphabet. Soon other girls

joined her, and in a short time many
of them had learned the two hundred
and forty-seven letters of that wonder-
ful alphabet. Then a larger school for
girls was opened. At least one thou-
sand girls studied there, who gave
their much-loved teacher the name of
"The Mother of a Thousand Daugh-
ters." And many of those same
"daughters" went out all over Ceylon
to live among their people as profess-
ing Christians.

r-n
CXI now ADVERTHSHHQ HEILF^

n -i'lV^^ ^'^^ ever stop to think of the enormous amount of labor and expense

j|0{>.!«ll involved in supplying you The Christian Herald for a year's subscrip-

I

tion?

Fifty-two times a year we send you a well printed and well edited paper
;aining all the news of the world from the Christian standpoint; fifty-two

its a year that paper is wrapped up; fifty-two times a year we have to pay
'age on that paper; fifty-two times a year we must pay for the printing;
two times a year we must pay for the editorial work, which is expensive;
two times a year we must pay the salaries of the office force that looks after

"publishing end. For all this you contribute but $1.50.
How can it be done? It is not the sub.scription that makes it possible to

H.ish such a splendid paper as THE CHRISTIAN Herald. It is a combination
'f ubscription and advertising.

J jWe wish that every reader would realize that without advertising it would
ly^fnpossible to publish this great paper in its present form for $1..50 per year;

fore, it is necessary that you bear these advertisers in mind whenever you
ise their goods. Give them the benefit of your patronage. The more busi-
of this character we carry, the better paper we shall be able to give you.
our advertisers your help and co-operation. See if you cannot answer
advertisement in this very issue.

,
Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The

'Hstian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
'1 must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
drtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
^ le appearance of the advertisement.

STANDARD WEEKLY SPECIALS

Embroidered
Serge $y| 89
Dress *+=

Diagonal
Cheviot $1
Dress..

98 II

Embroidered
Panama $Q98
Dress . . •1=^=

THESE dresses are all

ready-made. They
come in perfectly

proportioned, regular
sizes from 32 to 44
bust, and at our re-

markably low prices

we cannot undertake
to make any changes
or alterations. Their
construction is so sim-
ple that you can easily

make alterations if

necessary. All skirts

are 40 inches long with
deep basted hems. Or-
der by bust size.

Wonder Value Dresses
357. Neat Dress of Diagonal Cheviot Suiting. Prettily made with Gibson plaited bodice

with cnr<led piping on yuke, collar and culTs. Plaited back. ()elted waist and fittr<i circular
sVii-t. You c'nuldn't think of even Iniying tlie material retail for the remarkably 1<

at wliich we olFer you this dress, neatly sewed and perfectly proportioned

—

just lendy to slip on. Comes in pretty, dark, grayish patterns. Serviceable,
sigbtly, neat and effective. $3.75 value

358. Stylish Dress of Gncd Panama in Black. Navy. Dark Green or Smoke Gray. Tl
bodice in one-sided effect with dainty corded embroidery. The collar, cufTs and b.-Ubfu
eirihroidered to match. Tiny tucks form tlie yoke and provide dainty finish The skirt

made in tunic effect, neatly embroidered to match. A stylish dress, of excel-
lent quality and perfectly proportioned. Tiie material alone would cost ynu
more than our special price for the diess all complete. $6 75 value. Special

35J). Pretty seige dress in Black, Navy, Smoke or Brown. The Princess panel extends
t" hips and is prettily embroidered in raised cording, the belt, collar and cuffs being
trimmed to match. Tlie bodice is Gibson plaited and tlie back is neatly tucked The skirt
employs a fitted yoke over hips and a plaited flounce of liberal fullness, laid in It

plaits. You'll be delighted with the splendid style, quality and fitof tliis

dress, and surprised at the wonderful value it represents at our remarka-
ble price. Yahie §7.70. Special,

$1.98

$3.98

$4.89

This Pretty Waist
Given Absolutely FREE

an order for any of the above dresses, together with the names of five of
your friends, to whom we may send our "Standard" Montlily Bulletin, and we
will send you this pretty waist Absolutely FREE. It's made of excellent white
corded madras, in dainty patterns, stiff laundered detachable collar, splendidly
.„:, ...J ...J ..,-.._ ,. Yt.u would pay $1,00 for it in any retail store. We

lid" readers and all tlieir friends as customers

—

that's
'ondei-value diesses and the FREE waist.

Send 1

want all tl

why

eatlv made
Inistian H
f above thi

Ask for a Free Yearly Subscription to '*The Standard
Style Bulletin/* New York's Leading Fashion Guide,
issued monthly, and Full of Money-Saving Values

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

STANDARD
MAIL ORDER CO.

244 West ITth Street, New York

An Air of Mystery
MirrMundsthis ingenious little t-.-y. Blow in the
stem andthehallgoesiipiu the air. staying there
:is long as you continue to blow. When you stop.
di-\vn it comes into tlie wire receiver. Lots of
fiinfiTerown-ups.aswellasthe children. Great
fi'r testing your lung power. We'll mail you this
novelty for only ten cents in stamps or coin, and
include our catalogue No. 104. illustTattng and
deseribiuK many new toys, games and puzzles.

NEW YORK NEWS CO., Dept. 60
- 15 Warren Street,^—*^^^*^ New York

Save Steps ;.;!

kit.-h.,)! ami fliiiing rnom
villi Wheel Tray-ei« lalilf.

.1 nonicr riPHih |[. ^Maii.lMiesi'ifl Jtiui- l(ir h(-i vinR, iie^wie
-iTik «liil.,w«shiiii; ,l.Bli,.». Pri(,-$lii, rv|,.,,;il,l. Cinular
WHEEL TRAr CO, ,436 C West 6l8t Place,Chicago, 111.

Makes and burns its own gas and
produces a pure white, isteady,
safe. 100 candle jiower liplit. No

L wick, smoke, dirt, grease or odor*

Lighted instantly, Over200style3.
Agents wanted. Write for cataloi;

THE BEST I.IC;UT CO.
3.70 E. 5th St.. Canton, O,

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2c stamp for nve samples of our very best
Gold Embossed Friendship. Flower and Motto
Post Cards; beautiful colors and loveliest designs.
Art Post CanI Club, 885 Jackson St., Topeka, Kau..

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song; Book in your
Churcn or Sunday School, and one
for everv person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for$3forioo. Words and music, 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
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And Your

Money Payable

On Demand

is a pretty attractive proposition,

but that's just what we offer you—
just what all our customers have

received for 15 years.

Every dollar you invest with us

is amply secured by the first mort-

gages on high class real estate.

We have never been a day late in

mailing checks, either for dividends

or withdrawals. Our plan of doing

business is ample, safe, conservative.

Write for Booklet
Telling All About It.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.

1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

QuavanVeed
MorV;|a^es

THE New York MortKage Co.'s "Firflt Mortgage Trust
BondB" will be fouiul. upon invcsligntion. the most solid

form of investment, offering tlie same facilities, advantages,

security and incnnie, wlietlier your capital amounts to $10 or

^10.000. Our Bonds and Mortgages on New York City and
Suburban Real Kstate yield investors.

5 to 5V2 Per Cent. Net
and have an absolute gnaiantee from this Company as to

payment of l>otli intero st and principal when due.

these "Trust Bonds" a:e secu'red by first mortgages depos-

ited with the Windsor
i

Trust Co. of New York, and held by

tlieui for the protection of hond-holders.
Issued in amounts of $100 and multiples thereof . Cash-

able at holder's option upon short notice Payments of $10

and upwards will be received by the company at any time to

suit the convenience of investors. Interest begins at once

and is payable semi-ann uiilly.

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING DEPT
Fi^ee Booklet givuig full particulars^ address

NE:w"YoRKNoRTGAgE fo.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY •NEW YORK CITY

The
iFranlclin
^Society

Why not try and see how conveniently you
can save l>y making regular deposits in the
Franklin Society ? Or how conveniently yon
can invest lump sums? And as for safety, the
Society operating under the New York State
Banking Law and subject to tlie snifcrvifiion of
the Superintendent of BanKs, has for more
than 22 years made conservative first uiortgage
loans on homes in the Metropolitan district,
No better secuiity exists.
An account of |lO or more opened during any

month earns from first of following month.
Vou can open an account with $1. Mailing size
pass book. Begin now or write for booklet U.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY
FOIi HOME lUII.DlNG AND SAVINGS

. E. Cor. Beekman Street, at Park Row, New York

4V2 PER CENT

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set.

Any reader may secure a copy of this

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House. New York

DURING the financial depression

of 1907 a number of firms which
had plenty of money deposited

in bank found themselves unable to use

that money because of the failure or

temporary closing of their banks.

Some of these firms were nearly driven

to the wall in consequence of not being

able immediately to draw the cash

which was rightfully theirs.

It occurred to the head of one of

these firms that it would be much
better to buy a number of securities,

which might be kept in a lock box and
might at any time be turned into cash,

rather than to depend upon the ex-

igencies of the banking situation. To
invest a large amount of money in

bonds immediately was not practicable,

but with the object of securing the

desired protection before another finan-

cial depression could occur the firm

indicated above made special arrange-
ments with a well-known banking
house as follows:

The banking house was placed upon
the firm's weekly pay-roll. On every

pay-day a separate check is drawn in

addition to the regular salary check

and is sent to the banking house men-
tioned, with instructions to have it

deposited in what is known as the

firm's regular bond account. The bank-
ing house accepts the money and at

proper intervals invests it in good
bonds, which are sent to the various

firms as the bonds are acquired. At
least one of the firms indicated has
now a very large holding of bonds,

which stand not only as a reassurance
of protection from disaster, but which
at the same time yield a profit in the

form of yearly interest.

Better Than Money in Bank

During the depression of 1907 many
persons thought it expedient to carry
large amounts of money in lock boxes.

This saved them from the predicament
in which firms that could not use their

bank reserves were placed. But on the

other hand,as the money thus remained
idle, it earned its owners no profit for

quite an extended period of time. The
practice of acquiring bonds as a re-

serve has the advantage of being quite

as safe and at the same time yielding a
good profit. It might be argued that

bonds are not saleable during periods

of depression. On the other hand,
Wall Street during the 1907 depres-

sion was full of bargain-hunters who
showed a capacity and willingness to

absorb large quantities of securities at

the then prevailing prices.

Now, if the practice of buying bonds
for the reason and in the manner sug-
gested above is deemed wise by such
concerns, why would it not be just as

desirable for the individual who wishes
to provide for the possible rainy day?
If the large firm finds it expedient to

place the bond house upon its pay-roll,

sending money weekly or monthly un-
til enough has been acquired to buy
bonds, why could not the householder
or the farmer in like manner lay aside

a certain amount weekly or monthly,
which would accumulate with the very
definite oject of buying bonds?
The money might be deposited in a

PATENTS BOUGHT
Many deals closed by our clients— one recently for

:$68O.OOO.O0— our /^oo/of Patents that PROTECT.
Send 8c po5taR:e for our 3 books for Inventors.

1L S, & A. B. Ucey, Div.36 Washin^oo, D. C. Estab. 1869.

. F'lr fi". years we have been paying our customers
the liighest returns coiisii>U-nt with conservative

I
niethtxls. First mortgage loans of $200 and up
vhich we cat> recoimnend after the inoHt thorough
«r8<jnrd liiv«etiKftti<>o. I'le«8e ask for Lotto List No. 707

[ %H Certificates of Deposit also for saving investors.

PERKINS & CO. Lawrence. Kans

savings bank until such time as a suffi-

cient amount had been acquired for the

purchase of a bond. Where bond cer-

tificates are sold upon instalments it

might be sent directly to the bond
house, or it might be held in the family

treasury until the amount necessary

for the purchase of one or more bonds

had been accumulated. It would per-

haps be better to deposit the amount
weekly in a savings bank, because it

would then begin to draw interest reg-

ularly, and thus the earning power of

the investment would be, as it were, set

in motion even before the bond was
actually purchased.

How to Begin

If the intending bond purchaser hap-
pened to be a storekeeper, he might
reserve a weekly amount equal to the

wages of one employee. If he hap-
pened to be a farmer, he might set

aside a definite percentage of his-

monthly expenses. If he happened to

be a wage earner with a raise in hand,
he might set aside that raise each
week for the purchase of a bond, in-

stead of using it to defray the expense
of an increase in his mode of living.

If the person, whatsoever his walk of

life, happened to have a reserve fund
already saved, he might start in and
purchase bonds at once, since it hap-
pens that bonds have never, with the
exception of the depression of 1907,
been cheaper than they are at the pres-

ent time.
A bond has an advantage over many

other forms of securities in that it is

redeemable at par upon the date of its

expiration. Bonds fluctuate in market
value just like other forms of securi-

ties. A bond worth say $100 par may
drop 20 points. That is, it may come
to be worth but $80 in the open market.
When its term of life has expired,
however, it may be redeemed at the
value expressed upon its face, which,
in the case supposed above, would be

$100, so that a person who purchased
a $100 bond at say $80, would receive
$100 for it when its term had expired
in addition to the interest which would
be paid on it each year during
its period of life. Individual pur-
chasers of bonds usually buy for in-

vestment, seldom for speculation. That
is, they expect to keep the securities
until they are retired. The fear of the
bond fluctuating in price after it has
been purchased need not, therefore,
worry them. If the company which
issues the bond is financially sound the
owner of the bond can confidently ex-
pect in the end to be paid the full

amount of the money promised on its

face.

The qualification is of course highly
important. However, the care necessary
in selecting a good bond need not be
nearly so great as with some other
forms of investment. If the prospec-
tive investor select a bond house of
known probity, the details of selecting
the bond itself need not cause much
worriment, because first-class bond
houses are as careful in the selection
of a bond issue as the customer possi-
bly could be in the selection of the indi-
vidual bond itself.

THE MHOMAFFKRS

The minister's wife giggled a ifv-
ous little giggle. "And I, thatihe
minister looked—and preached tiiS."

"Sauce-box!" chided the mini; r- ^
then, persuasively: "Let's forget at
there are any children—let's makekis 't

a wedding trip after all—our wedhg
trip, Millicent?" r
But the minister's wife shookW '

head to part of this proposition asV
dived into the satchel's depths.

]

"Aren't they dear?" she cried as^e
gazed rapturously upon the snapsljjts.

"Forget there are any br.bies? V\\

I guess not, Harold. But—we'll e-

tend—why they are kidnapped! \\\^

we'll gather the reward together id

carry it back to reclaim them. Leii—
let's go to the White Mountains."
"Or the sea," reminded the mini .r,

smiling to see the girlish color ci p^

ing into the lovely cheeks as he
planned. "I wonder what I shall ve

to purchase before we go," he aed
practically.

Mrs. Button with sudden inspirj m
gasped delightedly.

"We've got to find out," she e-

clared. "Hadn't we— Harolc —
it will be such fun—hadn't we bter

spend one day at the Griggs Hot? t

Then we can look over the tr'k.

What do you suppose is in it?"

And an hour later Mrs. Germar e-

celved her anticipated telegram sta ig

that after twenty-four hours sper at

the Griggs House all communicat ns

might be sent to Manchester-by e-

Sea.
There was consternation in the 1 le

parish when, at dinner-time that y,

the several wives and mothers n-

nected with the Ladies' Society n-

formed their husbands of the do js

of the society, adding that the pa 5h

committee would be obliged to enjje

a ministerial supply since the min er

had accepted the situation, belie ig

that the parish, as a whole, were a:-

nizant of his sudden leavetaking.

And then because the leaven as

good, the whole lump with one imp se

responded to the action thereof, ar it

was determined to make that mont af

the minister's absence a montlof
wonder-working indeed.
The town, though small, was an n-

usually well-to-do one, and now th

eyes suddenly opened the church pe le

recognized that the salary which ;y

had paid with commendable proi t-

ness had been uncommendably sr 11,

and almost without opposition it is

decided to increase the amount for le

future, while to supplement that oi le

past they determined to make t ir

pastor's return a season of surpris a

fitting culmination to the experienc )f

the month.
And then—but really my storis

done, and I do not need to tell yo )f

the return of the travelers, who, ' h

the ransom agreed upon in their n

possession, arrived to find that t ir

kidnapped children awaited their c i-

ing in the parsonage, which even in le

dim light of evening seemed some y

not quite familiar as they entered ,ie

gate, but which could never be o't

than the dearest spot on earth to e

minister and his wife.

Continued from page 772

been handed to him together with the
satchel.

Together the minister and the min-
ister's wife read the missive

:

PATENTS Thai Protect and Pay• * ** -'•' ' * I-' Advice and Hooks FREE.
Hates KeaBona^ile. Hiphest Keferences. Heat Services.
tWATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINaTON, D.C

Dear Friend.i: We knew you wouldn't con-
sent if we suggested it, so we acted without
your knowledge. We've kidnapped the chil-
dren and you cannot have them for one month
whether you return or not. If, one month
from to-day, our reward is paid—a minister
and a minister's wife with rested faces—the
children will be forthcoming to greet you.
Otherwise they will be withheld unt'l the min-
ister and his wife do look rested. In the
satchel which the conductor will hand you are
a few things such as the babies' pictures, and
a certified check, the love-offering of the ladies
of the church, while you will also find a trunk
check and a key. You will doubtless want to
add to the contents of the trunk, though we
have tried to anticipate Mrs. Button's wants.

The minister need not worry over the pulpit
supply, since he is entitled to a year's vaca-
tion by this time. His engagement contract
stated that he should be allowed a month each
year—which heretofore he never took. Keep
Mrs. German notified of your address and you
will be notified of sickness, if such comes to
your children. No news will be good news, re-
member. And the wedding is all a hoax.

The minister drew a long breath.
"Well?" he said interrogatively.
"It's — it's— high-handed !" gasped

the minister's wife.
The minister nodded. "Just that,"

he said quietly, "but, little wife, I

think we can trust such people—peo-
ple who do such loving things. And

—

I've been noticing, too, that—the min-
ister's wife looked tired out."

WanamakerJ
New York Fall Catalog
will be ready Sept. 5.

It is an excellent Gui?

Book of New York and Par;,

wearing apparel, and (

general merchandise.

We paypo stage , anywhere
mail shipments of $5 ormo

Satisfactory service t

our customers is certaij.

Just write us: "Please

send Free Catalog No .44
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Mercy to the Fallen ''

WITH the exception of the parable

of the Prodigal Son, there is

probably no other which has so touched

the heart of the world as that of the

Lost Sheep.

It appeals to the highest and noblest

of impulses. Earthly power doth

surely seem likest to God's when jus-

tice is tempered by mercy, as Portia

eloquently tells us.

The savage knows little of this

5oftening and refining trait. Among
those who looked upon the danger of

Captain John Smith were many Indian

imen and women, but, so far as the

•record tells us, only one of them, Poca-
hontas, was deeply moved by the dis-

;ress of his situation.

'^•m' The fact is, the natural emotions of

:j'the human heart are not those which
jplift. Men in their untaught state

ire said to revel in the misfortunes of

pthers—to love to see their fellow-

peings suffer, and to flock eagerly to

i?ames and shows which involve risk of

fife or limb. The wolfish ta.ste for

Slood and torture is deeply ingrained

nto the human system, and centuries

Tiay yet be required to eliminate it.

In the same line, the man or woman
,vho is down is all too likely to be neg-

ected and even abused. We are ac-

cused, as a nation, of worshiping the

'teat goddess Success. The man who
^as failed, and especially the woman
Who has made wreck of her life, seems
,0 fill us with contempt, instead of

flivine pity.

f There is no more hopeful sign of the

jure elevation of our race than the

rrowth among us of a vast humani-
arian movement. Its results can be;

'een on every side. The brute indiffer-

ence to suffering and love of torture

Lre surely declining, and a desire to

mitigate the hard lot of the unfortu-

late and the sinner are visible on
>:very side.

It was once considered weak and
feminate to be pitiful. Jesus was
irobably scorned as much for his in-

jn— functions on this score as on any other;

'""'.nd Paul well knew the hard and
lagan cruelty of the great mass of men
he world over, when he accuscl them
'f being "implacable, unmerciful, de-

rpiteful," with mouths "full of cursing
'nd bitterness"; "wild olive trees";

carnal," full of "envying, strife and
ivisions"; "biting and devouring one
jnother"; while the fruits of the Spirit

vere "love, gentleness, peace, long
[offering." Christians were to "hear
fne another's burdens"; to be "kind
,ne to another, tender-hearted, forgiv-

jng"; and those that were "overtaken
a a fault," the brethren who were
spiritual" were to "restore," consid-
.ring themselves, "lest they also be

ampted."
The great lesson of the Gospel is th it

f mercy. It is founded upon the
lercy of God in sending his only Son
1) die for us. It is spread and impressed
y the mercy of godly men for be-

lighted and- suffering sinners.
' The very name of C-hrist is often

,sed as a synonym for pity. "Thou
'lost Compassionate," Whittier calls

im in "My Dreuni." In Lowell's
(Vision of Sir Launfal," the giving of

^e crust to the beggar symbolizes the
•iving grace in man—the sweet es-

ince of pity.

An anonymous poet has put into

)uching verse the stoi-y of the lost

leep. It is in the dialect of the
3gro race, which lends itself so readily
) poetic treatment.

ut de Shepherd he smile, like cie lil' brack sheep
He hoi' it de mostest dear.

^

Hf

ak

.i-ii

;.M.

u:i5'^

n' de Shepherd pro out in de darkness.
Where de nitrht was cold and bleak ;

n 1 dat lil' brack sheep, he fin' it
An" lay i' agains' his cheek.
I'dchirelin' frown, "O Shepherd,
Don' brinir dat sheep to me."
Jtde Shepherd he smile, an' he hoi' it close.
An' dal lil' brack sheep— was me.

]* Topic of the Kpworth Leaeue for Sunday.
I'Ptember II. Trxt.s: Obad. 12; l(i; Luke \h : 1-7.

Proud—of What?
ONE of our great philosophers has

written, "Men of extraordinary
success in their honest moments have
always .sung, 'Not unto us, not unto
us.'

"

The great heart feels that whatever
it may achieve is due to a Power above
and beyond it. The little soul is seldom
capable of such self-abnegation. It
says to itself of its work, "Is not this
great Babylon that I have builded?"
And yet there are very few of us

who do not cherish in some secret
chamber of our hearts a wicked pride.
The commonest and most vulgar

form of pride is that of material pos-
sessions—of the flocks and herds, the
silver and the gold.

Pride in birth and ancestry is but a
little higher than this. Intellectual
pride is but a little higher still. As for
spiritual pride, it is, although exer-
cised in the highest field of all, the
most contemptible. There is no kind
of pride which is not degrading.
We use sometimes the expression "a

proper pride." By this we mean
merely self-respect and a right dignity.
The line where this merges into genu-
ine pride is clear and unmistakable.
Just as soon as it grows into a feeling
that one is better than others, a feeling
of vanity for superiority in any line

—

that moment the border line is crossed
between sin and virtue.

A poor washerwoman in Concord
was seen to be hurrying her work and
rolling down htr sleeves considerably
befoi'e her usual hour for leaving.

"I'm going out," she informed her
employer, with a pleased and rather
consequential air.

"Where are you going, Bridget?"
"To hear Mr. Emerson lecture."

"Why, he is very deep, Bridget.
Most of us can't understand him very
well."

"Oh, I don't understand him, mum,
but I like to see him stand up there

and talk as if he thought everybody
else was as good as he was."
The great philosopher was absolutely

free from pride and he made his hear-

ers realize his perfect democracy of

feeling.

A similar story is told of Phillips

Brooks, another large-hearted man. A
pool- scrubwoman once asked him if

he would allow her daughter to be
married in the chapel, "because," said

she, "the big church is not for the likes

of me."
"Oh, yes, it is," he replied promptly.

"It is for the likes of you and the likes

of me and the likes of everybody."
Pride of opinion is perhaps the most

common fault of us fairly educated
and intelligent moderns. We form our
judgments and then, as it were, defy

any one to change them. It is said that

no one has ever been converted by
abstract argument.
At the time of the great disaster in

Martinique, the Italian bark Orsoli)ta

was taking on a cargo of sugar there.

Her captain was accu.stomed to vol-

canoes and he did not like the appear-

ance of Mont Pelee. Not half his

cargo was on board, but he decided to

sail for home.
"The volcano is all right," argued

the shippers. "Finish your loading."

"I don't know anything about Mont
Pelee," said the captain, "but if Vesu-

vius looked that way I'd get out of

Naples, and I'm going to get right out

of here."
The shippers threatened him with

arrest. They sent customs officers to

detain him, but the captain persisted

in leaving. Twenty-four hours later

the shippers and the customs officers

lay dead in the ruins of St. Pierre.

Mo.st of us are equally tenacious of

our own views, even in the face of over-

whelming evidence. Let us pray to be

delivered wholly from this fault.

Spend $6.50=GEraModern Bathroom!
At Last ! Modern battling lacilities witltout running water, water
workis or plumbing. New invention solves problem. Costs but
$6.50 complete with heater— yet actually gives bathing facilities.

EQUAL TO MOST LAVISHLY EQUIPPED BATHROOM
Unlike anything you've ever heard of. Used wherever water exists

in any room, any part of the house. So energizes and distributes water

that very little does more than tub-full old way. Combines in one bath, one

operation, one cost, the properties of four baths---cleansing, friction, mas-
sage and shower, plus shampoo. Hot or coid---any temperature---any

time --- any place. Adapted for all members of the family --- no difference.

One Texas user writes : "Children cry for it." Makes
bathing 5 minute operation— -longer if preferred— -every

minute a pleasure. Cleanses and operates almost auto-
matically. No tubs, bowls or buckets to fill---no wash-

rags, cloths or sponges---no dirt, odor, splashing, or muss.

Banishes drudgery before, during, and after bathing.

See how simple, easy, convenient: To bathe, just do this ---place self-heating

fountain on wall---lill with water---louch a match, turn regulator---that's all. Thereafter, it

energizes and works automatically. Just think ! Only clean, running, energized water touches

body---no immersion—no using same water twice. What a pleasure---what a bath---what a boon

to humanity ! All hardship, drudgery, annoyance, wiped out. Could anything be more perfect ?

Sounds too good to be true, yet it's no experiment. Over 100,000 sold. USED BY U. S.

GOVERNMENT, famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, and other celebrated authorities.

Guaranteed by a $50,000. house. Not sold in stores. Sent anywhere. Send no money, but
do investigate. Let us prove these claims---refer you to nearby users. Get our personal trial

offer, catalogue, testlmonials---an free. Just risk 1 cent---a postal---to get acquainted.

PRAISED BY THOUSANDS OF DELIGHTED USERS
J. Phar, Monl., writes: "Makes a modern house on the farm. Great gift to mankind." Mrs. Sutton, Ky.;

"Splendid! So easy to bathe the children." G. Chase, N.^ ., "After two years' use. 1 consider it a Godsend."
Mrs. McAlpine. N. Y , "Gives advantage of bathroom in any part of house." B. Shottos, Mich., "So simple, easy ,

time-saver. S minute bath more thorough than half-hour old way." J. Steward, Okia , "Better than a bathroom.
Can take any kind of bath." Dr. Skidmore, Miss. ."Far superior to tub. Would'nt take $25 for mine." Wro.Colden,

N.Y., "If I were compelled to choose between having a bathroom and the Allen, would take the Allen Apparatus."

A WINNER FOR AGENTS Free Sample to Agents
Cashman writes : "A man who can't sell your goods couldn't sell bread in a famine. Send 48 more. "Stoneman:

" Best thing I ever sold. Not one complaint from 2.000 customers." Lodewick : It's great. Sells on sight."

McDaniels : "Everybody wants one. Fastest sellers ever saw." Rogers: "Beats loaning money at 10'. a month.

Selling baths got me one piece of property." Hart: "Can't keep from selling it if properly demonstrated. Appeals toall."

We want more sales agents, men or women, at home or travehng. all or spare lime. Let us submit our high grade

offer; cash or credit plan; exclusive territory ; sworn - to proofs of success never before equalled by agents.

INVESTIGATE ANYWAY
THE ALLEN MFC, CO., 2008 ALLEN BLDG., TOLEDO, OHIO

The IMeM^ Flavor

MAPLEINE
Better than Maple

Mapleine is a pure»

wholesome and deli-

cious flavoring extract,

guaranteed under the

Pure Food Laws of

every State.

A few drops added to sugar

dissolved in water makes a

delicious table syrup, and
used like lemon or vanilla it

flavors pudding sauces, cake

fillings, ice cream, ices, cus-

laids, candy, puddings, etc.

Your grocer sells it. If not,

send us 33c. in ^amps for a

2-oz. bottle and our cook
book, "Mapleine Dainties."

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle, Wa>h.

Our Depositors
halve reed

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES-
FOR STOVES & RANGES
You Save $18.00 to eaJ.OO OU

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Septem-

ber 11. Tkxt.s: Jer. '.) : 23, 24; I. Cor. 1: 18-:U;

Kom. Vi: r>.

Hoosier
Ranges
Heaters

. VThynotbuythcbestwhcn
you can buy them at bucU low.

unlieard-ot Factory Prices.

Hoosier Stoves and Itonges are
delivered for you to use in your

^^^i^^^^^i^^ own home 30 days free before

you buy. A written guarantee with eafh stove

backed by a Million Dollars, our new 1911 improve-

ments on stoves absolutely surpass anythniB ever

produced. Send postal today tor free catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 SUte Street. Marion. Indiana

i/ each

ro-^for

That is i>nr ciivuilile locoi'il. Our funds arc iuvcMcil
in liist -rlass niort!.'at;i's on New Yolk lily and suli-
niliaii ifal csiati-. l.vi-i v Mai i:ii>,iKi(i additional lioiiic--

.'^crki-is an- add.-d li. i:i.ali-i Nt-w Yolk. Wc loan
liii.iicy l>i iM'lp Hum build Ilu'ir lioiiics.

Tliat's ciic icasoii why \\ i* liavi' fanit'd 5',<': foi'bin-
(U'positors every year.

Our business is conducted under the super*
vision of the New York Banking Department.

Our Coiiipaiiy aeeepis deimsiis and allows willi-
diawals iipiiii anil il,(i, . Kai iiiiiics i>aid tor tull lime.

Assets over - - $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits $175,000
Srnd for booklet with full informalion.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN COMPANY

2 Times Building
Broadway and 42d Street, New York

Hunyadi"^
Janos

Pumps Air Through Clothes
Syracuse "EASY" Washer uses
v.icuuin principle and forces air

and suds through the clothes.
Cleans perfectly without pulling.
hauling or tearing. Built to lasta
liietime. Write today forFreeLaundry
Recipes and 30-Day Free TrialOfter.

DODGE AZCILL, ?^5S Dillaye
Building, Syracuse, N. Y., or Easy-
Washer Co., Bruce and Dundas
Streets, Torooto, Canada.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn boo"'.

HALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needint? new books
nil; ISKil.OW .Ik MAI.V (O., .\in \oik oi ( liiiaiio.

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes
Best remedy for

CONSTIPAT I
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

Sent CH ApprovnI. Senil No Money. $2.00
, WE V/ILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flair SwilA
KSend a lock of your hair, and wo will mail a
(122 incli Biiort Btem toe human jiair switch tc
matLh. If you lind it a big bargain, remit $2.00
in ten davB. or sell Sand GET YOllR SWITCH
FREE. Extra shades a little more. Inclose 6c

' postage. Free beauty book showing latest style of
h:iir dressing- -also high grade ewitches, pompa-
dours, vvigo, puffo, etc. ANNA AYERS,

^Lept. 84 19 Quincy St. Chicago _^ _. .^ ^

5 Fine POST CARDS rprp
** Sen. 1 uiilv -Jr >i:iini. mill lei-eivf :. I lirr

I'oloreil (lol<l aiiil F.nibossed Cni'ls I |||^[^
I'ltKK to iiiliodui'e post card offer.
( .\I»IT.\I. CAUD C-O., nppt. I 3Q, Topcka, Kan.



CottageBungalow

TllcSHtllWIJI-WlUIAMiCo
UECOmTIVt UtI'ARlMhNT

^

Get this Portfolio and make your

house beautiful, too

IT
has pictures in color of each

separate room and several exteriors,

similar to those shown on this page.

Each one is accompanied by a complete
specification not only for painting or

otherwise treating the walls, floors,

ceilings and woodwork, but also definite

suggestions for curtains, hangings, rugs
and furniture. The outside suggestions
include not only color schemes for the
house to harmonize with any given
background or setting, but also definite

suggestions for beautifying the
grounds.

Write today for this Portfolio. It

is intended to help you make your
house beautiful, as well as to interest

you in the best paints and varnishes.

ColorSchemes
yir Exterior
House Painting

What colors should you paint

the outside of your house ?

MORE thought is usually given
to interior decoration than to

exterior decoration ; yet nothing
makes or mars the outside effect of a
house as its color. Its color should be
appropriate to the background. A sea-

side house should be painted or stained
a cool gray to offset the glare of the
sun. A house buried in the woods should
be in some light color to bring out best
the contrast with the green.
You should know, first, what color

to paint your house, and second, what
paint will give the most lasting and
durable satisfaction.

^

The Sherwin-Williams' suggestions
for outside painting include, first, the
correct color scheme for your house;
second, the particular Sherwin-
Williams' product to use to obtain the
best result.

Send at once for our free portfolio:

"Color Schemes for Exterior House
Painting", with twelve plates in color

and complete specifications for painting.

<§l8rzcll,5<s-
5ln,il '>lil(Ti,ils

A Stencil Book Free

THIS book gives full instructions

for stenciling, suggests color
schemes, gives illustrations of de-

signs already cut, tells how to select

fabrics which give best results and how
to use the Sherwin-Williams' Sten-
cil Colors.

Every woman can make her home
far more artistic and beautiful in

every particular if she knows how
to stencil.

Write today for this free book.

^

You can make your rooms as attractive as

this. Send for the Sherwin-WilHams' Cottage

Bungalow Portfolio which tells how. It is

sent free.

AN accurate and carefully

/_V thought-out color scheme

J^ j^ for each room of this model
bungalow is reproduced in color

in this Portfolio which will be sent

free on request.

There are also several suggestions

for painting the outside of the

cottage bungalow, as well as for

planting the grounds. Suggestions

for furniture, hangings and rugs

are included.

This plan is so complete that you
can do one of two things:

1. Adapt all of these color schemes to

your present house, getting equally good
effects.

2. Build this Cottage Bungalow, if you
wish, and carry out the entire plan exactly.

The purpose of this Portfolio,

however, is to suggest practicable,

workable color schemes and
durable, satisfactory materials for

carrying them out.

Sherwin-Williams
Paints &Varnishes
I Address all mquines to: The Sherwin-Williams Co., Decorative Dept., 719 Canal Road, N.W., Cleveland, O.
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Great Price Wrecking Sale
READ THIS WONDERFUL FALL OFFER

1
=

S0,000 Bargains

Our stock includes everything

from a needle to a locomotive.

The largest stock ofmanufactured
articles to be found under the sun.

Our wonderful Catalog which we
term the "Price Wrecker, " tells all

about our operations. It is free for

the asking. See coupon below. 17 years
of honest dealing. Besides our capital
stock and surplus is over $1,000,000.

Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed.

What the Chicago House Wrecking Co. Means to You
We are your protection against the high prices usually asked by dealers. Our business is

built on original lines. We are known everywhere as the "World's Bargain Center." We
save you money. We buy our goods at Sheriffs' Sales, Receivers' Sales and Manufactures'

Sales. Every single article on sale in this ad is guaranteed brand new and first class. It

is equal in quality to goods sold by dealers anywhere. You make no mistake on any selec-

tion from this page in sending your order at once. Read every word of this magnificent

merchandise offer and you wll easily understand why we call our literature, catalogs

and booklets "Price Wreckers." This is our vocation— wrecking prices. We do this

in the most thorough manner. "We save you from 30^ to 50< in the purchasing of your everyday wants.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or IVioney Refunded

If you buy any goods that do not
give you satisfaction you can re-

turn same at our freight expense
both ways, and you will receive

your money back in full. Ar.y
banker anywhere will tell you who we
are, or you can w^rite to the Continental
Commercial Bank, or Drover's National
Bank of Chicago. They all know us.

colors wanted.

PRINT LINOLEUMS.
MF-69. A Splandid

grade of Print Linoleum ir.

exact imitation of quarter
sawed oak. 6 ft. QQa
wide. Per sq.yd.. . .Oilw

3VIP-61. Patterns of
extra heavy grade Print
Linoleums All colors;^ 2 to

2i yds. wide. State
Price per sq. yd. .

,

42c

NOniNGHAM CURTAINS.
BI. P. 631. These magnifi-

cent Nottingham Curtains come'
white only; 30 in. wide 92 in.

long. They are the best value in
low-price curtain ever sold. Made
on extra quality of net in the,
newest and most popular designs.
Sure to wear well and il 1 j»
please you. Per pair 4 1 C

HIGH QUALITY SMYRNA RUGS.
M. P. 4S. Heavy, rever-

sible Smyrna Rug. Handsome
oriental pattern. Red or green
ground; border colors tan,
blue or red. Can be used either
side up. Offered to you at
exactly one-half its value. State
colors wanted when ordering.
30x00 in. $0.78 36x72 in.Sl.60
6x9ft 3.26 19x12 ft.. .6.96

ELEGANT OAK DRESSER.
l-Z-862. An Astonishing Oak

Dresser Value. Colonial style, 4
drawers, brass pulls, safe locks,
French bevel plate mirror 24 ins.
high; rounded frame, neatly
carved top, rounded scroll stand-
ards, shapely dresser top 40x10
ins. Good casters, eplendid gold-
en finish on BoUd oak. CC All
Worth dbl. Price only QD.UU

15,00 FUR SETS AT $1.85.
A Great Bargain In Fashion-

able French Coney Fur Sets. Soail
is throw style, is 54 ins. long and
lined with satin. Muff is shield
design and warmly padded; lined
^with Farmer's satin. Is 12 ina.

wide, 1 13 ins. long. Cannot be
duplicated under $5.00. Colors,
black or brown. ^61 OC
27>A-1000. (Postage 22c;9 I Otf

UDIES' TAILORED SUIT.
This Ladles' Mannish Tailored

Suit made of Thibet cloth. You could
not buy the material alone at our price
for this suit beautifully made, stylish
and perfect fitting. It is single breast-
ed, straight front, semi-fitted back.
Colors black or navy blue. Sizes 32 to
44 in. bust measure. Shipping weight
5 lbs. Aj Ail
Price only ^'I.g^

MAGNIFICENT SUIT less than COS!
We captured an Entire Stock i

at a ridiculously low price. You get tl

benefit. Handsome black cheviot sui
newest model, tailored by experts. Coi
round sack style, vest popular sing

breasted. Notice—We send with th
suit an extra pair of pants. Cut latei

mode. Color, gray; guaranteed.
20-A-C2. Suit with extra (^ A|

trousers 0"'< <l\

$10.00 OVERCOAT-ONLY $5.25.
This well tailored, perfect-flttlng

single-breasted Frieze overcoat. Thick-
ly padded and quilted lining. This
coat is roomy, durable and stylish.

Positively guaranteed. Sizes; 34 to 44
in. chest measure; Length, regulation,

46 In. Average weight 6i lbs.

25-A-208. Color Black $6.25
25-A-209. Cnl'T Dark Grey 6.25i

OUR FAMOUS WOOL SPUN BLANKETS.
24-B. This Is our Wool

SpunBlanket. Wovenfrom
yarn especially prepared.

Ends have deep fancy bord-
ers and are finished with silk

*« aa '^^W tape. Soft, warm, comfy. Col-
91.98 ^^ or, gray. Do not show soil

guickly. Positively guaranteed. Size 62x78 ins.

hipping Weight about 4 lbs. A big ^l QQ
bargain. Price per pair Q l«JO

GEM STEEL RANGE. $12.50
l-PW-621. Empire Gem Steel

Ranpe, guaranteed in every way.
Neat appearing and first-class
baker. Price No. 8-10 as Illus-
trated, with reser- 01 A IC
voir, high closet V I w* I v

Price without reser- Cl 4 CA
voir and high closet. .O I AawU

Comfortable Rocking Chair.
l-A-754. Boomy, Comlortable

Parlor or Library Rocker. Richly
designed and embossed golden
oak frame. Indestructible
spring seat. Broad, diamond-
tufted back,softly upholstered;
broad arms; large, handsome,
durable. Covering is black
drill in imitation leather.
Retail value $7.00. Our price. . $3.95

NEW LUMBER.
'Lot No. 901. Yellow

Pine Ceiling; Matched and Beaded; Standard
Lengths; Bright; Kiln Dried. CIO CA
No. 2 grade ix4. Per 1000 ft «9 I O.aU
This Is only one Item out of our 20,000,000

ft. of Building Lumber. Our General Mer-

chandise Catalog lists a thousand other equally

good bargains from the lowest grade Sheathing
Lumber to highest quality Hardwood Flooring,

PLUMBING MATERIAL.mCA For CompleteUU Plumbmg Sys-
tem. Includes up-to-date
bath room outfit, roll rira

sink, range boiler" all pip-
ing, fittings, etc.; with com-
plete plans and instructions
for installing. Bath room
oufits $24.00 Up. We Will out your plum-
ber's price In half. Get our figures.

LADIES' ALL WOOL SKIRT.
All Wool Panama Skirt. Made

the very latest 'Tuniceffect.' 'Beau-
tifully trimmed with sijk soutache
braid and satin covered buttons.
Nobby and dressy. Made to sell at
$7.60. Your money back if you
don't like it. Colors black or blue.
Sizes 22 to 30 in waist, 37 to 44 front.

27-A-liO. Price CO CC
(Postage 16c) 9&avtf

HIGH-GRADE MILLWORK.
Lot No. 6868. Size 2 ft. wide,

e-.ft. high; li in. thick;4 01 lil
panels, nicely painted. Ea.O I I 4
25 carloads ot doors, all kinds and
grades in different wood at carload
lot prices. Millwork of all kinds
from 2c Comer Block to a Colonial
Front Entrance Frame at. . . . $3.75
Every article guaranteed. Send for
our general catalog.

LADIESV PATENT COLT BLUCHERS.
This Is a rare opportunity to se-

cure high grade patent leather shoes
at a give away price. They are made
the latest city style. Dull mat top;

perforated toe caps. Cuban heels
lUd extension sole.

Sizes 2'/4 to 8; Width C. D. E.
and EE. Price per C-f AA
pair only wlaUU

I Price per dogen $10.80

5000 FLEECED SHIRTS 35c.
Regular Standard Heavy Weight

heavily fleeced, close flat knit Ut
derwear, made from specially s«

lected cotton Made for gooc
hard wear and are soft and warn'
60c value. Color, light browii

24.B-4000. Undershirts. QC,
sizes 34 to 4 3, price Wvl

24-B-4006. Drawers, sizes 32 0C|
o 44 ins. waist measure, price VvW

READ THIS WONDERFUL BUILDING OFFER!!
$575 Buys Material to Build this

HOUSE NO. 149.
Size 21 ft. by 28ft. Mansard roof,

6 rooms and bath. No waste space,
material, labor in construe- ^|!"fp
tioD. Price of material... Ow I v

The Chicago House
Wrecking Co. is t h e
lareest concern In the
world devoted to the
sale of I.umbrr and
Building Mutorial di-
rect to the consumer.
Noonedlf^e can make
you an offer like the
one shown here. We
turnieh everything
needed for construct-
ing those buildings at
the price named except
Plumbing, Beating
and Masonry.
Write for details.

FREE PLAN BOOK.
We publish a hand-

some book containing
designs of Cottages,
Bungalows. Barns,
Houses, etc. Jlalled
those who fill in the
coupon below.

$798
Buy* Material to Build this

HOUSE ^90 .139.
Size 29 ft. by33 ft. 6. in.. 8

rooms and bath. Every conven-
ience of an up-to-date C7Q

Q

home. Priceof material \

MODERN HEATING PLANTS.
All kinds of heatlns apparatus.

We can Ittrnish you with a modern,
up-to-date steam or hot water system
rkeaper than any other concern.
Complete plans and instructions go
with every plant. We loan you
tools tree. Write for our Heating
Catalog and Free Estimate. Each
plant backed by our Guarantee Bond.
save you 50 per cent.

CEDAR SHINGLES.
Lot No. 923. Common Star A.

Star 6 to 2, 16 in. Ked Cedar Shin-
gles, 6 in. clear butt. ^4 1 A
Price per 1000 OCm I U
These shingles are an excellent

grade for repair vioik, just ttie kind to use lor
covering sheds, barns and other buildings of
like character. We sell many better grades,
lied Cedar, White Cedar.also Fancy and Square
Butt Dimensions Shingles at low prices.

STEEL ROOFING.
100,000 Squares of new Steel

Rooiing, which we are now selling at
the following price, freight Oi £A
prepaid Flat per square DU
Corrugated v Crimped or <f A C
Standing Seam. Per sq. 1.09
Our High-Grade Galvanized Rust

Proof RooSng at prices ranging fiom $3.00
fier snnaTA iin. Send fo* Our Tinoflni» T
et.
per square up. Send for our Eooflng Book-

Tells all about our freight prepaid offer.

This

track .

.

Fine Single Strap Harness,
A4 A AQ At this price

wIUbwO we furnish
light new harness. Send
for booklet.

BUGGY AND HARNESS
Fine Leather Quarter Top
Buggy, black with Brewster
green gear, J tires, nar-
row or wide «« . gg

FILL OUT THIS COUPON
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.

I»aw your ad in ChritUan. Herald

1 am interested in

Send me free of all charges your 1000 page catalog.

Send the following additional books

.•37.3

Name

Town County

.

SUte R.F.D P. O. Box.

.

PERFECT ELECTRIC WELD FENCING.
'gSSSSSBSSSSSS! ^® secured this Fencing
SaggSSSSgaSBS! at Salvage Sale. Aside

from being weather beaten
it is as good as new

No. 24.—26 In. Stays, 6 in. apart. f 01..
Wt. per rod 7.5 lljs. Price per rod. fl O2C

No. 24.-26 In. Stays, 12 in. apart. <C
Wt. per rod 6.8 lbs. Price per rod. . I DCWe have a complete stock of Wire and Fencing

SPECIAL SINGLE BARREL SHOT GUN.
This Gun Strong and Bell-

able. Taper choke bored,
automatic ejector; 12 or 16
gauge; reinforced breech,

case hardened frame; good quahty fore end and
full pistol grip stock; rubber butt plate.
Weight about 6 J lbs.

16-B-6ip. 12guage,30or32 1n. smgle bar-
rel, with ejector, $3.70. 16 gauge sin- OO "7A
gle barrel, with ejector, 30 in. barrel ^OmlV

MEN'S PATENT BLUCHER SHOES
While they last 6,000 pairs 1

of Men's Patent Colt Blucher
$3.50 Shoes, at a saving to you
of $1.65. We took the entire/
output of the factory. This I

is perfect fitting shoe. Sizes 1

a to 11. Widths C. IX E and

Prl'ceper pair. ... $1.90
Price per dozen pair. $21.00

MEN'S RUBBER BOOTS.
An astonishing bargain In Men'i

High Grade Bubber Boot. Made 0;
pure gum. Duck or "Snag Proof
foot. Most durable over offered at th«
price. Made especially for ua by on«

the most reliable foot-wear makeri
on earth. We buy in enormou!
quantities, enabling us to (044
offer this boot per pair. ..ww

Price per dogen $40 0(

$3.60 BUYS 31 BARREL TANK.
.
Made of Heavy Galvan-

ized steel, and steel bound.
Larger sizes at low prices.

Q1 11A Buys Five Feet
wlaOv Steel Hog Trough.
Made of J-ln. thick boiler
steel with heavy legs and
cross bars. Built so strong no animal can break
or injure. 6 ft. long, 12 in. wide, 6 in. deep.
bend for special tank and trough circular.

Open Face, Dust Proof Watch.
A price wrecking oSer on this

watch. Century movement guaran-
teed for three years. Solid nickle
case, screw back and front ; richly
engraved. Stem wind;hardena
and tempered hair spring. Latest
model. Will last a life- CI AC
time. 28-B-W-3. Price. 9 I .SO
Postage on Watch 8c. By register.

ed mail 16c 30 days allowed.

CEMENT BUILDING BLOCK MACHINE.
C 1 Q OC For a first-class,
<W I UbOv practical cement
building block machine*
Blocks 8x8x16 in. You can
make whole, half and quarter *

blocks. Turn out a 100 blocks
a day. We can supply you
complete equipment for mak-
ing cement blocks and other
concrete products. Write us.

THE PRICE WRECKING CATALOG
How to Answsr This Ad.
We publish a 1,000 page handsomely Illus-

trated catalog that we call "The Price
Wrecker.

' It is a book descriptive of our op-
erations. It explams our purchases at Sheriffs'
bales. Receivers Sales and Manufacturers'
Sales. The goods are shown true to life and
fully described. Our broad, binding guarantee
is fully outhned. The liberal terms we make
pur customers have made us thousands of

„rrr,r,„ v«,„ ^^icnds cveryw^here. No chance for you to go
^fi^^V «^°"k ™oney back if you are not satisfied is the key-note of our business methods. Low prices combined wiihquick, accurate service has given us a vast army of satisfiedcustomers. Our Catalog is the most wonderful book publishedanywhere. Each one costs over $1.00 to produce, yet we
?rC? fiii*°

yojJ absolutely free without obhgation of any kind.Just fill out the coupon in the nest column and send it to usat once, and we will immediately mail you free of all rharffe
this magnificent Economy Guide. -The dreat PriSe Wrecker^^

if there are any special articles you are interested in sav soon thls_coupon._ We will give you complete information.

WE SEND FREE ANY OF THESE VALUABLE BOOKS
In addition to ourmammoth thousiind page catalog, we publish several

special booklets more fully covering the various subjects

_ CLOTHING BOOK
Our handsome and com-

plete Men and Boys'
Clothing book containing
latest clothing ideas at
wrecking prices. Will save
you ,^0 to 50 per cent.

UNOLEUM BOOK
For buyers and users of

Linoleum. Nothing better
pubUshed; shows actual
colors. Beautiful assort-
ment of latest designs in
high grade Linoleum.

USOUNE ENGINES
Describes fully the '"Su-

perior'' Gasoline Engines
and best manufactured
gasoline engines, rangingm price from $26.00 up.

GROCERY PRICE UST
A real price

wrecker. It shows
how you can econ-
omize In your
every day pur-
chases. We pub-
lish this booklet
every60 days.Shall
we put your name
on mailing list?

BOOK OF PUNS
For builder's, car-
penters and home-
seekers. Illustrates
about 100 designs
of houses, bunga-
lows and barns.
We furnish the
material complete

UDIES' WEARING APPiUa

,

A style book in every
sense of the word. Latest
fashions at wrecking
prices. Fall and winter of

1911 advance styles are
shown in this catalog. i

ROOFING BOOK
A practical guide for

anyone interested in Steel

and Prepared Roofings,
Eaves Troughs, Gutter-
ing, etc.. Everything ex-
plained about Roofing.

COLD WEATHER COMFORT
Book on Plumbing and

Heating. Explains facts

about Steam, Hot Water
and Warm Air Heatin?,
Plumbing, Water Works" CHfcAGO HOU^'P 'Kp^^^^^ ^^'^ Pii.f-- «2aooTp^ ma^erlal-^rpleY^ !^ uUi^n^ mter"iCHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., Thirty-Fifth and iron Sts., CHICAGO
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I

T would sound strange to the ears of most people

to be told that the least known portion of the
!- earth is the old Bible land of Arabia. It is,

owever, true that the land which many scholars

elieve was the home of the Hebrews before they

eached the plain of Shinar, and which at different

mes has been the seat of great civilizations, is now
ne darkest part of the earth, darker even than any
jortion of Africa. Though Arabia is a Bible land,

Ind there Bible customs continue unchanged, little

part from the coast line has been thoroughly ex-

lored.

In size Arabia is an immense country, for it is as
irge as all of the United States east of the Missis-

ippi River, or larger than
11 of the countries of

iurope combined, with the

•nception of Russia and
Jcandinavia. In that coun-
•y, almost without rivers,

nd until recently without
'lilroads, and where the

fily ship which sails over
|ie great desert sea is the
amel, plodding along at
i'arcely more than two
Has an hour, it is a
surney of eighty days
ong the Red Sea coast
lorn Suez to Aden, or it

' a journey of forty days
•cm the Red Sea to the
ersian Gulf, or to follow
)out the coast line of the
iiuntry, as an Arab some-
mes does, it is a journey
an entire year.
While travelers have
jequently penetrated the
iisert south of Palestine,
f crossed .its northern
lit from Damascus to
iRdad, but two or three
fplorers have succeeded

i
reaching the city of

ecca, and the South
rabian city of Sana,
jhich was the home of the
Jeen of Sheba. As yet
I Christian has succeeded

traversing the land
'om the north to the
lith, from Damascus or Bagdad to Aden. Arabia,
en, presents a field for exploration more extensive,
)re promising in valuable results, and perhaps
)re dangerous, than any other portion of the world.
It is the general impression that the Arabian
•sert is a vast sea of sand. This is erroneous, for
I surface of the greater part of it is almost as
rd and as smooth as a floor. While along the
'stern and southern coasts there are barren, rocky
nges raising their peaks to the height of 9,000
.'t, most of the interior is a level plain of great

By PROF. E. J. BAhKS

fertility; it is a desert simply because of the lack of
irrigation. After the hard rains of winter vegeta-
tion springs forth, and the dry places then resemble
a flower garden. Yet water may be found in nearly
every part of the desert by digging to a sufficient

depth, and here and there it comes to the surface,
forming an oasis about which a cluster of date palms
grows and provides shade for the desert traveler.

It is in the larger of the oases, or in the wadies or
dry river beds, that the desert encampments are gen-
erally fixed. There are, however, m Central Arabia,
where but two or three white men have ever been,

El Bedin Arabs Employed at the Excavating of Bismya

parts of the desert which are sandy. There the

sand is of a reddish or orange color, and lies in belts

many miles in width. Drifting like snow, it shifts

its position during every wind storm.

As if to recompense the desert dweller for the

poverty of the parched plains and sandy wastes,

nature has provided him with the strange mirage,

which is visible in nearly every part of the desert.

Beautiful lakes with wooded shores, tree-covered

mountains, villages and men and animals are seen

upon the desert horizon, where the Arabs know that

only desert can exist. Sometimes the images appear
inverted in the sky, and the- men and animals and
houses are upside down. Nature, too, has provided
a way to determine whether the image is real or
not, for by raising or lowering the head the distant
picture will at once assume a different shape; the
men may then become trees, and the houses become
hills, yet still the mirage seems so real that the
Arabs, who are accustomed to seeing it daily, are
frequently deceived by it.

It seems strange that in the desert, especially
among the tribal encampments, there are inns or
lodging places provided for travelers. Along the
lonely pilgrim routes leading to the sacred cities

there are large khans to protect the traveler from
the heat of summer and
the rains of winter, and
from the roving bands of
thieves. They are gen-
erally large open enclos-
ures with alcoves arranged
along the inner sides of
the walls to serve as lodg-

ing places. Apart from
the alcoves and a low plat-

form upon which the pil-

grims may pray, and the
desertwell.the inn presents
few conveniences, for in

Arabia every one carries

with him his bed and cook-
ing utensils; but on the
other hand, there is no
charge for passing the
night in the desert hotel.

Every encampment, even
of the wandering Arabs,
possesses a guest tent,

where the stranger is al-

ways welcome. The mudif,
as it is called, is like the
other tents, excepting in

size, and to it the traveler,

upon arriving, makes his

way. Stopping before it,

he gives his horse to an
attendant, sticks his long
spear into the ground at

the tent entrance, and
leaving his sandals with-
out, enters and salutes and
squats on the ground to

wait until some of the

bitter Arab coffee is served to him. By tasting the

coffee he has accepted the hospitality of the sheik,

and has become a temporary member of the tribe.

There he may remain for a certain time, eating of

the food which the sheik must provide him, and,
protected by th^ Arabs, he may wander about their

territory at will and in perfect safety. Thus in

whatever part of the inhabited desert one may
travel, one will always find shelter, and in most
places also food.

Covtinned on page 787
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The Lordship

of Jesus

TEXT—Col. 1 :18

'That he [Christ] in all things may stand first."

THE purpose of Christianity may be stated in

a sentence to be the conquest of the entire

world of human conduct. "God so loved the

world." "I have come that they may have Life."

"Come to me, all you who are toiling and burdened."

"Whether then you eat or drink, or whatever you do,

do everything to the honor of God"—these state-

ments, with a multitude of others like them, repre-

sent the purpose of Christ in human history. Noth-

ing less than the entire regeneration of the entire

human race for the life which now is and the life

which is to come.

The Lordship of Jesus over all human life rests

upon two great facts : First. He is the only divine

Saviour from human sin. Among all the sons of

men, Jesus is the only one through whom men may
find the Father. "For there is no other in the whole

world who has been named to men as the only means
of our salvation." Other figures in history are

inspiration to us on account of great personal qual-

ities of leadership or genius or even character; but

no one among all the men and women of history is

the Saviour from sin but Jesus only. This gives

Jesus authority over human life everywhere. His

power to save has been witnessed in so many cases

in all generations and among all human races that

it may be taken for granted. That power is the

same to-day as at any time, and Jesus is "Lord of

all," as we sing in the old hymn, because He is the

Saviour of all.

When Jesus Enters the Heart

Second. The Lordship of Jesus over all life is

due, in the second place, to his power of developing

life. The moment Jesus enters a life, that life be-

gins to expand and grow. A Christian mechanic is

the best mechanic possible. The Christian artist is

the best artist. The Christian musician is the best

musician; not always, perhaps, in technical ability,

but in the results upon human society. Everywhere
that Christ really comes into human life he carries

the expansion of all human energies. He is the

energizer of human effort. His Lordship is shown,
not in theory, but in actual fact, in the daily life

that men daily live in all forms of human activity.

Christian art is different from pagan art in its

application to human need. The Greek may have
made better statues than can be made to-day, but

the use of Greek art when compared with the use of

Christian art discloses at once the difference be-

tween the two. For example, it never occurred to

the pagan artist ^to go into the slums of Rome or

Athens, select the most miserable from the slaves

or the outcasts and invite them up to his beautiful

palace to look at his beautiful statue and enjoy it,

tell them about its beauty and open their eyes to a

world unknown to them. But to-day Christian art

gathers out of its homes and palaces its beautiful

pictures or statues and takes them into the slums
of East London, and then invites the lowest and
most desperately poor and depraved to come and
see some of the beautiful things that men have
made. The pagan made beautiful things for him-
self or out of the love of his art. The true Christian

makes beautiful things in order that they may be

consecrated to human needs, to minister to human
happiness in places where otherwise they could not

be enjoyed.

Nominal Christians

The fact that Jesus is not allowed to stand first

in all things, as he has a right to stand, accounts for

what we call nominal Christianity. Nominal Chris-

tianity is a result of only partial acceptance of the

Lordship of .Jesus. The attempt to let. Jesus rule a

part of the individual life, or a part of the business

life, or a part of the political life, always results in

nominal Christianity. This means sectarianism in

the Church. It means hypocrisy in business. It

* Pastor, Central Cong^regational Church, Topeka, Kan. All

Scripture quotations and texts are taken from the Twentieth Cen-
tury New Testament version.

means blind partisanship in politics. It means com-

pounding with conscience in matters of amusement.

The denial of Jesus as having right to first place

in any department of human energy results in a

crippled, undeveloped humanity. It is the same as

saying that we will not have this Man to rule over

us except in places where it is convenient, or where

we shall not lose any money or popularity, instead

of living according to the command, "Do all things

to the glory of God." Nominal Christianity says,

"Do as much as you can to the glory of God, if it

does not require too much loss, or too much unpopu-

larity or too great sacrifice." On this account many
in our churches are not really disciples of the Lord,

because they are trying to obey him or follow him
in some things, and disobey him in others. We
translate the verse, "The earth is the Lord's, and

the fulness thereof," like this: "The earth is the

Lord's, and the fulness thereof, all except my corner

lot, and that is mine." On this account men have

said the Golden Rule could not work in business or

in politics, thereby denying the Lordship of Jesus

everywhere. They have said, "Lee Jesus stand first

in the prayer meeting, and in the home, and in the

Church, and in the marriage relation; but there is

no place for him first in making money, in battling

in politics, or in conducting the affairs of the

nation."

The failure to put Jesus in the first place in all

human activity is a concession to the power of sin.

I have heard ministers in a great city say, "It is of

no use for us to speak out against the great political

corruption, against the reign of vice here, because

it will do no good. These things have come to stay."

Many Christians who realize the demoralizing effect

of the saloon and the gambling house keep silent

about them because, they say, "we cannot do any-

thing." This is the same as saying that sin is more
powerful than Christ. It is giving way to the

powers of evil because we think nothing can be done.

But the real Christian, who believes in the suprem-
acy of Jesus everywhere, declares that, whether
anything can be done or not, it is always the duty
of the Christian disciple to bear witness to the truth,

to speak with the prophet's voice, whether he thinks

it will do any good or not.

The Glorifying Presence

There is no place where Jesus is not needed. Take
any human situation known to the race, and it is

impossible to conceive of any condition whatever
which Jesus cannot enter to bless, to develop, to

strengthen. The man who is in perfect health, sur-

rounded by friends, gifted with genius, will find all

his joy intensified and rightly defined, if he lets

Jesus into his life to share it all with him. The
man who stands overwhelmed with sorrow, trouble,

accident, disease, poverty, will find in the Lord
Jesus Christ the only real strength great enough to

carry him through all trouble. The sin of the world
has no sufficient master outside of Jesus. Educa-
tion, culture, wealth, power cannot remove sin. The
hour of birth is glorified by the presence of Jesus in

the home. The hour of death is transfigured by the
same presence of him who overcame the last great
enemy. All conditions of human environment
caused by the accident of birth or family or posi-

tion, all conditions of earthly relations of men with
one another, are unable to take the power of Jesus
by surprise. He is equal to all of them, and he is

necessary to all of them. There is no possible
event in the life of individuals or nations out of
which Christ can be thrust with any safety. He
belongs to all, because he is the Life of all.

The salvation of the Republic depends upon obe-
dience to Christ. There is not one law for nations
and another for individuals. Jesus is Lord of all.

The great problems that vex the race, no matter
what they may be called or where they may be
found, have no solution apart from the great Life-
Giver. It is a false thought of Jesus and all his
teachings to confine his power to what we call reli-

gious things. All things are religious that have )

do with human conduct. Railroads ought to run i

the glory of God just as well as Sunday Scho(

.

The building of cities, steamboats, public highwa

,

the housing and clothing of the multitude, the opi

.

ing of new physical territory for human life, the -

pansion of a republic in its education, its inventio
,

its culture, are all a part of the working out of i >

kingdom of God upon the earth. Jesus has a rij

to stand first in all these things, just as much as

has a right to stand first in the sanctuary of 1

'

home life or the prayer life of the nation or i >

individual. To deny the Lordship of Jesus in s'

department of human activity is to deny his p -

eminence. We have no "Lord of all" if we shut h i

out of any part of our human energy. The momi

;

we attempt to do it we set ourselves up on the thrc

'

of Lordship by the side of Jesus ; rather, we
throne him, and put ourseves as usurpers in ;

place.

Saviour, Keeper, Revealer, Developer

The purpose of Christianity is four-fold. (

Christ saves the world. He is the universal Savic

of mankind. Salvation is not caused by worl

works are caused by salvation. Jesus stands fi

because he is able to save, (b) Christ not oi

saves the race; he keeps it. He is the ever-livi

force in the life which makes it grow. The Cn

;

which snatches out of ruin is able to build up a 1.

habitation, (c) Jesus not only saves and keeps, 1

.

he reveals. Life is a new thing to the Christi;

"Old definitions are passed away. Behold, all thir

;

have new definitions!" History is a new thing i

the Christian. He reads it as he never read it 1

fore. Business is a new thing. Politics is trai

figured by the new definition. All things are unc

the sweep of a new energy, and once Jesus is Masi

in the life, he reveals God the Father to man,
reveals men to one another, and he reveals a ma
own soul to himself, (d) Jesus not only saves a

keeps and reveals, when he is placed first in the li

but he develops it. The test of the ages pro^,

this : that nothing so enlarges the soul as the ;

knowledgment of the mastery of Jesus in the li

The ignorant fisherman lived with Jesus a f

months and became a great apostle. The unlearn

disciple helped to found a new empire in the wor

Friendship with Jesus develops all latent powt

of the heart and mind.
Thus we have in him who stands first of all, t

Saviour, the Keeper, the Revealer, the Life-Giv

If Jesus is once acknowledged by the Church,

the nominal Christians, as entitled to first place

everything that men do, it will be the beginning

the next great religious revolution around the wor

All hail the power of Jesus' name!
Let angels prostrate fall

;

Bring forth the royal diadem.
And crown him Lord of all!

Not Lord of a few things, but of everything. N
Lord of the inner life alone, but of the outward li

as well. Let the whole earth sing this song in t

light of our text. He is Lord of all, and this is

"because it pleased God that the divine nature,

all its fulness, should dwell in Christ, and it al

pleased God to reconcile all things to himst

through him—to reconcile to himself, I say, throu;

Christ, all things both on earth and in heaven."

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page]

Of High Merit

Dear Mr. Editor: I received the beautiful "Dreaij

land calendar, also the "Daughters of D(

cas." They are surely pictures of high artisl,

merit. I am well pleased, and will help to bright|

some other home by giving one of them aws

Thank you very much, and wishing you success,

Knoxville, III. Ella Alexander.
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jaVE YOUR SUNSHINE TO THE LIVING

By Mrs. Mary B. Wingate

GIVE your sunshine to the living.

Do not wait till they are dead ;

i i
Oh, there's joy in constant giving,

I Human hearts are comforted,

» And the giver feels the sunshine
I Of the heart's responsive smile,

t Knowing that another's pathway

;(
Has been brightened all the while.

I,. ,1 Give your blossoms to the living ;

^' t Let them have their fragrance now ;

Ere their eyes are sealed in slumber
And like marble is their brow.

' Often for some loving token
''-

' Human hearts have ached and bled ;

fr Give your blossoms to the livin.i?,

t Do not wait till they are dead.

Give your sunshine to the lonely.

Though they seem but cold an<l proud

;

Oft, perchance, some hidden sorrow
Makes them shun the cheerful crowd.

Give a loving word or token.

Just a pressure of the hand ;

Let them know your heart is tender.

Though you may not understand.

' Give your heart's love to the fallen ;

Oh, they need the tenderest care !

Though you see not their temptation.
They must meet it everywhere.

Oft a word, a smile, a handclasp,

, ,. Gives the needed strength and cheer;
,.

' L Helps them in the bitter conflict,

"^'Wl When the tempter lingers near.

Give your sunshine to the living

;

Scatter flowers with eager hand ;

You may wake a chord responsive
That will vibrate o'er the land.

. Lavish smiles upon the aged ;

Cheer the sad ones on their way ;

f You can make this world an Eden
• By the kindness of to-day.

Strange Fishes

rHERE is a fish in India •which can
climb. Therefore it is called the

tlimbinK perch,—though, in point of

i'act, it is not a perch at all, according
}0 the marks of our American perch.
I This singular creature has a little

;istern of water in its head, so that
-he awful droughts which often afflict

Its native country have no terrors for
't. When the little fresh-water pool
•n which it lives dries up in the sum-
mer, as it often does for days or even
Kveeks at a time, this queer fish stays
^live by means of the water in Its

lead. "Water on the brain," which
jjills human beings, keeps the climbing
()erch alive.

I "But," you ask, "why is it called

'""iS^ 'climbing perch'?"

f
Because it can walk by means of its

lower fins; and it can also hitch along
t)y means of its side fins.

ij

Sometimes when its home-pool dries
ijp, it burrows into the mud and lies

there torpid until the rains refill its

rittle lake.

^ Others seem to prefer to shuffle

[long overland until they find another
ool.

It used to be said that these fishes
limbed cocoanut palm trees in quest

jf the milk. One reliable witness testi-

led that he caught one on the stem of

g tree five feet from the ground.
1: Another strange fish is the mud-
skipper of Burmah and West Africa.
?t can stay in water only a little while
at a time, or else it will drown. On
the other hand, it cannot stay long on
|the land. It seems to be compelled to
take a dip in the river once in every
few minutes.

I
These fish have queer, telescopic

jByes, which they poke out of their
iheads and turn about in a truly
startling way. On the whole, they
look more like tadpoles than fish.

When they are tired they prop
them.selves up on their fins much as a
nan rests his elbows on a table.

An Old Sailor's Prayer
BELOW is a prayer, written by one

of the thousand retired sailors for
whom I have the honor of being chap-
lain. The author is eighty-seven years
^Id and earnestly desires to be a gen-
uine Christian. Will you ask your
readers to join with him in his request?

George O. Tambly.
Sailors' Snug Harbor,

Sfatev Island, A^ Y.

Lord Jesus, I am ignorant

!

Teach me; my heart is hard, soften it;

'ind please send me thy Holy Spirit
that I may be born again. Save mo
from sin and fit me for heaven."

tx
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REST DAY By Rev. J. M. Farrar, P.P.*

A FTER Labor Day we look for Rest Day. Juniors should be
ZA thankful for their day of rest. Admiral Hall, of the British

-*- -*- Navy, commanded a naval vessel at Hong-Kong. After divine
service had been performed one Sunday on his ship and the sailors

were at rest, his intelligent Chinese pilot said: "Your Joss [God] is

better than our Joss, for he gives you holiday and rest one day in

seven, and we have only one day in the year, on New Year's Day."
The Admiral, in a recent address to workingmen, told them of this

remark, and added: "Just picture working hard from morning till

night for 364 days and only one day of rest; and then prize that
Sabbath!"

I
N my "brain-box" I find a number of good stories about Rest Day.
I have selected for my Juniors this story by H. Thomas:

The Peach Lesson

As a long-drawn sigh escaped her young guest Mrs. Grant said

:

"A penny for your thoughts, Harry."
"Well, I'll own right up. I was thinking how much nicer it would

be if the Sunday were left out of the week; it seems to spoil every-
thing so."

"Spoil everything! Why, Harry, I think it the best day of all the
week," said Mrs. Grant, trying not to look shocked at his words.

"Oh, well, that's because you're grown up, I suppose. But I

ilmost hate Sunday; it puts a stop to all my nice times."
"Harry, I haven't seen you for a week. Tell me how you have

spent it."

"Well, let me see," answered Harry, thoughtfully. "It's the last
week of vacation, and I've crowded it with fun. Monday we boys
had a ball game with some of the West Side boys, and our side beat.
Tuesday I had more fun yet. Six of us boys went over in the grove
and camped out. We fished, and cooked our own meals, and had
heaps of fun! We stayed until Thursday night."

I'M so glad you enjoyed yourself. Now for the two days more."
"Well, Friday just beat all the other days for fun. Our Sab-

bath School went out to the lake and had just the nicest time! We
had everything good to eat you can think of; played games, rowed
on the water, and—and—oh, dear! the day wasn't half long enough.
And to-day has been just as nice as the rest of the week. We boys
made some big kites, and you just ought to see what fun we've had
flying them!"

Mrs. Grant excused herself and went to the garden, where she
picked seven of the mo.'-t beautiful Crawford peaches she could find.

Harry's eyes danced with delight as she entered the room holding
them in her hand, saying: "Harry, I have selected for you seven of
my finest peaches; they are all yours. You can, if you choose, eat
all of them; but if, after you have eaten six, you will carry the
seventh to the poor sick boy at the foot of the hill, and give it to

him, it will make me very happy."

WHY, Auntie Grant," said Harry, "what sort of a boy do you
take me for? Of course I shall take it to Dick—the very

nicest one, too."

"Well, let us imagine that after you have eaten six peaches you
say, 'Oh, dear! I suppose I must give the last peach to Dick; but
I hate to.'

"

"I won't even imagine such a thing!" interrupted Harry with a
very red face. "It isn't in me to be so mean!"

Mrs. Grant made answer by taking the plate of peaches into her
own hand, and saying impressively: "Here are seven peaches. They
remind me of a boy who had seven beautiful gifts. The Giver said

in giving them, 'They are yours; but if you love me you will do me
honor by setting one apart as sacred to my memory.' Did the boy
regard the wishes of the Giver as sacred, and gladly obey them?"

"It would be a mean sort of a boy that wouldn't do that much for

a generous friend," ventured Harry.
"It would seem so," said Mrs. Grant. Then taking up one of the

peaches she continued: "We will, for the sake of illustration, call

this Monday; that's the day he played ball, and came off victorious.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday he camped out, and 'fun' marked
every one of them. Friday, picnic day, not half long enough. Sat-

urday, kite-flying and a full tide of enjoyment."

MRS. GRANT had pointed to one peach after another in naming
them, but had avoided looking at Harry. Had she done so she

would have seen that the lesson was striking home; for the boy's

face was growing crimson. At last only one peach remained un-
named. Taking it up, she said, "You are Sunday, and I almost hate
you, because you spoil my nice times!"

There was an instant's silence and then Harry in a repentant tone

said: "Oh, Auntie Grant, I see it! I have often made my boast that

with all my faults I was at least generous; but now I see how easy
it is to be selfish and not know it."

"I am glad to see my peach lesson has made you see yourself,"

said Mrs. Grant, looking pleased.

"It has, for a fact. Six days for fun ought to satisfy any boy, and
I don't think any one will ever again hear me say I hate Sunday."

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn. N. Y. Text: "Rested the seventh day."

U Ex. 20:11.
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TWO PREACHERS

nPHE preacher was young and of noble mien;
* The truths that he uttered were well ex-

pressed ;

The graces of speech—learned in school- -coull
be seen

In his gestures, his voice and his pose at rest

;

But he heard, as he passed by a half-closed
door

—

"Such preaching as that cuts no ice with me."

Another man preached from the sacred desk.
In accents uncultured ; with gestures rude.

He told of his own fearful struggles with sin.
Of God's love, of repentance, of hope renewed ;

And he heard this prayer, through that half-
closed door

—

"God help a lost sinner ; God help even me."
John J. Loud.

Not Collected

1ITTLE Harry lived in the countiy
J and never saw a city letter-box

until he was six years old. Then he
visited an aunt in Cincinnati.

"What is the box for on the lamp-
post?" he asked.

"To put letters in."

"What happens to the letters?"
"A postman comes and collects

them."
Harry was at his aunt's for two or

three days and often dropped letters

in the box, but it so chanced that he
did not see any postman in the act of
collecting them.
When he returned home, he made a

letter-box himself. He was occupied
several days in doing it and it did not
look much like a regular letter-box,
after all, but it gave great satisfaction
to Harry. He nailed it tightly to a
post near the road, and at once printed
a little letter himself and dropped it

in his bo.x.

The next day his sister gave him a
letter to post, and instead of running
down to the village post office -with it,

he dropped it into his box.
During the next few weeks many

letters were given to Harry to post,
and he dropped them all into his box.
In a month it was full, and letters were
sticking out from the top.
Then the family started an investi-

gation. By means of it several mys-
teries were solved. They discovered
why certain letters had not been an-
swered; why people who had been
invited had not come nor sent word;
and why Harry had been so remark-
ably quick about posting letters.

Harry's letter-box was banished,
much to his grief; and a course of
spirited lectures was delivered to him
by every one of the older members of
his family, upon the United States
postal system. Now when he is given
a letter to post, he is watched until he
is well down the road to the village
post office.

A Tribute to Mont-Lawn
MANY friends of our Children's

Home in different parts of the
country, write us very interesting let-

ters concerning the work. In Tyrone,
Pa., a number of these friends have
organized the "Sinking Valley Mont-
Lawn Society," Miss L. B. Tussey,
president, and are now supporting a
cot at our Children's Home in memory
of their Sunday School Superintendent,
John L. Mingle, who passed away
May 30, and who had faithfully served
the Sinking Valley Union Sunday
School for eight years. Miss Tussey
in behalf of the society send this Mont-
Lawn acrostic, showing what each let-

ter stands for

:

M is for Mont-Lawn, whose praises we sing;
for the Outings the Saturdays bring;

N for Nyack, where the children all land ;

T for the Temple, so peaceful and grand ;

L for the Lawn, where they all love to play

;

A for the air here, so healthful, they say ;W for the Wagon, that carries so many;
N is for Noon,when they march to Fort Plenty;
C for the Chimes, that call sweetly to prayer

;

H for the Helpers, so kind and so fair;
1 for Improvements, made new every year;
L for the Lodge, which they all hold so dear;
D is for Dormitories, quiet and neat;
R for the Romping, with riotous feet;
E is for Evening, when little eyes close;
N for the Nursery, where babies repose;
S for the Sandpiles, made fresh every year;
H for the Homestead, so full of good clieer;
O for Old Glory, unfurled to the sky;
M for the Money we'll give till we die;
E for Each of us loving Mont-Lawm.

S. V. M. L. Soc.
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'first families.'

IT
was held in Stockholm, Sweden, and lasted five

days—^August 1-5. Stockholm is one of the most
beautiful cities of the world. It has been called

"the Venice of the North." It is told that it covers

one thousand islands. The Peace Congress was
given a generous welcome by the city authorities;

large flags of all nations were put up along the

quay; a special guide book was issued in dainty

style; the museums were opened free to delegates; a

special excursion was made to Saltsjobaden, a fa-

mous seaside resort, with a dinner at the Grand
Hotel there (four hundred and eighty covers were

laid). The city also gave its best in meeting places

for the Congress; in the famous and beautiful Rid-

darhuset during the day, and in the evenings, the

large hall of the Musical Academy.
It should be said that the Riddarhuset is a sort of

club-house or palace for the nobility, the walls of the

chamber where the Congress met bemg adorned

with the coats-of-arms of Sweden's "*^--+ ^^-"--1"^=

"There were invitations issued by

the king in royal style on ele-

gant cards for the members of

the Congress to attend a party

in the Logarden, the royal gar-

dens. The day, however, prov-

ing rainy, a reception was held

in the king's palace. Prince Karl,

the brother of the king, receiv-

ing the guests, as the king him-

self was absent from the city.

A royal feast was spread for all

who came.
The personnel of the Congress

was most interesting, as distin-

guished men and women of
many nations were present. The
officers of the Congress were
these: Hon. President, Comte
Arvid Taube; President, Baron
Carl Carlson Bonde; General
Secretary, M. Johan Bergman,
Ph.D. The published list of

delegates represents about two
hundred peace organizations and
other bodies. There were some
delegates from labor organiza-
tions and from the Roman Catho-
lic Church. For the first time
there were delegates from Russian peace societies,

also one from Turkey : Riza Achmed Bey, President
of the Chamber of Deputies in Constantinople.
The work of the Congress was outlined by com

missions, and brought forward in resolutions,
always in French, but translated into English and
German by regular interpreters. The speeches
which followed were also interpreted in brief. Any
delegate, man or woman, was free to speak on the
subject under consideration, and there was no time
limit. A small blackboard hung from the desk
where all speakers must stand, and on it the name
of the person speaking was written, and the sub-
ject being discussed. A box stood at the side of the
desk in which speakers were requested to place
copies of what they had said.

"Disarmament of Nations" was the greatest sub-

ject discussed by the Congress. It was agreed that

universal, obligatory and permanent arbitration

should be decided upon at the Third Hague Court.

Dr. Benjamin F. Trueblood quoted Colonel Roose-

velt as having said that "if all governments were

sincere there ought to be no obstacle in the way."

It was suggested that there should be a universal

refeKendum among the nations on the subject.

One speaker said : "Let one or two large Powers

have courage to disarm, and smaller Powers will

quickly follow." There was universal approbation

of this expression.
One speaker sent to represent the largest labor

union in the world says the time will soon come when
there will be a general international strike against

war "because the civilized world could not exist

under this sickening war craze." He also said it

would be better settled by reason than by force, but

that labor societies were ready and willing to take

The Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden

up the matter if peace societies could not bring it

about. He said : "Pray God an outburst of labor on
this matter shall not be necessary."

It was urged by another speaker that military
experts should not have votes at the Hague Confer-
ence. It was asserted that military men have an
increasing dislike for peace organizations. Another
speaker said that humane people in Germany were
very much interested in disarmament, and the idea
had made much progress during the past year.
The German government was willing to take dis-

armament under consideration.
A letter was received from the French foreign

office stating that that government would co-operate
with the Third Hague Conference. The prominence
of the United States in peace matters was spoken of

many times, one speaker saying: "The Un
States has too long given us the model, and i

time the Old World were waking up." This wa;
reference to the fact that the United States G
ernment had taken the initiative in calling the i

ond Hague Conference and has also issued the
for the third.

An argument was made by M. Gaston Moch
military man but an advocate of peace, for "'

Right of Legitimate Defense." In response to hir

was said: "If we pass M. Moch's proposition, all

militarists of the world will quote the license to

issued by the International Peace Congress a
complete vindication of their own operations."
was also said: "The essential task of the pe
movement is to increase the faith of men and nati

in pacific methods of settling disputes. When ;

nation wants to go to war, or is driven to war
necessity, it will not require any license from
The masses of people throughout Europe not o

do not -^ant to go to war,
do not want to bear the wei) t

of the machinery of war." .

Moch's proposition did not -

ceive the endorsement of j;

Congress, but was sidetracljl

by voting to take up the pj-

vious question.
There was considerable ct

cussion about the desirabilr

of the Peace Congress takii

up the grievances of classes!
people, as the Jews in Russl
the Armenians in Turkey, i|

case of Finland, etc. Ij

Congress was almost equaf
divided on this point, but fina'

agreed to do so, whereupon t

Russian delegates said th

must be excused from taki

part while the affairs of thi

government were being d

cussed. On the other hand,
request from the delegate fn
Egypt asked that a message
sympathy be sent to his peoi

and that on next year's pi

gramme there should be giv

time for the discussion of t

difficulty between England and Egypt.
It was decided to hold the next World's Pea

Congress in Rome in October of 1911. The Co
gress of 1914 was jointly invited by Mrs. Jol

Miller Horton of Buffalo, N. Y., and Dr. Benjam
F. Trueblood to hold session in the United State

that they might participate in the celebration of o:

of the greatest peace events of the world—the co

summation of one hundred years of peace betwei

the United States and Canada.
The last act of the delegates to the Peace Congre

was to carry a large wreath of oak leaves, fastene

with the Swedish national colors, to the chun
where lie the remains of King Oscar and lay

upon his tomb, as the friend of peace.
Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts.

TUm BRUSSELS EXF0SITS0M AFTIEIR TlfSE OIREAT FIRE
IN

last week's Christian Herald an account was published of the great fire

which swept the grounds of the Brussels International Exposition, destroy-
ing many of the beautiful buildings and bringing sorrow and dismay to the

hearts of the Belgian people, who were naturally proud of their "White City."
The photographs above show the present appearance of some of the buildings.
In other parts of the Exposition, however, the flames did still more destructive
work, making a clean sweep and leaving a level ruin over acres that were

formerly covered with magnificent structures. The picturesque "Midway" vfi

literally razed to the ground. The Belgian section suffered heavily, and so ah
did the French, the German and the Dutch sections; but the Belgian people ai

urging forward the work of reconstruction and there is hope that the "Whi1
City," finer and more attractive than before, may soon again command tl

admiration of Europe. The total loss by the fire was from $10,000,000 t

$15,000,000.

The French Palace Building as It Now Appears Ruins of the English and Italian Palace Buildings
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A Lumber Team in the Bitter Root Forest Preserve Part of Taft, Montana, Which Has Been Burned

'4 b

"^VERY summer some parts of the country

I

suffer to some extent from forest fires, but

.^ those which have raged through the woods of

.^ntana, Washington and Idaho during the past

f; weeks have made these periodical conflagrations

\s.m insignificant aff'airs. The loss in property at

a'ery conservative estimate is between three and
f r millions, while the loss of life is probably sev-

el hundred. At least seven towns were burned
( the map, while about twenty
( ers were in danger of destruc-

ti and were lucky to escape with

cy the destruction of a few houses.

f: national forest preserves were
cfire at the same time. Crater
lice, Bitter Root, Clearwater, Mis-
sila, Coeur d' Alene and Cabinet.

]was man against the fiery ele-

i|nt in a long and hard battle, and
,^^in for a time seemed the loser.

^Irest rangers and volunteer fire-

.rTinters fought heroically to save
t eatencd districts and towns, and
jve up their lives by the score in

t unequal contest.

Jnited States troops were cr-

eed to the burning districts by
fesident Taft and again the lads

itheir brown service suits added
laurels to the service. The
Department also sent pack

1 ins with medical supplies and a
ice of army surgeons. One of
i worst facts in connection with
t; fires is that the Forestry De-
Ijrtment has found that they are

^^ c incendiary origin, especially in

Itsgon.
On the 20th and 21st of August
t fires swept over the Coeur
tilene region in Idaho, and eighty
pple lost their lives. Most of these were fire-

Ihters. Over thirty were burned at Big Creek,
P 8d nearly an equal number on Superior Lake. The

Imes in two days laid the entire country from
ullace to St. Joe River in ashes. It seemed for a
tie as if Wallace itself was doomed. Here and
tire a building caught from the drifting, suffocat-

ing cloud of smoke and ashes, and before the fire

swept off in another direction one hundred buildings
were but smoking ruins.

The hospitals were crowded with wounded, and
many cases of burns were ti'eated at home. Reports
came in for days of a party here and there in the
woods that had perished in the conflagration. One
report had it that over a hundred perished on the
St. Joe River, but fortunately it proved untrue.

,CU

^fr^

Types of Miners euid Lumbermen in Taft

Almost by a miracle all but four made good their

escape.
Northwestern Montana was driven to desperation.

The whole forest seemed afire and it swept down
over Deborgia, Henderson and Taft, and burned
them to the ground. Part of St. Regis was also

food for flames. Thousands of men battled reck-

lessly against the fire, starting back fires, chopping
down brush, digging trenches and using every other
expedient which has been tried to stop a forest fire.

But they were beaten. Those who could escaped to
creeks and rivers and plunged in to the neck to
escape the intense heat. In one place the fire in
Montana extended in an unbroken line of fifty miles.
Several towns were threatened at this writing and
their safety is not yet assured. Rain seems to be

their only salvation. The loss of

life was undoubtedly very heavy.
A great many of the fighters were
blinded. Falling trees proved a
great source of danger, legs and
arms being broken by the branches
when the fighters had got too near
to the burning timber.
The rapidity with which flames

spread is well illustrated by what
occurred in one town where a man
was endeavoring to bury two trunks
containing his household valuables.

The flames suddenly darted around
the corner of his house and burned
him from head to foot. Some of the
fire-fighters had every shred of

their clothing burned off and their

recovery is doubtful.
The country about Newport,

State of Washington, was also

burned out, and a number of farm-
ers lost their lives. One of the most
thrilling escapes yet reported is

that of a large party of fire-fighters

and refugees who were cornered by
the flames but found an old mine
shaft into which they plunged and
were safe until the flames had ex-

hausted their fury and passed on.

On account of the fires in the
Northwest precautions are being

taken in all our great forest districts to prevent
similar conflagrations and fire-wardens and citizens

will not breathe easily until the dry season is past.

Campers and hunters have to receive permission
from rangers or fire-wardens to start fires and must
see that they are carefully extinguished. Residents

of forest districts are also drafted as extra wardens.

TOK GIRILAT ARABIAN BIE^ILIRT ^"""""^-^ ^-'" ""^^ '''

y ;

H

Travel in the desert is always accompanied with
nger from the roving, thieving bands. Only if

3 has nothing worthy of stealing can he be safe,

d therefore one may meet Arabs partly covered
th rags and on foot traveling from one part of

: desert to another. Long journeys of a month
more, as from Damascus to Bagdad, are some-
les made by donkey, a beast which is despised in

abia and hardly considered worth stealing. If
-' travels by horse or by camel it is generally in
npany with a large well-armed party, able to
)e with any wandering band.
The horse is used almost exclusively wherever
ter can be found with sufficient frequency, and
has been trained to continue for thirty-six hours
more without drinking, but the camel is the only
imal which may penetrate the driest regions,
e dromedary is capable of going about ten miles
hour for sixteen hours a day, while the poorer
st moves along slowly from two to three miles an

ur.

^ver the great desert highway from Damascus to
gdad there is a camel post, and for ten days, with

It a single desert well on the way where one may
lench his thirst, the dromedary carries the Turk-

ish mail. The postman, riding eighteen hours a

day, is able to sleep on his animal by sitting behind

the hump, which he uses as his pillow, and leaving

his feet to hang down behind.

The people of Central Arabia are the same pure

Arabs as those who have lived there for 6,000 years,

or as far back as history reaches.

The Arabs are divided into hundreds of different

tribes. Each is independent and governed by a
sheik whose oflice is hereditary, and who has abso-

lute authority over his people, settling their dis-

putes, selecting the location of their camp, collecting

from them his tribute money, and in return provid-

ing them with food whenever necessity compels them
to ask it. Though Arabia is generally supposed to

be a part of the Turkish Empire, few of the sheiks

recognize the Sultan. About the only higher power
which they acknowledge is the unwritten desert law,

"An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."

The dress of the Arabs is as unchangeable as the

other desert customs. The under garment is merely
a long shirt, while the aba, a large square tunic,

which is possibly the seamless garment of the New
Testament, is the dress suit of all great occasions.

At one season of the year it is a blanket, and at

another it is the bed. Upon the head is a square
cloth, called the kefier, which developed into the

turban of the town Arabs, and upon the feet are

sandals of the ancient fashion.

The desert Arab obtains his livelihood by camel
raising, and in the great central plateau one may
find him herding thousands of camels. Once a year
the camels are driven to market to the larger cities,

like Bagdad, Damascus or Aden, to be sold to the
merchants whose caravans still transport the mer-
chandise from one end of the desert to another.

Nominally the religion of the desert is Mohamme-
danism, and though Mohammed was an Arab, and
the Arabian city of Mecca is the centre of the Mo-
hammedan world, the desert Arab is more or less of

a pagan. He calls himself a Mohammedan, yet he
seldom prays or fasts, or goes upon the pilgrimage
to Mecca, as a good Moslem should.

Such are the Arabs of the real desert to-day, and
such have they been during all of the centuries since

Hebrew history began. Hebrew customs of Bible

days were largely influenced by them, and so now
ancient Bible customs may be better vmderstood by
studying, not the Arabs of Palestine or of Egypt,
but the wandering tribes of Central Arabia, where
Western civilization and influence have not yet gone.
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Vacation Results

WITH the second week of September the vacation

season is practically over, except for those few

whose pocketbooks are of the requisite fulness to

permit them to wander from resort to resort as long

as they wish, for whom the world at large is but a

playground, and to whom a trip to Europe is but

"a dash across the pond." The great majority of

vacationists, however, are glad to get two weeks to

forget the grind at the desk or in the shop which is

their lot for fifty weeks of the year. It is the short-

term vacationists who increase the business of the

railroads from June till fall and who are the support

of hundreds of hotels and boarding houses for the

year.

The custom of taking a vacation has been a benefit

to employer and employee alike. The two weeks of

complete change from the ordinary round of duties

and from familiar scenes has a freshening effect on

both body and mind, resulting in increased vigor.

Physicians have long recognized this, and what has

been good for invalids has increased the working-

efficiency of the man and woman who have no partic-

ular cause to worry about their health, and who are

as sound as the small boy who said he did not know
he had a body unless he ran into something.
One great result of the vacation system is that it

broadens the horizon of people who otherwise would
get all their knowledge of other parts of the country
from books, and one short trip is worth several vol-

umes. The people in the East like to go inland, and
a large majority of the sojourners by the sea come
from homes in the interior, and with personal ac-

quaintance sectionalism seems childish and un-
American. Probably nothing else has done as much
to break up selfish local pride as the shifting of the

summer traveler from place to place and the dis-

covery that there are people worth knowing on the

other side of what was formerly their limited hori-

zon. The vacationist in his trips from one State

to another has been unconsciously playing a political

role as an agent of national unification, for in small

and isolated communities, where the people stay year
in and year out, the seeker for recreation comes,
bringing with him some of the spirit of the outside

world. Both natives and tourists are benefited by
personal acquaintance and exchange of opinions and
ideas. The vacationist also plays an important part
in international relations. The constant ebb and
flow of tourist traffic across the Canadian border is

undoubtedly one of the main reasons for the very
cordial relations now existing between the two coun-

tries. Goldsmith in his Citizen of the World showed
that he felt this influence of travel in broadening
the human heart and causing the feeling to grow
that "He hath made of one blood all nations."

The Pacification of Korea

THEY have "yellow journals" in the Orient, too.

Now that the annexation of Korea by Japan is

a thing accomplished, the last act in the drama hav-

ing taken place in Seoul, the Korean capital, on

August 22, public gatherings have been forbidden

and precautionary measures have been taken to

avoid public excitement that might lead to open
discontent. Several of the Tokyo newspapers have
seized the opportunity to revive the old charge

—

which the late Prince Ito effectually proved to be
altogether groundless—that the American mission-
aries were mainly responsible for Korean opposition
to Japan's annexation scheme. These journals go
even further and urge that the missionaries should
be prohibited hereafter "from talking to the Korean
people about the greatness of America." It is only
fair to add, however, that this sensational attack,
which is inspired by the anti-Christian element in

Japan, is disapproved by the leading journals and
by people of influence. They knew that the purpose
was to make the American missionaries the scape-
goat for a condition for which they were nowise
responsible. It suited the plans of the heathen ele-

ment, however, to make it appear that the wonderful
progress of Christianity in Korea had a political

rather than a religious aspect and that behind each
conversion there was an ulterior motive. Mean-
while the sensible portion of the Japanese press
deprecate the whole affair and declare that the new
government of Korea must strive, by pacific meas-

ures and a wise administrative programme, to

change the attitude of Korea from hostility to one

of friendship. It would be a serious mistake to

endeavor by the use of the "iron hand" to inspire

confidence and respect in Korea. We believe that

wiser and juster counsels will prevail and that Japan
will not, by adopting any course based upon sensa-

tional clamor and obvious misrepresentation, sully

the fair fame she has won before the whole world

for justice and magnanimity.

Mont-Lawn's Grateful Children

AS the summer season at our Children's Home at

- Mont-Lawn nears its close, we cannot refrain

from expressing our thanks to the kind friends all

over the country who have aided us in making the

year a notable one for this beautiful charity. Mont-

Lawn was Dr. Klopsch's special favorite among his

many benevolences and it was doubtless the desire

to pay a tribute to his memory that led so many of

our Christian Herald readers to send in their

offerings for its maintenance. They have earned
the gratitude of three thousand little tenement chil-

dren who, but for their kindness, would have had no
outing this year, and would have been obliged to

pass the torrid, sickly midsummer in heated tene-

ments, with no playground but alley or street. In-

stead, they have heartily enjoyed their vacation at

the Children's Paradise and they go back to their

humble homes with grateful hearts, to sing to others
the sweet songs of the Children's Temple and to tell

of the kind patrons who brought so much of pure
happiness into their narrow and pinched little lives.

May God bless Mont-Lawn, its little guests, and
every friend who has had a share in its Christlike

work.

A
Wise and Foolish Stewards

READER of this journal in New York City

sends us this letter:

You have, on several occasions, remarked in Tke Christian
Herald that the increase in the number of rich men who con-
sider themselves as stewards is noticeable. The man in the
enclosed report certainly does not consider himself a steward.
Neither ar-e those stewards who figured as victims in the recent
raid at the Narragansett Pier ; nor the two "preachers" who
uphold gamlding. All these evidently think that their wealth,
however questionably it may have been obtained, is their own,
and that they "have a right" to do with it as they please. The
same may he said of all who have been caught in the "auto-
mobile craze," who go about frightening people with their
speed mania and the noise of their horns , and heedlessly killing
or injuring victims. It may also be said of the many who
would like to be caught in the same craze. Two or three real
stewards have been noticed in the newspapers ; but the majority
of men make money so they can spend it : others, for the power
it brings ; some, to keep it and to gloat over it. A few make
money, and give a small percentage away, posing as philan-
thropists : but such giving is done merely for the notoriety it

brings. There isn't any man, or woman either, for that matter,
who can become enormously wealthy by legitimate means.

S. E. O.

Although unfortunately it is true that people are
frequently shocked by the follies and extravagances
of their fellows, these occurrences do not affect the

general principle that every sane and responsible

human being has a stewardship and an accounta-
bility therefor. Further, notwithstanding the ex-

ceptions which our reader has somewhat cynically

pointed out, the recognition of this great principle of
stewardship or responsibility for the use of our
means and opportunities, is steadily growing not
here alone but all over the civilized globe. More
men and women are realizing now than in earlier
days that they hold their talents, their money, their
possessions in trust and that they owe it as a duty
to God and to their fellow-men to use them to the
best advantage and not for self-gratification or
vain display or for folly and wickedness. Further,
the fact that the extravagant indulgences of some
of the rich nowadays attract so much attention and
excite so much criticism is of itself evidence of the
changing attitude of the public mind on the subject.
Our people have no plaudits for those who make
their wealth a plaything to excite astonishment or
to shock propriety by their lavish and reckless use
of it. Such careers lead to moral and material ruin.
For the man or woman who has acquired wealth
honorably, upon whose possessions there is no stain,
and who employs all sanely and beneficently, we
should have no harsh words of criticism. To this
class belong many of the great employers of labor,
the men who open up new fields of human activity

and who make the wilderness to blossom. In sih

hands, money may become a means of blessing ir

the power it brings, the doors of opportunity it jn

enter and the widespread good it can be madt o
accomplish.

Roosevelt on Good Citizenship

LIKE a brilliant meteor, leaving a burst of coi;.

i cations in its wake. Colonel Roosevelt is sw( i.

ing across the continent, emanating intellect
1

sparks and political wisdom as he goes. Fi i

Oyster Bay to the Pacific, he is scattering eloquee
broadcast to large and delighted audiences. §

themes take the widest range imagination can .

sire. From rear platforms, in crowded halls, i ]

in the open with only the cloudless blue canopy o\ -

head and the gentle summer zephyrs giving stren i

and inspiration, the Colonel is telling the Amerii i

people lots of things he believes they ought to kn
The corporations are shaking with apprehensi

,

the friends of mob lawlessness are getting visi

uneasy, and the politicians who have been dere t

in their public performances are listening ^^ i

tensely-drawn ears to the rolling thunder of den
elation. Whatever Roosevelt does, he does well ; 1

thoroughly, whether it be in the line of praise
censure. His language is always calculated to h >

the cause of good citizenship. "You can't get '

right kind of government," he told the Indiani;

at Elkhart, "unless you have the right kind of c

zens back of the government. I don't care how ai'

a man is. If he is not honest he will prove
greatest curse to the country. Don't forget that

the case with public men as well as with priv;

citizens. Don't support a man because he is sma
because his smartness is of no use without cc

science. And I don't even care how honest he
how game he is, if he has not common sense he is

no use." People need to be reminded of these thin

and we know of no one so competent to make th^

remember as Theodore.

General Notes
—The body of President Montt of Chile, who died in Eun

recently, is now on its way from Bremen to Valparaiso.

—An airship service by means of dirigible balloons is plani

between Baltimore and Washington. The airships will ca

sixteen passengers and will be 220 feet long.

—Lisbon newspapers make the sensational charge that th

is a clerical conspiracy to dethrone King Manuel, seize the g
ernment and establish a dictatorship. Several Portugu
regiments are reported to be secretly in league with the ploite

—Dr. H. W. Wiley, the famous government expert and h
investigator, is a decidedly outspoken person. The other d

he was at a hearing at which several large food manufactur
were represented. One of the attorneys, speaking of 1

Wiley's "poison squad" tests, remarked that they were "i

mensely important and involved millions of dollars in prope

and products." "I don't care a nickel for that!" exclairr

Dr. Wiley. "What I care for it the health of the people. Thi

are millions of lives hanging in the balance. It's these I cf

sider and not the business which may be done by any corpoi

tion."
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CoE^duacted hy FE^DHMAHD C. SGILEMAIRT,

Saving the Children

rHE hot, sultry summer has made a fearful

mortality nearly everywhere, the children, as

usual, falling the easiest prey to disease. The
ath rate of the children in New York City has

en double that of recent years. The slaughter of

le little ones has been so great as to excite the

'mpathy and demand the attention of the Depart-

ents of Health and of Charities, and of the benevo-

nt organizations throughout the city. It was
etty well agreed that in addition to the unusually
ihealthy summer, the mortality among the chil-

en was produced by the want of nutritious food

id fresh air. The temperature around 90 in the

uffy tenement apartments, and the blistering heat

1 the outside that cut down strong healthy men in

1 instant, greatly reduced the chances of life for

e little folks. Agencies for fresh air outings that

ere organized were worked to their fullest capa-

ty, new ones were created, and an increased num-
•r of daily excursions was arranged for. The
harity Organization Society, the Society for the
nprovement of the Condition of the Poor, St.

)hn's Guild, the Tribune Fresh Air Fund, the
erald Ice Fund, Miss Helen Gould's extensive fresh

r charities, The Christian Herald Children's

ome, and numerous other benevolences, have con-

ibuted to the out-of-door beneficence which has
en such a blessing and salvation to the little chil-

•en of poverty. The sword of disease has relent-

ssly cut down the innocents, and there has been

.ud and widespread lamentation;
ht Christ, who loved the little ones,

jiis filled the hearts of his children

Sth sympathy and has prompted
tem to arrest the massacre. The
kils of sorrow remind us of those

iused by the sword of Herod in

den times.

'in Rama was there a voice heard, lamenta-

•n, and weeping, and great mourning:,

•ichel weepin(f for her children, and would
It be comforted, b<'cause they are not.

latt. 2 : 18.)

>ved by God's Poor

Sympathy for .Mayor Gaynor of
ew York in his tragic affliction

IS been universal. Political friends
id foes have vied with each other
their expressions of affection for
m. Messages of sympathy came
cm the leading men of the nation,
eluding the Governor of his own
;ate and President Taft, but these
jcssages were not more sincere,
>r more highly appreciated, than
lose of the huml)lest and poorest
tizens of the community. Solo-
on Robbish, an old man of sev-
.ity, a push cart peddler, put up his cart and spent
ght days in fasting and- prayer for the Mayor's
•covery. He put a white shawl over his head and
restled with God in prayer. Mr. Robbish said,
Vlayor Gaynor is it what say to the policeman to
)n't be hitting the peddler, to don't be chasing him.
didn't was locked up for peddling for it is now five

onths." "How is it the Mayor?'* is Grand Street's
)urly inquiry. A little girl in East Houston Street
rote this letter to the Mayor: "I have saved a
hole quarter, and if I would lo.se that quarter I

ouldn't be sorry so much as I worry about you.
I'hy? You're a good Mayor." These pathetic and
oquent tributes of the poor must have been a
'urce of great comfort to the Mayor in the hours
" his affliction. They are evidences of the fact that
18 Mayor in his administration has had especial
ire for the submerged contingent, for the down-
id-out class, for the poorest, the humblest and
est oppressed members tjf the community. To
ich there was a special blessing promised in olden
mes:
Blessed is he that considereth the poor; the Lord will deliver him
time of trouble. The Lord will preserve him, and keep him alive

. The Lord will strengthen him upon a bed of languishing ;

|0U wilt make all his bod in his sickness. (Ps. 11 : 1-3.)

nproved Their Talents

Fifty years ago a Connecticut farmer called his
•ur sons to him at Middletown and giving them
("OO apiece as a .start in life, he bade them go forth
to the world and make a living for themselves,
ugust 14, the four brothers gathered at Bridge-
_irt at a reunion, to celebrate the golden wedding
' the oldest one, Darius Miller, who is eighty-one
iars of age. With his $700 he established a large
•y goods business in New Britain, Conn. Charles
iller of Waterbury founded the Miller & Peck

Company, in Waterbury, and the Randolph &
Clowes, and is one of the richest men in that city.

He is seventy-one years old. Nathan G. Miller, of
New York City, turned his money over hundreds of
times. He was the first president of the Iron Steam-
boat Company, was president of the Eagle Lock
Company, and owned a large block of the Edison
Electric Light Company stock. Frank Miller, the
youngest of the brothers, owns large timber lands
in the South, is president of the City National Bank
of Bridgeport, president of a lai-ge "lumber company
in that city, and is rated among its richest men.
These men had good blood to begin with, had splen-
did home training, had the confidence of their father,
who had good sense enough to start them out in life
on their own responsibility, and they had the ster-
ling moral qualities coupled with indomitable indus-
try which enabled them to achieve success in life.

It is not one time in ten thousand that sons turn out
so successfully as the Millers have done. In their
material and moral undertakings they give an
illustration of the one who received five talents and
so improved them that they were doubled.

Then he that had received the five talents went and traded with
the same, and made them other five talents. (Matt. 25 : 16.)

Real Royalty

The scant press notices recently published, telling
of the death by drowning of First Lieutenant Ed-
ward Y. Miller, Twenty-ninth Infantry, military
governor of Palawan, reveal one of the most dra-

New York Tenement Mothers and Babies Ready for a Seaside Outing

matic stories in all the annals of the American army.
Miller was born in Pennsylvania in 1873. When
the Spanish War broke out he enlisted as a volunteer
and was sent to Porto Rico. The next year he was
appointed captain and sent to the Philippines. Be-
fore long he was sent to one of the southern prov-
inces, inhabited by some of the most savage of the
Filipinos, and was made military governor. With
him went his brave young wife and a few Philip-
pine scouts. He immediately set to work organizing
a government, and began a rule of justice founded
on the Golden Rule. The Palawans were a par-
tially civilized and wholly simple-minded people,

a constant prey to the raids of fierce pirates from
Borneo and Jolo, who made periodical visits to

plunder, terrorize and murder, leaving bloodshed
and ruin in their path. Young Miller, then but
twenty-five years of age, changed all this. He
drilled his subjects, and taught them how to fight.

Shortly after his arrival they were able to meet and
completely rout their fierce enemies. Thus this man,
so recently engaged in business in a large American
city, became the leader and chief of 34,000 souls

dependent upon him for their government and pro-

tection. With the loyal assistance of his wife, Gov-
ernor Miller established schools in eighteen villages.

He taught the natives how to use their natural re-

sources, and encouraged trade with other islands.

At the same time he was instrumental in driving
out the slave trade. The Governor and his wife
were idolized by their subjects. It is said that the
love and respect in which they were held was un-
equaled in any other one of the islands. While
Miller was devoting his life to this reform his

regiment was mustered out of service. But the
War Department realized the great work he had
done, and he was given a commission as a first lieu-

tenant in the regular army, and retained as mili-

tary governor of Palawan. And now, after twelve
years of untiring labor, he has been called to a
higher field, leaving thousands to mourn his loss.

Governor Miller's tragical death seems an untimely
end to so beautiful and useful a life, and yet there
is no end to such a life of love in this world or the
next. The ruler and his wife wore no material
crowns and yet God had placed upon their brows a
crown of justice, love, and service—expression of the
only real royalty. The young ruler, who had lived
the life of Christ on the earth, by the accident only
entered a little more swiftly the portals of ever-
lasting love, and received the crown of righteous-
ness from his Maker and Judge. Real royalty is

described by the wise man

:

Mercy and truth preserve the king; and his throne is upholden
by mercy. (Prov. 20 : 28.)

A Dry Military Camp
By a telegram from Pine Camp it is learned that

the moct perfect order is preserved under the com-
mand of General Frederick Dent Grant. Not one
drunken soldier has been seen during the entire
encampment, nor is there any record of disorderly
conduct. General Grant has taken a special precau-
tion to warn the men and protect them against the
polluting influence of the liquor traffic. Two hip-
pocket venders of whisky were doing a thriving busi-
ness near the edge of the camp for a few hours,
when word of their activity reached headquarters
and General Grant called upon Sheriff Bogart to

arrest and lock up both of the men.
General Grant gave out a statement
of his experience with the workings
of the army canteen law at the en-
campment. Among other things it

says: "When I say I think the can-
teen is better left out of the army,
I believe I am taking the correct
view. Take this camp for an ex-
ample. Many persons have the idea
that because there is no way under
the present law for a soldier to get
liquor within camp limits, dives and
low saloons about the outskirts of
the camp must thrive. Such is not
the case, as I have taken care to
learn. The other night I made a
round of all the outside grogshops,
and I found that wherever there
were customers they were generally
civilians. Wherever I found a sol-

dier he was almost always a militia-

man, and not a regular. This may-
be partly due to the fact that pay-
day had passed and most of the
troops had spent all their money;
but I do not think that is the whole
reason. The fact that a good many of
these places have gone out of business

purely because they could not get customers enough
shows that my inference is correct." General Grant,
it will be remembered, rode at the head of a proces-
sion of .50,000 people in Chicago, wearing his mili-

tary uniform, in a demonstration against the
saloons, and has been one of the most potential advo-
cates of temperance reform in the United States.

He is of the opinion, shared by millions of others,
that to soldiers and sailors as well as to private
citizens.

Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging ; and whosoever is de-

ceived thereby is not wise. (Prov. 20 : 1.)

Saluted Statue of Liberty

As the White Star liner Majestic passed the Statue
of Liberty on the way to her dock in New York
harbor the other day, a little eleven-year-old French
boy saluted the Goddess of Liberty with the song
"America." Even the children of France know
v.'hat our Statue of Liberty is. They are taught
what it stands for. The lad's name is Martin Augus-
tus Dessaux, and he was coming to America and
greeted his entrance to it with the national hymn.
After singing "America" he sang the "Marseillaise"
with less effort. His parents are left behind, but he
goes to join an aunt living at Plainfield, N. J., and
trusts that his father and mother will also come to
this counti-y. The boy was exceedingly popular in

his own land, and as he came away two hundred of
his schoolmates came to the ship to see him off. If

all the immigrants could have the spirit of loyalty to

liberty and country which the little French lad has,
our perplexing problem of immigration would settle

itself. The spirit of the boy in a strange land was
far different from that manifested by the children
of Israel in a foreign country, who when asked for a
song replied

:

How shall we sing the Lord's song in a strange land? (Ps. 137:4.)
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O"esl:ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

J. W. W., Breckenridge. Mo. Where can I find

in the Bible the proof that Christ was nailed

on the cross? A minister said it did not
tell of him being nailed on a cross.

You must have misunderstood him. See the

proof in John 20: 25-27.

E. M.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Please tell me who
was the first foreign missionary sent from
America to the heathen, and where can an
account of his life be found ?

Adoniram Judson and Samuel Newell sailed

together on February 19, 1812, for India, and
Gordon Hall, Samuel Nott and Luther Rice

followed them on the 22d. They were the first

American foreign missionaries. Accounts of

their lives and works can be found in the

Encyclopedia (if Missions and many missionary

histories, especially of India. Nearly all have

had whole books devoted to their personal his-

tories.

Josephine O., Dunlap, Kan. A minister made
the statement in our church Sunday morn-
ing that the man who bore the cross, after

Christ was unable to carry it, was a col-

ored man. Please tell me where he gets
his authority for the statement.

The man who bore the cross of Jesus when
the Saviour was on the road to Calvary was,

according to Matt. 27 : 32, Simon of Cyrene

(see also Mark 15: 21, Luke 23: 26). He was
a Hellenistic Jew and his birthplace, Cyrene,

was situated on the north coast of Africa.

This does not necessarily imply that he was a
negro.

M. K. P.. Livonia, N. Y. How many years has
"Mother's Day" been observed, and how did
it originate ?

Five years ago. Miss Anna Jarvis, of 2031

North Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, lost her

beloved mother, and she has set aside one day
in each year since then for special observance

of her memory. This was such a comfort to

her that she soon began a world-wide move-
ment for the general celebration of an annual
"Mothers' Day." In 1908, the second Monday
in May was publicly so observed for the first

time. On May 8, 1910, it was more widely

celebrated, even Japan and other remote coun-

tries joining in the remembrance. A white car-

nation, emblem of purity, was worn by each
celebrant, and special services were held in

many churches.

I. W. D., Harmony Village, Va. When a Sun-
day School announces, every Sunday morn-
ing, the amount of the collection from
each class and the class that contributes
the largest amount, is it in harmony with
the teaching of our Lord as in Matt. 6 : 1-4 ?

In a certain sense, such comparisons being

confined to the immediate members of the Sun-

day School, it is in the spiritual family or

household, and not before the world for the

sake of vain show. There can be no valid ob-

jection to rivalry in well-doing. Besides, it is

not for the purpose of glorification, but rather
to arouse emulation. Some one must take the

lead in such work and stimulate others to

action. When a definite and proper object is

to be accomplished, we are justified in enlist-

ing all the co-operation we can by every legiti-

mate means.

H. M., Philadelphia. I have been greatly dis-

tressed about the following questions. Can
you help me? May we be sure God an-
swers prayer for spiritual blessings for
ourselves and our loved ones ? He says

:

"If we ask anything according to his will,

he hears us, and we have the petition we
desire." Yet, how can that and similar
passages be true in view of the facts as
we see them ? We ask that we and those
dear to us may be kept from falling under
stress of temptation, and we see and hear
every day of Christians who do fall in
spite of the many prayers we offer for
them. We plead God's promise, "He is

able to keep you from falling," etc. It

takes all the heart and life out of prayer
to feel they may not be answered.

God's ways are not as our ways. We are at

best but children in spiritual things. Yet there

is nothing in this world so clear and so well-

attested by Christian evidence, as that if we
pray with believing hearts and in the right

spirit, he will hear us and do what is best for

us. No such prayer goes unanswered. The
answer may not be as we expected, neverthe-

less it will be for the best and to the purpose.

Says Professor Denney : "When we pray in

Jesus' name there is nothing which we may

not ask. Whatever limitations there may be,

they are covered by the name of Jesus itself.

We must not ask what is outside of that name,

not included in its promise. We must not ask

a life exempt from labor, from self-denial, from
misunderstanding, from the Cross ; how could

we ask such things in His Name? But ignor-

ing this self-evident restriction, Jesus ex-

pressly, emphatically and repeatedly removes
every other limit. There is nothing which the

name of Jesus puts into our hearts which we
may not, with all assurance, put into our
prayers. " In his name, we can ask with as-

surance for pardon from God ; we can ask to

be strengthened in temptation and to be kept
from falling, and restored when through hu-
man weakness we do fall, for we have the

assurance that he will not let us be utterly

cast down ; we can ask for the sanctifying

ish conqueror Cortez to reach the capital with-

out opposition and received him with gifts.

The Spaniards feared an attack and seized him

as a hostage. Montezuma was killed by his

own people while they were attacking the

Spaniards. This was in 1520. He was suc-

ceeded by his brother, Cuitlahuatzen.

Mrs. J. B., Chatfiekl, O. 1. If a person die,

can his spirit come to another person, as

in the case of Elijah, who appeared to

Elisha (II. Kings 2:9)? 2. Could a min-
ister inspired by the Holy Ghost be called

a prophet? 3. Is there any passage of

Scripture to prove that it is wrong to have

an automobile?

1. Certain spiritual appearances or appari-

tions are well attested, yet the instances are so

rare and surrounded by so much mystery that

the mind cannot grasp or explain them. It is
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work of the Holy Spirit in our lives. We can

ask that our material wants as well as our

spiritual needs may be fully supplied. But, in

asking, we must have the faith to lay hold,

and when we pray with this faith we shall

never pray amiss.

M. C. H., Greenwich, N. Y. What is the
locust tree?

The locust tree is the carob tree. Its scien-

tific name is cernlonia siligua. It is called the

locust tree because it is supposed to have
formed the food of John the Baptist in the

wilderness. It is also called "St. John's Bread."
The pods are called locust beans.

R. P., Buttonwoods, R. I. At about what time
did the Emperor Montezuma live in Mex-
ico ? Tell something of his life.

Montezuma was born about 1479. He was
war chief of the Aztec Confederacy. He was
the son of Axayacoti and succeeded his uncle in

1503. He carried his military expeditions as

far south as Honduras. He allowed the Span-

not in our power to penetrate beyond the veil.
2. No. Every good and faithful pastor may be
inspired for his spiritual work, but the office
of a prophet is a distinctive one. There are
none that can be so called at the present time.
3. No. It has been held by some rather im-
aginative commentators that the passage in
Nahum 2: 4 foreshadowed the railway train or
the automobile.

A. F. D., Scranton, Pa. 1. Please explain
Mai. 3: 7-10. 2. Does Christ sit on the
right hand of God in the form of a person ?
(Heb. 1:3.)

1. It was a rebuke to Israel for non-fulfilment
of its sacred pledges. The Levites had been
driven away by destitution. The people and
the priests together connived to "rob God" by
inadequate and blemished offerings. 2. The
better translation is found in the Revised Ver-
sion : "The very image of his substance," one
in whom the divine essence has found its per-
perfect expression. There is no suggestion of
human form.

L. B. S., Canton, O. What was the first su
ject in the nature of manual trainii
taught in our public schools?

Drawing was introduced first into the schc
course in Massachusetts because of its impoi
ance in manufacturing industries. In 18
some work in wood and iron was introduced ai

some results of instruction in this line vie,

shown at the Centennial in 1876. Later t

spread of manual training was rapid.

O. McL., Omaha, Neb. What is the meaning
the letters J.U.D., after a name?

It stands for Juris Utriusque Doctor,
Doctor of Laws both civil and canon.

F. M. H., Plant City. Fla. 1 and 2. Is it rig
to go to a saloon to buy wine for comm
nion services? If so, and if the saloon
wants to give it without money or pri<
is it right or wise to accept it? 3. Is
right to take his money in a collection
any kind for church purposes?

1 and 2. No, to both questions. No one pi
fessing Christianity should have any traf
with the saloon. 3. Such gifts might be tak
and applied vei-y appropriately to the relief
the poor, too many of whom can trace th(

poverty to the saloon.

A. P. R., Toronto, Canada. Was Senator Lod
of the United States Senate ever a teache

Senator Lodge has had some teaching exi
rience. From 1875 to 1878 he was a lectui
on the history of American colonies to class
in Harvard University. Some of his books a
still used in the schools.

W. R., Danville, Pa. 1. What is the mca
ing of Matt. 8: 12 where it says the ch
dren of the kingdom shall be cast ir.

outer darkness ? 2. How many diffeie
faiths or church doctrines are there at t

present time ?

1. This passage is a parallel with Matt. 1

41-43 and Luke 13: 28, 29. Jesus was poir
ing out that from all quarters of the ear
many Gentiles would come and take part
the consummation of God's kingdom, wh:
many of those who were originally select,

(sons of the kingdom), but who are usurpii
the place to which they never really belongi

and usurping the name and outward privilegs

will be cast out. 2. In the United States, a

cording to the report of the Census Bureau (

"Religious Bodies," there are 186 differe

denominations. There are 22 non-Protestar
164 Protestant, 1 Catholic, 1 Jewish, 2 Latt
Day Saints, 4 Greek Orthodox Church, and
miscellaneous beliefs. (We have no knowledi
of the doclrine mentioned in the last part
your letter.)

Miscellaneous
W. S. B., Philadelphia. The subject hi

already been thoroughly discussed in The Mai;
Bag. It is nowhere stated how long Noah wi
in building the Ark.

D. C. G., Garfield, Wash. If the publ
morals of any city are as the clipping declan
they are, the decent citizens should compel
moral "clean-up" through the district attorne

W. I. Shorter, Newburgh, N. Y. Write :

National Bible Institute, New York, or Arthi
J. Smith, New York Evangelistic Committe
regarding Gospel plans. Either will help yi

gladly.

H. S. F., Lakeside, Calif. 1. It meant sim^l

that if the work in question was one of absolu(

necessity, it would be permissable, only worl
of necessity and mercy being justifiable on th;

day. 2. If we have faith in God, we can tru^

in him to see us safely through any troubli

To resort to lying to avert trouble is evident
of want of faith in him who is the shield an
buckler of those who put their trust in hin

(See 11. Kings 6: 17.)

Mrs. L. H. Howard, N. Y. The temptatio
in the wilderness describes the spiritual strup

gle that took place, in which the greatest temi
tations that could appeal to the human min
were spread before Jesus by the "adversary.
These were addressed to "the lust of the ey<

the lust of the flesh and the pride of life," an

to body, soul and spirit. His experience in thi

trial showed him to be "tempted in all thins:

as we are and yet without sin."

A. B., Schenectady, N. Y. Christ said, "M
kingdom is not of this world," implying thii

it was a spiritual and not a material kingdnn
He also said to his followers: "I go to prepai

a place for you. ... In my Father's hous

are many mansions," etc. It is true that th

kingdom is in the hearts of men : but it is no

there exclusively, for his dominion extend

throughout the universe. Note his words t

the penitent thief. You are right in concludini

that we must do more than merely have faith

we must let our works prove our faith. As t'

your question concerning universal righteous

ness, such a condition will not be realized oi

earth until the millennium.
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AFTER months of desperate fighting, with vic-

tory declaring first for one side and then for
L the other, the insurgent forces in Nicaragua

lave at last triumphed over their foes. Granada
:nd the capital, Managua, have fallen, and General

ilstrada rules as President in place of Madriz, who
led from the city to save his life. The province of

^eon, at this writing, is still held by the followers

if Madriz, but the foreign consuls believe that the

:var which has so long torn central America and
brought about serious international complications,

s about over. The Leonese are rated as the fighting

nen of Nicaragua, but with the greater part of the
ountry arrayed against them and with their leader

.'one they would but invite certain defeat to remain
onger with the Madriz faction. Granada, how-
ver, wishes to avenge past wrongs on the part of

he Leonese.
The collapse of the so-called regular government

it Managua came with startling suddenness. So
ong had the struggle continued and so frequent had
)een the rumors of the defeat, first of the insurgents
•ind then of Madriz, that people had begun to doubt
vhether they were getting accurate reports of the

tate of affairs, and wondered if this carnival of

)lood were to have an end. Events, however, fol-

owed one another quickly during the third and
'ourth weeks of August, resulting in a series of
insurgent victories which ended the regime estab-
ished by the dictator Zelaya, a type of the Latin-
American tyrant which is now more often found in

omance than in real life.

{ The principal city of Nicaragua on the Pacific

voast is Granada. It is a city of considerable
A'ealth and culture, and its citizens have displayed
I great interest in education and in the arts, and
t was distinctly in advance of most Central Ameri-
;an cities. It has always been opposed to the arbi-

srary methods of the last two presidents, and the
government enforced its obnoxious measures by
Hrong detachments of troops, who acted with all

fhe arrogance of conqueiors in a foreign city,

^'reedom of action and speech was suppressed with
in iron hand, and taxes were collected at the point

rf the bayonet. Naturally, the people of Granada
vaited eagerly for an opportunity to aid Estrada,
vhom they regarded as the liberator of their coun-
!ry, and had long hoped for an advance of one of

lis armies in their direction.

On August 19 the government troops under Gen-
„'ral Rivas made a desperate attack on the Estradist

forces under the command of General Mena and
General Chamorro. These two intrepid leaders had,
after a series of skirmishes, posted themselves in the
suburbs of the city, where they were confronting
the difficult military problem of how they could
attack Rivas in the home of their friends. Rivas'
assault on their position settled the question for
them. The ground was contested stubbornly. At
last Rivas was struck down by a bullet, and his
disheartened troops broke before the rushes of the

Government Palace at Managua

Estradists. Before sunset they were in full retreat,
but they fell back through Granada, pillaging and
committing outrages as they went. The pursuing
insurgents were received with wild demonstrations
of joy. Men by the hundred flocked to the standards,
eager to enlist and sweep the last of the Madriz
troops from their province. Citizens of wealth
placed their entire fortunes at the disposal of the
Estradist leaders to be used to further the cause
which had set their city free. Fewer dramatic
scenes have been witnessed in Latin America than
when the smoke-begrimed insurgents marched
through the narrow streets of the Spanish-built city

of Granada.

General Toledo, who commanded the Madriz army
along the Tipitapa River, was attacked by another
force of Estradists on the 18th and his force being
seized with a panic he was forced to retire to

Managua, leaving the road open to the capital.

The insurgents from different points converged on
the city until their cannon were booming and their
rifles cracking less than twenty miles away. The
city was seething with excitement and Madriz at
last decided to make his escape before the insur-
gents should surround the place completely. If it

had been taken by assault the fate of Madriz might
have been that of many poor Estradists who have
been shot without trial. Madriz called in General
Jose Dolores Estrada, a brother of General Estrada,
the chief commander of the insurgents, and turned
the government over to him. Then, taking with him
his chief oificials, Madriz hastily left the palace and
reached the railroad leading to the coast. As the
train pulled out a volley was fired at the cars, but
no one was injured. The fleeing party reached
Corinto, where Dr. Madriz's family had arrived the
day before, and arrangements were immediately
made to leave the country on a gunboat or on one
of the Pacific mail steamships. They took refuge
meanwhile on the steamer Victoria.

Jose Estrada, who had received the government,
at once issued a proclamation stating that he would
turn it over to his brother, and sent a committee to

inform him of the change in presidents. Juan
Estrada sent a cablegram to our State Department
August 23, in which he said:

"T?he first official act of the new President of
Nicaragua is to assure through Your Excellency the
American people of the warm regard entertained
for them by the victorious party of the revolution.

I desire to inform Your Excellency that Nicaragua
is willing and eager to make the proper restitution
for the unfortunate killing of your citizens, Cannon
and Groce, and for other atrocities committed by my
predecessors. Juan J. Estrada."

Our fleet has been held in readiness off the Nica-
raguan coast to protect American interests, but it is

hoped now that their active intervention will not
be called for. Pittman, the young American engi-

neer, has been set free and is at the American con-
sulate. Our bluejackets had been held in readiness
to be rushed to Managua when it was thought that
it would be given over to mob rule, but the Estradists
held the anti-American sentiment of the Madriz
faction in check.
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The Minority Opinion of the Illinois Supreme Court Defends Its Use in the Public Schools of that Sta

PUBLIC opinion has been greatly
stirred over the recent decision
of the Supreme Court of Illinois,

ruling' out the Bible from the public
schools of that State. The opinion of
the majority of the judges, which was
delivered by Justice Dunn, has been
widely discussed, but nothing whatever
has been given to the public regarding
the opinion of Justices Hand and Cart-
wright, who dissented from the ma-
jority opinion, and, in a very able and
convincing document, presented their
views on the subject.

In the majority opinion it was re-

cited that certain taxpayers, of the
Catholic faith, had objected to the
reading of the Authorized Version,
and other devotional exercises, as sec-

tarian and therefore a violation of the
Constitution. The majority ruling
said:

It is true that this is a Christian State.
The great majority of its people adhere to the
Christian religion. No doubt this is a Protes-
tant State. The majority of its people adhere
to one or another of the Protestant denomina-
tions. But the law knows no distinction be-
tween the Christian and the pagan, the
Protestant and the Catholic. All are citizens.

Their civil rights are precisely equal. The law
cannot see religious differences, because the
Constitution has definitely and completely ex-
cluded religion from the law's contemplation
in considering men's rights. There can be no
distinction based on religion. The State is not,
and under our Constitution cannot be, a teacher
of religion.

The minority opinion boldly defends
the use of the Bible in the schools and
declares that such use is not in any
sense a violation of constitutional
rights. The opinion proceeds:

The Constitutional Question

"The Federal Constitution does not
control in the matter of public schools
or in what instructions shall be given
therein, but the regulation of public
schools, as well as their support, rests
with and devolves upon the several
States. Nor does the Constitution of
the, United States provide for protect-
ing the citizens of the respective States
in their religious liberties. This is left

to the State Constitutions and laws.
Nor is there any inhibition imposed by
the Constitution of the United States
in this respect on the States. The ques-
tion, therefore, to be decided in this

case is, is the reading of the Bible in
the public schools of this State pro-
hibited by our State Constitution?
"The Bible is not mentioned in the

Constitution, nor is there found therein
any express inhibition against the giv-
ing of religious or moral instruction in

the public schools, and while the Con-
stitution is silent upon those subjects,
it has been from the formation of our
State government to the present time
universally recognized by the people
that there are certain fundamental
principles of religion and morality
which the safety of society requires
should be imparted to the youth of the
State, and that those principles may
be properly taught in the public
schools as a part of the secular knowl-
edge which it is their province to instil

into the youthful mind. That this may
be done without the infraction of any
of the safeguards of the Constitution
is recognized in all the cases where the
right to read the Bible in the public
schools has been conceded, so far as we
have been able to discover.

The Bible Not a Sectarian Book

"Even as early as the Ordinance of
1787 the men who framed that great
charter of liberty sought to secure to

the inhabitants of the Northwest Ter-
ritory, and their posterity, the ines-
timable blessings of religious and
moral instruction. It is therein pro-
vided that, 'religion, morality and
knowledge being necessary to good
government and the happiness of
mankind, schools and the means of
education shall forever be encouraged.'
And Mr. Justice Lyon, in State v. Dis-
trict School Board, 76 Wis. 177 (which

is the main authority relied upon by
the relators while considering this

phase of the question and while re-

ferring to the Bible), said (p. 195):
'Furthermore, there is much in the
Bible which cannot justly be charac-
terized as sectarian^ There can be no
valid objection to the use of such mat-
ter in the secular instruction of the
pupils. Much of it has great historical
and literary value, which may be thus
utilized without violating the constitu-
tional prohibition. It may also be used
to inculcate good morals—that is, our
duties to each other—which may and
ought to be inculcated by the district

schools. No more complete code of
morals exists than is contained in the
New Testament, which reaffirms and
emphasizes the moral obligations laid

down in the Ten Commandments. Con-
cerning the fundamental principles of
moral ethics, the religious sects do not
disagree.'

Free Exercise of Religion Guaranteed

"It has always been understood that
those general provisions in the State
Constitutions which usually appear in

what are designated as a 'bill of
rights,' and which provide that the
enjoyment of the free exercise of reli-

gious profession and worship, without
discrimination, shall be forever guar-
anteed to the people, and that they
shall not be required to attend upon or
support any ministry or place of wor-
ship against their consent, were pri-

marily designed to prevent the estab-
lishment of a State religion or the
compulsion of the citizens to support,
by taxation or otherwise, an estab-
lished ministry or places of established
worship, it being the object of such
constitutional provisions to work a
complete divorcement of the State and
the Church, and to sever the relation
between the State and Church which
had existed in the mother country
prior to the Revolution and secure to

the citizen freedom of conscience in the
matter of religious belief and worship,
and that the instruction which was to

be imparted in the public schools did
not fall within those provisions of the
State Constitution unless the instruc-
tion sought to be imparted degenerated
into what may be properly designated
as denominational or sectarian instruc-
tion and falls within the inhibition of
those provisions of the Constitution
which were enacted with a view to

placing all religious denominations or
religious sects upon an equality before
the law.

No Good Ground for Bible Exclusion

"We think it obvious, therefore, that
all must agree that there can be no
rational constitutional basis upon
which this court can hold that the
Bible can be excluded from the public
schools of the State other than upon
the ground that it is sectarian in char-
acter, and falls within those inhibitions
of the State Constitution which pro-
hibit teaching in our public schools the
beliefs and doctrines of the different
denominations or sects into which the
believers of the Bible have in the
course of time divided.

"In all the cases upon this subject
which the diligence of counsel have
been able to discover—and, so far as
we can learn, they have found them
all—when the Bible has been excluded
from or when it has been admitted to
the public schools, the question turned
upon (1) whether or not the Bible was
viewed by the court then considering
the question to be sectarian in its

character or non-sectarian in its ch-ar-
acter; and (2) whether the engaging
in the reading of the Bible, repeating
the Lord's Prayer, singing songs, etc.,

rendered the public school in which the
exercises were held a place of public
worship. None of the courts of last
resort have held that the Bible, as
an entirety, could be excluded from
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the public schools on constitutional

grounds, as none of them have held

that all parts of it were sectarian.

The Supreme Courts of two States,

Wisconsin and Nebraska, have held

that certain portions of the Bible are
sectarian in character while others are
not sectarian in character, and that

the sectarian portions should be ex-

cluded from the public schools while
the non-sectarian portions might be
read. Neither of these courts, how-
ever, lays down any test or tests or
points out any course of reasoning
whereby the school boards, teachers,

patrons or pupils of the public schools
can certainly determine what portions
of the Bible are sectarian and what
portions are non-sectarian—that is,

what portions may and what portions
may not be read in the public schools.

"The Supreme Courts of Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Iowa, Ken-
tucky, Kansas and Texas have each
held the Bible to be non-sectarian in

character in its entirety and that
no part of it could be excluded from
the public schools on constitutional
grounds. The judgments of those
courts would seem at least to be capa-
ble of enforcement and to announce a
definite rule and one that would be
readily understood by the school
boards, teachers, patrons and pupils,
and the reasons given in support of
those judgments appear to be satisfac-
tory, convincing and logical. The Su-
preme Court of every State of the
Union which has spoken on the subject,
with the exception of Wisconsin and
Nebraska, has held that the reading of
the Bible in the public schools is not
prohibited by constitutional enactment,
and the Supreme Courts of Wisconsin
and Nebraska each hold that only por-
tions of the Bible may be excluded.

An Open Challenge

The majority opinion does not cite a
single case, and one cannot be found,
which sustains the position assumed
therein, but that opinion in in conflict
with the adjudications of the Supreme
Court of the United States and the
Supreme Courts of Maine, Massachu-
setts, Ohio, Michigan, Iowa, Kentucky,
Kansas, Texas, Wisconsin and Ne-
braska upon the questions here in-
volved, and this conflict cannot be
explained upon a difference of consti-
tutional enactment, as no essential dif-
ference has been, and cannot be,
pointed out upon this subject between
the Constitution of this State and the
Constitutions of the States referred to.

The majority opinion is also out of
harmony ivith all our previous decis-
ions on the subject and either ignores
these decisions or misinterprets them.
"We think it apparent that it must

be held, from a constitutional stand-
point, that all parts of the Bible can
be read in the public schools or that it

must be excluded as an entirety from
the public schools, and the Supreme
Court of Ohio has held that the Bible
could not be admitted to the public
schools of the State against the wish
of the school board in control of the
schools in the city where the question
arose, but that its admission or exclu-
sion from the public schools of that
State rested entirely with the several
school boards. . . .

"There is no book that is so widely
read or so highly respected as the
Bible, or that has had so great an in-
fluence upon the habits and lives of
mankind, and all men whose judg-
ments are of value—even those who
deny its divine origin—admit it to be
a great historical and literary store-
house and that its teachings are of the
greatest value to the world. . . .

We do not think the Bible can be said
to be a sectarian book or that its teach-
ings are sectarian. Its plan of salva-
tion IS broad enough to include all the
world, and the fact that those who
believe in the Bible do not agree as to
the interpretation of its teachings and

have divided into sects, and are then
fore sectarian in their beliefs, dot
not change the Bible or make it

*

sectarian book. To make the Bit
sectarian it must be made to appe
that it teaches the dogmas of sor
particular sect, and it is not suflficiei

to show that it is sectarian, to esta
lish that its teachings are so compi
hensive that different phases of beli
may be founded on arguments bas<
upon some of its parts which, wh'
perhaps only imperfectly examin'
and partially understood, may seem
tend to support the doctrines of a pa
ticular sect and to overthrow the dc
trines of some other sect. . .

The Whole Matter Clearly Set Fort)

In summing up the whole questio
the minority opinion says: "Them
jority opinion seems to proceed up(
the theory that the people cannot I

trusted to determine, through the
constitutionally elected school officei

the question whether the Bible shf
be read in the public schools of tl

State, for fear that where Protestan
are in the majority the King Jam
version will be read and where tl

Catholics are in the majority the Dou;
version will be read, and that by lea
ing the question to the determinatic
of the school boards (where it h;

heretofore rested), 'a religious co
test may be expected at each electi(

of a school director.' The princip
which lies at the basis of our gover
ment is that majorities must control
the determination of all questioi
which affect the public, and that pri
ciple applies here as it does in tl

decision of all public questions. Tl
State of Illinois is a Christian Stat
Its people, as a people, are a Bibl'
reading people, and its citizens wl
are students of and believers of tl

Bible are not all found in the churche
We are of the opinion the decision (

the question whether the Bible she
be read in the public schools should l'

left where it has rested from tl

foundation of the State and throug
its history

—

i. e., with the local scho
boards—and this court, with a view
foreclose the people by its decisic

upon the question whether they desi;

to have the Bible read in the publ
schools, should not read into our Sta
Constitution, as the majority opinio

does, a provision excluding the Bib
and all its translations from the publ
schools, and that especially should th

be true in view of the well-known hi

torical fact that the framers of tl

Constitution of 1870 expressly refuse
to incorporate into the Constitution
provision excluding the Bible from tl

public schools when that provision wf
offered in that Convention, and d/

clared by its action in declining to ii

corporate into the Constitution sue

provision in the view of the membei
of that Convention, the questio

whether the Bible should be read in tl

public schools should rest with tl

several school boards of the Stat

where it had rested under the Constiti

tions of 1818 and 1848.
j

"While it is true this court may coi;

strue the Constitution, it has not tl

power, and it should not, under a pn
text to construe the Constitutioi

amend it, and certainly not in a cas

like this, where the effect of tl

amendment will be to deprive man
thousands of children living in th

State, of any knowledge of the prii

ciples taught in the Bible, as the Bib

is not taught in all the homes of tl

State, and the only knowledge which
large number of children in this Stat

will ever gain of the Bible must I

through the public schools, and if the

do not get such knowledge there it wi

be lost to them entirely. We therefoi

most respectfully dissent from the m;

jority opinion and earnestly protei

against a result which excludes tl

Bible from the public schools of tl

State."
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Good Books for Children

/jOME time ago a little American girl wrote a

\ letter to Mr. Rudyard Kipling telling him how
V much pleasure she had had in reading his

crming Jungle Books. The child, by the way, who

h; never read the Jungle Books has still a great

j-asure in store. Not only has their author woven

vh consummate art a fascinating story in their

cightful pages, but he has done much to make
cidren love and understand animals, investing

tm with almost human attributes. Those of us

\o have not studied the ways of the dog and the

c and the other domestic animals that are depend-

i, on our care may not think of them as indi-

\uais, but lovers of the cat, the dog and the horse

i- aware that they have as many differences of

c position and varieties of character as we our-

syes have. Mr. Kipling was able to show us the

lable side, shall we say, of

t: wolf and the bear, so that

^ found Gray Brother much
I re interesting than we had
•^r thought him before. But
t{ chief reason of alluding to

t! Jungle Books beyond say-

K that they ought to be on
«;ry juvenile book-shelf is to

mtion Mr. Kipling's regard
! a writer of English fiction

lose works are entitled to a
j-manent place in literature.

]•. Kipling wrote to his little

iierican correspondent and
td her that she ought to

ad the stories of Juliana
Iratia Ewing.
1 suppose that in the great
rRiSTiAN Herald family
l^re are numerous children

\o have read Jackanapes,
. Flat-iron for a Farthing,
. Story of a Short Life.

'ere must be many who
I've not yet read these books
> any of the others that
(Tie in bright succession
Dm Mrs. Ewing's gifted pen.
'|ey have lately been pub-
hed with beautiful illustra-

ns, eleven volumes in a
Ix, by Little, Brown & Com-
;ny. Their purchase would
Ka good investment in a
usehold of growing chil-

on, and as they might be
:;ured one at a time the
bks would come within the
,nge of incomes that demand
'ise economy. To write good
)ries for children is a rare
complishment. The charm
Mrs. Ewing's work is that
ier people become children
der her magical spell. Mr.
pling is not alone in his

aise of her beautiful stories.

3thers so often want advice
out the best books for their children that this is

yen in answer to a sheaf of letters.

For the older girls there is at present no better

'oice among books than The Little Colonel Series,

Annie Fellows Johnston. This, to the regret of

ousands of girls, apparently came to an end a
lile ago when Lloyd Sherman, the fascinating
ttle Colonel, became a bride. To the delight of
e same audience there is another book, its heroine
e of the girls who visited in Lloyd Sherman's
me, and whom we had previously met in Arizona.
ary Ware is the name of the new book, and let it

stated that it is a merry story of life at an excel-

it boarding school in Washington. It is equal to

e best of its predecessors, and this is high praise,

le mantle of Louisa Alcott has fallen on Annie
illows Johnston.
Since mothers are sui-e to inquire I will simply
Id here that these books hail from Boston and bear
e imprint of L. C. Page & Company.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

A Hint for Guests

The guest has as much to do with making a visit

successful and pleasant as the hostess who arranges
the routine of the home for the entertainment of

her friends. Every home has features peculiar to

itself. The tactful guest soon discovers when to

remain in her room, leaving the family to their own
devices, and when to stay with them, adding to their

enjoyment as well as herself receiving gratification.

In the morning it is usually well for a guest not to

be too early afoot. She should be ready for break-
fast when called, but in most houses a certain

amount of furbishing takes place in the early morn-
ing, and a guest who has a habit of rising too soon

G'

A Musical Gipsy Family

THE most romantic people on the face of the globe are the gipsies. They are a wandering folk with no

settled habitation. The nomadic instinct is strong in their blood, yet they are simple and kindly and do not

deserve the suspicion with which they are so often regarded. The Spanish gipsies are a picturesque survival

of the past, having advanced little farther than their ancestors and knowing nothing of the modern spirit.

and appearing in regions where the housemaid is

busy is distinctly inopportune.

A friend once told me that, being accustomed in

her own home to extremely early rising, she was a

little frightened when at eight in the morning she

had not been summoned to breakfast. She quietly

descended the stairs, and came to the door of a room
which stood ajar, the living room of her host and
hostess.

Peeping in, she saw her host standing alone by

a long mirror, where the best light of the house was
to be had, busy with razor and shaving soap. She

hastily retreated, mortally afraid that he might

have had a glimpse of her in the looking-glass.

Stay where you have a right to be when you are

visiting in a home with which you are but slightly

acquainted. This is a good rule for delegates, visit-

ing secretaries and others who, so to speak, are

quartered in unfamiliar households which open to

Grandparents
RANDPARENTS are the real aristocrats of

the household. They have lived longer, seen

more, accomplished more, sustained and suf-

fered more than their children and grandchildren.

This may sound trite, but the result of the longer

living and the greater endurance has been to place

them on the higher level of advancing years, a

plane where burdens weigh less heavily and condi-

tions are less cramping than lower down on life's

hill. There may be those who are ready to dispute
this assertion, forgetting that life at either end has
intervals of ease unknown to those who are tramp-
ing along the dusty road of middle age. The little

children have time to play. The grandparents have
reached a place where they, too, may play if they
choose. Of course, there are many varieties of

disposition and temperament in these dear people
whose heads are white. We
have all heard of the little

fellows who declared that
they did not want to go to
heaven if grandpapa would
be there. Some grandfathers
are morose and fault-finding,
and some grandmothers are
irritable and unreasonable.
These, fortunately, are excep-
tional. The ideal grandmother
is indulgent and overflowing
with kindness, and her home,
or her room, or her presence,
is delightful to the little chil-

dren and attractive to the
boys and girls who bring to

her their confidences. The
ideal grandfather has no
recollection of a period when
his own sons fancied him
severe. He has only toleration
for the boys who are growing
up to carry on a good old
name.
One is always regretful

when the changes and chances
of life compel old people to
resign their separate homes
and dwell under the roof of a
son or daughter. It would
seem that, after a lifetime

of toil and sacrifice, grand-
parents should keep their

independence and let the chil-

dren come to them, while they
remain at their own fireside.

Still, a home in which grand-
parents are loved and honored
is often a home to be congrat-
ulated. The children trained
there should be taught defer-
ence for their elders, should
form the habit of respecting
the easy chair by the window
or the fireside, and the cosy
corner nearest the lamp, which
corner belongs of right to the
oldest person in the house.

The children should be encouraged by the grown-ups
to perform little offices of love, to run on errands,
and, in unobtrusive ways, they should be habituated
to making happy the path of the aged.

I remember a household in which the oldest person
was a great-aunt. She had brought up the mother
of the family in the latter's orphaned childhood, and
in her old age she found a calm harbor in the house-
hold of her niece. Her hair was like the driven
snow; her eyes were keen and bright as those of a
hawk until she had attained her ninetieth year, and
her ready wit and effervescent fun were equal to

the entertainment of her juniors, until one day she
quietly fell asleep to waken on the shore of the
river beyond whose waves there awaited her eternal
youth.

Part of the training of all young people should
be to understand old people and learn how to live

with them, what to do for them, and how to recognize

beneath the mask of time the spiritual kinship which
years have no power to destroy.them friendly doors
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[AT is the important busi-

ness you wish to see me
about, and which your mother

couldn't tell me over the "phone?" ex-

claimed Miss Mason eagerly, as she

burst into the room where her friend

sat propped up in bed.

"Sit down, won't you?" asked the
sick girl, smiling at her friend's ve-
hemence.

"Well," said Miss Mason, as she
sank into a chair beside the bed, "I'm
glad you can laugh. It's a sign you're
not very iU. But how did you come to
lay yourself up like this?"

"Only a bad cold," explained her
friend, "but the doctor says I must
positively stay in bed for two days at
least, if I don't want to bring on an-
other attack of laryngitis such as I
had last fall."

"I'm sorry! But what is this won-
derful favor you want to ask of me?
I just flew aU the way over here, I was
so consumed with curiosity. Relieve
my mind at once, Elizabeth, please.''

Elizabeth laughed again and re-
sponded, watching her friend closely:

"I want yoU to go on a picnic."
"A picnic: WTiere? When? How?

What? You know I abhor picnics."
"Now, please don't say no. Its so

important—and you know you told
mother you had no engagement for
this afternoon."

"This afternoon? You want me to
go on a picnic this afternoon? Eliza-
beth, you're sure your mind is

"

"Quite clear, my dear. Now listen,

seriously. It's only to take a few little

gii-Is to Acorn Park this afternoon. I
expected to take them myself until
this morning and the doctor ordered
me to stay in bed. I had the lunch
packed and everything ready. They
are the girls who belong to my class at
the settlement house. It's such a treat
to them. They never see the countiy
at any other time and they talk of it

for months afterwards. They have
been looking forward to it for weeks,
and I can't bear to disappoint them.
You really don't know what it means
to them, Isabel. I thought perhaps
you would do this for me "

"Couldn't. I'd do anything else for
you, Elizabeth; but this Why, I

woiildn't know what to say to them, or
what to do "

"Yes, you would. You would enjoy
it when you got to know the girls, and
they are not hard to get acquainted
with, and when you realized the pleas-
ure you were giving them."

"But they will expect you. They
wouldn't want a stranger to take
them."
"They vrill be just as happy with

you, my dear. Mother will 'phone to
the settlement house beforehand, so
they will be prepared. Now, Isabel,
if you won't go, it means that those
•girls will have a disappointment such
as you cannot conceive of. We leave
the city, you know, next week, and I
simply cannot take them for a picnic
again before we go—even if I should
be well enough. You surely won't
deny those poor little things this pleas-
ure—and it does them so much good,
too."

Miss Mason sat silent, her brows
contracted, her lips pursed up in deep
thought.
"You won't have to do a thing but

just go with them. They are big
enough to know how to behave, and
they are veiy tractable, I assure you.
Please. Isabel!"

"Well.'' sighed Miss Mason, slowly.
"Since vou put it that wav—I suppose
I will; but "

"You'll enjoy it, I know you will,"

beamed her friend.
Isabel departed reluctantly to make

her preparations.
At the hour named—two o'clock

—

she found herself on the way to the
settlement house, her arms !aden with

By AXXE GULBERT MAHON

the baskets of provisions which Eliza-
beth had prepared^ and her heart filled

with doubt and misgivings. What
should she say to them? How should
she act? She had never been inside a
settlement house, had never even
taught a class in her own Sunday
School. Elizabeth Lloyd was used to
settlement work, and it was easy for
her, but for Isabel I How senseless

she was to attempt it I But she had
promised Elizabeth, and she did not
want to disappoint the children, after
her friend had put the case so strongly
to her.

While she was deep in these
thoughts, she was suddenly greeted by
several little girls, their faces beaming
with expectation, and glistening from

appointed that Miss Lloyd had been
unable to come, and they acted as if

they were perfectly resigned to her
friend's substitution. Isabel was re-

lieved.

They gathered around her and took
the baskets—^two girls carrying one
between them—laughing happily.

She need not have feared that she
would not know what to say to them.
Miss Mason thought, for they chat-
tered like so many magpies. All the
way to the car they vied with each
other in telling her about themselves,
the settlement house, their families

—

untU she smiled at their volubility.

She felt as if she had always known
them, and she entered involuntarily
into their joy and anticipation, and

"A maxi sprang past them and in the water'

a liberal use of soap and water, their
hair strained back in neat, shiny pig-
tails, their calico dresses crackling
with freshness. Elizabeth had often
told her that they were a superior
class of mission children—of German
extraction—and always neat and clean,
although very poor. They were still

several blocks away from" the settle-
ment house, but the girls had been
watching for her.

"Miss Lloyd's mother "phoned to the
settlement house that Miss Lloyd was
sick and couldn't come." cried an intel-
ligent-looking girl, whose flaxen braids
were so short and so very tight that
they bristled out, independently, over
either ear.

"She said j-ou would take ns in-
stead," cried another, hardly more
than seven years old. Miss Mason
thought as she looked at her, but
whose face bore the expression of a
woman of fifty.

They did not seem to be at all dis-
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admitted to herself that she was glad,
after all, that she had acceded to
Elizabeth's request.

Their joy on the car was pathetic to
Isabel. They cried out with delight at
the most trivial objects. "They noticed
the trees and the flowers, the cows
grazing in the fields. Everything they
passed was a source of delight to them.
Miss Mason watched them smilingly.
She never could remember all their
names, she thought, but it was easy to
distinguish them. It was a puzzle to
her that the big, overgrown, stupid but
good-natured girl they called "Fatty"
should be a sister to the precociously
bright, wiry little sprite nicknamed
"Imp." The intelligent-looking girl
with the flaxen pigtails was "Johanna."
The little one with the old face was
"Mamie," and the baby sister, whom
she had brought with "her, was "Au-
gTista." Poor Augusta was enveloped
from head to foot in a big, heaw. old-
fashioned blanket shawl, which im-

peded her progress considerably L
did not appear to affect her radCt
spirits in the least.

I

"She doesn't need that hea%'y sFh
this warm day, does she?" asked :^
Mason of her sister.

^

"No, but some one stole her c m
dress off the line last night, and jie
didn't have any dress to wear, so sfg
got to wear it," explained Mamie, L
vincingly but resignedly.

Miss Mason smiled involunta v
but the tears sprang to her eves is
she looked at the quaint little" fif£^
in the big shawl. But it did
trouble Augusta. Her baby face
flushed with excitement and happir.s.
and her bright brown eyes were fa'^
bolting out of her head as she gik
around her at the wonderful sigk
She could talk verj- little, and M
only in German, so Miss Mason cdfd
not talk to her, but she placed heifn
the seat beside her and gave her le
of Elizabeth's ginger cookies, Id
Augusta looked as if there could
nothing more to be desired on eart!
How they laughed I How they c, ;-

teredl In all "the experience "of ir
happy, care-free young life Is:p
Mason had never seen such thoroS
enjoj-ment. such unalloyed happin'^,
such pleasure in little things. E:
beth was right—she had never
any conception of what a picnic me
to those children.
At last they arrived at the park, „

their joy was complete. They rap
over the green grass. They ran dcii

the hills. They chased the birds
the butterflies. " They picked the sn:

est, most insignificant flowers and v.

into ecstasies over them.
Miss Mason sat under a big tree :

watched them with mingled feelinc-

feelings of joy that they should be
happy, and feelings of sadness :

such a little thing should mean
much to them, that they were so
used to pleasures that she had thou
every child possessed. She saw
thin, white face of Mamie flush :

glow with healthy color. She saw :

effect on all the children of the fr;

health-giving country air.

The grotesque little figure in the
shawl ran about with the rest. sf.

bling and tripping often over the 1

ends of her voluminous mantle, but
picked herself up with apparent
concern and ran on. Once Miss Ma:
saw her bend over and put her ear
the ground, then she heard the g
laugh.
"Augusta—she never heard a t

sing before I She thought it came
from the ground. She put her *

down to hear," they explained in
"

midst of their laughter.
"Never heard a bird sing I'' T

words rang in Miss Mason's ears. S

did not know that any child, anywhe
had never heard a bird sing. She h

not realized that in the little cou
and alleys where these children li'

there were no birds, no trees, no gi:

anywhere near. How ignorant £

had been I Like little Augusta, th:

was a world of which she had knc-
nothing.
To please them, she joined in tk

games. She forgot she was the c

nified Miss Mason—a leader in
'

exclusive circle in which she movt
She entered into their simple games
heartily as Elizabeth would have dc:

She was a child once more. The '

of the children was contagious. S

laughed with them. She forgot ht

self, for once in her life.

After a while the girls began
throw out transparent hints.

"I am so hungry I" exclaimed Marr.

"When will it be supper time
asked Imp.
Johanna, who was evidently tryiij

to be excessively polite, rebuked tiie

severely.
Miss iNIason looked at her watch.

Continued on page 799
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^ Mrs. E. M. Whittemore, Founder of the "Door ofHope'
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THIS branch of the Salvation

Army was organized in 1906.

Shortly after the "Door of

Hope" began to affiliate with the Army,
I was led to take an interest in the

Anti-Suicide work. After assisting

Brigadier Mrs. Bovill, temporarily, I

was commissioned to take full charge

of the special department, and now
most of my time is given to it. It is a
unique effort to render assistance to

those contemplating self-destruction.

A few weeks ago, I met one who was
grateful for the marvelous way in

which God had delivered her from
suicide. Her face flushed with pleas-

ure and her words expressed much joy,

as she informed me that not only was
all the desire taken from her, but her
temporal affairs had been so wonder-
fully adjusted that she was now cap-
able of caring for her old father, and
she could take up the duties of life

•without fear or doubt. One day, six

months before, she sat in my office in

abject despair. She said she had been
standing in the middle of the street,

praying that a car or an automobile
would run over her.

One evening, a young girl was
spoken to in one of our religious ser-

vices. She had a desperate look upon
her face. After talking with her
nearly an hour, she promised to come
and see me the following day, which
she did. She told me that in a moment
of haste she had married, and the one
to whom she was united proved any-
thing but desirable. To drown her
misery she resorted to the use of drujjs.

The next time she came, a look of
malice and hatred was perceptible on
her face, and, after some little conver-
sation, she finally confessed to me that
that very night she had planned not
only to take her own life, but her hus-
band's as well. God in a most marvel-
ous way intervened. I now have the
pistol and the morphine she planned to

use and I keep them as trophies of
God's faithfulness in delivering her at
a most critical time in her life. She is

now happily situated; her husband is

converted, and only a few days ago
she came to my office and told me, out
of the fulness of her heart, of the good-
ness of God, and of her determination
to serve him the rest of her life.

Another interesting case was that of
a cripple. After desperately strug-
gling to support herself and sending
what little money she obtained to one
whom she thought she could trust (it

was to meet a certain indebtedness),
she discovered to her sorrow that the
money had been misspent and she was
stranded completely and within a few
days would be homeless. In great tor-

ture of mind the only way out seemed
to be suicide. But she, too, with a
little kindness extended and by the
grace of God, was brought to see the
wickedness of such a thought. In deep
conviction, she called upon God for
mercy and pardon. After a little

effort, everything was adjusted, and it

has been most encouraging to hear
from her from time to time, and to
witness the simple trust and gratitude
of her faith in Him who so marvelously
delivered her.
One morning, I received a letter

written by a heart-broken woman. I

hastened to see her, and was horrified
at the tale of misery I listened to. She
was well-educated and refined. She
had a lovely home, until a year or so
before, when her husband was stricken
with paralysis. He lost his position
and for months was a helpless invalid.
All the money they had laid aside was
expended. He became desperate, and
one day managed to crawl out of the
house, leaning on his crutches. He was
helped by some one on to a car, rode
down to Brooklyn Bridge, and man-
aged with considerable effort to get
upon it, and after a few moments a
splash was heard in the water below.

When apprised of her husband's ab-
sence from his room, the poor wife
rushed frantically out into the street
and until late at night she was wan-
dering aimlessly in hopes of ascertain-
ing his whereabouts. As a last resort,
she applied at the police station. She
was informed that a body, answering
the description she gave, had been
taken to the morgue, an hour or two
before. Hastening there, she gazed
upon the face of her husband, whom
she recognized at once. On her way
back home, she managed in several
places to procure small quantities of
morphine, and closing the doors of her
room, she took an overdose. It was
discovered just in time, but great suf-
fering followed. She was taken to the
hospital and her life was saved. Real-
izing the awfulness of the deed, though
not a Christian herself, she desired
that her little boy be brought up in a
right way. For "day:3 she struggled to
meet everyday needs, until one night,
getting terribly discouraged, she re-
solved to take the life of her little one
as well as her own and thus put both
out of misery. This would have been
carried out, but that evening something-
extraordinary occurred. A neighbor

Mrs. E. M. Whittemore

brouerht in a small parcel, wrapped in

an old newspaper, and as it lay upon
the table, her eye caught the headline
of a column. She seized the paper and
read the article under the title of "The
Anti-Suicide League." She soon de-
cided to write a letter to us for the
sake of her little boy. In this case
also God manifested his power, and
though she has had many trials and
sorrows, thoughts of self-destruction
have been banished from her mind, and
into her heart there has been born a
great desire to follow in the footsteps
of Jesus wheresoever he might lead

her. A short time after her wonderful
deliverance, her little boy was stricken

down very suddenly, and passed away,
but though her sorrow was great, no
thought of her former determination to

destroy her life was entertained. She
has been now for some time past in a
good home, looking after some helpless

little ones.
Possibly one other case might be re-

ferred to. It is that of a young woman
who came to my office with her little

child. After a time, she opened her
heart, and with tears rolling down her
face, in a most piteous way she asked
if the little one could be provided for

by the Army, or if they ever took chil-

dren to bring up. When assured that
they would take the child, she clasped

her hands together and gazing upon
the face of her little one, with all the
mother love shining out of her sad

eyes, she asked, "And will you promise
to tell her when she is grown that my
little darling need never blush when
she hears her mother's name men-
tioned? I have never stooped to do a
single wrong thing, even in all my
extremity and suffering, that would
cause my child a pang of regret, and
when I leave her here to-day, I shall
never look upon her face again." She
sobbed bitterly as she said this. "We
once had a very happy home," she ex-
plained, "until my husband passed
away. The little money we had saved
was soon used. I could not sew and,
therefore, knew not just what to do;
but by managing to pawn one thing
and another, and going without food at
times myself, I was able to provide for
my darling." One could see starvation
in her poor emaciated face. It told its

own story, and was a marked contrast
to the healthy appearance of the baby
girl, whom she so truly loved. "For
days," she continued, "I have been con-
templating taking my life. I could see
no other way out of my misery; but I

was not willing so to do until some pro-
vision had been made for my little one.
This morning, however, I was so weak
that I felt that something must be done
before the sun went down. And as I

was coming out of the grocery store
with some food for my baby, I saw a
piece of paper. I picked it up, and on
opening it, I saw the words, 'The Anti-
Suicide League.' As I read it, every
word burned into my heart. I decided
that any organization that was so
humane as to help a person in such
dire need certainly could be trusted
with the care of my baby, and now

—

and now," she sobbed, "will you take
her? Will you take her?" It is hardly
necessary to add that the child was
cared for and the mother as well, and
she has now a little home once more,
with her child by her side. She is

learning by degrees to care for her as
well as for herself, and best of all, she
has taken Christ into her heart and
life.

Within the last few months, hun-
dreds of intending suicides have called
to receive advice and help. Out of
this number I know of none who as yet
have committed this awful deed. One
must be very practical in dealing with
such a class, and quite often they need
to be assisted financially for a little

while; but the results are of such a
character that I can never regret any-
thing expended in their behalf. The
prayers of all good people are desired
that special guidance may be granted
to us in meeting the need of this most
important class, so that effective work
mav be accomplished to the glory of

God.

ON THE MOUNT OF BLESSING

VA/HEN I am alone with my Saviour, in the
'* hush of the dying day,
On the mount I seem to join him, where he has

gone out to pray ;

And I tell him my grief and heaitache, and
the burdens I have borne,

Misjudged, neglected, slighted, until I am all

forlorn.

I seem to see his features, all scarred but kingly
sweet

:

And I see his side all bleeding and the nail-
prints in his feet

;

And his hands are raised in blessing, as I

kneel and cry "p'orgive

!

I am dying with sin and sorrow—but thou
canst bid me live!"

And there alone with my Saviour in the awe of
the dying day.

With my hand on his seamless raiment, he
answers as I pray.

And he says. "There is strength forever in the
boundless stores above.

My Father only waits thy prayer to crown thee
with his love.

"And in his infinite mercy he will help thee to
forgive.

He will spread his wings above thee. He
will teach thee how to live.**

And there on the Mount of Blessing, when the
discords of daytime cease,

I lay my sin and my sorrow, and my Saviour
gives me peace.

Emily F. Oddway.

The Seasons Styles

at the "National"
THIS v^rill be called an advertisement. It isn't,

really. It is part of the story of the
" NATIONAL" Style Book. It pictures for

you your " NATIONAL" Style Book, which
will be sent you FREE, and tells you of some
or its offerings. The whole world has con-
tributed to this Style Book.
There are Waists, for which tlie linen and hand-

einbi oidery were made to our order in Ireland. Sep-
arate Skirts, showing all the style changes, and Vienna
lias contributed the new underwear and petticoats.
'I'liere are Hats, the originals for which were secnred
from tlie most famous milliners in Paris, Neck\\ear
and Scarf-Veils designefl in Paris, and Lonilon dc-
sit'iieil Suits. The world has been visited for your
.siyle Hook. Here is an idea of its contents and prices.

Waists 98 cents to $9.98
Ladies' Skirts .

Dresses and Costumes
Ladies' Coats and Capes .

Fur Pieces. Fur Coats
Petticoats
Misses' Dresses and Suits
Maternity Skirts

$3.98 to $14.98
$11.98 to $29.75
$7.98 to $31.98
$2.25 to $59.75
98 cents to $7.98
$7 98 to $18 98
$5.98 to $8.98

"NATIONAL" ^^^fr
MEASURE $10 to $40

Your suit win be cut individually for you, and made
to your measure. It will l>e made in any of the new
"N.\'ri(tN.U," Styles yim mav choose. It will lie

trinimiil as pii'tureil iii Yoiii Style Hook—or in any
way yuu choose. It will ]»• liiie.l any way yon like, the
coat will he made any liMiuth you prefer aiid made m
any material you mav select .'rom our 4.',(i new siur)nt.'.s.

.\nd your suit wili be made entirely at our risk. If
you are not dclijihieil with it m every way, yoii are
under no obliKatlon \\iiat.snever. ,Iust sci'iil it back
at our exjienseand «e will rcfniiil ycmr iiii.nev.

This"N.\Tl<.>N.\L" .Style Hook, pi.tured below is

Yours, free, and will be sent you by return mail, post-
age jiaid by us.
Your name and address are all that we need to send

the book to you to-day. In writing for book, be sure
to state if you wish samples of materials for
*'N -\T ION -\L" Tailored Suits and give colors yotipre
fer. Samples are sent gladly, but only when asVed for

The "NATIONAL" Policy
The "NATIONAL" preoays ezpressage and postage to

all parts of the world.
Your money refunded if you are not entirely pleased.

NATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.
218 West 24th St., New York City

Mail Orders Only No Agents c- Branches
c.pwiL'ht ivln )., 111.- N.ili.nnl Closk & .^uit Co . New Y..rk Cit.v-
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"CANDIES OF RARE QUALITY"

One of the \acaivon LuxuricA

Tok« v* alonq UJitK you or purchase it ^rom
any of our Soles Agents

lO-in.WUd Male$1.95
lO Ostrich Plume 1=
Speciall; Selected Hard Flu^
feathers from wlhl male bird^
only. TouRher, plussier
and longer fibre than
those from tame
birds. Stand any
weather; never
permanently
lose curl;
1 ast a
lifetimi

Examlne\,
.^^^^ Plume at our risit^

Send 15c te cover expressage and receive this 18-ii

Curl Wild Male Plume in black, white or any color by C.
{\ n av.>p-<ica \rtinn t..,*:^F.r^r, ,* . r~ »''*'••> ordi naTV ^

I. French
X4MII w«iiu maiw i-iuiii^ in iMui.r>, w'iii(.t;ui aiijr ^uiiir u,v ^ -

O. D, express. When saticfiea it is extraordinary value, pay
expressageiit $l.ll.^. If not the greatest plume bargain ever
offered, return plume at our expense. When fall price ($1.95) is

sent with order we prepay expressaeeand willimmediatelv re-

fund fuUamount paid if you are dissatisfied. Yud take no risk

FRENCH PLUME. xtra quality,
Special ZO-in. wide fibres, in blacker ec AA
whitA.^n ^ameapproTaltermsasabnve - . . ^O.UU
Write today for FREE catalog containine full line and bar-

pains in French and Willow Plumes and learn how to gei
u:ie plume free by selling six.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN OSTRICH FEATHER CO
272-8 Wabash Ave. Dept. 703. Chicago

SaveTheHorse'-SpavinGure.
BECi^TR&oe m«ft

rine Footwear, Trunks, Bags, Etc. Norwalk. Ct,— 1 havo a
horse that was very lame. Ankle was swollen to twice its natural
size- I blistered him, and when I took him up he was still lame,
and the bunch was still there I used " 'Save-The-Horse, " and he
goes ABSOLUTELY SOUND and the bunch on ankle is entirely
absorbed. Horse has worked every dav. I want no money back
and have recommended it to all my friends. W. L. OLSEN.
Gibson, 111.—My horse Bellado had a bone spavin six years.

So lame he could hardly get around; used bottle and half; he is
completely cured. Given him hard drives and he never favors it
at all. Remedy is all right. GEO. McNABNEY.

Smm on ^'''t"•^ "itli le?al written ^-uaianteenrcuntractf^*vV s,M..i f.., .-..pv. hnokl..'t ;ind ].-tt..Ms fr..ni Inivocss^m iri.-n !iii'i trfiiiiri ^ ,.11 .-xi-rv Kln-i r.f , ;!•;. PermanentlyKM cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, Ringbone d-xrept Inw)
Curb, Splint. Capped Hock, Windpuff. Shoe BoU, Injured
Tendons and all Lameness. Ni. s,-ar nr lus-j-.f hair, Hnrse works
aso'^ml Deahra t,r /.Vp/v-.s.* Pali/.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton. N.Y.

L/iBLACHfc^
^^ Face Powder ^

WOMEN—CONSPICUOUS
flig[^^1^3lB^

tot complexions always smooth and velvety, that never
loee their youthful attractiveness, that
seem to he impervious to expusure, tu
Bun and wind. are usersof that great
beautifier-L^iblac'be. Itpreveota
that oily, shiny oppt-arance. aud
counteracts the disat^rreable ef-

fects of perspiration, LalilacliO

f^riwline. refreshing and pure.
Rtfust SuhzlUutts. They may
be dangerous. Flesli. whit.\
Pink, or Cream, &tic a box. of
dniggists or by mail.
Htnd 10c Jot sample box.

BEN LEVY CO.
French Perfumpre. Dept. 22
125 Kingston St., Boston. Mass

Our Jiew cHtaloK' illusl rating latt-^i stainiiing pat-
terns, embroidery materials, cut stciuils, i.aints, eti'.,

FKEE to Every yancy Worker. Send Today
PERFORATED PATTERN CO. Dept.79. NewHaven.Conni

YOUNG WOMEN WANTED, bftwcen -JO and ?,r> rears
ot a^'e. to study for tiaiiicd imrBcs in n ri'izisicrcd
training school, coiniHcted with a K''n<'ral lu<si'ital.

Tbe WiUiam McKinley Memorial Hospital. Trenton. N. J.

.tumt HsiEiinsibi' :McIileii^

^y Mary B. Wingate

AS I was busy putting- the finishing

. touches to my parlor after the

spring cleaning, I heard a brisk rap at

the door^ and to my heritable "Come
in" Aunt Hannah's cheerful face ap-

peared. After talking about various

matters she said with great animation :

"It's time to be plannin' what we can

do for Mont-Lawn this year. I've been

so took up thinkin' about other mat-

ters, I've forgot all about the chil-

dren's summer outin', but now I'm

goin' to work in earnest for 'em.

"To think, while I'm breathin' this

sweet summer air and watchin' the

trees and grass grow, and listenin' to

the birds (and 'pears if they never
sang so sweet before), them poor little

mites don't see no birds, nor flowers,

nor ever have no chance to play on the

green grass.
"I did think I'd be contented if I

could send two or three of 'em out to

Mont-Lawn, but now "

"Why, Aunt Hannah!" I said, "two
or three would be beyond you. Times
are hard with you. You can't afford

to send more than one."
"That is true," said she, "and that

makes their case so much the worse.
There'll be more starvin', naked little

children this year than ever before, an'

now, as I was goin' to say, I'm hopin'

to endow a cot for the season."
"But I don't see how!" I said. "We

are having all we can do to get along
and keep out of debt."

"Well, you see, the Lord knew I was
jest longin' to do somethin' more for

him, an' he put it into the heart of Mr.
Davis, when he went to the city to

live, to give me his old shop and his

double winders and all the chicken
wire he had, so I could go into the hen
business if I wanted to. I can get the

shop moved and fixed up and pay for
it with savin'; have winders enough
to make it real sunny an' 'nough left

to put on the north side of my house
and make a hot-bed besides.

"Now you know I allers have what
people call good luck with my chickens,
but I don't believe in luck. I get the
best aigs I know of and take good care
of the chickens when they come oflF, and
they allers do well an' my hens lay aigs
all winter. I'm goin' to give the Lord
the firstlin's of my flock, the first three

broods, ten, nine and 'leven chickens

are his, an' while I can't sell 'em in sea-

son to use the money, I can contract

'em and get my pay down, for they

know me in the city where I send 'em."

"But, Aunt Hannah, isn't that

'counting chickens before they are

hatched'?"

"No, for they be hatched already,

an' I've got a number of hens settin'

now, so you see I'll have all I want to

keep. With a plenty of wire fence, no
varmint can't get in an" kill 'em. I've

got some new kinds of aigs an' the

chickens are cute enough. Come over
an' see 'em. I jest sing for joy some-
times, I'm so happy, thinkin' how many
hearts they'll make glad this summer.
Then my cow has a bossy an' I've

weaned him, an' I'm makin' the nicest

kind o' butter, and butter's high, and
I shall have a good deal to sell, so I'll

get along all right."

"But, Aunt Hannah, what about our
church expenses? I am troubled about
them. Many say they can't do anything
this year, and some of our men are out
of work, for not all of them are farm-
ers, you know."

"Yes, I do know, and I'm sorry for
'em. I've made up my mind to double
my subscription anyway. The Bible
says, 'He that soweth bountifully shall

reap bountifully,' an' I've proved it

over an' over agin. I ain't never
afraid of comin' to want; but if I was,
I'd try bringin' all the tithes into the
storehouse an' prove the promises."

I knew it was of no use to reason
with Aunt Hannah, so I forebore any
further remarks. Aunt Hannah is

really a fine-looking woman if she
would only have up-to-date clothing,
but she says she can't afford new
clothes now, and that she expects to
dress in white all the time by and by.
I shouldn't wonder if she has jewels
enough in her crown to make her a
very beautiful angel. I know she does
a great deal of good with her small
means; and that is not the end of it,

for her example makes the rest of us so
ashamed of our penuriousness that in
order to keep any degree of self-respect
we have to give something too, even
when we have decided not to do so. I

must see if I, too, cannot do something
for at least one of God's little ones.

Melpaia^ Hommeless ®oys
SOME remarkable results have been

accomplished during the past
twelve years by the Harlem Mission
and New York Home for Homeless Boys,
150 West One Hundred and Twenty-
seventh Street and 521 East One Hun-
dred and Twentieth Street. One little

fellow was brought in by a policeman.
His face was so soiled that at first

glance he was taken for a colored child.

He proved, after a bath, to be a young
Italian, who had not tasted food for
three days and had no shelter for six
weeks. He was arrested for stealing
a bottle of milk and some rolls. He
was kept in the Home three weeks
and then restored to his mother.
Another waif who was cared for is

now an ordained clergyman, graduated
from the University of Tennessee.
Some time ago a boy was brought to

the Home by a lady who said he had
been deserted by his father. When
preparing the boy for a bath it was
found that he had been beaten so
severely that his little body was a
mass of bruises and the clothing had
become embedded in them. He was
cared for until better and a relative
was found who promised to care for
him permanently.
An orphan boy (the son of a de-

ceased clergyman) was found wander-
ing in the streets of New York, home-
less. He was a consumptive and had
been without food for thirty-six hours.

A large tent was placed upon the roof
of the Home, where the boy was cared
for, and with fresh air and sunlight he
soon grew strong. He said: "This is

the first time I have been spoken to
kindly since my father died."

The Home for Homeless Boys is

thoroughly non-sectarian. Last year
510 boys were sheltered there, repre-
senting Catholics, Protestants, He-
brews and Greeks. The boys came
from twenty-two States and twenty-
six foreign countries. They were
found at night in the bread lines, in
hallways, and on park benches. The
Home is a worthy one and deserves the
widest support.

Why She Values The
Chri^ian Herald

Dear Editor: The premiums are very
fine and I am much pleased with them.
But were there no premiums I would
consider it a duty and a privilege to
introduce your excellent paper into as
many homes as possible for the great
good it is doing wherever introduced.
I am so glad the good work Dr.
Klopsch established still goes on with
a thorough understanding of the spir-
itual uplift we all expect and receive
who peruse its pages.

Mrs. Wm. P. Walker.
Minneapolis, Minn.

The f?aMge
p^ With A

^

Reputation
Built on honor—of best mater-

inls—the only range made entirely
off Charcoal Iron, thai won't rust like Stoel
and Malleable Iron, that can't break. Out-

wears three ordinary ranges. Seams rivitod
-alwiivs r*-uinin air tit^lit. Lined with quur*
?r inch jture asbestos board— assures depend-

able baking heat. \«'U Ba\e halt" the fuel with a

Great Majestic
Malleable and Range

It

Should
Be In
Your Kitchen

See It!

4
^^^ V

^ Majestic Manl. Co.
Dept 107 St. Louis, Ho.

Charcoal
AH doors drop, form rigid shelves

spriuffs. Open end usli pan—ventilated
ash pit and ash cup prevents floor ^^ it
from catching Are— all copper reser- ^^^ You
voir—removable— in <lirect contact ^^W Don't
with fire-boils 15 gallons water ^^^ Know
in a jiffy. Best range at any ^^ WhoSsMi

rice—sold by dealers in ^^r iha Maietllc
nearly every county in ^^T In Your VI.
forty states. ^^ cinlly, Writs

For Our FREE
Book, ''Rang*

Comparison **

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL TAINT — proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the " Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE,
From the Mill Direct toYou at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK - FREE
Tells all about Paint ami Paintnig for Durability.
How to avoid trouble and expense caused by painta
fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable information
fi-<'e t«» yoii, w ith .'>ample Color Cards. Write me
IX) IT jNOiV. 1 cau save you money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 PIpouth St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

75,00U,UUU WASHBURNE'S PAT.

"0.K",
PAPEK

FASTENERS
SOLD the past YEAR

} should convince YOU oftheir
SUPERIORITY.

Easily put on or taken

off with the thumb and fin-

ger. Can be used repeat-

edly and "always work."

lade of brass, 3 sizes. In brats boxes of 100.

I
Handsome.Compact.Strong. No Slipping, Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box of SO,

I
assorted sizes. Ill usirated booklet free.

IThe 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. N9IB

"RANGER" BICYCLES
Have imported roller chains,, sprockets aL-J

pedals: Neiv Departure CoasterBrakes&nA
Hi<bs. Puncture ProofTires: highest sifade
eqitipmeHt^xid many advanced features pos-

sessed by nooX.hexwhec\s. Guaranteedsyfs.

FACTORY PRICES?'"'^are less than

[others ask for cheap wheels. Other reliable

models from $12 up. A few good second-

kand machines $3 to $8.

110 DAYS' FREE TRIAL :rr:^
proval, freight prepaid, S.xiywhtT£ in U.S ,

,-withont acendii advajice.DO'SOI'RVY
^a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at

any price until you get our big new catalog

and special prices and a Tnarvelous new
cffir, A postal brings everything. IVriie it now.

T IDCQ Coaster Brake RenrWheels, lamps.

linCOparts, and sundries ha// usual prices.

Rider Agents everywhere are coining money selling our

1 i. \cles, tires and sundries. Write today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. g-TI CHICAGO

Salesmen and Saleswomen Wanted
rpHOr.S.-iND.S of Kood positions now open, paying
X from $I,iJ(iU to S.I.IKKI a year and expenses. No tor-
nier experience needed to^et one of them. We will teach
you to be an expert salesman or saleswoman by mail in
eijiht weeks and assist you to secure a good positicn,
and you can pay for your tuition out ot ycm' earnings.
Write to-day for full particulars and testimonials from
hundretls of men ami women we have placed in good
positions paying from $100 to $500 a month and expenses.

Address nearest office. Dept. 226.

NATIONAL SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCI&TION,
Chicago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta,

Kansas City, San Francisco.

prsiio
9 SHADE
ROLLERS

Original and unequalled.
Wood or tin rollers. ' Improved
requires no tacks. Inventor's

signature on genuine:

ALL
MAKESTYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE WRITERS
or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OtIVERS. UNDERWOODS, Etc.

'4to5i M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHERE for Free Trial, or

RENTED alloving Rent to IFPLY
PRICES S1S.OO UP

firttClMfl M.cbioei Frt8b from the Mrrs—Write fir tllDBtreted C»»»1og TV

Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1192) 92-S4 UKE ST.. CHtCiiec
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BDSTERBROWN'S

Stockings

tradeMark Registered _

" DARN! ^
Why Dam?

If vou buy Buster Brown's Guaranteed
Hosiery for the whole family there'll be

NO DARNING TO DO.

Sak Lisle Half Hose for MEN, black,

tan, navy and gray.

Lisle Hose for LADIES, medium and
(auze weight; black or tan.

Combed Ejvptian Hose for BOYS, light

aid heavy weight, black or tan.

Lisle fine gauze Ribbed Hose for MISSES
medium and light weight, black or tan.

HISSES silk lisle fine gauze, ribbed,

black or tan.

25c. a Pair, Four Pairs to the Box, $1.00

LADIES silk lisle gauze, black or tan.

Three Pairs to the Box, - - - $1.00

GUARANTEED FOR FOUR MONTHS
lor »aU MOST ereri/irhere. but if ynur mer-

ehart can't mipply i/'.u xend vh i/nur nrder,

etatiitfj kind, size and cutor tcanlfd, and we
trttl supply you direct, prepaying pontage.

Write Fnr Bii-iter'a

Latent Funny Book.
FREE.

BUSTER
BROWN'S

HOSIERY MILLS,
561 Sherman Avenue,

Cbuitanooga, Tenn.

''Nothing to Wear?"
Ifs absurd wli«-ti yur rl-.-.i, ar« full of out-of-4at«

clolhc» Uiat can U- iiiadv n<-w iti Die latest cnlors.

Too morh tfAiMo to dye tliem T Acaiti absurd!
' Try the nvvr fc. Z. Vyv^ Th^-y require no boiling or
"inuM." C>'l<i wattT do*-* for t-v. rything but wool. On«
dve for all fabrics. A>>ti'>Iutt'ly fast, even coloring assarod.
ill the lnU--.t sha-i'S. tw.-nty cnl-rj r.tfi nd in

Coitl n'aft-r Ifyrf. Do Xot .Sf-nu llnn.U or \' s

^ EASY DYES
J In Tubes Ready for Use

Are You L'p-to-Date?

iHMth«tr«lofnr»<<'ni-iliiii! rauelit y<i ! It's the caaicrt,

inrateffectivofanry wc.rk you c»ii <! The in. .st beautiful

ideailns fur draperies. di>ili.«. Inlile-tlirMws. pillows cliilTon

.veils, dresses, ete. . aro steiiriled with Easy Dyes, Child-

ren are stenciling in the Puhlic Seh.ioU Ytilli E. Z. Dye.

Y.jU can d.> It and you will be m^.re than pleaMMl with y<«r
remits. Easy Dyes have no odor of ix.isonous whiti- lead.

-like stencil paintN; do not "run." and are absolutely fast

aft<rtho first washinir. Largo tul)es conUinion six times

ss much as tulws of paints.

Let Vs Qive You a 5tencil Outfit

-ODSisting of three h.auliful, larfe i.l.'neils cut in oiled

ward, a brush. 4 thumb tacks and l«".klrt on stenrilinc.

lyeing and other ust-a with each $1 as-sortinent of six large

tubes of dye—Red. Black. Bn.wn. Oreen. Yellow. Blue.

Vll packed in a neat ly.Jt. Department st^.res and dnig
itores sell them. If yrKir dealer hasn't this asix.rtinent

'iind outfit s.-ii.l us his nanio and we will send it postpaid

in receipt ..t $1. Writ.' us f..r free catalogue of stencils,

with full .lir.cti..lis f..r St. iicilinj;,

/Vmerican Color Co., 46 Main Stract, Inillaiiapolii, Ind.

LOVE YOUR PETS
1.1 lr.-;it II. .Ml with Dr.

A. C. Daniel's Remedies.

B<».ks on llio liiatiiiii.t

of Horse. Dog. Cat. and

other animals, sick or

well, sent FREE. Sen.l

2r. stamp for nuiilioi: t..

DS. A. C. DANIELS : : 19$ MILK STREET, BOSTON
77,r »'..,/./"s <;.-.'., I.-. t ,l...,,(./ / .... S.,r.,-.

AGENTS My Sanitary Coffee
Maker produces pure,

sweet colTee, needs no settler and
never wears out. Saves coffee, money
and health. Every wife buys at sitrht:

new invention; exclusive territor>'.

Send 15c. for 50c. size, postpaid.

DR. LYONS, 430 Day St., Pekin. IM.

"^OFn Q Cutting makes them grow
* '^ and invites blood-poison.
.•Corn Salve quickly removes thfm
ilKoul pain or danger. 15 cents at

'UggiBts' or by mail.

iiant Chemical Co., Philadelphia

TRAINING SCHOOL for
CHRISTIAN WORKERS
rcparcs women for Clnisliaii Work, 'riie ftill ei.iiise
'imressix iiionllis ainl iiiihulcs Uibie Sltidy, KngliHli,
iiraiiiK, ami Domestic- .•^I'leme.

A Diploma win be given each person completing the
full coarse and passing satisfactory examination.

OSmONS GUARANTEED TO GRADUATES
'riiiB low, paymeiitK easy. Knlv a liniite.l MtimlM-r ol
iHlentHcan lie aceomtiio<lateil. .\li['ly to .Htiperiiiteiiii-
it National Floienee Crittetiton Ttaining .School, '21»-

liinl St.. N. W.. WashinBioii, I). C.

Charles Irvin Junkin.
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Thou hast not des - pis
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Teach-er of the wise,
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Let me read the se -

Waste, or want, or fol -
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In Thy friend - ly eyes.

Things that should not be.

For thou know -est all.

t

1

^"^
in *:

-f^-^-S-S
4. Jesus, Friend of sinners,

Bid me follow Thee,
O'er the rugged highways.
E'en to Calvary;

Let me know Thy spirit,

Sweet, and strong, and wise,
I would win the friendship
In Thy loving eyes.

Jesus, Friend of sinners,
Hold me by Thy side,

Till the shadows deepen
Toward the eventide,

To Thy strength and beauty
I would ever bend.

Till, in dawn eternal,
Friend shall be as Friend!

Copyright, 1909, by Charles Irvin Junkin.

THE BOOK. OF LOVE
COULD oceans, rivers, springs, and lakes

Ail that the name of water takes
Heneath the expan<led sl<ies.

Be turned to ink of blackest hue

—

Add, too, the drops of morning dew
To make the wonder rise

—

A book so large, could we suppose.
As thinnest paper would compose
As the whole earthly ball

:

Were every shrul) and every tree.

And every blade of grass we see,

A pen to write withal

—

Were all who ever lived on earth
Since Nature first received her birth.

Most skilful scribes, to place
In clearest light that wondrous love

Kound in the heart of Cod above
Towaid.s Adam's sinful race

—

Were each Methuselah in age.

And every moment wrote a page:
They'd all be tired and die:

The pens would every one wear out.

The book be fill'd within, without.

The ink be drained quite dry

—

And then to write that love, oh ! then.

Angels above, as well as men.
Archangels e'en would fail

:

Yes, till eternity should end.

A whole eternity they'd spend.

Nor then have told the tale.

MOTHERS' DAY
MOTHERS' nay! Oh, welcome sight

!

Over all our land
P'air carnations, pure and white.

Are seen on every hand.
Hearts grow tender for a while

;

Loving memories are stirred

Of a mother's gentle smile.

Of her faithful call and word.

O men with mothers living.

Remember them to-day.

And send a white carnation
To brighten up their way.

Those pure and lovely blossoms
Will hold a magic spell

;

Oh. let them speak a message true

Your lips can never tell.

O men with angel mothers.
Some childless mother seek ;

Give her a white carnation.
And do not deem it weak.

Let it lead her thoughts away
To our Father's house above

;

Let her feel on Mothers' Day
All around are hearts of love.

Wear to-day carnations white

;

Let them bring your childhood back.
See through memory's tender light

Blossoms all along your track ;

Flowers a mother's hand has sown,
How they brightened all your way

!

For the sake of days now flown
Wear carnations white to-day.

Pittsfield, Me. Ml!.'-'. Maky B. Wingate.

THE CALL OF THE SOUL

I
STOOD by the bier of a loved one.
And in anguish matie demand

Of the all-wise Heavenly Father,
That I might understand!

"Why do you take him from us.

With his life-work just begun.
And cause a world to suffer
The need of this noble one?

"Was it kind to give him to us
With all his noble worth.

And just as we learned his value.
To leave a barren dearth '.'"

Then came the whispered answer.
And I bowed my head in shame—

"Hush and reflect, thou mourner.
Ere for wisdom you call my name!

"Your query is all in selfishness.

You think not of his gain.
You're only aware of your sorrow.
Now, look beyond your pain."

And, with the Heavenly vision
I saw my beloved at rest.

With toil and care and heartaches
Changed for the mansions blest.

"You call him young in service,"
Whispered the voice again—

"But a full life is measured up to him.
So faithful has he been !"

. And, with perfect understanding.
Given by the God of Love,

I praised him for taking our loved one
To the home of rest above.

Minnie Watson Jenkins.

\.

$1.50 WAIST
PURE IRISH

LINEN
REAL HAND

EMBROIDERED

125. A most reinarkalde waist value.
Made of Pure Irish Linen, of fine close

weave.prettily trimmed with Real Hand
Embroidery. The front over-laps and

closes at the side with pearl
buttons. Detachable laun-
dered collar. Daintily
tailoredand appropriate!
tucked. tTienotinrlu.lt-f
tSir.es. 32 to 44 ^^n
Bust. $1.50 2/QC

v\
Y

value. Special

\

f*fi^

/

L

$2.00 LINON
WASHABLE
HOUSE DRESS

$1-39
336. One-Piece Wash.

ableDresB of ^'uud liuon in
lilue or natural tan. Tlie
cliann of this garment lies

III tlie plain. perfect-fitting

tailored lines. The panel
front, collar, belt and cuffs

are daintily piped Belted
waist, new bishop sleeves,

andstylish pleated-flounce
skirtof exceptionalfuliness.
Useful for indoor or outdoor
wear. The neat sewing, even
in SO low priced a dress, shows
you the care used in making
every "Standard" a« qq
Garment. Regular ^ .<35f

^2,00 value Special. *
Sizes, il to 44 Bust

ii» '•] f^^: - -v

$2.00
BLACK

'HEATHER-
BLOOM"
UNDER
SKIRT

'Heatht-rbloom" Petticoats look, feel and rustle like silk, hut
wear like iron. GU.4RANTEED FOR ONE YEAR era NEW ONE
FREE Heatherbloom is the ideal petticoat fabric. Light in
weight, but fine in weave and strong in texture. Won't crack
or tear. A. G. Hyde & Sons, its makers, advertise these petti-
coats widely at $2-00 and np. retail. We have chosen the best
style and offer it at a decided saving.

1240. Black "Heatherbloom" petticoat with extra full d.
flounce and deep ruffle. Rows of shirri
and clustered tucking provide trinimii
?2 00 value

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back,

A vear's subscription to",ST,\NDAKD
.STYLE BULLETIN " given FREE.

WRITF for it TO-D.AY.
A MONTHLY guidR to NEW YORK'S
Latest Eashion and Choicest Values.

$1.29

FREE
Standard MAIL

ORDER Co.,
244 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK
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Petticoats
WITH THIS LABEL

MADE OF

A

Wmm^o
fabric;.

are made from one of the beautiful Hydegrade
Tabrics—fabrics especially Ipoben for petticoats

and guaranteed for quality and long wear.

You can exercise your widest fancy in selecting Petticoats of

Hydegrade Fabrics. You can choose from among Sateens,

Messalines, Taffetas, Brocades, Stripes, Fancies and an endless

array of shades and colors.

The best manufacturers in the

country make them — they are

constantly striving to outdo each
other in producing superior de-
signs, qualities and values.

When you buy a petticoat, ask
toseethoseof Hydegrade Fabrics,

but be sure you see for yourself
that the Hydegrade label exactly

as shown above appears in each
petticoat. If it appears—you can
make your selection in the full

assurance that the style, beauty
and long wear will be secured
at the least possible cost.

All reliable retail stores sell petiicoais

of Hydegrade fabrics , but no matter what

price you pay, the Hydegrade label guar-

antees the quality of the fabric. Beware

of petticoats offered as made of Hyde-

grade fabrics which do not bearthe labe l.

They are frauds. The label is your only

surely—look for it—insist on seeing it.

New York A. G. HYDE 6 SONS Chicago

WhyOverndrk
3 in One" oil will save

any housewife much hard
work. Instead of spend-
ing part of every day
cleaning and polishing
furntlure, woodwork, pic-

ture frames, bathroom
fixtures, etc., use 3 in

One'*)ust once in awhile.

3 in One" removes dust
and grime, covers up
scratches and scars ,

keeps everything cleao
and bright.

Every woman should learn "ihe new way'* to

polish furniture. It's worth dollars but costs nothing.

PQCC Send us your name and the name of your
rnCL dealer. Get ''the new way" to polish

furniture and sample bottle of * 3 in One," both

absolutely free. "3 IN ONE" OIL CO..
54: Broadway, New York City.

Direct from Factory, Freight Prepaid

andGuaranteed by the Manufacturer
Voucan buy a Gold Coin Stove from us ^5 to

*ao less than dealer's
prices. We pay freight;
safe delivery Insured,
polished and all ready
to Sfit up.

Satisfaction or your
moju-y back any time

within. 1 year"
is our written
guaranty.
Free Cateloff—Illustrates
all our Stoves.
Glides Price

List and tells our
Plan and Offer,
send for it.

Gold Coin Stove Co.
11 Oak St. Troy.N.Y.

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn bookHALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needinffne^v books
Till-; liUil.OU A: MAI.N (0., >tMv \ork or Clii<:ii:o.

"Cant do without it

pOLISHELS quickly with a dry brush, giving a
^ brilliant, durable luster which outlasts all others.

The last particle may be used, as it does not

deteriorate. One cake of Rising Sun will black the

stove many times, as it polishes more surface than

several packages of so-called liquid

stove polish. Your grocer keeps it.

Ask for it and take no substitute.

Morse Brothers, Proprietors, Canton, Mau., U. S. A

:r.^

)Rli AT T]

By W. T. TWAMLEY, B.D.

THE many readers of The Chris-

tian Herald will be glad to know
that the Bowery Mission, during these

hot summer months, is carrying on its

most successful work as "the greatest

Rescue Mission in the world." Hardly
a day passes which does not bring some
party of visitors from those far-off

parts where The Christian Herald
is such a welcome guest, desiring to

see and know for themselves about the

work in which they have been stimu-

lated to take such a lively interest.

They are loud in their praises of the

services, and especially are much ar-

rested by the testimonies of the men,
and are more than filled with admira-
tion and gratitude for the magnificent
and well-equipped buildings to be

found in such a place as the Bowery,
which are a lasting memorial to the

late Dr. Louis Klopsch.
Many and many was the time Dr.

Klopsch with much enthusiasm and
delight personally conducted parties

from all parts of the country through
the new establishment at 227 Bowery,
and it was one of his special delights

to point out "The Brotherhood Room,"
where night after night the converts
of the mission meet from 7 to 8 P.M.
under the direction of their devoted
leader. Brother Charles Balevre. Dr.
Klopsch at nearly every meeting at

which he was present would always
call for the remarkable testimony of

Charles Balevre; of a life thrown
away for many long years, but at last

reclaimed by the grace of God, and
after giving his heart first to God,
having everything which sin had stolen

from him restored—wife and family,

friends, position, character and the

respect of all who know him.
During the three years in which the

Brotherhood has been at work nearly

ei-ght thousand men have mustered (

its roll; they are scattered far ai
wide and we are constantly hearii
from many of them. The third anr
versary of its establishment has ju
been held, and it will long be remei
bered as a memorable instance in i

history. Stirring addresses were givi

by the Rev. Charles E. Stowe, D.I
son of the late Mrs. Harriet Beech
Stowe; the Rev. Dr. A. H. C. Mor
of Brooklyn and the Rev. Hen
Craner, associate pastor of Bushwi
Avenue Congreg'ational Church, Broo
lyn. Solos were rendered by Mi-. Frai
MacDonough, and a special lunchei
was given by the First Presbyteri;
Church, South Orange, N. J., Re
David DeForest Burrell, pastor.

Brother Virginius DeNyse, who h
been a member of the Mission for t

last seven years, has now followed o

late president. Dr. Klopsch, to "t

Great Beyond." One of the most ii

pressive and beautiful services ev
held in the Bowery Mission was i

funeral service, at the end of whi
every one present filed by the bier a;

took a last look at the earthly remai
of one who was a striking example
the Brotherhood's work and one of t;

most signal instances of the triumi
of God's grace. Mr. DeNyse had ht

great and independent commercial p
sitions which through dissipation

had thrown away; but after his co

version he devoted his abilities a

restored position without stint a,

with an exemplary self-sacrifice to t

service of God and his fellow men.
During the month of July some

the speakers at the evening meetin
have been Rev. Dr. C. J. Allen, Rt

Minot C. Morgan, Bishop Darlingtc
Rev. Dr. Donald MacLeod, Hon. W
Sulzer and General Horatio King.

^« Tlhi© Clhiiss'cS!^ ©f tllhi«
99

"rpHE Church of the Sea," an evan-
-L gelical church for Christian sea-

men ashore and afloat,

has been established in

New York. It is in the

new Seaman's Home and
Institute of the Ameri-

can Seaman's Friend So-

ciety, No. 507 West
Street, New York City.

The first communion was
observed May 1.

The chief object is to

build up the religious

life of seamen generally.
Over three hundred thou-
sand seamen annually
come to the port of New
York. The Seaman's
Home and Institute en-
deavors to reach these
wanderers through its

philanthropic, social and
spiritual work. The pas-
tor-chaplain. Dr. E. M.

Rev. Edward M. Deems

Deems, was not satisfied that the m
should be provided merely with bat

games, athletic spor

reading rooms and co^

certs, but he wanted t

spiritual man refresh

and that there should

a church centre, so he c

ganized "The Church
the Sea."
Edward M. Deei

comes from three gent

ations of ministers. H
father, the Rev. Char!

Force Deems, was t

founder and pastor

the famous "Church
the Strangers" and oft

American Institute

Christian Philosophy
New York City. A st

vice will be held

"The Church of the Se

every night and regul

preaching services •

Sundays.

«^» A.tsa@Bi^ tS^© WcDS'M.ers
—A "recognition and thanksgiving" service

was held at the Auditorium at East Northfield,
Mass.. Saturday, August 13, 1910, in connec-
tion with the fiftieth jubilee of Dr. Arthur T.
Pierson's ministry and his golden wedding.

—An experienced settlement worker, who
has rendered valuable service at our Children's
Home, would be glad to hear from some settle-
ment or other organization or institution re-
quiring a skilled teacher in gymnastics, medical
gymnastics and settlement work generally.
Address A. M., CHRISTIAN Herald.

—Here is a letter from a Christian worker
in prison: "Last year, through the kindness of
the readers of The Christian Herald, I re-
ceived subscriptions to several of the leading
magazines. These I have conscientiously cir-
culated among friendless prisoners and much
good has been done. Had it not been for these
magazines, these prisoners would not have seen
any current literature. Life in prison is

dreary and monotonous enough at best, hence

it is needless to say how grateful the prison

I have been able to reach are for the past kii

ness of your readers. Every magazine I h;

received was bound in a durable cover a

extensively circulated. Every three months,

o\d copies were bound in volumes for furti

circulation, and these are still in use. Mi

good cheer and sunshine has been shed in ma
gloomy cells, and I trust the donors of

subscriptions last year may read these words

thanks offered by the prisoners thus tavore

The writer invites a renewal of these weico

gifts. Any reader of this journal who is int

ested can help him by addressing "Prisone

care of The Christian Herald.
—The Charity Organization Society

New York appeals for aid to provide tempor;

means of subsistence for a family in gr

need, because of the illness of the bread w
ner, who is in a sanatorium suffering ir

tuberculosis. Address the Secretary of

Society, 105 East Twenty-second Street, ^

York City.
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Continued from page 794-
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r surprise it was nearly five o'clock,

e hour Elizabeth had set for their

pper.

They found a table under a big tree,

the hill which sloped down to the

etty little lake. The girls helped

th alacrity. The table was soon

read and the girls seated around it.

iss Mason gazed in astonishment at

•« way the viands disappeared. She

fd not realized what the picnic sup-

T meant to these girls who often

'int hungry for the necessities of life.

In an incredibly short time, it

;med to her, they had finished their

pper.

"Can we wash the dishes?" asked
hanna.
"We'll be very careful," added
amie.

.Miss Mason gave her consent and
e girls carried the piles of dirty

^hes down the hill to the lake, where
jey stood on the boat landing, out
*er the water, and washed them.
hat a good time they had! Miss
ason could hear them talking and
jghing together as they washed and
fied the dishes. She turned back to

p table to clear away the remnants.
["Stop that! Behave yourselves!"
k heard Johanna cry.

There was a great screaming and
shing and jumping to and fro among
J girls on the landing. Some of
am. were splashing water in each
ler's faces, laughing and screaming

i glee. In vain did Johanna remon-
ate.

"Girls! Girls!" cried Miss Mason,
irningly. "You will get wet. Stop
it."

Some of them stopped at once; but
ip had become thoroughly demoral-
id. She jumped around, dashing
iter in the girls' faces and over their
esses. She jumped against a pile of
ihes, upsetting them with a loud
iter.
'I'll tell ma," threatened Fatty,
r face very red, as she advanced
vard her younger sister. "Ain't
}n ashamed?"
'You'll never go on another picnic,"
id Johanna, with finality.

Rut Imp had broken loo.se at last,

:'d there was no restraining her.

Miss Mason assumed her most dig-
lied manner and hurried down to the
iding, but she was only half way
ire when there was a scuffle, a
:'eam, a tremendous splash, and a
Id cry of "Help!" Fatty was floun-

''ring around helplessly in the water,
•inly trying to clutch the edge of the
hding, then she sank.
^'You've drowned your sister. Imp
/kelstein!" Johanna cried fiercely.

Imp stood still at last.

The girls stood white and trembling,
."igusta lifted up her voice and wept
^th a mighty sound. Miss Mason flew
t the landing.
'Imp pushed her in," explained the

rls, breathlessly.
The lake was not very deep, but it

^ s over a man's head at that point of
t' boat landing where the girls stood.
Vliss Mason knew it would be over

1" head if she attempted to walk out
tthe struggling girl. She could not
'im. She glanced around agonizingly
!• something to throw to her. The
J)e on the baskets was too short,
'ere was nothing.
Suddenly she spied a loose board in

t' landing.
'Help me, quick!" she cried to the

f-h.

Together they wrenched it loose and
r^hed it out over the water.
Patty rose to the surface just be-
Md the plank.
'Catch it; oh, catch it. Fatty!" im-

Ired Miss Mason.
'Catch it. Fatty!" screamed the

tls.

But Fatty was too far gone to hear

or to understand. She sank again.
"Oh, what shall we do?" murmured

Miss Mason in agony.
"Help! Help!" screamed the girls in

chorus.

Augusta's voice rose above them all.

There was a rushing, puffing sound
back of them. It came from the road
which led to the boat landing. A motor-
cycle was flying along the road. It

stopped. A man sprang from it and
rushed down the landing, past them,
and into the water. Fatty had risen
for the last time. Rapidly he swam
toward the drowning girl. Just as he
reached out his hand for her, she sank.
The man dived quickly. The watchers
held their breath. An awful second of
suspense, and then he rose to the sur-
face, holding the girl tightly in one
arm, while he tried to propel them
both by the other. It was not an easy
task. Fatty was a dead weight, and
a heavy one. Panting, he reached the
landing, and, clinging to it with one
hand, he lifted the unconscious girl up
to the boards, then climbed up himself.

"Dr. Barclay!" gasped Miss Mason.
"Help me," he ordered, tersely, as

the girls clustered around poor Fatty
with white, awe-stricken faces.

Panting- from his mighty exertion,
and dripping wet, yet with no thought
of himself, the doctor woi-ked over the
girl. To all appearances life was ex-
tinct; but, after working bravely for
a while, with the help of Miss Mason
and the girls. Fatty slowly came back
to life.

"She'll be all right now, if she
doesn't get cold from her wetting," said
the doctor, heaving a great sigh of
relief, and leaning for a moment wear-
ily against a post.

"How did you happen to come along
just when we needed you?" asked Miss
Mason, recovering from the excitement
and suspense.
"One of my patients has moved a

mile or so beyond here, and I rode
through the park on my way home.
But how did you come here, and who
are these girls?" The young man
looked about him in astonishment.
"They belong to Elizabeth Lloyd's

class at the settlement house. She had
promised them a picnic this afternoon,
but is ill with a cold. She prevailed
on me to come as her substitute."
"You? I thought you said

"

"I know," she answered, more
humbly than he had ever heard her
speak before, or ever thought she
could speak. "I know—I said a lot of

things I am sorry for now. I didn't

see how you could take such an inter-

est in settlement work—I didn't think
I ever could— I didn't know. I have
learned lots of things this afternoon.
I have changed my mind about many
things."
"Have you?" rang out the doctor's

voice, eagerly. He looked at her
quickly, searchingly, and a great light

came into his eyes. He forgot the

girls. He saw only Miss Mason, rosy

and blushing, and she—she forgot the

girls, too.

The doctor recovered himself and
said, in a tone meant to be profes-

sional, but from which he could not

keep the happy ring:

"These girls must get home at once.

I will see you safely to the car."

They hurriedly gathered up the

baskets and wended their way to the

car. The girls clambered in, tired but

happy.
The motorcycle with its rider

whizzed along beside the car. It was
hard to tell which of all the party was
the happiest.

But the girls little knew what the

chance meeting and the rescue meant
to the fair young girl who had them in

charge and'the man who, by his timely

arrival, had saved the life of one of

their number.

The Serious Side
of Foods Shot from Guns

Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are so enticing that they hardly seem like scientific foods.

These crisp, porous grains—eight times natural size—are becoming the cereal sensations.
Half a million meals of Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are now served every day.

They are eaten because people delight in them—because the grains are like nuts—because
they melt in the mouth.

But, lest you forget, let us remind you again of the real reason for these foods.

A Doctor's Advice
A friend told us this: "A few days ago I consulted a famous physician regarding a

stomach trouble. And I was fairly amazed when the advice that I got was to eat Puffed
Wheat and Puffed Rice.

"I regarded these foods as a sort of cereal confection. The baby of our house delights in

them. But to have a great physician advise them as a diet was a novel idea to me.
"But he explained that these foods contained all the grain value—all the food elements

needed.

"He said—as you say—that the steam explosion breaks the starch granules to pieces, so
the digestive juices act instantly. Cooking, baking or toasting can't do this as well.

"The result is two whole grain foods—the world's premier foods—so wonderfully pre-
pared that they don't ta.x the stomach. So he advised them for my principal diet."

Prof. Anderson's Idea
-the sole idea—of this curious process, invented by Prof.

Then the guns are revolved for

That was the original object-

Anderson.
The whole kernels of grain are put into sealed guns,

sixty minutes in a heat of 550 degrees.

That heat turns the moisture in the grain to steam, and tlie pressure becomes tremen-
dous. Then the guns are suddenly unsealed, the steam explodes, and every starch granule
is literally blasted to pieces.

The grains are puffed to eight times their natural size. But the coats are unbroken, the
shapes are unaltered. These crisp, giant grains are more digestible than any other cereal food.

How to Serve
Serve with sugar and cream, if you wish. Or mix them with fruit. Bananas or berries

mixed with Puffed Wheat form a delightful blend.

Or serve them, like crackers, in a bowl of milk. Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are as
crisp as crackers and four times as porous as bread.

Serve them any time—at mealtimes, between meals or bedtime. There is no harm in

eating at any hour these easily digested foods.

Serve them tomorrow—order them now. For your folks are missing ideal foods when
they lack Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice.

Puffed Wheat, 10c

Puffed Rice, 15c

Except in

Extreme
West

Made only by The Quaker Oats Company (62)
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Set
No. 110

Neckwear Bargains
Dainty 5-piece Neck Sets

Guaranteed to be bigger value than you have ever known, better

quahty than you expect

—

or your money back.

Set No. 110. Collar—Fine qual'ity linen, edged witli imported Irish Cluny

Lace and triiiiined with covered buttons. Jabot—Fine Im^n. double tabs edsred

—^ ^^ with Irish Cluny to-match col —
^T f\ j-» lar. Brooch — Large oval of

•^k^^** real pearl with strong pin and

%J ^^ ^^ clasp Collar Pins—Two da int.

\

pearl collar fasteners match-
ing brooch. Complete set, 5 articles,

postpaid, 59 cents.

Sef Bo. 11-2. Collar of fine, imported
Point de Paris Lace over net, trimmed
with white silk ribbon and boned.
Jabot—Double tabs of plaited net and Point

de Paris like coll.ir—prettily

designed. Brooch — Large
amethyst mounted in handsome

gold plated setting with strong
pin and clasp. Collar Pins—Two

dainty, gold plated Baby Pins of pretty d
Complete set, 5 articles, post-paid, 69 cents.

69c
Both Sets—Post-paid, $1.19

Collars and jabots are washable : collar sizes 12 to 18. State size

wanted. Send stamps or money-order. Your money back if you
„ —^ .. nl- *-liy-irf\>i trill \' rt\t^ac(>(\

Fresher merchandise,
newer styles, lower
prices tliaii you have
ever known are to lie

are not thoroughly pleased

FREE CATALOG
found in the Hf,rzfei.der Fall Catalog. Here are neckwear,lai;.'S,liflts,

veilings etc. .direct from the Paris, London ami NewYork desigjiers. Here,

also are the very newest jewelry novelties,brooches,bracelet8,i)nrse^,vanity

lioxes I'oiiitis- fioni the world's foremost makers—an endless variety of fasei

iiatnii; thiniis .it i>i ices which make this catalog of special interest to every

woman. It is free for the asking—simply send name and address on a post-card

HERZFELDER & SON J.^/w'^v^^.H^'^rT^

are interestetl in

—

piano or organ.

Established Over Half A Century

A Quarter Of A Million In Use
We place a piano or organ In your home, freight paid If

you wLnh on

A Year's Free Trial

giving you easy terms of your own choice,
and two years' credit if needed. We
positively save you one-half or more
on a high grade, sweet toned, durable
Cornish piano or organ because we sell to y uu

Direct From The Factory As Low
As Any Dealer Can Buy

Every instrument is bonded for 25 years
against defect. The new Cornish Ijook, the most
beautiful piano and organ catalog issued, shows
the choicest of our 50 latest styles and explains
things you ought to know whether you buy from us
or elsewhere. The hook is yours for the asking.
Write for it now and mention the instrument you

rAnillCH i*A WASHINGTON. NEW JERSEY
l<vKnl9l1 %M Established Over Fifty Years.

Buy Direct—Save Money—We Pay Freight
Our monthly installnioiit i»lan of selling direct saves you all the dealer's protit
and his excessive charges for installation and repairs. You can save at least
one-third the cost of your furnace. We have been Imilding Jahant Furnaces for
over thirty years and guarantee perfect satisfaction. Let us tell you why the

JAHANT DOWN
DRAFT FURNACE

Is tlie best HenthiH: System Ma<l<' for lesidciircs, schools, hotels, ehiirches,
etc. It IS tlie most fMM.iioiinral furnace. Ido, and .s:ivcs one-third to one-half
I lie cost uf fuel Itccause the indented ^'Dow ii-I )ralt System'* bui'iis hard or soft
cc.al, \vt)ud or lignite, and burns it ALL without cinders, clinkers or any waste.
Meeds less attention, yet heats much better than the ordinary furnace, hot air,
steam or hot water heating system. Our "Installment Plan'* of monthly
payments by which you pay

Only $10 Down and $10 a Month
makes it easy foi- any one to liave the best heating system made.

Weseiiii complete outtit, furnace, pipes, registers etc., togetlier with special
plans, full directions anil all tools for mstallmg. It you can drive a nail you
can install a Jabant Furnace witbout tbe aid of a tinner.

Wpito Ta Hqv Iai» TofolAn whifb exi.laiiis the .Jahant Down-Draft
flllll: lO-UdJ' IWl l./dldlUy Sysirm anil tells why it gives more heat
at less V-ost than any olliei' system uf ln.)t air, strum itr hot \\ater heating.

THE JAHANT HEATING CO., 205 Howard Street, Akron. O.

9A Beautiful Post Cards -I A^
U" No Two Alike —Latest Designs XvV
Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic liirthday. Friendship.
(Jood Lut'k, Hoses and Flowers in exquisite eolors, all
for only 10 rents, if you answer this ad. iminediatelv.
J. H. Seymour, 255 W. Eighth St., Toueka. Kan.

PATENTS:?;
For facts about Prize

' and Reward offers and
[nventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send Sc postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept. 36 Pacific BIdg, Washington, D.C.

AVEABTOPAY
Just a little payment now and then—whatever you can conveniently spare—and the furn-
ishings you select are soon paid for. We give you over a year's time on every purchase and
you enjoy the full use of the goods while paying for them. We charge absolutely nothing for
this credit accommodation—no interest—no extras of any kind. It's by far the most liberal plan
of credit that is serving the people today. Everything strictly confidential

CATALOG N2: 60 FREE
Our Big New Catalog tells all about this most generous credit plan.
Write for it at once. It's an immense volume of over 300 pages, hand-
eomely illustrated in colors, quoting factory prices on everything to

furnish and beautify the home— Furniture.Stoves,
Carpets, Rugs, Curtains, Pianos. Crockery, Sew-
ing Machines, Clocks, Silverware, Pictures, Go-
Carts, Refrigerators, etc., etc. No matter what
catalogs you may have had in the past, no matter n > — -m your
what catalogs you may have at the present time, II | ^^ order,
don't order a thing until you receive this big book, balance 50c monthly.
Write for this big catalog at once—write for it today. Ql AltTKK-SAWEI) OAK

HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET CO. LibraryTable^^t_,

• Cash
'with

lanrnrWMreSCaipetCol

Dept. F 2 823-229 Wabash Ave.,Chicago pofX'd'.T^^ge""^"
Largest, oldest and best kno^vn bomefumishing concern drawer and ^^^ t^w-^
_^ in America—established 1855—65 years of success— shelf belq^^^BH r^r/j^jj

over TOO.IXK) customers. _^^^^0m^S^ *"

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

I
S it lawful to give tribute to

Caesar?" "Whose wife shall she

be in the resurrection?" "Which
is the great commandment?"
The first of the three foregoing

questions was put to Jesus by the

Pharisees and the Herodians. The
second was asked by the Sadducees.

The third was asked by a lawyer of

the Herodians. And there was a

fourth question put by Jesus himself.

The Sadducees, Pharisees and He-
rodians did not ask questions of Jesus

because they desired information, but

because they wished to entrap him. If

we know the character of these men
we shall not wonder at their sinister

purpose. The Sadducees were the

aristocrats of their day. They at-

tached themselves to the priests, par-
ticularly to the high priests, and they
largely composed the Sanhedrin, the

Supreme Court of the Jews. What-
ever beliefs they may have had, they
had one unbelief: they did not believe

in the resurrection of the dead.

The Parties in Jerusalem

The Pharisees were far more nu-
merous than the Sadducees, and not of

such high rank, because they attached
themselves to the scribes instead of to

the priests. They were the law party,
going far beyond the law of God as
given by Moses. They thus put heavy
burdens upon men, and made serving
God anything but a delight.

The Herodians were a small po-
litical party who had gathered about
King Herod, when he was ruler in

Palestine. They were hated both by
the Pharisees and the Sadducees. But
once, at least, the Pharisees made com-
mon cause with them, when they tried

to entrap Jesus by questions.
The Sadducees asked their question

because they knew that according to

the law of Moses it was the custom
for a man to marry the widow of a
brother, or even of brothers; and they
thought that Jesus must either con-
demn the law or deny the resurrection.
In a single sentence Jesus showed
them that a law concerning marriage
on earth was not applicable to heaven.
They wanted Jesus to declare himself
an opponent to the law. They were
continually bringing this charge
against him, although Jesus had said
that he came not to destroy the law
and the prophets, but to fulfil them.
And the Sadducees were silenced by
Jesus' reply. Possibly they were made
to feel that they must let God know
some things which they could not
know.

The Question of Tribute

The Pharisees asked their question
about the tribute money because they
wished to entangle Jesus with the
Roman authorities. Their question,
"Is it lawful to pay tribute to C£esar?"
was most pernicious, for if Jesus had
said, "Yes," it would have aroused the
whole body of the Jews against him.
Tribute was such a hateful thing to
them that some of the strictest among
them would not carry about their per-
sons the denarius, a coin which had on
it the image of Cassar; but they must
use it in paying taxes, when they went
directly to the money-changers for it.

If Jesus had answered "No" to their
question it would have aroused the
Roman authorities against him. And
so it appears that Jesus could answer
neither yes nor no. He wisely made
them answer their own question. And
this he did by requesting that a de-
narius (penny) should be brought to
him. It was not a cent, but a coin
worth about seventeen cents.

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
September 18, 1910. Three Questions. Matt.
22 : 15-22, 34-46. Golden Text : "Render there-
fore unto Csesar the things which are Csesar's

;

and unto God the things that are God's." Matt.
22 : 21.

It had the head of Caesar on one sid

with the inscription, "Tiberius Caesa^

the son of the deified Augustus, hin

self Augustus." On the other side wa
the image of the deified Augustti
himself, with the inscription Ponti
Maxim.—the greatest of all ruler:

Put in contrast with this the Jewis
half shekel. On one side, the word
"Half shekel" and the laver; and o

the other, "Jerusalem Holy" and th
three flowers, representing the Got
head. Only such a coin, or the sheke
which was similar in design, could b

used to pay tribute to God in th
temple service.

The Great Commandment

Verily, the Pharisees had asked
hard question of Jesus. When the coi

he had requested was brought to hii

he reminded them of their constant us
of it in matters of trade, and the
uttered the principle that if they use
Cffisar's money, they were in dut
bound to pay tribute to him. "Rende
unto Caesar the things that ai

Caesar's." This principle was aftei

ward put into the Talmud, the Jewis
commentary on the law, in the words
"If a king's coin is current in a cour
try, the men of that country do thereb
evidence that they acknowledge hii

their lord." (Not their God, but thei

ruler.)

There was a stinging rebuke in th

added words of Jesus: "Render unt^

God the things that are God's." The
had done the first, because they must
they had not done the last, because th

Lord regards only those who serv

him with a willing heart. And so th

Pharisees were silenced.

Then a lawyer of the Herodiar
asked the question

:

"Which is the great commandment?
This question was probably not suf'

gested by the Herodians themselve
but grew out of the interest of an ii

dividual. But certainly the Pharisee
were interested in it. We can bi

wonder what answer they expecte
Jesus to give, knowing what we d

about their strict observance of tl

Sabbath, for they taught men th;

they should not carry a handkerchie
on the Sabbath, or wear shoes that ha

nails in them, because it would 1:

"carrying burdens on the Sabbath
But if Jesus had replied, "the fourt

commandment," they probably woul
have charged him with idolatry, wit

the worship of the day, rather than c

the God who made the day. The lav

yer's question was one which was ofte

discussed among the Jews. The Phai

isees certainly interpreted the who!

law in a tyrannical way. In his repl

Jesus gave the true interpretatioi

He set forth its benign principle c

love: first, love to God; and seconc

love to man.

The Fulfilling of the Law-

Love is the fulfilling of the law. I

loving God we fulfil the first four con

mandments: We honor him as Goi

and him only; we do not speak irrei

erently of him, and we honor his da^

In loving men we neither desire thei

possessions, nor will we seek to mak
ours that which is theirs; we will neve

speak ill of them, or lie about then"

and above all we will honor those wl'

gave us being. When God first ga\

the commandments from Mount Sina

he gave them in love, as a covenant b(

tween God and man. He told Moses t

tell the Hebrews that he was to t

their God, and they were to be h

people, and they were to show the'

loyalty to him in the ways indicateij

in the law. And God gave the law tj

the Hebrews for the whole world. A
man-made laws have drawn their has

of equity from the law as given o

Sinai. And it may also be said th;

the keeping of all law is based upo

Continued on next page

i
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he thought of love as set forth in that

;ovenant-law, for no one will obey that

vhich he hates, but will have instead

he spirit of the anarchist. So that

fesus in his reply to the question of the

'harisees only reiterated what had
)een said by God in the beginning.

The lawyer who asked the question,

'Which is the greatest command-
nent?" was well satisfied with the

inswer which Jesus gave, for he said

;o Jesus, "Of a truth thou hast well

said." It has been suggested that the

awyer was an honest seeker after

ruth. Evidently his question was of

lis own initiative.

The Wherefore of Our Love for God

Dr. George H. Pentecost has said:

'Nowhere in the New Covenant or the

Gospel is a believer commanded to love

jod, and the question naturally arises

:

But is it not the duty of the believer to

ove God? As I understand it I would
not put it so. One can hardly love

mother as a matter of duty. Love, in

;he nature of it, must be spontaneous,

'it cannot be forced or compelled, for

any emotion which is manifested to-

ward God or man under compulsion,

or as a mere discharge of obligation,

cannot be love. One cannot love an-

other by trying to do so. There is no
'doubt an eternal obligation upon all

'jmen to love God, but it must be for-

sver an undischarged obligation so far

as the unregenerated and unreconciled

man is concerned. And when a man is

reconciled to God through our Lord
Jesus Christ, he does not love as a

jduty, but because he cannot help it.

TLove is^the mark of the new birth."

"Love is of God; and every one that

loveth is born of God, and knoweth
God. He that loveth not, knoweth not

God; for God is love" (L John 4: 7, 8).

Love to Our Fellow-Men

In the Bible we are told that if we
love not our brethren, the love of God
is not in us; and also that we manifest
our love for God by loving others, not
only in word, but in deed.

"Do you see the churchyard up
yonder, children?" said old Jem.
"There is the grave of a brave man up
'there, and he was my Sunday School
teacher for many years; and if you
will sit down beside me, I will tell you
how he died." And they all gathered
around Jem, and sat down on the
grass, and looked with wonder into his

face. Jem began his story

:

"Everybody in our village knew
John Holmes. He gathered a lot of us
boys in his carpenter shop on Sunday

! afternoons. He taught us a little read-
iing, and then we sang some hymns,

I

and after that he talked to us. He
never was tired of telling us about the
love of Jesus. It all seemed so real to
'him that once when he was telling us
about heaven and Jesus being there, a
little chap stood up and said: 'And did
you really see all that yourself? Did

Jesus give you a peep inside?' One
Sunday he taught us as usual, and on
the Monday night after there was a
strong gale blowing out at sea. The
fishermen used to go out on stormy
nights, and try to help poor people who
were wrecked on the rocks. John
Holmes had sometimes helped in sav-
ing drowning people. Well, that night
we heard guns fired, and saw lights
burning, so we knew there was a ship
in distress; so out went the Seagull,
carrying brave hearts and kind hands
to help the poor creatures. But twice
our men had to turn back, for the sea
was so rough they could not get near
the rocks. The second time they came
back some of them came ashore, and
said it was impossible for them to go
out again. But Captain Tom said, 'As
long as there's any hope of saving lives

I shall go; and I know, mates, you
won't let old Captain Tom go by him-
self! A man stepped forward to go

—

the father of one of our Sunday School
boys; but John Holmes went up to
him and said : 'You have a wife and
little children at home, but John
Holmes' wife and children are in

heaven; let him go in your place. At
first Captain Tom objected, because
he feared John Holmes was not as good
a seaman as a fisherman, but finally he
consented when John Holmes said,

'Don't fear I'll turn coward.' And
then he turned to us and said, 'Good-
by, boys; if your teacher does not
come back, remember he'll look out to

meet you all in heaven. If death comes
to me to-day, thank God I'm ready to

meet it.' And off they went. We stood

on the shore waiting for them to come
back. While we watched they came,
and some one from the shore shouted

:

'All safe aboard?' 'Seven lives saved,'

came back the answer from Captain
Tom, 'but we've left the best of the lot

behind. Let us get these poor things

off and then we will go back and get

John Holmes off the rocks.' The Seo-
giill was quickly unloaded, and started

back. We were told by some of the

men that Captain Tom had said that

the seven extra men would be too heavy
for the boat, and that John Holmes had
insisted on staying behind. 'I'm a big

weight,' he said; 'go you quickly back
and then come here again. Please

God, you'll find me sitting on this rock;

if not, I shall only have gone to my
heavenly home by a short road.'

"I can't tell you much more," said

Jem with tears in his eyes; "they only

brought back John's body, which they

found washed up by the sea. As Cap-
tain Tom gently spread a blanket on

the sand on which to lay it, he said,

'John was ready for death.' So you
don't wonder that I said, 'There is the

grave of a very brave man.' " And
then the children took Jem's hands and
asked him to take them close beside

the grave and in their little hearts was
planted the Christlike thought of lov-

ing and helping others.

ADVERTISING HAS IMPROVED THE WORLD

NO dishonest advertiser nowadays lasts long commercially. Any man
who has the appearance of making money is closely watched, and he soon

has competition; it does not take long for his competitors to uncover any
crookedness. Here is where advertising does its work.

Suppose Brown triei^ to sell you a worthless umbrella for $2. Green sees

how weak Brown is, and starts to advertise a special make of honest value

umbrellas, guaranteed to give satisfaction, at the same price. The guaranty of

the honest man will get the trade every time, and Brown must reform or go out

of business. Whichever he does you are benefited. Advertising frauds are

soon discovered.
Again, supposing three merchants start to sell the same article. The pub-

lisher asks all three to advertise. Two do not advertise because they know the

other one to be dishonest. The publisher soon finds it out, and refuses to carry

the dishonest advertising. That is one way in which you are protected by pub-

lishers, who never tire in their efforts to kill fraudulent advertising.

No merchant can continue to advertise in a reputable paper unless he is

honest in his dealings.
The Christian Herald carries only such advertisers as it can guarantee to

be worthy of your patronage. Look through this issue and note the reputable

houses that favor us with their patronage.
. .

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser m The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who mu.st be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

Holeproof Hose Are Made From

the Very Softest Yarns
In the Lightest Weights—The Hose Are Perfect in Fit and Style

There are no finer hose than "Holeproof" no matter from what standpoint you
judge hose. "Holeproof" are the softest hose that are made. They never feel stiif

or harsh. Our yarn costs an average of 70 cents per pound. It is Egyptian and
Sea Island Cotton. We could buy yarn for one-half as much. "Holeproor' are
made, if you want them, in the lightest weights and every inch of them snugly fits

—no bagging at the ankle. And there's a wide assortment of colors to choose among.
So don't judge the genuine "Holeproof" by common guaranteed brands.

"Holeproof" are the result of 32 years of experience. We've guaranteed them
for the past 13 j-ears.

Get the original guaranteed hose—six pairs guaranteed six months.

The men's sox sell at $1.50 for

six pairs, up to $3.00, according
to finish. Three pairs of silk sox

guaranteed three months, $2.00.

The ladies' stockings are .$2.00 to

$3.00 for six pairs. The children's

stockings are $2.00 for six pairs. BeK, V. S. Pat,
Office. 10116

The genuine "Holeproor* are
sold in your town. We'll tell you
the dealers' names on request or
we'll ship direct where we have
no dealer, charges prepaid on
receipt of remittance.

Write for Eree Book
"//ow to Make Your Feet Happy**

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., 491 Fourth Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Xampico News Co., S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Eepublic

WHEELCHAIRS
A Wlieel Chiilria nfleii

ail iii\Hlul»'» ^reatei^t

cuinlort. WeofltTover
itylea of lliese easy, sell-piopelliuK ami
allil's Rollins Clialia. with latest iiii-

proveineiits. Ship direct from
factory to yon, freight prepaid,
HM.i >.ii ,11 30 Days' Trial.

I.il..'|;,l Ili>r,„|,,tS I,, all

MiMhh,- h.i- 11,-c ,at,il..,-iie NOW.
<i<>I{|)0>' MFf;. CO.

454 Madison Ave.. Toledo, 0.

BfLVRAVPD .^4^ mn.IEZOTEZSBZLUk I ivi I Kn ^JSVswianB, uoss dub-

CHURPH ^^'aSLX, LOWZS FSICZ.

ZIXjXLaS. ~ TILLS WHY.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundnr Co.. Cincinnati. O.

QTAIWPC '*'•' different foreign ac. Mention paper.

l31/lillr 3 Miiakcr Stamp Co.. Toledo, O.

"NO FRILLS"
Just Sensible Food Cured Him.

Sometimes a good, healthy commercial
traveler suffers from poorly selected food
and is lucky if he learns that Grape-Nuts
food will put him right.

A Cincinnati traveler says: "About a
year ago my stomach got in a bad way.
I had a heaHache most of the time and
suffered misery. For several months I

ran down until I lost about 70 pounds in

weight and finally had to give up a good
position and go home. Any food that I

might use seemed to nauseate me.
"My wife, hardly knowing what to do,

one day brought home a package of Grape-
Nuts food and coaxed me to try it. 1 told

her it was no use, but, finallv,to humor her,

I tried a little and they just struck my
taste. It was the first food that I had
eaten in nearly a year that did not cause
any suffering.

"Well, to make a long story short, I be-

gan to improve and stuck to Grape-Nuts.
i went up from 135 pounds in December
to 194 pounds the following October.
"My brain is clear, blood all right and

appetite too much for any man's pocket-

book. In fact, I am thoroughly made
over and owe it all to Grape-Nuts. I talk

so much about what Grape-Nuts will do
that some of the men on the road have
nicknamed me 'Grape-Nuts,' but I stand
to-day a healthy, rosy-cheeked man—

a

pretty good example of what the right

kind of food will do.

"You can publish this if you want to.

It is a true statement without any frills.'"

Read the Httle book, "The Road to

Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a reason,"

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

A Chance
To Earn More

!

IT
is estimated that a city of
10,000 spends about $5,000 a
year for magazines. 30% of

that amount ($1,500) is paid to
certain persons who secure some
of these subscriptions for the
publishers. These amounts vary
according to the population.

The Magazine business, there-
fore, offers unusual opportunities
for Men and Women, Boys and
Girls, Ministers, Sunday School
Teachers and all others who desire
to increase their incomes.

Why not control part of the
subscription business of your
community ? It is clean, dignified
work, and the best people are now
engaged in it.

The Christian Herald is organ-
izing an entirely new agency staff.

This live Weekly has never before
offered such liberal inducements
for this class of work, and the
possibilities are really unlimited.

Just think of the large number of
people who could be induced to sub-
scribe for The Christian Herald I

A little effective work, carefully
followed up, would in time enable
you to "corner" most of the
subscription business of your
territory, which would net you a
permanent profit aside from your
other endeavors. There is no ex-
pense—we send everything free.
Only spare time required.

Why not take advantage of this

opportunity to establish a paying
spare-time business for yourself?
It may be just the chance you are

looking for. It is at least worth
investigating, and we urge you
to write for particulars of our
Subscription Money Plan at once.

ADDRESS :

The Christian Herald Agency Dept.,

Bible House, New York City
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THE HOWARD WATCH
here will be no more Howards as

low as $37.50, except the limited

number now in the dealers* hands.

The increasing demand for our better

watches compels us to stop making

this grade and concentrate on the finer movements.

On February 1 st, of this year, we had to discontinue the

$35.00 Howard as we announced at that time, and on June

1 5th we made the last of the $37.50 quality. These are

both excellent watches.

The $35.00 watch sold out so fast that many people

were disappointed. They didn't see the jeweler soon

enough. It will be the same with the $37.50 if those who

desire them do not act quickly.

See your jeweler at once, there will never

be another Howard made at $37.50
This watch is 1 7-jewel single roller escapement, tested

in its case at the factory—adjusted to three positions, tem-

perature and isochronism—in hunting case only.

We wish it clearly understood that this is not a raise in

price of Howard watches. It means that we have to in-

crease our production of the finer watches and we can't do

that by hurrying the work. In 65 years of watch making

history a Howard has never been slighted.

. Every year there are more men who want to own a

Howard—never quite enough to go around.

The price of each watch is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a Howard watch. No
jeweler can charge you more than the printed ticket calls for

and the Howard is always worth that price.

Talk to the Howard jeweler in your town—^he is a

good man to know.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

Save Steps StT^pw^\\';'^h.eiVJ;l"f.;x. l PATENTS That Protect and Pay
f $ln.(-s,,,|i„i,l. CI

) WHEEL TRA7 C0.,435C West 61st Flace.Cbicago, lU
Kates Iteasonablp. Hi^liest Keftrenoes. Best Services.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON. D.C,

MANY DOLLARS SAVED IN BUILDING
Write for FREE Samples and Booklet Describing

WALLB0ArDi2.'s"H»THlNG
Bishopric Wall Board is cheaper and better than Bishopric Sheathing saves 7S per cent.in material

Lath and Plaster; also saves time in building, and labor. Ideal for frame or cement buildings.

Bisliopric Sheatliing is both better
and clieaper than lumber. It is the

Tiiis practical substitute for lath and
plaster is easily nailed to studdinpr.

Being applied dry. it is at once ready for

paint, paper or burlap. Saves time and
labor; is clean and sanitary, guaranteed

Proof Against Dampness,
Heat, Cold, Sound,Verniin
Hiehoprio Wall IJoanl is made of kiln-

(irieil dressed lath, IMKEDDKIl in hot
Asphalt Elastic, and surfiired with sized

eaniboard; is cat at the fac-imy intd uni-

form sheets 4x4 ft. sq. and ihree-i'it-'liilis ct

an inch thick. These sheets (delivi red in

crates) are easily and qiiiekly nailed to
Btiiddini? ready for wall paper, paint or
Imrlap.

Its Many Tsks : - Hisln.prie Wall
Hoard is used for dwellings, iilensiire, ImiiIIIi resort and
factory buildings, new piirlitions in old buildings, linisli-

uiy attics, cellars, porelies, laundi ies, (.'arages.

Price $2.50 per 100 sq. fl. or $6.40 per crale of 256 sq. ft f. 0. b.

factories. New Orleans, Cindimati, or Alma, Mich.

.same material as Wall Board, but
finish is not necessarily so fine; there-
fore <'osts less. Quickly nailed to studs
\v Ih laths and asphalt exposed, forming
tlead air space between laths and weather
bojirds. Makes smoother and more solid
job than lumber : no holes, no shinnking.
I'roof against heat, cold and dampness.

For Cement or Stucco Work
Bishopric Sheathing has no equal in econ-
omy an<l satisfactory results. .Space be-
twf'eii laths forms excellent key for
ccTneiif. M o isture cannot penetr.ate
asiilialt body of Sheathing. OiU' FREE
IvooKlet explains everything.

Hishopric- SlieiitliiiiL' also is used with excellent ve
suits asclii-ai"si and tiest lining for dairy barns, poultrv
houses, stables and all other outdoor buildings.

Price $2 per square of 100 sq. ft or $5.12 per crate of 256 sq

fl. f. 0. b. New Orleans, Cindnnati, or Alma, Mich.

3i/ George Jl. Sanford, Secretary, jirmy branch, Y. M. C. Jj.

FEW native Americans recognize the

far-reaching influences vi^e exert

in preaching the Gospel to the for-

eigners who are flocking to our shores.

They come so quietly and unobtrusively

that we hardly realize their presence

except in the large centres. However,

their presence will be to our counti-y

either a menace or a great opportunity.

If they do not become assimilated and
trained to American ideals, our coun-

try will become Europeanized; but on

the other hand, their presence makes
one of the greatest of opportunities for

evangelization ever given to any peo-

ple. One hardly realizes this fact un-

til absent abroad. For instance, in

Great Britain in a church or street

audience probably ninety-five per cent,

will be native-born; here in New York,

especially in street meetings, the ratio

of native born Americans would prob-

ably not be over twenty per cent. It

is not simply a question of reaching

these people "who listen to us, but the

influences also reach back to the homes

of these aliens in the old country.

In an interesting pamphlet, entitled,

"The Evangelization Work in Italy,"

published by the Waldensian Church,

we read of an interesting work which

has sprung up in a small Italian village

named Salle. To reach that town,

which is stationed in the Abruzzi, one

must travel a long way by train, then

ride on donkey back three hours over a

very rough road. This town of Salle

was formerly a centre of great igno-

rance and superstition; but the Gospel

was brought to Salle by immigrants
who returned home from North Amer-
ica. Although the first beginnings of

the work aroused fierce persecutions,

yet now there is a handsome building

dedicated which includes a little church,

schoolrooms and a small lodging for

evangelist.s. In another town, Ortono,

according to this same report, a like

work has been commenced also through
immigrants returned from the United
States.

Personally, I am thoroughly con-

vinced of the value of street preaching,

especially to foreigners. There is

good deal of prejudice on their pai
about entering churches; but they wi
gather around you on the street an
listen with an interest that is fairl
pathetic, and one can read in thei
faces the unsatisfied longing of th
soul. I should like to make an eames
appeal for such systematic preachin
of the Gospel on the highways and hy
ways. It was where Jesus himself di

his preaching.

A good deal is said nowadays abou
the decadence of the Church. If ther
is any truth in the statement, is th
reason hard to firtd? Christ's last com
mand to every disciple (and that in

eludes you and me) was to make dis

ciples of all nations. I do not intei

pret this to mean necessarily for us t

go as foreign missionaries, but in ou
own sphere in life, to be active i

bringing others to Christ. May I b
permitted to make a personal appHca
tion of this truth? How many soul

have you won to Christ this year
Some may answer that this definite re

suit is beyond human control. Thi
may be true; yet it is also true that i

the seed of truth is sown, it is sure t

spring up into eternal life under God'
blessing. How much effort are yo
now making in this direction? Ho\
many times have you preached th

Gospel to others this month? Hav
you, a single time? Let us not be con

tent unless we are seeking dail

through the various churches and mis

sions, but especially on the streets an

'

through personal work, as well a

through the broader field of thos

whose lives touch ours in business an

in the community, to bring these soul

to Christ. Our opportunities are won
derful and we hold in our hands lever

of the power of which we have neve

dreamed. Let us by faith grasp th

opportunity to-day and seek systemat

ically to bring others, especially ou

immigrant friends, to Christ. God"
Word tells us that such bread cas'

upon the waters will return afte

many days.

Answered by Prof. S. P. Leland, Seabreeze, Fla.
i

Write lor Booklet and FREE Samples ol Wall Board.
Sheathing and Roofing. Dealers, Write for Proposition.

THE MASTIC WALL BOARD & ROOFIIVG MFG. CO., 40 East Third St., Cincinnafi, 0.

V. A. S., Johnstown, O. Was the Star of Beth-

lehem visible here? The Texas papers

were full of it, but no notice was taken

in Ohio,

There are certain stars known as variable

stars. Some are periodic in appearance and

some very irregular. When one of these blos-

soms out in blazing splendor unscientific men
stand in awe, while the superstitious think it

portends some great calamity to the people

of this little world. The star they call the Star

of Bethlehem was probably Mira in the Cetus.

W, H. G., Lockport, N. Y. 1. I noticed at the

time of our last eclipse of the sun that the

moon set with the sun. that is, nearly

northwest, and in July set about southwest.

I fail to understand it. 2. I understand the

north star is the centre of the universe.

Now the big dipper, as it is commonly
called, makes its circuit around that star

every twenty-four hours. Is the dipper
nearer to it than we ai-e?

1, The motion of our moon in space is very

complicated and apparently irregular. It is not

situated in the plane of the earth's path, but its

path is inclined about five degrees to ours, and

this inclination varies greatly. It sometimes

oscillates fully ten minutes of arc. In winter

the full moon is very high, but in summer it is

correspondingly low, and what is sometimes

called the swinging movement of the earth

causes the moon to greatly change the points of

its rising and setting, as noted in the question.

2, If, in imagination, we prolong the earth's

axis of rotation to the vault of the sky it will

reach a point around which the stars seem to

revolve in an opposite direction to the revolu-

tion of the earth and opposite to the movement
of the hands of a clock. The apparent motion
of the stars around this point is apparent only,

and is caused by the movement of the earth on
its axis, and makes a revolution every 23 hours
56 minutes and 43 seconds. The bright star.

Alpha, in the constellation of the Little Bear,

is but little more than one degree from the polar

point and is known as the north star. This
star is gradually approaching the exact pole.

This star is by no means the centre of the un

verse, for centre there is none. The stars d

not revolve around this polar star, but appea

to us to do so, caused by the earth's motion, I

riding rapidly on a railway car near to woode

land the trees seem to us to whirl around. Th:

seeming motion is caused by our own movemcn
The trees do not move, nor do the stars.

W. E. G., Hancock, Vt, ; A. P, Russelville, Ky
and others. I would like to ask whf

is the large, bright star that I see in th

early evening in the southwestern skies

It is very bright, and you can see it bcfoi

it is very dark. It has been there a Ion

time.

The bright star in the southwestern sky i

the evening is the planet Venus. It sets aboi

one hour after the sun. Several correspondent

have asked the same question.

Reader, Oxford. Kan, If we ascended fift

miles, would the sky look black, and th

stars shine as brightly in the daytime as a

night ?

Light is a force causing undulations or vibra

tions of matter, and wherever matter exist

light must be present. All space is, doubtless

filled by attenuated or solid matter. Our eye

are so constructed, however, that they ca

only absorb these vibrations within a narrow

limit : that is, can take in only a certain nun-

ber of them in a given time. Scientificall

speaking, therefore, there is no space withou

light, though our eyes may be unable to detec

it. Far removed from our revolving eart

there would be no day and rio night, and th

sky would be continually the same.

A, F. H., Peace Valley, Mo. 1. What causf

the changes of the moon? 2. What bod

is it that eclipses it in the changes?

1. Answered, in substance, for The Chris

TIAN Herald some time ago. 2. The moon i

not eclipsed in its changes. Its positiori i

relation to the earth causes its changes. Whe
its entire lighted face is toward us, it is fu

moon. When only one-half of its face i

visible, it is either the first or last quartei

When no part of its lighted face is toward u

it is the old of the moon. The moon shine

only by the reflected light of the sun.
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Clhsite WMJh Yo^mig Folfc
By Kate Upsox Clark

A Rattlesnake

[The facts on which this story is founded were
ipplied by H. W. E., a reader of The Christian
EBALD.J

IVEN those of us who do not know

^

'^

•4

-J much about rattlesnakes, and
ever saw one, tremble at the name.

\'e know a rattlesnake is a terrible

reature. We hope we shall never

appen to meet o.ie in a lonely place

—

r, indeed, anywhere else.

In some parts of our country, espe-

ially those that are new and sparsely
jttled, these deadly reptiles are very
umerous. People there become expert
1 ways of dealing with them, and
arn the remedies for the poison; but
ley know that these remedies do not
Iways cure.

Twenty years ago in Colorado the
verett family found that the farm
hich they had taken up was full of
ittlesnakes. Mr. Everett killed

lirty-six in one summer. He saw
lany more, but either they escaped
im or else he escaped them.
A rattlesnake can aim more surely
lat the most skilful sharpshooter, and
le poison which it throws is fatal. It

ust be sucked from the wound made
y' their bite, or else antidotes must be
imediately used. If the poison is left

> work its way through the system of
le victim, he will surely die.

Every year a new rattle grows on
16 rattlesnake. By the time he is

kelve years old or more, he can make
i much noise as a policeman's old-

ishioned rattle.

It is only due to the rattlesnake to

y that he has a certain amount of
anners in his dealings with his

,iemy. He does not jump out at him
<e an Indian from his ambush. Oh,
,). He gives him a pretty fair warn-
g. When he feels it his duty to bite

lybody, he rattles away loudly be-
rehand.

I
Then he winds himself up into a coil,

ves a mighty jump, sinks his fangs
to his foe, and with them the poison
th which he is always so amply sup-
ied.

Mr. Everett had pre-empted a home-
sad section of land and had erected
)on it a sod house. Not far away
IS a ravine. This was full of water
spring and early summer. But it

n dry later in the season.
Mr. Everett had heard of this
culiarity of the ravine. He there-
re made a sort of a well in it while
e water was still plentiful. This
ill was about four feet deep, and its

ies were square, measuring about
ree feet each. These Mr. Everett
led with "rong boards.
In the fall he decided to move to
.'braska, and he foresaw that those
ards would be needed.
"Go down to the well," he said to
;i son Wesley, "and knock off those
lards. I will be working close by
Sre and will help you carry the boards
' to the house."
The boy jumped into the well and
Uan to pound away at his task, one
!
one lifting the boards out and lay-

ij them on the grass beside the well.
His father returned before the last

(,3 was out. Looking down into the
Ml, an expression of horror suddenly
<?rspread his face.
'Jump!" he shrieked. "There is a

ige rattlesnake right by your leg!"
The boy gave one startled leap into

- ety. Then, and not until then, the
Mat reptile sounded its fearful rattle.

y. Everett finally succeeded in kill-

': him, but it was only after a hard
c;tle, for the creature was evidently
t^and experienced.
?'or at lea.st five minutes that boy

'i been standing in the well. The
^
tlesnake might easily have stabbed

'1 a dozen times over. It .seemed
';nmg less than a miracle that he had
t n spared.

Why had not the creature done its

deadly work upon the boy?
Possibly because he was so close

beside it, while it usually springs upon
its prey from a distance of two or
three feet or more. Possibly it was in
a deep sleep. Possibly it was dazed by
the suddenness with which the boy had
plunged down beside it.

Nobody will ever know just how he
happened to have been spared from
those awful fangs. But when young
Everett grew to manhood, he always
said, as he finished relating this thrill-
ing story, "I believe it was only the
power of God which held that great
snake still and saved mv life."

Reciprocity

rpiI HIS word has been used so much of
-L late years in connection with the

tariff, that many people have forgot-
ten that it can and should be applied
to daily life also.

In politics, when one nation gives
another the privilege of buying certain
goods free from the tariff which it im-
poses on other nations, or with a lower
tariff; and the favored nation promises
to do the same, reciprocity has been
established between them. One has
done the other a favor and that other
has reciprocated.
We do not often remember that all

life is founded on this idea of reci-

procity. The man who calmly receives
gifts from others and never gives any-
thing back, is a caitiff and a "sponge."
And yet there is something offensive

in the idea of measuring accurately
our obligations > our friends, and re-

paying them on a sort of commercial
basis, in the same coin. A delicate
sense is needed to discriminate in the
matter. Be nobly alive to all kind-
ness. Look out that you keep up your
end in every friendship. Yet never
too accurately weigh such matters or
seem to "count the pennies" in reckon-
ing up your friendly obligations.
As for direct money debts to your

friends, never incur them unless in an
extremity. Nothing cools friendship
like borrowing money. By careful
financiering, one can usually "make
out," if one has a regular income.
Twist and turn, go without, sell some-
thing, even pawn something, rather
than borrow.

Reciprocity is a great thing, and a
noble thing; absolutely necessary to a
well-ordered life. The rich man who
does not practise it is "hated of his

neighbor." The poor man who does
not, soon becomes known, in the dis-

agreeable slang of the street, as a
"dead beat,"—one of the lowest forms
of humanity.

Muzzles

OLD ROVER was muzzled. With
wide-open eyes

Our Philip surveyed him; then asked
in surprise,

"What is that strange thing that the
poor doggie's got?

He don't like it, does he? I'm sure I

should not."

"A muzzle, to keep him from biting,

my dear."
"A muzzle!" said Philip. "That

sounds very queer."
But the subject was dropped as the

dog fell behind,
Though plainly the muzzle impressed

Philip's mind.

A quarrel—and Baby Jack came off

ahead
By biting poor Philip's thumb until it

bled.

"Oh!" Philip cried, struggling to keep
the tears back,

"Won't you please muzzle Jack, mother
—please muzzle Jack!"

Aunt Emily's Dessert.
'See this. Aunt Em'ly? Jell-O for you. Made it all by

Don't that look good ?"

And Aunt Emily, giving Nan a good hug, says:

"You darling girl, how perfectly lovely in you!

myself.

is the nicest dessert. I'm partial to it for more than one reason. The five-

cent loaf weighs a good deal less than it used to, and the roast that was
fifty cents is a dollar now, but the Jell-O dessert has never gone up in price,

and is as big and good as ever."

That is all true. However high in price everything

else goes, the big Jell-O dessert that serves six persons is

all there and costs only a dime, just as it always has.

A Jell-O dessert can be made in a minute. No
dessert that requires an hour is any better.

Seven delightful flavors: Strawberry, Rasp-
berry, Lemon, Orange, Cherry, Peach, Chocolate.

Sold by all grocBhSf 10 cents a package.
Beautiful Recipe Book in ten colors and gold,

free to all who ask us for it.

THE OENESEE PURE FOOD CO., LeRoj, N. ¥., and Bridgeburg, Can.

Mtisic

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music whether
a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-

sire) for either Organ, Violin, Piano, Guitar, Banjo,

Cornet, Sight Singing, Mandolin or Cello will be

given free to make our home study courses for these

Instruments known in your locality. Vou will get

one lesson weekly, and your only expense during
the time you take the lessons will be the cost of

postage and the music you use, which is small.

Write at once, it will mean much to you to get our

free booklet. It will place you under no obligation

whatever to us if you never write again. You and
your friends should know of this work. Hundreds
of our pupils write: "Wish I had known of your
sclmol before." "Have learned more in one term
in my home with your weekly lessons than in three

terms with private teachers, and at a great deal

less expense." "Everything is so thorough and
complete." "The lessons are marvels of simplicity,

and my 1 1 year old boy has not had the least trouble

to learn." One minister writes: "As each succeeding
lesson comes I am more and more fully persuaded
1 made no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Established 1S9S—have thousands of pupils from
seven years of age to seventy.

Don't say you cannot learn music but send for
our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL OF
MUSIC, Box 7, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Instruments suppliedwhen needed. Ccis/i or credit.

"DON'T SHOUT
can hear no

IS anybody. 'How?'
Oh, something new—
IheMORLR V PHONE

ihey are invisible. I

ould not know I had thei
n, mysell, only that I heai

right."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF

fk^fEPIORIALS &
ilONUriENTS
IVHFm Cinumu 5aioouj 6 Parks

•LARGt VARItTY OF DESIGNS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
DELIVEREDANYWhtRt'StND TOR CATALOGS
STATE REQUIREMENTS AGENT5 WANTED

Monumental bronze Co.
3S5-B nOWARD AVE... BRIDCtPORT CONN.

whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comfortable

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and te.t.moni.ls
THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Ptrry BuiMing. Philadelphia

$475.00 up, A. B. C. Automobiles
T h e cheapest
lilffli grade
t arin.\nierlca
'-'oi^Cyhnders
iSurreys, Run-
abouts and

livery Wag-
ons, 18 or 30

or I'nenniafii- Tucs. Write lu7 HUICE (.atalOK.
"^ " '

A. B. C. Motor Vehicle Mtg. Co.. 3941 Morgan. St! Louis

Kaise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProfits

Anybody can make big
inrtime al! yenr raising
Musli rooms at liome in ceU
lai's. sheds, barns, boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for
all you glow.

Free f Ilustrafed

Imtruciion Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON. DeBk9
West 48th St.. New Yorfc

PARKER'S Arctic Socks
Healthful for bed-

Regtuered in U. S.
Patent Office

bed-
chamber, bath and

\ sick - room. Worn in
rubber l)oots, absorb
perspiration. Made ofi

knitted fabric, lined
with soft white wool
ileece. Sold in all sizes

hy dealtra oi by mail. 25(5

ftpair. ParkiT p:ivsp"sta;;e. Cutalopuef ree.

Look for Parker's name In every pair.
J. H. PARKER CO., Dept. K, 25 James St., Maiden. Hau.
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Soda Crackers

Safe From
Contamination

T JNEEDA Biscuit, in their dust tight,

moisture proof package, are pro-
tected against all those harmful
elements to which bulk soda crackers

are open— dust, germs, dampness,
odors, handling, and even insects.

Maybe you've seldom thought
about the matter. Maybe you've
never realized as youVe tried to eat

a tasteless, tough, ordinary cracker,

what uncleanliness and deterioration

it has gone through.

Be on the safe side!—
Buy Uneeda Biscuit

!

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

:^t

(Never sold

in bulk)

for a package

GET THIS BOOK
Send us your name and address and we will mail
free, this absorbing treatise, " Electricity a« a
Remedy," written by a graduate physi-
cian of life-long experience. He tel"

what electricity does, its effects and

^'"Wizard Wireless^^,^ pe, on
whether

interest d
or not should

I th's enlight-
ening book o" so

Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

If afaicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this

book and learn whether elec-

1^ , tricity can help. If it can you
y'ifmJ'/^V'/"! ought to know. You will read

', ,/" /,y-wM'' I
"'^ ''°°'* ^'"' vro^i in any

''/' ''//'''''/m//ri(' , case. Sent free, prepaid, any-

'/'^///'/'/'ll'^ where. Write NOW, while

//'//i II I
you think of it. Don't delay

offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home i

plication, and cites
many instances
successfully treat-
ed byit.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 358. 211 Lake St.. CHICAGO

Central Electric Co., 36 Adelaide St. W.. Toronto, Can.

They mend all leaks Inntantly
In pTan1l4 nre, bot ifat«r bags, tin, copper, brnsa, oookiog

— DBtla, «ta. No hcAt, Bolder, oomect or rlrot. Ad; ono orq use

^^ them. Fit any Burfaoe. i'crfeotly Bmootb. Wonderful Invention
lloiieetiold Dece68ity. MllllonB In UBe. t-end for e.nipie pBOka^e, !<«.

Complete pkff , asstd sizes, 2Bc. postpaid. Aerts wanted
COLLETTE MFO. CO., Boxl32 Amsterdam, N. Y.

Oriole. Pearl, Silver White
and 'led Ox Blood Orange.

All healthy, long lived fish.

Safe delivery Boiuranteed.
Gotdhsh are the most eatis-
factory pets. No trouble—easy
tocarelor. Fine in dick room.

Always movinj?. active. li-e!y.

Make home bright— pleasant-
attractive. Serve as an ornament.

Can you invest a dollar to bettor advan-
taefe70rdertoday; send postal orexpreaa onler
Free bookleton care of sold fish sent on request

VINCENT 8ANFORD, Box 488 Toledo, Ohio.

That is what our depositors have
been receiving ever since we started
in business—17 years ago.

5/0 without worry, because their principal is

invested by an experienced, conservative Board
of Directors in high class mortgrajres on city and
suburban real estate. They know our business is

Under Supervision of the
New York Banking Dept.

They know that they can withdraw on short
notice without the loss of a penny of interest.
That the enormous annual increase of popula-
tion in New York makes their investments
every day more sound and solid than the day
before.

Assets over ... $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits . 175,000

Wouldn't you likt to rtad our
booklet with full particulars ?

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway and 42(1 Street, New York

Feet or Limbs
HE Si'lioU "Foot-Kazer" instantly relieves

* all foot ailments, such as //;«/, I/. 7ii)(fl/fc<rf( ai-
antli'X, flat /out, "ilh itmulism" o/ /«( or iiinl>s,
bullions^ corns or ca/lonsfs on the sole because it is
" scientific foot arch cushion which firmly supports

the arch of the foot, w here the entire weight of
your body is carried. "root-IJazers," by
removing the o.-iuse of the trouble, bring

' rest to the feet, body and nerves. Any
first-class shoe dealer will place SclioU
••Foot-Kazers*' in your old or new shoes on

Ten Days' Trial
—then money back if you want it. Or scntdirect.
lirri)aid, on the same terms upon receipt of $2.00,
yctir shoe dealer's name and size of shoe. Send forFRFE Illustrated book.

THE E. SCHOLT> IWFG, CO.
285 E. MadiKou St.

Cliicaeo, U.S.A.

Plain Words on the Liquor War
By SILAS C. SWALLOW

THE progress of the incoming tide

is to be judged at the end of the

hour rather than at the end of a

minute. The ebb and flow of the

liquor traffic must be measured by de-

cades and not by months.
Official reports from the United

States Internal Revenue Department
show that while under the operations

of local option the number of saloons,

and also the number of the Itegs of

liquor sold, have greatly decreased,

yet the aggregate sale of intoxicants,

by means of bottles, "freight," "ex-

press," "mail advertising," "boot

leg," "blind pig," and "blind tiger"

methods, is steadily increasing. And
this is so becau.se officials are not

elected to enforce prohibition where
secured by non-partisan methods.

In five years there has been a

claimed decrease of approximately
13,000 out of the 2.50,000 places where
liquors were sold, but the 237,000 left

have been able to do as much or more
business and with more profit, and
this would doubtless be true if the de-

crease was four-fold, for there has
been an increase of the sale of spiritu-

ous and malt liquors combined of

211,174,073 gallons. The government
reports show further that in the seven
years ending with 1909 the number of

dealers in spirituous liquors has de-

creased by 4,259, and the number of

malt liquor dealers has increased by
7,213, making a net increase of 2,954

dealers. The official figures from the
Bureau of Internal Revenue for the
past ten years, a period in which local

option has claimed great victories,

show that the production of spirits has
recorded a net growth since 1900 of

more than twenty-five per cent., while
the tax paid on withdrawals from
bonded warehouses shows a net in-

crease of a little over twenty per cent.

During these ten years, if the local

option advocates give us the correct

figures, they have collected and dis-

bursed mostly for salaries over ten
millions of money in a non-partisan
effort to overthrow the liquor traffic.

In order to accomplish that overthrow
they have advised voters to remain in

their respective, though not always re-

spectable parties, and vote for the best
men. These parties receive much of
their monetary and suffrage support
from the liquor traffic and could hardly
be expected to strike down their chief

friends and supporters. Their candi-
dates are not pledged either in plat-

form or campaign to any phase of
prohibition. Some of them under pres-
sure from local optionists pledge them-
selves to favor a law allowing the peo-
ple to decide in ward, township or
county for or against the liquor traffic

and then go to the polls and vote and
work for license. A candidate cannot
be other than his party principles and
pledges without becoming a traitor to
both, and traitors are not to be trusted.
Prohibitionward there can be no
"good" or "best men" in liquor sub-
sidized parties. When non-partisan
local option prohibition is secured, the
liquor party politicians holding execu-
tive offices from president of the
United States, down through gover-
nors, mayors, burgesses, sheriffs, po-
licemen and constables say "Let the
people execute the law, they got it by
non-partisan vote," and the people say,
"Let the officials execute it, for they
are paid for so doing." And the liquor
sellers sell as much as before.
The government reports show that

in 1909 there was an increase of
1,547,266 bushels of grain manufac-
tured into liquor over the number of
bushels used in 1908. And an increase
of 4,605,321 gallons of molasses for
the same period used for the same pur-
pose, and the dealers find a way to dis-
pose of their poison in so-called local
optionally "dry" territory, because
men have not been elected to execute

the non-partisan prohibitory law a

it is helpless to execute itself, and th

goes forth the shout "Prohibition do
prohibit."

Take a single year, or rather ni

months of it, from July 1, 1909,
April 1, 1910, and compare it with t

Rev. Silas C. Swallow i

same period of the preceding ytk

when it was claimed that 15,254 liq|r

sellers had been put out of businessH'

local option methods; but alas! t

failed to put the business out, for ti'e

was an increase in the consumptioi f

spirits and malts combined in t t

nine months of 67,297,314 galL ,

against a decrease of 70,689,397 ;
i-

lons during the preceding twiie

months. The business counting I'e

months for each year more than l^d

its own. The liquor traffic as slairy

local option is an exceedingly li' y

corpse.
As evidence that the so-called "g d

men," or many of them, are in si it

partnership with the liquor dealers 'e

herewith quote the exact languagcf
a State superintendent of local op n

forces, from a lengthy letter now ;-

fore me dated March 18, 1910: "I i
>-

pose you know that we have from le

beginning promised all our contr i-

tors that their names should ndie

made known, in order to protect t'li

from the boycotting and persecutin if

the liquor men."
I answered: "No, I don't know;;

but I do know that just the centralis

necessary to success in this fight, id

that every contributor must come it

from his co-partnership, for reve e,

with the liquor dealers, and fight a

finish this the greatest battle of le

ages. I would scorn the liquor dea. s

money coming to God's cause thresh

a cowardly intermediary business rn,

and would say to him as was sai to

Simon the Sorcerer, "Thy money i-

ish with thee." This battle is not t ae

fought on the sly, and the attemj to

so fight it by Christian men, moni-

tent on getting the dollars of he

liquor sellers and of their friends, ii

on annually saving a hundred t u-

sand immortals from drunk; is

graves and the drunkards' perditic is

now and for a half century has en

the secret of the ability of two n-

dred and fifty thousand liquor de.«

to bluflF and defy eighty million of

freemen claiming to be the brave ns

of the worthy sires who staked a at

Concord, Lexington and Bunker '''^

Jesus said: "He that gatherethio

with me scattereth abroad." "H^ la'

is not for me is against me." ^^

times are ripe for brave men ai n*

front and for cowards nowhere.
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If you are par-

ticular about lh(

appearance of

your shoet you wi

insist on DIAMOND
FAST COLOR EYELETS. ^-^

tlie kind tfiat can't wear brassy. Nearly ^
all fiigh grade shoes fiave them and they

are the only guarantee against a shabby and

worn out appearance of the shoe. You

can tell them by the little diamond -^^^
shaped trade mark, slightly raised on the sur-

face of each eyelet. Look for and insist on

it as it is a guarantee of shoe quality.

United Fail Color Eyelet Co., Boston, Mats.

That Organ—
You Should

iUyitRig
From the maker who

makes organs right
If you have the money; if

you're raising It. or only
planning—write for helpful

suggestions.

iTEBrattl )Y0}

THE OXYCEN''
TOOTH POWDER"

Clean Teeth Never Decay
The nearest approach to perfect cleanliness of
ibe teeth is obtained by the daily use of Calox.

•' THE OXYGEN DOES IT '

ALL DRUGGISTS. 25 CENTS
Sumpli and lieoHil frii on rifunl

McKESSON & ROBBINS. NEW YORK

For The Complexion
t MURRAY'S
CHARCOAL TABLETS
Absolutely upmedicated. Absorb all yases and stop

stomach (ermentaiion. 'I"hc daily use oi this pure, un-
niedicated charcoal givea a clear, soft, smooth and
rojy complexion-

Fnr 1 Cin '" stamps, a full-size 25c. box
» VI iv/^. niailed for trial.. Once only.
A. J. PITMAN, 2 Astor House, N.Y.

Great Money-Making Opportunity.
Byslrom Lights most up-to-date on market. Con-

venient as gas ot electricity, brighter, safer, cheaper.
Endorsed by insurancs companies. Bum 96'; air,

47c gasoline. 300 C. P. light cost >* cent an hour.
Write today for free booklet.

THE BYSTROM GAS LAMP CO.. Depl. J. Defiance. Ohio

» 75.T0S25O
=

—

- month
!r^

Ji
*lf«J»t« wftDted In every rounty to • tl Novelty Kni»ei. with r

oil linTitll'-. tiiiRiiiutt'e'I rawirplioto, lo-Ju-

A Certain Rich Man ==

LITTLE by little our writers have
i been growing up to a knowledge

whereby they can interpret to the rest

of us the emotions and the general in-

wardness of the great commercial fig-

ures of our time. It has taken a good
many years, for the methods of our
financiers have gradually become com-
plicated and devious; and while the
process has been unfolding a worship
of wealth has developed among us all.

How should we know that these grand
estates and splendid equipages and
steam yachts were obtained by bribing

legislatures and cheating competitors
and crushing the life cruelly out of

rivals?

But the light has dawned, and
though we know now that some great
fortunes have come honestly and
inevitably, many more have been
amassed in ways such as made John
Barclay's eyes hard and brassy, and
filled his nights with scorching visions.

In the career of John Barclay, the
hero of this remarkable book, we are
shown a specimen, down to the small-

est detail, of the manner in which a
man who ought to be serving a life

sentence in jail, can steal and forge
and cheat on so large a scale that, in-

stead of falling a victim to the law,
he rides over it and lands in million-
airedom, amid the plaudits of his
fellow-men. It is a study well worth
careful reading. Men will not love
the lich any the better for it, but they
will learn something of self-protection
and of the despite of morals which is

bred by the mad chase after wealth.
Another valuable contribution which

Mr. White's book makes to the stock
of general information is his opening
account of the early days in Kansas.
That State, from the first the refuge
of hunted and desperate heretics,
many of them wild with the noblest
dreams of impracticable reforms, has
been a puzzle to philosophers and his-

torians. Much of the mystery is ex-
plained in these vivid pages.

"Johnnie," said General Ward,
"your grandfather was angry when
your father entered the ministry
and came out here. He offered to
give $.50,000 to the Kansas-Nebraska
cause instead, but your father said no.

He said money wouldn't win this cause.
He said personal sacrifice was all that
would win it—and the death he died
was worth millions to the cause of
liberty."

It is a good gospel, and the book is

full of it, and of others as important.
The lofty ideals of John Barclay's

mother had been lost sight of by her
son during his years of reckless money-
getting; but as he grew older they be-

gan to recur to him. At last his re-

morse grew so great that he burned up
his wealth, having previously arranged
his aff"airs so that no one except himself

would lose by his deed.

Whether "this was a better course

than to distribute it among hospitals

and colleges, is a question. Is it better

to destroy utterly all ill-gotten wealth,

or to take it from Satan and use it

to further the cause of the Lord?
Good and intelligent people will an-

swer this in different ways. Mr.
White evidently thinks the destruction

of such money is better than the no-

blest use.

Without regard to the splendid

moral of .4 Certain Rich Man, and its

illuminating revelations of modern
financial methods, its value as a pic-

bi«cl-«. BIj orolils- quick silts
III'lep<!D(l>'I)t. ]>.t UAHlKiW ynii

- eiclusire terrHory. Vou atioul'l l«

Write qulclt t'^r Kmin.

NOVELTY CUTLERY CO. 62 Bar St., Canton. 0.

ture of Kansas life is very great.
Characters and events are sketched too
surely to be quite fictitious, and hold
the reader's interest firmly. Indeed,
one should read the book twice, as Les
Miserables and other great novels
should be read. One is too apt to skip
freely at first, in order to get the story.

On the second reading, one is more
likely to find the real meat and marrow
of it.

"The Calling of Dan Matthews"*

MR. WRIGHT evidently does not

mean to make his hero appear
contemptible; but it is hard to respect

a man who gives up a magnificent
work, just because he finds hypocrites

and hollowness in the church. Hypoc-
risy and formality were the bane of

the church in Paul's time, and they

have been ever since. It would seem
that Dan Matthews must have studied

his church history to little purpose.

The opinions of the trained nurse,

which are so powerful in changing the

life-purpose of Dan Matthews, sound
silly to the mere reader, who is not

subjected to the charm of her per-

sonality. She, too, considers the church
a sham, a mere husk. She feels that

one can do Christ service best by cut-

ting loose from this degenerate insti-

tution and as a free lance promoting
religion.

To some extent, it is true, the Church
may be faulty and inadequate; but

it is still honest and noble in its aims.

No finer or purer body of men exists

than the ordained clergy of our evan-
gelical communions. "There are drones
occasionally to be found among them,
but they are rare.

It would have been much more manly
in Dan Matthews to have profited by
the lessons which he had learned in

Corinth, and to have gone to another
parish and bravely persisted in his

chosen work. To retire to his farm,
perhaps opening there a profitable

mine, may have been personally an
easier and pleasanter course for him;
but a true soldier of the cross would
not have given up so easily, much less

have deserted the church, without lift-

ing a finger to make it better and cure
its sickness.

The book seems calculated to do
more harm than good.

A Mind that Found Itselff

THIS book is a document of great

interest; all the more so because
of its authenticity. For here is a mind
that relates in detail its struggle with

neurasthenia and its collapse; its ex-

periences in a hospital for the insane;

the growth and passing of its hallu-

cinations, and the crude and brutal

methods used in our asylums for the

purpose of subduing the wills of their

unfortunate inmates. Its author, after

exposing the barbarities practised in

our asylums, makes an earnest plea for

the practice of non-restraint in those
institutions. In a letter quoted in the
introduction. Professor William James,
of Harvard University, says: "The
book ought to go far toward helping
along that terribly needed reform, the
amelioration of the lot of the insane
of our country."

*A Certain Rick Man. By William Allen

White author of Stratagemx and Spoils. The
Cn<n-f nf Fnuville, etc. New York: The Mac-
inill:inCo. ?l.50.

* TJie Calling of Dan Matthews. By Harold
Bell Wright. Illustrations by Arthur I. Keller.

Pp. 364. Price $1.50. Book Supply Co., Chicago,
Publishers.

t'/l Mind That Found Itself. An autobios-
raphy. By Cliflford Whittingham Beers. Lons-
mans, Green & Co., New York. Pp. 363. Price
$1.50.

BUY YOUR FURS NOW
AND SAVE BIG MONEY

THIS FINE CONEY SET
Hat Not Included ;>;,. ^j^^"/ ^^^^f" '>r^'yT"\*.''- .i l,i7ied wifh Slinrteis Satin)

FOR SET
COMPLETE

POSTAGEV SCARF & MUFF

ONE OF T H E BIGGEST
BARGAINS OF THE YEAR

Wcwant your name so that

ve can send you ouv New Fall

and Winter Style Catalog No.
25. o£ Paris and NewYork
Styles FREE of charge.

That is why we
make this ex-
ceptional offer.

This handsome
set is made of

good quality
lustrous coney
skins; 50 inch
throw scarf and
square pillow

muff: lined with

A 1004. This Fur Set is $3.00. ii|?~Send for our great free

Catalog No. 25 to-day; il is full of wonderful values like (he above.

Money returned at once if not satisfactory

Fulton Street
Brooklyn
NEW YORK

CITY

I' V '=•' ©^sf^^** Buy Your Rugs
- ^^^ Direct From the Mill
f^' Cutoutthemiddleman'sprofitandsave

I, . «,/ yourself at least one-third. Our 25 years'

'wK experience enables us to produce rugs that

cannot be surpassed for beauty and dura-
bility. The variety of patterns, sizes and

colors is extensive enough to suit any taste.

Delicate harmciizing of colors is a feature of

these rugs.

jn -v Rugs and
neauoura carpets

** Direct From Loom to Room**

are most economical. Our method of selling to
you direct enables you to do almost half as much
again with your money as if you bought ol
some retail merchant. In addition to this

We Guarantee Absolute Satisfaction
Or Refund Every Cent of Your Money
We pay freight on certain amounts to cer-

tain parts and allow you a fen-day trial.

Send for our catalog, beautifully illustrat-

ed in colors. A postal card vrill bring it.

BEAUOURA CARPET MILLS.

Box 4731, Phiu.,P».

-PECKHAM'S MAKE.

Willow Ostrich Plumes
From Yoar Old
Feathers
Write for
Prices

Send us your old Ostrich f i

and from them we will iiiakr

magnificent Willow Plmnc, fan
h'ssly curled and dyed your favt;

sliade—guaranteed to lo,>k as we
to hold its shape and coloi-; and wear as \"\v^ as any Willnw
Plume you can huy from a dealer at three or four times tlie

cost. If prices are not satisfactory feathers will be returned

at our expense. References: Dun's. Bradstrcet's or Central
National Bank Tlic Wf.rk of our Dvein?. Cleaning and
Ciirlin- .l.partni.-iils cjinn-t h- i<)iiaU'.l Write forprices,

PECKHAM'S, 692 Washington Avenue, St. Loais, Mo.

English

Knock
about

Hat
A stylish, serviceable Hat Wcnild sell for %1 00 in most H,-it

stores Genuine English Felt, ftrxihli- sweat Land, broad out-

sideband. Suitablefordres.s and business Folds into compact
roll without damaging Unequalled for traveling, motoring.
golfing, yachting, etc All siz.s c.iors: Black, Gray Mix-
tore, Brown Mixture. Dark Bine, and White. Weight.
4ozs Sent postpaid on receir>l of $1.00. Proinpt shipments

State size and color desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PANAMA HAT CO., Dept. C. 830 Broadway. New York \

rjon't Put That Good Chair Away in
*-' the Attic— You can fix it ,_^
yoursell without glue. Put
a Fix-it on end of round and
drive it in. Fits any joint,
round or square. Invisible.
Not affected by heat or
dampness. Sample pkg. 10c
two doz. 25c. Good profits
for Agents. FIX-IT MFG. CO.
601 WaU St.. Binghamtoa. N. Y, ^^^
POST CARDS
10 Hallov^e'en, 10c. I lO General Subjects, 10c.
10 Thanksgiving, 10c.

I
10 Birthday, - - - 10c.

Any three pa<-kaKes mailed for as cents.
80 eents per KjO cards—assorted designs.

MADISON ART COMP.\^Y, WADISO.N.CONN

»j/>«tpi\r Freight prepaid 11 cents pound Lai

rllllllr Y sample California honey lOc. Spen(*^^*''-'* Apiaries. Uo.x 73, Nordhoff, Californ
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Victor II, $32.50
Other styles $10 to $250

Victor
We want you to know this wonderful musical instrument as we know

it ; to hear it and realize as we do the height of perfection it has reached

in recent years ; to enjoy with us and the thousands upon thousands of

Victor owners, the world's best music, played as you
have never heard it before.

You owe it to yourself to hear the Victor. Go to-day to the

nearest Victor dealer's, and he will gladly play—without obligation

—

any Victor music you want to hear.

And be sure to hear the Victor-Victrola

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., u. s. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors.

To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records.

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28tli of each month

LADY WANTED
To introduce oiu" very complete Fall line of beautiful
wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy waistings, silks,

hdkfs, petticoats, etc. Up to date N. Y. City Patterns.
Finest line on the market. Dealing direct with the mills
you will find our prices low. If others can make $10.00

to $30.00 weekly you can also. Samples, full instructions
in neat sample case, shipped express prepaid. No money
required. Exclusive territory. Write for particulars.
He first to apply.

Standard Dress Goods Company, DepLB.9B..Binghamton,N.Y.

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2c stamp for five samples of our very best
Gold Embossed Friendship. Flower and Motto
Post Cards; beautiful colors and loveliest desitjns.
Art Post Card Club. 885 Jackson St., Topcka. Kan.

If you are deaf or hard of hearing,
do not fail to send your name and
address today and get our Elec-
trophone on thirty days home trial.

It is truly a wonderful instrument, per-
fected to such a degree that many deaf
people can now hear the faintest sound and
enjoy all the pleasures of church, concerts,

public speaking or ordinary conversation.
Orer 10.000 in use. Enthusiastic testi-

monials from responsible people. Almost
invisible when in use. Makes you hear
and gradually restores your hearing. If
you are deaf or hard of hearing, be sure
and write at once.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
464 Stewart Bldg.. 92 Stete St., Chicagro.

o^mj ^ocietSe^

Films DevelopedB
10 CE,NTS PER ROLL

ALL. SIZFS.
VELOX PRINTS, BROWNIES. 3c;

ZViiL^Vi, 3Xx4X 4c; 4x5, 3a 5c.
Send us two negatives and we will priatthem leitkont

fArtr^^ as a sample of our work; we are film specialists

and give you better results than you have ever had.

COLE & CO., Asbury Park, N. .J,

"The Great Hereafter"

A BOOK that implants in the soul of its

every reader many beautiful lessons of

faith and hope, THE GREAT HEREAFTER,
discusses in a simple yet scholarly manner the

sacred mysteries of the Resurrection and the

Future Life, and throws light on those vital

questions that you particularly want to hear
more about at Easter time—"Where Are Our
Dead?" "What Is the Nature of the Resurrec-
tion Body?" "Shall We Know Our Friends in

Heaven ?" "Do They Know What Is Going On
in This World?" "What Is the Occupation of

Our Loved Ones in the World Beyond ?"

Golden Selections from the writings of

FOUR HUNDRED of the world's GREATEST
AUTHORS, including the Philosophers, Poets,

Sages, Preachers and Master Minds of all ages,

make this precious volume an Imperishable
MasteTpiece.

As long as we can fill orders from our limited
stock we offer this great book—600 large pages,
30 illustrations—at practically half price.

For the Cloth Bound Volume (Regular

Price $4.00), send us $2.50 ; for the Half

Morocco (Regular Price $6.00), send us

$3.50; for the Full Morocco (Regular

Price $7.00), send us $4.00. We prepay
express charges.

ADDRESS;

The Christian Herald Book Dept.,

92 Bible House, New York

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL,* for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy s Cents. E. A. K. Haclcett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Two Ways of Bible Reading*

MOST of us can testify that we
have never sat down to read the

Bible, especially if we have been read-
ing it in course, without finding in it

some word or some meaning which
was new to us.

The wonder and greatness of the
book grow upon us the more we read
it.

In the old days, theologians used to
study it, largely in order that they
might find in it arguments to support
special dogmas. In our time, we are
learning that its chief value is as a
guide to righteous and holy living.

Are you engaged in business? Are
you just starting in life in a large city,

perhaps far away from home and
friends? Are you dreamy and in-

clined to be impractical in this hard
and practical world? Then read the
book of Proverbs. It is full of wisdom
and of clear warnings.
Are you lonely and unhappy, feeling

that the world loves you not? Read
the book of Psalms. Are you tempted
to feel that God has ceased to make
himself felt in the conduct of this

world, and that he has given us over
to the forces of evil? Read the prayer
of Habakkuk and the first chapter of
Hebrews.
Are you in the terrible throes that

have followed the loss of one near and
dear to you? Does the affliction dim
in your shaken soul the vision of im-
mortality? Read the fifteenth chap-
ter of I. Corinthians; the twenty-
second chapter of Revelation; the sec-

ond chapter of I. John; and the first

chapter of I. Peter.
There is no calamity which can

befall us; no dilemma in which we can
be placed; no joy which can delight us;
for which the Word of God has not
some fitting counsel, or some respon-
sive sentiment.
From the Bible the great poets have

ever drawn many of their most beau-
tiful lines and figures. Some one has
counted the Biblical allusions in

Shakespeare, Browning and Tennyson,
and they mount up into the hundreds,
" eing especially numerous in the works
f the latter.

Most of our own best beloved poets
were nourished and inspired by the
same great source of light and true
feeling. The poet Whittier was espe-
cially saturated with its spirit and its

language.
For example, take his famous poem

upon the imprisonment, trial and
release of the Quaker maiden, Cas-
sandra Southwick.
As she lies in her cell, she remem-

bers the fiery furnace in which Daniel
was thrown with his three faithful
companions; of Paul and Silas "within
Philippi's cell"; and of Peter, from
whose "sleeping limbs the prison
shackles fell."

As she went forth to her trial, "a
low, deep voice within her" seemed to
be whispering:
Though thy earth be as the iron, and thy heaven a

brazen wall,
Trust still His loving kindness, whose power is

over all.

The wicked rulers live in a "house
of Rimmon." The crowd around, whose
sympathies are all with the innocent
girl, murmur:
Like the herdsman of Tekoa, in Israel of old.
Shall we see the poor and righteous again for

silver sold ?

Then she is free, and she rejoices
in the strain of Miriam, and compares
her emancipation again to that of
Peter and of Daniel.

Let us read the Bible, not as theo-
logians nor as controversians, but as a
guide to the conduct of life, and as a
spring of joy and beauty from which
we may ever drink and be filled.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
September 18. TEXT : John 5 : 39, 40.

You can place money m the Industrial Savings and
L&.an Company, and know that it is saji-, and is lehfre
von can otttaxn it when tcantfd,a.nd will yield fair earn-
tnos .lor fverv day tnresied. See their advertisement
on page 804. and write them lor full information.

Resi^ the Devil*

A FAVORITE simile with poets ai

essayists is a comparison of 11

to a battle. So common has the figu
become that we have almost ceased
regard it as a figure at all.

When we speak of the battle of lij

we usually regard the battle with s

as only a part of the mighty conflic

The mere getting of a living involv(
with the great mass, incessant stru
gle. The acquirement of an educatioi
the obtaining of a foothold in ont
calling; the management of one's fai
ily—each one of' these involves the e

ertion of all our powers.
The other parts of the gi-eat batt

may come to an end some time; b
never, so long as our feet tread t

paths of earth, does the battle with s

cease.

In one of our modern stories, full
bright and telling truths, one chara
ter is made to say, "I used to thii

that when one arrived at a certain ag
one would be free from temptation
but I find that Satan has them for <•

sizes and ages, like ready-ma
clothes."
Never was a fitter statement of o

lifelong state of siege. We can nev
lay aside the gospel armor, so beau

'

fully described in Ephesians. Buck
it on when you rise in the mornin
Keep it on until you seek your com
again. And even with that and wi
your best efforts, so cunning and sk
ful is our enemy that he may overcor.
us in spite of ourselves.
When a man first begins the ne

life, he is young and tender.
"Let him," says Henry Drummon

"consider himself as a convalescent f
a few weeks, and take care where 1

goes. If you are very careful not
catch cold for the first few weeks aft

you begin to lead a new life, you w
succeed, but you will have to build x

this new body, cell by cell, just as tl

old body of temptation was built u
If any man knows any other man wl
is in that convalescent condition, 1

him take care, and neither by jest >

word or temptation, throw that m;
back."

Mr. H. B. Wright in his book, Ti

Will of God, gives an interesting e

ample of the subtle and bewilderit
ways in which temptation comes.
The German law, he says, requir

that every foreigner entering a ci

must be announced to the city poliij

by his landlord within six days aftif

arriving. If the landlord fails to cj

this, he is heavily fined. Suppose tl^

foreigner comes, stays four week
then prepares to go, and the landloi

says to him, "When you go away, donj

say you have spent a month with m
Just say you have been traveling. .

neglected to announce you. I sav(i

fifty cents by this, but if you let it I;

known, I must pay a big fine." _ I

Reason says, "Go ahead and deceivj

It is a little matter at most."
j

Experience says, "Better not gi

mixed up with a foreign police case;

Circumstance says, "You might <|

well make up your mind to lie." i

You ask advice and are very likei

told, "We all do that sort of thing,
j

isn't anything."
Consideration for others say:

"Don't get this kind and pleasant ms
into trouble."
Example to others says: "Don't g

a reputation for stickling aboii,

trifles."
j

Conscience says : "Tell the truth. '}

that is the means of getting yot

friend into trouble, pay his fine f(|

him. Thus you may prove at the sani

time your truthfulness and your uii

selfishness."

You never know what shape tl

Tempter will take—but be sure he wi

attack you in some form.

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Septei

ber 18. Texts : James 4 : 1-10 ; I. Peter 5 : 8, 9.
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l/TAXY people seem to have mis-

VI taken ideas about Alaska, and

hink of it as a bleak, barren waste,

overed with great ice floes and

laciers and fit only for Eskimos and

sals. Such is not the case, however,

or a very large part of Alaska has a

lost delightful climate. In the city

f Juneau, says a writer in Colliers'

'eekly, the winters are about the same

s in the city of Washington, and the

jmmers are not £0 warm. From
ircle, which is situated about the

jntre of Alaska, clear down to the

)ast, farming is excellent, and indeed

le government stations declare that

•ttuce, radishes and other farm prod-

cts are larger, more luscious and bet-

r than can be raised in the United

tates.

The following report from a farmer
t Fairbanks, a little more than one

undred miles from the Arctic Circle,

ill give some idea of what can be

jne in that section

:

Three acres of potatoes yielded 18
ms, which sold at $120 per ton; two
:res of carrots yielded seven and one-

lif tons, which sold for $140 per ton;

fteen acres of barley brought $7o per
)n for the hay. At the end of his

port, the farmer says: '"There are
ve million acres of land in the vicinity
' Fairbanks, as suitable for agricul-

ire as that I have cultivated." The
immer season is shorter than in the
tates, but there are about eighteen
;)urs of sunshine each day, which
ake it a veritable forcing-house for
ants. The gardens of middle and
luthern Alaska will grow everything
lat can be grown in the gardens of
assachusctts or Michigan. Wild
)wers, blackberries, strawberries,
ispberries, cranberries, blueberries,

c, abound in the valleys of the Yukon
id other rivers. When the United
ates bought Ala.'ka from Russia for
",200,000 (less than two cents an
•re) many of our legislators de-
)unced it as an extravagant waste of
oney and declared the ground useless.

Since that time, Alaska has paid for
5elf twenty times over in fish alone,
'id has paid for itself twenty-five
Ties over in gold and silver. Besides
ese, there are vast deposits of coal,

pper and tin still to be worked. The
rritory purchased is more than twice
e size of the German Empire. It lies

the same latitude as Norway,
veden and P'inland; it is larger than
1 three of these countries combined
jid has a much better climate, and its

j~ound is better adapted to cultivation.
,nere are 4,7r)0 miles of coast-line,
id the whole United States has only
705 miles. Nowhere in this country
ie there such great cattle and sheep

j

jnges as are to be found in Alaska.

The Migration of the Quail

\R. H. C. MORRISON, the well-
' known evangelist, recently related
e following incident at a great camp-
feting at Des Plaines, near Chicago,
lere he was one of the principal
eakers: "In our recent evangelistic
Jr around the world we arrived at
'rt Said, Egypt, on the Sabbath day.
pling has said that Port Said is the
arest to hell of any place he was ever
The ungodliness there is fearful,

le thing that struck me as peculiar
IS that we saw live quails every-
lere. Boys were carrying them
out the streets. They were sold
'srywhere in the markets. I saw a
'man carrying a basket of quails on
r head, and she was plucking the
ithers off one as she walked along

^2 streets. At the hotel where we
•led, we were served with quail on
'ist. I asked where so many quail
•me from. They told me that from
ne immemorial quail had flown from
irope to Egypt in myriads everv
ptember. They fly south to escape
'! cold weather, and they fly by hun-
*

+u
°^ thousands and millions iust

• the pigeons did in Ohio and Vir-

ginia in an early day. The Egyptians
erect poles like telegraph poles and
stretch nets on them to entangle the
quail when they fly against them, and
then the people get them. This re-
minded me of how God sent the quail
to feed the children of Israel not far
from Port Said."

In Dreamland
/^UR baby's asleep, we've put her in bed;

We've covered her up, except arms and
her head.

Her arms are extended, with limp little hands.
Enjoying the breezes of fairy Dreamland !

She'll surely be happy when waking from
sleep ;

Her face looks so pleasant she's sure not to

weep.
It makes us feel happy while by her we stand.
Of what is she thinking in fairy Dreamland ?

Leivusy, W. Va. C. Journell.

Answ^ered Prayers
The following persons acknowledge answers

to prayers:

Mrs. C. H., New Hampton, la. "God has
answered prayer in regard to business matters."

K. J. B.. Clay City, III. "I promised the
Lord I would acknowledge his answer to my
prayer."

O. H. E.. Asheville. N. C. "I promised God if
he would restore me to health I would acknowl-
edge it."

Mrs. I. B. R., Kansas. "I would like to tell

the whole world the Lord does hear and an-
swer prayers."

G. M., Bovina Centre. N. Y. "I wish to ac-
knowletlge in The Christian Herald that God
answered my prayer."

A. M. C. H. F., Lincoln, Neb. "God has re-
cently answered a prayer. A dear brother's
life has been spared."

E. H., West Virginia. "I want to acknowl-
edge that the Lord has heard and answered
prayer for our daughter, who was very sick
and is now well."

H. M. B., Jewett City, Conn. "I have great
faith in prayer. I promised my heavenly
Father if he would answer my prayer I would
proclaim it to the world."

Mrs. E. E. B., of Indiana. "Cod has been
very kind and good to me and blessed me many
times and was with me when I had to un<lerK<>
an operation five years ago."

Mrs. J. B., Warren, Pa. "I want to give to
God the glory for the many answers to prayers
that I have realized and know that some time
I shall know of many more when I have reached
that haven where I expect to find my loved
(»nes."

F. B., Elgin, III. "I promised the Lord if he
would grant my request I would tell others of
his goodness. My request .seemed so utterly
hopeless to ask for that I almost despaired.
Others wiser than myself told me it was useless,
hut God in his goodness answered me and gave
me more than I asked."

Called Higher
Mrs. John Halse (64), of Ossining, N. Y.

George E. Tholstrup (69) at Jamestown, Kas.

Mrs. Maggie Jones, of McKeesport, April 13.

1910.

Mrs. Janet Parrott (76), of Havelock, Nel>..

May 8.

Mrs. Mary Coder (6.5), of Ursina, Pa., some
months ago.

Mrs. Stroupe (71), of Pontiac, Mich., on
June 11. 1909.

Mrs. Mary Gates Jennings, of Ridgefield,
Conn.. March 5.

Mrs. James Alderson (80) died at Mason
City. la.. April 12.

Bessie Ralph Kidd (73) of Cincinnati. C.
February 21. 1910.

Mrs. H. McDougall of Toronto, Canada,
passed away on January 17.

Mrs. Laura Nichols (59), of Amity, Mo. She
was born in Richmond, Mass.

Mrs. J. Shelly, born August 1, 1820, and died
October 21. 1909. at Boonville. Mo.

Mrs. Antoinette L. Spencer (86), at Bing-
hamton. N. Y.. on October 30. 1909.

After an active and useful life of seventy-
eight years. J. M. Gorham passed to his eternal
home.

P. H. Wener. M.D. (82), of Deer Lodge.
Tenn. A gallant soldier of the Union army ;

member of the G. A. R.

Mrs. Alvira A. Blood (84) of Portageville,

N. Y.. died June %. A member of The Chris-
tian Hekai.d family for thirty-three years.

Mr. Hosea Bliss (84). of Montrose. S. D..

formerly of Ashtabula. O., February 28.

H. Harrmann. of Newkirk. Okla.. a faithful

reader of The Christian Herald.

M. Frances Bailey (75). of Groton, Conn.
She was a subscriber and devoted reader of The
Christian Herald for many years, contrub-
uting regularly to the Bowery Mission and
other benevolent Christian work.

Wm. Henry Green, forty-two years of age.

was killed on the 15th day of April. 1910. at

the mines at Phillips, Okla. He was born in

Cornwall. England. He was a constant reader
of The Cmhi.stian Herald for many years, and
a faithful Xollowef of his Lord,

KaisingCrops
^^^ ^c^kv in the ^^^

San Joaquin Valley
California

'Vi'IlI make you independent.

The ambitious man or woman who
wishes a home, friends, a comfortable living,

and money in the banks to insure against

future want, will find them in the San
Joaquin Valley.

Here are 10,000,000 fertile acres, with
an abundance of water for irrigation coming
from the ever present snows of the High
Sierras. The clear, warm California sun-

shine compels a sturdy, healthy plant

growt h. Every staple crop is profitable here.

Nature is on your side. All that you need
is reasonable industry and success is certain.

The man of small capital can get quick
returns from vegetables, alfalfa, hogs,

dairying and poultry, while the orchard and
vineyard is coming into bearing

Let me send you a 72-page book, telling

in plain language what others are doing.

For instance, it tells of Mr. S. W. Williams,
Tulare, Cal., who last year sold $3,000
worth of milk from 30 cotvs ; of Mr. C S.

Ba.xter, Merced, Cal., who sold $7,200
worth of milk from 60 cows and got $1,200
for his surplus alfalfa.

Go to California tliis fall ; only $33 from
Chicago, $32 from St. Louis, $25 from Mis-
souri River, if you start any day, August 25

to September 9 or October 1 to 15. Tickets
honored in Santa Fe Tourist sleepers on pay-
ment of berth rate. If you ask for it, I also

will send you our journal, The Earth, free

for six months.

Chas. L. Seagravcs, Gen. Coloiiizati.ui .Agent, k. T. k S. F. Ry. System, 1192 Railway Exchange, Chicago, III.

UKE THI3

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If Tou arc suffering from any form of spinal trouble you can bo relievt^il

ill your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatoniiiMl

appliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results ate marvelous, It is nature's own method.
Eminent physicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the wliole spine is invigorated and
strenpthened. all soreness is taken out of the back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

straightened. There is hriglit hope for you. no matter how long you have
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union. Each
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly
Tliere is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We griiarailtee satis-
faction and let you use It 30 days. Write for uur new, book, giving
full infoniiatiun and references.

PHILO BURT IVIFG. CO., 207 21st ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

llSff''

For BURNS Use

PONDS EXTRACT
It quickly relieves the pain with a cooling, soothing effect

mcst grateful to the sufferer.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Effective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resorting to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude in the United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other

malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years

For complete information address

B.;rkihire Hilli Sanatoriain, North Adamt, MaMachcictta

TheRochester Fadiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
f(ir it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.
ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 Fi;rnaceSl.,Rocbester,N.Y.

Prices from
$2 to $12

For hard or
Soft Coal
woodorgaa

Fit! any
Stove or
Furnace

Reduce Your Flesh
LET ME SEND YOU AUTO MASSEUR ON A

40 DAY FREE TRIAL IeTs
So confident am I that simply wearine it will per-

manently remove all superfluous flesh that 1 mail

it free, without deposit. When you see your shape-

liness speedily returning I know you will buy it.

Try It at iiiy expanse. WTrlte to.diiy.

DDHC QIIDIIC •<-pt. S03 IVo. 1»00
rnUri DUnnOuroadway. mew York
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AN ELEGANT REPRODUCTION OF A BEAUTIFUL

$250,000 PAINTING
REQUIRED FIVE YEARS TO PAINT IT-A GREAT OFFER TO REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS AND THEIR FRIENDS

TO BE GIVEN

AWAY
FOR A FAVOR

A Copy of "Mona Liza" Should

Be in Every Home

PROBABLY no painting has created

more wide - spread interest than the

"Mona Liza" of Leonardo da Vinci.

It has been said, though not authoritatively,

that the British Government once offered one

million pounds for its possession.

The subje<ft,"Mona Liza."or"LaGioconda.

as she is sometimes called, was the wife of

Gioconda, a Florentine citizen. It was be-

tween 1500 and 1506 that she posed for

Da Vinci. The execution of this painling

took five years, as it was only while seated

in a certain posture, and listening to a certain

strain of music, that her face took on that

peculiarly elusive expression so wonderfully

portrayed on the canvas. Da Vinci dared

not have her sit for him very often, for he

feared that too frequent repetition might lessen

the Grange effedt of her surroundings. Some

one has said that this picture is divine work

rather than the work of man. And it is true

that in facial expression and in the delicacy

of skin texture Da Vinci has here wrought to

a degree almost perfect.

It is estimated that the original"Mona Liza"

could be sold to-day for anywhere from

$250,000 to $500,000. It is beyond doubt

one of the masterpieces of art, and we know
of no subject more deserving of a place in

the home than the beautiful and sublime

"Mona Liza." It is impossible to think of

owning the original "Mona Liza," but The
Christian Herald's reproduction from the

original painting is absolutely flawless in every

detail. Copies of reproductions, far below

The Christian Herald's picture, com-

mand from $3.00 to $10.00 a copy. We
offer you " Mona Liza " in return
for a favor. Read our offer below.

"MONA LIZA"
Painted by Leonardo Da Vinci.

Actual Size, iV/i x 17V4, Inches.

NOTE—This reproduction is only a half-tone, which by no
means conveys the full measure of beauty of

the double-tone photogravure.

How to Get the Picture Almost
FREE

FOR several years it has been cu^omary

tor the readers of The Christian

Herald, and the publishers, to enter

into a co-operative plan, having for its objed

ihe introduction of the magazine into homes

where its influence would be felt in a mani-

fe^ly effedive manner. This plan has always

been produdtive of fine results to the readers,

by giving them a substantial re-

ward ; to the new readers thus introduced,

by providing them with the helpful comrade-

ship of The Christian Herald, and to the

publishers, by enabling them to send you each

week a better and a more entertaining mag-

azine.

Believing that you have the same deep

and sincere interest in The Christian

Herald that you have shown in the past,

we ask for your co-operation in our endeavor

to widen the constantly increasing circulation

of The Christian Herald. Your task

will be an easy and pleasant one, requiring

no work to speak of, and at the same time

offering an opportunity to secure

a copy of an excellent reproduction

of one of the world's greatest paint-

ings. Your only expense will be 10
cents, the cost of mailing, etc.

The Christian Herald has, for years,

achieved a glorious success in carrying for-

ward religious and philanthropic causes.

Much of its splendid record belongs to its

readers—to you who have always been

loyal and responsive. But the opportunity

for ^ill greater work is so big that we are

anxious to go forward at an even fa^er pace

than ever. Won't you therefore work with

us, hand in hand, for a gradual but sure

growth in the Christian Herald Family ?

Can't you call to mind the names of many people who would enjoy, and possibly be benefited

by. The Christian Herald ? There are thousands of persons scattered far and wide who
would appreciate the Herald, and they would gladly subscribe if ihey Icrew of the value and

helpfulness of The Christian Herald. It would take years and years for us to reach even a

tithe of these people, but you can aid us very materially.

We therefore ask you to send us the namfs of twenty-five people, consisting of heads of families

and young men and women you think desirable. Only one name is required from a family. To these

names we will send sample copies of The Christian Herald and ct cur Special Holiday Offers.

We ask you to kindly send us the names of twenty-five people,
who in your estimation would enjoy The Christian Herald.
These people should be carefully selected. The names of Sunday
School Superintendents, Teachers, Sunday School attendants
and ardent church workers are the very best kind of people you
can get. All good, thrifty people, people of an optimistic frame
of mind, would be sure to be interested in The Christian Herald.
Send only one name from each family. Write plainly. Be sure

to spell the names correctly, and if you have any doubt about the
spelling of any name verify it by inquiring of your postmaster
or by reference to a directory or telephone book. Write on one
side of the paper only.
Every name must have a Prefix (such as Mr., Mrs., Miss, Dr.,

Prof., Rev.), Christian name (as Mary, John, etc.), Post-Office
Address, County and State. In case of Free Delivery Office in
city or country, either the Street Address or the number of the
Rural Free Delivery route should be supplied. Thus an address
correctly supplied would read something like this:

Dr. James Potter, Chicago, Cook Co., III., 572 Adams Street.

OR:
Miss Ruth Jackson, Westminster, Worcester Co., Mass., R.F.D. No. 6.

Address your letter to "List Department," Christian Herald,
Bible House, New York City. Enclose ten cents in stamps or
silver to pay packing and mailing expenses of the beautiful
"Mona Liza," which will bo sent you at once.

OR:-
"I am a Christian Herald reader."

"I am a friend of a Christian Herald reader."

WHY AND HOW WE CAN MAKE YOU THIS EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
To reward you for your courtesy in assisting THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
to increase its Family of loyal and enthusiastic readers, we will send you a copy

of the famous "Mona Liza," asking you to pay the cost of packing, mailing, etc.,

which in every case will be but 10 cents. There is no further expense attached to this

offer, and we guarantee to deliver the picture securely packed, uncreased and in perfect condition.

Won"t you give us the stimulating influence of your support in our effort to send The Christian

Herald, wilh its message of love and cheer, into more homes throughout the land ? You

can easily supply the names
; you will do it, and we are going to depend upon you.

PLEASE OBSERVE THESE CONDITIONS — THE DEMAND WILL BE HEAVY — ACT QUICKLY
As the offer is confined to the members of The Christian

Herald Family and their immediate friends, it is essential for

you to sign your letter as follows :

As we have heretofore observed, it is our intention to serid

copies of our Holiday Offers to these names. Therefore it is

highly important to select them carefully, and to be absolutely

sure that they are written plainly enough to be transmitted

correctly. A little care here will save you disappointment.

OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. 15th, 1910

Beautify Your Home by the Addition of ttiis Rare
and Beautiful Masterpiece ! Don't Miss ttiis Ctiance!

OS^FER EXPIRES
OGT. 15th, 1910

Address; THE CHRISTIAN HERALD LIST DEPT., BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK
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CEILEBRATi:
~^ROM the smallest mountain hamlet of Sonoia
\ in the north, to the southernmost town in the

State of Chiapas in the south, all Mexico is

•y with flags and decorations, ready to celebrate
1- centennial of the country's independence. The
: rit of the occasion has pervaded every class of

: iety. Every Mexican, from President Diaz in

it National Palace down to the poorest peo7i, whose
rldly wealth is a sombrero, a shirt,

;d a blanket when he can fret one, is

],'nly alive to the importance of the
".ehration, and is leaving nothing
done to make it a success, and to

;rease the importance of Mexico in

! eyes of the special delegations
:d the incoming flood of tourists

:)m foreign lands.

[t was just one hundred years ago
1,' fifteenth of this September, that
•' curate Miguel Hidalgo, in the
l;Ie adobe village of Dolores, entered
]: little chapel, lighted only by a
I kering taper, and grasping the
II rope, rang out a warlike peal,

^lich brought every man of his flock
sirrying to the little plaza before
1' church, eager to know the cause
< the unusual clangor. Many of
1m knew, and they came to the
<ipel as a rendezvous, armed to the
t'th. It was the signal for revolt
<.iinst the authority of Spain, whose
il and yellow banner until that mo-
I'nt had flown unchallenged since
t early days of the sixteenth cen-
1y. The war of independence was
I'Ught to a successful conclusion by
t patriotic party, but Hidalgo lost
} life in the conflict. He won, how-
« r, the lasting gratitude of his
1^ f-Spanish, "half-Aztec countrymen,
«1 his name is revered as the
Trtyr of independence. His figure
^1 be seen in the historical -floats in
t parades in Mexico City and in
t other large towns of the Mexican
"-.tes. At twenty minutes past
eren on the fifteenth, President
Iiz will ring the old Independence
1

1 of Dolores, which has been
fcjught as a sacred relic to the cap-
1

', and the Mexicans in street and
S' are below will cheer and then raise
t ir voices in the stirring verses of
t centennial hymn. In every other
'\xican town the crowds will be
viting the signal to cheer and sing
I hymn.
^aturally the most important events

othe Centennial will take place in
^' capital. The preparations are on
^icale equaling if not surpassing

ICO' •lENTENNI.
those made for our recent Hudson-Fulton cele-

bration. The fact that two hundred thousand dol-

lars will be spent on the State banquet alone gives
an idea of the magnificent scale on which the gov-
ernment will dispense its hospitality. Visitors have
been pouring in from all South and Central America,
from Europe, especially Spain and those countries
which have had strong historical or commercial con-

Ml..lu 1,> Ulidi

One of the Beautiful Parks in Mexico City

nections with Mexico, and from the United States.
The American colony is usually a large one and this
is being daily increased by a throng of tourists, who
have just found out what our historian Prescott
discovered years ago when he wrote: "Of all that
extensive empire which once acknowledged the au-
thority of Spain in the New World, no portion for
interest and importance can be compared with

Mexico; and this equally whether we
consider the variety of its soil and
climate; the inexhaustible stores of
its mineral wealth; its scenery, grand
and picturesque beyond example; the
character of its inhabitants, not only
far surpassing in intelligence that of
the other North American races, but
reminding us, by their monuments,
of the primitive civilizations of Egypt
and Hindostan; or lastly, the peculiar
circumstances of its conquest, adven-
turous and romantic as any legend
devised by Norman or Italian bard of
chivalry."

Those who have not been in Mexico
are inclined to believe that Prescott
was too much impressed by his sub-
ject; those who have really been there
are impressed with the fact that he
knew the country well and epitomized
its attractions in those few lines.

The United States sends a former
governor of Massachusetts as a spe-
cial ambassador to carry the felicita-

tions of the country. Germany sends,
with its embassy, a statue of Von
Humboldt, to be unveiled in one of
the public squares. China sends a
memorial and the Sultan of distant
Turkey will show his friendly feeling
toward Mexico by erecting a clock
tower in the capital.

Spain pays a most graceful tribute
to her lost daughter. She returns the
faded uniform of the Revolutionary
general and hero, Jo.'^e Maria More-
los. Generals carrying banners cap-
tured in battle will surround the
ambassador as a guard of honor, and
as the uniform is presented to Diaz,
cannon will be fired and massed
bands will play the national air.

France, not to be outdone in cour-
tesy by Spain, will give back the
silver keys presented to General
Forey in 1863 when he captured
Puebla.

The capital has been housecleaning
for months—painting and repairing.
The government is determined that
the people shall present a good ap-
pearance and has provided free baths.

Continued on page 826
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A NTICIPATING our arrival in this world, pre-

/\ venient love sought the finest fabrics of

-^J^ earth's choicest looms, and dainty fingers set

the finest stitches, and loving hearts filled all the

future with the embroidery of rainbow colors.

These prevenient preparations testified to the love

of the expectant parents, but especially testified to

the estimation in which they held these coming
angels of God, these cherubs who had lost their way
and come to earth.

So the value of man is seen in the preparation

made for his coming.

This majestical world, the cradle in which God
meant to rock and swing his man child, was not made
in a week, even by infinite wisdom and power. But
through ages measureless to man, infinite painstak-

ing and care were bestowed upon its development.

It was stored with infinite energy, beautified with
infinite delicacy, packed with thought, and pro-

vided with everything necessary for the life, comfort
and development of its coming king. The cradle of

the race was made so rich that after thousands of
years man is only just beginning to spell out the
single syllables of its wisdom and power. All this

was made for man. We rightly sing:

We for whose sake all nature stands
And stars their courses move.

It is impossible to enumerate all these realms of
wealth, of beauty and power, because we have not
yet discovered them all, and have not yet grown
into perception and appreciation of them all. It is

but a few days since we discovered the possibility of
wireless telegraphy. On the wide ocean I was anx-
ious to learn the fate of my friends on the sinking
steamship Republic. We listened in the silent

spaces of the infinite sky, and heard the joyful
tidings that they all were safe. The little ear by
which we heard the news was but a hand's breadth.'
But all the wide world's air was full of it for all

earth's countless millions to hear. But how few
had ears to hear! So all space is teeming full of
countless thousands of messages that none of us
are yet able to hear. Earth and all its powers
came out of infinite wisdom, power and love, and we
are finite yet.

Our Wonderful Frame

The savage delights only in clanging cymbals for
instrumental, and in the warwhoop for vocal music.
But the finer ear gets rapture from the soft cadences
of the evening breeze breathing over Aeolian harp-
strings, and in those gentle voices of angels bending
near to touch their harps of gold when the Prince of
Peace was born. The more refined we become the
more we find. The newly discovered qualities and
potencies of radium are an amazement, but earth
has still a thousand more amazements to follow.
And all this unthinkable equipment indicates the
estimate of the infinite Father for his child. The
grandeur of the kingdom indicates the greatness of
the king—indicates, but oh how feebly! The figure
eight laid horizontally is the algebraic sign for in-

finity, but how insignificant the symbol compared to
what it suggests! So of the world and man. Man
is measureless and priceless. There is no legal
tender to represent his value. A little vault of gold,
or even a piece of paper based thereon, is legal
tender for a palace and a vast estate, but a whole
world gained as the price of one sou4 lost is profit-

less, leaves it a pauper forever.
Take a single illustration of the capabilities of

man's body. Go out on the top of the round world
and be domed over by the infinite sky. There are
millions of blazing suns sending their rays of light
at a speed of 186,000 miles a second, all fi-eighted
with intelligence of the substance and history of
each varying world, and they pour these rays un-
tangled through an aperture like a pin prick, and
crossing each other spread all this intelligence on
the retina of the eye, only about an eighth of an
inch in diameter, and all this varied intelligence is

carried on a filmy thread back to the countless
chambers of the brain, to be read, treasured and
imparted to others. This filmy thread and pulpy
retina can discern the difi'erent number of vibrations
of every difl'erent color—red having four hundred
and fifty millions of millions per second and every

* Bishop Warren is one of the ablest and most eloquent leaders
in American Methodism.

other color having a different number. Surely we
are fearfully as well as wonderfully made. Capac-

ity for chords and harmonies means also capacity

for discords and janglings out of tune. And ecstasies

of pleasure must involve ecstasies of pain as well.

The worth of human bodies is seen in the fact that

the Son of God tabernacled in just such flesh as ours,

and he declares that the bodies of all of us here

present to-day may be temples fit for the indwelling

of the Holy Ghost. Not only was man made in the

likeness of God, but Paul says that the Son of God
was made in the likeness of men.

Man's Mind a Marvel

But the wonders of man's body are infinitely sur-

passed by the wonders of his mind. He can see the

glory of the rainbow on the back of the retreating

thunderous cloud. Gorgeous and glorious it is, but

far more glorious it is that he can see the cause of

it. He can see that a rain drop in falling shatters

the speeding light and spills its glory over the sky.

He can see the vast spectroscopic wealth of ideas,

see the varying substance of the stars, their ap-

proach or retrocession. Nay, more, he can see that

its quiet and exquisite loveliness, after forked light-

ning and seeming elemental wreck of thunder,

make it a fit emblem of perfect peace. Nay more,
reason asserts that there must be cause for these
effects. And while man in his search discovers that
he cannot by intellectual searching find out God, he
finds that he has faculties finer than reason, as
reason is finer than fingers; and by these faculties
he comes to know God. These faculties are so near
akin to God that like kindred drops they mingle into
one. And this knowing God makes eternal life nec-
essary. He discovers that faculties are so like the
eternal God that eternity is a necessity. Senses for
things of sense. Reason for things of thought and
mind, but faith for things of God. Faith sees the
invisible, touches the intangible, hears the inaudi-
ble. The unseen is as real as the seen; the inaudi-
ble as the audible; the intangible as the things we
handle. Nay, far more so. All the seen comes out
of the unseen and returns thither. Into this realm
comes faith and is at home. It knows God. It

endures hardship, torture, martyrdom, since it sees
him who is invisible. Faith is earlier and more
universal than either sense or reason, and hence is

the only possible foundation for the universal reli-

gion of Jesus Christ. All great powers, as gravita-
tion, steam, electricity and wind, are invisible. And
he that sees the invisible sees the real things of the
universe, and is made great thereby. The great
masters of all the ages have been this kind of men.
This is true in the realm of thought: who rules
the ages like Paul? true in painting: instance Ru-
bens, Murillo, Raphael; true in music: Beethoven,
Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn and Mozart; true in
architecture: all the builders of cathedrals. Here
man reaches the climax of his being. He sees the
infinite and eternal God face to face and is not con-
sumed; nay, he glows with holy joy and rapture in
every highest attribute of his being. We can find
out some things without feeling fingers: some by
the infinities of power in the eye, some by the far-
ther flights of reason; but faith and heart alone
know God. And herein lies man's greatest glory
and this world's greatest asset.

The Price Paid for Our Redemption

But while man's value has no legal tender of
worlds, as we have said, his value is indicated by
the price that was paid for his redemption. He
was too good to be lost, and when sin had palsied
the arm meant for sceptre-swaying, dimmed the
vision meant for seeing God in his works and turned
to stoniness the heart that was meant to throb with
love for the infinite Lover, we could not be redeemed
with corruptible things, with silver or gold, but only
with the precious blood of Christ. Worlds of gold
had no value then, but God so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever be-
lieved on him should not perish but have everlasting
life. So he that was rich in hierarchies, thrones,
dominions, orders of angelic beings, for our sakes
became poor that we through his poverty might be
made rich. And poverty, deprivation, was the least
of the price. He took a world's burdens and car-
ried its sorrows, hushed its wails on his loving

bosom, till the weight of sorrows and sins broke 1,

heart on Calvary and carried infinite life into t'

dark realms of death. We cannot estimate the pi

paid, but we feel that the thing bought justified t

price, because he shall see the travail of his s(

and be satisfied. This joy set before him enab
him to endure the cross and despise the shame.
The worth of man is clearly seen in the kind

work to which he is invited. It would have b(

much if he had been left to dominion over the fc

of the air, cattle of the field, fish of the sea, a

besides fish, whatever passes through the paths
'

the sea, gravitation, magnetism, etc. But he is

vited to a far higher kind of work. And in t

work he is to have the personal companionship a I

co-operation of God. Locomotives, steamshi

,

lighthouses, wireless stations, astronomical obser

tions are not symbols of man's greatest work, a

more than swung worlds and gulf-streams of st;

are symbols of God's greatest works. These ;

easy to him. He speaks and it is done, commai
and it stands fast. But works of redemption, s

vation and glorification require the going forth

all the power of the mind and the heart of G
They require not merely the exercise of the att

butes of God, as omnipotence, omniscience, etc., 1

the outgoing of his very essence, and that is love

'Twas great to speak a world from naught,
'Twas greater to redeem.

And into this work man is invited and utiliz

Under the laws of the material world it were e;

for soil to burgeon into flowers, or grow into stat

sequoias. It were easy for winds to blow and riv'

to flow. But there are greater works than the

There are woes of a world to be lightened, sighs

be turned into laughter, chains of habit to be brok
,

degradations of soul to be stopped and devel'

ments to be begun, all downward tendencies to

turned into upward flights, and a complete and ev

lasting salvation to be secured for every will

soul. Into this amazing work men are called b}

partnership divine. It is honor, it is glory; and tl

man has capabilities for this work is the high

:

conceivable declaration of the supreme worth
man. The interests of a thousand millions for ti

and eternity wait on man's activity. All the

sources of the ever blessed God are ready to •

poured out in co-operation, till the wails of eart

;

weary ones shall be changed to songs of salvat i

forever and ever. The highest commission e
"

given to man was given on Olivet: "Go ye into I

the world and preach the Gospel to every creatu ;

and lo, I am with, you alway, even unto the end :

the world." Responsibility, capability and co-ope

tion combine to testify that man is the greatest a^;.

of this world.

A Little Lower than the Angels

But man's value is seen not merely from his oi

estimate of himself, but in the just and final e
-

mate of God. Man was made in the image and li
-

ness of God, and as the psalmist says, "a little lo\r

than God" [R. V.], and set over the works of 5

hands. But the glorious plan God had for men at 3

creation was marred by disobedience. But God 1

not despair of success. God is yet "mindful of hii;'

"visits him," "sets his heart upon him," "is jt

ashamed to call them brethren." Efforts far beyyl

those of creation were put forth for redempti;.

These efforts so succeeded that there is no possie

figure of worth that is not lavished freely to expis

God's sense of the value of his people. "I will o "i

the windows of heaven and pour you out a blessir,

there shall not be room enough to receive it." "T Y

shall be mine in that day when I shall make up Y

jewels." Every tender and precious relation i

human life is burdened with expression of G( s

value of man. Father, mother, bridegroom, hn, i

child, in all they mean in human tenderness and I e

are used to shadow forth God's appreciation of e

redeemed ones. And as earth was prepared a

endowed for the training school of man in the fl'
'j

so a heaven incomparably more glorious is prepa a

for developed souls. No wonder Paul sees the r a

of the eyes of our understanding being enlighte a

that we may know the excellency of the glor>'i

God's inheritance in the saints.

Continued on next page
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The World's Greatest Asset

-Continued jrom preceding page

And this, let it be remembered, is

it the first stage of development. The

me will come when this wondrous
orld with its still undeveloped ca-

icities will not be strong and rich

lOUgh for the developed man. It

ould stunt his soul to remain among
s thoroughly mastered forces. Then
t the earth that now is pass away
ith a great noise, and its firmament

i rolled together as a scroll, but the

te inhabitants find a new heaven and
new earth wherein dwelleth right-

)usness; where the trees have such

itensity of life that their mere leaves
lall be sufficient for the healing of the
oes of the groaning nations, and its

i-uit, ripened every month, shall give
;ich growth as befits the sons of God.
But the proof of worth is activity,

old in the mountains is worth no
ore than the adjacent rock. Radium
worth inestimably more than gold

2cause of its radio-activity. When
romwell went into the cathedral and
as shown the silver statues of the
pestles he said, "Take them down,
)in them into money and let them go
oout doing good as their Master did."

he talent used grows in a little while
) five or ten talents. The talent
aried in the earth not only does not
row but is taken away from the
.vner.

Oh, remember that youth is the
me for activity. All its stirring im-
ulses are divine inspirations rousing
for accomplishment. How many

elds there are, and none of them with-
jt opportunity! There is no field so
arren but it may be made to blossom
ith roses; no tropic marsh so stag-
ant but it may be made glorious with
16 Victoria Regia; and no field of
uman endeavor so lowly but it may be
lade to bear the Godlike heroisms of
jblime character. When Rome needed
) be saved it found Cincinnatus at his

low. When the American Revolution
eeded a leader it found Washington
1 his farm. And when the most glori-

js Union on earth needed to be saved
found Grant in his tannery and

incoln just out of his cabin. So when
18 immortal Son of God needed com-
panions, and fellow-workers to turn a
l^orld upside down, he found Matthew
\ the despised seat of a publican, and
eter and John at their fishing. And
hen the Lord uttered his judgments
f great deeds as seen in the light of
;ernity he commended the poor widow
iving her two mites, he loved Martha
ueful in household duties, and he
lade a memorial over the whole
irth and through all time of the
oor woman whose overflowing love
nointed him beforehand for his burial,
he verses that were sung of one
umble man might be sung of millions.

Not at the battle front, writ of in stor>'.

Not in the blazinpr wreck, steerinK to sriory;

Not while in martyr-panffs soul and flesh sever.
Died he— this Hero now; hero forever.

No pomp poetic crowned, no forms enchained
him;

No friends applauding watched, no foes ar-
raifrned him ;

.Death found him there, without srrandeur or
' beauty.

Only an honest man doinpr his duty.

Just a God-fearing man, simple and lowly.
Constant at kirk and hearth, kindly as holy;
Death found—and touched him with finger in

flyinj?—

Lo! he rose up complete— hero undying.

Many are the crosses men carry in
'wly life. "But the cross is the only
tdder tall enough to reach the thresh-
Id of heaven." Earthly kings are
•owned amid all earthly splendors,
ut the coronation of the kings and
riests of God is attended with the
ilendors of the nightless heaven,
aul, the prisoner in a Roman dun-
eon, could look up and say, "Hence-
n-th there is laid up for me the crown
[ righteousness, which the Lord, the
ghteous judge, shall give me at that
ay; and not to me only, but to all
lem that love his appearing."

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

LITTLE MOMENTS AND MARGINS By Rev. J. M. Farrar. d.d

A BOY, James A. Garfield, enjoyed hiding himself for a little

moment. These little moments he called margins. What are
margins? They are little odds and ends—something that 1=

many boys and girls waste. A moment is the margin of a minute
and a minute is the margin of an hour. Garfield used the little

moments, the margins of time, and in them earned and learned his
way from a canal boat to the White House. He walked on the tow-
path and drove the mule that pulled the boat. Whenever he found
a margin of time he would read something that was worth thinking
about while at his walk and work. A short article from Success will
give you the secret of moments and margins.

If I Only Had the Time

SOME boys will pick up a good education in the odds and ends of

time which others carelessly throw away. What young man is

too busy to get an hour a day for self-improvement?
Drive the minutes or they will drive you. Success in life is what

Garfield called a question of "margins." Tell me how a Junior uses
the little ragged edges of time while waiting for meals or for tardy
appointments, or how he spends the evenings, and I will tell you
what that Junior's success will be. One can usually tell by his
manner, the direction of the wrinkles in his forehead or the expres-
sion of his eyes, whether he has been in the habit of using his time
to good advantage or not. The same signs are on the face of a girl.

THE Junior who loses no time doubles his life. Wasting time is

wa.=ting life. Some squander time, some invest it, some kill it.

Four things come not back : the spoken word, the sped arrow, the
past life, and the neglected opportunity.
By hiding himself in every little moment he could find, Garfield

learned enough to become a teacher. On a pathway paved with
moments he found his way from a canal boat to a schoolhouse. While
teaching school he improved his spare moments and was soon able to

pass his "exams" and enter college. From the schoolhouse to the
college he walked along a beautiful path paved with moments and
margins. In a few years he was able to pass from the college,

where he graduated with honors in 1856, and where for a time he
was the president, to the court house. From the court house he
went, a moment at a time, to the State senate house. He did not
have the time and money to go to West Point, but little moments
prepared him to command an army and he become a major-general.
At President Lincoln's request he was sent to Congress. Here he
never lost a moment until he paved his way to the White House.
While serving as the twentieth President of the United States he
was in one little evil moment shot by Guiteau, Saturday, July 2, 1881.

ON September 19, just about twenty-nine years ago, he died at

Elberon, N. J. On this anniversary of Garfield's death is a

good time to look back and see the value of moment margins. Mo-
ments made him a great man, and one little evil moment, in which
an insane man hid a pistol, our country was robbed of a great Presi-

dent. Death was one little trembling moment on which Garfield

stepped from time to eternity. Try to think of how many things,

good and bad, can be done in a moment.
Is this all of the stoiy of Garfield's life? No, for one secret of his

success is not known to many people. His useful life was Garfield,

plus moments, plus something else. A story tells about the other plus.

A SCHOLARLY, fatherly, contented-looking old gentleman was
Thomas Garfield, of Hudsonville, Mich. He was the only

l)rolher of President James A. Garfield. At the age of eighty-seven

he was well and happy. He resided on the same farm near Hud-
sonville for over forty years and did not leave home over a dozen

times after moving to Hudsonville. He was unknown outside his

immediate neighborhood, did not seek publicity and liked to be called

a plain farmer. He never went to Washington, although he was
invited by his brother to make his home at the capital city. He
never had the advantage of an education. But James A. Garfield

became President by the wise use of spare moments plus this brother.

Thomas carried his brother James to school, when the snow was too

deep for the future President to walk, and worked from daylight

till dark in order to help him to success. He took care of James till

he got through high school, and then got his life insured, which
carried him through college. "My duty was to stay at home and
run the farm," declared Mr. Garfield, "and I did it. James was a

politician from the time he was a little fellow. He was a natural

orator and had the best memory of any man I ever knew. He could

listen to a discourse and repeat it, and once we heard him working
out a sum in algebra in his sleep. When he got up in the morning
he wrote it out." We would be ashamed of James A. Garfield if he

had not loved and honored his brother Thomas.

NOW, Juniors, please hide youi'selves in "a little mom.ent" and
think. Just think of the fact that every boy and girl, every

man and woman who makes a success in life ought to thank and

love an elder brother. There is one who sticketh closer than a brother,

who never sought any honors in this world, refused to be a King,

and spent all his life in order that you might be successful and

happy. Hide father for "a little moment" from his Sunday paper

and ask him for the .story of this "Elder Brother."

• Pastor First Reformed Church, Brookl>-n. N. Y. Text: Isa. 26 :20.
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Ministers' Salaries

IN a bulletin just issued by the
government there are given to the

public many interesting facts relative
to the number and salaries of ministers
in our leading cities, and as to church
finances generally. The figures show
that there were, in 1906, 161,830 Chris-
tian ministers in the United States,
besides 1,084 Jewish rabbis, and they
increase at the rate of nearly 4,000 a
year. Their average salary is .$663,
and there was paid to them in 1906 a
total of $69,667,587. Baptists and
Methodists have more than half the
whole number of ministers in the coun-
try. There are in Manhattan and
Brooklyn scores of ministers whose
salaries exceed $5,000 a year. The
highest salary ever oflFered a minister
in New York was $18,000 a year and a
house, oflFered last year by the Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian Church, and de-
clined. Several ministers receive
$15,000 a year, and there are a dozen
or more who get $12,000. These sal-
aries are the highest in the world.
The average salaries of ministers in

cities having 300,000 population and
over, for the principal religious bodies,
are: Baptist, $1,793; Congregational,!
$1,938; Methodist, $1,842; Presbyte-
rian, $2,450; Protestant Episcopal,
$1,873; Reformed, $1,938; Catholic,
$684, and Jewish rabbis, $1,491. Meth-
odist ministers get most of all, the
salaries amounting annually to $16,-
150,000. Baptists receive the next
largest, $10,323,000; Presbyterians,
$7,610,000; Roman Catholics, $6,779,-
000; Episcopalians, $4,887,000; Con-
gregationalists, $4,154,000; Reformed,
$1,682,000, and Jews, $801,000.

This year the sum of $100,000,000
will be paid to ministers of the whole
country in salaries, and congregational
expenses, missions and extensions will
cost $20,000,000 more.

In New York Episcopal places of
worship are worth $25,830,000;
Presbyterian, $16,400,000; Methodist,
$10,500,000; Baptist, $9,400,000; Re-
formed, $7,900,000; Lutheran, $6,300,-
000, and Congregational, $4,260,000.
The value of church property in New
York is $153,953,740, exclusive of par-
sonages, hospitals and asylums. The
debts in New York are $19,062,419, or
about 12.3 per cent. Boston has in-

vested in churches $27,000,000, with
debts of 7 per cent, of their value.
Chicago has the same sum invested,
with 151/^ per cent, debts; Baltimore,
$14,000,000, with debts of WVs per
cent.; Philadelphia, $45,000,000, with
9 per cent, debts, and Washington,
$10,000,000, with 10 Va per cent, debts.

Anvil Sparks
. .Men make excuses, but that is no

sign that God will take excuses.

. . The Christian life is a long work-
day, with eternity for a vacation.

. .If we do not open the top of our
purse God will surely open the bottom.

. .What we ought to do we ought to

do with aught of thought of not doing.

. .The people who overestimate a
man's preaching are the very ones who
underrate his practice.

. .As you are your brother's keeper
you should do your best to keep him
from the saloonkeeper.

. .Thank God for permitting you to

have what you have and also for per-
mitting you to be what you are.

W. J. B.

Glad He Got His Bible
Editor The Christian Herald: I

thank you very much for God's blessed
Word, which was received yesterday
by express, and wife and self will take
many hours of comfort and pleasure in

reading it together. I felt sure my
request would be granted, but did not
expect we would receive such a valua-
ble book. It is a precious gift and
words fail in our expression of thanks.
Again thanking the givers for the
Bible and also for The Christian
Herald, we are, etc.

Geo. W. Margeaux and Wife.
Riverside, Calif.
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EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has
kept his promise of making a

whirlwind tour of the West after his

return from Europe. He has made
many speeches from train platforms,

improvised open-air stands and in

public halls, but nowhere has he found
audiences so much to his liking, and
such keen and hearty appreciation as

among the cowboys of Wyoming.
It v/as a great day for Cheyenne

when, on August 27, he struck that
city. Soon after arriving he took a
thirty-mile ride with his party across
the plains on cow ponies. He received
the true Wild West welcome and, ac-

cording to his own declaration, had the
"time of his life." To get back once
more among the men of the saddle in

their own territory, and to comrade
with them, as he did many years ago,
was to him better than the plaudits of
the East or the platitudes of formal
reception committees.

Mr. Roosevelt visited the 30,000-acre
sheep ranch of Senator Warren, six-

teen miles from Cheyenne, and spent
several hours amid familiar surround-
ings, meeting many old cowboy ac-
quaintances. Ho talked freely with
the cow-punchers, and some of the
ranchmen rode with him part of the
way. But it was in Cheyenne itself

that the typical Western welcome was
given. There was a tremendous.crowd
of cowboys and cowgirls in brilliant
costumes. A parade took place in

which three regiments of troops from
a neai'by post participated, many of
the troopers being members of the
Ninth Cavalry which served at San
Juan with Roosevelt. To make the
day a full one, there was also an auto-
mobile ride, a military review, and a
visit to the fair grounds at Frontier
Park, where Colonel Roosevelt made a
speech on conservation. There were
games and spectacular sports which
included horseback and steer riding
and a "champion bucking contest," the
whole closing with an Indian war-
dance and a wild horse race, with all

their thrilling accompaniments. Mr.
Roosevelt's party was amazed and de-

lighted with the picturesqueness of the

whole affair. They marveled at the

brilliant costumes, the silken shirts,

the white sombreros and the leather

boots of many of the riders. There

was no limit to the display of daring
horsemanship. A hiftidred Indians in

full war paint and an equal number of

squaws gave a touch of Western fron-

during his speech at Frontier Park

called forth loud applause. He was
addressing an audience that was ready

to cheer his every utterance. "I don't

care," he said, "how patriotic a man is

if he runs away in the time of danger."

His references to the punishment that

should be given wrongdoers in public

and private life was greeted with
cheers. "If the rules of the game are

wrong we should change the ru'es

Roosevelt Making an Address from Kis Car on His Western Tour

tier realism which the six hundred
cowboys and cowgirls could not alone
have contributed.
One feature in the parade was the

presence of some sixty Japanese.
When the whole was in life, motion and
activity, and the bands playing lively

marching music, the Colonel's face
wore its most beaming smile and to

everybody he expressed himself as
"simply delighted!"
Some of the sayings of Mr. Roosevelt

rather than blame the men who follow
them," he said, amid frantic cheering
by the cowboys and cowgirls.
When he visited Denver, another

ovation awaited him. He spoke in the
Auditorium to an audience of twelve
thousand, which included the members
of the Colorado Livestock Association.
He discussed conservation, especially

with reference to irrigation and State
control of water power sites, and he
touched on political topics, but did not

indulge in controversy. He also visitec
the Capitol and addressed the legisla
ture in the House chamber, the tenor oJ

his speech being that State and natlor
should each exercise its legitimate
powers to the fullest degree in all mat
ters. He criticised the Supreme Courl
for its decisions in the Sugar Trus1
case, touched on trusts, labor, public
hygiene, and conservation, and roundlj
condemned inefficiency and dishonest)
in the public service and sensational
ism in the press. When the bam,
played "A hot time in the old town,'
Mr. Roosevelt beat time, his fac(

wreathed in smiles of evident enjoy
ment.

Leaving Denver, Mr. Roosevelt wen
through the heart of Colorado and ove
into western Kansas. He left the trail

at Pueblo for a little while to lay th
cornerstone of the new Y. M. C. A
building and then resumed his trip

He cheered with the boys and hur
rahed for the girls at a dozen place
along the route, and wherever h
stopped, he talked of honesty and gooi
citizenship. Several times he told hi

audiences how glad ho was to be bad
from Europe, among hi.s own peopk
whom he knew and could understand

The Flag Delights Him

I
AM the happy recipient of you
magnificent premium of the beauti

ful flag and the picture of our na
tional Presidents. The marvel abou
it is how you can afford to give sue
valuable premiums. The Christiai
Herald is worth much more than i

costs. It is more eagerly looked fo

than any other magazine or religiou

newspaper that comes to our house. I

is entertaining, educative and inspir

ing. Here's God-speed to its weekl;

mission, as it goes into thousands o

homes. I have done something to hel

its circulation, and shall always b
glad to do what I can in that directior

Wm. Bfrkeley,
Goshen, Mass. Subscriber.

PETE,MBOR<
A house of dreams untold.
That looks out over the whispering treetops.
And faces the setting sun.

IN
these lines from the bronze tablet on the great

boulder that marks the grave of the musical
composer, Edward MacDowell, at Peterboro,

N. H., one finds the title of the pageant given at
Peterboro on the 16th, 18th and 20th of August.
The pageant was unique in that it was the first

musical pageant ever attempted in America, and it

was given at the summer home of one who was
thought by many to be the greatest musical com-
poser America has ever produced.
The pageant was intended as a memorial to Mr.

MacDowell, and was planned to portray the history
of Peterboro from the time of
its founding in the early part
of the eighteenth century
down to the present time.
Eighteen or twenty carefully
arranged scenes, most of
them with musical accom-
paniments, made up a very
interesting and beautiful
pageant under the direction
of Professor George Baker of
Harvard University, assisted
by Mrs. MacDowell, Chalmers
Clinton and Mr. Hermann
Hagedorn. Fully two hun-
dred of the permanent and
summer residents of the beau-
tiful old town of Peterboro
took part in the various
scenes of the pageant, which
was given in a space cleared
for it in the heart of the thick
pine woods very near the little

log studio in which Mr. Mac-
Dowell did so much of his

work, and which he loved so
well. Peterboro had been his

summer home for many years,
and his grave not far distant
from his home is marked by a

huge granite boulder surrounded by a rustic fence.

The purpose of the pageant was set forth in the
following note in the programme:

In two ways the Peterboro Memorial Pageant is experimental.
Believing that pageantry stimulates local pride in past achieve-
ment, strengthens community spirit, and reveals unexpected artis-
tic resources, those responsible for the Pageant wish it to help in
demonstrating that for artistic and pleasurable results pageantry
need not be confined to great centres, need not necessitate vast
expense, but is perfectly possible for small communities. The
Peterboro Pageant aims to prove, also, that color, pantomine,
and music should count more in pageantry than the spoken word.
Scenic effects have been omitted in the belief that the natural set-
ting of this pageant would make these seem offensively artificial.
Because of this setting and because of the use of the MacDowell
music, suggestion rather than realism is the basis of the pageant.

Beginning with a very beautiful invocation by a
large chorus, the first scene of the pageant brought

An Indian Burial, One of the Scenes in the Pageant
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from the thick pine woods the muses and dreams
and then followed seventeen tableaux with musica

accompaniments and very effective costuming. Th
background of tall pines above which rose Moun
Monadnock made a natural stage setting that th

most skilled art could not have surpassed, and th

general effect was enchanting. The surrounding

of his home were a source of constant inspiration t

Mr. MacDowell. He worked in an environment tha

helped him to create such beautiful musical compc
sitions as his Norse and Keltic Sonatas, his Ne\
England Idyls and Fireside Tales, and many of th|

songs and choruses that made him the greateSj

American musical composer.
The spirit of helpfulness was strong in Mr. Mac

Dowell, and he had grea

sympathy for musical and ar

students hampered and hir

dered in their studies becaus

of lack of funds. It was foi

this reason that Mr. and Mr;

MacDowell agreed that afte

the death of Mr. MacDowel
their beautiful home in Petei

boro and all of the acres sui

rounding it should become
centre of interest to artist

working in varied fields. Thi

gave rise to the MacDowe
Memorial Association and f

this organization Mrs. Mai

Dowell has deeded the proi

erty, retaining but a lii

interest in it. A number c

studios have been built o

different parts of the ground

j

and there is a large centr;

house in which students lodg

and take their meals. A mo(i

erate price is paid by t\\

students who come here ffi

study. It was for the benef

of this association that tl

Pageant of Peterboro w:

given. J. L. H.'UiBOUR.
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>ys' Meeting, 169th St. and Teller Ave. Rev. Arthur J. Smith^ and His Corps of Gospel Workers At 99th Street and Central Park West

The Children's Gospel Tent at 169th Street, New York An Audience of Bohemians, 66th Street and First Avenue

Adult Meeting, 106th St. and 1st Ave., New York Opening Night at CansJ and West Streets A Negro Audience, 61st St., between 10th and 11th Aves.

A Brotherhood Meeting in McKinley Square An Open-Air Evening Audience in August

How the Evangelistic Committee in Greater New York Reaches the Unchurched Masses see page 824
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Our Larger Audience

NEVER in the history of The Christian Herald
has it spoken weekly to so vast an audience as

it has at the present time. During- the summer
months now closing, our Family Circle has been

augmented beyond all expectation. New friends

have come to us by thousands from every part of

the Union. Old subscribers, who have felt the joy

of sharing- in the many Christian enterprises of the

paper in past years, have shown their appreciation

by bringing many others into the delightful fellow-

ship of Xhe great Christian Herald Family, where
they have met a cordial welcome.

This greater audience brings with it a due sense

of increased responsibility. All these twenty years.

The Christian Herald has stood as the champion
of the old Gospel, the defender of the home, the

friend of missions and the practical exponent of

applied Christianity throughout the globe. Its late

proprietor, Dr. Louis Klopsch, established it on
foundations that were broad and deep, and he built

into those foundations his own heroic life of self-

sacrifice. With the active co-operation of its read-

ers, it did a noble work in social and moral uplift

and in the upbuilding- of Gospel missions. It be-

came the means of saving countless human lives, it

brought happiness to multitudes, and, under divine

blessing, it carried the knowledge of Jesus Christ

and his salvation to thousands who were dwelling

in spiritual darkness. For these things we can only

praise God and be devoutly thankful.

With its wider field and its vaster audience. The
Christian Herald's opportunities for service are

proportionately increased. Its policies stand abso-

lutely unchanged; its editorials are from the same
hand that has written them for the last eighteen

years. Its Gospel teaching, its missionary and
benevolent enterprises, will now have a more far-

reaching influence than ever. It is our aim and
desire to keep up to the highest standard attainable,

and, with the hearty co-operation of our friends, to

make The Christian Herald the best, the brightest

and the most helpful and inspiring family publica-

tion that enters the homes of the American people.

A Nation of a Hundred Million

THERE has been no busier place in Washington
all through the hot summer than the Census

Bureau, where the director, his assistants and a
multitude of clerks have been busily engaged in

finding out just how big a nation we are. A year
ago the census officials made the statement that the

enumeration of 1910 would show that ninety million

people, including our insular possessions, were liv-

ing under the Stars and Stripes. The result of the

census shows a marked increase over the highest
figure suggested, and there now seems to be little

doubt that we have a population of one hundred
million, and that there are at least ninety million

between the -\tlantic and the Pacific. The addi-
tional ten million is made up for the most part by
the people in the Philippines. The increase in large
cities, those of one hundred thousand or more, is

twenty per cent, on the average. According to
Director Durand, the actual increase in our popula-
tion from immigration is not so large as was ex-
pected. From 1901 to 1907 there came to our shores
0,219,000 immigrants, but all of these did not re-
main; 1,927,000 returned, leaving- the increase from
foreign sources at 4,292,000. Since 1907 about
2,576,000 came here to find their home and fortune,
but 790,875 returned.
The fact that Greater New York is now the second

city of the world came as a great surprise even to

the census experts. The reports show a population
of 4,766,883, making it next in size to London. In
the last ten years there has been the astounding
increase of 1,329,681, an enormous city in itself.

The estimated population of London is 7,537,196.
Paris, the third city, is now far behind, with a pop-
ulation of 2,714,068.
The results from all of the country districts have
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not yet been added up and it is not expected that

they will show the same rate of increase as the

cities. This is based on the theory that the popula-

tion of the cities is increased by the constant flow of

population from country to city. In recent years

there has been a current setting countryward; but

it is not large enough to equal the stream of boys

and girls who rush to make their homes in the city.

This inflow, however, it may be remarked in passing,

has been a great thing for the cities. It is aflfirmed,

with few to dispute it, that a goodly proportion of

our successful men in our great centres were born
far from concrete sidewalks and skyscrapers. They
have come with strong bodies and healthy minds and
the city has been the richer and the better for their

coming. Now their sons and daughters are anxious
in part to get back to the green fields their parents
left.

It is years since we could be rated as a small
nation, and our growth to a hundred million

puts us, willing or not, among the greatest powers,
with added responsibilities at home and abroad.
Wisely educated and wisely led, this great mass of

humanity can be a power for good. If not, the

results are not pleasant to contemplate even as a
picture of the imagination.

The Real " Be^ Seller
"

A GENTLEMAN in Decatur, la., writes to The
Christian Herald, making this inquiry: "A

preacher here stated lately that the reading and
study of the Bible were on the decline—that it no

longer held the attraction for men it formerly did.

Was such a statement justified by the facts?" It is

by no means the fact. The Bible is to-day more
widely read than ever. Clayton Sedgwick Cooper,

an authority on Bible-reading statistics, states that

80,000 college men in eighteen different nations are

now studying it. One great organized Bible class

movement has a membership of 350,000. Our
Y. M. C. A. Bible classes last year had 64,960 Bible

students. Throughout the globe, there are 27,888,-

000 Sunday School children studying- the Word.
Last year, Bible societies printed and circulated

11,378,854 Bibles. More Bibles were sold than any
other hundred books together. It is now printed in

400 languages. China alone last year bought
428,000 Bibles. Our contemporary, the New York
Times, in a recent issue, reported the last year's
Bible output of the British and Foreign Bible
Society at 6,620,024 copies. In the 106 years of its

existence, that society has issued 220,000,000 copies
of Scriptures and its annual output is steadily ris-

ing, last year's being 685,000 copies in excess of the
year preceding. Of what other book could any-
thing like this be said? If you pile in a single
pyramid all the copies of the Koran since Mahomet's
day till now, with all the copies of the Scandinavian
Eddas, the Hindu Vedas, the Persian Zend Avesta,
the Buddhist Tripitakas and the Chinese Five
Kings, and add to the pile the hundred other most
famous books the world has ever known, including
the "best sellers" of all the ages, the pyramid, con-
trasted w'th the thousands of millions of copies of
the Bible, would be as an ant-heap to Mount Everest.
Like that cloud-piercing monarch, the old Bible
stands alone in its majesty, its magnitude, its alti-

tude and its serene imperturbability, unshaken by
the assaults of unbelief and pointing out to man the
only way that leads to heaven and happiness.

The "Divine Right" of Kings
EMPEROR WILLIAM of Germany, like our own

Theodore, is .something of a storm centi-e. He
can be depended upon to furnish sensational mate-
rial for the press of two continents when other
sources are dull and unproductive. But, again like

Theodore, he must not be taken too seriously. Ora-
tors who are apt to be carried away by the sound of
their own eloquence, must occasionally be expected
to say surprising things involuntarily, and without
the slightest premeditation. The Emperor's recent
speech at Koenigsberg, where he repeated in a new
form his extraordinary utterance of fourteen years
ago, concerning the "divine right" of kings in gen-
eral and himself in particular, has aroused a storm
of protest throughout Germany. Not by the power
of the people, nor by the call of the nation, but by
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divine ordination, he declared, he had become If

nation's ruler. Some of the leading journals staii

this apparent reversion to mediaevalism, so co

pletely out of harmony with the spirit of the tim

,

as peculiarly inopportune at a time when int

national arbitration is being considered, and wl

;

the Czar, an advocate of the limitation of arn
ments, is to visit the country.

But the German people are sensibly conscious
the fact that William has never attempted to exte
imperial rights beyond constitutional limitatio

They know his love of strong, high-sounding, mou
filling phrases and they remember occasions in t

past, when utterances of the "mailed-fist" ore

were the sensation of the moment. Besides, t

Emperor, in a subsequent address at Dantzig, \

:

explained his Koenigsberg speech in a way tl

shows that it was never intended to convey t

meaning or purpose popularly attributed to it.

now says:

When I represented myself, like my sainted grandfather, as be
under the protection of the Highest, and as working under
highest commission of our Lord and God, I assumed that ev
honest Christian, whoever he might be, did the same. Whoe
works in this spirit knows well that the Cross imposes obligatic
We should hold together in brotherly love, and we should leave
each race its peculiarities. The races and trade organizati
should join hands for common work and to meet the State's rieo

sities.

It is evident that the Kaiser, recognizing t

indiscretion of his Koenigsberg speech, is endef
oring to remove the impression that it was
"proclamation of absolutism" by giving to it t

character of a religious utterance. His explanati
is plausible and gives to the affair quite a differe

complexion. Europe will watch the speech-lovi

ruler, and will no doubt be more careful about m
construing his remarks, when he indulges in met
phor and hyperbole in future.

I

General Notes
—Our list of newspapers that do not print liquor adverti

ments increases weekly. The latest additions are the Bei-kel

Calif., Daily Gazette and Daily Independent (Berkeley I

40,000 inhabitants) ; the Kansas City Star; the Des Moines, 1

Register and Leader and the Daily Record and Daily Telegri

of Greensboro, N. C.
—Four members of a sect known as "the Disciples of t

Holy Ghost with the Gift of Tongues" were found prostrai

by starvation in Los Angeles, Calif., the result of a six-wee
fast. One of the four—the Rev. John O'Neil Irving—

d

refusing nourishment. The others may recover.

—Senator Gore, the blind Senator, has made a stateme
vindicating Vice-President Sherman in connection with t

Oklahoma lands scandal. Mr. Sherman's name, the Senal
admits, was brought into the discussion casually and there w

at no time any evidence that he was directly or indirectly cc

nected with or even cognizant of the frauds.

—The floods in Japan have been much more extensive a

destructive than was at first reported. Information recei^

at the Japanese Consulate in New York is to the effect tl

"the region which is suffering from the recent floods in midi

Japan covers Tokyo and the fifteen prefectures of Shidzuol

Saidama, Gunba, Chiba, Tochigi, Miyagi, Wagano, Yamanas
Kanagawa, Ibaraki, Aichi, Fukushima, Iwate, Yamagata a

Akita. The casualties are 880 killed, 160 in.iured and 600 mi:

ing. About 3,700 houses were entirely destroyed or wash
away, 2,200 houses were partially destroyed and about 400,0

houses were flooded. The damage is especially heayy in Tok
and the succeeding eight prefectures in the foregoing list, t

number of the sufferers who need relief being 200,000 in Tok
prefecture only. Railroad traffic was stopped at several sf

tions. Both the central and local governments arc doing th<

best, co-operating with the military and naval forces in i

lieving the sufferers and in repairing the damages. Relief wo
is going on satisfactorily."
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Women Aviators

r
0-DAY women are invading successfullj' every

field of science and in some cases are ranked

among the pioneers. Hardly had the flying

lachine been developed from the primitive "glider"

f the Wright Brothers than women were anxious

) try a flight toward the blue and disposing, so far

s they were concerned, with the theory that the

entler sex are constitutionally timid. Most of

lose who have so far navigated the air have been

ie wives or relatives of flying machine inventors

r of aeronauts who are enthusiastic over every

ew form of sport, providing it offers a spice of

anger. In France Madame Paulhan, the wife of

:ie most famous French "man bird," as they are

etting to call them over there, became an adept

ome time ago in handling her husband's flying

lachines, and has sailed aloft so often that it is

longer a novelty. A French baroness also

ought a machine and made some remarkable flights

lone, but at last she came to grief. Her machine
lunged from a height of two hundred feet and only

y a miracle did the lady escape with her life. Her
;gs and arms were
roken, and she was
nternally injured.

Ihe will be an invalid

or life. Here in

f

America Mrs. Glenn
I
Kurtiss, the wife of

\\e aeronaut who
'von the $10,000 prize

|jor his trip from Al-

jany to New York,
.as made a number of

,rips. She is enthu-
iastic and has been of

reat help to her hus-
and. Mrs. Mars at
lempstead has be-

ome proficient, and
lany ladies promi-
ent in the social
,orld have gone aloft

s passengers. Among
,hem are Mrs. Clif-

'ford Harmon, the wife
'f the noted amateur
.eronaut, and Mrs.
larry Payne Whit-
ley. Women by na-
ure are supposed to

'e more timid than
aen, and yet in all

imes, in all nations,
ncluding those of
Jible times, there
ave been splendid
pecimens of female
leroism, both physi-
,al and moral. The
»rophet refers to the natural timidity of women
Vhen he writes:

, In that day shall Egypt be like unto women; and it shall be afraid

nd fear because of the shaking of the hand of the Lord of Hosts.

Isa. 19:16.)

'lorence Nightingale's Lover

A romantic incident in the life of Florence Night-
ngale is mentioned in a telegram of recent date
rom Fox Lake, Wis. It states that Miss Nightin-
;ale in her girlhood was the sweetheart of William
Shore, her cousin. As the church canon of con-

anguinity forbade them to marry they parted with
lutual vows of constancy. Shore left England for
America and settled in Fox Lake, Wis. He re-

nained single there. He died in 1868 and was
uried in Waushara cemetery, near the village. The
Vngel of the Crimea in her English home waited
'atiently for the messenger that has just taken her
her lover. This pathetic instance of earthly love

uggests the constancy of God's affection for us and
he necessity of our unfaltering fidelity to him.
I have loved thee with an everlasting love: therefore with loving
indness have I drawn thee. (Jer. 31 :3.)

'earful Mistake

James Peterson, after an automobile trip, took
lis machine to the garage at Greenwich, Conn., to be
leaned. The car had scarcely entered the building
vhen a lamp which was broken set fire to the car.
n pushing the machine into the street, Peterson's
lothes became ignited. His companions made a
oud call for water. A man passing by on the street
ust then saw a bucket of clear fluid in the doorway
;f the garage, and, seizing it, dashed the entire con-
lents on Peterson. The bucket was full of gasoline

and not water, and the fluid poured upon Peterson
made a torch of him, and despite the attempts to

smother the flames with blankets and coats, Peter-
son was burnt to death. The man was benevolent,
sincere and honest in his endeavor to save Peterson;
but there was a mistake which led to a fatal result.

In the attempt to quiet the tempers, cool down the
passions, and quench the flames of moral evil, many
well-disposed and sincere people, by misapprehen-
sion of fact, use the wrong kind of fluid, adding to

the fires instead of destroying them. Some of the

most appalling fatalities in the moral and spiritual
realm are produced by persons who are mistaken
in their intellectual judgment and in their religious
beliefs, and destroy rather than save those whom
they undertake to help.

O my people, they which lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy
the way of thy path. (Isa. 3 : 12.)

A Child's Faith

A Brooklyn pastor who was making an eloquent
address at a Young People's service at a camp
meeting recently, told this incident, which had a
magical influence upon the audience. He said: "I

rhuU;», l*i<:U>rial I^

Mrs. J. C. Mars

was swimming in water thirty feet deep, and look-

ing some distance up to the dock I saw my sweet
little baby girl looking down upon me. I called out

to her and said, 'Bet, jump.' Instantly she jumped
out into the water before me, and I seized her and
swimming around a little while with her brought
her safe to the dock." Oh, what a good thing it was
that her father could swim, and what beautiful

faith the child had in her father that prompted her
to jump into the water to him! It is this simple
childlike confidence that the Redeemer requires of us

to believe implicitly in his word and to trust our-

selves completely to his saving power. The child's

faith the Master takes as a measure of the faith

necessary to salvation.

Verily I say unto you. Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of

God as a little child, he shall not enter therein. (Mark 10 : 15.)

Postal Savings Banks

Plans are made by the Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States to put into practical operation

the new law providing for the Federal postal sav-

ings bank system. Such a system is in use in some
of the nations of Europe. That of England is pecu-

liarly successful. It is said that in the United
Kingdom one person in every four has a savings

account with the government and that the average
deposit is about $70. Under the new law the deposi-

tors will get two per cent, interest with the United
States Government back of their account. It is

expected that the first of these banks will be opened
in New York and Brooklyn by November 1, and that

eventually there will be a Federal savings bank at

every post office. When the proposition was first

made it was looked upon with suspicion by the man-
agement of the other banks as likely to come into
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competition with them, but the more far-sighted of

them now believe that the postal banks will be of

advantage to the individual and the community in

general. The millions of dollars deposited in the

savings banks of the country speak of their popu-
larity and of the thrift of the people. The friends

of the Federal postal bank system predict that such

banks will be immensely popular and will be a great

help, especially to those who tiy to save something
out of small incomes. Christ himself taught the

lesson of saving, especially in small things, when he
said to his disciples:

Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing be lost.

(John 6 : 12.)

Gospel Preaching Still Powerful

Mr. Don 0. Shelton, the head of the National
Bible Institute, wrote a letter to one of the New
York City daily newspapers relating practical facts

with reference to the popularity of the Gospel with
the masses, which is so timely and encouraging that
we quote a portion of it for the inspiration of our
readers. Mr. Shelton says: "A characteristic of

the people of New
York is the respectful
attention which they
give to the proclama-
tion of the Gospel. In
the last four years the
National Bible Insti-

tute at crowded cen-
tres of the city's life

has conducted many
hundreds of evangel-
istic meetings, and the
close and even rever-
ent attention given to

the speakers has been
highly encouraging.
This year our meet-
ings began early in

April and have been
continued daily and
nightly and on Sun-
days ever since, but
they have not been
interrupted in any
instance except on a
few occasions by per-
sons who were partly
intoxicated or men-
tally unbalanced. Last
week we conducted
sixty - seven outdoor
evangelistic meetings,
with an attendance,
by count, of more than
11,000 men, and yet
there was not a single
interruption. We have
not asked for police

protection this year. These meetings have not only
proved that the people of New York are outwardly
respectful, but they have shown that the Gospel is

still the power of God unto salvation when its mes-
sage is declared simply and with the sole purpose of
leading those who listen to lead a true Christian
life. This is the more remarkable in view of the
fact that it has been found that fully 75 per cent,
of those who attend these meetings are not members
of any church whatever, and that 90 per cent, of
them are men. Another encouragement has been
the fact that men respond to the appeal of the
Gospel out of doors quite as quickly as indoors.
There have been multiplied evidences this year of
lives transformed through the power of the Gospel.
Recently one of our workers after speaking to a
crowd of about 200 at Union Square spoke to an
elderly gentleman who had been attending the meet-
ings for three years, and who said, 'You do not
realize the greatness of the results that come from
the work you are doing,' and he then related the
following incident: 'A plumber attended one of
your meetings last summer and listened to the
Gospel message. The good seed fell upon good
ground. The man was a drunkard and a bad man
generally, and to make his condition still worse he
was leading his nineteen-year-old son down the same
path, breaking up his home and bringing sorrow
upon his Christian wife. Both the father and the
son were converted and they are now candidates for
admission into the Baptist Church, where the Chris-
tian wife and mother worships.' " The reception of

the Gospel by out-door preaching in New York
reminds us of that by the people to whom the

apostle addressed these words:
For our Gospel came not unto you in word only, but also in power,

and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance. (I. Thes. 1 :5.)

Mrs. Glenn Curtiss
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Children's
Environment

Women in Council

THERE is an old saying: to the effect that two
heads are better than one. If this be true,

may we not imag'ine that sometimes twenty

or thirty heads or that number multiplied indefi-

nitely are likely to get nearer a right conception of

things than one person may when acting entirely

by herself? The home queen is a wife, a mother, a

sister, a daughter. She presides over her realm

with dignity and efficiency. If she has a little help

to send anybody else she is graciously ready to do

it, and here on this page she may find her opportu-

nity. Write whenever you like and as freely and
confidentially as you choose here.

"In an issue some weeks ago I

was much interested in the letter

of a mother who dreaded taking

her children from the country to live in a wicked

town. I agree with her that' children are to be

pitied if they know nothing of the wonderful beauty

of the hills and valleys and the woods full of flowers

and birds. There indeed we get very close to the

Creator. Still sin abounds on every hand. In her

case she might better risk the evil influence of the

saloon later on than the harm that

would be done them if the children

saw any division between father

and mother. The strongest char-

acters are not those which have
been shielded from the knowledge
of sin, but those which through the

vigilance of parents have been
daily moulded in the fear and love

of God. (Mrs.) Lulu S."

For the Victims "I wish to SUg-
of Insomnia gest a cure that

may prove bene-
ficial to D. L. M., whose letter

appeared in your paper on July 6.

I have been a nervous invalid for
years, and was long a sufferer from
insomnia. My physician prescribed
the following treatment : On first

retiring it was my custom to fall

asleep, but I wakened after two or
three hours, and would then lie

wide awake for the rest of the
night. The doctor told me not to

lie still and coax sleep hack, but to

rise at once, take a little exercise
or read a story that would not
cause me to think too deeply. Then
he advised my eating a cracker or
two or a little bread and butter and
returning to bed. This proved
beneficial in my case. M. L. P."

Btj MARGARET E. SANGSTER

years will pass before the memory of Dr. Klopsch

fades from the hearts of those who loved him, and

those whom he was always ready to help. If among
our readers there is any one who can suggest some-

thing that an elderly man burdened with the infirm-

ities of your friend can do to help him pass the time

usefully and pleasantly, the message will be grate-

fully received.

Young Girls and "I have helping me in my kitchen

Domestic Help a woman who as a young girl was
wild and unsteady. She went to

church and Sunday School, but no one took much
interest in her, and finally she was led astray.

Since she has been in my home and I have heard the

story of her life, I shudder to think of what she

went through, and I ask myself if I have been as

faithful as I ought in mothering such girls as she

was? Had a mother held out a helping hand to

her, had any one understood her and lovingly taken
pains to guard her from temptation, the story of

her life would have been very different. When we

A WEDDING IN MORAVIA, AUSTRIA

THE/ happy bride and groom are on the left and the marriage certificate is

proudly displayed on the bridegroom's hat. Love blesses the pair and they

start out joyously on the simple life of a toiling peasantry.

Another Remedy "The plea of the
friend who can-

not sleep appeals to me, as I, too, have suffered in

the same way. I have found that by beating two
eggs and mixing them with milk, a little sweetened,
and taking this before going to bed, I have been able
to banish insomnia. E. L."

One Who Mourns "The sudden news of the death of
Dr. Klopsch the editor nearly broke our hearts.

Tears of real sorrow would course
down our cheeks for days afterward. Not for him,
but for the poor and needy in the world who need
such a rare friend as Dr. Klopsch always proved to
be. The cry of my heart was, How can they live

without him? And now you are asking, would we
like to have Women in Council. I can answer for
one only. By all means. There are noble women
in the land whose home duties would not permit
them to be members of a club, or go to the St. Louis
Convention, who would be more than glad of a
woman's page in The Herald. One question is

burning its way into my brain. Here it is: Is

there no, absolutely no, employment for an elderly
man with very poor eyesight and very deaf? Some-
thing to save the brain and prevent a total wreck?
We think we would recognize TiiE Christian Her-
ald staff if we never meet this side of heaven's gate.

May they live to show to the world the spirit of the
blessed Master. E. K."
Your letter touches a responsive chord. Long

take young girls into our home as helpers in domestic
work, do we not owe them something more than
wages? Do we not owe them love? And if we
refuse to give it, are we not responsible for their
failure or success in life? A. B."

Small Boys and "Will some one send me a good
Sunday Afternoon suggestion for my active little boy

of eleven who finds Sunday after-
noon tedious and long? He attends Sunday School
and church from April until October. In the winter
season we have no Sunday School. We provide
good reading matter for the child, but he tires of
reading long at a time. Surely some mother can
tell me what she would do in my situation.

"(Mr.s.) G. G."
It is too much to expect of a restless little fellow

that he shall sit still for hours on Sunday. He
might take walks or go on errands, carrying a book
or a letter from his mother to a friend, and part of
the time there might be singing in the family or
story-telling. I pass this letter with its plea to the
consideration of the sisters.

A Good Book "I recommend for the little chil-
for Children dren a book entitled New Testa-

ment Primer, by J. E. White,
Pacific Press Publishing Company, Mountain View,
Calif. A. H."

In this connection I would like to tell you all of

tiny booklet called The Mother's Catechism by Mr
Anna L. Price of Marlinton, W. Va. In the form c

questions and answers suited to the comprehensic
of young children Mrs. Price has embodied whj
might be called stepping stones for little feet, so fa,

as an evangelical creed is concerned.

Taking Root Ethel's little garden occupie
much of her attention, but fc

some time her plants did not flourish. She weedc
and watered, she enriched the earth and s\

watched the growth of her flowers with a jealoi

eye. Yet they withered and returned her litt

reward in radiant bloom. The trouble was tht

Ethel had a passion for transplanting her flower;

she did not give them time to take root. There ai

others who make the same mistake in the hon^

garden. They never stay long enough in one plac

to become really attached to the soil, and they nevd
remain for any considerable time under the infli

ence of a preacher, a teacher, or a good book. Tl
result is that through continual change and coi

stant transplanting they strike no roots deeply. Tl
desire to be constantly amused and entertained, (

receive new impressions and accept new theorit

seems to be in the air. It is ui

usual to meet a person who hr

contentedly remained under a sing

roof for a score of years. Almo:
as unusual is it to discover i\

strength and depth of feeling an
character which wei'e nurtured i

the days when people stayed clo;

to the old-fashioned religion, i

which more stress was laid upo
doing right and repressing se

than in having a good time an

gratifying every wish. One thin

that we need at this time is quie

ness and depth of conviction. Tl

two qualities belong together.

Heroism in We need not g

Common Life back to ancier

days nor read c

Marathon and Thermopylae to cai

. .^ a muster roll of heroes. The daii

vjl^ papers furnish stories of heroisi

(^ ^ which stir the blood and lift t

above the commonplaces of i\

sordid days into a purer atmo;

phere. Two young girls, classmate

and dear friends, lost their lives b

drowning at Wellesley, Mass., or

summer day lately. One venture

beyond her depth; the other, wh
could swim a little, forgot he

own safety and struck out to sav

her friend. Both perished, but th

one who tried to save the other wa
as much a heroine as if she ha

succeeded. A fire occurred one July day in a tent

ment in Brooklyn. James McGrath, a firennai

climbed to the height of four stories, walked on

narrow ledge through the heat and smoke, and wit

incredible courage, in the face of terrific dangei

saved an old man who was ill and unable to hel

himself from impending death. The crowd on th

sidewalk called to McGrath to come back, but h

pressed forward and rescued the man, counting nc

his own life dear. Both were saved.

A woman in great peril caught upon a Ferri

wheel and suspended between earth and sky, wa

rescued the other day from her plight by a workma
named John Carroll. He had a crippled left banc

but managed notwithstanding this to reach th

woman and drag her into safety. The man wh
sees what to do and does it with quick presence o

mind and with complete unconsciousness of self i

the modern hero. He may be a policeman, an eng

neer, a telegraph operator, a coast guard, a sigm

service man, or anybody unknown to fame, but th

stuff of which heroes are made is in him.
•

. . .

j

Aunt Prudence Payson's Catch-All I

—MoxnEB. The little morninp prayer you ask foris:

Now I wake and see the light.

'Tis God who Kept me through the night.
To him I lift my voice and pray
That he will keep me through the day.

For Jesus' sake. Amen.
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WlE'LL simplify our work,
ary," said Mr. Baker to

wife, after their fifth

lan had left them within a month,

nd he and his wife had had all the

lilkin.? and other chores to do, "and
nly attempt what we can do ourselves."

Mrs. Baker sighed, for she did not

ke to lose her splendid cows, and that

,'as what Baker meant by "simplify-

ig the work."
"You know, dear, what is best, but
erhaps we can get a good man yet,

'om," she said brightly and hopefully.

"I've given it up. I'll go and see

lontgomery. He was wanting some
lore milch cows."
"All right, Tom, see him, but don't

ell for a week yet. Let's hold on for

ne week more," she pleaded.

"It has nearly killed you, now, go-

ng out there doing the work those

agabonds jumped. I'm afraid one

,eek more would finish you," said

Saker roughly but affectionately.

"Well, Tom, hold on for three days."

"I'll give Montgomery one day to

nake up his mind about my cows,"

aid Baker decidedly.

Mrs. Baker had not been too well for

ome time. She had been ailing all

pring and the extra work and worry
lad not lightened her burden. May,
ler little seven-year-old girl, the only

ne left to her, tried to be helpful; but

he was a frail little creature for a

ountry lassie and could not do much.
Little May had been trying to get a

i/ranch of cherry blossoms, which were
n full bloom, but had failed. She
limbed the fence and, in trying again,

he fell. A rough-looking, dust-cov-

red man jumped over the fence and
licked her up. He soothed away her
obs, smoothed her frock and placed
ler again on her feet.

Mrs. Baker caught a glimpse of

hem and hurried down the orchard.

ihe mother's eyes swept the dusty
nan from head to foot.

"I like him, mower," said little May,
mtting her arm affectionately around
he man's neck, for he had not arisen
van at the approach of the woman,
ie felt that it was a crisis in his

areer and that it was the child, rather
ban the mother, who could help him.
50 he stayed by the child. "He picked
ne up when I fell. I wanted a cherry
)losEom and fell from the fence. He
ame and saved me. What's your
name, mister man?"
"Gowan," said the man quietly.

"Mister Gowan saved me," said little

vlay, talking quickly.

The cloud flitted from Mrs. Baker's
)row as her little one gave her an
iccount of her misfortunes.
"It is nearly noon; will you not stay

ind have dinner with us?" asked Mrs.
Baker hospitably.
"Do," said little May, and taking

jowan by the hand, she led him to the
louse. Mrs. Baker watched him very
'ritically. He seemed a second-class
ramp, and more weak and dejected-
ooking th^,n the poore.st. His eyes
vere dull except when May addressed
lim; then there sprang up a look of
trange tenderness that worked its

vay over the face, and softened and
nightened all its lines.

May ushered him to a bench in the
•orner of the kitchen veranda and
limbed up at his side.

Mrs. Baker went in and continued
ler dinner preparation. Presently she
ame out, pail in hand, to get water,
jowan saw her going to the pump.
l.eaving May, he hastened to Mrs.
3aker's side.

"Let me," said he, courteously, tak-
ng the pail from her hand.
"Anything else, ma'am?" he asked,

)n returning the water.
"A little wood, please."
Gowan found the wood-pile, filled the

)ox and then returned to May.
Mr. Baker came in tired and aggra-

vated. He had seen Montgomery, who

By E. RYERS05\C YOUNG

was delighted that Baker was thinking
of selling his splendid milch cows. But
Mr. Baker had also met his neighbor,
Jones, who owed him money for some
time, and they had had an altercation
over the matter. He was therefore in
no sweet humor when he reached his
home. He saw the travel-stained man—another lazy, shiftless tramp—on
the veranda. It nearly made his cup of
wrath to overflow. He was about to
order him away, when little May
sprang into his arms.

Mrs. Baker came out and took her
husband into the house.
"What's that man doing out there?"

he growled.
"He's different, Tom, he's different,"

declared Mrs. Baker, and then she
gave him a glowing account of Gowan's

Gowan sprang from his seat and fol-

lowed him to the barn. He caught up
to him, but Baker's manner was so
dashing and absorbed that Gowan
hesitated to speak. Still he followed
him.
"Anything to do, sir?" Gowan mus-

tered courage to say.
Baker turned on the man with a

look of contempt, but he also saw the
filthy condition of the cow-stable.

"Well, clean the cow-stable," he said
shortly and hastened on to attend to

his horses.
Gowan sprang with alacrity to the

task. The trenches were full and he
had hard work, but he now had a job
and he determined, weak though he
was, to show that he both could work
and was willing.

'A rough-looking man picked her up"

assistance first to May and then to

herself.

Baker recovered his humor. He
always did under his wife's conversa-
tion and the caresses of little May.
But he laughed at his wife's enthu-
siasm over Gowan.

"Like the rest of them, my dear," he

said. "Sweet just for a day."
"He's different. No tramp ever

offered to carry a pail of water for me,
or ask for other opportunities to

serve; nor did any other man so at-

tract little May."
Baker laughed at them both.

Mrs. Baker gave Gowan his dinner.

He thanked her courteously. His

hunger was great and he began raven-

ously, but when he saw them watching
him, especially litle May, he ate slowly

and deliberately.

When he had finished, he returned

the dishes and again asked if there

was something else that he could do.

"Wait and ask Mr. Baker," said

Mrs. Baker with a smile.

On his way to the house. Baker
looked in. He calculated that Gowan
would be about half through—at least

at the rate of the last man's working

—

but, to his surprise, the place was
thoroughly cleaned, scraped and swept,
and Gowan was industriously and
deftly scattering straw for the cattle.

"When you are through here, you
may fill the trough," he said and
passed on.

"Thank you," said Gowan.
"He's a strange one, all right,

Mary," said Bakter to his wife. "I guess
that he's new to the tramp business."

"I don't believe that he's a tramp at
all."

"Never before saw a man sweep the
cow-stable like that. I certainly shall

try him. Butler, the road boss, has
several tons of stone down the road to

break. I'll see about the contract for
breaking it and offer it to Gowan."
That night Baker told Gowan about

breaking the stone and that he could
work for his board, if he wished.

"Thank you," was all Gowan trusted
himself to say, but he smiled to May,
who, instinctively, realized that he
was wonderfully pleased, and ran and
clasped his hand with enthusiasm.
Gowan did his share of chores for

"board," as Baker arranged, and
earned "wages" by breaking stone. It
was very trying work, especially as
the weather was very hot, but he per-
severed. Passing farmers jibed Baker
about his new man and passed all sorts
of remarks about him, chiefly specula-
tions as to how long he would stay.
Gowan had nothing more than a civil

word for any who spoke to him. His
one aim was to economize his time so
that he could be with little May, under
whose inspiration his general appear-
ance had wonderfully improved.
"That man loves our child, Tom,"

declared Mrs. Baker, one night after
he had gone to his room.
"He certainly has eyes and words

for no one else around here," replied
her husband.

"I believe that he is a father and has
a sad story. He looks as though his
heart was broken and he is working
himself to death on that stone-heap.
You might give him a rest. To-mor-
row is Saturday. Let's have a little

picnic. We'll say it's for May and that
will bring Gowan."
When the proposition was made to

him, Gowan replied with his usual
courteous "Thank you."

Mr. and Mrs. Baker did little more
than watch the gambols of the other
two at the picnic grounds. May was
on the go, Gowan was full of bright-
ness, animation, frolics— such as
pleased the little girl and called out
peals of laughter. But when she
curled up, tired, for a nap, he sank
into deep dejection and had nothing to
say to either Mr. or Mrs. Baker.
They wondered and did not know

whether to be suspicious or not.

"He's got a sad story, Tom."
"Well, he'll tell it to us or go."
The next night, after all had been

made tight and snug, and May was go-
ing to bed, Gowan, as usual, picked up
his lantern.
"We would like to have a little talk

with you to-night, Gowan," said Mr.
Baker.
Gowan turned the lantern down, set

it in the corner and resumed his seat.

"We'll wait until Mrs. Baker comes
back from putting May to bed," added
Mr. Baker, turning again to his even-
ing paper.
Gowan sat there in silence like one

on the border of collapse.

"We want you to tell us of your
past history," said Baker.

"In her little good-night prayer.
May especially mentioned you, Gowan,
and hoped that you would stay with
us," said Mrs. Baker with a smile.

"It's no good telling," pleaded the
man.
"Then I guess there is no good of

your staying here," said Baker roughly.
"We cannot trust our girl to be play-
ing with a man we know nothing
about."
Gowan looked up like a frightened

fawn. To be separated from May! It

was not now to be thought of.

"It is hard to tell what I've come
through."

"Well, let's hear it," said Baker.
"I was just an ordinary boy—

a

farmer's son. Life seemed slow on the
farm and I went into the north, min-
ing. I had a wild time. We boys called

it a good time. We worked hard in

the mines and then blew in our wages
in the usual way. I had nothing to

save for, nothing special to live for.

But I saw a fine girl one day and it

was wonderful. It seems ^ dream to

me that I cannot quite recall how it

happened, but she became my wife.

We were very happy. There was a
good deal of building going on and I

Continued on pacjc 827
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Questions and Answers

In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-
TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

Reader, Topsham, Vt. Is it right and proper
for a minister, wiio is married, to corre-
spond regularly with young ladies, even if

the subject is religion ?

Such a correspondence is liable to give rise

to comment and to produce conditions that

might interfere with ministerial usefulness. It

is better to avoid anything that might be mis-

construed, to the detrinnent of all parties and
to the work of the church, although a letter

from a pastor to any of his parishioners, under
ordinary circumstances, would be perfectly

proper.

J. R. C, Beatrice, Neb. Was the mariner's
compass in use in the days of Paul ? If

not, when was it first used ?

McClintock and Strong, in discussing naviga-

tion in the time of the apostles, say.: "When
they ventured out on the high seas, they were
guided, having no compass, by certain well

known stars, as the Pleiades, the Great and
Lesser Bear, Orion, etc." . The invention of

the compass was formerly placed at about
1302 A.D., when it is supposed to have been

made by Flavio Gioja, a native of Amalfi. in

the south of Italy. It is now certain that it

was used in Europe in the twelfth century.

Some writers claim that the Chinese had it two
thousand years ago. The idea of "fetching a
compass," which we find in the Bible, does not

refer to the instrument, but to a change of

position.

C. H. S., West Chester, Pa. How many years
does the Old Testament cover? How many
does the New Testament cover ?

According to the best computation of mod-
ern chronologists, the Old Testament covers a

period of about four thousand years and the

New Testament (up to the close of the New
Testament canon) one hundred years. It

should be explained, however, that there are
some 140 variations in the estimates of the

period of time from Creation to the 'beginning
of the Christian era.

Mrs. D., Akely, Minn. In Gal. 4: 22-20
(twenty-fourth verse especially) are the
words "which things are an allegory."
What does this mean ?

The words, "which things are an allegory,"

are explained in the passages immediately fol-

lowing. The allegory consists of the resem-
blance between the facts stated in verses 22

and 23 and the events of the later dispensation,

stated in- the eight following verses. It is the

allegory of comparison, the similitude of the

two covenants, that Paul points out.

T. B. R., Liberty, Mo. Who was "the pious
soldier. Colonel Gardiner," mentioned in
Pike's Guide to Young Disciples?

Captain (not Colonel) Allen F. Gardiner was
the founder of the South American Missionary
Society. He was born in England in 1794 and
entered the navy at sixteen. He resigned his

commission in 1834 to devote himself to mis-
sionary work, and did noble service in South
Africa, the Falkland Islands and South Amer-
ica. He died in 1851 from starvation.

T. L. B., San Sixola, Panama. 1. What is the
name of Halley's comet and when was it

discovered? 2. What will be the length of
the Panama Canal when it is finished?

1. Halley's comet is the name of the comet
which appeared this year. It is named after

its discoverer, Edmund Halley. He predicted
in 1705 the return of the comet of 1682, which
bears his name. 2. The Panama Canal is to be
about fifty miles in length from deep water to

deep water.

T. O., Jr., Chillicothe, O. Will you inform me
of the date of John the Baptist's imprison-
ment, and how long he was in prison be-
fore he was beheaded ?

The exact length of time John the Baptist
was imprisoned by Herod in the Castle of

Machseras is not known. His death seems to

have occurred just before the third Passover of

our Lord's ministry, A.D. 28.

D. L. C, Kimbolton, O. Please give .some in-
formation regarding the Aeolian harp.

An Aeolian harp is comi)osed of a square
sound-box of such dimensions that it can be
placed just inside the window or in the lower
part of the window. Sometimes the side from
which the wind comes is slightly lower than

the back. Piano wires of the different keys,

or violin strings, sometimes the two in com-
bination, are strung across the top of the

sound-box. When the wind blows over these

strings it produces weird and often beautiful

sounds. Of couise no regular piece can be

played. It is named after Aeolus, who, ac-

cording to the Greek legend, confined the winds
in his cave. The Aeolian harp is said to have
been the invention of St. Dunstan, but in its

present form it only dates probably from the

seventeenth century.

W. H. P.. Washington, D. C. 1. Where is

Sheba, the home of the queen who came to

visit Solomon ? 2. Was Candace, queen of

the Ethiopians, a descendant of the for-

mer? 3. Was the queen of Sheba mar-
ried?

1. Although some hold that she came from
Ethiopia, she is believed by the best scholars

to have come from South Arabia. Her king-

dom probably included the greater, part of

Yemen. 2. No, their countries were far apart.

3. Very little is known of the queen of Sheba.
The Arabs call her Bilkis (or Balkamah). The
Koran has a number of fables concerning her.

Whether she was married is not known. It

was not uncommon, however, in some of the

ancient lands, for a woman to occupy the

throne alone.

A reader, the Rev. T. H. Lacy, D.D., of

Blackstone, Va., kindly sends us the following

letter from the rector of St. John's Church,
Richmond, Va., in answer to a recent question

in The Mail-Bag :

Patrick Henry's great speech, calling the
Colony of Virginia to arms, which closed with
the words, "Give me liberty or give me death,"
was made in St. John's Church, Richmond, Va.,
before the Virginia Convention, which met on
March 20, 1775. Another famous speech was
made by the same great orator in Williamsburg,
Va., before the House of Burgesses in 1765 in

opposition to the Stamp Act. History records
no speech of Henry's at Jamestown.

R. A. Goodwin,
Rector St. John's Church.

C. D. L., Wilkesbarre, Pa. 1. Please tell me
how sake is made and something of its

effects. 2. Are wines and whiskies sold in

Japan ?

1. Sake is a Japanese beverage made from
rice and Koji cake. It is allowed to ferment
for a fortnight and is then pressed through
filter bags. No malted grain is employed. It

is drunk warm and produces quick but tran-

sient intoxication. Rectified and distilled, it

makes arrack, a potent spirit containing 57

to 74 per cent, of alcohol. 2. Whisky and wine
are being introduced into Japan by our dealers.

Their harmful effects are said to be already

visible, though there is no oflncial record of their

importation.

W. D. D., Ottawa, Kan. 1. On the cross, why
did Christ cry out, "My God, why hast thou
forsaken me?" 2. Why did he call him-
self "Son of Man" ? 3. Speaking of wars,
etc., he said : The end will come "even in
this generation." What is meant by the
word "generation" ?

1. It was the darkest moment of the divine

tragedy. Jesus voiced his anguish in the ex-

pressive words of the 22d Psalm, first verse.

He had submitted to the will of his Father, as

the only way of accomplishing the work of

redemption, and he was to drink the cup to the
dregs and endure all the torture, as though he
had been actually forsaken. 2. It was a title

which he applied to himself many times and
which bespoke his divine as well as his human
nature. "He was the Son of Man, the Lord of

the world and its Judge only because he was the
Son of God." 3. The passage in Matt. 24 : 34

means that the generation of persons then liv-

ing, contemporary with Christ, would see the
kingdom of God established in the hearts of
men. Luke 21 : 9 and Mark 13 relate to the
coming destruction of Jerusalem.

E. A. M., Centre Moriches. Please tell me the
meaning of "Mizpah."^

See Gen. 31: 49.

Subscriber, Los Angeles, Calif. What is the
meaning of "Erin Go Bragh" ?

It means: "Ireland forever."

C. M. J., Dundee, N. Y. 1. For what are
evaporated raspberries used ? 2. Is Es-
peranto likely soon to become the world-
language?

1. They are used for making desserts ; for
coloring jellies and lemonade ; and probably
for coloring alcoholic liquors, though we find
no statement regarding it. 2. The Esperantists
have recently held a congress in Washington

amid much enthusiasm. Ardent Esperantists

feel that it is to be the auxiliary world lan-

guage for business and travel within this gen-

eration, but there are many who think this

doubtful.

M. O., Norton, Mass. I have read that in the
recent military operations in Africa
against the Moors some of the Spanish
soldiers used slings as primitive as those
used in Bible times. Can this be true?

Yes ; but the Spanish slingers threw small

bombs or hand grenades from their slings in-

stead of stones. It is said that at close quar-

ters they are veiy effective compared to those

thrown by hand in the recent Russo-Japanese
war. The Spaniards from early in the Middle

Ages have been noted for their skill as slingers.

L. Q., Nashville, Tenn. What is the correct
pronunciation of Naseby. where the battle

took place between Charles I. and Crom-
well?

It is pronounced Naz-bee.

M. A. C. Hornellsville, N. Y. What was the
Roman Agrarian Law ?

It was a law decreeing an equal division

among the Roman people of all lands acquired

by conquest. The amount was limited which
each person might receive. It was first pro-

posed by the Consul Spurius Cassius in 486 B.C.

Several agrarian laws were passed at later

periods.

W. S., Fordham, N. Y. Who wrote the lines

:

Thus grief still treads upon the heels of
pleasure

:

Married in haste we may repent at leisure?

The lines are by the English poet Congreve,
and appear in his Old Bachelor.

C. N., Concord, Mass. Why do foreign corre-
spondents sometimes refer to the Turkish
government as the "Sublime Porte" ?

It is the official name for the court of the
Turkish Sultan. It dates from the time of the
last of the Abbasside Caliphs, 1243 A.D., who
fixed in the threshold of his palace a piece of

the black sacred stone of Mecca. This door or
gate became consequently the sublime gate or
"porte." The Sultan's successors took it as a
title for their court and government.

R. R. McP., Dayton, O. What is the transla-
tion of the word Boer applied to people in

South Africa ? Where did the Boers come
from originally?

Boer means a peasant. It was given to the
Dutch settlers who began to go to South
Africa as early as the sixteenth century.

M. H., Fayetteville, Ark. When and by whom
was the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky dis-
covered ? What are its dimensions ?

The cave was discovered by a hunter named
Hutchens, while he was pursuing a bear. It is

a little less than ten miles long, but the com-
bined length of all the passages is about one
hundred and fifty miles.

M. M. A., Lansdown, Pa. From what lan-
guage do we derive our word "ostracism" ?

It comes from a Greek word meaning a shell

or potsherd. If the Athenians wished to ban-
ish a man, they wrote his name upon small
shells. These were put in a jar and then pre-
sented to the Senate. Usually the people
voting had the names of several people under
consideration. Six thousand votes were re-

quired to banish or ostracize a man. The man
whose name appeared oftenest on the shells

was banished from the country.

H. F., Buttonwoods, R. I. 1. What is the
scientific name for the ordinary potato?
2. In what country was the potato first
discovered ?

1. Scientifically it is called solanum tubero-
sum. 2. It is a native of Chile and Peru.

B. B. M., Charleston. Did we have any sol-
diers' homes in this country until after the
Civil War?

Yes ; the United States Government estab-
lished a home for aged and invalid soldiers by
Act of Congress, 3d of March, 1851. It was
built not far from the city of Washington and
its first occupants were veterans of the Mex-
ican War.

P. C. Jersey City, N. J. After what foreign
State is the steamer Lusitanm named ?

Lusitania is the early name for the kingdom
of Portugal. The present name of Portugal
comes from Porto Callo, the original name of
the city of Oporto.

J. D., Bath, Me. Where and by whom was the
regular postal system established in this
country ?

The first regular system was started by the
English Parliament as early as 1710. A general

letter office was opened in London, one in N
York, and several others in each colony. L
ters had been forwarded as private ventu
before then. In Boston in 1639 a post ofl

was established at the house of Richard FpI
banks, it is recorded, "for all letters wh
are brought from beyond the seas, or are to
sent thither."

Miscellaneous
Mi-s. H. Evans, 13 Bryn Street, Twynyrod

Glamorgan, South Wales, England, would
pleased to learn of the whereabouts of 1|

brother, D. R. Evans.
Mrs. J. M. B., Oberon, Md. Matt. 19 : 9

very clear. It admits of one sole reason '

divorce, and condemns those who are divon
for any other reason whatsoever.

C. A. G., Brewer, Me. The Mormon canvJ
is the usual propaganda of that church, for l!

purpose of raising funds and securing adh'
ents. It has no special significance.

To our list of newspapers that print no liqi.
advertisements we have to add this week : 1
News and Observer, Raleigh, N. C, Fii
Journal. Philadelphia, Morning Herald, De
tur. 111., and North American. Philadelphia.

J. McL., Hattiesburg, Miss. 1. These
called cures are usually the result of wl
scientists term auto-suggestion. Many of th.
revert to former conditions after the fi

excitement is past. 2. No ; the nearest i

proach to it is the lunar bow or circle which
seen at times and is regarded as a precursor
storm.

C. T. v., Muskegon Heights, Mich. Fr
washing was a necessity in Oriental countri
where people wore sandals and their feet wi
begrimed with the dust of the roads. Simi

'

conditions do not prevail in many other coi
tries ; hence, probably, the discontinuance. 1
rite is, however, still observed in the Easte
churches, particularly the Russo-Greek Chun

T. J. P., Topeka, Kan., writes: "In additi,
to your answer to G. E. C, which is good. ni|;

I suggest the following : The soul lives withe
i

the body (James 2: 26). God is not the G
of the dead, but of the living, (Luke 20: Sij

Moses' body had not been resurrected, Jet he
alive (Luke 9: 30). The saved are consci
and happy (IL Cor. 5: 1, 6, 8 : Phil. 1: 21, 2<|

Judgment is not to ascertain whether we si

saved or lost ; that is settled by our accept!
Christ (John 3: 18; 5: 24, R. V.).

Mrs. S. M. H., Bisbee, Ariz. 1. "McLaren" a
"Maclaren" are the same. 2. Frances Ridl
Havergal died June 3, 1879. Her princil
works were the Life of the Rev. William Hen
Havergal. her father. The Ministry of Sor\
Four Huppv Days, Royal Bounty, Loyal
s/jonses. Red Letter Days, and her poetii

works. 8. The Story Bible, by Mrs. Sangster,
without the paper; Red Letter Bibles, $2 a
$3. 4. Jameson Fausset and Brown is the btj

that can be had in a single volume. 5. Bish
Phillips Brooks was an Episcopalian. Yoi
other questions call for more space than
have at our disposal.

B. H. W., Barry, 111. 1. It is Christiani
without Christ. 2. Catholic, Greek, Coptic 81

Episcopalian. 3. The resumptive form of
Creation narrative in Genesis is illustrated

the account of man's creation, the second chaj

ter giving additional details to supplement t
first. It is not a record of two creations, bu
continuation of the general narrative with p;
ticuUirization. 4. The transfiguration whi
showed Moses and Elias as subordinate in glo:

demonstrated the superiority of the new d:

pensation to the old ; it girded Jesus for ti

coming struggle ; it comforted the hearts of t

disciples and convinced them that his humili
tion was voluntary ; it made them eye-witness
of his majesty ; it gave them assurance of 1"

coming resurrection. 5. Matt. 5:4 means th

mourning which comes not merely from a sen]

of earthly loss or bereavement but of our ov

unworthiness and our spiritual weakness. Th
it is a complement of the first beatitude.

Took a Vote on the Bible!

The Free Methodist Church
Greenville, 111., took a vote on Augujl

28 on the question of the Bible in til

public schools. There were approxj

mately voting 600 people, some nii

members; but the entire congregatidr

voted to have the Bible in the publj|

schools. The county superintendent
education called the teachers togethfl

here and urged them to read the Bibj

and to pray. Shame on us, where "tl|

land of the free and the home of til

brave" takes this backward step tu

ward barbarism. F. L. Hall,
[

Pastor Free Methodist Church, Gree\

ville, III.
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PROCESSPork*Beans

"I

'-uail

^QUICKLY and
^- conveniently
prepared and the

housewife takes
pride in serving
them because

Snider process Pork and Beans are Delicious

*i''i

*ffi*

THEY are so carefully and so thoroughly prepared, in the special

Snider way, before putting into the can, that they are like a

different food from the pork and beans most people know.
Snider Process Pork and Beans not only have a more delicious flavor,

but they are readily digested, even by those whose digestion is delicate.

The Snider process renders them tender, mealy, thoroughly cooked
and flavory.

Besides you know there is no more nourishing food than well-

cooked beans, richer in proteid (the strength and vigor builder) than
any other vegetables, meats or cereals; and beans cost less than meat,

although so enjoyable and nourishing.

ABOUT the pork used— it is the sweetest obtainable. A luscious

piece oi jowl is used in each can of Snider Process Pork and
Beans.

The jowl is the cheek, you know, a rich, choice morsel that

seasons the beans as no other part of the pork can do.

Then we add a just right portion of the most savory tomato sauce

ever put together which is prepared from Snider's Tomato Catsup.

Serve Snider Process Pork and Beans on a rosette of crisp lettuce

leaves—done in a moment—a delicious dish for luncheon—good
enough for the best.

ANYTHING you buy
is as good as you can

buy if you insist that it

be Snider's

The Correct Lobster Cocktail
(Paste this in your cook book)

Try this tempting appetizer for particular diners: For each

person, allow two tablespoonfuls of Snider's Catsup, one

teaspoonful finely grated horseradish, a pinch of salt and a

dust of Cayenne pepper. Serve lobster meat on heart lettuce

leaves, or in individual compote glasses
;

pass llie sauce in a

dainty relish dish.

'T^HE Grocer is a great

"testimonial" for us
ask him for Snider's—

-

the food of quaUty,

Just for variety, order a bottle of Snider s Chili Sauce and sample it on a sirloin steak, some chops or cold meats.

THE T. A. SNIDER PRESERVE COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO *All Snider Products comply with all Pure Food Laws of the If'orld'^ U. S. A.

"Ifs the Process"
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You know

of the

NATIONAL"

Everywoman knows
the "NATIONAL" as

the Largest Ladies'

Outfitting Establish-

ment in the World

—

just as every school

boy or girl knows of

Niagara Falls

andtheBrook-

lyn Bridge ?

But do you
know the con-

venience, the

advantages
the

"NATIONAL"
offersyou?Do

you use the

NATIONAL"?

The "NATIONAL"
is as much a modern
improvement as the
electric light is over
the tallow candle.

The "NATIONAL" Style Book, in your home, is as
great a modem convenience as the telephone or the
porcelain bath. It is the new way of dressing in the
best style^of securing becomin'g, serviceable, per-
fectly cut and perfect-fitting clothes at lower prices.
It offers you

:

THE NEW WAISTS . . . . 98 cents to $9.98
LADIES* SKIRTS $3.98 to $14.98
LADIES' DRESSES $11.98 to $29.75
LADIES' FUK COATS .... $20.95 to $59.75
LADIES' COATS $7.98 to $31.98
PETTICOATS 98 cenU to $7.98
MISSES' DRESSES $7.98 to $14.98
MISSES' SUITS $9.98 to $18 98
HATS $1.98 to $14.98

and your choice of the BEST In every kind of apparel
at prices that mean an Important SAVtNG for you

al rioak & Suit ^S^>,, New Vork City

'NATIONAL" Tailored Suits
Made to

Measure $10 to $40
cut and made to your measure, with no worry, no
bother, and a perfect-fitting, perfectly satisfactory
suit guaranteed, without risk to you. Is this an
improvement ?

"There are over 450 materials for you to choose
from. These will be made to your order in any of the
desirable new styles and made and trimmed and lined
just as you choose, and at our risk of your being
pleased.
Now, we have reserved one "NATIONAL" Style

Book to be sent you. It is here— waiting for you to
write for it. Will you just try this modern conveni-
ence, this modern way of shopping? Will you just
write for your Style Book and learn to use the
"NATIONAL"? Will you accept the Pleasure, the
satisfaction and saving the "NATIONAL" offers?

The "NATIONAL" Policy

The "NATIONAL" prepays expressage and postage
to all parts of the world.
Every "NATIONAL" Garment has the "NATIONAL"

Guarantee Tag — our signed guarantee attached.
This tag says that you may return, at our expense,
any "NATIONAL" Garment not satisfactory to you,
and we will refund your money.

NATIONAL Cloak & Suit Co.
218 West 24th St., New York City

Mail Orders Only. No Agents or Brandies.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THE Epistle to the Galatians is a
divine exposition of true liberty,

in contrast to* its counterfeits,

license and anarchy. Because Paul
taught that love to God frees from
bondage to the law of God by making
us disposed to do freely by innermost
preference what God requires, instead
of doing it under the slavish lash of
fear, many who had not received this

willing spirit of obedience jumped to

the conclusion that one might do not
only what a spiritual heart prompted,
but also whatever a selfish heart
desired. Paul's words, "free from
the law," are hardly less misunderstood
to-day, and "liberty" is still the
watchword of slaves to evil passions.
H. W. Blair, who was for many years
the champion of moral measures in

Congress and daily encountered the
opposition not only of bad men, but
also of some good men who did not see
that there is no liberty to do wrong,
has said: "The whole question of lib-

erty needs to be expounded anew in

this age of cities." And we may add
that the most effective way to root out
the false ideas of liberty that prevail is

to begin with the children.

Liberty Not License

"For ye, bi'ethren, were called for
freedom; only use not your freedom
for an occasion to the flesh, but
through love be servants of one an-
other" (Gal. 5: 13). Freedom is not
freedom to indulge in selfish and sen-
sual sin, but freedom to serve God and
man by. the spontaneous impulse of
love, "for the whole law is fulfilled in

one word, even in this, Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself." If we
do not love God and our neighbor it

will be enforced slavery to serve them;
but if we love God as a Father and all

men as brothers, we shall freely choose
to serve them, as children rejoice to

serve whomsoever they love.

"Walk by the Spirit, and ye shall

not fulfil the lusts of the flesh"

(ve)\se IG). In the sixteenth century
Europe was aglow, as with northern
lights, with the cry of "religious lib-

erty." There was nothing selfish in

that cry. It meant, to many who ut-

tered it, liberty to die that their chil-

dren might have liberty to pray. In
the course of two centuries that light
in the upper sky had worked down into
the lower sky, and Europe glowed with
the ci'y of "civil liberty." There was
nothing selfish in that cry. It meant
to many who uttered it liberty to die

that their sons might be free from
despots. Alas! that "liberty," this

word of heavenly glory, should now be
oftenest heard in that synonym of per-
sonal selfishness and personal deviltry,

"personal liberty." There is every-
thing selfish in that cry. It means
liberty to destroy one's self and the
peace of society.

No Personal Liberty to Do Wrong
There can be in civilized society no

such liberty as prodigals and politi-

cians mean when they cry, "Personal
liberty!" Nowhere in all God's world
of law can there be "personal liberty"
to do wrong with impunity. The only
real liberty that can exist under the
reign of law is the abundant liberty to
choose among the various ways of do-
ing right.

But so far as civil law is concerned,

* The International Sunday School Temper-
ance Lesson for September 25, 1910. Gal. 5 :15-
26. Golden Text : "If we live in the Spirit, let
us also walk in the Spirit." Gal. 5 : 25.
[The teachers of the Christian Herald Million

Bible Class earnestly request the aid of all its
readers in increasing the efficiency of the Quar-
terly Temperance Sundays, which miprht be a
decisive force in temperance warfare if the thou-
sands of teachers were well equipped in advance
for this important day. Preachers also should be
asked everywhere to devote at least a sermon or
prayer-meeting talk the same week to the subject
and the supcrintendentof public education should
be asked to have the public schools in that same
week give unusual attention to scientific temper-
ance education, so that all the uplifting forces of
the town may be united during these four we«lss
of each year in the work of civic revival.]

the solitary man, living far from any
neighbors, is at liberty to keep a gar-
bage heap at his cabin door, because
he is not interfering with any neigh-
bor's liberty to enjoy sweet odors. The
story is so pertinent here that it is

worth repeating, even where it is fa-
miliar, of the foreigner of the baser
sort coming out of a saloon, who swung
his arms about on the crowded side-

walk, until one hand hit the nose of an
American passing by, who straightway
knocked him down. He rose to his feet
indignant, shouting, "I thought this
was a land of personal liberty." "So
it is," replied the American, "but your
personal liberty ends where my nose
begins"—a remark which, like a flash-

li.ght, exposes the absurdity of the
popular idea of "personal liberty." My
personal liberty is bounded by my
neighbor's nose, as I shall find if I

attempt to put up a stinking glue fac-
tory near a residence neighborhood.

'This solitary man we are studying
has "personal liberty" to make night
hideous with drunken rage and rev-
elry, for having no neighbors, he is not
infringing the liberty of any one else
to rest in peace.

But when that solitary man in the
wilderness concludes that he prefers a
more limited liberty in civilized society,
with its protection and fellowship, just
as a man exchanges a quarter section
in the wilderness for a corner lot in
the city, he exchanges his boundless
liberty of solitude for the smaller but
more desirable liberty of civilized so-
ciety. What is liberty in civilized
society? It is the ample space within
a great circle, that is bounded smoothly
on all sides by law, which protects the
rights and liberties of others.

Legalized Mischief

Inasmuch as government's chief
function is to protect property and life

and character, manifestly it should
prohibit a traffic which at best is un-
necessary, and which in its total eff"ect

greatly increases the crimes which
government is bound to prevent as
well as punish. No law absolutely
annihilates an evil, but, in the words
of Gladstone, "Law makes it harder to
do wrong and easier to do right."
Prohibition in its various forms does
that. The legalized saloon, on the
other hand, makes it as easy as possi-
ble to do wrong, and makes it as hard
as possible to do right.

Gleanings

Dr. William Osier, Regius Professor
of Medicine in Oxford University, in a
valuable article on the fight against
tuberculosis in the Womayi's Home
Com-panion for February, says there
are three great causes that "prepare
the soil" for the tuberculosis germ—
"three bads": bad air, bad food, and
bad drink—alcohol.

Professor Taav. Laitinen, M.D.,
University of Helsingfors, Finland, in
Norman Kerr Lecture, London, July
20, 1909, speaking from three years'
experiments on 225 persons and many
animals, says: "Alcohol, even in com-
paratively small doses, exercises a
prejudicial eff'ect on the protective
mechanism of the human body."
What science teaches of the deadly

effect of all intoxicants gives force to
the following story : After some
search among boxes and trunks, the
baggage master dragged out a demi-
john of whisky. "Anything more?"
asked the man. "Yes," said the bag-
gage man, "here's a gravestone.
There's no name on it, but it ought to
go with that liquor."

Edison, the great inventor, says:
"Art will be increased and distributed
as we emerge more and more from the
dog stage. Society will have to stop
this whisky business, which is like
throwing sand in the bearings of a
steam engine."

Continued on next page
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A British speaker, calling attention
to the proposed extra tax on whisky,
amounting to a penny a glass, noted
that that was just the cost of each
rivet in a battleship, and that "every
additional glass that his countrymen
tossed down their throats meant a
rivet." But from the standpoint of
new experiments on alcohol, every
glass of intoxicants means a rivet in
one's coffin. Two men who started out
with equal heredity, one a moderate
drinker and the other an abstainer, will
differ by seven years in average length
of life in favor of the abstainer.

It is a great mistake to suppose that
a man is not drunk until he is stagger-
ing or stupid. An Indiana judge,
V. S. Reiter, says that a man is drunk
when he shows the effect of liquor in
any degree in his walk or conversation,
or whenever his "common sense is dis-
turbed." It would seem that a man
with common sense would let liquor
alone, which goes first of all to the
highest parts of the brain, so much so
that President Eliot has declared that
in the light of modern experiments on
alcohol it is "inexpedient for even a
self-controlled gentleman to drink the
mildest and purest beer or wine at his
home."

Expenses of an Alcohol Slave

In McCliire's Magazine for August
an "alcohol slave," whose reliability
was vouched for by the magazine, de-
clared that he had kept an accurate
account of his expenditures and during
thirty years his habit had cost him in
cash $61,990.88, while during the same
period it had robbed him of twenty-
four good jobs.

The Prohibition Year Book estimates
that the average cost of liquor in this
country is $91 per family. There are
few other labor reforms that would
add that much to the average work-
man's comfort.

During the strike in Sweden, 1909,
when all the bars were closed to pre-
vent disorder, the results in decrease
of crime and vice were so remarkable
that it has made an abiding impres-
sion upon Sweden in favor of prohibi-
tion, which is likelj' to triumph in that
country sooner than in any other in

Europe.
We appropriately quote in this con-

nection the following splendid senti-

ment of John Mitchell, the foremost of
American labor leaders: "The happi-
ness, the security and the progress of
the nation depend more upon the solu-
tion of the liquor problem than upon
the disposition of any other question
confronting the people of our country.
The Government must soon take cog-
nizance of the great evil to society

that has grown out of the manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors, and it

cannot long afford to continue its part-
nership with the liquor interests by
accepting revenues from and issuing
licenses to a traffic which is eating at
the very vitals of the nation."
A good example of the brimstone

odor of the saloon business was given
to the world at the time when forty-

seven miners were entombed by an

explosion in Cherry, 111. During this
excitement the saloons had been
closed, but pay-day came close upon
the heels of the tragedy and the saloon
keepers demanded and secured the
privilege of reopening their doors, on
the ground that they could not afford
to forego the profits of pay-day, not-
withstanding the public grief and
excitement which made such an open-
ing a social peril.

A Misleading Statement

This is a good place to refer to the
infamous words that are often put
upon whisky bottles. Because they are
bottled in United States warehouses,
though not in any sense by the Gov-
ernment, to deceive the people, and
especially foreigners, into thinking
that these liquors are pure and harm-
less the words are stamped upon these
bottles, "Bottled by U. S.," which sug-
gests as a moral for the future,
"Throttled by U. S." That means, in
the ultimate analysis, "Throttled by
US." And that means no license.
The philosophy of prohibition is that
which the farmer constantly applies in
his business—the removal of weeds
and the building of fences. We remove
saloons that our youth may have a
more favorable environment.

The editors of the Sunday School
Lesson Department find that the story
given in the lesson of Jonah, of a mod-
ern instance where a man survived
who had been swallowed by a whale,
which was published with apparently
good authority in the Literary Digest,
has since been corrected in the same
paper in its issue of February 23, 1907,
a correction which had escaped the
notice of the teacher who prepared
that lesson. The greatest miracle in
that book, after all, is that it is a for-
eign missionary book in the midst of
the Old Testament, when the general
feeling was that the only thing to do
to a foreign nation was to conquer it,

rather than convert it. So far as the
story of the whale is concerned, it is

given as a miracle. Inasmuch as one
species of whale could swallow a man,
the miracle implies only the unusual
sustaining of his life in that position,
and is neither absurd nor incredible.

It Proved Helpful

It affords us great pleasure to ac-
knowledge the very desiral le pi'emiums
you sent us recently, namely, "Dream-
land" and Before the Doctor Comes.
The picture is simply beyond our
powers of expresssion, and needless to
say, it hangs in our parlor. As to the
book, we had but just received it when
our little boy was taken suddenly sick,

and through the advice from its pages,
it proved unnecessary to send for the
doctor. To say we prize its possession
is only a very mild way of expressing
our appreciation to The Christian
Herald and its innumerable ways and
means of helping humanity over the
hard places along life's journey.

Mr. and Mrs. B. W, Wright.
Payette, Idaho.
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, F what avail is success— achievement—
wealth— power—when \.\\& price is health!

You must conser'iie energy—cultivate vitality

—

concentrate effort to be really

successful. Thousands of business and professional men and women—wearied
by life's strife—with brain and nerves shattered by ceaseless toil, have found

renewed strength for their strug;gles in

1
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Sanatogen is a fine, white powder, soluble and

agreeable to take in water, milk, chocolate or

coffee. It combines Albumen, Nature's greatest

tissue-food, and Sodium Glycero phosphate,

the wonderful brain and nerverfonic. Sanatogen

creates new vigor— makes life worth living.

It has the written endorsement of scores of the

world's famous men and women—names that

are universally known — such as Hall Caine,

Sir Gilbert Parker, Harrison Fisher. Blanche

Bates, Geo. M. Cohan, etc., etc. We will be

glad to send you copies of these endorsements

upon request.

Sanatogen is sold in three sizes

$1, $1.90 and $3.60

Grl il/rom your druijaist—i/ not ohtuinatdefrom liiiii.inite

THE BAUER CHEMICAL CO.,

Everett Building, 4th Ave., New York

A Book That Will
Interest You

A competent physician has pre-

pared a remarkable Httle book on
" Nerves ** in which he explains

fully and in a most interesting

way, the points of attack as w^ell

as the means of defense. His con-

clusions are logical and convincing

and point with irresistible force to

the use of Sanatogen. These
arguments are fortified by the

published testimony of a host of

well-known physicians, authors,

etc.

This book is yours for the ask-

ing—write for it to-day.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book ni your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 for 100. Woras and music. 83 very best

songs. Sample copy ; Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

A Kalamazoe,
Direct to Yo\i

lARK REOISTEREL

-"AND GAS STOVES TOO"

Send Your Name for

This Big Stove Book

Giving Factory Prices

SPEND 1 cent for a postal, just send name and address and you can
better save $5 to $40 than not, on any Kalamazoo Stove or Range,
including gas stoves too. Why pay dealers' profits? Our plan

satisfies you better, too.

We pay the postage on our Big Free Kalamazoo Book to you—over 100
pages — almost as big as a geography— fully illustrated—gives wholesale
prices — explains our plan — our higher Kalamazoo quality — our liberal

dealings with our customers — how we have satisfied over 140,000 cus-
tomers in over 21,000 towns probably many people near you to refer to.

Every Kalamazoo sent ready to use—
—handsomely finished and blacked—safe
delivery guaranteed— with $100,fXX) bank
bond guarantee of satisfaction or money
back.

Freight Prepaid
—On 30 Days' Free Trial
—On 360 Days' Approval Test

Thousands of Farmers and town and city people
everywhere are our regular customers on this plan.
Every Kalamazoo in each neighborhood sells from one to
several more. You are absolutely protected and safe in
ordering a famous Kalamazoo from us for

Cash or Credit
We trust responsible people irive vc.u linip. easy payments.

In faet \vp (loevervrliiii^; to make it easiest aiifl most satisfactory
to you. .Tnst write ami investiiiale. Ask for Catalog No. 103.

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY. MIrs., Kalamazoo, Michigan

AFTER a most successful sum-

mer season with more workers
'- than ever before, the work of the

New York Evangelistic Committee for

1910 is drawing to a close. It has

reached strategic points in every part

of the great metropolis and the attend-

ance night after night has been most
gratifying to those who have the work
in charge. The preachers have not

been compelled to address rows of half

empty benches. In the majority of

cases the seats have been filled and the

congregations have even exceeded the

accommodations provided. The tents

are recognized now as a permanent
institution in the. religious work of

New York; centres of spiritual light

in the community and valuable aids to

the churches in their vicinity.

Rev. Arthur J. Smith, when asked by a
representative of The Christian Her-
ald if he could give an opinion as to

the results of the tent campaign of

1910, said it was too early to give an
estimate of permanent results, as they
must wait until the churches were
heard from. A large part of those
affected by the meetings, and who
firmly resolve to lead a better life, do
not go so far as to join any church,
and we can never know how many
people have been reached and whose
hearts have been touched in the Gospel
meetings. "We endeavor," said Mr.
Smith, "to get the people who have
indicated a desire at the tent meetings
to lead a Christian life, to join some
church in their vicinity. One pastor
has just reported that he received sev-

eral into his church from the nearest
tent, and five more are ready to join

with them."
Again referring to the known results

of the work thus far, he told a number
of incidents which had come to his no-
tice. He said that frequently men and
women came to the conferences which
were held in the rooms of the Bible
Institute on Lexington Avenue, and
told of the way in which they had been
brought to Christ at the tent meetings,
and of their desire to help the cause
which had helped them. One woman
of considerable culture, now a trained
nurse, said that for years she had
fought against God; something in her
early life had embittered her, but she
had gone into one of the tent meetings
and had seemed irresistibly drawn
back to the tent again and again.
At last she had accepted Christ and
found peace. "The old things had
passed away and all things had be-
come new." She was earnest in her
desire to do something and gave
twenty-five dollars from her earnings
to be used in the tent work.
"We have made a great feature of

our work for children. Special meet-
ings are held for them several times a
week. The children enjoy the short
talks and the Bible stories illustrated
by the stereopticon. When we believe
a worker is thoroughly competent we
send him out and let him get results in
his own way. The other night while
visiting one tent where a meeting for
boys was being held I saw one Bible
incident presented in a novel way.
The leader of the meeting was reading
to the young audience the story of the
Good Samaritan. Several boys mean-
while acted out the story with much
skill, driving home the lesson in a way
the audience will never forget. The
attention never flagged for an instant;
wide-eyed and open-mouthed they
stood on the benches in the back of the
tent in order not to miss a bit of what
was going forward in front."
When asked in regard to the part

taken by women in the evangelistic
campaign, Mr. Smith said that there
were a number of women singers, and
that women workers were very suc-
cessful with girls and children. They
had organized a number of King's

You can place money m the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is sn/f, and is tthere
von can ootatn it trhen ironffd, and will yield fn^r earn,
iiios Tor-^erv dau mresled. See their advertisement
on page 827. and write them for fnll information.

Daughters Circles and these circles d
not drop their meetings with the clo
of summer, but met regularly throug
out the year. A number of Hebie
and Roman Catholic girls had joint
the circles and were regular attendan
at the meetings, displaying as mut
enthusiasm as the rest of the girl
"Our tents reach all classes of pe
pie," continued Mr. Smith. "Dov
town they draw people who are dov
and out, or at least who are extreme
poor. Uptown the audience would r
mind one of a well-dressed, prospe
ous congregation in a city church. Oi
of the workers who is in charge of
tent at Canal and West Streets to
me a short time'ago that it was a su
prise the number of men whom he hi
in his audience who were college brt
and reared in homes of refinement b
who had fallen through drink or'di
sipation.

"One convert was in such a cone
tion that when the workers determim
to do something for him on his pr
fessing a desire to do better, the co
ductor would hardly let him get t

the street car. But the trust of tl

tent workers in his conversation w;
not misplaced. He has stood like
rock against temptation. He w;
anxious to prepare himself for Chri
tian work, and he went to the Mooc
School at Chicago. At the last exai
ination he stood among the very hig
est in his class."
The work among foreign-speakir

people being again referred to, M
Smith spoke of the meetings at tl

Bohemian tent. "The work for the
is but a year old, yet the attendan
has been larger than that of all tl

Protestant Bohemian churches
Greater New York put together. Tl

addresses are all in their languag
We also have series in German, Fi

nish, Swedish and Italian. All ha'

been very successful this summer, ar

the attendance has been large. Mut
attention has been paid to the woi
among Italians and the head of tl

Italian Department at the Bible Inst

tute is in charge."

Among the Workers
—One of the most beautiful gifts receiv

this month for our Children's Home at Mor
Lawn is a donation of $132 from Vermil.
Chapel, 416-418 West Fifty-fourth Street, N('

York, received through W. H. Van Sternberg
and designed to give a ten days' outing
forty-four little tenement boys and girls.

—Ak inmate of the Southwestern Presbyi

rian Sanatorium for Consumptives at Ail

querque, N. Mex., makes appeal in behalf of

young woman patient who is improving, Ij

whose means have become exhausted. A ft

months more would probably effect a cure. 1

terested readers may address Miss Andrew,
care of Dr. S. G. Sewell, the Sanatorium phy;

cian.

—Missionary T. J. Bach, of Maracaill

Venezuela, writes: "We thank God that V
now, after five years of hard work in one

the hottest places in South America, and one

the most fanatical cities in Venezuela, have t

joy to prepare the ground, the still great,

joy to sow the seed, and also the joy to gathj

the fruit on the field. With every mail tn.

the interior, we get thanks from some one w,

through the reading of the Bible gotten fr<j

us, or through the paper we publish, La l'

trella de la Manana (the Morning Star), h'

found the way to a living, personal Chri

Last week we got letters from two friends

the Andes, who say they have now taken

stand for Christ. Week before last, I got

letter from a friend on the Llanos near t

Orinoco, and among other encouraging ne'

he sends us, he says: 'The 15th of May last
;

had a meeting here among us farmers, wi

the purpose of reading the Holy Bible.'
"

—Hon. Wm. J. Bryan, reviewing the rece

World's Missionary Conference in The Outlv(^

states his opinion that the churches are abu.

dantly able to bear the financial sijpport

world-evangelization. He writes :
"There

need to combat the doctrine that life is to

measured by material prosperity and that o'

a selfish ambition can urge one on to la"

achievements. The missionary cause furnisr

an answer. Here is a field in which the mp

est ability, the greatest energy, and the loitu

purpose can find full and satisfying empU
ment. ... In recapitulation, it may
said that the two great lessons taught by t

Conference are: First, that the non-Christi

world needs Christ and his conception of lij

and second, that the Christian world nefos I

stimulating enthusiasm which flows back ti'

the mission field to strengthen faith, pur

life, quicken the spirit of brotherhood, »

puree governments of their inconsistencies.
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fHis Exquisite Dress
F RUSTLING BLACK TAFFETA SILK

$g.98
LATEST FALL MODEL

AN EXTRAORDINARY
MONEY SAVING BARGAIN

WE

PAY

POSTAGE

We want your iijtiue
sothatwecan s«fiul you our
New Fall and Winter Style
C^taloir No.'.'T.ot" l*arisaiMl
Sew York Styles FHEE
of charge. That is « liy
we make this exeep-
tiooal offer.

Maile of tine quality
blaektalfetasilk ; circular
yoke and collar formed
of silk net. elaliorately
braideil. HandsoiiteiiK^lal-
lioii ot lila<-k I'lce adttrns
front of l>o<lice: de|>eijdini:

from this a solid mass of
l>m tucks; broail tncketl
centre panel exteniis tlown
to a knee deep licunce,
pleated front aii<l liack;
hack of hodjce, girdle and
glcfves are tucked ; long
sleeves endculls of hraided
silk net, lieadiil hy a pretty
ttirn hack etfe<'t ; this is a
novelty in sleeve niakmg,
as the removal of the net
wdl leave a rierfectly fin-

islieil three-quarter sleeve.

A 904. This dress is $6.98. ^KIF~ Stai fu am fttiX fne

,aai<g No. 27 to-da;; it is (all of wmlerfil laJiits Ske the abave.

Money retttmcd at once If not satufactary

Fuitoo Street

Brooklyn
NEW YORK

CITY

©^imi >©cietie®

|0-in.WUdMale$1.95
lO Ostrich PlumeJ^

Before
Buying

MKially Selected Hard Flu
athers fr-'iii

ily. Tout;hpr. tir^isie

id loDfter fit>re than
ose fr'm tame
rda Stari'l a

esther; nevi

rmaneiitly
_

securl;

•^ Examine
^^^^ Plume et our rUlf _

Send I'lC V> rover expressaEe and rec^iv*- this IH-in. French
url Wild Male Plume m htark whiteor an? clor ty ('

D. ex[)r<s8 WhoD ^:^t: f)p«i it is *Ttr*<'rflinarT v:ilu«. pnv
:pre8aai!ent $1.95- If not the ercatf'ft plumo bargain ever
Tered. return plume at our expanse- When foil price ($1.9-'jj ii

ntwith'TfJer we prepay expressaee and Willi mined latelrr^
inflfuMaiii' tint pawl J f tou are 'li5sati,-;fie'l. You takeeo rl»t.

CnArial 9n.if1 FRENCH plume, extra quality.
OpeCiai £U'm« w..lo fibre*, in black or Jg AA
ihitef al terms ftb^ire

Write tmlay for FHf.K cntalor ontAioinf full line sad bar-
\\a» in Fronch an'l U'ill>>w Plumes aod Icaro bow t<i c«t
je plume free by 6t:llini^ 6ix.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN OSTRICH FEATHER CO
72-8 Wabaah Ave. D«pt. 803. Ctitcaso

LOVE VOUR PETS
:in.l li- ,1 111. Ml Willi Dr.
A. C. Danlel'i Remedlei.
IVi^ks <iii lli<; triatiiK-iit

of llorM.'. DiiB. Cat, and
iitlirr animals, pirk nr

well. «<-nl FEEE. Siii.l

stamp f<

i&B. A. C. DANIELS : : 19S MILK 8TBEET, BOSTON
.././. Ilrml.l I., ,i.il ;.i

AGENTS
VANTCO.

Put a Fix-il on end of round
and drive it in. Kits any
joint, round or square. In-

visiible. Not affected by heat or
dampneis. Sample pkg;. lOc.two
dor.L'.'jc. (j.oodpro6ts lor Agents
FIX.ITMFG.CO 701 Wall St

Bmghamton, N. Y.

.ADY WANTED
' introduce our very complete Fall line of heauliful
)ol snitiiiKs, wash fahrlcs, fancy waistin^'s, silks,
kfa, petticoats, etc. Cp to date N. V. t'ltv Patterns,
nest line on the market. Dealing direct with the mills
u will find our prices low. If others-can make glii.ini

$30.00 weekly you can also. Sami>les, full instructions
neat sample case, shipped express prepaid. No money
luired. Kxclusive territory. Write for particulars.
tirst to apply,

indud Drew Good* Compur , Dept B. 9 B., B'ui(huntoD. N.Y.

ScntenAppronl. SeoJNoMolWl $2.00
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flair Sw»A

kS*?n/l a lock of your hair, and we will mail a
12:i it.cii iiiiort stem iin« human hair swiuh tja

matt-h. If you (ind it a big baraain remit (2.00
: aoll Sand GBTYoURSWrrcaIn t*n daya, or a«ll Sand GET YOUR SW

FREE. Extra ahadea a little more. IncI
' postage. Frea beauty book ahowii .,

tiair dresaintf-.also higb gnd» awi

bGc
na lateat atyle of
iwitchea, pompa-

dours, wisa, puSi, etc. ' ANNA AYERS,
Dept. 81 19 Qoincy St. CUcago

lOST CARDS
; Hallowe'en, 10c. 1 10 General Subjects, 10c.
J ThanksBlving, 10c. 1 10 Birthday, - - - 10c.

.\ny three packiitfcs mailed fur -'.'. cents,
80 cents per loo cards—assortc<l desigiiB,

^DI80N ART CO.MPAM-. MAUISON.CON.

Waiting for God*
THE soul realizes that the things of

the spirit are too deep for the
finite mintJ. It has a great faith,

often gained through anguish and
chastening. It cries, "Lord, I believe.

Help thou mine unbelief."

Haeckel, the great monist and infidel,

in his work upon The Riddle of the

Universe, tells of the death of a prom-
ising young scientist, and remarks,
"This one cruel stroke, whereby the
world was deprived of an original and
ingenious experimenter, is enough to

disprove the theory that this world is

governed by a beneficent being,"
One almost feels as though all of

Haeckel's blatant pretensions to scien-

tific eminence were vitiated by so
shallow and unintelligent a view.

Does he not know that out of the
most crushing of apparent misfortunes
are often evolved great blessings?

—

that without maddening tyranny, the
spirit of liberty could never have been
born?—that the crown comes only
after the cross?
Take for example the life of one of

the greatest and best of men, Moses.
He commits a murder. It is true that
he was defending the innocent weak
against the wicked strong; but the sin

of murder was then just as heinous as

j

now, and in order to escape punish-
Iment he had to leave his luxurious life

I in Egypt and dwell in remote Midian.
I Worst of all, the race for the sake
of which he had sinned cared nothing
for his self-sacrifice. Imbruted and
dulled by their long slavery, they prob-

ably were incapable of appreciating it.

For forty years Moses dwelt in

.Midian. He had found a wife there.

He had come to love the place and his

work.
Suddenly sounds the call to return

I to Egypt. An angel appears to him.

He sees the flaming bush which yet is

not burned. God speaks to him and
says that he must go and deliver his

people from their hard bondage.
Moses pleads that he is not the right

man—that he is not "smart" enough.

But he has to go.

Was ever man so tried and worried

as was he in the attempt to free his

brethren? Then think of the long

march in the wilderness; of the fre-

quent murmurings of those whom he

was laboring to help; of the treachery

of those in whom he confided. It was
an awful experience, and we cannot

wonder that even his meekness occa-

sionally failed under it.

These trials would have seemed cruel

and inscrutable to the infidel, but

Moses bore them all in faith and love.

His fame and glory mount to the

heavens. He waited patiently—this

great poet, philosopher, reformer, law-

maker, deliverer—and God has given

unto him earthly honor which shall

endure as long as the world itself, and

a glorious immortality beyond.

Job is another and an even more
striking example of the methods by
which God works, and of the truth

that whom he loveth he chasteneth.

Augustine said: "If no sin were

punished in this present time, men
would not believe in Providence;

while if every sin were punished here

and now they would not believe in a

Judgment Day."
"No view of sin and suffering can

be correct," says Dr. David J, Burrell,

"which does not take eternity into the

reckoning. Our life here is but a

small arc of the great circle. One day

we shall look backward and see clearly

that the sufferings of this present

time were not worthy to be compared

with the glory which is revealed in us."

"God makes no mistakes," said the

saintly Henry Martyn, cut off in the

midst of his work and dying in pain.

Though the vision tarry, let us wait

patiently for it.

Home Missions '•'

IT sometimes seems as though our
older Christians were a trifle dull

and indifferent upon this great subject.

If this is so, our young people may
well feel that they are doing a home
missionary work in impressing in

every way upon every community the

paramount importance of winning our
wonderful land for Christ,

The new census puts our population
considerably above the general pre-

vious estimate of it. When we con-

sider that we now have 100,000,000
people within our borders, millions of
whom are for all practical purposes,
and speaking from a religious point of
view, as truly heathen as the South
Sea Islanders, we get some idea of the
gigantic task set before our home mis-
sionaries.

Sir Robert Giffen, the English stat-

istician, ranks the United States as the
strongest nation in the world,
"Not for one instant," he says, "can

the population of Russia—double that
of the United States—-be comparable,
because of the different values of the
unit,"
John Bright used to say, "America,

if this generation is faithful to its

trust, is to become God's right arm in

his battle with the world's ignorance
and oppression and sin,"

Notice his conditional clause—"if

this generation is faithful."
Only by our faithfulness, if his

words were true, can this great work
be accomplished,

Charles Darwin intimated that the
whole world's history seemed but "pre-
paratory for and tributary to the
future of the United States."

If these great men were right, we
must feel that the dedication to God of
the vast power and wealth of America
transcends in importance any other
now on in any other part of the world.
Let us strain every nerve to see that
our share in this mighty campaign is

done to the best of our ability.

In the masterly address of Mrs.
Darwin R. James, President of the
Woman's Board of Presbyterian Home
Missions, in 1905, she quoted startling
statistics of the recent increase of

crime in our country.
According to the figures of that year,

the annual ratio of homicides to pop-
ulation here was 115 per million,

against 13 per million in Germany, 19
per million in France and 27 per mil-

lion in the United Kingdom.
It is true that a very large part of

these murders were committed by
Europeans who had not been long in

this country; but, all the more, we
should bend our energies to the reduc-
tion of this terrible ratio.

There is no hope for the salvation

of our beloved land from the evils

which menace it on every side, says

Mrs. James, except in an outpouring of

the Holy Spirit. Let us pray that it

may come.
In a noble poem, read at Woodstock,

Conn., in 1883, John G, Whittier re-

dedicated the nation to God, as our
fathers had dedicated it in the begin-

ning. He was ever an optimist, and
these lines are among his most encour-

aging:

The fathers sleep, but men remain
As wise, as tioie, as brave as they

;

Why count the loss and not the sain ?

The best is that we have to-day.
Thy great world-lesson all shall learn.

The nations in thy school shall sit,

Earth's farthest mountain-tops shall bi tn
With watch-fires from thine own uplit.

O land of lands! to thee we give
Our prayers, our hopes, our service free;

For thee thy sons shall nobly live.

And at thy need shall die for thee.

That need is great, A hard fight is

coming. It is not like the civil wars of

history, but it is no less a life-and-

death conflict. Let us spend our money
and our lives freely in the great cause
of home missions.

DON'T MISS

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,

September 25, Texts : Hab, 2 : 1-4; I. Thess. 5 : 4-10,

*Christiar Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Septem-
ber 25. Text : Ps. 89 : 1-18,

NewY>rks Leading
Fashion Catalogue
For Fall and Winter 1 910-1911

Write To-day for FREE Copy
It is the most Wanted, most Sensible,

most Practical, most Economical, and
most Complete and Authoritative Pub-
lication on New York Styles.
This 160-Page Book faithfully and

beautifully illustrates and fully de-
scribes everything to wear for

Women, Misses, Girls,

Boys and Infants

AT MONEY-SAVING PRICES
the lowest ever quoted for reliable merchandise .

Convince Yourself at Our Risk
Order one or both of the garments illustrated
here. They are Samples of the Money-Saving
Values to be found throughout this book.

Money Refunded If Not Satisfactory
We Pay Express Charges Both Ways

H 101.—A chic Dress
Waist made of fine
white Brussels Net
over Japanese silk.

Trimmed with medal-
lion of richVenise lace,
folds of messaline and
insertions of Cluny
and imitation Irish
crochet lace. Both
back and front finished
, down entire length

' ^-^ with frills of German
'-^ Val lace. Closes in-

visibly in back. Long
sleeves only. Postage

prepaid.

$2.50
Sizes SJ to W bust measiDe,

H 201.-Skirt of fine French
Voile in a rich deep black,
made with a deep yoke
which extends to below the
hips, ending under two
wide box-plaits in back.
Side-plaits are arranged
below yoke. Skirt is beau-
tifully finished with silk

Bonnaz embroidery on
yoke and front panel. A
drop skirt of finest quali*

ty taffeta silk is included.
Expressage prepaid.

$10.75
Sizes '22 to SO inches

zcaist measure, 37 to 45
inches front length.

To receive full value for your money you cannot
afford to be without a copy of this valuable

Fashion Book and Shopping Guide.

It is FREE. Write TO-DA Y.

Address Dept. H

FOUNDED 1865-

Ease Your Feet
"THE PILLOW" SHOE
For Woman's Wear; absolute com-
fort for TIRED. TENDER FEET,
a beautiful hand turned shoe, no bieak-

ing-in required ; relief from pet Corns and'

3unions; soft, flexible, durable, dressy
and stylish. The sole oak leather. The whole

top genuine Vici Kid, soft, pliable. RUBBER
HEELS. NO UNING TO WRINKLE

AND CHAFE YOU. No other shoe like it made.
We guarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfort
and satisfaction or money cheerfully refunded.
Oxford Style, $3.00. Write to-day for our Free Illus-

trated Catalogr and special self-measure blank and join

our Grand Army of delighted customers. Address

PILLOW SHOE CO.
184 Summer St. Dept, 3 Boston, Mass.

y /%!»/> BR.'VSS B.\M> INSTRUMENTS^\^ ^M\^ Sin;; into the iiKMitlipiece. Zobo does
the rest. For Home, Cluirc-li and Sunday School Knter-
taiiiineiits. Full infonnation I'lilOi; on reiiupst.

STRAUSS MANUFACTURING CO., 3S5 Broadway, NewYork

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn book

HALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needing- new books
llii; IlIiiLilU .V MAl.N 10., New York or (hicaao.
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A Sound Public Utility Bond
Five years ago, after thorough investigation which assured us the bonds were safe, we
bought and distributed to our clients an issue of First and Refunding Mtge. 5^ Bonds

of the WESTERN UNITED GAS AND ELECTRIC CO., serving an important

and growing territory in Central Illinois. Our confidence in the<iContinued prosperity

and growth of the Company was well founded. Earnings have steadily increased (even

during the period of depression following the 1907 panic) with growth of population

and introduction of new methods of utilizing the Company's products. These increases

are shown in the following table

:

Fiscal Year Ending January 31st

1906

Population served 1 40,000
1907 1908 1909

Increase in

1910 five years

180,000

Gross Earnings $527,457 $659,983 $751,941 $790,637
Net " 240,973 298.664 356,073 378,179
Interest 110,520 150,397 158,243 162,077
Surplus 130,454 148,267 197,829 216,101

$863,10! 63^
418,328 73%
167,563 51fo

250,765 92 i

We now offer to yield about 5.10%
a few of these bonds issued for part payment of recent extensions to the property. Not

only do they afford a sound marketable investment but also "progressive vcJue, " as the

five-year record demon^rated. Ask nearer office for descriptive circular No. B-54.

N. W. Halsey & Co.
Bankers

Dealers in Government, Municipal, Railroad and Public Utility Bonds
NEW YORK
49 Wall St.

PHILADELPHIA
1421 Chestnut St.

CHICAGO
152 Monroe St.

SAN FRANCISCO
424 California St.

And Your

Money Payable

On Demand
is a pretty attractive proposition,

but that's just wliat we offer you

—

just wiiat all our customers have
received for 15 years.

Every dollar you invest with us
is amply secured by the first mort-
gages on high class real estate.

We have never been a day late in

mailing checks, either for dividends
or withdrawals. Our plan of doing
business is ample, safe, conservative.

Write for Booklet
Telling All About It.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

ytr

SENT
FREE

let

Write to-day for our book

describing these Guaranteed

First Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby I BOtVDS
payments of $10 to $100 I Secured
and upwards at your / by Fijst

convenience secures at / Mortgages

once ownership y on New York
1 ,. ™^ ^ l>ntl Suburban^dmcom^^ ^^^, ^^^^,^

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORKBANKING DEPT.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Ridet* Agents Waniea
in each town to ride and exhibit sample
iqii bicycle. Write for Special Offer.
I'^nesc Guaranteed^ tf#1 «. tf^O*7

11>11 Models 9B%Mta^^g
with CoasterlJrakes and Puncture-Prouf tires.

1009& lOlOModels^^rf^ ^fO
all of best makes ^ # «o ^ m^
WO Second 'Hand Whmols
All makes and models, ^ «» - ^O
good as yie-w ip^ fO ^pfS
GreatFACTOKY CLEARING SALE
We Shl$» on Anpfo^al iLUhout a
cent deposit, pay the freight an<l allow

TEH DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear wbeelH.

lamps, stiniines, htiU usitai prires. Do not buy
till you ^et. our c.italoi,'S and ofTer. H'fite no-w.

MKAD C¥CL,ii CO., Dept. G-71 Chicago

PRESSED HARD
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Safest investments MQi. «« eqt Write for

known. Yielding from •»/" lO OTU Circular.

ULEN, SUTHERLIN & GO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

^'> years wo have been I'.iyinK our customers

I
tlic hib'hest returns consistent with rciibcrvntive

I
methods. First iiiortj,'ago loans of $-'ilO ancj up

I
which wo can recoiniiiend after the in"^t tlioioUKh

jul invesligntiuD. I'lcnBO ai^k for Loao l.ist ^l•. 707

I %'lb Certificates of Deposit also for taving investors.

PERKlNS&CQ. Lawrence. Kans

When prominent men realize the in-

jurious effects of coffee and the change
in health that Postum can bring, they are
glad to lend their testimony for the bene-
fit of others.

A superintendent of public schools in
a Southern state says : "My mother, since
her early childhood, was an inveterate
coffee drinker, had been troubled with
her heart for a number of years and com-
plained of that 'weak all over' feeling
and sick stomach.
"Some time ago, I was making an of-

ficial visit to a distant part of the country
and took dinner with one of the mer-
chants of the place. I noticed a some-
what peculiar flavour of the coffee, and
asked him concerning it. He replied that
it was Postum. I was so pleased with it

that, after the meal was over, I bought a
package to carry home with me, and had
wife prepare some for the next meal

;

the whole family liked it so well that
we discontinued coffee and used Postum
entirely.

"I had really been at times very anxious
concerning my mother's condition, laut

we noticed that after using Postum for
a short time, she felt so much better than
she did prior to its use, and had little

trouble vvitli her heart and no sick stom-
ach ; that the headaches were not so fre-

quent, and her general condition much
improved. This continued until she was
as well and hearty as the rest of us.

"I know Postum has benefited myself
and the other members of the family, but
in a more marked degree in the case of
my mother, as she was a victim of long
standing."
Ever read the above letter? A new

one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

WE have received several re-

quests of late for a list of

good bonds in which subscrib-

ers might safely invest their accumu-
lated savings. As a rule we have not
cared to specify any particular issue

of bonds, inasmuch as the particular

requirements of different investors

have a great deal to do with modifying
such a selection. As a matter of fact,

our aim has been less to indicate the

investment itself than to point out the

principles upon which it should be
made.

In many previous articles we have
outlined those principles in their rela-

tion to the various classes of securities.

For instance, in discussing municipal,
railroad, irrigation, and other classes

of bonds, we have outlined the rules to

be followed before a purchase of bonds
in any one of these classes of securities

should be made.
But, in addition to the specific rules

which govern each class of securities,

there are some general applications
which relate to securities as a whole,
which should be kept in mind by the
prospective bond-buyer. If the inves-

tor intends making but a small pur-
chase, then of course he or she will be
governed by the particular rules which
apply to the individual bond which is

offered for sale. If, however, the pur-
chase of bonds is to be an extensive
one, it will be well to surround the ptir-

chase with as many precautions as
possible.

In making a large purchase of bonds
it may not be found wise to follow the
old maxim of placing your eggs all in

one basket and then watching that
basket. Diversification will be found
the watchword in making the large
purchase. Expert bankers can tell

you what in all probability will be
the safest investment that can be
made, but this will apply only to ordi-

nary conditions of existence. The most
expert banker in the world cannot fore-

see such acts of Providence as may
disrupt the ordinary current of events.

Diversification the Rule

Over periods of years conditions in

a community may undergo a change,
which it would be impossible to antici-

pate, and such a change might very
materially alter the value of a bond
issue which depended upon that neigh-
borhood for its integrity. Whereas
formerly it was the custom to invest
one's entire fortune in one class of
securities, it has in recent years be-
come the habit of large investors to

distribute their holdings over large
areas and throughout as varied a num-
ber of securities as possible.

We discussed this question with^
leading bond house with a view )

determining the widest possible dist.

bution coupled with safety, and i;

highest average yield which an inv-
tor might hope to secure. The adv

;

received was, to distribute the inve^
ment over the three following classi

Classes and Subdivisions

Class I. Invest one-third in IV..

nicipal and Railroad Bonds which i <

legal for Savings Banks and Trustc
in New York, Massachusetts, andCc
necticut. This amount may again
divided into thirds; part going ii

Municipals; part into first mortga
Railroads; and part into other undt
lying Railroads.

Class II. Invest one-third in M
nicipal and Railroad Bonds of assur
safety and market, but which yi(

more liberally than Class I.

Class III. Invest one-third in Pub
Utility Bonds of assured value. (

this amount, one-half may be placed
marketable first mortgage bonds
transportation, lighting and pow
properties which have demonstrat
their stability and earning power. T
other half may be placed in simil
issues, including telephone and irrig

tion bonds, of much narrower mark
but higher yield, which are purchase
with a view to holding to maturity.
Of course in instances which a

governed by special conditions th

plan could be modified, but as a gener
thing it embodies a pretty safe rule
be followed. The general investme

,

is so diversified and must necessari
be made over such a wide range >

territory that the danger of loss

reduced to the minimum. Some <

these securities would yield a mu(
higher rate of interest than other
The greater risk attending the pu
chase of those securities yielding
high rate of interest, is theoretical

balanced by the greater safety of tl

low dividend-earning securities. Ar
whereas some of the low dividem
earning securities may be many yeai

in reaching maturity, others of hig

interest-bearing capacity may matui
in but a few years, thus giving tl

investor an opportunity to reinvest h
money in a market which may ha\

grown more advantageous with tf

change in the times.
Of course, such a wide diversifict

tion as that outlined above can onl

apply to a large purchase of bond
But the principle indicated is one whic
may be followed by the small pui

chaser of bonds, who wishes to sui

round himself with as many saff

guards as possible.

itaia^ Mexico"© C
Continued from page 811 •

free hair-cuts and shaves, and free
laundries. City and people will both
be gratified by their spick-and-span
appearance when they meet on the
opening morning of the celebration.

Extortionate charges will not be
permitted, the government arranging
just what prices may be charged for
food and lodging. Every effort will
be made to protect and entertain the
stranger within the gates. The dis-
tinguished invited guests will be in
charge of Senor Godoy, ambassador to
Cuba, and the author of a very inter-
esting life of Diaz.
The parade and pageant will show

the historic events of Mexico. Thou-
sands of costumes have been prepared
with historical accuracy. The parade
will pass through the main street to
the Plaza before the national palace.
There will be seen Aztec emperors, in-
cluding the great Montezuma; Cortes
and his steel-clad men-at-arms; monks,
Indian tribes and Revolutionary sol-
diers. For this pageant of a day
archaeologists and antiquarians have
been preparing for years so that
standards, arms and costumes mav be

accurately reproduced to the eye of th

twentieth century. In the evening th

entire city will be illuminated. Ther
will be a magnificent pyrotechnic dis

play; fountains of fire and a copy o

the standard of Hidalgo, together wit

portraits of national heroes, done i:

colored flame. Later comes the ring

ing of the Dolores Bell. The cathedra
will glow with 15,000 lights, whil

10,000 will illumine the palace. Th
avenues will be hung with rows o

electric bulbs.
The following day the Independenc

Monument will be dedicated and ther

will be a review of ten thousand o

Mexico's best troops.
The celebration will continue unti

September 25, when there will be ;

sham battle under the direction of th'

secretary of war. Other events wil

be a grand civic parade; the dedicatioi

of the monument to Benito Juarez b;

Vice-President Ramon Corral in tb

Alameda; dedication of the new na

tional university, and the laying of th<

cornerstone of the Legislative Palace

This structure will be one of the fines

of its kind in the world.
|
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Continued from page 819

ok up with mason work and learned

le stone mason trade. We settled in

jope. It is a pretty town on the lake.

/e got a house and lot, and worked

ird and saved to pay for it. We had

vo boys and two girls. We were very

ippy and were just wrapped up in

;ie another.

."Diphtheria broke out in Hope,
any children died and our little ones
^ught it and, oh, it was hard. One
'ter another sickened and, in spite of

1 we could do, they died veiy quickly

le after another.
"Last of all, our oldest girl, Maysie,
ist the size of your May, took sick,

'ife and I grew desperate. We had
,'ery doctor in town. We mortgaged
le house and had trained nurses, but
^at did not lighten the work and
rain for wife and me. It drove wife
,id me to pray. Dear Maysie seemed
[ rally again and again, but we could

ot save her. After she was buried,

16 health officer burned practically all

le clothing I had. But worse still,

-ife took a wasting disease and, after
. few months, she too died.

"When wife died, I felt dumb,
junned and alone! I sold the house,

'lid the mortgage and other bills, and
ily had enough left to buy this suit

lat I now wear.
"There was no building going on

]id no work for me in Hope. I

.amped town after town, but no work
)uld I find.

"I had tiamped all day and had not

had a good meal for two days when I

saw your Maysie. She's the only one
who has loved me since my Maysie
died and I hope that you won't send
me away."

"Indeed we won't," said Mrs. Baker,
her tears streaming down her face. "I

knew that you were a good man and
had a sad story."

"I'm not a good man," protested
Gowan. "I have mistrusted every one
—God and man. But dear little May,
with her arms around my neck sobbing
on my breast under the cherry tree,

broke the dark spell, and you have been
so kind ever since."

"Kind!" said Baker, jumping up.
"I think that I have treated you like a
brute. I humbly beg your pardon,
Gowan."

"It's all right," said Gowan, "if you
will only let me stay with you and if

you'll trust May with me a little while
each day."

"I believe you," said Baker, and, as
he could not contain himself any
longer, he went out to commune with
the stars and take a new view of him-
relf and humanity, and God and life.

You may go and see Baker yourself.
He will tell you, as he has told hun-
dreds of others, that it makes no dif-

ference whether he is at home or away,
the farm is well looked after, for
Gowan is always there. Baker pays
Gowan well for his work, but the only
reward that he craves comes from the
attentions of little May.

A Fs^2="iiime2'''s Walfe "Wlho Votes
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'TAVING lived for eight years in a
'-L State where women are allowed to

)te, I wish to say that I regard it as

t
success. I cannot but smile when I

ad some of the objections made to

soman suffrage. For instance, it is

:iid that women neglect their homes
'hile voting. I am a farmer's wife

ith five children, and I do my own
ork; but it doesn't t ike very long to

•rive over to the polls to vote. Of
)urse, we have to inquire into the
•laracter of the men for whom we
.)te; but that doesn't take much time,

^e won't vote for them unless they are
Uisfactory.

: I think women are in a better posi-

<fin to vote independently than the
;en. They don't vote for policy, but
'jcause they think it is right. You
low how Idaho has been voting out

the saloons lately; women have to take
much of the blame of that. In the

country and small towns, women al-

most all vote on the side of right. Of
course, in larger places like Boise

there are bad ones and there may be a

few of that kind in the cities who neg-

lect their families; but they would
probably neglectthem anyway. Women
are not forbidden to talk in any State.

The process of voting is a very quiet,

ladylike and quickly-performed act,

but it is one that counts much on the
.side of right or wrong. Women are
not in office much hero, they are only
at the head of the educational depart-
ment. The State Superintendent and
County Superintendent being maiden
ladies, the school system is good.

Mrs. C. H. Rinard.
Caldivell, Idaho.

Csvlledl Mfl^lheff'

Mrs. Miriam Lewis King, of Snifton. Fla.

Mrs. William Clover, of Plainfield, III.

Mrs. Mary Wenner Mitchell (79), of Dim-
ick.

Mrs. Mary E. Waters (77), of Kalispell.
ont.

Albert Morse (88) at Blackstone, Va.,
arch 11, 1910.

Mrs. Emily E. Williamson, of Elizabeth, N. J.,

r years active in charitable work.
Mrs. Mercy O. Rilla Cramer entered into rest
ister morning, April 11, 19()9,- aged 74, at
ickyford, Colo.

Mrs. Albert Decker (70), of Gardiner, N. Y.,
>r the past thirty years has been an appre-
ative reader of The Christian Hkiialu.

Tf|A f^jatt I'd the man looking for a
home where productive

QJ ^faC lands, favorableclimateand

» _ abundant rainfall make the

tOUthC3St i>est payin); farm locations

in America, the Southeast
now the unequaled section. Land from $.'5.(10 to
0.00 an acre near to the heart of the country and
>se to the best markets. The largest returns
om alfalfa and other hay, wheat, corn and all

uck crops. Lands unsurpassed for stock and
'ultry raising, and dairying. For fruit growing
' region is more profitable. The Southeast has
"Portunitics for every kind of farming. The
>uthern Railway will help you to find the desired
cation. Send for publications to

M. V. RICHARDS
il aH '*"'' ""'^ Inilustrlal Agent, Soutlicrii lUllway

I
or. 13th Street, Wathington, D. C.

Mrs. E. Henderson (81), of Cleveland, O.,

May 1, 1910.

Mrs. Lydia Harriet Seip, wife of Dr. W. H.
Seip, of Bath. Pa.

Mrs. Eli Cavanaugh, of Kinston, N. C. She
was an active worker in the Methodist Church.
She lived for some time in Newberry, S. C.

Mrs. Susan Cross Dunn, widow of the late

William Gardner Dunn, of Columbus, O. She
was born in Shaftsbury, England, in 1822.

Mrs. Margret Plainer, aged eighty, died on
July 16 in Carroll, la., of paralysis. She was
a reader of this journal for many years.

Mrs. Margaret A. Williams, April 16, 1910,

at Downers Grove, 111., aged seventy-seven
years. She gave her heart to Christ when
twenty years of age and was a loyal Baptist.

Mrs. Anna C. Leary, of Jordan, N. Y. To
her The Chkistian Herald was a daily com-
panion and a very great comfort, for she was
pn invalid and a shut-in for several years.

Miss Emma L. Johns, granddaughter of
Joseph Johns, of Philadelphia, Pa., passed into

life eternal. September 7, 1909, at her home in

Ctterbourne, Chevy Chase, Md.
Mrs. Sarah W. Allen (85), of James River,

Va., March 8. She was born in Nottoway
('ounty, Va., January 1, 1825. Her maiden
name was Hudson, a descendant of the first

settlers of Virginia. She married Rev. Samuel
C. Allen, a Methodist preacher.

Charles McDonald, one of the pioneer settlers

of Westport, Mendocino County, Calif., aged
sLxty-eight years, was called higher on Sep-
tember 6. 1909. He was the son of Scottish
parents, whose religious zeal he inherited, and
continued as a loyal Presbyterian, and loved

The Chkistian Heralu next to his Bible.

MUSIC

LESSONS FREE
In Your Own Home

In order to make our home study courses known
in your locality we will give you—absolutely free

—

48 or 96 lessons for either Piano, Organ, Violin,
Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we
iisk that you recommend our Institute to your
friends after you learn to play.

It Satters not whether you are a beginner or an
advanced pupil, the lessons will be made suitable
to your need. It is not necessary that you know
one note from another. The lessons are so simple
and easy that any person or little child who can
read English can learn them.
You will receive one lesson weekly, and your

only expense during the time you take the lessons
will be the cost of postage and the music you use,
which is small. Thousands have learned by mail
and you can do the same.
You and your friends should take advantage of

this wonderful olTer without delay. Write postal
card at once. It will mean much to you to get our
Free booklet, which gives full information. Our
lessons are marvels of simplicity. Photographs
and drawings make everything plain.

Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for
our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Write to-day.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
98 Filtli Ave^ Dept. 156 B, New York City

An absolutely

about
the safety of your princi.

—that's the first requisite of any
conservative investment. Your
money where you can make use of i

any time you may need it—that's the

s^cond.
A fair return with a reasonable certainty

'

thatit will be p-id regularly and prompUy
—that's the third.

.

You can invest at any time and withdraw
your savings on any date—without sacri-

ficing a penny of earnings.

We have paid our depositors 5% a year
|

every year for 17 years.

Assets - • - $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits 175,000

iSend for booilel trithfullparticulars,

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

Mothers!

!(/>

2 Times Building. Broad-

way and 42d Street,

New York City

2 BEAUTIFIL POST CARDS FREE
Simply send your request on a post card and we
will mail to you at once two fine colored post cards
(ree and also ilie latest copy of McCall's Magazine,
knowncverywhereas Tlie Fashion Magazine Every
Woman Needs. Besides showing how to dress well,

it ^ves a wealth of information on all household
matters. When writing ask for Special Introduc-
tory Offer. Send no money. Address

McCALL'S H4GAZINE. Dept. 20. New York City

PATENTS BOUGHT
Many deals closed by our clients— one recently for
$680.000.00—our pj-oof of Patents that PROTECT.

Send 8c postag^e for our 3 hooks for In\entors.

R. S. & A. B. Ucey, Div.36 Waihington, D. C. Estab. 1869.

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2 cents for ten samples of our very best Gold
and Silk Finish Friendship. Flower and Motto
Post Cards : beautiful colors and loveliest desigrns.
Art Post Card Club, 885 Jackaon St., Topeka, Kan.

PATENTS That Protect and Pay
„ ^ „

• -• iw^
,\dvioe .Tiui Books F K K K.

Rates lipasonaM.'. Ilicliost Uefereju^ps. Uest Sei vi.-i'.^^

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON, DC.

SaVP ^tPnS between kitclie an(3 dining roimi.

Wheel Tray><!istal.lf.
Ifftis it. fctaiidgbeRiiletnbie ftir set vinK.Uebide

ink wliilcwashins di.slies. Pijce$10,e\p.paid. Circular

WHEEL TRArC0.,«6C West 6l8tPlace,CMcago,IU.

The Baby Book la
mailed In a plain

envelope.

SEND TODAY FOR A FREE
COPY OF THE BABY BOOK,

EDITED BY
ELIZA EMERSON GOFF

THE Baby Book is not
* an ordinary cata-
log, but a book every
mother will want to
keep. Thousands of
mothers will appreciate
the opportunity It
offers to purchase baby
clothes of the very
highest excellence as to
style, workmanship,
materials and value. In
the privacy of their own

homes, with the expert advice and assist-
ance of an authority of national repu-
tation. A full line of necessities for the
mother Is also Included.

Read This Personal Statement
by the Editor of the Baby Book:
"I have associated myself with Sears, Roebuck

and Co. after an experience of eighteen years with
the best and most exclusive retail stores in the
country, because I wish to place my knowledge and
experience in dressing the baby at the disposal of
the mothers of the entire country. Sly first step in
this direction is in the editing of The Baby Book, the
publisher's announcemtnt of which is printed above.

"Let me send you a free copy of The Baby Book.
Address me personally. I want to handle your
correspondence myself."

ELIZA EMERSON GOFF, Department 1129

Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago

Hunyadi ~y1
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:

Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,

sbss^ss;^
and llJBnnmi-iiirral

CONSTIPATIO
AT ftLL DRUGGISTS

poNT PAY TWO Prices —i

^FOR STOVES AND RANGES
You Save ei8.00 to t22.00 on

^ .Hoosier
mtm Heaters and

Ranges
*Why not bu y the best when you can
)buy them at each low, unheard-of

^fc^Factory Prices. Hoosier Stoves and
S^ Ranges are delivered for you to use
'

j,
in your own home 30 days free

' before you buy. A written guar
^nteewith each etove backed by a

(Million Dollars. Ournew 1911 improve-
ments on stoves absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog.

OOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 State Street, Marioo, Indiana

THE BEST'LIGHT
Makes and burns Its own gas. Costa 2c. per
T/ccIi. Gives 500 cani'le power light knd
casts no shadow. No dirt, greare, nor
odor. Unequalled for Homes,Stores.Hotels,
Churches. Publ ic Halls, etc. Over 200 styles.
Every lamp warranted. Agents wanted.
Write £or catalog.

THE BEST IIGHT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St., Canton,0.

Hodosework Halved
by using' the

Easy" Vacuum Cleaner
asiest. most efficient, simplest,
stri.ngcstmade. Write lor FREE
Tti.il OrdLT Form.
DODGE & ZDILI, 535 T.

Dillaye Bldg., Syracuse, N. V.

^ or Easy Washer Co,
..„^ Bruce and Oundas Streets
~-^a&i Toronto, Can.

L'.V,lHir.mVAWJ!li

10
FULL JEWELED WALTHAM $
lo Fine 20-Tear Gold-rilled Case. Gnaranleed la keep Accurate Time.

SENT ON FREE TRIAL, ALL CHARGES PREPAID-
You donotpayoee penny until yon have seen and examined this

Hlgh-Grade, FullJoweled Waltham Wr.tch, with Patent tiairspiiiit,
in any style hand-engraved Case, right in your own hands.

i

oFFEREo%\ 9 Month!
We trust every honest person.^No matter how far away you live, or howl
small your salary or mcome, wo will trust you for a hig-h-grade adjusted Wal-»
tham Watch, in gold case, warranted for 25 years, and pruaranteed to pass i

any Railroad inspection. Write lor our big Free Watch and Diamond Catalog. It tells

bU sbout oar Eaay Payment Plan, and how we send Waltham. Elgin and Illinois Watch*-;

THE OLD RELIABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND I*» ^^'^^-^^ *

?
AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE jewel.^ywhe?e without

^mm ».^»« .^ .„..DePt-K95. 92 to 98 STATE ST.. CHICAGO, ILL Security orone cent deposit.

W^^WX&^yfXilslBrauciies: Pittsburg, fa,,StJ^ouis,Mo,\Send for tho Loftia Magaxino,

Greatest Bargain

lOFTIS:
It Is Fr»».



CHRISTIAN MARTYRS GIVEN TO THE LIONS
CHRISTIANITY is the greatest fact in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom rather than forsake Principle. The picture shown herewith,

from Ridpath's History, depicts 87,000 people assembled in the Coliseum at Rome to witness the Christians given to the lions. In such a scene
may be read the inevitable doom of the Empire that ruled the world. The blood of the Martyrs is the seed from which Christian civilization

sprang. If you would know the history of mankind—every sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty, every conflict and every achievement,
from the dawn of civilization down to the present time—then embrace this splendid opportunity to place in your home the worId=famed publication,

RIDPATH'S HISTORY OF THE WORLD
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental -work, which we
must sell immediately. The sets are BRAND NEW, brought right down to date, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco.
Hundreds have already availed themselves of this remarkable opportunity to secure the greatest History of the
World ever w^ritten. We have only a few^ sets remaining. We offer these sets to CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS

At I ^R^f^ than even cj^^m/^g-ed ^et^ were ever sold!
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and
address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our price
broadcast for the saiie of more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon to-day.

FREE
li/E will mail free a beautiful' 46-pagc booklet on history
to every reader interested in his-

tory who mails us the coupon
below. It contains Dr. Ridpath's
Race Chart in colors, tracing all

races of mankind back to the parent
stock ; a rare chronological chart,

the best map of the Panama Canal
ever printed, a large map of China
and Japan, two beautiful duotone
reproductions of great paintings
showing "Napoleon Before the
Sphinx in Egypt" and "Queen Eliza-

beth Signing the Execution Warrant
of Mary Stuart," together with por-
traits of Socrates,Caesar, Napoleon,
Shakespeare and Roosevelt and
other great characters in history;
also specimen pages from the His-
tory, giving some slight idea of the
wonderfully beautiful style in which
the work is written.

MAIL COUPON NOW

NINE
MASSIVHE

VOLUMES
4000 PAGES
2000 ILLUSTRATIONS

HISTORY
CF THE
WORLD

RID PATH
VOL.1.

EOYPT
CHALDAEA.

« .- ^ wniA

MEDIA.
BABYLONIA.
PERSIA.

HISTORI HlSTOBt H.STORY HISTORV HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTOH

WOrTd world WOrId WOR^D WORr. WORLD WORLD WORU,

RIOPATH RIDPATH RIDPATH RSDPATH RIDPATH

VOL.1!. VOL.m. VOL. IV VOL.V. VOL. VI.

BAnBARIftN THE PEOPLE AND ^^E ENGLISH

PARTHIA SOME. ASCENDENCY THE KINGS. "i^"'"'!'

^ocrrP THE KINGDOM. TMEMOHAMNEOJN NEW WORLD FRrO>(mGREATGREECE THE REPUBLIC. AKE^ENCV^
,,(, VTagE OF

MACEDONIA, the EMPIRE- ^^^^ES. REFORMATION REVOLUTION.

RIDPATH RIDPATH RIDPAfH

VOL. VII. VOL. VIII. VOL. 1/

FRANCE. THECLOSI"f

THE GERMANY ITALY THFNiNEItPN'"

,^^ EASTERN EUROPE
/^nD DAWN Of

UNITEDSTATES MINOR AMERICAN ^^^^^^^^^^^^H

GREAT BRITAIN ^^^STATES^;^^^
CENTURY 1

FREE
COUPONX

Western
Newspaper
Association

CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS have shown wonderful appreciation of
pur great offer. We have shipped this splendid history to delighted readers

living in every State in the Union. Next to the Bible, this is in many resoects
the greatest worl< ever written. In the past 20 years over 200,000 sets have
been sold at more than doable our Special Price, and every purchaser is

/_ more than satisfied. More sets of Ridpath's History have been sold
than any otlier set of books in the English language. Can you i magine
a greater testimonial for any^worlc ? No other history in any way

<<,

Christian Herald Bureau
204 Dearborn St., Chicago

rit'ase ntnil. vvitlir.iit r.'vl to in.., s.-inpl.-

pagract Ridpath's History Of the World
conlainini; r'li'iti.i.Tnvur,.a (if N„|.„le,„i n

Quoen Eliz.ib..tli. cnt;raviiiKs of Socrates, Ca-sar
and .Shakespeare, map of China and Japan
diagram of Panama Canal, and write nie f

girtieiilars of yuur special oSer to ThQ Cbllatlan
erald readers.

compares with it. The English-speaking world has endorsed
Ridpath's as the only History of tlie World worth having.

RIDPATH In your home means you need never spend
a lonely evening. You can associa'.e witli tlie

world's heroes; you can cross the Rubicon witli

Cjesar, after wliich Rome was free no more. You
can sit at the feet of Socrates, the lofiiesf genius

of the ancient world. You can kneel at the

NAME..

ADDRESS.
> tetter neccKsary. Just &i«n Coupon, or copy on Postal and f

r^^'^^^ THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ^S^gs;:^

shrine of Lincohi, "the greatest character of
all time, the gentlest memory of our world."

''»>\X^ It is ennobling to commune with these
- children ot destiny. To be associated

with great men is to be great one's
^ self, and you will add to your

store of knowledge which is

v^ power, and to the richness of
your life.

.WESTERN

RIDPATH takes you back to the daw n of history, long before the pyramids
of Egypt were built; down through the romantic troubled times of

Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magniiicence; of Babylonia's wealth
and luxury; of Grecian and Roman splendor; of Mohammedan culture and
refinement; of French elegance and British power; of American patriotism
and religious freedom, to tiie dawn of yesterday. H e covers every race, every
nation, every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.
Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written by man.

RIDPATH throws the mantel of personality over the old heroes of history.

Alexander is there—patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning the

glory of Grecian history. Xerxes, from his mountain platform, sees
Themistocles, with three hundred and fifty Greek ships, smash his Persian
fleet of over a thousand sail, and help to mould the language in which this

paragraph is written. Rome perches Nero upon the greatest throne on earth,
and sosets up a poor madman's name to stand for countless
centuries as the synonym of savage cruelly ; Napoleon fights
Waterloo again under your very eyes, and reels before the
iron fact that at last the end of his'gilded dream has come.
Bismarck is there—gruff, overbearing, a giant pugilist in the
diplomatic ring, laughing with grim disdain at France, which
says "You shall not." Washington is there, "four-square to
all the winds," grave, thoughtful, proof against the wiles of
British strategy and the poisoned darts of false friends; clear-
seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrvmen, and on into
another century—the most colossal world-figure of his time !
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THE WORILB^
NEVER in all their stirririR- and romantic

history have the people of Montenegro, the

"land of the Black Mountain," just east of

the blue Adriatic, been so happy, so exultant, as in

the last few weeks, since their country became the

newest independent kingdom in the presence of

visitinp royalty, ambassadors and statesmen and all

of the Montenefriins who could possibly come to

take part in the impressive ceremonies and general

rejoicinp. True, they have been independent enoufjh

ever since 1878, when, under the wonderful leadei--

ship of the Prince who has now become King, they

beat back the forces of the Turkish Sultan from the

valley of Zeta, and added almost as much more
territory to Montenej-ro as the original domain.

But MonteneKio was
only a principality, and
the ruler had only the

title of Prince. There
are no prouder people
in the world than the
Montenegrins, and they
have looked forward
eagerly to the day when
their beloved ruler
should declare himself
a king and his country
a kingdom, ranking
equally with other Eu-
ropean States. The fact
that the country was
comparatively small
could not be urged
against the plan by
European countries, as
it occupied a very im-
portant strategical
position, and its repu-
tation for military
achievement was far
ahead of States which
had many times its area
and population.
A short time ago

Prince Ferdinand of
Bulgaria proclaimed
himself king and met
with some opposition from the courts of Europe.
In the present instance no opposition was mani-
fested. On the contrary. Prince Nicholas' procla-

mation was hailed with expressions of pleasure. He
has powerful family connections, and in addition
his courage, his integrity, and his high, knightly
ideals of the duties of his position, have already
made him one of the most regal figures in inter-

national politics.

One of his daughters is the beautiful and gracious
Queen Helena, wife of King Victor of Italy, whose
bravery during recent earthquake disasters has
endeared her to her people. It was Queen Helena,
it will be remembered, who was the patroness of the
fund provided by the readers of this paper for the

destitute mothers and orphans at the time of the

Messina disaster.

Another daughter married into the royal family

of Russia, and Russia is showing her friendship for

the new king and his country in every possible way.

In fact, it would like to have the world at large think

of Russia as the protector and sponsor of Monte-

negro; but to those who know anything of its his-

tory it seems as if the new kingdom, small though
it is, with an area of a little over three thousand
.square miles, is perfectly able to take care of itself.

It has maintained some form of separate govern-
ment since the fifteenth century, though nominally

a tributary State to Turkey. Under the present

ruler, who succeeded his uncle, and whose father,

King Nicholas of Montenegro Talking with the King of Italy After the Proclamation

Marco, was his leading general, Nicholas forced an
acknowledgment of Montenegro's independence

after a series of brilliant and daring campaigns,

which reminded amazed Europe more of the conflicts

of the Homeric age than of those it had seen fought

in the nineteenth century.

August 28 was the day appointed for the formal

proclamation of the fact that a new kingdom had

been born in the Balkans. Cettinje, the capital, had

been making preparations for the great event for

months, to be able to properly receive the royal and

other visitors who were to come, for whom the town

had not adequate accommodation, and for whom
special buildings were constructed or old ones en-

larged. Before the first guest arrived it was as

spick-and-span a capital as could be found in

Europe. Visitors who remembered it in the old

days when Prince Nicholas sat under a tree, and
dispensed justice to his people like an old-time

patriarch, were greatly surprised at the change
which had taken place. The houses are well built,

though markedly devoid of any attempt at orna-

mentation. The palace is a plain square structure,

but of some dignity. Russia has an embassy build-

ing of great size, and Austria, her rival, not to be

outdone, also has a large legation. There are large

barracks, a cathedral and an opera house.

The streets are of great width, giving a good
opportunity for the military display which formed
an important feature of the festivities. Heretofore the

uniform of the Monte-
negrin army has been
their national every-

day dress, a small cap,

an embroidered blouse,

over which hangs a
graceful cloak of white,
and new boots. All

carried rifles, and their

belts were aglitter with
silver-hilted pistols. To
suit his more exalted
station, Nicholas dress-

ed part of his small
regular force in a gray
uniform with Russian
caps, while he himself,

the Crown Prince, and
his officers appeared be-

fore the admiring gaze
of the Cettinjese in

up-to-date European
uniforms.
The Crown Prince met

his sister, the Queen of

Italy, and her husband
at the port of Antinari,
and escorted them to

Cettinje. King Ferdi-
nand of Bulgaria, big,

burly and soldierly, also

came to show his good
will to his royal Balkan neighbor. One or two sons of

the King of Servia represented their father. The par-
liament, established some years ago by the Prince,

passed a resolution calling on him to assume the

kingship, and the members marched through the

decorated streets lined with cheering crowds to the

palace to receive the assent of Prince Nicholas. The
Crown Prince announced his father's acceptance of

the kingly oflice and the crowd before the palace

broke into a roar of enthusiastic approval. Later

a Te Deum of thanksgiving was sung in the cathe-

dral.

There were military reviews and gala perform-
ances, with innumerable celebrations in every village

and town of the mountain kingdom. R. S. B.
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THE thing we want to know about is religion;

this above everything else, since it is religion

that brings us back to God. Art and Science

and Philosophy are important; but to be a Master

of Arts, a Bachelor of Science and a Doctor of

Philosophy all together would be merely an empty
and transient honor in one who was not also reli-

gious, that is, a child of God.

The word religion is said to come from re-ligare,

meaning "to bind back." We were created in the

likeness of God but have somehow become alienated

from him. As the planets were made to move
obediently in their orbits, so we were made to live

in harmony with divine law; but, alas! we have
"transgressed," that is, crossed the line. In so

doing we have exiled ourselves from God, like

planets swept out of their normal pathway into

lawless space. We have sinned; and "without holi-

ness no man shall see God." The question of all

questions now is: How can we be restored to him?
It thus appears that the search for religion is the

noblest that can engage the energies of mortal man.
But where shall we find religion? Take heed; for
there are fabrications many and diverse passing
current under that name which on examination
prove to be utterly futile and vanish into thin air.

The test is a simple one. A genuine religion must
do what it proposes to do; that is, it must bind the
soul of the sinner back to God.

The Religion of the Bible

For our guidance in this noble quest we have the
Bible. It is a revelation or "unveiling" of religion.

As such it is authoritative and trustworthy, because
it was "written by holy men as they were moved by
the Spirit of God."
And for our further guidance the only-begotten

Son of God came into the world; as it is written,
"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God; and the Word
was made flesh and dwelt among us." We perceive
him walking through the Scriptures, from the first

prophecy in Eden to the last vision of the Apoca-
lypse, as the Teacher of religion. The theme of his

ministry on earth was religion. The religion which
he set forth is called "The Gospel of Reconciliation"
because it presents a specific plan for the recovery
of man's lost estate. The man who accepts it is

homeward bound.
The religion thus outlined in the written and in-

carnate Word is defined in our text. James, the
author of this definition, was the utilitarian among
the apostles. He was a theologian with a clear eye
to the needs of practical life. The religion which
he outlines is marked by four qualifications. First,
it is not one among many but the only one. Second,
it is "pure and undefiled"; that is, not a mixture of
truth and error but absolutely faultless every way.
Third, it is "acceptable to God." There are many
systems of faith and conduct which commend them-
selves to various classes of men; but the true reli-

gion is that which passes muster before the Holy
One. And fourth, it does what it proposes to do;
that is, it binds the sinner back to God.
What is this religion? The apostle here describes

it; and by his definition three things are ruled out
as non-essential and two are counted in.

What Religion Is Not

As to the things which are ruled out.
First, he intimates that religion is not a creed.

A creed is necessary as a symbol of faith; never-
theless a man may be orthodox and not religious at
all. A man without a creed is an invertebrate; but
a man with a creed and nothing else is a lifeless
automaton : for "as a man thinketh in his heart, so
is he." A creed is like a physician's prescription;
a paper full of zigzag characters, having no value
except as it stands for something. It is not this
paper, but the thing which it stands for, that must
be taken inwardly to effect a cure.

Second, religion is not a liturgy. Rites and cere-
monies are important; but they are not the essential
thing. They are, as Salter says, "the aliment of
religion but not its life, the fuel but not the flame,
the scaffolding but not the edifice." They are like
the vial into which the apothecary puts the prescrip-

* Pastor Marble Collegiate Church (Reformed Church in America),
Fifth Avenue and Twenty-ninth Street, New York City.

tion ; it is necessary, yet of no value whatever except

for what it holds. To place one's confidence in the

saving power of the Church and its sacraments is

as vain as it would be for a patient to expect to be

cured of a mortal malady by the vial rather than

by the remedy within it.

Third, religion is not a confession. Such a con-

fession is important: for is it not written, "With the

heart man believeth unto righteousness and with the

mouth confession is made unto salvation?" The
man who imagines himself to be a Christian without
coming out into the open may well question the sin-

cerity of his faith and the validity of his hope. An
open confession is like the label on the vial. The
law requires it: because there is no telling what
mistakes might occur without it. But the label has
no value except as it describes something. Lip
service has a place In religion only so far as the lips

serve the heart and the heart is true to truth and
righteousness.
Now these are the things which religion is not.

They are necessary as indications and concomitants
of pure and undefiled religion ; but they are only the
shadows of it. Where is the substance, the essential

thing, by which the soul is healed as when medicine
—the medicine called for by the prescription, con-
tained in the vial and duly labeled—being taken into
the system finds its way into blood and sinew and
expresses itself in terms of physical life?

The two hemispheres of religion, as set forth by
James, are Doing Good and Being Good. And it is

characteristic of this apostle of the practical life

that he puts the former before the latter, unselfish-
ness before self, beneficence before character.

THE OLD HYMNS
By EDWIN L. IDE

I
LOVE those dear old-fashioned hymns that

mother used to sing;

A tide of tender memories to which my heart doth
cling

Sweeps o'er my soul in waves of love whene'er I

sing or hear
Those sweet old-fashioned melodies to mother's

heart so dear.
Ofttimes, when sorrow bears me down beneath its

heavy load.
And rocks and thorns beset my way upon life's

weary road,
" 'Tis then I rise on wings of faith," to Jesus' hand

I cling.

And "Sing the Saviour's dying love," which mother
used to sing.

I often hear the same old words, but set to music
new;

Of course, the message is the same and rings out
just as true

—

But there's a chord within my heart that's throbbing
all in vain;

"And sinners plunged beneath that flood lose all

their guilty stain";
I know it's old and out of date—"A charge to keep

have I,"

"A never-dying soul to save and fit it for the sky."
Ofttimes the words I do not know; but in my heart

will ring
Some dear old hymn of years ago, which mother

used to sing.

"I cannot stand where Moses stood and view the
landscape o'er,"

But I expect to meet her there, on "Canaan's happy
shore,"

And other dear ones with her, too; I'll meet them
by and by,

"When I can read my title clear to mansions in the
sky."

Sometimes I seem to hear her sing, when sorrow
comes to me,

"Must Jesus bear the cross alone and all the world
go free?"

And then it seems a* gentle breath as from an angel's
wing

Comes o'er me with that dear old hymn that mother
used to sing.

I. The Doing Good is expressed in the words 'i

visit the fatherless and widows in their affUctio'

The world is full of such needy and helpless on(

and our relation to them was indicated by our Lc

in clearest terms when he said, "Inasmuch as •

have done it unto one of the least of these, ye hs

done it unto me."
It is related of Palmaris, a' devotee of the tweli

century, that in'token of repentance he set out fr(

his home at Piacenza on a pilgrimage to Jerusale
He had not proceeded far, however, when his Lo
appeared to him in a vision saying, "I care not i

thy pious pilgrimage. There are widows and fath(

less at Piacenza who need thee; go back and vi

them!" He was not disobedient to the heaver
vision, the legend says, but returning to his nati

town founded charitable institutions which ha
preserved his name in the odor of sanctity to tl

day.

Unselfish Service

It is clear, however, that the visitation of t

widows and the fatherless is merely a specific tei

used to designate a general duty. The reference
to all unselfish service. Sin is self-seeking: the fii

step Godward is out of self into self-sacrifice f

others. He who would be greatest in the Kingdo
of God must be servant of all.

But, judged by this criterion, where is the pe
fectly religious man? Did ever one live in tY

world who so far forgot himself as to give himst
wholly and unreservedly for his fellow men? Yf
One! He stands alone as the religious exempL
of the ages. He came not to be ministered unto b

to minister. He was everybody's friend. He fo

got himself in remembering the needy. He heas

the cry of the friendless in the porches of BethescI;

he healed the sicknesses of those who were laid (

couches along the way. Ministry was his meat ar

drink. His life is comprehended in a brief se;

tence, "He went about doing good." Its end was ;

Golgotha; where, in the one deed of self-sacrifii

which set the pattern of beneficence for all succeei

ing ages, he "tasted death for every man." This
the hemisphere of religion on its manward sid

Let that mind be in you which was also in Chri
Jesus, "To do good and to communicate forget not

II. The Being Good is expressed in the words "ar

to keep himself unspotted from the world." Bi

just there is the diflSculty. How shall one kee

himself unspotted from the world? The spot

there ! Among all the children of men there is m
one who does not realize it. The "damned spot," a

Macbeth calls it, is there and, despite all earth

purgings, it is there to stay. "All great Neptune
ocean cannot wash it clean." How vain to speak o

even think of "keeping one's self unspotted from th

world" while that remains, the ineradicable stain c

sin!

"Unspotted from the World"

The first thing to be done, obviously, is to get ri

of that spot. Is it possible? Do you know of any

thing that can wash it out? In all the religions o

the world, save one, there is no suggestion of an;

means of doing it. The only plan which has eve

been intimated is that which points to the cross say

ing, "Come now, saith the Lord, and let us reasoi

together; though your sins be as scarlet they shal

be as white as snow, and though they be red lik

crimson they shall be as wool." A man who is trul;

in quest of religion will not be satisfied with an?

which doth not effect this purging. And if he i:

really sincere and in earnest, he will fall in witl

the one "pure and undefiled religion" which propose:

to do it. Here is the proposition: "The blood o

Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin."

The fact, however, that a fountain has beei

opened for uncleanliness has no purging powei

except for those who take advantage of it. Th<

remission of sins is offered "without money ar(

without price"; it remains for the sinner to appro

priate it. The fountain is there ; he must wash anc

be clean. This means that Christ must be believec

in; as it is written, "He that believeth in the Lore

Jesus Christ shall be saved." He that so belieyetl

is already saved, here and now. His sin is forgiver

and his iniquity is purged. The spot is gone!
This matter of prime importance having beer

Continued on next page
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Real Religion
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iittended to, all the rest of religion, so

I'ar as character is concerned, is "to

ceep oneself unspotted," that is, to re-

frain from sin. This is possible in

mly one way. So long as a man keeps
;ompany with Christ he cannot sin.

fry it, if you will. Try to do a wrong
;hing while Christ is walking with
/ou. No man ever did it. Sin be-

;omes possible only when we fling

Jhrist off. It would never have been
OT'itten that Peter "denied his Lord"
lad it not been written in. a previous
sentence that "he followed him afar
)ff." Our Lord has promised to keep
m touch with him. In his sacerdotal
orayer he says, "Father, I have kept
those whom thou hast given me." That
word kept is a great word; and the
secret of being thus kept is in prac-
tising the presence of Christ.
Now this is practical religion, as

James defines it. And there is one
inevitable conclusion; namely, religion

is impossible without Christ. One may
call himself religious, may pay tithes

and offer sacrifices and cry "Lord!
Lord!" but he has not found that "pure
and undefiled religion" which brings
the soul back to God unless he has
accepted him who said, "I am the way;
no man cometh unto the Father but by
me." You cannot go around Christ
and get back to God. You cannot get
rid of the spot without the cleansing of
his blood. You cannot keep yourself
"unspotted from the world" except as
you are "kept" by him. And you can-
not practise that unselfish beneficence
in default of which religion is but an
empty show without following in his
steps.

The definition of religion is thus re-

duced to a single word, namely, Christ.
'He is made unto us wisdom and right-
eousness, and sanctification and re-
demption. He is first, last, midst and
all in all.

It is related that a young ruler once
came to Jesus saying, "Good Master,
what shall I do that I may have eternal
life?" What he wanted was religion,

but where should he find it? Jesus
said, "If thou wilt enter into life, keep
the commandments." His answer was,
"All these things have I kept from my
youth up; what lack I yet?" He had
done his best; but had not found reli-

gion. There was something lacking
still. Then Jesus, bidding him part

' with everything that separated betwixt
him and the better life, added, "Come
and follow me."
This is the sum and substance of re-

ligion: to follow Christ. For he is

"the Way," and the only Way. All
other ways are by-ways. All other
leaders are blind leaders of the blind.
Wherefore the only religion is the reli-

gion of Christ; since this alone can
bring the sinner back to God.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Columnl

THE FLIGHT OF TIME
John M. Morse

nn HE days and years go swiftly by,
* How oft we hear it said.
They come and gro like clouds that fly
So silently o'erhead.

'Tis mom—'tis noon—and soon 'tis night I

This earthly life—how quick its flight.

In youthful days it seemed not so.
We all remember why.

To Christmas time, how very slow
The days and weeks drat^ged by,

A longing for that joyous day
Made it appear far—far away.

We could not wait ! so eager then
To grasp the longed-for prize

:

But when the boys are grown-up men,
They see with wiser eyes.

The future not so distant seems.
The years have shattered childish dreams.

The days of youth and manhood fly,
Old age comes on apace

:

What matters it to those who try
To win a heavenly race?

Well done I shall greet the faithful soul
When he has reached his final goal.

Come then, ye servants of the Lord,
Dispel your doubts and fears.

Ho|d fast your faith, and trust his word
Through all the fleeting years.

Let not their swiftest flight annoy:
They lead you on—to endless joy.
Passaic, N. J,

Tine dhSldresi's PuslpSt
COLONEL ROOSEVELT'S RETURN By Rev, j. m. Farrar, p.p.*

DID you ever see an eclipse? When the moon rolls between the
sun and the earth we have an eclipse of the sun. When the
earth passes between the sun and the moon we have an eclipse

of the moon. I want to tell you about an eclipse of a day. The only
one we have had for 134 years. The day was July 4, 1910, and the
eclipse was caused by a great shadow thrown over it by Saturday,
June 18.

Colonel Roosevelt, our one living ex-President, came home on
June 18. Every man and woman in Greater New York was up
early, and thousands of people came from other cities and country
places, ready to greet the first citizen. Ships, big and little, went
down the bay to meet the great ship on which he returned. When
he came ashore at Battery Park the enthusiasm broke loose and ran
over the telegraph wires to the ends of the world. More than 10,000
dollars were spent in the "welcome home." And it paid! It was a
greater day than the Fourth of July.

NOT one story, but three, I shall tell you about that day.
When the great parade started up Broadway the Abernathy

boys, who had ridden from Oklahoma, wanted to be with the Rough
Riders. Surely they deserved to be there, for two boys, one aged
ten years and the other six, who could ride 2,500 miles on horseback
are surely Rough Rider Kids. But for some strange reason the
Rough Riders did not want them in their company. Somebody
appealed to the Colonel, who said they had better obey orders and
go where they were placed. So they were obliged to ride with the
Spanish War Veterans. I am sure Colonel Roosevelt wanted the
boys to ride with the Rough Riders, but those who were in authority
thought differently, and the boys were taught one of the greatest
lessons of their lives: that was, "To Obey Orders." There are many
times when boys and girls are in the right, but if some one in author-
ity has commanded otherwise, then the best and only thing for the
Junior to do is to obey orders. Obedience is better than having your
rights. When you learn to obey you have learned the greatest
lesson any school in this great world can teach.

THERE was another incident that my Juniors want to remember.
Just before the Colonel's carriage turned into Fourth Street a

messenger boy, named Jacob Youngsivsky, succeeded in getting
close enough to the carriage to get a warm hand-shake from the hero
of the day. Off he ran and soon returned with a bunch of flowers,
which he handed to the Colonel. You will easily guess by this boy's
name that his parents were not born in Boston. He is one of the
millions of boys in our country, whose parents were born in foreign
lands, but whose children are growing into good American citizens.
Colonel Roosevelt probably saw on this boy's face to what class he
belonged, and by giving him his hand lifted him, and all the other
boys of his class, into enthusiastic lovers of America. When the
boy hurried off and brought back some flowers, it revealed the spirit
of gratitude, which should be in every child's heart, the spirit that
makes the child worthy of becoming a good citizen. All should
recognize such boys as the coming Americans.

THE other incident which you will enjoy, occurred at Washington
Square. There the tiniest trooper in the parade, aged five

years, joined the riders near the Colonel's carriage. Colonel Roose-
velt laughed, but as he saw the boy had forced himself into a better
position than the Abernathy boys, the Colonel scowled fiercely. This
was not "fair play," and I think Colonel Roosevelt was a greater
man when demanding fair play for boys than when, as President, he
demanded fair play for men.

There was one big blunder in the great New York parade. While
there were children here and there in the parade, the committee
overlooked the joy the hero would receive by seeing several hundred
children marching together in honor of his return. A woman stand-
ing on the stoop of a Fourth Street house with a baby in each arm
got an approving smile from the Colonel, who also held up his right
hand with two fingers extended. Later another woman with three
children got the salute with three fingers extended.
On the evening of that same day the Colonel returned to his

summer home at Oyster Bay. Here the people knew the Colonel's
love of children better than we know it in New York. Hundreds of

children were waiting for him at the station and marched with their

flags, floated by their cheers, on the way to Sagamore Hill. The
Colonel noticed the grown people, but at sight of the children he
stretched himself to full length and said, "De-lighted!"

IN his address at Sagamore Hill, he said, "I enjoyed hearing the

children sing." Then he said something the children will never
forget: "I am glad to see you all again, men, women, and little

Oysters." This was a splendid nickname for the children of Oyster
Bay. Surely he made them very proud in the next sentence, when,
speaking of his need of rest he said, "I want to close up like a native
Oyster." Every child would understand that the Big Oyster was
going to rest for a little time and that the Little Oysters could open
their mouths and enjoy everything they could find to enjoy along
the shore of Oyster Bay. September ends the Oyster's rest.

In Africa the Colonel never shot or injured a baby Elephant, a girl

Hippopotamus or a boy Tiger. Three cheers for the returning con-
queror and Lover of Children.

» Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Rev. 6:2.
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Cecil Rhodes as a Judge
of Men

INHAMBANE is a Portuguese prov-
ince on the southeast coast of

Africa, about five hundred miles north
of Natal. When the writer went there
in 1883, the light of the Gospel had
never entered. There was no Protes-
tant mission, no Bible, no written lan-
guage of the people. There was, how-
ever, a pretentious Catholic cathedral
in the town.
We received a formal message from

the governor informing us that the
public preaching or teaching of reli-

gion was not permitted by the laws of
Portugal, except under the authority
of the Catholic bishop. The people
themselves were dead to any spiritual
interest. They would not come to our
meetings or allow their children to
come to our school unless we paid them
for it.

But a way was opened. The law did
not interfere in domestic affairs. Any
one might worship or teach in his own
family according to the dictates of his
conscience, and there was no objection
to making the family as large as pos-
sible. The natives .were willing to
come to work for us for the small
wages of the country, so we soon had
a large family. We had to find them
work; but this was not difficult. We
received no grant from the mission or
money from any foreign source for the
wages we paid. Nevertheless, the
profit on the industries engaged in left

a little balance to our credit. At the
same time, in one year we taught the
forty people we had with us to read
and write in their own language, and
about half of them were converted.
Some have stood to the present day.
One of them, Rev. Zizora Navessa, is

the only ordained native minister in
that part of the country. He was so
clever that I made him the printer of
the mission. In three months he could
read handwriting and set it up in type
and bring me the proof like a journey-
man printer. Some years afterward,
as I was passing up the coast on the
same steamer with Cecil Rhodes, the
great empire-builder of South Africa,
he picked Zizora out of a crowd of
blacks standing on the shore, and said:

"That is a good nigger! I can tell

a good nigger when I see his face."
Our work at Inhambane was inter-

rupted by a native war and we were
transferred to another field. But it has
since been taken up by other societies;

the Bible is being published in the
dialects we reduced to writing, and the
whole region is being evangelized. The
Methodists alone claim over 2,000 con-
verts.

Providence has now cast our work in
another field, viz., among the Zulus in
Natal. The advantages for an indus-
trial mission are even greater in Natal
than at Inhambane. The Zulus are
the highest type of native Africans.
It is a better climate, no malaria as at
Inhambane; a better soil and a better
market for the products of industry.
Ours is an independent enterprise, but
the people espouse it with enthusiasm.
We have formed a joint stock com-
pany, and over 500 of the most ad-
vanced Zulus have taken shares. Most
of the money will be subscribed in

shares by the natives themselves, and
with God's blessing the enterprise con-
ceived in prayer will soon be more than
self-supporting. Considerable outlay
will be required meanwhile in order to
get our industrial plant into operation,
and we will be glad of any assistance
from American friends through The
Christian Herald. W. C.Wilcox.

A Beautiful Gift
Dear Editor : Just a line to acknowl-

edge receipt of one of the prettiest
little gifts I have ever received,
namely, the Red Letter Testament. It
is a thing of beauty, and is much
prized by me. I am glad that it is in

your heart to give a premium of that
kind, which is sure to be fully appre-
ciated and to prove a blessing to many
lives. Harry S. Holbrook.

Glen Ridge, N. J.
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THE great camp-meeting at Ocean Grove opened
on Friday evening, August 26, with the sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper, which had been
preceded by a consecration service at three o'clock.

Five thousand were present at the sacramental ser-

vice, of whom fully one-fifth were communicants.
Bishop Luther B. Wilson, chairman of the Ocean
Grove Devotional Committee, presided, and many
clergymen assisted in administering the communion.

Dr. A. E. Ballard presided at the sunrise meeting
at 5.45 the next morning, and also

at the Family Worship service at

6.45. At nine o'clock Bishop Wilson
conducted a "Holiness" meeting,
making a powerful exhortation. At
the same time a crowded meeting
especially for young people was in

progress in the Temple. Dr. C. L.

Mead usually presided over the

Young People's meetings. At one
of them he spoke with especial force

upon- "Remnants," saying in part:
"As dirty rags are made over into

clean white paper, and these bear
often messages of love, so the rem-
nants of humanity, the wi'ecks and
ruins who are a burden to them-
selves and to society, may be made
over into pure, clean persons,

through the grace of God."
At nine o'clock also, a Fellowship

or Helping Hand meeting was con-

ducted by Miss Lizzie Sharp in

Thornley Chapel. During the day
other meetings were held in charge
of Rev. W. G. Bennett and Mi-s.

Elizabeth Smith.
Pentacostal prayer services were

held every afternoon at four in the

Temple. Of these Dr. and Mrs. Wheeler were the

leaders. Twilight revival meetings were under the

charge of Miss Helen Gertrude Rumsey. Miss

Rumsey was a prominent delegate to the recent

Glasgow World Convention of the Women's Chris-

tian Temperance Union. Miss Ruth Harris of

Cooperstown assisted her, singing with great accept-

ance.
The preaching at the Camp-meeting was of a high

order. Bishop Wilson's sermons were full of

good things. Here are a few of them: "If I were
called upon to write a prescription for nervous

prostration, I would order some sacred songs, mixed
with the joy of the Holy Spirit, to be taken three

times a day. Live right and you will be sweep-

ing toward those gates. Live wrong and you
will be sweeping away from them. Christ is watch-

ing you in the store, the shop, the home, yearning

for your souls. There are women here who spend
their days in playing bridge whist and their nights

in folly," bowing always to the image of fashion.

If you are crowded out of the world's society by

The Auditorium at Ocean Grove

obeying Jesus, you will be crowded into a better
fellowship."

Rev. Dr. L. W. Munhall has been the Bible Class
teacher this year. The average attendance upon its

sessions has been 2,500, and the results most grati-

fying.
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson of Philadelphia were in

charge of the Sunday School, which was also largely
attended, and from which many conversions were
reported.
At one of the Testimony Meetings, an engineer

said that many of his comrades were walking in the

narrow way. Bishop Wilson remarked that evei

traveler felt safer when he knew that the man
the cab was a Christian.

On Saturday morning one of the greatest reviv
sermons was preached by Rev. Dr. Charles Babcoc
a Quaker evangelist of Old Point Comfort. Hui
dreds were in tears when he concluded.
The last two days of the meeting were full of tl

power of God. Bishop Wilson seemed to lead tl

hosts to the very foot of Calvary. On Sunday, fro
the first early meeting until elev(

o'clock at night, there was a co;

tinual shout of victory in the cam
At nine o'clock the great lev

feast was opened. Dr. Munhall h
in prayer and then Bishop Wilsci

I suggested that instead of partakir

I

of the bread and wine, Christia
fellowship should be expressed r

[
shaking hands. The people r^

sponded amid great enthusiasri
Among those who testified wejj
Mrs. Stokes, widow of the firii

president of Ocean Grove; I. ]

Bradley; Bleecker Stirling, seer,

tary of the Bible Class; Cass
Smith and Grace W. Davis, evai
gelists; Rev. Joseph W. Wardle c

Chicago; Mrs. Alfred Cookmai
widow of the distinguished preacl
er, and George B. Lister, eighty-tw
years old, who gave his testimon
in shouts and praises.

Finally, Bishop Wilson suggests
sentence-testimonies. Many wer
given. One was, "Forty years
Pennsylvania Railroad enginee;
thirty-two years an engineer o
Christ's train, on which the Pullma

cars are free"; another was, "I'm on an airship fo
glory"; and "This day is like those when Joh
Inskip and Alfred Cookman were here."
The hymns were sung with great feeling. Mor

than 10,000 people were gathered to hear Bishoi
Wilson's last great sermon. He goes to Africa on '

mission in December.
The "March Around Zion" then took place, Di

Ballard and Dr. Alday leading, to the music o
"We Are Marching to Zion."
Then twelve o'clock closed the great Camp-meet

ing of 1910. Mary Barton Cookman.

ONE of the most interesting of the seaside

resort displays is the annual Baby Parade at

Asbury Park. Twice postponed this year on
account of rain, it finally took place on Labor Day,
in the presence of an enormous crowd of spectators,

variously estimated at from 75,000 to twice that

number.* Forming a line from five to seven deep,

they bordered the entire route, while fully ten thou-

sand of them were seated in the great amphitheatre.

Governor Fort of New Jersey was present with

all his staff'. Many members of the State legisla-

ture also occupied boxes
in the great stadium.
The line of march oc-

cupied about half a

mile. Thousands of

visitors came in by
every train especially to

view the parade.
Mounted heralds with

the blare of trumpets
dashed along the line,

announcing the ap-
proach of Queen Titania
in her shell-like chariot
of gold, drawn by six

milk-white thorough-
breds. The beautiful
young woman who had
been chosen for this

important office, Miss
Lillian E. Sexton, look-

ed every inch the royal
personage she was sup-
posedto represent. With
her were her court of
pretty maids of honor,
and 100 gallant knights.
They were stationed in

a large pavilion set in

a wooded glen. The
charming little proces-
sion was divided into

eight sections. Mar-
shaled at the Arcade,
the babies passed a
block north of the am-
phitheatre.

Passing the Queen

and her court, the gayly clad little ones completed
a great circle, walking upon the snow-white canvas
with which the whole long course was carpeted.
Something of the amusing variety of characters
represented may be imagined when one learns that
among them were Topsies, clowns. Pucks, college
athletes, chanticlers, fairies, Teddy Roosevelts,
Columbias, Queens of the Day, Queens of the Night,
Happy Hooligans, Maids of Orleans, Katzenjammer
Kids, little Quakeresses, convalescing Mayor Gay-
nors, and scores of others, about six hundred and

fifty happy children marching or riding in the line

In awarding the prizes various consideration,
influenced the decisions. Originality or beauty o
design were naturally the most important. Quaint
ness, magnificence of ensemble, or the individua
charm of the little masqueraders, also entered int(

the question. The trophies ranged from an auto
mobile, gold watches, a thoroughbred hackney anc
basket runabout, with trappings, to loving cups o1'

gold and silver galore, besides innumerable babj
outfits and many other useful and ornamenta

gifts, of trifling valui

in themselves, but im
mensely prized by th(

recipients. The com
mittee had investee

$6,000 in these awards
The People's Prizt

of a $1,200 automobik
went to little Stanley

Krantz,aged four,wh(
was seated in an aero-

plane driven by it;

own motor. The Granc
Prize, a gold loving

cup, went to the Kal-

tenbach Sisters ol

Jacksonville, Fla.
Little Mary, aged five,

drew her two-year-old

sister, Ruth, in a tiny

carriage, in which, en-

cased in a velvet box

of royal blue, lay a

great gold ring. Set

in this ring with the

legend "Our Jewel"

beneath her was the

tiny Ruth. More than

a dozen pairs of twins

figured in the proces-

sion, several of them
receiving prizes.

There has probably

never before been pre-

sented in our country

in the world so

Joan of Arc Miss Hobble Skirts and Her Dogs
gorgeous and brilliant

a baby show.
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Dwellers in the Valley of Kidron Moslem Ulemas at the Door of an AraJoic Librairy Water-Carriers With Skin Casks

IN
the West, people ai-e accustomed to think of

the East as immutable, as a region where
changes are unknown; where, from one genera-

ion to another, men go on living in the same old

.vay, work with the same tools, and think the same
;houghts. But the once "unchanging East" is

juickly changing nowadays. It is becoming the

and of rapid revolutions, of almost instantaneous

;ransitions, and of political, social and religious

;urmoil and unrest.

To show how these changes are transforming the

mce quiet and uneventful lives of men and women
s the purpose of these lines.

When the Turkish Revolution was over, there

lowed over the Ottoman people a strong wave of

evived energy. Men who formerly had been afraid

;o raise their voices in the presence of their kind,

low stood on chairs and boxes in the streets and
larangued the crowds.
Then the press caught the infection, and in less

han six months hundreds of newspapers came into

oeing. Almost every village now boasts of its

Daper. In some large towns a
5Core or more of daily journals
nave replaced the once poor,

•ensored, tongue-tied, ever cau-
;ious, dry weekly bulletin.

In Palestine and Syria, par-
.icularly, a religious revolt

igainst the higher clergy fol-

owed immediately upon the

leels of the greater political

revolution. Of this little has
Deen mentioned in American
journals because events at Con-
stantinople monopolized the

>vorld's attention.
Briefly the case is this : For

generations past the Hellenic
;lergy of the Greek Orthodox
C^hurch, better known as the
'Brotherhood of the Holy
Sepulchre," have been buying
jp, acquiring and zealously
guarding all the principal
;acred sites and shrines in the
Holy Land. Thus the "Church
>f the Holy Sepulchre" at
lerusalem, the "Church of the
Nativity" at Bethlehem, the
'Chapel of the Virgin" in the
V^alley of ' Jehoshaphat, and
nany other shrines had become
he source of an immense in-
come which flowed in from Russian, Greek, Bulga-
ian and Rumanian pilgrims, and which the Hellenic
lergy kept and spent upon their relatives and them-
;elves. The poor native Syrian Greek Orthodox
.vas kept in ignorance and poverty. If he was
lelped at all it was rather with the idea of having
lim pauperized so that he should become more
iependent on the convent's charity and therefore
nore submissive to its will.

While the old regime lasted gold flowed from
lerusalem into the pockets of Turki.sh officials at the
apital, and the poor native pleaded and cried in
'ain. But times changed, and the whole Greek
)rthodox native population ro.se as one man claim-
ng a share in the great yearly income. They asked
or the establishment of schools, colleges, hospitals,
>ld men's and women's homes; for the admission of
heir priests and young men into the ranks of the
ligher clergy (Archimandrites, Bishops, and Pa-
liarchs, dignities which the Hellenes had proudly

^y SHIBLY JAMAL, ofJerusalem

and zealously arrogated to themselves; ; for a voice

on the Financial Board, and for many other similar

privileges.

The Hellenic clergy wisely gave in on some minor
points, but held back on all financial matters. To
yield here would mean their ruin.

For the past two years the fight has been carried

on. At one time an open riot was threatened in the

streets of the Holy City. Then the storm-centre
shifted to Constantinople, where it still is.

During this long period, however, the Greek
churches in the land have been empty of worshipers,
the natives having vowed never again to enter a
church until their claims are heeded.

Since the larger part of Turkey is essentially

agricultural, great strides have been made along
this line. Farmers in the interior are very con-
servative and cling with an almost childish devotion

Russian Pilgrims Singing Songs of Praise as They Stand in the Jordan

to the tools and implements used by their fathers

and great-grandfathers from the days of Abraham.
Even such conservatism, however, is giving way,
especially when the greater usefulness of Western
methods is demonstrated. For instance, the rich

plains of Gaza are now being cultivated by means of

an English twelve-furrow gang-plow of seventy
horse-power, which was imported by the Orient

Commerce Company, and for the cost of which the

natives subscribed every penny. The good results

of this Western plow have induced the new governor
of Jerusalem to order five more implements for

work upon the plain of Sharon, the plain of Esdrae-

lon, the plain of Rephaim and the Jordan Valley.

A steam road-roller for the streets of Jerusalem has

also been ordered.
At the same time the irrigation of the valley of

the Jordan is being seriously considered by a new
company, which has recently been formed for the

purpose. Jerusalem depends at present entirely on

rain for its water supply. Towards the end of the

summer, when most cisterns have become empty,
water is generally injurious and unsanitary, and
is sold by the sheepskin at high prices. It often

causes fevers and hundreds of deaths. A commit-
tee has been appointed to consider a plan which a

German firm has submitted to its notice.

The water will be pumped from 'Ain Farah, a

spring about two hours' walk to the northeast of
Jerusalem, passing by the village of Anathoth.
'Ain Farah, which means the "eye of the mouse,"
is the source of the famous Brook Cherith, where
the Prophet Elijah was fed by the ravens.
The working of the plan, according to the oflScial

report, will be as follows:
"The German firm will put in a plant to pump the

'Ain Farah water into Jerusalem at its own ex-
pense, piping the water into each house, and charg-
ing for the same 1.25 francs (one franc equals 19.3

cents) per cubic metre, or to any one paying in
advance 1,500 francs an agreement would be made
to give one cubic metre per day for thirty years.

Also seventy-five cubic metres
of water will be allowed the
municipality free for drinking
fountains and street sprinkling,
any further amount required
by the municipality to be sup-
plied at half price. At the end
of thirty years the complete
water works are to be handed
over to the municipality."

In this agricultural develop-
ment the Zionist movement has
found an outlet. Hitherto
Jewish immigrants settled in

five or six large towns where
they took up light trades such
as tinkering, tailoring, carpen-
tering and shoe-making. A few
colonies were established in the
plain of Sharon and along the
coast near Mount Carmel, but
they did little at first. More
land has, however, been bought
up in Palestine by Zionist
agents during the last two
years than during the twenty
previous. A large part of the

Ghor (Jordan Valley) is now
Jewish property, and the Holy
City itself is owned mainly by
Jewish landlords. Of the one
hundred thousand inhabitants

of Jerusalem, more than half are Jews; the same
proportion applies to Jaffa (Joppa), Tiberias and
Safed. Whereas formerly Jewish immigrants were
not allowed residence in the country, now they are
welcomed with open arms. In the recent mayoral
elections at Jerusalem out of the five candidates for

the office two were Jews. The writer received a
communication only last week in which he is in-

formed that a strong Zionist banking and agTi-

cultural agency has taken up its quarters in the

central part of the city, and is pushing forward the

cause of Zionism and the Jews with an indomitable
energy. Indeed, so actively is this buying process

carried on that native local journals regularly ap-
pear with large-type warnings against this Israel-

itish occupation, which, they declare, must end in

the total swallowing up of the native farmer. "This
struggle for mastery," they plead, "is unequal and
unfair. The Jew is equipped with every modern

Continued on page 847
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A Great Enterprise

WITH the opening of the gigantic railway ter-

minal, and of the new East River tunnels, and
their connecting network of subways, on September

8, New York City has reached out to suburban terri-

tory which must ultimately make Jt the largest and
most populous city in the world. It has been a

herculean work, this tunneling of the Hudson and
East Rivers, together with the tunnels across Man-
hattan Island and the converging mass of subter-

ranean lines under the great terminal building itself.

It has taken eight years of most difficult and haz-

ardous engineering to construct these tunnels. Now
that they are completed and thrown open to the

public, one may almost feel justified in forecasting

the day when the extensive territory that has now
been brought within the immediate domain of the
metropolis will give us a population in excess even
of that of London, where the area of future develop-
ment is restricted by natural conditions. Another
decade may bring about this wonderful result.

It is due primarily to the genius of men like

Cassatt and McAdoo that such vast projects are
evolved and carried through successfully. In a very
high sense, they have been public benefactors, for
they are even now solving for us the overshadowing
problem of metropolitan congestion. We may look

forward to the early realization of the long cherished
dream of attractive homes for the industrial classes

within easy reach of their work; for better, more
healthful and happier surroundings for the countless
multitudes who have been penned up in the crowded
city in unsanitary dwellings. Long Island is the
natural outlet for the city's crowded multitudes. It

has been for years their summer playground; a
delightful holiday territory; now it will be devoted
to the creation of tens of thousands of homes, easy
of access and with natural attractions and surround-
ings that are impossible in the city. It is this pleas-

ing outlook that makes the completion of the tunnel
the greatest event in the history of American home-
founding. We believe that the $112,000,000 ex-

pended on the tunnel and the great terminal have
been well invested and will be repaid an hundred
fold in increased health, happiness and prosperity.

The Peace Commission
QUIETLY and with steps that are invisible to the

common eye. Peace is making progress. It was
a great step forward when the United States Senate
lately adopted the House joint resolution, providing
for the appointment of a commission of five repre-

sentative Americans to work for the interest of

world-peace. That resolution defines the scope of

the labors of the commission. It is to consider the

best methods of bringing about the limitation of

armaments by international agreement, and also

the best ways of lessening the wasteful and oppres-
sive war budgets of the world. Of course, our
Peace Commissioners will encounter many obstacles

in carrying forward this enterprise. Four great
European Powers are at this moment in the heyday
of annual spectacular military display. At least
two of these powers have armies in the field, on the
sea, and to some extent in the air and under the sea,
while the others chiefly excel in the strength of their
military equipment on land. If we look eastward,
we find China training an army that will eventually
aggregate many millions of fighting men as well
armed as any European force. Japan, too, shows
the dominant military spirit, notwithstanding her
poverty; while Russia, whether as a European or an
Asiatic power, is striving to regain her old-time
prestige. What chance will our Peace envoys have
with the chancellors of those countries which, how-
ever their rulers may talk of peace, are continually
preparing for war? Our mission must be one of
education. Our commissioners must make intel-

lectual, social and moral propaganda, rather than
political. It is still a long look forward to the
"federation of the world"—to that day when the
combined navies will be the peace guards of the
seas, and when the Hague Court will be the high
peace tribunal of all nations. But that day will
come; it is our duty to work for it, to look and to
hope and pray for it, and, above all else, to inculcate
the love of peace in the hearts of our children. They
should be taught the barbarous nature of war and

that the very worst use to which human beings can
be put is to put them up as targets for bullets or

chopping blocks for the sword.

Tlie Personal Touch
HUMAN philosophy falls so far short of explain-

ing divine things that it is folly to apply it.

Better trust God and let him enlighten us in his own
way, by doing his perfect work in ourselves. What
we need and should hope for most of all is the per-

sonal touch with the divine. Just as we greatly

desire to meet and know some one whom we have

already learned to love through hearing others tell

of him, so we long in our inmost heart for that

personal touch with the divine which will kindle our
soul into flame, energize our bodies and spiritualize

our whole lives. How is this to be had—this soul

contact which means so much to the sincere Chris-

tian? We do not need to look far for the explana-
tion, for it is furnished by the Master himself. "If
any man love me . . . and I will come and abide
with him." This then is the personal touch—to do
his will, to preach his Gospel to those that sit in

darkness, to feed his poor, to comfort his sorrowing
ones, to clothe his naked, to lighten the burden of

the oppressed, to minister to his sick. These are the
loving tasks he lays upon his faithful followers.
Such labors are in themselves both praise and
prayer. They constitute the high service. They
are the practical manifestation of his love working
in us and through us. When we are enlisted under
the banner of Christ we cease to think of ourselves;
we know we are his and that is enough. And so we
keep in touch with him, our Lord and Master, work-
ing with a glowing, delighted zeal such as no other
service can ever yield.

The Real Preacher

OUR contemporary, the Interior, of Chicago, has
pretty clear views on the value of sermonic

eflTort. "Is preaching a performance?" it asks. That
is to say : Should the pastor preach for admiration's

sake and for appreciation purely, or should he
preach from the heart, no matter how his hearers
regard his effort? We have known of many min-
isters who sincerely believe that the preparation of
their Sunday sermon is in the nature of a high liter-

ary function, and that each sentence and paragraph
must be perfectly balanced and adjusted with due
regard to logical and rhetorical form. We have
known others who, with equal care in preparation,
strove to search among their own heart-strings for
a message that would awaken a response in their
hearers, as a poet or story-writer might lash his
own emotions into action so that he might give a
more vivid picture of them to others. Again, we
have knovni preachers who delighted to dazzle their
hearers with philosophy or with evidence of deep
and high culture, quoting from famous authors and
introducing what some call "literary embroidery"
lavishly into their discourse, like the insertion of fine
laces in a lady's sleeve. All of these, admirable as
they may be in themselves, are apart from the real
mission of the preacher. First, he must have in his
heart not only the grace of God and his truth, but he
must be willing to be, not the player, but the instru-
ment; he must let the divine message come out
spontaneously, unhindered by any personal consid-
erations. Vanity is the last thing that will enter
the mind of the real preacher—the man who is con-
sumed by the passion for winning souls. He is

fearless because he has the strength and power of
Omnipotence behind him, and the earnestness and
truthfulness and simplicity of his message commends
itself to thirsty souls in a way that cannot be bet-
tered by adventitious aids. Sermons are too often
eloquent and little else; lacking the essential point
of clear, earnest, straightforward Gospel presenta-
tion, they miss their mark altogether.

The Great Fisheries Dispute Settled

FOR nearly three generations, ever since the
treaty of 1818, in fact, there has been constant

friction between the United States and Great Brit-
ain over the question of the so-called Newfoundland
fisheries. Now the questions at issue have been
passed upon and settled by the International Tri-

bunal at the Hague, and both American and British
fishermen will feel a sense of relief that the long
dispute is at an end and that each side knows exactly
what its rights and privileges are in the famous
fishing grounds from which not only a good part of
America, but Europe also, draws the larger portion
of their finny food supply.

There were seven points at issue, and the decisions
favored the United States in five of them and Great
Britain in two. The two decisions for Great Britain,
however, are of such great importance that it

may be fairly stated that this long-drawn contest
in diplomacy has been settled in her favor. Point
five, on the question of the three-mile limit between
Cape Ray and the Rameau Islands, was the one
which Great Britain declared to be the main issue.
The Americans were forbidden by treaty to fish

inside the "three-mile limit" between these two
points. Great Britain contended that it was three
miles outside of a line drawn from headland to
headland, that the bays were closed to them, and
that the line did not follow the indentations of the
coast. By the treaty of 1818 our fishermen were
not to take fish inside the three-mile limit of any
coast, bays or harbors. The dispute was on the
meaning of the word "bay" alone. Senator Root
contended that it should not be construed so as to

include the great inward curves on the coasts of
Cape Breton, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island,
and Nova Scotia, and that the measures should be
from shore line.

Question One, which allows American owners to

hire non-Americans to fish for them on their ships,

was an important point settled in favor of the
United Sta1>es. Question Six was of great import-
ance to American fishermen. By treaty the people
of the United States were allowed to take fish from
certain bays, harbors and creeks on the southern,
western and northern coasts of Newfoundland.
Here Great Britain claimed that the line should be
taken from headland to headland. The contention
was not sustained, as any nationality could fish out-

side such a limit. Newfoundland never claimed it

was wrong until 1905, and the old interpretation of

the treaty in this case holds.
American fishermen also can go ashore for the

purpose of procuring wood and water, but not for

the purpose of curing fish. It is also decided they
should not pay dues for lighthouses. The tribunal
decided that British fishermen should have especial

advantages in the fishery regulation over Americans,
provided such were not manifestly unfair. A spe-

cial committee was appointed to consider these regu-
lations.

General Note
—Elias Fernandez Albano, Acting-President of Chile since

the retirement of the late President Montt, died on September 6

at Santiago, of heart disease. The Southern republic has thus

lost two presidents by death within two months.
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A Division of New York's Labor Parade Ready to March A Group of Women Workers in the Parade

New York's Labor Parade

ON September 5 there was the greatest Labor
Day parade that New York City had ever

seen. An army of men and women thirty-five

housand stronfj marched joyfully down Fifth Ave-

lue, from the Park at Fifty-ninth Street to the

A^ashington Arch. The parade was under the direc-

ion of Chief Inspector Max F. Schmittberper, who
ed the line in an automobile. He conducted a

;quad of mounted policemen, who formed a van-

cuard of the procession. Edward B. Hannah, the

rrand marshal, and his aides reviewed the paraders

it Washington Square. It took between three
ind four hours for the pageant to pass a given
)oint, and fifty thousand people from the pavements
'iewed the marching throng. As in former years,

he housesmiths, three thousand strong, wore red
ind blue shirts and white felt hats and formed the
irst division; next came the members of the Tunnel
md Subway Constructors' Union, the men who bur-
ow under the surface and make rapid transit pos-
ible. There were fifteen hundred of them in gray
hirts and felt hats, carrying little American flags.

\. wagon draped with bunting bore this appeal

:

'Help the striking bakers." At the head of a di-

/ision of twelve hundred machinists was a blue
)anner which read : "We are for the universal eight-
lour day.' One thousand metal polishers were in

ine, and a hundred and fifty pipe-caulkers wore
chaki uniforms. Plumbers, members of the Broth-
>rhood of Electrical Workers, cigarmakers, actors,
)arbers, cloak-cutters, and representatives of every
onceivable class of organized industry went to make
ip the mighty tide that marched by. This year's
;)arade had some peculiar features. It was a tri-

imphal march for the thousands of cloakmakers,
vhose long-drawn-out strike had just been success-
ully terminated. More than ten thousand of them
narched happily down the avenue, with their ban-
rers, happy faces and songs. Nearly five thousand
vomen and girls formed a division of the Cloak-
nakers' Union in the march. They were dressed in
ray colors, and some wore wreaths of flowers on
heir heads. They sang and cheered as they
narched, unmindful of the sweltering heat, with the
nercury standing at about ninety in the shade,
md unwearied with the long march, from the be-
rinning of Central Park to Washington Square.
The women were lustily cheered all along the line,

."^rtunately the cloakmakers' strike ended without

.'iolence, and it is understood that questions of
iispute are hereafter to be much more swiftly set-

led by arbitration. Soldiers have marched down
he streets of the metropolis, with new uniforms and
:)right muskets, out to the field of battle and then
)ack again and over the same streets with depleted
fanks and widespread la'mentation. It is to bo
loped that such processions as marched down ths
ivenue on Labor Day in the interest of peace and
irosperity, will represent the processions that shall
narch through the streets of all of our cities, con-'
luering want, misery and vice, building up home,
ountry and the kingdom of God. These processions
suggest the march the prophet saw:
And they shall march every one on his ways, and they shall not

>reak their ranks : neither shall one thrust another ; they shall
valk every one in his path. (Joel 2:7, 8.)

ure Radium Discovered

Mme. Sklodowska Curie, chief professor in the
acuity of sciences in the Paris University, who
vith her hu.sband is credited with the discovery of
•adium, has just announced to the Paris Academy of
Sciences that she has succeeded in obtaining pure
adium. Hitherto radium had only existed in the

form of salts. Mme. Curie, in conjunction with
Professor De Bierne, treated a decigramme of
bromide of radium by an electrolytic process, obtain-
ing an amalgam from which was extracted the
metallic radium by distillation. It has the appear-
ance of a white metal, and is capable of adhering
strongly to iron. It turns to black on exposure to
air, burns paper and oxidizes in water. God has
stored away the richest treasures in the earth for
human investigation and use. Job graphically de-
scribes the hiding away of these precious treasures
in the earth.

Surely there is a vein for the silver, and a place for gold
where they fine it. Iron is taken out of the earth, and brass is

molten out of the stone. . . . As for the earth, out of it cometh
bread ; and under it is turned up as it were fire. The stones of it are
the place of sapphires : and it hath dust of grold. (Job 28 : 1, 2, 5, 6.)

Golden Sands

By a telegram from Winnipeg it is learned that a
new gold field of surprising value has been discov-

ered within twenty-five miles of a railroad. Hun-
dreds are flocking to the place from all parts of the

United States and Canada. The place of discovery,

the Pas Keewatin ground, lies only thirty miles

north of the junction of the Pas Mission line and
six miles east. It seems that two hunters out after
game stopped at an old shack for a camp. They
put up a small stove which had no legs, and fearing
that the bottom would burn the floor, one of the
men brought a pail of sand and put it in under the
stove. The other hunter noticed something strange
about the sand, examined it critically, and finding

a long ridge of the same kind of sand he sent sam-
ples away to be assayed. The first indicated $30 to

the ton, the second $40, and the third $50. When the

result of the third sample became known, there was
a great rush of people from Prince Albert and all

points along the line. The people in that country
are crazy with the gold fever. God has hidden the

precious metals away in the earth for the use of

men. In all ages gold has been counted precious as

a decoration, a treasure and a circulating medium
of trade. "The sailors of Hiram and the servants of

Solomon were sent to places where gold had been
discovered to bring back the precious treasure.

And they came to Ophir, and fetched from thence gold, four

hundred and twenty talents, and brought it to King Solomon.

<I. Kings 9 : 28.)

Church of Happiness

The newest place of worship in Washington, to

be erected in a few weeks by a group of preachers

and evangelists, will be known as the "Church of

Happiness." The incorporation papers indicate

that the new church will be built for music, merri-

ment and laughter. "The old hell of the old religion,

with its flaming fires, its dancing imps in leather

hides and hoofs, its catacombs of bones and dead
hopes, its fumes of sulphur, is a thing of the past,"

the papers state. "It was an idea adroitly employed
to frighten people into the church." The new reli-

gion recognizes that crime is hatched where there is

no mirth, depravity flourishes in the shades of dark-

ness. Music and merriment will be the important

elements of the church of the future. Mr. Theodore
Valliant, an evangelist, has been two years working
at the scheme, and it is said that a number of influ-

ential and wealthy people are engaged in the new
enterprise. Members of the Personal Liberty

League are also actively supporting it. The pro-

jectors insist that there shall be no blue laws in their

new institution. This so-called new religion sounds

like a parody, seems like a huge joke. Merriment
and laughter have their places in the world and are

amongst the fruits of a genuine Christianity, but
they have no power to remove sin from the human
heart, and are a mockery as a foundation of a
"church of happiness." There does not seem to be
a word in the new creed about Christ or the atone-
ment or penitence or faith or forgiveness. The chief
doctrine of the new religion seems to be to laugh
all sin out of court, and to be good by being funny.
The true religion, the one that is old and yet ever
new, is founded upon Jesus Christ and upon his

cross.

For other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which
is Jesus Christ. (I. Cor. 3 : 11.)

Whale Clears Mystery

In the spring of 1903, the little whaling vessel

James T. Duncan sailed from Halifax with a crew
of seven men, and from that day to this has never
been heard from. Not long ago the German ship
Pallanza from Hamburg struck an enormous whale.
The monster was impaled on the prow of the ship

and died after a terrific struggle. Nine sailors were
set to work to cut away the carcass, and one discov-
ered a harpoon embedded in the whale. On it was
carved "J. T. D. [for James T. Duncan], 1902." This
leads the captain of the Pallanza to realize that the
mystery of the disappearance of the little whaling
vessel seven years ago has been explained. It is

evident that the little crew came across the whale,
wounding it with the harpoon, but finally being sunk
by a blow from the monstrous creature's tail.

Oblivion seems the law over the past, and yet there
is here and there a disposition of earth and air and
sea to give up secrets long kept to themselves.
There is a great day of settlement in the future
toward which we are all moving, when every mys-
tery will be explained and every secret revealed. A
desire to meet the accounts of that day is not the
highest motive to action, and yet it is considered of
importance in the divine dispensation, as we are
reminded by the words:
For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret

thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil. (Eccles. 12 : 14.)

Ministry of Affliction

The dastardly attempt to murder Mayor Gaynor
of New York filled the civilized world vdth indigna-

tion. His return to health is the cause of universal

rejoicing and congratulation. The spirit of patience

and forgiveness which he has manifested in his ter-

rible affliction has preached eloquent sermons to his

fellow countrymen. When he was at the hospital

his son reported that his father said if he should
recover he should never make any charge against his

assailant. In conversation he will not allow any
mention to be made of the one who assaulted him,
the circumstances of the tragedy or anything of the

kind. He says he wants everything unpleasant dis-

missed from memory and discussion. The other day
he made this remark, which is beautiful and glorious

in the extreme: "I am content. My great hope is

that the event will help to make me a better man
and more patient and just." Whatever may be the

fate or future of Mayor Gaynor, these philosophic

and Christian sentiments will have right to a perma-
nent place in the thought and affection of the people

of this country. There is no power in afflictions to

regenerate the heart, but under the divine blessing

they often beautify and purify the spirit. It re-

quires a high state of patience and grace to appre-

ciate this fact.

For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for

us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory ; while we look

not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not

seen ; for the things which are seen are temporal ; but the things

which are not seen are eternal. (II. Cor. 4 : 17, 18.)
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A Popular Type of Motor Truck Which Carries Milk and

Produce from Village to City or to the Railroad

WHEN the Gaekwar of Baroda visited Chi-
cago, during his recent American tour, his

Indian Highness was especially impressed
with the number and variety of the motor cars in

the streets of the big Western city. He had ridden
in autos in his own country; he had tried the French
machines with satisfaction and had motored a bit

up and down through England; but the American
high-class machine fascinated him as no others had
done. To a favored attendant, he told his desire to

Lumber Dealers Who Are Finding the Automobile
Indispensable to Deliver Orders Winter and Summer

possess one of the best types of American motor
cars, and ingenuously asked which he considered
the best. The question was a poser, for the person
asked knew little about automobiles. He had a
happy thought, however. "Highness," said he, "let
me send some of these wonderful machines here for
your personal inspection; then you will be able to
judge when you see them together." The Gaekwar
smiled his assent, and next day a wonderful proces-
sion of autos parked up before the front of his

It Would Take Several Teams to Duplicate One
Haul of This Powerful Automobile Truck

hotel. Each was of a different make
and each had a clever Chicago dem-
onstrator who, in turn, imparted to

the Prince with great volubility all

he could possibly wish to know about
the superior qualities of the different

machines. "But," said the Gaekwar,

^ turning to his associate, "which is the
best? If I am to believe these men,
they are all best."
"Um," replied the other, "that is,

they are all so good that your High-
ness "

"I can't decide," said the Gaekwar
smiling, "but they are all so beauti-
ful that I think I will make no mis-
take if I shall take them all home
with me, eh?"

"Excellent, your Highness," was
the reply. The Gaekwar nodded,
waved his hand in token of command
and the machines were purchased
forthwith. There were some sixteen
of them, so says the report, and when
they reach Baroda, which is one of
the richest and most fashionable
principalities in India, the five million
subjects of the Prince will see such
a procession of American autos as no

other Oriental prince or potentate can boast.
But every would-be autoist is not so fortunately

situated as to be able to buy machines that run up
into the thousands of dollars. The popular machine
for the average American buyer is one that will give
equally good service, though he will not pay proba-
bly more than twelve to eighteen hundred dollars
for it. Indeed, there are many good machines below
that figure.

So rapid is the growth of the automobile industry
that it is impossible to put an exact
estimate on the valuation of the cap-
ital invested, but a conservative esti-

mate places it at $500,000,000. In
this vast total not less than half
represents moderate and low-priced
machines, whose enormous sales—

a

ratio of six to one—are not trump-
eted like those of the high-priced
autos. About 200,000 persons are
employed in the manufacture of au-
tomobiles and accessories. Between
$25,000,000 and $30,000,000 is paid
for freight to the railroads by the
automobile companies annually. The
annual consumption of steel, iron,

aluminum and rubber is valued at
over $60,000,000.

Automobile manufacturers affirm
that the auto has dispensed with the
services of 500,000 horses and wagons
up to date. They also give the broad
general estimate that the average
upkeep of a horse and wagon is sixty-

five cents a day, while that of the
average motor car is only thirty cents
per day.

There is no limit to the com-
mercial possibilities of the automo-
bile. The world is looking for time,

money and labor-saving devices. Nothing in the
last decade has done so much to educate the masses
in mechanical arts as has the automobile. It is

impossible now to find any one who can make such
gross blunders as were perpetrated only a few years
ago in many of the newspaper reports. Both in

city and country it has done more to solve the trans-
portation problem than any other invention in many
years. It has added many working hours to the
business man's day and has been a source of happi-

ness and enjoyment to his family.
While the rich were the first to reap
its benefits, it is now by no means
limited to them. It has become the
servant of the masses. Civilization
is changing and the automobile is

now bringing the outlying districts
into close touch with the business
centres.

Nov/ that its advantages are be-
coming generally known and that the
claims for it are being made good, the
automobile is no longer regarded as
a mere pleasure vehicle for the rich.
Small dealers, grocers, butchers,
bakers, farmers and business men
are beginning to realize that it is a
business necessity. They have found
out that one auto delivery wagon will
do the work of two horse-drawn
vehicles and at far less expense. It
also saves the wages of the extra
man and gives prestige—an air of
prosperity—to the business, which is
worth dollars to the merchant.

A Light Delivery Wagon Which Connects the Merchsl

in Small Towns with Country Customers

One of the largest manufacturers reports tl

eighty per cent, of his 1910 cars have been bouj
by farmers and people in small towns and villa;

where there are no car lines. The American farm
as a rule, is a shrewd buyer. He invests in a (

only after a careful and thorough investigati
He figures on general utility; how many horses c

he dispense with? He figures that the car will

economical and a "business getter." The pleasi
part is an after consideration, which is sim]

]

A Type of Automobile Mower Which Does the Work in

Few Hours That Would Take Several Hired Men a We

thrown in. Dealers have stored in Kansas Ci

about 5,000 automobiles which they expect to sell

the farmers of the South and Southwest, as soon
the latter have disposed of their crops and plac

their money in the banks. This is said to represe

a scanty sixty per cent, of the cars that are a

nually sold in that section. Kansas now ow
$12,000,000 worth of autos, an evidence of agrici

tural thrift and sound prosperity.
Continued on 'page 8^5

The Man with an Automobile Finds That People in One

Far Distant Towns Are Now Near Neighbors
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Crowds at Jamaica, Long Island, Listening to Speeches Crowds at a Railway Station Watching the First Train Come in

Si

NEW YORK CITY, which is rapidly approach-
ing the dignity of being the largest metrop-
olis in the world, on Thursday, September 8,

celebrated another very important addition to its

suburban transportation facilities. This was the

opening of the new Pennsylvania Tunnels, connect-

ing Manhattan with practically all the important
points on Long Island by underground train service.

The new system extends from the heart of the city

to the centre of Long Island, and includes over fifty

towns and villages, which are now for the first time

brought into close connection with the great me-
tropolis.

There was consequently great rejoicing among a

I

very large portion of the population of the towns

I
and villages on Long

, Island, and in the city

> also, at the opening of
the big Seventh Avenue

I
Terminal. A train, car-
rying the officers of the

i company and many dis-

j
tinguished people who

I had been invited to

share in the opening
ffiemonies, started from
the Seventh Avenue
Terminal at 9.33 A.M.
and the first passenger
train left the same sta-

tion at 3.41 P.M. carry-
ing a happy crowd of
commuters. The run-
ning schedule, which
went into operation at
once, calls for six hun-
dred trains a day,
passing back and forth
through the tubes, un-
der the East and Hud-
son Rivers. Asthetrains
went out in rapid suc-
ces!?ion, they were wel-
comed by delegations in
many of the villages.

These tunnels will be of the greatest assistance in

solving the congestion and transportation problems.
Aian illustration of how time is saved by the open-
ing of the new tunnels, it may be stated that on the
main line on Long Island, the old running time to

many points i,? cut down more than one-half, and to
all points, from one-third to one-half. Thus, the old
time from New York to Jamaica, which was 44
minutes, is now cut down to 19 minutes, and to

points on the main line in proportion. On the

Montauk^'^division, the time to Valley Stream, 61

I

minutes, Is reduced to 3.') minutes; Freeport, 77
minutes to ol minutes; Babylon, 85 minutes to 60
minutes. On the Long Beach branch, the time to

1
East Rockaway is reduced from 68 minutes to 36
minutes. On the other branches the time to Arverne,
53 minutes to 20 minutes; Far Rockaway, 60 min-
utes, to 37 minutes; Huntington, 74 minutes, to 57
minutes; Woodside, 31 minutes, to 9 minutes; Col-
lege Point, 50 minutes, to 27 minutes; Flushing, 39
minutes, to 18 minutes.
The opening of the tunnels marks a new era for

millions who will inevitably seek homes outside of
the congested metropolitan districts along the lines
of the tunnels. At a luncheon given to the tunnel
officials and a number of invited guests by the jubi-
lant people of Jamaica, L. I., the Hon. Timothy
Woodruff .said that the entire island was thrilled

with the magic of the new departure. It was an
event that concerned the city, the State and the

nation. Within a few years, the boroughs of Kings
and Queens will have miles upon miles of sheltered

dockage for deep-sea tonnage, nearer by many
miles to ocean steamship travel, and served by the

greatest railroad system in the world. He said:

"It takes no stretch of the imagination to see not
many years hence the great level track stretching

south from Long Island Railroad at Jamaica, built

up with factories and warehouses, fringed beyond
by miles of docks where ves.^els will be seen flying

the flags of all the nations of the world, while all

along to the northward of the railroad the beautiful
wooded hills, whose rolling character insures their

The New Pennsylvania Station in New York City, Centre of the Tunnel System

protection against the inroads of commerce, will be

dotted everywhere with the homes of those who are
sharing in the community's prosperity."

Credit for the devising and carrying- out of this

great transportation scheme which has now reached
a successful issue, belongs largely to the courage
and foresight of the late A. J. Cassatt, one of the

greatest railroad builders of this age. It also be-

longs to Wm. H. Baldwin, former President of the

Long Island Railroad, and to Charles W. Raymond,
Charles M. Jacobs, and Alfred Noble, engineers of

the tunnels, and those who were associated with
them in. carrying out Mr. Cassatt's plans. Manhat-
tan has long been overcrowded and every year has

made matters worse. Long Island furnished the

most natural outlet for the congestion, and now that

relief has come, it will be intere.'^ting and instructive

to note the rapid spread of population along the

comparatively narrow strip of territory which has

already seen such a wonderful development during

the last twenty years. Now that the island has

fairly been joined to the metropolis by bridges and
tunnels, it promises soon to become densely popu-

lous, and we may expect to see new cities and vil-

lages arise at many points which are now farms or

gardens.
With the opening of the new Pennsylvania Rail-

road station, New York comes into possession of the

largest and finest railroad depot in the world,, ilot''

in size only, but in all its appointments and it^

architectural beauty. The terminal is 788 ffeet

and 9 inches long, and 430 feet and 6 inches wide^
It covers two entire city blocks, bounded by Seventh
and Eighth Avenues and Thirty-first and Thirtyri

third Streets. Beneath this imposing pile of Italian

stone, granite and concrete, is the intricate system
of tunnels, through which millions of travelers must
pass daily, going through and from the city, from
all parts of the country.

A few statistics concerning the newly-completed
tunnel system are given below: $lll,000,000waspaid
out for material and work during the eight years of
construction. The land purchased cost $18,000,000.

The great terminal is in
the geographical centre
of Manhattan Borough.
It is the largest railroad
station in the world.
The entire tunnel sys-
tem now includes two
or double sets of tun-
nels, twin tubes under
the North River, cor-
necting Manhattan with
New Jersey; one set of
twin tubes connecting
New York and Brook-
lyn, and four tunnels
under the East River to
Long Island City, con-
necting there with the
new subways, which
reach out in various
directions across the
island. Still further ex-
tensions are projected,
which will take in more
suburban territory. One
of the features is the
great railrcr.d yard at
Sunnyside, Long Island
City, which is the centre
from which the tunnel

system radiates eastward. It is estimated that
not less than 100,000,000 passengers a year will go
through the great New York terminal, arriving or
departing by the various tunnels and subways. The
time-saving for such a vast body of travelers under
the new system will be enormous, when we reckon
the average daily travel of the suburban commuter.
During the first few hours of travel in the new
tunnels, thirty-five thousand passengers used the
tubes and subways across the East River. In that
time, 99 trains were run from the terminal to differ-

ent points on Long Island.

Current Topics
—A TRAIN recently made the trip from Camden to Atlantic

City, N. J., at. the rate of ninety miles an hour, establishing a

new record in railroading. There are no doubt men still livic^

who can i-ecall the time when public opinion in the newspapers
and elsewhere united in declaring that people would be liable to

asphyxiation if they were carried in cars at a higher rate than

twenty-five miles an hour.

—Colorado HAS its Cincinnatus in Roady Kenehan, an honest

blacksmith, who was called from the forge to take up the duties

of State auditor. He is the- sworn foe of graft in every shape,

and knows no party distinctions where official fraud is con-

cerned. Tlie blacksmith has proved a Tartar to the profes-

sionf.l politicians. He has detected a number of frauds, big

and petty, and has compelled restitution or punishment, or both.
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THE wars of Italian independence broke not only

the sway of petty tyranny and political do-

minion of the Papacy, but also opened the

doors to new religious lights, which the people

—

free at last to have a mind and a will of their own

—

openly discussed and sometimes adopted.

As a consequence of the liberal laws given by the

new government, the different Protestant denom-
inations have had the opportunity of widening the

breach between ignorance and fanaticism, and
simple pure Christianity within the very heart of

Catholicism.
Protestant churches have met with varied success.

In Rome itself they all have a standing, but none so

strongly planted as the "fighting Methodists," as
they are called for the great energy and activity

displayed in getting near to the people's hearts and
winning them for Christ.

The large, beautiful building they own, with its

Italian and English churches, the Sunday School
rooms, the various apartments for the presiding
elder and the pastor, the gymnasium for the boys,

the printing house, the newspaper, the boy's college,

constitutes the stronghold of Methodism in Rome.
But that is not all. Across the yellow Tiber and

in view of the Vatican, the Girls' Home School of the
W. F. M. S. sta\nds as another beacon of the work
which is being done by the Methodists.

Seventy girls are there, being taught God's word,
and preparing to carry it to other Italians. In the
first years they were only the children of the poorest
class. Now doctors, lawyers, professional men of
all kinds ask incessantly to have their girls educated
under Methodist guidance. This is the sign of the
times and of the foothold Methodists are taking, and
even lately one of the girls was chosen over three
thousand others to say a speech of thanks to the
mayor of Rome. Such is the consideration in which
the school is held.

On the other side of the city, Crandon Hall gath-

By ITALIA GARIBALDI
Granddaughter of General Garibaldi, "Liberator of Italy"

ers the best of the land, and zh<. daughters of the
most important families of Rome and of other cities.

That is Methodist work again, and the Sunday

SIgnorina Italia Garibaldi

Schools opened in the poorest quarters, the kinder-
garten, the evangelizing done by the students of the
theological school, all speak of an organization
widely spreading in its influence.

Activity, enthusiasm, consecration, make of the
fighting Methodists an indisputable power, which,
though not openly acknowledged, events have shown
to be carefully and keenly watched and to have no
indifferent weight in the turn of the Vatican's
diplomacy.

That such a state of things has been brought
about in a country which for many centuries has
known the sway of only one form of religion, and
where at present indifference and skepticism prevail,
is certainly encouraging, both to those who have
planned and prayed for the work's success, and for
those who are the workers.

[Miss Italia Garibaldi, grand^'-^ughter of the great
liberator of Italy, arrived recer';ly in New York
and will spend some time in this country speaking
in the interests of her school, and lecturing on the
life and career of Garibaldi. She is a young woman
of pleasing personality and versatile gifts. Speak-
ing English flxiently, and working with energy and
persistency, she is well adapted to present the needs
of her immediate work in an intelligent and inter-
esting manner. She was the first girl to enter Crandon
Hall in Rome, ana afterward graduated from the
Normal School; she has studied at the Baltimore
Woman's College, and this summer received a degree
in English at the University in Rome.
Her father. General Ricciotti Garibaldi, is the

only surviving son of the patriot, and himself a
soldier of renoviTi. Her mother was Mi-ss Constance
Hopcraft of London, a woman of wide humanitarian
interests; she maintains a small hospital for the
poor in the former home of Garibaldi, in the island

of Caprera, northwest of the island of Sardinia;
is actively interested in the S. P. C. A., and is a
Red Cross nurse.]
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Present-Day Reading Matter

M'
"OTHER and I have often spoken of the good

old habit of reading aloud, and we have
said: 'What would happen if a young man

and a young woman should attempt to read a maga-
zine story of the period together? Could they do it

many times without running across something that

; would bring a blush?' What is the matter with
modern short stories? I don't mean The Christian
Herald stories, of course. They are clean and pure.

But many of the standard magazines are now print-
' ing numbers that it seems to me can do no one any
good to read. They are full of details unsuitable

for general conversation. Isn't there something that

our story writers can put before us, with a pleas-

anter taste in the mouth? How few stories can be

read in a mixed circle nowadays! R. S. N."

Every one who reads the current fiction

of the period must have noticed that much
of it has for its motive problems that
concern the relations of the sexes, and
other themes that were formerly avoided

in ordinary conversation. Reading the

works of Dickens and Thackeray, of

William Black and Mrs. Oliphant, we find

that they concerned themselves with love

as a pure influence, and that when they
spoke of illicit love and its consequences,
they did so with a delicacy in sharp con-

trast to the brutality of present-day
writers. Many thoughtful persons are
beginning to ask the question put by our
correspondent. The literature of fiction

is not intended merely for the young, btt
when one can scarcely open a book or
magazine and with safety read it in the
family circle, it is time that there should

; be a protest from the public.

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

her claim to be beautiful, when another whose coun-
tenance is marred by discontent will be considered
positively plain.
The truth is that beauty is much more a thing of

the soul than of the house the soul lives in. A
woman who begins life with the apparent misfortune
of what is called homeliness may, if she live long
enough, achieve the distinction of beauty. Clear
eyes, a good skin and fairly abundant hair are within
the reach of all persons who understand the art of
preserving health. This art includes sleeping and
resting, taking exercise, living in the fresh air, and
day by day doing one's duty as faithfully as one can
in the place of the Lord's choosing.

I

Why Young Men "The colleges and theo-
Shun the Ministry logical schools will soon

begin their work for
another year. As one who has given
much attention to the subject, I wish to

interest the Christian home in an impor-
tant theme. No one can be blind to the
fact that our gifted young men are not
rushing into the ministry. The brilliant

students in the universities are going into
civil engineering, chemistry, law, medi-
cine, indeed, into almost any profession
-rather than that of preaching the Gospel.
Parents do not now dedicate their sons
to this noble work. One reason probably
is that the ministerial profession is

poorly paid, and that a man after spend-
ing the best years of his life in working
for a stipend, scanty enough in the be-
ginning, never gets ahead, and if he live

to old age may be a charge upon the
church. The average minister cannot
hope to save anything, and he may reach
the dead line when he is still in his prime,
physically and mentally. The churches
clamor for young men and discount men
of fifty. The young men who are ambi-
tious and talented try to find Christian
work outside the pulpit. John B. W."

Our friend's letter toucTies a vital ques-
tion. What have the Christian women
who read this page to say about it? Is
there not at least a danger that we have less spirit-

uality in our every-day religion than we ought to
have, if we loved the Master loyally? In other
words, is thei-e a decline of faith? How far are the
pews responsible for the lack of candidates for the
pulpit?

How to Be In what does beauty consist?
Beautiful How are we to define its charm?

Is it dependent on the complexion,
the eyes, the hair, or the shape of the features?
We understand very well that a girl may be beauti-
ful with irregular features and a sallow complexion,
although an artist might contradict the assertion.
Expression and individuality have as much to do
with beauty as the externals of the face, and a girl
or woman who is amiable and pleasing may put in
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The Wonderful "Sausage Tree"

'T'HE "Sausage Tree," so named obviously because of the resemblance of its fruit

to the well-known sausage, is common to many parts of the tropical world.

This tree is found in Java, Ceylon, and Africa. The fruit is often two feet in

length, and from two to three inches in diameter; it shrivels after it falls, and is

apparently never eaten, even by the fruit-eating birds and animals of the bush. The
distance in this picture is interesting, because it commands a distant view of an

arm of the famous Lake Victoria Nyanza.

Women and the Township
N passing from village to village the spectator
has little difficulty in discovering where the
women of the place take a hand in municipal

affairs, and where the little details that make for
order and beauty are exclusively left to the men.
The latter are forced by the schedule of the railway
and the demands of business hours to be away from
their homes six days in the week. Streets littered

with papers and unsightly debris, lawns uncut in
summer, and snow allowed to remain in heaps on
the highway in winter, testify to neglect on the part
of the town officials. They are hardly to blame,
however, in small places where there are few people
who draw salaries f^om the public funds. Wher-
ever the women of a borough or other community
are organized for the purpose of making the town

attractive, it ceases to look untidy and
assumes a well-groomed aspect. Women
bring to bear upon town housekeeping
the training of centuries. It is a pity

that they cannot induce the State legis-

latures to prohibit the disfiguring bill-

boards that so often meet the eye as the
approach is made tc a railway station.

They are able on vheir own account to

prohibit objectionable advertisements
within their own boundaries, but they
cannot exercise a right of domain along
railway lines. If they could, we should
not see advertisements of trousers,

cigars, flour, soap, candles, whisky,
rough on rats, liver pills, and other
articles flaunted in immense letters and
glaring colors just where the landscape
is loveliest. Women should organize in

"Get-together Clubs," in the interests of
beauty, all over the land, so that jour-
neys would be delightful and home en-
vironments restful wherever we might
turn.

An Excellent Inquiry at any dairy
Summer Drink in the city will satisfy

the most incredulous
person that buttermil-k has become a
favorite summer drink. In the country
it is not valued so highly as in town,
although summer boarders often ask for
it to the pleased amazement of their
hostess. It is refreshing on account of
its sub-acid taste, and it contains no
little nourishment, as those discover who.
in hot weather take it for luncheon,
sometimes without anything except a
slice of brown bread. Buttermilk is

excellent for the complexion, removing
sunburn, tan and freckles Those who
suffer from poison ivy, with its irritating-

blisters, shoujd try buttermilk as a
remedy. It seldom fails to give quick
relief, and in obstinate cases a poultice

of bread and buttermilk is almost a cer-

tain cure.

Mrs. Browning in her poem, "My Kate," gave a
beauty recipe in a line. " 'Twas her thinking of

others made you think of her."

For the Young "I recommend Tanglewood Tales
People's Library by Nathaniel Hawthorne, Longfel-

low's Poems, and Rudyard Kip-
ling's Jungle Books, as suitable for the young peo-

ple's library. Viola L."

To Remove Ink When little Sarah up-
Spots from Linen sets the ink bottle on

her white frock or
careless Johnny spatters ink from his

pen and leaves a blot on the tablecloth,
take the garment at once and remove the
spot by the application of lemon juice

A weak solution of oxalic acid will remove
It must, however, be weak, or

Clear water

I WOULDN'T BE CROSS, DEAR
T WOULDN'T be cross, dear,
A 'Tis never worth while.
Disarm the vexation
By wearing a smile.

Whatever annoys you.
Be patient and gay.

For surely good fortune
Is hasting your way.

and salt.

ink as if by magic.
the fibre of the cloth will be destroyed.
if used at once will usually remove an ink stain
from a colored garment. Ripe tomatoes are said
successfully to remove the stains of ink from white
muslin. Few housekeepers understand the value of
turpentine as a cleansing agent. Added to soap it

whitens garments, and by itself if mixed with hot
water it will frequently remove ink.

k

Aunt Prudence Payson's Comer

—Novice Return the first calls made upon you in your new

home within a week or a fortnight. Promptness in this regard wiU

be much appreciated by your new neighbors and make them feel

that you are glad of the interest they have shown, and you will be

included in the social affairs of the winter.
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THE food was almost intolerable.

The waterwas scarcely better than
mud. Although it was only May,

the air in southern Louisiana was like

a great furnace. Almost every night

there was a shower, but it did not cool

the hot earth. It merely made every-

thing dank and damp and mouldy.
These conditions did not promote

health in the great army of the South-
west, pressing on toward Port Hudson,
in the hope of unlocking the Missis-
sippi. The hospitals were full, and
many soldiers who would have been
called sick at home, were trying to do
camp duty. Haynes, of the Eighty-
eighth, was one of these. His soul was
all right, but his body had suffered
from the maggoty pork and the foul
water.
"Why don't you report for the hos-

pital, Haynes?" asked Hendricks, of
the same company.
"There are plenty of men there

now," responded Haynes, briefly.

"Lots of 'em ain't half so sick as you
are."

"Maybe not—but I hear the camp is

going to be moved. Then, perhaps,
we shall all feel better. And if there
is going to be a fight I want to be
in it."

Luckily, they were soon ordered to

march onward to a place only eleven
miles from Port Hudson—much better
in every way than that which the
Eighty-eighth had just left. Great
thickets of dewberry bushes, full of
ripe fruit, were discovered within half
a mile. Those dewberries were food
and drink and medicine to many of the
exhausted men.

Every day rumors of a coming as-
sault floated in upon the camp. To
storm those five miles of strong earth-
works at Port Hudson seemed a des-
perate undertaking, but the men were
ready for it. Plainly, the enemy was
massing troops in the rear. Possibly
an attack might come from that quar-
ter almost any day. The men went
around full of suppressed excitement.
Something was bound to happen within
a week at furthest.

One morning the order came to make
fascines. In two days' time a great
pile of them lay in a corner of the
camp.
On the evening of the second day

afterward, they were told to be ready
to march at five the next morning.
Before they turned in, the fascines
were all loaded upon wagons. Then
some of the men sat down to write
letters—with white faces and heavy-
lidded eyes. Those letters might be
their last.

All that night, the earth shook with
the noise of distant artillery. The
soldiers of the Eighty-eighth heard it

with sinking hearts. After their long
anticipation of a battle, what if it

should all be over before they could
get there!

Promptly at five they started. That
night they encamped within a mile and
a half of the great fort.

When the men had had their supper,
the colonel went through the camp
with his aides to ask who would vol-
unteer for a forlorn hope. One field-

officer, four captains, eight lieutenants
and two hundred men were desired
from each bi-igade. The Eighty-eighth
was to furnish five from each of its

companies.
Quietly and rapidly the volunteers

came forward. It was asked that they
should be unmarried. As each one
stepped fearlessly from the ranks, a
thrill j-an through all who were looking
on. The quota was filled in a few
minutes.
The order said that half of the for-

lorn hope were to run from "the
woods" (which the Eighty-eighth as

* Sketched from the original letters of a soldier
in what will be called in this story "The 88th
Massachusetts Regiment," in 1863.

By KATE UPSON CLARK

yet knew nothing about) and bridge

with fascines the ditch in front of the

enemy's parapet. This ditch was said

to be fifteen feet deep and eleven wide,

while the parapet was eight feet high.

The other half were expected to

cross on the fascines and assault the

enemy at the point of the bayonet.

How far they were to run, they knew
not. The fascines, made of branches
and twigs, and bound together with
grape-vines; were eight feet long, one
foot in diameter, and weighed from
fifteen to thirty pounds each. Most of
them were near the heavier limit.

The wise ones in the camp thought
that this was too heavy. If they had

woods" were. They were at the west
and a trifle ahead of the cornfield. In

their shadows the forlorn hope of the

Eighty-eighth were ordered together.

In the meantime, Holcomb's Ver-

mont Battery had been advanced to

the front and had opened fire. They
made one unbroken roar, stirring up
fighting blood in the men as not even
martial music could do. The ground
trembled under it, and the soldiers'

clothes shook as if they were in a high
wind.
Now and then the cannonading

would stop. Then a sound of heavy
musketry came from the right. Evi-
dently hot fighting was going on there.

Take it! it hasn't touched the ground since I took it

'

all been of the lighter weight or under,
they might equally well serve the pur-
pose, and then they could also be car-
ried as shields. As the case stood,
they would have to be carried on the
shoulder, leaving the vital organs fully
exposed.

If the ground to be covered should
prove to be rough with fallen trees
and with bogs, like some of that over
which they had lately marched—and
if, as everything indicated, they were
to be under fire all the way
But it was uselc-^s to think of that.
The next morning opened with a

continuous roar of guns. Shortly
after day-break, the men ate break-
fast. Then, "Fall in, Eighty-eightk!"
"Attention! Forward, march! Guide
right!"—and amid the storm of orders
the well-drilled men marched a half
mile or more, and filed into a cornfield.
There they were commanded to halt
and ground their arms.
Now they found out where "the
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How soon would the Eighty-eighth
get into it?

Suddenly one man cried out, "Our
turn comes in fifteen minutes!"
Nobody knew how he could have

heard, or whether he really had right
information—but over more than one
of his hearers crept a mortal, sicklv
fear— that battle-dread which the
bravest sometimes feel on the eve of
combat.

It was really true that in just about
fifteen minutes, the Eighty-eighth was
ordered to advance. In front of them
were the fascine-bearers, the storming
party following close at their heels.

Soon they were in the thick of the
fight. Bullets, grape and canister
hurtled through the air. Men began to
fall to the right and to the left.

' Some
cried in heart-rending accents, "I am
hit!" One, with blood gushing from
his neck, moaned, "Boys, I am killed!"—then dropped in a limp heap.
Nobody could stop to help. The

dead and wounded had to lie as the
fell—many of them to be woundei
again by the bursting above them o
the terrible shells.

The heavily laden fascine-bearer
could not keep up with the storming
party, who were constantly obliged t

stop, under a galling fire, to wait fo
the others. A deep ravine was passei—yet still the brave fellows bore thei
fascines. Then they entered a forest
Many of the trees had been felled b'
the enemy, and had been laid ingeni
ously this way arid that, most of then
on top of others. The spaces betweei
them had been packed with twigs an(
branches.
The "double-quick," which had beei

commanded, here became impossible
Even a slow march was impossible
One's foot went down into the deej
trap of underbrush. Then it had ti

be pulled out by main force befori
another step could be taken.
One by one, the fascine-bearers fell

some from bullets, some from sheer ex
haustion, until not a quarter of thi

original number were left. On everj
side bleeding men were dropping thei":

bundles and breathing out brokei
prayers as they tried to drag them
selves to the safe side of the .te'rribl<

felled trees^to die.

Hendricks had been one of the vol
unteers.

. Minutes passed. More am
more rrten sank—but he was still press
irrg on ",unhurt, when he suddenl;
discovered 'that nearly all of his com
rades were gone. Counting provec
that there were only five others besidi

himself.
"Six of us can't do this thing. Thi

bridge has got to be given up," thej

decided.
"Let's get in with some regimen

and go to fighting," said Hendricks.
They agreed with him, but none o:

them except himself had taken thi

precaution to strap a gun on his back
Fortunately for them, there wen
plenty of dead and wounded whos(
guns were free for anybody to take—
and soon the brave six were rushinj
forward into the fray.

Hendricks, being ready equipped
got started first. Where should h(

fight? Ah, there was the white flag oj

Massachusetts. It was not that of his

own regiment—but no matter. H(
joined them eagerly. Suddenly, he dis

covered that beside him was Haynes
He was marching steadily along, bui

he was doing no firing.

"What's the matter?" asked Hen
dricks. "Why don't you fire?"

"He's afraid," sneered a cool, hard>
stranger near by. "I never saw sucl

a coward in my life. He hasn't firec

a round since he came running u[

fifteen minutes ago. In his scare h«

has lost his own regiment, and now he

is trying to disgrace ours. He want;
to run away, I guess—but he is toe

scared to do even that."
In the meantime, the stranger was

firing shot after shot.

Hendricks was thunderstruck. He
turned to Haynes for an explanation
The man was as white as marble, bui

evidently his mind was clear.

"He is quite right," said the pool

fellow with chattering teeth. "I've

been this way ever since that big foo,

hollered out, 'Our turn comes in fifteei

minutes.' I s'pose it gave me somt

kind of a shock. I can't even load m^
gun. I keep ti'ying, but I can't do it

See."
Hendricks' gun was foul and smok-

ing. He stopped under a sheltering

rock to clean it. There he couk

watch Haynes as he tried to load. V
was utterly out of his power. Hi'

hands shook like leaves in a gale.

"You are sick, man," said Hen
dricks kindly. "That long course o1

vile food and drink at camp has got ii

its work with you. You had bettei

Concluded on next page
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THE Bible Conference which opened

at Stony Brook, L. I., Sunday,
Aug-ust 14, was largely attended.

The opening service was held in the

lew auditorium. Rev. Dr. John F.

]arson, director of the Conference, ex-

ended a welcome which made every

me present feel very much at home.

ie made a short statement of the

:hings for which the Stony Brook As-
;ociation stands : The essential and
unique deity of Jesus Christ; the in-

egrity of the Word of God; the efficacy

)f the atoning sacrifice of Christ; the

presence and power of the Holy Spirit

n the discipleship; the divine institu-

;ion and agency of the Church of

attention to several things that prevent
men having the vision. First, a dis-
respect for Jesus Christ. Second, an
irreverent criticism and neglect of the
Bible that shuts out the vision. Third,
a spirit in the church that shuts out
the vision. This means loss of power
and the result is empty churches in the
midst of teeming populations.
The afternoon meeting was for

young people and addresses were made
by Mrs. E. M. Whittemore and Rich-
ard Tjader of New York. Mr. Tjader
has recently returned from Africa.
While there he met Colonel Roosevelt
and spent several days in his camp.
"In my travels I found the mission-

?

The Auditorium Hall at Stony Brook, L. I.

iChrist and the broad and binding
bbligations of the Church to evangelize
':he world.

Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman was the
Dreacher of the morning. "For almost
ifteen years," he said, "I was the
iirector of the Winona Bible Confer-
3nce and saw it grow from an attend-
ince of thirty-five to many thousands.
My increasing obligations have made it

impossible for me to take this work up
again, although it is my expectation to

speak at that Conference from time to

dme."
Dr. Chapman took his text from

Prov. 29: 18: "Where there is no vision

the people perish." He explained that
'vision" here means a recognition of

God, of his will and his plans. The
'word "perish" is literally "runs wild."
Where there is no knowledge of God
"the people run wild." Where thei-e is

no submission to God's will "the peo-
ple run wild." Where there is no co-

operation with God's plans "the people
run wild." After speaking of the
necessity of this vision of God he called

aries," he said, "doing splendid work.
The behavior, however, of certain
merchants and travelers is such that it

shocks the natives, and causes them to

doubt those who are there to do them
good; and yet these very men who do
such atrocious acts are the ones who
condemn the mission workers and
come home and write in the magazines.
The great power to uplift humanity is

the Gospel of Jesus Christ. It is the
light for darkest Africa, and must be
preached in every section."

Vesper Service was conducted at
6.30 on a knoll overlooking the Sound.
The meeting was most spiritual and
prepared each one for the evening ser-

vice in the auditorium, where Dr.
David G. Wylie of New York preached
from Luke 2: 8.

Mr. Frank Dickson of California
had charge of the choir, with Charles
H. Marsh of New York, pianist, and
Frederick Butler, bass soloist.

Thus ended the first day of the Fii-st

Bible Conference at Stony Brook. The
days all began with the "Morning

Watch" at 7.30, held in the Stony
Brook Methodist Church, and con-
ducted by William Brattle Oliver,
Secretary of the movement. These
meetings were the most helpful of the
Conference.
The programme that followed was

an interesting one. On Monday morn-
ing at 9 o'clock Mr. Ralph Norton
conducted Conference on personal
work or soul-winning. 'The "Quiet
Hour" was conducted by Dr. Chapman.
The attendance at that hour was large,
people coming in from the towns round
about in carriages and automobiles.
Dr. John M. Gaston of Pittsburg, Rev.
Thomas Needham, Rev. Dr. John H.

Kerr of Brooklyn and
Rev. Dr. Ford C. Ottman
were among the regular
Conference speakers.
William Phillips Hall, in
an address on the "Min-
istry of the Laity," made
some startling state-
ments, reinforced by high
authority and his own
investigations of reli-

gious conditions in the
world to-day. He said
there are twice as many
unevangelized persons in

the world to-day as in
the time of Christ, and
that the increase of the
heathen is seventy times
greater than that of the
converts during the cen-
tury of missions. It has
been discovered that about
56,000,000 people in the
United States are out of
membership of both the

Protestant and Catholic bodies. In
other words, two-thirds of the popula-
tion of our land are not only outside
the churches, but outside of Christ.
Mr. Hall believes that this great multi-
tude will never be reached by the or-
dained ministry, so that it is necessary
that the work shall be done by a united
body of Christians; witnesses made up
of all His ministers and people.
John Callahan said: "President

Eliot's Theology won't work in the
Bowery; we want the strongest there."

Rev. Dr. James M. P'arrar (who
conducts "The Children's Pulpit" in

The Christian Herald) had charge
of the children's services, and it is hard
to say who enjoyed these meetings
most, the children or the older people.
The many substantial cottages al-

ready erected emphasize the perma-
nency of Stony Brook. It will, without
doubt, be a popular gathering place for
religious workers in conventions, in

Bible study, and in the assembling of
all great bodies that stand for the up-
lift of humanity. M. A. Martin.

K^7^ TWL COWARD V^

"uddle dow'n here behind this rock un-
til you can steady your nerves."

"No, I won't," persisted Haynes.
'I'm all right. ^laybe something will

ome up that I can do, even if I can't
load my gun."
Suddenly, not two rods from them,

Haynes's chance came. The iron hail

was pounding down on every side,
when the bearer of the proud white
lag was seen to waver. A river of
)lood began to gUsh from his mouth,
iut, before the banner could fall,

Haynes had clutched it. His hands
^till quivered madly—but, somehow,
hey held.

Still on the soldiers pressed until
hey were within forty rods of the
larapet. At the very front stood the
oward Haynes, paying no more atten-
tion to his evidently mortal terror
"^ as if it were a buzzing mosquito.
Then, from behind the advancing

>ngade, a new fire opened upon them.

Continued from preceding page

It was later found that this, through
some ghastly blunder, proceeded from
one of their own regiments.
A few in the rear saw the trouble

and shouted, "Fire higher! P'ire

higher!" But the officers in front, in

the confusion and noise, could not make
out the situation. They thought that

the enemy had managed to form an
ambu.=h. The oi'der to retreat rang
over the field, and presently everything
was changed.
The most unwilling of all to face

about was Haynes. He could not even
credit the order until several of his

comrades had repeated it to him.

Then, reluctantly, and still desperately

grasping the flag in his shaking hands,
he marched along beside the others, in

the orderly retreat. The worst of the

firing ceased when the troops turned,

but still now and then came a scatter-

ing shot.

"Look out!" cried Hendricks quickly.

"That's the second ball that has come

close to you, Haynes. Some sharp-
shooter is bound to down that flag."
"He never will down it unless he cuts

my arm off'," said Haynes doggedly.
On the moment, a third shot came

whizzing along—and Haynes stag-
gered backward, with blood flowing
from his back and from his arm.
"Take it! Take it!" he shrieked,

holding the banner wildly aloft. "It

hasn't touched the ground since I took
it. Don't let it!"

Hendricks seized the staff". He was
none too soon. A shot had entered
Haynes's back just below the shoulder-
blade and had penetrated his arm,
where it had severed the main artery.
In less than half an hour he was dead.

In after years, whenever Hendricks
was asked to name the bravest man he
saw during his three years' service in

the Civil War, he always answered,
"Haynes—known to some as The
Coward."
And then he tells this story.

Your

"National'

Style Book

is Waiting

for You.

Your "National"
Style Book is wait-
ing here for you to
write for it—waiting
to be sent j'ou free

as soon as you say it

is welcome.

It is waiting to bring
you the Season's Style
News complete—fash-
ion plates of the desira-
ble styles in all kinds
of apparel—and more.
This "NATIONAL"
Style Book will place
all the new garments
within your reach at
money-savins prices
and with your satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

We have reserved
one Style Book for you
because we know you
wish the very widest
variety possible in the
selection of your suit or dress, or waist or skirt.
Because you appreciate the wisdom of making
comparisons, of seeing all the really desirable styles
before making your selections.

For your own information, for comparison, for your
own saving and satisfaction, we have reserved a
Style Book for You. Will you write for it today ?

"NATIONAL" Styles and Prices

WAISTS 98 cents to $9.98
LADIES' SKIRTS $3.98 to $14.98
LADIES' DRESSES $11.98 to $29.75
LADIES' FUR COATS .... $19.98 to $59.75
LADIES' COATS $7.98 to $31.98
PETTICOATS 98 cents to $7.98
MISSES' DRESSES AND SUITS $7.98 to $18.98

and your choice of the BEST in evei y kind of apparsl
at prices that mean an important SAVING lor yt-u.

NATIONAL" Tailored Suits

Meafure $10 tO $40
cut and made to your measure, with no wori-y, no
bother, and a perfect fitting, perfectly satisfactory
suit guaranteed, without risk to you. Is this an
improvement ?

There are over 450 materials for you to choose
from. These will be made to your order in any of the
desirable new styles and made and trimmed and lined
just as you choose, and at our risk of your being
pleased.

Now, we have reserved one "NATIONAL" Style
Book to be sent you. It is here— waiting for you to
write for it. Will you just try this modem conveni-
ence, this modern way of shopping? Will you just
write for your Style Book and learn to use the
"NATIONAL"? Will you accept the Pleasure, the
satisfaction and saving the "NATIONAL" offers '

The "NATIONAL" Policy

The "NATIONAL" prepays expressage and postage
to all parts of the world.
Every "NATIONAL" Garment has the ;' NATIONAL"

Guarantee Tag—our signed "guarantee"—attached.
This tag says that you may return, at our expense,
any "NATIONAL" Garment not satisfactory to you,
and we will refund your money.

NATIONAL Cloak & Suit Co
218 West 24th St., New York City

Mail Orders Only. No Agents or Branches.
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Paris Fashions
NA^RiTE To-Day
ForYour FREE Copy OF

Our Fall &Winter
Catalog

Big Double Value
To Introduce

5lEGEL(b0PER& (b(hlCAGO

FREE DELIVERY
Anywliere in tlic U.S.

AND 24-HOUR SERVICE PLAN.

Send
Your
Order to

S!EGEL

COOPER
&C0.
Chicago

Black
^ Melton

Kersey

Coat

The
newest of

the new
models—

full length,

id made of

extra fine quality

all-wool Melton
Kersey with
semi-filtedback,

having full box
pleat below the

waist line. The
new storm shawl
collar is covered

with fine high-

grade Bengaline.

The front closes

with three sets

of braided frogs

with buttons
made of heavy
silk soutache
braid. Sleeves

are made with
cord -stitched
cuffs; both yoke
and sleeves are

lined with fine

quality satin.

Flap pockets.

Comes in Black
only. Sizes 32 to

44 bust meas

ure. Delivered

free from
Chicago.

Order by No.
19 Z 500.

$090

REMEMBER, we prepay all the Mail or Express
Charges. Furthermore, we retund your money

in lull as cheerfully as we accept it on any article not

entirely satisfactory.

You simply buy from our Catalog just as if our

Big Economy Store were at your nearest Post Office,

and we fill all orders promptly. Moreover, we take

all risk and allow you yourself to be the judge.

Our Catalog is so complete with real natural

illustrations and complete descriptions, that by

looking at any of its 144 pages you can order by

mail with the same genuine pleasure and coafidence

as if you made a personal visit to our store.

TAILORMADE Suits. Costumes, Dresses, Coals. Furs,
Waists, Millinery, Gloves, Shoes, Underwear—

in iact Everything a Woman Wears; also Men's
and Boys'. Misses', Girls' and Iniants' Apparel.

Write To-day NOW for our Fall and Winter Catalog of Double Values

FREEDELIviRYSSfeS^
Write Depl. ZZ.

No connect*"'! with any
store of a similar name.

5lEGEL(b0PER& (b(}liCAOO

ANew Hand at the Telephone

A LADY in Englewood, N. J., was
called to the telephone one day by

the operator, who inquired, "What do

you want?'' *

"Nothing at all," she responded.

"Your bell rang," insisted the opera-

tor.

"None of us rang it," replied the

lady.
The next day a man appeared from

the telephone office.

"I have come to see what makes your
telephone bell ring most of the time,"

he remarked.
But none of the family could en-

lighten him, and he saw nothing about
it which was out of order.

The next day he came again, took
the telephone entirely to pieces, exam-
ined the full length of the wire. Still,

he could find nothing amiss, and still

at the central office the little flame kept
burning in the niche dedicated to this

particular family. This indicated that

their bell was ringing.
At last it occurred to the authorities

to examine a little box, of about the
size of an ordinary suit-case, which
was nailed up against a large tree close

by the house.
In this box several telephone wires

converged. It was a sort of neigh-

borhood switchboard
What was the surprise of the tele-

phone men to find this box nearly filled

with nuts ! They took out three peach-
baskets full, each one holding at least

two quarts.
Rioting among the nuts were the

youthful members of a promising
squirrel family.
The girls in the telephone office had

been sure that "spooks" were ringing
the mysterious bell which nobody
would confess to touching; but, as

usually occurs in similar cases, the

cause of the trouble was quite natural

;

the "spooks" were nothing on earth
but a family of merry, romping little

squirrels.

A Noisy Gho^
NOT long ago, we heard of a terri-

fying ghost, which proved to be
/lothing but a rat. Here is a ghost
of a different sort.

In one of the magnificent apart-
ment houses on a fashionable street in

a great city, dwells a widowed lady of
exceptional intelligence. She despises

everything that savors of superstition.

One windy autumn night she was
awakened from a sound sleep by an
explosion like that of a giant fire-

cracker. She was naturally somewhat
bewildered, but she was perfectly sure
that the noise had been close beside
her.

As she sat up in the bed, frightened
and trembling, the explosion came
again—once, twice, thrice—until she
was almost beside herself with terror.

There was no flash—no bullets nor
fragments of broken bombs flew about
the room. It was simply a series of
mighty reports, coming from nowhere,
leading nowhere, and followed by the
most profound silence.

Should she rouse the sleeping fam-
ily? She had pressed the electric light

button, and the room was now bril-

liantly illuminated. The steam-heat
radiator, all the lights, everything
seemed as usual. After "going off"

six times, the explosions seemed to

cease entirely.

The wind blew in raw and chill

through an open window not far from
her bed. She shivered and decided
that she would turn off the lights and
try to sleep again.

She was just dozing comfortably off,

determined to dismiss from her mind
the disquieting noises she had heard,
when lo! they began again.

This time there were four—then
silence again.

She thought of "the pestilence that
walketh in darkness and the destruc-
tion that wasteth at noonday."

Here was some sort of a tricksy

spirit which amused itself with firing

off invisible guns in the middle of the

night to startle lone women. What
could it be?
Again she turned on the lights and

searched the room, but, again, she
found nothing unusual.

A third series of explosions occurred
nearly at daybreak; but for these, the
victim of this singular attack did not
even sit up in the bed. She was get-

ting used to her ghost.

The next day she sent for the super-
intendent of the house. He examined
all the steam and electric fixtures.

Nothing seemed to be out of order. He
could hardly credit her story of the
terrific explosions. He was too polite

to say so, but he plainly believed that
she had been dreaming; or was per-
haps under the influence of one of
these queer modern drugs, which make
people see and hear unspeakable
things.

She was so incensed at his manner
that she was half inclined to move out
of the house at once. Thus, at least,

she might escape this subtle, ear-

splitting, invisible ghost.

For a night or two afterward every-
thing was quiet. None of the rest of

the family had heard anything. The
walls were thick and the other sleeping
rooms were widely separated from the
haunted chamber.
On the third night, a high wind was

blowing outside, and the explosions be-
gan again.
At intervals all night, they kept up.

In the morning the desperate victim,

who had been gradually coming to the
conclusion that possibly there might be
ghosts, after all, went to the superin-
tendent and insisted that an expert
electrician should be sent for.

While she was waiting for him, she
walked about her haunted room,
scrutinizing closely every part of it.

Suddenly, in the corner whence, as
it had seemed to her, the sounds had
proceeded, she noticed that the wall
paper was cracked here and there.

Could it be possible that the breeze
from the open window could strike the
wall at such an angle that it would
tear open the paper, and in tearing it

make a loud report? It did not seem
a credible theory.

The expert came and examined all

the fixtures. Nothing was rimiss.

Then he turned to the wall, and
pointed to the tiny cracks in the wall
paper.
"Have you heard," he inquired,

"that wind sometimes tears open wall
paper in such a way as to make a
noise like a gun?"
He assured her that it often did,

and confirmed the suspicions that she
had developed independently just be-

fore he appeared.
The ghost had been found.

Probably all the ghost stories of all

time could have been explained in a
similar way.
Remember that there is always some

reasonable and sensible explanation
for every strange and uncanny ap-
pearance that ever takes place. There
is no such thing as a ghost.

ALL THE WAY
By Belle McKinney Swope

T ET us be glad.
-'-' 'Tis such a little while we have to go.
And daylight drops into the evening glow

So rapidly.

Let us rejoice
That these are hours in which to love and sing.
And into hearts a sweeter radiance bring

Because of life.

Let us be glad
That sunset trails are lovelier by far
Than rose-lined pathways of the morning star.

And winding home.

Let us rejoice
That home means heaven and all the glories

there

;

Our Father's house, his loving tender care.
And perfect peace.

Newville, Pa.

FOUNTAI
PEN^^^~y
Never will you ne»J wipe ink

ofHtie barrel of this pen before
youcanuseit! Neverwillyou
soil your fingers or linen when
you remove the cap to write—

^ because of the Lucky Curve.
Common fountain pens tiave straigtit ink

feeds. Ink sticks in strai^lit ink feeds after
ttie pen is returned to your pocket, until air
expanded in the reservoir by tlie lieat of tile

body forces ttie ink out into the cap, where
it soils 6ngers and linen when you next
remove the cap to write. But the Parker's
curved ink feed—the Lucky uurve—is Gclf-
draining. It clears itself of ink as soon as
you stop writing. No ink in the ink feed,
none can be forced into the cap—and only
the Parker has a self-draining curved ink
feed—the Lucky Curve.

SOLD ON TEST TRIAL
Any dealer will let you carry a Parker 10

days before he calls it a sale. If the pen
doesn't meet your expectations, he will
refund your money.

.rO G^O-'u-Zl-C/^

The Parker JackKnife
Safety Fountain Pen

Carry it upside down, or flat in your lower
vest pocket, or even in your trousers pocket
with your jack-knife

—

it won*t leak. It easily
pncs into a lady's purse or shopping bag.
Simplicity itself in construction. No valves,
spiings or disappearing mechanism.
Baby size like illustration (cut reduced

size), withNo. 2 gold pen. $2.50; with larger
size gold pen. $3.00. $4.00. $5.00 and upward,
according to size and ornamentation.

Parker Pens, standard $1.50 to
$350.00. Catalog free. If you can't find
a dealer^ write direct.

Parker Pen Compan \
GEO. S. PARKER, Pres. I

152 MUl Street, JanesviUe, Wi I

CHIIRf^H raJM^ABLl!. LOWES FSIC

Jl _. i- ffl^OUSrmOATALOOl
.^-^ 3ESIaIaJS.^^ TELLS WHY.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati, i

B
PUZZLED

Hard Work, Sometimes, to Raise Childn

Children's taste is ofttimes more ace

rate in selecting the riglit kind of food
fit the body, than that of adults. Natu
works more accurately through the ch
dren.

A Brooklyn lady says: "Our little bi

had long been troubled with weak dige

tion. We could never persuade him
take more than one taste of any kind

cereal food. He was a weak little ch;'

and we were puzzled to know what
feed him on.

One lucky day we tried Grape-Nut
Well, you never saw a child eat with su(

a relish, and it did me good to see hit

From that day on it seemed as though v

could almost see him grow. He wou
eat Grape-Nuts for breakfast and suppe

and I think he would have liked the fo(

for dinner.

"The difference in his appearance
something wonderful.
"My husband had never fancied cere

foods of any kind, but he became vei

fond of Grape-Nuts, and has been mu(

improved in health since using it.

"We are now a healthy family ar

naturally believe in Grape-Nuts.
"A friend has two children who we

formerly afflicted with rickets. 1 w;

satisfied that the disease was caused I

lack of proper nourishment. They showe

it. So I urged her to use Grape-Nuts ;

an experiment, and the result was almo

magical.
"They continued the food, and tod;

both children are well and strong as ai

children in this city, and, of course n

friend is a firm believer in Grape-Nu|
for she has the evidence before her eyi|

every day."
Read "The Road to Wellville," fourj

in pkgs. "There's a reason."
Ever read the above letter ? A ne-i

one appears from time to time. The.

are genuine, true, and full of humai

interest.
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-ext to the farmer, the doctor is

• pJbably the largest purchaser of au-

tAobiles. Thousands of runabouts

aj light touring cars are sold to the

naical profession every season. Ev-

e doctor's car replaces from one to

fr horses and buggies, gives him a

vler range for his practice, quicker

c,ls and a proportionately increased

me.
. the doctor, why not the minister?

,jre is many a country pastor with

iairge parish extending many miles in

dferent directions, who might be

gied from much needless labor and
irt and helped to far more effective

k in his field, if he had a motor car.

ides, it would save the work of

ses on the Lord's day, which is a
,t that wouid weigh with many

gld people. All the necessary work
cild be done on his machine on Sat-

day, so that all he would need to do
Id be to crank it and proceed to his

tination.

contractors, salesmen, collectors and
large class of men whose business

essitates their traveling from place

lace find the automobile not only a
at advantage, but in most cases a
ided necessity and economy. It is

5 trouble and expense than the

se. It needs supplies only when
actual use on the road, while the

se requires many hours of atten-

feed, bedding, etc., whether in use
Many of the small cars can be

run a+ a cost of about one cent a mile.
In nearly all cases, a car that is prop-
erly taken care of and not abused, will
pay for its upkeep, even if used only
for pleasure.

Grocers, butchers and bakers in
rural towns have to cover considerable
distances in serving customers. These
routes may average from fifteen to
twenty miles or more a day, which,
while it is a day's work for a horse, is

a mere trifle for a machine. One rural
store-keeper in a Hudson River town
put the case concisely when he said:
"I can now do my deliveries in less
than half the time and have more
leisure to give attention to the store
and to other business. Besides, since I

bought my machine, there are no com-
plaints of late deliveries, which is a
great point with us storekeepers. It

does away with the waiting for the
grocer, the butcher and the baker and
relieves the anxiety of the housewife,
and lets people get their meals on time.
Many will not trade with a store that
cannot guarantee quick deliveries and
this can only be done with a machine.
Formerly, it required two wagons to

make my deliveries about the town,
and two days a week, when I made
deliveries to the outlying country dis-

tricts, an extra wagon was put into
service. Now, my machine does the
work for all routes, taking double the
load and using less than half the
time."

injiJ

Tl^e War oira tfi^e Ca^2a.rettte

4

FEW days before the closing of

iji- our Children's Home at Mont-
liwn, the Rev. Manfred P. Welcher,
'fid secretary and lecturer of the

4ti-Cigarette League of America, No.
B Fifth Avenue, New York, was in-

•ed to visit the Home and speak to

i! children. The little folks listened

i ently, especially the boys, while
•. Welcher was speaking. He told

.>m of the evils of tobacco, how it

: acted mind, body and morals. Many
I the leading business houses and
eat corporations have refused to em-
-iy any one using tobacco. He ex-

i^ined that the Anti-Cigarette League
seeking to inform children of the

rils that lurk in tobacco and en-

avoring to pledge them against its

e as v;rll as against the use of liquor,

le Lc ue also stands for the en-
.rcement of State laws against the
Le to or use of tobacco by minors.
.18 pledge circulated by the League
peals to all that is manly and heroic
the boy's nature, and stirs the

blest and strongest impulses. Many
.norantly contract the evil habits,

10, if kindly warned, would avoid
em. "If we are to h-.ve young men

a few years hence who are acceptable

to employers," said Mr. Welcher, "we
must save the boy now by guarding
him from tobacco. Business men and
others in Chicago and Boston are
generously supporting the League's
work in these cities, and those of New
York will gladly do the same when
they know its value in fighting an evil

which is as alluring as it is disastrou:*

to the body, mind and morals of chil-

dren."
The Anti-Cigarette League is enlist-

ing a "million club" of boys and their

friends to fight tobacco and liquor.

Their motto is "Save the Boy." The
pledge is for a stated period, or for
life, as the signer prefers. It is signed
in duplicate, one card being kept by the
boy who signs it. The card will thus
serve as a recommendation to employ-
ers who wish to know about a boy's

habits. There is also a League but-

ton and a nominal ten cent membership
fee. The League membership is grow-
ing rapidly throughout the country.
Sunday Schools, churches and other
organizations may address Secretary
Welcher at 156 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

ANSWERED PRAYERS
^. G. P., Phoenix, Ariz. "1 wish to acknowl-
,'e an answer to prayer."
i\. E. B., DaJe. N. D. "God has given me
ect answers to my prayers."

R. B. M., GalesburK, Mich. "I wish to thank
• Lord for restoring me to health in answer
prayer."

Mrs. M. D., Baltimore. Md. "f promised to
inowledKe prayer as to what course to pur-
2- God in his sreat mercy directed me."
Mrs. W. M., Wheelock. N. D. "I have been
jyinit for a lonK time for a special blessing
d God has been good to me and answered my
ayer."

H. J., Jacksonville, Fla. "I was in trouble
'd told tho Lord if he would only answer rny
ayer and look after me, 1 would acknowledge
to all."

T. N., Mercersburg. "I know God does an-
er prayer. I always tell him about my sick-
« or trouble of any kind and he always heals
d helps."

Mrs. V. E. M., Evanston, O. "The Lord has
swered me in ;i special way for a favor I

ivcd in prayer, and I hereby acknowledge my
lebtcdncss to him."
A. W. C., Sherman, Tex. "I wish to ac-
I'lwledge an answered prayer, when in deep
luble. I know my Father is ever ready to
Ip his believing children."
Mrs. L. M. L. "A few months ago I was
poor health, and aske<l the Lord, if it was

s will, to give me my health again. Now I
n better than I have been for years."

WHEN MOTHER USED THE SHINGLE

THAT I was quite a wilful lad,

With sorrow I confess

;

And yet 1 was not really bad,
Twas mostly thoughtlessness.

But thinking now of my wild ways.
Smiles with my tears do mingle,

As I recall the olden days
When mother used the shingle.

My sterner parent used the "cat" ;

My ! how it used to cut

;

Yet, Spartan-like. I bowed to that
Without a whimper, but

When exercising a like art.

Though not a blow would tingle.

It used to almost break my heart.

When mother used the shingle.

Ne'er was there anger in her eyes.

Nor e'er my father's fire.

Yet with each blow I'd hear the sighs
That kindled my desire

To try within the bounds to keep ;

The right from wrong to single

;

And as it was, I used to weep.
When mother used the shingle.

Some future day, when poor me dies.

My friends will all drop in :

And I'll be lauded to the skies

As though a saint I'd been.

If then no crime they can deplore,

I pray let one truth jingle

;

I owe it to the days of yore,

When mother used the shingle.

George Whitefield D'Vys.
Cambridge, Mass.

I>o<>s morere.il dustin? in 15 minutes than
in he (lone in tin liour with tlie ordina
:ind. Chemically treated—notoily. £

itary, dustless. j46sor6s dust and
retainsil. WTicn filled with dust

pulish. Can't %"» *'<' washed like an ordi-

:ratch. Use it\ nary clolh without lujury

onfurniture,\ to .ts dusting pruperties.
,

i>ianos, wood-^ A Household Neoessltj
work, -walls, niir

*
rora, bric-a-hr:

t ither, etc. IJflh

rd free on rcctiiit of ^

price. Send
<tnmpa.

Davis Kleans F-7, MofB
For dry use on hardwood '

or paiutcd floors. Ahsorhs
dust instantly. Largest sizt

$1.00 postpaid.

DATI9 KIEANS E-Z CO.,

227 Weeks St., ll.DmnBtou, ... ., ,r „„, SAIISF/ICTORV

EDIJOY PERFECT SIGHT I
It matters not whether you suffer from nearsight, farsight,
oldsightor astigmatism, we give you complete relief.

Many times you have gained
temporary relief by simply
massaging the eyes with the
Lhumb and forefinger, haven't

,"you? Think, then, whatscien-
tlfic massage will do toward
permanent relief. This is

what you get in

The Ideal Sight Restorer
vvliich restores perfect circu-

THE >.Ol!MAL EYE lation and strengthens weak,
strained and tired eyes.

To prove this to your entire satisfaction, we send it abso-
lutely free for ten days' trial. Tliere is no loss of time, no
inconvenience. Improvement begins at once.

Five minutes twice a day isn't much when you consider
what it means to have healthy eyes and clear normal vision.

Don't wait till your eyes really demand attention. Don't
rely on the temporary relief of glasses. Know the happiness
of seeing nature and reading with the naked eye. Send to-day
for Booklet of Instructions, No. 127 J.

THE IDEAL CO.. 134 W. €5th St., New York

3
Corn Muffins—Southern Style

!

EE the prize recipe in the
Cook Book. It calls for
part Kingsford's.

For Tea Biscuit, Gems and Waffles, the best
cooks mix Kingsford's with the flour. (Cook
Book grives quantity.)

CORNSTARCH
makes the daintiest cakes you ever
tasted (or afternoon tea or to serve
with iced lemonade. (Find recipe
for "Cornstarch Cakes" in the Cook
Book).

Many delightful, eeasonable
desserts among the 168

"best" recipes in
Cook Book 'O,"
"What a Cook
Ought to Know

About Com Starch."
IT IS FREE. Send for it.

Tour name on a post card
will bring it.

T. KINGSFORD & SON
Oswego, N.Y.

National Starch Company, Successors
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THIS EMBROIDERED APRON

25c
Postage

{

Paid

One of the prettiest

nurse or maid ' s aprons
ever made.

WORTH DOUBLE
We want your name

,( wo can snid
you our New Fall

and Winter Style

Catalog No. 28 of

arisand NewYork
~tvl.-s FREE of

rliari;,- That is

why we make
this greatoffer.

1,1.- vhiti

itcly embroi-
dered, scal-

loped edges;
18 inches
long. 22 in-

ches wide.

A 400. This apron is 25c. D^T" Send for our great free

Catalog No. 28, to-day; it is full of wonderful values like the aho?e.

Money returned at once if not satisfactory.

Fulton Street
Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

for 17 years is tbe

record of the Indastrial

It does not "guarantee" this 5%; it makes no
promises which it might not be able to fulfill.

But it guarantees the safety of your Capital

absolutely—with every dollar of its

$2,250,000 Assets and

175,000 Surplus and Profits

Your money is invested in mortgages on New
York City and suburban real estate.

Our business, like savings banks, is under

New York Banking Department Sapervision

We treat all depositors exactly alike—$25
draws the same rate as $2,500. Pro rata earnings
will be paid from the day we receive your
money to the day you take it out.

Send for our booklet

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway and 42d Street, New York

FREE
WILL YOU TRY A
Typewriter
No Deposit-No Obligation ^^^^^^^^^^
You save oneJialt the regular price on standard

visible typewriters and get the identical article for
which othrrs pay llie full price. Perfect machines
only—not shop worn, damaged, or in any way
iuterior^ Protected by standard guarantee.

Easy to Own—A Little Each Month
No Interest

Shrewd buyers will send now for the particulars of this

great price- reducing and free-trial typewriter offer.

TVPEWHITEHS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
8S1 Masonic Temple, Chicago

ROOSEVELT
Recalls the Names of His Rough Riders

A Striking Example
of Success Due to a
Well Trained Memory

Tlie vaiuo oi; a well trjihiert mrtnidry fi.is never been more
strikingly exrtnpliHed llimi iii Thfoilole Roosevelt. ^\ hat
he has (lone—lifiy man cnn rl,i.>-yo\i can dot

A perrect meiii"»!ri'<.'*>e ke>>l9 success in Ini.oines.s, politi-

cal, or social life. - ^.ol/ can Imv*' ;» i>erfect iiieinory
If you wmil it, fiiV atixi' a perfect nM>inarj', like
perfect hoaltlij can. be BctiMi»«<k .. .

No matter who yuu ,aro, orjvWiat you are^what.yon do or where
you live, you owe it fe j-wurstlf t^. find out just how a perfectly

trained Blcnior.y will "help yon t" t'reat'-r ;'ucces<.

Tliere arc no tediqUS lessons or lont 1,.HM-- of stulv .Inst a sinrple.

unfailing memory sys-

tem—easy to learn—•nsv
to adopt

Tie Dickson Method has

been highly recommeTidrd

by Elbert Hubbard. Prof.

David Swing, Dr. lalson.

and thousands of others.

This Valuable
book FREE
Fill out and

Mail Coupon, or
send postal to

Dickson Memory
School

701 Auditorium BIdg.,

CHICAGO

IReni

I3':/*-
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Self—or Christ?*

IT is said that the keenest among us

are unable fully to probe the mo-
tives which actuate them.

We ai'e generally moved to our deeds

by many combined and involved con-

siderations. Of these, the world is apt
to attribute to us the worst, while we
ourselves feel that we have acted from
the very best.

The heart of man is deceitful and
desperately wicked, says the psalmist.

We must judge ourselves severely and
must not allow ourselves even as much
charity as we give to others.

One thought which has sometimes
worried very conscientious persons
should not be too strongly dwelt upon.
It is that no matter how much we deny
ourselves and suffer for Christ's sake,

we are sure in the end to be rewarded,
so that when we work for Christ, no
matter how disinterested we may try
to be, we are really benefiting our-
selves.

That may be so; but we need not
concern ourselves with what will hap-
pen to us in the end. Let us work for
Christ, keeping his cause first in our
thoughts, and then leave with him the
matter of our reward.
One of our notorious modern infidels

has written a book in which he heaps
abuse upon the Christian religion.

Among other ignoble and depressing
statements he says, in effect, that there
was never a more immoral command
than that of Christ to love our enemies,
to pray for them that persecute us, and
to lay down our lives for others.

He insists that our duty is to our-
selves first of all. The great modern
doctrine called "individualism" is car-
ried by him to its fullest extent.

For, according to this writer, there
is no immortality and no God. The
worlds in space came into existence
through some mechanical law. Their
origin is the only riddle he finds in the
universe.
Can you imagine any theory more

gloomy and depressing?
The man cannot prove his assertions,

and he says that we cannot prove ours.

But surely our view of a noble and
beneficent Maker and Ruler of the
universe is far more reasonable and
sensible than his. The doctrine of im-
mortality is far more inspiring and
beautiful than is his of annihilation
after death. And all this, even if we
should have to depend solely on mere
human and so-called "scientific" testi-

mony, without that wonderful, inspired
volume, which presents the most
rational and exalted theory of exist-

ence, of conduct and of future rewards
among those of all the nations.
The most shocking contrast between

the infidel theories of this writer and
those of our Bible lies, perhaps, in

their philosophy of life.

CJurjst says, "Live for others. For-
get yourself, except in so far as you
must care for yourself in order to be
of service to others."

This infidel says, "Take care of your-
self first of all. Your welfare is the
chief thing for you to consider. This
is the only life to live. Make the most
of it for yourself."
To the Christian this doctrine is

revolting.

If you stop to reflect upon those in

history to whom the most honor and
love are given, you will find that they
are those who presented examples of
self-sacrifice; the martyrs of the days
of persecution; the great missionaries
who exiled themselves, endured VTi-

speakable insults and hardships, and,
in imitation of their beloved Leader,
freely delivered themselves up to dan-
ger and death for the sake of others;
and the great soldiers who fought for
their country. Abraham Lincoln is

almost adored. The selfish and tyran-
nical Napoleon makes us admire his

>©cietle^

I

W' f^ / &''^ ^'

intellect but despise his character.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, October
2. Texts: Phil. 1:21; 3:7; 4:11-13.

Chri^ian Stewardship*

THE statement may seem extreme,

but it is probably strictly true,

that the prevailing idea among rich

Christians to-day is this of Christian

stewardship.
Never were the holders of great

wealth so concerned as now with the

question how best to benefit the world
with it. For every selfish, so-called

Christian millionaire, it may be safely

reckoned that there is at least one
other who is casting about for the best

way of spending his money for Christ.

The secretary of one of our great
benevolent associations received a few
years ago a visit from a stranger who
confessed that he had been so deeply
absorbed in his business that he had
not had time to look into outside mat-
ters. Now he was beginning to take a
little more leisure, and he wanted to

put a million dollars into some good
cause, or causes.
"What is most needed?" he said. "I

do not know of what kind of institu-

tions we have enough, and what are
still lacking. I want to establish some
memorial for my mother. Advise me."
The secretary told him that two

things were urgently needed. One was
a home for weak women just out of
the hospital, but not yet able to work.
Another was a vacation home for
working girls.

Now, in one of the green spots not
far from the metropolis, stand two
noble, well endowed institutions, built
by the generosity of this wise steward.
The secretary who has been referred

to, says that he has many times been
similarly appealed to, but never for so
large an investment. Still, he knows
that many very rich men are con-
stantly investigating different chari-
ties, with a view to giving to the most
worthy.
One of the most remarkable features

of our great national prosperity, is the
large number of millionaires who have
only a local recognition, and some-
ttimes not even that.

Thus the gentleman who gave these
two splendid homes was unknown to

the general public, until their dedica-
tion brought him into prominence.
The great Fayerweather benefactions
were the first intimation to the vast
majority of his countrymen that such
a man as Mr. Fayerweather existed.
And so it has been with many others.

But the chief source of income to
our churches and our missionary and
other philanthropic objects must ever
be the mass of littles made up from the
contributions of those in moderate cir-

cumstances.
President Dwight of Yale impressed

it constantly upon his alumni, that the
steady stream of their small gifts, if

presented regularly every year, would
amount to more than the sum of the
great benefactions; and better than
the money itself would be the interest
and loyalty developed by the constant
thought. Each man giving five dollars
per year would love his alma mater
far better than if he should refrain
from giving because he could bestow
so little.

The result has been a great fund
which can be devoted to the general
purposes of the university and is of
immeasurable usefulness.

George Matheson, in an eloquent
panegyric upon charity, admits that it

is often misplaced, but reminds us
that out of many seeds cast into the
ground, some are sure to fructify.
"Say not that thy work was wasted

though thy charity has rescued but
one. Hast thou measured the strength
that may be in one?"
The table of proportional expenses

found in the "notes" is of great value
and should be carefully studied by
every member of the League.

"Give, and it shall be given unto
you."

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday.
Octobsr 2. Text : I. Cor. 16 : 2.

Note This Box
It is made of wood fibre and paraffim

Dampness, odors, germs or dirt can't
(

into it. It is proof against all that c(

taminates bag salt.

Note the patent top. Salt cellars can
filled in a jiffy v/ithout wasting a grain.

This is the ideal box in which your gro(

sells Shaker Table Salt.

Always Flows Freely

Shaker is the salt that never clogs. 1

shaking, pounding and poking.

You find it in every fine hotel and cal

Why not have the same salt in your homi

It will cost you only 10 cents per ye

more than coarse, soggy salt.

Free from Gypsum
But the main fact is that this salt

pure, while all other table salt contaii

gypsum.
Gypsum is plaster of Paris — the has

of gravel and gall stones. It forms in(

balls in the body and clogs the liver, kit

neys and spleen.

We remove this gypsum by an elal

orate process — a process which we owi

Skaker is the only table salt which is fre

from it.

All good grocers supply Shaker Sali

Price (east of the Rockies) 10 cents per bo)

Diamond Crysta
Salt Co.

St. Clair, Michigan
Makers of the only salt 99 7- 10 per cei

pure, as proved by Government test:

LIBRARY SLIPS

AGENTS My Sanitary Coife.

Maker produces pure
sweet coffee, needs no settler am
never wears out. Saves coffee, mone;
and health. Every wife buys at sight

new invention; exclusive territory

Send 15c. for 50c. size, postpaid

DR. LYONS, 430 Day St., Pekui,U

GoIdCoinStoves
areGuaranteed
for One ^Yfear

Stovos are sold evprywhcrn— but few are

guarante.ud. Our written guaranty

—

"To iake back the stove at our expense any
,

time ivithin a year from purchase and re-.

turn allyour tiioney ifyou are not satisfied
"

is part of our sale and is as good as a Govern-
ment bond. Gold Coin Stovis sold 30 years

ago are b.iking satisfactorily today.

These stoves arc sold direct from factory only
at wholesale t>rices—vi\-i\z\\ arc from 35 to$20less

than the stove dealer's prir.-s for the best

stovos in your town. We fay thefreiiht, too.

104-Page Catalog with

Price List—Free
It explains what makes a stove ^-ijo^^. It illus-

trates all styles of stoves and rans,'es—tells our

attractive plan and offer. Send for it—compare
our stoves and prices with your dealer's prices.

Gold Coin Stove Co., 1 1 Oak St., Troy, N,Y.

O OUPO

M

; GOLD COIN STOVE CO.
i Please send me Gold Coin Catalog—Price
List—Guaranty plan.

• Name

i Address

I am interested in Hea^ng Stove
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Im th^(B ClhiSiEiMS^^ E-astl

Continued from page 835

)nvenience and implement, and is

loreover backed by rich capitalists in

urope and America, like the Roth-

!hilds and Schiffs; whereas the native

not only ignorant and unprogressive,

jt when such is not the case, the lack

; surplus funds ties his hands and

irces him under."

To my mind this scare is needless,

id that because of the Jew himself.

begin with, the Jew has as much
ght to buy property here, there and
•erywhere, if he pays for it, as any;

id to settle on his land. But further,

le Zionist, I believe, in aspiring too

gh has defeated his own ends. Some
me ago a Zionist syndicate petitioned

le Young Turks to sell them Pales-

ne, and grant them autonomy. The

College, for instance, the cost runs up
to $120 to $140 a year.

I have often been asked if the new
regime in Turkey is favorable to

Christianity. Well, it is, and it is not.

The majority of Young Turks are men
who have been educated in Europe, and
consequently possess liberal minds,
and a tolerant attitude towards Chris-
tainity. There will be no hindrance to
the preaching of the Gospel from this
quarter. On the other hand, the re-
form movement has indirectly revived
Islam in a most unexpected way. The
feeling of brotherhood which domi-
nated men's minds in the first days of
the Constitution has changed into one
of suspicion and distrust. The Moslem
fanatic—and he forms ninety-six per

:i^^HR^Hm^^^H^^^^ in -flHI^^B
^^^^^^^F ^^^^^BT ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^R w^ . t^H^^^^H

1

I ndrfllB
Merchants in a Street in Old Sidon

urks are willing to accede to the first

irt of the petition, in order to enrich
eir treasury, which is well nigh
npty, but never to the second. Au-
nomy for Palestine would in time
lell the disintegration of the wholo
.ttoman Empire. The agricultural,
e commercial, the social and the edu-
tional masters of Palestine the
onists are allowed and welcome to
;; but the political, never!
A question even more pressing than
rriculture has been pressing for
lution. I refer to public education.
t present only fifty per cent, of the
ipulation, under the most flattering
timate, can read and write. About
I'e per cent, of the total number of
»ys, and one per cent, of the girls, in

e country attend school. Of these
brly the half are on the rolls of
'Bstern institutions.

^Obligatory public education was one
'. the first laws enacted by the new
rliament. Night schools were opened
large centres, where Turkish and

her subjects were taught free of
arge. Native contributors came for-
ird and endowed small establish-
2nts, a thing which was never known
fore. In Lebanon one man gave all

s fortune—several thousand dollars
to the building, furnishing and man-
ng of a small local school. In Jeru-
lem four native young men—two
iristians and two Mohammedans

—

it their heads together and the result
is that now they own one of the
3st popular schools in the city. The
me things happened in Jaffa, Bei-
t and other centres.
The old mission schools of England
d America are being severely put to
e test, and many of these have had to
ange their course in order to meet
th modern requirements. People are
w ready to pay for education. From
ty to seventy-five dollars is the
•erage cost per capita of board and
ition at ordinary schools; whereas at
'lieges, such as the Syrian Protestant

cent, of the population—sees nothing
in the new regime but a secret plot to

overthrow Islam. Even more than his

distrust of the Christian is his sus-

picion of the reforming Young Turk.
Secular education he rejects on the
ground that its ulterior aim is to teach
toleration of all creeds, which must
eventually react on Islam.

Called Higher
S. B. Moore, of Dearborn, Mo.
Mrs. Mary Brink, of Wildwood, Mich.
Miss S. M. Myers (87), of Antwerp, O.
Lydia G. Gunston (76), of Pasadena, Calif.

Miss Jane W. Lowry (80), of Dewart, Pa.,

Miss E. Kate Speers, of Chicago, and Speer,
III.

Mrs. Eliza H. Cooke, of Northampton, Mass.
April 30.

William R. Blackburn (74), of Minneapolis,
Minn.
Nancy Lord Greene (75) in Lebanon, N. Y.,

May 28.

Miss Irene Capper, September 25, in Win-
chester, Va.

Robert Charles Chester at Saskewan, Can.,

January 1.

Mrs. Louise M. (Speidol) Babylon (75), of

Sheridan, Calif.

James Debbie (78), of Denison, Tex., some
months ago.

Mrs. Lucy Jones Couch, May 25, 1910, at

Odessa, N. Y.
Mrs. Nancy M. Neuman, wife of Daniel Neu-

man, of Baniior, Mich.

Mrs. Eliza Durboran (73) of Golden City,

Mo. A good Christian.

William Lowry, of Beaverdale, Pa. A reader

of this paper for thirty years.

Mrs. Julia L. Sutphen passed away Novem-
ber 23, 1909, at Detroit, Mich.

Minei-va A. Brown (63), daughter of the

late Dr. W. Brown, died December 26, 1909.

Mary L. Hendricks (69), of Miller. S. D.,

some time ago. A reader for twenty-seven

years.

Jesse L. Mood (88), of Nelson. Va. He was
an earnest Christian, giving his aid to every

good cause. He is survived by a widow and
his descendants number seventy.

A'on can place money in the Industrial Savrnps and
I can Comp.iny. ami know that it is safe, and is unere

von can oOUnri it ir/ii-n icantrd.a.n(\ will yield fair eiirn-

trigs for rrerv i"U tiirexl^il. See tlieir aavertiseiiient

oil page 810. and write tliem for full infoniiauou.

For 38 Years
sold and guaranteed Holeproof Hosiery for theWe have made,

past 12 years.

38 years of hose-making experience go into

every pair of "Holeproof."

"Holeproof" is the original guaranteed hosiery.

No inexperienced maker can guarantee a soft,

stylish, light=weight hose like these.

They are the best fitting, most comfortable hose

ever made.

Don't judge the genuine "Holeproof" by poor

imitations made just to compete with them.

Get

lloleprooniosieru
'I'OR MEN women" AND CHILDREN^

The men's sox cost $1.50 up to $3 per six

pairs, according to finish. The women's stock-

ings cost $2 for six pairs ($3 for mercerized).

The children's stockings sell for $2 for six pairs.

Six pairs are guaranteed six months.
The genuine "Holeproof" is sold in your town. We'll tell you the

dealers' names on request, or ship direct where we have no dealer,
charges prepaid on receipt of remittance.

Write for free book, "How to 3Iake Your Feet Happy."

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO.
497 Fourth Street Milwaukee. Wi9«

Tampico News Co. , S. A. , City of Mcsico,
[94] Aeeuts for ISexicmi Republic

EngUsh

Knock-

about

Hat
A stylish, serviceable Hat. Would sell for 1^2.00 in most Hat
stores. Genuine Eniilish Felt, flexible sweat band, broad out-
sideband. Suitablcfor dress and business. Folds into compact
roll without daniai;int^. Unequalled f'>r travelint:. motorine.
c.ilfinp. yaehtine. ete. All sizes. Colors: Black, Gray Mlx-
tnre. Brown Mtrtore, Dark Blue, and White. Weight.
4..7.S Sent p.islpai.l. ill receipt of $1.00. I'mmpt shipments.
State size and color desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PANAMA HAT CO., Dept. C, 830 Broadway, New York

Can You Shave?
Rub a little "3 in One"

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and
pliable ; draw razor blade

, between thumb and finger

1^ moistened with "3 In One"; '

P Tf then strop. The razor cuts
H S times as easy and clean;
holds the edge longer. "A

"jL Razor Saver for Every
T^* Shaver" which gives the

scientific reasons, and ai
'generous trial bottle icnt\

free. Write to-day.
'2 IN 1 OIL CO.,

54 Broadway
^eff Kork.

PortableBennett -^^^Vi^^
Line Space Lever

Keyboard Lock

Poldiog Paper Table

Movable Scale

RibboD Reverse

Type Guide

Bell

Keyboard
t84 Characters).

A product of the
Elliott'Fisher Factory

Pointer

Capita) Shift

Figure Shift

... Visible Writing

. Paper Feed Guide

Marginal Stop

Our Broad Trial Offer

THE "BENNETT" Typewriter will

be sent by express, prepaid to any
point in the United States. If upon
receipt you find the "BENNETT" un-
satisfactory, you can return it; and
if returned within ten days from date
you receive it, your money will be
refunded, less the express charges.

THE "BENNETT" combines all the advantages and efficiency of the higher

priced typewriters without their complicated mechanism. It is the only

low-priced and portable typewriter that writes through a ribbon. The publishers

of this magazine endorse the "BENNETT."
We can convince you of the efficiency of the "BENNETT" typewriter.

Guaranteed one year. Send name and address for Free Illustrated Catalog.

AGENTS WANTED FOR A FEW UNFILLED TERRITORIES

P. I. BENNETT TYPEWRITER COMPANY, 366 Broadway, New York
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When yon want to enamel,

Q paint, or finish in anyway

\|| remember Acme Quality

fi^cf^i

QUifM/^^

That's the important thing—Acme Quahty. Under this

trade-mark you can obtain the finish needed, whatever surface

you want to cover.

To make a bedroom pretty and dainty, your choice will be

Acme Quality Enamel (Neal's). Select the color your fancy

dictates. Apply it yourself—it's easy to do a good job with

Acme Quality. Enamel the bed, the other furniture and the

woodwork—then finish the floor with Acme Qoality Vamo-lac

—

a stain and varnish combined—and you'll have a daintily and

prettily finished room if there ever was one.

Of course you'll want to know about all the other

ACMEQUAUTY
Paints and Finishes

You'll want to do over the whole

house with them, outside and inside, and

everything in and about it, and you'll find an

Acme Quality Kind made for every purpose

you have in mind.

Write For

The Acme Quality Guide Boole

It's free. A complete manual of painting—tells
what to use for each purpose and how it should

\ be applied. Handsomely illustrated in colors.

\ Your dealer has Acme Quality Paints and
\ Finishes and will give you color cards from
\ which to choose. If not, write to

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKSi

Dept. Detroit, Mich.

«
DON'T SHOUT'

, "I hear you. I can hear now
ell as anybody. 'How?'

Oh, •omethini new—
TheMORLEY PHONE

a pair in my cars no
they are in^'isible.

ould not know I had ihei

n, myself, only that 1 hi

ight."

MORLEY PHONE for lie

DEAF
nakes low sounds and
rvhispers plainly heard.

sible, comfortable
weightleiB and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Perry Bailding, Philadelplua

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT — proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paini endorsed by the " Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE,
From the MIU Direct to You at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK - FREE
Tells all about Paint and Painting tor Darability.
How to avoid trouble and expi^nse caused by paints
fading, chalking and peeling. Valuable information
free to you, with Sample Color Cards. Write me.
DO IT NOW. I can save you money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sun paste
STOV£ POI^ISH

Makes Your Stove an Ornament, and does it so easily
that you .will^look and feel pleasant all over after you have tried
it. No dust at all—we mean it—absolutely 'not a particle of dust
fromjlit, and'the'quickest, blackest shine" ever produced by any
st'ove polish. Just what you 'want, isn't it?

Insist on having only the best— costs no more.

Morse Bros.. Props." RISING SUN Stove Polish. Cai\ton. Mass.. U.S.A.

.GtMS fRC^A NEW 5Q)KS

The Home of the Soul*

CHARLES WAGNER has made for

himself a warm place in the

American heart. In spite of a certain

mysticism and sentimentalism, which
belong to the Latin rather than to the
Anglo-Saxon, he has still a practical

side, which deeply appeals to us, and,

best of all, he has the loving heart,

which wins all races and varieties of

men.
The title of this, his newest book,

is the name of his new church on the
Place de la Bastile, in Paris, so

called, he says, "because its purpose
is to furnish shelter and a warm wel-
come to all those who are in search of

a soul or are already in possession

of one."
Every word to be said within those

walls, he declares, is expressly ad-
dressed to the inner soul of every
hearer—that divine depth in which
lies the vital spark of true being, wait-
ing to be fanned into a flame which
shall animate and transform the life.

In these charming discourses the
hearers are begged to follow Christ, in

his simplicity; his undeviating deci-

sion; his benevolence. Admitting that
when reduced to cold, worldly terms,
the life of one of Christ's followers
does not seem to align with common
sense, he yet pleads with us to deny
ourselves, leave all and follow him,
eloquently describing the rewards of
Christ, which so greatly surpass all

earthly benefits. The lessons of the
evangelists, he tells us, "are not above
the heads of the smallest children and
yet are as high as the farthest stars,"

and all of them call upon us for self-

sacrifice.

"The Spirit of Evil," he continues,
"can be thus distinguished : it scoffs at
God, at his works and at his crea-
tures"—an admirable and fresh dis-

crimination.
He begs for the unity of all creeds

on his favorite platform of universal
love and unselfishness, and the immor-
tality of goodness. He has a strong
chapter upon marriage and divorce,
in which he says: "The destiny of man
is linked with that of woman ; they are
of one flesh, of one substance, of equal
dignity. Effort and combat are neces-
sary before it will be possible for wom-
an to receive her just due. But let

not the ardor for their cause lead the
champions of woman into separating
it from the cause of man."
As ever with this remarkable man

and preacher, love is the keynote of all

his teachings. In the sermons to the
young, of which this volume contains
several, this great motive is constantly
presented. The high poetic quality
of his eloquence casts, in its truest
sense, a spell upon the reader, and it

is to be hoped that not only our min-
isters, but our young people and our
laymen as well, will drink in his spirit

from this newest book of the great
Alsatian preacher.

Men and Missions!

MR. ELLIS reminds us of the won-
derful modern changes in trans-

portation and communication which
have revolutionized missionary meth-
ods. "The contiguity of the nations,"
he says, "has created a whole new set
of perplexities and problems. Cheek
by jowl we must stand together, bear-
ing common burdens, facing common
conditions."
He quotes the famous saying of Jo-

* The Home of the Soul. By Charles Wagner,
author of The Simple Life, etc. Translated from
the French by Laura Sanford Hoffman, with an
introduction by Lyman Abbott, D.D., L.L.D.
New York: Funk and Wagnalls Co. $1.20.

iMenand Mi.isions. By William T. Ellis. Pliila-
dclphia: Sunday School Times Company. $1.00.

seph Cook, now recognized as a vil

truth: "The nineteenth century h,

made the world one neighborhood; t

twentieth century should make it o
brotherhood"; and yet Mr. Ellis pi
nounces the task an heroic one, f

strong men only. It is to be a war f
the right, needing "martial virtues
of the kind which Professor James c

scribes as those which spring in t
social realm from "the moral equr
lent of war." But Mr. Ellis says t!,

men can be found of the true heri
stamp, and that many of them a]

already on the field.

He is unsparing in his denunciatii
of the failure of the church to ai

quately support its missions. "Tj
mission work," he says, "is the bigg(
in the world, and it should be done
the biggest manner in the world by t

biggest men in the world." The tern

tation is strong to quote whole pag
from this interesting book. It
wholly unconventional, and unlike ai

other in the missionary library, havii
been written by an independent la
man, from the outside, and yet in fi'

sympathy with those on the insici

Thus missions are presented from
viewpoint entirely different from tl

usual one. The reader will not nece
sarily agree with all of the very poi
tive advice and statements of Mr. Ellij

but he will find them quite worth co
sidering. ^

1

Books Received
What Is Man ? or, Creationism vs. Evol

tionism. By Judson D. Burns, M.D. Cochra
Publishing Company, New York. $2.

Sex of Offspring, A Modern Discovery of
Primeval Law. By Frank Kraft, M.D. Clo
covers. Pp. 112. Price $2. B. Barsueti
Cleveland, C, publisher.

Sermons That Won the Masses. By R«
Madison C. Peters. Cloth covers. Pp. IJ

Price 60 cents. The Griffith & Rowland Pre:
Philadelphia, Boston, New York, publishers.

The Ideal Ministry. By Herrick Johnso
D.D., professor of homiletics and pastoral th

ology. Auburn Theological Seminary, 1874-8
McCormick Theological Seminary, 1880-19C
Cloth binding. Pp. 488. Price $1.75. Flei

Ing H. Revell Company, New York and 01
cago, publishers.

The Cost of Christian Conquest. By W
liam N. Brewster, missionary to the Chines
This little book answers the question, Wh
will it cost in men and money to evangelize tl

world in this generation ? Cloth covers. P
135. Eaton & Mains, New York ; Jennings
Graham, Cincinnati, publishers.

|

The Boys' Round Table, A Manual of t)\

International Order of the Knights of Kii
Arthur. By William Byron Forbush ( Founds
and Mage Merlin), and Frank Lincoln Ma
seek (International King). Rewritten. Cloli

binding. Pp. 188. Illustrated. Price $|
Frank Lincoln Masseck, Potsdam, N. Y., pu'j

lisher.

The Destroyers. By John F. Carter, Jr.

novel of modern times. Cloth binding. P
350. Price $1.50. Com.rades Four. By Ei

ward R. Rich. The simple narration of tl

doings and sayings of some Southern arm
comrades in the Civil War. The charactei
are real, and every incident is founded upo
what actually occurred. Cfoth covers. Pi

230. The above two books are pubHshed l

the Neale Publishing Company, New York an

Washington.

How the World Is Clothed. By Frank Georg
Carpenter. The second volume of a series c

school readers intended to give a personal ar

living knowledge of the great world of con

merce and industry. Cloth covers ; illustrate(

Pp. 340. Price 60 cents. A Source Book i

Medieval History, documents illustrative (

European life and institutions from the Gei

man invasions to the Rennaissance. Edited b

Frederic Austin Ogg, A.M. Cloth binding. Pi

504. Price $1.50. The above two books ai

published by the American Book Compan;
New York, Cincinnati and Chicago.

German Stories Retold. Edited for schoc

use by James R. Kern and Minna M. Ken
Cloth covers. Pp. 95. Price 30 cents. Oul

lint for Review American History. By Charle

Bertram Newton, A.B., and Edwin Bryar

Treat, A.M. An aid to reviewing the year

or term's work. Cloth covers. Pp. 109. Pnc
25 cents. A Laboratory Manual of Zoologi

By Margaretta Burnet. Cloth covers. Pi

112. Price 50 cents. Physical Geography, a
M. F. Maury., LL.D. ; revised and largely r<|

written by Frederic William Siraonds, Ph.!

Copiously and well illustrated. Cloth binding

Pp. 347. Price $1.20. The above four book

are published by the American Book Companj
New York, Cincinnati and Chicago.

I
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SUPRISED AND PLEASED

account of illness I failed to ac-

( ledge the beautiful Red Letter

as premium with The Christian
;'LD. I was greatly surprised and
pleased with it. I fail to under-

how you can give so much for so
Margaret A. Clark.

Helen, Mich.

lend for Sample

i

will send you by mail, postage
|.d, 10 collars for 30 cents, or a
snple for 6 cents in U. S. stamps,
^t at the stores 25 cents for

\i of ten.

STATE SIZE AND STYLE
rhese collars look just like linen

d are more comfortable, but cost

i little that they may be thrown
t ay when soiled. They may be
i/ersed and worn both sides.

IVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY
Dept. T, Boston, Mass.

^ ^4^a
|>.in.WUdMale$1.95
li) Ostrich Plume 1=
Ipec Selected Hard PI
Mtt (rr-m wild ma"
•ly. meher, ph^s,
.nd ;er fibre tbAD
bote :>m tame
lirdi ADd any
ffwt

DUy

Examln*
um« at our rlelT _

'< to cover erpretisK* and receive thii IS-in- French
Cur lid Male Plume in black, whit«or an; color by C.

) D preti. When latiafled ik it extraordinary ralue. pay
api aeent 11-95. If not the groatnit plume barEnin ever
tSk retarnplameatourezp9nBe. When foil price (fl-d^) i«

wot border we prepay ezpreiaaeeand will immediAtelv re-
tanc l&moQDtp&idir you are disiatisfied. Yoa takeoo rlkk.

<S| «lal 9ti In FRENCH PLUME, extra .|t»l.ij.
<lal CU in> „,,], fibre.. In bl»ck or re t\tl
>n Mm9 approval termn &« above . . . ^w»UU

Wj todsr for FREF. eauloc conUinlnt full lio« and bar-
fflo Freocb and Willow Plumet and learn bow to get
»• nefrs* bj telliDc tiz.

AICAN-AMERICAN OSTRICM FEATHER CO.
tTi Wabuh Ave. 0«pt. 903. Chicago

To Whiten the Teeth
' « eOxyjien (in the form of peroxide of hydrogen) in
Cuoiial renden it »o perfect a cleanser and whilener of
Hie I 1.

itlrts advise iu a>e. Pbyalclaoi prucrlbe It.

ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS
Stmfilt ami koakltl fru o% rifuiit

MclSSON & ROBBINS. NEW YORK

Ne'=BrusselsArt-Rugs3.50
ot to jonr home by express prepaid

IC J B .
I

"""Utiful and nltract-
|"tt*Jia Price* iV") patterns. Made in

»lt «. .„ ""'•"'o™. Kaailykopt

1 . »f 'iA» "^'"'n »"> warranted»1 ft. 4.00U, „,»,. Woven in
• » -. 4.60 one piece. Bf.th sid^a
l'» 2 ft. B.OO i-an be used Sold
''ft. fi.50 direct atone profit,

•'ft. 6.00 Money refunded if

not Batlsfaclory

Re 'atalogtie ihowlng goods In actual colors, sent free

ggj TAL IMPORTING CO.. 691 Botirse BIdg., Phibdelplda

' HARTSHORN
I3HADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of

_
Stewart Kartshom on Ltbel.

Oet " Improved," no tacka required.W d Rollers Tin Rollers

EVERY month of the present yeai-

has recorded an astonishing in-

crease in the consumption of
spirits or beer, or both. The Asso-
ciated Prohibition Press Bulletin for
May 28 last shows as the record of the
United States Internal Revenue De-
partment for the first nine months of
the present year, the following in-
creased consumption of spirits and fer-
mented liquors:

Gals. Spirits. Bbls. Beer.
July and August, 1909, 1,219,999 497,747
September, 1909, 658,395 *132,167
October, 1909, 981,776 * 194,869
November, 1909, 1,120,281 606,947
December, 1909, 1,431,166 *57,345
January, 1910, 1,586,806 177,694
March to April, (latest) 973,768 914,570

Total net increase for
first'9 months of fiscal

year 1910 .... 9,114,977 1,876,529
58,172,337 gals.

Total net increase in gallons
both beer and whisky . . . 67,287,314.
'Decrease.

Since April 1, the monthly reports
for April and May show this additional
increase:

April,
May,

1910.

1910,

Qals. Spirits.
921,340
847,739

Bbls. Beer.
500,705
474,408

Eleven months' total, 10,883,056 2,851.842
98,407,102 gals.

The figures already at hand indicate
that taking the American Grocer's own
bases of value, this year will show not
less than $100,000,000 increase in the
value of liquors consumed over that of
the year to which your editorial and
the American Grocer's article refer.
This is, of course, not quite so encour-
aging from a superficial viewpoint as
the totals for last year seem to be; but
we believe that the increase shown
this year does not in any way mean a
retrograde movement for the tem-
perance or Prohibition reform: on the
contrary, they are a warning and
guide which should not be ignored by
any worker for civic righteousness.

In the first place, the surprising in-

crease in the consumption of liquor
this year is due, to some extent at
least, to the "resumption of prosper-
ity" and the emerging of trade in gen-
eral from the panic of 1907. In the
second place, millions of gallons of
liquor are being sold in defiance of
public sentiment in Prohibition States
and cities under the protection of the
present Federal inter-State regula-
tion.s. In the third place, in almost
every State and district where "no
license" has been hastily won, after an
emotional campaign, the people find

themselves with Prohibition on the

statute books, but with weak, liquor-

sympathizing officials in office, who are
doing their best to nullify the law,

ignore their oaths and shield the law-
breaking agents of outside brewers

and distillers in surreptitious and
illegal sales.

From wide correspondence which
has reached our desk in recent months,
we believe that the people in the coun-
try at large are more strongly in favor
of Prohibition than ever before, and
that these handicaps and alliances of
officials with the liquor outlaws will
soon precipitate a far more indignant
and widely extended uprising on the
part of voters than has already oc-
curred. Prohibitionists are taking a
more active part in the campaign this
year than ever before, the dominant
issue of their platform being every-
where: "Congress must prohibit all

inter-State traffic in liquor," so that
each State of the Union may hereafter
have the full right to settle the liquor
question as it may wish and be no
longer at the mercy of the brewer and
distiller in other States, as at present.
The various leaders of the National
Prohibition movement are being named
for Congress in strategic districts in

every State, and aggressive campaigns
are being launched. We believe that
right here is the point of most vital

importance for all friends of the Pro-
hibition cause— that unless we can
defend the territory already won,
stamp out nullification, and replace
unfaithful officials, bosses and liquor
parties, with able champions of
the people's rights and of Prohibition
as well, there is great danger of losing
much, if not all, of the ground par-
tially won during the last ten years.

These facts by their very importance
demand recognition from all students
of the Temperance and Prohibition re-

form, and reveal a condition of affairs

at present exactly the reverse of that
which appeared to be the situation last

year. That is why I am prompted to

write you thus at length, and I am sure
that in fairness to the temperance
cause you will be glad to give space to

this statement of facts.

Fred D. L. Squibes. ,

Temperance Notes

—Drinkinc; water neither makes a
man sick, nor in debt, nor his wife a
widow.

—

John Neal.

—A WRITER in the American Issue

points out the gratifying fact that

there is not in either House of Con-
gress a member who represents liquor

interests, nor is there any Governor of

a State who is a brewer, or a distiller,

or a wholesale liquor dealer; from
which he logically concludes that the
liquor interest is incapable of bringing
any man to the front or to an honor-
able position in the public service.

(GREAT VAILUE FOB. TMIE MONEY
READERS of The Christian Her-

ald always take a keen interest in

our premium propositions because The
Christian Herald has always "made
good" when it has promised something
attractive in books and pictures to

accompany the paper to the homes of

the members of The Christian Her-
ald Family.

It is doubtful if any other publica-

tion in the country sustains such close

personal relations with its readers.

Thousands of them, on receiving pre-

miums, have sent us warm expressions

of gratitude. It is, of course, impos-

sible to print all of these letters on

account of lack of space, much as we
should like to do so. Below, however,

we give two of recent date, showing
what readers in different parts of the

country think of this year's premiums

:

"Dear Christian Herald: I received

your valuable premiums; I consider the

book Five Hundred Fascinating Ani-

mal Stories alone worth the dollar and

fifty cents which I gave for The Chris-

tian Herald. The picture, "Daugh-

ters of Dorcas," is exquisite, and the
calendar is a little sleeping beauty.

"Yours truly,

"Arlington, N. J. Wm. W. Lee."

Another, writing in the same enthu-
siastic vein, gives her opinion of the

great value of The Christian Her-
ald premiums:

"Dear Sir: Many thanks for the nice

presents, "The Daughters of Dorcas"
and the "Dreamland" Calendar, you
sent me. I do not think I ever re-

ceived so much for $1.50 before in my
life. Have shown and will show them
to others. Hope I can get you some
subscribers, as you will need many to

be able to give so much for the money.
"Mrs. Anna C. Hills.

"Westfield, Mass."
These are but specimens of the. let-

ters which keep coming to our office,

showing the feeling of our readers in

regard to the great efforts put forward
by The Christian Herald to give the
most interesting and valuable pre-
miums at the least cost of any monthly,
weekly or daily in America.

When this baby, George Neil Briscoll, of Norton, Kan-
sas, was four months old, he could not be nourished
until NESTL£'S FOOD was given him. It agreed
with him from the first feeding and he gained a
half a pound in four days. Be is now a year old—
perfectly well and strong—a true NESTLE baby.

Nesdes
Foo3

From the 7th to the 12th
Month Protect Your Baby
for these are the critical months when baby
must be weaned. Don't wean the baby
suddenly. Give it three or four feedings

of mother's milk and one feeding of

NESTLE'S FOOD at first ; than later more
NESTLE'S and less mother's milk; until

finally you use NESTLE'S altogether.

And so, you bridge with NESTLE'S that

critical period when baby first ventures on
something besides its mother's milk.

This is the period when NESTLE'S has been
most wonderfully helpful to mothers and
babies—for NESTLE'S is so close to moth-
er's milk that the baby feels no difference.

Cow's milk will not answer at all for baby
either at this period or at any other period.

Cow's milk contains many elements that

are found in mother's milk, but it doesn't

mix them right. For instance, cow's milk

has too much indigestible curd, and too

little sugar. Besides, cow's milk is full of

germs. Every Board of Health tells you that.

NESTLfi'S FOOD is the richest cow's milk,

secured from sanitary dairies, purified and
modified until it is exactly like mother's milk.

And NESTLES FOOD is easily and quickly

prepared. Just add cold water and boil

two minutes, and you have all ready for the

baby the best substitute for mother's milk
science has yet devised.

Recommended by doctors, by mothers, by
chemists — NESTLE'S FOOD has built

healthy babies in for forty years in every

corner of the globe.

We want to add your baby to onr family of

vigoroas, healthy children, so we will send yon

free a full 25-cent package of NESTLE'S FOOD.

At the same time we will send you our book

on the care of the baby—its clothes—food

—

baths, etc, written by an eminent specialist.

Send the coupon for both now, while it is handy.

HENRI NESTLK, 87 Chambers Street, New York:

Please send me, free, your book and trial package.
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' erve Karoon the table.

Better than honey on hot
biscuit and gives a finer flavor to

griddle cakes than any other sweet.
Agrees with everybody. ^

Eat it 00 Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger Bread

Hot Biscuit Cookies

Waffles Candy

Karo Cook Book-
fifty pages, including thirty

perfect recipes for home candy
making— Free. Send your

name on a post card, today, to

}\

Automobile Jackets,
Blizzard Proof

Outside texture so closely woven It

resists wind and wear alike. Lined
with wool fleece that defies the cold.
Snap fasteners, riveted pockets.

PARKER'S
Arctic Jacket

Registerediri U. S. Patent Office.

Better than an overcoat for facing
coldandworktogether. Warm, dur-
able, comfortable. Askyourdealer,
or sent postpaid on receipt of $2.35.

JOHN H. PARKER CO.. Dept. K,
25 James St., Maiden, Mass.

Salesmen & Saleswomen Wanted
Hundreds of good positions now open, paying from
$1,000 to $5,000 a year and expenses. No former
experience needed to get one of them. We will
teach you to be an expert salesman or saleswoman
by mail and assist you to secure a good position
where you can earn while you learn. Write to-day
for^fnil particulars and testimonials from hundreds
of men and women we have placed in good positions
paying from $100 to $500 a month and expenses.
Address nearest office: Department 226,

NATIONAL SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Chicago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Kansas City, San Frandsco

mJLLb^
The right way—the only sure way—to
remove corns is to use A-Com Salve.
Takes out roots and all, without pain or
dan ger. 1 5 cents at druggists' or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia

CAN WRITE A SHORT STORYf \/^i/ Beginners learn so thorouglily under our perfect
B metliod of training tliat many are able to sell^" their stories before they complete the course. We also help

those who want a market for their stories. AVrite for particulars

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page Boiljing, Chicago

The handy and safe way to keep the

glasses you use to read with is by using a

Ketcham & McDougall
Automatic

Eye -Glass Holder
It is the one Holder that keeps your glasses

entirely out of the way and safe from dropping,

breaking and mislaying. Works automatically.

Don't accept any other kind. Our name on
back guarantees it. Sold by Jewelers and
opticians or by mail, 50c. up.

SS-Style Catalogue Free

Ketcham & HcDoagall, 20 Jolm Street. New York
(In business nearly 80 years)

48 cents]
This Dainty Neck Set—Collar, Ja-

Brooch and 2 Baby Pins, Post-paid
—All ready to wear—the handsomest, most stylish
and best quality ever sold at so low a price. If you are not
more than delighted with it, send it back and

We'll Refund Your Money.
COLLAR — Imported, all-over, broad imit. Irish Crochet,

trimmed with white satin band and bow; boned: sizes 12 to 18.

JABOT—Fine imported pleated net edged with broad Irish

Crochet lil<e collar.

BROOCH—Large oval of beautiful irridescent pearl.

BABY PINS—Two dainty collar fasteners of pearl match-
ing brooch.
Set No. 118, 5 articles,

complete, 48 cents, sent
anywhere postage paid.
Send stamps or money
order. State neck size.

Free
Catalog

Jewelry, Purses, Neckwear, Laces, Embroideries,
Handkerchiefs, Ribbons, Belts, Combs, etc.

Here, In this tii-a«tifQl 1 AI.I. IlEUZFELDKK CATALOG are pages
and paces of imiflleis.swcati-ra.vcilinj's, brooches, bracelets, nnss—
with all the charm and freshness of new and exclusive style. And
IIEIIZFELDEH PRICES represent opiiortiniities-KEAL VALUE.S
that mean actual savings for yon. I'Wery article lias our Ironclad
guarantee of SATI.SKACTION or MONEY 14ACK. You need this
catalog. Don't go without it—simply send us your name and address
—we'll mall It to you free.

1 05 I. Water Steeet.NEW YORK CITYHERZFELDER & SON

Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

A. B. C, Leavenworth, Kan. A girl in Leav-
enworth, on January 1, 1910, completed her
nineteenth year of attendance at the Pres-
byterian Sabbath School without missing a
Sunday, and is now in her twentieth year

of this record. Do you know of a longer
record than this for a young person?

It is certainly a wonderful record and she

must have begun very young. We have had
longer records of unbroken attendance, but they

were from much older people. We would be

glad to hear from any reader who knows of a
better record than this for a girl or boy under
twenty.

S. J. L., Memphis. By what race was the god
Ra worshiped ? What does he represent ?

Ra was one of the Egyptian gods. He was
identified with the sun. He is represented in

sculpture as a hawk-headed man. The god Osiris

only exceeded him in importance.

F. B., Peri-y, Mich. What is the meaning of
the word "generation" as used in Scripture,
and how shall we determine the date of the
beginning or end of one generation, to dis-

tinguish it from another ?

"Generation" is used in a variety of senses

in the Scriptures. In some cases, it means a
period of limitless duration ; in others it means
the past (Isa. 51 : 8), and still others the future

(Ps. 100:5) ; again it means both the past and
future (Ps. 102: 24). In Gen. 6 : 9 it means
all men living at any given time. In Prov.

30: 11, 14 it refers to a class of men with some
special characteristics, and in Ps. 49 : 19 it may
be interpreted to mean the "dwelling-place." A
generation, in modern phraseology, means
thirty to thirty-five year.s, but there is no in-

stance of the word being used in this particular

sense in the Bible. Thus, "the book of the
generation of Jesus Christ" is a genealogical

record extending back to Abraham. In I. Peter
2 : 9 it means an elect race.

W. E. D., Alturas, Calif. Did Christ ever en-
tertain Judas as his special guest at table,
and if so where can I find the record of it

in the Bible?

There is no record that Judas was so enter-

tained at any time, to the exclusion of the other
disciples. It is reasonable to suppose that he
was present with the others when they sat

down to meat and that he took part in all of

their activities, traveling with them, and act-

ing as their steward and almoner (John 12 : 6 ;

13: 29).

Subscriber, Neb, A minister here lately said
that the most successful church in New York
City had a pool room, billiard table and dance
hall. What constitutes a successful church ?

Is it members ? If these amusements are not
only to be tolerated, but encouraged in the
church, where is the dividing line? And why
should we try to get our young people into the
church when they can get all these amuse-
ments on the outside without any compunc-
tions of conscience?

The church is not a free-and-easy, a concert
hall, an amusement parlor or a school of dancing
and deportment. It is the Lord's house, where,
under a good and faithful pastor, the people are
taught the vital truths of religion and the way of
salvation. The true criterion of a church's suc-
cess is not the extent and variety of its social

diversions, Tnor the attractiveness of its enter-
tainments, however innocent and wholesome these
may be in themselves, but the spiritual char-
acter and godly lives of its people, and their
earnest and faithful efforts for the extension of
Christ's kingdom in the hearts of men. The poor-
est church, financially, may be the richest in

spiritual gifts and graces. There are many ad-
vantages in having a social side to the church,
but it should not be overdone and should never
hinder or obscure the real mission of the church
which is the winning of immortal souls.

H. H. K., Halifax, Nova Scotia. Is the panorama
a recent invention, or was this style of picture
known to the ancients ?

The panorama was the invention of Robert
Barker, who made a circular painting of the city
of Edinburgh, and exhibited it there about 1788.
Barker went to London and started other exhibi-
tions, giving to them the name panorama. He
died April, 1806.

A. S., Washington, D. C. Please explain the
parable of the unclean spirit. Matt. 12

:

43-45. When the unclean spirit has gone
out of a man, it is commonly supposed that
he is a believer in Christ, and just why he
should take seven other spirits worse than
himself (if this refers to the man) puzzles
me.

This exceedingly vivid illustration resembles
those in Luke 11: 21-26. In both of the latter
the soul is pictured as a residence of the evil

one. In the one parable (Luke 11: 22) this

mysterious enemy is described as strong ; in
the other as unclean. But here the resemblance
ceases. The strong enemy is grappled with and
overcome, and the house is permanently occu-
pied by the victor ; but in the other case, the
unclean enemy goes out only to come in again,
in which case "the last state of that man is

worse than the first." Both are cases of con-

version ; but in one it is partial and al
and in the other, thorough and enduring
sevenfold diabolic force is a figure of
seven being the symbolical number of cm
ness. Now, here is the great point of
ence between these two men: the one i

and with divine help overcame, and t'

took Christ into his heart to fully occupy
other succeeded for a time in driving the
out, but he did not take Christ in. Th-
ence of Christ in the heart, in full pos:
is the best defense against the attacks ol

G. R. B., Pilot's Point, Tex. Is there a
ference in the terms Holy Ghost anc
Spirit?

They are synonymous. The Holy Gl
Spirit is the title of the third Person
Godhead.

A. t^., Benn, Ind. Please explain Rom
1. Cor. 16 : -20 ; I. Peter 5 : 14.

The custom of kissing by way of sal
prevailed among the Jews, and was ado
the Christian churches as the symbol
higher fellowship than it had ever ex
before. It was simply an expression of
tian affection and brotherhood, and w
printed on the forehead or cheek.
Oriental churches in early times, it wa:
after the celebration of the Supper. Tl
sages in Corinthians and Peter refer
kiss of Christian love or "charity," af

'

Lord's Supper, when it was given as s

of mutual forgiveness and the forgettini
dissensions.

L. J. J., Harper's Ferry, W. Va. W
came of Count Pulaski's famous

his troops carried in the Ar

five,

iThe

ffer-

sted

'. he

;the

ciny

dif.

Jolv

t or

the

tion

d in

ssetl

iri-.

this

the

which
Revolution ?

The banner is in the possession of tht aiy.
land Historical Society.

Referring to a recent paragrraph in The ail-

Bag on the development of the modem ^an,

G. K. Westwood, Denver, Col., writes that was
probably much earlier than the time of i lim-

edes, to whom it is usually attributed.

Mr. Westwood adds: "The 'pan-pipes' co ined

no minor chords, being even at the prese date

purely diatonic in character, and as Jul 'was

the father of these music-makers, the orgs nust

have been invented long before the FIooc r at

least long before Archimedes. It is my bel that-

these ancients had instruments of a mor evo-

tional tone in their orchestral movemeni han

we have to-day. Take Ps. 150 as an examp or a

full orchestra. As we read it, we can i ?ine

the combination of effect in the continuous jise'

that resounds through the psalm, reac ,g a

crashing climax in the si.xth verse. 'Let cry-

thing that hath breath praise the Lord, .aise

ye the Lord.'

"

J. W. P., Pittsburg, Pa. How does a sh leid

divide the sheep from the goats in iles-

tine?

The Oriental shepherd calls his sh( by

sounds and signals which they are trai 1 to

know. One peculiar call is used to se irate

his flock from that of other shepherds, i to

bring it to the watering troughs, and s ther

distinctive call will send his flock back i the

field. The sheep know the call of the- 5wn

shepherd. Dogs are employed in sheep-t lins

and are of the greatest assistance to tht lep-

herd, so that when he calls his sheep the

right side, to separate them from the ats,

the dogs drive the goats to the left. W ave

no reliable data as to the distance betwec :ei-

tain points in Syria, but you can cstin J it

on the scale furnished with most of the ips.

L. T., Atlantic City. Who wrote "God ade

two great lights, great for their

man, the greater to have rule by d.

They are by Milton and appear in BoO;*''- .

of Paradise Lost, line 346. i

M. B., Decatur, la. Has a man a legal glit
(

to change his name to any other hW ;

choose ? '

Two cases of this kind came up in th -

York courts recently, which show how

may differ. One judge refused to entert:

application for change of a name, whii

petitioner claimed was detrimental to 1

business, but which the court pronounce

honorable name, easy to pronounce and c

spell." Another judge, on a different ai

tion, ruled that a person may change his i"

without resort to legal proceedings, and t •

all purposes, the name thus assumed will

legal as if it had been borne from birth,

seems to be need of an authoritative ruli

the subject.

J. H. E., Philadelphia, Mrs. J. M. B.,

fort, S. C, W. B. J., Glade Spring, Va jnd

several other readers have written us regi '"S

the paragraph in The Mail-Bag of Aug' •>

relative to infant baptism in the early Chi ja"

Church. A. B. U., Boston, points out na

J
Lydia (Acts 16: 14, 15) "was an activelfs^l

ness woman, without a husband," and *'*' " ,1
had no children in her household, of her o « 1

least. He adds that "there is no mea «

determining whether there were or "^'V
children of immature age in the househ

Stephanus (L Cor. 1: 15) and that the ro

remark applies practically to Crispus (Ac

Continued on next page
: !
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E,KE-SHOPS KNEE-DEEP IN

T SEWAGE

Rher a Startling Announcement—But

hat Was the Condition of the

Chicago Bake-shops After a

Heavy Rain-storm—Where
is Your Bread Baked?

Continued from preceding page

akeries knee deep in sewage ? Sounds

r;ier startling, doesn't it ? And yet this

w the condition in which many Chicago

beries were found by the health in-

si-tor after a rain-storm. Do you buy

Vtr bread? If so, you will be interested

iDie following extract from the article

b' Burton J. Hendrick in McClure's

i razine for August

:

'An inspection showed that there

ere about fifteen hundred bake-

iops in Chicago, nearly all of them

;low the pavement line. They were

rty, begrimed catacombs, heated

ith blazing red furnaces, thickly

jpulated with white -garmented,

isty-faced, slow-moving figures.

)metimes the bakers not only baked

It slept in these caverns. They
50 used them as a shelter for their

rsonal pets—in one sixteen dogs

;re found. Naturally, it was not

rprising that an impure air disease

:e tuberculosis found many of its

:tims here. The Health Commis-
)ner created a mild panic when he

manded suddenly that the worst

Chicago's bake-holes be closed

Id their occupants move into the

nlight. Then .came the familiar

k about 'personal liberty' a tyran-

:al bureaucrat was interfering with

2 bakers' constitutional rights.'

St then, however, an old-fashioned

licago rain-storm set in, and the

.vers backed water. Chicago
irned that it's 'staff of life' was
ing kneaded and baked by hard
irking men and women who were
.mding a foot or two in sewage."

;re is "food for thought." Of course

the are clean bakeries and foul bakeries.

Tl e may be some doubt about ordinary

ba ries, but when it comes to shredded
whit biscuit you know it is clean and
pu and wholesome. It contains the

en a wheat grain—not simply the white
flo in the wheat kernel, which is

mdy starch—but all the rich, muscle-
mi ng and brain-building material in the

wl;2 wheat grain, thoroughly cleaned,

stei cooked, shredded and then baked
cri and golden brown, in a two-million-

do r sunlit bakery—the cleanest, finest

bairy in the world. Two of these
shilded wheat biscuits eaten for break-
fas vith milk or cream will supply all the
str gth needed for a half day's work
amwill keep one in healthy, vigorous
coi tion. It is the only cereal breakfast
foe that makes wholesome combinations
wit fruit. Ask your grocer for it and
givit a trial.

8) and Cornelius (Acts 10: 2). Of course, the
circumcision applied to male infants only. It

should not be forgotten that Paul (in Col. 2:
11) speaks of the Colossian Christians as hav-
ing been circumcised with a circumcision made
without hands, when they were buried with
Christ in baptism. The obvious reason for the
comparison of the two rites (according to the
view of leading commentators) is that circum-
cision was the entrance to the Jewish church
and the ancient covenant, and baptism to the
Christian Church and the new covenant. The
spiritual resemblance might be carried even
further. It need not be contended that infant
baptism has or has not Scriptural warrant, and
we do not know of any such contention. We
can judge, however, from the view taken by the
leaders of the Christian Church. The Augs-
burg Confession (Art. 9) states that baptism
ought to be administered to children. The
Westminster Confession (Art. 28) holds that

the infants of believing parents should receive

baptism. The 17th article of the M. E. Church,
the articles of the Church of England and the
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States (Art. 27) take the same ground.

S. D.« E., Grand View, la. In Isa. 40: 31,
please explain the meaning of the words
"mount up," then "run," then "walk."

The use of the descending climax, as it

is kngwn in rhetoric, is here designed to
describe in every attitude the praying, wait-
ing child of God, who is strong in the Lord. It

is not, as some might suppose, a case of back-
ward progress or backsliding ; but may be in-

terpreted as meaning that in the strength of
youth they shall mount, in the vigor of middle
life they shall still run, and even in old age
they shall walk and not faint, who trust in Him.

R. S., Bronxville, N. Y. From what do we
get our expression "to raise a hue and
cry"?

In ancient days in England it was the process
of summary pursuit and arrest of a criminal
caught in the act. It was the duty of every
citizen to raise "the hue and cry," as it was
called, and join in it. A felon caught by this

volunteer posse with the evidence of his crime
on him was not entitled to be heard in his

defense, but on the evidence of the fact and
the "hue and cr>s" was convicted and executed.
It ended about the thirteenth century as a legal

process, but the term is still used loosely for a
disturbance.

Mrs. B. D., Minneapolis, Minn. Now that our
population, according to the new census,
will be in the neighborhood of 100,000,000,
how do we compare with the older coun-
tries ?

The United States now has a larger pop-
ulation than any country in Europe, except
Russia. These are the figures : European Russia,
129,000,000 ; Germany, 63,000,000 ; Austria-
Hungary, 50,000,000 ; Great Britain, 45,000,000 ;

France, 39,000,000; Italy, 33,000,000; Spain,
20,000,000. The greatest gains abroad in

population have beer, made by Germany and
Russia, and the smallest by France. Our own
census, however, will not quite reach the hun-
dred million point.

M. M., Fayetteville, Ark. Is the "fruit pigeon"
native to the United States?

No ; it is only found in the Old World. Most
of them are in India or the Malay Archipelago.

They live entirely on fruit. None are in this

country unless they have been imported by
pigeon fanciers.

S. T.. Fort Perry, Can. What is the signifi-

cance of the name "God" ?

"God" is from the same Saxon root as
"good," thus expressing the divine benignity
as the leading attribute of the most general

term for the Deity. It has its equivalent in

the Hebrew El, the Arabic Al, the Syrian Ilo,

and the Phoenician El. The word "God" has
come to signify, in Christian use, the Maker
and Ruler of the world.

E. F., Greenwich, N. Y. Was there ever more
than one Queen of England named Anne?

Yes ; there were two. The first was Anne,
daughter of the Earl of Warwick. She was
born in 1456 and died in 1485. Richard of

Gloucester compelled her to marry him and
when he became king under the title of Rich-
ard III. in 1483 she became queen. The second
was the Queen Anne who had so much to do
with our colonial history. She was born in

1665 and died in 1714. She was the second
daughter of James I., and married to Prince
George of Denmark. The death of King Wil-
liam occurring in 1702, the terms of the Dec-
laration of Rights made Anne queen and she
was crowned April 23, 1702.

Miscellaneous
C. T. W., Shaw, Ore. 1. No; there are no

sacrifices now offered in Jerusalem. 2. Linda
Vista means "beautiful view."

Reader, Patchogue, N. Y. 1. He would still

be your uncle by marriage, by virtue of his
previous alliance. 2. You will find the informa-
tion in Who's Who. 3. Episcopalian.

S. M. S., Mansfield, O., writes calling atten-
tion to the fact that the Daily Signal of Zanes-
ville, O. (not Mansfield), is entitled to a place
of honor among the newspapers that do not
print liquor advertisements.

F. K. R., Wilber, Neb. 1. It is a duty to obey the
law of the land. The Scripture (N. T.) recognizes
only one cause for divorce. Unquestionably, many
divorces are granted unjustly and for totally inad-
equate reasons. 2. Such cases have happened. If
both are truly repentant, there might be no legal
or moral objection.

Reader, Dawn, Mo. 1. The Epistle of James,
as the opening verse shows, was written by the
apostle personally, and is addressed not to any
individual or particular community, but to
Christians generally. 2. Revelation is supposed
to have been written by John the Divine. There
has been much discussion over the authorship,
but the general belief of the majority of Chris-
tians in all ages has been in favor of John.
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—Tilt: SEVENTY-FIFTH anniversary of the
Palmer Holiness Meeting will be celebrated in
the Seventeenth Street Methodist Episcopal
Church, New York City, Sunday, September 25.

—An ordained clergyman, experienced as an
evangelist, would take charge of mission work
or fill openings as pulpit supply. Unsectarian,
Hebrew and Greek scholar, with degrees from
two leading universities. He may be addressed,
"Pastor, care of The Christian Herald."
—That the "man on the street" is more

than willing to listen to an out-door Gospel
message, briefly and tersely put, is one of the
clearly outstanding facts demonstrated by the
National Bible Institute's summer campaign.
The week-day services show no falling off in

point of numbers and the Sunday meetings
continue to be of an increasingly encouraging
character.
—Missionary Wm. C. Tekrii,, of the M. E.

Mission, Inhambane, East Africa, writes ac-

knowledging the gifts of Mrs. Laura Dodd and
Mr. Andrew H. Dawley for the work at that
station. He adds : "The parish we have herfe

contains 3,000,000 souls. To evangelize these

people we have fifteen missionaries, which
means one to every 200,000. The entire out-

station work is carried on by special gifts. Calls

by the score reach us each week to open new
work. Native chiefs pleaded with me when
making my final round of the district a few
weeks ago to send them teachers. They say

that they are too old to learn to believe in the

white man's God, but they want their children

taught to believe. I promised to do my best to

send teachers."

The American Purity Federation is about

to open a vigorous campaign in the interests

of the fight against White Slavery, and the

general suppression of vice. Among the work-

ers who will accompany the party are Ernest

A Belt and Arthur Burrage Farwell, of Chi-

cago ; Rev. Dr. J. G. Shearer, Toronto, Canada

;

Mrs. Delia Thompson Lutes, Cooperstown, N.

Y • Mrs. E. M. Whittemore, New York City:

Mr. James H. Patten, Washington, D. C. ;
Mr.

John B. Hammond and Mrs. A. B. Sims, Ues

Moines, la.: Professor T. W. Shannon St.

Louis: Dr. Emma F, A. Drake, Denver; Rabbi

Tobias Schanfarber, Chicago ; Mr. W. L. Clark,
Leamington, Ontario : Mr. J. Frank Chase,
Boston ; Owen O. Wiard, Springboro, Pa. Ar-
rangements for conventions in various cities
are now being made.

^The Winona Assembly and Summer
School Association has just closed the most re-
markable year in its history. Its "Sunday
School End" is one of its great right arms.
Not only does it maintain a strong Sunday
School during the Assembly and Bible Confer-
ence (the attendance upon which sometimes
exceeds 2,500), but for twelve days preceding
the Bible Conference there was held a "Summer
Training School for AH Sunday School Work-
ers," with the strongest faculty ever assembled
for a school of this character. The Bible Con-
ference exceeded in attendance and strength all

previous conferences. The great auditorium
was filled each day to hear such noted pulpit
celebrities as Drs. Woelfkin, G. Campbell
Morgan, J. Wesley Hill, George Stuart, Melvin
E. Trotter and others. Dr. Hill's addresses on
"Socialism and the Church" have had large
hearing, especially by ministers.

—Missionaries H. C. and Nellie Bartel write
from Tsao Hsien, China: "We are living in

the southwest corner of Shantung in one of the
most thickly populated districts of China.
There are so many poor people who cannot
make a living. Grain is high and work
scarce. A widow has no way at all to support
her children if she has no income. She can
work out for her living, gets about 300 to 400
coppers a year, which amounts to about $1.50
American money. It is, therefore, a great
blessing if such children are taken up so the
mother can make her living. If a poor widower
has children they are, as a rule, no better off

than the form.er, because the only way to

make a living is to work : he earns about half

again as much as the woman, but it is not
enough to support a child, and there is no place
to put them. We have taken up quite a few
children, who had no one at all and were just

going from place to place begging. Chinese
have told me that more than half of the thieves

and robbers have taken to this profession be-

cause they had no way to make a living."

WHIT.
HOUSB
AND XBA

White House Coffee is put up for

those who want a dependable article of

intrinsic value, and are willing to pay a

fair price. That price is not high, cer-

tainly not extravagant, as your own
experience will prove.. You can buy

White House Coffee in any business

center of this country. Its wonderful

growth in sales in 20 years is the best

proof that its splendid standard of qual-

ity is not approached by other brands.

We offer it as the best Coffee sold bj

anybody anywhere.

White House Teas (5 distinct flavors)

are just as good as White House Coffee.

Both Coffee and Teas are in the "All-

Tin" cans that keep all goodness in, all

badness out.

DWINELL-WRIGHT CO.,

Principal Coffee Roasters,

BOSTON—CHICAGO.

Hot Water Bo;it|c
^nd Cbmbjnation Fountaii^Synnge

71 blessing
to every
metnber

Mpiiy

No se.ams, joints
or cement to give
way, even though
flUed with boiling
water. N o wire used
in the construction
to eventually destroy
the rubber.
Never disappoints.

Most economical be-

Insist —M— cause it will outlast two
npouthe ^Ul ordinary bottles. Costs
Walpole Fiisible ^^ no more than many others.

Core Hot Water
Bottle of your druggist. If lio cannot supply you. order

from us direct, giving his name, enclosing express or

money order, and we will send it prepaid. Remember our

guarantee (instead of "Caution") is your protection.

lqt.,$1.75: 2qt.,$2: 3 qt.,$2.25; 4 qt.,$2. 50. Combi-

nation HotWaterBottleand Syringe, 2qt.,$2.75; 3qt.,$3.

WALPOLE RUBBER CO., 185 Summer St., Boston, Mass. J

POST CARDS
10 Hallowe'en, 10c. I 10 General Subjects, 10c.

lO Thanksgiving, 10c. I
lO Birthday, - - - 10c.

Any three packages mailed for 25 cents.
SO cents per 100 cards—assorted designs.

MADISON AKT COMP.\NY, MADISON, CONN.
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Soda Crackers

Safe From
Contamination

IJNEEDA Biscuit, in their dust tight,

moisture proof package, are pro-
tected against all those harmful
elements to which bulk soda crackers

are open— dust, germs, dampness,
odors, handling, and even insects.

Maybe you've seldom thought
about the matter. Maybe you've
never realized as you've tried to eat

a tasteless, tough, ordinary cracker,

what uncleanliness and deterioration

it has gone through.

Be on the safe side!—
Buy Uneeda Biscuit

!

.^^
6C^

NATIONAL
BISCUIT.
COMPANY

(Never sold

in bulk)

for a package

LADY WANTED
To introduce onr very complete Fall line of beantifol
wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy vaistlngs, silks,

hdkfs, petticoats, etc. Up to date N. Y. City Patterns.
Finest line on the market. Dealing direct with the mills
you will And our prices low. If others can make $10.00

to $30.00 weekly you can also. Samples, full instructions
in neat sample case, shipped express prepaid. No money
required. Exclusive territory. Write for particulars.
Be first to apply.

Standard Dress Goods Company,DepLB.96.,Biiishaintoii,N.Y.

PATENTS That Protect and Pay•*****-"•'*'-' Advice and Books FREE.
Rates Reasonable. Highest References. Best Services.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Fatent Lawyer,WASBIN6I0N, D.C.

TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or giveyou doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.
ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 Pomace St.,Rocbe8ler,N.Y.

Prices from
$2 to $12
For hard or
Soft Coal
wood or gas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

Returnable examination copies of the great hymn book

HALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needingnew books
THE UlUIiOH & MAI.X CO., i\ew York or ( hiciigo.

Great Neckwear Bargain
FEET

59

No. A H 82495. The be«t value ever offered. Includes one tum-down collar of elaborate rose design, neatly

trimmed with Val lace; one im. Irish Crochet bow of newest imported design, and 12 imported lum-over collars,

Switzerland's latest productions. Our Money-back Guarantee of satisfaction applies to every purchase.

17 II Cj I K Ir PRFP Covering latest imported styles in Laces, Neckwear, Embroidery, Curtains,Waists,

f 311 Oty16 DOOK r IvEiCi Fun and Ladies' Wear. Write (or it today and leam how to dress well at small expense.

VALENCIA LACE & EMBROIDERY CO., Depl. AH, 416 Broadway and 276 Canal St., New York

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Craft

OF all the parables spoken by
Christ, we might expect young
women to be most interested in

that about the ten virgins, and the

same might be said of all women. But
we are not therefore to conclude that

there is nothing in it for boys and men,
for they all have mothers; most of

them have sisters, and men have wives
and daughters.

The Wise and Foolish Virgins

"Five of them were foolish, and five

were wise." They were all waiting for

the coming of the bridegroom, after

the Oriental fashion, and it was away
into the night; all Oriental weddings
occur in the night. Both the wise
virgins and the foolish ones slumbered.
The waiting was so long, it was right

that they should sleep. Their lamps
were all gone out or going out—noth-

ing wrong about that; the lamps'were
very small, holding only a few spoon-

fuls of oil. Double up your hand by
pressing your fingers against your
thumb and you will have a shape that
quite represents one of those lamps.
The cry of "The bridegroom!" came
about midnight and awoke the ten

sleepers, and they proceeded to trim
their lamps that they might join the
bridegroom's procession, and enter into

the house with him. Five of them
could not trim their lamps, because
they had brought no oil with them;
they were the "foolish ones." But five

had brought oil in small flasks, and
they filled their lamps and lighted

,

them; they were wise.

Did the foolish ones ask oil of the
•wise ones? Yes, they did, but they
were refused. Shall we say that the
"wise" were selfish? Not so, they had
only enough for themselves, and if they
had divided it, there would not have
been enough for either! Those who
had no oil went away to try to buy
some. We are not told whether or not
they succeeded in getting oil, but they
came back asking to be allowed to

enter the house, for in the meantime
the bridegroom had come, and the door
had been shut. But they received in-

stead the word to go away: "Ye can
not enter now."
Why did not the five virgins who

had gone in try to help their disap-
pointed sisters? Perhaps they might
have passed their burning lamps out
to them. We may share many things
which we have, but there are some
things which can not be shared.

What Each Person Must Acquire

A gentleman thus tells about his
younger brother who was to make his
first speech. "He was dreading the
ordeal and when he came on the plat-

form and began to speak he showed
his lack of confidence. I would will-

ingly have given him the benefit of my
experience, but that was impossible.
And so it is that a Christian often
desires to impart to others his joy and
happiness from trusting in Christ, but
this is impossible; each person must
acquire it for himself by faith."

Undoubtedly Christians have helped
others to acquire this faith. To com-
municate to others the Light we have
in our souls is a duty laid upon us by
our God for women as well as men.
A heathen woman in a zenana, listen-

ing to a missionary lady reading the
Bible to her, remarked: "Really, your
Bible must have been written by a
woman; it contains so many kind
things about us. Our Shastras (sacred
books) say nothing but what is hard
of us."

In the Bible we have brief refer-
ences to about one hundred women,
each reference giving us a positive or
negative fragment of the divine pic-

ture of a true woman ; all together give

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
October 2, 1910. The Wise and Foolish Virgrins.
Matt. 25 : 1-13. Golden Text :

" Be ye therefore
ready also; for the Son of man cometh at an hour
when ye think not." Luke 12 : 40.

us God's idea of the "exdent
woman." The Bible has nothiV to
say against physical beauty; c'the
contrary it tells us of the rema able
beauty of Rebecca and Esther; h the
beauty which the Bible exalts i that
which is more than skin dee] -the
beauty of character, which is "h|.uti-

ful to God" and "a joy forever." ^ot«
this fact, that the women of pai his-
tory whose faces and forms seem jau-
tiful and lovely are those whosi ives

were noble and heroic; not those nose
lives were b^se and useless. WHs it

that your imagination paints ary,
the mother of Christ, and Mf of
Bethany with lovely faces? Also
Hannah, and Deborah, and I:hel,

and Rebecca. Why do we thi: of

Jezebel, Athaliah, Herodias ancSap-
phira with unpleasant, even rej sive

faces? It is because in the lighjof a
thousand years beauty of soul akes

the deepest impression. Beauti I in-

deed must have been the face the

Syro-Phoenician mother filled with

earnest prayer for her daughte and
the face of the Samaritan ^ man
thrilled with enthusiasm for 1 ding

her townspeople to Christ. All ices,

whether of men or women, tl mgh
which the soul looks toward the arist

are beautiful indeed.
||

True Ornaments for Womeii

In all ages of the world wometiave
given much attention to ornaints.

But there are two kinds of ornaBnts,

those of the spirit and those c^gold

and gems. Think of Cleopatra with

her precious ornaments of gold, t no

ornaments of grace. Think of . ;ebel

with her queenly adornments, t so

vile within that she is spoken f as

"the bloody Mary" of the first re ious

persecution. Compare with h De-

borah, who is remembered < the

leader of the first praying c-sade

against the enemies of God.
The most precious necklace at a

woman can wear is "the arlet

thread" of faith in Christ bequ.thed

by the converted Rahab. By th sign

Rahab and all her householc were

saved when Jericho fell.

Another ornament for worn
given by the hand of Dorcas : In stry.

Many young ladies desire to nake

their names immortal by theii oens,

but Dorcas did it with her needl She

is even more famous for her cha -able

sewing than the four daught s of

Philip for their preaching. The men

of the Orient unconsciously cure

more erect carriage and firme step

than other women by carrying b dens

on their heads. So responsibili am

activity give any woman iir ovec

bearing. Dorcas sends down als is ai

ornament for women the brae it oJ

benevolence. The most beautifi ham

is the hand that gives. In oliEng

land it was formerly the custi lo'

wealthy families to give bread )
tni

poor on certain days by the hid o:

the mistress at the castle gati on

was therefore called "Lafdy," ir ninj

the loaf giver, afterward conictei

to the word "Lady." The true dy
'

one who gives bread not only '' "

bodies, but also for the souls (
men

bread of sympathy, prayer, 1
pi"'

ness, especially the bread of lifevnic

saves the soul from sin and hell '

noli

ness and heaven.

The Legend of St. Elizabe

One of the old legends of St

beth, of Hungary, wife of Km
pictures the beauty of the tn;

the loaf-giver. She was accusti

spend much of her time, whene

harsh king was away from n

visiting the poor, a custom h

band opposed bitterly. One

day when she was thus engag'

her robe full of bread for the

she unexpectedly met her h

When the king asked her what

doing, she did not answer, b

Continued on next page
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essed the robe more firmly together.

9 opened the mantle, but found only

d and white roses. The legend says

e thus escaped censure by the

iraculous transformation of bread

;to roses, a type of the fact that God
ansfigures all benevolence intobeauty

.

The two mites that the poor widow
ve to God's cause have made a

eater stir in the world than all the

ms which the richest women of that

e possessed. And so the twenty-five

liars' worth of ointment which

iry of Bethany poured in loving

atitude upon the feet of Jesus has

lit forth a wider fragrance than all

•; costly perfumes of the richest

;man matrons of that day. Such
men as Dorcas and Mary of Beth-

;y we must class with those five wise
-gins who carried oil in their vessels.

,id there are many like them in the
' rid to-day. Take for example that

lole woman of India, who died more
linayearago—Lilavati Singh. She
]d come to the United States to raise

1 ney to build a Christian college for

1; women of her land. When she was
i the hospital, and thought to be
levering, she said : "I thought I was
{ ng to die and go to heaven; then
{•haps the women of America would
Isorry, and would finish my work as
£ memorial to me, and all would be
^ll with me and with it." That
Die and beautiful life must avail for
rv life to the people for whom she
^nted to live, and for whom she even
d'ed to die. Also to be classed with
t- five wise virgins are the Bible

S^men in heathen lands—more than
'd: thousand of such women are em-
yed and superintended by various
sionaries. It is related that in

ea a Bible woman named Sarah
persuaded a large number of

men to destroy the things in their
[ises connected with devil-worship,
woman who had been a mutang

(reeress) heard of the Holy Doc-
;;ie through Sarah and asked that
be allowed to be a follower. She
told that her first step would be to

ftroy all the things used by her as a
n'tang. To this she willingly agreed,
a during one of the regular visits of

( k S^er Sarah the whole mutang equip-
DM DT-it was burned in the courtyard

—

> is itir which prayer was offered in the
•1 ? h'se, which the woman said "now felt
•jgi cln and peaceful." After that, she
iirl| a: her household became regular at-

)mi t«;lants at religious classes and ser-

g|
The "Jesus Teachers" of Burma

^ai . Burmese Bible woman quaintly
,0 Kl: "Formerly the people's faces
itf we turned away from us, and they

«*
;

!

called us reproachfully the Jesus
women, but now they call us respect-
fully the Jesus teachers."

In Madagascar a Christian Bible
woman was sent to visit ten cities,

where there were few people who ever
entered a place of Christian worship,
and where the majority could neither
read nor write. At first she found the
people very difficult to approach; they
would shut themselves up in their
houses or hide in the fields when she
came among them; but after a while
those who used to run away became
most anxious to see her, and would
ask her into their houses and listen to
her willingly. When she could not
reach the women in their homes she
followed them to the fields, and talked
to them there. And so she works
while she waits for the coming of the
Bridegroom.

Noble Women of Our Lemd

We do not need to go to heathen
lands to find women who by their good
works done in Christ's name are
worthy of being classed with the five

wise virgins. "There are many such
noble women in our own land, whose
names are well known to us. A far
larger number of such women are
known only to those whom they lov-
ingly and constantly help. God and the
angels know all about them, and that
is far better than to be known of men.
The old sexton's wife sitting in the
ancient church talking to the new
curate was one of these. "They did
say, sir, that I was a pretty girl once.

I'm not much to look at now." And
the curate thought her memory of it

was as sweet as the old fragrance left

in the withered leaves of roses. "But
it du not matter, du it, sir? Beauty
is only skin deep." "I don't believe
that," he answered, "beauty is as deep
as the heart at least." "Well, to be
sure, my old husband du say I be as
handsome in his eyes as ever I be. But
I beg your pardon, sir, for talkin'

about myself. I believe it was the old
church." "The old church did not lead
you into any harm, then," replied the
curate. "The beauty that is in the
heart will shine out of the face some
day again, be sure of that. And after
all there is just the same kind of

beauty in a good old face that there is

in an old church. You can't say the
church is so trim and neat as it was
the day that the first blast of the organ
filled it as with a living soul. The
carving is not quite so sharp, the tim-
bers are not quite so clean. 'There is a
good deal of mould and worm-eating
and cobwebs about the old place, yet
both you and I think it more beautiful

that it was then."

Tl^e Adveff-tSsep's StoT^y
(TTTE are afraid that many people miss one of the most significant features

[ '\/ of the advertising column. Good advertising means the telling of a
r f story. We read papers and magazines to get the pleasure and educa-
jti al benefit to be derived from the world's events; stories of travel, progress,
cc^enience, catastrophes; stories political, social, and religious. But the
[ecorial pages give little or no information relative to the mercantile side of life.

And so the men who labor and invent for our comfort at home, or the man-
I Uj;turers who place their goods on the market, must tell their stories by means
oi aid advertisements. In fact, many if not most of the conveniences you now
eny were probably brought to your attention in one way or another through
thadvertising column.

There are 65 of these little business stories in this issue of The Chris-
Tii Herald, told by thoroughly reliable advertisers in whom we have
coidence. You can learn something to your advantage by reading these adver-
ti^-nents, and you will at least find them interesting because the modern
acirtiser must necessarily make his advertising copy as interesting as the

I edjrial copy in order to hold the attention of the reader. He also knows that
ni story must bear the stamp of truth or else it will not be believed. In fact,
yc could put in a very profitable evening, reading just the advertisements in

/'Christian Herald and considering the great commercial activities which
mire them.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
^iiSTiAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
wi must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
adrtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
01 le appearance of the advertisement.

s-vpM For 38 years GARLAND Stoves and Ranges

have had the greatest sale of any stoves and

A ranges in the world. The line comprises
' Stoves and Ranges, Furnaces, Gas Ranges

^ and Appliances. The GARLAND costs you

no more than stoves and ranges of ,inferior

de. Secure the World's Best V

Write us for Free book suod choice recipes which will be mailed

to you on receipt of your request. Ask your dealer to show you

GARLAND StIfPand RangJ
BAKEWELU COOK WELL! HEAT WELL! THEREFORE, ALL'S WELUJ

l;unaaces,Gas Ranges and^AppUances
/Leading Dealer* All Over theW

he^ichigan Stove Company
Lartett Makm of Stovet and Ranga in the WorU y :(

You Can Have—a Good Figure
I have helped over 49,000 of the ^^. ^^ ,

most cultured, intelligent women v^leaf ^iCitl
of America. If you want to

Reduce Flesh or Perfect Health
Build Up Your Figure

or if you are suffering from such chronic ailments as

Indigestion Catarrh Weakness
Torpid Liver Anaemia Nervousness
Constipation Sleeplessness Rheumatism

write me to-day. I never violate a confidence. If I can help you,
I will; if I cannot, I will tell you what to do. My work is scien-

tific, and done in the privacy of your own room. Write me, I have
had a wonderful experience and I want to tell you about it.

SUSANNA COCROFT, Dept. 18-D, 246 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

Miss Cocro/{'s name slands for proyress in the Scientific care of icoman's health an<l jigure.^

Established Over Half A Century

A Quarter Of A Milli^ In Ul^
We place a piano or organ In your home, freight paid If

you wish on

A Year's Free Trial

giving you easy terms of your own choice,
and two years' credit If needed. We
positively save you one-half or more
on a high grade, sweet toned, durable
Cornish piano or organ because we sell to y on

Direct From The Factory As Low
As Any Dealer Can Buy

Every instnitneDt is bonded for 25 years
against defect. The new Cornish book, the most
Iieautiful piano and organ catalog issued, shows
the choicest o£ our 60 latest styles and explains
things you ought to know whether you buy from us
or elsewhere. The book is yours for the asking.
Write for it now and mention the instrument you

are interested in- f«Ani||CH #A WASHINGTON. NEW JERSEY
V.ano or orgMi. IUKNIMI liU Established Over Fifty Years.

CHOSEN
BY THE

laymen's Missionary Movement
as the best medium of its kind through which to
give the vfidest currency to the objects Selected
for prayer during 191 1 :

The Duplex Envelope System
{Richmond, Va.)

"The simplest, most scientific and satisfactory
system of church finance." Samples of Prayer-
Topic Duplex Envelopes and an interesting and
informing descriptive booklet, free on request.

( IVe employ no solicitors.)

DUPLEX—RICHMOND. VA.

ALL
MAKESTYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE WRITERS
or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNOERWOODS, Ell.

/4to^M'F'RSPRrCES
Shipped ANTWHSSE for Frre Trial, or

BENTED allowing V.tni to IPFLT
PRICES 9 IS.00 UP

pint OlSiS MsoblDSI Fmb from th* Hrrs—Wrlu for Ulaitrmtwl Cfttelog 71

Typewriter Emporium. (EST. 1882) 82-94 uke ct.. tHlCMO

SENDA DIME for theNewMelodious Song

That Quaint, Old-Fashioned Church
Per the home, church concerts and entertainments
Uailedin tube. THE LANGSTON PRESS, 358 Deatborn St.,Chlcaga

Use good

In buying your organ
If you have the money; If
you're raising It, or only
planning—write for helpfiU

^^^^^^^ suggestions.

;TEY.BrattI&

1^|jfc|OIMUinENlTSl^rMfOR ft riETERIES 5CH00L'5 6 PARKS

•LARGE VARIETY Of DESI6N5 fOR EVERY PURP05E
Delivered ANYWHERt'StND roRCATAiiOcs
STATE REQUIREMENTS AGENTS WANTED

MONUMENTAL BRONZE CO:
_ 3SS-B MOWARD AVE... BRIOCePORT CONN,

T^ X T'l^TWInPC For facts about Prize
KVX I r* 111 I ^•andRewardoffersand
* «» -«* ^ * -'•Inventions that will
bring from $5000 to 10 Million DoUart ; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to

Pubs. Patent Sente, Dept. 36 Pacific BIdg., Washinstoo, D.C.
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SaisingCrops
^*^^v in the^^
c X 'r \ San Joaquin Valley
Mntaj^ California
'^sj L^g will make you independent.

The ambitious man or woman who
wishes a home, friends, a comfortable living,

and money in the banks to insure against

future want, will find, them in the San
Joaquin Valley.

Here are 10,000,000 fertile acres, with

an abundance of water for irrigation coming
from the ever present snows of the High
Sierras. The clear, warm California sun-

shine compels a sturdy, healthy plant

growth. Every staple crop is profitable here.

Nature is on your side. All that you need

is reasonable industry and success is certain.

The man of small capital can get quick

returns from vegetables, alfalfa, hogs,

dairying and poultry, while the orchard and
vineyard is coming into bearing

Let me send you a 72-page book, telling

in plain language what others are doing.

For instance, it tells of Mr. S. W. Williams,

Tulare, Cal., who last year sold $3,000
worth of milk from 30 cows; of Mr. C. S.

Baxter, Merced, Cal., who sold $7,200
worth of milk from 60 cows and got $1,200
for bis surplus alfalfa.

Go to California this fall ; only $33 from
Chicago, $32 from St. Louis, $25 from Mis-
souri River, if you start any day, August 25

to September 9 or October 1 to 15. Tickets
honored in Santa Fe Tourist sleepers on pay-
ment of berth rate. If you ask for it, I also

will send you our journal, The Earth, free

for six months.

Chas. L. Seagraves, Gen. Colonization Agent, A. T. <!: S. F. Ry, System, 1192 Railway Exchange, Chicago, EL

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," forSsforioo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

GET THIS BOOK
Send us your name and address and we will mail
free, this absorblnsr treatise, "Electricity a« a
Remedy," written by a graduate physi-
cian of life-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects
why

WizardWireless
offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home ap-
plication, and cites
many instances
successfully treat-
ed by it

I'ELECmcijf

REMEDY

M'l.'v

Central Electric Co.,

peroon
whether
terest d

or not should
ths enlight-

ening book on so
important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

If afflicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this

book and learn whether elec-
tricity can help. If it can you
ought to kno\\. You will read
the book with profit in any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of it. Don't delay
until you forset.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 358, 211 Lake St., CHICAGO

36 Adelaide St. W., Toronto. Can.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We Bhlp on approval without s c«nl

deposit, freight prepaid. DON'T
PAY A CENT if jou sro not utiiBed
after using the bicycle 10 dayi.

nn HflT nilV " ^icycU or apalrUU nUI DUI o/ tires from anyone
at ony price until juu receive our Uteit
art catalogs illultrstini every kind ot
bicycle, and have learned our unheard of
pnceA and marvelous new offers.

imp PPNT ' °" it will cost jooto
UHb U bll I write a postal and every-

thing will be sent you free postpaid by
return mail. You will get much valuable in-

formation Do not wait, write it now
TIKES. Coaster - Brake rear

wheels, lamps, sundries at half usual pricea.

MEAD CYCLECO. Dept. G-71. CHICAGO

An Opportunity

for YOU
IF YOU want to make some extra

money during your spare time, our

Special Offer to the readers
of The Christian Herald will

be of great intere^ to you.

We are now establishing repre-

sentatives to take care of all new and

renewal subscriptions. Thepossibilities

for money-making are really unlimited,

and you can easily build up a clientele

which you can renew every year at

practically the original profit. It is

pleasant, agreeable work, as you will

come in contact with only the best

people. No expense is necessary.

Only spare time required. Let us send

you our interesting offer. It is sure to

appeal to you. Now is the time to act.

If you can use more money, here's

your chance to increase your income.

Ask for our Subscription Money
Plan. Write to-day

:

The Christian Herald Agency Dept.

Bible House, New York

SOME of the letters from patrons of

our Children's Home at Mont-Lawn
are very touching. A reader in

California writes: "I hope to be able

soon to send my yearly gift of $6 to

make two little hearts happy for ten

days, bringing into their darkened and
sad lives a glimpse of the sunlight

from heaven." A reader in West He-
bron, N. Y., send $5 collected from a
few friends of the work at Mont-Lawn,
the contributors being Miss Beveridge

$2, Miss Torrence $1, Miss Eva Bark-
ley $1, Mrs. Craig and Mrs. R. Barkley
50 cents each. Mr. J. F., of West
Boylston, Mass., sends $1, being "a
little of the pension that comes to me
from Uncle Sam, whom I served nearly

outing." Miss A. Williams, Bingh;
ton, N. Y., sends $3, the gift of a c;

of boys in the West Presbytei
Church Sunday School, being tl

annual gift to the Mont-Lawn Ho
Mr. H. F. Wendell of Leipsic,
sends $15 for the fresh air w
He has been a valued contributor
several years. Mr. and Mrs. E.
Couse, DeSmet, S. D., send $6 for '

suffering children of the tenements
do a little good here and nc
Marietta Holley, the famous autho
Josiah Allen's Wife and other v
known books, sends $3 "to send
little child to Mont-Lawn this summ
Mr. Geo. H. Lyon, of Saratoga, N.
sends $2 with this pretty little n

Children who Raised Money for Mont-Lawn with a " Merry-Go-Round"

four long years," part of the time in a
military prison. "My heart aches for
the little tenement children," writes
Mrs. T. C, Midland, O. ($1). "I wish
I could do something more for them. I

have an only boy—an invalid, who
never walked a step in his life. He is

twenty now; he has been a great care
and is precious to us." Mrs. Minnie
Metier of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., sends
$12 which was generously contributed
by the employees of the Seneca Button
Co., of that city. Mrs. U. A. Marsh,
Hopkins, Minn., sends $2, of which 50
cents were given by three dear little

children. Myrtle, Fern and Floyd Oat-
man, who want to help the little folks
of Mont-Lawn. Mrs. Edward E. Gal-
lup, secretary of the First Congrega-
tional Church of Moosup, Conn., sends
$3, the gift of the C. E. Society of that
church. Mrs. T. W. Carr, treasurer of
Mrs. S. T. O. Harl's Bible Class, First
Baptist Church of Gloversville, N. Y.,
sends $6 "to give two little waifs an

"My children wanted to do somet ig

for this work, so we let them char a

cent a ride on special days on Ifir

merry-go-round and in this way ne

all of the above amount was raii

These are only a few of many ad

letters of a similar character, a of

which show how deeply the wrfrs
have the Mont-Lawn work at hea

A City Missionary at Mont-Lawn
I want to express the prieat joy I had S

in visiting the Children's Home when the; eld

their last service for the season. How wel ley

had been trained ! Their singing was
spirational and the cottages so beautifu'.nd

well equipped for the comfort of thosel'ho

came to enjoy the ten days. Of all the I

I have ever visited, I have never seen a loi

more beautiful than Mont-Lawn, or more
modious for the general improvement of

who come to enjoy it. I trust that you
soon receive the amount needed to endo\
beautiful charity. If those who contribu
ward this glorious work could know o

great results that follow from the chil

outings, there would be no lack of funds
New York City. Jessie Tracy Bens

Tlba F^atlh ©f ^ dhxOdl

THE late evangelist Edward Payson
Hammond was known as the

"Evangelist of the Children," and his
love for the little ones was a very
strong feature of his character. Many
were the beautiful stories he told of
simple child faith. At a meeting in a
Western State, some years ago, he
related the following

:

There is a family in Detroit who are
dependent upon a little child for the
present sunshine of their lives. A few
weeks ago the young wife and mother
was stricken down to die. When the
family physician called them together
and in his solemn way intimated to
them the truth—there was no hope

—

then the question arose among them,
who would tell her? Not the aged
mother who was to be left childless.
Nor the young husband, who was walk-
ing the floor with clenched hands and
rebellious heart. There was only one
other, and at this moment he looked
up from the book he had been playing
with, unnoticed by them, and asked
gravely

:

"Is mamma doin' to die?"

Then, without waiting for an i

swer, he sped upstairs as fast as'nis

little feet would carry him. Friids

and neighbors were watching bjjhe

sick woman. They wonderingly po-

ticed the pale face of the child Jjhe

climbed on the bed and laid his .''all

hand on his mother's pillow.

"Mamma," he asked in sweet, ca^ss-

ing tones, "is you 'fraid to die?"

The mother looked at him with ;
'»

intelligence. Perhaps she had ''£"

thinking of this. '

"Who—told—you— Charlie?" she

asked faintly.
"Doctor, an' papa, an' gam i—

everybody," he whispered. "Mama
dear, doan' be 'fraid to die, 'ill o".

mamma?"
"No, Charlie," said the ymg

mother, after one supreme pan om
grief; "no, mamma won't be afid-

"Jus' shut your eyes in 'e^ I'k,

mamma ; teep hold my hand—an' le"

you open 'em, mamma, it 'ill t ^

light there."
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llustration is exact height of Every Volume

|"he 15 Volumes, Boxed, Weigh 60 pounds

Mi Measurement of Set, 28x10 Inches

"The
History oi ah Nations»»

The Story of the World's Life

The Complete Set -15 Volumes €%1 Pg^m^tcr n flnvr
Is Yours For Only 03" LcllliS a Uaj

Approximately two hundred and fifty thousand dollars have been expended on the produdiorj of this incompara

ble work, the Illustrated History of All Nations, which we now offer at exactly half the original price. Brilliant contri-

butions from eminent scholars, the exhau^ive system of indexing, and the topical arrangement of the text, combine to

make this set of books not only a Superb Library of Historical Literature, but a Complete Encyclopedia of Historical Fads.

Beginning at the dawn of hi^ory, with the earlier record of the clay tablet or fragment of papyrus, and tracing the

civil, social, intellectual and moral development of races and nations down to the present history-making day, every thread

of the narrative unfolds new aspeds of absorbing mtereS. As if under a magic spell we find ourselves transplanted to

the obscure pa^ of the Far East, surrounded with the barbaric pomp of pagan despotisms, swept along the checkered

way of the ancient Israelites, or lost in
" the glory that was Greece and the grandeur that was Rome."

Passing on to medieval ages, we trace the rise of barbaric peoples as they spread over all Europe, laymg the founda-

tion of a new civilization ; see the birth of the great nations of Europe, and follow their destinies in the struggles for

supremacy on land and sea.

The Fifteen Massive Volumes abound m brilliant passages of Description, Biography, Charaderization and Anec-

dote, while throughout the fascinating narrative historical facts are presented in a direct, simple and forceful style that

makes history easy to remember. The Customs, Manners, Dress and Occupations of the various tribes and nations that

have peopled the earth are interestingly described, and special attention is given to the growth of Christianity.

To stand beside the mighty Nelson at Trafalgar as the English fleet sweeps the power of France from the sea, to

visit the broken-hearted Napoleon exiled on St. Helena, to see our own splendid Washington at Valley Forge and know

the great Lincoln as he really was, teach us lessons of character that cannot readily be effaced. To quote from the

Rev. W. C. Bitting of New York, " Every parent should put the Illustrated History of All Nations within reach of

his children."

Unique Special Features of the Set
Illustrations. — 338 Full-Page Illustrations enhance the beauty of the Illustrated History of All Nations—

exquisite half-tone engravings. These Rare Illustrations are reproductions of famous paintings by master artists, most

of the originals being in the great galleries abroad. Every volume is further enriched by a splendid frontispiece in rich

color. Sixty- Four Finely Engraved Maps, historical, political and geographical, are added to the many special features

of this matchless edition. These maps—many of which were specially draughted for this work—are invaluable to the

student. Index.—No more complete system of indexing has ever been devised. Each volume contains its table of

contents. Every chapter is then subdivided into sections, and the contents of each section is indicated by a subhead in

large type. To further summarize the text, a memorandum of each paragraph is printed in bold type on the wide

margin of every page. Finally, in the last volume is the General Index to the complete work. Binding.—The Fifteen

Massive Volumes are handsomely bound in a beautiful silk-finish cloth stamped in genuine gold, with the lettering in

gold on a deep red panel. The Type is large and clear, and the paper is an especially heavy, rough-finish stock,

having a particularly beautiful texture. The 338 Exquisite Illustrations, on fine coated paper, are full-page inserts.

5,000 Large Pages—Nearly 3,000,000 Words.

$1.00 Will Bring the Set to You—Then S'/ac. a Day
Notwith^anding the extremely low prices of this offer, we are willing to give you the advantage of paying for them in

convenient and easy instalment payments. Therefore, if you will write a letter, enclosing $ 1 .00, with complete shipping

instrudions, we will immediately send you the whole 1 5 volumes of The Illustrated History of All Nations, neatly

boxed, freight charges payable at your end. If the books satisfy you, send us $1.00 a month, 3'.i cents a day, for

1 9 months, or $2.00 a month for 9 months. If the books do not please you, you may return the History within ten days

and get your money back.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY!
From past experience with announcements of a similar nature, we know how readily Christian Herald readers respond

to an offer like this; therefore we urge prompt action on your part. You incur absolutely no liability or risk. You have the

opportunity of examining the books, and of paying our special low price in payments so easy that you will never miss them.

While you are paying for the books you are enjoying the advantages of this remarkable work. Remember, $1 .00 down

secures the set ! Just think ! An investment of only 3
'

, cents a day for these interesting books. Send in your order to-day I

ADDRESS:

rHE CHRISTIAN HERALD BOOK DEPT., BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK



A Steady Hand
A Keen Eye

A Clear Brain
Combine to "make a hit" in the field of sport and more surely in the field of business.

If coffee interferes—and it does with many—stop and use well-made

I r-^S I

Then comes the steady nerves and brain absolutely essential to success.

"There's a Reason'^
Postum Cereal Co., Limited, Battle Creek, Mich., U.S.A.
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20,000 Owners Say to \bu

Model 45. 20 h.p.—4 cylinders— 96-inch wheel

base—$775. A Torpedo Roadster with

same power sells for $850.

"Buy an

for 1911"

Licensed under Selden patent Model 49. 25 h. p.—4 cylinders— 102-inch wheel
base—$1,095. Made with five styles of

bodies, including delivery body.

8% Less Cost—Fore Doors Free

The Overland—the leader of motordom—announces 22 attractive models

for 1911, a further saving of eight per cent, in cost, and fore doors free.

Twenty-two 4-cylinder models from 20

to 35 horsepower from ^775 to $1,675.

All prices include magneto and full lamj)

equipment.

We start this new season with almost

20,000 Overlands in use — with a record

of 12,326 cars delivered in the first seven

months of this year—with deposits already

in hand for more than 18,000 of the new
models just coming out.

We start with five factories — with the

finest machinery ever employed in making-

motor cars a factory capacity of 140 cars

daily.

And we start with a record of amazing
success, such as none ever approached in

this industry.

Cost Reduced 8%
We will continue to manufacture a line

of five models, the same as produced in

191 ; but, as a result of an investment of

$3,000,000 in new equipment, these five

models, as well as all new models, have
been reduced in cost to the consumer an
average of 8'^—making 28'^ in two years.

We have made this reduction in spite of

the advance in materials, the great jump
in rubber, the increase in wage. We have
done it while other makers of low-profit

cars have been forced to advances, in one
way or another.

Now the Overland gives the most for

the money by a margin much greater

than ever.

Fore Doors Included

The iiew Overlands are made with fore

doors and without — your choice at one
price. The fore door models, for which
most makers charge an extra price, sell the

same as the open front.

We do this because fore doors will be the
coming vogue. In Europe, where motor
styles are set, 97 per cent, of this year's

models are shown with fore doors.

Soon or late, every motor car maker
must include fore doors at his standard
price. So the Overland, in maintaining its

lead, is doing just that this year.

22 Attractive Designs

The improvements of this year are mainly
in refinements of designs. Overland mech-
anism can hardly be further perfected. It

brought this car, in two short years, to the
dominant place in this line.

Our master designers have this year
created 22 attractive models, largely based
on foreign trend. The best of them will

take their place among the most attractive

cars in the world. No cars are made at any
price with better style, or lines, or finish.

Prices for 1911
The Overland prices for 191 1 begin at

$775 for 20-hor.sepower— 4 cylinders—

and $850 for a Torpedo Roadster with

4 cylinders.

The 25 -horsepower Overlands sell at

$1,000 and $1,095, according to style of

transmission. The 30 -horsepower Over-
lands sells at $1,250. So does an inside

drive coupe.

The i)rices run to $1,600 and $1,675 fo''

the finest cars possible in 35-horsepower
with 118-inch wheel bases. Every price in-

cludes a magneto and full lamp equipment.

No other make gives so mucli for the

money. No other make gives better than
our best, save in excessive power.

Our 1911 Book Free

Send us this coupon for our latest

book, showing all the new models with

complete specifications. It will enable
you to make your comparisons. No catalog

published shows so many styles as this.

Send for it now before you forget it.

The cars are on show b}' more than 800
dealers.

The Willys - Overland Company
I I,ir<'iis<>i] iiiKlor Scld^'ii PatfiiO

Depl. N 57 Toledo, Ohio

Send me the 1911 Overland book

All prices

include gas

lamps and
magneto

Members
A.L.A.M.

Model 50. 30 h. p.— 1 10-inch wheel base
Made also as S-patsenger car with fore doors or open front. Price, $1,250

Model 54. 35 h. p.— 118-inch wheel base
As attractive a car as was ever produced. Price, $1,675
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A Vain Search for Drinking Water at Honjo Going to Work Through Flooded Streets, Mukajima, Tokyo A Mud-and-Water Highway, Tokyo

"^^
PHOTOS, UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

GREAT FLOOD:

I

I

ALTHOUGH little more than a few brief paia-

lyLA praphs have come by the cable, tellinf? of the
L A. recent floods in central Japan, letters just

pceived from Americans in that country who have
)een eye-witnesses of the inundation, show that it

Imost reached the proportions of a national disas-

;r. P'ifteen prefectures, viz.: Saidama, Gunba,
hiba, Tochigi, Miyajji, Wagano, Yamanashi, Shid-

joka, Kanagawa, Ibaraki, Aichi, Fukushima, Iwate,
amagata and Akita, were affected, and hundreds
f villages were for several days under water. The
iin was a perfect deluge, incessant, terrifying and
estructive. It lasted nearly four
ays. On the second day—indeed,
1 fourteen hours—twenty inches of
ain fell. It was this devastating
^wnpour that did most of the
kmage. Over 800 persons per-
ched, some 200 were injured and
3veral hundred are reported miss- "

ig. More than 2,000 dwellings
ere wrecked by the deluge, which
.vept many hundreds of houses
way altogether. It is estimated
lat nearly 400,000 buildings in all

ere more or less damaged by the
cod, and that between 200,000 and
00,000 persons are suffering. Re-
lef work has been going on vigor-
usly, however, and the authorities
I the various prefectures are doing
II in their power to repair the
amage and restore normal condi-
ons, the military and naval forces
)-operating with them in this
ork.

Rev. Edwin T. Iglehart, an
merican missionary at Hirosaki
son of Dr. Ferdinand C. Iglehart,
f the editorial staff of The Chris-
lAN Herald), has sent the follow-
ig graphic description of the flood.
[e and his brother. Rev. Charles
v^. Iglehart, of Tokyo, were eye-
'itnes.ses of and participants in the events he
escribes. One can gather, from what he writes,
lat it was a busy and exciting time for the mis-
onaries and the foreigners generally, who did all
ley could to save life and property and to lessen
urnan suffering. His letter is given below:
"I suppose you have had newspaper despatches
bout the great floods in Japan. We hardly know
et just how bad things are, because we have been
Imost completely cut off from the outside world for
week; but telegrams are now getting through, and

we learn that there have been heavy losses of life

and property. We feel that we have all been very
fortunate here, for there has been no loss of life in

Karinzawa. Forty men were killed a little distance

from here—between here and the next town.

"There have been busy and anxious times here,

and many summer residents have been driven out

of their homes. I'll try and tell you something about

it, though the days and nights of the past week are
pretty much confused in my mind. We have had
considerable rain during this month, but it did not
become steady till a week ago Sunday night. It

Oshu Kaido, a Leading Street of Tokyo, During the Floods

rained all day on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
That afternoon, a man stopped at the door to say
that some people at the end of the village were in

trouble. There are several streams flowing down
through the village ordinarily, but none much too

wide to jump across. Our cottage is in the safest

part of town and we were never in any real danger;
but we did not realize that the streams had risen so

high. Brother Charles is staying on the other side

of the town, and we did not see much of him for

several days, though sometimes I would recognize

him as a fellow-toiler in the river, building a dam,
trying to save lives or a house, or something like

that.

"Well, Berry -and I immediately put on old clothes

and started out in the storm. Of course, it wasn't
worth while bothering with umbrellas or watei'-

proofs. Some houses were in danger of being
flooded, and we worked several hours, building dams,
most of the time standing in the water. We carried
many people to places of safety. We sent Mr. and
Mrs. Chappell (of Aoyama) up to our house to stay.

Then, after we had done all we could there, we went
across town to where another
branch of the river had risen very
high. As we were looking across
the stream, we saw it gradually
eat away the bank and foundations
under a big cottage belonging to a
Congregational missionary, where
my wife and I had stopped and
taken afternoon tea a few days be-

fore. Soon the house toppled in

and was washed down stream. For-
tunately, the occupants had gotten
everything movable out.

"'Then we heard of a family, a
little farther up on our side of the
river, who were supposed to be in

danger and we went there. We
found the house apparently safe
enough. Nothing had been re-

moved. We went up through the
bushes a little farther and saw
that the river was eating away the

bank very fast. One of us ran to

find the owner of the house—

a

brand new building, erected last

spring—while the other three ran
in and began to get things out. It

was a race with the river, but we
got everything out, including even
the windows and doors, and then we
stood in the yard while the house
toppled over and sailed off in the

current. All this was in a terrible rain-fall which
measured twenty inches in fourteen hours.
"We came home, changed our clothes, had some

supper and went out again to get provisions. We
carried a basket as big as a trunk, and bought all

sorts of things^for it looked as if there would be
a famine—groceries, fruit, vegetables. Then we
went out again to help the refugees. Those I have
mentioned were the only two foreign houses de-

stroyed, but we had to work very hard to save some,
Co)itin>ted o)i page 870
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Dwight L. Moody

WE have for our subject to-day "Backsliding."

I want to tell the workers they can use the

Bible to help the backsliders. If I was
going to deal with a person, an individual that had
backslidden, or thought he had backslidden, the first

thing I would do would be to find out whether he has

been converted or not. Some people unite with the

church, thinking that is going to lead to their con-

version, and find they

haven't been converted,

and in a few months
they call themselves
"backsliders." They are

not backsliders at all.

I don't want to deal

with them as I would
with a real backslider.

A real backslider is

one who has been born

of the Spirit, tasted

heavenly things, and
been drawn back into

the world. And it is

not necessary to be a
public backslider to be
classed as a backslider.

If I should go out to-night into the company of

unbelievers, and hear a good many things said
against Jesus Christ, and not lift up my voice
against it, and come home to-night to my evening
worship and feel a leanness in my soul, I would
find I had taken a step backwards, more or less.

And I would need to confess it, and ask God to for-

give me. If we are constantly stepping forward
and backward, we are not gaining. But when we
find that we are slipping backward, and losing our
interest in the Bible, our interest in morning prayer,
or evening prayer, or family worship, that's a sign
of a decline.

The Book for Backsliders

I want now to call your attention to the Book of
Jeremiah—that's the Book for Backsliders. The
nation in the days of Isaiah and Jeremiah was de-
clining; the nation was going over to other gods;
they were serving the gods of the heathen nations
about them, going over to idolatry, and yet God
gave them one of the best men that ever trod the
earth. I think you can count up on the ends of
your fingers the Bible characters that he has not
something recorded against. Jeremiah commenced
when a young man to stand for God, and his
star shone right on through his whole life. And
God gave them that prophet that he might woo them
back to himself. And I believe that the people of
our own nation—and I know I shall be called a
pessimist when I say it—I think that this nation
has been declining and backsliding as a nation.
When I read that we have had 3,000 murders in a
year, and suicides are increasing, and strong drink
is increasing, and divorces are increasing—twenty-
five thousand people got divorced last year—I think
there are signs of decay; and I think the time
has come to call the nation back to God. We can't
do any better, it seems to me, than to take the word
that God gave that nation and apply it to ourselves.

I will read a few verses in the sixth chapter of
Jeremiah, the fourteenth verse: "They have healed
also the hurt of the daughter of my people slightly,
saying. Peace, peace; when there is no peace."
There can be no peace as long as there's hidden sin
and not God's righteousness in the inward parts.
There's no use talking about things going on pros-
perously when there's sin in the camp, an Achan
in the camp. Joshua is going to be victorious.
"Were they ashamed when they had committed

abomination? Nay; they were not at all ashamed,
neither could they blush: therefore they shall fall
among them that fall : at the time that I visit them
they shall be cast down."
Now this is the verse that I want to call attention

to: "Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways,
and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the good
way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for
your souls. But they said, We will not walk
therein."
Ask for the old paths! Some one brought this

charge against me : that my theology was too old for
the present day—100 years old. If it were not
6,000 years old, I'd throw it into the Gulf of Mexico.
Clear back! Truth never grows old; is as young
this morning as it has ever been. Talk of the old
truths wearing out! Do you use the same rea-
soning about the sun, and it has been shining 6,000
years? "Worn out!" "Old paths!" What are
we saying now? "We don't like the paths of our

* This Bermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.
Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass., January 20, 1897.

This is the seventh of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,

never before published, and the existence of which was dis-

closed only a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

fathers; they were too puritanical." Hasn't this

nation given up the Sabbath? Aren't our great

cities turned into picnic goers every Sabbath in the

summer? every train of cars chartered, and the boats

on our rivers loaded down with excursionists on the

Sabbath, and many churches emptied on the Sab-

bath? "Giving up the old paths!"

Now I would like to see a nation that has given

up the Sabbath, that has not gone down the way
the Jews went, Egypt and Rome and all those na-
tions. I don't believe a nation can exist without
righteousness, so long as there is a republican form
of government where the vote is in the hands of the

people.
National Backsliding

"Also, I set watchmen over you, saying. Hearken
to the sound of the trumpet. But they said. We
will not hearken." They would not hear Isaiah or

Jeremiah; they would not hear the voice of God.
"Hear, earth : behold, I will bring evil upon this

people, even the fruit of their thoughts, because they
have not hearkened unto my words, nor to my law,

but rejected it." Rejected my law; I will reject

them. Now you know what happened. You know
how Nebuchadnezzar came down on the city and
took Zedekiah, and slew his children, and dug his

eyes out of his head, and took him down to Babylon,
and threw him into prison—and there he died. What
an awful thing that Jerusalem rebelled against God!
Wherever a nation has gone against God, they have
brought ruin against themselves.

In the second chapter of Jeremiah, and the fifth

verse: "Thus saith the Lord." When God speaks,
you and I ought to stop and listen. "What iniquity
have your fathers found in me, that they are gone
far from me, and have walked after vanity, and are
become vain? Neither said they. Where is the Lord
that brought us up out of the land of Egypt, that
led us through the wilderness, through a land of
deserts and of pits, through a land of drought, and
of the shadow of death, through a land that no man
passed through, and where no man dwelt? And I

brought you into a plentiful country, to eat the fruit

thereof, and the goodness thereof; but when ye en-
tered, ye defiled my land, and made my heritage an
abomination."

I believe this is the best land God ever gave to any
nation, a land flowing with milk and honey, and it

is a poor man's paradise. If he will let whisky and
tobacco alone, he can have his own home. See the
millions of money put into tobacco and whisky and
then they complain about "hard times." What we
want to have is a revival of righteousness, and we
shall have "good times."

"Toning Down" the Commandments

1 was talking with a man some time ago, a man
high in the Church, and he said : "Of course we must
not be too puritanical. When the Lord Jesus came, he
toned down the Commandments." I said. Did he
tone down the first? No, not that one. "Honor
thy father and thy mother." Did he tone that down?
No. It's too well toned down in this country now;
pretty well toned down. Somebody has been toning
it down. "Thou shalt not steal"? No. "Thou
shalt not commit adultery"? No. And I kept on,
"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy." And
he said, "The Lord toned that down." Do you be-
lieve it? Do you believe the Lord picked out one of
these Commandments and toned that down; so that
he would turn the day of God into a day of recrea-
tion, and change it from an hallowed into an unholy
day? Now I believe if a man will read the daily
newspapers seven days in the week, there'll be a
backslider. I don't believe you can read Sunday
newspapers and keep your heart warm. The Bible
for a good many Christians is the Sunday news-
paper; and if the man reads it, and goes to church,
Gabriel couldn't gain his attention. As it is, open
a man's head, and you'll find it filled with everything
gathered from all over the world.
Now you say you haven't backslidden. I want to

know if the nation isn't going back? Where are
they? Train after train is sent out on the Sab-
bath, to take out the Sunday papers. Young men
had their games on Saturday, and the people want
to go and find out on Sunday who beat—Harvard,
Yale; so our young men will be buying the papers
on Sunday, and reading them instead of reading
the Bible and going to church. Let us get at facts.

Isn't the nation declining? You call me a pessirk.

Put me down as a pessimist if you want to. ifa
good ways from being a pessimist. I believe he
Son of God will sway his sceptre from the riveto

the ends of the earth. And if Israel did backs e

God took Israel down to Babylon, and since ^t
time Israel has never turned away to idols, in
can't find an idol among the Jews since the (!b-

tivity; God took that out of them. If we don't |&e

God the Sabbath, he will take it. They were tj|n

to Babylon 70 years. God told them to give le

land rest ; and 490 years they disobeyed that ( n-

mandment. Seven times seventy equals 490. le

land had rest and its Sabbath. If you don't /e

God your Sabbath, he will take it. Look at j u-

men cut off at fifty ! A business man, worl ig

seven days in the week! He is "cut off." I'm tk-

ing facts now. Jeremiah said, "My people 1 /e

committed two evils: First, forsaken me." le

moment we forsake God, we are ready for most ; y-

thing that comes along. "They have forsaken e,

the fountain of living waters ; and hewed them A
cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no wat ."

Now, think! If there's a man or a woman in is

audience to-day that's in a backslidden state, the 's

no one to blame but yourself. You'll blame le

Church, the ministers, wife, husband, neighbors )r

some society; but there's no one to blame but ya--

self. Because you "have forsaken the Lord." "W n
we are converted, we are not converted to le

Church; we are not converted to the ministers if

we are truly converted we are converted to God d

our first allegiance is to God. So, if we have ft

him it's our own fault, isn't it? And the only y
for a person to backslide is to leave the Lord, d

turn away from him. How many in this audit ;e

once had a family altar? And you let that altar x

Individual Backsliders

You had not only family worship, but cl t

worship ; used to go off alone, and felt you coul 't

live without God. Do you have any such time n ?

Secret worship gone; family worship gone; Ble
gone; the social prayer meeting of the church g e,

and here you are to-day, in a cold, backslidden st 3,

and find fault with the people. I never foun a

backslider in all my life that wasn't full of e

faults of other people—talking against the Chi h

and against ministers. If we keep our heart ri|t,

there'll be no trouble with the Church or ministc;
it's the trouble with ourselves. If a man will ti it

Christ as he treats any other friend, he never wc d

get very far away from him. Did you ever hea if

a backslider bidding good-by to the Church of Chi t,

or to the Lord Jesus Christ? Did you ever heaif
one going into his closet and saying good-by? £-
ing, "I have known you these ten years; y r

service is hard; you are a hard master; the w(d
is better than you are; I come to bid you gel-

by. I'm going away; I'm going to leave you. F;;-

well. Lord Jesus." You never did hear that. > v

you go into your closet, and say, "Lord, how sha 1

go? Thou hast the words of eternal life."
'

t

you ran off and left him. You were invited oul

some party, and there were mean things said agai t

Jesus, and you hadn't the courage to face ther -

and you are a disciple of Jesus! You were as 1

to take a drink, and didn't have the moral cour; e

to face it, and yet you are a disciple. Yes, you e

a backslider. You lost interest in the Church ; i

in the Bible; and there you are to-day, in the p( ,

wretched, miserable state! Isn't that a fact? Yoie
left God without a cause, and then you don't th <

God is the same to-day that he has been all the c -

turies ! But he is unchangeable—the same gen ,

tender, loving Christ. He wants to forgive :'

now and blot out all your backslidings, if yo 1

come to him. God help you to-day to come.
I come now to another solemn verse : Jerem i

2: 19. Read it: "Thine own wickedness shall c-

rect thee, and thy backslidings shall reprove th :

know therefore and see that it is an evil thing < i

bitter, that thou hast forsaken the Lord thy Go
'

An evil and bitter thing! Now, I challenge H
backslider to contradict that statement. Hasn't t

been an evil and bitter thing that you've left J

Lord? There are wives who have left the Lord 1

account of drunken husbands. You chose 1

'

rather than Christ. Some have left Jesus Chit

and brought sorrow into their families. I've ne
'

seen a father and mother backsliders, both of th(

,

whose children haven't gone to ruin.
[_

In one of the large towns in England, there v,j>

a mother who said to me, "I don't want my sonj)

be brought under the influence of this meetini

She was wealthy and ambitious for her child, s|

she said, "If my boy should get interested andJ>

and join the Young Men's Christian Associatij,

Continued on next page
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\ Sermon on Backsliders
," Continued from preceding page

hey might have him out on the streets

irculating tracts. I couldn't stand

hat." And, to keep him away from

he meetings, she arranged to be away
luring the thirty days I was there,

she was a member of the church, and

lot classed as a backslider. The pas-

or of that church stood at my right

land, and never was absent. The
hirty days passed, and the last day
ame. Our farewell meeting was in

he afternoon, and I was wondering
vhy the pastor wasn't there. He came
ushing in, and pushed his way up to

ne and said, "I'm sorry I didn't get

tere before the meeting broke up; but
was called to a very sad friend to-

lay." And then he told about the

.nother and that only child, and her
•:eeping him away from our meetings.

,\.nd the pastor said, "To-day that

,'nother has brought him back in his

joffin, and I have come from his

rave; and the mother says she would
^'ive all she had in the world to have
Iiim back." It is an evil thing and a
[litter to leave the Lord. Don't you
Jeave him. There's no woman who can
^'st on without this living Christ.

j
I was in St. Louis, trying to lead an

^Id white-haired backslider back into

he kingdom of God. I worked and
vorked, for a long time, trying to get

lim to come back. I took up this very
erse. He said, "Did you say that's

n the Bible? Read it again." I

ead it slowly and carefully. "Thine
\vn wickedness shall correct thee, and

I'hy backslidings shall reprove thee;

tnow, therefore, and see that it is an
^vil thing and bitter that thou hast
orsaken the Lord thy God, and that
ny fear is not in thee, saith the Lord
Jod of Hosts." And the old man
Iropped his head, and said, "That is

.rue. I've had a bitter time of it.

''ve had an evil time of it." But he
ame back. About midnight the old

tian wiped away his tears, and between
leven and twelve o'clock he went
way, and I tl|ought rejoicingly. The
lext night he was in front of me, and
he poor fellow looked as if he hadn't
friend on the earth. When we went

nto the inquiry room, he followed me
n, and I said, "What's the matter?
Vhat's the trouble?" He said, "This
las been the most awful day of all my
ife." "That's singular," I said. "I
hought that God restored you the joy
f his salvation last night." "I think
e did. But," he says, "I've got four
ons and daughters that are married,
nd live in this city. I spent the day
.ith them. I didn't go to business.
spent it in going to my sons and my
aughters, and sons-in-law and daugh-
ers-in-law, and I talked with them
ersonally, and I didn't find one that
idn't mock me and call me 'an old
ool.' I led them into infidelity, and I

an't lead them out."
"Thy backslidings shall reprove thee.

t is an evil and bitter thing." man,
ome back! O woman, come back! It

; a bitter thing. Ask God to forgive
our backslidings. He wants to do it.

I wish you knew how my heart goes
ut towards you. How I would like to
se this nation turning back to God!
!ut we must get back as individuals.
-et's come back to him to-day—this
'hole company.
When Grant lay in front of Rich-

lond, there in the Wilderness, a father
ame down to look after his boy, and
e couldn't find what hospital he was
1. That father was bound to find his
oy, and he went into ward after ward,
nd he would cry out, "John Thomp-
3n! Your father wants you!" And,
t last, he went into a ward and cried
ut, "John Thompson! Your father
ants you!" And the wounded man
fted his head and said, "Here I am,
ather!" And he kissed him and
issed him.

backslider! God wants you this
lorning. Come home now. He loves
ou, with an everlasting love, an un-
liling love, and he'll heal all your
ackslidings if you'll turn to him.

ISee "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Coluninl

NEW YEAR'S IN OCTOBER By Rev. J. M. Farrar, p.p.*

NEW YEAR'S in October makes you sit up and think. .If you
think hard enough you can lean back and rest. You never
heard of New Year's Day coming in October? January 1,

you say, is New Year's Day. True it is that January 1 is our day,
but we are not the only people in this world. The Jews are very
much older than we are, and their New Year's Day will come on
October 4. We date our New Year from the birth of Christ. The
Jews date their New Year from the creation of the world. They
believe that the world was created 3,760 years and three months
before the birth of Christ.

ARE you interested in the Jews? With Paul can you say: "My
- heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel is that they might be

saved." Is it possible that any of you boys and girls have never
prayed for the Jews? Let us look at some of the facts about their
life, then see if we shall feel any more interested in them. First,

the home life of the Jew. In the Jewish home more children are
born and fewer die than among any other class of people. Every
child is welcomed and loved. In the Jewish home the children honor
their parents. As father and mother grow older they are treated
like a king and queen. If you will visit the poor-house in your
county or State you will not find a Jewish father or mother there.

Jewish parents love their children and Jewish children love their

parents. A Jew organized in New York the pure milk supply for

babies. As a result the death rate among little children has dropped
from ninety-six to sixty-three in every thousand. Second, the Jew
in American history. A Jew gave the money to send Columbus on
his voyage to America. Queen Isabella had pawned her jewels some
months before and did not have any left to pawn for Columbus.
Luis de Santangel furnished the money for Columbus. The map
Columbus used was drawn by a Jew. One of his officers, his doctor

and his interpreter, were Jews. The interpreter stood on American
soil first.

IN the time of our Revolution three members of Washington's staff

were Jews—Colonels Francks and Nones, and Major Noah. (Major
Noah should have been put at the head of the navy.) A Jew gave
Washington $658,000 to carry on the war and he never asked to

have a dollar of it returned. In our Civil War the Jews were a great
help, and in the Spanish-American War were many Jews. Some of

them were with Colonel Roosevelt's Rough Riders.

After living in every country of the world the Jews selected

America as their Promised Land. In 1654 they came to America
and on April 25, 1665, they were given the legal right to make it

their country. For 2,000 years they had been without a country and
without a flag, but now when over eighteen million boys and girls

stand in our public schools and say: "I pledge allegiance to our flag

and to the Republic for which it stands," three hundred thousand of

the little patriots are Jews. In New York City we have ten times

as many Jews as there are in the Holy Land and thirty times as

many as dwell in Jerusalem. In twenty-eight of our public schools

were found 64,605 children, and of these 61,105 were Jews. Now,
may I ask if you are interested in the Jews? Will you join with

Paul and say: "My heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel is

that they might be saved."

IN a sermon by a Jew, he said: "We are sent to this land to be

witnesses for God. Tell me not it was a chance that brought us

here. It was the hand of God. We are here to preach the great

ideal. God has given us rest. Our fathers passed through the fire,

but our lines are laid in pleasant places." The Jew believes in God
and has taught the world to believe in him. There was a time when
the Jews hated our Christ, who came to the world as a Jew. Now
they say he was the best man and the greatest preacher who ever

lived. Some day they will all join with us in preaching Christ. The
Bible teaches us that they are to be saved. Surely my boys and girls

will join with Paul in his great prayer for the Jews.

About twenty years ago the New Testament was, for the first time,

printed in Hebrew. So many of the Jews wanted to read about

Jesus that 600,000 copies of a Hebrew New Testament were printed.

It is believed that there are 250,000 Jewish Christians. Three thou-

sand converted Jews are preaching the Gospel.

I
WONDER if my Juniors know that one of the rhymes they often

use in play came from the following quaint rhyme, which orig-

inated with the Jews:

Then came the Holy One, blessed be he, and killed the angel of death, that

killed the butcher, that slew the ox, that drank the water, that quenched

the fire, that burned the staff, that beat the dog, that bit the cat, that ate

the kid, that my father bought for two pieces of money—a kid, a kid!

The Jews called it the Haggadah and sang it at the "home service"

of the Passover. By it they taught their children some great truths

in their history. The father who bought the kid was Jehovah. The

cat represented the Assyrians, the dog, the Babylonians, and the staff,

the Persians. The ox was the Saracens who subdued Palestine. By the

butcher was meant the Crusaders, who conquered the Saracens. By
the Holy One they meant God, who would destroy their enemies and

restore to them the Holy Land. In this rhyme the children learned

their history and hope. America may be that Promised Land. Pray

for the Jews.
* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Rom. 10:1.
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God's Way

\o\

\A/ HEN we think of God the Father,
Who for sinners gave His Son

To live and toil and suffer

For the glorious victory won ;

While we marvel at the greatness
Of the love that can convey

Such unselfish thought and purpose.
Still we wonder at God"s way.

As we look to Him for guidance.
Asking for the sun's bright glow

To disperse the darkening shadows.
Melt away the winter's snow ;

As we search the lowering heavens.
Seeing only starlight's ray.

We rebel at this, the answer.
As we wonder at God's way.

When we tell Him all our yearnings.
Thinking He will find them good,

And will send to us the blessing
In the way we wish He would ;

When we find His plans are different,

Not at all the things we pray,
Oh, 'tis then so hard to trust Him,
As we wonder at God's way.

If our prayers were always answered.
Many, many times we'd fall

;

Thus we learn to know Him better.
For His way is best of all.

So, my friend, when doubts assail you.
And you know not how to pray.

Simply trust Him—learn to praise Him

!

Wonderful will be God's way !

Oakland, Calif. Mary E. Hitchcock.

A Remarkable Family

J
ERE HIGHFILL, of Summerfield,
Guilford County, N. C, was born

July 7, 1826, and was married to Miss
Minerva Moore, July 7, 1846. To them
were born nineteen children, twelve
girls and seven boys, of whom six boys
and five girls are now living. These
parents are also living, aged 79 and 84,
respectively. To sum up, there are
nineteen children (eleven living), fifty-
nine grandchildren (thirty-four living
now), and nineteen great-grandchil-
dren (seventeen of them living). Four-
teen of their children married, three
died early, and two are not married.
To this total of ninety-seven descend-
ants must be added twelve step-chil-
dren and one adopted daughter, a
grand total of one hundred and nine
persons. It should also be stated that
there were five of the original children
not married and that two others of the
married ones have had no children.
My mother in 1899 had her photograph
taken together with the then five living
generations, which photograph I have
in my room. Among your readers is

there another such family record, and
if so, where? The oldest of these
nineteen children is a minister and the
youngest a teacher. W. L. MooRE.

Four Generations

MR. JOSEPH P. DELANO, of War-
saw, Va., has been a reader of

The Christian Herald for the last
twenty years. He is 86 years and five

months old. He has eight children liv-

ing. He has seventy-four grandchil-
dren and thirty-four great-grandchil-
dren. A number of other members of
the family are also subscribers. The
Delano family is one of the oldest and
best known in Warsaw, and has many
members in all sections of the country.

Anvil Sparks
. . Fast clocks are soon run down,

and so are fast people.

. . He who talks one way and walks
another is a double-ways man.

. . Some men do not pay much atten-
tion to the Bible until they get in jail.

. . Some men evidently sleep in

church to escape the truth that is be-
ing preached to them.

. . When fools get the blues, they
drink them off; but when wise men
get the blues, they think them off.

. . There are people who are content
to be considered the wisest or richest

in a community in which everybody is

considered better than themselves.

..The man who puts salvation off

until he gets ready to die will find it as

difficult as getting elected to an office

without running for it. W. J. B.
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ALREADY several States have
passed thi-ough the heat of po-

^ litical campaigns while the heat

of the fervid summer was still with

us. So accustomed are people to hav-

ing elections in November that it

strikes a large majority of our citizens

oddly when they hear that the first

skirmishes in the political arena to de-

cide Gubernatorial and Congressional

aspirations have been fought and won.

Two New England States have had
spirited contests, and elected their

Governors and Congressmen while the

politicians in other States watched for

the results with interest as a possible

prophecy of the way things might go

later in their own districts.

Vermont went Republican by about
fifteen thousand, while Maine, for the

first time since 1880, elected a Demo-
cratic Governor by a majority of over

six thousand. Hon. Frederick W.
Plaistead, Mayor of Augusta, was the

successful candidate. It is an inter-

esting fact that Mr. Plaistead is the

son of the last Democratic Governor
of Maine, Hon. Harris Plaisted, who
was elected by the fusion of the Demo-
crats and "Greenbackers." Mayor
Plaistead's opponent was the present
Governor, Hon. Bert M. Fernald, of
Poland.
There were a number of local issues

which differentiated the Maine cam-
paign from those carried on in other
parts of the country. Of course na-
tional issues were discussed by the
nominees and speakers for both par-
ties, as there were four Congressmen
to be elected, but the most important
of the local questions was the liquor

question. Maine has long had a clause

in her constitution prohibiting the sale

of intoxicating liquors, and several

attempts have been made in recent
years to get the question resubmitted
to the voters, but thus far the efforts

of those who desired a constitutional
change have been fruitless. In the Dem-
ocratic platform it was strongly urged

that the whole question whether the

State should have prohibition in its

constitution should be again voted

upon by the new generation in poli-

tics. The Sturgis law was also an

object of attack. This law allows the

Governor to send deputies into any

county where he thinks the sheriffs are

school days were over he started in

newspaper work at Presque Isle, Me.

Later he came to Augusta and became
manager of a paper called the Neiv

Age, in which his father had a large

interest. He bought out his father's

partner and soon became his father's

successor as owner and editor. He has

John A. Mead

Elected Governor of Vermont

remiss in enforcing the liquor law. A
recent legislature voted to repeal the
law, but Governor Fernald vetoed it

and the Sturgis law remained upon the
statute books. It is said that thou-
sands of votes were cast to influence
this issue alone.

Governor-elect Plaistead is a native
of Bangor. He was educated in his

own State and at St. Johnsbury
Academy in Vermont. As soon as his

F. W. Plaisted

Elected Governor of Maine

long been actively interested in poli-

tics. He was elected sheriff in 1906
and was nominated for Congress in

1897 and 1898, but was defeated both
times. He was more successful in

municipal politics, and was elected

mayor of Augusta in 1906 and re-

elected in 1907 and 1908. The next
year he was defeated, but came back
to the mayor's office this year. In the
present State election he carried his

home city by 330 votes. He has hn
a delegate to a number of Democi jc

national conventions, has been chr-
man of one of the State Democi jc

conventions, and has held other pjts

of responsibility in the gift of 'jg

party. He is very prominent in i-

sonic circles, having been Grand C i-

mander of the Commandery of Ma e.

He is also a Past Exalted Ruler of le

order of Elks.
The Republicans elected two (v

gressmen, one of them being Hon. A; ^r

Hinds of Portland, present parlini-
tary clerk in the House of Represe >.

tives at Washington, and the De>
crats elected two. The Democrats 1 'e

probably a majority in the S ;e

Senate, and it seems likely tha a
Democrat will be elected to fill le

post now'filled'by Senator Hale, i i-

ator Hale announced last spring i it

he did not care to run again, but wis d
to retire to private life. He has sei d
his State as one of its representat !s

at Washington for over a quarter i a

century. Many names have been i j-

gested, and there will apparently le

no dearth of candidates, but it is .o

early yet to name any one as the let r

in the race for the much-coveted ho r.

In Vermont Dr. John A. Mead )f

Rutland, the present Republican L i-

tenant-Governor, was elected Govei ii

by a majority of over fifteen thous; 1.

His opponent was Charles D. Wat i,

of St. Albans. The entire Republi n

ticket was elected. The two Repi i-

can Congressmen were elected and e

legislature is also Republican, t s

making certain the re-election to e

Senate of Hon. Carroll S. Page.
On September 12 the voters f

Arizona voted on candidates for e

coming constitutional convention. '

e

campaign was fought with great -

terness, politicians of the different \
-

ties bolting their party tickets. '

e

issue was the referendum and ini -

tive. The result stood : Democi s

thirty-five. Republican's twelve, Lai -

ites five.

IT
will take several generations to make good the

extensive damage done to the forests in Wash-
ington, Idaho, Montana, and other States in the

Northwest by the recent forest fires. Even now the

woods are on fire in places and the people will not

feel safe until winter sets in. The area burned over

is equal to some of our smaller States. Wallace,

Idaho, of which we print some recent photographs,
was in danger of being entirely swept off the map.
The fire was stopped in the town itself. On one side

rise the blackened ruins of homes and stores, and
on the other the smoke-blackened but still intact

walls of what will be the beginning of the new town
of Wallace, for the people are determined that the
fire shall be regarded as a setback only. The town
of Taft was practically swept out of existence.

It is thought that at least two hundred people

lost their lives, while hundreds of others had almost
miraculous escapes from death. Some immersed
themselves in rivers and lakes, while one party
found safety in an abandoned mine just as they
were about ready to give up hope.
One man who traveled over part of the burned

territory as soon as the fires had subsided sufficiently

to make his passage possible gives a vivid account of

what he saw. He said that the blackened stumps
were still crackling, showing a glow of red here and
there, while underneath he walked in white wood
ashes into which his foot often slipped until he
stood in it half way to the knee. As far as the eye
could reach was an appalling scene of desolation

—

a black and gray landscape under a pall of smoke.

The loss of life among the wild creatures of

forest cannot be even estimated. It included w -

out doubt almost every bird and four-footed creat

:

within the burned areas, for in most cases the fis

came in such a way that all chance of escape \ ^

cut off. He found the bones of deer and bear ; 1

of other animals. The heat had affected the strea i

to such a degree that large trout were found float r

dead on the surface of ponds and streams. Pro -

bly at no time in the memory of living men li

there been such widespread destruction of tim
'

and animal life.

The foresters, aided by the people of their (

tricts, are making strenuous efforts to prevent •

other outbreak of the flames, and all people liv ;

in forest districts should carefully observe the r •

ulations provided for their own protection.

Ruins of Wallace, Idaho, After the Great Forest Fires All That Is Left of De Borgia, Montana
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ipiHIS has been a year of great unrest among the

people of India. Yet we have worked on in

L peace and quiet undisturbed, protected by our

ther's sheltering care. We rejoice greatly in

ling the new building completed for which we have

irked and prayed so long. This is the memorial

(Our six children taken home from Darjeeling. It

j wonderful how the Lord has supplied the money
;- and guided us in planning it. This gives a

'me, with class, prayer and work rooms, for

i-ee hundred girls. It also furnishes us and five

iiy missionaries a comfortable home,
lich to me is one of the most essen-

1 things in a missionary's life in

i:h a climate as India.

During the sad famine time, we
jthered great numbers of children

:)m the fields of suffering and have
(3r since been fitting them in educa-

•n and Christian training for God's

•irk in some mission field, or for

<.ristian citizenship in this great

lid. Many readers of The Chris-
•\S Herald have aided us in this

•irk by their constant prayers and
leral contributions. The famine chil-

«en are growing up to young man-
od and womanhood. I send you a

otograph of a group of them signing
.•vote of thanks to The Christian
CRALD and its readers who helped
:3ni. We care now for 210 destitute

;ls and 50 boys. Our work is run
i the lines of the late George Mueller
(Bristol, England. Our rice pot has to

ok one hundred and ninety pounds of

•^e daily, and He provides. This year
( ven bright girls go up for the gov-

Si; ADA LEE, Calcutta, India

ernment examination for teachers' certificates, and
we have a most promising lot of girls coming on in
the middle standards. In our boys' orphanage, we
have some very promising boys. Some of the other
ones have gone to learn trades this year, and two
or three have gone into mission work, preaching on
the street and in the villages.
Our Bible women are working faithfully and the

Now grown
and

" Christian Herald " Famine Orphans of India

to manhood and womanhood, they are signing a vote of thanks to their friend
benefactor the late Dr. Klopsch and The Christian Herald readers

seed is being sown broadcast among the women in
the zenanas and villages. Not long ago we went to

a large native town in a canal boat in which we
slept, cooked and ate. We arrived late in the even-
ing. Our Bible women went to the bazar (market),
where the people, men, women and children,
swarmed like bees. Many of them had never seen
a white face or any one dressed in English clothes.

You can imagine the excitement when we appeared
on the scene. Some ran away in fright. Curiosity,
however, overcame their fears, and they soon re-
turned. Among the children was a beautiful little

girl. Some boys had told them I had
come to take them away from their
homes and she screamed in terror. I

called to her and began to talk to her
in a kindly way; still she hung back till

I pulled out of my bag a beautiful
card—a picture of the Good Shepherd
leading forth his sheep—and told her
the story. Finally I gave her the pic-

ture and she went away happy. This
was a Sunday School picture card
some one had sent us from America.
Next day, we found that the little girl

had shown the picture to every one,
and the children had spread the news
and told of the white woman who had
given the little girl the picture card,
and how she loved little children. So
this little picture won the children and
opened up the homes and the hearts of
the people, and we found a welcome
and a hearing wherever we went.
Your kind letter of the 18th of June

last came duly to hand, enclosing draft
for furtherance of our orphanage
work. Please accept our heartiest
thanks for this kind remembrance.

<^7» Ne^^© ©f tLlhe Me^ .©veimieinit t^^

u: in

"ffm

The "Mother of Missions" Celebrates

"\OSTON will witness in October a truly great
-^ celebration. A hundred years ago was organ-
:J ized the American Board of Commissioners
t Foreign Missions. It has proved eminently
'trthy of leadership. Forty-five other societies

]ve since followed it into the field which is the
rid.
Following is a brief programme for the three days'
lebration. Simultaneous meetings will be held in

'ee halls each evening. The first session, Tuesday,
'tober 11, two o'clock P.M., will be opened by a
"votional service, followed by business. The annual
idress will be delivered by the president, Samuel
' Capen, of New York. Tuesday evening, at eight
'lock, in Tremont Temple, the speakers will be
esident Henry C. King of Oberlin, and Dr. R. E.
leer of the Presbyterian Foreign Board; in Park
cYeet Church, Dr. J. P. Jones of India and Dr.
-thur H. Smith of China; in Old South Church.
J . Smith and Dr. Shepherd of Turkey.
Wednesday, October 12, the entire day will be
iv?oted to a historical pilgrimage to Andover and
iadford. It was at Andover that the first foreign
issionaries from America received their training
!• the ministry. There, too, were formed the first

lins looking to the organization of a foreign mis-
s-nary society. An appropriate tablet will be
(iicated in Andover on the spot where the first

issionaries met for consultation and prayer.
Wednesday evening in Tremont Temple, the

i makers will be Dr. John R. Mott and Dr. Charles
Jefferson of New York; in Old South church,

resident King and Dr. R. E. Speer; in Park Street
urch there will be ten-minute addresses from
eran missionaries and others. Thursday morn-

i^ there will be five-minute addresses by mission-
es. Thursday evening Dr. Wardlaw Thompson

Ml voice the sentiments of all in a speech at the
se. On the same evening meetings will be held
Park Street church and the Old South church,
iday will be marked by a farewell sex'vice for new
ssionaries.

The American Board is carrying out, during the
rrent year, a programme of advance on broad
es. This includes the raising of $560,000 from
lividuals, churches, Sunday Schools and Christian
ideavor societies and $.300,000 by the three
iman's Boards. It is proposed to wipe out the
t of 2,450 churches which made no contributions
foreign missions last year. J. Phillips.

India's Great Bathing Festival

J^VERY twelve years the great Maha
'\ festival is celebrated by Hindus of all

-^ in the sacred city of Kumbakonam, B
Jere are tw70 fptstivniB Instino- fpn rlnvs. the

amakam
all castes
Madras.

lere are two festivals, lasting ten days, the closing

day being the most important in a ceremonial sense,

as on that day they bathe in the holy waters.

For centuries it has been the belief of these
Hindus that, by bathing in the great Mahamakam
tank (into which the nine "holy" rivers of the world
are believed to pour their waters on this day), they
can save themselves from all sins and secure salva-

tion in the future.

Great throngs attend these ceremonies, crowded
trains arriving every hour at the place of worship.
The order of bathing is first in the Mahamakam
tank, then in the Porramari tank, and lastly in the

Crowds at the Bathing Tanks

river Kanori. Before bathing, all the people ini-

tiate themselves by uttering the Sangalpa Man-
thram, by calling the day of the week, the star of

the day, and other combinations of the heavens
peculiar to that day. Most of the people wait until

the gods go in to give the sacred waters; then they

bathe, and then drink of the holy water, compounded
of milk, butter and other substances from the cow,

which they hold highly sacred. Before bathing, the

women offer sorrel, red powder, turmeric flowers,

nuts, gold and silver pieces, bangles of dark glass,

betel leaves, and other gifts to two goddesses, one

the goddess of the Ganges.
The people then crowd to the temples to make

offerings, get themselves absolutely pure from all

sins and receive blessings, the gods having been

taken back to their respective temples during the

night.

Neglecfted Village Children of Syria

IT
IS now more than fifty years since evangelistic
preaching was begun by the American Board in
Kessab, Syria. For more than thirty years, the

church—with a congregation of 1,800, the third in
size in the Central Turkey Cilician Union—has been
self-supporting. The pastor's salary has been thirty-
three liras Turkish ($145.20). During this time,
the people have had a great many opportunities to
understand the principles of the Gospel, but the
schools were not developed until within recent years.
Consequently the young men of Kessab have re-
mained in a backward and ignorant state. To-day,
not counting those in the outside villages, there are
in the village of Kessab alone about four hundred
young men and women who scarcely know how to
read or write a letter.

•These young people, if they are girls, sit idly in
their homes and gossip, and if young men, they go
to the coast, to Latakia, or Scanderoon, to be por-
ters (the lowest kind of work in Turkey), or they
roam idly around the mountains in the region of
Kessab, spending their time in doing nothing. There
is no work for them here, so what can they do? But
this state of things, this burden-bearing and idle-
ness and mingling with low society, is both mentally
and morally sapping the young life of our church,
because the unwholesome and harmful moral atmos-
phere of Scanderoon leads our young men down to
death, and the lack of mental and moral training
unfits our girls for the making of homes and the
training of children.

For two years this has been the subject of earnest
conversation; but now we have reached the conclu-
sion that to help the young people of Kessab we must
have better schools and give them better education
and training. For the boys in the schools, we are
doing all we can to develop and train them. We
have also opened a night school for young men and
boys, who can not study in the day school, and a
good number attended last year. We are hoping for
a larger attendance this year. We have long felt

the need of a good reading-room, but the condition of
the country politically did not encourage us to make
the attempt. Now, however, as a thank-offering for
the blessing of constitutional freedom that has come
to us so recently, we are trying to open one. We
are accepting donations of money or books from all

who wish to aid in this cause. Many cannot read
English, but a few can, and all of the people here
enjoy the illustrations in The Christian Herald.

I hope your people will do what they can for us
in our work of helping these very deserving people

in this missionary land.
Miss E. M. Chambers.

Kessab, via Latakia, Syria.
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The Protecftion of the Panama Canal

WITH the Panama Canal two-thirds of the way
towards completion, it seems an odd time for

some Americans to suddenly bring- up the question

whether the United States, the country which secured

the use of the canal zone by treaty and is build-

ing the canal, should have the right to construct

sufficient fortifications for its protection. Several

foreign nations, whose interests in the matter are

entirely selfish, are objecting to the United States

preparing adequate defense, and our representatives

to the Interparliamentary Congress at Brussels

have unfortunately played into their hands, they

showing an astonishing lack of accurate informa-

tion when they said that by the treaty with Great

Britain, the United States agreed to leave the canal

unprotected by fortifications. Evidently the dele-

gates were under the impression that the Clayton-

Bulwer treaty was ratified by this Congress, instead

of the Hay-Pauncefote treaty. The first-named
treaty would have prevented us from taking any
steps to defend the canal and would have left it to

be the easy spoil of the first invader, even though it

had been no more a personage than Zelaya or one
of his type. The great defect in the treaty was for-

tunately seen in time and the treaty was rejected.

In its place the Hay-Pauncefote treaty was made,
which left the United States free to protect the
canal as it sees fit. It is unfortunate that the con-
trary impression was given at the Brussels Congress.

To insist that the canal be fortified is not urging
militarism; it is just plain common sense. To build
the canal and not protect it adequately would be as
sensible as building a house and then publicly pledg-
ing one's self to leave off the front and back doors.

The United States, by holding the canal, protect-
ing it when and where necessary, will do more to-

ward making it of use to all nations than by leaving
it as an unprotected prize in the international grab
bag, and we would not be compelled to have such a
large naval force, as the ships could be moved easily
from coast to coast as needed. We believe in peace-
ful methods of settling disputes, but it seems as if

the canal would be less likely to be a bone of con-
tention if we protect it, so that Powers who covet
the waterway would find it a difficult piece of our
property to appropriate. In fact, they will leave it

alone if it is protected as it should be, so that it can
be kept a free and open waterway at all times under
it sole owner, the United States of America.

That Letter Home
WHEN the postman passes the door morning by

morning and does not stop; when on the coun-
try road the mail-driver leaves nothing in the box
that is fastened to its post and is the connecting link

between the rural household and the outside world,
somebody's heart is disappointed. That somebody
is very likely mother. She is going about the kitchen,
stepping from the pantry to the table and from the
table to the range just as she used to do when her
boy and her girl were her children at home. There
are plants in the window—mother could always
make house-plants flourish; she had the secret of
coaxing them to bud and flower. The cat is purring
on the hearthstone. The Christian Herald is on
the shelf under the clock, and father will take it

down and read it to mother this evening, when she
begins her usual task of knitting gray wool into
warm socks for a son who is busy in a counting-
house a good many miles down the river in a big
city that mother sees, it may be, once in ten years.
That boy's feet must be kept warm, and from time
to time he receives a box at his boarding house in
which there are the socks of mother's knitting, the
undershirts that she has always fashioned for him,
other tokens that remind him of home and very
likely certain dainties, such as a roast chicken, a
fruit cake, apples and nuts that no city larder known
to him ever affords. Blessings on those boxes that
thoughtful mothers send from home to their boys.
The girl away from home, earning bread in the
city in office or department store, is less likely than
her brother or cousin to postpone too long that letter
home which is so eagerly watched for. Her Sunday
afternoons are not complete until the letter is writ-
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ten and carefully posted. But the boy considers

himself no correspondent and thinks he is doing

pretty well if, once a fortnight or once a month, he

writes to the home people. Meanwhile, they are not

being treated fairly. The years of self-denying

love that are back of the boy's present foothold in

business have earned for the old parents a better

reward than to be side-tracked, while newer faces

and newer interests monopolize his time and
thought. Be fair to the old folks, young man, and
write that letter home, the one you meant to write

a week ago, before another day is gone.

Foolish War Scares

IT would seem to be inevitable that every country

must have its periodical war scare. We can re-

call the widespread agitation, before our break with

Spain, over the anticipated arrival of the Spanish

fleet, which was said to be invincible. Many years

earlier, we had no little trepidation regarding the

possibility of a Chilean naval invasion. England is

just now going through a pretty general war scare.

The whole nation seems to be keyed up in anticipa-

tion of some sudden movement by Germany, and
the nightmare rides the harder since Britons heard
that the standing toast at German naval and mili-

tary banquets is "the great day"—the day of inva-
sion. Outsiders can see no reason for the scare.

Germany does not seem to have any designs beyond
a campaign of sharp trade competition. England,
with her big fleet and her colonies and with France,
Italy and Japan as allies, would appear to have little

reason for apprehension. Germany, it is true,

could put a tremendous force in the field and might
make French soil the scene of the first operations;
but a victory over France would be barren, unless
it could be pushed further and over sea. Japan, too,

if we may judge from the tone of some of its jour-
nals, is touched with the same popular jingo-mania
and seems to be constantly dreaming of a threatened
conquest of the Orient by some ambitious Western
Power. All these various international perturba-
tions will probably dissolve into thin air. Japan
has been our friend for half a century and we have
reciprocated the friendship. Neither has broken
faith, nor is it likely to do so. Germany is look-
ing for trade expansion, and the German people
have no direct quarrel with the British, although
the sensitiveness of Britain makes it unduly sus-
ceptible to events that possess little significance in
themselves. What a glorious thing it would be if

some power—Germany, England or Uncle Sam

—

were to take the initiative and bring all the standing
causes of difference, real or imaginary, before The
Hague Court, to be disposed of in a sensible, busi-
nesslike way!

As Others View Us

ONE of the most distinguished visitors among
those who have come to this country to attend

the International Prison Congress in Washington,
is Professor Adolphe Prins of Belgium. He has
control of the prisons in the Belgian capital and is

a man of wide experience in all questions that relate
to criminology. Professor Prins has made a study
of New York and visited its jails and reformatories;
he went up and down through the great East Side,
with its vast cosmopolitan population, and he in-

vestigated the methods of the charity organizations
of the big metropolis. He finds us the most gen-
erous people in the world. "Your rich are very
rich," he says, "but they are more and more realiz-
ing that their wealth is only a stewardship. The
State seems to do little for the poor; but the owners
of individual fortunes plan out great benevolences
that are national in their scope, and their results
are astounding. Besides, you have a wonderful way
of helping the poor to help themselves—you teach
them how to prosper by their own efforts. . . .

You are afraid, however, to hurt your criminals.
You would rather coddle them. Your laws are to
blame. You are too prone to arrest people and
then too prone to let them go." This is an honest
criticism from a friendly source. It is true that
our States and municipalities do little for the poor
and unemployed. Especially does this apply to our
larger cities. Were the system of public works less
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under the control of politics, it might result in gre/

benefit to the temporarily unemployed. That oi

wealthy men are coming more and more to rega:|

their riches as a stewardship is obvious to any ii

telligent observer, and it is a fortunate thing th

their surplus should choose so beneficent an outk
Yet the fact remains that the great national volun

of charity comes not from the pockets of the ric?

but most largely from the large sympathetic claii

of thrifty and industrious Americans who, havii

themselves felt the need of friendly aid at times, a

quick to respond to the call of those in need.

It is their example that has given to the worl
in a newer and stronger interpretation, the gre
lesson that all wealth is a trust, for the use '

which we are responsible to the divine Giver.

Training That Tells

LETTERS are frequently received from corr

spondents, anxiously inquiring by what meai

they may earn money at home. Sometimes the:

letters come from young women, who would like

leave their country homes and secure remunerati^

employment in town. Not every one is so frank ;

she who candidly wrote, saying that what she w<

in search of was a place where she could have "tl

shortest hours and the easiest woi-k, with the bigge;

salary." But very many altogether omit from the

thoughts the imperative need of training. The
fancy that their quickness, or their good looks, (

their pleasant manners, will carry them through tl

difficulties of beginning.
In the field of literature, numbers of women imaj

ine that they are well fitted to win golden gains
only they can find a periodical or a publisher wl
will accept and pay for their stories, poems an
essays. They confidently submit their unskille

work and grieve when it is declined, quite oblivioi;

of the fact that here, as elsewhere, training tells t

the advantage of the author, and that without it th

novice, meeting many competitors, is often for*

doomed to disappointment. In every professioi

every trade, every line that commands money, goo

work is entitled to a good wage. Physician, nursi

minister, telegraph operator, electrician, en^-

neer, motorman, conductor, maid-of-all-work, artis

teacher, musician, shoemaker, each must have trair

ing to succeed in doing special work with credit an
success. The raw recruit has the same number o

inches, the same breadth of chest and measuremen
of girth that the well-drilled soldier has, but th

two are in the greatest contrast, the one movin
with precision, erectness and rapidity, the othe

going through his exercises with jerkiness, awk
wardness and slowness. It is training that tells.
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Mayor Gaynor and His Family

rHE first photograph of Mayor Gaynor of New
York since his return from the hospital was
taken September 10, at the Smithtown Horse

tiow on Long Island, where the Mayor exhibited

A'eral of his horses, some of which took premiums,

he picture group includes Mayor and Mrs. Gaynor,

rs. H. Vingut, a married daughter, and Norman,

elen and Gertrude Gaynor. When the Mayor
)peared on the beautiful fifty-acre field of the fair-

•ound with his wife and other members of the

.mily, friends flocked from every side about his

g limousine car, to shake hands with him and

;press their pleasure at his appearance and pros-

!ct of complete recovery. The events of the day

ade the Mayor very proud. His son Rufus in the

orning won a blue ribbon with his father's horse

esta, which was entered in the station wagon class

-r single horses. Miss Gertrude Gaynor took the

ue ribbon with her favorite horse "Lemons" in the

ass for best saddle horses, and Miss Marion
aynor added further lustre to the day by winning
r "Bobs" the first prize in the pony class. Miss

ertrude also won the second prize in class 4 and
lird prize in class 8. It was a gala day for the

aynors at the horse show. Public men are so often

timated without the setting

the family, the wife and the

lildren, who have contributed
. much to the development,
;efulness and inspiration of

'•eir hves. The family is the

lit of the State. It is the

easure of its progress and
I'stiny.

\l

ai

a great many purposes, but the one that impresses
rne as the most useful is the furnishing of a Chris-
tian club to young men at a time when the devil is

very near and will get them if he can. It is in their
idle moments that they contract the habits that lead
them downward, and it is in their leisure that they
can make their character what it ought to be, and
under the auspices of the Young Men's Christian
Association numbers of young men who would go
down into the gutter are not rescued from there, but
are kept from there and led onward and upward to
become the best members of the community." Such
a tribute from the head of the nation to an institu-
tion which has done so much for the physical, intel-
lectual, social, moral and religious interests of young
men is as beautiful as it is just. The development
of young manhood by Christian environment and
tuition and the purification of the individual heart
by present faith in a present Saviour have marked
the work of the Young Men's Christian Association
throughout the country and world.
Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way ? by taking heed

thereto according to thy word. (Ps. 119 : 9.)

Disfigured for Life

Ten students were being initiated into the Alpha
Debating Society of the York, Pa., high school, when
a black oil, containing dye and acid, used in coloring
leather, was smeared upon their faces. The acid

rhe just man walketh in his integrity ;

J children are blessed after him.

rov. 20 : 7.)

'eighed the Earth

The speed and .schedule time
the stars have been ascer-

ined; the circumference and
ameter of the earth have been
;termined. Professor Wetzel,
the department of physics

; the College of the City of
ew York, has just finished
series of experiments by

hich he has computed the
eight of the earth to be 7,000,-

10,000,000 tons. The profes-
,r's apparatus is so extremely
iicate that the experiments
id to be carried on entirely
ter midnight to avoid even
e jarring footfalls in the col-

?e corridor. The apparatus
is put on public exhibition in
;e main building of the college
the day of the opening. We
all have to take the statement of the professor on
ith. But whether he has ascertained the exact
sight or not there is One who knows to the atom
e size and to a millionth part of a grain the weight
this planet on which we live. The prophet gives

is minute detail of God's knowledge of the material
aim as a reason why he will care so tenderly for
ose who belong to him.
Vhohath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and
ted out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust of

'! earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and
i hills in a balance? (Isa. 40 : 12.)

esident Taft and Young Men
President Taft laid the cornerstone of the Young
en's Christian A.ssociatio'n building at Beverly,
ass., the other day. The President worked hard
ysically in getting the big block of granite, three
four feet, in place, and in spreading the mortar
th the silver trowel. Among other things in his
dress he said: "It is a great pleasure for me to
ke part in the ceremony of dedicating a building
at I believe sincerely will contribute gi-eatly to the
mfort, the welfare and the building up of good
aracter in the young men of Beverly. I do not
ow how it happened, but it has fallen to my lot to
ke part in the dedication of buildings like this the
)rld over. I began in Dayton, 0.; I went on to
inaha, and then to Seattle, and then to Shanghai,
d then to Hong Kong, and then to Manila, and

'vf I have swung around to Beverly; and it is an
ndence of the univer.sal usefulness of the Young
fan's Christian Association that it is adapted, and
ill adapted, to the betterment of so different com-

: unities as those that I have mentioned. It serves

Mayor Gaynorx and His Wife and Children at a Long Island Outing

ate into the faces, and the dye colored them black,

and the physicians say that all ten will be disfigured

for life—that the stain can never be taken out. The
hazers only meant fun, as all hazers do, but there is

often an element of danger which the hazers do not
avoid, which maims and even destroys life. Moral
injuries are done to our fellow-men by carelessness,

which may damage them for this life and the next.

Some careless or reckless thought or action, without
any intention to do harm, permanently scars and
stains the soul. What caution and circumspection
there should be in character and conduct as we re-

member that for the careless as well as the inten-

tional injuries we inflict we shall have to render so

strict an account!
But I say unto you, that every idle word that men shall speak,

they shall give account thereof in theday of judgment. (Matt. 12:36.)

Man-Eating Lions

Theodore Roosevelt on his recent Western tour,

while at Kansas City, Mo., addressed the students

of the Westport High School, telling stories of his

trip to Africa. He told the following stories of

man-eating lions: "When they were building the

railroad," he said, "construction was stopped
for two weeks, because two lions had established

themselves on the tracks and ate up all the men
who came to work. I think they ate about one hun-
dred. Finally they were killed." He said the sur-

vivor of another encounter with the lions told him
a story which he would repeat. "At one railroad

station," he began, "the lion ate up the agent, and
when the next train came along it ate up a brake-
man. The division superintendent, an Englishman,
took a German and an Italian with him and went

out there to kill the lion. They sat up in the night

waiting for the lion, and finally the Italian went to

sleep at one end of the car, and the German got into

one of the berths. The Englishman sat at the

window, with his rifle, on guard. He evidently went
to sleep there. The lion, with its queer, sinister

intelligence, saw that the man was asleep. It came
up on the platform, pulled the sliding door open
with its paw and went in. The German was awak-
ened by the weight of the lion's hind legs on him.
The forelegs of the lion were on the Englishman and
the lion had the man's head in its mouth. The Ger-
man shouted and awakened the Italian, who leaped
up and jumped on the lion's back. He jumped off

again and ran to the other end of the car. The lion

had its man and only wanted to get away with him.
It smashed its way through a window, dragging the
Englishman with it, and all through the night the
German and the Italian could hear the dreadful
purring of the lion as it ate the Englishman."
Fierce animal appetites within and beastly tempta-
tions without pounce upon and destroy the character
and soul. A strong faith and a warm love are the

only protection against them. Colonel Roosevelt in

his lion stories surprised not only the pupils but
their teachers when he referred to the description in

the Bible of the man-eating lions which at one time
devastated Samaria. It is said that Governor

Hadley, who was on the plat-

form at the time, remarked to

his neighbor that he had never
discovered that passage. If

the Governor had re-read a
portion of II. Kings he would
have found this statement of
some of the inhabitants of
Samaria

:

And so it was at the beginning of their

dwelling there, that they feared not the
Lord : therefore the Lord sent lions

among them, which slew some of them.
(II. Kings 17: 25.)

Saved by His Wife

Mr. and Mrs. James Barth
were picking elderberries on
the edge of Jamaica Bay, Long
Island, when Mr. Barth, who
had been standing some time
by a heavily laden bush, found
himself sinking below his ankles
in the mud. Every effort to
extricate himself only sent him
deeper in the mire. He was in

dangerous quicksand, of which
he had no warning. He had
gotten up to his knees in the
bog before he called to his wife
in distress. He warned her
not to come near him. He
said, however, that if he could
only reach the limb of a tree
about six feet above him, and
a little distance from him, he

could extricate himself. The quick-witted wife went
to the trunk of the tree, about twenty feet away,
and climbed up to the branch of which her husband
had spoken. She worked her way out to the end
with her hands, supporting her weight until she
got near to where her husband was. He could not
quite reach her, and so she swung backward and
forward a number of times, until he could catch her
ankles; and then the man, who weighed two hun-
dred pounds, worked his way up by clinging to his

wife until he caught her about the waist, and by a
desperate struggle extricated himself from what in

a little time would have been a slimy grave. The
woman was not large nor apparently overstrong,
and yet knowing that the life of her husband de-
pended upon her physical strength she clung to the
branch and exerted almost superhuman energy in
rescuing her husband. They worked their way
back on the limb to safer ground, when the wife,
worn out with the exertion and nervous strain from
the shock, fell fainting to the ground. Her husband
picked her up and carried her a mile to the trolley
car, which they took for their home in Jamaica. A
physician was summoned, who said that she would
be confined to her bed with the prostration, but that
no serious results would follow to the husband or
wife. Women have always helped their husbands
out of trouble. Since the Church began. Christian
wives, by their prayers and lives, have been instru-
mental in God's hands in lifting their husbands out
of the quicksands of temptation and moral evil.

Rescue from the deadly mire of sin is mentioned by
the psalmist:

He brought me up also out of an horrible pit, out of the miry
clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and established my goings.

(Ps. 40:2.)
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ASSIUT. EGYPT

"OST travelers who visit the Holy Land ci!

tent themselves with a visit to that restricil

part west of Jordan. The mountainous
gions of Moab as seen by them from Jerusalem

lost' in the purple haze that constantly hangs O'

them, and the great stretches beyond are covered!

mystery. This is true partly because of the fs'vl

historical incidents connected with the easti

regions, but mainly on account of the great abj

of the Jordan valley that has always acted as

barrier. Few who descend into the valley l,c

feet below sea level undertake to climb the h:

beyond, which rise to a height of 3,000 feet. Tho'

its glory is far outshone by that of western Pal

tine, still, both in the old and the new dispensatioj

it has a history of its own and from an econo;

standpoint will always enter very largely into

life of Palestine.

Although not an integral part, it was the froni

land of Palestine and was the first conquered
first lost by the hosts of Israel. From these h;

Abraham first saw the Holy Land; it was here,

the brook Jabbok, that Jacob wrestled with
angel ere he entered into possession of the 1

that God would give him, and it was from tb
Pisgah heights that Moses viewed the promii
land after he had finished his leadership of fo:

years through the wilderness.

The most striking thing about it has always
its isolation. However much connected by race
vicinity with their western kinsmen, the dwelleri

eastern Palestine have always been distinct,

their lands have never been occupied by the nati

on the west except through acts of aggression
conquest. The Amorite chiefs, Og and Sihon, es'

lished themselves on the acclivities of these heigi

but only to be themselves dislodged by the Israel

the Amorite kings of Palestine proper not stri'

a blow in behalf of their trans-Jordanic breth:

The Israelite tribes who settled here exercised^

most no influence over their countrymen on
western bank, were carried into captivity 1

before them and were succeeded by settlers not
'

Jewish, but of Gentile origin. Even to-day tl

isolation is still felt. In giving an idea of th*

knowledge of present-day geography one of thi

remarked, "There are only four seas in the wor
two of which are the Dead Sea and the Sea
Galilee." Both of these are in sight of their c
hills.

But the thing of most interest is its fertility,

has always been the forest land and the pasti;

land of Palestine. The smooth hills received

special name, expressive of their contrast with t

rough and rocky soil of the west. The "oaks

Bashan," which still fill the traveler with admii

tion, were to the prophets and psalmists of Isn

the chief glory of the vegetation of their cornm

country. The vast herds of wild cattle which th

wandered through the woods were at once the terr

and pride of the Israelites—the fat bulls of Bash£

The king of Moab was but a great sheep master a

"rendered for tribute a hundred thousand lambs a

a hundred thousand rams with the wool." Still t

countless flocks may be seen; droves of cattle mc
ing on like troops of soldiers, descending at suns

to drink of the springs, literally in the language

the prophet, "rams and lambs, and goats and bi

locks, all of them fatlings of Bashan."
It is striking to remember that, with this land

their possession, the Israelites nevertheless press

forward across the Jordan Valley and settled in t

rugged mountains of Judah and Ephraim, never

return to those beautiful regions which had be

their first home in the Promised Land. "The Lo

had made them ride on the high places of the eari

that they might eat the increase of the fields; aij

he had made them to suck honey out of the clil

and oil out of the flinty rock; butter of kirie aii

milk of sheep; with fat of lambs and rams of t;

breed of Bashan and goats; with the fat of t

kidneys of wheat and the pure blood of the grape

Continued on next page
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Thus spoke the prophet leader, while they were still

in enjoyment of this rich country. Yet forward

they went. It was God's wise plan that they should

not become engrossed in the lower pursuits of a

worldly and commercial life. Theirs was a higher

calling. Though the regions to which they advanced

were less fertile, yet it was only there, shut in from

the temptations to pursue wealth, that they could

become God's peculiar people.

Of the tribes of Israel only two and a part of a

third settled in this land. From first to last, they

,
alone of the tribes never emerged from the state of

j

their patriarchial ancestors. When Joshua bade

them return to their possessions, it was not to their

."houses," but to their "tents." In the national de-

velopment of Israel we hear almost nothing of them.

With the exception of two of their heroes, Elijah

and Jephthah, their names are only mentioned in

connection with the multiplication of their cattle,

.their wars with the Bedouin sons of Hagar and their

spoils of camel and sheep. Reuben vanishes away
into a mere Arabian tribe. There is one touching::

I
interest with which this land beyond the Jordan is

invested.

It was the land of exiles. One place there was in

its beautiful uplands consecrated by the presence of

God in primeval times. Mahanaim marked the spot

where Jacob saw the vision of the angels. To this

scene of the great crisis in their ancestor's life the

thought of his descendants returned in after years
whenever foreign conquest or civil strife drove
them from their native hills. Here Abner rallied

the Israelites around Ishbosheth after the rout of

Gilboa; here David fled when about to be dethroned
'by his son Absalom. The refuge which these hills

'afforded to David they also afforded to David's

'greater Son.
' Perea, as it was called by the Greek, still occupied
'the same relation, secluded and retired from the

busy world which filled the neighborhood of Jerusa-
'lem and the sea of Galilee. Thither our Lord prob-

'ably retired after his baptism and thither also ho
came in the interval of danger which immediately
preceded the end of his earthly life.

' It has only been within recent years that these
regions have heard of the message of the Cross.
The old barriers are being broken down, and schools

and churches are being established. Let us hope
'that they may yet enter more fully into the inheri-

tance that has been prepared for all the children of

God and that the few remaining barriers may be
Droken down as the kingdoms of this world become
the kingdoms of our Lord.

General Notes
—E.k-President Rooskvelt u::.ually proves equal to a sudden

emergency, as was shown by an incident which took place din-
ing his recent visit to FarKo. N. D. Mr. Roosevelt had just fin-

ished a Labor Day speech, when a man in the audience jumped
I up, and in a rude way thrust a question at the orator, asking
who paid the expenses of his trii>. Colonel Roosevelt replied
that it was being i)aid by his jiulilication, whereupon the man

I assumed an oirensive attitude and said it was a lie. The ex-
President stepped forward swiftly, grasped the fellow's arm and
whirled him about, and a moment later half a dozen ready

I hands propelled him outside of the meeting. It was not thought
worth while to make an arrest.

^

—The comparatively new disease known as infantile paraly-
sis is now said to have been known over seventy years asa.
!whcn well authenticated cases occurred in Louisiana and dilter-

f
ent parts of Europe. It broke out anew in 1881 and again in

1904. Three years later it had 2,5(10 victims in New York City.
The medical profession is still undecided as to the actual cause
rand nature of the disease, which is now known as poliomyelitis.
It is unquestionably infectious. Recent investigations at the
new Rockefeller Hospital have succeeded in tracing the incep-
tion of the disease to the spina! cord, from which it spreads to
different parts of the body. It can be communicated throug'i
the nose and throat. Experiments have shown that a person
can be rendered immune to the disease by inoculation.

—In a pi;blic letter the Committee of lOn on National Health
makes some timely and instructive suggestions relative to the
bill now before Congress to establish a Department of Public
Health. Its first object is to co-ordinate bureaus and divisions
already occupied with sanitary, medical, biological and relief
service, under the Federal Government. The other main pur-
pose of the bill is to collect data, and to make research, as well
as to render service to other dei)artmonts. The Committo';
appeals for support for the bill among the churches, which
"have nothing to lose but much to gain in support of the move-
ment to encourage the indiviiUial American to be a more effi-

cient type of individual. Nothing is more to the credit of the
broad-minded leaders in religious life, regardless of denomina-
tional connection, than their ability to see that this is a cause
m which right-minded citizens may dutifully enlist for the noble
tnd to be accomplished,"

A Caravan from Beyond Jordan Carrying Grain to Jerusalem

A Moslem Pilgrimage to the Tomb of Aaron Selling Oranges in the Market Place

The Family Pet Jordan Dwellers Making Their Tents
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A Well-Fed Baby A Typical Scene in a Milk Depot Board of Health Physician Teaching Mother

WE are maldns' in the American city, these

days, strenuous efforts to save the baby.

There is, perhaps, in all God's world, noth-

ing so frail and in need of care as those created in

his image, and at an age when they most resemble

the angels. We have made one great discovery.

We have found that the great social calamity, infant
mortality, is preventable. And so we rush to the

rescue and try to save the chubby-bodied, laughing-
eyed little cherub, the joy of parents and the asset

of the race.

It is hard work and, though we are constantly
gaining skill in saving life, those employed in the

task, kind doctors, social workers and philanthro-
pists, are taxing their energies in this fight for the
baby. It is especially difficult in the large cities,

where pure air, pure milk and light are at a pre-
mium and where the lack of these essentials is

responsible for the untimely death of thousands.
But we are winning best in this great war against

deadly conditions. It is uphill work, with avarice,

ignorance and poverty to be met. But slowly and
surely we are conquering, and the flag of the Red
Cross waves the signal of ultimate success.

The Slaughter of the Innocents

Figures do not lie, and those gathered tell of an
infant mortality that is as astonishing as it is shock-

ing. Statistics issued by the New York Milk Com-
mission show that there are in the Island of Man-
hattan alone 12,500 babies whose mothers, either

because of hunger, weakness, employment or some
other equally distressing reason, are unable to nurse
them. Those babies need help. They are sickly,

feeble and delicate. Of the 123,433 babies born in

New York in 1909, one-eighth died under twelve
months. This slaughter of the innocents reaches
fearful proportions during the hot summer months,
when, at times, the death harvest is 3,000 per month.
These were the figures of July, 1908.

In addition to the heat, ignorance, poverty and
adulterated food contribute to the general distress.

Immigrant mothers born and raised in the provinces
of sunny Italy, or spacious Russia, are at a loss

when huddled together in crowded tenements where,
in accordance with discoveries made at the recent
census, as many as 3.50 persons live in one house.
The report of the Tenement House Department

for the quarter ending June 30 last year, states that
there are in Manhattan 118,211 living-rooms in tene-

ment houses without adequate light, and 36,825
without windows. It is not wise to juggle with
figures, but f i om what is known of congestion in New
York an average of three children for each dark
room would be a conservative estimate. This would
force the conclusion that there are to-day 465,108
children deprived of air and light in the largest and
lichest city in America. Adulterated food is an-
other factor which has to be considered.
We are, however, beginning to realize the seri-

ousness of the situation and are waking up to the
fact tViat if society is at all organized for the pro-
tection of the individual, it is the youngest, weakest
and frailest of the individuals that claim attention.
The Board of Health of the City of New York has
established a Child Hygiene Department; the social
workers and charitable societies, in conjunction
with the Department of Health, have formed the
Conference on the Summer Care for Babies, and
voluntary contributions of individuals have made
possible the establishment of the Milk Commission.
The work of these societies, in addition to that done
by Nathan Straus and several private institutions,

makes a good campaign against infant mortality.

Pure milk is distributed and mothers are taught

the delicate and all-important duties of caring for

their babies.

The campaign is in its infancy and so far orriy

3,500 of the 12,500 babies are fed on pure milk.

Nathan Straus is feeding 2,500 a day; the Milk

CoiBmittee, in its four stations, is feeding 500 a

day^ the Good Samaritan Society is feeding 200 a
day, and other agencies are feeding 300 a day. The
Diet Kitchen also, in addition to caring for large
numbers of sick and convalescent people, is contrib-

uting quantities of milk to mothers and infants.

With the milk goes the inestimable in.struction of
the physicians who volunteer their services to the
cause of saving the lives of babies.

About thirty doctors attend to the hundreds of

little ones who are fed by the Milk Committee.
Three times a week consultations are held in the
stations, when infants are examined, weighed and
their physical condition carefully scrutinized. The
progress in health and gain in flesh are carefully

recorded on charts which are kept on file. It is a
familiar scene to see hundreds of Italian or Jewish
women bring their frail, emaciated, sickly, but
therefore more beloved little tots to the physicians,
who with great tenderness and praiseworthy pa-
tience convey to the mothers the instructions that
help the babies to escape the dangers with which
they are threatened.

Summer Care for Babies

The Board of Health has a staff of 161 physicians
and 142 nurses, who have many duties to perform.
They have to inspect the 650,000 school children;
they watch over the practice of 1,200 midwives; they
attend to 79 day nurseries, where 7,000 children are
taken care of; they examine graduated school chil-

dren who apply for working papers; they visit the
3,000 foundlings who are "farmed out"; they visit

the congested districts to teach mothers the first

step of coping with sudden disease.

Duiing the summer months, when the schools are
closed, the work of these doctors and nurses is cen-
tred on checking infant mortality, and they are
enlisted in the campaign known as "Summer Care
for Babies."

These workers can be seen daily on the various
recreation piers, on the playgrounds and on the
numerous excursions arranged by charitable so-
cieties for the children.

This educational campaign is perhaps the most
important of all the work done by the department.
It has been discovered that individual attention does
more for the protection of the child than anything
else and that mother's care is the greatest promoter
of infant life. It has been discovered that little

ones do not thrive in institutions, and that even
bottle-fed babies do not prosper without mother's
care, or its substitute, hired individual service.

For this reason the foundlings of the city are
taken out of asylums and are distributed to private
families. There are at present no less than 3,000
little ones "farmed out" in this way. They are
taken care of by wom.en whose moral character and
mode of living are strictly investigated by the Board
of Health. Some of the women do it for the love of
children, many do it in the hope of healing the
wound caused by a painful bereavement, and many
poor women do it for the eight dollars per month
that the department pays for the care of each child.
These children are visited by the nurses of the
Health Department, who are vested with the right to
revoke the license in case the surroundings are
found unsatisfactory.

The advantages of individual attention over th

of institutions were explained by Dr. Josephine
Baker, the head of the Child Hygiene Departmer
in an interview with the writer. She said: "It is

fact that infants do not thrive in institutions. V
have so far not discovered the reasons for it, but \

know that the death-rate reaches forty per cent

While the work of caring for infarits is still in i

infancy, results achieved have already proven i

efficiency and have rewarded our eff'ovts with a lar<

saving of life. While the number of infants wl
died in New York City in 1900 under twelve yea
was 16,640, or 203 per thousand biiths, in 1909
decreased to 15,977, or 129 per thousand birth

These figures are low when it is learned that
some parts of Russia one child in every two has be(

known to die under twelve months.
And so the good work is going on and we are sa

ing the little tots who are threatened by avaric
ignorance, poverty and disease. We are not doir

as much as we should do, but we are waking up
the realization of a social duty, called into consciou
ness by "the bitter cry of the children," a cry th

compels greater activity on the part of any one wl
wishes to serve the race. Plans are now on foot th:

will widen the sphere of activities to dimensioi
equal to the demand, and the day is not far o

when the human race, in a social capacity, will fu

fil the highest of all functions—the protection of tl

young. Hyman Strunsky.

OLD BLACK JIM
/^LD Black Jim was up for murder, and the color of his sk

Was fearfully suggestive of the nature of his sin ;

And when the prosecution with arprument was done.
That Jim "was guilty," he believed was proved to evevy oi

Then arose an old Confederate, whose bent and wasted foi

And empty sleeve spoke mutely of battle's awful storm ;

"Your Honor, if it pleases, a word I'd like to say
In the prisoner's behalf, sir, before I go away."

"Speak on," replied his Honor, "that day will never be
When a crippled old Confederate appeals in vain to me

;

My right arm will be palsied, my tongue forever still.

Before I treat one coldly or do him any ill."

"Your Honor, in the sixties that negro at the bar
Went joyfully with me and with my brother to the war;
And he was always true, sir, as needle to the pole.

And in the day of battle would answer to the roll.

"And on July the third, sir, my brother wounded lay

Beyond the line of battle on Gettysburg's dark day ;

And none would brave the bullets which flew so thick and fa

That death seemed almost certain in facing such a blast.

"And yet, sir, there was one man who even dared to go
In face of that death-volley which was coming from the fo

And though a piece of shell nearly tore his breast away,

Yet on he rushed undaunted to where my brother lay.

"He took him in his arms, sir, though bleeding from his woun

The blood of both commingling and falling to the ground,

And brought him back to safety, and, I may say, to life;

For he sui'vived the battle and lived beyond the strife.

"Your Honor, Jim's not guilty in any moral sense

;

He would not kill a fly, sir, unless in self-defense ;

I have known him all his lifetime, and I would venture mi

To save him from that sentence of punishment condign.

"Now lay your collar open, Jim, and let the jury see

The proof of my assertion and they will set you free."

Then up rose Jim, though slowly, and laid his bosom bare

Once torn and rent and bleeding, and all the scars were thei

The foreman of the jury arose and spoke out then

:

"The prisoner is not guilty, your Honor ;
gentlemen."

But "Old Black Jim," he spoke not, though down his withered fa

The burning tears were stealing ; his scars had won his oaf

Duval Pokter.
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The Modern Way of Treating a Break The Old Way of Letting a Wound Heal A Tree Which Has Been Filled With Cement

N several Amtiican cities the general health of

the trees is watched no less closely than that of

- the general population. The priceless value of

lade trees, in relieving the long fixed lines of our

ty streets and bringing a breath of the country to

jr very doors and windows, has never been so fully

!alized as during the last few years. In several

)lleges the study of city forsstry is made a special

)urse and students are especially trained to per-

)rm this work.

The care with which the work is organized and
rectcd will come as a surprise to the average citi-

in. In Brooklyn, where the city forestry work is

jry well organized, a complete census is kept of

/ery tree throughout the city. There are some
i5,000 of these trees, and naturally a regular sys-

•m must he followed in keeping the records. A
ird index system is eT.ployed, in which a separata

ird is filled out and k:pt on record for every tree,

he locality of the tree, its approximate age and
jneral health are carefully observed and set down,
corps of trained inspectors go about the city visit-

ig and inspecting every tree at least once a year,

id, if the health of the tree be precarious, at more
equent intervals.

City trees are subject to a greater variety of ills

.lan their country cousins, and the list of ailments

or which they must b3 treated is a long one. If a

•ee, for example, be attacked by any dangerous
-isect, bug or growth of any kind, the fact is

.corded on its card at headquarters, and a skilful

ee doctor prercribes for it. The prescription is

lied at the city's expen. c, and the medicine is duly
Iministered. Scores of letters are received daily

i\' the city forester notifying him of the appearance
c tree insects or the unliealthful appearance of the

•ees; the reports are carefully entered in the card
idex, and the tree doctor is sent out to examine
16 patient.

The tree doctor even maintains an emergency
epartmcnt to c ue for trees whose cases demand
nmediate attention. After a revere storm, for

sample, a number of trees are liksly to be split and
roken. It often happens that a delay of a few
ours in caring for them may endanger the life of

tree, or result in its being .seriously disfigured for

I

fa. "What amounts to an ambulance service is

nerefcre kept in readiness, so that within a few
jiinutes after a telephone emergency call is received,

•le tree .^urgeon, vv-ith all the apparatus necessary
>r performing the most daring surgical operations,

lay be on the way. During the past year more
,ian 4,000 s'uch surijical operations have been per-

;M-med on the tiecs of Brooklyn, and have proved
Imost invariably successful.
The wonders of tree surgery will amaze the aver-

se layman in such matters. It is only a few years
nee the ravages of a savere wind storm would have
roved fatal to many trees in its path. It was cus-

)mary merely to cut off the broken or splintered

mb and leave the wound to heal as best it could,

f the tree were badly split it was i-emoved. To-day
3W accidents to trees prove fatal. The fractured
urface is first treated anti.septically. It has been

bund that the.se cxpo.sed surfaces of living wood
Te sensitive to many germs. The air itself is full

f germs dangerous to trees, and if these be allowed
J lodge and develop they will gradually produce a
are, and if neglected will eat out the very heart of

16 tree.

The broken parts are then brought together and
ound up. A wound of this kind, intelligently

reated, will heal itself completely and the tree will

1 time be as strong as ever. The latest idea in

ree surgery is to bind the parts together by means

St/ F. A. COLLINS

of metal bars passing directly through the limbs,

tightened by bolts at either end. The practice of

binding the broken parts together by metal bands is

discouraged, since a tight band tends to check the

free circulation of the sap and hinder the healing

process. Then again the tree is likely to grow about
the metal band and sustain serious injury.

A wound of this kind, even after it has been skil-

fully treated, must be carefully watched. There is

considerable danger of water working its way into

these crevices and hindering the knitting process.

Tree Doctors^Saving a Tree After a Storm

perhaps causing the entire interior to decay. To
prevent this, ingenious sheds of concrete or metal

are built about the exposed surface to shelter them.

The cutting of a limb is performed with the same
scientific attention. The limbs are cut at a care-

fully calculated angle, and the exposed surface is

treated with antiseptic washes or salves to protect

the living fibres from germ infection. It is a

familiar sight, of course, to see such surfaces badly

healed over and with decayed centres, which eat

their way deep into the tree.

When the tree is infected by fungus germs, for

instance, the modern tree surgeon goes to the very

bottom of the problem. The affected part is skil-

fully cut away, no matter how deeply it may extend,

and' the exposed surface is washed with antiseptics.

Should the infection extend so deep that it cannot

be cut away without weakening the tree, a powerful

antiseptic solution is forced into the hole or crevices
- The cavity is then treated almost

concrete. The filling must be applied so that the

new wood will grow about it and heal the wound
neatly.

Notable progress has been made in the use of

plates for bracing trees or protectingwounds. Where
the tree stands in an exposed position and vibrates

or sways in the wind, metal plates are used to pre-

vent its cracking. A concrete-filled cavity, for in-

stance, will be quickly loosened by such motion and
cracked. For such patients a metal plate, carefully

shaped, is inserted to keep the concrete in position.

After all such operations the patient is visited regu-
larly, even after the period of convalescence has
passed, to watch its progress. In treating trees

where deep cracks or holes are affected, which can-
not be reached with the knife or the syringe, it is

customary to fumigate the interior, first closing all

escapes for the fumes. In extreme cases, where a
decayed part extends through the trunk for a con-

siderable distance, a pillar of concrete is built up
inside. If the cavity be very large the concrete
may be reinforced to keep it in position.

The forester anticipates the ravages of insects of
all kinds by regulating treatment at fixed intervals.

In the spring all the trees are carefully sprayed to

remove the scales and to guard against the attacks
of insects. Half a dozen spraying machines are
employed for the work, each accompanied by from
two to four men. The regular spraying machine is

equipped with twelve sprays. The solutions used
will prove fatal to all forms ©f plant lice. The
gathering of cocoons and larvce of all kinds goes on
practically throughout the year. These are scraped
from the trees, collected and burned, tons of them at

a time. It is only a few years since trees were
treated for protection by painting the trunks with
unsightly white washes, or surrounding their trunks
with untidy looking bands of white cotton. This
treatment has been done away with and the up-to-

date tree doctor attacks the trouble with knife and
antiseptic solutions.

Current Topics
—A Great lockout of 650,000 men in the ship-building trades,

the mines and the cotton factories, is threatened in England.

—700,000 CHILDREN took up their lessons at the reopening of

the New York schools on September 12, being 30,000 more than
last year.

—2,813,462 cubic yards of dirt were excavated at the Panama
Canal during August, an increase of 600,000 cubic yards over

July.

—The Chinese Theatre in New York has become a rescue
mission. There is only one other theatre of the kind in the country
—that in San Francisco. J. T. Noonan is superintendent of the
mission, which formerly was on Doyers Street, where its quarters

were destroyed by fire several months ago.

—Japan, say the statisticians, is too poor to go to war. Of
the eight leading nations, she has the smallest amount per

capita of national wealth, the smallest per capita income and
the largest per capita taxation. With continued peace, how-
ever, her statesmen take an optimistic view of the economic
situation.

—Duke K"UNG, the leader of the progressive public men of

China, is a tall, fine looking man of forty. He claims an un-
broken noble lineage of 2,400 years, and is a descendant in the

seventy-sixth generation of the great Confucius. He lately

founded a school at Choufou, where English is taught to the

students.

—A Federal grand jury in Chicago has returned an indict-

ment against ten officials of the four great packing companies,

the Swift, Armour, Morris and National, three indictments be-

ing against each defendant. The first indictment in each case

charges the defendants with engaging in a combination in

restraint of inter-State trade. The second charges conspiracy

and the third charges them with creating an unlawful monopoly

in fresh meats. The first indictment enters into a detailed

explanation of the situation and contends that an agreement

among the packers was made to eliminate competition in the

purchase of live cattle, sheep and hogs and in the sales of

fresh meat throughout the country. The grand jury has been

at work on the case for more than a month.
with a syringe. _.. „

, . ^„ , •..,

as carefully as that of a tooth, and is filled with
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A Porto Rican Holiday Carrying Coffee to Town Schoolboys and Girls of the Island

MY happiest experience in Porto Rico was a

Sabbath spent at Citrus, several months ago,

at the plantation house of the Tropical Fruit-

Growers. I was awakened in the early morning by

songs of the mocking-birds in the shrubbery. I

could also hear the gentle murmur of the ocean two

miles distant. The vigor and thrill and strength of

J^ane were in the air, although my calendar showed
the date to be the twentieth of Feb-
ruary. Every window and door in

the house was open, and had been
open all night, as is the custom in

American houses in Porto Rico the

year around in that delightful cli-

mate.
I could not but agree with Mr.

Rudolph Aronson, who knows Porto
Rico well, and who says that the

island will become the "Riviera of

America and the greatest resort in

the. Western Hemisphere."
As I had lived ten years in Cey-

lon, I had learned to love the early
mornings in the tropics. I took my
cup of coffee on the front verandah,
enjoying the view from there, which
was simply enchanting. This plan-
tation house is on a knoll. To the
north one can see the ocean and a
coast line of some twenty miles.

Several hundred acres of beautiful
orange, grape-fruit and man^o
groves lay all around the knoll, and
to the south one can see the wooded
hills of the interior.

The inmates of this plantation
house were Mr. N. P. Tyler, the
manager, and his two American
assistants, also Rev. and Mrs.
Woodsum and their two daughters.
The visitors, beside myself, were
Mrs. Isabella C. Davis, one of the founders of the
International Orders of King's Daughters and Sons,
and Mr. A. H. Hartley.
Morning prayers and Sunday School were held in

the plantation house in the morning, and after lunch
the Porto Ricans from far and near were invited to
a service in Spanish conducted by Mr. Woodsum.
It was a joy to see the people coming to the meeting.

By MARY LEITCH

Not only the laborers on the plantation attended, but
also members of several wealthy Porto Rican fam-
ilies living near by, who are owners of sugar-cane
lands. A company of between thirty and forty per-

sons gathered together. These people were nomi-

The Ponderous City Gate of San Juan

nally Catholics, but the human heart is the same the
world around, and they seemed to me as eager to

hear the message of the Gospel as any I had ever
seen. Their faces shone with joy as the hymns
were sung in Spanish, in which they joined heartily.
They nodded assent as the different speakers told
the story of God's love for us, and all joined rev-
erently in the Lord's prayer at the close.

Sometimes an English service is held in this pla

tation house, to which neighboring planters a
invited. Government officials, planters and visito

are made cordially welcome in this hospitable horr

and it is hoped that what is being done here may
copied on other plantations. There are said to

over one thousand Americans on the island. Ea
should be a centre of light in his own neighborhoc

Missionaries, ministers. Christian workers a
their friends, who believe in fee

ing the hungry as well as teachi;

the ignorant, have introduced ir

Porto Rico a new industry—t:

growing of the East India graft
mango fruit. Mr. David Fairchi
of the Department of Agricultui,

Washington, D. C.—through whc
office was introduced into t

United States the Durum whe
(macaroni wheat) which has be
worth millions of dollars to t

country—has said that the comi
of the grafted mango to Poi
Rico, like the introduction of t

navel orange into California, m
be a matter of the greatest impo^

ance. He thinks it will become o

of the leading industries of t

island, as it is one of the mc
delicious of fruits. The Agrici

tural Department is supplyi;

young grafted mango trees, whi
the department has been gatherii

for the past ten years or moi

from Ceylon, India, Java, the es

coast of Africa, the Philippines a

the Pacific Islands.

On the Citrus plantation there a

now a thousand of these graft

mango trees, embracing thir

varieties. A mature mango tree w
bear several thousand fruits year

This new industry should prove a benefit to t

people of Porto Rico. It may do as much for the

as Sheldon .Jackson's reindeer industry did f

Alaska, or as the development of the banana indi

try by Captain Baker did for Jamaica. It prov
the economic salvation of Jamaica, and is one of t

most popular fruits on that island.

Ridgewood, N. J.

TME GREAT FLOOD*S IN MHDDILE J.
and others were many feet deep in

water. The police ordered all the peo-
ple out of their homes in the main sec-

tion of town, and we helped some out.

We brought a number here. It was
close to midnight when we lay down
on our parlor floor to sleep. During
the night it stopped raining, and
Thursday dawned agreeably bright
and clear.

"While we were eating breakfast

—

which we had to do in relays as we
had nine grown-up refugees with us

—

we were called out to help save a
couple of houses.

"No, that was Friday—I can't locate
Thursday. My diary for Thursday
says: 'Around town, helping all day.'

But on Friday, another bright day, we
hustled off from the breakfast table to
work in the swollen river all morning.

Wo cut down trees, dragged grave-
stones, built dams, deepened the river

bed, tried to make new channels. My
hands and legs are still considerably
skinned. The river washed away sev-

eral Japanese graveyards, and we
found the stones good for making
dams.

"I started to lift one stone from its

place, already quite deep in water,
when a Japanese woman standing on a
bank near by begged me not to re;n6ve
that stone. She said she did not care
about all the others, but that one was
specially dear to her. She stood there
a good part of the morning and kept
the stone unmolested. Saturday it

rained again all day, and I spent the
whole morning again in the river,
working on a dam. Sunday afternoon
went in the same way, in doing

helpful work, and also Monday and
Tuesday.

"It is now Thursday. Yesterday, a
company of soldiers came to do con-
struction work, and while it is raining
to-day, we feel th::t the flood is over.

The water has gone down a good deal.

The peculiar kind of soil we have here
has produced some strange effects. The
whole region is covered with a kind of
lava from the volcano. The stream
carried this scoria with it, and there
are acres and acres in town, built up
three feet or more higher than before.
I went into one foreigner's cottage, and
had to lean way over to keep from
hitting the ceiling. You can look in
windows and see the tops of chairs
sticking out of the earth. The eight
tennis courts in the foreign portion are
now several feet under the surface of

Continued from page 859

the ground. In some places, the n«

posts are entirely covered. I suppo
the houses will have to be raised,

has been quite an experience. Provi

ions are beginning to come into tow
The governor of the province sent t\

beeves as a gift to the foreignei

There are about seven or eight hu

dred foreigners here now, I think. (

course, prices went up. The road

the railroad station is a broad rive

but pack horses are coming around.
is reported that regular railroad co

nection with Tokyo will not be cor

pleted for two months, but there

quite a roundabout way, which one ci

take with four spells of walking,

think. The only mail we have had

a Tokyo paper, just a week old.

don't know when we will be able to g
back to Hirosaki as conditions arenov

We have to go by way of Tokyo."
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Why Do You Go to Church?

DEARLY as we all loved Mark Twan, and
sincerely as we lamented his loss, there came
to every heart a pang when we were told by

ne of his closest friends that in his latter years

lis favorite author and good man ceased to attend

lurch. Naturally, in talk around the hearth, the

iquiry occurred, and was passed from one to an-

ther, "Why do you go to church?" It may not be

miss if the interrogation repeated on this page shall

waken thought in many homes. One of the influ-

nces which determine our constant attendance upon
hurch reaches backward to the springs of life, and
; founded upon habit. When we were children at

ome, under the care and authority

f Christian parents, we went to

hurch as a matter of course every
Sunday of our lives. We went to

Sunday School, too, but the Sunday
Jchool was not a substitute for going

church. We sat in the pew and
lefore we could understand the min-
ster's sermon we enjoyed the hymns,
he Scripture reading and the prayer,

.nd little by little we began to enjoy
he beautiful words that we heard
rem the pulpit. Very likely we were
'aught to repeat the text when church
vas over for the day.
You of whom the question is a.sked

nay reply, "I attend church because
t is my duty. I wish to set a good
xample to my neighbors and to exert
\ wholesome influence in the commu-
lity. I have noticed that when a
heatre or a saloon gets into the vi-

inity property is at once depreciated.
>fobody wishes to invest money in the
iame block with theatre or saloon.

'V church, on the other hand, is a
rreat advantage financially in a
;treet or a town. The houses around
t become more valuable than before,

md a fine class of people move in and
;ettle down under its shadow. The
•hurch stands for the best in morals,
"^or peace, good will and respectabil-

ty. In every way it is the opposite
)f the liquor store and the play-
louse. Unless I and other people at-

end church and help in its material
iupport our town will suff"er and our
Doys be led into temptation. In this

•ountry the church and the school

ire twin forces for good. Upholding
)ne, I must uphold the other."
Perhaps another man might an-

!5w6r: "My reason for going to church
's that I wish to have the .spiritual

oart of my nature cultivated. On the
Sabbath it is my hope to escape from
:he sordid atmosphere of the week
into a region calm and beautiful
vvith the peace of God. I can do this

far better by worshiping God in his

iwn house among his people than by
sitting at home reading and loung-
ing. I find that I am re.sted and
strengthened for the trials of the
week by attendance upon church ser-
vices. I also make a great gain
mentally by listening to the words
of the preacher. I believe that in

attending church I am imitating my
Saviour, who when on earth went every week to

worship in the synagogue."
' Yet another voice replies to the question : "I enjoy
Sfoing to church because I meet a great many friends
there. I like to look into their faces and exchange
greetings with them as I enter and depart. I never
go, even when I go with some reluctance, without
having a feeling of positive thankfulness in my
heart on the return to my home."

Woman and A subject which has forged to the
the Ballot front in the minds of thoughtful

women, more and more insistently
pressing upon them as the years pass, is whether or
not women should vote. No intelligent person in

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

these days assumes that women are not sufficiently

gifted with reason to exercise this privilege as men
do. Many people think that women are already so
burdened by responsibilities belonging to their own
life and by circumstances connected with their phys-
ical health, that they should not be called upon to
take a hand in politics. As, however, it must be
conceded that politics include the school question,
and the property rights of women, the argument in
favor of suffrage is strengthened by this obvious
fact. The occasion for the voting of women is

Albert I., Belgium's New Reigning Monarch, and Family

THIS interesting srroup presents Albert I., sovereiprn of the Belgians, and his family.

He is the successor of the late King Leopold, who in the latter years of his life

attaine<I unenviable notoriety on account of his oppression of the natives in the Congo

Free State. The new king is a man of modem ideas and noble character.

think that one woman out' of ten keeps well enough
informed about the political issues of the day to be
an intelligent voter. A true woman's influence is

strong enough to win votes for her political friends,

and she can, by talking with the husband, father and
brother, win them to her side in the race. M. K."

"I believe the country would be better off if women
could vote. Some argue that women would neglect

their homes. A woman's first duty is to her home
and family, and nothing else is important in com-
parison. A woman who would neglect her home for

politics would neglect it for almost any other excuse.

A vote can be cast in a very brief time. Let the

men be the campaigners and leaders. They have
the time. If a woman has the right to vote she will

naturally take more interest in po-
litical questions, and if she be not
ambitious enough to inform herself
on the issues of the day, her vote can
do no more harm than that of an
ignorant man. If she informs her-

self, she may influence the votes of

her husband and sons. Most women
favor cleanliness and morality, and if

they stand by their colors at the polls,

the country must feel it and be bene-
fited. (Mrs.) J. F. S."

"I am more and more convinced
that it is most desirable that women
should have the ballot. I would not
be in favor of a woman President of

the United States, nor of women
holding the higher offices in our na-
tion, but I do believe they should have
equal wages with men for work
equally well done. Women have
property rights and should be al-

lowed to vote in the making of the
laws. They are interested in the
children and the schools, and in

temperance. They and the children
are the great sufferers from intem-
perance. I do believe that if women
had the ballot they would vote the
saloon out. (Mrs.) E. H. L."

"In my judgment, the proper di-

vision of labor inside the home and
outside are fundamentally indicated
in sex. Man is the stronger in body
and for ages he has been the one to

whom the rough work has been com-
mitted. It is his part to dig founda-
tions, build bridges, navigate the

ocean and fight the battles of the
world. Ours is the mother-sex. We
have the training of the boys and
girls in our hands in the first ten
years of life; we have a great deal of

the finer, more ornamental work to

do, and we have the priceless weapon
of influence. Why should we lay
aside our queenly dignity and put
ourselves on the level of the men who
must fight and bear the brunt in

modern life? I have always been
opposed to woman's suffrage, and I

do not expect to change my mind.
"(Mrs.) R. S. T."

greater in some States of our Union than in others.

It must be decided in every case by the will of the

majority in the individual State. Women need not

fear that they will be forced to vote in this free

land, nor that the ballot will be refused them when
they really desire it. The letters which follow are

sent to us by readers.

One Woman's "I think women are as much en-

View titled to vote as men are, but from
my own experience I think they

have enough to do to attend to their home, church

and social duties. Personally I do not care for the

ballot, but if it were given to the women of my State,

I should feel that it was my duty to use it. I do not

Pencils and A generous supply
Paint Box of paper and card

board with several
pencils and a paint box fitted with a
number of colors and two or three

camel's hair brushes afford unfailing amusement to

children on those days when for reasons of weather
or convalescence they are detained indoors. An
active child must be provided with something inter-

esting to do.

Unless this is done mothers and aunties will

assuredly be interrupted every little while by the
despairing question, "Now, what shall I do?" One
cannot blame the children if time hangs heavily on
their hands when no avenue is opened for their

entertainment and they are obliged to keep quiet

lest romping disturb their elders. If we do not pro-

vide some legitimate outlet for the child's animal
spirits and pure love of fun, it is liable to find some
way not to our liking.
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NEVER BEFORE SUCH
'f^

WITH SUCH
We want you to accept every word of this announcement in its most exact and literal sense.

Therefore, we repeat—never before, such a car, at such a price, with such a guarantee.

And we take the Hberty of reminding you that it is the Hupp Motor Car Company which is

Based on the Three Years' Experi-

ence of 7500 Hupmobiles This

New $900 Touring CarWill
Cost the Owner Who
Keeps It at Home
20 to 25 Cents

a Day

We could cut short the statement in. the head-

line and say "never before such a car at such a price;"

and it would be literally true. Never before, for

instance, has so large a touring car (its I 1 inch

wheelbase has no parallel under $ 1 200) been sold

'or $900.

Never before has a touring car with sliding gear

transmission and Bosch magneto been sold for less

than $1000.

But it is only when we add "with such a guar-

antee" that the full force and importance of this

offering is made clear. No such guarantee has ever

been placed on any car at any price. It covers the

life of the car. h emphasizes the extraordinary value

of such a car at such a price. It introduces into the

manufacture of motor cars a new element of responsi-

bility and reliability. Two years, three years, six

years from now, you can look to the maker to make
good any defect.

Not to the dealer, mind you, but the maker—the

Hupp Motor Car Company.

This new Hupmobile, therefore, first raises the

value and lowers the price in the touring car class. It

gives you the kind of a touring car you couldn't afford

before; at a price you can afford. Then it assures

you that this great stride forward has not been made
at the sacrifice of quality, by guaranteeing the good-

ness and the soundness of the car during its entire

life time.

The plant of the Hupp Motor Car Company at

Detroit has been working toward this great economic

achievement for three years. The materials have all

been in hand for months. The motors for several

months' supply are made. The forging plant, the

machine shops, and all the other manufacturing depart-

ments are working double shift. The cars are being

assembled as we write.

The New $900 Four-P$»

SlidingGear, 20H.P. 14

The Car
A 1 1 inch wheelbase, four

cylinder, four passenger Touring Car,

with 30x3 inch front tires, and 30x3 K
inch rear tires and a speed capacity of

40 to 45 miles an hour. 20 h.p.;

sliding gear transmission; multiple disc

clutch; Bosch magneto; offset crank

shaft. Upholstering in No. 1 machine

buffed leather, tufted.

The Guarantee ^'/fmm.^,^^^^^immi^^^m^^^^^^m^^ I ly III

the car. It means that during the life ill*

Company guarantees the car, in all i ps'tt

equipment against defect of material < woikl

THE GUARAN! ' RB.

The Hupp Motor Car Company guc n'MJ
defects in material or workmanship 'l/n*

CAR, and will replace free of char any

when returned to its factory for ins -t'on

Hupmobile Runabout
$750 F. O. B. Detroit, including three oil lamps, tooh and
hotn. Top, gas lamps, tank or generator, trunk rack and speedo-
meter extra.

$1100 F.O.lM
headlights,and W
dash and '«>"•{'.

drop scat from ^J ^

THESE CITIES WILL RECEF fH
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Atlanta, Ca.
Andalusia, Ala
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N.Y.
Bozeman, Mont.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lathbndge, Ala.,Can. Davenport, Iowa. Erie, Pa. Kansas City, Mo.
Clevelatid, Ohio. Dallas, Texas. Indianapolis, Ind. Little Rock, Ark.
Columbia, S.C. Denver, Colo. Jacksonville, Fla. Louisville, Ky.
Charlotte, N.C. Detroit, Mich. Hickman, Ky. Los Angeles, Cal.

Memphi! iin,

Mexico (>'"

Milwauk *"

Minneap M»«



IPAR AT SUCH A PRICE;
1 GUARANTEE

peaking; through its General Manager, R. C. Hupp.
We want you to recall that the Hupp Motor Car Company has kept faith with the American

'^^H eople in every promise it ever made ; and every car it ever built.

Delivery to 58 Cities November 1st

=Go toYour Hupmobile Dealer

and Place a Reservation

Order at Once

We are serious in urging you to see your Hupmo-
bile dealer at once. We believe that 1 50 cities

should absorb, within 30 days, all the new cars we
can build in three months' time.

Hupmobile production, large as it is, has never kept

pace with Hupmobile demand. Your dealer will

buy a large quantity; but you should help him to

insure you against disappointment by an early order.

He will number your reservation in the order in which
it is received; and if you choose to cancel later on,

your "place in line" will be allotted to some one else.

The average co^ of upkeep to the Hupmobile owner who
keeps his car at home is 20 to 25 cents a day.

A battery of three Hupmobiles—the two-passenger Hupmo-
bile Runabout at $750; the four-passenger Touring Car at $900;

and the three-passenger Coupe at $1100—represents a total

investment of only $2750.

These three cars, with carrying capacity for nine passengers,

each or all available at any time you want them; or for any

purpose for which you want them, in any kind of weather; can

be maintained more economically than one big car.

Hundreds of Hupmobile owners have found, in the pa^ three years, that

they could use their Hupmobiles quickly, conveniently and with dispatch, five

times, where they could use their large car once. Many are substituting the

three Hupmobile types for their large car.

If you want any further assurance of the value of this wonderful new

Hupmobile than is given by the sweeping guarantee, which covers its entire

lifetime—a word or two about the Hupmobile Runabout will not be out of

place.

The other day a Hupmobile in California fell over a cliff 500 feet high.

It co^ the owner juSt $45 to put it back in perfedl condition.

There is not a crippled Hupmobile in America, unless it has been crushed

in some accident.

There is not even a second-hand Hupmobile.

Year-old Hupmobiles command pretty near full list price.

I FoBirCylinder,

Mfjoring Car

(It, iqualified and binding. It covers the

."mi! own HUPP MOTOR CAR COMPANY
Moi Car
kor and

Oener&l Manager.

$

The Price

900
F. O. B. Detroit, with three oil lamps, two gas

lamps, piping and gas generator, shock absorbers,

horn and tools.

Every "Hup" that started going three seasons ago is ^11 going.

Hupmobiles, because of their readiness, are probably kept /
/

more continuously in commission than any other make of car ^—yet their repair expense is ridiculously low; and a dis- /
contented Hupmobile owner is cis rare as a white •
blackbird. / HUPP

^ MOTOR

HUPP MOTOR CAR /
COMPANY

Desk 39, Detroit, Mich. /
/
/

CAR
COMPANY

Desk 39
Detroit, Michigan

^."nclo. electric

""Oil and electric

"«» ' >rben; jingle
ta

rOlUNG CARS NOVEMBER Isl

Hupmobile Torpedo
$850 F. O. B. Detroit, with tame equipment ai runabout. /

^^ Send me your large folder describing the

new $900 4-passenger, 4-cylinder, sliding

gear, 20 H. P. Hupmobile Touring Car, and

uhville, Tenn.
•Ichez. MiM.

*« ew Oileani, La.
.«• Hnaha, Neb.

Oskaloou, Iowa.
Oklahoma City. Okla
Philadelphia. Pa.
Portland, Ore.

Pittiburg, Pa.
Plainfield, N.J.
Robinson. 111.

San Francisco, Cal.

Savannah, Ga.
Scranlon, Pa.

Seattle, Wa.h.
Salem. Va.

Sah Lake City, Utah.
St. Loui«. Mo.
Toledo, Ohio.
Vicktburg, Miu.
Vancouver, B.C.

We.ton. W.Va.
Washington, D.C.
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Toionlo, Ont.
Windsor. Ont.

Licensed

under Selden

Patent
^ Name

X Address . .

give name of nearest Hupmobile dealer.
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R. R. Pealer

Judg-e Advocate-General, G. A. R.

Miss Ruth Martin, Past-National President

of the Daughters of Veterans

Mrs. J. I. Berry

President Woman's Relief Corps

Alfred B. Beers

Junior Vice-Commander, G. A. R.

A N army unlike all other armies, in that it can

L\ never again be recruited, is the Grand Army
-^^^ of the Republic, which met in its Forty-

fourth Annual National Encampment at Atlantic

City, N. J., September 19 to 25.

At this meeting there were at least 32,000 less

living veterans represented than at the Salt Lake

City Encampment in 1909; for about ninety names
a day have been dropped from the pension rolls dur-

ing the year. A peculiar pathos attaches to the

Grand Army conventions. In the very nature of

things it will not be long before these assemblies

will have passed into history. The annual Encamp-
ment is the one great event of the year to most of

the veterans; and each gathering is sure to be the

last meeting on earth for many of the aged com-
rades. Consequently special efforts are put foi-th

by the local entertainers each year to make the

occasion delightful and memorable to the old soldiers.

Great preparations were made at Atlantic City

to receive and honor the nation's heroes. Head-
quarters were provided on Young's Ocean Pier,

where the Governor of New Jersey, the Mayor, and
others voiced the greetings of the city on Tuesday
evening, September 20. The parade was scheduled

for Wednesday, September 21, and the business ses-

sions for September 22.

Among the business matters acted on were
the new rules to make United States soldiers and
sailors who served in the revenue cutter service

from 1861 to 1865 eligible to membership; to grant
to Sons of Veterans the privilege of sitting in the

regular meetings of the G. A. R. except during the

ceremony of muster-in: and to establish associate

memberships for each G. A. R. Post of patriotic

citizens, who will lend encouragement and support

to the objects of the G. A. R.

The sessions were presided over by Hon. Samuel
Rinnah Van Sant, commander in chief, who served

three years as private and corporal in Illinois cav-

alry; was speaker of the Minnesota House of Repre-

sentatives and Governor of the State; and is head

of a big steam navigation company.
During the year the Grand Army has made special

effoi-ts to enrol all the living veterans, and to secure
additions to the Southern Memorial Fund, in order
that the graves of the 300,000 comrades who died in

prisons, hospitals, or on the battlefields of the South,
now resting in national cemeteries, may receive

proper attention on Memorial Day.
Respect for the sacredness and solemnity of the

Memorial Day observance has been impressed, urg-
ing attendance upon divine service on Sunday pre-

ceding, the holding of patriotic services in public
schools, and the decorating of the graves of Confed-
erate as well as Union soldiers.

.

The proper observance of Flag Day has also been
emphasized and the display of the flag commended
as the most impressive way to teach the lessons of
patriotism so essential to the nation's life. And
Mother's Day has again been observed in memory
of the sufferings and sacrifices made by the devoted
mothers of 1861 to 1865. The work of patriotic
instruction; of placing memorials; of securing leg-'

islation for veterans in the public service; of estab-
lishing national parks, etc., has been earnestly pro-
moted during the year. Among the plans urged are
the proposed "Lincoln Way"—a highway from the

National Capital to Gettysburg—as a Lincoln cen

tennial memorial, and the observance of the semi

centennial of the battle of Gettysburg.

Among the 32,000 deaths of the year there stand:

out prominently the name of the faithful "Christiai

soldier," Major-General Oliver O. Howard, the las

of the surviving generals who commanded an inde

pendent army, and who in a marked degree combine(

the qualities of the heroic soldier with those of thi

devoted Christian.
The Woman's Relief Corps; the Sons and Daugh

ters of Veterans; the Ladies of the G. A. R. ; and thi

Army Nurse Association (bodies afiiliated with th(

G. A. R.) also held their annual sessions durinj
Encampment week. The leader of the Woman':
Relief Corps this year is Mrs. Jennie Iowa Berry
an efficient past-president of the Iowa organizatioi
and' deeply interested in juvenile court, industria
school and civic improvement, as well as patriotic

work. The Woman's Relief Corps has a member
ship of over 160,000 in nearly 3,000 corps; ha:

doubled its Christmas donation to the old arm;
nurses; contributed to Memorial University, thi

Francis Scott Key Home, the Southern Memoria
Fund and other worthy objects. The work fo

patriotic instruction and for peace and arbitratioi

has made great progress during the year. The nev
department of Utah is welcomed this year and ;

provisional department is established in Mississippi

The women are petitioning to Congress for a na
tional law to protect the flag, and are urging a sam
Fourth, pointing out that in seven years of Inde
pendence Day celebrations the record of woundec
and dead reached 34,603. J. A. Stewart.

IM AID ©F OUR CHILBREM^S HOME
Buck. W R 2 00 Crawford, Miss M Fenton, H C i

BiKkhce. M A . . . 10(»0 A 1 00 daughters
Burden. Wm .M. 50 Crosby, K P 1 00 Ferguson, Mr {
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Burrow, Mrs C L 3 00 Gumming, W M. 2 00 Fisiier, Wm
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Burton, Mrs G S. 1 00 .J H 3 00 Flint, .Mrs J P
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Cauda, Miss E .\. 3 OO Davenport, Mrs S
Cantell, Miss B A 3 00 G
Carpenter, Mrs H Davis. Mrs C S.
B 1 00 Davis, Mrs P

Carr. Allie 2 00 Davis, J W
Carson, Marcus.. 3 (MJ Davis, Mrs L M.
Oartmell. Mrs S. 4 00 Davis, Zona M. .

Cass, Myra A... 1 OO Deeds, Mrs John.
Cassi'l, Amanda.. 2 00 Deming, Mrs C B 5 0<) Gill, Ida A
Cassi'l. Mr & Mrs Deming, Mr & Mrs Gilmore. Margt .

Y B 2 00 Wm 2 00 Ginn, C B
Cederholm, Oscar 5 (K) Di>morest, Mrs M Glenn, Mrs C C.
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OY, you're just the one I want

to cee."

"I'm very glad my society is

appreciated. What can I do for you,

!Ben?"

I

They had been college chums, these

kwo, and firm friends ever since; and

jto each other were always Roy and

Ben. Young they were, but by in-

dustry, perseverance and square deal-

ing, had risen to fine positions in the

business world; and Ben, who was now
the proprietor of the Wilson Piano

Warerooms, replied to Roy, who had

looked in on his way to his own office

one sultry August morning, "I want
you to go down to the Mission rooms
"to-morrow night and play the hymns."

• "Meplay the hymns? Well, I never!"

"Yes. Why not? You were a good
musician before you went to Europe,

five years ago. Somebody has pre-

sented the Mission with a piano, but

.there is no one to play."
' "Well, I

"

' "Now don't say well; say yes. I'll

'phone tha-t you'll be on hand and
they'll be delighted."

"Well—I'll go if I get back in time."
; "Why, where are you going?"

"Out to Forestville to see those

friends of five years ago. I was sent

there on business for the railroad, you
know, and was in the village all sum-
mer. I have not heard from them
since."

"All right. I'd go out of the city

myself this hot weather, if I could."

"Have a carriage, sir?"
' "No, I'll walk. I know the way."

As the train steamed out of the For-

estville station, Roy, who had just

alighted, started briskly up the hill.

"I'll be there before sundown," he said

.to himself, as he scanned each well-

l:nown landmark, his fine eyes lighting

up with pleased recognition. "Every-
thing looks just the same. Here's

where I used to gather wild roses for

iMargaret, and there's the pond where
.we went rowing for watei- lilies. How
long ago that was ! There's the chest-

nut tree on the corner of the road, and
here's Rover coming to meet me. Oh,
no; it's a strange dog. I suppose poor
old Rover is dead by this time. Here's
the hou.se! Why—oh, why—what's

the matter with it?"

I Instead of the trim leaf-embowered
cottage, that he knew so well, Roy saw
a cottage to be sure, but shabby, un-

painted and covered with straggling,

half dead vines, while on one of the

posts of the porch was a sign-board on
which was printed "To Let."

Astonished, shocked and bitterly dis-

appointed, Roy looked hopelessly

around, and then leaning with folded

arms on the broken fence, recalled that

happy summer when the family had
been so kind to him, a stranger, mak-
ing his way alone in the world. He
thought of- the friendly father and the

gentle mother, so like his own whom
he had laid to rest beside his father,

near the ivy-covered church in his na-
tive village, just before' he came to

Forestville. Of sweet Margaret and
her merry litle sister Ethel. Gone

—

all gone. He had written several times
to the family, but had received no re-

ply, and he had looked forward so con-
fidently to seeing them all again in

their old home, and learning the

reason of their long silence.

A light breeze stirred the bushes in

the neglected garden, and swung the
obnoxious sign on the porch, but bore
the fragrance of roses, like those that
Margaret wore the night he went
away. Ethel was a little girl then,
and cried when he kissed her good-by.
Margaret cried too, after he had gone,
but he did not know that. He was
only one, he thought, among her many
friends, even when she gave him the
rose he asked for, as he held her hand
in a lingering clasp at parting.

By CHARLOTTE DODGE BROMBACHER

The sun went down behind the

familiar hills, and as Roy turned re-

luctantly away from the dismantled
home, he felt as if it were sunset in

his heart as well.

"I'll go down to the village," he
thought, "and make inquiries." And
just then a boy, driving a cow, came
around by the chestnut tree, to whom
Roy put the query : "Can you tell me
where the Randolphs live now?"
"Hey?" said the boy, pushing back

his torn straw hat, and staring at the
questioner.
"The Randolphs; can you tell me

where they live?"
"Never heard of 'em."
"Thank you. Good-by."
"Good-by. G'lang there!"
This last was addressed to the cow,

"Oh, no; I'll look in the directory.

There comes my train. Good-night,
and thank you."

"This is the hottest day of the sea-

son," said Ben, the next morning, wip-
ing his perspiring face, as Roy en-
tered. "How are your friends in
Forestville?"
"They've moved away, but I found,

in the directory last night, Margaret
Randolph, widow of Edward, 27 Fair-
view Terrace. She is the widow of
Mr. Randolph's brother Edward, and
as that is her address, I'm going there."

"Well, success to you, and don't for-
get the Mission to-night."
The piano that was carried into the

Mission room that morning by stal-

wart porters was a present from one
who could afford to give it away. It

' Never heard of the Randolphs,' said the boy

"

who was leisurely cropping grass by
the roadside.

"I've only been here a year, and
never heard of those people," said the

brisk mistress of the postoffice, in re-

sponse to Roy's inquiry. "Perhaps
they can tell you at the hotel." Re-

pairing thither, Roy was informed by
the proprietor that the family had

moved away several years before, but

had left no address with him. The
village pastor and the two physicians

were next interviewed. None of all

these people knew who had the renting

of the cottage, nor did any one else of

whom Roy inquired; but they all said

it was no one in Forestville, and the

address on the signboard was oblit-

erated by rain and snow. Neither could

the ticket agent give definite informa-

tion. "Their trunks and furniture

were marked New York," said he, "and

you might as well look for a needle in

a hay-stack as to try to find them

there."

was old, but like many old people, well-

preserved and exceedingly sweet-toned.

True, it was square, which characteris-

tic in regard to pianos in these days
seems to be undesirable and stamp&
them out of date. But it was not to

be mentioned in the same day with the

wheezy old melodeon which had done
duty so long, for it was an extremely
fine instrument, although outwardly
old-fashioned. "We'll have a crowd
here to-night," said the superintendent
joyfully, "for all the neighbors know
about the piano, and some of them saw
it carried in." And through the long-

hot day, many looked forward to the

evening with pleasant anticipation.

Never in all his life had Roy spent

such a day as this one, when the Old
Piano was taken to the Mission rooms,
while he tried to find the Randolphs.
The heat was intense; not a breath of

air; blistering pavements in the city,

and dusty roads in the suburbs, where
he arrived after changing cars three

times, and waiting for them on hot
corners of hot streets. Fairview Ter-
race was three long shadeless blocks
from the trolley line, the Fairview
being in imagination, or perhaps in

anticipation, as the present outlook
showed principally car-barns and open
lots, the latter decorated with huge
billboards of dealers in real estate.

The Terrace itself was a collection of
detached modern cottages. The num-
bers had been changed, and 27 was a
vacant lot. No one knew Mrs. Ran-
dolph.
By noon he had visited every house

in the place, and by that time he re-

membered that he had not had any
breakfast, owing to his haste to start,

intending to take it later. His head
began to feel dizzy, and the intense
heat and blinding glare confused him,
as, covered with dust and with a wilted
collar, he plodded wearily along, try-
ing to get somewhere out of the broil-

ing sun, and away from the flies and
mosquitoes, thinking the while, "I don't
look presenf^able now, even if I should
find them." It seemed as if he would
never reach the trolley line, and he
tried to walk faster, but the dizziness
increased. Thtre was a buzzing in his

ears; then everything seemed to grow
dark, and he knew nothing more until

he found himself on a hospital cot, a
victim of sunstroke.
That night the Old Piano was silent.

Nearly a year passed ty. Roy, be-

ing young and vigorous, had soon
recovered, but had then found a letter

awaiting him, which demanded his

presence in a distant city, where he
was obliged to remain for several
months. Immediately on his return,
however, he renewed the search, but
having no clue, the task was well-nigh
hopeless. He visited many real estate
offices, hoping to find the agent for the
Forestville cottage, but without suc-

cess, and at last determined to go to

the village again. "Perhaps," thought
he, "some one may have rented the cot-

tage during my absence, and I may
obtain information in that way. I'll

go to-morrow."
That evening, in compliance with a

renewed request, he went to the Mis-
sion room, much to the delight of the
cheerful workers there, who gave him
a most friendly greeting, while the
boisterous applause of the audience
was almost impossible to subdue. As
he took his place, he wondered what
made the Old Piano seem so familiar,

and when he struck the first chords,
he wondered still more. All the even-
ing he was in a sort of reverie.

"That certainly looks exactly like

the Forestville piano," he thought, and
as he went over to play the last hymn,
something just inside the instrument
attracted his attention, and he bent
down to examine it. As he did so, a
smothered exclamation escaped him,,

and the matron asked if he were ill,

and offered a glass of water. "You
are so pale," she said.

"No, thank you," Roy replied. "I've

had a great surprise. I'll explain
later."

How he managed to play the last

hymn, and acknowledge the vote of
thanks, he never knew; but when all

was over, he said as quietly as he could,

for he was trembling like a leaf, "This
piano belonged to friends of mine,
whom I have been trying to locate for

a long time. I know it by that card
in.'-:ide, on which is engraved my name,
LeRoy Gordon. I pasted it there my-
self many years ago. Can you tell me
who sent the piano here?" The ma-
tron said that she did not know, but
would ask the superintendent, who re-

plied to Roy: "The piano was given to

us by Mrs. Randolph. I don't know
her address, because the business was

Continued on next page
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transacted through an agent, J. C.

Brooks, 15 Railroad Square. But she
has been here several times, and her
nieces also. I expect them again, but
don'-t know when *they will come."
With thanks, Roy departed, saying he
would see Mr. Brooks.

The next morning, at the agent's
place of business, Roy found no one
but the office boy, who seemed glad to

have some one to talk to, as he had
nothing to do. "Mr. Brooks," he said,

"has gone to Forestville, but I expect
him back to-day."
"To Forestville? Then perhaps he

can tell me where to find the friends I

am looking for."

"Do they live in Forestville?"
"They lived there some years ago,

but they have moved away."
"Mr. Brooks' wife came from For-

estville. She knows all the neighbors.
There's the 'phone. Hello—no—yes

—

two or three, a gentleman, all right."

Turning to Roy, "Mr. Brooks is down
town now. He'll be here in half an
hour." And in less than that time,
Mr. Brooks arrived.
He was an elderly man, shrewd,

good-natured and given to speaking in

short sentences. "Good morning, sir,"

said he, "hot weather. Joe," to the
boy, "start the electric fan." Roy
made known his errand, and Mr.
Brooks replied, "Yes, I moved that
piano. I'm not the agent for the cot-

tage. Don't know who is. Moved
the piano about a year ago. Randolphs
had left Forestville long before. Piano
was stored in a barn. Very fine fam-
ily. Had lots of trouble. Moved to a
little town near Chicago. Mr. and
Mrs. Randolph died."

"Is it possible?" exclaimed Roy,
greatly shocked.
"Yes—yes—very sad. You didn't

know, did you?"
"Oh, no—no."
"Daughters came back to New York.

Lived with their aunt in Fairview Ter-
race. Moved away from there. Don't
know where they are now. My wife
came from their part of the country.
Six miles back from the village."

Roy was silent and Mr. Brooks for-

bore further remarks. Presently Joe
exclaimed, "Mrs. Randolph was here
yesterday." Roy started. "Why didn't

you say so before?" asked Mr. Brooks,
pretending to be angry.

"Couldn't get a word in edgewise,"
retorted Joe, adding, "Cross old party."

"Joe, be careful. What did she
want?"
"Wanted to see you about storage.

Said maybe she'd come back. Then
she wanted a piano tuner, and I sent
her to the Wilson Warerooms."
"How do you know her name was

Randolph?" inquired Roy.
"Left her card."
"Where is it?" Mr. Brooks asked.
"I put it on your desk, but I guess

that old electric fan blew it off. Here
it is on the floor. I told her there was
no address on it, and she said that
was none of my affairs." Mr. Brooks
laughed, but Roy was too much stunned
by the sad news he had heard, even to
smile. "Here is my card," he said to
Mr. Brooks. "If Mrs. Randolph should
come in again, will you kindly give it

to her, and tell her how I have tried
to find the family, and ask her if I may
call on her, and if she will leave her
address with you, and then will you
let me know?"
Then as Roy went out, Joe wondered

why he gave him a quarter.
Late in the afternoon of that day

another card was handed to Ben by an
employee, who said, "The lady is in the
outer office."

"Tell her I will see her in a few mo-
ments," Ben replied, and then an-
nounced to Roy, who had just entered,
"She's here, Roy. Now you'll find out
where they are."
"Who's here?"
"Mrs. Randolph. She has written

her address with pencil. Bird's-eye,

Bridge, what is it?" Ben held it close

to his near-sighted eyes and then
handed it to Roy, who read "Burnside
Avenue." "That's way up town, isn't

it?"

"Yes."
"What's the matter, Roy?"
"I'll tell you later."

"Come with me and be presented to

Mrs. Randolph."
"Go on, Ben; I'll come after you've

talked business a while."

In the outer office a lady waited,
plainly but fashionably dressed, whose
face, framed by soft gray hair, would
have been pleasing, had the dai-k eyes
been less sharp, and the thin lips less

firm. Her expression was stern and
her tones crisp, as she asked

:

"Can you send a man to tune the
piano at the Mission rooms down-
town?"
Ben replied that he could and would

send one to-morrow, if she wanted one
then, to which she curtly answered
that when she wanted one, she would
let him know; and having inquired the
price, and told him to charge it to her,

she arose to go, when Roy entered.

Then Ben, in the winning manner
habitual with him, said: "One moment,
Mrs. Randolph, if you please. My
friend, who has just come in, was a
frequent visitor at the Randolph cot-

tage in Forestville some years ago,

and would like to know where the
family are now. May I present him?"
Mrs. Randolph, with dignity, signified

assent, and after coldly acknowledging
the introduction, said stiffly, "I do not
remember ever hearing your name be-

fore, Mr. Gordon. My nieces havo
never mentioned it, and I never heard
Mr. Henry Randolph or his wife speak
of you. When were you last in For-
estville?"
"About a year ago, madam, but the

cottage was then unoccupied, and nn
one knew where the family were. I

had just returned from Europe, where
I had been for five years."
"And you had not heard from them

in all that time?''
"No, madam."
"And now you expect me to tell you

where they are? I don't know as I

will. I must find out first if my nieces
remember you or"—haughtily—"care
to receive you."
Roy flushed, but maintained, other-

wise, a calm exterior.

"Have you heard," continued Mrs.
Randolph severely, "of the death of
Mr. Henry Randolph and his wife?"
"Not until to-day, madam."
"Who told you?"
"Mr. Brooks."
"Strange. Well, Mr. Gordon, my

nieces have lived with me ever since
their parents died, and I certainly have
never heard the name Gordon men-
tioned in all that time."

During this colloquy, Roy had borne
unflinchingly the scrutinizing gaze
which accompanied Mrs. Randolph's
remarks and questions, but he now felt

that it was time for the cross-examin-
ation and incivility to cease. Very
distinctly and frigidly he said, "If you
do not believe me, madam, our conver-
sation has lasted long enough."
Then as he turned to leave her, Ben-

stepped up to the rescue.
"Roy," said he, and at that name

Mrs. Randolph pricked up her ears.
"Tell Mrs. Randolph what they always
called you."
"Why, Roy, of course."
Mrs. Randolph jumped up as if she

had been shot, dropping her eye
glasses, pocket book and handkerchief,
which articles the two young men
picked up and restored to her. "Say
that again!" she demanded. "Tell me
again what they called you!"
"Madam, they called me Roy."
"Roy—Roy—are you Roy?"
"Yes, madam."
"Is there any other Roy?"
"I have never heard of any other."
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more, and uiy //firt's are .v

ri-slid: I sleep likeahahy.

"Miss Cocroft, I )mv
f(f/,fn off my qhis!ie& and in

I iiliii-i II is so nnich hettei
Isn't that good ?"

"I feel as if I could loo
every man, woman aU'

child in the face with th
feeling tliat I am (irt'innri-

spnilually, physically and mentally. Keally 1 aiii

stronger, hetter woman. 1 don't know how to tell yo
or to thank you."

Reports lilce the.se come to me every day. D(
you wonder I want to help every woman ti'

vibrant health and happiness. Write me you,
faults of health or figure. Your correspond
ence is held in strict confidence. If I canno
help you I will tell you what will.

My free book tells how to stand and wall-

correctly and contains other information o
vital interest to women. Every woman i.'

welcome to it. Write for it. If you donot neec

me, you may be able to help a dear friend.

I have had a wonderful experience and I'c

like to tell you about it.

Susanna Cocroft
Dept. i8-P, 246 Michigan Ave., Chicagc

asc Your Fed
THE PILLOW" SHOI

For Woman's Wear; absolute com
fori for TIRED, TENDER FEET
a beautiful hand turned shoe, no break

mg-in required ; relief from pet Corns an

Bunions; soft, flexible, durable, dress

and stylish. The sole oak leather. The who!

lop genuine Vici Kid, soft, pliable. RUBBEI
HEELS. NO LINING TO WRINKL

AND CHAFE YOU. No other shoe like it mad.

We guarantee lo fit you perfectly. Absolute comfor
and satisfaction or money cheerfully refundec
Oxford Style, $3.00. Write to-day for our Free Illu;

trated Catalog and special self-measure blank and joi

our Grand Army of delighted customers. Address

PILLOW SHOE CO.
184 SuniiiKT St. ncpt. :t Boston, Mass

I

Great Money-Making Opporlonily.
Bystrom Lights most up-to-date on market. Con-

ienl as gas or electricity, brighter, safer, cheaper

Endorsed by insurance companies. Burn 96'/^ air,

4'a gasoline, 300 C. P. light cost ><i cent an hour
Write today for free booklet.

THE BVSTROM GAS LAMP CO.. Dept. J, Deliaiice. Ohio

,

I
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Continued from preceding page

"Are you the Roy that Margaret and
Ethel are always talking about and
%vishing about and wishing to meet
again?"

"Yes, madam."
"Did you never write to the family?"
"Oh, yes."

"Where did you direct the letters?"

'To Forestville."

"They left Forestville soon after you
went away. Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
both wrote to you."

"I never received the letters."

"Are you married?"
"No, madam."
"Well!" said Mrs. Randolph. "Well!"

After she had said "Weil!" three

times, she continued: "When I find

I myself in the wrong, I am not ashamed
to own it. I'm a cross old woman, but
wish to apologize. Are you willing to

shake h^nds with me?"
"Certainly."
After a moment, she asked, in her

usual severe manner, "Did Mr. Brooks
' tell you any particulars about the

death of my brother-in-law and his

wife?" .

I "He did not."

"Would you like to hear them?"
The abrupt questions jarred upon

> him, but Roy i-eplied that anything
relating to ^Iv. and Mrs. Randolph
would always be of interest to him.
"Well, then, sit down and hear me out."

'And Mrs. Randolph proceeded to tell

how they had become homesick for
Forestville, and were planning to re-

turn, when I\Ir. Randolph was thrown
out of a carriage and instantly killed.

Mrs. Randolph had been prostrated in

consequence, and never recovered, and
related so many harrowing details

i that Roy wished she would desist.

Then her mood changed, and in softer

,
tones she said, "They thought so much
of you. They s^aid if their own son

I had lived, he would have been just your
I age. Mrs. Randolph asked every day
if we had heard from you, and one of

the laFt things she said was, 'Mar-
: garet, if you should ever meet Roy '

.\nd then followed the tender farewell
message, and as Roy listened, his eyes
were full of tears.

Then, with a hasty good-by, and
tears in her own eyes, Mrs. Edward
Randolph depaited, and as Ben es-

corted her to the door, she said, "Jlar-
' garet and I expect to go to the Mission
room every night next week. Margaret
will play on the Old Piano. Tell Roy

,

to come down if he wants to see her. I

forgot to mention it. I won't say any-
thing to Margaret, so it will be a sur-
prise for her."

"They've all gone away for the sum-
mer," said the janitor, in reply to Roy,
who having visited the Mission for
three evenings, but failed to find Mar-
garet or her aunt, had asked him if he
knew when they would be there. "To
Forestville?"
"No, I guess they've gone to Eu-

rope."

"Why, what makes you think so?"
"Well, I heard 'em talkin' about

somebody who went to Europe six

years ago and never came back. They
said he used to play on the Old Piano,
and they seemed kinder sorry, and
then the aunt said if they wanted to
see him, she guessed they'd have to go
to Europe them.selves, and the young-
est one said, 'I wish we could go, Mar-
garet.' I know they all went some-
where yesterday morninu."
"Can that be possible?" thought

Roy, as gieatly disappointed he turned
away. "I don't believe they've gone to
Europe. Why did Mrs. Randolph ask
me to come*?" He almost resolved
never to go to the Mission again, and
told Ben so, adding that ho had act-
ually come to dislike the sight of the
Old Piano. He knew now. although
he did not say so. that it was Margaret
for whom he had been unconsciously
waiting during the years of absence.
Margaret, whom he had triod so often

to meet and failed every time. There-
fore, in the dim hope of finding her,
and with a sort of grim determination
not to give up until he succeeded, he
did go to the Mission the next night,
but by a different route, for he was
tired of going through the same streets,
on a fruitless errand, night after
night.

"Cheer up, Roy," Ben had said, for,
having already wooed and won the
choice of his own heart, he felt com-
petent to give advice in that line.

"Don't be discouraged. That isn't

like you." And so, with that friendly
admonition in his mind, and his own
habit of perseverance coining to his
aid, he entered the room.
And—Margaret was there! He

could scarcely believe his eyes, but

—

that was Margaret at last! Yes,
there she was in her white dress, with
roses in her chestnut hair, just as ho
remembered her, and it seemed as if

the intervening years had rolled back,
and it was but yesterday that he stood
beside her on the porch at Forestville.
Amid far different surroundings, he
made his way to her, through the dis-

persing crowd, but she did not see him,
being occupied on the platform, ar-
ranging books and music. Then, when
she heard some one say, in a low clear
tone, "Margaret!" she wondered who
it could be with a voice exactly like

Roy's. Turning around, she saw

—

no, no, it could not be—oh, yes—yes

—

it was Roy himself, looking the same
as in past days, only a little older and
slightly careworn. Intense surprise
almost took away her breath, as he
clasped her hand in both his own, ex-

claiming, although brokenly, "Mar-
garet! I've—found-^you." Then, as
the tide of old associations dear and
sweet and sad, rushed over her, she
could only gasp, "Oh, Roy—Roy!"
"My Margaret? Only mine? My

very own?" He whispered tenderly,
longing yet fearing to hear the answer.
The room was very quiet. Mrs. Ran-

dolph, the committee and the janitor
were in the office. The last straggler
had departed, and most of the lights

had been extinguished, while the rest

burned low. No sound broke the
silence, save the ticking of the clock on
the wall, as Roy waited until Mar-
garet, with her free hand resting on
the ivory keys, and her beautiful eyes
downcast, softly spoke one little word,
and then his arms were around her
and in the dim stillness, beside the Old
Piano, he folded her to his heart.

Called Higher
Leah A. Heck, of Transfer, Pa.
Mrs. M. A. Skiff, of Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Adam Lutz, of New Brunswick, N. J.

Mrs. CJeorpre C. Hough, of Maxbass, N. D.

Mrs. J. W. Liebenstein (59), of Adell, Wis.
Mrs. Mary C. Perkins (8.5), of Castile, N. Y.
Mrs. Anna W. Ripley (671. of Poultney, Vt.
Mrs. Deborah C. Wood (90) at Owosso, Mich.
Mrs. Kate Blazo some time ago at Medford,

Mass.
James G. Paull, of Somerset, Mass., May 13,

1910.
George K. Huber (42) at Iowa Falls, la..

May U. 1910.
Miss Bertha Aster (18), an active Christian

worker of Cookton, O.
Mrs. Mary A. DeGarmo ' (75) , of Warrens-

burg, Mo., September, 1909.

Hugh A. Barr (66). of Reedsville, Pa.,

March 12. A reader of this paper for twenty-
five vears.

Charles McDonald (68), of Westport, Calif.,

a reader for twenty-four years.

Vernon Estel McDaniel (24), of Rushville,

Ind., passed away some time ago in Bovina,
Tex.

Miss M. Antoinette Hayt (82), of Hartford.

a contributor to The Cwwstian Herald chari-

ties.

Mrs. Mary K. Steele, of Covington, Va.. De-
cember 15, 1909. For many years a subscriber

to Tl'E CmUSTIAN HEKALI).

S. D. von Steuben (75) of Bethlehem, Pa..

September, 1909. A descendant of a near rela-

tive of Baron Steuben of the Revolutionary
army.

Churles H. Schermerhom, of Plainfield, N. J.

He was born in Hatsboro, Pa., in 1833, and was
one of the best known telegraph operators in

the county.
P. H. Weaver, M.D. (82), of Deer Lodge,

Pa., passed away some m-mths ago. A gal-

lant Union soldier and faithful member of the
Proteslr.nt Episcopal Church.

A New Feature

For a Church Fair

Without a Penny's

Cost to any Church

The most distinctive

and profitable feature

for a church fair with

which to raise money
—offered without a

penny's cost to the

smallest church.

See the October 1st issue of

The Ladies' Home Journal

10 cents: For Sale Everywhere

The Curtis Publishing Company
Philadelphia
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One Telephone,

Dumb;

Five Million, Eloquent
If there were only one

telephone in the world it

would be exhibited in a
glass case as a curiosity.

Even in its simplest form
telephone talk requires a
second instrument with
connecting wires and other
accessories.

For real, useful telephone
service, there must be a
comprehensive system of

lines, exchanges, switch-
boards and auxiliary equip-
ment, with an army of at-

tendants always on duty.

Connected with such a
system a telephone instru-

ment ceases to be a curios-

ity, but becomes part of the

great mechanism of univer-
sal communication.

To meet the manifold
needs of telephone users
the Bell System has been
built, and today enables
twenty-five million people
to talk with one another,
from five million tele-

phones.

Such service cannot be
rendered by any system
which does not cover with
its exchanges and connect-
ing lines the whole country.

The Bell System meets the

needs of the whole public for

a telephone service that is

united, direct and universal.

urEByof

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And .Associated Companies

The Giant Heater
Will heat any ordinary room in
zero weather at almost no cost

Api'li.'.i Im round
];inii' or pas j..t U>pen
Hamooi- niaiit.'l buiiiei)

Heat and Light at One Cost

Easy to apply ; cle.in and
fidnrlcss. A liamly. econonii- On Gas Flame
cal. positive heater that in-

siiiesc. mifort whereverand whenever wantfd,
st tlie thing for sick-room, bath, hed-
III : licating water for shaving, making

r coffee, etc.

Mr. H. P Howe.712 2d Ave., Minne-
apolis. Minn., writes :

'

'Giant Heater
is a perfect success 1 would not be
without it in my h<-ime,"

D«^^. Polished Brass, $1.-50
rnCe. Mckel Plated. $Ji.<)0

1!\- mail or esprea- prepaid.

Satisfaction guaranteed or mone~ re-
funded if returned in 10 day^. Booli Free

is the soap of the century
because it meets the advan-

ced Scientific requirements of
sterilized cleanness. It is germ-

icidal and antiseptic;

it cleans and dis-

w, infects at the
"j same time.

SOAP

LIFEBUOY
Soap

For Toilet, Bath
and Shampoo

wins its way wherever used
by its perfect cleansing prop-

erties and its protection

from contagion and in-

fection. It gives double

service for a single

price.

All

Druggists

and Grocers

Lever Bros. Co. Cambridge, mass

On Round Wick Lamp
GIANT H1:ATER CO.. Inc

763 Temple St , Spkinufielu, Mass.

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES
FOR STOVES & RANGES
You Save $18.00 to $22.00 on

Hoosier
n

3'Ran^es
Heaters

- V.Tiynotbuythebestwhen
you can buy them at euch low,
unlicard-of Factory Prices.
Hoosier Stoves and Ranges are

1 delivered for you to use in your
' own home 30 days tree before

you buy. A written guarantee with each stove
baclied by a Million Hollars. Ournew 191) improve-
ments on stovea alisoliitely surpass auything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog. .

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 State Street, Marion, Indiana

Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

L. S., Bath, Me. 1. How many States are

there in the German Empire? 2. How
many kingdoms, duchies, etc.?

1. There are twenty-six States in the Empire.

2. There are four kingdoms, five duchies, seven

principalities, and thi-ee fiee cities—Luebeck,

Bremen, Hamburg—and the Imperial territory

of Alsace-Lorraine.

L. A. S., Appleton, Wis. Please explain Mai.

4: 1, 3.

This was a prophecy of the judgment com-

ing on Jerusalem ; but it can also be inter-

preted as foreshadowing God's terrible judg-

ment on the wicked at the final day. The sec-

ond veise contrasts with this direful picture

the effect of the judgment on the righteous.

Verse 3 shows that the prosperity of the

wicked and the adversity of the godly will be

reversed.

G. D. E.. New Orleans. What is meant by the

perihelion of a planet ?

The perihelion is the point on the orbit of a

planet where it is nearest the sun. The point

opposite is called the apsides, and the straight

connecting line between them is called the "line

of apsides."

N. H., Whitesboro, Tex. 1. What are the

seven great promises in the Bible, and
where are they found ? 2. Who are the

great women of the Bible?

1. The promise to Abraham (called the

great promise," which had its fulfilment in

Christ), Gen. 12: 3-7; to Isaac, Gen. 26: 3-4;

to Jacob, Gen. 28: 14 : to David, II. Sam. 7: 12 ;

Ps. 89 : 3, 4, 35, 36 ; see also the promises of

Christ, John 14 : 13 ; Matt. 18 : 20, and several

other passages. There are numerous prom-

ises. 2. There may be different opinions as to

the degrees of greatness of some of the women
of the Bible. We give a list from which you

can make your own selection: Sarah, Judith,

Leah, Rachel, Thermutis (Pharaoh's daughter),

Miriam, Deborah, Naomi, Ruth, the Queen of

Sheba, Mary the mother of Christ, Elizabeth,

Esther and Rebekah. Some of the women men-
tioned in the Epistles as having been noted for

their piety might be included, as Eunice, Lois,

Dorcas, and others.

A. E. S., Porteisville, O. Tell something about
Korcr's form of government and attitude

toward missions.

Korea was until recently an independent

monarchy with a ruler of its own. Ncv it

has been annexed by Japan and will be ruled as

a province of that empire. Its Emperor will

be a pensioner of the Japanese government
with no authority whatever. The former gov-

oi-nment had become friendly to missionary

work.

E. C. B., Rochester, N. Y. Is not a United
States Senator just as much a member of

Congress as a Representative? If so, why
is it not proper to speak of the former as

a Congressman ?

Congress is the general name for our I'ep-

resentative assemblies in Washington—the Sen-

ate and the House of Representatives. It is

the custom to si^eak of a member of the Senate
as a Senator, probably because it is a title of

greater dignity and because members of Senates
in ancient nations were so called. Strictly

speaking, the members of the House of Repre-
sentatives should be called Representatives, but

it is an awkward word and custom has given
the title of Congressman to a member. It

would not be correct to speak of a Senator as a

Congressman, the term being only iised for the

members of the Lower House. Good usage de-

clares otherwise.

A. L., Newport, Vt. What is the hair-tailed
fish?

It is a fish with a long bundlelike body,

tapering to a point. The dorsal fin extends
the entire length of the back. The ventral

fins are either very small or absent altogether.

It is only found in tropical waters. The best

specimens come from the West Indies.

J. C. G., Westgrove, Pa. Where in the Bible
do people find authority for saying some
will occupy higher seats in heaven than
others ?

See I. Cor. 1.5 : 41. Paul is here explaining the

glory of the celestial bodies, not with the pur-

pose of showing different degrees of glory

among the redeemed, yet in a manner which
clearly conveys an impression of such a differ-

ence. See also Matt. 20: 21, where the sons of

Zehedee asked to be preferred in the kingdom
of Christ. The Master's answer may be re-

garded as implying that there would be de-

grees of reward in the future life. There aie
many passages in both the Old and New Tes-

taments which justify this conclusion. See Ps.

58: 11; Matt. 2: 5-16: 10: 41; L Cor. 3: 8,

Tou can place money in the Tnnnstrial Savmgs and
Loan Coinpany. and know that it is .«n/». and is iihere
von can onrain ft ichen iraitteti.SiWtX will yield /air t^arn-
in/is lot- -rerv dtir/ rnresleii. See their advertiseaient
on page 882. and write them for full information.

and other passages. As there r..o to be "mar
mansions," so we may be as'surea that thej

will be many stages and degrees of merit i

the heavenly life. Those who, by their cour:
of action, have not deserved commendatio
cannot hope to receive or win high places hei-

after, nor will the careless and indolent be pi

on a plane with those who have been zealoi

and active workers for God and humanity.

Reader, Norwalk, Conn. Will you do me till

kindness to inform me where I may find I

the Bible the authority for saying massi'
for the departed dead ? What Scripture
there to lead one to suppose that it

proper to offer pi-ayers for the dead, ar
for the repose of their souls?

The custom of saying prayers for the des
is not Scriptural. It arose in the Church ;

an early period. Such prayers, many autho
ities hold, imply a belief in purgatory, whic
all Protestants absolutely reject. At first, sue
prayers were little more than a thanksgiviii;

a commendation of the souls of the deceased 1

the mercy of God, and a commemoiation (

their spiritual worth ; but gradually the id(

of purgatory grew as a result of the abuse c

this custom. All Protestants hold that piaye
are not to be offered for the dead, their spiritu.

welfare being already accomplished. There
no Biblical authority for such prayers.

L. C, Riverhead, N. Y. 1. How many lai

guages are there in the world ? 2. Ho
many people use the English language
What language is used most next to our^

1. There are said to be 3,424 spoken lai

guages or dialects in the world ; 1,624 ii

America, 937 in Asia, 587 in Europe and 276 i!

Africa. 2. The English is spoken by ovc

150,000,000 people. 3. German comes next i

order to English, being used by over 120.000,00

J. T. D., Sidney, O. What causes the wind I

blow?
Winds are the result of differences in a

mospheric pressure, the winds moving from
place of high barometric pressure to places <

lower pressure. See article in any good ei

cyclopedia on winds.

E. M. D., Green Bay, Wis. Please tell me wh:
became of Arent Van Vroom in the stoi

of the "Strawberry Handkerchief," in Ti
Christian Herald. Also who Lady Ro^
Harley married.

These were subordinate characters, so Mi
Barr did not tell us definitely what became i

them. It is strongly implied in the last chai

ter that he sailed away in his ship to join Rr
Harley, but whether she bestowed her han

upon him at last we do not know.

Mrs. M. W., Foss, Okla. 1. How does t|i

Greek Church baptize? 2. Where is tl

National Soldiers' Home in Tennessee?

1. It is stated in McClintock and Sti'onp: 1

Biblical Encyclopedia that "the Greek Churc
requires trine (threefold) immersion in il

rubrics, but in Russia baptism by sprinkling

affusion is regarded as equall.v valid." 2. Ther

is a National Soldiers' Home at Johnson Cit;l

Tenn.

R. L., Zanesville, O. What are the woi'lcl

ten leading cities in point of populalion

They are as follows: London, 7,537,19ii

New Yoi-k, 4,766,883; Paris, 2,714,068; Toky.

2,085,160 ; Berlin, 2,040,148 ; Chicago, 1,698.

575 ; St. Petersburg, 1,678,000 ; Vienna, 1,67J,

957 ; Canton, 1,600,000 ; Pekin, 1,600,000.

G. H., Duluth, Minn. 1. Explain Gen. 27: 4li

2. What is the public debt at present?

1. The whole address beginning with vers

39 should be taken into consideration. Th

patriarch predicts in the first part that Esai

and his descendants should be settled in ai

arid region, and then in verse 40 refers to thi

roving life they would lead as freebooters am
hunters. The second part of the verse is eN

plained by the fact that though Esau was no

personally a subject of his brother, his desceml

ants were vassals of the Israelites from thi

time of David (II. Sam. 8: 14) till the reigtj

of Joram, when they rose in revolt and had i|

king of their own. (H. Kings 8: 20.) 2. Th(

public debt of the United States in 1909 wa>

$2,061,426,301.04.
,

C. D., Belmar, N. J. What is the difference i:

the hours from here to Jci usr.lem. Pales
|

tine?

When it is 12 o'clock noon at New 'Vork it

is 8 P.M. in Jerusalem.

R. T. A., Jamestown, R. I. What is meant b.v

"log-rolling" in politics?

It is a term for legislative combinations. I"

the early days the settlers helped one anotln''

to clear their land by rolling off the logs. When

the supporters of two or more measures in :'

legislature combined to help each other on

their especial measures it was called "log-roll-

i

ing."
f

H. J.. Alameda, Calif. Can you tell me fmni

what language the name of the State "'

Oi-egon is derived and what it means?

Most historians agree that the name m»>'

come from the Spanish oregoncs. meaning "th

big-eared men." It was a term applied i>y th>

Jesuit missionaries to the Indians of western

and southwestern North America.

Continued on next f.age
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Finest Quality Furs at
Maker's Reduced Prices
Keallv good furs are liif.'hiT in p: ice than ever be-

fore. I'o sive money witliont sacrifljing nuality, you
fihouUt Ijuy your furs from the maker at suniiuer
nrices. Oiu' location for over halt- a- century at

Saint Paul—the gateway to the preat American fur

country —enables us to buy finest raw skins direct

from the trappers. 'i'hes<* selected skins are made up
in our owti clean, airy m orkrooms. Om' desigiiei s

aretliebest—oui- styk-sthe

latest. Furs are sent on ap-
proval to responsible per-

sons. Fit and satisfaction

positively guarantee.1, or
money refunded. To att i act

early orders, and avoid
usual rnsh later we offer,

until November Isl,

4 Aw. Disconnt Ofi 1910
M-VlO Catalog Prices 01

ALBRECHT FURS
ALBSECHT FURS are gHnuuio

furs, true to name, made from
wboleski lis by wnrkineimf lifelong

experience, in the best possible

nianDer. We do not make or se^l

xheap. unreliable furs. Illus-

tration, reduced frriiii oatal-'e.

shows Albrecht 1910 M.hI,! 1S9

'and Countess Muff Kedu.-. d

^P rice of set in OmUtra Mink.

Only $29.70

4

Huurtr.-ds .if stvl -5 of y
(ianiiciils.

Muffs; ph"t
frnm actua
infonnatioi

.Nei-kw

.graph!
furs;
about

iiic.l.

Talual
all fui

dircct!"ii? or Ii..m.. III.-.1

60 Page Catalog No. 26
Sent lor 4 Cents in Stamps

I But now: take advantage of advance-season di»<'*^uiits;

|^T« your pick of complete assoiiiiients, and avoid delay

I in getting y.»ur fuis. Wi- rtfertuany bank or busiutss house

ill Saint Paul ..r M iinH,ii...|is,

'

E. ALBRECHT & SON. ESTABLISHED 1855

6th and Minnesota Sts. , Station V, Saint Paul. Minn.

ODD
TIMES

when no interest is paid, cut

in two the possible returns of

many savings.
You cannot always deposit ]ust

before interest beifins. Sometimes
you have to use your money before

' the half year ends.
An investment with the Industrial

Savin]?s and Loan Company will

"I| V BEAR EARNINGS THE FULL TIME

invested, whether it be a year, a month
or a day— we have no fixed interest days.

Conducted Under the Supervision of

the New York Banking Department

and our books and records are open to

public inspection in their files.

AueU, ... - $2,250,000
Surplus and ProfiU, 1 75.000

^lVl^ for l.nuHH.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS &
LOAN CO..

2 Times Building,

Broadway & 42d St.. ^^Hvi'i
New York .^^Kb-^

OOMTOIEG"^9 Qr
ROUSERS ^M»Vd
eSSto $o on every pair of Trousei s

i buy. These iiia(li>-t<>-iii('aNiir<<

•rHte<l troiiMTH are the liitcHt
,
hi Honil - pee top, S4'\ve(| wilh
•ord thread; suspender butt uis
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E. J. P., Altoona, Pa. What is meant by
"Church Federation in America"? Where
can I get printed literature on the subject?
What is the distinction between "the sons
of God" and the "daughters of men" ?

The "sons of God" are believed by commen-
tators to have been the descendants of Seth,
while the "daughters of men" were Cainites or
carnal women. Write to Rev. Dr. Sanford,
Bible House, New York, for literature regard-
ing Church federation. Federation does not
involve a change of creed, or a surrender of
denomination, but merely union and co-opera-
tion in Christian work and Gospel effort, waiv-
ing all non-essential differences.

H. S. P., Lansdown, Pa. 1. When did Jean
Ingelow, authoress and poetess, die? 2.

Where and when was she born ?

1. She died in 1897. 2. She was born at
Boston, in Lincolnshire, England, in 1820.

H. H. M., Newport, R. I. 1. I have read in
accounts of the Roman Eucharist Congress
at Montreal that three cardinals were pres-
ent, the largest number ever on American
soil. How many cardinals are there? 2.

Are most of them Italians ?

1. There are in the College of Cardinals five

cardinal bishops and forty-three cardinal
priests. 2. There are twenty-two Italian car-
dinals, the rest being divided among ten other
nationalities.

E. D., Butte, Mont. 1. If a young man joins
the navy, how long does he serve on one
enlistment? 2. How old must one be to
join the service?

1. The term of enlistment is four years. 2.

Boys under eighteen, with the consent of par-
ents or guardians, enlist for their minority.
Boys under eighteen can sometimes enlist by
securing the consent of the Navy Department.

P. S., Harrisburg, Pa. How many merchant
vessels of all kinds were built in the United
States during the last year, and what was
the total tonnage?

In 1909, the total number of vessels con-
structed was 1,247. The total tonnage was
238,090.

A. L., Halifax, N. S. 1. How many people are
there in the employ of the United States
Government? 2. How many employees in

the public service in Washington?
1. According to the Government Blue Book

for last year there were 370,065 employees. 2.

There were in Washington 28,047 employees in

the various departments.

L. I., Troy, N. Y. Is it considered wrong for
third cousins to marry?

There is no prohibition in Scripture as to

such a marriage. The Church of England, in

1563, set forth by authority a table, drawn up
by Archbishop Parker, stating the degrees of

relationship in which marriages were forbidden.

W. H. A., Albuquerque, N. M. In reading
Helper's Impending Crisis, a book first

published in 1857, I find these beautiful

lines

:

"I would not have a .slave to till my ground ;

To carry me, to fan me while I sleep

And tremble when I wake, for all the
weafth

That sinews bought and sold have ever
earned."

Will you please give the name of the

author?

It is from a poem by Cowper, the English

poet.

B. A. R., Medina. Okln. 1. What is the great-

est event recorded in history ? 2. Did
Christ expel the money-changers and dove-

sellers because of their dishonesty or be-

cause the temple was not the place of

barter ?

1. It depends upon the point of view. In

the physical sense, it may have been the flood ;

in a spiritual sense, the Advent of the Re-

deemer. 2. They were driven out because the

Lord's house was desecrated by their buying

and selling. There was a regular market in

the temple where wine, salt, oil, etc., were sold,

and money-chanirers did a brisk business in

converting the current Greek and Roman money

into Jewish coins in which alone the temple

dues could be paid. The word translated

"thieves" is more literally "robbers"—men
banded together for gain or plunder regardless

of principle. (See Jer. 7: 11.)

S. M., DeSoto, Wis. Jesus said it would be
more tolerable for Sodom in the day of
judgment than for Capernaum, and the
other cities in which he preached. If

Sodom will have a chance to repent in the
day of judgment, does Jesus imply that
the people of to-day will still have a chance
to repent in the day of judgment?

He meant that the ancient "cities of the
plain," wicked as they were, had never had the
Gospel preached to them by the Son of God, as
Capernaum and the Jewish cities had. Jesus,
during the whole period of his Galilean minis-
try, made his abode at Capernaum. It had
seen the light and deliberately rejected it. The
same application could logically be made to

modern cities, which all hear the Gospel and
reject it. There is nothing said of repentance
in the day of judgment.

P. P. McK., Tampa, Fla. 1. How much salary
does Diaz, President of Mexico, receive ?

2. Who is the Vice-President of Me.xico?

1. The President of Mexico receives $50,000

a year. 2. The Vice-President of Mexico is

Senor Don Ramon Corral.

M. W. C, Seattle, Wash. I understand that
Thomas Jefferson frequently referred to
consanguineous marriages in Europe as
being productive of imbecile or defective
children. Is this why cousins are pro-
hibited from marrying in many States? If

so, would it not extend to second cousins
also, who are blood relation ?

Intei'marriage, or the union of those related

by blood, is regarded in all civilized countries as

objectionable, the offspring of such unions be-

ing frequently mentally and physically defec-
tive. Marriages between cousins are objected
to for this reason, but we know of no statu-

tory objection to second cousins marrying.

D. F. E., New Paltz. 1. Jesus accused the
Jews of having slain their prophets. Can
you tell me the names? 2. I have always
understood that the men selected for the
revision of the Bible were noted for their
scholarship. How is it that people of ordi-
nary abilities claim that these translators
were wrong in so many places ?

1. It is evident, from several passages (see

n. Chron. 36: 15, 16, Neh. 9: 26, Matt. 5: 12;
21: 35-39; 23: 29-32, Acts 7:51-59), that there
must have been many prophet-martyrs in pre-

Christian days, but their names (while some
may be mentioned in the Jewish books) are not
to be found in the Bible, nor yet in Josephus,
the historian. 2. The early translatoi-s and re-

visers were men of distinguished scholarship,

but they had not the facilities nor the valuable

information that later revisers have enjoyed.

King James' revisers knew nothing of the three

great MSS.—the Sinaitic, the Vatican and the

Alexandrine Codex—which have been at the

service of the later workers. Besides, the last

twenty years have brought to light many val-

uable inscriptions, which have greatly helped.

3. A course in elocution should be a part of the

ministerial training, which would overcome the

defect mentioned.

Miscellaneous

C. L., Rhode Island. Don't know.

I. A. E., Juniata, Pa. If the vaccine be
pure, there is no danger. It is considered nec-
essai-y in all cities to vaccinate as a preventive
of smallpox.

E. G., Milwaukee, Wis. Many of the prophe-
cies are yet to be fulfilled and the proportion
stated is probably as near the mark as any, but

no one can dogmatize on the subject. The last

you mention has reference to the millennium.

Among the many touching letters received

from contributors to our children's work at

Mont-Lawn, one of the most pathetic is the fol-

lowing from Mrs. Edith W. Fadding, State

Line, Mass., who sends $3 for the Home. She
writes: "In loving memory of little Ewing Jay
Fadding, four and one-half years old, who died

May 7, 1909. Seventeen cents of this money
was carried by the little fellow from here to

Boston, where he went for a surgical operation.

Four days later the pocket-book was returned

with his lifeless little form. Not wishing to

keep it as a talent hid in a napkin, we arc

sending it forth with God's help to brighten

some other little life. His brother and sisters

have contributed the rest of the $3 to send

some little child to Mont-Lawn,"

AMONG THE WORKERS
The Adana Massacre Relief Committee of

the Armenian Evangelical Church of New
York, Paul S. Iskiyan. president, has closed its

work. Altogether fifty-five cases of clothing

were shipped by the committee. Fifty cases

were shipped from Canada. .$282 in cash was

sent by the committee for distribution by the

missionaries.

Rev. John A. Stooke, of the new Mission-

ary Home at Chefoo, China, writes: "There is

a large dining-room at the New Missionary

Home named the American Christian Herald
Room, which was provided through gifts sent

us five years ago, by the honored and beloved

editor of this paper, the late Dr. Louis

Klopsch. As the years pass by one is made

to see the great and lasting benefit these

Homes of Rest are in dry and thirsty lands.

We are a very happy family this year ; de-

nominational distinctions have no part nor lot

in our circle. We belong to the various

churches in America and the old home coun-

tries who join to serve the Master."

—Rev. Thomas Lane, the famous English
evangelist, is about to revisit the United States.

He has been invited by Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman
to help him in the Chicago evangelistic work
in October. He sails for New York Sep-

tember 28 and will preach in the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church on Sunday, October 9, and
then proceed during the week following to

Chicago.
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704.-AII-
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Broadcloth. Has
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braiding
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DON'T MISS

New York's Leading
Fashion Catalogue
For Fall and Winter 1910-1911

Write To-day for FREE Copy
II is the most Wanted, most Sensible, most Practi-

cal, most Economical, and most Complete and

Authoritative Publication on New York Styles..

This 160-Page Book faithfully and beautifully illus-

trates and fully describes everything to wear for

Women, Misses, Girls,

Boys and Infants
Tailor-Made Suits, Dresses, Coats, Furs,

Costumes, Waists, Underwear, Misses',

Boys, and Children's Clothing, Mil-

linery, Jeweh-y, Gloves, Shoes, etc.

AT MONEY-SAVING PRICES
the lowest ever quoted for reliable merchandise.

Convince Yourself at Our Risk
Money Refunded If Not Satisfactory
We Pay Express Charges Both Ways

No. H 3302—
A particularly

natty Misses'
Suit, madb of

fine striped
Cheviot mixture

in gray, green,

or brown effects,

also in plain All-

Wool Cheviot

in navy blue

or black. The
coat is semi-

fitted, double-

breasted and
is 30 inches
long. It is

trimmed with
fancy bone buttons

and finished with a

broad stitched strap of

the material at each side.

Lined throughout with

high grade guaranteed

satin. The skirt is par-

ticularly stylish. It is

trimmed in front with

fancy bone buttons and

has an inverted plait in

the back. Round the

skirt at about the knee

is a broad stitched

fold of material. Be-
low this the skirt is

arranged in side plaits.

Sizes—32, 34 and 36 Bast

Measure ; 36, 37 and 39

inches Skirt Length

Express <j* I C (\f\
Prepaid «P lO.UU

Your money back

clieerfully If not
pleased.

To receive full value for your money you cannot
afford to be without a copy of New York's
Leading Fashion Catalogue.

It is FREE. Write TO-DA Y.

Address Dept. H

SinrnmGmwhdG).
SIXTH/AV.}9"T020"STRET.I NEW YOl^K.

FOUNDED 1865-

"Th^ CsH '^'^ *^^ '"^'^ looking for a
home where productive

fff fnC lands, favorable climate and
—^ _ abundant rainfall make the

SOUtnC3SW *^^^* paying farm locations
in America, the Southeast

is now the unequaled section. Land from $5.00 to
$40.00 an acre near to the heart of the country and
close to the best markets. The largest returns
from alfalfa and other hay, wheat, corn and all
truck crops. Lands unsurpassed for stock and
poultry raising, and dairying. For fruit growing
no region is more profitable. The Southeast has
opportunities for every kind of farming. The
Southern Railway will help you to find the desired
location. Send for publications to

M. V. RICHARDS
Land and Industrial Agent, Soutliern Railway

Cor. 13th Street, Washington, D.C.

A THE"BEST"LIGHT
A portable, pure white, steady, safe

liRlit. BriyhttT than eltctri'oity or
acetylene. 100 candle power. No grease
dirtnorodor. LiKhted instantly. Costs
2 eta. per week. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
for catalog. Do not delay.

THK BEST K,IOHT CO.
3s90 G. &tta St., Canton, Ohio

MAKES ANDBUItNSITSOWNGAS

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

IT
is usual when this lesson is

studied to consider the "talents"

as gifts which people possess in

varying degree ; some being more gifted

than others, according to the scale of

one, two and five. We believe a true

interpretation is to take the man go-

ing into another country as represent-

ing Christ, returning to his heavenly
home and leaving the church which he
founded while he was on earth to the

care of his disciples, first to the

apostles, and then to their successors,

those who in all passing time should
have the responsibility of the church.

Dr. Alexander McLaren says: "The
talents themselves are the spiritual

knowledge and endowments which are

properly the gifts of the ascended
Lord to his Church." He also says:

"The natural gifts called by the name
talents are not what Christ means
here, though the principles of the par-
able may be extended to include them."

The Stewardship of the Churches

In a way we might consider the
churches as the servants who are to
render an account of their stewardship
when the Lord and Master returns.
Each church has in it all kinds of

people; some are born leaders, others
are good fellow helpers. There are
many kinds of churches. Some have
great prominence in cities, others are
located in country districts, and at the
crossroads; others are on the frontiers
of civilization, and still others are in
missionary lands. It would be diffi-

cult for us to decide which of these are
the five, the two, the one talent
churches. It would seem to us that the
missionary church has the larger gift
of responsibility. In the United States
and England the average Christian
parish is said to number 1,000 persons,
while in India it is said the average
parish of every missionary is 155,500
people. (Lucy E. Guinness in New
Year's Eve, 1900.) But the wealthy
city church has the responsibility of
money and influence to exert for the
spread of the Gospel, and every church
in every town and hamlet has a like

responsibility according to its gifts.

And every individual in each one of
these churches has his or her own re-
sponsibility in the matter. Instead of
leaving three servants to manage his
great spiritual estate, the Church,
Jesus has 'given thousands of thou-
sands the opportunity to work upon
it and develop it.

When Jesus spoke the parable of
the talents he said: "A man going into
a far country called his own servants,
and delivered unto them his goods.
And unto one he gave five talents, to
another two, to another ore, each ac-
cording to his several ability; and he
went on his journey." Then Jesus
told what those three servants did;
"He that received the five talents went
and traded with them, and made other
five talents; he also that received the
two gained other two. But he that
received the one, went away and digged
in the earth and hid his lord's money."

The End of It All

And what was the end of it all?
Jesus said: "After a long time the lord
of those servants cometh, and maketh
a reckoning with them. He that re-
ceived the five talents came and
brought other five talents, and he that
had received two talents brought other
two talents. To each of these the
master said, 'Well done, good and
faithful servant: thou hast been faith-
ful over a few things, I will set thee
over many things: enter thou into the

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
October 9, 1910. The Parable of the Talents
Matt. 25 : 14-30. Golden Text : "Well done, thou
good and faithful servant ; thou hast been faithful
over a few things, I will make thee ruler over
many things

; enter thou into the joy of thy Lord "

Matt. 25:21.

joy of thy Lord." And Jesus said:

"He that received one talent came and
brought back only that which had been
given to him, and with it only unkind
and unjust words for his master, and
telling him that he had buried the

talent that he might have it all to give

back to him. Then the master took

the talent away from him, and gave it

to the servant who had done the most,
to him who had gained five talents."
Some writers have classed the twelve

apostles according to the three kinds
of servants in Jesus' parable. Plainly
John, Peter, Matthew and Paul might
be called five-talent men, and Judas
Iscariot the one-talent man. It would
be interesting to study the history of
the Christian Church, and so classify
its best known preachers, writers and
workers. We make the suggestion,
and leave you to make out the lists for
yourselves. Do it by beginning with
men now living, and work backward to
those who lived in former times. Those
who can be put in such a list are the
true "immortals." We will not sug-
gest that you make a list of those who
correspond with the man who rendered
back his one talent.

One-Talented Servants

John Wesley once said: "Say not
that thou hast royal blood in thy veins,
and art born of God, except thou canst
prove thy pedigree by daring to be
holy in spite of men and devils." A
truly noble boy or man, girl or woman
will have much enthusiasm for the
Father's business, which is loving care
for all who need. Those who would
be like the five and two-talent servants
will all the while be on the outlook for
something to do to help somebody in
his name. But the one-talent servants
will be found among those who are
always making excuses for themselves.
One Sunday morning a minister

preached to an audience of about six
hundred persons. Almost all of them
were members of the church. Before
the sermon he appealed to them in be-
half of a mission Sunday School, in
which there were a thousand children,
and stated that there was an urgent
need of at least twenty additional
teachers at once. He said if there were
some who felt they could not give them-
selves permanently to the work, it

would be a great help if they would go
for two or three Sabbaths, until per-
manent teachers could be secured.
What was the result of that appeal?
There was not one response! The
pastor mentioned the sad and shameful
lack of response to a number of per-
sons. With one accord they all ex-
cused themselves on the ground that
they supposed that there would be so
many volunteers that there would be
no need for them to go. Evidently
they were all the one-talent sort. And
if the mission school did not have to be
abandoned for lack of teachers, it was
because there were some already there
who applied themselves all the more
diligently to meet the situation.

A Family of Church Workers

Place in contrast to this incident a
certain family, consisting of a father,
mother and two sons, all members of a
church, in which there were several
hundred families, and sixteen hundred
Sunday School scholars. And yet
among them all, this family was pre-
eminent for their abundance of good
works. One day their appreciative
pastor asked them how it occurred to
them to do so many things for the
church. The reply was made by the
father, who said: "Every morning at
breakfast I ask the question, 'What
can we do for the church to-day?' It
very rarely happens that any one of
us must answer nothing, but on the
contrary, more is suggested than we
can possibly do."

Continued on next page
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A Chance
To Earn More

!

IT
is estimated that a city of
10,000 spends about $5,000 a
year for magazines. 30% of

that amount ($1,500) is paid to
certain persons who secure some
of these subscriptions for the
publishers. These amounts vary
according to the population.

The Magazine business, there-
fore, offers unusual opportunities
for Men and Women, Boys and
Girls, Ministers, Sunday School
Teachers and all others who desire
to increase their incomes.

Why not control part of the
subscription business of your
community ? It is clean, dignified
work, and the best people are now
engaged in it.

The Christian Herald is organ-
izing an entirely new agency staff.

This live Weekly has never before
offered such liberal inducements
for this class of work, and the
possibilities are really unlimited.

Just think of the large number of
people who could be induced to sub-
scribe for The Christian Herald I

A little effective work, carefully
followed up, would in time enable
you to "corner" most of the
subscription business of your
territory, which would net you a
permanent profit aside from your
other endeavors. There is no ex-
pense—we send everything free.
Only spare time required.

Why not take advantage of this

opportunity to establish a paying
spare-time business for yourself?
It may be just the chance you are
looking for. It is at least worth
investigating, and we urge you
to write for particulars of our
Subscription Money Plan at once.

ADDRESS

:

The Christian Herald Agency Dept.,

Bible House, New York City
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ut all persons are not as resource-

fi in their plans. They need some-

b(/ to plan for them. And this, pas-

te and Sunday School teachers

shld do for them. One pastor had

a aflet printed and distributed both

iuhurch and Sunday School, with the

fowing items on it:

I can and will regularly attend

th Sunday morning service.

I will come a little ahead of time

f( a moment of silent, preparatory
p),'er.

I can and will keep Bibles in my
p( or bring one with me, to follow

th Scripture reading.

I can and will join heartily in the

si ing of the hymns.
I will memorize the text of the

se ion.

I will cheerfully give the ushers
r^fca^rt of my pew for strangers when
'*fn&ary.
, ^ I will greet strangers, and invite

^^thi to come again, or ask them to

me a church home with us.

I will teach a class in Sunday
Sf)ol when needed.

I will be a helpful Sunday School
sc'lar by seeking to keep up the in-

test in my class by regular attend-

ais by preparatory .study of the les-

sc by joining heartily in all the sing-

in and responsive reading and other
gOral exercises, and by bringing in

;j» «« scholars.

»i.fc,^T ). I will attend the young people's
• pr/er-meeting, or the regular prayer-

^^m^ing of the church.
.. I will make special effort to get

yc-ig persons to attend the Sunday
eving service.

!. I will devote three hours each
WK to making calls for the church on

I
thsick, the poor, the strangers, or on

OrCmibers of the Sunday School whom
5^ th teachers are unable to visit.

!. I will encourage good reading
fo myself and others by taking books
01 of the Sunday School or church
liliry.

The Need of Personal Work

he necessity for such a circular of
di :tion will be shown by the follow-
in incident. A pastor was urging
thneed of personal work on the part
of is members to help the efficiency of
th preaching services. One man
asd, "What would you have us do?
I ink I am ready to do any kind of
w-c I am fitted for." The pastor re-
pli: "Perhaps you are already doing
al/ou can, but what is your plan?"
"(, I don't know that I have any
pl . I just do what comes to hand
fri day to day." "Very good," said
th pastor, "but suppose you tell how
my men you have tried to influence
fo Christ during the past year. Have
yo personally spoken to one about his
aation?" "Well, no, I can't .say
-h I have." "How many families
li^ on the same block of houses with
yoself?" "One hundred, perhaps."
"Iw many of them do you know?"

"Not more than three." "Do you
know whether or not they all go to
church?" "I certainly know that many
of them do not." "Have you ever,
during the past year, tried by personal
invitation or otherwise to get them to
go with you to the house of God?"
"No; I am not acquainted with them."
"And therefore you are willing to leave
them to carelessness, sin, and possibly
the loss of their souls, and would count
that a sufficient reason to give to the
Master in the day of judgment for not
speaking to them." The man saw him-
self in a new light—as a hinderer of
the Gospel. We certainly can not class
him among the five, nor the two-talent
servants. Neither do we like to say
that he was a one-talent servant, but
certainly he was hiding the treasure of
his Master. Let us hope that the
arousement which he received from his
pastor quite made him over into just
the sort of a helper the Lord would
delight in.

Some Selfish Christians

Mr. D. L. Moody said: "Some Chris-
tians have a selfish religion; they think
they are safe themselves, and they
have no desire to reach out after other
people. You talk with them, and the
root of the matter is in them, but we
want something else beside roots. The
idea of a man having a garden, and
growing nothing but roots! It would
be a fine garden, would it not, without
any trees and branches and flowers?
Miss Smiley once said to me: 'Many
of God's people are pot-bound.' 'Pot-
bound?' I said; 'what do you mean by
that?' She took me into a hot-house,
and drawing out of a pot a geranium
plant by the roots she said, 'Don't you
see the pot is so full of roots that there
is no room for the earth or soil in

which the plant can grow? You can
see that it has not grown for a long
time; it is pot-bound.'"

Admires All the Premiums

I
WISH to acknowledge with many
thanks the receipt of your two

beautiful premiums for securing six

subscriptions under your special offer

:

Hero Tales and The Wedding Ring.
The premiums are gems and will find

prominent place in my library. I

would not miss getting them and am
enjoying reading them very much.
Recently, I received as premiums from
you for subscriptions to The Chris-
tian Herald, the beautiful flag and
picture of the Presidents which I also

highly prize. I have been taking The
Herald for quite a while and enjoy
reading every one of its brimming, in-

teresting pages. In my long experience
in literature and journalism I have
never known a paper to be more gen-
erous to and thoughtful of its patrons
than The Christian Herald.

Ernest H. Pullman.
Washington, D. C.

BOH''T BE AHOHYMOUS
VE have received lately a number of communications from friends who

have written us concerning various advertisements which have appeared
in The Christian Herald, some by way of criticism and some merely

''.Way of comment. In several of these cases we would have liked to have
ofled an explanation, but were unable to do so because our correspondents did
It sign name and address.
We must ask our friends always to sign name and address to letters. We

lie lot object to criticism. We invite it. And therefore you must have no
he.ancy about signing your name. The only way in which we can be sure to
pl- uce a paper which will suit our subscribers is for those subscribers to take
in est enough in it to let us know whether they are pleased or not.
We endeavor to answer all letters that require a reply and in a number of

ja 5 we have found that our readers were laboring under a misconception when
th' wrote to us criticising one feature or another. By giving us a chance to
•e f, you may enable us to clear away a misunderstanding which might never

wi?'"^^ '^ ^"" addressed us anonymously.
Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The

^IKSTIAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
w must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
au rtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
01 le appearance of the advertisement.

Scene on Riverside Drive, New York

here CMHremi
Fed witlhi Oatmeal

Among the homes of the educated

—

on the boulevards, in the higher-class
sections and university districts— an
actual canvass shows that seven in eight
regularly serve oatmeal.

Among the homes of the ipiorant

—

in the tenement districts—not one home
in twelve serves oats.

The use of oatmeal depends on knowl-
edge, not money. Quaker Oats— the
finest of all — costs but one-half cent
per dish.

It is where people know best what
brains and bodies require that one finds
the oatmeal homes.

Some Statistics

Here are some facts which we have
discovered by an actual canvass, em-
ploying 130 men.

F"our-fifths of all the college students
came from oatmeal homes. So did two-
thirds of the teachers of children.

Most of the leaders in every walk of
life had oatmeal as a childhood food.
President Taft is among them.

But only one in thirteen of the in-

mates of poorhouses was brought up on
oatmeal. Only two per cent, of the
prisoners in four great penitentiaries
came from oatmeal nomes.

Among physicians, 8 in 10 regularly
serve oatmeal. Among college pro-
fessors, 48 in 50 eat it. The finest
hotels serve one pound of oatmeal
daily to each 18 guests, on the
average.

But, in the lowliest vocations—where
brains count least—the oatmeal users
are exceedingly rare.

It is everywhere apparent that the
use of oatmeal is everywhere in direct
proportion to the average intelli-

gence.

The Premier Food
A great English educator says that

90% of a child's fitness is fixed before
it enters a school. And that fitness de-
pends largely on food.

Oats are the greatest of all foods, es-
pecially for the years of growth.

They are richer than all other cereals
in proteid, the body-builder in organic
phosphorus, the brain-builder—in leci-

thin, the builder of nerves.

No other food is so well-balanced as
oats—so fitted for creating both brain
and brawn.

The use of oatmeal is almost uni-
versal among those who know these
facts.

r wo
The Utmost in Oatmeal

The oats used in Quaker Oats are
selected by 62 separate siftings. We
pick out only tiie richest, plumpest
grains, and get but ten pounds of Quaker
Oats from a bushel.

From these we create, by a perfect
process, the finest oat food in existence.

It is the kind that children love—the
delicious kind which you_ will always
want when you compare it with com-
mon oatmeal.

Quaker Oats, because of its luscious-

ness, has become the leading oat food
the world over.

Regular size

package, 10c

Family size pack-
age, for smaller
cities and country
trade, 25c.

The prices noted

do not apply in

the extreme West
or South.

The Quaker OatsCompany
(74) CHICAGO

Look for the
Quaker trade-mark
on every package

Scene on Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
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The Postal Life Insurance Company
dispenses with agents: it thus saves

for policyholders where others spend

When you come to

think it over

—

Wki/ should it be neces-

sary for a life-insurance

agent to persuade a man to

insure his life.

Whif should a man have to

be ar(/ued into making pro-

vision for his family in case

his chair becomes vacant ?

And finally, having been

persuaded and argued into

taking out a policy, lohy

should he allow his premium-

money to be split up and a

part of it handed over to the

agent ?

Why should the vian pay
the middleman ?

He does pay him, not only

out of the first premium but

out of every reneival premi-

um for years after—and he

pays collection fees, too

—

for collecting from himself.

If you're buying a staple

like" life-insurance, isn't it

ffood business to fight shy
of agency companies, how-
ever large, that maintain
and nourish middlemen at

the expense of policy-

holders ?

Isn't it sensible to deal
direciwith a sound,progres-
sive woM-a5'«mcy company?

Why not write to

the POSTAL?
It has ample resources to

meet every demand noio and
in the future; it issues all

the standard forms of legal-

reserve policies, only it

issues them direct, thus

effecting important econo-
mies of which its policy-

holders get the benefit.

Here are four features

hat strongly commend the
i'OSTAL LIFE:
1. GUARANTEED DIVIDENDS:
9^/G paid to policyholders annually

from savings because of the elimina-

tion of agents' commissions^ and
agency expenses.

2. CONTINGENT DIVIDENDS:
Made up and paid annually from
other sources, these contingent divi-

dends being in addition to the

guaranteed dividends and larger
than other companies pay.

3. LIBERAL OPTIONS AND VAL-
UES : Enabling you, among other

things, to add to the face-value of

your policy a larger amount of paid-
up insurance than is possible in

any other company.

4. OPTIONAL PREMIUM PRIVI-
LEGE: Permitting policyholders to

deposit premiums monthly, quarterly,

semi-annually or annually as de-

sired and without consulting the

Company.

It wil! pay you to find out what the Company will do for you PERSONALLY,
Just write and say: "Mail me particulars about insurance in the POSTAL
LIFE as per Christian Herald advertisement," and be sure to state:

1. Your occupation
2. The exact date of your birtli

NO AGENT WILL BE SENT TO VISIT YOU

Postal Life Insurance Company
525-527 Fifth Avenue, New York

Secured by Selected

NEW YORK REAL ESTATE

Yield 6% r„ual.y.

{Payable Semi-Annuall^

An issue seledled by careful investors,

who for many years have recognized their

unsurpassed combination of

SECURITY
and INCOME

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET 14.

15 YEARS' RESULTS:
Assets over .... $3,000,000
Surplus nearly . . . $1,000,000
Repaid Investors, over $1,000,000

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

X, \.i s~ _ iiiL' our customers
the hittiiest returns consistent with conservative
methods. First mortgage loans of $2yU and up
which we can recommend after the most thorough
r*ra«irial inveetiK-citi'm- I'leaBC aek fur Luna Liat No. 707.

$25Cortilici.tcso£ Deposit also f<jr sa\ine investors.

V^AfdVITC SKCITItKD OR FEK^9A I Cilv I O KiCTiiic,\i<:i>.
m Free report as to I'atentability. lUiistrateil Guide
Hook, ami List of IiiTeiitioiis Wanted, sent tree.

VICTOU J. EVANS & CO.. WaahiDgton, D. C.

And Your

Money Payable

On Demand
is a pretty attractive proposition,

but that's just what we offer you

—

just what all our customers have
received for 15 years.

Every dollar you invest with us
is amply secured by the first mort-
gages on high class real estate.

We have never been a day late in

mailing checks, either for dividends
or withdrawals. Our plan of doing
business is ample, safe, conservative.

Write for Booklet
Telling All About It.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

1^^
«100.

20
YEARS IN BUSINESS
investing Depositors' money
to earn 5% and 6% and with-

out loss of a dollar. Your security is

?2,ToO,000 of First Moi-tgages on iiu-

Iiroved City Real Estate, als

5700.1X10 Capital, Surplus
and Stncliholders' indi-

dual lial.ilitT, The "Svil-

"^8~"~'a^'l<v D.illar" l.n,.|iI(.tt,llsour

plan—dniihle your intr rest ii.conic. Write,

at omc GEORGIA STATE SAVINGS ASS'H
176 York Street, Savannah, Ga.

SMALLER J

v.SUMSy

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Safest investments ilQfv •» CCK. Write for
known. Yielding from • '^ 10 W '^ Circular.

ULEN, SUTHERLIN & CO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

"/^ REAT oaks from little acorns

I —. grow," quoted a well-known

VX millionaire recently. "You may
add," he continued, "that great for-

tunes are made from small interest."

"Get six per cent., my son, and get

it long enough," said the elder Vander-
bilt, "and in time you will own all the

money in the world." He might have
added, "and all the rest of the world's

wealth."
We are led to quote these aphorisms

of successful business men, because we
have frequently received letters from
subscribers who have complained of

the "low rate" of interest sometimes
yielded from investments. But the

potential power of compound interest

to swell the volume of principal is not

understood by many, who have not

taken the trouble to calculate the re-

sults.

What is Interest?

As every one familiar with business

knows, and those who are not familiar

should know, interest is the amount
paid per annum for the use of money.
If we paid for the use of a house we
should call the compensation "rent";

if for the use of personal services,

"wages," or "salary." Money saved
represents the labor and self-denial of

the ov/ner. He has earned it and it is

his to do with as he pleases. He can
lock it up in a trunk or other place of

safety, and at the end of twenty
years he may take it out, and, counting-

it, he will find the exact number of

dollars, and not a cent more than he
first put away. That money lay bar-

ren ; it drew no interest. It in no way
added to the owner's wealth or to the

available capital of the business world.

Now let us suppose the amount
locked up in the trunk to be $100, and
the owner to be a man of faith and
foresight, who knew something of the

fertility of interest: Would he hide

his money away? Every reader will

respond, with emphasis: "Surely not!"

Interest Breeds Principal

In New York, and in many other
States, the legal rate of interest is six

per cent.; that is, no higher rate can
be charged without subjecting the
lender to the charge of usury. If the

hundred dollars we are considering
were invested in a mortgage paying
six per cent, semi-annually, it would
earn three dollars every six months,
six dollars at the end of the first year.
As soon as interest is paid, it at once
becomes capital, exactly like its par-
ent, the original hundred, and as such
it is ready for investment. For con-
venience sake, we call interest on in-

terest, "compound interest." It differs

only from the original investment in

the manner in which it was earned.
If the interest, three dollars, at the

end of the first six months, be rein-

vested at the same rate, the sum of the
interest and its compound will be not
$106, but $106.09, the nine cents being
the net from compounding.
Now take your pencil and sit down

and do some figuring, and you will sur-
prise yourself by seeing that original
sum growing before your eyes like the
rolling snowball, the increase coming
from the ceaseless accumulations of
interest and interest on interest.

Progressive Compound Interest

If you study this question a while,
you will discover that there is simple
compound interest, and what is known
as "progressive compound interest."

To illustrate the first: If you deposit,
let us say, one dollar in a savings bank
that pays four per cent, semi-annually,
and let it compound, it will, at
the end of twenty years, grow to two
dollars and nineteen cents. Now de-
posit one dollar a year for twenty
years at the same rate of interest, and
you will find the sum increased pro-
gressively to thirty dollars and ninety-
seven cents.

You must not suppose that this in-
crease, through interest accumulations,
is an entirely automatic matter, like

the common slot machine. The i{-

denial, care and forethought that d
to the first accumulation must be ' -

sistently continued through the
j
).

ductive years. The saving habit li ,t

be kept up, and this may be dent n
nearly every case, without any neg :t

of duty to others. This accumula e

growth suggests the magic lamp of e

Arabian Nights, the rubbing of wl h
brought all things wished for to e

owner.
A Rainy Day Protection

Benjamin Franklin's adage: "T e

care of the pennies and the pounds II

take care of themselves," is as 1 e

to-day as it was when written a (
i-

tury and a half ago. Five cents a y
deposited in a savings bank for ii

years, will amount to one hundred d

eighty-two dollars and fifty ce ;.

With interest and compound inte t

growing accumulatively, the sum, at e

end of the time named, would be o

hundred and twenty-two dollars d

fifty-six cents, and this at the d y
sacrifice of a cheap cigar or a glas f

soda water.
Ten cents a day saved, and inve; d

in this way, will grow in ten year, o

four hundred and forty-five del s

and thirty-six cents. Fifteen cents n

the same way, will grow to six hunc d

and sixty-eight dollars and eight n

cents, and twenty cents will inert e

to eight hundred and ninety dol s

and ninety-nine cents.

It is not necessary to carry out s

illustration through increased savin,

but it can be seen that it is within e

power of every wage-earner, posset 1

of the commendable spirit of ms y

thrift and character-building s -

denial, to make provision for the -

evitable rainy day, and the increas »

incapacity of declining years.

There are few if any wage-earr .s

who can deposit at the rate of a do r

a day for ten years, but there are ^

-

tainly many men on fine salaries ^ o

might do so. In such a case the p -

cipal and accumulations would amo t

to four thousand four hundred d

fifty-five dollars and seventy-f r

cents. This would buy a good farm r

a comfortable house in town, whik f

allowed to remain in the savings b?;,

the interest, as a source of inco;,

would amount to one hundred and ;

-

enty-eight dollars and twenty- o

cents, or nearly fifteen dollars a mo i.

A Hint To Depositors

Of course, the greater the depo s

the greater will be the increase, t

our purpose is to show how throi i

small deposits and a low rate of in -

est, regularly and accumulatively C'
-

pounded, it is possible for every to i'

to secure a competency before e

reaches the age of fifty, provided -

ways that he begin as soon as h(S

his own master and stick to it 1

success is achieved.
Nearly all savings banks calculs

their interest from the first of the y i"

till the end of June, and from that 1

2

till the end of the year. It is a r ,

and we think a wise one, not to ]i'

interest for fractions of the half y< •

A man whose interest is payable i

July 1 will not be entitled to inteit

if he draws out his money before J s

30. If he has two thousand dollar; i

the savings bank, and he wants to 2

one thousand dollars for thirty df ,

it is clear that he will lose twenty <

-

lars if he draws that one thous: I

dollars out. To avoid this he can t ?

his deposit book to any bank and, le

ing it as security for his note, get

one thousand. Say he pays six

cent, for this accommodation, he '

save the twenty that would come fi

the savings bank by paying five for

loan, and so is fifteen dollars aheac

Burns, in his "Advice to a Yo'

Friend," says:

Gather gold by every means that's justifiei

honor.
Not to hide it in a trunk, nor for a train

tendant, .

But for the glorious privilege of living, i

pendent.
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Planning Great Things'''

C^E
of the most thrilling watch-

words of history is the brave

innction which Carey, the great
- 'F;ier of Modern Missions, gave to

'f^H\ bi-'O-workers and to those who should
^*'' Co 3 after them: "Expect great things

.jjj' ofhe Lord."

rt?L ost of us have the courage, in the

benning of our Christian life, to ex-

ijjj^ pe these great things ; but "the early

ie of morning is passed away by
-- nci."

) .6 are all too apt to grow timid or

I 50; ed after a few discouragements.
^ D\ expectations become mean and
c

lo";
Our Christian life is likely to

*»i a)e into sluggishness and death in
'^*^ !0,equence.
"' "^

lis is vitally wrong. To the very
; la; we must keep that abiding hope

~4 o.'hich God calls his childi-en. It is

'•"i Jiisource of strength and progress.
''• *i n chained lions in the Pilgrim's

J ^fgress are an apt figure to express
: htway in which our foolish fears
'pa.lyze and hamper us, and all for

no.ing.

lere is no more inspiring chapter
npe Bible than that of our text, in

ih Moses is reproved because of
ijack of confidence in God.
Vhy criest thou to me? Go for-

looked desperate, to be sure. Go
fe'ard?—when before them stretched
deep expanse of the Red Sea?
^t there are many among us, who,
inding upon the Lord, have gone
card facing equal problems, and
ha been led through them, almost as

fi.culously as the Israelites were led

fUgh the parted waters,
'he result of high character," says

M Elizabeth Hills Lyman, "is true
ha'iness. Speaking in the manner of
all cry, we set forth from the town of
Cl'acter and travel the road of Ccm-
mcolace Duties, until we come to a
swt-flowing river. Here are boulders.
W 5tling with these, we develop
stiigth, and so cross the river by the
noii bridge of Power, of which indeed
thiyery obstructing boulders become
thdiers. Then it is that we enter the
fie of Happiness, and find our heart's-
ea; and forget-me-nots. Character,
Pojr, Happiness. This is the true
orr of life."

lere was never a juster estimate of
tlidiode by which we must progress,

rst, the great foundation— right-
eoiMiving, with all the patient, hard
sti ing which that implies. Grad-
ua , character forms—then reputa-
tiofollows. Insensibly power is felt,

ani power rightly used brings the
ner3st approach to happiness that
hu in life affords.

-id let us not regret the stings and
blcs of life. They are the boulders
of hich Mrs. Lyman speaks. They
cal forth our strength and compel us
to ove forward.

'le of our great poets has said:

^1 Then welcome each rchuflf.
That turns (Jarth's smoothness roufrh,

iSc sting that bids nor sit nor stand, but go.

Tov

dui

the

ar(

ma

Wl
rel

cor

Th
cai

ex(
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oui

Tig

hr
'(

.ber

... it was better, youth
Should strive through acts uncouth

d making, than reiioseon aught found made.

e reason why we are slow and
says George Matheson, is because,
jh we see the visible universe
nd us yielding to inexorable law,
resi.sts the v/ill of the Eternal,
''hy should he be allowed to resist?
does not God put down his insane
lion and crush his proud will into
irmity with the universal chorus?
Bible gives the answer. It is be-

\ love is incompatible with the
ise of omnipotence."
erefore with loving kindness has
•awn us. Let us not grieve over
low progress. If our hearts arc
with God, he will draw us to him
e sure cords of his love.

•istian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Oclo-
Text: Ex. M:9-1.'>.

Repentance and Re^oration'=

A DISTINGUISHED minister has
recently remarked that children

brought up in religious families and
entering naturally into the church
during their teens, have the misfortune
to know little of repentance.

It is as if these young people were
born Christians. In the properly con-
ducted Christian home, it is taken for
granted that the children all stand on
the Lord's side, and that as soon as
they are old enough to declare them-
selves, they will openly enlist them-
selves in his army. Thus they lead
the Christian life as it were from in-
fancy, knowing only that kind of re-
pentance which follows unpremedi-
tated and unintentional sin.

But the vast majority of mankind are
not thus fortunate. They are born
into homes of sin, or at least of indif-
ference. By some good providence,
certain among them are arrested in
their course; they are shown as by a
sudden bright light, such as illumined
Paul's path on his way to Damascus,
the foulness and hideousness of their
sins; the Spirit, while it reveals their
infirmities, shows them also a way of
escape; they believe, are forgiven and
accepted, and there is joy in the king-
dom of heaven. As one of our texts
says, there come seasons of refreshing
when sin is blotted out from the soul.

Gipsy Smith, in his great sermon on
repentance, confesses that when he
came to Christ, "it was a warfare— it

was cutting off the right arm and
plucking out the right eye. It meant
coming out, being forsaken, abused,
slandered, despised, persecuted. But
now it is easy, though Jesus himself
never made it easy. One man came
and asked, 'Are there few that be
saved?' And Jesus answered, 'Agonize
to enter in at the strait gate.' An-
other man said, 'Lord, I will follow
thee whithersoever thou goest.' But
Jesus knew that he had not counted
the cost, and said, 'Foxes have holes,
and the birds of the air have nests, but
the Son of man hath not where to lay
his head.'

"

He did not make it easy.
It was the same way with Nicodemus

—the same with the rich young man

;

both of them were given something
hard to do, to prove the reality of their
repentance.
Even though our young people come

into their Christian life naturally and
normally, there is still much that is

hard and distasteful to do in order to

cement the bond between them and
Chri.st.

Repentance means not simply mental
and spiritual sorrowing for sin; it

means a complete turning from it.

Mr. Moody tells of a woman who
tried to pray; but every time she began
a prayer, there came into her mind five

bottles of milk that she had stolen,

when she was a housekeeper for a

wealthy man. He had been long dead,
so that she could not ease her mind by
making restitution to him.

Mr. Moody advised her to find some
one who represented that man's estate,

and to give him the value of the stolen

goods.
This was a new idea to her. She

went back to the town where she had
sinned, and found that her employer's
son had succeeded to the old home, and
to him she made confession. He was
unwilling to receive her restitution,

but finally consented to do so; and then

she knew at last the joy of the restora-

tion which always follows true repent-

ance.
The deed must ever follow the

thought, or else the thought is a mere
sentimental dissipation. True repent-

ance can end in restoration only

when the repentance has extended to

the very outer rim of our influence and
activity; in other words, to our every

act in the home and in our business.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday
October 9. Te.kts : Zeph. 3: 11-13; Acts 3: 19-26.

Your Money's Worth
in a Watch Case
^l^he reliable watch case, with its tight-
^ fitting caps and neat joints, is a mighty

fine piece of workmanship. There are a
dozen w'ays to cheapen it—in amount of
labor put on it, in skill, in weight, in fineness.

The ^euti/ne watch case is made not merely to please the eye and to sell,
but to protect the wonderfully fine and delicate mechanism of the watch
movement or "works."

You know how it is in buying anything: if you take things for granted
and don't know what to ask for you get an adulterated article—a substitute
said to be "just as good " as the genuine.

The trade marks illustrated on this page are your safeguard. They are
standard with the fine jewelry trade, and have been for 50 years. They
mean absolute integrity in bullion value, in assay, in construction of a watch
case. Be sure to find them. Every good jeweler in this country knows tlie

marks and carries the cases. They are made for ladies' and men's watches
—plain, engine-turned, engraved or enameled. All sizes, all patterns.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Established 1853

Philadelphia

TRADE MARK

CRESCENT
COLO FILLED

KEYSTONE
SOLID COLD

JAS.BOSS
COLO FILLED M

BIG PAY

Young Men
Wanted

To Learn the

Automobile

Business

Work iili'asani niid ili-maiul tor men yreat. Kit

yourst'lf t'oi- position of chautieHr or repair num.
Wp teacli von l.v mail to Ipci'oine thoroughly ertl-

eient in leii weeks ami assist you to secme good
position. Highly eniloised — reasonable — no auto-
mobile necessary to learn.

Send for first lesson to-day— it's Free
Owners snjiplieil with liist-elass ohanfteurs.

Empire Auto Institute, 193 Empire BIdg., Rochester, N.Y.

The Original Automobile School

[QuatauYeed
BlMortj^a^es
'T*UK N.u- York Moitpnge Co.'s "First Mortgage Trust
•• Bonds" will bo found, upon jnvcsli^ali.iu. tin- iiinst&..lia
firm -if iin-.'sliiiorit, offei-ing the same facilities, advantages.

-III itv .-.nd iiiioiiif.. wlipthei- your capital amounts to §10 or
'^l".'""' ">ir Iti'Tids and Mortgages on New York City and
Sui.LHiwiM i;.';il l.stntc' yield investors.

5 to SVi Per Cent. Net
.•111.1 liav.. nil .-ihsMhil,- fii.-iiniitrc fnnn tins Cnmi.aiiv as ti.

li.iyiiioiit ,,f I,., Ill inti.rest Biiil piiuripal whi-ii clue.
riu'so "riiist B.iiids" are secured hv fiist mortgages depos-

it. .! with tlu- Windsor Trust Co. of New Yolk, and held by
tli.iil for the protection of lioiid-holdeis.

Issued in amounts of ?100 and multiples thereof. Casli-
alile at holder's option uiion short notice. Payments of $10
and upwarils will he received tjv the company at any time to
^ii!t tl .,iv..|ii.ii f ii.vist.irs. bitercst hecins at ouce
1111.1 i- p.-iviil,!.. s..hii-iiiiMii:illv

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING DEPT
Fi'f l:,:,U.l i,ii-n:a full )}<,! l(,iil<irs,uihU

PATENTS VS^f^^^M. N-EvyYoRKHoRTGAGE ro
\\A\v<i \Wi\^*MyA\>W . Ilitrlli'sr W.-tciPlir.'.:. 1

WATSON E.COLEMAN. Patent Lawyer. WASHINGTON. D.C

T~'he service offered by N.W. Halseyfic Company in buying
" bonds has been built up by years of experience and en-

gages the best legal, accounting and Engineering experts, so

that a statement that a bond is recommended by this firm

means that the purchaser can reach an accurate conclusion

as to its safety based on assured information.

Write for latest bond circular No. B-55.

N. W. HALSEY & CO.,
BANKERS

New York : Philadelphia

:

Chicago

:

San Francisco

:

49 Wall SL 142 1 Chestnut Si. 1 52 Monroe SU 424 Cahfornia Si.

1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Young Men Wanted
everywhere to fill positions as reliable, competent chauffeurs.
We teach you by mail - the only really practical course
offered— in charge of a well-known automobile designer and
engineer. To prove that we can positively teach you by
mail, we'll send our catalogue and first lesson absolutely Free.
Send for them lo-day. Bullis Auto Institute, Rochester. N. Y.

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Maiiv deals closed by our clietits-"one recently for

$6S0.0()0.00— our proof iy{ Patents that PROTECT.
Send 8c poiitai^c tor our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. Lacey» Div. 3*3 Washington. D. C. Eslab. 1869.
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Every lamp needs

a Macbeth "Pearl

Glass" lamp chim-

ney because my
chimneys make
lamps better.

They make the

flame give more

light because they

give the right balance of draft.

They let the light shine out be-

cause my "Pearl Glass" is clear

as crystal. They are tough and

never break from heat.

To make sure, look for my name."Macbeth" etched
on the chimney. I make a chimney for every style

burner. My Inde.\ tells which one to get. Sendforit.

Macbeth
Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

The New Flavor

MAPLEINE
Better than Maple

' Mapleine is a pure,

wholesome and deli-

cious flavoring extract,

guaranteed under the

Pure Food Laws of

every State.

A few drops added to sugar

dissolved in water makes a
delicious table syrup, and
used like lemon or vanilla it

flavors pudding sauces, cake
fillings, ice cream, ices, cus-

tards, candy, puddings, etc.

Your grocer sells it. If not,

send us 33c. in ^amps for a
2-oz. bottle and our cook
book, "Mapleine Dainties."

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle. Wash.

Wanamaker's
New York Fall Catalog is
now being mailed, free.

It is an excellent Guide
Book of New York and Paris
wearing apparel.

We pay postage on mail
shipments of $5 or more.

See Catalog for Freight
and Express Free Delivery
terms throughout the U.S.
Just write us: "Please
send Free Catalog No .44."

U 1 New York

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT — proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the " Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE,
From the Mill Direct toYou at Factory Prices.

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK - FREE
TfUs nil al><>ut Taint and Paintinf:r for T)nral>ility.
How to avoid trouble and exppnsi^ caused by paints
fading, clialkins and peeling. Valuable Information
free to yoii, with Sample Color Cards. Write me.
DO IT NOW. I can save you money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

9A Beautiful Post Cards \ A

^

^V No Two Alike— Latest Designs XvV
Lovely assortment of 20 Artistie. Hirtlid.iy, Friendship,
(iood I^nck, Roses and Flowers in extiuisite colors, all
for only 10 <'eiitH. if you answer this atl. ininiecliately.

J. H. Seymour, 355 W . Etebtb St., Topeku, Kan.

fm\ NEW BQ)rt5.

Y
SEVERAL people have been heard

to say lately, "My reading in these

days consists chiefly of biography and
autobiography. I find such books far

more interesting than novels."

An enormous number of people must
share this feeling, judging from the

increasing size of the literary output
in the line of biography and autobiog-
raphy, and by the library statistics of

the readers of such works.

Is it because people themselves are
constantly becoming more interesting

as personalities? Or is it because the
art of writing is now carried to a
higher pitch of perfection than ever?
Who can tell? Surely, every book-
reviewer will testify that the bio-

graphical books are among the most
delightful that come to his table, and
that this year's harvest of them is the
richest that he has known.
And none among them all excels in

interest that beautiful life-story which
the beloved Margaret Sangster has

fiven us in her new book, From My
'outh Up.
Men and women will alike enjoy and

profit by this book. It will be an ab-
normal person who can willingly lay
it down for a moment, having once
thrown himself under its spell.

There are few who can write of them-
selves without betraying egotism, or
some other disagreeable intellectual

weakness. From My Youth Up is abso-
lutely free from anything of the sort.

Its modesty and impersonality are in-

deed carried almost too far. One
would have liked to hear something of
the many honors which have been

D) *

*Froin My Youth Up. Personal Reminis-
cences by Margaret E. Sangster. Illustrated.

Fleming H. Revell Company, New York.

heaped upon Mrs. Sangster; the many
assemblies which have been held in her

honor; the memberships in great so-

cieties which have been tendered to

her; the testimonials of great people

to the help which has been rendered
them by her words, especially by her
melodious, true and deep-reaching
poems; but she has been mindful, as
ever, of the admonitions of Scripture,

and acts upon the good old injunction,
"Let another praise thee, and not
thine own mouth."
The childhood of this daughter of a

long line of fighting Covenanters; her
sweet girlhood experiences; her war
reminiscences; her happy married life

in the South; her first essays into the
literary and journalistic arenas; her
ultimate success,and the wonderful use
to which she has put it, working ever
for the help of others, and far too lit-

tle—as all who know her feel—for her
own fame, which has come to her
almost unsought; all these are vividly
sketched for us in this unpretentious
volume. Unaffected in style, deeply
religious in tone, yet sparkling with
quiet humor and reflecting to a re-
markable degree the world-spirit of
each successive decade through which
she has lived, Mrs. Sangster has given
us an effective picture of the way in
which a home-bred, home-loving wom-
an may enter into public life, refining
and uplifting whatever she touches,
and making always and everywhere
for the glory of God. The readers of
The Christian Herald, who have
long enjoyed the inspiration of Mrs.
Sangster's weekly ministrations, will,

more thoroughly than any others,
enjoy this book, which should be in
every home, and especially should be
in every Sunday School library.

BOOSTS IRECdVEB
The Gate Beautiful. By J. R. Miller. D.D.

New York: T. Y. Crowell & Co. 65 cents.
Each year brings forth a fresh volume of ser-
mons from this preacher. This one is full of
sweetness and light.

Flower of the Dusk. By Myrtle Reed. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York. $1.50. A pretty
love story, written in the poetic and sometimes
affected style of this favorite author, but far
superior, on the whole, to the great mass of the
season's novels.

Suggestion. By Charles F. Winbigler, Ph.M.
Intended to help people to better overcome the
ills and weaknesses with which they are af-
flicted. Cloth binding. Pp. 472. Price $2.50.
Spencer A. Lewis Company, Washington, D.
C, publishers.

Proselytes of the Ghetto. By Amos I. Du-
shaw, B.D. Designed to help in the realization
of the petition we daily offer: "Thy kingdom
come, Thy will be done on earth." Cloth cov-
ers. Price $1. J. Heidingsfeld, New Bruns-
wick, N. J., publisher.

Sidelights on Religion. By J. Brierley, B.A.
The chapters in this book aim to consider reli-
gion from the standpoints of the Bible, nature,
history, philosophy and politics. Cloth bind-
ing. Pp. 286. Price $1.40. Thomas Whit-
taker, publisher. New York.

The King's Greatest Business. By Paul J.
Gilbert, author of Conductor Jim. Fleming H.
Revell Company, New York. 75 cents. A
treatise upon soul winning. Mr. Gilbert has
worked in the highways and the byways, bid-
ding men to come to the Master's feast.

The Teaching of the Lesson; A Commentary
on the International Sunday School Lessons for
the year 1910. By G. Campbell Morgan, D.D.
Hodder & Stoughton, New York and London
(George H. Doran Company, 35 West Thirty-
second Street, American agents). 25 cents.

Story Land. By Clara Murray, author of
The Child at Play, Play Time. Story Book
Friends, etc. Boston : Little, Brown & Co.
50 cents. A pretty volume of tales and verses
for children, original and selected, nearly all of
them conveying information, and many of
them especially suited for Christmas reading.

One Thousand Salads. By Olive Green. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York and London. $1.
The recipes in this little book are prefaced by
an exhaustive essay upon salads and salad
dressings. Cheese dishes, canapes and sand-
wich fillings are also included. For the modern,
up-to-date housewife an invaluable book.

The Salvation of the Little Child. The perils
and possibilities of the lives of little children,
with suggestions to parents for early training.
Pp. 96. Jennings & Graham, Cincinnati.

The Truth of Christianity. By Lieut-Col.
W. H. Turton, D. S. O. Four main arguments
adduced for Christianity, all probably of equal
value, the argument from Miracles, from
Prophecy, from Christ's character, and from
History. Cloth covers. Pp. 604. Price $1.25.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, publishers.

Christianity at the Cross-Roads. By George
Turrell, author of Lex Credendi, etc. Long-
mans, Green & Co., London and New York.
The last essays of this distinguished Roman
Catholic writer and preacher. They are espe«
cially concerned with the great fact of immor-
tality, in which his faith grew stronger to the
very end.

Devotional Hours with the Bible. The Gospel
by Matthew. By J. R. Miller, D.D. New York
and London: Hodder & Stoughton (George H.
Doran Company, American agents). A full ex-
position of Matthew's Gospel, written in the
delightful style for which Dr. Miller has become
famous. Exhortation and narrative are joined
with explanation, and all students of the first
great Gospel will find this volume helpful.

Misery and Its Causes. By Edward T. De-
vine, Ph.D., LL.D., Schiff Professor of Social
Economy, Columbia University ; General Sec-
retary of the Charity Organization Society of
the City of New York, and Editor of The Sur-
vey. New York: The Macmillian Company.
$1.25. This valuable study of poverty, with its
often resulting distress and crime, is another
contribution to the world of philanthropy from
the late John S. Kennedy, who established the
lectureship from which the material for this
book is gleaned.

The Foreigner. A Tale of Saskatchewan.
By Ralph Connor, author of The Sky Pilot, The
Doctor, The Man from Glengarry, etc. Hodder
& Stoughton (New York, George H. Doran
Company). $1.50. In this, as in all of this
author's stories, right is triumphant, and a
good moral is drawn ; but the sin which is to be
conquered is depicted all too vividly and the
development of the plot, as the story ap-
proaches its close, blossoms out into wild melo-
drama. With all its good points, and they are
not few. The Foreigner is disagreeable reading,
and it is to be hoped that Ralph Connor will
use his wonderful descriptive powers to better
purpose in his next book.

t

How to Learn \1|

About Mattreises
Particularly

the r<r5^^^«*'

Mattress'
The seledlion of a mattress has a vital be igon
health, as well as comfort. Get the be ils of

fifty-seven years' study of the mattress quest
,, and i

fifty-seven years' experience in mattress king i,

WRITE FOR BEAUTI- 'C 1> 1 1!"
FUL 144- PAGE BOOK f Iv I t

Entitled "The Test of Time," haiK mely

printed in two colors ; over 250 iilus ioas.

A postal brings it—prepaid-—without aige,

with samples of tickings.

The Ostermoor is "built- -not stuffec It is

softer, sweeter, cleaner, purer, more healtl I and

far more uniformly elastic than any hair ;om-

mon''cotlon"inattress. Never lumps,mats ojicks.

Avoid the "just-aa-good" kind
byseeing the Ostermoor trsdemark
labelsewed in the end. Mattresses
expressed prepaid same day check
is received,wherewe have no dealer

WriUfor'lhe Book To-dayl

Ostermoor & Company
115 Elizabeth Street

New York
Canadian Apency: The .\laska Feather i Down Company. Ltd .ntrnl

WILLOW PLUIWSS
at Manufacturer's Pizes
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Mone; lack

WeFiayan
C gest»

ar art If

ilI.S.

Buy your '

Willow Plumes direct from
the manufacturer and save
all middlemen's profits.
Our Leader, beautiful 3-knot Wil-

low Plume, made of malestockwith
rich drooping heads, full 26 inches
long, sold elsev;here at $40.00, our
price $18.50. Wilfow Plumes 3 knot, full 23 inches

$30.00.ourprice$lS.OO. Extra special double-knottef,

incheslong,worth$20.00,ourprioe$ll.BO. All kinds 'kdIi

Plumes. 14, 16 and 18 inches long, from $1.00 to $15 .

We also send C. O. D. if you will send 00c for expres -, with

privilege of examination; if not satisfactory return t-

Banti refertaee, Broadway Trust Co., Ntw Yor

MANUFACTURER'S GUILD
Dept. D, 166 Sixtli Avenue, New York Y.

"Save:TheHorse"SpavinC
RC&. TRAOC tlARK.

<^P'

The contract takes all the chances oat of the i

STARNAMAN'S ORCHESTRA-
Troy Chemical Co.. Toronto, Ont. Berli Berlin, On
Enclosed $b for one bottle of "Save-the-Horse." P

inunediately. The other bottle I had cured my horse of

GEO. W. STARNAMAN. 28 ff

O. D. AMES & SON, Clothing and Men's Furnish
595 Third St., San Bernardino, Cal., June

Troy Chemical Co., Binghainton, N. Y.

You have a remarkable remedy, which has worked v

my horse in curing the cocked ankle. Very respect., F

$JHV AA ^ bottle, witli legal written guarantee oi

^^•"" Send for copy, booklet and letters froii

^S men and trainers on every kind of case. Pm
C^ cures Spavin, Thoroughpln, Ringbone (er

Cnrb, Splint, Cfapped Hock, Windpoif, Shoe Bol

Tendons and all LatnenesB. No scar or loss of hair. H
as usual Dealers or Express Paid.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Bingham

ter.

,-15-ia

.0 secJ

^Ato;

910.

ereot

AMES,

iitraci.

isiuest

leatly

low).

ojDied

wcrki

H.T.

WESHIPonAPPRVII
without a cent rff^Josj^, prepay treigj

and allow 10 DAYS FREE T >t.

IT ONLY COSTS one cent »ra "
unheard o/ prices and mant i ^11'

oo highest iffade 1911 model b les>

FACTORY PRICES t^^
a pair of tires from anyone iX > P^^

until you write for our large Ai "iJI
and UnTHOiiT-wonder/uiprcposx toawi

sample bicycle going to your to*

RIDER AGENTS T. T^
money exhibiting: and selling o i^jcia

W« Sail cheaper than any othe lo'y-

TIRES, Coas«er-Brak«r«a "•••

lamps, repairs and all sundries at hal/ ust f"
Oo Not Wall; write today for our sfceia! '•

MEAD CYCLE CO., D«pt. Q.7I

5 Fine POST CARDS" Seiiil only 2c stamp and receiye 6

(colored tiold and Pimbossed Cards
FRE?; to introduce post card offer. .

CAPITAL CARD CO.. Dept. ]33,Topeki^'

Zf\0.r\ BRASS BAND INSTRCT^^
KJfUKJ Sing into the mouthpiece. Zo '»"

the rest. For Home, Church and Sunday Schoo"K'

tainnients. Full information FREE on reqne

STRAUSS MAHTJFACTURING CO., 3BB Broadway, 1
"'
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©ILB FOILSi^' I^AILILY BAY

i

>TINETEEN years ago, when Rev.

N Dr. D. H. King, pastor of the

irst Presbyterian Church of Vine-

.nd, N. J., began holding Old Folks'

lay services, little attention was paid

) the aged. Now, the whole State

«ms to want to honor the old people,

^

Mrs. Charlotte Campbell
101 years old

id the second Sunday in September
IS become a grand annual holiday,

'utomobiles ran to all parts of the
'wn on September 11 gathering in

'e septuagenarians, octogenarians,
mogenarians and one centenarian.

Mrs. Charlotte Campbell, who was the
leading figure of the occasion, will be
101 years old in October. As she sped
along in the auto, she remarked that
it was different from the ox-cart in
which she rode to church when a girl.

This centenarian has raised ten chil-

dren and four of her big boys are still

living. Once she tied her apron around
a tree to keep a bear from coming
down until her husband got his gun.
To say that the old folks enjoyed the

services does not half convey the joy
they expressed. To hear them sing
"How Firm a Foundation," with tears
streaming down their faces, stirred the

^ whole audience. Dr. King's text was
.
preached to the old folks on "Abide
with us; for it is toward evening, and
the day is far spent." (Luke 24: 29.)
He compared human life to a day,

- illustrating the morning, noon and
night. He pictured a gorgeous sunset
and likened the passing of a Christian
from earth to such a scene. There
were present three persons over ninety,
twenty-one over eighty, and sixty over
seventy. Commandant John Shields
of the Soldiers' Home brought a score
of veterans ranging from seventy to
ninety-one years. Some of the inmates
have eventful histories. The church
was festooned with fruits and autumn
flowers. Misses Ruth Hanford,' Mi-
nerva Brown, Etta Gove and Elizabeth
Cunningham, little tots in white, dis-

tributed souvenirs to all over seventy,
bouquets to all over eighty, and the
centenarian got a special present.

D. W. SiGAFOO.

FoiT a. Hegir© Traanaaim^ Fas'sna

HEADERS of The Christian Her-
v ALD will remember Jennie S

K

t' r

)OUt whom this journal published an
(•tide some time ago. She was the

)or lame colored girl of Lake City,

C, who "wanted to be somebody."
hen Jennie came to the Mayesville
stitute, she knew ab.solutely nothing,
le took up sewing as a trade, and of
urse entered the first grade in the
hool, taking a regular educational
urse. In three months she was able
pass a creditable examination and
tered the second grade and she has
)rked her way steadily up. Now
e is in the fourth grade, and along
th her studies she has taken up sew-
b, first plain, and then dressmaking.
6w she is able not only to make all

r own clothes, but to help others
)ng. This summer she has spent the
tire time in sewing and has sup-
irted herself with what she is able
earn with her needle. She always
ys that she is so glad that she came
the Mayesville Institute—that it

s done her so much good, and she is

ry grateful to The Christian Her-
D friends whose generosity provided
r her education. She is an active
)rker in the Christian Endeavor and
inday School, and also in the Sun-
-ine Society.
Jennie has an amiable nature. Once
len one of her classmates was ill, she
5k it upon' herself to keep the fire

srning brightly in the invalid's room,
^d did various other acts of kindness.
lie says, "Since the Lord has been so

ifid to me, and has done so much for
1;, I want to show my appreciation by
Mng something good for others." She
'|Very appreciative of the least kind-
iss, and it is a great pleasure to be
;le to help her along. Jennie is a uni-
rsal favorite among the students and
Hchers of the institution. In spite of
Ir lameness, she is by far the most
jeerful girl in the place. The Chris-
'VN Herald readers cannot realize
"^at a blessing they have been to this
lor crippled young girl.
There is probably no worthier work
jywhere than that which is now go-
h on at the Mayesville Institute,
undreds of poor colored boys and
fls are being taught not only the

J

Jal branches of study but are being
'lined in practical industries whichpractical industries which LeLoup,Kan.

will make them respectable, intelligent,
.self-supporting men and women. This
is the real need of the negro youth,
who have been too long neglected. So
convincing has been the study of the
industrial constitution of the colored
people and of the means whereby they
could best be helped that the manage-
ment of the Institute has been empha-
sizing the industrial division of the
school work. Miss Emma Wilson, the
superintendent, says: "They must be
led onward and upward along indus-
trial lines; that is our absolute con-
clusion to-day. That the work may the
better be enhanced along these lines,

we have begun negotiations for a
farm of 335 acres, which will cost
about $22,000. There are five good
houses upon it, with a good artesian
well, and a splendid orchard. Our
work is commended by all who know
it. Special Agent Durham, of the
Government Department of Commerce
and Labor, wrote us that he has not
found any work more worthy than
ours. With this farm added to the
land now belonging to the Institute,

we will be in a position to help many
of those who cannot help themselves.

We have gone along at Mayesville on
simple lines, with small means, but
with a firm dependence upon the Lord
for the supply of all our wants. It

has been a work of faith, and our faith

has been vindicated by the results; for

he has never failed us, nor will he fail

us now. We have the same simple
faith we had years ago, when we
plodded along in our school at Mayes-
ville. We have paved the way for the

greater success, which has brought us

to this point of our journey.
"The friends of our work, many of

them being Christian Herald read-

ers, have confidence in us and I put
this matter before them as the great-

est need of the Mayesville Institute at

the present time—I mean the oppoi--

tunity to acquire this land for our in-

dustrial work. Its acquisition would
be a great blessing and we are looking

to our friends to help us."

Better Than Ever!

The Christian Herald is better

this year than ever.

i.
THE ORIGINAL KUMnf KID

Is Your Baby a Kumfy Kid?

>?7j^ Babys Never- Kick-Out
^^^ (Not a Bag)

^ Makes every Baby a KUMFY KID because it keeps the covers in

\ place comfortably, securely, and absolutely PROTECTS Baby.
4 It is an ingenious patented appliance similar to a sheet (with safe self-adjusting attach-

ments) which is placed directJy over Baby. How the Baby is kept so SAFELY covered

IS *'The Trick"—and that's under the sheet.

RIGHT-SLEEPING is the best HEALTH INSURANCE for Baby. If mothers only knew the DANGER
when Baby sleeps uncovered and unprotected. Colds, Croup and fatal illnesses often result.

Rfthv^ NpVPI'-lCirlf-OllI' '' ^ Baby necessity, fits any Crib, is as simple, as sanitary as a linen sheet, but

*^**^J^ llCVCI-IVll.ll-VrUl safer. Mothers everywhere praise it as a Lafesaver for Baby, and a Sure
Reliever of the nightly cares of Motherhood. BABYS NEVER-KICK-OUT—The best thing a Man ever
made for a Baby—$2.50 postpaid. Order today—NOW. Our testimonials prove it. If within 30 days you buy
a babys NEVER-KICK-OUT, we will give you our Coupon-Bond, good lor Fifty CenU (50) in Cash on
any future purchase made by us. Write for free booklet, " THE CRIB AGE," its helpful and you will keep it.

<'Uiri7 ^L'L'L'D* There hasbeenoriginaledforusinFrance, anexquisitelydelicale. distinctive Perfume—
m MVLiLi Vrf r EjXt.. p^ Baby's Perfume—sweetly enchanUng— Christened CUPID'S BREATH
CTrade Mark)—TheVogue with Mothers. An elegant carton, and beautiful cut Bottle (about 2 oz's) Price $3.00. A
superb accessory to a Mother's Toilet. Liberal Sample, to delightfully scent Baby's Wardrobe and "Bassinette," mailed
FREE, for the names and addresses of three Mothers with infants. A costly, therefore, limited offer: Write To-day.

The Howard-Stacey Co.,Baby and Home Specialties, 243 Livingston St.,Bklyn,N.Y.

Burns little gasoline, lota of air.

**SUN" HOLLOW WIRE SYSTEM is the idea! lighting system ; lamps"
operated independently, pressure tank anywhere inside or outside house.

Absolutely safe : permitted by insurance underwriters.

Sold on two Weeks' Trial with Guarantee Bond.

No Agents—Sold Direct to You at One Profit.

Send for book. io8 styles Gxtures, for homes, stores, churches, etc., 52,25 up,

SUN VAPOR LIGHT CO. 1109 Market St. Canton. 0.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL " for f3 for loo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackctt, 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

YeSf You Can Refinish
Any Piece of Furniture

We WW Send the Mater-
I iais and Illustrated Book

Mrs. M. Murphy.

FREE

I

WKl^r^ ^^ want to prove to you, at our

P^"^ expense, how simple— how easy it is to make old
furniture,woodwork and floors like new—what beau-

tiful, lasting results you can obtain with Johnson's Artistic Wood
Finishes.

You will enjoy going through your home— dressing, coloring
and polishing the worn chairs, woodwork, bric-a-brac — giving a
needed touch here and there—brightening everywhere.

We will send a complete wood-finishing outfit, free—enough
to restore and beautify some small, worn and discolored, but
valued piece of furniture.

Here is what we send

:

A bottle of Johnson's Electric Solvo to instantly remove
the old finish.

A bottle of Johnson's Wood Dye—choose your
shade from list below—to beautifully color the wood.

A package of Johnson's Prepared Wax to

impart that beautiful hand-rubbed effect—protect

the finish against heel-marks and scratches. It

will not catch or hold dirt or dust.

Johnson'sWood Dye
is not a mere stain— not simply a surface

dressing. It is a real, deep-seated dye, that

goes to the very heart of the wood—and
stays there—fixing a rich and permanent
color. Johnson's Wood Dye is made in

14 standard shades

:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No.*125 Mission Oak
No.'l40 Manilla Oak
No. 110 Bog Oak

No. 128 Light Mahogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak
No. 132 Green Weathered Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 178 Brown Flemish Oaki

Our Book, "The Proper Treatment of Floors, Woodwork and
Furniture," tells you how in every case, and will show you -^Z
howto carryout other decorating ideas you may have in mind. ^/
Send for the free trial packages to-day.' Let them demon- /

strate what Johnson's Finishes will do in your home. Use /
thecoupon. Fill itoutnow.whileyouthinkof it. Address /

S. C. JOHNSON & SON ^/Address

Racine, ----- Vtrisconsin /
The Wood Finishing A uthorities

'

'

Send
me Free

f'

'f*
Booklet

^ and samples
^/ of Johnson's

^ Electric Solvo,

// Prepared Wax
and Wood Dye,

Shade No.

Sf

Name.

./ CH9.
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Protect Your
Floors

k^ The exposed floor space between

rooms not covered by rugs, corners

where heavy rockers are used, stair-

ways, etc., are the places where most of

the wear comes. The quickest, cheapest

and most practical protection for such spots is

ri:I.B.I:i-JI'M

WaZ
Tbe E^sie^ Applied Floor Finish

(patented)

FREE
At your dealer's or send 10c.

.

stamps or silver, to pay cost of

packing and mailing. With the sample
we will send some valuable infor-

mation about floors. ---Get it to-day.

IN LESS THAN AN HOUR
You can finish the entire floor of

a room ready to walk on. Simply
saturate a soft cloth with the wax and
apply. Let it stand 10 to 20 minutes
and go over it lightly with a soft cloth

to polish. No dry. lumpy paste wax
to dig out of a can.—No Hard labor

rubbing it smooth.—No heavy polish-

ing brush required.

pint, 25c ; pint, 45c ; quart, 85c ;

WATER WON'T HARM IT

Columbus LiquidWax can bewash-
ed freely with water without spotting

or peeling off. Nothing can scratch

or mar it, heel marks will not show,
and it will not soil rugs or carpets.

ABSOLUTELY SANITARY
Columbus Liquid Wax contains no par-
uffine or other greasy substanccThcre-
fore cannot collect dust, dirt or germs.

gallon, $1.60; gallon, $3.00Al all first-class dealers

THE COLUMBUS VARNISH COMPANY, Dept. 13, COLUMBUS, OHIO

AGENTS—$33.30 A WEEK
J.ick Wood did it

!

He writes— '* Hurry up
lUO more — sold

an wsycH first lot in 2 days
— best fccUer I

1:35 over saw." Hun-
dreds of agents
coBnGng money—
S5.G0 worth of
tools for the

p r ice of one.
Drop forced from

finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Astonishing low
price to agents—1,'JOO ordered by one man. Write at onee.
Don't delay. Experience unnecessary. Sample free.

THOMAS MFG. CO.. SilS4 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

BFYOUSTAMMER
I

will send you my 84 pape book
Advice to Stammerers " Free.
It explains how I ipufkly

and permanently <-ined myself.
Profit by my exiHiience ami
write for free book ami advice.

__ BENJ. N. BOQUE
XuKTH ILLINOIS ^TRtKT. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2 cents for ten samples of our very best Gold
and Silk Finish Friendship, Flower and Motto
Post Cards ; beautiful colors and loveliest designs.
Art Post «;ir<l <lub. 885 Jackson St., Topokll. Kan.

Direct to \b\i"
TRADE MARK

"Gas
Stoves
Too"

Judge First

By Proof in

This

FREE
BOOK

Values shown
with factory
prices in this
book have saved
$5 to $40 for
over 140,000
satisfied farmers
and home-folks.

Cash
or Credit
OVER 140,000 satisfied farmers and home

people everywhere in the U. S. have
bought Kalamazoo stoves and ranges,

including gas stoves, direct from our factory
by first sending us their names to get our
Big Free Illustrated Catalogue No. 103.

Write today—and we'll ship you just what
you pick out, either for cash or on easy pay-
ments, to any responsible person. Kalama-
zoos are highest quality stoves and ranges—
handsomely finished— original designs— sent
blacked and ready to use—safe delivery
guaranteed on

\\—30 Days' Free Trial

—360 Days'Approval

Test

—Freight Prepaid

Whether you decide to buy
for cash or on credit you
have the same 30 days'
free trial, with our $100,000
bank bond guarantee of

satisfaction or your money back.

Why not investigate ? Save from
$5 to $40 and get the highest grade
stove or range made today—a justly
celebrated Kalamazoo. Select one from
our assortment of over 400 styles and
sizes just to suit you, sent at our risk.

^" SEND NAME

Our Patented Oven Ther-
mometer

— On all our cook stoves and
ranges makes baking easy and
Eaves time and fuel.

SEE
FREE
BOOK

Kalamazoo "Radiant"
Base Burner

— Over ICfKIO in most Siitisfac-
toiy use. Most perfect hard coal
burner. Handsomest, orig in al
design. See Free Book.

Save

$5 to

$40

Kalamazoo Royal Steel
Range

— Over 35.000 in use. For all

kinds of fuel. See Free Book
full of bargains like this.

Either tear this <mt aiul .nail toda.v or use Postiil Card so we can pay
the postage to you on our BIG FREE CATALOGUE NO. 103.

KALAMAZOO STOVE
MANIJIACTITRERS

Kalamazoo, Michigan

CllSitl! Yowi^e' F©lfc

Catching a Thief

THE great artist Gainsboi-ough was
born in Sudbury, England, where

his father had a large orchard.

Night after night, during harvest

time, this orchard was plundered.
Search was made for the thief, but he
could not be found. Watchers were
posted, and though they insisted that

they did not sleep, still the fruit mys-
teriously disappeared.

It was plain that not many could be

engaged in the mischievous woi'k. The
family concluded that a single skilful

rogue was responsible for all their

losses; but who could he be?
One day young Gainsborough saw a

rough looking man leaning his elbows
on the orchard wall. He was gazing
steadily at the groups of heavily laden
trees.

"He looks like a thief," thought the
quick-witted boy. "I believe he is

studying to find the best trees to rob
to-night. I am going to draw his pic-

ture."
Rapidly he sketched the outlines of

the suspicious-looking intruder.
Returning home, he showed the pic-

ture to his father. With this to .guide

the searchers, the man was soon ar-
rested. He proved to be the thief.

Naturally, young Gainsborough was
delighted at the success of his experi-
ment. As a sort of monument to com-
memorate his feat, he decided to make
a statue of the fruit-robber.
He accordingly cut in wood an image

of the man, with his arms folded, as
when he had first been seen. Then
the boy painted in oils the rough figure
and set it up in the spot where the
original had first been seen. He
named the scarecrow "Jack Peartree."

"This," says his biographer, "was
probably Gainsborough's first work in

oils."

One day Thicknesse, the distin-

guished lieutenant-governor of the
Landguard Fort near Ipswich, was
walking with a friend near the Gains-
borough place, when he spied what
seemed to be a melancholy-faced coun-
tryman, with his arms locked together,
leaning against the garden wall.
"He has been there all day, they

say," he remarked. "He must be
either mad or very miserable."
You can imagine how he laughed

when he found that the object of his
sympathy was only "Jack Peartree."
He was so much impressed by the

genius shown in modeling the rough
figure that he hastened to become ac-
quainted with its young sculptor.
A warm friendship sprang up be-

tween them which lasted as long as
they lived.

How He Knew^

DR. DUDLEY LEAVITT for many
years made the Is^ew Hanipshire

Almanac, which hung in every farm-
er's kitchen throughout the State.
One day, as the Springfield Repiibli-

coii relates, he was driving through
the town of Nottingham, when he en-
countered a farmer hoeing.

"It is a fine morning," said Mr.
Leavitt.

"Yes, but it is going to rain before
long," said the farmer.

Mr. Leavitt considered himself a
pretty good weather prophet, and he
did not believe that the farmer knew
what he was talking about, for there
was no hint of rain in the summer sky.
He was therefore much surprised

when before he had passed through a
road called "the Northwood Narrows,"
not an hour later, a heavy shower
descended upon him.
Wishing to find out how the farmer

could predict so exactly, the "sage of
the Winnepesaukee," as Mr. Leavitt
was often called, turned back to in-
quire.

The farmer was out in his field again
by the time Mr. Leavitt reached it.

"I should like to know," said the
almanac maker, "how you could tell

that there ^was going to be rain
"Well," said the old farmer, havir

no idea who his questioner might b
"when my old ram scratches his e;

with his left hind foot in the mornin
I know there will be rain before nigh
Besides, if that old fool of a Dudle
Leavitt says in his almanac, 'fa
weather may be expected to-day,' as
noticed he did this morning, I know il

will be just the contrary."
|

Mr. Leavitt did not wait to hear ar

The
Franlelin
Society

In iilaciiiu your funds, siriall or large yonwant iilKsolute safety, i.rolitable interest le'turn
and eoiivenieiit luetlio.ls. The Franklin Society
ofTeisall fluee. Learn about it. 1 1 was organ-
ized Ml isas "To encourage industry, frugalityhome building, and saving among nieiuliers ''

Us work IS do)ie uniler the New Yoik State
ianl.iiig I.aw.tlie best State banking law in the

I iiiun, and is snli.jct lo the careful supervision
ot llK'Snprriiiirndcnt of Hanks.
Anacc-unnt of flOoi'iiioie oiienod on or before

October ard earns from October 1st. You can
however, open an account with |;i. trailing size
pass book. liegin now or write for Booklet U.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY
Fill! IIO.MK liril.DINc; AND SAVING.S

1 S. E. Cor. Beekman Street, at Park Kow, New York

4'/2 PER CENT

i(yg5,yrpets,(urlains.'Blanlte

from tl

Mill
WePd
Freigh

Manufacturers* prices save
dealers* profits. We give a bind-
ing guarantee of satisfaction and
save you 88 1-8 per cent.
You can buy the well-known Refol

Rust* reversible, all wool finish, at
$8.75* Our ISruNsello Ruff, great-
est value known, $1.86. Splendid grade Bruesel

Kug. 9xl2ft..i|Hl. Fan
ous Invincible Velvet:
9x12 ft., $16. Standai
AxDilnsters, 9x12 ft

$18.60. Fine quaUl
l..Bce Curtains* 45c pi

pair and up. Tapesti
Curtains, Wlltnn Rue
Linoleums at Mill price
Write to-(lav for our NR

ILLUSTRATED OATALOi
No. 14. Sontfro.>. Shows iati

de.si'-rns in actunl colnrs.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO

_l438-?4)« thsra tT., Piiii

fiaiseMusbroo
Big Profits! QuickPrc

Anybody can malic

income all year rai

Miishrnoins at home in

lars, sheds, barns, h'

etc. Markets waitiiii

all yfui grow.

Free Illustrated

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON.De
West 48th St., New T(

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2

WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flanr

KSend a lock of your hair, and we will .i

?22 inch ehort stem fine human hair bwh
match. If you find it a big hargain TCmit

in ten daye, or sell Sand GET YOtJRSft
FREE. Extra shades a little more. Incl

K'
ostage. Free beauty book showing latest fit

air dressing- -aleo high grade switches, p
dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AT

S4 19 Quincy St, Chicago

If YOU Would Be
N Successful

Stop Forgetting

HO

theBA,

of

_ Knowlei

You aro no greater intellectua

than your memor.v. Send today

^.^ my free book *'How to Remember"—1 ac

nes. Studies—Develops Will, Concentration, S(

^ intidonce. ('onversation, Pnblic Speaking. Addr
I DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL. 701 Aud't'm Bldg.. Chic;

LADY WANTEC
To introduce onrvery complete Fall line of beantif

Mool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy \\aistinps, sill-

liilkts, petticoats, etc. Up to date N. V. City rattern

Finest line on the market. Dealing direct with the mil

you will find our prices low. If others can make $10-

to $30.00 weekly you can also. .Samples, full instructioi

ill neat sample case, shipped express prepaiil. No mom
reiiurred. Exclusive territory. Write lor partieiilm

iW tirst to .apply.

Standard Dress Goods Company.Depl.B. 9 B..Bingliaiiitoa.N.

Try this Wonderful FREEVACUUM WASHER IJ^""'"
Syracuse "EASY" Washer costs
you nothing unless you are de-
lighted with it after 30 days trial.
Saves 1-2 to 2-3 the work. No wear
on clothes. Rust-proof steel tub.
Sanitary. Lasts a Lifetime. Write
lor Free Laundry Recipes and Trial
Order Form. Dodge & ZulU, 53j U
Dillaye Bid?.. Syracuse. N. Y.
or Kasy Washer Co., Bruce and
Dundas Streets, Toronto, Canada.



AN ELEGANT REPRODUCTION OF A BEAUTIFUL

$250,000 PAINTING
TO BE GIVEN

AWAY
FOR A FAVOR

REQUIRED FIVE YEARS TO PAINT IT--A GREAT OFFER TO REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS AND THEIR FRIENDS

A Copy of "Mona Liza" Should
Be in Every Home

PROBABLY no painting has created

more wide-spread intereA than the

"Mona Liza" of Leonairdo da Vinci.

It has been said, though not authoritatively,

that the British Government once offered one

million pounds for its possession.

The subjecl,"Mona Liza,"or LaGioconda,"

as she is sometimes called, was the wife of

Gioconda, a Florentine citizen. It was be-

tween I 500 and I 506 that she posed for

Da Vinci. The execution of this painting

took five years, as it was only while seated

in a certain po^ure, and likening to a certain

strain of music, that her face took on that

peculiarly elusive expression so wonderfully

portrayed on the canvas. Da Vinci dared

not have her sit for him very often, for he

feared that too frequent repetition might lessen

the Grange effect of her surroundings. Some
one has said that this picture is divine work
rather than the work of man. And it is true

that in facial expression and in the delicacy

of skin texture Da Vinci has here wrought

to a degree almost perfect.

It is estimated that the original "Mona Liza"

could be sold to-day for anywhere from

$250,000 to $500,000. It is beyond doubt

one of the masterpieces of art, and we know
of no subject more deserving of a place in

the home than the beautiful and sublime

"Mona Liza." It is impossible to think of

owning the original "Mona Liza," but The
Christian Herald's reproduction from the

original painting is absolutely flawless in every

detail. Copies of reproductions, far below
The Christian Herald's picture, com-
mand from $3.00 to $ I 0.00 a copy. We
offer you " Mona Liza " in return
for a favor. Read our offer below.

"MONA LIZA"
Painted by Leonardo Da Vinci.

Actual Size, IV/i x 17V4 Inches.

NOTE—This reproduction is only a half-tone, which by no
means conveys the full measure of beauty of

the double-tone photogravure.

How to Get the Picture Almost
FREE

FOR several years it has been cu^omary
for the readers of The Christian
Herald, and the publishers, to enter

mto a co-operative plan, having for its objed

the introdudion of the magazine into homes
where its influence would be felt in a mani-

feSly effedive manner. This plan has always

been produdive of fine results to the readers,

by giving them a substantial re-

ward ; to the new readers thus introduced,

by providing them with the helpful comrade-

ship of The Christian Herald, and to the

publishers, by enabling them to send you each

week a better and a more entertaining mag-

azine.

Believing that you have the same deep

and sincere interest in The Christian
Herald that you have shown in the past,

we ask for your co-operation in our endeavor

to widen the constantly increasing circulation

of The Christian Herald. \'our task

will be an easy and pleasant one, requiring

no work to speak of, and at the same time

offering an opportunity to secure
a copy of an excellent reproduction
of one of the world's greatest paint-

ings. Your only expense will be 10
cents, the cost of mailing, etc.

The Christian Herald has, for years,

achieved a glorious success in carrying for-

ward religious and philanthropic causes.

Much of its splendid record belongs to its

readers—to you who have always been

loyal and responsive. But the opportunity

for ^ill greater work is so big that we are

anxious to go forward at an even fa^er pace

than ever. Won't you therefore work with

us, hand in hand, for a gradual but sure

growth in the Chri^ian Herald Family ?

WHY AND HOW WE CAN MAKE YOU THIS EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Can t you call to niind llie names of many people who would enjoy, and possibly be benefited

by, The Christian Herald ? There ate thousands of persons scattered far and wide who
would appreciate the Herald, and they would gladly subscribe if they knew of the value and
helpfulness of The Christian Herald. It would take years and years for us to reach even a

tithe of these people, but you can aid us very materially.

We therefore ask you to send us the names of twenty-five people, consisting of heads of families

and young men and women you think desirable. Only one name is required from a family. To these

names we will send sample copies of The Christian Herald and of our Special Holiday Offers.

To reward you for your courtesy in assisting THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
to increase its Family of loyal and enthusiastic .-eaders, we will send you a copy
of the famous "Mona Liza," asking you to pay the cost of packing, mailing, etc.,

which in every case will be but 10 cents. There is no further expense attached to this

offer, and we guarantee to deliver the picture securely packed, uncreased and in perfect condition.

Wont you give us the stimulating influence of your support in our effort to send The Christian
Herald, with its message of love and cheer, into more homes throughout the land ? You
can easily supply the names

; you will do it, and we ate going to depend upon you.

PLEASE OBSERVE THESE CONDITIONS — THE DEMAND WILL BE HEAVY — ACT QUICKLY
We ask you to kindly send us the names of twenty-five people,

who in your estimation would enjoy The Christian Herald.
These people should be carefully selected. The names of Sunday
School Superintendents, Teachers, Sunday School attendants
and ardent church workers are the very best kind of people you
can Ket. All K(mj<1, thrifty people, people of an optimistic frame
of mind, would be sure to he interested in The Christian Herald.
Send only one name from each family. Write plainly. Be sure

to spell the names correctly, and if you have any doubt about the
spellinpr of any name verify it by inquirinsrof your postmaster
or by reference to a directory or telephone book. Write on one
side of the paper only.

Every name must have a Prefix (such as Mr., Mrs., Miss, Dr.,

Prof., Rev.), Christian name (as Mary, John, etc.), Post-Office
Address, County and State. In case of Free Delivery Office in

city or country, either the Street Address or the number of the
Rural Free Delivery route should be supplied. Thus an address
correctly supplied would read something like this:

Dr. James Potter, Chicago, Cook Co., III., 572 Adams Street.

OR:
Miss Ruth Jackson, Westminster, Worcester Co., Mass., R.F.D. No. 6.

Address your letter to "Name Department," Christian Herald,
Bible House, New York City. Enclose ten cents in stamps or
silver to pay packing and mailing e.\penses of the beautiful
"Mona Liza," which will be sent you at once.

As the offer is confined to the members of The Christian
Herald Family and their immediate friends, it is essential for
you to sign your letter as follows

:

OR:
"I am a Christian Herald reader."

?.;

"I am a friend of a Christian Herald reader."

As we have heretofore observed, it is our intention to send
copies of our Holiday Offers to these names. Therefore it is

highly important to select them carefully, and to be absolutely
sure that they are written plainly enough to be transmitted
correctly. A little care here will save you disappointment.

OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. ISih, 1910

Beautify Your Home by the Addition of tliis Rare
and Beautiful Masterpiece ! Don't Miss tliis Ctiance!

OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. ISih, 1910

Address: THF CHRISTIAN HERALD, Name Dcpt., BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK
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MTJSIC ON BOTH SIJ>1£,S

Columbia Double-Disc Records

!

Music on both sides ! A different seledion

on each side ! And both for 65 cents

—

pradically the price of one—32/^ cents

each for each seledion ! They may be

played on any disc machine, no matter

what make, and they give you double

Valuefor your money, plain as daylight

—

better surface, better tone and far greater

durability. If you have not heard a

Columbia Record issued during the la^ year and a half, don't say that you know what your talking machine

can do. The present Columbia process of recording produces a naturalness and roundness and perfedion

of tone that is positively unequaled in any other.

Columbia Double-Disc Records
! Double discs, double quality, double value, double wear, double

everything except price ! Don't put your record money into any other.

V
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Gen'l, Box 221, Tribune Bids, New

Cr.a,oJ:iTeTa?^ri^:lll1r!:7j!u^^^^^ Dealer. ,v,„.ed_E,clu,ive sailing Hgh>, given where »e are no, properly represented.
'"* """"S-"""-'"'"' An. Owners of the l-undamenlal Patents. Largest Manufacturers of Talking-Machines in the Worl

York
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O^r
Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

D. C, Springfield, Mo. 1. How many people

are engaged in agricultural occupations in

this country? 2. How many people are

in the different professions? 3. How many
in domestic service and kindred work?

1. According to the figures of 1900, those of the

census of 1910 in regard to occupations not yet

being obtainable, there were 10,438,219 in agri-

cultural pursuits. 2. In the professions there

were 1,264,737. 3. In domestic work of vari-

ous kinds 5,691,746. Of course the latest figures

when published will doubtless increase consid-

erably the numbers in each division.

G. W., St. Johns, Mich. 1. Were the Scythians
the ancestors of the present race of Chi-

nese? If not, from what race or races did

they come? 2. Is it likely that the Toltecs

and Aztecs were descended from the an-

cient Egyptians ?

1. Herodotus and Hippocrates say that Mon-
golians inhabited the region between the

Carpathians and the Caucasus ; and that these

Scythians came from China ; but modern au-

thorities have decided that they did not come
from China. Some writers hold that the

Scythians were the ancient representatives of

the modern Tartars. 2. No. The best author-

ities say that the Toltecs, a somewhat cultured

lace, who preceded the Aztecs by a long per-

iod, came from the northern barbarians,

though some historians have ascribed their

origin to the Egyptians, and others to the

Phoenicians. The origin of both Toltecs and

Aztecs is very obscure.

V/. A. W., Castleton, Ont., Can. Oive some
light on the verse Matt. 21 : 44.

Jesus was here speaking of the kingdom of

God as a temple, in the erection of which a

certain stone, at first rejected by the builders

as unsuitable, is declared by the Lord of the

temple to be the keystone of the whole. (See

Isa. 8: 15: Dan. 2: 34, 35: Zech. 12: 3.) While

the buililers might stumble on the stone and be

hurt, their hurt would be as nothing compared
with what would happen if the stone should fall

upon them. This stone is the Messiah, who
has become a "rock of offense" that will crush

whomsoever it falls upon, cr, as the R. V.

translates it, "will scatter them as dust." It

was a parable intended specially for the Phari-

sees, who were actively opposing Christ and his

ministry.

Ella M., Providence, R. I. To what extent is

faith essential to the realization of a Chris-
tian life?

Christianity is faith in iiractice. No one
can be a Christian without the supreme exer-

cise of faith in God and in his Son. But until

we step out of the environment of our human
intellectuality and begin the experience of a

life of faith, we cannot comprehend those

things that appeal most strongly to the be-

liever, and which to him are the most real of

all. The enlightened soul can comprehend
what to the unenlightened is vei'itable dark-

ness, or as Paul .said : "To the Greeks, foolish-

ness."

Reader, Enola, Pa. 1. Will a true Christian
have enemies ?

1. He is quite liable to have enemies. The
whole history of Christian experience demon-
strates this. There are many who mock at

religion and scorn its professors, and who will

not hesitate to injure them. Those who follow

Christ must be pi-epared to suffer and to make
sacrifice. 2. Your second question (not printed

here) relates to a provision of the ancient Jew-
ish law which ma.v have been expedient in that

remote age but is not so now. The Gospel
invitation makes no distinction. Christ says,

"Whosoever will may come. '

C. C. B., Morganlon, N. C. 1. How does Com-
mander Peary i>ronounce his name— Peri-y,

Parry, or Peery ? 2. Please give me your
understanding of what the Apostle Paul
meant when he said, in II. Cor. 12: Iti,

"Being crafty, I caught you with guile."
3. In Raphael's painting of "The Trans-
figuration," 1 wish an explanation of the
presence of two persons on the mountain,
besides Peter. James and John. They ap-
pear on the side of the hill, and viewing
the transfiguration scene. 4. Is there any
authority for the Saviour, Moses and Elias
being lifted up from the ground as in the
Ascension? See Luke 9 : 29-31. 5. How is

it that Luke, in chapter 19, records the
Saviour as driving out the money-changers
from the temple just after the triumphal
entry only a few days before his death :

and John relates it as occuri-ing just after
the water miracle in Cana of Galilee, in the
beginning of his ministry?

1. The last of the three, we believe. 2. The
passage is really a question to be read thus

:

"But you may sa.v—granted that I did not
burden you myself, but, being cunning, caught
you with guile and made a gain of you by
means of others, yet you will know that I made
no such gain." The grammatical form of the

ti'anslation is involved and slightly misleading.

3. It would seem to have been the artist's idea

to have these figures as direct spectators—the

only ones on the canvas. The figures, so far as

known, have no special significance. 4. It was

Contivned on last column

An Extraordinary Demand

!

"MONA USA" ORDERS COMING IN RAPIDLY

THAT Christian Herald readers appreciate art—real art, tliat has endured

for ages— is being conclusively shown by our offer of a copy of Leonardo

Da Vinci's masterpiece, "Mona Lisa." The responses are so spontaneous

and quick that they far exceed our most sanguine expectations. Hundreds

and hundreds of orders have been received, and many, many more are coming

in almost as regularly as heart-beats.

You know we offer you a copy of "Mona Lisa," size Wy^Tf-^l^A inches,

which is a very good reproduction of the original $250,000 painting, in return

for your courtesy in .sending us the names of twenty-five persons you think

would appreciate The Christian Herald. As the offer does not expire until

October 13, 1910, we repeat the offer and give you still another chance to secure

this wonderful picture almost free.

"MONA LISA"
Painted by Leonardo Da Vinci. Actual Size, \\\/^-x. 17^ Inches

What we want you to do is to send us the names of twenty-five people,
relatives, friends or acquaintances of yours, who in your judgment might be
induced to subscribe for The Christian Herald. Tlie names of Sunday School
Superintendents, Teachers, Sunday School attendants, church going people,
thrifty citizens and others are the kind of names we prefer.

Only one name is required from a family. Be sure to spell the names
correctly and send complete addresses, rural routes, coimties, streets, etc. Use
full names, such as Mr. or Mrs., Dr,, Prof., Rev., etc. Send your list to us,

together with ten cents to pay mailing and packing expenses, and a beautiful
photogravure of "Mona Lisa" will be sent you by return mail.

As the Photogravures are going rapidly, we urge you to send your list

quickly so as to avoid disappointment. We should like to see a copy of "Mona
Lisa" in the home of every Christian Herald reader, and we hope you will

take advantage of this rare opportunity to obtain a copy of this most wonderful
of all paintings—an offer that will probably never be made to you again—
almost without cost.

"Mona Lisa" is more than a mere painting; it is expressive of life, of
sentiment, of repose, of love. It is a picture that grows on you—the more you
see of it the more wonderful it be<'omes. You can never get enougii of "Mona
Lisa," and your home is sure to be greatly enriched by this beautiful photo-
gravure of the highest-priced painting in the world. Don't delay! Get a
copy of "Mona Lisa" by acting quickly. Send in your twenty-five names
NOW. If not now, at least not later than October 15. Names postmarked
"Oct. 1.5" will be accepted. Address your list to

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
"Addresses" Department, 92 Bible House, New York

Continued from first column

no doubt the artistic interpretation of a su -

natural state or condition, lifted above u

earth and glorified by the surroundings.
;

According to the early commentators t!le

were two distinct epi.sodes of the kind, onilt
the outset and the other toward the clos<t(

our Lord's public life. There are, howe
many good authorities who hold to the opii n
that there was but one incident—that whic .

most accurately recorded by Luke.

H. S. K., Valley Falls, N. Y. Is "consu ,.

tion," referred to in Lev. 26: 16, the s e
that we call tuberculosis or consumii n
now ?

The original word, which in the A. V. ,|

R. V. is given as "consumption," is capabl f

a different rendering. In the Septuagint e
word literally means "scab" or "skin disea

"

This is the only passage in which this pa -

ular word occurs and it may be rendered "
.

ing away" or "wasting away"—possibly e

equivalent of consumption, but by no m< s

certainly so.

S. G., Seattle, Wash. Were any books of
New Testament written by Gentile CI
tians ?

While most of the New Testament wri
were Jewish, there were exceptions. Timo
to whom Paul wrote so lovingly, was the
of a mixed marriage, the mother a Jewess,
father a Greek Gentile. (See Acts 16: )

Paul, bearing a Gentile name after his con
sion, was first Saul, the Jew, a descendan .(

the tribe of Benjamin, and inherited Ro)
citizenship from his father. Luke was
born a Jew, for he was not reckoned an
them by Paul. (See Col. 4: 11, 14.) Of
history before his conversion nothing is knt
but it is inferred that he was a physician
siding at Troas, converted by Paul and att

ing himself to the apostle ardently therea
Several notable authorities hold that he
one of the first converted Gentiles. Mark
a Jew with a Roman name, Marcus, his .

ish name being John. (See Acts 12: 12.

This is a iiarallel with the change of name f

Saul to Paul after conversion.

R. U., St. Lambert. Que., Canada. Whcr
the original of the famous painting of
Last Supper, which is so often copied-
one where the disciples are sitting on
side of a long table?

The original is a fresco painting in

Church of the Ognisanti, Florence, Italy.

was liainted by Domenico Ghirlandajo. It

painted about 1480.

P. M. B., Avalon, Pa. Explain where the 1

pie of the moon was situated, and \tt
tribe worshiped the moon.

The moon has been regarded as an objecjf

woiship in many lands, and we do not knoi

which temi)le you refer. The ancient Syr
regarded it as the passive power in naturt

the sun was the active; the people in Mes
tamia worshiped it as a male deity under
name of Lunus. Most countries, however,

garded it as a feminine deity. The Egypti
according to Plutarch, called the moon
mother of the world, and worshiped it ui

the name of Isis. In North and South Ai

ica the natives regarded it as a god. TheN^
American Indians regarded it as the leade^f

the spirits of evil. Moon worship still per.

in Africa.

Miscellaneous
The Los Angeles K.ryjjt.s.s- and the Pom i.

Calif., Prugreaa are the latest additions to >

honor list of newspapers that do not j) I

liquor a<lvertisements. The list is now att -

ing respectable proportions.

F. A. B., Plainville, Mass. There is notig
further recorded beyond the statements b

Josephus. The new Jewish Encyclopp
(Funk & Wagnalls) may give you the histoijl

data you want. See it in any good pi c

library.

C. C, Green Lake, Wash. 1. The populajii

of Palestine is not accurately known, but jt

of Jerusalem is estimated at 48,000. 2. lis

under Turkish control, but its populationJ-

cludes Mohammedans, Syrians, Armeniip.

Greeks, Jews, Catholics, etc.

Mrs. S., Highland, Conn. You have mii-

derstood the answer. We can set no limi|o

God's mercy. On Scriptural grounds, Ijr-

ever, we must distinguish between involun jV

or unintentional sin and deliberate sin. Fja

converted person to yield to deliberate p.

argues a very serious state, but not necessi y

unpardonable.

J. O., Ipswich, S. D. The Scriptural
'-

count of the Ascension simply says he

received out of their sight. Human vision c

not penetrate further. We are told

tinctly that Hesh and blood (bemg mortal)

not inherit the kingdom of heaven, whic

purely spiritual.

G. S. N., Westboro, Mass. Our an.swer

tinguished between proselytism and convei>

The latter, being a work of the Spirit, i^

essential part of the change in man's na

from sin to holiness. Mere profession

Christianity won't do ; there must be the re;

erative work of the Spirit. Hence, as we

lieved we had made clear, a "resolve is

equivalent to conversion by any means,

effort of the human will can perform the «

of redeeming grace.

id
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Panoramic View of the Tov/n of Reykjavik, Iceland, the Most Northerly Capital in the World

Y ILETTL.;

Mri. Ingeveldar Gudmundadotter
A Famous I)aiiKliit^r of Ii-flatnl

m

TWit

ICELAND! the name itself is a barrier to tourist
travel. But let the tourist ipnore prejudice and
embark at Copenhajjen or Leith, and he will

find a delightful voyage over a smiling summer sea

if he should go during June, July or August. He
will be hardly mere
than two days out of
fight of land— the
far - reaching rock-
bound coast of Scot-

land or the snow-
crowned peaks of
Iceland— but the
journey across will

occupy about four
days. For his amuse-
ment the dolphins
will tumble, the
whales will spout,
the seal will swim,
and the seabirds will

fly; and there will

be glorious sunrises
and sunsets, with
hardly more than
two hours of night
intervening. When
he finally reaches
Iceland, he will see

the sun set at 11.40
o'clock, andrise again

shortly after twelve o'clock, the golden glow of the

sunset mingling with the golden glow of the sunrise.

All these delights can not be assured to the winter
traveler to Iceland. In fact, he will be obliged to

keep his lamp burning until half past ten in the
morning, and then to

light it again at two
o'clock in the after-
noon.

The tourist will
probably be surprised
to find how warm it is

!in Iceland in the sum-
mer, the days aver-
aging from 54 to 70
degrees. It is said that
the winters are not as
cold as in Canada, ow-
ng to the Gulf Stream.
In the Smithsonian
Report it is stated that
Iceland has a higher
temperature than some
lands located thirty
degrees farther .south.

But let the tourist
not be misled into car-
rying summer cloth-
ing, particularly if he
istotour the island, riding over lava fields and among
-he mountains, visiting geysers and glaciers. There
are one hundred and thirty glaciers in Iceland.
Hardly any tourist will care to visit them all!

One must go everywhere on ponies, excepting to

Thingvellir, the ancient seat of government; to that
tourists may go in pony carts if they choose, but
they generally choose to ride on the backs of the

Bv MRS. W. F. CRAFTS

ponies—and three ponies must be allowed for each
person to provide a relay. The ponies are small,
averaging twelve hands in height, but they are
sturdy and sensible; for when they want water they
stand still, and almost ask for it. They do the
same when they want grass, or when something is

wrong about the harness. The clatter of their
little hoofs is almost a constant sound in Iceland.
In color they are usually a light sorrel or white,
with very heavy manes and tails. They safely carry
their riders across streams when the water reaches
to their haunches, and they will also carry them
far up the steep sides of Hecla, the King Mountain.
Wherever he goes, the tourist need have no fear of
being held up, or of foul play, as robberies are un-
known and only one murder has been committed,
and that was twenty years ago. So safe is touring
in Iceland that some English ladies have walked be-

tween three and four hundred miles, unattsnded.
The tourift need not look for shelter under trees,

for there are none; nothing but juniper brush, and
very little of that; but for greenness there were
moss-covered lava beds with patches of very short
grass, and flowers such as we are accustomed to see

in our own land—dandelions, buttercups, geraniums,
vetch, clover and daisies. The prettiest of all were
the small pink flowers of the moss. Mountains with
snow patches are never out of sight, and the way
would seem lonely if there was not an occasional

meeting of a pony caravan carrying either tourists

or bags of wool, dried fish or other provisions.

There is no danger of losing the way, for it is

Characteristic Views of the Mountains, Fjords and Seacoast of Icelan<

marked by piles of ctones six or seven feet high at

rather short intervals. Occasionally one will come
across a shelter-house about twenty-four feet long

and half as wide, built of stone, with a cross fas-

tened on the roof. Any one overtaken by a storm

is welcome to occupy it. It is empty, but is so con-

structed that both men and ponies can be accommo-
dated. Many tourists come to Iceland to fish, and

they pay a large price for the privilege—as much as
two thousand dollars for the exclusive right to one
river during the fishing season. They secure as
prizes huge salmon. In the smaller rivers and in

the lakes there is a great abundance of trout; and
in the sea, cod and other varieties.

The tourist is almost sure to enter Iceland at
Reykjavik—a city of twelve thousand inhabitants,

by far the largest in Iceland. As yet there is no
wharf, so that passengers must leave the ship by a
small row boat, and land on the stones. The dwell-

ing houses and shops of Reykjavik are built mostly
of corrugated iron, but in the near future they are
proposing to build with tufa-.?tone and cover it with
plaster, which will make a very comely city. Rey-
kjavik has a public library and museum, several

good school buildings and churches, a normal school,

a college and three hospitals. One of these is a
leper hospital, situated a little way out of the city

on the border of the sea.

It has at this time less than one hundred lepers

—

all there are in Iceland. I made a visit there to

talk with four leper Esperantists. They were very
expert in their use of the language, and they told

me that its acquii'ement had afforded them a pleas-

urable pastime. I think they are the only leper

Esperantists in the world.
In the neighborhood of Reykjavik is a natural

laundry. Water com.es out of the ground at the
boiling point. Eggs dropped in will be thoroughly
cooked in three minutes. But it is the resort of

washerwomen. They bring their soiled clothes from
the city in carts, wash the dirt out of them in sheds,

and then throw them into the boiling spring to be

scalded, and into the cold spring just at hand to be
rinsed, and then they are hung out on lines, or laid

on the grass to dry.
The people of Ice-

land greatly interested
me. They are descend-
ed from a race of bold
warriors and bolder
sailors. Ingolf was
the first Icelander. He
left Norway in 874
A.D., and fifty thou-
sand other Norwe-
gians followed him in

sixty years to escape
the unjust rule of

King Harold Fairhair.
These people set up a
national court, called

the Logretta. It was
a congress and a su-

preme court in one,

and Ingolf was elected

the Logsogumadr, or
speaker, with a three
years' tenure of office.

The parliament consisted of forty-eight members,
who each had two counselors. They assembled in

ThingvelUr (the meeting place), a valley four miles

wide, through which flows the river Oxara (ax

water) , descending in glorious falls called foss. On
one side of the valley is a perpendicular wall of rock,

one hundred feet high, looking altogether like a

Continued on page 911
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POWERFUL
PROMISES
TEXT— II. Peter 1 :4

^»
AT any rate, the Bible is frank. It says the

l\ plainest things about man's sin. But it also

-^ -*- holds before him a wonderful hope. To-day
he is mired in corruption. To-morrow he may have

escape from this and become like God. The whole
Gospel is found in these few words.

We have here a statement of the fact of sin, and
its origin. The fact is "corruption"; and the

origin is "through lust." I know that there are

worldly-wise men who sneer at the third chapter of

Genesis. But this I have noticed: that they are

uniformly unable to give us a simpler solution of

the origin and mystery of evil. Somewhere, and
at some time, the race must have sinned. The stream
of life has been poisoned; and this must have taken

place at its fountain head, for we cannot find any
divisions of that stream which have not the entire

characteristics of the whole. The Bible says the

event took place in the first man, before a single son

was born; that he lusted after something which was
forbidden to him, and that by his disobedience he
fell from his primal innocence, degraded the race,

and entailed a condition of corruption; that we also
have aggravated this calamity by repeating sin. and
deepening the ruin.

The Region of Self-Denial

I am not so much concerned about the origin of
this condition. We can leave that with a single
word. But there are certain facts which cannot be
brushed aside. A man may question the story as it

is written in Scripture; but he cannot deny it, for
it does not come within the region of denial. Neither
can he deny the story as it is reproduced in actual
life to-day. Have you never plucked forbidden
fruit? Have you never lusted for pleasures which
have been distinctly forbidden? And as a conse-
quence of transgression, have you never experienced
a repulsive sickness, and an intolerable loathing, so
that you also have known the meaning of this

phrase, "the corruption which is in the world
through lust"? Do you not know anything of the
lashings of remorse?

Let me ask you another question: How does it

happen that the heart is so constantly "running
down"? Why must it be repeatedly wound up, and
fastened with ratchets? Why do we have to make,
and repeat, and renew resolves, and lash the will
to "the sticking place"? Why is it that a man
never backslides into holiness? Why cannot we take
off the brakes, and find ourselves just gliding into
the highest moral living? Everything, we are told,

tends to move in the line of least resistance. Do
we find that we are drifting toward charity and
holiness and benevolence and virtue? Nay, but to
all of us, these graces are the fruit of serious toil.

They are magnificent possessions, more precious
than gold and sparkling gems; but they are gotten
by struggle and privation and self-denial. And
that word "self-denial" contains a fossil history of
primal sin. It tells us of an evil self, that must be
constantly denied, because its desires are wrong.
But whence this evil self, and whence these wrong
desires?

Secret Thoughts and Hidden Sins

But let us come a little closer to this subject. Let
me hint at the things that we cannot spread before
the public—our secret thoughts and the faults which
are hidden. The thoughts that creep into the heart
and nestle there. Can you tell me whence they come?
Tell me, for instance, whence come envy, and jeal-
ousy, and malice, and evil desire; and the lust for
gold that makes the thief, and the thirst for blood
which crimsons the hand of murder? Do you not
think that these things arise in human life, as ma-
laria and pestilence from a death-dealing bog? Do
they not bespeak what this Scripture calls a "cor-
ruption which is in the world through lust"? I

suppose that the angels, before the throne of God,
would not shrink from having their thoughts pro-
claimed with the trumpet of Gabriel. I know that
Jesus has opened his heart, and challenged the
world. "Which of you convinceth me of sin?" said
he. But we cannot do that. We hide our thoughts,
and cover our faults with a crimson blush, and walk
among our nearest friends with a coward's step.

What, then, has befallen man? If God made him

* Pastor, strong- Place Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

innocent—and no one questions this—then some-

thing must have happened to corrupt his thoughts,

and make them so black that he stands in dread of

that day for which all other days were made, when
his hidden history shall be revealed.

There is something pathetic in man's attempts to

'assert his worth. He speaks, for instance, of the

"majesty of conscience," and the "dignity of human
nature," and of the "fatherhood of God," and the

"brotherhood of man" as if these terms were true

and meaningful to-day. Take the first of these and
see what comfort there is in it. "The majesty of

conscience!" Do you not know that conscience

almost always speaks in judgment? It seems to

have lost its authority to command, if it ever pos-

sessed that authority. It cannot insist upon obedi-

ence, but can only raise its voice in remonstrance.

It can be easily overruled and voted down; and then

it can only record a minority vote, and lapse into

silence.

What a Child of God Really Is

I wish I could stop to speak of these other shib-

boleths. They are talked in political canvass, and
cheered in meetings of anarchists. I have heard
them used in Christian pulpits. "The dignity of
man!" That phrase only becomes glorious in the
light of a far-off day. "The fatherhood of God,"
and the "brotherhood of man"! These do not rep-
resent an actual possession, but they tell of a won-
derful possibility. We must not mistake. As used
in many instances they seem like a determination
on the part of man to brave it out with God. I wish
I could go into the street, and tell every man that
he is by nature a child of God. I wish I could
preach the natui'al sonship of man. But before I

start I hear the Master's solemn word, "Except a
man be born again he cannot see the kingdom of
God." There is a great truth to publish to men.
It tells of the Fatherhood of God; but this is found
only in Jesus Christ. If any man be in him, he is

a new creature. He has "escaped the corruption
that is in the world through lust," and has become a
partaker of the divine nature. There, and there
only, is the ground for the Fatherhood of God. And
when I hear a man flinging over all men this mantle
of sonship, I pity him, and can only excuse him
because he has become confused by the lingering
remembrance of primal innocency. Be not deceived.
Man was made upright, but something must have
happened; and that something is the sin which is in
the world. We may have a race-memory of Eden.
We may stand with shaded eyes, and dimly discern
the coming glory.

The Terrible Fact of Sin

But neither of these things must blind us to the
present humiliating conditions. Sonship is only in
Christ. "To as many as received him, to them gave
he the power to become the sons of God." Never
should we have known how unfilial we are, unless
we had looked on Jesus, and had beheld his spot-
less obedience to the Father's will. It is best for us
to face the fact. We hear men, with little love for
holiness, talking of God as Father, and we do not
contradict them, for we are glad to have them talk
of him at all. But look about: Men who never pray
from year to year, nor offer a single word of thanks
for health and plenty; men who are lovers of pleas-
ure more than lovers of God; men whose God is their
belly; earthly, sensual, devilish; men whose daily
business is the ruining of the souls and bodies of
others; betrayers of virtue, defilers of the flesh,
lawless, disobedient, unholy, profane. Must I fling
over all these the mantle of the Fatherhood of God?
Or shall I believe the word of Jesus when he said,
"Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of
your father ye do."
But there is more in this Scripture than a state-

ment of the fact of sin. Here are also "these great
and precious promises, whereby we may become
partakers of the divine nature." That is, "men may
become as God. And the warrant for this promise
is found in the fact of a correspondence between the
divine and the human. The natural man cannot
discern spiritual things; and it is no use to talk to
him about them, for there is no correspondence, no
basis of affinity, no ground of fellowship. But man
was made in the image of God, and it was possible
for God to take upon himself man's nature. And it

is within the power of evei-y man, and this by t

grace of God, to take on also the divine nature, ai

to be made like God.
This is what is said in the word before us. Ai

it is done by a single act. Man fell, we are told, 1

reaching after a divine attribute of knowledge. ""'

shall be as God," was the lying promise of t

tempter, and by listening to ,that we lost our fii

estate. But now God returns to us with the promi
that after all we shall be as himself, sharers in I

nature, and conformed to his image. It seer
strange to you that, for a single sin, so serious co
sequence should be entailed? That could only
because the stream was poisoned at its source, a
the race sinned in its first man. But here is son-
thing quite as great. The Lord is making to hii

self a new creation. He has begun it in one N(
Man, who kept his life without spot or blemis
And in his life and federal headship we share by
single act of faith. The consequences of faith a
quite as great as the consequences of disobedien(
"He that believeth on him hath everlasting lifi

And that does not mean simply that his life is pi
longed in endless time, but that it is endowed wi
a new and immortal beauty, capacity and joy.

The New Birth

This is received the instant one believes, and,
by a new birth, he has passed from death to lii

He hath been already delivered from the bonda
and corruption of the kingdom of darkness, and h
been colonized in the kingdom of God's Son. He
born of God, a son of the Most High, a citizen
heaven. A single sin has stained the race. We la

hold on death; and, spite of tears and cries a
struggle, we have not been able to loose the ho
One single act of faith takes hold on eternal lif

and, spite of sins and falls and failures, that pri

can never be wrested from our grasp. And this
all by faith.

Men have said to me that the scheme of salvati
is arbitrary. It is vain, they say, to shut the woi
up to faith. But, my friend, do you not know th

the entire universe is arbitrary? There is nothi)

more arbitrary than the laws of mathematics, or
health, or of gravitation. Is it not strange th

every son of Adam is shut up to the multiplicati
table? Is it not strange that if a man wants
compute numbers in China, he must use the ide,:

tical system of numbers that we use here? Th
three and two make five there as they do hei-e? >
there is but one law for light, or heat, or electricil

or numbers, or gravitation, in all the earth. A '

this is not narrow, because it is entirely adequafl
So there is but one way of salvation in all the eart

:

nor is this narrow, because it also is entirely ac

quate. Here it is said "through these promise;
which only means that it is by faith in Christ. 1

promise is nothing except for the value of the pt

son who makes it. Some men make promises, a:j

no man gives them heed. But if one promises whoj
character you know, then you count on that as up
the rising of the sun.

The Heart's Deceitfulness

We hear a great deal in these days about educ
tion into the kingdom of God; about the naturi

development of righteousness. But development
only unfolding, and that the race has been doing

|

all the centuries, and each age surpasses the last
«;

abandon to sin. Education is drawing out. B;

how can you draw holiness from a heart that
j

"deceitful above all things and desperately wicked
Education can never do the work. It is like puttii:

a new handle upon the pump, and leaving the d

in the well. I

You may wonder at the fancy of bringing inj

new and supernatural life by belief in precioi

promises. But all questions are answered by t|

experiences of history. Great men have been ij

generated by single words of Scripture. This wjj

true of Augustine and Luther and Spurgeon, aj

scores of others whom time fails me to name. Th,

were not only new men, but mighty sons of Gc

Wonderful was this? As great as the wonder in :

forms of life. Look into the acorn, and tear V

halves apart, and tell me if you can see therein t

stalwart oak. Analyze the grain of wheat and t^

me if you can see therein the waving fields. W'

said Jesus, "The words which I speak to you, th

Continued on next 'page
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^ Powerful Promises

Continued jrorn preceding page

., Spirit, and they are life." You

iinot see the Spirit, you cannot see

V! life, but can you say they are not

tjre? I hold up to you "these exceed-

i' great and precious promises," and

i;rfe are saints and missionaries,

•ole lives and giant charities and

jjrjity revolutions there. There are

Cven and an eternal weight of glory

apped up in these. And our growth
grace, and into the likeness of God,

not a matter of mending and im-

jvement. It is a new creation by

i -,ich we become "partakers of his

..- ^ -ture."

[f one of those phantom friends of

•; astronomers should come to thi.'^

,:-th, and say to me, "I understand

s is a beautiful place, but for one

ng. I am told it is filled with sin,

:d rebellion against the rule of God."

iish 1 could say to him, "My friend,

- i» u have been misinformed. There is

"«i|rf isin." Instead, I should have to say

him,
"
'Tis true, 'tis pity; and pity

;, 'tis true." But I could al-so say

him that sin cannot hold us in its

(lel grasp. I would point him yon-

i;, and say, "Do you see that golden

lendor? It is the Gospel of Jesus.

is filled with sweetness, and by that

are restored, and have become par-

sers of the divine nature. And isn't

it more than the fact of sin?"

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column)

I 'My Refuge and Strength"
'HOU art my "refuKe," O my (Jod,

When tempests wild sur^e 'round my .soul

;

iJe me 'neath thy shelt'rini; rod,

Vhen raging seas around me roll.

ju art my "strenirth" where weakness holds
ly trembling frame in fetters strong ;

. present help. " thine arm enfolds
Vith tender succor all day long.

*.'.'. 'aM

,,^.^11 yen fear surrounds, as doth a foe,
"

I \nd earth seems sinking 'neath my feet,

'id is my refuge" quells my woe,
!ind calms me with assurance sweet.

"k '.' still, and know that I am God!"
i The Lord of hosts is with us still

!"

' =» "a, though 1 feel the chast'ning rod,

I'll trust his love, and fear no ill.

"God is in the midst," I know ;

ind, 'trusting, I "shall not be moved";
!, "God shall help," or swift or slow ;

lis word is sure ; His promi.se proved.

'od is my refuge and my strength !"

'hrough blinding tears I sing this song ;

hall His wisdom prove at length,
ind praise Him with the heav'nly throng.

'Jk.nnik Wilson-Howell.

Holiday Rain Insurance
'^ISURANCE has been made to cover

-almost every happening in England,
6h as the death of the sovereign,
imatic conditions affecting the suc-
iis of a pageant, a horse show, an
;iicultural fair, etc., and now a new
:m of insurance has been inaug-
uted which will enable persons whose
1 idays have been marred by rain to
i;ain, under certain conditions, mone-
ty compensation.
Underwriters are prepared to insure
iainst one-tenth of an inch of rain

iii90^ 'ling on more than two days a week
VP* ' any towns on the south and east

<ists of England between Bourne-
1 uth and Scarborough, where the
< ly rainfall is either officially pub-
I'led or where satisfactory records
<i be obtained.
(f the insured desires to double the
:iount in the way of premium he
1 eives double the amount as compen-
ion. If higher compensation is

<nred, a proportionately higher pre-
lum will be charged. The under-
Mters will accept a certificate of the
litish Rainfall Organization as evi-
nce of rainfall. The policies will
l>vide that the greater portion of the
'?-tenth of an inch of rain, the quan-
U' which by the terms of the policy

^
1 constitute a wet day of twenty-

Jir hours, must fall during the dav-
^ ^e.~Cmi>ivl.GeneralJohn L.Griffiths,
nidon, England, in the Daily Cou-
' ar end Trade Reports.

IW
Tib© CIhnldlr®ini^s F^lplt

COLUMBUS DAY By Rev. J. M. Farrar, p.p.*

EDNESDAY, October 12, is Columbus Day. In New York
State it is a legal holiday. The 418th anniversary of the
discovery of America. The Italians love a holiday, and

r.-.ore than 20,000 of these holiday-lovers will parade.
As Columbus was an Italian they have the first right to this day.

America is a great country. The Indians should have a holiday, as
they were here first. You boys and girls should fall in line and join
-.vith the Indians in their celebration. An Italian discovered Amer-
ica; fall in line and help them to celebrate. The Jews made it money-
possible for the Italian to find America. Into line, all of you, when
the Jew celebrates. It was the Spanish flag that first floated in

America. Spain therefore has some first rights, and you must fall

in line when the Spaniards celebrate. The Dutch discovered how to

get the country from the Indians without fighting for it, and almost
without paying for it. Put on the wooden shoes and march with the
Dutch when they celebrate. An Englishman commanded the ship
that brought the Dutch. Get a Union Jack and parade with the
English when they celebrate. A Frenchman, Lafayette, helped us to

gain our Independence. The French therefore should have a day
and we should march with them.

NOW glance back and see what a wonderful parade this will make,
and how many flags will be floating, and how many languages

will be spoken. We call ourselves Americans. But who are we?
If you throw a stone at an American you are liable to hit a Dutch-
man, an Englishman, a German, a Frenchman, a Welshman, and
almost all the other nations of the world. Why? Because many of

the Americans have the blood of nearly all the nations flowing in

their veins. The Italian is here learning English.
Do you Juniors pray for the Italians? They are making our roads

and streets, digging our tunnels and subways, and doing most of our
hard work. When you feel unkindly to the Italian and want to say

unkind words at him, just imagine Columbus sitting on a cloud and
looking down at you. Would you be surprised if he should speak
right out and say, "I discovered America, and my people have a

right here to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

THE Italian came from the country that looks like a boot. He has

walked into America with his boots on, and God is giving him

something to do for America. In the fifteenth century England
gave us William Tyndall, who translated the Bible into the English

language. Germany gave us John Guttenberg, who gave us mova-
ble type with which to print the Bible. While we are thankful for

these and other men who helped to make America great, we must
not forget the Italians. Italy has given us some great and good

men. Columbus was one, Michael Angelo was another. And we
must not forget Savonarola.
When Columbus was being guided by God in the discovery of

.\merica, Savonarola was doing more than all others to found the

Republic of Florence, Italy. When you see men building a house

or store, you will notice a man holding a piece of blue paper with

lines and marks on it. This is called a blue print, the plan of the

building that is to be put up. This little Republic in Italy, that

Savonarola did so much to establish, was God's blue print, one of

the plans for the great American Republic.

I want you boys and girls to go to the library this week and get

the Life of Savonarola, and read it carefully. I am going to ask

Paul Suter to tell you a story

:

IF the doctor's sons had not been mowing the grass they might never

have noticed him; for he was a little fellow, and he had been try-

ing hard to escape their notice when the lawn mower ran him down.

Now he lay quite still, and Harry and Ralph looked down at him
sorrowfully. He was only a toad; but, as Ralph said, he might have

a wife and family waiting for him at home, and, anyway, maybe
toads were some good in the world. The doctor was looking out of

his study window, and he overheard them.

"Bring him in, boys," he called to them. "Maybe we shall be able

to restore Mr. Toad to his family."

"Now, while I am trying to bring him back to life," he said, "I

should like you to tell me what you know about a toad."

"He give's people warts when they touch him," declared Harry.

THE doctor laughed and looked at his own hand. "I have touched

him more than once in the last few minutes. What else?"

"I'm afraid that's all we know," Ralph .said, after a pause.

Sure enough, they returned in a few minutes to find the little

fellow looking very spry indeed.

"Oh, I'm .so glad!" Harry exclaimed. "We wouldn t want him to

die for anything. Whv, we've found that toads are useful! The

natural history says they kill more than their weight of caterpillars

and bugs in a single day. We need him in the garden."

They escorted Mr. Toad out again; but, just as they reached the

last step, he gave a flying leap and landed in a flower bed. Then he

started away at a lively pace, as if to make up for the lost time.

"Good-by, Mr. Toad,"" Harry called after him. "Remember us to

your family!"
, , ^ , , •

i. u j
If we knew the Italian better we would find he is not as bad as

we supposed. We would find him a very u.seful man.

They of Italy salute you.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Heb. 13 -.24.
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The Fighting Boy
By Lucy Rider Meyer

A BOY will fight," said the Settle-

nient deaconess; "It is appar-
ently an essential necessity of boy
nature. But he will fight just as
readily for the right as for the wrong
if he's only started that way. Let me
tell you a story:

"I live right in the midst of boys.
The streets around the Settlement
fairly swarm with them. Once, in the
early days of our work, these boys
mischievously got wind of a meeting
in our club rooms, and they be-
sieged the door in a boisterous mob.
It was all we could do to keep them
from breaking up the meeting. Our
janitor was not as gentle as he was
forceful in his management of the sit-

uation, and in shutting out one ob-
streperous youngster, whose wizened
little face looked almost as devoid of
any moral sense as a monkey's, he
caught the boy's foot in the door. The
boy screamed in pain. I was con-
science-stricken.

" 'Oh, g'wan!' said a policeman, who
had been attracted to the spot. 'He
ain't hurt none!' But I insisted. I

brought the sobbing child inside and
took oflT his ragged shoe, to find out
how badly he was hurt. I did not
need to take off the stocking, for it

ended abruptly at the heel—that a
stocking should have a foot, which is,

of course, all covered up by the shoe,
is an unnecessary luxury, anyway.
The foot was not much hurt, but I

bathed it and bound my handkerchief
carefully around it—it was an old
handkerchief. The little fellow stopped
crying and watched me with the great-
est interest.

"The night of the next meeting, the
unruly crowd gathered again at the
door, and again we were bordering on
serious trouble, when, with a whoop
of defiance, there bore down on the
scene our lad of the hurt foot experi-
ence with a valiant companion whom
he had enlisted for his holy war. They
were each armed with a big banana
stem, which they had picked out of
some refuse heap—really formidable
weapons in vigorous hands. The lad
had not seemed very large the first

night, but now his strength was as the
strength of ten. We had no further
need of policemen.
"The little fellow with his wizened

face became one of my warmest
friends and most loyal supporters. So
quickly does the child heart respond to

a little bit of love!"

Anvil Sparks
. .Be sure the sins which you do not

think are sins will also find you out.

. .It is harder to live up to a good
reputation than down to a bad one.

..People who are out for nothing
but a good time will soon be out of all

their goodness.

. .The good a man does to-day will

not be forgotten if he does not forget
to keep it up to-morrow.

. .The man who says he won't yield

to temptation if he can help it usually
does yield because he helps it.

. .What makes rich men unhappy is

not the possession of their money, but
the memory of how they got it, and
the fear of how they might lose it.

W. J. B.

Mo^ Welcome of Them All

T RECEIVED the Red Letter Bible
-i- promptly and am writing, not only

to acknowledge receipt, but to thank
you for the liberality and generosity
shown in the character and fulness of

the premiums and paper. As a weekly
visitor there is none more welcome
among about twenty-five publications

of various kinds, and your painstaking
vigilance in doing your part to pre-

serve our membership in the great
Christian Herald Family merits and
will conduce to reciprocative effort on
our part to continue the relationship.

Houston, Tex. W. F. Lane.
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FOR- a full week this month the great Madison

Square Garden in New York has been devoted

to the exploitation of Pure Food and many
related subjects. The managers say that nothing is

shown in this exposition except absolutely sterling

products; and that, for the first time in America, no

sum could be paid which would insure the entrance

of an exhibitor whose manufactures did not come
up to the highest test applied to everything there.

The great hall was elaborately decorated in pink

and white, and artistic electric

lights were evei-ywhere. The
holders of the booths vied with
each other in efforts to produce
beautiful effects. They proved
that even so prosaic and prac-
tical an affair as a food show
could be made delightful.

Famous candy and flavoring-

extract makers; noted dairies;

the principal canners of fruits

and vegetables; the chocolate

and cocoa makers; the cereal

and flour makers; fruit deal-

ers; oyster gatherers; mineral
and distilled water manufac-
turers; coffee and tea dealers;

native oil makers and olive oil

importers; bread and yeast
makers; and, to the regret of

many, even the brewers; were
fully represented.

But, interesting as were the

food products, perhaps the

display of ingenious modern
devices for lightening the
housewife's labor were even
more attractive. Here were
all kinds of gas and electrical

appliances for heating, cook-
ing, ironing and lighting. When
the cost of these implements
can be reduced to meet the
circumstances of the average
citizen; and when gas and electricity are for sale in

every community, the drudgery of the housewife
should be greatly diminished. The cleanliness of

electricity is not the least of its recommendations.
Patented heating plates, porcelain-menders,

vacuum-cleaners and many other new helps in

housework were energetically operated on every
side for the benefit of the crowds of spectators.

A famous New York department store showed
model dining-rooms and a kitchen, elaborately fur-

nished, and supplemented by a beautiful library,

drawing-room and bedroom. Close by was a booth
containing a pattern library for children, certified

to contain only the best juvenile literature, and
presided over by intelligent custodians, ready to

By KATE UPSON CLARK

furnish information to inquiring mothers and
teachers.

Perhaps the sections which attracted the largest

crowds were those devoted to the exposure of cheats

in "weights and measures; they were under the

charge of New York State and New York City

officials. The ingenuity of some of the devices for
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The Pure Food Show, Madison Square Garden, New York

increasing the weight of goods was truly marvelous.
A rubber band twisted about the goods-holder and
fastened to the stem of the scale, naturally brought
up the weight with marvelous quickness. One scale
was shown placed on an empty box. Within the box
was a weight attached by a wire to the goods-holder.
Several ounces were shaved from a pound by this
means. A bushel of potatoes, actually sold for such
at one of our great markets, should have weighed
sixty pounds, but turned the scale at forty-seven.
False bottoms in measuring-boxes; bottles which
should have held a quart, but which fell short; and
numerous other shocking- impositions upon a cred-
ulous public were shown.
A lecturer upon this subject before the exposition

blamed the women for most of this cheating. jHe
said that women did not hold the tradesmen J to
the right standard. They order by telephonltoo
much, and give unbounded opportunities for
reaching.
The Westfield (Mass.) Normal School sent

a State chemist, with three Normal girl-pupi
demonstrate chemical facts which every h
mother should know. The Pure Food Depart
of the State of Ohio also sent a delegation to
how they treat there offenders against the

Food Laws. The United S
Navy sent a good-looking
with all his ship-furnitui
show how our jack-tars
middies are fed. A cour
paymaster, with uniforme
sistants, displayed menus
ually prepared for our ss

and assured us that the A
ican Navy is the best fed ai

all the navies of the world,
army exhibit of the same.-ii,
was just across the hall, nd
was surrounded constant! by
interested spectators.
The Little Mother Socie of

New York, with five aive
branches in and near the jty,

gave exhibitions of its moijof
teaching cooking and seAg.
Classes of little girls weijon
hand at its booth every a ?r-

noon and evening, to shov he
excellent work of this i )le

institution.

The Equality League of If-

Supporting Women and he

Collegiate Suffrage Associ;on
had booths in which reassijag
specimens were given ofllhe

skill in cooking and sewin of

good suffragists. Charng-
ladies presided over them nd

did their best to impress m
the gazing throng of attendants the righteousne 'of

their cause. This was a most interesting corm of
the exhibition.

Lectures on every phase of domestic science, i .ni

the most distinguished representatives of its ^ i-

ous branches, were given in an adjoining hall e iv

afternoon and evening. The delights of the f>\v

drew an enormous crowd daily. Dainty specii n-

of the diflferent edibles were freely dispensed t ill

comers. It was said that a really adequate di ei

could be obtained by sampling the contents of it

attractive booths.
It was a wonderful show, and every city woul i'

well to provide a similar one at least as ofte i;

once a year.

DURING the last few weeks there has been an
almost world-wide activity in aeronautics.

Most conspicuous among many events was
the proposed aeroplane race from Brigue, Switzer-
land, to Milan, for which several daring fliers were
entered, including George Chavez, a Peruvian, Cat-
toneo, an Italian, and an American
named Weyman. Chavez succeeded
in flying across the Alps, near the
Simplon Pass, making the greatest
aerial flight yet recorded. He was
injured on landing. Maneuvres in

Picardy by two French army
corps, during the first half of
September, were valuable as show-
ing that aeroplanes could be made
of actual service for observation in

war time.
The chief event on American soil

was the championship balloon race
at Indianapolis, which began Sep-
tember 17. There were entered in

this contest the balloon America II.,

the Miss Sophia, the Luzerne, the
Pennsylvania, the Million Club, the
Centennial, the Hoosier, the Buck-
eye ,the New York and the Indiana.
The big gas bags sailed away in
excellent style, the race being to
make a record for endurance. Up
to Tuesday morning, September 20,
all but three of the contestants

—

the Buckeye, New York and Miss
Sophia—had alighted. There was
some apprehension for the fate of
the others, as the weather became
.-stormy and it was feared they
might have been carried out over
the great lakes. These fears, for-
tunately, proved unfounded.

The balloon New York, Captain Baldwin, pilot,
landed at Portsmouth, O. The balloon had a rough
voyage, encountering hot sun, cold winds, rain,
thunder and lightning in quick succession. The
pilot and his aid used up nearly all the ballast and
finally, having hardly a pound left, chose a safe-

III ""MjlJ? M*t

r^i W.
The Start of the Great Balloon Endurance Contest at Indianapolis
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looking hillside for a landing. Another of the n
ing balloons, the Buckeye, landed in Floyd Cou
Va., at the village of Showalter. The balloon 1

Sophia also made a safe descent near Medvale,
The Indiana II., with Carl Fischer and Georgi
Bumbaugh aboard, passed all the other contest;

but the America II. on Satui
night during a heavy storm,
drag-rope caught in a tree and
the balloon captive for sev

hours. Finally, some farmhs
came to the rescue, climbed the
and cut the fliers loose. 1
drifted along for a considerable
tance, carrying tree branches n

them.
The Pennsylvania also hac

thrilling experience. On Sun
night, it was hit by a storm
floundered for hours in darki

and amid high winds and blinc

rain. At one time the ball

reached the amazing height

24,000 feet. It descended qui(

and the downward pace became
rific as it neared the earth, wl

it struck hard, rebounding at

100 feet and stunning the occupa

of the car.

Allen P. Hawley, of the Amei
II., had a disagreeable experiei

While he was flying over N(

County, 0., farmers shot at the

gas bag. Hawley and Augus
Post, his traveling companion, co

hear the whistling of the bullet;

Which of the contestants in t

eventful aerial race is entitled

the endurance award has not

been definitely decided.

-.l-rtv-l
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|~^HERE has just ended one of the most import-
ant historical series of services and meetings

_ the Dominion of Canada has ever witnessed.
,0 hundred years have passed since the first

•,rayer Booli" services were held, and to com-
iimorate that event came many distinguished
jpiates, including two archbishops and many of

t; bishops from all parts of Canada. There also

(Tie the Lord Bishops of London, England, In-

fim of Glasgow, Campbell, the chaplain-general of

Ing George's forces, Bishop Taylor Smith, Chair-
),n of the American House of Bishops, Lawrence,
(. Boston, the Bishop of Washington, D. C, and
1; Bishop of Duluth. There were also many
orgymen of distinction from Britain, as Preben-
(|i-y Storrs of St. Peter's parish, Eton Square,
Indon; Venerable Archdeacon Maddon, Liverpool;

i. Van Allen, Boston; Dr.
'liliam Wilkinson, New York,
ftd Rev. Mr. McComas, An-
ipoHs, Md.
One of the truly significant

Ijngs in the proceedings was
1);royal way in which the men
ijd women of other faiths gave
\lcome to the visitors and to

t; Congress. President For-
i;t, of Halifax, speaking at
(3 of the largest meetings on
half of the Canadian Club,
^d, "I am a Presbyterian
\o, with men of like faith and
I n of other forms of religion
tm yours, come to greet and
( say to the Congi-ess how
jid, how thankful we are for
; your good and noble woik,
id for the work men of your
) Ih are doing through the
yld. There is no jealousy
l.ween us. All good work
list do good." The great audi-
c,:e sent up one mighty cheer,
'lich made the windows of the
i,ll shake. When the Bishop
( London said, "Nine happy
.Mrs—years amongst the brightest of my life—

I

leached each week in Victoria Park, London.
',ere were in that park talking men who assailed
!, revealed religion. I tell this bicentenary I had
1 warmer, firmer, or more enthusiastic supporters
Un Presbyterians, Bapti.sts, Methodists, Congre-
),tionalists. All felt the faith was the important
ng," there rose a cheer as the sound of many

^ ters.

The one thmg I noticed above every other, from
lit to last, was the warm, calm, deep earnestness
< all the sermons and addresses. Not a fad was
I loduced, controversy was -held in check, and high
igious, spiritual things

" re kept clearly in mind
•d in sight, while a sense
I duty was insisted upon.
the last twenty years,

i Church has learned
ich on these lines, and
s thus added vastly to
power to influence the

eat world of action in
3 Church of God.
The record of the cele-
'ation would be far from
'•nplete, if it did not
me the good women in

' nada, who follow Christ
= (1 in his Church min-
er to him of their sub- „. ^ ,„ „ „ ...

>nce. The bishop's wife, B..hop Worrell. Hal.fax

Q^y Rev. WM. WILKINSON

Mrs. Worrell, Mrs. Vernon, Mrs. Cunningham,
Mrs. LeMoine, Mrs. Crawford, and a host of others
made life pleasant in all useful ways.
The great cathedral in which the Congress met is

Gothic. It stands on one of the high parts of Hali-
fax. The length of the building is 2.55 feet, breadth
86 feet, and height 68 feet. It is proposed to add
to the cathedral equipment many rooins for its

needs as the years pass and as the money is given.
As it now stands, it is a credit to the maritime
provinces of Canada. The opening service of the
cathedral was on Saturday morning, September 3.

The people crowded every available spot in the

The Bishop of London Speaking on the Grounds of King's College, Windsor

sacred edifice. A long array of bishops and clergy
in their vestments were in the spacious chancel ; the
music was good; the sermon by Bishop Courtney
of New York was in all respects appropriate, and
as he had been Bishop of the Diocese of Nova Scotia

for fifteen years, he was at home and knew what
the day stood for.

On Sunday, September 4, the preacher at morn-
ing prayer was the Lord Bishop of London. At
three o'clock Bishop Brent of the Philippine Islands
preached a sermon to children. At 4. .30 there was
a mass meeting for men. Bishop Courtney in the

chair, and Bishop John Taylor Smith speaker. At

Dean Le Moine, Halifax Bishop of London

seven o'clock. Bishop Lawrence preached. The
congregations were all very large and the services
useful in their helpfulness. Two archbishops and
eight bishops that day preached in parish churches.

In the Church Congress proper, the following
subjects were considered: "The Church and the
Commonwealth," "The Social Evil," "The Liquor
Traffic," "The Attitude of the Church Toward So-
cialism," "The Child and the State," "The Child,
the Church, and the Home," "The Sunday School,"
"The Workingman and His Problems," "Sunday
School Methods," "The Practical Problems of the
Canadian Church," etc. This list shows how deeply
interested is the Church in the life that now is.

The remarkable thing about the bicentenary at
Halifax is that the one mastering, intense desire
shown was that of service. Whenever any man

described it graphically, he was
applauded to the echo. The
sermons and the speeches
showed what an evolution is

taking place. Here are a few
of the notable thoughts pre-
sented: "The unveiling of the
face of Christ to man," the
Bishop of Glasgow; "The need
of personal religion and of
kindness," the Chaplain-Gen-
eral; "The sight of Jesus and
the needs of the world," Rev.
Dr. Cody; "The Spirit of God,
as the Source, Lord and Giver
of life," the Bishop of Wash-
ington; "Common sense in re-

ligious work," Prebendary
Storrs.
Another thing noticeable was

the alertness of the tradesman
in his knowledge of the in-

fluence of the Church in public

life. The Canadian Club asked
the Bishop of London to lec-

ture; he did so. The subject
was "The Secret of Success."
The great hall was crowded.
There was not in the lecture any

of the tricks known so well to the orator. It was
a heart-to-heart talk; plain, frank, honest; clear as

a sunlit morning; and it drove home with mighty
force. The need of humility, truth, perfect honesty
and sincerity, and a desire to be useful. The
Bishop said, "Let any man catch you once dishonest
—some man will catch you, if you are—and your
influence is lost. This is one of the saddest things

for the man I know, and for the good of the world
one of the most hopeful."

Bishop Worrell, Dean Crawford, Archdeacon
Armitage, Rural Dean LeMoine, Rev. Mr. Vernon
and all who have made the cathedral what it is,

deserve the gratitude of

the Province of Nova
Scotia. King's College,
Windsor, was visited and
degrees were given to emi-
nent men in attendance.
On the way to Annapolis
Royal to celebrate the
200th anniversary of the
founding of the Church
there, a halt was made at

Grand Pre, where the
school children formed a
guard of honor for the

bishops and visitors. An
address was read, telling

the deeds of fame done
there, of the Acadians, the
Continued oil page 903Archdeacon Armitage, Halifax
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A Talk with Our Family Circle

AT this season of the year, with the inflowing tide

. of new subscribers we are receiving daily many
letters of congratulation and encouragement. It has

always been the policy of The Christian Herald
to avail itself, on proper occasions, of the intimate

relationship that should exist between a great jour-

nal and its readers, and these kindly communica-
tions we have mentioned seem to point to the present

as a suitable time for a quiet, familiar talk with the

members of our Family Circle. We trust they may
find it both interesting and helpful, as they are all

identified with the progress of the paper.

Immediately after the death of Dr. Klopsch, a

wave of world-wide sympathy flowed in upon us

from every quarter, bearing very grateful assur-

ances of cordial support. We doubt if any journal,

religious or secular, ever received such a demonstra-
tion of the warm friendship and cordial understand-

ing that exist between its readers and itself. New
subscribers by hundreds and thousands have joined

our Family Circle in these last few months, and
now the accessions have reached a point that is

without precedent in the paper's history. We can-

not regard this as other than a spontaneous endorse-

ment of the great work which The Christian
Herald, with the aid of its readers, has accom-
plished in the past; but it is equally a recognition

of the unique position this journal occupies as the

leading family religious weekly of America—inde-

pendent, outspoken, liberal and just to all denom-
inations, and unswervingly loyal to the old Gospel.

Our friends have no doubt observed that, during
the last few months, the paper has been larger in

almost every issue than during the same period in

previous years. This has been due mainly to in-

creased advertising patronage, and has resulted in

a substantial benefit to our readers, as the aggre-
gate number of pages of reading matter, outside of

all advertising, has been very considerably increased.

Put in a nutshell, the total output of pages for

the two months of August and September, 1910, has
been twenty-eight pages over that of 1909, and the

total reading matter (apart from all advertising)

in the same months of 1910, has been 12-'4 pages
or nearly forty columns—representing an aggregate
of some 30,800 words—more than that of these

same months last year. In the present issue, there

are twelve columns more for the general reader than
in the issue of the same week a year ago. All of

this increase in the literary attractiveness of the

paper, which means, of course, added value to the

reader, has been rendered possible chiefly by the
increased advertising.

And here we would say a word as to our adver-
tisers themselves. Aside from the fact, made clear

above, that increased advertising enables us to give

a larger and better paper—with more variety both
in articles and illustrations and consequently more
satisfaction to the general reader—the advertise-
ments possess a special value in themselves. The
Christian Herald accepts no doubtful advertising.
It rigidly draws the line at every advertisement
which it cannot conscientiously guarantee to its

readers. No subscriber to this journal is in the
slightest danger of fraud, deception or disappoint-
ment from the advertisements it prints, since we
have established the rule of guaranteeing all against
loss through these means, if the claim be made
within two months after publication.

We salute our readers! Foremost in the saluta-
tion do we include the Old Guard, who have ad-
vanced the banner of The Christian Herald on
missions of mercy and helpfulness around the world
these many years. A Young Guard is rapidly
growing up under the old flag. Thousands have
joined the reinforcements this season; thousands
more are on the way. Already The Christian
Herald is read by a million readers in over 300,000
homes. We look forward to the day when, with the

co-operation of our Family Circle, each bringing in

a new member, not less than half a million homes
shall welcome the weekly visit of The Christian
Herald.

Mr. Taft's Views on Ministers

ON a recent public occasion, President Taft ex-

pressed his views on the advantages of the

ministry as a modern profession. Young men, he

said, are not attracted to it now as formerly. The
compensation is frequently inadequate, the influence

of the preacher is not what it used to be, and the

office no longer carries with it the distinctive char-

acter of sacredness. Mr. Taft, however, added
that he looked for a reaction and for the reinfoi-ce-

ment of the ministry by the entrance to the pulpit

of men of greater native force. This he believed

would be "after the wild rush for wealth has
ceased"—which is almost equivalent to saying in a

few hundred years or so. We do not think, how-
ever, that the President touched the real root of the

matter. As far as pecuniary advantages go, there

never were so many well-paid pastors as now. Our
latest religious census shows a total of nearly

150,000 Protestant ministers of all denominations
as against 99,000 in the previous decade, a growth
of nearly 50 per cent. Church equipment and sal-

aries have increased in proportion with the growth
in population. While it is undeniable that there
are many poorly paid preachers, this also is less in

degree than formerly. This year, the country will

pay $100,000,000 in ministerial salaries alone. Our
own observation leads us to conclude that the real

reason why so many churches are poorly supplied
and why the ministerial calling has little attraction
for some men is to be found in the teaching of our
theological schools and colleges. Wherever the old
Bible is dissected and the old Gospel teaching dis-

placed by agnosticism, the result will be a crop of
candidates who cannot bring to the work of the
pulpit and the pastorate the stanch theological
equipment, the zeal and consecration of men trained
to walk in "the old paths." That there should be
such failures is sad enough, but it is conclusive evi-

dence of the truth that not fine philosophies nor
brilliant essays nor even eloquent addresses will
satisfy the spiritual needs of mankind. The Gospel
alone will do that. It is the sure and only solvent
of all the ministerial troubles spoken of by the
President.

Punishing the Innocent

ONE of the most important topics, from a humani-
tarian point of view, discussed at the meeting

of the International Congress in Washington to

consider the suppression of crime and the treatment
of the criminal, is the responsibility of the authori-
ties for the families of prisoners whose bread-
winners have been taken from them for a more or
less extended period. As things now stand the
prisoner is well housed, fairly well fed and put at
some healthful occupation which gives him some
exercise and keeps his mind from giving way under
the fearful monotony of his existence. His family
meanwhile is thrown on its own resources and com-
pelled to find shelter and food as best it may. It

has often been the boast of our legal lights that our
laws were intended to correct and punish with the
least likelihood of inflicting pain upon the innocent;
but in this they have lamentably failed. One prop-
osition made recently by a student of conditions in
our penal institutions seems as if it might work well
in practice to relieve, in part, the misery of the
prisoner's family. In all of our institutions the
prisoners are put at work; in some cases are taught
trades, which would bring in good wages to a man
working at them under the conditions of free labor.
It IS proposed that the man earn his own board and
lodging—pay by labor, in other words, what it costs
the State to keep him in confinement. This hav-
ing been calculated, all that he earns above this
amount to be paid him; that is, if he has a family,
the extra amount he earns is to be paid over to
them toward their support. If this were done, there
would be less chance of the family "going on the
town," to use a familiar expression.
The prisoner's wife and children have a claim to

consideration, a claim which has been hitheo
ignored in a way which ought to spur our sec -

ogists and philanthropists to devising some pr

-

tical way for their relief in the future.
As an enlightened nation proud of our phil.

-

thropies, we cannot escape the conviction that '

have punished more than the guilty in many cai

and that so far as it can be remedied in a physi i

sen.se, it should be done. Unfortunately the men 1

distress occasioned the family of the prisoner

;

beyond human alleviation.

Now an Aeroplane War Fleet

IT is coming, as everybody knew it would— .

aeroplane war fleet. Already we seem to hi

the whirring of its wings overhead and to see

mad gyrations of the fleet in its mid-air evolutio

.

France, Germany, Italy and England are all

gaged in a hot race for the mastery of the air, p.

now our government in Washington is seriou

considering a proposition from wealthy, patric

citizens to provide the army and navy with a fl

of one thousand aeroplanes and dirigibles that w
it is claimed, tremendously increase the offens

and defensive powers of these two services. T
proposed aerial reserve will be kept ready for

stant service and will be under the control of an
and navy officers trained to the work. All of 1

most successful aeronauts in America are said
be identified with the movement. While it is i

mitted that the utility of the aeroplane in war
still a very doubtful proposition, the recent n
neuvres in France and elsewhere have demonstrat
that, even incomplete as it is, it is capable of v
uable service, not as a fighting machine, but i

purposes of observation and the gaining of accun
information, by mapping out and photographing t

position of an enemy. No doubt an experimt
upon the large scale in contemplation will be pi

ductive of many discouragements and setbacks,
may cost many precious lives. Whether on t

whole the use of airships will ultimately tend
diminish the horrors of war or to increase them,
is impossible now to predict. It may prove a fia?

for all practical purposes; or it may revolutioni
war methods, ju-st as the introduction of the ire

clad and the high-power gun did a generation a<

Who can tell?

General Notes
—During the last twenty years, over 5.5,000 Catholics

Austria have broken away from the Church of Rome a

enrolled themselves as Protestants.—Chicago's population is 2,185,283, a gain of 28 per cei

since the last census. Its position is secure as the seco

American city in point of population. It has eclipsed Tok
and Berlin and is closely crowding Paris for third place in t

Krrat cities of the world. Philadelphia has 1,549,008, an i

cre:iso of 19.7 per cent. ; St. Louis, 687,029, an increase of 1!

per cent., and Boston 670,585, an increase of 19.6 per cent.
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Jerry McAuley's Memorial

ON Sunday afternoon, September 18, there was
held a Jerry McAuley memorial service in

Printing- House Square, New York City. The
name of Jerry McAuley, the reformed criminal and
'champion of rescue mission work in New York, was
known from ocean to ocean, and his influence in the

old Jerry McAuley Water Street Mission will go on

[to eternity. The McAuley Water Street Mission in

New York is a place for the most degraded and
profligate criminals and drunkards, both men and
women, where religious services are held every night

and on Sunday afternoon. McAuley was at one time

a river pirate. He was converted while a convict in

Sing Sing Prison, and devoted the remainder of his

life to the rescue of the most degraded and wretched
in human society. The memorial service was held
from the back if a Gospel wagon. A phonograph
was used to lead the singing, and reproduced Gypsy
Smith's hymns as a tribute to old "Jerry," the father
of rescue missions. Between the hymns converts of

the Jerry McAuley Mission told how they had been
rescued from evil ways, and they took great joy in

bearing testimony to Christ's ability to save the most
.wicked, wretched and abandoned of the earth. There
were some well-dressed men in the crowd that gath-
ered about the Gospel wagon, bu. large numbers
were from the "down and out" class, some of whom
had tears in their eyes as the story of God's love in

saving others was told to

them. Among other ad-
.dresses were those by
Superintendent John Wy-
burn, Bradford. L. Gilbert,

'who married Jerry's
ikvidow, and Don 0. Shel-

ton. President of the Na-
ftional Bible Institute.
fFrom the dark background
of the moral filth and
crime of our great city life

there stands out the beau-
tiful rescue mission work,
which is truly the voice of
'the living Christ calling to

'his wayward, unfortunate,
unhappy children to come
jack to his heart. These
missions are obedient to
the command of the Sa-
viour :

' Go out into the hijchways and
Hedges, and compel them to come
'n, that my house may be filled.

(Luke 14 : 23.)

\ Beautiful Prayer

In his address before the
Bible class of the Euclid
Avenue Baptist Church in

Cleveland the other Sun-
lay morning, Mr. John D.
iRoekefeller read from a
"secular volume, "The Opti-
'Tiist's Good Morning," by
Arthur L. Weatherby.
With deep emotion and tremulous voice he read
:he closing paragraph as a prayer

:

• "Our Father, who art ever with us, help us this
lay to reveal thee through our common tasks, our
elations with one another in our homes and at our
vork, that men may know and love thee better. This
is thy most beautiful world. May we not mar its

<lory by our selfishness, but by the gentleness and
sweetness of our lives make it more beautiful. May
ve this day not add to another's burden or care or
.)ain. But may we, by our words and deeds, sweeten
ind brighten and strengthen the lives of those whom
ve meet. For thy goodness and mercy to us, for the
'pportunity of service, for love and sympathy, we
hank thee, and pray that our devotion to thy truth
nay reveal the thankfulness of our hearts."
"Beautiful sentiments," said Mr. Rockefeller,

lolding the book in his hand, as the class was leav-
ng the room. This prayer is in imitation of the
'art of the prayer of Our Lord which says:
Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven.
Matt. 6: 10.)

Oldest Christian Church

A telegram from Jerusalem indicates that recent
xcavations on the summit of the Mount of Olives
lave uncovered the remains of a Christian church
vhich flourished about sixteen hundred years ago.
The floor of the nave is still buried, that of the
.ransepts is entirely exposed; it is of mosaic and is

perfectly preserved. The south transept contains
> baptismal pool. A single tombstone has been

discovered bearing the inscription "Theodoras" in

Greek letters. In the chancel there are two sep-
arate mosaic floors of different designs, one thirty
inches above the other. The lower is considered to be
a floor of St. Helena's Church, dating from the year
830, while the upper floor is a restoration by the
Crusaders. The site is presumed to have been se-

lected as the spot fixed by the oldest tradition as the
place where Christ taught his disciples to pray.
What an appropriate place for a Christian church,
the Mount of Olives, which was pressed by Christ's
loving footsteps and those of his disciples, which
echoed his words of truth and love, and which wit-
nessed the awful agony of his soul in his conflict

with sin for the salvation of the world!
And he came out, and went, as he was wont, to the Mount of

Olives ; and his disciples also followed him. . . . And he was
withdrawn from them about a stone's cast, and kneeled down, and
prayed, saying. Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup from
me ; nevertheless, not my will, but thine be done. (Luke 22 : 39-42.)

A Young Inventor

Fires from imperfect insulation are almost with-
out number in this country. Conflagrations from
such a source are hereafter likely to be very rare.
H. Luke Owen, a young mechanic who has been
struggling for years on a small income, set himself
earnestly to work to discover a fibrous fireproof
covering for wire. After several years of experi-

The Phonograph Leading a Gospel Hymn Service in New York City

ment he hit upon a successful combination of mate-
rials. He submitted his invention to the General
Electric Company of Schenectady, which tested the
discovery and found that the most intense heat
applied to the wire protected by the new covering
proved it absolutely indestructible. The company
off'ered the young man $100,000 for the sole right to

use the invention, which off'er he accepted. In ad-
dition, Owen is to i-eceive a handsome salary for
superintending the manufacture of his new discov-
ery. Against the fires of temptation, sin and
retribution there is protection in the divine presence
and in the Saviour's love, as mirrored in the fiery

furnace of old.

He answered and said, Lo, I see four men loose, walking in the
midst of the fire, and they have no hurt; and the fonn of the
fourth is like the Son of God. (Dan. 3 :25.)

Faithful Servants Rewarded

Two beautiful benevolences of a similar character
were reported by the newspapers on the same day.
One was gifts by the will of Mrs. Mary Nevins
Mayo,who after having given liberally to St. Luke's
Hospital, and the Home for Old Men and Aged
Couples in New York, and the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals in New York, left to

her servants as follows: Mary Flannioan, $6,000;
Mary Mahony, $1,000; and Rosanna Summerset,
$1,000. A similar benevolence was that of Mrs.
Julia De Windt Thompson, wife of Dr. Thompson
of Ferris Lane, a suburb of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

who gave a house free of all encumbrance to Kate
Brown, who had been a model servant in her home
for many years. Mrs. Thompson sent for a sur-
veyor some time ago and had him measure off a
generous piece of land next to her residence.

She built an attractive and substantial house
upon the lot, which Kate Brown thought was to be
for sale or rent. Mrs. Thompson surprised her ser-

vant by walking into the kitchen one day and giving
her a deed to the property free and clear of all en-

cumbrance, where she and her daughter will live and
still be ready to continue the loyal service rendered
so many years. The Thompsons have a New York
City home as well as their country seat. The ser-
vant problem is by all odds the most perplexing one
in domestic life in this country. Numbers of un-
trained servants offer themselves and are received
in the homes of the land, and spoil the food and the
digestion, and are causes of perpetual irritation and
expense. On the other hand, there are many mis-
tresses who are irritable, domineering, unkind, and
unchristian to their help, and merit all the domestic
trouble which the "misfit" in the kitchen or home
may produce. Where servants are as faithful as
the ones to whom we have referred and employers
are as kind, considerate, just and generous as the
ones employing them, there need be no diflSculty

about settling the problem of domestic help in Amer-
ican life. Whether services in this life are properly
appreciated or rewarded or not, it is certain that the

Christian serves a Master
who will give a full return
for every service rendeied,
and also a bountiful re-

ward at the last.

His lord said unto him, Well
done, good and faithful servant

;

thou hast been faithful over a few
things, I will make thee ruler
over many things : enter thou into

the joy of thy lord. (Matt. 25 : 23.)

Instruction to Farmers

Special farmers' instruc-
tion trains during the last

of August and first of
September were sent out
by the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, especially through
the States of Indiana and
Ohio. The one in Indiana
gave the farmers an op-
portunity to hear lectures
on the methods for im-
proving wheat by experts
from the Purdue Experi-
ment Station. These talks
treated of the selection of
varieties of wheat, fertil-

izers, control of plant
diseases, methods of com-
bating insects and culti-

vating the soil. The train
consisted of an engine,
two coaches fitted up as
audience rooms, and a car
for those accompanying it.

One hundred and fifty-six stations were visited, and
thirty-minute lectures were delivered at each place
in the coaches. The train in Ohio consisted of an
engine and three lecture cars, which were filled with
audiences listening to the instruction of the speaker.
In most of the States traversed by the Pennsylvania
system the same process of instruction has been
carried on for the past three or four years. The
enormous drift from the farms to the cities which
has been going on for a quarter of a century, and
which now amounts to an avalanche, has been at the
expense of the farms, and there must be a flowing-

back of the population to the country, if we would
preserve the best national character and success.
The trolleys and automobiles will probably promote
this reaction and send more people back to the agri-
cultural districts. We must have not only more
farmers but better farming, with increased acreage
and productiveness, to keep pace with the tremen-
dous increase of population in this country. We
have come to the time when nearly all our wheat
crop is necessary for bread to feed ourselves, and
if we would have any for export, any with which to

feed the rest of the world, we must have more acres
and more wheat to the acre. The farmer's wheat
instruction trains are in the right direction. The
sowing of the grain and the thrift of the wheat
farmer furnished Christ an illustration for his

lesson of the sowing of truth in the human heart
and its growth to a bountiful harvest.

But other fell into good ground and brought forth fruit, some an
hundredfold, some sixtyfold, some thirtyfold. (Matt. 13 : 8.)
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FROM a sociological point of view there has been

no more important gathering this year than
that of the International Prison Commission,

which started its sessions in New York City, and,

after a brief tour of the country as the guest of our

government, continued them in Washington. Over
tifty different nations sent delegates, and at the first

meeting for organization, held in the Herald Square
Hotel, the delegates from China could be seen sitting

by the side of a big burly man of science from Rus-

sia, while a man from New Zealand found his next

neighbor to be from some republic in South America.

All countries suffer from crime
and the consequent loss of life

and property, and the problem
of one is the problem of all,

allowing of course for some
variations arising from differ-

ences in government and from
the fact that political problems
sometimes affect questions re-

lating to crime. At the meet-
ings of the Congress methods
of punishment and reform are
compared, and one country
learns from another of its suc-

cesses or failures in its trial of

new systems which are being-

introduced constantly at the sug-
gestion of government officials,

philanthropists, or sociologists.

The delegates were received
in New York by Frederick H.
Mills, financial director of the
Commission. At the brief or-

ganizing session Frederick 0. .

A. Woxen, of Christiania, Nor-
way, presided. He is secretary-
general of the Department of
Justice in his own country,
where he has the general over-
sight of the entire prison sys-

tem. After organizing, the
delegates adjourned to go to the City Hall to receive
an official welcome to the metropolis. Acting-
Mayor Mitchel received them, as Mayor Gaynor was
still at his farm recuperating from the effects of the
wound he received several weeks ago. Mr. Mitchel
said in his speech of welcome that the delegates
would find in New York City a field for their studies
which was without a parallel, and that the people of
New York were ever ready to pour out money to

relieve the unfortunate of the community both
through governmental institutions and private
philanthropies. He pointed out the fact that the
delegates would find such a diversity of institutions

as would justify them in the expenditure of the en-

tire time of the Congress in the city of New York.

The speech in reply was made by Professor Van
der Aa, head of the delegation from Holland and
commissioner of the ancient university of Gron-

ingen. He spoke in excellent English, and said that

they had already seen much of New York, the most

important place in the United States, and he voiced

the wonder and admiration of the delegates for its

wonderful progress and development. He referred

feelingly to the fact that it was a countryman of his

own, Peter Block, who built the first house on Man-
hattan, and that similar ones, left over from a

made also at Niagara Falls, Indianapolis and Ch
cago. Fifty American delegates acted as guides fc

the foreign visitors, and the members of the Con
mission received more invitations from mayors an
Chambers of Commerce than they could possibl
accept; but they showed heartfelt appreciation c

the American hospitality, which would certainl
have ruined their digestion if they had not hurrie
on to the next scheduled stopping place. Presider
Taft accepted an invitation to address their firs

session in Washington, and its proceedings will b
watched with great interest, as it is the first Cor

gress of the kind ever hel

within the borders of th

United States.

As it is estimated that crim
costs the people of the Unite
States no less than $1,000,000
000 a year; that through ;

lives are lost and families dis

rupted, anything dealing wit
such a stupendous subject i

of importance to all thoughtfi
men and women who have th

welfare of their country a

heart. There are about 100,00
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former age, could still be seen in the older parts of

the city and in Brooklyn.
After receiving the hospitality of the Gateway to

the Western woi'ld, the delegates were taken in

charge by the representatives of the national gov-
ernment, and a trip was made as guests of the
nation through a number of States before the ses-

sions were again opened on October 3 in Washington.
A special train was boarded at Jersey City and the
delegates were taken to see the best prisons and
reformatory institutions this side of the Mississippi,
including those at Elmira and Auburn, N. Y., the
Indiana Reformatory at Jeffersonville, Ind., the
Ohio State Reformatory, and others. Stops were

prisoners in our various pern
institutions, and about 33,00
are discharged every year; bu
unfortunately others take thei

places.

Among the various subject
scheduled for discussion durin
the Congress are the following

Is the death penalty longe
advisable for capital crimes?

Is the indeterminate sentenc
feasible?
What shall be the procedur,

regarding penal sentences pre
nounced by courts of foreig

lands when the prisoner i

again in his own country?
Is a crime a more serious one when a group com,

mits it than when a single person commits it?

What are the essential principles of a modern re

formatory system?
What improvement can be made in systems o

parole or conditional liberation?

What are the best means of working prisoners ii

small prisons?
What are the effects of probation?
What can be done to assist prisoners' families?
How can we best deal with inebriety?
Should children be treated as criminals?
What can be done about idle and vagrant childrei

in large cities?
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' Wandering Thoughts

How far are we responsible for thoughts and
fancies beyond our control which intrude

upon our sacred hours, disturb us in our

prayers and sometimes frighten us by their sugges-

tions of blasphemy? The question was sent some

weeks ago by a reader of this page and was an-

swered by the editor in a personal letter. Since

i then the suggestion has been made that as many
good people are troubled to the point of distress and
made unhappy because they grieve over th° sinful-

' ness of their thoughts, it might be well to touch upon
I it in one of our weekly talks. No doubt it is a pro-

lific source of that haunting melancholy which
sweeps down upon the soul and drives it to despair,

if it is not dissipated by the genial sunshine of faith

and the atmosphere of common sense. First, let us

take notice that many influences are at

work around us which we can neither
' discern nor estimate. St. Paul said,

"We wrestle not against fle.=h and
' blood, but against principalities and
powers." The world of the super-

' natural lies very near our visible

world. When Christian, in Bunyan's
immortal book, the Pilgrim's Progress,

' was passing through the Valley of the

Shadow he was assailed on every side

by voices which seemed to whisper in

his ear, by hobgoblins and fiends from
the pit. This description of spiritual

darkness is subtle and graphic, and if

we believe that God sends his people

help from the throne in time of need,

we have no reason to despair because
: of these assaults of the enemy. In

plain words, we live in a world where
evil and good are in conflict; we are

: the victims of inherited tendencies, and
we are not invariably responsible for

our wandering thoughts.
Next, let us bear in mind that a

weakened physical state, a disordered
liver and the infirmities of advancing
years, each and all or each in turn ac-

count for depression of spirit and
inability to control thought. In old-

fashioned memoirs we used to find

repeated entries remorsefully regretful
over sin. If the saints who confessed
their sinfulness in terms of exaggera-
tion had not been sufferers from dys-

" pepsia, or had they been able to take
normal exercise and secure normal

. sleep, they would not have been so

morbid. We find nowhere in God's
Word the least warrant for an abject
approach to our heavenly Father. He
bids us stand up in his presence, or
come to him with the loving confidence
of children. If we could take to our
hearts the sweet sense of his forgiv-
ing love we should not worry about
our thoughts and imagination. As

,
Faber says

:

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

basis of the school luncheon. If they are made with
nicety nothing can be more delicious, but thick

slices of bread unevenly buttered, with ragged
pieces of cold ham or chunks of beef, are not appe-

tizing after a morning spent in the class-room. A
hungry boy working out of doors from breakfast
until noon is able to eat anything wholesome whether
its appearance is tempting or the reverse. The
case is different with children in the schoolroom,

toiling at high pressure, eagerly competing with one
another and ambitious to gain the largest number
of points in their weekly test. Bread and butter
form excellent sandwiches without any special fill-

ing, if the bread is cut thin. Hard boiled eggs, a

black-i:yld susans

If our hearts were but more simple
We should take Him at His word.

And our lives would be all sunshine
In the sweetness of our Lord.

Again, the best way to overcome the
morbid tendency is not to think about ourselves, not
to pull our motives to pieces, not to be introspective,

but to look away from ourselves to Jesus Christ.

The four little rules of Dr. Edward Everett Hale are

helpful for everyday living.

Look out. and not in ;

Look ui>, and not down :

Look forward, and not back.
And lend a hand.

Another rule is "In everything by prayer and
supplication, with thanksgiving, to make our re-

quests known unto God."

Black-eyed Susans in the meadow,

More than little hands can hold.

Rippling waves of sun and shadow.

Glance and shimmer fold on fold.

While the children and the flowers

Share the season's shining gold.

little fruit, ginger snaps and a cup custard would
make a very satisfactory meal at noon. Sandwiches
may be filled with cream or club cheese, peanut

butter, lettuce leaves, jelly or a mixture of chopped
olives and nuts. The house-mother may be too

busy to prepare a really tempting luncheon every

day with her own hands. If there is a home daugh-

ter the duty may fall upon her. Be assured that it

is worth while to be careful about your child's noon-

day meal, if the school is too distant to permit a

return in the middle of the day.

The School
Luncheon

shape as well
some variety.

When children carry their lunch-

eon to school pains should be

taken to put it up in an attractive

as from day to day to afford them
Sandwiches, of course, form the

Reopening a When a house has been closed for

House several weeks it should be thor-

oughly aired in every room and
closet from attic to cellar before it is again occu-

pied. All basins should be flushed. It is well to

let the water run through the pipes for a good half
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hour, so that no lurking germs may be set free and
make trouble. If, before the house was closed, care

was taken to leave no vegetable matter to decay,

there will be little danger in reopening it. No pre-

cautions can be too great in reference to a cellar

which has been closed. Fresh air is a remedial

agent beyond price.

Engaging a A very large part of the trouble

New Maid which housekeepers experience in

the adjustments of domestic help
would be obviated if the first interview between
mistress and maid were businesslike. The duties
and privileges of the maid should be clearly defined.

She has a positive right to certain afternoons out,

and, if possible, her evenings should always be free
after the evening meal. No woman can be expected
to work with good temper and without fatigue from

six in the morning until ten at night.
Wages should not be given for inexpert
service on the scale which is demanded
justly by a woman who is capable, skil-

ful and efficient. The whole system
is set jarring at the outset, because in
engaging the maid, nine times out of
ten the employer does not seem to

know what she ought to expect, grant
or pay for. When women learn to
manage this department of home life

on business principles we shall hear
far fewer complaints from both sides.

A Young Several friends have
Woman's Puzzle recently inquired how

they may improve a
deficient youthful education. 'The let-

ter that follows shows one of the many
contrasting aspects of this problem

:

"I had completed my sophomore
year in the high school when I had the
misfortune to fall and injure my knee.
The result was the loss of school for a
year. When I was again able to at-

tend, my classmates had gone so far
ahead of me that I foolishly decided to

stay at home altogether. Seven years
have passed and now at twenty-three'
I wish to resume my school work. My
parents oppose this and tell me that I

would be an object of ridicule to the
young people with whom I would
study. I am engaged to be married
and my fiance is reluctant to wait until

I shall have completed a course of
study. What should I do?"

At twenty-three you are not ven-
erable. Still, you might find yourself
somewhat at odds with boys and girls

from fourteen to sixteen. This ought
not to stand in your way, if there were
really a valid reason for your going-

back to school. Your parents, on the

whole, are right in the position they
take, although I think they overstate

the case. You would soon be accepted
on your merits, and the good-natured
amusement, if expressed at all, would
wear itself out in a day or two. Your
fiance has a claim that you cannot

ignore. Why should you wish him to wait for the

home and the settled life which he anticipates with
you, while you pore over history, geometry and
Latin? My advice is that you study housekeeping,
prepare your trousseau and set the wedding day.

Fix it at an early date. Marriage often proves in

itself a higher education than any other.

Aunt Prudence Payson's Corner

—-Elizabeth. I do not wonder that you are heart-broken and
desolate, and that it seems as though you cannot live without

the husband who has been your lover through all the yeai-s.

After a while this may be a comfort to you, that no one can

take from you the memory of his devotion and the sweetness of

the love that was yours in such rich measure. It may be easier,

too, for you to live without him than it would have been for

him to live without you. Rest and hope in the thought that the

will of God is best, and that broken ties are reunited in the

Better Land.
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A Merry Flat-Car Excursion House Beneath a Rock Near Oroville, Calif. Happy Celebratoi's

CENTRAL California is having dreams this

fall. And when the descendants of the Argo-
nauts have dreams they are intense. Those

dreams tell of rivaling- the southern part of the
Golden State in the raising of fruit and as a
winter home for Eastern people, who follow the
setting sun to find abodes where Medicine Hat is

unknown, and where the roses bloom and the live

oaks keep their leaves the year around. For many
years, the people of the great fertile valleys of
Central California have seen Los Angeles and San
Diego flourish. They have witnessed the steady roll

of home-seekers across the continent to come to rest
on the borders of the Pacific along the
southern coast. But all this time. Cen-
tral California, the place where the
discovery of gold brought to the State
its first migration from beyond the
Rockies, has remained nearly station-
ary, while the more fortunate regions
to the south have been transformed
into populous cities, vast orchards, and
palatial homes.

"It is because we cannot ship our
fruit to market," some said. It is be-
cause our railroads do not advertise
Central California as they do South-
ern California," said others.
"Our fruit is as good, if not better,

than they raise further south," said
all together. "The year around our
climate is better." And to that state-
ment, of course, everybody in Central
California agreed.
When the Western Pacific, purely a

road of Central California, was opened
for traffic last month—giving another
great transcontinental line to the East—these enthusiastic descendants of the
gold-seekers paid no attention to the
speed limit in their vociferous out-
bursts of joy.

From the Nevada line to Oakland, it

was one magnificent celebration. Every
brass band within twenty miles of the new road was
there to greet the first train. Offerings of fruit were
showered upon the visitors who came in the first
train. Speeches were made at every crossroad until
the train could stop no longer, and then a wild out-
burst of cheering welcomed it as it dashed by. All
business was suspended in Oakland, and an indus-
trial parade three miles long greeted the visitors on
their arrival at the railroad end of their trip of 927
miles from Salt Lake City.
The dream of the people of Central California

began five years ago when the Gould Lines first
started work in building from Salt Lake to the coast.
They saw, or thought they saw, that the new line

would undertake at once the work of upbuilding
Central California that the railroads had done for
Southern California. On the pledge that this would
be the policy of the new line, rights of way were
almost donated to the new road through nearly all

the principal cities along its route. Nothing was too
good for the men who were building the road. In
many cities, where progress had been slow for a
decade, new buildings began to go up. Real estate,

long a drug on the market, began to move again
with rising prices. The sun shines bright in Cen-
tral California these days, and well it may.
The new road opens up a wide region which has

Old-Fashioned Mining
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The Day the New Railroad Opened

hitherto been inaccessible. It traverses valleys, after
crossing the Nevada line, which need only trans-
portation to make them the homes of a prosperous
people. The low mountain ranges are admirably
adapted to irrigation projects, but none have been
undertaken on any large scale, because the region
was too far from market after the products had
been raised.

The new road after leaving Salt Lake City skirts
the southern shore of the Great Salt Lake much as
the Union Pacific cuts through the northern part of
that mysterious body of water. When it was built
its tracks were run over dry land, or rather dry
.=alt. Everybody believed that Salt Lake was drying
up and would soon be only a few spots of water here
and there. The water had been receding for many
years, and the railroad engineers had no hesitancy
in laying their road over what a decade ago had been
the bottom of the lake. In all that they were mightily
mistaken. Salt Lake stopped drying up. Instead,
the water began to rise. It came up to the tracks,
and one day last winter a north wind kicked up a
furious sea. When the storm was over, miles of
railroad, laid with so much confidence, were piled up
and twisted around long distances from the lines
laid out by the engineers. Again the tracks were
laid, but this time they were protected by countless
trainloads of rock.

After leaving the lake, the Western Pacific soon
runs into a field of salt 97 per cent, pure, which is
some fifteen miles wide and over sixty miles long
The railroad runs for forty-six miles through the
centre of this field of salt in a straight line. As one
glances out of the car windows the effect is the same
as riding over a vast field of ice and snow

Beyond the great basin of Salt Lake, the new line
begins to climb to get over a small range of moun-

tains, and then takes its way over the sage-brush
deserts of Utah and Nevada. It is said that the
vast region can be irrigated and become prosperous
and populous, but that requires much imagination.
Its chief purpose now seems to be to furnish road-
beds between the Rockies and the Coast ranges for
the railroads.

It is a, different story after one passes the Cali-
fornia line, and the road approaches the magic
region of the Golden State where the Feather River
has its source. Here are valleys ready for man's
ingenuity and capital to transform them into gardens
of great fertility. Here are mining regions waiting

for cheap transportation to be worked
successfully. The new road passes
over the Divide through a tunnel about
6,000 feet long at a low pass, some
2,000 feet lower than the pass over the
Sierras selected by C. P. Huntington
for the Central Pacific. There the
new road strikes the canyon of the
Feather River, and follows it for 150
miles to the rich valley at Oroville.

It is on these 150 miles through the
canyon that the best scenery not only
on that road, but also in California, is

found. The grade is exactly one per
cent., or fifty-two feet per mile. The
road crosses and recrosses the canyon
many times on steel bridges in this
long descent to the level of the Cen-
tral Californian valleys at Oroville.

At many points there is not room
enough in the canyon for the railroad
and the river, and the road is sup-
ported by solid walls of masonry above
the torrential stream beneath. The
Sierras rise mightily on either side of

the canyon, which passes through one
of the great timber reserves of the

Federal government on its way down
to the valleys. Feather River was
famous in the early days of California,
and countless dollars were taken from

its banks. Many of the early settlers are still

living, and when the first train passed over the new
road they came for a score of miles to see it.

Some of them shed tears in their excitement over
being permitted, they said, to live until a railroad
should come near their mountain homes. The entire
population of many of the mountain towns came to

see the train, bringing their mayors and brass bands
with them. They hugged the trainmen, and shouted
after the train had passed until they were out of

hearing.

_
A region as large as many European principali-

ties has been opened to development by the new
Continued on page 906

Feather River Electric Power Plant
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A^toaE^sipSi O^fiM

ByA.S. FISKE

'UST after the close of the war

in 1865, early one morning there

< came a loud ringing at the pas-

t al dooi". The pastor himself was

; only one of the household even

rtly dressed. He hurried out, in

(jssing-gown and slippers, to find

-re a fine-looking fellow, who an-

anced himself as of the same name
: his own. He al.'-o gave the name
id military rank of an elder brother

•om the minister had known in a

•mer pastoi'ate in a distant State.

ere was a frank and manly way
out the stranger which inspired con-

Ijnce. He went on to say, "Till day

l:ore yesterday I was a captain, with

ir years of service to my credit. I

s then honorably discharged. But
•; story is too long. I am in an aw-

( hurry. I will tell it you as we
!e, for I want you to get into my car-

ige for a four-mile drive. Please

, not stop to get your breakfast."

The pastor, who had been an army
aplain, was not unaccustomed to

est and dutiful daughters, to her par-
ents. The result of it all is that you
are going with me to perform a mar-
riage service before breakfast this
morning."

"But you've been four years in the
Western Army. How did you get
acquainted with this girl in the East?"

"I never laid eyes on her till half-
past seven last night. Drove over here
at earliest daylight, routed up the
town clerk, got a license, and want to

be married before breakfast."
"Pretty quick work, that. Pray ex-

plain it all."

"Well, while serving in North Caro-
lina we had sharp tussles with the
enemy. In one of them I was severe-
ly wounded and had to be left behind
with a lot of other damaged boys in
a temporary hospital, scantily pro-
vided, you may be sure. We lay there
in pretty rough case till our thought-
ful commanders at the front &ent
down to us a lot of sanitary goods.
Ah, the dainties which those boxes
contained! And the things to put on

"The pastor hurried out in dressing gown and slippers"

dden emergencies. So_ he was
eedily in the carriage behind a pair
lively bays. Once fairly under way,
>king at his companion, he said in-
liringly:

"Well, what is it?"
"Why, this is it: I knew of you
our division in the army. I had

)ard my brother speak of you often,
ily a week or two ago I happened to
irn that you were settled here. That
counts for my appearance at your
or with my errand. Mustered out,
I told you, I took the first train

t of Washington for your neighbor-
? city, got myself into civilian rig
d drove out to our present destina-
m to find the object of my trip. She
IS teaching some miles away. I drove
ere at once, found her and asked her
very vital question. She referred
?, as I believe Is the habit of mod-

to replace the rags to which our uni-

forms were reduced; and the cover-

ings for our rough cots!

"But the best of all was an auto-

graph quilt, which was spread like a

benediction on my miserable couch.

Each block of it had in its centre the

name of the woman v/ho made it. I

amused myself for many an hour por-

ing over those names, picturing how
the good women looked and blessing

the busy hands that wrote those names.
"That quilt, by the grace of God,

is what brought me hei'e. Somehow
(soi-t of telepathy, don't you think?)—
somehow the name on the central block

of all seemed to attract me more than
any of the others. The hospital stew-

ard coming along one day, I asked him
if there didn't happen to be some let-

ters with the boxes? He said that

Continued on next page

Write for a year's Free
Subscription to the

I "Standard Style Bulletin."
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98 Waists
J\LL $2,50 WALUES

"STANDARD" SPECIALS
That Save You Money !

163. Dainty Lace Net Waist, sillc-

lined throughout. Pretty round yoke
of joined Cluny and Val laces.

Panels of cross-tucking are set in the

front with bandings ol Irish crochet

and Cluny. The new over-sleeve

employs dainty laces and tuckings

lo correspond. Perfe(5lly made
and attractively styled. While

or Ecru. A^ jv^
SPECIAL: 9l*"o
164. White Wai^ of

superb quality Pare Irish

LineD. Gibson front v^'ith

genuine ban d-d r a w n
veining. The exquisite

hand-embroidered side

panels are 'hework of deft-

fingered Irish peasant girls.

T hequalilyof the linen,the
perfect workmanship and
beautiful embroidery can
only be had in "Standard"
garments. ^^ ^^
SPECIAL: 9l.90
165. Waist of fine

quality imported all-wool

Nun's Veiling in Black or

CreamWhite. The tucked
yoke is graduated to out-

line a handsome hand-
embroic'-ered front worked
in heavy bright silk thread.

The careful workman-
ship, superb quality and
dainty trimming stamp the

waiit with exceptional
refinement, a^ rkO
SPECIAL: 9l*«'0
166. Another wonder

value waist of splendid,

crisp, close-woven Pure
SilkBIackTaffeta. Asiik
that retails at $ 1 .30a yard.

A big underprice silk

purchase made into waists

during the dull summer
months brings you this big

saving. Open front, beau-
tifully tailored, body laid in

Gibson plaits and 46 clus-

tered tucks. ^^ ^^
SPECIAL: 91 '"O
All the above waists come

in sizes 32 to 44 bast.

SalisfactioD or your money back

STANDARD
MAIL ORDER CO.
244 West 17III St.
NEW YORK CITY

THE OXYGEN
TOOTH POWDER ^^

It's the Oxygen
in Calox (Peroxide of Hydrogen) that renders it so effi-

cient as a cleanser o( the mouth and whitener of the teeth.

Dentists advise Us use. FhyslclaQS prescribe It.

ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS
Sampli and Booklet jrre on rrqutit

McKESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

English

Knock-

about

Hat
A stylish, serviceable Hat. Would sell for $2-00 in most Hat
stores. Genuine English Felt. flexible sweat band, broad out-

sideband- Suitablefor dress and business. Folds into compact
roll without damaging. Unequalled for travelins, motoring.
gc.lfinK- vachtiMK- etc- All sizes Colors: Black, Gray Mix-
ture, Brown Mixture, Dark Blue, and White. Weight.
4oz-S- Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00. Prompt shipments-

State size and color desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PANAMA HAT CO., Dept. C, 830 Broadway. New York

Two Wonderful Bargains
Charming Five-Piece Neck Sets Consisting of

Collar, Jabot, Brooch and Two Colleur Pins

Not often do you find siicli Kood values offered—the quality of material, style
and finish of tliese beautiful, imported neck sets are far better than anything
you've ever seen at tlicse low prices — we guarantee this— and refund
your money at once if you do not fina it so.

fmg\ Set No. 114—Postage Paid.
f^U^^ COLL.MI and JABOT of imported

^fif^y Embroidered linen and Irisli

Cmcliet — of charming desisn,
(collar sizes 12 to 16). BROOCH— a large
oval of real pearl with strong pin ami
clasp. COLLAR PINS— Two dainty col-

l.ir fasteners of pearl, matching brooch.
Complete .set, :> arlicles, 59 cents, postpaid.

69c
Set No. 116—Postage Paid
COLLAR of handsoine imported
Val. lace on chitlbn; trimmed
with white Satin ribbon and
tliree covered buttons; boned: (Sizes II
tol.S). JABOT—Double tabs of Imported
Net edged with Val. lace like collar, and
trimmed with two dainty satin bows.
BROOCH AND COLLAR PINS—Hand-
some feather dcsi^ni, best gold plate.
C'oniphleSLt.o art icles,69 cents post-paid.

Both Sets, Post-paid, $1.19
Collars and Jabots art- \\aslialtlo— Be sure
to state neck size waiiti-.i — Si'iul stamps or
money order. Your iii<'ri''V will be instantly
retundeil if you are not ilioroiiglily pleased.

Ib'it' is the most fasoi-
iiatiiiLC catalog ever is-

suni. The HEKZFEL-
J>EU FALL CATALO<FREE CATALOG

contains a deli^Iitful array of beautiful neckwear, lace, belts, veilings, etc.,
direct from Taris, London and New York. And tlie most fascinating, new
jewelry—brooches, bracelets, pnvses, vanity boxes, combs—But MOST in-
teresting of all are the PKIOES—they represent opportunities—economies—
KK.\L V.MJKS that will appeal to every woman. This Catalog is FEEE.
Simply ask for it en a postal.

HERZFELDER & SON 10.- R ^•at.T Street
Ni;\V VOliK CITY.
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LADY HENRY SOMERSET
Tlie prominent social
reform advocate, saj/s:

"Sanatogen undoubtedly
restores sleep, invigorates

the nerves and braces the
patient to health. I have
watched its effect on people
whose nervous systems
have been entirely under-
mined and I have proved
Sanatogren to be most
valuable."

A remarkable letter
from, thefamous autlior

of "The Heavenly
Twins,"

SARAH GRAND:

"I began to take Sana-
togen after nearly four
years' enforced idleness
from extreme debility, and
felt the benefit almost im-

mediately. And now, after

taking it steadily three

times a day for twelve
weeks, I find myself able to

enjoy both work and play
again, and also able to do as

much of both as I ever did."

The REV. R. BROOK LANDER
Itinhnp of the Free
Church of England,
says

:

"I have derived very great
benefit from the Sanatogen
in convalescence after in-

fluenza. I have recommend-
ed it to several friends."

HALL CAINE

The dramatist:

"My experience of Sana-
togen has been that as a
nerve food it has on more
than one occasion benefited

me."

Renewed Nervous

Energy for the Worn
Mind and Body

EVERY DAY brings new cares and worries,

just as it brings new joys and pleasures.

Nature's balance is marvelously adjusted.

Where you destroy, you construct; where you tear

down, you rebuild.

Each duty demands its toll. You must pay your way every day.
Thus, when you have depleted your nerve force, exhausted
your bodily vigor and sapped your strength, you need a tonic

to re-energize—a food to rebuild—you need

Sanatoqen
THE FOOD -/TONIC

it will repay your debt to nature—restore you to normal health
and give you a reserve fund of energy and vitality on which
to draw in times of overwork. Sanatogen combines Albumen,
milk's nutrient, and Sodium Glycero-phosphate, the acknowl-
edged re-creator of brain and nerve cells, in the form of a fine

white powder, soluble in water, coffee, cocoa, milk or any non-
acid beverage. It is endorsed in writing by over 12,000 practicing
physicians and by famous men and women the world over.

"Our Nerves of To-morrow"

—

Free.

To know by what forces the nervous system is

controlled—how it operates—what it needs to
maintain its efficiency— is to hold the key to
health. This interesting book by a prominent
physician-author tells all this in simple, readable
language. Send for YOUR copy to-day.

Sanatogen is sold in three sizes—$1, $1,90, $3.60

Get it froyn your druggist—if
not obta inable from hiin, tvrite the

BAUER CHEMICAL CO,, 4th Ave.^ new YORK
)]

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

A PLACE IN EVERY HOME FOR

PONDS EXTRACT
The first thought in cases of burns, scalds, bruises, sprains, cuts,

wounds, etc. Always have a bottle of Pond's Extract handy.

Pianos @, Org^ans
Buy At, Lowest, Factory Price

Tw^o Year's Credit—One Year's Free Trial
ornlsb Plattoa and Organs are 80ld to you only direct from the factory by the

maker at lowest fiictory price. Three gen-
erations and over 50 years In business stand
back of the Cornish Plan. Nowhere else
can you buy a high tirade instrunipitt on tliis plan.

No Moi\ey Itx Adva»%ce
Use any O.rnish lii-lrnmi-nt liO 1>bj s I'l-i-..-, then if
satisfactory Etait IJaynicnt—ull flie freiiit ncciled
—on terms of your own choice, with the understandiug

I that if not satisfactory any time w ithin a year it may
I be returned and your money refunded with 6 per cent j

interest. Cornish instruments are (JUAKANTEED
FOR LIFK. have the sweetest tone and last longest.
We pay freight if desired.

Save Oi^e-Half

demnlty which protects you
ibk in placing a Cornish in your hoint

Write today for the wo,h1._, ii,l n. w l'.,i]M~h Book, tell-
ing how wo do wilhont <l<-i!l«TN and 8a\e you
money and why only tin* (Mnii-.h instriiii;<.-nts are pood
cnr,ut-b f..r y,.n. Also Hotrrenoc Itook of 6000
recent purohnsers and ropy of our Kond of In-

Washington, New Jersey
Established Over 5U VearaCORNIStI CO

tS ^
Continued from preceding page

there was one from the secretary of

the woman's circle that sent it. 'Let

me see that letter,' said I. He brought

it. It was written by her of that cen-

tral block in the magic quilt.

"It was a beautiful letter, full of

sympathy and patriotism. I devoured

it. I was convalescing by this time,

and whiled away hours in framing ini-

aginary epistles to that secretary. Fi-

nally my imaginary letter materal-

ized. It was written in my very best

style. In the name of all the boys

I thanked her and the good ladies of

her circle for their care for us sol-

dier lads, telling her how the contents

of the boxes had cheered and heart-

ened and done us worlds of good.

Then I told her how my fancies had
played around that central name on
my quilt. Just my level best went
into that letter. Questions went in

that miglit appeal to her sympathies
and compel her to reply. Well, she did

answer, and her letter was sweet,

womanly, full of patriotism and loyal

admiration for the brave men who
were suffering and periling their all

for country-love. She had read all

but the purely personal part of my ef-

fusion to the ladies of the group. They
had insti-ucted her to respond on their

behalf. So she was doing it. I liked

that letter and at once set about fram-
ing another in such sort as to secure
further replies, and made good again.
So I kept on with more and more of
interest and enthusiasm till I became
thoroughly enamored of the corre-
spondent.

"When I was far enough recovered
to get the welcome recall to my regi-

ment in the field for the last great
campaign of the war I got a fresh suit

of captain's uniform, had my photo-
graph taken in it, and wrote to Liz-

zie that I was starting back for sei-vice

in what I believed was the last grand
struggle of the war,—that I hoped to
come out of it alive and sound—but
who could tell? I asked her to accept
my picture. Would she, in the kind-
ness of her heart, grant me her own
in return? I would keep it next my
heai't as a shield. At any rate, it

would be a mighty comfort to me on
many a weary march and perilous
field. She did, bless her! I liked
the picture as well as I had loved the
letters. Their sweet and gracious
spirit shone out of her eye and light-
ed the face as if she looked on me so.

Here it is. See for yourself."
And he drew it from his bosom,

"Where I have always kept it," he
said.

I didn't wonder at his fond enthusi-
asm. He continued:
"Back in he field there was no lack

of incident, stirring or pathetic, with
which to fill the channels of a con-
stant correspondence. Presently I

felt deeply the growing interest, and—something more! I told her that so
soon as the war was over, if I lived and
if she did not forbid it, I was com-
ing to see her. She issued no prohi-
bitions. So now I have kept my word,
and you are to make me the happiest
old soldier of all the armies this
morning."
"But what did the old folks say

when you two presented yourselves in
this new role?"

"Oh, they asked me some questions;
but they had heard so much of my let-
ters that they knew pretty well my rec-
ord. They asked Lizzie some pertinent
questions, too, and finally said that
whatever she decided they would not
object. Bless them, too! But it cost
them some tears.
"Then came the tug of war. I had

to tell them—and her—that my
brother in a far Western city, midway
betAveen the Mississippi Valley and the
Pacific Coast, owned a daily paper;
that his editor had died, so he was in
a very tight place and I must go
at once to take charge of the work.

I had telegraphed him that I wouk
there at the very earliest possible

ment; therefore I must go, immedi
ly after the marriage ceremony
morning, for the noon train from
city. They wei'e startled. 'Why,'
they, 'Lizzie has no bridal outfit!'

matter for that. The less baggage
better. We shall have a long, ro
stage journey of it after leaving
Mississippi. I'll take care of the i

fit when we get to our destination,
bride shall not be ashamed of her g
out there.' So they and she consen
and we are to have a farmer's brt
fast and start at once for that n
train and the far West this mc
ing."
By this time they had reached

good deacon's house. The preacher
terviewed Lizzie alone, and the fat
and mother also by themselves,
told of her perfect love and trust,
they gave their full consent. The n
riage ceremony was solemnized; t

had their wedding breakfast, its

something mingled with the salt

tears. Then the parents saw the i

turous pair launched on their long
journey. The bridal trunk was las

behind the carriage, and so amid te

smiles and benedictions they di

away.

Do you care to know further?
years that pastor knew nothing
their fates. His own had carried
to San Francisco. One Sunday rrii

ing he noticed in his congregatio
stranger whose face was dimly fa;

iar. When the collection plates w
laid at his feet on the platforn
bright double eagle caught his <

(Such pieces are apt to do that if t

happen to get on the plate at an o

nary Sunday morning offering.)
the close of the service the stran;

instead of passing out of the chu
with the crowd, came up the a:

reaching out his hand in eager gr
ing of the pastor.

"Don't you know me?" he asl

"Don't you remember a hurried \^

ding which you solemnized in ?

"Indeed, I do! You are Capt
F ," was the reply.

"Yes. I had some business in f

ramento, and learning you were h
I came down to see you and tell

that if you had never done anot
good thing in your life, what you
that day was worth having lived
I've the best wife in the whole wo
and she's foolish enough to think t

she has got a very decent sort of 1

band." "Then a broad smile overspr
his face as he added : "And we nai

our eldest boy for you. He bears y
full name. My paper is the ir

prosperous between the Valley and
Coast, and we have been blessed

every other way. I just wanted
see you and tell you these things, ;

to give you the love of my wife i

the whole family." And he went_b
to his home and its felicities.

Years later the pastor had gone 5

an Eastern ministry, but was in h
Francisco on a visit to one of his i

elders, when a ring at the door brou t

him word that two gentlemen werci
the parlor. They declined to give tl e

names. They begged that the din i'

be not interrupted, as they were i

no haste and wanted a "good Ic

talk" with the minister. So the ir 1

was leisurely finished and the mii-

ter, entering the room, met once tn ?

Captain F , and a young fel

as tall as he, whom the captain p
-

sented as "that boy, your namesal-

They urged the preacher to v i

their city and home on his return

'

the East, promising to take 1'

through Yellowstone Park and '

give him the finest hunting and fi

'

ing in all the world, as the youn'

man was an expert in field and cat

Continued on page 90i
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lilt: Wsir ©ira Fsil!

AN official crusade against false

. weights and measui-es has been in

progress in New York for several

weeks. The Bureau of Weights and

Measures has sent its officers into all

the markets and into hundreds of

stores and other places of business and

the result has been the seizure of thou-

sands of false measures, of basket-

work, woodwork or metal, and of a

wives and buyers generally which
Commissioner Driscoll, of the Bureau
of Weights and Measures, has circu-
lated for public benefit:

"Don't allow the selling tradesman
to steady the scales with his hands.

"Don't allow your grocer or dairy-
man to w^eigh in the wooden butter
dish when he is weighing your butter.

"Don't let the fancy package goods
fascinate you, because you are fre-

New York Officials Destroying False Weights and Measures

very large assortment of different

'kinds of scales. It is hardly necessary
to explain that these measures, .scales

and weights had all been "doctored"
Ito the disadvantage of the public. In
'many cases the measures had false

_sides and bottoms, the scales were
'"leaded" and the weights several
ounces less in the pound than the law
requires. Thei-e have been a number
'of arrests, but in most cases, confisca-
tion and a warning have sufficed to

discourage the dishonest purveyors

—

,for a time, at least.

Here is some of the advice to house-

quently paying heavily for the fancy
package.

"Don't buy in small quantities if you
can avoid it.

"Don't gossip with your merchant
while he is weighing your purchases
unless you are absolutely sure of his

honesty.
"Do your own purchasing.
"Don't leave your shopping till the

last minute and then buy in a hurry.
"Don't neglect to test the weight of

package goods at home and compare
them with the weight of the same com-
modity purchased loose."

BL'tM

.ui»

3

^4

Hotbedl Clhituirclhiiraaeim Meet lim Cm
Continued from page 895

Ml

;parly settlers, and of "Evangeline," of
.Longfellow fame. They gave to the
Bishop of London an exquisite bunch
of flowers. At Annapolis Royal all

the people had looked for the bringing
;of the "King George Bible," the king's
gift to the parish, where Rural Dean
How is rector. The Presbyterian min-
ister and people, the Methodist and
Baptist ministers and all their people
were on hand. With beautiful and
sympathetic interest the addresses
were arranged to be given in the field

in the afternoon and evening. Bishop
Worrell spoke in the afternoon, also
the Bishop of Washington, D. C, the
Bishop of Toronto, and Archdeacon
Raymond of St. Johns. In a pouring
lain the whole assembly went to the
:emetery to the grave of the man who
two hundred years before began the
services of the Church. A monument
to his memory was uncovered, and his
name—Rev. 'Thomas Wood—cut on the
stone. The inscription tells of his
work in a few fitting words. The
Bishop of London spoke and placed
upon that lonely grave the flowers the
children gave him the day before at
'Evangeline's Well."
At night the rain descended and

open-air celebration in the electric-
lighted field had to be abandoned. Ser-
vice was held in three churches and all

were crowded. The Bishop of London

had taken the Bible to the parish
church, where the Lord Bishop of Glas-
gow preached. In the Methodist
Church the Bishop of Toronto preached
and in the Presbyterian Church Dr.
William Wilkinson preached.

So ended the week. Some represen-
tatives go from Canada to England,
others come to the United States to

attend the Convention of the Chuixh
at Cincinnati. The Lord Bishop of

Winchester, grand-nephew of the poet

Wordsworth, arrives this week and
preaches in Trinity Church on Sunday
next. He is generally regarded as the

greatest living Latin scholar in the

English Church. Bishop Wordsworth,
in addition to preaching for Rev. Dr.

Manning at Trinity Church, is to give

a course of lectures at the Divinity

School in Chicago, and will preach at

the epening of the General Convention

in Ohio.

Never Disappointing

I am writing just a line to say I have
been taking The Christian Herald
for only a short time and have decided

that I have never had any more or

better enjoyment and pleasure with

my earnings than from this $1.50. It

is something to look forward for each
week, and it is never disappointing.

Leaj River, III. Eleanor Pusey.

i This Label

MAOE or

A

s^lllffls^
KABFtlC.

on a

Petticoat
assures you that it is made
of one of the many beautiful

Hydegrade Fabrics which are

woven esp3cially for petticoats

and guaranteed for quahty and

durabiUty.

Look for this label. You
can find it on petticoats made
of the season's most desirable

fabrics—Messalines, Taffetas,

Brocades, Sateens, Stripes,

and Fancies in an endless

variety of colors and shades.

Wherever it appears, it stamps the petticoat as one of guaranteed

wearing quality. It indicates the best style, because petticoats of

Hydegrade fabrics are made by the most enterprising manufacturers,

who bend every effort to produce the most beautiful and modish
designs.

The label above should be your guide in purchasing petticoats. Insist

on seeing it yourself. Remember that imitations are offered as being

made of Hydegrade Fabrics. Beware of them. They are frauds. No
petticoat is a genuine Hydegrade unless it bears this label.

A. G. HYDE S. SONS. New York—Chicago
Makers Of Htatherbloom Taffeta and other Hydegrade Fabrics r

Correct Dress and
Style for Women

MSCALL
PATTERNS

MSCALLS
MAGAZINE

The.se celebrated patterns
have been used 41 years.

More of them sold in the
United States than of any
other make. Why is it ?

Because they are at once
stylish, practical, easy to

u.s"e, economical and abso-
lutely reliable.

We are makers of Fash-
ions. We create styles that

become the standard. Women
know they are dressed correctly and
with refinement. Thousands of dress-

makers use McCall Patterns. Sold by
one or more reliable stores in nearly

every city and town in the United States

and Canada, or by mail, delivered upon
receipt of price.

McCALL PATTERNS
No. 3665 — Ladies' Waist
No. 3589— Ladies' Skirt

Price, 1 5 cents each.

s a woman's magazine. It

is useful and helpful.

Primarily "t is a fashion

magazine, containing all the
new monthly styles. It tells

one how to dress stylishly

and with refinement. It is

also a household and family
magazine, all in one; inter-

esting and instructive alike

to all.

Over a million a month are sold,

which means millions of readers.

Largest subscription of any ladies'

magazine in the world. Only 50c

a year, including a free pattern.
Worth double. Sample copy upon
request.

THE McCALL COMPANY, 210 to 220 W. 37th St., New York City

Chi. San Francisco Toronto, Canada
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Furnish Your Home
Without Expense
With the handsome furnishings given

with purchases of Larkin Household Sup-
plies. In other words right out of the same
money you spend for your Teas, Coffee,

Spices, Extracts,
Soaps, etc. ; money
that you have to

spend anyway. Our
Products include
over 350 common

necessities, just

as good as can
be made, and
we offer over
1700 articles

to select from
with your pur-
chases: Furni-
ture, Carpets,
Rugs, Dishes,
Stoves, etc.,

also Wearing-
Apparel; all

standard mer-
chandise.

Trade Where You Can Do The Best
Don't let prejudice against buying at a distance

stand in your way. Modern railway- and postoffice-
service makes us all neighbors and you can buy from
us safely and satisfactorily no matter where you
live. Try it! You Get Two Dollars' Worth For
Every Dollar

By LARKIN
FAaORY- TO -FAMILY DEALING

With every purchase direct from us, the manu-
facturers, you save and are given the profits of all
useless middlemen—wholesaler's, salesagent's and
retailer's—which you pay when you buy at a atore.
That is bow you get so much for your money.
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Solid Oak, Leather
Upholstered ; given with a
SI0.00 purchase of Larkin
Household Supplies-

Golden Quartered-Oak, Richly Carved; given
with a $10.00 purchase of Larkin

Household Supplies.

We Are An Old Reliable Concern
We have been in business thirty-five years and

over two million families deal with us. We stand
behind everything we offer and guarantee satisfac-
tion. Seeing our advertisement in this paper is an
assurance of our reliabitity.

30 Days' Free Trial-Pay Us If Pleased
We will ship to any responsible person $10 worth

of Larkin Products and any Premium in our Catalog,
offered with a $10 pur-
chase, or $20 worth of
Products without the
Premium, on 30 Days' Trial,

then pay $10 if satisfied; if

not, we will remove goods
at our expense, refund
freight -charges and
charge nothing for a
reasonable amount of
Products used in trial.

Our Ne^iv
Catalog
Sent Free
It tells you all

about Larkin
Factory-to-
Family Dealing
Larkin House-
hold Supplies,
also fully de-
scribes and illus-

trates the 1700
articles of house
furnishing, wear-
ing-apparel, etc..
which you can
obtain without
expense by deal-
ing with us.

Swell-front. Golden-Oak,
with French - Plate Mirror;
given with a $20.00 pur-
chase of Larkin Household
Supplies.

Departn^ent
jT^rrJc/u Cxf* ^^l^A":^'

If West-of-the-Mississippi Send to
LARKIN Co., Dept. 63 PEORIA, ILL.

SIMPLY FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON

Larkt'a Cn. Mail free Catalog No. 63 and
explain how I can furnish my home and clothe myself
out of present cost of living.

Name
5/. and No.
orR.D. . _^__

By J. G. Hallimond, Superintendent

P.O. State

G. P. 156

A FIERCE August sun had blazed

down upon the city until the flags

of the sidewalk resembled heated fur-

nace plates. It was an atmosphere
conducive to blues, biliousness, lazy

languor, and a dark and ugly pessi-

mism.
A tall, stalwart, and respectably-

dressed man walked down the Bowery.
He was affected not only by the
weather, but by the poisonous ravages
upon his body and mind of alcoholic

liquor, and by utter despair of the soul.

He was a stranger to the Bowery. His
mind was so preoccupied that he did
not even know he was walking through
the world-famous thoroughfare. A
mist seemed to curl itself around
everything. The street was in its

usually crowded state, but he saw no
human face. As he walked unsteadily
onward, the frown upon his brow grew
deeper. The one remedy for his ills

that for years he had struggled with
and kept at arm's length, now seemed
to form itself into definite shape, and
to force itself upon his attention with
grim and irrepressible persistency. It

was suicide.

He came to a standstill. Standing
on the edge of the curb, and involun-
tarily raising his hat, as though to

ease the pressure upon his brain, he
exclaimed:
"Great God, has it come to this? I

am an utter failure! I must end it

all."

What was it that caused him to turn
clear round and face the buildings in-

stead of the street? What but the
good Spirit of God, who with sleepless

eye had been watching him through all

his anxious cares and tragic troubles!
For there, in white letters, that seemed
whiter than ever through the black
darkness of the hour, appeared the
words

"bowery mission, welcome."
He had heard of the Bowery Mis-

sion when away in the far Northwest.
His thoughts were arrested, and for a
moment his burden of woe was forgot-
ten. A notice concerning the Labor
Bureau attracted his attention. This
touched the need of his material life.

He wanted something to do. The
poignant agony of the realization that
he was useless, and about to be flung
upon the scrap-heap of humanity, was
the twin spectre of that other gloomy
fact, viz.: that he was the helpless

slave of a degrading habit. The no-
tice on the Mission door seemed but
the smallest kind of rift in the clouds;
but it brought a glimpse of hope to his

heart; so, after passing and repassing
the place several times,he entered. And
as, with slow and uncertain step, this

crushed and heart-broken man passed
into the dirgy room which then pro-
vided a temporary quarters for the
Bowery Mission, he crossed the thresh-
old of a new epoch; he entered the
confines of a bright, happy, and abun-
dantly useful life.

He had for many years been a priest

of the Catholic Church in the great
Northwest diocese. He was indus-
trious, conscientious, devoted in his

work, and much beloved by his people.

Then the love of drink, reaching
through the sacred barriers, seized him
in its grasp. Insidiously the habit
grew upon him. In the course of a
few years, it became inveterate. Then
came gentle and tender remonstrances
from the broad-minded, sympathetic
archbishop, entreaties from his closest

friends, then expostulations and stern
warnings, but all of no avail. Then
came the end. He was unfrocked and
thrown outside the pale.

What was he to do? Totally un-
fitted for business life, without means
of subsistence except that charitably
offered by relatives, which he was too

honorable to accept, he drifted from
city to city, until he reached New York.
The mad craving for drink followed
him every step of the way, up to the
very moment he entered the Mission on
that memorable August day.
The first man he encountered inside

the Mission doors was Mr. Hunt, man-
ager of the Labor Bureau, who himself
had entered the place some ten years
ago under somewhat similar circum-
stances. There was nothing perfunc-
tory about Mr. Hunt's handshake and
cheeiy words. There is little doubt
that it was this genial and brotherly
reception that led to the man's im-
mediate and sound conversion. Mr.
Hunt, after half an hour's talk with
him, brought me out of my private
office, and introduced me. We three
knelt in earnest prayer. The visitor

rose a changed man. Fiom that mo-
ment, drink has never been touched,
even thought of by him, except with
repugnance. For eleven months he
served the Mission faithfully in the
Labor Bureau. It was part of his work
to dispatch farm hands from the vari-

ous railroad depots, buying their

tickets, giving them kindly counsel, and
sending them off with hope and cheer
in their hearts. How well he per-
formed his duty there are hundreds of

men in all parts of the country who
will be glad to testify. He was pres-
ent at every meeting, and by his cour-
teous ushering of homeless and friend-
less men to comfortable seats, did
his best to show how he appreciated
the kindly welcome ke received in the
day of his extremity ; then in a ringing,
resonant voice he would give his testi-

mony to the saving power of Christ.
Recently he secured an appointment

out West, where he is now at work. In
his letters to the Mission he never fails

to declare his steadfast faith in Christ,
and his unwavering determination to

be true to the teachings and inspira-
tion he received here. "There has not
been an hour since my departure," he
wrote recently, "that I have not had
you and the Mission on my mind. I

want the boys to pray for me. I never
was so happy in my life. I owe it all

to the grand influence of the Bowery
Mission."

Continued from page 902

The preacher has been lamenting
ever since that it was impossible for
him to accept that royal urgency.
That youth came back from the

Philippines at the expiration of the
Spanish-American War with the
rank of captain in the army. The
family removed to the vicinity of one
of our great universities for the edu-
cation of the younger son and the
daughters. That son is now the
graduated Registrar of the Univer-
sity. The accomplished daughter.^
are settled near their mother. The
father has gone to his eternal rest,

after a useful, happy and honored
life.

So resulted that happy marriage.

solemnized within thirteen hours of
a first interview; and that launching
out in a sublime heroism, with faith
and love for life and work and high
success in the then far-off West.

A Treasure in the Home
Dear Mr. Editor: The premiums

arrived safely—the Story Bible, the
lovely calendar and also the picture.
I don't think you can realize what The
Christian Herald is in the home.
May the wishes you send to your read-
ers be returned in still greater measure
to you. Mrs. B. Groocock.

Portland, Ore.

ft n
Oyster

Cocktails
should be made this

wayy using the per-

fectly seasoned

Snider's

Tomato Catsup
For each person allow two

tablespoonfuls of Snider's
Catsup, one teaspoonful of
finely grated horseradish, a
pinch of salt and a dust ofCay-
enne pepper, according to taste.

Serve seven oysters on the half-

shell, embedded in crushed
ice; serve the sauce in cocktail

glasses, one in the center of
each plate.

• <» •

SNIDER'S Tomato Catsup is the
relish for oysters in all styles,

also meats, hot or cold. Use it as

a sauce for cutlets, chops, fish, etc.,

as a foundation for lucious gravies,

and most piquant soups.

Snider's Tomato Catsup Is the most
delicious condiment known to the
world, because made of superior,
sound fruit, in the special Snider
way— no chemical preservative, no
coloring matter. Only the choicest,
purest and highest priced ingred-
ients are used.

The delicious sauce on

Snider

Pork & Beans
is prepared from Snider's
Tomato Catsup.

Try Snider's Chili Sauce
—another delicacy.

THE T. A. SNIDER
PRESERVE CO.

CiDcinnati, Ohio

"It's the Process"

All Snider's products comply ivitk all

Pure Food Latcs of the ivorld

-PECKHAM'SMAKE

Willow Ostrich Plumes
From Your Old
Feathers

Write
Prices

.'^incl us v..ur uld Osliich foatlicrs

ami from tliein we will make a
iimKiiificeut Willow Plume, fault-

lessly ciiiled and dyed your favoriti

sliadfi—guaianteed to look as well and
U) hold its shape and color; and wear as long as any Willow
Plume you can buy from a dealer at tliiee or f"ur times the

cost. If prices are not satisfactory feathers will he returned

at our expense. Kcferences: Dun's. Bradstrcet's or Central

Nalii.iial Bank The work of our Dyeing. Cleaning and
Curlin'; dcpartinent-s rann.'t he equaled Write for prices.

PECKHAM'S. 692 Washington Avenue, St. Louis. Mo.

Any number of differeni; tunes,
popular song-s, h>TnriP. etc.. a

' atyf>"i'<-oinniftn(l on the self-playing:

Froa Trial
Sent anywhere. Write for lre«

trial offer anfi cataloc-.

JACOT MUSIC BOX CO.
24 W. 35th St.. New York.

MOUNT BIRDSL*^!'
art of Taxidermy. We can teach you by mall

imount birds, animals, tan hi<Ies, makerugs.e
Very fascinatini? and profitable. Decorate >f

home and office. Save youi fine trophi

Tuition low. success guaranteed** Vf
:oday lor Free Book on Taxidermy and (

.^.-izine. Both free. NORTHWESTERN SCHO

OF TAXlD£RMY.5577Etwooil Bldg., OMANME
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lOseveM's Terse Sa^is^i

'I f>^ the course of his Western trip

'

J ex-President Roosevelt has met

rny kinds of audiences and discussed

jwide variety of topics. Whether

] hearers agreed with him or not

fitically, they were always im-

r ssed with his plain, outspoken ad-

c ss and his sturdy hatred of eveiy-

tng in the form of sham, corruption

gl dishonesty in the public service.

5ne of his most characteristic utter-

a:es are given below:

I don't suppose I shall ever be in

1^ I Ejlic life again, but if I am there is

mii a'ays a chance that some time it

Hi uy come up when I shall make my
ofC» \rds good. ... No corpora-

»iW ti, no politician, must ever support
h* n for anything under the idea that

wards, only in so far as they render
great service; they are invaluable so
long as they, in good faith, act as the
efficient servants of the public; they
become intolerable when they behave
as the masters of the public.

"Material well-being is a great
good, but it is of great good chiefly
as a means for the upbuilding upon
it of a high and fine type of charac-
ter, private and public. Upon our na-
tional well-being as a foundation we
must upbuild the structure of a lofty
national life, raised in accordance
with the doctrine that 'righteousness
exalteth a nation.' "

—

At Syracuse,
X. Y.

"If the people of America are con-
tent to send to represent them in the
State or the national legislature men
who in their heart of hearts know

"He is always an earnest and impressive speaker"

^

^

I ill pardon that corporation or that
P'ltician if it or he is corrupt. If

ei|er corporation or politician, if

ei'er one or the other, helps to put
mjn a position of influence, let them
rtiember that if they are corrupt, if

tli' encourage corruption in others
ODenefit by it themselves, they help
mat their peril, for I will hurt them
if get the chance."

—

At Freeport,
II

Public honesty is a sham if we
lift the word hone.sty to mere law
h(|:sty. There are big men whom I

'cit as the worst enemies against
th real welfare of the public, al-

thigh these men have been so well
a( sed as not to be convicted. There
ail some of them in New York.

am a good party man, but I'm
at\merican first.

\mong those who manage our
i." Tnment, State and national, in
It dative and judicial positions, we
leird the one vital and essential mat-
te to be honesty. The crook in
PUic life is the grave.st menace to
"t political institutions, and we call
onill good citizens to drive him out
of ublic life.

I^eadership must not only be brave
ar honest, but it must be sober and
mit accord with the dictates of
cojmon sense. Exactly as the con-
se ative who favors abuses and con-
ni s at corruption is in reality the
wi?t enemy of conservati.sm, so the
"cilar leader or reformer who acts
"he spirit of the demagogue, or of
n, wild-eyed visionary who incites
oxcess and to rash action and stirs
,r:lass hatred, is him.self the worst
of progress, the most dangerous

"ny of the popular cause which he
Pi^ esses to champion.

The great captains of indu.stry do
and are entitled to great re-

that they have not obtained their of-

fices honestly, but have obtained their
offices dishonestly and by corruption,
who they know have practiced cor-
ruption in public life, they may make
up their minds that they will get the
government to which they are enti-

tled, and a bad government it will

be."

—

At Chicago, III.

"The new nationalism puts the na-
tional need before sectional or personal
advantage. It is impatient of the
utter confusion that results from local

legislatures attempting to treat na-
tional issues as local issues. It is still

more impatient of the impotence which
springs from the over-division of gov-
ernment powers, the impotence which
makes it possible for local selfishness

or for legal cunning, hired by wealthy
special interests, to bring national ac-

tivities to a deadlock. This new na-
tionalism regards the executive power
as the steward of the public welfare.
It demands of the judiciary that it

shall be interested primarily in human
welfare rather than in property, just
as it demands that the representative
body shall represent all the people
rather than any one class or section of
the people."

—

At Osawatomie, Kan.

CALLED HIGHER
Mary E. Anderson, of Wheatland, Ind.

Mrs. M. A. Chofee (87), of Tolono, 111.

Mrs. Nancy Hunter (79), of Lafayette, Ala.

Mr.s. Sarah Jane Little (64) of Philadelphia.

Mrs. Mary Joslin (87), at Vail Mills, N. Y..
April 25.

Vivian Cloud, October 1, 1909, at Peoria, 111.

A devoted Christian.

Mrs. M. Allman. of Toronto, Canada, for-

merly of Philadelphia, Pa.

Vou can place money m the Industrial Savinp.s and
Loan Company, anti know that it is snjf. ana is irhfre

vou can ootatn it ichfn icartlfd. B.n<i will yield /'ajr^arn-
in(7i tor orfirv fiav tnresffd. See their advertisement
on page 907. and write them for full information.

Moisture

Will Spoil

Ordinary

Soda Crackers

No matter how good the ingredients or
how careful the bailing, once expose

soda crackers to the slightest dampness of

air and they lose their taste and much of

their food value.

That's why bulk crackers kept in bar-
rels, boxes and cans get tasteless and
tough and hard to swallow. They absorb
moisture, and they also gather dust, germs
and store odors. What a pity that this

most nutritious of flour foods is so con-
taminated!

But there is a soda cracker too good,
too perfect to be thus treated! After

baking, Uneeda Biscuit are immediately
placed in dust tight, moisture proof pack-
ages which preserve their crispness, flavor

and nourishment.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

(Never sold

in bulk)

^v^

for a package

NATIONAL BASEBALL GAME
is endorsed by Clarke. Jennings, Kelley.Wagner, Ganzell,
and scores of professional baseball players and "fans.'*
Nothing else like it. The ball is batted and caught, men
run bases, make strikes, fouls, base hits, home runs, and
every play of the real game of baseball.

FREE OFFER TO BOYS
Write quick for our "Special Free Offer to Boys." which

tells how any boy can get a National Baseball Game free.
This fascinating game, made of metal, beautifully enam-

elled in 5 colors; size 19x23 inches, with rubber cushions, set
of four men, balls and book of rules, complete, price $2.00.
Illustrated booklet mailed free.

Soid by Best Deaiers Everywhere.
THOMAS-PETER CO. 700 Maple Ave.. Canton, Ohio

B«*=
\ T^IDY housekeepers the world over point to Rising Sun for
' ^ the standard in Stove Polish. It gives the Most Real Stove

Polish Excellence; that is, a brilliant, smooth luster that

really lasts under the heat of the stove where other inferior

polishes streak, burn off and disappear.

One package polishes your stove many times,

covering more surface than several

packages of so-called liquid

polish, which always
settles out.

v«i

STOVJE POLISH
MaKes the Stove an Ornament.

^

Morse Bros., Props. RISING SUN Stove Polish, Canton, Mass., U.S.A. .^^
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Let me send you one of

my beautiful siSk petOcoafs
—Mrs, Delworth

I
WANT to show you how easy it is to get one of my high

grade all-silk petticoats, exactly as shown in the picture.

Notice the very high trimmed sectional flounces, the upper
section, trimmed with two groups, each consisting of four dainty

air tucks ; lower sections joined with fashionable bands ; all tailor

made and beautifully proportioned, with full flare at bottom
of about four yards. ¥\A\. depth underlay and dust ruffle of

good quality cotton.

The silk in this petticoat is very heavy and strongly woven,
a fine, rich, lustrous black. In fact, if you bought the silk alone

at your local store, it would cost more than I am asking

for the completed skirt. I give you all the middleman's
profits, and by selling direct from mill to wearer,

give you the most astonishing petticoat value you ever

heard of. You also get, with each skirt, my absolute

guarantee of satisfaction or money back, and buy
for less than the actual retail price of the material.

Samples FREE This petticoat is sold at such a
low price that I cannot afford
the larije investment that

would be necessary if I made it in a variety of colors,

and hence I offer it in black only, but I will gladly send
free samples of the silk used in making it, together
with sample card of colors and petticoats of other
styles. Vou will be delighted, I know, with the
catalogue, and 1 urge you to send for it to-day, even
thougli you may not be quite ready to buy a
petticoat. I want every woman to know how easy
it is to get her petticoats, both black and colors,

at a lower price than even her store has to pay.

This Handsome $5 Petticoat, $3.75

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed

Give me the length desired (from 36 to 44) and I will guarantee a
perfect fit or the skirt may be returned at my expense and I will refund
every cent paid. The petticoat shown in the picture is my Fall leader, latest

style, fashionable rut. .At $5.00 I know you would say it was extra good
value, but for a time I will send it to any reader of this magazine for

only $3.75. Send your express or post office address, with money order for

$3.75, and I will send you the best petticoat value in the world.

Accept My Liberal Offer
This liberal bargain is offered to increase my list of customers and to show the saving that

is made by my new plan of selling petticoats direct from *' mill to wearer."
One Customer Writes: " I ha\e just received the beautiful silk petticoat and I am

delighted with it. 1 will take pleasure in showing it to my friends and will try to imlinre them
all to patronize you. It will be to their advantage to do so. Thanking you for the splendid
quality of garment and your promptness in sending it," etc.

Write me personally to-day and get this beautiful silk petticoat by return express. Vou run
no risk, as my guarantee is absolute—money back if not satisfactory. The publishers of this maga-
zine would not accept this advertisement if they were not fully assured of my responsibility.

Mrs. Delworth, CAYUGA SILK CO., Dept. 8, Weedsport, N. Y,

GUARANTEED

5:

ght Paid
Our Gold

Coin Stove
Guaranty i s
to lake back
the stove at
our expense,
any time

within a year
and refund your
money if you are
not satisfied.

Freight is pre-
paid ; safe de-

livery insured, ready to set up—even polished.
Send for our Free Catalocrue, Price List and Offer.

Our prices are S-'j to SUO l*^*^s than any dealer's
prices. The stoves are only of the very best
—and so ^laranteed.

Gold Coin Stove Co. 11 Oak Street, Troy, N. ".
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Davis KleansE-i
Duster

Dooa more real dustiui^ in 15 niinutes thin
ciin be done in an hour with the oriiiu.ii \

kind. Chemically treated—not oily. Sau
ilary, dustk'ss. jl6sor6s dust and
retaiiisit. When tilled with dust

be washed like an ordi-

niarks ai

leavts fi

polish. C... « ^ , ,, ......
scratch, UsL-itX nary cloth without mjury

on f u r n i t u r eA ^° "^ dusting propc

pianos, wotjil

work, walls
rors, bric-a-bi

leather, etc. Del
td free on receipt of ^ gy JUail

A Household Necessity

2 for 25c

SAVE 208 SHAVES
gao.So a year. Also save the razor, your

face, time and temper by using "3 in One**

on the blade.

keeps the blade keen and clean, by prevent-

ing surface rusting which is caused by moisture

from the lather. Write for free sample

and special "razor saver" circular. |Jfl
Why not know the truth >

licli
3 IN ONE OIL CO., 54 Broadway Iflll

New York City KB

pTsno
P SHADE
ROLLERS

Original and unequalled.
Wood or tin rollers. "Improve
requires no tacks. Inventor

signature on e-enuine:

Send coin or
stat'ips.

Davis Kleans E*7. Itlopa

For dry Use oii hardwood
or painted floors. Absorbs
dust instantly. Largtst size

$1.00 postpaid.

D » VIS KLEANS E-Z CO..
227 .Yeeks St., Benoiogton, Tt.

d.sq.,

MONEY REFUNDED ^

IF NOT SATISFACTORY

MONEY FOR CHURCH GUILDS
Woiidei-ful means of raising money for Chnr«'lies,

Cliun-li CJuilils and I.ailies' Aid Sooietics, or Agents
can make splendid profits tor themselves, sellinj}

SHINO CHEMICAL DUST
CLOTHS AN£ MOPS

POST CARDS
10 Hallowe'en, 10c. I 10 General Subjects, 10c
10 Thanksgiving, 10c.

I
10 Birthday, - - - 10c

Any three packages mailed fnr 25 cents.
80 cents per loo cards—assorted designs.

SIADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON. CONN.

SHINO CLOTH—A large size chemically treated
dnst cloth, •25x;!-'! inches, that utisorbs the dust instead of
scattering it. Every room m the house can be cleaned
without shaking out the cloth. Leaves brilliant lustre
on all polished surfaces. Lasts years. Housewives
everywhere t/uy on sight. Price, 35c.
SHINO MOP— Chemically treated. Cleans and

polishes hardiruod and painted floors. Absorbs all
the dust and lint. Lasts years. Sells like wildfire.
Price, 50c.

Send 2.'e. fi'i- sample cloth or 50e. for sample
mop and ask Ini special price on quantities.

AGENTS or DEALERS WANTED. Best season in the year for selling

PIONEER MFG. CO., a'k^'^'£rv"iCD°'"5:

$475.00 up, A.B. C. Automobiles
T li e cheapest
liis:l> errade
Carin.Vnierica
'2or4 Cylinders
Surreys, Run-
abou'ts and
Delivery Wag-
ons, 18 or 30
H. P., Solid

or Pneumatic Tires, ^^rite for FREE Catalog.

A. B. C. Motor Vehicle Mfg. Co.. 3941 Morgan, SI. Lonis

Old Appliance LAME PEOPLE ""^P"".*"'*

The Perfection Extension Shoe
T>r itil siK

''
I limb. Worn with any style of
n-ady-made shoes with perfect

^ Lir J A.^ n ease and comfort. Shipped on/
W'SSt^O^ trial. Write for Booklet.

HENKY E. LOTZ 313 Third.Ave., NEW TOKK

By L. D. MASON, M.D.

THE decision of all medical experts

at home or abroad, meaning

thereby such as have especially made
a study of the effects of alcohol on the

human body in health or disease, is

that alcohol is a poison in any form, in

any quantity, at any time, under any
condition, in health or disease, either as

a beverage or as a medicine. This view
practically eliminates alcohol in any
relation to the human economy. Sir

Victor Horsley, F.R.C.S., the celebrated

neurologist and surgeon of London,
England, sums up the whole situation

in a few words: "One conclusion

emerges from the recent investigation

of the whole alcohol question, namely,
that it is quite impossible to state that

any given minimum amount of the

drug is harmless to our tissues," and
we may add, this statement holds good
either in health or disease.

Alcohol is a protoplasmic poison.

"The organism is not an individual

but a social mechanism, always bring-
ing us at last to cells."

—

Virchow.
The most remarkable evidence of the

increasing disuse of alcohol in disease

is found in the "records of supplies"

in the London Metropolitan Hospitals.

In the comparative consumption of

spirits, wines and malt liquors in a
period of fifty years the liquor bill is

three times less and the milk bill three
times more. There has been a steady
decrease and increase in these particu-

lars and it is more marked every year
along the lines of economy and medi-
cal practice. In Europe and this coun-
try there are special hospitals known
as "temperance hospitals" in which
alcohol is not used at all. In the Lon-
don County Asylum the comparative
consumption and decrease in the use of
spirits, wine and beer is remarkable in

a period dating from 1889 to 1905 and
1906. In 1889 the amount of spirits

and wine consumed was 1,902 gallons;
in 1905 and 1906, 205 gallons. Beer
consumed in 1899, 255,4861/^ gallons;
in 1905 and 1906, 1,281 1/2 gallons.

From these facts there can be no doubt
as a universal, world-wide fact that
the hospitals of the world (for the fact
applies in a measure to all civilized

countries) are eliminating alcohol as a
remedy in medical practice; and hos-
pital practice regulates as a rule, and
determines general medical practice.

The effects of alcohol on the intel-

lectual faculties and higher brain are
best shown in the words of Dr. Clous-
ton, the celebrated neurologist and
mental specialist of London, England:
"From the medical and scientific point
of view we have this great physiolog-
ical fact before us—that the first thing
that alcohol does in 99 cases out of 100
is to affect the mental working of the
brain of the man who imbibes."

The lunacy statistics of England and
Wales as shown in the sixty-third re-

port of the commissioners contains
among other interesting and important
facts the following statement: "Tak-
ing a survey of the last fifty years it

is seen that lunacy has increased from
36,762 cases in 1859 to 128,787 cases
on January 1, 1909, an increase of
92,025. This is not merely an actual
increase keeping pace with the increase
of population. It is a vast propor-
tionate increase, for whilst population
has increased by 81.5 per cent.,
lunacy has increased 250 per cent."
Dr. Clouston in the report of Morning-
side Asylum as early as 1903 says:
"Alcoholic insanity steadily goes up
and now it has doubled." All neurolo-
gists in this country and in Europe
agree that all nervous diseases and
insanity are at the present time largely
on the increase and the use of alcohol
is a prominent basic factor in this in-
crease, to say nothing of other forms
of disease not specifically affecting the
nervous system.
Whether we consider alcohol as a

drug to be used in medicine or as a
beverage in daily life, we can only say

of it after a consideration of the ph-
est scientific and medical expert Iti-

mony in all centres of civilization hat
it has no place in the human eco my
as a drug or beverage in disea or
health; that its action "is evil ancinly
evil and that continually." One hasnly
to read the proceedings of the /!er-
ican Society for the Study of Aihol
and Other Narcotics, the Ame^an
Journal of /netrjefi/ and the numbus
articles in the American medical ess
as well as the papers read in the irj-

ous medical societies and the ;;ive

interest takpn by many pron ent
American practitioners, to knoAthe
attitude of medicine in Americto-
wards alcohol as a drug. The ime
holds true of special journaUs in

Great Britain and on the Contine:, as
represented in the British .Jour}'

of
Inebriety and the large influenti so-

ciety of medical men it represent: and
the general attitude of the influ tial

medical public to the cause, and ac-

tice of medical or scientific tempe ice,

so-called, and a growing conservism
in the use of alcohol in disease, a its

gradual elimination from medical :ac-

tice. . -

To present a proper consensus the
opinions and practice of medic; ex-

perts in Europe or this countrj an-

not be compassed in an article ea-

sonable length, or that would r be

wearisome to the average non-p fes-

sional reader. No student or t( her

of the effects of alcohol upon the )dy,

mind or morals can be grossly mo-
rant on these points nor of the
of any other narcotic or habit-p
ing drug. Information on thes
jects is too abundant and is 1

accessible at the present time. J

not be said as of old : "My
perish for lack of knowledge," ai

the intelligent classes; if so,

modern conditions and opportuni
is because they wilfully blind
eyes to the truth, and to the abu
sources of information so ofte ^l.

gratuitously placed before them.|ODfc£

medical profession from, its h,

ranks and most noted and Intel

members in Europe and this eel

for many years past has given itj

to instructing the people of all ci

communities and calling their
tion to the physical, mental,

f:

degenerating effects of alcohol, a t!

time has come, and now is, wh nd

seeker after the truth from a sci tific

standpoint need be misinformed, nol

informed at all. If any in th en-

lightened age fail in these p; icit

lars, it will be because they a to^

indifferent, or too incapable, to vail

themselves of the sources of ini ma
tion so freely extended to thi on

every side.

Uncle Sam's New Fruit rm

Continued from page 900

road, starting in at the Nevad line

and extending to the valleys the

central part of the State. A al-

ready the Western Pacific officij aic

taking up that development. It pas-

senger trafiic manager was S( cted

largely because of his work of dc lop-

ing the territory along the Burl -'*''"

road when it extended its lii

Denver, and later of the Union
when that road took up the grea

of building up the towns and ci ^

its lines.

Railroad building in the Far^'^-

is far more than mere transpor
It is also the development of the ^

along the lines of steel in on
bring traffic to the companies,
great work before the Western t

officials is made still greater i they

ai-e to accomplish all the dreams tlie

people of Central California—tl

railroad will bring to them tht >

growth and prosperity that has

through the railroads to the so

part of the State.

^
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T/'ITH their war-torn banners
' streaming in the breeze, and

wi the bugles and drums sounding
tj same inspiring notes that cheered

-''ci ftn ill victory and defeat for
lajj, >(• years, the veterans of the Grand

J Aiy of the Republic marched up the

V bird walk of Atlantic City on Sep-

•.feber 22. There were ten thousand

oJhem, and with few exceptions they

ecired the three miles of the parade

ft were surprisingly fresh at the
' B};h. There was not a single serious

i(dent, such as has saddened pre-

rfis encampments, and only a few
rfjired medical attention. The
ffther was ideal for the encampment

-
tf the veterans braced up under the

- le* air and stepped off briskly with
thcheers of 100,000 spectators.

-> ommander-in-Chief Van Sant led

il^battle-scared line, the famous U. S.

Int Post of New York acting as his

^rt. Then came a division of mu-
i;ms of the Civil War, who played

thold tunes as if they had not been

a ly out of practice. Pennsylvania
hi a big delegation in the line and
tl-"BucktaiIs" of the Keystone State

were wildly applauded when their flags
were seen approaching the grandstand,
flags which in some cases were mere
shreds of silk upon their poles.
New York's delegation wore white

trousers and natty white caps; New
Jersey, as was natural, had a big dele-
gation in the parade, as the encamp-
ment was right at home for them.
Sixteen Jersey posts paraded.
On the reviewing stand were Vice-

President Sherman, Lieutenant-Gen-
eral Nelson A. Miles, Governor Stuart
of Pennsylvania, Governor Fort of
New Jersey, Admiral Melville and
many others famous in war or states-
manship. It took four hours for the
parade to pass the reviewing officers.

There has been much talk lately about
the stress and strain on the veterans
of the Encampment parade as there
have been in past years a number of
fatal prostrations. The last parade
has proved there is a good deal of
strength left in the nation's heroes
yet, and that under favorable condi-
tions, with good weather, they can
make a good showing when the old
familiar call comes ringing from the
bugles and the sergeants call,"Fallin!"

Officers of the G. A. R. Heading the Line

BSBILE EXCILUSSOH COHOEMHIED
Bible Truths Never Forgotten

i enty years ago. Rev. James W. Griffith
i my pastor and Sunday School Superin-
f nt. His daughter Martha and son Alfred
' my teachers. The Bihle truths I there
1 ?d have never left me. I am now in my
I ty-sixth year. P. B. Messe.nger.
Impton, Vu.

A Blow to Christianity

I's a blow to Christianity and to morality
Kiumanity. It is the duty of every Chris-
I o do what he can afcainst such skepticism
ficial powcr,_ lest this Christian nation

t orate into heathenism.
( eeUle, III. Wm. B. Arnold.

A "School Bible" Suggested
ly should not the chil<lron have their own

•hi of the Bihle? If the people do not want
ni lildren to have the whole of the Bible read
" ;m in the schools, let them have the part
f belonging to them. "Simon Peter, lovest
heme? feed my lambs." Why don't the State
ii"a school Bible? Mn.s. R. A. Fish.

'cboro, Mass.

Ashamed of Illinois

1 m ashamed to think that grand old Illi-
^o' would be the first to rule the Bible out of
'U);chools. It looks like heathenism to me.
In 3ible is the foundation of everything that
'S (1(1. Our laws are all founded on the Bible,
l-e' s put men in office who will uphold and
fes :t the (lod of this universe and the Bible.
'"' tU- Mk.s. a. L. Mills.

A Reversion to Paganism

T-„L^^<'''^''t piece of news recorded lately by
IH Christian HEFfALP is the statement of the
Bit bemg closed to the schools of Illinois by
"If rder of the Supreme Court. We may sup-
voi that two-thirds of those in the schools

have no Bible in their homes. What would be
the result ? Paganism, anarchy. Other nations
would see the need of sending missionaries to

teach us Christianity. Let all Christian people
make it a solemn matter of prayer that our
Master and Lord be not ignored.

Chicago, III. Mary Strachan.

An lllinoisian's Protest

I think it is a shame to the good people in

my native State of Illinois to put the Bible out
of their schools. I hope and pray it will be
restored again. Sarah E. Vivian.
Brush, Colo.

The Whole Nation Watches

Dear Christian Herald: Thou queen of all

papers, thou art an instrument in God's hand
to lighten burdens and make crooked paths
straight ! How thankful we should all feel that
you have taken up the question of the Bible in

the public schools. Words cannot expre.ss my
heartfelt gratitude to you in so great a matter.
Let every Christian cry aloud: "Give us the
Bible for our children !" May God show Illi-

nois just what slippery ground she stands on.

All the United States are looking on to see

the outcome. Mrs. W. W. Mackey.
Lubbock, Tex.

A School Teacher and the Bible

I read every word of your editorial, "Rulinp
Out the Bible." I taught school in the rural

districts of Illinois for a number of years dur-
ing the seventies—1874 to 1879. My schools

were always opened by singing of a Gospel
hymn, repeating the Lord's Prayer in concert

and reading a chapter of the Bible. Eternity
alone can reveal the good that may have been
accomplished by this simple service. I regret

very much to know that the Bible has been
ruled out of the public schools of the State of

Illinois. J. E. Hardy.
Victor. Col.

BrighteR

Up
We Iiave a booklet which
tells all about the paints
and varnishes needed to
touch up your home and
keep it in {rood repair.
These products are called
the Brighten-up Finishes,
because they help brighten
up your home. Ask for this
booklet. It is sent free.

Your guest-room and your bath-

room may be just as attractive

as these.

The Sherwin-Williams' Cottage-
Bungalow Portfolio shows how
and is sent free.

THE two rooms shown above are reproductions in

black-and-white from the designs in color which make
up the Cottage-Bungalow Portfolio issued by the

Sherwin-Williams' Decorative Department.
In connection with each design are given the complete

specifications for producing the effect shown in color. The
chief charm of a room is its color—not its shape.

Your rooms may not be just like those shown in the Port-

folio, but if you carry out these specifications you will get
an effect equally good.

This Portfolio is sent free. There is no string tied to

this offer. It is intended to help you get better color work
for both the inside and the outside of your house.

Sherwin-Williams
Paints &Varnishes

Address inquiries to Sherwin-Williams Co., Decorative Dept.,719 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, O.

^
Built on honor—of best mater-

ials—the only range made entirely
of Charcoal Iron, that won't rust like Steel
and Malleable Iron, that can't break. Out-

wears three ordinary ranges. Seams rivitod
-always r-maiii airtiL^'Iit. Lined with quar-

ter \T\cn pure asbestos b^ard— assures depend-
able baking heat. Vuu save half the fuel with a

Great Majestic
Malleable and 'Domrvn J
Charcoal Iron KdSiyC ^

'W
r- ^^ V

*- Majestic Manf. Co.
DepL 197 St. Louis, Mo.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY
for anyone w ith a set of Arithmetic Help, injr

and all examples and problems in arithmetic,

from tlie easiest to the hardest, are worked out
aiidexplainedsoanyonecan understand. Forthe

student or business man. Easy and simple. 2vol-

umes i630 pages;over 200illustrations andcolor

plates; bound in red silk cloth. Mostcomplete
ever published. A$-'billbringsasetprepaidany-
where.-'iendfora set. If not pleased return atour

e^penrf andpot your money back. Order today.

STUNDJRD SOLES CO., 34 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

All doors drop, form ricid slulvps—no
springs. Open end asii pan—ventilated ^^ash pit and ash cup prevents floor ^^T If
from cateliin^ fire— all copper reser- ^^^ You
voir—removable— in direct contact ^^w Don'l
with fire—boils 15 gallons water ^^^ Know
in a jiffy. Best range at any ^^ WhoSells
price—sold by dealers la ^^^Ihe Majestic
nearly every county in J^W In Your VI-
forty states. ^^T cinlty, WrI ts

C„« !•• ^^ Fof O'^'" FREE
5ee It! ^^ book, -Range

Comparlsun*'

^ nORlALS ^
ONUriENTS
fB fL N^TERIES SCHOOL'S 6 Parks

•LARCE VARILTY Or DESIGNS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Delivered Anywmere.tSlnd Torcatauogs
state requirements agents wanted

MONUMENTAL BRONZE CO.-
3S5-B nOWARD AVE., BRIDGEPORT CONN

Don't Risk Your,
Capital

Any banker will tell you that money
j

simply cannot be invested safely at 6, i

8 and lo' [. without the closest and

most unremitting personal attention.

Most people have neitherthe time,

knowledge nor experience to super-

vise such investments.

PER5%
has been paid to our deposi- I ^jk YORK

1

I tors for the past 17 years. \i£ jj^"^^^
I Tiieir principal has been in- ^cM^^^^^t^3^/i
I vested in mortgages on New \^ii>^'^\OS8
1
York City and Suburban real ^^JjS'""*;^

I estate. Depositors have had the

privilege of withdrawing their cap-

ital when desired, without sacrificing

a penny of interest.

Under supervision of \ew York
Banking Department

Assets, . . $2,250,000'
Surplus and Profits, . $175,000
Our free booklet tells the whole story

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS* LOAN CO.

2 Times BIdg., Broadway and 42d St., N.Y.

THIS NEW BAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modem tnTention for keeping the hair beaatifo]
and fluffy and the scalp cloan, healthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keep the scalp clean and properly massagod
and nature will grow the hair. Write for free circular,

AGENTS WANTED.
2)R. GEORGE LYMAN,
217 Dill St.. Peoria, ;'.!. .^

•ftti±.ilje.£l±.%ljb.±ijc.

I Ornamental Fence
[

Cheaper and fur more durable than
woitd for Lnwiis, Ctiiircbt's, Ceme.

J
teries, Public Grounds. Cat.ilogue

I
frei'. Ask For Speelul Offer.

! WARD FEVrF, TO. Roi 146, Decatur Ind.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Effective Treatment of

CANCER
Without Resorting to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude in the United
States for the exclusive treatmeni' of Cancer and other
malignant and benign new growths. Conducted t y a

physician o( standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete informalion address
B.;rluhire Hills Sanatoriaro, North Adam»» Ma>tachn»ett»
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MANY DOLLARS SAVED IN BUILDING
Write for FREE Samples and Booklet Describing

WALLBOAlS^^rHEATHlNG
Bishopric Wall Board is cheaper and better than

Lath and Plaster; also saves time in building.

This practical substitute for lath and
plaster is easily nailed to studding.
Being applied dry, it is at once ready for

paint, paper or burlap. Saves time and
labor; is clean and sanitary: guaranteed

Proof Against Dampness,
Heat, Cold, Soun(l,Verniin

Bistiopric Wall Boaril is made of kiln-
dried dressed lath, IMniCKDKI) in liot

Asphalt Mastic, and surfaced with sized
cardboard ; is cat at the factory into uni-
form sheets 4x4 ft. sq. and three-eighths of
an inch tliick. These sheets (delivered in
crates) are easily and quickly nailed to
studding ready for wall paper, paint or
burlap.

Its Many Uses t — Bishopric Wall
Board is used for dwellings, pleasure, health resort and
factory buildings, new partitions in old buildings, finish-

ing attics, cellars, porches, laundries, garages.

Price $2.50 per 100 sq. ft or $6.40 per crate of 256 sq. ft to.b.
factories, New Orleans, Cindnnati, or Alma, Mich.

Write for Booklet and FREE Samples of Wall Board,
Sheathing and Rooting. Dealers, Write lor Proposition.

THE MASTIC WAIL BOARD & ROOFING MFG. CO., 40 East Third St., Cincinnati, 0.

Bishopric Sheathing saves 75 per ccnt.in material

and labor. Ideal for frame or cement buildings.

I Bishopric Sheathing is both better

and cheaper than lumber. It is the

same material as Wall Board, but
finish is not necessarily so fine; there-
fore costs less. Quickly nailed to studs

w th laths and asphalt exposed, forming
<ii-nd air space between laths and weather
l>c>ards. Makes smoother and more solid

job tlian lumber ; no holes, no shrinking.

Proof against heat, cold and dampness.

For Cement or Stucco Work
Bishopric Sheathing has no equal in econ-
omy and satisfactory results. Space be-

tween laths forms excellent key for
cement. M o is ture cannot penetrate
asphalt body of Sheathing. Olu' FKEE
booklet explains everything.

Bishopric Sheathing also is used with excellent re-

sults as cheapest and best 1 ining for dairy barns, poultry

houses, stables and all other outdoor buildmgs.

Price $2 per square of 100 sq. ft or $5.12 per crate of 256 sq.

ft f. 0. b. New Orleans, Cincinnati, or Alma, Mich.

TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or giveyou double the amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.

BOCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 PDrnaceSt.,Rachester,N.V.

Prices from
$2 to $12
For hard or
Soft Coal
woodorseu

Fitft any
Stove or
Furnace

PATENTStK
For facts about Prize
jnd Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send Sc postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Depl. 36 Padfic BIdg., Washington, D.C.

Plntsof Dirt In Your Parlor
ul, but true. Prove il ;it our risk.

Send lor "EASY" Vacuum Clea-
ner on Ten Day's FREE Trial.

Sweep any used room. Ttien use ttie

cleaner. You will get from one to

lour pints of dirt out of that room.
Write today lor FREE Trial
Order Form.
DODGE & ZUILL 533 V

- Dillaj'eBldg.. Syracuse, N.Y.
or Easy Washer Co., Bruce
and Dundas Sts,, Toronto.

B
tTmiISSOTHESBELU
^swEZTEs, uofiz ens-
*ABLI,L0WEBP2ICE.
kOUBFEEEOATALOOUB

'irijIjiJS. '^ TB1L3WEY.
Mrite to Cincinnati Bell Foundnr Co- Cincinnati. O.

LYMYER
CHURCH

Wanted ^^^,^^^
To Work for Us on Salaries!

C Have you any spare time.' Have yovi any spare moments that you would

like to devote to a business that would produce something valuable for you?

Would you like to earn more, to increase your income, to protect your savings?

If so, if this argument appeals to you, then write to us, for we have a propo-

sition for you that you will enthuse over the minute you read about it!

C It is our desire to steadily increase the circulation ofThe Christian Heratd.
The magazine speaks for itself. We believe that we give in the 53 issues about

as good measure as any fair-minded person could ask for. But we want to do

more. We want to give you more and more for your money. And this will

come about in proportion to the number of new readers we are able to interest.

To quicken matters, to gain new friends faster, we have organized a co-oper-

ative campaign for new subscriptions to The Christian Herald.

C We want you to help. Will you do it? Will you try to induce some of

your friends to subscribe to our great magazine—a magazine that will help

and benefit and stimulate all who shall become regular readers? If you will

—

if you will co-operate with us, we'll pay you a liberal commission, and in

addition show you how to earn a salary by simply sending us a certain number
of orders every month.

C There really isn't any great amount of work attached to it. You know it

is always a pleasure to talk about the things we like, and you surely think

enough of The Christian Herald to take delight in telling your friends about
it. We'll pay you well for your assistance. Our plans and payments are

generously liberal. You can make enough money for Christmas, for that new
dress or new suit; in short, the opportunity for you is really unlimited. Act
to-day ! Now ! Simpty t-ell us to send you our liberal Subscription Plan.

You'll be .surprised, and mighty glad that you wrote. This is your opportunity !

Will you accept it? Do i-t quickly.

The CHRISTIAN HERALD
92 Bible House :: Agency Dept. :: New York City

Preacher to Americans

MANY American.s spend Sundays in

Paris unaware of the warm wel-

come and strong, uplifting service

that awaits those who find their way
to the undenominational service held

in the American Chapel. This chapel

has been for years an evangelical

landmark, having been made so by
such able and devoted pastors as Drs.

Kirk, Seeley, Prentiss, McClintock,

Sunderland and Robinson, the hymn
compiler. Add to these the names of

Drs. Beard and Thurber, and you
have a notable galaxy of Gospel

preachers who have made the well

appointed chapel a centre of Chris-

tian faith, light and life.

As you enter, you feel that you are

welcome, and soon you are as much at

Rev. Chauncey W. Goodrich

home as though you were in a New
England church, so closely do service
and sermon resemble those of the home
churches. The Rev. Chauncey W.
Goodrich of Ohio is the present pas-
tor. For six years he has carried on
the work skilfully and acceptably. His
twenty-minute sermons, like those of
Dr. Babcock, are full of concentrated
thought and spiritual insight. He
lays claim to all American Paris as his
parish, and glories in its size, for on
a summer Sunday, from 40,000 to
50,000 are in Paris "from the States,"
and the large auditorium is usually
well filled. Dr. Goodrich marries,
baptizes and officiates at the funerals
of many who dwell in hotels and
pensions.

Pastor Goodrich says he wishes to
become acquainted with all Americans
in Paris who come to his church. He
asks that they should linger and intro-
duce themselves at the close of the
service, or send him their names and
address. The American Chapel is

supported by the gifts of its people
and their friends. One feature of the
work of the American Chapel which
commends it to many, is that it has a
beautiful mortuary chamber, where the
remains of Americans who die in
Paris can be kept (in a low tempera-
ture) until arrangements are made to
send the bodies to their relatives in
the United States. W. J. P.

Sympathy from Far Labrador

WITH deep regret we hear that Dr.
Klopsch passed away in March

and is no longer among us. For many
years past he has been a true friend of
the Moravian Missions in general and
the Labrador work in particular, and
it is needless to say that his kindness
and goodwill have always been much
appreciated. We keenly realize that
we have lost in him a sincere friend
and benefactor.

Chr. Schmitt, Missionain).
Moravian Mission, Nain, Labrador.

VELLASTIC Under
wear is a real comfort to th«

body—warm, soft and easy
It is ribbed for elasticity-

fleece lined for warmth.

Vtl-LAST/e
Ribbed Fleece -Lined Underwe
The silky inner fleece can

not wear off, wash away or knot
The peculiarity of the weave won'
let it. The ribbed fabric gives
close but free and easy fit. It ala
is wonderfully durable.

VELLASTIC is warme:
than many of the heavier, bulkiei

underwears. And no underwear ii

more finely finished or made
more perfectly proportioned size!

for men, women, boys and children

VELLASTIC is a Bodygard Un
derwear—that guarantees iti

satisfaction. Made in separat(
and union garments for Men li

Women and Children at 50c
j

and up. If your dealer cannolj
supply you, write for BodyJ
gard Underwear Book No. 11,1

We will see that you are supplied

UTICA KNITTING CO., UTICA, N.

BusterBrows;
^.i^EL &UAKAMTEEI

Stocking

)

T DARN!
Why Darn?

If you buy Buster Brown's Guarantee
Hosiery for the whole family there'll f

NO DARNING TO DO.

Silk Lisle Half Hose for MEN, black.l
tan, navy gray, wine, purple and he-l
liotrope. Lisle Hose for LADIES, me-|
dium and gauze weight; black or tan.n

Combed Egyptian Hose for BOYS, light|
and heavy weight, black or tan.
Lisle fine gauze Ribbed Hose forMISSES

Imedium and light weight, black or tan,
MISSES silk lisle fine gauge ribbed.)]
black or tan.

25c. a Pair, Four Pairs to the Box, $1.<

LADIES silk lisle gauze, black or tan,
Three Pairs to the Box, - = = $1.00

GUARANTEED FOR FOUR MONTH
For sale MOST everyif>ie7-e. but if your mer-
chant can't sitppli/ you send us your order^

stating kind, size and color wanted, and we
Will supply you direct, prepaying postage.

Write For Buster^s
Latest Funny Book,

FREE.

BUSTER
BROWN'S

HOSIERY MILLS,

S61 Sherman Avenue,
Chattanooga, TenO.

FREE
IF YOU EMBROIDE
Largest, most complete and up-to '^

^_^^^^_^a^^_ catalog of its kind ever published. '

1200 illustrations. Shows our unaqualed line of Ejelet. «

chian, Tinted and Silk Embroidery Designs, Stamped Linens

low Tops, Battenberg, Braids. Perforated Patterns and Stani

Outfits. Also larse, varied assortment of Hemstitched Lir-

Damask Table Cloths. Napkins, Towels, Handkerchiefs. Wore,

Needlework Supplies, etc. Don't miss this FREE Offer.
,

postal today and ask for Catalog 10. It will save you mu

FRtD HERRSCHNER. 6454 Marshfield Ave., Chicago,
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Sunday School Lesson by Dr. Crafts

f

K

\ r.li

I li'1

FTER Jesus had spoken the para-

bles about the ten virgins and
the talents, teaching- the duty of

rUatchfulness and faithful stewardship,

m4 gave a discourse, which was in fact

I prophecy concerning the last judg-

iient which should come to all people.

The Judgment Day

Many people think of it only as a

ay of wrath, and so are in dread of it

.11 their liives. Even some very good
laople feel this way about it. And as
')r sinners, indeed, it has always been
decided check to their evil deeds;

;ar making them halt in their wrong
sing when nothing else could. What
picture Jesus gave of the day! he

imself seated on the throne of his

lory, and all nations of those who
ad ever lived upon the earth, both the
'ood and the evil, gathered about him.
Ve wonder that a mortal man should
ren try to paint a picture of such a
:ene; but Slichael Angelo did in a
resco which covers the end wall of the
ixtine Chapel of the Vatican, the
alace of the Pope. He was sixty
ears old when he began painting it.

lie spent seven years upon the work,
bmpletmg it in 1541. It is considered
ne of the greatest pictures in the
i-orld. Leading up to it on either side

e majestic figures of the prophets.
Jesus said: "He shall set the sheep
n the right hand, but the goats on the
!ft." In saying .this he put himself
1 the place of a shepherd he had no
oubt seen leading forth a flock of
hite sheep and black goats, which
fter Ifcding into a valley he pro-
>eded to divide, tapping each sheep on
ie right side of the head, showing in

[hich direction it should go, and tap-
ing each goat on the left side, indi-
iting where it should go.

But why should Jesus take sheep as
vmbols of good people, and goats of
yd people? We all know how clean
nd tractable and lovable sheep are,

fhile goats are quite the contrary, be-
ig stubborn and foul smelling. There
re certainly not these physical diff'er-

ices between good and evil people,
ut there is a marked difference in

^ Brsonality. "I find it lots nicer to be
ssociated with these people than I did
ith gamblers," said a man who had
)r twenty-two years been himself a
flambler and then had enlisted as a
|hristian reformer.

The Prophecy of Jesus

In his prophecy Jesus went on to
all how those who were like sheep
liould receive commendation for the
ood works they had done, and how
Liose like the goats should receive con-
'emnation for their evil deeds. The
|goats" had not only done those things
i'hich they ought not to have done, but
>iey had left undone those things
I'hich they ought to have done. The
jsheep," on the other hand, had done
ind and gi-^cious things in the name
tf Jesus for the poor and the sick, and
[hose in need of friendly aid: "I was
Lungiy and ye gave me to eat; I was
thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was
t
stranger and ye took me in; naked,

|nd ye clothed me; I was sick, and ye
iisited me; I was in prison, and ye
me unto me." Thus we see sweet
hristian charity divided into its parts,

|s we may see a ray of light 'divided
to beautiful colors by aid of a prism.
hose whom Jesus placed on his right
and were surprised to have their
ood deeds spoken of by him. They
jjad done them almost unwittingly,
lecause the love of Christ had con-
jjtrained them.

1^
Those on the left were equally sur-

'nsed by being told that they had done
one of these things. Because the love

'The Internalional Sunday School Leuon for
|ctober 16, 1910. The Last Judsfment. Matt.
):51-4ti. Golden Text: "Inasmuch as ye
ave done it unto one of these my brethren, ye
,ave done it unto me." Matt. 25:40.

of Christ was not in them, they had
not been moved to be kind and sympa-
thetic. Jesus did not mean to teach
salvation by works, but rather what
should be the attitude of man toward
his God, which should be so loving
that it would show itself in good deeds
done to others in his name, because
man can not bestow benefits upon God.
We are to be judged then according to
whether or not the love of Christ is in
us, by which we are impelled to do
good works. There can be no love
without good works, and there can be
no good works without love.

"There is therefore no condemnation
to them that are in Christ Jesus."
(Rom. 8: 1.)

Christians Have Nothing to Fear

How often we have heard Mr. D. L.
Moody quote this passage of Scripture
to prove that there is nothing in the
judgment for the Christian to fear!
"As far as the east is from the west,
so far hath he removed our trans-
gressions from us." How far is the
east from the west? So far that they
never can possibly be brought to-
gether! How can it be then but that
the day of judgment will be a day of
rejoicing among those who have taken
Christ for their Saviour? Only those
need to fear the judgment who have
all their lives rejected Christ as their
Saviwur.
A woman who all her life had stood

in terror of the judgment, heard Mr.
Moody preach from the text, "There is

therefore now no condemnation to
them that are in Christ Jesus," and
her fears fell from her like shackles,
and she became a happy Christian,
whereas before she had found but little

joy in her religion.

Dr. Guthrie, the eminent Scotch
preacher, said: "It were no kindness
to spread a covering over the pit. That
is the cunning hunter's business, and
the business of him who hunts the
world for souls. It is an awful
thought, that pit; it is an awful reality,
that pit; it is an awful abode, that
pit; and this is an awful declaration,
'The wicked .shall be cast into hell,

and all the nations that fear not God.'
But even against these stern declara-
tions, and between the pit and God, a
high red cross is standing. Mercy
descends from heaven, lights upon its

summit, and preaches hope to despair,
pardon to guilt, salvation to the lost.

Free as the winds that fan her cheek,
free as the sunbeams that shine on her
golden tresses, she invites all to come,
opens her arms to embrace the world,
and in a voice that sounds like a silver

trumpet, cries, 'O earth, earth, earth,
hear the word of the Lord.' " Some
one has said: "We can only see sin in

its hideousness when we realize that
the measure of its mischief is the

Letting in the Light

Some time ago we read a beautiful
allegory of a little girl who went into

a dark room. "I must let in the light,"

she said, and so she opened the window
shutter part way. She saw that every-
thing in the room was dusty. Then she
opened the shutter farther and began
to dust off the chairs. But still more
light was needed, for there were dark
corners, and she knew they must be
full of dust, so she opened the shutters
wide. Then she saw so much dust,

she said: "Oh, I shall never be able to

get the room clean." But her despair
did not last, and she began to work in

earnest, and before she left the room,
everything was bright and shining and
clean. Here is the meaning of the
allegory: The dark and dusty room
was her own heart. Her Sunday
School teacher suggested that she
should look into it, and then she began
to realize that she was sinful. The
more and more she looked into her

Continued on next page

Light Weight, Stylish

and Soft
Please don't judge genuine Holeproof Hose by hose that are

simply guaranteed. "Holeproof" would be, by far, the finest

ig^^ hose on the market, even with the guarantee eliminated.

They are light weight and soft, and they fit to perfec-

tion as long as they last and they last a very long-

time. TRY A BOX TODAY.

tloleproomosieru
FOR MENWOMEN^AND CHILDREN^
All the newest colors now on show

(104)

J
Our yarn costs an average of 70c per lb. We could use 30c yarn,

but the liose wouldn't be soft and attractive like "Holeproof."
We spend $33,000 a year merely for inspection. So every pair is right.

Six pairsof men's "Holeproof" guaranteed for six months cost $1.50.

The lightweight mercerized cost $-2. The lustre sox—finished like silk

—

cost $3. One color or the newest colors assorted. We sterilize each
pair twice in the making, so the colors are fast — the hose sanitary.
We don't know where else you can get hose like these, though you

' pay twice what we ask for " Holeproof." They are made for
women and children, too. Six pairs of women's hose cost $2 (mer-
cerized $3). The children's hose cost $i for six pairs.

CnM in YmiP Tnu/n The genuine "Holeproof" is sold in your town,
JUIU HI luui iwwfii

Y^'e'iltell you the dealers' names on request or ship

direct where we have no dealers, charges prepaid on receipt of price.

Write tor free book, "How to Make Your Feet Happy"

The Holeproof Hosiery Co., 504 Fourth St., Milwaukee,Wis.
Taniyico News Co., S. A., City ot Mexico, Agents for Jlexicaii Kepuljlic

TYPEWRITERS Jl^i
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS. Etc.

/Ito^M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANTHHFRE for FreP Trial, or

HKNTKI) allowing Rent to APPLY
PRICES S1S.OO UP
sh frum the Mfrs—Writ« foi Uliietrated Catalog 71

They die
outdoors!

llli
jOur generous plan of partial payments gives you over a year in which to pay for the
Igooda you select. 'They are promptly shipped when ordered and you enjoy their
Ifull use while paying for them a little each month as you earn the money. We
[charge absolutely nothingf for this credit accommodation — no interest— no
lextraa of any kind. It's the simplest, most generous and most helpful plan of

nlTlinp (i|n CtS\ rnrr I>^^i^'P^yi°^°*^^verdevised.

illAIALIIu -— DV rnrr ThisBigCatalogisanimmenseIWnintVW "^ ^^ lifci- volumeofoverSOOpagea
\—pictures several thousand handsome things for the home— quotes factory

.^_ prices on Furniture. Stoves. Rugs, Carpets, Silverware,

,

_i^| Curtains, Pianos, Clocks, Sewing Machines, Crockery
Bedding, Go-Carts, Refrig-
erators, Washing Machines,
Don't spend a cent for any-
thing in the nature of home-
fumishings until you have
received this great catal >g—
you can't alTord to.

This m^
Elegant /«1

CCASH
WITH

nnri/cD - ^^ YourOrder
nUliKcn Balance
SOepermonth. Price**. "JS.

Am. quartered oak finish.

H APTM AN Furniture& Carpet Co.
llAIVimAil oept. F2 223-229 Wabash Ave., Chicago
Largest, oldest and best ioiown homefumishing institution
in the country--established 1855--55 years of success.

Imperial'
leather I

uphol., large
j

ears on back,
full spring seat.

JfertmanFumitureSCarpet

^^gS 7im'i Wab»t AvtCMtaga.jy
ilOet tHeBa€>Ic— itls^J^ee
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ALL WOOL

Dress Goods
Direct from the Mill

at One-third Saving

'
I

^
I L T O N weaves have been

standard for more than 60

years. Very likely you have tried

them and know how thoroughly

reiiable and attractive they are.

Whether you have or not, write

for samples of the new and stand-

ard styles.

Why It Pays to Buy Direct from Us

First, you save fully one-third,

because we save discounts allowed

to wholesale and retail merchants.

Next, you get absolutely fresh goods,

knowing who makes them. You
are sureof reliable fabrics. You have

a wide selection of the latest and

best patterns. You select at ease in

your own home and are sure to find

just what you want for suits, skirts

or other garments. All fabrics 54
in. wide.

Generous Samples Free

TILTON WOOLEN MILL
TILTON, N. H. Estab. 1842

SAVE
50%
on

Plumes
Forced out
of business

our superb

$500,000 stock of plumes must
be sold Quick, regardless of cost.
To buy at the following prices you

must act quickly.
20 Inch OeDuine French Plume, worth 9 4.00. to close SI.95
21

• 8 00 •• • 4 00
23 " " " " •• 12.00 '• • 6.00
25 " " " " " 1500 ' ' 7.60
27 " " " '• 20.00 • ' 8.85

Willow Plumes 18 in. lonr, 14 in wide,worth |10 OO.n m«5 48
22 ' 16 20.00 ' » 95

' 24 '• " 18
"

2.'',-00 1245

" •• », •• *' .)..
•'

•• " 30.00
•• " 40.00 *

14.118

1U.05

SENT ON APPROVAL
We'll send any of these eoods C- O. D. Bubject to examination.

If you don't find them the higKest hargaina you've ever seen. return
at our expense. Send 15 cents to assure good faith. We'll credit
It on purchase or return, if you don't buy. MILLINERS—here
!s a matchless chance to secure an elegant stock at one-third less
than wholesale price-

African OstHch Fcathor Go.
Oept. L. 199 State St., Chicago, 111,

J^?.'j^?Hfe
OWDER

WOMAN'S CHIEF CHARM
if a perfi'ct cninplexi'Ui. sucli as is

wh.. iivr tiiat great beautifi^r
LABLACHE, Its users are conspii'i

f'us :it &Mii;il functions, because"!
j^ialtL's yuu look ten years younger'
by preventing wrinkloe, eliniinat-

int; that shiny appearance and
keeping the skin smooth and ,

velvety.

liefuse Suhstitutps. Theyniiiy
|

be dangerous. fV-sh, Wliil.-.

Pink, or Cream. 50c. a box, oE

druireistsor bv mail.
*Send 10c. for sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfamers.Dept. 22,
125 Kingston St. , Boston. Mags.

mjuyed by tin.

%^0f0

LEARN SHORTHAND
\Vi' miftvantee to tf'iU'li tlie Weston Prac-
tu;il Sliurthand in IG k'ssons or reliiiul

your inciipy. Kasy to loam, easy to write,
**asy to read, (.'an be learneil in spare time.
Low price, easy terms. Intormation free.

Obio Busine*; Institute, Box 903, Columbos.O.

IN 16
EASY
LESS0N3

)tiiBiiday Sclh©©! Lessoii
Continued from preceding -page

heart, the more sinful she saw herself

to be. And then she began to wish

that she might be "clean inside," then

by repentance and prayer and accept-

ing Jesus as her Saviour her heart was
made pure and bright.* What a change
her friends saw in her! There is a

verse in the Bible which says: "Even a

child is known by his doings, whether
his work be pure, and whether it be

right." (Prov. 20: 11.)

A child who loves the Saviour will

be filled with good works, and at last

will be commended by the Lord him-
self. When Duke William of Nor-
mandy was departing to" the Holy
Land, he called together the peers and
required them to swear allegiance to

his young son, who was a mere infant.

When the barons smiled at the feeble

babe, the king promptly replied to their

smile: "He may be little now, but he
will grow." And he did grow, and
ruled that nation with a rod of iron.

And the Christian child will grow in

all-conquering love and service. We
must believe that at the last great day,
thousands upon thousands of children
will be found at the right hand of

Jesus Christ.

Those at the Left Hand

Perhaps there will be some children
on the left hand. There will be none
there if the home and the Sunday
School do their duty. Undoubtedly
there are some wicked children, but it

is not characteristic of children to re-

ject the Saviour. There is an Eastern
story of Hassan Abu, a diamond mer-
chant of Bagdad, famed for his great
tenderness of heart, that one day re-

turning home with a pouch of newly
purchased precious stones upon his

saddle, he heard the voice of a child

calling as if in distress. Turning in

his saddle, he saw a lame-footed boy
some short distance off. "Could you
carry a poor boy who is footsore, and
who has a burden?" pleaded the seem-
ing beggar. Hassan's heart was
touched at once. The boy was set upon
the horse to ride behind Hassan. But
soon after, to Hassan's terror, he
found both boy and diamonds gone.
Not far from the spot was a large
stone. Hassan got down from his

horse and sat down upon the stone to

recover from the shock. For a long
time he sat there, thinking over his

loss. At length he said, "For one
wicked lad, I will not turn against all

the rest; no, I will go on loving chil-

dren better than before." Whereupon
an angel appeared to Hassan and re-

warded him with still greater riches.

Let those take this story to heart who
labor in the Sunday School under dis-

couraging circumstances to save the
children. And this reminds us that
October 16 is set apart by the World's
Sunday School Association as a day of
prayer for Sunday Schools throughout
the world. For thirty-seven years
this day has been observed in England,
and surely we should have it in the
LTnited States, because of the total en-
rolment of the Sunday School as re-

ported at the World's Convention last

May, 27,888,479, the United States has

15,084,164.
The occasion makes the subject of

this lesson most appropriate. It should

bring about a general "Decision day"
in all Sunday Schools everywhere. The
day and the subject will also give op-

portunity for making plans to enable
the children to help in the work of the

Sunday School and the chui-ch, so that
they may learn how to visit the sick,

the poor, and the strangers, and so ful-

fil the law of Christ.

What Life Consists Of

Life consists in the abundance of
things which we do rather than in the
abundance of things which we have.
Two men were sitting together one
evening telling about their plans for
the New Year which was close at
hand. One of them spoke of a sen-
tence he had seen on a mosque: "This
world is merely a bridge. You are to

pass over it and not to build upon it."

"But what does it mean?" "A bridge
is meant for crossing over to the other
side. You may pause upon it and
meditate, but you cannot dwell there.

You must move on. That seems to me
nonsense. I do not think we should
scorn or neglect the world, and just
live for another."
"Men in old days built on London

bridge, and by that obstructed the
traffic, and those who build on this

world, and live as if they were to re-

main here, hinder others from passing-
over, and pressing on to what is be-

yond this life." "You mean, then,
that life is not rightly looked at until

you use it as a means to pass over to

that life beyond?" "Yes, we must
never foi'get that life is a bridge. We
are not to settle down here, we are to

see the land beyond, we are to hasten
to the abiding city." "You are right.

I have learned something I hope I shall

never forget."
Could one desire a better epitaph

than what the Bible says of Joshua?
"He left nothing undone of all that
the Lord commanded." Joshua will

surely be one of those set on the right
hand of Jesus in the great judgment
day, and in the same company will be
found faithful Abraham, and true
Samuel, wise Deborah, noble Ruth,
loving David, the wise prophets, the
apostles of Jesus, including the myriad-
minded Paul, the charitable Dorcas,
the noble women who were with Jesus
at the crucifixion and were the first

to see him after his resurrection, the
loving Nicodemus, who brought an
hundred pounds of myrrh and aloes to
place about the body of Jesus in prep-
aration for his burial, the generous
Joseph who gave his new tomb that
Jesus might be placed therein. We
shall see also on the right hand those
of whom we have read so much: the
noble army of martyrs. And the faith-
ful fathers and mothers, the noble co-
workers and fellow-helpers to the
truth. How grand will be the judg-
ment day!

Reduces C@st ©f Ovaim^
NOT long ago the writer was visiting a large mill, when the superintendent

brought in the first specimen of a new garment. He said it had cost
more than $3,000 to produce that one perfect garment, which he

hoped eventually to sell for 50 cents.

What would it cost to make the goods for a single dress or suit of clothes?
It would simply be impossible for you to secure these necessities as you can now,
if advertising did not sell the quantity necessary to reduce the price.

You can improve the condition of life by doing your part, humble though it

be, in developing our great advertising industries. Do not think it a trifling
matter; there is more to it than you can possibly realize at first thought; that
is our reason for giving you these weekly talks on the subject.

Remember that nothing you now enjoy would be quite so good or quite so
cheap, were it rot for .some form of advertising-—not even The Christian-
Herald.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber
who mu.st be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
of the appearance of the advertisement.

You can put if

ivliere you want it

That's the great advantage of

this table. For playing cards, for

serving refreshments, for sewing,

for sick room service, the

lightweight

PEERLESS
Folding Table

can be carried about and unfolded

just where you need it.

Round and square

models, handsomely

finished with felt,

leatherette or natural

wood top. Varying

sizes and heights up

to dining table seat-

ing eight

Peerless Folding tables are

rigid— not wobbly or rickety like

ordinary folding tables. Light,

but wonderfully strong.

Splendid for the use of primary
classes in Sunday Schools. Take up no
room when not in use. Made in special

sizes for this purpose.

Also convenient for

church socials* and
lawn fairs.

Writefor catalog and
name of iiearat dealer

•zvko can shoiv you

Peerless Folding Tables. \

CARROM-ARCHARENA CO.I

l6o Rowe Street

Ludington, Mich.

Makers of the popular Carrom i

and Archarena dame Boards >

Anactual z^hotograph

12 lb. Peerless Table

Supporting 1002 lbs.

m^^^^^^^^^^^;^^ik^^m^mi

Baby's needs are sometimes
beyond mother's power to supply.

Fresh cow's milk, then, is the

only substitute that satisfies and
nourishes.

But the cow's milk must be brought
down to baby's ability to digest it.

And nothing does this so certainly, so

naturally, so perfectly, as

Mellin's Food
We will be glad to send you a Trial

Size Bottle of Mellin's Food with our
helpful book, "The Care and Feeding of

Infants," if you will write us.

Mellin's Food Co., Boston, Mass.

^^i^s^i^^^;^^^^^mm

HALLOWED new and OLD
Byl.ALLANSANKEY.sonof IRA D.SAN KEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Rfturnuble samples tuathd to *'' earnest ingtiiriTS

THE BICLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago
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fortification. The godi (the members
3f the parliament) came from all parts

of Iceland, bringing tent cloth with

them, of which they built small taber-

nacles or dwelling places. When the

parliament was in session, the mem-
bers were seated in three concentric

nrcles with pieces of turf for benches,

rhey came to Thingvellir annually,

ind the date of their assembling was
'rom June 18 to 24. Then the result of

heir deliberations was proclaimed
.'rem the law mountain, a slight emi-

fience overlooking the valley, by the

tpeaker. The first year of the parlia-

lent was 930 A.D. But the rulers did

lot acknowledge the God of Nations,

')ut rather they revered and worshiped
)din as the sire of beasts and men.
But a great change came. On June

'A, 1000 A.D., Iceland passed from
leathenism to Christianity under the

eadership of Thorgeis, the then
;peaker of the parliament, and it is

aid to have been done without a mur-
nur. From that time Christian
hurches began to be built in Iceland,

ind in the museum at Reykjavik one
nay see to-day many choice pieces of

rts and crafts work which have been
.)reserved from those ancient edifices.

\nd from that time to this Iceland has
^een a land of religious people. There
|s the State Church, the Free Church

I

both Lutheran) and the Roman Cath-
l-lic. Outside of Reykjavik and two
r three of the larger towns, the pas-

ors have widely extended parishes,

overing about twenty-five miles

quare. Some of the people must ride

ix hours to get to the church service.

The pastors spend much of their

ime riding ponies, for they have a
latriarchal charge over their people.

I'hey must instruct the children and
repare them for confirmation, and
hey must also examine them in read-
ig, writing and "reckoning," foUow-
iig up the teaching by parents and
'ork of the schoolmaster, who travels

!rom house to house, generally spend-
lig two or three weeks in each place.

I'he pastor has a large roll-book, in

Khich he keeps all records of the peo-

Je in his parish, their ages, their

•^larriages, the births and deaths in

heir families. The longevity in Ice-

ind is very great, frequently over
Inety years of age. The pastor notes
|i his book whether or not the children
bad well, whether their writing is

bod or bad, and whether they are
bod at figures. There is a compul-
jry education law in Iceland for all

lildren between ten and fourteen

years of age, and it is so well enforced
that there is no illiteracy.

Iceland is altogether a law-abiding-
place. There is only one jail, and that
rarely ever has more than two people
in it. This is to be largely accounted
for by the fact that there is not a dis-
tillery nor a brewery in all Iceland.
Some liquors are imported from Scot-
land, Norway and Denmark, but there
will be an end to this in the year 1912,
when the prohibitory law passed by
Parliament on July 30, 1909, will go
into effect. An acute legal gentleman
of Scotland who has examined it says
that "it is hard and fast at every
point"—a well-made law. The Good
Templars have taken a very active
part in securing this law, and they are
preparing the way for its enforcement.
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union have also had influence in the
matter. While in Reykjavik I was
invited to address a meeting of Good
Templars and tell them about prohibi-
tion in the United States. I also spoke
to the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union.

Before going to Iceland, I was told
that there were no Sunday Schools
there. This quite decided me upon
trying to inaugurate a Sunday School
movement. Several meetings were
held with this end in view. One of
them was largely attended, and the
decision was reached that Sunday
Schools should be organized in the
early fall. As the initiative was taken
by a Sunday School lesson writer of
The Christian Herald, it may fairly

be called a Christian Herald "Sunday
School movement. The Iceland Sun-
day School Association will be affili-

ated with the World's Sunday School
Association. Requests were at once
made that a list of books on Sunday
School teaching should be given them,
that they might begin preparation for
their work. Possibly Christian Her-
ald readers might help in this matter.

It is probably known to many of our
readers that Icelanders were the first

discoverers of America. Very shortly
after coming over from Norway, they
pushed out across the sea and dis-

covered Greenland; then they followed
down the coast of Labrador until they
reached a fruitful spot bearing grapes,
which they called Vinland, probably
the island of Nantucket or Cape Cod.
But they did not follow up their dis-

coveries by making settlements. If

they had done so Columbus would not
have been given the honor, nearly six

hundred years later, of discovering
America!

v<s^ AsmiOEag tllhie WorMers Vtf^

tr>^k
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^Anyone wishiner to send "Prisoner" litera-

Ire, had better write this office inquiring for his
'dress.—Missionary George Thomssen of Bapatla,
dia, owing to ill health will go to Australia
an evangelistic tour and for recuperation.

—Missionary J. M. Perkins of Cape Palmas.
beria, writes telling of a journey into native
llages in the interior, with magic lantern and
ble pictures. The natives were surprised and
lighted.

—The I'resbytrrian church of Dale County,
a., was burned to the ground on August 23.
was built by the contributions of a small
jmbership at great sacrifice. It was not in-
red, and its lo.ss is a great blow to the little

mmunity. Miss Anne Keahey of Clio, Ala.,
secretary of the church.
—Amon(; the latest gifts to our Children's
ime during this season, was one of $3 sent
Mrs. Frank Whitney of Salisbury. Vt. This

IS the gift of her Sunday School class, to be
voted to giving one poor tenement child an
ting. Senor Alto, a Cuban reader, sent $5
)m that country for Mont-Lawn's fresh-air
irk.

'—The Tiimn annual Bible Conference, hel<l
der the auspices of the Montrose (Pa.) Bible
nference Association, closed August 28, with
record-breaking attendance of 3,600 people,
le of the features of the conference was the
akening of a revival spirit, which resulted in
ny conversions. During the meetings stir-
'K evan;<elistic appeals were made by Dr. A.
Dixon, Mr. Melvin E. Trotter and Dr. Tor-

'. A number of the evening sessions were
en ovei to evangelistic preaching. The pre-

. ing officer of the conference is Dr. R. A.

Torrey, who was in charge of all the sessions,
e.Ncept those of Missionary Day, these being
directed by Rev. Charles E. Hurlburt, of the
African Inland Mission.

— It is annoi!N(-ei> that the Interior has
effected a consolidation with the Westminster
of Philadelphia. On the basis of this arrange-
ment, the Interior will appear from the first of
October as the Continent. The present staff of
the Interior will be in responsible control of edi-
torial policy and business management. Dr.
Richard Sill Holmes, the editor of the West-
minster, will be editorially associated with the
new journal. Among the regular contributors
will be: Hon. J. A. Macdonald, of Toronto;
Dr. John Timothy Stone, Dr. John Douglas
Adam, Mary E. McDowell, Dr. Henry Van
Dyke, Dr. C. H. Parkhurst, Dr. James Denney,
Dr. Campbell Morgan, Dr. Charles W. Gordon,
Sir Wilfred Grenfell, and others.

—Plans are maturing for the World's Chris-
tian Citizenship Conference to be held in Phila-
delphia, November 16-20. Delegates are being
appointed by Mission Boards and Societies,

Church Courts higher and lower. Congregations,
Young People's Societies, State and National
Peace Societies, Women's Christian Temperance
Unions and various other reform organiza-
tions, and specially the National Reform As-
sociation, which has undertaken the work of
arranging for the Conference. The Confer-
ence is expected to adopt a declaration of the
Christian principles of civil government. The
programme will refer to such matters as public
education, laws affecting the family, the day for
rest and worship, righteous men for civil office,

intemperance, the reformation of criminals, the
abolition of war. the salvation of the cities,

and a revival of national religion.

M^^^mm
THE HOWARD WATCH

here will be no more Howards as

low as $37.50, except the limited

number now in the dealers' hands.

The increasing demand for our better

watches compels us to stop making

this grade and concentrate on the finer movements.

On February 1 st, of this year, we had to discontinue the

$35.00 Howard as we announced at that time, and on June

1 5th we made the last of the $37.50 quality. These are

both excellent watches.

The $35.00 watch sold out so fast that many people

were disappointed. They didn't see the jeweler soon

enough. It will be the same with the $37.50 if those who

desire them do not act quickly.

See your jeweler at once, there will never

be another Howard made at $37.50
This watch is 1 7-jewel single roller escapement, tested

in its case at the factory—adjusted to three positions, tem-

perature and isochronism—in hunting case only.

We wish it clearly understood that this is net a raise in

price of Howard watches. It means that we have to in-

crease our production of the finer watches and we can't do

that by hurrying the work. In 65 years of watch making

history a Howard has never been slighted.

Every year there are more men who want to own a

Howard—never quite enough to go around.

The price of each watch is fixed at the factory and a

printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a Howard watch. No
jeweler can charge you more than the printed ticket calls for

and the Howard is always worth that price.

Talk to the Howard jeweler in your town—he is a

good man to know.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.
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HOME and
FOREIGN
MISSION

Offerings greatly increased by using

The Duplex Envelope System
(Richmond, Va. )

Increases the contributions to Current Expenses
as well as to Benevolent 01>jects. Over ninety per

cent, of the churches that use the System once con-
tinue to use it from year to year. Endorsed by the

LAYMEN'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT
as the "simplest, most scientific and satisfactory

system of church finance. "Descriptive booklet and
samples free on request. ( tVe employ no solicitors.)

DUPLEX—RICHMOND, VA.

T(ygs,Carpe[s,(urlain5,Blanhet5

A cheap
organ ?

N5Bon
You'll be sorry when you
have to get another so soon.

If you have the money; It

you're raising it, or only
planning—write for helpful

suggestions.

>TEBratiE5i^

From the

Mill
We Pay
Freight

Manufacturers' prices save you
dealers' profits. We give a bind-
ing guarantee of satisfaction and
save you 8S 1-J5 per cent.
You can buy the well-known Rental

Rufft reversible, all wool finish, at
ii>!S.75. Our Brussello Rnic. great-
est value known, *1.85. Splendid grade Brussels

Rub. 9x12 ft.,*! 1. Fam-
ous Invlnolble Velvets,
9xl2ft.,*16. Standard
Azmtnsters, 9x12 ft.,

IS.60. Fine quality
l.ace rurtalns, 45c per
pair and up. Tapestry
Curtains, Wilton Ruics,
Linoleums at Mill prices.
Write to.dav for our NEW

IT-bUSTRATED CAT.M.OG,
No.l*. .Spntfrw. Shows latest

desiirns in :ii'tu;(I colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO,

t<3a-?46; JttPER ST.. PHIH.

Four Aprons, $1.00
Nothing More Acceptable

as Ctiristmas Gifts
m^^,\

•'f^'^
Four fancy tea aprons of strikingly« **' attractive patterns, eacli packed in an

appropriately decorated Christinas bcx.
all for one dollar, the price yovi would
pay for one apron elsewhere. This

iuK to you is due to the fact that we arc
the manufacturers, and sell to you direct. You
save the profit usually made by the dealer.
These aprons are beautifully made, of choicest

matei ials. and make decidedly appropriate Chlist-
iirns presents.
Send one dollar today, and you'll

receive the four aprons at once.
lli-niembtT our offei-s cf two ginghams, one

lawn and one tea apron for %\, also two Mother
Hubbard and two skirt gingham aprons for $1.

These offers still liold good.
If not stitisfled back comes your money.

j
CONSUMERS' APRON COMPANY^ •< 61 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

fm
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Victor Double-faced Records give you

more music, better music and cheaper music

than you ever had before.
More music. Music on Ijoth

sides of the same record. Double

enjoyment from every record.

Better music Every record
made by the new Victor process

—

one of the most important discover-

ies ever made in the art of record-

inir. An improvement that results

There's no two sides to' this fact: that every Victor

Record, double-faced as well as sin<^le-faced, is a record

of quality—a musical masterpiece. ;

'

in a new tone-(]uality—sweeter and

clearer than ever before.

Cheaper music. Putting two

selections on opposite sides of the

same record means a saving in ma-

terials and workmanship, and gives

you two records in one almost at

the price of one.

Victor Double-faced Records
10-inch 75 cents; 12-incli $1.25

Victor Single-faced Record*
10-incli 6U cents; 12-inch $1

Victor Purple Label Records
10-inch 75 cents; 12-inch $1.25

Victor Red Seal Records
10- and 12-inch, $1 to $7

New Victor Records are on sale

at all dealers on the 28th of each iponth

/ Tliere's .1 Victor for ynu at whatever
price vou want to pav—$10, $17.50,

$25. $32.50, $40, $50, $60, $100.

. Victor-Victrola, $125, $200, $250.

Easy terms can be arranged witli

your (tealer if desired.

Victor Talking Machine Co.
Camden, N. J.. U. S. A.

Bertjner r,r.im.>pli..i)e t o., Muntfr,.!, t in..i)ian Ofstrihufors

To get best results, use only
Victor Needles on Victor Records

Spend $6.30=Get aModern Bathroom!
At Last ! Modern battling lacilities witliout running water, water
works or plumbing. New invention solves problem. Costs but
$6.50 complete with heater— yet actually gives bathing lacilities.

EQUAL TO MOST LAVISHLY EQUIPPED BATHROOM
Unlike anything you've ever heard of. Used wherever water exists

in any room, any part of the house. So energizes and distributes water

that very little does more than tub-full old way. Combines in one bath, one

operation, one cost, the properties of four baths---cleansing, friction, mas-
sage and shower, plus shampoo. Hot or cold---any temperature- --any

time --- any place. Adapted for all members of the family --- no difference.

One Texas user writes : "Children cry for it." Makes
bathing 5 minute operation-—longer if preferred---every

minute a pleasure. Cleanses and operates almost auto-
matically. No tubs, bowls or buckets to fill---no wash-

rags, cloths or sponges---no dirt, odor, splashing, or muss.

Banishes drudgery before, during, and after bathing.

See how simple, easy, convenient: To bathe, just do this ---place self-heating
fountain on wall---fill with water---touch a match, turn regulator---that's all. Thereafter, it

energizes and works automatically. Just think ! Only clean, running, energized water touches

body---no immersion- --no using same water twice. What a pleasure---what a bath---what a boon
to humanity ! All hardship, drudgery, annoyance, wiped out. Could anything be more perfect ?

Sounds too good to be true, yet it's no experiment. Over 100,000 sold. USED BY U. S.

GOVERNMENT, famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, and other celebrated authorities.

Guaranteed by a $50,000. house. Not sold in stores. Sent anywhere. Send no money, but
do investigate. Let us prove these claims---refer you to nearby users. Get our personal trial

offer, catalogue, testimonials---all free. Just risk 1 cent---a postal---to get acquainted.

PRAISED BY THOUSANDS OF DELIGHTED USERS
J. Phar, Monl.. writes: **Makes a modern house on the farm. Great gift to mankind." Mrs. Sutton. Ky.;

"Splendid ! So easy to bathe the children." G. Chase, N. Y.. "After two years' use. I consider it a Godsend."
Mrs. McAlpine. N. Y . "Gives advantage of bathroom in any part of house." B. Sholtus, Mich.. "So simple, easy ,

time-saver, 5 minute bath more thorough than half-hour old way." J. Steward, Okta.. "Better than a bathroom.
Can take any kind of bath." Dr. Skidmore, Miss, "Far superior to tub. Would'nt lake $25 for mine." Wm.Colden,
N.Y.. "If I were compelled to choose between having a bathroom and the Allen, would take the Allen Apparatus."

A WINNER FOR AGENTS Free Sample to Agents
Cashman writes : "A man who can't sell your goods couldn't sell bread in a famine. Send 48 more. "Stoneman:

Best thing I ever sold. Not one complaint from 2,000 customers." Lodewick : lt*s great. Sells on sight."

McDaniels : "Everybody wants one. Fastest sellers ever saw.'* Rogers: "Beats loaning money at 10/( a month.
Selling baths got me one piece of property." Hart : "Can't keep from selling it if properly demonstrated. Appeals to all."

We want more sales agents, men or women, at home or traveling, all or spare time. Let us submit our high grade
offer ; cash or credit plan ; exclusive territory ; sworn - to proofs of success never before equalled by agents.

INVESTIGATE ANYWAY
LTHE ALLEN MFG. CO., 2036 ALLEN BLDG., TOLEDO, OHIO

IBJ AFTEIR BAY.
THE strong hold which the question

of a future life has upon the mod-
ern mind is shown in many ways. One
of the most significant is the large

amount of literature constantly ap-

pearing on the subject.

In the book called In After Days
several of our foremost thinkers ad-

vance interesting views upon immor-
tality. Mr. Howell's leads off with "A
Counsel of Consolation," written in his

gentlest vein.

"Religion will help, reason will help,

love will help," he says, "but only

time will bring relief. This will seem
almost sacrilege, yet it is true, and the

light of the common day is the very
light of heaven. The wild, headlong-

passion for reunion with your dead
will resolve itself into a patience in

which they will always be present."

The truth of this saying will appeal
to all the afflicted. Their lost beloved
ones are at last fair visions ever be-

side them, but the wound feels no
longer the intolerable smart of the
first awful stroke.

"Time teaches. The recurring sea-

sons lift. The daily routine sustains."

Mrs. Phelps-Ward regards "the pre-
ponderance of misery over happiness"
in this world as a strong argument for
immortality.
"There is no solution of this mys-

tsry except in some form of reimburse-
ment to the suffering," she insists.

"(This may not be theological, but it

is logical.) Love is a serial story. It

runs on past this life, 'to be continued'
in our next. The Author of the great-
est tale told in the universe is an
Artist, and he will complete his work.
This is our reasonable hope."

Mr. John Bigelow, now entering his

tenth decade, speaks of the effect of
sorrow in directing the minds of men
to God and the thought of the great
future, and adds:

"If any human testimony is credible,

what is more credible than Paul's testi-

mony of the appearance of Jesus to

himself, and to his disciples after his

crucifixion, and what better proof of a
future life can be desired?"

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe bears unfal-
tering testimony to her belief in im-
mortality. She speaks of her long and
happy life, with its numerous vicissi-

tudes, during which, she says:
"Visions have come and gone, but

somethiug has never left me. It still

remains the foundation of my life, my
light in darkness, my guide in uncer-
tainty. Will this unchanging element
die when I shall be laid in the earth?
The visible world has no answer to
this question, but a deep spring of life

within me says, 'Look beyond. Thou
may.st hope that all that made thy life

divine will live for thine immortal
part.'

"

Henry M. Alden quotes the remark
of the witty Tom Appleton, who, when
told that he was about to die, ex-
claimed, "How interesting!"
We confront the great change, "not

with a theory, but as our most interest-
ing venture."
He reminds us of Isaiah's great

phrase, describing mortal affliction as
"a sword bathed in heaven"; and as
death beckons us, "We see in swift
vision the winged Psyche free of her
Chrysalis."

Dr. William Hanna Thomson de-
scribes the universal inclusion, in all

the great religions of the world, of a
belief in a living hereafter; and con-
tra.sts the sensual heaven of the Mos-

lem with the pure and lofty joi,

depicted as the employment of tl

Christian saint in Paradise.
"Now, at the end of the nineteen!

century," says Dr. Thomson, with
justifiable note of triumph, "there ai

at least five to one, compared with Vo
taire's time, whose faith rests upc
the Risen One."

Gugiielmo Ferrero, the distinguishe
Italian scholar, draws many illustr;

tions from the classics of the anciei
thirst for and belief in immortality.
Henry James contributes the fin,

paper upon this fascinating subjec
He appears to believe in immortalit
but his well-known objection to pla

expression makes his essay hard rea^

ing. This will be well understoc
after perusing the following sentenc
selected almost at random from amor
many others equally obscure:
"The truth is that to live, to th

tune, intellectually, and in order to <

beautiful things, with questions of b
ing as such questions may for the m£
of imagination aboundingly come u
is to find one's view of one's share
it, and above all of its appeal to i

shared. In an infinite variety, eno
mously enlarged."

This must mean something, but
can hardly repay the labor of findir||,

out what that something is.

A charming verse by Austin Dobg
introduces the volume, and beautifis

defines the only claim an author shoi!

have to the immortality of fame:
III after chiys, wlicn Krnsses hifrh
O'ertop the stone wliere I shall lie,

'I'hoiigli ill or nell the world adjust
My .slender chiim to honored dust,

I sliall not question nor reply.

I shall not see the morniiiff sky ;

I shall not hear the nijrlit wind sish ;

I shall be mute, as all men must
In after days.

But yet. now living, fain were I

That some one then should testify,
.Sayinc, "He held his pen in trust
To art, not serving shame or lust,"

Will none?—Then let my memory die
In after days.

* In After Days. By \V. D. Hnwells, Ilenrv
James, .lohn Biselow. T. \V. Hissrinson, II. ^i
Alden, W. H, Thomson. G. Ferrero, Julia Ward
Howe and E. S. Phelps. With portraits. Harper
fi Brothers, New York. $1.25.

m^ FAST COLOR

^YELETS
are made with tops of solid color

ther in black or colors, they rgtgl

ir bright new appearance througnX

ear of the shoe. They simply ^P

CANT WEAR
"BRASSY"

jjothing so cheapens a shoe ^B
sy" eyelet. There is a sure w^^ilj

distinguish Fast Color Eyelets from al

others which look like them when new, bu

are iotally unlike them in wear. It is th

IjitJe Dian^ond trade-mark which is slight

i on the surface of each eyelet. TJ
iveto look closely to find it, buyfl

surely there if the eyelet is genuine Fa!

Color, for they always have it, and it ca

never be jFound on any imitation. Just kee

thi; fact in mind when you purchase shoes

IfeOOAT FOR THE DIAMOND^

United Fast CoIor^£yeIet Co
BOSTON, MASS.

^i/?stektism.-
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Yo^mig Pe©pll< '©cietfies

he Missionary Uprising" Your Amusements''

«;

"[EVER before in the history of the

.i world has the missionary cause

!;med so hopeful as now. One rea-

^i ^1 for this is the ardent enlistment of

; ii young people in its service. The

lie was when young people were not
^^ «:ouraged to go forward in the great

.
...~' ^rld movements. In the old days,

vrt ^y ^^^'^ repressed and kept down.
"^ We have learned better now. We

li3W that in the youth of our land

Uan lide the force and fire, the unselfish-

jis and the idealism, which are most
4 i^ded in the spreading of our faith.

"
''J, lie mighty Student Volunteer Move-
i Tint is one proof of its efficiency.

- ' The fact that young as well as old

. ,a! laborers together with God; that

ij^ng as well as old are "God's hus-

;. l^dry, God's building"; was never

-ji— rire prominently demonstrated than

frasailthe great gathering at Rochester

iJt January.

One testimony was there given, of

i neasurable value, to the importance

c the daily, unhurried practice of

I)le study and prayer. Some of the

rver sects attribute (and rightly)

t'ir large success primarily to such

s'dy and devotion. We must get

o'- spiritual strength by feeding in

".. - t pasture of the Lord, as truly as we
i r.-st get our physical strength by
(ptaking of a nourishing diet. Espe-

cily is this true of those who under-

. t)"e the difficult task of carrying the

Gipel to the heathen.

magine that you are dealing with
mthern Africa, where less than ten

p cent, of the inhabitants can read

al write; where plural marriages

;a permitted, and any woman may be
d^rced at the whim of her husband;
^!re missionaries testify that chil-

dn growup in the densest atmosphere
lOidn and are early taught the worst
V!S.

'he accounts given of the work
amg these African Moslems, to the
ntiber of, perhaps, 60,000,000, were
Titt stimulating, though it was esti-

ired that probably more than half of
tlie had never been touched by mis-
si lary influences, and that helpers
w e urgently needed. Nothing can
\nve the laborers there to their hard
!• tit except long and deep study and

;;
pA'er.

wen the reports at Rochester from
I
tli discouraging field of South Amer-

'"irwere full of hope. In spite of the
a- ul immorality and consequent dis-

ruect of religion, the facts that mis-

_.; siiaries are now permitted by law in

te\.-y South American State except
^fPhi; that the success of missionai-y

^m has been great, especially in

Afentina; and that the Young Men's
C istian Associations are meeting
w 1 a warm reception there, show that

ress is being made in this difficult

But again, it is only through
uous waiting upon God.
rhaps the testimonies frgm China

wfe the most interesting and inspir-
inof all that were given at Rochester,
hink of a population estimated at

•ir- 000,000, among whom, except as
01 medical missionaries have recently
injoduced them, there is no adequate
krivledge of denti.stry, surgery, med-
ic e or hygiene; where the women's
fe'are still almost universally bound;
w re the great "baby-towers" are
St full of the bodies of tiny girls,
w have been brutally given over to
dt h; and where in great cities there
is ften no physician!

rray for missions," pleaded Miss
0;Drn of Foochow, "and pray that
yc- own heart may be made sensitive
tOhrist's voice and that you may be
ofclient to the vision."

';>pic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
Oqier 16. Text: I. Cor. 3: 9.

f

THIS subject, perhaps, comes near-
est, of all those that have been

discussed this year, to the hearts and
consciences of us all.

It sometimes seems as though the
world, especially the world of youth,
were wild over amusements.
They hurry through their work in

order that they may get to the ball-

game or to their boating or tennis.
They waste their time and strength
and money at evening balls and thea-
tres. They talk chiefly of their pleas-
ures. Serious conversation, it is said,
is becoming one of the rarest things in

the world, especially among the young.
This is partly, in America at least,

the result of a great reaction.
Not many years ago we were told

that we were working too hard—that
we did not know how to use leisure

—

that we must learn to play.
The American type is nothing if not

ardent and enthusiastic. We cannot
do anything moderately. From work-
ing too constantly and hard, there is

reason to fear that we have gone to the
other extreme.
One good feature of our frenzy,

however, is the tendency visible every-
where toward out-door sports. They
are far more wholesome than most of
the indoor amusements.
The greatest questions of the hour,

as the out-door season begins to shut
us in, are, for most of our young peo-

ple, "Shall we dance? Shall we play
cards? Shall we go to the theatre?"
A young man who was brought up

in a church-going family, which yet

allowed dancing, has recently borne
strong testimony against it.

He learned to dance as a child; took
lessons again while in college; has been
an industrious dancer ever since, and
always "among the best people."

"But," said he, the other day, "I

don't think it is right. It enkindles
feelings that lead one to do wrong. I

know that young men often go astray,

who never would have wandered from
the straight path but for their danc-

ing."
My friends, can you not devise some

interesting amusement to take the

place of dancing? There are so many
of you young people who are bright

and inventive that it seems as though
you might think of .something equally

fascinating to give an evening's diver-

sion.

Of course, the late hours are a

strong objection not only to dancing,

but to card-parties and to the theatre.

The girls who attend them can usually

sleep late the next morning. The
young men can seldom do this.

Many young men, even those who
have not scruples againsst these forms
of amusement, refrain from them sim-

ply becau.se they find their business

efficiency impaired by the late hours.

Cardplaying, even after the best plea

has been made for it, leads to so many
complications that it is a dubious pas-

time in many ways. Of course, it is

far worse than dubious when stakes

are placed, or the company is of a

vulgar character.
There are many signs that the thea-

tre is in process of reform. Some of

the most popular modern plays have

been more like sermons than like ordi-

nary dramas. But here, as in every

other form of amusement, comes in

especially the great question of exam-
ple, as set forth in the eighth chapter

of I. Corinthians. The weak brother

sees you at the good play. He says,

"X goes to the theatre. Then it can't

be wrong for me."
Thus he may feel himself justified m

going to a doubtful play. Discrim-

inate and pray regarding your amuse-

ments more earnestly than concerning

anything else. It is they which may
make or mar your Christian character.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, October

16. Texts : Rom. 15 : 1-3 ; Ps. 36 : 7-12.

As Like as Two Peas.
The butler gives an air to the service, and that is all. The Jell-O

dessert which the charming young housekeeper makes, and the one that is

prepared by the chef and served by the solemn butler, are as "like as twa
peas."

There are so many easy ways to make delicious and beautiful

desserts that any woman can make them without any practice

Pure, sparkling, delicious, beautiful Jell-O desserts can

be made in a minute.

At a dime a package Jell-O is the world's greatest

bargain.

Seven delightful flavors: Strawberry, Rasp-
berry, Cherry, Lemon, Orange, Peach,
Chocolate.

Jit all gfocefs*, 1 cents a package,
"Desserts of the World," the new Recipe Book,

splendidly Illustrated in ten colors and
gold w^ill be sent FREE on request. Address,

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO.,
Le Roy, N. Y., and Bridgeburg, Can.

at al

75,000,000

"0.K",

WASHBURNE'S PAT.

PAPEE
FASTENERS

SOLD the past YEAR
hould convince YOU oftheir

••""-"'filMgaii SUPERIORITY.
]//-'^

. fy^mK^^HBi Easily put on or taken

off with the thumb and fin-

.._ ger. Can be usedrepeat-^ - '-^=J
JJj^ ediy and "a/iiiai/s ujort.

"

I Made of brass. 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 1 00.

I
Handsome.Compact. Strong. No Slipping, Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box of 50,

I
assorted sizes. Illustrated booklet free.

The 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. N9 IB

SAVE HALF Your
Paint Bills

By using INGERSOLL PAINT — proved
best by 66 years' use. It will please you.
Only Paint endorsed by the " Grange."
Made in all colors,—for all purposes.

DELIVERED FREE,
From the Mill Direct to You at Factory Prices,

INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK - FREE
Tells all about P.tint and Painting tor Durability.
Hf>w to avoid troubli' and expense caused by paints
fadint;, chalking and jiceline. Valuable information
freo to yoii. w itli Sample (!'olor Cards. "Write me.
DO IT Sow. I call Stive you money.

0. W. Ingersoll, 253 Plymouth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PARKER'S Arctic Socks
U ^^-;^rr=—~,^ Ili;altliliil for Ijcd-

Rtgisl,„din U. S. ^y^^cm^'cU^ chaniher. bath and
Paleni Office ijififll ,|

' ffj? "", ," '"T'. T ",'-^^^^^ ! I i-v.^i^^:« rubher boots, absorb
perspiration. Made of

knitted fabric, lined
with soft white woo!
floecc. Sold in all sizes

y dealers or by mail, '2uc

Pni k< r [t,tvspostat:e. Cataloeuef ree.

Look for Parker's name In every pair.

J. H. PAKKZR CO., Dept. K, 25 JamesSt., Maiden, Mass.

"DON'T SHOUT
ou. I can hear now
as anybody. 'How?'
Oh, something new—
TheMORLEY PHONE.
I've a pair in my ears no'
hut they are invisible.

would not know I had thero
yself, only that I heai
ight."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
makes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comfortable

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet end testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702. Perry Building. Philadelphia

OCRichColoredPostalsinc^r^lSOME ARE EMBOSSED AND GOLD I^J"
^^ffi <sfnm^"r^

«'^^

LICNT CsJl |IJ LOVE

25
ALL

DIFFER-

EM
Designs

This packajje conlaiiis 2:i Deautifui Flower, (Jreetuiti.
Scenery, Good Liick Swastika and other new and clioice

and our FREE Post Card Album plan, all for 10 cents,
B. HERMAN & CO. -'4 50 North Halsted St. .Dept. 100, CHICACd

I

f^r»i*ri« removed by tht- easiest,
V.«OrilS safest, quickest, surest
method. Just use A=Corn Salve.
No poison, pain or danger. 15
cents at druggists' or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co., PhiladelpKia

This Beautiful 18 Inch Tray Cloth
on Art. Linen, choice of Wallarhian, Eyelet,

Lazy Daisy or Vioht Desisjn and our fancy
work magazine.lf'aclling and showing new-
est dcsii-'iis in piohi oi.lciT fnr only 10 .-.•nt.s.

Household SpecialtyCo.,1223 B.SSthSL.CUcagO
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The best surface for

the Kitchen Floor
And for the pantry, steps or wherever there's hard

usage—is Acme Quality Floor f^aint (Granite).

It saves endless scrubbing and is always fresh

and cheery. It withstands grinding wear for years,

retaining its color and unbroken surface.

Granite Floor Paint, like all Acme Quality

finishes, is easy to apply. It spreads evenly and
dries quickly. Hides all blemishes.

Other floor finishes, of every kind,

for every surface, are included in

AOfF
QUALirr

Paints, Enamels, Stains,

and Varnishes

Acme Quality Varnotile, a superior varnish ; Acme
Quality Varno-Lac, stain and varnish combined

;

Acme Quality Art Wood Finish ; Acme Quality
Floor Wax and others for both new and old floors.

Whatever surface ofany characteryou ha've to paint or

finish, there's an Acme Quality Kind to fit the purpose.

The Acme Quality Guide Book
answers every question you could ask about what
finish to use; how much is required; how to pre-

pare the surface and apply—full directions in every
case. A valuable booic to have on hand. Illus-

trated in colors. Write us for a free com-
plimentary copy. Ask your dealer for

Acme Quality. If he can't supply
you, write to

Acme White Lead and
Color Works.
Dept. 0. Detroit, Mich.

A Humble Heroine

WHILE there are many heroines

whose lives have been exploited

by public recognition, there are also

many whose fame is unsung. To this

latter group belongs Mary A. Warren,
who was born in Sumner, Me., of

humble parents. Mary was the oldest

of a family of nine children. As a

young girl she had to work hard at

household tasks. She loved books and
made them her constant companions
when her duties would permit. Espe-

cially did she love her Bible, and she

was trained early in religious work.

She united with the Baptist Church at

the age of thirteen. Her parents be-

ing poor, she had no educational ad-

vantages.
She left home at the age of fifteen to

earn means to further the education

of her younger brothers. She began
service as a common servant at a

GET THIS BOOK
Send us yout name and address and we will mail
free, tliis absorbing treatise, " Electricity^ a» -

Remedy," written by a graduate physi-
cian of life-long experience. He tells

what electricity does, its effects ;

^^'^'WizardWireless

PATFIVTS That Protect and Pay
l!:iti-s Ili-asoiialilP. Ilitxhfst Kcfi-i i-]H-r,s. lU'si s.-ivu-es
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, WASHINGTON, D.C.

offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home ap-
plication, and cites
many Instances
successfully treat-
ed by it

' /'''I'm//'///, -I

I

Central Electric Co.,

Every
r-on

whether
terest d

or not should
read th's enlight-

ening book o" so
Important and vital

a subject as "Elec-
tricity as a Remedy."

aflHicted in any way, or a
friend to one afflicted, get this

book and learn whether elec-

tricity can help. If it can you
ought to kno\'. You will read
the book with profit jn any
case. Sent free, prepaid, any-
where. Write NOW, while
you think of it. Dcm't delay
until yim forget.

Genesee Sales Co.
Suite 3S8, 211 Lake St.. CHICAGO

36 Adelaide St. W., Toronto. Can.

Bad Breath
MURRAY'S

CHARCOAL TABLETS
Absolutely unmedicated. Swceien and purify the

stomach anu bteath. They arrest fermentation and cause

complete digestion. Eat and drink anything you liice, in

moderation, and use Murray's Charcoal Tablets daily.

P-._. 1 A_ in stamps, a full-size 25c. box
*^*'* IVC mailed for trial. Once only.

A. J. DITMAN, 2 Astor House, N. Y.

Reduce Your Flesh
LET ME SEND YOU AUTO MASSEUR ON A

4G DAY FREE TRIALS
So confident am I that simply wearini; it will per-

m-inently remove all superfluous tli^li Iliat 1 mail

it free, without tleposit. \\ hen you see your shape-

liness speedily returning I know you will tiuy it.

Try It at my expense. Write to-diiy.

none DIIDIIC »ept. 3oa ko. laoo
rtlUri QUnnOltroudway.niewYork

A FOOD DRINK
Which Brings Daily Enjoyment

A lady doctor writes:

"Though busy hourly with my own
affairs, I will not deny myself the pleas-

ure of taking a few minutes to tell of my
enjoyment daily obtained from my morn-
ing cup of Postum. It is a food bever-
age, not a poison like coffee.

"I began to use Postum eight years
ago, not because I wanted to, but because
coffee, which I dearly loved, made my
mights long, weary periods to be dreaded
and unfitting me for business during the
day.
"On the advice of a friend, I first tried

Postum, making it carefully as directed
on the package. As I had always used
'cream and no sugar,' I mixed my Postum
so. It looked gooii, was clear and fra-

grant, and it was a pleasure to see the
cream color it as my Kentucky friend
always wanted her coffee to look—'like

a new saddle.'

"

'•Then I tasted it critically, for I had
tried many 'substitutes' for coffee. I was
jjleased, yes, satisfied, with my Postum
in taste and effect, and am yet, being a
constant user of it all these years. •

"I continually assure my friends and
acquaintances that they will like it in

place of coffee, and receive benefit from
its use. I have gained weight, can sleep
sound and am not nervous." "There's a
reason."
Read "The Road to Wellville" in pkgs.

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

dollar and a half per week. Helpful-
ness and willingness to do small things
made her friends wherever she went.
While caring for an aged invalid she
attracted the attention of the attend-
ing physician, who called her to the
city, to be trained for special nursing.
Soon her services were in great de-

mand. Her salary reached as high as

sixty dollars per month, her work tak-
ing her into some of the leading fam-

I

ilies of Boston.
Year after year, she worked and

saved, her sole object in life being to

help others. By saving and industry
she accumulated means which enabled
her to do many deeds of charity. She
helped to educate her younger broth-
ers, nieces and nephews. From the
time she began to nurse she was the
main support of her family.

She never married, preferring to

devote her life to deeds of charity and
kindness. For several years she
trained the inmates of Boydton Insti-

tute, Va., in hygiene. For many years
she gave a regular sum annually for
the education of colored students as
Christian workers. It was a matter
of great satisfaction to her to look
back and see the students she had sup-
ported and to learn of the work they
were doing. She supported a native
missionary in India, calling him "her
substitute" who preached the Gospel
while she slept. She founded two mis-
sionary schools, one in Jackson, Ala.,

in memory of her sister, Lydia A.
Fuller, and one in Midway, Tenn., in

memory of her father; the latter

school known as the Nelson Warren
Memorial.

This noble Christian woman passed
away at the age of eighty-two. She
left an estate of some $23,000, which
was divided as follows:
To the American Baptist Missionary

Union, $2,500; to the Woman's Home
Mission Society, $2,500; in trust for
the support of her native missionary
in Ongole, India, $750; to the Boydton
Institute, Va., $750; to the trustees of
the Consumptive Home in Boston, es-

tablished by Charles Cullis, $250.
Miss Warren was a subscriber to

The Christian Herald for many
years, and sent it to a great many of
her relatives, with The Christian
Herald Bibles, encyclopedias, and
other gift books.

This Handsome Dress Sk11 !

Smart Man T2iiIor«

Model in Black On

$0.50 p!|M Post!

Tliislsoiieof theinanyg't
money savins; liaiKainf..
are oneriiiK in out- New I

and WintiT t'ataloguei
84. Send for it to-day

Waist sizes
20io30inche$
Front
li'nOtlis

36 I,) ii
iitches ll

This Black Panama {|t

is out in the very ne It

style, full pleated i,fancy panels of\
adorncil « itli silk but s
and fl n i 8 h e d o ft

straps of silk.

The workmanship and f ^
OD this fine skirt are o «
same quality and chari r

as those of the highest p. 1

garments.

A 875 This Skirt is $2.50. 1)W~ Send for our grea t

Catalog No. 34. lo-day; if is full of wonderful values bke the a

Money returned at once if not satisfactory

Fulton Stri

Brooklyn

NEW YOR
CITY

This Pretty Dimity Apn

Send for our FREE Illustrated
Apron Style Book No. 48

\\\\\ s.-e that yi'u Krt oiu'. Be careful to ui-t tlio best
..iilv:—hi"k for Dean trade mark icwtd in H nist hand

DEALERS' ATTENTION
is dirpcted to the above advertisement. We will reiin
you for every clipping like this, that you have accej-l i

part payment of our Aprun No. 369.

Stnd for prices and parlicuhtrs.

W. H. DEAN CO., Evcrcn Bldg., Union Square,

MONEY IVIADE
CACII Y by subscriptio"'^i seeking for

Scrihner's Magazim
For parllculars regarding LIBERAL CAS)
COMMISSIONS, etc., address al once Desk .

Scnbner's Magazine, 1 53 Fifth Ave., New YorkCii

A FLOOD OF Licr
FROM KEROSENE (Coal J

Burningcommon kerosene the ALADDIN M
LAMP generates gas thai gives a light mo;
lijint than city gas, gasoline or elec'

Simple, odorless, clean, safe and di

AGENTS MAKE BIG MOI
Is revolutionizing lighting everywhere. I

in every home. Every lamp guaranteed,
itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other
Ash our nearest ofHce how you can geta
free or apply for Agency Proposition.
MANTLE LAMPCO.ofAmerlca.Do

CUdgo, Portland, Ore.; Waterburj, Cono.; Winnipeg, Montreil,

These trade- mark crisscross

Crcsc(

Crystal^

on cvpry pac e

EAST AND DESSf

cbKeal foods
For cases of Stom«c||^ntesWi,I(ioIKt«iid Live* Tiou s

Oeilclou \majR< sick ^TiieV Im^ oiner good

lU your pjn^aii. ioainGrocari.^bt took o^nplg. irltl

r*RWELL i RHIN^, WATERTOWN, ^ Y., U. I •

AGENTS -$45^ A WE|K
1ENDE1

They mend leaks Instantly in granite war
water bags, tin, copper, brass, cooking uli

etc. No heat, solder, cement or rivet. An
can use them. Fit any eurlaoe. Perfectly bd

Wonderftil invention. Millions in use. Sei

sample pkp., I'Jc. Comjilete pkg., assorted

2.>c., postpaid. Apents wanted,

ColletteMfg.Co..Boxl22 Amsterllam ^

Big Profits for Magazine Agei^
Tlie Leading Fashion PeriotlK-al, McCall's Maga -

has a new proposition tliat is a "(!old Jline" '

liustlers. Write for free outfit and full particn •.

McCALL'S MAGAZINE Desk 2 NEW YORK '
f

Ir mLMw€^mL made. buuI

ien-tight Sold to the user at Wholesale If

\Prices. We r»r Freight. Catalogvielree.*

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO., K
CBox 47 Winchester, Indiana."

CnitA Clnnc between kitchen and dining i'

save 3ICpS One trip wiiliWheelTray«et»i'

itherclearn it. Stand8be8idet«IJe Im servil!6.B.

,,„,i wliile wa.hlns dishes. Price »10, e.vp, psid. CIr

WHEEL TRAy C0.,436C'Weat 61»t Place,01ilc»g<
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Painted Floor

Protection

A painted floor gets hard usage.

requires a special mar-proof

irnish called ELASTICA Floor

inish—the finish we have spent

d years to perfect.

Elastica Floor Finish is a tough, elastic,

;terpr<)c)f coatinu; which does not mar.

imp on it, rock on it, roll heavy things on

.throw water on it—there is not a mark
t on Elastica.

For Every Floor

lastica Floor Finish isn't confined to painted
irs. For natural wood floors, porch floors, linoleum

, A oilcloth it is the ideal finish. It gives lustre to

k*it, makes it waterproof and sanitary and prolongs
(Sife. There is nothing else like it.

;e sure that you get Elastica Floor Finish. The
! fiuine always bears this trade-mark:

Look for this Tradp-ni.irk on a Yellow
J.ahel. All olliiTs all' iiiiilatioiis.

LOOR FINISH
iir exjieils liave wnltfii a book, "Hon- to Finish

lors." It li-lls liow to treat e-vciy sort of tloor to secure
1 nimost results. We want every woman to have a
ly, even tlio she hasn't a tloor wliieh nee<ls liiii!>hiiiK

t/. As an indneenient for yon to nine ininieiliately He

f send free »i(li hooka liinMNomc i ellulohl paper
rter and hook mark <<)inl>iiii<l. hamlsoiiii'lj
iorated in ten colors. Tliis is the L-ieai.-.-i s<iil of a
<'venienre. Sent free with our hook. Ask lor No. "i.

\ldre8S .SlanilanI Varnish Works, 29 Broadway, New
Tk; aiHo .\riMonr Avenin', Chieado; or Inleinalional
' ilinh Corni.anv. Inl.. Tnronl.). Canaila. |14|

'•1

vxm

'pDARDfARfflSBWORKS
ASK YO(;U DEALER

30 DAYS
Home Trial

If you are deaf or hard of hearing,
do not fail to send your name and
address to-day and get our Elec-
trophone on thirty days' home trial.

' It is truly a wonderful instrument; per-

cted to such a decree that many deaf
•ople can now hear the faintest sound and
ijoy all the {jleasures of church, concerts,
iblic speaking or ordinary conversation.
jver 10,000 in use. Enthusiastic testimonials
lom responsible people. Almost invisible when
J
use. Makes you hear and gradually restores

fur hearing. If you are deaf or hard of hear-
«, be sure and write at once.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
I

6 Stewart Buildinc 92 State St., Chicago

;J :lastic f-j Stockings
om pure gum

, bber, woven
'>BoIutely to

u pay I'm- iiuc.r

jarinK, lea.iy.
(wiegooils.

orcetter Elastic

58 Front Street,

Our Stockings are best that

can be made. Write for
self-measurement blank,
testimonials and FACTS
ABOUT VARICOSE VEINS.
We Inrnish all api>nan('e>
for invalids. Wi il ns yum
needs.

Stocking & Truss Co.,

Dept. 9, Worcester, Mass.

i2 lEWAY Cul-lo-Order Waists
'„T J "111 SilVI' von one-half the CI. si of

Sur Bhirlwaisl lulls. I>eller. rlieapei than ready inaile
lists. Wed(jall eniiiiiL'. rnniish all inalenal: all yon
is the sewint;. Write lodav for . alaloiriie, free

inples, nieiisiireinenl hl.anlis, et<'. Sal islaet i<ni L'llar-
leeil <ir nidn.v ha.-k. .\i;ents wlei ran fnruisli .\ 1

ferenee u.inle.l l,.i niiii.cii] I leinlorv.

ST. LAWRENCE MILLS,
I'epl. H 0(;il<-iislMiri;. M. V.

A Great Woman Gone
ONE of the greatest women that

this country has ever seen died
in July in the town of Oberlin, 0.
It was her wish that nothing of
"pomp or circumstance" should attend
her funeral. It was therefore most
quietly celebrated, and throughout this
whole broad land there was little to
indicate that a leader among us was
passing.

Mrs. Adelia A. Field Johnston was
born in Lafayette, 0., in 1837. She was
graduated from Oberlin College in
1856. After teaching a few years, she
married Mr. James M. Johnston.
Three years later he died, and in 1870
she was elected principal of the
Woman's Department of Oberlin Col-
lege.

In 1890 she was appointed professor
of mediaeval history there. She re-
signed her deanship in 1900, but did
not give up her professorship until
1907, when her failing health com-
pelled her to lay aside all outside work.

Mrs. Johnston was given the degree
of M.A. by both Hillsdale and Oberlin
Colleges. Western Reserve University
made her an LL.D. in 1906.

During her thirty-three years of
able and devoted service at Oberlin
College, and her several years of teach-
ing in other institutions, she touched
scores of thousands of lives, and never
one which was not made broader and
better by the contact. Who can meas-
ure the influence which she shed
around her, as a Christian, a scholar
and a noble, public spirited and pa-
triotic woman? It cannot be estimated.

Dr. H. M. Tenney, her pastor, called
her in his funeral eulogy, "one of the
world's greatest teachers."
The service which she rendered to

Oberlin, as long president of its Vil-

lage Improvement Society, was most
efficient and enthusiastic. Says the

editor of the Oberlin Neiva: "She in-

delibly impressed her ideals upon the
community," and "all Oberlin mourns
her death."

It is given to few of her sex to move
in so exalted a sphere as that which
was given to this remarkable woman.
Let us thank God for her long and use-

ful life, and bless her memory for the

glory which she shed upon womanhood.

A Strange Custom

JOHN FOSTER ERASER, the well-

known traveler, describes a singu-

lar custom among the Afridis of

northern India. He writes: "A year
or two ago, the British troops went
forth to punish the Zakha Khels, a
tribe who inhabit the country of the

Khyber Pass. That was because they

trespassed into adjoining territory and
stole the property of the neighboring
tribes. In our eyes, they were nothing
but a lot of common thieves, but in

their own eyes thieving is an honorable
calling. A young woman of the Zakha
Khei will not look at a young man who
would like to become her husband, un-

;

less he is proficient in the art. The
,

dearest wish of a mother is that her i

little boy may become a cunning thief,
j

. . . Every child is consecrated, as it ;

were, at its birth to crime. A hole is

made in the wall similar to that made
by a burglar, and the mother passes

the infant backwards and forwards

through the hole, singing in its ear:

•Be a thief! Be a thief! Be a thief!'"

Thev are probably the only tribe in

India who glorify peculation and raise

it to the dignity of a regular calling.

Costly Things

THE most costly book in the world is

a Hebrew Bible, owned by the

German Government, which a few
years ago refused the Pope's offer of

$125,000 for it. The most costly med-
icine a few years ago was metallic

gallium, which sold for $150,000 a

pound; but radium is now selling for

more than that price an ounce. The
highest price for a single flower was
given for a tulip in Amsterdam by an
enthusiast, who paid $250,000 for it.

fiaisingCrops
^*^^. in the^^
fC 4- V * ^^^ Joaquin Valley
,5antal!e| California

will make you independent.

The ambitious man or woman who
wishes a home, friends, a comfortable living,

and money in the banks to insure against

future want, will find them in the San
Joaquin Valley.

Here are 10,000,000 fertile acres, with
an abundance of water for irrigation coming
from the ever present snows of the High
Sierras. The clear, warm California sun-

shine compels a sturdy, healthy plant

growth. Every staple crop is profitable here.

Nature is on your side. All that you need
is reasonable industry and success is certain.

The man of small capital can get quick

returns from vegetables, alfalfa, hogs,

dairying and poultry, while the orchard and
vineyard is coming into bearing

Let me send you a 72-page book, telling

in plain language what others are doing.

For instance, it tells of Mr. S. W. Williams,

Tulare, Cal, who last year sold $3,000
worth of milk from 30 cows; of Mr. C. S.

Baxter, Merced, Cal., who sold $7,200
worth of milk from 60 cows and got $1,200
for his surplus alfalfa.

Go to California this fall ; only $33 from
Chicago, $32 from St. Louis, $25 from Mis-
souri River, if you start any day, August 25

to September 9 or October 1 to 15. Tickets
honored in Santa Fe Tourist sleepers on pay-
ment of berth rate. If you ask for it, I also

will send you our journal, T/ie Earth, free

for six months.

("has. L. Seagraves. Gen. Colonization .'Vgent, X. T. & S. F. Ry-. System, 1192 Railway Exchange, Chicago, III.

'African

Game
Trails"Roosevelt's Own Book

The book of the Year.— xV. Y. Tribune

A^^ents wanted in every community to sell the sole

account of Theodore Roosevelt's adventures, by his

own hand. Strongrest co-operation; large commis-
sion; monopoly of territory. For prospectus, write

Charles Scribner's Sons, 351 Filth Avenue, N.Y.

CTARillJC •"<• different foreign 'ic. Mention paper

OlAllll IJ <Jll.lk.-|- St;lllll> f<>.. lo, O.

Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music whether

a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-

sire) for either Organ, Violin, Piano, Guitar, Banjo,

Cornet, Sight Singing, Mandolin or Cello will be

given free to make our home study courses for these

instruments known in your locality. You will get

one lesson weekly, and your only expense during

the time you take the lessons will be the cost of

postage and the music you use, which is small.

Write at once. 1 1 will mean much to you to get our

free booklet. It will place you under no obligation

whatever to us if you never write again. You and
your friends should know of this work. Hundreds
of our pupils write: "Wish I had known of your

school before." "Have learned more in one term

in my home with your weekly lessons than in three

terms with private teachers, and at a great deal

less expense." "Everything is so thorough and
complete." "The lessons are marvels of simplicity,

and my 1 1 year old boy lias not had the least trouble

to learn." One minister writes: "As each succeeding

lesson comes I am more and more fully persuaded

I made no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Established iScjS-have thousands of pupils from
seven years of age to seventy.

Don't say you cannot learn music but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent

bv return mail free. Address U. S. SC HOOI. OF
MUSIC. Ho\ 7, 22; Fifth Ave.. New York City.

liislrutnoits siipp/icdwheii nccdcd.Cask or credit.

Make Your Money
Go Further

Doesn't it occur to you that if you can
y more goods of equal quality it is to

your advantage to do so? That is the propo-
... . sltion that confronts you when dealing with us.

•.C7 We sell you Rugs and Carpets duect from the

J^'
«ii// and you save the middleman's prof it of at
least one-third. Consequently your money has
just that much more purchasing power.
Uusurpassed in quality, beauty and durability,

fieaudura "cTpS.""
"Direct from Loom (o Room"

are the product of 25 years' experience and are
made by one of the oldest and largest mills in
the United States. You can learn for yourself
what our rugs are like, for we allow a ten-
day trial and
We Guarantee Absolute Satisfaction
Or Refund Every Cent of your Money.
We ()iiy frLi;;htoucerUdu amounts to cer-

tain parts. Our beautiful catalogue, illus-

tr ited in colors, will be mailed on your
requ. st. A pubt d c \T<\ will briii^- it,

BEAUDURA CARPET M8LLS
Box 473i,PiilLft., PA.

600,000 HOMES
are made brighter
and happitT the vear
rouiij hv ibf visitMof

Park':^ Floral Magazine,
Oldt^it and best floral
iu<^;ithl> in the world.
Illuatruli'd :iyth year.
It Hill delight you,

SEND 25*= Jo'r'tSI

Magazine 3 yrsradd
5ct8(30 ctsinalD.and
I IJ mail you 3 dozen
Fine Hardy Tulips.
worth 75 cents, double
and single, all colors.
Plant now for a glori-
ous big bed of spring
flowers that will sur-

£rise your neighbora.
ast for years. 6 lots

for «J.50 I imported
these tine Tulips from

Hollanders who sftcrificed them to get money. 1 may
not be able to make such an offer again. Send 30 cts
today for Magazine 3 yrs iind the 3 doz fine Tulips.
Money back if not i-leased. Tell yonr friends.

«;K0. W. park. Box », I.ul>arh, fi*a-

Three Dozen Tulips 5 Cents.

A RARE BARGAIN.
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There is no corner of the earth too far for us to send

new ideas to better the Armour Toilet Products.

if thereby we may gain some

And in our great experimental laboratories, there is no time too long, no sum too great

for us to spend—if thereby we may produce some new and rare essence for your use.

Though by the test of popular favor we lead the world in purity and quality, we are

not satisfied, nor ever shall be.

f^

It is this spirit, animat-

world-wide organization *'

possible a new standard

articles, with

standard

Sylvan Soap
represents the perfection of modern toilet-soap

production. It is scientifically prepared and

chemically pure.

It cleanses perfectly, yet with so gentle a

touch that the most tender skin is .soothed.

And it leaves the skin softened, vitalized —
glowing vvjth the bloom of health.

Delicate, distinctive perfumes lend to Sylvan

the last touch of desirability. You may choose

from six of these — heliotrope, carnation, vio-

let, lilac, sandalwood and rose.

Yet, though the most dainty woman could

demand no more, the price is but 10 cents the

cake at your dealer's.

ing every member of our

of experts, that has made
of perfection in toilet

Armour as the

bearer. «

Supertar
has been aptly termed " The best friend of the

hair."

For a Supertar shampoo stimulates, while

thoroughly cleansing the scalp. It is a foe to

dandruff and similar affections which destroy

the hair. And it leaves the hair soft, fluffy,

lustrous, " live."

Supertar lathers instantly — rich and snowy
,

white — in hard or soft water. And it affof3s^'
an idea! massage.

Pressed, thoroughly seasoned and
free from excess moisture, it long out-

lasts ordinary shampoo soaps, of

which a large part wastes away wit

each day's use.

Let your hair have the delight df a^
perfect shampoo.

of /

Transparosa
is a clear, transparent soap, every glint of light in whose amber depths sends back a message of
purity to the skin.

It is perfumed with a wonderfully delicate, yet lasting attar of roses, which it took thousands
of tests to perfect.

Sylvan Toilet Talcum Pov^der
is of exceptionally high quality, and light as thistledown.

It is borated and antiseptic, and most beneficial in cases of chafed, irritated skin, sunburn, prickly
heat or chapped hands. It affords a delightful aftermath to a shave or a bath, and is invisible on
;, application.

No other powder has ever approached it in delicacy of fragrance. There are five

rdors —violet, carnation, lilac, heliotrope and sandalwood. It is sold by all druggists.

In high-grade stores everywhere the Armour Toilet Products are on sale. Try
to-day any of those listed below. Each, of its kind, represents the best that nature,
aided by the utmost of modern science, can produce.

Made by

ARMOUR a3n(d COMPANY
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Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

A. H., Andover, O. By whose order, when and
' for what cause was the Alexandrian library

destroyed ?

There were two libraries at Alexandria in

Egypt—one called "the Great Library" and

another, "the Daughter," in the Serapeum. In

"the Great" were 700,000 vo'.umes. A museum
was attached to it. The "Great Library" was
destroyed during Caesar's wars, B.C. 48-47,

when Egypt was conquered and became a -

Roman province. Probably many of the books

were rescued and made part' of the later library.

This "Daughter" library was destroyed by order

cf Theodosius in A.D. 389. Another library,

perhaps containing parts of the older ones, was
destroyed in A.D. 640, when the city was taken

by the Arabs under Amru, for we read that

"John the Grammarian, .a famous Peripatetic

philosopher, being in Alexandria at the time

of its capture, and in high favor with Amru,
begged that he would give him the royal

library." The caliph Omar, however, denied the

request, and. for six months the books fed the

fires at the public baths.

Mrs. J. L. P., Independence, Va. 1. Is it right

for a sinner to teach a Sunday School

class, even if he is well read in the Bible?

2. Was Judas ever a true disciple, and was
he chosen of Christ?

1. We are all sinners, and we should not be

too quick to judge each other. If, however,

the teacher in question is living a life of sin,

unrepentant and unconverted, he is not quali-

fied to teach others the way of life, no matter

how well versed he may be in the Bible. 2. How
Judas was chosen is not made clear. He was
probably attracted first by curiosity and won-
der at the miracles of Christ, and seeing an

opportunity for personal advancement and

profit, joined the little band of disciples. It is

clear that from the very first Jesus knew his

character and purpose.

K. B., Lexington, Mass. Is Orange Judd, the

American publisher, still living ?

No; Mr. Judd died in 1892.

E. D., Rockville, L. I. What is meant by the
expression "put in the Fleet," or "con-
demned to the Fleet," found in some Eng-
lish stories, usually historical stories?

It refers to the Old Fleet Prison. It was
founded in Norman times. It was burned in

1666, rebuilt and destroyed by a mob in 1780.

Many famous men, including Bishop Hooper,

the martyr ; Wycherly, the poet, and William

Penn, were confined within its walls.

Mrs. M. C. S., Kendalville, Ind. Please state

your opinion regarding Sunday labor.

Some think it all right, if they work for

corporations that demand it.

We have repeatedly stated that the only work
that is justifiable on the Lord's day is that

v/hich is either of necessity or of mercy. This

may seem old-fashioned doctrine; but it is

Scrijiturally sound. One day in seven for rest

:;:ul worship is a human necessity. It is diffi-

cult to advise those who are obliged, either

through necessity or by a compulsion which
they cannot resist, regarding Sunday labor. It

is a great loss to be deprived of all religious

privileges on that day, and it would be a for-

tunate thing for people so situated if they could

secure other employment.

S. A., Providence, R. I. Is there a city in one
of the Eastern countries named ('andy ?

Tell something about it.

There is the city of Kandy, the old capital

cf Ceylon. It is near the centre of the island

and on an artificial lake. It is seventy-five

miles from the new capital Colombo. It is a
great religious centre, the temple holding the

supposed sacred tooth of Buddha, drawing
great crowds of pilgrims. Its population is

over 21,000.

Mother, Denver. Col. Why does not Thk
Chkistian Hekali) raise its voice against
the atrocity we call the hobble skirt? A
more ab.surd style of dress it would be im-
possible to imagine.

Some reference to it has already appeared in

these pages, but we regard it as a foreign

freak, which will never be adopted by sensible

American women. In Europe it is already
(lying out, being condemned as both clumsy and
dangerous. It is simply unimaginable for any
woman of good taste—but we leave it to the

ladies, who will soon dispose of it. Its de-

fenders are having a hard time trying to

explain away the accident it has caused to its

wearers, as in the case, the other day, of the

hobbled la<ly who while entering an elevator in

a New York building was tripped by her skirt

and liad both ankles broken.

L. M. L., Meadville, Pa. Give me some facts

in regard to the McAll Missions in France.

The first McAll Mission was founded in Paris

in 1872 by Dr. R. W. McAll, an English Con-

gregational clergyman. His woi'k grew rap-

idly and many additional missions were started

both in Paris and outside places. Dr. McAll

(Jded in 1893. At that time there were 136

mi-ssion centres supported by auxiliary societies

in America, Scotland and England. The work
has been carried on actively and the number of

missions has been increased.

C. r. P., Ormonde, Fla. I wish you would tell

me of the very darkest, hardest "places to

send money for missionary work. 1 have
a few hundred dollars to use in such work,
but I wish it to go where it will sprea<l

the Gospel and let the people know of the

love of Jesus. ... I had rather send

through your paper, as it does such won-
derful good always.

There are so many needy and deserving for-

eign mission fields that it would not be difficult

to give a long list, but we will mention here

his repentance and his evident faith. 3. A
hard question, and impossible to answer satis-

factorily. Death-bed repentance cannot re-

move the sorrow and remorse for a misspent

life and the deep regret for opportunities

wasted and for wrongs done that might have

been set right. But if the repentance, though

late, be followed by genuine conversion, the

sting and dread of death are taken away.

L. E. B., Orlando, Okla. What is meant by
cloven tongues in Acts 2 : 3 ?

The tongues were cloven, that is, had more
than a single point ; but the Scripture does not

say how many. Their appearance was like

that of a flame, with several points.

G. L. B., Kokomo, Ind. How can we know
that Jesus spoke the exact words that are
recorded as his language in the New Tes-
tament? Were his words taken by a scribe

as uttered ?

They were no doubt written down from mem-
ory shortly after the event. Reporting, as we
know it, was then an unknown art. The best

Bible commentators hold that the words of

Jesus have been preserved to us, first by oral

and later by written records. The four e'-ar,-

gelists, who were his contemporaries, doubtless

recorded his utterances as they heard and re-

membered them, and the existence of some

Boy Scouts of America Parading in New York

DURING the recent visit of General Sir Baden-Powell to New York City, the rewly organized Boy
Scouts of America paraded in his honor and their fine marching brought hearty applause from the

bystanders. The Scouts are growing rapidly in numbers and the visit of the distinguished British

General has been of much help to them. The General was the founder of the British organization, which
now numbers several hundred thousand manly boys. A banquet in the General's honor was attended
by distinguished philanthropists, statesmen and Y. M. C. A. workers from all over the country.

only a few of those that are : Missions in Li-

beria, Angola and the Congo, West Africa, and
Rhodesia, East Africa ; missions at Moulmein,
Burma ; Cebu, Philippines ; Akashi, Japan ;

Maracaibo, Venezuela, South America ; Nain,
Labrador : Shensi, China ; Leper Mission, Chan-
dag, India ; Leper Mission, Dutch Guiana, South
America. These give a wide variety of mi.^-

sionary interests, and to get in touch with the

workers themselves would furnish spiritual in-

spiration for a mission-loving community.

Mrs. A. E. R., Northfield, N. J. In the dif-
ferent p;;pers and magazines I notice men-
tion made of the "secondary boycott." Will
you kindly explain what it is?

It is what is known as a subsidiary boycott,

as when in a strike, it is desired to defeat one
particular trade or firm, by boycotting some
other concern which, though it has business
relations with the first firm, is not directly

involved in the quarrel.

Anxious, Mattoon, 111. 1. What is Paradise?
2. Was the thief on the cross saved ? 3.

Would any one repenting on his death-bed
have a fear of death if saved ?

1. A state of blessedness. The name, orig-

inally applied to Eden, the bright and blessed

abode which man had lost, was afterward
adapted by the Jews to one of the states or

conditions of the rpiritual world—a place of

repose, shelter and joy. 2. .lesus' words clearly

implied that the thief was forgiven because of

slight variations in the records furnishes all

the stronger proof of their authenticity. The
New Testament records of Jesus' sayings have
been universally accepted among scholars
throughout the world -as authentic, with the
exception, of co'urse, of a few sceptics.

.Subscriber, Cedar Rapids, la. Is it absolutely
necessary to make restitution of anything
one has become possessed of liy mistake,
and said mistake not discovered until some
time thereafter, especially when such resti-

tution would affect other ])arties not con-
cerned ? Cannot one repent and receive
l.ardon from the Loid, as he knows it was
a mistake and not "presumptuous sin"?

Reparation and restitution are duties which
(unless through some cause they are impossible
of performance) cannot be dispensed with. We
should put our sin away from us, if we are to
expect the divine forgiveness and blessing.

Restitution is an act of justice enjoined by both
the Old and New Covenants (Exod. 22 : 1 ; Luke
19: 8). Even if the thing be a mistake, we
should not allow others to suffer through our
mistake.

M. B., Germantown, Pa. 1. What is the centre
of propagation in the present cholera epi-
demic abroad ? 2. What are our govern-
ment officials doing to protect this country
from cholera invasion ?

1. Russia is the focus, apparently. The dis-

ease has been spreading there for a year or
more, and the authorities, apparently, have

been unsuccessful in checking it. It has i

from Russia to Southern Europe and is

epidemic in Italy. There have been se'

cases in Austria. It is evidently trav.

westward. 2. Our quarantine authorities

taking every precaution to prevent the aii

sion of immigrants from cholera ports,

is most to be feared, as our Italian immigr;
is very large. Our Atlantic and Pacific (

cities should act energetically and enfor.

general sanitary clean-up before next sp

which will be the time of greatest danger.

Mrs. H. J. H., Reading, Pa. Which is the
form to be used in the Lord's I'ra

Matt. 6 : 12, says, "And forgive us
debts, as we forgive our debtors." S

advocate using "Forgive us our trespas
as in Matt. 6: 14, 15. Should little

dren be taught the first way or the !

Some one said to me, "We do not r

forgive our debtors, so we should not
it," yet the Bible has it so.

The terms are really interchangeable ar

is a matter of personal preference, althi

"trespasses" is probably the more frequc

used. It more clearly expresses the the

conveyed, which is that God's children,

have become like their heavenly Father, do

approach him for forgiveness, without ha
in their own hearts the forgiving spirit tox

all their fellow-men.

Miscellaneous
A Reader, Grafton, N. Y. Write to E I,

Mead & Co., 1 ourth Avenue and Thir h

Street, New York, in regard to value of L «.

Mrs. W. H., Claude, Tex. The Walde «

hold baptism as a sacrament and as syml "c.

We know nothing as to the frescoes in e

catacombs, showing the earliest mode of i-

tism.

Many of our readers write in terms of w n

commendation of "Our Children's Pulpit," i-

(lucted liy the Rev. Dr. Farrar. This del I-

ment is evidently helpful to many seniors is

well as to a veiy large number of juniors, n

are among our weekly readers.

Mrs. G. L., Port Byron, 111. 1. Your first d .

tion (from another source) has been answ li

in The Mail-Bag in a recent issue. 2. i'

prohibition against eating pork was one of ••

Levitical laws, and a very wise one, as saiii

scientists affirm.

Mrs. L. F. McD., Bakersfield, Vt. Your n

tion involves the Divine attribute knowi
fore-knowledge. It has long been a subjti

discussion, and the human mind, while ail

ting it, cannot grasp it wholly. The que>

how to reconcile Divine prescience with ni

liberty of action has led to great divis

pmong the theologians and to much speculal

It is too large a subject to be discussed in r

Mail-Bag.

J. L., Leavenworth, Kan. It is not the
;

-

pose of The Mail-Bag to answer all quest *

that may be submitted. There are not a •

who send us questions that are clearly mi i

to excite controversy and m.ost of these we i

.".side as belonging to the category menti' <

in II. Tim. 2: 23. There are subjects that

neither profitable nor expedient for discus

here. But we welcome all who are horn

seeking for light and understanding, anil

are glad to be of service to such, even in

smallest degree.

Delighted With the Book
The books

—

Family Worship Day i

Day and Pilgrim's Progress—were

livered on schedule time. I h;

examined both of them thorougl

and am of the opinion that you mad
mistake when you stated that tl

were "slightly damaged," because

have failed to find the least damage

'

either one of them. The books ;

perfectly magnificent, and I prize th

very highly. If The Christian Hi

ALD management can run that est:

lishment and sell £uch books at sui

prices and make both ends meet, th

are surely the cutest set of busiiK.

men on earth. I most sincerely ho|l

and pray for the prosperity of Tl|

Christian Herald. I thank you i)

the beautiful books, which is the b(

I can do until I can get another chai

at your list of premiums.
Jacob Persinger.

Washiitgfoii, D. C.
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FTER you have known a clergyman for twenty
years, perhaps you can induce him to talk

freely about his marriage fees—not before.

The subject is too complicated; too personal; too
disappointing. When you have broken down the
barriers of his reserve, it is probable that he will

'tell you some highly entertaining stories. At least,

you may find them so.

Large wedding fees are rare, even in New York.
Fees of $50 and $100 are considered large. The
$1,000 fee, when it makes its appearance, usually
?oes to the rector of a wealthy congregation who
snjoys a salary of $10,000 or $12,000 a year. Larger
fees are sometimes given. The man of wealth, act-

jated by a high regard for his pastor and friend,

3ccasionally gives his check for $2,000 or $3,000
jnder the guise of a wedding fee. He wishes to

lelp the minister, and knows the money would not
Je accepted under any other circumstances. Such
?ifts, it is needless to say, are extremely rare.

Some Generous Fees

New York has a few clergymen whose marriage
'ees average $1,200 a year. The pastor of a large

Presbyterian church on Broadway has estimated
hat his fees amount annually to $1,000. These are
,;op-notch figures. The fee received by an American
ninister for officiating at the wedding of one of his

-vealthy parishioners in Paris, a few years ago, is

jaid to have covered the expenses of his four months'
/acation on the Continent. Such fees, however, are
iXtraordinary. They are beyond the wildest dreams
)f the average pastor, who may be able to recall one
ee of $50 in his entire ministry.
The amount of the wedding fee is usually dictated

)y the earning ability of the groom, a large class of

nen believing they are doing their full duty by the

ninister when they give him the equivalent of one
lay's pay. This may be $2.50, $3.00, or $4.00.

Sven rectors of wealthy congregations testify that
hese are the average fees. Clergymen assert that

|he marriage fee is one of the great uncertainties

By Frederic Walter Norcross

in their experience. The man who is expected to

give $25 has a habit of inclosing a $5 bill in the

minister's envelope; whereas the young mechanic,
who looks as if he needed every dollar to pay for the

new furniture, will surprise the minister by giving

$10. Many give less. A Baptist minister in Chi-

cago once received a fee consisting of a silver quar-
ter, one dime, two five-cent pieces and five pennies.

He always had an impression that a collection was
taken among members of the wedding party for the

impecunious groom.
A Methodist minister in Baltimore recently mar-

ried a young man of the Bowery type who asked
him, at the conclusion of the ceremony in the par-

sonage, how much he "charged." As a hint to the

clergyman to keep his fee within reasonable limits,

the young man drew a half dollar from his pocket

while speaking. The minister explained that no
"charge" was made for his services. Whereupon
the delighted young husband exclaimed, "Do you
hear that, Mag? he don't charge nothin'!" and
dropped the half dollar back into his pocket.

But the pastor had more to say. He told his vis-

itor that the fee depended on the valuation he

placed on the service rendered. If it was worth
nothing to marry the young woman at his side, very

good; but if he valued her his fee would give some
evidence of it. The groom was impressed. Slowly

he produced the half dollar and laid it in the min-

ister's hand. A $1 bill followed. Then he grasped
his bride's arm and moved toward the door.

Clericcil Surprises

It frequently happens that the minister, upon
opening his envelope, finds a note, or a blank sheet
of paper, instead of a fee. The notes give a variety
of reasons for the groom's inability to pay. "My
pocket was picked on the way to the parsonage;"
"I am a little short of cash;" or "I have no money

at present, but will pay you later on," are common
excuses.

The Rev. Dr. George E. Reed, President of Dick-
inson College, tells of receiving a letter from a man
he married, which read:

Dear Doctor : My wife is the best of women ; in fact,
all that a man could desire. I intend to send you a sub-
stantial token of my appreciation of the happiness you
have given me.

But the "substantial token" never arrived.

The Rev. Dr. Herman L. Duhring, superintendent
of the Protestant Episcopal City Mission, in Phila-

delphia, had a similar experience. Upon opening
his envelope, on one occasion, he found a scrap of

newspaper, with a note scribbled along the margin.
It read:

Dear Doctor : I am awfully hard up, and hope you
won't be offended if I ask you to marry me on trust.
You'll get your money some day.

An Odd Dilemma

Although the wedding took place fifteen years ago,
Dr. Duhring never received his fee, and he has
come to the conclusion that he never will. The same
clergyman relates how his fee paid for the refresh-
ments at a wedding reception. It was a home
wedding, and at the close of the service the groom
handed Dr. Duhring a $5 bill. An hour later, while
the reception was in progress, the young man came
to the minister and, stammering with embarrass-
ment, asked him to return the money. He explained
that the caterer's man was in the kitchen and
refused to leave the ice cream and cake until the
bill was paid. The bride's family had no money;
he had no money, and unless the clergyman came
to their aid, they would be subjected to the humilia-
tion of sending their guests away without serving
refreshments. Dr. Duhring returned the fee, and
the "humiliation" was avoided.

Occasionally the minister is victimized. This oc-

curred in Philadelphia a dozen years ago when an
elderly clergyman of an Episcopal Church was
called upon to marry a well dressed young stranger,

who claimed to be related to a prominent New
Continued on page 939
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THE TEARS
OF JESUS

IN
the cabinets of antiquaries is often to be seen

a small bottle found in ancient tombs, side by

side with a lamp and other articles, which are

presumed, from their position, to have some meaning
in connection with death. The bottle is called a

lachrymatory, or tear-bottle, and is supposed to have

contained the tears of some bereaved relatives of

the departed one who was laid in the tomb. The

tears which were thus stored up must have been

regarded as having a certain value, and one quite

understands the sentiment which looked at them in

this light. And in our fallen and degraded nature

there is perhaps no better feature, no more signifi-

cant relic of what it once was as it came from the

Creator's hands, than natural affection to relatives

and friends. In this quarter humanity seems to

struggle up for a moment out of the selfishness which
has engulfed it. This tear-bottle, then, may be

regarded as a touching acknowledgment on the part
of the heathen that one of the best and purest
things which can come out of man in his fallen

state is love and longing for those who are bound
to him by the ties of blood and friendship.

God's Tear-Bottles

Whether there is any trace of the tear-bottles

having been used in Jewish interments, I cannot
say; but certainly the Psalmist's thoughts seem to

travel in very much the same line when he prays,
"Put thou my tears into thy bottle." His were the
tears, as you will see by referring to the context, of
persecuted innocence, or, rather, of persecuted piety.

He is oppressed by his enemies, who are daily at
hand to swallow him up; yet he puts his trust in

God, and resolves not to fear what flesh can do unto
him. It was a grand sentiment of the heathen that
the gods love to see a good man struggling up
against adversity, for that then the greatness of
the human soul most comes out. And there is here,
you see, a kindred thought, only consecrated and
sanctified by the true religion of which the Jew was
an inheritor. God does love to see the patience
and the faith of his sorrowing servants. He counts
and treasures up in his lachrymatory all their tears;
and these tears, irradiated by his love as the dew-
drops of the early morning, shall become jewels in

their crowns hereafter; for "they that sow in tears
shall reap in joy," and so the persecuted Psalmist
prays that it may be with himself. "Put thou my
tears into thy bottle."

I shall speak to you, however, of One greater than
the Psalmist—One whose language the Psalmist, by
prophetic anticipation, speaks. We know, on the
authority of the Scriptures themselves, that the ex-
perience of the suffering Psalmist of Israel often
represents beforehand the experience of the Son of
God. The treachery of Judas, the presentation of
gall and vinegar, the piercing of our blessed Lord's
sacred hands and feet by the nails of the cross, all

these circumstances, you remember, are predicted in

the Psalms under color of the writer's own experi-
ence. Now, then, we will apply a similar principle
in the interpretation of this Psalm. In the plaint

—

"Every day they wrest my words: all their thoughts
are against me for evil. They gather themselves
together, they hide themselves, they mark my
steps, when they wait for my soul"—we see the
wicked Pharisees and priests plotting against
our Lord, and seeking to catch something out of his
mouth, so that they may deliver him to the power
and authority of the governor; and in the words
"Put thou my tears into thy bottle," we hear his
petition that God would set store by his tears and
troubles, and cause them to be laid out before him
for an everlasting memorial—a prayer which has
been abundantly answered, for are not those tears
and troubles the ransom of our souls?

The "Man of Sorrows"

Our Lord's life was throughout characterized by
sorrow. He was a man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief; yet he is only recorded to have been
moved to tears three times. Now, then, believing
that the silence of Scripture is often as significant
as its speech, I will first briefly call attention to the
occasion on which our Lord is not said to have wept.
Weeping, then, is not one of the incidents of the
crucifixion of Christ. The sufferings inflicted on
him by men are never said to have moved our Lord

* Rector of St. James' Episcopal Church, Ridgefield, N. J.

to tears. Indeed, we can see that they could not

have done so, I think. To weep because insult or

violence is offered to ourselves may be very par-

donable in poor frail mortals, but it is weak. Now,
we may not connect with our Lord's character a

single thought of moral weakness. Tender he was,

with more than a woman's tenderness toward the

sufferings of others; his tears were a full sluice,

ready at all times to flow where the sufferings or

sins of men unlocked the fountain. As the seed of

the woman, he had all the feminine graces of sym-
pathy and com.passionateness in full blossom; for

with these were united a most brave endurance

—

the man's stern resolve not to be moved to tears by
mere cruelty or violence to self. Accordingly, when
his blood flows, his tears do not flow; when his

sacred flesh is punctured by the thorns and the nails,

there is no convulsive sob, no burst of bitter anguish,
but a silent, dignified, and most majestic patience.

The tears of Christ are a liquor too generous, too

precious to be poured as a libation over his own
sufferings. Before we pass on, I call you to study
with admiration the human character of our Lord
Jesus, at once infinitely tender and infinitely strong.

This human character is the mirror in which we
see God's own perfections reflected, for Chiist, we
read, is "the express image of God's perfections,"

and "he that hath seen Jesus hath seen the Father."
God grant that, beholding in this glass the glorj' of

the Lord, we may be morally transformed by the
sight, changed into the same image from glory to

glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord.

Tears for the World's Sin

If, then, our Lord was never moved to tears by
the cruelties which men inflicted upon him, when
did he weep? First, the Epistle to the Hebrews
tells us that "in the days of his flesh he offered up
prayers and supplications, with strong crying and
tears." He offered up tears "to Him who was able
to save him from death." He alludes, evidently, to
the agony in the garden, when our blessed Lord
besought God with intense earnestness that the cup
might pass from him, that "his sweat was as it

were great drops of blood falling down to the
ground." These are tears which we cannot fully
understand. Thus much only we know: that they
must have been tears for sin, and for the wrath of
God, due to and consequent upon sin; and since "in
him was no sin," they must have been tears for the
sins of the world, the weight of which in that most
mysterious agony he was bearing. He had made
himself one with us by his incarnation. He repre-
sented us before God, and accordingly he wept for
our sins—for your sins and mine, for the danger to
which they expose us, and for the sorrows with
which they would pierce our souls, as if the sins had
been his own. And can we sin freely after that?
Brethren, should it not be a check upon us in the
very hour of temptation to remember that this act
which we contemplate doing wrung tears from our
blessed Lord in the garden? If he wept for our
sins, shall we be so utterly hard-hearted as not to
weep for our own?

The "Sublime Verse"

But we turn from this passage to those occasions
in the Gospel where our Lord is said to have wept.
It is, perhaps, the sublimest verse in the Bible which
records one of the occasions, and the most striking
example anywhere to be found of the truth thr.t the
greatest simplicity is the highest sublimity. When
sorrowing relatives showed our Lord the way to the
grave of his friend—when he marked the evident
distress of the mourners, and especially of the
mourning sisters whom he so much loved—he did
not disdain to mingle his tears with theirs. But
perhaps I express myself unguardedly; for it ap-
pears to me that the apostle of love, who records the
scene, rather makes a studied distinction between
his tears and theirs, mejitioning them in the gross
as the tears of the poor sinful mortals, hardly
initiated into those profound mysteries of sin, sor-
row, and death which must call for tears—"When
Jesus, therefore, saw her weeping, and the Jews
also weeping which came with her." But regarding
his tears, the narrative is adequate and most pro-
found, with a pause of dignity before and after the
record: "Jesus wept." Brethren, without presum-
ing to the depth of the emotion which our Lord on
that occasion manifested, we may at all events say,

from the connection in which that incident occurs.)

that by shedding those tears he has sanctified forj

us the sorrow of natural affection. And this simpl

statement involves more lessons than we are at firsi

sight aware of. There are some people who sc

caricature spirituality that they represent the spirit-

ual man as hardly touched at all by natural calam-

ities, such as poverty, pain, and bereavement.

The Sin of Undue Grief

For example, they are impatient with the poor

when they seem wrapped up in their temporal disJJ

tress, and form harsh judgments of others in a!

better condition of life, who feel very sensibly such)

inevitable trials as the loss of friends. Now, with-l

out at all denying that our grief for any worldlyi|

calamity may be unduly indulged, or that there ii

such a sin popular with the better people as tha'

which Edward Irving so justly stigmatized as "thi

idolatry of the natural affections," we are yet forci

to say that the example of our blessed Lord is al:

against such overwrought sentiment. Our Lord, wh
cared in the first instance to feed their souls by hisi

Word, would not send the multitude who had heard]

him fasting to their own homes, lest they shoul
faint by the way. Our Lord, after raising Jairus'

daughter, showed himself considerate of the ex-

haustion she had undergone by commanding tha'

something should be given her to eat. Our Lori

finally wept in unison with sorrowing sisters overj

the grave of their brother; by all which incident
we are taught very pointedly this lesson: that the]

emotions and sentiments which the varied fortunes!

of life give rise to are not to be suppressed andi

stifled as tokens of a natural and unregenerated
mind, but to be sanctified by seeking in them the

presence, the support, and the sympathy of our in-

carnate God. One great end of the Lord's becom-
ing incarnate was that he might minister to us all|

the strength and comfort of his sympathy in those;

trying periods of our career. Of a god who neveri

proceeded to take human flesh, and by so doing to

identify himself with human trials, it could hardlyj

have been said as it was said of the God of thel

Bible, "in all their afflictions he was afflicted.

Blessed Lord, who didst condescend to sympathize
with all our sorrows, raise us up thereby to such
sort of sympathy as our fallen nature admits with
thine

!

Sorrowing Over Jerusalem

We now come to the last occasion on which ouri

Lord is said to have. wept. It was an occasion in|

every way remarkable. There was but one hour in|

our Lord's life, and that a very short-lived hour, in||

which he triumphed; once before, indeed, imme-
diately after the miracle of feeding the five thou-l

sand, the tide of popular enthusiasm rose high inl

his favor, and would have borne him on had hel

permitted it, until it placed him upon an earthly*

throne. Now, for a few moments, he condescends
to ride upon the tide of popular enthusiasm, un-

willing to restrain the outburst of homage which
was gushing forth from many grateful lips, and

now would have been the moment when a mere
philanthropist who had devoted his whole life to

efforts in the cause of suffering humanity would
have felt his cheek suffused with a glow of pardon-

able pride and pleasure, and would have whispered
to himself, "Now at length they recognize my ser-

vices; and detraction itself, which hitherto has

dogged my steps, hides its diminished head, and is

cowed by this acclamation and applause."
But not so the Divine Man, the only partaker of

humanity in whom humanity has had no taint of

selfishness. As David's day of triumph was stained

with tears for a lost child: "Oh, my son Absalom,
my son, my son!"—so the day of triumph of the

Son of David is stained by tears for the children of

his country, and for the city of God's solemnities,

now finally given over to a reprobate mind. "When
he was come near he beheld the city and wept over

it, saying, If thou hadst known, even thou, at least

in this thy day, the things which belong to thy peace!

but now they are hid from thine eyes." The sorrow

turns not upon his own approaching doom, but ex-

clusively upon the doom of others—the doom which

had been brought about by resistance of all God s

offers of mercy, and a wilful non-recognition of the

day of grace. It is this sorrow which most broods

Continued on next page
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^E TEARS OF JESUS
Continued from preceding page

pon his mind in his latest hours. The
:cents of it again burst from his lips

3 he was toiling up the Dolorous Way
) the place of execution. "Daughters

: Jerusalem, weep not for me, but

eep for yourselves and for your chil-

ren." Well, that which he forbade

16 daughters of Jerusalem to do he

ill not do himself. He has no tears
i)r his own inconceivable sorrows.

is tears were for the sins and conse-

jent sorrows of his people.

The tears of our blessed Lord over
Brusalem sanctioned entirely the sen-

ment of patriotism, as his tears over

le grave of Lazarus sanctioned the
omestic affections. That love of
)untry which some think narrow and
iclusive—which cannot, according to

leir views, consist with universal
•^lilanthropy—that love our blessed

ord felt for the land of his nativity

id for the city of God's solemnities,

16 metropolis of the land. We need
bt then be at all ashamed, as follow-

|-s of Christ, when we feel a strong
:tachment for our own beloved coun-
y; we need not suppress, nay, we
ay freely indulge, the sentiment
hich rises in our minds, whenever we
:-e in the midst of foreign scenery and
hstoms, of love for our native land.

I But what a lesson our blessed Lord
>aches us, as to the true and pure
)rin which our patriotism should
.,ke! As a natural instinct patriot-

m may be felt by the natural man,
iit in the Christian the natural in-

lincts are taken into the current of

16 spiritual life, and all of them are
»lored by religious principle. Our
jDrd, indeed, weeps over the sufferings
( his people, but it is over those suf-

^rings as brought about by their own
ftrversity—over their forfeiture of
ie day of grace, and their rejection
' the offers which have been made to

em through his ministry. "If thou
idst known, even thou, at least in

lis thy day, the things which belong
ito thy peace!" Now, does patriot-

)m ever take at all the same form
inong ourselves? Does the patriotism
t men who have their country's high-
tt good at heart ever deplore national
Ins as well as national disasters?

f)es
it ever lead us to make reflection

at if the Lord hath not, as I believe

i! hath not, dealt so with any nation,
is high privilege entails a corre-
onding national responsibility?
Finally, observe how the natural
eling of patriotism should be sanc-
led. Our Lord does not, indeed,
ay for Jerusalem, because he knew
:at, in consequence of her rejection
himself, the guilty city was now

^_st prayer; still, he does speak in a
rt of devout aspiration concerning
•r: "If thou hadst known, even
:ou." Prayer for her was in his

iart. He would have prayed had it

en permitted, and if prayer would
l.ve prevailed. Pray we then, breth-
n, and pray we earnestly, for our
'loved country. Let us make it a
nscientious duty to do so regularly;
lay we that she may not come
'ider the indictment against Jerusa-
n, of throwing away opportunities,
d disregarding the time of grace;
ay that she may not be allowed to
iert an influence greater than other
tion was ever before entrusted with,
merely aggrandizing herself and

•llarging her dominion; but that the
iral forces wherewith God has en-
wed her may be used for him in

jhting the oppressed throughout the
)rld, in avowing his name gallantly,
propagating his truth.
The tears of Christ, like all his
:fferings, are a fruitful field of edifi-

'tion. There is a spiritual lesson in

"ch drop which falls from those pierc-

?, tender eyes, the eyes whose glance
claimed Peter and struck to the
"rth as dead the apostle of love him-
If. God has stored up those tears in
i lachrymatory; may they be stored
also for devout meditation, and

ch poor sympathy as we can yield to
•em, in the cabinet of our minds.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column 1

A LITTLE CHILD AND A BIG MAN By Rev, j. m. Farrar, p.p.*

WHO was the wisest man? You should know his name, for

every child should love him. Right you are—Solomon was
the wisest man. How came he to be so wise? When God

gave him his choice of all gifts he selected wisdom. What proof
have we that Solomon was a very wise man? The first proof the
Bible gives will interest you. Two women with one little child came
to Solomon. There had been two children, but one died. Each
woman claimed the living child was hers. Solomon was to decide
which woman was the mother of the living child. That was a hard
question. Children do not always look like their parents. I knew
a woman who told a mother how very much her child looked like

her—just her image. The woman smiled; she was the child's step-
mother.
How could Solomon decide which woman was the mother? Solo-

mon looked at the one child and the two women, and said, "Bring me
a sword." The sword was brought and Solomon said, "Divide the
living child in two, and give half to one and half to the other." One
woman said, "That is right, divide it." But the other woman loved
the child and said, "O my lord, give her the living child, and in no
wise slay it." Her heart of love went out to the child. Solomon
knew that the woman who wanted to save the child's life was its

mother. In this act Solomon proved that he was a very wise man.

ANY one who seeks for wisdom and asks God to help him can be
. as wise as Solomon. Solomon did not believe that all the wisdom

of the world was wrapped up in his brain. Like a good father he
talked to children and told them how to get wisdom. I have one of
his chats with children and you can read it. "Hear, ye children,
the instruction of a father, and attend to know understanding. For
I give you good doctrine, forsake ye not my law. For I was my
father's son, tender and only beloved in the sigh*; of my mother.
He taught me also, and said unto me. Let thine heart retain my
words: keep my commandments, and live. Get wisdom, get under-
standing: forget it not; neither decline from the words of my mouth.
Forsake her not, and she shall preserve thee: love her, and she shall

keep thee. Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom:
and with all thy getting get understanding. Exalt her, and she
shall promote thee: she shall bring thee to honor, when thou dost
embrace her. She shall give to thine head an ornament of grace: a
crown of glory shall she deliver to thee."

MR. W. H. VAIL, of Newai'k, N. J., sent me a story about wisdom,
and I will pass it on to you. Read it and pass it on to others.

This will make you a member of the "Pass-It-On Society." The
story will show you how any thoughtful person can become as wise
as Solomon if he will only try. Solomon is dead, but God is not dead.

You can be as wise as Solomon if you will keep your eyes open, think
about what you see, pray often, and keep on thinking.

THE little Arabian tale of the dervish shall be the proof of this

truth. A dervish was journeying alone in the desert, when two
merchants suddenly met him. "You have lost a camel," said he to

the merchants. "Indeed we have," they replied. "Was he not blind

in his right eye, and lame in his left leg?" said the dervish. "He
was," replied the merchants. "Had he not lost a front tooth?" said

the dervish. "He had," replied the merchants. "And was he not

loaded on one side with honey and wheat on the other?" "Most cer-

tainly he was," they replied. "And as you have seen him so lately,

and marked him so particularly, you can, in all probability, conduct
us to him."
"My friends," said the dervish, "I have never seen your camel, nor

even heard of him but from you." "A pretty story, truly!" said the

merchants, "1 ut where are the jewels which foi-med a part of his

cargo?" "I have neither seen your camel, nor your jewels," re-

peated the dervish. On this they seized his person, and forthwith

hurried him before the cadi, where, on the strictest search, nothing
could be found upon him, nor could any evidence whatever be

adduced to convict him, either of falsehood or of theft.

THEY were about to proceed against him as a sorcerer, when the

dervish, with great calmness, thus addressed the court: "I have
been much amused with your surprise, and own that there has been

some ground for your suspicions, but I have lived long and alone,

and I can find ample scope for observation, even in a desert. I knew
that I had cros.sed the track of a camel that had strayed from its

owner, because I saw no mark of human footstep on the same route.

I knew that the animal was blind in one eye, because it had cropped

the herbage only on one side of its path, and I perceived that it was
lame in one leg, from the faint impression which that particular

foot had produced upon the sand. I concluded that the animal had

lost one tooth, because wherever it had grazed a small tuft of

herbage was left uninjured, in the centre of the bite. As to what
formed the burden of the beast, the busy ants informed me that it

was corn on the one side, and the clustering bees that it was honey

on the other."

READ all of Solomon's chats with children. Remember that your
eyes were made to see and your brain was made to think about

all your eyes see. Think and pray, pray and think, and you can

become even wiser than Solomon.

* Pastor First Reformed Church. Brooklyn. N. Y. Text: I. Kingrs 3 :24.
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A MODEST HERO
WILLIAM M\CGREGOR, a young

Scotch doctor (writes F. A.
Atkins in the Christian Endeavor
M'orld), had succeeded so well as chief
medical officer at Mauritius that he
was made commissioner at Fiji. An
Eng-lish ship, with a number of Indian
coolies on board, struck on a reef near
Suva, and began to break up. Mac-
gregor's life was much more valuable
than the lives of the coolies, but he
was not guided by the gospel of the
jungle. So he went at once to the
rescue, and by means of a rope and a
broken mast saved many lives. The
besotted crew had got at the spirits,
and finally a woman that was mad
with drink fell overboard into the surf.
Two men jumped in after her, and all

three were being swept helplessly out
to sea. Macgregor let himself down
by a rope, caught the woman's hair in
his teeth, grasped the two men with
his hands, and brought all three back
in safety.

When the young commissioner sent
in his report of the shipwreck to the
government, he never mentioned the
part he had taken in the rescue. The
other rescuers, reported and praised
by him, received the Royal Humane
Society's medal. But no one knew
that Macgregor had been anywhere
near the wreck until some one told the
story to Queen Victoria, who herself
conferred on the modest hero the Al-
bert medal. To-day the young doctor
is Sir William Macgregor, Governor of
Newfoundland.

Snapshots
—Live clean, pray and put God first,

if you would enjoy a peaceful, fruitful
and victorious life.

—Be bold to confess the Saviour, re-

membering that God has no dumb
children, and that you are his witness
in the world.

—Be a worker and not a shirker in

the kingdom of God; be cheerful and
courageous, looking straight to God
for help and blessing.

—To win souls to Christ is the great-
est and best work in the world. It is

the first business of the minister, the
church and the individual Christian.

—The supernatural is the backbone
of the Bible. The miraculous element
is a badge of its divine origin. If men
could understand it to perfection then
men might have written it.

—God puts no round pegs into
square holes. He gives to every man
the talents with which, under existing
circumstances, he may do his level best
and achieve the greatest honor.

—"One sinner destroyeth much
good," and a minister who is a "sore-
head" is the chief of sinners in soul-

winning work. The unsympathetic
pastor ofttimes discourages his own
people by the indifferent or hostile atti-

tude which he assumes.

Evangelist J. Q. A. Henry.

Carrying Produce by Motor Cars
Mr. Giles Barbour, of Littleton,

Mass., is the first farmer to have his

produce brought into Boston by motor
car. He had been repeatedly told that
the produce would be crushed and
damaged by the jarring of the vehicle.

A full load of produce was placed in

the car and the manufacturer's agent
even insisted on taking a basket of

eggs along. On the way, they passed
many farmers who had left Littleton

four or five hours earlier in their

horse-drawn wagons. On arrival at

Boston, the produce was found to be
in splendid condition and not even an
egg shell had been broken. Eight
hours had been saved on the trip and
now Mr. Barbour is an enthusiastic

advocate of the new method of trans-

portation.
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WHEN we acquired the Philippine Islands

back in the stirring days of 1898, when the

Stars and Stripes were being carried into

various Spanish possessions, and carried to stay,

we also acquired a full-fledged Sultan, whose name
has been made so familiar to American ears by

song and story that they have almost come to be-

lieve that his majesty the Sultan of Sulu was a
myth. He is, however, very much alive and has
just arrived on American soil to see at close range
what sort of people we are, and as the government
and various people have been doing their best to

show him the sights, from the Capi-
tol at Washington to Coney Island,

it is thought that his stay will be an
enjoyable one.

He started around the world, tak-

ing in India, parts of Asia, and then
Europe, and will see America last of

all before returning to his capital

city of Jolo, which is a real place on
the map, despite the almost unreal

festivity of its name.
In addition to having the title of

Sultan, he bears the name of Hadji
Mohammed Jamalui Kiram II. The
Sultan formerly held almost undis-

puted sway over one hundred and
forty islands of the Philippine Archi-
pelago. The islands stretched from
Mindanao almost to Borneo.
The Sultan lost many of his pow-

ers when the islands were taken
under the Stars and Stripes. He
had to pull down no ensign; for,

strange to relate, the Sultan has
never had a standard, and now he
seems quite well satisfied to own
allegiance to our colors. He has
modern ideas and is anxious, it is

said, that more schools be established

among his people. The Sultan in-

herited his title and islands from a
warlike ancestor named Puguian the

Great. Kiram's father died in 1894,

and he made the city of Jolo his capi-

tal on his accession. After the close

of the Spanish War and the suppression of the

insurrection in the Philippines, he was made by our
government the Presidente of Jolo, which means in

fact that he is permanent mayor.
The islands over which he ruled have some of the

richest pearl fisheries in the world, and his revenue
from this source alone is said to have been no less

than one hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year.

This source of revenue is now gone, and his regular
income is about nine thousand dollars a year. Part
of this comes from a yearly payment made by the
British Trading Company of North Borneo. Our
government pays him a salary of $150 per month.
The Sultan has his wife with him. Unlike most

sultans, he has only one. In their suite was his

interpreter, Charles J. Werble; the Sultan's brother,

Dato Raja Muda Mulalil Wasit, who is heir-appar-

ent, and three advisers, Rasul, son of the Prime

Minister, Tahir and Mohammed. All of these are

known as hadjis, which means that as devout Mo-

hammedans they, as well as their royal master,

have made a pilgrimage to Mecca. A servant,

Maaydno, claims descent from the prophet Mahomet,
and consequently is treated by all the party with

great respect. The interpreter Werble has had an
interesting career. He was once a soldier in the

The Sultan of Sulu (centre), His Brother, and Major H. L. Scott, U. S. A,

Seventeenth Infantry; later served in the artillery,

and then became a school teacher. He became a
close friend of the Sultan and it was he who per-
suaded him to take the present journey around the
world.
The Sultan has, however, a large and valuable

collection of pearls and one of the reasons for his

trip was to dispose of part of these. Some of the
pearls were sold in Singapore; then others found
purchasers in Colombo, Suez, Naples, Genoa, Paris
and London. One button-shaped pearl sold in Paris
for about six thousand dollars, while one hundred
thousand dollars were paid by gem-loving Londoners
for some of the best specimens. The money, it is

said, will be used in part to provide more schoc

teachers for the Sultan's people.

The Sultan came to New York on board th

steamship St. Louis. Orders were sent from Wash
ington to expedite his baggage and that all of hi

personal effects should be admitted free of dutj

Major Hugh L. Scott, at one time superintenden

of the West Point Military Academy, came on froi'

Washington to receive his majesty and act as ad
visor and escort on his various trips. The Majo
was a one-time governor of the Jolo Archipelagcj
and is an old friend of the nation's guest. Th;

entire party was installed in one oj

New York's fashionable hotels, wher!
they aroused much curiosity amon
the guests. The Sultan appeared i

the evening wearing a round blac]

velvet cap with a band of red, but hit

clothes showed that they were Euro'
pean in general style and cut. Thi
trousers were very tight, and hi

cutaway coat fitted with the clost

ness of a military surtout. He wai
taller than most Americans though
he would be, judging from the per
traits of him which have been pub
lished in this country. He is a littl

over five feet five inches in height

and a stiff black pompadour make
him look a little more. I

He enjoyed seeing the high build'

ings of New York and paid thi'

graceful compliment to the metropc
lis when he returned from his firs

motor trip : "Paris is a paradise, bu
New York is more than Paris." S
anxious was he to see every hig'

building that he turned most of th-

interviewers over to Mr. Werble t

let him say what he would about th

trip. He expressed a desire to se

the Vanderbilt cup race on Lonj

Island.
From New York he went to se

President Taft, with whom he hai

become acquainted during the Presi

dent's long service in the Philippines
Major Scott took him to see the greater part o

New York and Brooklyn before he hurried on ti

Washington. On leaving, he expressed himself a

greatly pleased with his visit, and said that h^

wished to return. It is thought that he will speni

more time in New York before his visit to thii;

country is at an end. If he does so, it is prob
able that he will visit the aviation grounds oi

Long Island and indulge in the thrilling pleasure o:

a flight in a biplane, something they have not ye

seen at Jolo. He may if the Sultan takes as mucl
interest in flying machines as he has in other up-to

date inventions he has come across on his memorabli
trip.

TME BUniLDE]
NEXT to marveling at the tremendous height

to which the modern American skyscraper
raises its roof, we admire the intrepid work-

ers in stone, iron and steel who are changing the

aspect of our American cities by the great towers
they clamp and rivet together hundreds of feet

above the city streets. One cannot go far in New
York without seeing a skyscraper under construc-

tion, and often a little knot of people will be gath-
ered on the other side of the street watching with
upturned faces the men on the twelfth, fifteenth,

thirtieth or even fortieth story, who look smaller
than insects and who work as calmly as if the mis-
step of two inches would not send them hurtling into
another world. It is the order in some work that
the men are on no account to look up, the glare
above often giving a feeling of dizziness when the
men again look into the depths below. Looking
downward, however, seems to have little effect on
the cool nerves of the workers in this line of con-
struction.

In all skyscrapers the steel frame is usually ten
or more stories up before the brick, stone, or con-
crete covering is applied, and the steel-men, working
under the guidance of trained engineers, have the
most difficult and dangerous task to perform. Often
they go aloft on the steel hoisting hooks, or astride
a steel girder. They straddle narrow beams, drill,

rivet and join girders with as little concern as if they
were in their shops. After the steel frame has been
completed in the lower stories and bears a close
resemblance to an overgrown cage the brick-layers
get to work. Usually they start their wall of brick
or artificial stone on a steel support several stories

in the air and soon the whole structure is covered
with what at first look like patches of masonry. The

'F TME SBiY^S'CIRAFE.R^S 5«,fc^r<,«on.on»,po.Ve^„.
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great keystones over windows and doors are put up
in the rough and are carved with decorative designs
after the building is practically completed.
The modern high office building rises with start-

ling rapidity. A few months ago at the corner of
Astor Place and Broadway laborers were busily
engaged in digging a hole in the crust of Manhat-
tan equal to several stories in depth. Soon the
foundations for the sidewalks were going in; the
steel-men put up their derricks and the huge frame
began to rise. At this writing the steel frame is

well above most of the old buildings in the neigh-
borhood and three stories of masonry have been
completed. It will not be very many weeks before
office room in the new structure will be listed with
the real estate brokers.
On the opposite page are some illustrations of

buildings in the process of construction in the lower
part of the city. Where they stand there stood a row
of small brick houses with their gable ends to the
street in the days "when old New York was young."
The workmen could almost throw a stone to the spot
where Fort Amsterdam used to raise its frowning
battlements that citizens of New York might sleep
sound o' nights without fear of being pulled out of
their beds by Spanish pirates or French sailors.
From the topmost girders one can look for twenty

miles over the second city of the world ; the first so
far as its stupendous structures are concerned. All
of them can be seen from the top of the new struc-
ture near Battery Park. There is the American
Surety Company's building, three hundred and six
feet high, with twenty-three stories; the American
Tract Society building, of the same height; the
Heidelberg, four hundred and ten feet high, with
thirty stories; the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Page 922

building, seven hundred feet high, divided into fiftji

stories; the Park Row building, whose towers ris('

three hundred and eighty-two feet above stree;

level; the Singer building, over six hundred am
twelve feet high, divided into forty-one stories; the

St. Paul building, three hundred and eight fee*

high; the Times building, four hundred and nineteer,

feet high, and the Pulitzer building, over three hunj
dred and seventy-five feet high. The list of build-

ings which range in height from two hundred t(

three hundred feet is a long one, and is constantly

growing. The New Municipal building, when com-

pleted, will be over four hundred feet high. Vi

seems but yesterday when a ten-story building wasj

regarded with amazement, yet the announcement'
that in the near future one would be built to reach

one thousand feet above the narrow city street

creates no feeling that an impossible task is before

the engineers; on the contrary it is regarded as the

inevitable result of the present race to construct

tall buildings. At the close of the Civil War a

building four stories in height was regarded as a

fair-sized business structure, but that was before

the city had spread over a good part of four counties,

Current Topics
—The International Humane Conference, now meeting ii'

Washington, proposes to start a world-wide crusade against

all moving picture shows of an improper character. i

—During a street disturbance in the "Moabit" quarter oli

Berlin, on September 28, the police made a charge on the

crowds with drawn sabres. An automobile containing several

newspaper correspondents, including representatives of thf

New York Sun and World, the London Mail and Reuters

Agency, was attacked and all the occupants wounded. They

had a narrow escape. The Moabit quarter has been a frequent

scene of rioting lately.

i



A Few Moments' Rest on the Steel Perch Hoisting Workmen to the Topmost Girders

Workmen Measuring for Steel Rivet Holes Twenty Stories Above the Street Some Workmen Travel Up and Down on the Steel Lifting-Hooks
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House-Cleaning

FRAUD investigations now seem to be epidemic.

They have them at the present time in Columbus
and Ashtabula, 0.; Schenectady, Buffalo, Utica,

Albany and New York City, N. Y.; Granville City,

Spring-field and Chicago, 111.; Harrisburg and Pitts-

burg, Pa.; Boston and Lowell, Mass.; Indianapolis,

Ind.^ Grand Rapids, Mich.; St. Louis, Mo.; San

Francisco, Calif. ; Norfolk, Va. ; and Hoboken, N. J.

Pretty extensive house-cleaning, this! The "Awak-
ening of the Public Conscience" is not a myth after

all. Good will come of it, if the standard of public

morals and official efficiency is raised thereby.

Meanwhile, we may well stand amazed at the giant

influence of wrong-doing, even in those who may be

regarded as unimportant. A very small man in an
insignificant post does a wrong act, and the scales

that measure the interests of millions of people are

instantly affected. A jest, or a misstatement, or a

slander that cost only a moment to set down with

pen and ink, may corrupt the imaginations and
befoul the consciences of thoughtless thousands. A
momentary yielding to the temptation to use public

office for private gain, will blast an otherwise good
reputation and very likely destroy others. Rigid

honesty and truthfulness are the only basis of ac-

tion, in public or private life, that will stand the

test of scrutiny and give ultimate satisfaction. The
man who offends against these, though he be en-

dowed with many estimable qualities, must ulti-

mately go to the wall.

Vultures and Their Prey

AS long as human nature remains weak and
• credulous, and as long as the desire for wealth

is cherished by the great majority, so long will the

class of vultures known as "get-rich-quick" men
continue to prey with more or less success on the

defenseless public. But why should the public be

continually exposed to such notorious swindles as

those of the firm of Wall Street brokers whose
principal members, together with their books, were
bundled off in a police patrol wagon the other day
and taken to jail by post office detectives? This
concern has been conducting for years past a large
business with branches in six other populous cities

and, of course, with palatial headquarters in New
York, where it kept 100 stenographers busy. It is

charged with using the mails to defraud the public.

A Stock Exchange authority estimates that it has
spent over $5,000,000 in advertising its fraudulent
mining schemes. It will strike the average citizen,

who reads this story, that if the columns of the
daily newspapers were closed to all such schemes,
and if no concern were advertised that could not
stand reasonable investigation, the great art of
swindling by "get-rich-quick" methods would soon
die a natural death. Its demise would be a positive
blessing to thousands of the class who now furnish
most of its dupes.

The Unre^ in China

ACCORDING to recent information from official

. circles in Peking there seems danger that a
,dark chapter in the history of the Celestial Empire
may be repeated if precautions are not taken by
the Chinese government and by other nations which
h^ve great interests in that country, our own in-

cluded. The American public will recall that about
a decade ago there came reports of uprisings in

various parts of China which at first caused little

alaiuii. They seemed sporadic and likely to subside
as quickly as they came, leaving little to mark the
outbui:sts. They seemed to have no particular con-
nection in the beginning. Later, the bands united
and then came the terrible Boxer insurrection
which deluged several provinces with blood, and
cost the lives of many foreign missionaries, envoys,
merchants and soldiers before it was suppressed.
The foreign legations were nearly wiped out, and
only saved by the quick march of a combined force
of Americans and Europeans to the rescue. The
American Minister in China, William J. Calhoun,
is not an alarmist, but he has been carefully watch-

ing the trend of events in China, and he has found
such a spirit of unrest, so many signs which point

to another outbreak of a character similar to that

of the Boxers, that he has wisely taken precautions

to protect Americans and American interests in-

stead of waiting until the proverbial eleventh hour,

as has so often been done in our relations with other

countries with disastrous results.

Mr. Calhoun sent the reports of conditions in

China to the State Department, and then asked
Rear-Admiral Hubbard, who commands the fleet in

Asiatic waters, to be ready to land a force. The
admiral fortunately has at least ten ships of the

gunboat class within call, and an officer of marines
has gone to Peking to take command of the guard
which has been posted at the legation in that city

ever since the Boxer outbreak. Of course, any
troops we would have at hand in case of a sudden
insurrection would seem pitifully weak and small

compared with the thousands who might be ready
to block their path, but discipline counts for much,
and our sailors and marines are not the men to

hesitate, no matter how disproportionate their

numbers might be compared to the insurgents.

There are several reasons for the present con-

dition of affairs in China. There is a party of

intelligent men who see that China's only hope of

remaining in control of her own affairs is to reform
her antiquated methods of government and bring
the nation abreast of the times. They have accom-
plished much, but they are hampered by the great
mass of the people who would like to see all inno-

vations abolished and have their country return to

her sleep of centuries. Then the acquisition of

Korea by Japan has alarmed a great many who
foresee the expansion of Japanese authority until

all hope of regaining Manchuria must be abandoned.
Russia evidently has a secret understanding with
Japan which bodes no good for the already harassed
country. China's greatest foe, however, is within
herself. An uprising and the massacre of inoffen-

sive foreigners, who only wish her well, would give
a longed-for excuse for partitioning her territory
to many who have looked with greedy eyes on some
of her richest provinces. For the sake of China
herself it is to be hoped that she can quell any
disorder that may arise.

An Experiment Both Ways

FEW young cities have passed through so rapid
yet so conclusive an experience in temperance

as Rockford, 111. Several years ago, the citizens

decided against the saloons and for two years there

was not a single drinking-place in town. Business
was good, people saved money, and the banks re-

ported increased deposits. Then the citizens took

the opposite tack and decided to give the saloons
another trial—but on the promise of obedience to
State and local laws and good behavior generally.
They were to be "model" saloons. The first day
the bars were opened, thirty-nine arrests were made
for rioting in the streets. According to the Rock-
ford Reptiblican, it was a case of "mobs of liquor-
made rioters, constituting a vindication of the 'dry'
campaign . . . It is evidently impossible for the
police department to take proper care of the output
of Rockford's saloons." Another Rockford paper,
the Star, after reviewing the situation, remarks:
"It is hardly an exaggeration to say that there was
more immoderate drinking and public intoxication
yesterday than during a whole year under the 'dry'
regime." These unfortunate experiences would
seem inevitably to lead to the conclusion that a
saloon can only be good when it is closed for good.

Explosive Infidelity

DARWIN once observed with fine candor that
"all our knowledge of the universe and its

problems is something like a hen's knowledge of a
forty-acre field, in one corner of which she has been
scratching." We commend his observation to those
Western professors who, in their contributions to
the monthly literary organ of a divinity school,
decide with a few flourishes of the pen the greatest
problems that have engaged the attention of man
since the morning of the world. Some few years
ago, one of the bright lights of this wonderful school
laid down a new plan for converting the heathen

by the use of magic lanterns and microscopes.

Gospel effort and the use of the Bible were termedj
"jungle preaching," and the methods of the mis-

sionaries were held up to derision. Later, anothem
of these scientific theologians launched on a de^

fenseless public a book in which, to his own satis-l

faction at least, he demolished every system of|

religion and all the churches from Moses down to|

Moody. Christianity and the Bible were taken bit^

terly to task for "gagging science." The God of thd
Bible was not the God of to-day. Now, a still bolden
attack is made, in the same style, by another
of these wise professors, who undertakes to ex-||

plode the whole system of Christianity simply by
denying all its essentials! The very immoderatiori
of the attack defeats its purpose in the minds of al|

thoughtful, serious people. Knowledge of tha
reality of spiritual things comes from the Spirit|

and not from the university classroom. Any othe^
than this spiritual knowledge becomes "a stumbling
block to the weak." And right here is the greatestlil

danger, when those who hold distinctly infidel viewJ
and who mock at things they cannot understand.lj
having no spiritual light in themselves, are in a^
position to impress their wild vagaries upon younger
minds that are as yet incapable of forming a judg-|

ment on the great moral and spiritual issues.

General Notes
—Mayor Gaynor of New York is now fully restored to healtbjl

and will shortly resume the duties of his office. No attemptji

has yet been made to extract the bullet from his throat.

—78,000 PERSONS have died of cholera in Russia in the lastj

three years. The outbreak in Italy is by no means ended!
People have died of cholera in the streets of Naples. It is||

rumored that 100,000 of the wealthy citizens have fled. Thejl

disease has spread throughout Italy and our quarantine officialsif

are exercising the utmost vigilance lest the disease should get ai{|j

foothold here.

—A PARTY OF Chinese notables, including Justice Shih Ying;|

Hsu, of the Chinese High Court ; the Hon. Ch'ien Hsu, Attor-I

ney-General of Pekin ; Mr. Chi Chang Shen, Mr. Wen Chang:(l

Lo and Mr. Y. T. Wang, are now on the way to the United!

States. They are coming to study our court system and our|

prisons, by command of the Emperor. They have been making!|j

an exhaustive study on similar lines in Europe.

.

—

One of the leading journals in the Japanese capital, the

Kokumin of Tokyo (the official organ of the government), in

a recent issue, has this significant paragraph : "The develop-)

ment of Japan to a first-class power within the past fifty years

is, to a great extent, attributable to the trouble taken by the!

missionaries who, either by establishing schools or by preaching

the Gospel of Christ in the churches, have cultivated the minds

of the Japanese and enhanced the standard of their morals. It|

is to be hoped that the missionaries will redouble their energies

and zeal in promoting the welfare and happiness of the Jap-I

anese." But, of course, the sensational journals which are try-

ing to stir up trouble with Japan, will probably belittle such a|

declaration, although there could be no better authority shortj

of an imperial edict.
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Flew Over the Alps

NAPOLEON with his army slowly crawled up
the Alps under extreme difficulty and went
down on the other side into Italy. Seiior

Chavez, the latest hero of the Alps, took wings and
flew over them like a bird, but his world's record

flight and aerial mastery of the Alps was suddenly

,
followed by his tragic death. The young Peruvian
aviator undertook to fly from Brigue in Switzer-

land across the Alps to Milan in Italy. After safely

crossing the snowy peaks and black yawning gorges
of the Simplon, he undertook to make a landing at

.Domodossola, to secure oil for his machine. He was
descending gracefully, when, about thirty feet above
the ground, a sudden gust of wind caught the mono-
plane, which turned over and fell, carrying Sefior

Chavez down with it and under it. He was taken
out from the wreckage bleeding, with both legs

broken, his left thigh fractured and his body fear-

fully bruised. He was carried to the hospital. He
lived from Friday till Tuesday, when he passed

away. He asked the physician, "Is there no hope
for me? I do not want to die just yet."

According to the physicians, Chavez in

a delirium the night before he expired,

jsaid, "Still more snow, more glaciers;

! another towering peak ahead! O God!
it's frightful! when will it end?" It is

said that the $20,000 purse which was to

be given to the one first flying over the

Alps to Milan, was to have been pre-

Isented to him for his daring heroism
land success in crossing the mountains.
fThis young man's flight and faith re-

mind us of the youth in Longfellow's
vision who passed through an Alpine
village carrj'ing a banner in his hand
.bearing the word "Excelsior" (higher).

[The warm happy homes on the way in-

vited him to halt, the beautiful maiden
besought him to tarry for her love, the

jwise old man warned him of the danger
[ahead, of the terrible storm threatening
and the awful avalanche; but he heeded
them not, for he was on a journey up-
ward, higher, still higher over the great-

jest barriers to his goal, and the brave
boy with his bounding ambition fell

weary to the earth and perished in the
jsnow:

A traveler by the faithful hound,

J
Half-buried in the snow was found.
Still grasping in his hand of ice

I That banner with the strange device.

Excelsior!

' It would seem as though Longfellow
'were a prophet as well as poet, having
ithe latest hero of the Alps in his mind

—

the young man who took wings and flew
higher and higher, till he put the Alps
ibeneath his feet, then perished within
^sight of his goal. This Peruvian avia-
ior, only twenty-three years of age,

; symbolizes the all-daring courage, the
indomitable energy, the strength of will,

the boundless ambition, and brilliant

•achievement of young manhood. Long-
fellow's youth who climbed the Alps and
the hero of to-day who flew over them
suggest the instinct of the universal
breast demanding higher and still higher
:things and a life of progress that shall
Inever end. Mastery over mountains of
difficulty and wrong, progress on the path of virtue,
and enjoyment of the eternal life are the heritage
of those who possess the Christian faith.

For whatsoever is bom of God overcometh the world ; and
this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith. (I.

John 5:4.)

which is a recognition of the damage of the liquor
traffic and the necessity for its curtailment and
abolition. While there is a hopeful reduction in the
consumption of liquors in the home countries, the
statistics of which were reported to our government,
there is not an English speaking colony on the earth
that is not fighting the rum-traffic as vigorously
and almost as successfully as they are doing in our
own Southland. The nations are beginning to
realize the truth of the prophet's statement that
Strong drink shall be bitter to them that drink it. (Isa. 24 : 9.)

Hobble Skirt Accident

Some young people were playing a set of lawn
tennis at the Cannon Grange, near Norwalk, Conn.,
when one of the young lady players fell and broke
her leg. The hobble skirt which she wore tripped
her and she fell, receiving the injury. A woman
alighting from a street car the other day clad in

one of these skirts fell and fractured her skull.

The most vivid imagination would be required to

conceive of any occasion when a hobble skirt would
be of value. Certainly the last use it could be put

f»*l

'Britain's Drink Bill Decreasing

Consul-General John L. Griffiths of London has
just reported to the United States government a
decided reduction in the liquor traffic in England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales. In England and
Wales in 1908 convictions for drunkenness aggre-
gated 187,803, while in 1909 the total was 169,-518,

a decrease of 18,385, or nearly one-tenth. The de-
crease in Scotland outside of the towns for 1909 as
compared with 1908 was nineteen per cent., and in

the Scottish towns the decrease in drunkenness
.amounted to twenty-seven per cent., while in Ireland
the decrease from 1908 was eight per cent. The
decrease in drunkenness has been attributed to the
•increase in the price of whisky and in the organiza-
tion of social clubs as a sub.stitute for the licensed
public drinking place. The chief reason is that
Great Britain has caught the spirit of the times,

George Chavez, the Aeronaut Who Flew Across the Alps
He was injiiicii 111 alit'liling and ilied a few days after liis tnuiiiiiliant rtiglit

to would be that of proinoting success at lawn
tennis. There is no folly to which a blind devotion

to fashion will not lead. Whether the wearing
apparel be modest or immodest, beautiful or homely,
graceful or awkward, custom is the law with these

devotees of fashion. The vanities of life lead to so

much folly and involve such liability to injury, both
physical and spiritual, that those who are handi-
capped and hobble-skirted by them might utter the

prayer of the psalmist:

Turn away mine eyes from beholding vanity ; and quicken thou

me in thy way. (Ps. 119:37.)

Risks Life for Friend

While Raymond Guilfoyle, a boy of fifteen years,

was feeding an electric meat-grinder in the Diamond
Market in Pittsburg, his hand was caught in the

machine, which began to make mince-meat of it.

Charles Lompus, aged fourteen years, jumped on a

bench, and tearing down the high-volted wires at

the peril of his own life, broke the circuit and
stopped the machinery. Strange to say, Lompus
escaped injury. The grinder had to be broken to

pieces before the boy's hand could be extricated. It

was not because Lompus was ignorant of the danger

he incurred in touching the wires, but it was be-
cause he loved his comrade and wanted to save him.
If search were made, we have no doubt that it would
be found that the humble boy has good blood in his

veins, and that he belongs to a home with noble
environment and instruction. Such heroism is not
rare in this blessed country of ours! There is

scarcely a calamity anywhere that has not its hero
ready to offer sympathy and service. There was
One who saved our lives at the peril of his own,
who was not able to save himself, to whom we owe
unfeigned gratitude and unceasing love. His enemies
spoke of this when they said:

He saved others; himself he cannot save. (Matt. 27: 42.)

Fake Investment Schemes

Mr. Warren Dickson, the new head of the Post
Office Inspectors in New York City, said the other
day: "In the last ten years the American people
have invested $50,000,000 in fake mining schemes."
He says, "Twenty-cent shares spell fake." The
post office authorities declare that the circulars and
other documents sent out through the mail by one

man (just arrested) and his agents to

induce the public to invest in a certain
stock resulted in a loss to the people of

$1,300,000. The government, which hasB tried to keep a sharp eye on such dis-

honesties, is more than ever determined
n| entirely to suppress them. Avarice has
IT such a cunning heart and greedy hand

' '' that it will take away by every con-
ceivable device from others the smaller
and larger amounts, unless there is the
greatest caution and persistence in re-

taining them.
For riches certainly make themselves wings ; they

fly away as an eagle toward heaven. (Prov. 23 • 5.)

Famous Missionary Hymn Omitted

The Missionary Hymnal Commission
of the Protestant Episcopal Church sur-

prised the Christian world by ordering
that the famous missionary hymn "From
Greenland's Icy Mountains" be elim-

inated from the revised hymnal. Pro-

tests in and outside of the Church from
the secular and religious press are
entered against this action of the com-
mittee. It would seem to the average
Christian that that particular hymn
would be the last to be left out of any
collection of missionary hymns and
ought in fact to have its place as num-
ber one. The circumstances of the com-
position of the hymn are these : Regi-
nald Heber, a young Episcopalian rector
in Shropshire, England, was on a visit

to his father-in-law. Dr. Shipley, vicar
of Wrexham, for the purpose of preach-
ing the first of a series of missionary
sermons. On Saturday afternoon Dr.
Shipley, knowing that the young man
had the poetic instinct, asked him to

compose a missionary hymn for use at

the meeting on the following night. The
young man drew his chair to another
part of the room, scribbled hastily for a
little time, and turning to his father-in-
law began to read to him

:

From Greenland's icy mountains.
From India's coral strand,

and continued till he had finished three stanzas, and
then asked his father-in-law how they would do.

The answer was, "Very well indeed." The young
man said, "Wait a minute or two. I think it needs
a closing stanza," which he wrote and read:

Waft, waft, ye winds, his story, and you, ye waters, roll.

This young rector became the Bishop of India.

Seven years after the composition of this immortal
hymn he went to his reward. For almost three
generations this young man's love for God and his

fellow-men and earnest desire for the salvation of

the heathen have been echoed and re-echoed by the
militant hosts of the Church of God. That an im-
mortal hymn written by an Episcopalian Bishop,
himself a foreign missionary, a hymn cherished by
the universal Church, should be left out of the mis-
sionary collection of hymns in the Episcopal Church,
is astonishing and regrettable. Whether the com-
mittee shall retain or reject the hymn in its collec-

tion, Christians of every denomination throughout
the wide world will continue to sing it with the tear

of love and the shout of faith for centuries to come.

Sing unto the Lord, all the earth ; show forth from day to day his

salvation. Declare his glory among the heathen ; his marvelous
works among all nations. (I. Chron. 16:23, 24.)
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the death of William Holman Hunt at his

London home on the 7th of August last, the

world lost its greatest modern religious

painter.

Indeed, it might be said that Holman Hunt
originated the wonderful modern movement in

religious art. In form and technique others

have surpassed him; but in spontaneous and

fresh conceptions of relijious subjects, he has

been unrivaled, and his influence may be traced

in the pictures of nearly all of his contempo-

raries who have attempted similar themes.

Holman Hunt, as he is commonly called, was
born in the heart of London in 1827. His father

was a poor warehouseman, and the boy was put

to work in an office at the age of twelve. But
his fingers itched for the pencil and the brush,

and before he had attained his majority he began

to eke out a poor living by painting portraits.

At the Academy he met Millais and Rossetti.

They discussed the character of modern art, and
agreed that it was meretricious and untrue to the

finest ideals. They resolved to band together to

reform and purify it.

Thus began the astonishing Pre-Raphaelite

movement, which has revolutionized the whole
world of painting and sculpture.

At the age of twenty-seven, Hunt exhibited his

most famous painting, "The Light of the World,"
representing our Saviour, with the face of a
judge and a mediator, awful yet pitiful, and sur-
rounded by many symbolical objects.

This picture has been reproduced in scores of
ways, and millions of copies of it have been
strewn broadcast over the world. Few other
pictures are so well known.
The attitude chosen by the artist is the most

characteristic and appealing that could be se-

lected. Like all of Hunt's other pictures, it pos-
sesses to a remarkable degree the quality of
impressiveness. One cannot forget it.

Among the most famous of his other works are
"The Shadow of the Cross"; "The Lady of
Shalott"; "The Triumph of the Innocents";
"May Morning on Magdalen Tower"; and "The
Finding of Christ in the Temple."

Principal Forsyth claims Holman Hunt as "a
specifically Christian artist." He adds, "Hunt's
subjects lie nearer the great Death than the great
Resurrection; yet his art is inspired by the spirit

of the Resurrection rather than by that of the
Crucifixion. He paints the Cross in the spirit of
the Resurrection, whereas Rossetti would have

painted the Resurrection in the spirit of the

Cross."
All three of these devoted artists. Hunt, Millais

and Rossetti (all now passed away) , were largely

inspired by Ruskin. They were enthusiastic,

imaginative, pure-souled, and had "ecstatic

dreams of color." To paint truth exactly as they
saw it was their single aim. Manner was less

important to them than subject and spirit.

This led to fiery criticisms from the sticklers

for mechanical perfection ; but amid the storm of

scornful invective, the Pre-Raphaelites kept

calmly on their way, for they knew that the high-

est power lay with them.
Holman Hunt came not to his great fame by

accident. Strenuous and persistent work, at-

tended by even more than the usual quota of

defeats and failures, was his portion for many
years.

Individual and solitary in his genius, a world

used to different standards refused to accept him.

He "harked back," as he himself expressed it, to

the time of Raphael, when art was free from "the

corruption, pride and disease" which honey-

combed all its modern manifestations.

In his zeal for true atmosphere and environ-
ment, he visited Palestine, and became saturated
with its spirit. Thus he hoped to infuse into his

religious paintings the subtle glow and charm
which only complete sincerity can impart. The
critics coldly proclaimed that he had not caught
them; but the world has made those carpers
reverse their verdict. What coming ages will

say, no one can tell; but for us of to-day, he

stands as the ablest modern exponent on canvas
of the objects of our deepest faith.

He wrote, "The inheritance that the greatest

of the Sons of God has won for us has its welcome
in my soul. I want to prove, so far as my paint-

ing can, that Christianity is a living faith. Per-

haps, with less opportunity of knowing the real

history, the Parisian sentimental travesty of

the Gospel by Renan, or the romance by Strauss
suiting modern intellect, would impress me with
some of the respect which so many men have for

them. To me their theories present far gi-eater

obstacles to faith than the original Gospels offer."

No one can measure the part which this great
painter has played in the progress of our reli-

gion during his long life; but we may be sure that

it was large, and may well thank our Father
that he put such brilliant talents into such rev-

erent hands. Kate Upson Clark.
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"^OilE months ago, I met a number of Indians

^ from Ipeti, a place some leagues west of our
J Santa Teresa Station. I had a friendly talk

th them; they invited me to visit them at their

me; and I promised to do so. Ever since then I

,ve been eager to go, but I was in the midst of

.ilding and clearing operations that had to be
[ished before I could set out.

It was only on Sunday that I was able to start on
e march, accompanied by Santiago, my little

dian boy, who acted as guide. Our clothes were
ickly drenched as we made our way through the

ig dew-laden grass, but we were soon in a swamp,
oughing through mud and water, and the wetting
om the dew was forgotten as a trifle. Presently

; arrived at a tapii (group of Indian huts)

lere the Indians warned us that we had better
t attempt the journey to

eti; the swamps, they said,

:d the river were impassable
, account of the recent heavy
ins, and we should turn back
once. Bidding them good-by,

3 were soon lost to their view
the belt of forest that shut
em in from the next swamp.
Ten minutes brought us to

e edge of the swamp. My
tie boy was "vaqueno" (an
pert guide). The winding
ith seemed familiar to him,
id only once did he show any
.icertainty. We trudged on,

\\e after mile, through forest,

/amp, and mud.
At length we came to the
ep flowing waters of the
Ver Ipeti. Skirting its banks
r a quarter of a mile or more,
3 reached the bridge—a fallen

ee extending little more than
ilf way across, with a log
rown out from the opposite
nk, resting on one of its

anches. Over this rickety
ructure we passed in safetj',

id a short walk farther
•ought us to the first tapii.

16 place here is called Ipeti

cm the river we had crossed.
Our reception was not very
rdial. The Indians were not
a talking mood. So after a
ort stay we made our way to
e next tapii, a little further

i. We did not find so many
i.'ople here, but our reception
as decidedly better.

Picture to yourself a collec-

pn of low palm-leaf huts
idely built and barely enough
shelter the human inmates

.cm the weather, but afford-
'g ample refuge for colonies
crawling and stinging in-

SyH. WHITTINGTON

sects. Refuse of all kinds litters the encampment. A
number of half naked, dirty, lazy looking men are
lounging about. A few are the proud possessors of
shirt and trousers. Others have shirt, minus
trousers, while the greater number have nothing
more than the usual loin-cloth. Most of the men
wear a long cord of twisted hair wound many times
round the leg below the knee. The women, if not as
lazylike as the men, are at any rate no cleaner.
Their clothing consists mostly of a piece of dirty
calico hanging from the waist in the form of a skirt.
Their ornaments are simple, and consist merely of
long strings of beads on neck and shoulders, and
short strings for earrings. They use more paint
than the men, and few of them are without streaks

A Great Company of Missionaries Who Have Sailed for the Foreign Field

'

I
'riE missionary rooms of the Baptists in Boston were the scene of a great deal of interest and activity during

the early part of the week of September 19. On Tuesday, there sailed from Boston forty-one missionaries

to lake up the Lord s work in foreign fields. The sailing of these missionaries brings the total number of Baptist

missionaries sent to foreign fields this year up to one hundred and six — or that number will have sailed before the

first of next January, there being still a few to depart before that time. This is one proof of how busy the

Baptists are along missionary lines. The goodly company of missionaries leaving Boston on the 20th were
bound for China, Japan, the Philippines, Burma, Assam and Southern India. A few were missionaries returning

lo their work after a vacation in America, and the greater number were going out for the first time, not to return

for at least five years, unless compelled to do so by reason of failing health. A farewell service was held in Ford
Hall, and nearly a week was given up to missionary service of various kinds. J. L. H.

of black pigment on their faces. Their chief occu-
pation seems to be carrying food from the planta-
tion, cooking it, and eating it most of the day. An
old dame can be seen sitting by a fire on the
ground, busily roasting sweet potatoes, while a little

girl stands beside her, fighting and killing the
nibarigtiis (sand-flies) and other insects which have
old granny's back all pricked and sore. The old
woman evidently gets her own way among the
younger women, and, though perhaps not all out of
love, they seem willing to do her bidding. A few
red-skinned children are playing in the dust and
mud. The cares and weight of a dull, monotonous
life have not yet crushed their spirits, and for the
most part they are happy, with the little they know
of happiness. Occasionally a squabble arises among
them and a free fight ensues; but that is soon put
an end to by the parents.
An Indian tapii is, of course, incomplete without

its parrots and dogs. Here
these are much in evidence.
The latter seldom fail to re-

mind one of their presence, and
have an unpleasant disposition
to show their teeth.

There are some thirty inhab-
itants in Ipeti, and there are,

as already stated, hundreds of
such places in the forests. What
the total number of the Indians
is we cannot tell, but it is evi-

dently considerable. As yet
practically nothing has been
done to give them the Gospel.
The Inland South American
Missionary Union is the only
Protestant mission at work
among them, but our effort is

weak for lack of support from
the home church.

Before leaving Ipeti I sang
a hymn to the people, but they
did not show any interest—it

was my first visit to them, and
their interest has to be awak-
ened. I also gave them some
presents, and got a present of
a good-sized pumpkin from
them.
We then said good-by and

turned homeward towards the
river.

The footing on the crazy
bridge, with the dai'k water
covering part of it, was none
too sure, but we crossed in

safety. We know these chil-

dren of the forest must, like

ourselves, come to the great
and final river, and one won-
ders how many of them, or if

any of them, will know how
and where to find the Bridge
on which the footing is sui'e,

and that reaches to the Fa-
ther's home on the other side!

Will you help us to tell them?

MOTMER BIRD'S CIHiniLBREN''S CILUE

^
Little Kitchen-Garden Maids

WE want to belong. Please may we belong to

the club? The club that's up?" This is

hat the children of the East Side of New York
ly when they ai-e too young to read the bulletin

)ard of the White Door Settlement at 211 Clinton
treet.

It would seem an easy matter to gather these
ttle children in, and it would be if we had more
)om. We always plan for thirty-seven classes and
ubs a week, from kindergarten, kitchen garden.

sewing, city history, civics, literary and athletic

clubs, comprising all ages, from boys and girls of

three to the young men and women, and finally the

Mothers' Club of 112 members. We always have a

waiting list of boys and girls who have organized

their various classes or clubs; and we could easily

double the work of our eight or nine hundred if we
only had more room. All summer a club of young
men has held its meetings on our steps.

The kitchen garden girls registered to-day—
sixty girls. They learn to sweep, to make beds,

set a table, wait on the door, and do simple cooking,

but we need a cooking equipment. These girls do

their work well and learn much more than the text-

book lessons in gentleness and courtesy.

Just a word about the boys, who, beside carrying

on their literary and athletic work, are interested in

being identified with the city's interests. The Lin-

coln Club through Jts vigilance in helping the Street

Cleaning Department has gained for its members
fifteen badges. Another boy's club wished to "help

the Health Department," and called itself the

"American Aid to the Society for the Prevention of

Tuberculosis "in New York City," and has given half

the club's dues each week to send milk and eggs to a

little sick boy in Mangin Street. This proved so

interesting that the club branched out into other

work, and helped several destitute families. The

members of this club are beginning to think of

others, as boys, which speaks well for the citizen-

ship of the future.

Will the readers of The Christian Herald help

us that we may go forward, and that the work,
which has grown beyond all expectation in twelve

years, may not be handicapped by lack of support,

and that the Gospel Settlement may be conspicu-

ously successful because its standard is so high?

Sarah J. Bird.

"We want to belong!"

ipjfflli"! H^^H
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A Unique Diary

ONE day, some months ago, there came to me in

the morning mail a book of unusual charm
and singular beauty. It is a printed, but not

a published book, and as yet only a limited number
of copies are to be had by fortunate readers. Since
I first saw the book it has been placed in several

public libraries, and a hope has been expressed that

it may form part of the supplementary reading of

the public schools in New York State. I have no
hesitation in saying that it deserves to be widely
read, because of its merit, its literary value and the

simple story it tells. To thousands of homes in our
land it would bring a picture of an important his-

toric period. The book is the Diary of Caroline
Coiules Richards, 1852-1872. She is

now Mrs. E. C. Clarke of Naples,
N. Y., a subscriber to and constant
reader of The Christian Herald.
Here is the first entry in the little

girl's diary:
"Canandaigua, N. Y., November 21,

1852.—I am ten years old to-day and
think I will write a journal and tell

who I am and what I am doing. I

have lived with my Grandfather and
Grandmother Beals ever since I was
seven years, and Anna, too, since she
was four. Our brothers, James and
John, came too. Anna and I go to
school at District Number 11. Mr.
James C. Cross is our teacher, and
some of the scholars say he is cross by
name and cross by nature, but I like
him. He gave me a book by the name
of Noble Deeds of American Women,
for reward of merit, in my reading
cla.ss. To-day a nice old gentleman,
by the name of Mr. William Wood,
visited our school. He had a beauti-
ful pear in his hand and said he would
give it to the boy or girl who could
spell "virgaloo," for that was the name
of the pear. I spelt it that way, but
it was not right. A little boy named
William Sly spelt it right and he got
the pear. I wish I had, but I can't
even remember how he spelt it. If
the pear was as hard as the name, I

don't believe any one would want it,

but I don't see how they happened to
give such a hard name to such a nice
pear."

This is the first childish entry. Mrs.
Harriet Prescott Spofford, writing to
me about this book, said: "The very
spirit of childhood is in it," and indeed
it is. The two little sisters, Caroline
and Anna, were very tenderly brought
up by their grandparents, people who
belonged to our real American aristoc-
racy. The glimpses given of home life
under the roof of Deacon Beals, the
atmosphere of consistent piety, the
wholesome restraint of the day in
which there was no harshness, but
only perfect love and confidence, the
Bible reading of the little girls, and the
simple, beautiful manner of their upbringing are
page by page unconsciously revealed. I could not put
the book down after it came into my hands. When
Caroline Richards was a young girl the storm of the
Civil War gathered and broke over our land. To
those who remember that period, the story of life
in Canandaigua is of thrilling interest. The little
book is adorned by many portraits, among them
some of men and women who wrought nobly for the
country in their day and generation. Fun ripples
through the unpretending story. Little touches in-
dicate changes in prevailing fashions. When Caro-
line Richards, as a young lady, paid a visit to New
York she wrote home: "People do not pour their tea
or coffee into their saucers any more to cool it, but
drink it from the cup, and you must mind and not
leave your teaspoon in your cup."
Apropos of this there must be among the readers

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

of this page some careful housewives who have
preserved ancient sets of china in which a tiny plate

was furnished on which to set the cup when the tea

was poured into the saucer. Also there may be

others who studied as I did in early childhood a little

schoolbook entitled Stvift's A^atitral Philosophy.
One of the questions was to this effect: "Why is hot

tea poured into a saucer in order to cool it?" The
answer was that by exposing a larger surface to the

air evaporation will more quickly take place, or

something of the sort. To quote from this diary
in the space I have at command is impossible. I

in church
vocating

the moment. A woman actually died in Paris 1.

other day because when a panic occurred in a cro
her hobble skirt prevented her from running w
freedom and she tripped and fell under the hoofs
a runaway horse. This special garment is so i

becoiping and inelegant that its reign will probal
be short.

The hats of the period show no sign of dimir
tion in size. Some of them look like inverted peac
baskets loaded with flowers and feathers,
adoring husband said not long ago that he d
approved of large hats, but added: "So long as th
continue to be worn I want my wife to have t

biggest hat and the longest feather of any worn
' ." For many years I have been £

the abandonment of such very lar
hats in places of worship. Sevei
years ago a clergyman in Newa:
N. J., asked the women of his congi
gation, as a special favor to himse
to remove their hats during servi
The majority cordially acceded to 1

wish, with the -gratifying result th
the preacher saw bright responsi
faces in front of him instead of wa
ing plumes and artificial flowers, wh
those in the pews had the pleasure
looking into the pastor's face, inste;

of into a row of hats in front of the
In places of amusement it is becomii
customary for women to check the

hats before taking their seats, but tl

custom would not seem altogeth
suitable in church. Why should we n(

as it is embarrassing to remove ha
in the pew, and as they would sei

ously interfere with responsive rea
ing, rising during hymns and the lik

in the order of service, adopt a quie

unobtrusive hat for use on Sunday
It might be a small toque or sailor h;

simply trimmed for the young girl

and for their elders a close fittir

little bonnet copied from an old Pui
tan picture. Women were just ;

beautiful when they wore small ha
as they are in this day of inconveniei
and exaggerated headgear. The se

vice in church would do most of i

more good than it does, if we were m
often irritated to exasperation by tl

wall of hats or the serried ranks (

flowers and feathers which are pes
tively all we can see as we sit in oi

pews.

Another Golden
Wedding

A SUDDEN SHOWLR
Pussy hates to wet her feet, Dora should not tease her

;

Pets resent such woful slights, not to speak of quaking frights;
Try, my child, to please her.

Send poor pussy home to play if you wish to wade to-day.

hope that before long it may be published. It has
the unique quality of appealing to old and young
alike, just as Rebecca does in Sunnybrook Farm.
A few weeks ago it passed from hand to hand in a
mountain inn where I was sojourning, and every
reader found in it something new to praise. As
Mrs. E. C. Clarke has long belonged to our Chris-
tian Herald family any one who wishes to know
more about the diary may address her directly. Her
husband is a veteran of the Civil War and a Com-
mander in the Grand Army of the Republic. They
have long dwelt together, and their children and
grandchildren are .still an unbroken circle.

Foolish Modes There is apparently no end to
of Dress absurdities in women's dress.

Witness the extremely narrow
and unbecoming skirt in vogue in certain places at

Two of our friend

Mr. and Mrs. Jamt
H. Dewey, living i

Orange, N. J., celebrated their fiftiet

wedding anniversary on September 1

The reception was attended by thei

children, grandchildren and intimat
friends. Mrs. Dewey has long bee

an invalid, bearing with patient sweel

ness many days of pain. The horn

life of this devoted couple has been a

idyl. During the evening a poem i

honor of the bride and groom, writte

by their niece. Miss Jeannette B. Old
field, was read. We have room only for part of it

O golden sunshine, warm and bright.

Send down thy golden ray,

And fill the earth with golden light.

On this September day.

O fields, put on your fairest dress.

Your gown of golden-rod.

And cover every clod of earth.

Yes, make it golden sod.

O han'est moon, great disk of gold.

And stars and heavenly blue,

O wondrous sovereigns of the night
Lend me your beauty too.

Why do 1 ask all this array ?

Why all this golden light?

This is our loved ones' wedding day.
And naught's too fair and bright.
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rHE sun was getting high and the

shade of the margosa tree was
scanty. Beneath it sat about

wenty brown 'children with their

eacher. The smallest ones were writ-

ng their letters in the sand, and the

iext in size were studying aloud from
humb-worn books, while the "Third
Standard" children were reciting to

he teacher, near the trunk of the tree.

, "Teacher, why can't we have a
choolhouse?" asked one of the children

uddenly. He was a bright-eyed,

iiantily dressed boy of about ten,

,amed Nursayya. Discipline is not
xacting in the village schools of In-

,ia, and so the teacher stopped to

nswer the unusual question.

"Well, Nursayya, I surely wish we
ad one," he replied. "It is hard
tiough at the best to keep a village

thool together and much harder with-

jt a schoolhouse. But I fear we shall

ave to wait a while."

"What for?" asked Nursayya.
"Money, of course. We ought to

ave at least sixty rupees to build a
•hoolhouse large enough for this vil-

ge, and even then I think it would
ardly hold the people at the Sunday
frvices. Your parents think they are
fatty well loaded up in supporting
re, and the missionary says he doubts
I he can give even the
istomary ten rupees."
"Whew! Sixty rupees

1 a lot," said Nursayya,
id they continued the
ISson.

. School soon closed for

.6 long noon recess and
•e children went away
I herd the goats and to

sip their parents in

;her ways. Presently
ursayya spoke again.
"Sixty rupees, my!
lat's as much as an ox
sts. I'm afraid we
)n't get a schoolhouse
ry soon."
"We might begin any-
iy," spoke up Sunto-
;em, a little girl. "Let's
t all of the children to
ing a little grain every
;y-"

i"Let's," said Nur-
yya, his eyes begin-
ig to dance. They
lUld hardly wait to get
;me and tell the others.

' eir enthusiasm was catching, and
•')n every child in the village had
'-ions of a fine two-beam schoolhouse
nh whitewashed walls, a thatched
i)f, and well sanded floor. The
<x'her heard of what was going on,
It he did not disturb their plans.
There was much suppressed excite-
tnt the next morning when the chil-
(;n gathered. When the roll was
< led each one came forward and
i'm his poor clothing poured a pitiful
hdful of grain upon a cloth under
t' tree.

'Well, well, what is this for?" asked
t. teacher. "To-day isn't Sunday."
I'For a schoolhouse," shouted the
cldren. Altogether they had brought
a,little more than a quart. The
tcher knew the value of the cheap
Jiiin—all Indians do. He made a
qick calculation. If they continued
tibring this much every day, which
^3 very doubtful, it would take three
y rs to build the .schoolhouse. But
nwas greatly pleased with the inter-
e and enthusiasm of the children
n ertheless, and entered heartily into
t ir plans.
'he grain lay by the tree and school

o an. After lustily singing a hymn,
al reading a Scripture lesson, fol-
«ed by a prayer, the childi-en began
nt on their Bible lesson and then
t'ned to the other .studies. Presently
a;alf came walking in among the
cldren, which was nothing unusual,
" this time something unusual
O'arred. It began to eat the little

P- of grain. With a .shriek the chil-
d n drove it away, but not until more

A TAILE OF EMDIA, BY Wo To I£ILM©]RJE

than half of the grain was in its mouth.
"Never mind," said the teacher as

some of the children began to cry in
disappointment. "We will bring a bag
to put the grain in after this and then
it will be safe."
The little incident had set Sunto-

shem to thinking. "Sixty rupees, the
price of an ox," Nursayya had said.
If they could only get a calf and let
that eat the grain, wouldn't that be
the best way?"
But who would give a calf? Chil-

dren in any land are not easily dis-
couraged, and sometimes their faith
and assurance work wonders. The
next morning as the children were
gathering, a tumult of excitement was
raised as Nursayya and Suntoshem
came leading a white calf, and shouted
out, "Here is some more collection for
the schoolhouse."
"Where did you get it?" asked

teacher and children together.
"Headman Kalappayya gave him to

us. At first he only laughed, but when
we told him all our plan, he let us
have him, and we are to give him one-
fourth of what we sell him for."

He surely was the finest calf in the
village. The children brought him
grain, stinting themselves, for their
food was the same coarse grain. They
got up early and went far to get the
best grass, and the calf lived in lux-
ury.
But prosperity is sometimes the

forerunner of adversity. A so-called
holy man came through the village one
day shortly before the fair, begging
and telling fortunes. His covetous
eyes rested on the beautiful calf.

"Whose is that?" he asked, and the
children told him all about it.

"There is an evil eye resting on it,"

he said. "The demon in the tree you
have your school under is going to
bring evil on the calf and on you all,

for he hates the Christians. Give me
five rupees and I can say a mantram
to protect it and you, or else look out

!

Trouble is coming. I suppose you
know a cow was killed by a leopard
last night near the well."
The children ran frightened to the

teacher, and told him what had been
said to them. He came slowly out
of his house and met the holy man.

A Native Congregation in One of the Interior Villages of India

"And what is your plan?" asked the
teacher.
"Why, to feed him the grain, and

get grass for him, and sell him and
build a schoolhouse," said Suntoshem
breathlessly.

Studying went poorly that morning.
School was adjourned for an hour or
more, while plans were laid and relaid

even to the paper ornaments and the
exercises on the day of opening the
new schoolhouse. The practical plans,
however, resulted in the appointing of
children to grind the grain by turns
for the calf, while others were to be
responsible for bringing grass, for in

southern India there is but little graz-
ing, and the women cut the short grass
beside the roads or wherever they can
find it and bring it in baskets for the
cattle. The calf was to be tied under
the teacher's low veranda at night
and come to the school in the daytime.
The teacher was tactful, and as the

days went on the task of caring for the

calf was made a reward for attend-

ance and efficiency. Every village

man and woman is a lover of cattle

from infancy, and the plan worked
admirably.

It was an interesting sight that met
the missionary on his next visit to the

village—a full attendance at school,

and lying untied near the tree was a

beautiful white calf, seemingly as

much at home as any of the children.

"Bring him to the cattle show next

February," he said, "and I believe you
will win a prize, and so will not have
to wait so long for the schoolhouse."

And the children had a new incentive.

"There is no demon in the tree. The
demon is in you. We are Christians
and do not fear the evil eye," he said
boldly.
The holy man cursed him and went

on, and the children began to cry with
fear.

"Don't be afraid," said the teacher
comfortingly. "Isn't God more pow-
erful than that wicked man?" But
the children were frightened, and all

day would not let their beautiful calf
get out of their sight.

It was the second night after this

that the teacher suddenly awakened
and looked around as though some one
were present. He was sleeping on a
rope cot under his veranda with the
calf tied at the other end. He saw no
one.
He looked for the calf. It was

gone! He leaped to his feet, his brain
in a whirl. "Was God going to let

that evil man prevail?" His wits re-

turned at once and he ran first to the
house of old Malliah, the only man in

the village who had a gun. It was an
old flintlock, but in former days it

had done good service in Malliah's
hands.
"Come! The leopard!" he whis-

pered so as not to rouse the others,

while he shook the sleeping old man.
Malliah was on his feet in an instant,

and quickly took the old gun which he
had kept heavily loaded since the re-

port had come that a leopard was
around. They quickly ran to the edge
of the village. Would they be in

time? The beautiful tropical moon
made it almost as light as day. Noth-

ing could be seen except the fields of
quiet grain and out in the centre the
irrigation well, where the oxen drew
water daily in great leather buckets
up over a pulley. They watched and
listened. Presently they heard a low
bellow. They looked in that direc-
tion and saw the grain moving as
though some one were running away.

"There he goes! There he goes!"
said the teacher. "Come on!" and he
started on a run.

"That's a man, not a calf," said
Malliah, but he followed as fast as he
could. They had scarcely gone twenty
steps before the low plaintive bellow
was changed into one of wild fright,
and in the moonlight they saw the calf
go leaping through the grain. He had
smelled the leopard, and had broken
the rope with which the holy man had
tied him.

"Oh, too late, too late! Shoot and
scare the leopard before it leaps,"
cried the teacher.

Malliah raised his gun hesitatingly,
for no hunter likes to fire into the air.
But before he could get the gun to his
shoulder the calf had disappeared.
He had run towards the open gi-ound
around the well and in his fright had
cleared the low wall, and fallen twenty
feet to the bottom of the well.

"Oh, he'll be drowned!"
cried the teacher, and
started toward the well.
"Wait," commanded

Malliah in a low voice,
putting a restraining
hand on the teacher's
shoulder. "The well was
drawn dry at sunset, and
the bottom is soft. The
calf won't be killed." As
he spoke the calf again
found its voice and began
to call frightfully from
the bottom of the well.

"Good, good!" they
both whispered, but the
teacher would have been
disgusted if he had
known that Malliah was
thinking only of the
leopard. Malliah now
took the lead, and they
crept slowly along.
"Good, the wind is

toward us," whispered
Malliah. They crept
nearer and waited, the
teacher hardly able to

keep from rushing to the well. "Look,"
whispered Malliah. A huge form was
creeping out of the grain into the open
moonlight by the well.

"Shoot! Shoot!" whispered the
teacher. "It will jump into the well.

Shoot and scare it away." He clutched
Malliah's arm. The leopard slowly
crept nearer, sniffed the wall around
the well, placed its fore feet on the
wall and peered down into the well.

"Oh, why won't he shoot?" thought
the teacher. "He hasn't one chance in

a thousand to do more than scare it

anyway in the night."
"Bang!" echoed and re-echoed the

old gun. The leopard sprang into the
air and fell backwards. Old Malliah
was above him in an instant, but the
bullet had done its work. In a moment
the teacher was climbing down the
sloping sides of the well, and scram-
bling towards the muddy, frightened
calf. The people came pouring out of
the village, aroused by the gun. Away
on the other side of the field the holy
man slunk away into the night.
There was but little sleeping in the

village that night. The calf was
taken up out of the well, washed,
petted, hugged, and wept over by the
children. The men dragged the
leopard in triumph to the edge of the

village, where it was skinned amid
shouts of rejoicing that their enemy
had fallen and there would not soon be
danger again to their flocks.

It was a triumphant procession

which came a week later to the taluq

town, or county seat, where the fair

Continued on next page
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Is Your Baby Easy

to Take Care of.

Night and Day?
Young mothers, learn how baby

can be cared for without exhausting
your strength, and how to obtain

restful sleep for yourself and baby.
We can help you make your mother-
hood days the happiest of your
womanhood. Don't be a mother-
drudge.

We want to send you, free, a book
that will tell how to make your
motherly duties light, daytime and
night, and how to care for baby the
modern, healthful, easy way ; and
also all about

"The

Taylor

Nursery
The 20th Century r

Trundle Bed L.

that goes over not unrfer—alongside, if you
prefer. Large enough for a 3-year old, yet
easy to move as a go-cart. Takes up no ad-
ditional room, and can be compactly folded.
Handsomely enameled in white, yet
modestly priced.

Our introductory price, $15.00, includes san-
itary mattress, safety hood which prevents
accidents, sanitary night box—a wonderful
convenience—and everything complete. Phy-
sicians, nurses and maternity hospitals endorse
it, and you willlove it nextto baby. Every
bed sent on 5-day trial offer, freight prepaid.
If not up to our claims, you may send it back
at our expense. Booklet in plain envelope.
Write us or ask your dealer.

Taylor Nursery Baby Bed Company
13 Madison Ave.,Cor.23rdSt., New York City.N.Y.

Lamps smell for

three reasons: they

are not clean—the

wick is clogged

—

the chimney is

wrong.

Macbeth "Pearl

Glass" lamp-chim-

neys will remedy
the last—my "In-

dex " will tell you how to remedy

the other two.

I make a chimney for every

size and style of lamp. I put

Keg. C. S. Pat. J.

my name on every one.

• It tells wh
e.

Macbeth

Send for my "Index." It tells what chimney to
get for any burner. Free.

Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

HALLOWED new and OLD
By I.ALLAN SANKEY,son of IRA D.SANKEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 1 00, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
lielunnible samples niaiUtI to " earnest infjuirers "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago

DON'T TAII, TO <;I:T (hi- Alworliing Booklet,

THE CHIRCH IN OIR TOWN [;; IL?^'
Address C. M. Severance, 1120 Twelfth Ave. , Brooklyn, N.Y.

LTING OF TME EVniL EYIE

was being held and where the mis-

sionary lived. Th^re was old Malliah

leading, carrying the leopard skin,

walking as he used to in the days of

his former prowess. Then came Nur-
sayya and the other boys, leading a

beautiful white yearling calf, which

had its neck fairly loaded with gar-

lands. Then there was the teacher
and Suntoshem, and the girls of the
school, and behind came many of the
villagers, led by Kalappayya, the

headman, who seemed to be proud to

be walking among the Christians.
The calf was soon tied in its place

in the fair and some of the boys sta-

tioned to care for it. Presently Nur-
sayya returned with some other boys
from a tour of inspection. Their
faces were anxious.

"Oh, I am afraid we haven't any
chance," said Nursayya to the teacher
and the others. "I never supposed
there were such beautiful cattle in the
world. Just look at that cow yonder
and those magnificent oxen over there.

Why, they say the Bobbili Rajah sent
those buffaloes that are up there near
the fence. They look like elephants,
and a man told me they take the first

prize everywhere. Oh, my! I'm
afraid we are done for," and he rubbed
the calf's back ruefully. "Why, they
say there are men here from South
Africa and South America and the
Philippines to buy cattle to take to

those lands."
"You must remember," said the

teacher, "that our calf doesn't have to

compete with any of those fine cattle.

He is only in the yearling class, so
don't give up too soon."

It was an anxious time next day
when a string of yearlings stood be-

fore the judges. Nursayya was hold-
ing the children's calf. He surely did
look fine, but the others were good too.

"First prize for yearlings," an-
nounced the judges, and the man
started with the blue ribbon. Down

Continued from preceding page

the line he went. The children held

their breath. "Oh," they groaned,

"he is going by," and surely enough
he was.

"Here," called the chairman of the

judges, "that's the one we meant, the

one the boy is holding," and he
pointed towards Nursayya. The man
turned to tie on the ribbon, but he was
almost swept off his feet by an ava-
lanche of children who, forgetting all

rules, rushed into the ring, yelling and
hugging the calf, which seemed to

enjoy his attentions.
"And now what will you take for

him?" asked a buyer a little later.

"We didn't bring him to sell," an-
swered Nursayya. "We are going to

keep him, and—and when he grows up
build a schoolhouse."
The missionary who was standing

near smiled, but he said: "Remember,
Nursayya, that your calf has won
fifteen rupees as a prize, so you won't
have to wait so long for the school-

house. Let us see what you are
offered for him."
The children looked downcast. Much

as they wanted the schoolhouse, to let

their pet go seemed almost too much
of a price. But the missionary did
not notice, and turning to the buyer
asked him what he would offer.

"Twenty rupees," replied the man.
"Twenty-five," called another. "Thirty,"
said the first. And here they
stopped.
"That wouldn't be enough anyway,"

said Nursayya with evident relief.

"For what?" said old Malliah, who
had just come up.
"For the schoolhouse," replied the

teacher. "We are offered thirty

rupees for the calf, one-fourth of
which goes to Headman Kalappayya,
and the prize amounts to fifteen

rupees."
Malliah's eyes were shining. "Here,"

he said, "are ten rupees that I just re-

ceived for the leopard skin. I planned
to give it from the first."

"We're pretty near to it now," <

the teacher. "Let us see if any
will raise the bid." But there was
response from the children.

"Thirty-five," bid another who
been looking the calf over, and ^
sayya looked still more miserable.
Headman Kalappayya had 1

standing near all the time. "I tl

we need this calf in our village,"
said presently. "I will give fc

rupees."
"And take him home again?"

children gasped.
"Yes, you must take him home

me," said Kalappayya.
They called the missionary and

down on the ground to count out
money.
"Ten rupees goes to you anyw;

said the teacher.
"No, I want to do something,

and," he added lower, "I hope th;

may soon be one to meet with yov
one of the worshipers in the :

schoolhouse."
The missionary grasped his h;

but said nothing.
"But it will be best for you to t

the ten rupees," said the teacher. "Y
agreed the missionary. "It will

better for the children, and you
help in some other way."

"All right; I'll give a chair
table when the house is built," he
plied.

"Fifty-five rupees," announced
teacher to the children and villag

"That doesn't lack much of it."

"And now I have something to t(

said the missionary. "The last h(

mail brought me five dollars froi

junior society to help some vill

school. That amounts to fifteen

pees. I think you have earned it,

:

turn it over for your schoolhouse.'
"Seventy rupees! Hurrah, hurra

shouted the children. "We'll have
finest schoolhouse in the district."

"Now what about the evil ey

asked the teacher.

VJ7> GEMS FIROM mK'W m>OOW. KUT^

Compensation for Accidents

THE world is watching with deep
interest the uses made of the great

fund donated by Mrs. Sage for social

betterment. The prosecution of in-

vestigations regarding the lives and
the limitations of the so-called working
class, to which no small part of the
income of the fund has so far been
devoted, commends itself to the general
intelligence. This latest issue in the
series recording the results of the Sage
Foundation studies, is in some respects
the most important of all.

The editor reminds us in his preface
that the Slavs, Latins, Germans and
Britons who crowd the vast manufac-
tories and foundries of Pittsburg, and
who are typical of their class all over
the United States, have come from
regions of law and order, so far as the
hazards of industry are concerned.
They find themselves here plunged into
a region of anarchy regarding those
hazards.

This is the first systematic investi-
gation of all cases of work-injuries
occurring during a representative per-
iod in a representative American dis-
trict, and the facts presented are
therefore invaluable to the student of
social and industrial conditions. But
even as this record appears, an im-
provement in the legal status of suffer-
ers from such accidents is apparent
all over our country. Owing some-
what, no doubt, to the earlier issues
of this great series, the attention of

* Worh Accidents and the Law, by Crystal East-
man, member and secretary New York State Em-
ployers' Liability Commission. The Pittsburgh
Survey Findings in six volumes. Edited by Paul
Underwood Kellogg. Charities Publication Com-
mittee, New York. $1.50 (15 cents postage).

employers and of the public has been
called to the shameful lack of protec-
tion against such accidents and their
consequence. The United States Steel
Corporation has voluntarily assumed
a certain care of men disabled in its

service, and of their families. State
commissions have been appointed to

look into the matter in Minnesota,
Wisconsin and New York; and many
private associations have been formed
for similar purposes.

During the year 1906-7, 526 men
were killed by work accidents in Alle-
gheny County, Pa., while its hospitals
received 509 men injured in such acci-
dents. The scope of this inquiry and
others like it; and the consequences
which should result from them, are
therefore seen to be momentous. Re-
sponsibility should be definitely fixed,
and those to blame should be punished.
Books like this one must help effec-

tively to these ends.

Books Received
Under Marching Orders. By Ethel Daniels

Hubbard. A vivid account of the life of Mary
Porter Gamewell, missionary of the M. E.
Church in China for twenty-nine years. Cloth
binding ; copiously illustrated. Pp. 222. Price
50 cents. Published by Young People's Mis-
sionary Movement of the United States and
Canada.

The Missionary Enterprise. A concise his-
tory of its objects, methods and extension.
By Edwin Munsell Bliss, D.D.. Editor of The
Encyclopedia of Missions. Fleming H. Revell
Company, New York. $1.25. An admirable
handbook of missions, which should be in
every clergyman's and layman's library.

Rum and Ruin; The Story of Dr. Caldwell.
A Thrilling Romance. By Edward R. Roe. A
Powerful Plea for Temperance. Chicago:
I.aird & Lee, publishers. Cloth, $1 ; paper, 25
cents. An apparently truthful account of a
family suffering from an hereditary passion for

stimulants. Though it is without any pret e

to literai-y elegance, the story is told with i-

siderable effect, and should benefit the E it

cause which it champions.

A novel mode of combining instruction (I

entertainment is provided in The Jov n

Book, by De Witt Clinton Falls (Century ( i-

pany. New York). Price $1.00. In lang e

adapted to the young reader, journeys e

mapped out to almost every country on e

globe. Illustrations are furnished of cust

occupations, and strange sights of the vai -

countries.

My Father's Business. By Rev. C. E. Je •

son. A series of ten sermons to children, '•

ply and plainly showing the path of duty. '-

orated cloth covers. Illustrated. Pp.
Price $1.25. The Young Man's Affairs. >

Charles Reynolds Brown. A series of frie y

chats on the things which interest young "

most. Decorated cloth covers ; gilt top. '•

160. Price $1. The above two books are i-

lished by Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., New Y

More Charades. By William Bellamy. T e

one hundred charades will meet with a w n

welcome. We quote the author's "L'Envoy
"He guesseth best who loveth most

All riddles, great and small

;

But it takes great sense and a love imm e

To guess and like them all."

Cloth covers. Pp. 108. Price $1. Hough
Mifflin Company, Boston and New York,
lishers.

Captain Chub. By Ralph Henry Barb
j

with illustrations by C. M. Relyea. A I ^

for boys of thrilling interest from the ''

page to the last. Cloth binding. Pp. '•

Price $1.50. From Sioux to Susan. By Ai s

McClelland Daulton, with illustrations by •

sie Collins Pease. A captivating story f

girls. Cloth binding. Pp. 342. Price $
'

The Biography of a Silver Fox. By Er '

Thompson Seton, with illustrations by t"

artist-author. The telling of this story is.

haps, Mr. Seton's best, and is a clever nn -

tive of the aristocrat of foxes. Blue c^

covers ; blue top. Pp. 209. Price $1.50. «

Lass of the Silver Sword. By Mary Const!?

Dubois, with illustrations by Charles M. B.e\r

A fascinating story for girls. Cloth bind'

Pp. 418. Price $1.50. The Boys' Life!

Ulysses S. Grant. By Helen Nicolay. An"
teresting and instructive book for boys. C,'

binding. Illustrated. Pp. 378. Price $1]^

The above six books are published by the (,"

tury Company, New York.
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)©w<sry' MissioEi Tr©phiie^
u=

The Tramp
IRISTMAS was approaching. In

a cosy little parlor, behind a book-

er's store, in one of the numerous

oiying boroughs that constitute the

gi.ter portion of the vast British

m opolis, sat an aged couple. Quite

a cture they made, these two, with

th ruddy fire light reflected on their

peiive faces and on their venerable

he Is, where the snows of winter had

ga ered thick and fast.

,vo alert and nimble daughters

med noiselessly around the room,

derating with red-berried hollies the

pi ires on the wall, the chandeliers,

an the ornaments on the mantel piece.

Tl Christmas spirit was in the air.

Oi;ide, the jingle of the sleigh-bells

col be heard, and the murmur of

haiy voices, as their owners trudged

ho 2 laden with Christmas commodi-
tie Yet a shadow lay upon the faces

of 16 aged pair.
'' '~£ . wonder where John is," said the
' I JHtnan. "What a happy Christmas

it )uld be if he were here. Two years

ha passed since we heard from him.

Ci it be that he is dead?"
»h, no, father," replied his wife,

"l(us have faith in God. He knows
wl-e the boy is. He will take care

of m, and bring him back to us. We
ha done all that was possible to find

hii, communicating with all our
fnids, advertising in English and
Arrican newspapers; we can do no
me. Let us wait in patience for

Gc.3 answer to our prayers."
18 letter carrier's whistle rang out

on le frosty winter air. Then came
th( hurried rat-a-tat on the door
kn ker. One of the girls flew to an-
5TV it, and came back with a shining
fac and a letter in her hand—a letter

frc John. The prayer was answered.

nhn Boyne came into the Bowery
Mi ion on Sunday morning, Decem-
bei), a forlorn and desolate tramp.
He the germ of the wanderlust had
enl ed his system was a mystery, but
SOI how or other it had obtained a
lodnent, and had developed with
am ing rapidity. Coming to this

501. ry and not immediately finding
corjnial work, he joined the great
an of wanderers who roam from
Stj> to State in aimless vagabondage.
Wring on dusty highways, or on
raioad ties, riding in freight-cars,
ere ing into barns and hen-coops for
net'fl sleep, calling at the back doors
of irm houses for "handouts"—this

wathe life he lived for several years.
Af • an upright and industrious
Ch ^tian life of half a dozen years, he
use to tell us that, as the spring time
of .3 year came round, he would often
gic unaccountably restless, and the
oldiscination of the tramp life would
con powerfully upon him, and oblige
hin to call earnestly upon God for

*i ;;#o\r to resist it.

^len he entered the Mission he had
sig cents in his pocket. He had paid
forthe coming night's bed in the
Ph'iix Lodgin'g House, which stood
nexjoor to old "Number Fifty-five";
bejid that he had no provision, and
no an of life. He had endeavored to
sch 1 himself into forgetfulness of
Goihis soul, home, and all other good
am beautiful things he had known,
anc'ie had partially succeeded.

Is life, however, was destined, on
thi:cold bleak December Sunday, to
uncgo a sudden and i-emarkable
fhaje. The prayers of the "old
foil at home" were due to receive an
ant er.

'other" Bird was leading the
wei ng. Four or five hundred other
"lei mostly tramps and ne'er-do-wells
'iK( himself, were present. To his
^re astonishment he found himself
thii ing, thinking hard, about things
^n

1 had been almost obliterated
1^ his memory. Scenes of his far-
on oyhood days, with visions of his
^^t r, mother, sisters, and home,
P^s d in rapid succession before him.

Suddenly he found himself listening to
a strangely pathetic voice. He was
too far away to see clearly the face of
the speaker, but it was a wonderful
story he heard. It was Ed. Chambers,
who m after years became the Damon
to John Boyne's Pythias, and who was
telling how, twelve months ago, he was
delivered from just such an aimless
life as he himself was living. Invol-
untarily, almost, he began to pray.
When the meeting concluded, his head
was still bowed in prayer when a gen-
tle hand was laid on his shoulder. It
was "Mother" Bird. She sat down
beside him and spoke to him in tender
and heart-touching tones. "It seemed
to him like his mother's voice." What
a relief it was to unburden himself to
one of whose sympathy he instantlv
and instinctively felt assured. "Mother"
Bird has led hundreds of such men to
Chri.st; so, with infinite patience and
tact, she elicited his story, and his dec-
laration that from that day he would
live a Christian life.

His first duty was to write home and
tell his people what had happened.
The purchase of a five-cent stamp re-
duced his available capital to three
cents, but the letter having been
written and mailed, he started out on
Monday morning with a light heart
and clear conscience, to fight the stren-
uous battle for a renewed manhood.
Thousands of Bowery men who have
watched him through his ten years'
struggle know how splendidly he has
fought, and how nobly he has won.
Two and a half years after the

memorable Sunday of John's conver-
sion, my wife and I sat in the same
comfortable little parlor behind the
book-seller's store in Bayswater, Lon-
don. The venerable parents sat on
either side of us, the sisters and an
elder brother being also present. It

would be impossible to describe how
our hearts glowed within us as we
related the story of his conversion, and
described to them the devoted and
helpful life he was living amongst his
poor Bowery brethren. Tears of joy
rolled down the cheeks of the aged
father, whilst in the mother's eyes
there was a radiant light "that was
never seen on land or sea," the light of
an ineffable and unspeakable joy.

For a man who had just emerged
from the realm of trampdom, it was no
easy task that lay before this truly
converted boy. But for the unfailing
grace of God, over and over again, he
would have fallen beneath the weight
of the cross. And yet from the time
he went out, with three cents in his

pocket, to live the straight life, he de-

clares he "has never been without a

place to sleep, never gone without a
meal, or decent clothes to wear."

His first job was the carrying of a
tradesman's banner in the bitter, pierc-

ing winter weather, for a dollar a day,
which munificent sum was, on the pre-

text of business stringency, reduced to

five dollars per week. Then the suc-

cessive rounds of the social and indus-

trial ladder on which he rose were
positions as elevator man, assistant

school janitor, farm hand, and finally

as an assistant in the commissary de-

partment of the Florida East Coast
Railroad, where he is at present en-

gaged.
, .

Although of an extremely retiring

and humble disposition, so quiet as to

secure for himself the name of "Silent

John," no man who was ever engaged
in Bowery Mission work has rendered
better service, or gained more securely

the respect of his brethren than this

quondam tramp.
John G. Hallimond, SujH.

A Little Girl of Ten

I received your Red Letter New
Testament. Thank you very much. I

certainly am pleased with it. I am a

little girl of ten, and love to read The
Christian Hekald.

Sarah Welker Williams.
Markes, Pa.

CTANDARD'
^ Plumes

At
Wholesale

Guaranteed Prices
Guaranteed Qualities
In buying "STANDARD" Plumes you not only

buy the Best, but you SAVE AT LEAST 50%.
We are DIRECT IMPORTERS, and offer you Feathers at
"STANDARD" Money-Saving Prices. All Feathers are
of extra hard-flue selected African male stock, and are of rich,
beautiful appearance.

Willow Plumes at Wholesale Prices

4017. Full 16 Inches Long I 4018.

Come only in Black or W^hite.

Full 18 Inches Long I 4019. Full 20 Inches Long

$4.98 $S.Q8
4020. Full 24 Inches Long

$7.98 I $1S.98

Exceptional Values in French Plumes
REGULAR QUALITY. Come only in Black or White.

4008. Full 14 In. Long I 4009. Full 16 Inches I 4010. Full 18 Inches I 4011. 18-ln. Feather I 4012. 20-In. Feather

TQc. I $1.3Q I $1.Q8 I $2.98 I $3.75
EXTRA QUALITY FINEST QUALITY

4013. Full 18 Inches Long
|
4015. Full 20 Inches Long

|
4014. Full 18 Inches Long

|
4016. Full 20 Inches Long

$4.25 ^s.ys $4.98 $T.98
rprr write fora
lllbb free year's
Subscription to the
"STANDARD STYLE
BULLETIN." New
York's Fashion Guide.
Write TO-DAY.

STANDARD ^^i^n /^q.
244 West 17th St., New York City ^^

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED
or your money
promptly refunded

The Saving

Housewife

will find the

NATIONAL
Lri^j Carpet Sweeper
will greatly help her to save her strength—her
carpets and her money.
Runs so easily prevents wear on the system.

Having imported "Hankow Chinese" bristle

brushes, it sweeps cleaner than, and outlasts any
sweeper in the world.

Saves wear and tear on Carpets and Rugs by
sweeping thoroughly first time over.

Rubber tired does not slip—anti-tipping device

avoids spilling sweepings.

Brush easily removed — slight pressures on
handle adjusts it to long or short nap.

Sold everywhere—costs no more than others-
ask any dealer to show you a "National."

Write for booklet, "How to double

the Life of your Carpets and Kugs."

NATIONAL SWEEPER CO.,

92 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

tEpAGES
LIQUID >

CLUE

EH
Ready for

use— mends

thing—holds

Sold in

tubes (like

cap s(

Eve

because /

instant

every-

fast.

pin sealing

cut) and in

ing bottle

dealer sells it

everyone de-

it. Useful to

woman and child

making things as

well as mending things.

Library slips with ever)) bottle and
tube

F9«P Yoiip Fppt
Near=Brussels Art=Rugs,»3.50

MJdiJV' Avlll M. V/V/t Sent to your home by express prepaid

"THE PILLOW" SHOE
For Woman's Wear; absolute com-
fort for TIRED, TENDER FEET,
a beautiful hand turned shoe, no break-

ing-in required ; relief from pet Corns and

Bunions; soft, flexible, durable, dressy

and stylish. Thesole oak leather. The whole

lop genuine Vici Kid, soft, pliahle. RUBBER
HEELS. NO LINING TO WRINKLE

AND CHAFE YOU. No other shoe like it made.

We guarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfort
and satisfaction or money cheerfully refunded.
Oxford Style, $3.00. \y rite to-day for our Free Illus-

trated Catalog and special self-measure blank and )oin

out Grand Army of delighted customers. Address

PILLOW SHOE CO.
184 Summer St. I>ept. 3 Boston, Mass.

Sizes and Prices

9x6 ft. $3.50
9xTft. 4.00
9x9 ft. 4 50
9 xlO>, ft. 5.00
9x12 ft. 5.60
9x15 ft. 6.50

n,MU(ifuland,ittr.i,-t-

ivcpntti-ins. Miulein
all colors. liasilyUi-pt

I'leaii and waiinuted
to wear. Woven in

onepieec. Both sides

can he usf.i Sold
direct at one profit.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.

New Catalogue showing goods in actual colors, sent free.

ORIENTAL IMPORTING CO., 691 Bourse BIdg., Philadelphia

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2 cents for five samples of our very best Gold
and Silk Finish Christmas, Flower and Motto
Post Cards ; beautiful colors and loveliest designs.
Art Post Card Club, 885 Jackson St., Topeka, Kuu.
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$11,347.13 on the Side.
Mr. F. H. Dunlap of West Salisbury, N. H., in the past

twenty-two years has cleared $11,347.13 from hens. This

is a remarkable record, when it is known that Mr.Dunlap
is employed ten hours a day in a store and all the time he
has to put in with his hens is what he can get morning,
noon and night. This $11,347.13 was all made on the side.

Nor does Mr. Dunlap get fancy prices for what he has to

sell. He ships to Boston, and takes current quotations

from the commission men there. Mr. Dunlap began in

1887 with twenty hens. Last year his poultry profits

figured out $853.69—and this is all on the side. Mr. Dun-
lap's hens have bought him a l^autiful home, purchased a
horse and^ carriage, are sending three boys to school and
college, besides giving something for a rainy day. Can
others do equally as well? "Sure thing," says Mr.
Dunlap, " if they will wear out the soles of their shoes
faster than they do the seat of their pants." The story

of Mr. Dunlap's success and his methods is told in the
book, "$2.00 a Day from Poultry and Eggs!" and it is

only one out of a score of things to set the blood tingling

and make one resolve to get next to the $600,000,000

spent in the United States each year for poultry and eggs.

$2.00 a Day from Poultry and Eggs

Istlienameof snewbookbytheeathorof "200 Efrgs a Year Per Hen." the most popular poultry book ever printed "2 00 a Day
from Poultry and Esps" deals with the business side of poultry keeping as the otlier dealt with egg production. It tells how to

make poultry keeping pay. It describes the methods by which O. P. Barton of Seabrook. N. H.. cleared 3734.39 from 90 pullets

in 1907; tells how F. H. Dunlap of West Salisbury N. H., makes $1000 a year from egtrs. devoting not over two hours a day to his

hens; how a motorman. at $16.28 a week, built up a business at $10,000 a year; how the author earned $928.73 the first year he

went on his farm. Not a detail left out.

The book tells how to make a start, what breeds pay. how. when and where to buy a farm, how to make a living from the

first, describes the most wonderful brooding system in tiie world, tells how to build the most economical poultry houses, how to feed

for best results, describes a feed that can be made for 13 cents a bushel and is without a peer for producing eggs, how to make
money with pigeons, haw to buy and sell to advantage, how to pick out the laying hens, liow to put down eggs so that they will

keep a year, etc.

Invaluable to every man who wishes to make money on the side, and indispensable to the man who is looking forward to the

free, independent, healthful life of the poultry farm. Ninety-six pages; illustrated. Price 50 Cents, or with the American
Poultry Advocate one year "5 cents, two years' subscription and book for $1.00, or given as a premium for two yearly subscriptions

at 50 cents each. Our paper is handsomely illustrated, 44 to 92 pages, 50 cents per year. 3 months" trial, 10 cts. Sample free.

Catalogue of poultry books free.

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, 7 HODGKINS BLOCK. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

PRIZE CONTEST
FOR MEN AND WOMEN WHO LOVE TO DRAW

This cartoon was drawn by "Zim," of "Judge," the
world's most famous cartoonist Can you make a copy of
it? Try and see how easy it can be done. Drawthis
cartoon NOW, with either pen and ink or pencil, mak-
ing it twice the size shown, and send it to us today,
stating your age, occupation and if you have ever won
a prize in our Contests.

COPY ME AND WIN A PRIZE
Our Board of Art Directors will carefully examine

your sketch and if it is 60 per cent, as good as the
original you will receive as a prize "The Home Educa-
tor" for 3 months. If you do not hear from us in ten
days, your drawing has been rejected.

IT COSTS YOU NOTHING
"The Home Educator" is a very inspiring magazine

for both men and women, it is fully illustrated by
world-famous Illustrators. There is positively no
money consideration connected with this Prize Contest,
neither can you buy or subscribe for this magazine-
it is awarded only to prize winners in our Contests.
Copy this cartoonNOW and mail it to us this very day.

Correspondence Institute of America, Dept. 3 Scrantoo.Pa.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for too. Words and music, 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E- A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES -7
FOR STOVES AND RANGES

Vou Save «18.00 to (28.00 on

Hoosier
Heaters and

Ranges
iiy jiii

^^Why not buy the best when yon can
y^m?\^'i^F^-^p buy them at such low. unheard-of
SM^^'^*S>;i£A»J<^actory Prices, Hoosier Stovesand

")Hangesaredelivered for you to use
in your own home 30 days free
before you buy. A written guar

^ntee with each etove backed by a
J Million Dollars. Our new 1911 improve-

ments on stoves absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog*

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 Slate Streef, Marion, Indiana

^3^^ Combination
Roasting and Boilingr

Fireless Cooker

m

''oAVE^rfE^HbRSE^SpAVINGuRE

Yod'U Be Snrpris«l at the Low Direct Price I'll Make Yon
^atiflfoctiuD eukraDlenil by full J ' days' trial or no charge— I'aja for aeif

fastest— ' ok^ fastest—Pto espenence necessary—Saves 80 per cent on
fuel timeanlw rk—Non rusting metal line.!—Perfect iniulation—Steam
can't eicaie—Boils, Slaainc,Slews—Roasls,Bakes,Frles.

30 FULL DAYS' FREE
TRIAL

Complete, With Genuine
Aluminum Cooking UtensMs
Free. Also Metal Composi-
tion Heat>Radiaters. Can't
Break or Crack.

Cover completely prot«cfB cooker
from dust, and mskes it useful as
a 8e&L Send Dsme today for Over-
l_5-^pIendid-IUcipe Book aod
Catalog Free, »nd low diroet-to.

you factory prices.

BOOK FREE

m. Campbell Co., Dept. 2
Detroit, Micb.

Brooklyn, N. Y.. Jane 21. 1010 —Just a year ago to-dav I
W.iiEhtof my dealer a bottle of "Savc-Thc-Horse." whieh 1

used with preat stieeess. It cured my horse entirely of a bone
spavin. He was so bad he could not be used without danger of
my being arrested. Now it would take quite a little money to
buy him. Thos. J. Reanev. 4.405 16th Ave.

Denver. Colo., Juno 23. 1910.—I have cured one of the worse
thoroughpins on a stallion that ever was. with your remedy,
and did not xtse quite one bottle. It certainly does the work.
Since using your medicine I am sure of its merits.

Respectfully. Geo. W. Williams. 1643 Marion St.

C (lO a bottle, with lepal written guarantee or ccuitrart.
Vj^*"" Send for ropy, booklet and letters from business^m me,

1
and trainers on every kind of ease. Fermanentl;^^ cures Spatrin, Thoroughpin, Ringbone (except low)

Corb, Splint. Capped Hock. Windpuff. Shoe Boil, Injured
Tendons and all Lameness, Noscrn-nr l...^,.f l,atr Horse works
:.vo.„al /l,„l,rs nr Er/.te^s /',</,/.

Troy Chemical Co.. 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton, N.Y.

CI'V >«'w Dollies staiiiiiPd tin lii^alls' lliitclipr
i^MyX. Cloth: Hrisgs' ('Mtiilo;; of Trimtifcr Pat-
terns anil Alptialiet. Also IiiKalls' 4 A Cnnic
f.-inev Work Itook. .Ml for M.U LCHIS.
.\ildress J. F. INGALLS, L^nn. >Iass. IJox 11.

^ T^£"BESTZlGirT
Gi ves 500 candle power. Casts no shadow.
Costs 2 cents per week. Makes and burns
its own gaSa Over 200 styles. Every lamp
warranted. No dirt. No odor. No grease*
Agenta wanted. Write for catalog, aow.

THE BEST LIGfilT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St.. Canton» O*

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2.00
t WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flair Switch
KSend a lock of your hair, and we will mail a
1^22 inch short etetn fine human hair switch to
match. If you find it a big bargain, remit $2.00
intendavB, or sell 3and GET YOUR SWITCH
FREE. Extra Bhades a little more. Inclose Be

' postage. Free beauty book ehowingf lateat etyJe of
nair dressing- -also nigh grade Bwitches, pompa-
dours, wisa, puffa. etc. ANNA AYERS*
Dept. 84 19 Quincy St. Chicago

'

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

5 Fine POST CARDS^ St'na oiilv -Jf stanit* and rci-eive o
coloreil Hold iiiid lOrnhossnl cards

FREE to iiitrodiicf po.st .aid offfr.
CAPITAL CAKL) CO., Uept. J 3'.>, Topeka, Kan.

FREE

ON July 17 we learned about Jesus
Christ as the Son of the Living
God. The apostle Peter called

him so when Jesus asked, "Who do
men say that the Son of man is?"

That question must be answered by
everybody who is born into the world.
Where we shall spend eternity depends
upon the way we answer it. Let us
answer it as Peter did. And let us
live every day as if we believed that
Jesus is the Son of the Living God,
and as such is entitled to our love

and loyalty, because in every incident
of life he is our friend and helper.

Some one has put it this way: "Am I

wounded? He is balm. Am I sick?

He is medicine. Am I naked? He is

clothing. Am I poor? He is wealth.
Am I hungry? He is bread. Am I

thirsty? He is water. Am I in debt?
He is surety. Am I in darkness? He
is a sun. How can I build my char-
acter? He is a rock. Must I face a
black and gathering storm of trouble?
He is an anchor, sure and steadfast.
Am I to be tried? He is an advocate.
Is sentence passed and am I con-
demned? He is pardon." He could
not be so much to me, if he were not
the Son of God. "God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth on him
should not perish, but have eternal
life." And not only is he my Saviour,
but he is the Saviour of "whosoever,"
and in him we are all builded together
as the Church of God. His Saviour-
ship and Sonship is the rock on which
the Church is built. Wherever any
body of people is found who will not
acknowledge him as the Son of the
Living God and the Saviour of man-
kind, they have no right to call them-
selves a church, according to the in-

terpretation of Christ himself.

The Glorified Christ

On July 24 we studied about the
glorified Christ: "His face did shine
as the sun, and his garments became
white as the light." At the time he
was standing upon the snow on the
top of Mount Hermon. His garments
were as white as the snow if not
whiter. "No fuller on earth could
whiten them." Five persons were spec-
tators of his transfiguration—two
saints from glory, Moses and Elijah

—

and three mortal men, Peter, James
and John. "Nothing shall be able to
separate us from the love of God,
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."
"Neither life nor death." Moses had
passed from earth nearly fifteen hun-
dred years before, when he died in the
land of Moab, and God buried him, and
"no man knoweth of his sepulchre un-
til this day." Elijah had passed from
earth nearly eight hundred years be-
fore, and yet both Moses and Elijah
came at the summons of -Jesus. They
came and talked with him and he with
them about the end for which he had
come into the world, even his death
for sinners which should be accom-
plished at Jerusalem. And to the
three men, the occasion seemed so
grand that they fell on their faces
from fear, and then it seemed so
blessed that they did not want to leave
the place, but asked Jesus to let them
build three tents, or tabernacles, of
leaves, that they might dwell together
on the mountain top for a few days at
least.

His countenance is light.
Even to the darkest night.
That love shall never change.
That light shall ne'er grow dim

;

Change thou thy faithless heart
To find its all in him.

Jesus did not permit his disciples to
build the tabernacles they desired, but
instead, he led them down the moun-
tain, where he healed the demoniac

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
October 23, 1910. The Quarterly Review.
Golden Text : "And it came to pass, when the
time was come that he should be received up, he
steadfastly set his face to go to Jerusalem, and
sent messengers before his face." Luke 9 : 51.

boy. Thus he showed that fellow
with him must consist in work ra
than rapture. What we somet
hear called "the joy of doing gooc
finding our "all in him."
On July 31 we studied a lessoi

forgiveness. Peter was in doubt
many times he ought to forgive
one. He thought "seven times"
limit; but Jesus said, "until sev
times seven." And then as a re.

^yhy forgiving should be practic
limitless Jesus spoke a parable a
a servant who would not forgive
fellow-servant, a small debt, whei
himself had been forgiven a n
larger debt. And for this un
treatment, "he was delivered to
tormentors till he should pay all

was due," that is, he was imprisc
If we have an unforgiving spiril

wards others, let us not presum
pray to God to forgive us our s.

Some have even dared to so j: y.

omitting "as we forgive others." iit

that does not release any one i m
the obligation to forgive oti s,

neither can God's unconditional i-

giveness be secured in that mar r.

Here are the precepts of Jesus ir e-

gard to forgiving others:

Forgive seventy times seven.
Love one another even as I re

loved you.
Be ye kind one to another.
Avenge not yourselves.
First cast the beam out of thine m

eye; and then shalt thou see clear to

cast out the mote out of thy broti ''s

eye.
Whatsoever ye would that ,.>n

should do to you, do ye even so to t;(

Love thy neighbor as thyself.

If we learn these sayings of Jest
heart, we shall never need to hi
doubt whom to forgive, and how n|
times to forgive.
A mother said to her little

"Didn't I see you writing on your
yesterday?" "Yes," he said. "^
show it to me." He brought the ,|

to his mother, and there was noti
on it, and she asked, "Where is«|
you wrote?" "I rubbed it out,"|
boy replied. "Well, where is it?'f

mother persisted. "Why, moth(l
don't know." "But how could 9i

put it away if it really was the.?^

"Oh, mother, I don't know. I knciil

was there, and it is gone." "W|,|
she said, "that is what God mi
when he said, T will blot out
transgressions.'

"

If we forgive others as God forj es"

us, we shall never say : "I can for; e,

but I cannot forget." There iiio

forgiveness in the one who says '.t.

On August 7 we had a beau h'

lesson about the children. The
dren of Nazareth are still sin -

about what Jesus did that day. h&
is a part of their song:

We are little Nazareth children.
And our Father placed our home

Mid the olive trees and vineyards
Where, as child, he used to roam.

For the Lord who loves the children.
And was glad to hear their praise.

Cares that Nazareth children know hir

Do his will and choose his ways.

And we know that he is coming,
Every knee to him shall bow

:

And the joyous shouts to greet him
Shall begin in Nazareth now.

We heard this song sung in N >

reth.

On that same day when Jesus ble 'd

the children, a rich young man cie

to him and asked what he should d^o '

gain eternal life. Jesus saw thatie

young man's love of riches had le

first place in his heai-t, and so he 'a

him to go and sell all that he had, io

give it to the poor, and then come id

be his follower. But the young n

went away from Jesus, and we are>t

told that he came back again. 1"

Jesus made the people understand ^

hard it was for a rich man to get .<>

Continued on next page
j
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he en by comparing him with a

casl that could not get through the

na-ow gate in the wall unless all of

hi cad should be taken off. The love

of iches is the load which must be

ta n off by any one who seeks to

enr heaven. Let us not make the

ni;ake of thinking that riches are in

thiselves bad—it is only the love of

ii:is that Jesus condemned.
,1 August 14, we had a lesson about

je s' parable concerning the laborers

in le vineyard.

.Workers in the Vineyard

sus told about a man who went
ou early in the morning to hire

lah-ers "to work in his vineyard. A
da.3 wages was a penny, the denarius,

wcih about fifteen cents. It is

tnslated "shilling" in the Revised

Ve ion, which is nearer being correct.

So 2 men went to work in the vine-

ya at nine o'clock in the morning,

rtl'S were found who went to work
it velve o'clock, and others still who
iidot go to work until three o'clock

in e afternoon, and yet at the end of

thday they all were paid the same
amnt. That seemed unfair to the

lalers who had worked the longest.

It 1 depends on which way one looks

it : is it money or opportunity you
le:,e?

n August 21, we had the story of

Ie:3 opening the eyes of the two blind

jeiars, as he was passing through
fe ho on his way to Jerusalem.
Ie:5 did not come from heaven to

aeithe bodies of men, but their souls,

)u'ie was the greatest physician that

•V( wore earth about him. It was
liselight to make the lame to walk,
htSlind to see, to cleanse the lepers,

re the pahied, and even to raise

hi ead to life.

I August 28, we had the lesson

.;)(t Jesus' triumphal entry into Je-
ii: em, riding in kingly fashion upon
in ;s. Loud were the acclaims of the

3e(.:e as they thronged about him,
:puding their garments in the way,
indearing off palm branches that
he might wave them to do him honor.
\n when the procession reached the
i.'nle, the children of the temple
tv. joined in the hosannas. But
htl were evil notes sounded; the
or laints of the Pharisees, who could
.'jtjndure to see Jesus honored by
n.-.one. Jesus did not silence the
hiien, but he did silence the Phari-
eeoy quoting what King David had
M about the quality of children's
ttces—that it is "perfected."

...PjipO September 4, we had a lesson on
res';' two parables of judgment; both
;ii)les were about vineyards. The
ir.' one was about a man who had
w(5ons, whom he told to go to work
n s vineyard. The first one said:
'I ill not." The second son said

:

'I 0, sir," but he went not. This

parable Jesus spoke to the Pharisees
and Sadducees that he might show
them how disobedient they were to
their heavenly Father. They were like
the first son because they would not
listen to the teaching of his Son, al-
though God had spoken from heaven,
"Hear ye him."
The vineyard of the second parable

had a winepress in it. The owner let
it out to a man, and himself went to a
far country. When the season of
grapes drew near he sent his servants
to get his rent in the form of grapes,
but his servants were stoned and
beaten to death. Again the owner
sent some of his servants, but they
were treated as the others had been;
then he sent his son. They took him
and cast him out of the vineyard and
killed him I Why did Jesus need to
speak such a parable as this? Because
though the people of Israel were
God's vineyard, yet there were some
wicked rulers among them who were
quite determined that the hearts of the
people should be turned away from
serving the true and living God, and
so the prophets and teachers whom
God sent were dealt harshly with,
some being put into prison or stoned
and others being put to death. These
same rulers, or some just like them,
now had it in their hearts to kill God's
only Son.

The Lesson of the Marriage Feast

On September 11, we had a lesson
about the king's marriage feast for his
son. This was also a parable spoken
by Jesus. The king sent out his ser-

vants and invited many guests, but
they declined to come. Then the king
sent out his servants to invite other
guests. But these behaved worse
than the first who were invited, for
they killed some of the servants, and
then went on with their work on their
farms or in their stores. They had
no regrets to send to the king who had
invited them. They slighted his invi-

tation in the worst possible way. Then
the king sent other servants out to

invite anybody they should see on the
streets, no matter how poor and mis-

erable they were, to come to the wed-
ding feast. At last many came, and
the king had provided a beautiful coat
for each one to wear at the feast. But
one man would not put on the wedding-
garment. When the king saw him, he
had him bound hand and foot and cast

out of the house. Jesus spoke the par-
able about the wedding feast because
he wanted the people all to know that

they were invited to the marriage
supper in heaven by and by. Already
some of the Jews had said they would
not come. Their reason for saying so

was they did not love Jesus. Others
among the Jews were so busy with
their own affairs they did not care

about the affairs of God.

AdlvertbasSim^ A.dlvsMrace§ Cn'^flIln2sm^noEa

I
is generally agreed that there have come to be very few distinguishing

larks between the refinement of the resident of the city and that of the

esident of the country. The word "hayseed" is very seldom used in

ref ring to a resident of the back country district, however remote it may be,

becise the city-bred person has long since learned that the resident of the

rui district enjoys almost as many advantages as the resident of the city.

This is due in large part to modern advertising, which has called to the

att tion of the ruralite all sorts of commodities which formerly were enjoyed
excsively by the city resident. Years ago the resident of the country district

wa: ompelled to buy all of his wearing apparel and other commodities from the

loc: storekeeper, who mav have had many of these commodities in stock for

yea:. But nowadays any one may take advantage of the offers made in the

ad\ Using columns of our newspapers and magazines, and thus feel that he or

he; up-to-date. And in the same manner the local storekeeper, being placed
'" i-ect competition with the advertiser, is impelled to carry a stock of com-
mo-ies quite as new as those which are offered through the medium of the

ad\-tisement.

n this way at least, advertising has contributed greatly to the advance of

ouriodern civilization.

A'henever any of our sub.scribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Ch ^tian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

wh.Tiust be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

ativtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
of '2 appearance of the advertisement.

For 38 years GARLAND Stoves and Ranges

have had the greatest sale of any stoves and
• ' . . -^ 1. ^ comprises

, Gas Ranges

: The GARLAND cosU you

-^no more than stoves and ranges of inferior

Write us for Free book and choice recipes which will be

^8^^53^bn receipt of your request. Ask your dealer to show

_} BAKE WELU COOK WELU HEAT

Furnaces, Gas Ranges
'" '" ^ ^•*'"^''

'
Sciid by Leading Dealer. All OvS

'ichig&n Stove

ORE. ALL'S'

Brightest, best, safest, cheap-
est. Burns giisuliue at H cost

of kerosene. Two weeks' trial,

guarautee bond. No agents.

Catalog, loQ styles fixtures; 52.25

"sun vapor light CO.
1109 Market St., Canton, 0.

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Manv deals closed bv our clients—one recently for

$650.000.00—our proof oi PatenU that PROTECT.
Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. LaccT. Djt. 36 Waihingtop. D. C. Estab. 1869.

Z/^D/^ TOTT CAN PLAY IT Without Learning.
,
^^ ^ ^-f Sing into the niontlirieoe. Zobo does

the rest. For Home, (.'liuii-li and Sumiay School Enter-
tainments. Full information FKEE on request.
STRAUSS MANUFACTURING CO.. 355 Broadway, NewTork

^l:lJM!ti>i:NJ.I
^ierlmiwoTth Plant Tablets

To make them luxuriant, healthy — beautiful

leaves and flowers. Nothing bo good. They double

the Bioom. Excellent for ferns. EUminatea soil

pests. Clean, ordorless, convenient. Dissolve in wa-
ter. Suf6cient35plants3month8,25c. Threetimes

quantity,50c. Trial pkge.lOc. postpaid. Writetoday
BoxCSterlinirChpinicalCo.CaiiibriilKe.Mass.

MOUNT BIRDSIrr^t
Taxidermy,* We can teach you by mail to

imount birds, animals, tan hides, make rugs, etc.

Very fascinatin g and profitable. Decorate your
home and office. Save yout fine trophies.

iTuition low, success guaranteed*. Write
oday ior Free Book on Taxidemiv and our
gazine. Both free. NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL
TAXIDERMY 5577 Elwood BIdg., OMAHA, NEB.

e

Wanted T''\^"'T'^Herald Readers
To Work for Us on Salaries!

C Have yon any spare time? Have you any spare moments that you would

like to devote to a business that would produce something vahiable for you?

Would j'ou like to earn more, to increase your income, to protect your savings?

If so, if this argument appeals to you, then write to us, for we have a propo-

sition for you that you will enthuse over the minute you read about it

!

C It is our desire to steadily increase the circulation of The Christian Hehald.

The magazine speaks for itself. We believe that we give in the 53 issues about

as good measure as any fair-minded person could ask for. But we want to do

more. We want to give you more and more for your money. And this will

come about in proportion to the number of new readers we are able to interest.

To quicken matters, to gain new friends faster, we have organized a co-oper-

ative campaign for new subscriptions to The Christian Herald.

C W'e want you to help. Will you do it? Will you try to induce some of

your friends to subscribe to our great magazine—a magazine that will help

and benefit and stimulate all who shall become regular readers? If you will

—

if you will co-operate with us, we'll pay you a liberal commission, and in

addition show you how to earn a salary by simply sending us a certain number

of orders every month.

C There really isn't any great amount of work attached to it. You know it

is always a pleasure to talk about the things we like, and you surely think

enough of The Christian Herald to take delight in telling your friends about

it. We'll pay you well for y<<ur assistance. Our plans and payments are

generously liberal. You can make enough money for Christmas, for that new

dress or new suit; in short, the opportunity for you is really unlimited. Act

to-day! Now! Simply tell us to send you our liberal Subscription Plan.

You'll be surprised, and mighty glad that you wrote. This is your opportunity !

Will you accept it? Do it quickly.

The CHRISTIAN HERALD
92 Bible House Agency Dept. New York City
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In the purchase of bonds the value of a

hanking firm to a client depends upon

the scope and efficiency of the service

rendered and the integrity and experience

of the firm.

Service
The service offered by N. W. Halsey & Com-

pany in buying bonds is a system of investigation

more complete and more thorough than any

individual investor could afford to undertake. This

service has been built up by years of experience

and engages the best legal, accounting and

engineering experts, so that a statement that a bond

is recommended by this firm means that the

purchaser can reach an accurate conclusion as to its

safety based on assured information.

The best method of investment in bonds is to

deal steadily with a firm like this, getting the

cumulative effe<5l of its experience. We can offer

you just as great a variety of safe bonds as you

could buy by dealing with a number of firms.

Write for latest bond circular No. B-S6.

N.W. HALSEY & CO.,
BANKERS

Dealers in Government, Municipal, Railroad and
Public Utility Bonds.

New York : Philadelpkia

:

Chicago

:

San Francisco

:

49 Wall SL 1421 Oiestnul St. 152 Monroe SL 424 California St.

Why We
Can Pay

on any money entrusted to us, and
why we have done so for 15 years

witliout being a day late in mailing

dividend checks is fully explained

in a handsome booklet which is

mailed free to anyone interested.

We not only pay 5%, but money
invested with us is always payable

the day you ask for it.

Jf you have saved or if you
are saving money, better write
for the booklet today.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.

1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

feKlS to 5y.%
SENT
FREE

JMet
Write to-day for our book

describing these Guaranteed

First Mortgage Trust Bonds

and our plan whereby I BONDS
payments of $10 to $100 I Secured
and upwards at your / by FiVs<

convenience secures at / Mortgages

once ownership X on New York
J • „„„„ ^ and Suburbanandmcome^^

«ea/ £s<a«e

UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORKBANKING KEPT.

1^EV/Y0RKN0RTGAgE fp.

DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

$̂100.

5%;Interest allowed on every Dollar
> yuu deposit with us. You may

^withdraw anytime. (6% allowed on
time deposits.) Ucnnania Bank holds

over $J. 750.000 approved first moitg-
at;c3,asTiust«e. with $750.
000 Capital, Surplus and
Stockholders' individual,'

' liahility, as security. Not
'^'^^^^B^ ft (itiliftf loss to depositors

|

in 26 years. "Sulkv I)"Ilar" i»».k explains.

GEORGIA STATE SAVINGS ASS'N
176 Tork^treet, Savannah, Ga.^

.SMALLER,
VSUMSy

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Safest investments AQf» In C% Write for
known. Yielding from **^' Iw 0^* Circular.

ULEN, SUTHERUN & CO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

THE large mortgage is usually held

by a man or a corporation who
needs no advice as to the management
of such a property, for it is with both

a matter of daily business routine that

seems to manage itself automatically.

We wish rather to consider the man
who invests his hard-won savings in a

small mortgage, hoping thereby to

have his money perfectly secure, while

at the same time it is producing a rea-

sonable interest.

An Important Question

As all the large mortgages, first or
last, come into the hands of the capi-
talist, either individually or through a
financial corporation, the question nat-
urally arises, Where is the small
investor, the man with one or two
thousand dollars, to find a mortgage
security?
The answer might be: "If the man

can't invest in a mortgage that is

within his means, then let him find

some other form of interest-producing
investment."
Very true; but there are many rea-

sons why the small investor prefers a
mortgage. In the first place, a good
real estate mortgage has the two great
requisites of safety and stability.

There is no other form of security that
compares with land. It cannot move
away and it is quite impossible for the
area to grow smaller. The price may
rise or fall, but this does not depend on
the decrease or increase of land, but
rather on the scarcity or abundance
of our accepted medium of exchange

—

money.

Mortgage Advantages

One great advantage of the real
estate mortgage is that it is not specu-
lative, and so has none of the gambling
features that make some other forms
of investment alluring and—it might
be added—destructive.

In the case of bond investments, the
interest is fixed. The tendency in
every change of bonds, from those of
the government to the last issue of the
newest railroad, is to lower the rate of
interest. But while the real estate
mortgage, like its near relative the
corporation bond, has a fixed time to
run, the time is usually so short that
on renewal, advantage may be taken
of the existing scarcity of money to
demand a higher rate than that con-
tracted for in the first period.

What Is a Mortgage?

A mortgage is not an actual transfer
of property. It is a security given for
the payment of a note or bond within
a time specified. If the payment be
not made, under the conditions stipu-
lated, then the mortgaged property
may be sold to liquidate the note or
bond. If the payment be made as
conditioned, the note is canceled, the
mortgage satisfied, and the realty re-
mains in the hands of the borrower.

A Great Business

The wholesale, and much of the re-
tail, business of the world is done on
credit. There are mortgage-brokerage
establishments in all our large cities,
where the visitor might easily get the
impression that traffic in mortgages
was the one great purpose of some of
our brainiest men.

If on entering one of these great
establishments you should give the im-
pression that you are on the lookout
for "a good thing" in the way of a
mortgage, the "floor-walker" will spy
you out. Of course, that is not the
official title of the man, but you will
find him quite as suave and with as
much valuable information on tap as
the expert director in a great depart-
ment store. He will tell you about
"choice first-class articles" of first
mortgage, at from three and a half to
five or six per cent., selling for a trifle
above cost.

What You May Do
You enter one of these mortgage

stores, if we may so call them, with
your savings in your pocket in the

form of a bank draft or a certified

check, and you are offered your choice

of a guaranteed or an unguaranteed
mortgage. In the guaranteed mort-
gage, the principal and interest are
guaranteed by the company, which col-

lects and pays the interest semi-
annually. Should you buy such a
mortgage your investment will be
quite as safe as if you had it in the
savings bank, and it may pay you from
one to one and a half per cent. more.
Another advantage of such a mort-
gage is that the company must regard
your interests as its own, and so you
need not bother about the condition of

the property or the ability of the orig-

inal borrower to meet his obligation
when due.

Watchfulness Necessary

But no matter how a mortgage
comes into your possession, it is always
well to know something about the prop-
erty. A mortgage on the house in

which the borrower lives is always
more desirable than one on a vacant
house, or on a tenement occupied by
swarms of irresponsible dwellers. And
so a mortgage on a store or factory in

which the borrower is carrying on his
own business is better than a store or
factory owned by him but occupied by
some other concern.
On such a guaranteed mortgage,

should you invest in one, you will get
four and a half per cent. The mort-
gage shows five per cent., but the half
per cent, is retained to meet the cost
of collection.

The unguaranteed mortgage is

usually as safe as the guaranteed. It

pays, or rather you get the full inter-
est, whatever it may be, but you must
yourself attend to the collection, for
the selling company's interest ends
with the transfer.

Something to Consider

Mortgages usually run for about
three years, but one-half of them are
renewed, not once but many times. The
small investor may live in another
county from that in which the mort-
gaged realty is situated, but at the
proper time he must go there to enforce
his claim, or if he has received notice
that the mortgagor is ready to "sat-
isfy" he must meet him at his place of
business if so requested. Under such
circumstances, it might save much
trouble if the further care of the mort-
gage, after purchase, were left to some
responsible party whose business it is

to care for such matters.

Renewals

Should you hold such a mortgage as
we have been considering, and the
mortgagor wishes to renew it, and
you are willing, it will be well, before
the new papers are made out, that you
take another look at the property, for
though you are quite sure that the
land is still there, the structures may
not be the same.

If the mortgage happens to be on a
dwelling house, it may not have been
kept in proper repair; it may be occu-
pied by tenants who endanger its

safety, or other buildings may have
been erected near by that have greatly
depreciated the selling value of the
property. Sometimes the fact that a
saloon has been started near by, or
that undesirable people have come into
the street, will greatly injure resi-
dential property.

In such a case as we have just cited,
a revaluation of the property must be
had, either by your own counsel or by
the agents of a company that makes a
specialty of such work. The fee is
from ten to twenty dollars, not much
to be sure, but a great deal to a man
who is getting four and a half per
cent, on a one-thousand-dollar mort-
gage.

Well Dressed Men Wear t|

Boston

IT IS EASY,
SELF-CONFORMING,

SECURE
AND

DURABLE,

ta
, Sample Fair,

Cotton, 25c., Silk, SOc
Wailed on receipt of

GEORGE FROST CO.

Boston, Mass.

See that Boston Gar-
ter is stamped
on tlie clasp.

"LOOM TO LEG" ^rt Ar
TROUSERS ^U»Vd
Save $Z to $5 on every pair of Trousers
you buy. These made-to-measure
worsted trousers are the latest
style semi -pes: top, sewerl with
6-oord thread; snspeiider buttons
rivete<l; pockets aWU. triniined;
seams reinforced; two side,one
watcli, two hip pockets; side
waist straps. Our prices range from
$•2.95 to $5.85 for actual $5.95 to i

$10 standard values. Money
|

back after examination if you are
not more than satisfied. We
<lyetlieyarns,weave the cloth and
fit the trousers to you—"from
loom to leg," not from loom to com-
mission house to jobber to tailor to
wearer.Write for our free samples
ami self-measurement instruc-
tions. Customers everywhere.
Only Loom to Leg mills in the world,

COLONIAL WORSTED MILLS
Dept. 100 Lawrence. Mass.

CHRISTIAN HERA1>

!

Bond Booi
WE have received so many req Is

for copies of the financial ar es

which have been appearing in IE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we ft

thought it wise to preserve them in pain-

let form, for the convenience of Jt.\n

who may wish to secure a complete s'

Any reader may secure a copy ol\is

useful booklet without charge, by t-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postag

:

Address CHRISTIAN HERA », I

Dept. 96. Bible House. New \ k

Southeastern
Apple
Districts

Have the i

of Jocatioi
coDsuiuing
None give
turns or so
Apple orch
paid $200 t<

acre. Best

and shippers command selected mark
Virginia tree last year yielded il24 worth
a Georgia tree $57. Lands in best distric

as $10 an acre. Best peach and beiry
Locations for pecans where they produce
finest crops. Fruit and general fanni
gether in the Southeast. Low rate raili

Write
M. V. RICHARDS

Land and Industrial Agent, Sonthem 1

Cor. 13th Street, Washingtc

ear t

!iit«rt

ter rt

crops

s hav

,0001)1

Oil'

ipples

.as III''

itrict!

geaui

go to

iTYPEP^RreERS
Save $25 to $50 "k"tory''febu"k''^'Tyt
perfect in quality, condition and looka. Durable
in construction and seiviceable in every way. Bi

largest factory in the world with branch stores io le

We guarantee for one year against defect i

1^^^ ship and materi.il. Write for catalogue and t

^^^^^i of nearest branch office.

^BShB^ American Writing Machine Co.
BMM|«^ rMF. Broadway, New York

IVITC SKCtlltKI* OB i

Free report as to Patentaliility. Illustra
Book, and List o£ Inventions Warned, sen

VICTOR ,T. FV.41SS & CO.. Washinsrt'

ilwaj

D.C

i

I
DAT
• Free r

PATENTS That Protect a I
,*^^**-'^^ **-' Advice an.l Hooks«El^'

Kates Reasonable. Hiphest Keffiences. Best /»-'^'

WATSON E. COLEMAN. Pateot Lawyer. WASHING ]^*'-'"

For 3r* years we have been paying o "

the highest returns coosisiteiit with "

methods. First mortgage loans of *

'

which we can recouiniend after the m "^

p«rBuD&l ioveetigstjun. Please nak for Lou '

$26 Certificates of Deposit also forsavi "^jgt

J^;iHl.^f^«^iJmaB>g
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It

ti

ave ®f Iimfsiiiilile Paralysis

By SAMUEL G. TRACY, B.Sc, M.D., New York City

•V URING the past year, there has

j I been considerable interest ex-

Jv' cited by the numerous epidemics

(
poliomyelitis, or, as it is commonly

(led, "infantile spinal paralysis."

'ese numerous outbreaks have led to

;rreat deal of investigation on the

j-t of physicians, which has mate-

lUy advanced our knowledge of the

,ure of the disease.

epidemics of infantile paralysis

re long been known. In the United

tes, the earliest one was recorded

841. However, the prevalence of

sral

Dr. Samuel G. Tracy

tl epidemics was not especially no-
tiable until about fifteen years ago.

-- A. extensive epidemic took place in

S den in 1905, two occurred in Aus-
tilja (one in 1903 and the other in

Br.^),and one in Prussia in 1909. The
1

1 pucipal epidemics which have oc-
• cred in this country during the past

tl,e years have been in Massachu-
S6S, New York, Minnesota, and, dur-
in the past few months, in Rhode
If.nd and Connecticut.

iuring the past summer months, and
e\i to-day, communities in many
~ii:es have suffered from epidemics of

ntile paralysis of more or less

le rity. The disease is more common
lOld than in warm countries. The
(Ority of cases are seen in July,
.yust, September, and October,
yce is no doubt that the disease is

«o-agious, but a specific germ has not
|ArH^e> found. Neither is the method by
,dJl»w;h the disease is communicated

ex:;tly known; however, there is good
re;on to believe that dust plays an
iir^rtant part in the dissemination of
it. Dr. Flexner, from his investiga-

te ti(,5, has concluded that the virus is

coained in the mucous membrane of
th, throat, and thus the disease is

coTiunicated through expectoration.
A^has been said, the nature of the
pwn that is responsible for this dis-
ea' is not positively known, but that
it a living organism or germ there
iCabe no doubt. This theory is ba.sed
pi the experiments of Dr. -Flexner.
ys and girls are subject to this
se with equal frequency, and
the more recent reports from

< England, it is shown that even
•dts have become infected.

I, fantile paralysis is most common
"n irly childhood, with the exception
>fiie first year. Tlio greatest num-
•€ of cases occur in the third and

^*0'th years. This disease appears

u'V' ^^^^^ days to a month after ex-m re, usually before the tenth day.
Ff many years it was impossible to
sa definitely where the seat of in-
la ile paralysis was located. How-
ev

, to-day, with all the auxiliaries of
'n<;rn technique, and a careful study
of le blood vessels which supply the
sp al cord, we have positive proof
th- the disease is an inflammation of
thi^ay matter in part of the spinal

cord, and in the small blood vessels
leading to this area.

The early sjnnptoms of this disease,
in many cases, are characterized by the
child complaining of headache, list-

lessness, weakness of the limbs and
loss of appetite. This condition is
followed by fever (from 101 to 103
degrees Fahrenheit) , distress in stom-
ach and intestines and vomiting. The
fever lasts from one to four days. In
other more severe cases, the disease
begins early with fever, followed by
marked disturbance in the brain, ac-
companied by spasms or convulsions.
Another uncommon type is where a
child will go to bed apparently in per-
fect health and awaken in the morn-
ing paralyzed in one or more of its
limbs.

The symptom of the second stage is

paralysis itself. Generally speaking,
it is rather extensive. In many cases,
all four limbs are involved, and some-
times the muscles of the nape of the
neck. In other cases, the paralysis
involves only a group of muscles of one
or both legs.

The extent of the immediate damage
from the paralysis is usually complete
within a few hours, althonoh it may
extend over a period of three or four
days. In a week or ten days, some
improvement begins, and this con-
tinues usually until only a small de-
gree of paralysis remains.

In some epidemics, the infection is

comparatively light, and complete
recovery takes place in a few months.
Nevertheless, when the paralysis is

still present after a few months, it is

likely to become more or less perma-
nent, and as the child grows older,
more or less deformity will be
associated with it. However, the de-
gree of deformity will depend some-
what on the skill and ability of the
orthopedic surgeon who may treat the
patient while growing.
There is one compensation to those

who have had this disease, and that is,

they are not likely to have it again.
The death rate from infantile paral-

ysis varies considerably in various
epidemics. In regard to the outlook
for life, it is usually favorable; as
regards perfect recovery, it is not so
favorable. Frequently, some defect
in the nutrition of the muscles, some
deformity of limbs or partial paralysis
remains. In a series of epidemics of

this class, the death rate has varied,

being as low as five per cent., and
again as high as twenty per cent. In

a recent virulent epidemic, the mortal-
ity was said to be forty per cent. How-
ever, generally speaking, the death
rate is not great. In some families

there may be a serious case and other
members of the family may take it,

but only in a light form. They will

present several of the symptoms, but
no paralysis. In the Boston epidemic
of 628 cases, ten per cent, made a com-
plete recovery. The prospect of re-

covery in a paralyzed limb is fairly

good, although, when degeneration has

taken place in the spinal cord and the

cells which preside over the actions of

the muscles have been destroyed, we
can never hope for complete recovery.

In regard to treatment of the dis-

ease, there is as yet no specific cure;

but from the researches of Flexner

and Lewis, it is reasonable to suppose

that an antitoxin or serum will be dis-

covered that will prove as efficacious in

infantile paralysis as does the diph-

theria antitoxin in that malignant
disease. It is during the fever and
beginning of paralysis that treatment

is most necessary; hence, it is of the

utmost importance, in the earliest

symptoms of illness in children, that

infantile paralysis should be thought

of and recognized.

Yon can place monev in the Indnstrial Savings and
Loan Comnany. and know tliat it is .«/.;<'. and is icnire

vou canonratn tl wnfit Kiintm, and will ymn/ajrearn.
ings rnr ,-rerv dfiu tnreslfd. See their aavertisement

on page936.aiid write them for fall information.

This
Beautiful

3^^

Broad Tail Coat
^^^^ Made of Textile Fur^

$19.85
Delivered to You

Such a coat in natural fur would cost many
I times as much and an expert cannot tell

^the difference. Besides having all the
"" /beauty of the natural skin it is even more

durable and will not shed hairs. This
garment is 54 inches long, has wide
collar, cuffs and facings, is interlined
throughout with a fine quality of yarn
dyed satin lining and is strictly tailor-

made in workmanship. Lined with fine

Venitian $18.15.

This is only one example of the wonderful
Textile furs which are made by a special process
recently discovered. It is a fortunate discovery

for women everywhere, inasmuch as natural
furs have become almost prohibitive in price.

There are now reproduced in these Textile
Furs not merely the Broad Tail shown, but also Seal
Skin, Caracal, Pony, Persian Lamb, Baby Lamb,
Persian Paw and a number of others. In ail cases
these garments are beautifully made and superior
in every way to any similar garments that you have
ever seen. We have made up an immense assort-
ment of such garments in reproduction of the
natural skins and offer them direct to you,
express prepaid, at most attractive prices.

In oneofthese coats you can be just as warm
and comfortable and appear just as richly clad
as any woman no matter what her wealth may
be. You can make your choice from a num-
ber of illustrations of the actual garments
shown on living models which we shall

be glad to send you.

Send for Catalogue "L"

at once stating bust measure.

All our coats are sold on the under*
standing that they must give absolute
satisfaction or money refunded.

TEXFUR GARMENT
COMPANY.

533 West Broadway.
New York.

DAME NATURE HINTS
When the Food is Not Suited.

When Nature gives her signal that
something is wrong it is generally with
the food. The old Dame is always faith-

ful and one should act at once.
To put off the change is to risk that

which may be irreparable. An Arizona
man saj^s:

" For years I could not safely eat any
breakfast. I tried various kinds of break-
fast food, but they were all soft, starchy
messes which gave me distressing head-
aches. I drank strong coffee, too, which
appeared to benefit me at the time, but
added to the headaches afterwards.
Toast and coffee were no belter, for I

found the toast very constipating."

"A friend persuaded me to quit the old
coffee and the starchy breakfast foods,

and use Postum and Grape-Nuts instead.

I shall never regret taking his advice.

I began using them three months ago."

"The change they have worked in me
is wonderful. I now have no more of the

distressing sensations in my stomach
after eating, and I never have headaches.
I have gained 12 pounds in weight and
feel better in every."

"Grape-Nuts make a delicious as well

as a nutririous dish, and I find that

Postum is easily digested and never pro-

duces dyspepsia symptoms."
"There's a reason."

Get the little book, "The Road to Well-

ville," in pkgs.

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

BECOMEA NURSE
Entire Method by Correspondence

TWO CHAUTAUQUA GRADUATE NURSES
Miss Margaret Agnes Hislop, Stratford, Ont.

After studying our course Miss Hislop purchased and
now successfully manages Aticriini Biae Hospital
with fourteen acres of beautiful private grounds.
She writes :

"
I am highly pleased with the course."

Miss Nora Agnese Currid, St. Michael's Hospital,
Newark, N. J., nurses the destitute sick without sal-

lary. She states : "The lectures are thorough, simple,
and contain everything a nurse needs to know."
We have trained thousands of beginners and practical)

nurses in their own homes, to earn $10 to $25 a week.
.Send for our 9th 56-page Year Book explaining method..

with stories of actual experience by successful nui ses.

The Chautauqua School of Nursing
341 Main Street Jamestown. N. Y..

A MONEY-MAKING PLAN
For Churches and Ladies' Societies

We have helped many Church Societies to
raise money during the past few months. We
will extend the same generous offer to your
Church or Society if you act promptly. Have
your secretary write us at once for particulars.

The McCall Company, Desk A, New York City

STAMPING -OUTFIT
Big Offer! Has 70 Perforated

, Patterns (which can beused m.iny
' times)witha retail value of $3.00,

J Shirt Waist, Corset Cover, Doilies,

26 Initials etc, a Box Starnping Paste,

r -wi^ lUus. Stitches .ind subscription to Fan-

cy Work Fook Modern Embroidery. All for 25c.

Walter P. Webber, Lynn, Mass. Box K
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LIFEB
is a pare soap* and a power- i

ful germicideandantiseptic. i

October 12, l^o

Among the Workers

i^S^>'\5

Pretty soaps, the kind made to look

at and to sell by smell have ordin-

arily the least cleansing value, and

have no germicidal value whatever.

It is reasonable to prefer Lifebuoy,
_
the

"soap with that clean smell," that disin-

fects and cleanses at the same time. Its

use is a guarantee of perfect cleansing and
a protection against disease.

C All Druggists and Grocers

(

LEVER BROS. COMPANY
Cambridge, Mass.

^ f̂tVA.^vAv:a.^v^\>^v-vW\vv^v'!to-^v>^Vv\a^V<

A Comfortable

Investment
is one which yields

reasonable earnings

safely and surely

;

which enables you
to forget your capital

until you need it, and
then to get it on
short notice.

The Industrial has paid its depositors 5%
regularly every year for 17 years.

It invests only in mortgages on New York City

and suburban real estate. It accepts deposits

and allows withdrawals upon any date, paying

earnings for every day it holds your money.

Assets over . . . $2,250,000
Surplus and profits, 175,000

Under Supervision of New
York Banking Department.

Send for our booklet,

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

ZTimesBldg., B'way &42dSL, NewYork^

MAKE YOUR OWN XMAS GIFTS

Decorate your own home—make gifts for
your friends of pierced brass—the popular
art work of the season. Send us $1.98 for
the splendid outfit here shown. Shipping
weight, 3K pounds. Tools for any kind of
pierced brass work and material for two
fancy stamped brass lamp shades with
glass fringe and jewels for one shade are
included. With our complete instructions
the work is so simple anyone can do it.

Get our new Catalog of Brass Work and
Pyrography, showing all the latest designs
and materials in these popular forms of
art work at lowest prices quoted anywhere.

Ask for Catalog No. 65C48.

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO. ILL

The Giant Heater
WILL HEAT ANY ORDINARY KOOM IN
ZERO WEATHER AT ALMOST NO COST

Applied to central draught lamp or gas
jet (naked flame or mantle burner.)

HEAT AND UGHT AT ONE COST
Ir. H I' H..W,., 71J:im1 Ave . Miniuiipn.lis.

Price Complete, Charges Prepaid
BRASS, $1.50; NICKEL PLATED, $2.00

Attrartiv.- nil. sti-.t.M B....kl.t Mail. .1 Fi.-.v

The GIANT HEATER CO., 863 Temple St., Springfield, Mass

Fleda's Mudturtle

WHEN Fleda was five years old,

she found a cent in the yard.

In great delight^ she ran to tell her

mother of her good luck.

"What shall I buy with it, mother?"

she cried.

"Buy anything you like, my dear,"

she said kindly.

Fleda ran to the candy store, and

looked around anxiously. She was
greatly pleased with a tiny mudturtle
in a little glass box. She thought
that it was made of candy.

"I will play with it awhile and then

I will eat it," she decided.

It was brown and looked like choco-

late, which Fleda liked very much.
"I want the mudturtle," she said to

the girl behind the counter.

By the time she had the little box
fairly in her hand, she had made up
her mind to eat the mudturtle right

away.
She opened the box and also opened

her mouth. She was just about to

devour her pretty toy, when it sud-

denly began to crawl.

In her terror, Fleda dropped it and
started to run; but a larger girl, who
knew her, picked it up and said, "Come
back here, Fleda, and get your nice

little mudturtle. It won't hurt you."

She spoke so positively that Fleda
felt quite calm again. She took her

purchase, and ran home to tell her
mother all about it.

Her mother had company and could

not listen to Fleda's story. She said,

"Yes, yes, dear—very fine, I am sure.

Run away and don't bother me now."
So Fleda was left to her own de-

vices to manage her crawling little

mudturtle.
"It will like to live outdoors, in a

nice shady place, I think," she said to

herself.

She placed it out in the yard under
a big maple tree, and near the spot

where she had found the penny.
But after she placed it on the

ground, it did not crawl any more.
Fleda wondered why.
She went in and got some bread for

it; but the poor little mudturtle would
not eat.

"Perhaps if I go and leave it, it will

eat," said Fleda.
So she left it ; but when she came the

next morning, she found that still it

had not eaten.
During the next few days, she tried

every kind of food for it that she could

find, but the little turtle did not touch
any of it.

At last, she asked her mother to

come and see what was the matter.
"Why, Fleda," said her mother, "of

course it won't eat. It is a little

wooden mudturtle, and it will crawl
only when you press this spring in its

body."
Then, she and Fleda had a good

laugh together, you may be sure.

A Grateful Dog
A True Story

MILDRED was walking along the
quiet village street one day, when

she came upon a great, noble-looking

dog, lying beside the way.
"The dog kept pawing at his mouth,

which was wide open.

His evident distress prompted Mil-
dred to come closer, though the girl

who was walking with her said, "Don't
you do it. He might bite you."

Mildred was used to dogs, and the
look of anguish in the pleading brown
eyes of this one determined her to find
out just what was the trouble.

Scanning closely the big, red mouth,
Mildred could see far back in it a long,
slender bone, which had lodged there
perpendicularly in such a way that,

try as as he would, the poor fellow
could not get it out.

Mildred was only nine, and it took
considerable courage for her to put her
little fist into that yawning red chasm

and pull out the obstinate bone; but

she did it.

In telling her mother about it, she

said, "You never saw anybody so

grateful as the dog was, mother. He
tried to thank me with his eyes and

his tail and his tongue and his paws
and his whole body."

Very gravely and sedately he es-

corted Mildred quite home, and every
time he saw her that summer, he would
bound up beside her and walk with
her as far as she would let him.

It really does seem as though dogs
were sometimes even more grateful

than human beings; but it is hardly
safe to tamper with any and every
dog. It is generally best to ask older

people before touching a strange dog,

even to help him.

Strange Reptiles

THE horned toad is a peculiar rep-

tile, which is common in the

deserts of the West. It can be tamed
until it will take ants and flies from
the hand.
The legless lizard is sometimes

called the glass snake, or joint snake.
It is found in Southern forests. If it

is hit with a stick, it sometimes breaks
into a number of fragments, and
might reasonably be supposed to be
killed; but, no—the broken parts are
really only his tail, which is far more
brittle than his body proper. He can
lose it and still remain well and
happy.
The worst lizard native to our coun-

try is probably the so-called "Gila
monster," which frequents the Gila

River districts, in the southwestern
United States. It wears the Princeton
colors of orange and black, and has a
venomous and sometimes fatal bite.

His Four Paws
ONE of the pupils had just read a

story in which a squirrel was said

to be sitting on his hind legs, cracking
a nut with his "fore paws."

"His four paws!" exclaimed an-
other pupil, raising her hand quickly.

"How could he be cracking a nut with
four paws, when he was sitting on two
paws?"
And yet we all know that this singu-

lar phenomenon might be seen when-
ever a squirrel nibbles a nut.

Erieside Bible Conference

ANEW summer conference, located

at Erieside, Willoughby, O., fif-

teen miles east of Cleveland, held its

second gathering lately. It stands on
an orthodox platform, which includes
Bible Inspiration; the Divinity and
Atonement of Jesus Christ; the Person
and Work of the Holy Spirit; the Im-
minent Return of the Lord, and the
Evangelization of the World as the
Responsibility of the Church.
The Conference was in session from

22d to 31st July. Its teachers were
Dr. W. J. Erdman of Germantown,
Pa., Professor W. G. Morehead of
Xenia, O., Dr. H. P. Welton of Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Dr. F. W. Troy of
New York. It was especially favored
in the presence and inspiring messages
of the missionaries mentioned below,
viz.. Rev. M. C. Fenwick of Korea, Rev.
W. P. Knight and A. P. O'Brien of
China, Rev. S. Higginbottom of India,
Revs. C. E. Hurlburt, R. V. Bingham
and W. R. Hotchkiss of Africa and
Rev. E. W. Clark of South America.
The "Sunrise Prayer Meetings" were

seasons of blessing. At sunset, too,
they gathered on the beach and closed
the day with instruction, prayer and
song.

The association is a chartered body,
and owns a fine plot of land on which
it has erected a tabernacle well suited
to its needs, with abundant free space
for the location of tents. The man-
agement purposes holding a midwinter
conference in Cleveland. J. Phillips.

—Mrs. Frances Victoria Sankey, wif
,

the late Ira D. Sankey, the well-known sin;

evangelist and life-long friend and associat
D. L. Moody, died in Brooklyn a few days
aged 75. She was married to Mr. Sanke
1863 and was his companion on many Gc
tours.—Mrs. Sally S. Magness of Clovis, N. 5
writes of the work of the Children's Clu
that town. It has done much among the
and especially the children, and has distrib
many Bibles. The Sunday School needs
Bibles, a music box of some sort and h
records. Here is an opportunity for home
sionary work.
—The Rev. Dr. Arthur J. Smith, supe

tendent of the Evangelistic Committee of
York City, now that the season in New \

is closed, resumes his evangelistic work in
cago, where he will be associated with
Chapman. From there Dr. Smith will gi

Boston, and following the campaign in

city will have a campaign in New York S
—Mr. Samuel Winterton of Keyport, N

has a wonderful S.unday School record of 2

consecutive attendances. He began when
years old, going to the First Baptist Clr
Sunday School in Keyport, and has attei
regularly for forty-eight years. Several y
ago he won a prize from The Christian 1

ald for the best authenticated record of
tinuous attendance, the prize being a fine i

trated Bible.

—

On the occasion of the twentieth a
versary of his pastorate at the First Chris
Church of Los Angeles, Rev. A. C. Smither
presented with a book which, next to his B
he will prize more highly than any other ir

library. It is a great volume of autogi
congratulatory letters from his friends, b(

in rich morocco with a suitable inscriptioi
gold. There are many hundred autograph
ters. In point of service, Mr. Smithe
"dean" of all the preachers in Los Ang
and southern California.

Called Higher
Mrs. L. M. Babylon (75), of Sheridan. C:

some time ago.
Robert D. Graham (81), of Indianap

some months ago.

Mrs. Lydia A. Roach, of Vaficeboro, N.
.,

January 22, 1910.

Rev. E. P. Whittaker (59), of Philadel'

N. Y., September 9, 1909.

Mrs. Mary A. DeGarmo, of Warrensb :,

Mo., passed away on September 8, 1909.

Mrs. C. C. French, of Pretty Prairie, Is
,

July 16, 1910. She was born in Baltimor n

1829.

Charlie D. Tillman, Jr., of Oakland ( ',

Atlanta, May 13, an accomplished young n i-

cian.

i

SEE THAT
this trade-mark is oi

every bottle of Cd

Liver Oil you buy

it stands for th

original standan

and only genuine

preparation of Co<

Liver Oil in th<

world

—

Scott's Emulsion
Cod Liver Oil preparations with

out this trade-mark are only cheaj

imitations, many of them containinj

harmful drugs or alcohol. Be SURf

to get SCOTT'S, all druggists

Genuine Swiss $6i:>

Cuclcoo CIoclc
is $911

DELIVERED FREE
TO YOUR home:

This popular clock is inanufai'i

in Sv\ itzerland. where tJie Art uf
Carving has reached perfection,
cuckoo calls every hourand half

SizelUnchesinlengthand6incl
width. Perfect movement. Ren
ablevalue. Directionswitheveryc

This is one of the oldest esta!

ments in Boston, and any Bosti

knows us. You can also inqui

any Bank or Express Coinpan

cated here. Send your check, m
order or stamps to-day. and rer

ber back comes your money i*

are dissatisfied.

Writeforone of ourillustrated

logues. which will be sent to you

To Dealers ! I We want the

store in every town to be our at

Write at once for particulars,

novelties will prove great Sf

with good profit.

F. VORENBERG A CO.

18 Winter St. Boston; W

' "TheHouseof aThousaodNoTel'.'
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Je^^^ Accepting' tlhe G©spel

HE Lord's time to ^avor Zion is

returning rapidly, if we may
ge by recent startling movements
ong the ancient people of Israel.

3 nation itself is in a state of up-

val, unmoored from the anchors of

.^
j:

Ex-Rabbi Leopold Cohn

tl ages, and groping blindly for a
',r and safe harbor for a resting-

;e. This gives the Church of
ist one of the greatest opportuni-

i of its history to evangelize this
n);h-neglected, despised and perse-

L-i ctd people.

ir Claud Montefiore, scion of one
'* o);he oldest Jewish families of Eng-

^ Mi, has recently electrified the Jew-
— ii^ world by espousing publicly the
— region of Christ, and making a

rlwind tour of the United States
'irge the 2,000,000 Jews of America

tfioin him in his religion. In Eng-
kl his Jewish following is of such

ik'^l '^® proportions that the Jewish
p^s of the world is becoming

Mi Blamed.

Hip
I his is but one phase of what

'" ptnises to be a great flocking of
Hill J.'s to Christ, and it is not without

III Hi
it! counterpart in other quarters.
Fm Brooklyn, N. Y., we are in re-

••ly}" cAt of similar reports from the

^^ Viliamsburg Mission to the Jews,
!f(.p.ded and directed by ex-Rabbi Leo-

fO"* pi Cohn, one of the foremost mis-

sionaries to the Jews in America.
Just a little over a year ago the mis-
sion was obliged to move into larger
quarters in which to carry on its

work, and a building was erected for
this special purpose, at a cost of
$70,000. The name of this building
is Beth Sar Shalom, meaning "The
House of the Prince of Peace," and
it is the only building in the United
States used entirely and exclusively
for Jewish-Christian work. From the
first day that the new building was
opened crowds of Jews began to ccme
to the meetings. The first night there
had to be turned away from ths doors
nearly five hundred for lack of room.
In Che last few months it has become
necessary to provide still larger quar-
ters. There have been some remark-
able conversions.
A Hebrew Christian church has

been organized, composed of fifty-four
converts of the mission, who have to
face bitter persecution and suffering.
These meet regularly, enjoying one
another's fellowship and encouraging
each other by exhortation and testi-

mony. The oldest member, who is

eighty-two, had been ill, but insisted
on being present at the recent celebra-
tion of the Sacrament. One member
of this congregation (Mrs. K.), who
had been suffering much in body and
was healed by faith through prayer,
gave a glowing testimony, which
closed with these words: "I praise
God and the Holy Messiah Jesus
always and forever, even unto death.

dear Lord, bless Rabbi Cohn,
because he showed me that precious
light; bless his co-workers, and all

those who help this precious and
godly work."

Readers who are interested in
ex-Rabbi Cohn's work can procure
full information by addressing him at
No. 201 Van Buren Sti-eet, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

A Delighted Subscriber
I am sending you sincere thanks for

the beautiful flag, which I received to-

day. The Christian Herald is giv-

ing such a good premium that I do not
see how it can give such valuable gifts.

1 am delighted with the beautiful pic-

ture of our national Presidents, and I

shall be a subscriber to The Christian
Herald in the future as I have been in

the past. H. L. Quinius.
Viola, Kan,

i in[':IE world has become so tolerant
J, and forbearing that the best men

4" ai women are inclined to believe that

tl,-e is no such a thing as an abso-

di Itly incorrigible boy^a boy so bad
1

I
tJ); there is nothing to which one can
a_eal in his nature.

iWS K'i. Bessie Clements, of

, P->lic School No. 9, Jcr-

.
s« City, is of this opin-
'ic, She is the teacher

4mJ oa whole school of bad
*" bis. The success of

J(,,
ft'!. Clements has been
scmarked that, four^ yirs ago, the school

.. bcrd of Jersey City de-

/; cid to form a class of
'

-^ I 'i-orrigibles" with Mrs.
• * iC nents as teacher. She
'^ "''^has 208 "incorrigi-
^•j W " in her care, and the

"J* H ^" which .some of

\'S> V ,

^^''^ "turned out" Mr.. Bes.ie Clements^ jn: been most gratifying
*' 'tohe school board and still more so to

-^ l'"'" tactful and earnest teacher.

^ ,( iS'iaking of her success in dealing
.-•fwi the "incorrigibles," she says:

t love boys and I like to see them
K' a square deal. If a boy has to

)©ys Ov©ir

:i

>k

V —I"v..^, >jwc»i. 11 tl uuy lias I.U

"' m a home which is only a hovel.

and if he is underfed and overworked
and abused by a drunken father, you
can't blame him if he gets cranky and
fussy in school and makes trouble for

the teacher. That boy wants to know
that there is somebody in this world

who is willing to give
him a square deal, and
he will respond. Put
some clothes on his back
and some food in his

stomach and show an in-

terest in him, and he \vill

be as good as any boy in

the class."

Mrs. Clements puts
her theory into practice

by spending a good part
of her salary of $1,300 a
year in putting clothes

on the backs and food in

the stomachs of some of
her "incorrigibles." She
is a woman who "knows
boys" and loves them.

When a wise woman has this knowl-
edge of boys and a genuine affection

for them and finds her highest enjoy-

ment in being helpful to them, even
the worst of the "incorrigibles" is

likely to be made the better through
her uplifting influence. J. L. H.

<Ul.'
It's the Finest Fish I Ever Saw''

That is what every one says of our

NABOB BRAND
of Absolutely Boneless Georges

CODFISH
Food with

the Ocean
Ta»te

From
Ocean to

Consumer

The fish from which this is made are
caught by hand-lines on Georges Bank,

here the best and thickest codfish
are found. It is the finest selection
of the catch,cut into thick, white,
flaky pieces, all bones removed
and the fish is carefully packed

in an improved hinge-cover box
ined with waxed paper.

You cannot get fish with flavor
or quality like this anywhere ex-

cept from us.

A trial 4-lb. box, $l.oo (or a 5-lb. box for $1.90),
delivered anywhere in the United States where

express companies make residential deliveries.

Send for free book of recipes and price ,list of
Maclcerel. HriUbut, Lobster, Sardines and all sorts

of salt-water foods of the highest quality.

By dealing with us, you insure freshness and high quality
such as you can secure in no other way. We send "From

Ocean to Consumer" and absolutely guarantee satisfaction.

Consumers Fish Company 'cb^rerMLs'

May We Send You Free Samples
To Prove That You Can Artistically Color and
Finish Any Kind of Wood About the Home

\/^OU can produce any desired shade and effedt. The expense is slight—the work
easy and simple. Fir^ apply Johnson's Wood Dye—made in 1 4 shades as

listed below. Over the Dye lightly apply Johnson's Prepared Wax, and you have a

beautiful, rich, subdued finish that will not mar or show scratches.

Johnson's Wood Dye must not be confused with colored varnishes or stains, which
merely coat the surface of the wood, hiding the natural grain beauty. Johnson's Wood
Dye is not a mere stain—not merely a surface dressing— it is a deep-seated dye which
goes to the very heart of the wood and stays there, fixing a rich and permanent color.

Johnson's Wood Dye
is made in fourteen attractive shades, as follows :

yVo. 126. Light Oak
No. 123. Dark Oak
No. 125. Mission Oak
No. 140. Manilla Oak

No. 172. Flemish Oak

No. 110. Bog Oak
No. 128. Light Mahogany
No. 129. Dark Mahogany
No. 130. Weathered Oak

No. 131. Brown Weathered Oak
No. 132. Green Weathered Oak
No. 121. Moss Green
No. 122. Forest Green

No. 178. Brown Flemish Oak
Pints, 50 cents each

Johnson's Prepared Wax
dries quickly over Dye or any other finish, so that it may be brought to a beautiful, dull,

artistic finish. It should be used for all woodwork, floors and furniture, including pianos,

and is just the preparation for Mission furniture.

Johnson's Under-Lac
is not a common varnish—but

ordinary varnish, and is to be

1 thin elastic spirit preparation superior to shellac or

used over Wood Dye where a higher gloss than aover wood uye wnere a

wax finish is desired, drying hard m half an hour. Best preparation for linoleum and
oilcloth, bringing out the pattern as glossy as new.

Gallons, $2.50—smaller sizes down to half pints.

Fill out the Coupon for free samples and booklet.

"#• ^«.,

^f
S. C. Johnson & Son

y^.^^.

I
fH'i^ <• -^ o

I
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You Can Have—aGood Figure

Clear Skin
I have helped over 49,000 of the

most cuhured, intelligent women
of America. If you want to

Reduce Flesh or Perfect Health
Build Up Your Figure

or if you are suffering from such chronic ailments as

Indigestion
Torpid Liver
Constipation

Catarrh
Anaemia
Sleeplessness

write me to-day. I never violate a confidence.

I will; if I cannot, 1 will tell you what to do.

tific, and done in the privacy of your own room.

had a wonderful experience and I want to tell you about it.

SUSANNA COCROFT, Dept. 18-D, 246 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

Weakness
Nervousness
Rheumatism

If I can help you.

My work is scien-

Write me, I have

Miss Cocroft's nuine slunds for pmnrtss tii the Scienlijic care of woman's liealth ami fiqiirr

Buy Direct—Save Money—Wc Pay Freight
Our monthly installment plan of selling diieot saves you all the dealer's profit
and his excessive charges lor installation and repairs. You can save at least
one-third the eost ot your furnace. We liave heen liuilUing Jahant Kurnaces for
over thirty years and guarantee perfect satisfaction. Let us tell you why the

JAHANT ""d'Kpt furnace
Is the best IleatiiiB SyKteiii Made for residences, schools, hotels, churches,
etc. It IS the most economical turiiace, too, and saves one-third to one-halt
the cost of fuel because the pateiUcil "Down-Draft System" bmns hard or soft
coal, wood or lignite, and Iniiiis it A 1,1, without cinders, clinkers or any waste.
Needs less attention, yet heats much hetter than the ordinary furnace, hot air,
steam or hot water heating system. Our "Installment rian" of monthly
payments by which you pay

Only $10 Down and $10 a Month
makes it easy for any one to have the best heating system made.We send complete outfit, furnace, pipes, registers etc., together with special
plans, full directions and all tools tor installing. If you can drive a nail you
can install a Jahant i: uriiace without the aid of a tinner.

WHIp Tn.HilV for fatalnn "inch explains the Jahant Down-Draft
ftlllK lU-UdJ^ lOI l^dldlUy System and tells why it gives more heat
at less cost than any other system of hot air, steam or hot w ater heating.

THE JAHANT HEATING CO.. 205 Howard Street. Akron. O.

ONE DOLLAR IS ALL!
Do you ever feel a desire to know more about your own country and the

foreign countries, about the men and women who lived and fought and died that

all nations might become peaceful and free from constant conflicts and bloody
wars?

Wouldn't you enjoy your reading and your daily discussions with your
friends and family more if you had an intelligent and accurate understanding
of the reasons that caused these great events of earlier days to become forever

unforgotten? What is History, anyway? Is it a compilation of dates and
figures and measurements? No! It is a Story of Men and Women, the most
interesting personalities the world has ever known, and as delineated in the

HISTORY OF ALL NATIONS
the lives of these History-makers, these

Epoch-markers, become as sweet and
as intensely interesting as the leading

characters in romance. Every page is

a constant surprise, far more fascinat-

ing—even to those who dislike history

—than any love story. We consider
this set of 15 luxurious volumes a great
work, an unusual work, a work of

which we wish every one at least to

know something. To visit with these
characters, whose exceptional achieve-
ments in statecraft, science, literature,

religion, and business have advanced
civilization, results in a deeper appre-
ciation of life as it is lived to-day.
And just consider that you can get
the " History of All Nations,"

15 MASSIVE VOLUMES FOR 3"/3c. A DAY
338 illustrations, 64 maps, 5,000 large pages, 3,000,000 words, each volume 10}^
inches high, weight of set complete, 60 pounds, shelf measurement of set,

20x10 inches. The 15 volumes are handsomely bound in beautiful silk-finish

cloth, stamped in genuine gold, with the lettering in gold on a deep red panel.

Type is large and clear, and the paper is an especially heavy, rough-finished
stock, having a beautiful texture. Every chapter is subdivided into sections;

subheads then divide each section. To further summarize the text, a memo-
randum of each paragraph is printed in bold type on the margin of every page.
Easy to locate any event in hi.story—easier than the best arranged encyclopedia.
The fifteen volumes will be sent, you to pay freight charges, for only $1.00 doirn,

and then $1.00 a month for 19 months, less than Sj/^ cents a day. If the books
do not please you. return them and your money will be refunded. Let us send
you more information about the books. It will be sent free. But act quickly,

as only a few sets remain, and we do not intend to print another edition. Address
your letter:

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
BOOK DEPT. NEW YORK

Chances We Miss*

SOME philosopher has said that it is

a common fault among: men to

"take trouble by the forelock and op-

portunity by the tail."

We see the good chances usually too

late.

One reason why we miss many of

them is because we are looking for

great and important ones.

"I am very patriotic," you say; "no

one would enlist more quickly than I,

if a war should be declared."

And yet you may. be utterly indiffer-

ent to the politics of your town or

ward, neglecting attendance at the

primaries and perhaps even failing to

vote on election days.
The commonplace, dull routine which

one must pursue in order to do one's

daily patriotic duty, perhaps does not
interest you. You need excitement
and adventure to spur on your "pa-
triotism."

Dr. A. J. Lyman has truly said,

"The large use of common opportu-
nities is better than the common use of

large opportunities."
One reason why it is better is that

the common opportunities are all that
most of us have. If we do not seize

them, we have none whatever to seize.

Another reason is because what
may seem to us a small opportunity
sometimes turns out to be a very large
one.

A busy woman once turned aside
from her important public work to do
a service for a poor man. It involved
an expense of time, labor and money
which she felt that she could ill afford;
but the man was in need and appealed
to her, and she could but respond.
"You are foolish," her friends said.

"Let others do such work as this."

But, lo! not long afterward, she
greatly desired help in a certain way.
The poor man had a friend who could
supply it. He wrote to his friend, "Do
all you can for Miss Blank. She
saved my wife and family from ruin."
The bread cast upon the waters

came back, and the debt was repaid in
full.

"There is not a day," says Dr. J. R.
Miller, "which does not bring some
opportunity or occasion of turning
aside. In whatever line of life, it

usually begins in a small and imper-
ceptible way. Take the matter of
honesty. A man's simple promise is

as good as his note. After a time he
begins to be a little less exacting with
himself. He has debts and he neglects
to pay them on the day they are due.
He begins to be less watchful in all his
business dealings. In a few months
he is quoted on the streets as slow,
then as unreliable, and at last as a
man who will pay only under compul-
sion.

"Lives continually fall into some
such current and drift away. You are
not quite so conscientious as you were
last year. You are not quite so lov-
ing, so patient, so forbearing, so
ready to serve. You are drift-
ing away. It is the beginning of the
departure against which we need to
guard. A little girl was overheard
telling her mother about a naughty
child that grew naughtier and naught-
ier until at last 'he struck God.'
"Thus we often begin with only a

shade of departure, yet end in defiant
rebellion."

We are to watch not only for the
chance which will push us upward, but
for that which may pull us downward.
We are not only to grasp for the op-
portunity to advance, but we are to
guard against the chance which pulls
us backward.
One stitch dropped as the weaver drove
His nimble shuttle to and fro.

One small stitch which could scarce be seen.
But the perfect pattern was marred for aye
By the one small stitch that was dropped that day.

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Octo-
ber 23. Text : Gal. 6 : 1-10.

Universal Peace*

GIBBON, the great historian, sai

of the Byzantine Empire, "Alor
in the universe, the self-satisfied pri(

of the Greeks was not disturbed by tl

comparison of foreign merit; and it

no wonder that they fainted in tl

race, since they had neither compet
tors to urge their speed nor judges ijj

crown their victory."
|

Now matters are very different'

Elihu Root, one of our chief author
ties upon international law, reminc
us that the nations are now nes
neighbors. "The improved facilitil

for travel and transportation, and t\

amazing development of the telegrap
and the press," have brought the n;

tions together. Distance has bet-

annihilated by these almost miraculoil
agents.

The consequence has been a redui
tion of the world, as it were, to
single community.
The result of this situation is thi

the nations hesitate more and moi
from moral as much as from physic
considerations, to plunge into war wi
each other. The resultant rancor ai

bitterness, the disturbance of cor.

merce, the checking of the ebb and flol

of international travel—all these, to
far greater extent than ever before
the history of the world, influence i

people for peace.

Greece would now find plenty
competitors and judges, and its genii!

might reach an unheard-of develoj
ment under conditions like the preser
One of the newer organizations 1

this country is the "Navy League
Its aim is "to crystallize a widespref!
public sentiment in favor of a stror|

navy." It plans for a membership
'i

at least a million. i

Both England and Germany ha'|

strong navy leagues. Certain peop|
think that we ought to do everythirj
that England and Germany do; art

that, therefore, we must have a na\t

league, too.

The Navy League devotes its ma;
attention to influencing the votes 'j

Congressmen and especially that th<'

should vote for more and bigger ba

tleships every year. It is true th;

we are expecting to have two ne,

ones each year, and to spend a score i

so of millions upon them, and up(

the repairs and improvements, docl

and cruises necessary to keep the

afloat and to instruct and maintain
practice the thousands of men wl

man them.
"But," says the Navy League, "v

must have a strong navy, no matti

what it costs—stronger than En;

land's, if possible."
It is necessary that we should ha^

a good navy. We should have shi]

enough for the reasonable protectic

of our commerce and our seaboar

and to meet all our regular nation,

requirements. But there is nothir

more demoralizing than these constat

demands of the army and navy me
for the enlargement of our fightir

forces and equipment.
How can we make the other natioi

believe that we are sincere in oi

pleas for universal" peace, and the se

tlement of all international disagre

ments by reason instead of brute fore

so long as we are continually strengtl

ening our armaments?
We are the soldiers of the Prince (

Peace. His banner over us is lev

As difficulties between man and ma

are settled by law, so let us settle din

culties between nations. •
,

The world is a neighborhood no\|

No nation is remote or isolated. ^
may easily devise an internation:

tribunal before which all great cast

can be justly tried.

Such a tribunal would make for tt

uplift of men and the glory of God.

* Topic of the Epworth Leagiie for Sunda

October 23. Text : Micah 4 : 1-3.
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England family. The bride, although
stylishly gowned, puzzled the minister.

There was an indefinable something
^bout her personality which the

Treacher mistrusted—or, rather, could
'lot understand.
"Have you $10 in change, sir?"

isked the groom, producing a $20 bill;

md the rector, who was well pleased
i.vith the fee, hastened to accommodate
lim. The couple bade him farewell

.ind drove away in a cab.

I Great was the consternation of the
clergyman when he discovered that the
'?20 bill was a counterfeit, and that the

impostor had disappeared with his $10.

Later he learnet' that the "bride" was
I youth of eighteen. The two rascals

successfully practised this swindle
jpon ministers in several cities.

Every minister who has officiated at

lumerous weddings has encountered
:,he man who takes his wife on proba-
;ion before he comes to a decision con-

.-erning the fee.

I

"You will hear from me in six

rnonths. If she's any good, I'll send
'/ou $10; if she is a failure, I'll send
,'ou $2," said a Cincinnati man to the

Lutheran minister who married him.

The pastor was impressed with the

'lovelty of the arrangement, but
eventually came to the conclusion that

t was another dodge to escape giving

lim a fee. However, he was mistaken;
"for at the expiration of the alloted

;ime he received a note which read : "I

inclose the $10 I promised you. Anna
is worth every cent of it."

f One June morning, several years
•igo, a sailor and his fiancee came to

[-he rectory of a prominent downtown
church in New York and asked the

flergyman to marry them. After the

!;eremony, the groom took the rector

tiside and made a confession. He was
Umost penniless, he said, but intended
1-0 ship for Brazil within two weeks.
KVhen he returned he expected to have
ilenty of money.
"But I want to tell you it all de-

Dends on Mary," he said, pointing to

lis companion. "It's a big risk—this

Tiarriage business. A matey of mine
shipped for Madagascar after being
spliced to a girl, and came home to

fmd his wife had skedaddled with a
landlubber. If Mary sticks, I'll give

/ou something handsome."
A year pas.sed and the minister

leard nothing from them. Occa-
Jiionally the good man wondered
A^hether Mary had "skedaddled." His
turiosity was satisfied, one July after-

noon, when a wagon stopped in front
~>f the rectory and a dozen baskets of

vegetables were left at the door. They
were accompanied by a note from the

^ailor, informing the rector that this

cvas his wedding fee.

"I tuk sick in Buenos Ayres, and almost
died in a hospytal," he wrote ; "but when
I prot home I found Mary waiting for me.

I

She has turned out all rite."

' Strange as it may seem, there have
been times when the marriage fee went
«istray. This occurred a few years

Ago in one of the suburbs of Buffalo.
;N. Y. Both bride and groom belonged
t.0 wealthy families, and the clergy-
Tnan who officiated anticipated a hand-
»iome fee. His surprise was great,
therefore, upon opening the envelope
he received fiom the groomsman, to

''ind it contained a $5 bill. While the
minister stood there, the verger hur-
ried in, almost dancing with delight as
he exhibited five new $10 bills which
his envelope contained. Neither en-
velope was addressed, and the rector
immediately gue.ssed the truth; namely,
that the groomsman had carelessly
mixed them, giving him the fee in-

tended for the verger. But he was a
young man and modest; so he held his

peace. The delighted verger often
speculated on the princely fee that the
minister must have received on that
occasion.

A Chicago minister who officiated at
the wedding of a wealthy broker was
surprised and somewhat disappointed

when he found ten dollars in his
envelope. Several years afterward
the minister found an opportunity to
relate the story at a dinner table where
both he and the broker were guests.
Of course, he mentioned no names, but
the latter was quick to perceive that
he was the subject of the anecdote.
When the men were left alone, the
broker asked if it were not true that
he was the niggardly bridegroom re-
ferred to.

"Something queer happened that
night," continued the broker. "Let
me see—Tom B was my best man.
He was always short of cash. There
was $100 in your envelope when I

handed it to him. How much did you
say you found in it?"
"Ten dollars."

"Then T. B pocketed the rest."
On the following day the broker sent

the clergyman a check for $90—the
amount that had been stolen from the
envelope.
The minister's family would suffer

great privation were his income limited
to his marriage fees. The rector of a
rural parish near Newark, N. J., was
drawn into an argument upon this sub-
ject by one of his parishioners, a doc-
tor, who insisted that ministers derive
larger incomes from their marriage
fees than they are willing to admit.
The clergyman assured him he was
mistaken; but he remained skeptical.

"Now, I'll make you a proposition,"
said the physician. "In order to test

my theory, I will agree to give you $5
in exchange for one-half of the next
marriage fee you receive, whatever the
amount may be. Is it agreed?"

"It is," said the rector.

A week later the clergyman called

on the doctor, carrying a basket on his

arm. The physician knew that his

visitor had officiated at a wedding the

night before, and reminded him of

their agreement. Taking a $5 bill

from his wallet, he laid it on the table.

"There is my money, John," he ex-

claimed. "Take it, and give me one-

half of your fee. It was a bargain,
man; remember, you agreed to it."

The minister hesitated. "I don't

wish to take advantage of you, Wil-
liam," he began; "I warn you there

is still time to withdraw "

"I'll stick to my bargain; you stick

to yours," laughed the physician, slap-

ping the table."

"Very good; here is the fee," said

the clergyman; and, tilting the basket,

he rolled out upon the table, under the

doctor's nose, two fat little puppies.

"A Ralame^zoe,
Direct to You

TRADE .MARK REGISTERED

-"AND GAS STOVES TOO"

Send Your Name for

This Big Stove Book
Giving Factory Prices

SPEND 1 cent for a postal, just send name and address and you can
better save $5 to $40 than not, on any Kalamazoo Stove or Range,
including gas stoves too. Why pay dealers' profits? Our plan

satisfies you better, too.

We pay the postage on our Big Free Kalamazoo Book to you—over 100
pages — almost as big as a geography—fully illustrated—gives wholesale
prices — explains our plan — our higher Kalamazoo quality — our liberal
dealings with our customers — how we have satisfied over 140,000 cus-
tomers in over 21,000 towns probably many people near you to refer to.

Every Kalamazoo sent ready to use—
—handsomely finished and blacked—safe
delivery guaranteed—with $100,000 bank
bond guarantee of satisfaction or money
back.

Freight Prepaid
—On 30 Days' Free Trial
—On 360 Days' Approval Test

Thousands of Farmers and town and city people
everywhere are our regular customers on this plan.
Every Kalamazoo in each neighborhood sells from one to
several more. You are absolutely protected and safe in
ordering a famous Kalamazoo from us for

Cash or Credit
We trust responsible people—sive you time, easy payments.

In faitwe iloeverytliiiis.' to make it easiest and nu)si satislaclmv
to you. .Inst wnieandiiivestisate. Ask fur CaliiloK- N... !(>:(.

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY. Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Michigan

ENJOY PERFECT SIGHT
It att.- r^tli. y

The Normal Eye

THE IDEAL SIGHT RESTORER

Miff.-r fn.iii n<-:irsi?ht. fars
..M-iL'lit ..! avti-iiiatisiu. We give
you complete relief.

M.iiiv liiins vu liave gained
temporary i-.-lief bysiniplymas-
s:iviiiL' the eyes with the thumb
ami furetiiiger, haven't you ?

Tliiiik, then, what scientific
massage will do toward perma-
nent relief. This is wliat y..u

get in

which restores perfect circuhili^n and stren^rtliens weak,
strained and tired eves, Tn prove tliis to T<'ur entire satisfac-
tinii. we send it abaolutely free for ten days' trial. There is n..

loss iii time, no inconvenience. Improvement begins at once
Five iniimtes twice a day isn't much when you consider what
it means to have Jieiilthy eyes and clear normal vision.
Don't wait till your eyes really demand attention. Bon't

rely on the temporary relief of glasses. Know tlie happiness
of seeing nature and re:iding with the naked eye. Send to-day
f..r Ho.,kh-t nf Instructions. N.. 1J7 K
THE IDEAL CO.. 134 W. 65th St.. New York

Hunyadi ~r1
Janos

DayLightatNight
QSaJB*" BEB DO '^HE' • © GK3HIB

THE CANCnCSTER KEROSENE INCANDESCENT llONT

Burns Air instead of Money
S \ lirTifS brik'tiUT than eleotricity. gas. acetylene,
T cnimon oil lamps, ijt 1-loth the cost. BURNS
WITH OR WITHOtJT MANTLE. No trimminK wicks.
Safe, clean and odorless. ACENTS WANTED.
Hik'ljeBt monev maker ever known. Showing means
>.elliri»,'. Territory Koinir fast. Write todav for
parti. nl.-irs and Ik.w toohtjiin handsome outfit FREE

CANCHESTER LIGHT COMPAKY,
Dept. CH, 26 State Stu Chicago, U.S.A.

J^^Chairs&Tricycles
^gfc*3| ^ For Invalids and Cripples

1' ti//y WorthingtonCo,
362CedarSl.,Elyria,0.

Natural Laxative
Water

Quickly Relieves:
Biliousness,

Sick Headache,
Stomach Disorders,
and

taamM ijcojoaxi

ESnTTfrnnrnnc^

CONSTIPATION
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProfits

Anyhody can make hi?

income all year raisint:

Mushrooms at lioinc in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for

all you grow.

Free Illustrated

InUruclim Bootlel.

HIRAM BARTON , Desk 9

West 48th St. , New York

POST CARDS
10 Hallowe'en, 10c, I lO General Subjects, 10c
10 Thanksgiving, 10c,

I
10 Birthday, - - - 10c

,Vmv llirec iiackat'es maileii tor 2.'i cents.
80 cents per inti cards—assorted designs.

^I.VDISON AKT COMPANY, MADISON. CONN.

M^nrl 'he LEAKS in YOUR
X V A^^MAvM pranite, tin, aluminum and iron

Agents
W anted

tlishes,kettles, pans, etc.,with

PECK'S ii^L RIVETS
Anyone can do it. Quick and
.;,sy. No solder, cement or bnlt.

1 it any surface. Send for sample
I >' -x of 25 assorted sizes, 10c post-

I'.iid. Regular package 2fic.

Peck & C0..228 Main St.Batavia.N.Y.

A LIVING FROM POULTRY
$1,500.00 from 60 hens in ten

months on a city lot forty ft. square.

To the average poultryman that would

seem impossible, and when we tell you that

we have actually done a $1,500 poultry

business with 60 hens on a corner in the

city 8:arden, 40 feet wide by 40 feet long:,

we are simply stating: facts. It would not

be possible to get such returns by any one

of the systems of poultry keeping recom-

mended and practiced by the American

people, still it can be accomplished by

The Philo System

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $L00 for one year's sub-

scription to the Poultry Review, a

monthly magazine devoted to pro-

gressive methods of poultry keeping,

and we will include, without charge,

a copy of the latest revised edition

of the PHILO SYSTEM BOOK.

E. R. PHILO, Publisher,

2538 Lake St., ELMIRA, N. Y.

Photograph Showing: a Portion of the Philo National Poultry Institute Poultry Plant "Where There
Are Now Over 5.COO Pedigree White Orpingtons on Less Than a Half Acre of Land

The Philo System is Unlike All Other Ways of full particulars regarding the:

Keeping Poultry
and in many respects just the reverse, accomplishing things in

I)ouUry work that have always been considered impossil)le. and
tretting unheard-of results tliat are hard to believe without seeing.

The New System Covers All Branches of the
"Work Necessary for Success

from selecting.' til.- hn-.MUTS til in.irkt tint: tlie product. It tells

how to get eggs ttiat will li.itch. Imw to h;iti'li nearly every egg
and how to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives com-
plete plans in detail 1low to make everything necessary to run
the business and at less than half the cost required to handle
the poultry business in any otlier manner.

Two-Pound Broilers in Eight "Weeks
are raised in a space uf less than a square fo.-t to tl.o bn.ik-r,

and the broilers arc of the very best quality bringing here.

r> cents a pound aluive the lughest market price.

Our Six-months- old Pullets Are Laying at the
Kate of 24 Eggs Each per Month

in a space of two square feet for each bird. No green cut l>one

uf any description is fed, and the food used is inexpensive as

compared with food others arc using
Our new b»Mik, TiiK PiuLo Sjstem oif Poultry Keeping, gives

full particulars regarding these wonderful discoveries, with
simple, easv-to-understand directions that are right to the

point, and 15 pages of illustrations showing all branches of the

work from start to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of the secrets of success is to save all the chickens that

are fully developed at hatching time, whether they can crack

the shell or not. It is a simple trick and believed to be the

secret of the ancient Egyptians and Chinese which enabled

them to sell the chicks at 10 cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 15 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how xo make the best green f.-od with but little

trouble and have a irood supply anv day in the year, winter or

summer. It is just as impossible to get a Uvuc egg yield with-

i-ut green food as it is to keep a cow without liay or fodder.

Our NewBrooderSaves Two Cents onEach Chicken
No lamps required. No danger of chilling, over-heating or

burning up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any
kind of fire. They also keep all the lice off the chickens auto-

matically or kSU any that may lie on them when placed in the

brooder. Our book gives full plans and the right to make and
use them. One can easily be made in an hour at a ctist of 25 to

50 ceuta,
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THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
The Companion has lately added many new features,

giving subscribers an increase of reading matter in

the year's 52 issues equal to 400 pages of standard

magazine size and type, but the quality remains as

high, the price as low as formerly.

For the

Boys

For the

Girls

For the

Family
I I

300
Glorious Stories

for Everybody

r I

50
Popular Papers
by Famous Writers

2000
l-Minute Stories,

Anecdotes, etc.

Expert advice on Football,

Baseball and other Sports
and Pastimes; Encoun-
ters with Indians; Fishing
and Hunting Exploits;
Handy Contrivances for

the Young Mechanic.

Stories of Girls who have
made their own Way;
Stories of Obscure Hero-
ines; Stories of every-
day Girls at Home or in

College; Careers for Girls;

Useful Hints.

Practical Short Articles

about the Kitchen, the
Parlor, the Garden, the
Hennery— everything that
can be of help in making
home more comfortable,
more beautiful.

Stories that hold the in-

terest, Stories of Pluck,

Stories of Perilous Adven-
tures, Stories of Athletics,

Stories of the Mountains
and the Sea.

These papers take one
into the workshop and
the laboratory, into re-

mote corners of the
world with intrepid trav-

ellers.

These include divert-
ing thumb-nail sketches,
odd happenings, bits of

biography and history,

the best selections of
wisdom, wit and humor.

THE CHILDREN'S PAGE- NATURAL
HISTORY- WITH THE SCIENTISTS-
CURRENT EVENTS-THE DOCTOR'S

WEEKLY COUNSEL, Etc.

THE COMPANION ENTERTAINS EVERY WEEK
HALF A MILLION AMERICAN FAMILIES

NINE ISSUES FREE
HOW TO GET THEM

prVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER who cuts out and sends
'— this slip (or mentions The Christian Herald) with

$1.75 for the 52 issues of The Companion for 1911
will receive

FREE
All the issues for Nov, and Dec, 1910, from the time
subscription is received, including the beautiful Holi-

day Numbers for Thanksgiving and Christmas.

FREE
The Companion's 1911 Art Calendar, lithographed in

twelve colors and gold.

Then The Youth's Companion for the 52 weeks of

1911, equal to the contents of twenty-seven 300-
page books of fiction, travel, popular science, sports
and pastimes, etc., ordinarily costing $1.50 each.

LF114

Sample Copies of the Enlarged Companion and Announcement for 1911 Sent Anywhere Free.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
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PUBUSHED 52 TIMES A YEAR
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The Fastest Growing Spot in the W)rld

The Approach of rhe

Density Belt of
' Brownsvill

ANewYork City Lot Neara Subway Station for $790~$6 a month

DO you know that one out of every eighteen people of the entire ninety million population of the United States

lives in New York City, and do you know that New York City is growing as never before, and that about

40% of its increased population is going to Brooklyn, where our properties are located?

Brooklyn's assessed valuation has increased 745 million dollars in the past ten years, millions of which have

been made by our customers alone.

Oak Crest was our first property, with 324 customers, and their lots have increased from $208,710 to

$ 1 ,043,550 in ten years, based on adual sales. Then came the Lindens with 260 customers. Their lots increased

from $164,680 to $676,000 in nine years. Next came Kings Oaks, a small property, with only 180 customers,

and their lots increased from $200,740 to $620,000 in about seven years.

Today we offer West Brownsville—a splendidly laid out tract of land immediately adjoining the tenements of

the rapidly growing Brownsville di^rict—with the Utica Avenue subway coming on one side and the Livonia

Avenue subway on the other—at prices ranging from $790 to $1,190, according to location.

Take note, please—We bought our land at the prices 1 2 years ago—We are therefore the only concern who
can still afford to sell fir^ class property on instalments, and ours will soon be gone.

Never again(and "never again" is a long time) will Brooklyn

lots be offered at such low prices and little monthly pay-

ments. We know better than anyone else how little land

is really left in Brooklyn. The selling of a part of our land

at $790 per lot will enable us to hold and get $2,000 for

every lot we hold, and for some, twice $2,000.
Remember, $ 1 starts you. The balance can be paid in

monthly payments of $6 and upwards. Remember, also,

that our offer carries a free deed or money back in case of

death, high-class improvements free, a free round trip (rail-

road fare) to New York, east of Chicago or like distance.

You have absolutely nothing to lose by writing at once for

full particulars or, better still, get best choice by sending us

$10, the first payment on a lot, with the distinct understand-
ing that if you are not entirely satisfied with our selection,

we will at once return your money. But write anyway. You
will not be fair to yourself if you do not look into this offer. It

will cost you but 2c and a minute's time. Isn't it worth while?

Subway Built? Not Yet
If it were, you would pay $4,000 per lot instead

of $790. But the Utica Avenue subway (5 min-

utes' walk to the west) and the Livonia Avenue line

(3 minutes' walk to the north of West Brownsville)

will be constructed, and soon. The Public Service

Commission has already officially approved the

routes and the new law has provided the way for

immediate construction through a small annual assess-

ment for ten years, averaging about $12 per lot per

year. Hence, we do not have to wait on the City's

credit. Under this plan, early completion of the

subways is assured. Before one dollar assessment

is collected from you your land will be selling for

thousands where it is now bringing hundreds.

CHRISTIAN HERALD OFFICIALS
EXAMINE OUR PROPERTIES

Mr. Otto Koenig, President of THE CHRIS-
TIAN HERALD, and Mr. Theodore Waters,
Secretary of the company, on the 6th day of
September, 1910, made a careful examina-
tion of the properties we are offering the pub-
lic. Mr. Koenig made the following voluntary
statement :

*' This is certainly wonderful—

I

think you are offering splendid investments
to the people." Two hours later Mr. Koenig
and Mr. Wafers each bought property upon
just the terms and at just the prices you can
secure yourself. What greater indorsement
could we have ?

OUR REFERENCES
Bradstreet's and Dun's rate us higher than any

real estate concern in the world. For further infor-

mation, apply to any commercial agency, bank, trust

company or to any of the prominent magazines of

the country and you can secure complete infor-

mation as to our financial standing and reputation.

WOOD,HARMON & C0.,261 B^oTdwVy.N.Y.

MONEY BACK
IF NOT SATISFIED

Come to NewYork at any time within a year

after you purchase; visit our properties; keep
wliat you have if you think it is the best bar-

gain in our $10,000,000 holdings; change to

any other lot if you will, or go to our cashier's

desk and get back every dollar you have paid

us. It is all the same to us. We would prefer

to have you a good friend and not a cus-

tomer, rather than a customer and not a good
friend. But a decision is required at the time

of examination of property and the offer

extends only to those who visit New York
within said year. In other words, we do
not give options. We do give you twelve
months to examine your property and get

your money back if you are not satisfied.

Our "money back and free transportation

offers, are both limited to 12 months from
date of purchase.

WEST BROWNSVILLE

STATION
WEST BROWNSVILLE

3 BLOCKS .VAWAY

18 MINUTES TO MANHATTAN BY SUBWAY
Mjz^zM
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Ex-King Manuel The Royal Palace, Lisbon Queen-Mother Amelie
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"\ORTUGAL has just passed through a revolu-

tion which, in many respects, is one of the

most remarkable in modern history. For
er a year the tempest had been patherinp. It

oke suddenly on the night of Monday, October
' At 1.30 A.M. Tuesday the capital was aroused by
'e firing of cannon. Instantly the populace poured
10 the streets and the whole city became a scene

i tumult and riot. Flashes of artillery fire punc-
tated the darkness of the night and the rattle of

isketry and the explosion of bombs were incessant.
'! dawn broke, the firing increased in intensity. A
:rce of insurgents, encamped on a height, tried to
.ht their way to the centre of the city, but were
liven back by troops and police. Soon, however, it

came clear that the troops
impathized with the revolu-
mists. The latter captured
e barracks of the First Artil-

l7 Corps, and a sharp strug-
i took place in which many
i-Te shot. In several instances
'3 troops themselves threw
en the barracks and armories
the citizens and supplied

ixa with rifles and ammuni-
>n.

[Admiral Carlos Reis, a re-
"'ed naval officer, directed the
• erations of the insurgents,
ve generals were associated
'^th him in the direction of
nitary affairs. Everything
1.S carefully planned before-
tnd. Two naval vessels in the
Irbor, the cruiser Adamastor
i|d the cruiser Rafael, were
ving with the revolutionists
sd kept up a continuous bom-
l|rdment of the palace, in
'lich King Manuel and the
•ler members of the royal
tnily were practically prisoners. The police were
ijwerless to stem the tide of attack in the streets,
• d when troops were summoned to their assistance
1; majority of the soldiers left their ranks and
ide common cause with the insurgents.
Meanwhile, all telegraphic and other communica-
|n with Lisbon had been temporarily cut off.

ere was evidence of a skilfully laid plot on the
Irt of the insurgent leaders, to prevent the outer
^rld from knowing of the tragic events that were
^iing place. Railway bridges were dynamited in

< effort to check the arrival of reinforcements of
lal troops. The government was stronger in the
1 evinces than in the capital, and while the insur-
(ptswere almost certain of capturing Lisbon, they
d little hopes of making headway in other cities.
J t the tide of insurrection, once started, gained in

strength and volume hourly. Early on Wednesday
the barracks contiguous to the palace was won after

a bitter struggle. King Manuel, on learning of

this, sought shelter at Cascaes with four attendants.

As the fighting went on bodies of troops began
to arrive from the provincial garrisons. Thousands
of peasants, who had entered Lisbon the night

before, joined the insurgents and fought stoutly

against the loyal regiments. All day the conflict

raged. Company after company of the troops re-

volted. One artillery regiment rode down its colonel

and officers and attacked the barracks. Other regi-

ments of infantry, cavalry and artillery killed their

officers who resisted. At every point the royalists

met defeat, for the revolutionists were well sup-

jjIiTlBatlir^IHi
fopyriglit, Underwuod & Uuderwood

View of Lisbon, the Capital, from the River Tagus

plied with arms and used them like veterans. Over
2,000 men are reported as killed and 'vounded in the
street fighting. Signals were exchanged between
the victorious republicans and the warships lying

in the river and the latter hoisted the republic flag.

It was also hoisted on the Almado Fort and at Bar-
reiro. Soon the royal ensign which flew from the

palace flagstaff was seen to fall and in its place

there quickly appeared the red and green standard
of the republic.

King Manuel, the Queen-Mother Amelie, and the

Queen Dowager Maria Pia meanwhile made good
their escape from Cascaes and found a refuge at

Mafra, some twenty-three miles northwest of Lisbon.

No attempt was made by the revolutionists to re-

strain them. On Thursday, October 7, the ex-king
and his mother, the Dowager Maria Pia, and the

other members of the royal household left their

temporary shelter and went to Gibraltar to embark
there on the royal steam yacht for England. Dow-
ager Maria Pia, it is understood, will be transferred
to an Italian warship and conveyed to her friends

at Naples.
After the capture of Lisbon, the republicans

formed a provisional government composed as fol-

lows:

President, Theophile Braga; Minister of Justice,

Alfonso Costa; Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bar-
reto; Minister of Marine, Finance, Bazilio Telles;

Minister of Public Works, Antonio Luiz Gomes;
Minister of War, Colonel Barreto; Minister of

Marine, Amaro Azovado Gomes; Minister of the
Interior, Antonio Almeida ; Civil

Governor of Lisbon, Eusebio
Leao.
The first official act of the

new government, after taking
office, was to issue this procla-
mation:

The people, army and navy have
succeeded in proclaiming a republic.
The Braganza dynasty, mischievous
and disturbing to social peace, has
been forever exiled from Portugal.

This rare event, representing the
pride of an untamable race and the
salvation of a country whose bravery
is proverbial, fills with enthusiastic
joy the hearts of patriots and finally

ends our counti-y's bondage.
Our aspiration for a regime of lib-

erty stands revealed brightly in its

virgin essence.
Citizens ! The present moment re-

deems and recompenses for all the
struggles and the sorrowful apprehen-
sions we endure<l. This moment must
be the commencement of a period of
austei-e morality and immaculate jus-
tice, in order that the glorious commu-
nion of principles shall make of our
sacrifices for our country the base of
our political programme and our gen-
erosity toward the vanquished, and
the base of our moral programme.

Citizens ! Let interest for our beloved country animate you
and a single desire—that to be great—unite you. The republic
has confidence in the people for the maintenance of social order.
respect for justice and devotion to the common cause of liberty.

Consolidate with your love and sacrifice the work which springs
from the Portuguese republic.

President Braga also issued a manifesto to the
army and navy urging all to swear allegiance to the
new regime. Civil Governor Leao issued an order
to the people of Lisbon commanding all to respect
persons and property of both Portuguese and for-

eigners. On Wednesday evening the situation in

the capital was reported to be peaceful and orderly.

The new flag of the republic was flying over all the

public buildings. Here and there groups of citi-

zpns were singing the Portuguese "Marseillaise."
The Spanish Minister called to pay his official

Continued on page 957
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A SERMON BY

Rev. A. B. Simpson, D.D,

The Irrepressible

Question

TEXT—Matt. 27:22

THIS is the greatest question of earth and
heaven. Could we penetrate the veil which

hides that great assembly from our view and
ask the Father of glory this question, the heavens

would open again and the eternal voice would an-

swer, "This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well

pleased." Could we ask the brightest intelligences

of the angelic host, "What think ye of Christ?"

instantly along the sky would roll in answering
thunder the mighty hallelujah, "Blessing and glory

and thanksgiving and honor and power and might
be unto him that sitteth upon the throne and unto

the Lamb," while innumerable ransomed saints

would respond with the loud amen and repeat the

new chorus, "Thou art worthy to receive power and
riches and glory and blessing, for thou wast slain

and thou hast redeemed us from every kindred and
tongue and tribe and nation." Or shall we ask the

saints of God who have lived and died on earth,

"What think ye of Christ?" and I hear Paul repeat-

ing, "Thanks be unto God for his unspeakable gift.

That in all things he might have the pre-eminence.

I count all things but,loss for the knowledge of the

excellency of Christ Jesus, my Lord," while Peter

repeats again, "Whom having not seen ye love, in

whom, though now we see him not, we rejoice with

joy unspeakable and full of glory." And John takes

up the heavenly climax, "Unto him that loved us and
washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath
made us kings and priests unto God and his Father,
unto him be glory and dominion both now and for-

ever. Amen."

The Danger of Misunderstanding

But this question is far more than an optional
one, a matter of opinion or theory. It is the most
practical and important question you have ever
faced. What we think of Christ determines our
thoughts, convictions and principles on all other
religious questions. Christ is the key to the whole
system of truth; nay, Christ is himself the truth.

If you have wrong views about the deity of Christ,
you will not want to trust your immortal soul to

his hands. If you have wrong views about the
virgin birth of Christ, the glorious doctrine of the
incarnation will mean nothing to you, and Jesus
will be but a man a little better than the rest of
them. If you have wrong views about the cross of
Jesus Christ and his" atoning blood, you will miss
your soul's salvation and go to work to seek your
own righteousness instead of his. If you have
wrong views about the resurrection of Christ, he
will not be to you a living Christ and there will be no
satisfying evidence of the truth of Christianity of
which the resurrection is the corner stone. It is a
matter of supreme importance that you should
rightly understand and believe in Jesus Christ as
the eternal Son of God, as the Word made flesh, as
the Lamb of God whose blood taketh away the sin

of the world and as the glorious Prince of life who
was dead and is alive for evermore.

Our Destiny in the Balance

What we think of Christ and what we do with
Christ will determine our eternal destiny. The sal-

vation of every soul hinges upon its relation to
Christ. Forever the picture hangs "on either side
one and Jesus in the midst." "He that believeth
on the Son hath everlasting life; he that believeth
not the Son shall not see life, but the wrath of God
abideth upon him." "There is no name under
heaven given among men by which we must be
saved, but the name of Christ." Only the friends
of Christ can find acceptance in the Father's love
and the Father's home and the Father's house. All
things have been handed over by him to Jesus Christ
and the destiny of every man and woman depends
upon his or her treatment of Jesus. There is a
quaint story told of a rich man who lost his only
son and after lys own death his will could not be
found. After searching vainly the State attorney
took up the case and ordered his property sold and
his estate settled. On the day of the auction a
poor old woman who had once nursed his only child

begged the auctioneer to let her buy the picture of

the boy. She had only a shilling, but nobody seemed
to care for it, so it was knocked down to her. And

* Preached at Old Orchard, August 10, 1910.

she went home happy in having the portrait of the

child she had so fondly loved. One day when re-

pairing the back of the picture she found a legal

document inside the wooden back. She hurried to

the lawyer and delivered it up in much concern.

After he had glanced at it he called her to him and
said, "You have certainly made a great find. This

is the old man's will and in it he has left all his

property to anybody who loved his boy well enough
to buy his picture at the auction sale when the

estate is settled." The old woman had not only a

picture of the son she loved, but with it the whole

inheritance. Dear friends, God, too, has left a will

by which all his fortune becomes the inheritance of

those and those alone who love the Lord Jesus
Christ well enough to make him their own. "What
will you do with Jesus who is called Christ?"
"What think ye of Christ?"

Our Attitude Toward Christ

What we think of Christ determines our spiritual

character. He alone can purify our hearts and
transform us into the likeness of God. He is our
holiness, our love, our peace, our joy. He only can
counteract the attraction of the world and lift our
lives to noble service, sacrifice and consecration. He
alone can keep us in the hour of temptation, un-
spotted from the world, and unstained by sin. He
is our very life. He is the channel through whom
alone we can meet with God and maintain com-
munion in prayer and fellowship. He alone can
quicken and heal the suffering bodies, can clarify

and strengthen our intellects, can satisfy our hearts'

deepest longings, can comfort and sustain us in life's

great hours of trial, can inspire us to noble service,

and can uphold and make us more than conquerors
in life's last hour. For Christ is the very substance
of personal Christianity and apart from him we can
do nothing. Your attitude to Christ, therefore, is

all important and there is no question so imperative,
so immediate, so pressing as the question of our text,

"What will ye do with Jesus who is called Christ?"
This is the supreme question which the world is

discussing to-day. Countless volumes have been
written in the past century on the Person of Christ,
the Deity of Christ, the Virgin Birth of Christ, the
Atonement of Christ, the Resurrection of Christ.
The host of heaven and hell to-day are marshaled
around the standard of Jesus and men are asking
with an intensity of interest never known before,
"What think ye of Christ?"

Our Testimony for Christ

No question can be of such supreme importance.
Are we concerned for the salvation of sinners here?
There is no other name under heaven by which men
can be saved. Are we seeking the baptism of the
Holy Spirit? The one supreme business of the Holy
Spirit is to take of the things of Christ and show
them unto us. Have we come to find the secret of
victory over sin? This is the victory, "The Spirit
of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the
law of sin and death." Are we seeking and longing
for help and healing? God's secret of healing is,

the life also of Jesus made manifest in our mortal
flesh. Do we long for a deeper and a higher Chris-
tian life? This is the secret of it all, "That Christ
may dwell in your hearts by faith and that ye being
rooted and grounded in love, may comprehend with
all saints the height and depth and length and
breadth of the love of Christ which passeth knowl-
edge, that ye may be filled with all the fulness of
God." Are we looking out upon the future and
longing for the blessed hope of the better age? The
object of that hope is his personal coming. Are
we here to consecrate our service afresh and receive
new orders from our Master? He is our Master,
and it is at his feet that we are to lay our lives in
consecration and service. Are we looking out upon
white fields of the heathen world? It is he that is

calling from the darkness, "Come over into Mace-
donia and help us," and it is his love alone that can
inspire the great campaign which is to evangelize
the nations. So that Jesus is for us in these hal-
lowed days the first and the last and all in all.

What is our testimony for Christ? "What think
ye of Christ?"

1. We acknowledge him and worship him as the
eternal Son of God, the brightness of the Father's
glory, the express image of his person, the same in

substance and equal in power and glory. This Jes

is our God manifest in the flesh.

2. We acknowledge him as the Son of man. A

believe in the virgin birth and the holy incarnati

and that in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Gc

head bodily. While he is very God of very God,

is also very man with a true,body and a reasonal

soul in all points like us except sinning. In t

weary body, sleeping in the hinder part of the sh

we behold the Son of man, but in the mighty vo

that quells the tempest we hear the Son of G(

Weeping at Lazarus' grave we see the Son of m;
but crying, "Lazarus, come forth," we see the Dei
of Christ. Hanging on the cross and dying
agony, "Behold the man," but rising in majes
from Joseph's tomb, he is declared to be the Son
God with power by the resurrection from the de;

And so we recognize him as our brother and o

God, our Kinsman, our Redeemer and our divi

Master.
3. We believe in his cross and his precious bio

as the expiation of human guilt, the ransom of 1(

men, the satisfaction of divine law and righteoi

ness and the ground of our justification and sah
tion; and in an age of cold, ethical formalispi
sing with louder triumph.

An Acknowledged Saviour

4. We believe in his resurrection. We det

repudiate and denounce the latest lie of libei

theology, that that wounded, lazaretted form
Jesus of Nazareth still lies in Joseph's tomb a

that the Syrian star looks down upon his dust a

that the resurrection of Christ is only a great sp

itual truth. Nay, the very cornerstone of Chr
tianity is the testimony of the risen Christ as t

glorious Prince of life, "I am he that liveth and w
dead, and behold, I am alive forevermore."

5. And we here declare and reaflSrm our spec

witness that this Christ, the Son of God incarna
crucified and risen from the dead, is our Savioi

our Sanctifier, our Healer and our coming Lord,
whom be glory and dominion and love now a

forever.
The time has gone by to wave aside the Lo

Jesus with a toss of your head and a motion of yo
hand and say with cheap and easy infidelity, "C

there is no certainty about Jesus Christ anyho
The higher critics are questioning his deity a

questioning his virgin birth and questioning I

atonement and questioning his resurrection; a

when they get through with their discussion the

will be time enough for me to take up the questi

for myself." My friend, the very fact that t

higher critics are so troubled about this Christ a

that the whole world of scholarship is engaged
trying to settle the question of the Christ is the b(

evidence of his reality and importance. The de

would not be fighting so hard against him if the

was nothing to fight about. The very best tes

monies for the greatness and glory of Christ coi

from many distinguished scholars who are not p£

ticularly interested as his followers and frienc

Listen to some of them.

r^ Testimony of Great Minds

I hear Rousseau, the great Frenchman, declarir

' "To have invented the story of Jesus would ha

been a greater miracle than the story itself. If

was a literary fiction, pray, who was the brillia

author and how is it that we have never heard 1

name? Nay, it is easier to believe that Jesus liv

than to believe that the story of Jesus is a lie."

Theodore Parker writes: "He unites in himse

the sublimest precepts and divinest principles, th

more than realizing the dream of prophets ai

sages, rising free from all prejudices of his af

nation and sect, and pours out a doctrine beautif

as the light, sublime as heaven and true as God

Goethe calls him the divine Man, the type and mod

of all men. Renan declares of Jesus, "The mo
beautiful incarnation of God, God in man. Gre

and beautiful, a thousand times more real th;

insipid earthly greatness or insipid earthly beauty

Strauss calls him the highest object we can possib

imagine. "Never will it be possible to rise abo

him or imagine any one who shall ever be equal wi

him." Lecky, the great historian, declares, "T

brief record of his short years has done more

Continued on next "page
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iften and regenerate mankind than
1 the disquisitions of philosophers or

1 the exfiortations of materialists."

abbi Kohler, a distinguished Jew,
lys, "Jesus, Keeper of the door,

riend of the sinner, Brother of the

ifferer, Comfort of the sorrow-laden,
ealer of the sick, Uplifter of the

.lien, Lover of man, Redeemer of

oman, we claim him as our own."
And even Napoleon, the most selfish

' all earthly rulers and statesmen,
;clares, "Other conquerors founded
air empires upon force. Jesus alone
unded his empire upon love, and
illions would die for him to-day. I

iderstand men. Jesus Christ was
ore than a man." And finally one of

8 greatest German writers declares,

Che end to which all things are work-
g is the production of the spiritual

an. I believe Jesus Christ to be that
an, and therefore in him, as the per-

nal incarnation and reproduction of

e Personal God in our personal
Ives, we shall come into our divine

heritance."

Over against this mighty array of

iman testimony, tell me, "What think
of Christ?"

iHow are you going to decide this

lestion? Are you going to try like

late to avoid it? This was the one
'ort of that infatuate man. He was
(termined, as his wife had counseled
m, to have nothing to do in settling

at question. There is no drama in

iman history more pathetic and sol-

in than the story of Pilate and his

lal judgment of Jesus. The enemies
' Christ had brought the Lord before
m, expecting that this weak and
litic man would accept their word
ncerning his guilt and condemn him
thout further investigation. They
ew that Pilate had often done this

curry favor with his political

iSociates, but this time they were
tstaken. Pilate saw through their
lallow scheme and became quickly
\nvinced that Jesus was at the very
)rst a well-meaning religious fanatic.
It in no sense a criminal ; and so he at
<ce gave judgment in his favor and
id them that he had found nothing
gainst him. But as they were un-
".lling to receive this sentence they
;i;aded for his conviction and Pilate
solved upon a clever compromise: he
"uld give the alternative of choosing
i:ween Christ and the most injurious
I minal of the day, a thief, named
rabbas. Pilate did not for a moment
agine that they would degrade
umselves by choosing Barabbas
;ainst Jesus, and so he was con-
:inded when they hurled back in his
1th, "Not this man, but Barabbas."
He took his first wrong step by
•en consenting to put Jesus in the
liCe of a criminal at all. When we
lipn to compromise with conscience
cd right we are lost. You are re-
.iting Jesus Christ like Pilate be-
(jse of some point wherein you are
{'ing away your conscience from fear
(the world or some unworthy motive,
lorn this time he fought every inch
< his ground, but was still steadily
lihed down the incline on which he
I I started. There came a solemn
rssage from his wife warning him to
tcareful, and no doubt his own soul
tcan to realize the serious position he
^s being forced into. This was deep-
etd still more when taking Jesus
ade he asked him some searching
(j;stions and received replies which
rat have pierced even his hardened
s 1 with deep concern, for we are told
t t from that time Pilate sought op-
r tunity to release him. But he was
asady fast in the net that was tight-
eng around him. The final knot was
tl when his wily enemies hurled in
n teeth the challenge, "If you let
t? man go, you are not Caesar's

J
!nd." Instantly he saw before him

t peri] of a judge complaining
a inst him at the bar of Caesar, and
t loss of his governorship and his
I ure. This was more than his
c ven soul could stand and he ignobly
y ded and gave sentence that Jesus

Continued on last column

THE STATUE OF LIBERTY By Rev, j. m. Fan-ar. p.p.*

FRIDAY, October 28. If you are in or near New York this will
be the proper time to visit the Statue of Liberty. Why?
Because on October 28, 1886, this great Statue of Liberty was

unveiled. It was the gift of France to the United States, and stands
on Bedloe's Island as a perpetual reminder of the good will between
these two countries. Its height, from low water mark to the top of
the torch, is 305 feet 11 inches. The statue itself, which is in the
form of a woman holding a torch in her hand, is 152 feet.

WHEN strangers from other countries come up our beautiful
bay this is one of the first sights they see, and it tells them

that they are coming into the land where Liberty is Enlightening
the World.
When we speak about this being the Land of Liberty, what do we

mean? Does liberty mean to do as you please? You have liberty
to throw a stone, but your liberty ceases when you throw that stone
at some one. You have the liberty to use your voice, and you can
shout and yell as long and loud as you are able; but your liberty
ceases when your shouting and yelling annoys some sick person or
makes some person nervous who wants to feel well. Liberty is the
privilege of doing anything that you please within the limits of law.
Our text says, "Whoso breaketh a hedge, a serpent shall bite him."
The hedge means law. There is a hedge, or law, around your play-
ground and around your house and around your father's farm. The
line fence is a law between your father's farm and some other man's
farm. Your father has liberty to plant whatever he pleases on his
side of the fence, but he does not have the liberty to plant anything
on the other side of the line fence. Breaking through the hedge
means breaking a law. Whenever you do anything the law tells you
not to do, then you break through a hedge. The bite of the serpent
means punishment for breaking the law. Every time we break a
hedge or break a law there is a punishment. In the old hedges
spoken of in our text, serpents found their homes. When one broke
through a hedge these serpents became angry and would bite the
breaker.

OUR text takes a hedge as an illustration to show us that when we
break a law we shall surely be punished.

We have a great amount of liberty—more liberty than is given to
the people of any other nation in the world—but this liberty ends at
the hedge, or the law, that has been made by God and man.
The law of God is to protect us and to bless us. When, therefore,

you are looking at the Statue of Liberty remember it is the corner
post of the great hedge or law around our country.

This Statue of Liberty was once worshiped as an idol. An aged
woman and her grown son were on their way from Mount Lebanon
to the United States. When they saw the great statue, nobody told
them what it was, and they thought it must be Christ, representing
the Christian land which they were about to enter. They dropped
upon their knees on the deck of their ship and poured out their love
and gratitude for the welcome which the outstretched arm seemed
to offer them. Liberty is the gift of Christ, but it is not to be wor-
shiped. We worship Christ, who gave us Liberty and protected our
liberty by law. Tell you a story?

ABOUT two thousand years ago the Chinese people were in great
- trouble. Toward the north of China there was an enormous

plain, and it was one of the most fruitful and productive in the
world. The people who lived on the plain were farmers. Farther
north was the country of the Tartars; these people lived by robbery,
and when they looked at their neighbors' prosperous farms they
were filled with envy. They made a raid on the land of the peaceful
Chinamen, stole everything that they could lay their hands on, and
beat or killed those who made any objection. The raids happened
so often that the poor farmers did not know what to do, and were
quite in despair. At last they made a complaint to their emperor,
and he caused a wall to be built so as to prevent the Tartars from
entering China.
The Great Wall of China is one of the wonders of the world. It

is called the Wan-li-chang, or Myriad Mile Wall. Its length is about
one thousand five hundred miles, so that it would stretch in a straight
line half way from America to England. It winds about, now climb-
ing a mountain to a height of five thousand feet, now crossing a level

plain, and now spanning a river.

THE wall -is twenty feet high, with towers twice that height and
forty feet square at the base, standing at intervals of a hundred

yards from each other. These towers were used as posts of observa-
tion, and the watchmen stationed in them could give timely warning
of the approach of the Tartar foe. On the top of the wall is a great
road along which three automobiles could run side by side. This
wall gave the Chinese liberty and protected them from their enemies.

Liberty and law are our two friends.

Dr. Abbot tells us the difference between advice and law. A
doctor says to a child :

" 'You have been working too hard and sleep-

ing too little. You ought to go to bed every night at nine o'clock.'

That is advice, but not law. Then the father says, 'My child, you
hear what the doctor said, and you must go to bed every night at

nine o'clock.' This is law." This is the Chinese wall about the child

for its protection.

« Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Eccles. 10:8.
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should be crucified, calmly washing his
hands and declaring, "I am innocent
of this man's blood." But all the
water in the universe could not have
washed out the stain of deicide. Hence-
forth he was the murderer of the Son
of God. And it was not long until the
price for which he had sold the Lamb
of God turned into rottenness in his
blood-stained hands. The office which
he had saved at the sacrifice of princi-
ple was torn from him and in exile and
disguise, tradition tells us, he at last
hurled himself from an awful preci-
pice in Switzerland on whose naked
cliffs some of us have gazed over
yonder as it looks down upon the Lake
of Lucerne and seems forever to
whisper, "What shall it profit a man
if he shall gain the whole world, but
lose his own soul?" Men and women,
you are selling conscience, principle
and Christ with your own souls thrown
in for some worthless bauble. But wake
up to-day from your blindness and ask,
is it worth while? "What will you do
with Jesus?" Oh, brother, oh sister,

you must do it now!
(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"

in Adjoining Column)

A Democratic King's Home
THE "palace" of King Nicholas of

Montenegro, says a writer in the
Westmiyister Gazette, boasts an ample
but treeless garden. One encounters
a sentry or two at the door. Otherwise
there is no evidence of kingly state.
Nikita is the appellation of his Maj-
esty among his aged subjects, who
deem him an elder brother and treat
him accordingly. Venerable as are his
years, he has lost none of his early
interest in sport. It is said that he
can still remove a cigar from the lips

of an old friend by the primitive ex-
pedient of shooting it away with a
revolver at thirty feet. He can throw
an egg in the air and shoot it into
fragments while yet aloft. His traits
reflect a stern frugality. The expen-
diture of his married daughters upon
clothes still worries him. The Monte-
negrin King still puts money in the
savings bank and urges the habit upon
his people. He remonstrated with a
hotel keeper who bought himself a
gold watch, pointing out that his own
was brass. His Majesty makes no
concealment of his conviction that
European kings are too extravagant in

their mode of life, thus setting a bad
example to their subjects. His Maj-
esty carried this passion for economy
to the length of forbidding the only
millionaire among his people from
buying a costly motor car in Paris.
"Your sovereign cannot afford such a
luxury," his Majesty is quoted as hav-
ing said. The car was not purchased.

Anvil Sparks
. . Some people look for the best of

life in a mirror.

. . Do not pray for what you do not
need, but thank God for what you al-

ready have.

. . Some men act independent, with
egotism and laziness their only asset to
back them up.

. . The man who does the right thing
at the right time will also do the right
thing at the left time.

. . The reason prohibition does not
prohibit everywhere is because the
man who doesn't want it to, lives there.

. . If the Nazarene were on earth
to-day, along with his remarks about
sheep he would no doubt have some-
thing to say about sheepheads.

. . It is better to be a lad with noth-
ing but a loaf and fish for a thousand,
than to be one among a thousand who
does nothing but loaf and fish.

. . It took the Pharisees and Hero-
dians in counsel assembled at least an
hour to propound the question about
paying taxes, but it did not take Jesus
an hour to find a suitable answer.

William J. Burtschek.
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Sailors from the Battleships Bound for Shore Seaman McMaine Launches Tying Up to the Pier

ON the morning of October 2 the country was
saddened by the news flashed over the wires
that in a time of peace twenty-seven sailors

of our navy had perished in the swift current of

the Hudson River, where the North Atlantic fleet

swung at anchor a little off shore from upper New
York. It would take the naval fatalities of several

Spanish Wars to equal this loss of life, which came
at a moment when the thought of death could not

have been farther from the hajipy, care-free minds
of the men who returned from the delights of "shore
leave" only to find a watery grave within call of

their own ships.

Seven warships of the Atlantic fleet had steamed
up through the Narrows two or three days before

the disaster, and the tars on board
eagerly anticipated a short stay
in New York, with shore leave at

frequent intervals to see the
sights and to dispose of the two
hundred thousand dollars and
more which had come to them out
of the pay chest of Uncle Sam.
Pay-day, shore leave, and New
York all at once made an unusu-
ally attractive combination, which
wreathed the faces of the men
with smiles. They rightly felt

they had earned a little pleasure
on account of the good work done
at target practice on the high
seas. They had proved themselves
the finest gunners in the world,
annihilating every target at six

miles, some of the ships doing it

with the first salvo.

The general landing pier for

the ships' launches was at the foot
of One Hundred and Fifty-eighth
Street. This stretch of the river,

in front of the picturesque Pali-

sades, has become the usual an-
chorage for warships visiting the
city, and it was between this pier
and the battleship New Hamp-
shire that the disaster occurred.
The launches of the different ships
were filled several times a day
with sailors on shore leave. The
boats would hold as many as a
hundred men and were towed by one of the fussy,
sputtering steam launches from one of the great
warships.
On the evening of October 1 the pier swarmed

with a crowd of sailors returning to the battleships
and skylarking until the "tow" was made up. One
of the big sailing cutters was from the New Hamp-
shire and was attached to the steam launch by a
long cable. The boats were under the command of
a young midshipman, who only completed the course
at Annapolis last June. His name was Godfrey de
Courcelles Chevalier—a name which calls for cour-

ageous deeds on the part of the one who carries it

—

and the midshipman proved his right to such a

historic appellation. For before the night was done

he had saved with his own hand over twenty sailors

from a watery grave.

The men jumped into the launch as soon as it

reached the pier, pushing and joking, and unfortu-

nately paying too little heed to the way in which

they arranged themselves. It seems as if too many
had gathered forward and depressed the bow. The
two boats started off from shore at about a quarter
to seven. A stiff breeze was blowing and suddenly
the bow of the launch dipped under a wave and she
nearly swamped. The sailors pushed to the rear

lors of the New Hampshire, Gathering on the After Deck

now, making matters worse; and the next moment
the water was pouring over the sides and they felt

the boat sinking beneath their feet. Most of the men
were pitched into the water ; some caught the edge of
the boat, which still floated, nearly submerged, and
urged the men struggling in the water to do like-

wise. Some could swim, others could not; and in the
darkness they floundered aimlessly for a few mo-
ments in the swift current. Suddenly the men on
the steam launch saw that their "tow" had disap-
peared, and they set their whistle tooting wildly,
bringing launches from the fleet and from the shore.

Chevalier swam about in the water directing t

swimmers to the launches, and dragging one c

hausted sailor after another to the side of the boa
where they were pulled in, while he would sw
back to get another. The launch Mary, owned
George Reeves, rescued sixteen men; the Heron g

fifteen; boats from the Kansas and Louisiana g

some. Chevalier refused to leave the water, b

was pulled into a launch and taken to the Louisiat
Even then he pleaded for a chance to go back ir

the river to see if he could not find some more
those who had gone overboard, and almost fought
throw himself into the current. His heroic effoi

had exhausted him so much that it was considei

dangerous to have him go to his own ship. !

insisted and finally went on boa
the New Hampshire, where
was put under the care of t

battleship's surgeon. Sevei

sailors worked like heroes to sa^

their comrades. Seaman McMai
saved five who were just goi

down for the last time.
For a day or two it was dou

j

ful what number had perished,

few who had overstayed their ti

came aboard, relieving the anxi(

of the officers and of the relati^

who had been notified of the ac

dent by telegraph. The crews
'

_ ^ ^ the battleships searched the ri^

^7M^ for the bodies and the harl

t. ffli^ police worked with grappli

irons.

Some people expressed surpii

that all of the seamen were i

able to keep afloat. An offi

speaking of this said that

public forgot that the navy v;

recruited all over the country s

that a great majority of the n

were landsmen when they enlis 1

and learned to swim later. <

to two years ago about forty n i

out of every hundred were una '

to swim, but great efforts h;

been made to have the men le: i

the art, and at the present ti

;

that had been reduced one-h

'

and now about eighty sailors >

'-

of one hundred are able to swim well. On the sv •

mer cruise to the Caribbean Sea nets were hi

;

over the sides so that the men could not sink or

:

attacked by sharks and most of them took tb'

turn in the water.
Two days after the disaster, which had throji

relatives of the dead men in fourteen States i >

mourning, an impressive funeral service was h'l

on board the New Hampshire. It was arranged '

the chaplain and attended by the officers and m,-

The spot where the men had gone down was cove '1

with flowers and dedicated to their memory.

TOPUCS ©F EMTEIRIEST THF^OUJQIHIOUJT TKIIE WOIRILD
—Aviator Wynmalen, a Frenchman, on October 1, reached

the height of 9,971 feet in a biplane at Mour-Melon, Le Grand,
France, being the highest yet recorded.

—150,000 COTTON spinners are locked out by a shut down of

cotton mills in Manchester, England. The trouble originated
over a small strike in a nearby mill, involving only 76 men,
and the manufacturers refused to arbitrate.

—The building and newspaper printing plant of the Los
Angeles (Calif.) Times was destroyed by explosion and fire on
October 1. Nineteen employees were killed and 25 injured, and
the loss to property is estimated at $500,000. It is charged that
the building was deliberately destroyed by enemies of the
paper and the police are making a thorough investigation. The
management of the paper had a duplicate plant in another
locality in anticipation of such a contingency. $100,000 re-

ward has been offered for the detection of the wreckers.

—Queen Mother Amelie, according to the reports of visitors
at the Portuguese Court, treated King Manuel, her son, like a
child. One day not long ago, he accidentally broke a window.
Amelie, in presence of the court circle, which included generals,
admirals and ambassadors, rebuked the king so shrewishly that
those who heard her were astounded. Manuel left the room
looking like a whipped schoolboy. Naturally, the incident
leaked out in the clubs and cafes and it was not surprising that
the indiscretion and hot temper of Amelie should have helped
to convince the Portuguese army and navy officers that any
change would be preferable rather than to continue with such
a "boy-king."

—Early next month the Postal Savings Bank system will go
into operation, and soon thereafter some 40,000 of the total of
60,000 post offices will have postal banks. There will be no
pass-books. Each depositor will get a certificate of deposit for
his money. These certificates will be made out for sums rang-

ing from $1 to $9 and there will be certificates for $10, $20

$50, the higher certificates being in duplicate—one for

depositor, the other kept by the bank. Provision has also 1

made for juvenile depositors, who can put in their dimes, <

being represented by a 10-cent stamp in lieu of certific

When a child deposits a dime he gets in return a white <

with one 10-cent stamp in the centre. As he deposits o

dimes he receives additional 10-cent stamps until t**^ '

reaches $1, when the card is e.xchanged for a dollar certin<

Nothing smaller than a dime can be banked. Any depositor

draw out part or the whole of his deoosit at any time,

posits will draw 2 per cent, interest. _ cocc; -^ .- "^e perini

to deposit more than $100 in one month and no one can d

interest on more than $500 in one year. This last provisio

made in order that the postal banks may not interfere '

the general banking of the country. They will undoubtedl:

a great convenience to the working classes and will encoui

thrift throughout the nation.
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CopTrixht, London News

Mounted Warriors of the Bedouin Tribes Attacking a Caravan of European Travelers
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THIS picture, from a drawing by Caton Woodville, in the Illuslraled London News,
represents a scene that is enacted frequently among the warlike Bedouin tribes

, of Arabia. Marauding is the great "sport" of the Arabs. Roving bands of
', robbers infest the deserts; but it is not often that one of the pillaging expeditions

picks up such a rich prize as a European. A traveler, Mr. Douglas Carruthers,
was "held up" by a band of one hundred and fifty warriors in the manner shown,
while making his way across the Arabian desert. He narrowly escaped losing all

his belongings. Robbery, not murder, is the object of the marauders.

W "GOB'S IGIL0O'" WAS IBUIILT

IT
is again my privilege to thank you and the kind
Christian Herald readers for a gift of $30,

, which I received recently from you for our
Labrador work. It is always a great encourage-

; ment to us that friends think of us and are willing

: to show their interest and practical sympathy.
Since last summer, we have been busy here at

' Nain, building a new church. With our severe

climate, a good, strong building for our meetings is

absolutely necessary. Our houses here are built

-almost entirely of wood. Our old church, which
.
was built in 1814, is nearly 100 years old. It is

no wonder, therefore, that most of the timbers in

,
the foundation are decayed and that the walls have
given way in places, so that often during a gale we
fear an entire collapse. The new church will soon
be complete, and this autumn we shall be glad to

move into the new premises.
In more respects than one, the new church will be

an improvement on the old. In the former, the

By CHRISTIAN SCHMITT, Labrador

benches were without backs, and during the winter
nights, light was derived from candles and the
rpace was limited. The new church will have
benches with backs, so that the worshipers can sit

comfortably, and the lamps—a gift from a friend in

London—will not only give a better light, but will

also help to decorate the church. To our Eskimos,
the new church is a great innovation; they call it

"God's Igloo" (God's house). They have not seen
anything better or more beautiful and they believe

it to be the prettiest place in the universe.

We have no artisans here. Much of the work
must necessarily be done by ourselves. Unskilled
labor we are able to secure, as our people are only

too glad to help, and several hundred dollars' worth
of labor was thus furnished gratuitously.
Now our new place of worship is almost finished.

In October we hope to dedicate it and we trust that
God will manifest himself here unto us and unto
those whom he has placed in our charge.
Our mission attends to the needs and require-

ments of the Eskimo race, but a few days ago we
had a number of Indians here from the interior of
the Labrador peninsula. Through the writings of
Mr. Wallace, Mrs. Hubbard and Mr. Cabot, these
natives have been brought into prominence of late,

and indeed it is marvelous how they can exist, espe-
cially in winter, in so desolate a country. The rein-

deer or caribou furnishes them with nearly all

necessaries, and they are experts in tanning and
preparing their skins. But if the deer fail them
while they traverse hundreds of miles in the dead
of winter; while rivers are frozen solid and lakes

are covered with a crust of ice six to eight feet

thick; while snowstorms rage and frost holds earth
and sky within its icy clutches, then is the time
when these poor Indians find the odds against them
to be as much as they can bear.

'»

Young Nascopee Women of Labrador The New Church at Nain Nascopee Indians Who Helped Build the Church
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The New Republic

As the smoke of the conflict in Lisbon lifts and the

- political atmosphere grows clearer, the causes

that led to the dramatic transformation of the little

monarchy to a republic, become more apparent.

Misgovernment, official corruption, and recent wide-

spread strikes among the industrial classes, gave

additional strength to the revolutionary movement
which had threatened to overturn the throne at the

'time of Carlos' assassination two years ago. The
republicans, through an active propaganda, made
such inroads at the last elections that the govern.-

ment realized the coming danger, but was powerless

to meet it. Besides, as the sequel proved, a very

large proportion of the army and navy was avow-
edly republican.

There was another complication, which doubtless

helped to precipitate the climax. King Manuel was
openly pledged to a liberal policy, but the Queen
Mother secretly opposed him and favored the cler-

ical party. It was known all over the capital that
she treated Manuel like a child, arid this knowledge,
it is believed, emboldened the clericals to plot his

dethronement in favor of Don Miguel de Braganza.
If there was indeed such a plot, all the plans mis-
carried, for the revolutionary leaders, equally dis-

trusting the liberalism of Manuel and the clericalism

of Amelie, decided that the time was ripe for the
finishing stroke which should sweep away the throne
and give practical expression to the growing aspira-
tions of the people for popular government and
political freedom.
Whether the republic will live must depend

largely upon the wisdom of the course to be pursued
by the provisional government. Dr. Theophile
Braga, who is at the head of affairs, is said to be a
leader of high qualifications, and of political experi-
ence and influence—a man of middle age, respected
for his honesty and integrity, his culture and his

patriotism, and one, moreover, who is more likely to

favor moderate than extreme measures. Manuel,
the Queen-Mother Amelie and the rest of the royal
fugitives are said to have fled to England. Had
Alfonso been in his place, we should probably have
seen that peppery young monarch planning to re-

turn with an army at his back, in an effort to regain
the lost throne; but with Manuel such a thing is

scarcely to be expected. Should Spanish republican-
ism break loose, spurred by little Portugal's ex-
ample, we may see a startling transformation: not
only a republic which would include the Iberian
peninsula, but which, bounding the republics of
France and Switzerland, might give a new and
strange aspect to the map of Europe.

A Doubtful Comparison

FATHER BERNARD VAUGHAN, a noted Jesuit

orator of England, has attracted considerable

attention by his attacks on "the sins of society," his

principal target being the "smart set" of the British

capital. More recently he has been sounding a fore-

warning of the decline of the Anglican and Greek
Churches, and now he has turned his oratorical bat-

teries against Protestantism in general, which he
pronounces decadent, chiefly in consequence of the

attitude of the Protestant churches on the divorce

question. He "points with pride" to the growth of

the Catholic Church, predicting that it is to be

the sole survivor in the great conflict of modern
religions. Eloquent and able as this preacher un-

doubtedly is, he is strangely oblivious of the great
internal strife now going on in the Catholic Church
fill over Europe and which is just beginning to be
understood here. In France, Spain, Italy, Portugal
and Austria that church is greatly divided. "Social
Modernism" is only one of the many wedges that
are splitting the ancient fabric. The Vatican's
attitude toward the French society known as "Le
Sillon" (the Furrow)—a social movement among
the faithful for the advancement of the moral, in-

tellectual and material welfare of the working
<:lasses—has done much toward alienating intelli-

gent French Catholics, and has once more demon-
strated the intolerance of the Vatican toward all

attempts at social, political and economic progress.
In Austria, according to the European press, there
has been dui'ing the last decade a remarkable defec-

tion of not less than 55,000 persons who have broken
away from Rome and enrolled themselves as Protes-

tants. All the world is more or less familiar with

the recent changes in Spain and those now taking

place in Portugal, where the political and religious

authority of Rome has sustained a severe set-back.

These and other indications would have influenced

most orators to be more temperate in their lan-

guage; but Father Vaughan has boastfully chal-

lenged comparison of the vitality of the churches,

and yet has overlooked the essential fact that while

in some lands there may be an apparent numerical
increase, in others the power and influence of the

Vatican—for ages dominant in Europe—has been
effectually checked by the growing intelligence of

the very people who were formerly its most loyal

adherents.

Helping the Unfortunate

THE approaching cold season will make life hard
for thousands in our big cities, and especially

for the men and boys who have flocked to New York
from homes in the country and in distant States,

hoping to lighten the burden of the household and
make a living for themselves. Disappointment is

the lot of many of these hopeful hearts. They find

everywhere competition in the labor market and
they often go down, down, until the last dollar is

spent and in their despair they appeal to the Bowery
Mission. For over thirty years this mission has

stood as a lighthouse for those unfortunates who
have made shipwreck on the shoals of life. Some,
but not all, have gone down through their own
fault—they have yielded to weakness and tempta-

tion. Even these the Bowery Mission cannot turn

away. If it did, what would become of them?
This is the special work of the Bowery Mission.

Many a home in this land of ours is indebted to the

influence of this Mission for the restoration of some
one who has long been missed from the home circle,

and who has sunk almost out of sight in the mael-

strom of misfortune. Every season we receive
many letters from fathers and mothers, and from
wives, too, full of expressions of gratitude for what
has been done towards helping their loved ones to

find friends and employment. All these years, the
Bowery Mission has been a practical almoner, a
good Samaritan to thousands who have lost their

bearings. It has cheered them, fed them, clothed
them, encouraged and prayed with and for them.
In this far-reaching work, which Dr. Klopsch and
his associates have kept up continuously for nearly
twenty years, we have enjoyed the cordial co-opera-
tion of thousands of God's people in many States.

If any reader of these pages could spend an
hour in the Mission on some cold evening and see
the hundreds of poorly-clad men and lads—age
sitting side by side with beardless youth—and if

they could but hear the testimonies of gratitude and
the hopeful promises that fall from their lips, such
a one would feel that a gift sent to this great work,
through The Christian Herald, though it may
have seemed like "bread cast upon the waters," is

sure to be returned in multiplied blessings.

Sunrise in Korea
HERETOFORE, practically all we have heard of

Gospel progress in the "Hermit Kingdom" has
come to us from the missionaries. Their glowing
reports of the triumphal march of Christianity in

that country are now fully corroborated by our
American Consul-General, George H. Scidmore, v/ho
has just returned from Seoul, the capital, after
thirty-four years' consular service, interrupted by
only two brief furloughs. He describes the work
of the missionaries as magnificent and as being the
most striking feature in Korea's present condition.
An effort is being made to keep politics out of the
churches. He regards Korea as the most promising
missionary field in the world. Buddhism, the old
faith, is moribund and almost dead. Christianity
and education go hand in hand and the people are
eager for both. Six great missionary organizations
are at work there and the Y. M. C. A. is doing its
share in bringing about the general transformation.
The people are literally hungering and thirsting

for the Gospel, with education and Western civil-

ization, and the native and Japanese authorities
favor it. Many prominent Koreans, including the
chief justice, have openly accepted Christianity and
have become active members of the Church. Sun-
rise is brightening the hills and valleys of the
ancient land with the promise of soon broadening
into perfect day. Korea has now been absorbed
by Japan, but without doubt, its new spiritual life

will go on unchecked, and it may be the appointed
means of helping in a great Gospel advance in the
Mikado's empire.

A Faithful Steward

JOHN S. HUYLER'S name was almost a house-
hold word. He dealt in sweets and had an old-

fashioned specialty which was a favorite with
children and not disdained by their elders. Begin-
ning long ago in a modest way, his great business
expanded until its ramifications extended every-

where. But the aspect of Mr. Huyler's character
which made him eminent and entitled him to world-
wide honor, was not that of successful business, but
of genuine Christian philanthropy. His name was
a synonym for wise liberality. He invested his

great wealth in good vporks. He never sounded a
trumpet before him, yet there was not a university
or college to which a poor and ambitious student
might go, which did not appeal directly to his heart
and hand. The young man or the young girl, toil-

ing amid difficulties and hardships to secure an
education, was sure of assistance, if the case were
presented to John Huyler. Not only in large gifts

but in a multitude of small ones, given quickly and
unostentatiously, in answer to personal application,
this good man served his period. He has gone to
his reward, and has heard the voice of the Master
saying, "Well done, good and faithful servant; enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord."

Aiding the Missionaries

A GIFT entrusted to The Christian Herald,
to be divided among ten needy missions, was

apportioned and checks mailed the same day to the

following missionaries

:

Gerard J. Schilling, LaPaz, Bolivia $15.00
Frederick Jansen, Cebu, Philippines 15.00
Christian Schmitt, Nain, Labrador 15.00
Z. C. Deals, Wuhu, China 15.00
Matthias Klein, Akashi, Japan 15.00
Pandita Ramabai, Poona, India 15;00
Susan E. Haswell, Moulmein, Burma 15.00
R. Wodehouse, Umtali, Rhodesia, Africa 15.00 s

W. Hagqvist, Kienchow, Shensi, China 15.00 iil

A. R. Stark, Callao, Peru 15.00 1

1

May this beautiful benefaction, given with a lack

of ostentation which makes it all the more worthy,
be richly blessed, both to the workers in these far-off

heathen lands and to the thoughtful and generous
giver at home.
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Tragic Automobile Race

THE sixth automobile meet on the Motor Park-

way on Long Island for the Vanderbilt Cup,

was held October 1. It broke the record for

speed and also for its fatalities, as four men were

killed outright, and twenty persons seriously in-

jured. Harry F. Grant, driver of the 1909 model

six-cylinder, 60-horse-power Alco, entered by the

American Locomotive Company, was the winner.

His time for the 278.8 miles was 4 hours, 15 minutes

and 58.34 seconds, an average of 65.1 miles an hour.

Joe Dawson, driver of the 1911 model, four-cylinder,

34.1-horse-power Marmpn, entered by the Nordyke
& Marmon Company, was second. His time was 4

hours, Ifi minutes, 23.51 seconds. John D. Aitken,

driver of the 1911 model, four-cylinder, 40-horse-

power National, entered by the National Motor
Vehicle Company, was third. His time was 4 hours,

17 minutes, 29.74 seconds. Grant's time was a new
record for the race. The former record average

was 64.3 miles an hour, made by George Robertson

in the 1908 race, with a 120-horse-power locomotive.

Grant led Dawson by only 25 seconds; Dawson was
a little over a minute faster than Aitken. Harry F.

Grant got the cash prize of $2,000 for winning the

Vanderbilt Cup Race, in addition to a number of

prizes offered by automobile makers. Gelnaw got

$1,000 for winning the Wheatley Hill Race, and
Endicott $1,000 for winning the^Massapequa Race.

'There were ten thousand auto-

mobiles and a perfect army of

spectators at the race. The fun

of the race was largely spoiled

by the fearful slaughter which

lit caused. Crazy cars got out

ifrom control of their drivers

and dashed like demons to their

work of death. One of the city

.papers the next day required a

whole column to record the

Inames and descriptions of the

idead and injured. The column
began with the dead, Ferdinand
D'Zubia, forty years old, of 330
Alexander Avenue, the Bronx,
sales manager for the Pope-
Hartford Automobile Com-
pany; Charles Miller, mechani-
cian for Louis Chevrolet, driver

of the Marquette-Buick car No.
29; Matthew P. Bacon, mech-
anician for Harold Stone,
driver of the Columbia Car No.
12; Edward Lynch, seventy-one
years old, of Glen Cove Land-
ing. The International Auto-
mobile Race for the Vanderbilt
Golden Cup is announced for

October 15. There is a serious

debate whether it will be run,

as the fatalities are likely to be
30 great. The automobile race
has fun in it, but it is at too

?reat a price. The country is

nterested in the make and speed of these cars, for

they have come to stay; but it ought to be more
interested in the preservation of human life. One
precious life is worth all the automobiles in the

lation. Most of the legislatures and municipalities

lave made restrictions which tend very largely to

Drotect human life and body. The mad frenzy of

lutomobile races, so deadly in its consequence,
ihould be stopped at once, if not by the automobile
nen themselves, then by the officers of the law. That
"renzy reminds us of the damage of the chariots of

old, referre.d to by the prophet:
Behold, his chariot shall be as a whirlwind ;hi3 horses are swifter

ban eagles. Woe unto us! for we are spoiled. (Jer. 4:13.)

i^entury Plant Blooms

Mrs. W. Snowdon Nichols sent a century plant

Tom her conservatory on Staten Island to the

^laza Hotel in New York the other day, where it

vas given a place of honor on the clerk's desk. It

lad been preparing for a hundred years for the

jloom which it was about to unfold. Soon after its

irrival at the hotel, it began to open. Starting
nodestly, it gradually became a thing of beauty,
)erfectly white, except for a slight fringe of yellow
iround the edges. Hundreds of the guests of the

'^laza, as well as visitors, thronged about the plant

admire its rare beauty. Among those who watched
t were Baron Matsui of Japan and his two daugh-
ers. At noon it was in full bloom; at midnight it

vilted and shriveled up. Things that are to live a
ong while take a long time for development. There
ire weeds that grow with a strong stalk and gaudy
)loom, to be chopped down by the first hard frost.

The oak that intends to live a hundred years takes
a long time to mature. There are little creatures
which come to their maturity in one day to die the
next. But man with his possible four score years
advances very slowly to the maximum of his power.
The plants that live for centuries only suggest the
beginning of our immortal life, whose flowers of
truth and love shall bloom not once in a hundred
years but shall be perennial and everlasting. The
beautiful bloom of the immortal soul is a reflection
of the Absolute Beauty which is God.
Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined. (Ps. 50:2.)

Cholera in Naples

The epidemic of cholera has attained alarming
proportions in the city of Naples, where a hundred
new cases and eighty deaths are reported in a single
day. Cholera first appeared in Russia last May,
and by the end of July had spread to forty-two
provinces and territories of European Russia, re-

sulting in 100,000 deaths. Several cases of the
disease have appeared in diff'erent places in Ger-
many and Austria. Last month the cholera crossed
the Adriatic to Bari and soon spread over the coast
of southeastern Italy, reaching Naples. The au-
thorities at Naples, thinking that the discovery of
the disease in their city would injure business,
concealed the facts or misrepresented them,
letting the people die like flies with the epidemic
and publishing that they had died of some other

Cpyrifht. I

Harry Grant, Winner of the Vanderbilt Cup In the Ill-starred Automobile Contest of Oct. 1

narrow quarters of the Law College. The crown is

determined that progress toward representative
government shall be orderly and conservative. Of
the two hundred members of the Senate, one hun-
dred were appointed by the throne, the other hun-
dred by the provincial assemblies. But these men
elected by the assemblies were not permitted to
qualify until their selection had been approved by
the viceroy of their province. Those named by the
throne include Imperial Manchu princes and nobles,
distinguished scholars, representatives of the official

class, and of the wealthiest citizens. This Imperial
Senate is expected to demonstrate the ability of the
Chinese people to share in the rulership of the
empire, and hence prepare the way for the third
and last stage of governmental reform laid down,
the establishment of a national parliament which
has been promised for 1915. We who live to-day
cannot possibly realize the momentous revolution
which is going on in China in the interest of the
people and especially the common people. Jesus
Christ, the great Lawgiver, taught the world how
to make laws and govern men, and all nations have
caught his spirit of liberty and love, and are obedient
to his commands. Christ's teaching has made rep-
resentative governments, and representative gov-
ernments in turn have promoted the establishment
of his kingdom. God only knows how the increased
liberty given to the people of the world by repre-
sentative governments has promoted the ushering in

of Christ's kingdom in the earth. What was said
with reference to the individual
can truly be said with reference
to the nation:

If the Son therefore shall make you free,

ye shall be free indeed. (John 8 : 36.)

Hundred Miners Killed

By an explosion in a No. 2
coal mine, of the Mexican Coal
and Coke Company, near Es-
peranza, Mexico, about a hun-
dred miles south of Eagle Pass,
Tex., the other day, a hundred
miners lost their lives. The
list of dead and missing num-
bers 129. Many who were
killed were Japanese. The story
of the disaster is told in a few
words, but the tragedy of a
hundred precious lives sacri-

ficed and the sorrows that
pierce the half thousand sur-
vivors, cannot be contained be-

tween lines of ink or measured
by any earthly arithmetic. We
look for certain massacres
amongst savage tribes, but the
useless slaughter of our civil-

ized times is appalling and
criminal. There are certain
necessary perils of civilization,

but they should be reduced to

the minimum. They certainly
have not been in this country.
It is one of the commendable

tendencies of the times that the lives of citizens,

especially those that work with their hands, are

being better safeguarded by law, by human enter-

prise, and by the spirit of humanity. Within the

past year or two, almost every State in the Union
has enacted laws protecting the lives of the wage-
earners and providing for their families in case

of disaster, which is as it should be. Such accidents

as the death of the hundred in the mine remind us

of the injunction of the wise man:
Boast not thyself of to-morrow; for thou knowest not what a day

may bring forth. (Prov. 27 : 1.)

L
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disease. Being unable longer to conceal the fact,

the municipal and government authorities have set

themselves earnestly to the task of fighting the

epidemic openly. Thousands upon thousands of

people, of course, have fled from the city, and there

is great danger that many foreign ports, including

our own, may admit the contagion unless the strict-

est measures are at once used to prevent the pesti-

lence. The misrepresentation of Naples will cause

the death of thousands of innocent victims. The
plague following the penalty of their deception

reminds us of the leprosy that fell upon Gehazi for

telling the lie to the prophet Elisha.

The leprosy therefore of Naaman shall cleave unto thee and unto

thy seed forever. And he went out from his presence a leper as

white as snow. (II. Kings 5 :27.)

First Chinese Senate

The late Dowager Empress, one of the ablest women
of modern times, and one of the most wise and skil-

ful in statecraft, promulgated a plan of representa-

tive government in China, which involved nine years

of progressive action. The first step in the plan

was taken a year ago by the inauguration of the

provincial assemblies. The second step was the

opening of the Imperial Senate by the Regent Prince

Chun in Peking on October 3. There was little or

no ceremony to mark an event memorable in the

world's record. In a brief address Prince Chun said

that the wish of the people was for a parliamentary

government and he commanded the Senators to have

that end in view. A magnificent parliamentary

building will be constructed, but pending its com-

pletion the sessions of the Senate will be held in the
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Teetotaller Mayor of London

Thomas Vesey Strong was elected Lord Mayor of

London the other day without opposition. He was
born in 1857 and in 1900 married Lillie, the eldest

daughter of the late James Hartnoll. Sir Thomas
was educated privately, and is credited with being a

self-made man. He is a widely known temperance
advocate and enjoys the distinction, it is claimed, of

being the first total abstainer ever chosen as chief

magistrate of Britain's metropolis. Bad as the

drinking habit is in England and America, there is

a marked improvement in temperance sentiment in

both countries, which has its expression in a pro-

nounced teetotaller as mayor of the largest^ city in

the world, and a total abstainer as the President of

the United States. The mayor of London is in

harmony with the Scriptures, which say:

It is not for kings to drink wine, nor for princes strong drink; lest

they drink and forget the law, and pervert the judgment of any of

the afflicted. (Prov. 31 : 4, 5.)
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SHOULD you ask a succession of your American
friends, "What do you regard as the greatest

danger to our government?" you would prob-

ably receive diverse answers.

One man would tell you our greatest danger lies

in the concentration of wealth or industrials in the

hands of individuals or of corporations.

Another would regard sectionalism, the jealousies

and misconceptions between the East and the West,

the North and the South, as our most imminent

hazard.

A third would sigh over the advance of Socialism

and the trend toward anarchy manifest in many
quarters.

A fourth would grieve, and justly, over the con-

stant differences between cap-

ital and labor.

Ask a well-informed for-

eigner who, like Bryce, has

made a study of our condi-

tions, and the chances are he

will tell you our gravest ap-

prehensions should be aroused

over our continued and con-

spicuous failures in the gov-

ernments of our cities.

There is not a foreign

writer of note who, comment-
ing on conditions in the United

States, has failed to point out

that in respect to honesty,

efficiency and decency our
cities make a painfully poor
showing when compared with
those in Europe.

Our Great Urban Population

No country in the world
has as many cities in which
the adult males are factors in

the scheme of government, as
has the United States.

In the census of 1900 out
of a total population of
76,148,576, the urban popula-
tion was 28,411,698, or 31.1
per cent, of the whole. The urban population was
sectionally divided as follows:

North Atlantic Division 13,613,736
South Atlantic Division 2,049,520
North Central Division 9,343,213
South Central Division 1,896,655
Western Division 1,469,268
Hawaii 39,306

In the decade 1890-1900, the urban population
showed an increase of 2 per cent. In the decade
1900-1910, it is believed by many statisticians, the
increase will be twice as great, making the propor-
tion of city dwellers in this country 35 per cent, of
the whole, or, figuring on a total of 90,000,000, more
than thirty-one and a half millions.
The divisions above given show that urban popu-

lation is far greatest in the Northern and Northern
Central divisions— that is, it is

densest in the richest, the most
highly educated, the longest settled
parts of the Republic.

If you will take a list of our cities

and ask the sociologist or moralist
who has given the matter close at-
tention (as many have), "How many
of these are well governed—as well
governed as Glasgow in Scotland,
Berlin or Hamburg in Germany,
Manchester in England, The Hague
in the Netherlands, Vienna in Aus-
tria, or Paris, France, for instance?"
and he will be constrained to answer,
"Not one."

Some of Our Civic Scandals

Lincoln Steffens, who has been r„„,. ,, , ,. ., «
1_ J, . ' , .

, .1 LopMlliln. I .K-h Him;,

busy for years in showing to the Governor T. W. Folk
public the shame of our cities, says
in a preface to one of his books:
"I cut 20,000 words out of an article on Philadelphia
and then had not written half my facts." It is

impossible in the space of this article to hint at a
tithe of the scandals that have attached to our city
governments. A few may be specified to point the
moral—the tale cannot, alas, be in any wise adorned.

There is not a city of more than 100,000 inhabi-
tants in the United States, and the next census
expects to show fifty such, that has not been in-

vestigated as to the probity of its officials. In many
ox the places, which will readily come to mind, the

Bp E. R. JOHNSTONE

investipations have been officially authorized by

legislature, grand jury or aldermanic resolution.

In others they have been by private committees

politically provided or instigated by civic reform

bodies, clergymen or defeated candidates.

I do not recall a single instance in which the

investigation completely exonerated the responsible

heads of government. In every case, so far as I

can discover, thievery, corruption, graft was shown.
Sometimes the offenders were petty officers and the

peculations small, but all over the land it has been

a question of degree, not of kind.

Aldermanic Chamber—Investigating Graft

The most conspicuous investigations within the
last decade have been in New York, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, San Francisco, Chicago, Minneapolis,
Pittsburg and Cincinnati. The names of Lexow,
Folk, Heney and Gibboney will recur to publicists
and readers of newspapers. Much good has been
accomplished, but more on the lines of public en-
lightenment and temporary betterment than on
those of permanent remedy.

Scotched, Not Killed

Hundreds of snakes in the civic grass have been
scotched, but all too few have been killed. Many
have revived to bite the heel of decency, to poison
the body politic.

In St. Louis in nine conspicuous cases one official

was acquitted of graft on a technicality and eight

Clarence Lexow Francis J. Heney

were convicted. Not one of the eight went to jail.
The higher courts reversed or nullified the verdicts.

Statistics of trials and convictions or acquittals
are not obtained without expenditure of time,
money and labor that no one has, as yet, seen fit to
make. I have been at some pains, however, to get
a few indicative figures. By queries of newspaper
men, by letters to prosecutors and by search of
press files I learn that within the last two years
there have been forty-two trials of conspicuous
offenders, of men prominent as political bosses.

mayors, treasurers, comptrollers, aldermen or th(

like. Of the forty-two not one has spent any tinn

in a penitentiary, though there were twenty-sever
convictions out of the forty-two indictments.

Seven of the indicted left their country for theii
country's good, eight have regained much of theii
former prestige and power and six are dead. It is

a satisfaction to know that only three of the num
ber—and it must be understood that these figure:
are not totals but suggestive cases—seem well-to-do
Quite a number have so far fallen from their higl
estate as to be viathout either property or honor ir

their land.

Evils That Flow from Civic Misgovernment

An ex-boss is on record as saying that the Amer
ican tax-payer would rather b(

cheated than make a fuss, anc
the fatal "Oh; we'll get alonj
somehow" is one of the stiffes

obstacles the real reformer ha;

to overcome. It is doubtles

true that the average dwells

in American cities has only th.

faintest conception of what dis

honest municipal governmen
means to him and to his famil;

and his pocket. Among th

civic evils that flow as natur

ally from a corrupt and incom
petent government (the on
always includes the other, di

rectly or indirectly) the follow

ing may be indicated:
Heavy taxes and illicit o

unwise expenditures, with gros
extravagance as a necessar;

accompaniment.
Bad or insufficient publi

facilities in respect to watei
light and transportation. Whei
the grafter is in the saddle o

is the power behind the urbai

throne, contracts are not le

nor are franchises granted s

that the public most affectei

shall be most benefited. It i

always a case of "additior^

division and silence." The beneficiaries are th
public service corporations and the crooked council

men. How many thousands did typhoid from im
pregnated water kill in United States cities las

year? Nobody knows for certain—everybody know
the total would be appalling if certified. Ho\
many lives are lost each year from defective drain

age, flimsy construction, defiance of health laws

Impossible to guess, yet proper civic rule woul(

preclude violation of building laws. Favoritism i

always at the bottom of laxity in law's observance

Gambling, drunkenness, loose living, crime

against persons and property. Evil officials neec

evil supporters at the polls. Evil support can no

be gained by law's enforcement.
Grinding poverty. City money stolen, fund

"grafted" upon officials' bank accounts, could havi

been, should have been, devoted t

public improvements. Public im

provements mean work for laborini

men and work means wages.
Worst of all: Continued evil ii

municipal government means per

petual lowering of the standard o

public morals. The more bad mei

flourish the more good men grov

discouraged, discouragement leads t!

decay and decay to death of decency

Who Are to Blame?

Who are to blame for the failure

in government outlined— who t<

blame for the continued ascendanc;

of unmoral leaders, thieves and in

competents?
You are, I am!
It has been contended that ther

never was a business panic in th

United States of the last generatioi

thr.t was due to economic conditions. Every de

pression has followed a "lack of confidence amonj
business men and manufacturers."
Whether this is true or not, it is the £act tha

every instance of bad government in the cities o:

this country is due to "lack of confidence, or lack o

care, among the voters."
There are more than six millions of city voters ii

the United States of to-day. We know that ;

majority, a vast majority of these are decent

Continued on page 962
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Indians in Arequipa Llamas on the Heights of the Andes (14,000 feet) A Chilean Convert and His Family
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PERU has Inexhaustible mineral wealth iu its

wonderful mountains. Some one has de-

scribed it as a nation of beggars sitting on
ags of gold. This purely commercial standard,

hich determines a country's wealth by the riches

i its mines, is hardly the true way of reckoning,

'he supreme need of Peru to-day is not more miners
D dig out the inexhaustible wealth in the veins of

he Andes, but an army of witnesses to

reclaim the power of the spiritual and
he incomparable value of an eternal

oul.

: The Bible seller, wherever he goes,

as sought to make men understand the
lalue and responsibility of this talent,

.onely heights have been scaled, perils

nd hardships faced in order that the

'Jock of books might be placed in lonely

ifid distant huts on the elevation of the

indes. Mothers in the home, children

Ti the street, men in the market have
II heard the blessed news of free sal-

ation.

Here is a glimpse of Bible traveling

n the Andes, across the southern rail-

v'ays of Peru to Lake Titicaca and
;uzco. Starting at Mollendo on the

'acific Coast, the track skirts for a few
iiiles the sandy beach, washed with
oam to the sound of the swish of the

Weakers. At Ensenada, the steady
limb up the Andes begins. Now we
re crossing the Pampa de Islay, with

its medavos (sand crescents), where
lever a blade of grass grows; further

ip, we thread the edge of precipices

iverhanging the Rio Chile, and by even-

'ng time we are whirling our way
'hrough the fresh green campina of

\requipa. From Arequipa, we rapidly

iscend the western slopes of the Andes,
"iewing Misti, Piche-Piches and other

)eaks from ever-varying positions. We
beakfast at Pampa de Arrieros, the old

)Osada of the arrieros (drovers) of the Andes before
Tie railway was built. Passing Vincocoy a, the volcano

Jbinas, from whose subterranean fires columns of

moke ascend, is in full view. At Crucera Alta
114,666 feet) the ridge of the Andes is reached,

^lajestic peaks rise from the ramparts of the Andes
ind a wide range of vision discloses itself before the

yes of the traveler. The air is clear and pure, but

too rare for many. By 7.30 the train pulls up at
Puno, on the shores of Lake Titicaca, an inland sea
embosomed in the Andes, 12,500 feet high.
We are now traveling across the Great Central

Puna of Southern Peru, a huge mountain-girt plain
walled in on either side by the Andes. Over it are
scattered Indian huts and villages and flocks of
sheep, llamas and alpacas, kept by the Quichua

The First Open-Air Gospel Meeting in Callao, Peru, August 28, 1910

Indian shepherds. About three P.M. the train

reaches La Raya, on the edge which forms the

water-shed. Here the waters flow east and west

and the mighty Amazon can be gathered up in a

bucket at its most remote source.

At Sicuani we see the Quichua-speaking Indians

gathering from leagues around for the weekly
market, their llamas laden with the produce of the

soil. There they squat across the market plaza by
the thousand, as they must have done years and
centuries ago, dressed in all the varied shades of

the rainbow and sitting solemnly under their broad-
brimmed sombreros, masticating their quid of coca.

Heaped beside them are their bundles—the rough
homespun cloth and strange-shaped hats, small
bundles of wool, sacks of corn, barley, quinua and

chuno, pots of chicha, the favorite In-

dian drink, coarse bread and coarser
Indian pottery. Indians bartering with
their Spanish-speaking conquerors; In-

dians patiently waiting to sell a few
cents' worth; half-tipsy Indians and
Indian children rolling and tumbling in

the gutters; stately llamas marching
with more mei'chandise—the scene of a
by-gone age.
The hills are bathed in all the glory

of the sierra sun, as the train draws up
at the station of Cuzco. Cuzco, once
the proud Athens of the West, the city

of the Incas, the seat of romance, is still

largely the city of the Children of the
Sun. All around us are the mighty
bulwarks of the ruined fortresses, past
glories of the dusky sons of the Incas
whose sun has long since set in gloom
and despair, and whose only hope and
comfort must be in the rising of the
Sun of Righteousness who shall be unto
them an everlasting light.

The Bishop of Cuzco, looking at a
well-bound New Testament, said: "This
you give to me."

"Seiior Obispo, we do not give away
our books, but sell them," is the reply.

"This is the Bible," responds a fellow-

traveler; "I have never seen one before.

I have often heard that it is a great
book." On the way to the gold mines
far down the Beni, a young man said:

"I take it as companion to the lonely

forest region." An hacendado from the
valley of Tambo, after perusing a copy, replied: "I
want this to read in the evenings on my sugar estate."

At Huaqui, a small place, six different nationali-

ties bought Bibles. It was very touching to see a

dear little girl, the daughter of a Finn, learning
John 14 and "Gentle Jesus." We ask the prayers of

mothers and children for these little ones.

Callao, Peru. A. R. Stark.
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00 Jacks, Miss B .\.10 00
50 Jackson, C H ... 1 00
00 Jackson. J K 1 00
00 JacIcs<ui,MissME 10 00
OOJack.^on, Mrs Sarah
00 B, Misses Harriet
00 and Lucille, &
OO Mrs D H Ware. 3 OO
00 Jacobus, L S ... 1 00
00 James, Mi-s J A 3 00

OO James, Mrs N . . 1 00
00 James, Mrs R C 1 25
00 Jaraieson. Mrs H P

& Family 6 00
00 Jamison, MissEL 1 00

Jamison, Jos E.. GOO
00 JaiTis, Eddie . . 11

Jatho, Miss Katie 50
OO Javue. Mrs E ... 2 25
00 Jefferson. MrsSE 3 00
00 Jeffreys, Mrs 3 00
00 .Jenkins, Mrs N . . 3 00

Jenkins, Mrs S. 3 00
00 Jenney, Jas L. .. 3 00
00 Jensen, F C 1 25
00 Jensen, L M 2 00

,Tervis, .Tanet. ... 3 00
Jervis, John P . . 1 00
Jewett, Dr O W 5 50
Jewett, Mrs W. . 2 00
Johannas, And.. 3 00
Johns, John & wt G (M)

Johnson, Mrs A. 1 00
Johnson, Anna E 2 00
Johnson. C O 1 00
Johnson, OR... 12 00
Johnson, Mrs E A 1 00
Johnson, Mrs G F
& Mrs W Chis-

6 00
Mrs H. 2 00
Mrs H C2100
Miss J G 25
J Wm. 2 00

.Johnson, Mrs LH 1 00
Johnson, Mrs M T 5 00
Johnson, R D S 2 00
Johnson, Roy .... 25
Johnson, Mrs S E 1 00

Mrs S H 1 00
Mrs S S 1 00
Wm G 1 50
Mrs A. 1 00
H H &

Family 1 75
Johnston. Mrs W. 1 00
Jones. Mr & Mrs
AS 3 00

Jones, Amelia . . 3 00
Jones, Mrs C L. . 3 (M)

Jones, E 1 00
Jones, Emily M.. 5 00

holm .

.Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,

.Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnston,
Johnston,

Jones, Ezekiel ... 50
Jones, Mrs G. C. 3 00
Jones, Mrs HA.. 1 00
Jones, Harriet R 5 00
Jones, Mrs HE.. 1 00
Jones, Mrs J 3 00
Jones, Rev J M.. 1 00
Jones, Martha S. 1 25
Jones, N F 1 CM)

Jones, Mrs R T. . 50
Jones, Mrs Reb.. 2."i

Jones, Mrs W G. 3 iiii

Jones, Wm L ... 5 00
Jordan, Chas L. . G OO
Jordan, Oral 10 00
Joy, AW 1 00
Jov, Anne, M ... 3 00
Junod, Paul 5 00
Kahler, Jos 1 00
Kaiser, Henry . . 3 00
Kammerer, Mrs
Ann B 1 00

Kane, MrsFrancls 1 CM)

Kanesholm, S S. .15 00
Karnes, Mr & Mis
.John 1 00

Kase, C E 3 00
Katz. Frank 3 00
Kauflman, S M...1 25
Keates, Caroline .3 00
Keator, L T 1 00
Keefer, W L 2 00
Keene, James ... 2 Oo
Kehm, Mr & Mrs 2 00
Keil. H 1 00
Keiser. Matilda. . 1 00

Keitii, MrsKate S
Keller, Ella ....
Keller, Harry . . .

Kelley, P H
Kelly, Grace ....
Kelly, M M
Kelsey, Mr &
D D

Kemer.v,
Kennedy
Kennedy
Kenned.v
Kennel,
Keunon

Mrs

Kate. .

.

, Mrs . .

.

. Dorothy

. Mrs J..
Lizzie .

.

Mrs HW
Kenyon, Mrs H A
Kenyon, Mrs Lee
Kepner, Mrs C S.
Kepner, E B
Kernohan, Mrs Jo
Kerr, Glenna . .

.

Kerr, S
Kerr, W S
Ketcham, MrsDW
Ketcham, MrsJK
Kettle, Mrs Kate
Kibbe, Anna E..
Kieffer, Mrs ....
Kilgore, W F . .

.

Kilie, Mrs F E .

.

Killoeh, Mrs J .

.

Kime, MrsHelenJ
Klmmel, Mrs L.

.

King, Mrs Ohas.

.

King, Miss Emma
King, Ed Willard
King. Frances .A.

1 iiu

3 CM)

1 CM)

2 CM1

1 00
4 00

'l 50
3 CM)

40
1 OO
1 50
3 00
2 00
5 00
2 00
3 00
2 00
5l 00

50
5 00
3 25
5 00
3 00
5 (M)

1 00
25

2 00
30

3 00
2 00
3 00
50

3 00
3 00
3 00

King
King,

Jennie R. . 3 00
Mi-s John &

daughter 3 00
King, Katie 5 00
King, Mr & Mrs
S B 500

King, W A 50
Kingan, Mrs A M 5 00
Kingsburg, Mrs E
P 21 00

Kingslev, Miss.TB 10 02
Kingsley. MrsUM 3 00
Kinney, Mrs Clies-
ley R 3 00

Kinney, Mrs E C 3 00
Kinney, Mrs R A 1 00
Kinsey, H C 2 00
Kintner, S P ... 1 00
Kirk, Mrs E V . . 5 00
Kirk, Mr & Mrs
S M 10 00

Kirkwood, R L . .21 00
Kitching, Mrs A. 1 00
Kite, Mrs E M.. 1 00
Klein, John 2 50
Kliug, Anna E... 1 00
Klingensmith. EL C 00
Klingensmith, Miss
Sarah B 6 00

Klotz, Mrs E W.IO (H)

Knabb, Mrs 50

And several hun-
dred others to be
acknotol'g'd later.
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AROUM iFEM

Women in Council

THE women who form our Christian Herald
circle of interested and enthusiastic friends

do not all live in our country. They are

scattered over the globe. Every issue of The
Christian Herald goes to homes in the Far East,

to South America, to various parts of Europe and

to places remote from the great centres, as well as

to those near the publication office. By "near" in

this connection is meant anywhere on the Atlantic

coast, in the South or the Middl ^ West. We are a

great company of women, we who meet every week
in this page, and it is pleasant to think that we are

bound together, not only by love for each other, but

by love and loyalty to our Lord and Saviour.

Our first letter this week comes from Persia, and
is written by a friend who is nearly

eighty years old. Sight and hearing
are both impaired, but she is able to

read and she never fails to welcome
the visits of her favorite Christian
Herald. Only a part of her letter

can be given.

A Pupil of "My time for useful-

Fidelia Fisk ness is over, but I

take much interest

in the articles I read. Would that I

could translate them into our Syriac.

I loved this work some time ago. Mrs.
Labaree, our missionary lady, does

such work as this for our Syrian
women. It comes to my memory as I

write to you a picture of Miss Fidelia

Fisk, our beloved teacher, in her
schoolroom sixty years ago or more.
For half an hour every day she talked

to the pupils, warning of many things

at home and abroad. They made a
deep impression on our minds. She
was like a queen as she sat on the plat-

form. I cannot write more. May the
name of our Lord Jesus be praised.

"Sarah Oskanna."
Mrs. Oskanna is the oldest living

graduate of the school founded by
Fidelia Fisk. To her work in the
East Miss Fisk carried the spirit of

Mount Holyoke Seminary, in which
she had been a pupil under Mary Lyon.

Ninety Years The next letter
Young comes from a still

older gentlewoman,
whose home is in Indiana. She be-

gins by saying: "I am a mem-
ber of The Christian Herald family.
I have taken it ever since it started.

I am now in my ninetieth year. My
father and mother both died young.
Father was sixty-one and mother
nearly fifty. They had eight children,
of whom I was the second. I was
married sixty-five years ago in Ne-
braska. My husband died nearly two
years ago. I make my home with my
oldest son. Two years ago I had a
fall, and since then I have been a
cripple. All the exercise I get is by
taking the back of a kitchen chair and
pushing it like a baby. I spend much
time in my pleasant room, in which part of the
furniture was purchased more than fifty years ago.
I have a Testament with large print; I read The
Christian Herald and the daily paper. I like to

keep in touch with what is going on in the world.
"Mary R. M."

Why should not a keen-minded and sympathetic
woman of ninety enjoy keeping in touch with the
active stirring world of to-day? The body only
grows old, not necessarily the heart and mind.
Underneath the mask of age the oldest of us feels

young.

While Waiting In these days of the telephone it

for the Doctor is generally easy to summon the
doctor without delay, and physi-

cians are quick to respond to a hurry call. Still,

there is often something' to be done before the doctor

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER Who Is the Head of the Family

comes. If a person is fainting she should be laid

down in a recumbent position, with the head slightly

lower than the body. If a child has a fit, a hot bath

is the instant resource and one should be given im-

mediately. If poison has been taken by mistake or

otherwise, administer an emetic. Melted lard, tepid,

of course, warm water or mustard and water are

excellent for producing the nausea that expels

poison from the stomach. Never lose your presence

of mind, or permit yourself to be frightened in cases

of accident or sudden illness. If you do not know
what is to be done call upon the nearest neighbor,

having first summoned your doctor without waiting

to see what may happen to the patient.

One

Tryi:

ONL LITTLL FISH

little fish will not furnish a dinner,

Still we have had a pretty good time.

Never mind, lads, though the fish be the win
ng and losing is really no crime.

People who fish depend largely on luck,

The outfit they need is patience and pluck.

LEND A HAND
T IFF, is full of weary struggle, men go down for lack of cheer

;

Oft the mist is in their faces, and they see no comrade near.
In the strife for bare existence earth is as a desert land.
Say the word that rings with courage ; lose no moment ; lend a

hand.

"Hello !" send it through the darkness as you swing the lantern
high.

"Hello!" Sound it like a signal; "Hold your own, for help is
nigh."

To the tired burden-bearer on the sea, or on the land.
You, to whom life's joys are given, do you utmost ; lend a

hand.

If you see a fellow-pilgrim tempted when the flesh is weak.
Yours the timely aid to render

; yours the needed word to speak.
Leave him not alone to battle ; at his side make loyal stand ;

In the name of Christ our Saviour, help your brother ; lend a
hand ! Margaret E. Sangstbr.

WE all know the usual answer to the qu

-

tion. We all know as well that in differ t

families the case differs according to j

temperament, disposition and possibly fitness [

that one of the ruling powers who takes and ke^ 5

the helm. Some clever critic has said that in G -

many the husband is the head of the household; 1

France the wife; in England the oldest son; 1

America the eldest daughter. This generalizat 1

awakens a smile, but so far as the last clause

;

concerned does it not approach the truth as we ;

it here? The pretty daughter is easily sovereii
of her father's heart. The American husband ^

so chivalrous and devoted to the interests of
wife and family that he is happiest when work:

for them and providing the means •

their comfort and luxury. One ;

always surprised at discovering 1

exception to this rule. Such a ch
acter as Mrs. Henry De la Pastt •

delineates in her novel, The Tijra
,

or as Anthony Trollope described
He Knew He Was Right, is aim ,

unknown in this land of ours. 1

real despot, sweet, loving and love

is the girl in her teens whom 1

mother indulges and her father ador
One constantly hears an apology ms
for this or the other neglect or om
sion. "We consulted Angeline or C(

stance and she advised us to do so a

so." Ah! well, one of these days *

daughter may in turn, in a home
her own, yield her sceptre to somebo
just like herself. Thus the world gc

on.

The Portrait of In his latest boij

a Selfish Man Mr. William de M(l

gan, with the c(

summate skill of genius, has drawn t

portrait of a thoroughly selfish mil
In his preceding romance, H Nei
Can Happen Again, he showed us

woman so lost to womanly gentlenc

and so hardened in selfish ambiti
that she had not one redeeming tra

In Sir Oliver Raydon Mr. de Morg.
has shown us what selfishness can
to make a man demoniac in the pursi'

of passion, cruel, rapacious and wit

out a vestige of human feelir.

although he may have the traditioj

and training of a gentleman. /

Affair of Dishonor is well named aij

well worth the reading, although
differs wholly in style and treatmj

from any of the author's previous woi^

Those who have watched the coul

of Mr. de Morgan, whose first work
literature was published when he w
sixty-five years old, must regard hi

as the foremost genius of the peric

Before undertaking the writing
novels Mr. de Morgan had won di.

tinction in another field of art. Tj

present book flashes back a light
<|

the days when people believed in witd

craft and were ready on the slighte

accusation to burn a supposed witch

the stake, drown her in a mill pond or otherwi

torture her to death.

Emperor William's On the eve of a recent banqu

Bible in Berlin, says the official Nor^

deutsche Zeitung, his Majes'

Emperor William had been reading the Bible,

like reading the Bible often," said the Emperi
"The Bible stands on the shelf at my bedside aiir

have underlined many a passage in it." The H\

burger Nachrichten quotes the Emperor as saj^

further that he can not understand why so mi

people occupy themselves so little with the Wor
God. "In all my thoughts and actions I ask myi

what the Bible says about the matter. For me it

a fountain from which I draw strength and ligi

In the hours of uncertainty and anxiety I turn

this great source of consolation."

ner,
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Look Out for Salt

With Gypsum
Government tests show that every table

;alt, save Shaker, contains considerable

;ypsum.

In shaker Salt we remove the gypsum by

I costly process which is ours alone.

Gypsum is plaster of Paris—the basis of

ravel and gall stones. A dangerous sub-

itance to go through such organs as the

lidneys, liver and spleen.

Yet you get this gypsum in every table

alt save Shaker.

Salt That Flows
Shaker is the salt you find at every fine restau-

ant-the salt that always flows freely.

No shaking, pounding and poking. Tip the

haker and out comes the salt—even in the damp-
st weather.

The shaker box is made of wood fibre covered

•ith paraflSne. It is proof against all contamina-

on—dampness, odors, germs and dirt. Note the

'onvenient patent spout.

10 Cents Per Year

Diamond Crystal

Salt Co.
St. Clair, Michigan

Makers of the only «all 99 7- 10 pet Cf nt

pure, as proved by GovemmenI lesls.

EST GENUINE OSTRICH FEATHERCQC

/ILLOW NOVELTY PLUME "^^

Postagt
. Free

To introduce our large SSO page Money Saving
lalog ol Cloaks. Suits, Clothing anil fc\i'rytlilng

iVear lor Men, Women and Children, also Furnl-

e. Stoves, Carj/ClS an.l huii.lrcl-. of <>tli<r House-

d Anidrs. we oiler this rich Willow plume <-ffect,

ic of iwri.r fluiTy genuine Ostrich leathers.

:cp about 17 Inches ion;; by 16 inches wide, haMug
«mc rtfict as a genuine Willow plume. ( omct
iolld black or white, darl( blue shaded, maize
ided, old rose shaded or emerald green shaded,
^nd us 69c today, and receive this plume, if

I arc not insfir,! rrtnrnit to us and svr uill promptly
und your money including postage lor return.

RRFT Write today lor our FHEE big cata-
*^*^*-^ log, lull ol wonderlul bargains,
erences: Continental and (ommercial National

Bank of Chicago. Capital. $ll),()0().0O«.00.

HICAGO MAIL ORDER CO.
lana Ave. and 26th St, Chicago, lU. Depl. 203

By SUSAN M. GRIFFITH

M
work.

A HIGGINS' voice, raised in

song, filled the little room with
melody as she went about her

Looking this way, yes, looking this way.
Dear ones in glory, looking this way.
Fair as the morning, bright as the day.
Dear ones in glory, looking this way.

This was one of Ma Higgins' fa-

vorite songs. The reason, not so much
because it is a beautiful song in itself,

but because almost all of Ma Higgins'
dear ones were in glory, and she be-
lieved that they were looking this way
for her to come, too.

Aside from this, Ma Higgins was
one of those cheerfully constituted
persons with whom life itself is a song.
Sometimes it even swelled into a hal-

lelujah and a "grand amen." If she
had her "rainy days," and times of

sorrow, no one knew anything about

row, and here you are, tearing up and
looking as if you were getting ready
to move. Luella is coming from Cen-
tre with the new baby and we want
you! Now, Ma Higgm^ you're not

gdmg away?"
"Not until next week, deary, and I'll

be proud to come and see the new baby
and eat dinner with you. I'm so

thankful I can have this beautiful
treat to wind up with. It will live in

my memory always and keep my heart
in the right place in a grateful atti-

tude, deary, for I have so many un-
counted blessings—so much to be
thankful for, and God is so good."
"But—but, what does it all mean.

Ma Higgins?" said the young girl, her
brown eyes filling and her lips begin-
ning to quiver.

"Well, deary, Ma has come to the
end of her means and must give up her

HALLOWED NEW and OLD
f .ALLANSANKEY.sonofIRA D.SANKEY
^VER lOOO CHURCHES USINC IT

I
Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings

\ per 100, not prepaid. ."iSc. per copy by mail
I 'rnithh .uimjilfs mrii/nl to " e'lrnefl in'/iiirits

t BIGLOW & MAIN CO., New York or Chicago

IIRGARETSANGSTER'SLIFE
|.50lOMMTYOOTHUP." l'.r«iii.l K.i..m- S

j' CM of » Busy Lidv rmnpli-t/i Liirt of Mrs. <
fc nersbooksirco. F.ILReTellCo., 1565tli Av.,N.Y.

' It will be a fine joke on Ma. Go ahead, Jeremiah

"

NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
Best Book of Holiday Gifts

One copy is Yours FREE

w

Foitpald

them. She took them into her closet

and "shut the door," and talked to her

Father about them. Then she came
out and went to singing again.

Ma Higgins had passed through

"deep waters" during her seventy

years of life, too. A husband and six

dear children had gone before her to

the "promised land." She had never

known what it was to have an easy

time, but had toiled and scrimped and

saved always. Her ability to work

had grown less and less year by year,

until now there was nothing left but

the poorhouse for dear old Ma Higgins.

Indeed, she was actually beginning to

pack up her few cherished belongings

to go there in a few days at the

farthest. ^i. v. -i.*.

A pretty young girl with bright,

kind eyes and face flushed with sur-

prise and perplexity, stepped upon the

threshold of the open door.

"Why, Ma Higgins, whatever are

vou doing?" she exclaimed, in a dis-

pleased tone. "I ran over to ask you

over to our house for dinner to-mor-

home. But it is nothing. The dear

Lord provides for his poor. I have
another home to go to, thank the

blessed Christ.

"It may not be my way.
It may not be thy way.
But in his own way
The Lord will provide,

"And he has, deary, he has."

"Ma Higgins," exclaimed the young
girl breathlessly, you do not mean

—

you cannot think—of going to the

—

poorhouse?"
Ma nodded. Her dear old eyes were

filled with tears, but she blinked them
bravely back. "Why, yes, deary, I

do. It is my Father's home for me,

and it is a good one and I am thankful

for it, so thankful. It came to me
this morning—such a glad feeling that

I live in this age of philanthropy and
benevolence. Think how it used to be

in Christ's time and before. The poor

had no resource but to beg then. Now,
the religion of Jesus has made every-

thing so different. Nice homes and

Concluded on next page

The "National" Style Book is the best Christmas
because it is the mo^t uf:fful.

It is the most useful because it offers only useful,

serviceable presents. It is the most useful because
it makes the Christmas money go further—because
it saves yoii money.
Nowadays Christmas - Day Presents are not for

Christmas Day alone. It is the best taste to give
only useful presents. Trifles, toys, are reserved for

children—for small children, and the true Christmas
gift, the "National" Gift, is not only a pleasure on
Christmas Day, but of icivice afterward.
The "National" Style Book fulfills your every

Christmas need. It offers you the most beautiful and
delightful gifts for Women, Misses and Children.

It will enable you to make better gifts, make more
gifts and save money.
So again, we repeat one National" Style Book

is yours Free. One book is here reserved for you
waiting only for you to send your name and address.

"NATIONAL" Useful Christmas Gifts

at "NATIONAL" Prices

Sweaters—98 cents lo $7.98

"NATIONAL" Scarf-Veils—98 cenU

lo $4.75

Waists-98 cents lo $9,98

Neckwear— 15 cents to $2.98

Bells-25 cents lo $1.25

Furs and Fur CoaU-$2.25 to $59.75

Hosiery— 13 cents to $1.98

Misses' Dresses-$7.98 to $14.98

Dresses and Costumes—$11.98 to

$29 75

"NATIONAL'^
Made to <t 1 r\
Measure «P X v/

Handkerchiefs for Women and

Men—5 cents to $1.39

Plumes—98 cents lo $19.98

Ladies' Skirts—$3.98 to $14.98

Petticoats—98 cents to $7.98

Boys' and Youths' Clothing —
$1.25 to $12.98

Kimonos, House Dresses and Bath

Robes-79 cenU to $5.98

Ladies' Coats and Capes — $7.98

to $31.98

Tailored Suits

to $40

Style

Book

Samples

FREE
Your

"National"
Tailored Suit
will be a de-
light—an act-
ual source of
pride to you.
Because it will

be a suit cut
and made in-

dividually for
you. In its

making the
best skill, the
best designers
in this country i

will take part,
giving to this

and that line

just the curve
needed and
suited to your
figure.

You need only
select from your
"National" Style
Book, the style you
like, send us the
few simple meas-
urements we ask
for—and your suit

trouble is ended. We
will guarantee to
please you so well that
you ^vill say. "I am
proud to wear this suit.

THE "NATIONAL" POLICY
The "NATIONAL" prepays eipressage and postage to all

narta of the world. „.„,..«.«,, r*

Every "NATIONAL" Garment has the "NATIONAL" Gnar-

anteeTag-our signed guarantee-attached. This Tag says that

you may return, at our expense, any NATIONAL" Garment not

satisfactory to you and we will refund your money.

NATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.
218 West 24th Street, New 'York City

Mail Order* Only. No Agents or Branches.

[
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wonderfully
simplified
and lightened,

quickly&easily

accomplished

Do it ALL with
Old Dutch Cleanser

clean >vater and
a cloth or brush

Large Sifter-Can

gives many uses

& full directions

Silverware
Almost Free
Full size Rogers' heavy silver^

plate, table spoons, tea spoons,
bouillon spoons, forks — hand-

some rose pattern iu FrenchC.ray

finish. Free from advertisinR.

To sret them simply save the

metal caps from jars of famous

LIEBIG
Company's Extract of Beef

Send ii<; one cap and 10 cents and
we'll send you a tea spoon or a
bouillon spoon, post-paid —
send one cap and 20 cents for

a table spoon or a fork. Gel
\ as manv of each as you like,

i

m Cook Book, by Mrs. Rorer,^
'sent Free on redue^t. Address
Dept. S, Corncille David & Co.,

9 North Moore St..

New York.

Continued from preceding page

NO MONEY
Ju8t ask for a generous trial bottle; "j-in-One cleans and

polishes all veneered and varnished surfaces; saves old fir-

niture. Write 3-in-One Oil Co., 54 Broadway, N. V

.

a plfenty to eat and wear; in sick-

ness one is tenderly cared for, and
there is nothing to -w^prry about. And
I -was just thinking, as you stepped in,

•what a grand chance I shall have to do
some work for the Master. You know
how seldom I can get out to church
here, but they have a nice chapel there

built in the house, and preaching every
Sabbath! And there are little chil-

dren there that I can gather into a
Sunday class and teach them of

Jesus, and I can read and sing to the

sick, and oh, a whole lot of little things

like that that don't count much except

to Jesus. He can do so much -with

such small service, and it comforts me
to think of it; it does!"

Little Maybelle Lewis stood and
stared. She had often heard people

speak lovingly of "Ma Higgins' thank-
ful gift," but she had never dreamed
what it is to possess such a gift. She
couldn't bear it; she was all broken
up. "Ma Higgins," she cried in a
choking voice, "I want you to hush!
You must not talk that way. The
poorhouse is no place for you, and you
must not think of going there. I can't

have it; I can't, I can't!" And, with
that, she burst into tears and fairly

ran out of the house.
Rushing into her own home, she

fairly fell upon the family with her
news, and in ten minutes her mother
and sister were crying with 'her, and
her father was walking the floor in

great excitement.
"Ma Higgins going to the poor-

house! Why, it can't be! It must
not be! It shan't be!" exclaimed Mr.
Jeremiah Lewis vehemently. "Why,
we can't spare Ma Higgins! She is a
regular institution. We'd miss her
cheery face at the window, and her
singing, and I'd like to know what this

town would do without Ma Higgins'
thankful gift! Why, it keeps every-
body in a good humor and looking on
the bright side. Why, she'll pick a
sunbeam out of the blackest cloud. Oh,
dear me! dear me!"
"Why, she's thankful for the poor-

house, just think!" sobbed Maybelle.
"The idea !" said Mrs. Lewis. "Well,

there's nothing like a sweet, contented
spirit. Ma Higgins is richer than the
most of us after all. If

"

"Just hold on!" interrupted Mr.
Jeremiah Lewis, stopping before his

wife and daughters and shaking a
huge forefinger in their very faces.

"Just you listen to me! Ma Higgins
isn't going to the poorhouse! Now
mind that! She is^not—going—to—
the—poorhouse!"

There was a general merchandise
store in the village where the men
loafed and talked and read the papers.
"Utley's" was the name it went by, and
to Utley's strode Mr. Jeremiah Lewis
with his news. After going through
the story as tragically as possible, and
eulogizing Ma Higgins to everybody's
satisfaction, Jeremiah cleared his

throat and fixing a compelling eye
upon a man of small stature and
wizened face, he said:
"Where is that old house of your's.

Smith, that you moved to the back of
your lot when you built?"

"Sitting there yet," said the old

man with a twinkle in his blue eye as

he puffed away at his pipe. "Want to

buy it, Jeremiah? Me'n the boys have
been talking of tearing it down, come
spring."

"No, I don't want to buy it, and I

don't want you to tear it down," said

Jeremiah, with a ponderous shake of

his forefinger in his direction. "What
I want you to do, is to let Ma Higgins
have it to live in. If you'll give her
the house we other fellows'll turn
to and bring her wood and coal and
things to eat. I'll give her a sack

of flour when she needs it, and
Jennings here can give her potatoes,

and Butch Baker'll hand some meat
over the counter for her, I know,
and the women'll bake her a loaf and

a pie, and we'll get her along. It won t

be more than fair to make her some
return for what comfort she's given us.

Now, I tell you ! The folks have asked

her over to the house for dinner to-

morrow, and while she's there, a lot of

us will get together and bring her
sticks of furniture over and set 'em in

the old house, and when she gets

ready to go home, why, she'll go home.
See?"

"Yes, yes!" said the men excited and
eager; "it'll be a flne joke on Ma. Go
ahead, Jeremiah! W'U follow like a

lot of sheep. Anything for Ma Hig-
gins!"

Well, the programme was carried
out to a finish; and when Ma Higgins
was escorted to her new home she
stood speechless at sight of the bright
fire burning in her old stove, the
homely old carpet tacked tight to the
floor, and the old clock ticking cheerily

on the mantel. Mr. Jeremiah Lewis
stepped forward and led her to her
old cushioned rocker, saying:
"Now, Ma Higgins, this is your

poorhouse; and you ain't going to be
allowed to fret nor worry any more
about anything. You are our Ma, and
we are your loving children, whose
duty and pleasure it is to take care of

you. All you have to do is to keep us
straight, and break up our grumbling
with your thankful gift. And—and

—

God bless you. Ma Higgins."
Ma Higgins tried to respond, to say

something beautiful in return, but she
could only lift imploring hands to

heaven and breathe out: "Bless the
Lord, oh my soul, and all that is within
me, bless his holy name."
And every one of the men uncovered

their heads, and every soul in that
beautiful presence breathed a fervent
"Amen."

"Pollard Day" in Bavaria

IT was Judge William Jefferson Pol-
lard of St. Louis, Mo., who devised

the now famous "Pollard pledge,"
which has swept around the whole
world.
Judge Pollard believed that there

might be better ways of reforming
drunkards than sending them to the
workhouse. He determined to try one
method which had occurred to him.
He accordingly made the next drunk-
ard who appeared before him promise
to refrain from drinking for one year,
and to report to him twice a week dur-
ing that period, with sentence hanging
over him if his pledge were broken. It

worked well and the judge has used it

in thousands of other cases, with a
ninety per cent, record of success.
Not every drunkard can be so dealt

with. Some are so brutal that un-
conditional sentence must be passed
upon them; but with the vast majority
of such offenders, it has proven effec-

tive.

The "Pollard pledge" has become a
law in Vermont. It has even been
enacted into a law by the British Par-
liament. Australia and New Zealand
are contemplating its adoption, and so
are many other countries.
The German Federated Temperance

Societies have just had a great meet-
ing at Augsburg. They set aside
September 30 as one to especially
commemorate the wonderful plan of
the distinguished St. Louis reformer,
who was their guest of honor.

A NEW AID TO HRE-FIGHTERS
During the recent forest fires in

the West a short time ago, the auto-
mobile proved itself a valuable aid to
the fire fighters. By the use of the
auto, groups of rangers, soldiers and
other fire-fighters were rushed from
one danger point to another in much
quicker time than could be done with
horses. The machines could also go
further into the danger zone and were
used for rescue work and carrying dis-

patches in the burned sections.

When You Buy a Pian

you want to know you ai

getting the best for your mon<
When you bu
"Cornish"

j

get full pi a
value — notli
added for i

protection of deals

Sent To You For A Year's Free Tr

i&ixj^
Cornish Pianos, for real
merit, are uuexcelled.
by any other, ivhat^
ever the price,
or name, or
reputation.

Three Yeorg' Credit, If Needed,
On This BABY GRAJND

Send For
The New
CORNISH
BOOK

The moat
beautiful piano
catalogue Issued
—It e.\ plains
things that you
ought to know
whether you
buy from us or
elsewhere. The
book Is yours for
the asking.
Wrlteforltnow.

Must prove tL
superior val
overall others
hoDue tests or
pay the frel
both ways,
will place a pi:

In your hoi
freight pa
If you wish,
rock- b o 1 1 o
factory prit
upon iermsyour o

w

choice, glv
you 1 year to I

the Instrumc
before you n
decide to keej
and we give ja Bond
I nde m nl
which holds ui

this offer and i

Insures lost
inent again
defect for 25 yei

Save One-third—But On Tl
CORNISH I'l.AN-Eksy T«i

ClOrtliSll VA Washington. New Jer.
TL»VI lll'^i; \J\, Established Ovor 60 V«

You
can

depend
upon it

Because there

are no seams

or joints -no

cement or wire

^T^othi'

to give w.

under the act i

of hot wati

Hot Water Bottli
and Combination Fountain Syringe

The only hot water bottle of absolutely one \ e

of moulded rubber. A two year guarantee 9

with every one—instead of a " Caution " ags t

boiling water—use it if you wish.

Will outlast three bottles made of several pi s

of rubber cemented together, liable to sprir a

leak any time. For this reason, and because e

Walpole costs no more than many other hot ,

you should insist upon it of your dealer.

If he cannot supply you order from us di-

rect, giving- his name, enclosing express or

money order, and we will send it prepaid.

1 qt.. $1.75; 2qt., $2.00; 3 qt., $2.25; 4gt., $2.50. Ci I-

nation Hot Water Bottle * Syringe, 2 qt. ,
$2,75; 3 qt., % <

WALPOLE RUBBER CO., 185 Summer Street, Boston, (5

The Only ^^*=^
Perfect Eye-Glass

Holder
Saues Cosl In NeTo Classes

Ketcham&McDougall
Automatic

Eye-Glass Holder

Our name on back guarantees it—looklo

it—insist on it. Over a million in use and al

with our name on llie back. Sold by Jeweler ij

and Opticians, or by mail, 50c up.

Catalogue of 52 Styles Free

KetcSam & McDoogall, 20 John St., New Twl

(78 Years in Business)

Individual Communion
Cups. Send us i4.75 for trayClike
cut)aud 36 plain glasses. Trayand
44 glasses. $0.25. OvcrTIKIOrhurches
are using Thomas Communion
Service Co., Box 12S, Lima,Ohlo.
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Noted Plhilaimtlhiiropistl Gosne

mi

an

^W names were better known in

America in connection with large

;volences than that of John S.

ler, who passed away at his sum-

home at Portchester, N. Y., Octo-

1. He was born in New York City

1846. He was educated at the

ic schools and, when a young man,

ned his father's business—that of

ng. After a short time, however,

tarted a business of his own, man-
turing candy. He was successful

1 the beginning, and within a few
s his business increased rapidly

he began to amass a fortune,

'ealth flowed in upon the young
, but he did not view money as

y do, as a means to pleasure and

1^

Bo

The Late John S. Huyler

56 gratification, but rather as afford-

in; increased opportunities of doing
go to others. For many years, a

la:3 part of Mr. Huyler's income as

thihead of a successful corporation
wi devoted to numerous charities and
to arious enterprises for church ex-

, tenon.

ifc Ir. Huyler was an ardent Metho-
ir Several years ago, when the

T^'ntieth Century Thanksgiving
M ement was started, he subscribed
?1 ,000 for its furtherance. He gave
a ely to foreign missions and toward
cicing church debts, building new
-chch edifices and supporting rescue
mi ions. He was one of the principal
paons of the old Water Street Mis-
si( for many years, and was instru-

al in the establishment of the new
ley Rescue Hall on the Bowery.

• ?ave $25,000 toward the erection
Methodist church in Harlem, in

talian neighborhood. On one oc-

on, when he was late for a meeting
16 board of directors of Syracuse
i^ersity, he surprised his fellow-
< bers by tendering a gift of $20,000

to ake up for his delay in attending.
Htvfas one of the principal supporters
"^f lie Methodist Theological Seminary

at Madison, N. J., and was the "good
angel" of many small western Metho-
dist colleges and schools, and of not a
few belonging to other denominations
than his own.
But there were many charities to

which Mr. Huyler contributed gen-
erously, where his gifts were unknown
to the general public. It was his

greatest pleasure to help individuals
and worthy but struggling institutions,

and to do it privately and with no
blare of trumpets. He took special
delight in "doing good by stealth,"
and he cared nothing for worldly ap-
preciation. Nor did he stick to de-
nominational lines in his benefactions.
Hundreds of individuals and many
weak and poorly supported churches,
missions and schools have been the
recipients of his private gifts. One
who knew him well speaks of this
phase of Mr. Huyler's character in
these words:

"So little is really known of his
charities that it is hard for many peo-
ple to appreciate the extent of them.
He was the most modest man I ever
knew about these things. It was al-

ways his wish to give another chance
to the fellow who was down on his
luck. The cases in which he made
mistakes were few and always attribu-
table to human nature. The recipients
always seemed to be deserving, and it

was a great satisfaction to him that
they rarely disappointed him."

Mr. Huyler was a deeply religious
man and had strong spiritual convic-
tions. His religion was broad enough
to embrace all denominations and
everything that stood for practical
Christianity. He was a warm friend
of The Christian Herald and sym-
pathized actively with many of its

philanthropic enterprises, and he was
a close personal friend of its late pro-
prietor. Dr. Louis Klopsch.

Mr. Huyler is survived by his wife
and four sons, David, Frank, Coulter
and John. He was associated with
many large business interests other
than the corporation of which he was
the head, including banks, manufac-
turing companies, etc. His death is

regretted, not alone by Methodists but
by a very wide circle of friends, ac-

quaintances and beneficiaries through-
out the country.

"Especially Prized"

I am more than pleased with the
Red Letter Testament. It is the first

of the kind I've ever owned, and this

one is especially prized because of the

part Dr. Klopsch took in its arrange-
ment. Although the first anniversary
of my birth into The Christian Her-
ald Family is not quite here, I fully

and deeply realize the loss we sustain

in not having him among us; yet, for

his sake, I think the family ties will

go on strengthening more and more.
Swetnam, Va. MRS. D. O. Knight.

(Gave ttlhe A.dlverttases' e^ dhs^KTic©

E received a letter recently from one of our subscribers who called atten-

tion to statements made in an advertisement which appeared in The
_ ,. Christian Herald, holding them to be manifestly untrue. It happens
"th -we are well acquainted with this advertiser and have every confidence in

th^laims made. We so replied to our subscriber and advised her to write the

adjrtiser for detailed information, which would show that the claims were true.

Insad of doing so this subscriber again wrote us, reiterating her lack of con-
fiAce and insisting that the claims could not be true even though we had
CO dence in them.

This certainly is a very unjust attitude. To condemn an advertiser without
pT having proven his statements untrue is hardly the attitude which one would

ct from a Christian Herald subscriber. We have found our subscribers to

lir-minded in the extreme and very willing to give the advertiser the benefit
«>f ly reasonable doubt. Of course this is an isolated case, but we have thought

,.,iW« to call attention to it for what it is worth. Subscribers should at least

^i.i*gi' an advertiser a chance to prove his case without condemning him unheard.
Whenever any of our sub.scribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The

Chstian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
wj must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

,^r '''dlrtiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

i_^' «l jie appearance of the advertisement.

i><

Holeproof Hose Are Made From

the Very Softest Yarns
In the Lightest Weights—The Hose Are Perfect in Fit and Style

There are no finer hose than "Holeproof" no matter from what standpoint you
judge hose. "Holeproof" are the softest hose that are made. They never feel stiff

or harsh. Our yarn costs an average of 70 cents per pound. It is Egyptian and
Sea Island Cotton. We could buy yarn for one-half as much. "Holeproof" are
nade, if you want them, in the lightest weiglits and every inch of them snugly fits

—no bagging at the ankle. And there's a wide assortment of colors to choose among.
So don't judge the genuine "Holeproof" by common guaranteed brands.

"Holeproof" are the result of 38 years of experience. We've guaranteed them
for the past 13 years.

Get the original guaranteed hose—six pairs guaranteed six months.

The men's sox sell at $1.50 for

six pairs, up to .$3.00, according

to finish. Three pairs of silk sox
guaranteed three months, .$2.00.

The ladies' stockings are $2.00 to

$3.00 for six pairs. The children's

stockings are $2.00 for six pairs. Keg. U. S. Pat,
Office. 1906

The genuine "Holeproof" are
sold in your town. We'll tell you
the dealers' names on request or
we'll ship direct where we have
no dealer, charges prepaid on
receipt of remittance.

Write for Free Book
"Hov to Make Your Feet Happy"

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., 511 Fourth Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Tampico News Co., S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Eepublic

(103)

Two in One
Linene collars have

two wearing sides for

the price of one collar.

They can be reversed

instandy, and a clean

surface presented.

SEND FOR SAMPLE
10 collars at the stores

for 25 cents, or by mail

30 cents in U. S. stamps.

Sample by mail 6 cents.

State Size and Style.

Reversible Collar Co.,

Dept. T, Boston, Mass.

RE6 U S PAT OFF

The Boy jtfK^i
Who yr t^
Knows /^ / r^ ^
would not

wear any ^<.

other kind

Write for the

"Porosknil" Booklet

and find out why

Shirts and Drawers
Per Garment

For Men For Boys

50"= 25<=
UdIoii Suits

$1.00
Union ^'lits

50c
IVe guarantee all goods on
Tiihich abo\>e iabel appears.

Chalmers Knitting Company
Amsterdam, N. Y.

English

Knock-

about

Hat i ^

"DON'T SHOUT

.^iimi^

A stylish, serviceable Hat. Would sell for $2.00 in most Hat
stores. Genuine English Felt, flexible sweat band, broad out-
sideband. Suitablefor dress and business. Folds into compact
roll witli.Hitdama-inu'. l'n.qualled for trav. line, motnrmL'.
golfing, yjifhtiiii,'- 't-- All si/^s (nlois: Black. Gray Mix-
ture, Brown Misture. Dark Bine, an.l White. W.i^-tit,

4mzs. S.'Mt pM^tp;iid..r. uv.-i|4<.f $1.00. I'l-.-mpt &liiptii.-rds

State size and color desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PANAMA HAT CO., Depl. C. 830 Broadway. New York

TYPEWRITERS JUii,
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise

L S. SIVIITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS. Ele.

'/4to^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped AXYWIIEUK for Free Trial, or

KKNTEDallonini; Kent to APPLY
PRICES 91S.OO UP

Fir«l Oi««B Mncl.inei Fresh from Iho Mfrs—Write for Uloslniled Cntnlos 71

Typewriter Emporium, (EST.1892")92-94 LAKE ST..CH1CAG0

can hear noM
nybody. 'How ?'

Oh, something new—
TheMORLEY PHONE

a pair in my ears now,
they are invisible. I

3uld not know 1 had the

1, myself, only that I hear
11 right."

The MORLEY PHONE for ibe

DEAF
makes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.

\

Invisible, comfortable
weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702. Perry Building. Philadelphia

cm WRITE A SHORT STORYf \^\i/ Beginners learn so thnrouglily under our perfect

B method of training that many are able U* sell
*^ their stories before thev complete the course. We also help

those who want a market for their stories. Write for particulars

School of Short Story Writing, 44 Page BuildiDg, Chicago

T YOUR IDEAS
$8,500 for one invention. Book.

"How to Obtain a Patent" and
What to Invent" sent free. Send rough
ketcU tor tree report as to patentability.
Patents advertised for sale at our expense
in fourteen Manufacturers* Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys
EstubUaliod 10 Teura

916 F. Street, Washington, D. C.

lfr/^//Q^sjMncisi\
MADE. Bull-
stronpr chlck-

^en-tlght Sold to the user at Wholesale
^Prices, We Pay Kreltrht. Catalog-uelree.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBox 47 Winchester. Indiana.
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Moisture

Will Spoil

Ordinary

Soda Crackers

No matter how good the ingredients or

how careful the baking, once expose

soda crackers to the slightest dampness of

air and they lose their taste and much of

their food value.

That's why bulk crackers kept in bar-

rels, boxes and cans get tasteless and
tough and hard to swallow. They absorb

moisture, and they also gather dust, germs
and store odors. What a pity that this

most nutritious of flour foods is so con-

taminated!

But there is a soda cracker too good,

too perfect to be thus treated! After

baking, Uneeda Biscuit are immediately
placed in dust tight, moisture proof pack-

ages which preserve their crispness, flavor

and nourishment.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

(Never sold

in bulk)

;«^

A box of SUN PASTE ready mixed for use will give
your stove the most beautiful mirror-smooth lustre that
you ever saw, and will polish the stove several times,
because it goes so much further than so-called liquid stove
polishes, which always settle out. It 's also the quickest /%'
polish known.

Then, again, it is ABSOLUTELY DUSTLESS.
Better try it next time. It is so perfect that it.

y<SrSf>^ is well worth your while to prove it for
/'"'

\ yourself.

SUN
j Morse Bros., Props., RISING SUN Stove Polish.

Canton. Mass.. U. 5. A.

Gold Coin Stoves are Guaranteed
and Freight Prepaid
"ONE YEAR'S TRIAL and YOUR MONEY BACK IF r£
NOT SATISFIED" is OUR WRITTEN GUARANTY m^imm'

Some people have nsed Gold Coin Stoves for 30 years. No better stoves made. ^

We pay freight charges—both vrays if you don't find the

stove satisfactory. You have one year to trj' it in.

Buy direct from our factory at wholesale prices and i

save from $5 to $20. Compare our prices with your
dealer's for /lis best stoves.

We insure safe delivery—polished, ready to set up.

Send for 104-page Catalogue with Price-List—Free.
It illustrates all our stoves and ranges—gives our plan and offer which saves you money,

GOLD COIN STOVE CO.. 11 Oak Street, Troy, N. Y.

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Oet " Improved,'' no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

IheRochester Radiator.will
SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
ParaaceSt.^ocbester,N.Y.

Prices from
$2 to $12
For hard or
Soft Coal
woodorgas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

MANY uninformed people seem to

imagine that we send mission-

aries to the heathen simply because we
think our religion is better than theirs,

as a theory and a rational belief.

They say, "These poor heathen are

happy. Why do you disturb them in

their peaceful enjoyment? They do

not send missionaries to try to over-

turn your religion. Why can you not

be as considerate of them?"
Reply to such opposition with the

humanitarian argument. Say to the

scoffers, "We do not try to extend

Christianity merely because it is a

beautiful and reasonable argument,

but because it produces, if consistently

practised, the highest type of human
being that has yet been conceived of.

The unselfish, loving, just-minded, piti-

ful Saviour is a model unapproached
among the ideals of all other faiths. It

is the desire to make men everywhere

like unto him that has nerved to their

desperate work the noble missionaries

of the Cross."

Dr. John Van Nest Talmage, for

forty years a faithful missionary in

South China, said, "We noticed in

walking through the villages that very

few girls were to be seen. The cus-

tom of binding girls' feet would ac-

count partly for this, but the disparity

between the number of girls and boys
was so great that we inquired the

cause. Those whom we asked an-

swered with laughter, 'We kill most of

our female children.' The result of

this practice upon the morals of the

people may readily be imagined. It

accustoms the mind to cruelty and
wickedness in forms that are never
dreamed of in Christian countries."

This was years ago, but at the great
Rochester Convention of 1910, Miss
Osborn of Foochow testified that in

spite of the edicts which have been
issued to forbid infanticide, "not five

minutes' walk from the mission at
Foochow is a baby-tower often over-
full of bodies of little girls, not all of
whom are dead when thrown in."

"Truly," adds Miss Osborn, "noth-
ing affects these inhuman customs but
the Gospel of Christ."

That is why we send out mission-
aries.

Professor Beach said at Rochester,
"Opium smoking, gambling, untruth-
fulness, foulness of speech and every
form of personal immorality are ap-
pallingly common in China."

Therefore we are trying to save
these wretched people from their sins

by sending them missionaries.

Miss Holliday of Tabriz, Persia,
tells of men who can (as is usual in

heathen countries) divorce their wives
at pleasure and marry again. "Oh,
the bitter anguish of a Mohammedan
woman's life!" she says.

It is to alleviate such suffering that
we send out missionaries.

"The Hindu religion," said Dr.
Richter at Rochester, "is responsible
for the burning of widows, infanticide,
child marriage, the disabilities of
widowhood, polygamy and gross ex-
crescences of superstition."

It is to banish these evils that we
send out missionaries.

"In Blantyre," said Dr. Richards of
South Africa, "a man was sold for two
yards and a woman for six yards of
cloth and a human life was worth
nothing. To-day more than a million
human beings in South and East
Africa believe in God."
And this belief, implanted by our

martyr missionaries, has rooted out
slavery and made the life of a man as
precious as the golden bars of Ophir.
Strengthen the hands of our mission-
aries, who are striving to lighten the
darkness of barbarism with this great-
est light ever given to men—the Gospel
of Jesus Christ.

* Christian EndeaTorTopic for Sunday, October
SO. Text : Ps. 2 : 1-8.

BusterBrowhs
GUARANTEE] '

Stocking;

T DARN! V

Why Darn?
If yoo buy Buster Brown's Guarante
Hosiery for ttie wfiole family there'll
NO DARNING TO DO.

Silk Lisle Hajf Hose for MEN, black
tan, navy, gray, wine, purple and he
liotrope, Lisle Hose for LADIES, me
dium aud gauze weight; black or tan
Combed Egyptian Hose for BOYS, ligh
and heavy weight, black or tan.
Lislefinegauge Ribbed Hose for MISSE:
medium and lightweight, black or tan
MISSES silk lisle fine gauge ribbed
black or tan.

25c. a Pair, Four Pairs to the Box, $1,

LADIES silk lisle gauze, black or tan
Three Pairs to the Box, = = = $1.0

GUARANTEED FOR FOUR MONT
For sale MOST everywhere, bid if your vie

chant canH supply you send lis your ordt
stating kind, size and color vmnted, and i

will supply you direct, prepaying postal,

Write For Buster's yX
Latest Funny Book, ig^^ltr^'^^^

FREE. ^*T^!%'^

BUSTER
BROWN'S

HOSIERY MILLS.
561 ShermanAvenue,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

GETTHIS BOCi
Send us your name and address and we will ail

free, this absorbing treatise, "Electricity a

Remedy," written by a graduate piiysi-

cian of lite-long experience. He tell

what electricity does, its effects and
why
the Wizard Wireless.
offers the safest, cheapest,
surest method of home
plication, and cites
many Instances
successfully treat-
ed by it,

whe I

inter

/'

ELEcmcijT

or not s iM '

id ths eiht-

ening book t so

Important and'tal

a subject as "ec-

tricity as a Rem r."

.. afflicted in any way a

friend to one afBicted,g( ils

book and learn whethei 2C-

tricity can help. I f it ca ou

ought to knovr. You wil ad

the book with profit ii ny

case. Sent free, prepaid ly-

where. Write NOW, ile

you think of it. Don't 'O

until you forget.

Genesee Sales (

Suite 358. 211 Lake St., CI ifiO

Central Electric Co.. 36 Adelaide St. W.. Toront m.

Automobile JacKo,
Blizzard Proof

Outside texture so closely wov it

resists wind and wear alike. 'd

with wool fleece that defies the d.

Snap fasteners, riveted pocket

PARKER'!
Arctic JacM

Registered in U. S. Patent '
(

Better than an overcoat for f if

coldandworktogether. Warm r-

able, comfortable. Askyourd' r,

or sent postpaid on receipt of 5.

JOHN H. PARKER CO., DepI ,

25 James St., Melden, Mi

SAW YOUR WOO)

With a FOLDING SAUi.N(] KUCHIltE. 9 CORDS hy ONE 3

10 hoars. Send for Free cataloe No. li:6 showing lov

and testimonials from thousands. First order secures

Paldine Sawin? Macb. Co, 158 B. Harrison St.. Cbicoo

PATENTS: For facts about

i* and Reward offe

• Inventions tha

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and foi

of Intense Interest to Inventors, send So post

Fubs. Patent Seme. Dept.36 Barrister BIdg.. WalhiPtl'

YOUR PI:
ano will shine like new; "j-in-One removes siai

^^^

scars, scratches; brines back or.ieinal lustre; gener

•ample. Write 3 IN 1 OIL CO. 54 Broadway, Nei^

I
rize

and

vlll

oks

!tO

).C

Ar^ClVI'T'C Clean straight proposition, fr

r***l-'i^ i a fit and steady work selling tre

plants. Kxperience unnecessary. Highest comnii

payable weekly. FERRT NUESERIES, KochMter
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;ts to the republican leaders.

may be some serious trouble

le provinces over the recognition of

ew government, as the monarchy
many friends and supporters in

north, both in the army and
ng the people. The republican

n"S, however, are confident that
lately the whole country will ac-

the situation,

anuel was little more than a boy
Born in 1889, he had neither

Dr. Theophile Braga
Provisional President of Portugal

aining nor the force of character
lec 5ary for the duties of the throne
ind especially of so tempestuous a
hrje as that of Portugal. He was
imiile, but timid and hesitating. An
ibsi/er familiar with the situation in
'or gal wrote recently of the young
uU

Tl king is criticised as giving almost as
itleiiid to monarchical causes as to the
fogisistas, whose professed attachment to
is Jjesty can only, it would seem, be main-
Union condition that they alone be allowed

g<;rn, and that in any fashion they may
It is stated that the king's lack of
political affairs is accentuated by

'uspicion that his private life has been
losini; him the good esteem of the
Because of the weakness displayed

f court party, it had been believed in
inyiuarters that the revolution could effect

r pose with little opposition. Evidently
P(ical overturn has been looked for by
n ' wealth in Portugal. Many landed pro-
let, and capitalists are said to have been

f a transfer of their securities to other
(s and otherwise preparing for it.

'% boy king, whose life was shad-
.'^y the memory of his murdered
ith and brother, had an unhappy
*'f He had constantly before him
ne;/al tragedy of February 1, 1908,
jne;. King Carlos and the Crown
rin, Luiz Filippe, were murdered
1 Hi do Arsenal (Arsenal Street)
' n view of the gay crowds of holi-
ay ght-seers. Even in his palace,
lanl never felt secure from the
onsrator er the lurking assassin.
I'm t nightly, there were arrests in
ne I ghborhood of persons suspected
' h ing designs upon his life. His
eaiiwas honeycombed with rebellion.
>e red not show himself abroad
"lei well guarded. His young face
'as ready seamed with the lines of
are id trouble. Dread of assassina-
*» is ever present in his mind dur-

t: two years and seven months of
ihappy reign.

If recent elections gave evidence
* t growth of the opposition by
' lui ng many republican members to
'n nent. The republican press

iad( frequent attacks on the mon-
•ch: Recent attempts to temporize

with the opposition resulted in failure.
It was at this critical juncture that
certain events occurred which helped
to precipitate the crisis. As a nation
the Portuguese are loyal to the Vati-
can, but like the Spaniards, they are
moving steadily toward social, civil
and political freedom. On Tuesday,
October 4, Professor Bombarda, a
prominent republican and anti-clerical
who had only recently been elected as
deputy, was shot by an army officer
and died the following day. He was
a distinguished educator and scientist.
He had been director of the Lisbon
Insane Asylum and only recently had
thrown himself into politics in aid of
the republican and anti-clerical prop-
aganda. When the news of his death
became known, the excitement was in-
tense. Crowds gathered in front of
the dead deputy's house, shouting:
"Down with the priests!" Crowds of
armed revolutionists, who had been
storing rifles and ammunition for
months, suddenly appeared in many
places. It needed but a spark to
light the tinder, and set the whole
land aflame. It is said that large
quantities of arms had been smuggled
across the Spanish border, in readi-
ness for the Lisbon uprising.

Dr. Braga, the provisional President,
is known as "the wise man of Portu-
gal." He is a man of much culture, a
poet and general litterateur, about
sixty years old, of excellent family and
well to do. For many years he has
been instructor in the University of
Columbra, the oldest and best in Por-
tugal. He has been an active defender
of republicanism against the monastics
(or clericals) for three or four years
past and is thoroughly familiar with
the political needs of the country and
people. His associates are all men of
character and standing.

Grave fears are entertained lest the
success of the Portuguese revolution
should be followed by a similar move-
ment in Spain which might result in

transforming the entire peninsula into

a republic. While the Spanish army
is believed to be loyal to King Alfonso,
the influence of the republican triumph
over Manuel's government may prove
too powerful to resist. General
Weyler is said to have made all prep-
arations for the forcible suppression
of any republican attempt in Alfonso's
kingdom, but the anniversary of Dr.
Ferrer's execution, which is near at
hand, causes much foreboding.

Alaska's Wealth in Coal

THE minimum tonnage of the great

coal lands of Alaska, thus far sur-

veyed, is stated as follows by a writer
in the Independent:

Short tons.

Anthracite 1,611,700.000
Semi-anthracite 517,000,000
Semi-bituminous 1,492,000,000

Total high grade 3,621,400,000
Bituminous 18,500,000
Sub-bituminous 4,060,300,000
Lignite 7,404,300,000

Total low grade 11,483,100,000

Grand total 15,104,500.000

These estimates cover only 1,202
square miles, which with reasonable
certainty are underlaid by workable
coal beds.

If the same tonnage per acre pre-

vails throughout the 12,667 square
miles which are mapped as coal fields,

it will be seen that the minimum ton-

nage of the Alaska coal fields should

be placed at 150,000,000,000, and per-

haps at many times that amount. It

is worthy of note that these figures

indicate for Alaska a probable supply
far in excess of Pennsylvania's orig-

inal deposits, with this difference, that

ail of Pennsylvania's coal is of high
grade, while over half of Alaska's is

lignite.

One DoUar ^
Puts the

"RlCHMOND"

Suction Cleaner

In Your Home
One Dollar puts the 'Richmond' Suction Cleaner

in your home.

One Dollar forever frees you from brooms, mops
and dusters—and the backaches and drudgery
they bring.

One Dollar forever stops the expense and the
nuisance of Spring and Fall housecleaning.

One Dollar enables you to do, easily, by elec-
tricity, the worst work a woman has to do.

And One Dollar is the only cash outlay.

It will bring you the "Richmond' Suction Cleaner
complete—ready for instant use.

The balance you pay for month by month out of the actual monay you sare.
For Vacuum Cleaning is the greatest of all household economies.
You are paying the price of a suction cleaner, right now—whether you have one or not.

You are paying its price out in twice-a-year house-cleaning alone—for a Richmond' makes house-
cleaning needless.
You are paying its price out—many times over—in the hard labor of sweeping and dusting which

the 'Richmond" makes unnecessary.

You are paying its price out again and again in the damage which
dust does to your furniture, to your carpets, to your hangings, to
your clothing—to YOU.
You are paying the price of a Richmond' ^hen a single dollar

would save the waste.

You see here the lightest and simplest
suction cleaner ever designed.

1.— is the motor, not a "stock" motor, but one built expressly to
operate the powerful suction fan to which it is directly connected,
under

2.—a suction fan which embodies the best of all that was
learned in two years of steady, scientific experiment.

3.—is the suction nozzle, which is pushed over the surface to
be cleaned—or to which can be attached a twelve-foot hose for
high wall, drapery and upholstery cleaning.

Nothing to

For Hair Drying
Also a special attaciiiiient for hair drying, pillow renovating,

etc.

The hose attachment slides on and off with the same ease
that your foot slides into an easy slipper.

Slip on the hose and the ten-pound "Richmond" rivals any
machine— no matter how much it weighs or how much it costs.

Slip off the hose, and you have a floor machine which com-
pares favorably in weight with an ordinary carpet sweepei

—

which sweeps on both forward and backward strokes and
glides over the floor without pressure.

Advantage of Light Weight
The "Richmond" Suction Cleaner enables you, now for the

first time, to clean by electricity without lugging a sixty to
eighty pound machine from room to room—upstairs and down.

It represents as great an advance over heavyweight vacuum
cleaners as these cleaners represented over brooms and carpet
sweepers.
But light weight and easy operation are but two of the

"Richmond's" exclusive superiorities. There are many more.

The Vibrating Brush
There is. for example, the vibrating brush, which you find

in no other machine.
This brush fits in the floor nozzle of the "Richmond." It

vibrates at the rate of 10.000 times a minute Not a rotary
motion t.> wear the carpet, but a light up-and-down tapping
motion.

Nothing to Wear Out
There are no gears, no diaphragms, no valves,

wear or to jiggle loose.

The complete machine weighs but ten pounds.
All that any vacuum cleaner or suction cleaner can do, this

one does. And it does, besides, Lsome things which no other
machine can do.
You can, for example, use this "Richmond" Suction Cleaner

either with or without the hose.
For use with the hose, we furnish, special tools for cleaning

portieres, walls, books, bedding, upholstery, clothing, hats.

Taps Out the Dirt
The vibrating brush taps the caked dirt out of the carpets

and fabrics which no other machine could clean.
The brush slips in or out without the use of tools. It is but

the work of ten seconds to take it out or put it in.

And without the bi-ush the "Richmond" will do all that any
machine—vacuum or suction—can possibly do without work-
ing injury to even the finest fabric.

Simplest Construction
We could multiply comparisons endlessly.

But without saying more, you can judge our confidence in
the "Richmond" by the fact that we do not only cover it with
the broadest possible guarantee, but we give you besides a full

year to pay for it.

Saves its Own Cost
If convenience and perfect cleanliness were worth nothing;

if it were worth nothing to put an end to the backaches of

sweeping: to the drudgery of dusting; to the bugbear of

annual house-cleaning— if all these were worth nothing,
remember this: The "Richmond" Suction Cleaner will pay its

own cost and Earn Yon a Profit besides from the actual
month-to-month money it saves.

Guaranteed One Year
Surely you must see that the "Richmond" Suction Cleaner

must give perfect service, perfect satisfaction, day after day.
month after month, else we could not afford this offer. Snip
out the Dollar Coupon and send to-day to

RICHMOND SALES COMPANY, 160 Broadway, New York City

Manufactured Exclusively for the RICHMOND SALES CO. hy

The M^Crum-Howell Co.
Park Ave. and 41st St., New York

Mfrs. of "RICHMOND" Boilers and Radiators, "RICHMOND" Enameled Ware. Bath Tubs, Sinks, Lavatories,"RICHMOND"
Suds Makers, "RICHMOND" Concealed Transom Lifts, and "RICHMOND" Stationary Vacuum Cleaning Systems.

FIVE FACTORIES : Two at Uniontown, Pa. One at Norwich, Coim. One at Racine, Wis. One at Chicago, IIL

Inquiries regarding hnilt-in-the-hnuse Vacnnm Cleaning systems should be addressed to
The McCrum-Howell Co., New York and Chieayo.

LIMITED OFFER! The Dollar Offer is limited.
It is made to show our unbounded confidence in the Richmond'

But by its veiT liberality, it is bound to swamp the factory. And when the limit of factory output
is reached, the offer must be withdrawn.
So send the coupon Today—while the opportunity is still yours ! Don't wait. Do it NOW.

DOLLAR COUPON
THE RICHMOND SALES CO.. Dept. 59. 160 Broadway. New York City:

I hereby order one "Richmond" Suction Cleaner, complete with the following attachments

;

1 Hose Attachment Shoes 1 10-in. Drapery Tool 1 Adjustable Wall Brash
1 12-ft. covered Suction Hose 1 8-in. Suction Tool 1 30-ft. Electrical Cord
1 Book and Wall Brush 1 Felt-faced Floor Tool 1 Complete Hair Drying Attachment

for which I agree to pay to your order $1.00 herewith, and $6.00 on the first day of each of the
next twelve consecutive months. Title to be given me when full amount is paid.

Name-

Address..
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Making Shabby

Woodwork New
There are scores of places

about your house where the

wooiwork shows the scuff

of wear.

You can make them like

new with Acme Quality Varno-

Lac at slight expense of

money ancfwork.

Varno-Lac stains and var-

nishes at one operation. It

gives a beautiful, smooth
finish, in any desired color

and wood effect—a differ-

ent one for each room if you
like. You can do over the
furniture and floors to

match the woodwork or

vice versa. This is only
one of the many

ACME
QUALITY
Paints, Enamels,

Stains and Varnishes

There's one especially suited to
any surface you may want to
cover. Different enamels for
porch furniture, window screens,
bathtubs, iron beds and wood-
worlc ; floor paints and finishes;
carriage and automobile paints
and varnishes ; and the very
best kind of house paints.

The Acme Quality Guide Book

tells what kind of paint or finish
to use for each surface and how
it should be applied. It is chock-
full of valuable information.
Illustrated in colors.

IVrife for comp/imenfary copy.

Your dealer probably sells

Acme Quality Paints and Fin-
ishes. Ask him for color cards
from which to choose. If he
cannot supply you, write to

Acme White Lead and Color Works
Dept. 0, Detroit, Hlchigan

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for loo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

SQUEAKS
fitoppedj ''3-in-Onc" oils everything rigiit, locks, clocks,
binges, sewing machines, typewriters

;
generous free

tample sent by3 |n i qIL CO. 54 Broadway, Now York.

I
\ / The Perfection Extension Shoe

I / / for any person with one short
' [' f limb. Woinwith any style of

}r>/ ready-made shoes with perfect
ease and comfort. Shipped on

_ trial. Write for Booklet.

HENRY E. LOTZ 313 Third,Ave.,NEW YORK

Give tiie children all they
want of the delicious
Kingsford's Creams,

Custards, Puddings, Ices —
light and delicate desserts that
anyone can eat.

^ CORN STARCH
is the trusted standby of the experi-

"^ enced cook. She uses Kingsford's
for thickening-rich, creamy gravies
and sauces. She makes her pie-

\,\ crust tender and flaky

—

her bread
^ ' ' 7 ^"'^ cake finer in texture—by

using part Kingsford's instead
of all flour.

\ The Cook Book "O" tells

\^\ "What a Cook Ought to

%_^ Know about Corn Starch."
^v 168 of the best recipes

\ you ever tried. It's free
j —Just send your name

V y on a post card.
"""""'^

T. KINGSFORD & SON
Oswego, N.Y.

National Starch Company, Snccessors

Sunday School Lesson by

Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THERE is a terrible contrast to be

drawn between an alabaster box

of precious perfume and a purst

having in it thirty coins of tainted

money. One was the sweetest that

the world has ever known, because it

was given out of love and self-sacrifice

to the Lord Jesus, and the other was
the vilest the world has ever known,
because it was the price of blood, even

the blood of the Lord Jesus. Mary of

Bethany; Judas Iscariot; the first the

loving friend of Jesus, the second his

bitter enemy, but both in his presence

at the feast given by Simon, the afore-

time leper. And what they did oc-

curred in the little town of Bethany,

in the home of Simon, at the time of

the feast. Jesus was on his way to

the Passover in Jerusalem and he was
stopping for a few hours of rest in the

house of Mary, Martha and Lazarus.
(As we saw that house in 1904, it was
mostly in ruins.) An invitation came
from Simon for those in the Bethany
home to come with their guest to a
feast in his house. It was the night
before Jesus made his triumphal entry
into Jerusalem. "Coming events cast

their shadows," it is said. Certainly
there were dark shadows over there in

Jerusalem at the time of the feast in

Simon's house, for in the court of the
high priest Caiaphas were gathered
the chief priests and elders of the peo-
ple taking counsel together how they
could secure the person of Jesus and
kill him, for they thought that he
would be in the city at the time of the
Passover. It was dark and terrible

in Jerusalem, the atmosphere reeking
with hate. In Bethany, at the feast,

it was sweet with love, because of
Simon, whom Jesus had cured of his

leprosy, and of Lazarus, whom he had
raised from the dead. Martha was
there as a loving friend and neighbor
to help in the serving of the feast, and
Mary was there as the loving learner.
But, alas, there were some dark shad-
ows, even in Bethany, for Judas was
there

!

The Gift of Mary

Mary had brought a gift for Jesus,
but she kept it hidden until the time
seemed fitting to give it to him. The
gift was in a small alabaster box that
might easily be covered with two
hands. It contained twelve ounces of
attar of roses; that represented the
essence of 4,800,000 roses, as 400,000
roses were required to make one ounce.
Oh, yes, it cost something; three hun-
dred Roman denarii, representing a
man's wages for one year. The box
was tightly sealed, so that none of the
precious perfume should escape, but
Mary broke the seal before she gave it

to Jesus. In Matthew's Gospel we
read that she poured the perfume on
the head of Jesus, and the same in the
Gospel of Mark, but in John's Gospel
we read that she poured it upon the
feet of Jesus, and wiped his feet with
her hair. (Matt. 26: 7; Mark 14: 3;
John 12: 3.) Let us conclude that
she poured a part on his head and a
part on his feet. It was altogether
an act of humble and submissive rev-
erence for Jesus on the part of Mary.
She had so often sat at his feet and
learned of him that it was most fitting

she should include his feet in the
anointing. It was not altogether an
unknown thing to do, but it was not
common ; it was practised only to show
great respect, and the most expensive
materials were used. There were
other occasions of anointing, as a part
of religious services, and for kingship,
and sometimes for health, when it was

Continued on next page

*The International Sunday School Lesson for
October 30, 1910. The Anointing of Jesus.
Matt. 26:1-16. Golden Text: "She hath done
what she could." Mark. 14 : 8.

A^*^!!^'it

WANAMAKfR
Catalog

is a store inltse
With it you "shop at Wanamaker's" just as ough

your residence were in New York. S!tiny( easy

chair, compare the latest Paris and New Yoi tyla

and prices— then send in a trial order. We ill see

that you get exactly what you want. Goods stbe

satisfactory, or we want them back.

A Smart Hand-Embroidered '

aisi

This richly hand-em-
broidered waist of white
batiste is given a stylish
side. closing effect by
rows of Val down the
front and by the kiiite-

jilaited.Val edged ruffle.

Viil around the neck
secures a yoke effect
and the high collar is

trimmed with Val and
edging. Breadth is given
the shoulders by deep
plaits. The cuffs on the
long sleeves show inser-
tions and an edging of
Val. Tucks appear in
back.where waist closes

j;f

invisibly. Sizes 34 to 44. «

ORDER BY NUMBER, V
110 K 34.

PRICE $2
Ask for our N'eiu

York Fall and
Winter Catalog—
jiisi write "Send
Free Catalog A^o.

44"
It -will come Promptly, and our Christ ;

Catalog will follow about Dcconber j.

John Wanamakr
NEW YORK

Th£_Siveetest Mi

|§!o"AFreeTri'

The famous

Entirely at our risk—you
foryourself the most deli I

I. most entertaining' 8elf-| :

musical instrument in th( 1

-right in your own home.

Mira Music Box
plays any number of different selections—t i

song-s, old-time melodies, hymns, in tones tl i

marvellously sweet and mellow. New music
ever you wish, simply by putting- on di '

"records."
VyHie for Free Trial Offer

and catalofr describing: and illustrating- thesf f

tiful ))layer8, explaining our easy payment pi »

telling how you can try one free, on appro
deposit required—no matter where vou live.

JACOT MUSIC BOX CO., 27 W. 35th SI., New i

You need
noi

Worry. lOU
How to raise money f'*

good organ.
If you have the money;!
you're raising It, or onli
planning—write for helpfu

^^^^^^^^^^ suggestions

LSinBrattieBSit
tmnnoTHJaa

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co-Clncl'"''*
B

LYMYER
CHURCH
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lingled with prayer for the restora-

on of the sick.

Some were at the feast who mur-
lured against Mary's action, and we
re sorry to know that the objectors

ere the apostles—not all of them,

erhaps, but some of them. We are

lad that their names are not men-
oned, only that of Judas. Possibly

e alone spoke, while the others were
mply indignant. Judas .said: "Why
as not this ointment sold for three

.indred shillings (denarii) and given

I the poor?" And these ugly words
ere spoken in an atmosphei-e all

veet with the rose-perfume ! We can
most see the surprised and pained

ok on the face of Mary as she

anced toward Jesus for vindication,

nd Jesus did vindicate her in no un-

rtain manner. "Why trouble ye the

oman?" he said to his apostles; "for

le hath wrought a good work upon
e." And then he added: "She hath
lointed my body beforehand for the

irying." (Mark 14: 8.) And so

isus referred to the custom of the

!ws to anoint and embalm the dead

llfore burying. That was a solemn
foment for the guests at the faast.

ihey knew then that Jesus was look-

g death in the face. He knew that

|it six days should pass before his

•ath on the cross.

The Reward for the Gift

I

Then Jesus immortalized Mary by
lying, "Verily, I say unto you, where-
ever this Gospel shall be preached in

e whole world, that also which this

pman hath done shall be spoken of

b: a memorial of her. She hath done
lat she could." If anywhere in the

.arid we could find the grave of Mary
would be our delight to place over it

whitest marble her figure, in her
nd the box of precious ointment, in

B act of breaking the seal ; and on
B base of the statue we would have
t the commendatory words of Jesus

:

he hath done what she could."

Not only did the perfume fill the

me of Simon, but it has filled the
lole world, and it will last for time
^d eternity. Many persons have
iBn inspired by that act of Mary, not

^y to serve Jesus with more love, but

fo to express loving kindness for

"Mr friends, not waiting until they
.3 dead to show their appreciation.
.4neral wreaths and emblems are
id in their way, but the sad part of

is, those upon whom they are he-

wed are beyond such expression,
lile living upon earth a knowledge
"lOw much their friends thought of
_m might not only have made life

teeter, but it might have strength-
<'d them to live longer.

The Judas Price

The sequel to the feast in Simon's
bse was that Judas left and went
ito the chief priests, and said, "What
'' ye willing to give me and I will

civer him unto you?" And they
vighed unto him thirty pieces of
f'^er (fifteen dollars). And from
tit time he sought opportunity to
ciiver Jesus unto them. What Judas
t then and afterward has been
Siken of against him in the whole
v'rld; in this again contrast him with
i* ry. Artists have tried to repre-
s t Judas as he must have appeared
atSimon's feast. In an old painting
i'JFlorence, Niccolo Frumenti pictures
h*! in this scene with a most diabolical
eiression of grudging malice mingled
vh scorn. Raphael represents him
a leaning across a table expostulating
vh angry mien and covetous face.
I the Oberammergau Passion Play,
t representation of Judas strangely
a)eals to one as the development of
n covetousness is shown. Judas did

^ all at once become the betrayer of
C"ist. It took many months if not
a of three years to work himself into
il fiend that he was. He began with
S'ishness. We can easily imagine
t't as a boy he always wanted his

1 way, which developed into a love
lower as he grew to be a man. And

then he coveted money as he discovered
that it gave power. When chosen to
be one of the twelve apostles, it fol-

lowed that he desired the office of
treasurer, and he was appointed to it,

a most unfortunate circumstance for
him, as his avarice grew day by day in
handling the funds, small as they
were, given mostly for the relief of the
poor. At Oberammergau we saw the
face and form of Judas becoming pos-
sessed with a grasping expression; his
muscles becoming drawn and tense,
and his face shadowed with a sinister
look—his very movements becoming
stealthy. He did not realize the
change that was going on in himself,
but he had at length come to a full

realization of it when he brought back
the thirty pieces of silver to the chief
priests and elders, saying, "I have
sinned in that I have shed innocent
blood," and he cast down the thirty
pieces of silver in the sanctuary and
departed. At Oberammergau the sil-

ver was thrown down with a ring that
caused a shudder to go through the
audience. That money was so tainted
that the priests did not dare to gather
it up and replace it in their treasury;
but they used it to buy a potter's field

in which to bury strangers. The vis-

itor to Jerusalem to-day is shown that
same potter's field, now covered by a
convent.

What Judas Had Heard

Judas as an apostle heard all of
Christ's discourses about the curse of
covetousness. He heard Christ say

:

"Ye cannot serve God and mammon."
He heard the warning against the dc-

ceitfulness of riches, and unfaithful-
ness in the unrighteous mammon. He
heard the exhortation to make friends
for eternity by right use of the mam-
mon of unrighteousness, that is, of

this world's goods. He heard the
parable of Dives, miserably rich for a
while, and miserably poor forever. He
heard all these warnings, but evidently
he did not apply them to himself.

There is no sin more common than
covetousness, and none so seldom rec-

ognized. If a man is intoxicated, it

proclaims itself in his feet, in his lips,

and in his face. The man himself can
hardly fail to recognize his vice, but
whoever heard of a man confessing
that he was covetous? The nearest to

it was a man who on being censui'ed

for giving so little to the church, re-

plied: "You have no idea how hard it

is for me to give away anything, or

you would not blame me so much."
When one discovers this trait in him-
self the thing for him to do is to fight

Satan in his heart by determining on a
campaign of generous giving to several

good causes, and to keep it up through
life. A man placed a dollar on the

church collection plate, and imme-
diately heard a voice within saying:
"Fool you are to give as much as that."

"I will have my revenge, devil," he

said, and so after the service, he went
to the front and laid a five-dollar gold

piece on the same plate beside the dol-

lar he had already placed there.

Judas' good name did not save him
from becoming a bad man. Where did

he get his good name? Why, his

mother gave it to him when he was
born. She called him "Judas," which
meant "Praise—praise of God." She
named him so because she thought he

would grow up to be a God-loving, a

God-serving man. Perhaps some of

us have always thought that "Judas"
must be a very bad name, at least we
have never heard of any mother who
named her child after him. Let us

hope that the mother of Judas was not

living when he betrayed Christ.

Judas .said to Jesus: "This ointment

might have been sold for much and
given to the poor" (verse 9). Jesus

replied: "Ye have the poor always
with you, but me ye have not always."

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it ib sa/e, and is where
t/ou can oriiain it when wanted, a.nd will j\eld/ai7- earn-

ings tor rrerv day invested. See their arivertisenifnt

on page 960. and write them for full information.
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16 Years Here

Bayside. L.I.. Aug. 2, 1910

Gentlemen: Since purchas-

ing my first Ostermoor Mat-
tress of you. sixteen years

ago, I have bought several

others and have recom-
mended them widely.

There is no doubt that the

Ostermoor is the most
uniquely comfortable mat-
tressever made. Mysixteen
year old mattress is still in

sen'ice without renovation

of any kind and is certainly

good for sixteen years more.

William H. Johns.

^^^^ "Built-not Stuffed"
<j\^ P^

Ostermoor 15.
On Land and
Sea Supreme
for Over Half
a Century

From the Commodore of

the New York Yacht Club
New York, June. 20. 1910.

Gtntlcmtn:

Ostermoor Mattresses and
Cushions have always given me
entire satisfaction in every

respect, and proved all you
claimed them to be.

Their use throughout my
yacht Aloha was such a com-
fort and pleasure, and we found

them so much better than the

very best of hair, we would use

nothing else but Ostermoor
Cushions throughout, and
Ostermoor Mattresses in all the

Itatcrooms of the new Aloha.

Very truly yours,

AiiTHUR CuRTiss James.

IT is a conspicuous fact that there are many imitations of the

Ostermoor Mattress, and of Ostermoor advertising, but not

one of them imitates Ostermoor by offering proof of service.

They can''t do it I They haven't the service back of their goods
to show. We defy any other mattress maker, regardless of name,
material or price, to show letters from users attesting that after

fifteen to fifty years' service their mattresses are as comfortable as

when new.

Think of this when you buy a mattress, especially if you are

shown an imitation which is said to be "as good as Ostermoor."
Think how much better it is to get a mattress that is built for

everlasting service and comfort, instead of simply stuffed, and likely

to develop soon into a mass of sleep-disturbing lumps and bumps.
Ostermoor is the cleanest, most (anitary, most comfortable of all mat*

tresses. It is dustless, germ proof, vermia proof, proof against odors and
dampness. It never needs remaking or renovating,
except aa occasional sun bath.

Send for our
144-PAGE BOOK AND SAMPLES FREE

The Ostermoor \a not for 6ale generally, but there's aa
Ostermoor dealer in most places, the livest merchant in
town. Write us and we'll send his name. We will ship
you a mattress by express, prepaid, same day your check is

received, where we have no dealer in town or ho has none
in stock. Thirty nights* free trial granted. Money back
if wanted.

Get the gennine Ostermoor; the trade-mark on the end
is your guarantee.

MAHRESSES COST
Express Prepaid

Best blue and white

ticking

4'6''wld645lbs$15.
I a two p&rta &0o extra

Dust-proof,

satin-finish ticking,

SI. 50 more
Mercerized

French Art Twills,

S3. 00 more

OSTERMOOR & CO.

llSEGzabethSl.

New York

Canadiak Agkncv: \-
Alaska Feather & Down ( o
Ltd,, Montrenl *

Finest Quality FURS
GUARANTEED BY THE MAKER!

T\O YOU REALIZE the value
'-^ to you of a furrier's guar-
antee? And do you know that
in five years the ALBRECHT
workrooms have been enlarged
over and over again to take care
of the wonderful demand for

ALBRECHT FVRS
Our raw skins are bought

direct from the trapper, and
made up in our own clean, sani-
tary workrooms. We sell these
guaranteed furs of world-wide
reputation at prices, in many
cases, actually lower than are
asked for ordinary, common-
place furs. We guarantee
quality, workmanship, fit and
satisfaction, or we refund your
money.
We illustrate one of our most

popular and comfortable 1910
styles:

Bhick Russian Pony. 1910 model.
52-inch Boulevard Coat, guaran-
teed imported Fienoh. Cliapal-
dved skins, exqnisitely lined and
tailored. Price $T0 and upward. -

{Other furs and styles quoted in catalog.) *^

THE ALBRECHT FUR CATALOG No. 26
60 pages—sent for 4c in stamps

Shows hundreds of attractive styles in Fur
Garments, Neckwear and Muffs; color photo-
graphs of 22 exquisite models; pages and pages
of information—"How to Choose Furs," etc.

We refer to any bank or business
liou«e in Saint Paul or Mi n neap. .lis.

E. ALBRECHT & SON, established 1855

6th and Minnesota Stg. , Station V, Saint Paul, Minn.

POST CARDS
10 Hallow^e'en, 10c. I 10 General Subjects, 10c
10 Thanksgiving, 10c.

I
10 Birthday, - - - lOc

Any three packages mailed for 25 cents.
80 cents per 100 cards—assorted designs.

MADISON AliT COMPANY, MADISON. CONN.

CTilMPC 100 different foreign 2c. Mention paper.

i31iUTlri3 Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, O.

Economize
casserole

on your

meat bills

by cooking

your foods in

"Fulper" Earthenware

Utensils
and follow the receipts as printed in tfie Free
Book of Recipes which we send with every

order for the

Home Assortment of Cookers
2 4-inch Casseroles and Covers
2 K-pint Bean Pots, no Covers
1 8-lnch Casserole and Cover
1 $2 Petite Marmite and Cover
1 2-qniart Bean Pot and Cover

These 7 pieces and S Covers for only $2,
delivered Free

Your guests will envy you the hot, tasty, savory

viands, cooked and served in these seven quaint snub-

nosed dishes. They'll all want to learn how to cook and
serve *'En Casserole" and "En Marmite."

MARMITE SendUs$2RigbtNow
together with your Dealers
name; we will see that you get

this Home Assortment. Be
the first to serve a luncheon
in this new style.

FULPER POTTERY CO.
Foanded 1805

27 Main St., Flemiogton, N. J.

Reference: Dun's or Brjdslrerl's

RUST
positively prevented by " 3-ln-

One'* on anything metal indoors

or out; keeps everything bright;

oils everything right ; free from

acid; free sample. 8 IN 1 OIL
Co., 54 Broadway, New York.

PATENTS That Protect and Pay* *^* -'''« M-i^
Advice and Books FREE.

Fates Reasonable. Highest References. Best Services
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Pat«nt Lawyer,WASHINaTON, O.C.

ik. I
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Save Your
Complexion
from injury by Sun,

Wind and Dust

Keep the Skin Soft

Smooth and Clear

Wlth

HINDS
Honey and Almond

GREAM
It relieves irritated, sore skin as soon as

applied; makes the complexion clear, fresh

and attractive. Used and recommended by
women of refinement and beauty. Always
safe for babies* delicate skin. Preferred by
men who shave.—Is not greasy, and is

Guaranteed Not to Cause a Growth of Hair

Hinds Honey and Almond Cream is sold

in bottles only. 50 cents at your dealer's, or

sent postpaid by us.

—

Avoid substitutes.

Write today for a free trial bottle

A. S. HINDS
90 West Street, Portland, Maine

Our Depositors
have reed
,/ each

ear5

That is our enviable record. Our funds are invested
in first-class niortRages on New York City and sub-
urban real estate. Every year loo.ooo additional honie-
seeke' i are added to (ireater New York. We loan
money to help them build their homes.
That's one reason why we have earned 6% for our

depositors every year.

Onr buiioess a conducted under the super-
vision of the New York Banking Departnieni.

Our Company accepts deiKjsits aiul allows with-
drawals upon (/«t/ (/"'f. Earnings paid for lull time.

Assets over - - $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits $175,000
Sind for bookltt with futl information.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN COMFANY

2 Times Building
Broadway and 42d Street, New York

p
|^^^^^^^^^^^3^5S«^^^

^111

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
Ctwal" r aiid rjiore dur,il<le tli;ia wood. For
Lawns, Churches, Cemeurics,' Public

Grounds. Also Farm and PcuUiy Ft'noe.

Catalogue free. Write lor Special Offer.

The W«»o Femci Co. Boi 146. Decatur. Ikd.

Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

J. E. C, St. Louis. In I. Sam. 17: 12, David's

father had eight sons. In Sam. 16: 10, 11,

David was called after Samuel had rejected

seven. In I. Chron. 2: 15, David was the

seventh son. Please e.xplain.

David's brothers, according to Josephus, the

Jewish historian, were: Eliab, Animadab,
Shammah, Nathanael, Rael and Asam. It is

a conjecture or tradition presented by the Jews
that another son (none other than Nathan,

who afterward became the prophet) was
adopted by Jesse, making up the eighth.

W. A. I., Painesville, O. Of what is the best

stucco made used in covering buildings?

Stucco is usually made of pulverized marble
and gypsum.

Mrs. M. O. T., Hart, Mich. Of what use is the

Apocrypha? Why is it put in the Bible?

The Apocryphal writings, although excluded

from the Canon, are valuable for many reasons.

The Old Testament Apocryphal books form a
collection of literature which is interwoven with

Jewish histoiy at certain important periods.

Some of these excluded writings have a his-

torical foundation ; others possibly deal with

legend and tradition and superstitions. Sev-

eral are of a high literary standard. The
Apocrypha of New Testament times includes

a number of books which scholars would regret

to lose from their libraries, among them being

the "books of Hermas," the Epistles of Igna-

tius and Clement, and the Acts of Pilate.

S. C, Portsmouth, N. H. 1. Is the triple alli-

ance still in e.xistence? We used to read

much of it a few years ago. 2. What na-

tions compose it ?

1. Yes ; the alliance is still in existence. 2. It

is composed of Germany, Austria»and Italy, and
was aimed at France and Russia. It was
formed in 1887.

A. B., Cartele, N. Y. What is the American
foreign policy ?

Our foreign policy must of necessity vary in

accordance with the way in which interna-

tional questions arise and their importance.

We do not desire to extend our territory by
conquest with that as the object. We stand

for peace whenever national honor will not be

injured and our rights abridged. We stand

for the protection of our citizens when abroad.

We do not interfere in the domestic affairs of

foreign countries. Under the Monroe Doctrine

we have set ourselves up as the guardian of the

weaker nations in North and South America.

R. E., Milford, Conn. How many vice-presi-

dents have become presidents through the

death of the president, and who were they ?

Five vice-presidents have become presidents

through the death of a president. John Tyler

succeeded William Henry Harrison ; Millard

Fillmore succeeded Zachary Taylor ; Andrew
Johnson succeeded Abraham Lincoln ; Chester

A. Arthur succeeded James A. Garfield ; Theo-

dore Roosevelt succeeded William McKinley.

M. H., Newport, Vt. How is the word abattoir

pronounced ? Is it an English word for a

slaughter-house ?

It is pronounced a-bat-war. It is a French
word which has been taken into the English
vocabulary and is now in good use.

L. G. McL., Halifax, N. S. What is Greek fire

made of?

It is not known what the true Greek fire was
made of. It is thought by some that its prin-

cipal ingredient was naphtha. It was thrown
from engines said to have been invented by
Callenicus, an engineer of Heliopolis in Syria

in the seventh century, when he tried to destroy

the Saracens' ships. A so-called Greek fire

made of a solution of phosphorus in a bisul-

phide of carbon has been tried since in warfare.

The Greek fire used in ordinary fireworks is a
mere name given by the dealers.

I. A. M., Wick, Pa. What is the present num-
ber of representatives in Congress?

There are 391 representatives in Congress
and seven delegates from territories. A new
apportionment will be made based on the cen-
sus of 1910.

A. M. F., Elyria, O. How many square miles
are there in Germany over which Emperor
William rules, and how many States would
it take in the Union to make a realm as
large as his ?

The total area of the German Empire is

208,810 square miles. It must be remembered
that while the Emperor is head of the Empire,
there are several kings, dukes and other rulers

who still rule over their States and have their

separate houses of deputies or representatives.

The Emperor is also King of Prussia and
Prussia has 134,603 squares miles. The Empire
is a confederation of German States with the
hereditary Kings of Prussia being the imperial

line. As our States are not of uniform size it

would be better to take the extent of Gertnan

territory and compare it with some section.

Its greatest length is 830 miles; its shortest is

196 miles.

A. W., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 1. Is baseball,

as now played, strictly an American game,

or did we get it abroad? 2. Is it playe<l

anywhere else than in America?

1. Baseball is purely an American game and

is made up from old-time American games,

"one old cat" and "two old cat." The first

permanent club playing it was the Knicker-

bockers of New York in 1845. 2. It has been

introduced by Americans into other lands, but

it is played but little outside of the United

States and Canada.

D. H. S., Ionia, Mich. 1. Did Christ give a

direct command to pay a minister salary

by any other than a free-will offering?

2. Is the basement of a church as much
the house of God as the audience room
above it? 3. Does the Bible teach that

there will be animals in heaven ?

1. He laid down no arbitrary rule on the sub-

ject. What the Saviour said when he instructed

his disciples was suited to their needs and to

the conditions of the work at that time. See
Matt. 10: 10; Mark 6:8; Luke 9: 3 and 10: 4.

See also Luke 22 : 36 ; Luke 10:7. It is wrong
to attempt, as some have done, to distort Scrip-

ture on this subject for controversial purposes.
2. In the ancient temple, there were certain

courts held as more sacred and exclusive than
the outer courts; yet the latter were a part of

the general structure. 3. There is rvo Scrip-
tural teaching on the subject.

E. A. H., Woodstock, Vt. When was alcohol

first discovered and by whom, and what
was it called at that time?

Hydrated alcohol or pure spirit of wine is

said to have been obtained in the twelfth cen-
tury by Abucasis by distilling fermented
liquors. We do not know what name he gave
to his discovery.

M. A. 0., Toronto. 1. Is Mayor Gaynor of
New York a Roman Catholic, or what
church does he attend ? 2. Do ex-Presidents
of the United States receive any pension,
and if so, what is the yearly allowance
paid to ex-President Roosevelt, from the
fact that he once was President, and what
was his salary when President?

1. Mayor Gaynor of New York and his family
are members of an Episcopal Church in Brook-
lyn. 2. Colonel Roosevelt is the only living ex-
President of tiie United States and he receives
no pension. There is no provision made for a
pension to a President on his retirement from
office. Colonel Roosevelt received a. salary of
$50,000 a year. In the latter part of his term
he was voted $25,000 a year for traveling ex-
penses.

R. P., Ontario, Canada. Was the city of De-
troit ever the capital of Michigan? If so,

when ?

Detroit was the capital of Michigan from
1837 to 1847.

O. D., Davenport, la. Is it true that a mem-
ber of Parliament cannot resign his seat?

Yes ; but he can leave by getting an appoint-
ment to some office and then resigning that.
There is an estate called the Chiltern Hundreds
which belongs to the Crown. The stewardship
of this with a salary of $120 a year is given to
a man who wishes to leave Parliament and
does not wish or cannot .get a higher office.

This he resigns. The legality of the method
has sometimes been brought into question. -

H. Y., Calais, Me. How high is the Eiffel
tower in Paris?

The tower is 985 feet high.

O. M. F., Baton Rouge. How is the facial
angle measured in anthropology?

The angle is contained in a line drawn from
the middle of the ear to the edge of the nostrils,
and another thence to the ridge of the frontal
bone.

Mrs. D. L. R., Santa Rosa, Calif. I would like
to know about the "Golden Rose" which
was given to Queen Isabella of Spain and
also to Empress Eugenie of France, but
which in both instances preceded their
downfall.

It is a cluster of roses and buds, all of gold
and of beautiful workmanship, and in the cups
among the petals the Pope at benediction in-
serts a drop of amber and musk. It is be-
stowed during the ecclesiastical year on the
royal lady whose zeal for the church has been
most in evidence. If no one merits the gift it
is laid up in the Vatican. In 1868 the Pope
gave the rose to Isabella of Spain in reward of
her "faith, justice and charity," and her "high
virtues." It was also given to Eugenie of
France. The custom had its origin with Greg-
ory the Great, reformer of the calendar. It is
said that, instead of conveying fortune and
happiness to those who receive it, it is a talis-
man of evil and that misfortune follows in its
wake.

Continued on next page

EmbroiderYou
Christmas
— Gifts -

The Modern Priscilla

A Fancy-Work Magazine ^

The ttiily liigh-gradc monthly magazine in Aineiirathal
specializes in Fancy Work. No iiiattei' what your partir

ular fad is — Art Needlework. Painting. Brass WorV
Pyrogiaphy. BasKetry. Stenciling or wh»t nut— vmi wil

find more space devoted to it in The Modern PrlseiUa
from month to month than in any other inat-'iizine puMislnd
And hfsidesaU this. such regular dppaitiin-n1sas"FaBllionf

i

of the Day," "Hostess and Guest." "Dressing Tabh
Hints." "Mother and Child." " Practical Recipes,''

and "Helps for Housekeepers," add t'eueral interest.

Special Features in November Priscilla ^ '^^"'

I — I1ntalll<

st'iies of iirtich-s l.y a writer of national i.-putatiun—Mrs
Christine Terhune Herrick— will ho^-in in this mmih,'
under the following titles: ''The Cumpnni<>nshii>s of o>ir Ch\l

dren""; •The Mottwr-iii-Law's Place in the Hume"; ^'The Mai
in the Uuiise, His riijbts and privileges" ; ''Thf Sort of Old Lnih

I Want Tu Be": ''How Do You Keep Your Children's Omfideva''
" IVhat Sort of llitshands and Wives Do Onr S/ms and Duttghttr

WaiU.'* This number will also contain the third article ,.

an authoritative series on Home Decoration, by Liliai

Baiton Wilson, the third arti.-le of a never before equalled

series of practical lessons on Embroidery Stitches, by Mrs
Archibald H- Christie.an English anlliority. and tlieopeniin
chapters of a strong serial story by a popular Americat
author. Subscription price of The Modern Priscilla, 75^

per year, 40c for six months. In Canada, add 25c per year

If You Subscribe Now
or before December 1st, 1910, for one year, viursuh^crip
ti..n will be extended to January 1912, making f..urteei

montlis in all. and In addition we will send you free o
charge our big new 70()-desit^n Fancy WorU Catalogue, jus

out. Price of catalogue alone, 10 cents.

Special Apron Offer
We will enter your subscription io

The Modern Pbiscmxa for a full vra

(fourteen montlis if your order is received before Dec
19101 and will send you besides, the apron shown above
stamped on fine Persian Lawn, with five skeins of cotto

for working, and our new catalog. In Canada add 25c t

above offer. Price of apron alone, stamped on fine Persia'

Lawn, 50c. Cotton for working, 12c extra. Val. lac

edging and beading (3 yards each), 50c extra.

^^^^S{ jk Fur those wlio enjoy stenciling rath'

^^C^ttSl tb;in needlework, we make the follbwifl

special offer: A full year's subscription fe

The Modern Priscilla (fourteen months .

your order is received before December Isi;

ioiOt and six special, original 6 x 9' inc

stencils, the one shown here and five othei

i':f...''.'..""'.".'".".7 For $1.0(
III Canada add 2.^c to above offer. Specii

jtrice of six stenrils alone. .^0 c. Our ne

Fancy-Work Catalog, pivcn free Willi tli

offer, contains nearly 200 Stencil Senigsi

Copy of The Priscilla (current issue) sent for 10 centi

THE MODERN PRISCILLA
85 C Broad Street, Boston, Mass.

For $1.00

^m
»

^ Special Stencil Offey
fifc Fur those wlio enjoy stenciling rathw

€

\m\
From th

Mill
WePdy
Freight

Manufacturers' prices save _

dealers' profits. We give a bind-
,

ing guarantee of satisfaction and
save you 88 1-8 per cent. l

You can buy the weU-l<nown Resnl
|

Ruir« reversible, all wool finish, at
98.75. Our Brussello Roe. great-
est value known, *1.»6. Splendid grade Brussei

Rus, 9xl2ft.,i>ll. Fam
ous Invincible Velvelf
9x12 ft., »1 6. Standar
Aiminsters, 9x12 ft

18.50. Fine qualit

Lace Curtains, 45c pe

pair and up. Tapestri
Curtains, WIItonTKinij
Linoleums at Mill priced
Write to-dav for oor NE'

ILLUSTEATED CATAld
No. 14. Sent free. Shows lau

designs in actual colors,

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO i

n38-24Bi JASPER ST., nM

Mixed with water Calox forms peroxide

hydrogen, the only known substance that w
whiten the teeth without injury.

Dentists advise its use. Fhysiclana prescribe it.

ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS
Sample and Booklet free oa request

McKESSON & ROBBINS. NEW YOR
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McL., Bennettsville, S. C. In a recent

Sunday School Lesson, "The Parable of

the Sower," in comments on the lesson in

the gist of the lesson by Professor Torrey,

he says: "The great sermon of this lesson

was preached in the open air, so was every

other sermon recorded in the Bible." Was
the sermon by Peter on the day of Pente-

cost preached in the open air?

Evidently not, for it is clearly stated (Acts

2) that the sound "of a mighty wind filled

the house where they were sitting." Tradi-

n says that they were in the same "upper

where the disciples had met daily since

.r retorn from Olivet. Some early writers

ijectared that they met in one of the temple

.rtsi but this is improbable.

F., Rahway, N. J. Upon what ground do

we claim the right to fortify the Panama

I

Canal?

'By virtue of the Hay-Pauncefote treaty of

n and the Hay-Bunau-Varilla treaty of 1904.

e first was based on the Suez Canal treaty,

,t omitted the seventh article of that treaty,

lich says that "no fortifications shall be

Lcted." This omission, it is claimed, is tan-

mount to a permission. The Hay-Bunau-

Lrilla treaty provides specially that we shall

ive the right at all times, on our discretion, to

b our forces or to fortify, to protect the

bal.

(rhe letter of A. B. C, Leavenworth. Kan.,

Rcntly printed in The Mail-Bag, telling of a

limg girl of that place who has a twenty-

iirs record of unbroken Sunday School attend-

COFFEE WAS IT

People Slowly Learn the Facts.

Offs

1

f'All my life I have been such a slave

* coffee that the very aroma of it was

'ough to set my nerves quivering. I

,pt gradually losing my health but I

led to say 'nonsense, it don't hurt me.'

f'Slowly I was forced to admit the truth

Id the final result was tliat my whole

irvous force was shattered.

•"My heart became weak and uncertain

its action and that frightened me.

nally, my physician told me, about a

ar ago, that I must stop drinkins; coffee

I could never expect to be well again.

''I was in despair, for the very thought

the medicines I had tried so many
jfies, nauseated me. I thought of Postum

tt could hardly bring myself to give up

te coffee.

(•'Finally I concluded that I owed it to

/self to give Postum a trial. So I got

apackage and carefully followed the

i-ection.s, and what a delicious, nourish-

;^, rich drink it was ! Do [you know 1

und it very easy to shift from coffee to

Sstum and not mind the change at all.?

'Almost immediately after I made the

ange I found myself better, and as the

^ys went by I kept on improving. My
{ves grew sound and steady, I slept

11 and felt strong and well-balanced all

, time.

Now I am completely cured, with the

nervousness and sickness all gone. In

ry way I am well once more."
t pays to give up the drink that acts

some like a poison, for health is the

atest fortune one can have.
Read the litde book, "The Road to

ellville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
e appears from time to time. They
e genuine, true, and full of human
terest.

• GOOD
AGENTS
WANTEDriitPnrH<<

Great Money-Making Opportunity.
Byilrom Lighli mosl up-lo-dalc on market. Con-

venient as gas or eleclricily, brighter, safer, cheaper.
Endorsed by insubance companies. Burn 96- air,

'•> gasoline. 500 C. P. light cost '<i cent an hour.
Write today for free booklet.

BYSTROM GAS LAMP CO.. Dept J, Defiance, Ohio

WssK^

EQUIRWRAIHu STRICT DIET
Unlike oiho^gooflar ^6sk yoW physician.
Leading dfoccrs^^-'or boCT^or sar^lc, write

1WELL & RHIIVES, Watortown, N/V., U. S. A.

ance, has attracted the attention of many read-
ers. Mr. Daniel Miller, a Sunday School teacher

of Reading, Pa., writes: "There is in my class

in St. Paul's Reformed Sunday School in this

city a lady who commenced attending school

when she was several yeai-s of age and has not
missed a session in 38 years. Her name is

Mary Simon. Her teacher has just completed
50 years of church membership, and during this

time was never prevented from attending com-
munion services in church. Dr. Joseph L.

Leinberger has just completed 50 years of ser-

vice as superintendent of the First Reformed
Sunday School at Lebanon, Pa. The event
will be celebrated by the church and school on
Sunday, October 9. The writer, who is now
67, commenced attending this school 53 years
ago."

Mrs. Henry Binley, White Plains, N. Y.,

writes: "A friend of mine. Miss Jennie C.

Powers, of Germantown, Pa., commencing
when about two and one-half years of age, in

1908 completed her thirty-third year of Presby-
terian Sunday School attendance without miss-
ing a Sunday."

These are phenomenal records. We doubt
whether they can be eclipsed anywhere.

N. W., Council Bluffs, la. Is it polite and the

proper thing for persons to read other peo-

ple's postal cards that chance to fall into

their hands ? Has not the poor or the
hurried person who uses the card as much
right to protection from impudent curiosity,

as the person who pays more postage ?

In a general way, the person who uses postal

cards does not pay for the same privacy that

one does who uses a closed letter. It would be

unreasonable to expect that a mass of open
correspondence could pass through many differ-

ent hands without being read by some ; but it

would certainly be in bad taste for any one to

make a habit of reading postals or talking of

their contents. Those who desire absolute
privacy should use a sealed letter.

Mrs. P. J. P., Jr., Mount Pleasant, S. C. 1.

Please explain Gen. 1 : 7. What is meant
by the firmament? 2. Also Matt. 10: 28.

Whom are we to fear ? Is it meant God
or ourselves? 3. Is it lawful for persons
of other denominations to stand sponsor
for a child in the Episcopal Church? 4.

Do Unitarians reject the doctrine of the

atonement ?

1. The passage is interpreted to mean that

God "prepared the firmament." The atmos-
phere had already been brought into exi.'^tenco

by Divine will, and it was now cleared of the

dense mists which previous to the second day
had surrounded the globe. 2. The correspond-
ing passage in Luke 12: 4 is rendere<l, "Fear
him, who is able," etc. 3. The sponsor must
be a member of that church, a communicant
and a baptized person. There may be exceptions,

however, where these qualifications are not in-

sisted upon. 4. They believe that man is not
corrupt and ruined by nature, but undeveloped
an<l incomplete. They assert that Christ was
jiurely human, but call him at once the "Son of

God" and "Son of Man." They believe him to

be a Supreme Teacher and a Saviour in the

sense of leading men to better, purer, nobler

lives.

A. T., Berkeley, Calif. What are the honey-
eaters?

Honey-eaters are passerine birds found in

Australia and some of the islands of the Pacific.

They have long slender bills and protrusible

tongues by which they are enabled to extract

honey from long-tubed flowers.

S[ \

Miscellaneous

Miss C. V. G., Norristown, Pa. No such
passage in the Bible.

M. R. H. We never heard of such a state-
ment and regard it as preposterous.

A. W., Caruthersville, Mo. Write to Sunday
School Commission, 415 Lafayette Street, New
York City.

H. H., Philadelphia. You will have to apply

through a pension agent. There should be no
difficulty in the matter.

B. B. B., Richmond, Ind. 1. For all informa-

tion regarding copyright, write to Librarian of

Congress, Washington, D. C, who will send you

the necessary blanks with full instructions.

2. Publishers will furnish illustrations. 3.

Prices paid for MSS. depend upon (1) the

literary quality of the work and (2) the estab-

lished reputation of the writer. Rates vary

greatly. 4. Never send the same MS. to two
publishers simultaneously.

U. V. K., Northpoint, Pa. 1. Jesus was in

all respects "tempted as we are, yet without

sin." He in his humanity, was subject to the

same trials and he could feel pain, weariness,

hunger and sorrow. 2. The mind has great in-

fluence over the body, yet it cannot protect it

from the results of a violation of nature's laws.

Thinking cannot add to one's stature, nor can

it ward off the logical results of accident or

exposure.

Sixty Million Cans Sold in '09
Cales increasing over last year at the rate of thirty thou-
•^ sand cans a day—By popular verdict the best syrup in

the world for table use, cooking and candy making. Thou-
sands of people eat Karo who
can not digest other syrups.
It agrees with everybody.

I&ro
Eat !t on Use it for

Griddle Cakes Ginger Bread
Hot Biscuit Cookies
Waffles Candy

card.

Karo Cook Book—fifty pages, in

eluding thirty perfect receipts for

home candy making— Free. Send
your name on a post
today, to

CORN PRODUCTS
REFINING COMPANY

DepL 0. New York

P. 0. Box 161

gggg^

Just try tlic

NEW .

Floor
Wax

IT IS

Liquid
and flows readily from the can, as shown in
illustration. It is mere child's play to use it.

Simply saturate a soft cloth with the wax and
apply it to the floor. Let it set from 10 to 20
minutes, then go over it with a dry cloth to
polish. The result will be a tough but elastic
finish which nothing can crack or scratch. Thia
wonderful new wax is called

!H:l.l.l:i'JI'M_

The EASi'est Applied Floor Finisli

(patented)

It can be washed with water without injury,
spotting or peeling off. It contains no paraffine
or grease, cannot collect dust or germs and is

therefore absolutely sanitary. There is nothing
in it to soil rugs or clothes. In every home
where it has once been used, there is

No More
of This

!

No more digging
dried lumpy paste
wax from a can;
you need no longer
spend long weary
hours rubbing the
wax smooth or pol-
ishing it by pushing
a heavy, w^eighled
floor brush!

Get rid of all this
trouble and dis-
comfort by using"
Columbus Liquid

Wax. You can finish the fioor of an average
room, ready to walk on, in less than an hour !

Economical, Too!
Columbus Liquid Wax goes much farther

than any other wax. A single gallon of it

will keep the average home in condition for a
whole year.

Get a Sample FREE
at your dealer's, or send 10 cents, stamps or
silver, to pay cost of packing and mailing.
With the sample we will send some valuable
information about floors. Get it to-day.
At all first-class dealers :— J-^ pint, 25c; pint,

45c; quart, 85c; Yi gallon, $1.60; gallon, $3.

THE COLUMBUS VARNISH CO.
Dept. 13. Columbus, Obio

FREE
Generous sample "3-in-One" for your sewing machine; oils

perfectly; won't gum, collect dust, turn rancid; lasts loner;

free from acid. Write 3-in-One Oil Co., 54 Broadway, N.Y.

Cn.,A CfAnC bt^tween liitclien and dining room*
•Save JlCpa One nip wiihWheelTrayseiM table.

Aiiotlierdrars it. Standsbesiiletnl.le li>r serving. lies-iile

firil; Willie washiiis disliea. Price $10, esp. paid. CIriiiliir

WHEEL TRA7CO.,43SC'West6lBtFlace,Cliicago, 111.

The f?aMge
^ With A

^

Reputation

n
Should
Be In
Your Kitchen

Built on honor—of best mater-
inlsi—the only range made entirely

ol Charcoal Iron, that won't rust like Steel
and Malleable Iron, that can*t break. Out*

wears three ordinary ranges. Seams rivited
—always remain air titrlit. Lined with quar-
ter inon pure asbestos board—assures depend-
able baking heat. Yuu save half the fuel with a

Great Majestic
Malleable and Don/VA A
Charcoal Iron K^liU*^ ^

^^F Ir

^ Majestic IHanf. Co.
Dept. 107 St. Louis. Mo.

All doors drop, form rieid sholvps—no
sprinirs. Open end ash pan—ventilated ^^ash pit and ash cup prevents floor ^^T II
from eatchiner fire—all copper reser- ^^^ You
voir—removable-in direct contact ^^r" Don't
with Are-boils 15 gallons water ^^^ Know
in a jiffy. Best ranee at any ^^ WhoSells
price—sold by dealers in .^^r the Majedle
nearly every county in A^r In Your VI-
torty states. ^^ einlly, Writs

C«,x tif j^W Fo' '^^' FREE
See It! .AT Book, " R a n «

Comparison "

M Rich Colored Postals IncSOME ARE EMBOSSED ANO GOLD I ^J **

(si m. LOVE

itiful Flo
Scenery, dood Liit k Swastika and other r

and our JRFh F» st Card Album plan, all for 10 cents, cost paid.

B. HERMAN & CO. -U-iO North Halsted St.. Dent. 100, CHICAGO

Varicose
Veinsm

The tissue around the varicose
veins is poorly nourished, liable
to iutection and dcKeneiation,
tvith ra^jid formation of ulcers,
which aie healed with diffi-

culty. Otir (iDeainleHS Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS

are the best treatment for this
condition that physicians have
yet discoveied. They immedi-
ately clieck the development of
trouble, and begin at once re-

storing the veins to normal
condition. Ask us for book-
let with s^If-measure dirtc-
tiotis and prices.
Curtis & Splndell Co., Elastic

Weavers, 202 Oxford St., Lynn, Mass.

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oil>

Biirniogcommonkerosenethe ALADDIN ft

LAMP generates g&s that gives a lit,'ht more bril-

liant than city gas, gasoline or electricity.

Simple, nd'irless, clean, safe and durable.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
Is revi'lutionizing lighting everywhere. Needed
in every home. Every lamp guaranteed. Sells

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lamps.
Ask our nearest office how you can geta lamp
free or appW for A-eiu-v Prop.xMtinn. THE
MANTLE LAMP CO. of America. Desk349

I, Ore.; Wnterburj, Conn.; V- lonije-, Mmitreal, OauaOfc

BE AN ILLUSTRATOR-Leani to Draw. Wo
you by mail liow SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATION
to draw for * Office 44 Page Bldg.
magazines and jML^b^^^^^^^ Chicago, 111.

s^m
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650,000 Women

Get a Bargain

Over 650,000 women were on

the subscription lists of The
Ladies' Home Journal when

it was decided to publish the

magazine twice a month in-

stead of once a month. The
subscription price of $1.50 per

year remained the same, giving

24 magazines for the same

money as for i 2.

The other 700^000 women
who buy the magazine each

issue pay 10 cents instead of

15 cents.

Every woman can get the same

bargain now

—

$1.50 a Year
Will Bring You 24 Complete Magazines Now

The Curtis Publishing Company
Philadelphia

Continued from page 950

respectable, honest, patriotic. They
loathe thievery in the abstract; they

do not seem to recognize their power
to prevent it in their local regimes.

It is simply astounding to note how
careless and unreasoning good citizens

are. There will be spasms of reform
and the rascals will be turned out for

a term. Great will be the satisfaction

among the people. At the very next

election the rascals will be turned in

again. The good citizens have been

convinced that wily politicians, whose
lives have been spent in playing the

game of the ballot, have been squelched

for all time. They would not cherish

such a belief were the question one of

competition in business.

Often the cry—always raised, at the

outset, by the crooked politician, mind
you—"Our city is being ruined by
slander!" convinces the decent voter

that it is time to let things political

quiet down. In one notable instance

a great city was torn to pieces, so-

cially and politically, over the question

whether or not it was proper to prose-

cute a bribe-giver. Many of the best

men and women argued that an in-

dicted steel railway magnate •w\\o

sought to extend franchises by bribing

officials, was forgivable if not justi-
fi«^ "Everybody did it before him,"fled.

his excusers said. "He had to have
the franchises to give us decent trans-

portation. He couldn't get them
without buying them. What could he
do?" This code of ethics has so far

obtained that reform was beaten in

that city in the last election—as it was,
alas! in many other cities of the

Union.

"Not Five Cents to Make Five Millions"

May I tell you, briefly, a true story

that is the reverse of the above? Not
long ago, in a big city in the central

zone of the United States, a valuable
street railway franchise neared its

expiration. The president of the rail-

way knew that by spending $50,000 or

less he could secure the extension of

his franchise for a quarter of a cen-

tury. He knew, too, that such exten-

sion would add millions to the value of

the company's stocks. More than one
of his directors couldn't understand
why this president hesitated, and told

him so.

"I am not hesitating," he informed
them. "I wouldn't spend five cents in

bribes to win five million dollars on
stock values. I'll resign the presi-

dency if you wish, but my family and
myself own the majority of voting-

stock and you shall not elect a bribe-

giver to succeed me."
The end is not yet in that street

railway contest, but it is in sight and
decency will win. If virtue keeps as
stiff a neck as vice, in matters in which
politics enter, virtue is sure to con-
quer at last. That is the hope we have
for our future.

Cities Abroad

In England city government has
settled into certain definite I'equisites

that it has taken centuries to deter-
mine. The Englishman of affairs

works for the love of it. There have
been cases of graft in British cities,

but discovery meant quick punishment
and complete suppression. Your Eng-
lish mayor or alderman is proud of
his position because of the opportunity
given to improve his city. His own
emoluments are too small to be con-
sidered. His rewards must be what
many American officials would regard
as the merest sentimentalities.
Germans make a close, exhaustive

study of municipal government—as
they do of most things affecting their
Empire, and there are no notable
scandals in the realm of the Kaiser.
The official thief has a short shrift
under Germanic systems and his re-

wards do not tempt him, as in this
country, to brave imprisonment.

French cities have too many officials

—French publicists deeply deplore t;

tendency of their countrymen to i

gard public office, even if petty, as t

highest good. None the less is it tr
that French civic governments are f
the most part clean and effecti\

Gallic pride, local and national, h.

weight as a factor in keeping officia

straight—Gallic shrewdness and thri
are factors in repressing crime and
securing economy in public expem
ture.

What Are the Remedies?

What shall America do to remo
this shameful condition of municip
corruption and incompetence?

All thinking men of clean lives a
patriotic aspirations agree that t

people, by their votes, can solve t

problem. It is good to know th
despite retrograde instances, despi
the triumph of bossism in many placi

despite the discouragements of k
November's elections, the trend is u

ward. Graft is not as open, as o
nivorous, as shameless as it was t

years ago. There is honest a
earnest inquiry into the best form
city government. Galveston, E
Moines, Tacoma, Colorado Springs a

trying, or are about to ti-y, govei
ment by small commissions, which, c

fined in a general way, does away w;
wards, places all powers in the han
of a commission of from three to fi

men, and uses the initiative, recall a
referendum both for suggestion a
restraint. As an evidence, howev
of how difficult it is to rouse the vot<

the case of Tacoma comes in poi

Out of a total voting population
17,000 only 4,500 took the trouble
vote on the new charter.

Less prolix, less complex chart<
for our cities would, it is believ
tend toward greater decency in g(

ernment; and all agree that greai

simplicity in bookkeeping, followed
wider publicity of financial repor.
would work for good.

Boston, one of the proudest
American cities, has taken up 1

matter of general urban reform in

highly intelligent and effective w;

To-day scores of Boston's best m
chants, manufacturers, lawyers, bai

ers, teachers and general business n

are giving a very considerable port; i

of their time to study of urban pn
lems and to formulating reports :

betterment of conditions.
These men are sub-committees

the great committee of the whole g'

erated in the Boston Chamber of Cc
merce. They do not seek to ant;}

onize the officials—they do try a1

point out "the better way." They :

meeting with great success and ;;

likely to set the pace for other cit^

that need reform fully as much as ds
the capital of New England.

A Relic of Ancient Jerusale i

QUITE recently, a number of i}

morial tablets belonging to 2

period of Roman occupation have biji

dug up in Egypt. One is the reci'i

of the services of a veteran of the i

Roman army in Syria, whose careers

of interest because he took part in e

celebrated siege under Titus. It is &•

first tablet which mentions the hf

city itself. It is the "military diplom"

or honorable discharge of a legionaii,

after the warrior had fulfilled his c(:|-

plete period of service, and it gras

special privileges to the veteran sa

his family because of his prowessit

the siege of "Hierosolyma." Valerp

Quadratus served in the famous Te n

Legion. It is a certified copy of e

decree of honorable dismissal from f
ranks, which was engraved upon 10

plates of bronze, one of which ^s

placed in the proper depository !

such documents in Rome and the ot r

in Alexandria.
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Two Aspecfts of God '•

UST as a good earthly father may
seem to you, according to your be-

ivior, like the giver of your choicest

its; or, on the other hand, like the

jrn dispenser of justice when you

fve disobeyed him; so our heavenly

Ither may appear to us in his differ-

C aspects.

it is a custom among us of this gen-

iition to dwell lightly upon the jus-

le of our God. "He loves us," say

(T modern teachers. "Don't think of

In as chastising us."

pertain sects even go so far as to

dim that God never punishes men.

''e allows them to suffer," say these
|

).v interpreters of Scripture, "but

id himself could not, in consonance
ith his character, ever cause a tear

(a heartache."
Where do they get Scriptural war-

nt for such quibbling?
'What?" said Job. "Shall we re-

(ve good at the hand of God, and

o^giill we not receive evil?"

i;«, jj We are all prone to sin. God, like

/wise father, corrects us, and thus

ikes us humble and teachable. He
(•es and he takes away, and all for
(:• good.

But it is one of the inexplicable

itures of his government that the

':ked sometimes flourish like the

I'jen bay tree, while the righteous

i; visited with calamities.

Eliphaz the Temanite was not al-

ys sound in his reasoning. He
•'ced the shallow philosophy of his

ne in saying, "Who ever perished,

1 ng innocent?" For we know now
ut God does not complete his pun-
i ments in this world. His rain

leth equally upon the just and the

I'just. But Eliphaz was right when
T said, "Happy is the man whom
('d correcteth."

'What beautiful things there are in

fi Bible!" say .some of Christ's fOl-

ivers. "Why should not men believe

I' pleasant and ignore the disagree-

:'e things?"
'Hear the words of the risen Lord,"

.'Vs Joseph A. Richards. "O fools

i'd slow of heart to believe all!
'Ought not Christ to have suffered?

.id must Jesus bear the cross alone
:d all the world go free?"
(t is for us to feel the thornpricks,
:well as to pluck the roses of his love.

One of the most convincing proofs
''the existence of a divine Power in

I'; universe is the reign of law. We
low that all matter is governed by
vs. What they are we learn but
:wly. We break them oftener
lough ignorance than through in-

ition; but, whatever our motive or

k of motive, the penalty for the
l)ken law is never remitted; and as

'»*'J'\
ummond has so beautifully demon-

"'•t :ated, law reigns as inexorably in the
!J *i'ii I'Val and .spiritual as in the physical.
T '' You are alone in vour house. You

;;P to the door on some errand. It

liws together behind you and you are
iked out. Great inconvenience may
ult—possibly suffering. "Evil is

ought by want of thought, as well
: by want of heart."
When the Lord's hand is heavy upon

f it behooves us to reflect well ui)on
T ways. Our sorrow may be meant
: a punishment.
Or it may be simply intended as a
'.rning; or to sweeten and.refine us;
' to make us know more sympathy

others.

As in the olden story, "Uncle Tim"
f}g loudest when his "bad leg"
ined him the hardest; so when we
•ss through the deep waters, let us
iise our God most heartily.
He leadeth us. It is well, no mat-
where the path may lie.

Topic of the Epworth Leafrue for Sunday,
'X)ber30. Texts : Nah. 1:2-8; Rom. 11 :22.

Could Not Do Without It

The Christian Herald has been
•ning to our home for many years,
''ce we thought we could drop it out,
t missed it so much we called it back
a little while. Wishing you con-

lued prosperity,
.Cumnor, Va. Mrs. R. N. Pollard.

for 1911

Licensed under Selden patent

Why the Overlands

Must Be Right
The Overland this year offers 22 models—from 20 to 35 horsepower

—

from $775 to $1,675—meeting every idea on style or price or power.

The Overland has quickly become
the most successful car ever created.
Over 20,000 delighted owners are now
telling others about these remarkable
cars. And dealers have already paid
deposits on more than 18,000 of the
new-season models.

In the five Oveland factories, em-
ploying thousands of men, over
$3,000,000 has been invested in the
highest type of modern equipment.

All this prestige, this demand, this

investment is at stake on producing
cars which none can excel. Our domi-
nant place would be forever lost if

another car—at any price—ever gave
better than Overland service.

They Must Be Right

Every material used in our chassis
is the best that men know for the
purpose. Every feature, regardless
of cost, is made in accord with the
best engineering practice.

In every car, the materials and parts
are subjected to more than a thousand
inspections—to more rigid inspection

than any other maker employs.
Then every chassis, before the body

is added, is given at least two severe
road tests.

We take no chances on Overlands,
for we have too much at stake. We
permit no slighting, no skimping.

Our $1,250 four-passenger Coupe.

Model 45. One of our 20
Four cylinders

h. p. models—$775.
96-inch wheel base.

Every part of every chassis is as good
as it could be if we sold it at double
our price.

The Cost Cut 28%
Overland prices are due to the use

of modern automatic machinery

—

acres upon acres of it. Also to enor-
mous production. Over $3,000,000
has to date been invested in the best

of labor-saving equipment.
We have thus cut the cost of Over-

lands 28 per cent in the past two
years—an average of $300 per car.

At the same time we have secured
such exactness as could never be
secured in the old ways. And we
have made every similar part inter-

changeable.
It is thus that we undersell every

other maker who puts out a high
grade car.

Fore Doors Included

We have employed on our 1911
models some of the ablest designers
in the automobile line. The mechan-
ism of the cars could not be further
perfected, so their whole attention

has been devoted to creating artistic

designs. No car at any price has
more style than the Overlands this

year.
On several designs we offer the

option of fore doors or open front

—

your choice at an equal price. For
fore-door models are the coming
vogue, and we have decided that

Overland customers
shall not be charged
extra for them.

Our 1911 Prices

For $775 we are mak-
ing a 20-horsepower
car, easily capable of
4.5 miles an hour. The
wheel base is 96 in-

ches. Four cylinders,

of course.
We are making a

Torpedo Roadster —
the latest type of a
racy car — as low as
$850.
The 25-horsepower

Overlands, with 102-

inch wheel bases, sell

for $1,000 -nine per
cent less than last

year. Touring car body, delivery body,
roadtser or rumble seats.

The 30-horsepower Overlands, with
110-inch wheel bases, sell for $1,250.
A wide choice of bodies, including a
Torpedo Roadster, fore-door ton-
neaus and open front.

We are making a 4-passenger in-

side drive coupe—the ideal car for
winter driving—for $1,250.
The 35-horsepower Overlands, with

118-inch wheel bases, sell for $1,600
and $1,675. All of these prices in-

clude magneto and full lamp equip-
ment. Some have planetary trans-
missions, some sliding gear; some
Remy magnetos, some Bosch. Our
22 models will meet any idea.

New Book of Designs
Please send us this coupon, or

write us a postal, for our 1911 Book.
It shows all the new designs and
gives all specifications. It will

enable you to compare Overlands,
detail by detail, with any other car.

With it we shall send you the address
of the nearest of our 800 dealers
where the new models are shown.

The Willys - Overland Company
I Licensed uiuler Selden Patent)

Dept. N-95 Toledo, Ohio

Send me the 191 1 Overland book

Model 38. One of the five styles of $1,000 cars.

25 h. p. 102-inch wheel base.

Model 54. A torpedo body on one of the new
higher-power models.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GAS LAMPS AND MAGNETO

Interested in "the evangelization of the world in

this generation" can afford to ignore

The Duplex Envelope System
{Richmond, Va. )

Endorsed as "the siiiiplt>;t, most scientific and
satisfactory system of church finance" by the

UYMEN'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT
and leading Christian workers of aU denomina-
tions. Samples and an interesting and stimu-
lating descriptive booklet, free on request.

(l{^e tmfilav no soliciiois.)

DUPLEX—RICHMOND, VA.

J:!l Chairs&Tricycles

jjcjl ^ For Invalids and Cripples

%Aff) Worthington Co.

362 Cedar St., ElyrU,0.

No MoreTiredAching
I

Feet or Limbs
all foot ailments, such as fired., achingfeety^weo

k

ankleSy fiat J'oot^ ^*rhi'umafis/n*' of feet or iir?tf*s^

bunioi/Sy corns or ca?/oirses on the so'e because it is

a scientiric foot arch cushion wliich tirmly supports
the arch of the foot, \\ here the entire \veight of

your body is carried. •*Foot-Eazers/* by
removing the cause of the trouble, bring
rebt to the feet, body and nerves. Any
flrst-class shoe dealer ^viU place SchoU
"Foot-Eazers** ui yoiu* old or new shoeson

Ten Days' Trial
—then money back if you want it. Or sent direct,

prepaid, on the same terms upon receipt of $2.00,

your shoe dealer's name and size of shoe. Send for
FBEE illustrated book.

THE E. SCHOLt MFG. CO.
285 E. Madison St.

niuaj,'o. U.S.A.

OOR.N S
stop cutting; them — dangerous and
gives only temporary relief. A=Corn
Salve issafeandtakesthemout by the
roots. tSc. at druggists' or by mail.

Giant Chemical Co., Philadelphia.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modern Invention tor keeping the hair beaatifol
and fluffy and the scalp claan, healthful and free from dan-
druff or dirt. Keep the scalp.clean and properly nassaged
and nature will grow the nair. Write for free circular.

AGENTS WANTED.
i)R. GEORGE LYMAN,
217 mm St.. Peoria, r.l. .J

Elastic ^Stockings
Our Stockings are best that

can be made. Write for
self-measurement blank,
testimonials and FACTS
ABOUT VARICOSE VEINS.
\Vf tiuiiishall appliances
forinvalicLs. Write us your
needs.

Stocking & Truss Co.,

Dept. 9, Worcester, Masj.

From pure gum
rubber, woven
absolutely to
your measure,
at the same price
you pay for poor-
wearin*?, ready,
niatle goods.

Worcester Elastic

58 Front Street,

20
Beautiful Post Cards
No Two Alike— Latest Designs lOc

Lovely assorlnient of 20 .\rtistic Christujas, Frieiiclship.

Good Luck, Uoses and Flowers in exquisite colors, all

for only 10 cents, if you answer this ad. ininiediately.

«J. H. Seymour, 255 W . Eighth St., Topeka. Kai«.



e Christian Herald
in reviewing this great

publication, said in part :

"Ridpath's History of the

World may be regarded as a

complete library in itself. No
other work of its kind has ever
supplied a History so well

suited to the needs of all classes

and conditions of men. We
mark the marvelous influence of

Christianity upon the world's
progress. He would be a blind

reader of history indeed who did

not discern, throughout all, the

influence of a great Omnipotent
hand, guiding and developing all

things. We cheerfully commend
this most popular and complete of

all world histories to our readers."

Ridpath's History—A Houscliold T^^JlJg
President William McKinley saidi

"1 am familiar with the merits
Ridpath's History of the World, ai

cordially commend it to the scholar
well as to the plain people generally

Bishop J. P. Newman, D.D., said:

"In reading Ridpath I experien
the pleasure often realized wh^
looking at some grand panorama. T
superb pictures of temples, palace

scenes, events and men add a chat

to the clear and vigorous style of t

learned author."

Prof. W. F. Warren, LL.D.,
President Boston University, sai

"I should be glad to see it plac

in the library of every young pers'

in the United States, and even int
English-speaking world. In famili

where there are bright children

will render excellent service to t

cause of popular intelligence."

CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS arc Ottered Once More tlic Exceptional Opportunity

To Place in Your Homes the World-Famed Publication

World
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental worl

Brand New, down to date, including Peace Treaty of Russia-Japan War, beautifully bound in Half-Morocc

At LESS than even damaged sets were ever sold
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name ar

address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our pru

broadcast for the sake of more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon to^da;

HISTORY HISTORY
OF THE OF THE .

WORLD WORLD
|

•ORY HISTORY
> OF THE OF THE

JiWORLD WORLD

RIDPATH
VOL.1.

EGYPT
CHALOAEA.
ASSYRIA.
MEDIA.

BABYLONIA.
PERSIA.

ME. ASCENDENCY.
iNGDOM. THE MOHAMMEDAN

rpUBLIC. ASCENDENCY.

-..o.DF FEUDAL ASCENDENCY
;'^P"'^

THE CRUSADES.

PATH RIDPATH
,L.V. VOL. VI.

ipieand the english

thTkings
revolution.

^o,n AGE OF
NEW WORLD FREDXTHEGREAT.

AND THE AGE OF

REFORMATION revolution.

HISTORY
OF THE
WORLD

RIDPATH
VOL. VII.

UNITED STATES

GREAT BRITAIN

HISTORY HISTORY
OF THE OF THE

WORLD WORLD

RIDPATH RIDPATH
VOL.Vm. VOL. IX.

FRANCE. THE CLOSE Of

GERMANYITALY THE NINETEENTH

EASTERN ElKOPE ,i^|_^ ^
MINOR AVlEKiC-*'

THE TWENTIETH

ORIENTAL NAT' :N5
CEKTURY

-4- 4- ->i-'

9 Massive Royal Octavo Volumes, encyclopedia size, 11 in. tall, 8 in. wide, 2 in. thick, weighs 50 lbs., 4,000 double-column pages, 2,000 superb illustrations _

Top RPASON ^^^ ^^' Ri'^P^th's enviable position as an historian
''*~' l\.I_i/-l.kJV-'l^ jg j^jg wonderfully beautiful style, a style no other
historian has ever equaled. He pictures the great historical events as

though they were happening before your eyes; he carries you with him to

see the battles of old; to meet kings and queens and warriors; to sit in the
Roman senate; to march against Saladin and his dark-skinned followers;

to sail the southern seas with Drake; to circumnavigate the globe
with Magellan; to watch that thin line of Greek spearmen work
havoc with the Persian hordes on the field of Marathon; to know
Napoleon as you know Roosevelt.

l^ir\p ATI-I in your home means you need never
1^**^*^ '** * * spend a lonely evening. You can

associate with the world's heroes; you can cross the
Rubicon with Caesar, after which Rome was free no
more. You can sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest

genius of the ancient world. You can kneel at the
shrine of Lincoln, "the greatest human of all

ne, the gentlest memory of our world." It is

ennobling to commune with these children
of destiny. To be associated with great
men and events is to be great one's

If, and you will add to your store of
knowledge which is power, and to

the richness of your life.

SEND COUPON TO-DAY !

ITAXHFR ^ T Qualify your boys and girls for the great ba

P -^^ * *^'-'*^'^ • of life. It is admitted the best foundation of

education is to acquire the habit of reading good books. Nex
the Bible, Ridpath's History of the World is the most valuable w
you can place in your home. It will acquaint your children with

great facts of history and give them the habit of reading that whicl

true and ennobling instead of dime novels and trashy literature. 1

day must come in the course of events when the chair of your bo}

girl will be empty by your fireside, and they will be out struggl

alone in the world. Equip them now for that struggle. It will re

you a thousandfold.

IVyiOXHPR^! Y°" know, as all the world knows, that

IyI ^-^ * •T^l-irVk-' • success in life of your boys and girls is hea-

to you. There is little else in the world worth living for. "G
your boys and girls a chance!" Give them an education which '

fit them for the stern realities of life. Teach them to love he

by making home so attractive that it is wortb loving. Place iny

home good, interesting truthful books for your children. In this

and age of fierce competition it is little short of a misfortune for

boy or girl to grow up without the equipment of a good educati

and especially a knowledge of history. In the words of Linci

"Give your boys and girls a chance !" SEND COUPON TO-D
for FREE SAMPLE PAGES of the greatest history ot 1

world ever written.
MORE THAN 200,000 AMERICANS OWN AND LOVE RIDPA^m
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Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

L. C, Bridgeport, Conn. When does the har-

vest moon come ?

It is the full moon nearest the autumnal

equinox, the moon being then least inclined to

the horizon. It rises with slight retardation

for a number of nights, giving a succession of

moonlit evenings.

F. H., Marshall, Tex. 1. Will you please tell

me something of "MonaXisa," the wife of

Gioconda, of Florence? Was she a good

woman ? 2. Is the author of Natural Law
in the Spiritual World still living? Is he

reckoned orthodox? 3. Who are the Roy-

crofters?

1. Mona Lisa was the wife of Zanobi del

Gioconda, commonly called Mona ii. e.. Ma-
donna) Lisa or la Gioconda. She must have

been a gentle woman, quiet, modest and un-

assuming, but with a playful humor that, we
think, undoubtedly made her a very pleasant

and agreeable woman to know. 2. Henry
Drummond, who wrote the book in question,

died in 1897. He was a man of high attain-

ments and noble Christian ideals, although he

differed from many of his orthodox contempo-

raries in certain matters. See his biography in

any good encyclopedia. 3. A company of very

skilled handicraftsmen with headquarters at

East Aurora, N. Y.

0. A. B., Lancaster, Wash. 1. What is meant
by "water," in John 3:5? 2. What is

meant by "tares," in Matt. 13 : 27 ?

1. "Water" simply means the outward element

used in the visible form of baptism. Of itself,

it is unavailing for regeneration and salvation

unless accompanied by or followed by the spirit-

ual baptism of the Holy Spirit; hence the as-

.sociation in the text. 2. By. "tares" is meant
all evil or uncharitable thoughts, words, or

deeds, which creep into men's lives, and which

must be utterly destroyed before the ingather-

ing of the wheat into the barn. In the pre-

vious parable, these are symbolized by the

"thorns" which "grew up and choked" the

good seed of the Word.

W. J. K., Halifax, N. S., and Miss M. E. F. B.,

Cambridge, Mass. Where can I find the

poem from which the stanza was taken in

the article "How to Watch," in your issue

of January 26 ?

It is from a long poem called "He Will

Come," and printed in the old volume. The
Changed Cross and Other Poems, issued by

A. D. F. Randolph, New York. There the

verses are anonymous. They have sometimes

been accredited to Edna Dean Proctor. The
volume above is probably now out of print, but

the poem may possib'y be found in some of the

modern collections.

L. F. T., Richmond, Va. Is it true that per-

sons, in dying, are given visions of the

other world, and are able in some cases to

leave such a message to their friends ?

Well-authenticated instances of such are on

record : but it does not necessarily follow that

all ante-mortem visions or messages are reliable.

It is doubtless true, however, that as the aged

Christian approaches the time of departure, the

veil becomes more transparent and such a one
has spiritual comforts and assurances which the

world does not know.

H. S., Roca, Neb. How far had the builders of

the Tower of Babel proceeded, and how
high was the tower when God confounded
their language ?

There is no record to show to what height it

had risen. Oriental explorers hold that it is

probably identical with the great ruin discov-

ered in Mesopotamia, and known to the Arabs
as Sirs Nimroud, which rises abruptly out of

the plain to a height of 156 feet. There are

other ruins, however, which investigators be-

lieve have fully as good a claim as this to be

identified with Babel.

C. L. T., Cuthbert, Ga. I was much interested

in the gold casket presented to Mr. Roose-
velt at the Guildhall, London, you wrote

about in issue of 22d of June, page 585.

The cut is small, but I wish you would give

a description and explain the emblems
illustrated thereon. This will be interest-

ing and instructive to a Bible class who are
interested in the coat-of-arms of England
and the seal of the United States and their

Bible origin. (Ezek. 1 : 10 ; Rev. 4:7.)

Standing on the top of the casket presented
to Colonel Roosevelt is the American eagle,

supporting the American coat-of-arms against

its breast ; on one side is a seated figure of

Britannia holding the Union Jack, on the other

a figure typifying America holding the Stars

and Stripes. On the sides are the coats-of-arms

of the city of London. The one facing in the

picture shows the cross of St. George and two
banners of St. George, the old colors of Eng-
land, and also of the American colonies during

the seventeenth century. The American So-

ciety of Colonial Wars has this same flag for

Continued on last cohnnn
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Mona Lisa'' Otter Extended
A SPLENDID RECEPTION

TT may interest you to know that we have already sent thousands of copies of the

-' famous picture "Mona Lisa" to our readers. This picture is becoming popular

among our readers, which indicates that art at its best is always appreciated, especially

by Christian Herald readers. The vast number of letters we have received convinces

as that it would no? be fair to withdraw the "Mona Lisa" offer until each and every

reader has been given an opportunity to obtain this superb reproduction of one of the

world's gi-eatest paintings.

Therefore we have extended the offer for a few more weeks in order to give you a

chance to obtain a copy of "Mona Lisa." Simply send us the full names and

addresses of 25 men and women, no two in the same home, whom you think likely to

be interested in The Christian Herald. To these names we will send copies of our

Annual Holiday Catalogue, and endeavor to induce them to join our Christian Herald

Family. Enclose ten cents to pay mailing expenses, and the picture will be sent

promptly, uncreased and undamaged delivery guaranteed.

We believe every Christian Herald reader is interested in this Great Weekly for

the American Home to the extent that he or she would like to see it enter many, many

more homes. Think of the homes into which The Christian Herald, could bring hours

of entertainment, and bring also a wider and broader knowledge of religious men and

methods, as well as an abundance of good, wholesome, helpful, and instructive reading

"MONA LISA"
Painted by Leonardo Da Vinci. Actual Size, 1154"^ ^"^^A Inches

on matters of general interest and of timely importance. And after all it is the
entertaining things—the good, warm-blooded, human stories of d«ep vital interest

—

that take hold of us and make us a nation of respected and law-abiding citizens. The
Christian Herald is full of these things. It is doing a great work, but it wants to

reach more people and it is asking you, gentle reader, to extend your helping hand in

this glorious cause and ambition. Surely you know of 25 persons whose lives could be
brightened by our helpful and inspirational Weekly. Send them along quickly

!

Leonardo Da Vinci, the man who painted "Mona Lisa," was one of the greatest men that ever
lived. He was the most accomplished painter of his generation and one of the most accomplished
of the world ; a distinguishea sculptor, architect, and musician, and an incisive critir,. His
iinpnblislied writings and the records of his inventions prove him to have anticipated at a hundred
points the great masters of reasoned discovery in the ensuing age. ".Mona Lisa" was the wife of a
respectalile Florentine merchant, and she was selected to pose for this painting because Leonardo
seemed to liave found in her a woman whose features possessed in a singular degree the intellectual
cliarm in which he delighted, and in whose smile was realized that inward, haunting, mysterious
expression which had always been his ideal.

He worked, it is said, at her portrait during some portion of four successive years, causing music
to he played during the sittings, that the rapt expression might not fade from off her countenance. It
remains, perhaps, the most striking example of Ins powers.

Our reproduction is a beautiful brown photogravure on de luxe stock that brings out
much of the detail necessary to a finished picture. It is a superb painting, and we
know you will never cease to treasure it. You can get it for almost nothing by simply
sending 25 names and ten cents for mailing expenses.

Act now as this offer is soon to be withdrawn.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
ART DEPARTMENT, BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK

Oer
Continued from first column

its standard with a gold crown in the centi.
The lion is one of the supporters of the Britis
coat-of-arms and is used as symbolic of Brii
ain's warlike strength. The buffalo was use
to balance it on the American side. Variov,
views of old London are engraved on the side

of the casket.

Mrs. L. A. R., Derry, N. H. Does not Isa. 3'

1, 2, refer to Christ ?

Properly understood, the verses from 1 to
are descriptive of the Millennium, in whic
sense verses 1 and 2 -Would clearly apply to th
risen and exalted Jesus. Even the Jews ai

cepted this prophecy as Messianic, and in n
other way, nor to any other person, could it I

applied.

J. W. C, Roseville, III. Did our first pres
dents make the same effort to control leg

islation that our presidents of late year
have ?

It has always been the custom for the pres
dent to recommend legislation where h
thought it advisable, and to endeavor to se
his ideas embodied in laws. If his policy wa
ignored he would consider his term as a failun
Presidents have always urged Congress and th
people to support measures in which they wei
greatly interested.

J. L. H., Brunswick, O. 1. Can the names
the twelve stones, as said to be in th

foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem, I

given as we know them? 2. What is the'
meaning ? A jeweler gave me a few name
as emerald, signifying "happiness."

1. All these stones mentioned are well know
at the present day, a very few having model
names. 2. The symbolism attached to the;

stones at the present day is purely fanciful an
arbitrary. Under the Mosaic dispensatioi
there was a rigid symbolism attached to tl

stones which formed the breastplate of the hiu
priest, which cabalistic meaning and symbolisi
pertains also to these stones mentioned in t!

book of Revelation.

M. S., East McDonough, N. Y. Please explai
Zech. 11: IG, 17. Who is meant by "ti

idol shepherd" ?

The passage quoted is interpreted by some ;

meaning anti-Christ and liy others as referrin
to all those pastors of whatever denominatio
who prove unfaithful to their spiritual dutii

and calling. The word "idol" used here, hi

been better translated "worthless" in the R(

vised Version.

H. D. J., AUenton, Mo. 1. What is the oiigi

of the present remarkable "swing towai
righteousness" in public life? 2. Why do<

not the sixth commandment read, "The
shalt not murder" ? Please explain th

prohibition. 3. How may we realize i

experience and work the Saviour's stab
ment, "He that believeth on me, the worl
that I do shall he do also ; and greatc

works than these shall he do"? Are n'

purely spiritual works meant here?

1. The awakening of the public conscienc
and the efforts in the direction of nationii

State and municipal reformation can have on
one source—the secret and invisible working (

the Spirit of God. 2. Merely a question i

translation. The prohibition is plain, hov

ever worded. Jesus fully explained it in tl

Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5: 21, 22

3. The required condition is expressed in tl

given quotation ; and had Jesus intended tl

promise to apply only to spiritual works, I

would have said so. As a historical fact, woi

derful works of faith and miracles of healir

were common in the Christian Church of tl

first two centuries. Early records of the;

are to be found in the Epistles.

Reader, Larned, Kan. Where does it read in tl

Bible, "Before the end of time you will nc

know the winter from the summer only 1

the green leaves of the trees?"

No such passage in the Bible. The oni

passages from which such an inference coul

be drawn (and that by a strained conclusion

are the eighteenth chapter of Isaiah and la-

chapter of Zechariah.

Miscellaneous
F. A. Bristow, Urbanna, Va., wishes to ha^

the address of his brother Charles E., who hf

been missing for several years.

A. J. W., Neillsville, Wis. 1. The sermo

follows the chronology of the Septuagint, whi

our correspondent adheres to the chronology '

the present Hebrew version. The respecti\

authorities are Hales in the former case, Usht

in the latter. The evangelist is not known pe

sonally to us.

Reader, Pittsburg, Kan. Your experience

not an unusual one. Nothing is to be gainer

however, by declining to join the church.

the contraiy, we believe that one good, earnc;

Christian, with zeal tempered by prudence an

judgment and the skill to avoid quarrels, ca

leaven a whole congregation and by his Christ

like example revive its spiritual life and actn

ity. Don't criticize harshly, be kind and get

erous in your judgments, and remember yo\

will accomplish nothing unless you set about i

with a heart overflowing with love for others.
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Viscount Terauchi, Governor of Korea The Great " Gate of Honor " in Seoul The Ex-Emperor of Korea

WMAT WIILIL JA'
§ om, tlth® Stislbj©©^

ONE of the provi-

dential things in

the propap:ation of the

Gospel in Korea has
been the friendly atti-

tude on the part of the

Japanese Prime Min-
ister and Prince Ito.

To the latter the mis-

sionaries have been
especially indebted for
sympathy and cordial

support; and this has
meant more than it is

possible to realize, be-

cause in a country
where the government
is absolute, the friend-

ly attitude of the offi-

cials is essential to

any successful reli-

gious propaganda.
Even indifference

would have made the work of the missionaries

Prince Kon
ir to the Throne of Korea

much less popular and successful,

of Prince Ito was a militai-y

man, and supposed to be of a
more stern disposition, as well

as accustomed to deal with
questions from a different

' standpoint, it was generally
: feared that a different atmos-
phere would prevail among
those in official circles and that
the work of the missionaries in

Korea would suffer.

But to the credit of the
•rulers in Japan and the' relief

of many anxious minds, the
policy that has been proclaimed
is one that gives entire relief,

and is certainly creditable to
the wise and liberal statesman-
ship of the men who have had
the direction of affairs. In the
treatment of a subject nation
and consideration of the inter-
ests of the missionary body
working in Korea, no more
generous terms or attitude
could be asked for or expected.
It is also in strange contrast
with the conduct of France in

Madagascar, or the East India
Company in India in the begin-
Tiing of mission work there.

In a proclamation by the

As the successor

Governor-General of Korea, Viscount Terauchi, he
speaks as follows:

"There is no doubt that a good religion, be it

either Buddhism, or Confucianism, or Christianity,

has as its aim the improvement, spiritual as well as

material, of mankind at large, and in this not only

does it not conflict with administration, but really

helps it in attaining the purpose it has in view.

Consequently, all religions shall be treated equally;
and further, due protection and facilities shall be
accorded to their legitimate propagation."

In an interview which was granted by General
Terauchi, the Resident-General, he was asked,
"What will be your Excellency's future policy?"

His reply was:
"I can only assure you at present that my policy

is to consolidate the bonds between the two peoples.

We don't regard the new territory as a dependency,
but as an integral part of the Empire of Japan,
and its people as subjects of his Majesty the Em-
peror of Japan. I have enjoined Japanese people
not to assume a haughty attitude, but to treat the
Koreans with sympathy and good will."

When asked, "What impressions have you con-
cerning foreign missionaries?" he replied: "Free-

Korean Athletes Praying at Daybreak

dom of religion will always be respected, and I am
ready to extend due protection and facilities to the

propagation of all religious doctrines, provided they

do not interfere with politics. I am one of those

who fully appreciate the good work of foreign mis-

sionaries, and as we have the same object in view as

they—the improving of the general conditions of

the people—their work will by no means be subject

to any inconvenience. I need scarcely say that all

the vested rights of foreign residents will be fully

respected."
The retention of the eminent Christian, Judge

Watanabe, at the head of the Judicial Department,
is an indication and assurance that Christian men
and Christian principles are not to be discriminated
against, but on the contrary, given the recognition

to which they are entitled.

Rev. Henry Loomis.

A Situation Full of Danger, Yet Not
Without Hope

EVERYWHERE in America we hear men say
"It was inevitable." It certainly was antici-

pated, but to say that it was inevitable is going too

far. However, that thing has
been accomplished and what we
want to know is this: What
effect will Japanese control of

Korea have upon the progress
of Christian civilization in the
Far East?
Japan has made wonderful

strides in the field of industry
and science. She is possessed

of boundless energy and of

great ability. She has won her
place in the line of progressive
Powers and has demonstrated
beyond dispute her physical

prowess. It is her avowed
purpose to become the leader of

progress throughout the Far
East. But at this point we
might draw a comparison be-

tween her and the nation that

she has subjugated. Christian-

ity has been making far greater

progress in Korea than in

Japan during the past ten

years. There is something in

the Korean temperament, a cer-

tain balance between reason
and emotion, between idealism

and materialism, that makes
them far more open to the

Continued on page 975
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IN
the text as I have announced it, two state-

ments, separated by the structure of the verses

and by our English punctuation, are united.

Whether the division and the punctuation be right

or wrong, it is very certain that the two processes

are indissoluble in human experience. The first

step toward the restoration of the soul is to lead us

beside still waters—in the margin, the "waters of

rest." Those waters of rest may flow for us in a

desert place where no stream is, or through the

crowded city where yet a place of privacy and. a

time to think may be found, down the snow-swept

mountain heights or by the sick-bed of a hospital

ward. The essential thing is that there should be a

withdrawal, whether compulsory or voluntary, from
the rush of life ; from its multifarious engagements,
rivalries, combats, defeats, triumphs; from the fever

we call living; and that the soul should be at home
with itself, free to wander through space, to muse,
to dream, as irresponsible as the viewless wind, not
consciously seeking anything, not even God, but

ready to be seized and held by the ever-brooding
Spirit of the Most High, of whom we rapturously
sing: "He leadeth me beside the waters of rest: he
restoreth my soul." It is of the goodness of God
that, like the prophet Ezekiel, we are sometimes per-

mitted to hear his word: "Arise! Leave the busy
city; seek the silent, introspective plain, and I will

talk with thee there."

Temporarily "Laid Aside"

This goodness is not less good because it comes
to us in what seems to be at the time the crowning
calamity of our lives. It comes in a blow which
shatters all our hopes, our projects, our ambitions;
which flings down the edifice of our cherished
dreams as the sweep of a rough hand flings down
the house of cards which a child has built, while we
stand terrifi.ed, horror-stricken, amid the ruins. It

comes in a long illness which turns the mind in

upon itself and frees the soul to commune with God.
But the interrupted career, the thwarted purpose,
the cramped and limited life, may be our Father's
way of leading the child of his love beside the waters
of rest, the first step in his beautiful saving work

—

the work of restoring our soul.

At the beginning of what was to prove a long and
serious illness I rebelled with all the stubborn
strength of spirit which bodily weakness had left me
against the frightful waste of time involved. I

thought of all the claims of human life upon us in

this day, when home, and chui'ch, and city call us;

when by every plea of pity and by every claim of
right we are urged—alike the weakest and the
strongest of us—to contend earnestly for the faith
once delivered to the saints, and for the spirituality

of Christ's cause and kingdom. I thought of all

the thousand-fold activities which make life so well
worth living in our time, and of the shortness of the
longest life which finds so much to do for man and
God. And a physician whom I met in Europe tried

to console me, telling me that experience had taught
him that such periods of enforced idleness were not
all lost. He said that the mind was recuperating
its forces, accumulating material, and garnering
wisdom, for its return to the world of work. But
still I murmured and pitied myself, arguing that if

I had mental energy to apply myself to a science, to

learn a language, to master a wealth of good books,
or even to write poor ones, the time might not be
lost. But that it could be a good thing for any
mind to be driven into helpless inactivity for so long,

that the mind could learn by not learning, accumu-
late by not gathering, and store up wealth without
once receiving it, seemed to me a palpable absurdity.

God Working in Our Lives

But I know now that it is altogether a mistake to

suppose that conscious seeking is the only path to

God and conscious thinking the only medium of
revelation. I know now that there is some reality

behind the curious fact which musicians have re-

lated, that with the true artist there comes a time
when pleasure in the successful handling of the
instrument disappears, when the player himself
becomes the instrument, the glorious medium
through which music flows. I understand what

* Pastor, Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, New York City. The first

sermon after his recent severe illness.

many swimmers and some speakers have told me

—

for swimming and oratory are much alike!—that

after dozens, scores, of bungling, unsuccessful at-

tempts to swim or speak, and after floundering

beyond their depth and choking with salt-water or

with spluttering syllables, one day they have found

themselves floating gracefully along upon the bosom

of the waves or upon a stream of gentle, rhythmic

speech, and have not even stopped to feel surprised

that they were getting along so well. I understand

the teacher, quoted by the great psychologist of our

day whose untimely end Harvard and the world
mourn, who, when the pupils had tried and tried

again to do something they could not do, used to tell

them, "Stop trying and it will do itself!" We used

to try to explain these things to ourselves by talking

about "unconscious cerebration"—thinking when we
did not know we were thinking. For many years
the psychologists have been investigating these

singular, less understood processes of the human
mind. They now assure us that "unconscious" is

not the right word to use. The process, they say,

is not entirely unconscious. And they ask us to

use a yet vaguer term, "subconscious," or even one
still mistier, "subliminal," and they are teaching us

to recognize this unmapped region of ourselves

where things get themselves done almost without
our knowing it till we wake up to find that they are

done, as our "subliminal consciousness," or our
"subconscious self."

Strength Through Weakness

Well, this subconscious self is a world in which
God works. An English poet once pointed out an
amiable absurdity of which his friends were some-
times guilty. In some fair scene, when the earth
smiled in the light of God's countenance, his friends

would ask him, "Could you not sit and write a
sonnet here? Does not this inspire your loveliest

thoughts?" And he tried to explain that poetry
was not turned out in any such fashion. The fair

scene made its impression, became part of himself.

The poem came afterwards, in quiet among his

books. And he went so far as to formulate his

theory about it. "Poetry," he said, "is remembered
emotion." Indisputably, Wordsworth was on his

side. His joy was deep and real as he watched his

daffodils tossing their golden heads beside the
dancing waves of Ullswater. But deeper, realer
joy came afterwards. Long as he gazed he did not
realize all the happiness they had brought him.

For oft, when on my couch I lie

In vacant or in pensive mood.
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;

And then my heart with pleasure fills.

And dances with the daffodils.

And it has been so with us, though we have not
known it. The time of our weakness, our pain, our
loss, the hours when we were forced to lay down
the responsibilities of life because the weight of the
grasshopper was a burden too heavy to be borne,
were times of revelation, of growth, of the accumu-
lation of moral courage, to serve us in the good glad
days which were to come. My brother, my sister,

you have known such times as these. Life then
was not worth living. The heart was sick, and all

the wheels of being slow. You had little hope and
no faith, and neither the strength nor the desire to
pray for God's Spirit. Yet God be praised, he did
not take his holy Spirit from you! Visions were
granted to you though you saw them not. Thoughts
came to you and you could not think them. Facts
were multiplied but you could not catalogue them.
Deductions appeared but you could neither relate
them to your general conceptions of life nor register
them in their proper place. Yet in the great light
which shone round about you those visions were
photographed upon your subliminal consciousness.
All the time your subconscious self was sifting the
deductions, appropriating the essential lesson of the
facts, working all up into the larger, more spiritual
power with which you were to face the world again
after God had led you by the waters of rest: when
God had restored your soul.

I speak to you who have known times of weary
waiting, the long agony of hope deferred, and the
unspeakable pang of loss. Do I not know your
pain? Oh, I share it with you. But I bid you be-
lieve in God. Believe in the Father-God. Believe

in his love. Believe that your loss is not all loss;!

nay, that your loss may be immortal gain! If the

poets learn in suffering what they teach in songl

how much more shall you, who have suffered ancj

yearned and aspired, and grown wiser and pureij

through all, learn to assert the everlasting reality

of God's providence and his unfailing love! Anc
when you speak with that dogmatism for which the

broadest theology must make room, the unassailablt;

dogmatism of a spiritual experience, and when mer
demand of you how these things can be and where]
you learned them, you shall answer:

I knew not then the gauge of time.
Nor wore the manacles of space;

I felt it in some other clime,
I saw it in some other place.

'Twas when the heavenly house I trod.
And lay upon the breast of God.

The Comfort of His Promise

Other considerations surge up before our vie'

from the shoreless seas of memory as we repea'

these words to ourselves : "He restoreth my soul.

And as I linger near them, and look upon them wit]

sympathetic gaze, it seems to me that this promis'

enshrines the very richest of all God's mercies. I
seems to me that almighty power and everlastiii]

love have no greater gift than this: "He restoret

my soul."

I see the man or woman whom the world hai

hardened. We cannot withdraw from the world's'

work. We would not if we could; we could not it

we would. The command, "Come ye out froirl

among them and be ye separate," is not for us

Judaism was separation. Christianity is permea-
tion. Work woos us. The combat calls. Daily

strife is our meat and drink. Even that which looks;

like base avarice is not always so. Sometimes it ii;

the habit and the passion of work. The faults of

aggrandisement may be the healthy instincts 6i

work perverted. While we live, our place is in th«j

world of struggle. But there all of us grow hari

and some of us grow bitter. We lose faith, hopej

chivalry. Our pride sustains us, and we tell our-

selves that we have "outgrown" the callow igno-

rance of days when we were deceived a thousanc

times because we believed everything and trusted|

everybody. So we boast. But in our hearts is thi

knowledge, if we would only look for it there, tha'

we are not better men and women for this precioui^

"growth" of ours but worse; we are harder anql

coarser of grain, and we would give all this worldly]

wisdom in exchange for that generous capacity o:'

soul which had it in it to be deceived. The worl

would make cynics of us, and Christ would have us

enter into his kingdom as men and women of the

childlike heart. For us the promise stands: "He

restoreth my soul." Oh, the unspeakable riches oi

the mercy which brings back to us faith in men anc

women, faith in fallen men and women, faith in the

possibilities of our manhood and womanhood, faitl'

that the God in ourselves is mighty to save! The

gates of lost Eden are open again.

Spiritual Degeneracy and Its Cure

I see the dispirited laborer in Christ's vineyard.

Oh, but we grow weary in well-doing! We are tired

of the slow progress of our cause. Fevered dreams,

futile plans, fruitless strife—it is the same dull.

painful round of hope and disillusion, of faith and

the bafflement of great endeavor. And there is

worse than this; for this is external, temporary,,

accidental. The terrible fact is that the years bring

to us a moral obtuseness. The wings of prayer no

longer bear us upward. Aspirations toward God

are blunted. Spiritual sensibility is encrusted over.

There are certain recognized, uniform stages in this

deterioration. First we begin to question the su-

preme necessity of effort. We doubt whether the

wrongs to be remedied are so colossal. We are not

so sure about the call to us to set the wrong thing-

right. There was a time when our blood boiled at

the sight of triumphant wrong. There was a time

when it chilled in our veins before the pathos of

human suffering. But now we can say quite calmly

that "it is all very sad," and pass by with an un-

ruffled pulse.

Examineyour hearts. Is not this true to the letter?

Measure your present against your past by the test

Continued on next page
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^The Soul Re^ored
Continued from prec.edj.ng page

i your relation to some moral cause,

;he Temperance Movement, the Peace
Movement, the general work of social

reconstruction, the cause of human
redemption for which your Saviour
died. If you can say that for you the
y'ears have only brought a growing
sensibility and a deepening consecra-
tion, God be praised! This sermon is

not preached to you. And I am not
the man to preach it. You are a better

man than I am. You have walked with
God and his angels. But it is not so

with all of us. Our passion cools. The
sunshine blackens. We lost the glory
Df the day. And the one redeeming,
hopeful element in the dire confession

is that we are continually saying:

' Where is the blessedness I knew
When first I saw the Lord ?

Where is the soul-refreshing view
Of Jesus and His word ?

and that we are ready to go down on

J3ur knees and pray : Lord, restore my
soul. I beseech you, pray that prayer.
[ have watched the progress of phys-
ical disease. I have looked into the

ayes of death. And I tell you that
just as physical pain endured to agony
is less of an evil than the soul cor-

rupted and rotted by sin, so the

atrophy of every limb and of every
member of the body is less to be
feared than the paralysis of faith and
Jhope and love when the soul no longer

ieaps up at the pleading of God. But
—he restoreth my soul! He brings us

Jfaith again, faith in ideals, in princi-

ples, in spiritual forces, in moral
j:auses, in the tendencies which make
'for righteousness. He gives us power
"once more to despise prudence and con-

vention, to do the right in sovereign
fscorn of consequence, to inscribe upon
our banner: All for Christ, and the

'world well lost!

This is the blessing for the man or

.woman whom the world has hardened,
for the dispirited toiler, for the prodi-

gdl child who is far from his Father's
home: "He restoreth my soul!" How
jShall we find the blessing?

I But if this question be a.sked in real-

lizing earnestness there is no need to

,answer it. To ask it is almost all. It

*is at least enough. Do you ask it from
Ithe heart? Would you have the soul

[restored as God's good gift? We shall

jiot need to seek the blessing; God is

seeking us. But we shall place our-

'selves within the conditions which in

Lother days have favored the commu-
(nion of man with God. We shall turn
to the associations of prayer and praise

•and godly fellowship. Soon our hearts
will cry, "I was glad when they said

'unto me, Let us go unto the house of

'the Lord." We shall crowd to the

ministry of God's word, and join our
.prayers with those of the men and
women who love the preacher for his

deeper insight into human need and his

re-vitalized passion of social righteous-

,ness. We shall draw near to men and
iwomen of the Spirit, people of enthu-
siasm and moral fervor, who keep the

sacred fire burning in their God-filled

souls. We shall open once more an old,

,old Book, and read there the old, old

'story of Christ's Cross and Passion, of

the seeking, saving love of God incar-

nate in Jesus Christ his Son. We shall

cry aloud 'to this Jesus of Nazareth
who pas.ses by, "Lord, show us the
Father, and it sufficeth us"; and we
^shall hear his word, louder than all

'voices of the street, "If ye have seen
'me, ye have seen the Father."

1 And so the shadows fall apart.
And so the west winds play,

And all the windows of my heart
I open to the day!

\A (See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
I*' in Adjoining Column I

More Than Pleased

'e have just received your pre-
miums, The Weddivg Ring and Hero
Tales from American Life, with which
we are more than pleased. We had no
idea so little effort would bring such
large returns. A. M. Wing.
Aurora. III.

ALL SAINTS' DAY By Rev. J. M. Farrar, D.D.^

ONE tick, and a moment dies. Sixty ticks, and a minute dies.

Sixty minutes, and an hour dies. Twenty-four hours, and a
day dies. Three hundred and sixty-five days, and a year dies.

The short life and flight and death of time! You begin to tell some-
thing, and time dies before you can finish. It was the death of
time that troubled the man who wrote the eleventh chapter of
Hebrews. He was writing about the good people who had by faith
done wonderful things. After writing thirty-one verses he had to
stop. "Time failed me to tell."

Pope Boniface IV. had the same trouble. There were a number
of saints and each one deserved to have a day named in his memory.
But he had but three hundred and sixty-five days and on his list were
more than three hundred and sixty-five saints. What was he to do?
He selected one day and called it "All Saints' Day." This is the day
we celebrate on November 1.

ISN'T it splendid to know that there are not enough days, not
enough time, to tell about all the good people in this world?

There would be plenty of time to tell about all the bad people.
Probably you have heard mamma say: "The daily paper tells too
much about evil people and about the bad things they do." Tell
mamma that we do not have a paper big enough to tell about all the
good things that are done. If all the good deeds of all the good
people in all of our country were printed on any one day in any one
of our daily papers, what would happen? It would require a two-
horse wagon or an automobile truck to bring that paper to your
house. The paper would be too big to get it in through your door.
You would have to spread it out on the street in order to read it.

Then there would not be room for people to walk along the street
while you were reading your paper. But we can put all the wicked
things that are done in one day in one paper that is small enough to
fold up and put in one of papa's pockets.

A CROWD watches a house on fire. But just think of that crowd
looking at every house that is not on fire. You will stop and

look at a man who is staggering along the street, but you could not
possibly get time to stop and look at every man who does not stagger.

There are more saints than sinners. I hear you ask, "Who are
saints?" By saints the Bible means any one who loves God and his

fellow-man. You thought the saints were all dead? You can be a
saint without dying or even being sick. A saint is an every-day
good person. Don't be afraid of the ring of light that hangs over
the heads of picture saints. There is no such ring or halo. If there
were it would come to the one whose head it would fit like his hat.

HOW would this plan suit you for the evening before All Saints'

Day, called All Hallow's Eve? Make a list of the good people

you know and love and write to them and say that to-morrow, All

Saints' Day, you are going to put their names in your Saints' Gal-

lery. Could not do it? Why? "Time would fail me to tell." Then
try another plan. Make a list of those who are not saints, those

whose gates you thought of taking off, those on whom you thought
of playing some trick on Hallowe'en. "Good! Good!" you say.

"We can do that, as there are only two or three in our neighborhood."
How can you know a real saint? You will find that he loves chil-

dren and would be willing to die for them. I wonder if this is not

why "All Saints' Day" is the Children's Day? A story? All right,

take this one by Mr. Dayton. He tells of some of those "close calls"

which every engineer must reckon on as part of the day's work.

A MOST remarkable instance of this sort happened many years

ago on a railway in eastern Missouri and was told in a railway

paper. One summer morning a twelve-car train containing the mem-
bers of a Sunday School was bound for a picnic at a point about fifty

miles distant. Although the sky was cloudless when the excursion

started, the train had not proceeded more than half way when a

thunder-.storm broke. The rain fell in torrents. The engineer was
worried for fear the terrific downpour might cause a washout or

spreading of the rails, and he slowed down to about thirty-five miles

an hour. As the train swung around a curve and approached a
small station which it was to pass without stopping, the engineer,

peering through the broken curtain of rain, saw that the switch just

ahead was open. It meant a terrible disaster. He closed the throttle

and put on the brakes in an instant.

"Better stick to it," he shouted to his fireman, "hundreds of chil-

dren on board."
"I mean to," was the answer. "God help us all!"

HIS last words were drowned by a terrific crash of thunder which

came with a flash of lightning that seemed to strike the ground

iust ahead of the engine. The next thing they knew they were past

the station, still riding safely on the main-line rails.

The train came to a stop and the engineer and conductor hurried

back to discover what had happened and how the train had passed

the open switch. They found that the lightning had struck squarely

between the switch and the rail and had closed the switch. "It was
the act of God," said the engineer.

A saint is one who does his best and trusts God to do the rest. I

have a long list of every-day saints, but "time would fail me to tell."

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Heb. 11 :32.
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Jesus an.d the Hermit
A Parable, by Marion Mills Miller

AS Jesus descended from his medi-
- tations in the mountain to preach

again to the multitude, forth from a
cave a hermit came to meet him.
White of beard he was, yet his body,
girt only in a loin-cloth, was still lithe

and sinewy, and his piercing eye indi-

cated unusual vigor of intellect.

"Rabbi," he said, "pray enter my
humble home, for I would learn of thy
wisdom."

Jesus entered the grotto and found
it indeed an humble habitation. It
was bare of even a chair, and a heap
of rushes, covered with the hermit's
mantle, served for a couch. But there
were in every corner and cranny of the
cave parchments and papyri. On a
block of stone beside the pallet one
book lay unrolled. It was illumined
by an earthen lamp, and Jesus recog-
nized it as a work of divine philosophy,
such as he himself had learned under
Hillel. The anchorite invited Jesus to
sit upon the bed, and he himself
crouched upon the rocky floor, looking
up into the face of the Master with
hungry eyes.

"Rabbi," he said,"what good thought
hast thou for me, that I may attain
eternal life?"

Jesus answered, "If thou wilt enter
into life, keep the commandments."
The hermit's gaze was clouded with

disappointment in Jesus as he an-
swered, "Put me not off. Master, with
idle words. Thou knowest that such
as I steal not nor covet nor commit
adultery; I kill not even for food; and
I have no neighbor against whom I

can bear witness either false or true;
my mind is fixed wholly upon God.
What lack I yet?"

Jesus said unto him, "If thou wilt
be perfect, think also on thy neighbor."

"The hermit answered, "I understand
thy rebuke, but merit it not. I was
rich in my youth, but, going to Alex-
andria to the schools, I became a
disciple of Philo, and was inspired by
him to give all my goods to the poor,
save only my books, and to devote my
life to spiritual things. And oh, how
richly I have been iblessed! What a
store I have of precious thought of
God!"
Jesus yet replied, "Think of thy

neighbor; go forth among the people
and again give them of thy riches."

In dismay the hermit cried, "But
this wealth is too rare and precious for
the common folk! Oh, the unspeak-
able beauty of Plato's Idea! The in-

effable grandeur of Philo's Logos, the
Person of the Wisdom of God! Hast
thou not a thought to give me tran-
scending even these, sweet Master!"
And he hung with eager eyes upon
Jesus.
Our Lord answered, "I go to feed my

sheep. Follow thou me." And he went
forth from the cave and began to

descend the mountain side.

The hermit followed him to the door
of the cave; there he paused and cast
a loving look behind him at the sweet
simplicity and calm life and dear self-

communion of soul which he was leav-

ing for a career of strenuous labor and
stern self-sacrifice. The illumined
page of the book held his eye.

"Follow me!" repeated the Master.
"No; I cannot leave my precious

thoughts. They are my life and my
soul!" and he rushed back within the
cave, and resumed his study of the
Logos, the mystic Word of God.

Jesus returned to his disciples and
said unto them, "Verily I say unto you,
that a spiritual miser shall hardly
enter into the kingdom of heaven."

"The Best Home and Family Paper"

The Christian Herald is, as far as
I know, the best home and family
paper, and it is deserving of being in

every home where the American or

English language is known. May God
grant that The Christian Herald
family may increase in great numbers!

Fresno, Calif. Carl C. Jacobs.
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The Ponderous Concrete Walls at Gatun Colonel Goethals Giving Instructions ' The Sluiceway of the Great Dam at Gatun

JUST the other clay J. Warren Kiefer, American
representative at the Brussels Interparlia-

mentary Congress, raised a storm of protest

from all over the country when he declared that the

United States cannot fortify the Panama Canal.
The American delegate's statement showed that he
had not made himself acquainted with the facts of

the case. He was evidently under the impression
that the jfirst treaty with Great Britain—the

"Bulwer-Clayton"—was ratified. Instead, for the
very reason that it would not allow us to fortify
the canal, it was dropped, and a new one substituted
in its place—the "Hay-Pauncefote" treaty—under
the terms of which the' Canal can be properly pro-
tected.

"Once the people of the United States," says a
prominent New York paper, "found the real mean-
ing of the treaty, the State Department and the
Senate were so overwhelmed with protests that, in
the words of its prime opponent, 'this objectionable
treaty was abandoned and the real Hay-Pauncefote
one substituted.' That treaty permits the fortifica-

tion of the Panama Canal.
"Since then the acquisition by this country of the

Balboa, at the Pacific End of the Canal

territory on which the Canal is built dispels all

question as to the right of the United States to

fortify, and of the declared intention of the people

of the United States to fortify their Canal, and to

insure its use at all times—during peace or war

—

to the fleets and navies of the United States."

Only recently, down at Panama, we raised this

question with Colonel Goethals himself and his

reply was that "the President has said we have a

right to fortify the Canal," and there he seemed
inclined to let the matter drop. Asked, however,
how he would do the work, he answered : "There's
been a Board on Fortifications appointed, and this

is for them to say." Touring the great Canal with
Colonel Goethals, however, one got interesting side-

lights on this matter of defenses. "The Canal," he
holds, "is a question of military defense to theUnited
States!" And, in that connection, note that it will

put a limit to the maximum size of warships. While
the present Canal will be amply large to pass the
largest ship now in existence, no nation hereafter
would be so foolish as to build a ship too large to
pass through the Canal.
A number of the canal-builders seem to feel that

if England has a war and is cut oflT from the East

—

where Japan is her great ally—she is coming
through, treaty or no treaty, unless prevented. As
things stand, we give equal rights to all warring
nations, and as a consequence a number of the Con-
gressmen have been opposed to defending the Canal
—as long as nations observe this.

The power to regulate the use of the Canal, his-
tory plainly teaches us, can only be maintained by
having guns to enforce it, with batteries and forts
at either entrance.

Military authorities regard the waterway as a
means of bringing warships rapidly from one coast
to the other, and thus fewer warships will be needed
to protect our shores from invasion. It will be
interesting to see, as the years go on, how many
such warships, at ten million dollars each, it will
save. The cost of forty such will nearly equal the
cost of the Canal. And then, when one recalls the
trip of the Oregon he can readily see how it will
increase the value of each ship, as well as aid in
maintaining the Monroe Doctrine.

It becomes, therefore, an obvious fact that the
Canal must be defended. In fact. Uncle Sam has
been going ahead with his plans for such defenses

for some time, critics thereof to the contrary no1
withstanding.

English papers now admit that they criticised i

first without a full knowledge of the facts and adm
that, according to the Pauncefote agreement, w
will be able to control our own Canal. Papers o
the continent of Europe are also discussing t\

control of the Canal and admit that we have t\

chief interest in it, and that we have the right 1

arrange for its protection, so that it will not 1:

wrecked by the first gunboat a warring power migl
send in to blow up its locks. French papers ha\
nearly all been friendly in tone. German papei
have evidently not taken so kindly to the idea, bi
they seem to realize that to make any active oppi
sition to American plans would severely strain i\

pleasant relations now existing between the t\\

countries. The comments of American papers, fc

a few days after the delegate's speech, showed ho
deeply the whole country had been stirred. NortI
East, South and West called with one voice fc

adequate defenses and any Congressman who at th i

late day tries to play into the hands of Europe wi
find gi-eat difficulty in explaining his position to t?

voters. Felix J. Koch.

CopyriEl.t. Un<li.nvi...d H. UndenvuM.l

Tidewater at Colon, the Atlantic End of the Canal

AMOMG TM]E 'WOWKMM.S AT KIOMIE AMD ABI^OAD
XXT'E cannot all be preachers and sway with
''^ voice and pen,
As strong winds sway the forest, the minds and

hearts of men ;

But we can be evangels to souls within our
reach

;

There's always love's own Gospel for loving
hearts to preach.

—Mount Brook, Fla., is experiencing a re-
vival. Rev. W. E. Murphy, of Taft, is con-
ducting the services. Thus far sixty-three have
been baptized.
—Chaplain J. C. Teter writes from Min-

neola, Fla., telling of prayer meetings and con-
versions among the life prisoners at Lake Kerr.
Ten men have already taken a stand for Christ.
—Missionary T. S. Donohugh, M. E. Mis-

sion, Meerut, India, writes: "We have now
25,000 Christians to look after and many thou-
sands are waiting for baptism." A training
school is greatly needed at the Meerut Mission.—"I WRITE all over my Bible," says Dr. Wil-
fred Grenfell. "It makes us feel more like old
friends. When one gets illegible I invest in
another. It is a great help to me to look back
and see how my own faith has grown since last
I annotated the same passage."
—Mrs. J. E. Howard, DeQuincy, La., writes:

"In 1907 there were four saloons in DeQuincy
and not one church building. Cood people went
to work and got the saloons out and we have

built two churches. We are trying to clear
them of debt by holding a quilt contest. Some
of your readers may wish to help us."
—The ninth season of non-sectarian sum-

mer services at Lemon Hill Park, Philadelphia,
just ended, was a great success. These services
have been under the direction of Rev. Dr.
James B. Ely from the beginning. The audi-
ences average upwards of 2,500 persons.
—Lancaster, Mo., has just witnessed a

notable religious awakening. A union cam-
paign was conducted by Evangelist C. E. Hillis.
The workers had a tent that seated about 1,000,
but crowds of 1,200 to 1,600 persons were in
attendance. The chorus consisted of 150 sing-
ers. The campaign lasted four weeks. The
last night of the meetings twenty-two came
forward and accepted Christ as Saviour.
—Benjamin Franklin Butts, one of the

best known leaders of evangelistic singing, is

now in Chicago assisting in the Chapman-
Alexander campaign. After six weeks in that
city, he will be associated with the Rev. Wil-
liam B. Holmes, D.D., of Lebanon, Tenn., in
an extended evangelistic tour. Professor Butts
is well known here through his connection for
the past five years with the Evangelistic Com-
mittee of New York City.

—Bishop J. E. Hartzell (M. E. Church)
writes from Old Umtali, Rhodesia, to The
Christian Herald: "Rev. Shirley D. Coffin
has been regularly appointed in charge of the

work at Old Umtali. He is one of the most
trusted and successful missionaries we have. I
am making visits to the chief centres of our
work. The Word of God is extending among
these multitudes of native Africans and is be-
coming stronger every day among the European
white settlers, who are developing a great
Biitish colony."

—Missionary J. C. Lawson of the India
Industrial Mission, Pilibhit, United Provinces,
has made an appeal to the readers of this jour-
nal for the support of four native preachers at
$60 each, two Bible women at .$40 each and a
number of student preachers at $40 each. The
rapidly growing spiritual work of the Mission
calls for a substantial enlargement of the work-
ing force. It is an independent Mission. Here
is an excellent opportunity for those who wish
to have personal "missionary substitutes" at
the front, who will keep them informed as to
the progress of India's evangelization.

—Missionary Wm. H. Hannum, of Ven-
gurle, India, writes: "A statistical report of the
Presbyterian Church in India for 1909 illus-
trates the progress of the various Christian
bodies. This church was formed in 1904 by
the organic union of seven denominations of
the Presbyterian order. There is now a gen-
eral assembly, comprising under it five synods,
14 presbyteries and 178 churches, 112 of the
churches being fully organized. Baptisms of
the year 4,743, those of adults being 2,410.

Contributions, 45,000 i-upees (over $15,000), i

average of over one dollar apiece. The comm
nicants now number 14,423, baptized perso
47,846, total persons enrolled 52,493, Sund;
Schools 648, Sunday School teachers 1,281, mi
isters 230."

\^\

A Poetical Tribute

A READER of this journal, M
Cyrus N. Robinson of Baltimor

sends us a glowing poetical tribui

from which we give these verses, r

gretting that we cannot give the who
poem:
I've been taking The Christian Herald
For twenty and five years and o'er,

Till it seems like a part of my household.
Which I treasure each year more and moi

I pray that the light of The Herald
May constantly spread and expand

;

Till its bright, shining rays shall illumine
The millions of homes in our land.

Sail on, proudly on. Christian Herald.
With the sweet Gospel banner unfurled

:

Till all Hien shall hear the glad story

Of Jesus, the Light of the World I
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The Poultry Car of the "Farm Special' The Dairy Car A Practical Lecture in the Grass Car

i

.fit '

EVER since the star of empire shone upon the

bands of steel that ci'ept across the continent

from ocean to ocean, American railway men
lave been trying various means of attracting set-

lers to new lands which their enterprise has made
jccessible. Lately a new method of stimulating

ailroad traffic has been adopted—that of teaching

he farmer to increase his crops. This is done by

ending out agricultural colleges on wheels. In

ther words, not content with opening up new set-

lements, the railroads are increasing their freight

onnage by educating the farmers in the "older"

iiarts of the country to get more results from their

lusbandry. These colleges on wheels are trains
omprising well-equipped agricultural exhibits in

harge of competent educators, on which the farm-
rs are given free instructions in the science of

airying, agriculture and even forestry. In fact,

very subject relating to the fostering and garner-
ng of nature's rich bounties,

.ast summer, no less than
wenty of these instruction

irains were sent out by the
rarious railroads; but they
vere not all alike, nor was the
ame kind of instruction given
|n every case. In certain sec-

ions adjacent to the large
ities, one railroad—the Erie

—

ent out "milk specials" in

irhich dairying and cattle

reeding were taught exclu-
ively. This was done for the
eason that these sections were
specially adapted for dairy-
ng, because of the valuable
lasture lands in close prox-
tnity to the great city markets.
In other sections, market

:ardening was exclusively
aught, and in parts of the
50uth, particular attention was
ilevoted to rotating crops to

nrich worn-out soil, while
ither trains were sent out
quipped for teaching horti-

ulture in all its branches in

)laces where that form of hus-
•jandry would prove profitable,
'n the West, grain specials
vere sent out manned by grain
xperts, and on these nothing
'Ut grain lore was taught.
It has remained for the New York Central lines,

lowever, to go even beyond the efforts of most rail-

oads in this direction by educating the new gen-
ration. Its agricultural train, like other trains of
he kind, is in charge of prominent educators on
'igricultural topics; but in addition there is a
pecial car for boys and girls. This car is in charge
f John W. Spencer, an agricultui-al instructor re-

ently retired from Cornell University under the
ge limit -sy.stem. For many years, the State Agri-
ultural College of Cornell University has made a
Tactice of answering letters from school children,
earing inquiries on subjects relating to horticul-
ure and natural hi.story. These letters average
hirty thousand a year and they come largely from
oungsters of upper New York State. Most of the

ommunications were until recently answered by
^r. Spencer, who signed his replies "Uncle John."
Consequently "Uncle John's" name is a household
'ord in the rural parts of New York.
President W. C. Brown of the New York Central

Railroad knew this and it was his idea to attach to

the agricultural special sent out by his company a
car equipped for the children's own in charge of

"Uncle John." So, while the older folks crowd
into the dairy car, the poultry car and the farm
garden car, wherever the train stops, the children
pile into the forward car of the train labeled "Uncle
John's Boys and Girls." There they are greeted by
a gray-haired man of the comfortable rotundity

ascribed to St. Nicholas himself, and it is safe to

assert that that particular car holds more nature
enthusiasts than any other coach on the train.

"Catch 'em young. Get them enthusiastic on
farming topics while their minds are growing, and
the next generation of railroad men won't have to

bother about teaching agriculture." That is the
way President Brown explained his reasons for pro-
viding instruction for the children.
To say that "Uncle John" carries out this theory

Some of "Uncle John's" Young Farm and Garden Students

to the letter is putting it mildly, as the majority of

his auditors want to start a farm immediately on
leaving the train. The lecturer talks to the boys
and girls about insect life, the care of gardens, how
to grow flowers and of the purity of nature's colors.

He tells them of the living soil given to man to

silently do his bidding. He explains that no man
was intended to be born a servant—that the only

servant God gave man other than animals, was the

earth itself. He explains that every human being
who knows how to till the soil and obtain from it

the richness which the Creator put there, need never
depend on another for sustenance.
The children bring with them samples of fruit

and vegetables that are not up to the standard, and
they carry specimens of stunted plant life. "Uncle
John" examines these and tells his young audience
what is the matter with them and how to cure them.
When the train stops at a town during school hours,

the village school is invariably dismissed and the

youngst^s march to the station and board the train.

Sometimes it is necessary to hold two sessions in

order to accommodate all of the boys and girls, and
those who are waiting are allowed to roam through
the rest of the train with their elders.

The New York Central agricultural train is dis-

tinctive in that it is arranged to embrace the teach-

ing of about everything a farmer might be inter-

ested in. A live cow, raised at Cornell University,

is exhibited, together with a cow of more humble
breeding, to show the result of model dairying.

There is a poultry car where poultrying, from the

egg to the pullet, is demonstrated. Market gardening
in all its branches is taught, and even forestry.

State Foresters board the special in the lake
regions where there is still plenty of forest prop-
erty that can be preserved, and they also are called

upon to talk to the children on their special subject.

The principal lecturers on the train are professors
from Cornell University; but the railroad employs

other practical men with a
knowledge of farming profits,

to answer questions on purely
commercial lines. In common
with other railroads, it main-
tains experimental stations on
abandoned farms, where new
methods of culture are tried out
and new kinds of plant life are
experimented with.
A short time ago the South-

ern Railway donated a large
farm to the State of South
Carolina for an experiment
station. In the East, the Dela-
ware and Hudson Railway is

showing farmers in a practical

way how they can increase the
agricultural output by taking
over abandoned farms and re-

juvenating them. The Long
Island Railroad Company also

has several experimental
fai'ms, where some new varie-

ties of lettuce, cabbage and
other vegetables, brought from
China, have been raised with
encouraging success.

The idea has been caught by
the railroad people of England,
but only to a limited extent.

There, the National Poultry
Organization Society has been
traveling about in Western

England and Wales, giving lectures on egg culture,

and the railroads have kindly offered to carry the
lecturers about at reduced rates. PekcY A. Wake.

Anvil Sparks
. .There is a whole lot more pleasure in happiness

than happiness in pleasure.

. . Do NOT believe all the good you hear about your-
self nor all the bad you hear about others.

. .A GOOD church member is all eyes before the

service begins, all ears while the sermon is in prog-

ress, and all memory after it is over.

. . Most of the money some men ea:rn by the sweat
of their brow they spend for something to keep the

sweat from their brow, while they are not working.

God made the country, and man made the town :

God made the monkey, but man made the clown.

W. J. B.
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Looking to Church Union

IT is a healthy and encouraging sign of religious

progress to note the cordiality with which the

idea of a union of Christian churches is being taken

up by the various denominations. Since the great

"World Missionary Conference," a few months ago,

nothing more significant has happened to show the

strong trend toward Christian union than the recent

action of the Protestant Episcopal Convention in

appointing a commission looking to the calling of a

world conference of Christian churches to discuss

ways and means of joining forces "on questions

pertaining to the faith and the order of the Church
of Christ." Doubtless, many will call such a plan

visionary and impractical. These objectors will

point out that the inevitable tendency of such a

movement would be to afford the larger denomina-
tions a chance of swallowing the smaller ones, and
that, as has been the case in the Roman Church,
religious freedom would be sacrificed on the altar of
solidarity. We do not anticipate, in the present
generation at least, that any scheme could be de-
vised by human agency that would induce all sects

or denominations to sui'render their organic exist-

ence or their creed; but the time is surely coming
when all who acknowledge Christ as the Head of the
visible Church must not only hold in common the
essentials of the faith, but must work harmoniously
together for its propagation. Heretofore, denom-
inational rivalry has frequently operated to the
serious disadvantage of the cause at home and in

the missionary field.

An Experiment in Happiness

IT is doubtful whether any one has ever succeeded
in the deliberate pursuit of happiness. Shy and

evasive, it is not to be caught in a trap. If it comes
to us at all, it will do so of its own free will, and
most likely as the reward of the performance of

simple, everyday duties, which we had never sus-

pected of having any special merit at all. A famous
author writes of an experiment in his own life and
how it resulted. He was successful, and the re-

wards of work which the world had stamped as

brilliant, poured in upon him. But in his heart
he was unsatisfied. He wearied of adulation, and
of the ceaseless round of duties which society im-
posed upon him. He felt that the burden was a
distasteful one, and that his life was filled with
irksome tasks, much of which he regarded as un-
profitable and time-wasting. So he resolved to seek
seclusion, where, with his books and nature, he could
devote himself uninterruptedly to the development
of his best talents. He made his home on an island,
lived on simple, rational lines, and was content to be
a spectator and to "let the world go by."
But a time soon came when he found to his dis-

may that he had taken the wrong turning at the fork
in the roads. Happiness avoided him; his soul was
even less satisfied than before. He was "somebody"
no longer, for he had withdrawn from the battle of
life and was useless to himself and to others as well.
He discovered that he had been mistaken in believ-
ing he could live "to himself alone," and he saw that
the natural, divinely ordained role of a true man is

to live for others, to be in, yet not of, the world, and
to bear his share of the general burden cheerfully
in the place wherein God had set him. His deser-
tion was a delusion and a snare, and had taken him
wholly out of the reach of happiness, which is only
to be found in the path of duty.

Ourselves and Others

SOME of those readers who are sending us letters
at this renewal season, so full of cordial appre-

ciation that we blush to receive them, ask us just
how The Christian Herald compares with the
leading magazines in regard to the monthly aggre-
gate of reading matter presented. As every mem-
ber of our Family Circle knows, it is our habit to
avoid comparison with our neighbors; and besides,
the magazines in question are the very flower of the
popular literary monthlies. But waiving objections,
we give below the figures which supply the informa-
tion asked.
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The Christian 'Herald is issued 52 times a year,

as against 12 issues for the monthlies; consequently
The Christian Herald has an average of 4 1-3

issues per calendar month. During September of

this year. The Christian Herald issues were:

Tssne Words per ixxue
Sept. 7 45,288
^ 14 31.824
" 21 44.676
" 28 49,872

Add 1-3 issue 12,852

184,212

During September three of the leading monthly
magazines, McClure's, Everybody's and the Ameri-
can, contained an average of 125,147 words per
issue.

Even excluding the fractional 1-3 issue (needed
to make up the total 52 weekly issues) , The Chris-
tian Herald would still show a good round ma-
jority of 46,213 words over the average of each
magazine. On the basis of the above figures
this would represent an excess of 554,556 words in

the whole year's issues, even counting only 48
numbers. But as there are 52 issues of The
Christian Herald every year, its actual total an-
nual excess over the average of the three magazines
(assuming the four additional Christian Herald
issues to aggregate only 171,360 words) is approx-
imately 725,916, or 1,564 magazine columns, two
columns being equivalent to one magazine page.
Thus, The Christian Herald prints annually
enough words of pure reading matter apart from
advertisements to fill nearly six extra monthly mag-
azine issties precisely similar in size and in number
of reading pages to the regular issues. To put the
thing in a nutshell: The Christian Herald's 52
issues equal in readingmatter nearly 18 monthly issues
of the magazines that lead all the others in this
particular respect. We like to be modest about
these things, but it is just as well occasionally to be
particular that our readers and all others who may
join our big Family Circle in the coming weeks,
should know and remember the facts. It's only a
matter of words, of course; but words clothe ideas,
and if the ideas are good, they deserve to be remem-
bered.

The Danger Point in Spain

IT is fortunate for Spain and for Europe that the
anticipated rising on the anniversary of Fran-

cisco Ferrer's death did not take place. That it

would have happened but for the prompt measures
adopted by Premier Canalejas, is almost certain.
Alfonso, however, is made of sterner stuff than
Manuel, and his people knew that he would not
hesitate to take the field in person if a rising were
attempted. His courage, together with the fact that
the Spanish army is believed to be loyal to the
monarchy, has won the respect of the people, and
may save the crown. Although the Ferrer anni-
versary is past, Spain's trouble is by no means
ended. The whole country is in a ferment of ex-
citement, and unless the government acts with wis-
dom and moderation and enters on a course of much
needed reforms, the deferred revolution may gather
strength for a more favorable opportunity. Por-
tugal's example, where the republicans waited over
two years before maturing their plans, will doubt-
less be a valuable object-lesson to the Madrid
Cabinet and may help it to weather the storm.

That Aeroplane Flight

pX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has added to his
-L' laurels as a man of strenuous experiences by
going up in an aeroplane. It happened on the
aviation field at Kinloch, Mo., a few miles west of
St. Louis, and it made so favorable an impression
on the Colonel that his friends are apprehensive
that he may be tempted to spend considerable time
in aerial flights hereafter. It was an almost wind-
less day and aeronautic conditions were perfect
The big, white-winged biplane had just descended
from a beautiful flight, and when the aeronaut
ventured to suggest that he would "like to have the

S°'j"u'
^°^ ^ passenger," Mr. Roosevelt promptly

shed his overcoat, and borrowing a cap, stepped into
the machine. He was literally in the air a moment
later; but he kept a cool head and a tight grip on
the rail, although he disengaged a hand occasionally

to wave it at the spectators below. It was all s

sudden that his friends had scarcely time to gas
their surprise before the Colonel was sailing abov
the track at a mile-a-minute gait. After a full la

of the course, he descended lightly, shook the avia
tor's hand with characteristic vigor and declare
that it was "Great! first-class! the finest experienc
I ever had!" He had already attained such height
of eloquence in his Western tour addresses, that th
aeroplane ascension was the most natural thing i

the world under the circumstances. Mr. Roosevel
was the first ex-president to go down in a sut
marine and he is also the first to go up in an aerc
plane. However his critics may disagree with hii

on questions of philosophy or politics, they cannc
deny him the possession of good old-fashioned Amei
ican pluck.

Divine Healing

DIVINE healing has been very frankly discusse
by the Protestant Episcopal Church Convei

tion at Cincinnati, O., and it is now sought to gi\
the sanction of the church to the healing of the sic

by prayer. When a report in favor of this ne
departure—or rather of this return to apostol
methods—was submitted by the commission of whic
Bishop Gray is chairman, the convention becair
alive with the keenest interest. In that report,
was set fortb that there was a "widespread desii
and an earnest longing" for the recognition c

prayer and symbolic anointing of the sick. It ws
recommended that a special commission be appointe
to draw up an "office for the unction of the sick,

on strictly Scriptural lines. It was not intendei
however, that it should have the character of
sacrament preceding death. The resolution w;
adopted by a good majority. It is one of the signif
cant signs of the times when churchmen in a
Episcopal congress demand a return to the old fait
and practice of apostolic days. It is now sever;
years since the ecclesiastical pendulum began 1

swing in this direction. We recall with what ei

thusiasm the "Emmanuel Movement" was hailet

and how the various "Faith Healing" organizatior
were acclaimed almost as the exponents of a ne
Gospel. Very little is heard of them now. All tl

evidence in the matter goes to show that while Gc
has his witnesses in every age—his heroes, martyi
and saints—the gift of high and sacred spiritu;
powers is not to be grasped or exploited at will, an
there is grave danger in forcing matters in thj

direction. If we strive to do our duty as we unde
stand it, following Christ humbly and faithfully, v.

shall receive the full measure of gifts for which v
are capacitated. God is still, as of old, the heart
and answerer of believing prayer, and the promist
to those who trust in him are still in force; but tl-

highest gifts are not to be coerced by committees c

conventions or from motives of ecclesiastical rivalr;
To claim more than this is to approach very near t?

danger line.
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Automobile Service in War

OUR picture last week was that of the automo-
biles in the race for the Vanderbilt Cup on
Long Island, which race was attended with

Bjch fatalities. The tragedies of the meet and the

•public sentiment awakened thereby compelled the

management to call off the race for the Interna-

itional Golden Cup, set for October 15. Our picture

io-day represents the automobile rendering service

io the wounded on the battlefield, engaged in the

task of saving rather than destroying life. The
.German army, which is thoroughly up to date,

adopted new methods of removing the wounded
during the recent manoeuvres. Of the two new
ivays of speedily conveying injured men to the

hospital, that in which the motor car plays the

:hief part is the more obvious. The wounded are

olaced in the car in two layers. The canvas cover-

ng can be lowered to cover the car entirely. The
i-nore uncommon way calls for the use of two

oicycles; the machines are fastened to-

gether by means of rigid iron bars; the

stretcher itself is carried on leather

straps, which, acting spring fashion,

orevent the jolting of the patient. In

;he earlier savage stage of society, little

.•are was taken of the enemies wounded
?xcept to see that their life was ended

is quickly as possible, no mercy being

shown the helpless; and there was very

ittle preparation made for the car^of
che friends that were injured. First,

men carried their comrades from the

oattlefield to care for them; then the

.stretcher was brought into use; then

lorse-ambulances were employed; and
now cycles and motor cars are pressed

nto service by the modern Red Cross

,vork of relief. The advance of our

Christian civilization and the broaden-

ing of human brotherhood will make
:-elief of the wounded in war impossible,

'is there will be no battlefields stained

'.vith blood. Care of the wounded in

jattle is mentioned in the Scriptures.

Andhe went with Joram the son of Ahab to the

var against Hazael Kinjc of Syria in Ramoth-Gilead;

•ind the Syrians wounded Joram. And King Joram
vent back to be healed in Jezreel of the wounds

vhich the Syrians had given him. (II.Kings8:28,29.)

3oy Drowned in Reservoir

Joseph Plenty, nine years old, while
:)laying Indian and undertaking to hide
'rem the cowboys who were in pursuit

)f him, fell through the blow-off pipe of

;he old aqueduct in Highbridge Park,
^ew York City, the other day, and was
swept away to his death. He fell into

;he main pipe which supplies New York
3ity with water, and was swept by a
stream seven feet in diameter and fifty-

:hree miles long at a fearful speed to

lis death. The Water Department im-
nediately undertook the task of letting

-he water out of the reservoir so that
';he body of the boy could be secured.
[t was only after 93,000,000 gallons of
vater had been run off, that three men
-vith high boots and rubber suits could
•isk the ta.sk of the rescue. They found
;he boy and with great difficulty made
;heir way to a place of exit. They
;limbed up a certain distance on a ladder and a rope
•vas let down from the top by which the body of the

ittle boy was lifted out, and afterwards the rescuers
vere drawn up by the same rope. There was a
iouble reasbn for the rescue of the body of the boy.

.t was necessary to prevent the pollution of the

jvater supply, the fountain of life. The other was
he precious value of the body of the dear little boy.

/our hundred thousand tons of water, so hard to

tet, and so necessary in these times of drought in

he city, were counted as nothing to the restoration
•)f the form from which the fond spirit of the boy
lad gone. And if the body is so precious, how much
nore valuable the soul of a boy or girl, and how
vise the church of to-day in paying so much atten-

ion to the salvation of the children! Christ in his

caching estimated the value of an immortal soul

greater than the whole world beside as he asked

:

What shall a man give in exchange for his soul ? (Matt. 16 :26.)

5ine in Stable with Cows
As a match for the dog receptions and monkey

iinners, some women of Chicago gave a luncheon
he other day in a stable among the cows and calves.

The affair took place in the stables on a farm near
31gin. Fifty cows eating their meal, stood a few

feet away from the gorgeously decorated tables, and
calves gamboled over the premises. A pet calf went
to sleep in the middle of a beautifully decorated
table, and continued its sweet slumber through the
meal. There is no accounting for tastes, and people
have a perfect right, so long as the entertainment
be innocent, to act as foolishly as they may please,

and yet this luncheon is but another reminder of the
restlessness and emptiness often manifested by what
is wrongly termed the highest society. There are
people of wealth and culture who give sane enter-
tainments which are their social duty. They embody in

their domestic and social life the highest principles
of rectitude. Christian benevolence and spiritual con-
secration. There are others of wealth and position
who assume the social mastery of a community, who
are loud and rude and vulgar in their social instincts

and entertainments. The God-child was born in

a stable because there was no room for him in the
inn, and because he was a child of poverty. Those
who have heard his teaching or partaken of his

Cuiiviight, London Setcs

Automobile Humane Service in War Time

spirit can put their time and money to better advan-

tage than to waste them on the empty, silly enter-

tainments and amusements, and gilded vices of a

fast modern society.

And she brought forth her firstborn son and wrapped him in

swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger ; because there was no

room for them in the inn. (Luke 2: 7.)

The Wayward Son

George W. Wilmust, eighty-four years old, com-

plained to Magistrate O'Reilly in the Bedford Ave-

nue Court, Brooklyn, that his boy was getting so

bad that he could not handle him, and asked the

authority of the justice in his behalf. The magis-

trate supposed from the father's story that if he

should order the administering of a good spanking

that would be all that would be necessary for the

present. When the boy came to the bridge, the

magistrate looked surprised and amused, for he saw
before him Frank Wilmust, sixty-four years old, as

the wayward boy. "I guess I won't order the

spanking I was thinking of," the judge said with a

smile, "somehow the use of a slipper at sixty-four

seems unfit." The judge bound him over for a

further hearing the next day, when he was placed

under $200 bond to behave himself. The father's
complaint was that his bad boy was drunken, worth-
less and troublesome. It is more than likely that if

the old man had been a little more rigid in his

parental discipline earlier in life, it might not have
been necessary for him to go to the court to help
him save his son. It is not fair to charge the
profligacy of children on parents because the power-
ful temptations of life sweep to ruin many of the
children of Christian homes and careful religious
instruction, but still the rule holds good that the
child well trained is likely to become the good and
useful man or woman.
Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he

will not depart from it. (Prov 22:6.)

Nursed Aged Servant

Andrew Jackson Murray, ninety-three years old,

a negro who had been a servant in the Hennen and
Morris families for eighty years, was buried in the

Morris tomb, near Hammond, La., not
long ago. He had been an upright man
and a devoted servant, and Mrs. John
A. Morris and her two sons took per-
sonal care of and nursed him in his last

illness. Murray was born in Tennes-
see, and during the reconstruction days
served as assessor of Tangipahoa Par-
ish, La., and as justice of the peace.
This expression of the gratitude and
affection of the Morris family for their

old servant is beautiful, and reminds us
of the kind treatment which should be
given to the aged and which usually is

given by devoted loved ones, and is also

a type of the exquisitely tender care
which the heavenly Father takes of his

children as they pass down into old age
and the tomb, answering the prayer of
the psalmist:

Cast me not off in the time of old age ; forsake me
not when my strength faileth. (Ps. 71 : 9.)

Colossal Religious Collections

The presentation of the united offer-

ing of the Woman's Auxiliary to the

General Convention of the Protestant

Episcopal Church took place at the

great ecclesiastical gathering at Christ's

Church in Cincinnati the other day.

Checks, drafts, bank notes and coin

were heaped on the collection plates by
women from all parts of the country,

and when they were counted it was
found that they amounted to the enor-

mous total of $242,110.83. Never before

has there been so large a basket collec-

tion taken at a single service in Amer-
ica. This is a triennial offering, and
amounts to $20,000 more than the one
given three years ago. Two days after

this great collection Rev. A. B. Simp-
son, pastor of the Gospel Tabernacle in

New York City, preached the annual
missionary sermon at the New York
Convention of the Christian and Mis-

sionary Alliance in the Tabernacle and
made a strong appeal for missionary
funds, obtaining at the morning and
evening services about $60,000 in

pledges and cash. Two tellers noted the

pledges as they were called off by Dr. Simpson.

As Dr. Simpson called out the $5,000 amount, the

choir interrupted with the hymn, "Blessed Is the

Name of the Lord." After other amounts had been

announced the choir broke out into the song "Bring-

ing in the Sheaves." Such hymns as "I Will Ask
the Lord to Bless Them," "There Will Be Many
Stars in My Crown," "Launch Out Into the Deep,"

"Throw Out the Life Line," were sung through the

service as the subscription was going on. The in-

tensest enthusiasm prevailed, and hallelujahs were
frequently heard. One of the brightest signs of this

money-getting age is that it is a money-giving age,

and more and more the people who have means,

whether little or much, are recognizing their stew-

ardship to their Divine Lord. Such large generosity

is not only the effect of a deep spiritual loyalty, but

will also be the cause of a larger measure of reli-

gious prosperity to the individual and the church.

The prophet expressly promises a large measure of

spiritual blessing to those who are generous to God
with their material gifts.

Bring ye all the tithes into the store house, that there may be

meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of

Hosts, if I will not open you the windows of heaven, and pour you

out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it

(Mai. 3:10.)
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A LTHOUGH order has not been completely re-

l\ stored in Portugal, the situation is gradually
i*- -*• quieting down. Preparations are being made
by the new government for the elections, when it is

expected that a new President and Cabinet will be

chosen for the Republic. Lisbon is well prepared

for defense against a possible Royalist attack, and
every precaution has been taken to prevent the suc-

cess of any sudden reactionary movement. Over-

tures may be made to induce ex-King Manuel to sign

a formal renunciation of the crown. Several nuns,

driven insane by the fighting in the streets and the

subsequent dangers, are said to have committed
suicide.

There is a strict censorship exercised over the
press at the capital, and correspondents who wish to

send news of the actual situation are obliged to

cross the border to telegraph their messages. Some
of the correspondents write that the conduct of the

populace toward the monks has been needlessly se-

vere. The attacks on the religious orders continue.

Search is being made in the cellars of the monas-
teries, to "smoke out" the monks.
Thus far the new government has shown itself

able to afford protection to all foreigners. British
and American warships are anchored in the Tagus
for the preservation of order. Generous political

amnesty has been granted by the government, and
this popular step has aided in strengthening the
hands of the provisional cabinet. All the legal obli-

gations of the government are recognized. Liberty
of the press has been guaranteed. Men who have
been prominent in opposing the republic will be
leniently dealt v?ith, probably with a few excep-
tions.

One thing seems to be thoroughly settled. It is

the policy of the new regime to absolutely separate
Church and State, to take away all the special priv-

ileges formerly enjoyed by the religious orders and
to put their members on the same footing as other
citizens.

Ex-King Manuel, his mother and grandmother,
during their stay at Gibraltar, were a most grief-

stricken group. They were quartered in the Gov-
ernor's house, as the guests of Sir Archibald Hunter,
and sentries guarded them to insure them against
attack. Manuel, in conversation with a newspaper
correspondent in the presence of the Governor, said

that he felt keenly the disgrace of having been
driven like a criminal from his own country.
"Had parliament decreed a republic, I would have

accepted it," he said, "but I have no
heart to fight the plots that were going
on. I cannot believe that it is the wish
of the people to destroy the monarchy."

There has been some talk of Manuel
and his mother seeking a permanent
refuge at the Villa Marique, near
Seville, in Spain, on an estate belong-
ing to the Countess of Paris, the mother
of Amelie. This is not far from the
Portuguese border, and there they
could await events and be ready to take
advantage of any turn in the tide of

fortune. The old grandmother, ex-

Queen Maria Pia, is in her dotage, and
does not realize what has happened.
She will find a home in Italy.

It is evidently the purpose of the Pro-
visional government to drive the monks
and nuns out of the country. Orders
have been issued expelling the Jesuits
and the foreign members of the religious

orders, but the native members, if they
resign from the orders and return to

their families, will be permitted to stay
in the country. There is a great exodus
of members of the various orders now
in progress. Under the decree of ex-
pulsion, all the property of the Jesuits
reverts to the State. In some of the
convents, the authorities found large
quantities of arms. It is understood
that many of the nuns will go to Amer-
ica.

Lisbon, enthroned upon its "seven
hills" and a few others not mentioned
for lack of space in the guide books, has
come out of the mist of history in
which, so far as Americans are con-
cerned, it has stood for generations, and
becomes all at once a place of interest in

the current news of the day. I;isbon
was the great centre of the recent revo-
lution, and the success of the revolt
within its boundaries settled the fate of
the monarchy before other parts of
Portugal were heard from, much as was
the case in Paris during the days of the
French Revolution. There has been
very little connection politically or com-
mercially between the United States and
Portugal. Even our globe-trotting citi-

The Noon Hour in a Lisbon Square

zen, when he gets to the Iberian peninsula at all,

usually travels about in Spain, unmindful of the fact
that in Portugal he would find beautiful cities, fine

scenery and a people whose customs cannot fail to

appeal to his taste for "old-world customs" and
what he considers the unusual. There are very few
Americans in Oporto, the main seaport, or in Lisbon,
the capital; but there is a large English colony, and
the business relations of Portugal and England have
been growing for two hundred years. One English-
Portuguese firm dates from 1687, and is now doing
a business of several millions a year. It is an inter-
esting historical fact that it was the fishermen of
northern Portugal who started and developed the
fishing industry on the "Banks" off the northern
coast of America, and though they now send fewer
ships their taste for salt cod from Newfoundland is

Chavez in His Fatal Flight Over the Alps

TXrHEN Georg-e Chavez started on his daring flight over the Alps his friends who saw him
» » start felt that he was taking one of the worst risks ever braved by an aeronout Their

fears were justified, for he died a victim to the modem craze for flying over everything which
would daunt all birds of the air except the eagle. The photograph shows Chavez well on his
journey when he still thought he would pass safely to his journey's end He was fatally
injured by a fall of thirty feet while attempting to make a landing for oil. Yet a short time
before he had passed in safety over the towering peaks of the Simplon.

unabated; in fact, it is a natural Portuguese dainb
It is found in every little grocery shop, hard aii

brown as a board. It is an odd coincidence thj

quite a number of Portuguese have settled on Cap
Cod in Massachusetts, though there they are moi
interested in farming and the cranberry bogs tha
in the cod on which Massachusetts based its pro;
perity for generations. A number have made the
home on the islands to the south of the mainland c

Massachusetts and there the dark eyes of the Ibi

rian maiden, raven locks and a certain picturesqi
element in dress are not infrequent. This connei
tion with Portugal dates back many years, the shit
of Martha's Vineyard bridging the distance ov«
sea and returning with Portuguese crews.

Lisbon is a thriving city and has been growin
rapidly. In fact, street after street has reacht
out into the country in a way quite America)
Despite this rapid growth, the city fathers ha\
been wise enough to have civic improvements ar
beauty keep pace with it, and new avenues ar
parks have been laid out. One of the handsome:
of these is the Parque Eduardo VII., named in hon(
of the late King of Great Britain, who enjoyed gre;
popularity in Portugal, being regarded as a fir

friend of the country. The ancient and modei
modes of life are strongly intermingled in Lisbo
Recently the richer inhabitants have developed
passion for owning motor cars in a way which r
minds the traveler of Detroit, Mich. The numb(
of cars seen about the streets is a cause of wonde
ment, especially when one considers that Lisbon
not well adapted to motoring, with its twisted ai
steep streets. In fact, in several places the peop
go from one quarter of the city to another by meat
of elevators set in steel cages, getting transf(
tickets from the tram-car conductors to conne'
with other lines. Nevertheless the Portuguese of tl

upper class must have his car, though its purcha;
may have deprived the owner of all his other lu:

uries, and it is even rumored that he sometimes goi
without his dinner that his hungering car may ha^
its fill of gasoline. It must not be supposed th;
there are not many who can afford such luxurie
On the contrary the country is fairly prosperou
though the government was poor. There are qui
a number of millionaires; one lady, who died a sho
time ago, was worth fifteen millions. There a^
many rich merchants and there are also a gre;
many wealthy families from Brazil, who have con
back to the land of their ancestors to make the

permanent home. To get rich in Bra2
and come back is the dream of thousan(
of Portuguese peasants.

In strikingly odd contrast to the rus
and "honk" of the automobiles, and t!

clang of the trolley cars, are the saloii'

or small farmers who ride nonchalant
through the twentieth century hubbi
on the back, the extreme back, of sms
patient-eyed mules. Though the cou;,

try has progressed, and the farmers a
progressing toward prosperity, thi

have consistently refused to move fa
ther foi-ward on the mule's back in Po
tugal, than the last fifth of his anatom
Perhaps the custom arose from the tin

when the mule carried a large load ju
before the rider, and the habit has n
been broken.
The novelty of costume in the stree

of Lisbon strikes the eye of the arti

tically inclined traveler and makes hi

thankful that there are some parts >

Europe where dress has not assumed
monotonous uniformity. The your
men in society have their clothes cut (

English models, while the ladies folio

the fashions of Paris. The man of tl

lower class, while not so picturesque ;

his country relatives, yet makes part i

a fascinating picture in his droopii
felt hat, his coat swung at a rakit

angle over one shoulder. Sometimes 1

wears a brightly colored sash about h

waist and has a blue or red cap in plai

of the hat. Sailors from the port ha^

bright handkerchiefs knotted about the

heads and one glances down to his be

expecting to see the brass hilt of a cu

lass, so much do they look like son

ancient mariners from the days whc
the galleons of Portugal were known (

every sea, and the merchantman w;

half a corsair, with the chance of bod
as well as barter ever in his eye.

One thing, however, strikes the vis

tor, and most pleasantly. The Port
guese is good-natured and usually polit

The policeman will direct you careful

to the place whither you wish to g>

the conductors on the trolley cars a

models of their kind.
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rHE fall and winter work of the
Bowery Mission has just com-

lenced by the holding of a week's
jvival services conducted by the Rev.

r. John G. Hallimond, the superin-
;ndent. Mission workers are per-

litted to see many things that are
idden from popular view; some of

lese represent great facts connected
ith the preaching of the Gospel, while
;hers, but for the all-potent influence

f the grace of God, would strike

•TTor to the stoutest heart.

Preparation for a season of revival

ad been made by earnest prayer and
itercession that God would richly

ess them, and in them manifest his

Dwer and salvation. These
rayers have been abundantly
nswered beyond all expecta-

on. In impassioned words
nd by direct appeal, each
Deaker spoke to the men's
earts by the memory of a
lother's faith, their own con-

nous weakness, and the re-

larkable living testimonies of

le large number who had
iven their hearts to God and
bandoned the old life, and
ere now bringing forth fruit,

)me thirty, some sixty, and
)me an hundredfold.

One of the striking features
f the services was the entire
bsence of transient, emotional
ithusiasm. Perhaps this is

) be expected, in such largo
'atherings of men as assembled
ightly in the large hall of the
[ission. There was enthu-
asm, but it was of a steady
low, of an abiding nature,
'ivealing deep earnestness,
he leading thought and spirit

'as prayer; in fact it was the
ery atmosphere of the place,

'or was the idea of prayer
f an indefinite nature; re-

ijated by every speaker, emphasis was
^id on the necessity on the part of the
len of not fighting one special beset-
ng sin alone, such as drink, but of a
i)mplete change and surrender of the
2art to God, and not only of saving
le's self but to be of use and not a
indrance to others. This idea of
ihole-hearted definiteness of purpose
iaturally resulted from the spirit of
irayer and con.secration which per-
ided all the services. Much lasting
ood has unquestionably been done

the vast number of houseless.

homeless, friendless men for whom
they were held.
The services commenced on Sunday

morning, October 2, at Mrs. Sarah J.
Bird's meeting. Mrs. Bird is known as
the "Mother of the Bowery Men," and
nothing does she appreciate more than
to be called "Mother Bird." She is a
mother indeed to the men, for by her
self-sacrificing life, her sweetness and
graciousness of manner, her belief that
there is some good which may be found
and brought out in the case of even the
most desperate and hopeless, she has
for many years endeared herself to all
whose privilege it is to come into con-
tact with her. Night after night, at

Thomas S. Bond, of Morris Heights
Methodist Episcopal Church; the Rev.
W. R. Lane of London, England, who
comes to assist Dr. Wilbur Chapman
in his great evangelistic campaign in
the West, and who came direct from
his steamer in which he had crossed
the Atlantic to the Mission; the Rev.
Stephen Merritt, father-in-law of the
late president of the Mission, Dr. Louis
Klopsch; and the Rev. Charles E.
Stowe, D.D., son of the late Harriet
Beecher Stowe. All of these gave most
suitable and stirring addresses, and
the results, when the invitation was
given, were most encouraging. Rev.
W. R. Lane spoke on Thursday, P>i-

A Scene During the Revival Services at the Bowery Mission

these meetings, her presence was one
of the special sources of inspiration
and encouragement.
Long before the time appointed for

the services to commence, a great line

of men might be seen outside the Mis-
sion, anxiously waiting for the doors
to be opened. When the crowds were
admitted Dr. Hallimond, on one even-
ing gave a stirring and most suitable
and inspiring talk to the men on
"Hope." The other speakers during
the week were the Rev. Dr. George
Clarke Peck, of St. Andrew's Metho-
dist Episcopal Church; the Rev.

day and Saturday and the most strik-

ing of his addresses was the second

—

"Old Humbug"—in which he de-
scribed an old sheep which was kept by
a butcher in a small plot of grass,
adjoining the house of a friend of Mr.
Lane, with whom he had stayed a few
days before he left England. In this
plot the butcher kept a dozen or more
sheep, ready for the slaughter-house.
All he had to do was to call "Old Billy"
and he and the other sheep would
follow the butcher to the slaughter-
house, where, the others safely inside,

"Old Billy" would return to his pas-

WMAT WIILIL JAPAN BO
'nnstian appeal than either Japanese or Chinese,
hey have grasped the concept of Christianity in a
.ore fundamental way than the Japanese have
Jne. This is the almost universal testimony of
lose who are cognizant of the facts. The fellow-
lip and the evangelistic spirit of Christianity, as
•chibited in Korea, have led people to surmise that
•/en that despised little nation holds in her hand an
imense potentiality for good in the Orient.
Compare Korea and Judea in this respect. God
itablished and developed Judaism for a specific
Jrpose. That purpose did not include the perpe-
lity of the Jewish people as a political entity, but
'ade them the starting point of a world-wide evan-
"jlism, a radiating centre of Christian civilization,
nd it was only after Rome had humbled her in
le dust and trodden her under foot, that the beauty
id the dignity of her calling became apparent,
hese words seem to fit the case of Korea almost
lually well. During the past five years of con-
ant pressure and repeated encroachment upon the
)litical life of Korea, the advance of Christianity
is been peculiarly rapid. The Christian C'-.irch
lere has not been involved in the political struggle,
it has gone steadily on its way, winning men to
isus Christ. The very year which beheld the ex-
nction of Korea's national life saw also the most
markable advance in Christian propagandism that
le history of missions can show.
Christianity has made great advance in Japan,
it it has never captured the imagination of the
asses of that country as is the ca.se in Korea, and
le Japanese control of Korea is not at all a Chris-
anone. The religion of Jesus Christ is no second-
7 issue in Korea, but it has become an essential

ture. From "Old Humbug" Mr. Lane
drew the lesson how a man may lead
others down to their doom or on to the
right.

Rev. Stephen Merritt, who spoke on
Friday evening (it being just six
months since the death of Dr. Klopsch)

,

for over an hour kept the rapt atten-
tion of the men. It was truly an im-
pressive sight to sit and listen, as this
venerable and honored servant of God
talked to the men of the wonderful
power of God and the most signal an-
swers to prayer as experienced in his
own long life, and, notably, as he told
of the conversion of three great work-
ers for God recently called home to

their reward, namely, the late
John S. Huyler, C. N. Critten-
ton and Louis Klopsch.

Dr. C. E. Stowe, who was
accompanied by his son, Ly-
man Beecher Stowe, was the
speaker morning and evening,
and, as usual, gave two ad-
dresses specially adapted to the
men of the Bowery. These
were the last addresses of the
series, and concluded one of the
most remarkable weeks in the
history of the Bowery Mission.

Dr. Hallimond was aided
most willingly throughout by
the regular leaders and work-
ers. During the week, 320
men came forward and took the
card pledging themselves to
lead a new life. Most of those
who came forward joined the
Brotherhood. Not a man was
promised a reward, in the way
of a bed or a meal ticket, al-

though the Mission is always
ready to help men who are in
absolute need.
The Mission Brotherhood

room was crowded each even-
ing, and the hearty singing,
like that of the men in the

larger meetings, was inspiring. A
touching incident may be told in con-
nection with this. A poor man, who
had gone to bed in a large lodging-
house next door, heard the men of the
Brotherhood singing. He was ar-
rested by the words of the song, got up,
dressed himself, came in to the meet-
ing, and was one of those who came
forward when the usual invitation was
given.
Many remarkable conversions of

men from all walks in life might be
recounted as the result of this week of
special effort.

Continued from page 967

element in society. It has taken firm root and is

fast becoming a dominant force. What Korea needs
is friends, and in the selection of friends she looks
to those who are genuinely helpful. It cannot be
truthfully said that Japan has exerted any consid-
erable moral force for good in that countiy. The
methods of the transition and the comparatively
small response that Japan has made to the higher
v/ants of the Korean people, have not commended
the Japanese regime to them. To the age-long feud
which has existed between the two nations m.ust be
added the unveiled contempt with which the Jap-
anese look upon the Koreans. What Japan needed
and still needs is the goodwill of the Peninsular
people; but she has taken no pains to see that such
relations should be amicable. At the point of con-
tact, therefore, there is the bitterest hatred on the
one hand, and the most scornful contempt on the
other. It is my opinion that the true relations be-

tween any two nations can be best studied at the
point where the individuals of one come into close

contact with those of the other in everyday life.

Judged by this standard, there is much left to be
desired; and in stiying this I am putting it in the
mildest possible way.
The Koreans are so constituted that no merely

superficial change can possibly commend itself to

them. Many times in their history they have at-

tempted such changes, but always with the most
unsatisfactory results. They have learned better,

and they will now accept no change that does not
promise a fundamental reform. They admit that
the Japanese have done many wonderful things and
have effected many startling changes; but they do
not believe that Japan has gotten to the bed-rock of

Western civilization, nor ever will, until the revolu-

tion shall show signs of being a moral, as well as a
merely material one. The treatment they have re-
ceived at the hands of Japan has not as yet war-
ranted them in placing faith in the moral quality
of Japan's promises. So far as the Korean people
have at all decided to eff'ect the regeneration of their
nation, they have begun it by accepting and adopt-
ing the very basis of Western culture, which is

Christianity.
The Korean does not often formulate his ideas,

but underneath the surface, perhaps only subcon-
sciously, they realize that Japanese feudalism,
which lies at the root of all her military and social

achievements, is a feudalism without chivalry. It

is lacking in that altruism which made Europe a
willing missionary to the whole world. They be-
lieve that Japan has accepted only those forces
which will make for physical power. Whether they
are right in this, the world must decide for itself.

I only state the fact that the Koreans so believe.

But the Christian Church goes straight on its

way, neither favoring nor opposing the physical
power of Japan. This is exceedingly distasteful to
the Japanese authorities. Time and again, they
have approached the missionaries and tried to get
them to come out squarely in favor of the usurpa~
tion; but they have succeeded in only a very few
cases, and even in these cases there has been a
significant drawing back. The missionaries cannot
be blamed for refusing to take sides; for if they
declared for Japan, they would immediately lose alt

influence over the people. They must remain neu-
tral. The time may come when Japan will insist

that the Christian Church in Korea come out flat-

footed, either for or against the physical masters of
Continued on page 979
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An Attack Upon the Nursery

WRITING in a London periodical a learned

philosopher has recently made an attack

upon the nursery. He would have it abol-

ished as tending to the deterioration of juvenile

character. To a certain extent Professor Emil

Reich is in the right. When little children in the

most impressionable yeaTs of life, the years between

infancy and the schoolroom, are left in the care of

ignorant hirelings while their mothers are engaged
elsewhere, a serious mistake is made. The nursery,
as we understand it, and as the mothers of The
Christian Herald Family regard it, is not the place

to which children are sent to be out of their mother's
way. It is usually a sunny room, fitted with every-

thing pleasant for children, equipped with toys,

furnished with picture books and made ideally de-

lightful. Here the mother is often with the children,

and when she is not with them they are usually with
her, the nursery being a con-

vertible term, when it suits the
mother's convenience, for the
kitchen and the living-room.

The first seven years of life

are those in which character
receives its trend. Plato among
the ancients understood this,

and strongly urged upon the
people of his time the im-
portance of child culture from
the earliest age. A great deal
is said and done to-day with
reference to the early education
of our boys and girls. The
kindergarten receives them be-
fore they are old enough to go
to the primary school. No one
who has not studied the condi-
tions of life among the poor in

our cities can understand what
a boon the kindergarten is to

the little children whose only
play place is the street, and
whose mothers are too busy or
too ignorant to care for them
properly. I may be permitted
to doubt whether the children
of comfortable homes are not
quite as well off educationally,
if their mothers live with them,
teach them and shape them
during the first seven years, as
if they were sent to any school.
In an argument against Wom-
an's Suffrage Mr. G. K. Ches-
terton, who is always worth
listening to, whether one agree
with him or not, says that
babies are not taught trades;
they are introduced to the uni-
verse. It is the mother who
performs the introduction.

Every one has heard what
Napoleon said when asked
what France needed most.
"Mothers," was his reply.
Every one knows that God and
mother have the first chance
and the first claim in the moulding of the new
human being who arrives helpless and naked in the
world, to be clothed upon and trained as the mother
under God pleases.
Do not give up your nursery, dear mother. If

you can spare a room for the children, by all means
do so. If not, let your nursery be wherever you
are, and let no one else supersede you in the early
training of the girls and boys.

The City A suggestion comes to us from a
Beautiful correspondent, Mr. Frederick A.

Riehle, that it would be a desira-
ble thing to interest children and young people, as
well as some older people of leisure, in the organiza-
tion of a league or society to be called The City
Beautiful. Pointing out the contrast between
American cities and those on the continent of
Europe, our friend urges greater tidiness on our
part. His idea is that a reward might be offered
to children by older members of such a society, if

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

they would take pains to keep the sidewalks in front

of houses and the street beyond the curb free from
bits of paper and other unsightly debris. The street

sweepers remove only the surface dirt and do not

accomplish work of making the city attractive. In

nearly all our suburban towns the women of the

place are organized for this very purpose; receptacles

are provided in convenient localities for everything

that would litter the street, and it is regarded as a
misdemeanor for any one, old or young, to throw
apple cores, orange skin, torn letters or old news-
papers where they would detract from the order
and beauty of the town. In our cities, the rush of
travel, the hurrying automobiles and heavily laden
trucks would make it unsafe for children to venture
beyond the curb, or for old men and women to do so

for any purpose except that of fleeing to safety to
the opposite side of the street. We have great
pleasure, however, in giving room to our correspond-
ent's suggestion.

Tools for Most boys are fond of tools. It is
the Boys by no means necessary to buy

an expensive chest fitted out with
a variety of tools, to give great pleasure to the ordi-
nary boy. He should have a hammer and nails, a
saw, a gimlet and one. or two other useful articles,
and, if possible, a place where he mav use them.
The boy who enjoys making things should have
something on which he may exercise his special
faculty. The boat which a boy makes for himself,
the book-shelves with which he fits his own room,
the bird box which he nails on a tree as a refuge for
birds in the winter, whatever, in short, he makes
himself furnishes him with wholesome occupation
and assists him in becoming deft in the use of his
hands. If a boy does not care for tools, they should

not be forced upon him. There are boys to whom
books to read are of much more worth than eitheij

toys or tools.

He Sendeth Although there have been floods! i

His Rain in other parts of the world, in a
large portion of the United States'

there has been so little rain during the summer and
autumn that the water supply is failing in many
places. By the time this meets the eye of the reader J

the windows of heaven may have opened and th(
needed and desired rain have fallen to fill the

streams, feed the reservoirs and refresh the thirstj
earth. It was written of old concerning our loving
Father that "he sendeth his rain on the just and thej

unjust." Modern science has accomplished mar-
velous feats, but the great elemental gifts coming
to us straight from a divine hand are independent
of science. The winds, the clouds, the light of sur
and stars and the rain in its season reach us ever

more through the ages uni

changed from the Creator q5

this universe. Do we recognizi

this fact, and are we thankfu
as we should be that he "neithei

slumbers nor sleeps"? Acknowl
edging his bounty and submit
ting to his will, do we pray tha
he will continue to send us thil

rain and the sunshine, as i

may please him?

Play, Work, The last wordiii

Rest of Mark Twain
who was mjlj

doubt wandering in thought tlf

the days of his childhood, were
"There is nobody to play witl
me any more." More thai
most men, this beloved humoii
ist kept the child-heart througl
the years of a long life. Hi
could be easily moved to tearjj

or to laughter, and his sympa
thies were swift and deep

Throughout his whole life h|

never shirked hard work amj
he always loved to play. H

,

did both with all his might. Ii

old age, with so many of hi

dear ones gone, he must oftei

have felt that there was no on

left for the intimacy of pla>

We need, all of us, play-tim
and rest-time quite as really a

work-time. Our America
habit is to exalt work as if i

were the only good, to frow
upon play as if it were mere!
for the juveniles, and to ignor

the need of rest. So it hap

pens that sometimes our lovin;

Father, seeing that we requir

rest and refuse to take it, send

us an opportunity which w
label "illness" or "infirmity.

Let us accept the privilege o

rest as cheerfully as the obliga

tion to labor and the recess, when we go out to pla>

There are times when rest is more than mere phys
ical recuperation; it is intellectual and spiritua

strength and invigoration.

Women in A friend who has been tormente
Council all summer by hordes of anti

which have destroyed her plant

and flowers, asks for help to prevent the disap

pointment another season. This lady raised beauti

ful plants from seeds and duly set them in he

garden borders, only to have them completely ruine

by^the marauding ants.

Another correspondent seeks advice from success

ful raisers of poultry. She has had failure upo
failure in the management of incubators. If an

practical woman whose success in raising chicks b

artificial means has been pronounced, will send
bit of advice to this friend, it shall have a place i

this column.
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<:k-a-by, baby, thy cradle is green,

pa's a nobleman, mamma's a queen,

iter's a lady and wears a gold ring,

hnnie's a drummer and drums for the king

!

NITTING in her doorway and
J crooning the old lullaby, she

J rocked her baby to sleep. As she

eked and sang she knit, the rhyth-

ical click of her needles supplying

icompaniment to the rocking and the

coning. After the manner of expert

litters, she did not watch her needles.

iHer eyes were lifted to the tender

jrple of the skies; they dwelt upon

e cradle; they probed the forest

'ooms; or they sought the turning of

le road with patient expectancy and

'aming.
[Phoebe's davs were all alike, t.x-

fpt for baby, she had been alone since

inrise. She was up with the dawn,

'oking breakfast and milking the

V while her husband and brother

d and watered the mules. While her

3n breakfasted she was occupied in

•rving them, and in making ready

eir dinner-buckets when, as now,

eir work took them to distant fields,

fter they were gone she

irried through with her

nely meal, washed the

bhes and put them in the

pboard; made up the beds

W tidied the house. Her
itenoon was crowded with

isy tasks. The darling one

las bathing baby and laying

Im aside for his morning

!p. Duly the milk was
fumed, the chickens were

Id, the sitting hens looked

Iter, and hawks warned
l/ay. Always there was
wing in plenty for Phoebe s

'ithful needle, which fash-

/led and repaired, and

ftched beyond belief, the

iparel of her household,

ame the long silent waning
I the day toward the night-

>11; came the knitting, the

iiging and the waiting.

IjThe road on which the cot-

tee faced was little used,

ling rather a rustic lane

fan a public thoroughfare.

fet sometimes a stranger

—

me one from a neighboring
;unty or from a distant part

I

the State on prospecting or

her business bent—passed
iioebe's door. Now and then,

"neighbor—the section was
[arsely settled and a "neigh-

"r" might live many miles

vay— would come along,

'le advent of a wayfarer
IS always an event of mark
* Phoebe's day. Rarely would
fail to pause, asking for a

'ink of water; and he would
"ceive a proffer of milk from Phoebe's
Ispitable hand. Whoever he might
i, he would likely be drawn into a
•'at; if such a treasure as a bit of
.ssip was in his possession it would
rely be extracted from him; and
rely he would deliver up any frag-
:;nt of news he might have from the

% outside world. If he chanced to

"ve a newspaper with him he was
re to part with it, beguiled thereto
i Phoebe's transparent diplomacy.
And the newspaper—no manner of
rd experience would teach Phoebe to
ad that before her men came home,
was laid away for the evening hour,

'e hour of family reunion. And the
<nclusion of the whole matter was
at Joe kept one sheet and gave Ben

'fi other, and the two men read in

fence, with an occasional remark to
<ch other, until they got too sleepy
read, when they tossed the paper

<wn and went to bod. Perhaps they
ought that Phoebe did not like read-
?, if they thought at all of the sit-

tion; if she liked to read, why give
sm the paper? Besides, she had had

i all afternoon. After a question or

Sy MYRTA LOCKETT A VARY

two, artfully designed to convert the
reading into a common pleasure and
interchange of ideas, Phoebe would re-

lapse into silence where she sat in her
comer, rocking the cradle, knitting,
patching, darning.
Once every few months, Betsy

Brown, PhcEbe's nearest woman neigh-
bor, living three miles away, would
come to spend the day. The days of
Betsy's visits Phoebe marked with a
white stone. Such confabs they had!
such nice times exchanging new
stitches in knitting and ci'ochet, and
new recipes for jams and preserves!
"Cousin Harriet" in the city sent
Phoebe now and then a woman's
magazine, which was the joy and pride
of Phoebe's life; and Betsy Brown's
niece, who was a postmistress some-
where, sent Betsy occasional offerings

of like character, marked "Sample
Copy." The senders little realized

what a large and active part their cas-

them if she could make a chance for
either. The things which Phoebe had
treasured up to tell them, but which
had never been told, would fill more
books than one. The reason why she
still retained hope, why she had not
become utterly disheartened, was that
she believed the fault lay in herself,
and believing this, she felt that her
continued effort must at length dis-

cover and establish a plane of common
interest between herself and her men.

To-night she had a wonderful ex-
ploit of baby's to relate. She was sure
it would excite the interest of his uncle
and father, as she thought it over,
smiling to herself. Then, there was
the unfolding of her plan for making
money wherewith to send baby to
school. She had been full of this plan
ever since the arrival of a letter from
Cousin Harriet, who told how expen-
sive everything was in the city. Eggs
cost twenty cents a dozen and up-

ual contributions played in the still

current of two lives. Betsy's inspec-

tion of Phoebe's garden and chickens
was a thing to be looked forward to

and looked back upon by Phoebe.

When night came after one of Betsy's

visits Phoebe would have a fund of

.such local news as there was stored up
for Joe and Ben—if Joe and Ben
would listen.

All her pleasure in hearing, seeing,

thinking—even as in the performance
of daily service—was bound up in

hoped-for division with the two who,
with her baby, made her world. The
sadness of it was that her hope was so

rarely fulfilled.

Joe and Ben came home at night

usually too tired or sleepy to listen

or respond to her remarks or ad-

vances. Only the rare accident of a
rtrangor dropping in could stimulate

their sluggish interest or arouse them
from their torpor. Sometimes they had
animated discussions with each other,

but as a rule, they had talked them-
selves out in the field.

The longest and busiest day never

found her too tired to listen or talk to

"Poor as it was,

the table shone "

wards in the town where Cousin Har-
riet dwelt. A golden future for baby
unrolled itself before his mother when
she thought of that—with her hens
cackling merrily in the barn and
roundabout. She had been receiving

five to ten cents for her eggs at the

village store—and that in trade.

Her problem v/as to get her eggs to

the town in which Cousin Harriet

lived. A big problem for Phoebe! She
needed Joe's intellect to bear upon it.

And Joe's co-operation was an essen-

tial. "If I could only walk all the way
and carry them every week!" thought
Phoebe. She had been watching and
waiting for her opportunity to talk

this matter over with Joe, boiling her

facts and ideas down, after the man-
ner of newspaper paragraphists, to

the fewest and most pleasing words
possible. Meanwhile, her thrifty hens
rewarded her excellent care by laying

many eggs, and the accumulating
product, packed in salt and stored in

the cellar, reproached her with her un-

fulfilled duty and laggard enterprise.

Her tender conscience smote her when
she looked in her baby's face. Yet

she shrank from speaking, fearing to
have her scheme killed by her own
poor way of setting it forth. Ah, why
could she never speak what she wished
and as she wished, and in a way that
would win or command respectful
hearing and attention? What was
wi'ong with her? Her soul arraigned
her for the burial of thoughts useful
and beautiful—messages of God

—

which she would have been better and
happier for imparting and her men
the better and happier for receiving.
Had she only the gift—the courage

—

the power— the mystic something
which enables one to utter the word
that will be heard!
Rose and purple had faded from the

sky, and it was softly, darkly blue
now. The great harvest moon rolled
up, red as blood but paling by degrees
into resplendent silver. In the woods
a whippoorwill was calling, and an-
other whippoorwill answered him
from afar. Across the road, a calf
looked through the bars and lowed.
He knew it was milking time and his
mother had not come. 'That morning,

"Dilsey," as Phoebe called his
mother, had gone away at
the end of a rope with Joe
and Ben to a fresh pasture
near the field in which they
were working. On their way
back, they would let Dilsey
out, and she would come home
fast enough without leading!

Katydids sang in the tree-

t tops. In and out of fence
1/ corners and about the bushes,
,' fireflies flashed. In the rose-

vine over the door a mocking-
bird sang full and sweet, but
intermittently, as in a dream.
The woods were full of

voices.

A partridge called "Bob
White!" and was answered
by a cry as plaintive as his

own. A dove cooed for its

mate, and the mate cooed in

response. As they sought
each other through the woods,
their calls grew nearer, each
to each, until lost in one note.

As Phoebe listened, her
lullaby fell to a lower and
tenderer key, the yearning
deepened in her eyes. Baby
was asleep She took the
light shawl from her shoul-

ders and Inid it over him.
The tinkling of a cowbell

down the lane admonished
Phoebe that Dilsey was. com-
ing to her calf. Phoebe rose,

crossed the lane hastily, and
(et down the bars for the calf,

realizingthenext moment that
this was a blunder, for Bonny
would now get more than

his share of milk. But Phoebe was not
properly sorry, for was not Dilsey a
mother and Bonny Dilsey's baby? Yet
Phoebe hastened into the house for her
pail, and soon settled to her milking,

with Bonny, to his exuberant dissatis-

faction, on the other side of the bars.

Soon the wagon appeared in the

dusk at the end of the lane, the mules
drawing it lazily. Joe walked beside

it, dragging his whip. Ben was
sprawled atop the hay; Phoebe could

not see him there, but she knew; Ben
never missed a hay-ride.

The men watered and fed the stock.

Then they separated Dilsey and Bonny
for the night, in spite of vigorous pro-

tests from both. Meanwhile, Phoebe
made ready the supper. The table

was set forth with its coarse white
cloth, cheap plates and cutleiy and a
jug of molasses. Poor as it all was,

that table shone with the high purpose
of a clean soul and the fine order of a

poetic spirit. A pat of butter and a
pitcher of milk were brought from the

spring. Eggs and bacon, fried in a

Continued on next -page
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skillet over the coals, and biscuit and
hoecake, completed the meal.

The cradle had been pushed into its

corner. A clothes-horse, converted

into a screen, had been drawn between
the cradle and the lighted candle on
the table. Baby slept, undisturbed by
his mother's light journeyings to and
fro, or by the splutterings of the can-

dle in the soft summer wind which
stole gently in and out from door to

window.
Phoebe heard the men exchanging

some remarks as they approached the
house. They washed their faces and
hands in the basin on the shelf just

outside the door, and dried them with
the towel hanging from a nail in the
wall.

"Supper ready, Phoebe?" called Joe.

"All ready!" sang Phoebe. "You
all ready?"
"You kin bet!" answered Ben.
They came in, sat down and ate in

silence. She put a kindly inquiry
about their day's work, and made some
light comment on her own. Silence
answered her.

"You all tired?" she ventured tim-
idly.

"You might know we was," said

Joe.
She felt something humid in the air

which kissed her cheek, and looked
uneasily out of the open door and win-
dows, and back to the faces of her
men; then she spoke her fear that it

would rain before the hay was in, and
her hope that it would not.

"There's a white rim round the
moon," she said. It was an ill augury,
but she felt its beauty.
"We see it," said Joe.
Yes, they saw the moon shining in

the heavens, with all that rain-prom-
ising white halo around it. They
looked through the windows and doors,
following Phoebe's glance, then back to

their plates. If it was going to rain,

it would rain. There was no putting
a stop to it. There was no use talking
about it.

Thus they met her attempts at con-
versation with a look or a word, or
without any sign. It was not that they
were angry or sullen, nor in even so
positive a humor as being bored.
Phoebe was a matter of course. It was
one of her ways, they took it, to talk
a little at mealtimes; and no harm
came of it. They were used to hearing
her talk without paying attention to
what she said. They might have
missed it if she had stopped talking,
for they loved her in their way.

To-night she began to feel, as often
before, that she was saying foolish
and idle things. Then she found that
she herself was taking no interest in
what she said, and that she was not
saying what she had meant to say.
Then she was silent. There was no
sound at the table but the click of
knives and forks and the chewing and
swallowing of food.

Phoebe rose softly, went to the cradle
and moved the screen so as to shade
the baby better. Bending, she kissed
the little hand lying upon the coverlet.
The baby cooed in his sleep, and a
smile, sweet and beautiful, lit up his
mother's face.

Joe and Ben called simultaneously
for milk, and she hastened to replenish
their glasses.
When supper was finished, Ben

climbed into the loft where he slept.

"I've got to go to the bam and git
some terbacker," said Joe.
While he was gone, Phoebe hurried

through with the washing of the dishes,
oven, and skillet; covered the coals
with ashes to keep them alive for
starting the breakfast fire; tied a
fresh apron around her waist, folded
a spotless kerchief about her neck.

and took up her knitting. When .

returned, she was ready to open 1

plan for converting her eggs into g
for baby's education; her words w
chosen—just the right words to aroi
his interest and enlist his sympal
and co-operation.

But he was in such haste to get
rest that before she could gather co
age to speak, he had pulled his clotl

off and cast himself on the b
Swiftly she put out her candle, sHp)
out of her dress, drew the cradle to I

side of the bed, and lay down.
"Joe," she began, "I want to t

you "

Suddenly, she raised herself j

looked at him. She bent her face o
his. When she lifted it, interest i

eagerness had died out, and patie;—or apathy t'he counterfeit of
tience—had taken their place.

There was something "out to
barn" besides "terbacker."
With this "something" left in

out, to-night was a type of all

nights of Phoebe's life as it had b'

and would be until—when?
Overhead, Ben snored audibly,

her side, lay her husband in the he;
stupor of sleep and alcohol. i

Through open doors and windo
the white glory of the moon and
soft breath of the summer night ca
in.

The silence throbbed with a sud(
tumultuous burst of melody. The b
in the rosebush had waked for a i

ment, or else he had sung in his slei

The baby stirred. She rocked 1

gently.
"I wonder," she whispered, "If I t

forget how to think and wish and pi

I wonder if people do forget how to

these things. It is just as well
forget."

And then, as a thousand times
fore, the music of the night and
radiance of the moon and stars s

tained her; like messengers of heav
they spoke peace and hope to Phoel
soul.

Without stint or measure, the li;

of heaven which glorified her sleep

child clothed her husband in its wl
splendor.

"If God is everywhere, God m
be in the moonlight," she whispei
"The flowers out there don't kr
they're doing any good, but if t
should stop blooming and smell
sweet, how I should miss them! J*

that bird don't know I'm listening

him, but he helps me to live."

Ton can place money in the Indnstrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is sa/V. and is where
Vou can ooratn it when wanted^ and will yield/air earn-
ings ror ererv day invested. See their advertisement
on page 984. and write them for full mformation.

The Kindly Heart

\X7HEN we are well and strong, how p e

'• are we
To lack, or seem to lack, that gentle grace.

That should be writ in manner and in face

In proof of our regard and sympathy

:

But, when the hand of sickness on our forr

Is sorely laid and some kind, faithful frien

In gracious acts, upon us doth attend,
'Tis then the heart responsive beats and war •'

Oh, not alone in our extremity
Of need and helplessness let us bestow
Upon our fellow-men, in verity.

Kind looks, kind words, kind actions, that e

owe

!

IHow truly blest the human heart may be,

Then shall we feel; then shall we fully knH

Eden Reeder Latt

"Surely I Will Be With Thee"

THERE never were words that were swec r,

There never was promise more dear.

Than this message God gave to His childre

Bidding them trust and not fear:
"Surely I will be with thee" :

Yes, ever your footsteps I'll guide,

And the storm-clouds shall not hide Me f

»

thee.

For I will be close by thy side.

So often in sickness and trouble

These words have brought sweet peace to .

I would hear through the gloom and the a "

ness:
"Surely I will be ever with thee."

"Surely I will be with thee,"
Oh, precious these words of cheer

!

To know that with love never-failing

Our Lord is always near.
E. E. KeNDBI
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WlhiSit Will Japai^ B® Inliorea?
Continued from page 975
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t

he country. The former I deem to be

moral impossibility, and the latter

;ould mean trouble of the severest

ind. I have no desire to magnify the

angers of the situation; but this

luch is certain, that Japan is deter-

lined to control every great social

lovement in Korea in order to make
; work for her own interest. It may
6 that in some measure they do this

n the honest belief that this is the

ight thing to do ; but to the Western-
rs who are looking on, the situation

3 anything but reassuring.

I hardly need go into the particulars

f Christian advance in that little

ountry. They are known the world
ver. If the present rate of progress
ontinues, the entire nation will not

nly be evangelized but will be Chris-

.ianized within fifteen years. The na-

ional scope of the movement cannot
8 too strongly emphasized. It is a
errific moral revolution and one that

3 as significant in the spiritual sphere

s the emergence of Japan from her
olitude in 1854 was in the political

phere. It does not make so much
loise, but it is as momentous in its

ossibilities. I believe that in two
;eeks' time I could find a thousand
Coreans, deeply spiritual Christian
len, who would willingly go to China
s missionaries of the Cross and at a
alary ludicrously small compared
/ith that which the Western mission-

ry absolutely requires. But it is not

ime for this yet. The Koreans need
ears of education and training. This
hey must get at the hand of the mis-
ionaries, for Japan has plainly de-

lared that she is not going to provide
igher education for the Korean peo-

ple! One of the highest Japanese au-
horities said this unequivocally to a
riend of mine in Korea.
What Korea needs from America to-

ay is not useless sympathy over a lost

ause, but genuine helpfulness along
he line of education. If Japan is not

to give them higher education, we
must. When in 1905 we abrogated our
treaty of friendship with Korea, and
that without warning, it was a severe
blow to the good opinion that the
Koreans had formerly held of us. We
now have an opportunity to give them
something that will be better, perhaps,
than political autonomy would have
been, namely, an enlightened con-
science, which will enable them to
carry themselves erect and self-re-
specting in the face of their masters.
Korea has no future, except in the
moral sphere; but in that sphere she
has the possibility and the promise of
splendid distinction.

I would like to say to the American
public through the columns of this
widely read paper that there are some
of us who have loved Korea and suf-
fered with her. We have found in her
certain qualities which are distinctive

and which should be preserved, for the
good of the whole Far East. We have
felt somethi" • of what our ancestors
felt, when they reluctantly took down
their muskets and went to war for
their liberties in 1776. But there is a
higher patriotism than that which de-

pends upon political autonomy, and
there are those of us who believe that
Korea is destined to do a work which
will make her name cherished when
the physical conquests of her neighbors
have been forgotten.

When in the night I wake and think upon
That land, I see before me Hagar, thrust

—

Offending, aye, but uncomplaining—forth
Beyond the pale of human sympathy.
She takes her little children by the hand
And leads them out into a boundless, sere
And cruel desert. But when calumny
And greed have done their worst and, Hagarlike,
She lays her little ones upon the ground
To die. some great Archangel militant,
Beholding in th' averted face of God
The shadow of her mother-agony.
With insubordination unrebuked
Will leap the battlements to bring her help.

And the name of that Archangel is

the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Dr. H. H. Hulbert.
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By Lucy J. Whiting, Oberlio, 0.

TN times of flood or famine America
L has ever been China's friend, and
'HE Christian Hkrald has more than

nee been the medium between the

leedy in that land and hearts that

vera touched with .sympathy in this,

.'his has done more than feed the
;Ungry and clothe the naked; it has
een an expression of Christian love

hat cannot be misunderstood.
For more than a year after the last

amine, the children playing in the
treats were labeled "Minneapolis,"
or after they had eaten the flour sent

y The Christian Herald they wore
he sack, and the bags looked as though
hey had grown legs!
From Shansi there now comes a

athetic tale of extreme poverty lead-
ng to law-breaking, and the conse-
uent punishment. In the region
orth of Fen-Chou-Fu (Shansi), the
leople are very poor. When they
ilanted wheat, the income from their
mall farms was not sufficient for the
ear's expenses. They khew that if

hey planted the poppy, their income
v'ould be greater. They also knew
hat it was againsst the law; but in

heir straits, they decided that they
nust grow opiv.m. So they banded
ogether, thinking that if every one
ilanted it, the authorities could not do
(luch in punishing them.
They started planting, and retribu-

ion followed quickly. An official with
hundred soldiers went to the village
nd shot down thirty-nine men, and
old the rest he would be back to do
he same to them if the poppy were
llowed to grow.
This news has come from Rev. Watts

). Pye, of the Shansi Mission, and he
idds, "It seems an awful punishment;
'Ut it will make the people realize that

they must obey the law whatever the

cost to themselves."
He made no appeal for help, but can

we forget the widows and orphans in

their distress? Can we not send food

for the winter months and seed for the

coming year? Mr. Pye and his faith-

ful helpers would be able to relieve

much distress if they had the means,
and it would open the hearts of the

people to receive the Gospel if he could

follow the example of Christ, who had
"compassion on the multitude."

[Rev. C. N. Pond, of Oberlin, North-
ern Secretary of the Industrial Mis-

sionary Association, vouches for the

writer of the above. In a letter to

The Christian Herald he says: "I

wish to add my testimony to that of

Mrs. Lucy J. Whiting. She has long

been known to me as a most devoted

and useful missionary, as was also her

husband, the late Dr. Whiting of the

Presbyterian Board. I am personally

acquainted, also, with Rev. Watts O.

Pye, of the American Board, whom
she mentions. Both he and his family

are well and widely known as people of

high character."]

Could Not Do Without It

I have been a reader of The Chris-

tian Herald for about twenty-five

years, and could not well do without it

now. I feel that I ought as a duty to

write and tell you that The Christian
Herald, as my family religious paper,

has pleased, edified, instructed and
helped me so very much along the

yeai:s that it is a necessity now. May
God continue to bless and prosper The
Christian Herald.
Lewistown, Pa. William S. Settle.

1910Atlas s!^^Free
r To the readers of The Christian Herald who take advantage ^

of this Offer now made in connection with the Just Published

NEW FROM COVER TO COVER

Webster's New International
400,000

Words and Phrases

6,000
Illustrations

3,000 Pages
New Gazetteer of

the World

1^" New Biographical
Dictionary

Readers of The Christian Herald
can now secure this Newest and
Most Complete Reference Li-

brary in Dictionary Form on the
following remarkably easy terms:
The entire work in full leather

(with Atlas)

Delivered

for $1.00
and easy payment thereafter of
only a few cents a week in the
United States or Canada.
Furthermore, if desired, the

books will be sent with the privi-

lege of

5 Days

Examination

In Rich, FullRed
Leather Binding.

If not found perfectly satis-
factory they may be returned at
our expense, and the amount
paid will be refunded.

Highest Praise from Eminent Authorities
Nicholas Murray Butler, President Columbia

University :
" Marks new advances even upon

its excellent predecessor."

President Harris, Northwestern University :

" Much pleased with new horizontal division of
the page."

President Jordan, Leland Stanford Jr. Uni-
versity : "Pleased with the compactness and
accuracy of the definitions."

President Faunce, Brown University : "It is

an encyclopedia covering the entire territory of
the world's knowledge and the world's action."

J[^^ To those who respond at once we will send a copy of an amusing "Test in Pronunciation "

(with key), entitled "A Visit to the Deering High School," and also a ," Red Fac-simile
Booklet" of interesting questions, with references to their answers.

The ATLAS
is the 1910 "New Reference Atlas of the World,"
containing 124 pages of maps, beautifully printed
in colors with marginal reference indexes, besides
illustrated description of PANAMA CANAL, all

handsomely bound in red cloth, size 10^x13%.

Mail this coupon at once to

G.&C. MERRIAMCO.
Springfield, Meiss.

Sole Publishers of GENUINE Webster
Dictionaries for over 67 Years

Home Office (Coupon)

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Sprinefield, Mass.:

Please send me. free of all obligation or ex-
pense, a copy of ' Test in Pronunciation," and
also 'Red Fac-simile Booklet," with special

terms of your Christian Herald free Atlas offer

on the enlarged edition of "Webster's NEW
International Dictionary."

Name.

Address..

18
in.Wild Male $1.95
Ostrich PlumeJL^^

^ee Before

Buying

Specially Selected Hard Flu^
feathers from wild male birds,
oolj. Tougher, glossiet
and longer fibre than
those from tame
birds. Stand any
weather; never
permanently
lose curl;
last m
lifetime,

Examine
^^ Plume at our rlsk^

Send 15c to^ver expressage and receive this 18-in. French
Curl Wild Male Plume in Mack, white or any color by C.

O. D. express. ^Vhen satisfied it is extraordinary value, pay
expressagent 91-^^* it not the greatest plume bargain ever
offered, return plume at our expense. When fall price ($1.95) is

sent with order we prepay expressageand will immediately re-

fundfullaiiiuuutpaidifyouaredissatisfied. Yoatakenorlst.

CtBAAi^l 9f\ Sm FRENCH plume, extra qaalitv.
Opcviai CU'llla wide fibres. In blacker jg nn
white on same approTal terms as above . . > ^WaUU
BEAUTIFUL WILLOW PLUME, full 19 In. long. 16

In. wide, double knotted, hand tied. Made $Q OC
of finest selected male stock. Black orwhlte ytf*fa<v

rite today for FREE catalog containinj full line and bar-

rains in French and Willow Flumes and leam bow to get

on© plume free by selling six.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN OSTRICM *CATHER CO.
272-8 Wabash Ave. Dept. 1003^ Chicago

The Newf Flavor

MAPLEINE
Belter than Maple

Mapleine is a pure,

wholesome and deli-

cious flavoring extract,

guaranteed under the

Pure Food Laws of

every State.

A few drops added to sugar

dissolved in water makes a
delicious table syrup, and
used like lemon or vanilla it

flavors pudding sauces, cake
fillings, ice cream, ices, cus-

tards, candy, puddings, etc.

Your grocer sells it. If not,

send us 33c. in ^amps for a
2-oz. bottle and our cook
book, "Mapleine Dainties."

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
SeatUe. Wa«h.
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Keep in Touch with

Roosevelt
All of his Editorials and Articles on National Issues

during the coming year will appear in The Outlook—
and nowhere else. By Special Arrangement, we offer

The Outlook with The Christian Herald

—

Both
Magazines one year for the Price of One!

The Christian Herald)
Tho HlltlAAL' 52 Issues, including (

illC UUllUUli 12 Magazine Numbers J $3
Of course you will disagree with Roosevelt in some

things—possibly in many things; for it's the privilege of

every American to have his own opinion on everything

that relates to the national welfare or national politics.

Our readers know that THE CHRISTIAN HERALD is

and always has been thoroughly independent, reflecting

all shades of opinion and dving impartial presentation to

both sides of every ryjL...c question. There are multitudes

of good Americans who regard Theodore Roosevelt as

"our foremost living citizen," though others may differ,

and it is for the edification of those who so regard him,
as well as for those who don't, that we have made this

special arrangement. Christian Herald readers of both
classes, his friends and his opponents, are thus offered an
opportunity to know just what this many-sided, strenuous

American is doing and saying, for no matter how you
may look at him he is a big newsmaker, and his terse,

direct way of doing and saying things—of recklessly poking
the truth at you, whether you like it or not—commands
respect. It is the duty of every intelligent up-to-date

American to keep posted on national events, and no one
can do this unless he knows just what is happening in the
immediate vicinity of Theodore Roosevelt.

All of The Outlook's Coming 1910 Issues Free
If you renew your subscription to The Christian Herald
by accepting the above offer, we will send you, Free, all the

remaining issues of The Outlook for 191 —which means
that your subscription to that magazine begins at once and
extends to January 1,1912. As this offer is a special one it

is, of course, subject to withdrawal at any time. We, therefore,

urge you to take advantage of it at once. Our 1911 Calendar

and an excellent photogravure of Dr. Klopsch will be given

free with each order. This special arrangement offer can be
had only from

—

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 136 Bible House, NewYork

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

LET us recall the day when Jesus

. fed with five loaves and two
* fishes that great multitude of five

thousand men, beside women and chil-

dren. They had come in the early

morning from long distances, and had
all day listened to his wonderful
teachings, and had been blessed by his

marvelous works of healing. Jesus'

loving heart would not permit him to

send them away hungry to their far-

away homes, and so he fed them
through his word and touch of power;
the five loaves and two fishes were
enough and to spare.

Let us take that scene for a back-

ground for the more wonderful occa-
sion by which the whole world has been
fed in soul life. A company that no
man can number has been fed from a
single loaf of bread, not once, but
thousands of times, through nineteen
centuries, and are still being fed in the
twentieth century, and will be fed
through the centuries to come, as long
as time shall last. Of course we refer
to the occasion of the Last Supper,
when Jesus took bread and blessed and
broke it, and gave to his disciples and
said: "Take, eat; this is my body."

The Supper in the Upper Room
The feeding of the multitude with

the five loaves and two fishes was on
the grassy plain of Bethsaida. The
supper instituted for the world was in
an upper room of a house in Jerusalem.
It was probably in the house of Mary,
the mother of Mark, who wrote the
second Gospel. Later, it was in that
same room where the disciples of Jesus
waited for the descent of the Holy
Spirit after Jesus had ascended to
heaven. Not having a place of his
own it was necessary that Jesus should
sometimes ask favors of his friends.
At the time of the Passover the dis-

ciples asked him: "Wheie wilt thou
that we make ready for thee to eat the
Passover?" And he sent Peter and
John to find a place. Jesus had in his
thought the very place he wanted

—

the upper room, the room on the roof

—

in the house of Mary, mother of John
Mark. And he directed Peter and
John where to find the place. He said

:

"Go into the city (Jerusalem) ; there
ye shall meet a man bearing a pitcher
(jar) of water; follow him into the
house where he goeth." To bear water
in a jar on the head was peculiarly the
work of women. It was an unheard-
of thing for a man to be doing it, so
that Peter and John easily found their
man. Jesus told them the very words
they should speak to him : "Where is

the quiet chamber, where I shall eat
the Passover with my disciples?" And
Jesus said: "He will show you a large
upper room furnished; there make
ready." Mark, afterwards writing
about the occasion, says: "And the dis-

ciples went forth, and came into the
city, and found as he had said unto
them; and they made ready the Pass-
over." (Mark 14: 16.) In every house
in Jerusalem the Passover supper was
being prepared at that time in celebra-
tion of the time when the Israelites
had passed out from the bondage of
Egypt to the land of promise given
them by God. The first Passover Sup-
per had been eaten on the night of
their going out by the command of
God, when he said to Moses and
Aaron: "Speak ye unto all the congre-
gation of Israel, saying. In the tenth
day of this month they shall take to
them every man a lamb, according to
their fathers' houses, a lamb for a
household; and if the household be too
little for a lamb, then shall he and his
neighbor next unto his house take one
according to the number of the souls.

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
November 6, 1910. The Last Supper. Matt.
26 : 17-30. Golden Text : "This is my body which
is given for you : this do in remembrance of me."
Luke 22 : 19.

. . . Your lamb shall be withe;
blemish, a male a year old .

and ye shall keep it until the fo|
teenth day of the same month; al
the whole assembly of the congregat

i

of Israel shall kill it at even,
and they shall eat the flesh that nig

]

roast with fire, and unleavened br( 1

[bread without yeast] ; with bit
herbs they shall eat it. . . . Al
thus shall ye eat it: with your lo 5

girded, your shoes on your feet, gj
your staff in your hand; and ye sh 1

eat it in haste; it is Jehovah's Pa-
over." (Ex. 12: 3-11.)

Making Ready the Passover

Let us consider what was inclu( 1

in making ready the Passover : T

;

lamb was to be secured and taken >

the temple a short time before ;

hour of the evening sacrifice, usua

;

at about 2.30 P.M.; then it was to ,

slain, and the fat upon the inwa
offered as a sacrifice; then it was to ;

carried away and roasted
; proba r

the lamb, which Peter and John -

cured, was roasted in the house f

Mary. The bitter herbs, the unle
ened bread and the wine were no do t

secured in some market-place. Tl 1

the table was made ready. And wl 1

the sun was going down, and Pe •

and John were watching for the cc -

ing of their Master, they must h;

;

seen him and his other disciples com
^

over the slopes of Olivet from Betha .

Perhaps Peter and John went out >

meet them, but they did not need to'^

shown the way. After reaching
room, the first thing that occurred a ^

the foot washing; chat was necess;;
because of the wearing of sand;

,

which covered only the sole of the f(

,

and were held on by a strap. Usu£ ?

the washing of feet was done by s-
vants, but it is recorded that Je 3

girded himself with a towel and t(C

a ewer of water and a basin and p -

ceeded to wash the feet of his discip .

In so doing he dignified service. "W -

soever would be first among you, si 1

be your servant." At first Peter wi -

stood Jesus, saying: "Thou shalt ne r

wash my feet." Jesus replied: "I I

wash thee not, thou hast no part wi
me." And impetuous Peter repli :

"Lord, not my feet only, but also /

hands and my head." After the wa -

ing was done, Jesus impressed less 3

of humility and loving service u] 1

his disciples by saying: "If I then, 'e

Lord and the Teacher, have wasli
your feet, ye also ought to wash ' ?

another's feet, for I have given ; 1

an example that ye also should do s

I have done to you."

An Oriental Supper

Then followed the eating of S

paschal supper. Whether they atjt

as the Israelites did "with loins gind
and staff in hand" we cannot say, t

we are inclined to think they did,f
they might have done as Dr. Heiy
Clay Trumbull suggested: "For q-

turies past it has been the Orier*!

habit at mealtime to group themsels
around the very small and low circu;r

table known to-day in America as e

tabouret and often seen in the shopjl

dealers in Eastern wares. On t|t

tabouret stands the single great mt.il

dish in which were the articles of f';3

making up the meal. Each pern

reclines on the floor, supporting *

head on the left elbow, which rests '1

a pillow on the floor. The bodies f

those present at the meal recline co-

ward from the tabouret like the spo s

of a wheel from the hub." The V:

tures of the Last Supper by Da Vii'i

and other artists give us a very dilu-

ent idea, but let us not forget 1

1

their pictures were painted fiftn

hundred years after the event, :d

by artists certainly unfamiliar vh

Oriental people and customs.

Continued on next page
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The ceremony of the paschal supper

i .isisted of the following-:

1. First cup of the fruit of the vine,

ubtless newly pressed out, and bless-

r.

2. Washing of hands. (It was here

it Jesus washed his disciples' feet.)

3. Eating of the bitter herbs. The
ister dipped them in salt water, ate

them, and gave to others.

4. Second cup of the fruit of the

16 ; instruction given concerning the

ssover; Jewish history reviewed

Dm the time of the going out of
)raham from Ur of the Chaldees to

3 deliverance from Egypt under
)ses.

, ( 5. The Passover lamb and unleav-
uki,

gj bread brought to the table and
.plained.

6. First part of Hallel sung, Ps. 113
,d 114.

7. Second cup of the fruit of the
18 drunk.

8. Bread broken and thanks given.

,9. Master of the feast dips broken
'aad in the "Charoseth," a compound
dates, raijins and vinegar, and

sses it to each company. (It was
re that Jesus gave the sop to Judas,
lie afterwards passed out.)

10. The Passover lamb eaten.

11. Washing of hands.
12. Eating of the half of unleavened
Ice set aside at the beginning of the

P'per. (It was here that Jesus gave
3 broken bread of the Lord's Sup-
r.)

.13. Third cup of the fruit of the
,ie. Jesus used the cup in connection
th the Lord's Supper. "This is my
)od of the New Testament." And
s was probably followed by the dis-

jrse of Jesus recorded in John, chap-
's 14 to 17.

14. Second part of the Hallel sung,
.nd when they had sung a hymn
;y went out."

iAnd thus was the paschal supper
;rged into the Lord's Supper. The
.wish institution became a Christian
e.

The Sin Offering

The death of the lamb in the sin

ering represented the death of a
bstitute, and that substitute was
irist, "the Lamb of God that taketh
/ay the sin of the world." The an-
nt altar of sacrifice reappears in the
rd's table. Indeed the altar itself

presented a table where God and the
irshiper met.
The burnt offering consisted of an
itire animal laid alive upon the altar
be subsequently slain. The pres-
ce of Christ himself at the Supper,
leaking of his blood which should be
ured out for the remission of sins,

' Ifilled what might be called the

prophecy in the lamb laid upon the
altar. There is also another point of
view expressed by the apostle Paul
when he said by way of explaining how
fully the Christian should be conse-
crated to the service of his Lord: "I
beseech you by the mercies of God that
ye present your bodies a Hving sacri-
fice," so that whether "living or dying
ye are the Lord's."
The sinner, in the Jewish ritual, hav-

ing been brought into at-one-ment with
God through the sin offering, and hav-
ing devoted himself to the service of
God by the burnt offering, comes to the
altar on such intimate terms as to eat
with his Lord. The peace offering was
divided into three parts: One part to
be burnt, which represented God's part
in the feast; a second part to be eaten
by the priest; and a third part to be
taken away to be eaten by the wor-
shiper and his friends at a sacrificial
supper. At the Last Supper the dis-
ciples ate with their Lord and Master,
partaking of the emblems of his broken
body and shed blood. And Jesus told
them that a day should come when
they should again sit down together in
heavenly places, in his Father's king-
dom. Then fellowship with God on
earth means fellowship with him in
heaven. Who can measure the joy of
that privilege?

Fellowship of the Lord's Supper

How the sweet fellowship that
first Lord's Supper must have deep-
ened after Judas had gone out'. In
loving thought Jesus drew nearer to
his disciples, and gave to them the
comfort of such words as: "Let not
your heart be troubled." "In my Fa-
ther's house are many mansions. . . .

I go to prepare a place for you."
"Whatsoever ye shall ask in mv name,
that will I do." "I will pray the Fa-
ther and he shall give you another
Comforter." "Because I live, yc shall
live also." "Peace I leave with you;
my peace I give unto you." "Herein
is my Father glorified, that ye bear
much fruit." "Love one another, even
as I have loved you." "No longer do I

call you servants, but I have called you
friends." "A little while and ye be-
hold ma no more; and again a little

while, and ye shall see me." "I will

pray the Father for you." And then
he did pray: "Holy Father, keep them
in thy name which thou hast given me,
that they may be one, even as we are."

There are several aspects of the
Lord's Supper. Sometimes we speak
of it as the Sacrament; at other times
as the Communion, and again as the
Eucharist. These three expressions
indicate three views, all in harmony,
and all necessary to a full understand-
ing of the Lord's Supper.

J

i
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*N this week's Christian Herald you will find an editorial calling attention to

I

the great amount of reading matter which this publication supplies its

• readers. Three of the leading magazines of the country are contrasted with
HE Christian Herald, showiner that whereas in September they had on the

erage 288 columns containing 125,147 words of reading matter. The Chris-
AN Herald gave its readers during the month of September 281 columns
ntaining 184,212 words.

' Not only is this amount of reading matter very much greater than that

ven by the leading magazines each month, but it is many times greater in

•oportion to the amount of advertising matter published by each. In other
3rds, The Christian Herald gives its readers a greater amount of reading
atter, in proportion to its advertising, than any leading monthly magazine.
n the other hand, The Christian Herald was enabled to give those 184,212
ords of editorial matter because of the revenue derived from the advertising
the various issues.

The advertising which appears in The Christian Herald is not only of
mefit to the reader in a commercial way, but it is of direct benefit to him in
iiuencing the publication of a greater amount of editorial matter than would
otherwise possible.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
HRIstian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
no must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the
Ivertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
the appearance of the advertisement. 4
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"Standard"
SPECIALS

'T'HESE dresses come
* ready made in sizes
32 to 44 bust. Skirts are
40 inches long with deep
basted hems.

373* Serviceable dress of

neat black-and-white Shep-
herd Plaid. Semi-princess
style, attractively designed

with fancy yoke effect,

banded sleeves, belted wai^
and pleated-flounce skirt.

Carefully made and per-

fe(ftly proportioned. A style,

quality and value that's

sure to delight ^^ OQ
you. Special : v-b-*vO

Write for a Year's

FREE
Subscription to the

'STANDARD"
Style Bulletin

374. Dainty dress of ser-

viceable Chiffon Panama
(Pacific Mills) in black.

navyorwine. Fastens in front

with self-buttons that show
as trimming on the tailored

stitched banding. Belted
waist, banded circular neck
and pin-tucked cuffs. The
skirt is laid in fitted gores to

the knees, falling below in a
deep kilted flounce. Care-
fully tailored and styled vnth
charming sim-
plicity. Special: $4.48

Tbis Waist

:/
T "^i FREE I

nit
Send us an order for any of the 3 dresses

above, together with the names of your 5
best friends whom you think would become
customers of ours, and we will enclose in
your package, absolutely free, one of these
pretty waists. They are of fine corded
white madras in dainty patterns, with
stiff-laundered detachable collar. It's a
dollar waist and is offered only because
we want as customers all "The Christian
Herald" readers and all their friends.

Be Sure to State Size,

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

or Your
Money Back

gTANDARD MAIL
ORDER

244 West 17th St.
NEW YORK CITY

Co.

382. A charming dress of

serviceable Chiffon Panama
in black or navy blue.

Attractively designed with
pretty embroidered front and
embroidered collar, cuffs and
belt to match. The bodice
is "Gibson" style and the

skirt displays a deep-kilted

flounce. You'll be delighted

with the style, quality and
fit of this dress and surprised

at the wonderful value it

offers at our
Special Price

:

$4.98

PATENTS That Protect and Pay BFYOU fiVAMMED* »* •-'J- '^ * »*-^ Advice and liooks FREE. "^ ^4^^ ^% ITI ^^V^
Kates Keasoiiabh'. Ilijrhest, Kefereuoes. U**8t Servic
WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON, D.C,

WISE WORDS
A Physician on Food.

IwiU send yon my 84 page book
'Advice to Stammerers " Free.
It explains how I quickly

and permanently cured niyseir
Profit by my experience an<l
write tor free book and advice.

BENJ. N. BOQtJE
n lLLINOI.-> STKEET. I.MIIAN'Al'OUS. IND.

A physician, of Portland, Oregon, has
views about food. He says:

"I have always believed that the duty
of the physician does not cease with treat-

ing the sick, but that we owe it to human-
ity to teach them how to protect their

health, especially by hygienic and dietetic
laws.
"With such a feeling as to my duty I

take great pleasure in saying to the public
that in my own experience and also from
personal observation I have found no
lood to equal Grape-Nuts, and that I find

there is almost no limit to the great benefit

this food will bring when used in all cases
of sickness and convalescence.

"It is my experience that no physical
condition forbids the use of Grape-Nuts.
To persons in health there is nothing so
nourishing and acceptable to the stomach,
especially at breakfast, to start the ma-
chinery of the human system on the day's
work.
"In cases of indigestion I know that a

complete breakfast can be made of Grape-
Nuts and cream and I think it is not ad-
visable to overload the stomach at the
morning meal. I also know the great
value of Grape-Nuts when the stomach is

too weak to digest other food.
"This is written after an experience of

more than 20 years, treating all manner
of chronic and acute diseases, and the
letter is written voluntarily on my part
without any request for it."

Read the little book, "The Road to

Wellville," in pkgs. "There a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

PATENTS
Free renort as to Pat

SKCIIICKD OR VEK
ICKTtllCiVIOn.

Free renort as to Patentability. Illustrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EV.XINS & CO.. WashiiiKton, D. C.

A Perfect Memory
r^The Key To

^Success
In business, political or

social life. YOU can ac-
quire a perfect memory.

Send today for my FREE book-
let that tells how my system
will enable you to remember
names, faces, facts, figures,
anecdotes — to focus your
mind Instantly on the points
of a business deal—to over-
come bashfulness and self-
consciousness—speak ex-
temporaneously — con-
verse in a natural, inter-
esting way that wln«
friends— to gain the bablt
of logical thinking— to

memorize studies, for examinations, etc.

Prof.

Henry
Dickson,
Principal,

Dickson School

of Memory, the

Largest and Most
Successful School

of Mental Training

h the World.

The Dickson Method
has been highly rec-

ommended by Elbert

Hubbard, Prof.David
Swing, Dr.Latson,and
thousands of others.

This Valuable

Book FREE
Fill Out and

Mail Coupon, or
Send Postal to

Dirkion Memory
School,

7D1 Anditorinm Bldg. ^
CHICAGO X.

HowTb my
Remembe#
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A United Nation

<( /fPWWfl lb
LONG

distance

Ltelephone;
j-ii

?
' Millions

people touch
elbows and are

kept in constant per-

sonal contact by the

Bell System.

There are all kinds of

people, but only one kind of

telephone service that brings

them all together. They have

varying needs, an infinite va-

riety, but the same Bell System

and the same Bell Telephone fits

them all.

Each Bell station, no matter where

located, is virtually the center of

pv the system, readily connected with
'"'^

other stations, whether one or a

thousand miles away.

Only by such a universal system

can a nation be bound together.

AMERICAN Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

Southeastetn
jB Have the advantage
#B M%M%mff^ ^^ locatiou near to
^VS#M#S^7 consuming centers.

" None give better re-

_^0 M ^ M tnrns or surer crops.
flm^>VMfS^^Vf> Apple orchards haveJrM9• MOCW paid $20U to $1,000 an

acre. Best growers
and shippers command selected markets. One
Virginia tree last year yielded 1124 worth of apples,

a Georgia tree $57. Lands in best districts as low-

as $10 an acre. Best peach and berry districts.

Locations for pecans where they produce large and
finest crops. Fruit and general farming go to-

gether in the Southeast. Low rate railroad fare.

Write
M. V. BICHAKDS

Lani and Industrial Agent, Southern Railway
Cor. 13tli St. Washingrton, D. C.

HALLOWED new and OLD
Byl.ALLANSANKEY,sonof IRA D.SANKEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Returnable samples maiUd to *'' earnest inquirers"

THE BlGtOW & MAIN CO., New York or Chicago

Extra Fine Post Cards Free
Send 2 cents for five samples of our very best Gold
and Silk Finish Christmas, Flower and Motto
Post Cards ; beautiful colors and loveliest desigTis.
Art Post Card Club. 885 Jackton St., Topeka. Kan.

5 Fine POST CARDS rprr
** Send only 2c slanip and rf'<eive 5 r [^ W^ r

colored Gold and Einliosspil Cards I llkb
FREE to introduce post card offer.

CAPITA!, CARD CO.. Dept. 132, Topeka, Kan.

.!!^

S3VC SlCpS Oneti!pwi'ihWheolTray»
ig room.
ilB table.

>t her clean) It. StaiidsbeBidelHlile f<ir Ber vine. Beside

-ink wliile washtiiff dislies. Price 110, exp. paid. Circular

WHEEL TBA7 CO. ,43eC Weit 6Ut Place.Chleago, 111.

MUSIC

LESSONS FREE
In Your Own Home

In order to make our home study courses known
in your locality we will give you—absolutely free—
48 or 96 lessons for either Piano, Org-an, Violin,
Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we
ask that you recommend our Institute to your
friends after you learn to play.

It matters not whether you are a beginner or an
advanced pupil, the lessons will be made suitable
to your need. It is not necessary that you know
one note from another. The lessons are so simple
and easy that any person or little child who can
read English can learn them.
You will receive one lesson weekly, and your

only expense during the time you take the lessons
will be the cost of postage and the music you use,
which is small. Thousands have learned by mail
and you can do the same.
You and your friends should take advantage of

this wonderful ofl^er without delay. Write postal
card at once. It will mean much to you to get our
Free booklet, which gives full information. Our
lessons are marvels of simplicity. Photographs
and dravfings make everything plain.
Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Write to-day.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MVSIC
98 Filtli Ave., Dept. 1S6 C. New York City

Zr%rS/^ YOtJ CAN PLAT IT Without Learning.
V^ C# K^ Sing into the mouthpiece. Zolio does

the rest. For Home, Church and Sunclay School Enter-
tainments. Full information FREE on request.
STRAUSS MAKUFACTUBINO CO., 3BS Broadway, NewYork

tisr Fiirstl Wun.

OFTEN has the question been asked

:

"Which department of the Church
should engage our best attention?"

The answer is simple and is to be found
in the heart of every true parent.

Does not the mother know that her
own children are by far more import-

ant objects of her attention than the

children of her neighbors? It is just

as plain that the children of America

—

that is, the present and future citizens

—should enjoy the best possible atten-

tion not only of the Church but of the

State as well. Every true American
should not only see the importance of

educating and building up the charac-

ter of the coming Americans, but
should also consider it an imperative

duty to help elevate the incoming mil-

lions from foreign countries who are

spreading throughout the entire length

and breadth of this land. These
masses must be looked after and prop-

rolled and they represent fifteen a-
tionalities. So far the night scibl
has enrolled three hundred and foV-
five pupils, all men that work in le

factories.

The preaching has been very n
attended in spite of the persecutior /e

have been having. Our audiences \ ;e

been five or six times larger than le

audiences of their own church, wVh 4

is Greek Catholic, and yet they jk *

built two churches, but we, thank

U

the selfishness of Christian pec e,

have none.

During the financial distress .id »

used us in saving about 500 pe[le J

from the horror of starvation, whiclis "1

the best service the mission ever lid H
for these people.

In addition to the night school
Sunday and midweek religious .-

vices, we have opened a reading r 11

for these working people, and also r,

A Bright Group Representing Several Nations of Eastern Europe

erly trained before they have taken
advantage of the freedom that this
country offers them.

Liberty is a blessed thing, but it is

a dangerous thing for those who have
no early Christian training. I repeat,
these throngs must be taken hold of
and brought in touch with the good
American institutions, otherwise the
latter will have a hard time to fight

their own battles in saving their own
ground upon which they stand to-day.
During the last ten years, south-

eastern Europe has furnished the
greatest number of immigrants. That
corner of the world is a world by itself,

and as many nationalities as it rep-
resents, so many peculiarities and
strange habits, and hence, so much
greater the task. Thousands of these
fifteen or twenty nationalities come
every year and very little has been
done for them. Just a few "light-
houses" are at the present time shining
in the midst of the dark and stormy
sea.

The first mission among the Bulga-
rians, Macedonians and other Slavic
people, which, with the help of God,
was started three years ago, has done
excellent work. Three years ago God
called us plainly to go to Granite City
and Madison, 111., where several thou-
sands of these people, whose lan-
guages we speak, have congregated.
At first we started with personal work,
and a month later my husband opened
a night school, which was attended by
many young men who did not speak a
word of English. About two months
later we had gathered a little flock of
about a dozen and at once started
preaching services and Sunday School.
Later we began to hold prayer meet-
ings and woman's meetings, and this
year we have started children's ser-
vices on Sunday afternoons, for which
we are especially thankful and happy.
There are forty of these children en-

Bagranoff is writing some Chris
literature in the Bulgarian langu
which the Presbyterian Board i

lishes. Then, also, our mission
been the means of finding employn
for many. For example, at the tim
the industrial standstill, we he)

three hundred hungry people
work. Besides, many have needed

)

tection from dishonest employers
from bad p:ople of their own \

taking advantage of their ignora
prey upon these poor working peo
And what to say about those who d

are crippled and often killed in

factories? All these need us am
we only could have the means
could do a great deal more of hum
and Christian work. But, alas,

have only willing hands and very li

tools. Who will equip us with ir

tools which the field demands?
In closing let me ask you, d

reader, how can any one expect

efficiently do such a tremendous w
with all these branches of religii

educational and social nature, with

a proper building? Can you imag
a church and Y. M. C. A. packed
in one room? But this is what we h e

now. Is it not strange the salo

keepers have commodious buildi

for their customers while we are C(

pelled to carry on such a noble i

extensive work with such scanty
commodations? How can we havi

night school, preaching, Sunday Sch
reading room, and children's servi

all in one room, accommodating
one hundred people? We need v

badly a building to answer all th

above mentioned purposes.
Twelve poor workingmen of '

small community pledged $200 for

building and are praying that Am
ican Christian friends might aid us

realize this so-much-needed instituti

Mrs. T. S. Bagranoff
Bulgarian Mission, Madison, III.
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^:l'- Tine Los Aim^©l©s Explosloim

Firemen Extinguishing the Flames After the Explosion in Los Angeles

(TATE and local officials are actively ensraged in California in an endeavor to discover the perpetra-
tors of the recent explosion in Los Anireles, where the entire plant of the Times was destroyed,
and many of the working force were killed. A number of suspects have been arrested, and the

thorities seem determined to sift the matter to the bottom. Seldom has Los Angeles been so moved
on the day of the great funeral, when over twenty caskets were gathered before the platform of one
the churches, and the service was conducted by the united clergy of the city. The widows and
vhans sat together in the church, and made a pitiful group that stirred the hearts of all.

'"Tlhi© Broom'"

KER name was Resi Burj^ermeister
and she was four years old when

ith her parents died. She had no
lations. The Bohemian village au-
orities did not consider it their duty
care for her. On the contrary they
Id her to hunt and bep her food and
lelter amonji: the farmers.
When she came to a house they
oked cross and anprily at her. They
jiit the poor little one, hunjarry and
Ved, to the next hou.se. Then she
.ade the rounds of the village, but no
le wanted to care for her. They
id she should go elsewhere. But
here could the four-year-old orphan
)? And when she had called every-
here in vain, she left the village be-
nd and started out into the country.

Soon the poor child was only called

"The Broom." But no one who could

have cared for her, wished to do so.

At last they remembered that in the

town of Dauba, there was a Protestant
Orphan Asylum for girls. But Resi
was a Catholic. Yet she was welcome,
and thus the four-year-old "Broom,"
whose feet had swept the highway,
found a home. Not long ago, fire de-

stroyed one of the buildings of the
orphanage. Even the clothing of forty
little girl inmates was burned. An
effort is now being made to rebuild it.

Any reader who is interested in the
place where "The Broom" found a
refuge, may learn of it by writing to

Rev. Dr. Paul de Schweinitz, 20 Church
Street, Bethlehem, Pa.

(Goodl Csi^iases IHI©lpedl

thesda Leper Colony
mice Alilcriiiiiii 2 .'V)

s John R 'I'wlss .") Ill)

')lind Babies' Home
's G B Illckox. 2 1)0

s Mills 2 (M)

•9 Mary Slianndii 7 0(1

C Frli'iid 1 (M)

Tldloiili- 10 00

Ars. W. M. Brewster
' riiiiin

"R Bal.liitt 2 00

Mrs. B. F. Brown
N Mvx.

;
A SavM(,'c.,.:. 1 «ii

:ev. James Cantine
•s John I'iijcli. .10 IK)

larity Organ'n Soc.
s E V MU'tt. . 1 (Ml

,s T A Allen.. 7 00
'ul R A. is

as. Blencowe. ..

II Buecliner.

.

lie Jacoliy &
r'rlends l 00
N Judson 3 00
's G Miller.. I 00
uben Peterson. 1 (10

Wertz 4 25
ml H Whitley. 1 m>
-. N Y City.. 50 (MK
Kriend, , Pa 4 00 )
-. N Y Clty..50(K»y
-, Knapp 5 00
iistant Header,
'land 1 no

ina Flood Sufferers
ry A AUes I (H)
" M C Rntler.

.

1 (M)
'nan Chllda .

.

2 (X)
III Clelland &
Ife 10 00

i
Ellis .5 00

McGregor 3 OOW Norrls 2 00
« M Morton . . ] 02

.'8 A Peck.. 50 00

Susan Fletcher..
Mrs E M Salisbury
N S Stow
Mrs T Waldron..
Mrs J A Williams
E K.
Sulir. Kalamazoo.
K B K, Sijoonvllle
B W, Portland.
A Friend, W Pom-
broke

Class of Little
Girls, Oceana..

Mrs C A B H
A Reader of C 11

1 00
2 00
5 00
3 0.5

2 fX)

5 00
5 Ofl

5 00
5 00

1 00

1 00
2 00
1 00

Rev. and Mrs. D. H. Lee
India*

Mrs L S Kuhn..l5 00
, 1 00
, • 2 «)

LeperCoi.DutchGuiana
Milwaukee ; 00

China Inland Mission

Kniiiia I! Viiss. ... I 00

China Presby. Mission
H Tarnswortli .

.

2 (Ml

5 00

1 ((2

2 00

Christ'n Miss'ntoJews
(;ia<lys II Smilli. ') HO

Helen F. Clark Miss'n

One who loves Je-
sus 2 00

Deaconess Alice

Mrs J Mer'ulldoh. 1 00

Door of Hope
Berniee .Vldeirnan 2 .50

Doyer St. Mission

M A C Ili^vwortli 1 00

East Cen. Afr. Miss'n

Mr & .Mrs WhalenlOOO

Rev. W. P. Elwood
, 40<l 00

Evangelistic Com.
Ara (Jreen 1 00
A Reader, . 1 00

Rev. Nicholas Zamora
M J Sllellelihert'el- 5 00

Mrs. Woodberry
E Hnndfleld ...20 OO

McAuley Mission

J Y Bettvs 10 00
Mr & Mrs H A
Collins 5 00

Mrs Addle Dasch 2 (K)

A Mottaz 10 00
Mrs N J Park... 1 00
Mrs II J Tubb 1 00
Mr.s H O Turner 3 00
A Frii'Ufl, Aubnru 2 (M

Mayesville Institute

U Melnhart 1 00
Mrs C Washburn. 1 00

. Oxford. Me. 5 00
A Friend, I'a 4 50

Nat'l Bible Institute

C Blencomc 10 OO
Wm A Carrlngton 1 00
.S S CauRhey 3 00
Ijydia A r)eering. 2 50
narrlson Smith.. 150
F H C, Croton
Falls 2 00

A Friend, New-
IJort 5 00

Rev. E. Olsson

M J t^hellenberjier 5 00 _^
John S. Paton

M J Shellenberser 5 00

Rev. Perkins for Dora
Marion 11 Bennett
& mother 1 00

Mrs H K Cady.. 3 00
Casper K Conger 1 00
Mrs Feather 4 00
Nathan .S Ollbert. 2 00
Nellie E Gray... 100

William Jones . . 1 50
Mrs E H Snyder. 2 00

Presby. Board
A Friend, Garrson 23 50

Pundiia Ramabai
r; L ('(icic 5 00
Mrs J M J 2 (III

Mary Reed Lepers
Mrs. P.B.Bridgnian 10 05

Mrs Jolin Pinch. .10 (m

G S. Milwaukee. 2 00
W, Friend 5 Oir

A Friend, Upper
Troy 2 00

A, Tldloute 5 00
G S, Milwaukee.. 2 00
R, Tidioute 10 00

St. Rose's Free Home
Mrs N MeViear. . 2 00
K, Tidioute 5 00

Rev. Ch. Schmitt

Mrs John Pinch.. 10 00

Mrs. C. H. Schreider
Mrs L S Kuhn 10 00

^Society of Soul-win's
'

, Oxford, Me. 5 00

White Door

B Bradford 5 00
N Y City.. 50 00
Knapp 5 00

, N Y City... 50 00

R. M. Wilson
Gladys H Smith. 5 00

Mrs. M. Winsor, India

Mrs L S Kuhn.. 10 00

Rev. Wodehouse
Mrs A B Stiles &
family 2 00

Believe on the Lord

f\ H Sinner ! believe on the Lord

—

^-^ Believe He is migiity to save.

His love, as revealed in His word.
Is proved by the life which He gave.

Believe, oh believe on the Lord ;

And trust in His comforting word.

Perchance you have wandered away
From God, who would have you return.

Come back, oh come back, while you may.
Come back and obedience learn.

Oh wander no more—no more ;

Return, and forgiveness implore.

Oh come—and repent of your sins,

God's promise of pardon is sure.

A pardon true penitence wins

—

The truth of God's word shall endure.
The penitent soul shall find grace

—

True love—and in heaven a place.

Come home then, poor sinner, come home.
Where loved ones are waiting for you.

No more in the wilderness roam.
Henceforth to the Father be true.

Come home to your Father's embrace •

Oh turn from your sin and disgrace.

The soul that returns shall find peace,

The burden of sin shall remove.
The joys of salvation increase.

You bask in the sunshine of love.

Safe, safe on the glorified shore.

Your home with the saints evermore.

Passaic, N. J. John M. Morse.

Called Higher
Hartley Holden, of Corsica, Pa.

Mrs. Albert Cone, of Chicago, III.

James Dobbie (78) of Denison, Tex.

Howard Curtis, of Northfield, Conn.

Mrs. M. A. Johnston, of Durand, HI.

Mrs. Mary Grayson, of Washington, Pa.

T. D. Sweetland (67) of Pawtueket, R. I.

Mrs. Mary Wenner Mitchell, of Dimmick.
Mrs. Mary R. Sadler (73), of Woodburn, Ky.

Mi-s. Julia A. Small (82) of East Providence,
R. I.

Mrs. B. F. Dorsey (87), of Crab Orchard,
Neb.

Mrs. LeRoy Michell (75), of South Britain,
Conn.
Mrs. Elizabeth Butts (74), of Grand Rapids,

Mich.
Mrs. L. S. Gee some time ago at Campbell,

N. Y.
Mrs. Webster Clark (66), of West Chazy,

N. Y.
Mrs. Lucy C. Sargent (81), March 18, at

Maiden.
Mrs. Margaret A. Wiltsee (81) of Cincin-

nati, O.

Mrs. B. G. McGrew, of Pittsburg, Pa., on
January 8.

Mrs. A. A. Mempe (88), at Nanuet, Rockland
County, N. Y.

Mrs. W. G. Elmslie (78) of Casper, Calif.,

on January 15.

David E. Eastman (66), at Sonora, Calif.,

some time ago.

Mrs. Joanna W. DeCamp Hauffmaz, wife of
Rev. Daniel C. Hauffmaz.

William Butler Clement (92), at Oakmont,
Pa., February 23, 1910. He was long a resident

of Cincinnati, O.

KUSHION KOMFORT Q.25
SHOE KS 0=YEAR

WEAR

Stilish ani Fit

50,000 women with happy feet realize that no other ehoe has
the advantages^of Year Wear Kushion Komforl Shoes. 'Vicl

kid uppers; Damp'proof*
Iron-wear soles, and fit-

ted with rubber heels.
Ease and comfort from the first
moment. The arch is

steel reinforced, making
them particularly well adapted

for women with wea k arches or

who stand a great deal.
^ A boon to women, as they are

„„ soft and pliable that they are a great blessing and re-
lief for corns and bunions. A water-proof
cork insole next to the foot—and a layer of wool felt

between the inner and outersoles absolutely prevents dis-
comfort from hot or chilly pavements-always dry,
always soft, always comfortable, with a firm sup-
port and a cushion sole. Year Wear Kushion Kom-
fort Shoes are the acme of perfection for women.
Money refunded if they fail to please. We only ask a
trial of a single pair—we shall then have your custom.

Postpaid anywhere in the United States for $3.25, Send to-

day tor booklet of styles. It is free.

KUSHION KOMFORT SHOE CO..
1 IE.South St..Boston,Mass. Local agent wanted

DON'T PAY TWO FRICESn
FOR STCVES & RANGES
You Save $18.00 to 822.00 on

Booster
Ranges
Heaters
Wbynotbuy the bestwhen

you can buy theta at such low,
unheard-of Factory Prices.
Hoosier Stoves and Kanges are
delivered for you to use in your

i""'"^^^^^^^^^™ own home SO days free before
yon buy. A written guarantee with each stove
backed by a Million Dollars. Ournewl9U improve-
ments on stoves absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog. .

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 State Street, Marion, Indiana

«??«
The standard of excellence for nearly a half
century. Unequalled for Cleaning' and Pol-
ishing SILVERWARE and all fine metals.
Easy to use ; economical ; effective and abso-
lutely harmless. Send address forFREE SAMPLE

Or 15c. in stamps for full sized box post-paid.
The Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street, New York.
At Grocers and Druggists Everywhere.

A
DAYAGENTS $3 to $10QL Cnr^UftDDFUIHIj -

,

Selling these Patented Scissors.

"''^ *" pair guaranteed. Replaced if

not perfectly satisfactory. 2000
other fast sellers. No experi-
We teach you. Proof furnished

of big profits. Write today for terms of free outfit.

lilOMAS MFG. CO., 1 134 Wayne St., Dayton, Ohio

"CUT5T0THEEND'
ence needed.

Your Stamj>ins' with Briggs' Transfer
Patterns. We will send you Briggs' Outfit
contaimng Thirty Transfer Stamping
Patterns— also Catalog of I^atterns— also

Ingalls' Fancy AVork Book — all for 10 cents.
Address J. F. Iny^alis, Fvnn, >Iass. Box H.

BUY a Winter underwear of com-

fort

—

as ivell as of warmth.

Ribbed Fleece-Lined Underwear
VELLASTIC is the best fitting, best feeling, best wearing

underwear you can buy. Ribbed for smooth, easy fit— fleece-

lined for comfort and warmth. It is warmer than many

of the heavy, bulky underwears and more comfortable.

VELLASTIC retains its warmth and comfort

permanently— for the fleece cannot wash away,

mat, knot or grow soggy.

For Men, Women and Children
N'ELLASTIC offer best money value because it is

1 lie of tlie Bodysjard underwears. .\t your dealer's,
^'parate grarmcnts and union suits. 50c and up.
Look for tlie Bodysjard Shield. It is your safe-
guard. Write for Bodysfard Book No. 11.

UTICA KNITTING CO. , Utica, N. Y. ,
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FREE
A Paper Transfer

Pattern No. 3010A of this

Beautiful Sofa Cushion
The design is easily transferred to linen by passing a

hot iron over the pattern. GIVEN until July I, 1911,
to every embroiderer sending 1 6 cents for our

New Embroidery Book for 1911.
This book is entirely new and just off the press.

Contains instmctions for working above design ; over 125
(if other now d''

THE NEW
EMBROIDERY BOOK

g-ns; hundreds of illustratir

complete instructions for them
all; diagrams for beginners.

Colore'l Plates shoulng: how to
embroitlor popular flowers. Hound
and Oval Centers, Coronation
Itrnid DpsIltiis. Eyelet and UaU
larhian Designs. Sofa Cushions.
Iland.snme Table and Bureau Sets.

Pin Cushions and Jahots. Dalnfy
Novelties, Kfe. Shirt Watsts and
Undernear for Embroidery.

Send ICc. for boolE and postage.

One Transfer Pattern No. 30HiA will

he sent you FRF.l-:. Aek for Pattern
2<n<'.\ in your letter. If more than
one of this pattern 19 desired, then
price iaOc. each for dupHcatee. Bcok
will riJach you in one envelope Bnd
FREE pattern Id a separate envelope.

Adrlreea

TheBrainerd&ArmstrongCo.,

65 Union St.. New London, Conn.

-^'>,frt

"^
0f^̂

• u- BENNETT
Portable Typewriter

A product of the Elliott- F^fiherfactory

GUARANTEED ONE YEAR

SOLD ON APPROVAL
'Thousands of U-tteis f.om pn.fessi.uial and

business men testify that the "Bennett"
completely satisfies their requirements—saves their

time, also doubles their efficiency and output of
|

their woik. The puhlishei-s of this magazine i

duise every claim made for the *'Bennett.'*
The "Bennett" combines all the advantages U

and efficiency of the hijiher priced typewriters
|

without their complicated mechanism. It has t\\(

standard keyboard and is the only low priced and
]

portable typewriter that writes throuirh a rihhnn

(Size 2x5x11 inches— wei;,'ht in case, 4M pounds.)

.Sent express prepaid to any part of the United
States. If tlie "Bennett" does not wholly meet
your requirements, and is returned within ten days
of its receipt by you, your money, less express
charges, will be refunded. Send name and address
for free illustrated catalog. Agtnis wanted for a
few unfilled territories. Inquire jn ice in foreign
countries

P. K. Bennett Typewriter Company
366 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.

On Gaa Flame

lonials. Price

The Giant Heater
applied to central draught
lamp, gas jet (open flame or
mantel burner), artificial or
natural gas, will heat any
ordinary room comfortably
in zero weather, giving
Heat and Ligrht at no
Additional Cost. No

ashes, no trouble, clean
and odorless; circulates and
|Mirifies the air. Just the

) tiling: for sicA-room^ both^
'ft room; heufing water^
Halving tea or coffee, etc.
Sciul for booklet and testii

oiuplete, carriage prepaid.
On Lamp pqlISHED BRASS, $1.50; NICKEL PLTD., $2.
Safisffiction <>r rnomy borl- y 7 eiiirn>'d in 10 days.

THE GIANT HEATER CO., 963 Temple St.. Springfield, Mass.

Buy the Original

ZIMMERMANN
AITOHARP"

"The Nation's Favorite"
None genuine witliout our
trade mnrk "Autoiiarp."

A ninsii'al instrument adap-
cl t" all elasses. At all nnisii'

sti iii-s or di reel from us, "Easy
to play, Easy to Buy." Send

for free rataL.t', THE PHONO-
HARP CO., Eait Boston, Mast,

A Call to Self-Examination*

FROM time to time," said that

consecrated poet George Her-

bert, "tumble up Vour chest and see

what you have there."

The old monks and many of the

early fathers of the Church devoted

far too much time to self-examination.

The salvation of self was their ab-

sorbing desire. They shut themselves

away from the world and tried to

"purify" themselves by fastings and
scourgings. In our day we have

learned that a man is most surely up-

lifted by labor for others.

And yet he must sometimes go apart

and measure himself and his faith.

He must say: "Am I consistent? Do
I condemn the faults of others while
there is a beam in mine own eye?"

If he is candid with himself he will

need all his courage in order to ren-
der up his true account to his God and
to go forward.
For self-examination usually means

reform, and the human heart, like hu-
man society, hates reform. The Chi-
nese, whose customs are probably
more firmly fixed than those of any
other race, have only carried to an
extreme this common tendency. In
every age and country the acknowl-
edged "reformer" is usually suspected
of being a crank, and is more or less

ridiculed and discredited.

Custom is easy to follow. Reform
is hard. Most of us prefer to move
along the lines of least resistance be-

cause it is easiest.

And yet Haggai and Paul, and
most of all, our Lord Jesus Christ,

were great reformers. John Wesley,
Whitefield, Finney, were great re-

formers.

Every earnest Christian should
realize that from the moment he takes
the vows of God upon him he is

pledged, not to a comfortable life of
"doing as the rest do," but to deep
scrutiny of that life, and to a thor-
ough reconstruction of it in its weak
and false parts.

There are no "flowery beds of ease"
for him who has undertaken to devote
his life to the hastening of the mil-

lennial day. It is bound to be a hard
fight from start to finish. Satan will

not give up his strongholds without a
struggle.

But the army cannot conquer unless
the individual soldier is strong and
true. If tuberculosis and cancel's and
deadly fevers are working in the sys-

tems of the soldiers, the army might
as well lay down its weapons at once.

It can do nothing.

So if in the soul unbelief and self-

ishness and impurity are sapping
moral fibre, search yourself for the
black spot which may show the be-
ginning of one of these destructive
diseases of the spirit. Unless you are
yourself sound of soul you cannot ef-

fectually fight the gi'eat fight for the
salvation of others.

And the change will generally show.
Dr. Banks tells of revisiting a former
parish and meeting a man who had
in the old days been hard and atheistic,

but who had been for some years a fol-

lower of Christ. He says: "Instead
of the old cynical look on his face, it

was a face illuminated, the eyes full

of keen and loving interest. I felt

that there was a heart which had been
touched with the heavenly fire."

No greater beauty can ever come
to a human countenance than that
which shines from a pure heart, full

of the love of the Master.

So grant me, God, from every care
And stain of passion free.

Aloft through virtue's purer air
To hold my course to thee!

No sin to cloud, no lure to stay
My soul, as home she springs

;

Thy sunshine on her joyful way.
Thy freedom in her wings.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday.
November 6. Texts : Hag. 1 : 5, 6; II. Cor. 13: 5-7.

Secrets of Happiness*

MISS MAUDE SOBER, of Tokyo,

tells a story of a Japanese woman
who asked a mission teacher if only

pretty girls were taken to be educated.

"No," replied the teacher, "we take

all gii'ls who come to us."

"But," continued the woman, "all

your girls seem to be pretty."

"We teach them soul-culture," ex-

plained the teacher.
"Well," said the woman, "I do not

want my daughter to become a Chris-
tian, but I am going to send her to

vour school to get that look in her
"face."

Was there ever more beautiful tes-

timony to the working of the Spirit?
Truly the heart which knows its

sweet influences lends a heavenly light

to the face outside.

"My peace I give unto you," said the
Divine One; and it is peace of soul

which is the most essential element
to happiness.
"The law of the Lord is perfect,

restoring the soul," says the Psalmist.
Torn and bleeding from the battles

of sin, the soul comes under God's law
and is made whole and sound.
Much of the disquietude and suf-

fering of our times arises from the
periodical conflicts between capital
and labor.

Said the Hon. Carroll D. Wright:
"In the adoption of the philosophy of
the religion of Jesus Christ as a prac-
tical creed for the conduct of business
lies the surest and speediest solution
of our industrial difficulties."

Think of the happiness which would
result if all employers and their
workers followed consistently the law
of God.
We can hardly contemplate the hor-

rors of a world without Christ. Even
in so-called Christian countries there
are awful crimes; but in the countries
which do not know Him, and in the
ages before He came, many of these
worst crimes were legal and uncon-
demned by all save an insignificant
few.
Roman parents often exposed their

new-born infants to wild beasts and
birds of prey. The great Seneca
wrote: "Weak children we destroy.
It is reasonable to thus separate the
useless from the sound."

Slavery throughout the ancient world
was nearly universal. Human life was
cheap and worthless. Beggars were
on every side. Dr. Josiah Strong, in
his wonderful book, The Neiv Era,
reminds us of the shocking fact that
in so-called "Christian" England 72,-

000 thieves and robbers suffered the
death penalty during the reign of
Henry VIII, when the population was
only about one-seventh of what it now
is. In a single year 300 beggars were
executed for soliciting alms. It seemed
as though bloodthirstiness were a
passion among the lawmakers, and
the slightest misdemeanors, as well
as atrocious crimes, were visited with
death.

Imagine the misery of those dark
days. The leaven of Christian love
and pity has seemed to work but
.slowly down the ages. It is still far
from universal, but the blessed day
is hastening on when the earth shall
be filled with the knowledge of the
Lord. Then mankind shall be led
forth with peace and the mountains
shall break forth into singing.
A young missionary just going forth

to a distant field, when asked why she
went, said: "Because this world has
been a different place to me since I

found my Saviour, and because his
love has fully satisfied my heart, I

want to go and show to others who
do not know him that which has done
so much for me."
The love of Christ maketh rich and

addeth no sorrow. It is the source of
the true happiness.

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Novem-
ber 6. Texts : Job 5 : 17-27; Prov. 3 : 13-18.

An$l
Valu(

Turban to Mati

$3.98

_
This remarkable ofi

IS possible because
are manufacturers a
sell direct—there is
middle profit for you

^ . pay. All goods gu;
anteed as represented or money back ano questions. There is absolutely norii

A Remarkable Opening Special

„ ^."J^r"''^?^"'?^ Belgian Lynx Stole; loi
soft, black s.lky hair; Bruxelle model, ani
effect. A full skin across the back, 9 Inches wifinished at each end with handsome heads, ontwhich hangs gracefully over each shoulder.The muff is the latest Pillow shape, very tar
15 inches wide, with side gussets, or it oreferr,an open rug muff with two hanging headsThe entire set is lined with the highest erzl

IbTelSifol ?SL'"se1tfon\^
""' °' "'^ "-' '^^.

Regular retail price $18.00 Express—our opening price $9.00. prepaid
OUR REFUND GUARANTEE PLAmakes it as safe to buy from us by mail as if youmade your own selection. If it is not exactly whatiexpect or if you are in any way disappointed, rethe garment at our expense and your money wllrefunded by return mail without question.
Should you desire something different in Furs

for our beautiful FREE CATALOGUE, lllustratine
200 styles of neckpieces, muffs and coats.

ALASKA FUR CO., Manufacturing Furri
1215 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Reference: Bunk of Commerce, 624 Chestnut St., Phiu.

/
That iswhat our depositors ha

been receiving ever since we startj

in business—17 years ago.
5/0 without worry, because their principa

invested by an experienced, conservative Boi
of Directors in high class mortgages on city a
suburban real estate. They know our busineal

Under Supervision of the
New York Banking Dept.

They know that they can withdraw on sh
notice without the loss of a penny of intert
That the enormous annual increase of popt,
tion in New York makes their investme
every day more sound and solid than the (

before.

Assets over . . . $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits . 175,000

Wouldn't you like to read our
booklet with full particulars ?

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN C
2 Times Building, Broadway and 42d Street, New Y

The PopularNew Gan

ROOl
Cards lor Playin

10 Good Garni
Beautifully Made Numbered Cards (Not playing e*

With very clear rules for ROOK and Diti
Rook (now so popular in society). High 1

Doubt It, Panjandrum, Solitaires, etc. Somi
these games like"I Doubt It" are light, bright;
simple, some are full of skill, but all

Delightful, Popular Games for the Ho'
Pwi/.!! l^A/. Sold everywhere or by mail frcnij-
lilCc *j\JK. We, who have publisheil so nf
successful games GUAKAINTEE YOU'LL LI'
IT. Your money back if you don't.

PARKER BROTHERS
Salem, Mass., or Flatiron Building, New Y,-

Sole Makers of ROOK, Mock Trial. Ping Pong, eti

FOR MENDING HARNE
It takes a wax
thread that feeds
from a spool and
will do the same woi
us any $250 H
maker niaehtnerv. It is

an indispensable tool for
fanners.
Apents wanted. Sent prepaid

for SI. 2S; cheaper pradesSL Send
at nncef..r d.'sriiptivc rir.-iilar

STEWART-SKINNER CO.. 75 Hermon St.. Worcester.

shoes, tents, awnings. hyH

hose.' pulley belts, carpets

dies, suit cases, bug^y

dash boards, or for ^

y heavy material

Stewarl'

Automatic j •

is tlie only p|(

Sfwi HL' awl.

,^ iPRINT FOR YOURSE I

^^f y^—O Cards, circulars, boolc. newspaper. Pre;

xW ,<_*r!^, LargerSlS. R..taryS60. Savemoney. Pn ''

' others, big profit. All easv, rules sent. ''

factory f<.r press catalog. TYPE, cards, n"

THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Cowie(»
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a
My lamp - chim-

neys are made of

Macbeth "Pearl

Glass."

Bottle orlass isn't

eood enougrh for a

lamp-chimney.

Heat won't break
'^' " Macbeth "Pearl

Clss" lamp-chimneys. They

a tough. Only an accident

irkes you buy another.

^%^ size and style for ever^^

b'ner. My Index tells which

^
to sret. Send for it.

Macbeth
_JI'>€th-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

%COMEA NURSE
'* ^ Entire Method by Correspondence

CHAUTAUQUA GRADUATE NURSES
Margaret Agnes Hislop, Stratford, Ont,

studying- our course Miss Hislop purchased ami
luccessfully manages Annum Hrai' Hnxpitnl
[fourteen acres of beautiful private grounds,

ites: "1 am highly pleased with the course."

Nora Agnete Currid, St. Michael's Hospital,
rk, N. J., nurses the destitute sick without sal-

She states : "The lectures are thorough, simple,
'ontain everything a nurse needs to know."

^ have trained ihoasands of begiaoert and practical

01 ID Uieir own homes, to earn $10 to $25 a week.
^ 1 Inr our :>\h .v..ii;ii:'' Yi'iir Hook i-xiil:itiiiiit' method,

wi Mnries of :ii tn;il .-xinTU-nrf tty su«ct*shful iiUi*s«'S.

he Chautauqua School of Nursing
34 vlain Street Jamestown. N. Y.

7It^v NIGHT LAMP
Oncp V\\\*'*i with kerosfne It will liiirn for
to lioiirM :iiid in aliHoliitoly o<lorle^<4.
(Iriiiiiii4>ntal, too, lK'i-au;(t; liuiidsoiiM-lv
rOTistrintt'*! of bra^s, nickel-ptatiMl, aiul earli
lamp is providpil with enouKh wick to last
8«'V»Tal years. The lamp can Ik* used in entriPR.
hallways, rlosers, ami is liiv;ilii:il»lo Tor

KurMor> :iiid SIrkrooiii
Ask your dcahT
crbvniail
paiif) Co i:\}

}

Jill/

eiits.

Agents wanted. 65C.
SILVER & companiv

Sul.. Mannhi' liir.rA

320BeweBSt., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Tial. Murk K.^i,lrr«-i. l.'. S. I'awnt Offi. <

l> Addrfss

Health Cultare Magazine
Edited by Dr. W. R. C Utson. the host writer

on the attainment of Health, Efficiency

and Personal Power by Rational

Methods, teaching How to E^l, to

Breathe, to Exercise, to Sleep for Health

and Bodily Development and how to

regain health without drugs. $1 a year.

I5c a number. "On Trial" 6 months for

25c. Money back if desired. Send for it

Tlif Hwllh Culture Co., 1 13.SC Broadway, New York

E"BEST"LIGHT
on^ tjurn. r will yive as much liK'it a*
ten oidirrary oil lamps; six 16 candle

power electric bultia— six 16 eandle
power ga.s jets orSacctylene gas
J> t.<. Co^ts 2 ct». per week. Pro-
(1 iieoa a pure, \v tiite, steady, safe
liL'lit. Over 20U Styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wantr
ed. Write for catalog.
TIIK m>T MtillT CO.

3-:0 i;. .'ithSI.. Cafiloii, o.

Sent on Approval. S«nd No Money. $2.00
, WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS, flair Switch

kScnd n lock of your hair, ami wo will mail a
122 inch Bhort BUm fine human hair Bwitch to
match. If you find it a big banpiin rtmit J^.OO
In ten days, or sell Sand Gl-rr YOUK SWITCH
FKEE. txtn. Bh.-u1ea a littl.i more. Inclose 6c

' poBtaKe. Free beauty book ahowinK laleBt Btylo of
hair dri'flsinB- al.Ho high grade BwiU-hea. pompa-
dour*. wiKB. pulTa, etc. ANNA AYERS,

J)ept. 84 19 Qaincy 8t. Chicago

DLIDAY COMBINATION
• :<'.iutlfiil \.-1n.t I

•; hrUtm.'i
10 I'I'lltS

() I'i'iits

;i~;S"-POSTCARDSi!iS
ny three lu-.-ent packiiKes niaileil for j-'. cents.
pecial Asaortinent for Dealers, hid for mi cents.

MUISON ART COMPANV, MADISON. CONN,

L

WHEN Colonel Roosevelt was Pres-
ident he astonished the world by

going- out to a submarine off Oyster
Bay and taking a trip beneath the
water. He reported that it was an
enjoyable experience and showed that
his nerves had not suffered from the
unusual adventure. During his re-
cent visit to St. Louis he was taken on
an aerial trip by Arch Hoxsey, the
noted aeronaut, and is thus the first
man who has ever sat in the presi-
dential chair to enjoy the new mode

ready for the start. Then Mr. Hoxsey
gave the signal, the soldiers let go and
the machine skimmed along the ground.
Then the aeronaut pulled a lever and
the big Wright machine shot upward.
It sailed off to a distant corner of the
aviation field, where it went up to

about fifty feet. The machine circled
around until it passed by the front of
the crowd of spectators. As it passed
the Colonel, smiling broadly, waved his
hand to the crowd, but they seemed too
much surprised to answer. When the

THE BOY AND HIS BOOKS

Colonel Roosevelt and Mr. Hoxsey Ready to Start

of locomotion above the earth as he
was the first beneath the water. Col-

onel Roosevelt had received a number
of invitations before to take a sail in

a flying machine, but these had been
declined. At the recent aviation meet
at St. Louis the Colonel motored over
to the grounds with Governor Hadley.
The Governor was perturbed when the

Colonel accepted Mr. Hoxsey's in-

vitation, but he saw he could not dis-

suade him and remained an interested

spectator.

The Colonel pulled off his light fall

overcoat and his felt hat and jumped
into the seat. He borrowed an old

motor cap and was ready, while his

friends were still gasping in astonish-

ment over his quick acceptance of the

invitation to take a trip aloft.

One of the mechanicians started the

motor, while twenty soldiers held the

flying machine back until all was

planes tilted and the machine came
gi-acefully to earth the crowd broke
into a thundering cheer that could be
heard far beyond the aviation grounds.
The people rushed forward to greet the
Colonel and the National Guards had
all they could do to keep him from be-

ing carried off. Colonel Roosevelt
grasped the aviator's hand vigorously.

"It was great," he exclaimed. "I

only wish I could have stayed up an
hour! It was fine," said the Colonel,

and as he hurried back to his automo-
bile he could be heard exclaiming over
the delights of the trip. "That was a
fine ride," said he as the motor sped
away just twenty minues after it had
entered the grounds.
The Colonel was up just three min-

utes and twenty seconds. As he rode
back to the city he was accompanied
by several machines which acted as a
guard of honor.

Hns FMI®S©plh5^

IT is well known that but few people,

when called upon, are prepared to

repeat the text or give an outline of

the sermon they have just heard. But
an Irishman seldom lacks for a reply

or excuse when taken to task, even

though he may not fully comprehend
what is required of him. The follow-

ing dialogue between a farmer and his

hired man furnishes a beautiful ex-

ample of this truth together with a

striking climax:

"That was a good sermon, was it

not, that we heard last Sunday?" said

the farmer.
"True for you, yer honor, an illigant

one! It done me a power of good in-

tireiy. Indade it did."

"I'm glad of that. Can you tell me
what interested you most? What was
it about?"

"Oh, well," sci-atchmg his head; 1

don't rightly—not just exactly know.

I a—I . A'where's the use in

telling? Sure I don't remember one

single 'dividual word of it, good or

bad. Sorra a bit of me knows."

"And yet you say that it did you a
power of good?"
"So it did, sir. I'll stick to that, yer

honor."
"I don't see how."
"Well, now, yer honor, look here.

There is my shirt after the wife's

washing; and clean and white it is, by
reason of all the water and the soap
and the starch that's gone through it.

Do you see? But not a drop of 'em all

—water, or soap, or starch, or blue

—

has stayed in, d'ye see? And that's

just the same wid me and that sermon

!

It's run through me, yer honor, and
it's dried out of me; but all the same,
just like me Sunday shirt, I'm the

cleaner and the better after it."

There was more sound philosophy
than the farmer was aware of in the

quaint reasoning of Pat. So it hap-
pens that impressions for good or evil

may be indelibly stamped upon the

mind and bear fruit, long after the

cause which produced them has passed
away or is forgotten.

Scranton, Pa. J. C. Bateson.

This is a Good Combination Provided

the Boy is Properly Nourished

With Wholesome, Di-

g-estlble Foods

This is the time of the year when the
school problems are uppermost in the
minds of the average parents. Whether
Johnny takes kindly to his books or not
will largely depend on his mental and
physical condition. If his body is prop-
erly nourished and he is full of bounding
vigor and bouyant spirits he is apt to

take to study and play with more alacrity

and enthusiasm. The poorly nourished
boy is the boy that does not like his

studies. School is a bugbear to him.
All the talk you can give him will not
arouse his enthusiasm. He has no ap-
petite for Latin verbs or Greek roots.

Unfortunately there are some parents
who cling to the old ideas that you can
build boys out of books and sermons.
Mental vigor goes hand in hand with
physical robustness. The hungriest boy
on earth is the growing boy at ten. His
body demands building material that will

make good bone, brain and muscle. Not
all the neglected children are in the slums.
Some of the children from the homes of
the well-to-do are starving for nourish-
ing, wholesome, body-btiilding food.

Children who are in school should not
be fed on heavy meats or starchy foods.
They clog the brain and retard digestion.
A Shredded Wheat Biscuit heated in the
oven until crisp and then eaten with hot
milk and a little cream will supply all

the strength a boy or girl needs for

study or play, and will keep the stomach
and bowls in healthy, active condition.
Being ready-cooked and ready-to-serve
it is so easy to quickly prepare a warm,
nourishing meal for the school children on
wintry mornings when they are in a rush
to get away to school. The crisp shreds
compel thorough mastication, which
means sound teeth and good digestion.

A little fruit, of course, adds very much
to the wholesomeness and nutritive value
of the Biscuit. A Biscuit eaten with hot
milk and fruit every morning for break-
fast will not only supply all the strength
and vigor needed but will fortify them
against the diseases that are common to

them in cold weather. Nearly every
grocer sells it.

50 GRAND XIVIA8 CARDS 50
TtUs grand collection of 50 Chrlstm.is and New Year

Postcards are the most beautiful e\er publl.shed in
America, each a difterent desigTi, embellished with
holly and other decorations symbolic of the holiday
season. Custom, centuries old, demands that you give
your friends and loved ones some token of your af-
fection .ind good will at the joyous Christmas season
and their i.s nothing more appropriate for the purpose
than the grand Post Cards we otter. Representing the
highest .standard of quality they are the most beautiful
and exquisite Christmas post Cards ever published.

TEN SPECIAL CHRISTMAS POST CARDS FREE
If you want tliis wonderful collection of 50 Christmas

Post Cards simply send us your name and address to-

day. Enclose 4 cents, coin or stamps to help pay post-
age etc., on the cards, and we will send you by return
mail 10 of the most beautiful Christmas Post Cards pub-
lished in America and will tell you how to get the 50
ahove free. Under no condition will more than one
set of Cards be sent to meinbers of the same family.
This offer Is not good outside of the United Stales.

FARM NEWS, 1G8 Factory St.. Springfield, Ohio

Near=BrusseIs Art=Rugs,^3.50
Sent to your home by express prepaid

s zes and Prices
|

9 1 6 ft. $3.50
9 XT', ft. 4.00
9 x9 ft. 4 50
9 % lOV. fl .5.00
9 1 12 ft. 5.50
9 I 15 ft. 6.50

Beautiful and attract-

ive patterns. Madein
allcolors. Easilykept
clean and warranted
to wear. Woven in
one piece. Both sidt^s

can be used. Sold
direct atone profit.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.

New Catalo^e showing goods in actual colors, sent free.

ORIENTAL IMPORTING CO., 691 Bourse BIdg., Philadelphia
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Write us for Free book and choice recipe* which wiU be mailed

to you on receipt of your request ^A«k your dealer to shovfjpu

iS'itfiTieTHf'OLii TWELL! THEREFORE. AtL'SWElW

ices, Gas Ranges and App^
tSold by Leading Dealer. All Over the W<wS

The Michigan Stove Compan
Largest Makm of Stoctt and Ranga in the World

Combination
Roasting and Boiling

Fireless Cooker
Yoa'll Be Surprised at tbe Low Direct Price I'll Make Yon
ISatisfftotioo Ruaranteed by full 'M days' trial or no (.tiaree—Faja for self

fastest Cooks fastest—No eiperience necessary—Saves 8) per cent on

fuel, time and work—Non-rusting-metal- lined— IVrfect insulation—Steam
can't eeoftp^BollStSleamS|Stews—RoastSiBakes,Fries.

30 FULL DAYS' FREE
TRIAL

Complete, With Genuine
Aluminum Cooking Utensils
Free. Also Metal Composi-
tion Heat-Radiaters. Can*t

^* ta^ V Break or Crack,
^ \ Cover completely protecta cooker

from duBl. and makes it useful as
seat. Send name today for 0'

BOOK FREE

^^'ws^TJCitalog fiee, «ncl low <Urect-t»

A ifsf you factory prices.

," >.—-y Wm. Campbell Co., Depl. 2

Detroit, Micb.

VaHcose
Veinsm

Tiie tissue around the varicose
veins is poorly nourished, liable
to infection and det^eneration,
with rapid formation of ulcers,
which are healed with ditti-

culty. Our Seamless Heel

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS

are the best treatment for this
condition that physicians have
yet discovered. They iiiiniedi-

ately check the development of
trouble, and begin at once re-

stoiing the veins to normal
condition. Ast us /or book-
let with srlf-yiteasure diitc-
tions and prirffi.

Cnrtis & Splodell Co., Elastic
Weavers, 202 Oxford St., Lynn, Maaa.

12 POST CARDS FREE
Wt- will send V'Hi rj ('i thr- prottirst postcards ynu oversaw if you
will cut tliis i..iv,.rtis(.ii t nut Iirid s.-iid it li. us with 4c, t..p.iy

postage and inailinuriM.l v.ntlial v..u will show them to G. it your
frieuds. D-28, New Ideas Card Co. , 233 S. Sth St., PhUa., Pa

"SAVETHcHbR5Ef:^SRAVINGuRE.
RECi. TRADE MAfili

<^
Brooklyn. N. Y.. June 21, 1910.— Just a year ago to-day I

bought of my dealer a bottle of "Save-The-Horse." which I

used with great success. It cured my horse entirely of a bone
spavin. He was su bad he could not be used without danger of

my being arrested. Now it would take quite a little money to

buy liim. Thos. J. Reanev. 4.405 16th Ave.

Denver. Colo,, June 23. 1910-—I have cured one of the worse
thoroughpin^ on a stallion that ever was. with your remedy,
and did not use quite one bottle. It ceitainly does the work.
Since using your medicine I am sure of its merits.

Respectfully. Geo. W. Williams. 1643 Marion St.$m^ 00 ^ ^"^'t^'^' '"'^** ^^^^^ written guarantee or contract.
L^r*VV Send for copy, booklet and letters from business

^» Mien and trainers on every kind of case. Permanently
^^ cures Spavin, Thoroughpin. Ringbone (except low).

Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpuff, Shoe Boil, Injured
Tendons and all Lameness. No smr -r liv'^i.f hair. Horse works
asii'.iKil J>,alers or £.rprfxs Paiil.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Bingbamton, N.Y.

- Imitators,^
,

and,

imitations
i^v^"^ Have limitations

Get Genuine "Sud" Lamps and "Sun" Hollow l«,
Wire System. Safe— permitted by insurance under- XW"
writiTS. Ea«y to Insial ; lights like gas, brilliant %W
beautiful light. Burns gnsoline. Cheaper than

electricity, ga^, kerosene. Two weeks' trial; guar-

antee bond. Catalog, io8 6l vies Oxtures, $2.25 up.

No agents—sold direct.

SUN VAPOR
LIGHT

CO.

. 1109 Market t 1

Street y
ICanton, 0. [
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Something You Should Know

or 38 years GARLAND Stoves and Ranges

ave had the greatest sale of any stoves and

granges in the world. The line comprises

Stoves and Ranges, Furnaces, Gas Ranges

and Appliances. The GARLAND coste you

no more than stoves and ranges fAjsJtmat

October 26, 1 q

HARDLY had the forest fires in

Idaho finished their destructive

work when the news was flashed over

the wires that the Rainy River dis-

trict in Minnesota was being burned

over and that just north of the Canada
line hundreds had lost their lives. A
large number of people managed to

escape to Warroad, Minn. Hotels and

private dwellings were thrown open to

accommodate them and the entire pop-

ulation seemed engaged in relief work.

Relief trains were sent out, in some
cases through flaming woods, to cany
relief and bring back settlers who
were in exposed districts. One train

was sent out to Salol on the Great
Northern Railroad and brought back
two hundred panic-stricken refugees.

Women carrying their children had
fled six and seven miles through the

dense smoke to reach the railway. As
the train came back with its burden of

precious lives, it ran part of the dis-

tarce over burning ties. In places

wild animals fled side by side with
human beings to escape the on-rushing
billow of flame, which passed over some
stretches of forest as if they were but
grass.
One engineer, after a run through

part of the fire-stricken region, said

as he swung from his scorched cab : "If

the fire keeps on that way there will be
little left of the population in that part
of Minnesota."
Some settlers escaped by wading into

Rapid River though their faces were
blistered by the intense heat. Fire
wardens in that neighborhood fought
a desperate battle with the flames. It

is said that practically all the live

stock has perished.
From Winnipeg, Manitoba, came the

report that over five thousand people
were homeless along the Canadian
border, and that at least five hundred
were dead. The town of Pio in

Ontaria was swept by the flames and
seventeen dead were left amid the
ruins.

Beaudette and Spooner were also
burned. When it was seen that the
places were doomed a train of fifty-

three box ears was made up and the
people taken to Rainy River. Later
that place was partly in flames. The
fires have been burning in the vicinity
of Rainy River since last July, but re-

cently they developed a sudden fury
and burned with a rapidity which
nothing could check. The heat was so
intense that people were overcome, and

A LIVING FROM POULTRY
$1,500.00 from 60 hens in ten
months on a city lot forty ft. square.

To the average poultryman that would
seem impossible, and when we tell you that

we have actually done a $1,500 poultry
business with 60 hens on a corner in the

city g-arden, 40 feet wide by 40 feet long,

we are simply stating facts. It would not

be possible to get such returns by any one
of the systems of poultry keeping recom-
mended and practiced by the American
people, still it can be accomplished by

The Philo System

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $1,00 for one year's sub-

scription to the Poultry Review, a
monthly magazine devoted to pro-

gressive methods of poultry keeping,

and we will include, without charge,

a copy of the latest revised edition

of the PHILO SYSTEM BOOK,

E. R. PHILO, Publisher,
2592 Lake St., ELMIRA, N. Y.

Photograph Showing- a Portion of the Philo National Poultry Institute Poultry Plant Where There
Are Now Over 5, GOO Pedigree "White Orpingtons on Less Than a Half Acre of Land

The Philo System is Unlike All Other Ways of
Keeping Poultry

and in many respects just tlie re\erse. afTi.mplishing things in
pMultry work that have always been ronsidered impossible, and
getting unheard-of results that arehard to believe without seeing.

The New System Covers All Branches of theWork Necessary for Success
from selecting the breeders to marketing tlie product. It tells
liow to get eggs that will batch, h<iw to hatch nearly every egg
and how to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives com-
plete plans in detail bow to make everything necessary to run
the busioDss and at less than half the cost required to handle
the poultry business in any other manner.

Two-Pound Broilers in Eight Weeks
are raised in a space of less than a square foot to the broiler,
and tbe broilers are of the very best quality bringing here,
t} cents a pound above tlie highest market price.

Our Six-months- old Pullets Are Laying at the
Kate of 24 Eggs Each per Month

in a space of two square feet for each bird. No green cut bone
of any description is fed. and the food used is inexpensive as
compared with food others are using
Our new book. The Philo System of Poultry Keeping, gives

full particulars regarding these wonderful discoveries, with
simple, easy-to-understand directions that are right to the
point, and 15 pages of illustrations showing all branches of the
work from start to finish.

Bon't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of the secrets of success is to save all the chickens that

are fully developed at hatching time, whether tliey can crack
the shell or not. It is a simple trick and believed to be the
secret of the ancient Egyptians and Chinese which enabled
them to sell the chicks at 10 cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 15 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little

trouble and have a good supply any day in the year, winter or
summer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield with-
out green food as it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.
OurNewBrooderSaves TwoCenteonEachChicken
No lamps required. No danger of chilling, over-heating or

burning up tbe chickens as with brooders using lamps or any
kind of fire. Tliey also keep all tho lice off the chickens auto-
matically or kill any that may be on them when placed in the
brooder. Our book gives full plans and the right to make and
use them. One can easily be made in an hour at a cost of 25 to
50 cents.
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dropped in the streets. In some di|c

tions the woods were one sheet of fl

for a mile and a half at a stre

People got on the river steamers
many fled on Canadian trains w
they could reach them. Many setl

crazed with grief are roaming
woods, and relief parties are b
sent out at this writing to bring in

injured and dead and save the
mented from penetrating into the
burning woods. Some of the fugil
said that when the fire was at
worst the flames were several hun
feet high.

Relief trains were sent from C
dian towns and from northern Mi
sota. Governor Eberhart and se^

mayors went on the relief train
render personal assistance in the i

of caring for the starving and inji

The work of the Canadian Nort
saved thousands of lives, run
train after train to threatened pc
The inhabitants had become so usi

fires that they did not at first re
their danger.

The Great Paris Stril

PARIS for some time past has
in the throes of a gigantic

road strike. Transportation to

from the city was tied up on Oc ler

10 and for days thereafter. Freiht,

mail and passenger business was J; a
standstill and there was a strong j'pb-

ability of a food famine. Over 8 lOO

working people were unable to iich

their places of employment, thr cli

lack of transportation. Outsidi
city itself, there were many inst.

of violence along the lines of rail-

Passenger and freight trains
stopped, cars were derailed, live- itK

cargoes were liberated, telegraph ind

telephone lines were cut, and obf'uc-

tions were placed on almost i 'iv

track leading to Paris.
This singular strike originated ith

the railroad employees, who de '.nd

higher wages, a better divisio of

labor, one day weekly off" duty, ind

employment by the month inste; of

by the day. It began with thom-
ployees of the Western Railroad ind

it was expected that a large majity
of the men on the Eastern Rail ad,

the Paris, Lyons and Mediterr; san

road, and the Paris-Orleans
would .join the strike, which ^uld

have made the tie-up absolute wl> it

lasted. This, however, they fail to

do, and the government ha vinj,ar-

rested nearly 100 of the prom.ent

strike leaders, the whole movemer nas

sustained a setback. There are ow

hopes that it may soon be endec
The employees of the Paris sut ays

voted to join the strike, but afters rd$

declined and remained at their sts.

The electricians, however, strucl ind

a great part of the city remaine un-

lighted at night, while thousan of

electric cars were stranded for k, of

power. It was only by quickind

energetic work that the authc :ie3

made it possible for the city to 't a

food supply while the strike was its

height. It is worth noting thathe

press of Paris supports the view ithe

government in condemning the ik^

as criminal, and planned for the tip-

pling of the public service an the

paralysis of trade.

Well Paid for His Trouble

Your premiums of The Chri!"

Herald subscription, the We
Ring, the Red Letter Testamen n-

the Hero Tales, came to hand «''

days ago and well paid me fo ™>'

trouble. Every household should ave

them. The Christian Heralds a

stepping-stone to the Bible an the

Christian faith. It helped me thna

Christ and also my mother and 'tei

years ago. Fillmore D. HaiI'

Kinsale, Va.
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CKate WiUlhi Yo/umd F©lfc

Style is in the Figrure and
Poise and Not in the Govvn

i Woman Should Never
Be Satisfied Without

Perfect Health

A Good Figure

A Clear Skin

,ie Can Attain These by Scientific

cans in the Privacy of Her Own Room

wish I could put sufficient emphasis into

these words to induce any woman whose
health is not perfect or whose figrure does

t please her to write to me. My pupils are
long the most refined, intellectual women of

inerica. They are my best friends and the

.-ongest possible testimonials for the value
natuail, hii'lifi'ic principles of cure as
imsed to the ilrno lidhit.

\t least one-third of my pupils are sent to
'• by those who have finished my work.
'. no lonijer necnl to claim what 1 can do,

t what I have done. I think I do not
aggerate when I say that I have relieved
>re chronic ailments and reduced or built up
^re women in the past nine years than any
.1 physicians ; the best physicians of America
dorse my work. I could fill hundreds of

'igazines with testimonials; the following
)m letters on my desk as I write indicate a
'V ailments 1 have relieved :

"My wcinlit has iiicrt'aseil 30 pounds."
I "My kiiliD-ys are luucli l»-Uer." "Jly

eyes aiv nitu-li KiroiiKt'i' and I have taken
off my ttlassfs." "I have not had a sit;M

of inillKestion orpall-stonpsstnee I liegan
with yon." "I \vei(;h 83 pounds less and
have Kahied wonderfully in stren^ith. I

never tret out of lireaMi. the rhenniatie,

I
twinges have all gone, and I look and feel

15 years yoiiiigei-." "Just think of it!

To Ije relieved from constipation. Kn-
tlrely fri'e after having it for 3o years."
"Have grown from a nervous wreck
Into a state of steady, quiet nerves."

f you are suffering from any chronic ail-
nt, if your figure does not please you, or if

1 will tell mo the particular difficulty you
ih to correct, I feel sure I can help you. If
annot, I will tell you so. Your correspond-
e will be held in strict confidence. Many
woman has surprised her husband and
-nds by improvement she has made by just
ninutes a day in her own room.

want to help every woman to
alize thai her health liew to a de-
ee in her own hands, and that she
(I reach her ideal in figure and
rriage.

have published a booklet, "Health, Charac-
and Beauty," which tells you how to stand

•I walk correctly, and gives other informa-
^1 of vital interest. This booklet has helped
'idreds of women, even though they never
'died with me. I will send it to you Ircc,
M. will tell you all about my work on request.
ite now. If you do not need my work, you

ly be able to help a friend.

SUSANNA COCROFT
>f. 18-A, 246 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

ocroft's mime .iliniil.i fur priiarrts in l/ic scienH/ic
care uf the lieallh and ituure i4 woman.

Getting the Cows
WHO of us with a country bringing-

up did not enjoy getting the cows?
However much we shirked the wood-
pile—and what child is not discouraged
to have the wood-box so soon empty?

—

we ran joyfully to get the cows.
The narrow lane leading to "the

pasture bars that clattered as they
fell," and the little drove of cows, each
with her own characteristics, are fa-
miliar to us all. There was always
one cow that "bossed" the herd, and
wo to the one who so far transgressed
as to attempt to enter the barn before
her. There were the one who liked to
stray to the remotest corner of the
pasture and was consequently belled;
the cow with a crumpled horn that
gave her a sinister look, though in

reality she was inoffensive; the mild-
eyed Jersey whose milk was mostly
cream; the dilatory cow that reached
under fences for better feed; the little

black-and-white heifer; and the year-
ling that was being raised because her
mother was such a good cow.
Even when they were waiting at the

bars, it sometimes took us from four
o'clock until dusk to drive them home

—

there was so much to see. Down the hill

we raced, with bare brown feet that
often trod on a thistle or low juniper,
or soft woolly mullein; through sweet
fern and hardback, dwarf pines and
barberries, unheedingly stepping on
the countless dainty little bluets and
mouse-ear everlasting. On this hill

the tiny sweet strawberries were the
first to ripen and were eagerly gath-
ered. At the foot of the hill was a
most entrancing brook, where we
pulled sweet-flag, caught tadpoles, and
acquired bloodsuckers, daring each
other to see who would get the most on
feet and ankles.
The lowlands were blue with iris

that we knew as blue-flag, and pink
with rhodora. Cotton-grass abounded,
much prized for winter bouquets.
Little speedwells were there, and
long-stemmed blue violets and low
sweet white ones, rare arethusa, sweet
pogonia and calopogon—but we did

not know their names then, nor even
that they were oi-chids. Marsh mari-
golds blazoned, and later the brook
glowed with brilliant cardinal flower,

with a white setting of arrowhead
and water parsnip, all dear to our
childish hearts. Thoroughworts, white
and purple, swamp milkweed, monkey-
flower and all the host of flowers that

follow the brook's highway, were there,

lledwings flashed in the reeds and sang
"konk-a-ree," or scolded when their

nests were approached.

The young checkerberries, pungent
in taste and odor, were freely gathered,

ground-nuts were dug, and at the right

.season a young pine was sacrificed for

the succulent inner bark, peeled and
eaten as "slivers."

In their season red raspberries and
blueberries gained their share of atten-

tion. Decorated with "evergreen," as

we called the ground-pine of various

sorts, we skipped over the pine needles,

surprising an occasional rabbit, many
scolding chipmunks and red squirrels,

occasional plump gray ones, and,

rarely, a fox.

We startled partridges from their

nests, or came upon their broods of

little ones that instantly disappeared

in the leaves.

Chickadees announced themselves,

catbirds mewed from the thickest

tangles, chewinks scratched among the

leaves, the woodthrushes and hermits

sang their ineff'ably pure, serene, lofty

hymns; veeries we heard, but rarely

saw, as they chanted their weird, myste-

rious songs. The world of warblers

was then unknown to us. Fear never

entered our minds, no matter how
dense the woods, for did not brother

John have a "bow an' arrer," with

which he essayed to shoot partridges

and the traditional bear, supposed to

inhabit the neighborhood?

We knew as many woodland secrets

as the "barefoot boy," and where the
hawks and crows nested in the tops of

tall trees, with so many dead limbs as
to imperil the youthful climber. We
found many small nests, but not the

hermit thrush's, and not one nest was
the worse for our knowledge.
We gathered the blueberries of

Clintonia, the shining leaves of
prince's pine, known as "pyroly," a
leaf of which, faithfully chewed daily,
v/as said to render one proof against
consumption. The green and white
leaves of rattlesnake plantain de-
lighted us. In vain we asked the
name of the little dalibardia that car-
peted the woods with its starry white
flowers and violetlike leaves. We
startled the woodcock and looked with
interest at the holes he had prodded in
the earth with his long bill.

Partridges whirred out of the young
pines, or left the apples unfinished
under the natural fruit trees. Lady's
slippers, white and pink, late anemones,
gold-thread with glossy three-parted
leaves, and bitter orange roots, pitcher
plant and sundew we gathered, and
ghostly Indian pipes.
On warm June nights when the

whole earth teemed with fragrance,
we hunted for truant cows, past tiny
sweet twin-flowers, gorgeous red and
yellow mushrooms, into dewy dells and
dingles of ferns and sweet smelling
things till the fastness of the wanderer
was discovered, with perhaps a newly-
born calf to be coaxed home. Often
the whip-poor-will would call mourn-
fully before we reached the barn.

Usually the cows would make their
way leisurely down the hill, which was
warm beneath our feet, where the
vesper-sparrows sang and nested on
the ground, sometimes unprotected by
a bush.

Often father would call anxiously,
when we were too far behind the cows

;

and we hurried up the lane with the
song of the thrushes from the woods
and the nearer song of the vesper-
sparrows, sweet and simple, and the
inarticulate voice of the night all

about us, little realizing how much the
memory of these would mean years
hence.
The very odor of sweet fern and

bayberry, fragrant Dicksonia, the hay-
scented fern, odorous grapevines and
raspberry bushes, sets one back in a
New England pasture; and where else

do the hardback and juniper, mul-
lein and pasture and thistle grow in

the same way?
Later, when one is older, and has

awakened to the wonders of bird life,

to quote Burroughs, "there is a fas-

cination about it quite overpowering.
. . . One may go blackberrying
and make some rare discovery; or
while driving his cow to pasture, hear
a new song or make a new observation.

Secrets lurk on all sides. There is

news in every bush. What a new in-

terest the woods have ! How you long
to explore every nook and corner of

them!
"The woods of our youth may disap-

pear, but the thrushes will always sing
for us, and their voices, endeared by
cherished associations, arouse echoes
of a hundred songs and awaken mem-
ories before which the years will

vanish."
Chapman says:

There is one spot for which my soul will yearn.

May it but come where breeze and sunlight play.

And leaves are glad, some path of swift return.

A waif—a presence borne on friendly ray-
Even thus, if but beneath the same blue sky !

The grazing kine not then will see me cross

The pasture slope ; the swallows will not shy.

Nor brooding thrush ; blithe bees the flowers

will toss

;

Not the faint thistledown my breath may charm.
Ah, me ! But I shall find the dear ways old.

If I have leave, that sheltered valley farm:
Its climbing woods, its spring, the meadows

gold.

The creek-path, dearest to my boyhood's feet.

O God ! is there another world so sweet?

Myron Benton.

Six Golden Rules
For Keeping Your Baby Well

>/,/, Mr//// J'ini (s a typical
.W-stlc r.ahij—.sl,;Hiii bimcil—
ruddy with health—he hardly
knows what sickness means.

1. Let baby sleep in his own bed.
2. Bathe baby daily in tepid water.
3. Keep baby outdoors at least two hours

every pleasant day.
4. Feed baby at regular hours.
5. Give baby a little cool boiled water twice

a day.
6. And most important—be sure the baby's

getting the right food, because the stom-
ach and intestines are the most delicate
organs.

Nestles
FdoH

The Right If you're giving the baby NESTL^'S
c J FOOD tlien vou can be sure that the*^°°°

food is riglit, for NESTLfi'.S FOOD
builds bone and muscle, and makes healthy blood.
For overfortv' years mothers and doctors liave relied
on NESTLE'S FOOD and have never found it

wanting, because NESTLE'S is based on a scientific
idea, that is nevertheless the simplest in the world.
Plain cow's milk isn't good for the baby, say the
doctors, and the chemists and the Boards of Health.

The Danger
in Cow's Milk

Cow's milk forms into large indi-
gestible curds; has too little sugar;
IS loaded with

germs which produce digestive ! i.

troubles, and all too frequently :

"

much graver diseases. But cow's f

milk has parts that are good, and
if you were a chemist and a
doctor and owned a chemical
laboratory, and had lots of time,
you might change cow's milk so
that it would agree with your
baby. Yet many people, with -

all these at command, have tried [ I

to make cow's milk resemble a Book which every
mother's milk and failed. mother should^have

The Nearest Henri Nestle succeeded, as

*« vi„«.u^„'- 1V/l:ll, two generations of mothers
to Mother s Milk ^^^ cloctors testify. He has
made the nearest thing in the world to mother's milk.
NESTLE'S MILK is rich cow's milk, purified,

modified and reduced to a powder. And it requires
only the additiori of water to make it ready for the
baby. NESTLE'S FOOD is best for the baby,
because it is easily digested by the most delicate

stomach; thoroughly nourishes; soothes inflamed
membrane; gives healthy sleep and makes rosy,

dimpled cheeKs. Then, too, it is so easily and quickly
prepared.

But NESTLE'S FOOD speaks best for itself- so
send for a free large trial package.
At the same time, we will send you free our book for

mothers, written by specialists, Infant Feeding and
Hygienv.-."

HENRI NESTL^
$7 Chambers St., New York

Please send me, free, your

book and trial package.

'\-

'A

Name- m
Address-

si.ff'fTCT NUTRU
l^-

CHILDREN i#S
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Guaranteed Mortgages
We select the choicest mortgages on

New York City property. We guarantee
the title to the property with our capital

and surplus of $14,000,000. The payment
of principal and interest is guaranteed
by the Bond & Mortgage Guarantee
Company with its capital and surplus of

$7,500,000.
No mistake or calamity will cause a

loss to the investor who puts his money
in these mortgages. You should know
the comfort of this investment. You have
nothing to do but hold the papers and
receive your interest on the day it is

due. These mortgages are in amounts of

$1,500 or more.
Our Guaranteed First Mortgage Cer-

tificates have every advantage of Guar-
anteed Mortgages, and are in amounts of

$5,000, $1,000, $500 or $200. The
$200 certificate may be paid for at the

rate of $10 per month.

Write us how much money you might be willing to
invest and we ^vili send you suitable information.

TiTlE guarantee
and trust c9

176 Broadway, New York
175 Remsen Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Triple Service
Neckwear

i
SILK STRIPE POPUN

_

PLEASE SEND US ONE DOLLAR and we will send yoa postpaid

Six Triple-Service Ties
Colors: Tan. Lavender, Red. Grav, iJark Green Light Green. Navy

Blue, Light Blue. Br.nvn. Wine. Purple. Black. Earh tie is silk-

stitched. s(|U,in-.Mcl finish, anil fnll-nv, i mIiIc Foar-in-HaDds,
44 inches l-uiK, ] .;-4 u i.l.- Bow ties, :'.:, mm1,.s I-ulv 1 :!-4 wide
These ties ar.- .,•< '"nattv" in aiinrmar .is tlir l.rst liftv-ccnt tie,

and will OUTWEAR ANY THREE FIFTY -CENT TIES. That's
th-- Triple Service. That's part of our guarantee to vou.
Triple Service Ties are made of "Egypto" Silk Stripe Poplin,

a hitrli-class washable fabric, with wearing qualities superioi- to

aijv all-silk guilds. It is warranted not tn wear fuzzv. and in

brilliancy of'flnish is n..t e.icelled. It is tin- ideal neckwear fabric.

Yotu- money back if you are not thoroughly satisfied.

Live -Vgent Wanted in livery Town.
Indianapolis Neckwear Co., 309 Saks' BIdg., Indianapolis, Ind.

«»

$2.95
LOOM TO LEG"

TROUSERS
Save $3 to $5 on every pair of Trousers
you buy. These made-to-mensiire
worsted trousers are the latest
style semi -pes top. Rfw.-d witli
6-cord thread; suspiMuli'i butt ms
riveted; pockets silk triniined;
seams reinforced; t\vo«ide,one
watch, two hip pockets ; side
waist straps. Our prices range from
$2.95 to $5.85 for actual $5.95 to
*10 standard values. Money
baclt after examination if yon are
not more than satisfied. We
dye the yarns,weave the cloth and
fit the trousers to you—"from
loom to leg," not from loom to com-
mission house to jobber to tailor to
wearer.Write for our free sauiples
and self-measurement instruc-
tions. .Customers everyw liere.
Only Loom to Leg mills in tlie world

COLONIAL WORSTED MILLS
Dept. 100 Lawrence. Mass.

HOLY LAND
EGYPT, LEVANT, ETC.

Highest class tours, with Personal Escoit, to
Palestine, Syria, Egypt, Turkey, (iieece, etc., *Jth
Annual Series, leave Nov. '26, Jan. 7, 11, '21, 2.1,

Feb. 4, 18, March 11. Comprehensive Itineraries,
leisurely travel. Everything strictly flrst class.

All Travelling ^ A9^
Expenses Included <^ O iU9
Special tours planned lor students and private

parties. Tickets ana Tours to All Winter Resorts.

THOS. COOK & SON
245 Broadway, 264 Filth Ave, N.Y.

Cook*8 Traveller's Cl>eques Are
Good All Over the World.

and
up

MUNICrPAL BONDS
Safest investments
known. Yielding from 4% to 6% ^i^^u

Write for
lar.

ULEN, SUTHERLIN & CO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

Chairs& Tricycles
For Invalids and Cripples

WorthingtonCo.
362 Cedar St. .Elyria.O.

%'i years wo have been ]>ayinE our cvistomers
highest returns cousibtent wilh ci*nserviitive

I

inetliods. First mortgage Joans of |JOU anU up
ch WG can recoiniiieiid after the most thorough
>nal iDveBti^iiun. I'leaee KBk for Llidd List ^u. 707

I $25 Certificates of Deposit also fur saving investors.

PERK NS&CO. Lawrence. Kans

AS -we stated in our last financial arti-

- cle, most of the -world's business is

done on credit. We might have added
that most of this credit money is se-

cui-ed by some fornS of mortgage. Let

us look further into this subject of

mortgages, examining first the matter
of interest.

Suppose you are a mortgagee, that

is, the person -who lends money on a

mortgage, and you are asked to renew.
Having satisfied yourself as to the

condition of the security, and decided

to continue your money in this form of
loan and with the same party, the
question at once comes up as to the
rate of interest.

Business is business, and the man
who does not avail himself of its op-
portunities had better not have any-
thing to do with it. If money is

"tight" when the mortgage which you
hold comes due, and you can get an
equally safe investment at a higher
rate than the mortgagor was paying
you, why should you renew at the old

rate? Mark you, we are now discuss-
ing everyday business, not charity or
any form of philanthropy ; such things
are not to be lost sight of, but they are
in a class by themselves. Always sell

your goods at the highest market price,

whether the goods be labor, produce,
or money.
On the other hand, suppose you are

the borrower and that the money was
originally borrowed at a time when
there was what is known as "a strin-

gent market." In such a case, you
would have paid the rate demanded by
the condition of the money market at
that time. Now you want to renew
the mortgage, and money, it may be, is

cheaper, and as a business man you
avail yourself of the market condi-
tions, and very properly demand a
lower rate. If the lender does not
accept, you may go to another cus-
tomer with money to sell.

Therein is what may be regarded as
the speculative side of the mortgage
as distinguished from the more staple
bond. The condition of the money
market may force the lender to accept
a low rate to-day, when if he had
waited for a month or two he might
have added another half of one per
cent, to this source of income.

The Value of Property

If you are loaning directly to the
borrower, or doing it through an agent,
as in the case of a company, one of the
first things to consider is the amount
of the loan as compared with the as-

sessed or selling value of the property,
if it should be forced to auction.

If the loan is made on unimproved
land, the record of its yearly increase,
or, it may be, decrease in assessments
may give a good clue to its present
value.

While the assessed value of realty is

always less than what it would sell for
at forced sale (sometimes it is less by
a third or even a half)

,
yet it is never

wise to take a mortgage on it for its

assessed value, nor for more than two-
thirds of its value if forced to auction.
The same rule will hold good as to

houses; indeed, it is not always wise to
go as high as two-thirds on what is

known as "improved property."
The usual method of estimating the

value of improved property—on which

a mortgage is desired—is to ascertain

the amount of its annual rental. As
a rule—and we must have rules—this

may be all very well, and then again it

may not.

Out West, in the old days, there was
a trick known as "salting." A man
spent a lot of time and nearly all his

money in digging a shaft, or running
a tunnel in a ledge that was thought to

promise gold. No gold appeared, but
the investing tenderfoot from the East
did, and for him the miner or miners
sowed gold nuggets or dust in the
drift, and it was there when the time
came to "sell to the suckers."

In about the same way some men,
who want to raise a stiff" mortgage on
a poor property, arrange with their

confederates, months in advance, to

take the property on a "fake" lease,

for which a false rent is paid, though
all may appear correct on the records.

Other Considerations

There is a class of unscrupulous
men, who make a specialty of building
cheap flats, usually plastered with me-
chanics' liens on top of a stiff first

mortgage, and then start out to secure
a second mortgage.
Now, a second mortgage may be

quite as safe as a first, but everything
depends on the character of the prop-
erty, and such property as we are con-
sidering is generally valued according
to its renting capacity.
The nominal owners of such flat

buildings have been known to off"er

their flats free for several months to

irresponsible tenants in the following
way: "You can have these flats for
two or three or four months free," they
will say, "but the last or fifth month
must be at the rate of $50 a month.
I'll receipt for all the payments, if you
pay that one month."

Such an offer is eagerly accepted
and the man with his leases goes out
to raise a second mortgage on the
strength of the property's earnings,
and too often he succeeds.

If you are going to loan on a mort-
gage, it is not only necessary that you
satisfy yourself as to the property
offered as security, but that you be
reasonably sure of your man.

Is the man married or is he single?
The dower right of a wife, being a

provision of law, is not a thing to be
overlooked in the drawing of a mort-
gage.

It has often happened that the mort-
gagor claimed to be single when he had
a wife. Later when the mortgage was
foreclosed and the property sold, the
wife put in an appearance and com-
plicated matters by claiming her dower
right. This right varies with differ-

ent States, but in most it is one-third.
Where the loan is made in one's

neighborhood, some of the dangers,
just referred to, are avoided by a com-
plete knowledge of the situation. But
the investor, when he has his money
ready, cannot always find an opportu-
nity for investment among his ac-
quaintances. In most of the mortgage
transactions in our large cities, and
this is particularly the case where the
loan is made through a reputable
agent, the property is but seldom seen
by the mortgagee and he may never
come face to face with the mortgagor.

L/©lliiag A!b©us^ \m. ^loia^*

REV. PRINCIPAL JOWETT of

England has a faculty of making
strong and picturesque phi'ases. "Loll-

ing about in Zion" is one of the latest.

He employs it to describe those people
who, being Christians in name and
not in deed and life, offer God ritual

and formalism instead of worship and
service. They enjoy the good things
of this world to the full, calling them
blessings, but yielding nothing in re-
turn. They prefer a rich sensational-

ism to a healthy life. Their tastes,
their pleasures, their feasts are im-
pressively sensuous. "They live in a
perfect whirl of sensations. They pass
their days in the channels and pas-
sages of living, they abide in the outer
halls. They are always on the way,
and never arrive. They appear to
live, but are not alive. Sensationally
they exist, but sympathetically they
are dead." In a word they "loll about
in Zion," worthless and unprofitable
cumberers.

Secured by Selected

NEW YORK REAL ESTATE

{Payable Semi-Annually)

An issue seieded by careful investors

who for many years have recognized thei

unsurpassed combination of

SECURITY
and INCOHIE

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET 14

15 YEARS' RESULTS:
Assets over .... $3,000,00(
Surplus nearly . . . $1,000,00(
Repaid Investors, over $1,000,00(

New York Realty Owner:
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORl

Both
Security
and
Profit

are absolutely assured when yo

invest idle money or your saving

with us. We pay 5%— Have dor

so for 15 years. Dividend checl

are mailed every six months. Yoi

money isn't tied up. Every cei

you leave in our hands is payable (

demand without loss of dividend

Write today for booklet

giving full information. i

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit C
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

liuatanieedH

HTRE New York Mortgage O. 's "First Mortgage ist

^ Bonds" will be found, upon investigation. Ilir llln^ id

form of investutent, offering tlie same facilities, advai -s,

security and income, whether your capital amounts Ui tr

$10,000. Our Bonds and Mortgages ou New York Ci "d

Suburban Real Estate yield investors.

5 to SV^ Per Cent, nit
and have an absolute guarantee from this Conipaii> to

payment of both interest and principal wlien due,
Tliese "Trust Bonds" are secured by first mortgages os-

ited with the Windsor Trust Co. of New York, and J by

tliem for the protection of bond-holders.
Issued in amounts of $100 and multiples thereof, ^li-

able at holder's option upon short notice. Payiiienti 510

and upwards will be re ceived by the company at any ' ''>

suit the convenience of investors. Interest begins a ice

and is payable semi-annually.
UNDER SUPERVISION OF NEW YORK BANKING 'T

Free Booklet giving f(dl particulars, addre

TsTev/YorkNortgage
DEPT. D 1475 BROADWAY NEW YORK rr

/^
»100.

IF You Have One Dollar c

start a Savings Account t

^We pay&Voiiiterfst compounded q

(JlOO time deposits 6%). ' Sulky

book explains plan in operatioi!

years. $2.7oO.OOO FirstMort-

gages with Trustees, and
$750,000 Capital. Sui-plus^

^^^^ and Stoekholders' indi-
"^^^^^S^^ vidual liability as security

—Double your interest income—Write now.

GEORGIA STATE SAVINGS ASS'N
176 York Street, Savannah, Ga,

Holders of good Six Per (nt

Bonds of early maturity can rep ce

with a safe Six Per Cent Ew
without loss of yield.

Write for descriptive circujar B-57

N.W.HALSEY&C,
New York: Philadelphia: Chicago: San Fran' '^

49 Wall SL 1421 Chestnut St. 152 Monroe SL 424CaHMS-
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OM TME 'WOm.lLW^ TOP SMEILF

M

pHE Methodists claim to have the

L mission farthest south in the

orld, maintaining: for years a mission

in Punta Arenas,
Straits of Magel-
lan, and now comes
a letter from Dis-

trict Superintend-

ent Gerhard J.

Schilling, who is

evangelizing upon
one of the "top
shelves" of the
globe—Bolivia. A
missionary of
seventeen years'
experience, he is

115;

opening up new
A Yungas Indian stations in the in-

terior" of Bolivia,

tending at the same time to an Eng-
ih, a German and a Spanish church
i La Paz, the capital of. the republic.

"'''»(b says in part:

"I send you to-day a picture of a

to me a lesson in patience—the oblig-
ing merchant took grains of corn and
made six heaps of five grains each.
Then he put two heaps together and
the Indian agreed as to the sum of ten.
Having repeated the operation three
times, the surprised vendor acknowl-
edged the sum total to be three times
ten, even thii-ty. This manifest proof
of the merchant's honesty made the
Indian buy some articles from him in
return. As long as the things he
bought cost an even amount of dollars
all went well; for with every dollar
purchase, one grain of corn disap-
peared from the pile of thirty. But
once it was a matter of forty cents.
The clever merchant took a grain of
corn and changed it into ten grains
of wheat. He soon deducted four of
them to account for the forty cents,
and in a similar manner, a grain of
wheat was divided into two of rice to
make a nickel purchase possible. And
at the end of it all the merchant
handed the Indian a dollar for each

Wire Bridge Over the Tamampaya River

'tng'ds Indian, taken recently on one
|«niy lonely trips through the moun-
<ns of the north. Along the steep

'jpes these natives cultivate coca,

(Fee and cacao. These people are ex-
tlmely ignorant. A man came to the
Ivn of Coroico to sell five baskets of

('ao at six dollars each. Said the

er, "I take them. Six times five

ars are thirty dollars," and forth-

;h he intended to pay him. But the
ian did not agree with him as to

result of five times six. He thought
iftught to be more. So—and this was
I

grain of corn left, a dime for every
wheat kernel and a nickel for every
grain of rice still on the counter.

"If the apostle Paul needed grace
and patience in his dealing with
the philosophic Athenians, what do we
need in preaching to the Yungas In-
dian of the twentieth century? There
is as much difference between an
Ocean Grove camp-meeting audience
and an Indian congregation, as there
is between the East River Bridge and
the 'maroma' over the Tamampaya
River, shown in the photograph."

A^ttacE^nimg ^Ihe Bnlbll®

jTHE latest development in the oppo-

Ceflt'l * sition to the Word of God occurred
'i the Episcopal Convention in Cin-

C'nati, a few days ago. Rev. Dr.

Jllvaine of Pittsburg, one of the most
isolarly men in the Protestant Epis-
c al denomination (who went into

t.t body from the Presbyterian
( irch, where he held a very promi-
n t place in connection with Dr.

.:_— I iry Van Dyke as associate pastor
.»«^pD!the Brick Church), was pleading—~^f the attachment of a preamble, pre-

p ed by the late Dr. Huntington of
^lV York, to the church constitution.
V Mcllvaine pleaded that the ordi-

readers of the church constitu-
would not know whether it was a
istian, Mormon or Buddhist church.

i word "God" appears in quotation
nj-ks, and the word "Christ" is not
f">id at all.

"his called out the following reply
f m Rev. A. A. Morrison of Portland,

le Scriptures are so full of inaccuracies
' the adoption of the proposed preamble
*'

'1 place us in such a position in the
^elastic world that it would be impossible to
">ce men of education to enter the ministry
*' subscribe to our doctrine. Such an asser-
'" in the preamble would be out of accord
* this age of scholarship, because it is im-
P'lble to maintain, at this advanced day, that

•'nSible is the Word of God.

/e seem to have reached a point

It

where the statements of Bound, schol-

arly men count for little or nothing,

even in church conventions and other

assemblies. Everything confirms the

conclusion that a crisis is approaching
in the widespread attempts to dis-

credit the Bible in our colleges and
higher educational institutions. To
meet this growing tendency toward
infidelity and agnosticism, the Bible

League of North America is devoting

itself to a special effort to spread

among all classes throughout the coun-

try correct views on Bible teaching and
interpretation. It is meeting with re-

markable success and its literature is

finding its way into many hands where
it is being used to good advantage in

meeting the attacks of infidelity and in

upholding the standard of the old

Gospel of Jesus Christ. Christian men
and women everywhere who are in-

terested in the great campaign for

Bible Defense should write to the Bible

League, Bible House, New York,
for its list of publications, which
are the productions of the ablest and
soundest theologians of our day and
which constitute the best weapons for

meeting such arguments as that of the

higher critic who flung down the

gauntlet to Rev. Dr. Mcllvaine in the

Episcopal Convention.

Your Money's Worth
in a Watch Case
The reliable watch case, with its tight-

fitting caps and neat joints, is a mighty
fine piece of workmanship. There are a

dozen ways to cheapen it—in amount of
labor put on it, in skill, in weight, in fineness.

"Yhe genuine watch case is made not merely to please the eye and to sell,

but to protect the wonderfully fine and delicate mechanism of the watch
movement or "works."

You know how it is in buying anything^ : if you take things for granted
and don't know what to ask for you get an adulterated article—a substitute

said to be "just as good" as the genuine.

The trade marks illustrated on this page are your safeguard. They are

standard with the fine jewelry trade, and have been for 50 years. They
mean absolute integrity in bullion value, in assay, in construction of a watch
case. Be sure to find them. Every good jeweler in this country knows the

marks and carries the cases. They are made for ladies' and men's watches
—plain, engine-turned, engraved or enameled. All sizes, all patterns.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Established 1853

Philadelphia

CRESCENT
COLO FILLED

I

I

!
H
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YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

" FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K- Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fori Wayne, IndL

MAKE YOUR OWN XMAS GIFTS

Decorate your own home—make gifts for
your friends of pierced brass—the popular
art work of the season. Send us $1 .98 for
the splendid outfit here shown. Shipping
weiglit, Zyi pounds. Tools for any kind of
pierced brass work and material for two
fancy stamped brass lamp shades with
glass fringe and jewels for one shade are
included. With our complete instructions
the work is so simple anyone can do it.

Get our new Catalog: of Brass Work and
Pyrography, showing all the latest designs
and materials in these popular forms of
art work at lowest prices quoted anywhere.

Ask for Catalog No. 6SC48.

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO, ILL

GIRLHOOD
AND

Scott's Emulsion

are linked together. The
reason is that at a period

when a girl's digestion is

weak

Scott's Emulsion
provides her with powerful

nourishment in easily di-

gested form.

It's the food that builds

and keeps up a girl's

strength.
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Just Figure This Out

:

In 1908, on a small egg-farm, 1953 hens made for

the owners a clear profit of

$6.11 each
$6.41 multiplied by 1953 makes—what? Over

$12,000 a Year

!

Read /he story below.

IN 1905 two men named Corning, father and son, were trying to find a paying business for men in poor

health and with small capital. Although they had no experience in that line, they decided to raise

eggs. They took a few acres at Bound Brook, N. J., and began with only thirty hens. Last year

these men had 1953 hens, and made a clear profit of over twelve thousand dollars. This year they have

over 4,000 hens. Will they make twice ^12,000 .•'

The Corning Elgg-Book
(entitled "$6.41 PER HEN PER YEAR") tells the whole story of that little egg-farm, and just HOW the

Comings made their splendid success. It is deeply interesting to every one who wants a safe, paying
business, that can be built up with little capital and without years of training. There is a strong demand
in all cities for "near-by, selected fancy eggs," and those who can furnish an unfailing supply, winter and
summer, get very high prices. This the Comings learned to do, and the Corning Egg=Book describes

their methods, as tested and proved by experience.

Eleventh Edition Now Ready—Revised and Up-to-Date
The book tells where they find their market, how to keep hens laying regularly in winter, wlien to hatch chicks that are

to do their best work in December and January; how to mix the feed that produces tiie most eggs; how to iirevent losses,

etc. It tells why they fixed on a certain breed as the best for producing eggs, and how
their whole systein works to that end. It gives photographic pictures of their plant,

and plans of their buildings, which can be built in sections, large or small, as needed.
The Corning Egg-Book is sold in combination with the Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Pa.

FARM JOURNAL has for thirty-three years conducted a poultry department known the country over
for the ability of its editors and the value of its contents. All its other departments are ably conducted
and widely quoted. It is the standard monthly farm and home paper of the country, with already more
than 750,000 subscribers. It is clean, bright, intensely practical; boiled down; cream, not skim milk. It
is illustrated and well printed on Kood paper. It has not a medical or trashy advertisement in it.

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, the great New York State paper published at Syracuse, and
full of good reading matter, is always welcomed by the subscriber. Now in its 18th year. It is conceded
to be one of the best poultry papers published in the United States. Well edited b,v recognized authorities
on the subject of practical poultry raising. Has a circulation of 45,000 copies per montli.

SDCCISI Offer* ^^"^ ^i.oo (cash, money order or check) we will send postpaid
•_sl_^^^^^^^^^>^ the Corning Egg-Book and the Farm Journal for two years,
and American Poultry Advocate two years, all for $1.00 if order is sent at once to

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, 91 Hodgkins Block, Syracuse, N.Y.

Hunyadi^l
Janos

Natural Laxative
Water

Recommended
by Physicians

Refuse Substitutes

Best remedy for

CONSTIPAT I O nI
AT ALL DRUGGISTS

OC Thanksgiving Post CardsmoM^m OESIGNS~ARE^ALL0IFFERENT I 11U

AGENTS—$33.30 A WEEK
Jack Wood did it I

KOEIICH

He writes—"Hurry up
100 more — sold
first lot in 2 days— Ixist seller I
ever saw." Hun-
dreds of agents
coining money

—

S5.60 worth of
tools for the
pr ice of one.
Drop fonred from

finest steel. Nickel Plated all over. Astonishing low
price to agents—1,200 ordered by one man.Write at once.
Don't delay. Experience unnecessary. Sample free-

THOMAS MFG. CO.. 2124 Wayne St., DAYTON, OHIO

Do
You
Send for my 200 page book with Free Tn.il

Lesson explaining methods for Home Cure
Established 15 years. Reputation world-wide.
G. A. LEWIS, 31 Adelaide St . Detroit, Mich

STAMMER

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Many deal.s closed by our clients—one recently for
$680,000.00—our proof oi Patente that PROTECT.

Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.
R. S. & A. B. Ucey, Div. "Kf, Waihiogton, D. C. Estab. 1869.

Direct to You'
TRADR MARK REGISTERED

Values shown with
factory prices in this
bonk have saved $5
to $40 for over 140.000
satisfied fanners and
home-folks

"And Ga^s Stoves, Too"

J SILVER
Everjo&rd Uthoirraphed in rich live oolors. Tbe -5 All Different deslin^

Turkoya, ChUdren, PtimpkiDS.etc. Just to Intrt'diiaeour Illuairated Wholesale
BargklD List of HolMfty ftQd other OKrdg «« will e^'od th«Be 25 haDdBome oar-ls

ftod sIbo our FREE Poet Card Album plan puetage p&ld fot only lo oente.

T. HERMAN & CO.'iaoNorth UalstedSt.,I}Q[)t.22?, CHICAGO

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProf its

;

Anybody can make big
[

income all year raising

Mushrooms nt home in cel-

lars, shods. barns, hojes,

etc. Markets waiting for

bU you crow

Frit Ulustrated
Inslruttion Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, Defik9
West 48th St. . New York

Spend One Cent For
This Big FREE Book

We ray the postage on our Big Free Kalamazoo Book to you-over
KKi i.at'fs-tullyillustratefl-Kives wholesale inii'es-explaiiis our plan

Id onr high Kalamazoo (lualily. v;,,lil only (liicil to homes. Oyer
M««) s.atisnei .u^t..m.•ls in l>1,(««i towns soil,,, n.-ar vou-to refer to,
iHi,iKKi bank hon.l t'uaiant.-.-. ICvery Kalaina/.oo s.-iil ready to use-

hanilsoiiii-l> tiinshiil and l,la<ki-(l— safi- delivo y t-uaranteed. Wegiyeyou

—30 Days Free Trial
—360 Days' Approval Test

—Freight Prepaid
ThoiisaiKls of farmers and town and city people eyery where are our

1 i-KUlar custoiners on this plan. You are absolutely protected and safe
111 ordernife' a famous Kalamazoo from us for

J »' " ^

Cash or Credit
We trust responsible people—give you time, easy

payments.
Write a postal for our book today—shows over 400

styles and sizes, nioiv (ban any ten stores can sliow
yon in stoek-and yfui .save ».. to $40 cash. No better
stoves or ranges Ihan the Kalamazoo could be made
—at any prire. I'rove it before we keep your money,
lie an independent buyer. .Send name for Free Cata-
logue >o. t<>:i.

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY, MFRS.
Kalamazoo, Micta.

All our cook
stoves equipped
with oven ther-
mometer—m a k e 8
baking easy.

J'

EVER I NEED THEE
[ESUS, Lord of glory,

J Lord of truth and might.
Lord of love unbounded.

Guide my feet aright.
Much I need Thee, Saviour;
Comfort me and bless ;

Give me sense of nearness.
And Thy tenderness.

When the shadows darken,
Till I cannot see.

Let my heart say, trusting,
"Thou my Light shalt be.''

When deep sorrows gather,
When earth-cares annoy.

Let me say with smiling,
"Thou art all my joy."

If my dearest earth-friend
Proves a broken reed.

Let me know Thy friendship
Will be all I need.

Give me truest comfort,
Hope and strength restore

;

Let me love Thee, Saviour,
Ever more and more.

Huddonfield. N. J. Mrs. Frank A. Brec

The Young^ow^n Reviva

THE experience of the people f

Youngstown, 0., where Evang-t t

W. A. Sunday last winter conducts a
six weeks' campaign, seems to ;.

prove the oft-repeated assertion thi'a

period of religious awakening is ap o

be followed by a reaction. As a re t

of the movement referred to, nearly x

thousand people professed conver.« i.

A large percentage were men in e

prime of life and many of these .t

once became ardent propagandist; f

the faith. A Personal Work ;'

League was organized, and as a re t

of its activities hundreds were broi X
to a knowledge of the truth. It has 1 n

demonstrated to a certainty thac r I-

titudes of men, when approached iia

manly way, stand ready seriouslju
consider the claims of religion. f

Mr. Sunday's work touched e^

class of people. The great mas.'if

men who, in one way or another, ij

pend directly upon the iron and s'

business for a livelihood, were
foundly moved. Of this class
League is for the most part compcij

The educational and other learned
fessions are also represented.

Mr. Sunday's work in Youngsti|i
was concluded late in February,
the activities of the League shoviii

abatement, but constant augmental
Sabbath afternoon and week n
meetings are regularly held. Nui
ous conversions occur at each of t

sessions. The Y. M. C. A. buil
can no longer contain the crowds jt

manding entrance. An auditoriu'li

being planned for and theatre rr

ings will be held during the
season. All of these services are
ducted by recently converted in,"

many of whom were formerly le

slaves of habit. To hear these "a

tell what God has done for them ine

experience of a lifetime.

But the circumstance which j i-

fies the claim that this movemer is

one altogether unique remains ycto

be detailed. The League, for a pod
of seven months, has been conducig

evangelistic meetings in surroun ig

cities, towns and villages with ur e-

cedented success. Up to date, thri .'h

its instrumentality, about five hun id

persons have been brought into le

church. The ideal appears to «
been reached of an active and ag{ s-

sive evangelism conducted by i6

laity. Youngstown is an iron id

steel manufacturing city situid

about midway between Pittsburg id

Cleveland. John J. Thom/

A Great Mission's Worl
From the New York "Evening Post"

The work of the Bowery Mif'U

has shown no abatement during ^^

summer months, and it is now aut

to enter upon its fall and winter 'i-

paign with great hopes and encoui e-

ments to carry on its rescue 'f"

among the 50,000 men who sleep ii^j

Bowery lodging houses, and the j"

larger number of outcast, bop^'^'

and forlorn men, homeless, and""

poor to pay even for a lodging *

bed. For all these the Bowery -^

sion has stood as a haven of re
'^j

restoration, and rest for more J"

thirty years.



The American Boy
Full of the reading that makes manly fel-

600,000 careful parents endorse it. Boys
Serywhere are enthusiastic readers. The best
boys are in danger of being lured away by

icap novels and wild story papers. Here is a
lean, fascinating, inspiring magazine that
[jtisfies the boy's craving for mental stimulant,
'es him bright ideas for work and play, am-
fies the knowledge he gets from his study,
id supplements his home training.

, The American Magazine
There will be a new novel by Frances Hodg-
jn Burnett, author of "Little Lord Fauntle-

and "The Shuttle" ; more "Barbarous
articles, more of those delightful

intures in Contentment," by David Gray-
lew stories by William J. Locke; articles
imuel Hopkins Adams, Ida M. Tarbell,

ly Stannard Baker, Dr. William Osier, Wil-
.m >Mlen White, F. P. Dunne, and many
lers. The two most extraordinary and sen-
jonal series cannot yet be announced because

very announcement would shut off the
Ifonnation necessary to complete them.

CosmopoHtan

lit

iO>

".osmopolitnn is strong, sane, and thoroughly
lerican. It is progressive. Robert W.
^ambers. Sir (Jilbert Parker, Charles Edward
^ssell, (leorge Randolph Chester, Samuel
>pkins Adams, Upton Sinclair, and many
lers contribute regularly. It always contains
lething of vita! interest to women. It prints
)re and better pictures than the high-priced
iigazines. It is a "different" magazine be-
"use it covers an entirely different sphere.
) matter how many magazines you read, you
rely need the Cosmopolitan.

The Delineator
The Di'lhii iilor is the fashion authority of the
.>rld. It tells what the American woman will

ar. There will be fiction serials by Maurice
fejvlett and George Barr McCutchcon. articles

'

I David (;raham Phillips, . Samuel Hopkins
jlams, Jack London and ^others. From the
.)men by Gwendolyn Overton, Anne Forsythe,
^becca Insley and others. ji Literature, art,

E stage, domestic science, politics, education,
Uigion, the care of the child—everything that
ptains to the home—will be found in The
lliiieator.

Farm Journal
J the stanilard farm and home papor of
Inerica : made for housekeepers, boys and
pis, as well as fruit-growers, truckers, poul-
^men, stockmen, dairymen, suburbanites and
page people. It has always "stood "up" for
>men. It is clean, brief, bright, "boiled
wn," intensely practical. "Cream, not skim-
Ik," is its motto. It is thirty-three years old,

d known everywhere. "Judge Biggie" and
eter Tumbledown" are characters better
!own to many than Hamlet or Micawber. Its

lultry department is famous.

Good Housekeeping
Eelpfulness. That's the idea that is now,

always has been, back of Good Housekeeping
jazine. Comfortable economy and easier

ting; come naturally to those who read its

tees. Real inspiration for lowering the cost
J living, for bringing up chililren, for lessen-
(S housework, antl for every littlest part of
men's work as well, shines forth from every
Kc—and besides all this the magazine is

rvays interesting.

1 Hampton's Magazine
LaFollette. the lighting Senator from Wis-
isin, will write a series of articles dealing
th the country's most interesting economic,
litical and social problems. Judson C.
H'iver, whose political articles are famous,
'11 write for Hmn iiton's. analyzing the po-
cal situation. General Theoiloro A. Bing-
m will reveal facts that should be known.
' greatest short story writers, such as

.liert W. Chambers, Arthur Strincer. George
ndolph Chester, Frederick Palmer, Owen
hnson, Harris Merton Lyon and many others.

The Best Magazine Combinations
The Christian Herald offers its readers this season some unusu-

ally attractive Magazine combinations at prices that cannot be duplicated

anywhere. The special clubs of Magazines offered in this way are

controlled by us, and they can be obtained only by ordering them from

us. These combinations offer discounts of nearly 50 percent. These

clubs should enable you to save considerable money on your Maga-

zines for 1 9 1 1 . All orders should be sent to The Christian Herald,

Combination Department, Bible House, New York. The
following Magazines have been selected

:

American Boy, (Regular Price) $1.00
American Magazine, " " $1.50

Cosmopolitan, " " $1.00

Delineator,
]]

" $1.00

Good Housekeeping, " ** $1.25

Harper's Bazar, " " $1.25

Woman's Home Companion, (Regular Price) $1.50

Four Genuine Bargains
CHRISTIAN HERALD <*1^?,\1,T' 1 Magazine above, $2.00

CHRISTIAN HERALD ^In^S^IT' 2 Magazines above, $2.65

CHRISTIAN HERALD ^15S>\1,T 3 Magazines above, $3.30

($1.50 a Year) )
Send Us Only

, ($3.00aYear) ,$3.00
I ANY ONE OTHER Magazine on this Page, ) p^^ ^jj j,,^^^

For "Modern Priscilla" (Fancywork—Monthly) add 50 cents to any combination
For "Farm Journal" 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25 cents to any combination

Hampton's, (Regular Price) $1.50
Little Folks, " $1.00
McClure's, " $1.50
Pearson's, " $1.50
World Evangel, " $1.00
World To-Day, " $1.50

I CHRISTIAN HERALD
' "-^ REVIEW OF REVIEWS

Foreign Postage Extra. !D^P" Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines

Each Magazine may be sent to a different address. Our Wonderful
1911 "BABY" Calendar is sent FREE with every offer

For Home Reading or for Holiday Gifts

Search wherever you may, you will never find anything that, at the price, gives

greater and more genuine satisfaction as a gift than a weekly or monthly magazine,

which the whole year through reminds the recipient of the thoughtfulness of the giver.

NOTE The matter on this page describing the Magazines is supplied

by their respective publishers, for the information of our readers.

Harper's Bazar
Is the great masazine for the ambitious and
thinkinpr woman of to-day, whatever may be her

station in life. The work the Bazar is doinpr

has the co-operation of the best thinkers and
writers in the workl. Durinpr 1911. the Bazar
will have a serial novel, "The Making of a For-

tune," by Harriett Prescott Spofford, with illus-

trations by Alice Barber Stephens ; short

stories by Alice Brown, Mary E. Wilkins
Freeman, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps : illustrations

by Howard Chandler Christy, Rose O'Neill,

Fanny Y. Cory, Frank Craig.

Little Folks
Love and joy and goodness will be presented

in stories of real and of imaginary children and
creatures and things. Besides the charming
stories and pictures, there will be suggestions
that will keep them happily busy in beneficial
work or joyous play. The child will love the
magazine, and will remember the donor with
gratitude. Little Folks tells stories that are
intense in interest, fascinating in fancy, charm-
ing in childishness, amazingly amusing, and
real. Its pictures are delightful, artistic and
numerous,

~

McClure's Magazine
It will be the best work that S. S. McClure,

the greatest magazine editor of the day, ever
produced. Its fiction will be the best money
could buy in England and America. It will be
the one indispensable, invaluable magazine

—

twelve issues of entertainment, help and pleas-
ure for every good American home. Among the
prominent features we mention a new serial by
Mrs. Humphrey Ward—the most remarkable
story since "Robert Elsmere," and a great
r rticle serial, to run a year, by George Kibbe
Turner—"Money Masters of America."

The Modern Priscilla
Contains ideas and designs for making Ladies'
and Children's Waists, Gowns, Neckwear, Hats
and Underwear, Household Linens of every
description. Illustrated instructions for all
kinds of Art Needlework, French Eyelet, Cut-
work, Cross Stitch, Shadow Work, Filet Gui-
pure, Wallachian and all kinds of Lace, and the
various stitches in Knitting and Crochet.
Special departments devoted to China, Oil and
Water Color Painting, Stenciling, Pyrography
Leather Work, Art Brass Work and Depart-
ments, "Cooking," "Hostess and Guest,"
"Dressmaking" "Helps for Housekeepers," etc.

Pearson's Magazine
Aims to present information and entertain-
ment—information on subjects which lie close
to the heart of the average man—subjects
which have to do with his daily expenses, his
government, his health, his general welfare.
Once in a. while a foreign subject will be dis-
cussed, but only in its relation to the average
American—or as entertainment. The Magazine
is famous on two hemispheres for its fiction.

The Review of Reviews
Fifty magazines condensed for busy people.

Always necessary, it is absolutely indispensable
in these times of stirring public affairs, to the
man who thinks and wants to know what is

going on around him. It brings together the
best that is in all the other important maga-
zines and explains, through Albert Shaw's
timely editorials, political issues, persons and all

noteworthy events which you must know about.
It is always fully informed, interestingly writ-
ten and splendidly illusti-ated.

The World Evangel
Margaret Slattery's address on "The Charm

of the Impossible" will run through. November,
December and JanuaiT issues. The informa-
tion which our special representative, Melvin
G. Kyle, D.D., secured in the Imperial Ottoman
Museum at Constantinople, will appear in early
issues, fully illustrated. These archaeological
discoveries are of special importance to Old
Testament studies on the 1911 Lessons. Its

comments on the Sunday School Lesson aim at
the moral and spiritual training of the child.

Courses of Bible reading, etc.

World To-Day (The)
The one magazine indispensable to every

home. A world review, furnishing monthly not
only a complete digest of events, but many
attractive articles on timely subjects, by noted
contributors. In it .vou will find events, reli-

gion, travel, science, invention, art, drama,
literature, education, etc., treated in a popular
way, affording recreation for the idle hour, and,
best of all, something worth while. In illus-

tration it is a regular panorama of the world—
many of the pictures being in colors.

Woman's Home Companion
Serial stories by Kate Douglas Wiggin, Mary

E. Wilkins Freeman, Maude Radford 'Warren,
Margaret Deland and the Williamsons. Hun-
dreds of short stories by the most popular
writers. Sam Loyd's Monthly Puzzle Page.
Cutting Down the Cost of Living, Home Dec-
oration and Handicraft, Woman's Problems,
How to Make the Home Self-Supporting, Mu-
sical Instructions, Truth About Woman Suf-
frage. In 1911 a series of famous paintings
reproduced on heavy rough art paper made
possible by the Companion's exclusive control

of a wonderful new art process.
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AModern CaptainefPhilanthropy
L^
OUIS KLOPSCH whom the whole world loved, left to every man and woman a rich legacy He bequeathed to them the secret oi hu
UUK5 KLUt-5»^l-I, wnom me wnoie wu u '

, ^, • , j Joo^s that ed to honorable service, and how he used it; how ii

- splendidly successful career. How he found t^^^,^.^]^^-^.^^^^^^^
^„ the globe, helped him over difficulties that would hav.

enabled him to carry out to complete triumph his won^e^ul work m
^^f^'J^J^^^^^^^^ ,, his disposal, brought powerful people to h.

side and gave him as voluntary allies kings, premiers, potentates cabinets to further his

AMiial Size ^-^ ^^^OHPn world-wide enterprises— all of this, with much more, is disclosed in Mr. Pepper s book
^^ ^^"^ ^-C-^^^^P^^™

j^^ j^.£^ Work of Louis Klopsch is not an ordinary biography; i

is a volume that thrills with its intense human interest and grips the attentior

TO ATcn irom the first chapter to the clo^e

(ILLUSTRATED) ^^^ trace, step by step, the grad

ual development of the immigran

boy ; we see him as the discoverei

of the great secret almo^ at th<

outset of his business career, th(

possession of which transfigurec

his whole life. From that

onward it reads like

poin

a veritable

romance.

A 20th Century Hero!

Guided by Mr. Pepper's vivicl

and realistic narration, we trave!

with Dr. Klopsch through th(

We^ern States in that terrible win

ter of 1 892-93, when he succorec

our starving farmers. Then we g(

with him over sea to Russia, on hiii

famous "mission of bread." W^l

journey with him to Cuba, wher

he set food trains flying to save th<

Carving reconcentrados. Now w(

spin along with him in a dog-slo

over the frozen meres of Finland irj

mid-winter. Anon we wander a|

his side among the fever camps o

stricken India, and li^en to words oj

comfort for the suffering. We sei

him sending forth from the homi

ports his food-ships to far disti

lands. We are spectators of his au^

diences with the Kings and Queen:

of Italy and Sweden, with the RusJ

sian Emperor at his summer palac

at Tsarskoeselo and with high dig

nitaries in many lands, receivini

congratulations and decorations.

Reads Like a Romance

The scene changes and we se<

him lovingly surrounded by the ten

ement waifs at the Children's Para

dise which he created, and he join:

in their games or leads them in son^

in the Children's Temple. Wf
stand beside him as he speaks tc

the men of the Bowery Mission

or gives food and kind, sympathetic

words to the gaunt shadowy figure;

of the "Bread Line." Like the ma

gician's carpet in the fable, thi;

wonderful book takes us almost around the globe with Dr. Klopsch. We feel the thrill of his splendid courage and his enthusiasm, and as we

share in his campaigns, we get a glimpse of high ideals, far beyond the ken of sordid souls—ideals that glorify and ennoble life and make it wel

worth living. Read this Great Book for yourself. Send for it to-day and learn and apply the wonderful Secret of a Successful Life

which it illustrates so well. We will send this Great Book, the LIFE WORK OF LOUIS KLOPSCH, 472 Pages, Large,

clear type, Bound in Dark Green and Gold; a photogravure of Dr. Klopsch; our beautiful 1911 CALENDAR, and ^9^J|1j
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD Weekly for ONE YEAR-FIFTY-TWO ISSUES—All FOUR, shipped to you prepaid, for only «P^

Address: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 110 Bible House, NEW YORK CITY

Sent, All Charges Prepaid
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Wellman's Crew : Aubert, Wellman, Vanimar, Irwin, Lord, Simon Mr. Wellman's Farewell as the Airship Started from Atlantic City

Cupyntlit. i'iclurial News Co,

WEILILMAN'S W0ND:
was a glorious attempt at what was generally

considered the impossible which the explorer

> Walter Wellman and his intrepid crew of five

en made when they headed their great dirigible

lUoon, America, out over the Atlantic, with the

I
fetermination to drive it as far over sea as possible,

,ith the hope in their hearts that their landing place

ight be somewhere on the coast of Europe. It

'^tracts little from the credit due them that they
;ere unable to reach the other side and that their

, t)yage ended on the gray waste of waters several

'jndred miles east of Hatteras; for before they
ere taken aboard a steamer from

I

jcrmuda they had journeyed more
lan eleven hundred miles over the
Sean under conditions which make
,1 previous attempts at long cruises

ji dirigible machines of any kind

I

<em puny achievements in compari-
m.
-Mr. Wellman for several years has
jen experimenting with dirigible

alloons, endeavoring to devise one
hich could be used for exploration.
re built a large airship called the
merica and twice tried to make a
•ip northward across the arctic ice

^om Norway, in hopes that he could
iscover the North Pole. Both at-

;mpts failed, the machine being
^rtly wrecked both times. Mr. Well-
lan, despite adverse criticism, kept
t work to perfect his airship and
repare it for another attempt at a
,>ng distance air cruise. He rebuilt

le America on a larger and stronger
Ian in this country, and being
acked financially by the New York
limes, the Chicago Record-Herald,
nd the London Telegraph, he fitted

le ship out for a trip seaward from
tiantic City with Europe as its goal.

e had with him some of the men
ho had tried the flights toward the
olar ice, and who were as experi-
iced and determined as himself.
The new airship had a gas bag 228

;et long. Below this was a steel car
hich held the machinery and the
fo motors for propelling the craft,
nd which was to serve as the living
uarters for Mr. Wellman and his
rew. Below the steel car was hung

: lifeboat to be used in making land-
igs or to be their refuge if the bal-
'on was wrecked. The wireless
pparatus run by J. K. Irwin was

also installed in the lifeboat. Irwin, by the way, is

the operator who received at the Cape Cod station

the world-famed message, "C. Q. D." from Binns
of the sinking steamer Republic. Below the airship

hung a long steel cable, to which were attached
thirty gasoline tanks. This was to drag through
the water to keep the craft on an even keel, and was
called the equilibrator. It proved a failure on the

voyage, and Mr. Wellman believes a better one will

have to be devised if Europe is to be reached by
airship.

Wellman and his engineer Vaniman had braved

The Airship Drifting Away After the Rescue of the Crew

a storm of criticism for two weeks for delaying the
start, but they sensibly waited for what they con-

sidered favorable weather conditions. These came
early on the morning of October 15.

It was still dark when word came from the

weather bureau that the conditions seemed favor-
able for the daring attempt. The evening of the 14th
the crew was ordered to spend the night at their

quarters under the command of F. Murray Simon,
in the hopes that the airship might be got away the
next morning. If the weather conditions seemed
favorable Mr. Wellman was to be informed at four

o'clock A.M. At four Mr. Simon
telephoned to Mr. Wellman and Mr.
Vaniman that the air was calm and
now was the time to get away. All

of the Ainerica's crew at once hur-
ried to the shed and began prepara-
tions for getting the craft off of its

hangar. By eight o'clock prepara-
tions for the voyage were practically
completed and the great gas bag was
filled and tugging at its anchor ropes
like some old-time monster of the air,

captive but fighting to be free.

All of the inhabitants of Atlantic
City who had got word of the pro-
posed start were heading toward the
shore. They came on foot, in auto-
mobiles, in carriages, in anything
which would get them there in time
to see the epoch-making event. Fifty
policemen were on the ground along
with men from the fire department to

help launch the craft. 'The men of
the crew shook hands with their

friends and climbed first into the life-

boat and then up into the steel car.

The calmest of them all was undoubt-
edly the kitten taken along as the
airship's mascot. It blinked uncon-
cernedly at the vast crowd and then
settled itself comfortably in the life-

boat for a long nap, the first feline

aeronaut on record.

Mr. Wellman bade farewell to his

wife and entered the lifeboat. The
crowd was in a fever of excitement.
"Up and over!" "Up and across!"
they began to shout, and Mr. Well-
man called back cheerily: "Up for a
trial, and only if the going's good, up
and across!" Then he asked his

secretary, "What does the weather
man say now?" The airship was
already rising, for the firemen and

Continued on page 1006
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The American Pulpit

A SERMON BY

Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis, D.D.

'

The Defrauded

Husbandman

TEXTS—Matt. 21:19; Rev. 21

THESE words about the failure of figs mean
little to us ; they meant much, however, to the

pilgrims of the olden time. For Ireland, the

failure of the potato means famine. For India, the

failure of rice means the starvation of millions. For
Palestine, the failure of the figs threatened all trade

and travel. Our commerce is by car and ship, and
provisioning the traveler is easy. With them, com-

merce was by means of a caravan, and provisioning

was difficult. What little wealth Palestine had was
through exchange with Egypt, and a wide desert

separated the two lands. Once each week the camels

bowed to receive their bales of goods with the leath-

ern water bottles, and what was most important, a

sack of dried figs. Every one of the resting places

was known for its grove of fig trees.

The Dried Fig-Tree

When, then, Christ saw that the boughs held

leaves, but no bunches of figs, he understood the

peril that threatened the caravans and the wealth

of the people. We explain that failure by the fig

wasp, and the olive scale, while the disciples thought
only of the curse of God. But with Jesus Christ

the thought expanded, and he beheld the world as

an Eden, an earth garden, in which God planted

men as trees. Good men stood forth as trees planted

by the rivers of waters, every one bringing forth his

fruit in his season. Evil men stood forth with dry
branches, and bare boughs. The scribes were fruit-

less trees, in that they had knowledge and yet with
words darkened counsel. The Pharisees also had
their forms, but no rich godliness. They too, were
trees with leaves, but no fruit. The rulers had
right feelings, but wrong actions. Gaunt, bare,

unsightly, mere skeletons of trees were these ! What
a word of judgment is this, "They cumber the

ground; hew them down and cast them into the

fire, that they may be burned."
Culture without obedience is a tree that bears no

fruit. By culture we understand familiarity with
the best that has been said and done, plus the power
to enjoy and use all the treasures in land and sea

and sky. Cordial, therefore, the relations between
culture and religion. This is the dictum of Chris-

tianity: "Wisdom is better than rubies, and knowl-
edge is more precious than fine gold. With all thy

getting of office and honor, fail not to get wisdom."
We need not say that Christianity produced civili-

zation, but we must say that Christianity has created

the genial atmosphere that makes possible the fruits

of civilization.

What Christianity Stands For

Christianity has lingered long in the gallery with
the artists, but it has never had any affiliation with
the evil resort. It has been a warm friend of the

lecture hall, but it has been the enemy of the saloon.

It has always kept good company. It has always
stood for culture. To cultivate the intellect it has
founded schools that give scholars; to cultivate the

imagination it has strengthened literature and the
arts. The Golden Rule has worked powerfully upon
that type of manhood called a hero, a martyr, and
a patriot. But there is a culture that stops short
of obedience, and the surrender of the will to the
laws of God, just as there are trees that blossom,
but fall short of bringing forth fruit.

History is full of examples of scholars in whom
conscience was atrophied. Solomon was the wisest
man of his day, but also the wickedest. Alcibiades
was the most brilliant pupil of Socrates, but he was
also a scoundrel and a traitor. Lorenzo de Medici
was a poet, an orator, a soldier, a man of letters,

the most cultured man of his day; he also told lies,

poisoned his enemies, murdered his friends, and
finally he destroyed liberty. He wore his intellectual
riches over a corrupt heart, as Naaman wore a pur-
ple robe over a leprous body. Culture may be only
skin deep, just as the guides up Vesuvius tell the
tourist that the soil and the grass are only spade
deep. Without are the oranges, the vines, rich
blossoms, the spirit of water, but all the time there

*Preached in Plymouth Church (Congregational), Brooklyn, N. Y.
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is an undernote of rumbling, and here and there is

a crack that emits hot steam, and hard by is a boil-

ing spring.

Travelers are always conscious that beneath their

feet lies a lake of fire that at any moment may break

out, to bury hamlet or vineyard. The apostle of modern

culture has told us that we have under-emphasized

culture. He thinks that the Golden Age will come

to any city that has noble halls for music, a forum
for eloquence, public squares, beautiful statues,

houses architecturally perfect, games, amusements,

abundance, luxury. But on the slopes of Vesuvius

there once was just such a city, that held all these

signs of outer culture, and now that that old city

has been uncovered, lo, its gold was mixed with clay,

its art was united to vice, its beauty was unclean.

To us it seems less like an injured angel of light

than a beautiful demon of darkness. For knowl-

edge must become character. Culture and refine-

ment must be transmuted into loyalty and obedience.

Wisdom rises into its best estate only when it sur-

renders itself to God. Of a truth culture without

obedience is a tree without fruit.

Morality Fails Without Religion

Morality without religion is another fruitless

tree. The schemes of morality are many. All alike

emphasize the root virtues of conduct. Confucian-

ism stands for morality, but it emphasizes good
conduct from the viewpoint of reverence for one's

ancestors. Buddhism stands for morality, but its

viewpoint is that of contempt, contempt for one's

self, to the end that the self may be annihilated, and
the soul return to nothingness and a dreamless

sleep. Judaism emphasizes morality. Job be-

lieved in right living when he called the roll of the

duties toward friends, family, and his fellow sheiks,

saying, "These duties have I fulfilled." In a simi-

lar mood the rich young ruler rehearsed the list of

practical duties, and exclaimed, "All these have I

done from my youth up." Important, also, these

basic moralities. They free men from outbreaking
vices and crimes. They encourage the simple vir-

tues and hold at bay the great passions and crimes.

Morality touches the body, and forbids any injury
to its delicate mechanism. Morality touches the
neighborhood, and bids the youth carry himself so

as to avoid the injury of his friends. Morality
touches the realm of civics, and bids a man be a
patriot. Morality touches the circle of politeness,

and bids a man be a gentleman. But if it restrains
the outer display of sin, it does not cure the source
within. Morality without religion is not enough.
At best it forbids the stroke, but not the secret hate
that prompts the blow. It forbids the outer theft
but not the inner. It puts a padlock on the lips,

but leaves hate in the heart. God has built this

world, not for the root moralities that support man.
Industry is good—it is good not to lie and not to
steal, and not to kill and not to perjure.

The Fruit of the Tree

But these beginnings are fundamental, and the
man must go on from the leaf to the fruit. The
fruit is truth in the inner parts, justice, measured
by God's standard, mercy that tempers justice, love,
joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith that trusts and will not be confounded. In
April the peach orchard lends a faint pink flush to
the distant hillside, and that stands for the moral-
ities. In September the ripe fruit lends a golden
blush of clustered fruit to the same hill, and that is

the fruit of religion. Great is the importance of
the root moralities, but roots and boughs imply the
ripened fruit. What a word is this! "And Jesus
saw that the tree held nothing but leaves." "Why
cumbereth it the ground? Cut it down and cast it
into the fire, that it may be burned."

Formalism without the vital spark of life is a
tree that bears no fruit. By form is meant the rule
and method. All thoughtful persons understand
the value of practice and study.

Indeed, the whole philosophy of teaching is based
upon imitation. We learn best by watching others

do the thing in hand. The wisest teacher for t
young orator is the great speaker. The arti

pupil learns most rapidly by studying the artii

master. The young beginner learns how to sinj

by listening to the singer, and practising hi|

method. In the religious realm we learn how to

a Christian by watching Christ and imitating hi

But every method has the defects of its virtue!

and the rise of formalism is easily understood

One day, Moses, in the desert, saw the acacia bus!

Blazing, it was not consumed. For days that visio-

of God in the flaming bush was with him.

The Fire on the Altar

Long afterwards, in the period of doubt, he ke
that vision burning by lighting a flame on an altaJ

For Moses, it was an easy transition from the fiif

burning on the altar to that flaming bush in ^

God dwelt. For Moses, that smoking altar was no

formalism; it was reality. The ceremony appeale

to his imagination, suffused his eyes with te

made him bow his knees in the presence of that

whose holiness was a consuming flre; he wept t(

of penitence, and anew surrendered his will to th

will of God. But when long time had passed,

fire on the altar became mere formalism. At thil

appointed stroke of the clock the priests kindled th I

flame and waved the censer of incense, and the \

went away to do injustice, to love cruelty, and
walk arrogantly before men.

Daniel, the captive, surrounded by enemies, an

not knowing what hour would bring his (

prayed three times a day, with his face set towai
Jerusalem. For this youth, the prayer was
uine, and form was the mere' accident; but whe]|

the Pharisees, who were in no peril, prayed
times a day on the corners of the street, praye^

vociferously, that everybody might hear them, an

with the praying grew ever more proud and puflfe

up, the form became an injury. Not but that writ

ten prayers and the liturgy may serve some nature;

Lingering in foreign cathedrals, watching th

priests bow and cross themselves, listening to th

solemn chants and the prayers as intoned, you an

I are helped—that is, for two or three times!

You and I were so born that we are not ofte

helped by prayers written by men who died thre

hundred years ago, or by creeds that centuries ag

were true to men's spiritual experiences. You woul

not care to read the love letters of a grandfathei

dead centuries ago, in the hour when you wer

offering affection to the woman you love. Yc
prefer to match your personal experience with you

own words. You want the truth, the exact truth

and in seeking it you must make the confession ani

prayer in the word to match exactly the penitenc

and the feelings within. Nevertheless, you mus
remember that other temperaments have thai

liberty. They need to be kindled by other men'

prayers and experiences, rather than by the creativ

spark, or the gleam of light within. But there i

no man living who is not in peril of formalism ii

his religious life.

The one need is the deepening of the tides o

spiritual life. If the heart is aflame, the word:

will come. If the soul is glowing and throbbinj

with penitence and thanksgiving and love, the forn

will always be beautiful. Service, then, will be

come easy. Give the singer genius, and technique

will be easy. Kindle in the young poet the divini

fire, and you need not trouble about the laws o

poetry ; he will invent new forms. Double the talen

of this aspirant for eloquence, and you can taki

him out of the school of elocution.
Pour out the tides of God's spirit on the Chris

tian, and his whole life will become a psalm, hi:

work be a prayer. Let the mind of Christ be ii

the disciple, and wisdom will be on his lips, thi

law of kindness in his tongue, and beauty wil

adorn his prayer and his worship and clothe hi:

life, as with the garments of God.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT" on Next Page]

The Peril of Religious Formalism
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]ow a Fore^ Fire Looks
READER of this journal in Goff,

,- Kan., sends to The Christian

] RALD this realistic picture of the

liho forest fires, which she received

;)m her brother who writes as an eye-

i:ness:

'We have had the coldest summer
l:e I have ever experienced. June
; we had a frost that froze every-

ing but the wheat; then again, about

t' same time in July, another frost;

^ on August 13 and -14 it froze ice

taker than good thick window glass.

;ice then we have had more nights of

Ist than any other kind.

'About that foi-est fire I will tell

jj. Some one set it, they say, and I

Jve no doubt that is the case. We
U wind all summer and that is un-
iial here, and made it possible for

t! fire to do what it did. The gov-
timent made the timber into a re-

jl-ve; that is, it took it out of the

rrket or homesteads and leased it to

t; sheepmen. Before they made the

iest into reserve, the settlers could
pture their stock on it. They could

j; wood or logs where they pleased.

Iw, the sheepmen around Boise lease

iall or nearly all. If we get pasture
t're we have to pay for it.

!'It (the fire) burnt millions of dol-

ls' worth of property and killed hun-
cids of people; lots of them will never
^found. It killed over a hundred of

liho's forest rangers—the bravest

m who ever went to death. We
c'lld see the blaze for three nights,

^ough it went clear across our State,

i passed to the north of us, about
fenty miles. It burnt the north end
( our county. You see a foiest fire

j;s not travel as fast as a prairie

U; but it is harder to stop. One of

mk 'tise big green pines, when it's hot, I

^ ^ (toect has two or three barrels of tur-

ptine in it. We have measured some
[(Tthem that are over twenty-six feet

2)und and two hundred feet tall. Lots
'*'*^(Jthem are two hundred and forty

it. The green pine is hard to start,

lit when it does get started, it makes
7>rK^ot hotter fire than the dry pine on

iount of the turpentine.
When just one big pine is on fire,

[i can't stand within fifty yards of

and when a whole forest of those
'.nts is in a blaze, it is terrible! It

kes gas that floats in the air, burn-
it; as it goes. Clouds of fire destroy
irything in the air that can be

bathed. The air becomes heated till

tancl '^' ^^^^ ^^ unbearable. For miles the

J- !l"ds, flying from the fire, send up
duds of dust that are nearly as bad
£ the smoke.
'I met a drove of cattle at that time,

lion't know how many head there
vre; it took me about half an hour to

fis the drove, which was about a

flHJiJris and a half long. You could not
£ the cattle till you got right among
t m. I only saw a cloud of dust com-
i;. They could not see me till they

i; nearly against my horse; then they
\uld jump to one side, with staring
bod-shot eyes that looked ghastly.
"Of course the forest rangers could
\fe saved themselves, if they had not
fight too long and stayed till it was
t) late. They simply gave up their
Ibs trying to save others, and a cloud
cfire overpowered them, or they were
cished by the falling trees. I heard
c a band of twenty that had been
Iding a guard. AH at once, they
hrd a roar louder than usual, and
Iking up, saw that the fire- had over-
I'vered another band, and had swept
lind where they themselves stood on
£ igh bluff'. Then they sought shelter
'a mountain cave, where there was a
'"ing; but it was of no use to any of
tm but one—he alone lived to tell

')ut it. He is living yet, but is only
He breathed that poisonous
a few days before the fire
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There are lots of forest rangers
t'ned blind and crippled for life, and
ty have applied to the government
i help to take them to the hospital,
'i for medicine. The authorities
S' they can't help, because the law
fkes no provision for such things.

"F. V. Brownlee."

JOHN'S LETTER TO CHILDREN By Rev. J. M. Parrar. d.d

IN
what big book for grown people will you find the largest num-

ber of letters to little children? I hope you will not make many
guesses before you say "The Bible." May I tell you about a

letter that John, the beloved disciple, wrote to you? In this short
letter John says "little children" nine times. Why did he write this
letter to little children? He says: "My little children, these things
I write unto you, that ye sin not." Then after telling some facts
about the little children's best friend, he says : "I write unto you, little

children, because your sins are forgiven you." Does he tell us how
the sins of little children are forgiven? Yes. He says they are for-
given for Christ's sake.
The question I want to ask you to-day is: Do you believe that

your sins have been forgiven for Christ's sake? I hear you answer,
"Certainly, I believe, and I pray to God every day and thank him
for what Christ has done for me." Then I want to ask you another
question. Have you told the world that you believe that your sins
have been forgiven? You remember Christ said that if we believe
in him we should confess him before men. If you do not confess
him you either do not believe in him or you are ashamed of him.

IF you were in a house that was on fire and some man whose clothes

were all torn and who had been drenched with the hose and was
covered with dirt should rush in and save you, would you be ashamed
to take him to your home and tell papa and mamma that he saved
you? Christ's coat was torn off and they spat on him, and he was
nailed to a cross, and blood was running over him, but surely you
should not be ashamed of him.

If you found the fireman who saved you was a king then surely
you would be very proud of him. Christ who saved you is the King
of Kings and the Lord of Lords.

WE are at the time of the year when the nights are long, and I

want you to think about this to-night. Think hard, before you
say your prayers. If you will promise to do this I will tell you a
story I found and kept for you.

In visiting one of the large city hospitals, the visitor asked a nurse
what was the most remarkable incident that she remembered in her
long hospital experience. The nurse said : "I can tell you what was
the most touching and impressive thing I ever saw in my hospital

experience. It took place several years ago

:

"rpHERE was a terrible accident in the city where I was then
-L nursing, and two lads were brought in fatally mangled. One

of them died immediately on entering the hospital; the other was
still conscious. Both of his legs had been crushed. A brief exam-
ination showed that the only hope for the boy's life was to have them
taken off immediately, but it was probable he would die under the

operation.
" 'Tell me,' he said bravely, 'am I to live or die?'

"The house surgeon answered as tenderly as he could: 'We hope

for the best, but it is extremely doubtful.'

"As the lad learned his doom, his eyes grew large and then filled

with tears. His mouth quivered pitifully, and in spite of himself,

the tears forced themselves down his smoke-grimed cheeks. He was
only a lad, but he showed the courage of a man.

"AS we stood about him, ready to remove him to the operating

xjL room, he summoned up his fast failing strength and said: 'If

I must die, I have a request to make. I want to do it for the sake

of my dead mother. I promised her I would, but I have kept put-

ting it off all this while.'

"We listened, wondering what the poor lad meant. With an effort

he went on: 'I want to make a public confession of my faith in

Christ. I want a minister. I want to profess myself a Christian

before I die.'

"We all looked at each other; it was a situation new to our experi-

ence. What should we do? A nurse was sent for a clergyman. In

the meanwhile we moved the boy upstairs to the operating room.

There we laid him on the table. By this time the minister arrived.

The boy welcomed him with a beautiful smile. The clergyman took

his hand. I had been holding it, and it was already growing cold.

The house surgeons and nurses stood reverently by. The boy began

:

'I believe ' He faltered, for he could hardly speak above a

whisper, he was so weak. I could not help crying. The surgeon

did not behave much better. Not a soul in the room will ever forget

the sight, nor the words when the boy said : 'I believe in Jesus Christ

—his Son—our Saviour.' • •

HE stopped because he had not strength to say another word.

Then the clergyman, seeing that the end was near, hastily put

a small piece of bread in the lad's mouth, and a few drops of wine

to his lips, thus formally administering the sacrament and receiving

the lad from the operating table—into the company of those who
profess the name of Christ. Summoning up all his strength, while

the minister was praying, the boy said distinctly: 'I believe
'

With these blessed words upon his lips he passed away.
"The surgeon put aside his knife and bowed his head. The Great

Physician took the poor boy's case into his own hands. That, sir,

was the most touching and beautiful thing I have ever seen in my
hospital experience of almost twenty years."

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: I. John 2 : 1.

A Unique Tea Party

AN interesting gathering took place
- recently at "Tennessee," Birm-

ingham, England, the home of Mr.
Charles M. Alexander, the well-known
Gospel singer, when a number of po-

licemen from the Moseley Village and
King's Heath Police Stations, with
their wives and friends, spent a pleas-
ant afternoon in the beautiful grounds.
"Tennessee," which stands on the
boundary line between the districts of
Moseley and King's Heath, comes un-
der the surveillance of both police
stations, and the property is therefore
well guarded. It was the desire of
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander to show their
appreciation of the splendid services
rendered by the force and the cour-
tesy and consideration of its members,
and their gratitude found expression
in this little social gathering.
The afternoon was spent in games.

At six o'clock an adjournment was
made to the commodious tea-sheds,
erected some years ago by Mr. Richard
Cadbury, Mrs. Alexander's father.
Here were long tables tastefully dec-
orated, and covered with good things.

After tea, Mr. Alexander taught the
company one of Mr. Harkness' newest
choruses, "Traveling Home." He told
how the inspiration for this song had
come to Mr. Harkness at a meeting of
commercial travelers in Portland, Me.,
and how these travelers had carried
the song with them all over the United
States. In a few minutes the whole
company was singing with might and
main:

Traveling home, traveling home,
Led by Jesus we are traveling home.

Traveling home, traveling home.
Led by Jesus we are traveling home.

It will interest members of the
Pocket Testament League to know that
the first policeman in Birmingham to

join the League was a member of the
Moseley Village Station. This station
has practically formed the nucleus of
the Pocket Testament League work
amongst policemen throughout the
world. Fifteen of the men present at
the tea party were already members of
the League, and before the gathering
closed the remainder of the officers had
joined. Each man was presented with
a handsomely bound New Testament,
and also a copy of a beautifully illus-

trated souvenir of the great Mission
held in Australia last year.

Mrs. Alexander and her sister, Miss
B. Cadbury, each spoke a few words of
greeting. The party then concluded
to the strains of "Traveling Home."

W. W. Rock.

Earth's Treasures
(^ H, the trumpet of fame is calling,
^^^ And our hearts responsively beat.

And we dream in our wild ambition
That the world will bow at our feet

:

And we scorn the humble and plodding

Who quietly walk on their way.
And we slight the simple duties

That fall in our path each day.

We are heaping up riches around us.

Till our coffers o'erflowing are filled ;

We tear down our barns and build greatei-.

Till weary of gain we are wild ;

And Satan the louder is calling

:

"AH this will I give thee if thou
Wilt give up thyself to my worship ;

Thy knee will submissively bow."

So we go through the world on his mission.

Defrauding and robbing the poor,

And as fast as we heap up the riches.

We're heaping up sins at our door.

And the voice of the widow is crying.

And the orphans appealingly call

;

And, ah me ! so few benedictions

On the head of the rich man fall.

But monuments rise toward Heaven
To tell where the rich man lies :

For the ragged and wretched to gaze at.

Through famished and tear-dimmed eyes

;

And palaces, grand and costly.

Are rearing their stately head ;

While the homeless wanderer passes

With a shiver of wonder and dread.

But He who is wiser than proverbs.

And holier than mortal can be.

Who can know what is passing within us^
Look into our hearts and see.

Hath said that 'tis hard for the rich man
To enter the kingdom of love

—

The kingdom of God our Father.

Of glory and beauty above.

Lydia Ktbk Black.
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IT
was a far cry from the little electrical experi-

ment of Ben Franklin, who drew electricity out

of the sky with his key and kite, to the thou-

sand and one devices now run by the same force at

the great Electrical Show in Madison Square Gar-
den, New York. Franklin enjoyed the good things

of life in his day, but you felt sorry that he could

not come back for an hour or two and pass with you
from one fascinating booth to another—veritable

homes of modern magic as they were—and see

almost every service required in the house and in

outside work done by the greatest force man has yet

made captive.
Every one is not interested in electricity before

he enters the great hall, but one soon becomes an
enthusiast on the subject of

cleaners, meals cooked without
gas and its smell and danger oi

coal with its dust and dirt, fla<

irons which remain as long as

you wish at the proper degree
of heat, and innumerable other
aids to living without wearing
yourself out in the process.

It may be imagination, but it

seems as if enough electricity

had joined with the atmosphere
of the hall to give you a feeling

of exhilaration without putting
a finger to one of the numerous
machines for restoring your
health with a medical battery.
Perhaps it is the fact that
everything you look at seems
more interesting than the last

that produces the effect. At
any rate you want to see every-
thing; you find you are not
tired, and you go back to see

the many interesting exhibits

once more.
The permanent place taken

in household economies by the
vacuum cleaner is noteworthy.
There are demonstrations con-
ducted by a dozen different

companies down the central
aisles. In one a man is using a
heavy cleaner, suitable for halls

dndpublicbuildings. Noiseless-
ly it draws into its capacious
nickel throat dust and dirt from a carpet that would
ordinarily resist the fiercest onslaughts of the ordi-
nary brooms. Further on are others of lighter
construction, suitable for home use, to be run by a
light motor, which may be attached to the electric

lighting system of a house. Some sand and dirt is

walked onto a rug, the light aluminum cleaner is

run over it, and it is gone, drawn into a dust-holding
bag. The demonstrator gets dusty, he passes the
machine over his clothes and hat, and they are spick
and span once more. It is pointed at the walls, and

draperies, paper and mouldings give up the dust

which has gathered upon them. Sweeping made
play, certainly; and then you pass on to discover

new wonders.
Breakfast, mere man finds, can be made a matter

of small effort with an electric cooking apparatus
which sits on the breakfast table and cooks and
keeps warm your toast, chops and coffee, and a few
steeKbars and wires. He resolves to get one and
his wife smiles her approval. Ironing loses much of

its nerve-racking drudgery when done as they do it

in the electrical show, where the iron cannot get cold

unless you turn off the current, with which you can-

not burn your clothes even if you should be seized

with such an insane desire. It is at the right heat

—

Courtesy Eltclrxcul It'c

View of the Main Hall at the Electrical Show

no more, no less—and you have good results any-
way.
One young man is apparently enjoying much

popularity among the fair sex. At last you get
a flitting glimpse of a machine which he handles
with the greatest ease—a little motor attached to a
washtub, a wringer and a sink. He starts the motor,
and a little wheel scrubs the clothes. A handle is

turned, and the clothes pass through an automatic
wringer. While this is being done the motor does
a little work on the side, running an ice cream

freezer and a sewing machine. There is a gi t

heap of dirty dishes in the sink and the turn oa
handle sets a mop to work which cleans them to e

satisfaction of the most exacting housewife amig
the spectators. There are devices for heat,|
water for the sick room, and to chase away n i.

ralgia, rheumatism and other ills, while your cc -

plexion can be improved by an electric massage
your hair get a new lease of life by the applicat
of the proper instrument.
Though it is the little devices that make hoij

keeping a joy and not a struggle, there are lar|

exhibits of interest to the merchant and manui
turer. There are lighting systems by which
light of day is accurately reproduced, so that co)

can be matched at any h
and in the most remote cor
of a store. The governin
itself has declared that its

itation of the natural light

day is .so perfect as to d
detection. Naturally sti

keepers, remembering hundr
of customers who have brou
back their goods "because t

look different," have been pi

ing in their orders, and gi"

vent to sighs of relief at
same time.
A device for reading

time o' night on the ceil|

attracted a large crowd of h
ness men who live out of ttl

and have to catch their esl

trains.

"It has always been the i|

that when a man wants
know what time it is in
night," said an exhibitor,

fumbles for a match in

dark, strikes one and drowil

looks at the clock which is|

the opposite end of the rcl

or in the hall. If he is luc|

he has a clock which stri|

when he touches a button. T
clock invariably strikes the \ f

hour of something—one beJ-

and the man is mad. This

the old way. The new waj
different.

"As the man wakes up wondering what time it

he puts out his hand and touches the button o!

little electric clock such as is exhibited at the E!

trical Show in Madison Square Garden. At or

the electric clock springs into a state of brilli

illumination and reflects its dial on the ceiling. "

man does not move. He lies comfortably on
back and reads the time accurately indicated in

lighted reflection above his pillow. He releases

button; darkness again fills the room, and the n]

slumbers on in peace." Robert S. B

REV. JOHN L. DUBE and his wife, native

Zulus, are spending a few months in this

country in the hope of obtaining support for

the growing needs of the Zulu Christian Industrial

School which they founded ten years ago. Mr.
Dube comes to us armed with letters of recommen-
dation from ministers of various denominations and
from members of Parliament of the United Colonies
of South Africa. There is also an American Com-
mittee in charge of the funds contributed for Mr.
Dube's work, of which the Rev. Dr. Cadman, of
Brooklyn, is chairman.

This man, John L. Dube, was first educated at the
American Mission Station in South East Africa and

afterwards at some of our American schools. On
returning to South Africa, inspired by Booker
Washington's example, he determined to try and do
for his countrymen what this man has done and is

still doing for the American negro. He started
with but a few pupils of both sexes; there are now
two hundred pupils taught by ten native teachers,
one of whom teaches farming, and is paid by the
Natal government. Printing, carpentry and black-
smith work are also taught. The Christian religion
occupies a large place, as it is Mr. Dube's desire to
have these young men and women go out as mission-
aries among their own people.
The needs of the school are more land for the

purposes of agricultural training and more farm

implements and tools. Mr. Dube hopes also to

tain the nucleus for an endowment fund which \,

place the school on a firm basis. He hopes to obtii

the means of enlarging the school.

The fact that Mr. Dube's school was founded
a native Zulu acting on his own initiative, and

worked, partly under European advice, almost
tirely by native teachers, is a hopeful augury

|

the future.
The best man to help is the one who shows sij

of a desire to help himself, and the fact that a nu

ber of Zulu men and women are endeavoring to p
on to their fellow-countrymen the benefits tl

themselves have received from white missionai •

is an indication that the seed sown is taking re

Zulu Boys Before Entering School A Sewing Class Under the Instruction of a Native Teacher A Group of Girl Students in Mr.Dube's Sch I
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THE United States govern-
ment is making every effort

t exclude from this country

t plague of cholera, which is

rv raging in certain parts of

}rope and which has been

a ended by frightful loss of

] .
Fortunately, our facilities

f barring out disease are

rch better to-day than they

Y'e ever been in the past.

1 s is due to the development
the United States Public

lalth and Marine Hospital

J vice during recent years.

Is branch of our national
gernment has jurisdiction

or all government hospitals

a I is charged with the con-

d t of the quarantine service,

vh its cordon of stations and
vsels along our coasts.

'ime was when the Public

Iilth Service was a somewhat
iiignificant branch of the gov-

eraent; but with the growth
feDublic sentiment in behalf of

^ventive measures, there has
cie a new appreciation of

ii value. The Service, as re-

oanized and extended, has
ahority to take drastic meas-
us when necessary. Espe-
c ly has its usefulness been

e anced through the extension

othe activities of a hygienic

lioratory, established at

A shington, D. C, for the

irestigation of contagious and
i:3ctious diseases.

'he Surgeon-General, who is

t executive head of the
E-eau of Public Health and Marine Hospital Ser-

V!, is charged with the framing of regulations for

t; prevention of the introduction and spread of
citagious disease.

Vhen the present cholera menace first assumed
thatening form, Surgeon-General Walter Wyman
h 1 conferences with health officers and quarantine

ials at all the leading ports by which immigrants

Government Advisory Board Now Dealing with the Cholera Menace

(On lowest step, left to right) U. S. Surgeon-Gen. Wyman ; Prof. William Welch
(Second line, left to ripht) Lieutenant-Col. Walter D. McCaw, Medical Corps U. S. A.; Surgeon Charles Butler,

U. S. N.; Prof. W. T. Sedgwick, Prof. Frank Westbrook, Prof. Simon Flexner.
(Top row, left to right) Director J. F. Anderson, U. S. Hygiene Laboratory; Asst. Surgeon-Gen. J. W. Kerr,

A. D. Melvin, Chief of U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry.

enter the country from Southern Europe, and form-
ulated those stringent quarantine regulations which
are now in effect, and which have resulted in all

suspicious cases being isolated immediately upon
arrival in this country. At the same time plans
were made to have the national hygienic laboratory
make examinations in all suspected cases of cholera.
The institution at the seat of government is the only

one in the country having the
serum for making the final and
conclusive test as to the pres-
ence of cholera, and cultures
are sent there for examination
whenever the officials at any
port encounter a suspect, re-
garding whose status as a pos-
sible cholera victim or "carrier"
they have the slightest doubt.
The Surgeon-General has

called in council the Advisory
Board for the Hygienic Labora-
tory to discuss the situation.
This body of medical experts
represents the highest modern
skill and knowledge in this

important sphere. Among the
members are such famous men
as Professor William H. Welch
of Johns Hopkins University,
probably the greatest living
authority on the questions in-

volved in the present crisis ; Dr.
Simon Flexner, head of the
Rockefeller Institute for Medi-
cal Research; Professor Wm.
T. Sedgwick of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technoloy;
Professor Frank Westbi-ook
of the University of Minne-
sota; A. D. Melvin, chief
of the United States Bureau of
Animal Industry, and represen-
tatives of the medical depart-
ments of the army and navy.
The purpose of this council is

to consider emergency meas-
ures for the present danger,
and to study the cholera germ
as scientists. This learned body
is not limiting its investigations

to cholera, but is grappling with other serious prob-
lems affecting the public health. Investigations are
being made with reference to leprosy, cancer, pella-

gra, hookworm and infantile paralysis—the last-

mentioned disease being the newest and one of the
most dreaded of the various afflictions that have
visited this country in recent years.

Waldon Fawcett.

,t|ij Fir^tl Plhio^ograplh.^ of ^Ihe Revototion in Portagsil

f .graplis Ijs roul T)iotn].s..., N. « V.

Second Regiment of Infantry Marching Across Dom Pedro Square, Lisbon Revolutionists Covering a Public Square with Their Artillery

IBI<

riHE first photographs of- the revolution in Por-

tugal have reached New York and two of them
Tj are reproduced on this page of The Chris-
TK Herald. They show the revolutionary troops

( -luding not only republican citizens, but regular

Sfiiers and marines) in the public squares of the

Ciital, moving the guns behind the street barri-

Ci2s and guarding the royal palace after the flight

o; Manuel and his court to Cascaes. Ex-King

Manuel has now arrived in England. He reached
Plymouth on October 19. A correspondent writes

to the New York Tribune: "It is doubtful whether
any former king has ever landed surrounded by such

an air of incomprehensible mystery. He arrived

without accompaniment of salutes or civic cere-

monies. He was almost smuggled in and whisked
away, as if Plymouth were full of bomb throwers.

He looked pale and ill. Very gravely he shook hands
with some dozen equally grave men in frock coats

and silk hats. He spoke several sentences to them,
but never once did a smile relieve the gloom of his

pale and tragic young face. Then he stepped into

a waiting carriage, accompanied by the Queen-
Mother Amelie. She, too, looked pale and very
unhappy. The Duke of Orleans, the Marquis de
Soveral, the Portuguese Minister, and the Spanish
Ambassador, welcomed the royal exiles, who at once
started on a special train for Wood Norton, Ever-
sham, Worcestershire."

TOFHCS ©F IHTEI^CST TMEIOUGMOUT TMC ^^OIRILD
The great October hurricane which swept Florida, October

I'nd 18, caused the loss of several lives and damage to prop-
"^f estimated at nearly $4,000,000. The Florida orange crop is

Piably ruined.

President Takt had an opportunity, during a recent visit

totllis Island, to find out something about the woes of im-
"1 ants and the tribulations of the department officials. He
P<jnally questioned some of the new arrivals and took an

active part in the examination of a dozen cases that had been

scheduled for deportation.

—Portugal is, in a sense, the scene of •' religious reforma-

tion as well as a political revolution. It is the revolt of the

Catholic population against Church domination and selfishness.

There is now hardly a doubt that, had the Church represented

the real interests of the people, there would have been no

revolution.

—It now seems likely that the name of Edgar Allan Poe will

this year be added to those of the other "Immortals" in the

Hall of Fame. Forty new names may go on the tablets. Three

of the new places have been set aside for women.
—In consequence of failing health. Justice William R.

Moody of the United States Supreme Court has resigned his

post. President Taft's letter, accepting Justice Moody's resig-

nation, pays a very high tribute to his character.
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A Power for Righteousness

"rpHE happy family," says an old proverb, "is one

J. in which there are no secrets." We think this

is pretty sound philosophy, and so, to put it into

practice, we take pleasure in informing the members
of The Christian Herald's Family Circle from

time to time just how their favorite journal is pro-

gressing; for that it continues to go on at an amaz-

ing rate, you readily admit, when you consider

the increased volume of its business and its steadily

mounting circulation. We are ambitious, however,

to see it mount still higher, in order that it may have

a wider field of service for God and humanity.

We had something to say last week concerning

these matters, but there is evidence which is still

more conclusive of the "upward and onward" trend

of The Christian Herald, and it is to be found

in the official Post Office records. There has been a

huge increase in the net weight of the editions we
are now sending out regularly through the mails,

contrasted with those of preceding years. Here are

the official figures for the past nine months of the

current year, which you may compare with those of

the same months in the two preceding years, bearing

in mind that they are taken from the Post Office

official receipts and, of course, cannot be contro-

verted as evidence of the remarkable growth of your
favorite journal

:

New York Post Office Weipcht Receipts. Showing Net Weight
of Christian Herald's Mail Each Month

:

1908
Net Weight, lbs.

Jan 184,275
Feb 1,59.025

March 154,391
April 202,220
May 147,778
June 143,190
July 146,165
August . . . 120,626
Sept 145,055

1909
Net Weight, lbs.

Jan 162,938
Feb 187,434
March 258,884
April 205,178
May 163,056
June 202,535
July 140,202
August ...136,495
Sept 202,029

1910
Net Weight, lbs.

Jan 187,058
Feb 330,862
March 434,726
April 281,679
May 240,028
June 270,332
July 200,194
August ...258,473
Sept 297,804

A grand total of 2,501,156 pounds of Christian
Heralds mailed to subscribers this year up to Sep-

tember 30, as against 1,648,751 pounds during the

same period last year, and 1,402,725 pounds in the

same months two years ago.

Now, just glance at these figures a moment. They
show that the increase during the nine months of

1910, over the same months a year ago, was 51 per

cent.; and over two years ago 78 per cent. This

not only means a greater number of pages per issue,

but a vast increase in the quantity and variety of

reading matter, and a far bigger Family Circle of

readers than we have ever had in the past. We
are conscious of several causes for this growth, but
the principal reason we feel to be that, under divine

Providence, The Christian Herald's loyal adher-

ence to the high religious and philanthropic ideals

which marked its course under Dr. Klopsch's man-
agement, has won the approval of right-thinking
people all over the land, and is bringing hosts of new
friends to join the ranks of the old. It is impossible
for any editor, no matter if he had the wisdom of
Solomon (which we haven't), to divine the mind of
his readers; but there is no mistaking their point of
view in the letters we are receiving daily, which are
so full of hearty approval of the paper that we
sometimes feel the need of a special dispensation of
meekness to keep us from being spoiled by such
abounding cordiality. Of course, the only way of
showing how we value their generous sentiments is

to go on making The Christian Herald better than
ever! This we are planning to do on a large scale
for the coming season, and we give our readers
warning that there are pleasing surprises in store
for them.

It was a favorite saying of Dr. Klopsch

:

"Do all the good you can
To all the people you can."

We commend this to the Family Circle. If every
reader of The Christian Herald were to make an
effort to bring into the Circle one more subscriber,

the paper would then reach such a multitude of
homes that it would become a mighty influence for

right living. Christian citizenship and home happi-

ness. We pray that it may be so used of God that

it will be a power for national righteousness. You
can help to bring this about. And in so helping you
will be doing the best kind of missionary work
within your own sphere of opportunity—a work
that cannot fail to result in blessing to all of us.

Wellman's Flight

WHILE Walter Wellman did not succeed in

astounding the world by crossing the Atlantic

in his big dirigible America, he vindicated his claim

to aeronautic daring and established a record for

endurance which may stand unequaled for some
time. From the outset to the finish, his venture had

the appearance of foolhardiness. Among experi-

enced aviators probably not one in a thousand ex-

pected he would go as far as he did. Yet the dreams
of science are long ones and they tell us of a day
when the bird-men will fly vast distances with a

speed far greater than any yet attained. People
laughed at Columbus when he set out on his trans-

Atlantic voyage, just as they have laughed at every
bold pioneer who takes his life in his hand in a new
venture. They laughed at "Edison's toy"—now the

incandescent light—and they laughed at John Erics-

son, and at George Stephenson; they set down the

Wi-ights as cranks when they experimented with
their "glider" in the early aeroplane days. They
may smile at Wellman; but the true scientist will

find in his effort, splendid as it was even in its

failure, a new source of inspiration in the great
campaign for the conquest of the air.

The Season of Tumult

As the political campaign draws to a close and the
. shouting of the great national "talk fest" is

nearly ended, the average American citizen is glad

of the prospect of relief from the surfeit of discus-

sion which has occupied the last six weeks. It has
been a period of unusual excitement and the furious

contention of the various factions, with their charges
and counter-charges, has been even more pronounced
than in recent years. But while in the great game
of politics these vivid passages may amuse the prac-
tical politicians, they are by no means edifying or
agreeable to the general public. Besides, each can-
didate of importance has his hired trumpeters who,
with pen and voice, deluge the opposition with
slander and rancor, which are returned with liberal

interest. This goes on at a tremendous rate until
thoughtful people stand amazed and dismayed.
Worthy candidates, who had believed themselves
possessed of fairly clean records, find themselves
pictured as creatures so vile that they feel like sur-
rendering to the nearest sheriff and going to hide
in jail. Every public man, at such a time, is pre-
sented in a double role: as a good, patriotic citizen,
and as a despicable corruptionist and a dangerous
foe to honest government. It's a sorry spectacle,
but apparently unescapable under existing political

conditions. Meanwhile, our readers can console
themselves with the agreeable reflection that there
is one paper, at least, that isn't given over to parti-
sanship and to which, while the tumult rages else-

where, it is a comfort and a pleasure to turn for
real, rational enjoyment. This they find in the
pages of The Christian Herald.

Found Out

WHEN Governor Hughes of New York was
fighting the race-track gamblers two years

ago, there were sundry intimations of the existence
of a big corruption fund. It was to be used in buy-
ipg votes in the State legislature to defeat the anti-
betting laws. But so strong was public sentiment
in favor of those laws, that the bribers' schemes
ignominiously failed and the bills were passed.
People had well-nigh forgotten the episode, when lo!

a joint legislative investigating committee has suc-
ceeded in unearthing evidence showing that a
bribery fund of $500,000 was actually distributed
and giving the names of the corruptionists and the
circumstances of their crime. Several rich patrons
of the race-track are involved, and there is a fair
probability, if justice be not thwarted, that prison

doors may suddenly open for a number of the bi

takers, if they do not take to flight meanwhile,
deeds cannot long be concealed. The world arc
us is like the icy glaciers that creep from the m
tain tops into the Swiss valleys. By a strange
of nature every object hidden in the glacier com*
the surface at length. So sin is somehow alv

moving toward the surface.

Foul deeds will rise,

Though all the earth o'erwhelm them, to men's eyes,

Stunned by the sudden and unexpected expos!
after two years of fancied security, the pligh
these wrongdoers is surely a striking proof of
truth of the divine warning in the old Book
sure your sin will find you out."

The Passion for Antiques

THERE is a good deal of picturesque romanc
well as profit in the business of importing

tiques, which is engaging so deeply the attentio

the New York Custom House authorities just

:

Altars and church decorations, the work of

master artificers in Spain and Italy centuries i

old monkish carvings quaint and beautiful;

artistic belongings of grand old chateaux and pal|^>*l

that have gone to ruin; fountains, statuary,

even entire dwellings have been bought by spec

tive dealers and shipped to this country to be
at fabulous prices to rich people with a love
antiques. Profits of six and seven hundred
cent, are not uncommon in the business. Whole
undervaluation frauds, which are said to have
frauded the government of large amounts in du
are now under investigation. Rich Americans
the best buyers of antiques in the world to-day
their liberal prices make the dealers' attempt
defraud Uncle Sam's customs by undervalue
inexcusable.

General Notes
;«

S

—Chicago's Church census, just completed, shows
figures: Number of persons reached, 2,000,000. Number ^^
out church preference. 175,000. Regular church attenc| i,

900,000. Irregular attendants, 475,000. Number with me*
ship letters, but out of touch with churches, 450,000. Re
to give information, 1,000. The census was taken by l"

workers representing 800 churches. Chicago's populati( is

2,185,283.

—Bishop Weekly, in the United Brethren Conferencij

Dallastown, Pa., recently broke a lance with those paston

are known as "ladies' men," who are constantly in thel

pany of the women of their congregations, and who seeml|

to remonstrance. The bishop declared that the pastoral
j

of such men may be traced by "wrecked families and chuii

and that they should be "relegated to the shelf." So st)

note should act as a wholesome deterrent to those who, it

desire to be agreeable, may sometimes be apt to forget th^

nity that is due to the pulpit.
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Cyclone Sweeps Cuba
THE island of Cuba has possibly suffered the

greatest material disaster in its history in the

storm which began with light rains on Octo-

ier 13, developing into floods and devastating hur-

icanes which continued until Monday, October 17.

'he damage was chiefly in the western half of the

sland. The cyclone swept over Matanzas, Pinar

el Rio and Havana Provinces. Hundreds of lives

,re believed to have been lost, thousands are home-

ass and property valued at millions of dollars has

leen destroyed by the cyclone. Havana was at one

lime under four feet of water for a distance of

ine blocks from the sea wall on the northern border

f the city. Large buildings in the path of the

term have been thrown down and vessels in the

i.arbor have been torn from their moorings and
irecked. The towns of Martinez, Guane, LaGrifa,

Punta Cartes and Cortes are reported to have been

festroyed, and the greater part of Artemisa, a

ihrifty town on the boundary of Havana Province,

!5 reported to be in ruins. Thirty persons were
Towned at Consolacion del Sur. A barge on board

f which was the recently recovered

oremast of the Maine, together

[nth tools and apparatus used in

remained quiescent and last spring it began to grow
rapidly, growing beautifully through the summer
until a few weeks ago, when it was ripe for cutting.

Mrs. Gentry gathered her wheat crop, covering an
area of six square feet. She had in her harvest
eighty-five stalks of wheat; twenty eai-s were of
large size and the grain of good quality ; fifty were
of medium size and a little below the average in
quality, while the remaining fifteen were unripened.
There were in all 2,800 grains. This marvelous
instance of reproduction in the agricultural realm is

a type of the wonderful growth and multiplication
in the spiritual realm.

Now he that ministereth seed to the Sower both minister bread
for your food, and multiply your seed sown, and increase the fruits

of your righteousness. (II. Cor. 9: 10.)

Profitable Invention

James Leach, a negro who used to work in the
Glendenning handkerchief mills of Passaic, N. J.,

has just invented an improvement to the phono-
graph, which has brought to him a fortune. He is

an expert mechanic and insisted that he could im-
prove the tone of the talking machine, and set

3W p

nil

.Bt

work of raising the wrecked
eship, was driven ashore at the

oot of Morro Castle, and conse-

uently the work of raising the

laine will be greatly delayed.

'resident Gomez personally visited

Ine inundated sections of Havana,
. . idrected the work of rescue, encour-

feed the soldiers, police and firemen

k their tasks, visited the injured in

ihe hospital, and made arrange-
jents to provide quarters for the

omeless in the barracks and other

bvernment buildings. But the

urricane did not confine its devas-

itions to Cuba. It swept the Gulf

ith merciless fury. The storm
ent tearing through the streets of

[ampa, Fla., at the rate of sixty

idles an hour. The gravest fear

'as entertained for all the cities in

|ie southern part of Florida. The
ireckage of the tornado was so

ireat it was feared that national

Id might be needed by the storm-

fvept cities and communities,
[hich aid would have been freely

|ndered. We live in a world

p dreadful cyclones as well as

l^ntle zephyrs, which produce cau-

on, prudence, courage, enterprise,

^id whose calamities call out the

i^eetest sympathies and reveal a

biversal brotherhood. The tears

i ff the civilized world will fall at the

i 'ilamity and its prayers will ascend
f> heaven for those who have suf-

'red most by its deadly sweep. It

; ied to be thought that such dis-

|> irbances in nature as the hurri-

I .ne were a penalty visited upon
'» '6 communities for their sins,

hat is not the Christian belief of

-day, for the misfortune falls

)on the good as well as the wicked.
;orms are necessary for the puri-

tation of the atmosphere in the mental and moral

m well as material realm. Those who build cities

!ar the craters of volcanoes, along the possible

aras of earthquake, and on the shores of storm-

'ept seas, do so at their ri.sk, and though the calam-

es are heart-breaking they cannot be considered as

punishment of Providence. The ancient Hebrews,
ho laid much emphasis upon earthly reward and
^nalty, counted the cyclone as the scourge with

hich God punished his enemies, and hence they

ayed

:

>o persecute them with thy tempest, and make them afraid with

/ storm. (Ps. 83 : 15.)

'ew Three Thousandfold

Mrs. Gentry, who lives in an English village, dug
t a pit in the corner of her garden. She put half

inch of soil between one grain of wheat, which
e placed in the bottom of the pit, and the sub-soil

gravel. The top of the pit was about one yard
ross. This was done in March, 1909. After a
w weeks, the grain had half a dozen shoots; from
sn till harvest the sprouting grain was covered

er and over again, until the pit was leveled up, arid

?rass of wheat clothed the whole of the yard-wide
•cle. During the winter this small crop of wheat

copyright, tiuliM wuuil .V IncliTwiioil

Forts and Harbor of Havana, Swept by the Recent Cyclone

himself to work experimenting. The Edison Com-
pany, hearing of his efforts and ambitions, invited

him to their works, where he demonstrated the

success of his new idea, for which it is said they gave

him .'662,000. Unfortunately few of the inventors

make very much money out of their discoveries. It

is left usually for the man who capitalizes the inven-

tion to get what financial profit there is in it. Mr.

Edison is one of the rare exceptions, and has been

wise enough to retain enough stock in the companies

that manufacture his invention to make him rich.

No one begrudges this colored man the thousands of

dollars his new idea has brought to him. The
bright thoughts of God which men find in nature and

the Holy Scriptures, while sometimes having a

mercantile value, are in fact above all price. The
pricelessness of wisdom is beautifully described in

the Scriptures:

No mention shall be made of coral, or of pearls ; for the price of

wisdom is above rubies ; the topaz of Ethiopia shall not equal it,

neither shall it be valued with pure gold. (Job 28 : 18, 19.)

Padding the Government Census

The inhabitants of cities are always delighted at

their rapid growth, and in the greed for a large

population it is said that many of them have padded
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the late government census returns. It is charged
that this crooked work has been carried on in Ta-
coma, Seattle and Aberdeen, Wash.; Portland, Ore.;
Minneapolis, Minn.; Boise, Idaho; Fort Smith, Ark.;
and a number of other cities. It is claimed that
names were copied from the head-stones in the
graveyards and recorded among the living, and that
names were even spun out of the web of imagination
to swell the census return. Census Director Durand
set forth these charges of fraud in a letter to Sec-
retary Nagel of the Department of Commerce and
Labor, who wrote President Taft on the subject and
received from him the following reply: "The cases
of all those who appear to have violated the law
should be investigated by the Grand Jury, and if

sufficient evidence is found to justify it they should
be indicted and prosecuted at once. Nothing will so

conduce to securing a proper census as the prosecu-
tion of those who attempt a fraud on the law. I am
led to believe that the present census has been much
freer from attempted frauds than any previous
census, but the instances cited by Mr. Durand are
sufficient to require the utmost vigilance to bring
those who have violated the law to justice and
proper punishment." Frauds usually are for money.

These census dishonesties are the
offspring of ambition. They are
against the millions of inhabitants,
against the government itself, and
those who are guilty of such crimes
ought to be tracked and punished.
The prophet gives a very good
description of people of this class

when he says:

And they will deceive every one his neigh-

bor, and will not speak the truth ; they have
taught their tongues to speak lies, and weary
themselves to commit iniquity. (Jer. 9:5.)

Rockefeller Founds New Hospital

At the opening of the New Hos-
pital in Sixty-sixth Street, New
York City, October 17, Mr. John
D. Rockefeller made it a gift of

$3,820,000. It is to be an adjunct
of the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research for the study of
human diseases in addition to the
laboratory research work that has
been carried on by the Institute for
eight years. This gift brings the
total income-bearing endowment of
the Institute to $6,420,000. The
total of Mr. Rockefeller's gift to

the Institute, including land and
buildings, and earlier gifts for med-
ical research, is $8,240,000. This
new hospital, which has been two
years in building, is the only insti-

tution of its kind in the world—

a

place where close study is made
of a few selected diseases that now
baffle medical science. No charge
will be made for board, lodging,

medicine, nursing, or medical at-

tention, and no liberties will be
taken with the patients in the way
of experiment. Only three or four
diseases will be under investigation

at any one time, and no patient,

rich or poor, will be admitted un-
less suffering from one of these.

There are but seventy beds in the

hospital, and the equipments in

every department are as nearly perfect as the in-

genuity of man can make them. The medical staff

of the hospital will consist at the outset of the

director. Dr. Rufus I. Cole, Dr. Christian A. Herter,

Dr. C. C. Robinson and four internes. The Board
of Scientific Directors, which will have full control

of the activity of the entire Institute, will be Dr. T.

Mitchell Prudden, Dr. L. Emmett Holt, Dr. Chris-

tian A. Herter, Dr. Simon Flexner and Dr. Hermann
M. Biggs. Mr. Rockefeller has undertaken by this

mammoth foundation to find cures for diseases that

have heretofore been considered incurable, and those

who are engaged in his institution entertain the

belief that their scientific investigations and experi-

ments will be rewarded by discovery of the indi-

vidual microbes in the diseases that have so deci-

mated the race, and also the weapon with which

they shall be able to destroy those microbes; and
thus by the miracle of modern medical science the

brittle thread of human life will be lengthened out.

Hezekiah had a fatal malady. He prayed to God
to spare his life. His prayer was answered, but it

was necessary for him also to make use of medical

science at the command of the prophet in the use of

the poultice of figs.

For Isaiah had said. Let them take a lump of figs, and lay it for

a plaster upon the boil, and he shall recover. (Isa. 38 :21.)
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WITH the death of Julia Ward Howe, who
passed away at her home in Middletown,
R. I., on October 17, one of the greatest

women our country has ever known is lost to the
American people. Her name, her gracious person-
ality and the memory of her splendid intellectual

and patriotic achievements, however, will long be
cherished in the land of her birth. She was born
in New York City, May 27, 1819. Her father,
Samuel Ward, a prominent banker, was the grand-
son of Governor Samuel Ward of Rhode Island,
who was a member of the first and second Conti-
nental Congresses. Her paternal grandfather was
an officer in the Revolutionary War, and her pa-
ternal grandmother, the daughter of Governor
Greene of Rhode Island. Her mother, Julia Cutler,
the grandniece of General Francis Marion, a de-

scendant of the French Huguenots of South Caro-
lina, was a woman of marked literary ability and
had some success in authorship.
One of Mrs. Howe's biographers has this pleasant

sketch of her girlhood : "Julia and her two sisters

were called in the old New York the 'three graces,'
though Mrs. Howe in a description of
herself later says that she left her sis-

ters to 'do all the beauty of the family.'
Julia was sixteen when she made her
first attempts at poetry, which were
published in a daily paper called The
American. Her first prose composition
was a review of Lamartine's Jocelyn,
which was published in the Literary and
Theological Review. In 1841, when the
family were spending the summer near
Boston, Julia met Dr. Samuel G. Howe,
the philanthropist and educator, who
had fought with the Greeks against the
Turks in 1824 and who was at the time
teaching the blind and deaf-mutes.
Their marriage took place in 1843 and
was followed by a tour through Europe,
where Julia Ward Howe met the men of
literary distinction of the older country
—Dickens, Moore, Foerster, Rogers,
Carlyle, Milnes, Sidney Smith and
others."

It was after her marriage that Mrs.
Howe's literary career really had its

beginning, although she had spent the
years of her girlhood largely among
books. At twenty she had written her
first book of poems, entitled Passion
Flowers, which attracted much atten-
tion. She was deeply interested in
philanthropic work, and it was her sym-
pathy with suff'ering humanity that first

drew her toward the distinguished edu-
cator and philanthropist who became
her husband. After her marriage she
devoted herself more and more to lit-

erary and philanthropic work. In the
great struggle which preceded the Civil
War she took an active part with her
gifted pen.

Orison S. Marden, in his biographical
reminiscences of Mrs. Howe, tells the
ftory of her most famous poem, "The
Battle Hymn of the Republic":

"It was in the first year of our Civil
War that Mrs. Howe, in company with
her husband and friends, visited Wash-
ington. During their stay in that city,
the party went to see a review of
troops, which, however, was interrupted
by a movement of the enemy, and
had to be put off for the day. The
carriage in which Mrs. Howe was seated
with her friends was surrounded by

armed men. She began to sing, to the great delight

of the soldiers, 'John Brown.' 'Good for you!'
shouted the boys in blue, who, with a will, took up
the refrain. Mrs. Howe then began conversing with
her frfends on the momentous events of the hour,
and expressed the strong desire she felt to write
some words which might be sung to this stirring
tune, adding that she feared she would never be
able to do so. 'She went to sleep,' says- her daugh-
ter, Maude Howe Eliot, 'full of thoughts of battle,

and awoke before dawn the next morning to find

the desired verses immediately present to her mind.
She sprang from her bed, and in the dim gray light
found a pen, and paper, whereon she wrote, scarcely
seeing them, the lines of the poem. Returning to
her couch, she was soon asleep, but not until she had
said to herself, 'I like this better than anything I

have ever written before.'
"

Mrs. Howe has wrritten many books, besides poems,
essays and addresses, but the "Battle Hymn of the
Republic" is the production by which she is best
known, and which she herself loved best of all. The
poem is given below in full, as she wrote it

:

Copyright, Underwood & Underwood

JULIA WARD HOWE
Born May 27, 1819 Died October 17, 1910

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord-
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath

stored

;

He hath loosed the fateful lightning of His terrible swift swon
His truth is marching on.

I have seen Him in the watch fires of a hundred circling campj
They have builded Him an altar in the evening dews and damp]
I can read His righteous sentence by the dim and flaring lamp!

His day is marching on.

I have read a fiery Gospel, writ in burnished rows of steel.
"As you deal with my contemners, so with you my grace shsl

deal

;

Let the Hero, born of woman, crush the serpent with his heJ
Since God is marching on."

He has sounded forth the trampet that shall never call retreal
He is sifting out the hearts of men .before His judgment seal
Ch ! be swift, my soul, to answer Him ! be jubilant, my feetf

I

Our God is marching on.

In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born across the sea.
With a glory in His bosom that transfigures you and me';
As He died to make men holy, let us die to make men free.

While God is marching on.

After the war, Mrs. Howe becan^
warmly interested in the cause i

woman suffrage. For forty yea:
she labored with voice and pen to brii.
about the enfranchisement of her se
She founded the New England Wor
en's Club, a pioneer organization
the suffrage movement. Her husbai
died in 1876, and in her widowhoi
she turned still more assiduously
literature. She was the recipient
a degree from Smith College and hi'

been honored on many occasions. H
last public appearance in New Yo;
was at the Hudson-Fulton celebratio
Among the famous associates of h

maturer years were Elizabeth Ca(
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 1_
company with whom she became one !"
the editors of the Woman's JoumaW
the organ of the suffrage movemer
She frequently preached from t'

pulpit of the Rev. Dr. Freem;
Clarke. In her own home she was
delightful hostess, and entertain'
many of the most brilliant man ai

women of the day. Her best knov
books are her Life of Margaret Fulh
Memoir of Dr. Howe, Sex and Educ
tion and Modern Society.

A Memorial Tribute

GONE in the fulness of years and of wisdor
Gone to the heavenly rest,

Away from the surge of life's madness,
Ripe for the Master's behest

;

She has passed through the gates we must enter

Her journey, though long, is now o'er.

Her bountiful harvests are garnered
On Eternity's mystical shore.

Lay her down gently, for gentle was she.

Lay her there where the wild lilies spring

For the lily's pale chalice, as pure as the snow,
To her was a sensitive thing ;

Meet emblem, too, of her beautiful life,

The lily, so chaste and so fair,

A type of the purity, modesty, love.

Which distinguished her everywhere.

She wrote of the lilies that bloom o'er the s

'Mong whose beauties the Christ came to eart

And she told of the glory transfiguring mer
That surrounded His manger at birth;

Now her Christ and her King, He has called her,

"No trumpet shall sound her retreat,"

"May her soul be swift to answer Him.
And jubilant be her feet."
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Winter and Leisure

V
HETHER or not winter brings you leisure

depends not a little on where you live. For
those who are much in society, who look

f ward to a giddy round of afternoon teas, recep-

tis, concerts and other diversions, the inclement

v;ks on which we are entering are t?ie busiest and

list breathless of the year. We fancy that only

a mall portion of those who read The Christian
IRALD waste life in this way. Most of our readers

a: too sensible for this. No form of effort dissi-

pes energy and induces nervous exhaustion with

ish unerring certainty as indulgence in an inces-

mui sit round of fashionable amusements. A stren-

iis time, too, lies before those who crowd parish

virk into the winter and look for the

ncipal spiritual harvesting during

tse cold months. For thousands of

i^men who are overtaxed in spring

si summer, the later autumn and the

uiter are seasons of relief.

fhe days begin to lengthen, the chil-

(,m are in school, the outside labor is

Isened and there are neither hungry
led men nor exacting city boarders

i whom to provide. Even where the

5,nmer brings none of these extra

hdens, the winter days are compara-
tely easy going and leisurely to the

Mnen at home. They have their

ithers' meetings and their pleasant

,£.ial clubs where they read papers
carry on discussions. They have

e for books and thought, for be-

ning without hurry and flurry the

king over of clothes for the children

the replenishing of the household

Jen. Neglected correspondence with
iisfolk and friends is resumed and
irears are paid in full. What should
', do but for the bles.sed tranquillity

<i those days when we sit within doors

lar a glowing fire, the dear ones safe

lider the roof enjoying the peaceful

Sine, although we may be encom-
jssed by what Emerson calls a

iJTiultuous privacy of .storm? And
ire is a picture from Whittier:

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

Here certainly is a story showing successive and
accumulating disaster, enough surely to daunt the

stoutest heart and sap the greatest courage. Yet,

to show the white feather was not possible to these

brave and resolute people. They simply met each
successive calamity with lips set and hands clenched,

and pressed forward, fate yet pursuing. They will

yet win out afid snatch victory from the jaws of

defeat. They belong to the race that doesn't know
when it is beaten. Bravery under repeated mis-
fortune is one of the finest qualities human nature
ever shows.

MB
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I Shut in from all the world without.
We sat the clean-winsred hearth about,

. Content to let the north wind roar
In baffled raiie at pane and door.

While the red loprs before us beat
The frost-line bark with tropic heat

;

' And ever, with a louder blast

I Shook beam and rafter as it passed,
,^rhe merrier up its Katherinsr draught
The great throat of the chimney laughed.

What matter how the night behaved ?

What matter how the north wind raved ?

Blow hit^h, blow low, not all its snow-
Could quench our hearth-fire's ruddy nrlow.

avery Under The real stuff of
' Misfortune which people are

made is displayed
fien they have to bear the sharp darts
misfortune. For example, a man
d his wife, with a little child, worked
?ether and. saved together until they
-.d money enough to i-et out for a new
untry. They had been moderately
osperous in the Middle West, but
ey had a vision of a better opportu-
ty farther on, and -so they disposed

I
their little holdings, packed their

iiods and said good-by to their neighbors. Just as

ey were ready to start the child was taken very
with a contagious disease. To go was impossi-

e. Every plan had to be changed. By the time
le was well their intended departure had taken
lother form, and they found, as they thought, a

ace where they might do moderately well nearer
)me. Then came strenuous labor, a story of crops
;stroyed by hail, of cholera among the hogs, one
sappointment after another, so that a mortgage
uld not be paid. Saddest of all, death invaded the
tie home, and a babe that had come to be a little

mbeam, delighting the whole household, closed
s eyes and slept the sleep that knows no waking.

Rule Yourself A mother who in addition to

training and caring for her little

children is housekeeper, general manager, cook,

laundress and seamstress, has certainly enough for

one pair of hands and one brain to supervi.se and
attend to. There are many tuch mothers in the

land, and it is wonderful that they succeed as they

do in the performance of their manifold tasks. To
every such woman the injunction comes with force

morning after morning, "rule yourself this day."

Constant inquiries are made by women obviously

over-burdened, as to the best methods of ruling their

children. If each will earn how to rule herself, how
to restrain the hasty word when she is tired, how

to hope continually for the best days that are com-
ing, how to keep her little kingdom quiet and pleas-

ant because her dominant mood is one of cheer, half

her troubles will melt away. Babies soon grow out

of the helplessness of infancy. Little boys and girls

love to aid mother. If mother understands the art

of organizing she will, after a while, let the older

children relieve her of a great deal of care. They
will have their daily duties, and be it noted that
boys properly taught are as skilful in making bread,
washing dishes and sweeping floors as are their

sisters. If our women would speak in meeting, a
host of them would testify to this. But beware of
scolding, nagging and slapping. It is only the
ignorant, thoughtless mother who condescends to
the primitive method of a word and a blow. Rule

yourself, and love will help you to be
ruler in the family circle.

An Innocent Popular pastimes
Pastime have a way of issu-

ing out of space and
spreading from house to house and
from village to village with the swift
contagion of an epidemic. The chief
difference is that measles, whooping
cough, mumps and scarlet fever are
intensely to be dreaded, while an inno-
cent and amusing novelty in the line

of recreation awaits an eager welcome.
The present absorption in the jig-saw
puzzle has its amusing side. Old men
and women, young people and children,

busy house-mothers, clerks behind
counters, maids in the kitchen, mer-
chants in the counting-room, and prob-
ably kings and queens in the intervals

of their royal functions, are finding

entertainment in this diversion. Here
and there a clever girl or boy earns
many an honest penny by using his or
her jig-saw in the cutting of pictures

into innumerable tiny pieces that seem
to have no relation one to another.
Anybody who likes may mount any
picture he chooses on thin wood and
cut it up for friends to distract them-
selves with. A puzzle of this sort

sometimes enlists the attention of a
family or a group of interested people

a whole evening and far into the night.

Some jig-saw puzzles last over days.

Men humorously complain that their

socks are undarned and their dinners

delayed, yet they do not rise superior

to the temptations of the puzzle. Sub-
urban tea parties are formed with the

jig-saw as the motive for the invita-

tion, the mails carry the puzzles back
and forth as they do other parcels, and
friends loan them to one another on a

system of exchange. This innocent

pastime has lent a new charm to the

winter season.

Penny Wise This familiar phrase,
and Pound like many another.

Foolish encloses a kernal of

wisdom in a nut-

shell. Among the housewives who
read this page from week to week there
are those who make it their boast that

they never give up until they drop in

their tracks; that they keep on work-
ing after they have had intimations that their

strength is failing, and that they never have a doc-

tor until they are absolutely confined to their beds.

These good women tell one with satisfaction that

when they are ill in earnest it is an affair of weeks
or months, and they point with a certain pride to this

or that attack that frightened the family and made
deep inroads on the savings in the bank. Why
would it not have been truer economy and more in

line with common sense to stop before getting so

weary that nature refused to be longer challenged?
Why not, particularly when menaced with cold or

rheumatism or some other device of the demon of ill

health, take steps at once to ward off the trouble?"
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CHARLES HORTON, a dignified

bachelor of five and thirty, well

dressed and not unmindful of his

good appearance, awaited the arrival

of his little niece at the railroad sta-

tion. Plans for the relief of possible

homesickness in his young visitor filled

his mind.
"Shall I buy a Teddy bear for her?"

he thought, then smiled as he pictured

the probable indignation of the small

maiden at being presented with so

babyish a plaything.

Just then the up train came steam-
ing in, and while he stood waiting for

its departure, his eye was attracted by
something unusual on the engine.

Curled up on the cross beam was a
fine sleek cat, in full evening dress,

black coat, white shirt front and
gloves. As the engineer put out his

hand to capture it, the strange tray-

eler arose, and arching its back as if

getting its bearings, gave a quick

glance at the faces near it, then, with-

out a mew of explanation, sprang to-

wards the astonished Mr. Horton and
rubbed a furry cheek against the

bearded one, to the surprise and
amusement of the bystanders.

The next instant, filtering through
the boisterous hilarity of the moment,
came the words, "Beautiful! Oh, Beau-
tiful!" uttered in a voice of caressing

sweetness, silver clear, yet softened by
a note of such tender compassion that

a confiding paw was stretched quickly

towards a small gloved hand appear-
ing above the bachelor's shoulder, mak-
ing a complication which rendered that

gentleman's movements restricted and
the situation doubly embarrassing.
Then came the words:

"Oh, papa, see, see! If I were only
on the way home, it should be my very
own." And the magical voice came
stealing dangerously near.

"Now, Rose, don't be foolish," in-

terposed a heavy masculine voice.

"Come; we must hurry. The carriage
is waiting."
As Charles Horton gave a furtive,

backward glance, he caught the

glimpse of a vanishing skirt and the

tilt of a sailor hat over sun-kissed
hair. In another moment a good-by
was waved to the friendly animal, and
eyes, wistful with interest, looked
straight into those of its protector,

who with sudden impulse raised his

hat slightly, a gallantry apparently
unnoticed. Reddening at his own au-
dacity, he strode forward to meet the
incoming train and deposited his bur-
den in the arms of his astonished little

niece.

"Why, Uncle Charlie, it's just like

a fairy tale!" she cried as she listened

to the story of its coming.
"Even to the fairy godmother," he

assented. "She popped out of the
crowd a moment ago, christened it

'Beautiful,' and then vanished as
quickly as she came. We must keep
you, puss, and call you Beautiful,
Aunt Bess' opinion to the contrary
perhaps, for bad luck always attends
disobedience to fairy god-mothers."

Before the sun went down that day,
this black, velvety creature had made
himself at home in the bachelor's gar-
den, through that never-failing attrac-
tion, warm milk. Perched on the roof
of the little arbor among the clematis
vines, he placidly surveyed his sur-
roundings with curious eyes, while the
unusual occurrence at the station was
discussed by the family and kitty in

the flesh was for a moment forgotten.
Suddenly, through the flower-scented

air came the words, "Sweet, sweetest,
sweet, oh sweet!" in a perfect gush of
trills.

"Hear that?" cried Aunt Bess. "It
must be Mrs. Garland's niece. She
can imitate a bird to perfection, and I

believe she was expected to-day."
Uncle Charlie listened entranced,

^tj SUSAN E. W. JOCELYN

until a quick scrambling among the

clematis vines brought to him a sense

of impending trouhle, and he sprang

up as away dashed Beautiful over the

fence, through the intervening gardens

to the singer. Away also dashed

Charles Horton in pursuit, regardless

of fences and flower beds, nor did he

abate his mad chase until he stood,

flushed and foolish-looking, by the

window through which the lively feline

had sprung and was now quietly

crouching beside the fairy godmother,

its topaz eyes fixed enquiringly on

hers.
"Oh, please," she sang, with a swift,

beseeching glance, "don't disturb us.

stretch; and the graceful agility with

which he vaulted fences on his way
was calculated to divert attention from

such trivial matters—at least, he was

vain enough to hope so.

With the cause of all this commotion

safe within the confines of the garden,

Horton's thoughts took a romantic

turn, and he almost wished she had not

been quite so self-possessed. He didn't

feel self-possessed—not the least bit in

the world—when he thought of that

exhibition of torn trousers. It was
not an agreeable subject for reflection.

He would change it (along with the

trousers) for something more pleas-

ing—the fairy godmother herself as

'

' Don't disturb us just yet—^just yet,' she said
"

jutt yet—just yet," and she chirped
on, "Sweet, sweetest, sweet, oh sweet!"

Under the spell of music and em-
barrassment, he stood in silence for a
moment, then suddenly cried out in

alarm, "Don't, don't! It's too bird-

like. I'm afraid he'll spring."
"Oh, there's no danger. We've met

before," she added, coming forward
with the cat in her arms, smoothing
its fur and praising its eyes. "They
are so tender," she said, looking down
into the yellow pools, and when, after
much caressing, she deposited him in

his master's arms, it was with the hope
expressed that he would often mistake
her for a bird. "It's the greatest
compliment I ever had," she said, as
Horton, cat in hand, bowed and backed
his way off^ the piazza, thereby post-
poning as long as possible a display of
torn trousers, which must inevitably
be brought to view on the home

she sat at the piano, glints of blue un-
der long lashes, white throat, and red
lips parted as "Sweet, sweetest, sweet,
oh sweet!" came thrilling through
them; but it was like trying to remem-
ber a dream, delightful and elusive,
and a summons to supper brought him
to a sudden sense of things temporal,
especially as he observed a newly
arrived guest, an elderly clergyman,
dispose of the substantial repast.

In his way, a good man was the
Reverend Hiram Matthews, and he
made a point of returning thanks after
breaking bread with his friends. On
this occasion he arose from the table,
grasped the back of his chair, placed
one knee on the seat, inclined his body
forward in reverent position and, com-
mencing in an ordinary tone, started
on an invocation that waxed in power
as it proceeded until the teacups fairly
rattled with the reverberation.

Beautiful, peacefully sleeping in 1^

corner, opened one yellow eye, tli

the other, while both ears stood up a]

listened. Slowly he arose, arching
back and yawning. Approaching ii

impromptu altar, he sat down, lookij

upward. Further investigation se
ing necessary, he ventured one paw
the rung of the chair. Its mate i]

lowed quickly, and, in upright pi

tion, he stood with glittering e;

fixed in mute inquiry upon the huir|

towering above him until a startli

burst of eloquence brought forth
duet a dismally lengthened "M-e-O'
A terrible explosion rent the air, I

bursting of the vials of wrath, ij

lowed by a wildly hissed "Scat!"
the hurling of the Reverend HiraJ
sole weapon of defense, a pocket coi!

With one bound the panic-striclj
kitten was out the door. Regardl
of obstacles, he dashed into the stn
scrabbling between the slender feel

the fairy godmother, who was stn
ing in the twilight by way of famil:
izing herself with the neighborb
its manners and customs. Natura
the antics of the frantic cat threw
little French-heeled slippers quite
their balance, so that Horton, in
pursuit, collided heavily with their t

pling wearer. What could he do
clasp the swaying figure for an insti

in his arms before rushing onwi
still in pursuit, calling, "Beauti:
Oh, Beautiful!"

Beautiful, a-tremble, had tal

refuge on Miss Mehitable Jei

piazza, where that ancient maiden
quietly sipping her tea. There wi
general upset. Miss Mehitable
that the cat was mad, screamed lui

for aid and then grew hysterii

Again the bachelor's strong arms
brought into requisition.
As he trudged soberly homewi

panting charge in close embrace,
ton's downcast eye observed a dimij

tive slipper, sparkling with bucl

and beads, wedged between curb
pavement.

"All in keeping," he murmurei
puss. "Fairy godmothers, glass
pers. We'll act it out to the end z\

go in search of our Cinderella."
He felt some misgiving as to

propriety of his conduct as he nea i

the house harboring this creature
'

romance. It was not quite clear >

him in what way he had failed, but

;

was quite sure that he had done soi

thing wrong when, as he advanc

,

the godmother arose stiffly fr i

her seat, bowed ceremoniously z I

thanked him in cool, measured toi

;

for his assistance, thereby dispell!

all thoughts of Cinderella pleasantri

.

He was sorry he had not sent tl -

foolish little slipper by messeng.
Fumbling in his pocket for it, he mi
aged to express his regrets with grs

;

courtesy, albeit he could scarcely f

bear a smile at the nervous tensii

with which she held her skirt over tl -

unshod foot.

"Beautiful makes his apologies," •

said as he turned to go; "but he nee
sympathy—as does his master. It 1

been a trying day for both."
"Beautiful? Beautiful? Is that I

name?" she questioned, her eyes w;

with surprise. "It is I who shoi

apologize." With cheeks warm w:

blushes and eyes falling before his, s

faltered with a tremulous laugh,

thought—I thought, out there in t

street, when you Forgive me.

thought you were being rude "

"Why," you named him yourself,

day at the station, and so I
"

"You noticed my foolish talk?_ Pa
scolded me afterward for being

effusive in a crowd."
"You were his good fairy," he i

sured her. "Talking of fairies

—

-

He laughingly extended the glitteri

Continued on next page
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sli)er. "I am looking for a mate," he

coluded, and colored at his inanity.

,Vas it for that you were waiting

>at;he station?" Adding mischiev-

lovy, "And found a cat."

.
; found Beautiful," wag the sig-

jifant answer as he relieved her of

tl animal which had bounded to her

slilder, and bade her adieu with the

p jhecy that, with such an arbitrator,

p,:e should reign forever between the

h se of Garland and the house of

Eton.

or the next few days, no subject

'it!rested the Horton family to such

a extent as this wonderful cat. For

a their loving care he showed much
aireciation, manifesting no disposi-

ti to roam except as the birdlike

T::e allured him, when he was sure to

li'e a follower. He seemed to need
nspecial training and his one weak-

. r-s, the determination to nap just

'••Jiiirl^rever he pleased, seemed too pretty

''-'' arait to attract unfavorable notice.

]ch day brought marked indication

(his hold on the family affections.

''How did we ever live without you,
Jautiful? and you, too, Gracie?"
lighed Uncle Charlie one evening as
(^ three were enjoying their custo-

j.ry romp in the garden where Aunt
/ss and Miss Garland had joined

-s-ijm. "The Children's Hour," he
,

,
jiled this especial time.

We should never have known Beau-
f "'ul if it had not been for Gracie,"

• I joined Aunt Bess. "You brought
good luck, dear," drawing the little

3Ce closer.

'"And if it hadn't been for Beautiful,
u wouldn't have known Miss Rose,"
'ughed Gracie. "That's good luck,

0. You couldn't live without her
•;her, could you, Uncle Charlie?

—

e's so pink and so pretty."

Fast changing from pink to red,

'iss Garland took advantage of Beau-
ful's frolicsome mood to hide her

|;obarrassment. Skipping to and fro
'='^i time with his gambols, she chat-

red:

"We'll call Beautiful our mascot,
racie, and for good luck your uncle
ust give us each his picture in a
eket when we go away—the cat's

"icture, I mean," in confusion.
' Uncle Charlie's face also had taken
(n an extra ruddy tint. He, too,

fciiwjbrned to Beautiful for help. Aunt
•K M 5ess considerately gave her attention

b a refractory vine.

One morning, not long after, Hor-
3n, immaculate in summer traveling
ttire, swinging his suit case cheerily,
/as accosted near his door step by the

-. ainty Miss Garland on her way to a
' BM morning concert.
• r "sT" "Going away? How can you bear to

eave Beautiful?"
"It is hard to leave so much that's

7^j*;ieautiful," gallantly, his eyes resting
rtJidllfor a moment on the radiant face be-

:ide him.
They waited at the corner for a car.

ihe turned to him suddenly.
"What was that? It sounds like

Beautiful. I'm sure it was his mew.
vN'here can he be?"
Perplexed, she looked this way and

;hat, while her companion, regardless
)f light trousers, dropped his suit case,
md crouching low, applied his ear to
the ground.
"Mr. Horton! Mr. Horton! It's

here in your suit case! Oh, oh, oh!
Come quickly!"
Unmindful of delicate gloves, she

struggled with buckles and straps.
Then ensued much excited searching
through various pockets for the key,
a final wrenching of prison bars, and
out sprang Beautiful, wild-eyed and
trembling, his track scattered with the
numerous belongings of a society man.
The car, meanwhile, had passed un-

heeded, its occupants hilarious at the
f^xhibition on the sidewalk. Horton,

-•^STANDARD" FURS ARE GUARANTEED

with a section of brilliantly striped
pajamas dangling from one hand, a
rubber shoe in the other, was pursuing
a shaving cup and collar box on their
way to the gutter.

Miss Garland, her dainty white
linen streaked with dust, her gloves
torn, shuddered at the thought of
Beautiful's peril.

"Oh, you poor darling!" she cried,
and then as a glance of inquiry flashed
back at her, she seized the frightened
animal, and, hiding her scarlet face in
the furry coat, sped down the street
toward its home.

Left to himself, the perturbed bach-
elor captured what he could of his,
abscondmg possessions and thrust
them into the suit case, hailing the
next car—one going in an opposite
direction from his intended course

—

and started for he knew not where.

A week later, when Horton greeted
his family, no shade of annoyance lin-
gered on his countenance. " 'With all
thy faults, I love thee still,' " he cried
as Beautiful sprang to his shoulder
and rubbed a fervent welcome. Later,
in the moonlit garden, under the cle-
matis blossoms with Rose, he listened
with rapturous attention to her recital
of Beautiful's enchanting ways ac-
quired during his absence.
"You still call him your mascot?"

.smiling, as he slipped the good luck
locket into her hand. "He shall be my
mascot, too, if he'll bring his bird to
me."

"Oh, the dear!" she laughed, look-
ing at the little pictured face. " 'None
knew thee but to love thee.'

"

" 'Love my cat, love me?' " he asked
with sudden earne.stness.

In silence the pretty head bent over
the locket.

"No answer?" wistfully.
"Oh^ that my eyes could speak like

these," she whispered.
"Look up, that I may judge," he

said, and waited—then
"Beautiful! Oh, my beautiful!" he

cried.

"Me-o-w!" answered Beautiful.

Burned His Magical Books
CUH-FI-HUNG was a very success-

ful fortune-teller in Wuchow,
China. His father and grandfather
before him had followed the same pro-
fession, and the.se books, of consider-
able value in the profession, had been
handed down from generation to gen-
eration. Cuh heard the Gospel and
was prevailed upon to come to the
meetings. He was a proud man, and
though he had read a good deal of the
Gospel books and was favorably im-
pressed, yet he did not yield to Christ.

Finally, the Spirit conquered and he
accepted the Saviour.

Shortly before his baptism, he came
to the missionary in considei-able per
plexity about what he should do with
the books. He said:
"How can I sell them or even give

them away, lest they might lose an
other's soul as they all but lost mine."
The missionary referred him to

Acts 19: 18, 19 and read, "Many also

of them that had believed came, con-

fessing and declaring their deeds.

And not a few of them that practised
magical arts brought their books to-

gether and burned them in the sight of

all."

Cuh at once determined that he
would do the same thing on the day of

his baptism. On that day a company
of fellow-Christians, students and mis-
sionaries gathered in the court of the

mission premises, and made a bonfire

around which they sang praises to the

name of Jesus, while Cuh, with his own
hands, burned the magical volumes to

ashes.

•SATISFACTION OB YOUR MONEY BACK'

SET 1505
-'^

$10.^

1506.\Veuideiedaa im-
mense quantity uf these
splendid Fur Sets from a

iitLeipsicfunier
last April in order t<> sur-

prise ycu with sucli a re-

markable oargain. You could not buy them retnil under
«3.50 a set. Of good French Coney (XXXX quality) lined

with good satin and properly made up. The "throw"
scarf is 56 inches long and the muff is a 13-inch, flat

"pillow" shape. Comes in black or brown. It's the best

low-priced set of scarf and nuiff we have ^-t QQ
ever seen. Special per set *P ^ "I/O

RI AC1C ife'«/\ /vn 1505. Fine Black Set

^^^i^ET. $10.98 -K- --;-"
ish, most beautiful, most durable fur, and offered at

just half value. The large sliawl collar employs ^

frilled ruche of satin ribbon at the neck, and 4 full

tails at bottom. 16-inch pillow muff to match. Both
muff andscarfrichlylinedwiththefinest Skinner satin

Muffoi^^

$598

:; $10.98

FRENCH
CONEY
SET

$5.98
1501. Extra Fine

French Coney
Fur Set in deep
siiblc brown. The
brnad collar and
lung peleiiiie

f out conform to
the latest fashion. Two large
lieads and 6 tails trim the
fiont. Length. 80 inches and
luxuriously lined with match-
ed satin. Extra large Rug
Muff with two large heads and
12 matched Coney tails.

Muff or scarf. S3.25. A big,

warm fur set of choice qual-
ity and extra select skins.
An exceptional 4^C Qft

FINE RUSSIAN
MINK ^or $40.00
SET <p^D Value
1513. Scarf and Muff of

(leniunc Russian Mink. Care-
fullyselected darkskinsare
usedvvithoutdyeingorblend-
ing. Just naturalminkskins
in their natural unfading,
color, cai'efully worked out
so as to exhibit the natural
stripestothebest advantage
Bothscarf and muff arelined
witli finest Skinner satin.

The scarf iso9 inches long in

"throw"shape,and the muff
is 15 inches wide in the fl.-it

"pillow" shape. Scarf or
muff sold separately, $13.75
eacli. Set of match- dSOC
pd nniff and f^c

1698

1502. Real Siberian Opossum Fur Set. of

splendid quality and unusually rich appear-

;ince A long silky fur of splendid durability.

Ilicli brown sable color and liandsomely strip-

ped. Broad shawl-shaped collar withdeepfront,
finished with 6matched tails. Best satin lining.

Tlie large pillow muff is liandsomely striped and
satin lined to match. A very special bargain.

Mnfforsrarf.S3.25. Instyle.quality djC QQ
and value this set is unmatchable. *P*^«*^*-'

'"'^?¥°'^^16 98 "t*s°a:rk",e':
SET, «piU.^O i„e of splendid

(juality brown Marmot (usually sold as Japanese
mink). The icarf is made in broad "sbawl"
shape with "stole" front exhibiting two heads

and six fine tails as

Black Hare Set

$10.98

mming. Lined with
Skinners satin. Length
about 80 inches. Tlie

muff is a large flat

"pillow"shape 17 in-

ches wide.lined with
satin and finished witli

dainty frills of satin
ribl>on. Matched Set.

$16.98
1504. Hand-
some Russian
Shawl ana ex-
tra laiu'.- lut'

UiUtfuf the fin-

est Black Aus-
tralian Hai-e.
Brnad shawl

lied in l)acl( witli

pile's: stol

collar, finis

large head
front with 4 beautiful tails.

Both scarf and muff lux-
uriously lined witli shirred
silk peau d<

scarf. $5.7S
Matched sel $10.98

A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION FREE
Write to - day for a year's FREE Subscription to the

"STANDARD" Style Bulletin. Christmas Numbernow
ready. A book of a thousand Special Values.

STANDARD ^/ok^ CO.
244 West 17th Street, New York City

*^***%SING SUN pSir„

:dk

:aE

"A thing ot beauty is a joy forever." and the stove which
was so attractive when new can be made to look just as much
an ornament as ever with a little RISING SUN. Don't neglect

the stove; rust soon spoils it.

Sun Makes It Look Like New
and keeps it so with (ar fewer applications than any other polish ever

made, because it stands the heat so much longer than any other. That 's

right ; y<?u can prove it.

MORSE BR.OS., Props.. Canton. Mass.

l^ffMwa>

Prayer-Topic

Duplex

Envelopes

The uniform Prayer-schedule adopted by the

UYMEN'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT

and printed on the back of envelopes of

The Duplex Envelope System
(Richmond, Va.

)

The Movement urges upon all churches the use of
these Prayer-Topic Duplex Envelopes. Samples
and an interesting and informing descriptive

booklet, free on request. ( We employ no solicitors.)

DUPLEX— RICHMOND, VA.

Direct from Factory, Freight Prepaid

and Guaranteed by the Manufacturer
You can buy a Gold Coin Stove from us #r»

li^ao less than dealc
to

prices. Wepay frei^'ht;
safe delivery insured,
polished and all ready
to set up.

**Satisfaction or your
money back any time

within 1 year"
is our written
f.'aaranty.

Free Cataloe:
—Illustrates
all our Stoves.
(rives Price

List and tells nur
Flan and Offer.
Send for it.

Gold Coin SfoveCo.
11 Oak St. troy.K.y.

Wi.Lt,„
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This Luxurious

Texlur Seal Coat

$21.48
Delivered Free
A rich, warm coat that has

all the style and comfort of a
natural Sealskin coat costing
hundreds of dollars. An expert
cannot tell the difference; the tex
tile reproduction of Seal is perfect.

This coat is one of the season's
smartest and most fashionable models
It is 54 inches long, with wide collar,

cuffs and facings. Interlined and lined

throughout with fine, yarn-dyed satin.

Strictly hand tailored and exceptionally
well finished.

You can't realize what a wonderful
value this coat is until you have seen it and
compared it with inferior goods that are
sold at much higher prices or with natural
skins that are no finer or richer although
prohibitive in cost.

This Textile Fur is made by a new pro-
cess recently discovered. It gives a faith-

ful reproduction not only ofSealskin but of

Caracal, Pony, Persian Lamb, Broad Tail,

Baby Lamb, Persian Paw and others.

You can have a coat similar to this

made in any of ihese furs as well as Seal.

Send for our Catalogue, which shows
photographs of many modish designs in

these various kinds of fur. Full descrip-
tions and prices are given.

Write for Catalogue L.

All Texfur Garments are guaranteed to

§ive absolute satisfaction or money will

e refunded. All purchases are delivered,
expressag" prepaid. Write today.

TEXFUR GARIVlEVT COMPANY.

533 West Broadway, New York City, N. T.—/vVV
^^^

Tlie Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Effective Treatment o(

CANCER
WItfaoot Resortine to Surgical Procedure

The only private institution of magnitude in the United
States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other
malignant and benign new growths. Conducted ly a

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address
Berkshire Hills Sanatoriom, North Adams, Massachusetts

The Fire Risk
YOUR risk of loss by fire should be reduced to

a minimum by telling your agent that you want

a policy in a company that, in a hundred years,

has never failed to pay a loss. That company is the

Hartford Fire Insurance Company. Cut out

the coupon, sign your name and send it to the

agent or broker who places your insurance. It will

be notice to him that when your insurance expires,

vou want him to get you a policy in the Hartford.

Wliiii mv policy fxpiri'S please see that 1 get a puliev in the
M m;i'Kcii;u

Address-

^^eMmai^'s Woimdairfml FIlm^M
a

Continued from page 995

policemen were letting out the ropes,

and Mr. Wellman was just able to

catch the words: "Southerly, moderate
winds." Mr. Wellman was seen to

nod his head and Mr. Vaniman, the

engineer, standing in the dangling
lifeboat, gave the signal to let go all

ropes.
The America rose steadily for about

sixty feet and then pointed her blunt

nose toward the gray blanket of cloud

which had settled over the sea. It

drew after it the trail of thirty metal
gasoline tanks attached to a long steel

cable, the tanks bob-

bing through the wa-
ter as if they were
corks on a fishing line.

Despite all precau-
tions three of the
tanks were punctured
during the launching,
one of the policemen
letting one of them
drop just above the

sea wall, and as the
chain of tanks went

! out off shore, the pre-
cious gasoline was
seen spouting sky-
ward. Never will the
crowd forget the im-
posing spectacle made
by the airship as, with
the American flag

streaming from her
bow and the red en-
sign snapping defiance
to the wind and sea at
the stern, she pushed
lier way into the fog.
A motor boat had

uone ahead to tow her
beyond the Jersey
shoals, on which there
was danger that the
trail of tanks might
go ashore. Two miles
off shore the motor
boat cut loose. As it turned back the
men on board could hear Vaniman call
to his assistants to start the airship's
motors. Simon was at the wheel and
Mr. Wellman was seated on a cracker
box in the car.

A little later a wireless message
was sent from shore at a venture and
one at once came back from the air-
ship. "We are going northeast by
east," it read; "foggy; everything
fine." Several other messages were
sent up to one o'clock, when they sud-
denly ceased. Then came the long-
days of silence while the world waited
anxiously for news of the airship.
Wireless operators on shore and sea
were sending out messages broadcast
over the Atlantic in hopes of connecting
with the instrument of the America,
but no answers came. Storms raged
over the Atlantic, and it was feared
the America, if it had not been
wrecked, had been blown far off its

course.
After the ship left Atlantic City all

went well for a time, and the men were
in high spirits. They passed Nan-
tucket the next afternoon. When they
were off the coast of Nova Scotia the
wind freshened to a gale and drove the
ship now one way and then another.
The fog was thick, and they were not
able to see any distance, when suddenly
four masts loomed up ahead. They
turned just in time to avoid a collision,
but the crew on the ship probably had

j

the fright of their lives as the airship
passed over their stern. The America

I
stopped her motors and then nearly
di'ifted into the ship once more.
The electric storm played about the

balloon and some gas was let out to
'iwer the airship toward the surface.
When the air cleared it was necessary
to throw over several barrels of gaso-
line to rise again. The next day the

\

sun came out and the gas expanded,
:
and the airship rose qu.it° suddenly to
1 height nearly three-qu-^rter-s of a
mile above the sea, the long line of

I
tanks dangling wildly below. Then

the gas began to evaporate anc
ship sank toward the sea once i

At times the motors were shut ofl

the ship would turn sidewise ar
carried along by the wind as had
planned, but she sank lower and 1

and more gasoline had to be th
over. As the last of the fuel
over, over went also the hopes of
Wellman that he would reach Eu
The only thing to do now W£

drift and signal in the hopes that
would be rescued by some passing

It was a situation to appal all

ip.

Airship America Leaving Atlantic City

the stoutest hearts, drifting hundi s

of miles from shore in the fast i:-

going airship, fuel practically g( ;,

and driven hither and thither by e

storm after another. Far below e

black and gray waters seemed to r e

after the steel cable as if to clutcl t

and draw the airship after it bene \i

the waves.
About four o'clock Tuesday morn i

the boy lookout on the steamer Tr(:
,

bound from Bermuda to New Yo ,

saw a sight which made him doubt 5

senses. A huge black object appea'l
drifting in the distance ahead. It l|
lights like a ship, but it was plaii'

riding the air. Captain Down of : i

Trent was called and with his gli
saw that it was an airship. Then 1'

America signaled him: "Stand by:!
am in need of you!"
The Trent changed her course a I

the captain ordered the boats to is

made ready. The passengers caiv

rushing on deck in their nightclotlt
and watched, as if fascinated, t'

movements of the America's crew
they prepared to abandon their era
The Trent passed under and Mr. We
man threw down ropes, but they wou
not hold and a gust of wind drove t

airship to some distance. At last t

America sank close to the water ai

the men jumped into the lifeboat. R
lieved of their weight the America sh

high into the air once more. The lif

boat was brought alongside the Tre
and the men climbed up to be greete-:

almost mobbed with the attentions >

the cheering passengers. Only Var
man stayed behind, banging away at

hatch in the bow of the life-boat. Tl

next irstant he put in his hand ar

pulled out the kitten, and another che(

rent the air. The airship had goi

1.010 miles in seventy-two hours.

Mr. Wellman was enthusiasticalll

greeted in New York and he mu;
have felt that the trip was well wort

the effort as he saw his critics turn t

warm and admiring friends. It is nc
possible that he may try again.
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Mrs. Nettie R. Chipp

President Idaho W. C. T. U.

rHE annual gath-

ering of the
jjational Woman's
I'hristian Temper-
ince Union, which

takes place at Balti-

.lore, November 12-

'7, marks the close

'f a successful year
f unremitting etfort

iy the twelve thou-

and local unions for

ihe advancement of

[Jospel temperance
throughout the land.

Vhile there have
'een no great vic-

'jries in 1910 for the
bolitioncf the liquor

^affic, the cause has
lade local headway
1 many States, and
reparations have been made for county and local

ption and for State-wide prohibition campaigns.
A number of new leaders have come into promi-
ence during the year. Among the.se none is more
ctive than Mrs. Nannie Webb Curtis, of Sherman,
'ex., president of the Texas State Woman's Chris-
an Temperance Union. Mrs Curtis has been for
our years a national organizer of the Woman's
Ihristian Temperance Union, doing eifective ser-

ice in the Florida campaign, when submission of

he prohibition question was won; in that of Ala-
ama, when public sentiment forced the enactment
f a statutory law for the State; in Tennessee,
•here prohibition was also victorious; in the move-
lent for constitutional prohibition in Oklahoma,
nd the Kansas and Nebraska campaigns.
Another new Southern leader is Mis. Lenna Lowe

'ost, of Morgantown, W. Va., who is president of

le West Virginia Woman's Christian Temperance
Fnion. She has served in temperance work as
:ader of the Loyal Temperance Legion of West
irginia; president of the Morgantown Woman's
hristian 'Temperance Union, and she is also active
the Mothers' Clubs.
The leadership of the prohibition State of Georgia
sbeen taken up by Mrs. T. E. Patterson of Griffin,

Mrs. Lenna L. Yost

President West Vn-sinia W. C. T. V
Mrs. N. W. Curtis

President Texas W. C. T. D.

Mrs. Kate E. Smithers

President Delaware W. C. T. C.

an able and experienced worker. Mrs. Kate E.
Smithers of Smyrna, Del., is the present head of the
Delaware State Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, leading the workers there. A pioneer tem-

MrS; T. E. Patterson

President Georgia W. C. T. tT.

Mrs. A. N. Hutchinson

President Montana W. C. T. D.

perance worker of

the West is Mrs.
Annie Augier of

Spokane, the new
president of East
Washington State
Woman's Christian
Temperance Union.
She has been en-
gaged in temperance
work for a quarter
of a century in Sioux
City, la.; in Salt
Lake City, Utah, in

South Dakota and in

Washington.
Mrs. Nettie Chipp

of Boise, the new
president of the
Woman's Christian
Temperance Union
of southern Idaho,

has led during the year in aggressive work for the
banishment of the drink evil from the State. As
local leader in Boise, and State superintendent of
jail and prison work, Mrs. Chipp has had excellent
training for the State leadership.

Six counties in Montana have been opened up this
year, leaving only four counties unorganized by the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union. This has
been done chiefly through the efforts of Mrs. Allie
Updike Hutchinson of East Helena, the new State
president, who is a former teacher, and has been
active in temperance work in Montana for nearly
twenty years.

During the year, the Woman's Christian Temper-
ance workers have been preparing for the important
carr.pc.igns which are to be conducted in four States
to abolish the liquor traffic—Florida, Missouri,
Arizona and New Mexico. In New Mexico, the con-
stitutional convention which began October 3 will

sit probably sixty days, and a great effort is being
made to secure constitutional prohibition. In Ari-
zona there is a similar campaign for prohibition in

the new constitution. In Florida and Missouri the
vote on prohibition is to be taken next week.

J. A. S.

Accept This Splendid Money-

Saving Christmas Catalog—FREE
Every Reader of the CHRISTIAN HERALD is entitled to One Copy of the Herzfelder Catalog, FREE, Postage Paid

—Different from any other catalog you have ever seen—more
useful—more helpful—and more profUahle to you than any other.

This splendid Herzfelder Catalog is different because of the unusual kind and
variety of the merchandise it shows. It is more useful because it brings you things
of which you are in almost daily need. And it is more profitable to you because it

offers you opportunities for economy and price-saving equalled nowhere else.

The Herzfelder Catalog- will show you merchandise fresh from the world's fore-

most manufacturers—pages and pages of useful and beautiful articles—possessing

all the fascinating charm of new and exclusive style. And prices which mean
actual savings for you on every purchase. We pay all postage, anil express charges.

We have here, one Herzfelder Catalog for ?/o>r—ready to send to you, postage

paid— waiting only for you to send us your name and address on a post card.

This places you under no obligation whatever to order. We wish you to have
the, Herzfelder Catalog whether you purchase or not. Then, if you will look

through its pages, and see the many advantages it offers you—how it brings you

better and more stylish things—how it saves you money—you will be the gainer.

OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
of satisfaction or your money back goes with every article we sell. This guar-

antee says that you may return at our expense any purchase that does not give

etiiire satisfaction and we will refund your money. You order Herzfelder mer-

chandise at our risk of its pleasing you—never at yours.

The Herzfelder Catalog is brimful
of Christmas suj:gestions—money-
saving opportunities. Don't miss
YOUR copy. Send us yourname and
address on a postal card TO-DAY.

Herzfelder Money Saving Bargains.
Embroidery— 7c. to 98c. per yd
Laces 3c. to $1.35 per yard.
Knitted Mufflers—29c. to 98c.
Ribbons—4l.»c. to $3.50 per yd.
Bracelets — 59c. to $5.95.
Handkerchiefs— 5c. to 35c.

Mesh Bags and Vanity Cases— 18c. to $7.89.
Necklaces and Lockets— 15c. to $8.75.
Combs and Barrettes— 12c. to $4.25.
Leather Hand Bags— 45c. to $5.75.
Brooches— 15c. to $16.75.

Appropriate Christmas Gifts.

Neckwear— 15c. to$1.98.
HatPins-18c. to $1.48.
Sweaters— 98c. to $5.98.
Belts—9c. to $3.59.
Plumes-98c. to $10.98.
Rings— 15c. upward.

5nc.

$2 S9

....^^ 30X53

31X58

Illustrations are Greatly Reduced.

13x29 Vanity Coin Purse, solid German silver, with long coat

12x44 Solid German Silvpr Mpsh Purse, elaborate design, 5
inrhes wide, four inches deep.

1 5x05 Dainty Ring of rose gold plate, with emerald or niby
15x25 Dinner Ring, bright gold plate mounted with pearls and

rul)y or emerald center stones
15x60 Elaborate gold plate monogram ring, initials engraved free

18x76 Pretty Back Comb and Barette. inlaid with 14 karat gold
etching shell or blond, per set of two pieces.

31x19 Stylish Oval Brooch, blight gold plate with fine cut
amethyst setting, in a handsome box

30x43 Newest Grape Brooch, irridescent pearls and »ose gold
i:Iate

30x53 Cluster Brooch of finely matched imported corals
30x93 P.ettv gold plate Collar Pins, newest design ; two.
31x16 Attractive Feather Pin Set. Old English gold plate, set of

tlireo pins packed in a neat box
31x58 Fashionable Bead Necklace, Roman gold plate." " "

of matched filled pearls
** "

seamless gold filled

32x33 Goldplate Necklace with novel pearl grape pendant
31x79 Dainty Monogram Heart Locket, Roman gold plate, with

necklace, engraved free 9Sc.

Dainty Monogram Heart Locket, bright or Roman gold
filled. Si. 59

We Pay All Postage and Expressage Everywhere.
You can order any of the articles illustrated and des-

cribed here with the full assurance that they will give you
perfect satisfaction or we will refund your money. Send
stamps or money order. In ordering rings state size wanted.

HERZFELDER & SON, ISHZX^^.y.

$1.49
iSe.

,^''
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"How's That for

a Minute's Work?"
It took a great deal of argument to con-

vince fastidious people that anything selling

for ten cents could be made in a minute into the dain-

tiest and most delicious desserts.

Now everybody knows that

is better than anything that costs ten times as much and

takes more than ten times as long to prepare.

Seven flavors of Jell-O: Strawberry, Raspberry,

Lemon, Orange, Peach, Cherry, Chocolate. At all grocers', 10 cents.

The splendid Recipe Book, "Desserts of the World, illus-

trated in ten colors and gold, free to all. Write for it.

The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N.Y., and Bridgeburg, Can.

lfl5,Carp{t5,(yrtain5,Blanl(ets
From the

Mill
WeP^y
Freight

Manufacturers' prices save .

dealers' profits. We give a bind;

ing guarantee of satisfaction Bnc
BBve you 88 1-8 per cent-
You can buy ttie well-tinown Keeal

Rub, reversible, all wool finish, at

»S.76. Our Brussello Kue, great- -_^

est value known, #1.«5. Splendid grade Brugsels
Kuij,9xl2ft.,i>ll. Fam-
ous Invincible Velvets,
9x12 ft., * 1 6. Standard
Aitnlnsters, 9x12 ft.,

ii<18.r>0. Fine quality
I-nce Curtains, 45c per
pair and up. Tapestry
Curtains. Wilton Rues,
Linoleums at Mill prices.
Write to-iiav fur our NKW

TT.LUSTRATKD CATALOd,
No. 14. Sent free. Shows latest

desi[;ns in actual colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO,

2«B-J462 JASPER ST.. PMIU.

TJi^,Siveetest Music

!

in the World
%"iFree Trial

The famous

Entirelyat our risk—you can try
for yourself the most delip-htful.

I most entertaining- self-playini;
,
ninsioal instrument in the world
—riy-ht in your own home.

ALL
MAKESTYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE WRITERS
or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS, UNDERWOODS. Elo.

'4to'^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shlppert ANYWHKRE for Freo Trial, or

KKNTKU Bllonini; Kent to APPLV
RRICES 91S.OO UP

First Clase Machines Fresh from the Mf'ra—Writ* for Illustrated Catalog 71

Typewriter Emporium, (EST.1892)92-94 LAKE SL.CHICAGO

Mira n/luslc Box
plays any number of different selections—popular
sonpTS, old-time melodies, hymns, in tones that arc
marvellously sweet and mellow. New music when-
ever you wish, simply by putting oa different
"records."

Wtite for Free Trial Offer
and catalog- describinq: and illustrating" these beati-
tiful players, explaining- our easy payment plan and
tt'lling" how you can try one free, on approval, no
deposit required—no matter where you livf.

JACOT MUSIC BOX CO., 27 W. 35(h St., New York.

Tlhie Temmperai^ce Revaew"

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

fENDETS
They mend all lea&s instantly

in pranitA w&re, hot water baps, tin, copper, brass, coolting

dbHb, et«. Mo heat, oolder, cement or rivet. Any one cao use
1^-6-^ them. Fit any eurface. Perfeolly emoolh. Wonderful iTivention
'^=^

n...i8eh<>ld necessity. Millions in use. tend for Bamplo packaT*-, li^c.

Complete pkp, asBtd sizes, 25c, postpaid. A^rts wanted
COLLETTE MFG. CO., Boxl23 Amsterdam. N. Y.

THE OLD FAMILY DOCTOR

PONDSEXTRACT
SOOTHING! HEALING I REFRESHING! THE MOST USEFUL HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
"The Standard lor 60 Years" POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, New York, N.Y.

IFENCEl'STRONGESTMADE, Buu-
stron;; clilrk-

^en-tlght Sold to the user at WholeHale
SPrlCFB, We Pay FrelBhU Catalogue tree.

COICED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

450 QUILT
Sofa and Pincushion

DIACRAMS-
_ .

..us, ..ripinal ; also

BaltenbiTg. Embroidery and Crazy stitches.

Also our Sup. Cat, of latest fancy work de-
si):ns and Perforated Patterns. All for 2Tjc.

Ladiis' Art Co., Bhci 30, Si. lnuli Ho.

WORLD'S Temperance Sunday

comes but once a year. The

way it is named gives it

pre-eminence above the other three

quarterly temperance lessons. The

question at one time arose about how
it originated. A letter was addressed

to the London Sunday School Union

regarding it, and the following reply

was received: "The World's Temper-

ance Sunday originated with one of

our Methodist Conferences and was
adopted by the London Sunday School

Union in 1887. In 1893, at the

World's Sunday School Convention, it

was agreed to fix the lesson for that

day in the International Course." The
secretary who made the reply adds:

"I think it would be a mistake to try

to change the day. Perhaps it might

be made an American Temperance
Sunday, but it would then be local in-

stead of universal." He expressed

this opinion because he had learned of

a movement in the United States to

have an October date instead. He
wrote "this would be impossible in

Great Britain and the Colonies, as

already they had a special Sunday in

that month for another cause."

The World's Temperance Sunday

The reason given for the proposed

change of date in the United States

was that it might have an effect on

the November elections. But only a

very small proportion of the scholars

in our Sunday Schools are voters. One
great obstacle to the change is, there

is no temperance lesson selected by the

International Lesson Committee for

any Sabbath in October. It is true

the lesson for World's Temperance
Sunday in Noveml t r might be shifted

for use in October, but it would dis-

arrange the system; teachers and
scholars would not be likely to have
their November lesson helps to use in

October, so that those who advocate

this change will find themselves with-

out a temperance lesson to teach on
the Sabbath they have appointed. It

is hopeless as well as preposterous to

expect the world system to be changed
to suit American elections!

The delegation who attended the

World's Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union Convention last June in

Glasgow were in large part Sunday
School teachers. A resolution was
passed by them to abide loyally by the

date fixed for the World's Temperance
Sunday by the International Lesson
Committee. That was a wise action

and the Convention is to be commended
for it.

Teaching the Lesson

The passage selected, Matt. 24: 32-

51, teaches specially about being pre-

pared to meet the Lord Jesus at his

second coming. Like twin stars are
these two sentences

:

"Watch, therefore, for ye know not
on what day your Lord cometh."

"Therefore, be ye also ready."
Anything that we might do that

would prevent us from watching or be-

ing ready would be just the thing that
we would want to cut out of our lives.

Is there anything to compare with
liquor, strong drink, for getting peo-
ple into a state of unfitness for meet-
ing their Lord face to face? Any day
we are likely to meet him here on
earth, or in the beyond. Who would
not shrink from being ushered into his

presence in a drunken state? Better,
never to be in any degree under the
influence of liquor. That we may
soon meet him is the strongest possi-

ble incentive for being the best that we
can be.

A prominent clergyman in New
England gave much attention to the

* The International World's Temperance Sun-
day School Lesson for November 13, 1910.
Matt. 24 : 32-.51. Golden Text :

" Watch and
pray, that ye enter not into temptation." Matt.
26:41.

thought of Christ's second comingi
It entered largely into his public
teaching as well as in his familyi
where there were several children. H(
died, and the faithful mother con
tinned teaching the same truth to hei
children, with the added thought tha
their dear father would be amonj
those whom Jesus will bring with hin
(I. Thes. 4: 13), and that they them
selves would be caught up to meel
him (I. Thes. 4: 17). And so day b;;

day the dear children tried to kee'

themselves pure and unspotted in oi|

der to be ready.

The House We Live In

We shall better understand this lesl

son if we connect with it, at leas'

with the forty-third verse, the passagi
to be found in Luke 12: 35-49. 1}

Matt. 24 : 43, we read that because th

house was not watched a thief broM
through. In Luke 12: 45 we readwhjl
the house was not watched : The mai'

ter was absent and his return wq
delayed and the servant took occasic?

to eat and to drink and be drunkej
and so the house was broken througj
Mrs. Zillah Foster Stevens, secretaij

of the International Temperance Di
partment, in her "Hints for World!
Temperance Sunday," suggests thj

line of thought: "Every man, womj!
and child owns a house, the 'house \'i

live in'—the body. Alcohol and cigal

ettes are housebreakers—^they bresl

up the body in every part. The salot^

is the den of the housebreaker—Ale
hoi. Teach this so convincingly th

the sight of liquor and cigarettes w
make the child think instantly, 'Thii'

housebreaker,' and the sight of tji,

saloon will make him think 'A nest
housebreakers.' Urge every one
safeguard the house, and to fight 1

saloon just as vigorously and uncef'

ingly as he would fight housebreake'j
The pledge will bar and bolt the doc

of the houses and will enlist the sign

in the fight against the saloon."

How the Castle Was Taken

The idea of keeping out housebre;
ers will no doubt be quite interest!

to the boys. Very probably they C[

be led to see the moral in the follow!,

story : A certain nobleman—a baiji

in Germany—was very proud of

home, for it was a grand old casil

many hundreds of years old. Is

walls were very thick, and the bail

was heard to say: "I defy any one|

break his way into my castle." I|

one day after hunting in the fores,^

he had returned to his castle,

while he was feasting and drinki|

his servants came to him and told If

that his enemies were advancing on i

castle. The baron laughed and sa|

"Let them come. They will not|

able to force their way into my cast|

The great doors were barred
bolted, and the baron kept on with

feasting. But outside the soldi-

were surrounding the castle. T >

looked hopelessly at the hard task -

fore them, but the leader said, "Do :J

see that mark on the castle wa

"

pointing to a certain spot. "Aim t

that one point, and nowhere else, t

attack it incessantly." So all of e

soldiers' weapons were turned to e

spot. Hour after hour they worli.

and by and by the great stones be n

to break away in small pieces. T n

the cracks became a hole, and the 1
e

grew larger and larger until it was S

enough for a man to creep throU.

"Scale the wall and make your ^y

one by one into the castle," cried e

leader. In the hall below the bsn

and his men were shouting and lai i-

ing, some scoffing at the enemy '

side, but none were watching. Qui .V

the invaders crept through the re.

and made their way to the great dc^.

which they threw open, so that tn

comrades might enter. Suddenly '«

Continued on next page
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.aron became aware of his danger; the

.nerny was actually in the castle. But
X was too late, the baron was a pris-

• ner and the castle his no longer.
• Let no one imagine himself entirely

.ecure against the arch-enemy Satan.

le is sure to make an attack on every

pan's castle, and on the castle of the

•aroness (the woman), too. The one
pot in which he concentrates his

iinissaries is appetite. Men and women
(ike to eat and drink things that "taste
rood." The forces of evil include
[hose who know how to mix drinks;
Ihose who know how to make attrac-

ive the places where drinks are sold;

ihose who know how to make one ac-

uainted with jolly companions. All

f these things knock at a person's
jppetite, while he is proudly saying to

limself : "I will never be a drunkard;
fiot I." But ere long his castle falls,

|.nd he comes to be just that! And
|trangely enough he is not always
iware of being a prisoner. He says
^e will stop drinking, but he does not,

lot until the next time! His castle is

Lot his own! There is only one power
i^at can give him possession, and that

13 the Lord God. That is why we be-

lieve in Gospel Temperance work. It

Is the only kind that holds.
I'

[
How Nations Are Assailed

' But what should the poor baron
Lave done in his castle? First, he
Jiould have been on the watch against
tis enemy. Second, he should have
l.ummoned all of his servants to the
ioint of attack, and he would have
ipeedily driven off the enemy. And so

jt every one determine that he will

i/atch against his appetite, that he
/ill not permit himself to taste the
,ile thing that will in the end make
[im a drunkard; in short, let him take
jDtal abstinence as the rule of his life,

nd boldly assert himself to be a total

abstainer, or as one young man put it,

?hen he was invited to drink, let him
^y: "I am riding on the water
'agon."

' Nations as well as individuals are
jssailed at the point of appetite. The
llorth European race, which includes
frreat Britain, the United States, Ger-
lany, Russia and Scandinavia, seems
t) be in the greatest danger from the
tink evil; but the Latin races are not
ar behind. It is a matter of history
h&t wherever people of our kind have
panted themselves they have carried
['ith them the demoralizing, death-
lealing drink traffic. One of the
Iroudest nations in the world derives
irge revenues from the sale of opium
1 China and intoxicants in India. Of
tir country it was said two years ago:
There has been a steady and almost

unbroken increase from year to year in
the amount of liquor consumed in the
United States during the last one hun-
dred years." Since that statement
was made a prohibition wave has
swept over some portions of the United
States, and we might suppose there
would be a change for the better. But
the Internal Revenue Report shows
that more gallons of whisky were
withdrawn from bond in 1910 than in
1909—one hundred and twenty-eight
million, six hundred and seventy-five
thousand, seven hundred and seventy-
six gallons in 1910, as against one
hundred and sixteen million, six hun-
dred and fifty thousand, one hundred
and sixty-five gallons in 1909. Com-
pare the figures: 128,675,776—116,-
650,165. As to beer, according to the
commissioner's figures, revenue was
paid on 59,485,117 barrels of beer in
1910, as against 56,303,497 barrels in
1909, an increase of 3,181,620 barrels.
The people of the prohibition States
are certainly drinking less beer and
whisky, or none at all; but in other
States they are drinking more. The
only way to check the liquor traffic in
the States where it is yet sold is by a
larger degree of temperance education.
At the World's Woman's Christian
Temperance Union Convention in
Glasgow last June it was suggested by
the Superintendent of the Sunday
School Department (Mrs. Wilbur F.
Crafts) that "Each quarterly temper-
ance lesson in the Sunday School
should be followed by a Temperance
Education Week, during which time
special articles should be printed in

the daily newspapers setting forth the
newest scientific discoveries in regard
to the dangers of alcoholism; also tem-
perance teaching in the day schools
should be accelerated; temperance lit-

erature should be circulated from
house to house, largely through the
efforts of the women and children;
ministers should be requested to

preach temperance sermons on Quar-
terly Temperance Sundays. It will

readily be seen that such a course
would create a popular uprising for
temperance centring around the Sun-
day School Lessons. The four Tem-
perance Sundays need only to be
lengthened into four temperance
weeks."

A VETERAN IN SERVICE
—The vetkkan pkeachek Rev. Stephen

Merritt of New York, notwithstanding his ad-

vanced aKe. i.s still active in Gospel work. At
a recent meetinpr at the Bowery Mission, he
astonished his hearers by the strong, earnest,

eloquent appeal he made from the platform.

He has been a warm friend and supporter of

the Bowery Mission during the last twenty
years or more and has on many occasions

aided grreatly in its spiritual success.

1 {1^

I^AHD ADVERTSSIHQ
rOO much caution cannot be exercised by our readers before investing money

in propositions which are not guaranteed by the publications in which
they are advertised.

A short time ago advertisements appeared in several publications recom-
lending the purchase of land in a certain section of the country, and many
ersons were taken in thereby, for we have just received a letter from one of our

riends who- bought some of the land and went there to locate upon it and who
tates that the conditions were truly pitiable; that not only was the land far

rem being what it was represented to be, but those whose names were used to

ecommend the land were really employees of the company. Many families with

hildren went into the section to find the place impossible. They were com-
elled to live temporarily in an expensive hotel, and as some of them had staked

11 of their little savings on the venture, their chance of acquiring a home is

'urther away than ever.

,
This is too bad, but it all comes back to the desirability of publications using

lie utmo.st care before accepting advertisements upon which their readers

iepend. Usually the reader has but very little opportunity to investigate the

^•uth or falsity of an advertiser's statement before paying his money. The
ublisher, on the other hand, can usually come to an accurate conclusion in such
natters and by simpiv refusing to publish any advertisement about which there
• the least doubt can prevent much loss of money and ofttimes needless suffering.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
HRISTIAM Hfrai.d we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

ho must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

dvertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
f the appearance of the advertisement.

You can now verify this touring car

value with your own eyes

20 H. P., 4-cylinder,
4-passenger,
sliding gears,
Bosch magneto. $900

F.O.B. Detroit, including the following
standard equipment: Gas lamps, piping
and generator; 31x3/^ inch rear tires;

shock absorbers on front springs; three
oil lamps, horn and tools. Top, wind-
shield and speedometer extra.

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
In our initial announcement of this new Hupmobile
Touring Car, we said of it : "Never before such
a car at such a price; with such a guarantee."

Deliveries are being made, as this advertisement
appears, to all parts of America.

When you go to your own dealer in your own town,
you will find yourself in immediate and enthusi-
astic agreement with this claim.

The new $900 Hupmobile is the first touring car of
110-inch wheelbase to be sold for $900.

It is the first touring car with sliding gear trans-
mission and Bosch magneto to be sold for less
than $1000.

It is the first touring car ever sold at any price
with a life-long guarantee.

This guarantee means that the Hupp Motor Car
Company guarantees the Hupmobile free from
defects in material or workmanship, during the
life of the car, and will replace, free of charge,
any such defective material, on return to its

factory for inspection.

So you have in the Hupmobile Touring Car not
only the most remarkable car in point of size,

power, equipment and luxury ever offered at
such a price; but a guarantee which establishes
the quality of the car, beyond all possibility of
argument.

Back of this you have the assurance, based on the
experience of thousands of Hupmobile owners,
that this new $900 touring car will cost so little

to maintain that it can not actually be considered
an expense, in view of the service rendered.

Accepting the experience of Hupmobile owners as
a criterion, this new $900 touring car will cost
the owner who keeps it at home about 20 or 25
cents a day.

Now, recapitulate all the advantages offered above,
and see if you don't agree with us that there
was "never before such a car at such a price;

with such a guarantee."
Then confii-m this conviction with a personal
examination of the car by a visit to your dealer.

HUPP MOTOR CAR COMPANY Licensed under
Seidell Patent DESK 39, DETROIT, MICH.

HUPMOBILE RUN.^BOUT

$750. F.O.B. Detroit, including three oiUamps. tools and horn. Top
gas lamps, tank or generator, speedometer and trunk rack extra.

HUPMOBILE COUPE
$1,100 F. 0. B. Detroit. Equipment includes magneto;
electric head lights, and interior overhead light ; combina-
tion oil and electric dash and tail lamps ; batteries and
wiring ; shock absorbers on front springs ; single drop seat
from dash ; 31 s 3i^ inch rear tires.

Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music whether

a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-

sire) for either Organ, Violin, Piano, Guitar, Banjo,

Cornet. Sight Singing, Mandolin or Cello will be

given free to make our home study courses for these

instruments known in your locality. Vou will get

one lesson weekly, and your only expense dunng
the time you take the lessons will be the cost of

postage and the music you use, which is small.

Write at once. It will mean much to you to get our

free booklet. It will place you under no obligation

whatever to us if you never write again. You and
your friends should know of this work. Hundreds
of our pupils write: "Wish I had known of your

school before.'' '"Have learned more in one term

in my home with your weekly lessons than in three

terms with private teachers, and at a great deal

less expense." "Everything is so thorough and
complete." "The lessons are marvels of simplicity,

and my i \ year old boy has not had the least trouble

to learn." One minister writes: "As each succeeding

lesson comes I am more and more fully persuaded

I made no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Established 1S9S—have thousands of pupils from
seven years of age to seventy.

Don't say vou cannot learn music but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
bv return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL OF
MUSIC, Box 7, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Instrmnents siipplicdivhen needed.Casli or credit.

rA3LACHr
^^ Face Powder ^*

WOMAN'S CHIEF CHARM
is a perfect coniple.xion, such as is enjoyed by tli-'usa

who use that great beautifier— _ (^Bi»>«-^a_
LABLACHE. Its users are conspicu-
ous at social functions, because "it

makes you look ten years younger'

by preventing wrinkles, eliminat-
ing that shiny appearance an

"

keeping the skin smooth and
^

velvety.

Hefuse Substitutes. They may
|

be dangerous. Flesh, White,
Pink, or Cream, 50c. a box, oi
druggists or bv mail.
JSend 10c. for sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers. Dept. 22.
125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

BOOK BARGAINS
Our Catalog, filled with good Holiday and I.ihrai-y
Books at Bargain Prices, sent free to any address.
We are the Oldi^sl and Ldinest Mail OtiU-i- Book
Establishmi-nt in the U. S. EsliiMished in ISSi.
We are also successors to the

Oldest Book-store in New York
(Leggat Bros., who began busines.i in 1855)

We sell everyfhinff in tlio way of a book, and at the lowest
prices ; our discounts ranyitiij all the Iran up to 80 per cent.

If vou want pond books at bargain piii'fs and prompt
service, write to - dav for Catalot'. "f rrjer la nnij of the

Uading New YofU publishers.

The Union Library Association
225 rifdi -Vve., New York City

PATENTS That Prolect and Pay* ^^* "-"-^ -m M.i^ Advice And Books F 1! E K.
Hates i;e,asonable. Flighest Uefevenres. Best Services
WATSON E.COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, WASHINGTON. DC.
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A Woman Should Never
Be Satisfied

Without

Perfect Health
A Good Figure
A Clear Skin

,S7if can attain these by Scientific Means in Ike I'riviicv of lirr Oirn Ilooin

I
WISH I could put sufficient emphasis imo'lliese

words to induce any woman, whose health is not

perfect, or whose figure does not please her, to

write to me. My pupils are among the most
refined, intellectual women of America. They are my
best friends and the strongest possible testimonials

for the value of tiatural, hygienic principles of cure

as opposed to the drug liabit.

At least one-third of my pupils are sent to me by
those who have finished my work.

I no longer need to claim what I can do, because

I have done it. I think 1 do not exaggerate when I

say that I have relieved more chronic ailments and
reduced or built up more women in the past nine

years than any ten physicians; the best physicians of

America endorse my work. I could fill hundreds
of magazines with testimonials; the following from
letters on my desk as I write, indicate a few ailments

I have relieved:

"My weight has increased 80 pounds." "Jly kidneys are
mucli better." "My eyes are much stronger and I have
talien off my glasses." "I have not had a sign of indi-

gestion or gall stones since I liegan witli you." "I weigh
8H pounds less and have gamed \\ oiidei fnlly iti strength.

I never get out of breiitli, tlie i hfuniatie t\\ in^'es liave all

gone, and I look and feel i:. ye:irs yimnger." ".In^t thmk
of it! To be relieved from eonstipation. Entii'ely free
after havnig it for 30 years." "Have grown from a
nervous wreck into a state of steady, quiet nerves."

If you are suffering from any chronic ailment, if your figure
does not please you, or if you will tell me the particular difficulty

you wish to correct, I feel sure I can help you. If I cannot, I will

tell you so. Your correspondence will be held in strict confidence.
Many a woman has surprised her husband and friends by im-
provement she has made by just 15 minutes a day in her own room.

1 want to help every woman to realize that her health lies to

a degree in her own hands, and that she can reach her ideal
in figure and carriage.

I have published a booklet, "Health, Character and Beauty,"
which tells you how to stand and walk correctly, and gives other
information of vital interest. This booklet has helped hundreds
of women, even though they never studied with me. I will send
it to you free, and tell you all about my work on request. Write
now. If you do not need my work, you may be able to help a friend.

Style is in the Figure and
Poise and Not in the Gown

SUSANNA COCROFT, Dept. 18-A, 246 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO

Mi^s <'i)i-ri>ft's }i(ime stands for jnoijrcss in the srientijic vitrc of ihf lnnlth anil fiuure of n-oinan.

PETTICOATS
with this label

Wmmm
^FAiBT^l O.

Are made by leading petticoat manufacturers

from the famous HydegradeFabrics. The label

guarantees quality, workmanship, durability.

When you buy a petticoat ask your dealer to show
you those of Hydegrade Fabrics

bearing the Hydegrade label.

Then you can make your selec-

tion from the season's fashion-

able fabrics—Messalines, Taf-
fetas, Brocades, Sateens, Stripes

and Fancies in an all-inclusive

variety of colors and shades.

Be sure to see the label. It is

your protection against the many
inferior imitations offered as

made of Hydegrade Fabrics.

The only genuine Hydegrade
Petticoats bear the label as

shown above.

A. G. HYDE O SONS

Su

Makers of Heatherbloom Taffeta

New York—Chicago

A MemmniniESceimc® of Ga^irllbaildli

AMONG your many readers you have
- not one more pleased and inter-

ested than myself in the account given

in your last issue of brave old Gari-

baldi and his family. It may seem

rather strange, after so many years,

that a Christian granddaughter should

come from Rome; that you in New
York should give her a Christian wel-

come, and that one of your oldest read-

ers, now living in this far Western
corner, near the source of the Father
of Waters, the world-renowned Missis-

sippi, should be one of the number who
had the honor and pleasure of meeting
and giving welcome to the brave, large-

hearted soldier when he went to Lon-
don after his glorious victory in taking

Rome.
All seems to me but of yesterday.

He was met at the Bricklayers' Arms
Railroad Station by tens of thousands,

,\'oung and old, rich and poor, and
i.scorted through the streets of London
to the Duke of Sutherland's London
mansion. It was such a scene as I

think never was seen in London before
nor since. Pen or tongue could not
describe it. From Westminster bridge

to the Duke of Sutherland's house, the

crowd of humanity was so packed that,

once in the crowd, you were fixed there
with no possibility cf retreat.

When we arrived in front of the

Horseguards, those nearest the car-

riage unhitched the horses and the
carriage with the hero was dragged
the rest of the way by thousands that
delighted to do him honor. It was the
enthusiasm of a right and just people
for the work done by this one man not
only for Italy, but for the whole world
—a victory over tyranny, ignorance
and superstition. England above all

nations wanted to do him honor, and
did it to its full in the short time it

had the chance.
But a sudden change took place, as

if a cyclone or earthquake had struck
the nation. Nearly every city in Eng-
land had invited the general to come
and receive its thanks and the freedom
of the city; and great preparations
were made to receive him. But his
London reception was his first and
last; for, after he had entered the
Duke of Sutherland's house, he was
seen no moi-e in public, but was secretly
and suddenly taken, put on board a
vessel, and with all speed possible
taken across the sea to his humble
home.

I have a photograph of the great
man which I bought in London at that
time. They were sold by the tens of
thousands. He wore the celebrated
red flannel Garibaldi jacket or sweater.
His appearance was that of a lion fac-
ing its prey. He looked what he was—
a good man, a perfect general, a cour-
ageous fighter for truth and righteous-
ness, fearing no hardship, no foe, no
obstacle, no burden, and all for the love
of his native land.
Up to the time when Garibaldi en-

tered Rome, no Bible could be sold
on the streets of that city, no Protes-
tant place of worship could be erected.
The free religion of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ was there as if
it never existed. But what a change
within a few months after the light
had entered the old city! The blessed
Bible was sold and read with great joy.
Temples were erected, small and great,
where all could worship, young and
old, rich and poor, without fear or
favor, to learn of the love and mercy
of the Son of God. And now, to think
that a lovely granddaughter of the
fearless hero should be one of the
prominent workers in the uplift of
that ancient stronghold! And again
to think that France, the nation which
held the gates of Rome locked for so
many ages, should now overthrow the

power she once protected throughoi
her own nation ! So we have now rel

gious freedom in Rome and freedom i

France, and may God grant that fre.

dom may reign forever throughout tl

world. William Den ley.

Dorset, Minn.

Bright India Orphans

THE orphanage and school work
Kodoli, India, for which mar

friends in America contributed and
which The Christian Herald reade
made liberal gifts, after the recei

famine, has developed into a perm
nent work. The Boarding Schoo
now include not only boys and gir

who are orphans, but also the childn
of Christian parents. The boys give
fifth of their school hours to sic;

work or manual training. Good i

suits are evident. Three boys we
sent recently to work as apprentices
a large lumber mill in Bombay; othe
who are sent to the High School f

advanced training go with a bett

preparation and are better fitted

take up the trades taught there. 1\
or three weeks ago, Mrs. Howard i

vited all the young married women
the Christian community who as gii

A Young Native Pupil in Sloyd Wt

nad been in her school or in the I<
-

hapur school for a social afternc

.

Thirty-four young women came. T'

;

were given an opportunity to irt

each other and talk and laugh, as i

the by-gone school days. Many f

these were Christian Herald childi .

Their husbands, too, are young ri

trained in our schools; but a few ye s

ago they were little schoolboys, fo a

generation in this land is a s? t

period. Now they are farmers, or d -

laborers, or teachers, or masons—s( e

with bright prospects, some with .b

prospects of advancement, but 11

forming a hopeful part of the Chuiji,

with much better advantages for Ch }-

tian training and so with much hig'|i

ideals of Chiristian life than the ]j.-

ceding generation enjoyed.
Kodoli, India. Henry <J. How. :

Better Than Its Promise

TO-DAY it was again demonstr; d

to me that The Christian Her.d

is always better than its prom !S

when I received my book, picture d

Calendar, in return for the overie

subscription sent for my aged frii^i

Mrs. L , a few days ago. I as5||'e

you that neither book nor picture 's

expected, as the time limit had exp 'd

some time before the subscription ">

sent in. I thank you heartily for jT

generosity.
Jennie E. W. Howel:

Maynard, Mass.
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ENATOR J. P. DOLLIVER died in
I his home at Fort Dodge, la., on

turday evening, October 15. As his

ath was wholly unexpected the coun-

) was shocked the following morning
learn of his passing away. The
ysical cause of death was certified

enlargement of the heart, but the

rect contributing caure was his in-

ise devotion to what he considered

; ty, in other words, hard work.
From boyhood Dolliver was remark-
le for close application to whatever

I
undertook and in later years the

igencies and demands of political

e intensified the strain. In thirty-

1 e years he did not allow himself a

\ liday, but kept constantly on the

ind, burning the candle at both ends,

wither ere the years of maturity ar-
rive. It was different, however, with
Dolliver; he kept them green and
fresh to the end, and it is doubtful if

there was a finer or more polished
orator on the floor of the Senate than
he. His language was simple, yet
striking, his diction good and his elo-
cution perfect. Nature assisted him
in this direction. He had a fine

physique, coal-black hair, prominent
nose and a speaking mouth from which
the words rolled in well-modulated,
euphonic tones. He instantly com-
manded attention and audiences lis-

tened to him with rapt admiration.
Dolliver early embarked on the po-

litical seas for himself and his craft
was finally destined to sail into

iii.T-'l

^

I

Pro*

The Late U. S. Senator Dolliver

id as a consequence his wick of life

ckered out at the comparatively
rly age of fifty-two. He is mourned
' a wide circle of friends all over the
untry, as well as by his party asso-

jtes in the political arena.
Jonathan Prentiss Dolliver was born
Kingwood, Putnam County, W. Va.,

1 February 6, 1858. His people, bow-
er, were not Virginians. His father,

e Rev. J. J. Dolliver, a Methodist
.inister, was a native of New York
';ate, while from his mother he in-

irited the blood of the South. Though
s parents were poor they struggled
give him a good education, conse-

lently he was sent to the University
West Virginia, where he soon

fowed himself a precocious student
id began to display the talents which
ere to distinguish him in the after
me. Especially he was a fluent

Iker and speaker and very ready in

ibate. Indeed, from the very begin-
ng he was fluent of speech and had
wonderful command of English. He
ade such rapid strides in his studies
iat he was graduated at seventeen,
is ambition was to become a lawyer
id with this end in view he perse-
|!red until he succeeded in getting
mself admitted to the bar when but
venty years old. It was not all plain
tiling with young Dolliver at this

me; he had many adverse waves to

iffet, many storms to encounter. For
time he taught .school in Illinois and
anaged to get together $200, which he
'Jtifully gave to his mother. Coming
' the conclusion that there was a bet-

T field farther West he and his

i'other set out for Iowa and settled
)wn at Fort Dodge. They had a
ird struggle at first. Young Jona-
lan had to work for a time on the
ublic road at a little over a dollar a
ly. When he became better known
2 was elected Corporation Counsel at
salary of $200 a year.
In 1884 he took the "stump" for
laine and became famous not only in
le country, but throughout the State,
3 the "boy orator."
Now the laurels which most boy ora-

)rs entwine around their juvenile
rows, as a general rule fade and

The New Lord Mayor of London

troubled waters. In his thirty-first

year he was elected to Congress by the
Republicans of the Tenth District of

Iowa. To the same honor he was re-

elected five times. It was in the Fifty-

sixth Congress in 1900 that his term
was broken in upon when he was ap-
pointed Senator for the unexpii'ed

term of the Hon. J. H. Gear. After-
wards he was elected to the Senate
twice.

In religion Senator Dolliver followed

in the footsteps of his father and was
a communicant of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church. *

Though Dolliver cannot be ranked as

a great statesman, he was something-

more, something higher than a politi-

cian. He rose above the pettiness of

party politics. He was no hypocrite,

he did not conceal his sentiments, but

went according to his honest convic-

tions. True, he had enemies, but such

were only a testimony to his worth.

The man without enemies does noth-

ing worth accomplishing. Dolliver

met the foe openly and fought openly.

THE new Lord Mayor of London,
Sir Vezey Strong, is a many-sided

man, and on the whole popular with

the British masses of the metropolis.

All his life he has been a rigid and
uncompromising total abstainer.

King Edward VII. was an initia-

tor of reforms, and during the closing

years of his reign he established a

precedent by permitting public officials

to toast the Sovereign's health in soft

beverages.
Therefore Sir Vezey Strong, in this

respect, will be able to uphold the civic

dignity of his office without surren-

dering a particle of his cherished prin-

ciples on the drink question.

Sir Vezey is in his fifty-fourth year,

strong and active and with a keen in-

tellect to both official and business

affairs. He received his knighthood

from the hands of the late King in

1904 when he occupied the office of

High Sheriff.

Yon can place money m the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is .si//--, and is vhere

voii can obtain tl ichen icanted,a.nd will yield /air earn-

mas it>r fffrv day tnresled. See their advertisement

on page 1014. and write them for full mformation.

To Every Married Man and Woman
"Martha, all my sox have holes in them," says Mr. Man. "What?

—

ylgain? ! ! ! wails his tired wife. So it goes with common hose.

Why don't you men wear "Holeproof," saving yourself the trouble of

hunting for whole hose and waiting for hose to be darned.

Why don't you women get the men and the children to wear "Hole-

proof," saving yourselves all that darning.

"Holeproof" is soft and fine, is made in all the late^ colors, in all the

different weights and in four grades—all guaranteed against wear.

lloleproomosierij
FOR MEN WOMEN^ AND CHILDREN^

We pay an average of 70c. per lb. for yarn when we
might buy coarse yarns for 40c. We use 3-ply yam, which
is stronger than 2-ply. The hose can thus be made in

lighter weights.

Don't judge "Holeproof" by imitations. We have had
38 years of experience.

Six pairs of men's hose, guaranteed 6 months, sell fo''

$1.30. Light weight (mercerized), $2. Lustre Sox»
finished like silk, $3. Three pairs Holeproof Silk Sox»

guaranteed 3 months, $2. Six pairs women's stockings,

guaranteed 6 months, $2. Extra light weight Lustre

Stockings (mercerized), $3. Six pairs children's stockings,

guaranteed six months. $2.
The genuine "Holeproof" are sold in your town.

We'll tell you the deaJers' names on request, or we'll ship

direct where we have no dealer, charges

prepaid on receipt of remittance.

Write for free book, "How to Make
Your Feet Happy."

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., 515 Fourth Street, MILWAUKEE.
TampicoNews Co., S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Republic.
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rheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.
BOCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 PnraaceSt.,Rocbester,N.V.

Prices from
$2 to $12
For hard or
Soft Coal
wood or gas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

PARKER'S Arctic Socks
—-^-^^ Healthful f o r bed-

Regislered
Patent Offi>

Healthf
chamber, bath and
sick-room. Worn in

rubber bix>ts. absorb
perspiration. Made of
knitted fabric. lined
with soft white vpool
fleece. Sold in all sizes

by dealers or by mail, 25c
vs postage. Catalofruefrianair. Park . .

Look for Parker's name In every pair.

J. H. PARKER CO., Bept. K, 25 JamesSt., Malde.i, Mass.

One
Month'sT „

'"^

T7 I 1821Free I j^

TrialJ cres-
den, Sax-

ony,William

Lindeman began making
the Lindeman Piano, from

his own scales; and it was soon

recognized as "a belter piano."

Thousands of the Lindeman Pianos are

in use today, to the satisfaction of their

owners. Their handsome appearance, their

enduring quality, and their sweet tone prove that

they have been wisely builded.

We have searched for a high-grade, everyway-satisfactory

piano to sell by Mail Orders at a low price, and we now offer

The LINDEMAN Endorsed JOHN WANAMAKER
We knew the Lindeman to be just right as to quality , but the wholesale price

had been $220, which required that the local dealer sell it at $350, or more.

(Ordinarily, remember that between the factory and the home there is the Jobber,

the Wholesaler, and the Local Dealer, each of whom must have a profit; to say

nothing of the various storage, freight and handling charges.)

We have at last found a way to get around all these "middlemen profits": First, me take all the pianos Me

factory can make. Second, we are content witti such a smail profit that we can sell the Lindeman,

with all the Lindeman exce/fencc, at the former mAo/esafe price, $220. We not only ship it directly to ,^^ 211

your home from the factory— 17 is mooed hut that one lime—but we pay the freight ourselves.

Every possible saving is thus made for the purchaser. No jobber, no wholesaler, ^^ John

no local dealer, no freight. The saving on this "bed-rock" offer is all yours. ^^ Wanamaker
^r New York

To show our confidence in it: We shall allow you a free trial for a month, without ^T
any payment. At the end of that time you will know that the piano is satisfac- ^^ Please send full par-

tory,oz that it is not. If you do not want it, then simply tell us so, and we will ^^^ ^^jj '^he'LiiJd^man°P?iiot
advise you how to return it at our expense. If it is satisfactory, you either ^^ with Catalog.

send us $220, or a small sum down and (he balance monlhly.

You must be satisfied in this transaction, or else, "no sale,

Detach and mail coupon. Name .

JOHN WANAMAKER New York
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<!^nj)»h
Pianos $ Organs

Cornish Pianos and Organs are sold to yoa only direct from the factory by the
maker at lowest factory price. Three gen-
erations and over 50 years In business stand
back of the Cornish Plan. Nowhere else
can you buy a high grade instrument on tliis plan.

No Moi\ey Ii:\ Advance
Use any Cornish Instrument JiO ]>u>m Fri-e, then if

satisfactory start payment—all the cre<Iit needed
—on terms of your own choice, with the understanding

I
that if not satisfactory any time within a year it may

I be returned and your nioney refunded with 6 percent
^interest. Cornish instruments are GUARANTEED
FOR LIFE, liavethe sweetest tone and last longest.

We pay freight if desired.

Save 0»\e«Half
Write today for the wonderful new Cornish Boob, tell-

ing how we do without dealers and save yon
money and why only the Cornish instruments are^ood
enough for you. Also Reference Book of 500O
recent purchasers and copy of our Rond ot I n-

demnity whi(h protects you /TAMMi^K £f^ W«hlnfllon, New Jersey

against risk in placing a Cornish in your home.:. c;orni$b C^o.^^urrorer so Tears

9C CHRISTMAS CARDS lAc
fci«-» IN COLORS-GOLD or SILVER Iv

w1
1

|^5)B»w^"-

All different— Big Bargain. Kvoryone pleased.
Satisfaction guaranteed. fi packages for 5(lc.

J. D. WENDALL, Dept 42, Cor. Monroe and Clinton, Chicago

BLVMVPD ^#4k. tHTLItXOTEESEELI,:

CHURCH ^CarABLE, LOWZB PSICE.__ _ iWMt OPBFBEZ eATAL0QP8
3E5IaIaJS. * TILLSWH7.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundnr Co- Cincinnati. O.

Slni

every part of any
sewing machine, making'

each action point work just right.

Won*t collect dust or gum or soil thread"^

or goods like ''so-called fieh^'oils. Evcnold^

SEWING MACHINES
run like new. Cleans and polishes wooden case

'._

—prevents rust on every metal part. Has thirty ;

other household uses. Sample bottle and *'dic-^

:rnrr tinnary'* free. Write,

I nLL 3 io One Oil Co., 54 Broadway. N. Y. City.

Chairs&Tricycles
For Invalids and Cripples

'^^^'^ WortliingtonCo.

362Ced»rSt.,Elyrii,0. '*=*'
(2)
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Let*s Begin With
The Kitchen

This is a good time of year to make things

fresh and bright for the long Winter's use.

Here's what to do for the kitchen.

Coat the wainscoting, outride of cupboards

and doors with Acme Quality Varno-Lac. It

gives a beautiful stain, reproducing any wood,
and a tough, durable varnish surface all in one

operation.

Enamel your walls, sink, refrigerator, inside of

cupboards, table and chairs with Acme Quality

Enamels (Neal's). They are impervious to hot

or cold water or steam. Paint the floor with the

quick-drying Acme Quality
Floor Paint (Granite).

ACM£
QUAurr
Paints and Finishes

include kinds made especially for each— surface. Different white enamels for

bathroom and bedrooms, paints, var-

nishes, stains and finishes for furniture,

woodwork, floors, metal surfaces, etc.

If It's a surface to be painted, enameled, stained
varnished, or finished in any way, there's an
ACME QUALITY Kind to fit the purpose.

The Acme Quahty Guide Book
tells which to use in each case and just how it should be

applied. This book, handsomely illustrated in colors, is val-
uable to any householder. Write us for a complimentary copy.
Your dealer probably has Acme Quality Paints, Enamels and

Finishes, or will get them for you. Ask him. If he cannot supply
you, write to

Acme White Lead and Color Works,
Dept. 0, Detroit, Mich.

Grade
Buy At* Lowest* Factory Price
Xivo Year's Credit-Ox^e Year's FreeTrial

November 2, \%\

Oue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

opes for return, if unavailable.

J. M. T., Creedmoor, N. C. Is there any
Scripture commending preaching at fu-

nerals ?

None ; nor was any required. The custom
has a very ancient origin, and almost universal

practice ; it prevailed among the Chaldeans,
Egyptians, Chinese, and ancient Greeks and
Romans, as an appropriate recapitulation of
the commendable acts and heroic deeds of the

deceased.

Ella D., Trenton, N. J. Who wrote the music
of Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of the
Republic" ?

A humble composer, William Steflfe, wrote the
score of the well known song for a firemen's
parade in Richmond, Va., in 1855. It became
popular, although the words to which it was
originally written have been forgotten long ago.
Then the air was taken up by some of the
Southern churches and sung to a prayer meet-
ing hymn. Later, after the "John Brown"
episode, it was sung to "John Brown's Body."
When Mrs. Howe's "Battle Hymn" appeared,
Steffe's old score was again called into service
and it is now sung to the "Hymn," to which it

is admirably suited.

C. T. Y., New Iberia, La. 1. On what occa-
sions did our Saviour weep ? 2. How long
did he remain on earth after he arose from
the grave?

1. At the grave of Lazarus (John 11: 35),
and beholding Jerusalem (Luke 19: 41). 2.

Forty days elapsed between our Lord's Resur-
rection and his Ascension.

G. A., Waterbury, Conn. When did the great
earthquake occur in Lisbon, and how many
lives were lost?

November 1, 1755. Between 30,000 and 40,000
perished.

V. H. B., Torrington, Conn. 1. Did God send
his only begotten Son into this world to
teach the people by example and precept
how to live, in order to secure eternal life ?

2. Is it reasonable to consider Matt. 3 : 13-17
as the first lesson Jesus taught by example
as he began his ministry ; also John 3 : 3-5,

as his first lesson by precept? 3. Is it

reasonable to consider John 13 : 1-17 as the
last lesson he taught by example, when he
finished his ministry; also Matt. 25: 34-40,
as the last lesson he taught by precept?
4. What does Mark 10: 15, also Matt.
22 : 14 mean ?

1. Yes. His general command was "Follow
me !" 2 and 3. Such conclusions are justifiable
by the context ; but we must bear in mind that
none of these evangels was written until long
after the Ascension of our Lord, therefore the
recorded incidents cannot always be accepted
as consecutive happenings. 4. The disposition
of a little child is confiding, trustful, docile and
amenable to teaching ; these are the spiritual
attitudes in which the Kingdom of God must
be received. The opposite conditions, some-
times termed "natural," are carping, doubting,
obstinate, disobedient, and perverse ; these
hinder acceptance of the truth at all times.
Matt. 22 : 14 is the moral of the preceding par-
able. The Gospel invitation is issued to all

the world, but comparatively few give it ac-
ceptance. From among the multitudes which
listened to the preaching of Jesus, he chose
only seventy disciples, who were worthy ; and
of these only eleven remained faithful unto him
till his death.

Teacher, Washington, D. C. 1. Is it possible
for one who understands only English to
be useful as a teacher in China? 2. Will
she be paid for teaching or must she be
able to pay her own expenses?

1. She could not hope to^ succeed in China or
any other foreign country until she had learned
the native language. 2. If she is sent out by
a missionary board, her expenses will be paid
by the board in proportion to the value of her
services.

M. B. R., Germantown, Pa. Is there any good
reason to regard the passage in Nahum
2: 4, as a prediction of the automobile?

We are aware that some writers and preach-
ers have so regarded it, but such an interpre-
tation is in no sense justified. The prophet
referred to the Medo-Babylonian attack on
wicked Nineveh. The wheels of the chariots
were like flashing scythes (or had "the fire
and glitter of flashing steel"). In ancient
chariots, sharp scythes were fastened at right
angles to the wheels, and served as very effec-
tive weapons, when the chariots were in swift
motion. These war chariots would be driven in
great haste and would dash along the wide
streets in the centre of the city, their bronze
and iron parts gleaming like lightnings in the
sun as they swept past. The "broad places"—
i. c, plazas and large open spaces—would seem
to be lighted up as with torches. The whole
description is that of the pomp and splendor of
ancient warfare.

Continued on next page

BusterBrowis

&TOCKIN<S

'^ DARN!
Why Darn?

If you buy Buster Brown's Quaranti
Hosie'y for the whole family there'll!
NO DARNING TO DO. '^

Silk Lisle Half Hose for MEN, blacll
tan, navy, gr'ay, wine, purple and h<
liotrope, Lisle Hose for LADIES, mi
dium aud eauze weigrht; black or tai{

Combed Egyptian Hose for BOYS, ligli]

and heavy weight, black or tan.
{

Lisle finegauge Ribbed Hose forMISSB
medium and light weight, blackortatjlj
MISSES silk lisle fine gauge ribbei
black or tan.

25c. a Pair, Four Pairs to the Box,

!

LADIES silk lisle gauze, black ort
Three Pairs to the Box, - . = $i.

GUARANTEED FOR FOUR MOfST

.

For sale JilOST everywhere, but if your vu
chant can*t supply you send tr.s yrur
stating kindt size and color wanted.
Will supply you direct, prepaying posU

tad

Write For Buster^s
Latest Funny Book,.

FREE.

BUSTER
BROWN'S

HOSIERY Ml LL5.
561 ShermanAvenu.2,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

WILL YOU TRY A

Typewriter
No Deposit—No Obligation

Save one-half the regular
price on a standard visible
typewriter. Perfect ma-
chines only—not shop worn,
damaged—or in any way
inferior. Protected by
standard guarantee. ^^^^t^^^^^^^^
Easy toOwn—A Little Each Month—No Intere
Send now for the particulars ot this great prii

reducing and fni'-trial typcuritiM offer.

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
863 Masonic Temple, Cliicago

These trade- mark crisscross li ry pad

8PE
FOOD

Unlike othar goodar >&sk yovc physician.

Leading^focers^^or book or san^le, write

FARWELL & RHll^S, Watertown, N/V., U. S

ai-v<w
Send a postal with your name on and i

will send you LIEBIC Company's Coi
Book by Mrs. Rorer, containing delicio
recipes, and tell you how to get our beautil

PREMIUM SPOONS AND FORK
Table, Bouillon and Tea Spoons and Forks.

Address, CORNEILLE DAVID & CO.,
Dept. S, 9 North Moore St., New York.

Makes Canaries Si i

Secret of Andreasbc
Restores Song Birds'
Health after Mouiti
Makes feathers grt

Mailed for 15 cent:

Sold by all Druggist

n^l
32-page Bird Book fr'

lX philad'a bird food c

400 N. 3d St. Philadelphia.

FREE
IFYOUEMBROID
Largest, most complete and up-t( *

_^^^^_^^^^^^^ cataloe of its kind ever published. "

1200 illostrations. Shows our unequaled line of Eyele'. ^\
chian. Tinted and Silk Embroidery Designs. Stamped Lineni

low Tops, Battenberg, Braids, Perforated Patterns and Stan «

Outfits, llso larre, varied assortment of Hemstitched Li '

Damask Table Cloths. Napkins, Towels, Handkerchiefs. Hoit

Needlework Supplies, etc. Don't miss this FREB Offer,

postal today and ask for Catalog 10. It will save yoa me
|

FREO HERRSCHNER, 6454 Marthfitid Am^ CMogoi
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J. A., Clear Lake. la. 1. When there arose so

sharp a. contention between Paul and
Barnabas that they parted, did they ever
meet again and become reconciled ? 2.

When Jesus rose from supper and washed
the apostles' feet, did he wash Iscariot's

feet?

1. The cause of the dissension was that Bar-

nabas clung to his nephew Mark, after Mark
had left Paul in Perga (Acts 15: 38). Paul's

later epistles intimate that Mark afterward

became one of his most devoted companions

;

hence, there is every probability that Paul and
Barnabas became reconciled. 2. There is no
record on the subject and conjecture is useless.

T. J. R., Blocker, Okla. Has any church to-

day a right to claim to be the original

church established by Jesus Christ?

All Christian churches have an equal claim to

consideration in this respect. Attempts by any
church or denomination to establish a claim to

priority over all others have signally failed.

Jesus built his church in the hearts of men, and
his little band of followers were not dignified

l.y any denominational title. The word "church"
is first applied by Luke to the company of dis-

ciples gathered together at Pentecost ; so, if

iinything, it was a Pentecostal church. Creeds

and denominations came along afterward. All

horities agree that there is no valid claim to

ilusive descent by any church organization

now in existence.

G. H., Bois DArc, Mo. 1. Does I. Tim. 2: 15

mean that in childbearing alone woman
shall be save<l : and verses 11 anil 12 that

women have no part in Christian work ?

2. What kind of baptism is meant in Rom.
6:3, 4 ; water or the Holy Ghost?

1. The salvation referred to in I. Tim. 2 : 15

meant the promise of the Saviour, born of a
woman ; which promise had been fulfilled and
was meant to include all the human race.

Orthodox Jews do not believe that promise to

have been yet fulfilled. 2. These verses could

not be so understood, since Paul repeatedly in

other places recognizes the ministrations of

women in Christian work. 2. Baptism by wa-
ter and of the Spirit (see John 3: 5) cannot
be dissociated as essentials to salvation ; by the

first are we "baptized into his death," by the

second "we also should walk in newness of

life." The better rendering is "by baptism

with him into death we are buried with him,"

thus severing the last link of connection "with

the whole sinful condition and life which Christ

brought to an end in his death."

S. T. H., Baltimore, Md. Is there any mar-
riage ceremony given in the Bible? When
and where was the first marriage ceremony
celebrated ?

There is no marriage ceremony outlined in

the Bible, but Gen. 24 : B3-67 and 2!) : 22-27 give

an idea of what it must have been in those

early days. The Jewish Talmud prescribes the

form and language of the ancient Hebrew mar-
riage covenant, with the responsive vows, etc.

The first marriage was in Eden. (See Gen.

1: 27 and 2: 18-24 ; Matt. 19: 5, 6.)

We are still receiving many letters of protest

against the removal of the Bible from the Illi-

nois public schools. Our regret is that we
cannot publish all of these. The following

from an old subscriber (Mr. A. V. O., Wash.)
is specially earnest : "After a conversation

with a government official of high standing, I

am led to request your bringing this vital mat-
ter again into notice. The widcspreail influ-

PTSHO
' SHADE
ROLLERS

Original and unenu.illed.
Wood or tin rollers. * Iinprov
lequlres no tacks, Inventu

sifcrnature on genuloc:

iii,'iv<'iC<'A'rliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|

Ornamental Fence
etiTirH l'nl.:,o l.r. 11.11^1^. ,M-i. Wr.juslit IruU Kci.cc. C.itiilu«UO

free. Write fur Hperlal Offer.
TME WARD FENCE CO., Box US Osoatur, Ina.

ARrilTC My Sanitary Coffee
U U Cn I O Maker produces pure,
A III cotTue, neefis no settler and

tu'ver wears out. Saves coffee, money
:ind health. Every wife buys at sight;

new invention; exclusive territory.

Send LOc. for 5(lr. size, postpaid.

DR. LYONS, 430 Day SI., Pekin, III.

9?r Beautiful Post Cards i(kg»
UV NoTwo Alike— Latest Designs XvC
I.OTcly assortment of 2U Arlistir Cliiistiims, Ki iendshui.
• iood l.nck, Koscs and Flowers in exiiiilsite colors, all
lor only lOccntH. If you answer this ad. Immediately.
I. II. s<-yuiour. a-IS W. Klelitli .St., Topeka. Ran.

ence of The Christian Herald has always
counted in favor of the righteousness of this
great country as the secret of its power. I

was brought up where morning prayer opened
the school and a benediction dismissed it. A
few verses of Scripture were recited on Mon-
day mornings and the Ten Commandments and
Lord's Prayer were committed to memory by
every child, as the ground-work of education.
The memory was well stored with these blessed
truths, perhaps lightly regarded in childhood.
As one soOn to join the throng who are wor-
shiping on the other shore—being past seventy
years—allow me to beg that the Christian peo-
ple your splendid magazine reaches may be
more in earnest and more alert in protesting
against the removal of God's commands from
our young students, lest his frown should fall

upon our fair land, 'Because they have cast
away the law of the Lord of hosts, and de-
spised the word of the Holy One of Israel'

(Isa. 5: 24)."

F. F. F., Oshkosh, Wis. 1. Please explain, as
for a Sabbath School class, James 2 : 10.

2. Why are not the Scriptures written gram-
matically as the schools teach grammar?
3. Is there a probability of the Bible being
again revised ?

1. First see Deut. 27: 26; then the verse fol-

lowing in this chapter of James explains the
warning contained in verse 10. The law must
be considered as to its unity, as a whole, as a
seamless garment, which is rent, if you but
rend a part. The infraction of any part of
the law necessarily amounts to an infraction
not of all the parts, but of the wholeness or
unity of the law. 2. The King James version
of the Scripture.s, which is the version now in

common use, was translated and compiled be-
fore the modern intricacies of the English lan-
guage came into being, hence it would be un-
reasonable to expect the common version to
conform to modern syntax. 3. Yes; since
new discoveries of very ancient manuscripts
and translations of original MSS. are still be-
ing made.

Subscriber, Phoenix, Ariz. Kindly explain

what is meant politically by the adoption
of the initiative, the referendum and the

recall.

The initiative is the right of the people, as a
whole, to demand certain legislation from their

representatives. The referendum is the sub-
mission of a propose<l measure or law, after

legislative action, to the vote of the people for

ratification. The recall is the privilege exer-

cised by the people of demanding, upon petition

signed by certain numbers, the resignation or

retirement of any representative who in their

opinion is not performing his duties faithfully

as a public servant or for other good reason.

E. L. B., Hagerman, N. M. 1. What are we
to understand by the kingdom which Christ

preached: was it spiritual or temporal?
2. Are there three divisions in paradise?

3. Did Christ preach to the spirits in para-

dise during the three days his body lay in

the grave ?

1. Luke 17: 20, 21, answers the first of these

questions. 2. This was a belief prevalent

among the Hebrews previous to the Gospel

revelation. We have no authority in New
Testament times for any longer holding it.

3. I. Pet. 3: 19 says: "He went and preached

unto the spirits in prison." No reason has

been found for altering this translation.

Inquiry having been made concerning the

statement in "Our Children's Pulpit" regarding

the Jew who gave $658,000 to the Revolutionary

cause and did not ask a dollar of it back, Rev.

Dr. J. M. Farrar sends this reply:

"My reference was not to Robert Morris, but

to a Polish Jew by the name of Haym Solomon,

who invested all his fortune, some $650,000, and
never received any of it in return. My au-

thority for this you will find in an article in

Miinsey's Magazine, p. 393, January, 1906. The
article was written by Herbert N. Casson, en-

titled, "The Jew in America." Also in an

article in the New York Herald of date No-
vember 26, 1905, you will find the same state-

ment. Also find in the same paper on December

26, 1907, this statement : "Haym Solomon never

even asked for a dollar back of the $658,000 he

furnished to the impoverished government. He
contributed liberally to the personal expenses of

leaders like Jefferson, Madison, Lee and Monroe,

and endured long confinement in British jails

for the cause of American independence."

Miscellaneous
W. W., Crosswicks, N. J. See answer to

M. B. R., Germantown, in this issue.

L. M. K., Tidioute, Pa. The Christian

Herald is not a political paper.

P. R. E., Holcombe, Wis. It is Christianity

without Christ, if such a thing can be imagined.

J. F. H., Allendale, III. The MuUer orphan-

ages in Bristol, England, are still in operation,

we understand. We know of no precisely simi-

lar work here.

This Wool Knitted Sweater
Double Breasted Close Fitting

Guaraoteed Pure Wool

Greatest Sweater
Bargain Ever Offered

•U«F One

m to a

WE PAT POSTAGE
Customer

We want your name so that we
can send you our New Fall and
Winter Style Catalog No. 40, of
Pjuis and New Yn,k Styles free of
< liaiu'. That is why we make
this great offer.

Warm, Serviceable Doable
Breaeted Sweater of great elas-

ticity, made of pure wool, per-
fectly proportioned, handsomely
knitted ; close fitting collar, dou-
ble breasted, turn back cuffs,

closes with 12 large pearl buttons ;

two roll pockets; colors white, car-
dinal or Oxford grey ; sizes 32 to 44.

Send for our great free Catalog
No. 40 to-day ; it is full of won-
dtrful \alues like the above.

Money returned at once If not satisfactory.

.'>fc Fulton Street
Brooklyn

TvS^Hc^r:-—:^F NEW YORK*-" ~
CITY

A 240—This d»l aCk
Sweater is ^l.va
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The reputation built up by three
generations is HUYLER'S mrst
valuable asset. We cannot afford
to jeopardize it by using any
but the highest grades of raw
material, which when combined
with careful workmanship, ex-
pert blending and perfect clean-
liness produce Huyler's Quality

You do not have to guess.
Absolute Purity and Perfection
is assured when you purchase

World £/ Renowned

Candies, Cocoa and Chocolates

T YOUR IDEAS
$8,500 for one invention. Book.

"How to Obtain a Patent" and
What to Invent" sent tree. Send rough

sketili lor tree report as to patentability.
Patents advertised tor sale at our expense
in lourteen Manufacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys
ZafaWisbed 16 Yeara

916 F. Street, Washington, D. C.

Mam New York Works to-day, besides which
HUYLER'S operate 14 Branch Factories, whera
their Candies of Rare Quality are made.

56 Retail etores in Principe I Cities.

HOLIDAY COMBEVATION
2 Beautiful Velvet Post <'ards, - - 10 cents
10 Christmas, n/VOrri t^ it Tkrkr* 10 cents
6 SuperiorXraasPIIVI I /I KIIS 10 cents
10 New Year, * ViJ* Vz/ini/O lo cents

Any three 10-cent packages mailed for 25 cents.
Special Assortment for Dealers, 100 for 60 cents.

MADISON ART COMPANY. MADISON, CONN.

May We Send You Free Samples
To Prove That You Can Artistically Color and
Finish Any Kind of Wood About the Home

\^OU can produce any desired shade and effetft. The expense is slight—the work
easy and simple. FirS apply Johnson's Wood Dye—made in 1 4 shades as

listed below. Over the Dye lightly apply Johnson's Prepared Wax, and you have a

beautifiJ, rich, subdued finish that will not mar or show scratches.

Johnson's Wood Dye must not be confused with colored varnishes or stains, which
merely coat the surface of the wood, hiding the natural grain beauty. Johnson's Wood
Dye is not a mere stain—not merely a surface dressing— it is a deep-seated dye which
goes to the very heart of the wood and stays there, fixing a rich and permanent color.

Johnson's Wood Dye
is made in fourteen attractive shades, as follows :

No. 126. Light Oak No. 110. Bog Oak No. 131. Brown Weathered Oak
No. 123. Dark Oak No. 128. Light Mahogany No. 132. Green Weathered Oak
No. 125. Mission Oak No. 129. Dark Mahogany No. 121. Moss Green
No. 140. Manilla Oak No. 130. Weathered Oak No. 122. Forest Green

No. 172. Flemish Oak No. 178. Brown Flemish Oak
Pints, SO cents each

Johnson's Prepared Wax
dries quickly over Dye or any other finish, so that it may be brought to a beautiful, dull,

artistic finish. It should be used for all woodwork, floors and furniture, including pianos,

and is just the preparation for Mission furniture.

Johnson's Under-Lac
is not a common varnish—but a thin elastic spirit preparation superior to shellac or

ordinary varnish, and is to be used over Wood Dye where a higher gloss than a

wax finish is desired, drying hard in half an hour. Best preparation for linoleum and
oilcloth, bringing out the pattern as glossy as new.
Gallons, $2.50—smaller sizes down to half pints.

Fill out the Coupon for free samples and booklet.

S. C. Johnson & Son r"
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Real Food
Clean and Fresh

r)ONT think of Uneeda
'^ Biscuit as a mere lunch

necessity,or as a bite between

meals.

Uneeda Biscuit are the most
nutritious foodmade from flour,

and are full of energizing,
strength'giving power^

Uneeda Biscuit are always crisp

and fresh and delicious when you

buy them. Their sensible, dust

tight, moisture proof packages pre-

vent the unclean, tough condition

so common to ordinary crackers.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

\>tV.ccj
d%^^

sci

(Never sold

in bulk)

An absolutely

Nc ' about> worry ;

„.e safety of your principa
—that's the first requisite of ;

conservative investment.
money where you can make use of it

any time you may need it—that's tt

second.
A fair return with a reasonable certainty

'

that it will be paid regularly and promptly
—that's the third.
You can invest at any time arid withdraw

your savings on any date—without sacri-

ficing a penny of earnings.

We have paid our depositors 5% a year
every year for 17 years.

Assets ... $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits 175,000

Send for booklet withfutt particulars.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

2 Times Building, Broad-

way and 42d$tr

New York City

Reduce Your Flesh
LET ME SEND YOU AUTO MASSEUR ON A

40 DAY FREE TRIALS
So confident am I tliat simply wearing it will per-

manently remove all superfluous flesh that I mail
it free, without deposit. When you see your shape-

liness speedily returning I know you will buy it.

Try It »t my f \ponso. Write to-day. *

DROP RIIPIIC 1<> WoNt »«th street

Mounf Beautiful Birds
We can teach you by mail to mount aad stuff

'

Birds, Animals, Game Heads^ !flshes»
TanSklnSt •!€. just what every sportsiiia.n and
hunter needs. Quickly, easily learned by men,
women and boys. Cost very low Success gt<ar-

anleed, bigproJits» Free—New catalog and Taxi-
jdermy Magazine, Write today. Horthwestem
Scbool ofTaxIdennj6078Elwood Bld2.,0maha,Neb.

50 GRAND XIVIA8 CARDS 5D
This grand collection of 50 Christmas and New Year

Postcards are the most beautiful ever published In
America, each a ditferent design, embellished with
holly and other decorations symbolic of the holiday
season. Custom, centuries old, demands that you gi\c
your friends and loved ones some token of your af
fectioii and good will at the joyous Christmas season
and their is nothing more appropriate for the purpose
tliau tlie srand Post Cards wo oiler. Representing the
highest standard of quality they are the most l)eautiful
and exquisite Cliristmas post Cards ever published.

TEN SPECIAL CHRISTMAS POST CARDS FREE
If you want tliis wonderful collection of 50 Christmas

Postcards simply send us your name and address to-
day. Enclose 4 cents, coin or stamps to help pay post-
age etc., on the cards, and we will send you by return
mai 1 10 of the most beautl ful Christma.s Post Cards pub-
lished in America and will tell you now to get the 60
above free. I'nder no condition will more than one
set of Cards be sent U> members of the same family.
This offer Is not good oufsi(<p nl the Uniled Slates.

FARM NEWS, 168 Factory St., Springfield, Oliio

OldAppliance I ^jyj£ PEOPLE °"fPP""'«
{ \ /The Perfection Extension Shoe 1 fl |

/ /for any person with ,.,„• sli,:,rt \ /
i ' I liniti. Worn with any style- o£

I / I \
—=!- iiA r>/ "'oily-nindo siloes with Jiprffct Bar V^^\
Kun ftt '"se ""d conif>.rt. Shipped on ^JT ^W*v
MteSt'/V trial. Write for Booklet O ^*
HENRY E. LOTZ 313 Third.Ave., NEW YORK

For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to
Pabi. Patent Seue. Dept. 36, Barrister BMc, Watbiii(ton.D.C.

AOreat ^esc^e
ls©ioim

THE Melvin E. Trotter City Rescue
Mission of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

has been a beacon light of hope and
safety to hundreds of shipwrecked

PATENTS:

mariners floating about on the sea of
life. The mission has now been in

existence ten years and in that time it

has been one of the most powerful
agencies for good in Grand Rapids.
Its sole purpose is to point the way to

a better life to those who have been
slaves to sinful habits. It is open
every night in the year. Beginning in
an unattractive room, 20 by 70 feet,

the Mission now has a building of its

own with a seating capacity of 850. It

has outgrown even this increased
capacity and could use much more
room than it has. From the first day
of its organization, the mission has
been under the direction of Mr. Melvin
E. Trotter, who was converted in the
Pacific Garden Mission in Chicago sev-
eral years before he began his good
work at Grand Rapids. The various
organizations of this useful Mission
include an S. S. or Soul Seekers' So-
ciety, the motto of which is "Saved to
Serve." The members of this society
are sixty-five young women. There is

also a society of forty working girls,

a Mothers' Society and a Sunday
School of 250 members, composed very
largely of children who did not attend
Sunday School anywhere before the
Mission was opened. The Mission has
two Gospel wagons manned by con-
verts. Special attention is given to

work among prisoners in jails and
those who are released from these in-

stitutions. Mr. Trotter's most helpful
worker is his wife, Melvina E. Trotter.
They have consecrated their lives to
Christian service, and have found a
great field of opportunity in the City
Rescue Mission. J. L. H.

Of Revolutionary Stock
MR.JOSIAH SMALLof Paonia,Col.,

has been a reader of The Chris-
tian Herald for twenty years. He is

eighty-six years old and has a family
of eight children, all living; twenty-
eight grandchildren, and twenty-six
great-grandchildren. The father and
mother are both living and have been
married sixty years. The mother is

now in her eightieth year, but she
walks three or four miles every day.
The old folks are both grandchildren
of soldiers of the Revolution.

A Remarkable Family
"Tl C. CARNETT of Hazard, Perry
-L'* County, Ky., was born March 8,

1822, and was married to Miss Cynthia
Grigsley, July 8, 1844. To them were
born eleven children, six girls and five
boys. These children are all living,
and the father and mother are also
living at the ripe ages of eighty-three
and eighty-eight. The old pair have
sixty-eight grandchildren and seventy-
one great-grandchildren, which added
to their eleven children make a grand
total of 153 .souls in the four genera-
tions. Bud. Margan.

The table of great-
est usefulness in
any home is the

Lightweight

PEERLESS
Folding Table

It does the work of several

stationary tables because it can

be folded and easily carried

about from room to room, to

porch or lawn, or anywhere you
want it. Unfolds in an instant. I

natural wood
top. Different sizes and
heiffbts up to dining
table seating eight.

Locks perfectly

rigid whenopen—can-

not wobble. Light—a child can
carry it—but strong enough to

support a half ton.

In many Sunday-schools these

tables are used for

primary classes.
Special models for this

purpose. Can be
folded and stored
away so that they
occupy no room when
not in use.

Writefor catalog and
name of ttearest dealer

ivho can shoiu you
Peerless Folding Tables.

Cairom-Archarena Co.
An actualphotograph

121b. Peerless Table

Supporting 1002 lbs. 160RoweSi..LaiUngton,Hich.

Makers of the popular Carrom and Archarena Game Boards.

Four Aprons, $1.00
Nothing More Acceptable

as Ctiristmas Gifts
'j5^ Four fanry tea aprons of strikint'iy
^'i attractive patterns, each packed in an

appropriately decorated Cliristmas box.
all for one dollar, the price you would
pay for one apron elsewhere. This

[great savins to you is due to the fact that we are
the manufacturers, and sell to you direct. Vou
save tlie profit usually made by the dealer.
These aprons aie lieautifully made, of choicest

matei ials, and make decidedly appropriate Christ-
inas presents.
Send one dollar today* and you*H

receive the four aprons at once.
Remember our offers of two ginghams, one

lawn and one tea apion for $1. also two Mother
Hubbard and two skirt gingham aprons for $1.
These offers still h<>ld good.

If not satisfied back comes your money.

CONSUMERS' APRON COMPANY
61 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

English

Knock

about

Hat
A stylish, sei-viceabl.^ Hat Would sell for $2.00 in most Hot
stores. Genuine Enslish Felt, flexible sweat band, broad out-

sideband. Suitablefor dress and business Folds into compact
roll without damaging. Unequalled for traveling, motoring,
golfing, yachting, ete. All sizes Colors: Black, Gray Mix-
ture, Brown Miitnre, Dark Bine, and White. Weight,
4ozs Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00. Prompt shipments.

State size and color desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PANAMA HAT CO., Depf.C, 830 Broadway, New York

'African

Game
TraiU"Roosevelt's Own Book

The book of the Year.— iV. Y. Tribune

Agents wanted in every community to sell the sole

account of Theodore Roosevelt's adventures, by his

own hand. Strongest co-operation; large commis-

sion; monopoly of territory. For prospectus, write

Charles Scribner's Sons, 351 Fifth Avenue, NX
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T SOMETIMES say to friends, half

X in earnest, half in jest, because I

have no permanent home on earth:

"Come and see me in my mansion in

the skies, and there I'll surely give

you a great surprise!"

Yet, if we will only open our eyes,

we need not wait till we reach heaven

The Great Fort of Kurnooi

for our great surprise; but here we
see on every hand God's wondrous
work.

It was our privilege a short time
ago to revisit Kurnooi, where we
spent five years in the service of Jesus

' IS missionaries. Twenty years ago,
when we first visited the town, Kur-
lool seemed a forlorn hope. The peo-

jle, Mohammedans as well as Hindus,
ire slaves to drink. A strong wall
ivith mighty bastions surrounds the
j;ity. It was one of the best fortified

iiities in India. How could we ever
lope to storm these fortifications of

;in! God chose the children to do this

vork. We have always believed that
Christian children are the .strongest

moral force in the world. While we
could not reach many of the drunken
men and women, we did succeed in
rallying their children around the
Cross. Now, as we look at Dr. and
Mrs. Stanton, our worthy successors
in the mission there, and their valiant
staff of native Christian workers, we
see how productive and effective is this
work for the little ones. Almost with-
out exception these sturdy men and
women were pupils in our mission
schools, and for some years were the
playmates of our children, while they
were with them in the mission com-
pound.
Almost the only old workers we saw

were Jacob and his wife. I appointed
Jacob as a colporteur. He sells more
books than any other man I know of
anywhere in India. You find him
everywhere, at the new railway sta-
tion, in the bazars, at the schools and
bungalows of the officials, and he will
not leave till he has sold some books.

Jacob is a genius. When a cobra
killed some of our children's pet i-ab-

bits he said:
"I'll catch the snake with a fish-

hook!"
He put a frog on the hook, tied a

strong string at the other end of the
hook and let the frog hop around in

front of the wall in which the snake
lived. Sure enough the snake swal-
lowed the frog and the hook, and, when
Jacob pulled in his line, he pulled the
deadly cobra out of the wall and killed
it. To see Jacob and his wife and their
children, and children's children, and
a host of Christian workers, was in-

deed a surprise to us.

Do you want the greatest surprise of
life? Then work for Jesus. It pays!

George N. Thomssen.
Bapatla, India.

f
Medical Worfii iira Siorea

rmm*

tqm
wo

[T was very good to receive the
gift of Christian Herald readers

oward our hospital building that is

•0 much needed here at Kwangju.
fhis brings the amount up to six hun-
Ired and twelve dollars. The ten
thousand is just a little slow in com-
ng, but we are not discouraged.

It is interesting to note that this

.mount was started by a widow's mite,
i. very rich lady—rich in God's grace
lut poor as for dollars—took one dol-

ar of her hard-earned money and put
t aside for our hospital. May God
ontinue to bless her.
Most of the boys treated at the dis-

lensary were orphans and with no
(lother or home to go to. We have
ept them in two eight-foot-square
ooms in our back yard for the past
ear, some for two years. One is

amed Sunbow, which means a right-
ous rock. When a very small boy he
as snake-bitten on the foot and this
aused gangrene, causing the leg to
et in a very bad shape; and as there
/as no doc.tor to care for the poor
ttle fellow his old father amputated
;. His parents died, and for some
ime he led a poor little beggar's life,

low he is a bright, happy, little bap-
ized Christian, and his smile would
ure your blues or indigestion.
Koreans are very much like the

eople of the old Biblical days, having
11 some special meaning for their
ames. For instance, the meaning of
nese boys' names—Monjune, a thou-
md times great; Youngbow, a heav-
nly rock; Sungee, a complete founda-
on; Soonsagie, a gentle rock. There
re other such names, as Little Rascal,
he Last One, Little Pup, Father's
eventieth Birthday Magpie, The Vil-
ige Dog.
We are having quite a number of
perations these days, one or two
Imost every day. They have to be
ut on the floor of the waiting room
fter operation, and, of course, it is

"possible to keep this clean. It ma(*t

my heart very sad last week when a
boy who had been operated on for
cataract got his eye infected, so now
he is blind, with no hopes of sight. A
little clean ward would probably have
meant sight for him. One dear old

lady was blind for twenty-three years
from cataract, but is now happy, with
good vision. Her sweetest hope and
vision now is the light of our blessed
Saviour that she has gained.
We made a mouth for a little boy

yesterday. Five years ago he took
some Kox-ean medicine, which made his

mouth very sore. After this he would
let no one touch his mouth, so it

healed, leaving only a very small open-
ing, which would not admit the tip of

my little finger. He is very happy to-

day with his new mouth. I could not
get his father in the church Sunday,
but we are praying that he may accept
Jesus before leaving here.

Kwangjo, Korea. R. M. Wilson.

Answered Prayers
Mrs. M. D., Fort Lupton, Col. "I wish to

acknowledge an answer to prayer."

R. E., Cleveland, Okla. "God recently an-
swered prayer in restoring loved ones to

health.'

P. H., Calumet, Okla. "I promised the Lord
that if he would forgive me I would acknowl-
edge it."

E. S., Danson, Tex. "I know the Lord an-
swers prayers. He answered mine when a
loved one was ill."

N. S., Sheridan, Ind. "I want to acknowl-
edge the goodness of God to us in answering
our petitions in sparing our little babe."

E. M. L., Philadelphia, Pa. "I promised the

Lord if he would restore me to health, after a
relapse from typhoid fever, I would make it

known. He answered."

Mrs. A. C. D., Atlanta, Ga. "My sister had
an extensive and serious operation and while
in the hospital I asked all my friends and pas-
tor for special prayer in her behalf and I am
sure that is what saved her."

A. W. W., Greensboro. N. C. "Intending to
plead with our heavenly Father for means that
1 might attend college, as this year seemed to

' stand before me as a turning point in my life,

I acknowledge that the answer came before I

asked."

I

r

jh ©f

Tliis Difference is

Due t© Oatmeal?
We have canvassed hundreds of

homes which breed children like

these—the wan and anemic, the
red-cheeked and strong—the capable
and the deficient. Here are some of
the facts we found.

Among the ignorant of our largest

cities not one home in twelve serves
oats. The teachers in those sections
find that the children lack the power
of concentration.

The physicians of those sections
say that the average child is nervous
—that it matures undeveloped—that

it lacks mental and physical power.
The ranks of the incompetent are
largely recruited from these homes
of the underfed.

Among the homes of the educated,
seven out of eight regularly serve
oatmeal.

We inquired of fifty professors in

one university and found but two
who don't serve it. We inquired by
letter of 1 2,000 physicians, and we find

that four in eacli five serve oatmeal.

The average daily serving at the

finest hotels is one pound to each
eighteen guests.

Boston consumes 22 times as much
oatmeal per capita as do two certain

states where the average education is

lowest.

It is everywhere apparent that

the. consumption of oatmeal is di-

rectly in proportion to the average
of the well-informed.

In After Years
A canvass of 61 pooihouses

shows that only one in each 13 of
the inmates came from oatmeal
homes. Two-thirds of the boys in
prison schools never tasted oat-

meal at home. Not two per cent
of the prisoners in four great pen-
itentiaries had oatmeal as a child-
hood food.

But our canvass proved that
four-fifths of the college students
come from oatmeal homes. So do
two-thirds of the teachers of chil-

dren. So do the great majority
of the leaders interviewed in every
walk of life. How much of this

difference was due to the food of
youth ?

Scientific Opinion
Scientists tell us that 90 per cent

of a child's fitness is fixed before
it enters a school, and that fitness

depends largely on food.

Oats contain more proteids, more
organic phosphorus, more lecithin
than any other cereal foods. Pro-
teids are the body builders, phos-
phorus is the main constituent of
the brain, and lecithin of the
nerves. Oats form the best balanced
food to supply in abundance what
brains and bodies require.

Just the Rich Cream of the Oats

Quaker Oats is the most deli-

cious of all the oat foods used.

It is made of just the rich, plump
oats, selected by 62 sittings. We
get only ten pounds to a bushel.

These selected oats, prepared by
our process, have won millions of
users, and the largest sale in the
world.

When you once learn the goodness
of Quaker Oats you will always insist

on it, and the cost is only one-half
cent per dish.

Regular size

package, 1 Oc

Family size pack-
age, for smaller
cities and country
trade, 25c.

The prices noted
do not apply in

the extreme West
or South.

The Quaker Oats Compa^ny
CHICAGO

(80)

Look for the
Quaker trade-mark
on every package
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You Can aothe Yourself
I _Z'"'

""•*"'''* "°"^^'

or Furnish Your Home
With What.You Save

B

No.
4305

French Coney S<rarf and Muff;
choice of Brown or Black.
Each s^ven with a $10 purchase
of Larkin Household Supplies.

Y purchasing
your Coffee,

Tea, Spices, Ex-
tracts, Soaps and
other Household-
Supplies direct
from us, the
manufacturers.
Larkin Products
number over 350
necessities which
we guarantee to
be of the very
best quahty.
From a store you

get your money's
worth in household-
supplies only. Direct
from us. the manu-
facturers, you get
your money's worth,
full value, not only in
house hold -supplies
but also in your choice
ofsome desirable arti-

cle to wear or for
your home. The extra
value represents what
you save.
For example, with

a ten dollar purchase
of Larkin Products
you can have your
choice of either of the
Furs, the Dishes or
the Desk illustrated.
These are but four

of over 1700 articles of
Wearing-Appareland
Housefurnishing

that you can get without expense by dealing
with us.

By LARKIN
Factory-to-Family Dealing

You Save and are Given in Extra Value

What You Pay to Middlemen at a Store

The price you pay for
every pound of tea or
coffee, bar of soap or
other article that you
buy at a store includes
the expenses, losses
and profits of at least
three middlemen—the
wholesaler, sales-
agent and retailer

—in addition to
those of the manu-
facturer.
The price that you pay

for any of these arti-

cles to us, the manufactur-
ers, includes but the cost of
manufacture plus our single No. 805

profit; you save and are given 69-Piece Dinner-Set of

all expenses, losses and profits Blue VVillow Ware,
of useless middlemen That S;rse"„7Srlfi„*HoS«:
IS how you get so much more ^^„^^ Supplies,
for your money from us.
We are thorouglily reliable; we have been in business

thirty-five years. No matter where you live you can trade
with ua safely, satisfactorily and economically.

Thirty Days'
Free Trial to

Convince
You

We don't ask you to
pay a cent
until you
have tried

our Products;
examined tbe

article selected
with yonr pur-
chase and are con-
vinced we give you
about double the
value that yon
could pet at a store

I
for the same money.
We will ship $li)

worth o f Larkin
Products o f your
selection and any
article in om- Cata-
log given with a $10
purchase, on thirty
days' trial. You
tlien pay $10, itsatis-

, fled: if not, we will
\ remove goods at our
expense, refund

freight-charges and cliarge you nothing for a
I reasonable amount of Products used in trial.

We guarantee satisfaction.

Get Our Free Catalog
It is full of interesting, money-saving offers; tells all

about Larkin Products: fully illuBtratesand describes all
of the 1700 articles of Wearing-Apparel and Housefuniisli-
ing offered you to choose from. Send today. Address

Depa^r^ent l^^J^/^ Cxf. ''^^^^.^°-

If West'Of-the-Misslssippi Send to

LARKIN CO. Dept. W PEORIA, ILL.

Simply Fill In, Cut Out and Mail This Coupon

Larkin Co. Mail free Catalog No. 63 and
explain how I can furnish my home or clothe myself

out ofpresent cost of living. (G. P. 157)

Name^^ .

St. and No. or R. D-

P.O. _Sta<CL_

FROM appearances one would judge
that a large proportion of our

people fail to realize that they have a
spiritual nature.
They recognize that their physical

constitution must be regularly fed and
cared for, or else it will fail.

They see no less plainly that their

minds must receive a certain amount
of culture and education, or else they
cannot meet the competition for place

and pelf which they encounter on every
side.

But they do not seem to "sense" the

great fact that they have souls, which
need attention quite as much as body
or mind; and that character, progress,

and even eternal life, depend upon this

culture of the soul.

The world was a long time in wak-
ing up to the fact that national and
individual standing were largely gov-
erned by the intelligence which mental
education develops. They have been
ages longer in finding out that soul-

culture is the most important of all.

Broadly speaking, the only institu-

tions which stand for this soul-culture

are the churches. Until something
better is devised, they mufst continue
so to stand. Like all other humanly
managed institutions, our churches are
faulty; but we are persuaded that our
God is behind our human weakness and
effectually inspires his preachers and
his people. Until in his good provi-

dence he gives us a higher revelation,

he will uphold his church.
The shallow sophistry that we can

worship God "in the groves which were
his first temples," as a young man said
last summer (and as thousands say
weekly, in effect) , is contemptible.

Put into plain language it means, "I
would rather go pleasure-seeking in

the woods and fields than to uphold the
honor of God's house."

For the church cannot live unless its

people support it by their presence
regularly at its services. No amount
of money will make up for the lack of
your personal presence.
Go into the woods and fields, by all

means, and wherever you go, let your
heart rise continually in worship to

your Maker; but do not take for your
excursions the time that should be
given to his church.
Where there are no churches, the

character of the population goes down

;

property depreciates; vice flourishes.

Moral : Go to church regularly your-
self and try to persuade all your
friends to go; and help to build
churches wherever there are none.
"The pure gold of the Spirit," says

President William DeWitt Hyde, "is
most effectually circulated when mixed
with the alloy of rites, ceremonies,
creeds, officers and organizations.
Though no essential part of the pure
Gospel, yet these forms and observ-
ances, these bishops and clergy, these
covenants and confessions, are as prac-
tically useful for the maintenance and
spread of the Christian spirit, as
courts and constitutions, governors
and judges, are for the orderly con-
duct of the State."

It is long since Martin Luther pro-
claimed that the just live by faith, and
not by penances or rites.

This is forever true, and yet a cer-

tain amount of ceremonial must be
maintained, in order to insure the life

of the Spirit. We must have churches
in every community and we must not
neglect the assembling of ourselves to-

gether.
Let us honor our God by helping to

build churches in the desolate places
and by regularly appearing in his
sanctuary ourselves.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
November 13. Texts: Luke 2 : 41-51; Ps. 26 : 8.

The Christian Herald's Way
Your fine works of art, "Dream-

land" and the "Dorcas Society," re-
ceived in good order and admired very
much. It is the way of The Chris-
tian Herald to give full value. May
it live and prosper.

Charles T. Ramage.
Uncasville, Conn.

The Christian Herald

and The Outlook

Keep in

Touch With

Roosevelt
All of his Editorials and Articles on National Issues durir
the coming year will appear in The Outlook—and nowhel
else. The Christian Herald, the Best Home Weekly, offei

Both Magazines FOR ONLY $3.00—the price of Onf

The Christian Herald
The Outlook

52 \

Issues
(

52 Issues, including (

12 Magazine Numbers )

(REGULAR PRICE OF OUTLOOK $3 A YEAR)

SEND US ONO

FOR TUB TWi

Of course you will disagree with Roosevelt in some things—possibly in many things ; for
the privilege of every American to have his own opinion on everything that relates to the'natio
welfare or national politics. Our readers know that The Christian Herald is and always
been thoroughly independent, reflecting all shades of opinion and giving impartial presentatio:
both sides of every public question. There are multitudes of good Americans who regard Theoi
Roosevelt as "our foremost living citizen," though others may differ, and it is for the edifical
of those who so regard him, as well as for those who don't, that we have made this special arrai
ment. Christian Herald readers of both classes, his friends and his opponents, are thus off(
an opportunity to know just what this many-sided, strenuous American is doing and saying
no matter how you may look at him he is a big newsmaker, and his terse, direct way of doing'
saying things—of recklessly poking the truth at you, whether you like it or not—commands rfis]

It is the duty of every intelligent up-to-date American to keep posted on national events, am
one can do this unless he knows just what is happening in the immediate vicinity of Roosi

All of The Outlook's Coming 1910 Issues Fn
If you renew your subscription to The Christian Herald
by accepting the above offer, we will send you. Free, all the
remaining issues of The Outlook for 191 —which means
that your subscription to that magazine begins at once and
extends to January 1,1912. As this offer is a special one it

is, of course, subject to withdrawal at any time. We, therefore,

urge you to take advantage of it at once. Our 1911 Calendar
and an excellent photogravure of Dr. Klopsch will be given
free with each order. This special arrangement offer can be
had only from

—

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 138 Bible House, NewYorkd

OC Thanksgiving Post Cards IAn; Post Cards
i

ALL I

GOLD

SILVER
Kverjo&rd lithographed la rich live colors. The 25 Alt Different design ioolode
Turkeya. Children, Pumpkins, eto. Just to introduce oar Illustrftted Wboleule
BArgftla List of HoHdftjr and other Oftrds wc will send tbsse 35 buidsome ouds
ftsd also our FREC Post Card Album pUa postage paid for onlj 10 cents.

T. HERMAN & CO.2430NortbHalstedSt..Dept.22?, CHICAGO

"DON'T SHOUT
ou. I can hear noil
as anybody. 'How?
Oh, something new
The MORLEY PHONE
I've a pair in my ears now,
but they are invisible

would not know I had Ihem
lyself, only that I hear
right."

The MORLEY PHONE for ihe

weightless and harmless
Hunilred Thousand Sold

DEAF
kes low sounds ant]

ers plainly heard,
ble, comfortable
can adjust it. Over One

nunured 1 housand hold. Write lor booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO.. Depl. 702, Perry BuiHing, Philadelphia

Bargains for Women
Mcf'iiU'B Mncazlne, tbe well-known Fashion andWoman's J.iuriiHl. offers to new subscribers three

wonderful llulf-Price Itariraliisi
Offer No. 1—A year's subscription with b $1.85Art »*tencll Onlflt, all lor only 95 cents. Offer

S?' ^r^ ''^"'" ">"'>*"='''''*'»" w'th a •l.OO FancyWork Oulflt. all for cily 75 cents. Offer No. 3-A
yeai^s subscription with 50 Fine Christmas and
*^ ,..?," ' °" t-'Bpds, all for only 58 cents.McCa I s Mneazlne is the Fashion Authority over

»M i?"l'°° "omen depend upon as their Guide in
all Fashion Matters. Helps women save money andKeep in style Also grives a wealth of other practicalinrormation for women. Send your order today for oneor tne above bar(rains or for a free sample copy andt,descriptive circular. Address
McCall's Maflazinc. Dept. 107, New York City

EaseYour F(
IN THE HOUSE, ON THE ST)

THE "PILLOW" SB
For Woman's Wear biABSOLUTE COMFORI
TIRED. TENDER FEEI

enutifiil haiitl-turned shoe
BREAKINQ-IN REQUIRED ; relief fro

Corns and Bunions; no slippers need
make the honsework easy and vet for ou

wear an IDEAL WALKING SHOE. Itii

flexible, durable, dressy and BtyllBh. Sole i

leather. Whule top pcnuino ViciKid. NOLININGTOCl
YOU. No other shoe like it—Price inclu 'es RUBBER HI
We euarantee to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfor
satisfaction or money cheerfully refunded. Write fei

Catalog and self-measurement blank.

PILLOW SHOE CO.
184 Summer St. Dept. 3, Boston, B

'

75,000,000 WASHBURNE'S P.

it(\ If» PAPE
v/.IV fasten;

SOLD Ihe post YEi
hould convince YOU ojt

SUPERIORITY.
Easily put on or ti

I

off wilhthelhumbanc|

ger. Can be uscdreiL

edly and '*alwaus VJ0^\

I
Made of brass. 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 100.

I
Handsome.Compact.Stron;. No Slipping. Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box ofSO

I assorted sizes. Ill ustrated booklet free.

The 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. f'

Beantlfol for CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Reproductions of the World's Gieut

Paintings.

The PERRY
PICTURES
ONE CENT

each tor 25 or more. Size 5)^x8. (t, «"
10 times tlie size of this Madonna.)
Send To-day;Uwo-centstamps for cat 1

logue of 1000 miniature illustrations, '

pictures and a colored Bird picture. :ii i

Order Now. Send 25c for 25 art -i

jects, or 25 Madonnas, or 25 kitten-
25 for children, or Jl.OO for the 4 >

THE PERRY PICTURES CO.
Box 36, Maiden, Mass.
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The Biters Bitten

rEE teacher of a country school

j took her "nature-study" class out

banizing one fine afternoon." It con-

sed of five boys and four girls.

.fter they had gathered all the

singe flowers and insects that they

I c'Jd find, they all sat down near a

bbtiful cascade to rest a little.

'he teacher and the girls were
t;;ing earnestly about a certain

fl er, and were comparing it with its

SI posed picture in their botany, when
tl' suddenly missed the boys.

hey had evidently been gone for

ice minutes, for they were well up
gently-slanting hillside before the

her spied them.

hen she and the girls saw what
le naughty boys were doing. They
discovered that Farmer Jones, in

se pasture they were wandering,

a herd of cows near by. The mis-

ilvous urchins had evidently con-

ifed the idea of driving the cows
im toward the girls, in order to

e them.

I ji came the bewildered cows, prob-

4h unable to imagine why they were
Btjg headed toward the brook at that

t: ! of the day.

s they came, the girls and their

her naturally uttered notes of dis-

Diance and started to run, but what
[l f" their a.stonishment (and delight)

Diee that the cows, for some un-

ivn reason, had suddenly stopped
fciing them and had turned upon the

who had been urging them on.

those

thev

hen you should have seen

i; run! With one accord

ult 4

h-ged madly up the low hill, and as

Itiows came closer and seemed to be

iving wilder, the boys made for

rs and began to climb them in a
€ect panic.
resently the farmer's boy ap-

ced, for it was nearly milking-
li)'. He calmed the cows down and
SI eeded in heading them toward
he 3 with the help of one of the boys,
wn he made such fun of that he was
fa to climb down (after carefully
aring himself with a stout branch
fri the oak tree in which he had

"n refuge).
16 teacher and the girls are laugh-

in yet over the way in which the
ta>s were so suddenly turned that
ds' but the boys look sober whenever
it mentioned and try to change the
su ect.

Mr. Kipp's Pupils
R. KIPP was only eighteen years

') old when he began to teach school
'enny Corner, a small "neighbor-

"c " in a large and scattered town-
sh, in the West.

:Mf was not very tall, but he knew
/Bl teacher" ought to be dignified, so
ne-ied on his first day to stand very
st; ght and look very sober. The road
Wi muddy and he had to carry a big
diier-pail, but he flattered' himself
^h he was doing pretty well, until
he let a big old farmer, who called
iOBjO him good-naturedly, "Hello, Bub,

to school, be ye? Wal, be a good

fe had hardly recovered from the
phk of this salutation, when he
6iied the schoolhouse, to find a letter
*^ ting him there. It was addressed
<> 'otham Kipp, Knowledge Puncher,
i^ejy Corner School."

B
''•, „^'PP wished that he could

,

j. IP'Ch ' the roguish cousin who had
^n' insulted him ; for every one of the
apn or more children who had ar-

_i'." '
before him, had read the inscrip-

;JH^ and were chuckling "in their
j^^-es," as he well knew.

inong the stories which Mr. Kipp
•eJes of those early days of school-

lA

teaching are some which may amuse
you.
He told a boy to write a sentence

containing the word "born."
The boy responded with, "I wasn't

borned jesterday."
In the American History class a

girl when asked what was the char-
acter of Peter Stuyvesant, replied
after some thought, that he was
'stout-headed and had a silver leg."
A little five-year-old boy who had

been carefully instimcted about rais-

ing his hat, joyously reported one
morning that he had raised his hat to
everybody he had met on the way to
school, and he did not forget to do it

even to his uncle's old horse, by the
pasture-bars.

One boy, whose initials were "H.
H.," was very proud of them because
the distinguished poet, Mrs. Helen
Hunt Jackson, used that signature in
her writing. He said that she was his
favorite author. When asked what
she had written, he answered, "Parts
of the Bible."

One morning an adoring little girl
brought him a little box, saying blush-
ingly that there was "a present" for
him inside. On opening it he found

that it contained six little moth balls.
A little Swedish boy, who knew lit-

tle English, had a bad cold. He told
Mr. Kipp that his chest hurt him every
time he tried to "pull air."

If the young man's pride was hurt
by the good farmer's thoughtless
greeting, it was as much injured in a
difl'erent way when one of his young
people was asked to make a .sentence
containing the word "youth."

Imagine the feelings of Mr. Kipp
when the following was handed in:
"We are all in our youth but you."

Mr. Kipp says that he got more
amusement than trouble out of his
teaching, and after reading these sto-
ries you will not doubt his word.

You Need These Books
Parents! Sunday School Teachers! Superintendents! Pastors! Bible Students! You need these

Books now as never before. Former price, $56. 00. Present price represents a discount ofalmost 75i

ABOUT ONE-QUARTER FORMER PRICE g^i /
^EEZ^IEi^l "yfef ^5G 1

/Vo«. Only J.V
15 Magnificent Volumes

Every One Handsomely Bound in Cloth
Averag-e size of volumes

These Books should be in every Christian home
Thousands of Illustrations, Maps, Etc.

Nearly 12,000 Pages

YOUR LIBRARY IS NOT COMPLETE WITHOUT THESE INDISPENSABLE REFERENCE BOOKS

Gilbert's Three Thoasand Selected Qnotations
Burnine words of brilliant writers from the literature of alt ages, with

complete index of authors and subjects 681 pages. Former price, $2.00

Smith's Dictionary of the Bible

An indispensable aid to Ministers, Teachers, Families, Sunday-
school Superintendents and Bible readers generally. 1,024 pages,

finely illustrated. Former price. $4.50.

Cruden's Complete Concordance
Scripture is the best Interpreter of Scripture, and next

to the Bible, no volume is of greater value to the Bible student than

Cruden's Concordance. 756 pages. Former price. $1.50.

Conybeare and Howson's Life and Epistles of St. Paul
Thereis no work that will compare with this in giving a life-like picture

of the great Apostle and the work which he did. 1 ,0 1 4 large octavo

page8,many fine illustrations,maps, charts, etc. Formerly sold for $4.50.

Jamieson,Fausset and Brown's Bible Commentary,2 Vols
A complete commentary—critical, explanatory and practical—on

the Old and New Testament. Consists of notes that are concise,

learned and easily understood, thai elucidate the difficult passages of

Scripture. 1 ,380 pages. Former price, $9.00.

Kitto's Illustrated History of the Bible

No modem writer has done more to clothe with a fresh and living

interest the main personages and incidents in Bible History than John

Kilto in this magniliceni work. Over 1 00,000 copies have been sold.

735 double-column pages. 220 illustrations. Former price, $4.50.

Greatest

Religious

Book
Combination
Ever Ottered

Ctiristian

Herald
Readers

EVERY BOOK
NEWLY MADE

Faasset's Critical and Expository Bible Cyclopedia
This great work is the result of seven years of labor by the author,

contains three thousand seven hundred articles, and makes a
complete and perfect Bible Cyclopedia. 760 three-column pages.

600 illustrations. Former price, $5.00.

Edersheim's file and Times of Jesns the Messiah, 2 Vols.
Gives a full account of the society, life and development—intel-

lectual and religious—in Palestine, to serve as a frame and background
for the picture of Christ. A life of the Saviour which is critical as
well as Biblical. 1,524 pages. Former price, $6.00.

Josephos' Complete Works
In this great work is contained the History and Antiquities of the

Jews; Destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans; Dissertations con-
cerning Jesus Christ, John the Baptist, James the Just, and the Sacri-

fice of Isaac. Nearly 1 ,000 pages. Former price, $4.00.

Thomson's The Land and the Book, 3 Vols.

The modern Holy Land, as illuminating the ancient and the Bible.

An invaluable and charming classic by a great missionary forty-five

years in Syria. Three volumes, averaging 664 pages each, beauti-

fully printed and bound; 6 maps, over 100 fine full-page woodcuts,
besides several hundred in the text. Former price, $12.00.

Every

book

newly

made
and

unusually

well

bound

MONTHLY PAYMENT PRICES CASH PRICES

Complete Set, 15 Vols.,$17.00 15 Vols.,$15.00

Choice of 12 " 15.00 12 " 12.50
Choice of 10 " 14.00 10 " 11.50
Choice of 8 " 12.00 8 " 9.50
Choice of 6 " 10.00 6 " 8.00
Choice of 4 " 8.00 4 " 6.00
Choice of 2 " 4.00 2 " 3.50

Money
cheerfully

refunded

if books

are not

entirely

satisfac-

tory

Sanford's Concise Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge^
A storehouse of information regarding Church History, Bible

^
History, Names, Places, Customs, Doctrines, Creeds, Deno-
minations. The Early Church, The Story of the Refor-
mation, the various Young People's Societies, Theo-
logians, Scholars, Cathedrals, Churches,etc. 985 pages,^^ C C
beautifully illustrated . Former price. $3.50. jT

" Scranton

Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

HAW Tfl ARIIPR On tliK Blontlilv Pavinent I'laii -we require anUvfl IV vni/Ln advance ot $2.1)0 with order and promise to
pay $1.00 niontlily until payment is completed. Books forwarded at
once on receipt of cash price or first mstallment of $2.00. Custom-
ers pay freignt or express charges. Those at remote points or in ^ ^ , , , c j <to
foreign countries desiring us to prepay will send 30 cents per ^r t.nclosecl please nna ^^
volume to cover cost of postage or express. Safe delivery ^r as first payment for.
guaranteed to any station in the country or to any mail ^r volumes as per above offer
point in the world. We will take back books that are not ^r in THE CHRISTIAN HERALD.
satisfactory in ten days after examination and return
money, deducting only the return transportation
charges. As to our reliability we refer you to
the ptiblishers of this paper or to any ^ Afsiryt^
romtiicrcial agency. Kstalilished 1866. -^ lyeunc

S. S. SCRANTON CO., Publishers, - Hartford, Conn. Address
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|t's due the Famtty
=e»

that the reading in the hohne
shall be "only the best" Less than

the best is unfair to every member
of the family circle.

"WHAT WE READ" suggests what
we think and is quite as important

as "what we eat"

OVER 300 WRITERS, including

many of the world's most influential

men and women, are engaged to

write for The Companion in 1911.

OVER HALF A MILLION families

are entertained, informed and
stimulated every week by reading

THE YOUTHS COMPANION
LARGER AND BETTER FOR 1911

EACH WEEK'S ISSUE will be packed full with helpful suggestions—for
girls at home, at college, or who must make their own way—
for boys in their sports, hunting, fishing, etc.— for the family in

making the home more comfortable and attractive.

IN THE 1911 VOLUME there will be 50 popular papers, 300
capital stories, splendid serials through the year, 2000 bits of

wisdom, wit and humor, etc. What the Larger Youth's Companion
offers for 1911 is shown in the Illustrated Announcement sent
free with specimen copies on request

All the Remaining 1910 Issues FREE

to Get

S3c

y EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER who at once cuts out and sends this slip (orHO vV mentions this publication) with $1.75 will receive

All the remaining weekly issues for 1910, including the Thanksgiving and
Christmas Holiday Numbers.
The Companion Art Calendar for 1911, lithographed in twelve colors and gold.

Then The Companion for the fifty-two weeks of 1911, reading equivalent to

nPVlPTn twenty-seven 300-page volumes of romance, adventure, science, travel, etc.,
*• •'"^^^-'•^ costing ordinarily $1.50 each. rtu4

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

SAWS^ ANY WOOU „.
IN ANy POSITION
ON ANV CROUNO

_ _ 4lnloB ft. Through

1 Man r^in-aM'r^'H':: Beats 2 ^^'i^JiU
S la B cords dally la Ibo uaual avarag* tor ona man.

BOT3 EAST o- el. ^ _. BiWS DOfnT

C^ lBBttadiafI5i

Oar lOll Model Machine saws faster,mns easier and will

last IciMinr than ever. Adjiisted In a minute to suita la
year-old lioy OI strongest num. Ask lor catalog Ko MO
and low price. B'lrst order gets agency

|>oliUog Sawing Mach.Co.,158£. Harrison St.,ChIcaio.IU.

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oil>

Burningcommon Rerosenetno ALADDIN mAN
LAMP generates gas that gives a light more bril-

liant than city gas. gasr.Iine or electricity.

Simple odnrlcag. clean, safe anti dtirable.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
Is revolutionizing lislitint; everywhere. Needed
in every borne. Every lamp guaranteed. SelU
itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other Iftinps.

Ask our nearest office how you can get a lamp
free or apply for Agency PropositioD. THB
MANTLE LAMPCO.pfAfnerloji.p«»lt449

Cttlc*co, Portland, On.; Wktorbury, Coau.; Wlantpeg, Moatreat, OaMdfc

I
NOT „

UKSIUffi

liKgTHO

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If you are suffering from any form of spinal trouble you can be relieved
ill your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results are niarvcluus. It is nature's own method,
Kiiiinent physicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves the
pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the whole spine is invigorated and
strengthened, all soreness is taken out of the back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is
straightened. There is bright hope for you. no matter how long you have
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union. Each
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly,
There is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We gruarantee satU-
faction and let you use It 30 days. Write for our new book, giving
full information and references.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO , 207 23rd ST.. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Bool< in your
Church or Sunday School, and one

,.^ ....... ^ ^^..^^ ^., _.._ for every person when you can get
" FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for ^3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best
songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne. Ind.

THORNWELL Orphanage, CI on,

S. C, is doing an excellent e ca-

tional work among the poor pareiiess
boys and girls of that State, fhe
president of the Orphanage, Dr. Jjibg
has served the institution thirtjve
years without pay or remunerati ' of
any kind. A Southern writeihag
this to say of Professor Jacobs ai,his
work

:

"He conceived the idea of thiDr-
phanage, built it and has been cbM
for and educating boys and gir'af
these years without any financi; re-
turn. He alone raised the mone for
the support fund, for the buiing
fund, and for the endowment func He
has been editor, treasurer, p^or
president. He has been friend, jtiJ

selor, father" to all the hundrei of
young people who have been a the
Orphanage. I know, for I was c of
them. I was reared there and ent
eight years in the training. Now am
assistant to Dr. Jacobs in his eat
work. The Board of Trustees d< red

that Dr. Jacobs should get a s; ry,

but he resolutely refused. At th^ast

meeting of the Board it was df led

to put aside $25,000 of the presei en-

dowment, the interest to be use for

the present and any future presicit's

salary. Dr. Jacobs again declir to

receive any money for his peinal
benefit. The board appointed 1 ta

raise $25,000 ta replace that set , de;

We have about $4,000 in hand, ; i a
promise of $5,000 conditionally. md
hope to get $16,000 more.
There are doubtless many, ] rth

and South, who would be pleas toi

know more about this worthy .rJK

which is strongly commended by mjl
'

good people who have written toiS

'

Christian Herald in its behalf. ctJ '

Dr. Jacobs, Clinton, S. C, will gdlj

answer all inquiries.

Among the Workers
—The recent establishment of an act

!

partment of the Young Men's Christian sso-

ciation among the young Italians of Nev ork

City is the outgrowth of an agitation whi has

been going on for a number of yea It

was brought to a climax by a petition ned

by three hundred young Italians of Eas lat-

lem who agreed to become members 1 to

raise $1,000 toward the first year's ex

A brown stone house at No 322 East Ori'

dred and Sixteenth Street, in the he 01

"Little Italy," has been rented for the

At the formal opening the buildini

crowded.
—Scout masters for the Boy Sec

America Movement will be trained this f

winter in a special course at the Wei
Young Men's Christian Association. It

lieved that the class will be a parti

large one, as there are already 146,0i

scouts in America, and the number i

stantly increasing. Many scout maste

come for their training to New York.

Beard and Ernest Seton Thompson will

the course of training.

—The Rev. Allan Moore of Englai

come to New York with a wonderful Pf

Exhibition, which has had a great vogue

the churches, Sunday Schools and genem
ences in Great Britain and Canada,

mainly educational and brings Bible seer

incidents vividly home to the mind. It ii

over four hundred exhibits from Bible

models of the tabernacle, the temple, !

Jerusalem, its various gates, etc. Mr.

was for sixteen years a missionary

Orient.
—Three years ago, a young lady taug

little children under a sycamore tree

Puncheon camp, in "Bloody Breathitt,

where there was neither a church nor

Two years ago Governor Willson dedicat

new Highland College under the sami

more. On Sunday, September 11, Rev.

Guerrant dedicated the fifth building

beautiful campus, a twenty-five-room

tory for the Highland girls, the gift of i

woman in Connecticut. This is how th'

of the Soul Winners grows.

—A memorial service in honor of t

John S. Huyler was held in Calvary
|

Church, New York, lately, at which

prominent speakers, pastors and laymei

tributes to the deceased philanthropist

of the speakers. Bishop William Burt,

"There are thousands who owe their p(

to him, and services are being held in

and missions in Venice, Rome and Fra

gratitude to the memory of their founde

is a great loss to humanity, for his life

happiness was an exponent of the beau

efficacy of the Decalogue."
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.^
, THE FIRST TASTE
Learned to Drink Coffee When a Baby.

If parents realised tlie fact that coffee

jntains a drug

—

caffeine—which is es-

iscially harmful to children, they would
bubtless hesitate before giving the babies

ijffee to drink.

""When I was a child in my mother's

•ms and first began to nibble things at

le table, mother used to give me sips

': coffee. As my parents used coffee

cclusively at meals I never knew there

ras anything to drink but coffee and
ater.

("And so I contracted the coffee habit

irly. I remember when quite young
te continual use of coffee so affected my
larents tliat they tried roasting wheat
dd barley, then ground it in the coffee-

sill, as a substitute for coffee.

"But it did not taste right and they

ent back to coffee again. That was
ing before Postum was ever heard of.

icontinued to use coffee uniil I was 27,

nd when I got into office woi k, I began

I

have nervous spells. Especially after

reakfast I was so nervous I could

|iarcely attend to my correspondence.

"At night, after having coffee for sup-

r, I could hardly sleep, and on rising

the morning would feel weak and
rvous.

^"A friend persuaded me to try Postum.

.y wife and I did not like it at first, but

^er when boiled good and strong it was
[le. Now we would not give up Postum

I
j,r the best coffee we ever tasted.

"I can now get good sleep, am free

*::>»
I

om nervousness and headaches. I rec-

'nmend Postum to all Coffee drinkers.

(Read "The Road to Wellville," in pkg.s.

;"Theres's a Reason."

lEver read the above letter? A new
le appears from time to time. They
e genuine, true, and full of human
itere.<;t.

mv\

MOTHERS:—
THE BABY BOOK (just pub-

lished) places within your reach a

greater variety of merchandise of the

highest standard in style, quality and
workmanship than can usually be found

even in the largest stores of the country,

lis pages are hlled with practical sug-

gestions which cannot fail to be of real

assistance to you in properly caring for

and clothing both yourself and babe.

Years of experience have given me
a thorough knowledge of the require-

ments of mother and babe, and I would
be pleased at any time to give you my
personal advice and assistance in the

selection of materials or garments.

A copy of THE BABY BOOK
will be mailed to you immediately
upon request. Write me personally.

Sincerely yours,

SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO.

The Baby Department.

Chicago, III.

lALLOWED NEW and OLD
I.ALLANSANKEY.sonotIRA D.SANKEY
)VER 1000 CHURCHES USING IT
6 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
5. per 100, noi prepaid. .35c. per copy bv mail
'tlrnillih- SKiiipIrs mail, (I In •' ranii'Sl I nl/in n IX "

E BIGtOW & MAIN C O., New York or Clilcago

<llvt(lual ( oiiiiliuiiioii
l>». S..n,l „, »4 7', f,.r t,„v(l,k.-
landau nlnin i-l„.,... Tniy 1111.1 '

;1mm»,|:, r, (iv.TiiHKp.-hnn-i.. ^

usinK Thomas Commanlon i

Ice Co.,
"

vlceC
, Box 12s, LIma.Olilo.

THE closing of the open saloon means
substantially the end of the vicious

"treating" custom, which has ruined
many a fine, generous soul ; it means
the banishment of most of the public
centres for the gathering together of

low men and boys, such as usually

congregate around the saloon doors ; it

means the absence from our streets of

the glittering lures which tempt the
unwary to open the shameful screen-

doors and penetrate to the often clean

and inviting interiors of the saloons

—

for they know well how to bait their

deadly hooks; and we should bait as

well our devices for supplying better

entertainment.

The man or boy who has to live in a
small tenement, often rendered un-
pleasant by sick or crying children;

dirt or disorder; or a cross, complain-
ing wife and mother; and sometimes
by all of these miseries; finds a de-

lightful haven in the saloon. Often
the saloon-keeper flatters him, as his

kind well know how to do. If he aims
at political "boss-ship," he is especially
suave and deferential. Often he helps
the poor man to pay for doctors and
medicine for his family. Oftener still,

funeral expenses are paid. In New
York City, it is rumored that certain
undertakers receive a regular salary
for such services from political

"bosses," who are also saloon-keepers.
Of course, the poor man becomes

bound to his chief with bands of steel,

and he feels under obligations to drink
a good deal to make up for all this

kindness, and to bring into the spider's

parlor as many of his neighbor-flies as

he can persuade to go.

These and a hundred other evils

will be banished if we can only close

the saloons by law. Liquor will doubt-
less still be sold somewhere by the

glass surreptitiously; but such selling

will be a crime, and the stamp of legal-

ity will be removed from this shocking
and revolting business.

For scientific purposes, undoubtedly
many kinds of alcoholic liquors will

r.hvays be made and sold.

The raising of the price of licenses

has perhaps somewhat decreased
drunkenness. Many good men believe

that by gradually increasing the price,

the saloon may be stamped out most
quickly- Others believe that in the

local option policy lies the best remedy.
The application of the local option

principle to wards of cities, seems
likely to work as well as the West and
South have shown that it works in

towns, villages and counties. Most in-

teresting statistics have been gathered

by the Anti-Saloon League and other

societies, of the increase in savings-

bank deposits, of homes owned, of bad
debts decreased and of business activ-

ity and soundness generally, after five

years or even one year of a "dry"
policy following a "wet" one.

High license is said by its advocates

to be far more effective than prohibi-

tion, because "public opinion" does not

support the latter. But the same ar-

gument will apply to stealing, thoiigh

nobody opposes the absolute prohibi-

tion by lawof stealing. "Publicopinion"

evidently does not back up the laws

against dishonesty, and one might rea-

sonably wonder why a few extra good

burglars, smugglers or bribers might

not be licensed to pursue their trade,

as well as a few saloon-keepers to

pursue theirs, which produces more
sorrow in the home, directly and indi-

rectly, than perhaps all the stealing in

the world.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Novem-
ber 13. Text : Hab. 2 : 1-20.

Brief, but Expressive

Christian Herald all right. Ser-

mons worth price paper.
Pittshurg, Kan. Ross Galiher.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
Money-Saving Combinations

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD takes great pleasure in ofi'ering these Special
Combinations to its thousands of readers. The Clubs are, we believe, the
cheapest on the market, and it will certainly pay you to order your maga-

zines through us. With each order we will send our 1911 Calendar, in colors, and
a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. The magazines may be sent to one or different
addresses, as preferred. Be sure to give us complete instructions when you send
your order. These Special Prices are good for both new and renewal subscriptions

:

AMERICAN BOY. . . .(Regular Price) $1.00
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, " " $1.50
COSMOPOLITAN, ..." " $1.00
DELINEATOR " " $1.00
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. " " $1.25
HARPER'S BAZAR. . . " " $1.25

HAMPTON'S. . .

LITTLE FOLKS, .

McCLURE'S, . . .

PEARSON'S. . . .

WORLD EVANGEL.
WORLD TO-DAY.

(Regular Price) $1.50
. " " $1.00
. " " $1.50
. " " $1.50
. " " $1.00

•' $1.50
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, (Regular Price) $1.50

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 1 Magazine in above table, $2.00
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 2 Magazines in above table, $2.65

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 3 Magazines in above table, $3.30

I

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD . . ($L50 a Year)
j

SEND US ONLY
U*^ REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year) V $3»00

' And Any One Other Magazine On This Page . . . / for ALL THREE
For MODERN PRISCILLA (Fancywork—Monthly), add 50c. to any Combination.
For FARM JOURNAL 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25c. to any Combination.

Foreign Postage Extra, Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines,

ll^T" THE UFE WORK OF LOUIS KLOPSCH. fully described elsewhere in (his issue, can be had in
iS^^v connexion with any of these Combinations by adding 50 cents to the advertised price of the Combination.

Eight Books for $1.00 Additional

!

Here are Eight Handsome Books that are really needed in

this remarkable offer that The Christian Herald makes
every home. They have just been written and prepared for

to you—an offer that actually places these eight volumes in

your home for almo^ nothing I Each book is 4 x 6
inches in size, nicely printed and bound in vellum de
luxe cloth. The titles are:

1. Practical Suggestions for Mother and HoQBewlfe
2. Helpful Talks With Girls
3. Entertainments for Home, Church and School
4. How to Speak and Write Correctly
5. H.indy Man's Manual of Facts and Figures
6. Healthful Sporis for t oys
7. Business Hints for Men and Women
8. Marvels lI Modem Science

|^<U| There is a book for every member of the Familv.
Almost every subject of interest has been covered in

such a practical \\ ay that these books are really En-
cyclopedias of the 1 'ome. They are so different from
any books now on the market that we know you will

be immensely pleased with them.

This great set of books is not for sale. \t has been
prepared to interest old and new subscribers in this

greatest of weeklies for Christian Homes. There is

only one way to secure these valuable, necessary

books, that are new and up-to-date in every fact,

every suggestion, every helpful word.

Here is Our Offer

:

We will send The Christian Herald from now
until the end of 1911. and our beautiful 1911
Calendar, together with the Eight Books, entitled
*' 1 he Christian Herald Home Library/' all

shipping charges prepaid.^all for only $2.50. If

you do not desire the whole set complete we will

send as many or as few as you want. Simply add
20 cents for each volume you order to the regular

subscription price ($1.50) of The Christian
Herald. Eachot these striking books is complete

in itself. They are especially desirable as Holiday
Presents.

Another Way to Get Them
Or, if you prefer to accept one of the special

magazine combination offers advertised above, you

may also have the Eight Books in this new " Christian Herald Home Library '* by adding $1 .00 to your remit-

tance. Or, you may have as many or as few books in this Library as you want by adding 20 cents for each volume

selected to the advertised price of the offer you accept. The boohs wi.l be sent prepaid, undamaged delivery guaranteed.

Our 1911 Calendar with Every Order
The Calendar has been exquisitely finished by an absolutely new photogravure proceK, and it is one of the

first color paintings ever reproduced in this manner. The colors are rich and perfectly blended. 1 he baby is pictured

against a background of a soft, shimmering orange; the beautiful pale-blue bows

give a delightful contrast that produces a perfect composition; and the radiance of

a rose-like complexion, a charming pink and white combination so typical of health

and happiness, have been so faithfully retained that they melt and shade one into

another in absolute harmony. The miniature half-tone shown here is incapab e,

of course, of conveying any adequate idea of the Calendar itself, which is 14x18
inches in size, printed on heavy de luxe stock, a dream of artistic perfection.

Think of the good old memories this little baby would awaken in your home-
memories of the time when those near and dear to you were chubby little ones.

The Calendar will be prized by the whole family. It is free with each new and

renewal subscription.

Pliotogravure of Dr. Klopsch—FREE
We will also send a photogravure portrait of the late Dr. Klopsch, one of the world's

greatest and mo^ dearly beloved philanthcopists. You all know of Dr. Klopsch,

and you are sure to welcome this opportunity to obtain a good picture of this Ceding

man in order to perpetuate his memory in your own home. Address your orders to

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 150 Bible House, IMew York
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O^vn a Columbia
If you still retain any prejudice against "phonographs"

and "talking machines," please admit that you have not

heard a 1910 Columbia Graphophone. Lay your prejudice

aside long enough to go to the nearest Columbia dealer

and hear David Bispham sing "Kathleen Mavourneen";

or hear the great evangelist, Gipsy Smith, sing "He

Lifted Me"; or glance through the Columbia Record

catalogue and have the salesman play for you whatever

happens to be your favorite band selection, or hear

Kubelik on the violin, or Vess Ossman on the banjo, or

the famous sextette from "Lucia," and the almost equally

famous quartette from "Rigoletto" sung by the greatest

artists of the Boston Opera.

If you want to think it over before you hunt up the

dealer, write to us for complete Columbia Graphophone and

Record catalogues and they will be forwarded promptly,

tosfether with the name of the nearest Columbia dealer.

Columbia Double-Disc Records! Music on both sides!

A different selection on each side! And both at only a

few cents above the price of one. Play one side and then

turn it over and play the other side. They may be played

on ajty disc machine, no matter what make, and they give

you double value foryour money, plain as daylight—better

surface, better tone and far greater durability. If you

have not heard a Columbia Record issued during the last

year and a half, don't say that you know what your

talking machine can do. The present Columbia process

of recording produces a naturalness and roundness and

perfection of tone that is positively 'unequaled in any

other.

Columbia Double-Disc Records! Double discs,

double value, double wear, double everything

except price ! Don't put your record money into any

other.

Columbia Phonograph Co., Gen'l, Box 221, Tribune Bldg., New York
Prices in Canado plus duty—Headquarters for Canada. 264 Yonge Street, Toronio. Ont. Dealers wanted— Exclusive selling rights given where we are not actively represented.

Creators of the TolkimJ-Machine Industry. Pioneers and Leaders in the Talking-Machine Art. Owners ol the Fundamental Patents. Largest Manufacturers of Talking-Machines in the World.



SUBSCRIPTION, $1.50 PER ANNUM
PUBUSHED 52 TIMES A YEAR NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 9, 1910 VOL. 33-NO. 45. PRICE 5 CENTS.

OFFICES: BIBLE HOUSE. NEW YORK.

See page 1027
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UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
{ENGLAND)

AT THE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

Cambridge, October, 1910,

ANEW Edition of the EmydopcBdia Britan-

nica, m 29 volumes, including Index, IS

shortly to be issued by the University of Cam-
bridge, being the Eleventh Edition since the

first appearance of this celebrated work in

1768-71. No completely new edition of the

Encyclopcedia Britannka has been issued since

the Ninth, the first volume of which was pub-

lished in 1875, and the 25th in 1889.

The Encyclopiedia Britannka has become an
international institution—a heritage of English-

speaking people everywhere. In view of its un-

failing usefulness in recording the knowledge
gained by mankind in every department of

human activity, wc desire to invite public atten-

tion to certain new features of this edition which
distinguish it from all previous editions and from

all other works of reference whatsoever.

The new work is a fresh and original survey

of universal knowledge, an adequate and au-

thoritative exposition of all human thought and
achievement. Private enterprise has hitherto

been responsible for its publication, but the

copyrights having passed into the keeping of

the chancellor, masters, and scholars of the

University of Cambridge, it will henceforth be
issued as a University publication. Cambridge
is moreover closely identified with University

Extension—a movement having as its object

the diffusion of knowledge outside the circle of

mere students. The publication by the Uni-
versity of Cambridge of the Encyclopedia Britan-

nica (nth Edition) is another step in the direc-

tion of extending the influence of the University

beyond academic or local limits.

The Eleventh Edition of the Encyclopcedia

Britannica, whilst it has been edited and written

on the same lines of comprehensiveness as the

Ninth Edition, and whilst it maintains the high

reputation of that work, will be marked by
several noteworthy improvements. (i) The
whole of the M.S.—comprising 40,000 articles

—has been written simultaneously, the Editors

having at the outset laid out a ground-plan for

the new edition which made it possible for them
to consider the literary production of the work
as a complete whole, as distinguished from the

piecemeal—or volume by volume—method of

production. The entire contents were continu-

ously under the Editors' view and control before

a single page was sent to press. (2) All the

volumes are, therefore, of even date (1910), and
the information in each volume does not appear
elsewhere even in a different setting. A serious

defect of the 9th Edition has thus been ob-

viated. There are no repetitions, and no incon-

sistencies, as the result of this unity of effort

on the part of the 1,500 contributors directed

by an exceptionally large Editorial staff. (3)
The principle of comprehensive treatment has
been combined with brevity—major subjects

being subdivided into minor ones, which receive

independent treatment according to their im-

portance and in their alphabetical places. These
short articles are very numerous, and lead the

inquirer directly to the information he seeks,

so that the Encyclop'thiia Britannica (nth Edi-

tion) will be found to be the most useful work
for the purpose of quick reference that has ever

been published. (4) Equally welcome will be
the innovation which has permitted the use of
" dictionary " headings for scientific or technical

terms, and for old words having a complicated

meaning, or an interesting history. The 9th

Edition contained 10,000 strange words not in-

cluded in any dictionary, but in the nth Edition

such words are explained either under their own
headings or in the body of the text as they

occur. (5) The new (nth) Edition is, further-

more, a work of international scholarship to a

degree never before realised. The Editors

recognised that scholarship to-day knows no
nationality, and they enlisted the services of

specialist authorities and practical experts

wherever they could be found. The 1,500

contributors represent all civilised countries.

(6) The employment of the greatest ex-

perts as contributors has secured for the work
the services of men who are known to be at

the top of their profession — who are them-
selves originators in their own fields so

that the new (nth) Edition of the Ejicyclopmiia

Britannica contains information actually in ad-

vance of the day and never before published

—

information upon which the next generation

will shape its activities and base its conclusions.

(7) Another new feature is the fact that the

nth Edition gives histories of celebrated living

persons throughout the world, and thus becomes,
for the first time a comprehensive handbook of

international biography. (8) The literary cost

alone—the sum paid to contributors, Editors,

and Editorial assistants — has amounted to

;^i63,ooo (^815,000), more than twice the sum
(;^6o,ooo) similarly expended on the 9th Edition.

(9) The nth Edition consists of 29 quai

volumes, including Index, comprising 27,01

pages of text, 40,000 articles, and 40,000,01

words. There are 7,000 illustrations, 330 fi

page plates, 250 maps, and a large Index (V
29). (10) The literary contents having all be
completed at practically the same time, t

volumes will all be delivered to subscribers

practically the same time— in the first part

I9n. (11) Einally, the new Edition of t

Encyclopcedia Britannica will be issued in a n-

format—in thin, light and flexible volumes whi
will be easy to handle and convenient to re:.

The volumes of the 9th Edition were, for itk

persons, too cumbrous in size and too heavy >

hold in the hand. But by the use of In(

paper (thin, but very strong and opaque), t

thickness has been reduced from 2^4 inches 1

^ inch, and the complete set will occupy 1

two feet of shelf space. (The work will also

published, for those who prefer it, on ordinr

book-paper of the some quality as that used
the last edition.) In suiting the reader's cc

venience by reducing the size and weight of t

;

volumes so that he may now keep them o
stantly on his library table, the publishers 1

lieve they have multiplied the usefulness of t;

Encyclopaedia Britannka (nth Edition) to an

calculable degree. It cannot be regarded 01

as a book of reference ; it is also a book to re I

simply for the pleasure it will afford.

The Ust is open for ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTIONSi
The new Uth edition of THE Encyclopedia Britannica is now being printed, and the first copies will soon be ready for deliv

The work, in 28 volumes and Index, will be in two forms :—

(1) On INDIA PAPER (very ihin and light), in three Styles of Binding—CLOTH, FULL FLEXI!
SHEEPSKIN, and FULL FLEXIBLE MOROCCO, the volumes to be only ^-INCH THir
(about 960 pages).

(2) On ordinary book paper, in Three Styles of Binding-CLOTH, HALF MOROCCO, and Fl

-

MOROCCO, the volumes to be 2^-inches thick (about 960 pages).

It will not be possible, however, to obtain a large supply of India paper without long: notice to the manufacturers, as it eai '

produced by but two mills in England, and in the United States by none. Before proceeding with the printing of a large edil ,

the Publishers must be in a position to ascertain approximately the relative proportion in which subscribers will prefer the thir i

India paper impressions, and also to know their preference as regards the bindings. Those who subscribe at once—in atlvanc f

publication (hut n-ithottt remittnnce iintil after rfe/iro-t/)—thereby assisting the Publishers to estimate the probable demand r

the work in its two forms and six styles of binding, will be allowed a very considerable reduction in the price.

The Publishers reserve the right to discontinue the reduced price as soon as the percentages of ord s

for the India paper and the ordinary impressions have been ascertained. Paper, printing, and bind?

contracts will then be concluded for a large number of sets, which will be sold at a higher price.

ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTIONS (at $4.25 a volume for India paper bound in Cloth, or $4.00 a volume for the ordinary b
paper bound in Cloth), are invited from all English-speaking countries, BUT NO MONEY NEED BE PAID UNTIL AF' <

DELIVERY.

At these prices (the Ninth Edition having been sold, when first issued in England and America, at 30/- or $7.50 a volume), e

new Encyclopa'ilUi Hi itannira is a considerably cheaper book than ever before, and in its more convenient and readable fi '.

likely to appeal to a much wider public. Furthermore, the slight additional cost for the India paper impression is not in propot n

to its actual market valuation, as it is well known that books printed on India paper are always issued at high prices.

APPLICATION FOR THE PROSPECTUS
Full particulars of prices (in advance of publication), of deferred payments, bookcases and bindings, together with a prospe *

containing an account of the work, with specimen pages, order form, etc., free upon application.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS,
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Department) 35 WEST 32nd STREET, NEW YORK

Please send me the prospectus of the new Encyclop&dia Britannica
(uth Edition)

Name-

Profession or Business (with address)

Residence Cfl

NOTE: Those who possess copies of previous editions of the EncycUtpofdla Biilannicii (now out of date) are requesteito
advise us ot the fact, and if they wish to purchase the new edition will he informed how they can dispose of their old edition^t
a fair valuation.
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Saluting the President When He Comes Aboard Marines Lined Up to Receive President Taft
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-\RESIDENT TAFT is scheduled to set sail from
—^ Charleston, S. C, on November 10, for a tour

of inspection of the Panama Canal. In paying
1 official visit to the scene of the nation'.s greatest

I'eative enterprise, the Chief Executive is following

16 precedent set by Mr. Roosevelt. It may be re-

embered, too, that President Taft made a trip

ider almo.st exactly similar circumstances in the

tterval between his election as President and his

auguration. The President is deeply interested

> the inter-oceanic waterway, and deems a personal
irvey of conditions at the seat of operations im-
jrative for a full understanding of some of the
few problems that have lately arisen.
i The President is expected to be absent on the
anama trip for about three weeks. Upward of
lie-half of this time will be spent on the high seas,

jt of sight of land. He will travel on one of our
rmored cruisers, the deck of which is construed
ichnically to be "United States
oil." He will spend his time
t the isthmus in the Canal
'one, which is assuredly Uncle
'am's domain; so that neither
1 letter nor spirit will he vio-

^te the restriction that the
'resident of the United States
(lall not travel beyond its bor-
ers during his term of office.

I When the President travels

y rail in the United States, he
,5 never out of touch with the
iVhite House, and through it.

'ith the entire machinery of
;iie government. Special tele-

raph wires and long-distance
Blephone wires reserved, for
he executive business are used,
'hrough long experience, the
Vhite House operators have
ecome so adept in this sort of
hing that the traveling Presi-
ent always has his finger on
he government pulse at Wash-
ngton, even though he be jour-
eying on the Pacific coast,
'he warship on which he will
e a passenger is provided with
powerful wireless telegraph

tation in charge of expert
perators, and there is a sim-
lar "intelligence office" on the
ister ship which is to convoy
he presidential craft, and
'hich will incidentally carry
Panama and back some of

the members of the presidential party. By
means of the wireless, the President will be con-

stantly in touch with the affairs of the outside

world and will be enabled to communicate with
Washington almost as quickly as if he were travel-

ing by rail on his native soil. This may prove very
convenient, for he is expected to prepare his forth-

coming annual message to Congress during this

cruise, and it is more than likely that he may find

occasion to call for data from Washington.
Secretaries and stenographers will accompany

him and he will be able to dispose of accumulated
correspondence, and even to post his letters, for the
cruiser, like other vessels in the United States navy,
is fitted with a "marine post office." Several en-

listed seamen are detailed as "mail orderlies," or
naval postmen, and a nook in the ship is set aside
for their use. Collections of mail are made several
times a day at the letter boxes throughout the float-

President Taft Ready for His Panama Trip

ing fortress, and the mail as it accumulates is sorted

and postmarked, so that it is ready to be dispatched

to its ultimate destination the minute the warship
reaches port. In the case of the presidential mail

on the Panama trip, it will be pi'acticable, if desired,

to have naval tugs take off or deliver special pouches
while the ship is en route.

The presence of the President, as a passenger on
any government vessel, calls for the observance of a
carefully prescribed routine of salutes and cere-
monies, while on the craft so honored flies the special

flag of the President—an emblem in which the coat-
of-arms of the nation is embroidered in colors on a
dark blue field. Not only will there be a ceremony,
duly garnished with ruffles and flourishes and ac-
companied by a salute when the President steps
aboard ship for his trip to Panama, but a similar
display of official etiquette must, according to the
naval regulation, be gone through with every time

the Commander-in-Chief of
the Army and Navy leaves
the ship or returns to it—un-

f*

less, indeed, he requests that

^ the formality be dispensed* with. When the President

^ comes aboard with full hon-
V ors, he finds the commander
^j of the vessel and his officers

^^ waiting at the gangway to
>-^ receive him, while eight sailor

lads form a douljle line,

through which the visitor ad-
vances. As he steps aboard,
the saluting battery booms
out the presidential salute,

and the chief magistrate and
all other persons present
stand with bared heads during
the firing of the twenty-one
guns and the playing by the
band of "The Star-Spangled
Banner." The President must
be conveyed in state from the
wharf, or other point of em-
barkation, to the waiting war-
ship, anchored in deep water,
perhaps a mile or more off

shore. He may travel, if he
choose, in a steam cutter lux-

uriously appointed with cush-
ioned seats and sheltered by a
close-fitting canvas canopy
which defies showers and
dashing spray, or he may use
a speedy, open motor boat.

Waldon Fawcett.
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A UTUMNAL days are here. The forests are

l\ robed in glory and majesty. Every bush
•^^^^- flames with the Awful Immanence. The
bending boughs yield up to man their fruit ripened

to the core. Across the fields stand shocks of corn

like tattered wigwams. The wind wails at the

funeral of the flowers, and piles blood-red leaves

upon their graves. Along every fence-row the

goldenrod still sways and swings as though a bit of

the summer's sun had been caught as a crown for

common weeds. A purple peace hangs upon the

horizon, while shafts of golden sunlight lie athwart
the pearly sheen of sky. It is the autumn. And it

seems as though the year were kneeling in prayer in

a vast cathedral filled with filtered light.

What various and varying thoughts come to us at
this time of year ! Many shudder as they look upon
the grandeur of nature in the autumn time. It

makes them think of age and decay and death.
And I suppose the reason why "Old Folks' Day" is

usually observed in the fall is- because people have
been in the habit of comparing life with a year

—

life with its springtime in youth, its summer in

manhood, its autumn in age. But after the autumn
comes the winter, when all things are dead—held in

the bondage of ice and snow.

Life Like a Brief Day

For that reason we prefer to think of life as a
day. Then we have childhood as the morning—the
morning which turns earth's common pale streams
into gold with heavenly alchemy; the morning that
sows the earth with sparkling gems richer than any
in kingly diadems; the morning that trembles and
smiles from out the opened sky; the morning that
laughs the clouds away as though earth held no
tomb; the morning that overflows the world with
its glad promise of the future.
And then, advancing fast and still more fast, like

the day, so the life, ever striving to reach the zenith,
until midday with its responsibilities and strenuous
activities. Then the decline, until, like evening, old
age comes on with its pensiveness and memories,
"the tender grace of a day that is dead." Old age
is evening time—evening, and cares have silently
stolen away; evening, and the glimmering landscape
fades from sight; evening, and a solemn stillness or
a winsome music fills the air; evening, and the
journey is ended and the day's work done; evening,
and peace and rest and home and Father's face at
the door!

But you say that evening is followed by the dark
night of death. For the person who is not a Chris-
tian, it is a deep, dark night, and he enters it alone,
and he knows not whither he goes; he knows not
the road home; he may grope his way on and on,
his hands hard with the accretion of feeling along
the walls of the universe; but still he will not find
his way home, for he is alone in the dark night of
death. But to the person who is a Christian, death
is simply a short cut to get home: there is no dark
valley, for the Shepherd's presence shines across the
vale. "At evening time there shall be light." "And
there shall be no night there; and they need no
candle, neither light of the sun; for the Lord God
giveth them light."

Happy Memories

The man who has lived the Christian life stands
in the evening time in the light of happy memories.
I have noticed that old folks have extraordinarily
vivid memories with regard to their early and active
years. The old man walks through the gigantic
picture gallery called memory, and the light falls
upon this scene of his childhood and upon that scene
of his manhood, and all things stand out clearly
round about him. The old man walks through that
library called memory, and the light falls upon the
tremendous volume of records, and he reads there
the tale of his years. How important, then, that
we banish from the halls of memory all that is evil,

and give place to that which is good!
The person who comes into old age refusing to

"walk in the light as He is in the light" is like the
man who stands at the close of day upon the shore
of a river, and looks no way but downward.
The silent hills and lone trees that darkle against
the mellow west he sees reflected in the river, but

* Pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal Church, Monaca, Pa.
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for him they point dowm, down, and forever down.

That man's heaven is in the earth, and though a

star may twinkle here and there, for him it shines

far down in some sub-liquid heaven. So in the

gathering gloom of life's evening the godless man
will recall those words and deeds that will make
him cringe and cower before the inaudible, accusing-

voice of memory, whose recalling makes his last days

hell. God forbid that any of you should give free

rein to your baser self, as the poet Byron did, who,
when he might have been singing about the light at

evening, instead wrote this dreary dirge:

My days are in the yellow leaf.
The flowers and fruit of love are gone:

The worm, the canker, and the grief
Are mine alone !

The fire that on my bosom preys
Is lone as some volcanic isle ;

No torch is kindled at its blaze

—

A funeral pile.

But on the other hand, if we "endure as seeing
him who is invisible" the light that shines so
brightly on the path of consecrated young manhood
and womanhood will not grow dim, but will ever
"shine more and more unto the perfect day." How
different are the words of the Christian Tennyson:

A land of promise, a land of memory,
A land of promise flowing with the milk
And honey of delicious memories.

Like the translucent and transfiguring light of the
setting sun that kindles ten thousand candles in the
sky, so blessed are the memories of a Christian old
man or a Christian old woman. You will remember
how you trudged to church through fair weather or
foul. You will remember the old home where you
knelt in prayer with father and mother. You will
remember the hours alone with God. You will re-
member how well you took your part in every move-
ment for the social, civic and moral betterment of
your community. You will remember the deeds of
sympathy performed and the words of encourage-
ment spoken to those who stood in need. You will
remember the place where, in a passion of repent-
ance, you gave yourself to God. You will remember
how the light that came into your soul then has
never gone out, but how it has transformed the dark-
est cloud of sorrow and grief and disappointment
into a blessed bow of promise, and your falling
tears into heavenly jewels. And with Christina G.
Rossetti you will say

:

I have a room whereinto no one enters
Save myself alone

:

There sits a blessed memory on a throne.
There my life centres.

The Calmer Joys of Evening Time

Then, Christian old folks have about them at
life's evening time the light of usefulness. "The
hoary head is a crown of glory," says the Scripture;
but it does not stop there: "The hoary head is a
crown of glory, if it be found in the way of right-
eousness." We do not expect much fuss from old
age. We do not find its usefulness in hustle and
bustle. Nevertheless, we ought never to say that
the day of achievement is past. The man or woman
whose head is hoary, but who is not found in the
way of righteousness, is an iceberg floating down the
stream of life, radiating chilliness that has a most
depressing effect upon all around. Such a person
has a personal influence like noxious vapor that
kills our best impulses. But the Christian man at
life's evening time not only has light about him; he
)s a light. Not a reflected light merely, like the
moon that ceases to shine as soon as the darkness of
earth rises between it and the sun; but Christ en-
joined his disciples that their whole body should be
full of light. We are to dwell in the light that we
may become children of the light, in whom there is
no darkness at all.

Scientists tell us that nearly half the earth's light
and heat come from the stars, and the greater
part of this life-giving energy comes from invisible
stars, millions of miles from the earth. Thus, the
aged Christian may not be able to do much, but he
can shine for Jesus. From his own knowledge of
the excellence of the Christian religion he can rec-
ommend it to others as the most precious gift in the
universe. He will recommend it not only by word
of mouth, earnestly and tactfully, but even more by
the power of a holy life. The coal miner wears

upon his cap a little flickering lamp. That ligl

cannot throw its beams far in the labyrinthian dar|
ness; but it can shine where it is. That small la:

is of more value to the toiler than a blinding
light would be. O friend, be content to be a smi
lamp in this world, but be sure you shine.

No one can estimate the power of personal in:

ence. Scientists are weighing the air that
compasses us on every side; psychologists ajj

weighing our laughter; astronomers are weiL
ing the stars. But no one is able to calcula
the far-reaching power of personal influen(
It is a power like the magnet that draws t

steel filings to itself. It is a power like the whi
clover meadow that attracts the bees. It is a pow
like the sunbeam that unlocks the ice-bound doors
winter and lets the spring out. It is a power li

the south wind that unfolds the rose bud that
hand would crush and tear. It is a silent, unoste
tatious power, like electricity and gravitation—

i

never see them; we only know that they exist
seeing the effects that they produce. So with t

influence of a holy life. Books and sermons may
forgotten; tears and prayers may be despised; b
the light radiating from a Christian life, the arg
ment of a new life in Christ Jesus cannot be gai
said.

The Light of His Presence

A Boston paper once contained this item : "Phillij
Brooks walked down Newspaper Row yesterday
lunch time, nodding to acquaintances here and the:
and, though the heavens and the pavements we
moist, the street seemed filled with sunshine." Th
is a great thing to be said of any man, that, havii!
sunshine in his own soul, wherever he goes he di

sipates the fog by the sunbeams of Christian livin
Such radiancy gives energy to the lifeless, joy to t

joyless, trust to the doubter, hope to the hopele;
His very presence brings warmth and life and t,

glow of sunshine, the joyous, stimulating breath
spring.

fathers and mothers in Israel, the light of ui

fulness is about you in life's evening time. St
with us as long as you can. We need you ; we no
your influence; we need your counsel and praye:
Never fear that darkness will envelope you, for

"

thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and satis
the afflicted soul; then shall thy light arise in
scurity, and thy darkness be as the noonday."
At evening time the Christian shall also have t.

light of God's presence. The psalmist says: "Tb
shall walk, O Lord, in the light of thy countenano
That means that from the time a man chooses G(
until the end he may go through life with an u
broken realization of the divine presence and i

unbroken experience of the favor, complacency ar

good will of God. That is continual sunshine,
was out on a farm for a while this past summeJ
There was an old man there in his eighty-fifth yea-
He had a remarkably keen intellect, and was alwa;
propounding questions to me. One morning
thought I would turn inquisitor, and so I said to hi

as we walked by the sweet pea bed: "Tell me wh;
makes some of those sweet peas pink and othe
white." His answer was brief and direct: "God
Even so, his whole life seemed to be bathed in tl

sunshine of God's presence. When some adversii
falls upon such a one, the world looks to see h
confidence, peace and security shattered; but on tl

contrary discovers that only crevices have bet

made, through which the pure, unstained sunligl
falls, and the Christian, instead of whining,
thanking God for more sunshine. No legitima
work, no duty of life, ever shuts out the light i

God's presence. Even when the dark clouds of oi

troubles, sorrows, losses, solitudes come across oi

life sky, the sunshine of God's presence smites ther

and the light of heavenly colors flashed back froi

their piled-up bosoms is more glorious than ever.

The Dark Shadow of Sin

There is only one thing that can shut out the ligl

of God's favor, and that is our own sin. As soo

as we endorse the smallest sin and apologize for i

we drive God out of our heart, and as soon as he
gone darkness comes. "Men love darkness rathf

than light, because their deeds are evil." It is si

which casts the dark, dank shadow over the joys c

Continued on next 'page
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ime and the promises of manhood
'id womanhood, and leaves them
ighted and blasted and blackened
ith the cruel touch of hell. I have
'.en an electric light grow dim and
;d, and then go out entirely, leaving
street in darkness : that rs cheerless,
ihave seen a man who lost the light of
is body through having both his eyes
'.inded by an accident : that is pa-
letic. And I have seen a soul put out
lie light of God through sin and self-

dulgence: that is tragical!
The prayer for all of us to make is

;

Lord, lift thou up the light of thy
mntenance upon us." Darkness is

18 absence of light, and the only way

f)
drive out the darkness is to let in

le light. The only power that can
( inish spiritual darkness is Jesus
ihrist, the Light of the World.

And then, at life's evening time, the

I
ght of immortal life breaks upon the
row of the child of God. This is

lade "manifest by the appearing of
jr Saviour Jesus Christ, who hath
oolished death, and hath brought life

nd immortality to light through the
•ospel." Inestimable triumph ! What
'icero called a "mere conjecture," what
eneca said was "a thing our wise men
remise but do not prove." what Soc-
'ites spoke of as "a hope," but of the
aalization of which he was "not con-
dent," is made to us an assured fact,

: blessed divine reality, by the life,

eath, and resurrection of our Lord
tesus Christ. The opened tomb in the
"arden is a telescope through which
'6 behold the Elysian fields of our God.
3he crape upon the door, signaling the
eath of a believer, is but the badge
f God's best angel's visit. Christ is

live forever more, and because he
fves, we shall live also. He has gone
3 prepare a place for us in the Fa-
ler's house of many mansions. And
t" we put our trust in him he will
arely lead us home.

So long- Thy power hath blest me, sure it still
' Will lead me on
(O'er moor and fen, o'er crag: and torrent, till

1 The niirht is gone,
lAjid with the.mom those anprel faces smile
(Which I have loved long: since, and lost awhile

!

An old pilot died not long ago. He
fad held the pilot's commission for
^early seventy-five years; and for
Jmost all that time he was a follower
f Jesus Christ. As he was passing
way, his face brightened, and he
tarted up with this expression, "I see
light."

'His friends thought his mind was
Pandering, and that he was in imag-
lation out on the sea, and they said,
!ls it the Highland light?"
He said, "No."
A moment more, and he repeated

ae sentence, "I see a light."
' They asked him again, "Is it the
.loston light?"
And he answered, "No."
For the third time he said, "I see a

,Rht."

I They said again, "Is it the Minot
ght?"
"Ah, no," he said, "it is the light of
cry! Let the anchor go!"
And they slipped the anchor, and the

;ld pilot entered into that city where
God shall wipe away all tears from
leir eyes; and there shall be no more

feath, neither sorrow, nor crying,
^either shall there be any more pain:
3r the former things are passed
way." And "there shall -be no night
here."

ISee "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoinini; Columnl

ANVIL SPARKS
. .Mean what you say but do not say

. in a mean way.
..When double-faced people have

i face the music they have no ear for
lusic.

..The sceptic who knows too much
^ believe in the Bible doesn't know
nough.

. .The Sadducee did not believe in a
esurrection, which explains why he
•'as sad, you see. W. J. 'B.
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CHRYSANTHEMUM SUNDAY ByRev.J.M.Farrar,D.D.*

THE Children's Pulpit's pastor has a Junior Congregation.
There are two hundred boys and girls who come to church
every Sunday morning. The second Sunday of November is

their Chrysanthemum Day. Each member brings a number of these
beautiful flowers, and after the service they are taken to the children
in the hospital.
The beautiful Chrysanthemum was once a Japanese wild flower,

known as Golden Chain. A flower lover took this wild flower to his
own garden and began to take care of it, and to love it, and to help
It to grow. What did this beautiful flower cost those who helped it

to grow and bloom? It cost them time, patience, love and watchful-
ness. If we knew how much it all meant in money we would be sur-
prised at the amount.

WHY are men willing to pay such a great price for the develop-
ment of a wild flower? Because they see in this little flower

something that is trying to make itself great; trying but failing.
Looking down at this something the man's heart is touched and he
says, "I will just try and help this something to fulfil its mission."
I wonder if this is not the secret of nearly all of the good that is done
in this world.
A little child has lost father and mother and has no friends. The

little child is almost nothing and would be left to die if some one did
not see this almost nothing trying to be something. The child is

loved and watched and educated and becomes a great man.

POSSIBLY the Chrysanthemum has a lesson for boys and girls.

If my Juniors ever become great it will be because they de-
veloped from almost nothing. Father and mother see this almost
nothing trying to be something and begin to help it. Did you
ever count the cost of developing an almost nothing boy into a
great something man? Some one has said, "When you count what a
boy eats and what he wears and the school books he has to have, and
the doctor's bills that have to be paid when he gets the measles or
the scarlet fever, he will cost his folks at home at least one hundi-ed
dollars a year. If a boy loves to smash things or to kick his shoes
right out, he costs more than that. So that when he is twenty-one
and old enough to do for himself, he will have cost his father more
than two thousand dollars."

HIS mother cooks his victuals, makes his clothes and patches them,
washes them when he is a little fellow and cares for him when

he is sick. She never charges anything for that. If she were dead
and father had to hire all that done, it would cost another hundred
dollars a year more; and that is two thousand dollars' worth of work
mother will have done for him by the time he is a man. Four thou-
sand dollars for a boy! What do you think of that?

These are hard times. When parents put four thousand dollars

into a boy, what have they a right to expect from him? If the boy
makes a good citizen and a useful man, they will feel as if they had
good pay for bringing him up.

BOYS, what are you worth to your parents? The Chrysanthemum
pays for all it costs, and a boy by doing his best pays for all the

help he gets. I hope each of you will take a Chrysanthemum and
think of what it was once and then count the cost and try to enjoy
what it is now. As it is one of the last flowers to bloom before winter
freezes our gardens, you can take it as the flower to think about dur-
ing the winter. Would it not be a good idea to call it the "Key
Flower"? A shepherd boy in the Alps, while minding his sheep, saw
a strange flower at his feet. He picked it, and a door opened in the
hillside. He entered and found a cave piled up with gems, in the
centre of which sat a gnome, who said, "Take what you wish, but
don't forget the best!" He dropped his flower, and loaded himself
with jewels, then went out, hearing again, "Don't forget the best!"
Once more in the open air he remembered his "key-flower," and
turned back to pick it up; but the door was gone, and in a moment
more all his gems had turned to dust! He had forgotten his flower!
Do not forget your "key-flower" and its lesson. You must have a
story?

ABOUT two centuries ago a Russian nobleman, traveling in Mex-
. ico, saw and admired the maguey plant, which is a native of

Mexico. The Russian procured some roots to take home as a present
to the Czar. The Czar gave the roots to the court gardener, who
promised to give the plants his best attention, but he was taken sud-
denly ill and died. The new gardener, not knowing their value,
threw the sack away. Some time afterward his little daughter
picked up one of the roots and planted it. In time it put out a few
spikes for leaves, but did not thrive in the cold air of Russia.
Years passed, but it did not bloom. A new gardener looked at the

plant and saw that it wanted to bloom, wanted to be something. He
began to love it a little, coax it a little and push it a little. Soon
many clusters of small buds appeared, which slowly unfolded and
became white blossoms. The wonderful plant bloomed at last. The
gardener said it was one hundred years old and had bloomed in honor
of the Czar. Word was sent to him, and he and his whole court
visited and admired the flowers and the plant.
The poor exile from the sunny skies of Mexico had earned its

reward and a new name, for ever since that day it has been known as
"the century plant."

}di * Pastor First Reformed Church. Brooklyn. N. Y. Text: I. John 2:1.
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Won by a Motlier's Words
"PRANCIS K. SHEPHERD is known
-L as the "boy evangelist." In a let-
ter to The Christian Herald he tells
how, after a stormy experience as
a prodigal, he was awakened and
finally converted. As his story is one
that has many duplicates among wild
and thoughtless youths we give some
extracts from his letter below. He
writes:
"On the Sunday preceding Labor

Day some six years ago (I was then a
boy of eighteen) I came to New York
City truly a prodigal. I had traveled
over a great deal of Great Britain and
Canada in my determination to have
my own way and go whither I would,
and with a firm determination to have
nothing to do with religion. My godly
mother had earnestly sought my con-
version, and to escape this was pri-
marily the cause of my leaving home.
I was reproved by her one'Sunday with
the words of Gal. 6: 7, for staying
away from Sunday School. So I be-
gan to plan to have no more of home
and parental restrictions and quietly
left shortly after. I became a careless,
wild boy, addicted to betting and
gambling. On one occasion I had to
work three weeks to clear off a betting
debt.

"I worked my way across from
Bristol, England, after vainly trying
to stow away on various ships out of
Liverpool, and came to Canada and
traveled to the Rocky Mountains and
back twice, working in Montreal, etc.
On that Sunday when I came to New
York, I walked down the Bowery.
Passing the Old Bowery Mission (may
God bless it), I stopped outside the
door for a few minutes. Those mo-
ments have played an important part
in my life ever since, for the very
words my mother had said: "Be not
deceived; God is not mocked; for what-
soever a man soweth that shall he also
reap," were hurled through the open
door at me, personally it seemed, by
some one on the inside. Even in the
night, those words would drive them-
selves into my brain. One day, creep-
ing into a place where the Gospel was
preached, impelled by the Spirit of
God, I found and confessed Christ as
my Saviour and I have been preaching
him ever since.

"As a working lad and preaching
this Gospel in my spare time, I have
dealt with hundreds of souls and en-
deavored to point them to Jesus. So
you see the eff'ect upon a prodigal boy
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ as it

came through the door of the Bowery
Mission."

THE LOST CHILD
T 'member when they cut my curls not very* long ago.
Because they looked just like a girl's, and I'm

a boy, >ou know ;

I used to wear 'em awful long, and once my
pa, he said.

It's time I had my curls cut off and wore short
hair instead ;

Because I'm big enough for that; and then
they took the shears

And snipped my curls off one by one right close
up to my ears,

But every time a curl came off, my mother, she
just hid

Her face a little bit and cried. I wonder why
she did !

And after 'while she picked one up and held it
in her hand

With something shining in her eyes I didn't
understand

;

She petted it as if it was a little hoy or girl.
And acted fond of it when it was nothing but

a curl.
And after 'while they're all cut off and down

there on the floor.
And I looked much more like a boy than I

had been before,
But there was something in her eyes she tried

and tried and tried
To brush away, but still it came. I wonder

why she cried.

And after 'while I'm all trimmed off, and then
my pa, he said,

I'm not a baby any more, but I'm a boy instead,
And he is awful proud of me, and then my ma,

she smiled
And said we found a boy that day and lost a

little child :

So I said I would hunt for him and bring him
back, but then

She said she was afraid that he would not come
back again ;

And picked the curls I had all up from off the
floor and hid

Them in her bureau drawer and cried. I won-
der why she did.

J. W. Foley in New York Times.
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Cranberry Pickers at Work

IF
there is any dish which, next to the toothsome

turkey, we are wont to think of as indispensable

at Thanksgiving and Christmas time it is cran-

berry sauce. Yet probably a very small proportion

of the people who eat it with such relish on festal

days have any knowledge of the sources from which
comes this appetizing edible. This is due to the fact

that cranberries grow extensively in only a few
sections of our country.

Massachusetts, New Jersey and Wisconsin grow
practically all the cranberries eaten in this country,
or indeed, for that matter, in the whole world, for
the cranberry is distinctively an American discovery.
Cranberries grow wild in some parts of Europe, but
their qualities as food have never been appreciated
and it is only on this side of the Atlantic that the
berries have been cultivated for table use.

To see to the best advantage the preliminaries of

cranberry sauce we must visit Cape Cod, that
elongated bit of land whereby the State of Massa-
chusetts extends a crooked and
beckoning finger into the At-
lantic. Here within a radius
of an hour's ride of historic old

Plymouth, where the Pilgrims
landed, is the greatest of all

cranberry districts. This whole
countryside would not be con-
sidered to make more than a
single good-sized county in some
of our Western States, and yet
in a season when it is blessed
with a good crop this cranberry
zone will ship more than a third
of a million barrels of the fruit.

If we want to see this cran-
berry country aglow with life

and action we must come at
"harvest time" in September
and early October, when the
tart berries are being picked.
The cultivation of the berries
has been going on since early
spring, but there has been
nothing very unusual about the
methods employed. For the
most part it has been a case
of keeping down the weeds
and battling with the bugs.
The one unusual feature that
characterizes the cranberry in-
dustry all the way through is

the extensive use that is made
of fresh water from the ponds.
Your up-to-date grower does not call his cran-

berry tract a "patch." Rather does he refer to it

as a meadow or more likely as a "bog." This latter
will probably suggest to you a low, marshy, swampy
place; and you are not far amiss, for the progressive
cranberry grower will not develop land except in
close proximity to water. It must be fresh water,
however, and that seems rather a pity, for they are
so close to salt water in all directions down in this
quaint Cape Cod country. The water is led to the
cranberry bogs by means of ditches and tiny canals
and if the water supply be not a stream the current
of which can be utilized to make it flow over the bog
the grower must needs build a small power house
with a pump for forcing the water over the tract
just as one might force water into an artificial pond.
The water performs its greatest service during the
winter when the bog is kept continually submerged
for the entire interval of cold weather, "but it is also
employed at intervals during the summer and

Picking by Hand in the Old-fashioned Way

autumn in an effort to wash away the insect pests,

and if frost threatens before the cranberry grower
has been able to get in his crop he will hurriedly

flood the bog in order to save his fruit.

The picking season in the early autumn is the time
to enjoy the human interest side of the cranberry
industry and yet conditions in this phase of ths

work have changed so completely during the past

few years that natives who come back to the cran-
berry country, after some years in the city, declare
that the spectacle has lost much of its old-time fas-
cination. Students of progress declare that the
entry of machinery has revolutionized almost every
activity in this age, but it would be difficult to find

a realm where there has been a greater upheaval
than in the cranberry "belt." Your cranberry sauce,
as served this holiday season, may taste exactly as it

did a decade ago, but the route the cranberries
traveled in reaching your table was decidedly differ-

ent from that followed in the old days. It is the

Portuguese Negroes from Cape Verde Picking Cranberries on Cape Cod by Machine

same story—machinery, which is revolutionizing
every industry, even cranberry growing.

In the old days cranberries were all picked by
hand—that is, plucked one by one, ju.st as rasp-
berries are picked to this day. And nowhere did a
"picking season" have the social significance that it
did on Cape Cod. A large portion of the picking
was done by women and girls and it seemed as
though the whole countryside turned out for the
event. Whole families from the nearby cities and
towns traveled by train or wagon to the cranberry
country and combined money-making with an annual
vacation by "camping out" on the bogs. Even the
older women of the neighborhoods, who were not
spry enough to engage in the picking, were wont to
assemble to do the lighter work of sorting the
berries.

Hand picking is yet in vogue on some of the cran-
berry bogs, but this is on the smaller tracts On
the large bogs we see the newly-invented picking ma-
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In a New England Cranberry Bog

chines. There are two types of these mechanica
pickers. One is a small wooden box of a size to bi

held in one hand. By pressure of the fingers i

opens at one end, disclosing jaws armed with row
of teeth. When this picker is thrust open-mouthei
into the tangle of cranberry bushes, then closed ove
the berries and withdrawn, it brings the crimsoi
berries with it. The other style is a wooden scoo]

with close-set iron prongs forming the lower side'

It is shoved with considerable force into the close
growing mass of cranberry plants, and when it i;

drawn back and upward it is found that the vine
have slipped between the close-set teeth or prongs
but have left the berries reposing in the scoo]

whence they may be transferred to the trays waiti
ing conveniently at hand.
The New England women and children have beei

driven from the cranberry bogs principally becausi
the machines require no slight strength for the!
continuous operation hour after hour. And yet th

growers cannot be blamed fo

utilizing them, for just wit
ness the experience of th

"Cranberry King," who for

merly employed 1,100 picker
on his great bogs, but nov
gets along with a couple o

hundred, thanks to the aid o

the machines. The womei
one sees operating cranberr;
picking machines on Cap
Cod are almost invariabl;

foreigners—notably Swedes o

Finns. However, the majo
part of this work is now don
by Portuguese-speaking ne

. groes from the Cape Verd
Islands, who have of lat

years made cranberry cultur

their especial forte just a

the Chinese gravitated t'

laundry work when they cam
into this country unrestricted

It never fails to surpris

tourists who visit Cape Coi

for the first time to find thi

large foreign population
which has no parallel any
where else in the country am
most of whom speak little o

no English. Many of th-

Cape Verde Islanders ar^

true nomads in their visit

to the cranberry country
arriving in the spring when cultivation on the bog;

opens and remaining until the end of the picking

season late in the autumn, making the trip botl

ways in sailing vessels that are engaged during thi

winter months in the coasting trade on the coast o:

Africa. A skilful cranberry picker can earn fron

$3 to $.5 per day, so that the "bravas," as thesi

invaders are called, can within a few years sav<

enough to live in aflluence in their island home
Under the new conditions not only is the picking o:

the cranberries done by the aid of machines, bui

other machines separate and sort the berries.

—OUR NEW SERIAL, To the Highest Bidder, bj

Florence Morse Kingsley, begins next week. A greal

Story of American Life, with a surprising plot and a

delightful romance running all through it. Read it and

tell your friends to do the same. A fine story to reac

aloud in the Home Circle.



Ischia, Italy, Devastated by a Cyclone and Tidal Wave Sorrento, Which Suffered Heavily During the Recent Cyclone

I '"^UNNY Italy has apain been visited by misfor-

t ^^ tune. A great tidal wave and cyclone swept
•J the island of Ischia and the coast in the neigh-

^rhood of Naples and Salerno on the night of

unday, October 23. It would seem that the

I atural elements have been conspiring against the

oor people of this afflicted section of the country.
• (he wave was accompanied by a cloudburst on land,

ringing a torrential rainstorm. Doubtless these
isturbances of air and water were the direct results

f an internal eruption of Vesuvius. The dreadful
olcano has been quiescent for some time, but the
iternal fires are never dead. They are ever roar-

,ig, deep down in the bowels of the mountain, like

iTiprisoned monsters awaiting an opportunity to

lomit forth their wrath. All the seismic and
ndulatory commotions which have devastated this

'egion can be directly attributed to volcanic action.

In the recent disaster the island of Ischia, some
ixteen miles southwest of Naples, appears to have
een the worst sufferer. The island is of volcanic
rigin and about twenty miles in circumference. It

as a population of about 30,000. The two principal
owns are Lochia and Casamicciola, each having
lome 4,000 inhabitants. An earthquake shook the

'lace in 1883, when almost two thousand lives were
ost. After that disaster the houses were rebuilt

;f the lightest timber and of the flimsiest construc-
.ion, so they became an easy prey for the recent
isitation of wind and water. The greater part of

the town of Ischia, which lay on the coast of the
island and consisted of one long street, has been
destroyed. The number of lives lost in this town
has been estimated at twenty, but there have been
many more casualties in the surrounding district.

Torrents of mud, eighteen feet deep, hurled boulders
against the wooden houses, smashing them like

kindling wood. A landslide caused a portion of
Mount Epomeo to crash down on the town of Casa-
micciolo. The mighty fi-agments of rock weighed
several tons. This mountain, which had been in-

active six hundred years, belched forth a lava
stream which covered the adjacent ground to a
depth of twenty feet. The underpinning of those
houses not wrecked by the boulders was loosened by
the great floods and many collapsed. It is claimed
that the number of victims in this place was over
two hundred.

All the coast towns along the Bay of Naples and
the Gulf of Salerno suffered severely. Loss of life

and wreckage of property are reported from almost
all. Pozzuoli, Annunziata and Sorrento on the

bay and Amalfi, Vietri, Salerno and Cetara on the

gulf felt the full fury of the storm. Other towns
which suffered considerably were Maiori, Ravello,

Angri, Pontecagnano and Montecorvino, all on the

mainland. The station master at Vietri was killed

by shock while telegraphing news of the disaster to

other points. A dozen were killed and nine injured

at Cetara.
The famous road between the Bay of Naples and

the Gulf of Salerno, passing over the peninsula of
Sorrento, was very much damaged, portions being
completely swept away.

It seems as if the hurricane took the form of a
cyclone, which had three centres; one at Ischia,

another around the base of Vesuvius and a third
along the coast of the Gulf of Salerno. Naples was
lashed by a downpour and storm unprecedented in

the history of the city. Damage amounting to mil-
lions of dollars was done; all sections testify to the
fierce devastation of property. The destruction in

the suburbs cannot as yet be estimated. The sur-
rounding country has been laid almost waste, walls
and portions of the houses strewing the ground in

all directions, while the crops have been completely
ruined. The vines were torn out by the root, and the
luscious clusters of grapes scattered like chaff in

the hurricane. The beautiful growths of orange,
lemon and mandarin trees were overrun with rivers
of mud and ashes from Vesuvius. In fact, an
avalanche of mud and stones and lava debris rushed
down the sides of the mountain from above the lava
line of the eruption of 1906, sweeping all before it

as far as the town of Portici. Great destruction
was done at Resina, which was built on the ruins of
Herculaneum as well as at Torre del Greco, which
immediately lies at the foot of the mountain. Here
several families were buried alive before they had
time to realize the nature of the awful danger
sweeping down upon them, and several streets were
literally blotted out of existence.
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UNDOUBTEDLY the most important meet of

aviators the world has seen has just taken

place at Hempstead, Long Island. It came
mmediately after the balloon meet at St. Louis, and
lundreds who have become aerial enthusiasts came
,3n to Hempstead to see the "bird-men" fly. One
|iay the spectators were treated to the unusual

spectacle of five machines flying in front of the

a^randstand at once. The camera caught them be-

fore they got away in a great circle and the photo-
graph is reproduced on our cover page.
The greatest interest was manifested in the

race from Hempstead to the Statue of Liberty
in New York Harbor and back, which was won
'by the American Moisant in a French machine.
All New York and Brooklyn found itself craning
(its neck and making repeated journeys to the roof

for several days in the hopes of catching a glimpse
!of the sky racers. The weather was fair, but the

wind came in gusts, and no exact day or hour could
be set long in advance for the contest. Those who
happened to see the unique race are now congratu-
lating themselves, for the majority had become tired

of looking at a cloudless sky unflecked by the rushing
machines of the bird-men. Only three men entered
the contest. They were Grahame-White, the Eng-
lish aviator who the day previous had won the

international speed race; the Count de Lesseps, of

France, and J. B. Moisant, of Chicago.
De Lesseps shot away at 3.05 P.M., in a 50-horse-

power Bleriot monoplane. It was thirty-four miles

to the Statue of Liberty and back, and he covered
it in 41 minutes .56.2.5 seconds. Three minutes after

he started south, Grahame-White was up and after

him. The two racers went up at a slant, and Gra-

hame-White's machine was soon as far on the way
as that of De Ijesseps. As soon as they caught
sight of the captive balloon over the Statue of Lib-

erty they put on top speed and a few minutes later

people on the Brooklyn bridge were startled to see

one machine, that of De Lesseps, shoot out over the

navy yard, while almost at the same instant Gra-
hame-White's came over Brooklyn Heights. The
Frenchman took such a wide sweep that for an
instant he was almost over the New Jersey shore.

The Englishman made a short circle above the bal-

loon. Grahame-White finished the trip in 35 min-
utes and 21.30 seconds.

Moisant had not intended to enter the contest, as

his own machine had been in collision with Har-
mon's machine and was undergoing repairs, but his

brother rushed up, telling him that no American
had entered and that he must make the attempt.

As Moisant started to say something about his ma-
chine being unequal to such a race, there suddenly

appeared a big Le Blanc machine, trundled up
toward his hangar. His brother said he had bought
it for $10,000 from an aviator on his way across the

field. It was the same type of machine in which

Moisant had flown from Paris to London, and he

felt that he would be perfectly at home in it.

The forty thousand spectators had accepted

Grahame-White as the winner and were watching
a number of low flights when, with a noise Hke a

huge hornet, the machine of the American shot

away from the grounds and traveled up and west-

ward into the golden haze along the Western horizon.

They thought he was obliging to make the attempt,

and few thought he would overcome Grahame-
White's record of a mile a minute in a machine of

twice the horse-power; but a big surprise was in

store for them. Moisant went up to 2,000 feet or
more to avoid air pockets above streets and build-

ings, and then shot straight toward the Statue. It

was a daring thing to do, but he said he felt safer at

that height, as he could right his machine in case of
accident before it would strike.

"It was bitter cold," said Moisant afterward.
"After I had been in the air about eight minutes I

caught sight of the Goddess of Liberty. I kept on
climbing until I reached the Statue. That was on
the theory that we can make better time against the

wind by going up. My highest point was the min-
ute I turned. All the way coming back I took it on
a slant. Just as I was going around the Statue it

occurred to me that it was a gift from France and
that it was appropriate that I was driving the

French machine around it."

The forty thousand people he had left at Hemp-
stead apparently went crazy when he showed a spot

in the west. They screamed encouragement. He
had only two minutes to spare. "Come on, Moi-
sant! Come on!" came in a roar fi'om below, and
the shouters jumped and swung their arms as if

to help him on his way. His two sisters ran from
one time-keeper to another to see the stop watches,

and they jumped up and down in excitement and
called as if they could bring him home victorious.

Like a bullet from a gun he came over the fence,

half circled the field, and landed near the grand-

stand. He was tossed onto admiring shoulders.

Then the officials got him into an automobile and a

moment later he stood on the grandstand with an

American flag over his shoulders and the judges

bawling out the time. Back of it all the band was
playing "The Star-Spangled Banner," and forty

thousand people again found some breath to cheer.
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IT was a wise old general who said that "the proper
point from which to judge of the battle is the

rising ground." Those who are in the heat and
smoke of the conflict see but little of the general

field. This observation may well be applied to those

who have been busy lately proclaiming the decline of

Christianity. Training with the enemies of religion,

and their senses filled with the clamor of their im-
mediate suri-oundings, they are blind to the fact,

which is evident to observers of wider range and
experience, that there is to-day, all over the world,
a larger number who hold firmly and sincerely to

the old faith in Jesus Christ and his finished work
than ever before.

If we are to judge the future by the past, what is

the record? At the close of the first century A.D.,
there were 500,000 Christians; second century,
2,000,000 Christians; fifth century, 15,000,000 Chris-
tians; tenth century, 50,000,000 Christians; fifteenth

century, 100,000,000 Christians; eighteenth century,
200,000,000 Christians; in the twentieth century,
according to Fournier de Flaix, the celebrated
European statistician, and also according to the
best estimates available from other accredited
sources, between 480,000,000 and 500,000,000 Chris-
tians. In our own land, 32,900,000 Christian com-
municants (an increase of 12,000,000 in a decade)

;

of these 20,000,000 communicants are Protestant, an
increase of 6,000,000 in ten years. Yet there are
those who would make us believe that the whole
Christian army is in retreat and the Bible little

better than last year's almanac. It is the glorious
prospect of world conquest for Christ that has
aroused the enemies of the old Gospel to renewed
activity, and which inspires their latest attacks.

The Sunshine of Life

THERE is no joy comparable to that which radi-

ates from a heart that is filled with the love of

God, devotion to the dear Saviour and a deep, active,

self-sacrificing sympathy for humanity. If we add
to this the "passion for souls," which is the inspira-

tion of the true follower of Christ, then the cup of

blessing is indeed full. We heard the other day of

an aged believer who, now nearing the seventies,

could look back upon a life the greater part of which
had been spent in Christian .service. She had en-

joyed many blessings, and in a humble way had been
the means of bringing much happiness to others.

Her moderate means had enabled her to be a helper
to many who were poor, or sick, or neglected. In
the morning of her life she had "walked with
Christ," and now that her days began to slope to-

ward the sunset, she found to her great joy that she
was not alone. A sense of the divine Presence was
with her constantly, imparting strength and un-
shakable faith and a beautiful serenity of spirit.

She was enjoying life's sweetest sunshine toward the
close of the day. What a lesson such an experience
teaches us! To be happy, we need neither riches,

great influence, nor great talents. There are gifts

more precious than those the world bestows. If we
use rightly for God's glory and the love of our fel-

low-men the humble endowments we may possess,
we will have fulfilled our mission here. There is no
one, man or woman, who cannot, if so willed, make
the world a better place for having lived in it. Such
lives never lack for sunshine.

One of the "Immortals"

THE axiom that there is no sex in brain was never
more emphasized than in Julia Ward Howe's

remarkable life and work. To intellectual gifts

unsurpassed by any of her contemporaries, she

added the tender heart of a loving woman and the

swift intuition which is the birthright of genius.

Probably the one thing on which she bestowed
little labor, the lyric which wrote itself as by
inspiration from above, one gray morning in

the Civil War, will be her most enduring monument.
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic" takes rank not
merely with the finest patriotic poetry of the age,

but with the noblest national hymns of all the ages.

When the books that she wrote are no longer read,

when her words of wit and wisdom are no longer
repeated, children at school will sing and recite
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with kindling enthusiasm the lines of this superb
poem. This is an immortality beyond price. But
Mrs. Howe was equal to every emergency and
every demand, filling her life wherever it touched
other lives with sweetness and grace and deserving
the title, as wife, mother, student, author, and
patriot, of the ideal woman. North and South to-

gether were proud of her while she lived, and unite

in bringing the tribute of praise now that full of

years and honors she has fallen asleep.

Our New Serial Story

THE story of the year—Mrs. Florence Morse Kings-
ley's greatest novel, To the Highest Bidder—

will appear serially in The Christian Herald, and
the first instalment will be printed in our next
week's issue. Mrs. Kingsley is no stranger to the

readers of this paper. Her two stories previously

published by The Christian Herald, Through the
Needle's Eye and The Resurrection of Miss Cynthia,
made for her a host of permanent readers and
steadfast friends. The new serial is even better,

and grips the heart and dominates the mind as few
stories of the present day have the power to do.

There is no tiresome introduction; the story moves
quickly from the first page to the last, leading the
reader with almost breathless interest from one tell-

ing incident to another, until the climax is reached.
In Barbara Preston, Mrs. Kingsley has portrayed a
remarkable type of woman in fiction, one of the most
interesting characters from the brain of any author
for a decade. Trying desperately to save the farm
from the clutches of a money lender, the girl raises
the mortgage by resorting to a most astonishing
expedient; faces situations which would cause less

self-sacrificing hearts to quail, but meets them and
conquers them—a heroine in the small country town
of to-day, where great tragedies and comedies are
lived out in the white houses on the green lanes.
As to the other characters in the best story of the
year, one who read the manuscript said with en-
thusiasm: "They are worthy the pen of Dickens."
Strong praise, but you will agree with the critic be-
fore you finish the first chapter. From the time
she wrote Titus in 1894, Mrs. Kingsley's power as a
writer has been steadily growing, and her place in
American literature has been rising. The Highest
Bidder is a modern American story, dealing with
American characters—people of real flesh and blood,
who cease from the first page to be imaginary, and
whose fortunes you follow with the same tense
interest you would follow the fortunes of your best
friends, should they chance to be placed in similar
circumstances. No one can afford to let this great
serial pass unread. It is your opportunity.

Chicago's Revival

THREE times in recent years, the Western city

has been the scene of remarkable revival cam-
paigns. That led by Chapman and Alexander and
now at full tide, is probably the most spectacular
spiritual movement since the days of Moody and
Sankey. It touches all classes and the enormous
audiences that gather daily to hear the living Word
prove that the old Gospel still has power to "draw
all men" even in the heat of a political campaign.
The Christian Herald has arranged for weekly
reports of these wonderful meetings. The evangel-
ists and their corps of earnest workers will be
greatly strengthened and encouraged by the knowl-
edge that the prayers of God's people in other States
are being offered that they may be made instru-
mental in bringing many into the Kingdom.

GENERAL NOTES
—Man's conquest of the air makes wonderful progress. Post

and Hawley, in their remarkable flight from St. Louis far up
into Canada, covered a distance whicfi, if their aerial journey
had led them across the sea, would have been -weW nigh half way
to Europe !—That it pays to be humorous and to look at the world from
the optimist's standpoint is attested by the will of the late Mark
Twain, which has just been filed in the Probate Court of Red-
ding. Conn. The total of the estate is $611,136. exclusive of
the copyrights. The real estate is $70,000 of the whole, and
consists of "Stormfield," the author's home, and the cottage
known as the "Lobster Pot," with twenty acres. The remainder
is made up of gilt-edge securities. All goes to his daughter, the
wife of the Russian pianist, Ossip Gabrilowitsch.

A Personal Invitation

T^EAR Friends of The Family Circle : This is tlf
-^-^^ season of the year when every one of you c

render valuable service to your favorite journal
doing a little missionary work in its behalf.
As you well remember, it was Dr. Klopsch's •w;

to take his readers into his confidence, and his loi)|

time associates, who are now conducting The Chri
TiAN Herald, wish to do the same. We invite yi

cordial co-operation for our mutual benefit

—

First: By using your personal infliuence amo;
your friends and acquaintances to induce new su|

scriptions, and thus help us to reach a still wi
audience, and to make The Christian Herald
greater power for good than ever. Besides,

would also assist us materially in pushing forw:
the improvements we are planning for the paper f]

the benefit of all of our readers.

Second: By sending in your own renewal of s

scription early. During the next six weeks, t

business of the paper will be one hundred ti:

larger than in the other months of the year. It b
always been so in the past, and our extraordina;

growth in circulation in the last six months warl
us to be prepared for the great volume of busini

that is coming in the holiday season. Decern!

especially is a "rush month," and you can readi

understand how it will facilitate matters if a go
number of our readers were to take time by t

forelock and send in their renewal subscriptio:

with their Premium and Magazine Combinati
orders, as far ahead of the usual date as possibl

This will enable us to get the best results from o'

force of clerks and shippers, by relieving the pri

sure somewhat when the flood-tide of renewals
highest. Please remember that it isn't a matter
thousands, but of hundreds of thousands of tranj

actions coming all together in a short time, which
spread out over a somewhat longer period—throu;

your kind co-operation in the way we have suj

gested—would greatly simplify matters, avoid erro:

and delays, and give better satisfaction to everyboc'
concerned.

Please think it over. We know we can alwaj
depend upon you to do what lies in your power. (

course, no matter when you forward your subscri
tion, it will always receive our best attention; bi

we have made the foregoing suggestion frankly ;

one that would be helpful to all and particular!

welcome to Your sincere friend,

Bible House, THE CHRISTIAN HERALD.
Neio York, Nov. 9, 1910.

—OUR NEW SERIAL, To The Highest Bidder,
Florence Morse Kingsley, begins next week. A gr

Story of American Life, with a surprising plot and
delightful romance running all through it. Read it i

tell your friends to do the same. A fine story to rea

aloud in the Home Circle.
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Coiadiiacted hy FEIRDHMABJD Co IGLESiIART„ DoD

Siamese King Dead
f^BE King of Siam, whose full title was Somdet-

Phra-Paramind-Maha-Chula-Longkorn-Chula-
- Chotn-Klao, died at Bangkok on the morning

c October 23. He was one of the eighty-four sons
( Maha-Morgkut. He had completed the fifty-

thth year of his life and the forty-third of his

ram, the longest in the history of the nation. He
«^ \s considered one of the broadest minded and most

ctivated rulers in the Far East. Under the tui-
'

ia of an English governess in the royal household,

] learned to speak English and French perfectly.

. f I instituted numerous reforms in his government,
plished slavery, lowered the taxes, opened up
cials for irrigation and transportation, institued a
E)erb system of highways for the development of

cimerce, built telegraphs and hospitals, guaran-
1 t'd religious liberty, reorganized the army, and
tit a navy of twenty vessels. The Siamese throne

-
1 estate is decorated with priceless rubies, diamonds

; ( f1 emeralds, and is second only in

i\ue to the peacock throne of Persia.

. , , 'ie King's mantle of state is said to be
:- It most costly garment in the world.

.

" lough Siam is an autocracy, the king
\s democratic in his spirit and gath-

.

'- fd about him a cabinet council of six
^'* vzl princes and thirteen ministers of

fte. The king issued a decree making
t; crown prince heir to the throne, and
I that decree the crown prince Chowfa

. , I.ha Vajiravudh was immediately pro-
cimed king on the death of his father.

i^e new king, like his father, is able,
" !\<1 educated and cultivated. He speaks

Serai foreign languages, including
flglish. In closing a six weeks' visit

-; iihe United States, eight years ago, he
: isd at a dinner he gave at the Waldorf
- itoria in New York to the then Mayor
>lw and others: "I shall carry back to

r own country one of the pleasantest
rmories of you and your country. I

fill never forget my visit, nor your
sendid hospitality." The rulers and
t people of Siam caught the spirit of
Ci' Christian civilization, encouraging
t inhabitants to be temperate, truthful
i\ industrious, and it is to be hoped
t.t the teachings of the heroic mission-
j'es of the past and of the faithful
C's of to-day may bring the Siamese
i';ion to a saving knowledge of the
Ird Jesus Chri.st. It should be the
jiyer of the civilized world that God

--?Ky give the new king that wisdom for
Vich Solomon prayed on taking the
Ijone of his father.

ive therefore thy servant an understandinfir heart
-^ linidge thy people, that I may discern between

S|l and bad ; for who is able to judge this thy so

.. Jitapeople? (I. Kinjars 3:9.)

^ ATertised for Wives

UjK
pettlers have gone from the United
htes to the Canadian Northwest re-
citly in such numbers that the men
I gely outnumber the women. At least' io hundred thousand men have gone

**' i'o the rich districts of Canada from
«Fj Irs country. Mayor Magee of Pitts-

k if^
received a letter the other day

•f* fm Tantallon, Saskatchewan, Canada,
ened by Willis P. Sherman, in behalf
cthe colony, asking him to assist in
Siding a large number of suitable women to be-

yg One wives for the settlers of that neighborhood.
Illowing is the letter:
i'Dear Sir: A club of young Americans here de-
&3S to ask your assistance in a matrimonial way.
4ere are no young women in this part of the coun-

fl p and we have decided upon this means of getting
1,-ommunication with young women who are matri-
iinially inclined. Among our members are bank-
^, merchants, grain dealers, stockmen, one physi-
On, civil and railroad engineers, railroad conduc-
ts, cowboys, clerks, bookkeepers, etc., etc., any of
^om are well prepared to abundantly provide for
'5 ice home. This is a beautiful and wealthy coun-
t

, with mo.st American settlers. We trust you
Vl publish this letter, for which you obligate us
C;ply."

..^he men were right in desiring wives for the foun-
C;ion of their new homes. The colony without the
^'es and mothers would be very imperfect and
< appointing, no matter what temporal prosperity
'>uld attend it. It is very likely that the supply
•^suitable wives will be equal to the demand of this

club. The Lord gives the reason for the divine
establishment of matrimony.
And the Lord God said. It is not good that the man should be

alone
; I will make him an helpmeet for him. (Gen. 2 : 18.)

Gloric Harvest

The delay of the frost will bring four hundred
million bushels more of corn to the fields than was
estimated four weeks ago, and there will be twenty-
two million bushels more of wheat than was ex-
pected a few weeks ago. It is now certain that the
corn crop for the year will be a little over three
billion bushels. That of oats will be a million
bushels. The cotton crop is somewhat short, but
will very likely bring as much money as the more
bountiful harvests of other years. It is estimated
that at the present prices the value of the agricul-
tural production of the country for the year will not
be under $9,500,000,000. Of this amount $2,000,-
000.000 represents the profit to farmers, which is
within $350,000,000 of the net value of the produc-

been that a pet canary bird, badly smothered, just
before its death from the poison broke out into a
beautiful song which aroused Mr. Etero, who stag-
gered to a window and called for help. He then fell,
and neighbors rushing into the apartment found
him unconscious on the floor, and his wife seemingly
lifeless in bed in a room off the kitchen. Dr. Mead
was called and both were restored to consciousness
and strength. The first question the man asked
when he came to was whether his pet bird was still
living, but he was sadly disappointed to know that
it had died. It is not likely that the canary bird
sang to awaken his master or mistress, although hemay have been calling to them to come and help
him, but it is certain that the dear little thing whose
nature God had filled so full of joy had nothing else
to do even with its last breath than to sing a sweet
song. Often Christians are allowed seasons of
spiritual exaltation and ecstasy in the last hour of

n J
a"cl even employ their last breath in praises to

God. This ecstatic vision the martyr Stephen had,
and this last sweet song of melody his
beautiful spirit breathed as he,

The Late King of Siam and His Royal Consort

tion of all the mines during the present year.
Within the last ten years the farmers have cleared
off $6,000,000,000 of mortgages from their property.
The holdings of the farmers are $3,500,000,000
greater than the capitalization of all the steam and
electric railroads and all the manufactories of the
country. What a cause of national thanksgiving-
there is in our bountiful harvests, and how these and
other blessings of a material and spiritual nature
ought to prompt renewed affection and obedience!
At the command of the Almighty the children of

Israel had a feast of thanksgiving at the close of the
harvest.

And thou shalt observe the feast of weeks, of the first fruits of

wheat harvest, and the feast of ingathering at the year's end.

(Ex. 34: 22.)

Saved by Canary Bird

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Etero, of Stamford, Conn.,
were asleep in their home when gas thrown off by
a coal fire in the kitchen range poisoned the atmos-
phere and would have killed both of them had it not

Being full of the Holy Ghost, looked up steadfastly
into heaven, and saw the glory of God, and Jesus
standing on the right hand of God, and said. Behold,
I see the heavens opened, and the Son of man stand-
ing on the right hand of God. (Acts 7 : 55, 56.)

Kicked Bundle as Football

There was a package lying on the
pavement near Two Hundred and Forty-
second Street and Broadway, New York,
which the boys going into Van Cortlandt
Park kicked ahead of them and back and
forth as a football. One boy gave the
parcel a final kick which sent it under
the stairs of the subway station there.
Patrolman Woodbridge noticing the
bundle pulled it out and saw on the
manila wrapping the address, Don A.
Dodge, Yonkers, N. Y. On opening the
parcel he found that it contained about
$75,000 in bonds. The securities were
taken to police headquarters, where they
are awaiting a claimant. The police
thus far have been unable to discover
the owner, but he or she will doubtless
shortly appear and claim the treasure.
What valuable things are kicked on
life's pavements as footballs! Health,
intellectual ability, social privileges,
spiritual opportunities, reputation, char-
acter, destiny, are so often trampled on
and kicked about with an utter uncon-
sciousness of their value, while the toys
and trifles of time and sense command
the attention and affection, in disregard
of the injunction of the apostle:

Set your affections on things above, not on things
on the earth. (Col. 3 ; 2.)

Dogs as Bridesmaids

According to Mr. Arthur Delroy,
three full-blood Japanese water spaniels
were the bridesmaids at the marriage of

Mrs. Mary Schleigh-Brown of San Fran-
cisco and Percy W. Evans, a prominent
business man of Seattle. The room
where the marriage occurred on West
Eighty-seventh Street, New York City,
was decorated in truly Oriental splendor.
It is reported that a 200-year-old rug made

of seven hundred baby wolves and minks by Siberian
convicts covered the floor. There were candelabras
and a clock, each, it is claimed, two hundred years
old. The significant feature of the wedding, how-
ever, was the canine bridesmaids. Their names are
Otoyo-Kondo-San, Pinka-San and Goisha. Mrs.
Brown says the Mikado gave them to her. They
wore white broadcloth coats, velvet collars and cuffs
and little pockets in their coats, containing the
daintiest lace handkerchiefs. A large pink ribbon
graced the neck of each. There have been mar-
riages on the stage before the footlights, there have
been weddings in the balloon in the air and in the
cage of wild beasts, but this marriage with the dog-

attendants reaches the limit of the ridiculous. If
this wedding ceremony has been properly reported
it was a monstrous joke, a mockery of so sacred
an event. The fickle modern estimate of the marital
relationship is in marked contrast to that held biJ-

the Saviour, who after describing the solemnity and
divinity of matrimony, said:

What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder.
(Mark 10 : 9.)

I
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A Remarkable Communion Service Where Eight Thousand Sat Down to the Lord's Table at Topeka, Kan., October 16, 1910
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SABBATH afternoon, October 16, the amber-
colored, exhilarating air of Kansas, united to

the charm of the communion as served by the

Christian Church on the State House grounds of

Topeka, brought out thousands of people. The
communion table has charms for only such as love

Christ, and the crowd which was massed under the

.great portico adown the steps and along the hun-

dreds of temporary seats was distinctly a religious

one. The occasion was one of the happiest features
marking the New Century International Convention
,Df the Disciples of Christ, which had been holding a
Ihistory-making gathering of delegates in the great
Auditorium of Topeka for seven preceding days.

From a stand erected for the chorus, W. E. M.
Hackleman led the voices through familiar hymns,
|sung by nearly all present. The great volume of

[voices rose and fell throughout the serving of the
Lord's Supper that continued for an hour and was
.partaken of by over eight thousand delegates of

]their own church and as many more from the To-
peka churches. Over all was a reverent attitude

that gave it in many respects the aspect of one of

'the most remarkable gatherings ever assembled upon
the State House grounds, famous for mass-meetings
of many kinds. It was a most demonstrative con-

gregation. An ice driver broke bread with a great
divine and a banker leaned out of his chair to hand
the cup to a butcher. A Texan sat beside a negro,

and gentle society women held the babies of char-
women. Twenty elders and forty-eight deacons
served the communion.
Sunday morning there was a great Bible study

session held in the Auditorium—with 3,788 persons
present. Men and women of international import-
ance addressed great crowds continually throughout
the long session. Saturday Governor W. R. Stubbs
spoke upon prohibition in Kansas, closing his speech
with the words: "I say to you to-day that I don't
know of an open saloon or joint in the State, and if

any man shows me one and tells me of it and I don't
close it I'll resign my position.

"It rests at the door of the Christian people to
fight the battle against the liquor traffic. You will

be boycotted and possibly stung, but if your reli-

gion is of the right sort you will forge straight
ahead. It should be a war of extermination and not
of compromise. If the Christians do their duty we
can have national prohibition and national legisla-

tion inside of ten years."
Dr. J. H. Hall, national secretary of the American

Temperance Board of the Christian Church, has
ordered 50,000 copies of the speech printed. These
will be sent out to the local branches of the society

and distributed free.

Dr. Charles M. Sheldon said : "I am glad to bring
you greetings. I believe in the Brotherhood Move-
ment; I believe it is one of the greatest movements
ever started in the history of America. The Brother-

COnCAGO'
CHICAGO is in the grip of its third city-wide

evangelistic campaign, with every indication

that it will far exceed those which have pre-

ceded. Dr. R. A. Torrey was the evangelist in the
first campaign. A mammoth tent with board walls
was erected on the north side of the city, and co-

•operation sought by all the evangelical denomina-
tions. Gipsy Smith was here last year. He led

:a great campaign from a single centre. This was
the armory on the south side. A skirmish was made
into the suburbs and a noon meeting was daily held

down town in the Great Northern Theatre. A
parade attended by thousands in the red light dis-

itrict awakened the interest of the entire city.

Gipsy Smith won the hearts of all classes.

These were preparatory, and the complete cam-
paign is now under way. Three great auditoriums
have been provided for the meetings under the

direct ministry of Dr. Chapman and Mr. Alexander
and staff. The White City on the south side, one
of Chicago's largest amusement sections, has been

transformed into a place of prayer. The Casino,

seated with 3,800 chairs, has been crowded nightly.

The ball-room, holding 2,000 more, has been used
for the overflow and for the after inquiry service.

On the second Sunday, a woman's meeting in charge
of Mrs. Alexander, Mrs. Asher and Mrs. Norton,
crowded the ball-room, while the men filled the

Casino, hundreds being turned away unable to gain
entrance.

Two wooden tabernacles, especially designed for
the present purpose, have been erected on the north
and west sides of the city. The Chapman-Alex-
ander party are now waging the battle from the

north side centre. It is at a point midway from the
heart of the city and the city limits. The taber-

nacle holds 5,000, as does the one on the west side,

and all the space and more is needed. The west

side tabernacle meeting begins November 13, con-

tinuing until the 26th.

These tabernacle meetings are but the suns around
which planets, each a world in itself, revolve.

Fifty-five group meetings are being held and each

has a personality of its own. Men's dinners, men's

parades, women's and children's meetings, office and
parlor meetings are all features of a movement
which is after "the last man." The downtown
centre is the Chicago Opera House, opposite the

county and city buildings on Washington Street.

This meeting acts like a ribbon which ties the flo\y-

ers together. Every evangelist and evangelistic

singer is present and the service has been perhaps

the mightiest single factor in arresting thought and
in getting men to definitely accept the Gospel invita-

tion.

Chicago's business men have magnificently backed

up the campaign. Mr. H. P. Crowell, chairman of

the Laymen's Evangelistic Council, the head of one

of the Chicago firms that does an international busi-

ness, has not only given his money, his organizing

ability and his personal influence, but he has given

hearty personal testimony to the saving power of

Christ; has led in public prayer and urged upon
mini-sters and fellow-laymen the need of a baptism

of the Holy Spirit. The venture of faith in build-

ing the tabernacles and in undertaking any plan,

however daring, that gave promise of adding to

the genuine efficiency of the work, has been char-

acteristic of the Council's action from the begin-

ning.
The Chicago newspapers have been most generous

of space, and what is perhaps more significant, they

have been sympathetic in spirit. Dr. Chapman said

in regard to the attitude of the press, that it had
"never been equaled since cities began to be." The
wonder is increased when the fact of the political

hood should rise up and wipe the saloon off the
map, and see that clean officers are elected to the
legislature. I hope to live to see the Brotherhood
bring about the fraternalization of capital and
labor, and see that our battleships are turned into
missionary vessels and filled with missionaries to go
out to all parts of the world to teach the Gospel of
Christ."
Claude E. Hill, national superintendent of Chris-

tian Endeavorers for the Christian Church, gave
his annual report. He said: "It has been a pros-
perous year for the Christian Endeavor, with a
steady and substantial growth. Three hundred new
societies have been organized, making a total of
7,414 organizations of Christian Endeavor in the
Christian Church. This society, together with the
Young Men's Christian Association and the Young
Women's Christian Association, tided us over one
of the most critical periods our religion ever experi-
enced. Now we have more young people in our
schools and colleges reading the Bible than ever
before."
Monday was devoted entirely to the proceedings

of the Brotherhood of the Disciples of Christ organ-
ized last year in Pittsburg by R. A. Long, a million-
aire of Kansas City. The doctrine of a redeemed
humanity is the by-word and hope of this society.
Over 2,000 men were in the parade that formed the
men's Bible class. EMMA T. WOOD.

Topeka, Kan.

campaign, with its counter attraction of speeches
and public interest, is considered. The Chicago
Tribune published last week (October 30) as a sup-
plement a song on sheet music, entitled, "Chicago
for Christ." It was written by Mr. Robert Hark-
ness and sung for the first time on the same evening
by Alexander and the audience in the tabernacle.

On Friday, October 28, the manager of the
Olympic Theatre invited Chapman-Alexander to

conduct a service before the beginning of the after-
noon performance. The play staged for the after-

noon was a complimentary benefit to the actors of
Chicago, of which class of professionals, it is said,

there are about 2,000, and by reason of this, the
evangelist had an opportunity of reaching a larger
number of theatrical people than would have been
possible in any other way.

Dr. Chapman and Mr. Alexander are notable for

a steadfast purpose of keeping to the supreme object

of their mission—to present Christ to the people.

No cause, however worthy it may be or however
related even to Gospel evangelization it may seem,

if it introduces a side issue or raises discussion, its

claims are laid aside. It was so at the theatre. It

is so everywhere. The eyes of men are fixed with
undiverted gaze on the fact of sin, the need of a
Saviour, the compulsion of decision for or against

Christ, and the almightiness of the One who has
undertaken the task of bringing the world to his

feet. The message is the one universal appeal to

the heart. This gives the singer a chance. In no
Chicago campaign has singing played such a part.

On the platform at the Chicago Opera House each

day there is enough musical volume and musical

soloists to remind one of the heavenly choir. The
Naftzgers—Ernest, as regular soloist, and Merrill,

as an able assistant; Harkness at the piano; such

Continued on page 1038
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The Economies of Amanda By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

KMANDA'S housekeeping is beyond criticism.

There is not a speck of dust to be discovered

anywhere in parlor, kitchen, hall or chambers.

Her friends have the impression that she not only

goes over the stairs every day with a duster, but

takes a hair-pin or some other feminine implement
to rout infinitesimal atoms from the corners of each

step. As for cobwebs, no one has ever seen the

faintest shadow of one in her immaculate roomsi
Her husband has a fine library, and although
Amanda seldom reads a book, she dusts every book
with her own hands, every week. This statement
in itself is enough to convince any possessor of books
that Amanda does her full duty to the externals of

the library. Of her windows the remark could
never be made that they are dull,

blurred or weather-stained. They are
so often washed and so wonderfully
polished that they resemble the purest
crystal. Amanda, with the rest of us,

is frequently compelled to work harder
than she ought, because she cannot
secure efficient help.

This is partly her fault, for very few
women exist who can approach her
standard of perfection in the region of
weekly cleaning, scrubbing and scour-
ing. Long before the introduction of

the vacuum cleaner, Amanda had
achieved, by sheer persistence of arm,
the energetic wielding of broom and
brush, the precise results accomplished
by this excellent invention. Her hus-
band whimsically complains that the
house is always in process of renova-
tion, and seldom in a condition which
can be considered comfortable and liv-

able; but he is a mere man, and little

can be expected of him. Of course,
Amanda is ill from time to time,
usually as the result of doing more
than she ought. She has headaches,
backaches and nerves that are on edge.
Her sons slip out of the house in the
evening because they prefer to be
where they are not reproved if they
draw a chair from its place, or leave
a newspaper on the floor, or forget
some other of their mother's regula-
tions. Her daughters enjoy visiting
much more than staying at home, and
her maid seldom remains longer than a
week or two. She had nineteen suc-
cessive maids in a single season, each
of them unsatisfactory. Somehow
Amanda's economies in the line of
good housekeeping have a screw loose,

although just what it is would be diffi-

cult to tell. She observed one day that
she sympathized with the woman who
liked to have her house perfectly or-

dered from garret to cellar, and who
then wished that she could take her
family and live in the barn, so that the
house need not be disturbed.
Amanda, when she goes shopping, is

exceedingly partial to bargain day.
Anything marked ninety-nine cents
appeals to her as very much cheaper
than it would be were it marked one
dollar a yard. She likes to pick up
remnants and lay them aside for fu-
ture use. In a drawer of her bureau, there are
lengths of silk and muslin which she purchased on
the occasion of a special sale, and laid away much
as a thrifty squirrel gathers nuts in the summer,
hoarding them up for the winter supply. The goods
often become old-fashioned, and sometimes faded,
but they are treasured by Amanda, who frequently
quotes with approval the familiar saying that if

you keep an article for seven years you will then
find a use for it. This particular economy does not
commend itself to any one in the home, except the
mistress. The recollection of garments which were
unbecoming and out of style, because they were
purchased out of season or were sure to be misfits,

has somewhat colored the opinions of the household

as to the mother's success in her economical efforts.

Seriously, Amanda and women of her type are

wasting their energy in two ways. One is
,
in a

mistaken idea of what is really essential to good
management in the home, and the other an erroneous
notion of what is cheap and what is dear. Extrava-
gance is not to be praised, but there is an opposite

form of saving which is quite as little deserving of

commendation. Amanda never stints her table.

Here she is generous, understanding that she needs
to send her children forth into the world with a good
physical basis for every emergency. She is not in

sympathy with her neighbor who buys fine rugs,

lace curtains, and rich clothing, and boasts that she

T

A DOLL FOR MY GIRLIE

I AM dressing a doll for my Mary,
That sweet little maid of my own.

It's to be a surprise to her merry bright
eyes.

For I bought it when I was alone.

Ah', mother, there's somebody peeping

;

Little Mary is nearer you creeping ;

If you want to surprise thoSe merry bright
eyes

You must work when your girlie is sleeping

does SO by giving her family meager meals and pur-
chasing in the market those grades of food that are
cheap in proportion to their lack of nutrition.

Good housekeeping is a science in itself. Economy
in its true meaning signifies good management.
What sort of economist are you, gentle reader?

THE FOUR WINDS
'T'HE wind o' the West, I love it best;
•• The wind o' the East, I like it least;
The wind o' the South has gold in its mouth ;The wind o' the North sends great storms forth.
Taken together, all sorts of weather
The four old fellows are sure to bring.

As the year goes round we have always found
Summer and Autumn and Winter and Spring.

Makgaret E. Sangster.

Women in Council
HE first letter which appears this week remind'
us of the familiar couplet

:

Man works from sun to sun.
But woman's work is never done.

When the situation is the one described by our coi

respondent, it is easy to see that there must be dail;

left-overs in some department of the house. Do no

fret or worry, is the best advice to give. Do you
best, and leave the rest. After a while the reef

and shoals will be less in evidence. Let the boy
help. Train them to do this as they grow oldei

If any one else has better advice to give she is invite

to send it, after reading the letter, which follows

A Busy Woman "I am a young woma
living in the countrj

We have a business and three hire
men. We have four boys, the eldes

ten years, the youngest eleven month
old. I work from morning till late a

night every day. I do not mind worl
ing, but I do not get done. I have
good husband, obedient children an
enough to eat and drink. We mak
money enough to live on nicely and w
are all in good health. I cannot easil

get a maid, as we live a mile from th'

city. Sometimes I think I want to

much. I ought to be satisfied. But
do grow much discouraged. H. H." :i_— .

To the preliminary counsel, the addiW'l
tion may be made that whei-e ther

are three hired men for whom cookin
is to be done, the mistress of the hous
should certainly have help. She i

overdoing and may pay a costly prici

The Active "I have found a li'

Laddie tie book entitle
Pleasant Sunda

Afternoons For Children, a great hel

in making the time pass profitabl

with my little ones. The book is pul
lished in Philadelphia, and may b

procured by sending to any religioi;

bookstore or Sunday School public;

tion house. The price is fifty cent

This is sent as a suggestion to t?

mother of a boy of eleven whose appe;
for aid touched ue. M. P."

Children and "My father was
Money minister with si

children. My mothe
was ready to enter college with he

brothers before the day of the won
an's college. Now that I have childre

of my own I am thankful for t?

thoughtful training which we six chi

dren had. 'Rachel L.' asks, 'Do yo

give your children an allowance?' An
I am reminded of the wise administr;
tion in our family. We each had
small allowance, and at the close of t\

year, if in our home-made diaries m
could show a balance in our favor, tl"

amount of money we had saved wf
doubled and placed to our account i

the savings bank. We then becarr

the proud possessors of a bank bool

The habit of saving, with wise supervision to pn
vent miserliness, makes all the difference betwee
plenty and want in later years. A. B. S. P.C."

Aunt Prudence Payson's Corner
—Enquirer. The wedding ring is a plain gold band. Thee

gagement ring usually has a stone. The wedding ring is woi

on the third finger of the left hand, and the engagement rii

formerly worn there is now used as a guard.

—L. C. "I expect a visit from a friend who is not on gw
terms with one of my sisters. What shall I do?"
Simply ignore the possibility of anything disagreeable. Yo

sister will be polite in her own home, and your friend caan

be uncivil.
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^ue^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-
AN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

( !)es for return, if unavailable.

B., Mason City, 111. 1. How many gover-

nors have served the State of Illinois?

2. Name the three great fighting Presi-

dents of the United States. 3. Which is

' the most densely populated State in the

i Union ? 4. What city has the largest

, union depot? 5. What State has the great-

est area in square miles?

_. As a territory Illinois had one governor,

nian Edwards (1809-1818). As a State,

frm 1818 to the present time, it has had
•enty-five governors. 2. Washington, Grant,

josevelt. 3. Rhode Island, with a popula-

n of 407 to the square mile. 4. Washington.

iTexas, with an area of 265,780 square miles.

IA.
S., Provincetown, Mass. Please explain

Isa. 45: 7.

This passage refers to material, not moral,

{iditions, and the blessings and trials which

'i into men's lives on earth: "1, the Lord, do

( these things." "Shall we receive good at

I hand of God, and shall we not receive evil?"

\M>Z: 10.)

jR. M., Archer. Fla. 1. How long did negro

'l

slavery exist in the United States? 2.

i| When was the first negro sold in the

I United States?

I. It existed from the days of the first Span-
colonization, shortly after the discovery,

til the Emancipation Proclamation of Lin-

•n in 1863. 2. The first African negroes

re brought into the country by Portuguese

:ders and sold to the Spanish planters of

nto Domingo in 1503. The first slaves sold

English colonists were brought by a Dutch
csel to Jamestown in 1619.

C, Wareland, Ind. Is "Cleanliness is next

to godliness" found in the Bible?

!t first appeared in the Beraitha, as a trans-

lion by Rafael M. de Sola.

E. A., Alton, Kan. Why does not Easter
come on the same date every year, and

• what causes the change ?

\fter much contention between the Eastern
'1 Western Churches it was ordained by the

uncil of Nice in 325 A.D. that Easter should

celebrated on the same day throughout the

iristian world. The day chosen is the Sun-

i following the 14th day of the calendar

-on, which happens upon or next after March
so that if the said fourteenth day be a Sun-

/, Easter day does not fall on that Sunday,
; is the next one. It may be any Sunday of

I weeks, which commence with March 22 and

J with April 25.

\s. S. S., Greenville, S. C. Please give me
the number of Popes who have ruled the

: Roman Catholic Church.

From Peter to Pius X., there have been two
ndred and sixty-four Popes.

M., Minneapolis, Kan. How can I get the

training which will fit me to write for the

magazines ? I am a graduate of a high

school, and have taught for several years ;

I but I do not know how to get the "train-

ing that tells" for practical literary work.

Many schools and colleges offer special

•irses in composition. There are "literary

ireaus" in almost every large city, which will

:ticize for small sums articles submitted. But
''. best course is, perhaps, to write out your

)ught, re-writing until it is as perfect as

J can make it, and show it to any good edi-

'. The competition is great, and much perse-

•ance will be needed to secure success.

|0. B., Kennebunk. Me. A friend has an
f idea which he has obtained from some
book he has seen that the pyramids of

Egypt were made of cement ; each stone

made in a mould on the spot or place

where the stone would rest. Will you give

me your idea of the building methods with
the crude appliances of that early time?

The pyramids are not made of cement. They
f? made of huge blocks of stone. Much
inite was used and some alabaster was
iced in the interior. At Dahshur there is a
'Up of pyramids of which one at least is of

ck. This is exceptional. Professor Flinders
[trie says in regard to their construction

:

' he site being chosen, it was carefully leveled.

„k

and the lengths of the sides set with greatest
exactitude. From several indications it seems
that the masons planned the casing and some
at least of the core masonry, also, course by
course, on the ground. For on all the casing,
and on the core on which the casing filled, there
are lines drawn on the horizontal surfaces,
showing where each stone was to be placed on
those below it." The quarries from which
much, if not all of the stone was taken are
known to the archaeologists. It is believed

that the stone was brought to position by a
series of inclined planes, the motive power
being made up of the united strength of thou-
sands of slaves.

W. L., Idaho Falls, Idaho. 1. What is the his-

tory of Canova's statue of Paulina, Na-
poleon's sister? 2. What is the "Swan
Poem," and who was the author?

1. Canova made many sculptures of the
Bonaparte family. The one which represents

Satanic agency. They could not deny the
reality of the miracles themselves. He met
their blasphemous charge by an irresistible

argument : that no organized society—kingdom,
city, or household—can stand when turned
against itself, as such intestinal war is suicidal.

Jesus' works were destructive of Satan's king-
dom ; therefore it was incredible that he should

be in league with the powers of evil to over-

throw them.

H. L. H., Pocomoke, Md. Will you please tell

me how much the earth's curvature is in

one mile ?

Eight inches to the mile, and it curves with
the square of the distance.

C. R., Gilleland, Tex. Please describe the dis-

ease called "pellagra." How long does it

take it to develop ? What are the symp-
toms, and is it contagious ?

Pellagra is a complex disease, having three

definite symptoms : < 1 ) red blotches on the

This Picture, "An Autumn Reverie,"

FREE TO YOU FOR A FAVOR
THE Cover Page of our October 26 issue,

"An Autumn Reverie," was so favorably

received that we have decided to print a num-
ber of artist's proofs of the picture for dis-

tribution to those of our readers desiring

them. We reproduce

here a miniature of

the picture, which
does not by any means
even suggest the

beauty of the original.

Look up your October
26 issue now so that

you will have a good

idea of the picture we
propose to send to

you in return for a

favor. The picture is

13}^ inches high by 11

inches wide. It will be

printed on plate paper,

in the Autumn colors

of dark brown with the
dress of the pretty

girl subject in light

brown, just enough
contrast to make a
most pleasing effect.

There will be no ad-

vertisements on the

front or back of this

picture ; it is to be

printed especially to

accommodate those
readers who would
like additional copies

for their friends, or

for wall decorations.

We will send you a copy of this dainty

picture, mailed in a protecting mailing tube

at our expense, in return for the names of

10 persons in your town who you think would

be interested in The Christian Herald. We
want to send our Holiday Catalogue to many
new people this year in order to acquaint

In Colors

them with the merits of The Christian
Herald and if possible induce them to join.

our ever-widening circle of readers. You can
help us very materially by sending the names
of your friends and acquaintances who do not

now read The Chris-
tian Herald. We
will mail our Cata-

logue to them prompt-
ly, and it may be
that your kindness in

this matter will se-

cure many new sub-

scriptions for The
Christian Herald.

Simply send us 10

names—no two in the

same family — give

complete addresses,

initials, and full names
in every case, §o our

Catalogue will be sure

to reach its destina-

tion without delay.

In return for your

courtesy we will send

you, FREE, a copy

of the picture, "An
Autumn Reverie,"
mailing expenses, etc.,

paid by us. As we
intend to order only

a limited number of

these proofs, it will be

advisable for you to

send us your list

promptly to guard
against any disap-

pointment. Therefore, send us your list of

10 names at once, and the picture will be

sent you without delay. This picture is so

dainty and so rich in appearance and finish

that it would make a highly desirable Christ-

mas gift. It will surely please and satisfy

all who receive it. Address your letter to:

AN AUTUMN REVERIE"
Size 11 X 13Vi
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the Princess Pauline as the reclining Venus in

the Villa Borghese, is supposed to have been

sent to England. 2. The "swan song" is a

phrase denoting the last work of an author or

composer. There are many so-called swan

poems. Many of the poets, notably Coleridge

and Byron, allude to this subject. Shakes-

peare in the Merchant of Venice says

:

"Then if he lose, he makes a swanlike end.

Fading in music."

Mrs. A. D., Carmen, Okla. Kindly tell me the

true meaning of Mark 3 : 25.

It is an axiom which applies to all things,

both spiritual and temporal. The true Church

of God is spiritual, and knows no divisions or

sects. Truth itself is pure, central and un-

divided ; sects and divisions have only arisen

from various aspects or ways of looking at it.

Jesus was replying to the wicked charge of the

scribes that his miracles were the work of

skin exposed to heat and light; (2) a chronic

inflammatory condition of the digestive system ;

(3) lesion of the nervous system, leading to

mental alienation and paralysis. It is believed

to be caused by deficient nourishment and lack

of hygiene. It is common in Italy, but rare in

America.

J. F., Indianapolis, Ind. Why did the World's

Missionary Conference exclude Catholic

countries (South America among them)

in its endeavor to "conquer the world for

Christ" ? Was it not an evidence of weak-

ness to exclude these countries?

We are not fully informed regarding the

view the Conference took on this subject, but

presume it did not wish to antagonize any re-

ligion that recognized Christ. In several of

the Catholic countries in Southern Europe,

there is a great movement now at work within

the ranks of the Catholic Church, which points

to material changes that promise to result in

greater religious freedom. That movement
will doubtless spread to other countries simi-

larly situated. If the Conference took the
view that it was better not to create new an-
tagonisms nor to revive old. ones, it must have
considered this the wiser course, recognizing
the Divine hand in recent events and in those

now taking place in Latin Europe. Catholic

countries were not entirely unrepresented at

the Conference. Some of the speakers made a
strong plea for Catholic co-operation.

Mrs. W. R. D., Moose Jaw, Can. 1. Who is the

patron saint of the innkeepers? 2. Who
was St. Hippolyte and of whom is he the

patron ?

1. Saint Theodotus. 2. Saint Hippolytus,

sometimes written Hippolyte, was an anti-

pope who lived in the early part of the third

century. In the reign of Zephyrinus, he came
into conflict with that pontiff on account of

opinions which for some time had been causing
controversy in Rome. Hippolytus proclaimed
the Pope a tool in the hands of the designing

deacon Callistus, and when the latter became
Pope (217 A.D.) Hippolytus left the commu-
nion of Rome and had himself elected anti-

pope. He was banished to Sardinia, but

finally was reconciled to Rome and died about
236. He is generally regarded as the patron
of hospitals.

P. H. W., Abilene, Tex. Explain Heb. 4: 12.

It was a warning against the temptation to

false doctrine and unbelief. The apostle ap-
parently had grounds for believing that some
had already declined from the faith. His lan-

guage implied this fear. He, therefore, admon-
ished all to be on their guard, and to give

special attention to each one so that none
should suffer through their negligence.

J. M. O., Wickford, R. I. Are these words in

the Bible: "The Lord helps those who help

themselves" ? If so, where may they be
found ?

Not in the Bible. The phrase was used by
Algernon Sidney in a discourse concerning gov-

ernment, and later by Franklin in Poor Rich-
ard's Almanac.

Mrs. E. M. R., South Norwalk, Conn. Can you
give the address of any institutions making
a specialty of arthritis ?

The physician at Bellevue Hospital can re-

port no such place. At that institution, gouty
affections are treated free of expense for the

poor of New York. At smaller hospitals pa-

tients who can pay are charged on an average
about a dollar per day.

Miscellaneous
Subscriber, Branchport, N. Y. See answer to

S. B., Oakesdale, Wash., August 31 issue.

H. D. Ventura, Calif. The information you
seek in regard to wireless telegraphy is fully

given in a book. Marvels of Twentieth Century
Science, one of a premium series just issued by

The Christian Herald. It cannot be dis-

cussed properly in a Mail-Bag paragraph.

Mrs. S. L. W., East Oakland, Calif. Any
one who accepts delivery of a paper or maga-
zine from a carrier, or who takes it out of the

post office, is liable to be held responsible. In

order to avoid all question, you should notify

the publisher that you do not desire the paper

sent, and you should also notify the postmaster,

and refuse to take it out of the post office or

accept delivery. You will then be absolutely

safe from any claim.

C. L. J., Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 1. Glass

is made by fusing together mixtures of the

silicates of potash, soda, lime, magnesia,

alumina and lead in various proportions, ac-

cording to the quality and kind of glass re-

quired. 2. The largest window glass manufac-

tory in America and the world is that of the

Chambers & McKee Company at New Kensing-

ton, near Pittsburg. The largest bottle works

are the Illinois Glass Works at Alton, 111.,

employing 5,000 people. The largest flint glass

manufactory is the United States Glass Com-

pany of McKeesport, Pa. You should write to

any one of these concerns regarding the de-

posits in question.

—DON'T FAIL to read carefully the

"Personal Invitation" on page 1028 of

this issue.
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•'NATIONAL" $
Scarf-Veil of
Pure Silk Chiffon

Scarf-Veil No. 86L51—Put a dollar bill in an

envelope and say : "Send me the 'NATIONAL' Scarf

-

Veil 86L51 of Pure Silk Chiffon." Be sure to state

the color you desire. You will find this handsome

Parisian novelty to be the best of Christmas Gifts,

and yon will be most delighted with your purchase.

This new French creation is three yards long and
half a yard wide, and presents possibilities in drapinj?

not heretofore thought of.making- it a most dehghtful
dress accessory. It may be worn in a greater variety

of ways than any Scarf-Veil ever introduced. It is

The BestChristmasGift

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD: AN ILLUSTRATED FAMILY MAGAZINE November 9, 1{|)

Postage
Prepaid

How to Wear the "NATIONAL" Scarf-Veil.

For a soft aud fascinating head-dress and
wonderfully becoming to the face, it is draped
twice over the head and under the chin and
tied at the side of the neck in a large, full
bow. It may also be -wrapped once or twice
around the neck.

Again, it may be drawn over the head and
iiecf into knots at each side, forming a most
becoming cap-like hood quite novel and artistic.

Or, when used with a hat, it }nay be worn
like ati ordinary veil aver the face, crossed at
the back and tied under the chin at the side,
leaving long, flowing scarf streamers, adding
a graccfnl elegance unsurpassed for charm-
ing, picturesque effect.

This beautiful Scarf-Veil will delight you as wel'
as your friends— will be a most satisfactory purchase
for your own use and the best possible Christmas
Gift. It is made of pure Silk Chiffon Veiling, soft,
yet firmly woven to wear well.

Colors: White, Black, a becoming Navy Blue, an
exquisite Old Rose, a fashionable Copenhagen Blue,
a rich Cardinal, a delicate Pink, a dainty Sky Blue, a
stylish Champagne, a soft Silver Grey, the fashion-
able Garnet, a pleasing Lilac, a rich medium Brown,
a charming Myrtle Green or a beautiful shade of
Amethyst.
Just put a dollar bill in an envelope and see what

wonderful values the "National" gives. Or put
a two-dollar bill in an envelope, and order two of
these beautiful Christmas Gifts for your friends.
Remember, we promise you will be delighted and
they will be delighted—or we will cheerfully refund
your money.
The "NATIONAL" Winter Style Book-Illustrating all

kinds of Ladles' , Misses' and Children's wearing apparel—sent
free on request.

THE " NATIONAL" POUCY
The "NATIONAL" prepays expressage and postage to all

parts of the world.

Your money refunded if you are not entirely pleased.

NATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.
218 West 24th Street, New York City

Mul Orders Only. No Agents or Branches.

ELECTRO-

i

S^^
HIlHi IIK^^
Silver Polish 'MT2

makes Silver Clcaiiiuir a pleasure. It quickly
restores the natiiv.U beauty and brilliancy of
c%en long ueiilected metals—tv///iouf the
least injury. NO OTHER LIKE IT 1 Free
frota chemicals. Send address for

FREE SAMPLE
Or, \^<i. in stamps for full sizfd box. r*>Rt-pai<i.

The Elpctro Silicon Co., 30 ri iff Street. New York.
At Grocers and Druggists Everywhere.

Mounf Beautiful Birds
We can teach you by mail to mount and stud
Birds, Animals, Game Heads, IFishes,
|Tan Skins, Ate. just what every sportsniaa ancl
hunler needs. Quickly, easily learned by wen,
.vonien and boys. Cost very low Success g-tt:ir'

tUfd, bi>^profies* Free—New catalog- and Taxi-
|dermy Magazine,' Write today. NoithwesteiD

ScboolorTaxidenn'5578£lwoodBldg.,Oinalia.Neb.
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DEAR BOYS AND GIRLS : The Editors of this magazine have

asked me to write you a letter, telling you that we are to have

a cozy corner here in The Christian Herald all to ourselves

—a place where we may meet each week and talk over parties and
picnics, school frolics and every kind of a good time together—isn't

that the finest surprise ever?
We shall have pictures and stories, verses, articles and puzzles,

charades and rewards—plenty of such nice rewards well worth your
working for, as you shall see. There will be an Honor Roll, too,

where your name shall be written when you have earned a reward.
And there are prizes and surprises enough planned for every boy
and girl in the homes where The Christian Herald goes.

NOW you have all heard of the Pied Piper of Hamelin, and of

how he

Stepped into the street

And to his lips

Laid his long pipe, a smooth straight cane

;

And ere he blew three notes ....
There was a rustling that seemed like a bustling

Of merry crowds justling at pitching and hustling ;

Small feet were pattering, wooden shoes clattering,

Little hands clapping and little tongues chattering.

And, like fowls in the farmyard when barley is scattering.

Out came the children running
All the little boys and girls ....
Tripping and skipping, ran merrily after

The wonderful music with shouting and laughter.

Well, it is going to be something like that right here, I believe.

I should love to come among you like a good piper, while you all come
tripping and skipping and shouting and laughing, into the cozy
corner, where we shall have plenty of good times together.

HERE is a puzzle for you first of all, with a prize attached to it

and a rebus for the very little folk:

When I was but a little girl

Between my aunt and me
The difference in our ages was
As 3 X 3 to three.

But when we ten and half ten years
Had counted out of time.

As close as 8 is to 16

Her age came near to mine.

Boys and girls over twelve sending the first ten correct answers to
the puzzle will each receive a Christmas Book.

Every boy and girl over twelve, sending in the correct answer
before November 17, will receive a very funny and delightful Puppet
Show Story for Thanksgiving afternoon, with plans and directions
for giving it.

A Rebus for the Little Folk

My first is the dearest of all to me.
My second any dull boy might be ;

My third and my whole you shall guess very soon.
For she mounted a bird and flew up to the moon.

Little people under twelve, can you guess the rebus? Yes, of
course, you can. Well, first guess it, then draw a picture of the
answer and send it to me. The ten little boys and girls sending the
best drawings will each receive a beautiful Christmas Book for a
prize.

Be sure to enter the contests; the rewards are very lovely, as you
shall see, and you will all win something.

Let me hear from you right away, and tell your friends they may
come along, too. You may all write to me and I will send answers
to your letters into all parts of the world; it matters not where you
write from.

REMEMBER, that in order to enter the contests and earn the
rewards, it is not necessary that your father, or your uncle, or

remotest cousin subscribe to The Christian Herald. We are not
going to be one bit like the crochety old woman who lived in a shoe

—

the more children the better we like it, and the more surely we know
what to do.

I want for a very special reason and surprise to know personally
each and every boy and girl in the big Christian Herald Family
before Christmas. So write me pretty soon. Tell me about any-
thing and everything that interests you—your parties, your plays
and games, your school, and your home—the horse, the kitten, your
doll; nothing is unimportant to me. Send all letters addressed to
Miss Porter, The Christian Herald Office, Bible House, New York.
And let us all say over to ourselves every night this week, just

before we go to sleep, a verse from the 67th Psalm

:

God, even our God, shall bless us, and all the ends of the earth shall fear (love) Him.

Very lovingly, always.

Your Aunt in the Cozy Corner,

V<^2***y^'"^^^^-^^«—
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TKey liked ii SO
nvucK leisi time!'*

THIS will always be
the "verdict" when
guests are treated to

dishes made with the luscious,

dependable, labor-saving

Sniderls i^^^ Cat«i

u SE it also as the l>asis for foo{

requiring a carefully ma*
puree.

Try this delicious dish:

SCRAMB LE D EGG
WITH TOMATO SAUCE

For Breakfast or Luncheon.

Al'ow one egg for each person.

Scramble in buuer.

Make a sauce by heating, in a saucepan-,
Snifi^r's Tomato Catsup (1 tablespoonful
So each egg), a little fine'y chopped
parsley and a half-teaspoonful of buttet
to each egg.

Serve the scrambled egg very hot, neatly
disposed on oval or round serving

dish, with the hot tomato sauce
poured around it.

'^Helen Mar Thornton

Snider's Chili Sauc

is a perfect meat relis

—and don't be caugl

without Snider proccs

Pork and Beans

The T. a. Snide

Freservc Com pan
CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. ij

"Ifs the Process"

Alwaya'J
Tor OysXa,!,

Great Money-Making Opportunity.

Bystrom Lights most up-to-date on market. Cor
venient as gas or electricity, brighter, safer, cheape

Endorsed by insurance companies. Bum 96% ai

4/0 gasoline. 5CX) C. P. light cost ^i cent an hou
Write today for free booklet.

THE BYSTROM GAS LAMP CO.. Dept J. Defiance. Ob

1911 METZ
Runabout

Completely
EQuipped
as Shown—

Equipment includes Bosch Magneto, To
Gas Lamps and Generator, Three Oil Lami
Horn and 28x3" Clincher tires.

We want Live, Progressive Dealers ever

where. Write us for Book F and full partieulai

METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mas
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A BELATED FEE

^.-^

•1M»

i£t

ifwf 'T was the night of the wedding of

(jV: Dolly Escro and Ross Van Orme,
L at the home of the bride's mother

he ceremony being over, the feast

fias on, with thirty or more guests

faking merry. The children of the

leighborhood were gathered on the

reet in front of the house, making
ear-splitting noise; drumming on
pans and cans and otherwise doing

leir utmost to make as much noise as

^ey could. In the house it was all

tken in good humor, and the bride-

room, bubbling over with elation, or-

^3red refreshments served to the

;renaders outside, and when they

. ere served, gave the oldest boy of

iem a piece of money, with instruc-

ons to divide with the others. As
ley were thus bribed to remain quiet,

ot another sound was heard, and the

edding festivities went on uninter-

aptedly.

Dr. Wentworth, pastor of the church
here the young couple had long been
lembers, officiated, and remained a
hort while after that function, then

ade good-by to the assemblage. In

I

18 hallway Van Orme graciously

anded him the fee envelope, which the

astor with a murmur of many thanks
eftly dropped between the leaves of

he book from which he had read the

larriage rites; he then departed.

. Some months after the Van Ormes
i eturned from their honeymoon, and

/ere settled in their new home. Dr.
Ventworth was an invited guest at

inner one evening, and seemed so

t

mused over something that he was
ither laughing or grinning through-
ut his entire stay. The young hus-

land noticed, too, that he was eyeing
im with more than ordinary care, and
e felt rather discomforted by it.

"Doll," asked Van Orme of the

oung wife after the minister had left,

i'doyou see anything wrong with me?"
"Nothing that I can see," she said

.ssuringly.

"Then why did he look at me con-
inuously and laugh?"
"He possibly just felt jolly. Don't

08 silly."

vi The following evening was to be
"jpent at Mrs. Van Orme's mother's,

\^\nd as they neared the house, passing
"^ I ome boys that were congregated near

he corner, they heard one of them re-

nark :

"See! Dere's de guy what give us

fe blowout last year."

_ -"My!" bawled out another boy; "I

I^W Wisht't he'd give us another; Doll got

I^W f
good scout all right."

jpT I The extolling words of the boys on
he street were proudly referred to by

. .,rtr '^^ young wife during the evening's
'lonversation with her mother.

J

"Yes, indeed, Ross," said the mother,
'you have made yourself popular with
those boys, sure enough."
I Directly then Mrs. Van Orme had
)ccasion to leave the room, when the
nother, leaning over in her chair, said:
"Ross, as I was saying, you made

^_ . i^ourself popular; but you should
^HK jhandle your money with more care;
Wpf you should not have given those boys

f<9 30 much ; they did not know what to do
' ^ iivith it."

Van Orme sat in mute silence, be-
wildered and at a loss as to what his
mother-in-law was driving at. His
thoughts wandered, when suddenly he

n
sprang to his feet, with a look of pain-
'ful fright coming to his ashen face.
His lips began to quiver and his eyes
t?rew large and staring.
"Mother!" he suddenly blurted out,

"when Doll comes in, t-tell her I'll be
I ^ back in a few minute.s—plea.se!" Then
1
^' out of the room he rushed, and in a few

seconds the front door slammed.
On reaching the street, he hurried

with all speed to the residence of Dr.
Wentworth. Running up the stone
steps, he pushed vigorously at the bell

;

no one coming, in a few seconds he

3y O. A. FISCHER

If I.WW

;

.- '.Bill.

impatiently rang again—louder and
longer than before. A maid opened
the door, and with a frown on her face
asked what he wanted.

"Is—is the doctor in?" he inquired
in a quick, excited tone, and all out ol

breath.
"Yes, sir; step in," and she opened

the door wider for him to enter and
eyed him curiously.

"Mr. Ross Van Orme is my name,"
said he to the maid, who nodded and
left him, returning in a minute more,
saying Dr. Wentworth would see him
in his study.
Van Orme hastened there. The pas-

tor greeted him with a broad smile,
and bade him to be seated. He sat
down, but was in too animated a state
of mind to stay, so he immediately got
up again.

"I called," said he, "for a very odd—for something that is—that was—

I

mean I—I called to ask you—doctor,
do you remember the night you per-
formed the marriage ceremony for
me?"
"How absurd! Why, Ross, of course

I do—certainly; what seems to be
wrong?"

"Well—well, it is this; I want you
to tell me how much money was in the
envelope I handed you."
"Why? What difference does that

make? I am sure I didn't expect "

"No, no; I want you to tell me, doc-
tor, what money I gave you. I im-
plore you to give me this crumb of
information."
The minister laughed heartily, then

snickered. "It doesn't matter in the
least, Ross; but if I remember right
you gave me a silver dollar."

"Oh, my! my! What a senseless
monkey I was not to have been more
careful! I had a twenty-dollar gold
piece that I put in a certain pocket,
and in another I had a silver dollar.

The gold piece was for you; but I

made the horrible mistake of putting
the silver dollar in your envelope and
the boys who were serenading on the
street got the twenty-dollar gold piece.

How could I have made such a
blunder?"

"Easy, Ross, very easy. It being
your wedding night, naturally you
were excited. Getting married, you
know, is an event in a person's life; it

is a thing that does not happen very
often." He then broke into a loud,

hilarious laugh, at the young benedict's

discomfiture. "It's a little joke, Ross,
but never mind, you stand high in their

favor. I know; my boy was one of
them who shared in your liberality."

"Your boy! Then you knew, of

course, the gold was intended for
you?"

"I so surmised," smiled the divine.

"The first inkling I had of my mis-
take was to-night." With beads of
perspiration on his white brow, he got

out his check book and, unmindful of

the minister's protest, wrote out a
check for twenty dollars. Dr. Went-
worth at first refused to accept it, but
Van Orme pleaded so hard that he
finally yielded. With the promise of

secrecy on the part of the minister, and
the repeated asking pardon by Van
Orme, after a vigorous handshake the

latter hurried away.
When he reached the house his wife,

who had been conversing with her

mother, looked up when he entered the

room, saying:
"Why, Ross, where have you been?

You must have been running—you are

in a lather of perspiration."

"I—I've just been out for a little

walk, and w-when I realized that I had
been gone quite long, I just hurried

back."
"That is not a nice way for you to

act, Ross; to come here for the even-

ing and then go out for a walk by
yourself!" She stole a glance to her

mother, who shot back an answering
Cmitinued on page 1042

Well Dressed Men Wear the

Boston

IT IS EASY,
SELF-CONFGRMING,

SECURE
AND

DURABLE.

Sample Pair,

Cotton, 25c., Silk, 60c
Mailed on receipt of

QEORQE FROST CO
Boston, Maas

See that Boston Gar- l^il
TEit 13 stamped
on tlie clasp.

Money lor Churches
THIS is a system which can be closely

identified with the successful financial
development of any church, making the
organization self-supporting. Instead of a
deficiency you can have a cash on hand fund
for all purposes. Obviates the necessity of
asking donations from anyone. Church
debts may be paid off, pastors' salaries
raised, missionaries supported, parsonages
furnished,organs purchased. Full particulars
furnished on application without expense.
Write to-day. CHURCH AID, Dept. 63'/^,

Station D, Buffalo, N.Y.

Keg. U. S. P»t. Oa.

Macbeth lamp-

chimneys are made
of "Pearl Glass."

It's clear, crystalline.

Macbeth chim-

neys fit the lamp

;

are of size and
shape to insure the

right draft and full

combustion. This

means better light.

My chimneys do not break

from heat. They'll melt first.

Barring accident, they'll last a

lifetime. They make a lamp
do its best.

Send for my "Index" — it will tell you what
chimney to get for any lamp.

Macbeth
Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! QuickProfits

Aiiybudy can make big
income all year raising

Mushrooms at liome in cel-

lars, sheds, tiarns. boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for

all you grow.

Free Illustrated

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON , Desk 9
West 48th St. , New York

PATENTS That Prolcci and Pay* * ""* '-'* ' * »-' Advice ami Books F K E E.
liates Reasonable. Hiehest References. Best Services.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON, D.O.

29

DIRECT FROM WORKSHOP YOU SAVE ONE THIRD

Solid-* ^ Gold
^Brooch, Bamn,.,

93 $4.50 -^ * oaroqui
81 $2.00 14K Gold Wedding Pearls

3lid Gold, Three Opals Ring, Heavy _ _
420 .2S

^
Sterling Silver

Thlmblo,
Engraved^^Baird-North Co:

Providence. Rhode Island
SEVEN REASONS WHY I SHOULD BUY FROM BAIRD-NORTH CO.

1. They are the largest mail order jewelry house in the world.

2. They are the only manufacturers of jewelry who sell direct

to the users

3. They save me one-third by cutting out the
profits of the jobber and the retailer

4. They deliver free and will refund
my money if I am not satisfied.

^.^,
?o^ oo^.

5e^o^S^^y I

I

5. Their goods are highest quality anc
are fully guaranteed.

6. They are wholly reliable, and guar- -^^ ^
antee safe arrival of goods. ^

7 They have thousands of satisfied custom-
ers in my state, and this magazine would
not accept their advertisement if they were
not honest.

I will write for their FREE catalog to-day—NOW.
BAIRD-NORTH CO.. 750 Broad St., Prov., R. I.J

^^.^^^%^\''/<^^'^'
Aues-

Is^*' .o.,.V^

''• y o<'<^"' ^^
3

I
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SIR GILBERT PARKER

The popular
Canadian novelist:

"Wiave used Sanatogen at

intervals since last autumn

with extraordinary benefit.

It is lo my mind a true food

tonic, feeding the nerves,

increasing the energy and

giving fresh vigor lo the over-

worked body and mind."

MRS. BELVA A.

LOCKWOOD. LL.D.

Secretary Intemationat
Peace Bureau,
Washington, B.C., says:

"I have used according lo

directions your Sanatogen,

and find it not only a very

pleasant and palatable food,

but a good digester and as-

similator. I find my slomacfi

in a better condition after a

two weeks* trial of it than it

has been before for two

years, i cheerfully recom-

mend it to dyspeptics, over-

worked clerks,feeHechildren

and aged people."

Feed Your Nerves While
Feeding Your Body

FOR days of normal activities, normal diet supplies

sufficient nerve and tissue nutrient. But with

modern high- pressure business and strenuous social

duties it is well-nigh impossible to keep demand down to

normal and supply up to normal.

Our present mode of living induces nervous indigestion

and similar disorders, which deprive Nature of her full

quota of nourishment from the food we eat—she needs

assistance in recreating nervous energy and bodily tissue.

TTiat's wjiy thousands of men and women—whose nervous health

has at one time or other suffered, include at every meal

Sanaioqen
THE FOOD -/TONIC

Sanatogen supplies in highly concentrated, easily assimilated

form, the tissue-building Albumen and wonderful nerve recreator

and revitalizer. Sodium Glycero-phosphate. Sanatogen is a fine white

powder, soluble in water, cocoa, milk, or any non-acid beverage.

It is openly endorsed and prescribed by thousands of physicians the

world over and has the endorsement of scores of promment people

who have derived wonderful benefits from its use.

HON WM. L. CHAMBERS "OUR NERVES of TOMORROW"—FREE
Former Chief Justice
International
Court, Samoa, says,

"Sanatogen has been used

in my family with the most

excellent results, and I do not

hesitate to recommend this

valuable remedy to those

whose systems need building

up. It is a most invigorating

tonic.*'

To know by what forces the nervous system is controlled—
how it operates—w^hat it needs to maintain its efficiency— is

to hold the key to health. This interesting book by a
prominent physician-author tells all this in simple, readable
language. Send for your copy today.

Sanatogen is sold in three sizes— $1.00, $1.90, $3*60

Get it from your druggist—if

not obtainable from him, write the

BAUER CHEMICAL CO., Fourth Avenue
Everett Building,

New York

y^l
30]>Ay5
HomeTrial

If you are deaf or hard of hearing,
do not fail to send your name and
address to-day and get our Elec-
trophone on thirty days' home trial.

It is truly a wonderful instrument, per-
fected to such a degree that many deaf
people can now hear the faintest sound and
enjoy all the pleasures of church, concerts,
public speaking or ordinary conversation.
Over 10,000 in use. Enthusiastic testimonials
from responsible people. Almost invi3ible when
in use. Makes you hear and gradually restores
your hearing. If you are deaf or hard of hear-
ing, be sure and write at once.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
^508 Stewart Building 92 State St., Chicago^

Si^

You
need soap to

wash. But you

need Lifebuoy to be

clean. Decency and com-

fort require the frequent bath,

tequires sterilized cleanness.

&>^0i,

Health

uriiuoY
LIFEBUOY SOAP cleans and disinfects at
the same time. It destroys the germs
of infection. It safeguards the health.

LIFEBUOY is an extraordinary soap at an
ordinary price. It does more than

other soaps but costs no
more. The most satis-

factory soap ft
"

toilet, bath or
shcimpoo.

All druggists and grocers

Lever Bros. Co. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THE deepest affliction the world

has ever seen was that experi-

enced by the Lord Jesus in the

Garden of Gethsemane. We have

sometimes heard persons say: "I have

all I can do to bear my own troubles

without thinking: about others." But
all of the sorrow which Jesus bore in

the Garden of Gethsemane was for

others : "He hath borne our griefs and
carried our sorrows." "He was bruised

for our iniquities" (Isa. 53: 4, 5). It

was because of our sins that he suf-

fered there, suffered so that he sweat

great drops of blood. The bloody sweat

is the index of how much he suffered

in mind; it was not agony of body. It

is a condition not unknown to medical

men, and it is rather striking that of

all the four Gospel writers, Luke, the

physician, is the only one who men-
tions it.

The Power of the Mind

The power of the mind over the body
is no new discovery. We are all fa-

miliar with the fact that intense emo-
tion causes perspiration. The bloody
sweat is the same thine intensified.

A gentleman once told us how a

sweat of blood came out upon his fore-

head when he stood by the bedside of a
member of his family who was passing
through most excruciating suffering.

Such an experience would help one to

understand a little what Jesus suf-

fered in Gethsemane. That was the
mental crucifixion of Christ. It was
the culmination of what he had suf-

fered all through the three years of his

ministry on earth in the constant antic-

ipation of the final suffering and shame
on Calvary. John the Baptist knew
something of the anticinative suffering
of Christ, for on the day after he had
baptized Jesus, he said to those about
him as he saw Jesus approaching,
"Behold the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sin of the world." It is one
of the greatest of so-called "common
blessings," for which we seldom praise
God, that we are not allowed to see our
future. How it would crush some of
us to know in advance all we must
suffer for thirty years hence, or even
for three years

!

The Temple of the Body

Near the opening of Christ's public
career, at his first cleansing of the
temple, when asked for a sign or proof
of his divine authority, he answered,
speaking of "the temple of his body"

:

"Destroy this temple and in three days
I will raise it up" (John 2: 19). Only
a little later in his ministry, as he
converses with Nicodemus, we see the
shadow of the cross as he says: "As
Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness, even so must the Son of
man be lifted up" (John 3: 14). Not
long after, when the Jews again called
for a sign of his authority, he again
pointed forward to his death and resur-
rection, and at the same time put his
stamp on an assailed passage of the
Old Testament: "As Jonah was three
days and three nights in the belly of
the whale, so shall the Son of man be
three days and three nights in the
heart of the earth" (Matt. 12: 40).
Already Christ felt the chill of the
far-off tomb, the heavy shadow of the
cross. Months before his crucifixion,
while multitudes thronged about him
with their shallow applause, "began
Jesus to show unto his disciples, how
that he must go unto Jerusalem, and
suffer many things of the elders and
chief priests and scribes, and be killed,
and the third day be raised up" (Matt.
16: 21). Thus he sought to bring his
friends into the fellowship of his men-
tal suflferings, into the shadow of the
cross. It is passing strange to see the
cross casting its shadow before upon

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
November 20, 1910. Jesus in Gethsemane. Matt.
20 -.36-56. Golden Text : "The Son of man is be-
trayed into the hands of sinners." Matt. 26 : 45.

the very Mount of Transfigurat
where Moses and Elijah and Je
"spake of his decease, which he a

about to accomplish at Jerusale
(Luke 9: 31). As the months roll

between the transfiguration and
crucifixion, we hear such words
these coming from the lips of Chr
as he slowly moves forward in
shadow of the cross: "I am the gi

Shepherd; the good Shepherd lay
down his life for the sheep" (J(
10: 11). "And they took him (the
loved Son of the husbandman)

;

killed him, and cast him out of
vineyard" (Mark 12: 8). "Excep-
grain of wheat fall into the earth
die, it abideth by itself alone; but iil

die, it beareth much fruit" (John
j

24) . "And I, if I be lifted up from
earth, will draw all men unto mys
(John 12: 32). "In that she hi]

poured this ointment on my body,
did it for my burial" (Matt. 26: 1
How the shadow deepens as he saysi
the Passover Supper on the night
fore his death, when as yet he had ]|

been arrested, "Behold, the hand
him that betrayeth me is with me
the table" (Luke 22: 21). "I say uij

you that this which is written must
fulfilled in me" (Luke 22: 37).

The Cup of Agony

The deepest shadow of the cross
seen in Gethsemane, where Christ
claimed: "My soul is exceeding sorn
ful, even unto death." Nothing
helps one to get a glimpse at least
the meaning of that cup of ag(
which he drank for us in Gethsemi
as the death of Charles IX. of Fram
who ordered the awful massacre of
Bartholomew by which thousands
the Protestant Huguenots, the abL
and purest of the people of Frani
were assassinated in the interest
the Romanism of that day. When ti

king, who had committed that whol
sale murder, came to his dying ho
and realized that he was soon to me
the eternal Judge, he cried out in t

agony of his guilt, "Oh, how m
blood! Oh, how much blood!" E
remorse could not express itself

words, but caused him to sweat bloi

Oh, how marvelous that sympathy
Christ, that he sweat great drops
blood, falling down to the ground,
if the sins of men over which he s

rowed had been his own

!

Indeed, Christ began his divine
fering even before his birth into
world. He is "the Lamb slain t
the foundation of the world" (

13: 8). The greatest struggle of
sacrifice is commonly not in the
but in the first decision to do it. Chri
decided to give his life as our ransi
at the very hour when man began
sin. It was with the cross that he d

cided to "bruise the serpent's heac
(Gen. 3: 15). As we have shown, i

through the Old Testament ages 1

saw the shadow of the cross. 'V*

must think of these things in order
understand Gethsemane.

The Shadow of the Cross in the
New Testament

If Christ had been only a man, 1

could not have lived in the shadow (

the cross; it would have crushed hir

That is why God in his mercy hangs
mist before our eyes, and we know ni

what a day will bring forth. It h;

been said, "Suppose to each young ma
was revealed his after life, how Ion

he should live, how he should die, ar
all the joys and sorrows he should pa;

through, how much would it add to h

comfort and pleasure? How much c

zeal and purpose would it inspire i

him? Would there be more hope, moi
courage, more of determination tha

we now find? Rather would not a

this knowledge settle down on him lik

a great pall, withering his energie:

Continued on next page
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['ighting his prospects, benumbing his

sal?" By comparison we realize the

.vine strength there was in Christ.

It is most pathetic that Jesus sought

ir human sympathy, and it failed him.

is recorded that after the Supper
>sus went forth with his disciples

*7er the brook Kidron, where was a

'irden ; not a garden of flowers, but

11 olive garden. He took them into

1,8 garden with him. To eight of them
; said, "Sit ye here while I pray," but
ree of them, Peter, James and John,

! took further into the garden with

•m, and to them he said: "My soul is

:ceeding sorrowful, even unto death;

;.%3^ ')ide ye here and watch with me. And
.',58; y I! went forward a little, a stone's

'.row, and fell on the ground, and
"'ayed that if it were possible the

_i ;ur might pass from him." And
'en he came back to Peter and James
id John for a touch of tender human
mpathy, but it was denied him; for

• found them sleeping! Peter had
/omised so much to Jesus of loving
>'alty that Jesus reproved him sadly,

ying, "Simon, sleepest thou? Could-
t not thou watch one hour?" But
nderly Jesus excused them all for

;eping, when they should have been
aying, by saying: "The spirit indeed
willing, but the flesh is weak." And

».ain Jesus went away and prayed:
i'ather, if thou be willing, remove
4s cup from me; nevertheless, not my
11, but thine be done." Again long-

^ for human sympathy, he came to
'5 three disciples, and again found
em sleeping. And when he wakened
'em, they were shame-faced and they
ew not what to answer him. Then

. went away and prayed more ear-

stly, and his sweat became as it were
eat drops of blood, falling down on
3 ground. Then an angel was sent

>m heaven to strengthen him (Luke
: 43). But still longing for human
mpathy, he went back to Peter,
mes and John. Again he was disap-
'inted, for he found them asleep. But
'ike tells us they were "sleeping for
rrow." Then it was not indifference
some have thought. And Jesus

luld have let them sleep on, but he
ard a tumult, and knew that Judas

•'d the band he had brought to seize

n were come; so he awoke Peter,
• mes and John, saying: "Arise, let us
going; behold, he is at hand that

j;rayeth me."

The Burden Christ Carried

And so not only the bloody sweat,
IE the anguish with which he prayed,
I'lt if it were possible some other way
Jght be provided for the redemption
< man, showed how heavily did the
Irden rest down upon him. It was
inost greater than he could bear,
'e sins of the whole world were rest-
i: upon him. One man's sin is enough
(break a human heart. The heart of
• ius did at last break as he hung
'on the cross (as was shown by blood
ii water issuing from his side when

' 1 was pierced by one of the soldiers

r ')hn 19: 34).

When Jesus prayed, "Let this cup
pass from me," he was not in the spirit
of drawing back from his part of be-
ing made a ransom for many. If that
was God's way, his only way, he was
ready to meet it; but his humanity
appeared when he shrank from it. He
was both God and man. It has been
suggested that "the tempter came to
Jesus in that hour, in a bleaker wilder-
ness, a drearier desert, not when he
was an hungered from forty days of
fasting, but when his soul was aflre
with an infinite agony." (Dr. Joseph
Parker.) Another has said: "The
great horror of Jesus in the garden
arose not from fear of Calvary, but
from fear of failure (through physical
suffering) to reach Calvary, and so
lose all for which he left heaven." (Dr.
Schauffler.) Even so, it might have
been the tempter who put the fear into
his heart.
As we study deeper into Gethsemane,

we will get a truer realization of the
sacrifice our Saviour made for us. It

was no easy thing for him to do. It
cost him much in body, mind and soul.

Thy birthright in the world was pain and grief;
Thy love's return ingratitude and hate ;

The limbs thou healedst brought thee no relief ;

The eyes thou openedst calmly viewed thy fate ;

Thou that wert wont to dwell
In peace tongrue can not tell.

No heart conceive the bliss of thy celestial state.

—H. H. MiLMAN.

When we do realize all that he has
done for us, the little we can do for
him will not only be done gladly, but
we shall sorrow that we can not do
more. We never can repay in smallest
measure the debt of love we owe to

him

Gethsemane as It Appears To-day

As seen by the Jerusalem Sunday
School pilgrims, it lies at the base of

Mount Olivet, over against Jerusalem.
It is almost a square, 160 by 150 feet.

It is enclosed by a high white stone
wall. Inside are eight venerable olive

trees, thought by some persons to be
the same trees that were there in the
time of Christ. The roots may be the
same, as the Emperor Titus had all

trees cut down when he conquered
Jerusalem in A.D. 70, but yet these

may have escaped. The olive trees in

Gethsemane are hoary with age, and
their cracked trunks are reinforced
with stones. They are surrounded by
a light paling fence and between them
are sweet flowers growing. They are
tended by monks, who present each
visitor with a small bunch, for which
they expect to receive a franc (about
twenty cents) . All around the inside

of the white wall are shrines in niches
with painted figures representing the

stations of the cross. Fastened to the

wall and extending high above it is a
large cross, which is covered with
carved representations of the instru-

ments connected with the crucifixion

the crown of thorns, the ladder, the

nails, hammer, spear, sponge on a

reed, etc. Many groups of the Sunday
School pilgrims visited the spot.

Cnai^l

YoufliT D"iia^5^ To'^^j^'ardls Yotms' M®a^]hilb©2="

' "I ^ERHAPS you never thought of that in connection with advertising, but it

is a very real and very important thing, just the same.
When you think anything is not exactly as it should be in our advertis

>r columns, write us about it.

Nothing is so disastrous from a business standpoint as a dishonest adver
t^ment, and it is the duty of every individual to do his part in putting a stop
' it. It hurts every honest advertiser, hurts the paper itself, and may soon
I haps hurt your neighbor.

You must be fair, however, and make all reasonable allowances. Do not
,Mif- pnp at conclusions, but be sure that you have just cause for your decision.
njilin-

f We need this co-operation from you and every one of our readers, and will

t.nk you for it, because we want our advertising columns so clean and helpful
t t you will be just as much interested in seeing them grow as you are in the

ttorial work itself. You and our advertisers must be on good terms; you
• J'st deal together, and there must be this co-operative feeling all around, if

' E Christian Herald is to do its best work.
Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The

(^RISTIAN Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,
^'3 must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

f'ertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date
^'the appearance of the advertisement.
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917. Jaunty Tailored Skirt
of stylish wide-wale diagonal.
A splendid, fashionable
serviceable cloth in Blaclv
Blue or Gray. A
9-gore model;
alternate gores
are cut pointed
with button
trimming and
tenninating in

inlaid panel of plait-

ing. Carefully tail-

ored and a wonderful
value. Special

917

$2?8

$2.9S

A Splendid Skirt of
"lent quality domes-

ic Chiffon Panama in
Black or Navy Blue. A
QOQ charming 7-

IJtO KO''6 model
1 M _y^ laid in kilted

$TjU I'l'^ats. The
^tJ, ** front is box-

pleated and
the two side gores
end on points at
the knees, each
being effectively
embroidered, in-
laid panels of
pleating falling
from the knees.
Special:

3 Pretty
Handkerchlefg

FREE
Order a Skirt

and send as

the names of 5

ofyour friends

and we will

send you, ab-
solutely free,

3 dainty

Crossbar
Embroidered
Corner
Handkerchiefs

929. Attractively trimmed
Skirt of pure worsted, all-

wool English Panama.
The tailored taffeta

strapping is so cleverly

arranged as to pro

duce a charming imi-

tation "tunic" effe<5l,

the overlaid box-
pleats and taffeta

buttons and petals

adding a touch

of stylish trim-

ming. The bottom
flounce is laid ir

deep side-pleats

of delightfu

fulness. Comes
in Black. Blue

or Brown.
Special:

$3.98

FREE!
AYear's Subscription

to the "STANDARD
SHLE BULLETIN"

given Free. Write for

it to-day.

930. Hand-
some Skirt of

genuine
"Bradford"
Chiffon
Panama in

Black or Navy Blue. Charmingly styled and splendidly tailored. A new
9-gore model, laid in kilted pleats to provide ample fulness. The front is laid

in double box-pleats. The two side gores finish at the knees with deep folds

and are effectively trimmed with heavy raised silk embroidery, ^O OQ
the lower sections being laid in deep knife-pleats. Special: t^v«vO

STANDARD g^^i^R po
244 West ITth St., New York City

^•^^^^

931. A Beautifully

Designed Skirt of very
fine all-wool, imported
Chiffon Panama. The
gored top is cut in scal-

loped effect, banded
with narrow tailored

taffeta straps and ap-
propriately trimmed
with buttons. The
floimce is gracefully

kilted and pleated

and the tasteful ap-
plication of taffeta

strapping provides

an effective finish

around the bot-

tom. Black, Navy
Blue or Brown.
Special:

VALUABLE
PRESENTS
GIVEN

for names of

friends. Write
To-day.

SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

TO SING ^

Bixby'a Home Songs is a unique collection

o| tie old-time gems (luUabyB, planta-

tion soogs, miastrel songs, college songs,

patriotic 5ongs, etc.) arranged for four

part singing.

Price, In cloth, 570 pages, ^.00
post paid. Send for tree specimen
pamphlet with index. S. M. BLxby
& Co., 45th Street and Second Avenue.
pronklvn. New York.

iiAMii

New Doilies, J?,^!^^at'k'fo''t''^^
Krit-'k-s' Tiaiisfer Staininng I'atterns and
Iiitialls' Fancy Work Buok—all tor 10 cents.
.Vildicss J V. Ingalls, Lynn. Mass. Box H.

HALLDWED new and OLD
Byl.ALLAN SANKEY,sonof IRA D.SANKEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
ttetunxible sniiiples mailed lo " etirnest mguners "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO., New York or Chicago

NEW 1911 PATTERN
Signet Rings, just like illustration, war-
ranted to wear. Initial engrraved FREE,
One sample ring by mail, postpaid. lOc
BEST ni\G CO., Bept.B. L.
83 Chambers 81., . Sew York Citj.

The Easiest lApplied^FJ^^Fi

HERE at last is a floor wax that

finishes perfectly hard or soft wood
floors, furniture and woodwork without possessing

any of the disagreeable features of paste or powdered wax.
It is LIQUID and flows readily from the can. Covers more
surface than any other wax and is therefore more economical.

IN LESS THAN AN HOUR
You can finish ihe entire floor of a

room ready to walk on. Simply saturate

a soft cloth with (he wax and apply. Let
it stand 10 to 20 minutes and go over it

lightly with a soft cloth to polish. No
dry, lumpy paste wax to dig out of a can.

—No hard labor rubbing it smooth.—No
heavy polishmg brush required.

WATER WON'T HARM IT
Columbus Liquid Wax can be washed

with water without spotting or peeling off.

Nothing can scratch or mar it, heel markswill
not show.and it will not soil rugs orclothing.

ABSOLUTELY SANITARY
Columbus Liquid Wax contains no par-
Sne or other greasy substance. There-

fore cannot collect dust, dirt or germs.

At year dealer's or send lOc, stamps or silver, to pay
cost of packing and mailing.With the sample we will send

^_ some valuable informatioa about floors.—Get It to-day.

THE COLUMBUS VARNISH COMPANY, Dept. 13,

SAMPLE FREE

(patented)

At All FirEt-Class Dealers
^'^ pint, 25c; pint, 4Sc; quart

8Sc; i-3gallon,$1.60; gaUan,$3

COLUMBUS, OHIO
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A Quality Watch

7 and 15 Jewel Models

$5 to ^15
The Watch Beautiful

The Watch Accurate

The Watch of Long Service

Here is the one watch selling at a moderate price

which will satisfy the requirements of the man who

demands unusual accuracy. Each of these time-

keepers is te^ed and regulated to the second in its

individual case, at the fadtory.

By all who know it the I-T is regarded as an

extraordinary production for the money.

It will give a generation of service and is as beautiful

to look at as any watch made.

The $5 watch has 7 jewels and is in a soHd nickel case.

The $ 1 5 watch has 1 5 jewels and is in a 25 year guaranteed

gold filled case of the highest quality.

Equally accurate models in a variety of cases at $7, $8, $9,

$10 and $12.

There is more watch-value for each dollar invested than you

have ever seen before.

You can buy an Ingersoll-Trenton only from responsible

jewelers who buy direct from the factory. 8000 jewelers

sell it and usually display it in their windows.

We have the most informing watch book ever published.

Write for a copy of " How to Judge a Watch."

Q

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro. 61 Frankel Bldg., New York

DC

LJ

D

DoYourFeetAche?
'THE .Scholl "Foot-Kazer" Instantly relieves all
•* loot ailments, siicli as Itred, aching feet, u-edk
ank/es, flat fool, 'ilirumatism" offeet or limbs, biin-
wns, corns or callouses on the sole because ii is a

scientific fOct aicUcushionwhichflrnilysupporl 3
" ^lie aich of the toot, where the entire weight of

your body iscarried. "Foot-Eazers" by
removing the cause of the trouble, bring
rest to the feet, body and nerves. Any
fli&t class shoe dealer will place Scholl
"Foot-Eazers" in your old or new shoes on

Ten Days- Trial
—then money Ijack i£ yuu want it. Or sent direct,
prepaid,on the same terms upon receipt of $'J 00,
your shoe dealer's name and size of slioe. Send

for FREE illustrated book.THE F. SCHOLL MFG. CO.
285 E. Madison .St.

Cbicago. U.S.A.

The Giant Heater
WILL HEAT ANY ORDINARY ROOM IN
ZERO WEATHER AT ALMOST NO COST

Applied to central draught lamp or gas
jet (naked flame or mantle burner.)

HEAT AND UGHT AT ONE COST
Mr, H. P. Howe, 712 2nd Ave., Minneap..lis,

Minn , writes; "Giant Heater is a perfect suc-

cess. I would not lie without it in my h..me,"

Price Complete. Charges Prepaid
BRASS, $1.50; NICKEL PLATED, $2,00
Attractive Illustrated Booldet Mailed Free

The GIANT HEATER CO.. 1063 Temple St,. Springfield, Mass,

Live Stock
in the

Southeast

There is
money iu
raiding live
Stock and in
dairying in
the South-
eaiit, where
good hinds
are only $io

I^^H^^H^^^^^BB^^^^^^^H to an^^^^^^^^ acre. The
climate is tlie best in Ainerica, Tlie largest varieties
of grasses and foraji^e plants give stock raisers ad-
vanta$;e over other sections. Alfalfa yields four to si.x

crops a year. Com yields by good farmers highest in
the country. Beef and pork are made at 3 to 4 cents a
pound. Dairy pi-oducts command highest prices. Gov-
ernment experts recommend Southeast for horses,
ca.ttle, sheep and hogs. We will give information
about best locations. Write for Homeseekers' Rates.

M. V. RICIIARns
Land and Industrial Agent, Southern RailTiraT
Cor.lSlllSt., VVoshlngton, 1>. C.

Chairs&Tricycles
For Invalids and Cripples

WorthingtonCo.
362 Cedar St. .Elyria.O.

PATENTS:
For facts about Prize
and Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from S.'iOOO to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Itnenlors. send 8c postage to

Pabi. Patent Seue, Depl. 36, Barrister BI(lE.,Wailiiocton.D.C.

CBEPIT

It is full of informatioin that is of deepest importance to every householder—contains
many valuable suggestions on furnishing and beautifying the home. It's a big buyer's
guide—explains relative values—describes economies in furniture manufacture and tells of a
great modem method of merchandising that is proving a blessing to thousands of families of
mo'ta'-ate income^ll over the United States. Our generous plan ofpartialpayments gives you a year in which

to pay for the goods you select. They are promptly shipped when or-
dered and you enjoy their full use while paying for them a little each
month as you eam^ the money. We charge absolutely nothing for this
credit accommodation—no interest—no extras of any kind. It's the sim-
plest, most generous, most helpfid plan of partial payinents ever devised.

• 'A'l'AT.Of* NO en FRFF This big catalog is an im-^'**'**J^'** •'^V. OU S nJLiWU mense volume of over 300
Ipages—pictures several thousand handsome things for the home—quotes factory

prices on Furniture, Stoves, Rugs, Carpets, Curtains, Pianos, Silverware, Clocks,
Sewing Machines, Crockery, Bedding, Go-Carts, Refrigerators and Washing
Machines. No matter what Catalogs you may have seen in the past, no matter
what Cataloj^s you may have in your home at the presCTit time, don't spend
a cent for anything in the nature of homefumishings until you have received a
this great Furniture book—vou can't afford to. Mention catalog number,

H APTMA IV FURNITURE & CARPET CO.UAHl iUHll DEPT. F2 223 TO 229 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO
Largest, oldest and best known homefumishing

concern in America—established 1855—
55 years of experience.

yk^

A ^owery Mission Thanksgiving Appeal

inJumitattSCaifetCft

THE great Christian Herald Fam-

ily will sorely miss the tender and

touching message it was accustomed to

receive from the pen of the late Dr.

Klopsch at Thanksgiving time. We
well remember how eloquently he

pleaded at this festival period the

cause of the homeless man, the wan-

dering prodigal, and the broken-

hearted bread-winner. Now that his

pen and tongue are silenced it is for us

to call to mind the wonderful lessons

he taught us on the privilege and joy

of giving.
This year, as in other years, the

same problem confronts us, the same
great task of caring for the homeless

and utterly destitute is laid upon us

as that which Dr. Klopsch so bravely

and constantly helped us to carry on.

Tens of thousands of distressed and
despairing men are at our doors ap-

pealing for help. Many of them are

famishing with hunger, half maddened
through lack of sleep, utterly disheart-

ened because of the impossibility of

securing employment, facing the ap-

palling prospect of a bitter winter with
scanty clothing and without a roof to

cover them.
These baffling and dispiriting mate-

rial conditions, bad as they are, are
not to be compared with the awful
break-down in spirit that these men
suffer. There is the loss of hope and
self-respect ; the agony of remorse ; the
sense of separation from home and
friends and all good and holy in-

fluences; and the continuous strain of
temptation, in their desperate condi-
tion, to become criminals. Is it any
wonder that they are driven to drink,
drugs, anything, suicide even, in their
search for forgetfulness and oblivion?
The bodily suffering that comes from
poverty is great, but the soul-wreck is

unspeakably awful!
The nightly meetings of the mission

have never been so largely attended.
Hundreds are turned away from the
doors almost every night. At the
forthcoming Thanksgiving time heavy
demands will be made upon us, and we
want you to come to our aid.

Our programme will be the same as
in former years. At 1 A.M. the
"Bread Line" will open, with break-
fasts of hot coffee and rolls to one
thousand men gathered from the

streets, men absolutely without hor
or food. This will be continued eve
morning until Easter.
At 9 A.M. 200 baskets, containii

1,000 meals, consisting of fowls, vej
tables, bread, tea, coffee, etc., will
given to the 200 poorest, unprovide
for families in the city.

At 7 P.M. 1,200 dinners will be giv
to homeless men. As soon as our lar
auditorium is filled for our Annu
Thanksgiving Meeting the crowd oi

side will be taken to the breakfa
room underneath and have their di

ners given there.
Into this large family circle of yo

needy brethren we wish to have y
enter. You cannot be present in pe

son, but you can send us your praye
and kindly thoughts. It may be th
you would like to send a written m*
sage. If so, it will be gratefully i

ceived. It may be that you have
J

"wandering boy" of your own, and
will hear it read.
At our Thanksgiving Meeting, ovi

which "Mother" Bird always presid(j
the spirit of home and brotherhood pfi

vades. We sing the old home sona
"Home, Sweet Home," "Do They m1
Me at Home?" and others of like chal
acter. The converted men tell storij
of the old homestead and the folks a:!

their boyhood days. Hearts grel
very tender as these long-forgottjj
chords "vibrate once more." Hi
dreds of men have been reclaimed
these Thanksgiving meetings.
We shall miss our great benefacd

this year, for Dr. Klopsch was gel
erally present in former years. Let f
have YOU with us in spirit, sympatic
thought, and prayers.
The one infallible token of this

be your cash contribution. If you
really to enjoy your ThanksgiviJ
dinner and family reunion in your o\f
home remember your homeless brelj

ren. Send your check or postal ord
to The Christian Herald, 92 Bij
House, New York City, and, as
Klopsch used to say, "Give as GoD
prospered you, and it shall be giy||

you again, in generous Gospel mea
ure, pressed down, shaken togethi
and running over."

Superintendent.

Continued from page 1031

men as Gabriel, author of the "Glory
Song"; Excell, convention leader; Bil-

horn, famous for his "Peace, Sweet,
Peace," and a score of others of like

talent, are there; while directing all

and leading all is Alexander. The
singing is not simply a help to the
preaching; it is itself preaching.
As an illustration of the thorough-

ness with which Chicago is being
covered by the evangelistic workers,
consider one group. The Garfield Park
group has nine churches with their
pastors. Dr. Henry Ostrom is the
evangelist preacher; John P. Hillis,
the evangelistic singer; Mr. Charles
H. Marsh, composer and pianist; Mr.
Burt Reitz, private secretary. This
group idea is a ministry to a city
within a city, and it is everywhere.

While the masses of the city are
meeting in the various centres, men
and women of special gifts and call

are carrying on a work; sometimes
without observation, but mightily ef-
fective in accomplishing results. Mr.
George T. B. Davis is promoting the
Pocket Testament League. Mr. and

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is safe, and is where
you can obtaw tt when wavted, and will yield fair earn-
ings .tor every day invested. See their advertisement
on page 1042, and write them for full mformation.

Mrs. William Asher have been maki
the rounds of the police stations. Ch
of Police Stewart has given them eve

courtesy and ample protection. S

and salvation are getting in very ck

contact. One man who said that

was converted by reading accounts
the sermons in the daily newspap
came to a recent meeting and ga

testimony of the fact. When he h(

a family reunion, his daughters tesi

fied that they had been "praying i|

papa."
The chairman of the fellowsl

luncheons, J. Grafton Parker, relat

at one of the luncheons this incidei

"Just before coming here," he sa

"one of the best known real est;

dealers in Chicago came into my off

and said, 'Parker, I have accept

Christ.' I said, 'What are you goi

to do about it?' 'I have already co

menced to take other men to the me'

ing,' he replied. 'What more are y

going to do?' I asked. He said, 'I

going to join the church and go

work.' "

Many thousands have asked pray
and among them an encouraging nu

her have definitely found the way '

life. The present campaign contini

until November 26.

William Bernard Norton.
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Manning-

ALCOHOL
Gas Stov^es
The Alcolite Wick-Feed Burner bum»

denatared alcohol

MANNING-BOWMAN Al-

cohol Gas Stoves can be
used interchangeably with

Chafing Dish or Coffee Pot Style

Percolator and, in addition, will

take any cooking utensil and

cook as complete a meal as can

be done on a kitchen range.

These stoves are supplied with

Manning-Bowman Chafing
Dishes or may be bought sepa-

rately.

All dealers have them and the

Manning-Bowman Quality Coffee

Percolators, Chafing

Dishes, "Eclipse"
Bread Mix-
er, etc.

Write for free

Book of Recipes

and Catalog
" L.IO".

HMINING, BOWMAN
SCO.

Meiiden. Conn.

No. 84 Stove

used with

No. 345
Chafing Dish.

/al

;,) GRAND XIVIA8 CARDS 50
fUsfrraiul collprtlon of .'.O ChrlstiiuLsand Xow Year

laCard-s i\ri> Iho iiiosi iKnutiful e\iT |>iil)li^lioa In
jierlca, oadi a diMinrit UisIl'ii. puitwllislied with
llyandotlicr dfcDnitidii.s syrnlionc of tlio holiday

I t«n. Custom, tviiturles old, di'iuands that you give
3ir friends and loved ones some token of your af-
I'ioa and i^ood will at the Joyous Christmas season
(I their Is notliiuif more appropriate for tlio purpose
An the crand p<»st Cards wo olTor. Represenlin^j the
J hest standard of quality thoy are the most beautiful

.-•^ '.1 exquisite Christmas post Cards ever published.

TEN SPECIAL CHRISTMAS POST CARDS FREE
/you want tliis woiulcrha rollcrUon of r.ii Christ mas
-It Cards simply send us your name and address to-
•'. Enclose 4 cenLs, coin or staniiis to help pay post-
> etc, on the cards, and wo will send you by return
111 lOof the ino-tlieautllul Christmas Post Cards pub-
Red In Ameri(-a and will tell you now to get the 50
Ivefree. ylnder no condition will more than one
(of Cards be sent to menil)crs of the same family.
I oHir li not tood oulside of tlio Unllei) Staler.

•RM NEWS, 168 Factory St. Springfield. Ohio

FelS©w => "Worfeers*

e4

epends for its virtues not upon strong oils, car-

'lic ot other irritating disinfe<flants, but upon the

ssence ot Oxygen (peroxide)—Nature's purifier.

Ask your drngfjist— hr ktious
ALL DRUGGISTS, 25 CENTS

Samplt and Booklit fret on request

cKESSON & ROBBINS, NEW YORK

OLIDAY COMBINATION
<'t P<»M* <'jir<IHeaiitlful Velv . .

^;n^„sPOST CARDS}
10 cents
10 ceiitM

-^ .. ^.u..^ . ll^l M IK I. -1 10 cents
New Year, * ViJ* \jrKt.^Rru 10 cents
Any three lo-cent packaKi-s iimilcil for 2.'> cents.
Special ABsortnient for IJealers, UM) for 60 cents.

ID180N ART COMPANY, MADISON, CONN.

SOMETIMES it seems as though the
work of the missionaries among

the heathen is not much harder than
that which falls to us here, so far as
the conversion of the community is

concerned.
Our unconverted friends are likely

to be taken up with amusements.
Card-playing, dancing, the theatre

—

all forms of so-called "sport"—per-
haps absorb most of their leisure.
They may be perfectly satisfied with
this kind of life.

To awaken them to the value of
their own souls, to the awful realities
of eternity, and to the claims of the
Saviour's service, seems well-nigh
impossible.
The task is not improbably made

all the harder by the kind hearts and
the upright conduct of the indifferent
ones. Only through earnest prayer
and thought, and the utmost consist-
ency of conduct on our own part, can
victory be achieved.
As our Manual so aptly says, sea-

sons of affliction are often most favor-
able for the sowing of the good seed.
The heart is soft under the stress of
sorrow, and most susceptible then to
deep impressions.
Paul J. Gilbert, the evangelistic

worker, lays great emphasis upon
"definiteness" m the art of soul-

winning.
"There must be," he says, "a defi-

nite effort to persuade a definite per-
son to receive a definite Saviour at a
definite time—now."
He claims that we all work too

vaguely. We shoot into the air, and
then wonder why we bring nothing in

for the IVIaster.

In a great political campaign one
of the most successful managers was
constantly impressing upon his audi-
ences the value of personal man-to-
man work.
"You cannot reach the whole coun-

try, gentlemen. No one of you can
probably control even a single State;

but you can find out the condition of

your own block and can somewhat in-

fluence every man who lives on it. You
can see that false registration is pre-

vented on that block. I am providing
an honest man to look after each
block of this city. Watch your block."

He won the contest, it was said, by
the "block .system."

The great evangelists have all won
by personal labor—by reaching indi-

viduals. The great general meetings
were supplemented by small gather
ings, in which the heart-to-heart fire

was communicated.
Dr. Torrey tells of a blind woman

who a.sked if he thought her blindness

would hinder her from working for the

Master.
"Not at all," he replied. "It may

be a help to you, for others, seeing

your blindness, may come and speak
to you, and thus you will have an op-

portunity of giving your testimony for

Christ, and leading them to him."
"Oh, that is not what I want!" she

explained. "That seems to me a waste
of time, when one might be speaking
to five or six hundred at once, just

to be speaking to an individual."

Yet that is the way the Lord means
to have us gather in—one by one.

There are only a comparative few who
are ordained for the larger work.
John B. Gough said: "It may be a

small matter for you to speak the one
word for Christ that wins a needy
soul, but it is everything to him."

The poet says:

Each word we speak has infinite effects.

Each soul we pass must go to heaven or hell

—

And this our one chance through eternity

To sow the saving seed as we fleet by !

Be earnest, earnest, earnest ; mad, if thou wilt

;

Do what thou doest as if the stake were heaven,

And that, thy last deed ere the judgment day.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
November 20. Text : Luke 5 : 10.

—DON'T FAIL to read carefully the

"Persoaal Invitation" on page 1028 of

this issue.

These Beautiful Winter Coats
At Extraordinary Low Prices

No. 883—CARACUL CLOTH COAT

Satin Lined S^g A,50
54 Inches Long

No. 884—SEAL PLUSH COAT

Satin Lined $
54 incites Long

These are two of the
many exceptional winter
garments shown in our

new catalogue.

883

$12.50

Write for a copy of our
handsomely illustrated

Catalogue No. 43 T0=
DAY.
No. 883. — Caracul Cloth Coat, 54

inches long, made of fine quality imported
lustrous caracul clolli; has lonsr rolling
shawl collar andturn back cults; deep vents
at side; fastens with three large fancy jeweled
metal buttons; lined with guaranteed satin
Sizes 34 to 44 bust measure.

>'o. 884.— Silk Finished Plush Coat, M
inches long, made of that soft, velvety, pliable,
silk finished pluslj so smart and dressy in appear-
ance, so cosy and comfortable in the coldest
weather; shawl collar and turn back cuffs; three
large self covered buttons to fasten with ; deep
vents at side; lined with guaranteed satin.
Sizes 34 to 44 bust measiue.

Square Pillow Muff of Lustrous dJO QQ
French Coney, Satin Lined <?"•*'"

We send all garments with a
guarantee of perfect satisfaction
or return your money.

Fulton Street
Brooklyn

NEW YORK
CITY

Its Economy and Power
Startre the World*

ThG Engine Runs on COAL OIL at a
Fraction of Cost of GasollnOm

Thousands of the-^e marvt-lous engines—in actual
use today-provo beyond question that kerosene is
the engine fuel of the future. The success of the
^'Detroit" Engine ia absolutely
unparalleled.
Demand is overwhelming.
Kerosene (common coal oil)

runs it with woiiderfiii econ-
omy. Kerosene generally co^ts 6
to 15c less pergallon than fiasolim^
—and gasoline is still groiiigui).
Runs on any encinefuol. Or

"

three moving parts. Light
and portable. Dot-s work of
engines weighing four
times as much, Kunsevery-
thiiiff. I

The Amazing

"DETROIT"
The Kerosene Wonder—on 15 Days'

Trial—Direct From Factory
Any en^ineyoti want, from 2 to 2D H. P , sent on 15 days' free

trial—tested Imniedlately before shfpplnt; and ready
to run. If dissatisfied—every duUaryou have paid us lor
the engine eheerfuUy refunded. Frices lowest ever
known for liir,'h-grade, guaranteed engines.

The New Book Is Ready—WRITEI Telig all about these sen
vrooJers that mark a newera ineoi^iaeB. Special introductory price on first

•Detroit" engine sold in each community. Quick ootioo gets it. Address

Detroit Engine Works, 445 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich*

Combination
Roasting and Boiling

Fireless Cooker
Toq'U Be Surprised at the Low Direct Price TU Make Yoa
Satisfaction cuaranteed by full 'A<> daya' trial or no charge—Pajs for self

fastest—L' ook3 fastest—No experience necessary—^avea 8) per cent on
fuel, time and wi rk—Non-rusting-mftaS-lined— Perfect insulation—St«am
caa't«scape~Bolls, Steams,Stews—Roasts, Bakes, Fries.

30 FULL DAYS* FREE
TRIAL

Complete, With Genuine
Aluminum Cooking Utensils
Free. Also Metal Composi-
tion Heat-Radlaters. Can't
Break or Crack.

Cover completely protects cooker
from dust, ftnd makes it useful as

a Beat. Send name today fur Over-
J'.Io-tfplendld-Recipe H^-k and
Catalc^ Free, and low '^^reot-to-

you factory prices.

m. Campbell Co., Dept. 2
Detroit, Mich.

BOOK FREE

Vscdivkile yoic sleep,^''

Croup, Asthma,
Sore Throat, Coughs,

Bronchitis, Colds,

Diphtheria, Catarrh.

Aslmple,safe and effectire treatment avoiding drugs.

Vaporized Cresolene stops the paroxyms of Whoop-
ing Cougli and relieves Croup at once.

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.
The air rendered strongly antiseptic, inspired with

every breath, makes breatiiing easy, soothes the sore
throat and stops the cough, assuring restful nights.

Cresolene relieves the bronchial complications of
Scarlet Fever and Measles and is a valuable aid in
the treatment of Diphtheria.

Cresolene's best recommendation is its 30 years of
successfiiluse. Send us postal forDescriptiveBooklet.

For Sale by All Druggists
Try Cresolene Antiseptic Throat Tablets for the

irritated throat, composed of slippery elm bark,
licorice, sugar and Cresolene. They can't harm you.
Of your druggist or from us, 10c in stamps.

The Vapo-Cresolene Co., 62CortlandtSt.,New York
or Leeming-IVIiles Building, Montreal, Canada

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES -\
FOR STOVES AND RANGES

You Save $18.00 to 822.00 on

Hoosier
Heaters and

Ranges
4Why not buy the best when yoa can
)buy them at such low. anheard-of
Ji'actory Frices. Hoosier Stoves and
^Ranges are delivered for you to use
.In, your own home 30 days free
l)efore you buy. A written guar

'antee with each stove backed by a
[Million Dollars. Our new 1911 improve-

ments on stoves absolutely surpass anything ever
produced. Send postal today for free catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164State Street, Marion, Indiapa

Cheaper thnn gas
at 25c.; best at any
price. Burns little

gasoline, much air.

Two Weeks*
Trial
No nzenta- -sold direct to yon.

Soft, steady tirill-

inntlightiflx
for homes, stores,

aiiurches.|2.2^ up.

Guarantee
Bond

Get Catalog.

SUN VAPOR LIGHT CO.. 1109 Market St., Canton, 0^

PRINT FOR YOURSELF
iculars. book, newspaper. Press $5.

S. Rotary S60. Save money. Print for

ig profit. All easy, rules sent. Write
factorv for press eataloe. TYPE, cards, paner.

THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Coiuecticut

Sent on Approval, Send No Money. $2 HAIR SWITCH.
WE WILL TRUST VOU TEN DAYS.
Choice of Natural wavy or straigfit hair.

Send a lock of your hair, and we will mail a

nch short stem fine human hair switch to

match. If you find it a big bargain, remit $2.00
ill ten divs. or soil 3 and GET YOUR SWITCH
FREE. Extra shades s little more. Inclose 5c

Eostaee. Free beauty book showing: latest style OI

air dressing — also high grade switches, pompa-
dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AYERS, Dept. 508

19 Quincy Street, Chicago

CTJIMPC 100 different foreign 2c. Mention paper.

OlrliTlrij Quaker Stamp Co.. Toledo, O-
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Four Essential Points

of a Good Bond
The only kind of a bond in which you should invest your money

must be a bond that is perfectly safe, i& marketable, rfcturns a commen-

surate interest yield and is likely to appreciate in intrinsic value.

We now have and are offering for sale a bond which combines all

of these essential points and to an unusual degree. This bond, the par

value of which is $1,000, pays 51 but at the present low market price

yields an income of about bY^i. This is an unusually high rate in con-

nection with a bond so well secured. The name of this issue is

California Gas & Electric Co.

Unifying and Refunding Mortgage 5*s.

Interest semi-annual. Coupon or registered.

Equity: Nearly double total debt whether judged

by appraised cash replacement value or market

prices of junior securities.

Marketability: Issue has had wide distribution to

investors. Listed on NewYork Stock Exchange.

Commands ready loan and sale market.

Yield: A safe 5% bond of good market at a price

to yield around 5 ^s % is unusual and affords a

superior investment opportunity.

Prices and complete descripiion on application. Ask for Descriptive
Circular B-SS; also latest Price List of many other Safe Bonds.

N. W. Halsey & Co.
Bankers and Dealers in Government, Municipal, Railroad and Public Utility Bonds

Due 1937. Denomination $1,000

Security: Direct lien on the property of a large

Public Service Corporation servmg a territory of

32,000 square miles, including more than 100

cities and towns. Earnings are large and increas-

ing at an average annual rate of $1,500,000.

$5,000,000 from surplus earnings expended for

improvements and expenditures in the last six

years.

NEW YORK
49 Wall St.

CHICAGO
152 Monroe St.

PHILADELPHIA
1421 Chestnut St.

SAN FRANCISCO
424 California St.

Guaranteed Mortgages
for

Large and Small
^

Investors

'^You can now invest small sams io^
' first-class inortgag': bonds. You ran have^

^the same advantages which for hundreds o
^years capitalists alone have enjoyed. Whetlier yoii^

''have $10 or $10,000 to invest, you can have the sani.

^security and the same returns. Send for out booklet on^

FIRST MORTGAGE TRUST BONDS
^yielding 5% to5;^a/. with the guarantee of this Company^

and the hig' est class New York and SuKurban Real^
^Estate bacii of them. The safest, surest, most^

^profitable investment for earnings consist-
^

^ent with absolute security.

^Uoder Sapenrision of New York
Banking Department

Wnff for
Booklet.

ev/YorkNortgage fo.
Pept. D, 1475 Broadway. New York Cit:

50
Fine Holiday Post Cards
:: for only 8 cents ::

Every woman who sends 50c for a year's sub-
scription for McCall'i Magazine, the celebrated
Fashion Authority, may have for only 8c extra
30 beautifully colored and embossed Christmas
Post Cards and 20 exquisite New Year Post
Cards. Send only 68c in all for this extraordi-
nary bargain. Price of cards alone, BOc.

SPECIAL—Any 15c McCall Pattern Free
to eyery woman %vho accepts this v/on*
derful offer before December 20, 1910

You will be delighted with the magnificent Post
Cards and you will be more than delighted with
MoCall's Magazine, the most helpful and entertaining
woman's journal published. Over 1,000.000 women
depend upon It as their Guide in Fashion Matters,

etc Helps women save money and keep In style.

You need McCall'a. Send 58c in stamps today for
llie year's subscription, ."iO Post Cards and Pattern.
Address McCall'a Magazine, Dept. 109, New York.

Both
Security
and
Profit

are absolutely assured when you

invest idle money or your savings

with us. We pay 5%— Have done

so for 15 years. Dividend checks

are mailed every six months. Your

money isn't tied up. Every cent

you leave in our hands is payable on

demand without loss of dividends.

Wrife today for booklet

giving full information,

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.

1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

Q^Guaranteed Certificates
^^^of deposit, $100 and multiples. Interest

checli mailed every 6 months, (5% on

I Savings Accounts. ) Your security $2,150,-

if(HKI first mortgaKes. deposited
,f witli Tmstee, also*":.". Win

'

/Capital. SurplusandSti
'holder individual li!il)il-

^ifp '20 years witliout adol-^^^^^^ lar of loss to deposit^jrs.

Write for Sullty Dollar'' hooli.

GEORGIA STATE SAVIKG8 ABS'N
176 T( rk Street Savannah, Ga.

"LOOM TO LEG" $0 QIT
TROUSERS ^^.efel
Save $3 to $5 on every pair of 'I'roiiSf i s

you buy. These niude-to-iueas^ure
worsted trousers are the latest
style semi - peg top, sewed with
6-cord thread: suspender buttons
riveted; pockets silk trimmed;
seams reinforced; twoslde.oiie
watch, two liip pockets; side
\vaist Btr:\ps. Our prices range from
$2.95 to $5.85 lor actual $5.95 to
$10 standard values. Money
back after examination if you are
not more th.in satisfied. We
dye the yarns,weave the cloth and
fit tlie trousers to you—"from
loom to leg," not from loom to com-
mission house to jobber to tailor to
wearer. Write for our free samples
and self-measurement instruc-
tions. Customers everywliere.
OnlyLoom to Leg mills in the world,

COLONIAL WORSTED MOLS
Dept. 100 Iiawrence, Mass.

TYPEWRITERS^I^
C^k-^A ^^C #« ^^(i ^'° ^"y ^^^^ ''^ Typewriter.-* Our
OaVe ^£tO 10 «pOV "Factory Rebuilt" Typewriters are
pertect in quality, condition aud looks. Durable and reliable

in conHtruclifin and serviceable in every way. Buy from the

layest factory in the world with branch stores in Jeadlnn cities.

We guarantee for one year against defect In worlnnau
ship and material. Write forcatalo^e and addjrega

of nearest branch offire.

^1^ American Writing Machine Co.
345 Broadway. New York

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Safest investments AQf. Ia £% Write for
known. 'Vielding from *»/" 10 0>W Circular.

ULEN, SUTHERLIN & CO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

I

For 35 years we have been payi'ng our customera
tho highest returns consistent with conservative

I
iimtliods. First mortgage loans of J'200 and Up

iich we can recommend after tho m"st thorough
I
fierBunal iovestigatioD. FI<^de aek for Loan IJet ^'o. 707

J $'25 Certificates of Deposit also for having investors

DURING these plain talks on mort-

gages as a good form of invest-

ment for the thrifty wage or ,salary-

earner, we have been reminded more
than once that the desire to save and
to increase savings through a reason-

able return in the way of interest, is

not a virtue peculiar to men; indeed,

in most cases it is the woman who
makes the start.

If the woman's business knowledge
were commensurate with her desire for
a wholesome economy, her investments
would always be wisely made; but, as
a rule, her life work and experience
do not lead to business methods, and
in many cases she has lost through a
want of this knowledge.
Here is a case in point; and that it

is not an exceptional case, every busi-
ness man throughout the country
knows

:

A Typical Case

Mrs. F-

DATENTS
1 Free report as to l*o.t

SKCIIICKIt OR VEK
BKTIIRIVKn.

Free report as to I'iitentability. lUustrateil Guide
Book, and List of Inventions "W anted, sent free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.. Washington. D. C.

a widow in a small New
Jersey town, in addition to caring for
her three children, had saved from her
earnings as a dressmaker one thou-
sand dollars. Being intelligent as
well as thrifty, the lady wished to
place her savings where they would be
earning something; but there being no
savings bank in her neighborhood, and
she being ignorant of any way in
which her money might be invested,
her pastor, whom she had consulted,
advised her to seek the counsel of a
lawyer, a resident of the town and
widely known for his dash and shrewd-
ness.

"Mrs. F ," said the lawyer, when
he had been consulted, "I make it a
rule never to manage the money of my
clients, but it is always a privilege and
a pleasure to advise. Now, I have
another client, a well-to-do farmer,
who wants to make improvements on
his place to the extent of one thousand
dollars, and he is willing to pay six
per cent, for the use of the money.
His mortgage will be as good as gold.
Will you let him have the money?"

Six per cent! Sixty dollars a year!
Five dollars a month for the use of
money that had been lying barren at
the bottom of a carefully locked trunk!
Would Mrs. F give the money on
these conditions? Of course, she would,
and she did. Right then and there,
the lady gave the lawyer her money,
took his receipt for the same—she felt

this receipt was all the voucher she
needed—and then went back to her
sewing with the satisfied feeling that
this had been her most profitable
morning.
Every six months thereafter, for

two years, Mrs. F called at the
lawyer's office and came away with
thirty dollars in interest to add to her
second accumulation of savings.

Suddenly, the lawyer died. He was
a bankrupt; but Mrs. F • had her
receipt, and, of course, the mortgage,
which she had never seen, would be
found among his papers. But all the
searching did not reveal the mortgage,
for the good reason that there never
had been a mortgage. The lawyer had
taken the money, used it for his own
purpose, and paid the interest, till

death revealed him a robber of the
widow.

The Best Mortgages

You will remember that all Aesop's
fables have a "moral" attached to
them. Now this story, unfortunately,
is not a fable, but it has its moral, and
it applies to inexperienced men as well
as to confiding women. It is this: No
matter where you live, if you buy a
mortgage, insist not only on seeing the
papers properly drawn, but on keep-
ing them in your own possession.
Where a first mortgage has been

made, which is not up to the full mort-
gageable value of a property, a second,
and even a third mortgage may be
made on the same porperty, and the
last mortgage may be quite as safe as
the first. Now, that "may be" implies

a doubt, and so a risk, and the sm;
mortgage investor must avoid t

shadow of a risk.

If the property should be foreclosf
and the market conditions for real
are the same as when the third mo;
gage, or even the second, was givt
there should be, after the sale, a b,

ance in favor of the original 'owni
There is no form of property mc
staple than real estate and no form
security better than a mortgage; h
while the actual value may renu
about the same, the selling value v
vary with the money market and t

demand for that kind of property.
Of one thing you may be certai

no matter what the foreclosed propei
sells for, the first mortgage must
paid in full before any considerati
can be given to the payment of t

second, or third. In view of this,
repeat with all emphasis, that ' t

small investor should never touch
second mortgage, much less a thi
His should be the first claim on t

property.
Do not get the impression that

are arguing against second mortgag
per se. They constitute a well-rect
nized form of security, and that th
may be just as safe as first mortgaj
is evidenced by the fact that ma
great financial institutions take thi

and deal in them; indeed, as has be
intimated in a former article, soi

houses make them a specialty. But
are not considering the men whose si

business is dealing in mortgages, b

the man who has saved a thousand
more dollars and wishes to inv(

them securely.

A False Lure

In the present state of the men
market, five per cent, may be reckon
a fair interest on a first mortgaj
The difference between one thousaj ik

dollars at five per cent, and six p
cent, is just ten dollars a year. T
dollars represents a week's work to
average wage-earner. He can invt

in a first mortgage at five per cer

and in a second at six. The maker
the mortgage has added on the c

per cent, as a lure, and we regret
say it is too often successful.

In our cities there is another h
added to the lure of one per cent,

the schemer anxious to realize onS
second mortgage. It is this: He del p
not want all the money down. He
willing to take it in ten monthly instj

ments, pledging himself to pay at a

end of the first six months interest
the full amount. But if the mortgaj!
would prefer to pay cash down, he v,

deduct ten per cent.

On this showing the man with C;

thousand dollars to invest will be
ually making sixteen per cent, the fi:

year; that is, if he puts his money ii

a second mortgage of the class we i

considering. The difference betwf

this return and that on a five per ce

first mortgage is just one hundred a

ten dollars, or more than three tin

as much.
Let a fluent second mortgage p

moter present this argument to i

'

inexperienced man with the thousa

dollars, and the result, in nine ca =

out of ten, is that he will get the otl

man's money, and the odds are equa

great that the other will never see^

again ; or if he should get a glimpse

it it will be in such a reduced form '

to bear no resemblance to the origir

A second mortgage may be as s;

as a first; but, depend upon it, it'

always doubtful where extra indu-

ments to take it are offered.

If a man has sufficient means i

reserve to buy in the property, in
'

event of a foreclosure by the fi-

mortgagee, it may be that the taki;'

of a second mortgage miay turn out'

be a shrewd business transaction; I-

we repeat, and with all emphasis:

you invest in a mortgage, let it be

first one, and when it is made keep''

in your own possession.
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Mnssmg BaHlooimns^s Fomimd

IARDLY had Wellman and his

party been discovered on the high

as and taken from the dirigible bal-

pn A7)ierica, when the world was
niting anxiously to discover the

lereabouts of two more aeronauts

a»
Si no had disappeared seemingly forever

u_' r il- _ 1,1,.- ,1„, TU^,. „. T»r_

'»

the blue sky. They were Mr
jigustus Post and Mr. Alan R. Haw-
/, and by an odd coincidence their

illoon, a non-dirigible, was known
i the America II., but the numbers in

^s case referred to it as the successor

another non-dirigible of the old

[pe, which had been used for some
lous flights.

'he America II. was a contestant in

;7 le^^ international balloon race which
girted from St. Louis. The balloons

form and water sufficient for several
days.
During the next few days the differ-

ent balloons began to drop to earth,
most of them just north of the Great
Lakes, but not a word came from the
A7nerica II. Various rumors were
traced to their source and it was found
that no one had seen the air-craft of
Post and Hawley after it had left the
grounds at St. Louis on October 17.
It began to be feared that they had
dropped into Lake Superior, and that
their fate would remain one of the un-
solved mysteries of aeronautics.
Then came a telegram from the

little hamlet of St. Ambroise on tne
Saguenay, Province of Quebec, Can-
ada. It was directed to the Aero Club
of America, and signed by Hawley.
It stated that the America II. had

e to sail "as the wind listeth," and
one which drifted the farthest was

the declared the winner of the cup.

ti balloons were entered, and the
sonauts represented the United
Stes, France, Germany and Switzer-
I'd. All of the aeronauts hoped to

. CSS the Great Lakes into Canada, as
.kiAtj're was a northeast wind as they

ri fl^nnt up one after another between
h and six o'clock.

The America II. had a yellow basket
V h its name printed with large let-

tis. The two aeronauts went pre-

I ed for any emergency. They had
!• preservers, fishing tackle, and
ries to supply them with game if they
suld descend in some trackless wild-

aess. They had food in condensed

Augustus Post

landed at Perebouka River, Lake Chil-

agomo, on the 19th. They had been
missing nine days. For seven they
had been struggling through the Cana-
dian forests to reach a telegraph sta-

tion. They had covered 1,355 miles in

their balloon.
Mr. Hawley said they had crossed

both Lake Superior and Lake Huron,
then they drifted northeast over the

forests of the northern part of the

Province of Quebec. On the afternoon
of the 19th a storm came up and they
were forced landward, and they struck

the side of a mountain. For a time
they were in a series of snowstorms.
Then they reached a hunter's camp,
and then four Canadians brought them
to St. Ambroise by canoe.
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The Howard Watch
The U. S. Army

officer is strong for

t li e Howard
Watch. The Howard
has seen service in three

wars—with infantry, artil-

lery, cavalry.

It has proved itself dependable

through the shock and exposure

of campaigning—which is about

the most exacting service that

could be demanded of a watch.

The Howard is the finest prac-

tical watch in the world—always

worth what you pay for it.

The price of each Howard is

fixed at the factory and a printed

ticket attached—$40 to $150.

Not every jeweler can sell you
a How.\RD Watch. Find the

Howard jeweler in your town

—

he is a good man to know.
Drop us a postal card, Dept. W, and

we will send von " The Story of Edward
Howard and the First American Watch "

—

an inspiring chapter of history that every
man and boy should read.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS, Boston, Mass.

:n

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

" FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" fur $3 for 100. \Vor<is and music, S3 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St„ Fort Wayne, Ind.

JJ

—— —
A Ralamazos

Direct to "%«
TRAOF. MARK REUISTEREU

—"And Ga^s Stoves, Too*'

Values shown with
factory prices in this
book have saved 85
to $40 for over UO.OOO
satisfied farmers and
home-folks.

Spend One Cent For
This Big FREE Book

We pav til** i'i'st:it:t' on our His; Ir<*(* Knlaitiazoo H<«»k toyou—over
lOii imi-M's fully illiistr:iti'il— jriTcs wliol.-.sale |ini'.-s- explains our plan
and <.)Ui- high l\;)l:iiii:i/4Mt qnalitv. ^<iltt nnlv 'hied to lu.mies. Over
Htt.iiou salisfieil lUstiMLieis in L'l.(K«i towns soiiie near von— to refer to.

Sloti.iKio hank bond tjuaiantee. Every Kalamazoo seiit ready to use-
handsomely finished and blacked—safe delivery guaranteed. Wegiveyou

—30 Days Free Trial
—360 Days* Approval Test

—Freight Prepaid
Tlionsands of farmers and tomi and city people everywhere are our

regular customers on this plan. Yon are absolntelv protected and safe
in ordering a famous Kalamazoo fronc us for

Cash or Credit
We trust responsible people—give you time, easy

payments.
Write a postal for our liook today—shows over 400

styles and sizes, more than any ten stores can show
yon in stock—and you save S5 to $40 cash. No better
stoves or ranges than the Kalamazoo could be made
—at any price. Prove if before we keep your money,
fie an independent buyer. Send name for Free Cata-
logue >o. lO.^.

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY, MFRS.
Kalamazoo. Mich.

All o n r cook
stoves equipped
with oven ther-
mometer—m a k e s

baking easy.

Kabmazoo "Radiant"

— Over 16,000 in most satisfac-

tory use. Most perfect hard coal
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3 Have You Seen
that Catalogue

3 Issued by The
3 TankeCo.?

It brings their great jewelry
store right to your door.

When you are deliberating between

H this and tliat design in a store, it is un-
X comfoi-table to feel that the salesman and

^ perhaps other customers are standing

M there waiting for you to make up your
X mind; you decide hastily, and not al-

^ ways with the best judgment.

M But when you buy by mail you can take
M your time to look over hundreds and hun-
M dreds of designs, all conveniently classified

M and priced, and you can make a more intelli-

M gent selection than if you were buying in a

^ store. You can also buy cheaper by mail

—

for several well-known reasons.
Get our catalogue and look it over, and see

*4 if you don't think that is the easiest, pleas-

i antcst and most economical way to buy

Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds,
*4 Toilet Silver, Table Silver, Etc.

^ You run no risk, for you can return any article
'^ if it does not fully please you when you get it.

Write'.today for our IHusirated Catalog, free.

^ Mail Order Department

THE TANKE GO.
^ ESTABLISHED 1856

A Gold and Silversmiths
107 Main Street, BufiFalo, N. Y.

k4 "Everything sold on the money-hack plan"

^TYTTTTIIIIIIIIIXIITITTTTtl

BECOMEA NURSE
Entire Method by Correspondence

* ^

Mst ja^^fl

TWO CHAUTAUQUA GRADUATE NURSES
Misc Margaret Agnes Hislop, Stratford, Ont.

After studying our course Miss Hislop purchased and
now successfully manages .l?i<)ii/)( Hiue Hospiltd
with fourteen acres of beautiful private grounds.
She writes :

"
I am highly pleased with the course."

Miss Nora Agnese Currid, St. Michael's Hospital,
Newark, N. J., nurses the, destitute sick without sal-

lary. She states : "The lectures are thorough, simple,
and contain everything a nurse needs to know."
We have trained thousands of beginners and practical

nnrses in their own homes, to earn $10 to $25 a week.
Send for our 9th 56-page Year Hook explaining method,

with stories of actual experience by successful nurses.

The Chautauqua School of Nursing
341 Main Street Jamestown, N. Y.

It does not "guarantee" this 5'/' ; it makes no
promises which it might not be able to fulfill.

But it guarantees the safety of your Capital
absolutely— with every dollar of its

$2,250,000 Assets and

175,000 Surplus and Profits

Your money is invested in mortgages on New
York City and suburban real estate.
Our business, like savings banks, is under

New York Banking Department Supervision

We treat all depositors exactly alike—$25
draws the same rate as $2,500. Pro rata earnings
will be paid from the day we receive your
money to the day you take it out.

Send for our booklet

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Building, Broadway and 42d Street, New York

rctau

Davis Kleans E-Z
B„3t3 ^Duster, Cood Xmas Gilt

cle aiia.^^ Docs more real dusting in 15 niinut<s

Eemovcs ^^ c.ni be done Iq an hour with theord:

f i n " e r^^'^'"'^* Chemically treated—not oily,

marks and %''=''"y' ''"s^^ss. .4fcsor6s dust and
leaves fine
polish. Can
scratch. Use
CDf u rn itu
pianos, wood.-y ^ Household NecBSslW
work, walls, niir-Y
rors, bric-a-brac,
leather, etc. deliver-

€d free on receipt o

price. Send coin
stamps,
IhkTU Kleans E-Z Mops
For dry use on hardwoc
©r painted floors. Absorbs
dost instantly. Largest size
91.00 postpaid,

DATIS KLEANS E-Z CO.,
tZl Weeks St., B^uaiuetoOf lU

for 25c
By Hall
Large size

cl.sq., ^
r REFUNDED

If NOT SATISFACIORI

A BELATED) FEIE
Coyitmued from, page 1035

look. They went home, and for the

balance of the evening Mrs. Van Orme
had little to say. She was doing a
powerful lot of thinking.

By the following morning, though,

she had quite forgotten his impolite-

ness, and sent him to his day's tussle

at the office with* smiles, hugs and
kisses. About an hour after he had
gone, she called him on the telephone.

"Hello!" she pertly called.

"Hello, pet, is that you?"
"Yes, Ross dear; I just want to let

you know that you dropped your check
book in the lower hall; but I found it;

aren't you glad?"
She heard a noise like something

heavy falling, then heard her husband
excitedly exclaim:
"My! d-dearie, you didn't look

through it, did you?"
"No, Ross, not yet; tell me what

shall I look for?"
"No, no, Doll; I don't want you to

look at all."

"Why not, pray?" Her voice came
slow.

"I can't tell you now, wifey, dear,

only please don't look."

She did not exactly promise, but
gave an indefinite answer.
Her curiosity gave her no peace;

she looked, and first thing caught sight

of the last entry and read: "Dr. Went-
worth—twenty dollars—for marriage
fee." What does it mean? I don't

understand! She reeled and stared
vdldly about her. "Why should he pay
a marriage fee at this time? We are
married near six months."

She immediately decided to go to her
mother and get her view of the matter.
Unfolding the newly acquired, mystify-
ing knowledge, she laid the open check
book before her maternal parent, and
pointed to the offending entry. The
mother forthwith saw into the affair,

and burst into so hearty a laughter
that she fell into a chair helpless,

while the astonished daughter looked
on in amazement.

"Doll," asked the mother when she
caught her voice, "did you know that
Ross at the wedding gave the boys who
were serenading some money?"

"Yes, he told me he gave them a
dollar—a silver dollar!"

"Well, daughter, that explains. He
gave them a twenty-dollar gold piece,

and I suppose Dr. Wentworth got the
silver dollar. I recall now of having
spoken to Ross last night of his ex-
ceeding liberality with the boys; evi-

dently that set him thinking, and the
walk he took was a hurry call on Dr.
Wentworth, from whom he learned of
his mistake. The poor boy! he must
have felt mean."
At first the wife cried, but the genial

spirit of the mother soon soothed her.

That night the mother called on the
young couple, and, oddly enough. Dr.
Wentworth called too. The affair was
viewed by now as too amusing for Mrs.
Van Orme to keep secret, so she told
what she knew mid screams of laugh-
ter. What could the poor young hus-
band do but join in the merriment

—

if it was at his expense?
"It was a belated fee, doctor," said

he; "but I will see that it does not
happen again."

The Inspiration of the Flag
Thanks for the beautiful flag you

sent me. I do not see how you can
afford to give away such articles, abso-
lutely free of charge. It goes without
saying that I shall prize this beautiful
emblem of our great country a hun-
dred-fold more than if I had bought or
received it any other way. As it is, it

shall ever remind me of The Chris-
tian Herald, the great messenger of
peace, love, and unselfish Christian
generosity, and of helpful advice to all

of mankind in every clime. Long may
it live and prosper. E. M. Heltzen.

Providence, R. I.

—DON'T FAIL to read carefully the
"Personal Invitation" on page 1028 of

this issue.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALl
Money-Saving Combination

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD takes great pleasure in offering these Speci;

Combinations to its thousands of readers. The Clubs are, we believe, th

cheapest on the market, and it will certainly pay you to order your magE
zines through us. With each order we will send our 1911 Calendar, in colors, an
a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. The magazines may be sent to one or differer

addresses, as preferred. Be sure to give us complete instructions when you sen

your order. These Special Prices are good for both new and renewal subscription;

AMERICAN BOY, . . .(Regular Price) $1.00
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, " " $1.50
COSMOPOLITAN, ..." " $1.00
DEUNEATOR " " $1.00
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, " " $1.25
HARPER'S BAZAR, . . " " $1.25

HAMPTON'S, . .

LITTLE FOLKS, .

McCLURE'S, . . .

PEARSON'S, . . .

WORLD EVANGEL,
WORLD TO-DAY,

(RegaUr Price) $l.f

. " " $1.(

. " " $1.£

. " " $1.£

. " " $1.(

. " " $1.J

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, (Regalar Price) $1.50

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 1 Magazine io above table, $2.(

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 2 Magazines in above table, $2.(

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 3 Magazines in above table, $3.:

( THE CHRISTIAN HERALD . . ($1.50 a Year)
|

SEND US ONL

\ l«r REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year)
j $3»00

\ And Any One Other Magazine On This Page . . / for ALL THRt

For MODERN PRISCILLA (Fancywork—Monthly), add 50c. to any Combination.
For FARM JOURNAL 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25c. to any Combination.

Foreign Postage Extra. Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.

THE UFE WORK OF LOUIS KLOPSCH, fully described elsewhere in this issue, can be hadj
conne<5tion with any of these Combinations by adding 50 cents to the advertised price of the Combinatic

Eight Books for $1.00 Additional
Here are Eighl Handsome Books that are really needed in

this remarkable offer that The Christian Herald makes
every home. They have just been written and prepared 1;

to yo"u—an offer that actually places these eight volumes 1

your home for almo^ nothing I Each book is 4)1
inches m size, nicely printed and bound in vellum|t

luxe cloth. The titles are:

1. Practical Suggestions for Mother and Hooiewl'M
2. Helpful Talks With Girls
3. Entertainments for Home, Church and School ij

4. How to Speak and Write Correctly
5. Handy Man's Manual of Facts and Fignres
6. Healthful Sports for t^oys

7 Business Hints for Men and Women
8. Marvels of Modern Science

There is a book for every member of the Fi
Almost every subject of interest has been cover*

such a practical way that these books are really

cyclopedias of the Home. They are so differentfril

any books now on the market that we know you v|

be immensely pleased with them.

This great set of books is not for sale. It has W
prepared to interest old and new subscribers in t

greatest of weeklies for Christian Homes. Then
only one way to secure these valuable, necess;

books, that are new and up-to-date in every fa

every suggestion, every helpful word.

Here is Our Offer :
|

We will send The Christian Herald from ni

until the end of 191 I, and our beautiful 19

1

Calendar, together with the Eight Books, endt
" The Christian Herald Home Library,"
shipping charges prepaid,—all for only $2.50.

you do not desire the whole set complete we \

send as many or as few as you want. Simply a

20 cents for each volume you order to the regu

subscriphon price ($1.50) of The Chriiti

'

Herald. Each of these striking books is compi

in itself. They are especially desirable as Holic

Presents.

Another Way to Get The)

Or, if you prefer to accept one of the spec

magazine combination offers advertised above, y

may also have the Eight Books in this new " Christian Herald Home Library " by adding $1 .00 to your ren

tance. Or, you may have as many or as few books in this Library as you want by adding 20 cents for each volu

selected to the advertised price of the offer you accept. The books will be sent prepaid, undamaged delivery guarantei

Our 1911 Calendar with Every Order
The Calendar has been exquisitely finished by an absolutely new photogravure process,

first color paintings ever reproduced in this manner. The colors are rich and perfectly blended,

against a background of a soft, shimmering orange; the beautiful pale-blue bows
give a delightful contrast that produces a perfect composition; and the radiance of

a rose-like complexion, a charming pink and white combination so typical of health

and happiness, have been so faithfully retained that they melt and shade one into

another in absolute harmony. The miniature half-tone shown here is incapable,

of course, of conveying any adequate idea of the Calendar itself, which is 14 x 18

inches in size, printed on heavy de luxe slock, a dream of artistic perfection.

Think of the good old memories this little baby would awaken in your home

—

memories of the time when those near and dear to you were chubby little ones.

The Calendar will be prized by the whole family. It is free with each new and
renewal subscription.

Photogravure ot Dr. Klopsch—FREE
We will also send a photogravure portrait of the late Dr. Klopsch, one of the world's
greatest and mofl dearly beloved philanthropists. You all know of Dr. Klopsch,
and you are sure to welcome this opportunity to obtain a good picture of this Sterling

man in order to perpetuate his memory in your own home. Address your orders to

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 150 Bible Honse, New York
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STOPPED SHORT
Taking: Tonics, and Built up on

Right Food.

The mistake is frequently made of try-

i<r to build up a worn-out nervous system
I'so-called tonics—drugs.

New material from which to rebuild

^asted nerve cells is what should be sup-

|lied, and this can be obtained only from
'roper food.

["Two years ago I found myself on the

terge of a complete nervous collapse,

fue to overwork and study, and to illness

ii the family," writes a Wisconsin young
hother.

J "My friends became alarmed because
grew pale and tliin and could not sleep

ghts. 1 took various tonics prescribed
physicians, but their effects wore off

ortly after 1 stopped taking them. My
3od did not seem to nourish me and I

ained no flesh nor blood.

I "Reading of Grape-Nuts, I determined

5 stop the tonics and see what a change
tf diet would do. I ate Grape-Nuts four

imes a day, with cream and drank milk

flso, went to bed early after eating a dish

If Grape-Nuts.
} "In about two weeks I was sleeping

53undly. In a short time gained 20

(ounds in weight and felt like a different

^oman. My little daughter whom I was
[ibliged to keep out of school last spring

n account of chronic catarrh has changed
rom a thin, pale, nervous child to a rosy,

eallhy girl and has gone back to school

his fall.

"Grape-Nuts and fresh air were the

nly agents used to accomplish the happy
jsults."

Read " The Road to Wellville," in pkgs.

There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
ne appears from time to time. They
re genuine, true, and full of human
nterest^

Would You Pay
$9 Now
For This $18

Belgian lynx Set

Turban to Match C9 QQ
$7.00 Value vO»00

Save li Your Fur
Money By Buying
DIrcrt From The
Manufacturer.

You ran wear
tlilsfiiranywhero
and 1)0 proud of
It. It l3 every l)lt

as lar!,'o and
l>i-autlfiil 03 tlio

lUustratioa su;;-

pesls — a luxur-
ious, band.some, liu-

perl) sot, and you
buy tt under an al>-

g ^W^H^^^^^^^^HV solute guarantee
I ^^^^^^^^H^H' !!atlsractlon or money
iMM T»i| t^M haric. WotakcaUtho
M ^V^H ^^U ^V I'l!')^ of pleasmg you.

fVV^ ^m W Opening Special
«'. Z i w V ^m ^^' "j-"*—Handsome Belgian
XU^XV" W Lynx Slol'< ; lona, soft, blael., silky

,
hair; Bruxellc Model, animal effect. Full skin across

,
back, B Inches w ide, finished each end with handsome
heads, which hang gracefully over eacli shoulder.
Reversible Rug Muft, something new. Two hanging

• heads in front. Two large tails and four claws on the
•reverse side, or, it preferred—Muff in latest Pillow
.Shape, very large, 18 inches wide wii'islde gussets.
I Entire set lined with the highest grade guaranteed
satin. One of the most fashiunab'e sets of the season.

Regular retail price $lft.0O. Express
—our opening price $9.00. prepaid.

OUR REFUND GUARANTEEPLAN
makes it as safe to buy from us by mall as if you had
made your own selection If it is not exactly what you
expect, or If you are In any way disappointed, return
trie garment at our expense and your money will be
relunded by return mail without question.
Our beaut iful CATALOOim. Illustrating over;oo styles
of neikni ece'!. muffs and coats, sent KRl-.l-: upon re-
quest. Write fnrittci. liny .

ALASKA. FUR CO.,
121>DMarl£et Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

fcnitiictBaNK Of Commerce. 624 Chestmui St., Piiiui..Pi.

iJM'I'^'l-'t't't'l

^terliniwoTth Plant Tablets
To make them luxuriant, healthy — beautiful

i leaves and flowers. Nothing 80 good. They double
the bloom. Excellent for ferns. Eliminates aoU

kpots Clean, ordorless, convenient. Dissolve In wa-
ter. Sufficient 35 plants 3 monthB, 25c. Threetlmes

pqnantlty,5 0c. Trial pkge. 10c. postpaid. Write today
itox( .Sterling) hemicaUo. Caniltridge. Mass.

Do
You
S«ndfor Diy 2()0pn([ol««ik with Frvo Trial

'~^" ."Plaining iiiothods fi.r Homo Cure
"••Wished 15 yearn Hepiitation worM-wi.lo
G. A, LEWIS. 31 A.r.lal.la St , D.tn.lt. Mi

STAMMER©
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A LITTLE motto-card which is seen
in many houses says "Thinking

good is thanking God,"
"Speak evil of no man," wrote Paul

to Titus. The evil thought precedes
the evil word, and the command is

therefore practically equivalent to
"think evil of no man."
Think good thoughts. Cast out all

others. Thus we may show in a vital
way our fealty to our Lord and our
gratitude for his goodness.

There is nothing more offensive to
a right mind than a complaining per-
son. Of course, every one can find
plenty to complain about. Who has
not known people with apparently
everything around them to produce
happiness, yet determined to mourn
for trifles which they have not?
Thus a beautiful young wife was

greeted by a friend one morning, and
answered in a melancholy way, which
led the friend to say: "You speak
sadly. I hope your husband is well?"
"Yes, very well." "And those two
lovely children?" Yes, they were well,

too. The unhappy lady's household
was reported to be moving smoothly.
At last she burst out: "I know I have
a delightful home, a devoted husband,
bright, healthy children, many friends—but, oh, my dressmaker is such a
trial! She makes me perfectly
wretched!"
One day a wealthy woman, whose

clouded brow showed that she was
deeply worried, confided to a friend
that she was so miserable that she had
lain awake all night because some
i-ugs which she had recently bought
did not match the carpet on which they
were to lie!

Both of these ungrateful women
were nominally Christians, and yet
they seemed to have entirely over-
looked the primary duty of unceasing
gratitude to God. Its proper fruit is

contentment, that beautiful vii-tue of
which the old poet .so eloquently
wrote

:

Art thou poor, yet hast thou golden slumbers?
Oh, sweet content!

Art thou rich, yet is thy mind perplexed ?

Oh, punishment!

Then he who patiently life's burden bears.
No burden bears, but is a king, a king.

Oh, sweet, oh, sweet content.

Beautiful examples are often given
of the way in which the divine spark
of gratitude is sometimes kept alive in

human hearts. The Rev. T. W. Booth
tells this story:
A stranger was seen one day ap-

proaching a neglected grave in Nash-
ville, Tenn. He had a flower in his

hand, which he laid upon the grave.

The warden stepped to his side and
asked if his brother or father were
buried there.

"No," .said the stranger, "he was
not a relative. I will tell you about
him. When the war broke out I could

not enlist, though I wanted to. I had
a wife and seven children and we
were poor. At la.st I was drafted. I

had no money to hire a substitute, so

I made ready to go, leaving my family
to get along as best they could. Just
then a young man came to me and
said: 'You have a large family. Your
wife cannot possibly feed and clothe

them. I will go in your place.'

"He went, was wounded at Chicka-
mauga, taken to the hospital at Nash-
ville, and here he died. Ever since

that day I have wanted to come and
see his grave, but was not able to

pay the car fare. At last I have saved

up enough for that, and I have come
fi-om Illinois to see my dear friend's

grave."
Tears streamed down the man's

cheeks as he stooped and set a little

.'lab beside the mound, on which were
cut the words: 'TTe died for me."

If man to man could be so touch-

ingly and unselfishly grateful, what
should we not do for Him who crown-
eth us daily with benefits, and gave his

life for us?

^ Something You Should Know

For 38 years GARLAND Stoves and Ranges

have had the greatest sale of any stoves and

ranges in the world. The line comprises

Stoves and Ranges, Furnaces, Gas Ranges

K and Appliances. The GARLAND costs you

no more than stoves and ranges xifjinferior,

'f grade. Secure the World's Best.^^

Write us for Free book and choice reopBwhich will be mailed

to you on receipt of your requesL'^Aikli^iB'tidealer to diow you

Rang
•r^^u^jgggi

liaiices

Dealers AH O

'Michigan Stove Compan;^
wgmMl Makm of Stooit and Ranges' in lh» World \

BOYHOOD
AND

ALCOHOL
There are some thingstoo

awful to contemplate—one
is the giving of alcohol in the

guise of medicine to boys.

We believe

Scott's Emulsion
is the only preparation of

Cod Liver Oil that contains

absolutely no alcohol, drug

or harmful ingredient of

any sort. ALL DRUGGISTS

These trade^park cqss-cross Unjs on ^yery package

lET FOR
DIABETICS

[eumatisin.Obesity
Uric Acid

eading grocers.

1, Wate?Jown.N.Y..l).S.A.

Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Novem-
ber 20. Text : Ps. 100 : 1-5.

An Opportunity
For YOU

IF YOU want to make some extra

money during your spare time, our

Special Offer to the readers

of The Christian Herald will

be of great intere^ to you.

We are now establishing repre-

sentatives to take care of all new and

renewal subscriptions. The possibilities

for money-making are really unlimited,

and you can easily build up a clientele

which you can renew every year at

practically the original profit. It is

pleasant, agreeable work, as you will

come in contact with only the best

people. No expense is necessary.

Only spare time required. Let us send

you our interesting offer. It is sure to

appeal to you. Now is the time to act.

If you can use more money, here's

your chance to increase your income.

Ask for our Subscription Money
Plan. Write to-day

:

The Christian Herald Agency Dept.

Bible House, New York

MUSIC

LESSONS FREE
In Your Own Home

In order to make our home study courses known
in your locality we will give you—absolutely free—
48 or 96 lessons for either Piano, Organ, Violin,
Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we
ask that you recommend our Institute to your
friends after you learn to play.

It matters not whether you are a beginner or an
advanced pupil, the lessons will be made suitable
to your need. It is not necessary that you know
one note from another. The lessons are so simple
and easy that any person or little child who can
read English can learn them.
You will receive one lesson weekly, and your

only expense during the time you take the lessons
will be the cost of postage and the music you use,
which is small. Thousands have learned by mail
and you can do the same.
You and your friends should take advantage of

this wonderful offer without delay. Write postal
card at once. It will mean much to you to get our
Free booklet, which gives full infoi-mation. Our
lessons are marvels of simplicity. Photographs
and drawings make everything plain.
Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Write to-day.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
98 FitUi Ave., Dept. 156 C. New York City

9e CHRISTMAS CARDS lAc
^\J Wi COLORS-GOLD or SILVER lU

All different—Big Bargain. Everyone pleased.
Satisfaction guaranteed. 6 packages for 50c.

J. D. WENDALL, Dept 42, Cor. Monroe and Clinlon, Chicago

THE BEST'LIGHT
Makes and bums its own gas. Costa 2c. per
week. Gives BOO candle power liflit and
casts no shadow. No dirt, grease, nor
odor. Unequalled for Homes.Stores.Hotels,
Churches, Public Halls, etc. Over20Q styles.

Every lamp warranted. Agents wanted.
Write tor catalog.

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
3-70 E. 5th St., Canton.O.

FREE LICE KILLER
Send yonr name and address on a postal with the names
and addresses of three others who raise chickens—
and we will send with full instructions free of charge
eiionsrh Lice Killer to kill all the lice on six chickens.
Address QUFEN CITY POlU-TR't REMEDY
CO., 47 Main Street, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

y^ rj^ YOU CAN PLAY IT Without Learning.
Ai\^^#V/ .Sing into the mouthpiece. Zoho ricie^

the rest. For Home, Church and .Sunday School Knter-
tainmeiits. Full information FREE on request.

STRAUS! MFG. CO., 365 Broadway, Dept. 19, New York



Did you ever make a Phonograoh Record?

Did you ever hear yourself talk, or sing, or play?

Talk about entertainment—there is

nothing that approaches the fun and fas-

cination of making records at home on

^y^ EDISON
PHONOGRAPH

I

THE EDISON will record what you or your
friends say, or sing, or play, and then instantly

reproduce it just as clearly and faithfully as the Records
you buy are reproduced.

This is a feature of the Edison Phonograph you
should not overlook. It is entertaining, instructive and
practical. You can send your voice to a friend, pre-

serve the sayings of children, record your progress as a

speaker, a singer or a musician.

There is an Edison Phonograph at a price to suit everybody's means,
from the Gem at $15.00 to the Amberola at $200.

Edison Standard Records S .35
Edison Amberol Records (play twice as long) .50
Edison Grand Opera Records 75 to $2.00

Anyone can make records on an Edison. It reqtres

no special machine. The blank records can be ned

over and over.

Go to any Edison dealer to-day and let him den')n-

strate this great feature of the Edison Phonograph nd

when you buy make sure you get an Edison, the in-

strument that gives you not only the best renditior of

the world's best entertainers, but also the opportuity

for home record making.

There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and hear the

Edison Phonograph play both the Edison Standard and Amberol Records
and get complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.

The Edison Business Phonograph stands right at your elbow. With
it, you dictate just as if you were talking to the man to whom you write.

National Phonograph Company, 8 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.



THE GRFAT NEW SERIAL BY FLORENCE M. KINGSLEY BEGINS IN THIS ISSUE!

ChristianHerald
^ JBSCRIPTION, $1.50 PER ANNUM

JBUSHED 52 TIMES A YEAR

COPYRIGHT. 1910. BY THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
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The Christian Herald Home Library-8 Boolcs

llf-

HELPFUL
TALKS

WlTHGlRlS

WE take great pleasure in announcing to The Christian Herald

Family our new Library to be known as "The Christian

Herald Home Library." There are eight books in the set. Each one is

complete in itself, thus enabling

each and every member of the

Family Circle to read some of

them at the same time. The
booksarewell printed and nicely

bound in cloth. Each volume
is 4 X 6 inches in size, making a

neat, compact and really delight-

ful book.

The contents of the books
consist of 2,ooo pages of prac-

tical information for the home
and for every member of the

family. The idea has been to

gather together in the eight

books most of the things the
women, the men, the boys and
the girls need to know and
want to know. The housewife
is interested in the management
of her home, and she naturally

wants to know how to make
it bright, cheerful and hap-

py. In the woman's book we
have endeavored to tell her of

mm
Marvels

Science

"P.Gl
"

iljiL,ai|l

JlEyitybRK

A Book for Every Member
of the Family

Practical Suggestions for Mother and Housewife

Helpful Talks With Girls

Entertainments for Home, Church and School

How to Speak and Write Correctly

Handy Man's Manual of Facts and Figures

Healthful Sports for Boys

Business Hints for Boys

Marvels of Modem Science

ways of practising household economy, new recipes, new ways of doing
things, how to entertain company and amuse the children, and how
to arrange entertainments for schools, church socials, etc. The girls"

book is filled with suggestions
and ideas that can help any
girl in business and in a social

way. For the boys we have
a book that tells all about
clean, healthful sports, the idea

being to interest the boy in the
sports that help to develop the.

body while stimulating the mind
and the imagination. For the
men there are three good books,
covering business, science
grammar, and the duties of the

home. Just read the titles of

these books. Just think how
helpful they can be in your
home, and to every one of the

family—the woman, the man
the girl and the boy. Remem
bcr that they are new, that they

ne\'er have been published
before, and that the only waj'

you can get them is by this

great offer that The Christian
Herald makes you.

CHRISTIAN

HERALD

Here Is Our Offer: The Christian Herald Home Library is not for sale. It has been prepared especially to interest our

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ old and new subscribers. Therefore we offer you a renewal of your present subscription for one year,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^""^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^"^^
and our beautiful 1911 Calendar, a photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, together with these Eight Books

—all for only $2.50. The books will be sent nicely packed, all shipping charges prepaid. In case you do not desire the complete set of eight books, we shall be glad
to send you as many or as few as you desire. Simply add 20 cents for each volume desired to the subscription price ($1.50) of The Christian Herald, and we'll attend
to your order promptly. The books will be ready for delivery on November 15, 1910. The demand will be heavy. Send your order early.

Some of Our Additional Book Offers
AVOID THE HOUDAY RUSH BY ORDERING NOW

life Work of Louis Klopsch" "Stephen -A Soldier of the Cross" "Hero Talcs from American life"

«
LOUIS KLOPSCH, whom the whole world loved, left

to every man and woman a ricii legacy. He
bequeathed to them the secret of his splendidly succes.s-

ful career. How he found the Master-key which opened
doors that led to honorable service, and how he used it;

how it enabled him to carry out to complete triumph his

wonderful work in almost every country on the globe,
helped him over difficulties that would have halted most
men, put great resources at his disposal, brought powerful
people to his side and gave him as voluntary allies kings,
premiers, potentates, cabinets, to further his word-wide
enterprises—all of this, with much more, is disclosed in

Mr. Pepper's book, "Life Work of Louis Klopsch."

We will send this book, "Life Work of Louis
Klopsch," 472 pages in all, and our 1911 Calendar, a
photogravure of Louis Klopsch, together with a year's
subscription to The Christian Herald, either new or renew-
al, all for only $2.00, which includes all shipping charges.

JfCWORK
,
OF

-OUIS -
'-OPSCI-

LIFE WORK OF

LOUIS KLOPSCH

m^>

HARLESMPEPPEH

Measures
When Open
7'4 X 9% inches

?%HE

THE

MmMs

STEPHEN, a Soldier of the Cross" is unquestionably
one of Mrs. Florence M. Kingsley's greatest

stories. She has taken the little-known life of Stephen
as her principal character, and woven a vivid and pictur-
esque narrative. The ancient alchemists are said to have
possessed the power of resurrecting from the ashes of a
perished flower a dim ghost of the flower itself. Mrs.
Kingsley has accomplislied this in her resurrection of
Stephen, and all who read this sweet and charming story
are sure to become more interested in Stephen, the
lovable Bible character.

The story of "Stephen, a Soldier of the Cross" is

beautifully told. It throbs and thrills with emotion and
tender pathos.

"Stephen, a Soldier of the Cross," will be sent pre-
paid with The Christian Herald for one year and a copy
of our beautiful 1911 Calendar, togetheV with a photo-
gravure of Louis Klopsch, all for onlv $1.85.

WOULD you like to know the Man who travele<

Four Thousand Miles through Six Bleak Winte
Months to Add Three Stars to the American Flag
Would you like to Shake Hands with a Woman wh
Saved Sixteen Children ? Would you like to look upo
the Lad who Rescued a Thousand Lives in a Storm a,

Sea ? Would you like to see the Girl who Sacrifice

Her Life for Honor, and a Boy who Gave His Life t

His Country ? You can meet these and others in Franci
Trevelyan Miller's Book, "Hero Tales From America
Life." Just think of it ! Sitting down at your very fire

side with Heroes of War, Heroes of Peace, Heroes r

Conscience, Heroes of Science, meeting them practicall

face to face in your own home!

We will send you this book, "Hero, Tales," on

beautiful 1911 Calendar, a photogravure of Dr. Klopsch
and The Christian Herald every week for one year, a

for only $2.00.

Measures
When Open
8x12 inches

.ERqHERO TALES
Tales from
.^°" AMERICAN

^STiAii Francis
TijvELYAN

Miua

Our 1911 Calendar and Photogravure of Louis Klopsch Given Free With Every Order

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 489 Bible House, NEW YORF



NEW YORK. NOVEMBER 16. 1910

TME GREAT ST:
llJfl

' A MERICANS who arrived from Paris durinp the

Z\ last week of October and the first week of

^•^ November, and who had difficulty in g-etting

heir baggape out of the French capital on account

f the great strike, almost disbelieved their ears

|/hen they were told that they could not move their

'runks in New York. The metropolis was having

strike of its own. Though the returned voyager

aw no attempt to build barricades and saw no

harging cuirassiers such as greeted his eyes in

,'aris and gave his heart an intense longing for

ome and country, he could have seen, had he not

een moving rapidly in another direction, as fierce

'truggles in the streets of Jersey City and New
Tork as he witnes.sed in Paris. While the French

irike was one of railroad

Inen, the strike in New
fork and vicinity included

ill of the helpers and driv-

ers of the great express
:ompanies—the United
states, the Adams, the

Vmerican, the Wells Fargo,
|he large local express and
ransfer companies which do

|i business of hundreds of

housands of dollars every
veek—and it extended
'it last to the drivers of the

'lelivery wagons of the large
ilry goods and other firms.

t crippled business in a way
.inknown in years, causing
|i great financial loss and an
imount of inconvenience
vhich can hardly be realized
')y those who read of it in-

stead of pushing trunks on
I wheelbarrow and "going
lome to Jersey" with a four-
'oot package and a few
)ther things which the sub-
jrbanite finds necessary to

lis existence.

Neither employees nor
imployers realized that the
irst clash in Jersey City
ATQuld develop into a labor
struggle of such magnitude.
n Jersey City the United
states Express Company
las a large terminal, and on

fS

the 24th of October the helpers—young men from

eighteen to twenty-two who ride on the teams

and assist the drivers in distributing bundles

—struck for five dollars more a month and

shorter hours. They demanded that the money be

paid forthwith and then struck. The strikers at

first only numbered about three hundred. Then the

drivers, who said that they had no grievance against

the company, refused to go out without their regu-

lar helpers, giving the excuse that they were in

charge of the teams and were under bonds for the

safe delivery of packages, and could not afford to

pass them over to unknown men. Inside of twenty-

four hours the strike extended across the North

River to New York, and soon afterward drivers and

<^^

y

A Motor

helpers of the other great express companies, on

which a good part of the city's business depends,

went out on a "sympathetic strike" in the hope that

business would be so hampered that their own com-
panies would bring pressure on the United States

Company and force it to accede at once to the de-

mands of its employees.

Acts of violence occurred within a few hours
after the helpers walked out. The company hired as
many men as it could find in a short space of time
to drive some of the wagons and get out the
perishable stuff from the railroad stations. Two
express teams drove onto the ferryboat Wilkesharre
and all went well until the boat started toward mid-
stream. Suddenly a swarm of strikers sprang from

the side cabins, where they
had been scattered among
the passengers. Some broke
into the emergency boxes
and getting the axes chopped
the wagons, while others
jumped on the wagons and
attacked the drivers and
new helpers. The latter,

though outnumbered twenty
to one, put up a good fight

and for several minutes the
panic-stricken passengers
witnessed a fierce hand-to-
hand struggle. The boat
turned back to her slip and
the police came on board.
Only two arrests were made,
however. After that the

ferry officials took care that

the strikers were kept off

the boats, as another such
conflict might grow to such
proportions as to cause a

wreck.
There were a number of

sharp conflicts in the streets

of Communipaw, and soon
each wagon was encased
with a heavy wire netting to

protect the new drivers from
the hail of sticks, stones

and pieces of scrap iron

which had already badly in-

jured a number, and_ which
were used even in the
Contimted on page 1Q5U

Truck Moving Through a New York Street, Escorted by Police

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, November 16, 1910 Page 1047
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Dwight L. Moody

yl FTER we receive the gift of God for service

—

l\ the gift of the Holy Spirit for service—what
*—^ is to follow? It is Work! God's law is, use

or lose. If Elisha hadn't gone right forward and

taken up the work, I believe God would have taken

it away from him. He would never have had the

"double portion." God is not going to give us the

Spirit merely that we may come to meetings and
sing ourselves into

ecstasy—into a sweet

frame of mind. It is

delightful to spend
mornings and after-

noons contemplating the

Spirit, and to be lifted

up to the "celestial
mountains."

After the war, we
had a convention in the

West to see what we
could do to keep the
Christian Commission
and carry the spiritual

fire right into our
churches. I heard Dr.
Kirk in one of the West-

ern cities speak for about five minutes. He opened
his address by carrying us into heaven and giving

us a picture of it. I said, "Thait's the finest thing I

ever heard." But he paused and said, "My friends,

that's not what we are here for. We have come to

decide what we will do to have the world converted."

I have never forgotten that part of his speech. It

is a real delight to be on the Mount of Transfigura-
tion with Moses and Elias and John and James and
the Master. It's a great thing to get in company
with the holy ones who have passed on before. But
you remember when the Master came down from
the Mount of Transfiguration he found a man pos-

sessed of devils, and something had to be done there.

"Who Is My Neighbor?"

Now, we want to go out into our cities and go to

work, and I have selected one of Christ's parables,

and I think it ought to be read in all our churches,
too, once in thirty days at least, until we get woke
up. It is the tenth chapter of Luke, the twenty-fifth

verse: "Behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and
tempted him, saying: Master, what shall I do to

inherit eternal life? He said unto him. What is

written in the law? How readest thou? And he,

answering, said. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy strength, and with all thy mind; and thy
neighbor as thyself. And he said unto him, Thou
hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live.

But he, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesus,

And who is my neighbor?"
Who is my neighbor? The Church has been a

long while finding that out. "And Jesus said,

. . . Go, and do thou likewise." Very plain instruc-

tion, isn't it? If you have received an unction from
the Holy One, and have been anointed, go out and
find some poor, wounded man, and you will find that
the power of God will be right there on the spot.

After you, yourself, have become filled, God will

meet you in the work. I don't know when Elisha

got the anointing—I think on the way. Then do
some work for God, by the power of the Master.
Now, you will notice that Christ brings four men

before us: that lawyer, that croaker (that's what
he was!), that skeptic, that man who didn't believe.

You know that Christ was heaven-sent to do God's
work. He brought out these four men: the first

man was the wounded man, who had been stripped

by thieves; the next was a priest; the next a Levite;

the next a Samaritan. Now, it is a good thing to

note and to look at these four men. That Jew—he
had gone from Jerusalem down to Jericho. Probably
he had some business down there and misfortune
overtook him. You will find lots of them in any
city; lots who have had misfortune and who have
need of our help. The priest came down that way.
Probably he stood high; probably he officiated at his

work in Jerusalem as well as any of the rabbis;

and if we had him now we would call him The Rev.

Levi, D.D., LL.D. Very high sounding! I don't

know, but perhaps he said, as he saw that poor Jew,
"Poor fellow! I pity him. If he was back in my
parish, I'd look after him; but I've not been ap-

pointed to look after men between Jerusalem and
Jericho!"

I once asked a man to pronounce the benediction,

and he said he wasn't in his own parish and couldn't

do it. And I felt sorry for him. What made John

This is the eighth of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,

never before pubUshed, and the existence of which was dis-

closed only a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the s*rmons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

* This sermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.

Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass., January 15, 1897.

Wesley the mighty man he was? Because he said,

"The world is my parish."

Never stop to ask whether it is a Jew or Gentile;

he is your own brother, and he needs help. I have
no doubt that that man's religion was all up in his

head. That made him so "high," so "empty"—not
being in his heart, but in his head. The idea that

he could see that Jew there suffering and dying, and
say no word! There might have been a spring
near by, but he never got him a drop of water. He
"passed by on the other side." "Let him die; he's

nothing to me!"

The Unavailing Cry for Help

A few years ago there was a man who fell into

the water through the ice, and a gentleman living

on the shore (it was a cold and bitter night in win-
ter) heard that man's cry for help. He said, "I
don't want to be disturbed this cold night, but I feel

pity for the fellow." But the man dropped into the
water and died; and next day it was found out that
that man had done a mean, contemptible thing, and
they hounded him out of town. They ought to have
done it, ought they not? But we hear the cry of the
poor—lots of wounded fellows, lost for time and for
eternity—and we "pass by on the other side." "He
doesn't belong to my parish." "He isn't a Metho-
dist, and I'm a Methodist. I look after Methodists
—and the Baptists, let them look after theirs." Or
the Baptist says, "He's a Congregationalist; let the
Congregationalists look after him." I am so tired

of these names! Let the Lord sweep them out of
the way. A man says, "You don't want to help a
Jew or Catholic, do you?" I say, if a man is in

trouble, help him ! Would to God we could be broad-
ened out a little

!

He passes on. Perhaps he was going to dedicate
a synagogue and he must hasten down there; he
must attend to his ecclesiastical duties. We've got
so many of these things that we haven't time to do
the Lord's work. I woke up when they put me on
so many committees that I must dodge around this

corner and that. I believe there are many men who
would be a power in the community if they would
"get off." Really, for saving souls they haven't
time. That's where they are. The priest was all

right, and perhaps he was on important committees
in Jerusalem and Jericho; but there was a man who
needed help, and he ought to have gotten his arm
under him and lifted him up. That was his first

business. Nothing more important than saving men.
Help him up!

The Sin of Selfish Indifference

A Levite came to him. He would be a deacon in
New England—a deacon or a church warden. He
had a different turn of mind. He took a look at him.
He looked at him; but he, too, passed by on the other
side. The Levite stopped and looked at him. I

don't know but he put his hand in his pocket, and
said, "I pity him. I know him. He lives in a back
street. He has a wife and ten children." We call

it a dark day when the "breadwinner" is taken away.
Perhaps he added, "I'll go down to Jericho and see
if I can't get a committee—we'll call it the 'Jerusa-
lem and Jericho Committee'—to look after wounded
Jews between Jerusalem and Jericho; and I will
give five dollars as a salve to my conscience." And
not only that, but the publisher of the Jerusalem
Times or the Jericho Herald gets out a great, flam-
ing notice, saying that "The Honorable Levite got
up a society to look after wounded Jews." Or per-
haps he says, "I'll see if I can't get some leading
men of the Sanhedrim to aid. It's a burning shame
that a man can't go down from Jerusalem to Jericho
without falling among thieves."

I remember when the Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union used to have meetings all over the
city to get men out of the awful drink habit. They
got them on their feet, and they're standing to-day.
They did a great deal of this thing. And we speak
of getting the legislatures to legislate this thing out,
but it'll be a long time before the politicians save
this country. I am anxious about the Church. Get
the Church right. We have all we can attend to
when we get the men into the church. Let the poli-
ticians go, but get the men to the churches. Our
weapons are not carnal. This man passed by and
never gave a drop of water—not a kind word.

It is easy to sit and listen to these things and to

talk about this priest and that Levite; but I'll fii

ten thousand priests and Levites, refined Levite

to one Samaritan. They're mighty scarce. He
many times it is asked, "Can you get us a drawii
minister?" A drawuig minister! What we wa
is draiving church members. You aren't going
draw. Put a man at the end of the pew, and th(

put a workingman in that pew, and the pew-own
says, "What did you put that man in my pew fo

I pay fifty dollars for that pew." And that pe
has been half empty for five years; and the sexti
gets a blowing up for putting that man in it. "V
want to be respectable in the church; that's wh
we want!" they say. Talk about finances and o
stacles. No obstacles in God's way! "Go thou ai

do likewise," and you'll reach the workingme

The Cheerful Samaritan

Then comes along the Samaritan. Now, if the
was a man that the Jews detested it was a Samai
tan ; and we know that the Samaritan was the on
man under heaven who could not become a prosely
of the Jewish faith. The Jews would not buy
sell with a Samaritan. Now the Jew has a migh
poor opinion of a man if he won't sell to him—if

'

can't make anything out of him. Not only th;

but he would dig his grave so deep that when Gabr:
blows his trumpet, he couldn't hear a sound. Y'
needn't laugh. You are just as bad as the Jews
just as bad! Just as prejudiced right along,
was in California some time ago and a Chinam;
walked up the street quietly, and one of the hoo
lums took hinj by his queue and pulled him over t

sidewalk and meant to kill him. I said, "That m;
never did you any harm." He said, "That d'

hasn't got a soul."
I heard a good thing to illustrate this prejudi(

A colored woman got into a car and sat down near

;

Irish woman, who drew up her skirts, and by-and-:
a Chinaman got in and sat down near the color
woman, and she drew up her skirts. We're a b;'

lot, the whole of us! Easy enough to talk about t'

Jews not liking the Samaritans, but there's a go|
deal of that feeling around. Do you suppose t|

Lord will ask, when you come up to heaven, whetli
you come from the aristocratic section or wheth
you are a Jew, Gentile, Catholic or Protesta
Let's get above these things.

I see that Samaritan going along. He has I

bright face—a sunny face—he goes along whistlii

on his beast. The priest and Levite wouldn't lol

at him out of his eye. He hears the dying groa|
and dismounts at once, and goes into the bush, af
there's the man dying. He sees at once he is a "s

of Abraham." If he had been like some folks,

would say, "I'll give that fellow a good lecture;
"

give him a piece of my mind to-day and help him

)

and by. I'll give him a draft of vinegar and pa
oil into his wounds, after I've given him a pieceJ

my mind. You've called us Samaritans! I'll Mi
you, but I want you to understand that you deserN

our treatment." Have we any of that kind of pe
pie here?

Help First—Criticise Afterward

There was a gentleman in Chicago who alwa
used to give me a good blowing up. Always—but]

gave me a check afterwards; he always gave
the blowing up before he gave me the rest. Soi'

people carry a bottle of vinegar, and wonder w
people aren't drawn towards them. It's a wond(
isn't it? That good Samaritan didn't bring out t

vinegar; he didn't stop to ask this fellow's pedigre

he didn't ask where he came from and where he w
going. "The man is dying," he said, "and nee

help. I'll attend to his needs and get him up

Don't ask questions and discuss with those fellc

who want to criticise you. Get the man out of t

pit and let the croaking go. The Samaritan didi

read a manuscript forty minutes long. There's

class of men who think the world is going to

uplifted by manuscript. You've got to have gre

manuscripts. Yes, but we want a few sermons wi

hands and feet. We want something besides wr

ten manuscripts. Now, that poor fellow didi

want written manuscripts or essays just the

He didn't care anything about the "origin of si

just then. That good Samaritan might have puU

out a manuscript and said, "I'll tell you how s

came into the world." "No; I'm dying." "But

me tell you the origin of sin."

I said to a young man at Northfield, "Go out a

do work for God. Start out. You've got wea

enough. Study the way of salvation in the Bibl

make it plain; expound the Word throughout ti

whole land. That's what this nation needs." "Wei

he said, "I'd like to do it, but I've not had mu
Continued on next page
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The Good Samaritan
Continued from preceding page

couragement in our university this

ar. We've been this whole year try-

to find out who wrote the Penta-

jch." Think of a university spend-
''y a whole college year trying to find

It who wrote the Pentateiich! I'm

'hamed and disgusted with the whole

ing! What did that poor Jew man
int then? Did he want a volume of

rmons? Not by a good deal. He
'inted oil on his wounds. He didn't

int a lecture. People aren't going

save this world by lectures. He
inted oil, sympathy, and something

i keep him from dying. And in that

funtry, where the hot rays of the sun

ured in upon him, he wanted his

junds bound up. I don't know where

e Good Samaritan got his bandages,

•en don't carry bandages with them,

think he must have torn his gar-

tjnts. He took more prejudice out of

lat Jew in thirty minutes than ever

:is dene before in all the history of

re world. There are lots of skeptics.

,bw shall we get the prejudice out of

pm? By acts of kindness. Help the

aaMlllow that's down, and he'll believe

kt you've got something that's worth
Iving.

How many times a man has been
, j—sarmed by acts of kindness! I don't

^''Wilieve there is a man in all the States

t can be reached by that. Don't

u think it would pay? I think so.

jt I'm so tired and sick of people all

je time finding fault. Man! If you
In do better, go and do it! These
Lies are to be redeemed, or else we
fe going to pieces. The fact that you
in't take up a paper in which you
[n't read of a "hold-up" and some
Urder or suicide. Oh! Church of

A, awake and hasten to the rescue!

a man falls down between Jerusalem
!d Jericho, let's go and help him.
an are down with lust and passion

d whisky, and we've got a remedy.
.lank God for a remedy, and we want
stand with the Remedy.
Let me get back to that Samaritan.
I gets the wounded Jew on his own
ast, and he foots it. "My! He
,es afoot, and let's me ride!" says the
lor fellow. He gets him to the inn.

(le churches should be inns to help the
'iOr man. I pity the minister who
in't give him a welcome.
[Twenty-one years ago. Dr. Gordon
jk twenty-six drunkards into his

-
_ Afurch, and only a few backslid. Most

igr'jj j

them stayed. If ministers did this,

puldn't these be saved? They want
I
be delivered. They think there's no
jwer in earth and heaven to save
lem. Man! Haste with the Gospel,

d tell them there's hope. What's to

Lider every church to open its doors
jd get them in, and stand by them,
[d help them? That's what we want.
aousands of these men can be saved
d become ornaments to society, a
mfort to their wives and children, if

je church will help them.
;He took him to the inn, and sat up
-th him all night; and the next morn-
%, the man was a good deal better;

'd had a good night's sleep; getting
b11 fast, like magic. That's "faith

paling." That's the kind of faith I

jlieve in. Yes. And then he said to

8 inn-keeper, "How much will it

st?" And he put his hand in his

-cket and paid the bill. Two-pence.
lat meant a good deal in those days.
nd he said, "Take care of this man.
1 be responsible. I will pay. Don't
; that man want for anything." The
wbent over and said, "Won't you let

;3kiss you?" My! That's the first

•w that ever kis.sed a Samaritan

!

'le prejudice against the Samaritan
d gone for time and eternity. And
ere's no philosophy can make me be-
've he wasn't a Good Samaritan

!

asn't he a Good Samaritan? Did
u ever meet one? It's a good thing
meet a Samaritan—a good one.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Colunrinj

f»Vf

THANKSGIVING By Rev. J. M. Fan-ar. p.p.*

ONLY a few more days to Thanksgiving. One whole day for
saying "Thank you." How much of the day will you need to
say your thanks? Here is an ideal Suppose we give thanks

for the blessing most people forget? Has the little baby anything
for which to be thankful? Eudora Bumpstead will tell us some of
the blessings for which a baby should be thankful

:

Mamma was making ready the things he would need when he
should wake up. First she went along the orchard path as far as
the old wooden pump and said: "Good pump, will you give me some
nice clear water for the baby's bath?" And the pump was willing.

The good old pump by the orchard path
Gave nice clear water for the baby's bath.

Then she went a little farther on the path, and stopped at the
woodpile and said: "Good chips, the pump has given me nice clear
water for dear little Ray; will you come and warm the water and
cook his food?" And the chips were willing.

The good old pump by the orchard path
Gave nice clear water for the baby's bath ;

And the clean white chips from the pile of wood
Were glad to warm it and cook his food.

SO mamma went on till she came to the barn and then said: "Good
cow, the pump has given me nice clear water, and the woodpile

has given me clean white chips, for dear little Ray; will you give me
some warm, rich milk?" And the cow was willing.

Then she said to the topknot hen that was scratching in the straw:
"Good Biddy, the pump has given me nice clear water, and the wood-
pile has given me clean white chips, and the cow has given me warm,
rich milk for dear little Ray; will you give me a new-laid egg?" And
the hen was willing.

The good old pump by the orchard path
Gave nice clear water for the baby's bath ;

And the clean white chips from the pile of wood
Were glad to warm it aifd cook his food ;

The cow gave milk in the milk-pail bright,
And the topknot Biddy an egg new and white.

THEN mamma went on till she came to the apple-bin and said:

"Good apple-bin, the pump has given me nice clear water, and
the woodpile has given me clean white chips, and the cow has given

me warm, rich milk, and the hen has given me a new-laid egg for

dear little Ray; will you give me a pretty red apple?" And the

apple-bin opened its door and let her in.

So mamma took the apple and the egg and the milk and the chips

and the water to the house, and there was Baby Ray in his night-

gown looking out of the window.
And she kis.sed him and bathed him and dressed him, and while

she brushed and curled his soft bro-wn hair she told him the Thanks-
giving story that I am telling you.

The good old pump by the orchard path
Gave nice clear water for the baby's bath ;

And the clean white chips from the pile of wood
Were glad to warm it and cook his food ;

The cow gave milk in the milk-pail bright,

And the topknot Biddy an egg new and white ;

And the apple-bin gave an apple so round and so red,

For dear little Ray, who was just out of bed.

BUT all the good things are not for baby. The older Juniors must
have something for which to be thankful.

The Thanksgiving dinner! Yes! You are all thankful for it.

And the pumpkin pie—how thankful you are for it! You begin to

be thankful when the pumpkin turns up its big round face and smiles

at you in the cornfield. Then the pumpkin makes you smile when
you put a candle back of its face and carry it about on Hallowe'en

night. If you begin to think of pumpkin Thanksgiving, you may,

if it were possible, forget to eat the pie. I am quite sure you all

know that rhvme—"The Four and Twenty Blackbirds." Do you

know it is a Thanksgiving pie rhyme? It tells us about a number

of our greatest blessings for which we should be thankful. All the

Juniors should recite it at the close of their Thanksgiving dinner.

The four and twenty blackbirds represented the twenty-four hours

of the day. Surely we should be thankful for the twenty-four-hour

day. Eight hours for work, eight hours for play and eight hours

for sleep. The bottom of the pie is the world, while the top crust is

the sky that overarches it. The opening of the pie is the day dawn,

when the birds begin to sing, and surely such a sight is fit for a king.

In the spring when the birds come North you must wake up early

and hear the birds when they begin to sing. The king, who is rep-

resented as sitting in his parlor counting out his money, is the sun,

while the gold pieces that slip through his fingers, as he counts them,

are the golden sunbeams. The sun and his light! Just think! The

sun as a king counting out his sunbeams and throwing them to us in

sunshine, something better than gold. The queen, who sits in the

dark kitchen, is the moon, and the honey with which she regales her-

self is the moonlight. Had you ever thanked God for the moonlight .'

Something better than honey.

THE industrious maid, who is in the garden before her king, the

sun has risen, is day dawn. The clothes she hangs out are the

clouds. Never thought of that, did you? The birds who so trag-

ically end the song by nipping off" her nose, are the sunset that ends

the day. So we have the whole day, if not in a nutshell, in a pie.

* Pastor First Reformed Church. Brookl>Ti. N. Y. Text : Neb. 12:27.
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Yes or No?
(A Morning Tonic}

(Phil. 4:8)

"^rO" to the wrong, and "Yes" to the right;

"No" to what's dismal, "Yes" to what's

bright

;

"No" to what's folly, and "Yes" to what's wise ;

Seeking to see things with spirit-cleansed eyes.

"No" to all error, and "Yes" to what's true.

Trusting the truth will bring me safe through

;

"No" to the tempter, and "Yes" to God's word ;

"No" to mere liking, and "Yes" to my Lord.
"Yes" to what's manly, and "No" to what's

mean :

"No" to what soils me, and "Yes" to what's
clean ;

"No" to what's cowardly, "Yes" to what's
brave

;

Eager to help men—eager to save.

"No" to what crushes, and "Yes" to what
cheers

;

"Yes" to glad hopes, and "No" to sad fears ;

"No" to all worry, and "Yes" to hard work ;

"Yes" to plain duty—not once may I shirk.

"Yes" to what's honest and noble and pure

;

"No" to what's doubtful, however secure

;

"Yes" to the faith the Crucified gave;
"No" to dishonor—rather "Yes" to the grave.
"No" to quick temper, "No" to false pride ;

"Yes" to sweet patience, learned at His side

;

"No" to ungentleness, "Yes" to Christ's love

;

"Yes" to all good things that come from above.

Rev. John J. Reed, S.T.D.

The Bible in Nebraska

YOUR valuable copy of the New
Testament received. I appreciate

your kindness very much, as I learned
to love that book from my infancy,
when, a half century ago, I started to
read it, on the other side of the globe.
I am also glad to think I have placed
four copies of your valuable paper in
four homes for four months. If you
New York people and we "Wild West"
people could co-operate and make each
of your many dollars do that much
good, I wonder if we might not change
the Lord's Prayer, about his will being
done in earth, into thanksgiving?
The Bible has increased in value to

me continually these fifty years, and
so is your paper increasing in value,
in my estimation. I am rather ashamed
to say that fifty years ago I sometimes
did not like to read that book. I did
not understand it as well as I do now,
and for a kid to pronounce those long
words was a difficult job. But my
father locked it up in the cupboard
and I cried and cried till I got it back,
and then I read and read. Now, I

have been thinking that is the way
the Supreme Judges have been treat-
ing the Illinois people; but perhaps I

am mistaken. But that is the way
they did some years ago in Nebraska,
and the people made a roar and the
judges said, "All right, you can have
the Bible in your schools."

In Sweden we have to learn the
Lutheran catechism with explanations,
and Bible history, in the public

schools. What kind of a country is

this going to be without the Bible?
Nels Segerstrom.

Las Animas, Col.

ANVIL SPARKS
. .To-day's smile will make to-mor-

row's laugh easier.

. .Man is never too young to find

salvation nor too old to lose it.

. . If some of your neighbors are bad,

just remember that they could be
worse—and that you could be better.

. .It will not do much good to hope
for the best, if we do not work as we
hope.

..The man v/ho doesn't stand for

something is like a slick nickle with

its value rubbed off".

. . The man who preaches Christ

apologetically is at best a poor apology

for a preacher.

. .Instead of trying to pack enough
theology into his sermon to save a

world, a minister should be content to

put in enough religion to save one sin-

ner in the audience. W. J. B.

L
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A LITTLE old man, blanched by the snows of

82 winters, and who had for four years or

more been patiently waiting for death, passed

away at the village of Heiden, near Geneva, Swit-

zerland, on the last day of October. For many years

before he died the world had almost forgotten him,

yet he was one of its greatest benefactors and no-

blest sons.

Jean Henri Dunant was born in Geneva, Switzer-

land, May 8, 1828, of Swiss-French parents. His

mother, M. Anne Antoinette CoUadon, came of a

family which was distinguished even before the

Reformation and which had been ennobled many
generations ago. On his father's side he came of a

patrician family which had among its members some
of the leading judges of the Swiss nation, the father

himself being a member of the Geneva Council up to
the political upheaval of 1842.
From his earliest manhood, Jean Henri Dunant

gave evidence of a love of works of charity and
benevolence. He made the cause of the poor his

own cause; he was an ardent advocate of peace, and
he was always happiest when relieving some case of
urgent necessity. Three women, by their splendid
examples, influenced his whole life in a remarkable
degree, viz. : Florence Nightingale, Elizabeth Fry,
and Harriet Beecher Stowe. Their experiences he
longed to make his own and their ideals were his
ideals.

During the Italian war of 1859, young Dunant
was traveling in that country. After the battle of
Solferino, he visited the field, and, seeing the terri-
ble sufferings of the wounded soldiers who lay
around untended, he, with the assistance of several
peasant women, formed an ambulance service, with
its headquarters in a little church at Castiglione.
He helped with his own hands to bind up the wounds
of Frenchmen, Italians and Austrians alike. "They
are all brothers," he said. "A wounded enemy is an
enemy no longer." And he and his corps of helpers
brought water and medicine, and smoothed the
pallets of straw, and cheered the unfortunates, and
closed the eyes of the dead, and performed the last
kind offices for the dying. Dunant was regarded by
the hundreds of wounded as a miracle of goodness

—

little less than an angel. "The gentleman in white,"
was the way in which the officers spoke of him, as
he moved around among the sick, his light clothing
making him conspicuous on the field.

His experiences at Solferino, where he saw that
the willing hands of a few untrained helpers act-
ually saved many lives, and comforted hundreds of
others, inspired him with the grand idea of an or-
ganization, planned on a broad scale, and fully
trained for the relief of human suffering, especially
in time of war. Bit by bit the plan grew in his
mind, and it gradually elaborated itself. He had a
vision of a great international work of humanity,
operated with the mutual recognition of many gov-
ernments, and under a distinctive flag—the Cross.
To-day the Red Cross flag—red on a white ground

—

is the recognized symbol of humane work on all

fields of suffering throughout the civilized world.

By his account of the great battle of Solferino.

which appeared shortly after the event itself, M.

Dunant created a decided sensation in Europe. He
described war in all its horrors—not as it is popu-

larly supposed to be by those who remain at home,

but as it actually is. It was a piece of literary

realism which until that time had been unsurpassed,

and it stripped the military art of all its glamour and

picturesqueness, and revealed it as sheer scientific

Jean Henri Dunant

Founder of the Red Cross and World Benefactor

butchery and legalized murder, the bloodthirsty
savagism of which nothing could extenuate. He
showed the dead piled in heaps on hills and in
ravines; crushed and dying foes straining like wild
beasts to kill each other; the smashing of skulls;
the horrible gashes of sabre and bayonet in men's
bodies; the orgie of madmen, drunken with the lust
of blood and slaughter. He told how even the
frightened horses, more humane than their riders,
tried to avoid crushing the fallen, while the artillery
cut a path through the heaps of dead and dying.
Above all and at every point on the blood-soaked
field, might be heard groans and curses, the cries of
rage, and the shrieks of pain and despair. This
battle, which the world had been told was a "bril-

liant engagement," M. Dunant's truthful pen
vealed in its true aspect as a mere massacre, w
accompaniments of such startling brutality that
seemed to have been fought by hordes of savag,
rather than civilized men. Such was the picture

'

real war which this apostle of peace and human
set before the world less than half a century ago

Dunant's splendid service in succoring 1.

wounded in the Italian war was quickly recogniz >

Friends of "the gentleman in white" sprang
i

everywhere, and gifts of money flowed in upon hi

Napoleon III. interested himself in Dunant's proj
:

for an international humane organization, and ma
distinguished prelates and statesmen did likewi

,

The first organization was a small committee co

.

posed of leading Genevans in-1859, which was cal
(

"The Committee of Succor." Soon similar co •

mittees were formed in Milan and other cities. 1

movement spread and was accorded a gener(

;

welcome by many nations, sovereigns and peop

;

included. It was not, however, until the Interi
tional Congress held at Geneva in 1863, that '

;

Red Cross, known as such, was actually found

,

To M. Dunant, as a great public benefactor, v i

universally awarded the credit for originating ;

idea and giving form and character to the mo -

ment. For six years previous to the Convention, ;

had gone from court to court, pressing his plan i

the acceptance of the different Powers, invaria /

with success. At the Convention of 1863, all

leading European governments were represent

,

and almost all of the smaller principalities als( -

fourteen governments in all. The resolutions adop 1

provided for the organization in each country o i

Committee of Succor for Wounded Soldiers, to -

operate with the Army Sanitary Corps in war tii

,

and to be employed in the consideration of hum;
measures in time of peace. All associated in t i

special work to wear a distinctive badge—"a 1

cross on a white ground." Moreover, the operati' 5

of the corps were to be neutralized on the field
'

battle. In the following year, 1864, a Diplomj

:

Convention was held at Geneva, which still furt! :

defined the functions, extended the scope, and -

creased the facilities of the Red Cross.
In the various wars since 1859, the Red Cross 1 =

done magnificent service in caring for the sick i i

wounded in war, earthquake, famine, plague i 1

general disaster. In the Franco-German war f

1870 it cared for 509,837 French and German ;-

diers. In the Chino-Japanese war, the Servian w;,

the South African campaign, and the recent Rui

Japanese war, it performed signal service. It

united the continents in the bonds of human sj|

pathy, and its founder, the young Swiss stud
whose solicitude for the wounded and the suffeii

at Solferino opened to him a vision of a world
organization of kind hearts and willing hands, li'

to see his hope fully realized. With the pass]

away of Jean Henri Dunant, the world loses om
the noblest and most Christlike men who ever Ci

to bless humanity and to advance the cause of

versal peace.

TOPICS ©F IMTE^EST TMRO^GInlOlLJT THS WO^ILO
—Gifts aggregating $1,225,000, for foreign missions, were

announced lately in the national council of Congregational
churches in Boston.—Seventy persons are reported killed or drowned by the

sinking of the Haytian gunboat Liberie off Port de Paix. The
disaster, it is said, was the result of an explosion. Among the

lost were ten Haytian generals.

—Ex-President Roosevelt has been having "a bully time"
in the South. At Hot Springs, Ark., he talked to an audience
of 30,000 on the "New Nationalism." At Atlanta, Ga., he was
welcomed by a crowd that filled the principal streets. At
Rome, Ga., he visited the Berry Industrial School.—David Bennett Hill, ex-United States Senator and ex-

Governor of New York, died at his home at Wolfert's Roost,

Albany, N. Y., on October 20, aged sixty-seven. He had a
remarkable career, having been newsboy, lawyer, office-holder,

State legislator, mayor, and Governor. He was never married.

For many years, he was a power in New York State politics.

—Secretary MacVeagh of the Treasury Department has
complied with the demand for bills of small denomination. The
old dollar note, which was withdrawn from circulation in 1885.

will be called into service again. There was a first issue of

$1,200,000 on October 27 last, and this rate will be continued
until there is enough in circulation.

—Another rising of tribesmen is reported from the Phil-

ippines. Two bands of Manobos, on the west coast of Davao,
the southern division of Mindanao (the second largest of the

gi'oup) recently went on the warpath and killed several

planters, including an American named Earl Gerr. Brigadier-

General Pershing has gone to assist the local constabulary, and
a company of the Twenty-ninth Infantry stationed at Davao
will help to put down the insurrection.

—The new republic of Portugal apparently is bent on mak-
ing a clean sweep of the old regime. The corruption and graft

ai'e to be rooted out and war has been declared against privi-
lege abuses. The king's civil list of $800,000, most of which
was spent in reckless living, will be replaced by a modest salary
for the new president. Taxes on the necessaries of life will be
lowered and those on luxuries increased.

—The house in which Daniel Webster was born 128 years
ago is to be preserved to the nation as a commemoration of the
great statesman and orator. It stands on the Salisbury road,
four miles from Franklin, N. H., and was built by Webster's
father more than a century and a half ago. It is in the old
Colonial style and has a venerable appearance, being festooned
with ivy and climbing wistaria.

—ENGLISH consols, long regarded as the bulwark of British
finance and the best security in Europe, have reached ebb tide,

having been quoted as low as 78% on October 26. Only once
before did they fall to a like price—in 1847, when England was
in the throes of a commercial and financial panic, and when
the bank rate was eight per cent., and the Bank Act had to be
suspended. Small investors are beginning to take alarm. It

is claimed that the Unionist demand for a big naval loan is

responsible for the state of affairs.

—How foreigners regard our absurd divorce laws may be
gathered from a recent incident. A German woman, who had
inherited an estate on the condition that she marry within a
specified time, came to this counti-y and advertised for a hus-
band. She offered a premium of $300 to any one who would
marry her for a week, and explained, apparently in all serious-
ness, that she meant to be divorced immediately after the cere-
mony. She understood "such things were easily arranged in
America, but of course," she added, "we don't do that in
Europe !"

--The late United States Senator Jonathan P. Dolliver,
while not what is usually termed a magnetic orator, was a
most able and interesting speaker. He could be earnest or

playful, witty or sarcastic, as the mood and the occasion ser 1-

His sarcasm, however, was always good-humored, and he ^

like lightning at repartee. We have seen him criticising e

President to his face before a notable audience, none of w p
enjoyed it more than the President himself. Dolliver's cair

was picturesque. At eighteen he was called the "boy oratj"

School teacher, school superintendent, five times representsje

in Congress, and twice Senator, he had still great possibil p
before him had not his active career been unexpectedly close, y

death.

—An echo of the ill-fated Maine has just been awakenei >'

a speech of Colonel Brady recently delivered in Kansas City,

in which he made the announcement that a Spaniard na.d

Jose Zavaldo, an electrician in Morro Castle, was responsible|r

the destruction of our battleship. The speaker declared i't

Zavaldo, who had charge of the wires which operated the mis

planted for harbor defense, turned on the current which wrei u

the Maine, caused the loss of many lives and precipitated e

war.

—The Rev. A. A. Morrison, of the diocese of Oregon, s

credited in the daily newspapers with having made a stater it

in the recent Episcopal Convention in Cincinnati to the e '

that "the Scriptures are full of inaccuracies" and that " ~

impossible to maintain at this advanced day that the Bib

the Word of God." This version of his remarks, origina n

with a Cincinnati newspaper, was widely published and

commented on by many papers, The Christian Herald an;

them. Dr. Morrison pronounces the report of the langii

attributed to him erroneous. His remarks had no referenc

the Bible, but to the historical data concerning the founds

of the Church. He believes the Bible to be the Word of

and that "it contains all things necessary for salvation."

take pleasure in setting him right before the Bible-loving pc

of the country.
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\BRAM HEWETT and his son

"Al" were distributing the mail

> in the narrow space behind the

gh tier of numbered glass boxes

hich occupied the lefthand corner of

:e general store known as "Hewett's

•ocery." There were not many letters

id papers in the old leathern bag

ihose scarred outer surface bore evi-

.nce to its many hurried departures

id ignominious arrivals. Only the

ocals" stopped at Barford; the ex-

esses whizzed disdainfully past, dis-

arging the mail-bag on the platform
the ugly little station, like a well-

med bullet.

There was one letter in the scant

le awaiting official scrutiny over
hich the younger Hewett pursed his

ick lips in a thoughtful whistle. He
rned over the thin envelope, held it

) to the light, squinted curiously at it

it of one gray-green eye, before he

iially deposited it among the letters

istined for general delivery.

This done a slight sound drew his

tention to the wohbly stand on the

unter next to the post office proper,

hereon was displayed a variety of

cture postal-cards. Before this col-

:tion a small boy with a scarlet tarn

,Tched on the back of his curly head
ood gazing with longing eyes.

"Oh! hello there, bub!" observed Mr.
'ewett rebukingly. "You mustn't
ueh them cards, y' know."
The boy stared at him from under
ickered brows, his rosy mouth half

len.

"What are they for?" he demanded.
"Why, to sen' to folks, Jimmy," ex-

ained Mr. Hewett, with a return of

s wonted good humor. "Easter greet-

,'s, views of our town, et cetery.

I'ant one t' sen' t' y'r bes' girl?"

"Yes, I do," said the child earnestly,

want one for—for Barb'ra. I want
lis one."

He laid a proprietary hand on a

hristmas tree sparkling with tinsel

.;hts and surmounted by the legend,

I

wish you a merry Christmas."
"Well, son, that card'll cost you a

ckel, seein' it's the month of April,"
:sponded the youth humorously.
Jhe boy was engaged in untying a
ird knot in the corner of his hand-
itchief.

"I've got ten cents an' a nickel," he
lid. "An' I want ten cents' worth of

'lasses an' the mail an' that card,

"s my birthday," he added proudly,
in' Barb'ra's goin' to make me some
)pcorn balls with the m'lasses."
"How old are you, Jimmy?" inquired

ne youth, as he tied up the card in

•own paper with a pink string, and
nguidly deposited the nickel in the

'11.

"I'm six years old," replied Jimmy
'nportantly. "An' I'm large of my
?e; Barb'ra says so."

""Then it mus' be so, I reckon. Say,
•ire's a letter for Barb'ra f'om 'way
it West. I've been wonder in' who
arb'ra knows out West. Ever hear
^r say, Jimmy?"
The boy shook his blond head vig-

'ously, as he bestowed the letter in

le pocket of his coat.
"I'll ask her if you want me to," he
lid with a friendly little smile. But
3ung Mr. Hewett was back at his

3st behind the little window, whei-e he
resently became engaged in brisk re-

artee with a couple of pink-cheeked
iris.

Neither bestowed a glance upon the
nail figure in the red cap which pres-
itly made its way out of the door,
irefully carrying a covered tin pail,

id out of whose shallow pocket pro-

truded the half of a thin blue envelope
addressed to Miss Barbara Preston, in

a man's bold angular hand.
The sidewalk came to an end pres-

ently, together with the village street,

just opposite the big house. Jimmy
stopped, as he always did, to look in

through the convolutions of a highly
ornamental fence at the cast-iron deer
which guarded the walk on either side,

and at the mysterious blue glass balls

mounted on pedestals, which glistened

brightly in a passing gleam of sun-

shine.

Then his attention was diverted by
the sight of a smart sidebar buggy,
drawn by a spirited bay horse, which a
groom was driving around the house
from the stable at the rear. Jimmy
observed with sharpened interest that

the spring rains, grew crisp green

clumps of the skunk cabbage, inter-

spersed with yellow adder's tongues
and the elusive pink and white of clus-

tered spring-beauties.

"If I sh'd take Barb'ra some flowers,

I guess she'd be glad," communed
Jimmy with himself. It was pleasant

down by the brook, with the wind roar-

ing overhead like a friendly giant, and
the blue sky and hurrying white clouds

reflected in the still places of the

stream.

A thunder of hoofs and wheels
sounded on the bridge and the child

looked up to see the round red face of
Peg Morrison and the curl of his whip-
lash as he called to his horses.

"Hello, Peg!" shouted Jimmy, "wait
an' le' me get in!"

" 'Yes,' she said slowly, 'I am begging—for time. Give me another year—let me try'
"

the horse's tail was cropped short and
bobbed about excitedly. He waited
breathlessly, his eyes glued to an open-

ing in the fence, while the tall spare

figure of a man wearing a gray over-

coat and a gray felt hat emerged from
the house.
Jimmy recognized the man at once.

He was the Honorable Stephen Jarvis.

Few persons in Barford ever spoke

of him in any other way. "The Hon-
orable" seemed as much a part of his

name as Jarvis. Jimmy, for one,

thought it was.
The vehicle dashed out of the open

gate, whirred past with a spatter of

half-frozen mud and disappeared

around a bend of the road where pol-

larded willows grew.
"My! but he's goin' fast!" said

Jimmy, as he resumed his slow prog-

rcss.

Beyond the distorted willows, with

their bunched osiers just budding into

a mist of yellowish green, was the

bridge, and on either side of the brook,

swollen now to a muddy torrent with

The man had drawn up his horses,

his puckered eyes and puckered lips

smiling down at the little boy.

"Wall, wall!" he called out in a high
cracked voice, "if this 'ere ain't the

Cap'n! Here, I'll take your pail."

"It's got m'lasses in it, so you'd bet-

ter be careful," warned Jimmy. "I'm

goin' to have six popcorn balls an' one

to grow on, 'cause it's my birfday, an'

I'm large of my age."

"Wall, now, I declar'!" cried Peg ad-

miringly, "so you be, now I come to

think of it, Cap'n. You're hefty, too

—

big an' hefty."
He pulled the little boy up beside

him with a grunt as of a mighty effort.

As he did so the blue letter slipped out

of the small pocket, which was only

half big enough to hold it, and dropped
unnoticed to the ground. Then the

wagon with a creak and a rattle

started on once more.
"Say, Cap'n," observed Peg, "the

wind's blowin' fer business to-day,

ain't it? You'd better look out fer that

military hat o' your'n."

"It does blow pretty hard," admitted
Jimmy, "but my hat's on tight."

He glanced back vaguely to see a
glimmer of something blue skidding
sidewise across the road into the tangle

of huckleberry and hard-hack bushes;
then he turned once more to the man at

his side.

"I've got a birfday present for

Barb'ra," he said eagerly.
"Wall, now I vow!" exclaimed Peg,

when the pink string had been care-
fully untied, and the sparkling Christ-
mas tree exposed to view. " 'I wish
you a Merry Christmas,' " he read
slowly. "Say, that's great, Cap'n!"

"It sparkles, don't it. Peg?"
"Mos' puts my eyes out," acquiesced

the man. "D'ye want to drive while I

do it up fer ye?"
Jimmy took the reins.

"I won't let 'em run away," he said
gravely.
"Run away?" chuckled Peg. "I'd

like to see 'em run away with you
a-holt o' the lines. They wouldn't das
to try it."

"I s'pose I'll be able to work the
farm before long. Peg," observed
Jimmy, after a short silence, during
which he sternly eyed the bobbing
heads of the old farm horses. "I'm
pretty old now, an' I'm gettin' taller

every day."
"H'm!" grumbled Mr. Morrison. "I

guess the' ain't no 'special hurry 'bout

your takin' charge o' the farm, yet."

Jimmy knit his forehead.
"I guess there is some hurry," he

said slowly. "I've got to grow up 's

quick 's I can."
The man looked down at the valiant

little figure at his side with a queer
twist of his weather-beaten face.

"Did—Barb'ry tell you that?" he
wanted to know after a short silence.

"No," said Jimmy, shaking his head,
"Barb'ra didn't tell me. I—just

thinked it. You see it's this way," he
went on, with a serious grown-up air,

"I'm all Barb'ra's got, an' Barb'ra's
all I've got. We've just got each
other; an'—an'—the farm."
Peg pursed up his lips in an in-

audible whistle as the wagon jolted

noisily between the tall stone gate-

posts, past the big elms and the groups
of untrimmed evergreens, to where the
house stood on its low grassy terrace,

a graveled driveway encircling it. It

was a wide, low, old-fashioned house
with narrow porches and small-paned
windows, glittering in the sun like

I'ttle fires.

Jimmy climbed down over the wheel
and dashed excitedly into the house.

"I've come, Barb'ra!" he shouted im-

periously. "Where are you, Barb'ra?"
The door of the sitting-room opened

and a young woman came out. She
was tall and slender, with masses of

warm brown hair, a red mouth, and a

brilliantly clear pale skin; her gray
eyes under their long dark lashes were
wide and angry, but they softened as

they fell upon the small figure in the

red tam.
"I've got a birfday present f'r you,

Barb'ra," announced the little boy
loudly, "an' I've got a quart of

m'lasses an' I've got a letter f'om way
out West. An' Al Hewett he wants to

know "

"Hush, Jimmy!" said the girl.

"There's—some one here. I can't

stop now. Go and get warm in the

kitchen. I'll come presently."

"Don't you want to see your—birf-

day present, even?" he demanded with

quivering lips. "I bought it with my
fi' cents, an' it's

"

But the girl had already closed the

door behind her; he could hear her

Continued on page 1060
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The Power of United Prayer

IT is a great triumph to have the minds of a large

community fixed simultaneously upon spiritual

ihings. This is what Evangelists Chapman and

Alexander have succeeded in doing in Chicago, with

the result that not even the election, with its con-

flicting interests, has been allowed for a single day

to obscure or impede the work of grace that is going

forward in the Western city.

What a magnificent- campaign it is, with its wide-
reaching organization, its battalion of trained work-
ers and the unified support of some 400 Christian

churches, each with its corps of consecrated men and
women as efficient auxiliaries. In all of this move-
ment—the propaganda, the preliminary period of

prayer for a religious awakening, the arrangement
of the skirmish line, the opening battle and the con-

tinuous assaults on sin's strongholds now in prog-

ress—the generalship has been of a character to

«xcite admiration, even from a worldly point of view.

But the army of men and women now striving for

souls in Chicago care little or nothing for the world's
applause. They are in the fight because of their

loyalty to their great Captain, and their zeal and
passion for soul-winning finds its best expression at

a time like this.

With a whole city aflame for Christ, what a
mighty power in prayer it might become! If God
hears and answers the petition of two or three ear-

nest souls united for the same purpose, would not
His ear be open to the earnest cry of a million souls,

ascending for a common object? Such a prayer
would receive the unanimous reinforcement of a
great host of God's people elsewhere. Thus the col-

lective spiritual forces of the country might be made
a mighty agent for the achievement of glorious

Gospel results and untold national blessing.

The New York Strike

AT a time when strikes tie up business and cause
. general inconvenience, the long-suffering public

often wonders if it has any rights which employer
or employee is bound to respect. Paris has lately

passed through one of the most expensive strikes in

the history of modern industrial Europe, and New
York has just been in the grip of a strike which has
cost the general public great financial loss, to say
nothing of the loss to the companies from suspended
business and the loss to strikers of a considerable
sum in wages. The strike in Paris was short-lived,
but it cost the government—that is to say, the
public—fifty millions of dollars, for the railroads
there are owned by the State. "The ordinary course
of travel, business and the transportation of mer-
chandise was at a standstill and the capital nearly
starved for lack of food.

The New York strike would not have been a large
affair, neither would the public have been greatly
inconvenienced, if it had been confined to the em-
ployees of one company; but it extended as a "sym-
pathetic strike" to all of the express companies and
the general public got neither "sympathy" nor ser-

vice.

Strikes are out of date. They are bad for the
employer, the employee and the public. Time and
again The Christian Herald has advocated labor
courts, which should be open to all and whose de-
cisions should be compulsory. Both sides have their
rights, but these would be amply protected by such
tribunals. At any rate it would do much to do away
with such conditions as have lately existed in New
York. At least the time has come to avert needless
strikes, and save the great loss which comes to all

parties in the controversy.

A Hero of the Battlefield

JEAN HENPJ DUNANT, "the Little Gentleman
in White," who died in Switzerland a few days

ago, was one whom a busy and ungrateful world did
not sufficiently honor. As the originator and actual
founder of the Red Cross, he performed a more val-

uable service for humanity than any other man of
his day and generation. It was borne in upon him,
after he had witnessed the sufferings of the wounded
at the battle of Solferino, that war might be shorn
of many of its needless horrors at least by proper
;systematic care of the wounded. From this gentle

thought came the broader scheme, which was alto-

gether his own, of a humane compact among the

civilized nations. To-day, the Red Cross is an in-

stitution recognized and utilized by over thirty gov-

ernments, our own included. Statues and pillars

cannot adequately preserve the fame of such a man
as Dunant, whose best and most enduring monument
will be in the hearts of lovers of humanity all over

the world.

Reciprocity w^ith Canada

NEGOTIATIONS are now well under way for

the arrangement of a Reciprocity Treaty with

Canada. Our government has instructed two ex-

perienced representatives—Hon. Henry M. Hoyt,

solicitor of the State Department, and Hon. Charles

M. Pepper, commercial adviser—to go to Ottawa
and undertake the negotiations in behalf of the

United States, and Mr. Knox, Secretary of State,

will shortly follow them. Canada has appointed as

its conferees Hon. W. S. Fielding, Minister of

Finance, and Hon. Wm. Patterson, Minister of Cus-
toms. Our Consul-General in Ottawa, Mr. John G.

Foster, will be associated with Messrs. Hoyt and
Pepper in the negotiations. There is much work to

be done, and the conferences may last several weeks;
but there are excellent reasons for hoping that the

method of direct diplomatic negotiation will result

in a satisfactory adjustment of the matters in-

volved, including the troublesome and difficult paper
and pulp question. Mr. Pepper, who is one of our
nation's representatives in this important negotia-

tion, is a talented writer and has published several

successful books of travel. He has long been a
valued contributor to The Christian Herald and
was the personal friend of the late Dr. Louis
Klopsch. He is the author of that splendid book
The Life-Work of Louis Klopsch, which is now ready
for publication. His skilful pen has produced a
"Life" of his long-time friend that will be read
everywhere with keen appreciation and delight.

Will You Help India's Orphans ?

SEVERAL hundred little orphan boys and girls of

India, now in care of the missionaries in that

country, are without support, the kind friends who
have been their patrons in recent years having either

died or been compelled, for some reason, to discon-

tinue their patronage. The missionaries are pray-
ing that the great heart of Christian America may
take them up.

There is probably no Christian or humanitarian
work in the whole world that has been attended by
so much blessing and satisfaction to all concerned
as this India orphan work of The Christian Her-
ald. Some of our foremost missionaries have de-

clared it to be the "greatest missionary work of a
century," and surely a blessing has been on it ever
since the day when Dr. Klopsch established it. We
want you to have a share in this great work and in

order that you may do so in a manner that cannot
fail to be entirely satisfactory and agreeable, we
have prepared the following pledge-card. Please
observe that it places you under no legal obligation
of any sort and that you can send as God has pros-
pered you and as your heart dictates, and stop when
you please. Cut this out, fill in the blank spaces,
sign it and forward it to The Christian Herald
with your offering:

INDIA ORPHAN SUPPORT
I will give toward the support of the India Orphan work

of The Christian Herald, the sura of $ monthly
(or quarterly), should circumstances permit. This promise
is to impose no legal obligation upon me, and is to terminate
whenever I may so desire.

Name,

Address,

State

Date, igio.

blessed work of child-training and soul-winning, a;

to give for such support according to their mea
and as their hearts may prompt. Do not turn
deaf ear to the cry of India's little orphan childr*

Give ivhat you can and while you can. You w
never feel the poorer, but many, many times t

richer for it.

Should you wish any pledge cards to send
friends, drop us a postal, and we will mail you a.

number you may want.

General Notes ^

—This week The Christian Herald has the pleasure of

troducing its readers to some of the important characters in S

Kingsley's great serial, "To the Highest Bidder," the openi|

chapters of which will be found on other pages of this issue. 1

chapters to come will fully sustain the interest you will feel

you read the opening one of this most remarkable story.

—A Canadian aviator. J. A. D. McCurdy, proposes to inl

duce a novel feature in aerial experimentation by carryini

small waterproof sack of mail from incoming steamers fi|

miles off shore. This will give important letters delivery all

a day ahead of the regular steamer mail. A French aeroplan]

it is said, is now carrying mail between two points in the isli

of Madagascar.

—It is not all plain sailing with the new republic of Porti

The Second and Fifth Regiments have addressed a round-roil

to Provisional President Braga announcing that they were p
pared for an insurrection if they did not receive the promi^
promotions and pensions for helping to overthrow the mi

archy. The men of the navy, too, make similar demands. 1

government will capitulate rather than plunge the country i

another revolution.

—Owing to dissensions arising out of the recent strike;

Paris, the French Cabinet resigned on November 2. Prem
Briand looked upon the strike as a rebellious movement launci

at a time, too, when his government was trying to obtain c
cessions for the men from the companies. He determined
crush the strike and he did crush it by calling to the colors

railway employees as reservists. He was criticized and
nounced by the Socialists, but he defended his course, and in

Chamber of Deputies received an expression of confidence b:j

vote of 343 to 79. However, Premier Briand suggested that
most practical way to arrive at a solution of the labor probl

was for the whole Cabinet to resign. This was done and a rl

ministry formed with the Premier and several of the forrj

ministers retaining their seats.

—Consecration—now much it means to the Christ!

heart ! A beautiful object lesson of consecration was affon

by the young men of Victoria University, Canada, lately. Si

thirty of them formed a Student Volunteer Band, every mi

ber of which had pledged himself to go to the foreign missi

field. They were offering their young lives, their future, tl

all for the sake of winning souls to Christ. As they stil

facing a great audience, the latter read in huge letters

sentence, "Our Lives Against Your Money." That was
most direct and practical way in which the matter could f|

sibly have been put, so as to appeal to the average man s|

woman, who might never hope to go to the mission field

person, but who, by joining their consecrated means to thi

consecrated lives, could thus be loyally and effectively re]

sented there. And it is the duty of every one who profei
the Christian faith to lend a hand in conquering the world
Christ.
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Mi The World's Created Ship
XTHILE the marvels of the ships of the air are
JXj attracting the notice of the whole world, the
f V wonders of the ships of the sea are also
allenging universal attention and congratulation.

- 16 new White Star liner Olympic, which was
inched from the yard of Harland & Wolf of Bel-
st, late in October, is the largest vessel that was

. er built. She is 882 feet long, 92 feet broad and
, s a gross register of 45,000 tons. Her hull is

nded into thirty water-tight compartments, con-
ins nine steel decks, and will accommodate 5,600
ople, including the crew. Each of the anchors of

I is ocean leviathan weighs fifteen and one-half
IS. The links of the anchor chains are two feet

.' length and weigh 175 pounds. The vessel's speed

I

twenty-one knots, not so fast as some of the other
aan greyhounds. She will have on board fifty

• jks, 350 stewards, 390 in the engineer department,
' in the sailing department. For each of her trips

and from New York there will have to be pro-

led 250 barrels of flour, twenty tons of potatoes,

6 tons of sugar, one and one-half

is of coffee, three-fourths of a ton
'. • cheese, forty oxen, eighty sheep,

:ty lambs, 130 pigs, 2,000 chickens,
.'0 ducks, 150 turkeys, ninety geese,

quail, forty-five boxes of fresh
» h, twelve barrels of red herring,

( rty boxes of haddock, twenty kegs

I oysters, and many other articles
I at could be mentioned. This mon-
) .;r of the ocean is more amazing
» len we remember that steam navi-
tion of the Atlantic is less than a
mdi-ed years old. The Savannah
the year 1819 was the first vessel

with a steam engine to cross
tlantic. The trip required
-one days because they only

id the steam for eighty hours of

__
trip. In 1838 the Sirhis, a little

ftp of 703 tons, 178 feet long, came
(ider steam power alone from
fleenstown to New York with nine-
r>four passengers in seventeen days.
13 1870 the Oceanic was launched
^)m Harland & Wolf's yard as the
|3t steamship of the White Star
,ae. The Olympic has a gross ton-
ige half as much again as that of
2 Manretania or the Ltisitania,

(•jich have till now held the record

ir

size in the world. The Titanic,
isister ship, will be launched early
Art year. The cost of the Olympic
ifs $5,750,000. The progress of the
Cvigation of the sea can be realized
i: we measure the distance between
'I ships that Solomon built and the
ujmpic, the mammoth palace vessel,
•frying its thousands of passengers
i'ross the deep,
nd kingr Solomon made a navy of ships in

'longeber, which is beside Eloth on the shore
i<^the Red Sea. in the land of Edom. 0.
rK8 9:26.)

nch Strike Expensive

The railroad strike in France is

or and some of the damages are
|ng calculated. It is claimed that

! loss to the country will amount to
iWeen fifty and sixty million dollars.

IGE^ISIHIAIRT, D.D.

the weight of the children upon the lid of an old
well had broken, and that the children had fallen
through it into the water. The cistern, which was
twenty feet deep, had four feet of water in it. The
mother in looking down saw the clothing of her child
and knew that the children had fallen through. The
neighbors secured long-handled rakes and drew out
the lifeless bodies of the children. Every effort was
made by the physician to resuscitate them, but all
in vain. Some of the most beautiful and luscious
grapes in the arbor grew just over the top of the
well, and the little ones in undertaking to reach
them fell into the water. There are dangers that
beset the pathway of children, not only beneath the
forbidden fruit of sin, but also underneath the lus-
cious grapes of innocent pleasure and employment.
There is but a step between me and death. (I. Sam. 20 : 3.)

Stealing from Coins

Secret Service agents of the United States gov-
ernment have been working for some time in Maiden

The Launching of the Olympic, the World's .Biggest Steamship

A high
ancial official in Paris estimates that $25,000,000

( imports from England and Germany were held
t and that about $21,000,000 worth of exports also
re detained. The railroads lost $2,100,000 in
j5senger fares, and $3,000,000 in freight charges.
e strikers and other railroad hands lost $2,000,-
^ in wages. There is an expressmen's strike on

in our own country in Jersey City and New
which threatens to become general, but which

s to be hoped will be bloodless and speedily and
i'tly settled. Much of such trouble comes from
|: misunderstandings, injustices, jealousies and

iJtreds of men.

f atredstirreth up strifes; but love covereth all sins. (Prov. 10:12.)
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nshed Reaching for Grapes

Rebecca Goldberg, aged four, and Tessie Satriani,
id ten, whose parents are next-door neighbors at
rona. Long Island, were picking grapes in the
Idberg yard the other afternoon, while Mrs. Gold-
'g watched them from her window. After step-
ig into the kitchen for a few minutes, the mother
urned to the window, but saw no children. She
nt out to find them, and to her horror she saw that

Lane, New York, in an effort to trace robbers who
have devised a new form of coin-trimming. Gold
coins are put in a burlap bag and shaken briskly for
an hour or two. The result is that tiny pieces of
the metal are knocked off the surfaces and edges
and cling to the bag. The coins are then put into
circulation apparently no more worn nor battered
than most money that has been in use for a year or
two. The bag is burned up, and this leaves the
melted gold, which is gathered up and sold to the
jewelry manufacturers. The Sub-treasury and
the Treasury Department at Washington have been
receiving large quantities of gold coins of recent
date which are short in weight from five to fifteen

per cent, and which seem to be worse battered than
coins subjected to the usual wear and tear. On
microscopic investigation they discovered that the
gold pieces had been subjected to some violent treat-

ment, and they sought clues and discovered the
method of stealing from the coins by shaking them
in a sack. This grinding of coins is another one of

the numberless schemes invented for taking money
without an equivalent, of getting a living without
work. These devices of fraud are a crime against
the public, but they are a greater injury to the indi-

vidual who profits by them. Emerson has truly

said, "The thief .steals most from himself." It is
well for the tempted ones to heed this exhortation:
Let him that stole steal no more : but rather let him labor, work-

ing with his hands the thing which is good. (Eph. 4 : 28.)

Kaiser to Rich Germans
The Kaiser has insisted that while there have been

examples of individual benevolences the very rich
men of America have been largely in advance of
the millionaires of Germany in the matter of public
beneficence. So he himself made the centennial
celebration of the University of Berlin the occasion
of calling on some of his rich friends for a fund for
the foundation of an institution of scientific research
in connection with the university. The responses
were cheerfully made and the Emperor had the
pleasure of announcing at the centennial celebration
that $2,500,000 had been raised and the institution
was secured. The gifts included $175,000 from
Herr Koppol, the millionaire manufacturer, $50,000
from the city of Berlin, $37,000 from Hans Meyer,
the explorer, and from the widow of Ernst von

Wildenbruch the right of the pub-
lication of his works, valued at
$25,000. The German Emperior is
a man of high intellectual, moral and
religious impulses, and has set a
glorious example to his people in the
foundation of the new institution.
He did the rich men he induced to
give as great a favor as he did the
public. The value of the generosity
of the rich to their own character
and destiny is plainly stated in the
Scriptures.

Charge them that are rich in this world .

that they do good, that they be rich in good
works, ready to distribute, willing to communi-
cate ; laying up in store for themselves a good
foundation against the time to come, that they
may lay hold on eternal life. (I. Tim. 6 : 17-19.)

Johnstone Breaks High Flight Record

The second international aviation
tournament, which began at the Bel-
mont Park Racetrack, Long Island,
October 22, came to an end the even-
ing of October 31 by the flight of
Ralph Johnstone, who made a new
world's altitude record by soaring
9,714 feet, and by that triumph he
won for America the second big
honor of the aviation meet. Prior to
that event no man had flown higher
than 9,186 feet. Had not the avia-
tor's gasoline given out he would
probably have flown 286 feet higher,
capturing the special prize of $5,000
which the Aero Club of America
offered to the first man who should
climb to the height of ten thousand
feet. As it was, his feat secured for
him a prize of $3,000. When John-
stone took his seat in the Wright
flyer for his journey nature was
beautiful and propitious. The deep
blue sky was without a cloud and the
atmosphere was balmy. He started
and made his circuits upward, ad-
vancing 500 feet each round until he
was a dim speck, and was then lost to
view. When his gasoline gave out
he had nothing to do but to turn the

nose of his machine downward. He was swept at the
rate of 200 miles an hour toward the earth, and he
felt that his destruction was certain. He was nearly
two miles high when he began to fall. After he
had gone downward 3,000 feet he managed some
way or other to lay hold upon the steering gear
and get control of the ship that had gotten away
from him, and he came down the rest of the way as
gracefully as a bird and lit at the place of his start-

ing. Although it was dark and the people were
running for their trains, there was the wildest en-
thusiasm and the largest number of compliments at
the courage and skill of this new master of the skies.

It was the turning point in Johnstone's destiny when
he got proper control of the helm and compelled the
ship that seemed bent on his destruction to bear
him gracefully and safely to the earth. There are
turning points in life when the fierce winds and the
gravitating influences of evil would carry the ship
of character to swift ruin. It is then necessary to

lay hold upon the conscience under divine inspira-
tion and make the wings laugh at the winds and
bear the soul to safety and victory.

Behold also the ships, which though they be so great, and are
driven of fierce winds, yet are they turned about with a very smal!
helm, whithersoever the governor listeth. (James 3:4.)
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A FEW years ago, a long strip of land in West-

ern Oklahoma was known as part of the

"great American Desert." It was without

any laws, as it belonged to none of the States or

territories, and the people settling there became a

law unto themselves. It was literally a "No Man's
Land."

Since the development of the great Southwest,
especially in the last eight years, the country has

A Camp Meeting in Beaver County

advanced rapidly. Where at one time the buffalo

and range cattle roamed over the broad prairies,

are now fine farms and an industrious people. The
dugout and sod house are rapidly giving way to

new and better homes and more comfortable sur-

roundings; but even now it is not an uncommon
thing to pick up buffalo horns and to hear the howl-

ing of stray wolves. Beaver County is the banner

county of the State for broom corn. Over thirty-

two thousand acres are being raised this year, to

say nothing of the great fields of wheat. There

are many beautiful wild flowers blooming from
early spring till fall.

There is always a reason for people's prosperity,

and in this instance, the settling of the Friends,

commonly known as Quakers, has had no small part

in this great pioneer work. The little band of

Friends settled in the vicinity of Gate, Okla. There

was a great need of church and school privileges, as

the new settlement was remote from either. A
meeting of the Friends was held at the home of

Professor H. C. Fellow in August, 1905. After the

reading of the eighth chapter of Proverbs, earnest

prayer was offered, asking divine guidance for the

new settlement. It was decided to have a Friends'

meeting house and an academy, and Lawrence T.

Kersey donated five acres of land for that privilege.

The site overlooks the beautiful Gate valley, with a

large lagoon and the town of Gate in the distance.

The academy building is both church and school. It

is planned to add more colleges and dormitories soon.

Unfortunately, although the crops this year are

Tfee Great Strifee

A Line of Express Wagons Stopped Under Guard

©r
guard. Deputy
Commissioner
Driscoll took
charge of the
situation and
had 2,500 police

on foot and
mounted during
the continuance
of the strike.

In Jersey City
the situation
went from bad
to worse, and
appeals were
made to Gov-
ernor Fort to
call out the
militia, but the
mayor said he
felt his police

could still cope
with the strik-

presence of the Jersey City police. A number
of new men were dragged from their seats and
beaten into insensibility. A number of the old

drivers whose demands were granted a year ago
were willing to remain, but said they dare not for

fear of their lives.

In New York City for the first week of the trouble

a policeman rode on the box of each wagon beside

the driver, and if the wagon was a large one an
officer stood in the rear. Often a mounted police-

man rode by the side of the wagon, especially
through districts where riots had occurred and more
violence was feared. All of the police reserves were
kept on duty, and the men slept at the station

houses. The police commissioner found it was im-
possible to protect the wagons properly if they were
to drive as formerly about the city, so he designated
certain thoroughfares to be used by express wagons
and placed several officers to every block. This
worked well and reduced the danger of rioting.

The express companies usually have from 1,000
to 1,200 wagons delivering goods, but the attacks on
the drivers made it useless to attempt to send out
the full number, and for a while about 300 was the
total number which went from place to place under

A number of men in the employ of the United
States Express Company were going toward the
stables when they wei'e ambushed, as it were, by a
mob of several hundred which had taken up a posi-
tion in the Erie yards. A shower of bricks was
the first notice of their presence. After a struggle
the police drove them back. All night long there
was a carnival of disorder along Pavonia Avenue.
Men were dragged off wagons and windows were
smashed.
The companies whose helpers had struck notified

them that their demand for five dollars a month
more was granted; that the working day would be
twelve hours, and that there would be double pay
for all work overtime. They refused, however, to
recognize the new Union which the strikers had
formed, and the struggle from that time forward
was over this point alone.

In New York the streets in the vicinity of the
express offices became unsafe for the general public
as the strikers would congregate near the offices to
attack strike breakers. A young man going along
the street toward a railroad station, dressed for
a hunting trip, was struck down from behind and
stabbed four times. He had been mistaken for a
guard. He died in the hospital a few days later.

excellent, the two previous years have been part
failures, making the experience a hard one for 1

settlers. They are not discouraged, however, but

;

bravely pushing forward their plans for impro
ment, which promise a bright future for the G;

and its surroundings. Harvey D. Lupton
Gate. Okla.

In Taintor's Grove, "No Man's Land"

Continued Jrom page 1 047

On Saturday, October 29, strikers attacked
police reserve near Thirty-fourth Street, and aJ
fighting over several blocks were finally dispers
An express wagon driven by a new driver stai
from the American Express office on Madison A
nue. It was manned by four guards carrying j

sticks. All went well until Fortieth Street
reached, when suddenly the driver was knoc
senseless by a stone, and the horses bolted.
Two officers were rescued by reserves after be

knocked senseless. At least five hundred men w
in the attacking party. In another struggle a fi(

fight waged through several streets. At first

rioters had the best of the fray, but more po
arrived and the rioters were at last dispersed.

Governor P^ort of New Jersey had a confere
with the strike leaders and then with the compai
in the endeavor to bring about a settlement.
Mayor Gaynor showed strict impartiality in d]

ing with the situation, and did his utmost to
that peace was preserved and the public suffer©
little as possible.

'A

Strike Breakers at Work in an Express Terminal

t^7> AMOMQ THIE CMUIRCHIES AMD MESSEOM^
—Rev. H. Allen Tuppbr's little book, A Ray

for Each Day from the Sun of Righfcounnefis,

is now in its third edition, and is finding much
favor among Christian workers, Endeavorers,

etc. It gives a glowing, helpful text for every
day. The publisher is Miss Katharine B.
Tupper, 34 Gramerey Park, N. Y.

—Onk of the ablest scholars among the
Lutherans is Rev. Dr. Remensnyder, of New

York. At the recent celebration of the' 353d
anniversary of the Reformation he pointed out
that the freedom from ecclesiastical authority,
for which Protestantism stands, is grossly
abused by many to the denial of the historic
faith and creeds of the Church and inspiration
of the Bible, hence the accusation that the
Church is losing ground. These men who make
such charges, however, are not true representa-
tives of Protestantism. So far from decreas-

ing. Protestantism is daily adding to its com-
munion, sending out its roots in all directions,
and is so vigorously growing that in a short
time it promises to be the dominant form of
Christianity. He emphasized the fact that the
Catholic Church is losing her grip on the
thinkers and progressives everywhere and that
in some States where she was once supreme
she is now struggling for existence.
—Since the recent publication in The

Christian Herald of an article on the

of the Anti-Cigarette League, Field Seenjl

Rev. Manfred P. Welcher, 156 Fifth Av|
New York City, has received many letters

|

ing for information concerning the Le
The banner League State is South Card
which has a club with twenty-six charter l||

bers, and hopes for one hundred men
soon. Other branches are rapidly formir

different States.
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Missionary Klein and Native Workers

T was in the first-class cabin of a coast liner,

where beside myself there was but one more
passenger. In Japanese fashion, when travel-

: by boat, we were both lying on the carpeted floor

th perhaps a blanket and a queer-shaped, straw-
;ifFed pillow, which are always ..t the passenger's
•vice. In the course of conversation, this keen-
sd Japanese—who is local superintendent of the
samship Company—though himself still halting
l;ween Buddhism and Christianity, informed me
it his brother, who is a graduate of a State uni-

[rsity in America, had since the time of his boy-

bd been a Christian through the influence of one
(our Sabbath Schools.

fin the various departments of our work, including
iifi Sunday School, God's hand has been upon us for
bd. Sabbath School classes are not only feeders

Id: the church, but often the nucleus from which
Bj church is formed. Were our object only to
'fitter the Go.'jpel seed in the most eff"ectual man-
ir possible, the Sunday School would evidently be
t! best medium. Those who once were little tots

ke up a standing army of fine, promising, youth-
Christians. Among them are found army offi-

(Is, and some become preachers, etc. One of our
;jng churches is composed almost entirely of an
jvanced Sunday School cla.=s. There are immense
I'iden forces bound up in these promising youths,
;1 the missionary aptly and unconsciously treats
Im as the future preachers, business men, educa-
tes and administrators of their country, and whose
hitless powers, if harnessed up for Christ, will
1 mendously energize the church.
Space does not permit me to relate all the striking

i(;es of God's regenerating power. One of our
^Sanger Christian men, who is led to devote his
;ire time to the saving of the lost, recently had the
of seeing his aged mother won from Buddhism,
course, the duty devolved upon her to dispose of
t-Ioads of idols and little shrines. Another, who
now the pillar of a local class, until six months
was an idolater. He submerged about seventy
worth of idols in the sea. .Another influential

^ing man, having had some unfortunate hitch in
l^inuss, took poison, and while dashing past one
'nur mission chapels, seeing the sign, he rushed in,

* cifessed his deed to the pastor, and in the nick of
>- tie, the doctor succeeded in saving his life. He

i nediately surrendered to the only true God, and
! to-day an energetic winner of souls in his home

Another, who studied for a Buddhist priest
• 1 was to have become the successor to a temple

.surrounding estate worth over $15,000, refused

Pilgrims Bearing Images of Buddha

^y MATTHIAS KLEIN, Sinuoto, Jwaji

this palatial offer of his foster-parent and became a
Christian. A high army official and his family are
now ready for baptism as a result of the change seen
in their profligate son, who is a soldier.

As may be known to the readers of The Chris-
tian Herald, the writer and family are the only
resident missionaries among 200,000 people. Our
work is very taxing and our workers employed,
though faithful, are but few, considering the vast

Cipyriglit. Uiiaern\»,U & Ulldcrwoixl

Transplanting Rice-shoots on a Japanese Farm

needs of the field. These men are incessantly at it

—not only looking after their local churches, but
also doing evangelistic work in their vicinity, visit-

ing the homes and the hovels, conducting street

services and country Sunday Schools, etc. Never-
theless, with the forces and means at our command
we reach but a small percentage of the masses
entrusted to our care. With this little band of
evangelists we have monthly conferences for Bible
study, deliberating on plans for work and for special

#^ :'M%

%^}i

The Beginning of a New Church

prayer. When time and means permit a special

evangelistic tour, we strike out into the untried
regions. In the day we hold numerous services in

the open, and distribute tracts, and the Gospel
service at night is either at a private house or in

some public hall. How eagerly the crowds flock in,

even in busy seasons, when for instance, before the
service, we stand on some hilltop singing a few
stirring songs. As the man announcing the time
for meeting shouts in every direction, the sound
echoes from hill to hill and from hut to hut. In
response to his call there may incidentally ring from
another hillside the mellow-toned temple bell.

Buddhism here is yet in its old form, and although
many dilapidated temples speak of its sure decay,
yet frequently we are given a stiff fight. Its priests
give lectures in opposition to Christianity and par-
ticularly seek a hearing from school teachers and
educated classes, by falsely stigmatizing the native
Christians as disloyal and unpatriotic. Recently,
about ten priests came from Kyoto, the Rome of
Buddhism, and performed the rite of ablution upon
the heads of some 800 of their believers, pocketing
a fee of seventy-five cents per capita.

Among our lay Christians, there are those who
are capable and zealous, and who would make fine

colporteurs. It would be their duty to put in all

their time in selling Bibles and Gospels, and dis-

tributing tracts in the many villages between our
regular stations, which we have been scarcely able

to touch. These workers can be supported for $10
per month.
We wish to follow up these colporteurs with some

definite evangelistic campaigns, which I wish the

various pastors will conduct. Then at the towns
and villages where the "Macedonian call" is the

loudest, we plan to establish regular preaching
places. These pastors are weeping. Special means
will be needed for the renting of preaching places,

for traveling expenses, and for the purchase of

tens of thousands of tracts.

Awaji has good roads, though many times very
steep ones, as the country is extremely hilly. There
is neither railroad nor street car. Then where the

missionary must of necessity run from one station

to another, up and down hills for many miles per

day, if he is to do effective work in preaching when
he arrives at his appointment, he should not be in a

state of complete exhaustion, due to an old or hard-

running bicycle. The wheel ought to be the very

best; indeed, we have often wished for a missionary

motorcycle, with which to more speedily carry the

Gospel to those remote regions and to save all the

strength possible for the great work.
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MRS. M. L. CULVER SMITH, pastor's assist-

ant to Rev. Dr. White, of the Second Baptist

Church, Atlanta, Ga., was attending the

Sunday afternoon service in the Tower, as the Ful-

ton County jail is called, some time ago, when,

glancing through the arcade to the topmost story,

she saw a row of heads—about forty—looking down
from the railing of the balcony.

"Who are those men up there?" she asked the

warden.
"United States prisoners put in here for moon-

shining."
"Why don't they come down to church services?"

'"They hold themselves aloof from the other pris-

oners."
"May I go up and speak to them?"
"Certainly!"
Mrs. Smith, who is welcome as sunshine anywhere

in the prison, went up and put her question to the

company of about forty moonshiners:
"Why don't you come down stairs to the services?"

They replied that they did not care to associate

with the other class of prisoners in the jail; they

did not feel that they belonged to the criminal class;

had not stolen anything, nor killed anybody, nor

violated any part of the common
law, as they understood it.

The view that the mountain
moonshiner takes of "making moon-
shine" (illicit distilling of whisky)
is this: A man's own corn is his to

do as he pleases with; and it's none
of the government's business. A
moonshiner is often all right in

every respect but this of "making
moonshine."
Of course, the moonshiner who

becomes genuinely and deeply con-

verted, stops making moonshine.
But the people scattered through
the mountains do not have the
spiritual advantages of more closely

settled and wealthier communities;
we who have religious services at

our very doors weekly or daily can
not judge those who have such
privileges once a month or less

often. Among "moonshiners" are
men who have as fine a rock-bed of
character as any in our country;
and when they become converted, no
more earnest or inspired workers
for Christ can be found. So, when
we speak of this bit of evangelical
work begun in the Atlanta "Tower"
by a woman, we speak of a force for
good. that may have very far-reach-
ing effects.

Up in their part of the Tower
that Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Smith
had a little Bible talk with them and
a prayer. "Would you like me to
come again?" she asked. They said
they would. Shegave out about thirty
six-cent Testaments. She arranged
to see them regularly Saturday
afternoons, taking them papers and
other literature to read. Saturday
nights she tries to take some minister with her; her
own pastor, Dr. White, recognized as one of the
ablest preachers in the city, and various other
preachers have accompanied her, so that most of
the denominations have been represented in this
interesting work in the Tower among an interesting
group of men.
One day in November, she noticed a new face at

her meetings, a very bright and youthful face, that
of James Burnett, aged twenty-three, just sent up
for "making moonshine." This "boy," as she called
him, appealed to the mother-heart in her by his
youth and manliness. She spoke cordially to him
and gave him a six-cent Testament. She missed
him one day from the Moonshiners' meeting.
"Where is he? Gone home?" she asked.
"No; there he is," said somebody, and she saw

him as she went down the steps; he had been made
a "trusty"—a turnkey.
"How are you getting on?" she asked cordially,

and "Read any in your Testament?"
"Yes," he replied to the last query, "and I am be-

ginning to think there is something in the Gospel.
We have a Bible in our home, but I never read it

before with any interest."
Mrs. Smith asked some of her friends to pray for

his conversion. At a little rescue mission at one
o'clock one day she asked for special prayers for
him.
When she was in the church office at 2.30 she re-

ceived a letter from the Tower; James Burnett

Sy MYRTA LOCKITT A VARY

wanted her to come to see him. A little before eight

that evening she went; took him to a quiet corner of

the big gallery or corridor and asked: "What's the

trouble?"

"I don't know what's the matter with me," he

answered; "I can't sleep. I feel sick. I read my
Bible; I lie down and try to sleep, but I find I am
praying. I can't sleep."

"I think I know what your difficulty is," said she.

"Give yourself to Jesus Christ to live and to be and
to do as he wants you, and you will find i"est and
help."
"But I have no feeling," he replied, meaning the

religious emotion that sometimes is supposed to be
essential to repentance and conversion.
"We do not have to have the same experiences,"

said the missionary, "you do not have to feel. You
have to believe the promises."

She found the promises in the Bible; read them to

him; showed them to him.
"Now," she said, "this is plain truth. You have

James Burnett

The Tower of Fulton County Jail, Georgia, Where the Moonshiners Were Held

but one thing to decide. Will you take Jesus Christ
for your personal Saviour?" He was thoughtful a
moment, then looked her straight in the eye, took
her hand throuph i'le bars and said firmly: "I will
take Jesus Christ \lOV my Saviour."
They knelt, she outside, he behind the bars, and

prayed together, asking as simply as children the
help of their common Father. As they arose, she
said: "You know our Lord says, 'Whosoever, there-
fore, shall confess me before men, him will I also
confess before my Father which is in heaven.' Are
you going to let the other men in this cage know
you have chosen Christ?"

"Certainly I am." He not only "let the others
know," but when the reporters for the local press,
in visiting the Tower, heard of his conversion and
questioned him, he let them know, telling his story
in a simple, manly, straightforward way. The
writer, hearing of his case, called up the warden at
the Tower, and asked about it.

"Yes," he answered, "the story is correct. We
see a good deal down here of jail conversions—peo-
ple trying to make the preachers and missionaries
thmk they are converted, in order to get their terms
shortened; and people in trouble really thinking
they are converted—it looks like it—until they get
out of trouble. But this isn't that kind. He has
served out his term; he goes home to-morrow. Why,
he's nearly got us all converted here!"

I called up Rev. Dr. White. "Yes," he answered,
I thmk it is a case of true conversion; that there is
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a genuine and sincere change of life and purpos

'

I repeated what the warden had told me.
"Yes; one of the keepers told me that 'it ? ^

almost like Paul and Silas in prison.'

"

He referred me further to Mrs. Smith. She 1

1

me simply and with feeling of her interest in >

young convert, of his modesty and earnestness.
;

owned his farm; was very fond of his sister, whc?
a Christian and his housekeeper; his uncle is i

mountain preacher and comes to the little chu i

near his home and preaches about once a mon •

there is a good day school with about eighty c!
'.

dren attending, but no Sunday School; there ^

need of a Sunday School, and Mrs. Smith told 1

1

her church would see that he was supplied with =

right kind of literature. Her hope is that a g i

servant of the Lord has gone out from the Towei i

spread glad tidings in the mountains. His educat i

is not sufficient for the ministry; but with his bri t

native intellect and a strong character, there e

ways untold in which he can advance the cause j

Christ.
"He cut out cards," Mrs. Smith told me

smiled happily. "Last Sunday, when I went b'|
to the jail after I saw him on the train, I heard

i

moonshiners singing, 'Nearer,
God, to Thee,' and 'When the l||

IS Called up Yonder.' Now, thai
a change, is it not, and an encd
agement? I used to catch tl|

playing cards; now I find tlf

singing hymns!"
She spoke of Dr. White's inteill

and of the interest of ministers!
other denominations in the wm
and read me an extract fron||
letter just received from Rev,
Thompson, mountain preacherl
Waleska, where Reinhardt Colli
a Methodist institution, is doingJ
it can to educate deserving boys |
girls who are trying to help th|
selves. "I shall never forget t«

service among your top-story fil

in the Tower," wrote he, "and If
lieve we shall hear from it aga

All the religious denomination!
Atlanta take active part in spirili

work among prisoners and in tj

cational work among mountainetf
and the various home mission bos
are accomplishing much in tlj

directions, though not nearly to

fulness of their desire. "To

mend the enthusiasm of the H
Mission Board of the SoutHl
Baptist Convention and of the
ond Baptist Church of AtlantJ
not to give these undue prominej
Rev. Dr. White is himself a mcl-

taineer, and is in himself an i-

dence of what strong workers n

come from the rugged hills. His
the Atlanta preacher who decli.'d

a call to the John Rockefeller chi,*h

in Cleveland, O., loving his pre.it

charge and work too well to leavlt.

The church building is opposite )e

State capitol and not far from the Tower, w fh

last fact supplies natural reason for special acu-

ities among men behind the bars. It is knowiis
a "church of public men"; three judges of ,ie

Supreme Court of Georgia are deacons; amongts
members are two govei'nors, Governor Joe Brch,

now in office, and Governor 'Terrell, his predece Ji"

but one; two distinguished ex-judges, the Railitd

Commissioner of Georgia, the SuperintendenlJf
Public Schools for Fulton County; the Secretarrf
the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, and the pr.i-

dent of that body. The last-named gentleman, r.

Paxon, who is a power for good in the Suriy
School of the church, on hearing what good se

James Burnett had made of his six-cent Testamt,
sent him a large and beautiful Bible.

Since Burnett's departure, Mrs. Smith ss

had letters from him expressing earnest determa-
tion to establish a Sunday School in his commurt';
his uncle, the minister, who is already coverira
work more than equal to his strength, has gl ly

promised to co-operate all he can. "But," wies

Burnett to his missionary friend, "we want yojto

come and help us start." At her next service a.pr

Burnett's departure, she asked the moonshins:
"How many of you will promise me not to makor
sell moonshine again?" extending her hand thrcjh

the bars. One by one, three slowly approached id

shook it in affirmation. "Will you take Christ or

your personal Saviour?" she asked of each. .''^

Continued on page 1066
\



)ue^ions and Answers
n forwarding MSS. lo THE CHRIS-
'\N HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

ii es for return, if unavailable.

(S. M., Bellwood, Neb. 1. What is the mean-
ing of I. Cor. 15: 36? 2. Is the earth
larger than the moon or not?

It means that death or dissolution in the
laral world is the gateway to new life, and
tt Christ by his death has won for us a new
I eternal life after this existence is over.

Tis death becomes the avenue to resurrection

J regeneration. 2. The diameter of the
im is 2,153 miles, but its volume is only

ijlth that of the earth.

] W., Allentown, Pa. 1. What day of the
week did the 17th of March come on in
1869? 2. Who was "Brunswick's fated
chieftain," spoken of in the poem "Water-
loo" by Byron ? 3. Why is it stated in

.Bom. 5: 14, that "Death reigned from

t.

Adam until Moses" ?

L Wednesday. 2. Frederick William. Duke
Bronswick, fourth son of Duke Ferdinand,
) was nephew of Frederick the Great, and

V) married the daughter of George III. He
rl?ht against Napoleon, who abolished his

Thy. He fled to England and afterwards
(jied the army of Wellington in the Penin-
*.. He was reinstated in his Duchy by the
i'S in 1813 and fought throughout the cam-
icn of 1814-1815. He was killed at Quatre
Is. 3. This imputes the existence of a law
ting that period, earlier than the law of
t.es, and the breach of which would be sin.

Hh had been made the universal penalty of
tisgrcssion ; sin was already in the world be-
-fj Moses came. Not only sin but its penalty
<ie through Adam.

.'i J. W., Neillsville, Wis. An intelligent
Hebrew here, whom I asked to read the
New Testament, said that it was impossi-
ble for the Feast of the Passover to fall on
Friday ; or, in other words, the first day of
unleavened bread.

7e have referred this query to Rev. Leopold
< n, of the Williamsburg and Brownsville
Tsions to the Jews, who replies as follows

:

' e read in the Gospel of Saint Luke 23 : 54,
' d that day was the preparation,' which
«ws that the Passover then did not fall on
]Jay, but on the Sabbath day. The rules
<merated in Orach Chaim, section 428, one of
> ch is that the Passover cannot fall on
lidays, Wednesdays and Fridays, are post-
Cmudic. At the time of Christ, the festivals
T e fixed by the testimony of witnesses who
t!rved the new moon. They had no such
Jliciples regulating the Jewish calendar."

IB. C, Judsonia, Ark. How many motions
has the earth? How fast does it travel?
How fast does the sun travel ? Is it pos-
sible for any heavenly body to remain still ?

wo. diurnal and annual. In its diurnal
lion, the earth rotates on its axis once in
tnty-four hours—a rate of speed more than
liousand miles per hour at the equator. In
i revolution round the sun it travels at the
« of alifiut 67,000 miles per hour. The cir-
ciferencc of the sun is 110 times that of
t earth, and it revolves on its axis once in
tnty-six days. At the solar equator the
t- of motion i^ about a mile a minute. It is

I definitely known in what course or to
<re the sun is traveling through space, but
t rate of motion in this respect is calcu-
I d at about fifteen miles per Second. No
I y is at rest: all planets, stars and suns are
' perpetual motion.

•C. C, Philadelphia, Pa. Please give me
some information regarding the comi)ara-
tive ages of the different liturgies.

here were liturgical forms among the an-
•«it Jews, Greeks and Romans. There is

^' little information regarding the earliest

\ istian liturgies, the only trace in apostolic
«5 being in connection with the Lord's Prayer
* the Lord's Supper. It is not improbable,
' ever, that the Master and his disciples, in
tr meetings, may have followed some devo-

Tgal forms based on those of the Synagogues.
^•earliest known Christian liturgies were those
^the Oriental church, the first being that
•^fenisalem and Antioch, the second, that of
." church of Alexandria, the third of the
«rch of Cffisarea, the fourth the church of
Jiesug, and the fifth the church of Rome.
r* m the Ephesian church sprang a number of

liturgies, including those of France and Brit-
ain and also the present liturgy of the English
Episcopal Church. It is impossible to state
definitely which of the churches to-day holds
most closely to the early Christian liturgies,
since all have drawn from the same sources.
The Roman Church, the Episcopal Church, the
Gregorian and Greek churches all make claim
to priority. There is a striking yet quite nat-
ural uniformity in the offices for marriage,
death, baptism, etc., among the churches. We
do not believe the Quakers use any special
liturgical forms, although there may be excep-
tions to the rule.

T. G. E., New York. When members of a
church have memorial windows put in at
their expense, and they are placed in position
and remain for years, and the property is

sold and the building torn down, it is heart-
rending to see these windows destroyed by
building wreckers. Should not these win-
dows be preserved, out of respect to the
memory of the givers? Is it right to see
memorial windows doing service in a
brewery or a garage?

It looks like vandalism to put memorial win-
dows to such uses. Their hallowed associa-

(Ahasuerus) of Ezra 4: 6 and of the Book of
Esther is Xerxes, the son of Darius, and the
Artachshashta (Artaxerxes) of Ezra 4: 7, 8,
11, 23, etc., and of Neh. 2 : 1 ; 5 : 14. etc., is the
son of Xerxes, Artaxerxes Longimanus (464-
425 B.C.), therefore Pseudo-Smerdis, who
reigned 100 years previously cannot be identified
with the Artaxerxes of Ezra 4 : 7.

S. P. P., Connecticut. Please explain the
practical meaning of an old style way of
speaking, "What is it to be a free moral
agent ?"

The subject is one that has been discussed
and fought over by theologians with much
acrimony and little profit, seeing that all we
know about it is conjectural. God governs the
world according to a plan, which (if we ac-
knowledge his sovereignty) no existence or
event can contravene. The human will and
human plans are impotent before the Divine
will and foreknowledge. This line of argu-
ment, carried to the extreme, leads to fatalism.
On the other hand, the Almighty has given to
man the power of distinguishing right from
wrong, good from evil, and of choosing, by his
own voluntary act, between the two. The ex-
ercise of this volitional power carries with it

A Street in Havana After the Great Storm

CUBA'S capital for several days after the storm seemed more like Venice than the Havana known to

American tourists. In some places the water was four feet deep and people went about in boats
and in rafts. It entailed much suffering, and the loss is estimated as well over a million dollars.

tions should be suflicient to prevent it. Yet it

is difficult to see how this could be done except
by purchasing them and transferring them to

some other church or suitable building.

W. E., Bracebridge, Ont. When did Jerusalem
become a city ? How many were slain at

the siege?

About 1,000 B.C.. when King David, by a
final conquest of the fortress, joined the lower

part with the citadel of Mt. Zion and built a
wall around both. It is doubtful if Jerusalem

proper ever had a greater normal population

than 100,000, but at festivals, particularly dur-

ing Passover, tens of thousands of outsiders

flocked into the city, which had then a great

population temporarily. There have been 25

or 30 sieges, but at the great siege by Titus, in

70 A.D., according to Josephus, more than a

million were slain. This seems an extraordi-

nary figure.

A. H. F.. Nyack, N. Y. Who was the "Pseudo-
Smerdis" between Cyrus the Great and
Darius I. ? Is he the Artaxerxes mentioned

by Ezra 4:7? Is he rightly classed as one

of the Persian kings?

The false Smerdis reigned for eight months
in 622 B.C., therefore he must be considered

one of the Persian kings. He pretended to be

the brother of Cambyses, who succeeded his

father, Cyrus the Great. The Ahaawerosh

the corresponding responsibility. The heart
that is given over to sin rebels against the
Divine authority and attempts to defy it, while
the heart that is in harmony with the Creator's

purpose seeks to know his will and to do it

and finds in that service its highest and noblest
exercise. Thus, man can become, by his own
choice, a discordant or a harmonious element,
but he is powerless to influence the Divine
plan or to frustrate God's purposes. His free

agency at most is very limited, if we take the
larger view of the subject.

A. F. G., Mount Carmel, N. Y. Why was
Korea named the "Hermit Kingdom"?

The "Hermit Nation" or "Kingdom" was a
designation given to Korea because of its early

disinclination to hold commercial and other
intercourse with outside peoples.

Mrs. L. R., Browning, HI. 1. What was the
name of Lot's wife? 2. Please explain
John 14: 2. 3. What became of the Ark
of the Covenant?

1. Her name is nowhere mentioned in Scrip-

ture, but there is a Hebrew tradition which
gives it as Edith and one of his daughters as
Plutith. 2. He meant to imply that there was
a place for each and room for all who believed

and lived as God would have them live. As to

the place itself, many conjectures have been
made, and some have suggested that the stars

above us were the mansions to which Jesus
had reference. The essential point is that the
redeemed will be going not to a strange land
and among strangers, but to the heavenly home,
prepared for them—to their Father's house.
3. One of the mysteries of the ages, concerning
which there have been many speculations, but
nothing definite can be asserted. Your last
query touches a topic too voluminous to be
treated in The Mail-Bag.

M. J. P., Newman, 111. Please quote the en-
tire stanza which begins something like
this

: "Upon the Grampian hills." etc.

The lines are as follows

:

My name is Norval ; on the Grampian hills
My father feeds his flocks ; a frugal swain.
Whose constant cares were to increase his store.
And keep his only son, myself, at home.

They are from the drama, "Douglas" (Act 2,
Scene 1), by John Home (1724-1808).

F. H., Phoenix, Ariz. 1. When was the foun-
tain pen invented? 2. Where was the first
electric street car used with success?

1. It is said to have been invented about the
middle of the last century in the United States,
but it is only within the past few years that
it has approached the perfection of utility. 2.
The first electrical car was run between Por-
trush and the Giant's Causeway in County
Antrim, Ireland, a distance of four miles, in
1878. The first electrical cars in America
were run in Richmond. Va., in 1888 by the
Sprague Electric Manufacturing Company,
though for exposition purposes there was a
little experimenting before that time.

N. W., Kane, Pa. Please tell me in which
poem of Wordsworth occurs the famous line
about "a wise passiveness" ?

In "Expostulation and Reply." See p. 85 in
Macmillan's edition of Wordsworth's Poems.

S. G.. Concord, N. H. What is London monu-
ment and what does it commemorate?

The monument was built by the great archi-
tect Christopher Wren in 1671-1677. in com-
memoration of the great fire which burned
much of the city in 1666. Its pedestal is 40
feet high, and its total height is 202 feet. The
staircase has 345 steps of black marble.

Miscellaneous
A. O. T., Allentown, N. Y. We have been

unable to find the rest of the quotation.

Subscriber. Me. Consult a Canadian lawyer.
We cannot express opinions on questions aris-
ing in that jurisdiction.

O. E. K., Leesburg, Idaho. The Christian
Herald is not a partisan paper. It has on
different occasions shown its appreciation of
Mr. Bryan, just as it does of other prominent
people, when they are factors in the leading
events of the day.

Reader. In Grecian mythology, Circe was
the daughter of Helios (the Sun) and was
famed for magic. She lived in the mysterious
isles of Aea to which Odysseus and his com-
panions came, and she turned into swine those
whom he first sent to her dwelling. He him-
self was able to resist her incantations.

M. F., Worcester, Mass. The World Mission-
ary Conference recently held in Edinburgh,
was pledged to discuss only foreign missions to
"non-Christian lands." This excluded South
America, all of Southern Europe, Russia,
Armenia, Cuba, Mexico, Bulgaria and the Phil-
ippines, which countries hold to the Catholic,
Greek and Gregorian faiths, and consequently
could not be regarded as "non-Christian," no
matter how much they needed missionary effort.

Subscriber. Dayton, O. Your question re-
garding cremation and resurrection is not a
new one, and has given rise to many theories.
But these considerations need not trouble the
believer, for while the Christian doctrine of the
resurrection holds to the identity of the body,
it is made clear that it is to be a changed,
incorruptible body—a spiritual body (see I.

Cor. 15 : 35-53 ) , and there is no affirmation
that the identity of the constituent parts or
particles of the earthly body will be preserved
in the spiritual body. All will be changed, yet
identity preserved in the new incorruptible

form. Such is the interpretation given by
leading commentators to the various passages
on the subject. This overcomes the difficulty

about cremation.
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Women in Council
ONE of the reasons why we women, whose busi-

ness it is to be homemakers and housekeepers,
should come together and exchange personal

experiences from time to time is evident on the sur-

face. The worst thing any of us can do is to get
into a rut. Talking one day with a physician,
whose practice had been largely among nervous
patients, he said to me: "Drudgery and monotony
are the twin causes of nervous maladies among
women." I ventured to say that I thought most of

us could endure drudgery if it had an object which
seemed to us worth while; but that monotony when
unbroken was undoubtedly very hard
to bear. He replied that the monotony
of which he was thinking was usually
associated with loneliness. Women
who lived mainly in their own homes
with few outside interests, seeing the
same faces, hearing the same voices,

preparing meals, washing dishes and
darning stockings every day of their

lives, were quite likely to break down
suddenly. This may be true, and this

is why the Woman's Club in a small
town or village is a boon to its mem-
bers. When the women within a neigh-
borhood extending over five or seven
miles arrange to meet one another
every fortnight, going from one to

another house in turn, reading, dis-

cussing topics, even exchanging pat-
terns for fancy work and domestic
recipes, they really brighten up each
other's wits and cheer each other's
spirits. Our Women's Council is the
same club on a large scale. It belongs
to you all, and every one is welcome to

draw up a chair by the fire and speak
her mind. Letters either short or long-

are always in order.

Reading for "I wish to recom-
Young Girls mend two books

which I think all

young girls will enjoy. The general
title is 'The Margaret Stories,' and
the two which I wish to name are Into
Still Waters and The Trayisformation
of Margaret. M. A. S."

The Little Colonel Series, extending
over the years of a girl's life from
early childhood until her marriage,
may safely be recommended to all girls.

Two of the "Margaret" stories orig-
inally appeared in the pages of The
Christian Herald. Anne of Green
Gables and its successor, Anne of
Avonlea, are charming. Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm and The Day
Before Yesterday are books which
girls should like. The Witchbrook
Road, by Mrs. Kate Upson Clark, is a
story sure to please. Among books
which are not fiction let me name as
worthy the study of all young girls.

The Life and Letters of Louisa M.
Alcott and the Memoir of Alice Free-
man Palmer. The Days of June and a
Memoir of Alice Jackson, published by
the F. H. Revell Company, are partic-
ularly good in their influence on char-
acter. All of the books named may be
purchased at any book store.

Is This The letter which follows outlines
Quite Fair? a condition which is unfortunately

not singular. What do our read-
ers advise in the case?

"I am a young woman, not yet thirty, with a hus-
band and a dear little girl of seven. My husband
is a good workman, earning a comfortable income.
He does all the wage-earning. He has no vices, but
is not ambitious. He is of a thrifty turn, but likes
to have all the money to spend on himself that he
had before his marriage. He apparently considers
it my fault that the money does not go so far for
the needs of three as it did for the wants of one

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

when he was a bachelor. I save everything that I

can. I do all the work of our home, including the
washing and ironing and the sewing for my daugh-
ter and myself. I make not only our underclothing,
but our outside suits. The only money I spend on
Jennie or myself is a small sum per month for mag-
azines, books and stationery. My husband has a
passion for moving along. In the nine years of our
married life we have moved by train five times, and
this constant change of abode eats into our savings.

THE, TLHUANA MOTHER
Strange the home and even stranger

Is the lady. But no matter
How much you are laughing at her,

Sweet the mother! Naught can change her!
Where the swift Mescala dashes

Dwells this smiling Indian mother;
Comely she as any other,

Though she dwells amid the ashes.

In my husband's last position he remained four
years, the last year at my urgent request and much
agamst his will. Ought I to try what I can do to
increase the family income? Is there anything I
call do? Ought the wife of a man who is strong,
well and not yet forty be obliged to earn wa^^es or
has she enough to do in keeping house and caring
lor her husband and child? C. R. T "

For Sunday
Afternoon
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"If the mother whose problem is
to keep her little son happily oc-

A -L. ,^
cupied on Sunday afternoon would

provide herself with a copy of Birrell's Sunday

Queries, she would find her task greatly lighte d
I have used these Queries for years for my '/n

children and their little friends, whom I have o jn
invited in. The children enjoy looking up then-
swers to these interesting xjuestions. E. E

This Is Wasted One hears less frequently
Pity formerly an expression of pitj

the mother who has many 1

ones. When the children of a family follow
another in quick succession, the mother's cares
multiplied, but it is almost as easy to look after
or three small children at the same time as to
constant care of one. Compassion is not ou

place when the mother has not a 5

cient interval for recuperation bet\
the births of her children. T
years is a better interval than two
is not so long a time that the chiL
cannot enjoy one another. When
space between the coming of childn
seven or eight years, they have di
ent interests, different playmates
little in common, and the family 1

is necessarily not quite so stronj
when they are babies and wee one
the nursery together.

Comfort in One of our fri

Sorrow has sent a poem,
titled, "Bere

ment," by Cornelia M. Brown. L.
own sorrow it proved a comfort to
and she wishes to pass it on. It
little too long to be printed as a wl
but here is a part;

Had my beloved gone from me.
Beyond the wide and restless sea.
To some fair land with sunny clime

—

Though I should miss him all the time,
I would be glad that he was there,
With strength renewed and free from

Through all the waking hours of night
And with the early morning light
This grief would not oppress my heart.
These tears of anguish would not start.

I would not be distressed and sad ;

For his dear sake I should be glad.

And now that he has gone from me
To dwell beside the crystal sea

—

Since he is with the dear ones there.
Where all is beautiful and fair.

My cheeks with tears shall not be wet

;

My pain and loss I should forget.

Because with finer, clearer sight
He sees at last the perfect light.

And mysteries that here were sealed
Are to his longing eyes revealed

—

Because he is supremely blest,

My troubled heart should be at rest.

Precautions Before furnaces jre

Against Fire lighted for the p-

ter, the househcer
who values safety should have le

pipes and flues investigated and sh Id

not leave to chance any safeguard ig

\vithin his power. One tiny preu-
tion should be taken by every one. It

concerns the match which is lig 3d

and thrown aside, usually, it is tie.

burned out. Occasionally there a

smouldering bit of flame in the mi h,

and if this happen to fall into a wte
basket or a pile of shavings, a hea of

excelsior, or on the floor near a flisy

curtain, there may be trouble. Nh-
ing can exceed the rapidity with which an undesed
flame rushes onward when it is accidentally ligl'd.

When it is not wanted and its presence is a me:ce
fire burns with terrific speed. ,'

Every heart in this country must have achefst
the calamity which has lately swept over Minneta
in the devouring forest fires. We can hardly (H-

prehend what it must be to have whole villus

blotted out of existence in a day; thousands of o-

ple made homeless and hundreds killed, whil to

bury the dead and identify them are labors thatJX
the powers of the bravest. God help the victiirjof

great fires.
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DEAR Boys and Girls : Have you
heard of The Blue Bird? The
splendid new fairy tale that the

great Belgian poet, Maurice Maeter-

linck, has written for you? It brims

and bubbles with gnomes, hobgoblins,

sprites and witches, a fairy princess,

and no end of adventure, and ends

—

all happy ever after, just as a proper

fairy tale should.

If there were room in our Cozy
Corner, perhaps we would ask the

great story-writer himself to tell us his

famous wondertale right here. But
the best we can do is to tell some of it

and send copies of The Blue Bird to

our boys and girls who win first re-

wards in this week's prize

contest.

So start right in and do

your level best, my dears, to

win, because the story of The
Blue Bird is almost the nicest

reward of merit that we could

offer.

A Little Story Out of

The Blue Bird

ONCE upon a little while
ago, on Christmas Eve,

the wise old dream-fairy,
Berylune, found Metyl and
Tyltyl, the woodcutter's chil-

dren, in nightcaps and gown.s,

huddled against the window
of their little cottage room,
watching a sumptuous Christ-

mas party at the home of the

rich children over the way.
"Have you by any chance,

my dears, seen the Blue-Bird-
for-Happiness hereabouts?"
she piped, hopping across the

room like a sleek robin on a
lawn. Then suddenly whisk-
ing herself into the likeness

of good neighbor Berlingot,

who lived in the wood nearby,
"My little godchild is ill," she

explained, "and only a Blue-
Bird-for-Happiness can make herwell."

"We have no bii'd here at all, except

old Turtle-Dick in the cage in the

kitchen," Metyl answered. "We are

so sorry Gretchen is ill."

"But perhaps we could go and find

one for her," said Tyltyl bravely.

"Come! come! away with you, then!"

I and the old fairy, quick as wink, picked

from out her pocket a magic cap.

Promptly fitting it upon Tyltyl's head,
she muttered these mysterious words:
"Turn it three times, round, while

the clocks are striking eight of the
evening, and nary a castle nor strong-
hold in Wonderland but will open its

gates to you," and vanished, while the
woodcutter's children, accompanied by
a Light Princess, as beautiful as a
sunbeam, slipped away into Wonder-
land in quest of the Blue Bird that
would make the fairy's godchild well.

InMagic Gardens and Enchanted For-
ests and over Wonder Hills they often
find a perfect Blue Bird, but always it

They Often Find a Perfect Blue Bird

flies away. There never is one that

will be caught; until at last the Light

Princess leads the way into the Dream
Garden of

The Palace of the Night

HERE, as the vast gates swing open

in answer to Tyltyl's magic talis-

man, myriads of fairy Blue Birds are

startled and fly hither and thither
among Golden Moonbeams that have
never left the palace.
"Here ! They are here, Metyl, thou-

sands of blue birds at last."

"I am covered with blue birds, little

brother. They will fly away with us
into the sky. I am frightened."

"Don't be a baby, Metyl; we shall be
going home soon," cries Tiltyl, almost
angrily. The children in great excite-

ment capture as many birds as their
arms will hold.
But the blue birds are frail as fairies

and all that they catch fall lifeless

from their hands.
"Oh, do not cry, little ones. The

Blue Bird which you are
seeking has only flown else-

where, I fancy. Come, we
shall find him; never fear."
It is the voice of the Light
Princess, always urging
them onward. 'The search
is very long and grows more
and more wonderful every
minute; but the Light
Princess vanishes at last,

and they come home empty-
handed.

"We must send our Dicky
Blue Bird to Neighbor Ber-
lingot this morning," Mum-
my Tyl announces cheerily,

coming into the room to

awaken the children. "Her
grandchild is ill and cries

for our Turtle-Dick."
"Metyl ! Metyl ! Dicky is

the blue bird we were hunt-
ing for. Get up!" shouted
Tyltyl, lunging out of bed
into Mummy Tyl's lap in an
ecstasy of gladness. "Oh,
Mummy ! we are so happy to

be back. Please, Mummy,
never let us go away from
you again."

"Bless the dears! I hope
they are not going to be ill,"

says Mummy Tyl half aloud to herself,

and really very much alarmed.
"Look at their rosy cheeks, my

dear; they are not ill; they fell asleep

in the moonbeams I reckon," says the

wood-cutter, coming in with a fresh

whisp of fagots. "Bless me! Bless

me! How those children dream! And
they have quite forgot it is Christmas
morning."

t^:74 ^lEWAIRBS OF MIERIT <^7>

HERE is a chance for you older

boys and girls to make some

spending money for Christmas. Try

your hand at drawing, for our Boys'

and Girls' Department, a Heading for

December. Make your drawings 14 x 2

or 8 X 2 inches. For the best heading

we will give a first prize of $2. For

the next five in order of merit we will

pay %l each.

Little People Under Twelve

For a verse or verses, entitled either

"Christmas" or "The Brave Tin Sol-

dier," the first prize will be a beautiful

"Mistress Mary" paper doll and her

costumes. The next ten prizes, in

order of merit, are smaller but very

beautiful paper dolls.

Prizes for Articles by Boys

SEND an account (in less than three

hundred words, with an illustra-

tion or diagram) of something you
have made yourself.
The first prize will be a watch. Not

a plaything. A guaranteed nickel

high-grade watch.
The next five prizes awarded in or-

der of merit will be beautiful and
appropriate Christmas books.

Send all letters and answers to these

contests to Miss Porter, Bible House,

New York City, before November 24.

A Word About Our Cozy Corner

THE Young People's Department in

The Christian Herald is planned

for lively, up-and-at-it boys and girls

who know a good thing when they see

it.

"Nothing is too good for the chil-

dren!" is our war cry.

We plan to make this the very best

Young People's Department in the

world. In order to accomplish this we
must get acquainted with one another.

Remember, the Editors of The Cozy

Corner need the young people as much
as the young people need the Editors.

So write to us constantly, ask for what

you want, and as far as it is possible

we shall try to give it to you.

In the Prize Contests send us the

best work you can do. In return we
will award the best, carefully selected

prizes.

All work that is up to the average
will receive either a prize or careful

criticism.

There will be each month, beside the
regular rewards of merit, many sup-
plementary prizes of books, pictures,

toys. And remember this: All good
work will receive recoanition of some
kind.

Our Good Night Verse

For this week is from the 18th chap-

ter of St. Matthew :

At the same time came the disciples unto Jesus,

saying. Who is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven ? And Jesus called a little child unto him,
and set him in the midst of them.

Very lovingly always.

Your Aunt in the Cozy Corner,

s/2<^*</"--^

keep your

itchen
HYGIENICALLY

Clean
Avoid cKemical

cleaners on your

kitchen utensils.

No caustic or

acid in

utcn

leanser

Many uses and full

directions on Large

Siiter-Can 1Oc

i^icHMg/m^

Simple

Scientific

Satisfactory
Endorsed as "the simplest, most scientific aud satis-

factory system of cliurcb. li.iance" by tlie

LAYMEN'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT
and leading Chrlstiaa workers of all denominations.

Tlie Duplex Envelope System
{Richmond, Va. )

"The -weekly offering- to missions actually Increases
the offerings to current expenses." So says the Gen-
eral Secretary of tlie Movement; such is the experi-
ence of thousands of churches. Samples andan Inter-

esting- and stimulating- descriptive booklet free on
request. X We employ no soUrifo ?,?.

)

DUPLEX— RICHMOND, VA.

i

BWI-vlkTr-^ Freight prepaid lie. lb. LarKe sample 10c.

jEvrilllj M. Send neighbors names. price list, honey, fruits

and nut- will he mailed them. Talie their orders and get your

order Iret- Spencer Apiaries Co. Box 88. Nordhoff, Call.
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Real Pood
Clean and Fresh

r)ONT think of Uneeda^ Biscuit as a mere lunch

necessity,or as a bite between
meals.

Uneeda Biscuit are the most
nutritious foodmade from, flour,

and are full of energizing,
strength-giving power.

Uneeda Biscuit are always crisp

and fresh and delicious when you

buy them. Their sensible, dust

tight, moisture proof packages pre-

vent the unclean, tough condition

so common to ordinary crackers.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

'0<v'.cci

:^t

(Never sold

in bulk)

^'SAVETriE-HoR^EiKSRAVINCuRE.
REG. TRADC MARK

SOLMO

Every letter we ptibllsb goes as far and means as much as
the contract, for they tell of results that are true. Th;y are
from actual users and are honest in every word they say.
Marshalltown, la. .Aug, 10. 'lu—I used "Save-the-Horse" on a

mule; was kicked on the hock, the whole joint enlarged; was the
size of a child's head. He would not put his foot on tlie ground.
His hip was shrunken to skin and bone. One of tlie State vet-
erinarians and another one of our townsmen said he would not
he worth a sou. I gave a pig and 50 cents for him and used the
bottle of "Save-the-Horse" as directed and now lie is sound. It
is wonderful stuff. W. S. HAYNES.
C AA a t)0ttle. with legal written guarantee or contract.
Vf^*"V Si'iid for copv. booklet and letters from business^m men !ind train ers on everv kind of case. Permanently^^ cures Spavin, Thoroughpln, Bingbone (except low).
Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpulf, Shoe Boil, Injured
Tendons and all Lameness. No scar or loss of hair. Horse works
asiiMi.il Dfcili-rs or Express Puid.
Troy Chemical Co., 39 Commercial Ave., Bingbamton, N.Y.

^No Mixing^
No Sprcadiugr
No Muss
No Trouble

^Just crumble up a
UATliis-Knabont

i

a the house. KatswiU
_fseek It.eat it.flie out-

1

door. Easiest, quick-/
est, cleanest way. Large

'slze26c. Small size 1.50. All j

drucffists or direct prepaid. I

iITheRatUisccitCo. 3 N. Lime-
stone St. Spiingfleld,01iio.

,

They die outdoors

fjrUTC My Sanitary Coffee
HUCHIw Maker produces pure,
sweet coffee, needs no settler and
never wears out. Saves coffee, money
and health. Every wife buys at sight;

new invention; exclusive territory.

Send 15c. for 50c. size, postpaid.

DR. LYONS, 430 Day St., Pekin, III.

Chairs&Tricycles
For Invalids and Criiiples

WorthingtonCo.
362 Cedar St., £lyria.O.

WE WANT
BOYS

Bright and Ambitions, from 10 to 16

years of age to work for ns in spare

time. Easy and pleasant work; lib-

eral commission paid. We furnish

everything yon need to demonstrate

COLUMBUS
LIQUID WAX

(PATENTED)

FOR FLOORS, FURNITURE
AND WOODWORK

This announcement will not appear

again, so send the coupon to-day.

CUT OFF HERE
Columbus Varnish Co.. Dept. B. Columbus, Ohio

:

Please send me full informatiou about your offer in

The Christian Herald.

Name Age Yrs.

St. and No
Town State

Give name of some Business Han as Reference

:

Give name of Nearest Dealer in Paints and Varnishes :

Dealer's Name
Address

Continued from page 1051

speak to some one in the sitting-room.

There followed the sound of a man's
voice, speaking at length, and the low-

toned murmur of a brief reply.

Vaguely heavy at heart the child

walked over to the window and looked

out. Hitched to the post near the lilac

bushes was a tall bay horse with a
cropped tail. Behind the horse was a
shining side-bar buggy with red

wheels. The horse was stretching his

sleek neck in an effort to reach the

tender green shoots of the lilac bushes,

his cropped tail switching irritably

from side to side.

Presently the side door opened and
Stephen Jarvis came out quickly, jam-
ming his gray felt hat low upon his

forehead. He untied the horse, jerk-

ing the animal's head impatiently to

one side as he did so, and stepped to

the high seat; then at a savage cut of

the whip, the horse darted away, the

gravel spurting from under his angry
hoof-beats. Then Jimmy heard Bar-
bara's step behind him.
The girl stooped, put both arms

about the little boy and laid her hot
cheek on his. Then she laughed,
rather unsteadily.

"Kiss me quick, Jimmy Preston!"
she said. "I want to be loved—hard!"
The child threw both arms fervently

about his sister's neck. "I love you,"
he declared circumstantially, "wiv all

my outsides an' all my insides! I love

you harder 'n anyfing!"

II

Peg (shortened from Peleg) Morri-
son had worked on the Preston farm
for so many years that he appeared
almost as much a part of the place as
the shabby old house itself or the big
rambling structures at its rear known
indeterminately as "the barns." He
slept over thp carriage-house, in quar-
ters originally intended for the coach-
man. Here also he cooked handily for
himself on a rusty old stove, compound-
ing what he called "tried an' tested
receipts" out of a queer yellow-leaved
book bound in marbled boards, its

pages written over in Peg's own scrawl-
ing chirography.

"I wouldn't part with that thar
book for its weight in gold an'
di'mon's," he was in the habit of say-
ing solemnly to Jimmy. "No, Cap'n,
I reelly wouldn't. I begun to write
down useful info'mation in it when I

wasn't much bigger'n you be now, an'
I've kep' it up."

"Vallable Information, by Peleg
Morrison," was the legend inscribed on
its thumbed cover. Jimmy admired
this book beyond words, and quite in
private had started one of his own on
pieces of brown paper accumulated in
the attic chamber where he played on
rainy days.

"Hello, Cap'n!" observed Peg with a
genial smile, as the little boy thrust
his yellow head in at the door of his
quarters. "Say! I do b'lieve you've
growed some since I seen you last. It

must be them pop-corn balls, I reckon.
Pop-corn's mighty tasty and nour-
ishin'."

"I haven't eaten 'em—not yet!" said
Jimmy, breathlessly. "An', Peg, I've
got a birfday cake—an' it's got six
candles on it, an' one to grow on ; an'

—

an' it's all pink on top—an' we want
you to come to supper, 'cause it's my
birfday. Barb'ra said to tell you.
An' I'm goin' t' blow the candles out
when we're through wiv supper!"

"Wall, now, Cap'n, that surely is

kind of Miss Barb'ry. But you see I

ain't got my comp'ny clo'es on. M'
swallow-tail coat's got the rear but-
tons off, an' m' high collar 'n biled
shirt's to m' wash-lady's."
Peg winked humorously at Jimmy,

You can place money in the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, and know that it is saje, and is where
vou can onfain it Tchen wanted-, and will yield/air earn-
ings iciT- f-r'rv day invested. See their advertisement
on page 1065, and write them for full intormation.

in token that his remarks were to I

interpreted as being in a purely joci

lar vein.
"But I'll tell you, Cap'n, I'll most

in 'long 'bout time you get t' the cak
I wouldn't miss seein' them candl
blowed out fer anythin'. An' that r
minds me, I've got a little present f
you, seein' you're six, goin' on seve
an' big an' hefty fer your age. Je
you clap yer eyes into that an' tell n
what you think of it."

"Oh, Peg!" gasped Jimmy, in
rapture too deep and pervasive fi

words, "is it—a val'able inf'matii
book?"

"That's what it is, Cap'n," chuckli
Peg, holding off the book and gaziiA^A,
at it with honest pride. "Y' see™!
couldn't find th' mate to mine in look
but this 'ere red cover beats mine i

holler, an' you see I've put 'Vallab
Information by James Embury Pre
ton' on it in handsome red letters. Tal
it, boy, an' don't put nothin' into it

'

won't be true an' useful, is the pray
o' Peg Morrison."
The old man's tone was solemn ai

his blue eyes gleamed suddenly moi
in the midst of their network
wrinkles.

"I—I'd like to shake hands, Peg
said Jimmy fervently, "I'm too big a
hefty to kiss people for thank yo
But I like this book better'n anyfing-
I mean anyfing."
He put out his small brown hand <

which babyish dimples still lingere

and the old man grasped and shook
solemnly.

"You're more'n welcome, Cap'nf
he said heartily. "An' thinkin'
might like to set down a few seni
ments I got you a bottle o' red ink a|
a new steel pen. I like red ink m'aef
It makes a handsome page."
Barbara knit her f.ne dark browsl

little over the birthday book with i|

quaint inscription.

"I shouldn't like you to suppose th|
was the way to spell valuable informl
tion," she said crisply. "Suppose \|
put another card over this one, deaj
I'll write it for you."
Jimmy pondered this proposal

silence for a few minutes, then
shook his head.

"I want my book to be 'zactly 111

Peg's," he said firmly. "It's a valfl

ble inf'mation book ; that's what it is

He kept it by him all the while thl

were eating their supper—off the pia

and white china Grandfather Embul
brought from foreign parts, while tlj

seven candles cast bright lights ai

wavering shadows across the table
the boy's rosy little face and the gir|

darker beauty.
They had almost finished eatii|

when a sound of hard knuckles ca

tiously applied to the back kitchi

door announced Mr. Morrison, attir(

in his best suit of rusty black,

abundant iron-gray hair, ordinari|

standing up around his ruddy, eoo'"

humored face like a halo, severe

plastered down with soap and water.

"Good evenin', Cap'n," he said cer

moniously, "I hope you fin' yourse

in good health on this 'ere auspicioi

occasion, sir; an' you, too. Miss Barl

ry, as a near relation of the Cap'n

I hope I see you well an'—an' happ
ma'am."

"See my cake. Peg," shouted Jimm
capering wildly about the old ma
"See the candles."
Peg pretended to shade his eyes fro

the overpowering illumination. "Wa
now, I mus' say!" he exclaimed,

that ain't wo'th coverin' ten mile o' bJ

goin' t' see." .

The little boy climbed up in his chai

"I have to sit down when I blow

he said seriously, and sent the fir

current of air across the table fro

his puckered lips. "One of 'em's out

he announced triumphantly.
.

"Give it to 'em agin, Cap'n!" cri(

Continued on next pr.rio
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fi'fi^

3g. "Give 'em a good otie, that's

ght! Now the nigh on's gone; but

at off candle's a sticker. I dunno
hether you'll fetch that one or not,

ap'n."

The child drew in a mighty breath,

s puffed cheeks flushing to a brilliant

arlet, and blew with all his might,

he flame of the one lighted candle
aned, flared sidewise and disap-

;ared, leaving a light wreath of

noke behind.
'There! I blowed 'em out, all by
yself," he exulted. "I've got a strong
ind in my breaf ; haven't I, Peg?"
"I declar', I'd hate to have you try

on the roof o' the barn, Cap'n. The
,ose shingles'd fly, I bet," Peg assured
im jocalarly.

Barbara was cutting the cake, her
oubled eyes bent upon her tack. Mr.
[orrison glanced at her anxiously.

"I seen a rig hitched out t' the side

oor this aft'noon," he said slowly.

'Twa'n't a—a sewin'-machine agent,

-as it, Miss Barb'ry?"
' "No," said the girl shortly; her look

Drbade further questions.

"I'll tell you who 'twas. Peg," said
• immy sociably, as he began to nibble

he edges of his slice of cake. "It was
he Hon'rable Stephen Jarvis. An'
is horse's tail is cut off short so't

I an't switch 'round, an' it makes him
TOSS. I guess it would make me some
loss, too, if I was a horse. Wouldn't

I i: make you. Peg?"
"I reckon 't would, Cap'n," said the

Id man, fetching a heavy sigh for no
pparent reason. He turned to Bar-
ara, whose red lips were set in an
xpression of haughty reserve.

"If I'd 'a knowcd 't was the Hon'ra-
le Stephen Jarvis fer certain," he

vent on with an effort after careless

I ase of manner, "I b'lieve I'd a took

Lhe opportunity to talk over crops with

fsim fer a spell. We're goin' to have
I ji first-rate crop o' buckwheat this

'ear, an' winter wheat's lookin' fine.

^ jffhe'd ought to be plenty of apples, too,

; pruned the trees an' manured 'em
peavy last fall."

f
"Barbara turned her back abruptly

>n pretense of pulling down a window
jjhade. "I'll speak to you to-morrow

—

^bout the work," she said in a hard
voice.

Ill

After Jimmy had said his prayers
and been tucked up in bed, tired but
[happy, the book of "Vallable Info'ma-
tion" under his pillow, Barbara sat

'."i jfor a while by the open window in the
' lldusk of the April night. The wind

jliad gone down since sunset, and in the

Btillness she could hear the "peepers"
teinging in the distant marshes and the

fsoft roar of the river, filled to its brim
with the melted snows from the hills.

I

Her thoughts went back to the day
Jwhen her father, then a proud, hand-
jsome man in his prime, had bi-ought

his new wife to the farm. Her own
ipassionately mourned mother seemed
{strangely forgotten in the joy of the

home-coming and the girl had resented
.it in the dumb, pathetic fashion of

childhood. After a little, though, she
had come to love the gentle creature
who had won her father's heart. There
followed a few happy years, regret-
fully remembered through a blur of
tears, when the little mother, as Bar-
bara learned to call her, filled the old
house to overflowing with sunshine.
Then on an April night when the river
lifted up its plaintive voice in the still-

ness that fell after a wild, windy day,
Jamie came, and the little mother
went—hastily, as if summoned out of
the dark by some voice unheard by the
others. Barbara remembered well the
night of her going, and of how, with
a la.st effort, she had lifted the tiny
baby and placed him in her strong
young arms.
"Love—him, dear," whispered the

failing voice. Then she had smiled

out

-JM.

id

once, as if with a great content, and
was gone.
Jimmy's voice broke sleepily through

these bitter-sweet memories.
"Barb'ra!" he called, "are you there?

I forgot somethin'."
"What did you forget, dear?" asked

the girl, going to his bed.
"It was—a—a—letter," murmured

the drowsily-sweet little voice. "I

—

forgot "

"Jimmy," said Barbara the next
morning, "what did you do with my
letter?"
Jimmy eyed his small coat uncer-

tainly.

"It was in this pocket," he decided;
"I 'member the letter stuck out, 'cause
it was too long."
"Did you come straight home from

the post office?" demanded Barbara.
"Did you, Jimmy?"
Jimmy reflected.

"I walked along," he said, "an' 'nen
I looked in through the fence to see the
deer an' the shiny blue round things

—

you know, Barb'ra; when the sun
shines you c'n see

"

"I know," said the girl with a touch
of impatience.
"An' 'nen I saw the horse wiva short

tail come out, an' I
"

"You must have dropped the letter
somewhere along the road," inter-
rupted his sister.

"Uh-huh! I guess I did," assented
the culprit. "But I didn't mean to.

Barb'ra. Truly, I didn't."
The girl controlled herself with an

effort.

"Of course you didn't mean to, dar-
ling," she said, kissing the rosy mouth,
which had begun to droop dolefully at

the corners. "Perhaps it was just an
advertisement, anyway, and not worth
bothering over. I'll walk along with
you and see if we can find it."

But the letter, snugly hidden under
a clump of unfolding fern, gave no
token of its presence as the two walked
slowly past it, their eyes searching the
road and the tangled growths on either

side.

Barbara walked swiftly to the post
office, after she had left Jimmy at the

.schoolhouse. It had occurred to her
that some one might have returned the
missing letter to the office.

Al Hewett, when questioned, shook
his head.

"Nope," he said; "the' ain't nobody
brought it here. I remember the let-

ter all right; I happened to notice the

postmark. It was f'om Tombstone,
Arizony. Know anybody out there?"

"No," said Barbara, turning away.
Two or three women looking over

dress goods at the counter turned to

look after the slim figure in its black

dress.

"She don't 'pear to see common folks

any better'n her father did," said one,

with a spiteful laugh.

"Well, I don't see 's she's got much
to be stuck up about," put in another.

"What with her father drinkin' him-

self to death, an'
"

"Was that what ailed him?" in-

quired a newcomer in the neighbor-

hood. "I remember he was buried a
year ago last winter, just after we
moved here. But I never heard he

was a drinking man."
"None of us suspicioned it for quite

a spell," explained the first speaker

volubly. "Donald Preston was too

awful stylish and uppity to go to the

tavern an' get drunk like common
folks; he used to sen' for his liquor

f'om out of town. The best of brandy,

so they say; then he'd drink an' drink

till he was dead to the world, shut up
in his room. He kind of lost his mind
'long toward the last, they say. He
lived more'n two years that way b'fore

he finally died."

"She didn't take care of him like

that, did she?"
"Yes, she did. Her an' the hired

Continued on next page
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R-236S, Surliin; Slln-i \eil nr H.

I'Im ^,l. n, \y„. I, .I.Mtn, 50c.
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Why Not Get Help From

J
Experts in Gifts?

r r -in years we have taught the art of giv^ns.

b1 vring that perfeoth-n in Christmnspifts reste nor in

tl e r cost, but in their chotacter. Consequently o\ er
ofl I (11) persons have learned to <Icpend oo U8 to solve

the r IIi)li.lay gift problems.
Th sis why : We offer a wealth of "givable" things

not u«iinlly found elsewhere, qnuint, artiotic. uniisusil.

Old snlem. Colonial—not bare tokens of remembrance,
1 it J rs in themselves.
The moat convenient, leisurely and comforta'ile

method of shopping is our Free -5*>-pag:6 Year-ltook.

crowded with pictures and exact descriptions—an
Encyclopaedia of Christmas.
We Bend your gifts promptly, prepaid, and daintily

packeil. We guarantee buth &afe arrival and perfect

satisfiictioQ.

Our prices will make your Chrlstmaa purse oeem
fuller than usual. Order one of the articles shown as

pie value.

Send for Our 1911 Year-Book

DANIEL LOW & CO.
Gold and Silversmiths

230 Essex Street, Salem, Mass.

•R-2632
Stcrliiij,' S,K,., K , li, 50c.

R-2633
Bull doe ^^""" 'l '" rrijtril, 50c.

BUY GUARANTEED
ALBRECHT FURS

VOU GET EVERYTHING
* that you find in other
furs plus the MAKER'S
GUARANTEE of quality,
workmanship, fit and satis-

faction. And you pay less

than you are often asked for
much inferior articles. That
is why ALBRECHT FURS
are worn by delig'hted thou-
sands in every part of the
United States. That is why
the ALBRECHT workrooms
have been enlarged over and
over again to keep up with
the flood of orders.

We illustrate one of our
most popular and comforta-
ble 1910 styles:

ALBHECHT 1910 Model 193 and
Countess muff—modish and coin-

fortahle—exquisitely lined and
finished, r.ire of set in Japanese
Mink $73.00. (.Many olh,r fur,

and qualities shown in catalog.)

ALBRECHT FURS
are iiiaih^ in our o\\ n clean,
sanitary woikrooms out of sl^ins

bought direct from the trap-
pers. You have all the benefit
of onr location at Saint Paul—
the heart of the fur country.

THE ALBRECHT CATALOG No. 26
60 pages—sent for 4c in stamps

An education in furs. Exquisite color photo-
graphs of 22 new style muffs.

Write for it To-Day.

E. ALBRECHT & SON, ESTABLISHED 1858

6th and Minnesota Sts., Station V, Saint Fan], Minn.

Economize
CASSEROLE

on your

meat bills

by cooking

your foods

"Fulper" Earthenware

Utensils
and follow the receipts as printed in the Free
Book of Recipes which we send with every

order for the

Home Assortment of Cookers
Two 4-inch Casseroles and Covers
Two ' .-portion Bean Pots
One 8-ineh Casserole and Cover
One No. 2 Petite Marmite and Cover
One S-duart Bean Pot and Cover

These 7 pieces and 5 Covers for only $2,
delivered Free

Your guests will envy you the hot, tasty, savory

viands, cooked and served in these seven quaint snub-

nosed dishes. They'll all want to learn how to cook and

serve "En Casserole" and "En Marmite."

MARMITE Send Us $2 Right Now
together with your Dealer's

name; we will see that you get

this Home Assortment. Be
the first to serve a luncheon

in this new style.

FULPER POTTERY CO.
Fonnded 180S

27 Main St., Flemington, N. J.

Rtftrrnci: Din'! or Bradslriil'a
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The Simplest Gown looks well on a Figure
of Correct Proportion if Carried Well.

" If You Want

Real Health and a

Good Figure
Study with Miss Cocroft."

(This is from one of my pupils to a friena)

My pupils are among the most refined,

intellectual women of America. They
have regained health and good figures

and learned how to keep well. Each
has given me a few minutes a day in the

privacy of her own room to following

scientific, hygenic principles of health,

prescribed to suit each individual's needs.

No Drugs—No Medicines
My work has grown in favor because

results are quick, natural and permanent
and because they are scientific and appeal
to coiniiion seiise.

Be Well^nothing short of well.
Radiate Health SO that every one with

whom you coine in contact is permeated
witli your strong spirit, your wholesome
personality.— feels better in body and mind
for your very presence.
Be Attractive—well groomed.
Improve Your Figure—in other words be

at your best. You wield a stronger influ-

ence for good, for education, for wholesome
right living, if you are attractive and well,

graceful and well poised—upright in body
;is well as in mind -and you are happier.
I want to help every woman to realize that her
health lies, to a degrr.e, in her own hands, and
that she can reach her ideal in figure and poise.

Judge what I can do for you by wliat I

have done for others.

I think I do not exaggerate when I say I

have corrected more
Chronic Ailments and built up and re-

duced more woinen during the past nine
years than any ten physicians—the best
physicians are iny friends—their wives and
daughters are my pupils

I have
Reduced about 25,000 women from 10 to 85 lbs. I

liave touiidi'cl out and
Increased the Weight of as many more—all this by

strengt'.t'uing nerves, heart, circulatiem, lungs and
vital (irnans so as to regulate the assimilation of food.
Won't \ou join us?—we will make you and tlie

world better.

1 have piihlislied a free booklet showing how to stand and walk
corre(^tly, and giving other information of vitai interest to
women. Wiite for ft and I will also tell you about my work, if
you are perfectly well and your figure is just whiit you wish, you
may tie able to lielp a dear friend—at least you will help nie by
vour interrsl in this great movement of jiealtti and figure through
natuial iih ..n't

Sit down and write to m ; NOW. Don't wait
—you may forget it.

I have had a wonderful experience, and 1 should
like to tell you about it.

SUSANNA COCROFT

Continued from preceding page

Dept. 18-C, 246 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO
Jlixs Ciinofr'a name uttimH for prngn'^s in tlia scieniijic
rare 0/ the htutlih aud fwHi f of womtin.

man ; an' I guess they had their hands
full part the time."

The subject of these manifold reve-

lations and censuses was walking
rapidly down the village street. She
stopped short at the end of the side-

walk, as Jimmy had done the day be-

fore.

"I don't suppose there's any use,"

she thought, her eyes fixed on the inri-

posing front which the Jarvis resi-

!
dence presented to the public gaze.

"But I'll try, anyway. If he'd give

me a year—or even six months longer,

I'm sure I could get the interest paid
up."
A sour-faced woman opened the

door.
Mr. Jarvis was at home, she in-

formed Barbara, "but he's busy," she
added importantly. "The' can't nobody
see him this mornin' an' he's goin'

away to-morrow."
"Then I must see him," Barbara

said firmly. "Tell Mr. Jarvis that Miss
Preston would like to see him."

Stephen Jarvis had spent several
hours shut up in his library that
morning, during which period he had
opened and examined his mail, read the
morning papers, published in a neigh-
Ijoring city, and the county papers,
one of which he owned, and whose edi-

torial utterances he controlled. His
gaze still lingered frowningly upon the
page when there came a dubious tap
upon the panels of the door.

"What d' you want?" demanded Jai'-

vis sharply, as he recognized the in-

truder. "I thought I told you not to

disturb me this morning."
"Well, I told her so; but she wouldn't

go away," the woman apologized. "I

guess 'f I let her stan' there till

she's good an' tired o' waitin',
she'll

"

"Kindly acquaint me with the name
of the person who wishes to see me,
Mrs. Dumser," interrupted Jarvis with
a quick choleric lift of the hand.

"Its that Preston girl," the woman
said sullenly. "I told her you was
busy and "

"Show her in at once," her employer
ordered briefly. His mouth, long,

straight, expressionless, and shaded by
a closely clipped mustache, tightened
as Barbara Preston entered.
He glanced at her sharply and the

girl sank into a chair opposite the desk
without waiting to be asked.
The light from the long French win-

dows fell full upon the slender young
figure in its plain back gown, and her
face, seen against the sombre back-
ground afforded by rows of leather-
bound law-books, appeared vividly
alive, defiantly youthful, like a spray
of peach blossoms against a leaden sky.

"You wish to see me, I believe," said
Jarvis, "What can I do for you?"

She met his gaze unflinchingly.
"I have come," she said, "to see if

you will give me a little more time.
It is going to be a good apple year, and
•—and I'll woi'k—hard to save the
farm."
Her eyes darkened and widened; a

quick color sprang to lips and cheeks,
as when a flag is suddenly unfurled to
the wind.
He lifted his eyebrows.
"I thought we discussed that matter

pretty thoroughly yesterday after-
noon," he said. "I can think of noth-
ing more to say on the subject."

"But," she persisted, "I don't intend
to give the farm up. I—can't."
He was silent. But his look angered

her tmreasonably.
"You don't want it!" she burst out

with sudden hot indignation. "You've
got most of the farms about here now,
and you'll have the others in time, I

suppose!"
"You appear to know a good deal

about my business," he .said ironically.
"But you're right. I don't want the
Preston farm. I don't want any of
'em. Why should I? Most of them
are like yours, worn out, worthless.

But the owners want my money—your

father did. And I let him have what
he asked for. I might have refused.

But I let him have a thousand dollars,

and he took it, did as he hked with it

—drank it up, for all I know. And
now you come here begging "

The girl sprang to her feet; her gray
eyes blazed angrily upon him.

"I'm not begging!" she cried. "All

I want is the chance to pay you—every
cent, and I could do it—I will do it."

"Perhaps you will tell how you are
going about it," he said coldly.

She sank back into her chair.

"Yes;" she said slowly. "I am

—

begging. I am begging for time. Give
me another year—give me this sum-
mer, and let me—try !

"

He was studying the girl's passion-
ate face with a curious interest. A
singular idea had presented itself to

him, and he was considering it half
mockingly. Nevertheless it lent a hu-
man sound to his voice as he answered
her.

"See here. Miss Preston," he said.

"I admire your pluck and energy. But
let me tell you that you don't want to

hold on to that farm. Its a losing
fight, and you'd better give it up

—

peaceably."
"But I want it," she urged, "for

Jimmy. I want to hold the place for
him. He'll soon grow up, and—he's

the last of the Preston s."

She stopped short and sprang to her
feet, with a little gasp of angry pro-
test.

"You are laughing at me!" she cried
indignantly. "You have no right "

She was mistaken : Stephen Jarvis
seldom indulged in laughter; but his
hard-set mouth had relaxed somewhat
under his clipped mustache.

"Don't get excited," he advised her
coolly. "Sit down and we'll talk this
over. You want to keep the farm for
that half brother of yours, you say.
Well, I'm disposed to give it to you to
do as you like with, if you "

"You'll give me time to try?" she
asked breathlessly. "Oh, thank you!"
He answered her impetuous question

with another. "Did you notice the
person who showed you in? Yes; I see
you did. Well, she's my housekeeper.
But I—well, I'm tired of seeing the
woman about. I shall need somebody
to take her place, and—Stop! I want
you to hear me out."

But Barbara had already closed the
door definitely behind her. The wom-
an in black silk stood just outside. She
had, in fact, been listening.

"Well!" she breathed explosively,
staring at Barbara. Then she rustled
toward the front door, her ample drap-
eries filling the narrow twilight pas-
sage with a harsh, swishing sound.
"You better not show your face here

again!" she said in a low, fierce voice,
as she held the door wide for Barbara
to pass out.

To be continued

Among the Workers
—Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell of the Labrador

Mission writes to The Christian Herald:
"The fishery has been a failure this year and
we have had our hands very full—nalcedness
and hunger will be a sight familiar to our
medical missionaries this winter." He thanks
our readers for their continued interest in and
gifts to his missionary and medical work.
—The Extension Courses of Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, include "The Life and Let-
ters of Paul," as the subject for a class at the

Church of the Pilgrims, corner of Remsen and
Henry Streets, Brooklyn. The class, which will

be conducted by Dr. Richard Morse Hodge,
Extension Teacher in Biblical Literature, is

designed especially for Sunday School workers.

—Professor R. A. Torrey, the evangelist,
writes from Paducah, Ky. : "We are having a
time of much blessing here. We go to St.

John, New Brunswick, in November, beginning
November 6 and closing December 4. They are
making preparations there. The meetings will

be held in a large rink said to seat 4,000 or
5,000 people. All the churches, including the
Episcopalian, are in the movement."

*VWafpote
"Good

Samaritan''

Hot

Water

Bottle

Fits

Every Spot

Soft as a|

Pillow

No seams, jomts, cement or wire. One pi&l

of moulded rubber. Nothing to give wii

under the action of hot water.

When ends are

buttoned to-
gether it makes a
perfect heater

for the feet.

Ideal for throat

or face. Stays NjuBsai—:—

-

without holding-. Soothing instead of irritatinjl

10 inch, 2 quart,|

$2.50
of your dealer.

If he cannot suppM
you order direct. '

Makes an Ide
CHRISTMAS GIFT

WALPOLE RUBBER C(
185 Summer St. Boston, Mas^
Canadian Office: Eastern Township Bank Building, Montrefl

Tt^P'i

Our namd

ihe back

guaraA

ofqutm

TTie handy and safe way to keep the

glasses you use to read with is by using

«

Ketcham & McDougall
Automatic

Eye-Glaiss Holderl
It is the one Holder that keeps your glassesj]

entirely out of the way and safe from dropping^

breaking and mislaying. Works automatically

Don't accept any other kind. Our name <

back guarantees it. Sold by Jewelers

opticians or by mail, 50c, up.

Catalogue of 52 Styles Free

Ketcham & McDougall, 20 John Street, New Yo

(In business nearly 80 years)

English

Knock-

about

Hat
A stylish, serviceable Hat. Would sell for J2.00 in most Hat
stores. Genuine English Felt. flexible sweat hand, broad out-

sideband. Suitablefor dress and l)usiness. Folds into compact
roll without damaging. Unequalled for tvavrlinp, motoring.

folBiisr. Tarhtins. etc. All sizes Cr.lors: Black, Gray Mii-
ture. Brown Mixture, Dark Blue, and White. Weight,

4rizs. Sent postpaid. iM receipt of $1.00. Prompt shipments.

State size and color desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PANAMA HAT CO., Dept. C. 830 Broadway, New York

HOLIDAY COMBINATION:
2 Beautiful Velvet Post Cnids, - - 1 cents

IsIS'S"-^POSTCARDS \lBi
Any three lo-cent rackaces mailerl for 25 cents.

Sirecial Assortment for Dealers, 100 for 60 cents.

MADISON AKT COMPANY, MADISON, CONN.
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>©wery Mission TropMe^
The Dueli^

52.50

j-

6U 1HE following extraordinary testl-

. mony has been sent in by a man
ho is at present an inmate of the
raig Colony for Epileptics, Sonyea,
. Y. He is well known at the Bowery
ission, where the eighth anniversary
his conversion was celebrated in his

)sence on Sunday evening, October 2.

1 -enounced an incurable epileptic,

. id almost blind, he has lived a noble
:; 'e for several years. His faith in

; jd's love and promises is wonderfully
;,:. mple and pathetic. His life is a

onumental testimony to God's power
save to the uttermost.

I was born on the 5th of October at

J,
1 antzig. Province of West Prussia,

^ I jrmany. My parents were pious" and,

^^ I ing in excellent cii'cumstances, lived

t^^l good style. Every Sunday morning
. T', y father held a short religious house

irvice in which all the members of the
mily, such guests as might be visit-

"C'^« ? us, and all the servants partici-
-*^ 1 ited.

My father's firm played quite an im-
)rtant role in the German business
orld from 1846 to 1864. My father
vned two important baronial estates
id four sailing vessels, and exported,
sides his own grain, the produce of
,e estates of many other large land-
vners.

In 1865 my parents removed from
i antzig to Berlin. It was my father's

BEI^ [((tsire that his children should play an
' iportant part in society, and for this

irpose he kept us liberally supplied
ith money. All too soon, I found
yself in the midst of the whirlpool of
'e.

In 1867, at the time of the great
ternational Exposition, I visited

iris for a short time. In 1869 I en-

fred upon my fiist position as an
)prentice to the Royal Counsellor of
jtnmerce, a business friend of my
ther's, and remained with him until

;73, when I was transferred to theii'

. , mdon office. In the course of two
'"'''iars I was promoted to be manager

' that office.

In 1876 the Fire Insurance Company
wnched out for business into Russia,
jtablishing an agency in Moscow, and

bkcQk jiwas selected to take charge of that
fice. In 1877 my grandfather, hav-
g died and having left me a legacy,
was called to Germany to take part
the settlement of his estate. In

ussia I had made many friends, and
f^cause of this I returned to Russia,
"|Td with the money I had inherited, I

tablished a business of my own in

t. Petersburg in company with a
ell-informed partner. Our business
Qspered until 1881, when the Czar

13H las assassinated. Our factory was
I l^stroyed, being set on fire and burned

> the ground.
Returning to my native country I

,ade a number of attempts to estab-
3h myself again, but without success,
linally I entered into my father's em-
?oy and my knowledge of Russia and
|ie Russian -tongue was of great value
I' him. My father undertook the
agotiations of a number of important
ians. One of these, for Prince Alex-
'ider of Battenberg, the reigning
rince of Bulgaria, amounting to

),000,000 francs, because of Russian
itrigues and conspiracies, collapsed;
Jt another, for 9,000,000 marks, for
rince Peter Sain Wittgenstein, a
ilative of the Russian imperial house,
as consummated.
As agent for the various bank-

rs interested in these loans, I once
lore visited Ru.«sia, my negotiations
irrying me into Bulgaria and even
urkey. In 1885 my father, with
cher financiers, founded in Hamburg
packet transport company and I was
ppointed vice-president of the com-
any. I was on the high road to pros-
erity. In 1886 I made the acquaint-
nce of a young lady, who, though of
ood family, was to be my ruin. Our
ngagement had been announced, and

'nil

we were the envied of all, when she
deceived me and thus became the in-
direct cause of my coming to America.
At this time I was an officer in the

German army. Every able-bodied
German subject when he arrives at the
age of conscription is required to give
three of the best years of his life to
active military service. I had passed
into the second half of my service and
held the rank of a subaltern officer.
As such I was privileged to visit the
officers' casinos, or clubs. Upon the
occasion of one of these visits to one
of the casinos I noticed a group of
officers of rank deeply in their cups.
One of their number in particular
was boasting and mentioned the name
of the lady to whom I was engaged.
He calumniated her and spoke of her
in derision. Incensed at the insult, J
walked up to him, dashed a beaker of
%vine into his face, calling him at the
time such epithets as he deserved. He
was a captain in the Imperial Regi-
ment of Guards, and an adjutant of
the Emperor. I had desecrated the
imperial uniform. The only satisfac-
tion for this was a duel. The matter
was speedily arranged on the spot.
My antagonist—Baron , a mem-
ber of one of the most aristocratic
families of the Empire—had the good
fortune to draw for first fire and, in
delivering it, wounded me slightly only
in the left temple. I also aimed at my
antagonist's temple, but, instead of
simply wounding him as I intended,
my bullet penetrated his temple, en-
tered the brain and he was mortally
injured.
The Emperor learned of the affair

and was so incensed that I was arbi-
trarily sentenced to five years' impris-
onment in a military fortress.
My older brother, a first lieutenant

in the army, heard of the orders before
they were promulgated and he hur-
riedly communicated the news to me.
I lost no time in making my escape.
I made my way disguised to Hamburg,
and ultimately landed in the United
States.

A very reckless life I led after leav-
ing the parental roof in Germany, and
such a thought as seeking the care and
the comfort and the aid of God never
entered my mind. Truth to say, reli-

gion was to me but a jest. Home, po-
sition, the woman I loved, and who was
to be my wife, all lost, and the knowl-
edge that I had taken the life of one
of my fellow-men (the baron died of
his wound a month after the duel);
these thoughts pursued me incessantly,
robbed me of all peace of mind and
made life a burden. To forget, I

sought oblivion in drink. I continued
in this course until 1888, when I was
taken down with typhoid fever. After
my recovery from the fever I became a
victim of epilepsy. My mother had
been afflicted with this terrible malady
since her childhood. The doctors after

a time concluded that I was suffering
from epilepsy in an incurable form.
My malady may indeed be beyond

the reach of the physicians of this

world, but of one thing I am assured
—and to this assurance I was brought
through the teachings of good Dr.
Hallimond and the other workers of

the Bowery Mission—that to the

"Great Physician" nothing is impossi-

ble, and in him I put my trust and my
faith. He is my comfort and my
hope!

I visited the Bowery Mission for the

first time as the result of an acquaint-

ance with Victor Benke, the former
organist, now dead. He was the in-

direct cause of my own conversion,

which occurred on October 2, 1902, and
I will say that I shall never cease to be

grateful to him and to his memory as

long as I live.

The Bowery Mission became an in-

expressible blessing to me. There I

not only found my beloved Master and
Saviour, but many other blessings

were showered upon me within its

walls, and through its kindly minis-

trations and good offices.

real

question is, J-low is it

made—what record of service

is behind it ? Never listen to mere
claims. Demand proof!

Then you discover the difference between

the Ostermoor Mattress and imitations— for the

Ostermoor is />ui/t, not stuffed.

We challenge any other mattress in the world

to produce letters from actual users showing service

of terms of years up to half a century, with the

mattress as comfortable today as when new.

Ostermoor offers such proof.

In the face of this overwhelming proof of quality—proof

in ad'vance of what the Ostermoor will do for you—can you
feel justified in accepting an inferior imitation when you
know that an imitation can give you nothing more than an

imitation of satisfaction.

For genuine service be sure you get the genuine Oster-

moor—our trademark is your protection. Costs no more
tlian the ' 'just as good' ' kind.

144-Page Book s^^mples Free
The Ostermoor is not for

stores generally, but there's an Oster-

moor dealer in most places—usually the

livest merchant in town. Write us

and we'll give his name.
We will ship you a mattress by ex-

press, prepaid, same day your check is

received, where we have no dealer, or

he has none in stock.

OSTERMOOR & CO.
1 15 Elizabeth Street, New York

1 14 Ifears Here!

Bristow, OKLA.,.Jnly20,191O.

Messrs. Ostermoor & Co.
The Ostennoor is the very best

Mattress on the market I know,
and have proven to my own sat-
isfaction (luring their continned
nse in my home during the past
Fourteen Years.
Wishing yon everyeuccess.Very

truly, George SIcMillon.

MATTRESSES COST
Express Prepaid

Best Blue and White Ticking

4' 6" wide, 45 lbs., $15 00
In two parts, 5Uc extra

Dust-preof, Satin-finish Ticking, $1.50 more.

-.g^ Mercerized French Art

^*'=~- Tufills, $3.00 mora.

AlMto Feather & Donn t . Ltd., MoDtxesL

HALLOWED new and OLD
Byl.ALLANSANKEY.sonof IRA D.SAN KEY
OVER tOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Songs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 1 00, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Rf'turnKhli' samples maihd to " earnest iiiqinreis "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago

An Opportunity
For YOU

IF YOU want to make some extra

money during your spare time, our

Special Offer to the readers
of The Christian Herald will

be of great intereft to you.

We are now establishing repre-

sentatives to take care of all new and

renewal subscriptions. The possibilities

for money-making are really unlimited,

and you can easily build up a clientele

which you can renew every year at

practically the original profit. It is

pleasant, agreeable work, as you will

come in contact with only the best

people. No expense is necessary.

Only spare time required. Let us send

you our interesting offer. It is sure to

appeal to you. Now is the time to act.

If you can use more money, here's

your chance to increase your income.

Ask for our Subscription Money
Plan. Write to-day

:

The Christian Herald Agency Dept.

Bible House, New York

SAVE MONEY AND
BE COMFORTABLE

by wearing Linene collars. They
fit perfedlly, require no laundering,

can be worn both sides, and co^
so little that they may be discarded

when soiled.

10 Collars for 25 Cents at the stores.

or by mail 30 Cents in U. S. stamps.

SAMPLE BY MAIL for 6 Cents.

State size and style.

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY
Dept. T, Boston, Mass.

f^ Si^^
-Qh^ Nulite Gasoline Table Lamp

A beautiful lamp for homes, hotels, oflBices, stores.

banks, cafes. Portable, safe: can be turned up-

I

side down or rolled on floor without danser or
efft-rting the light. 300 C. P. of soft, brilliant

light, one-third cent per hour. Also 200 different
styles of lamps and systems.

AGENTS—We want town, county and travel.

ling salesmen. Bost proposition ever offered.

Sells evervwhere. Write for Special Offer.

CHICAGO SOLAR LIGHT CO.,
213 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
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Ready at your Grocer's
the new Karo (Extra Quality)—with the red

labeL Clear as drained honey

—

a more delicate flavor.
"

You will surely want some
for griddle cakes and to
spread on bread for the
children's lunch.

aro
Large Cans, 10c. & 15c.

Karo Cook=Book—Fifty pages, in =

eluding thirty perfect recipes for
home candy making—Free. Send
your name on a post card, today, to

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO.

Dept. O NEW YORK P. O. Box i6i

f^^imsfms^

Gold Coin Stoves are Guaranteed
and Freight Prepaid
"ONE YEAR'S TRIAL and YOUR MONEY BACK IF

NOT SATISFIED" is OUR WRITTEN GUARANTY
Some people have osed Gold Coin Stoves for 30 years. No better stoves made.l

We pay freight charges—both ways if you don't find the

stove satisfactory. You have one year to try it in.

Buy direct from our factory at wholesale prices and '

save from $5 to $20. Compare our prices with your

dealer's for /lis best stot'es.

We insure safe delivery—polished, ready to set up.

Send for 104-page Catalogue with Price-List—Free.

It illustrates all our stoves and ranpes—gives our plan and offer which saves you money,

GOLD COIN STOVE CO., 11 Oak Street, Troy, N. Y.

50 GRAND XIVIA8 CARDS [jQ

Tills grand collection of 50 Christmas and New Year
Postcards .ire the most beautiful ever puljlished in
America, eiich a ditferent design, embellished with
holly and other decorations symbolic of the holiday
.season. Custom, centuries old, demands that you gi\e
yftur friends and loved ones some token of your af-
fection and.good will at the joyous Christmas season
and tlieir is nothing more appropriate for tlie purpose
than the grand Post Cards we offer. Representing the
highest standard of quality they are the most beautiful
and exquisite Cliristmas post Cards ever published.

TEN SPECIAL CHRISTMAS POST CARDS FREE
If you want this woiulerful collection of 51) Christmas

Postcards simply send us your nanu! and address to-
day. Enclose 4 cents, coin or .stamps to help pay post-
age etc., on the cards, and we will send you by return
mall 10 of the most beautiful Christmas Post Cards pub-
lished in America and will tell you how to get the 50
above free. Under no condition will more than one
set of Cards be sent to members of the suiue family.
This oiler Is not good outslile of the United Slates.

FARM NEWS, 168 Factory St., Springfield, Ohio

Fhe Rochester Radiator wil
SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you double the amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes,

BOCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 Faroac€St..Rochester,N.Y,

Prices from
$2 to $12
For hard or
Soft Coal
w^oodorgras

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

TYPEWRITERS J!!ii,
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherniso

I. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS, UNDERWOODS. Elc.

'4to'/^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shippcii ANYWHKRE for Vree Trial, or

KKNTKl) alloivliis Kent tu Al'I'LV

PRICES 91S.OO UP
Flret Class MachineB Fresh from the Mfrs—Write for IIiue(rale<i Catalog 71

Typewriter Emporium. (£$1.1892)92-94 LAKE !iT.,CHICAGO

STAMPING -OUTFIT
Big Offer! Has 70 Perforated

Patterns (which can be used many
times)witha retailvalue of $3.00,
Shirt Waist, Corset Cover, Doilies,

26 Initials etc, a Box Stamping Paste,

Illus. Stitches and subscription to Fan-

cy Work Book Modern Embroidery. All for 25c.

Walter P. Webber, Lynn, Blass. BoxK

l^ i

Ml I'
I I

) / The Perfection Extension Shoe
i it / f'u- any person with one short

} 1 limb. Worn with any style o£
ready-made shoes with perfec*.

ease and comfoi-t. Shipped on
j

trial. Write for Booklet.
"

HENRY E. LOTZ, 313 Third Ave., NEW YORK

MORE THAN EVER
Increased Capacity for Mental Labor

Since Leaving: Off Coffee.

Many former coffee drinkers who have
mental work to preform, day after day,
have found a better capacity and greater
endurance by using Postum instead of
ordinary coffee. An Illinois woman writes.

"I had drank coffee for about twenty
years, and finally had what the doctor
called 'coffee heart.' I was nervous and
extremely despondent; had little mental
or physical strength left, had kidney
trouble and constipation.
"The first noticeable benefit derived

from the change from coffee to Postum
was the natural action of the kidneys
and bowels. In two weeks my heart
action was greatly improved and my
nerves steady.

"Then I became less despondent, and
the desire to be active again sliowed
proof of renewed physical and mental
strength.

"I am steadily gaining in physical
strength and brain power. I formerly
did mental work and had to give it up
on account of coffee, but since u.sing

Postum I am doing hard mental labor
with less fatigue than ever before."
Read the little book, "The Road to

Wellville, in pkgs. "There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

THE peasant and small farmer has

had practically no active part in the

present revolution, which was carried

through by one wing of the army and
the republicans of Lisbon. He is not
interested in politics, and would not
care to be bothered with political dis-

cussion. He is always ready to "let

well enough alone," and does not see
why his compatriots in the city do not
feel the same way. The country peo-
ple are contented. Most of them own
their small farms. In fact, in north-
ern Portugal it is rare that a laborer
does not own a plot of ground on which
to grow his vegetables and also a few
of the bright colored flowers which so
delight his eye.

In the country districts a peasant
plodding home to supper will not think
he has done much out of the ordinary
if he goes a mile out of the way to set

you on your right road. He expects
no reward, and the idea that a "tip"
should be forthcoming for an act of
civility, though a generous one, has not
permeated the country districts. If

you happen by when he has sat him-
self down by a wayside tree to eat his

noon lunch he will offer you half of his

bread and oil, and will be pleased if

you accept it in the same spirit of
friendliness with which he offered it.

A good part of the farm work is per-
formed by the women, who see no rea-
son why they should regard digging,
hoeing and plowing as the work of men
alone. The man who owns a few
acres of land will often leave its culti-

vation to his wife and daughters, while
he labors as carpenter, stone mason, or
cooper, for cask-making is one of their
important industries. He also likes to
get a job as a waiter in one of the
numerous hotels at seaside resorts, for
the country has thousands of Conti-
nental and English visitors. Women
share in the heavy work of the cities

as well. There are female porters,
laborers on the docks, market tenders,
and even women coal-heavers, fisher-
men, or rather fisherwomen, and sail-

ors. They are as strong and hardy as
their husbands and brothers and seem
to stand long hours and hard labor as
well. Of course it rather takes away
the glamour of romance when one sees
a young woman with finely chiseled
features and beautiful black eyes, dig-
ging with spade and mattock or heav-
ing a basket of coal into a ship's hold
with as much ease as the American
girl plays tennis and golf. They seem
happy under what we would consider
hard conditions, so the reformer would
probably have his labor for his pains
if he suggested a change in this de-
partment of Portuguese national exist-
ence.
The Portuguese country people, as a

usual thing, have great physical i.

durance, doubtless as a result of i.

"survival of the fittest" for many gi.

erations. The laundry workers are
i

example of this. People come in fr
i

long distances to get soiled clothes
'

city customers. The clothes will ,

placed in big panniers on the fain-
donkey and the peasants will st ,

back late in the afternoon. Some '

them will travel all night and it v
|

be sun-up before they reach th
homes many miles from Lisbon
Oporto. A day or two later they ; i

trudging back to deliver the clot);

now spotlessly clean, and to get ;

.

other lot from some other patr

.

Many a countryman and his wife t;

'

a jaunt of fifteen miles or more, wh
i

make one think that there might >

many who could rival the feats
Weston and O'Leary as walkers,
they tried.

A Winner of Aerial Fame
PROBABLY there is no happ

person in the country than I.

John B. Moisant, the aviator m i

sailed around the Statue of LiberJ
unless it is his brother, who paid

t'hnln liy Undeiwood & Underwood

John B. Moisant

Winner of the $10,000 prize

the machine in which he went
mile-a-minute clip from Hempst
and back. Mr. Moisant is a yoM
architect of Chicago, who has tali

up flying as a pastime. He has b^

a great traveler and has spent enou

time in Africa to give himself an
most perpetual tan. He is arrarf

ing to appear at a number of otB

aviation contests in the near futurel

Tlh© A(dlv©rtns®iP t@ th^® FLesc^e

A SHORT time ago we received a communication from one of our reade
who stated that as a result of an advertisement in The Christian HeraI
several years ago he had invested some money in a financial propositit

In the meantime hard times had come upon him and he wrote us asking if
]

thought the advertiser would be willing to refund the amount of money whi|

this subscriber had paid.
The advertiser expressed the opinion that our subscriber was very foolish

desire his money back at the present time, inasmuch as the property owned
him would most certainly rise in value within a few years. Our subscriber, ho:

ever, stated that the ready cash at once would be worth more to him than|
larger amount in the future, whereupon the advertiser very promptly sent
amount of money paid, together with all expenses which the property
incurred in the meantime.

This shows the quality of the reputable advertiser. Not only did tl|

advertiser have faith in his own proposition, but he was desirous of having
subscriber reap the benefit of the natural increase which might have come to h
could he have but waited a while longer; and, this being impossible, the advq|

tiser was willing to pay back to his customer all the money which that custoi

had paid in.

Of course it would have been better if the subscriber could have wait*
In the meantime, however, he has not lost any money whatever. The investni'

was paid for on the instalment plan. Had it not been for the investment,
subscriber might not have been able to raise as large a sum of money as he w|

able to secure in his hour of trouble.
Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in Ti

Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscribf
who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to t

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the da
of the appearance of the advertisement.
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E. G. ^V. Wesley.
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Hubert P. Main.
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1. Be not aiix-ioiis for the mor-row; Trust it all witii Him.

ralfjj

From the night no dark - ness bor- row; Trust it all with Him:

m Jh^ -•- ,#-

ss¥=^ =iK

>--

d^tiz

Tliro' the gloom His hand is lead- ing. He thine ev -

-•- -•- -#-

^ • 0—

ry tear is heed- ing,

IIi> will cheer thee, trust Him ev

-^ -•- -0- S ^ — *^ • -»- -P- .
:s±=r
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Copyright, 1910, by Hubert P. Main.

Tlh® ''(Qoocd Msiim ©f Jollkninia''

tiguelf

F you wish to locate the town of

Jolkina on the map, you must look

it somewhat east of Moscow, the
cient capital of Russia. The near-

it railroad station is called Karlovo.
litween the station and the town is a
ctory, employing thousands of work-
gmen. The surrounding towns are
nsely populated.
If a stranger comes to Jolkina, he
11 hear, doubtless with astonish-
3nt, the children cry; "Thomas!
lomas!" An older person here and
,ere will also say: "Thomas!"
.The fact is that in Jolkina lives a

T jssian ex-priest, named Thomas
.asakofF, and when a stranger arrives,

i

ny man, every man, all men
would appreciate the

Krementz Gift Box
set of four of the famous 14-K Rolled Plate
*™entz Collar Buttons (that will last for years
tnout losing lustre). A new one free for every
e broken or damasred from any cause. Packed
an attractive ribbon-tied box.

ONE DOLLAR Ihe set of four. If not found at^"~^"™^~^^~^" your haberdiislier's or jeweler's,
?ict will 1 c S(riit. pf>sti.;iifl, un receipt of price.

KREMENTZ & CO.
I Chettnut Street Newark. N. J.

the people now take for granted that

some one is coming to visit him. For
whom should a foreigner visit but
Thomas? He has accepted the faith of
the foreigners and is propagating their

doctrines. When a Catholic begins to

waver in his convictions, he always
goes to Thomas. "When some one has
a grievance with his priest, he tnreat-
ens: "I will go to Thomas."
Thomas, to whom every one in Jol-

kina looks up as to one who is either
a dangerous antagonist or a blessed
leader, was only two or three years
ago the priest and spiritual father of

the town. He was honored and loved

by all, and had a good post in every
way, until he began to preach the
Gospel of Jesus Christ to his people.

After that the church excommunicated
him and refused to pay him his salary,

which amounted to 300 rubles per
month. People began to persecute
him. He, a man of sixty, took the

spade and earned his own living by
digging ditches. He kept on this hard
labor till he was taken sick and had to

be sent to a hospital. After his recov-

ery, he went about with his wife, ped-

dling thread, buttons, cloth, etc., mak-
ing just enough to keep from starva-

tion. Some sympathized with him,

and by degrees he won a following of

men and women who listened to him
and became more friendly to him.

Some were converted and these con-

verts organized a church with the ex-

priest as their leader and pastor and
his house was their meeting-place.

And so the old ex-priest struggles

amid poverty and hardships, but firm

in the new faith to which he was won
over so strangely. His teaching has
been greatly blessed and he* is no
longer depressed, but to many is the

most beloved and respected man in

Jolkina. Having accomplished so

much under adverse conditions, what
might he not do even yet, if he had
substantial support for his ministry?

Moscow, Russia. John Swenson.

This Handsome Fur Set
Of Soft Lustrous

French Coney
CAREFllLLYSELEaED
FIRST QUALITY
SKINS, FINEST
WORKMANSHIP.

Skinner's Satin Lined

$Q.968
We Pay Postage

PELLERINE <t>>l AO
SEPARATE «p4.^0

SEPARATE $4.98

A useful and ex-

tremely desirable

ChristmasPreseat

Beautiful Pelleriue
of French Coney;

d IJ.

tailsand4 1u'ads; lined
u ith hea\ yguaranteed
sitin ; may be liad in
Mtlipr blown or black.

Handsome Rug Muff
of F 1 6 n c h Coney

;

111 ix ta

^^' liiiLd With li^avy guar-
anteed satin ; may be

had in either blown or black.

State color when ordering.

A 1025-6.T]iis Fur Set is $8.96. s3ig:~Send for our great free

Catalog No. 42 lo-day; it is full of wonderful values like the above.
Money returned at once if not satisfactory

Fulton Street
Brooklyn
NEW YORK

CITY

ODD
TIMES

T YOUR IDEAS
S8.500 for one invention. Book,
How to Obtain a Patent" and

What to Invent" sent tree. Send rough
ketch lor free report as to patentability.
atents advertised for pale at our expense
n fourteen Manufacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE. Patent Att'ys
Establiehed 16 Yeara

916 F. Street. Washington, D. C.

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved," no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

when no interest is paid, cut
in two the possible returns of
many savings.
You cannot always deposit just

before interest begins. Sometimes
you have to use your money before
the half year ends.
An investment with the Industrial

Savings and Loan Company will

BEAR EARNINGS THE FULL TIME

invested, whether it be a year, a month
or a day— we have no fixed interest days.

Conducted Under the Supervision of

the New York Banking Department

and our books and records are open to

public inspection in their files.

Assets, . - - - $2,250,000
Surplus and ProfiU, 175,000

Write for booklet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS &
LOAN CO.,

2 Times Building,

^ Broadway & 42d St.,

New York

ALMOST FREE
A Set of Beautiful

Rogers'

Full size ''^^^ Table Spoons
Rogers' extra
silver plate, table
spoons, bouillon
spoons* tea spoons and
forks. Handsome rose
design in FrenchGray Fin-
ish—free from advertising.

To get them you have only to
learn the many delightful kitchen uses, the
helpfulness, the surprising economy of

LIEBI6
Company's Extract of Beef

Save the metal cap from the jars—Send us
one cap and 20 cents and we'll send you a
table spoon era fork, post-paid. Send one
cap and 10 cents for a tea spoon or a bouil-
lon spoon. When you've seen one, you'll
want full sets.

Always look for this
signature in blue:

A 60-page cook book, by Mrs. Rorer, sent
anywhere free on request. Address Dept. S,

Corneille David & Co., 9 North Moore St.. N. Y.

;cu one, you ii

Save steps Sn".npwuM''J
nd dining room,

ii Wheel Tray -ei> table.
iiilBbesidetabie lor eiei viiit,'. Bes-ide

vliile washing liislies. Pric*-$10, exp.paid. Circular

J WHEEL TRAY C0.,435C West Gist Place,Chicago,IU.

Money-Saving Combinations

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD takes great pleasure in offering these Special

Combinations to its thousands of readers. The Clubs are, we believe, the

cheapest on the market, and it will certainly pay you to order your maga-
zines through us. With each order we will send our 1911 Calendar, in colors, and
a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. The magazines may be sent to one or different

addresses, as preferred. Be sure to give us complete instructions when you send

your order. These Special Prices are good for both new and renewal subscriptions

:

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

HAMPTON'S, . . . (Regular Price) $1.50

LITTLE FOLKS, ... " "
SI.00

McCLURE'S " " $1.50

PEARSON'S " " $1.50

WORLD EVANGEL, . .

" " $100
WORLD TO-DAY, . .

" " $1-50

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, (Regular Price) $1.50

1 Magazine in above table, $2.00

2 Magazines in above table, $2.65

3 Magazines in above table, $3.30

AMERICAN BOY, . . .(Regular Price) $1.00
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, " " $1.50
COSMOPOLITAN, ..." " $1.00
DELINEATOR " " $1.00
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, " " $1.25
HARPER'S BAZAR, . . " " $1.25

($1.50 a Year) AND ANY

($1.50 a Year) AND ANY

($1.50 a Year) AND ANY

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
REVIEW OF REVIEWS

($1.50 a Year)

($3.00 a Year)

And Any One Other Magazine On This Page

SEND US ONLY

$3.00
For ALL THREE

For MODERN PRISCILLA (Fancywork—Monthly), add 50c. to any Combination.
For FARM JOURNAL 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25c. to any Combination.

Foreign Postage Extra. Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.

Address The Christian Herald, 499 BiWe House, New York

k
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YzPRICESALE BARGAIN
50<tDRAWNV0RK
HANDKERCHIEFS

-ONLY4
AffNand^

$1
Repalar
' Price

These handkerchiefs are warranted all genuine
handmade and hand-drawn in above beautiful
designs on extra sheer, transparent handkerchief
linen lawn. Imported direct from our native work-
ers: 11x11 in.; worked in all 4 comers. Each SOc.

Special J^ Price Bargain : To advertise our genuine
Mexican drawn-work, Indian Rugs,
etc., we will send these four hand-
kerchiefs prepaid for only
regular price $2.00. Same handkerchiefs in rare,

sheer, pure Irish linen, regular price 75c each, the
entire 4 for only $1.50; regular price $3.00.

Orders filled the same day received. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
Xtr^a Pofalncr Write today for ournew Holiday
r ree UttttHUg Bargain Catalog of uncommon
Mexican and Indian Xmas Gifts, mailed FREE. 108

page Complete Art Catalog for 6c. Beautiful
Catalog of Native Gems in actual colors, 4 cents.

THE FRANCIS E. LESTER CO.. Dept. Ell Mesllla Park. N, M.
The Mexican Drawnwork Bouse of America

One of the Best Books of the Year

His Better Self

By THOMAS JAYHEWS

A Better Book cannot be obtained
For the Young Man or Woman

In whose character, welfare and success in

lite you are concerned. It is also interestmg

and helpful to older readers — a story that is

human, realistic, novel, full of practical sub-

jeds, presenting an ideal of life in harmony

with Christian precepts.

" Its great attraction is found in its realism, in its

homely, human appeal.'*— l^iiinedpo/is Tribune.

"One of the most helpful stories oi this season's
issue."—GroaJ Rapids Hiraid.

'The tale is a present day story, and subjects of vita!

interest to every progressive man and woman are dealt
with in a masterly way. Unless you are in the rut, or
have reached the period in life where further advance-
ment is neither desirable nor possible, His Billtr Self y\M
do you good."— /Vei» Yorli Triburt.

"A story of stirring adventure, to which love adds
spice. His Biller Self is well worth reading. Mr. Thomas
has done a good piece of work."

—

San Francisco Bulletin.

TO PARENTS AND OTHERS
This is a good book for the whole family, and

is invaluable for your son or daughter, or

for anyone whom you want to help become a

better and more successful person.

If your dealer cannot supply you, order direct from the

Publishers. Price, $1.50 postpaid. Order now for a

Christmas present with which you can give enioyment
and accomplish much good. If not as represented, or if

otherwise unsatisfactory, return the book and your

money will be refunded.

THE SAALFIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY,
AKRON. OHIO

10
HOI.II>AY r«)ST<'AKl>S. We
will .'^cnrl 10 licaiit i fHi Coloreil

(
'hristiiiiis

& New Years Canlsfor Ki,- oi SKcarilsa".,-.

Kansa8Fo8tCardCo.,Dept 449,Topeka,Kan. 10.

"Moonshiners" in the Tower

Continued from page 1050

but earnest affirmations again an-

swered her. "Is there not one more
who will promise?" The man whom
she had considered the hardest re-

sponded, "I will try." "And will you
take Jesus Christ fo*- your Saviour?"

"I will try."

Behold how much good can come
from a little seed sown in Christ's

name! Mrs. Smith's own experience

is another illustration. She was fond
of the world and its gaieties; passing
through Atlanta, she attended a ser-

vice at the Second Baptist Church;
something said awakened her deeper
spiritual nature; and she at once gave
up all to work for Christ. One inci-

dent she told me of will, I think, spe-

cially please the readers of The Chris-
tian Herald.
"My aunt in Connecticut," she said,

"has been taking The Christian
Herald for years. Now she sends me
bundles of them for distribution. So,

in the Tower, you will see the moon-
shiners reading that paper. I carry
literature to my friends in the Tower,
but I am careful to take only the best

and most helpful things."
Dr. White tells me that the temper-

ance sentiment is very strong in the
mountains; that there is growing oppo-
sition to moonshining, the better
classes realizing that it is wrong and a
peril in every sense to the community
in which an illicit still may exist, how-
ever secretly. There are more arrests
by the government now than hereto-
fore, but the reason of this is not so
much that more moonshining is done,
but that opposition to it is on the in-

crease and detection is easier.

A Mother in Israel

MRS. THOMASINA carter, mother of
Rev. William Carter, D.D., pastor of Mad-

ison Avenue Reformed Church, New York,
died in St. Helen, Mich., Friday, Octolier 21, in
the eighty-first year of her age. Mrs. Carter
was born in Tavistock, County Devon, England,
in 1829, and was married in 1847 to Joseph
Carter of the same county. She was the
mother of eleven children, of whom nine survive.
One other of the sons is a minister and is

pastor of the Methodist Church at Frontier,
Mich. Three other sons live at St. Helen,
Mich., and one unmarried daughter, the other
three daughters living respectively in Canton,
111. : Benld. 111., and Baltimore, Md. Mrs.
Carter was left a widow at Houghton-le-Spring,
County Dui-ham, England, thirty-one years
ago, and came four years later to this country
with her large family, settling in Streator, 111.,

and moving from thence five years ago to .St.

Helen, Mich., where three of her sons are de-
veloping l,-'. r.ge timber claims and settling com-
munities from other States ui)on them.
Mother of such a family, and widowed for so

many years, she was one who had many cares
and responsibilities thrust upon her which she
always bravel.v met with the strongest Chris-
tian faith and fortitude. She was indeed one
of those rare Christians who combined faith

with works to a remarkable degree. She had
literary instinct as well as insight, broad men-
tal vision and a grasp of intellectual things
that comes not so much from the schools as
from a heart-directed, soul-moved mind. Her
chief joy and strength, however, was in the life

that is hid with Christ, and it was in this that

she continually trusted and rejoiced. This trust

in God and the desire to leave everything with
him was never better expressed than in the

tender poem her own hand penned and gave to

her children on her eightieth birthday.

"Dear Saviour, I am weary.
And my life is incomplete.

But I bring the' tangled meshes
And lay them at Thy feet

;

Thou'lt unravel all the tangle.

And straighten out each thread,

And what I've failed in weaving.
Thou wilt make a perfect web,

"Thou knowest I intended

To make my life complete.
But heavy grow my hands and heart, .

And weary grow my feet;

Still I'm trusting in Thy merits.

And Thy words so true and sweet,

Thou'lt accept 'the willing spirit.'

Although 'the flesh is weak.'

"Dear Saviour, I will trust Thee.
For Thy weary feet have trod

The rough and thorny pathway
Which leads me up to God

;

And by Thy precious life and death
I'm freed from every sin,

I'm only waiting, now, to hear
Thy welcome call, 'Come in.'

"

You pay no more
for a pound package

of Kingsford's Corn Starch-
made by an exclusive pro-
cess lor over sixty years.

Ordinary corn starch can
be made in a fevir days, while
it takes as many iveeks to

produce

CORNSTARCH
EXPREssrv FOR FOOD,
mmu. STARCH COMPANY,

^ T. K 'NGSFORD&SON

4

a"

^1

OSW^EGO

CORN STARCH
You are asked just as much ior

the low-grade corn starches that
cannot give you the result in your
cooking—because they lack Kings-
lord's delicacy.strength and purity.

Don't you think it would pay to
insist upon Kingsford's?

The Cook Book "O" tells What a Cook
Ought to Know about Corn Starch," 168 of

the best recipes you
ever tried, it's free
— Just send your
name on a post card.

FREEOILFORALL

'im 2C :\C

The best oil for all purposes. Cleans,
polishes; pianos, dressers, chairs, grill

work, picture frames, hardwood
floors. Prevents rust on nickel parts
of stoves, bathroom, fixtures, door
plates, railings. K'
"3 in One" lubricates anything— 1*

locks,clocks,sewing machines, hinges,
bicycles, firearms. No acid, no varnish
odors, all dealers. Big bottle, little

price. New booklet and generous
trial bottle free.

THREE IN ONE OIL CO.
54 Broadway, New York City.

^:irilfc=iHJllt.^rMII

This Picture, "An Autumn Reverie,"

FREE TO YOU FOR A FAVOR
THE Cover Page of our October 26 issue,

"An Autumn Reverie," was so favorably
received that we have decided to print a num-
ber of artist's proofs of the picture for dis-

tribution to those of our leaders desiring

them. We reproduce
here a miniature of

the picture, which
does not by any means
even suggest the

beauty of the original.

Look up your October
26 issue now so that

you will have a good
idea of the picture we
propos.? to send to

you in return for a
favor. The picture is

13)4 inches high by 11

inches wide. It will be
printed on plate paper,

in the Autumn colors

of dark brown with the
dress of the pretty
girl subject in light

brown, just enough
contrast to make a
most pleasing effect.

There will be no ad-
vertisements on the
front or back of this

picture ; it is to be
printed especially to

accommodate those
readers who would
like additional copies
for their friends, or
for wall decorations.
We will send you a copy of this dainty

picture, mailed in a protecting mailing tube
at our expense, in return for the names of
10 persons in your town who you think would
be interested in The Christian Herald. We
want to send our Holiday Catalogue to many
new people this year in order to acquaint

i^W^"*ijmg -f-
•

«

9H
L _3fJ11I^HH

h

>i

-r m

ri .^i4piw
"AN AUTUMN

In Colors

them with the merits of The ChristiaIJ
Hbkald and if possible induce them to join

our evef-widening circle of readers. You cad

help us very materially by sending the names
of your friends and acquaintances who do nojj

now read The ChM^
TiAN Herald.
will mail our Cati

logue to themprompl
ly, and it may Ml

that your kindness ii

this matter will se

cure many new suli

scriptions for Th
Christian Herald.

Simply send us 1

names—no two in th,

same family — giv|

complete addresses

initials, and full name
in every case, so ou

Catalogue will be sur

to reach its destina

tion without delaj

In return for you

courtesy we will sen'

you, FREE, a cop.

of the picture, "A'

Autumn Reverie,'
mailing expenses, etc

paid by us. As w
intend to order onl:

a limited number o

these proofs, it will b

advisable for you t'

send us your lis

promptly to guari

against any disap

pointment. Therefore, send us your list o

10 names at once, and the picture will b

sent you without delay. This picture is S'

dainty and so rich in appearance and finisl

that it would make a highly desirable Christ

mas gift It will surely please and satisf:

all who receive it. Address your letter tO'

REVERIE"

Size llxiaVi

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, Names Dept., Bible House, New York
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Ribbed Fleece Underwear
VELLASTIC is higlily

elastic. That accounts
for the comfort of its

smooth easy fit. Its vel-

vety fleece is j^ratefully

warm. VELLASTIC gives
better protection against
the cold than many of the
heavier underwears.

It is wonderfully durable he-

cause the peculiar weave of its

ribbed fabric won't allow the inner

fleece to wash out, knot or mat.

For the Whole Family.
VELLASTIC is made in separ-

ate and union Karmints for
Men. Women and Childrtn
at 50c and up. At your deal-
ers. Look for the Bods'uard
stiie]d. It is your safeeuard.
Write for Bodycard Under-
wear Book No. 11

UTICA KNITTING CO., UTICA, N. Y.

Makers of Boflvir<rd Underwears—Inrludine

O Ljinlivliiwn, Twoljyr and Sprin^ex.

ene,

14 Et. Gold Filled, Set

witb Amethyst or

Topaz

DOLLAR
Would cost you

$2.90 at your

Jewelers

Hi-ml us one dullar for this han<ls..iiu« I>avalliorc and
letitv exfi-ptional value pr-jTc ^ y..u llie tcroat advan-

iMft of buying yiiur ji-wi-Iry dirert fmm the inanufnc-

turer This pi._*ce of jow.-lry could ii-.t txi duplicatod f-T

ft cent less than |2.M) at your local dealt-ui and yi-t it

eomes to you by our mail order system for one dollar.

Our FREE Illustrated catalogue shows scores of

•xtraofdinary offerings in Rin^s set with any kind of

flone. Bra<"''Iets. Pendants, Hat Pins. Brwichcs. Crosses,

illk and gold Watch KoI.h. Cuff Links, Scarf Fins and
many other dainty novelties.

A postal will bring our catalogue, but why not send a

dollar for one of ih.-se Uvalljpres ? Sati^fiiction guar-

ant'-i I'i.-d

DALY MANUFACTURING CO.
2 Bridge St.. New York

HE STEPPING-STONE TO WEALTH
is tha 8y8t«matic saving of money. Yoa and
tneinbers of your family can easily cultivate this

admirable habit by puttin:; a dinio in

Grab's Keyless
Basket Bank
Bry <iay. Vuu'U Im> siirpn^Lj to seo how
tt tho money ftccuniiilutes. Deposit of

:h coio ree)Bt«red automatically. Capac-
ity, $30, Bank opens when $5 or multiple

thereof haf been deposited. Cannot be opened
otherwise. Made of solid steel, oxidized cop-

jii-rBnish. Site 2!4x3>i-incbo«. Price, »1 Ou,

Moncir back it nut satisfactory. Order NOW.

fiRAB t CO., B2T Ashland Block, Chicago. Ill-

..tri

Bean'.lful for CHRISTMAS GIFTS
K.l.i.,.l,i.ii<.,i5 : II..- W,.iM s lir.^.l

The PERRY
PICTURES

I

ONE CENT
each for il or m'.re. Sii!.' .'i>4x8. f6<..

I 10 times the size ..f this .Madonna,)
Bmd To-day :itw<.-eont»tnmps for CBla-

: l.«ueof 1001) miniature illustrations.
pirtore.. -ti'd acoh.red Bird pieture. a..<I

Order Now. Send I'li- f..r i:, art s.ih

jecls, ori'i Hadonnaa. ..r l'> kittens. ..i"

25forrhil,lren, .T «1.CK) f„r the 4 s.ls

THE PERRY PICTirRES CO
Box 36, Maiden, Mass

Indiviiluiil (ominuiilon
Cups. Send as $4 7.', tor trnvdike
cuDand M plnln claines Tray and
*4»lasK«,$,',.2r, 0.er7lin<)rliiirelies
a re uieng Thomaa Comnranlon
Mrrlcc Co., Box 125, Lima, Ohio.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

LET those who read this lesson,

either stand in front of the clock
^ or have a watch in hand to turn

the hands as each incident is given
connected with the arrest and trials of
Jesus. (Not only the trial before
Caiaphas will be noted, but the other
trials as well, as no other lesson is as-
signed for them.) Between midnight
and one o'clock Friday morning, Judas
with his band comes to the Garden of
Gethsemane, arrests Jesus and takes
him to the palace of the high priest.
"Then all of the disciples left him and
fled" (Matt. 26: 56 R. V.). But Peter
followed him afar off" (v. 58). We
read of one, not an apostle, who con-
tinued with him: "A certain young
man followed with him, having a linen
cloth cast about him (his upper gar-
ment) and they laid hold on him, but
he left the linen cloth [cloak] and fled

naked" (without the upper garment).
This is the account Mark gives of him-
self (Mark 14: 51, 52). Mark's pres-
ence is to be explained by the proba-
bility that Judas with his band went
first to the house of Mark, where he
thought Jesus and the apostles were
still at the supper. Undoubtedly
Mark followed from his home Judas
and his band as they proceeded to
Gethsemane.

Christ Before the High Priest

Towards two o'clock Friday morning,
Jesus was brought by Judas and his

band to the palace of the high priest.

The Roman soldiers, who had acted as
hirelings, then returned to their quar-
ters in the Castle Antonia, which was
adjacent to the temple. There were
in reality two high priests, Annas, the
past grand—a man over seventy years
of age, still enjoying all the dignity of
the office and also its influence, as he
had power to promote as his successors
those most closely connected with him.
And there was Caiaphas, the son-in-law
of Annas, who was the nominal high
priest. Jesus was brought both before
Annas and Caiaphas; presumably both
lived in the same palace.
Two of the apostles followed Jesus

to the palace of the high priest, one of

them more closely than the other. In
John's Gospel we read: "Simon Peter
followed Jesus, and so did another dis-

ciple. Now that disciple was known
unto the high priest, and entered with
Jesus into the court of the high priest;

but Peter was standing at the door
without" (John 18: 15, 16). "And so

he who leaned on Jesus' breast at the

Supper" (John 21: 20) was still the

closest to him in the hour of his ex-

tremity. John, seeing Peter at the

door, obtained permission for Peter to

enter the court.

Towards three or four o'clock Fri-

day morning, as the first streaks of the

dawn were showing, Jesus was taken

before the Sanhedrists, who were gath-

ered together awaiting their prisoner.

Jesus was their prisoner because they

had paid Judas thirty pieces of silver

to apprehend him. The Sanhedrists

were assembled either in the house of

Caiaphas, or in the hall of the San-
hedrin, a part of the temple. Prob-

ably they were met in the high priest's

palace, as it was not legal to hold a
regular meeting of the Sanhedrin dur-

ing the night hours. But if the trial

of a prisoner had gone on all through

the day, sentence might be passed at

night, but no trial might be commenced
in the night. And so we may consider

Jesus' trial before the Sanhedrin as a

part of his trial before Caiaphas, and
his final condemnation of him as the

act of the Sanhedrists, members of the

Sanhedrin, if not the Sanhedrin itself.

In that trial occurred the terrible

* The International Sunday School Lesson for

November 27, 1910. The Trial of Jesus. Matt.

26 : 57-68. Golden Text :
" Who, when he was

reviled, reviled not again." I. Peter 2 :23.

scenes of false witnesses brought
against Jesus, and the high priest him-
self becoming the chief inquisitor. One
has said: "Now the hounds of hell
have their turn: 'They did spit in his
face and buffeted him, and others smote
him with the palms of their hands'?
Six fists fell on him in a shower, and
the villains said: 'Who smote thee,
thou Christ?' Then they all spat to-
gether, and asked him to name them
one by one." "Something did grieve
Christ more than the enemy. Peter
cut his heart in two when he said three
times, 'I know not the man.'" (Dr.
Joseph Parker.) And what did Jesus
do? As far as the actions and accusa-
tions of the high priest and the Sanhe-
drists, he "held his peace"; but he
"turned and looked on Peter." It was
a look of tender reproach that brought
Peter to himself.

Christ Before Pilate

In the morning about six o'clock, the
Sanhedrin passed sentence upon Jesus
that he should be put to death.
From six to eight o'clock, they led

him away to Pilate, the Roman gov-
ernor, because the Sanhedrin did not
have the power of the sword. The
Jews might condemn, but only the
Romans could execute. Pilate's judg-
ment hall was probably located in the
Castle of Antonia. It was called "the
Prffitorium." They had to trump up a
new charge against Jesus, for Pilate
could not be supposed to be interested
in their Jewish contentions, so they
brought the charge to Pilate against
Jesus that he, in claiming to be the
king of the Jews, was guilty of treason
against Rome, and was a leader of
sedition. But Pilate recognized it as
wholly a Jewish question, and sug-
gested that they should settle it among
themselves. But urged on by the
vociferous demands of the Jewish au-
thorities, Pilate proceeded to examine
Jesus, and asked him a direct question,
"Art thou the king of the Jews?" And
Jesus replied: "Thou sayest."
Near eight o'clock, still on Friday

morning, Pilate sent Jesus away to
Herod for trial, because he had been
told that Jesus was a Galilean, and
Herod was the ruler of Galilee. He
chanced to be in Jerusalem at that
time. Herod looked upon Jesus as a
pretender, so he had Jesus arrayed in

a royal robe, and sent back to Pilate.

Jesus offended Herod by not consenting
to work a miracle in his presence.

The View of Pilate

Nearing nine o'clock Friday morn-
ing, Jesus is the second time brought
before Pilate; this time Pilate held
court outside of the Prjetorium, for
Jesus might not enter there. And
Pilate wanted to make an appeal to the
people on Jesus' behalf. He said to

them: "I find no fault in him," and he
proposed his release, giving them the
choice whether he should release the
noted prisoner Barabbas, a robber and
a seditionist, or Jesus, the faultless.

But they cried for the blood of Jesus,

and although Pilate tried to wash his

hands in innocency, he at length de-

livered up Jesus to be crucified. Alas!
And so it has gone round the world
that Jesus suffered under Pontius
Pilate.

We have the following from Green-
leaf's Testimony of the Evangelists
(Greenleaf being a great legal au-
thority) : "What Pilate lacked was
not a correct view of the case as pre-

sented to him, but the courage to resist

the clamor of the Jews for the death of

Jesus. He finally sentenced him to

death, when he knew there was no
foundation for the sentence, and this

on his part was an act of judicial mur-
der, making him forever infamous."

So the case of Jesus appears in the

Gospel narrative, which is the only

Continued on next page

Style,Warmth & Service
In These Beautiful 54-
Inch Long Russian Pony

COATS
«19.75

Direct from the Manufacturers

Style No. 2210. Made of textile

Fur and closely resembles the genuine

Russian Pony. If in the natural fur

would cost many times this piice. It

takes an expert to dete(5t the fact that

it is an imitation. Lined with guaran-

teed satin in a rich orange shade. This
garment has broad, rolling collar and
lapels and cuffs.

8^^™Every coat guaranteed
by the makers to be satis-

factory or money returned*

SUITS & COATS
Made to Order in Latest Parisian
Models at Manulacturers' Prices.

S/y/c Catalogue Prec

I The Paris Fashion Mail Order House
1 97-99 Nassau Street, New York City

m STAR PIANO LAMP^S^rSS
A portable and ad]U3ti.ble kerosene

lamp, suspends from top o( piano or or-

gan. Throws a clear, mellow light directly

on music No shadows. Small and out

of the way. Far better than large sund
piano lamps. Burns ten hours on half pint

oil. Odorless, safe, made of best mater-

ials and finished fit (or any parlor. Pre-

paid on receipt of pince. 92.50- Address

THE STAR PTANO LAMP.

Fullerron. California

rO 17P All Charges Prepaid

See
Special
Offer
Below

Subject to Examination.

The International

Temporal
Blessings

BIBLE
One out ol every

ten verses in the

Pible relates to

temporal blessings

The Temporal
Blessings Bible

is prepared for

those desiring to

learn the "exceed-

ing great and pre-

cious promises" of

God with regard

to the present

happiness of His

children. AUthese
great promises
have been care-

fully smighl oiit

and marked
V'ith colored ink

that the reader may
be able to turn rap-

idly from one verse or

passage to another on

any subject relating to

temporal blessings.

Brings JOY and COMFORT
to all who use it. Ministers,

Teachers, Christian Workers,

s weW as the General
Reader Vi'ill find this the most

comforting and helpful edition of

the Bible.

Bound in Fine Morocco, divinity circuit, with
overlapping covers (liite illustration), round
corners, gold edges, red underneath. Size of

page 8^x5!4 inches, beautifully printed in

large clear type on extra fine paper.

CPFHIAI The Temporal Blessings Bible

nPCFR *'" ^^ SENT FREE for j
Urrtfi examination, all charges^
prepaid. If it does not please you,
return it at our expense. If it doesy/ .x

please you, remit the special^^.'>
introductory price. ,^s ^^ <*

Published at $4.75, but for

quick introduction we offer

it at the SPECIAL y ^ , _. ,,

PRICE of %Z.50. y^<P^^/ -'

THE JOHN C. XJ^X^
"^"

WINSTON CO./^oVcOX^*'
Philadelphia,Pa.^,^^^^*^^V.\f

J
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Uaunal Underwear — and over a million people have foond it oat.

Illustrated "PoroskQit" Booklet sent on request.

CHALMERS KNITTING CO., 30 Washington Street, Amsterdam. N. Y.

"DON'T SHOIT
I can hear now

as anybody. 'How?'
Oh, something new

—

TheMORLEY PHONE
' a pair in my ears no
they ere invisible,

ould not know! had them
n, myself, only that I he:

ill right."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
weiglitless and
Hundred Thou!
THE MORLEY

makes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comfortable

harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
and Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

CO.. Dept. 702. Perry BuildiDg. Philadelphia

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oili

Biirningconimon kerosene the ALAUUiiN la,

LAMP ppTieratca gas that gives a htlHt nmre bril-

liant than city gas, gasuline or electricity.

Siinnle. ndorless, clean, eafe and durable.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MON EY
Is revolutionizing lighting everywhere. Needed
in every h'.'me. Every lamp guaranteed. Selli

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lampi.

Ask ournearest office how you can gel a latnp
free or apply for Agency Proposition. THE
MANTLE LAMP CO. of America.Desk 549

Chicago, Portland, Ore.; Waterburj, Conn.; Wianipeg, Moatreal, CanaOfc

12 POST CARDS FREE
We will send ynu 12 of the prettiest post cards you ever saw if yon
will cut this advertisement out and send it to us with 4c. to pay
postage and mailing. and savthat tou will show them to 6 of your
f ri< nds. D-83, New Ideas Card Co. . 233 S. 5th St., Phila.,Pa.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for loo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Keep in Touch With

Roosevelt
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

Is the Best Weekly Magazine for the refined

American Home. It appeals to the high and
the low, both sexes, and all ages. Its readers

constitute a great family of well-wishers who
find The Christian Herald more than helpful.

It contains an assortment of

stories, news, illustrations, ser-

mons, editorials, and as many
other miscellaneous features, as

you can find in any weekly

published to-day. Please

read over this issue carefully.

Note the many interesting arti-

cles, the pictures, the special

departments, the sermons, the

editorials, and then ask yourself

if there isn t as much value con-

tained in The Christian Her-
ald as you could expect for 5

cents. But we don't charge you
that much for it

—
• our rate is

$1 .50 a year for 52 issues—less

than 3 cents a copy. A recent

estimate and comparison with

three of the leading magazines 1 „,,//, i,,;,Miy ,);»/(« «»(,

brings to light the fact that The
Christian Herald prints annnally enough
words of pure reading matter apart from adver-

tisements to fill nearly six extra monthly maga-
zine issues pre-

cisely similar in

size and in num-
ber of reading

pages to the

regular issues.

In short—The
Christian
Herald's 52
issues that cost you $1 .50, equal in reading mat-
ter nearly 1 8 monthly issues of the magazines
that lead ail the others in this particular respect.

12 numbers of these monthly magzizines would
alone cost you $ 1 .50.

104
Magazines

. . . FOR . .

.

Two Great Weeklies lor the Price ol One

THE OUTLOOK
No periodical has ever held exactly the position

in the life of the Nation which The Outlook
now occupies, and no journal gives in the same
efficient way the service which The Outlook
renders to busy men and women who wish to

keep accurately informed con-

cermng the world's doings.

A subscription to The
Outlook is an investment

which you cannot afford to

ignore. In one year you secure

fifty-two Weekly Newspapers
containing a clear, concise re-

view of current history which
you cannot obtain from all your

daily papers combined ; with

editorials which interpret im-

portant questions simply and

without bias ; with articles by
the highest authorities in all

departments of human activity ;

with staff correspondence which

holds a notable place in

American journalism. You
will secure the editorials of

Lyman Abbott and Hamilton

Wright Mable. You will secure the writings of

Theodore Roosevelt on national issues—which
appear exclusively in The Outlook. Your

subscription will

include Twelve
Double Num-
bers (fourth issue

of each month),

containing, in ad-

dition to the reg-

ular weekly fea-

tures, many illus-

trated articles of information and entertainment,

each possessing fine literary quality 2md a vital

editorial reason for its selection. As a regular

reader you will soon see what it is that makes
The Outlook different from others.

$3.00

The Christian Herald The Outlook
52 Issues - $1.50 |and' 52 Issues - $3.00
Including Our 1911 Calendar and a \ (including Twelve Illustrated Monthly

\.J

Photogravure oi Louis Klopsch Double Numbers

Both n/lagaxines for Only Thtee Dollars

The Christian Herald, 488 Bible House, New York

a^
Continued from precedhtg page

source of our knowledge as to the facts.

He was not guilty of blasphemy under
the law of Moses, since he was divine

as well as human, and as such had a
right to assume the attributes and pre-

rogatives of the Godhead. He was not
guilty of any offense against the

Roman authority, and Pilate repeat-

edly so declared. His death considered
as the act of men and as procured by
men is the most awful tragedy of

crime upon which the sun ever shone.

That death, considered in relation to

the purpose and appointment of God,
and to the object for which Christ
came into this world, and the results

ensuing therefrom, make it the most
important event that ever occurred on
earth, perhaps the most important that

ever occurred in the universe. What
the Jews intended is one thing, and
what God intended is quite another and
different thing. Malignant destruc-

tion was their purpose. A glorious

salvation for a guilty race was God's
purpose. Paul's statement to the
Corinthians gives us God's purpose

:

"For I delivered unto you first of all

that which also I received : that Christ
died for our sins according to the
Scriptures." (L Cor. 15: 3.)

Christ Illegally Condemned

Proved by Dupin in 1828, after a
calm, searching legal examination of
the great trial:

1. Our Lord's apprehension was
illegal.

2. His being conducted to Annas was
illegal.

3. Examination at night was illegal.

4. Ill treatment in the hall of Caia-
phas, illegal.

5. Proceeding on a fast day, illegal.

6. Caiaphas, who had been the ac-
cuser, to be judge was illegal.

7. Testimony of witnesses perverted
was illegal.

8. His own admission insufficient,

and its reception, illegal.

9. Condemnation by Jews for an al-

leged capital offense concerning which,
if capital, they had tried before a com-
petent tribunal and accusation had
failed.

10. Acquitted also by Herod. De-
tention, illegal.

11. Pilate yielding to murderous
clamor for fear of the Jews, against
his own conscience and his wife's en-
treaties, grossly illegal and criminal.

12. Pilate's last appeal to deliver
Barabbas admits the illegality of his

conduct toward Jesus.
13. All subsequent indignities and

execution on Calvary, violation of the
law and constitution.

14. Scarlet robe, crown of thorns,
illegal.

"Who when he was reviled, revi'

not again." These are the words
the Golden Text selected for this 1
son. We may say that they represi
the secondary benefit from all t!

Christ suffered for us, our salvati
being the first benefit. Even gram,
than when Jesus rebuked the waves
the sea, saying: "Peace, be still,"

hear him on those times of trial, sayi
to cur oft-troubled hearts, "Pea
be still." And the peace of soul
greater than the peace of the sea. )

learn from him how great and nol
and grand it is to suffer and be st

and how much, greater and granc
and nobler it is to be still than it is

answer back or strike back.

One has said : "There is a force
passiveness, there is an energy
silence; there is a magnificent rati

of non-resistance which puzzles men
common mind and ordinary heart, 1

very mystery of heroism to those w
mistake noise for music and tumult 1

power. Two boys were sawing
piece of wood, and they noticed wl
no one had ever told them, that a s

grows hotter and hotter as it is usi

And it is the same with the saw
contention.

We are quite sure that Paul h
been learning of Jesus when he wro
"Render to no man evil for evil,

it be possible, as much as in you lie

be at peace with all men" (Rom. 3

17,18).

Calm me, my God, and keep me calm.
Soft resting on thy breast

;

Soothe me with holy hymn and psalm.
And bid my spirit rest.

Calm in the suflFerance of wrong.
Like him who bore my shame ;

Calm 'mid the threatening, taunting throng.
Who hate thy holy name.—HoRATius BONA)

We sometimes find excuse for oi

selves for hitting back by saying, '"

are not understood." How grossly^
Jesus misunderstood when brou^
into his several trials before the hi

priests, the Sanhedrin, Pilate
Herod! He was not guilty of (

thing with which he was charge
Have we ever been so grossly and
tirely misunderstood?

Not understood. How trifles change us!
The thoughtless sentence or the fancied sligl

Destroy long years of friendship and estrange
And on our souls there falls a freezing bligl

Not understood.

O God! that men would see a little clearer.

Or judge less harshly where they cannot s

O God! that men would draw a little nearer
To one another, they'd be nearer thee.

And understood.—Thomas Broche.

THE OLD PICTURE

Up in a dim old attic

Among some relics rare,

I found a precious treasure
That long had nestled there.

It was an olden tintype
Of mother's gentle face.

With eager, trembling fingers
I drew it from its place.

With mingled pain and sadness
I scanned the features dear

;

And as I gazed upon it,

It seemed that she was near.
Memories round it clustered

;

My tears fell thick and fast.

While through the darkened attic

The twilight shadows passed.

I still could see the cottage
Beside the mountain high.

Where I was, oh ! so happy

—

In days long since gone by.
I sat beside the window

In mother's worn arm-chair

;

My heart was filled with anguish ;

I longed to meet her there.

In that celestial city

Where all is peace and love.

And weary souls find refuge
In God's own home above.

That precious, faded tintype
I'll keep in reverence sweet

Till some glad day my mother
And I again shall meet.

Esther Peterson.

bJ

;h
To

HAPPINESS

GOD did not make his world a place of wr:

.

A wilderness with naught to cheer the glot .

For listen, as we travel on our path
How the birds sing and how the roses bloci.

And though the sunshine oft may be o'ercM
Yet even shade is fair ; and when 'tis past,|M

The sunshine all around us looks more brii

,

And a new beauty bursts upon our sight.

He whose pure heart is open to the good,

The beautiful, the true, has ample food
To stay his heart, and speed him on the r I

With joyous spirit to his blest abode.

Far different he, who plodding sadly on,

With downcast eyes, all weary and alone,

Crushing the flowers of joy beneath his f

.

And heeding not the songsters, gay and sw
The sunshine laughs and ripples round his v .

Yet not one bright beam in his heart can s'

He lifts the cup of Marah to his lips,

And as he journeys on, he sadly sips

The bitter dregs, and all that's left of life

Is turned to gall and bitterness and strife.

This world is but a mirror of the one
We love to dream of ; and, our journey doni

We hope to gain. Who sees no beauty hen

And has for the sad heart no word of chcei

Cannot be happy in that world where all

Are serving, at the heavenly Master's call-

Helping each heart to drop its load of sin ;

Helping to keep it pure and clean within ;

Leading it ever in the perfect way

;

Helping to bring the bright, millennial i

Lydia Kirk BLACf
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\ Sin of the Drink Traffic ^^

"1HE great Western States which
. . have, wholly or in portions, "gone
;

-y," are offering the most remarkable
(. stimonies to the good results of clos-

f :g the saloons.

' It was almost universally said by
j 'eir opponents, "You can't get along
r ithout the license money. It pays the

ief expenses of government."
Most of us know that, very often,

L ducing expenses saves as much as
Iding to one's income.

Lo and behold, in the same way, jail,

. urt and police expenses are curtailed

I an astonishing degree by prohibi-
' bn. In other ways also the direct

r pense of local government is lowered.

I a single year, in some cases, the
duction brings the city to the same
)int financially to which the license

oney brought it during the reign of

. e much-vaunted high license.

. Indirectly, the gain is even greater.
he merchants have fewer bad debts

collect. They sell more goods.
here are fewer drunkards reeling

I )Out the streets.

* Instead of proudly flaunting his
:iJjtestable trade in the faces of the

I
mmunity, the liquorseller no longer

I rries the brand of legality and re-
lectability. He is marked as a

: 'iminal, as he ever should be. He
I des in cellars and shanties, and the
)unds of the law are after him.
The law has ever to run in advance
the people. Many are so dense that
ey are prone to think whatever the

allows is right. If the stamp of
lawfulness is put upon anything,
en and then only do they see that it

wrong.
It is stated by Lady Henry Somerset
at in one district in Liverpool, Eng-
nd, in which there is no saloon, there
but one pauper to every 1,000 inhab-
its. In another, containing 200
loons, there is one pauper to every
/enty-eight inhabitants,

j
After Georgia had abolished the sa-

lons, in January, 1908, this telegram
lES sent from Atlanta: "Such a scene
;that in the police court this morning
I

undoubtedly without a parallel in

,'ie histoi-y of a city the size of At-
nta. But one lonely case appeared
1 the docket for trial."

f Matilda Erick.son, in her "Temper-
ace Torchlights," says: "An Okla-
)ma sheriff reports that prohibition
IS reduced crime in his county 7")

br cent."; and, "Out of 9,300 murders
id homicides in the United States in

•06, Maine furnished but three."
A good record for the great original
ohibition State.

'The superintendent of the Santa Fe
ailroad says: "I consider the pro-
Ibition law in Kansas as worth more
j
the railroad men than any other one

fing."
! Governor Hoch of Kansas, in his
ihanksgiving message, said: "One-
'ird of our counties are without pris-

'lers in their jails or paupers in their
mshouses. One-half of our counties
j-nt no convicts to our prisons this

!ar. One-half of our prison inmates
LJver lived in Kansas long enough to

•quire a residence here. Churches and
hools flourish, the spiritual outlook

: hopeful, and the saloon is practically
jinished."

If every State in the Union could
,;nd forth a report like this, the mil-
nnium would be well on its way.
There is much to encourage the

lorkers for prohibition, but the task
not a quarter done.
If we cannot close the saloons in a

ihole State, let us close them in as
any counties as possible. If we can-
3t close them in a whole county, let

s close them in as many towns as
)ssible. If we cannot close them in
whole city, let us close them in as
any wards as possible.
God will surely help us if we do our

'st, for this is his own work.

,* Topic of the Epworth Leajrue for Sunday,
ovember 27. Texts : Hos. 7:5; Hab. 2 : 15.

.

for 1911

There Are 22 Models

of Overlands

1069

They run from 20 to 35 horsepower—from 96 to 118 inch wheel bases
—from $775 to $1,675. All the latest improvements—all the new ideas

In the evolution of the past
three years the Overland has be-
come the most popular car in the
country. No other car now com-
mands such a demand.

More than 20,000 Overlands
are now in use, and dealers have
already paid deposits on over
18,000 of the new-season models.

Five factories are required to
keep up with demands. Their
daily capacity is 140 cars.

The Reasons Are These

The initial success of the Over-
land was due to a wonderful engine
—to a practically trouble-proof

car. The matchless mechanism
set a new standard in motor car
construction.

Inspection was carried to ex-

tremes. The various parts of an
Overland car must pass more than
a thousand inspections.

Each engine is run for 48 hours
before it goes into the car. Each
crank shaft is turned 6,000 times in

its bearings. Each finished car is

givenat least two severe road tests.

As a result, there are 20,000
delighted Overland owners. Each
owner tells others about his car.

There has been many a time when
wc coukl not fill half the resulting

orders.

New Conditions Now
Now conditions call for a lower

cost. We have met those con-

ditions by investing $3,000,000 in

modern automatic machinery.

By these labor-saving methods
we have cut the cost of Overlands
28 per cent in two years. And we
get, in addition, exactness to the
thousandth part of an inch. No
ordinary maker can begin to give
what the Overlands give for the
money.

And we are now making 22
models, so that every buyer can
find in the Overland line a car
which meets all his ideas. What-
ever you want in size, style, cost
or power, you can find it here.

These 22 models include almost
every desirable type of a car.

They include Torpedo Roadsters,
the new Fore-door Tonneaus and
Inside-Drive Coupes. And the
newest models— the fore -door
models— in the Overland line

cost the same as the open front.

Our 1911 Prices

For $775 we are making a 20-

horsepower roadster, with a 96-

Our $1,250 four-passenger Coupe

inch wheel base—a four-cylinder
car which is easily capable of 45
miles an hour.

We are making a Torpedo
Roadster—the latest type of a
racy car—as low as $850.

The 25-horsepower Overlands,
with 102-inch wheel bases, sell for

$1,000. Five styles of body, in-

cluding delivery body.

The 30-horsepower Overlands,
with I lo-inch wheel bases, sell for

$1,250. The bodies include the
torpedo roadster, the fore-door
tonneau and the open-front tour-

ing car.

We are making a four-passen-
ger inside-drive coupe for $1,250.
It is ideal for winter driving.

The 35-horsepower Overlands,
with 118-inch wheel bases, sell

for $1,600 and $1,675. AH prices
quoted include magneto and full

lamp equipment.

Send for the Book
The Overland Book for 191

1

shows all the styles and gives all

specifications. Write us a postal
for it. When we send it we will

tell you where to see the cars.

There are Overland dealers in

800 towns.

Don't choose an automobile
until you know about the most
popular cars of all.

The Willys-Overland Co.
Dept. P 29

TOLEDO, OHIO
Licensed under Selden Patent

Model 45. One of our 20 h. p. models—$775.
Four cylinders—96-inch wheel base.

Model 38. One of the five styles of $1,000 cars.
25 h. p.— 102-inch wheel base.

Model 54. A torpedo body on one of the new
nigher-power models.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GAS LAMPS AND MAGNETO

T(u55,Carpets.(urlain5.'Blanhets
From the

Mill
We Pay
Freight

Manufacturers' prices save .

dealers' profits. We give a bind-
ing guar;intee of satisfaction and
save you ttS l-Ii per cent.
You can buy the well-known Keen!

Itutr. reversible, all wool finish, at
l|i:!.76. Our Itrussello Kue. great-
< ,t value 1 I ) ]i,+l»t5. Splendid grade Brussels

Hue. 9x12 ft., * 11. Fam-
ous Invincible Velvets,
9x12 ft., *16. Standard
Aimlnsters, 9x12 ft.,

*18.5<>. Fine quality
j.ace Curtains, 45c per
pair and up. "Tapestry
Curtains. Wlltnn Rues,
Linoleums at Mill prices.

Writ.-to..ltivf..r our NEW
n^LnSTRATED CATALOO,
No.t*. Sent free. Shows latest

designs in noloal colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO.

?<3e-?4G? JJSPER ST., pmn.

fc 1 IWl ¥CK ^QEysWimB, MOEB EUB-

CHURr^H TESTABLE, LOWZS FBICE.

ZCXaXa&I. V TILLS WH7.
to ClDcinnatl Bell Foundn Co- Cincinnati. O.

Automobile Jackets,
Blizzard Proof

Outside texture so closely woven it

resists wind and wear alike. Lined
with wool fleece that defies the cold.
Snap fasteners, riveted pockets.

PARKER'S
Arctic Jacket

Registered in U, S. Patent Office.

Better than an overcoat for facing
coldandworktogether. Warm, dur-
able, comfortable. Askyourdealer,
or sent postpaid on receipt of $2.35.

JOHN H. PARKER CO., Depf. K,
25 James St., Maiden, Mass.

Tliese trai

GRESI

KIDNEY mdLIVI
Makes

Unlike o;

Leading

package

FOR
YSPEPTICS

ES AND OBESITY
erybody

ician.

t, write

,N.Y.,U.SJL

9 CORDS IN lOHOURS
SAWS UOWS

TREES

BY ONE MAN. It's KIXO OF THE WOODS. Saves money and
backaehe. Send for FREE catalog Nn. H6 sliowin^ luw price
and testimonials iroin thousands. I''ir^t tinier fietsajjenL v.

Folding Sawiag Mach. Co. 138 E.Harrisoo St., Ctaicago,Vr.

Ornamental

Fence
Cheaper and more dnrable than wood. For Lawns, Churches,
Cenieteries, Public Grounds. Also FMrin and Poultry Fence.
Catalogue free. Write for Special Offer.

Tha Ward Fence Co., Box 146, Decatur, Ind.

'STRONGEST
MADE. Hull.
6tronf2r cliiok-

fen-tlght Sold to theuser at Wholebale
^Prices. We Pay Freight. CatalO(?tie free.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.
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MOTHERS:—
THE BABY BOOK (just pub-

lished) places within your reach a

greater variety of merchandise of the

highest standard in style, quality and
workmanship than can usually be found

even in the largest stores of the country.

Its pages are filled with practical sug-

gestions which cannot fail to be of real

assistauice to you in properly caring for

and clothing both yourself and babe.

Years of experience have given me
a thorough knowledge of the require-

ments of mother and babe, and I would
be pleased at any time to give you my
personal advice euid assistance in the

selection of materials or garments.

A copy of THE BABY BOOK
will be mailed to you immediately

upon request. Write me personally.

Sincerely yours.

SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO.

The Baby Department.

Chicago, III.

When You Buy a Piano

you want to know you are

pretting the best for your money
When you buy a
"COKNisn" you
get full piano
value — nothing
added for tlie

protection of dealers.

Sent To You For A Year's Free Trial

(®njj0^h

Cornish Pianos, for real
merit, are unexcelled
by any other, what^
ever the price,
or name, or
reputation.

Three Tears' Credit, If Needed,
Un Tills BABT GRAND

Send For

The New
CORNISH
BOOK

The most
beautiful piano
catalogue Issued
—It explains
things that you
ought to know
whether you
buy from us or
elsewhere. The
book Is yours lor
the asking.
Wrlteforltuow.

Must prove their
superior value
over all others by
home tests or we
pay the freight
both ways. We
win place a piano
In your home,
freight paid
11 you wish, at
rock- bottom
factory price,
upon terms ofyour o ^v n
choice, giving
you 1 year to test
the instrument
before you need
decide to keep it
and we gi ve yon
a Bond of
Indent nity
which holds us to
this offer and also
Insures Instru-
ment against
defect lor 25 years.

Save One-tliird—Riir On TlieCORMSH PLAN -Piisy Terms

C^.OrniSb C^O Washington, New Jersey^Vl HIOI7 VV, Establlslied Over 60 Years

BEACON LAMP FDFC
BURNERrilLC
iiM-nndcscent. 100 Candlo Pcnvor. Burns
I Mrniiiou coal oil. Gives bettrr lii,'ht tlma
i;.is, electricity or six ordinary lamps atnne-
I

I

xllit<ione-tenlh the cost. Fits yiiiirolil lamp
-Uiienualed for fine sewing «ir reu-liirj.

(COSTS ONLY ONE CENT fOR SIX HOURS
We want one person in each locality to

whom we can refer new custfimers. Take
ailvantaee of our special offer to secure a
Beacoo Burner FRKE. Write today AgenU
Wanted. BOMB SCFPI>Y CO.
S24 K. 0. I4I< Bide., lUoHM Vltj, U»

Heroic Missionaries''

M'
are now nameless,

except in the Book of Life. They
are, perhaps, recorded on- long-neg-

lected lists on earth. Mothers' hearts

broke at the news ht their death. Old

friends mourned them for a while;

and some newspaper or missionary

journal spoke of their "devoted labors,"

and the pity that they died before they

had reached their prime.

Some poet has said that the heroes

of whom we never hear, surpass in

number and in the greatness of their

courage all the heroes that we know.
But there are many that we know

—

and no other cause has elicited more
noble efforts or has made us more
proud of our humanity than has the

cause of missions.

In 1843,- Fidelia Fiske sailed for

Persia. Dr. Anderson said that of a

thousand missionaries that he had
known none had left a brighter record

than hers.

She found the Nestorians among
whom she was to work, in a pitiable

condition. Many families lived, and
had lived for generations in the same
single room. Their clothing was rags.

They had no word for home. Filth

abounded. Women were despised.

Husbands almost universally beat

their wives when the mood seized

them, and the birth of a daughter was
deplored.

Both sexes regarded it as immodest
for a woman to learn to read. Pro-
fanity, lying, stealing and all kinds of
vice were prevalent. Girls were mar-
ried when mere children. Good women
never appeared alone in the streets.

Miss Fiske found herself in a most
depressing situation. Read the story
of her devoted and unselfish efforts, of
the opposition she encountered, the
sore trials she endured, the wonderful
results of her labors.

Surely here was the hero spirit in its

purest form.

Read of Stephen Hislop, the highly
educated missionary to Nagpur. His
life was often in danger. In 1853, his

mission house was attacked. Mr.
Hislop was saved only by the desperate
defense of his native converts.

The next year he was attacked by a
fanatical Moslem mob, and seemed dy-
ing from awful wounds on his head;
but he lived to pursue his labors, in

the midst of which he met a tragic
death by drowning.
Look back to the lives of some of the

ancient missionaries. The story of
Columba and his wonderful work in

lona is one of the most beautiful.
Purity of life and disinterested zeal

marked his labors. His story reads
like a charming creation of the im-
agination, but the good he did was
incalculable.

Another romantic story is that of

the conversion of the Russian Princess
Olga at Constantinople in 955, her
fidelity to her faith, and her labor
to convert others after her return
to her northern home. The con-

version of her royal grandson Vladi-
mir was probably the chief factor in

the spread of the Christian faith

throughout Russia.

Have you ever read of the noble
Krapf, who worked untiringly for the
evangelization of Abyssinia and the
Gallas? Struggling against the fevers
of an intemperate clime, he persisted,

though repeatedly in the greatest ex-
tremity from hunger and thirst, wild
beasts and savage robbers. He passed
through extraordinary adventures,
but kept the faith and led many to

Christ, besides translating the Gospels
and other works into the Galla and
Swahili languages. He was found
dead on his knees in the attitude of

prayer, in 1881—an heroic soldier of

the Cross to the last.

Prodigious Profib

in Poultry!
/
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Ernest Kellerstrass—Owning hut 1,638
Chickens, Cleared Over EIGHTEEN
THOUSAND Dollars Last Year
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I made just 1^18,178.53 last season from a flock of 1,638 chickei

I made each bird pay me an average profit of $11.09—^noteachhe !**

but each cock, cockerel, hen and pullet. The original records of h

year's sales and expenses here on the farm are open to any interesti

person who wishes to verify these facts.

The secret of my unequaled success as a poultry breeder is

I breed the biggest egg-laying and meat-producing strain of chic

in the world—the famous Crystal White Orpington strain, of whichj

am the originator.

My method of breeding, hatching, growing and marketing poult

is unique. It is based solely on my 36 years of poultry experiem
I now raise the very finest chickens at less i

pense and on less ground than others ha
been able to raise commonplace poultry.

The BIG profits in this business are
knowing how to raise big egg-layers ai

big meat-producers.

Learn "The

Kellerstrass Way

:oF

"Peggy"—MyFamous $10, OOO
Hen, Awarded First Prize
Last Year at All the
Big Poultry Shows

I have just written and copyrighted the most comprehensive ai

authoritative book ever published on the subject of poultry raising,

is based upon my 36 years' experience as a successful poultry breed(
I begin at the start antJ tell in a fascinating way how, step by step, I built up a business that now pi

me more than $18,000 net profit a year. This book contains every known valuable poultry secret,

novice can follow my directionsand suggestions and make poultry raising pay well right from the eb
I know it to be a fact, because I have already started hundreds of successful people in the business.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Novem-
ber 27. Text : Heb. 11 : 32-40.

The book tells you—

How I made $3,600 in one season from 30
hens on a 24x40 foot lot, feeding them scraps from
my table. I give you the names and addresses
of people who paid me more than $2,000 for the
eggs alone.

How I made a flock pay me $68 per hen in

10 months.

How I raised 98 out of every 100 chickens
hatched.

How I make chickens 8 weeks old weigh 2}4
pounds.

How 1 breed my big egg-laying strain, getting
as high as 263 eggs in 272 days.

How I i-un my incubator.

How I built my indoor and outdoor brooders
for 85 cents each.

How I prepared my chickens for the show
room, so as to win over 90% of all the blue rib-
bon prizes awarded in two years—ho^v I raised
five chickens that 1 sold to Madame Paderewski
for $7,500—how I feed my chickens for egg pro-
duction—how I keep them healthy and free from
disease — how I tell the good layer from the poor
layer — how I break up my broody hens without
injuring them. I tell you how to pack eggs to
keep them fresh—how I mate my chickens for
breeding and fertility— I tell you all about broiler
plants, egg plants, etc.

In truth, I tell everything necessary to suc-

cess in the poultry business.

Here is a sample of the letters I get from
people who have secured my book. I have a
hundred or more such letters that I will be glad
to send you.

Kite
Why 1 Sell My Book at Cost

It costs me one dollar to pay for publish:
and mailing each book. I make no profit on
I am simply popularizing the Crystal Whitei
pington Strain, of which I tell in my catalojrt
accompanies the book. My one ambition is to hi

every one know of thiswonderfulegg-layingstn
Write a letter or fill out the coupon

attached, pin a dollar bill to it, mail to me
you will i-eceive promptly a copy of "The Ki

_

strass Way" of raising poultry for free examii
tion. If you are not more than satisfied ^^
your purchase, please advise me and I will refv^jj''

your money.
'

With my book I will send you free a beauti ^'',

3-foot photo of my farm, suitable for framil
If you wish to visit my farm, please let me kni
in advance so I can have a guide ready to sh
you about.

^ m

8197 West Port Road KANSAS CITY, M|
References—Any Poultry Journal, any Licenif

Poultry Judge, any bank in Kansas City.

* Cut Out and Mail

Burnett. Cat.
The Kellerstrass Farm,

Kansas City, Mo.

J received your book sent me Saturday
a.m. It woidd have been irorth to me
$500 if I had had it last Spring. "Good
Book;" common sense learned by hard-
earned experience. Woith $1,000 to me.
(3) L. R. HAYWARD.

Free Inspection Coupon
Mr. Ernest Kellerstrass

8197 West Port Road
Kansas City, Mo.

Enclosed find $1.00 for your new book
"The Kellerstrass Way." You are to refund

my money if I am not more than pleased witl

my purchase.

Nam«

.
AddrestH
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ftreat Books at LitUe Prices!
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD takes pleasure in offering its subscribers the following list of books at attractive prices. These books con-

tain good, clean stories—stories that you can read aloud in the Family Circle without any hesitation. They are all well made books,

nicely printed, and mariy of them are profusely illustrated. In this selection we have tried to please all—there are books for the Man,
' iheVoman, the Boy and the Girl. The books will be shipped all mailing charges prepaid.

Our Price for Any One of these Books is 47 Cents!
El A, by Robert Barr.

;) romance of love, war and politics of the

mth century is one of the best tales of its

A brilliantly breathless romance.

'SON'S PROGRESS, by C. J. CutlifTe

le.

Thompson, Poacher, Merchant and Pro-
1 a resourceful personality whose ad-
make an exciting, amusing, and read-

rd.

OF LEIF THE LUCKY, by Ottilie A.
jencrantz.

ory of the Vikinn days. A vivid, spark-
le.

REE PARTNERS, by Bret Harte.
itory of the CaliforniaWilds that thrills

xcitement and heart-throbs

!

fWy, by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
Aender. sweet story—likely to become as

mu' a classic as Black Beauty.

"If'TT, by Baroness Von Hutten.
1 of the father visited most cruelly
sensitive child, darkening and sully-

iioyish career—that is the story of
Maule. There is much that is beauti-

cn that is sad, in this pathetic tale.

iV;CHERS OF THE TRAILS, by Charles G.
Roberts.

; iook of Animal Life. Appeals alike to

nv and to the merely youthful-hearted.
a sense of the great Wild and its den-

m GOES THERE? by B. K. Benson.
1 hesi. spy story of the Civil War. A

nm kalile story of personal adventure.

'E4 Y AT SPINSTER FARM, by Hellen M.
•inslow.

1 Spinster, her niece "'Peggy," the Pro-

fe.*^ . and young Robert Graves—not forget-

lin liiam, the hired man—are the characters
fii we are introduced. A book that

if the fresh country and the good
ho live there.

QU.T OF JOHN CHAPMAN, by Newell
.vight Hillis.

.' ir)mancr <jf early Colonial days, when
Appleseed sowed and planted the
that were to prove a benefaction to

. itlers. This quaint pioneer figure is

ir lillis' "forgotten hero."

:<E FOX, by Charles G. D. Roberts.
! tnry of the Fox and his adventurous

II 111 the Ringwood Wilds, and his triumphs
nemies of his kind. A brilliant chap-

iiinal history.

1 SILAS LAPHAM, by William Dean
lis.

. I'liy of a sturdy Vermonter, who found it

cas t<j gain wealth than social position.

SO'IERS OF FORTUNE, by Richard Harding
jvis.

(.! of the cleverest books ever written. The
;<i of a civil engineer and the rarest and

' -t kinds of love.

SO . OF A SINGLE NOTE, by Amelia E. Barr.
. In the story of New York during the

Br h occupation. A graphic picture of social

lift I the metropolis at that time is given.

[SOUL OF UUTH, by Marie Corelli.

ftory ilealing with the return to earth of

^bodied spirit. Passages of a psalmlike
are of froiiuent occurrence.

A SCEPTRE OF POWER, by Charles Egbert
Craddock.
A story of the struggles of the French and

English in the early eighteenth century for
possession of the Cherokee territory.

ST. ELMO, by Augusta J. Evans.
A notable work, by a notable woman. As

old and popular as "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

THE STORM CENTRE, by Charles Egbert
Craddock.
A war story ; but more of love and courtship

than of fighting or history.

TALES OF THE ARGONAUTS, by Bret Hart.
A vivid portrayal < f life in the far West fifty

years ago.

TALES OF THE ENCHANTED ISLANDS OF
THE ATLANTIC, by Thomas Wentworth
Higginson.

There are twenty tales, and it is an especially
acceptable and stimulating book for young
readers.

ABROAD WITH THE JIMMIES, by Lilian Bell.
Jimmy himself is likable ; one gi'ow^s fond of

him in the course of the trip. Mrs. Jimmy's
insight into human nature delights your soul.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER, by Eden Phill-

potts.
A romance of the West country. Full of

atmosphere of the rugged, weatherworn, un-
trammeled moor.

ASHES OF EMPIRE, by Robert W. Chambers.
The story of two British journalists and two

French girls, with an historical setting that is

finely wrought out. Told in Chambers' most
pleasing vein.

AT HOME WITH THE JARDINES, by Lilian
Bell.

A faithful and amusing record of the joys
and sorrows of first housekeeping. It contains
a very pretty love story.

AYESHA, by H. Rider Haggard.
A story that can and does what no other liv-

ing writer can do ; it creates a fairy world of
passion and romance so vivid as to be almost
real.

BARLASCH OF THE GUARD, by Henry Seton
Merriman.
A story of an old veteran of Napoleon's

guard, who devotes himself heart and soul to

a girl who has been separated from her newly
made husband at the church door.

BETWEEN THE LINES, by General Charles King.
.^n exciting story of the Civil War, with

which is interwoven a charming romance.

A BROKEN SWORD, by General Charles King.
A story as "military" as it can be. General

King has had the experience from which he

writes.

THE CAUFORNIANS, by Gertrude Franklin
Atherton.

A story of the exul)erant spirit and crude
civilization of the Pacific coast.

CAROUNA LEE. by Lilian Bell.

A well-told story, entertaining, and cleverly

mingles art. humor and sentiment.

CAPTURED, by General Charles King.
A rattling good story of army life in the

Philippines that is full of fresh and vivid ma-
terial.

FLOWER O' THE ORANGE, by Agnes and
Egerton Castle.
A volume of delightful tales of l)ygone days.

A CHANCE ACQUAINTANCE, by William Dean
Howells.

The action of this delightful story takes place
in Canada, of the scenery of which it contains
full and fascinating descriptions.

A CHICAGO PRINCESS, by Robert Barr.
A characteristic, l)reezy and humorous ro-

mance of an over-rich Chicago girl with a craze
for titled personages.

CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO, by Israel Zang-
will.

A masterpiece as a novel—a picture of Jew-
ish life, exceedingly valuable and interesting.

THE COMMON LOT, by Robert Herrick.
Its chief virtue is to be found in the impres-

siveness with which it presents the ethical
problem and enforces the teaching that the
moral life is a unity.

THE CROSS TRIUMPHANT, by Florence Morse
Kingsley.

Admitted to be the strongest description of

the crucifixion of Jesus extant. Realistic
word-pictures of the life and times are repro-
fluced.

DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY, by Sara Andrew
Shafer.
A story of a village and the children an<l a

mischievous leader, Rachel. Leaves an impres-
sion of cleanness and coolness and sw-eet livirg

on the memory.

A FOREST HEARTH, by Charles Major.
A sunny love story of early Indiana : a pic-

ture of one's own people. Sweet and charming.

THE GREAT MOGUL, by Louis Tracy.
Strange and weird are the adventures in-

volved in this tale of intrigue, plot, counterplot
and sword-play.

HAUNTERS OF THE SILENCES, by Charles
G. D. Roberts.
An animal book with character studies to'd

with grai>hic power. Mr. Roberts hi:s takc:i

for his subject those animals rarely met with
in books, whose lives ere spent "In the

Silences," where they are the supreme rulers.

HEART OF THE ANCIENT WOOD, by Charles
G. D. Roberts.

A realistic romance of the folk of the forest

—

a romance of the alliance of peace between a

pioneer's daughter in the depths of the ancient
wood and the wild beasts who felt her spell

and became her friends. It is an actual

romance, in which the animal characters play

their parts as naturally as do the human.

IN BABEL, by George Ade.
Gives vivid scenes from the Human Comedy

in the Babel of Chicago. Ade observes as

closely as a Dickens and writes with the

breeziness and picturesqueness of a Kipling.

THE JESSAMY BRIDE, by F. Frankfort Moore.

The hero of the novel is Oliver Goldsmith.

and its central motive is the pathetic story cf

the love of the author of "The Vicar of Wake-
field" for Mary Horneck.

A JOURNEY TO NATURE, by J. B. Mowbray.
The book is an evangel of the (luiet life, the

life freed from the unnecessary perplexities of

mans own making, the true life of the spirit

for which so many of us strive. It is a beau-

tiful book.

THE KINDRED OF THE WILD, by Charles G.
D. Roberts.

This volume is in many ways the most bril-

liant collection of animal stories that has ap-
peared.

A KNIGHT OF COLUMBIA, by General Charles
King.

A strong story of army life.

THE UTTLE MINISTER, by James M. Barrie.
One of the classics of literature. The reader

is held spellbound by the strong sympathy
which is worked in his breast with those whose
fortune he is asked to follow.

LOURDES, by Emile Zola.

It is an attempt by a keen mind to present
psychic healing in such a form as to be under-
stood and realized by the average reader.

McTEAGUE, by Frank Norris.
A story of San Francisco, depicting California

life with vigor and accuracy.

McTODD, by C. J. Cutliffe Hyne.
The chief character is an engineer. A story

story of life that is well knit, forceful, and
absorbing.

THE MAGIC FOREST, by Stewart Edward
White.

Simple and charming. The sympathetic way
in which the children of tne wilds and their
life is treated could only i:>elong to one who is

in love with the forest and the open air. Based
on fact and throbbing with life.

MAKING OF A MARCHIONESS, by Frances
Hodgson Burnett.
A delightful story. Graceful, sprightly, al-

most delicious in its dialogue and action ; it is

a truly charming and entertaining work.

MANY INVENTIONS, by Rudyard Kipling.
This story takes us over a mystical land

which has such a fascination for the Western
mind, and which Kipling knows so intimately.

THE MARKET PLACE, by Harold Frederick.
A strong story cf firance and business for

men. and of social struggles and English coun-
try life for women. A strong and interesting
stoiT-

THE MEDAL OF HONOR, by General Charles
King.

The action of the story is in the great West.
There is plenty of exciting action in which the
wives and sweethearts of the soldiers take con-
spicuous parts.

MEN OF THE MOSS-HAGS, by S. R. Crockett.
The strong presentation of Scottish life gives

a delightful charm to this story. Full of

strength and charm.

MY MERRY ROCKHURST, by Agnes and
Egerton Castle.

Being some episodes in the life of Viscount
Rockhurst. a friend of King Charles the Second,
and at one time constable of His Majesty's
Tower of London.

PAUL: A HERALD OFTHE CROSS, by Florence
Morse Kingsley.

This vivid and picturesque narrative of the
life and times of Paul brilliantly portrays the

Great Apostle of Christianity.

THE PRIDE OF JENNICO, by Agnes and Egerton
Castle.
A stirring, brilliant and dashing story that

is almost bewitching in its romanic theme.

lilt I tr
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'-i Our Price for Any One of these Books is SO Cents!
TV. SHUTTLE, by Frances Hodgson Burnett,

tory of an American girl who rescues her
from the ruins of her marriage to an

shman of title. As a study of American
ifihood. anil as a love story. The Shuttle

|s alone in literature. 512 pages.

A DOONE, by R. D. Blackmore.
10 has not heard of Lorna Doone? It is a
that will liv^ forever. The edition of this

is the most expensive ever made. It is

8% inches in size, bound in cloth, with
ative cover of floral design and coloreil

Printed on smooth wove paper, and em-
lied with over 250 drawings, initial letters.

land tail pieces, T').3 pages. Evei-y copy is

Iked in an ornamental box.

ilkN, an Interpretation, by Lafcadio Hearn.
thousand books have been written about

• in, but this is one of the rarely precious
O/xes which opens the door to an intimate
jintance with the wonderful people who

bhand the attention of the world to-day. 549

tiiH
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* CROSSING, by Winston Churchill.
describes the battle of Fort Moultrie and

^British fleet in the harbor of Charleston,
tbiazing of the Kentucky wilderness, the
dition of Clark into Illinois, the beginning
vilization along the Ohio and Mississippi.

^^ the opposition against Washington and the
'*ral Government, t; illustrations. 598 pages.

•''•-N PATTY WENT TO COLLEGE, by Jean
Webster.
bright, whimsical and thoroughly entertain-

ll tory. To any woman who has enjoyed the
^liures of a college life this book cannot fail

•*!j ni

to bring back many sweet recollections : and to

those who have not been to college the wit.

lightness, and charm of Patty are sure to be no
less delightful. 6 illustrations. 280 pages.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE GREY-HORSE
TROOP, by Hamlin Garland.

The hero is an American army oflScer who is

detailed to act as Indian Agent at a Western
Reservation. There is life in it. and human
nature, and the still primitive West, which its

author knows and interprets so well. 415 pages.

ABRAHAM UNCOLN, THE BOY AND THE
MAN, by James Morgan.

Lincoln's early struggles, the striving for an

education which seemed impossible to obtain,

his business failures and many wanderings, his

defeats and victories as a lawyer, all these are

told impartially and vividly. The story should

be an education and an inspiration to every

one who reads it. 23 illustrations, 435 pages.

DR. ELLEN, by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins.
A story of life in the California Sierras.

Doctor Ellen is a medical practitioner with

plenty of character, who. for a sufficiently com-

pelling reason, sacrifices her future to retire to

a mountain village. The story of her struggle

against adverse conditions and of the man who
came into her life is dramatic an<l has absorb-

ing interest. 280 pages.

LAVENDER AND OLD LACE, by Myrtle Reed.

The story centres around the coming of love

to two young people on the staff of a news-

paper, and it is one of the prettiest, sweetest

and quaintest love stories in the language. A
suitable gift for any member of the family.

2fi7 pages.

THE FAIR GOD. by Lew Wallace.
A tale of the conquest of Mexico and defeat

of Montezuma by Cortes. Considered superior

to Ben Hur. As a dazzling picture of Mexico
and the idol worshipping people, it leaves noth-

ing to be desired. 8 illustrations. 586 pages.

DEBORAH, by James M. Ludlow.
A tale of the times of Judas Maccabaeus.

Deborah is herself a noble and striking figure,

and adventures she undergoes in aiding the

cause of Judas Maccabaeus. the "banner of

God." are many and thrilling. 406 pages. 4

illustrations.

ELEANOR LEE, by Margaret E. Sangster.

A story of a man's redemption through a

wife's love. Its characters are every-day human
folk. A picture of wedded bliss that goes

straight to the heart of evei-y one who has

known the meaning of love or home. 322 pages.

PATHFINDERS OF THE WEST, by Agnes C.

Laut.
The thrilling story of the young adventurers

who sacrificed all earthly possessions to the

enthusiasm of discovery and made their way
among the Indians twelve years before Mar-
quette or Joliet had thought of visiting these

regions. A fine historical novel. 380 pages,

6 illustrations.

BLACK ROCK, by Ralph Connor.

A tale of the Selkirks. Sweet, true and whole-

some, here is a story so delightfully fresh and

different it makes all better for the reading.

Tastefully printed, bound in best silk cloth,

with elaborate cover design and encased in

ornamental box. 270 pages. 8 illustrations.

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM, by Kate
Douglas Wiggin.

Rebecca is a favorite in the hearts of the

thousands. Native wit and the wholesome
charm of untrammeled American girlhood
brighten every page. Rebecca is the book of

books, bright, laughable and lovable. This quaint
figure wins new hearts every day. 327 pages.

HANS BRINKER ; OR, THE SILVER SKATES,
by Mary Mapes Dodge.

A story of life in Holland. It is earnest,

simple, yet it has all the glow of bright wit. It

is alive with incident, and adorned with useful

facts. There are 8 specially drawn illustrations

by H. K. Cranmer. 313 pages. Beautiful inlay

cover in gold and colors of a scene in Holland.

Encased in an ornamental box.

A SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, by Mrs. L. T.

Meade.

This writer knows the heart and mind of
girlhood better perhaps than any living writer.

Her keen insight, and her wonderful portrayal

of sweet girl characters lend a rare charm to

her books. This is a charming story well worth
reading. Beautifully bound, handsome picture

cover in colors, packed in attractive bo.x. 305

pages.

LOVE IS THE SUM OF IT ALL, by George
Cary Eggleston.

This is a plantation romance, sweet, vigorous

and real : just the kind of a story to read for

clean, beautiful recreation. It is a beautiful

book, handsome cover, well bound. 6 superb
drawings, 387 pages.

Ihc Christian Herald Book Department, Bible House, New York
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The Companion is larger because there is an increase in contents equal to 400 pages of standard

magazine size— better because every new volume of The Companion has to be an improvement on

the one behind. A staff of experts will write for the paper's new departments.

For the

BOYS

For the

GIRLS

For the

FAMILY

Expert advice on summer and winter

Athletic Sports and Pastimes ; Encoun-
ters with Indians; Fishing and Hunting
Exploits; Handy Contrivances for the

Young Mechanic.

Stories of Girls who have made their

own way; Stories of Obscure Heroines;

Stories of Every-Day Girls at Home
or in College; Careers for Girls; Use-

ful Hints.

Practical Short Articles about Domestic
Management in the House and Garden
—everything that can be of help in

making home more comfortable, more
beautiful.

Fifty-two weekly issues filled to overflowing with the Best Reading contributed by more than 300 writers—many of them
world-famous for their achievements in statesmanship, science, letters— men w^ho have travelled far and wide, women
who can hold you spellbound by their stories, young men who have experienced strange and perilous adventures.

GLORIOUS STORIES
FOR EVERY AGE

Stories that hold the interest,

Stories of Pluck, Stories of

Good Fortune, Stories of School
and College, Athletics, etc.

THE NOTES ON SCIENCE
AND CURRENT EVENTS 50 POPULAR PAPERS BY

FAMOUS WRITERS

These give in a nutshell all

the important news of the
world— political, scientific, in-

dustrial and biographical.

These Papers take one into the
workshop and the laboratory,

into remote corners of the world
with intrepid explorers.

THE DOCTOR'S WEEKLY
HEALTH ARTICLE s

ERIAL STORIES ALL THE
YEAR THROUGH 2000 BITS OF WIT

AND WISDOM
Practical advice for preserving
the health and suggestions for

emergency remedies when a
doctor is not within instant call.

These Serials are chosen to
please girls and boys, men and
women. They are of the widest
variety in scene and action.

They include humorous thumb-
nail sketches, odd happenings,
bits of biography and history,

the best selections of miscellany.

ALL THE REMAINING ISSUES FOR 1910 FREE

HOW
TO GET
THEM

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER who at once cuts out and sends this slip (or mentions this publication) with $1.75
for the 52 weeks of The Youth's Companion for 1911 will receive FREE

ALL THE ISSUES FOR THE REMAINING WEEKS OF 1910 from the time the subscription is received, including
the Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday Numbers.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION ART CALENDAR FOR 1911—lithographed in twelve colors and gold.

THEN THE YOUTH'S COMPANION FOR THE 52 WEEKS OF 1911—reading equivalent to twenty-seven 300-page
volumes ordinarily costing $1.50 each. vc 114
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Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

T. R. H., Beverly, Mass. Why do boats float

and people sink in water?

Because the specific gravity of wiiod is much
lighter than that of water, while the body is

only a very little liRhter, and this is counter-

acted by the movements of limbs which obtrude

above the water, with the result that an addi-

tional weight is put upon the trunk of the body,

causing it to sink.

L. M. S., Hamburg, Pa. 1. When did the

Russo-Japanese War occur? 2. Name the

members of President Taft's cabinet.

1. February, 1901, to September, 1905. 2.

Philander C. Knox, SecretaiT of State : Frank-

lin MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury

;

Jacob M. Dickinson. Secretary of War : Richard

A. Ballinger, Secretary of the Interior ; George

von L. Meyer, Secretary of the Navy : James
Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture ; Frank H.

Hitchcock. Postmaster-General ; George W.
Wickersham. Attorney-General ; Charles Nagel,

Secretary of Commerce and Labor.

P. O. M., Newtown, Conn. What does "Leb-

anon" mean ?

"The white mountain."

F. R., Mt. Vernon, S. D. How do writers get

their books published? Do the publishers

buy the manuscript of the writers and
bring them out at their own expense? Or
do writers pay publishers to bring them
out?

The wise writer studies the catalogues of

diff'erent publishers to find out which bring out

books of the kind he has written. Then he

submits his book to one or several of them. If

the publisher likes it, he will publish it, offer-

ing the writer a percentage (usually about 10

or 15 per cent. ) of the profits. Often he

prefers to buy the MS. outright, paying a lump
sum. If no publisher can see any advantage

for himself in publishing a particular book, the

writer will have to pay out of his own pocket

the expenses of its publication.

H. P. H., Hunter's Point, N. Y. Of what is

benzine composed ?

It is a compound of carbon and hydrogen.

A. L. F., Providence, R. I. Will you kindly in-

form me when the first Indian war oc-

curred in this country?

In 1622 the Indians massacred the whites in

Virginia and the settlers had several severe

skirmishes with them. The first war with the

Indians in New England was the one waged
against the Pequots by the English in 1637.

The Pequots were wiped out of existence. In

1643 came the first Indian war in New York,
when the Dutch massacred the Indians at
Hackensack.

T. M., Newbury, Mass. From what language
do we derive our word bishop, and what
was its original meaning?

It comes from the Greek word eijiscopos,

meaning an overseer. It was given to in-

spectors in the city of Athens.

P. X., Harrisburg, Pa. Is the quadrant a
modern invention?

No ; the solar quadrant was invented about
290 B.C. The astronomers of Arabia under
the Caliphs in 995 A.D. had a quadrant twenty-
eight feet eight inches in radius. These were
used for measuring altitudes. Davis' quadrant,

ior_ measuring angles, was invented a!)Out 1600;

Halley's quadrant about 1731.

M. E. P., Richmond, Va. When was the M. E.

Church South separated fiom the M. E.

Church North?

The M. E. Church in America originated in

1766, and was formally organized in 1784 by
Bishop Coke. The M. E. Church South was
forme<l in 1845 by a division from the original

body, in accordance with the resolutions of

General Conference held in New York. May,
1844. It adopted the discipline of the M. E.

Church, comprehending the doctrines and entire

moral, ecclesiastical and economical rules and
regulations, except only such verbal alterations

in the discipline as might be necessary to a
distinct organization and to take the name of

the Methodist Episcopal Church South.

A. L., Bridgeport, Conn. When and by whom
was the bicycle invented ?

A velocipede, a kind of bicycle, was invented

by Blanchard about 1779 ; at least it is de-

scribed in the Joiirnnl of Paris, July 27 of

that year.

M. B. R. 1. When were cannon first made in

the United States? 2. Did the Americans
at the time of the war for indevjendence

have to get cannon abroad ?

1. Cannon were cast Ijy Henry Leonard at

Lynn, Mass., in 1647, and one year later they
]

were made at Orr's foundry in Bridgemastcr

Continued on hi.ft coliunn

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
Money-Saving Combinations

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD takes great pleasure in offering these Special

Combinations to its thousands of readers. The Clubs are, we believe, the

cheapest on the market, and it will certainly pay you to order your maga-
zines through us. With each order we will send our 1911 Calendar, in colors, and
a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. The magazines may be sent to one or different

addresses, as preferred. Be sure to give us complete instructions when you send
your order. These Special Prices are good for both new and renewal subscriptions

:

AMERICAN BOY. . . .(Regular Price) $1.00
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, " " $1.50
COSMOPOLITAN, ... " " $1.00
DELINEATOR " " $1.00
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. " " $1.25
HARPER'S BAZAR, . . " " $1.25

HAMPTON'S, . .

LITTLE FOLKS, .

McCLURE'S. . . .

PEARSON'S, . . .

WORLD EVANGEL.
WORLD TO-DAY,

(Regular Price) $1.50
. " " $1.00
. " " $1.50
, " " $1.50
, " " $1.00
. " " $1.50

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, (Regular Price) $1.50

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 1 Magazine in above table, $2.00

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 2 Magazines in above table, $2.65

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 3 Magazines in above table, $3.30

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD . , ($1.50 a Year) )
SEND US ONLY

1^^ REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year) V $3*00
And Any One Other Magazine On This Page . . . / For ALL THREE

For MODERN PRISCILLA (Fancywork—Monthly), add 50c. to any Combination.
For FARM JOURNAL 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25c. to any Combination.

Foreign Postage Extra. Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.

THE LIFE WORK OF LOUIS KLOPSCH, fully described elsewhere in this issue, can be had in

connection with any of these Combinations by adding 50 cents to the advertised price of the Combination.

Eight Books for $1.00 Additional

!

Here are Eight Handsome Books that are really needed
this remarkable offer that The Christian Herald makes

every home. They have just been written and prepared for
to you—an offer that actually places these eight volumes in

your home for almo^ nothing I Each book is 4 x 6
inches in size, nicely printed and bound in vellum de
luxe cloth. The titles are:

1. Practical Suggestions for Mother and Housewife
2. Helpful Talks With Girls
3. Entertainments for Home, Church and School
4. How to Speak and Write Correctly
5. H;indy Man' s Manual of Facta and Figures
C. Healthful Sports for I oys
7. Business Hints for M^n and Women
8. Marvels of Modern Science

l^'BI There is a book for every member of the Family.
Almost every subject of interest has been covered in

such a practical way that these books are really En-
cyclopedias of the Home. They are so different from
any books now on the market that we know you will

be immensely pleased with them.

This great set of books is not for sale. It has been
prepared to interest old and new subscribers in this

greatest of weeklies for Chnsiian Homes. There is

only one way to secure these valuable, necessary
books, that are new and up-to-date in every fact,

every suggestion, every helpful word.

Here is Our Offer

:

We will send The Christian Herald from now
until the end of 1911, and our beautiful 1911
Calendar, together with the Eight Books, entitled
" The Christian Herald Home Library," all

shipping charges prepaid.^all for only $2.50. if

you do not desire the whole set complete we will

send as many or as few as you want. Simply add
20 cents for each volume you order to the regular
subscription price ($1.50) of The Christian
Herald. Each of these striking books is complete
in itself. They are especially desirable as Holiday
Presents.

Another Way to Get Them
Or, if you prefer to accept one of the special

magazine combination offers advertised above, you
may also have the Eight Books in this new "Christian Herald Home Library " by adding $1 .00 to your remit-

tance. Or, you may have as many or as few books in this Library as you want by adding 20 cents for each volume
selected to the advertised price of the offer you accept. The books will be sent prepaid, undamaged delivery guaranteed.

Our 1911 Calendar with Every Order
The Cafendar has been exquisitely finished by an absolutely new photogravure process, and it is one of the

first color paintings ever reproduced in this manner. The colors are rich and perfectly blended. The baby is pictured

against a background of a soft, shimmering orange; the beautiful pale-blue bows
give a delightful contrast that produces a i>erfect composition; and the radiance of

a rose-like complexion, a charming pink and white combination so typical of health

and happiness, have been so faithfully retained that they melt and shade one into

another in absolute harmony. The miniature half-tone shown here is incapable,

of course, of conveying any adequate idea of the Calendar itself, which is 14 x 18
inches in size, printed on heavy de luxe stock, a dream of artistic perfection.

Think of the good old memories this little baby would awaken in your home

—

memories of the time when those near and dear to you were chubby little ones.

The Calendar will be prized by the whole family. It' is free with each new and
renewal subscription.

Photogravure ot Dr. Klopscli—FREE
We v^nll also send a photogravure portrait of the late Dr. Klopsch, one of the world's
greatest and moA dearly beloved philanthropists. You all know of Dr. Klopsch.
and you are sure to welcome this opportunity to obtain a good picture of this Ceding
man in order to perpetuate his memory in your own home. Address your orders to

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 150 Bible House, New York

^ur Mail-Bag
Continued from first column

in the same State. 2. There were quite
large number of cannon in the possession cl

the patriots, as it was the custom in almoil
every seaport town and some interior towns t|
have one or more as pulilic property. Son
were captured from English military posts anl
l)roliably some were lirought from France aftt|
the outbreak of the war.

L. H., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. From wh^
do we get our word "puppet." speaking (

an easily influenced person ?

It comes from the Italian word puppi, whic
was used to designate small figures moved
strings.

A. M. W., Fairview, O. What part shoulj
retired pastor or his family take ii

church work of the congregation
which he was formerly pastor? Sho
they be expected to entertain supplies
come to fill the pulpit? Should the
tired pastor be expected to contribut^
the support of the present pastor?

A pastor who loves his work will never
his spiritual activities while health and o
tunity permit. Even if he be retired from'th
pastorate, he will still take pleasure in render
ing aid in the church work wherever possibU
and in giving counsel if so desired. It would no
be out of place for him to entertain supplier
if his circumstances permitted, and even t
contribute; Imth of these, however, must de
pond upon his financial ability. He would h
under no compulsion to do this, but it would h
looked upon as very gracious if it lay within hi
power to show his patriarchal interest in hi
former flock and in his pastoral successor.

Miscellaneous
Subscriber. Greeley, Colo. Over 4,000(00

slaves just prior to the Civil War.
Mrs. J. L., New York. Write to McDowell

316 Sixth Avenue, New York City.

S. A. B., Pittsburg, Pa. We believe thep
IS such an institution. Write to Secretary
Christian and Missionary Alliance, New Yor|
City, for information.

Mrs. L. L. W., Wilmington, N. C. Anne „.
Austria was so called because she was daughtel
of Philip III. of Spain, who sprang from thl
loyal house of Austria.

Anxious, A. P., Canada. You have repentel
and made efforts at restitution. Devote thl
money to some worthy charitable cause. ll
will then burden your conscience no longer.

Mrs. S. S. J., Hollywood, Calif. If youj
tank is galvanized iron—that is, iron coatej
with tin by the galvai.ic process—and then in,

mersed in a zinc bath, it will be suitable for
water reservoir ; but if it has not been properU
galvanized and is merely the common she!
iron of commerce, usually called tin, it will bl
unsuitable, as it will cause oxidation and rendcjl
water unfit for use.

W. R. J., Carmen, Okla. We can do n|
more than give the gist of the best orthodo|
.'scholarship on the subject. Prophecy is .

field which affords ample room for investigal
tion and there will always be many differinj
opinions.' "Babylon" is used in three senses!
i. c, as the historic city or the Babylonian nal
lion

; as the Roman power, and lastly as th|
forces of sin anywhere. We have no sympathi
whatever with the fanatical sect mentioned ij
your letter. We believe the Church is

divinely ordained institution and deserving o|
the fullest support God's people can give it.

H. K. B. B., Hayden, Md. 1. The passage „-,
plies that Timothy was physically weak. Paul
however, did not have to contend with th(
curse of intemperance, as we know it nowaday4
If he had, then he probably would never hav
given such advice. 2. The "thorn in the flesh,

some commentators assume, was sore eyes, bu
this is mere conjecture. It may have been an
one of fifty different things. 3. Question n('

suflSciently clear. 4. Ahab was one of Israel'

wicked kings, the weakest of all her monarch^
The besetting sin of his reign was idolatr.v

.See his history in I. Kings, chapter.s K! to T^

He was slain in battle.

WE THANK THEE

WE thank thee, oh our Father,

For blessings of to-day ;

For friends who help and cheer us
Along cur earthly way.

We ask that we, oh Father,
May grow more thankful still.

Until our lives are moulded
Into thy perfect will

;

Until our circle gathers

—

Earth's parting scenes all o'er

—

To hold a glad reunion.

Thankful forever more.

Mrs. Maky B. Wingate.
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TTTHILE you in America are putting on

Wl heavier clothes to ward off the chill No-
» » vember winds, and are going into spasms

if excitement over the election returns, and are

5oking forward to the Thanksgiving turkey, we in

he Land of the White Elephant are having a

airly comfortable time with the thermometer rang-

ng no higher or lower than it should with our now
omewhat Orientalized ideas on climate. As for

olitical interests, we have had a change of rulers,

'ut in the only way such a transference of author-

ty can 'take place here—that is, by the hand of

eath. Probably no one class of peo-

le in this land of canals, wats and
•lephants will miss the late ruler more
'han the Europeans who have made
heir home in Siam, and especially in

^Sangkok. King Chulalongkorn was
(S much an Englishman in his ideas
ind way of life as it is ever possible

lOr an Asiatic to be, and this was
irgely due to the fact that he early
jarned the English tongue, and to his

.isits to India and Great Britain.

: English influence is still dominant
n Siam, and will so continue, for the

ew ruler and nine of his brothers
rere educated in English schools, and
re quite like English lads of the same
ge. All of these are possessors of as

iiany names as their late father, but
ortunately not even their next of kin

:re required to use more than a section

f them at a time. The late king's full

ame was Phra Bat Somdeth Phra
'aramindr Maha Chulalongkorn Phra
;hula Chum Klo Chow Yu Hua, and
his does not include his titles. A wag
a Bombay saw it in the paper when
he ruler was visiting that city and
/as being received by the British offi-

ials, and passed it over to a young
rish subaltern with the challenge that
le pronounce it. The young fellow
ioked at it a moment and then handed
t back. He said he was not long
nough winded, but he was sure he
ould play it on the garrison club piano
f the instrument were a couple of
etaves longer. The king's uncle,
owever, who was also a Prince High
'riest, had for one name alone the fol-

5wing collection of letters: Pawarat-
awariyalongkaun. Any one who can
et through this and not flat one of the
otes has lived a long time where he
an look out of the window and see the
ilded peak of a wat or temple shim-
lering in the equatorial sun.
Besides sending his sons to English

chools, he encouraged the higher no-
ility to send theirs to French, German
nd English universities. Education in

is own country was fostered and some

of the most prominent men in Siamese affairs to-day

were trained at home.
One of the most interesting ceremonies of the

installation in authority of the new sovereign was
the oath of fealty taken by the nobles of Siam. They
finished by drinking his health, we should call it, in

water, stirred previously with spears, swords and
pistols.

The late king introduced as early as 1881 a tele-

graph line twenty-five miles long for his personal
use, and two years later he had cable connection
with the entire world by the station at Saigon. His

Photographed by a missionary for Ihe Christian Herald

The Faniily Elephant in Siam

trips to Europe made him dissatisfied with his

palace, and he built another, the Chakr Kri Maha
Prosat, which is a most remarkable structure. It

has combined in its walls almost every style of

architecture known to Europe, but above this con-

glomeration of the Classic, the Gothic, the Renais-

sance, and a few others, rises the characteristic roof

of Siam.
Chulalongkorn abolished slavery soon after his

accession, though this did not do away with a sys-

tem of debtor slavery which did not seem to be very
unpopular among those who found themselves in the

power of some master through its op-
eration. The entire legal system has
been undergoing revision. For a few
years the king had at Bangkok a dis-

tinguished professor of law from Har-
vard University. He died a short
time ago, greatly to the regret of the
king and of the American university of

which he had been one of the leading
teachers.
The work of the missionary in Siam

has been going on for many years and
the results are gratifying.
At Nan there is a missionary station

which is doing much to improve the
moral and spiritual condition of the
entire section. Dr. and Mrs. Taylor
have charge of the church, and also of
a school for girls. Besides doing ef-

fective preaching, they are capable
instructors and administrators. Rev.
M. B. Palmer has charge of the boys'
school. Mrs. Palmer is his efficient aid.

Recently the new Governor's Bridge
was opened—a costly structure for this

country. It is about two miles from
Nan and the entire Palmer clan rode
out on an elephant to see the cere-

monies—a very comfortable way unless

this houseboat on four legs can get
its trunk into a pool, when umbrellas
would hardly keep off the deluge.

About fifty wild elephants are cap-
tured near Nan every year, and are
trained in the vicinity. Although this

is called the Land of the White Ele-

phant a true albino tusker is a great
rarity ; the whitest they have is merely
light colored or spotted. The so-called

white elephant is only a little lighter

than the ordinary tusker. One of the

most satisfactory to the Siamese in

recent years was a light brown, with
some white hairs on the back. There
are records, however, which show that

probably real white elephants have
been caught. Back in the eighties a
European circus came to Bangkok with
a white elephant, but the paint came
off, and there was much public indig-

nation. B. R.

Bangkok, Siam.
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THE pumpkin enjoys a unique position among
the indispensable adjuncts of the Thanks-

giving season, inasmuch as it has a dual sig-

niricance at this joyous time, combining the useful

and the ornamental to an extent not equaled by any

of the other bounties of nature that go to make
Thanksgiving an occasion of feasting as well as a

A Moment of Joyful Anticipation

festival for the acknowledgment of gratitude to

Providence. Moreover, the seeming appropriate-

ness of the pumpkin to the general atmosphere in

the afternoon of the year gives it a certain promi-

nence throughout the entire autumn, although the

climax waits upon the national holiday.

To realize that the pumpkin all but overshadows

the fowl which becomes for this one day our national

bird it is only necessary to pause

and reflect that as Thanksgiving
approaches we think of the turkey,

the celery, the cranberry sauce

and most of the other complements
of the Thanksgiving dinner table

only with reference to their cul-

inary attributes. With the festive

pumpkin the case is quite differ-

ent. While in no sense scorning

its mission as an article of food

we are wont to acclaim also its

value as a decorative factor. With
its generous outline and glowing
well-rounded surface it seems to

typify as nothing else can the ful-

ness of the mature year. So in-

stinctively does it fit into every
mental picture symbolic of the

Thanksgiving period that, together
with the shock of cornstalks, it

has come into recognition every-

where as the ideal emblem of the

harvest season. Churches and
schools especially make use of it

in the decorations incident to

special services at this season of

the year and no color scheme could

prove more effective.

While considering its function

in filling the eye as the insignia of

the prosperity of the waning sea-

son we should not overlook its

virtues as an article of food. The
people of some other countries are

ever expressing wonder at the uni-

versal penchant of Americans for pie, but there

would be no surprise, but praise instead, if these

prejudiced aliens could really know the full joys of

the Yankee pumpkin pie. Every imported delicacy

suffers by comparison—not even the vaunted Eng-

lish plum-pudding can hold a candle to this master-

piece of New World cookery. Some self-constituted

authonities try to tell us every now and then that

the old-fashioned New England pumpkin pie is a

lost art; but few people—certainly none of the rising

generation—take such laments seriously.

Speaking of New England in connection with

pumpkins it may be recalled that more than once

during the past century persons of prominence have

suggested that the pumpkin be selected as the em-

blem of this section of the Union. In support of

the suggestion it is pointed out that nowhere else

does the pumpkin thrive as in the New England
cornfields; and, moreover, the pumpkin was one of

the first fruits utilized by the Pilgrims who landed

at Plymouth to ward off starvation during their

first terrible winters in the new land.

Despite the fact that the pumpkin in all its forms
has found its fullest meed of popular appreciation

in the United States, it is by no means certain that

the plant had its first home on this continent. Some
authorities claim that it did, and produce evidence

to show that the aborigines of North America
planted it among their maize. Others contend that

it is of Asiatic origin and still others point out that

pumpkins have been cultivated either as a curiosity

or as an article of food in England since the year
1570. Even to-day we have not a monopoly of

pumpkin culture. The orange-hued orbs of joy are

grown in various European countries, notably in

France, where the market gardeners in the vicinity

of Paris go to the trouble of sowing their pumpkin
seeds in April in a hotbed under glass and nurture
them carefully until they are ti-ansplanted in May.
From the standpoint of the thrifty American

housewife not the least of the virtues of the pump-
kin is found in the fact that it is one of the few

articles of food that has not appreciably advanced i

cost in this era of high prices. There is probabl

not a large city in the country where a pumpkin c

the largest size cannot be purchased for fifty t\M

sixty cents, and in some markets tiny pumpkins-W"
large enough to make a couple of pies—can be hs'

as low as four or five cents. In some sections

s

\wt

Making Pumpkin Pies by the Dozen in the Open

TOPICS ©F IHTEIRIEST THIROUGInlOUT TUK 'WOIRIL.O

A Good Crop of Pie Material

the country the squash, which belongs to the san( yj
family as the pumpkin, vies with the latter as "fi)

ing" for pies, but no lover of the good old-fashion«

pumpkin pie, the kind that mother used to maki jtk

will accept the squash substitute without a protes

Though the American people consume such
unaccountable aggregate of pumpkins every autum
we have in this country no tillers of the soil wl

make a specialty of raising pum:
kins, as they would celery >

apples or even melons. There <

no "pumpkin king" and no "pum
kin belt," because pumpkins a.

i-aised in pretty much all parts
the country. Every truck ga
dener has some of the vines san'

wiched in among his other gro>
ing fruits, grains and vegef^ble
and it is an exceptional farmi
who doesn't plant pumpkins e

tensively in his cornfields, if wi
no other thought than to provii

food for his stock. Once plante *
however, little attention is b
stowed upon this product fro|

the time the rough-leaved viii

appear above ground until t! ,

globular gleams of gold are sa'
^'f

peeping out from among tl

withered cornstalks. Though oi

farmers pay so little attention <

pumpkin raising, we lead t.

world in production as we do
consumption of the fruit. N *•'','

only does the aggregate of t! »'

Yankee pumpkin crop overshadc !
anything of the kind abroai "'

Uncle Sam is ahead also in tl <™

individual bulk of his crop. Tl

champion pumpkin to date wi

one grown in Colorado a few ya
ago, which measured five f(

across and weighed 386 pouiK

Waldon Fawcett,

ka

\i

—The first Socialist who will sit in Congress has just been

elected in Wisconsin. He is Victor L. Berger of Milwaukee.

The Socialists in Milwaukee County elected their entire ticket

by pluralities ranging from 3,000 to 7,000.

—Field-Marshal Lord Kitchener has gone to Egypt in an-

ticipation of troubles in the Sudan. A native revolt, it is said,

may be expected soon. It is surmised that Egyptian Nationalists

are fomenting the movement, looking forward to a simultaneous

rising in Egypt.

—American bankers are looking to Panama as a field of

operation for their enterprise. It is very probable that in a

few weeks several American institutions will be opened in the

little republic. It depends on the next Panama assembly en-

acting suitable banking laws for the safeguarding of foreign

interests.

—A NOVEL sentence has just been pronounced by a Kansas

City Solomon. "Break rock for one hundred days or go to

church every Sunday for six months," was the ultimatum de-

livered by the President of the Board of Public Welfare to three

boys who had been convicted of throwing eggs at pedestrians.

The boys have chosen to attend church regularly.

—A PLOT to assassinate the Emperor of Japan has been un-

earthed and twenty-six conspirators—including one woman,
wife of the leader—have been found guilty. The court has
recommended the "severest" punishment, therefore it is ex-
pected all will undergo the death penalty.

—The cholera scare is causing American and English tour-

ists to steer clear of Rome and its neighborhood. Italian hotels

and boarding houses are suffering from loss of patronage. Most
of the familiar resorts and amusement places are deserted.
Trades people are complaining bitterly in face of the fact that
the scare has been so magnified as to ruin their business.

—Violent scenes were witnessed in the streets of the City

of Mexico last week, when crowds of students paraded the prin-

cipal thoroughfares, hooting, howling and wrecking the places

of business of American residents. The Stars and Stripes

were desecrated, the flag being torn into shreds, spat upon and
trampled in the dust. Americans on the streets were insulted
and assaulted. Street cars were stoned and windows smashed.
The disgraceful orgies were occasioned by the bitter comments
of the Mexican press on the lynching of a Mexican, Antonio

Rodriguez, in Texas on November 3. Mexico has made demai

on the United States for reparation and indemnity for

lynching of Rodriguez. An effort will be made to punish the

who insulted the American flag.

—The recent election had an interesting result in the Sti

of Washington in giving ratification to the Woman Suffra

amendment to the State Constitution. This amendment, i

which every county gave a majority, will become a law as so

as the governor acts. Under it, at least 130,000 worn

throughout the State will be added to the electorate. T

State Equal Suffrage Association has issued a proclamati

setting apart November 24 as a day of thanksgiving for t

newly enfranchised women.

—Serious rioting has taken place in the Rhondda valley. Sou

Wales, in connection with a heavy strike of the coal mine

Most of the disturbance centred around the Glamorgan r

near Tonypandy, where the manager of the mine and a score

engineers, clerks and stokers were attacked by the men, wh

operating the engines so as to keep the pumps going '"'"''

that the mine might not be flooded. Police and troops fina

restored order, but not until much damage was done.
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TE was not Mike at first; he was

—J only the Millionaire—a young
i -^ millionaire who sat in a wheel

(lir on the pier waiting for tlie boat.

]• had turned his coat-collar up to

I 'jat out the wind, and his hatbrim
(wn to shut out the sun. For the

lae being he was alone. He had sent

1; attendant back for a forgotten

JDk.

It was Thanksgiving, but the IMil-

Inaire was not thankful. He was
•,t thinking of what he had, but of

•lat he wanted. He wanted his old

:.-ength of limb, and his old freedom
^%- im pain. True, the doctors had

, \. id that he might have them again in

Jl* ine, but he wanted them now. He
fly jinted the Girl, also. He would have

J^ r, to be sure, that very evening; but
' ; wanted her now.

The girl had been very sweet and
ntle about it, but she had been firm.

5 he could recollect it, their conver-
tion had run something like this:

"But I want you myself, all day."
"But, Billy, don't you see? I prom-
jd; besides, I ought to do it. I am
e president of the club. If I shirk
sponsibility, what can I expect the
hers to do?"
;"But I need you just as much—yes,

ore—than those poor families."

'"Oh, Billy, how can you say that,

hen they are so very poor, and when
'ery one of them is the proud kind
at would simply rather starve than

«) after their turkey and things!
hat's why we girls take them to them,
on't you see?"
"Oh, yes, I see. I see that I don't

punt. It couldn't be expected that I'd

junt— now!" And he patted the
utches at his side.

I

It was despicable in him, and he
lew it. But he said it. He could

!e her eyes now, all hurt and sorrow-
il as she went away. . . And so

lis morning he sat waiting for the

')at, a long lonely day in prospect in

is bungalow on the island, while be-

ind him he had left the dearest girl

,1 the v/orld, who, with other petted

rlings of wealth and luxury, was to

Sstribute Thanksgiving baskets to the
Dor.

, Not that his day needed to be lonely.

[e knew that. A dozen friends stood

sady and anxious to supply him with
good dinner and plenty of compan-
nship. But he would have none of

em. As if he wanted a Thanksgiv-
ig dinner!
And thus alone he waited in the

'heel chair; and how he abhorred it

—

flat chair—which was not strange,
erhaps, considering the automobile
at he loved. Since the accident,

owever, his injured back had forbid-

en the speed and jar of motor cars,

llowing only the .slow but exasperat-

pg safety of crutches and a wheel
mair. To-day even that seemed denied
.im, for the man who wheeled his chair
jid not come.
' "With a frown the Millionaire twisted
.imself about and looked behind him.
t was near the time for the boat to

tart, and there would not be another
lor three hours. From the street hur-
sied a jostling throng of men, women,
.nd children. Longingly the Million-

\ire watched them. He had no mind
!0 spend the next three hours where he
was. If he could be pushed on to the

•toat, he would trust to luck for the

ftther side. With his still weak left

inn he could not propel himself, but if

le could find some one
Twice, with one of the newspapers

hat lay in his lap, he made a feeble

ittempt to attract attention ; but the

Vlillionaire was used to commanding,
lOt begging, and his action passed un-
loticed. He saw then in the crowd
;he face of a friend, and with a de-

#« ipairing gesture he waved the paper
*W igain. But the friend passed by

jnheeding. What happened then was
!0 entirely unexpected that the Mil-

ionaire fell back in his chair dumb
A^ith amazement.

By ELEANOR H. PORTER

Ojb
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"Here, Mike, ye ain't on ter yer job.

Youse can't sell nuttin' dat way,"
scoffed a friendly voice. "Here, now
watch!" And before the Millionaire
could collect his wits he saw the four
papers he had bought that morning to

help beguile a dreary day, snatched
into the grimy hands of a small boy
and promptly made off with.
The man's angry word of remon-

strance died on his lips. The boy was
darting in and out of the crowd, shout-
ing "Poiper, here's yer poiper!" at the
top of his voice. Nor did he return
until the last pair of feet had crossed
the gangplank. Then in triumph he
hurried back to the waiting man in the
wheel chair and dropped into his lap
a tiny heap of coppers.

"Sold out, pardner! Dat's what we

He would not have believed that a
turned-up collar, a turned-down soft

hat, and a few jerks of a newspaper
could have made such a metamorphose.

"Youse'll catch on in no time now,
pardner," resumed the boy, soothingly,

"an' I'm mighty glad I was here ter set

ye goin'. Sure, I sells poipers meself,

I does, an' I knows how 'tis. Don't
look so flabbergasted. 'Tain't nuttin'.

Shucks! hain't fellers what's pardners
oughter do a turn fur 'todder?"
The Millionaire bit his lip. He had

intended to offer money to this boy,
but with his gaze on that glowing
countenance, he knew that he could
not. He had come suddenly face to

face with something for which his

gold could not pay.
"T'thank you," he stammered em-

"Watching a slip of a girl wheeling herself back and forth"

be," he crowed delightedly. "Sold out!"

"But—but—I—you " gasped the

man.
"Aw, furgit it!

—'twan't nuttin',"

disdained the boy, airily. "Ye see,

youse got ter holler."

"To—to 'holler'!"

"Sure, Mike, or ye can't sell nuttin'.

I been a-watchin' ye, an' I see right off

ye wa'n't on ter yer job. Why, pard-

ner, ye can't sell poipers like ye was
shellin' out free sody-checks at a pic-

nic. Youse got ter yell at 'em, an

git dere 'tention. 'Course, ye can't run

like I can,"—his voice softened awk-

wardly as his eyes fell to the crutches

at the man's side—"but ye can holler,

an' not jest set dere a-shakin' 'em easy

at 'em, like ye did a minute ago. Dat
ain't no way ter sell poipers!"

With a half-smothered exclamation

the Millionaire fell back in his chair.

He knew now that he was not a mil-

lionaire, but a "Mike" to the boy. He
was not William Seymore Haynes, but

a cripple selling papers for a living.

barrassedly. "You—you were very
kind." He paused, and gazed nerv-

ously back toward the street. "I—

I

was expecting some one. We were
going to take that boat."

"No! Was ye? An' he didn't show
? Say, now, dat's tough—an'up

T'anksgivin', too!

"As if I cared for Thanksgiving!"
The words came tense with bitterness.

"Aw, come now, furgit it!" There
was a look of real concern on the boy's

face. "Dat ain't no way ter talk. It's

T'anksgivin'!"
"Yes, I know—for some." The lips

snapped shut grimly.
"Aw, come off! Never mind if yer

pal didn't show up. Dere's odders;

dere's me now. Tell ye what, youse
come home wid me. Dere won't be no
boat now fur a heap o' time, an' I'm

goin' ter T'anksgive. Come on ! 'Tain't

fur. I'll wheel ye."

The man stared frankly.

"Er—thank you," he murmured,
with an odd little laugh; "but "

"Shucks! 'Course ye can. What be

ye goin' ter do?—set here? What's
the use o' mopin' like dis when youso
got a invite out ter T'anksgivin'? An'
ye better catch, it while it's goin', too.

Ye see, some days I couldn't ask ye

—

not grub enough; but I can ter-day.

We got a s'prise comin'."

"Indeed!" The tone was abstracted,

almost irritable; but the boy ignored

this.

"Sure! It's a dinner—a T'anks-

givin' dinner bringed in to us. Now
ain't ye comin'?"
"A dinner, did you say?—brought to

you?"
"Yeaup!"
"Who brings it?"
"A lady what comes ter see me an'

Kitty, sometimes; an' she's a peach-
erino, she is! She said she'd bring
it."

"Do you know—her name?" The
words came a little breathlessly.

"You bet! Why, she's our friend, I

tell ye! Her name is Miss Daisy
Carrolton; dat's what 'tis."

The man relaxed in his chair. It

was the dearest girl in the world.
"Say, ain't ye comin'?" urged the

boy, anxiously.
"Coming? Of course I'm coming,"

cried the man, with sudden energy.
"Just catch hold of that chair back
there, lad, and you'll see."

"Say, now, dat's sumpin' like,"

crowed the boy, as he briskly started

the chair. 'Tain't fur, ye know."
Neither the boy nor the Millionaire

talked much on the way. The boy was
busy with his task; the man, with his

thoughts. Just why he was doing this

thing was not clear even to the man
himself. He suspected it was because
of the girl. He could fancy her face
when she should find that it was to him
she was bringing her turkey dinner!
He roused himself with a start. The
boy was speaking.
"My! but I'm glad I stopped an'

watched ye tryin' ter sell yer poipers.

T'ink o' youse a-settin' dere all dis

time a-waitin' fur dat boat—an'

T'anksgivin', too! An' don't ye worry
none. Ma an' Kitty'll be right glad
ter see ye. 'Tain't often we can have
comp'ny. It's 'most allers us what's
takin' t'ings give ter us—not givin'

ourselves."
"Oh," replied the man, uncertainly.

"Is—is that so?"
With a distinct shock it had come

to the Millionaire that he was not
merely the disgruntled lover planning
a little prank to tease the dearest girl

in the world. He was the honored
guest of a family who were rejoicing

that it was in their power to give a
lonely cripple a Thanksgiving dinner.

His face grew red at the thought.
"Ugh-uh. An', oh, I say, what is

yer name, pardner?" went on the boy.
" 'Course I called ye 'Mike,' but "

"Then suppose you still call me
'Mike,' " retorted the man, nervously
wondering if he could play the part.

He caught a glimpse of the beaming
face of his benefactor—and decided

that he must play it.

"A' right, den; an' here we be," an-

nounced the boy in triumph, stopping
before a flight of steps that led to a
basement door.

With the aid of his crutches the man
descended the steps. Behind him came
the boy with the chair. At the foot

the boy flung wide the door and es-

corted his guest through a dark,

evil-smelling hallway, into a kitchen

beyond.
"Ma! Kitty! look a-here!" he shout-

ed, leaving the chair, and springing

into the room. "I've bringed home
comp'ny ter dinner. Dis is Mike. He
was sellin' poipers down ter de dock,

an' he lost his boat. I told him ter

come on here an' eat wid us. I knowed
what was comin', ye see!"

"Why, yes, indeed, of course," flut-

tered a wan-faced little woman, plainly

trying not to look surprised. "Sit

Continued on page 1097
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Rev. Charles M. Sheldon

WE are living in an age of criticism; an age

of dissection; and, in many ways, an age

of complaint. There is only a thin edge

between honest criticism and bitter faultfinding, and
many men, newspapers and
pulpits have slipped over the

edge and are simply chronic

wailers. I picked up six

magazines the other day
from the news stand and
found leading articles in

every one of them finding

fault with the Church, the

Sunday School, and the En-
deavor Society. There was
a minimum of honest criti-

cism and a maximum of

bitter faultfinding in all of

the articles.

Nevertheless it is a paradox that the world is-

getting better, and in the midst of all this flood of

faultfinding and criticism we who are Christian

people need to realize the fact that

Christianity is doing things; that it

is leavening the lump; and we have
a right to assert what is a fact

—

that the Church is not a failure; the

Sunday School is not obsolete; the

Endeavor Societies are not dying
out; the Bible is not discarded;

We need to learn to sing a new
song to Jehovah. We have twanged
the old harp of pessimism long
enough. We have criticized every-

thing in the country from the gov-
ernment up to the home and the
Church, and there is almost nothing
left now to find fault with except
the sun, moon and stars, which
many men seem to think they could
improve on with a few days' prac-
tice. This is not to say that much
of the probing and light-throwing
has not been of great value. It is

simply saying that we can go on
letting in the light, investigating
conditions, bettering them, and at

the same time keep optimistic.

The new song which the world
ought to learn to sing to the praise
of Jehovah at the Thanksgiving
time is the song of praise for what
God has done through the powerful
influence of Jesus Christ. Consider
what we have in the world to-day
in the way of tremendous forces for
righteousness and goodness which
Paul never knew.

Paul never saw an organized
church such as civilization sees to-

day. It was absolutely unknown to

him. Paul never saw a Sunday
School in action. We have in the
world to-day nearly thirty million

people studying the Bible regularly
in organized Bible classes. Paul
never saw a genuine organized
Christian home as we know it.

There were beautiful homes no
doubt amongst the Jewish people
and occasionally some among the
heathen nations, but such a home as
any minister can call up at once
among the people of his own parish was practically
unknown to Paul and the men of his time. Paul
never saw a republic. Our republic is bad enough
in many ways, but it is infinitely better than a
tyrannical monarchy such as Paul was born into.

Paul never saw a public school. The public school
is the direct fruit of the teachings of Christ.

Paul never saw the printing press. There is much
that is bad about the newspaper life of the world,
and evil publications of all kinds, but on the whole
the world is infinitely better off for the printed page,
the thing that Paul never saw. Paul never knew of
the Young People's Endeavor Society. Young men
and women were never organized to work together
as they are to-day. Paul never heard of the Young
Men's Christian Association or Young Woman's
Christian Association. There was not a single tem-
perance organization in the world during Paul's
lifetime. The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union was unheard of. The Anti-Saloon League
and the Woman's Temperance Union have been
simply the church in action in America, shaping at

the same time towards what will finally be national

prohibition. Paul never knew anything about pub-

lic institutions for the relief of all kinds of trouble.

Provident Associations in the great cities. Salvation

Armies, juvenile courts. State institutions for the

insane, the blind, the deaf, the dumb, paralytic, in-

capable old men and women, friendless people—all

these were absolutely unknown to the Roman Em-
pire. Paul never saw a hospital in action for the

relief of all kinds of physical diseases.

Paul never saw a labor organization. There are

many evil things about labor organizations, but on
the whole labor has been helped and will be helped

more and more by the union of labor for its own
good. There were no reform movements in the time
of Paul that amounted to anything. The Christian
management of prisons and jails was unknown to

Paul. In one of our great Western States to-day,
the warden of a great penitentiary is a great big-

hearted Christian man. He is not appointed as a
reward for political services, but because he is a
great lover of men. That was absolutely unknown

By ROSE C. WEBB

n^HANKSQIVING Day! What
-* rapture thrills

The heart of every blessed boy
Who, knowing not life's cares nor ills,

Its pleasures truly can enjoy

!

What glirripses through that pantry door

He gets!—no nearer dare he stand;

'Tis from afar with longings sore,

He views the wealth of promised

land;

With what glad eagerness he waits

The approaching feast, the gladsome

sound

Of chattering tongues and clattering

plates,

When all that festive board surround !

Thanksgiving Day ! In Mother's cheek
There blooms a rose not seen for years

;

And father's step seems not so weak.

And smiles have banished all their

tears;

For God has heard their earnest prayers,

And sent their boy, the wanderer,

home;
Has whispered, "Son, God loves and

cares,

No more in sin and darkness roam."
And so the merry feast goes on.

And loving hearts forget past pain;

Forget all things, save that their son.

Their wandering boy, is home again !

Thanksgiving Day ! The pearly gates

Are opened wide ; with welcome sweet

The loving Father there awaits

A pilgrim old, with weary feet

;

" Dear child, thou hast much need for

rest!

Life's cares and sorrows now are o'er

;

Lean thou thy head upon my breast

And weary thou shalt be no more,

Nor lonely ; for thy loved ones here

Are waiting for thee, while they sing,

With thankful hearts and voices clear,

Hosannas to thy Lord and King I

"

* Pastor, Central ConKresrational Church, Topeka, Kan. Text:
Ps. 149:1. "SinK unto the Lord a new song."

in the time of Paul. Countless reform movements
have sprung up all over the country for better mu-
nicipal life, for the care of the city, and for the
betterment of its entire organization. This was
totally unknown to the rulers whom Paul knew.

Paul never heard of a co-operative business.
We have many instances of such business in
this country and in the world. Paul never at-
tended a peace conference. It is impossible to
imagine the emperor of Rome sending out an
invitation to the governors of his provinces ask-
ing them to come together and discuss measures
looking towards peace. Imagine the emperor Ti-
berius or Nero writing letters to all of the governors
of provinces to come together and discuss better
agriculture, the conservation of the forests, or the
opening up of water ways for the people! Imagine
the Roman emperor calling a convention to discuss
the matter of child labor ! Paul never saw a health
department at work. Imagine again the Roman
emperor calling a congress to discuss the question
of tuberculosis, or imagine the governors of his
provinces demanding legislation on the milk ques-
tion, or passing a law to provide pure food for the
people

! Paul never saw a social settlement like the

one in Chicago over which Jane Addams presi
Paul never saw a missionaxy society like the An
ican Board or the British Missionary Society.

As a matter of fact there is not a single clasi

poor, dependent, disabled, needy humanity a
where in our civilization to-day which does not h
some church or philanthropic society looking a]

its interests. Even the daily press, which is

the most part owned and controlled by men who
not devoutly Christian men, and who are in

business avowedly for the making of money thro
their newspapers, are so surrounded by the spirit

Christianity that they are being used unconscior
to themselves for furtherance of reform movemei
We need to sing a new song to Jehovah when

count up what Christianity has added to the wc
in the following ideas and ideals. These have b
a matter of growth as the centuries have come
and the wonder of it is that these ideas and id
have come to stay and are distinctively Christil
They do not belong to any other religion in the saj

sense. Let any one try to put a new idea into
world, one that is going to live,

see how difficult it is.

Christianity has brought into
world this tremendous fact, wh!
the world is beginning to grai

that God is love. This is not in

creed of Buddha or Mohammed.
is essentially Christian.

Christianity has brought into
world the tremendous value of li

Jesus came to give life abundan
and he is. giving it. Individu
communities, States, nations,
beginning to legislate and think a
act for the life of the people. L
is more sacred each century tha;

was in the preceding century.
Christianity has not only adi

to the value of all kinds of life,

mother is worth more to the thoug
of the world than she used to

The artist is beginning to real
that his work rightly done is divi

So is the singer. 'The man who wo:
with tools is beginning to get t

vision of the great divinity of lab
The clerk working for a great ra
road is getting some glimpse of t

'

tremendous value of his daily woi
The farmer is seeing that he is c

ing more than raising crops for
much a ton. He is not only a bre:

winner, but a bread maker, feedii

the world so that it may do its woi
The servant in the house in sor

cases is getting a vision of his gre
value to the world. This is all di

to Christ.

Jesus brought into the world n
only the idea of the value of 2

kinds of life, but of all kinds '

men. Jesus saw in the dying ro

ber the resplendent opportunity (

the redeemed soul. Christianity
beginning to see that all kinds 4
men are of infinite value— blai

and white, brown and yellow—

a

other words, Christianity is breJ
ing down caste spirit. We need
learn the tremendous fact that if a
who are engaged in dirty laboil

taking away the garbage, cleaning the streets, livirij

in dangerous and filthy places, were suddenly t

cease, and no one else could be found to take thei

places, our civilization would rush down in ruii

We are all dependent on the dirty, disagreeabl
work of the world to maintain literally anything lik

a decent civilization.
|

Christianity has brought into the world the lov|

of children that did not exist before. It does no;

exist now in un-Christian lands. Christianity ha
given the world the thought of the sacredness
woman. In India, the home of Buddhism, what ha
it done for woman? In Turkey, the home of Mo
hammedanism, what has it done for woman? On<

of the finest tests of a religion is its answer to this

question. The dignity of womanhood, the sacred
ness of it, spring from Christian, not from pagai
practices. Christianity has brought into the work
the thought of the greatness of sin, which did noi

once exist. It has also together with that broughl
in the thought of the greatness of forgiveness.
Another idea which Christianity alone has broughl

into the world is a sense of brotherhood. Some oi

the great sins of the world die slowly. Men in oui

Continued on next page
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The World's New Song
of Praise
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[lurches who are otherwise good men
lo not learn until late in life the lesson

f brotherhood. The spirit of revenge
Iso, and all hatred of men dies out of

<ie world slowly. Nevertheless the
:>nse of brotherhood has come into the
orld and can not go out again. Some
iie has said that one of the greatest
'afinitions of a Christian is this: "A
ihristian is a man who loves people
9 does not like."

Christianity has given to the world
thought of personal indignation at

'j irong. Imagine the emperor at Rome
I

letting personally indignant over the
.'ourging and killing of a slave at
.lexandria, or the rubbing out of a
nild's life in the rice fields near Cairo,
r the bitterness of some poor wretch
1 one of the dungeons in his own cap-
'al! This feeling of personal indig-
'ation at wrong is at the hearts of
hristian people to-day so that if there
suffering among the men who gather
jbber for the rubber trust, over on
le Kongo, men and women in England
nd America, who never saw the poor
retch who had his foot cut off because
s could not gather his proportion of
jbber, feel indignant at it and take
';eps to put an end to it. This is

Christian and does not belong to other
jligions.

Christianity has brought into the
orld a passion to improve its physical
fe. Sanitation of the world, pure
)od laws, healthful surroundings in

ictories, decent and reasonable hours
f labor, new and improyed methods of
irgery, legislation guarding the pur-
lase of food, are all products of
hristian thought. They do not be-
ing to pagan countries and never did.

hristianity has brought into the world
longing for righteousness. It is not
lough to keep out of jail; one ought
I be walking away from it as fast as
i can. This hunger and thirst for
ghteousness is a product of Christian
aching. Christianity has brought
ito the world five great ideals: first,

le Christian home; second, a Chris-
an Church; third, a Christian school;
)urth, the Christian State; and fifth.

Christian press. These are the five

reat factors of civilization.

. Christianity has brought into the
|orld the ambition to save the whole
iOrld. Imagine the emperor of Rome
.anting to save the world! Imagine
ny man anywhere in Paul's time with

. passion to save the world ! Imagine
cerates wanting to save the world,
his ambition to save the world is

hristian.

Christianity has brought into the
orld the emphasis on the spiritual as
impared with the physical. It has
rought into the world eternal hope
ler against despair, and it has
rought into the world a knowledge of
le future so that men can live and do
|ieir work knowing it is only the be-
inning of a tremendous life here-
fter.

Let us sing a new song to Jehovah

—

,ie song of optimism, the song of
iraise for what has been done. Jesus
lid: "If I be lifted up from the earth
^will draw all men unto me." After
(Vo thousantl years since he said it, he
~ not being disappointed. The world
;
being drawn up to him. Men and

_omen who are Christians .have apolo-
ized too much and too long within
leir own organizations. Let us stop
Jr fault finding, our criticism of the
lost splendid things in the world, ex-
:Jpt as we criticize them to better
lem. No man has a right to knock
T the head of an angel on a cathedral
^less he can carve a better one to put
I its place. The most .splendid things
e have in civilization are vot failures,
^merica is full of Christian homes,
* splendid churches, of great Sunday
chools, of magnificent Young Men's
hristian Associations, splendidly
luipped public school teachers and
>llege teachers, great crowds of hon-
5t, true, pure young men and women
• the Endeavor and other societies.

Continued on last column

LINKED UP WITH GOD gy Rev. J. M. Farrar. P.P.f

FEAR John Knox's prayers more than an army of 10,000
men." Why did Mary, Queen of Scots, fear the prayers of

John Knox? Because he was linked up with God and had
power. What do I mean by being linked up with God? An anchor
is made of strong links and one end of the chain is fastened to the
ship. On the other end of the chain is a double hook. When the
anchor is thrown out it takes hold upon the rocks in the sea and
holds the ship. The ship is linked up with the rocks, and is there-
fore safe. We are linked up with God, who is called the "Rock of
Ages." God has given us an anchor which is called "Hope," and
when we throw this anchor out into our troubles it takes hold of
God and we are safe.

Advent is one of your new words and last week you learned its

meaning. During this season of Advent you should pray without
ceasing so that all the good blessings of the Christmas time may
come to you. The Bible tells of wonderful things done by prayer.
Prayer opened the Red Sea; brought water gushing out of the dry
rock. Prayer made the sun stand still. But you must not think that the
power of prayer came to an end when the Bible was written. If

God were writing his Bible to-day he could tell of wonderful things
done by prayer in our own age. Here is one of them.

HUDSON TAYLOR was a man of great faith in God. When he
first went out as a missionary to China it was in a sailing vessel.

Very close to the shores of a cannibal island the ship was becalmed,
and it was slowly drifting shoreward, and the savages were eagerly
anticipating a feast. The captain came to Mr. Taylor and besought
him to pray for the help of God.

"I will," said Taylor, "provided you set your sails to catch the
breeze." The captain declined to make himself a laughing stock by
unfurling sails in a dead calm. Taylor said : "I will not undertake
to pray for the vessel unless you will prepare the sails." And it

was done. While engaged in prayer there was a knock at the door
of his stateroom.
"Who is there?"
The captain's voice responded, "Are you still praying for wind?"
"Yes."
"Well," said the captain, "you'd better stop praying, for we have

more wind than we can well manage." And sure enough, when but
a hundred yards from shore a strong wind had struck the sails of

the boat so that the cannibals were cheated out of their human prey.

I
CAN almost hear some one say: "We pray, but our prayers just

go out from us, and we do not see the one to whom we pray; how
can we know whether any one hears us?"
A short time ago one of my boys had a birthday. On the morning

of this day I wanted to speak to him and to give him my best wishes.

I went to a telegraph office and wrote what I wanted to say on a
piece of paper. The telegraph officer took it and said that the mes-
sage would be delivered in a few minutes. I was standing by a
window from which I could see the Atlantic Ocean and I knew that

my boy was in his ofTice from the window of which he could see the

Pacific Ocean. The telegraph operator made a little machine say

"Tick-tick," and told me that the message had gone. Now how
did I know whether my son would receive these ticks or not? I had
faith and believed that that telegraph operator was linked up with
another telegraph operator in that far-away city. But you say that

does not prove that my message was received. That is true, but

later on I got the proof. It came in a message stating that my con-

gratulations had been received. The proof, you see, was in the

answer. The first time you pray to God and receive an answer to

your prayer you will have proof that you are linked up with God
and that God can and will answer your prayer.

OUR text says, "Pray without ceasing." Some of you are think-

ing how it is possible to pray without ceasing. We must have

time to play and time to eat and time to talk to our friends. As
you always expect a story I shall let the story answer your question.

It is a story of how a little girl prayed without ceasing. "When I

first open my eyes in the morning I pray: Lord, open the eyes of my
understanding; and while I am dressing I pray that I may be clothed

with the robe of righteousness; and when I have washed, I ask for

a washing of regeneration; and as I begin to work, I pray that I

may have strength equal to my day; when I begin to kindle up the

fire, I pray that God will kindle a fire of love in my soul. And as I

sweep my room, I pray that my heart may be cleansed of all im-

purities; and while preparing and partaking of breakfast, I desire

to be fed from the hidden manna and the sincere milk of the word

;

and as I am busy with the little children I look up to God as my
Father and pray for the spirit of adoption, that I may be his child;

and so on all day, everything I do furnishes me with a thought for

prayer."
Pray without ceasing. Be "linked up" with God. Do your best

and some one will finish all that you begin. Commit to memory
these verses by Whittier:

others shall sins the song :

Others shall right the wrong ;

Finish what I begin.

And all I fail of win.

* Pastor First Reformed Church. Brooklyn. N.

What matter, I or they.

Mine or another's day ;

So the right word be said.

And life the sweeter made?

The World's New Song
of Praise

Continued from first column

The newspapers publish the sin of
the world. If all the papers of New
York would publish all the good things
done in New York every day they
would not have paper enough to record
them. There are ten thousand more
good things done in New York every
day than bad things. The same is true
of Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston and
all of our great cities. "Let us sing
a new song unto the Lord." The
world is being saved. God is not going
to be disappointed. Jesus is seeing of
the travail of his soul and is going to
be satisfied. "Sing a new song .unto
Jehovah"; "for the Lord God Omnipo-
tent reigneth." And the world is go-
ing to be saved; not lost.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

Home in the Dark
[When Sidney Porter (O. Henry) was dying,

a nurse came into the room and began to turn
down the light. He looked at her smiling and
said, "Let it alone, nurse ; I do not want to go
home in the dark."]

INTO the chamber of death she came softly.
And on her wet lashes there trembled a tear ;

She reached out her hand to turn the light lower.
For she knew he was dying, the end drawing

near.

Gently he spoke as her hand touched the burner.
And his fading eyes glowed with a last, tender

spark
As smiling he whispered, "Leave it alone, dear,

I do not want to go home in the dark."

There's sunshine and shade on life's checkered
pathway.

And smiling and tears on our way to the
tomb ;

An Eden may blossom to-day, while to-morrow
Some night-shrouded Calv'ry may wrap us in

gloom ;

But a hand there will lead us, and keep the
light burning ;

If we hold our faith steadfast and true to the
mark ;

And hope at the last put a lamp in our chamber.
Nor leave us alone to "Go home in the dark."

F. A. Phelps.

Mayesville In^itute's Loss

EMMA WILSON of Mayesville In-

dustrial Institute, Mayesville, S.C,
writes to The Christian Herald: "On
November 2 our barn was burned with
all its contents, including one hundred
two-horse wagon-loads of forage fod-
der, pea-vine hay, food oats, forty
bushels of seed oats that we were pre-
paring to plant, all of our cotton seed,
a portion of our corn, and all of our
farm implements except one plow. A
valuable horse perished. A conserva-
tive estimate places our loss at $1,800.
I am at my wits' end to know what to
do. We had no insurance on the barn,
so our loss is total. The Christian
Herald readers have done much for
Mayesville already. Will they not help
us in our present straits? We must
have another barn and more farm
implements, and we must have feed for
our stock for the winter."

Anvil Sparks
. .Nothing succeeds like salvation.

..A man can doubt the truth until

he will actually believe it a lie.

. .When a man's sins find him out
only his best friends try to find him in.

. .About the best that can be said of
some people is that nothing can be said

about them—either good or bad.

. . The rural mail-carrier in pro-
hibition States knows the temperance
people on his route by the kind of mail
they do not get.

. . Many a working man would get
more good out of his Sundays if he did

not draw his Saturday night's pay un-
til Monday morning.

. . The man who forgets to be thank-
ful on Thanksgiving Day may be the

very man who has been getting more
than his share out of all the other days.

. .Only a really good man can im-
press another really good man with his

goodness, without pretending that he
is good. W. J. B.
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Hon. Judson Harmon
Democrat, Ohio

Hon. A. O. Eberhardt
Republican, ^rinnt-e^ola

Hon. Hiram Johnson
Reimblican, California

Hon. Simeon Baldwin

Democrat, Connecticut

Hon. John A. Dix

Democrat, New York

Hon. Woodrow Wilson

Democrat, New Jersey

Hon. R. S. Vesey
liepublicaii, South Dakota

IN 15 out of 27 States in which State tickets were
cKosen on November 8, the Democrats won. They

carried 12 of the Northern and Western States

which usually go Republican. In the Sixty-second
Congress they will have a majority of 56 in the
House and a gain of 8 seats, if not more, in the

Senate. They will elect the next speaker, to suc-

ceed Mr. Cannon. Should they combine with the
"insurgent" Republican Senators, they may be able

to control both branches of the national legislature.

This extensive political overturn was not unex-
pected, but it brought many surprises when it act-

ually happened. Perhaps it astonished none so

much asjt did the politicians themselves. In Penn-
sylvania, John K. Tener (Republican) was chosen
governor by about 20,000 plurality, and the usually
heavy Republican majorities were cut down greatly.

Tennessee for the first time in many years elected a
Republican, Benjamin W. Hooper (Fusion) for
governor. West Virginia elected a Democratic leg-

islature and a Democrat will succeed Nathan B.
Scott in the United States Senate. Montana is

claimed by both parties. California elected Hiram
W. Johnson (Republican) governor by 50,000 plur-
ality, the battle being conducted on State rather than
party issues. Massachusetts gave Eugene N. Foss
(Democrat) for governor 33,000 plurality; but the
rest of the ticket was beaten. Connecticut gave
Simeon E. Baldwin (Democrat) for governor 3,500
plurality. New Jersey elected that distinguished
scholar, Dr. Woodrow Wilson (Democrat), governor
by 45,000 plurality, after a notable campaign. In
Ohio, Judson Harmon (Democrat) was chosen gov-
ernor by over 75,000 plurality and the entire Dem-
ocratic State ticket, except Attorney-General, was
elected. Indiana's legislatui-e is close, the Demo-
crats, however, electing their State ticket by plurali-
ties ranging from 5,000 to 20,000. It was claimed
that Senator Beveridge (Republican) would
not return to the United States Senate. An-
other doubtful State is Iowa, in which both sides
claim the governor. In Kansas, Walter R. Stubbs
(Republican), for governor, has 10,000 plurality.
National interest centred on the battle in New

York, in which Mr. Roosevelt's personal influence
had been a prominent factor. John A. Dix (Dem-
ocrat) and the entire State ticket (with probably
one exception) were elected by pluralities which
surprised even the politicians themselves. Ordinarily
the Empire State, outside of the city proper, gives
a Republican plurality of 100,000 or over; but there
was a "landslide" which cut this down in almost all

the rural districts, while the city gave its normal
Democratic majorities. The result was the election
of Dix for governor by 69,316 plurality in the State.
His plurality in the metropolis v/as 105,081. For
the first time in sixteen years the Democrats are in
control in New York State. The legislature is Dem-
ocratic by 25 majority on joint ballot and will choose
a Democrat to succeed Chauncey M. Depew. The
Democrats will also gain 6 Congressmen. It is
estimated that 100,000 Republicans abstained from
voting.
Other governors elected were : Alabama, Emmett

n)©1P .lecttloim^
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O'Neal (Democrat) ; Colorado, John B. Stephen
(Republican) ; Idaho, James H. Hawley (Demo-
crat), plurality, 1,000; Michigan, Chase S. Osborn
(Republican) ; Minnesota, Adolph 0. Eberhardt
(Republican), plurality, 40,000; Nebraska, Chester
H. Aldrich (Republican), plurality, 12,000; Nevada,
Denver S. Dickerson (Democrat) ; New Hampshire,
Robert P. Bass (Republican), plurality, 7,000;
North Dakota, John Burke (Democrat), plurality,

1,000; Oklahoma, Lee Cruce (Democrat), plurality,

20,000; Oregon, Oswald West (Democrat), plurality,

2,500; Rhode Island, Aram J. Pothier (Republican),
plurality, 903; South Carolina, C. L. Blease (Demo-
crat) ; South Dakota, Robert S. Vesey (Republi-
can); Texas, 0. B. Colquitt (Democrat), plurality,

120,000; Wisconsin, Francis E. M'Govern (Repub-
lican), plurality, 25,000; Wyoming, Joseph M.
Carey (Democrat).

Keep Abreast of the Times

EVENTS are moving rapidly in this day and gen-
eration, and if you really desire to be considered

well informed you must take some periodical which
has a world view, is up-to-date and unbiased, and is

able to keep its readers abreast of the times. Fre-
quent comment has been made on the fact that The
Christian Herald gets the story of important
events before its readers while these events are the
absorbing topics of interest. With its great re-
sources for securing facts it has made itself the
News-Weekly of the entire country, and it is able to
inform you thoroughly on what really happens in a
concise and readable way.

Often a great event, which will affect thousands,
occurs after the paper has gone to press, and we
decide that our readers must have an account of it.

Time and expense are not considered, the presses are
stopped, a new page is inserted and hardly have you
read a short and garbled newspaper account before
you receive one brimful of information in what is

justly called the Leading Family Weekly. The word
"leading" is no misnomer. More times than not we
have had the story printed from three days to a
week ahead of any other weekly in America. We
have been able to do this because we have a large
corps of special correspondents scattered all over
the world and living in every country, and they send
us at once news, often by telegraph and cable, of
earthquakes, floods, revolutions and other events
which occur in their districts. If it is of paramount
importance we send a writer of note to see things for
our readers. When the Messina earthquake oc-
curred, we cabled an American of note in Switzer-
land to go at once to the scene. In a few hours he
was in Italy and reached Calabria on the government
relief ship. His wonderful stories from Messina
are fresh in most of our readers' minds. That was
only one of many instances.
That our illustrations are equally up to date with

the articles and among the first from event to reader
is another fact which should influence you when you
are about to subscribe or to renew your subscription.

Hon. E. N. Foss

1 >emociat, Massac'husetts

W. Hooper

Tennessee

, K. Tener

, Pennsylvania



i ,ynn, Mass.,

lanor" was
pots of old

^

'-^^LARENCE FITCH was of an old

New England family. His pa-
v^ temal emigrant ancestor, Dea-

on Zachary Fitch, had settled in

in 1633. The "Fitch
one of the renowned
Reading. Here Clar-

nce was born, and spent his childhood

ays in rural nature. When arriving

I suitable age his parents sent him
way to be fitted for college. A beau-

iful day in September found Clar-

nce somewhat downhearted as to the

ew situation. His heart was not in

he work before him, and it seemed to

,im as if it must be lead, as he slowly

ndeavored to unpack his trunk amid
he new surroundings. His eyes

3oked suspiciously red, and the plain

ruth was that he was unmistakably
lomesick, this being his fii-st ventui'e

iway from home. At first he

vas greatly delighted to be al-

owed to come to Alden Manor,
I boys' boarding school, but now
hat he was there he wished that

le was home again. He felt that

le could never stay—never; he

nust go home. His desire for

in education had passed away,
le wished to see mother, father

ind the rest, and last, but not

east, to breathe the autumn air

if the pine-covered hills of the

»wn of his fathers. The old

lome had captured his ambition.
"Who could study with such a

ump choking him?" he said to

limself. "I can't, and I don't

lelieve any one could."

He gave a heavy sigh and the
lot tears filled his deep blue

yes and rolled down his cheeks,

ut he grabbed his handkei'chief
nd hastily wiped them away as

;here came a rap at the door.
Come in," he called, and in

alked a slender boy, who
greeted him with a plea-sant

"Good afternoon." "Good after-
noon," Clarence responded, "if it

is afternoon. I thought it was
midnight; it seemed so," and he
smiled grimly.
The boy who entered the room

hvas oli^ervant and quick-witted,
consequently he knew by the
trace of tears and the remarli
about "midnierht" that Clarence
was homesick.

"I'm Samuel Webster," ho
said by way of introduction,
"and I know how you feel, and
I'm sorry. But it will be lighter
^oon. Cheer up."

"I know it'll be 'lighter' soon

I
—I'm going home," was Clar-
ence's rejoinder as he arose from
his kneeling position, and, clos-

ing the trunk, sat down on it.

"Well," said Sam, "I'm glad
you have a home to go to. That's
more than I can claim. But I

hope you'll stay where you are
until vacation."
"Perhaps you've never been

homesick. There isn't any par-
ticular fun in it, I can tell you."
"You can't tell me anything I

don't know about homesickness,
but I can tell you."
"What? I'd like to know what."
"You have a home, haven't you?"
"Well, I guess so; and a pleasanter

one you couldn't find," was Clarence's
smiling reply.
"What made me feel so fearfully

homesick when I came here was the
fact that I didn't have any home. You
see, I was homesick—and still am

—

for what I'd had and lost."

Clarence regarded his caller with
surprise.

"What do you mean?" he asked.
"What became of your home?"

"It was all broken up. Mother died
and father went abroad. I was an
only child, so perhaps you can imagine
how sad and lonely I was. Before
father went away I came here. Every-
thing and everybody was strange, and
I really thought for a while I'd break

^y GILBERT PATTEN BROWN
Author of "The Blacksmith of Concord,

'

down. It seemed as if there was noth-
ing to look forward to—nothing; and
I wasn't as brave as I might have
been. I couldn't think of much else
except that mother was dead and that
I had no home. So, you see, I know
what it is to be homesick. Cheer up,
and let me help you unpack. You
ought to be willing to stay when you
know there's a home waiting for you."

Clarence jumped up from his trunk
and grasped Sam's hands in a close
clasp.

"I'm sorry for you, old fellow," he
said, "and I'll be glad to have you
help me get my things to rights; and

'Tales of the Forecastle, " etc.

sister, Beth. And it did him good to
hear about the horses and cows, chick-
ens and lambs. After Clarence's re-
cital of the country home and its in-
door and outdoor delights, Sam saw
it in a dream and awoke with a smile

on his face.

It was early in September when
Clarence came to Alden JManor. Early
in October—by mutual consent—the
two boys roomed together. Both were
doing well in their studies. Novem-
ber opened cold and stormy, and con-
tinued so. As the days passed on
there was a something in the air that
made most of the boys jubilant. It

"Mr. Gerrish met them with the big sleigh"

I'm greatly obliged to you for telling

me about your experience. It has done
me good. It's made me realize what
a calf I've been."
The boys were friends from that

moment. It did not take long for them
to unpack the trunk and arrange the
clothing in bureau and closet, and
then they had a talk which cheered
them both. Clarence, however, did
most of the talking, and with so in-

terested a listener, it did him good to

tell about the dear old country home.
To Sam it seemed like a beautiful
story, for, although he had never been
on a farm, he had longed to see one
ever since he could remember. It

made him feel good to hear about
Clarence's jolly father and his lovely
mother and pretty little golden-haired

was "Thanksgiving" — that day so
dear to all American hearts.
"Going home!" Going home!" This

was the theme most talked of.

.4s for Sam Webster, his heart, not-
withstanding his brave effort to "en-
dure what couldn't be cured," felt like

a lump of lead. Every boy at Alden
Manor except him was going hom.e to
spend Thanksgiving, and he was to
stay where he was—where, in fact,

he had already stayed for the two
other Thanksgivings since his mother
died. She, the "sainted woman of
Duxbury," had left a deep impression
on Sam's life.

It was a bitter cold evening just
three days before Thanksgiving, and
Sam sat in his room trying to study
a difficult lesson. But he found it up-

hill work. There was a mist over his
eyes so that he could not see the
letters. There was a hunger in his
heart that made him long to cry out
—a hunger for "home and mother."
From all the coming joy he was shut
out. Suddenly along the hall came
a quick step and Clarence came into

the room like a small cyclone, his eyes
alight, his face aglow. He flourished
an open letter before Sam's wonder-
ing eyes. The book was at once put
aside. "Have a seat, Clarence; take
my big m.ission rocker and make your-
self at home."
"Thank you, Sam," was the reply.
"What's the news?" asked Sam.
"You're going home with me, old

fellow," said Clarence, "and if you're
as glad about it as I am we'll weigh
in a great deal in gladness. Here's

what mother says : 'Bring along
the dear fellow; we'll all be
glad to see him. As for myself,
I think it safe to promise that
I will mother him to his heart's
content.' What do you think of
mother's message, Sam?"
Whatever Sam thought of

the delightful message, he
could not speak just then. His
lips quivered, his eyes became
misty.

"Well," said Clarence, "are
you going home with me?"

"I'd like to see the one who
would keep me from going, now
that I have a bid," Sam replied
huskily.
The next day was very cold.

Little studying was done by
either of the boys, and as the
shades of night came on they
were seen with their dress-suit
cases at the Reading station,
where Mr. Gerrish met them
with the big sleigh and a span
of fine horses. He greeted Sam
as if he were an old friend.
His arms were thrown about
him in hearty welcome. The
snow was falling fast and
blowing furiously, but stout-
hearted Sam did not care. The
warm greeting had made him
happier than he had been be-
fore since the old home was
broken up. The trio were warm
and comfortable under the big
buff'alo robes. They talked
and laughed while the horses
trotted swiftly of their own
accord, knowing that they were
going to home and shelter from
the storm. Sam did not think
they had possibly gone five

miles—the distance from Read-
ing station to the Fitch farm-
house— when Clarence called
out joyously: "Home! Home!"

Mr. Gerrish had seen service
in the War between the States
in the unpleasant days of 1861-
1865, and said to the gather-
ing: "This is a most happy
meeting. We boys of Joe
Hooker's corps did not receive
a warmer welcome when 'Fa-
ther Abe' mustered us out."
There was a barking of dogs,
and then a door opened, letting
out a flood of light, and then

there was a grand transformation
scene. Old Jake, a colored man, had
taken the horses, and Mr. Fitch and
his two boys were "within the doors."
Mrs. Fitch, a sweet-faced, lovely
woman, after giving her son a loving
greeting, began her promised "moth-
ering" of Samuel. "Dear boy," she
said, "I'm so glad you are here," and
she put her arms around him, kissing
his forehead. And then after the
mother's greeting little golden-haired
Beth held out her hands, shyly saying:
"God's good. Ma and I prayed every
day that he'd bring you home on
Thanksgiving Day."

"Kiss sister Beth, if you want to,"

laughed Clarence. "She's only a kid,
you know."

Continued on page 1096
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A Thanksgiving Greeting to Our Readers

r)EAR FRIENDS OF THE FAMILY CIR-
CLE : Our moit cordial greetings go out to

every member of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD house-

hold at this Thanksgiving season. Every one of you

we regard as a personal friend. Some have been with

us many years, while others are comparatively new-

comers ; but we are glad to have you all alike as sharers

in those adivities that have made this journal the greatest

Family Weekly in the world.

Under the direction of Dr. Klopsch, who enjoyed

the privilege of your friendship and confidence for many

years, the closest bonds existed between the paper and

all of its readers. Their welfare was its highest concern.

We wish to assure you that all Dr. Klopsch's methods

are ours, and that his generous attitude toward THE
Christian Herald Family Circle will be faith-

fully continued by his successors, who labored by his

side from the beginning, and who remain to carry out

the high ideals for which this journal has always ^ood.

Every year sees our Family Circle grow larger. Over
330,000 American homes now welcome the weekly

visits of The Christian Herald. This year

we hope to see it climb to the half-million mark. You
can help us to accomplish this. Our greatest aim is to

make the paper a comfort and a joy to every one who
reads it, a true and faithful spiritual helper and a strong

ally of God's people everywhere. In creed and charac-

ter it is unchanged. It stands for an orthodox Gospel.

In all the essential features that go to make a live, up-

to-date, first-class Family Magazine it is to-day better

than ever. Remember, that in the volume of its reading

matter, apart h:om all advertising, THE CHRISTIAN
Herald for one year, equals eighteen monthly issues

of any leading American monthly magazine ! Besides,

its variety is infinitely greater than that of any other

weekly or monthly publication.

The Holiday Season brings greatly increased business

demands upon us. It is the time when a very large

proportion of our readers renew their subscriptions, and

within the next few weeks, they will be sending in their

renewals by thousands in every mail. At the same

time, many who read our outside advertisements will be

coming in as new subscribers. These two great streams

of subscribers, flowing in upon us simultaneously, would

seriously tax the managerial resources of almost any

other paper than THE CHRISTIAN HERALD.

Now, if you who already belong to the Family Circle

will co-operate with us this season, as you have always

done in the past, you can help us materially. You can

do this by sending in your renewals, together with your

premium orders, a little in advance. We have

always made it a rule to attend to the needs of our

Christian Herald Family first, so that none of

you should meet with delay or disappointment.

You will receive with next week's CHRISTIAN
Herald our colored Premium Supplement. You
will find in it many famously good things to intereft you

in the way of valuable Book Premiums, not forgetting

the beautifully illu^rated "LIFE-WORK OF DR.
KLOPSCH," which takes you clear round the globe

with him on his wonderful career of world-wide

philanthropy. We are confident you especially will wel-

come this splendid volume, which will be in universal

demand. You will be immensely pleased, too, with the

fine variety of other books suited to all tastes and ages,

and also with the Magazine Combinations which you can

choose from ; the very best of the famous monthlies are

there. Many of you will want The Outlool^, which

tells of the activities of that remarkable citizen. Colonel

Roosevelt. But we won't anticipate. As soon as you

receive the Supplement, ^vrite us at once, making

your choice. Whether you wish a book Premium or

not, please remember that you are entitled to our fine

photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, which you will esteem as

a precious souvenir, and you will also receive our beauti-

ful "Baby Calendar, " size 13^19 inches and printed

in many colors. These will be mailed to you immedi-

ately on receipt of your subscription. By renewing

ahead you will help us greatly in the dispatch of our

holiday business and will enable our clerks to avoid

errors due to ha^e. Of course, a renewal is from

the date of your expiry, no matter how long ahead you
may send it. You won't lose a single number by
anticipating; but you will do us a real service.

It was Dr. Klopsch's oft-repeated prayer that not one

familiar face might be missing from our Family Circle

when the renewal season came around. He always

regarded it as the season of Family Reunion. We will

esteem it a pleasure and an inspiration to have you, and
all the other members of the Circle, with us during the

coming year, that we may keep in frequent touch with

you, and have the benefit of your counsel, your hearty

association in the Lord's work, and your prayers.

We wish you all a very Happy Thanksgiving.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD.

After the Election

Now that the election, with its victories and
defeats, is a thing of the past, the average

American citizen is satisfied to accept the results

with philosophic good humor and leave to the poli-

ticians the dull and thankless task of conducting
the post-mortem on the careers that were rudely
snuffed out by the "landslide" of November 8.

Whether it was the tariff and the high cost of liv-

ing, or the New Nationalism, or the stormy
weather, or any one of a dozen other reasons which
induced a considerable number of sovereign voters

to change their views, or to stay away from the
polls on election day, may never be satisfactorily

decided. The one palpable fact evident to the un-
biased mind is that the American people exercised
their ancient, indisputable privilege of taking a
hand in national affairs and of setting things right

in their own way. When the people are con-

scientiously convinced that change is desirable, they

bring it about, regardless of partisanship. May
good come out of the upheaval. May it conduce to

purer politics in both parties, to better government,
State and civic, to stability in business, and to the
welfare and comfort of the whole country. And
may Divine wisdom guide the new incumbents, of
whatever party, and lead them in honor and right-
eousness to serve the highest interests of the nation.

The Churches and World-Peace

IT has been well said that if the so-called "Chris-
tian Powers " were to determine upon world-peace,

there would be an end of war. The churches are
taking up the question of arbitration in earnest. At
the Interdenominational Ministerial Conference
held in the Marble Collegiate Church in New York
City, a few days ago, resolutions were adopted urg-
ing a concerted movement among Christians every-
where for world-peace. Secretary Knox, of the State
Department, in a recent official statement declared

that the leading nations had made so favorable
j

response to the suggestion regarding arbitratioi

that he believed

a truly permanent court of arbitral justice, composed of judge
acting under a sense of judicial responsibility, representing th
various judicial systems of the world and capable of insurin
the continuity of arbitral jurisprudence, will be established i

the immediate future and that the Third Peace Conference wi;

find it in successful operation at The- Hague.

Here is an opportunity for the Christian ministr,
of America of all denominations to unite in develop
ing public sentiment favoring the cessation of wa|
and the establishment of an Arbitral Court of Na
tions with power to enforce its decisions. It is sug
gested that this should be the theme of their sermonl
on Christmas Sunday, and we heartily approve thl
proposition. There could be no more fitting timJ
for this than on the world's gladdest day—the annij
versary of the birth of the Prince of Peace.

The Spirit of Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Day stands out by itself on th(j

calendar. There is no other day with so man;
delightful associations and tender memories, no dajl

upon which the heart so spontaneously pours out itf|

grateful tribute to the Father above for all hi

goodness through the year. And this appliesj

equally to ourselves as a nation, as communities ani

as individuals. For peace within our borders, foil

generous harvests, for the health and welfare oij

our communities, we owe to God a debt of love am
gratitude which finds expression in prayer, praisi

and the festivities appropriate to the annual festival

of Thanksgiving. We are usually so much en
grossed with the active business of life as a natio;

that we leave too little time for reflection on tb
Divine goodness; yet every day we are surrounded!
by blessings. Sleeping and waking, on the farm,J

in the store, the office, the workshop, we are still the^

objects of His wondrous bounty and care. What-
ever reverses we encounter, he enables us to over-'

come them. So, while the passing year has had its

sorrows, we feel that the joys have outweighed them,
and that we are still God's debtors in thanks fori:

multitudinous blessings. Let us show our gratitude'

for all of these mercies by reaching out a helping
hand to others who have been less fortunate than
ourselves. Remember the poor at Thanksgiving

—

the sick, the destitute, the hungry, the unemployed.
In every community there are those to whom a
kindly word or a generous hospitality would bring a
real touch of the spirit of the festival. Pass on
your blessings. By so doing, you will make yourl

own heart the lighter, your own home the brighterj

and your own Thanksgiving table more enjoyable to

all who sit around it.
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The Samaritan Pentateuch
L T"R. ISAAC (standing at the right), a Samari-

KJl tan priest from Shechem, Palestine, son of
'-* the high priest of his people, is now in Eng-
nd on business relative to the proposed sale of this

ry ancient manuscript copy of the Pentateuch

—

le first five books of the Hebrew Scriptures, our
d Testament. It is probable that he will bring

e precious parchment rolled on its silver rods to

e United States before finally disposing of it.

lis photograph was made six months ago on the
'emises of the Samaritan synagogue in Shechem,
nere about 200 descendants of the ancient people

)artly of Jewish, partly of old Assyrian stock)

ta live, separated by their religion from all other

lople, Jewish or Christian. Their copy of the

icient Bible is believed by them to have been

ritten down by Abishua, a great-grandson of

aron, and to be about 3,500 years old; it certainly

'nnot be less than 2,000 years old, for the charac-

•rs are of a style abandoned by Jewish copyists

'me twenty centuries ago. The high priest is a

ndly, scholarly man, who has for many years led

e worship of the dwindling congregation and
ught their children. The three younger men
;own in the picture are his own sons. In 1904 he

iid some other Samaritans attended

\\ International Christian Sunday
bhool Convention at Jerusalem and
j; made a short address in Hebrew,
kying: "As representatives of one

I the most ancient, though indeed at

^•esent one of the smallest, of the

'ur monotheistic forms of religion,

^, priest and laymen of the Samari-
ns, bid you a hearty welcome to the

md of Promise. We seize this op-

ortunity to record our appreciation

the fact that the Founder of Chris-

&nity and all sincere disciples of

ts have always evinced a deep sym-
iithy with our people. May the God
I Israel bless you in your coming in

lid going out, from this time forth

ad forever." There is no doubt that

lis is the oldest copy of the Penta-
.uch in existence. The fact is ad-

fitted by the best scholars. There
no Jewish copy of the Pentateuch

\ old, becau.se it was a cu.stom of the

,ws when the copy of their Penta-
iuch had become handworn to copy
; anew and destroy the original.

it the Samaritans, on the other

^nd, even when they transcribed the

iiriptures, preserved the originals

ith the greatest veneration and
re. It was a becoming reverence
hich the Samaritan high priest

lade to the Founder of our Chris-

imity, who said

:

KTiink not that I am come to destroy the

f, or the prophets : I am not come to destroy.

It to fulfil. (Matt. 5:17.)

I Lover's Long Journey

Miss Olive Macleod, daughter of

r Reginald Rlacleod, has just

arted on a journey of 4,.500 miles
. the interior of Afi-ica to lay a

ihite cross on the grave of her be-

othed, Lieutenant Boyd Alexander, luiw -.,, i

ho was killed by natives last April,

le will have to travel a thou-
nd miles through the jungle be-

i/een the Niger River and Lake Chad in central

frica. She will have been the only white woman
er to have undertaken stfch a journey. Licuten-
it Alexander, an explorer of great promise, started

I his remarkable journey across Africa from the

iger to the Nile. He had two white companions,
s brother, Captain Claude Alexander, and Captain
. E. Gosling, both of whom died of fever during
e journey. The Lieutenant remained many
ionths in the neighborhood of Lake Chad, often

aist-deep in the mud and reeds, mapping the out-

les of the mysterious disappearing lake. The ex-

orer did not emerge from the wilderness at the

!ad waters of the Nile till 1907. The region

lo-wn as Wadai is inhabited by fanatical black

ohammedans very poorly under the control of the

rench. Alexander was traveling this region on
IS way to Egypt after revisiting Lake Chad when
[J was killed. He had somewhat of Stanley's intel-

ctual ability and Gordon's all-daring courage, and
s loss to the scientific world will be great. In these

lys, when engagements are so easily broken, when
jie marital tie is so easily unbound, it is beautiful to

see the love of this English woman for her be-
trothed, which reminds us of the affection which the
maiden had for her spouse.
As the lily among thorns, eo is my love among- the daughters.

(Solomon's Song 2 : 2.)

Gave Up Their Queues

Li Yung Yew, Chinese Consul-General at San
Francisco, with the entire stafi' of his consulate, ap-
peared at their headquarters the other day, with
their queues cut oflT and attired as American citizens
in accordance with the Imperial edict issued at Pekin
that all members of the diplomatic corps and consular
offices of China residing in foreign countries, as well
as other representatives of the (Chinese government
in foreign service, should cut off their queues and
adopt the dress and customs of the country to which
they have been sent. There was a great sensation
in Chinatown when these officials appeared on the
streets with short hair and in the robes of an Amer-
ican gentleman. In what a revolutionary age do we
live when the despotic habit of centuries can be laid
aside so easily and when a government can show
such good judgment in accommodating the relations
of its officials to the many nations with which it has
to deal. Some of the nations of the Far East are
giving up their old religions as easily and swiftly as

The Samaritan Pentateuch and Its Guardians

these Chinese officials have thrown away their queues
and taken upon themselves the American garb.

_
The

imperial edict reveals great wisdom in recognizing

the rule of expediency to which the apostle refers.

I am made all things to all men, that I might by all means save

some. (I. Cor. 9 : 22.)

Magnet Kills Steel Worker]

John Warnack, thirty-five years old, was carrying

a steel billet through the yards of the Jones Laugh-
lin Steel Company in Pittsburg when a huge 30-ton

magnet, used to unload scrap iron from cars, lifted

the steel billet which he carried and himself ten feet

into the air, crushing him between the big horseshoe

and the steel so badly that he died two hours later

in the Southside Hospital. Workmen who wit-

nessed the accident had considerable difficulty in

extricating the victim. They forgot to shut off the

current supplying the magnetic power. When the

power was shut off, the body and steel fell to the

ground, the billet striking one of the rescuers on the

right leg, breaking it. Warnack was so badly fright-

ened that he did not let go of the steel at once, which

would have saved him. There are magnetisms of
evil drawing men to destruction as well as those of
virtue attracting men to life. There is the old sea
ctory of a magnetic island which drew evei-y parti-
cle of iron from a passing vessel and threw passen-
gers and freight into the ocean. It is a dangerous
thing even for good people to go too near to persons,
and institutions that are charged with this evil

magnetic power. Against the danger of this evil com-
munication Moses issued a warning in these words:
And he spake unto the congregation, saying. Depart, I pray you,

from the tents of these wicked men, and touch nothing of theirs,
lest ye be consumed in all their sins. (Num. 16 :26.)

Growing Costly Peeurls

Professor Bashford Dean, of Columbia University,
at a meeting of the American Fisheries Society in
the Aquarium in New York recently, told of a secret
method of growing pearls, which are valued at $200
apiece, at the trifling expense of $2 each. The most
costly pearls have been produced in a little harbor
about fifty miles south of Tokyo, Japan. They are
grown by causing the oyster to secrete perfect and
round pearls. Professor Dean said that when
he was at the University of Japan the Emperor of
Japan himself opened one of these oysters and took
from it this new pearl. The secret is the discovery

of the late Dr. N. Nishikawa, a grad-
uate of the University of Tokyo; and
he left his secret to his father-in-law,
Mikemoto, one of the most famous-
pearl-raisers of Japan. The dis-
covery has been kept sacredly secret.
Professor Dean suspects that the
process consists in introducing into
the shell in which the pearl is formed!
a piece of mother-of-pearl, to take
the place of the worm which nature
uses to form the core of the naturally"
grown pearl. Japanese people are
intellectually very brilliant, and this,

discovery in pearl culture is very val-
uable. Our spirits are adorned with;
jewels. By the introduction of the
Christ-life, the jewel of piety, the
pearl of great price, is produced.
The importance of this treasure
Christ indicated in the parable.

The kingdon. of heaven is like unto a mer-
chantman seeking goodly pearls, who, when he
had found one pearl of great price, went and
sold all that he had, and bought it. (Matt.

13:45, 46.)

Express and Taxicab Drivers Strike

As a result of the energetic efforts

of Mayor Gaynor, the great express
strike seems to have come peaceably
to an end in New York. The striking
drivers and helpers at a mass meet-
ing accepted the companies' terms on
two conditions. These were that the
employers should not discriminate
against any striker except for acts of
violence or inciting to violence. The
second proviso is that the strikers

over in New Jersey also agree to

these terms. This does not affect the
chauffeurs' strike which started in

connection with the express "'walk-

out." There is still a chance that
even yet the negotiation may fail.

There was danger for over a week
that a general strike would be or-

dered of all public vehicle drivers,

including truckmen and hackmen,
and bus drivers. These, with those already out, would
affect 100,000 employees of one kind or another. It

was rumored that the sympathetic strike would tie

up the ferries on the Hudson River. An order was
sent from police headquarters directing that no
police escort be provided for any vehicle which is in

charge of a driver who has not a city license. The
question of a closed shop is the rock on which all

peace conferences to date have split, and if a gen-

eral strike is called it will be over this issue. The
Mauretania was delayed some time because of the

inability of a number who were about to sail to get

their baggage to the ship. We trust that the ques-

tion of hours, wages, open or closed shop, and every

other one of difference, will be speedily settled and

thus avert the hundreds of thousands if not millions

of dollars of damage and the possible loss of precious

lives that would result. Mutual concessions, it ap-

pears to us, would be a part of wisdom at this time,

and society might adopt the instruction given to the

individual:

If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably v/ith all

men. (Rom. 12 : 18.)
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Aunt Hannah's Girls

By Mary B. Wingate •

AS cold weather came on, I

noticed Aunt Hannah seem-

ed to be thinking deeply and I

-wondered what new benevolence

she was planning out; for I knew

she generally has something on

hand.
One day, I saw her coming,

and I knew by the way she car-

ried her head and by the sparkle

in her eye that she had some im-

portant matter well under way.
"Well," she said, "I've been

jest longin' to do somethin' for

them poor men on the Bowery.
'Course, some of 'em might soon

get work; but most of 'em can't.

I had a letter from my nephew,
James Henry, the other day. He
says when there's a man drops

out of the concern that he's fore-

man of, there's a lot standin'

waitin' for the job. He sent me
money to come up to New York
an' visit him; but I can't leave

home, an' besides I want that

money to help out with.

"But I should jest love to see

that new Mission Hall I've read

so much about," she continued.

"I was never gladder in my life

than when they built such a

good place for them poor men.
It'll cost a lot to feed that Bread
Line from Thanksgivin' till Eas-
ter, an' I'm jest bound to have
a finger in the pie, tho' 'tain't no
pie, but bread an' coffee they'll

get fer their midnight break-

fast."
"But you must look out for

yourself. Aunt Hannah," I said.

"You know prices are very high
and growing higher."

"Yes, I do know, an' that

makes it harder fer them pooi-

men. I've laid awake nights

plannin' how I could save some-
thin' for them and not scrimp in

church money nor in helpin' the

poor we have always with us.

"Now, I did need a new bun-
nit bad; but I told my girls I

wouldn't have no slop-bowl with
no dead bird on top, nor no
wings nor tail feathers neither.

And Amy Cole, who works to the

milliner's, asked what I had on
hand an' I showed her some
velvet an' ribbon an' she took it

an' added a little to it, an' made
me a real tasty bunnit. An' they
do say I look a lot younger in it.

She wouldn't take nothin' for her
work an' that saves me two or

three dollars.

"I've been studyin' upon tithin'

an' I'm teachin' it to them
blessed girls of mine, an' will

you believe it, every one of 'em
has begun to keep account of

their income, and most of them
is workin' girls, you know, an'
they say what is left of their
tenth after they take out their

money for the church and mis-
sions, they shall bring to me to

use as I shall advise 'em.

"That has made me so happy

!

You see they call me their

'shaprone' an' say my house is

their club-room an' they take
their beaus to see me instead of
goin' to the nickel show an'

other places of the kind. I allers

give 'em a warm welcome an'
we have jolly times together.
Sometimes 'tis funny, tho'. A
girl will tell me her troubles
with her beau; then, perhaps,
he'll come an' ask me what makes
Louise or Mariar act so queer

—

as if she didn't care nothin'
about him any more. Then I tell

him to 'make a man of himself,'

an' give him a hint or two about
his manners or habits, an' tell

him to be patient and things will

come out right, an he'll take my
advice.

"Yes. I know it's solemn bus-
iness, guidin' young lives, an' I

have to pray a good deal 'fore I

dare to talk to 'em. I often tell

Continued on last column
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Praise ye the Lord for clouds that, o'er us bending.
Break into showers that lave the thirsty soil

;

Praise for the sun, whose genial rays descending
Smile on the tender blade and cheer the reaper's toil.

Praise ye the Lord for autumn's many treasures.
Praise for the fruit from laden boughs that -fall

;

•Thanks be to Him for homes and social pleasures.
Thanks to His gracious hand that giveth bread to all.

H=^ I

THE HEART'S GRATITUDE
/^UR Father, we adore thy grace
'-' To us so richly shown.
And thank thee for the tender love
That leaves us not alone.

We thank thee that thy kingdom comes
To our poor hearts each day ;

We thank thee that through all the earth
It wins its widening way.

We thank thee for the daily bread
To soul and body given ;

That often on our hungering hearts
The manna falls from heaven.

And oh, we thank thee, most of all.

That sin may be forgiven.
And that with penitence and faith
We dare look up to heaven.

We thank thee that thou dost, each hour,
A thousand ills avert

;

The soul which thou dost deign to guard
Even Satan cannot hurt.

With gratitude unutterable
We thank thee and adore

;

We thank thee, but we pray for grace
To thank thee more and more.

Bedford, N. Y. Amexia Hoyt.

Aunt Hannah's Giii

Continued from first colun,

'em the Lord is the only one o
can see the future an' they n ;t

ask him to lead 'em; but I a! s

sympathize with 'em, for som if

'em do seem to have a lot.f

trouble. But as I was sayii-
what was I sayin'—oh, yes, '1

it

tithin'. I've found it the -.t

way to learn how much I

give, tho' I allers want to ac -

free will offerin' if I can.
"Now," she went on, smilin

/,

"if them blessed girls begin i vv—an' I've learnt their beaus e

thinkin' of doin' the same—s le

of 'em anyhow—what a lot if

money 'twill bring into the Lo
treasury, an' there's so in

happiness in doin' for his w
I believe they'll jest keep ri

on thru 1 ^e. I think they'l

able to gi e five cents a week
around d» ring the cold weal
on the bread and coffee for tl !'"

starvin' men. Jest think wb w'.

lot that will be! I'm jesi

happy as I can be. My cup's
an' runnin' over. Here I bHH'^
lone woman without learnin',

money, nor relations, yet I'm
surrounded by these bright yo
girls who love me so. I re

think I owe the Lord a g
thank offerin', don't you? T
sure I don't know what mayij*
ahead; but I've allers fo
when I've been the most da
'bout givin' to the Lord,
paid me back, 'good meas
pressed down and runnin' ove:

»rl

tol

iki

Mr. Monteflore's Religi

IN a recent issue of The Ch.
TIAN Herald, an article fi

the pen of ex-Rabbi Leo;

Cohn, of the Williamsburg 5

sion to the Jews, was publis
;,,

in which the statement was ml
that Claude Montefiore, of
land, a scion of the famous J
ish family of that name,
espoused Christianity, and
making a tour of the Un
States, urging the Jews
America to accept the Gosl
This statement was called n

question by the Amen
Israelite of Cincinnati, 0., wl]

absolutely denied that Clai

Montefiore, either "publicm
privately, had espoused Ch
tianity or any other religion tj

Judaism," and added that i

visit to the United States "i

for a totally different purpj
Ex-Rabbi Cohn, when this ci'

cism of his article was called

his attention, substantiated
statements by directing attem
to an article in the New Y
Jewish Daily News of Septeirij

13, 1910, in which the wr'*
said:

Mr. Montefiore does not write conci-'

ing Christianity as an analytical ci ;,

but he writes as a missionary, who s 3

to make propaganda to his belief. . •

Achad Ha'am calls the attitude of '•

Montefiore by .its right name. He a

that this is the last step of apostasy d

turning away from Judaism. . . .
' s

is exactly what has happened ' h

Montefiore and his friends. They 1 8

sought for all their lifetime in e

Scriptures to turn away from Juda i,^

and they have gone further and furtij'

until they have now reached Christiaij

The same paper (Jeivish Dei

News) in its issue of Septemji

18, 1910, said:

Achad Ha'am, the greatest of

brew expositors, has enlisted in the

against the Gospel campaign ("J S

agitation") which Mr. Claude Mo|
fiore is carrying on in England. Ac|

Ha'am's article was written as an
swer to Mr. Montefiore's book on

New Testament. In that book,

Montefiore seeks to raise ChristianitH

the sky and to make Jesus the true t|l*^

runner of the highest kind of relil"

and morality. . . . Here is a wea f

Jew in London and suddenly tl e

strikes him a craving for Jesus, an( e

writes a book of 1,100 pages in win

he repeats all that the Christian c
-

mentators of the New Testament sa

. . . The one important thing al t

him is that he has become a believe i

Jesus. ...
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I T may considerably surprise Chris-
tian Herald readers to know that

ose who in this country suffer most
I ,)ignantly the harrowing horrors of

)verty are American-born citizens.

: ne foreign immigrant poor are com-
• iratively well taken care of. From

.uses which I have not space to de-

ribe, but which, in my Bowery Mis-
on work, I am face to face with

[ ntinually, it is much easier for the
!wly arrived immigrant to secure em-
oyment and to keep it when he has
itained it, than it is for the unskilled
merican laborer.
Thanksgiving day is such a distinc-

ively American institution that in our
fort to bring happiness to the poorest
i)mes we naturally seek out the suf-

rers born under the Stars and
tripes, and endeavor to

•cure for them some
:irticipation in it. This
oes not at all mean that
e overlook the necessi-

es of the poor who suf-

r not only the pangs of
jverty, but the addi-

^onal woe of separation
•cm the land of their

rth.

I At nine o'clock Thanks-
ving morning there will

; gathered together, in

le commodious break-
ist room of the Mission,
18 representatives of the
ost needy families that,

fter painstaking effort,

m be found in the great
etropolis.

Cases of the most dis-

cs.sing need have gen-
ally to be sought for.

he professional alms-
nplorer that so boldly
id persistently accosts
:iu in the street and de-
ands aid, is, as often as
)t, the least needy. So
/ery family helped by us at Thanks-
ving has been personally visited, and
16 lack of the wherewithal to procure
le necessities of life, to say nothing of
imforts or luxuries, has been placed
!yond all doubt.
Alas, it is often found that many

r.her things besides a Thanksgiving
[nner are needed to bring real happi-
' ss to the sufferers!
Last year, one of our brethren who

i^as engaged in the work of visiting.

We in great haste to inform me of a
ise of dire distress. I went off at
ice, and found in the dark rear room
[; a tenement, a man dying of tubercu-
isis. He had been the bread winner
;)r a large family, who were now
•owded into this airless, cheerless
i)om, waiting for the end to come,
'hey had not dared to inform the au-
'lorities of his illness, knowing that
e would have been at once removed to

- hospital; and now it was too late.

f[e died half an hour after I left the

V5^

W. p. M., BillinKham, Wash. "I promised
od if he would answer my prayer, I would
:knowledge it."

' E. P. K., Boieourt. Kan. "I have great faith
I prayer. My prayer was answered."
M. C. T., Hand, Mich. "I promised God that
he would restore my grandfather and brother

' health, I would acknowledge it publicly."

I

Mrs. M. M. I., Ann Arbor, Mich. "I am
Iraying night and day that my heavenly Fa-
ler will see fit to help me, if it be his will. I

>ve had answers to prayers."
Mrs. S. E., Rodgers, Va. "God has an-
vered many prayers, but this one in partic-
ar I wish to acknowledge before the world,
e has restored my child in soul and body."

A. R., Illinois. "Even in our greatest sor-
iw and sickness he was our comfort and gave
3 the light of love."

Si/ JOHN G. HALLIMOND, D.D., Superintendent

room. The distracted wife and little

ones were at their wits' end, so in addi-
tion to the task of providing the usual
Thanksgiving dinner, a great many
other absolutely necessary things de-
manded our immediate attention.

I wish Christian Herald readers
could be brought to realize two partic-
ular things that stand out prominently
in our Bowery Mission experience. The
first is the gratitude of the poor for the
least kindness shown to them. Shakes-
peare said that gratitude is "the ex-
chequer of the poor," and I, more than
most men, know just how rich in this

virtue these lowly ones are. I like to

horror fall most heavily upon the
children of the city, the half-starved,
beaten, neglected child of the inebriate,
and the weak child of the consumptive.
Oh, did not the childless, homeless
Man of Nazareth give the children
their place in his kingdom? Did he
not use his marvelous power for their
protection? Did he not tell us what
our duty is to the child?

This is why, in order to make
Thanksgiving Day a happy time
amongst the poor, we feel it to be our
duty to provide, as far as we can, the
prime necessity of food for the under-
fed bodies of the children of poverty.

How the Thanksgiving Baskets are Prepared for Poor Families by the Bowery Mission

take it for granted that they would be
just as generous if they had the means,
as they are now grateful for what they
receive. Oh, if you could just see how
eyes shine, and hear how voices tremble
when a kind word is spoken! If, as
has been said, "gratitude is the soil on
which joy thrives," then that is truly

a happy crowd that receives the bas-

kets in our Mission room on Thanks-
giving morning. These baskets con-

tain ample provisions for a dinner for

five or six persons.
The other fact I refer to is the part

the children of the poor play in this

pathetic drama. I wonder when the

Christian Church will realize the fact

that tens of thousands of babies under
one year of age die every year of

malnutrition, a pretty name given to

the ugly fact of starvation. Starved
to death! Fifteen thousand babies

will die in New York City this horri-

ble death before another Thanksgiving
comes round. Poverty's woe and

Mrs. W. is stone deaf, and in deli-

cate health. She lives in one room of
a rear tenement with her two boys, one
thirteen, the other eleven years of age.
Her husband is a worthless drunkard
who has left them to care for them-
selves. The eldest boy was looking
forward to soon getting his working
papers, and thus being able to assist

in the support of the family. Whilst
at a summer home, however, in August
he fell from a tree and broke his arm.
He was taken to the hospital, where
his arm was amputated, and where he
still lies. The little bread-winner is

therefore incapacitated, and the home
is poverty-stricken.

Mrs. H. has a family of six children,

the eldest nine years old, the youngest
two weeks old. Her husband is a
brass polisher, but only employed
irregularly, and has never earned
more than five or six dollars a week
for several years. The woman makes
every effort to keep her home and little

AHS^^IEREB FIRAYEIR^
D. W. M., Pennsylvania. "I wish to acknowl-

edge answered prayer for a dear child who was
going wrong."

Mrs. M. S. M., Utopia, Tex. "I promised the

Lord if he would in answer to my prayers re-

store my granddaughter to health, I would
acknowledge it."

G. W., Douglassville, Pa. "I promised the
Lord that if he would help me in my studies

I would tell it to the world. He has helped

me."

L. D., Burlington, la. God has answered my
prayer. "All things whatsoever ye shall ask in

prayer believing, ye shall receive." "With God

all things are possible."

K., Jube, W. Va. "I promised the Lord if he

would restore my mother to health that I

would acknowledge it."

E. M., Stamford, N. Y. "I want to thank
the Lord for having granted me something I

greatly desired."

F. R. S., Cumberland, Ind. "I have great

faith in prayer."

M. E., Meadow Grove, Neb. "God has an-

swered many prayers for me."

H. M. C., Seattle, Wash. "I made a specific

request of our heavenly Father for success in

a special undertaking and he quickly and per-

fectly answered my prayer."

T. R. M., M.D., Columbus, O. "The Lord
answered my prayer in a case which I had."

R. E. W., Reed'ds Ferry. N. H. "Ruskin once

said, "t have lived to be thankful that some of

my prayers were not answered." So have we

ones clean and tidy, and in the task
often overworks herself.

Mrs. C, her husband, and three chil-
dren are all more or less invalids. She
herself has dropsy, her two girls are
subject one to epilepsy, the other to
hysteria, whilst the youngest in the
family, a boy of nine, is like his father,
who has heart trouble and cannot
work. Lately the two girls, notwith-
standing their ailments, have been
working in a factory ten hours a day,
earning together four dollars eighty
cents per week, and this is about all

the family has to live upon.
These are types picked out at ran-

dom of families who will on
Thanksgiving morning receive one of
the Bowery Mission dinner baskets.

I have left until the last a mention
of my own poor, home-
less, hapless men folk in
the Bowery. For them
there will be no happy
home circle in which to
gather, except for those
who are fortunate enough
to get into the meeting
over which "Mother
Bird" will preside on
Thanksgiving evening.
Here everything will be
done to make them feel
at home. Songs that
will "reach the heart,"
prayers that will reach
the Throne, glowing tes-
timonies, and kindly,
sympathetic, brotherly
talks will lift them above
their stinging sorrows
and maddening misfor-
tunes, and bring them
near to God.
The "Bread Line" will

open at 1 A.M., at which
one thousand shelterless
wanderers will be enter-
tained. The Brotherhood
will gather in great force

an hour before the evening meeting.
They will "swap stories," and prepare
by prayer and counsel for the larger
meeting which will follow.
Away in distant homes in the coun-

try hundreds of redeemed men will, as
they partake of their substantial din-
ners, remember with joy and gratitude
the Bowery Mission, the institution
that made it possible for them to be
really happy this Thanksgiving Day.

[Readers of this journal who are in-

terested in the woi-k of the Bowery
Mission and who wish to have a share
in its charity work at this season, may
send their contributions to The Chris-
tian Herald, 92 Bible House, New
York, for that purpose. A single
dollar will feed twenty men and boys
in the "Bread Line" ; or it will furnish
a substantial Thanksgiving dinner for
a family of five. Any contribation,
large or small, will be welcomed.]

all, for we cannot see as our heavenly Father
can what is for our good. But when we pray
for a good cause either for others or for our-
selves our prayer is answered."

We regret that it is impossible to print in
full all of the acknowledgments of answers to
prayer. Answers to prayer have been received
from

:

J. A. N.. Baltimore, Md. ; Mrs. C. C, East
Moriches, L. I., N. Y. : A. E. P., Peru, lU.

;

Mrs. R. J., Homer, III. ; M. A. B., Corona,
Calif. ; S. A. C, Oswego, Kan. ; Mrs. P. J. K.,
Charlotte. N. C. ; B. R., Harton, Col. ; Mrs. N.
H., Portland. Ore. : E. E. C, Utica, N. Y.

;

Mrs. D. R., West Virginia; F. H. G., Fergus
Falls, Minn. : C. P., Pontiac, III. ; J. W. L.,

San Rafael, Calif. : Mrs. F. Q. McC, Sheridan,
Mont. ; R., Hamilton, Mich. ; O. M. P., Alma,
Calif.
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LUTHER SHERWOOD and his wife were lin-

. gering over their breakfast longer than usual,

because of a letter which had come in the

morning mail. It referred to a bit of meadow-land

in a village some twenty miles from New York.

Within ten years this particular village had sprung

into being and grown with the rapidity of Jack's

famous bean-stalk. A railroad had brought the

quiet farming country near enough the great city

to make it attractive to people who longed

for gardens and fresh air and a play-place for

their children out of doors.

The bit of meadow-land was all that was left

of what had originally been a large farm, and it

had been a wedding present to Mary Sherwood

from an uncle who had sold the rest of his estate,

and who told Mary to do with this precisely as

she pleased. Before her marriage to Luther, who
was a rising young lawyer, Mary had been a hard-

working hospital nurse. One of her

dreams had been to live in the country

and gaze upon the hills which rimmed
around the little valley where she had
spent much of her childhood. They were
low hills, friendly and kind, not the

great stern mountains, but hills where
children could play and lovers could

stroll, with green spaces and trees that

turned to red and gold in the autumn
and made a protecting wall around the

valley in the spring and summer.
Mr. Sherwood looked up from the

letter as his wife handed him his cup of

coffee. "The real estate man has an
offer, Mary, for your wedding present.

His client offers to pay a generous price,

considerably more than it is valued by
anybody else. The man is in Italy, and
will be there for a while yet. He al-

ready has large holdings in Forestville,

and he has built a superb house on the
site of your grandfather's old home. For
some reason he especially wants the
piece of ground where we have been in-

tending to build our bungalow. Do you
wish to consider the offer?"
Mary lifted her brown eyes, and her

husband saw that there was no inde-
cision in her glance. She answered
without an instant's hesitation: "Who-
ever the man may be, Luther, he has not
money enough to tempt me. We have
the plans for our bungalow, and we can
afford to build it without the delay of a
month. I have furnished every room in

my fancy. I know what is going in the
south chamber, in the west room, in the
dining-room and the living-room. We
shall l3e as cosy as birds in a nest, and
I can hardly wait for the time to come
when we shall be householders under
God's blue sky, and not go on being
homeless tramps in the stifling city."

"Is this boarding-house your idea,
\dfe, of a shelter for homeless
tramps?"

"Yes, Luther, with all its luxury it is

unhomelike. I am sorry to disappoint
King Ahab. This persistent customer
reminds me of him. We shall keep our
little corner of the earth for ourselves
and here we shall build our bungalow."
They carried out their plan, and as houses go up

like magic when there is no strike to interfere
with the labors of mason and carpenter, and the
people who build have cash in hand to make
their fairy dreams material, no lengthened period
elapsed before the Sherwoods were safe in their
own domicile. They had windows on every side,
and Mary's special delight was the view from her
south chamber across a field or two. The green
hills that she loved seemed to her like guardian
angels. A sleeping porch on this side of the house
gave it the last touch of comfort and luxury, and
she went about her home-making with a light heart
and little bursts of happy song.

Several months passed before the Dormans, who
were her nearest neighbors, and whose garden wall
came close to her boundary line, returned from
their trip abroad. They had not been at home a
month, when early one morning a number of work-
men suddenly appeared with loads of lumber. Lu-
ther, glancing from the window, wondered what
they meant to do, and Mary said she hoped they
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did not mean to build a shelter for cows or a series

of chicken coops at this end of their plantation.

The hen coops and the cow shed would have been
preferable to the sort of building John Dorman
speedily erected. Higher and higher it rose, a broad
and gloomy fence near enough the Sherwood
home to shut out completely their view of the hills

and to make the south chamber, which was Mary's
especial pride, a prison cell instead of an airy lodg-

ment. The sleeping porch was not ruined for

sleeping purposes, but it, too, was robbed of its

greatest attractiveness, and the spite fence, a great
ill-tempered barrier, reared itself, a blot upon the

landscape and an eye-sore which Luther and Mary
resented hour by hour, as they looked upon it.

'Sell me your bungalow,' said the millionaire"

Remonstrance proved in vain. Mr. Dorman de-
clared himself within his legal rie;hts, and upon
investigation Mr. Sherwood found himself helpless.
"Sell me your bungalow," said the millionaire;
"give me the land I want and settle anywhere else
in this village that you choose. There are plenty
of other spots in Forestville where you would be as
comfortable as you are in this neighborhood. Un-
less you oblige me, my fence shall remain where
it is."

Luther might have yielded, but the blood of the
Puritans flowed in the veins of Mary and she obsti-
nately declined so much as* to consider any propo-
sition coming from the Dormans. One day as she
was sitting with her book on the other side of the
house where she could not see the objectionable
fence, she had a visitor. It was John Dorman's
wife. The lady approached Mary timidly. "My
dear," she said, "you know who I am. I want you
to know that I hate that fence as much as you do,
and am ashamed of it through and through. I have
used every argument in my power, but my husband

is as stubborn as the Rock of Gibraltar. I had
come and tell you and let you know that I ha^
had no share in this wretched business. As woma
to woman, I have come to ask you to forgive Jot
and pray with me that something may break dow|
his wicked obstinacy."

Something did break down his obstinacy, and th;

before many days. John Dorman had one id
whom he loved and worshiped. It was not h!

gentle wife, whose influence with him was so slig]

that she could not move him from his purpose;
was his only daughter, Mabel, fifteen, the light
his eyes and the pride of his heart. He had a hea;
Most men have. The testing time came when Mabi
was suddenly taken desperately ill between mi
night and morning. The doctor, sent for in a hur:
said that he must have a nurse at once, and wb
Mr. Dorman spoke of telephoning to the city, di

clared he could not wait. "The best hospital nun
I ever knew," said Dr. Trent, "is livii

right next door; Mrs. Sherwood, wl
used to be Mary Bean. She will coi

if I ask her, and if the little girl is

be saved there is not an hour to loi

Not a minute, in fact. Stand asii

man, and let me get to the telephone!
There is a verse in the Bible abov

heaping coals of fire on the head (j

one's foe. When Mary Sherwoi
practical, efficient and resourceful, e
tered the home of John Dorman ai

labored hour after hour with D:
Trent to save the life of John Do:
man's child, the ice in his heart thawe
swiftly before the blaze of her coi

passionate goodness. When at lasll

the danger was over and the docto:

drawing a long breath of relief, sai
across the bed to the mother and th
nurse, "We've conquered in this fighi

thank God!" the two women claspe
their arms about one another and thef

lips met. It was a kiss of gratitu^
and a token of friendship never to bl

broken.
The foundations of the world seema

to John Dorman to have given w:a]

beneath his feet in the hours when hij

child's life was trembling in the ba
ance. Such experiences come to pari

ents when the issue is not, as in th(

Dorman household, one of deliveranci
from peril and continued gladnesi
The man realized, as he saw his chiL
lying white as a lily on her bed, thai

instead of having her still with him, aij

unspeakable joy, he might have hai

only the hush of death in the house ani

a grave in the cemetery over which t»|

set a stone. All at once the paltrinesi

of his obstinacy, its selfishness, it

shamefulnecj, were revealed to him a;'

by a searchlight. The doctor, goinj
away, promised to return in the course
of the morning, and said as he left]

'"You owe a debt which it will be hare!

tt;o pay to Mrs. Sherwood. She knew'
just what to do and how to do it.'-

Then, as if obeying an impulse, th,/

doctor laid his hand on Mr. Dormant
shoulder. "Don't you think, friend,''

he said, "that you would better tur:

that fence of yours into kindling wood?" He|

awaited no reply.
Downstairs in the library Luther Sherwood alo;

listened for Mary to come to him. He had brougl_
her over, and stayed in the house to see if therl

were anything he could do. Mr. Dorman entered
the room, advanced and took his neighbor's hand.
"Pardon me," he said; "I have been a fool and a

mule and everything hateful. If you'll forgive me
I'll be a better man and a better neighbor."

Thanksgiving that year was kept with the voice

of joy and praise in two homes of Forestville.

Mabel, completely restored to health, little dreamed
how precious she had become to the father and
mother who had faced the prospect of losing her.

The Thanksgiving they kept was without a flaw.

The bungalow where Luther and Mary were host

and hostess to a circle of kindred and friends was
flooded with sunlight, and the beloved hills again
wore, in Mary's eyes, the look of guardian angels.

There was no sign of the spite fence. It had been
split into kindling wood and had gone to the fire.
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters

ttle Jimmy Preston, aged six. gets a letter

i^e post office for his sister Barbara. On
'way home it is lost. Barbara Preston has

, trying to keep the farm, the last of her

er's estate, for Jimmy, but it is mortgaged
[honorable Stephen Jarvis. who is compara-

[.y young. He threatens to foreclose. Peg
risen, the old farm hand, is as greatly con-

ed over the loss of the letter as is Barbara,

ijgocs to Mr. Jarvis to ask for more time on
Imortgage. He tells her that he is disposed

it. and also that he is tired of his pres-

housekeeper and would like her to fill the

)(e. She leaves without a word. The old

ijidteeper at once becomes her enemy.

IV

tiMMY PRESTON sat curled up on

one foot by the table in Peg Mor-

t~

rison's loft. His hair was damp
towsled, for he had run bare-

ded through the rain, bearing his

^cious book of Vallable Informa-

'ii tucked under his blouse.

1 didn't bring my red ink," he ex-

pmed breathlessly to Peg, " 'cause I

v; 'fraid I'd spill it. I foujrht I

t Id borrow some of yours."

lYou can, an' welcome, son," agreed

I •, "but remember that'll give me an
oion on yours. Them that borrows

ht to be willin' to lend."

I'll lend you my whole bottle of red

i' an' I'll lend you my pen, too," said

J'lmy magnificently.
"he little boy spread his book open
the table for Mr. MorrLson's in-

sction. "You see I've begun it al-

rdy," he said with pride.

Le' me see; what you got here?"
a I Peg traced the first wavering line

vh a horny forefinger.

That's how not to lose a letter,"

s 1 Jimmy proudly. "Barb'ra .says

sietimes letters are 'portant, an'

J I don't want to lose 'em."
"Lev letters in the Posoffis. They
\1 be saf ther," read Peg slowly. He
psed and screwed his mouth in a
rseless whistle.
Don't you think that's a vallable

i'mation?" demanded Jimmy anx-
i .sly. You can't tell 'thout you read
etter whether it's 'portant or not;

you can't read it when it's lost."

'So you lost a letter 'dressed to

Irb'ry; did you? H'm! Where'd
yi lose it?"

: If I knew, I'd go an' find it," said

(iimy soberly. "I put it in my pocket,

IE it was blue, an' it was f'om out
ITrst. Barb'ra doesn't know who it

ivs f'om. But she'd like to know."
.H'm!" repeated Peg. "You'd ought

»t?arried it all the way right in your
ir, where you c'd see it. Pockets
a kind o' dangerous when it comes
t letters. I know a whole row of lit-

t boys 'at ain't alive at all, 'count o'

E.etter bein' lost. They never was
In," he added.
immy drew a deep sigh of sustained

i erest.

1 You see it was this way," contin-
fctl Peg circumstantially. "The' was
"f aoung feller 'at I used to know, an'

" 1" was workin' in a lumber-camp one
^iter where the' wasn't any pos'offis;

Ct o' the men used to carry the letters
i m'out, a matter o' fifteen miles. One

I tie he lo.st a letter this young feller

I ^Dte to his girl, an' didn't think to
' S' nothin' 'bout it; an' she got all

Vrked up 'cause she didn't hear f'om
li, an' after a spell she up an' mar-
1 1 another man ; an' so the young
' n I was speakin' of never got mar-
rd, an' never had any little boys o'

l" own. He felt awful bad 'bout it

f a long time; but he ain't never los'

33tter 'at b'longed to anybody else."

The pattering sound of the rain on
t barn roof increased to a steady

V as Peg related this short but in-

,a«^suctive tale.

"I sh'd think those little boys would
feel bad," said Jimmy sympathetically,
"I'd hate not to be alive."
"Mebbe they do; an' agin, mebbe

they don't," observed Peg cautiously
"Anyhow some of 'em would be growed
up by this time; farmin' it, mebbe, or
keepin' store."

"Peg," said Jimmy, after a period
devoted to reflection, "the Hon'rable
Stephen Jarvis is in our house."
"Dear me! You don't say so!" ejac-

ulated Peg, with a frightened start.

"He makes Barb'ra cry," said Jim-
my, scowling fiercely. "I wanted to
stay an' keep him f'om doin' it; but
Barb'ra said for me to come out here
and see you."

The subject of these dubious com-
ments, more ill at ease than his worst

of you from my house. Her own fol-

lowed without delay."
"I am sorry," Barbara told him

mechanically. She was noticing dazed-
ly that Jarvis was dressed as she had
occasionally seen him in church and
that his gloves and linen were quite
fresh and immaculate.
"Why should j^ou be sorry?" he de-

manded with a straight look at her.

"I—why, I think I should be sorry
for any woman who lost what she
wanted to keep," Barbara answered.
"You were not primarily the cause

of her dismissal," he said coolly. "I

had already told you that I was tired

of seeing the woman about."
He was silent for a long time gazing

frowningly at the floor.

Suddenly he looked up and, meeting
Barbara's astonished and somewhat

enemy had ever hoped to see him, sat

in the dull light of the rainy afternoon
looking at Barbara Preston with new
eyes, to wit, the eyes of a man.

"I suppose," the girl said, steadily,

"you have come to tell me that you will

foreclose the mortgage." She gripped

her hands close in her lap.

"No," said Stephen Jarvis, "that was
not my intention. As I have already

inforrned you, the mortgage vnll fore-

close itself, when the time comes."

He stopped short and narrowed his

lids frowningly.
"I have been thinking about you," he

said harshly, "since you left me so

abruptly yesterday. I want to tell

you that I stood in my library door and
witnessed my housekeeper's dismissal

" * He asked me
to marry him, ' said

Barbara to Peg, abruptly"

indignant eyes, held them steadily with

his own.
"You are wondering why I came here

to-day. You are afraid of me, and

you doubtless fancy with the rest of

the world that you—dislike me."
Barbara opened her lips to reply.

"Don't take the trouble to deny it/'

he went on with a faint sneer. "I

know what most people think of me,

perhaps with reason. But I am my-
self, not another; and so far, fear

—

dislike have seemed to me unavoid-

able." Again his rigid lips relaxed

into something like a smile, and he

looked questioningly at the girl.

"It ought to be easy," she said un-

certainly," to make people like you.

You might "

MF

"I know what you are thinking of,"

he interrupted rudely. "But it wouldn't
do. People fear and hate a hard man;
they despise a fool. I refuse to be
despised."
He rose and walked up and down the

room impatiently as if his thoughts
irked him. Finally he paused before
the window whei-e a scarlet geranium
blossomed on the sill, and turned a sin-
gularly flushed face upon the girl. For
a dazed instant she wondered with a
thrill of painfully remembered fear if
he had been drinking.
"You will be startled at what I am

about to say to you," he said in a
changed voice. "I should have laughed
at the idea if any one suggested it to

me a week ago. But—I want you to
marry me. I want you to be my wife.
No! don't answer; don't refuse! You
haven't thought what it means. You
cannot consider the matter so sud-
denly. But this much you can under-
stand: I will give you this place on our
wedding-day—to do as you like with,
ind I will attach no conditions to the
gift."

Barbara had not removed her fasci-
nated gaze from his face. She felt

like one dreaming fantastically and
struggling unavailingly to awake.
"Perhaps you do not realize what

you have asked of me," she said at
last. "But—I will not sell myself for
this farm. That is what you have asked
me to do."
Her eyes spai'kled blue fire; her lips

curled disdainfully.
"Don't be a fool," he said roughly.

"I want nothing of the sort. I want
you—you! I need you. I am more
sure of it now than ever."
He took three steps toward her, his

rugged face alive with determination
—the grim determination which had
wrested all that he possessed from the
grip of a hostile world.
"When I want anything," he said

doggedly, "I always get it. Didn't
you know that? I want you."

"You'll not get me—ever!" cried
Barbara.

She knew it must be war to the bit-

ter end between them, and she flung-

the gage of battle full in his face with
fine recklessness.

"You may take everything I have, if

you can. But you'll not get me!"
He stood up and buttoned his frock

coat over his white waistcoat.
"I'll not take your answer to-day,''

he said, quite unmoved by her anger.

"I had no intention of doing so."

He strode to the door without an-
other look at her, signaled his coach-

man, stepped into his closed carriage,

shut the door hard behind him and
rolled away, with a smooth whirr of
shining wheels.

"I'll give her time to think before I

j-ee her again," Jarvis decided, as his

swift-stepping bays carried him along
through the April rain. He dropped
the window of his brougham and drew
in deep satisfying breaths of the moist

air. He was glad that she had not

yielded supinely, as a weaker woman
might have done. There was to his

mind something heroic, splendid in her
attitude as she defied hm.

"I'll give her time to think—to be
afraid!" he repeated; "then

"

The blood hammered in his temples

and involuntarily he clenched his

strong hands, as if already crushing

that weaker woman's will and subdu-

ing it to his own.

V
But Barbra-a Preston was not think-

ing of the fact that Stephen Jarvis had
asked her to be his wife. Being a wom-

and, moreover, hard driven by
Continued on page 1090
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Hand-drawn I

Waist, 98c
192. A Pretty
Wiilst of Good

I

L 1 n on with
an elaborate
trout o £ hand-

some real Mex-
ican hand - drawn

w o r k . Strictly tail-

ored style, finished
with inlaid embroidery

veining in the slioul-

der seam and
veined Gibson
pleats. But-
tons in front.

Stiff launder-
ed collar and
open cuffs.

SI. 50 value.

Sizes, 32 to U.
Special,

98c

Moire
Waist,

98c
151 niitton-

froiit W ill -it

<>r Very st>l-
ish AVatered
>I<>ire. A ser-
viceable, sm irt

\v A i St, appio-
IHiately t.viloi--

ed with out
front, libcial
tucking ami
open cuffs. Kk-
tremely -tylish
and very dm a-
ble. Black or
llliie. .SplHiiilid

$1.50 \.iliie.
Sizes, 32 to 44.

Special,

98c

2044. .l;niiity Tiirl>ai. of Coney
I'lir in Ulack or lirown. INIade
on wire frame and tiinnned

\\ ith iiialched liend ami two
' tails. ICtt't'ctive and be-

$1.39

M?9

1506. Fur Scarf
aiidKlnll'oK^ood
! reiu'li C <) II «' y
iX X X X quality)
lined with satin.
The "throw"
scarf is 56 inches
lonu, muff 13
indies, flat "pil-
low" sliape.
( olors Ulaek
o r ]i r own.
$3.50 value.
.Speciiil, Set,

$1.98

*i-

2047. A New
French Turban,
with fur crown of
white Coney. Brim
is of black Hivre, in
graceful drooping
shape, turned ii|> at
side Uiidtirtacing
of black satin, hat
lined wltli black
silk, worked over a
handmade 1 mckrani
frame. Charming
new style without
trimming. Keiaiis
at $5.00. Special,

1501. Extra Fine
French ('<>ney
Fur >et in deep
.sable brown. Broad
'ollar and pelerine
front conrollii to
latest fasliion. Two
large heads and six
tails trim the front.
Lengtli 80 inches,
lined with matched
satin. Extia large
Rug Muff with -2

large heads and 1'.!

matched Coney
tails. Warm fur set
of choice quality.

Muff or Scarf «epa-
rately, $3.25 Each.

Child's

Waterproof
Cape, $1.98

DO VOUR CHRISW
SENSIBLE GIFTS— ALL OF GOOD QVJir

806. A Child's
Waterproof Cape
of striped rubber-
ized fabric, cut
liberally long
and full. Opening
for arms finished
with fancy
shaped flaps. Full
hood,with elastic
so it can be easily
drawn over head
and lined with
bright plaid mer-
cerized material.
Fastens with
tliree large but-
tons and ties un-
der chin with
tape. Just the
tiling for school
children. $2.75
value. Special:

$1.98
Write today
for our

Christmas

Bulletin.

It's FREE

Australian

Wool Sweater
4415 . Heavy double-breait

ed Sweater of all-wool, fine

Australian yarn. Knit
new wave rib with
wcKcd blripi'S. Self-
poikcts, shawl col-

lar, nan owed cutfs
ami pearl buttons.
Buttonholes and but

-

tons stayed on satein
mulerfacing, wliicli

prevents sagging i>l

tlie garment. Clos'
woven, durable ami
prettily |a^llion('il.

lied. White or l.l;iv.

JIade in lil.erally

proiiorlioni'd si/.i's,:;j

to 44. tine of our
choicest Fall bargains.
Retails <tkf^ F7^
at $:S.98. JJ>X.75
Special ^*i*« • "

Girl's Coat
Sweater ^1®*

412. Coal Sweater
of all-wool Australian
Zephyr in WhitejCar-
dinal or Gray. Dou-
ble-breasted, pearl
buttoned: shawl
collar and patch
pockets. Liberal
length. Sizes 14, IG, /

18, 20 years. Splen-
did $3.75;quality.

4525. A purchase

of 72,000 Handker-
chiefs for spot
cash helped a big

Swiss embroid-

ery manufacturer

out of his diffi-

culty and brings

you these hand
kerchiefs at just half

price. They are th

usual 23c grade of fine lawn

Australian
ZephyrYarn
Sweater
Coat
4412. Coat Sweater

of superb soft all-wool
Australian Zephyr.
Sniglc-br.astcd banded
trc.nt witli line peail
billions. Knit in<-liarin-

iiig new zigzag lilt \\\lh
high military collar.!
Comes in white with

|

l»lne collar and cuffs,
bi.ttom and pockets or
in ^^ liil white or gray.
Sl'lciulid warm coat of

|

c\' I'llriit (luality. Sizes

IS $3.98

aiidluHii andgallier.d waist with belt of m/v
self material. Sizes 32 to 44. Regular "^Mf*
75c value. Special %^*^\^
1412. Long Kimono of fine Japanese Krinkle

Crepe. A soft, clinging, washable fabric. Daintily
trimmed with matched rersian banding. f\£\
Conies in rink. Blue or Lavender. Sizes ^^/*
.<!5'to44 *7%J\^

Up-to-Date Bags
5037. Large lOV.-Tnch Bag of genuine eowseal

leather. Lined with leather, with inside pocket,• •"' i-.-n- -...^ iri— i—,.« Has a pretty

$1.39
$1.98

coin purse, mirror, and Vinaigrette,
brass spring lock. In size, style and
(piality it is the most popular bag
of the season. $a.00 value. Special
B038. Twelve-Inch Rag, the same

as No. 5037. $2.50 value. Special

Finest Quality Gloves
3005. The best $1.SO Glove in America. Fine in

grain, soft and pliable in texture with the wonder-
ful elasticity that distinguishes a pertect-litling,
good-wearing glove. In all colors and sizes- per-
fect embroidered backs and two snap button fast-
eners. The scams are sewed with the new single-
thread stitch thai lies smooth and flat. The vent is
reinforced and double stitched for
strength. Sizes5M to8. Jl.SOqnality.
Special $1.19

^Women's
Heavy
Weight

Ribbed
Wool Hose

3103. Warm, soft, durable
quality in extra elastic rib-
bing. Plain cashmere feet
with merino heels and
loes. Perfectly shai>ed
and offered direct from
the b e s t m i 1 1 i n
.Vmerica. EetaU at

> cents a pair,
pecial,

3 pairs

for

65c

Fashionable Belts
3421. Dainty Persian Silk Belt lined with patent

leather. A dainty style of good qualitv attractively
patterned and mounted with a idaiii but f\f\
pretty gold-plated harness buckle. 50c. xM/*
value Special: *'»'^
3420. Fashionable Wide Patent Leather Belt in

red or black. Mounted with a broad gilt r\mm
harness buckle. Very dressy and stylish ^Sc50c val Special:

Baby Spoon
5003. Baby Spoon with f>^

bent handle. Roger's ^'^f
finest silver plate *<**%»

Silver Thimble
5005. Solid S terl ing Silver

Thimble, (lood weight ^ ^v
and with cliased band. | vl<^
Special 1. */V»

"Hydegrade" Petticoat
1239. Ilandsonie Black "llyilegrade" Petticoat

withilcep iiirdi-d ilonncc and two hand- g\r\
fionielv embroidered rutHes in heavy effec- 'J^Sf*
t V.' patterns. $1.50 value «7«JV»

9012.i
coin Bill

kin rli'

leather!
at 51.0(

Silver Toilet Set
5001. Handsome Silver Toilet Set of fine quad-

ruple Silver plate. Cntarnisbable, and being white
metal Ihroughout, cannot \\ car through. Far tii-tlcr

than Sterling Silver pieces that cost twice as mucli.
Brush, comb and mirror, of fine finality richly em-
bossi'd in June Rose pattern. Put up
on Bengaline lined Jeweler's case
covered with wliite Leatherette. $3.75

Kice I

med wi
Set

5038.
5023. I

.'>034.

.loas.

Irish Linen Handkerchiefs'
4518. Imported Pure Irish Linen Handkerchiefs

of fine quality, with hand-embroidei cd initial en-
closed in daintily worked wreatli. .Vttractively
boxed and riliboned. Sold g% f C%e\
only by the half dozen of an tr\ XfW T^^f
initial. Special ^^ 1 Wl \J*J\^

SILVER FERN DISH

Christmas gift. $2.50 value. Spe

5009.
Silver Fern
Dish in Rog-
er's finest
qnadrupl

e

coin silver
plate. At-
tractively
styled with
heavy cut
legs and
enameled lin-

ed. Charming

U.i$1.50

3334. 1

withiri
net is cl

laces. 1

3336.
attracth
ing and

3337. 1

fineCluJj
lions of*'

eiiibroid

3338.
crochet,
fine quail.

** Satisfaction Gura^

STAND/I
244 WEST 17th STRlEl

FREE Expressage on Orders Over $10.
Orders under $10.00 will be sent Express Co.lI< "»

your goods sent by mail, in which case pleasf s"^'



SHOPPING HERE!
AT REALLY LOW SPECIAL PRICES

They are made of fine

lawn, exquisitely

embroidered in

fiandsome hand-
loom Hamburg
patterns. A t -

tractively put up
and carded, each

half dozen being

neatly ribboned. Just

the thing for gift-giving

or personal use. Special

chiefs 6 for 79c,

$ Jitial

Ikchiefs

M ' s Fine
,1, tf-rlHancl-

..and-
red

ri, tlie

ji, iiuM^jiied.

ii(i ality and
C istmas
Sp al:

0] 75i

i

98c
I

'^.

'""J'^r-f^

Black Taffeta Silk Petticoat

Insdrnplp

I and nap-

1 58c

1244. Black Petticoat of tine silk taffeta—gnar-
aritee<l to wear 3 mom lis or a new one !' ft l; E .

Won't split, crack or tear. Charminsrlv des yiieil

with cluster tucking and handsomely eTiibroidcrrd
rnfUe. Hasunder-rnllle fur protection.
Cannot be duplicated undcr_$4.jO.
.Spcflal $2.98

)./0

(Each

?ces
> Trim-

.,..95c
h... 25c
•*„-
...2nc
in.. 25c

Child's Fur Set, 98c
1511. Pretty Fur Set

for small c h 1 1 d r e n,
Slakes an atti active
gilt and at the same
time a sensible
useful one. The
combination
of long silk
angora and
curly baby
lamb is
especiallv
suitable t..

chil dreii,
besides be
ing V e r \

durable
and coiii-
f ortable.
Whiteonly
IVIiiff and
Neckpiece

98c
J

Bath Robe
1439. Bath or

Lounging Kobe
makes a very use-
ful C h r istmas
(iift. Of soft I in-
ported (ierman
Blanket, in
blue, red, gar-
net or gray: 2
side pockets,
cold tassels
at neck,heavy
rope girdle
at waist. A
pair of bath
si I Pliers iuf
\\ itlx robe.
SpCCi.'l

S3.75

Dressing Sacque
1438. Dainty Dressing Sacque of imported Ger-

man "swansdown" (lamiel. Cut full and wide.very
carefully and neatly made. Large " Peter Pan"
collar is prettily trimmed with pretty Dresden floral
stripes. Large turn back cntfs and gathers r> >-»
at waist with belt of self material. Ketaila U>Cr>
at 81.50. t>peciul *J%JK^

fc»
3301

Men's Lisle Thread Socks
3115. Men's F.xtra Quality Donlile-twisled Lisle

I

Thread .Socks Absolutily fast black. In ^,f\
inetly holly box for Clirit.tinas giving. r>M<^
Value I'Jc. per pair. Special, box of 4, V»»'>'

$1.50 Headscarf 89c Men's House Slippers 89c
nl Chainiiiii' I li.Rd Scurf of CYdU ate soft silk f^f^^^^ -^^-^

3301. Charming Head Scarf of exquisite soft silk

".Mi.iisselinede sole." A rlelightfiil, soft, brilliant
lexiuie, l>eautiful liaiid-tiiileil colored f\f\
Dicsiien borders. Size 1»M x 6C inches. >sHf*
Sfl.50 vuliie %J*^^

m

Men's

Fine

Military

Brushes

$1.00

ibots
inlaid

50c

29c
' ned Willi

25c

25c

1641. Men's House Slippers of good
qnality black kidskin. A soft, coin
fortable leather of satisfying qual-
ity. Extra deep tongue neatly
ornamented with
Stitcliing. .\n ac-
ceptalile gilt
for any nian.

Flannelette

Nightingale
EXCEPTIONAL
VALUE AT
23 Cents

1440. Flannelette
Nightingale of extra
quality. Well made
and an exceptional
value. The entire gar-
ment is edged with
scalloped buttonhole
stitching. Reg- ^_
ular39c •<#-

value ^'J^

Flannelette

Embroidery
Skirt, 49c
1032. Embroidery

."^kirt of fine twill-
ed "Daisy Clotli"
Flannelette. Finished
with an 8-inch ruffle
of handsome silk em-
broidery. WLite, pink
or blue. Af\ExceptionaI^U/»

Black only, all

zes. (iood retail

value, $1.25.

Special.

$1.00

5004. (;eiill.-niaii's"VIililary Urnsli ami Cninb Set.
Two brushes of line ebony, with goud bristles and

f
pretty silver medallions. Silver
trimme<l comb to match. In Ben
galine-lined jewelers'
box for gift giving.
$1.G0 value. Special

bur Money Back'*
MAIL r^ g^ORDER \^ V^

•

: NEW YORK CITY

Men's Wool Gloves 48c
soil. IMcn's Warm Woolen Gloves

of splendid pure worsted yarn. Cray
or black. An excellent, durable
quality. Better than the m r\
average Doc glove offered LLnO
letail. Special -KKJ\^

Fine Dark Brown
Felt Juliets 89c
162T. Fine warm Juliets of

good Comfy Kelt in dark
brown with red lin-

ing. Trimmed with
neat buckle and
matched bow and
substan tiall y
bound with fur.
Hand made with
tmned soles of
solid leather. All
sues. $1.00 value.

Per
Pair

We Guarantee You Satisfaction or will Promptly Return Your Money

Per pair

Guaranteed Hose
FOR

WOMEN
PAIRS
FOR

3100. Famous "Standard"
Stockings for women. Six
pairs Guaranteed to wear
you six months or new ones
Free. Save darning worries
and money by wearing the

Guaranteed stockings. Of
double twist, long staple

cotton yarn specially re-

inforced. They are abso.

lutely fast black, fine

gauge, seamless and
extra elastic. Sizes

9 to 10}4. Widely
advertised and re-

tail at 25 cts. per
pair. Special
wholesale
price, 6 fl» 1
pairs for ^p X g $10.98

''',
\

Muf or Scarf

. -^ Separately, $5.75 Hack
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The Ladies'

Home Journal

For 4 Cents

a Copy

The leading magazine in the

woman's field is now possi-

ble at that price by this plan:

The ladies' Home Journal 24 numbers
(A complete magazine twice a month)

The Saturday Evening Post 52 numbers
(A complete magazine every week.) —^^^-^^^—^—

76 numbers
at 4 cents ©ach

$3.04

For Three Dollars

We will send all 76 magazines

During a year to any address. You

cover the whole family reading

:

the "Journal" for the child, girl or

woman ; the "PosT" for the young

man and man, and you have the un-

disputed leader in each field—tliebest.

Can you do more with
your Christmas money?

Give three dollars to any of our authori'z.ed sub-

scription agetits^ reputable jiezusdealets, or send to

The Curtis Publishing Company
Philadelphia

oot

^oo

poJ

'^^K^^oM^^M^^o^

Continued from page 1087

cruel necessity, she might have been

pardoned if for a moment she had al-

lowed her thoughts to linger upon this

interview which had just ended. She

might even have recalled with a cer-

tain speculative interest the luxurious

interior of the carriage into which he

had stepped and the smooth roll of the

wheels which had borne him away, safe

shut from the wind and the weather. So

might she be lifted and sheltered from
the bleak pelting of poverty, and life

become a smooth progression instead

of a painful pilgrimage. The girl sat

quite still by the window looking out

through the misty panes into a mistier

world, and only vaguely aware of drip-

ping lilac spravs, ruddy ^vith swelling

buds, and of the flash of wet brown
wings athwart the gray sky.

Stephen Jarvis, master of fate, and
thrilhng with the clash of his will upon
hers, could hardly have known that

the ghost of another man stood between

him and the object of this new, urgent

desire of his. He would have laughed

the shadowy presence to scorn had he
known it.

Yet it was this mere shadow of a

man which chained Barbara's thoughts

while the April rain softened the land-

scape to a soft green blur. After all

it was but natural that her one pitiful

Httle love story should come back to her

now, even to a vision of David Whit-
comb's eager face, his dark impatient

eyes and tossed hair, and the sti-ong

clasp of his hand upon hers in the

dusk of the summer twilight.

It was Jimmy who had come between
them; little motherless Jimmy, then a

baby a year old, with big appealing

eyes under a fluff of soft yellow hair,

and a voice sweeter than any bird's.

"If you really loved me," David had
said hotly, "you would not let any one

or anything come between us."

And she had told him that she could

not go to him over the bodies of a sick

father and a helpless child. And since

he had asked this of her, she did not,

indeed, love him.
After this stormy scene—the last

between them, since David Whitcomb
had gone away, no one knew whither,

nor indeed cared, since he was young
and friendless and poor—Barbara had
cried herself to sleep for many suc-

cessive nights, quietly, so as not to

disturb the sleeping child. But one
does not weep overlong at night whose
brain and hands and feet are employed
in the daytime. In time the pain of

that parting subsided to a dull aching
memory, which wakened once to cry out
bitterly when she heard that he had
been seen on a ship bound to the Yukon
region in the early days of the gold
fever. Many perished along the trail

that year. It was rumored that David
Whitcomb was among the number. No
word ever came back to contradict the
rumor, which after the lapse of months
was accepted as a fact, and so—for-

gotten.
It was a long time—as youth meas-

ures time—since she had thought of
David Whitcomb. Now she deliberately
traveled back over the years between,
and stood looking at her anguished
young self, torn between love and duty,
and at her one lover, who was not
noble enough — she saw this with
mournful certainty now—to help her
lift and carry her heavy burden. Nev-
ertheless she forgave him— as she
had done hundreds of times in the past,
excusing him tenderly, as a mother
might have done, for his hot young
selfishness, which refused to share her
heart with a dying man and a helpless
little child.

"I am glad," she said aloud to the
shadowy presence of "her one lover,
"glad that I did not yield."

But her face was grave and sorrow-
ful as she rose to answer a gentle
knock at the kitchen door.
Peg Morrison stood there under the

shelter of an ancient green umbrella,
his puckered face smiling and health-

ily pink against the pale green of the
outside world.

"I lef ' the Cap'n a-studyin' over his
book," he chuckled, as he stepped into
the kitchen, carefully wiping his feet
on the braided rug inside. "He takes
to vallable info'mation as the sparksl
fly up'ards, an' I'm glad to see it.

Thinks I, as I looks at him settin'i'

down improvin' maxims in red ink,|

this is a good time to talk over the situ-

ation with Miss Barb'ry."
Barbara drew a deep breath.
"Come in," she said briefly.

Then, as Peg seated himself in a
wooden chair, ceremoniously arrang-
ing his coattails on either side, she
added, "There isn't any use of talking.
The mortgage is going to be foreclosed!
the first of June."
"Foreclosed—eh? Foreclosed!" echoed

the old man. "Wall, I was 'fraid of
it when I seen his buggy here yist'day
an' ag'in t' day. Farmers 'round here
say they hate th' sight o' that red-
wheeled buggy worse'n pison snakes.
It gene'ally means business o' th' kindj

they ain't lookin' fer. Say! I wishtl
I'd got a-holt o' this 'ere article on
onion-growin' before. I really do.

Jes' listen t' this; 'Onions are profit-

ably grown in th' North. Ebenezer N.
Foote of Northampton, Mass., has per-

duced av'rage crops s' high es ninei

hundred an' ten bushels t' th' acre!
He says he expects to raise that to
twelve hundred! The annual value of

this crop ranges f'om five hundred to
six hundred dollars per acre!"

Peg's voice swelled into a veritable
paean in a high key; his face glowedi
with the ecstasies of his imaginings.
He carefully folded the newspaper and
stuffed it into a capacious pocket.
"Now, y' see," he went on orator-

ically, "exclusive o' the orchards, which
had ought to net us at least five hun-
dred this year, we could put in, say,

twenty acres o' onions, at five hundred
dollars per acre, that would net us

—

lemme see, five hundred dollars times
|

sfU

twenty acres 'ud make—here, lemme J wrt

figger that out."
"

The old man fumbled in his vest

pocket for a stubbed pencil.

"I ain't th' lightnin' calc'lator you'd
expect fer such a schemin' ol' cuss,"

he murmured apologetically, as he wet i

the lead preparatory to computation.
Barbara smiled. "It would be ten

thousand dollars," she said. "Buti
Peg, don't you see—"

"'Ten thousand dollars! Whew! I

guess that 'ud make a mortgage lookl
J^"|

kind o' sick; wouldn't it? We'd ought to ljd,|

hold on a spell longer an' give onions a

try."
"But we can't. Peg. Its only six

weeks before the first of June, and I've

only got twenty dollars in the world."

Barbara leaned back in her chair, her

face relaxed and weary and unutter-

ably sad.
"You must look for another place

right away. Peg," she went on, "I'll

try and find one for you. Then, if I

can get a school, or—some sort of

work. I don't care much what it is, if

it will keep Jimmy and me."
"The's a whole lot o' money in p'ta-

toes, too," grumbled Peg, his anxious

blue eyes on her face. "I'd ought to 'ave

sowed peas an' oats on that hill lot las'

fall an' plowed 'em in this spring.

It says in this 'ere article on big crops

that 'ground fixed that way'll grow
p'tatoes like all possessed. I wisht

I'd come acrost the' inf'mation b'fore."

"Mr. Jarvis says the farm is worn
out," Barbara said, a growing despond-

ency in her voice. "He says the

orchards are worthless, t-oo; they are

old."
"Shucks!" exploded Peg. "'Course

Jarvis 'd talk like that when he's gittin

it away f'om you fer nothin' like its

value. I'll bet he'd have another story

to tell ef anybody was to try 'n buy it

of him. Values has a way o' risin

over night like bread dough once the^

Continued on next page
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Accept This Splendid Money-
Saving Christmas Catalog—FREE

Every Reader of the CHRISTIAN HERALD is entitled to One Copy of the Herzfelder Catalog, FREE, Postage Paid

—Different from any other catalog you have ever seen—more
useful—more helpful—and more profitable to you than any other.
This splendid Herzfelder Catalog is different because of the unusual kind and
variety of the merchandise it shows. It is more useful because it brings vou things
of which you are m almost daily need. And it is more profitable to you because it
offers you opportunities for economy and price-saving equalled nowhere else.

The Herzfelder Catalog will show you merchandise fresh from the world's fore-
most manufacturers—pages and pages of useful and beautiful articles—possessing
all the fascinating charm of new and exclusive style. And prices which mean
actual savings for you on every purchase. We pay all postage and express charges.

We have here, one Herzfelder Catalog for t/o«—ready to send to you, postage
paid—waiting only for you to send us your name and address on a post card.

This places you under no obligation whatever to order. We wish you to have
the, Herzfelder Catalog whether you purchase or not. Then, if you will look
through its pages, and see the many advantages it offers you—how it brings you
better and more stylish things—how it saves you money—you will be the gainer.

OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
of satisfaction or your money back goes with every article we sell. This guar-
antee says that you may return at our expense any purchase that does not give
e-iiiire satisfaction and we will refund your money. You order Herzfelder mer-
chandise at our risk of its pleasing yon—never at yours.

The HerzfeMer Catalog is brimful
of Christinas suggestions—money-
saving opportunities. Don't miss
YOUR copy. Send us your name and
address on a postal card TO-DAY.

Neckwear— 1 5c. to $ 1 .98.
Hat Pins— 18c. to $1.48.
Sweaters—98c. to $5.98.
BelU—9c. to $3.59.
Plumes—98c. to $10.98.
Rings— 15c. upward.

IZXZ9
- 51X58

Herzfelder Money Saving Bargains.
Embroidery— 7c. to 98c. per yd
Laces 3c. to $1.35 per yard.
Knitted Mufflers— 29c. to 98c.
Ribbons—4'^c. to $3.50 per yd.
Bracelets— 59c. to $5.95.
Handkerchiefs— 5c. to 35c.

Mesh Bags and Vanity Cases— 18c. to $7.89.
Necklaces and Lockets— 15c. to $8.75.
Combs and Barrettes— 12c. to $4.25.
Leather Hand Bags—45c. to $5.75.
Brooches— 15c. to $16.75.

Appropriate Christmas Gifts.
Illustrations are Greatly Reduced.

12x^9 Vanity Coin Purse, solid German silver, vrith long coat
chain. 50c.

12x44 Solid German Silver Mesh Purse, elaborate design, 5
inches wide, four inches deep. $2.89

15x05 Dainty Ring of rose gold plate, vpith emerald or ruby 39c.
15x25 Dinner Ring, bright gold plate mounted vpith peai-ls and

ruby or emerald center stones $1.48
15x60 Elaborate gold plate monogram ring, initials engraved free 89c.
18x76 Pretty Back Comb and Barette. inlaid with U karat gold

etching shell or blond, per set of two pieces.. 89c.
31x19 Stylish Oval Brooch, bright gold plate wiih fine cut

amethyst setting, in a handsome box 29c.
30x43 Newest Grape Brooch, irridescent pearls and rose gold

plate 48c.
30x53 Cluster Brooch of finely matched imported corals 60c.
30x93 Pretty gold plate Collar Pins, newest design : two. 15c.
31x16 Attractive Feather Pin Set. Old English gold plate, set of

three pins packed in a neat box 29c.
31x58 Fashionable Bead Necklace, Roman gold plate 25c.

\\ \\

" "
of matched filled pearls 89c.

*' " "
seamless gold filled $1.49

32x33 Goldplate Necklace with novel pearl grape pendant 98c,
31x79 Dainty Monogram Heart Locket, Roman gold plate, with

necklace, engraved free. 98c.
Dainty Monogram Heart Locket, bright or Roman gold

filled $1.59

We Pay All Postage and Expressage Everywhere.
You can order any of the articles illustrated and des^

cribed here with the full assurance that they will give you
perfect satisfaction or we will refund your money. Send
stamps or money order. In ordering rings state size wanted,

HERZFELDER & SON, if^t n'V.
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Oner'ble Jarvis gits a-holt o' a piece o'

!)roperty."

I
"He asked me to marry him," said

'Barbara abruptly, then bit her lip

iingrily at the old man's look of amazed
Incredulity. "I'm sure I don't know
'vhy I told you, only I haven't any one
;o speak to, and—no one—to advise
ne."

Peg's face grew suddenly grave.
' "Don't you be afraid I'll mention it,

JMiss Barb'ry,"he said gently. " 'Course
|[ was kind o' s'prised—at first. But I

lon't know's I be, come t' think o' it.

fHe asked you to be Mis' Jarvis? Wall!
pTou goin' to do it, Misss Barb'ry?"
I "He said he would give me the farm,"
fearbara went on slowly, to do as I

fiked with. I could—give it to Jimmy."
She looked at him with a child's un-

conscious appeal.

1 "Do you think I ought to—to marry
lim. Peg?"

( The old man was still eying her
soberly, even wistfully.
I "I've knbw'd you since you was a
f.ittle girl no higher'n my knee. Miss
Barb'ry," he began. "I've seed you
?row up. An' I've seed you go through
'some pretty hard experiences. Now,
t ain't the kind to talk very much 'bout
n' religion, an' the's times when I

ion't 'pear to have a nawful lot of it,

3ut the's a God that hears an—an'
:akes notice. That much I've found
f)ut, an' ef I was you I'd go to head-
f^uarters an' git the' best advice. But
il'll say this! ef the farm is wore out,
:3S he says, it 'pears t' me he's askin' a
pretty high price fer th' prop'ty. He
[wants your youth, Miss Barb'ry, an'
jyour pretty looks an' your life.

! "I've a notion," he went on, "that
the Lord'll advise ye 'long th' same
lines. But don't take my word fer it."

I He got to his feet slowly.
' "Wall, I mus' be gittin' out t' the
bam."
He fixed his friendly, anxious ey«s

,Dn the girl.

"I guess I'd figger a spell on that
marryin' proposition, ef I was you,"
he said softly, and shook his head.
He turned with his hand on the latch

to cast a dubious look back at the girl.

"It 'pears t' me you ain't cut out
right fer the second Mis' Jarvis," he
said. She'd ought o' rights t' be a big,

upstandin' female with—with red
hair."
He shut the door hastily behind him.

VI

Barbara Preston stopped by a big
chestnut tree at the roadside to read
the notice of an auction of farm stock

and household furniture advertised to

take place in a neighboring township.
The notice was printed in bold red

letters on a buff gackground, calculated

to seize hold the eye of the passerby,
and set forth the fact that one Thomas
Bellows, auctioneer, would, on the

twenty-fifth day of April, sell to the

highest bidder, on the premises of the
owner, four milch cows, three farm
horses, and sixty-four sheep. Also
one young carriage horse, well broken,
sound, kind and willing. Other items
relating to household gear and poultry
followed, set down in due order of their

relative importance.
The red letters on the buff ground

passed into Barbara's eyes—as indeed

they were purposefully intended—and
impressed themselves on her memory.
She considered them half angrily as

she pursued her way to the post office,

picturing to herself the day when
Thomas Bellows or another would
noisily exploit the contents of her own
well-loved home. The mortgage cov-

ered stock and furniture as well as the

land itself. She had learned this from
a curt letter addressed to her by
Stephen Jarvis in reply to questions of

her own as concisely put.

Apart from her half dazed recollec-

tion of the rainy afternoon a week

since, their relations as ruthless credi-

tor and hopeless debtor appeared to be
unchanged. During the interval she
had gone doggedly about her self-im-

posed labors. Between times she was
casting about for another home and
other modes of livelihood for herself

and Jimmy. It would be difficult, if

not impossible, she was told, to secure
a position to teach. To become a
dressmaker's apprentice was possible;

but the woman who provided the op-
portunity offered instruction for the
first six months in lieu of wages. And
obviously one could not live on in-

formation alone, however valuable.

Household servants were always in

brisk demand, she had been reminded;
but pride of race wrestled with the un-
told humiliation of such a lot. Besides
there was Jimmy. Her heart grew
faint at the thought of the loving,

carefully shielded child in the cold

shelter of an "asylum," or the bound
property of some shrewd farmer.

She was turning these things wearily

over in her mind when the quick whirr
of wheels sounded at her back. She
stepped aside to allow the vehicle to

pass, without raising her eyes.

A harsh, domineering voice, the

sort of voice to be slavishly obeyed,

ordered the horse to stand still.

She looked up quickly to meet the

eager gaze of the man who was in her

thoughts. A vivid color, of which she

was angrily conscious, rose to her fore-

head. She stammered some sort of

greeting, her eyes drooping before the

dominant insistence in his.

"I was just on my way to your
house," he said.

His voice as well as his eyes were
eager, insistent.

"Get in, won't you, and ride with

me? I have something to say to you."

The girl hesitated, her cheeks paling.

He sprang to the ground, speaking
sharply to his young, restive horse.

"Allow me to assist you," he said.

with a politeness wholly unfamiliar to
Barbara.

She gave him an astonished look,
which he interpreted correctly, with
the acumen of a trained politician.

"You have been thinking that I was
exceedingly abrupt—even rude, in the
way I spoke to you the other day," he
said, as he took her firmly by the hand
and lifted her to a seat in the vehicle,
which was "dreaded more'n pison
snakes" by the delinquent debtors in
the countryside, according to Peg Mor-
rison.

He bent to look keenly into her face>
as he seated himself at her side. "Isn't
that so—Barbara?"
At the sound of her name in that

new, strange voice of his the girl

started and almost shivered. She was
beginning to be afraid of herself

—

this no less new and strange self, who
was tired of being poor and hard-
worked and anxious, and who long^ed

after comfort and ease and affection of
some strong, compelling sort. She
lifted her eyes to him.

"I have been thinking many things,"
she murmured, "since—since you "

He laughed under his breath.
"Yes; and you've been doing some

things, too," he said. "I heard you
were looking for a place to teach, and
—it didn't encourage me to suppose
that you were thinking very favorably
of what I proposed. Did you secure a
position?"

"N-o; I didn't," she acknowledged.
She hesitated visibly; then added,
"They told me you were a school com-
missioner, and that I must apply to

you."
"Why didn't you apply to me?" he

wanted to know. "Didn't you think

I would be a good sort of person to

help you in your desire for independ-
?"

she said, "be-
ence

"I didn't ask you
cause i

To be continued
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A New Harold Bell Wright Book

The Uncrowned King
Size 4%x7 inches. Over 100 pages. Ten

Illustrations inTint and Color by John Rea
Neill. Bound in Cloth, Stamped in Gold,

Price, Net 7S Cents

The Uncrowned King is different from
anything- previously done by the author,

but it is distinctively a Harold Bell Wright
book. It is a beautiful piece of literary

work, that is unquestionably, the expres-

sion of inspiration. It appeals to every-

thing that is true, noble and wholesome
within us, and we feel that the author has

given us in this volume, an insight of tlie

temple of truth in our own lives.

Other Books by Mr. Wright

e ins (iUEATEST NOVEL
1 80.000 COPIES SOLDTh

Calling of

Dan Matthews
By the Author of

•"The Shepherd of the Hills"—490.000 Sold
"That Printer of Udell's" —185.000 Sold

Chicago Daily Nrws.
—"The story is strong and whole-

some, sincere and uplifting in ethical purpose, deliehtful

in character-drawing and general literary craftsmanship."

Oregon Journal, Portland.—;"It is this almost clair-

voyant power of reading the human soul that has made
Mr. Wright's books among the most remarkable. works

of the present age."

Illustrations in Color by Keller
12mo. Cloth, $1.50

TheShepherdof the Hills f Bound uniform with
That Printer of Udell's I above. Each. $1.50

Sold by All Booksellers

Or by the Publishers, The Book Supply Company

CATALOG
FREE.

Size, 8Kx5>^
Bis Savings

Books of all the Publishers
WRITE US FOR IT TODAY

Our mammoth catalog advertises books of all publish-

ers. Bibles, periodicals, etc. Bargains on every page.

Books on all subjects. Hundreds of Fine Sets and fine

Bindings for your library. Every book carried in stock.

Orders filled promptly. Great reductions. Big savings.

Catalog sent postage prepaid, free on request A quarter

million buyers testify to the advantages we oflFer. Every
purchaser a satisfied customer. We want your orders.

Our prices are convincing. Unequaled service for hand-
ling Public, Private and School Library orders.

Publishers and
huoksellera

E. ^S. nEYNOLDS, President

ESTABLISHED is95 220-222 Monroe St., CHICAGO

The BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY,

A BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOOK
Every Lover "^^ Every Fireside

should possess a copy of that treasure box of
beautiful thought, and a gem in printing qiialitj,

"LOVE." It is brimful of the heart-throbs of life in
prose and poem, and to possess a copy is to want all

your friends to enjoy it with you. In one month more
than half a thousand people sent in duplicate orders for

from 10 to 50 copies each. Send for a sample copy today I

I

and know why. It must be seen to bo appreciated. Ei-

1

,
quisitely done ia tint and olivine with gold title and em-

l bossed jacket and boied for 60 cents a copy, or $1.00 i

limp leather, embossed lined and gold stamped, boied. /

I HAVE A SPECIAL OFFER TO MAKE
FOR THIRTY CENTS

LSend U.S. stamps and I will send prepaid a copy i

\on approval — money back if not satisfactory—
k the come-back will be your duplicate orcferi

for a larger quantity at the special lowjT
.price I will make. ^c cijA

is"rH pV-EVELETH GRIFFITH/^R'^ER
ON E cfnV^M CONGRESS ST/T TO-DAY
YOU WILLOW BOSTON^^RECULAR
WANT ALL ^W "^-^SS^^RICESOtPER
YOUR FRIENDS TO^W '^^^OPY OR $I.QP |N
ENJOY WITH You.^^ LIMP LEATHER

SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

TO SING

Bixby's Home Songs is a unique collection

of the old-time gema [lullabys. plaota-

tion songs, minstrel songs, college songs,
|

patriotic songs, etc.) uranged for four

part singing.

Pnce, In cloth, 570 pages, li.oo
post paid. Send for irce specimen
pamphlet with index. S. U. Bixby
& Co., 46th Btrcet and Second Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

20
Christmas Post Cards
No Two Alike— Latest Designs lOc

A HEARTY Thanksgiving- to you,

my boys and girls, and to all the

little people in the homes where
The Christian Herald goes. I wish
you plenty to be thankful for, and
plenty of thankfulness, too.

STORY-TELLING DOLLS: "Welcoming a Cavalier." The Home of a Virginia

Planter about the Time of the First Thanksgiving in America

Thanksgiving never comes along but
it recalls to me a song—the old Frog
Song, we called it, that Mammy used
to sing in the old days in Kentucky.
Like many a negro melody, it was end-
less, and a fresh verse appropriate to
any passing moment was likely to pop
into it at any time; but as nearly as I

can remember the verses that did not
change were these

:

I'm so thankful de sun is a-shinin'.

My honey. My honey.

I'm so glad my coafs got a linin',

My honey.

I'm so thankful de rain is a-pourin'.

My honey. My honey.

For it's just de day to have a scourin".

My honey.

I'm so thankful de wind is blowin',

My honey. My honey,

Forby andVjydere'sgwine to be snowin',
My honey.

I'm so thankful de ole crow's

it, the best part of Thanksgiving is the

thankfulness.

Remember we shall all be thinking

of you at this sweet, special season,

and you may be sure much of our

thankfulness here in these busy oflfices

of The Christian Herald is for
our boys and girls all over the
world, and for the good times we
shall be ha-ving as we grow to

know and love one another here
in the dear Cozy Corner.

Story-Telling Dolls

Dolls, dolls, dolls! The story
of the world does not go
back to a time when there
were no dolls. In the fa-

mous collection in the Brit-

ish Museum in London
there are dolls four thou-
sand years old, which the
little brown-skinned people

in Pharaoh's time rocked to sleep, in

pretty much the same way, I fancy,

that our little folk put their dolls to

sleep to-day. It is quite safe to say
that there have been as many dolls of

one kind or other as there have been
people on the earth, for almost every
one has owned a doll.

Some of the most interesting dolls in

this country are the famous story-

telling puppets at the Children's Mu-
seum in Brooklyn, N. Y. The directors

of this museum plan that in a large

hall set apart for the purpose, hun-

(IjS!

equip his ships. Fancy coming up(l|^*
Ponce de Leon sailing among fai-J

islands of blooming flowers, huntii
for the fountain of youth, or upon til

Pilgrims, tattered and storm-beate
landing at Plymouth, and the very firf

Thanksgiving exactly as it was eel

brated in 1621, all set forth in puppe
averaging less than nine inches big

It is a most surprising and deligh
ful experience, I can assure you.

Before long there will be such scent
there as the Boston Tea Party, Pa
Revere's ride, Washington at Valh
Forge, Davy Crockett's last stand 1,

the Battle of the Alamo, Daniel Booif
and the Buckskin Knights in the Wi
derness. Perry's victory on Lake Eri
Barbara Frietchie, Lee's surrender, tl tae

charge up San Juan Hill, Cervera
fleet bottled up in the harbor at Sa
tiago with Morro Castle in the di
tance, and ever so many more.
The pictures on this page are chart

ing examples of the doll groups thf
have been completed and set up,

After the Mince Pie

gone.

My honey, My honey,

Dat stole de corn from
master's barn,

My honey.

I'm so thankful de hips

and de haws
Is gettin' ripe for de pies

and de daws.
I'm just as glad as I can be
Dat dey're cuttin' down de

rosin tree.

I'm so glad it's warm in de house.

It's good for de folks and good for de mouse.
I'm so glad it's cool in de pond,
Dat de woods is yonder, and de sky beyond.

I can shut my eyes and see the old
nursery at home and hear good, faith-

ful Mammy coming in strong on "de
hips and de haws," crooning along,
rocking, patting, comforting until the
last youngster was tucked into bed,
snug and fast asleep.

Yes, there is almost no doubt about

,an

Ifea

mrl

n

STORY-TELLING-DOLLS: The Home of a Wealthy Dntch Patroon in the New Netherlands abont 1620

dreds of dolls shall set forth the prin-
cipal events in the history of America.
Do you remember Gulliver when he

came to the land of the Lilliputians?
Well, it is like that when you first

come among those fascinating little

folk, for many of the groups are al-

ready completed and set up.
Imagine happening in at the Court

of Ferdinand and Isabella, in all its

splendor, while Columbus is making his
famous plea for funds with which to

Put a tablespoonful of bruissHwi
gum benzoin into a saucer, balance mr.

light sprig of any small-leaved plai mfi
in the centre, set fire to the gum, an
invert over it a tumbler. Almost in
mediately, dense little fumes will arii
from which a deposit of delicate cryi,—
tals resembling leaves will begin 1

^^

form and hang in silky tendrils froi ii>l"

every part of the sprig. As the fumt
clear awayadelicate fairytreeof almoi

transcendent lovelines
will appear beneatJBiM
the glass. This is

pretty table trick an
worth trying.
Here is another om

Cut a circular secti

of an apple into tl

shape of a horseshoi
and ask the guests t

cut it with two strokf

of a knife into si

pieces.

Can you do this?
is easy. Write me art

I will tell you how.

Our Good-Night Verse

For the week is:

He crowneth the year with his goodness.
He giveth strength and power unto his peoplj*

Faithful and lovingly always you;

Aunt in the Cozy Corner,

I

«^5^ IREl^AI^BS OF MIEIRIT <^7»

Lovely assortment of 20 Artistic Christmas, Friemlship.
(iood Luck, Koses and Flowers in exquisite colors, all

for only 10 cents, if you answer this art. immertiately.

J. H. Seymour, 255 VV. Kiehtli .St.,Topeka, Kuu.

Our special prizes this week are for:

Original Drawings or Photographs.
Subjects: Merry Christmas^ Good-
Night.

Verse or Verses. Subjects: Snow,
Our Baby, The North Wind.

Stories in less than three hundred
words. Title to contain the word
Santa Claus.

Five prizes of one dollar each for
best work under any of these heads,
and many

Supplementary prizes of books and
charming pictures will be awarded for
good work of any kind done by boys
and girls.

Put your name, age and address
clearly on any work that you send.

Address, Miss Janet Porter, Christian
Herald, Bible House, New York.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS
Among our supplementary prizes

this week are: The Arabian Nights,
a big fat volume, with over 130 illus-

trations, by Mr. Heath Robinson and
Miss H. Walter. The book contains
the very best of the famous stories
with which the beautiful queen Sche-
herezade entertained the old Sultan of
Persia.

Patty's Success, a charming new
story by Miss Carolyn Wells. Patty
is just the nicest girl ever and her
story is brim full of life and fun.
Captain of the Eleven, by Alden

Arthur Knipe. Bunny, the hero e

this story, is a Joe-Dandy boy vih

makes good all along the way.
The Story of Jesus, illustrated ani

beautifully told by Mr. E. F. Jones. |

The Smith Boys, by Mr. H. R. Garisjl

almost every boy nowadays knows th!

popular Smith Boys Books. "Thi

latest one of the series is the best on:

yet." I hope a Christian Herald boy

who is the same kind of a good all

round fellow as John or Pete Smitl

will win this book for a Christma
prize.

These rewards and twenty more o

the very best of the Christmas books

will be sent out to our boys and girl

whose work is up to the standard ii

this week's prize contest.
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THE BIRD'S MESSAGE

ONE more day's work for Jesus,"

Sans a voice so sweet and clear

hat it rang across the meadows
To a farmer's list'ning ear.

e stopped his work to ponder,

!As he said, "I wonder now.

Jay I share that precious blessing"

In my work here at the plow ?

pan I claim to work for Jesus

As these lowly tasks I do ?

Iiat out from the world's great workers,

Can I to the best be true?"

Vas the "still small voice" that answered,

, And the sweet unspoken words
ouched his heart with cheer and comfort

As he listened to the birds.

weetly sang they from the woodland.

With a song of trustful love,

nd the words that pierced the shadows
Drew him close to heaven above.

All may count as work for Jesus

Like these songs that are unheard,

hough your work in life be hidden

Ye may be doers of the Word."

Oakland, Calif. M. E. Hitchcock.

Garibaldi Remembered
rHE visit to this counti-y of the

granddaughter of the brave Italian

latriot, General Garibaldi, and the

velcome accorded her, has recalled to

!iy memory one of the most delightful

lays of my not uneventful life.

It was the occasion of the great
^iiberator's visit to London.
Like thousands of other mechanics,

stood at the city end of Westminster
K 'ridge and waited the coming of the

I lero, whose sword had liberated and
inited Italy, and who although a con-

'ueror had refused a crown. I have
lever forgotten the joy I felt as the

ar on which the general stood came in

ight and my eyes lighted on his tall

lignified form. The radiance of his

mile, as he gracefully acknowledged
he salutations of the vast assemblage,
earned over all. Accompanying the

ar as a guard of honor were a num-
ber of men in uniforms which had
xcited the curiosity of the waiting
trowd as those who wore them passed
i>n their way to meet the general. We
learned they had volunteered and had
(eft England at the risk of their liberty
lo fight under Garibaldi and were now
iharing with their chief the honors of
he day.

As a Christian, the scene impressed
tself upon me as a forecast of a yet
grander when the desire of all nations
iihall came—He whose life was given
|o liberate all mankind. Not alone

^ London, but every eye shall see him
""^ ind every tongue confess he is Lord to

he glory of God the Father.
I was not alone in regarding it in

;his light. On the following day,
ispeaking to a young Christian brother,
''eferring to Garibaldi's smile he ex-

ian

claimed, "When I saw him, I thought
of my Saviour." As he said these
words, we clasped hands and prayer-
fully said, "Even so come, Lord Jesus!"

John C. Fletcher.
New Rochelle, N. Y.

I
WAS not among the myriads who
thronged the streets of London to

welcome Garibaldi. I was attending
the annual meeting of Baptists as dele-
gate from the ancient and renowned
church of Eythone, Kent, April 21,
1864, when the liberator of Italy re-
ceived the freedom of the city. I was
present at the Crystal Palace and sat
near him when he spoke to delighted
thousands in the nave of that famous
building and was warmly congratu-
lated by peers and people of all ranks
who literally thronged the vast edifice.

The M. E. Church is highly honored in
having a graddaughter of the great
man a member at Rome. May her
visit to the United States be a grand
success. I am

Yours very sincerely,
Chas. W. Skemp,

R. F. D., Vinton, la. 88 Years Old.

Among the Workers
—Rev. Ezra T. Sanford, of the North Bap-

tist Church, New York City, writes : "We have
just closed a successful evangelistic meeting
with Evangelist H. C. Compton, of Athens, Ga..

in charge. The church has been built up and
the spiritual life materially deepened by these
services."

—A NEW Gospel Hall, named "Tent Evangel
Mission Hall," will be opened about the middle
of December on Eighth Avenue, near Columbus
Circle, New York. Rev. G. W. McPherson, of

Yonkers, N. Y., will superintend this new
work. It is planned to have a popular revival

centre where all classes can be reached. Noted
evangelists and workers will be employed and
the nightly campaign conducted on the same
basis as the summer work in Tent Evangel.

—Missionary H. W. Schwartz writes us

from Sendai, Japan : "Your letter of July IS.

enclosing check for fifty dollars—the gift of a

reader of The Christian Herald in Illinois.

was received. Express our thanks to our un-

known friend for the money, which is a great

blessing to work we have in hand. That fifty

dollars from our unknown friend in Illinois will

help us to provide medicine for many who are

in sickness and poverty."

—The New York Evening Post telling of a

recent meeting in the Bowery Mission (during

the series of revival services) at which a num-
ber of bluejackets were present, said: "The
sailors began to crowd in upon the platform,

even into closer quarters than aboard ship, and
the large body of men in the audience rose and
gave them three ringing cheers. 'Now,' said

Dr. J. F. Morgan, the speaker, 'I have the

navy behind me, and the army in front, and I

am all right,' and as he delivered his address

it was seen clearly that it was taking effect,

for after remarkable testimonies had been

given some forty-five men in the audience

came forward and took the following card of

declaration, which admits them to the Bowery
Mission Brotherhood : 'I ask that my
name be enrolled as a member of the Bowery
Mission Brotherhood, and I promise by God's

help to live a good, true, and upright life.'
"

;
Adveirttflsaim^ Melps E-ver^^Ibod^^
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DID it ever occur to you that it is almost impossible to mention any public

institution, or private one of any scope, which has succeeded without the

power of advertising? True, the advertising may not have been in the

[advertising column, but it was part of the general power of the press of which

idvertising is the main stay. The telegraph, the cable, automobiles, gas ranges,

a hundred household conveniences, have been made possible to the public by the

^advertising that sells the volume of goods and so reduces the cost to the indi-

vidual.

We heard this proposition disputed recently by a man who declared that it

did not help his neighbors who were supporting themselves by raising corn and
other vegetables for a cannery. He forgot that the goods which were canned and
"shipped to cities were sold for the most part through the advertising in different

papers.

There is hardly a wish you can express but you will find some phase of it

talked about in advertising columns. Look through the current issue of The
Christian Herald and see the wide range of articles advertised. Note the clean

cut, intelligent, and honest statements made regarding them. It is only adver-

tising such as this—advertising of the dependable kind—that The Christian

Herald publishes and guarantees. •

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

Light Weight, Stylish

and Soft
Please don't judge genuine Holeproof Hose by hose that are

simply guaranteed. " Holeproof" would be, by far, the finest

hose on the market even with the guarantee eliminated.

They are light weight and soft, and they fit to perfec-

tion as long as they last and they last a very long time.

TRY A BOX TODAY.

Ilolepn
All the newest colors now on show

Our yam costs an average of 70c per lb. We could use .Sflc yarn,
but the hose wouldn't be soft and attractive like "Holeproof."
We spend $33,OOOayearmerelyforinspection. Soevery pair is right.

Sixpairs of men's " Holeproof " guaranteed for six months cost $1.50.

The extra light weights cost $2. The mercerized—finished like silk

—

cost $3. One color or the newest colors assorted. We sterilize e?,ch
pair twice in the making, so the colors are fast—the hose sanitary.
We don't know where else you can get hose like these, though you

pay twice what we ask for "Holeproof." They are made for
women and children, too. Six pairs of women's hose cost $2 (mer-
cerized $3). The children's hose cost $2 for six pairs

Sold in Your Town The genuine "Holeproof" is sold in your town.^ We'll tell you the dealers' names on request or ship
direct where we have no dealers, charges prepaid on receipt of price.

Write for free book, "How to Make Your Feet Happy "

The Holeproof Hosiery Co., 521 Fourth St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Tampico News Co., S. A., City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Republic

Kr°"'*l-00 ^I'^^r
OnApproval.F«i^ht Paid

PER SE CTION

Endorsed "THE BEST" by Over Fifty Thousand Users

'T'HE LUNDSTROM cases are made nnder onr o^ii patents, in our own
^ factory, and the entire production is sold direct to the home and ofi&ce.

That is the reason we can offer them at such reasonable prices. In pur-
chasine a I undatrom Sectional Bookcase, you are not belpinc to tost a doubtful experi-

ment, but are pettine an article which time and experience have proven a wonderful flue*

cess. Our Sectional Bookcases are the product of Tears of undivided attention to this on«
line of manufacture. Book sections have non-binding, disappear!nd glass doors, and are

highly finished in Solid Golden Oak Other styles and finishes at correspondingly low prices.

Write for new Catalogue No. 112

THE C. J. T-UNnSTROM MFG. CO., LTTTl.E FALLS, N.T.
Manufacturers of Sectional Bookcases and Fillni; Cabinets

New Tork Office: S72 Broadway

Wizard Mono-Rail Jumping Top
Wizard Encased Tight-Wire ^t Art
JUMPING TOP. Postpaid, ^l.UU

Finobt ti.p nia.ie. Spins 12 iiiiiuites

with one turn of cord. Walks tit'lit

wire. Jumps from wooden
egg while spinning.
All running parts

are inside polished
stt-el case. Postpaid

$1. Both Jumping
tops. SI 40.

"Zela" Fortune
Telling top. 25c..

postau-e 5c. extra.
" Varl - Scope,"
chro nift t i c game
top. just out, $2.00
prepaid.

39.
A Barrel
of Fun
for only
Atalltnydcalers.ir

dcpaitmciit storps,

or mailed for 45c.
Dozen. $4. express.

Endlessly amusing
and instriietive.

Travels 100 ft. on in-

rlined wire. .lumps
from wooden shell

while spinning.

BatBing mystery.
Order now.
\V. P. D. Co.

Dept; F.
131W.31slSL,N.Y. Only 39c.

GiftsfronMmmims>
Ordering by Mail, from a House of Character, is a Good Plan.

—,a-

Order No. 150.

IVanamaker Down Quilt, $5 Prepaid
Warmth Without Weisht

Size 6 ft. X 6 ft., weight 4 pounds, price $5, express
prepaid to Mississippi River.
This quilt at $5 is at least $1 better than any other

quilt on the market at the same price.

We manufacture it ourselves, not because we want to,

but because we wish to know just what goes into it. We
buy the sateen in 100,000 yard lots, and the down by the

ton; we steam it ourselves.
Tell us the color you prefer, whether pink, yellow,

blue, olive. Terra Cotta or Persian, and we will select

it for you.
Other Biies: 6 ft. i 7 It. $6; 7 It. i 7 ft. $7; 3 It. x 4 ft.

(crib siie) $2; 4 ft. I 5 It. (child's bed! J3; 5 It. i 6 It.

(single bed) $4.50.

Our Special Christmas Catalog
of selected Gift Items, and 1,000 illus-

trations of toys and games, the latest

novelties of foreign and domestic
manufacture, will be ready November
25. Just write us on a postal, "Send
me Christmas Catalog No. 44."

Practically every page of our gen-
eral Winter Catalog contains sugges-
tions for Christmas Giving, and 32
pages are devoted especially to that
purpose. If you haven't a copy, ask
us for this also.

We pay postage, anywhere, on mail
shipments of $5 or more. See Catalog
for Freight and Express FreeDelivery
Terms throughout the United States.

JOHN WANAMAKER
New York

Christmax orders received now, with cards for
enclosure, will be resenvd and mailed as directed.
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Beg. V. S. Pat. 08.

Don't spoil

light with a poor

lamp-chimney.

My "Pearl Glass"

lamp-chimneys are

clear—crystalline

—transparent.

I make a lamp-

chimney for every style burner.

My Index is the guide to the

proper chimney. Get it and

then get the right chimney. It

pays in economy, comfort and

better light.

Macbeth
Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

A Substantial
Cliristmas Gift

A First-class Bond meets every re-

quirement of the ideal Christmas Gift.

$100 $500 $1,000
are the denominations in which we
offer a variety of high-grade Investment

Bonds, to yield 5% and over.

What better Christmas Present can

you find for anyone in whose future

you are interested ?

Special List i2jC. on Afplicatioji.

E. H. ROLLINS & SONS
200 Devonshire Street, BOSTON

HEW YORK, CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN PRANCISCO

Back of thebondswe offeris a system

of investigation more complete and

more thorough than any individual

has the time, the means or the dis-

position to undertake. A statement

that a bond is recommended by us

means that the purchaser can place

perfect confidence in it.

Write for latest bond circular B-59

N.W.HALSEY& COMPANY,
New York : Philadelphia

49 Wall SL 1421 Chestnut SL

Chicago

:

152 Monroe SL

San Francisco

:

424 California SL

"A Sulky Dollar"
bnnlilet cxplaing \v'\v we make your
I)''posits earn you 5% (6% on time de-
liiisits). Over ?2, 750,000 approved
first Mortgages lield by
Germania bank as Ti

Ire and $750,000 Capital,
Surplus and Stockhold-

in.iividual lialrility
'^ ^' a« S.-ruritv N.,t a dol-

lar l..«s t., d.-p-Mt.irs in -JC) v.;.r5
GEORGIA STATE SAVINGS ASS'N

176 York Street Savannah, Ga.

.smaller;
VSUMS./

iavina tlie Penmen

NEWAY
CUT-TO-ORDER

WAISTS

will save you ^ the cost of your
shirtwaists ; better, cheaper than
rt^ady-made waists. We do all

rutting, furnish all material ; all

you do is the sewing. Write today
for catalot:ue. free samples, mea-
surement Ijlanks. etc.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
Agents who can fumieh Al reference

wanted for unoccupied territory.

ST. LAWRENCE MILLS
Dept. B, Ogdecsburg, N. V.

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Safest Investment AOh fft fitfk

Write for
known. Yielding from "^ ^*' "^ Circular.

U L E N & CO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

CLASSES, BOYS,GIRLS; with our cmust
MAS (JIl'T CARDS. Write for FREE sample and j.rii'ps.

Art iSc Craft Company, 357 Berrlman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

" T T is all very well to give advice to

J. the wage-earner as to invest-

ments," remarked a young man of our

acquaintance recently, "but how is a

man going to get the money to invest?

Here I am, young, unmarried, and with

eleven dollars a week, but the end of

the year sees me just as poor as did the

beginning."
A man who can put three dollars a

week in the savings bank for ten

years, as was shown in a former arti-

cle, is in a fair way to becoming, if not

rich, certainly well to do, and if he con-

tinues to reinvest his interest, within

twenty years he will be practically

above want.

A Street Car Conductor

We know a man—he is just forty-one

and looks younger, for he leads a tem-
perate life—who lives near Fort Hamil-
ton in the Borough of Brooklyn, City

of New York. This man is worth over

two hundred thousand dollars. For
nearly twenty years he was a conduc-

tor on a street car, and as he made it a
point never to work on Sunday, his

weekly wages averaged during this

time about ten dollars a week.
"He must have inherited the money,"

you say.

No, he never had a cent given him
that he did not earn. His mother, a
widow and a seamstress, had a little

frame house of six rooms, three of

which she sub-let at eight dollars a
month. When the son was thirteen he

had to give up school and take a posi-

tion as errand boy at two dollars a
week.
When the boy was fourteen, he ad-

vised his mother to put the rent and
his earnings into a building association

just started in the neighborhood. This

was done, with the result that within

four years the house was bought, and
an addition made to it that brought the

rent up to twelve dollars a month.
At eighteen the boy became a con-

ductor, a position he occupied with
never a complaint against him from
company or passengers. He paid

three dollars a week to his mother for

board. She would take no more, for

she regarded the house and the rent as

his, though the property was in her

name. His clothes and other expenses

cost him about seventy dollars a year,

and he dressed decently, so that on
every December thirty-first he was
three hundred dollars to the good, and
more too, for he kept his money in a
savings bank and saw it growing.

After ten years of this work and
saving, the young man—he was now
twenty-eight—heard rvimors of a real

estate boom approaching the place

where he lived. He had now about
four thousand to his credit in two sav-

ing;s banks, and this he decided to draw
out and invest in unimproved realty

in the neighborhood with which he was
acquainted.

How the Profits Grew

He bought ten lots for six thousand
dollars, paying four thousand cash and
giving a mortgage for two; then he
went on conducting his car and wait-
ing for two years.
The interest and taxes prevented his

saving so much from his earnings, but
at the end of the two years he sold
four lots for thirty-two hundred dol-

lars; he paid off his mortgage, put
twelve hundred dollars in bank, and
had six lots to the good, each worth at
least eight hundred dollars.

It would take long to give all the
details of the young man's advance in
prosperity. He stuck to his car and
his ten dollars a week until his per-
sonal interests compelled his resigna-
tion. By this time the railroad com-
pany had learned his worth and offered
him a superintendent's place at three
times his former compensation, which
he refused.

To-day this young man is married,

and his mother, no longer a seam-

stress, is living with him, in a house

that she speaks of as "a palace." The

ex-conductor is interested in all the

good work of his neighborhood, and is

noted for his charities. That he will

be very rich in the end every one be-

lieves and hopes, for there is not one

who knows him, who envies him or

who does not believe that his success

was deserved.
No, it does not matter what you

earn; if there be a little left after pay-

ing for life's necessities you can rise

above want and have money to invest,

as we have been trying to advise in

these articles.

Of course, you never heard of Cath-

erine Meehan, not only because that is

not her name, but because she is

modest, and does not crave notoriety.

As the name suggests, "Kate" Meehan
was Irish, is Irish, and would feel in-

sulted if you intimated that she was
anything else.

Some thirty years ago, this woman
was left a widow, with the added bur-

den of a step-daughter of ten. Kate
Meehan could not read nor write, but

with a fine sense of duty she resolved

that the girl in her charge should not

be so handicapped.
Untrained, there was nothing left

her but to take in washing, or to go
out by the day and do, as best she
could, the one work for which she was
qualified. Kate Meehan lived in a
squalid part of Jersey City, where her
husband, a longshoreman, had rented
poor quarters on the top of a rickety

tenement, the roof of which was used
as a common drying ground.

Made More Than She Spent

The step-daughter, always comforta-
bly clad, was sent to school, and the
sturdy Kate went on washing for the
sailors and longshoremen. She made
more than she spent, and so when the
step-daughter, at the age of twenty,
had left the normal school, and had
secured a teacher's place at seven hun-
dred a year, Kate Meehan had over
fifteen hundred dollars in the savings
bank.
The tenement in which she lived was

foreclosed, and she had the daring to
buy it in, paying one thousand dollars
and removing the original mortgage.
With the five hundred over she fixed
up the place, introducing water and
gas for the first time, and so doubling
the rentals.

That was the beginning of this illit-

erate washerwoman's real estate trans-
actions. She kept up her ventures and
gave up the wash tub, and to-day, at
the age of sixty, she is out of debt and
a rich woman.

It may be urged that the two cases
just cited are exceptions, and that the
conductor and the washerwoman had
each an exceptional talent for business.
Nothing of the kind. They had com-

mon sense, honesty and industry, and
above all, self-denial. That is, they
could get along without those luxuries
which the self-indulgent regard as
necessities.

There is not a man or woman who
reads this, who cannot succeed equally
well, provided always that the same
energy and the same desire to save is

manifested.

Dr. Klopsch Remembered
I am more than pleased with the

Red Letter Testament. It is the first

of the kind I've ever owned, and this
one is especially prized, because of the
part Dr. Klopsch took in its arrange-
ment. I fully and deeply realize the
loss we sustained in not having him
among us; yet for his sake I think the
ties of The Christian Herald Circle
will go on strengthening more and
more. Isabella Holt.

Austin, Texas.

For 15
Years Wc
Have Paid

On money entrusted to our care. V
have satisfied customers in practical)

every State and Territory in the Unio

Money invested with us may be witi

drawn at any time without notice ai

without loss of dividends for a singi

day.

Why we can pay 5 per cent—Wl
our plan of doing business is acsolute!

safe and sound—Why our custome
have ample security for every doll;

invested with us is fully told in

—

The Booklet,
Write for it to-day.

The Calvert Mortgage& Depositee
1046 Calvert Building. Baltimore. Md.

Guaranteed MortgageJ
For Large and SmalP

Investors
Don't think, because your capital isi^

Tsmall, that it can earn only 3J4 per cent3[
Tor 4 per cent. It used to be so—the smajl
Finvestor for hundreds of years had no chancj

f beside the capitalist. Our

First Mortgage Trust Bond^
On New York and Suburban Real Estati

Iput you exactly on a par with the wealth!^
investor. You have the same security and t

^same certain returns—5 per cent, or

{
per cent. You have the sam( opportuni^
^to withdraw your capital if ^ou shou'

^ need it.

Under Supervision of New York
Banking Department
Wnfe for our fionk/et

NEVyYORKKORTGAGE fo.
Dept. D, 1«& iiiuaawoy, «.„ yorkTuy'

Live Stack
in the

Southeast

There
money
raising 11]
Btock and f
dairying
the Sout|
east, whejl
good iBDJl
ai'e only
to $10
acre. Tl||
est varietl
raisers I

climate is the best in America. The lai

of grasses and forage plants give stoc
vantage over other sections. Alfalfa yields four to _
crops a year. Corn yields by good farmers highest
the country. Beef and pork are made at 3 to 4 cent
pound. Dairy products command highest prices. C
ernment experts recommend Southeast for hoi
cattle, sheep and hogs. We will give informa
about best locations, write for Homeseekers' Ral

M. v. lilCIIARns
Land and Industrial Agent, Southern Kailwa"
Co».13illSt., Washlneton, D,'

Chairs& Tricycles

'

For Invalids and Cripples

ti/y WorthingtonCo.l
362CedarSt.,Elyria,0.^'^^ (2)

I

An Opportunity
For YOU

F YOU want to make some extTJ

money during your spare time, oui

Special Offer to the readers

of The Christian Herald wil

be of great interest to you.

We are now establishing repre-

sentatives to take care of all new and

renewal subscriptions. The possibilities

for money-making are really unlimited,

and you can easily build up a clientele

which you can renew every year at

practically the original profit. It is

pleasant, agreeable work, as you will

come in contact with only the best

people. No expense is necessary.

Only spare time required. Let us send

you our interesting offer. It is sure to

appeal to you. Now is the time to act.

If you can use more money, here s

your chance to increase your income.

Ask for our Subscription Money
Plan. Write to-day

:

The Christian Herald Agency Dept.

Bible House, New York
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BEFORE THE DAYS
TTrE stand at jraze before the days

VV That beckoning haste before us.

To God above in fervent love

We lift a grateful chorus.

What yet shall be we cannot see.

I J We trust our Heavenly Father."

His constant care is everywhere

Though dark the clouds may gather.

f Awake, asleep. His angels keep

Their watch and ward about us.

No demon foe shall overthrow

Our toil, or dare to flout us.

We stand at gaze ! Our devious ways
Are leading to the River

Where Death and Life in ceaseless strife

Clash keenest blades forever.

Beyond the tide, the other side

' Shines forth in golden splendor

;

f When Earth has fled, and Death is dead.

What praise we there shall render?

We stand at gaze before the days

That one by one are bringing.

From C!od above, such gifts of love

As wake our happy singing.

Alice Rogers.

(New Bureau of Mines
HE act establishing: a Bureau of

Mines in the Department of the

Iterior has recently become effective,

originally approved, the law con-
iplated the transfer of the entire

[echnologic Branch of the United
ates Geological Survey, the mine
[Cident investigations, fuel investiga-

ns, structural materials investiga-

jns, the entire personnel, property
d equipment, to the Bureau of Mines,
t the Sundry Civil Appropriation
t amended the law to such an extent
,t the structural materials investi-

;tions, including the personnel and
ipment for these investigations,

mt to the Bureau of Standards, De-
rtment of Commerce and Labor.
[Carrying out the spirit and intent of
law the Secretary of the Interior
transferred to the Bureau of

nes the investigation of mine acci-

nts and fuels, has transferred to the
'iireau of Standards the structural
iterials investigations and the em-
yees of the Technologic Branch of
Survey. The fully equipped Test-

g Station at Pittsburg also goes to

e Bureau of Mines.
!The work of the Bureau of Mines
T the first year will be a continua-
)n and expan.sion of the work car-

^d on by the Technologic Branch of
e Geological Survey. The law in

^jelf provides for a variety of other
[oblems that properly belong to the
reau of Mines and which should
[entually be undertaken, such as
ithods of mining and metallurgical
[ocesses, but these activities will be
^erred for the most part until Con-

tjess gives additional authorization in

;e shape of adequate appropriation.
'The mine accident investigations
.ve been transferred from the Geo-
cal Survey to the Bureau of Mines,
mine experiment station was estab-
hed in Pittsburg during 1908, at

iiich, since that time, investigations
explosives, coal gas, dust, electricity

fid other possible causes of mine ex-
* osions have been continually under

iy. The mining engineering field

rce of the Geological Survey has
ready made decided progress in the
udy of underground mining condi-
ms and methods. Practically all of
e coal mines in which mine explo-
)ns have occurred during the last

ars have been carefully examined,
e gases, coke and dust have been
lalyzed at the laboratory at Pitts-
irg and every effort has been made to
termine the explosibility of various
ixtures of gas and air in the presence
shots of different types of explo-

res. Considerable progress has also
en made in the investigation of ex-
osiyes used in coal mining, and the
nditions under which they may be
ed with least risk. Manufacturers
ve submitted many explosives for
st at the station and a considerable
ition of them passed and have been
issified among the permissible ex-

^fives. The investigations and edu-
tional work in connection with the
e of artificial breathing and other
pes of mine rescue equipment, the

so-called oxygen helmets, have not
only been useful in developing a more
satisfactory use of such equipment in
the examination of mine explosions,
but also better methods for using this
equipment in mine rescue work.

The fuel investigations under the
Geological Survey and which are
transferred to the Bureau of Mines
have already resulted in a better real-
ization throughout the country as to
the value of fuels. One result of this
work is that nearly all of the fuel now
purchased by the federal government
is bought on specifications and sub-
ject to test by the fuel division, or pur-
chased after examination made of the
coal supplied by the mines from which
coal is delivered to the government.

A Royal Speeder

THE late King of Siam, who was an
enthusiastic automobilist, owned

over thirty cars. In comparison with
its size, Bangkok has four times as
many automobiles as New York, the
most luxurious in the city being that
owned by Queen Sowayi Pongsi, the
chief lady, whose car is fitted up as a
boudoir.

Being alarmed at the speed at which
the king traveled, and afraid for his

safety, his ministers petitioned his

Majesty to give up automobiling.
"At the service of your Majesty,"

the document read, "there are bearers,
and when time presses, carriages. We
therefore beseech you to give up the
use of the automobiles, or at least go at

a more moderate pace."
To this the king answered in a

marginal note, "The danger lies not in

the automobiles, but in the hearts of
men."

Agronomical Queries
F. L. P., Buenaventura, Pinar del Rio, Cuba.

1. Is the so-called Southern Cross visible

in this country ? I wish you to state as to

what parts of the year same can be seen.

2. Also, what position does it take when
visible here ; that is, does it always appear
upright or not?

1. Are you not mistaken in the stars? The
Southern Cross is a constellation very close to

the south pole of the sky, and is thought to be

invisible to obser\'ers so far north of the equa-

tor. The Cross is composed of four principal

stars, two of which are of the first magnitude

and two of the second, interspersed with and

surrounded by various stars of a lesser magni-

tude. It is a beautiful exhibition, with the

bright stars in the form of a square set in a

blaze of wonderful light. 2. The Cross, with

other stars, revolves somewhat like the Dipper

of the northern sky.

E. B. S., Leeton, Mo. 1. What was the cause

of the ring around the moon in the eclipse

lately? 2. How large is the moon?
3. How far is the moon from the earth ?

1. Caused by the radiation of light. While

the shadow of the earth covered the body of

the moon, yet sufficient light was radiated from

the earth to cause an apparent nimbus around

the satellite. It was the luminosity of our at-

mosphere. 2. Diameter of the moon, 2,163

miles. 3. Its mean distance from earth, 238,854

Diiles.

L. E. D., Clinton Falls, Minn. During the late

summer and early fall of 1883 a large

comet was visible here. What was it

called, and has it been seen since, or is it

likely to appear again ?

The only recorded comet of any considerable

magnitude for 1883 was one known as the

Pons-Brooks comet. This was visible to the

naked eyes. Its period is about seventy-one

years.

W. G. S., Wilmington, Del. What is the curva-
ture in inches on the earth, in one mile of

its surface, and how is it ascertained?

This is an easy mathematical problem for

those who have the time to solve it. The
curvature is probably about eight inches to the

mile.

"Working Around For Jim"

THE true philosophy of service is suggested

in a cowboy's idea

:

"Lots of folks who would like to do right,

think that serving the Lord means shoutin'

themselves hoarse and praisin' his name. Now
I tell you how I look at that : I'm working here

for Jim. Now, if I'd sit around the house here

tellin' what a good fellow Jim is an' singin'

songs to him I'd be doin' just like what lots of

Christians do, but that wouldn't suit Jim and

I'd git fired mighty quick. But when I hustle

among the hills and see that Jim's herds are

all right and not sufferin' for water an' feed,

or bein' off the range branded by cattle thieves,

then I'm servin' Jim as he wants to be served."

A Watch Case
To Be Proud Of
/^NE way to cheapen a watch is

in the case. It is an easy

thing to do because the average

buyer doesn't think much about

the case—so that is where he gets

bitten.

Thousands of men and women today are carry-

ing watches that are away below the standard

they have set for themselves in other things. It

is a sort of shoddy thing to do—to carry a cheap

watch just because it is worn inside the pocket

and not outside.

Now don't put all the blame on the jeweler.

You talk to him about the movement or "works"

of a watch and you get the movement you ask for.

You squeeze the price down as low as possible

—

and you get a trashy watch case, or a case that is

scamped in workmanship. It does not last. It

does not serve you well while it does last. It is

not the right protection for the "works."

The trade marks illustrated on this page are your safe-

guard. They are standard with the fine jewelry trade,

and have been for 50 years. They mean absolute integrity

in bullion value, in assay, in construction of a watch case.

Be sure to find them. Every good jeweler in this country

knows the marks and carries the cases. They are made
for ladies' and men's watches—plain, engine-turned, en-

graved or enameled. All sizes, all patterns.

*v <^^
<IKK>

CRESCENT KEYSTONE JAS.BOSS
COLO FILLED SOUD COLD GOLD FILLED

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Established 185 3

Philadelphia

jSpr'ing-Needle

;• '*

Thed
exclusive Underwear

for women ever mado.
Soft, sheer and elastic

—stylish, glove-fitting

and durable.Launders
perfectly.
The "Gauzrib" Vest ^ '"^91

here illustrated is finished With
3M in. of genuine hand crocheted
lace. We guarantee fabric, finish

and workmanship.
SL'ndS2.00forsample "Gauzrib"
Vest in a pretty Christmas box.
If you are not delighted with it

—if you don't feel and know
there is nothing to eomparewith
it, return it and get your money
back. But you will want to keep
it, and buy half a dozen more for

your friends. "Gauzrib" is an
ideal Christmas gift—something every
dainty woman appreciates—something
which will notbeduplicated.Orderto-day
This same vest, identical in fabric and

Workmanship but with less elalwrate
trimming, one dollar. Sample of fab-

ric and illustrated bMokht on reijuest.

COOPER MFG. CO. Dept"G" Bennington,Vl

Don't Risk Your,
Capital

Any banker will tell you that money
j

simply cannot be invested safely at 6, i

8 and lO^,;, without the closest and

most unremitting personal attention.

Most people have neither the time,

knowledge nor experience to super-

vise such investments.

Dress Fabrics, Petticoats, Etc. at Wiiolesale

Also Dress Skirts. Exclusiye rights. Samples free.

Establish a permanent business for yourself and have a
steady inoome. Write to-day for terms and full inf'Tinatiou.

THE SEGURITV COMPANY, Dept. 5, WEEDSPORT, N. V.

10
HOLIOAY POST CARDS. We
will send 10 lieaiitifulColoredChrlstnias
& New Years Cardsfor lOi- or 28 cards i::.,-.

KajisasFostCardCo., Dept 449,Topeka.Ean. 10.

PER5%
has been paid to our deposi- l^-^M YORK

1

I

tors for the past 17 years. \^M.*-'^^^i
I Their principal has been in- ^^t^fc^^' ^W
I vested in mortgages on New ^^4^'^ A^yi
1 York City and Suburban real Vljt>''''«*;ar

1 estate. Depositors have had the

privilege of withdrawing their cap-

ital when desired, without sacrificing

a penny ofinterest.

Under supervision of IVew York
Banking Department

Assets, . $2,250,000'
Surplus and ProfiU, . $175,000
Our free booklet tells the whole story

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS* LOAN CO.

2 Times BIdq., Sroadwayand 42d St., N. Y.

TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you double the amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid

for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.
ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
8 FoniaceSt.,Rocfaesler^.V.

Prices from
$2 to $12

For hard or
Soft Coal
wood or gas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

L
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The Work
that Counts
There is no wasted energy,

no lost motion in the work of

the 'Varsity Crew. Perfect

team worlc, co-operative effort

and uniform action are strik-

ingly exemplified.

The same principle of in-

telligent co-operation exists in

telephone communication in

its broadest application.

In handling the talk of the

nation, the Bell operators

respond to millions of differ-

ent calls from millions of dif-

ferent people, twenty million

communications being made

every day.

Ten million miles of wire,

five million telephones and

thousands of switchboards are

used to handle this vast traffic.

More than one hundred

thousand employees, pulling

together, keep the entire sys-

tem attuned. Unity is the

keynote. Without this har-

mony of co-operation such

service as is demanded would

be impossible.

One policy, broad and gen-

eral, in which uniformity of

method and co-operation are

the underlying principles, re-

sults in universal service for

nearly a hundred million

people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

j»"One Policy, One System, Universal Service.

to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

YOU CAN AFFORD

11

A Kaieinvazo^
Direct to You"

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

"And Gas Stoves Too"

Spend One Cent For
This Big FREE Book

Our Bit; rre-^Stf'vc and Ran-rr-

Bnnk pives you our factory whole-
sale prices and explains all—savir)g

you $5 to $4(1 on any famous Kala-
mazoo stove or ranpe. including
gas stoves. Sold only direct to

homes. Over 14(1.000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 21.000towns—many near
you—to refer to. $100,000 hank
iK.nd guarant-ee. Wo pr<?pay all
freight and give you

— 3 Days
Free Trial

— 360 Days
Approval Test
CASH
OR CREDIT
Writ4- a pngtal for our

book today—any responsi-

ble person can have same
credit as your home stores

would give you—and you
save $r) to $40 cash. No better stoves or ranges than
the Kalamazoo could bo made—at any price. Prove
it before we keep your money Be an indepiMident

buyer, Send name for Free CutalogTue No. 103.

Kalamazoo Stove Conpany, Mfrs.
KALAMAZOO MICIIIOAN

Oven Thermom-
eter Makes
Baking Easy

CRITICS
The physician who recommends,

the patient who uses and the

chemist who analyzes

Scott's Emulsion
have established it as pre-eminently

the best in purity, in perfection

and in results.

No other preparation has stood

such severe tests, such world-wide

imitation and met with such popu-

lar and professional endorsement.

To the babe, the child and the

adult it gives pure blood, strength,

solid flesh and vitality.

ALL DRUGGISTS

Continued from page 1081

But Sam looked upon the beautiful

child almost reverently. How he

longed for a little sister! He would

not have ventured to kiss her had not

the innocent child taken the initiative.

"You can kiss me if you want to,"

she said sweetly.

Something- seemed to choke Sam, but

he arose to the occasion and pressed

his lips to the fair little forehead with
its crown of gold.

The white oak logs burning in the

old open fireplace furnished a beauti-

ful picture in a typical New England
home. In the spacious drawing-room
sat Grandmother Fitch at the old or-

gan, playing "Coronation." Not a dry
eye was under the ancient roof. When
the dear old lady had finished her part
of the programme, then came a war
story by their dearest neighbor, Simon
Gerrish, entitled, "Thanksgiving on
the Potomac."

Presently supper was served, such
a supper as boarding-schools never
serve, and which to Sam, unused to

country board in hospitable farm-
houses, was a revelation. In all his

life he had never tasted such ham as
was served that night; it was home
sugar-cured, sweet, tender and de-

licious. And such eggs! And such
biscuit and honey! In fact, there was
nothing sei^ved but that he thought of
it wonderingly and gratefully.

It was with wondering gratitude,
too, that he watched the happy group
about the table and realized that he
was "in it."

After the supper there was a cozy
and delightful evening in the big sit-

ting-room. Corn was popped and
sweet apples were baked in the fire-

place.

When bedtime came Sam received a
good-night kiss and a tender bedtime
message from Mrs. Fitch. Thanksgiv-
ing was a red-letter day to Sam; it

was full of joy from beginning to

close. "Thanksgiving" seemed to fill

the atmosphere. They all went to

church in the morning—to a dear
old country church where Pastor
Goodwin and his flock were all

friends together and wished each other
a happy Thanksgiving. Then after
the jolly ride home there was the
Thanksgiving dinner. The big, fat and
golden-brown turkey was in itself a
feast, saying nothing of home-made
pumpkin pie and the other dishes of
an endless variety.

It was a day that Sam Webster
would never forget. He thanked God
for it in his heart. In the gloaming
the dear mother sat down beside him
and, stroking his hands gently, said:
"We've taken you right into our

hearts, father and I, and we want you
to come home whenever Clarence does.
We'll be such a happy family to-

gether."
And sweet little Beth said: "Sam's

just as nice as my big brother
Clarence."
As the boys were about to leave the

Fitch homestead to return to the Al-
den Manor, Sam looked at the ancient
timbers hewn from live oak and
thought of the good family whose
forefathers had erected the dwelling
more than two centuries before, thus
making it possible for him to enjoy
one real New England Thanksgiving
dinner.

Called Higher
Mrs. John T. Smith (59), of Bellevue, Mich.
Mrs. Martha Ballinson Chadderton (31),

New Virginia, Tenn.
E. H. Flagg (86), of Sterling Junction,

Mass.

Judge J. T. Bernard (92), of Tallahassee,
Fla., passed away on the 29th of October last.

For nearly thirty years he was a subscriber to
The Christian Herald.

Mrs. Margaret J. Goff (75), of Imogene, la.,

on March 2. She was born near Louisville,
Ky. She moved to Iowa and at the outbreak
of the war made the first national flag flung to
the breeze in Page County.

Handsome Velveteen Wais
Looks like

and wears
like finest

velvetj

The very new
est Paris nov-

elty; we are
selling thou-

sands in our
store.

Black,
Navy,
Brown

Sizes 3-

to 44 AusjK ti

measurt
Beautifully made of rich InstronsveWeteeii.tafle

silk yoke aiid collar, tlie new ppasant slet-ves, pipt
of Persian effect, biuton triiiiiiied to niatcli.

A-89I. This Waisi is $2.00. D«^ Send for our great (.

Catalog No. 45 lo-day; it is (iill of wonderful values like the abo

Money returned at once if not satiBfactc

Fulton Street

Brooklyn
NEW YORK

CITY

BECOMEA NUR2
Entire Method by Correspondency

TWO CHAUTAUQUA GRADUATE NURJ
Miss Margaret Agnes Hislop, Stratford,

After studying our course Miss Hislop purchaset
now successfully manages Ancrifm Brae Ho8i
with fourteen acres of beautiful private groi
She writes :

" I am highly pleased with the ecu
Miss Nora Agnese Currid, St. Michael's Hos]

Newark, N. J., nurses the destitute sick withou'
lary. She states : "The lectures are thorough, sir

and contain everything a nurse needs to know,
We have trained thousands of beginners and pri

nurses in their own homes, to earn $10 to $25 a wi

.Send for our 9th fifi-iiage Year ISook explaining me
wnii stories of actual experience by successful nui'sei

The Chautauqua School of Nursing
341 Main Street Jamestown, l

Ease Your Fc(
IN THE HOUSE, ON THE STRt

THE "PILLOW" SHO
For W o iH a n * s A\' o a r brii
A U S O L I' T i: ( * >.\l lOUT
TIKKD, TKNDKK FKET;

beautiful ]ian<l-tiirne<l shoe;
BREAKING-IN REQUIRED ; telleffiom
;oi-ns .ui'i BuiiiMiis; no Slippers needed.

make the housework easy .-mri vfi for nut-t

ar an IDEAL WALKING SHOE. It is 8

flexible, durable, dressy and stylish. Snle is

leather. Wlmie top genuine Vlci Kid. NO LINING TO CHi'

you. No oilier shoe like it—Price iiifiiirl.s RUBBER HEE
\Vf" puaratiti-e to fit you perfectly. Absolute comfort ij^
satisfaction or money cheerfully refunded. Write for l|

Catalog and self-nieasiircinent hlank.

PILLOW SHOE CO.
184 Summer St. Dept. 3, Boston, He

m:

Clean Teeth Never Deca]
The nearest approach to perfect cleanlinesi'J

the teeth is obtained by the daily use of C«.|j

" THE OXYGEN DOES IT."

ALL DRUGGISTS. 25 CENTS
Sample and Booklet free on request

McKESSON & ROBBINS, N EW YOJ

^^FORCHRISTM
Zimmermai
AUTOHAF
"The Nation's Favori

makes a splendid gi-

pleases the entire fan

None genuine witlioul

trade -mark "Autohai

At all music stores or di

from us. "Easy to play.

buy." Send for free catal

^„EtHONOHABPC
East Boston, "•(

%#% Your Stampins with BriRKs' Trans)
I'atterns. We will send you BrlBps Out

I 1 1 containing Thirty Transfer stnnipl#%# Patterns- also Catalog of Patterns-n
Insralls' Fancy Work Book — all for 10 ceii

Address J. F. Ingalls, Lynn, Mass. Box
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cvn, Mr. iMike," she finished, draw-

i
• up a chair to the old stove.

'Thank you, but I—I " The
Jrn looked about for a means of

€ape. In the doorway stood the boy
,h the wheel chair.

'Here, Mr. Mike, mebbe youse
nted dis. Say, Kitty, ain't dis

he ended admiringly, wheel-
chair to the middle of the

dmd
pif the
jm.
i'rom

Brs;

lOH

:M

the corner came the tap of

tches, and the man saw then what
had not seen before: a slip of a

1, perhaps twelve years old, with a

pless little foot hanging limp below
skirt-hem.

\., 'Oh, oh!" she breathed, her eyes

If'ame with excitement. "It is—it is

\-'\ wheel one! Oh, sir, how glad and
.j)ud you must be—with that!"

The man sat down, though not m
1; wheel chair. He dropped a little

1 plessly into the one his hostess had
bught forward.
'Perhaps you—you'd like to try it,"

1 managed to stammer.
Oh, can I? Thank you!" breathed
.•apturous voice. And there, for the

xt five minutes, sat the Millionaire

tching a slip of a girl wheel herself

ck and forth in his chair—his chair

ich he had never before suspected
being "fine" or "wonderful" or

and"—as the girl declared it.

hrinkingly he looked about him.
iwhere did his eyes fall upon any-
ng that was whole. He had almost
Tiggled to his feet to flee from it all

len the boy's voice arrested him.
"Ye see, it's comin' 'bout noon—de

pb is; an' it's goin' ter be all cooked
we can begin ter eat right off. Dere,

-Bw's dat?" he questioned, standing
ay to admire the propped-up table

and his mother were setting with a
f broken dishes. "Now ain't ye
id youse ain't down dere a-waitin'

r a boat what don't come?"
"Sure I am," declared the man, gaz-

g into the happy face before him,
d valiantly determining to be Mike
w no matter what happened.
i"An' ain't the table pretty," exulted

{e little girl. "I found that chiny
with the gold on it. 'Course it

't hold nothin', 'cause the bottom's
1 out; but it looks pretty—an' looks

nts when comp'ny's here!"
The boy lifted his head suddenly.
^"Look a-here! I'll make it hold sump-
r," he cried, diving his hands into his

Ijickets, and bringing out five coppers
hid a dime. "Youse jest wait. I'll

It a posy up ter de square. 'Course,

2'd ought ter have a posy, wid
smp'ny here."

f"Hold on!" The Millionaire's hand
|ras in his pocket now. His fingers

jere on a gold piece, and his eyes—in

j).ncy—were on a glorious riot of

^cqueminots that filled the little room
overflowing, and brought a won-

fous light to three pairs of unbeliev-

jjg eyes—then Mike remembered,
lere," he said a little huskily, "let

le help." But the fingers, when he
Wd them out, carried only the dime
lat Mike might give, not the gold

lece of the Millionaire.
<"Aw, go'wan," scoff"ed the boy, jubi-

|Lntly. "As if we'd let co'mp'ny pay!
Ills is our show!" And for the sec-

fid time that day the Millionaire had
»und something money could not buy.

i And thus it happened that the table,

Ulittle later, held a centrepiece of flow-

irs—four near-to-fading pinks in a

Ipttomless, gold-banded china cup.

f It was the man who heard the honk

Iff
a motor car in the street outside.

Instinctively he braced himself, and
one too soon. There was a light

jnock, then in the doorway stood the
jearest girl in the world, a large
'asket and a box in her hands.
"Oh, how lovely! You have the

ible all ready," she exclaimed, com-
ig swiftly forward. "And what a
ne

—

Billy!" she grasped, as she
Topped the box and the basket on to
he table.
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—Let me send you one of

my beautiful silk petticoats
—Mrs. Oelworth

I
WANT to show you how easy it is to get one of my high
grade all-silk petticoats, exactly as shown in the picture.
Notice the very high trimmed sectional flounces, tiie upper

section, trimmed with two groups, each consistingof four dainty air

tucks; lowersections joined with fashionable bands; all tailorm.'ide

and beautifully proportioned,with full flare at bottom ofabout four
yards. Full depth underlay and dust ruffle of good quality cotton.

The silk in this petticoat is very heavy and strongly woven,
a fine, rich, lustrous black. In fact, if you bought the silk alone
at your local store, it would cost more than I am asking for the
completed skirt. I give you all the middleman's profits, and by
selling direct from mill to wearer, give you the most astonishing
petticoat value you ever heard of. You also get, with each
skirt, my absoluteguarantee of satisfaction or money back,
and buy for less than the actual retail price of the material.

Samples
FREE
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The boy turned sharply.
"Aw! Why didn't ye tell a feller?"

he reproached the man; then to the
Girl : "Does ye know him? He said ter
call him 'Mike.' "

The man rose now. With an odd
directness he looked straight into the
Girl's startled eyes.
"Maybe Miss Carrolton don't re-

member me much, as I am now," he
murmured.
The Girl flushed. The man, who

knew her so well, did not need to be
told that the angry light in her eyes
meant that she suspected him of play-
ing this ma.squerade for a joke, and
that she did not like it. Even the dear-
est girl in the world had a temper—at
times.
"But why—are you—here?" she

asked in a cold little voice.
The man's eyes did not swerve.
"Jimmy asked me to come."
"He asked you to come!"
"Sure I did," interposed Jimmy,

with all the anxiety of a host who sees
his guest, for some unknown reason,
being made uncomfortable. "I knowed
youse wouldn't mind if we did ask
comp'ny ter help eat de dinner, an' he
lost his boat, ye see, an' had a mug on
him as long as me arm, he was that
cut up 'bout it. He was sellin' poipers
down t' de dock."

"Selling papers!"
"As it happened, I did not sell

them," interposed the man, still with
that steady meeting of her eyes.
"Jimmy sold them for me. He will

tell you that I wasn't on to my job, so
he helped me out."
"Aw, furgit it," grinned Jimmy,

sheepishly. "Dat wa'n't nuttin'. I

only showed him ye couldn't sell no
poipers widout hollerin'."

A curious look of mingled admira-
tion and relief came to the face of the
Girl. Her eyes softened.
"You mean " She stopped, and

the man nodded his head gravely.
"Yes, Miss. I was alone, waiting

for Thompson. He must have got de-

layed. I had four papers in my lap,

and after Jimmy had sold them and
the boat had gone, he very kindly
asked me to dinner, and—I came."
"Whew! Look at dis!" cried an ex-

cited voice. Jimmy was investigating
the contents of the basket. "Say,
Mike, we got turkey! Ye see," he ex-

plained, turning to Miss Carrolton,
"he kinder hung back fur awhile, an'

wa'n't fast on comin'. An' I did hope
'twould be turkey—fur comp'ny. Folks
don't have comp'ny ev'ry day!"
"No, folks don't have company

every day," repeated the Girl, softly;

and into the longing eyes opposite she

threw, before she went away, one look

such as only the dearest girl in the

world can give—a look full of tender-
ness and love and understanding.

Long hours later, in quite a different

place, the Girl saw the man again. He
was not Mike now. He was the Mil-

lionaire. For a time he talked eagerly

of his curious visit, chatting excitedly

of all the delightful results that were
to come from it : rest and ease for the

woman; a wheel chair and the best of

surgeons for the little girl; school and
college for the boy. Then, after a long
minute of silence, he said something
else. He said it diffidently, and with
a rush of bright color to his face—he

was not used to treading quite so near
his heart.

"I never thought," he said, just

touching the crutches at his side, "that

I'd ever be—thankful for—these. But
I was—almost—to-day. You see, it

was they that—that brought me—my
dinner," he finished, with a whimsical-

ity that did not hide the shake in his

voice.

Yon can place money in the Indnstrial Savings and
Loan Comrany. ami know that it is tn/?, ana is uhere
vou ranooiam it tc/im tcanted,&nii will y\eld/airearn-
irin^ tor fvrv day tnrested. See their advertisement
on page 1095, and write them for full information.

This petticoat is sold at
sucii a low price that I

cannot afford tile large
investment Itiatwould be
necessary if I made it in
a variety of colors, and
hence I offer it in blacli

only, but I will gladly
send free samples of the
silk used in making it,to-

getherwith sample card
of colors and petticoats
of other styles. You will
be delighted, X know,
with the catalogue, and
I urge you to send for it

to-day, even thongh you
may not be quite ready
to buy a petticoat. I

want every woman to
know how easy it is to
get her petticoats, both
black and colors, at a
lower price than even
her store has to pay.

rHIS HandsomeS^
$5 Petticoat, %>

a PERFECT FIT GUAR/lrt/TeEO

Give me the length desired (from
36 to j^^) and I will guarantee a
perfect fit or the skirt may he

returned at my expense and 1

vjill refund every cent paid.
The petticoat shown in the

picture is my Fall leader,

latest style, fashionable cut.

A t $5. 00 1 know y 071 would
say it was extra good value, but

for a time I willsend it to any reader

of this magazine for only S3. 75.
Send your express or posloffice address
with money order for $3.75, and 1 loiU,

send you the best petticoat value in the world

My Special Dresden Skirt
I have a limited number of my attractive Dresden or Persian silk petti-

coats that I can sell at a special price of $4.00, on my refriilar Kiiaiantee of
money back if not satisfactory. State color desired—sroldeii brown, reseda
green, navy, silver grey, or wistaria—and enclose money order or N. Y, draft
for $4.00. VVe cannot send sample of silk, but it's the heavy, best quality
and if you're not fully satisfied with your pettico.it when you receive your
petticoat we will promptly refund the money. Both this and my regular
black petticoat would make a pleasing and useful Christmas present.

Write me personally to-d.ay and gft a beautiful silk pii'ttnoat l>y reluiu cxine.ss.
You run no risk, as my f:u;u;vmee is ali^olutr- iiKuify l>;u-k \i iii>t satisfailory.
The publishers ff The Ciiristi.xn Hi:r..\i.b wuuld ucit act-t^pt. this advfitiseini-iit "if

they were not fully assurtd of my responsibility.

Mrs. C. H. Delworth, CAYUGA SILK CO., Dept. 8, Weedsport, N. Y

THE'BEST" LIGHT
I'ro-

duces 100 candle power lii^lit—
brighter than electricity oracetylene
i— cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

I
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

] Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. \V rite for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST I.IGHT CO.
3-~0 E. 5tb St.. Canton. Ohio

Do
You
Send for my 200r!»e6 '^ook with Fr.

Lesson explaining iiifthods fi>r Home Cure,
Established 15 years. Reputation world-w
G. A.LEWIS, 31 Adelaide St , Detroit. Mich.'

STAMMER

HEALTH AND INCOME
Both Kept Up on Scientific Food.

Good sturdy liealth helps one a lot to

make money.
With the loss of health one's income is

liable to shrink, if not entirely dwindle
away.
When a young lady has to make her

own living, good health is her best asset.

"I am alone in the world," writes a

Chicago girl, "dependent on my own ef-

forts for my living. I am a clerk, and
about two years ago through close appli-

cation to work and a boarding-house diet,

I became a nervous invalid, and got so

bad off it was almost impossible for me
to stay in the office a half day at a time.

"A friend suggested to me the idea

of trying Grape-Nuts food which I did,

making it a large part of at least two
meals a day.
"Today, I am free from brain-tire,

dyspepsia, and all the ills of an over-

worked and improperly nourished brain

and body. To Grape-Nuts I owe the

recovery of my health, and the ability

to retain my position and income."
Read "The Road to Wellville," in pkgs.
"There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? Anew
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

Combination
Roasting and Boilingr

Fireless Cooker
Toall Be Surprised at the Low Direct Price I'll Make Yoa
S.Uat&ctiDD Bii.i.Dteed \'j lull 30 daja' trial or Do charze—Fays for Belf

fastest—CooJii fastest—No ezperience necessary—Saves 9i per cent oo
fuel, time and wiirlE—Noa-rusiing-metal-lined—perfect iniulatloo—Steam
oau'iesaapo—Baas,Steanis,Slews—Roasts.Bakes.FBles.

30 FULL DAYS' FREE
TRIAL

Complete, With Genubm
Aluminum Cooking Utensils
Free. Also Melal Composl-
llon Heat-Radlaters. Can*l
Break or Crack.

Cover completely protectg cooker
from iusi, and makes It useful as
a Beat, t^enll name today for Over-
l'J6-Spl8ndid-Recipe Book and
Catalog free, and low direet-to-

you factory prices.

m. Campbell Co., D«pt. 2

-^^^^^_ Detroit, Miclu
BOOK

Davis Kleans E-Z
Dosta ^Duster, Good Xmas Gift
and ^k _ ^
cleans.^ Does more real dustin? in 15 minutes thai

Removes ^L ^^^ ^^ doue in aa hour with the ordinary

tinge r^kiud. Chemically treated—not oily. Saa-
marks and^'^^'"y» (iuftless. ^6sor6s dust and
leaves fine^L ''''''*'"*it. When filled with dust
polish. Can't^^*'^'^ ^^ washed like an ordi-

ecratch. Useit% ^^""^ '^'**^'i without injury

on f u r n i t u r e,% *° ^^^ dustiug properiics.

pianos, wood-X
f^ Household Necessity

work, walls, mir
Tors, bric-a-hrac
leather, etc. Deliver-
ed free on receipt of
yrice. Send coin or
etamps.
J)aTii Kleana £-Z Illops

Tor dry use on hardwood
or painted floors. Absorhs
dust instantly. Largest size

f1.00 postpaid.

' PATIS KLEANS E-Z CO.,
227 Yr«eks St., Beoniiigton, Vt«

2 for 25c
By Mail
Larpe size,

1 yd. sq.,

25c each
post-

paid. /
MONEY REFUNDED N

IF HOT SATISFACTORY

Raise MushrcHMis
Big Profits! QuicltProfits

Anyhndy can make big
income all year raising

Mushrooms at home in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for

all you grow.

Free Illustrated

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON. Desk 9
West 48th St. . New York

HOLIDAY COMBINATION
3 TJeaiiflful Velvet Post Cards, - - 10 cents
10 (iiristiiiHS, W%l\r<ri1 /^ A Tkl\0 lOceiits
6 Superior Xmas HI IV I I .A Kll^ ^^ cents
10 New Year. » VkJl Vr»t%mr«J iq cents

Any three 10-cent packaiifs mailoii for 25 cents.
Special Assortment for Dealers, loo for (So cents.

MADISON ART COMPANY. MADISON, CONN.
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Would You Pay
$9 Now
For This $18

Belgian lynx Set

Turban to Match $0 QQ
87.00 Value vO'vO

Save 32 Your Fur
Money By Buying
Direct From The
Manufacturer.

You can wear
this furany wliere
and be proud of
it. It is every bit
as large and
beautiful as the
illustration sug-
gests — a luxur-

ious, handsome, su-
perb set, and you
buy it under an ab-
solute guarantee of

satisfaction or money
back. We take all the
risk of pleasmg you.

Opening Special
No. 753—Handsome Belgian

Lynx Stole ; long, soft, blacl., silky
hair : Bruxelle Model, animal effect. Full skin across
back, 9 inches wide, finished each end with handsome
heads, which hang gracefully over each shoulder.
Reversible Rug Muff, something new. Two hanging

heads in front. Two large tails and four claws on the
reverse side, or, if preferred —Muff in latest Pillow
Shape, very large, 18 inches wide wi.i side gussets.
Entire set lined with the highest grade guaranteed
satin. One of the most fashionable sets of the season.

Regular retail price $18.00. Express
—our opening price $9.00. prepaid.

OUR REFUND GUARANTEEPLAN
jnakes it as safe to buy from us by mail as if you had
made your own selection If it is not exactly what you
.expect, or if you are in any way disappointed, return
the garment at our expense and your money will be
refunded by return mail without question.
Our beautiful CATALOGUE, illustrating over 200 stylea

of neckpieces, muffs and coats, sent FREE upon re-
quest. Write for it to-day .

A.I^A.SKA. FUR CO.,
1217-DMarket Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

REFHENCE: B«NK OF COMMERCL 624 CHESTNUT ST , PhIU., P«

WMemorels
"shoePolishes

Finest in Quality. Largest in Variety
They meet every requirement for cleaning and

polishing shoes of nil kinds and colors.
Do not soil the clothing- or grow sticky.

*'DA?JDY*' ooniliiiiatum lui t leaning' :uul polishing
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, 25c. "star" size loc.
"EIjITE" combination for gentlemen who take

pride Ln having their shoes look Al. Restores color
and lustre to all black shoes. Polish with a brush or
cloth, 25c. "Kaby Elite" size, 10c.
"GILT EDGE" Oil Polish. Blacks and Polishes

ladies' and children's boots and shoes, shines without
rubbiny, 25e. "French Gloss," loc.

If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us his
address and the price in stamps for a full size package.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers ofShoe
Polishes in the World

VaHcose
Veinsm

For vaiicose veins and similar
conditions our P^lastic Stocking
made to measure. Easily put
on. Exercises a firm, continu-
ous pressure, forcing the blood
back into its proper chan-
nels. Our Seamless Ueel

ELASTIC
STOCKINGS
are made only to measure. We
carry no goods made up.
Made from guaranteed new
elastic woven by us.
Ask us for booklet wltb self-

measure directions and prices.

Curtis & SpiDdell Co., Elastic
Weavers, 202 Oxford St., Lynn, Mass.

^DAYLIDHTAT NIGHT
THE CANCHESTER KEROSENE INCANDESCENT IIGHT

Burns Alp Instead of Money
Six times brighter than electricity, gas acetylene
or common oil lamps, at l-IOlh the cost. BURNS
WITH OR WITHOtJT MANTLE. No trimminST wicks.
Safe, clean and odorless. AGENTS WANTED.
RiirKeat money maker ever known. Showing means
selling. Territory firoinsr fast. Write today for
particulars and bow to obtain handsome outfit FREE

CANCHESTER LIGHT COIVIPAKY,
Oept. CH, 2S State St„ Chicago, U. S.A.

PRINT FOR YOURSELF
Cards, ciiculars. book, newspaper. Fiess $rj.

Larger lis. Rotary *60. Save money. Print for

others, big profit. All easy, rules sent. Write

factory for press eataloc, TYPK, cards, paper.

THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Conaectlcut

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

THIS lesson is timely at the portals

of December, for the sin of lead-

ing ourselves into temptation, as Peter

did, is never more common than when
the annual celebration of the birth of

Christ introduces a period of holidays

that to many people are by no means
holy days. Much of the dissipation

of the holiday season is bad manners
as well as bad morals.
And the approach of winter gives

timeliness to the story of Peter's sensi-

tiveness to the cold when the trial of

his innocent Master by a perjured

judge should have made him oblivious

of the weather. He is not the only

one more concerned about the cold

than about Christ. This history re-

peats itself as whole Sunday Schools

"crucify the Lord afresh and put him
to an open shame" by closing for

months in winter because of the cold,

or for months in summer because of

the heat. In Baedeker's guide book to

Italy, the streams that flow all the

year are printed in blue; those that

dry up in summer in brown. That
hue of rust is fitting for the religion

that dries up in summer or freezes up
in winter. May all who are in such
state achieve at last, as Peter did, the

strong steady flow of an abundant
river that defies both heat and frost.

The Sin of Self-Confidence

The story of Peter's graceless denial

really begins in his brags at the Lord's

Supper. There are some who at the

Lord's Supper to-day fix their eyes

unduly on their own weakness and
"unworthiness." They should rather

fix their eyes on the worth and power
of Christ our Advocate. Peter, too,

should have had confidence in Christ,

instead of looking at himself in such
self-confidence as was both sin and
folly. Far better if he had been in

the mood of the lowly saint who, being
asked for his experience when he ap-
plied for church membership, replied

to question after question as to him-
self and as to Christ:

I'm a poor sinner and nothing- at all.

But Jesus Christ is my all and in all.

Avoid self-confidence, but cultivate

self-reliance—only let that self-reli-

ance include the indwelling Christ of a
new self. Peter thought himself
already an immovable rock, but Jesus
saw he hadn't even "sand," and warned
him that Satan was about to put him
in his sieve to sift out whatever was
good in him, and that before the cock-

crow of the next morning he would
have thrice denied his Lord.

"Lead Us Not Into Temptation"

"He denied, saying, I am not." (The
teacher should have a consolidated or
interwoven Gospel in which all of this

story that is given in other Gospels is

added to Matthew's story. The story

of Mark is especially important, as

that is really Peter's own account

—

Mark having been his secretary.)

Peter, in spite of Christ's warnings,
walked straight into temptation, which
we should always avoid as much as
possible, even when strong in Christ.

His self-confidence proved to be but a
paper shield that broke at the first

touch of a servant's finger at the very
door of the Sanhedrin court. His
thought that he could bear prison and
death surrendered to the toy pistol of
a maid's sneering finger. "Art thou
also one of this man's disciples?" asked
the maid who kept the door. Fear
and shame and cowardice instantly
put his self-confidence to flight, and in

a few moments he had not only lied,

but added his old fisherman's sin of
profanity. How swiftly in his case
"evil associations had corrupted good
manners"!

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
December 4, 1910. Peter's Denial. Matt. 26 : 31-

35, 69-75. Golden Text : "Let him that thinketh
he standeth take heed lest he fall." I. Cor. 10 : 12.

Peter's story puts strong emphasis
on that First Psalm, which every boy
and girl should put in their memories
as a shield: "Blessed is the man that
walketh not in the counsel of the

wicked, nor standeth in the way of

sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of scof-

fers." It is bad enough that many
must in hours of business sit beside

the scoffers, whose mouths are open
sepulchres of lust and sacrilege, which
even the courteous protest that it is

our duty to make may not still. But
in hours of leisure, one should shun the
society of even the respectable sinner,

save as duty calls one strong enough
for the service to missionary work in

his behalf. Many a young man, many
a young woman deliberately goes into

moral peril, saying "I'll take the risk,"

and they take ruin in many cases. In
choosing a business and in choosing
how to use leisure we should take no
needless risks.

"Confess Me Before Men"

Peter's denial in words was scarcely
worse than his denial by silence

—

standing by without a protest while
Christ was falsely accused and un-
justly condemned. In such a case
speech is golden and silence is sin. It

is so impossible for one to be a coward
and a Christian at the same time that
Christ has ever required open confes-
sion even when it involved danger and
death. The very word martyr means
confessor. How mean to hide our
faith when the only thing we fear is a
sneer! The writer, as a boy of nine,

made his first open confession of
Christ in response to his father's ser-

mon on the text, "He that is ashamed
of me before men, of him will I be
ashamed before my Father and the
holy angels." I became ashamed of
my shame.
The writer well remembers a high

school boy in Dover, N. H., who made
open confession of faith one evening
at church. A lot of his schoolmates
who had heard of it gathered at the
playground the next morning to "chaff
him" when he should arrive, but never
a sneer got to their lips, for he walked
boldly to them and said, "Boys, I have
become a Christian and I am not
ashamed of it." He afterwards be-
came a brave preacher.

Ashamed of Jesus ? Sooner far

Might evening- blush to own a star.

Ashamed of Jesus? Just as soon
Might midnight be ashamed of noon.

The Sin of Co-wardice

It is not alone in neglecting to make
open confession of Christ that we fol-

low Peter in cowardice. Almost every
day we must conquer or be conquered
by the sin of fear. The Christian busi-

ness man often lives the life of a cow-
ard rather than do his civic duty in

opposing what he knows to be the arch
enemy of all honest trade as well as of

the church and home. Even the
preacher sometimes yields to the sin

of fear when called to rebuke sin in

his main aisle. Let him preach to him-
self and all others that moral coward-
ice is not a mere fault but a deadly sin.

It is really infidelity. No one can
really fear to do right who believes in

God. "Why should we fear anything
with Him looking at us?" exclaims
George Macdonald. Let teachers in

the Sunday School bring to the chil-

dren such a vision of the ever-present
God that faith shall cast out fear
through all their lives. Peter became
fearless when the Holy Spirit at Pente-
cost put God in his soul. To the same
Sanhedrin he then exclaimed, when
told to stop preaching: "We can not
but speak." Then he proved able to go
for Christ to prison, and later to death.
The chief priests and elders and all

the council sought false witnesses. The
Sanhedrin, the supreme court of the

Continued on next page

SPEND $6.5<
Get a Modern Bathrooi

; At Last ! Modern bathing facilities w
, out running water, water works or plui

;
ing. New invention solves problem. C<

but $6.50 complete with heater—yet a<

! ally gives bathing facilities

Equal to

Well-Equipp<

Bathroom

Sectional
View.

Unlike anytbi
you've ever hell

of, nJ
where

If

water
ists in

I

room,
part o( I
house.

energizes and distributes \\ater that verylittle doesn
thantub-tuU old way. Conibiiiesiu one liath, one opl
tion, one cost, the jm o|iertii's of four baths—cleaitf
friction, massage and showt-r, plus shampoo. Hot ore
—any teuiperature—any tiuie-any place. Adapted J

all members of the family—no dittereiice.

One Texas user writes; "Children cry for it."
Makes bathing 5 minute operation- longer if preferrd

every minute a pleasure. Cleanses and operates aim
automatically. No tubs, bowls, or buckets to flll^
wash-rags, cloths or sponges—no dirt, odor, splasL
or muss. Banishes drudgery before, during, and al
bathing.

See how simple, easy, convenient : To bathe, ju_
this—place self-heating fountain on wall— fill witliwS
—touch a match, turn regulator—that's all. Therea"
it energizes and works auto«iatically. Just think! C,
clean, running, energized water touches body—no I

mersion—no using same water twice. What a pleaa
—what a bath—what a boon to humanity! All hq
ship, drudgery, annoyance, wiped out. Could anytL
be more perfect ? Sounds too good to be true, yetl
no experiment. Over 200,000 sold, USED BY D.B
GOVERNMENT, famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, and Dial
celebrated authorities. Guaranteed by a $5o,W)0 lioij

Not sold in stores, i^ent any where. Send no money,!
do investigate. Let us prove these claims—refer yon
nearby users. Get our personal trial offer, cataloa
testiin'onials—all free. Just risk 1 cent— a postal—to|
acquainted.

PRAISED BY THOUSANDS
OF DELIGHTED USERS

J. Phar. Mont., writes • "Makes a modern house on
|

farm, (.irt'atpifttn mankind " Mrs. Sutton, Ky. , "'splend
So easy to bathe the children." G. Chase, N. Y., "Afterl
years' use, I ci>nsi(^Ifr it a Godsend." "Gives advantegi]
bathroom In any part of house." J. Steward, Okla.. "Be|L
than a bathroom. Can take any kind of bath." Dr. Bm|
more, Miss., "Far superior to tub. Would'nt take |25

j

mine-"

A WINNER FOR AGENTS
Free Sample and Credit to Active Agents

Cashman writ.>s : "A man who can't sell your goi
couldn't sell bread In a famine. "Svnd 4S nmrt-. "Stuiienui
"Best thing I ever sold. Ni>t -mo ci.in plaint frnm 2,000cu9t«i
ei-s," Lf>dewick ; It's great. Sells on sight." Mc-Dauitl
Everybndv wants nnr Fastest sellers ever saw." RogeJI
"Beats loaning money at 10';^ a month. Selling baf||

got me one piece of property." Hart: "Can't keep f
selling it if properly demonstrated. Appeals to a"
We want more sales agents, men or women, at homel

travellintr, all or spare time. I,et ns submit our high grJl
otfer ; rash i>r credit plan; exclusive territory; swon
proo£B of success never before equalled by agents.

THE ALLEN MFG. CO.I
3123 Allen BIdg. TOLEDO, OHIj

DON'T PAY TWO PRICI
FOR STOVES & RANGE5I
You Save $18.00 to $22.00 OU

r--^]

Hoosier
Ranges
Heaten

Hoosier t

Whynotbuy the best whei
you can buy them at such lo^
unheard-of Factory Prices.
Hoosier Stoves and Ranges i

delivered for you to uselnyoo
own home SO days free befon

you buy. A written guarantee with each 8tovl|

backed by a Million Dollars. Our new 1911 improviT
ments on stoves absolutely surpass anything eT«l

iproduced. Send postal today for free catalog.

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY
164 State Street, Marion, India

ELECTRO-
'p;(l?sh silicon

quickly cleans and imparts a beautiful lustrji

to SILVERWARE and all Ene metals—w/rtjl
out the least injury. The ONLY Silver Poffl^L

ish that has stood the test of nearly half

century. Free from chemicals. Send address foi

FREE SAMPLE
Or, 15c. in stamps for full sized box, post-paid.

The Electro Silicon Co.. .TO Cliff Street. New York.
\

At Grocers and Druggists Everyivtiere.

Stencil Outl
Special Xmas De«i
coneiptingof Scut BtencilBOOf

boanl: tuboB aseorted bflB

I'lolnrB. 2 brushes. 4 thumb f
.jhart Bhowinp; correct 'jolort

[ueed. Also catalogue and fulS]

tioriB. Stencils can be usedil

times. Especially Buitsdforl _

i^v.d. No drawinft'or tracing necesBary. Complete outfit sent prepaid for spec ;.

introductory price of ONE DOLLAR, or the 8 cut stencils sold separately. ^

(Special price to dealers. } FREE with each outfit, a handsome stencilled pill

top. illuatratintr in cojora a combination of designs containerl in above outi

French Art Stencil Co.,Dept.42.133W.23d St., NewYorKCi
Send for our Art Stencil and Embroidery Design Catologue.

jy
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ews, had gathered at night for judi-

jial murder, which they sought to

ustify by false witnesses. Think of

t; a false high priest trying the great

ligh Priest of whom he was but a
ype! On the white cap of Annas were
.he golden letters: "Holiness to the

t/ord"; but under it Christ could see

'Murderer" as his true label.

A college student visited a Philadel-

hia photographer the other day, and
[at for his picture. When the plate

ij'as developed, the astonished photog-

rapher saw plainly on the young man's
orehead a clearly defined death's head
yith crossbones beneath it. Thinking
!; was some imperfection in the plate,

ne photographer arranged another
sitting. Again the skull and cross-
ones appeared in the picture, and the
lystified photographer was fairly

truck dumb with amazement. Then
ie noticed the smiling sitter, and
nally induced him to tell the joke,
fhe trick simply consisted of painting
la the forehead the grim design with a
[ilution of bisulphate of quinine. This

f.
invisible to the eye, but shows pure

rhite to the camera.
History clothes Annas not in white,

lit in black, with the skull and cross-
ones of a midnight assassin upon his

' )rehead. Not rank but character de-
rmines the judgment of history, the
ipreme court of this world.
We need not linger upon the trial of
hrist with its half truths that were
er the worst falsehoods. Enough
at the world has reversed the verdict.
The story is valuable to show how
hrist bore every woe of mankind, of
hich one of the greatest in history
IS been unjust judgments in and out

(courts. How many of the innocent
five suffered in such courts as those
' the bloody Jeffreys and of Bloody
ary! And how many of the guilty
ive escaped through equal injustice
id non-enforcement of law! The
urts of the United States are the
ianest part of its politics, but how
uch the poor and weak suffer even in

em from the tricks of lawyers and
e delays of judges! But the courts
private judgment are yet more fre-
ently unjust, and inflict no less suf-
.ring. Therefore, Jesus said, not to
gistrates but to private citizens,

_udge not," a command that few of
"k disciples did not disobey. It does
i"t mean that we are not to condemn
irighteousness, for in other passages

p are called to "judge righteous
wgment"; but it certainly does for-

fi much of the hasty judging of our
Jlows that is so common. We need
I judge ourselves more sharply, and
hers more charitably, reversing our
ual opposite course. Many a man
10 could run a carpenter shop with
e beams in his own eyes, chooses
ther to be an eye-doctor for the
)tes in the eyes of others. It is re-

irkable how many of the stones are
Town from glass houses. We need
judge others with charity, even to

ge them tvith justice, for the ten-
icy of almost every one, because of
own sinfulness, is to believe every
rge of sin against others, and espe-

<illy when it seems to make some one
' equal or greater sinner than him-
f. Putting another down seems to
t us up.
I have said we should judge our-
ves more severely, while we judge
lers more gently. There is force in
i wish of Burns:

O wad some power the priftie gie us
To see oursel's as ithers see us.

it in reality others always see us
ter or worse than we are. No one

_ .judge us rightly with balanced
'-*Mice and mercy save God. When

Jrist, in a later scene, said to Peter,
ovest thou me?" the repentant apos-

* replied, "Thou knowest all things,
|rd; thou knowe.st that I love thee."
' this world and the next he is our
2it and merciful judge.

m

tjr-s:^

««.*

"Hereafter shall ye see the Son of
Man sitting on therighthandof power."
Christ heard the false and frivolous
accusations against himself for a while
in silence, usually the best answer of
the innocent to envious and malicious
attacks. But at last the prisoner
spoke, not with his head bowed in the
shame of guilt, but with the mien of a
judge, though bound and bruised and
spit upon. He declared that he would
sit on the bench of the Supreme Court
of the Universe to reverse such unjust
judgments as Caiaphas was then con-
templating. "He shall come again to
be our judge." That word may bring
terror to unpardoned evildoers, but it

should bring joy to all who have pre-
viously accepted Christ as Saviour and
Advocate.
There was a small, under-witted,

but faith-filled lad in this country
at the time of the great meteoric
shower of November, 1833. When, on
every side, men and women were that
night in terror at the thought that the
hour of final doom had come, this lad's
mother aroused him from his sleep
with a cry : "Sandy, Sandy, get up, will
you? The Day of Judgment has
come." Instantly the boy was alive to
that call, and was on his feet shouting,
"Glory to God! I'm ready." In that
court no superficial professions will
pass muster, but character shall be
searched to its depths. In a North
Sea island, named Keldive, there is a
strange lake which has fresh water at
the top in which live fresh water fish,

while the depths of the lake are salt

and filled with the life of the sea.

Nansen found a similar condition in

some parts of the Polar Sea. Caiaphas
and those about him were godly only
in surface forms, with envy and hatred
and covetousness and hypocrisy hiding
in their deeper nature. Even Peter
was at this time only superficially

Christianized, the Holy Spirit not hav-
ing yet displaced the pride and vain-
glory of his natural disposition. But
he repented and became Christian to

the core, faithful unto death. Caiaphas
and all of the Sanhedrin save Joseph
and Nicodemus, seem to have carried
their sin to the end, and have since

stood as guilty prisoners at the court
where Christ sits in perfect justice.

A NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE SONG OF OUR SYRIAN GUEST"
JUST PUBLISHED

No Room in the Inn
Bound in vellum, price 50 cents net. In ooze morocco, price $1,25 net.

A beautiful ami feiuler Christinas story of modoni Palestine in wliieli tlu' reafi-
iT is carriiMl back to the days when Joseph and Mary journeyed from (ialUee to
the city of David, and to the birth of Jesus on the first I hristmas. Drawn from
tlie leisurely days wliich .Mr. Knight has recently spentat. Det.hleliem, talking with
the villagers, watching their life, fathering their folk-lore of the nativity.

Atlriiriirely pihilnl in ttco colors irith OvientuI liiirder r/e.ii(iii.< similar to
•^Thf Sh,i,l,rrd of Jibel Nur," but with different color scheme. Photofjvavure
//"is/rafnuis, 6ipa{/es-

OVER A MILUON OF MR. KNIGHT'S BOOKS SOLD TO DATE. AND THE DEMAND GREATER THAN EVER

OTHER BOOKS BY l»R. KNIGHT

The Signs in the Christmas Fire
Vellum edition, pruited in gray-green and gold bronze. Gilt top. Photogravure frontispiece.
Price 50 cents iit>t. Envelope edition, 25 cento net.
In this very hnman and touching Christmas story Mr. Knight has sliowm sympathetic insight Into

human lives of all ages and races, tender sentiment, fresh power of interpretation, and delicate grace of
expression- He has created a dramatic setting for his helpful Christinas meditations in the story of the old
Greek exiled in America with his beautiful daughter.

The Shepherd of Jebel Nur
Vellum edition, with photogravure illustration, 50 cents net. Envelope edition, 25 cents net.
I lie central ligiire of this story.who compares so delightfully the Shepherd Psalm and the words of Jesusm the tenth chapter of John, bears a striking resemblance to an honored missionary known to many of us.

lie doubtless afforded no small part of the local color ami inspiration of this story,
and liis rugged character stands out effectively against the Oriental backgrotmd.

The Love Watch
Vellum edition, 50 cents net. Bound in double folded dove-gray Italia

Osci with decollations in violet. The text borders are ».v.-e»./lm'_'lv dainty in design
and coloring. .Enclosed in envelope, 35 cents iii'i.

X story in which with insight and sympathy M
Knight imagines the feelings of those watchers in tin

Bethany home when Jesus was in the hands ut hi
enemies. Among these loved ones, the ligurc n
L.azarus recalled from death stamls out with i iilia
interest- The characters of Mary and .Martha aii

also feelingly interpreted.

The Song of
Our Syrian Guest

D<nl$ht

After more than half a million copies have been sobl,
the demand is greater now than ever. A new edition,
produced in a unique manner. An interesting front-

ispiece from a painting by Harold Sichel ; also the Twenty third Psalm printed m
two colors, \^itll -lecuiative border and embellishments. White vellum edition,
:!.") cents not. I'.iivildpe edition, 25 cents net.
THE COPELAND EDITION. Bound in pearl gray cloth, with white enamel design.
gilt letternig and illustrations by Charles Copeland. This is the edition so widely
used as a gilt book, 50 cent 8 net. A charming edition in full leather, $1.25 net.

This story happened to be one of those simple products in literature which a
manner and after a time are found to be a distinct gift to mankind,
written on the Shepherd Psalm.

are brought forth in a quiet
It is unlike anything else ever

SEND FOR OUR ARTISTIC CATALOGUE OF UNIQUE HOUDAY BOOKS FREE
Or enclose 10 cents in stamps and ^ve will send witli it a Christmas Card of unusual attraction and

originality, in folder form, msx 9 inches when open. lieproducing in four colors the famous painting
used in the Sichel edition of "The Song of Our Syrian Guest," and the Twenty-third Psalm embellished
throughout in gold and red. Enclosed m decorative envelope ready for mailing. Real value, 25 cents.

14 Beacon Street,
Boston THE PILGRIM PRESS 175 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago

^SOLID BRASS FERN DISH I

^AiniSIiCAlLT Fll UD WITH [VIULASIING NAruRAi. PR[PARtD>

FERNS «ND JAPANtoC AIR PLANTS

*iUBt SfNI lOVBuntiOME
flPRfSSACif PREPAID FOR
ONE DOLLAR
THESC riLUM.S REQUIRE
NtlTHtR CASE NOR

iVIAIERlN(jANO«RE NOT
AffECrCO BY STEAM HEAT

APPROPRIATE FOR
HOLIDAY, BIHTHDAY AND
ENOAOEMENTGIFTS,
Itedters h'rite for

H'holesdli: Prices on
Fern Fiittngsdna

Japanese Atr Plants

THEMOSFERN COMPANY.
•*67 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Money lor Churches
THIS is a system which can be closely

identified with the successful financial
development of any church, making the
organization self-supporting. Instead of a
deficiency you can have a cash on hand fund
for all purposes. Obviates the necessity of
asking donations from anyone. Church
debts may be paid off, pastors' salaries
raised, missionaries supported, parsonages
furnished,organs purchased. Full particulars
furnished on application without expense.
Write to-day. CHURCH AID, Dept. 63^,
Station D, Buffalo, N.Y.

Two Petticoats for tlie Price of One

!

Every Woman Subscriber of The Christian Herald
Is Offered an Easy Interchangeable Petticoat on Approval.

DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY
We want every woman reader of The
Christian Herald to see our Interchange-
able Petticoat, which makes a great
savins in the cost of petticoats.

One top will answer for any style
of flounce, and a flounce and top

together cost but little more than the
ordinary old-fashioned skirt.

Let us send you, on approval, to be paid
for if you are perfectly satisfied, one of our

patent tops with any style of interchangeable
flounce that you may want, custom made to your

measure.

This advertisement shows pictures of the top
with four different flounces, all made from our
new fabric. Taffeta Miria, which wears better
than silk and will not crack or split, yet possessing
all the rustle and lustre qualities of silk.

As a special inducement we offer a top and any
one of the flounces for $2.n0. (Extra sizes, over 50"

hip, 50c extra for each top and flounce.)

The flounce is easily and quickly attached or detached, and
with one top you can have a variety of flounces. It is

impossible for the skirt to sag, as each button is sewed on
a patent stay. Each flounce will absolutely fit the proper
size top. We have been making- petticoats for 18 years
and this is the greatest invention we have ever seen.

Fill out the Coupon now and tell us what size you want
and whether you want more than one flounce. Each
flounce shown costs $1.00, tops $1.00. The colors are
Tan, Brown, Blue, Gray and Black. If you are per-

fectly satisfied when you receive the petticoat, send
us the money; or if not satisfied return the soods
within two days. You are to be the sole judge.

No better Christmas Present can be
found than an Interchangeable Top with

one or more flounces.

1530.—Two-part Fieiicli tl;,

hemstitching, shirring ami tim
tinished with tailor straps.

c liouiice. trimmed with
pin tucks, each flounce

1553.—Beautiful flomice trimmed mth fine pin tucks
and tailored straps.

GUARANTEE COUPON
p. & F. Manufacturing Co., Box 236, Elmira, IT.Y.

Please send nie one top and flounces of Interchange-
able Petticoat on approval. I will either return the poods or
send you SI -00 for the top and $1,00 for each flounce (50c each
additional if extra size) two days after I receive them.

Front tength. Back length

fFaist Color-

F. & F. MFG. CO., Elmira, N.Y. i

i
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You Can Weigh Exactly

What You Should Weigh

You can be Strong
—Vigorous—
full of Life and

Energy.

You can be free

from Chronic
Ailments-
every organ of

your body strong as

nature intended.

You can have a Good Figure—as

good as any woman.
You can have a Clear Skin.

I no longer need to say what "I can do,"

but what "I HAVE DONE." I have

helped 49,000 of the most cultured, intelli-

gent women of America to arise to their

very best—lahy not you ?

NO DRUGS—NO MEDICINES
My pupils simply comply with nature's laws-

\A^hat My Pupils Say:
*M*>ery one notices tlie

t'liant^e iii my coinplexion. it

has lost that yeUow color."

".Just tliink what you have
(lone for me! Last year I

weiphed 216 pounds, this
^ ear 14(i,an(l have not gained
an ounce back. I am not
wrinkled either. I feel so
youiiK and strong, no rheu-
iiKiiisiii or sluggish liver,
and 1 can hreathf wow . It is

suri'iising how easily I did
it. I feel 15 years younger."

"Just think ! I have not
had a pill or a cathartic since
1 began and I used to take
one every night."

^*My weight has increased
30 pounds. I don't know
what ijtitiqestion is any
more, and my nerves are so
rrsled '. I sleep like a baby."

"Miss Cocroft, I have
liiken off my glasses and my
eatarrh is so much better,
Isn't that good?"

"I feel as it I could look
everv man, woman and
.liild in the face with the
tccling that I KWigrotciiiq—
hpiiitually, physically and

ineetally. Really 1 uin a stronger, better woman. I

don't know how to tell you or to thank you."

Reports like these come to me every day. Do
you wonder I want to help every woman to

vibrant health and happiness. Write me your
faults of health or figure. Your correspond-
ence is held in strict confidence. If I cannot

help you I will tell you what will.

My free book talis how to stand and walk
correctly and contains other information of

vital interest to women. Every woman is

welcome to it. Write for it. If you do not need
me, you may be able to help a dear friend.

I have had a wonderful experience and I'd

like to tell you about it.

Susanna Cocroft
Dept. 18-K 246 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Beautiful for CHRISTMAS GIFTS '.ItKMr

The PERRY ^^
PICTURES /T^"
ONE CENT ^ ' 4

each for 25 or more. .'^izeSKxS. (0 t , ,
i |,'

(

10 times the size of this Madonna.)
/

Bend To-day3 two-centstamps foe cata- ;

'

logue of 100*) miniature illustrations. 2 J j

pictures and a colored Bird pieture. and -^ Sh
Order Now. Send 25c for 25 art sub- 'J ,f
jects, or 25 Madonnas, or 25 kittens, or T /

25 for (-hildien, or $1,(10 for tlio 4 sets,

THE PERRY PICTURES CO.
,

Box 36, Maiden, Mass. ^

HALLOWED new and OLD
By I.ALLAN SA NKEY,son of IRA D.SAN KEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Sono's, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Returnable samples maihd to **' earnest inquirets "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago

FUN FOR BOYS at CHRISTMAS TIME
Electric Motor to operate toys $l.niie;icti

Electric Klasli LiKlits 60c.
"

Electric Christmas Tree Outfits 8.(K) "
Electric Street Hallways ('omplete 3.75 "
Ten First I.es80)is in Practicjal Electricity 20c. "

Catalog inailetl on receipt of 2c. stamp.

W. WOOD CARLISLE CO. , Buffalo, N. Y. , U. S. A.

XMAS POST CARDS
20 Holly and Gold Emb.,"2-for-6c.kind,"2.5c.
100 $1.00. Write at once. You'll want more.
KEW ENG.CARD CO., SprlUKfleld.Mues.

^yF©ir^S^=WIhfll© ILaf®='

A YOUNG girl wrote not long ago

to The Christian Her.4.ld, say-

ing, "I want to make the most of my
life. In order to do that, I see that I

must get as good Sin education as I

can. If I know more, I may, perhaps,

be able to bring more people to Christ."

Alas, it is not always those who
know the most who bring the most to

Christ. The learned mind does not

always go with the simple, loving

heart; and it is the loving heart which

wins, every time.

But the trained mind, when it is

backed by that loving heart, adds

limitless power. Let us all store up

as much of knowledge as we may. It

is better than gold or rubies.

In Mr. H. G. Wells's book, The Won-
derful Visit; an angel comes down to

earth. A clergyman who is out hunt-

ing sees it flying about in the air.

He thinks it is a new kind of bird

and shoots it. The angel can now no

longer fly, and he becomes a pilgrim

on earth.

But he still retains the standards of

the angel. He is interested in people

not because they happen to be rich or

handsome, but because they have inter-

esting characteristics in themselves.

Thus in a certain servant-girl he
finds a nobility and a devotion to God
which delight him. Instead of re-

sponding to the invitations of the

wealthy people he prefers to go and
talk with the servant girl.

The angel could not understand the
explanations which these people made
to him of the reasons why he should

not talk with the good servant girl;

and he could not show them why it was
worth his while to talk to her rather
than to them.

In heaven there are no silly class dis-

tinctions, so how could the angel un-
derstand ours? But he saw that the

poor girl had thoughts which it was
worth an angel's while to hear; and
on the other hand the idle rich, inter-

ested in mere sport and sordid trifles,

naturally did not attract him.

One of the lives which has been
most useful in this world, is also one
of the most encouraging; for it shows,
as do many others, that a poor boy,
without any worldly helps, may rise to

a lofty position.

Sir George Williams, the founder of

the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, was the youngest of the eight

sons of a poor English farmer. Six of

them were farmers when George left

school at the age of thirteen.

The question now arose, could
George make a successful farmer?
The family gave him a fair trial.

One day he was bringing home a load
of hay along a rutty lane, when sud-
denly hay, horse, boy and all, tumbled
over into the ditch.

It was an accident, and not due, so
far as the family could prove, to any
carelessness on the part of George;
but they felt that if he had been really

"smart," it would not have happened.
No—he was not equal to the destiny of
a farmer; so he was apprenticed to a
draper in Bridgewater.

There he was converted to Christ.
His conversion was not merely in
name. It meant a burning thirst for
souls for the Master.

Out of his great love sprang the
wonderful idea of the Young Men's
Christian Association, which has
founded branches in every country.

His sovereign bestowed knighthood
upon him. When he died, he was
buried in Westminster Abbey.
Not every worth-while life is so

amply rewarded here. Said Dr. Ly-
man, "There may be an Iliad of hero-
ism behind a ten-dollar-a-week wage."
But let us, every one, make the most

of God's great gift of life.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Decem-
ber 4. Texts : Prov. 10 : 1-7, 22, 29.

$3,600 Profit-30 Hens
I—Ernest Kellerstrass—made ;^3,6oo in a'single season from

;

Crystal White Orpinston hens, on a lot 24x40 feet, feeding scraps from my table. Pursuing t

same methods, I made just ^18,178.53 net profit last year from my poultry farm. My books a

records, verifying these figures, are open to inspection.
'

The secret of my success is knowing how to raise the biggest eg
laying and meat producing strain in the world—Crystal White Orpii
tons. 1 origin.ited this stram as wellas the methods I use in breedi?
hatching, growing and marketing. My experience covers 36 years.

During tlie past two years I nave started hundreds of people in sij

cessful poultry raising. Vou, too, by following "The Kellerstrass Wa
of Raising Poultry, can become a successful poultry raiser. There
enough room in the average backyard to do it. I

This Book Tells how I made $t„6oo in one seascj
from 30 hens on a 24X40-ft. lot; I give you the names and addresses'
people who paid me more than $2,000 for the eggs alone—how I made'
flock pay me $68 per hen in ten months—how, I raise 98 out of every huil

red chickens liatcned-how I make cliickens 8 weeks old weigh 2!^ pounc
"PEGGY" bow I breed my big egs-laying strain, getting as high as 263 eggs in

!

Mr. Kellerstrau' $10,000 Hen days—how I run my incubator—how I prepared my chickens fur the sh!

room so as to win over oo per cent of all the blue ribbon prizes awan
in two years—how I raised five chickens that 1 sold to Madame Paderewski for $7,500—liow I fd

my chickens for egg production—how I keep them healthy and free from disease—how I tell

good layer from tlie poor layer—how 1 break up my broody hens without injuring them. I 1

you how to pack eggs to keep them fresh—how I mate-my chickens for breeding and fertility.
,|

tell you all about broiler plants, egg plants, etc. In truth, I tell everything necessary to sucv
in the poultry business. I hold back no secrets.

Book Sells at Cost 1 sell this valuable book for $1.00, just what it costs me.in or
to acquaint people with the famous Crystal White Orping

strain, of which I am the originator. Write me. Pin a dollar bill to your letter and I will n
you, for free examination, this book, "The Kellerstrass Way" of Raising Poultry. Money h
promptly if you say. They are going fast. If you want one quick, act NOW!

EIINEST KELLERSTRASS, 8199 West Port Road, KANSAS CITY, M

An Ideal Gift for Mother,
Wife, Sister or Friend—af

Br C C r T f "Cyco" BALL-BEARINGI
id a £rf l^lrf Carpet Sweeper

Beautiful in design, elegant in finish, the greatest labor-saving,
article of the home. What could be more appropriate or acceptable
as a Holiday Gift than the Bissell Sweeper? It will be a constant
reminder of the giver for ten years or more, and will contribute more
genuine comfort, convenience and pleasure than any other gift at
double the cost. Lessens the work of sweeping 95 per cent, preserves
carpets, rugs, curtains, draperies and furniture, and makes sweeping

|

a pleasure instead of a drudgery. Sold by high grade dealers every,
where. Prices $2.75 to $5.75. Ask for booklet.

Buy of your dealer between now and January 1st, send us the
purchase slip within one week from date of purchase, and -we will

send you a fine quality black leather card case with no printing on it.l|

Address Dept. 47A, BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO., Grand Rapids, MichJ
(LarRPst and Only Exclusive Carpet Sweeper Makers in the World.) (12)1

Simplest, most efficient.

Auyone can install a "SUN"
Hollow Wire System; no one cap
equal its satisfactory service and
brilliant illumination. Cheaper
than candles; loo to sooo caudle
power.
Gasoline pressure tank anywhere
inside or outside bouse. Lamps

^ operated independently.
"Conforms to insurauce uuder-

writers* rules. Two weeks' trial,

and guarantee bond. Getcatalog.
108 Btyles fixtures, $2.25 up. No
Agents—sold direct.

SUN VAPOR LIGHT CO.

1109 Market St. Canton, 0.

"SaveTheHorse'SpavinCure.
ReO. TRAOC MARK

Every letter we publish goes as far and means as much as
the contract, for they tell of results that are true. They are
from actual users and are honest in every word they say.

Marshalltowii, Ia.,Aug.lO. 'lO.—lused "Save-thc-Hoise'' on a
mule; was kicked on the hock, the wliole jnint enlarged; was the
size of a child's head. He would not put his foot on the ground.
His hip was shi-unken to skin and bone. One of the State vet-
erinarians and an.ither one of our townsmen said he would not
be worth a sou. I gave a pig and 60 rents for him and used the
bottle of Save-the-Horse" as directed and now he is sound. It
IS wonderful stuff. W. S. HAYNES.
% JHi llO ** hottle. with legal written guarantee or contract.
Vf^*"" Send for copy, booklet and letters from business^m men and trainers on every kind of rase. Permanently
^^ cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, Ringbone (exrent low).

Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Windpuff, Shoe BoU, Injured
Tendons and aU Lameness. No scar or loss of 1, air. Horse works
as usual. Dealers or Express Paid.
Troy Chemical Co.. 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton, N.Y.

The Biggest Thing APCUTC
Years for Live AULIl I Q

la our guaranteed hosiery. A fast seller and good
repeater. You don*t have to argue because every
itair is guaranteed to last four months without
toles. Worn goods replaced free.
We positively live up to this Kuarantee.
YOU CAJN MAKE BIG MONEY,

No experience needed. "TVe teach you every-
^ thing. Here's your chance—don t lose it

—

write to-day for terms of Free Outfit.

THE THOMAS MFG. COMPANY
19S4 Wayne St. Dayton, Ohio

STALLMAN'S
DRESSER TRUNK
Let our catalog tell what an improve-
ment it is. How easy tt) get at anytliing.
How quickly parked. How useful in
small room as chiffonier. Holds asmuch
as a good box trunk. Costs no more.
Strongest made ; hand riveted. So good
that we ship it C. D. subject to exam-

Send 2c stamp to-day for that
catalo

r. A. STALLMAN,
99 E. Spring St., Columbni,

70R0 ^'^^ "*" PLAY IT Without Learning.*"^^"»^^ Sing into the mouthpiece. Zolio does
the rest. For Home, Church and Sunday School Enter-
tainments. Full information FREE on request.
SIBAUS3 MFG. CO., 3BS Broadway, Dept. 19, New York

CHRISTIAN HERALD

Bond Book
WE have received so many requests

for copies of the financial articles

which have been appearing in THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD, that we have

thought it wise to preserve them in pamph-
let form, for the convenience of readers

who may wish to secure a complete set

Any reader may secure a copy of thb

useful booklet without charge, by for-

warding 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

Address CHRISTIAN HERALD,
Dept. 96. Bible House, New York

Vi-

\k

$

6

EVER GET LONESOMEt
Not if you have a Ifoiii« Mu»«lc Box, t'U

cheerful friend. Music like a parlor organ
loud yet sweet. Plays old time hymns aijj

songs for your grandpa or your grandma '

sin?. Gospel hymns, patriotic and popuk^

songs for the children. Selection of looo tuna
A won<lerful Inetrumeut that surprises evfryboJ

Thoassnda sold from stores but never »dvertla|

before. Impossible to tell all about It h^re. Send^
for Catalogue; or t2.00 for the Home JIuslo Bel wli

Uluslc, and $4.00 on arrival. STANDARD M'F'OtJ
Dept 2, 76 I'ark Place. P. O. Box 1179. New Joifl;

"^^.•^M removed—roots and all

'"» '»o ^iihout pain. Just u»e

iA-Com Salve. Safe and sure. Nopouoi
^or danger. 15c. at druggists' or by mail.]

Giant Chemical Co.. Philadelphia

PATENTS in CASH DEMAD
Many deals closed by our clients—one recentl' J

$680,000.00—our proof oi PatenU that PROTE •

Send 8c postape for our 3 books for Inventors

R. s. & A. B. I »-.>. niv. •»; Washington, n. r. F.t.h. ^

PATENTS That Prolccland PJ
* '^* '-'^^ * •-' Advice and Books FEE
Rates Keasonable. Highest Iteferences. Best Sernc
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHIHOTOH, D
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THE TROUBLESOME BABY
By Margaret E. Songster

THE little ones cling to the mother.
With kisses that softly fall.

But somehow the troublesome baby
Is nearest her heart of all ;

111 and fretful and small,

But dearest to mother of all.

The neighbors wonder and pity.

Hearing its querulous cry.

"She is losing her youth and beauty,"
Say friends as they pass her by

:

"Well were the babe to die.

And the mother have rest," they sigh.

But over the wee white cradle.

Her soft eyes full of prayer,

Bendeth the weary mother ;

And never was face so fair.

Pale and tired with care.

But the glory of love is there.

Kosy and round and dimpled.
Dewy with childish sleep.

She tucks in her other darlings.

Whom angels watch and keep.
Ah, if a darker angel
Anear this treasure creep

!

Bless thee, beautiful mother

!

Thy heart hath a place for all,

Room for the joys and the sorrows.
However fast they fall

;

Room for the baby small.

That may love thee better than all.

Meliton, the Forerunner

aE is taller than his fellow Porto
Ricans, standinjr full six feet; a

lan of strong physique and a clear
/e. He has the musical name of
eliton. He once carried the mission-
ry's baggage fifty miles from the
lountain top to the city, slept all

ight on the hard floor, then together,
16 next morning early, they started to
imb back over the same ranges, in
lother direction, forty miles to
tuado, where the Annual Conference
as to be held. He walked every step
the way, fording rivers and climb-

ig the hills; taking short cuts and
)ming out on the main road now and
len ahead of the mounted missionary,
ometimes he would appear black
,'ainst the sky, on an overhanging
ag, wave his hand and disappear,
in to be seen again in the valley
low, winding along the trail with the
;ride of a giant, his minister's bag-
,ge, forty or fifty pounds of it, poised
racefully on his head. You could
aver forget his bright face and white
deth. Bishop Wilson named him
Happy P'ace."

Meliton can neither read nor write,
hi has never known a school, but he

^Jfas a keen mind, as many of his
ethods prove. For example: He
puld get some one to write on a piece
paper a simple text, like the one
ginning "For God so loved the

'orld " Meeting a traveler on one
-* (f the mountain trails, he would pull

cjif ie little crumpled paper from his

n I ! ocket, saying, "Brother, can you
M'^'* 5ad?" If the man could, he was

fsually proud of it, but always curious
> know what was in the note and to
<hom it was sent. Meliton would
feve him read it twice, then his big,

Hrnest eyes would come near the
l;ranger and he would almost whisper,
iWhat is it, what does it mean?" And
he strangei; would look confused and
|iy: "I don't know; maybe it is from
le Bible." Then the forerunner
ould ask if it were true and where a
lan might find God. Then, "There is

• be a meeting up in the mountains,
rou better come back with me and hear
ow the preacher explains it." The
i;rong thing about his work was that

,
aroused such great interest in the

-ranger, he always sought out some
lends to go with him.
It was his custom to start out an
our or so ahead of the missionary, in

rder to gather the people together for
le preaching service, and as the
teacher appeared, riding into the en-
'osure, Meliton would step out from
le crowd, and in a voice that could be
eard far down the mountain, he
ould cry out in the musical tones of
le Spanish tongue: "How beautiful
pon the mountains are the feet of
im that bringeth good tidings, that

iM.1
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publisheth peace; that bringeth good
tidings of good, that publisheth salva-
tion, that saith unto Zion, Thy God
reigneth!"
While the preacher was delivering

his message, Meliton would slip away
quietly and set out for the next place,
repeating the same work as the Fore-
runner of the Gospel.

Alexander H. Leo.
Ponce, Porto Rico.

The Balloon Hoax of 1844
TN the New York Sim of April 13,
J- 1844, there appeared a remarkable
article which attracted widespread at-
tention at that time. It purported to
be an account of a balloon voyage
across the Atlantic. Sir Everard
Bringhurst, Mr. Monck Mason and six
other persons set out from a point near
Penstruthal, North Wales, in the bal-
loon Victoria on April 6, and after a
perilous trip and many adventures,
alighted safely at Sullivan's Island,
near Charleston, S. C. The detailed
account of this mythical journey, and
indeed the whole story, originated in
the fertile brain of Edgar Allan Foe,
who gave what purported to be a daily
journal of the voyagers. The Victoria
was described as a dirigible and the
picture of her printed in the Sun shows
her with a car, a propeller, and
anchors. In some respects, she re-
sembled Wellman's balloon America,
in which he made his recent attempt to
accomplish that which Poe, the poet
and dreamer, with his unrivaled im-
agination, made his voyagers do suc-
cessfully. Poe's aeronauts were 75
hours in completing the journey from
shore to shore. Wellman and his asso-
ciates were 71 hours in the air and
covered some 850 miles before aban-
doning the attempt. In view of this
latest experiment, Poe's brilliant fic-

tion seems even more remarkable now
than when it was written.

The Farmer and the Auto
That the automobile has come to

stay is clearly demonstrated by the
phenomenal increase in farmers' ma-
chines throughout the West and South-
west during the last two years. Social
life in these sections has undergone a
great change. People living fifteen or
twenty miles apart are now brought
into clo.<-e touch with each other by the
new annihilator of distance and time.
The beneficial effect on the roads is

almost impossible to estimate and
social economies in many lines of hu-
man industry have been changed for
the better by the automobile.

This Beautiful

Winter Coat
SableConeyFurs
Turban Fur Hat

Chiffon Panama Skirt

Without Cost

MONEY
Wouldn't you like to
know how you can get

these and hundreds more
nice things to wear and for
your homo without cost?

These area fcwof tlioir.UOpremi-
ums we give with orders for our
Guaranteed Grocery Producrts—
tea, folToe, soaps, foods, spices,
etc. With aSlUorderwogivothia
Stylish Winter Coat—or Sable
Coney Sot of Furs— or any $10
Premium sliown incur 100-PapcPre-
miumBook. Productsand Premiums

Guaranteed to Please
80 daj-3* trial—no money asked in ad-
vance—nothing to risk. Products cost
no more than you pay now— premium
represents your saving which our

Factory-to-Home Plan
^affords. Goodsalways shipped on approval—always
fresh— if not satisfactory, return at our expense. By buy-
ing direct from factory you can clothe yourself and

Furnish Your Home Without Cost
B9ourl500 Premiums include Furniture. Ru):r£
Carpets. Curtains, Dishes. Clothing. Shoes.

Jewelry—everything for the home.
Send a post card for our Free Fall and
WinterStyle Premium Book and leam
bow to make your present grocery
money bring you double value.
Write for it today and ask
about our"CIub of Ten Plan'

'

—another money saver.

Crofts& Reed Co.
Dept. A871

Chicago
__of Troducta

9e CHRISTMAS CARDS lAc
fcitJ IN COLORS-GOLD or SILVER lU

MUSIC

LESSONS FREE
In Your Own Home

In order to make our home study courses known
in your locality we will give you—absolutely free—
48 or 96 lessons for either Piano, Organ, Violin,
Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we
ask that you recommend our Institute to your
friends after you leam to play.

It matters not whether you are a beginner or an
advanced pupil, the lessons will be made suitable
to your need. It is not necessary that you know
one note from another. The lessons are so simple
and easy that any person or little child who can
read English can learn them.
You will receive one lesson weekly, and your

only expense during the time you take the lessons
will be the cost of postage and the music you use,
which is small. Thousands have learned by mail
and you can do the same.
You and your friends should take advantage of

this wonderful offer without delay. Write postal
card at once. It will mean much to you to get our
Free booklet, which gives full information. Our
lessons are marvels of simplicity. Photographs
and drawings make everything plain.
Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Write to-day.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
98 Fitth Ave. Dept. 156 New York City

All different—Big Bargain. Everyone pleased.
Satisfaction guaranteed. 6 packages for 50c.

J. D. WENDALL, DepL 42, Cor. Monroe and Clinton, Chicago

8KC|IICI':i> tut FKK
KKTIIICKKII.

Free reiioiL as to ratentability. Illustrated Guide
book, and List of Inventions Wanteti, sent free.

VICT(»H .J. EVANS & CO.. \Vashinffton. D. C.

PATENTS
Free renoiL as to Tat

"Vied while you sleep."

for Whooping Cough,

Cr onp, Asthma,
Sore Throat, Coughs,

Bronchitis, Colds,

Diphtheria, Catarrh.

Asiniple,safe and effective treatmentavoidingdrugs.

^rtporised Ciesolene stops the paroxysmsofWhoop-
ing Cough and relieves Croup at once.

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.
The air is rendered strongly antiseptic, inspired with

every breath, makes breathing easy, soothes the sore
throat and stops the cough, assuring restful nights.

Cresolene relieves the t)ronchial complications of
Scarlet Fever and Measles and is a valuable aid in
the treatment of Diphtheria.

Cresolene's hest recommendation is its 30 years of
successful use. Send us postal for Descriptive Booklet.

For Sale by All Druggists
Try Cresolene Antiseptic Throat Tablets for the

irritated throat, composed of slippery elm bark,
licorice, sugar and Cresolene. They can't harm you.
Uf your druggist or from us, 10c in stamps.

The Vapo-Cresolene Co., 62CartIan<ltSt.,New York

or Leeming-Miles Building, Montreal, Canada

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $2 HAIR SWITCH.
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS.
Choice of Natural wavy or straigtit hair.

Send a lock of your hair, and we will reail a
22 inch short 6tem fino human hair switch to

match. If you find it a big bargain, remit $2.00
in ten days, or sell 3 and GKT YOljR SWITCH
FREE. Extra shades a little more. Inclose &c

Eostage. Free beauty book showing latest style of
air diessing--also high grade switches, pompa-

dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AYERS, Dept^QOS

19 Quincy Street, Chicago

A LIVING FROM POULTRY
$1,500.00 from 60 hens in ten
months on a city lot forty ft. square.

To the average poultryman that would
seem impossible, and when we tell you that

we have actually done a $1,500 poultry

business with 60 hens on a corner in the

city garden, 40 feet wide by 40 feet long,

we are simply stating facts. It would not

be possible to get such returns by any one
of the systems of poultry keeping recom-
mended and practiced by the American
people, still it can be accomplished by

The Philo System

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $1.00 for one year's sub-

scription to the Poultry Review, a

monthly magazine devoted to pro-

gressive methods of poultry keeping,

and we will include, without charge,

a copy of the latest revised edition

of the PHILO SYSTEM BOOK.

E. R. PHILO, PubUshcr,
2628 Lake St., ELMIRA, N. Y.

"ill|nr"fif

Photograph Showing: a Portion of the Philo National Poultry Institute Poultry Plant "Where There
Are Now Over 5,GOO Pedigree White Orpin^ons on Less Than a Half Acre of Land

The Philo System is Unlike All Other "Ways of
Keeping Poultry

and in many respects just tlie reverse, accomplishing things in
pnultry work that have always been considered impossible, and
petting unheard-of results that are hard to believe without seeing.

The Ne^v System Covers All Branches of the
"Work Necessary for Success

from selecting the br.-.d.MS to iiiarkctiiit: th.' product. It tells

how to get eggs tliat will hatch, how to hatch nearly every egg
and how to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives com-
plete plans in detail how to make everything necessary to run
the business and at less than half the cost required to handle
the poultry business in any other manner.

Two-Pound Broilers in Eight "Weeks
are raised in a space of less than a square foot to the broiler,

and the broilers are of the very best quality bringing here,
5 cents a pound above the highest market price,

Our Six-months- old Pullets Are Laying at the
Rate of 24 Eggs Each per Month

in a space of two square feet for each bird. No gi-een cut bone
of any description is fed. and the food used is inexpensive as
Compared with food others are using
Our uew book. The Philo Svstui ox Pocltbt Keefinq, gives

Fonderful discoveries, with
ions that are right to the
showing all brandies of the

full particulars regarding these
simple, easy-to-undcrstand dire

point, and 15 pages of illustratioi

work from start to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of the secrets of success is to save all the chickens that

are fully developed at hatching time, whether they can crack
the shell or not. It is a simple trick and believed to be the
secret of the ancient Egyptians and Chinese which enabled
them to sell thi? chicks at 10 cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 15 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little

trouble and have a good supply any day in the year, winter or
summer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield witli-

out green food as it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

OurNewBrooderSaves TwoCentsonEachChicken
No lamps required. No danger of cliilling. over-heating or

burning up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any
kind of fire. They also keep all the lice off the chickens auto-

matically or kill any that may be on them when placed in the
brooder. Our book gives full plans and the rightto make and
use them. One can easily be made in an hour at a cost of 25 to

50 cents,
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Two Matchless, Wonderful Gift Books=Built by ttie Peopk
HEIART THROBS and Heart Songs are world renowned as "gift books

the people built." Heart Throbs is the collaboration of 50,000 people in

work of collecting scraps in prose and verse, the pathetic or humorous little things

that have appealed to the people as they sat at the fireside reading newspaper, book
or magazine. Heart Songs, no less remarkable and unique, is the collaboration

of 25,000 musical loving people in the collecting of more thah 400 of the deare^

songs known to the heart and soul of man. Each book is imperishable as

a touch-stone of human sentiment, affording an insight into the tastes and aims

of the " plain people of America "— as Lincoln loved to call us— such a

nothing else could do.

Many of the seledions sent in were yellow with age, taken from mother's scrai

book, sacred with hallowed memories ; some came from between the leaves of th

family Bible or the old school book in the attic ; many were sheets worn thread

bare and carefully prepared and strengthened, odorous with lavender, rose and ori

—the heart treasure-trove of American homes. What could be a more mspiring

entertaining and useful Christmas gift than "the books the people built."

Over 512 Large Pages

Opens Flat Like

Hymn Book

Over 400 Complete Songs

with Words and Music

!

-„ Price, $2.50
Net

Heart Songs^A Great Musical Library
11KE its sister book Heart Songs is the expression of

1 the people. The power of imisic in tlie swaying
of human emotion is the greatest force in the

world. Heart Songs mirrors the musical taste of the
nation, and is a book to give unending joy to those who
delight to play and sing. A review in The New York
Times describes the book as follows :

"Heart Songs" contains nearly all the favorites of
an earlier generation. Old, yellowed sheets of music
published "before the war,' and the songs of the war
itself; love songs and college songs, and the hymns
that are dear to a plain people. The "Tannliauser' song
of the "Evening Star' is there between Raymond's
"Take Me Home' and George Cooper's 'Sweet Gene-
vieve.' The classics of popular song, from "The Camp-
bells Are Coming' and Annie Laurie,' the folk songs
that have withstood a sea change, the persistent airs of
Michael William Balfc, are as inevitably in such a book
as Stephen Foster's once familiar tunes, and the old
American love songs of the "Bonny Eloise' and 'Juanita'
type. Nobody would expect to miss here, of course, a
single song of Franz Abt. They are all in evidence,
including When the Swallows Homeward Fly.' Hand-
el's "Angels Ever Bright and Fair,' Mendelssohn's "I

Would That My Love,' Schubert's 'Sylvia' and the
familiar setting of Ben Jonson's "Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes' are music that no cultivation of the ear
and the mind can ever banish to obscurity. "Lohengrin's
bridal chorus, and Verdi's 'Trovatore' melodies, with
adapted words, and Sullivan, too. is largely repre-
sented, while the patriotic songs, the national hymns
of various countries, the real darky songs and the imi-
tations of black minstrelsy's palmy days are all here.

One may pick up the book at random and surely
encounter an old friend by merely turning the page.

Words and music alike are given, and it would be diffi-

cult to say what has been omitted. The range is large

in date and quality. There are melodies whose origins

are forgotten. There are songs of the present hour by
Victor Herberl, "Yankee Doodle' and 'The Star-Spangled
Banner.' 'Kathleen Mavourneen'and'Bohunkus' appear
with the 'Erminie' lullaby, "When the Springtime
Comes, Gentle Annie' and "I Lost My Money on a Bob-
tail Nag' close at hand. "Barbara Allen' and "Believe

Me if All Those Endearing Young Charms, are side by
side. The book has a positive historical value.

Heart Songs has aroused more sincere, heart-felt

interest, than any other musical book ever published.
Over 25,000 people loving the dear old songs treasuring
the tender words, of melodies rich in sentiment, and
tradition, harboring the sacred memories that only the
strains of some almost forgotten song might evoke, or

feeling the glow of the swinging measures of a romping
tune of days
gone by, or liv-

ing anew the
pleasures of the
occasional
opera with its

wonderful mas-
terpieces— all

are in evidence,
that these treas-
ures might be
preserved for

future generations, between the covers of the 1

The 400 and more songs that comprise this book H
Songs include, Patriotic and War Sonjis, Sea Songi
Chanteys, Lullabies and
Child Songs, Plantatier
and Negro Melodies
Hymns and Revival Songs
Love Songs of all Races
Operetta Selections anc
Ballads, College, School
and Fraternity Songs.

From the impressivi
strains of the inspired re
ligious composition or thi

stately measures of th(

wedding march of the
plaintive love song, or the
crooning lullaby to the rol-

licking college glee, solos,
ducts, choruses, obligatos,
all complete with words
and music.

Have you ever been face
to face with this situation?
—a group of friends in for
an evening—a call for mu-
sic, something everybody
can sing—and no music exactly suitable for the Oi

ion. You should have a copy of "'Heart Songs"—

s

that will be sung at every evening party throup
the festive season and right through the winter.

Mrs. Julia Ward Howt
Author of "Tlic Battle Hy^

the Republic," selected)
Theodore Roosevelt.

An Evening Entertainment with Heart Sd
—Ask the Question, Guess the Answel f {

From the Tune
WJiat was her name ? "Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt."
Mhal was his name ? "Captain Jinks."
Where icere they both born ? "Dixie."
H here did they first meet 1 "Coiiiiii' Through the Rye."
Wlint was she siiiginii ? "Love's Old Sweet Song."
What tens he sinfiing ? ".\Uce, Where Art Thou ?"
What did hefinally bid her ?

Where did he go f

Where did he spend his nights ?

What did the band play when he returned ?

Where were they married ?

Who was her maid of honor ?

Who was best man ?

Who played the wedding march ?
What ,lid Ite awe her?
What (ltd he lie it with ?

After the eeremony, what did they hear ?
What did the ushers sing to the bridesmaids?
Hhere did the couple go on theirhoneymoon ?

Who did they think about most while away ?

Etc., etc.

CofflpkU

Set of

Questionl

and '

Answen
>ent OB

Reqoett

Measures When Open
7^x11^
Inches

Over 400 Large, Generous Pij

840 Favorite Selections

'iil

Heart Throbs=A Typically American Book
NOTHING like Heart Throbs ever has appeared

before in any language. No other people but
Americans with their cosmopolitanism could

have made it. Within us
are blended the hopes and
aspirations, the senti-
ments and convictions of
every nation on the globe.

In the truest sense,
HEART THROBS is

a book of the people, by
the people and for the
people. A typically Amer-
ican book.

Its poems, stories and
anecdotes have stood the
test of time. They have
comforted us in affliction,
cheered us in adversity,
inspired us with nobler
ideas of living, gave us
new heart and courage to
face the battle of life, or
brightened a gloomy day
with wholesome good

cheer, humor, wit and hearty laughter.

What has appealed to so many of your fellow
Americans must appeal to you.

The Late Wm. McKinley
Whose gentle and iioljle life typi-
fied the true Ajnevican spirit as

revealed in Heai't Throbs

• Order Now ol Your Dealer or Direct

CHAPPLE PUBLISHING CO.
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

Gentlemen : — Enclosed find ' t^n H^" J''™''^^
< *2.5U Heart bongs i

please send me books as indicated.

for which

Name

Address

Every book sold under posibve agreement that if imsatisfaclory we will refund yonr moDe;.

Love, patriotism, faith, hope, charity, lofty aims and
noble purposes: an honest reverence for all family ties
and affections, a manly and womanly regret for failure
to do the very best that is in one, coupled with a firm
determination to rise up and make another attempt; a
deep and tender sense of bereavement blended with
the noblest resignation in the hope of a blessed and
inmortal life—all this is in Hkart Throbs for you.

Heart throbs of happines! Heart throbs of courage!
Heart throbs of righteousness! Heart throbs of tender,
beautiful and exquisite sentiment!—they are all here
for you.

It is a great and good book, and a wonderfid book. It
is a book for you to give to every friend and loved one. '

And it is a book for you yourself to keep by you
always.

Most liooks you cast aside as soon as you finish read-
ing them—they can give you pleasure for only a short
while. But this is a book that will mean more and
more to you as the years go by. It will be a sympa-
thetic friend at all times.

A few of the 840 Poems, Anecdotes, and Matchless

Prose Selections Found in "Heart Throbs."

Kippling's "Recessional."
McKinley's Dying I'vayer.
"Little Breeches"—yo^?? Hay.
Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar."
Riley's "In a Friendly Sort o' Way."
"A Square DeaV'—T/ieodore Roosevelt.
Holme's "Chambered Nautilus."
'|Finnigan and Flanagan."
'My Mother's Bible."
"Abou Ben Adhem"— /.<?/§•/; Hunt.
Longfellow's "Arrow and the Song."
"Barbara Frietchie."
"Battle Hymn of the Republic."
Dickens' "Death of Little Nell."
"God. Give Us Men !"—HoHand.
['If 1 Should Die To-Night."
"Jim Bludso"

—

Hay.
]Xeddle Yawcob Strauss"—^dams.
'Little Brown Hands."
"The Lost Chord"—Procter.
"Mamma's Girl"

—

Lewis.
Riley's "The Old Band."
"Webster's Reply to Hayne."

iiV"
Saw

HEART
THROBxS

C.H.

I

Price,$ 1.50 N.
SENT ALL CHARGES PREPA
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DON'T GIVE UP THE HYMN

!

[Suggested by the proposal to eliminate

'Greenland's Icy Mountains" from the Hymnal
now under revision. 1

FROM Greenland's icy mountains
There comes a startled crj'.

And Afric's sunny fountains •'

Would know the reason why.
f>om many an ancient river.

From many a palmy plain

They call : "Cease not forever

To tug at error's chain.
"

Where dawn seemed brightly breaking
Will night reign as of yore :

False gods will leave off quaking
If Greenland's sung no more.

'Twas writ by one inspire<].

This missionaiT hymn ;

Our fathers heard, pdmired.
Then sang it with a vim.

And like to old-time rockets.

The silver coins did bound
From depths of Christian pockets
At hearing of the sound.

The hymn that leads all others
In making clear the cry

Of far-off heathen brothers.

Such hymn should never die.

Netr York City. Ci.AP.A Marshall.

he Heart of the Gospel '==

HEN we say that the blood of
Jesus Christ cleanseth from all

in, we state in the strongest terms the
^eat truth that by his coming into the
world, by his saintly life, and by his
Muntary death, he shows mankind
how to live in order to avoid sin.

But this truth contains another
jvhich is even deeper and sweeter. It
is that Christ was not obliged to come.
He came because he loved us. The
lOSt vital part of his example is that,
s he loved us and sacrificed himself
or us, so we must love men and sac-

rifice ourselves foi' them.
And it means still more. It means

that not only did Chri.st suffer and die
for us, but he left with us "the Com-
forter, which is the Holy Spirit."
And the Spirit cries aloud in the soul

Sif
every man in every Christian land,

eminding him of the shed blood and
he promised remission of sins.

Some heed the voice and seize the
freely offered salvation. Others are
ndifferent. Still others reject the
e;ift with .scorn. The situation is well
escribed in the parable of the sower
Uld the seed.

Life was sweet to this young man
»j»|wJ|pf thirty-three years," says the elo-

quent Alfred Wesley Wishart. "He
loved the beautiful world. He loved
his fellow-men. It was no easy task
to face an awful death and to endure
Litter hatred. Inscrutable mystery.
It hat the progress of civilization has
ivcr been purchased by the blood of
the brave and holy! Christ had no
<lniii)ts about the subject. He never
'^\avered in his confidence in the good-
ness of God. To do his will was his
mission, his joy, his life.

"Has not history justified his superb
confidence? Has not history proved
hat love is the mightiest force in the
orld, and that the man who loves God

is the real power among men? Take
'esus at his word. Try to live as he
lived."

It is the love expressed in Christ's
mmeasura1)le sacrifice which should

' bnost appeal to us. It is the love in
that shed blood which most whitens
the souls clean.sed with if.

^^ "Bear in mind," said Henry Ward
^te Beecher, "that the ruling influence in

^^B time and for eternity is God's love.

^^F "Bear in mind that, whatever may
^B we the long delays, the equit.v that^ .-piings from love, and the intellectual

ilivelopments that spring from genial
!iive, are to rule.

"Let each one of us refashion his
III art upon the great doctrine of God's
'"ve. Let every one reconstruct his
li'iu.sehold on it. Let love administer
jtorrection, censure, criticism. Let
Wery one of us undertake to develop
Mie true spirit of love in his business.
Thus we shall have our hand upon the

I wheel and in every place where it turns
;slowly, we can give it impulse.

' ' "And when once you shall have be-

w —
* Topic of the Epworth LcaBue for Sunday,

'December 4. TEXTS : Zech. 13 : 1, 2 ; John 3 : 14-16.

GaM

held that loving, adorable face, though
you had suffered on the cross, though
you had been broken on the rack, one
look will be more, a thousand times
more, than all the suffering."
But the way to this bliss is paved

with thorns. To walk by love, and to
follow the pattern set for us on Cal-
vary, are no child's play. Dr. Park-
hurst wisely reminds us that "no man
has such terrific enemies to fight as he
who wants to be holy. We have not
the courage and the constructive pur-
pose needed for the winning of so im-
mense a victory. It was the Lord's
consummate achievement that he could
be a man, born of human flesh, and
still be holy."

It is only through his help that we
can tread the strait path that leads to
his perfection.

A Veteran Missionary Dead

ON Saturday morning, November 5,

the well-known missionary, Rev.
Joshua Heath Sobey, late of Panama
and Costa Rica, fell asleep in Jesus.
For forty years, Mr. Sobey has been
actively engaged in the work of the
Gospel ministry. He held successful
pastorates in England, and in 1882 the
English Baptist Missionary Society
invited him to take charge of the Sec-
ond Baptist Church at Montego Bay,
Jamaica, West Indies. His subsequent
work led him to the Cayman Islands,
the coasts of Central America and the
Republic of Costa Rica. At Port
Limon his efforts were abundantly
blessed. He greatly helped the cause
of religious liberty in those regions.
Mr. Sobey in 1907 became active in mis-
sionai-y work on the Canal Zone. His
life in that climate undermined his
health and he came north a few months
ago. He passed peacefully away at
Watkins, N. Y. He leaves a widow
and two sons: Rev. Wilfred Heath
Sobey, of Watkins, and Melville M.
Sobey, of Hudson, N. Y.

STOVE POI^ISH
Let Science Make Your

Housework Easy.
'

Domestic Science applied >

to Stove Polish means SUN
PASTE every time. You
can prove it. Can we help "Domestic
you to prove It now? You «;ri»»nr^*»" ^

want the BRIGHTEST, ^
ocience

EASIEST and QUICKEST
DUSTLESS Stove Polish ^
you can get. We have it. You owe it to yourself to

use the best in this case, because it costs you no more.

Just ask your grocer for SUN PASTE. Insist upon it.

MORSE- BROS., Proprietors, CANTON, MASS.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We ^U sWp you •
RANGER" BICYCLE

. _ on approval, freight
prepaid to anyplace in the United States vjithout a cent deposit in at/i/a •?(<?, aud
allow ten dayg free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in

every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get
anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wisntokeep it,

ship it back to us at our expense for freight and you will not be otit one cent.

I nut CIPTARV DRIPPQ We sell the highest grade bicycles direct from factoryWll ritWIWni rniWfcJ to rider at lower prices than any other house. We
save youj^io to?25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Hishest grade models with
Punctare-Proof tires, Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicycles; also reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.

DinCD AGCIITC UfAliTCn i°eaih town ^mt district to riiie and exhibit a sample
niUCII AQCn I W llfin I CU i9io"Ran!;(>r"Bicyclefuniishedbyus. You wil tie

astonished at the WfJwt^&rr/M/Zv Any/ri«j and the lii-eral propositions and special offer we will

?ive on the first 1910 sample goioi; to your town. Write at once for our speczal offer.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires U^xn anyone at anv price \iti\M you receive ourcatalogue
and le.im our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under
your own name plate at double our prices. Orders tilled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will

ibe closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PAACTCD DDAVC rear wheels, Innertubes, lamps, ryclometeis. parts, repairs

llnCwi UwAdlCn Dnfll^C and ever>thiog in the bicycle line .^tlmlf usual prices.
DO NOT WAIT but write today for our Large Catalo£ut beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of
tnterestine matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. H?!. CHICAGO, ILL.
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If you want to succeed with poultry as the CURTISS
brothers have succeeded, subscribe NOW and get the new

CURTISS
POULTRY BOOK

which tells how Roy Curtiss, a New York farmer's boy, starting

about twenty years ago, with a few neglected hens, has built up at

NIAGARA FARM the LARGEST PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT
IN THE WORLD, with sales of

Over $100,000 A YEAR
Roy agreed that if his father (a yrain merthant and tanner) would furnish the feed he (Roy) would take

all care of the flock and supply eggs andchickens for the farm table, and all that were left over were to belong

to him. In two years Roy was using so much feed that his father had \^ cry quits, but the boy ke])t I'iglit

on. He would start at two o'clock A.M. for Niagara Falls, 13 miles away, with jjoultry and eggs to sell. His

brother joined him, and the business grew and grew. They took the farm and paid off the mortgage. They
built and added to their plant, learning slowly how to avoid losses and make the greatest profits.

But they had no guidance, and had to learn by their own mistakes. If they had had such a guide as the CURTISS POULTRY BOOK, it

would have saved them thousands of dollars and years of lost time.
This capital book was written right at Niagara Farm by the veteran poultryman, MICHAEIL K. BOYER. Mr Bnyer had the Curtiss

brothers right at his elbow with their records and data. He saNS he never saw a general poullrv plant so well managed at every point. No
" putting on style," no fancy buildings, no ornaments, but straight solid business. Everything is planned for months ahead. Every day ship-

ments go oft', every day money comes in. You could hardly believe how little they lose. Their percentage of fertile eggs, of live strong chickens
iiatched, of day-old chicks shipped, without loss, to Kansas or Florida, is really wonderful.

And this book gives all their methods of managing incubators, handling eggs, feetling chickens and ducks, killing, dressing, packing, and
marketing, their formulas for mixing feed at different ages. And all these have been tested and improved by years of experience, resulting in the

most prolitable general poultry plant in the world. Whether you raise chickens, ducks, or eggs, whether you keep forty fowls or forty thousand,

you will lind here help that you can get in no other way.

Profusely illustii ated, with many fine engravings, from actual photographs taken from life.

Have you use for such a book ? Then read the offer below.

Tlie CURTISS POULTRY BOOK is sold in combination with the Farm Journal. Philadelphia, Pa.

The FARM JOURNAL is the standard paper for everyone who lives in or near the country, or ever has, or ever expects to. A particularly fine

poultry (hpartmeiit. nxire valuable than most poultry papers. 3S years old, 750.000 subscribers and more. Goes everywhere. Clean, clever, cheerful,

amusing, intensely practical. Cut to fit everybody, young or old, village, suburbs, or rural routes. Unlike any other paper and always has been.

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, the great New York State paper published at Syracuse, and full of good reading matter, is always
welcomed by the subscriher. Now in its 18th year. It is conceded to be one of the best poultry papers published in the Uniteil States. Well

edited by recognized authorities on the subject of practical poultry raising. Has a circulation of 45.000 copies per month.

^PFCEtkt- OFFPK ^^^ $100 (cash, money order or check) we will send postpaid the

^^^^2i^iZ^^m^^^mm Curtiss Poultry Book and the Farm Journal for two years, and

American Poultry Advocate two years, all for $i.oo if order is sent at once to

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, 55 Hodgkins Block, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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Our
<^»fev' $790 Lots

$6 Monthly

^ TT 7E put this startling headline at the top of this page for two reasons—first, to get you to read

VV it; second, to bring forcibly to youv mind the fact that New York real estate is the most^

profitable investment in the world.

In the past ten years New York )-ielded more wealth to its owners than all the gol^^ mines in the world

combined. You may doubt this but }-ou will find that the increase in the bare assessed valuation of New York

Citv real estate exceeded by over one hundred million dollars the world's output of (j^oW for the same period.

In the next ten years New York will have added to itself a St. Louis and a Boston. The increase

must come on land now within the city limits. In the little area of New York City is gathered a

population 50 per cent, greater than that of Texas, the largest State in the Union. New York real

estate never goes back. It can't. It moves one way only—upward. The tremendous pressure of

new population creates new and higher levels of value. To buy and to hold is to amass w^ealth.

Brooklyn grows faster than old New York. Out of 18,928 new buildings in 1909. 10,314 were in Brooklyn.

47 per cent, of Brooklyn's splendid total was in the 29th, 30th, 31st and 32nd wards—the sections where our

properties lie. '

Will you come with us now ?^ Will you make money without effort or risk by simply waiting

for the onward march of the city ? We own hundreds of lots, and by selling some for $790 we can
j

hold others until they sell for $2,000, or even $5,000 apiece.

We Offer New York City Lots at $790
$10 down—$6 a month

Remember, our offer carries a free deed or money back in case of death, high-class

improvements free, free round trip (railroad fare) to New York, east of Chicago or

like distance.

Give us a chance to tell our story. It won't last long. It will be
interesting. Or, better still, get best choice by sending us $10, the first

payment on one lot, with the distinct imderstanding that if you are not
entirely satisfied with our selection, we will at once refund your monev.
But write anyway. A postage stamp, a pen full of ink, mav bring you
a fortune.

OUR REFERENCES
Uradstreet's utid Dun's rate us higher than any real estate concern

in the world. For further information apply to any commercial agency,
hank, trust company, or to any of the prominent magazines of the

ciiuniry, and you can secure complete information as to our financial

Standing and reputation.

Wood, Harmon & Co.
Dept. BIO, 261 Broadway, New York

Sign This Coupon
Detach and Mail to Us

Please send me particulars regarding your
offer in The Christian Herald of Nov. 30, 1910.

U^ame

,/Jddress

.

Money Back If Not Satisfied

Come to New York at an)- time within a year

after you purchase; visit our properties; keep what

you have if you think it is the best bargain in our

$10,000,000 holdings; change it for any other lot if

you will, or go to our cashier's desk and get back

every dollar you have paid us. It is all the same to

us. We would prefer to have you a good friend and

not a customer, rather than a customer and not a

good friend. But a decision is required at the time

of the examination of the property, and the offer

extends only to those who visit New York within

said year. In other words, we do not give options.

We do give you twelve months to examine your

property and get \'our money back if you are not

satisfied.

Our "money back'' and "free transportation"' offer.s

are both limited to t2 month.s from date of purchase.
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OUR bhfilomat;

4
Baron and Baroness Uchida

of Japan

THE holidays always
find most interest-

ing: observance in our
official "foreign col-

ony" in Washington.
In these transplanted

homes, set down at

Columbia's court, the

usual holiday festivi-

ties are novel and im-
pressive, presenting an
odd combination of up-
to-date American ideas

and the principal fea-

tures that are followed
on such joyous occa-

sion in European coun-

tries, in South America
and in other quarters

of the globe. These
diplomats are "birds

of passage." Were
they in the position of

the foreigners who
migrate to the United
States to establish

eir permanent homes and to become citizens of

e republic, they would probably want to adopt our
liday customs just as they would want to adopt
e language and the manner of dress of the people
their new home; but the diplomats are only tem-

•^rary residents of the city on the Potomac. They
Hay be here only a year, or at the longest a dozen
•ars at a stretch; but they know that they will

timately be transferred to similar posts in some
her country, or be ordered home. So it is quite

tural, aside from all considerations of patriotic

ide, that they should accord the Thanksgiving and
iristmas holidays such recognition as they usually
ceive in their own native lands.
However, while these foreign officials are acting
the accredited agents at Washington of the

rious world powers, their children are attending
nerican public or private schools. This circum-
ance holds the real secret of the invasion of the
reign homes by our American holiday observances,
le little foreigners, many of whom speak not a

3rd of English when they land here, master our
ngue with the facility that is proverbial in chil-

en. They yield to the fascination of American
imes and pastimes; and, hearing their playmates
Ik for weeks in advance of the joys of our annual
merican gift carnival, these little strangers yearn
share in its delights.
Each succeeding year finds an increasingly spec-

cular diplomatic Christmas, as Uncle Sam ex-

nds his visiting list. More and more foreign

^y WALDON FAWCETT

officials come with their families to tarry for a time

at the hub of our national life. The holiday season

of 1910-1911 in the foreign "colony" is sure to be

especially interesting, primarily because of the large

number of children. In this congress of nations as

elsewhere, it is children who make the season festive

in its outward forms and it is the child converts to

.\merican ideals who give Christmas in our foreign

households the dual character which makes it doubly
picturesque.
There have been many changes in the diplomatic

corps at Washington since last winter. One of the

most notable was the retirement of Baron Mayor
des Planches from the post of Italian ambassador.
He had been for years the "dean of the corps," and,

under rule of seniority of service, his retirement

resulted in the promotion automatically to the cov-

eted deanship of Baron Hengelmuller, the ambassa-
dor from Austria-Hungary. This insures a big

Marchese Confalonieri, Italian Ambassador, and Staff

holiday celebration in the first household of the

diplomatic corps, for the real social ruler of the

Austro-Hungarian embassy is little Miss Hengel-
muller, a sunny-haired young lady, just on the
threshold of her teens, who has spent practically

her entire life in the United States and who has
had a big American Christmas tree every year ever
since she can remember. The monster tree, laden
with presents, is disclosed to view on Christmas Eve
instead of on the morning of Christmas Day. The
little mistress invites numbers of her young friends
for the occasion, and her mother has made it a cus-
tom for years past to ask many of the elders in the
official circle to look on at the illumination.
The new Italian ambassador, Marchese Cusani

Confalonieri, who has just been transferred from
Switzerland to the United States and who, as the
newest arrival, takes his place at the foot of the
line of ambassadors, in so far as official precedence
goes, has brought with him a numerous official staff
and a family that includes several young people,
who have planned a lively observance of their first

Christmas on this side of the Atlantic.
There are no children at the

French embassy in Washing-
ton, but two American women
occupy the most prominent
feminine positions in the estab-
lishment maintained by our
sister republic and they are
firm in their allegiance to the
American Christmas tree. Ma-
dame Jusseraud, the American
wife of the ambassador, invites

to her tree party all the chil-

dren of her acquaintance. Some-
times she has not one Christ-
mas tree, but three standing in

a row. Countess de Chambrun,
the wife of the military attache
of the French embassy, is a sis-

ter of Congressman Nicholas
Longworth and consequently
the sister-in-law of the former
Alice Roosevelt. Her home is

usually the scene of a notable
family reunion at the holiday

season.
The Japanese ambassador

and Baroness Uchida took their

places on our official roster only

the day before Christmas a
year ago, so that this will really

be their first Yule-tide in their

new environment. At the Mex-
ican embassy, too, are newcomers

Continued on page 1110
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MY subject is "Who can pray so as to get what

they ask?" A great many people have an

idea that any person can pray and that God

will answer. They go through their Bibles and take

all the wonderful promises about God's answering

prayer and they take these promises as belonging to

themselves, and when they don't get what they ask

they say, "I don't believe these promises are true."

But the trouble is not with the promises; the trouble

is with the person that takes the promise. The

promise was not made to you. God's promises to

answer prayer are not made to everybody. They

are just made to a certain class of people, and God

has been very careful to define in his own Word
precisely who the people are whose prayers he will

answer, and he tells us how we can get into that

class. I would rather be in that class than any
other class on earth. Some people want to get into

the best society. The society I want to get into

is the society whose prayers' God answers. The
Bible tells us' very plainly who the people are whose
prayers God will answer, and who the people are

whose prayers God will not answer. Who the peo-

ple are whose prayers God will answer is given in

I. John 3 : 22—"Whatsoever we ask we receive of

him because we keep his commandments, and do

those things which are pleasing in his sight."

Finding Out God's Will

Have you ever noticed what a remarkable state-

ment it is that the apostle John makes here? John
says, "Whatsoever I ask I get. I never offer a

prayer to God, but God gives me the thing I ask

for." "Whatsoever we ask we receive of him."

Can you say that? Can you say, "Every prayer I

offer to God, God gives me the thing I ask of him"?
Many of us doubtless could say, "God answers some
of my prayers." Some of us could say, "God an-

swers most of my prayers." Some of us must say,

"God does not answer any of my prayers." But
John says, "God answers every one of my prayers."
He says, "Whatsoever we ask we receive of him,"
and then he tells us why he could say that, and how
you and I can get to the place where we can say it

too
—"Whatsoever we ask we receive of him be-

canse." Because why? Because of two things:
First, Because we keep his commandments. Sec-

ond, Because we do those things which are pleasing
in his sight. Let us take them up one by one.

First of all, "Because we keep hi^ commandments."
If you do what God tells you to do, God will do
what you ask him to do. If you have a sharp ear
for God's commandments, God will have a sharp
ear for your petitions. But if you turn a deaf ear
to one of God's commandments, God will turn a
deaf ear to every one of your petitions. When
you study the Word of God daily to find out what
the will of God is and every time you find out what
it is do it; when you go to God and ask him to show
you his will, when he shows it do it every time;
then God will give you what you ask of him. God
demands reciprocity.

Perplexed About Prayer

He demands first of all that his children listen to

him; then he will listen to them. If you will not
listen to him, then he will not listen to you. If you
are not studying every day to find out what his will

is and doing it when you find out what it is, then
you have no right to expect that God will answer
your prayers. I believe we touch here upon the
secret of most of the unanswered prayers in this

world. People are either neglecting their Bibles

and therefore do not know what the will of God is,

or else they are not doing his will when they find

it. A maid who worked for a lady in my church in

Chicago came to me one day and said, "Miss "

(that was her mistress) "thinks I ought to talk
with you." I said, "Jennie, why does Miss
think you ought to talk with me?" She said, "I

am very much perplexed." I said, "What are you
perplexed about, Jennie?" "Because God does not
answer my prayers, and I cannot understand it."

I said, "I don't believe there is any very great
mystery about it. Are you one of the class whose
prayers God promises to answer? Let me show

* Dr. Torrey is the head of the Moody Institute, Chicago, and a
leading evangehst.

you the class of people whose prayers God promises

to hear and answer." And I turned to this verse:

"Whatsoever we ask we receive of him, because we
keep his commandments, and do those things that

are pleasing in his sight." "Does that describe

you, Jennie? Are you keeping God's command-
ments? Are you studying your Bible every day to

find out what the will of God is, and when you find

it, do you do it every time?" She said, "No, I

don't, Mr. Torrey." "Then," I said, "the verse

doesn't describe you, does it?" "No," she said, "it

doesn't."

Belief An Essential

In my first pastorate, there was a lady who was
one of the brightest and most intelligent women in

the congregation. One day somebody said to me,
"Mrs. was formerly a member of this church."
So one Sunday morning a short time afterwards
we were walking up the street together. Just as I

turned into my gate, I turned to her and said,

"Mrs. T., why are you not a Christian? They tell

me that formerly you were a very active member
of the church." She said, "Because I don't believe

the Bible." I said, "Why don't you believe the

Bible?" "Because I tried its promises and found
them untrue." I said, "I would like to have you
tell me one single promise in the Word of God that

you have tried and found untrue." She replied,

"Does it not say somewhere in the Bible, 'What
things soever ye desire when ye pray, believe that

ye receive them, and ye shall have them'?" I said,

"It says something that sounds a good deal like

that." "Well," she said, "my husband was very
sick. I asked God to restore my husband to health.

I believed he would, and he died. Did not the
promise fail?" I said, "No, the promise did not
fail." "But does it not say, 'What things soever
ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive

them, and ye shall have them'?" "It says some-
thing that sounds like that." "Well," she said,

"just what does it say?" I replied, "It says, 'What
things soever ye desire when ye pray, believe that
ye receive them, and ye shall have them.' Are you
one of the 'ye's'? Are you one of the people to

whom that promise was made?" She said, '"Wasn't
it made to all professing Christians?" I said, "Cer-
tainly not. God tells us exactly to whom he makes
this promise." She said, "I would like to know to
whom it was made then."

Keeping His Commandments

I opened my Bible to this passage, "Whatsoever
we ask we receive of him, because tve keep his com-
mandments and do those things that are pleasing in

his sight." "Were you keeping his commandments?
Were you doing the things that were pleasing in his
sight? Were you living to the glory of God in all

things?" She said, "No, Mr. Torrey, I was not."
"Then the promise was not made to you?" "No, it

was not." "It did not fail then, did it?" And she
i:aw her error and came back to God. Are you one
of the people to whom that promise is made? Are
you keeping his commandments? Are you studying
your Bible every day, to find out what the will of
God is, and whenever you find it, are you doing it

every time?
In every great promise of God in the Bible to

answer prayer, this connection is the same. Take
that wonderful passage in John 14: 13, 14—that
promise we are so fond of quoting, "Whatsoever ye
shall ask in my name, that will I do, that the Father
may be glorified in the Son. If ye shall ask any-
thing in my name, I will do it." But we stop there.
But Jesus did not stop there. He went right on to
the following verse: "If ye love me, keep my com-
mavdments. And I will pray the Father, and he
shall give you another Comforter," etc. In other
words, Jesus says. If we have that love for him
that leads us to keep his commandments, then the
Father will give us the Holy Spirit and he will
teach us how to pray according to the will of God;
and God will give us what we ask.
Take that other wonderful verse, John 15 : 7—"If

ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall
ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you."
Most of us read it, "If ye abide in me, ye shall ask
what ye will, and it shall be done unto you." Now,
the Bible doesn't say that. It says, "If ye abide in

me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask wl|

ye will, and it ^all be done unto you." If you do
study God's Word, it -cannot abide in you, for itl

not in you. And if you do not obey, it does
abide in you. But if you will study the Wordl
God every day of your life to learn the will of g|
and whenever you find the will of God, do it, til

when you come to God with your prayers, he v|
listen.

Sins of Our Social Life

Second, "And do tliose things which are pleasi^
in his sight." It is not enough that we keep
commandments. Further than that, we must
those things that are pleasing in his sight. Th<
are many things that it would please God for usi
do that he does not specifically command. The icl

some people have of God's government is this: g[
is a great lawgiver and lays down a great maf
laws, "Thou shalt do this, and thou shalt do this, s\

thou shalt not do this, and thou shalt not do thai'

and that the whole of the Christie i life consists
doing the things which God explicitly tells us to

j

and leaving undone the things which God explicif

tells us not to do. What an idea of the Christi
life! God is not merely a lawgiver. God is

Father—that is the conception of God that Hes
the very foundation of prayer; the very first woi
in the prayer Jesus taught are, "Our Father." H
does a father govern his children? Does he lay doi

a whole lot of laws and then rest content if his c\

dren obey these laws? Not if he is a wise fath
He may lay down a few laws, not a great many; 1;

over and above all the laws he lays down, he expei

his children to get acquainted with him and find c,

what pleases him and then do it without waiting;
be told.

How do I govern my children? I may have h
down a few laws; they are very few, and I woi'

not know what to make of it if one of my childr

disobeyed one of those laws. But I am not satisfi

with that. Beyond all that, I expect my childr

to make it their study to find out what will plea

their father, and when they find it, do it withe
waiting to be told. I should feel very bad if i

children waited every time to be told.

Our heavenly Father expects us to make it o

study to find out what pleases him, and then do
without waiting to be told. That will settle all f

questions that perplex you—these questions tl

come up in the Christian life so frequently no
adays. Shall a Christian go to the theatre? Sh
a Christian play cards? Shall a Christian dancj

Shall a Christian do this thing and that thing a!

the other thing? Just ask yourself, "Would
please my Father?" The way a great many attei

to settle it is this, "Does it say anywhere in t'

Bible, 'Thou shalt not go to the theatre'? Does
say anywhere, 'Thou shalt not dance'? Does it sf

'Thou shalt not play cards'? Does it say anywhc
in the Bible, 'Thou shalt not do this thing or t\

thing or the other thing'?" That is not the qui

tion. If you were a really loyal child of God, y
would not ask that question. The question y
would ask would be, "Will it please my Father

The Question of the Theatre

Now if I thought it would please my Father mc
for me to go to the theatre than for me to stay a.W£

I would go, no matter what anybody else said

did. But if I thought it would please him better f

me to stay away, it would not make a particle

difference to me who went. When I am at home
Chicago, or when I am living in. Philadelphia,

often get complimentary tickets to this and that a

the other show, telling me how they are putti

on a highly mo4-al play; and how this minister a

that minister and this doctor of divinity has f

cepted a complimentary ticket, and what bish

accepted a ticket. The question with me is, "Will

please my Father?" But if I thought it wou

please God better for me not to, I wouldn't do it

all the preachers in the land did it. The wh(

question is, "Will it please my Father?"
Now every person has to settle these questions f

himself. I can't settle them for you, any more th;

you can settle them for me. But settle it in tl

way: Ask yourself, "Will it please my Father

Continued on next page
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God says in his Word "Come ye out

from among them, and be ye separate,

and touch no unclean thing." And the

theatre to-day is an unclean thing.

How about the dance? I_ do not be-

lieve that every girl who dances has
impure thoughts. Many a sweet, in-

nocent, pure Christian girl dances.

But I do believe that if pure-minded
Christian girls knew what the thoughts
were of the men with whom they are
dancing, they would never go on the

floor again. The hardest fight that

the American ycung man who wishes
to lead a true life has on hand to-day

is not the fight against intemperance
in intoxicating drinks; the hardest
fight the young man has who wishes to

I

lead a true iife has on hand to-day is

the fight "for personal purity, and there

is no other institution countenanced in

decent society that makes the fight for

personal purity so hard as the modern
dance.
How about the cards? I don't think

the case against the cards is as clear

: as it is against the theatre and the

t dance, but it is clear enough. Every
f one of us knows that the cards are the
'. gambler's darling weapon. We all

I know that there is scarcely a gambler
I on earth to-day who did not take his

j
first lessons in gambling at the quiet

f family card-table. I h:ive never known
t a reformed gambler who did not hate

I the cards like deadly poison, for he
I knew what led to his ruin.

^ When we were holding meetings in

t Nashville, my wife went to the prison

f there. She learned that there was a

man there under a life sentence for
I shooting a man over a game of cards,
' and he said that he took his first lesson

in playing cards, keeping tally as a
' child at his mother's knee, while she

was playing cards at home. "Oh,"
t you say, "but it has never hurt me."
> What about your influence upon some-
I body else? I knew a father and
i mother who proceeded upon the theory

! that they would make home so pleasant
that the boys would not care to go any-
where else. And they made home
pleasant. The boys never cared to go

t anywhere else. They taught them to

I play cards. That worked all right as

f long as the boys remained at home.
I The time came when those boys left

{ home. One of the three had never had
' any taste for cards, and therefore did
I not learn how to play. The other two
I who had a ta^te for cards and had

f
learned how to play at home both be-

\ came gamblers. Some women are

[

gamblers. You don't call it gambling,

! but it is—this playing for prizes,

f which is nothing but disguised gam-
l.bling.

I Another thing about the cards. It

' is practically impossible to play cards
' moderately. A person who plays cards
' will do one of two things—take so
' little interest in playing that he will

!

give it up or el.se h-> will play immod-
;
erately. All over America, there are

' mothers—and some of them profess-

i edly Christian mothers—who are neg-

;
lecting their home duties, neglecting

' the Bible, and pretty much everything
' else, in order that they may go to at

least one card party every day. I

have kno'wn places in the last two
: • years where women play cards in the

morning, play cards in the afternoon,

and play cards at night. God forbid

that my son should ever marry a card-

playing woman.
I was in a party of gentlemen a few

weeks ago and we were discussing this

topic and it was mentioned how the

women played for money. One of the

party said he didn't believe they played

for money. Another one of the party,

a banker, said, "Why, you don't know
what you are talking about. Of course

they play for money. A lady said to

me the other day, 'I won't play unless

they play for money; there is no ex-

citement in it.' " Money or prizes, it

is exactly the same thing. Some of

the women club together and put their

money together to buy the prize, and
then play for it, beating the devil about

Continued on last columii
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NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING WON
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

YOU have learned that Advent means coming; the coming of
Christ. But if your life is all coming and no going it will be
a failure. When Christ came to this world he said, "Go ye

into all the world and tell others the good things I have told you."
This is the third Sunday in Advent. I would like to call it Adven-
ture Sunday. What does adventure mean? It means an effort to do
something without knowing just what the result will be. It means
something in which you can wrap your faith. "Nothing ventured,
nothing won." Have faith in God and then venture to do something
for God and man.

In the book of Esther there is a beautiful story about adventure.
I\Iordecai was a good man and was linked up with God. He had an
advent. God came and talked with him and after this advent he
found that it was necessary to have an adventure. Some one must
take God's message to the king. The king had "No Admittance" on
his door, and any one who went in without being asked was in danger
of death. Mordecai told Esther to go, but she was afraid. When
urged she just wrapped her faith in an adventure and said she would
go. She asked all the people of God to fast and pray for three days
and told them that she and her friends would do the same.

AFTER these three days she told Mordecai, "I will go unto the

- king, which is according to the law, and if I perish, I perish."

This was a brave adventure. She made the effort without knowing
just what the result would be. Esther was linked up with God and
was successful with the king. All of her people who trusted in God
wore saved. There are little adventures for little people just as

there are big adventures for big people. There are Juniors whose
parents, brothers and sisters have not learned about the Advent of

Christ. A little boy or girl may be the only Christian in the home.

To kneel and pray before those who do not love God is an adventure.

MARY P. LORD, a teacher among the Sioux Indians, tells us this

beautiful story: An Indian baby was dying. It lay in its

father's arms, while near by stood another little daughter, a few
years older. "Papa," said the little daughter, "little sister is going

to heaven to-night. Let me pray." As she said this, she kneeled at

her father's knee, and this was the sweet little prayer which fell from
her lips: "Father God, little sister is coming to see you to-night.

Please open the door softly and let her in. Amen." That was a

real adventure. Do you ever visit little friends who are not Chris-

tians? Try kneeling and saying your prayers before them. You
will probably find it an adventure.

AFTER this season of Advent comes Christmas; it is almost in

. sight. You boys and girls must remember that at the first

Christmas all the gifts were brought to the child Christ. Does this

not teach us that Christmas is a time to give rather than a time to

receive? The time for adventure rather than the time of advent?

You ask. How can we take gifts to Christ? We can take all our

gifts to Christ by venturing to help some one that is in need. Christ

says whatever we do for other boys and girls and any one who needs

help we are really doing for him. I catch you smiling; you think

giving to others is no adventure. So many are just waiting and

anxious to receive gifts. But those who need them mo.st and those

to whom we should take gifts are those to whom it is most difficult to

give them. Here is a story in which you can learn just what we mean

:

THE window of a little shop in an old arcade in Berne was filled

one day with crosses and hearts intended for the decoration of

graves, and among them were several slabs of marble with the in-

scriptions, "In Memory of my Sister," "To the Best of Husbands," etc.

As we were in the shop, three or four idle tourists had halted to

laugh at the uncultivated taste shown in these cheap votive offerings.

Apai-t, and quite unconscious of them, stood a poor Swiss maid-

servant. Her eyes were full of eager longing. The slab she coveted

was the cheapest of the lot, a black slab, white-lettered; but the in-

scription was, "To my dear Mother."

"She stops every morning to look at that," whispered the shop-

keeper. "But she won't have enough money to buy it in years."

"Tell her she can have it," said one of the tourists, a well-dressed

man, in a loud voice. "I'll pay for it."
,.t, ^ t

"Monsieur is very generous," answered the shopkeeper. But 1

doubt—she is no beggar."

WHILE they were speaking, a young American girl, with sym-

pathy expressed in her face, had been watching the scene. She

had real sympathy for the girl, for she too had lost her mother.

She drew the young girl aside and said: "I am a stranger. I am
going away to-morrow, never to come back again. I should like to

think somebody here would remember me kindly. Will you not let

me give you that little slab to lay on your mother's grave?" The

woman's face was filled with amazement, and then with delight. The

tears rained down her cheeks. She held the girl's hand in her own.

"You, too, have lost your mother? Yes? Then you can under-

stand!
'

I thank you, gracious lady."
. . , ^ • , i

"Go ye" with help to some one who is sensitive but m real need.

"Nothing ventured, nothing won."
* Pastor First Reformed Church. Brooklyn. N. Y. Text : Mark 16 : 15.
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A Prayer-Answering God
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the bush. I tell you that cards are
inseparably wedded to gambling. Now
comes the question, Is a holy God
pleased? I tell you, if a Christian has
a pack of cards, God is pleased when
he sees that child of his throw that
liack of cards into the fire.

The use of tobacco is an expensive
habit. Many a Christian man spends
more on tobacco every year of his life

than he would ever dream of giving to

foreign missions. One ten-cent cigar
a day is $36.50 a year and some of you
smoke more than that; and you would
faint if some one came and asked you
to give $36.50 a year for foreign mis-
sions or for the church. We know it

is a very selfish habit. No man can
smoke without infringing upon the
rights of somebody else. There is not
a smoker on earth that is not infring-
ing on the rights of others. You can-
not smoke without infringing upon the
rights of somebody else. Is God
pleased?
You say, "Oh, why talk about these

things? Are they sins in the sense in
which stealing is a sin, and murder is

a sin, and adultery is a sin?" I would
not say that. "Then what is the harm
in them?" They don't please God and
they rob prayer of power ; and if there
is anything that is going to rob me of
one ounce of power in prayer, by the
grace of God, I am going' to give it up.
Mind you, I am not trying to legislate

for the world. I am simply trying to

tell Christians how they can get the
best that there is for them in Christ.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

An Oriental Fable

THE Eyes and the Nose had a falling-

out. The question at issue was
about the Spectacles.
"They are mine, of course," said the

Nose. "See how the bent silver fits

snugly on my bridge. How could the
Spectacles find their place without my
help?"

"True," rejoined the Eyes. "Yet it

seems that they are more mine than
yours, since I look through them and
use them constantly; whereas they do
you no service, except possibly to
grace you as an ornament."
The Nose sniffed indignantly. "As

if I needed any ornament!" it ex-
claimed. "But I am willing to leave
it to the Lips to say to which of us
two the Spectacles really belong."
They submitted the question to the

Lips, but the latter declined to act as
umpire, pleading their near relation to

the Nose, which might possibly bias
their judgment. "There is no reason,
however," the Lips added, "why you
should not ask the Ears to decide. They,
at all events, will hold an even balance
and will deal justly. Besides, they
have already overheard your little dis-

cussion."
So they appealed to the wise old

Ears, which listened patiently.

"Brothers," said the Ears, "since the

Spectacles cannot speak for them-
selves, we will do so on their behalf.

Their service is of mutual benefit to all

of us. But as the Nose itself has
raised the question, the Eyes can easily

decide it without a word of argument,
to the entire satisfaction of us all."

"How? how?" inquired the others

in chorus.
"The next time the Nose raises the

question," answered the Ears, wag-
ging sagely, "let the Eyes simply
remain shut. Then the Nose, having
the field to itself, can use the Spectacles

as it sees fit, and itself shall be the

judge whether such use is worthy or

not."
"No! no!" exclaimed all the features

at once. "We will not be led by the

Noee!"
"Nor by any one of us alone, but by

the united effort of us all, should you
be led," said the Ears.

And thus the great question was
wisely decided and has ever since so

remained.
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FROM the summit of the Mokattam hills I gazed

down upon the city of Cairo. The night was

far spent, but the town was not asleep. The

Egyptians, who usually leave the streets, close their

An Improvised Street Cafe in Cairo

shops, and darken their homes shortly after sunset,

were still crowding the highways and byways of the

great capital, and the noise of thousands of voices

blended into one excited murmur reached me on the

hill. Five hundred minarets, lighted with circles of

bright lamps, rose above the flat roofs and pointed

towards the sky. These mosques were lighted for

the same reason that the natives were on the

streets; it was Ramadan, the ninth month of the

Moslem year, the time when all the faithful follow-

ers of Mohammed are required to

fast.

Ramadan is the month exalted by
Moslems above all others. In that

month the Koran—according to

Moslem tradition—was brought
down by Gabriel from heaven and
delivered to man in small sections.

In that month, Mohammed was ac-

customed to retire from Mecca to

the cave of Hira, for prayer and
meditation. In that month Abra-
ham, Moses and other prophets re-

ceived their divine revelations. In

that month the "doors of ' heaven
are always open, the passages to

hell are shut, and the devils are

chained." So run the traditions.

Since the Mohammedan year is

composed of lunar months, the be-

ginning of the fast is dependent
upon the appearance of the new
moon. The word of the almanac
is not taken as true evidence, and
before the Mufti, the highest Mos-
lem official in the nation, declares

the fast to have begun, two Moham-
medans must appear before him
and swear that they have seen the
new moon. In precisely the same
manner the fast comes to a close.

The Mufti proclaims a three

days' feast whenever the next new

moon is seen by two of the faithful. This year, the

moon was visible in Upper Egypt the night before

it was observed in Cairo. Two Mohammedans up

the Nile telegraphed the fact to the Mufti, asking

him to announce the feast. This he refused to do

on the ground that a telegram could not take the

place of two Moslem witnesses. Ramadan lasted one

day longer than it would have lasted, had the cal-

endar been strictly followed.

The fast dates from the second year of the Hejira,

and is commanded in very positive terms in the

Koran: "O true believers, a fast is ordained you,

as it was ordained unto those before you, that ye

may fear God. . . . The month of Ramadan
shall ye fast, in which the Koran was sent down

from heaven, a direction unto men, and declarations

of directions, and the distinction between good and

evil. Therefore let him among you who shall be at

horne in this month, fast the same month; but he

who shall be sick, or on a journey, shall fast the

like number of other days."

Like the ordinance requiring five prayers each

day at stated intervals, this law of fasting is care-

fully observed by all classes. No believers are

excused except those who are sick, and those who
are absent from home. During the days of the

month, no one is allowed to eat a bite of food. The
most zealous consider the fast to be broken if they

even smell perfumes. Some even go so far as to

refuse to open their mouths wide, lest they should

breathe the air too freely. This month of fasting

works a great hardship upon the laboring classes.

Some of our servants work all day in the heat, with-

out tasting a drop of water, and in the evening they

are completely exhausted from the self-imposed

thirst. Yet in no way could we persuade them to

drink before sunset.

When Mohammed commanded his followers to

fast during the thirty days of the month, he prac-

tically commanded them to feast during the thirty

nights also. After the verses regarding the fast,

the Koran continues: "God would make this an

The Moslems crowd the streets day and night during Ramadan '

©UIR BIFILOMATS AMB MOILIBAY TIM] Continued from page 1 1 07

who will appreciate the American festival. These
recent arrivals are the sons of the Mexican ambas-
sador, Francis de la Barra, aged twelve, and Julius

de la Barra, aged eleven years. They are bright,

intelligent boys, but their lives have been saddened
by the death of their mother in Paris, a little more
than a year ago. They are now pupils in an Amer-
ican school and are already half won over to the idea

of the American Christmas tree instead of the Mex-
ican custom of placing all the presents in a huge
earthen jar which is suspended from the ceiling and
is beaten by the young people armed with canes
until it breaks, precipitating the gifts to the floor.

Christmas is made much of in Germany—indeed,

the German Christmas is more like our own than
the observance in any Continental country. This,

combined with the circumstance that Countess von
Bernstorff, wife of the German ambassador, is an
American woman, and that their daughter, the
Countess Luise-Alexandra, is more like an American
girl than a Teuton, insures the proper atmosphere
for the festival at the German embassy, where a

gaily dressed tree is always the crowning feature of
the celebration. Another comparative newcomer
among the foreign envoys, who has an American
wife and a brood of children, is Count Conrad de
Buisseret, the Belgian minister. Countess Moltke,
a former Boston belle, now in the role of mistress
of the legation of Denmark, infuses holiday cheer
in the American branch of the little nation that gets
credit for having originated the "Christmas stamp."

This will be the first American Christmas, too, for
Dr. Francisco Carrera Justiz, the new Cuban min-
ister, his wife and children. The young people of
this diplomatic household, like all the others in the
Latin-American embassies and legations, are ex-
pected to begin their celebration by attending church
at midnight on Christmas Eve. Then they return
home to formally unveil the miniature representa-
tion of Bethlehem, as it appeared on the night of our
Saviour's birth—a portrayal which is set up in
every Latin-American home, just as a Christmas
tree is installed in the average American home.

Baroness Elizabeth Rosen, daughter of the Rus-

Sharia Kamel, a Leading Street, During Ramadan

ease unto you, and would not make it a difficulty

unto you; that ye may fulfil the number of days,
and glorify God, for that he hath directed you, and
that ye may give thanks. . . . Now, therefore,
go in . . . and eat and drink, until ye can
plainly distinguish a white thread from a black
thread by daylight: then keep the fast until night,
but be continually present in the places of worship."

If the Egyptian Moslems are zealous in regard to
abstinence during the day, they are much more

zealous in regard to the indulgences
of the night. The night is turned
into day. The Moslems crowd the
streets nightly and fill the cafes in

merry parties, which eat and drink
until nearly morning. Although
the Koran commands them to

glorify God by fasting during
Ramadan, some one has declared
that they spend more money for

food during its thirty days than
they do during any other six months
of the year. Of course, this state-

ment is exaggerated, but the food
bill of Ramadan certainly exceeds
that of any other month. The
nights are characterized by the

grossest forms of debauchery, and
those portions of Cairo which are

notorious for their immoralities are

the scenes of the wildest orgies.

Conditions are so frightful that it

is impossible to find strong enough
terms in the English language to

describe them. A fairly accurate

impression of the situation may be

obtained by reversing the Moslem
quotation frequently used to de-

scribe the month:
"In Ramadan the doors to

heaven are closed, the way to hell

is open wide, and all the devils are

loose."

sian ambassador, and several other young people in

the Czar's contingent at our capital, have an oppor-
tunity to enjoy two Christmases, since they can
participate in the festivities on December 25 and
also observe the Russian Christmas on January 6.

There is a whole houseful of young people at the

Chinese legation and the children of the first secre-

tary, Mr. Yung Kwai, who have an American
mother, have introduced all the others to the antici-

pations and expectations that fill the weeks before

the momentous holiday. At the Chinese legation,

too, is a brand new baby, recently born to the min-
ister's son (and secretary), Mr. Henry Chang and
his bride, who were married on Christmas Day a

year ago. Another new baby that will this year
experience its first Christmas is Kurt Ludwig Ed-
ward Ritter, who has lately come to take up his

abode at the home of the Swiss Minister and Madame
Ritter. The Swiss people make much of the holiday

season and it has usually been the custom of the

Swiss envoy to have a Christmas tree and to load it

with presents for the Swiss children in Washington,
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THE Bowery Mission observed its thirty-first
anniversary with a two days' celebration on
Sunday and Monday, November 13 and 14.

There were crowded meetings both afternoon and
[eveninKS and many wholesome, practical and inspir-
;ing addresses were delivered by well-known men
I clerical and lay.

I The President of the United States, who had per-
'sonal experience of the good work the Mission is
accomplishing when he addressed the men last
December, sent a letter of greeting to Dr. Halli-
raond, the superintendent, which is reproduced on

I another page of this issue. Letters were also re-
'ceived from the Governor of the State of New York,
the Mayor of New York City, the Hon. Seth Low|
'John D. Rockefeller, Jr., John Purroy Mitchel,
Congressman Sulzer and many others, all testifying
to their personal interest in the noble movement for
rescuing and uplifting fallen men and helping the
helpless and all expressing regret at their inability
to be present. Many prominent ministers of New
York City as well as others from a distance also
sent personal letters endorsing the Mission and
praying for its welfare.
The first celebration service commenced with

Mother Bird's meeting at 11 o'clock Sunday morn-
ing. The hall was crowded with an eager, earnest
throng of men, ranging from
the boy on the sunny side of
twenty to the gray-haired sep-
tuagenarian. Most of these men
had been brought to the foot-
stool of the throne of mercy
and receiving grace and bless-
ing through the indefatigable
efforts of the sweet-faced, gentle
lady who presided on the plat-

form and who is lovingly called
the "Mother of the Bowery
Boys." They came there to
testify to the reformation that
had been wrought in their lives.

Seated with Mrs. Bird on the
platform was Mrs. Klop.sch,
who takes a deep interest in the
work for which her lamented
husband did so much. Others
on the platform included
Messr.s. Otto Koenig and Theo-
dore Waters, the President and
.Secretary of The Christian
Herald. The sermon was
preached by the Rev. Dr. C.
Mead, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Mission, who
takes a living, vital interest in

all for which the Mission
stands. He chose for his text
Luke 8: 4-'), "And Jesus .said,

who is it that touched me?"
In clear, logical and convincing
words, the preacher pointed out the importance of
getting into contact with God, and the mighty
power of Jesus to save, both spiritually and physi-
cally, sho'wing how the grace of God makes for
temporal as well as eternal good.
At 7 o'clock there was a Brotherhood meeting at

which the Rev. Stephen Merritt, dean of the Mission
and father-in-law of the late Dr. Klopsch, presided.
The regular Sunday night service of the mission
was held at 8 o'clock, but on this occasion there
were many old friends on the platform—men dis-

tinguished in both Church and State—while the
body of the hall as well as the gallery was taxed to
the utmost and many were unable to gain admit-

I

tance. The first speaker was the Rev. Dr. J. F.
Morgan, of Jersey City, who gave an encouraging,
an optimistic address. Many of the men in the
audience were aroused by his words and took heart
of grace to face the combat again. He was followed
by the Rev. Stephen Merritt and the Rev. E. K.
Cressey, D.D., the latter being the minister who
offered the fir.st prayer when the Bowery Mission
was taken over by the late Dr. Louis Klopsch many
years ago.

After the addresses came the testimonies. Men
stood up who had gone down the path of sin until

they had reached a point almost beyond hope of
salvation, but who had been led back by the instru-
mentality of the Bowery Mission to the sunlight of
God's grace and love. They told how they had
wandered into its doors when all hope had seemed
gone. They told how they came, hungry, shivering
in the winter's blast, coatless, hatless, shoeless, with
not a friend on earth, seemingly abandoned by man
and forgotten even by God; how they had been
received by the kind-hearted workers of the Mis-
sion; how the hand of welcome was extended to
them, and how they were greeted as men and broth-
ers, not as outcasts and lepers, too vile for notice
and too loathsome for touch. They told how their
physical wants were first attended and then of the
kindly words that were addressed to them—words
which fell as balm on their wounded souls, recalling
memories of happier days ere they had wandered,
like the prodigal. They told, too, how honest em-
ployment had been obtained for them, to give them
a chance to redeem the past and make good for the
future.
The afternoon meeting on Monday was devoted

to a discussion of the labor problem, particularly
the conditions affecting New York City as applied
to the great army of the unemployed. Superintend-
ent Hallimond stated that when labor was to be had

Rev. Dr. Farrar Speaking at the Bowery Mission Anniversary

in many places throughout the country, the rail-

roads give no assistance at all. The Trunk Line
Associations absolutely refuse to grant to these un-
employed men, all American citizens, the same
reduced rates they allow to foreigners who come in

as immigrants. This handicaps the Mission to a
great degree, as there are not suflicient funds to pay
for transportation when employment can be had at

a distance. It was shown that Americans are dis-

criminated against in other respects. In the con-
struction of such works as the Catskill Aqueduct
and the Barge Canal, American citizens are not
wanted. When they are taken, the conditions are
such and the treatment they receive so bad that
they are compelled to abandon the job. One young-
man testified he had been employed as a drill-worker
on the aqueduct. He had to room in a shack into

which lfi8 men were packed, but which had capacity
for only thirty-five. There were but thirteen cots

for all and half as many foul mattresses. The food
consisted of coarse bread and bologna sausage, with
weak coffee or tea three times a day. For this the
stipulated rate was five dollars a week. This young
man held out two weeks, when the treatment com-
pelled him to succumb. He had made application
that morning at an employment agency which had

advertised for one hundred men for work on a tun-
nel at Yonkers and had been rejected when he
acknowledged himself American born.

Congressman Henry George, Jr., in a practical
talk to the men, touched upon this matter of employ-
ment in other States. He said that the trans-
Mississippi farmers only want men for a few weeks
and then turn them out on the roadside, and if they
ask for bread, the dogs are set upon them. He
stated that in Iowa, there are fewer farms than
farmers, and fewer owners of land, and that values
have been boosted 120 per cent, within the past few
years. There is no opportunity, declared Mr. George,
at the present day for an Amercan citizen without
a dollar or the means of getting one. "What kind
of a republic is this," he asked, "when there is need
among American citizens to go to such a place as
the Bowery Mission to get a cup of coffee and a roll
of bread to appease hunger and sustain life?" Mr.
George offered a solution for the problem of the
"submerged tenth." He enunciated the doctrine of
a heavy tax upon land and such natural wealth as
coal mines and forests. The industrial slavery of
the present," said Mr. George, "is much worse than
that of the black man before the war, for the slave-
owners then took good care of their human chattels
in the way of providing them with sufficient clothing

and good food, and guarded
them against illness, because
they looked upon them as val-
uable assets."

The Rev. Dr. Farrar, of
Brooklyn, spoke in a somewhat
similar strain, saying that the
divine command was that all

men should earn their bread in
the sweat of their faces. He
would make the trusts and mo-
nopolies sweat first, that they
might enjoy their bread later.

Professor Charles Forbes,
M.D., of Columbia University,
who, for the past year, has
managed a medical department
in connection with the Mission,
spoke of his work in reclaiming
the victims of drink and drugs.
He put forth a strong plea for
the support of some place as a
sanatorium.

Rabbi Michelson, of Trenton,
N. J., also addressed the meet-
ing in a vigorous talk, and tes-

tified to the good the Mission
was doing for the uplifting of
the lower stratum of humanity.
The closing exercises were

held at eight o'clock, when Dr.
S. Parkes Cadman of Brooklyn,
Bishop Darlington of Harris-
burg, the Rev. Dr. F. B. Stock-

dale of Asbury Park, and the Rev. Stephen Merritt
addressed the assemblage in soul-stirring words,
giving them encouragement to rise above their mis-
fortunes and exhorting them to their higher life of
grace and godliness. Dr. Cadman took occasion to
pay a splendid tribute to the work of Dr. Louis
Klopsch, "the friend of humanity, the man who
spent his life and talents in working good to his

fellow-men, whose voice and pen and purse were
ever at their disposal, who recognized in all, no
matter how low they had fallen, brothers in the one
fold of the Saviour, and who left the world brighter,
better, higher, holier, for his having lived and toiled

and struggled in it." Tears came to the eyes of
many of the poor down-and-out unfortunates at the
mention of the name of Dr. Klopsch, men who had
been the recipients of his bounty and who hold his
memory hallowed in reverence and love.

Before the close of the meeting Mr. J. T. Hunt,
in charge of the Labor Bureau of the Mission, read
several letters from employers of labor to whom the
Mission had recommended men. All these employers
testified that these men had "made good" and
thanked the Mission for having sent them.
The celebration was announced from many pulpits

Continued on page 1131
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Our Holiday Offerings

OUR Colored Premium Supplement goes with this

issue to every reader of The Christian Herald.
We have spent on it weeks and months of painstak-

ing preparation, and we confess that it has been
largely a labor of love, done with the sole purpose of

bringing entertainment, instruction and enjoyment
into every home where The Christian Herald now
goes, .or will go during the coming year.

Our large circulation enables us to do things on a
bigger scale than other weeklies. With a Family
Circle of over 330,000 and still growing, we have
this year planned on a more generous basis as to

premium production than ever before. This enables

us to give our readers the full benefit of phenom-
enally low prices. You will be convinced of this by
a glance at the Colored Supplement, which presents

the most varied'and attractive display of Premiums
and Magazine Combinations we have ever laid before

you. It's a standing proverb among Christian
Herald readers that its premiums are "always bet-

ter than advertised," and we are sure you will find

them to be so this year.

Rarely has it been our .good fortune to present so

attractive a book as the Life-Work of Louis Klopsch,

which is now being delivered to us fresh from the

binders' hands—a really beautiful book, as to ex-

terior appearance and workmanship, and one which,

when you open it, will please you immensely. We
believe it will be welcomed by every reader of

The Christian Herald, many thousands among
whom had a share in Dr. Klopsch's world-wide

benevolences. The book is an admirable record of

a wonderful life.

We doubt whether Mrs. Kingsley, who has scored

many notable literary triumphs, ever wrote a finer

story than Stephen, which is one of our premiums
this year. It is a book at once dramatic and in-

spiring, and no reader will lay it down without
feeling pleased and benefited.

Many of you will wish to possess the fine "Chris-
tian Herald Home Library" of eight books, which
you will find pictured in the Colored Supplement.
Each of these is of special practical value for some
member of the Home Circle. We have carefully
avoided all exaggeration in describing these volumes,
and we feel justified in saying that, in connection
with your subscription to the paper, they are put at

a price which is ridiculously low. For home read-
ing, or as single-volume holiday presents to be
given to friends, you' could make no purchase that
would give greater satisfaction.

We have arranged for your benefit a Special
Magazine Clubbing Rate, which you will find a won-
derful money-saver. Among them you'll find the very
flower of the popular Magazines

—

McClure's, Hamp-
ton's, Pearson's, the Delineator, the Cosmopolitan,
the Woman's Home Companion, the American Mag-
azine, Good Honsekeeping and half a dozen others on
the same list, any one of which can be secured with
The Christian Herald for ayi extra half-dollar
apiece added to your subscription. Thus you will

see that our Club Rate gives you, as our subscriber,
an opportunity to have in your home during the
coming year an abundant supply of the very choicest
magazine literature at a figure so small that no other
paper can touch it. Then there's the Revieiv of
Reviews, a fine three-dollar magazine, that may be
had with The Christian Herald and any one of the
afore-menticned magazines—all for three dollars.

Take another example: the Outlook, with its 52
weekly issues, the regular subscription for which is

.$3.00, we supply with The Christian Herald by
our special exclusive arrangement at $S.OO for both
together—one price for the two. These are some of

the substantial advantages you enjoy by belonging
to our Family Circle. All of last year's splendid
bargains in magazines may be had from us at

exactly the same prices, and several have been added.
Let us add here that to every subscriber, old or

new, we shall take pleasure in sending free our fine

"Baby Calendar" and the large beautifully exe-

cuted photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, or if you do not
care for the Baby Calendar you may have free a
copy of our beautiful cover design, "An Autumn

Reverie," or the photogravure of that world-famous
painting "Mona Lisa." You will receive your choice

of these, whether you take a premium with your
subscription or not.

Don't forget to send in your order early. Many
are coming in now; but soon the rush will be over-

whelming and you will help us greatly by forward-
ing your renewal, or your new subscription, this

week—if possible TO-DAY. Every hour counts with
us at this busy season.

Finding Jesus

AMONG the very best writings from the gifted pen
. of that eminent Christian, Rev. Wayland Hoyt,

was a little story concerning a young Japanese
student who had heard of the "Beautiful Life." He
asked the minister to direct him how he might find

it. Mr. Hoyt urged him to read the Bible; but the

searcher wanted something else. He had read a
little of the Bible and also in other good books, he
said, but he would not be satisfied until he had seen

a living example. He had known one old man, a
carpenter, who lived not for himself, but who was
continually planning and working to serve others,

and that man wore a smiling face and was happy.
But it was only the merest glimpse of the Beautiful
Life that the student got from this experience. He
had searched elsewhere and had got further
glimpses. He would now see the Beautiful Life in

all its fulness; no less would satisfy his earnest
longing. Then, for the first time, he was led to read
the New Testament, which he had never touched in

his previous readings. Many weeks after, he saw
Mr. Hoyt again. His face was shining; his voice
vibrant with delight. "I have found it!" he cried,

"the -Beautiful Life! I have found Jesus!" So
may our lives, patterned after that of our dear Lord
and Master, attract others and lead them to look
from our poor and imperfect selves to Him who
alone can satisfy the soul's longing. If we "have
been with Jesus," our whole life will be an open tes-

timony to the fact, which all who come within the
sphere of our influence may read and understand.

Mistaken Leniency
ATTORNEY-GENERAL WICKERSHAM has

- held up to public view as an illustration of
corporation contumacy the case of the Imperial
Window Glass Company of Pittsburg, whose officers

and directors were fined recently by the United
States Court in that city and ordered to suspend
operations. It was convicted of violating the Anti-
Trust Law. The evidence showed that it manufac-
tured no glass, but was a selling agency and con-
trolled the entire glass output of ten States. In
three months it earned net profits equal to its entire
stock by putting up prices, and shutting down fac-
tories to limit production. Mr. Wickersham says
the corporation was "one of the most flagrant he had
ever known." Yet the court was lenient, and sent
none of the directors to jail. Now, it is said the
defunct concern proposes to recoup its loss in fines

by forcing a reduction of 30 per cent, in the wage
scale of the glass factories in Fayette County, Pa.,
and if this be not accepted, over 700 men will be
thrown out of employment. If the facts be as the
Attorney-General indignantly states, then it is a very
flagrant case indeed. There should be some law to
deal with such offenders as they deserve.

The Gospel of Helpfulness

IN a religious as well as in a sociological sense, the
thirty-first anniversary of the Bowery Mission,

which has just been celebrated in New York, is an
event of national interest. During those years, the
unmistakable seal of Divine approval has attended
its work. It has been instrumental in bringing
thousands who had fallen deeply into sin, back to
right living and good citizenship.
Next to the Gospel itself, the chief work of the

Bowery Mission has been in dealing with the un-
employed and homeless. In its Labor Bureau,
which has found work for thousands of men; its

"Bread Line," which, every year since it was estab-
lished, has fed over 120,000 destitute and hungry
ones, and in its Thanksgiving and Christmas meal's

for the suffering poor and the sick or disabled, it

has done a phenomenal work, and has brought
measure of happiness to multitudes. It was noti

surprising that President Taft, who knows the worlql
of the Mission from personal observation, shouldll

have written as warmly and sympathetically as hej
did in the letter which appears in another column.|
These same characteristics commend the Bowery|
Mission to all classes, high and low, rich and poor,]
without distinction. Our own readers of The Chris-
TL\N Herald have aided it generously for manylj
years, and to their loyal support is largely due the!
splendid development of the Mission, and its effec-|

tive work under Dr. Klopsch's management. It hasl
combined practical helpfulness with the teaching of

J

the old Gospel—feeding the hungry first and preach-
ing to them afterward. It was this feature of thej|

work, this sense of direct practical responsibilityf

for the welfare and uplift of our fallen brothers,!

that led Dr. Klopsch less than a year ago to write)
these memorable words: "I verily believe that this!

work of the Bowery Mission has a broader groundf
of human appeal than any I have ever known."
Every reader of The Christian Herald can have!

a share in the Bowery Mission's benevolences thisf

winter. Yourgift, sent through The Christian Her-
ald, may bring you the greatest blessing of the year.

]

Russia's "Grand Old Man"

IT was with genuine regret that America heard t

that the life of Count Tolstoy was slowly ebbing I

away in the little hut of the station-master v/ith

whom he had taken refuge a few days after he had
begun his remarkable pilgrimage. Of course it was,
a foregone conclusion that the time was past when

|

more could be expected from the pen which has pro-
duced some of the most remarkable novels which
have delighted readers of any land for a century.
To his writings we owe the interest in Russia,
her social and political affairs; in other words, he
introduced his country to hundreds of thousands
who became her friends and wished her well because '

they admired the character and genius of Tolstoy.
Count Tolstoy is greatly beloved by his tenantry.

He showed a sincere interest in the common man of

Russia and wished to devote his life to making his

lot better, to make Russian peasant life more "liva-

ble." To keep in touch with this class he adopted
their dress and their ways, and for years his simple
blouse has been no better nor no worse than that of
the peasant who had but a few kopeks between him-
self and poverty. His ideas probably would not have
worked out well, for he did not believe in human
governments and wished all men to do very much as
they pleased. As a, writer he is of the first

rank, and his books will long be classed with the
great masterpieces of literature, and he will continue
to interest people in the progress of his country long
after he has been laid to rest.
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The Famous "Polly"
N interesting patriotic ceremony took place

recently when the Society of the Daughters
of 1812 unveiled a tablet on the old schooner

Polly, which had come down to New York from

N'ew Bedford, Mass., for the purpose of being thus

lonored. The Polly was built in Massachusetts in

1806, and has a remarkable career lasting over a

;entury. She has her original oak planking and
rrame timbers, and they seem sound and strong,

she is about sixty-four feet in length and has the

)luff bows yet seen in ships of Holland build, but
.vhich have not been put on an American vessel for

:wo generations. When the War of 1812 broke out,

;he Polly was commissioned in the naval service.

5he had a crew of about twenty men armed with
oistols and cutlasses. Two cannon of the type

cnown as "long Toms" were placed fore and aft,

md thus equipped she sailed out of the harbor of

\larblehead. Within two days she had taken a

'ull-rigged ship after a hard fight. Then she went
)n longer cruises, and before the war closed she had
aptured nineteen more ships. Once she was cap-

tured, but later she came once more into the

possession of a crew from Jlassachusetts.

After the war closed the ship became again

a merchantman, and her log-books give the

letails of cruises which have taken hei

HOund Cape Horn and to distant seas. Her
present owner bought her for sentimental

reasons, but she will still continue in service

in the coastwise trade. On her way down
from New Bedford she fell in with one of the

largest of the new type of schooner and they

raced to New York. The Polly drew away
at the start and came into New York quite a

distance ahead. The crew still use the orig-

inal capstan of iron and oak, and it was of

^eat interest to the visitors who thronged

the schooner's decks while she lay at the dock

on the North River. Among those present

it the dedication were the descendants of

5ome of the officers and crew of the days of

1812, one of them bringing on board the

original log-book. It is an excellent idea

that we thus honor the memory of the men
who took the posts of danger when their

ihomeland was threatened with invasion and
the outlook for the continuance of the new
nation seemed dark and gloomy. They were
'ew in numbers, but they felt that their cause

was just, and they went on with a strong

ifaith that in the end they must triumph.
There is a great lesson in this for us who
live in the present times of peace, when
various social and economic evils threaten to

undermine our national life. Even though
we may be few in numbers, we should go
manfully forward, each determined to right

what is wrong and work for every cause

which will make our nation what its founders

hoped that it would be.

'-Deal courapreously, and the Lord shall bo with the good.

;iL Chron. 19 : 11.)

\shes Scattered to Winds
' Miss Leo Iglesias, who died at South
Manchester, Conn., the other day, left as a

dying wish that her ashes be scattered to the

four winds. C. J. Roadstrand, an undertaker,

iwent to the Springfield cemetery and took

from the vault a cut glass urn, containing

the ashes of Miss Iglesias. He drove to a
bridge, which spans the Connecticut River, and
standing in the centre of the structure, removed the

lid and scattered from the urn the ashes, which were
,caught up by the four winds and borne everywhei-e.

:Her father was a captain in the Spanish navy,

and about sixty years ago met and married the

woman who became the mother of Miss Iglesias.

The father was very anxious that their child should

be born under the Spanish flag, but it so chanced
ithat she was born on the high sea, and it was al-

ways claimed that she belonged to no country. She
practised the art of mental healing, and was con-

sidered by all who met her as a woman of my.stery.

It was because she claimed no country as her own
ithat she gave the strange command that her dust

be scattered to the winds. The story of this wom-
an's life and the disposition of her remains are sad

indeed. Without any relatives, with no country to

call her own, she abandoned to the fickle winds the

precious casket that had held the jewel of her soul.

The disposition of the body after death has nothing

to do with the condition of the soul, and yet the

Hebrew and Christian idea of burial is a beautiful

isentiment as well as a solemn and befitting custom.

The command of Miss Iglesias at the last appears in

striking contrast to that which was given by the
patriarch before he passed away. Joseph said to

Pharaoh

:

My father made me swear, saying, Lo, I die : in my grave which I

have digged for me in the land of Canaan, there shalt thou bm-y
me. Now therefore let me go up, I pray thee, and bury my father,

and I will come again. (Gen. 50 : 5.)

China's New Parliament

The late Empress Dowager sensed the signs of the
times in preparing the way for popular representa-
tion in the Chinese government and made provision
for the establishment of an Imperial Parliament in

1915. The first Chinese Senate met October 3 and
in company with the millions of the citizens of the

Empire petitioned the throne to grant a parliament
immediately. On October 31 Prince U Lang, a
member of the Grand Council, made a speech which
was heard by the leading Grand Councilors, stating
that the entire nation from the highest to the lowest
was agreed upon the necessity of the early estab-

lishment of a general parliament. The Senators,
who took this to mean that their memorial would be
granted, spontaneously burst out into cheers long

The Revolutionary Schooner Polly

and loud. It is understood that the decision of the

Grand Councilors is that the throne, having yielded

to the demands of the people, will take immediate

steps to convene the national parliament, so that

what the Empress Dowager intended should be done

in nine years in the governmental reformation of

the Empire will have been done in five. In all

other nations, the progress of representative gov-

ernment has promoted the kingdom of Christ, and

we are sure it will be the case in China. In Israel

there was a time of shouting and liberty every fifty

years. This is the year of jubilee, the time for

liberty and shouting, in the Chinese empire.

And y<v shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty

throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants thereof; and it

shall be a jubilee unto you. (Lev. 25 : 10.)

Killed by a Fly

Ml'. Edward H. Pratt, a prominent business man
of Jersey City, N. J., died the other day from blood-

poisoning caused by a common house-fly's infection

of a cat's scratch on his right hand. Physicians

claim that the germ communicated by the fly to

Mr. Pratt's wound is what is known as malignant

oedema, a germ causing hospital gangrene. Health
Commissioner Lederle of New York City a few
weeks ago secured the passage of an ordinance re-

quiring people to screen fruits and vegetables dis-

played for sale on the streets, and he thinks of

having additional protection by requiring that all

kitchens, pantries, restaurants and hotels in the
city shall be sufficiently screened against the fly.

Mr. Edward Hatch, Jr., leader of the nation-wide
campaign against the house-fly, in speaking of Mr.
Pratt's death, said that the public was just begin-
ning to realize the danger from this source, and that
physicians were believing now that many unaccount-
able deaths, especially among infants and children,
are due to the fatal activities of this little pest. Less
than a generation ago we were told that God was
good to his children in sending so many innocent
industrious flies to act as scavengers and carry
away the filth that would breed disease. Science
has proven unmistakably that the house-fly, with
feet and wings and mouth, carries disease and death
to many human beings, and a nation-wide warfare
will be waged upon it for its destruction. Flies were
a pest in olden times. The Almighty threatened
Pharaoh with them:

I will send swarms of flies upon thee, and upon thy ser-

vants, and upon thy people, and into thy houses ; and the
houses of the Egyptians shall be full of swarms of flies,

andp Iso the ground whereon they are. ' (Ex. 8 : 21.)

Rat-Killing in Bombay

The bubonic plague has killed 169,000 peo-
ple in the last fourteen years in the city of
Bombay alone, the highest mortality being
20,000 in 1903 and the lowest 5,000 during
the past year. The reduction of the mortality
can be traced very largely to the number of
rats killed in the city, who are the indus-
trious carriers of the disease. A half mil-
lion rats were killed last year in that city

alone, of which number 90,000 were exam-
ined by the bacteriologists of the health
department and 9,000 of them were found to

be infected with the plague. The wholesale
destruction of these rodents was accom-
plished by the most careful municipal plan
and co-operation of health and police depart-
ments, which scattered bread smeared with
poison and furnished thousands of disin-

fected traps to the inhabitants, who caught
tens of thousands of them. The plague could
not be driven out of San Francisco and some
other Western cities until they had learned
what a subtle and deadly carrier of disease

the rat is, and until the public had been
aroused to the necessity and task of his de-

struction. This method of preventing physi-

cal disease suggests the spiritual health
which comes to those who are obedient to

God's commandments

:

If thou wilt diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord
thy God and wilt do that which is right in his sight, and
wilt give ear to his commandments, and keep all his stat-

utes, I will put none of these diseases upon thee, which I

have brought upon the Egyptians ; for I am the Lord
that healeth thee. (E.x. 15:26.)

Record-breaking Wireless Message

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company
lately received word from its London
office that Mr. Marconi, who is near Buenos
Ayres, has received messages at that point

from Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, and from Clif-

ton, Ireland. "The distance from these points

to Argentina is about the same, some 5,600

miles. It is claimed that this is the longest distance

over which there has been wireless communication,

the previous record being 4,720 miles. Last Novem-
ber the Pacific Mail steamship Korea sent a message

to the station at San Francisco, when 3,300 miles

out to sea, and sent another message when she had
reached a point 4,720 miles west of San Francisco.

About the same time the United States battleship

Tennessee picked a message from San Francisco,

from the air, when she was 4,580 miles from the

American coast. It is claimed by the inventor and

friends of the system that the wireless telegraphy

will still further increase its distance of communi-
cation. As we witness the marvelous inventions that

facilitate communication between man and man it

ought not to be hard for us to believe in the actual

communication between the created and the un-

created spirit. The Christian believer is conscious

that messages of desire and love do go to the heart

of the heavenly Father and that answers of wisdom

and love come back to his own soul.

This is the confidence that we have in him, that, if we ask any-

thing according to his will, he heareth us: and if we know that he

hear us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the petitions

that we desired of him. (I. John 5: 14, 15.)
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TME
DURING the recent visit of the

Secretary of War to the Phil-

ippines the Moros, who are more
dreaded by the Cebuans than any other

tribe, declared themselves satisfied

with American rule. Not only this,

but they have shown they have a

strong feeling against the Filipinos

getting independence and have mani-
fested a determination to oppose any-
thing in the way of Filipino rule.

'Tis a wonderful change indeed when
the insurgents, commonly called the
Independence Party of the Philippines,

find that they have to count with their

deeply dreaded, old-time, sanguinary
foes on the question of independence.
The situation in its novelty comes very
forcibly home to us here in many ways.
When my husband is obliged to go
afield on missionary duty he is not
afraid to leave his wife in any of the

old insurgent mountain hamlets, for he
knows she will be perfectly safe under
the care and protection of Christian
men. Such changes are truly remark-
able when we remember that some half
dozen years ago when Mr. Jansen made
his first trips through these mountains
they were considered dangerous places

for the white man to travel. Many of

Mr. Jansen's friends in Cebu doubted
that his life would be spared by these
wild mountain outlaws. All danger
has been now eliminated and its place
taken by mildness and peace. Those
who a few years ago would have been
leaders in wrong doing and political

disturbance are now engaged in the
blessed work of giving the Gospel to

their people. Many of the young are
being trained in the Christian homes of
their parents and attending not only
church and Sunday School where God's
Word is taught, but also the village

schools which are provided by the gov-
ernment.
Another view of the great changes

which have taken place here was

S^y ELIZABETH W. JANSEN, Cebu, P. I.

brought to our realization a few weeks
ago when for a much needed holiday

we drove to a friend's home about an
hour's distance from Cebu City. The
home is by the sea, and the near sur-

roundings breathed so much rest and
peace that it almost felt as if we had

cans, and altogether the past of

rapine and plunder and savagery

seems as if it belonged to a very re-

mote time. /

When our hostess called to a boy to

bring a box she had carefully stored

away we were not prepared for its

A Moro War Dance

reached a quiet spot in America. This
little town of Talisay is one of mem-
ories. Some eight years ago two
American lady school teachers spent
anxious months here and appeared
more than once to be in great danger
from their revolutionary neighbors.
Since then all is different. Fine
houses have been built by the Anieri-

contents. In it lay some of the bones
of a Spanish lady and of her two little

children. They had been taken out of
the well which is on our friend's

grounds, in near view of where we sat.

A little more than a dozen years before,
the Spanish guards had been killed by
the villagers who lived around us!
After a week of horror, in which the

Spanish woman had seen first the M-
diers slain, and then at last her s-

band, she, with her little boys, oi a
child of only five years, stepped oubf
her home into the midst of her sa\l)-e

neighbors, who had for a week ir-

rounded the house, seeking the d(th
of each one sheltered within its wis.
The plea for water from the little )[&.

year-old lad was answered by a 1

cut given by the father of some of
|

child's playmates, and then when
|

mother had seen both her chile
slain she was attacked and killed
Great is the change since then,
no change is deep or lasting ex<l|

that wrought by the Spirit of GoJ
answer to repentance toward God
faith in Jesus Christ. Such, howel
thank God, has been effected and mf
hearts here hpld the advance of
kingdom of God to be the most imp|
ant ambition.

|
About The Christian Herald rj

sion launch Dr. Graham writes as
lows:

"Since we last sent tidings f]|

Bohol we have been on an itineratl

trip with the launch, visiting our cl

gregations in the north, and contii
ing our trip down to . . . In <i

one little unknown girl gave her
for her faith. She received the Go.'i

gladly from the beginning, but
prevented from attending the meetii
by her father. She had been ill v|
fever, and when she was able to bejl

again, refused to join in the hor
paid to the image in their house,
ing she wished to worship God oil

Her father was infuriated, and befll

to beat her so that she became deliriii

in a short time and was never able
rise again. So she died, a little ?I|

den martyr of whom we should nef
have heard if the American teachu
there had not lived near by and glTj

us the story. Perhaps God has otlU

hidden ones who are faithful uiS

death even as this one."

.ING A FILACIL OF t

ONE more historic spot, made sacred

to Americans by the patriotic

blood shed there, has been marked by
the Daughters of the American Revo-
lution in New York. A large boulder,
with a simple inscription, on the site

of one of the redoubts of Fort Wash-
ington, in Fort Washington Park, just
above the Hudson River, was put in

place through their efforts and dedi-
cated with appropriate ceremonies on
November 16. Here the patriot army
suffered one of its worst defeats.
Many were killed in the desperate
struggle on the slope and nearly three
thousand were made prisoners and
sent to the prison ships lying in the
East River.
The anniversary of the defeat was

chosen as a fitting date for the cere-
mony, and the beautiful park was filled

with hundreds of interested spectators.
The government was represented by
five companies of artillery men from
Fort Slocum and Fort Hamilton, and
the blue and scarlet of their dress uni-
forms and the glint of the sun on
buckles and rifles added a touch of
warlike color appropriate to the deeds
of valor performed on the very spot
where they were drawn up.
Around the boulder were grouped

the Daughters of the Revolution, offi-

cials of the national and city govern-
ments and officers of the army. Little
children, dressed in the picturesque
costume of Revolutionary days, pulled
the cords when the signal was given,
and drew away the American fla?
which had covered the boulder, while
the people cheered and the slopes rang
again with the stirring bugle calls to

which they have echoed in times past,
but with the hollow growl of cannon
and the rattle of musketry for an ac-

companiment.
Mrs. Emily L. B. Fay, Regent of

Fort Washington Chapter, made the

speech of presentation. It was ac-
cepted in behalf of the city by Charles
B. Stover, the Park Commissioner.
Congressman William S. Rennet spoke,
as did Hugh Gordon Miller. The latter

said that the sons of the revolution
had lost the heights in 1776, but the
Daughters of the Revolution had re-

captured them. A benediction was
pronounced by Rev. John Chamberlain,
and then came the beautiful notes of
"taps" played by the artillery trum-
pets, the first time the dead have thus
received their proper due from fellow
soldiers of the army since they were

buried on the hillside without any of
the customary military honors for the
dead. At a later meeting. General
James G. Wilson, Edward H. Hall,
Mrs. Florence L. Stegman and several
others spoke on the "days which tried
men's souls."

The heights in November, 1776,
were held by an American force under
Macgaw. On the morning of Novem-
ber 16, Cornwallis determined to attack
the fort on all sides except that which
faced the Hudson River. Earl Pei'cy
with a heavy column marched over
from Harlem Plains and attacked the •

Unveiling the Boulder at Fort Washington
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lower line of entrenchments. Gene:
Howe led one part of the attack!
force, while Baron von Knyphoui
led a strong force of Hessian mer&
aries. Loi*d Cornwallis himself
the attack from the other side afi

scaling the heights.
It was an original contest. Macgi

had only about three thousand men :

told, while Cornwallis had eight thi

sand nine hundred. Washington si

word to Macgaw from the other side

the Hudson that if he could hold
lines until dark he would try to resci

his force. Macgaw and his mi
fought stubbornly; time and agi

their ammunition ran low before bei

supplied from the fort at the rear, ai

they met the Hessian bayonet char]

with cold steel and clubbed muske'
but the odds were too great, and Ar
eryman Macgaw with his Gaelic bloi

and the Americans were driven fn
the outer trenches and forced into t
fort. Nearly five hundred men of be
armies had fallen and to avoid tl|

slaughter of his men Macgaw at lai

surrendered.
It was an important victory f(|

Cornwallis, for it made him master
the entire island, and in addition
twenty-eight hundx'ed prisoners,
took forty-three small cannon, 2,8

muskets and 400,000 cartridges ai

fifteen barrels of powder.

A Wonderful Life-Work
I am rejoiced to know that the Lifi

Wo7-k of Louts Klopsch is publishec

Words fail me to express my admirs
tion of the man and what he has ac

complished during his short life-tim(

The whole aim of his life was to d

good.
. Now he rests from his labor

and has received his crown "that fad

eth not away." W. H. Caby
Crosswell, Mich.



^OUNT LEO TOLSTOY, who has been for a

I
generation and a half the best known figure in

^' Russian life to the people 'of Europe and
/erica, is fast failing, and it seems even probable
tt before this strikes the eye of the reader, his

rJess soul may have found peace.

'he aged writer and philosopher has been in poor
tlth for a number of years and his family and
f nds have been greatly worried over his physical
a. mental condition. His recent flight from his
;oi home, with the avowed purpose of spending his

"I; days as z wanderer from country to country,
swed that their fears were not unfounded. The
Jdships he endured in his brief pilgrimage before
i whereabouts was discovered brought on a severe
'*ick of bronchitis, which threatened at any mo-
ult to snuff out the last spark of life which con-
tied to burn so feebly,

'he Count and Countess Tolstoy have had a num-
I)
of quite serious differences lately over the ques-

t IS of the copyright of the famous author's works,
i; countess has been the household manager, while
t count, like many other philosophers of this and
cer ages, has been the dreamer of the family; and
t questions of where the family supplies were to
cie from and what was to become of his children
a. dependents in the future, seem to have given
h httle concern. He had a big and generous
\ rt, but his horizon had become so broad that he
c iked to be reminded of the petty cares of every-
(• life and of the fact that money was needed to
ijre his family from an encounter with the pro-
\bial wolf which has seemed to threaten the fam-
i = of reformers and philosophers more than some
cer clas-ses of the community. The count has
I used for some time to copyright his recent books,
el he had also sent a large number of manuscripts
ctories and more serious books to England, with
t purpose of having them given away for free
jilication. There was enough literary material to
f eh its publishers several times over, while the
fiily, under the count's arrangement, would not
r _'ive a penny.
ount Tchertkeff has been for a number of years

1 -toy's adviser in England and in other publish-
centres, and it was he who was to see to the free
)lication, which the author so much desired,
lertkeff has been active in other lines besides the
'ancement of literature, and as a result was
arded with .'•ome disfavor by the Russian authori-
i. He was expelled for a time from Tula Prov-
e and could only communicate with the author
retly and with great difficulty. Tolstoy's wife
..urally was not sorry over this condition of
iirs, for she felt that Tchertkeff was aiding her
biband to carry out his quixotic ideas to the detri-

ftit of those who were dependent upon him.
^ few months ago the decree of exile against
hertkeff was withdrawn, and he at once started
|;t haste for Yasnaya Poliana to see his friend

^ patron. His stay, however, was brief, for the
ntess objected strenuously to his presence, and
stoy's sons were not over cordial. The countess,

m fact, forbade the literary agent to come on the
grounds. Tolstoy heard of this and there were a
number of family quarrels. Then he left home and
visited Tchertkeff on his private estate near Mos-
cow. The countess felt that she had an almost
hopeless task in trying to preserve the manuscripts
for the Tolstoy family, and she was taken ill.

The count, on his one short trip to see Tchertkeff,
evidently enjoyed his brief change from family life
to that of a man without a care and conceived the
idea of becoming a wanderer upon the face of the
earth, tramping from place to place, and writing as

Count Leo Tolstoy

the fancy seized him. As his health was feeble,
and as he has been able to do but little with his pen
recently, it was a scheme foredoomed to failure. One
reason, which he gave after he had been found, will
not flatter those who have felt that if they ever
traveled as far as Russia they must go to the quaint,
widespread manor-house and see the author whose
name had been familiar to them from their youth.
The count said he wanted to find a quiet spot where
there would be but few visitors. Tolstoy has always
been kindness itself in receiving those who came to
pay homage to him and to his genius, and he has
given boui'S to entertaining men in whom he could
have little personal interest; but they had come to

see him and that was enough. Lately, however, the
author seems to have felt that the outside world in

the form of tourists was taking up time which might
benefit the world at large if employed in another
way.

The aged count suddenly dropped out of sight as
completely as if the earth had swallowed him, and he
could not be found anywhere in his own neighbor-
hood. The first rumor which reached the family
was that an aged man resembling Tolstoy had come
to a monastery of the Greek Church in his home
province and had made an application to be received
as a monk. Some men inclined to believe at first

that this was true; then other rumors equally dis-
tressing to his family and friends came now from
one quarter and then from another. It was even
feared that he had been waylaid.
At last word came that he was lying desperately

ill in the home of the station master at Astapova,
where he had taken refuge after wondering about
for several days in the disguise of a peasant. It
seems that he had determined to make Sweden the
first place to be visited on his world pilgrimage, but
his strength failed and he was taken in by the kind-
hearted railroad official, who at first had little idea
of the identity of the distinguished man he was
befriending. Tolstoy's daughter at once went to
him from her mother's sick-bed and tried to nurse
him back to health; noted physicians were called,
and they began to battle with death itself to pro-
long his life. His temperature rose at times to 104
and the greatest alarm was felt. Countess Tolstoy
heard that her husband much desired to see Tchert-
keff, and putting aside her own feelings she at once
telegraphed to him to come to the manor-house.
When he arrived she received him as a friend and
with her two sons started on a journey to the little

railway station at Astapova. The count received
them all kindly, but refused to be removed to his
own home, where he could be much better cared for.
He had determined to be a pilgrim, and he would be
a pilgrim until the end came. So the entire family
settled down at Astapova to do what they could to
make easier what they all felt were the last moments
of the husband, father and friend. The count has
been out of harmony with the world as he found it

ever since he began to write his novels, and his final

pilgrimage is only the natural outcome of his philos-
ophy, for he desired strongly that all men should go
back to a very primitive way of living, as simple at
least as that of the poorest Russian peasant; that
all should come and go as they willed and not be
bound to consider whence should come their food and
clothes. He himself wore the peasant costume,
though, truth to tell, there have been visitors at his
manor-house who have seen a servant in livery
standing behind his chair at dinner time. Still the
philosopher may not have cared about this, so long
as he could wear his own coarse blouse and heavy
boots. He tore down at one time a large part of
his residence, as he wished for a more simple abode,
but his wife managed to save one wing of the edifice,

and in this the family still lives. Those who did
not agree with his dislike of all government, and
thought that the world would go backward and not
forward if it took his view, nevertheless admired
the man and acknowledged in him one of the great-
est masters of Russian literature.
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Queslions and Answers
In forwarding MSB. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

Reader, Cashmere, W. Va. 1. By what race
was the god "Ra" worshiped ? 2. Is there
any chemical process through which lead

may he turned into gold? 3. Are Edgar
Allan Poe's works truthful or fiction ?

1. Ra, the sun-god, was worshiped by the

ancient Egyptians at Heliopolis. His common
figure is that of a man with a hawk's head, on
which is placed the solar disk and the roya!

asp. 2. There is no chemical process known
by which lead can be turned into gold. 3. The
works of Poe were the conceptions of his own
brilliant though morbid imagination.

Enquirer, Alsask, Can. 1. Will stones increase
in size if left in the ground? 2. What is

the fourth dimension ?

1. Stone does not increase in the ground.
2. The fourth dimension, as used by mathe-
maticians, is merely an algebraic term, with no
corresponding reality.

E. R. G.. Tusculum, Tenn. Please tell me the
si.x largest department Stores in the world,

and the number of dollars' worth each sold

in ore year.

Bon Marche, Paris; Wanamaker's, New
York; "The Fair," Chicago; Siegel-Coopcr
Company, New York ; Macy & Co., New York :

Gimble Bros., New York. The maximum of

any one would be about one hundred million

dollars, roughly estimated.

W. J., Bronx, N. Y. Wheie do we get our
word "yard" as a measui'e?

Tt comes from an old Saxon word, either from
getird or gyrd, meaning a rod or shoot, or from
grdeyi, also a Saxon word, meaning to enclose ;

the average circumference of a man's body be-

ing taken as a measure. It is said that King
Heni'y I. of England decreed that the measure
should be the length of his own arm.

R. T. W., Harrisburg, Pa. Where is or w.ts

the prison called the Wartburg to which
Luther was taken at one time during his

life?

The Wartburg is not a prison, but a castle,

which belonged in the time of Luther to the

Elector Frederick. It is in Saxony in North
Germany. The Elector had Luther taken there

in April, 1521, after the Diet of Worms in or-

der that he might be protected from his enemies.

L. H., Kammondton, N. J. In a recent booK
on Constantinople the "sacred standard" is

mentioned. What is it?

It is a flag of green silk which is only un-
furled by the followers of Mohammed in times

of great danger. It was under the guard of 300

emirs. There are several records c' its beinp

used ; one of the latest, if not the last, was in

1828, when the Sultan of Turkey was engaged
in a desperate conflict with Russia.

1. V. McK., Hudson, N. Y. 1. How is Rochelle

pronounced? 2. How is the name Medici
pronounced ?

1. It is pronounced Ru-shid, 2. Med-e-chee.

R. D., Louisville, Ky. 1. Does the government
collect any statistics in regard to the

poultry business so one can get an idea of

its importance in the whole country? 2.

What is the leading State in the business?

1. Yes; the figures for 1910 are not yet

out, but at the time of the last general census

the production of poultry was 250,623,114.

2. Iowa seems to be the leading State, as at that

time its production was 20,043,343. Illinois

came next with 17,737,262.

I. LeB., New Bedford, Mass. What is th,-

horsepower of the heaviest electric locomo-

tive, and what is the size of the wheels?

The heaviest is on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

It is 1.240 horse-power. The driving wheels

are 56 inches in diameter.

E. S., Newport, R. I. Have we ever had
cholera epidemics in North America?

Yes ; in Canada in 1832, in New York in

1832, and a very load epidemic covering the

country from New Orleans to Ohio in the same
year. All of these probably came from the

epidemic raging in England and Ireland. In

1834 there was another and a small one five

years later. In 1855 there was a severe epi-

demic and one less so in 18(')(l-67. !n Septem-

ber, 1892, an epidemic was prevented by ene'--

getic quarantine measures. Several infected

ships arrived at New York from places where
the disease was raging in Europe. Equal care

on the part of our medical authorities at Wash-
ington has prevented the disease from enter-

ing this year from infected foreign districts.

J. S. D., Hoopeston, III. I read in Job, "Man
dieth and giveth up the ghost, and where
is he?" Please explain.

The patriarch was discussing the common lot

of mortals and the misery that marks it, where
it is unrelieved by the greater hope. Read the

thirteen verses (Chap. 14) and then note the

change, where Job raises the question of an-
other life beyond the grave. In the whole
chapter there is no denial of a future life, but
simply of a return to the present condition of

l.Te. Job himself clearly hoped for a future

nent Bible scholars take this view. One of the

ablest, the Rev. John Urquhart, writes on this

subject: "We are told that 'Israel saw the

Egyptians dead upon the seashore' (Ex. 14: 30).

Their bereaved kindred might easily find them
where Israel looked upon them. The waters,

rushing in from either side, seem to have swept
their victims to the shores ; and, even though
the sea had not in this way yielded up its dead,

the Egyptians, whose care of the dead body was
one of the highest religious duties, would have
searched its deepest depths, and have brought

back, for embalmment and sepulture, the re-

mains of their king."

Reader. What was the mark which the Lord
set upon Cain ? Can you throw any light

on the subject?

Shuckford and other authorities agree that it

was a sign or token and not a mark, and that

President Taft's Letter to the Bowery Mission.

1

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 31, 1910.

My Dear Mr. Hallimond :

On the celebration of the 31st anniversary
of the Bowery Mission I want to send a word of

encouragement and good will to the men who

through stress of circumstances have been forced
to turn to you for help. I hope that the tide

may soon turn and that the future may brighten
for all of them. We all suffered a great loss

in the death of Dr. Klopsch, and it does not

seem possible that his place in the world ever

can be quite filled; but I want to express my
admiration for the way in which his work has

been carried on by you and those who are

associated with you, I send my hearty good
wishes to all of you.

Sincerely yours,

Rev. Dr. J. G. Hallimond,
Superintendent, Bowery Mission,

227 Bowery,
New York, N.Y.

President Taft, who last winter visited the Bowery Mission and addressed an audience of the
unemployed there, sent this very cordial letter to Superintendent Hallimond, to be read at the cele-
bration of the Mission's thirty-first anniversary, which was celebrated lately. A full account of the
celebration appears on another page. The Presidest's letter is reproduced in facsimile.

state (see v. 13, also Chap. 7: v. 2, also Chap.

19: 24, 26, 27).

M. B., Dubuque, la. Which is the larger in

volume, the land or the sea ?

The total cubic contents of the oceans, lakes,

rivers and streams are estimated by scientists

to be thirty times the total of all the land lying

tthove the sea level. The land below the sea

level is not included in this estimate.

B. M., Des Moines, la. How is it, if. as the

Bible states, Pharaoh and his host were
drowned in the Red Sea, that the mummi-
fied body of Menepthah (the .supposed

Pharaoh of the Exodus) can now be among
the other royal mummies in the "Hall of

Kings" in Cairo?

It is quite conceivable that his body was
recovered after he had been drowned. Emi-

the passage (Gen. 4: 15) might more correctly
be rendered : "Thus Jehovah appointed a token
for Cain, so that no one who met him should
slay him." Rev. J. M. Farrar, D.D., of Brook-
lyn, a noted Bible scholar, writes: "It was cer-
tainly not a mark of anger, but one of love
which prompte<l forgiveness. It was to serve
both as a sign of his forgiveness and as a pro-
tection against those who would slay him. The
word that is used for this mark is the same
that is used in reference to the rainbow. As
the rainbow is an assurance against present and
future floods, so this mark placed upon Cain
was an assurance against his present and fu-
ture harm."

C. F., Charleston. What are the duties of the
Geographic Board ?

The United States Geographic Board by
executive order in 1906 had its duties enlarged.

Eleft

krec

It passes on all unsettled questions conceri g
geographic names, changes and determines e
names of places in the United States and s
possessions, and all names suggested are ..

ferred to it. The government accepts its

cisions as the final authority. It has advisl,

powers concerning the preparation of all s|
ernment maps.

P. E., Detroit, Mich. What is the annual vsl

of all ores and minerals mined ii

country ?

The last report gives $792,521,705.

J. G., Omaha. Can you tell me how nu|
people, on the average, are killed in r^HJIV6
way accidents ;n a year ?

The reports for 1909 are not yet in, but
statistical report of the Interstate CommeS
Commission for the year ending June 30, 191
gives: Employees, 3,470 ; passengers, 383 ; ot|
persons, 6,460 ; total, 10,313. The total mil
ber injured in the same period was 105,234.

j

M. K., Ottawa, Can. Who is the present dirlj

tor of the United States mint ?

William Piatt Andrew, appointed in isj
Previously he was a college professor, teachij
economics, and is an expert on the principles!
banking.

C. E. D., West Jonesport, Me. Please exp!
through the columns of your paper thethi!
verse of the eighth chapter of Romai
especially the last part of the verse.

Few passages have been more criticised thi

this, chiefly on account of its obscureness. T
leading commentators hold that the ver
means that what the law could not do was
free us from the dominion of sin (v. 2 gives ti

clue to this interpretation), not because of tl

flesh, but through the medium of the ftesi

since our natures are too sinful and corrupt
heed even threats and commands. But, thoui

the law was powerless to secure its own
filment, God sent his Son, who took our natui
with all its infirmities, yet sinless; sending hi

in the character of a blameless sin-offering arl

thus condemning or loosening the hold of si

over men, so that we, through his purifyii

and atoning sacrifice, and not through the la'

or any merits of our own, may be emaneipati
from sin.

Miscellaneous
A. E. T., Ohio. Send full name and address'

D. F. E., Wawarsing, N. Y., writes : "Several
persons have written at difl'erent times askini

how the apostles or others could remember am
report accurately Christ's sayings so long afte

they had been made. It seems to me the onl;

answer that can be given to this is the one tha'

the Bible states in St. John 14 : 26. The sii

against the Holy Ghost is made clear in but oik

place—Mark 3: 29, 30."

T. H. C, Plainfield, N. J., sends to Tfr^l

Mail-Bag this definition of Christian fellow-l

ship: "It is a friendship sealed by oneness of

expectation, oneness of purpose, and oneness

o* spirit and effort, and is of a kind that bears|l

and forbears. There proceedeth out of a Chris-i

tian fellowship an agreement that surmounts
and vanquishes disagreement, paradoxical

though that may seem. It is born of a common
Father, a common hope and a common destiny."

W. M. C, Wilmington, N. C, writes: "God
did undoubtedly send his only begotten Son
into the world to teach the people by example
and precept how to live, but eternal life was
secured to us by his death and is the 'gift of

God' (Rom. 6: 23; Eph. 2: 8, 9). We live

right because we are saved, not in order to be

saved." Our correspondent states a funda-

mental principle of the Christian religion,

which teaches that salvation comes by faith and

not of works.

Appreciation From Canada

I received the Red Letter Bible

promptly, and thank you for the beau-

tiful Bible, and other premiums which
I appreciate very much. As a weekly
visitor, I look forward to the arrival of

The Christian Herald with a great

deal of pleasure, as there is always
something inspiring in its columns. I

trust our relationship will continue.

Halifax, N.S. Roderick McLeod.
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Women in Council

OUR page this week is wholly given up to the

problems of parents and children. No subject

is more important in the home realm than the

training of children for the work they will have to

do when they take up the burdens which their par-

, ents must lay down. Everything that concerns the

(welfare of children and young people is of deep in-

terest to mothers and fathers. We are by the way
' of thinking and saying that the whole responsibility

of juvenile education rests upon the shoulders of

the mother. This is not so. Fathers have a share

in it.

I heard a little story that pleased me one day. It

was an anecdote told by an old Scotchman to an
eloquent speaker at a Mother's Congress after she

had left the platform. He said that a certain little

boy was extremely ill. The doctor came, leaving

a medicine which he desired the child to take. He
intimated to the mother that

'the recovery of the small pa-

tient might depend upon the

faithfulness with which the

remedy was administered. The
boy refused to open his mouth
and could not be coaxed to do

so. The mother feared to use

harsh measures, as the boy was
'too weak to be forced. She sat

down on the foot of the bed and
jbroke into sobs. "Dinna ci-y>

imither," piped up a little voice.

"dinna cry, faether'll be home
sune, and he'll gar me tak' it."

The old Scotchman was of the

'opinion that as disciplinarians

fathers were occasionally use-

ful. They are useful in many
other departments of child

training. To a small boy or a
little girl father represents so

much of love, of power, of au-
ihority and of gentleness that

he is the Gibraltar of the home.
In wholesome child training,

fathers and mothers are of one
,nd, and if they differ as to

ithod they are at pains not to

so in the presence of the
;hildren. A magazine entitled
Modern Society is published by
our cousins across the water.
Recently it has advocated a re-

turn to the rigorous discipline

of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Apparently young
girls in England are growing
too self-assertive and obstinate
to meet the approval of the

British mother and school-mis-

!tress. Modern Sorictij recom-
mends the use of the rod as a
puni.shment to growing girls.

This would be a swing of the
.pendulum ' back to the dark
[ages. Neither girls nor boys
need this form of chastisement after they have

.arrived at years when reason can be appealed to,

llunless, indeed, parents and teachers have been both

(•stupid and weak. The experience of the mother
i -whose letter is next published is, I imagine, unusual,

and I fancy that in most cases mothers would feel

that the door should be bolted and a girl sent to her

own room and compelled to stay there, if she were

as rebellious as the one here described. The rnothers

> who read our correspondent's letter are invited to

I speak out in meeting and tell us how they would

have acted in a similar situation.

Faced With "When girls are between the ages

an Issue of fourteen and sixteen they are

apt to be self-willed and think

parental restraint irksome, when really it is the

time most watchful care is needed. My daughter

at that age was extremely stubborn. She was not

allowed to go out at night alone. One evening she

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

announced that she was going out, refused to say
where, and stated that she did not want to receive

company.
"I had often fasted and prayed that she would act

more as a daughter should, for she always wanted
her own way. On the evening in question, after

dressing herself, she started to go in the street.

Since she would go I resolved to go with her, and
hastily putting on my wraps, I did so. It was a
cold winter night and the snow lay thick on the
ground. I was not well and soon became chilled

through, and stopping near a Methodist church,
where a revival service was in progress, I told my
daughter that I could go no farther, but must re-

turn home. On entering the house I fell on my
knees and besought the Lord on behalf of my child.

THL WHITE. HOUSE, COW

THE President's fine new cow is the admiration of Washington. She came from Kenosha, Wis.,

and rejoices in the title of Pauline Wayne, 3d, having sprung from a long and honorable

ancestry She is a gift to the President from United States Senator Isaac Stephenson, and was

chaperoned during her trip by Jim Torrey, the superintendent of the Stephenson farm. Paulme s

promising bull calf, bom early in November, has been given to W. W. Price, a Washington newspaper-

man. Pauline is four years old, weighs fifteen hundred pounds, gives ten gallons of milk per day and

is of the purest Holstein-Fricsian breed.

do not understand housekeeping and my maid is

incompetent. I do more than half her work myself,
and as for ever getting through I have learned that
I need not expect it. My basket of stockings is

piled up like a mountain, and the darning is the last
straw. I am utterly tired out. Edith T."

Indeed you do need a change. You can't exactly
make a bonfire of the stockings, but you can set
your daughters at the darning, and hereafter let it

be their weekly task. Pack a few things into a
suit case and run away somewhere. If you were in
your grave the housekeeping and the mending would
somehow be done. You must change your blue to
rose-color, and you won't be able to do it until you
take a rest cure.

Years ago I wrote a poem which fits your case
precisely. Here it is. I recommend its homely
advice to the children of the tired and wornout
mothers.

If mother would listen to me, dears.
She would freshen that faded gown ;

She would sometimes take an hour's
rest.

And sometimes a trip to town.
And it shouldn't be all the children.
The fun and the cheer and the play.

With the patient droop on the tired
mouth.

And the "Mother has had her day 1"

True, mother has had her day, dears.
When you were her babies three.

And she stepped about the farm and the
house.

As busy as ever a bee ;

When she rocked you all to sleep, dears.
And sent you all to school.

And wore herself out, and did without,
4nd lived by the Golden Rule.

And so your turn has come, dears.
Her hair is growing white ;

And her eyes are gaining the far-away
look

That peers beyond the night.
One of these days in the morning,
Mother will not be here

;

She will fade away into silence

—

The mother so true and dear.

Then what will you do in the daylight?

And what in the gloaming dim?
And father, tired and lonesome then.

Pray what will you do for him?
If you want to keep your mother.

You must make her rest to-day;

—

Must give her a share in the frolic.

And draw her into the play.

And if mother would listen to me, dears.

She'd buy her a gown of silk.

With buttons of royal velvet.

And ruffles as white as milk ;

And she'd let you do the trotting

While she sat still in her chair.

That mother should have it hard all

through.
It strikes me isn't fair.

The prayer was speedily answered. After I left

her she turned about, entered the church and was
soon at the altar. She came home completely

changed. Later I sent her away to a good school.

She has ever since been my greatest help and com-

fort. She now takes entire charge of our home, is

a faithful teacher in the Sunday School and a con-

stant worker in the church. That night was the

turning point in her life. Mothers, do not be dis-

couraged, but wait on the Lord. Mrs. I. S."

This Tired
Mother

i

"I am so nervous that I don't know
what to do. I am so blue that I feel

as if life were all indigo. When I

lie down at night there is a weight upon my spirits

that crushes me, and when I waken in the morning

I dread another day. Husband and children are

kind and considerate, but they cannot help me. My
physician says I must have a change, but there is no

one with whom I can leave my home. My daughters
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What About "Our elder son

This Boy? went through
the grammar

and high school with distinction,

taking the four years' course in

the latter in three years. He is

now a brilliant student in a tech-

nical school and we hope that he will become an

electrical engineer. His future is assured, if he

continues to have health and strength. Our second

boy, a bright lovable lad, is a misfit in school. His

teachers never understand him,, his marks are low

and he takes little interest in his books. His father

is anxious to take him out of school and put him at

work, but I hesitate to deprive him of the advan-

tages we have freely given his brother. What do

you advise? Mrs. P. M."

Putting the boy to work is rather vague, if

the boy has learned to read, write and cipher he

has in his hand the keys to unlock most prac-

tical doors in the days that lie before him, but,

in choosing his work, there is the opportu-

nity for wise consideration. His father is right in

removing him from his present school. Another

might be found where the boy would do better. If

he really dislikes books why not send him to work on

a farm? The time is coming fast when this country

must look for its salvation to the farmers.
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3t/ FLORENCE MORSE KINGSLEY
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Ssmopsis of Previous Chapters

Little Jimmy Preston, aged six, gets a letter

at the post office for his sister Barbara. On
the way home it is lost. Barbara Preston has
been trying to keep the farm, the last of her
father's estate, for Jimmy, but it is mortgaged
to Honorable Stephen Jarvis, who is compara-
tively young. He threatens to foreclose. Peg
Morrison, the old farm hand, is as greatly con-
cerned over the loss of the letter as is Barbara.
She goes to Mr. Jarvis to ask for more time on
the mortgage. He tells her that he is disposed

to do it, and also that he is tired of his pres-

ent housekeeper and would like her to fill the
place. She leaves without a word. The old

housekeeper at once becomes her enemy. Stephen
Jarvis comes to see Barbara. He asks her to

marry him and he will give her the place. She
refuses. She thinks of her old lover who went
away and whose fate she did not know. Jarvis
drives up and insists she ride with him.

VI

—

Continued

ELL?" questioned Stephen
Jarvis sharply. "You didn't

ask me for help because "

"How could I?" demanded Barbara
with a spirited lift of her head. "I

asked you for help before and you re-

fused."

He looked at her with piercing keen-

116SS.

"Did I?" he said gravely. "Well, I

offered you—a position. You haven't

forgotten, have you?"
Barbara's heart beat suffocatingly

fasT. His eyes were on her face, com-
pelling her, mastering her.

"Would you—could I take care of

Jimmy just the same?" she asked, in a
muffled voice.

He gave his horse a sharp cut with
the whip before he answered.

"I can't see why you should bring
the boy into our affairs," he said

coldly. "But he can live with us—for

the present, if you like. Then there is

the Preston farm; as I've already told

you, you may do as you like with it."

Barbara looked mistily away over
the fields past which they were driv-

ing, the sound of meadow-larks, call-

ing and answering, and the soft jubi-

lant gurgle of a bluebird on a nearer
fence-rail reaching her like vaguely
reproachful voices out of a dead past.

Then as now had the meadow-larks
called "Sweet! oh my sweet!"—in the
one springtime when David Whitcomb
loved her.

"I shall have to—to think," she
murmured. "I am afraid "

"Of what?" he demanded. "Of me?"
She did not answer, and again he

cut the horse impatiently with his

keen whiplash, holding the spirited

creature with a strong grasp on the
reins as he did so.

"Well," he said, after a long silence,

"I'm afraid I can't make myself over,
even for you. But I'll tell you some-
thing, my girl, there are worse men in

the world than Stephen Jarvis, and
perhaps you'll fall in with some of 'em,

if you turn me down. Look at me,
will you?"

Unwillingly she turned her face to
his.

"I shall not take a silly «o for an
answer," he said under his breath. "I
never have, and I shan't begin with
you. I need you, and you need me."

His eyes held her powerfully.
"Do you love another man?"
"No," said Barbara faintly. She

could not bring herself to uncover her
one dead love before those pitiless

eyes, while the meadow-larks were
calliitg and answering with such pierc-

ing sweetness. David Whitcomb was
dead. If she had ever loved him it

was another self in a dim past, grow-
ing ever dimmer.

"Then," said the Honorable Stephen
Jarvis quietly, "you will marry me?"
He broke into a short laugh. "Do you
know I couldn't bear to think of your

loving another man? Is that being in

love? Tell me, Barbara."
He laughed again, softly, as he bent

to peer into her averted face. She
felt herself yielding, her weak hold on
past and future loosening.

She did not answer, but her red
mouth quivered.
He experienced a sudden thrilling

desire to touch the fresh innocent lips

with his.

"It would be curious," he murmured
unsteadily, "if I should learn what
love is for the first time. Shall I tell

you how old I am, Barbara?"
She looked up at him without curi-

osity.

"Well; I'm thirty-seven, and I've

never loved any woman—I have never
loved anything, except money and suc-

cess. But now—Barbara!"

She looked up at him uncertainly,

her eyes wide with an emotion akin to

terror.

"I shall not humiliate myself by
coaxing or cajoling you," he said

haughtily. "You are best left alone

for the present."
He lifted his hat with a sweeping

bow, and the red-wheeled buggy
dashed away.
Barbara drew a long struggling

sigh. She felt curiously light and
free, as if she had made a breathless

escape from some grasping hand, out-

stretched to seize her.

The sight of Jimmy running swiftly

down the driveway toward her height-

ened the sensation to one of almost
passionate relief.

"Hello, Barb'ra!" shouted the little

boy. "I came home from school, an*

He bent toward her, his cold eyes
alive with passion.
"No—no!" she cried, shrinking from

him in sudden terror.

His face stiffened into its accus-
tomed mask.

"You're thinking I've waited too
long," he said bitterly, and the curling
lash stung the bay horse in the flank.

Neither spoke again while the wheels
spun dizzily along over the mile of

road which brought them to the big
stone gate-posts of the Preston farm.
He drew up his foaming horse

sharply.
"I won't come in," he said, "if you'll

get out here."
She felt herself vaguely humiliated,

as she stepped down from the high
vehicle without assistance.

"Stop!" he ordered as she passed
quickly inside, as if in haste to gain
shelter.

She mailed her letter the

next morning"

you wasn't here. An' you can't guess
what I got for you!"
The child's face, glowing rosily with

health and mischief, was uplifted to
hers. She stooped and kissed it ten-
derly.

"What have you got for me, Jimmy?"
"Guess!"
"I can't guess," she answered so-

berly. "You'll have to tell me."
"You ain't cross wiv me, are you,

Barb'ra?"
"No, dear, of course I'm not. Why

should I be cross? Why, it—it's a
letter! Where did you get it, Jimmy?"

"It's the one I lost," said the child,
puckering up his chin disappointedly.
"I fought you'd be glad. Peg found it.

He said he 'membered the wind was
blowin' that day ; so he looked all along
the road on bof sides, an' he found it

right under a bush."
Barbara hastily tore the sodden en-

velope apart. Her fingers tremblt
as she unfolded the large stained shet

"Is it all spoiled?" asked Jimn
anxiously. "Can't you read it?"

VII
Barbara stared at the stained ar

defaced sheet with wide, frightene
eyes. Her hands trembled.

"Can't you read it, Barb'ra
pleaded Jimmy ainxiously, standing o

tip-toe to peep at the letter. "Pe
said he was 'fraid you couldn't, but Y.\

said maybe you'd know who it wi
from, an' if it was 'portant."

Barbara did not answer. The rairj

soaked paper in her trembling fingei

faced her like a mute accusing ghos
out of the past. The lines of writing

folded close upon each other an
soaked with rain and the stain of th

wet brown earth, had been complete!
obliterated ; but two words of the man;
had escaped: her own name at the be

ginning of the letter and another a

its close.

"He is not dead!" she murmured
"He is not dead!"

jJimmy clutched her sleeve, dancinj

up and down in his impatience.
"Is it 'portant, Barb'ra—is it? Cai

you read it?" he persisted.

She faced the child, her eyes cloudec

with despair and anger.
"No; I can't read it!" she cried!

"Oh ! if you had only brought it to me!'
She turned swiftly and hurried to-

ward the house, the child lagging for-

lornly in the rear, his blue eyes brim-

ming viath tears.

Peg Morrison, digging a patch oi

garden in the rear of the house, his

battered straw hat drawn low over hi^

eyes, his teeth firmly closed on a twig
of apple-tree wood, became presently

aware of a small dejected figure lurk-

ing in the shadow of the blossoming
tree.

"Hello, Cap'n!" he called out cheer-

fully, relinquishing the twig in favor
of a spent dandelion stalk. "Did ye
find Barb'ry—heh? An' did ye give

her the letter?"
"I gave it to her; but she—can't

read it. An'—'n' I'm 'fraid it was
'portant. She's mad wiv me, Barb'ra
is; 'n' I haven't had any dinner,

either."

The child manfully swallowed the

sob that rose in his throat. Then he
selected a tall dandelion with a plumy
top which he put in his mouth in imita-

tion of Peg, who watched him with a

dubious smile.

"Wall, now, that's too bad, Cap'n,"
sympathized the old man. "But ef

Barb'ry can't read the letter it mus' be

'cause 'tain't best thet she should.

Things don't happen t' chance, Cap'n.

You want t' remember that. There's

Somebody a-lookin' out fer things as

don't make no mistakes."
Jimmy pondered this dark saying

while the dandelion stem slowly un-

curled itself into a dangling spiral.

"Then it was all right for me to lose

that letter. 'N' you said
"

Peg frowned thoughtfully at the

antics of a pair of barn swallows

swooping in and out from under the

eaves.
"No; it wasn't right fer you to be

careless an' lose the letter, Cap'n," he

said decidedly. "But the Lord—wall,

you see, the Lord is consid'ble smart-

er'n what we be, an' he c'n fix things

up that go wrong. Kind o' arranges

it so't the universe won't fly the track,

no matter what we do. We ain't

p'mitted t' disturb the gen'ral peace t^

any great extent. You'll understan

these things better when you're growed

up, Cap'n."
Continued on page 1128
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A Personal Letter from Tlie Cliristian Herald

That he realized the greatness of the task, that he
appreciated his own earthly limitations, may be gath-

ered from a remark which he made not long before

his death. He said :

DEAR FRIENDS:— Those of you who knew
Dr. Klopscli, not so much as the Grand Almoner of

the world in distress, as the friend who was ever ready

to give liis time and his counsel to vour personal and

spiritual needs, must have imbibed something of his .^j^^^^ j^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ Christian Herald
enthusiasm in striving to make The Christian Herald

^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .^ .^ ^^^ ^^^
the great power for good it lias been m the world.

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^ r^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^ p^.^p^._

It was a laudable ambition and a herculean task, gtor, are the real strenc^^th of the paper. If thev
that idea of creating a medium through which the choose to band themselves together for the cause,

woes of mankind could be given voice and so be nothing can prevent The Christian Herald from
rectified— a task which no one without his own becoming the greatest singl.e agency of right and
undauntable character would have even attempted. tj-uth on earth. If they do not, then no single man or

Do you remember, you of the Old Guard, how he company of men can hope to bring about the desired

strove to make you see it with his eyes, the result. But I believe they will. I am but a

realization of a great Christian Herald ^^^^^^^ steward. I shall pass away, but The
Family that was to become an ever ^^^^^^^^^^^ Christian Herald will go on, for I.

growing power, an ever widening ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ know our dear people, and they have

influence for the common good? ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ shown in the past that they love

how year after vear he toiled in ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ paper too much to forsake

the stoutness of liis heart and the ^PV^H^^^^^'^^^^^^ its standard after I am gone."

onenessof his faith, until indeed ^BT ^^K^ ^^^^^^^^ And his words were prophetic;

he did succeed in building up ^R ^R ^^^^^^^^ for his people, far from desert-

the greatest single private en- ^^p ^^•'^^ .4WI»^. ^^B^^^^k ing the standard which he de-

terprise of charitable endeavor ^^K •^^^^ ""V*^ 7^^^^^ fended so long, seem to have

and spiritual impulse com- ^^K M^^ ^' *^^^^^B ^^^^ drawn to it closer than

bined that the world has ever ^^K m^^^^ - J^^^H ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^"^^^^ bond of sym-

seenP The famine-stricken ^Ht RI^^^K ^^^^^H P^^^Y ^^at was inspired by

sufferers of India and China, ^^K ^^^^^"^^ ^^^^^m his loss and is fostered by

the orphans that followed in ^^B ^^^ ^^^^^m ^^^ memory. We have re-

their wake, the human dere- ^H| ^ ^V ceived so many letters of

licts of the Bowery Mission, ^^T ^«FJ ^^^ -^1 encouragement, so many
the waifs of the tenements, ^^L^ ^ ) ^^^^^k. ^ assurances of loyalty, that we
remember it if you do not. ^^V .J^^^^^^^^^^H. ^^ "^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^"^ ^^^

And vet he died with his com- ^T ^^^^^^^^^HHT ^"^"^- We know that their

plete ambition onlv partly fulfilled, ^^^T^^^^^^^W ^f.^o^ion to the traditions and

for he had set his heart on a par- ^^V ^^^^^^ P^^'^^'f ^'^f^u'^f
"^ i^

''

ticular goal -the million mark. ^B ^^^^^^^F Klopsch will hold them true to

T^ , u - ..1 <. '< ^ J^^^^^^^^^ The Christian Herald.
Don t \ou remember in that per- ^^^^^^^^^

sonal message to you" how he said:
^^^^^^^ And so we wish to assure them, here

-I have always contended and still contend The I^te Dr. Klopsch i„ the place where he used to write his

that in a Christian communitv a monopolv of '^^^^l:^^^^!^ annual greeting to his friends, of our own
,

...
1 1 J '^

1 '\,.\ «nb8cription to "The Chruhan Herald. ^ «f-^T-mi nofinn fo riirrV I \\^. CihriSrian
large circulations should not be accorded

the seclilar press, and I see no vaHd reason

determination to carry The Christian

Herald forward to the goal of his ambi-

why a clean, beautifully illustrated, ably edited

weekly like The Christian Herald should not

become a household word the world over, and a

blessing to millions at home and abroad."

That was his dream : to place The Christian

Herald in one million homes. Do you realize what

that meant—a million homes .? that is to say, over five

miUion souls banded together by one thought— the

thought of Louis Klopsch — the welfare of human
kind, the godspeed of his fellow-man, the happiness

of little children—five milHon souls.

tion, along lines that were laid down by him before his

death, and with the same editorial staff who helped

him for years to make it the most loved and most

influential home paper published.

But, as he himself said,with your help, dear friends.

Only with your help can we place The Chri^ian

Herald in that milhon of homes, whose members

he could see in anticipation, banded together with a

power for good and right that will be irresistible.

We know we can count upon vou.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD.

i^f^i^f^i^f^m^^^:^ ^i
V*i-^ ^'i > V

<_4^.;:|;i«j i,rif^^ tl^fM^ 'If^S^'-'
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Our Money-Saving

Magazine Combinations
The American Boy

Full of the reading that makes manly fel-

lows. 500,000 careful parents endorse it. Boys
everywhere are enthusiastic readers. The best
of boys are in danger of being lured away by
cheap novels and wild story papeis. Here is a
clean, fascinating, inspiring magazine that
satisfies the boy's craving for mental stimulant,
gives him bright ideas for work and play, am-
plifies the knowledge he gets from his study,
and supplements his home training.

The American Magazine
There will be a new novel by Frances Hodg-

son Burnett, author of "Little Lord Fauntle-
roy" and "The Shuttle" ; more "Barbarous
Mexico" articles, more of those delightful
"Adventures in Contentment," by David Gray-
son ; new stories by William J. Locke ; articles
by Samuel' Hopkins Adams, Ida M. Tarbell,
Ray Stannard Baker, Dr. William Osier, Wil-
liam Allen White, F. P. Dunne, an<l many
others. The two most extraordinary and sen-
sational series cannot yet be announced because
the very announcement would shut off the
information necessary to complete them.

CosmopoHtan
Cosmopolitan is strong, sane, and thoroughly

American. It is progressive. Robert W.
Chambers, Sir Gilbert Parker, Charles Edward
Russell, George Randolph Chester. Samuel
Hopkins Adams, Upton Sinclair, and many
others contribute regularly. It always contains
something of vital interest to women. It prints
more and better pictures than the high-priced
magazines. It is a "different" magazine be-
cause it covers an entiiely different sphere.
No matter how many magazines you read, you
surely need the Cosniopolitnn.

The Delineator
The Delineator is the fashion authority of the

world. It tells what the American woman will

wear. There will be fiction serials by Maurice
Hewlett and George Barr McCutcheon, articles

by David Graham Phillips, Samuel Hopkifts
Adams, Jack London and others. From the
women by Gwendolyn Overton, Anne Forsythe,
Rebecca Insley and others. Literature, art,

the stage,' domestic science, politics, education,
religion, the care of the child—everything that
pertains to the home—will be found in The
Delineator.

Farm Journal
Is the standard farm and home paper of
America : made for housekeepere, boys and
girls, as well as fruit-growers, truckers, poul-
trymen, stockmen, dairymen, suburbanites and
village people. It has always "stood up" for
women. It is clean, brief, bright, "boiled
down," intensely practical. "Cream, not skim-
milk," is its motto. It is thirty-three years old,

and known everywhere. "Judge Biggie" and
"Peter Tumbledown" are characters better
known to many than Hamlet or Micawber. Its

poultry department is famous.

Good Housekeeping
Helpfulness. That's the idea that is now,

and always has been, back of Good Housekeeping
Magazine. Comfortable economy and easier

living come naturally to those who read its

pages. Real inspiration for lowering the cost

of living, for bringing up children, for lessen-

ing housework, and for every littlest part cf

women's work as well, shines forth from every
page—and besides all this the magazine is

always interesting.

Hampton's Magazine
LaFollette, the fighting Senator from Wis-

consin, will write a series of articles dealing
with the country's most interesting economic,
political and social problems. Judson C.

Welliver, whose political articles are famous,
will write for Hampton's, analyzing the po-

litical situation. General Theodore A. Bing-
ham will reveal facts that should be known.
The greatest short story writers, such as
Robert 'W. Chambers, Arthur Stringer, George

The Best Magazine Combinations
The Christian Herald offers its readers this season some unusu-

ally attractive Magazine combinations at prices that cannot be duplicated

anywhere. The special clubs of Magazines offered in this way are

controlled by us, and they can be obtained only by ordering them from

us. These combinations offer discounts of from 30 to 50 per cent. These

clubs should enable you to save considerable money on your Maga-

zines for 1911. All orders should be sent to The Christian Herald,

Combination Department, 93 Bible House, New York.

The following Magazines have been seleded

:

American Boy, (Regular Price) $1.00
American Magazine,

Cosmopolitan,

Delineator,

Good Housekeeping,

Harper's Bazar,

$1.50

$1.00
$1.00
$1.25

$1.25

Hampton's,

Little Folks,

McClure's,

Pearson's,

World Evangel,

World To-Day,

(Regular Price) $1.50
"

$1.00
"

$1.50
" " $1.50
" " $1.00
" " $1.50

Woman's Home Companion, (Regular Price) $1.50

Four Genuine Bargains
CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year)

AND ANY ' 1 Magazine above, $2.00

2 Magazines above, $2.65
CHRISTIAN HERALD '*15S>\lT 3 Magazines above, $3.30

r CHRISTIAN HERALD . ($1.50 a Year) p*"** ^s Only

\WW REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year) $3.00
[
ANY ONE OTHER Magazine on this Page,

) ^^r All Three

For "Modern Priscilla" (Fancywork—Monthly) add 50 cents to any combination
For " Farm Journal" 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25 cents to any combination

CHRISTIAN HERALD ^"In^S^aIT

Foreign Postage Extra. ^^T* Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines
Each Magazine may be sent to a different address. Our Wonderful

1911 "BABY" Calendar is sent FREE with every offer

For Home Reading or for Holiday Gifts
Search wherever you may, you will never find anything that, at the price, gives

greater and more genuine satisfaction as a gift than a weekly or monthly magazine,

which the whole year through reminds the recipient of the thoughtfulness of the giver.

NOTE—The matter on this page describing the Magazines is supplied
by their respective publishers, for the information of our readers.

Harper's Bazar Little Folks
Is the jj:reat magrazine for the ambitious and
thinkinpr woman of to-day, whatever may he her
station in life. The work the Bazar is doing
has the co-operation of the best thinkers and
writers in the world. During llUl, the Bazar
will have a serial novel, "The Making of a For-
tune," by Harriett Prescott Spofford, with illus-

trations by Alice Barber Stephens : short
stories by Alice Brown, Mary E. Wilkins
Freeman, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps : illustrations

by Howard Chandler Christy, Rose O'Neill,

Fanny Y. Coiy, Frank Craig.
Randolph Chester, Frederick Palmer, Owen
Johnson, Harris Merton Lyrn and many others.

Every Combination that viras offered by us last year, can be had this year at exa

Love and joy and goodness will be presented
in stories of real and of imaginary children and
creatures and things. Besides the charming
stories and pictures, there will be suggestions
that will keep them happily busy in beneficial
work or joyous play. The child will love the
magazine, ari will remember the donor with
gratitude. Li tie Folks tells stories that are
intense in interest, fascinating in fancy, charm-
ing in childishness, amazingly amusing, and
real. Its pictures are delightful, artistic and
numerous.

McClure's Magazine
It will be the best work that S. S. McCl

the greatest magazine editor of the day,
'

produced. Its fiction will be the best in
could buy in England and America. It w;l
the one indispensable, invaluable magazil
twelve issues of entertainment, help and pi
ure for every good American home. AmoniL
prominent features we mention a new seriJ
Mrs. Humphrey Ward—the most remarll
story since "Robert Elsmere," and a (I
article serial, to run a year, by George f|
Turner—"Money Masters of America."

The Modern Priscilla
Contains ideas and designs for making Lai
and Children's Waists, Gowns, Neckwear, jl

and Underwear, Household Linens of
description. Illustrated instructions fori
kinds of Art Needlework, French Eyelet,
work. Cross Stitch, Shadow Work, Filet
pure, Wallachian and all kinds of Lace, andll
various stitches in Knitting and CrocB
Special departments devoted to China, Oil

[Water Color Painting, Stenciling, PyrogrsI
Leather Work, Art Brass Work and DepI
ments, "Cooking," "Hostess and Guel
"Dressmaking" "Helps for Housekeepers," f

Pearson's Magazine
Aims to present information and entertl
ment—information on subjects which lie cl
to the heart of the average man—subj<f
which have K) do with his daily expenses,
government, his health, his general welf;|
Once in a while a foreign subject will be
cussed, but only in its relation to the averl
American—or as entertainment. The Magajf
is famous on two hemispheres for its fictil

The Review of Reviews!
Fifty magazines condensed for busy peoi'

Always necessary, it is absolutely indispenss'
in these times of stirring public affairs, to
man who thinks and wants to know what!
going on around him. It brings together i

best that is in all the other important maj
zines and explains, through Albert Sha*
timely editorials, political issues, persons and
noteworthy events which you must know abi

U is always fully informed, interestingly wi
ten and splendidly illustrated.

The World Evangel
Margaret Slattery's address on "The Chai

of the Impossible" will run through NovemI
December and JanuaiT issues. "The infori

tion which our special representative, Meh]
G. Kyle, D.D., secured in the Imperial Ottom
Museum at Constantinople, will appear in eai

issues, fully illustrated. These archaeologit
discoveries are of special importance to C
Testament studies on the 1911 Lessons,
comments on the Sunday School Lesson aim
the moral and spiritual training of the chi

Courses of Bible reading, etc.

World To-Day (The)
The one nnagazine indispensable to eve

home. A world review, furnishing monthly n
only a complete digest of events, but mai
attractive articles on timely subjects, by nob
contributors. In it you will find events, re

gion, travel, science, invention, art, dram
literature, education, etc., treated in a populi

way, affording recreation for the idle hour, an
Viest of all, something worth while. In illu

tration it is a regular panorama of the world
many of the pictures being in colors.

Woman's Home Companioi
Serial stories by Kate Douglas Wiggin, Mai

E. Wilkins Freeman, Maude Radford Warrei
Margaret Deland and the Williamsons. Hu:^

dreds of short stories by the most populaj

writers. Sam Loyd's Monthly Puzzle Pagi

Cutting Down the Cost of Living, Home Decj

oration and Handicraft, Woman's Problems

How to Make the Home Self-Supporting, Mtj

sical Instructions, Truth About Woman Su
frage. In 1911 a series of famous ppintin

reproduced on heavy rough art paper mad
possible by the Companion's exclusive centre

of a wonderful new art process.

ctly the same price
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Nlliiis Helpful, Fascinating Library of 8 Books
*^ For the Home is Almost Given Away
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Some of the Good Things in these 8 Books
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" Business Hints for Men and Women." Do
you know how to Make a Will, Endorse a Note, Draw
uj) a Bill of Sale, Make an Investment, Under-
stand a Deed, etc., etc.? This book will tell you.

" Entertzunments for Home, Church and
School. Do you know how to entertain company,
amuse younji folks, ])rovide holiday pastimes ? Could
you get u|) some form of amusement for a church
or school s<H-ia] .'' This book will show you how.

"Helpful Talks with Girls." Every girl

would like to know how to make extra money.
This book will tell you hundreds of ways to do it

at Iiome, in business, in town, or on the farm.

" Practical Suggestions for Mother and
Housewife." Did you secure a copy of that

(iovernnient Cook Book .^ No? Well, you will find

it in this book, as well as a thousand other hints that

will make your home life brighter and better.

"The Handy Man's Manual" is filled with
practical information—from how to get free Govern-
ment land to tha latest kink in automobiles—from how
to build a house, to the differences in standard time.

"Healthful Sports for Boys." The growing
boy will read tliis book from cover to cover. It con-

tains the rules for every game that every boy should

know—from marbles to baseball—kite-flying to skating.

" Marvels of Modern Science." In these days
of Aeroplanes, Wireless Telegraphy, Radium, Seeing
by W^ire, etc., it behooves you to keep up to date.

This book will bring you up to the minute on all these

achievements wiiich people are talking about.

" How to Speak and Write Correctly." Even
if you did receive a good education, you may have
fallen into the habit of saying I seen it " or I done
it." If you read the simple hints in this book, you
need not go wrong.

A Book for Every Member of the Household
"HTHE CHRISTIAN HERALD HOME LIBRARY" consists of eight books. Each book is

* complete in itself. The books are all new, they have never been published before, and each one

was especially written for us by writers employed for that purpose. Each book is 4 x 6 inches in size,

nicely bound, and well printed on good quality stock. The illustration gives a good idea of the set.

fj

'/^

HRISTIANj

HERALD
EW YORf

t FULL OF VALUABLE INFORMATION
I ["'HE idea in compiling this set of books has been to make them of real practical

II value and helpfulness to each and every member of the family. We have

1 endeavored to seek out those things which every member of every home needs

know and wants to know. We believe we have succeeded in producing a set

books that will appeal to every member of the family, and particularly to all classes

people who read, or think, or work ; for women as well as men—for girls as well

boys. They are written in a plain, everyday ^yle appealing to all.

i If there is a boy in your home —a boy rapidly approaching manhood—much con-

irn should be felt for his physical as well as his mental development. The book

f^ealthful Sports for Boys," contains the key to all clean sports that go to make

I

irdy, well-balanced men. He'll like to read this book, too, because it is written

a way that is easily understood, and about all of the things that boys delight in.

"Helpful Talks with Girls" is a "different" kind of "Girls' Book." It gives

vice to the girl about ways' of increasing her popularity and prosperity. Girls

Ivays look forward to their career with live interest, and this book is offered as a

I'lp-mate. The ideas and suggeAions are invaluable to any gid.

The average woman or housewife wants to make the pocketbook go as far as

issible, and so we have filled the woman's book with practical recipes for cook-

g and matters of a general household character. The task of providing amuse-

ent in the home for the children or guests, in church for the social betterment of

e congregation, and in school again for the children, always falls to the lot of the

Oman, and so we have also provided amusements that will fit any possible occasion

r any number of people. You need this book—every woman does.

The books for men are filled with pradical information that every man needs

know. From the latest achievements in science, to the methods used in con-

j acting various kinds of commercial business. How to Make a Will, Run an Auto-

m obile, Endorse a Note, Make an Investment, Build a House, etc

HERE IS OUR SPECIAL OFFER:

WE unhesitatingly cordiaUy, and without any mental reservation whatever,

recommend this Library to the favorable consideration of our numerous

readers. Every word may be safely read aloud in the family circle.

A high price could be charged for these books, but we are not book publishers,

and we do not aim to make a profit out of this set, other than the popularity

and continued patronage to be gained for The Christian Herald. Just read

the titles of these books. Read the short description of the contents. And then

just think of how helpful each one of these books can be right in your home
and how each and every member of the family—father, mother, the boys and the

girls—will revel in the interesting, fascinating and valuable information that is

poured out on every page.

We have ordered enough sets to accommodate one in about every twenty

of the members of the Christian Herald Family. "Helpful books, like

dependable friends, are priceless," and we believe you will find this new Library

of Eight Books bright, cheerful, optimistic, helpful, and above all, interesting and

instructive. Devoid of fiction, but crowded with interesting facts and valuable

suggestions to make the home life more delightful, these Eight Books are sure to

receive the royal welcome they deserve in the homes of all intelligent Christian

Herald readers. Clean and practical, they are sure to be helpful to all.

Our Offer to You is as follows: ScV^^'tV^'s;!:"
Herald is $1.50 a year. Add one dollar to your subscription this year (new or re-

newal) making $2.50 in all, and we will send you the following: The Christian

Herald (52 issues), Christian Herald Home Library (8 volumes). Our 1911 Baby
Calendar, A Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, ALL FOR ONLY $2.50.

If you do not want all of the Eight Books, simply add 20 cents for each volume
you desire to the subscription price ($1.50) of The Christian Herald and we will

send them to you, together with the Calendar and Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch.

$1 added to any Christian Herald offer in this circular secures these books.

'Address: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 93 Bible House, NEW YORK CITY



Only India Paper Red Letter Bible in theWorli

ISAIAH 61 The Mission of the Lord's Anointed One Jesus Baptized; he Undergoes Temptation

;i

22 A '• little one shall become a
thousand, and a small one a
strong nation : I the LORD will

hasten it in his time.

CHAPTER 61
The Redeemer Comes to 21oq with Blessiogs.

THE Spirit of the Lord God is

upon me ; because the LORD
hath anointed me to preach good
tidings unto the meek ; he hath
sent me 'to bind up the broken-
hearted, to proclaim <^ liberty to the

captives, and the opening of the

prison to them that are bound ; -k

2 To rf proclaim the acceptable
year of the LORD, and 'the day of
vengeance of our God; to /comfort
all that mourn

;

3 To appoint unto them tnat
mourn in Zion, s to give unto them
beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for

mourning, the garmen of praise
for the spirit of heai -f.ce. , that
they might be called trees of right-

eousness, the 'planting of the
LORD, 'that he might be glori-

fied. *
4 ^And they shall .' build the old

wastes, they shall raise up the
former desolations, and they shall
repair" the waste cities, the deso-
lations of many generations.
5 And * strangers shall stand and

feed your flocks, and the sons of
the alien shall be your plowmen
and your vinedressers.
6 But 'ye shall be named the

Priests of the LORD : men shall
call you the Ministers of our God :

ye shall eat the riches of the Gen-
tiles, and in their glory shall ye
boast yourselves.
7 For '" your shame ye shall have

double; and for confusion they
shall rejoice in their portion

:

therefore in their land they shall
possess the double : everlasting
joy shall be unto them.
8 For I the LO'RD love judgment,

I hate robbery for burnt offering

;

and I will direct their work in

truth, " and I will make an ever-
lasting covenant with them.
9 And their seed shall be known
among the Gentiles, and their off-

spring among the people : all that
see them shall acknowledge them,
that they are the seed which the
LORD hath blessed.
10 I will greatly rejoice in the
LORD, my soul shall be joyful in

CHAPTER 60

t Mat. 13: 31

CHAPTER 61

a ch. 11: 2
Lu. 4: 18
John 1:32
John 3: 34

» Ps. 147:

3

c Jer. 34: 8

d Lev. 25: 9

e Mai. 4:1,3

/ Mat. S: 4

; Ps. 30: 11

A ch. 60: 21

I John IS: 8

j Eiek. 36: 33

i Eph. 2: 12

/ Ex. 19: 6
m ch. 40: 2
Zech. 9: 12

n ch. 55: 3
ch. 49: 18
Rev. 21: 2
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pritsl.

p Ps. 72: 3
Ps. 85: 11

} ch. 61): 18

ch. 62: 7

CHAPTER 62

a ch. 6S: 15
Rev. 3: 12

h Zech. 9: 16
c Hos. 1: 10

1 Pet. 2: 10
1 Aiubah.

1 Ki. 22: 42
ch. 54: 1

2 That is.

My dtlighl

Is in her.

2K<. 21:1
3 That is.

Married.
4 ic<(* lilt jay

cf Iht

iridreroom.
ch. 65: 19

d Eiek. 3: 17

Ezek. 33: 7

5 Or, ye that

are the

LORD'S

6 silence.

e ch. 61: 11

Zeph. 3: 20
7 If I give. etc.

f Deul. 28:31
Jer. 5: 17

my God ; for he hath clothed me
with the garments of salvation, he
hath covered me with the robe of
righteousness, as " a bridegroom
decketh • himself with ornaments,
and as a bride adorneth herself

with her jewels.
11 For as the,earth bringeth forth

her bud, and as the garden caus-
eth the things that are sown in it

to spring forth ; so the Lord GOD
will cause >' righteousness 'and
praise to spring forth before all

the nations.

CHAPTER 62
The Hedeemer Calls the Watchmen to Awake.

FOR Zion's sake will I not hold
my peace, and for Jerusalem's

sake I will not rest, until the right-

eousness thereof go forth as
brightness, and the salvation
thereof as a lamp that burneth.
2 And the Gentiles shall see thy

righteousness, and all kings thy
glory : " and thou shalt be called

by a new name, which the mouth
of the LORD shall name.
3 Thou shalt also be a ' crown of

glory in the hand of the LORD, and
a royal diadem in the hand of thy
God.
4 Thou <^ shalt no more be termed
Forsaken ; neither shall thy land
any more be termed ' Desolate

:

but thou shalt be called - Hephzi-
bah, and thy land ' Beulah : for

the Lord delighteth in thee, and
thy land shall be married.
5 For as a young man marrieth
a virgin, so shall thy sons marry
thee : and * as the bridegroom re-

joiceth over the bride, so shall thy
God rejoice over thee.
6^1'' have set watchmen upon

thy walls, O Jerusalem, which
shall never hold their peace day
nor night : ^ ye that make mention
of the LORD, keep not silence,

7 And give him no '^ rest, till he
establish, and till he make Jeru-
salem ' a praise in the earth,
8 The Lord hath sworn by his

right hand, and by the arm of his
strength, ' Surely I will no more
give .' thy corn to be meat for thine
enemies ; and the sons of the
stranger shall not drink thy wine,
for the which thou hast labored :

9 But they that have gathered it

shall eat it, and praise the LORD

;

and they that have brought it to-

and bis meat was locusts and
wild 'honey.
5 1 Then went out to him Jeru-

salem, and all Judea, and all the
region round about Jordan,
6 And iwere baptized of him in

Jordan, confessing their sins.

7 But when he saw many of the
Pharisees and Sadducees come to
his baptism, he said unto them,
O generation of vipers, who hath
warned you to flee from '^ the wrath
to come ?

8 Bring forth therefore fruits

meet for • repentance :

9 And think not to say within
yourselves, 'We have Abraham to
our father: for I say unto you,
that God is able of these stones to
raise up children unto Abraham.
10 And now also the axe is laid

unto the root of the trees : »" there
fore every tree which bringeth not
forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire.

11 I "indeed baptize you with
water unto repentance : but be that
cometh after me is mightier than I,

whose shoes I am not worthy to
bear: "he shall baptize you with
the Holy Ghost, and with fire

:

12 Whose fan is in his hand, and
he will thoroughly J'purge his floor,

and gather his wheat into the gar-
ner ; but he will i burn up the chaff
with unquenchable fire.

13 H Then cometh Jesus ""from
Galilee to Jordan Unto John, to be
baptized of him.
14 But John forbade him, saying,

I I have need to be baptized of thee,
1
and comest thou to me ?

15 AndJesusansweringsaidunto
I
him. ~ :j"e; • ') be so now : for thus

]
it becometh us to " fulfil all right-

I
eousness. Then he suffered him.
16 And 'Jesus, when he was bap-

Itized, went up straightway out of
Ithe water : and, lo, the heavens
I were opened unto him, and he saw
I the "Spirit of God descending like

I
a dove, and lighting upon him :

17 And "lo a voice from heaven,
Isaying, "This is my beloved Son,
|in whom I am weU pleased.

CHAPTER 4
The Temptation of Jesus ; his first Disciples.

THEN was "Jesus led up of ' the
spirit into the wilderness «to

I
be tempted of the devil.

2 And when he bad >< fasted forty'
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Specimen Page of Our India Paper B^^L^^^^ Shows Type, Size/and Binding

The Speed at 'Which this Circular is Riua may Throw Out the Alignment of the Re^^ettering. It is NOT SO with the Bihle Itself.

Our Red Letter Bibles and Testaments
Our Red Letter Bible ""SS^gJJ'''^

The only genuine edition of the Red Letter Bible is the

Authorized or King James' Version, unchanged save

for ihe variation of the color in the type. Two colors (Red
and Black) are employed, in accordance with the simple plan

devised by Dr. Louis Klopsch, the Originator of the Red
Letter principle applied to the Holy Scriptures.

What Is a Red Letter Bible ?

2/ In the New Testament, the

) words universally accepted

\as those of the Saviour

(are Printed in Red.

, In the Old Testament, the

1j passages quoted by our

< Lord, or directly related to

I incidents to which he re-

ferred, are Printed in Red.

3 I' A Red Star (*) immediately following a verse in the
''' Old Testament indicates that the verse embodies a

( prophetic reference to Christ as the coming Messiah.

Our Red Letter Bible, illustrated above. Contains Full

References ; also a Concordance, Subject Index, and Dic-

tionary—-al! under One Alphabetical Arrangement—
together with Help*, Maps, and Numerous Illustrations.

India Paper LETTER Bible
Weighs Only 20 Ounces

THE text of this Bible is set in Bold-Face Minion, especially
designed for this work. There are 268 pages of Helps

or Concordance and 17 superb Maps. This gem of a
Bible, small in bulk, light in weight, very legible euid Very
Durable, weighs only 20 ounces. It is bound in American
Levant, overlapping edges, red-under-gold, and makes altogether
the handiest and most satisfactory Bible now on the market. For
size of type, size of page and appearance, see above illustration.

We send this superb Bible, together with The Christian
Herald for one whole year, our beautiful 1911 ^ ^^ f\f\Baby Calendar, and a photogravure of $ .^•UU
Louis Klopsch, $3

Something Still Better
IF you can afford to pay $1 more, ask for the same Bible boundm Genume Morocco, Calf Finish, Leather Lining, Silk Sewed
which will wear a Lifetime. This Bible is Eaual to Any
$10.00 Bible, h is Sent withTHE CHRIS-

'^"*' '»^"y
TIAN HERALD for One Year, our beautiful <t A (\(\
1911 BABY CALENDAR, and a photogravure *PXl *^"
of Louis Klopsch. ALL FOUR FOR ONLY ^T

All Charges Prepaid in Every Instance

Our Red Letter Testament
This beautiful volume is the ONLY NEW TESTAMENT

which contains ALL THE WORDS SPOKEN BY OUR
LORD PRINTED IN RED. The Type is Very Clear, and

the Alignment of the Red and Black Lettering Absolutely Perfect.

The Red Letter New Testament is Exquisitely Bound in Amer-

ican Levant, Soft and Flexible, with Overlapping Edges—Red

Under Gold—with Book-mark, making a Compact Volume that

may be Conveniently Carried in the Pocket.

The Red Letter New Testament is Issued in Both the

Authorized and Revised Versions, and is Sent, All

Charges Prepaid, Together with THE CHRISTIAN
HERALD for One Year, our 1911 "Baby" AQ rjQ
Calendar, and a photogravure of Louis *b.^^*
Klopsch, ALL FOUR FOR ONLY ^*^

When otdering, state whether fou
want authorised or Revised Version

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
93 BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK



Modem CaptaiivofPhilanthropy
MLXSull^r^UwLTornd'T'MalteT-C whTh "^ 7T "Xt ^T^'i

He bequeathed ,o ,hem ,he secret of h,s

bled him to carry out to complete trmmph his wond' '''''- "^ to honorable service, and

L^i. 1 ,

•' ' ^ — ' "^'1^-^ """ "vci uiuicuiues mat would havehalted most men. put great resources at his disposal, brought powerful people to his

wor]d"5f
''^

^
'' T7 u"''"' ^r-'' ^I'"^'''''

P^t^"^-^-. cabinets, to further hisworld-wide enterprises-all of this with much more, is disclosed m Mr. Pepper's book
Ihe Life Work of Louis Klopsch is not an ordinary biography it
IS a volume that thrills with its intense human interest and grips the attention

how he used it; how iterful work in almo^ every country on the globe, helped him over difficulties that would have

grips the attenhon
from the first chapter to the close.

We trace, step by step, the grad-
ual development of the immigrant
boy

; we see him as the discoverer
of the great secret almo^ at the
outset of his business career, the
possession of which transfigured

his whole life.

A 20lh Century Hero

!

Guided by Mr. Pepper's vivid

and realistic narration, we travel

with Dr. Klopsch through the

We^ern States in that terrible win-
ter of 1 892-93, when he succored

our starving farmers. Then we go
with him over sea to Russia, on his

famous "mission of bread." We
journey with him to Cuba, where
he set food trains flying to save the

Carving reconcentrados. Now we
spin along with him in a dog-sled

over the frozen meres of Finland in

mid-winter. Anon we wander at

his side among the fever camps of

stricken India, and li^en to words of

comfort for the suffering. We see
him sending forth from the home
ports his food-ships to far distant

lands. We are spectators of his au-
diences with the Kings and Queens
of Italy and Sweden, with the Rus-
sian Emperor at his summer palace
at Tsarskoeselo and with high dig-

nitaries in many lands, receiving

congratulations and decorations.

Reads Like a Romance
The scene changes and we see

him lovingly surrounded by the ten-

ement waifs at the Children's Para-

dise which he created, and he joins

in their games or leads them in song

in tKe Children's Temple. We
stand beside him as he speaks to

the men of the Bowery Mission,

or gives food and kind, sympathetic

words to the gaunt shadowy figures

of the "Bread Line." Like the ma-

I L •
1 T>. 1^1 1 xvr r , , , ,.

gician's carpet in the fable, this
globe with Dr. Klopsch. We feel the thrill of his splendid courage and his enthusiasm, and as we

, ,. .
• " - - .

^ig^ ideals, far beyond the ken of sordid souls—ideals that glorify and ennoble life and make it well
irth hving Read this Great Book for yourself. Send for it to-day and learn and apply the wonderful Secret of a Successful Ufe
iich It Illustrates so well. We will send this Great Book, the LIFE WORK OF LOUIS KLOPSCH, 472 Pages Large

r /^L''o;c5^i'!!J^.i^^'^.^.'''' F'^^"
*""* ^°''^' ^ photogravure of Dr. Klopsch; our beautiful 1911 CALENDAR, and (({O.OOE CHRISTIAN HERALD Weekly for ONE YEAR-FIFTY-TWO ISSUES- All FOUR, shipped to you prepaid, for only J|>^—

Iddress: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 93 Bible House, NEW YORK CITY

Sent, All Charges Prepaid

bnderiul book

in his>re

takes us almo^ around the

campaigns, we get a glimpse of



KEEP IN

TOUCH WITH rooseveltJ
m

The Christian Herald and The Outlook
BOTH MAGAZINES FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

ALL of Mr. Roosevelt's Editorials and articles on National Issues during the coming year will appear in The Outlook

exclusively. By subscribing now you will receive free all of the coming 1910 issues of The Outlook, which means

that your subscription to that magazine will begin now and continue to January 1,1912. The regular subscription price

of The Outlook alone is $3, but by special arrangement The Christian Herald is enabled to make you this offer:

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 52 Issues .

THE OUTLOOK, 52 Issues (including 12 Magazine Numbers) »3
Of course you will disagree witii Roosevelt ia some things—possibly in many

things: lor it is the privilege of every American to have his own opinion on everything

that relates to the national welfare or national politics. Our readers know that

The Christian Herald is and always has been thoroughly independent,

reflecting all shades of opinion and giving impartial presentation to both sides of

every public question. There are multitudes of good Americans who regard

Theodore Roosevelt as "our foremost living citizen," though others may differ, and

it is for the edification of those who so regard him, as well as for those who don't,

that we have made this special arrangement. Christian Herald readers of

both classes, his friends and his opponents, are thus offered an opportunity to know
|

just what this many-sided, strenuous American is doing and saying, for no matter

how you may look at him he is a big newsmaker, and his terse, direct way of
|

doing and saying things—of recklessly poking the truth at you, whether you like
'

it or not—commands respect. Every American should keep posted on national

events, and no one can do this unless he knows just what is happening in the
\

vicinity of Theodore Roosevelt.

OUR RED LETTER NEW TESTAMENT
This Beautiful Volume is the Only New Testa-

ment which contains all the Words Spoken by
Our Lord Printed in RED. It has Clear Type,

is Exquisitely Bound in American Levant, Soft and Flex-

ible, with Overlapping Edges, Red-Under-Gold, makmg
a Compact Volume that may be conveniently carried in

the pocket or hand bag. This Handy Volume is a

Veritable Gem. The type is large and clear, and the

printing is all that you could desire. There is no other

Testament so serviceable as The Red Letter New
Testament, owing to the emphasis it gives to Christ's

own words, and the ease and facility with which one's

favorite passages may be found.

It is 4 X 5 5 8 inches in size, when open it measures

8 inches and weighs 8 ounces. It has gold edges on

red, and 420 pages. From every standpoint we know
you will find it a most delightful acquisition to your

collection of books. We have distributed thousands and
thousands of The Red Letter New Testament.

THE Red Letter New Testament is issued in both
the Authorized and Revised Versions, and is sent,

all charges prepaid, together with The Christian Herald
every week for one year; together with our beautiful
191 1 Calendar, and a photogravure of tf* '^ ^\^\
Dr. Klopsch, ALL FOUR FOR ONLY %P^m%JvJ

Be sure to state whether you want the c^ T^REVISED or AUTHORIZED Version ^\r-aiL

Enchantment for a Hundred Nigtits

HERO TALES
FROM

AMERICAN
LIFE

Measures
When Open
8x12 Inches

TREVELYAN
MiLLER

Would you like to know the Man
who traveled Four Thousand Miles

through Six Bleak Winter Months
to Add Three Stars to the Ameri-
can Flag? Would you like to Shake
Hands with a Woman who Saved
Sixteen Children? Would you like

to look upon the Lad who Rescued
a Thousand Lives in a Storm at

Sea? Would you like to see the

Girl who Sacrificed Her Life for

Honor, and a Boy who Gave His
Life to His Country ? You can

meet these and others in Francis
Trevelyan Miller's Book,
"Hero Tales FromAmerican
Life."

Heroes at Your Fireside

Just think of it! Sitting down at

vour very fireside with Heroes of

War, Heroes of Peace, Heroes of

Conscience, Heroes of Science,

meeting them practically fcce to face in your own home! What a treat these

100 Tales of Heroism will prove when read in the Family Circle!

We have S, 000 conies of this book, and we will fill orders as long as the supply
lasts. Order early to be sure of your copy. Another edition will not be printed.

WE Will Send This Great Book, " Hero Tales," 400 Pages, Large, Clear Type,
Bound in Red and Gold; Our Beautiful 1911 Calendar, a photogravure

of Dr. Klopsch, and The Christian Herald every week for ^^ ^3 t^f^
One Year, ALL FOUR FOR ONLY %^^,yJ\J

ff

History of All Nations"-15 Volumes
How often are you perplexed and annoyed and, perhaps, not a little embarrassed to discover that

you cannot answer or do not understand a question that relates to history already made ? Your children
going to school need accurate information now if you desire their education to be thorough and
accurate. That is the reason why the "HISTORY OF ALL NATIONS" should be in the Home
of every Christian Herald family. These fifteen books cover the world's history from the dawn of
civilization to the most modern important events. They are written in an easy, conversational style, free
from cumbersome references and superlatives and deductions that make most histories dull and difficult

to read. But to dip into any one of the fifteen books is to be swept along amidst the most delightful
personalities that arouse your interest almost to a fever heat and you actually find yourself yearning for
more. To spend hours with the mighty Napoleon and to witness his downfall, is to experience one of
the swiftest changes of sentiment imaginable; and to live with the sad and ever-helpful Lincoln, is to
take a fresh grip on life and its many problems.

1. nn^ nnn
'^j"'' ^ "^ '°'^ '^^ complete set, contaming 338 illustrations, 64 maps, 5,000 large pages,

3,000,000 words; each volume 10 '4^ inches high; weight of set complete, 60 pounds; shelf measure-
ment of set, 20x 10 inches. Bound in beautiful silk-finish cloth, stamped in genuine gold, with the
lettering in gold on a deep red panel. Type is large and clear, and the paper is an especially heavy,
rough-finished stock, having a beautiful texture. Every chapter is subdivided into sections ; subheads
then divide each section. A memorandum of each paragraph is printed on the margin of the page.
t:.asy to locate any event in history— easier than the be^ arranged encyclopedia.
'T'HE FIFTEEN VOLUMES will be sent, vou to pay freight charges, for only $1.00
1 down, and then $1.00 a month for 19 months, less than ZVi cents a day. If the
books do not please you, return them and your money will be refunded.

A Lifelike Portrait of Dr. Klopsch will he prized by all who
knew him and who have been familiar with his wonderful work. PHOTOGRAVURE OF DR. LOUIS KLOPSCH ""•"•s'""" «•* "•>»'« woru. *«« »» throw a single fiower

as elsewhere described in this circular. It is from a photograph taken before Bis fast ilbess, when he was in the full than the tallest Dvramid " R..,n«„j;n,, t J '"'j''.l'''.' l^'*""'
" """'j '"*•'"

^.^'"J,'''"' ,
?'»?""',"'' '"'«''"

Address: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 93 Bible House, NEW YORK CITY



he CtirisUan Herald for 1911.... \
In the coming year The Christian Herald will contain many new and striking features of interest for
the general reader, in addition to its present excellent variety. These will include the following :

To the Highest Bidder, By Florence Morse Kin.rslev.
Don t nnss tins serial story just beginning in The Christian Herald
Mrs. Kiny;sley is the author of Stephen,Titus, Through the Needle's Eye,
The Resurrection of Miss Cynthia, etc. Her new story is better than
these. There is no tiresome introduction ; the storv" moves quickly
from the first jjage to the last, leading the reader with almost breath-
less interest from one telHng incident to another, mitil the climax is

reached. The heroine is one of the most interesting characters that
have come from the brain of any author for a long time. Trying
desj)erately to save the farm from the clutches of a money-lender
who at the same time makes love to her, she raises the mortgage by
resorting to a most astonishing expedient, faces situations' which
would cause less self-sacrificing hearts to quail, but meets and
conquers them—a herf)ine in the small country town of to-day where
great tragedies and comedies are lived out in the white houses on
the green lanes One who has read the manuscript said with
enthusiasm: "The characters are worthy the pen of Dickens." You
cannot afford to pass this great serial unread.

In the Realm of Fiction. Twelve Short Stories by popular authors.
Also a strong dramatic Serial Story at the beginning of the new year.
Among the authors represented in this branch will be Silas Hocliing,
Wilfred (Jrenfell, Eleanor H. Porter, Susan M. Griffiths, E. Ryerson
Young, Margaret E. Sangster, Miss E. L. Gebhard, Florence M.
Kingsley, Kate L'pson (lark and others.

Notable Sermonic Features. The sermonic pages in The Christian
Herald are conceded to be unequaled. From week to week it gives
the very "flowers of i)ulpit eloquence.'" The staff includes Bishops
Quayle, Anderson and Warren, Pastor C. H. Sheldon, Prof. Torrey,
Dr. J. Wili)ur Chapman. Revs. Hugh Black, Newell Dwight Hillis,

Charles F. Aked, C. A. Eaton, J. Balcoin Shaw, Wallace McMullen,
James M. Farrar (of the "Children's Pulpit'"), Dr. James Burrell,
Rev A. B. Simpson, C. H. Parkhurst and others.

In Defense of the Old Bible. A remarkable series of articles by
Clayton Sedgwick Cooijer siiowing how the W'ord is sjireading in our
Homes, our Business Circles and everywhere, notwithstanding
agnostic and infidel assaults. Every article a source of c-heer and
inspiration.

Sketches of Real Life. These articles will be vivid, realistic
Stories of Actual Fact and Experience—not fiction—by Settlement
Workers among the poor in our great cities, all over the country.
They will be copiously illustrated with realistic photographs.

Articles by Famous Specialists. These will be valuable contribu-
tions on topics of universal interest, by men of distinction in special
fields, including Prof. Edgar J. Banks and Prof. Mason P. Young,
noted travelers and Orientalists ; Pastor Charles Wagner, author of
The Simple Life; Hon. C. M. Pepper, Felix J. Koch, John L.
Harbour, Waldon Fawcett and others.

A Continuous World Panorama. From The Christian Herald
staff of Correspondents in every land—the largest of any family
weekly in the world—there will be a succession of entertaining
articles and photographs, describing the social and official life of
different counti-ies.

Young Folks' Department. Miss Janet Porter will begin a special
department for tiie Young. It will be a very unique feature, and is

sure to delight both the little folk and the grown-ups. Miss Porter
has a remarkable talent for entertaining the juveniles, and her articles
and illustrations will i)lease them immensely.

Safeguarding the Public Health. Professor Irving Fisher, of Yale,
will write on the new campaign for the prevention of disease and the
necessity for the establishment of a National Department of Public
Health. This touches closely every family in the land and the articles

should be eagerly read by the heads of all American households.

OUR BEAUTIFUL 1911 CALENDAR
Did you ever see a more bewitc'fiing liftle baby? You can't

help likiiiir lliis one. I)ecause the half-liidden smile is really irre-

sistible. Just stop iotifr enonsrh to look at the eyes— ttiose big
black eyes that fairly fascinate you. This baby is dressed as a

baby should he, in her loose bonnet with the bijr clusterinir bows
lied round Iter sweet, well-fornied chin; and a snug little jacket
with the ine\ itable cropped cape that protects and warms the
little one. The CalendMr lias been exquisitely finished by an

i
absolutely new pliotogravure process, and it is said to be one

« of the first color paintings ever reproduced in this manner.
" The colors are rich and perfectly blended. The baby is painted

^
on a bickground of a soft, shimmering orange; the beautiful

I pale-blue bows give a delightful contrast that produces a perfect

-coniposition; and tlie radiance of a rose-like complexion, a
fehariiiing pink and white cc.mbination so typical of health and

J.

happiness, have been so faithfully reproduced that they melt

and shade one into another in absolute harmony. The min-
iature half-lone shown here is incapable, of course, of conveying
any adequate idea of the Calendar itself, which is 14x18 inches
in size, printed on the heaviest de luxe stock, a dream of artistic

perfeition. Think of the good old memories this little baby
would awaken in your home—memories of the time when those
near and dear to yon were chubby little babies. The Calendar
will be prized by the whole family. The dates are large and
legible. It will be given free with each new and renewal sub-

scription. A photogravure of Dr. Klopsch will be given with

each new and renewal subscription to The Christian Herald.

The Calendar and Photogravure will be sent in a strong mail-

ing tube, and we believe we can safely promise imdamaged
delivery in every case. You may have the Calendar sent to a

different address than j'our own if you so desire. Please be

sure to give us complete shipping instructions.

n't forget that $1.50 pays for THE CHKlSTfAIV HERALD, tfie 1911 Calendar and the Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. This is the biggest bargain in this circular

7
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Tender, Dramatic and Fnll of Charil
THE name of Florence Morse Kingsley, as a writer of Biblical stories, is better known perhaps than that of any other living writer.

^
is the authoress of many famous stories; her "Titus" is said to have had the largest edition of any similar book. In STEPHENlj

SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, Mrs. Kingsley has woven a thrillmg and intensely dramatic story of a lovable character whose life is little kn.i

Beginning with the adventures of two little children, a blind girl and an active, sweet-minded boy, both forlorn, homeless and friendless.le

takes us with them to Jerusalem, in search of Jesus, who the blind little girl belij/es

^^^0^ ^.-<^^8 c^" restore the sunshine to her clouded eyes. Thrown in the midst of many excaig

Actual Size ^^^^0"''^ ^^'::^^^^H ^^^ thrilling climaxes, we reach Jerusalem with our little wanderers, only to find lat,

of Book ^^^^"'^'^^ .,-<^^^^P^^^^ J^^"^ Christ has been crucified. But an accident brings them in coilpf
'^

with Stephen, who is said to possess the power of healing. * "

Pathetic and Toochii
"But she is blind," said Seth, looklnH

wistfully into tlie face of Steplien, "anf
liave come from Egypt, seeking for the I

Jesus who can heal such. A beggar toll
that He was dead, but it is not true?"
The face of Stephen glowed with a si

so angelic that the lad involuntarily c

out with wonder.
"Nay," cried Stephen, "He is not dea< Br !•

'

liveth forever more at the right I ti<i

of God."
I

Then raising his head he looked up iti'

the dazzling blue of tCie sky. "Thou hi'

hast said, 'Lo, I am with thee always ajei:

unto the end of the world,' look now i an
this child who hath sought Thee for heal ig,

through weariness, and thirst, and paii |o,

these many days; and heal her, 1 besc eh
Thee, by the hand of Thy servant, accorr.ig
to her great faith." '

Then stooping, wrhile the 'lad held is

breath with awe, he laid his hands geily,

tenderly, upcn the sightless eyes of i^lit

"In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazar<;i,"

he murmured, "receive thy sight." Ant in

to the dark eyes of the maiden, erstw le-

as irresponsive as soulless leivels, tll'c

flashed a look of intelligence. She gs d
steadfastly into the eyes of the stran ,r.

"Art thou the man Jesus?" she whispcj'd
softly. I

"Nay, my child," he answered. "I am 'il

His servant, Stephen."

A St(M>y That Thrillsj

To follow Stephen as he goes

his way preaching to the poor, minis

ing with deeds of kindness and comni

eration to the needy, heahng the si

comforting the friendless, and mal

all hves brighter and sweeter beca

he lives among them^ is to be chari

and enchanted in a most deligW

way. As the sweetness of his ch

acter lends itself to his manly acts a

unselfish deeds, he draws you to hi

and as you accompany him to the ei

,

your heart overflows with sinc( i

sympathy for one who has becoi;

endeared to you. The story r

"Stephen" is beautifully told. M',

Kingsley has gathered the du^ of tl'S

vanished life, and built from it i

image of its forgotten beauty,

throbs and thrills with emotion ai

tender pathos. From the quiet, peac

ful scenes with the loving apostles,

the stirring and dramatic climaxes,

only a step here and there. You w
marvel at the wonderful and realist

descriptions; the vivid and glowii

imagination of the ^vriter, and above {

her absolute sincerity, will completely captivate you. A special limited edition of STEPHEN, A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, has be€

printed for CHRISTIAN HERALD readers. It is now off the press, and we are.prepared to fill orders promptly. It is a splendidly mac
book, nicely bound in illuminated cloth covers, printed on desirable stock, clear type, the lines set well apart, making the reading eas

and well-suited to almost all kinds of eyes. There are 369 pages in the book and a colored frontispiece. The book,
STEPHEN, A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, will be sent prepaid with THE CHRISTIAN HERALD for ONE YEAR
and a copy of Our Beautiful 1911 CALENDAR, together with a photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, ALL FOUR for only

Address: THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 93 Bible House, NEW YORK CIT

\

Sent, All Charges Prepaid

$1:^



Mo civilizations of the world can compare with
those that have sprung up around the har-
bors of the Mediterranean'. Greece, Italy and

'arthage will always be the wonders of history,

'alestine, however, is different, in that her shore

ine is flat, being indented with only shallow

•stuaries here and there. It is not surprising that

In Joppa's Tropical Gardens

»V\>i

The Door of an Eastern Garden

CI

All That Remains of Ashdod, in Philistia

3y Prof. MASON P. YOUNG. Assiut. Egypt

the songs of sailors putting out to sea are seldom
heard in the records of the children of Israel.

Throughout the history of the Old Testament the
Hebrews had little desire to engage in a commercial
and sea-faring life. The sea spreads out before
them for spectacle, for music, for promise, but
hardly for use. In the Psalms, the straight coast
line serves to illustrate the irremovable limits which
the Almighty has set between sea and land. In the
Prophets, its roar and foam symbolize the futile
rage of the heathen beating on Jehovah's purpose
for the children of Israel. "Ah, the boomings of
the peoples, the multitudes, like the booming of the
sea they boom, and the rushings of the nations like

the rushings of mighty waters they rush. But he
checketh it and it fleeth far away, and is chased like

chaff on the mountains before the winds."
As it was in their literature so it was in their

life—the sea was a barrier, not a highway. From
the first, it was said: "Ye shall have the great sea
for a border." Only three tribes ever touched the
seashore. Dan was "remaining in ships" in De-
borah's time, but he left them for the more secluded
regions of the Jordan valley. No port is mentioned
in connection with Asher and Napthali, the word
"haven" being translated as but a "beach" washed
by the sea. In the building of the temple timber
was brought not to the harbor, but to the sea of

Joppa.
Though nature has been so meagre in the pro-

vision of harbors, no one can deny her beneficence

in the spreading out of the rich plain of Sharon.
This stretches along the sea-coast from the extreme
north to the farthest south, having an average
width of from ten to thirty-three miles. The land
is soft and fertile and has always been one of the

most desirable sections of the Holy Land. As we
pass through the plain, it is dressed in golden wheat
and the harvesters are busy with their scythes.

Nearby, the farmers are plowing with two yoke of

oxen and the late spring cereals are being sown.

Mother earth is yet moist and myriads of flowers are

pushing their heads through and drinking in the

warm sunshine. Among them is the anemone,
pushing its tiny head above the others. This is the

most beautiful of the flowers and the one that man
admires most. It was to this—the most spontan-

eous expression of the divine in nature—that the

inspired writer referred: "I am the Rose of

Sharon and the Lily of the 'Valley." The whole
plain is bathed in sunshine. The shimmering air is

filled with bees and butterflies and with the twitter-

ing of small birds, hushed now and then, as the

shadow of a great hawk blots the haze.

Such a plain, rising through the heat by dim
slopes to the long, persistent range of blue hills be-

yond, presents to-day a prospect of nothing but

fruitfulness and peace. Yet it has ever been one of

the most famous warpaths of history. The north-

ern end opens into the plain of Esdraelon, in the

heart of Galilee, which would connect it with Baby-

lon; and the southern is in easy and direct connec-

tion with Egypt. Along this historical highway
have passed the armies of Thotmes, Rameses, Sen-

nacherib, Cambyses, Alexander, Pompey, Titus,

Saladin and Napoleon.

Not only were these regions afflicted with the

terrors of war; they were frequently swept over

with the most violent ravages of plague. The low
swampy regions of the southern extremity, with

their wells of brackish water and damp atmosphere,

have always been the breeders of disease. It was
here that the Philistines were struck, at a time when
they were in camp against Israel, with "tumors in

the groin and sudden and numerous deaths." Here
Sennacherib's victorious army was infected by
pestilence and melted north like a cloud; here in

Justinian's time, the plague started more than once

across the world. Here a Crusading expedition

showed evidence of plague, and here, in 1779, Na-
poleon's army became infected and carried the

disease into Syria.

In its earliest history, the plain was occupied by

the Canaanites; most of its history, however, is in

connection with the Philistines. This is the only

race the children of Israel never conquered ; but one

with which, during the early part of their history,

they were constantly at war. In her latter period,

Israel lost all desire for the maritime plain and
was contented to remain on her own hills, shut in

from the rest of the world as God's peculiar people.

The threats of prophecy against Philistia were not
from the Israelites, but from Egypt and Mesopo-
tamia. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Zephaniah and Zechariah
speak of the Philistine cities not hotly, as of enemies
to be met in battle, but as victims of divine judg-
ment which hovered over Israel and Philistia alike.

Thus closes the door of Old Testament history.

Syrian Workmen at Dinner

On Sharon's Open Fields

Where Peter Saw the Vision of the Sheet

The Beautiful City of Gaza, Philistia
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"ANY readers of The Christian Herald who
interested in our orphan work in China
read with deep interest this remarkable

letter from one of the missionaries who is now en-

gag'ed in saving the poor little rejected and de-

serted girl waifs. The writer is Rev. O. E. Oberg,
a missionary stationed at Saratsi, and the little

biographical glimpses he gives us of these poor lit-

tle wretched beings are pa-
thetic enough to arouse sym-
pathy even in the hardest
heart. Some of the children

he mentions have died; the

others are now being cared for

in the Saratsi Orphanage,
their support being provided
for by the generosity of Chris-
tian Heralo readers.

Mr. Oberg writes: "Thirteen
girls and one boy have been
rescued from being put to a
cruel death these three months.
They are from the following
places: Paoteo 2, Sharitsing 2,

and Saratsi, with surrounding
villages, 10, orphans. A short
biography of each one of them
may be of interest to their
friends in the United States.

They have got their names
from stars which begin with
'Tien' (meaning heaven) . No.
174, called 'Tien-lui' (heaven
military wall), was born in

Paoteo. She was carried out
from her home by her own
father. Having thrown her on
the ground, he began to beat
her with the dust basket in

which she had been carried to

the place. By good chance, a
kindly man came that way, and
began to make intercession for
the child, but the father refused. Then it turned
out into a quarrel between these two persons, and
would probably have continued with a fight had not
another man mediated between them. A nine-year-
old daughter of Elder Heh heard about it, and took
the poor little baby to the mission station.

"No. 175, 'Tien-pien' (heaven bonnet), was found
outside the west gate of Saratsi. She had probably
been put there on account of sickness, which is a

very common way there of getting rid of sick chil-

dren. She died in the afternoon of the same day.

No. 176, 'Tien-ki' (heaven remember), was brought

here by an old woman, as the parents did not want
her. No. 177, 'Tien-huang' (heaven lake or pool),

was found in a clay pit, near the temple of the god

of wealth. That she had been taken out from such

a place was proved by her muddy and cold body. It

Chinese Waifs at Saratsi, Supported by " Christian Herald " Readers

took time and nursing to get the little body warm
again. But by and by she got well, and is all right

now. She happened to get a very fitting name even
before her story was told.

"No. 178, 'Shan,' was a boy taken from the hands
of his father, when on his way to put the child to

death, by putting opium in his mouth, before leav-

ing him on the ground. He was very weak, and
died on the third day after being brought here. No.

179, 'Tien-chiang' (heaven spear), was found df

titute in a poor home, with a sick mother. No. li

'Tien-uen' (heaven garden), when she arrived w
found to be scorched by the sun, as she had be
lying naked, exposed to the sun for a long time, a
had suffered from its fierce rays.

"No. 181, 'Tien-pan' (heaven class), was cc
demned to death, because there were already othj

girls in the family. No. W
'Tien-p'ai' (heaven plan!
Her story is unknown. S
died when eight days old. ^
183, 'Tien-ch'uang' (heav
couch) , died from apople:
when fourteen days old. N
184, 'Tien-keng' (heaven i

store). Her parents are u
known. No. 185, 'Tien-tsue
(heaven goblet). Parents ai

story also unknown.
"No. 186, 'Tien-chian

(heaven river), was supposi
to be an 'unlucky child,' w!i

would bring affliction to tl

family, and was therefore n
jected. No. 187, 'Tien-ch'ie
(heaven coin), was brought
the chapel in Paoteo, but \

have no statements about h€
"Pray that these little sta

may 'shine for ever and cveji

and, in the right hand of tlj

Lord, lead many wise and u
wise men 'from the east to J
rusalem'—which is above.
"We have now succeeded

buying a place for the orphai
by the side of our mission st
tion. There were some oi|

houses, which have been mo;
or less repaired for use in ti

nearer future, till we get nei

houses built. As the place nc
insufficient, we hope to have mo:

we make up a plan for ne

ijpte

na
Ifcrli

|ioth(

us

jva:

Ifitli

\mm

ai

me,

»?er
purchased is

ground before
buildings.
"Of the 118 children alive, 35 have been takeA^sa

from their nurses, and are now living in their nei ie.

home. 'It is not the will of your Father which i

in heaven that one of these little ones should perisli

[Readers interested in Chinese orphan work shoul
write to The Christian Herald forall information.

TO TWm MSGMIEST BS: )]£ Continuedfrom page 1/18
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"Will I?" said Jimmy hopefully.

Peg thrust his spade into the ground.
"Guess I'd better walk over t' the

house' with you, an' see if the's any-
thin' I c'n do," he said briefly.

Barbara was setting the table with
quick darting movements of her little

figure when the two came in range of
the kitchen door. She paused ab-
ruptly at sight of them.
"You must come in and eat your

dinner quick, Jimmy," she called, "or
you'll be late to school!"
"You g'wan in, Cap'n," Peg urged in

a diplomatic whisper. "I guess she's
pretty nigh all right. But I wouldn't
pester her none 'bout that letter ef I

was you. Mebbe she'd ruther not talk
'bout it yet."
The child stole into the kitchen with

hanging head and sat down at the ta-
ble spread for two. He was very much
ashamed of himself in the stormy
light of Barbara's gray eyes; but Mr.
Morrison's remarks concerning the
Maker of the universe appeared wor-
thy of passing on. He fortified him-
self with a large slice of brown bread
and butter, thickly overlaid with ap-
ple-sauce.

"It couldn't have been very 'portant,
Barb'ra," he said blandly.
The girl faced about in the act of

taking two boiled potatoes out of a
saucepan.
"But it was, Jimmy. I know that

much; and I can't read it."

"Peg says there's Somebody a-look-
in' out for things, an' He made that
letter fall out of my pocket."

"Peg," interrupted Barbara wrath-
fully, "knows nothing about it."

" 'N' He let it rain, too," pursued
Jimmy determinedly. " 'N' He let the
ink run, 'n' the mud get on it. Do
you want me to tell you who it was?
Do you, Barbara?"

"Well, who do you suppose it was?"
"God!" exploded the child dramati-

cally. "Peg said
"
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"I don't want to hear what Peg said.

He doesn't know."
"I shall put it," said the child, "in

red ink, in my Vallable Inf'mation

book. It is a vallable inf'mation."

"It would be, if it was true."

"An' if it isn't true, it's a vallable
inf'mation. I'll put it down that way."

"I would," advised Barbara gloom-
ily. Then she repented herself and
stooped to kiss the child's quivering
lips. "Anyway," she said, "I love you;
and you didn't mean to lose the letter."

After Jimmy's inquisitive blue eyes
were tight shut that night, Barbara
examined the blurred sheet once more,
holding it between her eyes and the
bright light of the lamp. A word
here and there appeared to emerge
from the chaos, where the sharp pen-
point had bitten the paper.

"—never forgotten," was tolerably
distinct. Then followed a hopeless
blur of brown earth stain and purple
ink. But further down the page she
read,
"Write—if you "

That was all, except his name,
"David Whitcomb," at the foot of the
page.
The postmark had resisted the spoil-

ing of both rain and mould, and read
distinctly, as AI Hewett had declared,
"Tombstone, Arizona," in a blurred
circle, with the date "April 2" and the
hour of stamping "2—P.M."
With a sudden glad impulse Bar-

bara pulled a sheet of paper toward
her.
"Dear David (she wrote) : Your let-

ter just reached me, but I can only
read a part of it, because "

She paused and hesitated, then went
on firmly:
"Jimmy lost it and it lay out under

a bush in the rain for more than a
week. I can make out onlv a few
words here and there, but these few
tell me that you have not forgotten
and that you want me to write to you."

30, 1910. Page 1128

The girl paused to draw a deep,
wondering breath.

"I can't tell you how strange it

seems to be writing to you, because I

have been thinking of you, David, for
nearly three years as dead. They said
you were lost on a trail in Alaska.
And I thought it must be true. But
your letter—even though I can't read
it—has brought me the assurance that
you are not in some far-away heaven,
where I have tried to pictuz'e you^
David, but on earth "

She stopped short, laid down her
pen and listened breathlessly. She
fancied she had heard the child's voice
calling her from the room above. She
glided noiselessly to the foot of the
stair, and listened. Her slight figure
seemed to melt, spirit-like, into the
shadows. It was very lonely in the
old house.
The tall clock on the stair-landing

ticked loud and solemnly in the still-

ness, and the wind in the budding trees
without swept past the house with a
long sighing breath. The girl shiv-
ered as she listened, then she went
quickly back to the sitting-room with
its cheerful circle of light and draw
curtains.

She mailed her letter the next morn-
ing, passing the great Jarvis man-
sion on her way to the post-office with
averted looks. On the sixteenth morn-
ing thereafter she received back her
message to David Whitcomb, with the
words printed across the envelope
"Not called for." She scarcely knew
how much she had been expecting
from David till her own unopened let-
ter reached her with the effect of a
door shut in the face of entreaty.

It was on that same day, as she
walked slowly toward home leaving
her fruitless letter in a trail of tiny
white fragments behind her, that the
high-stepping bay horse and red-
wheeled buggy again passed her. She
looked up involuntarily, her face white
and sad, to receive a cold stare and

curt nod from the man on the higi ffor

seat. His whip-lash curled cruellj

around the slender flank of his horS
as he passed, and the sensitive creal

ij

ure sprang forward with a lunge ant

a quiver, only to receive a second an* '^.

third stinging cut from the lash.

Barbara straightened herself as sh
jf

,

watched the light vehicle disappeai
jst,,!

around a turn in the road.
She was thinking with a vague ter

i'or that so he would have torturer,

and driven her, cruelly, with no hop^

of escape. She was not prepared ti

see him return almost immediately a
the same furious speed, and still lesi

for his words as he pulled up his foam'
ing horse.
"Get in," he ordered her roughly, ".

must speak to you."
She looked up at him, her gray eye;

sparkling defiance from under theii

long curling lashes.
"No," she said loudly, "I will not.'

"Will not?" he repeated. "But ]

say you shall listen to me."
She walked on quietly. He stared

after her with a muttered oath, as if

half minded to»go on. Tlien he leaped

down, jerked his horse roughly to the

fence rail, tied him fast, and strode

after the slim figure in the shabby
black gown.
He overtook her in a few long

strides. She turned to face him in the

middle of the muddy road.
"I told you I would leave you to

yourself. I meant to. I intended to

let you be frightened, harassed, driven

to the wall; but I can't," he said in

a low, choked voice. "I—love you !
I

love you! Do you hear me?"
She shrank back trembling before

the man's white face and blazing eyes.

"I never knew before what it was
like to—to love," he stammered. "Bu
I do now. What did you mean by sa}'_

ing that you would not—sell yourself

for a worn-out farm? Sell yourself

—

to me? Why, girl, I'd give you all that

Continued on page 1130
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Giitm Boys aimdl Girls G^m MaSl©

Sailor Coaater

* GREAT many best Christmas

x gifts can be made from odds and
nds around the house, and believe me,

boys and girls, I, as
an "older," know
that mother and
father, aunts and
uncles, yes, and all

the little brothers
and sisters, too, if

they were old enough
to think of it, would
rather have a pres-
ent you had made
yourself that was

:5ally useful or lots of fun to play
ith, than almost any pretty little

:iing that you might go and buy. For
Kample:

Useful Christinas Boxes

I know a boy who for gifts this
rhristmas has already made a shoe-
)X for his father, a mending-box for
s mother, a shirtwaist box for his

ster, a strong wood-box to put by the
jbrary fire (there are ten in all), out
common soap-boxes. These boxes

ce of various sizes, covered inside and
it with bright cretonne. Raw edges
id seams are hidden under narrow
d braid held in place with brass-
taded tacks an inch apart. The lids

e fastened on with decorative brass
nges and hasps, and underneath the
petonne, on the top of the boxes, there
e several layers of cotton batting.

^ A Variety of Bags

Bags are sure to be useful and ac-
ptable.

A neat, pretty work-bag that any
_*!] tndy girl can make, an old-fashioned
'™| ticule, a gay little bag to hang on
^ e bureau for soiled handkerchiefs

id collars, a laundry bag, shoe-bag,
irning bag, a party bag for slippers
id favors and fan, little linen bags
r bru.shes and combs, hairpins, and

KO^ap for your friend who is going trav-
,ng. A sturdy denim school-bag
th an outside pocket and bound
und with leather, for the little sis-

r; a string-bag for the pantry; a
oom-bag for the broom, and so on
id on; there is almost no end to the
t of gay bags that are not only

* ^ liristmassy but are a pleasure to

ake and a pleasure to receive.

Artistic and Easily Made
' (JTheif are many ways of using blot-

frs. Get two or three large sheets of

^ fe;ht and dark green or light and dark
i lue blotting paper. Cut the light

feet into smaller right angle oblongs
|id mount on darker oblongs. Join
e blotters by tying them with a piece

narrow ribbon, paste a little cal-

*'««*dar or a photograph of some poet or

o*Biriter on the upper side.

lie

Table Book Rack

Cravat Holder

Large sheets of good colored blot-
ting paper made up with a cardboard
back of silk or flowered muslin, make
very nice portfolios or letter books.
White blotters laid between thin boards
and tied loosely with a ribbon are just
the thing for the friend who is fond
of wild flowers and likes to mount
specimens.

A Table Book-Rack

Take a strip of
board 15 inches long,
hinge onto either end
of it uprights 4^4
inches high. Stain
with walnut or ma-
hogany stain.

Cravat Rack and Pin Holder

Wrap and trim a 1% inch cardboard
mailing tube with bright ribbons. Red

and white is always
effective.

Lay a piece of cot-

ton batting 10 x 4

inches between a bit

of fancy silk and a
piece of any soft

white woolen mate-
rial cut the same
size. Bind the edges

with ribbon, sew a half yard of ribbon
onto one end with which to tie the
holder when folded. Fill with many
sizes and varieties of pins.

Four Pretty Sachets

Cut a fine handker-
chief into quarters.

Lay a square of cotton

batting over each
quarter, sprinkle with
one part sachet and three parts pow-

dered orris. Fold into a triangle. Whip
narrow lace around the edges.

A Kimono Sacque

In the centre of a

2 7-inch square of

white cashmere or

henrietta cloth, cut

a round hole four
inches in diameter,
and proceed tocut the

cloth in a straight
line to a corner of

Turn a one-inch hem
around all edges
and sew on a broad
bias band of silk;

blue, violet or pink
are the prettiest coi-

Kimono Sacque

the square.

ors for this purpose. Bind the neck with
narrower ribbon, leaving 14 inches at
each end for a bow. To make the
sleeves, join with short lengths of the
narrower ribbon the points aa, bb; see
diagra. _.

Small Pressing Board

Plane a piece of pine board 6 in. by
2^/^ ft. Bevel the edges and brace
two uprights at 4 and 6 inches, respect-
tively, from the end. On top of the
uprights fasten a smooth one-inch
board with rounded edges, 7 inches at
the widest point, 4

inches at the nar-
rowest, and cover
smooth and tight
with white flannel.

Fasten with tacks. Small Pressing Board

A Nursery Quilt or Table Cloth

On to two yards of bright colored
denim, sew an 8-inch border of darker
demin. Cut out of books and maga-
zines pictures of animals, and trace
the outlines onto demin or muslin of a
contrasting color, and applique these
designs with feather-stitching around
the border. This idea may be varied,
using illustrations from fairy-tales or
any comical pictures that would be
effective. A very charming effect can
be got with animals and children scat-

tered irregularly or in little groups,
and appliqued over the surface.

A Sailor Coaster

Make a pair of runners of one-inch
hickory, 40 inches long and 8 inches
high, smooth off the runners to a good
angle, and nail strips of barrel iron

along the lower edge. Take a %-inch
board, 3 feet long, set the runners 18
inches apart and nail them on to the

board. Allow about 2% inches of the
top to project on either side. For your
sail, set an upright about a yard and a

half high, fasten a light boom in a

groove in the mast. See illustration.

There is no end of fun in a Sailor

Coaster.

For the Little Brothers and Sisters

One of the nicest gifts a boy can
make for his little brothers and sisters

is a doll-house and furniture. The
diagrams on this page need little ex-

plaining or stated dimensions. They
were really made from half a dozen
cigar boxes in the odd moments of less

than ten days, by a clever boy fourteen

years old.

'A

T'
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MOIRE FRHZES AHB MAHY FIRHZJE ^WEMHEM^
Dear Boys a.nd Girls :

Because you are entering

so enthusiastically into our
Prize Contests, we know
that you like them, and
straightway we are plan-

ning a surprise for you.

We are going to publish

risht here, for you all to

I
] r»wn hy (il.idsrs Clige see and enjoy, a page of

**'"'" your own best work. This
, splendid opportunity. I will tell you more

rpbut it next week, so be on the lookout.

[llSTour letters are a dear delight to me, and
shall each one hear from me in some spc-

f.1
way, between now and Christmas.

Prize Winners

ae of the I'RI/.E WINNERS in our con-

It of November 9 are:

Ifflss Sarah Atkins, Milton, Del. ; Miss Gladys
I

i*

Cockrane. Hesperia, Mich. ; Miss Elizabeth

,
jnes, Baltimore, Md. ; Miss Vcre Grant, Ben-

f.'ivllle. Ark. ; Miss Dorothy Hooper, Aberdeen,
i D. : Miss Carroll D. Ganer. Bellville, O. ;

Master Fred Meyer, Calmar, la. ; Master Her-

bert P. Ramsey, Washington, D. C. ; Master

Vernon Doddridge, Centreville, Ind. ; Master

Albert Kent, Hillsdaie, N. J. ; Miss Gladys

Clegg, Montclair, N. J. ; Miss Ruth C. Linton,

Cross Roads, Md. ; Miss Ruth Rollins, Elgin.

Minn. ; Miss Alice Gettel, Bay Port, Mich. ;

Miss Kathryn Cole, Maxwell. la. ; Miss Rebecca

Barkley, Wilmington, Del. ; Master Carl Lund-

(luist. Maple Plain, Minn. ; Master Floyd B.

Huffman, McConnelsville, O. ; Master Joy

Cross, Mitchell, S. D.

The answer to the Problem Puzzle is : The
aunt was 45 years old when the niece was 15.

Sarah Atkins, of Milton, Del., won first prize.

Gladys Clegg, aged 10, of Montclair, N. J.,

received the prize for the best answer to the

Mother Goose Rebus.

Here is another Rebus for you all to guess

;

Draw a picture of the answer. Put your name,

age and address clearly on your work, and send

it in by the fifteenth of December, to Miss

Porter, 91 Bible House, New York. The first

prize will be a beautiful Christmas book; also

20 supplementary rewards for next best draw-

ings in order of merit.

Rebus
My first is as old as old can be;
My second is dearest of all to me

;

My third is a name, and ray whole, quick as

wink.
Went from pillar to post getting victuals and

drink for a dog.

The Good-Night Verse

The Good-Night Verse for this week is from
Coleridge's Ancient Mariner.

He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small

;

For the dear God who loveth us
He made and loveth all.

With heartiest, happiest greetings to every
one of my boys and girls in the big Christian
Herald Family, who shall be joining with us

in our good times together, I am, lovingly and
faithfull.v always.

Your Aunt in the Cozy Corner,

Soeiy

'c//nJj^r

tple)C'on
Con
^^ J When young she glories in

^^^•^^ the velvety softness and clear, fresh

beauty of her face;—she is admired by all who
look upon its loveliness. As years pass she strives to

ward off the effects of age, to retain the radiancy of
her youth.—We cai> assist her far more than she
may believe until she tries faithfully this pure, harm-
less and time-honored lotion

HINDS
Honey and Almond

CREAM
Its refreshing action is immediate; its cleansing!

purifying, tonic properties soon remove all sallow,

dry, unhealthy conditions ; every eruptive blemish is

overcome, and the skin takes on the soft, smooth,
fair and healthy appearance that all women so
fondly cherish.—Hinds Cream is not greasy and is

Positively Guaranteed Not to Grow Hair.

It quickly relieves chapping and winter roughness.

Unequalled for baby's skin troubles. By far the

best for men's faces after shaving.

BOc in bottles at your dealer's, or postpaid
by us for same amount if not ohtainaiile.
Avoid substitutes. They may disappoint.

Write us now (or a Free Trial Bottle

A. S.
90 West St.,

HINDS
Portland, Maine

nooPERls\,^ '^CG Ui* PAT OFF. %^J

jSpring-Needle

9MKS±^''Ei

I
The daintiest, most

exclusive Underwear
for women ever made.

Soft, sheer and elastic

—stylish, glove-fitting

and durable. Launders
perfectly.

The *'Gaiizrib" Vest
here illustrated is finished with
SM in. of genuine hand crocheted
lace. We guarantee fabric, finish
and workmanship.
Send§2.00forsample "Gauzrib"
Vest in a pretty Christmas box.
If you are not delighted with it

—if you don't feel and know
there is nothing to compare with
it, return it and get your money
back. But you will want to keep
it, and buy half a dozen more for
your friends. "Gauzrib" is an

ideal Christmas gift—something every
dainty woman appreciates—sometliing
wliichwill not beduplicated. Order to-day
This same vest, identical In fabric and

Workmanship but with less elaborate

trimming, one dollar. Sample of fab-

ric and illustrated booklet on request.

COOPER MFG. CO. Dept^'G" Bennington,Vl

The' Hello" Puzzle
CAN YOU RING OFF?

Fun for the whole family. Th
newest brain-teaser. Ytui simpi
can't drop it until you have removci
tlie steel ring from the fibre disc

Easy when you know how. but—

!

Send 15 cents, stamps or coin, fo

sai«ple and our CatalopuejNn. 12'.!
,

of liiOO useful and Miiuising novel-

ti^ suitahU' for riiristnias.
Tlie >. Y. N<>ws (OFiipany
Dept. 77, 15 Warre» Street, NewYork
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BRASS BED
it^JTiC- ONLY

• ON APPROVAL
IfBEIOHT PAID

B'
MSHOP (GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.) sell

this beautiful genuine brass ($40.00) Bed,
Colonial style. Direct to you for $19.50,

returnable at our expense and your money
refunded if not found satisfactory and worth
double our price. Or. we will send the Bed
with guaranteed sprinsrs and Cotton -felt
Mattress complete for $29.50 (worth $80.00).
It is a foll-Bized double Bed i ft. 6 In. wide by 6 ft.

4 in. long, with heavy 2-mch continuous Pillars —
your choice of bright or ''SJitin" finish, both guar-
anteed for ten years.
Bishop's Book of Correct Styles contatna

colored plates of artistically furnished rooms in
''period" and modern designs, illustrates and de-
scribes oyer 1,000 styles or dependable furniture,
priced one-ttiird below ordinary retail values.
Send 35 cent-s in stamps for the book on ap-

proval (we credit this amount toward your first

purchase). We will refund the postage if you do
"On Approval not find it a correct and valuable guide to fm niture

Freight Prepaid buying.
We ship on npproi:il and prepnj liciKlit to all points east of the Mississippi River and north of the

leniiessee Line, allowing freight tliat far to points beyond. Write to-day. Keferences, any Grand Rapids Bank.

BISHOP FURNITURE COMPANY, 21 to 33 Ionia Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Christmas Gift!

Brass Candlestick

Solid Brass, perfect proportions,

delicate lines, beautiful design that

appeals to people of discriminating

taste. A useful ornament. Fin-

ished in Polished Brass, Old
Brass and Antique Bronze.

7% Inches High

Price $3.00 each, or
$5.50 per Pair. Sent
Express Prepaid.

B. BADGER & SONS CO.. 75 Pitt St.. Boston, Mass.

The Laymen's
Missionary

Movement
Urges upon all churches the use of Prayer-Topic
Duplex Envelopes of

Tlie Duplex Envelope System
(Richmond, Va.)

Envelopes on the back of which is printed
the uniform Prayer-schedule adopted by the
Laymen's Missionary Movement. Samples
and an interesting and informing descriptive
booklet free on request. {fVe employ no
solicitors. )

DUPLEX—RICHMOND, VA.

Copyrijht 19in. hy Patriot Publishing Co., Sp:

Who Was There Whom You Knew
wm^ama^^^mt ^^m^^m^^mt ^^^^^^^ammm i^^^^^^^^a^^ ^^^^m^^ n^^^^^^^^^

Look with care at this ghostly picture—this strange old Civil War photograph.

Perhaps among these Union soldiers about to venture into Petersburg—or among
the besieged Confederates who tensely waited for the fire of this gun—which

roared destruction five minutes after this photograph was taken—perhaps, in that

dread place, someone near and dear to you moved and fought and fell.

To every American who gazes on a scene like this comes a sense of his own
heritage, for the great Crisis that tested both North and South found neither

wanting' in skill or courage, and made our national Government, our unity,

brotherhood and character.

But where did we get that war photograph ? Why do we print it here ? That
makes a story in itself; for in securing this picture we secured three thousand

five hundred more—an astonishingly vivid panorama of the greatest struggle in

modern times.

We will send you that story well printed and illustrated by more pictures.

Read this

:

How We Got the 3,500 Unique

Civil War Photographs

From Sumter to Appomattox—a camera and a
dark-room, under protection of Allan Pinkerton and
the Secret Service, followed the armies and the navies

^ through the Civil War. The 3,500 photographs taken
^k were bought by the United States Government^ for $30,000 and promptly buried in the War

J, jj ^^ Department, an important part of our secret

u-ijo ^k records. But the great camera genius who
REVIEW ^. took the photographs kept a duplicate set

for himself. When he died, these too
were lost—until nearly fifty years after

k^ the war they were found again. How
^^ they were taken—how they were lest

—

^k how they were found again—how the

t\7*2Trint7oV/„^'j''n.";iy\ REVIEW OF REVIEWS secured theiTl,

discovered Brady Civil War ^ 13 a wonderiul story that Can t be
photographs, ready for frani- ^ told liere.
ing and contained in a hand- ^ li*.«j»i. _i j j»l.
.ome portfolio. Alsosendmethe X ^"* read the panel and send the
Btory of these photographs and tell X coupon at once and you 11 get the
me how I can get the whole collec- ^k vrhole story.
tion for the value of one photograph. ^ Dr\rir\ir /-kr- r>T-\7-ll7l»lc
I enclose lOcts. tocovercostof mailing. X KtVILW OF REVIEWSX COMPANY

^k 13 Aster Place, New York
Address ^^^^^^i^^^H^i^^^^^i^^^^^

OF REVIEWS
COMPANY

13 Astor Place,

New York. N. Y.

Name

FREE '^ I'liotoi^i'spiiic

MH^ Reproductions

For the Cost of Msiiling

To give you some idea of
the bifjness of this work we
have chosen 12 of the photo-
graphs at random, repro-
duced them carefully, and
enclosed them in a handsome
portfolio. These 12 we will

send you free for the cost of
postage. Even these samples
will be valuable acquisitions.

Of course we cannot pror
mise you one of these port-
folios iinless we hear from
you before our supply is gone.
We cannot afford to make
up another edition. So you
had bettej' send the coupon
at once and make sure of
this splendid addition to your
library.

Continued from -page 11X8

I have—and my soul for—Listen ! I'll

do anything you say, if you'll only

marry me. I'll give you a dozen farms.
I'll

"

"Stop!" cried Barbara, her face

slowly whitening. "I—I am sorry I

said that. I didn't mean "

"Do you mean that you'll marry
me ? Barbara—Barbara !

"

His eyes devoured her.

"Listen!" he went on. "I've put in

ten such days and nights as I never
expected to spend in this or any other
world."
He gripped her by the arm.
"You—must love me," he stormed.

"I—I can't give you up!"
His shaken voice dropped into a low,

pleading tone.

"You'll not believe it, Barbara. But
I—didn't know what it was like to

love any one. Why should I? I married
for money—I'm not ashamed to tell

you. But, Barbara! Barbara!"
The words rang out in a stifled cry,

as he read the fear—the aversion—in

hers.

She writhed out of his grasp, her
breath coming and going in little gasps.

"Stop!" she cried. "I—can't lis-

ten!"
She clutched at the fence lail as if

she feared his violence.

He folded his arms quietly, his face
grown suddenly rigid.

"Something has happened since the
other day," he said. "What is it?"

She was silent.

He took two long steps and stood
over her, big, powerful, threatening.
"You shall answer me. Who or

what is it that has come between us?"
Again he waited for her to speak:

but she stood mute with bent head.
His clenched hands dropped at his

side.

"You'll not answer me," he said, in
a cold, hard voice. ' "Well, be it so;
go your way, and I'll go mine. But

—

I shall not give you up. You're killing
yourself with hard work; it is I who
force you to it. I am your master.
You can't escape me!
"You are not my master!" she said

wildly. "I'm free—free!"
He turned without another look at

her, his savage heel grinding an in-
nocent clover blossom into the mud of
the road.

VIII

Barbara stole softly down the
creaking stair in the gray obscur-
ity of dawn, her shoes in one hand, a
smoking candle in the other. There
was much to be done, much to be
thought of, and Jimmy must not wake
up to hinder for two full hours yet.

It was cold in the kitchen and the
faint pink light streaming from the
east shone in uncertainly through
misted panes. Barbara sat down, her
red lips sternly compressed, her dark
brows drawn into a frowning line
above her eyes, and applied herself
briskly to lacing up her shoes. It was
a relief to be accomplishing something-
real, tangible, after the whirling mist
of dreams from which she had emerged
shaken and breathless. Dreams of
any description seldom visited Bar-
bara's healthily tired brain, but the
vanished darkness of the past night
had been haunted with confused vis-
ions. Now Stephen Jarvis was pur-
suing her through trackless forests,
where long branches reached down
like crooked, grasping hands. Always
she managed to elude her pursuer
and always he followed, his panting
breath in her ears, till suddenly stum-
bling and falling thi-ough a vast cre-
vasse in the darkness she found herself
on a wide plain, starred with narcissus,
swaying spirit-like in the bright air;
high over head white clouds floated and
the winds of May blew cool fragrance
into her face. Then, with the wild
irrelevancy of dreams, she heard the
raucous voice of Thomas Bellows, the
auctioneer from Greenfield Centre,

shouting something indistinguishal
in the far distance. She was at hoi
now, hurrying in anxious haste frc
room to room to find everything emp
and desolate and the sun shining
through dimmed window-panes on t

bare floors. Outside on the lawn a co
fused pile of household furnitui
books and carpets, looking sadly wo
and old in the pitiless light of dj
were being rapidly sold under the hai
mer.
"Here you are, ladies an' gents

shouted the auctioneer; "lot numb
twenty-four, a strong, healthy youi
woman, kind an' willin'! A good co^

an' housekeeper; How much am I c

fered? Come, ladies, let me hear vo
bids!"

^

The faint light of morning touchh
her closed eyelids like a cool finger-t
aroused the girl to a consciousness
reality (if indeed the experiences
this mortal life be more real thi
dreams) . She rose at once, dressi
hastily, and having by now finished t
lacing up of her shoes stood gazing o
at the familiar door-yard with gatb
ed brows.

"I ought," said Barbara half aloJB""
in the silence of the kitchen, "to 1 «"'

good for something." She looked dov
at her young strong hands, han
skilled in many uses, her forehead st

puckered with unaccustomed thought
Then she opened the back door, quit

ly, for she was still mindful of tl

sleeping child above, and went out in
the frosty dawn. A robin was singh
loudly in the top of the budding el

down by the gate.
"Cheer up! Cheer up!" the jubilai

bird voice seemed to be saying. The
the song ceased and the strong bro\^
wings spread and carried the voii

toward the dawn, which now flur

long streamers of rose and go
athwart the frigid blue of the sky,
bright, cold moon swung low in tl

v/est and the distant houses of tl

village, huddled close among dark folc

of the hills, began to send up delica
spirals of smoke which ascended ar
hung motionless in mid-heaven, lil

un^hriven ghosts.
Peg Morrison was washing the m'

off the wheels of the old buggy to tl

tune of Denis, lugubriously wafted
the winds of morning through his nosi
"Peg!" cried Barbara in her imper

ous young voice.
The Old man stopped short, an apol(

getic smile overspreading his feature
"Good mornin', Miss Barb'ry,"

said. "A nice, pleasant mornin', ain
it? Thinks, s' I, I'll wash up this 'e;

buggy an' make it look 's well 's I ki;

Then, mebbe, 'long towards afternoo
I'll git 'round t' call on th' Hon'rabl
Stephen Jarvis. I reckon I

"

"No," interrupted Barbara decidedl;
"You mustn't do that. It wouldn't d
any good," .';he added, in anticipation c

protest.

"It's th' matter o' th' onions I wa
thinkin' o' bringin' to his attention,
said Peg, raising his voice. " 'F I c'

prove to th' Hon'rable Stephen Jarvi •
that onions '11 raise that consarne
mortgage within one year f'om dati

I
"

lorl

Jloi

Yo:

»S11J

It III

"Peg," protested Barbara indignant
ly, "How do you suppose I'm ever goin.

to train Jimmy to speak properly i

you persist in using such language?
"Meanin' th' exnression 'consarned

o' course. Miss Barb'rv," acquiesce
the old man meekly. "You're right,

ain't no manner o' business to us

such words b'fore ladies."

To be continued

Likes the Paper Greatly

We received your valuable pr|

miums and wish to express our thanl|

and appreciation. We are also ve;

much pleased with The Christia3

Herald and will gladly recommend -i

wherever we have the opportunity.
Edmonton, Alta. MRS. J. E. NiX
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I the greater city and elsewhere by
ti inisters in their sermons, who en-

t rsed the good work of humanity in

; lich the Mission is engaged and rec-

iji imended it to the Christian support
.. all. Among these ministers were
9 jv. Robert H. Kelley, pastor of the

S jdford Street M. E. Church, West
a.jurth Street, New York City; Rev.

g Dbert R. White. Faith Presbyterian

8
lurch, West Forty-eighth Street,

ew York City ; Rev. Kenneth C. Mac-
I rthur, Tremont Baptist Church, New
ork City; Rev. William Ackroyd,
Tanes" M. E. Church, West Forty-
•urth Street, New York City; Rev.
arlan G. Mendenhall, West Twenty-
lird Street Presbyterian Church,
ew York City; Rev. Henry L. Mottet,

hurch of the Holy Communion,
'ew York City; Rev. J. Herman Ran-
ill, Mount ^lorris Baptist Church,
ew York City; Rev. Junius B.

emensnyder, Madison Avenue Luth-
•an Church, New York City; Rev.
I^illiam C. Stinson, Bloomingdale Re-
armed Church, New York City; Rev.

7m. H. Gatcn, Chapel of the Inter-

ission, Trinity Parish, Broadway and
ne Hundred and Fifty-eighth Street,

&n York City; Rev. A. H. Evans,
/est Presbyterian Church, New York
ity; Rev. E. L. Fox, People's Home
ihurch. East Eleventh Street, New
'ork City; Rev. Andrew Magill, Re-
)rmed Church, Pierrepont Street,
rooklyn; Rev. G. J. Klipfel, Second
erman Baptist Church, Brooklyn;
lev. Minot C. Morgan, Central Pres-
yferian Church, Summit, N. J.; Rev.
harles 0. Wright, Emanuel Baptist
hurch, Ridgewood, N. J.; Rev. C. J.

reenwood, Westfield, N. J., and the
Lev. Robert P. Kreitler, Church of the
;scension. Mount Vernon.
I This anniversary of the Bowery
lission has riveted the attention of
hinking people on the social problem
f the unemployed. Here, as Superin-
2ndent Hallimond .said, men gather
'ot only from all parts of America, but
rom the four quarters of the earth,

''hey read about the wealth and splen-

'ors of the metropolis of the Western
Vorld; they dream of it as an El Do-
ado, a land flowing with milk and
'oney, and they direct their footsteps
hither. As a consequence. New York
3 in certain parts the most congested
,ity in the world. In these parts,
yhich are covered principally by the
^]ast Side and the Bowery, men and
Vomen herd and huddle together under
he worst conditions, in quarters where
he sunlight never enters, where the
iir is poisonous and where disease and
leath lurk in every crevice and corner.

•Sometimes four and five and more
'amilies occupy a single room, cook,

Jjat, wash and sleep in it. Others who
ire unemployed wander up and down
In summer's heat and winter's cold, liv-

Cng
on chauity. New York is the city

»f gilded misery for the poor and the
infortunate. To the man out of work,
without money and without influence,

ramping the streets from' early morn-
ing till late evening. New York, with
ill its teeming population, is as an arid
iesert with no speck of green to re-

fresh the eye or drop df water to cool

^he parched tongue. Yet in this desert
jf the unfortunates here and there,

bhough far between, are to be found
30me oases. Of these the Bowery
Mission is the most prominent. For
aver thirty years it has stood as a
haven of shelter, refreshing the unfor-
tunates both in body and in soul. No
scrimination is made at the Bowery
ission as to race, creed, class or caste.

The only passport to its doors is mis-

'qrtune. Within the past thirty-two
"months the Mission Labor Bureau has
secured employment for almost ten

thousand men and not one per cent, of

these have been failures.

h.

From November to April the Mis-
sion supports the Bread Line. In the
depth of winter sometimes this Bread
Line is 1,500 to 2,000 strong—an army
of homeless, hopeless, hungry men and
boys. Each one gets a warm cup of
good coffee and a warm grasp of the
hand from the genial, big-hearted
superintendent and is made to feel that
he is still recognized as a human being
and a brother man. He is helped to
work and to a better life and a nobler
manhood. There are thousands who
have gone through this experience and
who, when they look back on the past,
can say with grateful hearts, "God
bless the Bowery Mission!"

The Decline in Meat Prices

DURING the second week of Novem-
ber, a general reduction in the

price of meats and other stock-yard
products took place throughout the

country. The drop was from 10 to 15

per cent. The following table shows
the difference between lately prevail-

ing prices and those that ruled on
November 18:

Present price. Former price.

Sugar 5c. 5 '.ic. to 6c.

Flour (bbl.) $e.75 $6.90

Pork 16c. to 22c. 20c. to 26c.

Lamb 13c. 18c.

Chickens 12V2C. 15c.

Beef 10c. to 18c. 13c. to 21c.

Lee of mutton 10c. 15c.

Mutton quarter .... 12',2C. 16c. to 18c.

Pork chops 16c. 24c.

Pot roast 10c. to 12c. 12c. to 14c.

Beef sirloin 15c. 20c.

Roasts 121/20. to 16c. 16c. to 20c.

Various explanations are given for

the welcome fall in prices. One is to

the effect that the big corn crop of

3,000,000,000 bushels is the potent

factor in the situation and that the

farmers, instead of selling the grain,

will feed it to their live stock. J. Ogden
Armour, the great Chicago packer, is

quoted as saying that prices will go
lower yet for months to come, but the

descent will be gradual. He regards

it as the outcome of the law of supply
and demand. "Cattle are more plenti-

ful and therefore meat is cheaper. The
present situation is the result of an
enormous corn crop and of previous

higher prices that stimulated every-

body to raise live stock. The public is

getting the benefit of present condi-

tions and should get further benefits,

as the increased supply of live stock

comes to the market."

Denver, St. Paul, Toledo, St. Joseph,

Cincinnati, Kan.sas City, St. Louis,

Omaha and other packing cities all re-

port a decline in prices. Poultry is

considerably cheaper. Hogs are $1.50

a hundred-weight lower than a month
ago. Eggs and winter vegetables do

not share in the decline, but it may be

said, in a genei-al way, that the cost of

living promises to be considerably

lower this winter than last, which is

something for which the working mul-

titudes at least will be thoroughly

thankful.

A Welcome Weekly Visitor

I wish to thank you for the Red
Letter Testament and the pictures.

My daughter is going to frame the

latter. We look for your paper every

week, and hold it with highest esteem

for the pure and ennobling thoughts it

gives to its readers. Your generosity

is appreciated and we shall always be

loyal to your paper by giving it a

place in our home.
Chicago, III. J. H. Siljander.

Real Pood
Clean and Fresh

r)ONT think of Uneeda
Biscuit as a mere lunch

necessity,or as a bite between
meals.

Uneeda Biscuit are the most
nutritious foodmade from flour,

and are full of energizing,
strength-giving power,

Uneeda Biscuit are always crisp

and fresh and delicious when you
buy them. Their sensible, dust

tight, moisture proof packages pre-

vent the unclean, tough condition

so common to ordinary crackers.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

S!Sfi>

(Never sold

in bulk)

v«^

(f^n^ §;a1i5 Pianos $ Organs
Buy AL Lowest* Factory Price
T^vo Year's Credit-One Year's Free Trial

Cornish Pianos and Organs are sold to you only direct frona the factory by the
maker at lowest factory price. Three gen-
erations and over 50 years in business stand
back of the Cornish Plan. Nowhere else
can you buy a high grade instrnnieut on tliis plan.

No Motxey Ir^ Advance
UseanyCoruish Instrument 84) Oays Free, then if

satisfactory start payment—all Ihe credit needed
—ou termsof your own choice, with the understanding

I
that if not satisfactory any time within a year it may
Ibe returned and your money refunded with 6 per cent
'interest, Cornish instruments are OrAKAKTEED
FOR LIFE, have the sweetest tone and last longest.

We pay freight if desired.

Save Oi\e«Half
Write today for the wonderful new Cornish Book.teIN
ing how we do without dealers and save you
money and why only the Cornish instruments are u'ood

enoutrhforyou. Also Refereiue Book ot'5000
ret'eiit piircliasers and copy of our ISoiid of Iii-

Washlngton, New Jersey
tablished Over 50 Years

ft>^

demnlty which protects yoa #7At*tli<ll 47A '*'

asainst risk in placing a Cornish in your home. %/>/' 111Vl/ V'V* E.

A New Brass Bed
for$lgg

You can, in your own
home, without trouble,
refiniah any old brass bed-
stead, gas or electric light
fixtures, or any ot^cr old
metal article, as ^ood as it

left the factory, with

"C^^ IJ«;*^" Tlie World's Most Brilliant

nver-urite polish and lacquer
This wonderful polishing outfit produces a high brilliancy

tliat remains bright and untarnished for months and moutlis.

It can be used by anyone with perfect results. It contains
no benzine, gasoline, acids or ill-smt-lling materials. For au-tu

lamps, automobile and carriage fittings, it is unequalled,
aa the brilliancy is unafTected by extreme heat or cold.

The entire outfit, snougb lo refinish at least two brass bedsteads.

will be sent to any address postpaid for SI.OO. Eacb outlit is

sold under a binding guarantee to satisfy or money returned.

Send $1 for thin wnvdfrful outfit at once.
Page-Lester Company, lO^Omaha BIdg., Chicago

Agents—write and lake up our biQ money-makim proposition.

AAEMTC '^y sanitary Coffee

HUblllv Maker produces pure,

sweet coffee, needs no settler and
never wears out. Saves coffee, money
and health. Every wife buys at sight;

new invention; exclusive territory.

Send 15c. for 50c. size, postpaid.

DR. LYONS, 430 Day St., Pekin, 111.

"DON'T SHOUT
I hear vou. I cm hear nr
as well as anybody. 'Hov.?'

Oh, something new—
TheMORlEV PHON

but they are invisible. I

ivi.uld not know I had th.

myself, only that I h
right."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
:rs plainly heai

ble, comforlab
weightless and harmless. Anvone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 702, Perry Builiiing, Philatlelphia

These trad^^mark crisscross lines on evpry package

Crcsc(Kfi?Hsimd/6arley

Crystals«^"fgoS!""'
For cases of STOMicyfi<TEsSil^l(i°W<"D l-ivEii Trouiles

Oellcloui loods^vr s'ci:

Ilk your pllj^an. leajll^ Erocerj

rARWELL * RHINK, WftTER

UmI^ other goolt.

It took o^impie •ntg

WN. N^V., U.S. A

U
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Do You Need
Christinas Money

The Christmas season is almost
here. There will be presents to
give to loved ones and remembran-

ces to friends, that will increase the
expenses of the Home all around. Did
you ever think of tlie convenience of an in-

come that would enable you to pay some of
your Christmas hills.without disturbing to any
great extent your reguLar SUvings? M'ouldn't it

be nice to say to yourself, "Now. here's Chii&tni:is
again, and last year I got a little beliiud. This timr
I am going to do something special tliat will cuaM-?

; to earn enough exti-a money to pay my Cliristmay
expenses. But wliat shall I do? I know— I'll write U
The Christian Heraldfor their agency plan."

We Can Help You
Write for our "agency plan." M^e will show you how
you can earn money for Christmas. How much can
you earn? Why, just as mucli as you want; it all
depends upon ygu. We pay a liberal commission,
and in addition we have a Salary Payment Plan
that rewards you for your good worli. Send
us a postal card to-day. You'll be glad we
suggested the idea to you. Now is tlie time to
begin. Act qiiicUy!

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
Agency Department

BIBLE HOUSE
NEW YORK CITY

N. Y.

RTSHO
' SHADE
ROLLERS

Original and unequalled.
Wood or tin roilers. "Improvi
requires no tacks, Invento

gnature on genuine:

-i:^«fe!pJ4?3^^'^^^^t^y^fl^

PATENTS: For facts about Prize
' and Reward offers and
!n\'jentions that will

bring; from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for books
of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to
Pabs. Patent Seme. Depl. 36, Barrister Bldg..Wa>hiogtoii.D.C.

A Husband's Debt to His Wife
HAPPY marriages outnumber the

unhappy by ten to one—ay, a hun-
dred to one; yet we hear more about
the marriages that fail than we do of

the successful ones. Occasionally, how-
ever, the public is permitted to know
something- of the marriages that have
not failed. A notable case in point
was a recent celebration by an aged
couple of the fiftieth anniversary of
their wedding. It was a festival oc-
casion and the husband paid this beau-
tiful and no doubt well-deserved tribute
to his wife, in presence of the as-
sembled company:
"During my married life of fifty

years I have been blessed by having a
companion such as a man rarely finds

—

a pure, good, big-souled woman, always
cheerful and hopeful, always tender
and wise, always thoughtful of others.
She has been untiring in her devotion
to her family, yet she has found time to
bring sunshine into the lives of multi-
tudes of unfortunate people. All came
to her as to a mother, sure of her deep
sympathy and'ready assistance, and she
never failed them. Her first thought
has always been for others; her last
for herself. One finds few people so
loved and respected. She repi-esents
the highest type of true, noble woman-
hood, and my success in life is mainly
due to her untiring support."
The influence of such a wife on a

man's career is hardly to be estimated.
The most fitting description is that in

Proverbs, 31st chapter, which shows
that a good wife has the same charac-
teristic virtues in all ages and that her
price is indeed "above rubies."

"^

Six years a^o I

planted oranges on
35 acres of land in the

San Joaquin Valley

California
The land was worth $73 an
acre. Today it's worth $1200
an acre. Last year my income
was nearly $4000. This year
the crop will double and it will

increase about 30 per cent
each year for two years more.

W. N. Rohrer, Reedley, Cal.

The San Joaquin Valley is in

central California, the land of sun-
shine. Here are 10,000,000 fertile

acres, with an abundance of water
for irrigation coming from the snows
of the High Sierras. Every staple

crop is profitable. It's unequaled
for citrus and deciduous fruits.

A man of small capital can get
quick returns from vegetables, alfalfa,

hogs, dairying and poultry. A few
acres intelligently handled will sup-
port a family while the orange or-

chard and the vineyard are coming
into bearing.

1 am employed by the Santa Fe
Railway to help settle up the

country along its Southwest lines.

I know this valley like a book. I

have gone over it thoroughly. I

have seen crops planted, growing

and harvested. I have talked with
farmers, ranchers and orchardists,
with merchants and real estate
agents. I have kept tab on cost of
crop production from start to finish.

I have collated the testimony of ex-
perts in the raising of oranges,
lemons, raisin grapes, vegetables
and grains.

All this information is condensed
into an illustrated 72-page folder.

Won't you write for it, giving me
your full name and address ? Ask
me any question you want to about
land and crops. Also I will send
you our immigration journal, THE
EARTH, six months free.

Address C. L. Sea^raves, General
Colonization A^ent A. T. & S. F. Ry.
System, I 192 Railway Exchange,
Chicago. Illinois.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

AMONG the ancient Romans only

Za the vilest criminals were cruci-

^^^ fied. What Roman, then, would

have used it in the decoration of any

building or worn it upon his person?

The Evolution of the Cross

Now the directly opposite view of the

cross is held. Some of the most mag-
nificent buildings in the world are

shaped according to the proportions of

the cross, while the choicest forms of

art and architecture owe their composi-
tion to it. And the cross is now worn
by kings and potentates, by men and
women in high circles and low. The
cross is made in every sort of metal,

and in every sort of stone: granite,

marble, alabaster, iron, silver, gold ; and
in every sort of jewel stone: pearl,

ruby, emerald, amethyst, diamond;
nothing is too precious for its use.

"The cross of the God-man hath put
an end to the punishment of the cross,

and instead made the cross the symbol
of humanity, civilization, progress,
peace and love."

—

Edersheim.
It is to-day the most loved and

highly honored symbol in all the world.
It is the sublimest expression of the
love of God for the world. A thing
once so low, and now lifted so high, is

best described in Christ's own words:
"And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all

men unto myself." It is not the cross,

so simple in itself, that we love and
cherish, but it is the memory of the
love of our Saviour crystallized about
the cross that makes it so altogether
lovely to us.

In St. Peter's at Rome, and in many
other Roman Catholic churches, pieces
of "the true cross" are shown on Good
Friday. Some gullible people easily
believe these are true relics. Inquire
how they were secured, and you will be
told that Helena, the mother of the
Emperor Constantine, was shown in a
dream the exact spot where the cruci-
fixion had taken place four hundred
years before, and that she went to
Jerusalem and found a sepulchre by
the side of which were three crosses.
It was a problem to discover which of
them was the cross of Jesus. To prove
it, she had all three crosses applied to
a sick woman, and while two had no
effect upon her, the third one restored
the woman at once to health. And
Helena caused a church to be erected
over the spot where she found the
cross, which became known as the
"Church of the Holy Sepulchre," and
the "true site of Calvary"!
The late Dr. Selah Merrill, who for

many years was the American consul
at Jerusalem, put much effort in trying
to discover the actual site of Calvary.
He says: "Everybody accepts the fact
that Christ was crucified without the
walls of Jerusalem. The New Testa-
ment requires this (Heb. 13: 12; Matt.
28: 33; John 19: 17). . . . In 1886
I had the good fortune to discover
what is unquestionably the second wall
of ancient Jerusalem, and hence the
wall without which Christ was cruci-
fied. . . . We had already one ter-
minus, and also the direction of the
wall. It encircled the north part of
the town. This is the statement of
Josephus

( Wars, v., 4, 2) , and what we
find corresponds exactly to his descrip-
tion. . . . Less than two hundred
yards north of the north wall of Jeru-
salem, and not quite three hundred
yards from the Damascus Gate, there
is a hill above what is known as Jere-
miah's Grotto. This hill was wholly
without the city as it existed in Christ's
time. It is now used as a Mohamme-
dan burying ground, and has been so
used for centuries. It is forty feet
above the level of the country about it.

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
December 11, 1910. The Crucifixion. Matt. 27:
3o-50. Golden Text : "He was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities

"

Isa. 53: 5.
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Its top commands an extensive view
every direction. There are many rel
sons which led me to think that this
the site of Calvary:

"1. It is a sightly spot, which we a:l

led to suppose was true of the place
crucifixion.

"2. It was 'nigh to the city,' as
required by the words of John (19: 20l

"3. It was close to the military roj
which led out of the Castle of Antoni

"4. It was necessary that the Cast
of Antonia, the military road leadirl
to it, and the place for the executic
of criminals should be in rather clos
proximity to each other, and the hi
in question meets these requirements.

"5. A city like Jerusalem would ha'v
a definite place for the execution
criminals. ... At the usual plac
of execution, therefore, Christ, wh
was put to death by Roman sanctioi
was crucified.

"6. The spot we are now speaking c

was the traditional place of the stonin
of St. Stephen. Being a matter
tradition, no special reliance could t
placed on this fact, did it not harmoni2
so well with all the other circurr
stances. ... I have visited the spc
with scores of intelligent persons, a
gone over the arguments with their
and so far as I know, every one ha
been impressed with the strong an
cumulative proof that this is the plac
where Christ suffered on the cross."
We may add that this particula

location is frequently called "Gordon'
Calvary," because General C. G. Gor
don, who died at Khartoum, thoroughl;
and scientifically examined the spoi
and pronounced it the true Calvary
Dr. Merrill further says: "If this is th
spot where his words were fulfilled
'If I be lifted up,' half of Jerusalen
could from their housetops have wit
nessed the scene, and likewise peopl'B—
from Olivet, Scopus, and much of thi

surrounding country beside."

The Mournful Journey

The start was made from the Prae
torium, Pilate's judgment hall. (Dore'i
picture, "Christ's Descent from thi

Praetorium," is a wonderful represen
tation of this scene.) In the lead o:

the procession as it mpved out ol

Pilate's castle was a soldier bearing
board on which was written in thre«
languages: Jesus of Nazareth, tb
King of the Jews, the accusation oi

Christ. This was afterwards nailed or
the cross above the head of Jesus. Nexl
followed the centurion who had beer
given charge of the execution, then
four soldiers guarding Jesus, who bore
his own cross, as was the custom.
Then came the two thieves, who were
to be crucified at the same time, bear
ing their crosses, each guarded by four
soldiers; then the multitude throngin]
after, among whom were the weeping
women (Matt. 27: 55). It is hardly
probable that the high priests and
Sanhedrists were in the throng at first,

but that they joined it after learning
of the inscription which Pilate had
placed upon the board. They felt it

incumbent upon themselves to counter-
act by jeers any anti-Jewish feeling
that might be excited by the thrust of

Pilate. The way the procession moved
was through the street Via Dolorosa

—

the Sorrowful Way—to the Damascus
Gate. Passing through this, they met
Simon of Cyrene, and as Jesus was
sinking beneath the burden of his

cross, they took it from him and laid

it upon Simon. It has been suggested
that Simon did not bear the whoL
cross, but only that part which dragge
on the ground (Luke 23 : 26) . Passing
eastward from the Damascus Gate,,

along the north wall, they came to

Calvary, which was only about three-

quarters of a mile from where they

had started.
Shortly after reaching Calvary (or

Continued on next 'page
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,\y man, every man, all men
would appreciate the

Krementz Gift Box
et of four of the famous 14-K Rolled Plate
imentz Collar Buttons (that will last for years
hout losing lustre). A new one free for ever>'

broken or damaped from any cause. Packed
in attractive ribbon-tied box.

ONE DOLLAR the set of four. If not found at— "-^ 3'nur haberciusher's or jeweler's,

a set " -l e ^(;llt, postpaid, on receipt of price.

KREMENTZ & CO.
'Chestnut Street Newark, N. J.

Oil Yotir
CUT GLASS

i^ with a rag moistened with "3.
^^^^^^^ifi »On«," polish^
^^^^ briskly with(
^^^f dry, soft cloth

^^^^ to bring back the
"^r original sparkling brilliancy.

Also clean window glass, mirrors and
any glassware same way. "s.in'On.*'
Iso cleans and polishes finest furniture, lubri-

ates anything. Generous sample and oil

00k free. Ask

3 IN 1 OIL COMPANY

Wo^*' York City

CORDS IN 10HOURS
_ 8AW8 D01T5

ff TUEE8

' ONE MAN with the FOLDING SAWING MACHINE.
n : ...n trees. Fol'is like a po< kct-kniic. S-iws any kin'l ol

' r 141 any kind oi grount. Cue in.in tin s.ivv mora timlx-t

I
1' I' in 2 ni. n in anvt.':.i!rw.iy, anddoit easier. Send (01

iEE ill istr.Hed c il.il' u No .\ 6 showing Low Price and
'.,i[ioiiials 'rotn thoiis.Lii'1;. rirstor<ier E'isa>:'-ncy.

POLOINC SAWING MACHINE CO..
is- 164 E. Harrieon Street Chicago, lllir.ois

;i'nd ^onpnamo
1 a |i'Kf jil ftiirl ir*'t

Llebig Company's (""k Hm.k li> .Mi-^. KnrtT,
ii I 1 uc will tell yciu liow to ifct our Ix-ituliful

PREMIUM SPOONS & FORKS
ilil.', nouillon * Trn Spoons & Forks.

\ 1 he^v I illtSKTI.I.K DANID <• CD..
IJ. pl.S. 9 Nortli.M.).iri-Sl.. Niw Y.^
1ALLOWED NEW and OLD
yl.ALLAN SANKEY.sonof IRA D.SANKEV
OVER 1000 CHURCHES USING IT
58 Pages, 100 New Sono's, Responsive Readings
-5. per I 00. T\ot prcpnid. .^5c. per copy b\' mall
-ln,ii,:l,l,- ,.<;/,;,/,•.( null!,, I In • ,-irinsi iiKiuii. tf"
HE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago

gL Chairs& Tricycles
J^Mj ^ For Invalids and Cripples

jWorthingtonCo.
362CedarSt.,£lyria,0.

5 C'iC'llf/*JT STRONGEST
\r ELiwt^ML MADE. I'.nii-

[•n-tlk'llt Sold to tliou.-sor at Hhi)l.»ale
l-rlr.s. We I'oy Krplclil. t'atilloirui f rce.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,

EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana."

niSritei
tlWlIZIOTHESEElU
SWEITES, MOEE EUB-

'ABLE, LOWEE PEICE.

_^^^ CUB FEEE CATALOQUB_ ESXjXjJS.^^^ IELL3TE-.
rite to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Cincinnati. O.

LYMYER
CHURCH

i|S Christmas Post Cards [DCCH^ 8>Mid oidy •_'< stamp ami rcccivi' r. r ^T |
iLttolori'd liold and Kiiil>08Si>d Cards | Igkb
SEIi^ to introdiii'K post caid otfcM.
I-APITAL CAUU CO., Dept. Ja-J. Topeka, Kau.

Golgotha as it is sometimes called,
meaning the place of the skull, not be-
cause there were any skulls lying
about, but because of the peculiar ap-
pearance of the front of the hill, which
even to-day looks like a skull with eye
sockets, nose and mouth) some benevo-
lent persons offered Jesus wine mingled
with myrrh, as the custom was to do
for those about to be executed, in order
to dull their sensibilities—a sort of
anjesthetic. It was provided by a
company of kind-hearted women in
Jerusalem. But Jesus, when he had
tasted it, would not drink of it. He
had no desire to escape anything. At
every point in his arrest, and accusa-
tion, and condemnation he might have
escaped by using his miraculous
powers. Why did he not thus escape?
There is no reasonable explanation ex-
cept that which he gives and his apos-
tles repeat: "He suffered the just for
the unjust that he might bring us to
God" (I. Peter 3: 18).

Jesus Crucified

There on Calvary they crucified him!
He was nailed to the cross as it lay
upon the ground, and was then slowly
raised to an upright position. Then
followed the crucifixion of the two
thieves, one on his right hand and the
other on his left; and thus "he was
numbered with transgressors" as the
prophet .said he would be (Isa. 53: 12).
The four soldiers who had guarded
Jesus took his garments as their
perquisites, and cast lots how they
should be divided among them; the
headgear, the outer cloaklike garment,
and the sandals. Besides these was
the inner gament, or seamless robe.

For this they cast lots because it

could not be divided.

The Voice from the Cross

1. "Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do." A prayer
instead of condemnation for those who
had nailed him there.

2. "To-day shalt thou be with me in

Paradise"—words spoken to the peni-

tent thief, when he had asked Jesus to

remember him when he should come
into his kingdom, while the other thief

continued to rail at Jesus, joining with
the chief priests and scribes and elders

who mocked Jesus, saying: "He saved
others; himself he can not save. He
is the King of Israel, let him come
down from the cross and we will be-

lieve on him. He trusted in God; let

him deliever him now." At first both
thieves had joined in the accusations.

3. "Woman, behold thy son." "Be-
hold thy mother." Why did the heart

of the mother Mary not break as she

witnessed the dying agony of her Son?
Special grace from God must have
been given her to bear it. And too, she

would not add to his agony by dying
there, and so for his sake she bore up.

The undying love of her Son showed
itself in his solicitude for her. He
would give her another son, even John
the beloved disciple (the only disciple

near enough to witness the last scenes

upon the cross) . And John who loved
him so needed a mother to comfort
him. There was already a tie between
Mary and John, for she was the sister
of his mother, Salome, the wife of
Zebedee, his father. It is recorded
that from that hour John took Mary to
his own home. He was indeed a son
to her.

4. "My God, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me?" We can not fathom
the depths of that cry. It is useless to
try. If Jesus had not been "tempted
in all points like as we are," he prob-
ably would not have uttered that cry
So by it, he comes into closer sympa-
thy with us, for even the best of men
have had the discord of despair sweep
over their souls.

5. "I thirst." It is the only expres-
sion of bodily suffering which Jesus
made while on the cross.

6. "It is finished." Not his life, but
that for which he came into the world
—to save others. "The great trans-
action's done." Death was no thwart-
ing of Christ's plan, but its crowning
touch. From the beginning he had
looked forward to "his decease which
he should accomplish at Jerusalem."
Some there are who object to making

much of the "blood." Let them note
that Christ when he chose an act of his

to be often repeated "in remembrance"
of him, chose not some scene that
would recall his work as a teacher but
his atoning death.

7. "Father, into thy hands I com-
mend my spirit." And then he died.

It was the hour of high noon, but
darkness was over the face of the
earth for three hours. Just at the

lightest part of the day it was dark-
est. And earth trembled in agony, for

there was an eai'thquake; the rocks
burst, and the tombs were opened, and
there was a resurrection of the dead,

for those who were in their tombs came
out alive. And over there in the

Temple the Jewish hierarchy was done
away with, for the veil which divided

the Holy Place from the Most Holy
Place was rent in twain. There was no
longer any need of intercession by the

man-priest, for now we have a "great
High Priest who hath passed through
the heavens, even Jesus the Son of

God" (Heb. 4: 14).

m © asse

WE recently called attention to the very honorable dealing of one of our

advertisers, who had refunded quite a large sum of money to one of our

subscribers, who had several years previously taken up with a financial

proposition offered by the advertiser. In this particular case the advertiser was
in no way obligated, as the subscriber had received full value for his money, and

there was not the slightest suggestion of fraud. In fact, the subscriber was

willing to abide by any decision made by the advertiser; but the latter, believing

in the theory of "the customer be pleased," decided to refund the full amount

received by him.

This is not the only case of this kind, as we constantly receive letters from

subscribers commending the good treatment accorded them by our advertisers.

For instance, we have just received the following from a subscriber who had

previously written us:

"Dear Christian Hfrald: I sent you an inquiry last week as to the relia-

bility of the Co. They have since made good with a garment of such

value that I am glad I saw their advertisement in your paper.
"Vei-y truly yours,

"H. L. K."

It is a great satisfaction to us to receive letters of this kind. It shows that

not only do our subscribers feel protected by our guarantee, but that our adver-

tisers live up to the spirit of it.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

iCKristmas Gift]
for use

J

every day iniKeyear
\

A @y Card Index

Cooking Recipe Outfit

makes a beautiful, most accept-

able and serviceable gift. Just

the thing for your mother,

married sister, aunt or

lady friend. All
recipes written by
Mrs. Alice G.
Kirk, Cooking
expert, Cleve-
' nd. O.

Simple*
Economical.
Handy

Evwy one cooks successfully with this simple

outfit; it solves the problem of "what to eat
'

and ** how to economize in the kitchen

Each rec.pe printed on separate card, size

6" X 4", over 100 in ea?h outfit. Cardsindexed

behind subject guides,

from soups to desserts.

dj Recipe matter on each
card classified by ma-
terials, weight, utensils

and general directions.

Outfits contain blank
cards, with headings,

for your favorite recipes.

New recipes issued
annually. Outfits from

$1.00 to $7.00 each.

FREE Sample Recipes
ty Mrs. Kirk, and f^-lder

(I'JO^A) dcflcribing different

outfits. Bent free on request.

Write today.

Yawman & Erbe Mfg. Co.

^424Sl Paul St, Rochester. N.

A Comfortable

Investment
is one which yields

reasonable -earnings

safely and surely

;

which enables you
to forget your capital

until you need it, and
then to get it on
short notice.

The Industrial has paid its depositors 5%
regularly every year for 17 years.

It invests only in mortgages on New York City

and suburban real estate. It accepts deposits

and allows withdrawals upon any date, paying

earnings for every day it holds your money.

Assets over . . . $2,250,000
Surplus and profits, 175,000

Under Supervision of New
York Banking Department.

) Send for our booklet.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

2TimcsBUg.,B'way&42(iSL,NewYorli
•'

9C CHRISTMAS CARDS lAc
d%3 m COLORS-GOLD or SILVER Iv

All different—Big Bargain. Everyone pleased.
Satisfaction guaranteed. 6 packages for 50e.

J. D. WENDALL, Dept 42. Cor. Monroe and Clinton, Chicago

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oil)

Stirning common kerosene the ALADDIN MANTLE
LAMP generates gas that gives a Hght nmre bril*

iKiiit than city gas, gasoline or electricity.

Simple. ndorlesB, clean, safe and durable.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
Is revulutiumzing lighting,' everywhere. Needed
in every home. Every lamp guaranteed. Sell*

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lamps.
Ask our nearest office how you can geta lamp
free or apply for Agency Proposition. THE
MANTLE LAMP CO. of America,Desk 649

Chicago, Portland, Ore.; Wat«rbury, Conn.; Winnipcs, Montreal. Canaav

OlclAppliance I ^jy|£ pEQPLE °" ^"P'*"""

Ml / The Perfection Extension Shoe
h / l\.r any p.-,s.,n witii u.R- si,

/ I I limb. Worn with any style

1 l^W ready-made shoes with pei-fec^

l/CjS ease and comfort. Shipped on I

t^ trial Wiite for Booklet.

HENRY E. liOTZ, 313 Third Ave., NEW YORE

XMAS POST CARDS
20 IIolly&OoldEmhossed "•2-foi--5r-.kiiid."3.ic.

100 $1. Write now. You'll want more. .<;-ntj

wanted. K. K. CARD CO., Springfield,Mass.
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Do You Want

this Sort of

a Magazine?
During the last year Pear-
son's Magazine has given
to the public more useful

information than any other
publication in this country.

It Has Led
In the Saving of Babies from Blindness.

In tfie attack on polygamy in the Momion Church
In the Crusade agait*t Prudery in the discus-

sion of sex diseases.

• In the Effort to Save Girls Who Go Wrong.

In the Analysis of What's the Matter With

the American Homes.
In the Exposition of the True Reason for the

High Cost of Living.

In the Insurgency movement againft corrupt

practices of the old - time leaders in the

National government.

In attacking Fire Insurance Dishonesties.

It Will Lead
as in the past, in presenting
information which you can
use in your daily life.

It Should Lead
Your list of Magazines for

1911.

Buy It With
The Christian Herald Clubs.

"
'T'HE purpose of Pearson's Maga-

zine is to present information and
entertainment— information on subjects

which lie close to the heart of the aver-

age man, subjects which have to do with

his daily expenses, his government, his

health, his general welfare. Once in a

while a foreign subject will be dis-

cussed, but only in its relation to the aver-

age American --or as entertainment."

Such was the statement made recently

in response to numerous requests by

Arthur W. Little, the head of Pearson's

Magazine.

Mr. Little enjoyed the intimate friend-

ship of that splendid man, Louis Klopsch,

and frankly attributes much of his spirit

of humanism and championship of the

cause of the plain people of the country

to the inspiration of the late lamented

proprietor of The Christian Herald.

If you are going to take any magazine

in addition to The Christian Herald,
Pearson's should be your first choice.

It is li^ed in The Christian Herald
popular priced offers and can be secured

through them.

Pearson's has been the fastest
grower of the year.

OF SPECIAL IMPORT TO EVERY-
ONE, P>4/?r/Cf/L>4/?Ly WOMEN.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Margaret E. Sang-

ster have written a very glowing tribute about a

wonderful set of books which has recently been

compiled under the title "Every Girl's Library."

Every woman in the universe should read the

words of appreciation which"Every Girl's Library"

has prompted, and a two cent stamp sent to us

will bring the critical essays by these well-known

writers. If you are interested,write us immediately,

mentioning the name of The Christian Herald,

PEARSON'S MAGAZINE
NEW YORK

T© lEmidlo^j^ ^Ihe Re( C

PRESIDENT TAFT, as the head of

the American National Red Cross,

has written a letter to the New York
members of the Red Cross Endowment
Fund Committee in which he sets forth

the general purp'bse of the endowment
scheme. The President's letter says:

"The time has come when the Amer-
ican Red Cross should be placed on a
permanent and efficient basis by an
endowment fund whose income will en-

able it to be prepared at all times to

carry out the purposes for which it has
been created. The funds for relief

work received by the American Red
Cross within the last five years amount
to nearly $5,000,000 and prove the con-
fidence the public places in the society.

Public confidence is most important,
but it is of equal importance that the
society should be able to maintain an
organization which is capable of ad-
ministering such large funds to the
greatest advantage. The experience
in relief matters gained by a perma-
nent organization is beyond question
and insures a far abler and wiser ex-
penditure of relief funds than can be
secured by temporary and suddenly
created committees. The accounts of
the Red Cross are required by law to
be audited by the War Department.
The officers of the society, with the
exception of the national director and
secretary, serve without compensation,
some of them devoting the greater part
of their time to its work. By its meth-
ods, the co-operation of such organiza-
tions as can be utilized for active relief

work is being secured, thus assuring
trained service without the necessity of
maintaining a corps of its own workers.

"Experience has shown that in cases
of great disasters, such as occurred at
San Francisco and in Italy, large con-
tributions are received by the Red
Cross; but in the constantly recurring
disasters where smaller communities
are stricken, and should receive a cer-

tain assistance, the contributions are
far too small to meet the need. More-
over, in the case of great disasters, the
Red Cross should have such a balance
in hand as to enable it to take imme-
diate action, without being forced to

wait until contributions are received.

To provide this first prompt assist-

ance at times of disasters of great
magnitude, and to render the necessary
aid in cases of calamities to smaller
communities without too frequent
public appeals, the American Red
Cross should be assured of an adequate
income. By enabling the society to

continue and extend its system of first

aid instruction under the First Aid
Department, and its courses in simple
home nursing of the sick for women
under its Nursing Department, a per-

sonnel, valuable in time of disaster will

not only be secured, but instruction of

constant and continuing usefulness
will be provided.
"Though willing to contribute gen-

erously for relief after great disas-

ters, it is difficult to obtain in this

country a large membership contribut-

ing small annual dues. The Ameri-
can Red Cross received last year from
the 50 per cent, of annual dues paid
into the national treasury less than
.^4,000. The Japanese Red Cross in

1908 received from the annual dues of

its 1,440,000 members over $1,000,000.

The brief statement in regard to the

endowment fund of the American Red
Cross compared with those of the so-

cieties of several other nations shows
how far this country is behind in this

respect. An endowment fund for the

Central Office of the Red Cross, far

from becoming a stagnating influence,

as in cases where endowments are for

local purposes, will provide the means
of continued stimulation to the State

Boards and Chapters scattered over
the United States and its dependent
possessions.
"The standing of this remarkable

organization throughout the world, its

importance to our own country, and its

beneficent influence for peace and good
will in international relief work, com-
mend it to the public-spirited men and
women of the LTnited States. I believe

you cannot appeal to them in vain to

aid in providing the American Red
Cross with an endowment fund of

$2,000,000, less than the funds of the
societies of the other first Powers, so

that our National Society may take its

proper place in this great international
institution."

The statement appended, to which
the President's letter refers, shows
these instructive comparisons between
the American Red Cross and the Red
Cross Societies of other countries:

Property,
buildings and

Funds. supplies. Total.
Austria $1,732,628 $741,949 $2,474,677
Hungary 412,512 555,880 968,392
France 3.547,361 724,115 4,471,476
Italy 970,069 577.479 1,547,548
Prussia 2,889.948 2,000,000 4,889,948
Other German

States 2,.548,265

Japan 7,011,992 1,068,013 8,080,005

American membership dues, inter-

est and contributions, $100,553.
This statement does not include the

$424,500 promised or contributed to

the New York Endowment Fund Com-
mittee to November 1, 1910.

The British Red Cross, in a printed
statement, says that the income from
its capital is sufficient to maintain the
organization and administration of the
society in time of peace without de-

mands upon the public, the use of an-
nual dues or any other donations.

This appeal from so high a source
should stimulate the patriotism and
humanity of Americans to make the
American Red Cross self-sustaining
by a substantial endowment. The
National Treasurer of the Society is

Charles D. Norton, 341 State, War and
Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

Csilill©d lnIiMlhi©2'

Mr. George A. Haas, of Bridesburg, Pa.

Nancy Ann Smith (49), of Kibbie, Mich.

Mr. Wardwell Beach, of East Syracuse, N. Y.

Mrs. Mary A. Dunn (87), of Greeley, Col.

Mrs. Adelia T. Schenck (79), of Madison,

Wis.

Mrs. Maiy Aber Thompson (46), of Biloxi,

Miss.

Mrs. Mary Melvina Irons (96), of Syronia,

N. Y.

Mrs. A. A. Carter (91), of West Medford,

Mass., January 13.

Mrs. Sarah A. Schnoder (78), of Reading,

Pa., widow of Davis C. Schnoder.

Mrs. Thomas Wyse, of Banksville, Pa. She
was a reader of this paper for thirty years.

Mrs. John D. Eastland (90), of Marblehead,

Mass. She was a constant reader of The
Christian Hkuald for over twenty years.

C. H. White (72), of Los Angeles, Calif.

Mrs. Hutchinson (79), of Plainsboro, N. J.

Mrs. Maria Allen (83), of Leominster, Mass.

Martha C. Osborne (76), of Plainfield, Ind.

A friend of "Mont-Lawn."

Mr. Mahlon M. Lucky (71), of Ogelville,

Ind. He served three years in the army in

the Fifth Ohio Independent Battery, L. A. He
was a Christian man, always had a kind word
for all whom he met.

Rev. Edward Payson Hammond, evangelist,

at Hartford, Conn. Mr. Hammond was born
in Ellington in 1831, and was a graduate of

Williams College, and he also studied at Union
Theological Seminary and the Free Church
College, Edinburgh, Scotland. His work as
an evangelist extended over several countries
of Europe. He preached in Italy through an
interpreter. He began his evangelistic work
in America in Boston in 1861. He continued
actively at work until recently, numbering
his converts by the thousands.

Kept Up to the Standard

Since the death of Dr. Klopsch, the
paper has certainly kept up to the high
ideals which he held. I love it.

Aurora, III. Nettie Alford.

November 30, hQ

A DAINTY XMAS Gl
These 4 Handkerchij >^^^

Genuine Hand-Made Lace
( E\,i,f/y ,M- /'u/iircd lull}

*1
Packed in pretty Holly

For the Four
We pay postage

\
t'"^|'

Fully worth 50c. el f

.00

A prelly holly box containing set of 4 handlterc
each edged with Duchess Lace, and adorned with f'

hand-made iace insertion in one corner, exactly assh(

A-8 This Handkerchief set is $ 1 .00.||>P~Senil for our gre

Catalog No. 47 lo-day; il is full of wonderful values like the

.

Money returned at once if not 8atisfa>

It CI

at 01

on your

meat bills

by cooking

your foods in

"Fulper" Earthenws

Utensils
and follow the receipts as printed in the

Book of Recipes which we send with

order for the

Home Assortment of Cooki Mec

Tw^o 4-inch Casseroles and Covers ( [wi.

Tw'o 'j-portion Bean Pots
One 8-inch Casserole and Cover
One No. 2 Petite Marmite and Cover
One 2-q.uart Bean Pot and Cover

These 7 pieces and 5 Covers for only
delivered Free

Your guests wiil envy you the hot. tasty, fl'

viands, cooked and served in these seven quaint

nosed dishes. They'll all want to learn how lo coo

serve "En Casserole*' and "En Marmile

MARMITE Send Us $2 Right I

logethei with your De
name: we will see that yo,,^

this Home Assortment, f
t^it

the first to serve a lunfl

in this new style. i

FULPER POTTERY*^'
Founded 1805

27 Main St., Flemington,
{

Refirence: Du n's or Bradslr^ flllf

ilr.

weshiponapproi
t;without a cent dtposit, prepay the Iff
'""

and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIff { jn

IT ONLV COSTS one cent to 1ft

unhrard of pruts and mar-velms^gS;>\

on htgtiest grade 1911 model blcycl

FACTORY PRICES i^L
a pair of tires from anyone at tf»Ojj

uDtll you write for our large Art Cf]

and \^z.Tno\xx -wonderfulproposition
sample bicycle going to your town.

RIDER AGENTS
" '^•''

y

I
maklnilg

money exhibiting and selling our bi es.

Wo Sell cheaper than any other facf .

TIRES, Coaster-Brakerearwl III

lamp^. repairs and all sundries at half usual ,
"•

Do Not Walt; write today for our special offi'

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. H-71 CMK »

HOLIDAY COMBINATIO
<'t I'ost Cnrrls. - - Jl

POSTCARDS il

1 Rt-nutiful V<'lv<-t I'ost Cnrrls. - - JOci

'^*ISr^mas POSTCARDS '^m10 >>H Year. * ViJl V^riMl/iJ 10 ceil

Any tliree 10-(;ent packages mailed for 25 cents, t

Special Assortment for Dealers, 100 tor 60 cents.

MADISON ART COMPANY, MADISON. <

MARGARET SANGSTER'SLIJ
FKOM MY YOUTH UP

iscenres nf a Hiisv Lif'

Sanpstfr-sh<...lis,frtT.

Individual Comniunion
Clips. Send iis'?4 T.'j f-.r IravClike
(•ut)and 36 pl.iin -hi^s.-^ Tiny and
44 glasses. $.'j2-'i n\ ir-7'"i<ti"lmrchps

nvr- iisiiie Thomas Communion
Service Co., Box 125, Lima, Ohio.

P(>r3(mi! Rem
. .... Ifte List, of M

F.H.RevellCo.,1565thAv.,N.Y.
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Clhica,^'©'© Revival Ctosiim^

// IVas a Triumphant Success und Many Souls Were Won and
Churches Strengthened

|!J predictions made at the begin-

ng of the Chapman-Alexander
itaneOus Evangelistic Campaign
cago are coming to pass. A new
Iphere has been created. A new
el has been cut into which the

lus thought of the city flows with

iady stream. The impression

Id by these great leaders has
(tltogether fresh and stimulating.

may be backsliding in the

(s to come, but there will be no
on. No extravagant, overheated
lents have been made; no meth-

[lit of keeping with the moat help-

rtinistrations of an earnest, evan-

[^c pastor have been adopted.

the special meetings are con-

j, it will be felt to be the natural

iure for every pastor to continue
ent Christ as a Saviour to be
at once and implicitly obeyed.

'pastor said to-day, "I have a

bf thirty men in my church. I

often urged them to do personal

land I have shown them how, for

a specialty with me; but they

Ibeen reluctant. These meetings
|ting as a solvent in which preju-

and difficulties are melting
>

Ler churches, not included in the

lit groups, are actively at work.
Church of the Nazarene is cam-

Jng with "Bud" Robinson as

relist. One group of churches,
peculiar financial burdens hin-

[them from officially co-operating
general movement, are holding

Ings and having as preachers vari-

lastors who had finished in their

roup meetings and whose hearts

Jaglow for service. One group
le regular campaign which had
]ieted its three weeks of special

igs decided that the local success

lul-winning was too marked to

jway and they continued for the

Ih week. One of the largest firms

ticago gave notice to its employees
reek that the noon hour would be

lied to 1..30 if they desired to at-

f;he noon meetings. Several man-
uring firms have given permission
I'rvices in their plants at the noon

Mr. William Asher is taking up
[peculiar field of usefulness,

erest in the great tabernacle
ig, under the immediate care of

Chapman and Mr. Alexander,
continually. Each night wit-

some new manifestation, and
arging crowds in increasing num-
kre coming under the influence of

toly Spirit. In the Olympic The-
before more than a thousand
and actresses—some of them

Bed in the profession as stars

—

Uexander won out, causing the

audience to sing "Traveling
led by Jesus we are traveling

L" while one actress sang the solo

part when he invited a volunteer to
sing it. Ever since this theatre meet-
ing, the melodies sung that day have
been popular behind the stage curtains.
Dr. Chapman was equally wise and
masterful in his sermon, and gave no
approval to the theatre as an institu-
tion nor to theatre-going as a practice.

This evangelistic campaign is the
most extensive ever undertaken in Chi-
cago. There have been over eighty
evangelists, singers and special work-
ers engaged in carrying on the meet-
mgs and allied lines of activity. Every
class has been ministered unto—the
men, the women, children and young
people, shop and factory workmen,
police and firemen, attendants and
actors at the theatre, dwellers in the
slums and in vicious resorts and people
to whom Testaments have been given.
Even the Chinese have had the Gospel
preached to them in their own tongue,
Mr. George T. B. Davis speaking to
them through an interpreter. Group
meetings have been held in the sub-
urbs and in the wealthiest neighbor-
hoods, as well as in the districts pop-
ulated by the poorest and most igno-
rant foreigners.
One factor of present and future

value, in which the laymen's evangel-
istic council have co-operated with the
International Sunday School Associa-
tion, was the home visitation move-
ment, by which a canvass was made of
Chicago and suburbs and the record
secured of church attendance and
church preference. This was Chicago's
first experience in such an undertaking
and the result has been astonishing.
Five hundred and sixty thousand fam-
ilies were visited and the record made
of 2,040,000 individuals. Of this num-
ber 40,200 people stated that they were
members of some church, but were not
identified with any church in Chicago
or suburbs. The hunting up of these

lapsed or indifferent Christians is one
of the essential features of this evan-
gelistic campaign. Many churches
already report large accessions to

their membership.
As the campaign draws to a close,

the eff'oits of the workers are being-

redoubled. The north side tabernacle,

known in Chicago as the Wilson Ave-
nue Tabernacle, has been open two
Saturday evenings as well as on the

third Sunday afternoon. The West
Side or Au.stin Tabernacle aLso opened
Sunday afternoon with an extra ser-

vice at which Rev. W. R. Lane of Lon-

don was the speaker, the Chapman-
Alexander contingent coming on at

night. Commander Eva Booth of the

Salvation Army was the speaker at the

Wilson Avenue Tabernacle the second

Saturday evening. Weather conditions

have been well nigh perfect, no rains,

no snow, but fcir the most part clear,

crisp fall weather.
William Bernard Norton, Ph.D.

K^i AsimoimM ttlh© W&irK®-T-B VS7>

American missionary, lately returned

Vest Africa (ordained preacher in United
rf, would act as supply or accept pastorate

Irotestant pulpit. Address H. S., care of

IHRISTIAN HKKALII.

VB. Makia Nauodny Mikler. a talented

from Russia, is now visiting this

Uy. S1h> has had a remarkable experi-

< ind was at one time imprisoned as a
"'' .ionary suspect, but was soon released

'' *he had sunu to her jailers. She comes
Icture on Russia and Finland and to

riKs of the (treat native composers of
' '-^ 'J countries.

THE ANNUAL meetinfc of the "Bella

Jllfission of New York," held Wednesday,
Nlber 9, the Mission was transferred to

l|venty-»eventh Street Methodist Episcopal
1 building, where the work will he carried

|the same non-sectarian manner as before.

I the church of which the late Bella Cooke
Member for sixty-two years and which

reatly love<I. Rev. F. J. Shackleton,
•; of the church, is president of the board

of directors. The late Bella Cooke's three

daughters are still actively connected with the

Mission.

A Delighted Iowa Reader

The beautiful book, Hero Tales

from American Life, was received

with surprise and delight, for I had
not expected such a finely bound book.

It was a great deal nicer and better

than the description. I think every

American home ought to have this

book, for it is so instructive and is told

so interestingly. I don't see how you
can give such nice premiums when
The Herald itself is so good.

The Christian Herald should be

established in every home.
(Mrs.) Vigrinia W. Reeve.

Tipton, la.

Everyone Should Visit

California
No region in the world can offer such

wonderful all-the-year-'round attractions, or

can be so easily and comfortably reached.

Take the perfectly appointed

San Francisco

Overland Limited
and you have three days of recuperating

travel, surrounded by the comforts of the most

luxurious hotel— including the celebrated

Overland dining car meals and service.

Union Pacific
Southern Pacific

Standard Route of the West

Electric Block Signals

For fares, reservations, etc., call on or address

GERRIT FORT, P.T.M., u. p. r. r.

198 Farnam St.. OMAHA. NEB.

(475)

M^nrl the LEAKS inYOUR
ItJdlwl Kiaiiiti-, tin, aluminum and iron

lislics, kett IPS, pans, ett'., with

PECK'S ^a^L RIVETS
\ii,vime can do it. Quick and

I f-v No solder, cementor bolt.

1 It any surface. Send for sample
ii. .\ ..f 25 assorted sizes. lOo post-

AgentB
Wanted

Rri .llai- parka

Peck & Co.. 236 Main St.. Batavia. N.Y.

TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you double the amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes,

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
S FaroaceSt.,Rochester,N.V.

Prices from
$2 to $12
For hard or
Soft Coal
wood or gas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

©MB
Secured by Selected

NEW YORK REAL ESTATE

Net
Annually.

Yield6
{Payable Semi-Annuall^)

An issue seleded by careful investors,

who for many years have recognized their

unsurpassed combination of

SECURITY
and INCOIUE

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET 14.

15 YEARS* RESULTS:
Assets over .... $3,000,000
Surplus nearly . . . $1,000,000
Repaid Investors, over $1,000,000

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

•fj:i:i3y^
If you are deal or hard
of hearing, do not fail

to send your name and
address today and get
our Electrophone on

30 DAYS ?S^[
It is a tiny but powerful

electrical device, a truly
wonderful little instru-
ment, perfected to such a
degree thai many deaf
people can now hear the
faintest somid and enjoy
all the pleasures of
chinch, public speaking
or oidiiiary conversation.
It masjiulies sound—ren-
ders makeshift drums,

etc. useless. Almost invisible—carries in the clothing
and leaves both liands free. Over 10,000 in use. En-
thusiastic testimonials from responsiljle people.

What They Say Ahout It

•'I think the Electrophone is the best device for people

that are hard of hearing that there is on the market, as I

have tried everything that I ever saw advertised.'*

W. A. HAGGIN. Union. Iowa.

"The Stolz Electrophone is a Godsend for the deaf. With
the Electrophone I hear ordinary conversation without any
trouble and 1 could not and would not be without it."

JULIA E. TAYLOR. East Tilton. N. H.

Get an Electrophone on 30 days' home trial and
experience for yourself how it may niahe you
hear—anywhere—without strain or effort. Send cou-
pon now for our offer and long list of satisfied users.

Stolz Electrophone Co., 535 Stewart Bid?. 92 StateSt. Chicago^^H Fill In—Tear out & Mall uam^m
\ SloIzEIeclroploneCo.. 535 Stewart Bld^, 92 Slate Street. Chicago.

\ Please send me, without obligation on my part, £uU par-

ticulara o£ joui thirty days' home trial offer.

• Name

Address
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Here's Robert W. Chambers' greatest

story and all the good reading of the

Cosmopolitan for a whole year for $1.00

Here's the biggest dollar's worth of good reading ever offered. A whole

year of the Cosmopolitan including Robert W. Chambers' great, new novel,

"The Common Law, " illustrated by many full page pictures by Charles

Dana Gibson.

Nothing that Mr. Chambers has written, and his recent stories have sold over the two

million mark, equals his lateS production, "The Common Law." The theme of the story

is one of great heart interest, dealing with a vital problem of our complex modern

civilization. And it is illustrated as Mr. Gibson, the great master of pen-and-ink alone

could illustrate it. For a two-cent stamp we will send you a free booklet containmg the

first chapters of the story and two pictures.

But big as this Chambers story is, it does not overshadow our other offerings, for the

"Cosmopolitan" is a magazine that does things—big things in a big way.

The "Get Rich Quick Wallingford "stories, by George Randolph Chester, will appear

exclusively in the "Cosmopolitan." And you'll like this new series better than any that

have preceded it, for he has a richer invention and plays the game of making "easy money"
with a keener zest and a livelier spirit.

General Nelson A. Miles tells the Story of his life

to "Cosmopolitan" readers.

Charles Edward Russell continues his articles,

"What Are You Going To Do About It."

And more stories by Sir Gilbert Parker, Rex
Beach, Bruno Lessing, Arthur Stringer and many
others.

You get all this in the

©MOPOUTM
^^^r Twelve 15c INumbers for $1.00

Don't miss a single issue Fill out this coupon
and mail it to us with a dollar bill. Enclose two
two-cent stamps (actual cost of postage) and we will

send you, absolutely free, an artist's proof of a special

drawing by Mr. Gibson, size 10 x 14 inches, ready
for framing.

Fill out the Coupon now and mail il at once.

I
Cosmopolitan Magazine, i ' " '-

I
381 Fourth Avenue, New York

I Send me Cosmopolitan for a year, the Gibson
I Drawing and booklet without extra charge, for which

I 1 enclose $ I, together with 4c postage on the drawing.

VALERIE WEST
*he heroine of Robert W. Chambers'
slory, "The Common Law, " as pictured

by Charles Dana Oibson

This is the story of a young and beau-
tiful woman who has many interesting

experiences in the artistic world of New
York. Famous artists and wealthy mem-
bers of the social aristocracy of the me-
tropolis are prominent in the action of the

story which hinges chiefly on the struggle

between snobbery and true affection. It's

a story that will appeal to feminine readers

especially, who will find the social experi-

ence of Valerie of absorbing interest.

Name.. .

Address

.

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for loo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackctt, 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

ALL
MAKESTYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE WRITERS
or otherwise

I. S. SMITHS, OtIVERS. UNDERWOODS. Etc.

'/4to'^ M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHKRE for Freo Trial, or

RENTED nllowin? Rent toiPl'LV

PRICES SIS. 00 UP
First CiaBB Machioea Fresh from the Mf'rs—Write for illuetrated Cafaloc; 7]

Typewriter Emporium, (EST. 1892)92-94 LAKE ST.XHICAGO

20
HOLIDAY rOST CARDS. We will
scud -20 B auiifiil Colored Christinas and
New Year's Cards for 10c, or 50 cards 25c.

KansasPost Card Co., Dept. 449,Topeka,Kan.

Make Your Own Table Syrup With

M/\PLEiNE
Granulated Sugar and Water.

Here is the recipe:
Two rupsof hoiliiig water, four c

of granulated sugar and one heiii

teaspoon ful of Mapleine. Tlmr-
oughly dissolve the sugar in
the water, stir in the Mapleine
and strain through a damp
doth. This makes one <iuai-t

of delicious table syrup, which
is ready for use as soon asc ild

It is diflicult perhaps for

some to see how any inanu-
factured product can ])oss.s3

superior qualities to the
natural product with wliich
it is conipaicd. To say tliat

Mapleine isbettcrthan maple
wovild not. perhaps, carry
conviction to all readers of a
magazine like the Chkistiah
Hehaj-u. Therefore a dciuon-
s.trati(>n is required.
Therefore we ask you to he

the judge—obtain a bottle
from your procer and reinom-
bor tliat We sell Majjleine on
the complete understandinp
tliat if it is not perfectly sat-

isfactory, or better still, com-
pletely to yourliking, if made
according to directions, it can
be returned at our expense,
and your money will be
refunded.
A l-i't. bottle c<.sts3.-)C and n

en.ccr can't siipi.lv .T"u. w-it.- t.. CKKSCENT MF(;
Sole MfrB., 317 to 321 Occidental Avenue, Seattle.

•k'liii^y NIGHT LAMP
Once filled with kerosene it mill liiirn for
4»> hours :iiict is absolutely oalairless.
4trii:iiii<-ill:il, too, because haiidsoiiiely
constriicteil of lirass, nickel-plated, and eacii
laiiip IS ])iOvided vith enoiigli wiek to last
several years. The lamp can be used in entries,
liallways, closets, and is iiivaliiahle lor

Kui'srr.T and Sicki-ooiii
Ask your dealer
or by mail (post- ^^ mm
paid) 65 cents. m^^^r*Agents wanted.

SILVER & conpaniv

English

Knock=

about

Hat

/ A stylish, Bcrviceabtc hat for dres$ or business. Genuine
/ English Felt. Folds into compact roll wltliout damagini.

Broad outside band. Would sell for $2.00 in most hat stores
Colors; Black. Gray Mi«ture. Brown Mixture, Dark Blue
and White. Weight 4 ozs. Sent postpoid on receipt of $1.00.
State size ond color wanted.

Genuine Fur Cap $
For men andhovs. Sa,;nand hoy
lined. Band
visor can he turnc
down or up. All
sizes. Color,
Black. Prepa
on receipt of
$3.00.

Satisfaction
guaranteed

3

KBilon:

Chri^ian Characfteri^ics
='= Preparing the Way

ALL of us of the modern world aim
. to resemble each other. Even the

cut and fashion of clothing are becom-

ing alike all the world over at any
given time.

It is said that the peasants of every
country are gradually giving up their

distinctive and often picturesque cos-

tumes. A dull monotony of array is

invading the whole earth. Only in

the Far East, where the turban and
the flowing robe have reigned since the
earliest ages, does any whole people
still retain its original, characteristic

dress.

As with our outer raiment, so with
our inner selves. In the olden days,
travelers talked with each other as
they rode along. Now it is the rarest
thing in the world for strangers to

address each other without an intro-

duction.
Our fellow-travelers may speculate

to any extent regarding our identity,

our business, our domestic relations;
but we generally keep them to our-
selves. By no look or stray word do
we usually reveal ourselves. Unless
we are at a convention or a special

meeting, we do not wear badge or
ribbon.
Even the ardent appeals to members

of great Christian brotherhoods and
sisterhoods to display conspicuously,
wherever they go, the emblems of their
faith, fail to bring them forth.
The modern mind prefers anonymity.

The "doorplate" has disappeared from
the person just as it has disappeared
from the house.
Under conditions like these how can

we demonstrate to outsiders our Chris-
tian faith? Is it possible so to carry
ourselves that we may proclaim our
fealty to Christ wherever we go?
Even when we talk with others, even

when we touch elbows with them in
our daily business, we have usually
little opportunity, unless we make it,

for showing forth the faith that is in
us, and far too little is done or said to
make the opportunity.

Herein lies a wonderful testimony to
the power of the Gospel. Such has
been its penetrating quality and its at-
tractiveness to the minds of men, that
the Christian standards of pity, purity,
altruism and forgiveness have become
virtually the standards of every so-
called Christian nation, though thou-
sands there do not recognize the source
of their virtues.
A long-time missionary to Japan re-

cently declared that the number of
acknowledged Christian converts con-
veyed no idea of the effect of Chris-
tianity upon the Japanese nation.

"It is in their ideals and their na-
tional customs," he said, "that the in-
fluence of Jesus is most plainly to be
seen. The plural marriage, the igno-
rance and degradation of woman, the
neglect of the feeble, all these and a
score of other vicious features of Jap-
anese life, are disappearing under the
white light of Christianity."
The great outward differences that

distinguish the Christian from the re-
spectable non-Christian are these two:
The first is that the Christian at-

tends regularly the services of his
church, and strives by every means in
his power to upbuild it.

The .second is that he has a burning
thirst for the conversion of souls. He
seeks opportunities to talk alone with
the unrepentant upon the subject of
religion. He writes letters to them.
He invites them to go with him to de-
votional meetings.
And it is the inner life of the Chris-

tian which gives him the power and
the impetus to do all this. Light and
strength come to him from the daily
study of the Word; and through un-
ceasing prayer, God grants the gift of
his all-conquering Spirit.

*Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Decem-
ber 11. Text : II. Cor. 6 : 16-18.

.m li"

IT is seldom that any great disp
tion of life comes to us wi'

warning. Before the face of (,

great joy or sorrow runs usually 'I

messenger to acquaint us of its!

proach.
Frequently in history the preji

tion which God has given to the wc
leaders might seem to us myster
but it has usually afforded that ch
for reflection and the developmer
physical and spiritual strength v
were necessary for the work ahea
"The Scriptures," says Busl-

"show us how frequently in the C'

tions of obscurity and depression,
]

arations of counsel are going o fr

which the commonest offices ar i
become the necessary first chaptdo,
a great and powerful history—E'ij
among the sheep; Elisha folio m
after the plow; Nehemiah bearin; hi

cup; Hannah, who can say not m
less common than that she is the ifi

of Elkanah and a woman of sorroi
spirit. Who, looking on these hu,

people, and discovering how des
purpose God was cherishing in tf""'
can be justified in thinking that
has no particular plan for him, bee
he is not signalized by any kind of
tinction?"
A modern religious story deals

the case of a young musician w
playing was a marvelous exhibitio|p"' '^

technique. He was acclaimed
greatest performer of the time, khi
ing of a modest spirit, he asked
criticism of a discerning friend.

'for

'

"Your playing lacks depth of Khet

meiv

Safe

ing," he was told. "You will g<

when you have heart-breaking sor
and then only."
The sorrow came and the yc iplyn

player's music received the eler ids

'

which it had lacked to make it per:

"Man advances," says Guizot in

great History of Civilization, "in
execution of a plan which he has
conceived and of which he is not «

aware. Imagine a great machine,
design of which is centred in a si:

mind, though its various parts arej
JJy j

trusted to different workmen. No
of them understands the work a

whole, but every one executes witl^

telligence and freedom the partici

task assigned to him."
Thus each one of us is carrying

ward in some hidden way, of wMJ
our small minds cannot grasp the U jj'

the great work of God's universe. ~
In Drummond's Ideal Life, he sS

"In the counsels of God's will, when
arranged the destiny of every star

every sandgrain and each of those t

insects which live but for an hour,
Creator had a thought for you and
It was a thought of what we wen
be, of what we might become. Bui
all had the terrible power to evade
thought and shape our lives from
other will if we so chose. The
could only become a flower and the e

revolve in the orbit God had fixed

is was man's prerogative to choose
path, his duty to choose it in God."'

"Before Jesus enters upon his I

work," says Henry B. Wright, c(

menting upon this passage in his v
practical book upon choosing a li

calling, "the Spirit leads him into

wilderness and allows him to de
freely for or against God."
Thus our Maker often leads us i

the wilderness and permits Satan
buffet us, before we can take up
important work before us.

Before we break down in a fit

sickness, God usually sends a mesi

ger; before failure in business o
takes us, we have warnings; befi

any great joy comes to us, dawn^^^

,

streaks of light beautify the sunr «
sky. Thank God, he prepares our w
before us. Let us pray that we m
watch for his messengers and htl

their warnings. ;

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sundl

December H. Texts : Mai. 3 : 1, 2 ; Matt. »: 'j.
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THE LITTLE STRIPED CAP
jrpiS but a little striped cap.

X All faded, mussed and torn
;

It was the first my baby boy

With childlike pride had worn.

I see again his smiling face,

And hear his words of joy.

As when, with prattlintr voice, he said :

**I papa's great big boy.

"Jus' look at me, so big, so tall,

Almos' as big as you."

Then tipped his cap and made a bow
And said, "How do you do ?

"I's going to be a preacher man,
And preach, and pray, and sing.

And tell all little boys and girls

That Jesus is our King.

"And when He sends for me to come
To visit Him some day,

I'll chase the little lambs about.

And make them skip and play."

Ah ! little did I think that day.

As I sat there and smiled.

That death should come and take away
My precious darling child.

Before the roses bloomed again
We laid him 'neath the sod ;

His spirit went to live with Christ

And be at home with God.

I'll hang this little cap in state.

Its value is untold

:

It tells me I've a little "lamb"
Safe in the heavenly fold.

\Milt(,n. Del. J. B. Welch.
UP-.

China's First Parliament
K SPECIAL correspondent of the
* New York Herald, writinp from
ekin, October 15, gives this interest-

ig pen picture of the first National
.ssembly ever held in the Chinese
mpire:
"For China the installation of the
zu-cheng Yuan marks the beginning
" a new era. For the world at large

h is an event of supreme importance,
ince necessarily the world must be
leply concerned in any movement that
"ects for good or for ill the welfare
a nation representing one-fourth of

[he human race.

"From the galleries of the large as-

mbly room of the old Law College, in

/hich the sessions of the Tzu-cheng
Tuan are to be held until the new par-
liament building is ready for occu-
ancy, the scene is one not only inter-
sting but impressive.
"The hall is extremely simple. There

^ nothing in it, or in the body itself,

at indicates the splendor or display
ssociated in the minds of Western
eople with everything Oriental. The
wo hundred members sit behind small
esks arranged in tiers facing north,
t is close sitting, for it has been a
Tght squeeze to find room for the
hole membership. Along the north

yall on both sides of the platform are
wo rows of seats slightly elevated,
"'hese are for representatives of the
government departments assigned for
uty with the Yuan, to reply on behalf
f their respective departments to par-
liamentary inquiries relating to their
)usiness. Elevated, but not to the level
f the main stage, there is a rostrum
rem which members having set

peeches address the a.'wembly. Below
his, desks for four stenographers
)usily engaged in making record of the
Jroceedings.
"In the centre of the platform is the

iesk of the President, Prince Pu Lun;
)n his left sits the Vice-President,
Shen Chiapan, a Chinese of distinc-
ion; on the President's left Mr. Chin,
Uhief Secretary; flanking these, on
)Oth sides, four assistant secretaries.
"None of the officials wears official

^obes, and there is no badge or insignia
it office save the small medal worn by
3very member. This is of different
colors to distinguish the appointed
fnembers from the elected members,
but the distinction ends with the badge,
for here all members are on a plane of
absolute equality.
"The front two tiers of desks are for

imperial princes, Mongol princes and
pther government appointees. All are
in long robes, jackets and official boots,
:and all quietly dressed.

"The business proceeds in perfect
order. One after another speaker
calls his number, obtains recognition,
makes his speech. If it is a long one
he walks to the rostrum, makes his
bow to the Assembly—none to the
President—and says his say; if it is

short, he makes it standing at his desk.
"It is a notable fact that the men

who have, even at this early day,
forged to the front in the councils of
the Yuan are those who have proven
themselves men of sense and ability.
A few of these have come out of tht
government seats, but the majority are
men of the people."

Answered Prayers
Mrs. J. H. S., Somerset, Pa. "In answer to

my prayer my daughter was cured of illness."

M. H., Eeasthampton, Mass. "I wish to ac-
knowledge God's answer to a prayer for restor-
ation of health."

M. E. M., Rochester, N. Y. "I know God
does answer prayer, for he has healed me of a
disease in answer to my prayers."

W. H. K., Mansfield, Pa. "I wish to acknowl-
edge an answer to prayer, in which I was very
greatly helped in time of illness."

L. C, College Place, Wash. "I promised
Christ if he would answer my prayers in regard
to a child I would publicly acknowledge it."

M. L., New York. "He has just answered
me so plainly, I feel I must acknowledge here,

trusting some weary one may be influenced."

C. H. H., Amenia, N. Y. "Through par-
ticular sorrow I prayed daily to our Father
that he would give me greater strength than
ever before." ,

S. A. M., Stanton, "Va. "I promised my
heavenly Father if he would answer my prayer
for the restoration of a dear daughter I would
acknowledge it."

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. O., Elmer, Mo. "We had
a very sick child the doctor and neighbors had
given up to die. We prayed the Lord to spare
his life if it were his will. Our prayers were
answered."

(Mrs.) L. A. S., Henderson, Tex. "I prom-
ised the Lord that if he would restore to health a
sister who was very ill, I would acknowledge it

to the world. She is now as well as she ever
was."

E. and S. W., Cynthiana, O. "We wish to

acknowledge in The Chkistian Herald that
(Jod has answertd our prayers in returning to

us our wandering boy. We asked (iod to pro-

tect him and bring him home to us. Our prayer
was answered. The boy is at home."

Mrs. A. E. B., Eagle, Wis. "I wish to say

to you that we were in great trouble. I knew
not what to do, so I prayed promising God if

he would deliver us from that trouble I would
acknowledge it before men. That prayer has

been answered, although it has been four years."

Mrs. R. E. H., Te.Nas. "Nine years ago
while reading answered pi-ayers, I promised

the Lord if he would save my husband I would
acknowledge it to Tub Christian Herald.
This summer God has granted that request. I

don't get discouraged when the answers seem
long delayed."

Mrs. D. G. T., Baxter, la. "I was sick with

what the physicians called an incurable disease.

I believed the Lord could heal me and prayed,

putting my whole trust in him, and promised

if he would help me that I would acknowledge

him for it to the world. I am restored to

my usual health."

Mrs. F. H. F., Williamsburg, Mass. "I

prayed for loved ones that were very ill. one

being my own dear son, and promised befoie

my Lord that if he would restore to health

and spare their lives, I would tell it to the

world. He heard and answered my prayer.

God also gave me the desire of my heart, when
on a recent Sabbath several members of my
Sunday School class united with the church on

profession of their faith in Christ."

Prizes Paper and Premiums

I cannot tell you how much I enjoy
The Christian Herald. I have taken
it for twenty years. I do not want to

do without it. It is a treasure, and the

premiums are just grand. I have many
of them and prize them highly and the

calendars are beautiful. Dr. Klopsch
helped so many to help others who
would not have had the opportunity if

it had not been through his instru-

mentality through The Christian
Herald. Mrs. M. A. Moffett.
Des Moines, la.

Yon can "place money in the Industrial Savingrs and
Loan Company, and know that it is saje. ana le hchn'c
Vo)i can ontam it when itatttfd.und will yi^XAfairfarr,-
tii(i.': tor fvfrv dav'inrented, .See their advpitisenient
on page H*!, and write them for fnll information.

MOTHERS
For Your Children's Sake
READ THIS IMPORTANT MESSAGE
To you ! Mothers of Today ! and Mothers of Tomorrow! For the
sake of the babies of our land; for the sake of thousands yet unborn;
for the sake of anguished mothers and heart - broken fathers !

AMOTHER'S grief for her dead child is tragic, yet we
know that the kindly alchemy of Time will transmute
that pain into a sad memory. But what of the mother

to whom every dawn brings a new anguish, a woe upon which
Time has no compassion ? What of the child left forever
deformed and disabled by the scourge of infantile paralysis
that is spreading with alarming rapidity over the United States?
What of the misery of an expanding mind in a world for which
the body is unfit?"—From December Hamptoyi's Magazine.

Thus begins the most pathetic fact-story in our generation, "The
Children's Plague," by Dr. Jacolyn Manning, in December Hamp-
ton's Magazine. "This is only one of many reasons why you should
read Hampton's Magazine. "Another Chance For The Bad Boy,"
in December, and "The Wayward Girl," in January, both by the
popular woman writer, Rheta Childe Dorr, make a stirring appeal
to every mother heart. A Story of Fortune Telling, by Roy L.
McCardell, will be enjoyed by all.

Hampton's Magazine will amuse, instruct and entertain you and your family
every month for a whole year with the best Short Stories by Robert W. Chambers,
Josephine Daskam Bacon, David Graham Phillips, George Randolph Chester, Owen
Johnson, Gouverneur Morris, Ellis Parker Butler, Mary Heaton Vorse, etc.: also, best
Articles by Walter Wellman (thrilling airship voyage). Senator La FoUette, Former
Mayor Tom L. Johnson of Cleveland, Charles Edward Russell, Judson C. Welliver,
etc.—and all for only 15c. a month (at your newsdealer) or $1.50 a year. Subscribe
before December 25th, and receive the Beautiful Christmas "Hampton's" FREE.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
This Wonderful Webster's New Illustrated Dictionary, 1100 pages, 50,000 words,

looks just like an Oxford Bible, Full Morocco Leather Binding. Price alone $2.50, to
Christian Herald readers for only 95c. if you subscribe for Hampton's
Magazine before December 2.5th, at $1.50 a year. Hampton's
Magazine makes the Ideal Christmas Gift — Handsome Subscription
Gift Cards Free with every order. Send Money Order or Check for
$1.50 for "Hampton's," one year, or, send $2.45 for "Hampton's"
one year (December Free) with Dictionary postpaid.

Address

"Holiday Premium Offer"

HAMPTON^S MAGAZINE
66 West 35th St., New York City, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED in every town. Ask for "SALARY PLAN" when ordering.

EZH
NO.

43
Diamond Rings any style.

Terms, S3.7S per month.

FULL JEWELED $1065
WALTHAM' lU-i

In Fine 20-Year Gold-filled Case.
Guaranteed to keep Accurate Time.

SENT ON FREE TRIAL. ALL CHARGES PREPAID I

You do not pay one penny until you have seen!" h-Grade. Full Jeweled WalthJand examined this High
am Watch, with Patent Hairspring, in any style
plain or engraved Case, right in your own hands.

OREATEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED^$1 A MONTH.
No matter how far away you live, or how email your salary or income we will

THE OLD RELIABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND
AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE

DepL M-95 92 ton STATE ST.. CHICAGO.ILL
I BROS & CO. 1858 Branches: Pittsburg, Fa., St.Louis,Mo,

trust you for a high-
grade adjusted Walthana^
Watch, in gold case, war-""
ranted for 25 years, and guarante
inspection. Write for handsome Christmas Catalog.

AGENTS
WANTED.

| at Home Witliout Glue.

Put a Fix-it on end of round
and drive it in. Fits any
joint, round or square. In-

visiible. Not affected by heat or

dampness. Sample pkg. lOc.two
doz,;;5c. Good profits Cor Agents
FIX.IT ftTFG. CO. 201 Wall St,

Binghamtoo. N. Y.

T YOUR IDEAS
S8.500 for one invention. Book.
How to Obtain a Patent" and

'What to Invent" sent free. Send roliRh

sket<-h for tree report as to patentability.

Patents advertised forsale at ourexpense
in fourteen Manufacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE. Patent Att'ys
Established 16 Years

916 F. Street, Washington. D. C.
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A Christmas
Gift that

Lasts the

Whole Year
Round
Ordinarily the Christmas Gift

is a thing of a day. Why not make
it a thmg of a year—a remem-

brance that renews itself every

week for a whole year—a per-

ennial delight to your friend, and

a constant occasion for grateful-

ness to you? It is often hard to

make the Christmas money meet

every desire—there are so many
to remember, and the heart during

the Yuletide season is so full of

kindness for all. In order to help

you make a little money go a great

way this Christmas, The Christian

Herald makes this suggestion:

Why not give a year's

subscription to The
Christian Herald to

one or several friends

as Christmas Gifts ?

Can you think of any
other Gift of equal
cost that would give

as much pleasure ?

It isn't a gift that will be forgotten

with the passing of Christmas Day—it

continues every week for a whole year

—it is really 52 presents. Each week
the recipient will be reminded of your

kindness.

To make the gift more attractive we
have prepared a very dainty Christmas

Card-Folder and Envelope which will

be sent in time to reach the recipient on

Christmas Day. This card will contain

your name as the donor, together with

an appropriate message conveying your

beA wishes for a Merry Chri^mas.

In sending in your order, please be

sure to give your own name as well as

the name of the person to whom you

wish to have The Christian Herald
sent as a Chri^mas Gift. We will mail

the announcement card so as to reach

its deSination on Chri^mas Day.

The Christian Herald will make
a most charming and correct gift— a

weekly reminder of your thoughtfulness.

To friends who do not know our ^er-

ling weekly the magazine will come as

a delightful surprise, bringing sunshine,

and happiness, and inspiration into their

lives ; to shut-ins and invalids, and to

those who could not afford to buy it for

themselves, you will give a year of

happiness and pleasure. The subscrip-

tion rate is $1.50 for 52 issues.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
GIFT DEPARTMENT

Bible House, - - New York

John^one's Fatal Plunge

FLYING has been added to the

world's list of sports and pastimes

for a short time, but the death list of

its devotees is already great. In pro-

portion to the number engaged in it it

makes football look as safe as a game
of checkers. The most recent airman
to take the fatal ride and plunge to

death is Ralph Johnstcyie, who recently
achieved fame by his ascents at Bel-
mont Park, Long Island, where he
soared over a mile high and managed
his machine as easily as a man in an
automobile, and gained the world's
I'ecord for altitude.

Johnstone entered the meet at Den-
ver. While 800 feet in the air, one of
his planes broke. He had had trouble
with it before during the day. He
tried to right the machine even after
he was thrown from his seat. Then the
machine turned completely over and
came down. A flash through the air,

and the daring aviator lay crushed in
the wreckage of his machine. Every
bone in his body had been broken and
death must have been almost instan-
taneous.
Johnstone was very popular and his

untimely death caused much sorrow to
a large circle of friends and admirers.
He left a wife and two small children.

Anvil Strokes
. .A GOOD time to begin a good work

is immediately after another work is

finished.

. . He that is afraid to do right is a
coward; he that is afraid to do wrong
is a hero.

. . When a soul hungers for the
world, it has neglected the spiritual
provisions.

. . Nobody knows the Word but he
that has tasted its flavor by feeding his

heart upon it.

. . You may get to heaven on prom-
ises, but remember they are the Lord's,
and not your own.

. . CarJjying the Bible in the hand
may tire it, but carrying the Word in

the heart gives it rest.

. .Who dislikes the fellowship of the
saints would scarce feel at home in the
company of the angels.

. . That day is lost from the calendar
of life, which has not been the occasion
of some deed of kindness.

. . When we reach our zenith, it is no
license to begin a decline at once, but
we should strive to remain there a long-

time.

. .When a man has nothing to give
but sympathy, it alone is priceless;

when he has an abundance that might
be given with his sympathy, it alone is

worthless. M. G. Rambo.
Sergeant Bluff, la.

The "Harmony" in Danger
MISSIONARY Christian Schmitt of

the Moravian Mission at Nain,
Labrador, is now in Europe, enjoying
the first furlough in ten years. He
came from the Arctic on the little mis-
sion steamer Harwio^?/, which narrowly
escaped shipwreck on the previous voy-
age. He writes to The Christian
Herald :

"Early in September and just before
reaching Nain, the Harmony struck a
submerged rock and damaged her bows
to such an extent that the captain felt

doubtful whether he could save her.

Happily she was able to reach Nain
harbor, where she was run ashore to

prevent her from sinking in deep wa-
ter." She was temporarily repaired
and sailed for St. Jt)hns, N. F., where
she was dry-docked for a thorough
overhauling.

Grows Better Every Year
I want to thank you for the beautiful

premiums you sent me. The flag is a
beauty and I appreciate them all very
much. The paper I think is growing
better every year. I trust you may
continue to prosper.

(Miss) Allie Van Williams.
Kingston, N. Y.

>OVl\

C. Wesley Har. by Josiah Booth
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A Wofd A]b©^t th^<s Calesadar
SEVERAL of our friends who have

seen the published advertisements
of our Baby Calendar, have objected to
it because the dear little baby was shown
with a "pacifier" in its mouth. Some
have declared that a pacifier is unsan-
itary and tends to mar the shape of a
baby's mouth. On the other hand, we
have received a great number of letters
of commendation of the calendar, and
some of them have commended the
pacifier itself.

The two following letters are typical
of the many received advocating both
sides of the case:
"Dear Christian Herald: Do you

really intend to send out calendars
with the picture of the baby with that
pacifier in its mouth? Don't you know
that it is not only unsanitary, but it is

apt to change the shape of the baby's
mouth? I am sure you would not do
so if you knew the real facts.

"Very truly yours,

'

"Mrs. H. K. H."
On the other hand, hear this mother,

who is evidently thankful for having
used a pacifier:

"Dear Christian Herald: Be sure
to send me one of your Baby Calen-
dars. I think, from the advertise-
ment, it must be very beautifuh It
looks so much like my little grandchild.
"As to the pacifier, we found it very

useful and necessary. My daughter,

whose husband is a distinguished prO'

fessional man, who has spent several
years in European study, had a very
delicate baby, who cried constantly,
We were afraid the constant crying
would result in a physical injury. Our
doctor prescribed a pacifier in order to

keep the baby from crying. The doc-
tor said he had prescribed it in several
similar cases with equally good results,

and that many physicians were obliged
to do so. It proved a comfort and a
help to the child in regaining its ii

strength. Yours respectfully,
"Experience."

Now, it is far from our purpose to

force a pacifier into the mouths of

babes, even though it be only on a cal-

endar.
No doubt those who object to the

pacifier feel that they have good rea-

son for doing so, in which event we feel

that they would not care to accept the

Baby Calendar as a premium. But
they are entitled to a premium, and so

we are going to allow them to make a

choice in the matter as follows:
If any of our subscribers feel that

they do not care to accept the Baby
Calendar as a premium, they may have
in its place our wonderful "Mona Lisa"
picture, or a copy of our recent beauti-

ful cover, "An Autumn Reverie."
By this arrangement we feel sure

that every one will be pleased.
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The Best Known Magazine

in theW)rld
For Forty Years

the Fashion

Authority of

the World

and the greatest

of all Magazines

for Women

15 ds. a Copy

sa^t^

nrn^s'iT.vTSA'iopy ONf dollak a year
jmEByrTERJCK. publishing OJMPANr NEW YORK

Under the

Editorial

Direction of

Erman J. Ridgway

Publisher of

Everybody's

Magazine

$1.00 a Year

THE DELINEATOR
HAVE you read the Delineator lately ? If you have,

it is not necessary to tell you why it deserves its

title "The Best Known Magazine in the World.

'

You have known the Delineator since you were a child,

and your mother knew it before you, and, maybe, her

mother knew it, too, for forty years of supremacy among
magazines for women is a long time, h has always been

the most practical, the most helpful, and the most widely

read woman's magazine. You know that.

But of late years, a change has come over the Delineator,

or rather a growth that has kept pace with the growth

of women's interests. Are you aware of that change ?

Do you know how different The Delineator, with all its

fashion prestige retained, has become from the general run

of magazines for women.

Do you know why The Delineator in this, its Fortieth

Year, is deservedly the best known and the most loved

magazine in the world ?

If not, you owe it to yourself to find out.

The answer is in the Delineator for 1911.

FOR forty years, through all the changing cycles of

fashions, The Delineator has stood undisputed as

the leader.

In every part of the civilized globe it is now recognized

as the Fashion Authority of the World.

Paris itself buys more copies of The Delineator than it

does of any French publication of its kind

!

Famous Fashion Authorities contribute regularly.

Edouard LaFontaine writes authoritative letters from

Paris each month.

Mrs. Simcox and Helen Berkeley-Lloyd describe the

latest styles seen in the smart shops, restaurants, and opera

houses in New York. Wherever styles originate, there

The Delineator has its representatives.

And Mrs. Chalmers, in her series, "Dressmaking Made
Easy," tells the woman who is clever with her hands how
she may make luxurious and useful garments for herself.

One number of The Delineator is worth the price of a

year's subscription in practical helpfulness to the woman
who buys it

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
BuTTERicK Building New York City

How to Subscribe to The Delineator and The Christian Herald together is told on the

"Magazine Combinations" page in another part of this book..
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CHRISTMAS
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Splendid

Numbers one

after another the year round

•pACH WEEKLY ISSUE will
'^ be crowded with good read-

ing: 300 Brilliant Stories; Serials

through the year; Popular Papers
by Noted Writers; 2000 Bits of

Wit and Wisdom.

FOR THE
BOYS

FOR THE
GIRLS

FOR THE
FAMILY

EXPERT ADVICE on Summer
and Winter Athletic Sports and
Pastimes; Encounters with Indi-

ans; Fishing and Hunting Ex-
ploits; Handy Contrivances for the

Young Mechanic.

STORIES OF GIRLS who have
Made Their Own Way; Stories

of Obscure Heroines; Stories of

Every-Day Girls at Home or in

College; Careers for Girls; Useful
Hints.

PRACTICAL SHORT ARTICLES
about Domestic Management in

the House and Garden—everything

that can be of help in making home
more comfortable, more beautiful.

1911 Art Calendar FREE
and All Remaining 1910 Issues

HOW TO GET THEM
EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER WHO AT ONCE
CUTS OUT AND SENDS THIS SLIP (OR MEN-
TIONS THIS PUBLICATION) 'WITH $1.75 FOR
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION FOR 1911 W^ILL

RECEIVE FREE

ALL THE WEEKLY ISSUES of The Youth's
Companion for the rest of 1910, including the

Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday Numbers.

THE COMPANION ART CALENDAR for 1911,
lithographed in twelve colors and gold—an extra
copy being sent to every one who makes a present
of a Christmas subscription.

THEN THE YOUTH'S COMPANION for the
fifty-two weeks ' of 1911, a treasury of reading
that would cost $40 in book form. .SCII4

The Youth's Companion, Boston, Massachusetts
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*M&xJrm/
Model AB-2 cyl., 14 H. P.

The Great

Economy
Runabout

*600

Sixty Hours In Every Day
Think what you can accomplish when every day contains sixty hours!

You can make your day hold sixty hours, in effect, if you take ad-

vantage of the time-savers that modern science offers you. Hun-
dreds in all walks of life are using Maxwell Runabouts to save time in

their daily work. One would relieve you of as much work as would

An Assistant Pastor
The car used in the recent economy test was a

larger, heavier car than the AB Runabout,
and costs $300 more. This car costs even less

to maintain than the test-car did. For your
work it will probably serve you equally well.

These Books Free

I am proud of this car and its record. Let me
send you some detailed information about it

and its capabilities. Let me send you our latest

catalogue and other valuable literature. A
postal will do. Just say ''''Mail books'

You know how short the day is to crowd into

it all the many duties that confront you. Think
how easily you can travel long, time-consuming
distances which you must cover in your daily

work. Think how profitably you can employ
those minutes saved and how pleasantly you
can occupy the traveling time. Many are using

our cars in ministerial work and tell us that

they benefit in mind and body, besides multi-

plying their usefulness.

If the Cost Has Deterred You
we can prove to your satisfaction the economy
of the Maxwell. We proved in a public trial

recently that the automobile is cheaper to

maintain than a horse and buggy.

A Maxwell costs 1^ cents per passenger mile, and
A Horse and Buggy 2-|- cents per passenger mile

Can You Afford to Ignore These Facts?

It is as easy to drive as it is economical to run. You can learn to handle it in a single

lesson. The mechanism is so simple that anyone can readily understand it. Its care
entails no effort. Let us show you the car. We'll gladly demonstrate it.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE maxwell factories

MOTOR CO.

President

SALE OF MAXWELLS TO DATE
Sold to Oct. 31, '10

Sold during Nov., '10

Maxwells in use today

39,156
1,254

40,410

WATCH THE FIGURES«GROW Licensed nnder Sehifn Patent

RETT STREET
TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

NEWCASTLE
PrROVIDENCE
TARRYTOWN
KINGSLAND POINT

IND.
R. I.

N. Y.
N. Y.

Maxwcll-Briscoc, Inc., 3 West 61st Street, New York City
United Motor Indianapolis Co., Illinois & Vermont Sts., Indianapolis, Ind.

United Motor Cleveland Co.. 1938 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
United Motor Columbus Co., 972 N. Hijh St., Columbus, O.
United Motor Chicago Co., 1737 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

United Motor Buffalo Co., 28 Goodrich Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
United Motor San Francisco Co., 358 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

United Motor Boston Co., 100 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass.
United Motor Kansas City Co., 1612 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
United Motor Philadelphia Co., 207 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAXWELL BRANCHES
United Motor Des Moines Company, 417 N. 8th St., Des Moines, la.
United Motor Charlotte Co., 14 S. Church St., Charlotte, N. G.
United Motor Albany Co., 72 Central Ave., Albany, N, Y.
United Motor Washington Co., 1321 Hth Street, Washington, D. C.
United Motor Pittsburg Co., Forbes Street & Meyran Avenue,

Pittsburg, Penn.
United Motor Atlanta Co., 207 P?achtree St., Atlanta, Ga.
United Motor Dallas Co., 30S Commerce Street, Dallas, Tex.
United Motor Toledo Co., 1002 Madison Avenue, Toledo, O.
United Motor Syracuse Co., 502 E. Genessee St., Syracuse, N. Y.

United Motor Omaha Co., 2II5 Farnain Street, Omaha, Neb.
United Motor St. Louis Co., 306 N. I2th Street, St. Louis, Mo.
United Motor Minneapolis Co., Hennepin Avenne & 9th Street,

Minneapolis, Minn.
United Motor Detroit Co., 243 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. Mich.

United Motor Los Angeles Co.. 1321 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Maxwell-Brisooe Motor Co. , New Castle, Ind.

United Motor South Bend Co., 302 Michigan Street, South Bend, Ind.

Fcrnald Auto Co., 1520 Broadway, Denver, Colo.
Sharman Auto Co., 45 S. State St., Salt Lake City, Utah
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President Porfirio Diaz Peons on Coffee Plantation, Orizaba
Copyright. Underwood * Underwood

General Bernardo Reyes

THi:
THIS seems to be a year of revolutions and of

civil war both in Europe and in America. That
which changed the government of Portugal

had lon>j- been expected by observers conversant with

tiie trend of affaii-s political on the Iberian penin-

sula, but the one which has recently broken out in

several of the most important States of Mexico
came unexpectedly, and its sudden growth from a

very small insurrection was a surprise to people on

this side of the border. Diaz had ruled so long-,

bearing down all opposition to his autocratic will,

that it was thought, in this country at least, that
his own people had practically accepted his con-
tinuous tenure of office, and though a large number
might object to him as President of Mexico, they
would carefully hide the fact, and the change in the

executive could only come by the natural death of

the general-president or his voluntary resignation

from his high office. In either case the political

heir-apparent was Vice-President Corral, whom
Diaz had selected to take up the reins of government
when he himself should lay them down.
, As one looks back at the opening events of the

revolution he is forced to the conclusion that beneath
the apparent calm in Mexico there
was a widespread feeling of discon-

tent with the situation—a feeling

which pervaded all classes, from the

highest to the lowest—and that
many who accepted the situation
with philosophic calm felt that at

best the goveinment was really a
beneficent despotism, if the two
words can be so coupled. Even the
higher classes, who had the most to

lose, in a worldly sense, from a rev-

olution, seem to have felt that a
change in presidents once in a while
might not be out of place. Strong
objection was made to- some of

Diaz's cabinet, and it was openly
charged that high officials were
corrupt, and enriching themselves
in public office.

It takes but a small spark to set

a conOagration going when the fuel

is prepared, and in this case the

political spark which started the

revolt was the lynching of a Mex-
ican named Rodriguez on American
soil. When the news was tele-

graphed over Mexico there were
many demonstrations against Amer-
icans, and in several places they
were compelled to barricade them-
selves in their homes and places of

business. The Mexican government,
greatly to its credit, took measures

to protect Americans, and the questions involved

were taken up by the respective Departments of

State in the usual diplomatic way. Matters, how-
ever, seemed to go from bad to worse. Armed bands
assembled with the threat of invading Texas and
other States, and the Americans flocked, rifles in

hand, to protect the border. As the government
tried to suppress the rioters it incurred their hatred.

Suddenly, those who opposed Diaz began to see

that the agitation could be nursed into a very formid-

able insurrection. In fact, they may have fomented

the disturbance in the first place. The bands which
had gathered to threaten the peace of our borders at

once seemed to find another objective, and reports

came in of attacks on the Rnrales, the famous Mex-
ican police, and other troops. Francisco Madero
was an opponent of Diaz in the recent election, and
on the results being announced, found that the cli-

mate of the United States would be more healthful

than that in which he had been reared. In other

words, he fled to a place of safety. He had made his

headquarters for some time at San Antonio, where
a very active revolutionary junta was formed with

blanches in the United States and Mexico. One

Types of Population in Puebla City

night he left in disguise, taking seven adherents
with him, and was reported making for his planta-

tion, about forty miles above the American town of

Laredo, but on the Mexican side of the line. There
his friends gathered to him from far and near, all

armed for any attempt he might make against Diaz's

government.
General Villar, of the Mexican regular army, was

at once alarmed and sent scouts in every direction

to prevent others from coming across the line, and
asked the American commander at Fort Mcintosh to

guard against revolutionists escaping into American
territory and also to prevent other bands from in-

vading Mexico by way of Eagle Pass and other roads
southward. Several regiments of American troops
had already taken post along the border, to be
ready for any overt act made on American soil by
the Mexican revolutionists.

There was a sharp outbreak in Puebla and a num-
ber were killed. This bloodshed stirred up the
slumbering fires of revolution in many places where
outbreaks were not anticipated, and more men
flocked to the rebel leaders, until some of them found
they had several hundred men. The rebels had

barricaded themselves. In Guairo
there was a battle in the streets, but
the loosely organized insurgents
were no match for the disciplined

regular troops. They were beaten
back from the town and the place

was declared to be under martial
law.
Orizaba is a manufacturing cen-

tre noted for its print goods works,
employing thousands of hands.
Some of these workmen favored the

revolutionary party and were mys-
teriously supplied with rifles, with
which they attacked the Seven-
teenth regiment of infantry. Other
regiments were called in to help the

garrison, and for a time the city was
in a state of turmoil, encounters
being frequent, and the shooting so

continuous that the majority of

people sought safety within doors.

Here also the government troops at

last triumphed. The government
now began to fear that the uprising

might spread beyond its control

and began to arrest leaders of the

opposition and any one suspected of

revolutionary sympathies. A great

many suspects fled to the mountains,'

from which they waged a desultory

warfare against the rurales who
were sent in pursuit. The rebels

Continued on page 1172
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Wipittleia Sp©caaJiJi5^ now

TEXT—Matthew 2 : 10, U

THE language of felicity is unequal to the task

of describing the circumstances which gather

about the birth of Jesus. Angelic hosts fill-

ing the heavens with their songs of joy. Simple

shepherds caught up from their humble surround-

ings into divinest vision. Wise men drawn by the

resistless gravitation of yearning hope to follow

His Star and joyfully offer gifts. Frigid literalists

and formalists puzzled in the presence of Reality.

The craft of wickedness falling into its own snare

under the confusion of a new fear. The whole

world, celestial and terrestrial, quivering with the

stir of divine events. No other life ever

began on earth as this life began.

These wise men from the -East have

fascinated the imagination of men from

the beginning. Although almost nothing

is known of them, they have been named
and classified. Their life story has been

invented, told and retold through the cen-

turies. Indeed, their skulls have been

rescued from the dust—if high ecclesias-

tical tradition may be believed—and given

a proper resting place among the relics of

superstition. With these myths and

vagaries we need not concern ourselves,

but they must not deprive us of the sweet

lessons which the Gospel story addresses

to believing hearts.

The Search of the Wise Men

These wise men are journeying to find

the Gift of God, which is Jesus Christ our

Lord. In this act they symbolize the

race of men whose "hearts were made for

God, and are restless until they find him."

They saw his star in the East, but the im-

pelling motive which sent them along the

shining pathway of its radiance was some-

thing deeper than mere intellectual inter-

est in stellar phenomena. Their souls

were stirred by. a sense of need—the same
need which God, in infinite love, would
supply through the gift of his Son.

And when at last the star had guided

them to the Bethlehem manger, they re-

joiced with exceeding joy, and offered

with adoring love gifts of frankincense

and gold and myrrh.
As in spirit at this Christmas time we

stand with the wise men before the new-
born Babe, are we not able to interpret

feelings and thoughts which gave them
joy, but which, as yet, they could only

dimly discern and but partially under-
stand? For long centuries that same Star

has guided the weary feet of wise and
unwise men to Bethlehem. We have been
worshiping there with love and gifts.

And as the generations pass, we have come to know
what is the height and depth of our Father's love

I'evealed in his unspeakable Gift.

The Mystery of Mysteries

God's gift to us has made possible our gifts to

him. "The wages of sin is death." Under sin we
serve as hirelings, with fear. The gift of God is

eternal life. Under the new relationship of free

grace we give as children give of our love and life.

wise men of the modern world, gather now
to the Bethlehem manger, and look upon the Child

Christ. Lift from your spirits the pall of loveless

intellectualism, the despair of loveless thought, and
learn the lesson which God would teach. Here is the

most marvelous of mysteries: God loves the world

and in the person of his Son has come to make his

abode with us. Love always gives, and the gift is

ever of itself. Selfishness bargains and barters.

Love sacrifices. Selfishness seeks what you have:

Love seeks only you. Here, while wise men wor-

ship and shepherds wonder, and priests debate about

the law, and kings plot, and angels hymn their halle-

lujah, behold the dawn of a new creation. The
reign of sin and death is over; the age of holiness

and life and love is born.

"Joy to the world ! the Lord has come

!

Let earth receive her King!"

strange men from the far-away East were ignon
we know, and in our knowledge the giving of gi:

takes on new meaning and glory. If our joy is

complete, it will be because we have withheld c

gifts.

A New Vision of God
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No one can doubt to-day that he is worthy
human love and gifts ; of angelic acclaim and stel!

splendors. For nearly two milleniums he has be

in the world. Wise men and.shepherds have go:

The priests are remembered only for their blindne
and Herod for his wickedness. But Chr
abideth, the same yesterday, to-day a
forever. The Babe, grown to man's
tate, has hung upon the cross; gone do^

into the grave, and now, risen and gl<J

fied, sits upon his eternal throne. Out
the infinite of his love he has poured foi

an ever-deepening stream of richest gi:

upon mankind. Redemption from t

stain, the guilt, the power, the punii

ment of sin; a new vision of God
Father, a new thought of human brotht

hood; a new standard of action; a ni

life eternal in the midst of time; a j

unspeakable and full of glory; pej

which passeth understanding; surces

from sorrow; satisfaction for all hunge
of the heart and mind. He has creat

new empires and societies upon new pr:

ciples with new ideals for new ends. ]

has robbed death of power and broug
life and universality to light through t

Gospel.

Out of the teeming fecundity of 1

mind vast liberalizing literatures, tl

ologies, philosophies have been bo}

He has redeemed art; furnished songwi
a sufficient theme, and called science fr(

its ancient habitat of clay. Before t fso

glorious brightness of his appearii

despair, fear, hate, selfishness and all t

foul brood of haunting ills and evils ha

taken flight. Because of what he is t

thrones of tyrannies and oppressions a

tottering to their fall. The spell of 1

Spirit is upon the world and God is neai

than ever before.

itlie

loil

leat

;tf(

iThe Gift that We May Bring

Come then before his presence at tl

Christmas time to worship and to gi^ ,"

The Wise Men and the Divine Child

The wise men saw the star; followed its guidance;
found the Child; rejoiced with exceeding great joy;

bowed their spirits before him; offered gifts, the

best they had; returned whence they had come, and
are lost in the silence. This once their lives touched
his, as birds of passage rest for a moment upon the
bosom of some secluded lake. They recognized and
owned his kingship. What of his message they took
with them, what of his after history they learned,

we cannot say. Perhaps, in the evening of their

life, they dreamed and talked together of the Beth-
lehem Babe and kindled their waning powers with
the memory of what they had seen and felt. We
do not know. But in this glad Christmas time we
can gather at his feet and warm our chilled spirits

by contemplation of his loveliness. Wherein those

Bring gold as the symbol of his lordsh

over what thou hast; offer there t

frankincense and myrrh, fragrant sy:

bols of his rightful lordship over wh
thou art. In the eflTulgence of 1

beauty, behold full pledge and proof th

God is love, and do thou rejoice with exceed!)

great joy.

This is our God's best gift to men. W(
ship him by giving of thy best to men. Seek

^

the sad and lonely and bring them love and jc

Learn of Christ to give where want is. Rememb
the, poor. Give strength to the weak. Follow 1

star and it will lead thee into abodes of sorrow a:

failure and despair. Leave, there thy gifts up

the altar of human need, for this is acceptable un

God
"For God so loved the world that he gave his Sor

And now, we of the world must so love God that t

shall give ourselves.

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT* on Next Pagel
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le "Santa Glaus" Mayor
-"ISS MATTIE PERRY, the founder
. of the wonderful orphanage work
gElhanan, N. C.—an institution sup-

jlted solely by prayer and faith in

el—sends this interesting account to

E Christian Herald, telling how
mayor of Marion became the Santa
as of the Orphanage at Christmas
e. She writes:

Two years ago in December, when
as in New York in The Christian

JRALD office, good Dr. Klopsch kindly
je me a much appreciated check for
;. to purchase a Christmas dinner
our large family of about 150 or-

alis. We were praying the loving
tfter to provide us with plenty for
precious little ones, some of whom

I never seen a Christmas tree, and
graciously answered our prayers

1 met the need. We were supplied
h cakes, fruits, nuts, dolls and toys
various kinds just suited to the dif-
[ent cases. Then there were suits,

)s, shoes, hose, hats, dresses, pencils,
lets, books, Testaments, etc., from
lors representing fourteen States.
'Before I could get home to Elhanan
a nine-hour-late snow-bound train
;h my much-prized dinner check,
yor Wood had received offerings of
weries, etc., from Marion friends,
came over with a two-horse wagon
d on Christmas Eve and played
nta Claus in a mo.st substantial way.
len I arrived at three A.M., next
ming, I could not suggest anything

sister needed for this dinner.
!ienever I mentioned any article, she
uld reply smiling, 'I have it,' or 'I

I't need it.'

'Finally, I asked, 'What do you need,
in, toward the dinner?' And she
d, 'Nothing. Our kind Father has
t it into the hearts of our friends to
oply our needs.'

'I had been on my journey forty-
i hours; but when I arrived at three
M. I found the stove hot, and faith-

loving hands cooking Chri.stmas
Ddies. They had not been to bed
it night. Si.ster proceeded to show
, in the pantry and store-room, what
i Lord had provided, because 'Faith-

is he that calleth you, who also
II do it.' I forgot to sleep for two
^rs, praising and thanking him for

f
great goodness and mercy to us, in

oviding so graciously for our pre-
us, helpless charge of little ones.
'Finally, I slept two or three hours,
before leaving my room, the an-

uncement was made that two women
re on the porch with a tiny baby to
fe to us. Our orphanage was al-

idy so full that I felt we could not
,d another infant to the charge, we

so few helpers; but when I saw
at beautiful, nameless babe, four
'pks of age, but sadly neglected and
thout coat, cap or change of gar-
mts, and wrapped only in a piece of
inket, my heart relented. The wom-
were extremely anxious to leave

m. It was so hard to say 'no' to
em that with a big 'yes' I accepted
n and we named him 'Paul.'
"What an appropriate Christmas

tft!
How it spoke to us of the

ither's loving Christmas Gift to the
)rld, centuries ago, that is just as
al and effectual to-day.
"The mayor and the babe were at
r Christmas tree and both took part

i
the programme, but I believe the

Ipless white-robed infant made a
3re lasting impression and caused
)re emotion than all the speakers of

'.e evening combined.
''Could our generous friends have
en the line of fond baby 'moth-
s/ as they marched into the dining
cm next morning, bearing their pre-
ous doll babies in arms, and heard
|e jubilee of whistles, horns, and
jerry laughing voices that filled the

ir as soon as the rule was suspended,
am sure they would have felt amply
paid and they would have thanked
xi for the privilege of blessing these
'Jpless little ones, and of answering
ir prayers even in this humble little

ark in the mountains of Western
orth Carolina."

[H

THE ADVENT CHILD By Rev. J. M. Parrar. D.D.*

MAMMA is very busy and we are all helping her. Sweeping,
dusting and airing the spare room and making everything
ready. Visitors are coming. We are so glad to have them

corne for they once helped us when we were very poor. Brother, who
IS just home from college, says: "We are expecting the advent of
some friends." The dictionary says "advent" means arrival, visit,
the coming of some one. We are all using the new word and talking
about the advent of our friends.

Since the sixth century some of our churches have set apart four
Sundays before Christmas and call them Advent Sundays. The
27th of November is the first Sunday in Advent. How busy we all
should be ! Getting the heart ready for Christmas. Heart cleaning;
getting the best heart-room ready for the little guest. Everything
ready to make Christ happy, whose coming made us all so happy.
We are specially anxious to honor this guest, because he saved us
from our sins when we were not able to save ourselves.

A CERTAIN business man has a curious little charm for his

watch-chain. He wouldn't sell it for a thousand dollars; no,

nor two, nor three. His little child gave it to him one day when, as
he says, he was "down." "I had lost every cent I had in the world,
and there at my desk, my head on my arms, I was thinking of a
possible way to end it, when my little child came up to me and asked

:

'What does "ruined" mean, papa?' And then I knew I had been groan-
ing loud enough to be heard and understood. 'You said "ruined,"
papa. What does it mean?'

"It means I haven't any money, baby. Papa's a poor man." The
little feet pattered away, then back again, and here on my watch-
charm is what she gave me. Not a great fortune—no, but the
foundation of one. Whatever I've got since came from it, for it

gave me courage." Your pastor has a cross on his watch-chain.
The gift of the Christ Child. The cross gives him courage.

JESUS has come, and Christmas is the anniversary of his advent.

The Children's Pulpit believes that every little child can be an
advent blessing. "How," you ask, "can a little child bring a bless-

ing?" Listen, and I will tell you some of the ways, and you can
guess more of them. I knew a little child that weighed thirty-five

pounds who lifted a man who weighed one hundred and ninety-five

pounds. The man was out of work and each day his pocketbook was
getting thinner and thinner; so were the soles of his shoes. One
morning the little child saw the father on his knees and heard his

prayer. When he started out that morning to look for work he
heprd some one walking behind him. "Where are you going, my
child?" "I am going with you to look for work." He lifted the

child on his broad shoulders. You say that was one hundred and
ninety-five pounds lifting thirty-five pounds. Was it? The first

place he looked for work he was asked: "Is this your little child?

Why do you not get her shoes?" Before papa could answer the little

child said: "Papa will get me shoes if you will give him work."
Papa got the work. Do you not see that on the heart of the little

child father was carried? One of our church papers tells another

true story: • • •

GRANDMA WILKINS was sick. The doctor said she must be

kept very quiet. Wilfred heard his mother say, "We must keep

the doorbell from ringing if possible." "I can do something for

grandma," thought the little boy. So he sat on the front step, and

soon a woman with a book in her hand came to the door. "Grandma
is very sick." said Wilfred; "nobody must ring the bell." The lady

smiled, but went away. Soon a man with a satchel came. "Grandma
is sick and mamma doesn't want anything at all," said the boy.

All day long the people came. It seemed to Wilfred that almost

everybody had something to sell ; but he kept guard and the bell was
silent. Sister came to call him to lunch, but Wilfred would not leave

his post. "Just bring me a sandwich or something, and I'll eat it

here," he said. At last the doctor came again. He smiled down
upon Wilfred and said: "Well, little picket guard, your grandma is

going to get well, and you have helped to save her." Then his mother

came out and took him in her arms and whispered: "I am quite proud

of my grave, unselfish little son." When Wilfred went in on tiptoe

his grandma thanked him with a kiss.

TELL you one more advent story? An Eastern legend says: In

the country, near a great city, a golden ball was let down out of

heaven every day at noontime and on it was written, "Whoever shall

touch this ball will get some wonderful blessings." Many tried to

reach it, but all failed. The tallest man in the country came, but

could not reach it. Then they sent to other countries and brought

all the giants, but not one of them could touch the ball. One day

there was in the crowd, waiting for the descent of the ball, an old

man with a young child. The old man was not tall, and all laughed

at him when he said he would try to reach the ball. He lifted the

little child on his shoulders and the child smiled as the ball came

down. The golden ball settled into the tiny uplifted hands and restexi

there for a moment. Then came the blessing; not only to the child,

but to every one standing in that crowd. Thank God for the advent

of every little child.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brookb-n. N. Y. Text: Isa. 9:6.

Status of Woman Suffrage
By KATE UPSON CLARK

IN five States of the Union—Idaho,
Wyoming, Utah, Colorado and

Washington—women to-day vote on an
equality with men. The following
table shows how several others stand
on partial suffrage for women

:

Municipal Suffrage—Kansas.
Some Form op School Suffrage—California,

Arizona, Orepron, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michijfan, Ohio,
Illinois, Oklahoma, Kentucky, New Jersey, Ver-
mont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connec-
ticut.

School and Taxpaying Suffrage—Montana,
New York, Delaware.
Taxpaying Suffrage— Louisiana and Iowa.

It is a singular and interesting fact
that in 1880 there was a strong move-
ment throughout our whole country
for woman suffrage. Why it came just
then, no one knew. The "greenback-
ers" mustered a considerable party at
about that time. They were radical
and not afraid to espouse unpopular
ideas. They put woman suffrage into
their platform. From this may have
sprung the wave which rolled over the
land, only to subside shortly after-
wards.
The power of the different States

to change their constitutions varies
greatly.

Thus, Kansas many years ago
granted municipal suffrage to its

women by legislative enactment; but
when Michigan did the same thing
some years later, her supreme court
decided that her legislature had no au-
thority to pass such a law.
There are two ways by which a State

may give its women the suffrage. In
certain States, the legislatures are
able by their constitution to grant it.

In others it can be done only by ob-
taining the vote of a constitutional
convention for an amendment.

Ohio has such a convention this year.
So has New York. At each one will
appear delegations of women, urging
a constitutional amendment permitting
them to vote.

This year twenty States will be
asked by the suffragists to submit the
great question to their people.

All political parties in California
have inserted in their platforms clauses
advising the legislature to agree to
submit a woman suffrage amendment
to the people. Oklahoma did this in

October, but it was voted down.
Oregon tried hard this fall to per-

suade its voters to include within their
ranks all taxpaying women, but was
not successful.

This winter New York's legislature
will probably vote to lay the matter
before its people. The suffragists are
hopeful of the result, but the "antis"
are equally so, and nobody can predict
the actual outcome.

Florence Nightingale's death, fol-

lowed so soon by that of Julia Ward
Howe, took from the suffragists their

two most famous advocates; but
Amelia E. Barr, Jane Addams, Mar-
garet Dreier Robins, Mary E. Woolley,
Ellen Glasgow, Frances Hodgson Bur-
nett, Mary Johnstone, Florence Kelley,

Mrs. Nathan and many other noble and
distinguished women, besides those

who officer the great national and State

societies, and have long been devoted
workers solely in "the cause," are still

faithfully endeavoring to make more
strongly felt in our legislation the up-

lifting influence of the mothers, wives

and daughters of the republic.

Anvil Strokes

..No amount of thinking will stop

the man who doesn't stop to think.

. . Love may live on a few scraps for

its meals, but die on a few family

scraps between meals.

. . A REALLY good man is nearly al-

ways a little better than he thinks

people think he is.

..The man who makes a crooked

path may get to heaven in the end, but

those who follow after may not.

..The foolish man thinks he can

avoid meeting his obligations by turn-

ing his back on them. W. J. B.
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Four Hundred Delegates of the W. C. T. U. Convention on the Steps of the Capitol, Washington, D. C.

THE Thirty-seventh Annual Convention of the
National Woman's Christian Temperance
Union was held in Baltimore, Md., November

12 to 17. A forecast of the Convention has already
been given in The Christian Herald. The City of
Baltimore showed much appreciation of the Conven-
tion from the beginning, addresses of welcome being
given by the Mayor, by Rev. DeWitt Benham, D.D.,

as president of the Ministerial Association, repre-
senting three hundred churches, and by Dr. Eugene
A. Noble, representing the schools and other educa-
tional institutions of Baltimore. Dr. Benham said

that the Woman's Christian Temperance Union was
properly labeled "Christian," and he spoke of the
workers as "lady apostles." He compared the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union with the
ancient Crusaders who bravely contended to rescue
the tomb of Christ from the Saracens, and now the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union is trying to
keep pure the temple of the living God, which is

the body. Responses were made by four ladies, in-

troduced by the president, Mrs. Lilian M. N. Stevens.
On Sabbath morning, November 13, there were

no services held in the Lyric—the Convention hall.

Instead, many of the pulpits of the city were occu-
pied by the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
delegates; and as it was World's Temperance Sun-
day, addresses on temperance were made in a large
number of the Baltimore Sunday Schools. On Sab-
bath afternoon a mass meeting was held in the
Lyric, and the Convention sermon was preached by
Mrs. Deborah Knox Livingston. She took no text,
but instead, set forth the personality of Queen
Esther, who proved to be the deliverer of her people
Israel, and compared with her the White Ribbon
women (the Woman's Chri.=tian Temperance Union)
as having come to the kingdom for such a time as
this to deliver their country from the great de-
stroyer—the rum traffic.

At the crowded Sabbath evening meeting in the
Lyric the speaker was Hon. Richmond Pearson Hob-
son of Alabama (of Merrhnac fame). His theme
was "The Great Destroyer." He gave many figures

to show that liquor, not war, is the great destroyer.
His statistics were taken from governmental reports
on the wars of the world and authoritative reports
on alcohol and alcoholism, and by comparison it is

shown that alcohol is 10,000 times more destructive
of life than all war! Also that in one year alone
five times more men were killed by alcohol than by
war during the past 2,300 years. The wounded are
not counted in this estimate. In the United States
alone 28,000,000 persons are mortally wounded by
alcohol; that is, there are both regular and so-called
"temperate" drinkers, whose vital organs are fatally
impaired, as clearly indicated by scientific temper-
ance facts. Sooner or later they will die of Bright's
disease, or cirrhosis of the liver, or dropsy, etc.
Mr. Hobson also showed how alcohol is a great de-
stroyer of a nation's money. He stated that where
one dollar is received from tax on liquor, forty
dollars are expended for the care of criminals
inebriates and the insane, and feeble-minded chil-
dren that accrue from the drinking of liquor. He
gave $16,500,000,000 as the amount thus wasted
yearly in the United States. He declared it the
duty of the State to put an end to such waste. Mr.
Hobson spoke for two hours.
The day sessions of the Convention were largely

given to reports of superintendents of departments,
which make up the "world-wide-fight plan." The
programmes for the evening meetings were of a
popular nature: The first was "An Evening with the
World's Woman's Christian Temperance Union."
Greetings were given from Syria, by Mrs. Layyah
Barakat; from the Transvaal, by Miss Barbara
Buchanan, of Johannesburg; from Mexico, by Mrs.
Ella Hoover Thacher; from Iceland, by Mrs. Wilbur
F. Crafts; from China, by Miss Hughes; from
Japan, by Miss Strout; from all round the world,
by Mrs. Katherine Lente Stevenson, who has just
completed a two-years' visitation of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union in Japan, China,
Korea, Australia, New Zealand and India. The'
occasion was greatly brightened by the presence on
the platform of a company of children dressed in the
costumes of many nations, representing the Loyal
Legion work.

The second popular programme was "Demons
tion Night," when all of the different departme
were represented by tableaux vivaiits.

"Platform Night" was devoted to the story of

struggle for State-wide prohibition in Oregon
Tennessee, the last of which won out, holding p
hibition under fearful odds of a corrupt goveri

and supreme court, while Oregon acknowledged li

self defeated, but not beaten, having given notice
the liquor party that they would at once begin
campaign for 1912. The last evening of the C
vention was occupied by a jollification meeting,
speakers being the presidents of the State organl
tions.

The following oflficers were elected for the ensuJ
year: President, Mrs. Lilian M. N. Stevens (1

twelfth re-election) ; Vice-President, Miss An
Adam Gordon; Corresponding Secretary, M
Frances P. Parks; Recording Secretary, Mrs. Eli:

beth Preston Anderson; Treasurer, Mrs. Elizabi

P. Hutchinson.
On the day following the Convention, more th

four hundred delegates proceeded to Washington)
special train that they might hold a memorial S'

vice around the statue of Miss Frances Willardj
the Capitol. The service was presided over
Mrs. Emma S. Shelton, the president of the Distr
of Columbia Woman's Christian Temperance Unit
After the service a group picture was taken of t

delegates on the front steps of the Capitol.

What the Convention stood for may be stat

briefly

:

be

fro!

I'kt

ram

Total abstinence ; State-wide prohibition : purity, consist!

in a better protection of all womankind ; censorship of movi
picture and talking machines, excluding prize-flght pictui

etc. ; franchise for women ; protest against militarism, i

advocacy of arbitration : protest against the unrestricted

of liquor in the Panama Canal zone: approval of the "Milli

Curtis Interstate Liquor Bill," which prohibits interstate Co

merce in intoxicating liquors; protest against the issuance

government tax receipts in the State of Oklahoma, as contrs

to the Enabling Act ; a law prohibiting the issuance of

internal revenue tax receipt unless the applicant shows he mjfil
complied with the State law.

Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

TOPICS OF IMTEIRCST THIP.OUGKIOTLJT THHC WORLD
—New York State, according to the complete census returns,

has a population of 9,113,279, being a gain of 25.4 per cent,
since the last census.

—J. A. Drexel made the highest recorded flight in an aero-
plane with a ino-horse-power engine at Philadelphia, November
23, reaching an altitude of 9,970 feet, or 256 feet higher than
Ralph Johnstone's famous flight some time ago. Mr. Drexel
used a Blcriot monoplane. He reached a point where the atmos-
phere was so attenuated that his engine, though driven at full

speed, could send the machine no higher.
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—California is making heroic efforts to have San Francisco
chosen for the proposed Panama-Pacific International Exposi-
tion in 1915, to commemorate the completion of the Canal.
$17,500,000 have already been guaranteed and it is announced
that there will be no lack of funds to make the Fair a success,
should the Golden Gate City be selected.

—In many a heart there has lurked a doubt whether we
should ever be able by legal enactment or the strength of
public opinion to weaken the dominion of the liquor traffic.
The saloon has long been the foe of domestic peace; has ab-
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sorbed the wages of the poor man and explained the desolati

of his home ; it has filled our prisons with criminals, ma
women widows and children orphans. Still, only in soi

quarters has it received anything that could be celled a «
check. But now the fight is on. The bugles have be'

sounded that never call retreat. To-day, good men and tr

are banding together against the saloon. Everywhere the

is an effort on the part of good citizens to limit the power
those who are ruining our young men and menacing our soci

purity by their methods of making money.
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^ARAH ELLEN looked forward to

k Christmas with that heartsick-

u ness which only a woman who
ver has any money of her own- can

:preciate. In her imagination, she

,ild see Hiram gi-owing sourer and

lUtr as the season approached,

,)ppinff hints of "hard times," and

nu' "hard up"; then finally, after

; had put it off as long as she could,

,d all the Christmas things had been

ked over, and the best bargains

ae. she would timidly broach the

iject of "Christmas money."
And then he would ask if she

u-ht he was made of money? And
at was all this foolishness about,

.yway? Why did she want to buy a
"
of useless things to send to people

lo threw them into the trash basket,

fen had to go out and buy her some-

Ing which she threw into the trash

sket!

If'But the children " Sarah Ellen

uld falter, feeling her heart sinking

n to her toes.

^es, the children! Filled with a lot

8weet stuff till they had to

,d for the doctor, and the

ise so full of gimcracks
couldn't step! It was all

sense, and time to put a

p to it. He did not intend
ihrow away any more of his

''earned money in that

thenish fashion. When he

s a boy if he got a stick of

iped candy in his sock he
s thankful, but now his

Idren thought they must
ve the whole store.

Well," Sarah Ellen would
rh, "I know I had very little

en I was a child, and I was
jtent; but things are differ-

t now. We "

'We are bigger fools now
an we were then," he would
ish for her. "But let me
1 you, it's time to go back
the old way of living."

She knew that after a while
would take out his big

ick pocketbook that some-
w bore a very prosperous
)k in spite of his repeated
usions to "hard times,"

d would reluctantly peel off

3ill from the roll within.

"What is the very least you
h make out with this year?"
would ask with a martyr-

:e expression, and Sarah
len would hesitate a mo-
;nt, then name a figure

Jch lower than the "must
ye" point.

Hiram would grudgingly
nd her the amount, then go
t, slamming the door behind

, leaving her sitting there
a few minutes with the money

ing in her lap, the Christmas joy all

ne from her fa,ce, and its spirit from
ir heart.
Somehow, Sarah Ellen felt that she

^ ^Bold not endure it this year. She did

It know why, but the thought of go-

g through it again seemed an utter

ipossihility.

Before she was married, she taught
term of school, and how she enjoyed
ending her own money in her own
iy! She really dressed better then,

id gave more presents than she had
ice she married Hiram, who owned
tjole blocks of real estate in the

iriving town in which they lived.

le thought regretfully of those

iristmases when she planned her ex-

nditures joyfully, and bought things

th genuine pleasure.
If she had some money of her very
/n, how she would enjoy giving

iram, himself, a Christmas pre.sent!

f course, she always bought some-
ing for him; but it was his money
at paid for it, and his air of receiv-

g it implied as much. Why could

e not earn her Christmas money?
hat was the idea! Other women did

Why not she?

Sy MINNIE REID FRENCH

Sarah Ellen's one extravagance was
a magazine devoted to the home and to

the interests of women generally. The
brightest day of the whole month was
that upon which the magazine arrived.

On that day, she hurried through the
dishes after the midday meal, spent
only a short time in cleaning, then she

bathed her face and hands, combed her
hair neatly, and put on a fresh collar.

She felt just as if she were preparing
to receive company. She sat down
luxuriously in a rocker and gazed upon
the decorative cover with appreciative
eyes, then opened the crisp pages, and
turned through them leisurely, looking
at the illustrations, reading the edi-

tor's page, the chats with mothers,
studying the new fashions, and the
new recipes for cooking. She was per-
fectly happy for two whole hours, and
only came to a realization of her pro-
saic surroundings when the children

with Hiram (only she did not call him
Hiram). It was at a school enter-

tainment, and she was a girl of seven-

teen. How well she had read her
essay, and how strange it should have
been on the subject of "Love"! She
told about the embarrassment of the

blushing schoolgirl when the big stal-

wart young fellow asked for the pleas-
ure of taking her home in his sleigh;

how he begged her to give him the
essay on "Love," and when she did so,

how she thrilled as he put it in the
pocket nearest his heart. As they flew
over the snowy road which seemed a
veritable path to paradise, the girl felt

that this starlit night was to shine for-

ever in her memory like a jewel.

As she wrote, Sarah Ellen's eyes
grew moist. Where had he vanished,
that handsome young fellow, with his

winning smile, and his air of tender
proprietorship? She told about the

'Hiram!' she excledmed, starting up"

I*

,:^

trooped noisily in from school. Among
the magazine's various departments,

there was one devoted to money mak-
ing for women, little ways and means
by which the housewife could add to

her income; and to this Sarah Ellen

turned eagerly, hoping to solve her

financial problem. It gave her very

little encouragement, however, in her

present dilemma; and she sighed as

she turned the page. But the next

moment, her heart gave a great leap as

she saw a new announcement, "One
Hundred Dollars for the Best Love
Story."
Sarah Ellen had always enjoyed

stories, and felt that she would love to

write. In her schooldays, her com-
positions were the best, and she used

to write the local items for the county

paper. For a long time she had the

magazine in her hand, staring at the

alluring announcement; then she sat

down at her old-fashioned desk, her

cheeks glowing with excitement, and
taking out paper and pencil, began to

write. A love story! Then what
should be more natural than to write

the romance of her own courtship and
marriage!

She began with her first meeting

various experiences of their courtship,

their one little quarrel; then came the

night when Hiram walked home with

her from singing school and asked her

to marry him. Sarah Ellen closed her

story with the happy wedding day
when they stood before the dear old

minister, and vowed to love and cherish

one another till death should them
part. She sighed as she wrote the

closing lines; for she felt that their

real romance had ended right there.

Of course, Hiram loved her in his way,
he would protect her and provide for

her she knew; but if she could only

catch a glimpse of the old tenderness

that had illuminated the face of the

young fellow who put that essay on

"Love" next to his heart!

Having written the story, and after-

ward copied it in a fine, old-fashioned

hand on paper that smelled of laven-

dei-, she placed the manuscript in an
envelope, slipped down to the post

office and mailed it herself.

The next two weeks dragged slowly

by for Sarah Ellen; but with the be-

ginning of the third week, she began to

look forward eagerly to the arrival of

the mail, and actually began to plan

the expenditure of the money. Not
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once did she think of failure. To her,

the story was so real, so true, she felt

sure it must appeal to all who had ever

loved. But after a month passed with
no news from her literary venture, she

began to grow uneasy, and to fear the

manuscript had been lost.

Hiram noticed that she always
looked up eagerly when he came in

with the mail, and that her face in-

variably fell with disappointment. He
observed another thing, too, and it was
that Sarah Ellen had not asked him
for any Christmas money, and the
holidays were only a month distant.

He began to drop little hints about
Christmas, but to these she paid no
attention, and his astonishment knew
no bounds.
One day, however, the mystery was

solved. In the mail Hiram found a
bulky package addressed to his wife;
but as only her initials were used, he
thought there must be some mistake.
Without thinking much about it, he
opened the envelope and took out the
closely written sheets. A faint odor

of lavender assailed his nos-
trils, and in imagination he
was carried back twenty years.
The printed rejection slip told

the whole story of the hun-
dred-dollar prize competition,
and he now understood Sarah
Ellen's anxiety about the mail,
and also the reason why shehad
not asked him for any money.
That night he sat down at

his desk in his office, and Vje-

gan to read the simple little

story. His eyes grew moist
as he read the description of
Sarah Ellen's hero. Had he
looked like that? And that
essay on Love! What had
become of it? He remembered
a passage from it:

"Love grows deeper as the
years go by. And just as the
rays of the sun grow softer

and more beautiful as the

day nears its close, so love, in

the evening of life, fills our
skies with a radiance inde-

scribable."
After finishing the story,

Hiram sat for a long time lost

in thought. He now under-
stood the important part
which love plays in a woman's
life, and he realized as never
before how much Christmas
meant to Sarah Ellen. He
felt conscience-stricken and
ashamed. As he thought of

all this, he wondered how she
could have loved him through
all those years of toil and
self-sacrifice. But did she

love him? The thought chilled

him for an instant. He felt

that he could not rest until he had
asked her the same old question that

she had answered under the stars so

long ago.
When he reached home, the children

had all gone to bed, and the house was
very quiet. What was Sarah Ellen

doing? he wondered. How did she oc-

cupy her time, anyway, these long-

lonely evenings? Tiptoeing softly, he

found her sitting in the firelight, her

hands clasped, and lying idly in her

lap, her eyes fixed upon the coals with

the unseeing expression of one whose
spirit has wandered back to other

scenes and other days. She did not

know that he was in the room until he

called her name softly.

"Hiram!" she exclaimed, starting

up. "Why, what is the matter? Is

anything wrong? It—it is very early."

He sat down beside her, and took her

hands in his own.
"My dear," he began, "I've got a

business proposition to make to you."

Very slowly he took the manuscript

from his pocket, and laid it in her lap.

"Oh!" exclaimed Sarah Ellen; then,

womanlike, she burst into tears.

"I'd like to buy this story from you,"

Continued on page li7J,
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THE Bowery Mission opened its

doors for the beginning of the

winter's work of the Bread Line on
Thanksgiving morning. From an early

hour in Wednesday evening the city's

hungry and homeless men and lads be-

gan converging from different direc-

tions. By midnight, the block in

which the Mission is situated was sur-

rounded. When the Mission doors

opened at 1 o'clock A.M. there were
fully 1,200 men in the Bread Line. One
by one they filed into the basement,

where each received a steaming cup of

fragrant coffee and a

large fresh bread roll and
in addition a cordial

handshake from Superin-
tendent Hallimond. and a
cheery greeting for the

festive day.

Thanksgiving at the

Bowery Mission is one of

the red-letter days of the

year. For weeks before-

hand the superintendent
and his assistants are
preparing for the day, so

that they may be able to

bring something of cheer
into the sombre lives of

the unfortunate. In ad-
dition to the 1,200 men
who were fed at the early
morning hour, one hun-
dred and fifty baskets
were distributed at nine
o'clock to the poor fami-
lies of the East Side. In
that section, poverty ever
sits upon the throne of
suffering as winter opens.

It is at such a trying time that the

Bowery Mission comes to the rescue.

The good Samaritans go around, they
investigate, and if the cause is found
worthy, they pay the rent, supply food
and fuel, and in many cases obtain

some kind of employment for the head
of the family.

In the baskets disWibuted on Thanks-
givfng morning were enough provis-

ions to supply ten persons with a
Thanksgiving dinner. Through this

means fifteen hundred received a good,
substantial meal. Each basket con-

tained a good, dry-picked chicken, po-

tatoes, tea, coffee, milk, sugar and
other groceries, and in addition, a cake

of soap and a new towel. A number
of similar baskets were supplied by the

Bowery Mission to the Bella Cooke
Mission (which was founded in mem-
ory of the "Saint of Second Avenue")
for distribution among poor families

on the upper East Side.

As soon as the baskets were disposed

of and the poor people went on their

way rejoicing, preparations were im-

mediately begun for the supplying of

The "Bread Line" in Front of the Bowery Mission at 1 A.M.
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the regular Thanksgiving dinner to t

unfortunate men of the Bowery. Wi
ing hands were employed in filling t

neat card-board boxes with good thin
for the occasion. Two thousand box
were used, oblong in shape, about eig
inches by four inches and six inch
deep, with closely fitting lids, each ha
ing in artistic print the words, "Than!
giving Dinner. Compliments of t

Bowery Mission." These were fill

with turkey sandwiches and oth
palatable edibles. The doors wt
thrown open at seven o'clock P.M., a

again there was a ru
of the hungry. A b
was handed out to ea
applicant accompanied
kind words, words
cheer and of hope. M( («('

of , the men disposed iK'

the contents then a Wi

'

there, and stayed for t te
f^;

service about to be h(

in the main hall.

Mother Bird to
charge of the
which fittingly

the celebration of the dBi'™^

to a close. Hymns w£
sung by Mrs. Hallimo
and Mr. Hunt, and t

Rev. Dr. C. H. Med »ihe

president of the Board I*'

Trustees, made a che< ik ''?'
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HUGO'S pen was more powerful than Napoleon's
swoi;d. Tolstoy's pen was more potential than

Russia's Czar, with his armies and navies, and the

real ruler of the empire passed away when the great

reformer went from the poor man's hut to the

palace of his heavenly Father. Tolstoy was one of

the ablest men of the centuries. He was eccentric;

all geniuses are. In strength of intellect he was
superior to any man in his nation, and his literary
work revealed a strength and knowledge of human
nature which put him in t'he class with Shakespeare.
But that which made Tolstoy great was his singular
purity of character and the breadth and depth of
his affections. In this world of pride, ambition,
jealousy, malice, avarice, injustice, oppression and
conflict, he undertook to live a life of love, and to
influence his fellow-men to do the same. Whatever
crowns, cabinets and hierarchies may have thought
of him, it is the verdict of the civilized world that he
did live that life of love and taught others to do so
as well as, or better than, almost any man of ancient
or modern times. Royalty, nobility, the priesthood
and others thought him a fool and had they repre-
sented truth, liberty and love, they would have been
correct in their estimate of him; but because they
championed oppression, selfishness and often corrup-
tion, in the life-long fight he made against them he
was the wisest sage and truest prophet of his time.

His passionate love for the peasantry; his loud call

to the people to go back to the farm; his intense love

for his fellow-men; his pre-eminent success, accord-
ing to highest standards, and his universal fame,

are all pictured in his book, Ivan, the Fool. Tolstoy
himself, like Ivan the fool in the stoi-y, believed
that character was the main thing; that a simple
life of industry close to the earth, and a royal love

for God and fellow-men were the most beautiful and
potential things in the State—things that would
grow taller than any king's palace.

Tolstoy, with his great intellect and spiritual

vision, saw farthest into the souls of the people and
the destiny of nations. His book. War and Peace,
embodied his life-long hati-ed of war. He was an
officer from the ranks of the nobility in the Crimean
War—a superb specimen. It was in that war on
the battlefield that he had a vision in which Christ
asked him—by the light of a camp fire and with
the dead and dying thick about him—what these
men had killed each other for; and told him what a
crime it was for kings to settle quarrels by setting
brothers to murdering each other, for their royal
benefit or glory, under the name of war. The
Russo-Japanese War almost broke Tolstoy's heart,
as did the bloodshed caused by the strikes in recent
times in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and other cities.

The most able and consistent champion of indi-
vidual, national and universal peace the world has
known since the days of Christ passed from the
stage when Tolstoy died. It was inevitable that he
should quarrel with his national church, when he
had so much of the "spirit which giveth life" and it

so much of "the letter which killeth," and especially
as he saw it the champion of absolutism, which
brought oppression and misery to the common peo-
ple. His conflict with the church reached its climax

id it

Is, t

E(h(
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—TiiK FRIOHTFUL aeroplane accident at Denver, Col... which
resulted in the death of Ralph Johnstone, one of the most daring

of the "birdmen," was of a character to discourage other

aeronauts from those '"aerial stunts" which have been a thrill-

ing feature of recent performances. Over-confidence has led to

rashness which has already cost a number of valuable young
lives.

—Thk Orient, the new weekly published at the American
Bible House, Constantinople, gives the jiopulation of Syria at

3,235,512, of whom- 1,865,595 are Moslems, 978,988 Christians,

90,382 Jews, 308,740 Maronites, 151,837 Druzes, 304,140 Orthodo.x

Greeks, the remainder being made up of Latins, United Syrians,

Armenians, Chaldeans, Nestorians and foreigners. The popula-

tion of Jerusalem (including the mntserrifiyet of EI-Kuds and

not the Holy City alone) is 341,438, of whom 39,866 are Jews,

241,332 Moslems, 24,793 Latins, 16,039 Orthodox Greeks, 44,389

Christians, the remainder representing half a dozen other

classes of religionists.

—It is soMRTHlNr, of a pleasant sui'prise to householders to

find the price of meats, pork, poultry and foodstuffs generally

from 10 to 15 per cent, lower than a month ago. They may go
lower still. Ovei'stocking by wholesalers may be one of the
causes of the decline, but the likelihood is that the big corn
crop of 3,000,000,000 bushels this season, much of which the
farmers will feed to cattle and hogs, has more to do with it.

After all, the ultimate ruler of the situation, as to our food
products, is the agriculturist, for

"The farmer gives us bread and meat.
The farmer feeds them all."

—Switzerland's proposal for a conference of nations at
Berne to change the calendar by which the pa.ssage of time is

now regulated throughout the civilized w-orld will attract gen-
eral interest. According to the cable, the idea seems to be to
have eveiT year divided into exactly 52 weeks or 364 days with
New Year's counted as an "extra day" and Sunday bearing no
date. Every leap year, too, would have one day that would not
be- dated nor counted, which would come in between June 31
and July 1. Undated Sundays and uncounted days may have
their advantages, but it is difficult to determine what they are
without further explanation. The world seems very well suited

in his book called Resurrection, one chapter of whi
describes the Easter Liturgy, where the orgai

jj,.j„

choirs, chants, voices of the priests, ringing of t

bells, all sound together while the clanking of t

chains of the slaves is heard as a discord. All the

are put out in such fearful contrast to the beau
and glory of an Easter scene, that the mind is fill

with horror. This was more than the church coi

bear and he was excommunicated. The church a

thorities came as near crucifying him as they ecu
Tolstoy's real greatness was in his character,

his implicit obedience to the authority of a go
conscience, in his experimental faith in the imr
nence of the deity and in his devotion to JesBjj.ji

Christ as his own personal Saviour and Sovereia ^^<
That he believed in the essentials of the Christi'

j j^^

faith is unquestioned, though there are passages
his writings that would not be accepted by the ortl j i

dox. Despite the protests and hostility of absolutii

in Church and State, and the jests and scorns of
[,

utilitarian age, Tolstoy, by his ability, purity '

'.^^

character and unselfish devotion to the interests!
jj

others—especially to the lowliest and most c

pressed—pushed his way into affections of his 01 j^

nation and of the civilized world, and to an imni( J
tality here and hereafter. That he was so we '•

nigh universally loved and honored in his homela: y_
and among all nations, is evidence of the fact th

f]',

righteousness, liberty, truth and love are the m(j .

beautiful and valuable things in the world. Socie ^ ,;

is advancing, after all, to these highest standari)

when such a man as Tolstoy is enshrined in t, a,

hearts of the people of many lands. F. C. I. l ,

my
im loveli

<^74 ^'
lyh

k\
with the present calendar and we question whether any i

Jsjl

provement can come of tinkering it on the lines indicated.
jj^j—Another notorious "get-rich-quick" concern, with he
itj

quarters in New York, has come to grief. Its mail has b(
^j^

seized by the authorities and three partners in the conc< u
are now in jail on the charge of fraudulent use of the ma ,,

The Burr Brothers, so the post office detectives allege, havi

long and shady history. In five years they have wheedled 11
'"

lione of dollars out of a credulous public, which avariciou

bought stock in their oil, telephone and telegraph schemes. 1 Itt

United States government has a capacious prison at Atlar
| jjj

Ga., where it is gathering in this particular class of swindl
ijf.

at a lively rate. Up to date, some eighty concerns have b<

dealt with in different parts of the country and the net is i

all hauled in yet. It would help along the good work ma
rially if newspapers generally, for their own I'eputation £

for the protection of the public, should agree to shut out H.

promotion advertising except where satisfactory evidence Ijj

genuineness and reliability could be produced. If this were

rule, it would put an end to the "get-rich-quick" rascals, ' |.

live and thrive on printers' ink.
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i-xOBERT GLEASON, frowning
-< with perplexity, stood before the

i-V fire. His plump, white hands

iished with diamonds. His smooth

=rehead, finely kept hair and elegant

athing all spoke of wealth and the

(vantages which only wealth can

,ve.

The room was luxuriously fitted up

ith soft, crimson rugs, polished

lairs, upholstered divans, paintings,

tulpture and bric-a-brac which had
en gathered from every part of the

jobe. Crimson and gold predomi-

ited in hangings, upholstering and
all-coverings. One experienced a

msation of warmth as soon as one

utered the room.
If Robert Gleason had glanced in the

irror, he would have seen a plump,
ihite face, clear blue eyes and the

ionine head of one of New York's

est successful business men—quite a
flferent looking figure from the bare-

,ot boy who had arrived in the city

ist forty years before. But Robert

leason's eyes did not look that way.

•e took no notice of the lux-

tries which surrounded him.

I
Instead, he was staring

the window at a land-

e which made even New
look gray and grim

cold. It made him shud-

to see the myriads of

flakes tumbling over

other, obscuring the

buildings and wrapping
passer in a misty
cloud. It made him

liudder again as he thought
spending Christmas at

le farm. He remembered
le bare old house, so cold

nd uncomfortable even in

lild weather. On his last

isit, ten years ago, the

rater in the bowl on the old-

ishioned washstand had
ozen and bulged up in the

iiddle. He had nearly
•ozen too, although his

ither had not seemed to

iind it. He remembered
le vast, silent, snow-cov-
ed world, the unbroken
»ths, the tramps to the

am (he felt duty-bound to

blp his father with the

^ding) and the return,

fioes filled with snow, feet

hd fingers aching from
bid.

The homeliness, the lone-

JTiess of the life with no
aily paper, no excitement,

fas too much for his luxury-
wing soul. He forgot that

e had been reared on a

arm, forgot everything
JKcept the people and the

laces in the city which were
lling—always calling him, always.
Pleading business as an excuse, as

Jon as possible he took a train for

''ew York. And he had never re-

jirned—not once in ten long years.

Lnd he was their only child.

Somehow, standing here in the

eauty and warmth, pictures from the

nlovely, rigorous past would come,

'hey had been called into being by a

itter which had been brought to him
n a silver salver by a brown-skinned
3rvant who was attired in spotless

hite. It was brought just as the late

inner was finished, just when he was
atisfied with dinner and cigar and
imself and the whole wide world

—

is world—in general.
The effect of the few lines had been

lost disturbing. It had brought back
iiat shadowy past—had spoken of a

lay of which he never allowed himself

ven to dream.
His childhood had not been a happy
ne like that of other boys he had
nown. It had forced him to seek

ifferent surroundings, better things,

[e had been but ten years old when he

ift the farm, smarting from blows,

njust blows, inflicted by his father in

^y QRACE ^OTELER SANDERS

punishment of some childish fault.

At the river, the boy had found a
friend—a boat captain who had lis-

tened to his story and sympathized,
because away back in his own boyhood
a cruel stepmother had led him to

leave home just as this boy was now
doing.

Captain Armstrong took the little

fugitive under his especial protection,
fed him, cared for him, even gave him
five silver dollars to fill his empty
purse, when the two reached the great
city. The memory of that bluff old
captain had always been as sweet in-

cense in the boy's nostrils.

Gleason, in quest of work, had gone
at once to Wall Street—even in his
country home he had heard of the bulls
and bears who manipulated stocks with
skilful hand. Day after day, until his

money was almost gone, he haunted
the halls and offices, always receiving

them a second thought, but—mother
had always been kind, always shielded

him from punishment whenever she

could, always sacrificed herself to se-

cure for him little delicacies and
things which children love. She had
nursed him, all but given her life for

his. Surely her wishes deserved some
consideration.

Regretfully the son unfolded the

sheet of paper. The cramped, uncer-
tain characters had been written first

with a pencil, outlined afterward with
pen and ink.

"My Dear Son: Your father and I

have been wishing that you would try
to spend Christmas at the old place.

You have been a good son to us"

—

Gleason winced at the sweet compli-
ment, conscience gave the words the

strength of blows—"you have provided
us with comforts which we never ex-

pected to enjoy; you have made our

'

'From the shadowy quiet of the old parlor, another figure

the same reply
—"No boy wanted."

But one day his luck turned. Gleason

rescued the hat of Winthrop Davis

from beneath the feet of a frightened

horse, thus attracting the attention of

the wealthiest man on the Pit.

He began work at once as an office

boy. Thirty years of faithful service

had ended like this. The stocks, loans,

properties belonging to Robert Glea-

son amounted to thousands. The im-

mense lines of steamers that he owned
and operated were worth their mil-

lions. He had not forgotten his

friend, the Captain. One of his first

thoughts when he equipped the fleet of

vessels was to seek out Captain Arm-
strong and make him director-general.

His parents had shared in his good

fortune also.

Since the memorable visit ten years

ago, he had sent them clothing, val-

uables, money— everything, except

himself. They were not satisfied.

Now they were demanding That.

Impatiently Gleason took up the

coarse envelope and drew out the sheet

of paper. The letter was from mother.

Had the few lines been written by his

father's hand, he would not have given

old age an easy path to travel; but

there is something else dearer to us

than houses or gold, Robert—our boy.

It has been ten long years since you
were at home. We are getting old.

We may not be here another Christ-

mas, and I feel as if I must hold my
boy in my arms once more before I die.

I know "you are busy, but you have

made enough money, Robert; more
than you can ever use. Lay business

aside just for one day and give your

company and your time to your loving

mother. Spend Christmas on the farm
for your mother's sake."

The tender appeal touched the son's

heart. On this Christmas Eve the

bachelor felt his aloneness. Last

night he had walked the streets

proudly, conscious of his wealth, of

the cringing bows of the tradesmen, of

the entreaties of his employees. Last

night, the streets had been thronged

with people. Wrapped round with

furs, he had seen mothers bringing

their petted darlings to the toy shops

to gloat in the wonders which Santa

Claus had provided for them. He had
admired the windows, wreathed with

holly, its scarlet berries gleaming

among the waxy green leaves. A chic

young schoolgirl who sometimes
worked in his office flitted by wrapped
warmly in a fur coat which made a
perfect foil for her rosy cheeks and
shining blue eyes. She wore a bright
bit of red and green on the lapel of her
coat, and as she passed him she flung
at him a "Merry Christmas!" Her
words set him to thinking. What
would Christmas be for him?
A repetition of the Christmas days

for the last twenty-five years. A late
breakfast, a drive, dinner at the club,
a theatre party at night and sleep
again—blessed oblivion to all earth's
troubles.

Robert Gleason's musings were in-

terrupted by the appearance of an-
other actor on the scene. Before the
window, a plainly dressed couple,
evidently a workingman and his pretty
young wife, leading proudly between
them their first-born, a boy of prob-
ably six years, stood looking with
envious eyes at the gorgeous display of
toys. "I've saved enough for a rocking-

horse," Gleason heard the
mother say. He heard,
too, the husband's reply:
"You'd strip yourself as
bare as a bird for that
youngster, Muriel." The
expression of love which
flitted over the girl-moth-
er's face was almost holy
as she tucked her hand
beneath her husband's arm
and snuggled closer. "So
long as we have each other
and our love, I'm satisfied,"

she whispered. They pass-

ed on, and for the first

time in his life Robert
Gleason's hungry heart
realized that with all his

wealth he could not buy
what this shabby couple
possessed—a happy home,
the love of a true, pure
heart and a little child's

sweet affection. He had
staked all for gold. Like
King Midas, all he touched
had turned to precious
metal, but it had cost him
his sweetheart, his happi-
ness.
Back in the misty years

of young manhood, when
after an attack of fever

Robert Gleason had gone
to the farm to recuperate,

he had known a Muriel
too—Muriel Standish. She
had been brown of eye and
pink of cheek, just as was
this child's mother; and
she, too, had loved her
knight with an idolatrous

devotion, with a love which
Gleason never understood.

Then he had seen all the beauty of

the farm, for the lilacs were in bloom

and the fragrant countryside nodded
and sang aloud because of the sweet-

ness and loveliness of Nature. During
those long, happy days the young man
worked and sang in joyful anticipa-

tion of the evening time when he

should see Her.
His face grew brown and his hands

hard. He thought of giving up the

place which he had won in the city,

thought of staying on the farm with

Her. But as much as Muriel Standish

loved Gleason, she considered her duty

to her father and mother her most im-

portant one; so she sent her lover

away, promising to wait for him and

to be true.

Robert Gleason angrily released her

from the tender promise. That very

night he left for New York. He never

answered one of the tender letters

which she wrote to him. He steeled

his heart when he heard that her

father and mother had died, leaving

her free. He buried himself in busi-

ness perplexities. He won every bat-

tle. He had never suspected until last

Continued on page 1173
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A Seasonable Notice

AT this season, many of our readers, whose sub-

- scriptions expire some time after the turn of

the year, are writing us anxiously inquiring how
they may take advantage, without loss to them-

selves, of our holiday Premium offers and Magazine
Combinations.
To make it quite clear to these friends, and to all

whose subscriptions expire after the Christmas hol-

idays are over, that the privilege they desire is open

to them without any added cost, we make this state-

ment ; You are entirely welcome to avail yourselves

of any of our Premium and Magazine Combination
offers, and you can do so at once, by sending in your

renewal vow instead of waiting until the date of

expiry. Immediately on receipt, we will advance

your subscription oiie whole year from date of ex-

piry. You won't lose a single day, nor miss a single

copy of the paper. What you will gain is a season-

able choice of our Book Premiums and Magazine
Combinations at a time when you can use them to

best advantage, either in your home, or as gifts to

friends whom you wish to remember at Christmas-
time. Besides, you will receive our 1911 calendar
and the fine, large life-like photogravure of the late

Dr. Klopsch, both entirely free.

Of course, we keep in stock as far as possible the

year round, a sufficient supply of Premiums to meet
the needs of renewing subscribers; but we wish you
to have the benefit of the Christmas Magazines and
to make your choice of them and our Premium books
vow. You can do this absolutely without any extra
outlay, and it will give us great pleasure to serve

you. See the full announcement in our Colored
Supplement of last week.

The Spirit of Christmas

THERE is hardly a festival in the calendar which
has such a hold on the hearts of old and young

alike as Christmas Day. It is prepared for through
many weeks, and as the twenty-fifth of December
draws nearer, the very air itself seems charged with
pleasurable excitement and with good will. The
ring of the car-bells and the voices upon the streets

seem to take on a more cheery tone, and the spirit of

the time seems to throw a glamour over places and
things which ordinarily are devoid of all pretense to

beauty, if they are not absolutely ugly.

As it is with places, so it is with people. They,
too, not only seem to change, but the transformation
does take place in millions of hearts to a greater or

less degree. The spirit of Christmas even affects

people who for the rest of the year are devoid of
sentiment and of feeling for their fellows. The
most interesting stories of Christmastide are those
which will never appear in print—true stories of
men and women whose thoughts had been only of
their own selfish aims and pleasures, but have been
wakened, if only for a day or two, from their usual
self-complacency, moved by some force of which
they were only half-conscious, to do some act of
kindness to make the day happier for some one less

fortunate than themselves in a worldly way. As
the reader glances over the papers in Christmas
week and catches sight of the reports of gifts made
to needy institutions, of many acts of commendable
charity, and realizes that these are but the white
flecks of foam marking the course of a great wave
of good deeds, it seems almost criminal to be pessi-

mistic at such a time. Every reader knows that
where one good deed gets into print a thousand
have been done by people who felt that the greatest
joy would come to their hearts if even their bene-
ficiaries did not discover the source of the Christmas
dinner, the rent money which was sent to the family
whose wage earner had long been ill, and the doll

sent to the little girl in the tenements, whose great-
est treasure had been a rag tied around a painted
stick.

Christmas is an excellent forerunner for New
Year's. The hearts of men have been softened, and
they see things in a new light. The determination
to keep on doing good often follows, and is kept
alive during the next twelve months. If the spirit

of giving, which is the true spirit of the day—giving
ourselves when needed to aid some good cause,

thinking of the interests of the community and try-

ing to make the world a better place to live in be-

cause of our influence, becomes part of our hearts

and lives, we can look forward to the future with

joyful assurance instead of dark forebodings, and

the great Gift of the ages, which was given to us all

when the silver stars looked down on the little town

of Bethlehem, will have a fuller and richer meaning.

W
The Mexican Revolution

''HAT threatened at one time to become a very

formidable revolt against the presidential dic-

tatorship of Porfirio Diaz, chief executive of Mexico,

now seems likely to fail through lack of a strong-

arid capable leader. Francisco I. Madero, the chief

political figure in the revolt, who lately proclaimed

himself Provisional President, is reported to be

wounded. General Reyes, who is probably one of

the ablest soldiers in the republic and who was
reported as disaffected, is not available for leader-

ship, being out of the country. Diaz has a strong-

support among the influential classes and his mili-

tary control is well-nigh absolute. Unless there is

serious disaffection in the army, the government
may succeed in temporarily checking- the revolt.

There is little doubt, however, that the present

movement springs from deep-seated popular dissat-

isfaction with the Diaz regime. A very large ele-

ment in Mexico seems to believe that the time has
come for a change from the Diaz control, which has
now held the reins of power for thirty-five years,

preventing any real expression of the people's will.

The administration has become a dictatorship, not
only controlling the army and police, but abusing its

power in many ways and enjoying unlimited oppor-
tunities for official "graft," which the people and
the courts were impotent to check. Their opposition

is leveled less against Diaz personally, than against
the unrepublican and autocratic system he repre-

sents. Our own attitude toward the warring fac-

tions is distinctly neutral; but our military forces

along the border have been strengthened with a view
to possible emergencies which might demand the
protection of American interests.

Millionaires' Children
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CARNEGIE, who is on record as having
written that the time would come when it would

be considered a disgrace for a man to die rich, at a

recent public dinner made another very striking-

statement which follows the same line of reasoning.

He said he "pitied the sons of millionaires." They
began life handicapped. They had usually little or

no incentive to the effort and struggle that make
for the development of character, and which pro-

duce the finest type of strong, able, virile manhood.
With rare exceptions, such lives accomplish little;

while those who have come up through the valley of

toil and poverty and whose education has been re-

ceived in the College of Hard Knocks, make the

best men, the finest type of citizens, the most repre-
sentative Americans. A few years ago, the two
sons of a Western millionaire were on the platform
at a meeting of workingmen. One of them made an
address in which he said substantially : "I envy you.
men, the training and development that have come
to you through your own efforts. My brother and
I were provided for from our cradle up. We were
not allowed to study as hard at school as other boys.
We were kept from playing with other boys of our
age. We could not go out without an attendant.
Our parents, through mistaken kindness, made life

meaningless and monotonous for us by depriving us
of the joy of the struggle, the delight of achieve-
ment. All inducement to effort was taken from us.
Now, as young men, we find ourselves without an
aim in life. We have nothing to do, nothing to
strive for, because everything- has been done for us."
It is true, the fault in this case was that of the
parents. It might have been different, had wisdom
directed the training of their children. But it con-
veys a warning to many who are disposed to do just
what this father and mother did, who erred in try-
ing to make life too easy for their sons, instead of
teaching them how to fight the battle for them-
selves. We need more of the old Spartan idea in
the training of our youth.
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His Gift to the "Bread Line"

IT was a sack of coffee, and very good coffee, toe

It was sent to The Christian Herald offices is

the Bible House just a few days before the openinj

of the Bowery Mission Bread Line. Look as w
might, we could find no clue to the identity of th
sender.
By dint of much inquiry, however, it was learnei

that the gift came from a certain business man. H
was summoned on the telephone.
"What?" said he, in response to our interroga

tion
—"that coft'ee? Oh, yes—well, just say it wa

from John Doe."
"But cannot we even mention your name in ac

knowledgment?"
"Well- -no; I don't think so. You can just put i

John Doe, or Smith, or anything, but not my nam€
please. And remember, if your poor fellows on th
Bread Line like that coffee, you can have more of it.

He certainly was determined to do his alms i

secret, not letting his left hand know what the righ uu
hand did. Let us add that there are hundred
of our readers who follow this fine, old-fashionec
Scriptural way of doing good by stealth. They fini

giving to the poor one of the best investments. Th
Lord always pays big interest on such loans.

That coffee? Well—some of it was served out o:

the opening night of the Bread Line at the Bower;
Mission and the poor fellows went into rapture
over it. If the giver could only have seen the effect

of his donation, his heart would have throbbed wit
joy and pity the rest of the night. Never was sue
coffee served in the Bowery Mission—at least s

some twelve hundred men declared who drank 11

Of course, it was an unusual gift—a large one
for few can afford to donate a whole sack of coffee

We should hardly expect such gifts often. Now
there are 1,200 to 1,500 men and boys in the Brea^
Line nightly (by Christmas Eve it will go
high as 2,000), and though few donors may give s

much, it is easily within the reach of every reade:
of The Christian Herald to feed one poor fellow a
least, since a large cup of coffee and a big bread rol

cost us (buying all supplies at wholesale) only on
and a half cents. It's not a bad meal either, as th
men will tell you; besides, it isn't a restaurant, no
a hotel, but just the Bread Line for poor, famish
ing men and lads, who have no home, no work, n
bed, and whose clothes are for the most part unfittef

to keep out the weather. As to shoes and shirts, th(

less said the better. Truly, the Bread Line is not f

place for elegant costumes.
"When thou makest a feast," said the Master

"bid the poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind; ant

thou shalt be blessed." This is the season of feast
ing. Why not have as your guests, some of these

poor fellows of the Bread Line, who, while enjoyinj
your bounty at the midnight meal in the old Bowerj
Mission, eating yonr bread and drinking your coffei

would not fail to remember the giver with gratefu
hearts and trembling lips, before they go out agaii
into the winter night?

Send your gift for the Bread Line to The Chris
TiAN Herald, Bible House, New York.
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Tolstoy, the Uncrowned King
OUNT TOLSTOY died at the station master's
hut in Astapova. The body was placed in a

_ plain oak coffin, at the foot of which a few
vreaths of fir, emblematic of immortality, had been
aid. The platform of the railroad station was cov-

red with boughs of fir spread by the peasants of

he neighborhood, who passed in great numbers,
ingle file, by the coffin to take the last look of their

lead friend. The count was conveyed by special

rain to Yasnaya Poliana, the family estate in the
government of Tula, where at his command the

'implest burial services were held and his body put
rest under "Poverty Oak," the spot where he used
play in childhood and where he and his brother

luried a green rocking horse, with the childish hope
hat at its resurrection a rule of happiness would
jegin. Premier Stolypin sent to the Russian Em-
jeror a report of the death of Count Leo Tolstoy,

! )n the margin of which the Czar wrote the follow-

» owing: "I heartily deplore the death of the great
vriter who embodied in the golden age of his talent

» reations of types of the fatherland characterizing

me of the most glorious periods of Russian life.

\Iay he find in God a merciful Judge." The Duma
idjourned the day's session out of respect for the

inemory of Count Tolstoy, the president in his

;ulogy characterizing Tolstoy as the pride of Russia
ind the glory of mankind. Count Tolstoy was one

' )f the greatest writers the

± .vorld has ever known, and was
)ne of the purest and best men
;hat ever lived. It was per-

'ectly natural that a man of his

genius and spirit should be at

ight angles to the absolute

iespotism under which he lived

•nuch of his life, and to the

'orms and hypocrisies which he
'ound in the ministrations of

;he Greek Church. He believed

n the royalty of the peasantry
ind in the priesthood of the

jeople. Christ was his ideal,

lis example, his companion and
nspiration, and his towering
ntellectual genius was crowned
iwith the royalty of love. In

;he realm of thought, truth and
affection, he was the uncrowned
<ing, the real king of Russia.

In all literature, we have not
found anything superior to his

'ove for Christ and his fellow-

tnen shown in his little story,

Where Lore j'-s There is God
Also. And no Christmas story

in any language, in our judg-
ment, is superior to it. This is

the story: Martuin Avdyeitch,
an humble shoemaker, lived in

a basement room with one win-
dow looking out on the .street.

One night he heard some one say, "I am coming."
This he took to be the voice of Christ. The next

day at his work he saw out of his window an old

soldier shoveling snow. He was tired and half

frozen. The man dropped his awl and needle, put

porridge and tea on the table, tapped on the window,
and asked the soldier in. "Come in; never mind the

snow on your boots; come in, sit down by the fire,

warm yourself, and have something to eat." As the

shoemaker talked to the soldier about Christ and his

love for the common people, the soldier cried like a

!child. The soldier left, and the shoemaker saw
standing at his window in the fierce storm a woman
*clad in shabby summer clothes, trying with them
wrapped about the baby in her arms to keep it

'from freezing to death. The child was crying hard,

'and Martuin could not stand it. He went out and
invited her in, put some cabbage soup gruel and
bread and tea on the table, and said, "Sit down and
eat, and I will mind the baby. We had babies at our

house; they all died, but I have not forgotten how
to handle them." After the meal, he took one of his

coats and said, "This may keep you and the baby
from freezing to-night." She put on his coat and
wrapped it about the child and went out into the

storm, but as she went she said, "Christ sent me to

your window and you to the window to find me."

He dropped a piece of money in her hand and bade

her redeem the shawl she had pawned. Next an

apple woman stopped at his window and a street

urchin stole one apple from a hole in the sack. The
woman caught the boy by the hair and punished him
terribly. The shoemaker ran out and spoke sweet

words of Christ's forgiveness and love. The boy

asked the woman's pardon, and then carried the

heavy sack home for her. When the man came back

into his shop he seemed to hear people talking about
him, and a voice sounded, "Martuin, did you not
recognize me?" "Who?" said Martuin. "It is I,"

and the old soldier he had helped stepped from the
dark corner. He smiled and like a cloud faded
away. "And this is I," said the apple woman and
the boy, both smiling as they vanished. Avdyeitch's
soul rejoiced and he felt that his dream had not
deceived him; that the Saviour had really called on
him that day and that he had received him. Then
opening his Bible he read:
For I was a hungered, and ye gave me meat ; I was thirsty, and

ye gave me drink ; I was a stranger, and ye took me in. . . .

Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me. (Matt. 25 :35, 40.)

A Strange Prisoner

A dapper-looking young man, wearing pink stock-
ings, bright red necktie, a black frock coat and a
straw hat, was put in the lockup at Greenwich,
Conn., for an attempt at some kind of swindling.
When the sheriflF came to arrest him, almost the
first question the young man asked was, "Are you a
Christian, Mr. Sheriff?" The sheriff hesitating in

his answer, the prisoner thrust a tract into the offi-

cer's hand and earnestly pleaded with him to repent
of his sins and come to Christ. It could be wished
that an investigation of the facts would prove that
this young man was crazy. It could hardly be
thought that one in his right mind could so boldly

The Late Count Tolstoy and His Family

From Tekt to Ukiiit (Standing)—His daughter Alexandra, son Michael, son-in-law Snchotina, son Andrew. (Seated)—

Tlie niece I-rim-ei9 Kiizabeth Valerianawa Cleolenskaj; married daughter TatjanaSuchotina; Count Tolstoy; grandchild, son of

Micliacl; Countess Soplua Andiejewna Tolstoy,; sister, Marie K)l<olajievvna; grandson of Tolstoy, son of Michael.

play the hypocrite, and yet there are multitudes of

professed Christians who have almost no compunc-
tions of conscience with reference to their own per-

sonal conduct, and are very bitter in their judgment
of the sins of their fellow men. It is the duty of the

follower of Christ to convert as many people as he

can by personal plea, by tract, or other method, but

it is his first duty to practise what he preaches.

There is no mockery greater than the exhortations

of hypocrisy to the discharge of duty. Christ's

most blistering words of condemnation were poured

out upon those hypocrites who made the long pray-

ers and stole from the widows. This young man
with the hand of law on his shoulder on the charge

of theft, exhorting the sheriff to piety, reminds us of

those ancient hypocrites.

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye devour

vridows' houses, and for a pretense make long prayer: therefore ye

shall receive the greater damnation. (Matt. 23 : 14.)

Nation's Lowest Death Rate

From the census report it is learned that the

death rate in the United States has been reduced to

15 to the thousand, which it is believed is the lowest

in the history of the nation. In 1908 the death

rate in the census bureau registration area was 15.4

per thousand, and in the bureau's annual report for

that year, issued last spring, it was stated that an

era of low mortality had begun. The death rate

for 1909 is lower than that for any previous year

of registration, and the lowest that has ever oc-

curred in the history of the United States. There

are vast districts of the country where they have

no registered vital statistics. But from the cities

and States that do keep an accurate record of such

ing and is at the present time at the lowest point in
our national history, which is a matter of congrat-
ulation and should be a cause of profound gratitude
to Almighty God. This longevity can be attributed
to good stock, a care for the cradle, obedience to the
laws of hygiene, increased scientific medical discov-
ery, careful moral habits and a merciful Divine
Providence. There is still room for improvement,
and an increasing obedience to the laws of God and
man will result in a longer, wider, deeper, happier
human life. The Psalmist records the promise of
the Lord of long earthly life to those who should
live near to him and be obedient to his commands.
With long life will I satisfy him, and show him my salvation.

(Ps. 91: 16.)

Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol

Three Baltimore physicians, Dr. Llewellyn F.

Barker of Johns Hopkins University, Dr. W. B.
Wolf of the Baltimore Medical College and Dr.
Charles E. Simon of Madison Avenue, Baltimore,
will soon receive for experimental purposes from
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, director of the Royal Institute for
experimental therapeutics at Frankfort-on-Main,
a supply of dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol. The medical
profession at large knows very little about this new
discovery, which it is claimed is a specific for a
widespread blood disease of great antiquity which
has been counted for centuries well-nigh incurable.

Dr. Ehrlich says he will not give the remedy out to

the profession at large until he
shall have had a successful test

in three thousandcases. He says
he will then reveal the chemical
elements which enter into the
compound of the remedy. It

seems to us that a shorter word
than almost the longest one in

the world might have been se-

lected to name this new remedy
which is intended to have such
widespread application. There
is a universal spiritual malady
incurable by earthly remedies.
The names given in the Bible

to the cure are short and simple.
Theological terms are some-
times long and difficult to trans-

late, but the Bible words for

the remedy are unmistakable.
"They are love, Christ, blood,

salvation. What could be more
simple and comprehensive than
this description of the remedy
of the disease of sin?

The blood of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin. (I. John 1 : 7.)

Another Hero Policeman

Policeman Joseph Mangan
died the other day in Seney
Hospital, Brooklyn, as the re-

sult of injuries received in a
fire in which he rescued several persons from the
building. He lost his life in saving Edward and
Dorothy Schnitzel, five and three years old respec-
tively. Mr. and Mrs. Schnitzel were helped down a
fire escape, and when they reached the ground they
supposed that the firemen had the children, but saw
they did not. Mrs. Schnitzel cried out, and Mangan
dashed back into the smoke-filled house and carried
the boy down the fire escape, and in spite of the
warnings of his comrades he insisted on going back
for Dorothy. He got the child in his arms and
made for the fire escape, but the flames were curling

out of all the windows, and he had to seek safety by
means of the stairs. He plunged over the banister

with the little girl in his arms, but he so held her
that his body shielded her, and she was unhurt, but
his skull was fractured. The brave man lay un-

conscious with the little child hugged to his breast.

One of the last things he said before he died was to

make inquiry about the little boy and girl whom he

had given his life to save. Mangan had been
eighteen years on the New York police force, but

twenty years' service is required to secure a pension.

A public subscription is being taken up for his

family, which already amounts to between $1,000 and
.$2,000. Against the dark background of selfishness

which is so common there are beautiful examples of

heroism like this of the policeman who gave his life

for the little child. All these instances remind us

of the ideal One, the hero of all heroes, who gave his

life that men might live. The apostle uses the fact

of this sacrifice as a reason for our undying devo-

tion to His service.

And that he died for all, that they which lived should not hence-

forth live unto themselves, but unto him which died for them, and

rose again. (II. Cor. 5 : 15.)
statistics it is learned that the death rate is decreas
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Death the Reminder
of Life

By Pastor Charles M. Sheldon

DEATH is a wonderful re-

minder of Life. He reminds
us at once of Life's uncertainty

and also of its sure and abiding
realities. He reminds us of
Life's great things by comparing
the unimportant with the essen-
tial, for many a thing in Life
that seemed very large when
your friend was living seems
very small when Death puts its

measuring rod on him. Death
reminds us of the friendships of
Life which we had forgotten and
even despised until Death made
us stop and know how much we
loved and were loved. Death
reminds us of Life's real values.

We had thought they were money
and fame and power and hap-
piness, but Death shows us that
life is really love and friendship,
and kindness and service, and
doing the next right thing, and
brotherhood, and God.

Death reminds us of Life's op-
portunities, of its daily doors of
helpfulness. He goes so far in

his eagerness to teach us that
we feel remorse or regret in

Death's presence that we were
careless of the living, so negli-

gent of the glory of heaven pos-

sible for us all between daylight
and dark. Death reminds us of
what we might have done and of
what we yet may do. He holds,

up Life's great image and we
never see life so vividly Or so

truly as when Death reminds us
of the true things. Death pulls

off the mask of human sham,
tears down the veil of hypocrisy,
rubs out shallow pretense, laughs
at social frivolities and puts the
mark of truth on what is true
and the brand of falsehood on
what is false. He is not afraid
to tell us in plain language what
life actually is. And in his

presence the mean things, and
the surface things, and the fool-

ish things, and the useless
things, and the unnecessary
things of life are all held up for

us to despise and abhor, and the
virtues of Life, the kindness, the

loves, the self-abnegations, the
satisfying things are held up
alongside the others for us to

admire and imitate.

Does any friend we know on
earth remind us more of Life
than Death does? Indeed, Death
is of little consequence except to

remind us of life. Out of the

cross on which the Prince of

Glory died has flowed a well-

spring of healing life for the

world. Calvary is not gloomy
with the death of the world; it

is regnant with the life of the
world.

Let us not fear Death. He
cannot harm us. Life is the only
thing to fear. Life is what does
things. Death does nothing ex-

cept emphasize Life. What a
friend this is to humanity!
Some of us would live for years
without a .sober or happy thought
of God if Death did not now and
then beckon some one we know
out of our presence into his.

Then, as this acquaintance, this

friend of ours, that baby, that
child, that life companion goes
in through that glory gate, we
look, and God is there, and we
have to think of him for a while.
The money-making, the pleasure-
seeking, the power-craving drop
their clutches off of us for an-
other brief moment and God has
a chance at us again. Death
"has reminded us of him.

Yes, Death is a potent Life-
Tevealer. He makes us see
things as they are. He makes
us stamp them for what they are
Avorth. He gives us the truth.

He does more than jog our mem-
oiy. He is the constant re-
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2 It tells how the eartli was dreaming, 3 night of celestial brightness!
And all the waters slept, O songs that rend the air!

While stars in their orbits moving O Babe in a manger lying
A silent vigil kept; With form so still and fair!

When lo! on the brow of midnight The years, while they bear us onward
A sudden lustre shone: Along the sea of time,

The sky was arrayed in glory Are chanting the same old choral
From God's eternal throne. In hallowed tones sublime.

ILEMB A HAMD
"T>EAR ye one another's burdens,"
-L' Help the toiler on his way.

See ! a heavy weight is pi-essing ;

Give him succor while you may.
Lend a hand—his load will lighten.

Show him kindness—skies will brighten.

When the clouds of sorrow thicken.

When the way is dark and drear.

Just a word, a look, a favor.

Serves despondent hearts to cheer.

Showing sympathy in sorrow
Nerves the heart for its to-morrow.

"Bear ye one another's burdens,"
Take your fallen brother's hand.

Lead him to the source of blessing,
'

Help him on the Rock to stand.
When he makes his- great decision.
Morning breaks upon his vision.

"Bear ye one another's burdens,"
So the law of Christ fulfil.

Love bestowed upon the needy
Showeth best the Father's will.

Just a cup of water given
Marks the way from earth to heaven.

Passaic. N. J. John A. MoRSE.
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Death the Reminderl
of Life

I

Contmued from first column '

minder of life as it ought to be
Death cannot change charactei
He has no power to transforr
the soul. His great office is t
reveal, to remind the race of it
great heritage of life and to use it
gift as to beautify and strength
en and adorn every deed, ever
word, every thought. Is Deat
trymg to teach us these thing
to-day? Let us be good pupil
ot his. For if we will only lear)
of him, he will make us all bette
men and women, anfl, may w
hope, lead some of us to the foo
of the Cross, where for the firs
time in our lives we shall lean ,, i,„

what Life truly is.
"^'.Jiup

littiirfA Plea for the Homelesi
Boys

By Mrs. Sarah J. Bird

EVERY mother who readiBut
.

The Christian Herald i ,

interested in the homeless boy
at the Bowery Mission. As th.,
cold nights have come, it remindii
us of the terrible sight of hun!
dreds of friendless boys turner
out into the freezing darkness
for they have no money for a bee
in a decent lodging house. TheMv"
are compelled to meet with ter^"^'
rible temptations. Many j

"mother's boy" enters the gates, m
of hell to keep from freezing as LA
he has no money to buy a lodging*
house bed ticket. When thej
have no work and are out oj
money their overcoat is probabh
in the pawn shop.

I shall never forget walking
up the Bowery at midnighfin ar
icy snowstorm after closing mj
meeting. One of our bad boys
with a big kind heart came intc
the Mission and said, "Mothei
Bird, you can't go home to-night
It is an awful storm outside. ]

have been to the stable to try and
get a hack for you, but they ar€
all out. If you will trust Big
Tom, the prison bird, to take you
home, I'll take care of you." We'
soon started together up the
Bowery and "Big Tom," who had
spent fifteen of his years in
prison, almost carried me over
the drifts of frozen snow. In
the face of that storm no living
creature was to be seen on the
lower Bowery, except the poor
and homeless. The only light to
cheer us, on that dreadful night,
came from saloons filled to over-
flowing with standing homeless
men.

After I reached my home,
safely, I could not sleep, as Ij

thought of our rich Christiani
city, with no place of shelter for^^

these midnight wanderers but'
the saloon, which is the openjj

door to destruction. If every!
mother would send ten cents!
or more to The Christian
Herald every homeless boy in

the great city would get a ticket
to a decent lodging house on a
cold, stormy night.
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Reach from Earth to Heaven

MAY I say just a word for the
sermon each week in The

Christian Herald—the one that
is written to children? I must
say these sermons, though short,

are long enough in truth to reach
from earth to heaven! The'
writer certainly knows how to

entertain children, and even •

children in middle life, and older.

They have done me lots of good.

The Christian Herald is

growing more into its natural
spirit of cheerfulness since the

loss of our dear Brother Klopsch.

We are so glad to see this. May
it continue. It has done a great

work. There is more still tc be

done. Roderick E. Richards.
South Bend, Ind.

Jent.

iti
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The Diary of an American Woman Tells of Them Fifty Years Ago

ijin'

<

IN the diary of Mrs. E. C. Clarke,

kept carefully from 1852 to 1872, in

Canandaigua, N. Y., are interesting

pictures of the Christmas days of fifty

and sixty years ago. Mrs. Clarke, then
Caroline Cowles Richards, was only

ten years old when she began this in-

structive and very amusing chronicle;

but she had already outgrown many of

the sweet illusions of childhood. She
says:

"I love the story of Cinderella and
the poem, ' 'Twas the night before

Christmas,' and I am sorry that there

are no fairies and no Santa Claus,"

—

a sorrow which is shared by countless
f thou-sands of her fellow beings to this

day.
In 1857, though the excellent grand-

parents with whom she lived did r.ot

"keep" the great annual festival, she

and her younger sister Anna had a

good time. She says: "Grandfather
and grandmother do not care much
about making Christmas presents.

They say when they were young no one
observed Christmas or New Year's, but

they always kept Thanksgiving Day.
Our cousin.s, the Fields and Carrs, gave
us several presents, and Uncle Edward
sent us a basketful from New York by
express. Aunt Ann gave me one of

the Lucy books and a Franconia story

book, and to Anna, The Child's Book-

on Repentance. When Anna saw the

title, she whispered to me that if she

had done anything she was sorry for,

she was willing to be forgiven. I am
afraid she will never read hers, but I

will lend her mine."
This ".\nna" was a wit, and was

singularly lacking in reverence, for

one brought up in such a godly house-

hold. Caroline adds to her Christmas
entry: "Anna and I were chattering
like two magpies to-day, and a man
came in to see grandfather. He told

us in an undertone that children should

be seen and not heard. After he had
gone, I saw Anna watching him a long

By KATE UPSON CLARK

time till he was only a speck in the dis-

tance, and I asked her what she was
doing. She said she was watching
him out of sight because it was a sign
if you watched persons out of sight,

you would never see them again." Let
us hope that her "sign" "came true."

In 1869 a Christmas tree "with
many other attractions" was pro-

vided in the chapel of Caroline's

school (the Ontario Female Semi-
nary). A post office was carried on
in connection with it, and Caroline
received many letters from her friends.

Among these was a "ficticious" one,

from a gentleman who dated it ten
years in advance, and pretended to be
writing from the North Pole—a fore-

CInIIR.II§TMA^
By Joel Benton

ALONG the slopes of Olivet

l\ A hush and halo linger yet;

A whispered homage stirs the trees

—

Vocal through twenty centuries.

The stable where the oxen stood

Left us Life's best beatitude,

Where, in a manger, it gave breath

To Him of lowly Nazareth.

And still Wise Men come from afar.

To seek there that strange, unmapped

Star;

To Bethany wend, and Galilee,

Some traceries of His steps to see.

His Life is now a diadem
For quiet, nestled Bethlehem ;

Though crushed on cruel Calvary,

What greater on this earth can be?

Hallov/ed is Kedron's pensive stream ;

No room remains lor doubt or dream.

Since the World's Hope, dear and

divine

Gilds thus—forever—Palestine.

Under its far-off, pale blue sky,

Bringing us Immortality,

The King of Life came, humbly born.

Upon this gracious Christmas Morn !

runner of two distinguished explorers,
one of whom has now vanished into
profound obscurity. It is rather re-
markable that this gentleman also
hoisted the Stars and Stripes there
immediately upon his arrival. He
"thought he should freeze," and the
pole was "so slippery" that he came
down uncomfortably fast after fling-
ing his pennant to the breeze. He
adds:
"Although this pole has been used

for more than 6,000 years, it is still as
good as new."
He sends to Caroline "by Esqui-

maux express," a tame polar bear as a
present.

In 1860, she ate Christmas dinner at
an aunt's, and in the evening the whole
family visited the insane asylum,
where an entertainment was given.
One of the patients threw them all into
fits of laughter by inquiring in a loud
tone after each number, "What next?"
The war came on, and the diary is

filled with soldiers, battles, prison es-

capes, great fairs for the army and
navy, and weddings which were almost
as sad as funerals. One Christmas Eve,
1863, one of Caroline's intimate friends
was married to a major in the army.
"It was a beautiful wedding."

She herself was married to a soldier

during the r nmer of 1866, and, like

most of the .ides of those days, went
to Saratoga on her wedding trip. There
she heard Dr. Cuyler preach; and a
little later she saw President Johnson,
General Grant and Admiral Farragut,
and heard them speak. In those who
were alive during those stirring times,

this unassuming narrative awakens
thrilling memories. As it was printed
and not published, comparatively few
have had access to it. Its simple pic-

tures of the everyday life of a young
girl in those far-off years are all as
true and amusing as the brief Christ-

mas glimpses which have been quoted
here.

M

; m'

TIhe NatLSoimal ''ILaimdl ^Ihiow^'' imi CMcago
WHEN Secretary Wilson opened the Chicago

"Land Show" on November 19, there was
spread out before him a panorama show-

ing in miniature all parts of the West and South,

where attractive opportunities are offered to set-

tlers. There were displays from a large number of

States and, in addition, the entire balcony of the

Coliseum was filled with exhibits sent by the govern-

ment. These exhibits represented the departments

of the Interior, Treasury, Post Office, Agriculture

and Navy.
In the exhibits are to be found grains, fruits,

vegetables, nuts and other products from every

agricultural section, all being arranged in an at-

tractive, compact manner. In addition there are

special feature.*, such as dances by Hopi Indians

from New Mexico and Arizona. A troupe of native

singers has been sent by the Hawaiian government.

The display of apples is one of the noticeable fea-

tures of the Land Show. The apples shown are

from all the noted orchard districts of the North-

we.'-t—Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Colorado and

Montana—as well as from localities not usually

considered as centres for the apple-raising industry,

such as California, New Mexico, Texas and Louis-

iana. Michigan has one of the largest displays of

apples on the main floor.

The South is in greater prominence than was the

case at the first Land Show, one year ago. The
general agitation throughout the Southern States

for the purpose of encouraging immigration and in-

creasing knowledge of the principles of scientific

agriculture, has caused the South to make a strong

bid for the .settlers who have been streaming into

the West. A little more than a year ago, there was

practically no mention in Chicago regarding agri-

cultural opportunities south of Mason and Dixon's

line, but now the air is full of talk of farms where
three crops can be raised every year, and where
cattle do not need to be fed through a long winter.

California and Louisiana have taken advantage
of the Land Show to boom the advantages of San
Francisco and New Orleans as sites for the pro-

posed exposition in 1915. The California promoters

intend to give away a farm, as well as a carload of

fruit, prunes, raisins and raisin bread. Louisiana

is likely to give away a farm in the reclaimed

swamp "district and another in the high cut-over

pine lands near Alexandria.

Arkansas has one of the biggest single exhibits

in the Land Show. A farm in Arkansas will be

given away prior to December 4, the closing day.

There is great activity around the booths in which

all parts of the State are represented. Little Rock

and Fort Smith being in the lead.

The Coliseum has an annex with two floors. Each
of these floors is being used for lectures. The lec-

turers are showing motion pictures and colored

views and are talking daily to thousands who seem

as interested as though they were attending an

illustrated travel talk. The crowds at the lectures

and in the main part of the Coliseum have been enor-

mous, as the land hunger of the public is keen in the

vicinity of Chicago. Duriner the closing week it is

expected that the crowds will be even larger, as the

International Live Stock Show will be running at

the same time.

The interior of the building, with its picturesque

decorations and the well-filled booths, presents a

brilliant picture. At the ends are two immense
paintings, each more than forty feet in height. One

of these represents the Yosemite Valley, and the

other the canyon of the Yellowstone. The ceiling is

draped with blue bunting, suggesting the open sky.

The booths are covered with pergolas festooned with
rose branches and are especially attractive.

On the opening day, luncheon was given at the

Blackstone Hotel in honor of Secretary Wil.-on.

More than three hundred and fifty well-known Chi-

cagoans and visiting representatives of various

States were in attendance. In the afternoon there

was a reception to Mr. Wilson at the Coliseum, when
he of^cially opened the exhibition.

New Mexico has sent a display which has numer-
ous unique features. It is in charge of the State

Commissioner of Immigration. The new State

needs settlers and is making a strong bid for them
in Chicago. Colorado also has an exhibit in charge

of the State Commissioner of Immigration. The
Centennial State occupies twenty booths which are

decorated with views of attractive scenery and the

various products that will thrive at the altitude of

Denver. The apple displays are especially notable.

The Pecos Valley of Texas is one of the newer

localities that is making known its need for col-

onists Other parts of the State, too. areon hand

with their products. The "Panhandle ' is repre-

sented at one booth and the lower Rio Grande Valley

at another.
The attractions of the Gulf Coast, from the Rio

Grande all the way around to Florida, are set forth

in various booths. This part of the country has

come to the front much strono-er than at the first

Land Show, whereas the Northwest is not as

strongly represented. This is taken as one indication

of a growing tendency of immigration to turn South

rather than West. F. H. Griswold.
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Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

M. DeN-., DcsMoines, la. How do the corn,

oats, wheat and barley crops of this sea-

son compare with those of last year? Can
you give the official figures ?

The Bureau of Statistics, Washington, D. C,
gives them as follows: Corn (bushels), 3.121.-

381,000 this year, 2,772,376,000 last year ; wheat,

691,769,000, 737,189,000: oats, 1.096,396,000,

1,007,353,000 ; barley, 158,138,000, 170,284,000.

G. W. H., Holland, Mich. In your issue of

November 29, it was asked : "Did not the

children of Israel have live stock with them
in the wilderness? If they did have live

stock, what need of 'manna' ?" Your an-

swer was that they had live stock. Where
did the live stock get their feed in the

wilderness ?

The Scripture itself tells us that they took

cattle with them out of Egypt. It is not a

matter of conjecture. See Ex. 12 : 38. Their

live stock was probably consumed to feed the

multitude in the wilderness. See Ex. 16 : 3-8.

This is assumed by the commentators, one of

whom writes that on reaching the desert

"their stock was exhausted."

S. B. G., Los Angeles, Calif. What is the reli-

gious brotherhood known as the Brother-

hood of the Red Diamond ?

It is an organization for boys in the churches.

It is interdenominational. It is for boys of

from twelve to fifteen. Write to William A.

Whitney, General Superintendent, 150 Eaat

Twenty-third Street, New York, for full infor-

mation.

M. V. B., Weedsport, N. Y. 1. How many
States and Territories are there at present ?

2. What were the last four Territories made
States ? 3. What are the names of the Ter-

ritories at present ?

1. There are forty-six States and five Terri-

tories at present. 2. The last four Territories

made States in order of admission were Idaho,

1890 : Wwoming, 1890 ; Utah, 1896 and Okla-
homa, 1907. 3. The Territories at present are

New Mexico, Arizona, District of Columbia,
Alaska and Hawaii. New Mexico and Arizona
are forming their constitutions and will soon

be full-fledged States.

1. U. T.. Harpers Ferry, Va. 1. How many
members have the Hindu, Buddhist and
Mohammedan faiths ? 2. How many peo-

ple are there in the Armenian Church ?

1. M. Fournier de Flaix gives the following

estimates: Hinduism, 190,000,000; Buddhism.
147,900,000 ; Mohammedanism, 176,834,372.

2. There are said to be 1,690,000 in the Ar-
menian Church.

L. H., Flushing, Long Island. 1. Who was the

first governor of New York in colonial

days? 2. Who was the first governor of

New York after it became a State?

1. Adrian Joris was the first colonial gov-

ernor. He served in 1623 and 1624. 2. George
Clinton was the first governor after independ-
ence was declared. He served from 1777 to

1795.

M. B., Harrisburg, Pa. Give the status of the

automobile industry for the last year ; kinds

of cars constructed and value.

In 1909, 80,000 power driven cars were built,

including those for business use as well as

pleasure. Seventy-three thousand were pro-

pelled by gasoline and the remainder by elc-

tricity and steam. The total value of these

cars was $135,000,000. Three hundred fii-ms

are engaged in manufacturing automobiles, and
they have 125,000 employees.

W. H. S., Romine, Ky. 1. When and why was
Thanksgiving Day first observed ? 2. When,
by what church and to what country was
the first foreign missionary sent from the

United States? 8. Does the Southern

Methodist Church have a course of Home
Mission study that can be taken in the

home?

1. Thanksgiving Day was first kept by the

Pilgrim Fathers in November, 1621, as a proper

recognition of God's goodness for giving them
a bountiful harvest. 2. The first American
missionaries sailed for India two years after

the organization of the A. B. C. F. M. (June

29, 1810), and under its auspices. It was com-
posed of Congregationalists, Presbyterians and
Dutch Reformed members, with a few Baptists.

The five who first sailed (Febi-uary, 1812) were
Adoniram Judson. Samuel Newell, Gordon
Hall, L. Rice and Samuel Nott. They went to

India. 3'. Write for full information to the

Methodist Church, South, 310 Broadway, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

Mrs. T. E. Q., Bryant, Va. Please explain

Matt. 21 : 42, 43, 44.

Our Lord (in v. 42) had reference to a Mes-
sianic prophecy which appeai-s in various

forms (se= Isa. 28: 16, etc.) and which Peter

made use of before the Sanhedrin (Acts 4: 11).

The vineyard is the type of the Kingdom, of

which they had made an evil use. It would be

taken from the Jewish nation and given to the

community of the faithful (chiefly Gentiles).

In V. 44 the Kingdom is a Temple, a certain

stone of which, though rejected by the builders,

is accepted by the Lord and made the keystone

incompatible with Christian character. We
ourselves have known druggists who are most
exemplary men, and we have no doubt there are

many such.

W. S., Newark, O. 1. Is the Lincoln penny to

take the place entirely of the Indian

penny? 2. Do some of the Lincoln pen-

nies have moi-e value than others ? 3. How
many stories did Mary J. Holmes write?

4. Was John Q. Adams a grandson of John
Adams? 5. Was Daniel Webster a son of

Noah Webster?

1. Yes ; the Lincoln cent is the only one made
at present. 2. All Lincoln cents are of the

same value. The first ones had the initial of

the designer and it may be that i;i a hundred
years or so they will be of value to collectors ;

at present there is no diflierence in their value

to any one. 3. Mary J. Holmes wrote about

thirty novels. Their aggregate circulation has

been more than two million copies. 4. John
Quincy Adams, sixth President of the United

States, was the eldest son of John Adams, who

rhoto by Uiic-lerwood <Si l_Jiideiwood

President Taft Inspecting the Panama Canal

PRESIDENT TAFT is just back from his flying trip to the Panama Canal Zone to see with his own
eyes just how the great ditch is getting on. Colonel Goethals reported that the Canal would be

open in 1914, one year before the time set by the most optimistic prophets heretofore. Mr. Taft went
over to the Capital of Panama to dine with its President and talk over questions of mutual concern. The
warships which escorted him home from Panama had an opportunity to show the chief executive some
fine points in war practice at sea, which he greatly enjoyed. The fleet ran into the tail of a storm and the
ships were tossed about for a while, but Mr. Taft showed himself a good sailor, and kept up while some
others of longer experience aboard ship were forced to retire temporarily.

of the whole. What shall befall those who op-

pose it is described and may be interpreted both
in a physical sense as foreshadowing the de-

struction of Jerusalem, and also spiritually, as

relating to the punishment of unbelievers.

H. A. H., Chicago, 111. Some time ago, the in-

quiry was made in The Mail-Bag if a drug-
gist could be a Christian. I have been in the

drug business over twenty years, and would
say that no Christian young man shr-uld

ever choose that business as a calling for

several considerations. First : He is de •

prived of church life. Many druggists can
not get away to attend church even once on
Sunday. He is also deprived of home life.

He seldom eats his meals undisturbed, and
while othere are spending the evenings

with their families, or in social or intel-

lectual pleasures, the man of drugs is sell-

ing tobacco, chewing gum and candy to

pay expenses. Very few see their way
clear to limit their Sundays to drugs and
other necessary goods. Most of us are liv-

ing in hopes that some day conditions in

pharmacy will be better.

There are other callings besides that of a

druggist which have similar drawback.s ; yet

we should hesitate to pronounce it a business

was President from 1797 to 1801. 6. No ; Dan-
iel Webster was born in 1782 in Salisbury, N.
H., the son of an officer in the American War
for Independence. Noah Webster was born in

1752, and there was no near relationship.

H. P., Melrose, Mass. What amounts are al-

lowed to army ofliicers who are incapacitated
from active service by reason of wounds cr
illness ? What do the privates get ?

The allowances for the various grades are

:

Lieutenant-colonel and officers of higher rank,
$30 a month; major, surgeon and paymaster.
$25; captain and chaplain, $20; first lieutenant
and assistant-surgeon, $17 ; second lieutenant,
$15 ; the enlisted men get an allowance of '!58.

E. A. S., Provincetown, Mass. 1. Does John
8: 24 apply to those who do not believe that
Christ is the only begotten Son of God, and
that he was simply a good man, divine
only because they believe every one is

divine? 2. Does Matt. 15; 9 apply to mod-
ern theology as taught in the colleges?

1. In this passage, Jesus contrasts himself
net with "earth-born messengers of God, good,
sincere men, but with men sprung from an
element wholly opposed to himself" and breath-
ing opposition and hatred, so that it was im-
possible that he and they should have any fel-

lowship, present or future. They belonged to
the sinful world, which was enmity toward
God ; he to the heavenly world. As long as '

they were in such allegiance, they put them- >

selves beyond forgiveness. 2. No. He re-

buked them because they put the commandments
of men on a level with those of God, thus mak-
ing their whole worship vain. Traditions, ob- I

servances, religious customs, omens, and their
whole mass of ceremony, he brushed aside,

pointing them to the divine law instead. I

B. K., Santa Rosa, Calif. What is the John ]

Salter fund used for ? I believe it was es-
]

tablished about twenty years ago.

John F. Salter, of Connecticut, in 1882 gave
$1,000,000 to a board of trustees to be used for
"uplifting the lately emancipated population of

the Southern States and their posterity." It is
i

used to educate negroes in practical industries, I

and also helps bright colored pupils to become
teachers among the people of their race. Full

information may be obtained from G. S. Dick-
I

erman, 2 Rector Street, New York City.

N. F., Alstead, N. H. In what year was the
first Indian head penny coined ?

In 1854, when the bronze cent superseded the
nickel one.

P. P., Minneapolis, Minn. What were the Ger-
man States that were joined in the "North
German Confederation" before the present
German Empire was established ? Also when
was it formed?

1. It was formed by Prussia, Saxe-Weimar,
Oldenburg, Anhalt, Brunswick, Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha, Saxe-AUenburg-Waldeck, Hamburg,
Bremen, Lubeck, the younger Reuss, the two
Lippes, and the two Schwarzburgs, later the

two Mecklenbergs joined as did Hesse, Elder
Reuss, Saxe-Meiningen, and Sa.xony. It was in

process of formation from 1866 to 1867. See
Lewis' History of Germany for a good account.

Miscellaneous
E. R. M., Alpine, N. J. Repeat questions

and send address in full. The questions can
only be answered by mail.

E. McK., Chatham, Ont., writes: "Referring-

to your reply in The Mail-Bag of the 16th

inst. to F. H., Phoenix, Ariz., regarding elec-

tric cars, the writer remembers well when the

electric cars (Vanderpool System) were run-

ning in St. Catharines, Ont., in 1886, also in

Scranton, Pa. About the same time Mr. Van-
derpool constructed a short line which carried

passengers from the Canadian Exposition

grounds. West Toronto, to the city. They ran

several yea-rs. I have been a subscriber for

The Christian Herald for a number of years."

The Christian Herald receives many letters

from its readers containing accounts of prayers

that have been wonderfully answered. Here
is one from J. W. S., a reader in Irwin, Pa.,

which may prove helpful and encouraging to

those in trouble: "I have been a Christian for

twenty-five years, and during that time have
had various troubles and sicknesses in my fam-
ily, in some of which the patient had only one

chance in a thousand to get well, while in

ethers no hope whatever was given. Yet God,

in answer to prayer, restored thenk Of course,

we must meet all conditions required by him,

or we cannot expect him to answer our pray-

ers, neither can we have the confidence we
should have. But by so doing we get to know
God the One in whom we believe."

Welcome in the Home
The premium arrived safely. I don't

think you can realize what The Chris-
tian Herald is in the home. May the

wishes you send to your readers be re-

turned in still greater measure to you
for the good your paper is doing. I

am well pleased with my premium.
Thank you for them. T. L. Spence.
Netv London, Conn.

Constantly Impro^in^

Your excellent paper gives me much
comfort. The quality of the reading
matter is improving constantly. It is

but fair that you should know that

your efforts to please and instruct us

are appreciated. May you be spared
to us long to do this Christian work.

Oswego, N. Y. Electa R. Bishop.
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Two Letters

IIILY ROGERS stood before her mirror put-

ting the last touches to her dress before going
to the Christian Endeavor Social. The dress

-was vei"y simple and had been worn many times,

"but Emily had an air which made even a half-worn

dress in the style of several years ago as becoming

^s if it had been a fresh importation from Paris.

Many women depend upon dress to make them beau-

tiful. Emily had a beauty and distinction in her

own person that made her dress, whatever it was, a

setting for herself. She was employed in the suit

department of a large dry good house, and people

who came to purchase were often attracted to her

by the queenly carriage of her head and the grace of

her figure, as well as by a certain winsome charm
that belonged to her manner. Her work was not

easy, and although she was in receipt of a fairly

good salary she had little

money to spend on her

own pleasures; still less

on her own adornment.

In the little home in Ver-

mont from which she had

come her father and
mother were growing old

and there was a younger
sister who had always
been fragile, and for

whom there was at this

time the need of special

nursing and costly medi-

cal attendance.
As Emily turned from

the mirror and put out

the gas .she took from the

bureau a letter which the

postman had left that

day. She had read it

twice and knew its con-

tents by heart, yet she

lingered a few moments
in the boarding house
parlor to read it for the

third time. The letter

contained in a few brief

lines an offer of mar-
riage. The writer was a
man whom Emily had
known ever since, four
years ago, she had come
to the city. His daugh-
ters, nearly her own age,
were in the Bible class

•which she attended, and
whenever there was a so-

cial function in the con-
gregation, they were
present. The church was
one in which, although
the pastor, elders and
deacons and others in au-
thority did their best to

ignore it, there was a
deeply marked dividing
line of caste. A number
of highly refined and fas-
tidious people belonged to its membership, and
another larger number of people who worked hard
for daily bread attended its services and hung upon
the voice of its beloved minister. Emily was by
birth and education the equal of any one in the

^hurch, but she was aware of condescension and
•patronage, even in the kindness with which she was
often addressed and in the attentions which were
paid her. The daughters of Mr. Wentworth Lisle

were among those who had gently held her aloof and
looked upon her as somehow beneath them, although
they would have repudiated such an assertion had
it been made in their hearing. Emily would not

have been human if she had not felt a little elation

as she read the letter from their father couched in

respectful and admiring terms in which he asked
her to become his wife. The letter was not wholly
a surprise. iVIr. Lisle had for some months been
trying to show every decorous and polite attention

he could to Emily Rogers. He had come as a boy
from her State and her county. He knew all about
her and about her people, and he thought that she

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

would not only make him a wife of whom he could
be proud, but that his children would learn to love
her and that she would be happy in such a position
as he could place her in.

He was many years her senior. He was rich and
she was poor, but as he sealed and sent his letter,

he had felt that he must be prepared for rejection,
not on account of anything in the difference of age
or circumstances, but because he felt almost sure
that another had stepped in before him. He had
seen in Emily's eyes the look of one who could not
be tempted by motives of convenience, and it had
been borne in upon him, he knew not whence or why,
that she had already pledged her troth to some one
else. Nevertheless he wrote, and stayed at home
from the social that evening lest his presence there
might embarrass her.

FEEDING THE CHICKENS

The chickens like their daily meal,

But scarcely more enjoyment feel

Than father, mother, children all.

When the delicious morsels fall.

F^

WE GIVE GOD PRAISE

lOR all true words that have been spoken.

For all brave deeds that have been done,

For every loaf in kindness broken.

For every race in valor run.

For martyr lips which have not failed

To give God praise and smile to rest.

For knightly souls which have not quailed

At stubborn strife or lonesome quest

;

Lord unto whom we stand in thrall.

We give Thee thanks for all, for all.

For each fair field where fading stubble

Hath followed wealth of waving grain ;

For every passing wind of trouble

Which bends Thy grass that lifts again ;

For gold in mine that men must seek.

For work which bows the sullen knee ;

For strength, swift sent to aid the weak.

For love by which we climb to Thee

;

Thy freemen. Lord, yet each Thy thrall.

We give Thee praise for all, for all.

The Christian Endeavor Social was as usual
diversified with music, conversation and refresh-
ments. The two or three young women who had
called for Emily accompanied her home. As she
left them at the door she saw on the table in the hall
a large square envelope addressed to herself in a
bold familiar hand. It bore a country post-mark,
and she took it to her room, lit the gas and read it

with a beating heart. It began, "My dearest, I have
to-day received the first intimation I have had since
o\ir engagement that I may dare ask you to fix a
date for our wedding. I have accepted a call to a
church in a little town only ten miles from your old
home. The salary is small, but there will be a
parsonage free of rent, and I think you and I, with
faith in God, can manage to live there. I shall be
installed a month from now. Can you not be ready
for our marriage a month after that? I want to
introduce my bride as soon as I can to my parish."

There was more in the letter, more that was
sacred and intimate.
Emily sat down and laid
the letters side by side.

"Was it possible," she
asked herself, "that she
could for an instant
waver in her loyalty to
one who had her promise
and whom she had loved
since her childhood?"
Jack Hazard and she had
gone to school together,
they had been chums,
they were of the same
age, of congenial tastes,

they had united with the
church on the same day,
and they had waited each
for the other for several
years. Yes, she could
only be Jack's wife. She
knew that. But if she
could bring herself to

break Jack's heart and
ruin his life by marry-
ing Wentworth Lisle,

then she could give her
little sister everything
that it was in the power
of wealth to confer.

Edith might even walk
once more. For her sake
ought she not to accept
Mr. Lisle? She did not
love him, and she should
despise herself, for it

would be a mere matter
of bargain and sale; but

she was tempted. Her
cheek crimsoned as she

sat alone and her heart
beat like a trip-hammer.
Even as she hesitated

there came a knock at

her door. It was only

ten o'clock, but it seemed
late for any one to call.

It proved not to be a
caller, but a little pack-

age brought by express. Opening it, the fragrance

of trailing arbutus filled the room with its clean

sweet perfume and in the box among the beautiful

pink flowers shyly peeping from their leaves, was

a single phrase, "My darling :_^Write that you will

come when I want you. Jack."
The next morning early, before she went to the

store, a messenger from the florist brought Emily a

superb bunch of roses with Mr. Lisle's card. The
roses on one side, the trailing arbutus on the other,

she made her decision. It had been made the night

before. She wrote a courteous refusal to Mr. Lisle,

expressing her regard for him and her appreciation

of the honor he paid her. Then she sent her little

note to Jack, making him supremely happy.
In the years that followed, Emily Rogers never

had cause to regret her choice. The little sister

came often to stay with her, and in time grew well

and strong. A day probably came when the preach-

er's talents as a leader in the church militant were

widely recognized, and Emily had scope to exert

such an influence as few women possess.
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Even the baby laughs with glee

The chickens' happiness to see;

But out beneath the sky so blue,

I'd like it better—wouldn't you?
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters

Little Jimmy Preston, aged six, gets a letter

at the post office for his sister Barbara. On
the way home it is lost. Barbara Preston has
been trying to keep the farm, the last of her
father's estate, for Jimmy, but it is mortgaged
to Hoporable Stephen Jarvis, who is compara-
tively young. He threatens to foreclose. Peg
Morrison, the old farm hand, is as greatly con-
cerned over the loss of the letter as is Barbara.
She goes to Mr. Jarvis to ask for more time on
the mortgage. He tells her that he is disposed
to do it, and also that he is tired of his pres-
ent housekeeper and would like her to fill the
place. She leaves without a word. The old
housekeeper at once becomes her enemy. Stephen
Jarvis comes to see Barbara. He asks her to
marry him and he will give her the place. She
refuses. She thinks of her old lover who went
away and whose fate she did not know. Jarvis
drives up and insists she ride with him. He
rebukes her for not asking his aid to obtain a
school position he heard that she had applied
for, and she tells him that she asked his aid
once and was refused. He says that he had
offered her another place. He renews his pro-
posals and says her brother could live with
thera. He tells her that he has never loved
any one else in his life. He leaves her at her
own gate, where little Jimmy meets her and
says Peg has found the letter. All she can
make out is the post-mark. The handwriting is

that of David Whitcomb, her old lover, whom
she thought dead. Barbara writes to the ad-
dress. Tombstone, Ariz. Jarvis meets her once
more and walks with her, as she will not enter
the carriage ; and he tells her that he cannot
give her up. He grasps her arm, but with the
declaration that she is "free," she wrenches
away. Peg proposes to see Jarvis to tell him
of a crop that will save the farm if they have
more time, but Barbara forbids his going.

I

VIII

—

Continued

WANT you to harness the bug:g:y

for me after breakfast, Peg,"

Barbara said soberly. "I'm going
—somewhere on business, and I want
to start early."

"Blest be-he th' tie-hi which bi-inds,"

warbled Peg unmelodiously, as he
stooped to apply his wet sponge to the
rear springs.

"Did you hear me. Peg?" demanded
Barbara.
The old man gazed reproachfully at

the girl through the spokes of the
wheel.

"W'y, I'm goin' to use the horses fer
plowin' this mornin', Miss Barb'ry,"
he said soothingly. "An' they'll be all

tuckered out b' night."
"But there's no use of doing any

more plowing. I told you that last
week. Unless I can manage somehow
to—to raise the money, the farm "

"Don't say it!" interrupted Peg.
"I don't b'lieve in namin' troubles.
It helps 'em to ketch a body, someway,
to notice 'em too much. I b'lieve in
actin' 's if the' wa'nt anythin' th' mat-
ter 's long 's ye kin."

"Yes, and while you're doing it the
mortgage will foreclose itself," Bar-
bara said, recalling Stephen Jarvis'
curt phrase with a thrill of anger.
"You hitch up Billy for me and bring
him around at seven o'clock. Will you
do it, please. Peg?"
"The fe-hell-o-shi-hip of k-hind-dred

mi-hinds!" chanted Mr. Morrison with
entire irrelevance.

"Verj' vvell, if you won't, I'll walk.
It's ten miles there and back, but you
won't care, as long as you have your
own way."
"When was you thinkin' of goin',

Miss Barb'ry?" demanded Peg cau-
tiously. "Ye know I ain't set on any-
thin' that ain't fer your good—yours
an' the Cap'n's."
But Barbara had already disappear-

ed in a flutter of angry haste.
"Now I s'pose," soliloquized Mr.

Morrison, "that I'll actually hev to
give up plowin' the hill lot this morn-
in', an' all 'long o' that young female."
He shook his head solemnly.
The washing of the buggy was then

happily completed, the worn cushions
dusted and the horses fed and watered
by the time the sun peeped over the
fringes of dark woods. At seven
o'clock, as he was tying the wall-eyed

bay to the hitching-post in the side
yard, Barbara appeared in the open
door, a brown loaf in her hand.

"Here's some fresh bread for your
breakfast. Peg," she said. She glanced
at the horse. "I shan't be gone very
long. You can plow when I come back,
if you want to. It won't hurt the
ground to plow it."

"The mare's kind o' skittish this
mornin'," replied Peg, accepting the
addition to his meagre bill of fare
with an appreciative grin. "Mebbe I'd

better go 'long an' drive." He glanced
anxiously at the girl. "I wouldn't do
nothin' rash ef I was you, JVIiss Bar-
bara; like—like gettin' engaged to be
married, or anythin' like that."

"Don't worry. Peg," Barbara said
soberly; "that's precisely what I don't
mean to do."

She felt entirely sure of herself now,
even while-her cheeks burned hotly at

fast. I'm growin' jus' as fast 's I

Barbara hugged him remorsefully.
"You're just big enough—for six,"

she assured him. "And—and we'll

come out all right, somehow. We just

will, precious!"
"Course we will," echoed the child.

He slipped from his chair and eyed
his sister wth a searching gaze.

"If you're scared of anybody, Barb'-
ra," he said valiantly, "I'll take a big
stick, 'n'—'n'—I'll—I'll won't let any-
body hurt you, Barb'ra!"
The girl laughed rather unsteadily

as she hurried him into his coat and
cap. "Learn a lot at school, dear,"
she murmured, "and you'll have the
best kind of a big stick."

The remembrance of his warm little

arms about her neck comforted her
as she drove the wall-eyed mare along
the road. She was going to do a very

"She stooped over Jimmy, setting down queer, crooked figures"

the remembrance of Jarvis' look when
he said, "I am your master."

"I'll scrub floors for a living," she
promised herself, "before I yield to
him."

All the pride of a strong nature
shone in her eyes as she stooped over
Jimmy, sitting at the table, his short
legs dangling, his slate pencil squeak-
ily setting down queer crooked figures
in straggling rows.

"I'm ahead in my 'rithmetic," the
little boy announced triumphantly.
"I'm doin' reg'lar 'zamples. I like
'zamples. An' bimeby I'll be all growed
up, an' nen I'll take care of you,
Barb'ra."

She kissed him underneath the short
yellow curls in the back of his neck.

"Oh, Jimmy," she sighed, "I wish
you were grown up now!"
The child straightened himself anx-

iously.

"My head's way above your belt
when I stand up," he said, " 'n' I ate
lots of brown bread an' milk for break-

strange thing. Something she had
never heard of any woman doing be-
fore. Just how the idea had taken
form and substance in her mind she
did not know. She appeared to her-
self to have awakened with the resolve
fully formed, distinctly outlined, even
to the small details, which she busily
reviewed while she was tying the horse
before the house of Thomas Bellows,
auctioneer. There was a shop in the
lower front story of the house, which
had once been a piazza but now pro-
truded with two bulging front win-
dows to the edge of the sidewalk. The
windows disclosed a variety of objects
in the line of household appurtenances,
clocks, flatirons, a pile of tinware, like-
wise a yellow placard read "Auction
to-day," surmounted by a professional
flag of faded red color.
Mr. Bellows himself in blue overalls

and a pink shirt was occupied in wip-
ing off an exceedingly dusty and ancient
sewing machine with an oily rag. He
looked up sharply as the discordant

m\,

ireb;
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jangle of the bell announced the open-
ing of his shop door.
"Good mornin', miss," he said as

Barbara entered. "If you don't mind
shuttin' that door behind you. It beats
all how cold the wind stays, don't it?
You want to look over some of these
goods—eh? Household efltects of the
Widow Small down to the Corners.ll
Died las' week, an' her daughter don't
want to keep none q' her things. They'll
be sold at two sharp. "Now this 'ere
machine "

"I don't want to buy anything,"
stammered Barbara, "I want you to
sell something for me."

"Yas," assented Mr. Bellows ex-^
plosively, standing up and resting a
grimy hand on either hip, the while-
he surveyed Barbara's slim figure at-
tentively. "Ju' so! Well?" he added
tentatively. "Sellin' things fer folks
is my business. What d'ye oflfer?
household goods, stock or real estate?
It's all the same to me."

"It— it isn't— Could you sell my
work for me? I mean "

The man stared hard at the girl,
his squinting eyes puckered, his mouth;
drawn close at the comers.

"I'm a gen'ral auctioneer," he an
nounced conclusively. It's m' business
to sell household effects, stock or real
estate, on commission."

"I want some money—a good deal
of money," Barbara went on, "and I
want it right away."

"I've seen folks in your fix before,"
commented the auctioneer drily, as he
again applied himself to the sewing
machine. "I gen'rally make out t' sell
what's offered. But I can't guarantee
prices."

"You sell horses; don't you?" de-
manded Barbara.

"Horses? Sure!"
"And—and oxen? They're meant to

work, and people buy them to work.
That's what I want to do. I want to
work for three or four years, if I must,
and I want the money all at once—in

^^

advance."
"I don't know as I ketch your idee,"

said Mr. Bellows. "You want money,
an' you want it right away, an' you Kl"
want me to sell

" ~^

"I want you to sell my work—honest
work, housework, any kind of work
that I can do, for—for a term of
years."

Mr. Bellows abandoned further ef-
forts at bettering the condition of the
late Widow Small's sewing machine.
He stood up and scowled meditatively
at Barbara.
"Seems t' me I've seen you b'fore,

somewhere's; haven't I?"
"My name is Barbara Preston," the

girl said haughtily.
"An' you want I should "

"When people buy a horse they
really buy and pay for the labor of
that horse in advance." Barbara said
composedly. "I am more valuable than
a horse. I have skill, intelligence; I
wish to sell my skill, my intelligence,
to the highest bidder."

"Wall, I swan!" exclaimed Mr. Bel-
lows. Then he fell to laughing nois-
ily, his wizened countenance drawn
into curious folds and puckers of
mirth.

Barbara waited unsmilingly.
"Say! d'you know I've been asked

to sell mos' everything you ever heard
of," said Mr. Bellows, getting the bet-
ter of his hilarity, "but I never was
asked to sell a girl. A good-lookin',
.'^mart, likely girl. I guess you're
jokin', miss. It wouldn't do, you know."
"Why wouldn't it?" urged Barbara.
"Well, it wouldn't; that's all. I've

got m' reputation as an auctioneer to
think about; an'—le' me see; your
folks is all dead, ain't they?"

Continued on page 1158
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A Mother Goes© dbrHstmnias Farty
CHRISTMAS is the party-

time of all the year.
Everybody, big and little,

should, during the holidays,
either give a Christmas
party or help to make some
one's else Christmas party
gay and lovely.

A Mother Goose frolic is

the dearest party of all, I

believe, and the biggest,

merriest one I ever saw wa.^

last year in London.

The invitations read:

Boys and Girls, come out to

play;
The moon is shining bright

as day;
Come with a whoop and

come with a call.

Come with a good will, or

D J f 1 f /-» » . Di come not at all.Boys and Oi^U, Come Out to rlay

On December 28, at four
o'clock. Mother Goose iuvUes you to come to our house.

Please come as a Nursery Rhyme. MRS. D. M.

R.S.V.P. For her little girls and boy.:.

THE rambling old-fashioned house was bright with

Christmas greens and candle-light. Floors and tables

were covered with white; pier stands and mantel shelves

were banked with cotton, and over everything, plenty of fine

diamond-dust glistened like new fallen snow.

Mother Goose (Mrs. D. M., herself), in quilted petticoat,

fluffy white bodice, buckled slippers and a red peaked cap,

tucked a large cotton g:oose under her arm and gayly wel-

comed her boys and girls to the party, as only a proper

Mother Goose could.

Promptly at four, the large parlors began to fill with the

dearest, quaintest company in all merrie England, I do be-

lieve. Upwards of fifty laughing little Nursery Rhymes
bobbed about and danced before your very eyes.

There wore Hey-Diddle-Diddles with toy cats and fiddles,

Handy-Spandys, Jack o' Dandys, Marys Contrary, Pipers,

Boys Blue, Humpty Dumptys, Jack Horners and Simple

Simons galore. Nan Netticoat stole in with a tiny wax
lighted candle. Elizabeth, Elspeth, Betsy and Bess had

only a bird's nest with five

candy eggs in it, but Mother
Goose guessed her in i min-
ute. One wistful Bj Peep,
with a striped sugar cane
-hung with wooly tails, was
especially lovely. A little

old woman ivho lived in a

shoe trotted about with a

party slipper bubbling over

with tiny china dolls. One
Miss Muff'ett had a large
wooden bowl and spoon and
might have been taken for S
stands for Sarah talking to

cook, but for a black spider

she had made of cotton and
fastened onto her skirt.

A LITTLE lady of ten had quite simply and charmingly
sewed long curling pine shavings around a pretty cap

that her mother had made of turkey red

—

"Curly Locks,
Curly Locks, will you be mine?" Mother Goose called out as
she danced into the room with a tiny Jack be nimble Jack
be quick. The children all gathered around her and
laughed and laughed and loved her, she was so pretty and
happy with her bobbing shaving curls. A fat boy of twelve
brought a large toy Frog that tvould a-wooing go, "Heigh
Ho," says Roivley, and when a demure little mousikin,
brimful of the spirit of the party, squeaked out as he passed
by "Fll sing you a song, Mr. Frog, Mr. Frog, with a rowley
poivley gammon and spinach. I made it 7nyself, Mr. Frog,"
everybody danced around her and laughed and chuckled,
it was so funny and nice.

MOTHER GOOSE, quick as wink, arranged tableaux and
characters until everybody had arrived. Then suddenly,

like the wise old fairy that Mother Goose seems always to

be, she marched the children around the big room, made a

circle of them, stepped into the middle of it and for an hour
and a half or more, kept those glad boys and girls in an
enchanted fairy-ring of old-fashioned games.

Barley Break, London Bridge, Crambo, Menagerie, Stage
Coach, Still Pond, Jack be Nimble, How Many Miles to

Babylon, Tip Tap Toe, Tucker, Musical Chairs, Follow the

Leader, are some of the games they played, and finished up
with a rousing bout of Blind Man's Buff. Not a game lasted

over ten minutes. The merry, mad tumble, the general

hearty good-time spirit that never for a moment flagged,

was the Mother Goose secret of the great success of her

party.

For refreshment there was an abundance of plain Mother
Goose victuals and drink.

Oh, boys and girls, do get up a Mother Goose Christmas
party. Ask your mother to help you. I am sure she will.

A little party with only a few to make merry is better, much
better than no party at all.

The costumes which those little English children wore
were made of calico and paper muslin, the toys were odds

and ends out of their own nurseries. Nothing was elaborate,

nothing expensive, yet I assure you, it was one of the

frolics that every one who was there, will remember from
Christmas to Christmas for many years.

Costumes of Calico and Paper Muslin and 5imple Nursery iToys

. CMIPI.ISTMAS (GIFTS AHO PRICES FOIFL BOYS AMD GHIFIIL^

I

DEAR ROYS AND GIRLS:' Wc have deter-

mined riKht here in the Cozy Corner to

take a big part in old Kris Kringle's Christmas

fun. We are Koing to help him distribute

Kifts to boys and Kirls everywhere, and we are

all very happy in the thought of it.

Tables, chairs, desks, all around us are

heaped with Christmas treasures—toys, books,

and a thousand pretty things that you are all

to win, between now and Christmas night.

For Boys and Girls Over Twelve
There is a stilciidid first prize, the very latest

and lifst iioroplano, tested and guaranteed. The
beautiful little machine, with its bright colored

planes and wings, is as lovely as a jewel,

and light and airy as a bird. Any up-to-date

clever boy can adjust it, and it will fly from 50

to 300 feet.

The Girl's first prize is a beautiful little

guaranteed gun-metal watch (not a toy), and

there are twenty supplementary prizes besides

fop descriptions, in less than 300 words, of

SOMETHING I HAVE MADE MYSELF. De-

scription must include photograph, drawing or

diagram.
Do not fail to enter this contest. All good

work will be awarded a special prize.

For best stories (in less than 300 words).

Subjects : Playing Alone, I Wish, The Snow
Fairy. There is a First-class Brownie Kodak,

A No. 1, with finder and film ready to take

pictures, Caldwell's Boys and Girls At Home,
one of the big plump Christmas books of the

year, and ten supplementary prizes.

For best drawings or photographs. Sub-

jects: The Pet of the Family, Chums, A Good

Game. There will be twenty prizes of games,

books, toys and many beautiful pictures. All

good work will win a special Christmas prize.

For Boys and Girls Under Twelve

For best stories, verses, photographs, and

drawings done by boys or girls under twelve,

there are bisque dolls, lead soldiers and Christ-

mas novelties.
'

All work in this SPECIAL PRIZE CONTEST
must be in by December 2L

Please send pictures flat, and write only on

one side of the paper.

Put your name, age, and address on all man-
uscripts, pictures, etc., and send to Miss Porter,

19 Bible House, New York.

Next week we will tell you something about

the wonderful Christmas books of 1910.

Our Good-Night Verse
The good-night verse for this week is :

'7

tinll both lay me down in peace and sleep; for

thou. Lord, only makest me to dwell in safety."

It is the end of the fourth Psalm.

With loving thoughts of you all, my dear boys

and girls, in the homes where The Christian

Herald comes, believe me, lovingly and faith-

fully always. Your Aunt in the Cozy Corner,

r
Fried

Oysters

scrumptious" and

easy when y6u do

it as given below.

'-''A

Kit

This is but one of many deli-
cious dishes always depend-
ably good and easzTy made if

you use

Sniderii
Tomato

Catsup
Here is the real way to prepare

Fried Oysters
One pint large oysters, half cup flour, hail

cup milk, half cup Snider's Tomalo Catsup, half
teaspoon salt: mix thoroughly the flour, milk, cat-
sup and salt; dip oyaicrs into mixture, then roll

them in cracker crumbs; fry in sweet, fresh lard
until a dark bpown. Serve very hot.

MRS. CLARA L. SWEET.

Snider's Tomato Catsup is the per-
fect sauce for oysters in a/l styles,
also for cutlets, steaks, roasts, and
all fish.

No preservatives or coloring matter used
in Snider's. Made only from firm, spicy
tomatoes and the finest of all materials,
combined in the special Snider way.
While ordering, include a few cans of
Snider's Pork and Beans and a bottle of
Snider's Chili Sauce.

The T.A,Snider Preserve Company
CincinDati, Ohio, U. S. A.

Snider products comp/y
iviih all Pure Food

Laws of the
WO) Id.

Chairs&Tricycles
For Invalids and Cripples

WorthingtonCo.
362 Cedar St., Elyria,0.

Ou-tdoor
Sp>orts

^ive rosy cheeks and rubusi
health. Get out all you can,
but get a good sweater so
that you ean exercise vigor
ously without catching coUl.

GET A

Queen Sweater

ynx rneCaQO
ISflanufacturer at V A
a Special Price,

The Qiieei) is a new fash-

ionable coal sweater o(
tine .\ustralian wool, in

latest stitch and guaran-
teed not to shritiK. Blod-

ish roll collar, two
pockets, double-breasted
front, fine pearl buttons.

Snug fitting, warm and serviceatile. In White
Oxford, <iray or Car.Hnal. Women's :ij 44 bn:

Misses, '26-32 \>ust.

SPECIAL <J>0 AA PKEPAID.
PRICE, 9!f^»\j\j Order Today:

QUEEN SWEATER CO., Little Falls, N. Y.
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Holeproof Hose Are Made From
the Very Softest Yarns

In the Lightest Weights—The Hose Are Perfect in ^it and Style

There are no finer hose than "Holeproof" no matter from what standpoint you
judge hose. "Holeproof" are the softest hose that are made. They never feel

stiff or harsh. Our yarn costs an average of 70 cents per pound. It is Egyptian
and Sea Island Cotton. We could buy yarn for one-half as much. "Holeproof"
are made, if you want them, in the lightest weights and every inch of them
snugly fits—no bagging at the ankle. And there's a wide assortment of colors

to choose among.
So don't judge the genuine "Holeproof" by common guaranteed brands.
"Holeproof" are the result of 38 years of experience. We've guaranteed them

for the past 12 years.
Get the original guaranteed hose—six pairs guaranteed six months.

'^M. Oi

lloleproonlosiera
'for men women^ and children^

The men's sox sell at $1.50 for

six pairs, up to $3.00, according
to finish. Three pairs of silk sox
guaranteed three months, $2.00.

The ladies' stockings are $2.00 to

$3.00 for six pairs. The children's

stockings are $2.00 for six pairs. S. Pat,
1906

The genuine "Holeproof" are
sold in your town. We'll tell you
the dealers' names on request or
we'll ship direct where we have
no dealer, charges prepaid on
receipt of remittance.

Write for Free Book
"How to Make Your Feet Happy"

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., 529 Fourth Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Tampico News Co., S.A,, City of Mexico, Agents for Mexican Ilepnblic

(82)

Q/u!Uou^t.Mm^ oi^nMi/iixli

UKEIWB

UKE THIS

Crooked Spines Made Straight

If yoii are suifering from any form of spinal trouVjIe ynu can be relieved
iu your own home without pain or discomfort. A wonderful anatomical
appliance has been invented by a man who relieved himself of Spinal
Curvature. Its results are marvelous. It is nature's own nietliod.

Eminent physicians are endorsing it. The Sheldon Method relieves tlie

pressure of the affected parts of the spine, the wliole spine is invigorated an _

strengthened, all soreness is taken out of tlie back, the cartilage between the
vertebrae is made to expand, the contracted muscles are relaxed and the spine is

straightened. There is bright hope for you. no matter liow long you have
suffered. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union. Eacli
appliance is made to order from individual measurements and fits perfectly.
There is positively no inconvenience in wearing. We gruarantee satis-
faction and let you use it 30 days. Write for our new .book, giving
full information and references.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO., 207 24th ST. JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Wizard Mono-Rail Jumping Top!
50

Wizard Encased Tight-Wire itl Art
JUMPING TOP. Postpaid, $1.UU

Finest top made. Spins 12 minutes
witli one turn of cord. Walks tiglit

wire. Jumps from wooden
egg while spinning.
All running parts
are inside polished
steel case. Postpaid
$1. Both Jumping
tops, $1,40.
"Zela" Fortune

Telling top, 25c.,

postage 6c. extra.
'* Varl - Scope/*
chromatic game
top. just out, §2.00
prepaid.

A Barrel
of FuB
for omy
At department

store denionstraiions
or postpaid for 50c.
D'lzen, %h ex. paid.
Endlessly amusing
and instructive.
Travels 100 ft. on in-
clined wire. Jumps
from wooden shell
while spinning.
Baffling mystery.
Order now.
\V. p. I>. Co.

Dept G.
131W.31stSLN.Y. Only 50c

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium
For the Scientific and Effective Treatment of

CANCER
Wlthont Resorting to Surelcal Procedure

The only private institution ot magnitude in the United

States for the exclusive treatment of Cancer and other

malignant and benign new growths. Conducted by a

physician of standing. Established thirty-two years.

For complete information address

B.;rkshire HilU Saaatorinm, North Adam», Massachoaetts

THE OLD FAMILY DOCTOR

PONDSEXTRACT
SOOTHIIVG! HEALING! REFRESHING! THE MOST USEFUL HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
"The Standard lor 60 Years" POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, New York. N.Y

Continued from 'page 1156

FOR INDIGESTION

MURRAY'S ""^^^^S/"^
Once Only, for trial

A 25c box for lOc

A. J. Dltmart, 2 Astor House, N^ Y.

PRINT FOR YOURSELF
Cards, rii-culars, book, newspaper. Press §5.

_gj^ Larger$18. Iiotnry$60. Savemoney. Print for

^pAryi*^^ others, big profit. All easy, niles sent. Write
SA^S' factorv for press cataloe. TYPE, cards, paper,

THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Connecticut

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song ttook in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL." forSaforioo. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

"No," said Barbara. "I have a

brother six years old."

Her dry tongue refused to add to

this statement. She was conscious of

an inward tremor of fear lest he should

refuse.

"What ever put such a curious no-

tion into your head?" Mr. Bellows

wanted to know.
"I may as well tell you," the girl

said bitterly. "You'll be asked to sell

me out soon. We're going to lose

everything we've got—Jimmy and I;

the farm, the— furniture— every-
thing."
"You don't say!" Mr. Bellows com-

mented doubtfully. "Well, that had
ought to net you something—eh?"
"We shan't have anything; every-

thing will be gone," the girl said

coldly.

"Sho! that's too bad," Mr. Bellows
said goodnaturedly. He stuck his

thumbs into the arm-holes of his vest,

and scowled absent-mindedly into

space. Then he looked at Barbara
again. "Mortgage—eh?" he suggest-
ed. "Coverin' pretty much everythin'
—eh?"

Everything," repeated Barbara in a
dull tone.

"Everythin'—save an' exceptin' one
smart, willin' young woman— eh?
You'd ought to bring a purty good
figger—in the right market."

Mr. Bellows paused to give way to

mirth once more.
"The matrimonial market's the one

particlar field I ain't had much 'xpe-

rience in," he concluded. "An' auc-
tionin' off goods of the sort you men-
tion ain't 'xactly in my line, an' that's

a fac', miss. So I guess "

"You don't understand," Barbara
interrupted quickly. "Let me explain.
When I found that everything was
lost"—her voice trembled in spite of
herself—"I thought at first I would
teach school—let the farm go and

"Wall, why don't you do that?" Mr.
Bellows inquired. He was a kind-
hearted man, with sympathies some-
what blunted by his professional zeal

in a calling which for most part con-
cerned itself with clearing away the
wreckage of human hopes.

"You'd make a right smart school-
ma'am, I should say."
"r m not a normal school graduate,"

Barbara told him. "Besides, they have
no vacancies. Then I tried to get
sewing to do. I can sew neatly. But
I could easily starve on what I could
earn with my needle. A woman told
me she knew of some one who wanted
—a—servant." Barbara's voice shook,
but she went on bravely. "She said
that people sometimes paid as much
as twenty-five dollars a month for
such work, and that it wasn't easy
to find women who could do that kind
of work well. I—I am willing to do
it, if I can sell my work for twelve
hundred dollars."
"Whew!" ejaculated Mr. Bellows.
"It sounds like a lot of money, I

know-," Barbara went on; "but it is

four years' service at twenty-five dol-
lars a month. I want it all at once.
Then I can pay the mortgage on our
farm, and keep it."

"Huh!" commented Mr. Bellows ex-
plosively.

"I could lease the farm while I was
working, and it would bring in enough
money to take care of Jimmy."

Her face clouded swiftly at the
thought of the possible separation.

"Wall, I don't know of anybody
who'd be willin' to pay down any
twelve hundred dollars spot cash for
a girl," objected Mr. Bellows. "Y'
couldn't get nobody to bid on a propo-
sition like that. Y' might"—the man
hesitated; then went on harshly, "Y'
might up an' die, or "

"A man on the farm next to ours
paid three hundred for a horse, and it

died the next week," Barbara said

vol)

ike's

iiWer

quietly. "Then he bought another. H
had to have a horse."

"Wall; he owned it for good an' al

an' you "

"I'll work four years—or five—fo
the money," said Barbara steadilj
"And I shall be worth far more tha
an ordinary servant."

Mr. Bellows wagged his head argu
mentatively. "I'd hev to charge yo
five per cent.," he warned her. "Ai
you couldn't get any bidders, anyhow.

"That," said Barbara, "would b
my affair. What I want to know is

will you sell me?"
The blood hammered in her temples

her hands and feet were icy cold; bu
she eyed the man steadily.

Mr. Bellows had been making
rapid mental calculation.

"W'y, I don' know," he said scratch
ing his head reflectively. "I don'
want to go int' no fool job fer nothin'
M' time's valu'ble."

"I'll pay you—ten dollars, if—if n
one buys me," said Barbara faintly.

Mr. Bellows bit his thumb-nai
thoughtfully.

"All right!" he burst out at length
"You name the day, git th' bidder
t'gether an' I'll auction ye off!"

IX

It was still early in May whei
Jarvis drove over to inspect a wood
pulp factory in the neighborhood 0:

Greenfield Centre. Its proprietor hai

borrowed capital heavily within th-

past year, and Jarvis had been nar
rowly watching the gradual ebb of th>

factory's output. It was the old stor;

of misapplied energy, paralyzed inti

inaction by impending failure. Jarvi,

scored the luckless proprietor merci
lessly during their brief interview
later he sought the services of Thomai
Bellows, the auctioneer.
"You may sell him out, plant, ma^

chinery and all; reserve nothing," Jar
vis ordered; and, referring to his bool
of memoranda, added the date.

Another entry that he saw there me'
his sombre eyes. He stared at it frown
ingly.

"Anythin' more in my line in th
near future?" Mr. Bellows wanted tt

know.
He rubbed his hands as he asked th<

question. The Honorable Stephei
Jarvis was, as he put it, "a stiddy cus
tomer and a good or.e," being con
stantily, in need of Mr. Bellows' profess

sional services.

"Yes," said Jarvis, a dull red flusi

rising in his sallow face. "The con-

tents of the Preston house, the stocli

and implements, must be sold on Jum
first."

Mr. Bellows struck one hairy fisi

into the other by way of preface to his

words. He was not afraid of Stepher
Jarvis, being sufficiently well provide^
with worldly goods, albeit these wer<
for the most part second-hand, and ir

the nature of left-overs from manj
auctions.

"It seems a pity," quoth Bellows, "tc

sell her out. Couldn't you wait til

fall, say, and give the little Prestor
girl a chance? I ain't what you might
call soft m'self; but I couldn't helf
feel in' sorry for the girl when sh«

come 'n here one day last week t' en-

gage my professional services."

"What is Miss Barbara proposing tc

sell?" demanded Jarvis. Something in

his voice gave Mr. Bellows a curious
sensation. He gave Jarvis a sharp
look as he answered.

"Nothin' that belongs to you, ]

reckon."
"Tell me what it is," repeated Jar

vis. "I'll be the best judge of that."

His voice shook, and also the hand
which held the leather book of fateful

dates and occasions.
"I'm sorry; but I guess I can't 'com-

modate you," responded the other.

"Perfessional etiquette, you know; in

Continued on next page
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lis 'ere case binding," he added.

"You have no right to refuse," said

jrvis, and something of the real na-

ire of his secret thoughts flared up in

is eyes. "Everything that concerns

ass Preston concerns me."

Mr. Bellows was puzzled.

"Meanin', of course, that you hold

le lien on her prop'ty," he hazarded.
But you don't"—and he paused to

luckle to himself—"hold a lien on
hat she's proposin' to sell to the high-

;t bidder."
'What do you mean?" demanded
arvis.

His tone was menacing, and he fixed

igry eyes red from sleeplessness on
. le old auctioneer.
. "You'll either explain yourself," he
^ lid, "or—you'll get no more business
* cm me to-day or any other day."

y Mr. Bellows expectorated violently

1 1 the general direction of the opposite

.all.

I
"I ain't," he declared valiantly,

lafeard of no threats, nor yet of no-

pdy. But I'm goin' to tell you, 'cause

B 's you that's drove her to it, an' you'd
jght to know what sort of a girl she

I had three-quarters of a notion
) tell you, anyhow, an' I tol' m' wife
), when I found it was you that held

18 lien on her house an' furniture.

usiness is business with me as well

3 any other man; but I'd be ashamed
f ) drive a woman to the point of sellin'

ierself."

"Selling herself!" echoed Jarvis.
' The observant eyes of Mr. Bellows
'ere upon him, as he fell back a pace
r two and strove to steady himself.
"That's what I said. Yes, sir; she
sked me right here in this shop to sell

er at public auction. 'I've lost every-
lin',' she says; 'but I've got myself,
n' I'll sell that, an' pay what I owe.' "

"Heavens!" breathed Jarvis. "I

—

rove her to it!"

"You're right you did," agreed Mr.
ellows.

"You can't do it, man. I forbid it!"
"Oh, y' do, do ye? Wall, I don't

;e how you're going to make out to
brevent it. The girl's got a right to

erself, and I've got a right to
"

"I shall prevent it," Jarvis inter-

jpted fiercely. "Its inhuman—unciv-
ized, monstrous!"
"Well, that's the way it struck me

—

t first," acquiesced Mr. Bellows; "but
18 way she put it up t' me kind of
an me over. She's a takin' sort of
irl, kind o' good-lookin', an' inner-
mt. W'y, Lord bless you, she's no
lore idee of the way a man like you,
or instance—might look at it than a
hild. She wants to work out—for a

"an I tetter o' four or five years, she says;
n' she thinks she c'n get some fool
'Oman to bid twelve hundred dollars
oot cash fer bein' sure of a hired girl
,ll that time. 'W'y,' I says to her, 'you
light up an' die.' 'Yes.' she says, 'so

night a horse; but folks hev to hev
orses.' I tell you she's cute an'
right, an' I'm goin' to sell her to the
.ighest bidder, same's I agreed to."
Jarvis was silent for a long minute,

is eyes fixed unseeingly on the mis-
sUaneous collection of shabby and
roken furniture in the rear of the
lop.

' Is it to be a public sale?" he asked
JOlly.

"Well, as t' that, I can't rightly tell

ou. I left the advertisin' of the goods,
n' the date of sale to the young lady.
reely hope you will call it off. I

pose you c'n easy fix things up so't

"Did she ask you to tell me this?"
emanded Jarvis suddenly. "Tell me
le facts."
"Did she ask me— to tell you?"
;hoed Mr. Bellows wonderingly. "You
et she didn't! You wa.sn't named
etwixt us. I asked her who held the
en on her prop'ty, an' she didn't an-
wer. Thought it was none o' my

business, likely. I suspicioned it was
you, though. You get most of 'em
ai-ound these parts."

Jarvis made no reply. He closed the
red leather book, slipped it into an in-
side pocket, then deliberately drew on
his driving gloves.
"Can you tell me the date of this

—

this sale?" he asked.
"What you want t' know for? Think-

in' of puttin' in a bid?" chuckled Mr.
Bellows.

Jarvis gave him a terrible look.
"I'd advise you to keep still about

this. Don't attempt to interest any one
else in Miss Preston's affairs. Do you
hear?"

^

"I ain't deef," responded Mr. Bellows
in an aggrieved voice. " 'N' I don't
know's I see what business 'tis of
yours, anyhow. Mebbe she'll get the
money an' pay you; 't wouldn't sur-
prise me if she did. She's bound she
will, an' where there's a will there's a
way, I've heard tell."

"The date, man! give me the date!"
"Seein' I've told you so much, I

s'pose you might as well know; the
sale's set for the eighteenth."
"Where?"
"At her house."
"And you're actually going to—No;

she'll never do it. She won't be able
to bi-ing herself to it."

"Wall, I'll bet you ten dollars she
will; d'ye take me?"

Jarvis turned without another word
and left the place. He suddenly felt

the need of the outdoor air. Barbara's
desperate expedient convinced him as
no words of hers could have done of
the hopelessness of his case. 'She hates
me,' he told himself; and for the first

time he looked within for a reason for
her aversion.
He drove slowly, his thoughts a mad

whirl of fury and despair. For the
first time he saw himself as he fan-
cied he must look to her, a man past
his first youth, cold, forbidding, harsh,
unlovely. He perceived with a flash

of prescience that she cared nothing
for money, save as it signified the
thing she held most dear; nothing for
the position, power and luxury for
which he had sold his honor and his
manhood. Stripped of these things,

what must he appear in her eyes? A
monster of selfishness and greed, no
less; to be feared, detested, escaped by
any means, even to the sacrifice of

brain and body. He groaned aloud in

the scorching flame of his humiliation.

He told himself that he would go to

her, beg her forgiveness, offer her all

that she had asked for, and more. He
would give her the farm free of all in-

debtedness. Then he realized, with
sickening certainty, that she would not
accept anything from him. He had
told her that he was her master. To
escape this slavery she was about to

sell herself to another. The thought
was insupportable. Even while he per-

ceived her perfect ingenuousness and
the practical realization of her own
worth which lay beneath this fantastic

and seemingly impossible plan of hers,

he sensed its frightful danger. In or-

der to attract bidders she would be

forced to advertise her plans. Who
would respond? Who would buy, and
for what purpose?
He whipped his horse to a furious

speed and soon reached his house. The
newspapers unread for days were piled

on a table near his desk. He seized

one, turned to its advertising columns
and rapidly reviewed their contents,

then another, and another in rapid
succession. At last his devouring eyes
lighted and fastened upon a single

paragraph, hidden among the miscel-
laneous advertisements where a puz-
zled printer had doubtless placed it.

To be cotitimied

You can place money m the Industrial Savings and
Loan Company, anrt know that it is sn/f. and is where
you^an ootain it tchen wanted, axid will y\^\(i fair earn-
ings tnr- n-TV dav tnresled. See their advertisement
on pace 1168, and nn-ite them for full information.

The Howard Watch
Mother and the girls

ought to know
that a Howard

Watch means more to

a man than any other

Christmas gift they could

choose for him.

Every man knows the

Howard Watch — its

history and traditions—
the names of the leading

Americans who have car-

ried the Howard and
made it their own.

He is pleased with their recog-

nition of him as the kind of man

who ought to own a HOWARD
—the finest practical timepiece

in the world.

The HOWARD Watch is a

source of pride to any man among
his friends— not alone in its

accuracy and reliability, but

because of its distinctive position

among timepieces.

It is the last word in a fine watch,

and no other gift, however high in

cost, could more surely reflect the

the idea of quality.

A Howard Watch is always
worth what you pay for it. The price

of each watch— from tne 17-jewel

{double roller) in a Boss or Crescent

gold-filled case at $40 to the 23-iewel

in a 14-k. solid-gold case at $150

—

is fixed at the factory and a printed

ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watcii. Finn the HOWARD
jeweler in your town and talk to liim. He is a ^ood mai:i to know.

Drop us a postal card, Dept. K, and we will send you "The Story of Edward
Howard and the first American \A atch"—an inspiring: ch.ipter of history
that every man und boy should read.

E. HOWARD WATCH WORKS, Boston, Mass.

a

Four Aprons, $1.00
Nothing More Acceptable

as Cbristmas Gilts
f TVffJJ^ Four fancy tea aprons of strikingly

attractive patterns, each packed in an
apjuopriately decorated Christmas box.

all for one dollar, the price you would
pay for one apron elsewhere. This

_reat saving to you is due to the fact that we are

the manufacturers, and sell to you direct. You
save the profit usually made by the dealer.

These aprons are beautifully made, of choicest

materials, and make decidedly appropriate Christ-

mas presents.
Send one dollar today, and you'll

receive the four aprons at once.
Remember our offers of two ginghams, one

lawn and one tea apron for $1, also two Mother
Hubbard and two skirt gingham aprons for $1.

These oflers still hold good.

If not satisfied back comes your money.

CONSUMERS' APRON COMPANY
61 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

lfl5,(arpets,(yftaifl5.Blanl(ets

Direct from Factory, Freight Prepaid

and Guaranteed bythe Manufacturer
Yoii can buy a Gold Coin. Stove from us #5 to

$20 less than dealer's
prices. We pay freight:
safe delivery insured,
polished and all ready
to set up.

''Satisfaction or your
money back any time

within 1 year"
is our written
guaranty.
Free Catalog
~I llustratt s

all our .*^or«'.s.

Gives Price
List and tells our
Flan and Offer,
Send for it.

Gold Coin Stove Co.

U Oak St, Froy.N.Y.

From the

Mill
WePsy
Freight

Manufacturers' prices save
dealers' profits. We give a Dina-

ing guarantee of satisfaction and
save you 83 1-S per cent.
You canbuythe well-l<nownKeeal

Rue. reversible, all wool finish, at

$8.75. Our Urus'.ello Kne. great- —
est value knov.n, l.Ki. Splendid grade Brussels

Ku8. 9xl2ft.,*ll. Fam-
ous Invincible Velvets,
8x12 ft., $16. Standard
AxDilnsters. 9x12 ft.,

$18.60. Fine quality
Lace Curtains, 45c per
pair and up. Tapestry
Curtains, Wilton Kngs,
Linoleums at Mill prices.
Write to-(tav for our NEW

nXUSTRATED CATALOG,
No. U. Sent free. Shows latest

desiiins in actual colors.

UNITED MILLS MFG. CO.

243B-2463 JASPER ST.. PHIU.

Combinatioa
Roasting and Boiling

Fireless "Cooker
You'll Be Surprised at the Low Direct Price I'll Make Yoo
yatislactioncnar^Dt^fllTlull I i days' trial or no charge—Pays for self

fastest—t'uok.i fjstp t_N c \ nence necessary—Sftvea" 8') per cent on
fuel, time an! w. rk—N n r m.tal-imed— Perfect iciulatioa»-Ste»m

caa*tescape~BoHs, Steams,Stews—Roasts,Bakes, Fries.

30 FULL DAYS' FREE
TRIAL

Complete, With Genuino
Aluminum Cooking Utensils
Free. Also Metal Composl-
<lon Heat-Radiaters* Can't
Break or Crack.

Cover completely prolecte cooker
from du9l, and makes it UMful as

sse»t. Send name today for Over-
It;6-Spl«ndid-Recipe Book ani
Catalog Free, uid low dUee^to-
yoo factory prieeB.

m. Campbell Co., Dept. 2
Detroit* Miclu

BOOK FREE
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For a Man's Christmas
Is there anything that so delights a man's heart as a fine watcli—one that permits
him to speak the time with authority? It is refined and beautiful, as a gift should
be, and besides is his most personal and useful possesBion. For years he carries it

wherever he goes.

But his satisfaction depends upon its being an exact timer. Among watches there
is one, though moderah'ly priced, which has come to be conspicuous for its dose
titning—accurate as only high-priced watches have been.

A Superior Watch

Itigersdfflentjon
^"^ 7 and 15 Jewel Models

*5 *° *15
No handsomer watch has ever been made. It will keep time for a greneration. Your home
jeweler can sell you an Ingersoll-Trenton and he will stand behind it. It is sold at our
advertised prices by all who handle it and our price ticket is on each watch.

The I-T is sold exclusively by venpoiixihle retail jeireters, because fine watches should not
be bought by mail nor from those who do not understand them and their adjustments. Over
9,000 good jewelers now handle it.

Go to your own jeweler's and examine it before buyin| any w
I-T, we will gladly send the name of one nearby who has.

Watch," is the best explanation of a watch ever written, i

Ingersoll-Trenton has 7 genuine jewels and is in a solid nickel

has 15 jewels and is in an 1-T 25-year guaranteed gold-filled c

Btch. If, by chance he hasn't the
Our booklet, "How to Judge a
nd is free on request. The $5
case. TheSi; Ingersoll-Trenton
ise of the highest quality.

Equally accurate models in a variety of I-T cases at 57, S8, $9, {10 and $12.

RobL H. Ingersoll & Bro. 61 Frankel Bldg., New York

Why inch along like an old inchworm with that antiquated hand spacing of the type-

writer carriage when you can go right to the spot with a single touch on a Column

Selector key of the model 10

Remington
The Remington Column Selector is the great-

est of all recent typewriter improvements. It

enables the operator instantly to place the

carriage where she wills, skipping as many
columns as she wills. By eliminating the

hand spacing of the carriage it saves from

ten to twenty per cent, of labor according to

the work to be

done.

And this is only one

of a score of nota-

ble improvements

on the model 10
Remington.

Remington

Typewriter

Company
(Incorporated)

New York and

Everywhere

"HERE ARE THE FIVE COLUMN SELECTOR KEYS"

hSHMNIHailllNlliillllllilSSIIMIIIIBa^^

How ^ Gift W^s M^ltlnplned

ON Saturday, November 12, a new
building was added to the group

constituting the Jennie Clarkson Home
for Children at Valhalla, N. Y. The
dedication services of this administra-

tion building consisted of prayer by
Rev. Ezra T. Sanford of the North
Baptist Church in New York and a

historical address by Hon.L. V. F. Ran-
dolph, a friend of William R. Clarkson,

who gave the bulk of his estate to en-

dow this institution in memory of his

daughter, whose name it bears. Dr.
T. J. Harris of the building committee
made a brief address when he turned
over the keys of the new building to
Mr. E. McK. Whiting, president of the
board of directors. There was an ad-
dress by Clarence Stonaker, the super-
intendent; songs by fifty children
cared for, and closing exercises by
Rev. K. C. MacArthur. This opened
the way to an inspection of the new
building by the visitors.
The hand of Providence can be rec-

ognized in the history and grovrth of
this Home. In 1872 William M.
Glover, now of South Orange, N. J.,
who had been an orphan in England,
was led to believe that there should be
a Baptist Orphan's Home in America,
and was encouraged by his pastor.
Rev. John J. Brouner, of the North
Baptist Church in New York, and the
family of Rev. W. R. Williams, who
offered a site. The idea advanced
slowly till about 1878, when Mr. Glover
offered all his savings, $300, to be ap-
plied toward securing the establish-
ment of a Baptist Orphans' Home for
Children. When asked where he got
the money, Mr. Glover replied, "I have
saved it since I was converted, for an
orphans' home."

Rev. Dr. F. R. Morse, of Calvary

Baptist Church, New York, assistei
procuring a charter for a Bapi
Home ior Children. After the del
of his cousin, Jennie Clarkson, who }

been iv member of Calvary Church,

:

Morse, at a time of great anxiety
the officers under the charter, said
would urge her father, Mr. Wm.
Clarkson, to help the Home. Mr. Cla
son consented to help the project.

Children of any religion are receii
and cared for till they are eighi

d

[ATI

The New Jennie Clarkson Home

years old. The Home has about o

hundred thousand dollars' worth
real estate and three hundred thousa
dollars in endowment. It can care J

about fifty children with its pres6
contributing constituency and endo
ment. President Whiting is anxio
to fill the buildings to their capacity
sixty by securing more contributioi
The outlook from the Home at V
halla overlooks the beautiful Kens:
reservoir of the city. The stone bui
ings are fireproof and serve well i

purposes of an orphans' home. T
superintendent has had large expe
ence in charitable work. A brig
outlook for the Home seems now
sured.

^.tsaoca^ tlhe "Wos'Ifeeips KO^

—The Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, will
beKin a course of training for deaconesses with
the new year.

—Missionary Matthias Klein, Sumoto,
Awaji, Japan, writes that through gifts re-
ceived through The Christian Herald he has
lieen enabled to start a Bible colporteur work
which promises well.

—Rev. Frederick H. Jacobs, preacher, evan-
gelistand Gospel singer, died at Woodhaven,N.Y.,
Nov. 24. For a number of years past he was the
spiritual leader of the Fulton Street noonday
prayer meeting.—Evangelists Bromley and Myers lately
held a series of successful union meetings at
Marathon, la. Besides the many converted, a
lar^e number of family altars were erected, and
a blessed work accomplished.

—Miss Bertha Deaderick, of EI Bethel
fiospel Mission, Needles, Calif., writes that
there are many of the Indians who attend the
mission who are very poor, through old age or
disability. A sack of flour would be a real
blessing to them at Christmas. Any interested
reader may write to Miss Deaderick.

—Evangelist J. B. Kendall writes: "We
have just closed a five weeks' union meeting at
Green, Kan., which was held in Sanneman
Opera House, in which there was a goodly num-
ber blessed, who united with the different
churches. The spirit of civic righteousness
and the morals of the community were lifted to
a higher standard."

—Missionary Z. Charles Beals, of Wuhu,
China, writes that as the result of a former
letter which he sent to The Christian Herald,
one of our readers has generously undertaken
the cost of purchasing a house and lot for a
new out-station at Lin Teo, and is also sup-
porting an evangelist who is now at work there
and meeting with marked success. Eighteen
converts were baptized there on Sunds^y, Octo-
ber 9.

—Rev. Ora Samuel Gray, of Amherst, Mass.,
evangelist, and Mr. Charles F. Allen, of
Winona Lake, Ind., director of music, con-
ducted a three weeks' meeting with the Brwyn
group of churches in October in connection
with the Chapman-Alexander simultaneous
evangelistic campaign in Chicago. The various
pastors and churches are a unit in hearty
commendation of the splendid work done by
Rev. Mr. Gray and Mr. Allen.

—The thirty-fifth anniversary and jubilee

I

of the Finnish Mission to Seamen was cele-
brated on September 30. The mission was

lem?

isslif

iftie;

Tvict

llife

ireop

it in

its, {

of

founde<I thirty-five years since, at Helsingfc
Not less than 70 pastors and chaplains, F
nish, Swedish, Danish and Norwegian, were
the celebration. It was uplifting to hear
old veteran in this special mission work.
Rev. J. C. Storjohann, of Christiania,
father of northern missions to .seamen, both
the Danish, Norwegian, Swedish and Finni
speak on "How to Preach to Sailors." Msj
vital questions were discussed. Large m(
ings were held in different churches of
Finnish capital. The society is now carryi
on mission work in seven large foreign poi
viz., London, Hull, Liverpool, Antwerp, Hi
burg. New York and San Francisco, v

many small agencies.
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An In^itute for Radium

the

IN Vienna, Austria, there has jv

been opened a scientific institu

exclusively for the study of radiu;

Madame Corie, its discoverer, cou
not be present, owing to illness, but t

Archduke Rainer opened it in t

presence of a large number of disti

guished scientists. The institute w
not instruct students, but will be d

voted exclusively to research work in'

the properties of radium.
Professor Franz Exner will be

charge, and the scientists of all cou
tries will be welcome to use the buil

ing and its wonderful instruments
their researches. The building wi

paid for by Dr. Karl Kupelmeiser.
starts its work with the tenth of t

ounce of radium, worth about two hui

dred and sixty-five thousand dollars

the present market rate. It can
from the mines at Joachimsthal

Sermons Appreciated

While I enjoy every part of yov

paper, I cannot refrain from thankir |„"

you especially for the excellent se

mons. They are very helpful to m
and must be of great benefit to a

readers who are deprived of chun
privileges. Wm. C. Butler.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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A PRAYER

!!!

3 LITTLE bird that knows no strife.

Teach me to live a peaceful life.

In work, in play, in leisure hours

-^-jYour song is heard in leafy bowers.

IVO Uttle bird, teach me to sing,

• ll Forgetting what the day may bring.

Help me to live, and love, and be

Calm, hopeful through adversity.

A. H.

educating Our Soldiers

and Sailors

pUCATIONAL work in the Young
J Men's Christian Association in the

ny and Navj' is operated on the

s that men ought not to be simply

le good, but good for something.

at to do with the spare moments is

soldier's and sailor's problem; for

aseof them either "make" or "break"
Imagine about 25,000 or more

recruits between the ages of six-

. and twenty—the most formative

p od in a man's life—enlisting yearly

f n the wholesome West and rural
- of our country. These men of

• corpuscles are at the period most
i,

[tible to influences good and bad.

; a small wonder that these men of

on are influenced by that attraction

h brings most pressure to bear
n them?
bmething of the man's worthy am-
m is shown in the increasing desire

''a, higher rank or rating in the mili-

^
service or for a reputable position

ivil life. "(Conserving this interest

le object of this educational organ-
lion. It makes an appeal to the

5ted men through practical talks

'stereopticon lectures. The several

Jred given last year awakened an
rest in the best things of life. In
educational clubs of about 1,000

ibers, debates on subjects of in-

st are held weekly. Recently
am of three soldiers from one of

e clubs defeated a team composed
in editor of a leading New York
7, a superintendent of schools and
yryer.

net year 10,000 book'- were sent out
he traveling libraries to isolated
s in the West, Alaska and the

-->^fc)ines. If the books in shreds
*'J|r only talk, what stories they

fI3 relate! Six hundred men are in

ing clubs and hundreds of others
following the twelve books in the
ly reading course. At least six

these books are illustrated by
3opticon slides, which stimulates
men to form the habit of reading
I books. But the basis of all ediica-

al work is class study in which
1,000 students were enrolled last

In addition, for the first time,
military prisoners, who are by no
ms criminals in the ordinary sense
he word, have the opportunity of
iiaring themselves for a new start

^fe.

I the army, and especially in the
/, owing to the constant movement
uncertainty of permanent location,
class work started is supplemented

I. form of home study. The educa-
al work begun and taken for a
! in class is continued by corre-
iidence with the Association in

h the soldier or sailor enrolled
II he reaches again an Association
I ding. Where the Young Men's
istian Association secretaries are
ioned aboard ship, the student ob-

iiS personal instruction even at sea.

he great practical extension work
iie University of Wisconsin is now
1 to the Army and Navy Young
['s Christian Association. The plan
ffiliation is now in force whereby
Jniversity co-operates in preparing
Hal courses of study and in conduct-
* he correspondence, while the Army
&' Navy Association furnishes the
P« onal element in the class room,
'filing or aboard ship and maintains
'^^ rol of the operation of the work.
T ie in highest authority approve of

this "Association" plan to make the
army and navy even more attractive
and serviceable by furnishing educa-
tional opportunities to the boy of few
advantages.

A One-Minute Sermon
HERE is a one-minute sermon,

given in Chicago during the Chap-
man-Alexander meetings by Rev. Dr.
Henry Ostrom, the noted evangelist,
at the noon hour service:

"Calvary! We must deal with Cal-
vary! It is historic. We must an-
swer it. Jesus' suffering for us was
premeditated. He fully expected it
and said beforehand that it would
come. Jesus' suffering for us was pre-
arranged. He said, 'I lay down my
life of myself.' The trains are not
dispatched from the great depots of
our cities with more definite plan.
Jesus' suffering for us is suflficient. All
other ways are a-hunger; Jesus is the
bread. All other ways try; Jesus
saves. Jesus suffers for us because he
loves us. 'Herein is love,' it is love
poured out. Jesus' suffering for us is

resolute. When he says 'Arise, let us
go hence,' he is making his way straight
to Calvary. He is determined if pos-
sible to get us. Now love expressing
itself in law should win my obedience.
Love expressing itself against sin
should awaken my concern. But love
poured out in sacrifice to the death
breaks my hard heart." M. A. M.

Profit in Bees

THE production of honey is ranked
by our statisticians as a "minor

industry," but that it is not an insig-
nificant one is evidenced by the fact
that during the past three years there
has been an annual output of honey
and bees' wax of about twenty-five mil-
lions of dollars. This represents only
that part of the supply of which the
Department of Agriculture in Wash-
ington has been able to get a record.

It is safe to say that half as much more
has been produced by small aspirants
who have made no report of their

products.
Since it has been discovered that

bees can be kept with safety to neigh-
bors and with much pleasure and some
profit to the amateur, in small gardens,
and even on the roofs of town houses,

interest in this subject is no longer

confined to country residents favored

by the proximity of abundant blooms.

Good Causes Helped
l.lapaii Flood Sufferers)
J M Hinder. 1.; Mrs
E .M West, 5.02.

(Mrs Xlnsness, Clovls,
N .Mex.)

W M Cumniing. 2 00
(Neglected C'liUdren of

Syria)
Reader, Clinton. . 1 00
I II N, Newark. 5 00

(White Door)
N C Jensen 1 00
B Bradford, 5.00; A

Burton, 2.50; A Clark,

2.00; B MeinUardt,
.'j.OO; Mrs C E Purdy,
2.00; Mrs M E Will-
lams, 5.00; — , Eads,
10.00; .A Friend, Roch-
ester, 1.00.

(Z Chas Beals, China)
Zoar Ch S Ger-
inaiitown 5 00

(Rev T .T Bach, S A)
H r Baxter 1 00

(Bulgarian Mission)
C Bleneowe 5 00

(China Trrsby Mission)
II Farnswoith . . 1 00

(Forest Folk of Para-
guay)

Mrs C E Purdy . . 3 00

(Rev Henderson)
"N," BoundBrook 5 00

(Rpv F Jansen, P I)

E Archard 1100
(Miss'y .T C Lawson,

India)
Friend, Grand Rap-

ids 50 00

(Rev Watts O Pye)
3 F n, Bklyn . . 1 00
Friend, Grand Rap-
Ids 50 00
(Marv Rf'ed Lepers)

In llis Name... 2 00

(Christian Schmitt)
H Ilnrst 1 00
M F Ncale 100 00
Mrs .1 Williams.. 1 00
(Rev G Schwelnitz)
M Rennick 1 00
C Blenoowe 5 00

Contributions less tlian

?1.U0 for Various Good
Causes.
FSB, .70; .1 B, .20;

E LB. .25: M U, .35;

M E F, .25; J B G.
.35; Mrs P M G, .10;

Mrs F E H, .35; Mrs
J I, .20; L B J. .25;

Mrs G M. .20; Mrs G
M, .50; Mrs J M, .75;

Mrs L M N, .20; Mrs
SEP, .35; II C P.

.25; Mrs A R, .24; D
H C. .35; Mrs P J Y.

.65; M W, .35: Mrs F
W. .60; , Fillmore,
.60; GEM J, .25; P
P C, .35; Friend. .25;

I H, .25; Mrs G R,

.25; F W K, .25;

Friend, .80.

Mrs O R, 20; .A T.
50; Friend. Plynioutli.

25; Mrs E C N, HI;

Mrs E C N, 10;

(\nv Good Cause)
Mrs il E Dorney, 1.; C
F Garllpp. 1.; F E
Gombert. 5.; Gerfde
M Litchfield. 2.

V G C, Albany. 2 (HI

D E K. Glen Mills 5 00

(Amer. Bible Society)

D M Sutton 60 00
(Anti-Sulclde League)
M T Clemons 2 00

(Blind Babies Home)
II Ileckman 5 00

(Board of Health)
.T M Bender 1 00
(Cremorno Mission)

II Ileckman 5 00

(Foreign Missions)
Friend 5 00

M M Smith 5 00
, Eads 5 00

D E K, GlenMllls 5 00

(Dr Wilfred Grenfell)
A L Bastress 5 00
(Henderson Klopsch

Poor)
Mrs S P Cramer. 15 00
(McAuIey Mission)

n Heckmau 5 00

Let Santa bring You a

tai^f
IT'S a Gift that gives the whole family the good cheer and happiness that go with true household

cleanliness. It's a gift that lasts a lifetime. Think of the blessing it confers in overcoming the
drudgery of cleaning ! Think of the security it gives from contagious diseases by removing ALL of
the germ-laden dust and dirt.
Tht Santo indices your home life dustless. It is the pieatest life itisurance in the jvorld.

Sold on Convenient Monthly Payments
No need to strain your holiday appropriation-

si modest payment puts the Santo into your home
in time for Christmas. You can pay the balance
in convenient monthly payments no larger than
your present expense of cleaning. It saves its
cost twenty times.
The Santo is the original portable Vacuum

cleaner, licensed under the Kenney Patents and
protected by our own basic patents fully covering
its construction. Many imitations are offered
under names sugsesting the vacuum principle,
but the Santo still stands alone—a real vacuum
cleaner.

Its positive vacuum pump automatically regu-
lates the vacuum and the volume of air according
to the tool in use. This insures the high velocity
of air necessary for thorough cleaning without
injury to furnishings.

KELLER MANUFACTURING CO..

Santo efficiency can not be equalled in any
other portable cleaner. Anything short of this
efficiency gives merely surface clear«ng. This is

a scientific fact, established by modern engine-
ering practice.
Anybody can use the Santo with ease. Only

the light aluminum nozzles weighing but a few
ounces are moved over the furnishings. Com-
plete with tools for 20 different purposes and
adapted for use in home, church, store—anywhere.
The "Santo" Guaranty Bond is perpetual,

protecting the user agiiinst defects at uiry
time. No otiier cleaner is guaranteed in writ-
ing for more than one year.
Sold by dealers and agents everywhere and in

our own stores in Philadelphia, New York, Chic-
ago, Boston, Atlantic City and Lincoln, Neb.

fFrilB at once for hook and Convenient Payment Plan.

Department 2 C. H., PHILADELPHIA

B^ATCIVITC sKciTicFn oil fekt^fK I Cl^ I O Ki<:TiiKi\i<:i».
Freereport as to Patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and List of Inventiojis Wanted, sent free,

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., VVashingrton. D. C.

THEY GROW
Good Humor and Cheerfulness from Right

Food and Drink.

Anything that interferes with good
health is apt to keep cheerfulness and
good humor in the background. A Wash-
ington lady found that letting coffee
alone made things bright for her. She
writes:

" Four years ago I was practically
given up by my doctor and was not e.\-

pected to live long. My nervous system
was in a bad condition.

" But I was young and did not want
to die so I began to look about for the
cause of my chronic trouble. I used to

have nervous spells which would e.xhaust

me and after each spell it would take me
days before I could sit up in a chair.

" I became convinced my trouble was
caused by coffee. I decided to stop it

and bouglit some Postum.
" The first cup, which I made according

to directions, had a soothing effect on my
nerves and I liked the taste. For a time
I nearly lived on Postum and ate little

food besides. I am to-day a healthy
woman.

" My family and relatives wonder if I

am the same person I was four years ago,

when I could do no work on account of

nervousness. Now I am doing my own
housework, take care of two babies—one
twenty the other two months old. I am
so busy that I hardly get time to write a
letter, yet I do it all with the cheerfulness
and good humor that conies from enjoy-
ing good health.

" I tell my friends it is to Postum I owe
my life to-day."

Read "The Road toWellville," in pkgs.
"There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

=50,000=
OF

"The Cathedral Etchings"
ARE HANGING IN AMER-
ICAN HOMES TO-DAY

Have you one ? There is nothing more inspiring and
beautiful than these etchings of the famous old world
cathedreils, by ma^er artists.

"The Cathedral Etchings " are all hand printed
from copper plates, made directly from the original

artist proofs, valued at $1,000
Wouldn t you like to possess an accurate repro-

duction of a genuine Haig, or Murray, or Walker, at

the prices quoted below?

The Series includes Durham. Rheims, Burgos,
Toledo and Segovia by Haig, Lichfield by-

Murray, and Lincoln by Walker.

The average size of the plates is 14x22 inches.

A Beautiful Christmas Gift
TWO EDITIONS

ExJitiondeLuxe.--Hand printed on light

India paper,mounted with wide mar-
gins and remarque. Price, each picture

Japan Edition. — Hand printed on
imported Japan paper. Price, each
picture,

Send a two-cent stamp for ittustrattd descriptive booklet of
the seven " Cathedral Etchings." It tells you about the

Cathedrals and shows them in miniature.

THE CHURCHMAN CO.,
434 Lafayette Street, - - New York City

Publishers of " The Churchman"

$4.00

$2.00

Learn Fiano Tuning at Home by the aid of the TUNE-
APHONE. A Profession that can be converted into
money at any time or place in the civilized -world at an
hour's notice. Earn S.") to $15 per day. Illustrated book
Free. Write MILES BBYAST StHOOL OF PIANO TlNIXIi.

.SI Mnsle Hall. Battle Creek. Mlchiean.

Roosevelt's Own BookH'
The book of the Year.—A'. T. Tribune

Agents wanted in every community to sell the sole

account of TheodoreRoosevelt'sadventures, by his

own hand. Strongest co-operation; large commis-
sion; monopoly of territory. For prospectus, write

Charles Scribner's Sons, 351 Fifth Avenae, N.Y.

I
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Three desirable 6% Bonds

for quick purchasers

Rarely in our experience has it been

possible to offer well secured 6% Public

Uti.ity Bonds at a price around par. This

offering of three such issues is, therefore,

unique and affords discerning investors

an unusual opportunity to secure

sound marketable securities

at an attractive price

Each issue is the secured obligation of a

strong and growing public service cor-

poration earning net from two to three

times interest requirements.

In each case the bonds have been issued

for extensions and improvements to facili-

tate the handling of inareasing business

which should result in increased earnings.

We have prepared a special four page circular

describing these issues which will be promptly

mailed to all who write for it.

Ask for Circular B—60.

N.W.HALSEY& COMPANY,
Bankers

New York

:

49 Wall SL

Philadaiplila

:

1421 Chestnut SL

Chicago

;

152 Monroe SL

San Francisco

:

424CalirorniaSt

For 15
Years Wc
Have Paid

On money entrusted to our care. We
have satisfied customers in practically

every State and Territory in the Union.

Money invested with us may be with-

drawn at any time without notice and
without loss of dividends for a single

day.

Why we can pay 5 per cent—Why
our plan of doing business is absolutely

safe and sound—Why our customers

have ample security for every dollar

invested with us is fully told in

—

The Booklet.

Write for it to-day.

The Calvert Mortgage &DeposilCo.
1046 Calvert Building, Baltimore, Md.

SaVE SMALL SUMS
>'<)u could accumulate more cash
capital in a very few years by
saving up comparatively small
sums o( money—your dividends
and interest income, for instance.

You probably never seriously

considered such a thing, because
the amounts looked so small and no
opportunity has ever bclore offered

itself to you to save and invest only

$25.00 at 6 per cent interest.

There is no need for you to wait
until you have saved up $2000, $500,

or even $200 with which to buy one
of our mortgages in order to secure

a 6 per cent investment with us.

Our Certificates of Deposit yield 6

per cent, payable semi-annually—the
same as our mortgages—and are

withdrawable after one year, on 30

days' notice. Send $25 to-day.

Please ask for Loan List 726.

PerkinsSCo'er/E'Ri
LAWRENCE. KANSAS.

THE STEPPING-STONE TO WEALTH
is the systematic saving of money. Yoa and
moiiib^rs "£ your family can easily cnltivatotluo

admirable habit by puttiu,' a dime ia
,

Grab's Keyless
Basket Bank

every day. Your money accumulates
rapi'llv. Deposit of each coin reeistered

Butnmatically. Capacity $30 Bank opens
' when $i or multiple thereof has been deposi-

'ted. Cannot be opened otherwise. Made c?

Eolidsteel.oxidizedcoppcrfi.iish. Si2B2'-<x3'!)

ins. Price $I.fll>. prepaid in U. S. Woncy
baek if not satisfactory. An appropriate Xmas fift. Order NOW.

VICTOR M. GRAB h CO.. B27A3hlanil Block. Chicago. III.

RCfn Interest on $100 Savings
^ 'and 5 pir cent, on smaller sums,

aiifi ytt assuring ynu ample security

tliroufc'h Trubt.-c- hoMini; |2 750 00(1

of app.'oved First Moil-

pages and JT.'JO.OOO

'capital. Surp.lus and
Stockholder individual

liability Write for
"^^S^s^" ^'Siil/.u DoUar" Book-

let and douh1i> voiir inrnme.
GEORGIA STATE SAVINGS ASS'N

176 York Street Savannah. Ga '

«100.
DEPOSITS/

.smaller;
vSUMS^

MARK TWAIN, in his time, said

many wise things, but never any-

thing wiser than this: "There are two
kinds of men who should not speculate,

namely, the men Y'ho can't afford it,

and the men who can." As this class-

ification includes about all men, and if

we acknowledge the wisdom of the ad-

vice, it follows that no man should

speculate.

There are many kinds of specula-

tion, but we are here considering the

commercial variety, which may be de-

fined as follows: "The act or practice
of buying real or personal property, in

expectation of a rise of price, and of
selling it at an advance, as distin-

guished from a regular trade, in which
the profit expected is the difference

between the retail and wholesale
prices, or the difference of price in the
place where the goods are purchased
and the place to which they are to be
carried for market."

In what may be called regular busi-

ness, the margin of profit is fixed by
prices, which, in the main, must not
vary greatly from those of competitors
in the same line of trade. In such a
case the margin of profit is entirely

dependent on the amount of sales, and
an increase from an unexpected rise

in retail prices need not be looked for.

Business like this is not only legiti-

mate, but on its fair and unvarying
conditions depend the economic trade
balances and the wholesome growth of
our prosperity.

Inside Information

While speculation may be as legiti-

mate as regular trade, it is a notable
fact that it is not looked on with favor
in either the business or the scientific

world. The tendency is to regard the
one kind of speculator as a dreamer
and the other as a gambler. How-
ever, we should not be in haste to con-
demn the man who, by reason of his
superior knowledge and advantageous
position, is enabled to buy at a very low
price to-day what he knows vnll sell at

a very high price to-morrow. If the
increase in price has not been induced
by the chicanery of those artificial se-

curities known as "corners," such a
man as we have imagined may be en-
tirely honest, but he certainly could not
be regarded as entirely wise if he took
the whole world into his confidence.

Something for Nothing

The life blood, the spirit of those
wholesome business conditions for
which it is our duty as honest men and
good citizens to strive, is the equitable
exchange of equivalents. The pur-
chaser at a country store must have
sense enough to understand that he is

paying more for the goods than the
wholesale cost to the merchant; but he
does not feel that he is being defraud-
ed, for he recognizes that there must
be a reasonable margin of profit to

meet interest on investment, clerk
hire, rent, insurance and the hundred
and one expenses necessary to bring
the goods within the consumer's reach.
But if there were only one merchant in

the community, and the next nearest
practically out of reach, the purchaser
might well regard as dishonest, the
jTian who took advantage of his posi-

tion to run up prices beyond the legiti-

mate margin of profit. Wherever this

is done, the merchant is getting some-
thing for nothing, and so becomes what
Mr. Roosevelt calls "an undesirable
citizen."

Wholesale Plunder
These thoughts are borne in on us

by the continued exposure of what
have come to be known as "Get-Rich-
Quick" concerns. A misanthropic
philosopher has said: "A sucker is

born every minute." While we do not
claim to be particularly well versed in

slang,we understand the word"sucker"
to mean a person who is credulous
and easily duped. This definition

might apply to most of us, particularly

where we enter into schemes of whose

inner workings we have no knowledge

and of whose managers we know noth-

ing, except through the self-revelations

given in the prospectus of the enter-

prises they are exploiting, and these

cannot be regarded as reliable.

The average man—and this also ap-

plies to the average woman—who has

laid by a few hundred or a few thou-

sand dollars, can account for every

cent of it. It represents the toil, the

sweat, and the self-denial of years of

effort in a familiar calling. If the pos-

sessor of these savings is wise, he will

add to them by investing them in some
safe security, or depositing them in

some savings bank, where the interest,

if not large, is certain, and where the

chances from loss are practically nil.

But, unfortunately, all thrifty men are
not wise ones. They are not content
to make haste slowly. They want to

"get rich quick." They are caught by
the letters, advertisements, and pros-
pectuses of strangers, men of whom
they know absolutely nothing, and
with whom they would not associate if

they did know them; and in the hope of

greatly increasing their incomes by an
immensely larger interest, they dump
their savings into schemes of which
they have not one iota of reliable in-

formation.
The number and the credulity of

these toilers was recently shown in

New York City, through the exposure
of a "get-rich-quick concern." Three
men with bad records, three men who
knew nothing of the science of finance,

three men who had never earned an
honest dollar in their lives, inaugu-
rated and exploited a venture that soon
placed at their disposal an amount of

hard cash greater than that controlled

by a majority of our reliable banks.

An Amazing Credulity

This trio of plunderers and home-
wreckers began their work with just
enough money to open oflfices in that
part of the city where there were
many factories and thrifty wage-earn-
ers.

The trio got out prospectuses and
scattered them broadcast in the path
of the thrifty wage-earner, who read
with avidity and felt assured of their

truth, because the concern that issued
them was just around the corner.

Soon the stream of investors began
to pour in. It never occurred to these
credulous people to take a look at the
piroperty that was soon to be covered
with the magnificent villas pictured in

that literature they had been devour-
ing as children devour fairy tales. Of
course, they never dreamed of investi-

gating titles, and, equally of course,
they never stopped to ask why the
owners of this bonanza did not keep it

for themselves, instead of inviting the
poor and the lowly into partnership.
No, they thought of nothing but get-
ting rich quick.
By hundreds these people sold the

little five per cent, mortgages they
held, and by thousands they drew out
their savings from the banks that paid
only four per cent.; then, in mad haste
and in great crowds, they literally

dumped their savings into the offices

of the trio. Why, so eager were these
frenzied people that they literally

threw their money over the heads of
other investors, nor waited for a re-
ceipt.

For some time the trio paid their
clients at the rate of thirty -per cent,

a month. But instead of keeping these
dividends, the clients reinvested them,
as the trio expected; and then other
thousands heard of it, and the flood
was swelled till it overflowed the re-
ceptacles of the schemers.
Of course, the inevitable day came;

but how much does it compensate the
plundered people to know that their
despoilers are in the penitentiary?
We are not through with this phase

of "frenzied finance."

Guarante ed MortgageI
for

^ Large and Small
^

Investors

You fan now invest small sums in
'^

first-class inoftgac; bonds. You can have"
^tlie same advantages which for hundreds oj"

^fciirs capitalists alone liave enjoyed. Whetberyou
'"have SlO or $10,000 to invest, y«>ii can have the sai

-ity and the same returns. Send for our booUe

FIRST MORTGAGE TRUST BOND
^yielding 5% to 5vj/, with the guarantee of thisComp

fc_and the hig est class New York and Sul urban Rei
^Estate bacif of them. The safest, surest, most

^profitable investment for earnings consist-

.ent with absolute security.

^ Under Supervision of New York
Banking Department

Write for
Booklet.

"evstYorkNortgage (o.|
Dept. D, 1475 Broadway. New York City

PELOUBET'S
SELECT-NOTES
The World's Greatest Commentary on thi

International Sunday School Lessons for 19111

By REV. F. N. PELOUBET. D.D.

. and PROF. AMOS R. WELLS, A.M.

37th ANNUAL VOLUME I

Next to the Bible, the teacher's best frien<

Cloth,, price, $1.25, powtpaid

W. A. WILDE COMPANY
Boston and Chicago

i|

THE BEST
FfKRM

LOCfXTIONS

To the man look
a home where p
live land, favo/,

climate and aourm
rainfall make theJB
paying farm locaH
in America, the S<'

east is now the

equaled section. Land from $5.00 to $40.00 an
near to the heart of the country and close to the
markets. The largest returns from alfalfa and <

li:iy, \\heat, corn and all truck crops. Lands ui

passed tor stock and poultry raising and dairying,
fiuit growing, no region is more profitable. TheS'
east lias opportunities for every kind of farming.
Soudiern Railway will help you to find the de
location. Send for Southeun Field and other pi

cations to '*

If OH

m t

M. V. RICHARDS
Land and Industrial Agent, Southern

Cor. 13th St.,& Pennsylvania Ave., Washington,!

1 Railway of

75,000,000 WASHBURNE'S P.

«Q Y^y
PAPEI

FASTENl

SOLD the past KEj
1(1,1,5

should convince YOU ofl^
SUPERIORITY.

Easily put on or la,

off with the thumb and

ger. Can be used rep

edly and "always won

I
Made of brass, 3 sizes. In brass boxes of 1 00.

I
Handsome.Compact. Strong. No Slipping, Never!

All stationers Send 10c for sample box ofSO,

I assorted sizes. Illustrated booklet free.

The 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. ^'

lyears

hi k

m

k of

Cea

ELECTRO-SILICON
impartstheHi!rliei?tPohsli
with Least ElYort to
SILVERWARp: and
all fine metals.
Kasy to use.

hs'i

KcouomicaL
Kliective. Shil

SiW
wilhi

Scratchii|
Send address

;

FRCE SANIPIJI
Or, l.'ic. in stamps for f

full .'iized box. post-p&||
The Eli'ctro Silicon Co., 1

30 Clitr street. New Toi
Grocers & Druggists Everywhel

es

-AWAY TO MAKE MONEli
A little bonklet. "A Business of Your Own," tells • L
you caa make money in your spare time witliout su'

|
vestment on your part, and by simply doing some p I

ant work aiiiMiig friends and acquaintances. You'll 3 j

the plan, because it not only pays well, but at the t

time it offers you achancetoearn a permanent income
will be very helpful to you. May we send you full infoi

tion ? Now is the time to l)eg:in. Every day you d

may mean a loss of just as many dollar.s. Act now I

for our 'Money Making Plan." WRITE TO-DAY!

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, Agency Dept.. NewYj

MUNICIPAL BONI

N & CC
Safest Investment
known. Yielding from

U L E
BANKERS

'
tllov

CHIC/ bit

50'
, ART CALENDAR—1911 conlainir Ji,

advertising, size II '/i x 14, beautifully pi
"^

in 1 2 colors and gold, sent post paid to an le

ames and addresses of 3 friend >a
sending me names

lOc. coin to pay postage and packing. A rare oppoiK

H. J.M. Remein, 25 Baldwin St.. Rochester, I '•
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man in the city of Boston is bet-

er known to the poor and the needy

the Rev. D. W. Waldron. No man
r beloved. No man has known

fully in his own experience the

ling of the words "I serve." The
(ntieth birthday of Mr. Waldron
Vcelebrated on the 11th of Novem-
land the years of his service to

f

Rev. D W. Waldron

ikind were summed up in the en-

zing on a beautiful silver loving

given to him by his friends. This

ription read as follows:

Thirty-two years chaplain of the

se of Representatives. Thirty-

t years missionary to the poor,

years a preacher of the Gospel."

has been in his thirty-eight years
'*"' lissionary service to the poor that

V^ I Waldron has come into direct con-
" "^ with thousands of the needy and

been helpful to them. He has been
hundreds of homes and has re-

ulcd by night and by day to the

a Is of the poor. For many years

of the special features of the work
is consecrated man has been the

ying of flowers to all of the hos-

Is in the city and the holding of a

service on Easter Sunday. Be-

ing early in the morning of that

Mr. Waldron and his helpers go
ivery hospital and to many other

tutions, such as homes for the

with their pictures and flowers

songs. The associates of Mr.

KNOX
)essert BooK

Knox 'spafidi'nK'" Gelatine
55 Knox Ave., Johnstown, N.Y.

P:*.^ f r*.^ ADJUSTABLE SHAVINGRLlie-Llte AND DRESSING GLASS

cft—̂ind lowers 8
>Bcie> 14 inch's

3nt of window.
[tdfd fixiurrs.

-ipUlc mirror.

Hon twivcl.

[•llentXinasGift

lien write fortermi

'UnShsTiotfGlassCo.,234N.Saliii>Sl.,SjrscDse.N.Y

Price Delivered

6in.Diam.S?
7 in. Diam. $3

7 in. Dble. $S

(1 tide

masnifying
I tide flat)

Money
bacli if not

satisfied.

Waldron in the City Mission of Boston
remembered his birthday with a "bag
of gold" offering, and there was re-
joicing because of the fact that al-
though he has reached the allotted
span of life, Mr. Waldron appears to
have some years of active service be-
fore him still. J. L. H.

The Child is King
G. Ernest Smith

FROM tfie far towers of Winter's radiant
night,

Wfiose star-lit splendors bide in sweet repose
Aijove the earth, bathed in their crj'stal light.
That o'er the scene a weird enchantment

throws.

Are Christmas chimes, low ringing, sweet and
clear.

Their good will to the world. Their silver
streams

Of melody now flood the far and near.
And rouse the world from its discordant
dreams.

The frosted pines, responsive, laugh and sing.
The sparkling snows, that lie so fair and still,

Break into song, and their glad tribute bring.
The vibrant air in tuneful cadence thrills.

The desert vast, the rich and fruitful plain.
The winds and storms from far their clarions

ring.

1 he mountains and the radiant seas acclaim
The Bethlehem song of old, "The Child is

King."

The Child is King; with His mild sceptre sways
The powers and kingdoms of this world, and

all

The unrest of our fevered life allays

;

Rules o'er our hearts, where fear did once
enthrall.

He waves aloft His magic wand of love

;

Hate is dethroned, well may the angels sing ;

Joy, regnant at the last, chimes from above
The radiant note, "The ChUd—the Child is

King."

With hearts grown warm and enmities forgot.

What we hear ringing there is man's new
birth.

Gladness and joy are now our human lot

;

(Jod's in His world, and heaven is near to

earth.

Emeryton, III.

Topics at Home and Abroad
—Evangelist E. R. Hermiston has just closed

a very successful meeting in North Yakima,
Wash. There were numerous converts.

—Rev. Albert R. Adams, pastor of the First
Christian Church at Saginaw, Mich., has bap-
tized over 2.000 people and received 2,906 in

the church during his sixteen years of pas-
toral work.

—The Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus, D.D., presi-

dent of the Armour Institute, Chicago, is to

come to visit the BoweiT Mission with his

quartette choir for one week's services, com-
mencing Monday, December 5.

•

—

Miss Susan E. Haswell, missionary at

Moulmein, Burma, writes that the latest check
(.$10) sent to her through The Christian
Herald, has been applied as the first money
toward a much-needed dormitory for twenty-
five native girls, who are to be taught by Mis-

sionary Darrow. The total cost of the building

will be about $330, the site being already se-

cured.—Mrs. Otto Miller. Syracuse, N. Y., writes

:

"I have 125 names from Women's Christian

Temperance Union No. 2 petitioning for the

restoration of the Bible in the Illinois schools,

besides my own name. All those in the Wes-
Icyan Church favored it, as far as I could learn.

f had the superintendent of our Sunday School

announce it and our three Bible Classes fav-

ored it."

—Four New York branches of the Young
Men's Christian Association have united in an

advertising campaign. The associations are

the Twenty-third Street, Harlem, East Side

and West Side. Newspaper advertising will

be used mostly in this unique campaign and

the expenses borne jointly. The object of the

advertising is to acquaint the public with the

physical, social and educational advantages of

the associations.

—For some time Rev. Dr. J. Wilbur Chap-
man and Mr. Charles M. Alexander have had

under consideration a missionary tour to Egypt
;in(l the Holy Land. The Rev. Dr. Ford C.

Oilman, of Stamford, Conn., who accompanied

the Chapman-Alexander party through Aus-

tralia and the Orient and who has twice visited

Egypt and the Holy Land, will be a member of

the party, which will leave New York Saturday,

March 11. Their tour will include Naples,

Alexandria, Cairo, Damascus, Capernaum,
Nazareth, Jericho, etc. The holding of religious

services in Egypt and Palestine will be a spe-

cial feature. A great meeting will be held in

Jerusalem on Easter Sunday.

Is preeminently the ivanted and most dis-

tinctive Chriiimas gift; the giver is assured

of conferring supreme pleasure on wife, hus-

band, mother, father, grandma, grandpa, aunt
or uncle, niece or nephew, baby, friend or

sweetheart—or anybody you desire to please.

Thermos unUes Sfimmer and winter as it keeps
any liquid or solid hot without fire and cold with-
out ice until wanted for use.

Thermos ) necessnry to every member of the family
from infancy to old age; is necessary in the hoim-
for nursery, kitchen and sick-room; is necessan/
aicay from home at woik or play, for the plutocrat
and tile workingman, to the liousewife and physic-
ian, to autotnobilists, yachtsmen, travelers, camp-
ers to everybody.

Thermos bottles, tea and coffee pots, decanters.
jars, humidors, motor restaurants, cellarettes
luncheon sets, Enfjlish made traveling cases,
wicker baskets, drinking cups, etc., in complete as-
sortment.

Thermos is so necessary to you that we have pre
Iiared a 34-page booklet full of interesting Thermos
fiicts u'ltich descrtb s every Thermos article here-
with illustrated, free on request.

Thermos is sold throughout the iDorld by all qooil
stores but please be cautious, there are worthless
imitations—look for the name "Thermos" it's on
erery Thermos article.

American Thermos Bottle Co.

Thermos Building - NEW YORK

$1.50

Eye

A Present
for

A sti-i Hn g silver or rolled gold front

KETCHAM&McDOUGALL
AUTOMATIC

Glass Holder »

I

;

1

It will please the one receiving it, for be-
sides being a neat piece of jewelry—space for
monogram, if desired— it protects the glasses
and prevents mislaying them.
Sold by jewelers, opticians or by mail. Our

name on back guarantees it.

Catalog FREE showing 52 styles at prices
from 50 cents to $21.50.

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL. 20 John St.. New York

'^-eecceccc

//( Business 7S yea

Entire Method by Correspondence

Two Chautauqua Graduate Nurses
Miss JIaegaret Agnes Hislop, Stratford, Ont.
Miss NoEA Agnese Cureid, Newark, N.J.

Cut-to-Order Waists
\Vill save yon % the cost of your
shirtwaists. Cut to your own
measurements; tailor-made; tucks
anil plaits all stitclied. You do the

sewing. We furnish all materi-

als and do tlic cutting. Better—
clieapcr. Satisfaction guaran
teed or money back.

ICMToEVAISTS
Write to-day for cata-

logue, free samples.
measurement blanks, etc 1 1N CN L/A

I

CTC
Agents who can furnish LlllLll nMIOlO,
A No. 1 reference wanted
for unoccupied lerritury. $t 25

ST. LAWRENCE lilLLs'o^denstiui^^

We have trained thousands of begrmners and practical

nurses in their own homes, to earn $10 to $25 a week.
Send for our iotln'4-pa^e Year Hook explaining method,

with stories of actual experience l)y successful nurses.

The Chautauqua School of Nursing
341 Main St., Jamestown, N. Y.

ALL IRISH

CAN YOU EXPLAIN

j\ Gjrroscop^willsupplant the compass, and balance
' tlie air ship. Hundreds of interesting experi-

Why the Gyroscope Acts as it Does?
On the piinripleof the Gyroscope depends the

Monorail. the transportation of the future. The
lance

interestin
with a Gyroscope. An Ideal

Christmas Gift for Boy or Girl. Send 25 cents,
stamps or coin, for a Gyroscope, with complete
directions. Also ask for higChrist.iimsCatah'pue
No. 130. of Tovs. Gaines. Puzzles an<^l Novelties. free.

THE N. y. NEWS COMPANY
Dcpt. 85, 15 Warren Z\. New York

Zf\B^ YOU CAN PLAY IT Without Learning.
^^ m9^^ Sing into the nionthpiece. Zobo does

the rest. For Home, Church and yun<!ay .School Enter-
tainments. Full information FliFE on request.

STKAUSS MFG. CO., 355 Broadway, Dept. 19, New York

EVER GET LONESOME?
Not if you have a Honip >lusic ICox, the
eheiTful rrlend. Music like a parlor orgran.
loud yet sweet. Plays old time hymns and
song's for your grandpa or your grandma to

I
sins:. Gospel hinmns, patriotic and popular
song^s for the children. Selection of looo tunes,

J
A wonilerful instrument that surprinfa evprybody.

>ii8and8 Bold frnm etoreg but nevr advertioed
|bffore, Impos(»ible to tellall about It htre. Send 2c

- ratalo°:ue; or $2.00 f-.r the Mom^ Mll^ic Box with
' Music, and $4.00 nn arrival. STANDARD M'F'G CO.
DeDt 2, 76 Tark Place* P. O. Box 117U, Aew lork*

SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

TO SING :

BLxby's Home Songs is a unique collection

of the old'time gems (luUab>'s, plastft-

tion songs, minstrel songs, college songs,

patriotic songs, etc.) arranged for four

part singing.

Price, in cloth, 57O pages. $i.©o

post paid. Send for Iree specimen
pamphlet inth indejc. S- U. Bixby
& Co., 46th Street and Second Avenue,
Brooklvn, New York.

10
HOLinAY rOSTCAKDS. We
will senri 10 BeautifuU'oloreilChiistmas
& NewYears Cardstor lOi- or 28 cards 25c.

EansaBFostCardCo., Dept 449,Topeka .Kan. 10.
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3 Years to Pay
For the Splendid

MEISTER
PIANO

Price ^I'TC^
Guaranteed for 10 Years M 9 \J

30 Days Free Trial

In Your Own Home
No Cash Payments Down.
No Interest. No Extras.

We Pay the Freight
Handsome Stool eoid Scarf free

$1 a Week. $5 a Month.
Just to prove to you the splendid worth of

this MEISTER piano, let us semi it to you
on thiriy days' free trial. It won't cost you
a penny or a moment of bother. First, send
for our beautifully illustrated MEISTER
catalog and see how the Meister is made and
the materials used in its construction. Read
therein the testimony of delighted owners.
Select the style you like and send in your
order. We'll do the rest. The piano will be
shipped to you«>romptly, freight prepaid, no
matter where you live. Try it a month at
our expense. You will be under noobligation
until you decide to buy. Then you may take
full advantage of our easy paymtnt plan
which makes it easy for any man of modest
income to own this famous instrument. If

you don't find it to be precisely as we have
represented—then we'll take it back after
the month's free trial and it hasn't cost you
a cent.
SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO

YOU—We deal only with the people direct
and sell more pianos than any other firm in
the world. We are sole makers of the
MEISTER piano. It is produced in our
own magnificently equipped factories and
sold direct from the factory to you minus
the usual profits of jobber, retailer and spe-
cial salesman. There is only one small profit

and that is ours. We were obliged to secure
extra factory facilities this year because of
an enormously increased demand and we
are doing the finest work in the history of
piano mnking.
WE WILL SEND THIS PIANO TO ANY

HOME IN AMERICA ON THIRTY DAYS
FRE:E trial, or any one of the other four
styles some of which are very elaborate and
beautiful. Send for the catalog today. A
post card will bring it.

THE MEISTER PIANO CO.
Rothschild & Company, Sole Owners

State, Van Buren and Wabash Ave.
Dept. 64B, Chicago, 111.

STALLMAN'S
DRESSER TRUNK
Lft our cataln^' trU whnt .-ui improv*-
inent it is. How easy to |:ct at »ii>lliui^'.

How quickly packed. Hnw useful in

small room ascliiffonicr. Holds asinuch
as a gootl box trunl;. Costs no moic.
Strongest made ; hand riveted. So good
that we ship it C. O. 1). sul)jert to exani-
inatioii. Send 2c stamp tf>-day for that
catalog. p_ A. STALLMAN.
99 E. Spring St ,

Columbas, 0.

30 Transfer Patterns FREE
Tociuickly imIkkIuci' ciui luw fancy work ma^'a-

zine, teaching all the popular oinbroiiloiies and
showing the newest de^ijrns in shirt waists, corset

covers, hals, scarfs, centers, etc.. we send it thiee
months on trial for only 1 He ami Kiveymi one of the
famons Brisrgs Stampins; Outfits, all ci>niplcto. con-

tainiiiff over :iO transfer lilrst stamning tialterns

and fnil in^hu.'tions HOUSEHOLD FANCY
'WORK CLUB, Dept. 57, Topeka. Kansas

5 Christmas Post Cards rpCC
Hi-nd only 2i- stamp and rci-eivf 5 I ||T T
(roloreil (ioUl anil Kaibosscd Cards | I 1 1.._

I RKK to Uitrortui-e post card offer.

•t.Vl'l'I'AL CAIJI) < O., L>ei)t. 1 :CJ, Topeka. Kan.

m
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If We Love Jesus*

THE gi-eat lesson to be derived from
the week's daily readings, is that

if we love Jesus we shall follow him.

Ko one can pleaS that he does not

know just what to do in order to follow

Christ. It is all in the Gospels and
the Epistles.

Great commentators have again and

again emphasized the wonderful fact

that one of the chief proofs of Christ's

c'ivinity, is the way in which his direc-

tions have fitted human needs through
all the ages, and must fit them always.

If you sincerely wish to follow your

Lord, read his Word. There is no

emergency of your life for which you
cannot find there the preparation.

Loving Jesus n^eans, especially to us
of the new century, loving our fellow-

men.
"Organized society is asking the

question to-day, 'What must I do to be
saved,' " says Dr. Strong, "and the

answer comes from the great Teacher,
'Love thy neighbor as thyself.' If God
is to be loved as a father, men must be

loved as brothers. The love of our
neighbor was intended to be not simply
a kindly sentiment nor a beautiful

ideal, but a practical working princi-

ple, intended to control the organiza-

tion of human society."

Herbert Spencer, one of the greatest

of sociologists, toiled for many years to

find a rule of life, and arrived, after all

his thoufiht and study, at the very law
laid down by our Saviour two thousand
years ago.

The great Gladstone also said that

there was but one method of regulating
human relations—the method of uni-

versal love and brotherhood.
We are too apt to associate the love

of Jesus with what we may call the

"softer" virtues— gentleness, meek-
ness, long suffering. We forget that

the great distinguishing virtue of our

Lord was his courage.
During the Boxer rebellion, a mer-

chant came to one of the missionaries

and asked to be baptized and received

into the church.
"Had you not better wait until the

war is over?" asked the missionary.

"You may be killed, if it is known that

you have joined the Christians."

"No," replied the man sturdily, "I

know that Christians can bear perse-

cution. I have seen them. I want to

learn how to bear it as they do, and so

I have become a Christian, and am not

afraid to confess it."

The virility and valor which true

religion imparts are invincible.

Mr. Harold Bell Wright has written

a poetic allegorv in which a Pilgrim
sets forth for the Temple of Truth,

on the Outer-Edge-of-Things, and close

beside the Beautiful Sea.

The Keeper of the Temple challenges

him before he may enter

:

"What law have you fulfilled? What
price have you paid?"
The Pilgrim replies: "I have accom-

plished the long journey through the

Desert of Facts. Alone I have en-

dured the days under the sl:y of brass;

alone I have borne the awful solitude

cf the nights. I was not drawn aside

by the lovely scenes which tempted
me, I was not turned back by the

dreadful shapes that theatened me."
"And the Price?"
"I left behind all things dearest to

the heart of man: Long-Time Tradi-
tions, Holy Prejudices, Favors and
Honors of the World. I saw the desert

white with bones. I found the way set

an:ong many graves."
Then the Keeper let him in.

Following Jesus may not always be

ro hard ; but he warns us that we must,
r.ke him, bear the cross. Still he so

e^''ers the lives of those who love him
that the yoke is easy and the burden is

li-ht.

* Christian Endeavor Tonic for Sunday, Decem-
ber 18. Text : John 14 : 15-24.

>©c5eilie^

From the Watch-Tower*
"/^UR plans are adequate," says
\J Miss Osborn of Foochow, "but

plans will not save souls. The section

which I represent may serve as a type
for many another field in the Middle
Kingdom. At Foochow, we have a
girl's college and intermediate school,

with one foreign worker in charge of

both—doing the work of two mission-
aries.

"There is no evangelist to go into the
homes represented by the pupils, no
one to carry the leaven into the houses
of the Chinese city, crowding to the
compound gates.

"A woman's hospital is there, but no
foreign doctor or trained nurse; a
woman's training school, but no
teacher to take charge of it."

Thus Miss Osborn goes on, reciting

the pitiful needs of her district. When
we consider that during the Chinese-
Japanese war, it was computed that at

least a fourth of China was so distant
from the scene of conflict that its in-

habitants did not know, and do not now
know, that such a war was taking
place, we get some idea of the needs
of that immense empire. Our mis-
sionaries have not begun to meet more
than a small fraction of them.

Mrs. Springer of Rhodesia, Africa,
tells of the wonderful physical prog-
ress there. Eighteen thousand miles
of railway are completed and thou-
sands more are sure to be laid soon.
Its great mines are pouring forth
their wealth upon an eager world.
With these improvements have come

a grave danger. Crowds of dissolute
white men follow in their wake, and
they find an easy prey in the credulous
natives. "Oh, for more missionaries
to fight this growing evil!"

The lot of the native African women
is "unwritable and unspeakable"; and
yet that of the Mohammedan woman is

described as even worse. The pagan
women are bought and sold like so
many cattle. A special plea comes to
the young women of America to go to
this benighted land and save these de-
graded and abused girls and women.
From India comes a mighty cry for

help.

"The present missionary equipment,"
writes Bishop Robinson of Bombay, "is
utterly inadequate and out of all pro-
portion to the magnitude of our ,task."
The strained political situation in

India, with its consequent unrest and
the sobering which has come with po-
litical responsibility, has opened a new
office for the missionary.
"We tell these people," says Bishop

Robinson, "that we are in deepest sym-
pathy with their aspirations for a
broader administration of their affairs,
and for better moral training to fill the
positions of trust that are being
thrown open to them. We are here ex-
pressly to extend that sympathy and
give that instruction."

Educational conditions in India call

for increased evangelical effort. The
college students are rapidly drifting
toward skepticism. A widespread
evangelical campaign among the edu-
cated classes is urgently demanded
there—but where are the men to pros-
ecute it?

In India, as in every other country,
the condition of the women is pitiable.
There is no hope for any land until its

women are respected and educated.
The sainted Munson and Lyman lost

their lives among the cannibals of
Sumatra. Twenty-five years 'passed
before another missionary dared to
enter that dangerous country. Then,
in 1861, the Rhenish Missionary So-
ciety began work there. Now there are
89,000 Batak Christians. The history
of this mission is most thrilling.

But everywhere are needed men,
women and money, say the watchmen.
Oijt of our abundance in this great
rich land let us give freely.

* Topic of the Epworth Leasrue for Sunday,
December 18. Text: Isa. 21 : 11, 12.

§
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This is a Mellin's Food baby.
He has been really nourished, not I

merely fed.

If you want your baby to be
strong and healthy give him a
food that nourishes, not simply
satisfies — give him

Mellin's Food
Our helpful, fully illustrated book,

"The Care and Feeding of Infants," Free,
together with a Trial Size Bottle of I

Mellin's Food. Write for it today,

Mellin's Food Co., Boston, Mass.
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^.•jjSpfing-Needle
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Th(-daintiost,inrtst
exclusive Undeiwear

for women ever made.
Soft, sheer and elastic
—stylish, glove-fitti ng
and durable.Launders
perfectlj.

The "Gauzrib" Vest
here illustralcd is finished Ti

3M in. of genuine handciochtj—
lace. We guarantee fabric, flifll^SSii

and workmansliip.
Send$2.00forsamplo "Gauzr
Vest in a pretty Cluistm;
If you are not delighted wit— if you don't feel and ki

, there is nothing to eomparev^
it. return it and get yourmo
back. But you will wanttok
it,andl)uy lialf t dozen more
your friends. ' 'Hauzrib'Mf

ideal Christinas gift—sc^elhing e^n^ w
dainty woman appreciates—sometb
which will notbeduplicated.Ordorto-<Bifl.*

This same vest, identical in fabric i

workmanship but with less elaboi
trimming, one dollar. Sample of f

ric and illustrated booklet on request

COOPER MFt CO. DepL"G" " "

fkn
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DUSTER for Xmas Gift.
Does more real dusting iu 15 minutes than ca

he done in an hour with the ordinary kinc
Chemically tre.ited—not oily. Sanitary, dustlesi
Absorbs du.st and retains it. When filled wit
dust can be washed like an ordinary cloth witU
out injury to its dusting properties.
Uusts a:id cleans. Removes flnper marks an<

le.ave3 fine _poli:ih. Can't scratch. Use it oi|

furniture, pianos, woodwork, walls, mirrors
bric-a-hmc, leather, etc. Delivered /ree on re
ceipt ofprice, tSend coin or stamps.

A Household Necessity,

2 for 25c. by Mail.
^^'^-'-^^--^
25c. each, poat-paldj i gf

Davis Eleans E-Z Mops for dry use on hardwood or paintei
,
r

lluors. Absori'Sdust instantly. Largest si;'e $1 .00, post-paidjW
'J""

Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory. Ik, of

DAVIS KLEANS E-Z CO.,227WeekBSh,Beanington,Vtr^

ten

laci

anf

m t

will

1. \

E'^^STLIGm
Gives BOOcandle power. Casts no shado

I Costs Scents per week. Makes and bui]

I its own gas. Over 200 styles. Every tail

I warranted. No dirt. No odor. Nogrea|(

I
Agents wanted. Write for catalog, now^^

THE BEST LIGHT CO.
3-70 I:. 5th St.. Canton, <

HOUDAY COMBINATIOI
Ivcl r-ost (Mrds, - 1

POSTCAR!>Si

|laf(

It 01

2 ne.-iutiful Velvcl r-ost (Mrds, - lOcent

f. Snperior'x'mas POST rARSIS '<><"''
10 New Year, * ViJl V/rtl%»»iJ 10cent_,^

Any three 10-rent rackagps mailed Tor '25 cents. M,,''
.Sj.ecial Assortment for Dealers, 100 for CO cents. jBdOl

MADISON AHT COMPANY, MADISON . COWl^ ftt

Your .staniping with Brljffts' Transfe
Patterns. We will send you Briees' Outii
containing Thirty Transfer .'^tanipliii

Patterns— also Catalog of l'attern8-alB<

Ingalls' FancT Work Book — all for 10 cenw
Address J. F. Ingpalls, Lynn, Mass. Box Jl

DO
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MOVEMENT is on foot to reform
. the Gregorian calendar, which has
ved us so long and so well. "The
iss Federal Council has announced
purpose of inviting all the civilized

ions to a conference at Berne with
lew to adopting an arrangement by
ich every year will be divided into
ctly 52 weeks, or 364 days.
Jnder the proposed arrangement,
y Year's Day would be an extra day
I Sunday would bear no date. The
r quarters of the year would be
ctly of the same length—the months
30 and 31 days successively. Ac-
ding to this plan, the thirty-first

of March, June, September and
:ember would always fall on a Sun-
and every leap year would have
off-day which would neither be
nted nor dated, this day being in-

;ed between June 31 and July 1.

>om a very remote period, men
e given their attention to the pass-
flight of time, and early tried to

,ise systems by which they could
isure the duration of the days and
itell the coming of the seasons. The
^k-bearded men of the Semitic race

^ the Eastern hills watched the sun
"*** ng above the horizon to herald the

th of day; with wondering eyes,
" followed him in his course
ugh the firmament until his beams
ted into the shadows of the west
disappeared. Then they gazed at
stars coming out one by one in the
vault of night, some uniting in

rs, others far apart, some ap-
tly remaining stationary in the
s, others wandering all over the
panse of sky. They looked and

wondered; but as they became
familiar with the phenomena of
iverse they began to note that
was arrangement and order in all

observed; that the sun had a time
sing and setting; that the stare
fixed course in the heavens; that,

a certain time had elapsed, sun
stars would return to rise and set
actly the same place and corn-

ice again their round of the
ens. Thus these men of the an-
t world noted the passage of the
s and the years, the two natural
ions of time, though they had no
e to register their passing. The
rent daily revolution of the sun
t the earth occasioned the divis-

into days. The changes of the
which were observed to occur
29 or 30 days, suggested the

ion into months. The time re-

d by the sun to revolve round the
was called the solar year. It is

known exactly that this time is

days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and 46
hds; but as it has been reckoned
rently at different times, there
been various changes of calendar

Shat account.
le ancient Egyptians based their
on the changes of the seasons

e, without reference to the lunar
ith. It contained 365 days, which
J divided into 12 months of 30 days
, with five supplementary days at
ind of each year.
le Jewish year consisted of lunar
ths, of which they reckoned 12 in

year, intercalating a thirteenth
necessary to maintain the corre-
ence of the particular months
the regular recurrence of the sea-

te Greeks also in the early time
lloned by lunar and intercalary
BHhs. In the time of Solon, they
ia year of 12 months alternately of

|89.nd 30 days, the total number of
^i being 354, but soon they began to

pcalate a 30-day month every other
in order to reconcile their year
the time of the sun's movement.

b, however, was found too much, so
iflO-day month was intercalated only
in four years, and even then they

5*id themselves a good way off in

1" reckoning. The intercalary month
•iVised both Jews and Greeks.
!t first the Romans divided their

l»

year into ten months; but they soon
adopted the Greek method of lunar and
mtercalary months, making the lunar
year consist of 354 and afterward of
355 days, leaving 10 or 11 days and a
fraction to be supplied by the inter-
calary division. To the Romans we
are mdebted for the name calendar
It was the custom of the Pontifex Max-
inius, on the first day of the month,
which began with the new moon, to
proclaim {calare) the month, with the
festivals occurring in it. Hence the
first of the month was called Calendae,
trom which is derived calendar. Julius
Cffisar abolished the lunar year, recon-
structed the months, giving thirty-one
days each to the first, third fifth, sev-
enth, ninth and eleventh, and thirty
days each to the rest, except February,
which had ordinarily twenty-nine only,
but every fourth year thirty. The
Julian year consisted of 365% days
and exceeded by 11 minutes 13.95
seconds the solar year of 365 days, 5
hours, 48 minutes, 46 seconds. In
consequence of this, the equinox in the
course of a few centuries fell back con-
siderably. In the time of Julius Ccesar,
it corresponded to March 25, and by
the sixteenth century it had retro-
graded to March 11. It was at this
time that a physician of Verona named
Ghiraldi proposed a plan for amending
the calendar. He died before he had
opportunity to carry it forward, but
his brother presented it to Pope Greg-
ory XIII., who assembled a number of
learned men to discuss it. It was
passed upon favorably and adopted,
and thus was given to the world what
has since been known as the Gregorian
Calendar. In 1582 Gregory issued a
brief, abolishing the Julian Calendar
in all Catholic countries, and introduc-
ing the reformed one.
The reform of the Gregorian or new

on the Julian or old consisted in drop-
ping ten days after October 4, 1582, so
that the 15th was reckoned imme-
diately after the 4th. Every one hun-
dredth year, which by the old style was
a leap year, was to be a common year,
the fourth century, divisible by four,
excepted; that is: 1600 was to remain
a leap year, but 1790, 1800, 1900 were
not to be reckoned as such, while 2000
is to be so reckoned. In this calendar,
the length of the solar year is taken to
be 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes and
12 seconds, the difference between
which and the true length is immate-
rial.

Some of the Protestant countries,

such as Germany and Denmark, held
out for a long time against the Grego-
rian calendar, while Russia and all

lands in the communion of the Greek
Church still hold out against it and
continue to measure time by the Julian
calendar. The con^sequence is that
there is a difference of thirteen days at

the present time between Russia and
the Western world.
The festivals of the Christian

Church were determined by the Julian

calendar. With regard to Easter, it

was necessary to have reference to the

course of the moon. The Jews cele-

brated Easter (that is, the Passover)
on the 14th of the month Nisan
(Mai-ch), the Christians in the same
month, but always on a Sunday. Now,
as the Easter of the Christians some-
times coincided with the Passover of

the Jews, and it was deemed unchris-

tian to celebrate so important a fes-

tival at the same time as the Jews did,

it was resolved at the Council of Nice

(325 A.D.) that from that time Easter
should be solemnized on the Sunday
following the ilrst full moon after the

vernal eviuinoi^, which then was sup-

posed to take place on March 21.

Famous Missionary Dead

The Rev. John Everett Clough, long a

missionary to the Telugus in India, died in Roches-

ter, N. Y., November 24. He took a prominent

part in The CHKiSTtAN Herald's relief work
during the great India Famine.

Magic in the Kitchen
From the seven different flavors and seven colors of Jell-O not only

seven kinds, but several hundred kinds of desserts can be made. Many
of them can be made in a minute.

It is all very much like magic.

Frappes, sherbets, souffles, charlottes, salads, puddings, plain Jell-O
desserts, fruited Jell-O desserts—almost everything conceivable that is good
for dessert—can be made of

A package of Jell-O and a pint of boiling

water are aU that is needed.

The flavors are: Strawberry, Raspberry,

Lemon, Orange, Cherry, Peach, Chocolate.

Ten cents a package at all grocers'.

Let us send you the superbly illus-
trated recipe book, "DESSERTS OF
THE WORLD." It is Irec„

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO.,
Le Roy, N.Y., and Bridgeburg, Can.

You DoWear Stockings JSriEiS";,?
Six Months' Wear or Money Refunded

Three Prices : 85c, $ 1 .45 and $2.90 per '/2 doz. prepaid; sizes 8^, 9, 9M, 10

Style 5001. Six pairs for 85c. Cotton, seamless, double heels and toes interwoven with / X
linen thread, mote than doubling their wearing qualities. Blacli or Tan. Sample pair 15c /A

Style 5015. Six pairs for $1.45. Imported ingrain cotlon.full fashioned, double heels, toes /
and soles, unbleached split foot, light weight,exceptional value. Black only. Sample pair 25'

Style 5033. Six pairs for $2.90. Imported ingrain silk lisle, shaped in knitting,

double heels, toes and soles, double garter tops, very fine and gauzy, extraordinary

value. Black, Tan or White. Sample pair 49c.
If not entirely satisfied, return at once—our expense. We prepay all express or

mail charges. ^^.^^ to-day for oar FREE Jllastraled Cata.
logue. Prices and Quality will surprise you.

Reliable Agents Wanted. STANDARD DRY GOODS CO., 379 W. 23d St., New Tork City

Get a Set of

RONING BOARD CLAMPS
Send 35c for Set,(4 Clamps,) Postpaid, by Mail
Quit tacking tlie blankets on your ironing board.
Quit iiinning them. Coe*8 Ironing Board Blanket
Clampc save time and worry. Fitaiiyiri'niiinbiiard.
on and oft' in a seeond. Hold better than tacks.
.Make blankets easy to iron on, easy to iliaiit;e. I'.y

mail for 35e ..corn or money order. A !_'eiiis wanted.
D E COE, 111 Point Street, PAWTUCKET, R. I.

ChrjsfmasPosfCardsi

FREE
"DEAUTIFUL Christmas Greeting Folder

for Pastors, Teachers and Superin-
tendents. Entirely new and inexpensive.

.SVnci Post. il for Fne Sample.

WESTMINSTER PRESS. 328 Wabash Ave., Chicago, IlL

Sf^-WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
' Our graduates are filling High SalarlMl rosUiODB.

|

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK

1 years'

^'rtte for particulars
•Jid Uandaom* Art Hook.

J.fMflnalinR worli. Pi

<.D. bupeiiur equtpn
JCCCbstuI leaching. (

\peit Instiuctois.
rviurn* gokruileeil

,

OUTFIT
SCHOOL OP APPLIED ART (Founded 1899)

A6d Cine Arts BlUg.^Battlo Creelc.&UcU.^

The most beautiful Post Carda for the money ever sold. Soma are (roldembofiaed,

all are printed to many colore, cnnsistingof brightly colored Holly b Mistletoe,

ChrlBtmaa Bells. etc.. and our FIJEE Pust Card Album plan. noUpaM onlT 10a

C. HERMAN & CO. 2430 North Hatst6dSt.,Def>t 5573. CBlCAGO

^ai FOR CHRISTMAS

Zimmermann
AUTOHARP
"Tlio Nation's Favorite,"
inak«s a splendid gift —
pleases the entire family.
None genuine without our
trade-mark "Autoharp."

At all music stores or direct

from us, "Easy to play, easy
^ to buy." Send for free catalog.

THE TPHONOHAKP CO.
East Bostone Mass.

i.u»

'
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Vz Price Xmas Bargain
' 50*DRAWNW0RR*^ ^

HANDKERCHIEFS
" RepuIarPrke*29S

Packed in thi^

Handsome HolIyA
Box FREE ^

MBand
NBde

These handkerchiefs
are warranted all
genuine hand-
made and
hand-drawn
in beautiful
designs on extra
sheer, transparent
handkerchief
lawn. Imported direct

>'<!},. from our best native
>j.«'<i workers; 11x11 iuche .

"\X worked in all four corners.

"'l
Special %-Price Bargetin.

To advertise our Genuine Mexican
Drawn-work. Indian Rugs, etc., we will
send these four handkerchiefs pre-
paid and packed in hand- *! {\(\some holly box, for only «P'l»vV
regular price $2.00. Same handkerchiefs
In rare, sheer pure Irish Linen, regular
price 75 cents each; the entire four pack-
ed in handsome holly box for only $1.60,
regular price $3.00.

'% Mexican Drawnwork
'20-incli Center ^2

Our direct imported Mexican,
Drawnwork, made in Mexico
by the most skilled workers,
Is the finest in the world
—vastly better than the
Japanese. To intrO'
duce, we will send
the 30-in. center-

|ij piece illustra-
!•, ted, all pure fine
« linen, hemstitched

3 rows finest hand-
drawn work, for on_

. $2.00. Same thing In'lO-
Inch size for 68 cts. ; 12-in.
Jl.15; a4-in.$2.44;33-in. $3.

Doilies to match, two rows
work, 6-inch for24c;sixfor$l 3
8-in. for 34c; .«ix for $1.79.
All orders shipped same day rC'

ceived. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Money Refunded.

or

Free Catalog

Catalog of Native Gems In colors. 4 cents.

Write today
for our new
Holiday Bar-

< sain Catalog i/f uncommon Mexican and
Indian Xmas gifts. Mailed Free.
Also these other catalogues; 108-pagO

Complete Art Catalog for 6 cents.
Catalog of Indian Bugs in colors, 10 cents.

THE FRANCIS E. LESTER CO., Dept. E12 MesUIa Park, New Mexico
The Mexican Drauinvjork House of America

^
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS-BIG SPECIALS

FULL JEWELED %\fi\
WALTHAM ' IUS-#

^'Jo ^J k'

In Fine 20-Year Gold-filled Case.
Guaranteed to keep Accurate Time.

SENT ON FREE TRIAL, ALL CHARGES PREPAID!
You do not pay one penny until you have seen!

and examined tliis Hif;h-Grade, Fall Jeweled Wal th-1

am Watch, with Patent HairsprinK, in any style
plain or en^aved Case, right in your own hands.

NO.

43
Diamond Rings any style.

Tenns. S3.75 per month.

GREATEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED'-SI A MONTH.
No matter how far away you live, or how small your salary or income we will

a "'^ /"^

.&J
,
«>,. -^

^1^ THE OLD RELIABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND

Qf" I 1^ AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE

mjf^ i^^
Depf. P-95 92 to 98 STATE ST.. CHICAGO.ItLH BkOS&COl rise Branches: Pittsburg, Fa., ^t.Louis,Mo,

trust you for a high-
grade adjusted Walthai^ ,

Watch, in gold case, war-
.

ranted for 23 years, and guaranteed to pass any railroad
inspection. Write for handsome Christmas Catalog.

PARKER'S Arctic Socks
^—r===&^ Healtliful for bed-

Registered in U, S.
Patent Offict

chamber, bath aud
I sick- room. Worn in
rubber boots, absorb
perspiration. Made of
knitted fabric, lined
vith soft white wool
fleece. Sold in all sizes

by dealers or by mail. 25c
,

ITS postage. Catalopucfree.
Look for Parker's name in every pair.

J. H. PAKKER CO.. Dept. K. 25 James St., Malde.i, Maas.

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRUSHES
THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.

The greatest modem invention for keeping the hair beaatifnl
and fluffy and the scalp clean, healthful and free from dao-
drnff or dirt. Keep the scalp.clean and properly masaagod
and natare will grow the hair. Write for free circalar."^

a ^ i^h ii a - AGENTS WANTKD.
iDR. GEORGE LYMAN.
217 DIU St., Peoria, SU. .^

EiH
IF YOU EMBROIDER
Largest, most complete and up-to-date
catalog of its kind ever published. Over

Shows our unequaled line of Eyelet. Walla-
broidery Designs. Stamped Linens. Pil-

Perforated Patterns and Stamping

PATENTS iiiaJ Prolccland Pay
•'"•' *-" '*'-' Advice ami Hooks V K E E

Hates lieaBonable. Fli^heet Keferencps. Best Services.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,WASHINGTON, DC.

1200 illustrations.

chian. Tinted and Silk E
low Tops, Battenberg, Braid;

Outfits. Also larfe. varied assortment of Hemstitched Linens,
Damask Table Cloths, Napkins, Towels, Handkerchiefs. Novelties,

Needlework Supplies, etc. Don't miss this FREE Offer. Send
postal tO'iav and a-^k for Catalog 10. It will save you money.
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Raise Mushrooms
Big Profits! ?uickProfits

Anybody can make bij:

inronte all year raising

Mushrooms at home in cel-

lars, sheds, barns, boxes,
etc. Markets waiting for
all you grow.

Fr„ Illuslraled

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON . Desk 9
West 48th St, . New York

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Many deals closed by our clients—one recently for

«'^80.000.00— our proof o{ Patent* that PROTECT.
Send 8c postage for oiir 3 books for Inventors..*

R. S. & A. B. Lacey, Div. "S^ Washington. D. C. Estab. 1869.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

CLOSE beside Golgotha was a new
tomb in the garden, wherein man
had never yet been laid. It be-

longed to Joseph of Arimathea. He
had been a secret friend of Jesus, be-

cause he feared the Jews. Nicodemus
also had been a secret friend of Jesus,

also fearing the Jews, and coming by
night to talk with him. How passing

strange that these two secret friends

were bolder than any others when
Jesus had been crucified ! Joseph went
boldly unto Pilate, and begged his

body, and took it down from the cross,

and Nicodemus brought a hundred
pounds of myrrh and aloes, and Joseph
procured a linen cloth to wrap around
the body of Jesus, and together they
placed it in Joseph's new tomb in the
garden. Possibly there were other
friends of Jesus to help in the inter-

ment, but the secret friends had be-
come the bravest of all—braver even
than the apostles. They lovingly and
tenderly laid away their beloved
Teacher and Master, thinking that the
last rites had been performed. The
tomb would have been left alone; but
by instigation of the Jewish leaders,
who went to Pilate, a Roman guard
was sec to watch it, because the Jews
told Pilate that Jesus in his lifetime
had said that in three days he should
rise again. "Some one will come and
steal his body, and say that he has
risen again," they told Pilate. So
Pilate sent and had the grave sealed
with his own seal, and set a guard of
sixteen Roman soldiers. There were
four watches of four soldiers each.
Their watch probably began at six

o'clock Friday night, which was the
first day, and continued through Sat-
urday, which was the second day, and
until the early dawn of the Sabbath,
which was the third day.

Jesus Leaves the Tomb
Suddenly, the four Roman soldiers

on duty became as dead men from
fright. Why? Because there was a
great earthquake, and they saw an
angel descend from heaven, and roll the
stone away from the door of the tomb.
After the soldiers had recovered from
their fright they came into Jerusalem,
and told the chief priests what they
had seen. And they gave the soldiers
bribes, much money, in order to have
the soldiers say that some one had come
and stolen the body of Jesus away
while they slept. But it was death for
a Roman soldier to sleep while on duty.
The chief priests promised to go to the
governor and rid the soldiers of their
death penalty.

The Resurrection Appearances of Jesus

1. Sunday, April 9, early in the
morning, to Mary Magdalene, near the
sepulchre at Jerusalem.

2. Sunday morning, to the women
from the sepulchre, near Jerusalem.

3. Sunday, to Simon Peter alone,
near Jerusalem.

4. Sunday afternoon, to two disci-
ples going to Emmaus, on the road to
and at Emmaus.

5. Sunday evening, to the apostles,
excepting Thomas, at Jerusalem.

6. Sunday evening, April 16, to the
apostles, Thomas present, at Jerusa-
lem.

7. Last of April or first of May, to
seven disciples fishing in the Sea of
Galilee.

8. Last of April or first of May, to
the eleven disciples on a mountain in
Galilee.

9. Last of April or first of May, to
about 500 brethren at once, in Galilee.

10. May, to James alone, in Jerusa-
lem, probably.

* The International Sunday School Lesson for
December 18, 1910. The Resurrection. Matt. 28:
1 :20. Golden Text : "Lo, I am with you alway,
even unto the end of the world." Matt. 28 :20.
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11. Thursday, May 18, to all i.

apostles, at his ascension. Mount
Olives.

Mary to the Saviour's tomb
Hastened at the early dawn

;

Spice she brought and sweet perfume, j^--
But the Lord she loved had gone. '

1

For a while she ling'ring stood.
Filled with sorrow and surprise.

While the warm and crystal flood
Issued from her weeping eyes.

As Mary wept, she stooped
looked into the tomb, but the pL
where Jesus had lain was empty, £
two angels were there. The ang
said, "Woman, why weepest thoi
And Mary answered, "Because t]

have taken away my Lord, and I kn
not where they have laid him.''
she heard some one walking in
garden. Another voice asked h
"Woman, why weepest thou?"
thought it was the gardener, and
answered: "If thou hast borne
hence, tell me where you have
him, and I will take him away." ^
then she turned around to see w
the gardener would say, and behold
was Jesus himself! And he called
by name, "Mary." "Teacher!" s

Mary, and she knelt to clasp his f
or wash them with her tears, but Je
said, "Touch me not." There wa
sacredness about his person that th
had not been before, since he
passed the portals of the tomb. ^
then Jesus spoke again, "Go unto
brethren, and say to them, I asd
unto my Father and your Father, i

my God and your God." Then M,
Magdalene left the garden and foi

the disciples, and told them that
had seen Jesus, and what he had s;

The Garden Tomb
How sweet that garden tomb as

saw it on Easter morning, in l£i

while it was yet hardly light! Iti(

so quiet and sweet, with little flc
blooming around. We, too, enb
the tomb, and found it empty!
could have placed our hands in
niche where the form of Jesus
once rested, but we would not;
seemed to hear the voice of Jesus
ing, "Touch me not." A friend afl

ward said to us : "I have no symp:
with your visit to Palestine
went to find Christ, but you foi

only an empty tomb." It was not
"empty tomb," it was a tomb filled w
sacred memories. Wetrusthim beca
he rose and left the tomb. Later, ont
Easter day, we visited the. shrinejB
the Church of the Holy Sepulcl iV

which has been claimed since the ti Sm

of Queen Helena to be the tombKi
Christ. We found it in the centre
the church in a sacred enclosure

idopj

uiza

cienc

;lie(

El
^ m\

CI

marble and gilding, and lighted
innumerable lamps. Weeping pilgr

were struggling to gain admittance inn

it, and to lay on it long pieces of wl ^
cotton cloth on which were prin^

scenes from the crucifixion of Chr:

these were to be used as their
winding sheets when they should
(They were for sale just outside of

church, so that those who desired tl

might purchase them before enterin

What a contrast was all of this to

quiet surroundings of the gari^
tomb! In referring to this, Bis'

John H. Vincent quoted an art

which appeared in the Biblical W& J
as follows: "While I was in Palest

George Muller, the patriarch of fa'

was led to excavate and discover

immortal tomb. Since then, itsidU^j*^

tity having been considered establis

an English association, headed by
Archbishop of Canterbury and
other bishops, secured the garden w ft

the interior sepulchre for $15,C
^

There is a general consensus of agi

ment that this is the true Calvar'

When the Sunday School Pilgrims
]

ited Jerusalem in 1904, there was wi

spread alarm among the Romani

Covtinued on next page
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BUSTERBROM'S
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GXJARANTEEl)
Stockings
.formen'

Trade Mark Registered

tiDARN! WhyDarn?"^
ou have been darning all your life. If

ou want to quit darning buy Buster
;rown'5 Guaranteed Darnless Stockings
or the Whole Family.

ilk Lisle Half Hose for MEN, black, tan,
lavy, gray, wine, purple and heliotrope.

.isle Hose for LADfES, medium and
uaze weight; black or tan.

;ombed' Egyptian Hose for BOYS, light
nd heavy weight, black or tan.

-isle fine guage Ribbed Hose for MISSES
nedium and light weight, black or tan.

illSSES silk lisle fine gauge ribbed, black
ir tan.

!5c. a Pair, Four Pairs to the Box, $1.00

LADIES silk lisle gauze, black or tan.
Three Pairs to the Box, = = - $1.00

jLARANTEED FOR FOUR MONTHS
;-,,-».i/-- MOST rtrrl/irhere. .„it if l/n,ir mer-
chant can't Kupjfly [/ou send vs {/( nr oifU-r,

stntiug kind, size and color trantrd, ttntt tee

IPill supply U'lu direct, prepauing pontage.

£=5^^ Write For Buster'n

m^y^ Latest Fnnnu Hook..
''V\ FREE.

'^' "^ BUSTER
BROWN'S

HOSIERY MILLS.
561 ShermanAvenue

Chattanooga, Tenn.

I

$160,000,000

Loss by Rats

(loverninent
rf'i»ort8 blio w
annual loj^s of

{at P.is-Kit savfs
iiti cost laiiKiretis
ul times over.

liats die out-
loors seeking water.

Rat
Bis-Kit
uffils no iruxmu': itrv.

'it';iii,tlno\v it aiiy\vl»''i'".

Urge size 25c. Small siire 1 Sc.

All drugeists or direct prepaid.

Tin. I; \T Hfs< iiT Co.,
; N . l.lTlM-sll.IIC St.

.S|.iniK'ti.-.a, o.

iioncy for Churches
rHIS is a system which can be closely

identified with the successful financial
.evelopment of any church, making the
rganization self-supporting. Instead of a
!eficiency you can have a cash on hand fund
or all purposes. Obviates the necessity of
iskin,:; donations from anyone. Church
• ebts may be paid off, pastors' salaries
aised, missionaries supported, parsonages
irnished,organs purchased. Full particulars
Jmished on application without expense.
Vrite to-day. CHURCH AID, Dept. 63>^,
[itation D, Buffalo, N.Y.

pcweiry at Factory Prices
0.977J. It. :ivily(;..l,l I'tlltf.l Harfii. wil I, t w. . It.n I V "TCp

to iimlch, ill Kusf, Eiiillisli. or Gri-<-n Oold. 3 I'lu.-ts. ' W^
•10. HpBvy Gold Plated Snsh or Belt Pin, set with .-itii. r

J, Emerald, Sai>plii<'''. Topaz or Amettiyst cut stone. CAa
Bo8c. Oreen Clol.l. o, in rix\.iiz.-,l Sihei t»Wt,

Both Numbers. $1.15
J Are very stylish, li.-iTidsoiiio and rxrliisive desiiriis.

[OWtioi ( rati (ntf valiios lio (Itijilti-ateil. \\ e make tlit'se

Ices Kiili'ly 111 iiitri»tit.c our (.'oi.cls, « tiioh are (limrati-
«d and Watt anted liciiiit liv I'lisi of Kxpiess iMoney

irUer. Banli Iteleieneen. , !(;,/,/.< Wanlnl.

h L CUSHHAN & CO., Factory, 280-282 Sip Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

EASE YOUR FEET
With Pillow Shoes
For Women's Wear

Soft, flexible, tiandsome, durable. ^>ew glioes

I

easy osolilonen. I're\cnl ("ot troiiliUs. No slip-
pers needed lo malve house work easy, -\nd yi t

f..ro,it-.lo,,r»an iDliAI. WALKINO SHOE. NO
l-ININQ TO WRINKLE AND CHAFE. Sent
prepaid in U. S. and possessions, $3.2S. Priee iii-

J,_^ cliicf.sKCBnKKIIKKI.S. AI.b..1iiIc CH.MFOHT and
»«-ECT FIT or money r.fnniled. Write for cotaloR and

' mean u re blank. Satisfied customers everywhere.
PILLOW SHOE CO.,

' Summer Street, Dept. is t$OSTON, MASS.

TRY IT FREE
lOmachlnestnone. Handiest tool
on the farm. II. is lo Aleciridc ^nudmi:
nitatluiienis. Takes rust off tools anJ
sharpens them 25 times lasTer than sanfi-

sionc. 8 times ascffuientascmerv. Doci,

not draw tcmp<T. Iliirh sperd and easy

ninniiisr. Vrite for free trial. Positively

no nir-iiey duwa. Send postal lor Ircc

book let today.

HARMAN SUPPLY CO.
160 Harrison St.Dept. 5579, Chicago

)uaiidlay Sdhool ILessomi
Continued from preceding -page

because it was reported that we had
come for the express purpose of re-
moving the tomb of Christ from the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre to the
garden tomb! In this connection, Sun-
day School teachers and older scholars
are advi.sed to read the story of the
Crusades, the series of wars carried on
between 1096 A.D. and 1271 A.D. to
obtain possession of the Holy Sepul-
chre, then held by the Saracens. Dur-
ing all of that bloody and bitter time,
the true sepulchre was lying in the
fallow garden

!

Jesus* Second Appearance

Then came a company of women,
among whom are mentioned Mary, the
mother of James the Less, and Sa-
lome, the mother of John. They did
not expect to see a risen Christ, al-
though it was the "third day," for they
brought spices to embalm a dead
Christ. They found an empty tomb,
and an angel who told them that Christ
had risen and gone away. They were
so frightened that they fled from the
tomb (Mark 16: 8). They met Jesus
him.self by the way. He saluted them:
"All hail! Fear not!" and gave them
a message to give to his disciples: that
he would soon meet them in Galilee.
And ever since that glad day women
have been taking, messages from Jesus
to deliver in their homes, in the schools
where they teach, in missionary lands
and everywhere. Women were the first
heralds of a risen Christ!

"Christ Is Risen"

A young Greek some years ago,
whose name was Paniotes, was servant
to a Turkish nobleman named Osman
Effendi. He came with his master to
Jerusalem, and when Osman Effendi
went to worship in the Mosque of
Omar, the young Greek accompanied
him.
Soon after, Osman Effendi undertook

a journey to Damascus, intending to
return to Jerusalem, and left Paniotes
to await him. Paniotes was accused
to the Pasha of having profaned the
Mosque of Omar, for only a Mohamme-
dan might enter it. He was summoned
before the Pasha, and questioned as to
why he did so. He answered that he
had followed his master, as it was his
duty to do. The penalty was death,
or to turn Mohammedan, which was
much pressed upon him. Paniotes ex-
claimed, "Christ is risen; I fear noth-
ing!" The Pasha replied, "Say, 'God
is God, and Mohammed, the prophet of
God,' and I adopt you as my son."
Paniotes exclaimed again, "Christ is

risen; I fear nothing!" They led him
out before the Castle of David, and
drew up the soldiers around him, with
their swords drawn, but Paniotes ex-

claimed: "I am a Christian! Christ is

risen; I fear nothing!" He knelt down
and prayed to Jesus Christ, the Son of

God, and exclaimed: "Christ is risen;

I fear nothing!" The executioner

struck him several times with the
.sword, so as to draw blood, in the hope
that he might relent; but Paniotes con-
tinued: "Christ is risen; I fear noth-
ing!" and thus exclaiming he was
decapitated.

Since Jesus rose and left the tomb,
death is not dying to the Christian.
"The last enemy that shall be abolished
(destroyed) is death" (I. Cor. 1.5: 26).
Nay, it was destroyed when Chri.st
arose from the tomb. He had before
given his promise, "Because I live, ye
shall live also" (John 14: 19). We do
not think it is strange then that
Paniotes could say in the face of death,
"Christ is risen; I fear nothing!"
When Bishop Beveridge was about

to die, some one asked him if he knew
those about his bed. He replied, "No."
His wife bowed over his pillow, and
asked, "Do you know me?" "No."
Another asked, "Do you know Jesus
Christ?" The dying man folded his
hands and said, "I have known him
for forty years. He is my best friend."
When Jonathan Edwards was dying,

after he had dismissed all his family,
he gathered his limbs up in bed, and
said: "Where is now my friend Jesus?"

If what we call "death" really is

dying, how could men utter as their
last words such sentences as the fol-
lowing:
"They praise him, they praise him.

What glory! the angels are waiting
for me!"

"Oh, the greatness of the glory that
is revealed to me!"
"Do you hear the sweet music with

which holy men invite me, that I may
henceforth be a partaker of their hap-
piness? Delightful it is to be in the
society of blessed spirits! Let us go!
We must go! Let me go!"

"I breathe the air of heaven."
"Christ, angels, beautiful, delight-

ful!"
"Oh, I see Jesus and the angels!"
"I see things that are unutterable."
"I not only feel the climate, but I

breathe the ambrosial air of heaven."
"Do I want anything? All I want

is Christ, and him I have."

Ancient Sermons

A STORY is told by Booker Wash-
ington concerning a dispute in a

little Baptist church in Alabama.
Trouble had arisen over the payment
of the colored minister's stipend, the
majority of the congregation having
got to the point that they would not
pay the man's salary. "By request,"
said Mr. Washington, "I visited thf
chapel, and did what I could to per-
suade the congregation that it was
their duty to pay their pastor. Upon
one old fellow, sitting at the back of
the building, my remarks had no im-
pression, and finally, when asked why
they should not pay their minister, he
muttered, 'Because we paid for them
sermons last year.'

"

IT
may occur to you that we devote considerable space to the question of our

advertising department, but there is a very good reason for our doing so.

The more advertising we publish the more money we can spend in improv-

ing Thk Christian Herald. That is why we are trying so hard to have you
give some thought to the advertisers who are patronizing the columns of The
Christian Herald.

There is hardly a wish you can express, but you will find it talked about in

the advertising columns of the modern magazine, and you will never make a

mistake by patronizing wide-awake business men who appreciate the value of

advertising.
Should you ever find anything wrong with an advertiser in The Christian

Herald, we want to know about it. Help us in this work by writing to our
advertisers, and buying from them whenever you can. Say you saw their

advertisement in this paper, and let us know if you do not get a square deal

every time.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who mu.st be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.
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FlowerDrops
A Christmas Gift For Wife

or Sweetheart
Flower Drops is llie un»l exfjuifiit*! jnir-

fumocvfr produced. Real fluwer per-
fumes in most concentrated foi-m.

A siiiKle drop diffuses the odor of a
tliousand blossoms and lasts for weeks.
50 tunes tlic strength of other perfumes;
Cont iins no alcoliol.

I'utupinacut glass bottle with long
y^ 4SS '.topper; packed in a maple case.
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I
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>LMd 165 £. Randolph St, Chicago
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BIBLE
The Bible has

never been pub-
lished in any form
in which the read-
ing of it has been
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Christian

Workers'

BIBLE
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new plan, a thread
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From Genesis to
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whole each lead-
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precious truths
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ter and escape the
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brought lo light
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The Rev. Jesse Ly-
man Hurlbut, D. D..
the popular authority

in Bible themes, has
arranged on this plan
Three Thousand Selected
Texts.

Prominent
People's Opinions

JTohiiWananiaker: Inter-
national Christian Worker's

Bible is an advance on anytliing
hitherto attempted in making the
Bible usable.

Lyman Abbott: Valuable to
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to get at the teaching of the Bible
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through the medium of commentaries-

Bound in Fine Morocco, divin-
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Published at $4.75. but for
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Philadelphia.Pa
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THE BEST
CHRISTMAS
PRESENT
FOR

IF in making your Christmas Gift you wish to give

happiness not to one only, but to all in the house

—

if you wish to give happiness not for a day, but for a

whole year until Christmas comes again, you will choose

flhe]pv^yoviACs Contpanton
51 Splendid Numbers for iQlI

Every issue will be crowded with "only the best" reading

—

300 Brilliant Stories— Serials all the Year Round— Popular

Papers by Famous Contributors — 2000 Bits of Wit, Wisdom
and Humor. There will be the various departments— for Girls at

home, at college ; for Boys in their sports, hunting, fishing, etc.; for

the Family in making the home more comfortable and attractive.

1911 Hrt Calenbar ifree
AND ALL REMAINING 1910 ISSUES

HOW
TO GET

THEM

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER who at once cuts out and sends this

slip (or the name of this publication) with $1.75 for the 52 issues of
The Youth^s Companion, will receive Free
ALL THE ISSUES for the Remaining Weeks of 1910, including
the Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday Numbers ; also Free
THE COMPANION ART CALENDAR for 1911, lithographed in
12 colors and gold—an extra copy being sent to every one making
a gift of a Christmas subscription. SDX114

THEN THE YOUTH'S COMPANION for the 52 weeks of 1911,
reading equivalent to twenty-seven 300-page volumes of romance,
adventure, science, travel, etc., costing ordinarily $1.50 each.

THE YOUTHS COMPANION, BOSTON, MASS.

Our Depositors
have reed

^' Used li'liile you sleeps

for Whooping Cough,

Croup, Asthma,
Sore Throat, Coughs,

Bronchitis, Colds,

Diphtheria, Catarrh.

Asimple.safe and ofrective treatment avoidinft'lrngs.

Vaporised Cresolene stopsthe paroxysms of Whoop-
ing Cough and relieves Croup at once.

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.

The air is rendered strongly antiseptic, inspired "with

every lireath, maUcs Itrcatliing easy, sootlics tiie sore
throat and stops tlie cough, assuring restful niglits.

Cresolene relieves the Ijronchial complications of
Scarlet Fever and Measles and is a valualilc aid in
the treatment of Diphtheria.

Cresolene's l>est recomnientlation is its 30 years of
successful use. .Send us postal for Descriptive Booklet.

For Sale by All Druggists
Try Cresolene Antiseptic Throat Tablets for the

irritated throat, composed of slippery elm bark,
licorice, sugar and Ci-esolcne. They can't harm you.
Of your druggist or from us, 10c in stamps.

The Vapo-Cresolene Co., 62CorllandtSt.,New York

or LeemiDg-MUes Bailding, Montreal, Canada

Reduce Your Flesh
V LET ME SEND YOU AUTO MASSEUR ON A

BOTH
SEXES

Soconfi(.k'nt am I tli.it sJiiipK' wearing it will per-
manently remove all superfiuoiis Mesh that I mail
it free, without deposit. 'When you seeyour shape-

liness speedily returning I know you will buy it.

Try it sit my rxpoiise. Write to-day.

40 DAY FREE TRIAL

DnnC RIIRIIC > ^Vpst »Mlli street
rllUriDUnnOucwt. 303 iVewVorU

Do
You
Send for my 200 page book with FieeTniil

lyesson explaining methods for Home Cure
Kstablished 15 years. Reputatloa world-wide.

G. A. LEWIS, 31 Adelaide St., Detroit. Mich

STAMMER

1/ each
L year

That is our enriable record. Our funds are invested
in first-class mortgages on New York City and suli-
urban real estate. ?;very year l.Wi.oiin additional honic-
seekaJi are added to (Jrealer New York. We loan
money to help them build tlicir homes.
That's one reason why we have earned 5% for our

depositors every year.

Our basinets is conducted under the super-
vision of the New York Banking Department.

Our Company accepts deposits and allows with-
drawals upon any dale. Kariiings paid tor full time

Assets over - - $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits $175,000
Send for booklet with full information.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN COMPANY

2 Times Building
Broadway and 42d Street, New York

Sent on Approval. Send No IMoney. $2 HAIR SWITCH.
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS.
Choice of Natural wavy or strai^t hair.
Send a lock of your hair, and we will mail a
^22 inch short stem tine human hair switch to
match. If you (ind it a big bargain, remit $2.00
in ten days, or sell 3 and GET YOUR SWITCH
FREE. Extra shades a little more. Inclose 6c

postage. Free beauty book showing latest style of
hair dressing — also nigh grade switches, pompa-
dours, wigs, puffs, etc. ANNA AYERS, Dept^508

19 Quincy Street, Chicago

HALLOWED "^"'^"
NEW and OLD

Byl.ALLANSANKEY.sonoflRA D.SANKEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Soncs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Returnable samples niailiil to *^ earnest inonirers "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO., New York or Chicago

A Layman's Sermon, by John C HaVemeyer*

I
WAS born with defective eyesight,

which it has been my constant ef-

fort to correct. At an early age I

began to visit an optician and to select

from his stock glasses which seemed to

be helpful, and this process was con-

tinued until I nearly reached middle
life. Then an oculist whom I con-

sulted assured me that my eyes differed

and required new glasses or lenses

and he gave me a prescription. When
I put on the new glasses I seemed
ushered into another world. I found
that all my life my vision had been in-

distinct. For the first time I discov-

ered that the moon was a globe and
not a flat surface and that I could see

partly around it, and the stars had a
brilliance and twinkling beauty I had
not known. I saw also other objects

around me as they had never appeared
•before.

I am here this morning to remind
you and myself that we need help, or
spiritual glasses, in order to know the

things of God. Sin has obscured our
vision. Spiritual things are spirit-

ually discerned and we need divine

help to see them. To the natural man
they are foolishness because they are
spiritually discerned. Shall we join

in the effort this morning to secure
this spiritual discernment, or, as the
Bible calls it, a knowledge of God?
We have all probably been more or

less impressed with the fact that the
letters of the apostles to the churches
employ very positive language, in

which there is no element of doubt or
uncertainty. In our text, Paul does
not give us his opinion, but states as a
positive fact that other foundation
can no man lay than that is laid, which
is Jesus Christ. If we refer to Peter's
letters, although he was once so waver-
ing a disciple, we have the same illus-

tration. Take, for example, I. Peter
1: 23—"Being bcrn again, not of cor-
ruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by
the word of God, which liveth and
abideth forever." Or, in John's Epistle,
where there is such teaching as this:
"We know that we are of God and that
the whole world lieth in wickedness."
These men all give testimony of a per-
sonal experience and revelation of the
wonderful spiritual truths concerning
which they wrote. Let us then be fully
assured that Paul had a positive reve-
lation concerning the truth we are con-
sidering.

Paul certainly tells us that we are
all building a house, whether we do it

willingly or unwillingly. In Matt. 7:
24, Christ says that the world is di-
vided into two classes. One class
heareth his words and doeth them, and
these he calls wise; and the other class
heareth his words and doeth them not,
and this class he calls foolish. The
first class built their hou.se upon a rock,
and the house endured. The other
class built their houses upon the sand,
and when the rain descended and the
floods came and the winds blew and
beat upon that house it fell, and great
was the fall thereof. Paul assures us
in our text that no man can lay any
other foundation. He declares that
this is a positive limitation and it ap-
plies to every man in the world then
living, or who may live hereafter. He
does not leave his audience in 'doubt,
but declares that this foundation is

Jesus Christ, and elsewhere he speaks
of Christ as the rock, Christ Jesus.
How is it true of us that we are truly

a house? The house we are building is

whatevermakes up our life. Every form
of activity shows what our character is.

Every part of our body—eyes, tongue,
ears, hands, feet—ought to be fulfilling
the mi.ssion for which God made it and

* For other foundation can no man lay than that
is laid, which is Jesus Christ. I. Cor. 3 : 11.

01 til

aid in building a house upon the roi
Christ Jesus. Paul's description
Christ as a foundation is a very bea
tiful and instructive figure. When
man builds a house, the first step is t
foundation. To be strong and perm
nent, every part of that house mu
have a direct or indirect connectii
with it. If the foundation is of t
right sort, the wind will not blow t
house away, and the floods will not a
feet it so long as' the foundation stan
firm, because every part of the buildii
shares its strength and solidity.

But Paul tells us that we must n
build upon the foundation wood, ha
stubble, but gold, silver and precio
stones, for each man's work shall
made manifest. Some one may ask he
it is that we are to use gold, silver ai
precious stones. These materials a
mentioned because they will resist fi

and typify spiritual beauty and pi

fection. The material used in t?
building must be of a sort that
adapted to the structure upon which
rests. Each of us should have t
spirit of Christ, and this ought to
manifest in every part of the house,
our life. But what is the spirit
Christ? Christ said, "It is my meat
do the will of him that sent me and
accomplish his work." He said, "I a
meek and lowly of heart." "If thh
enemy hunger, feed him, and if ij

thirst, give him drink." He hates s
and came to be a Saviour from sin. '.

the Old Testament gold, silver ai
precious stones were used in the co
struction of the temple and upon tl

garments of the priests, and a hij
value was placed upon them. In tl

new dispensation established by Chris
the whole thought and aim of our li

should be to please and honor Go
Christ taught this when he said, "IV
meat is to do the will of him that sei
me and to accomplish his work." V
are clearly taught that there is dangi
in the possession of beautiful thing
lest they draw our attention from Gt
and spiritual things. The truth whi<
Christ revealed to us regarding God
that we are to seek first the kingdc
of God.

If we want silver and gold simp
to remind us of his power and love, ar
to give pleasure to our fellow-men, I (_.„|,
not understand that the Bible forbii ',.,„

them. But, as a matter of fact, mo
of us would use them to attract atte;

tion to ourselves and to foster our ow
conceit and pride. I expect it is fi

this reason that Paul cautions wom(
to adorn themselves in modest appai
—not with braided hair and gold, i

pearls or costly array—but whi(
becometh women professing godline
with good works. Our stronge
desire and effort should be to secu;

the favor of God. Christians are hei
of God and joint heirs with Jesi^
Christ. They are accumulating trea
ures that will increase through ete
nity, and that will bring a joy whi(
Paul declares "eye hath not seen m
ear heard, neither have entered inl

the heart of man, the things wliich Gc
hath prepared for them that love him
If Christians would only believe thi

and if it became the atmosphere (

their homes, how the houses built upo
the foundation of Christ Jesus woul
multiply and God would be glorifiec

Throughout the world, the testimon
would be given which came from Paul
lips: "For me to live is Christ.'' The
what a different standard there woul
be in our lives! Mere earthly pleai

ures, that appeal to the flesh, would n(

attract us. Human ambitions, whic
are limited to this world, would b

ignored. We would consider it nr

sacrifice, but a glorious privilege, '

seek to be perfect, "even as God is pei

feet." Continued on page 1170
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What It ffmiri

The growing child craves oatmeal and delights in it. The normal
adult— working with muscle or brain— always retains a marked
fondness for oats. That craving—that liking—is the call of Nature

for this food of all foods—for the elements we most require.

Note the facts that follow. Note why Oatmeal—beyond anything

else—feeds bodies and brains and nerves. Is it any wonder,

think you, that within us all some instinct calls for Oats ?

r

fi
Oats Give Stature

Archdeacon Sinclair, in an ad-

dress in London to working lads

said : "I had four brothers, all six

feet tall. My father had fourteen

brothers and sisters ranging from

six feet to six feet eight

inches. And all were
brought up on oatmcai."

In Scotland oatmeal is

the national dish. In China
and Japan it is little con-

Note that these are the two extremes
of the races as regards average height.

Oats Build Brains
Oats contain more organic phosphorus than

any other cereal food. And phosphorus is

the brain's main constituent.

Among college professors, who work with

brains alone, our inquiries show that 96 per

cent regularly eat oatmeal.

Among college fraternities and eating" clubs

we find oatmeal to be the regular dish with

90 per cent of the members. That's a natural

result of the brain's call for phosphorus.

sunict

Nerves Demand Oats

Oats are rich in lecithin—far richer than

any other grain. Lecithin is the main element

needed in building up nerves and nerve

centers. It is a notable fact that nervous

people are particularly fond of oatmeal.

The most valuable nerve tonic of vegetable

origin is a product called Avenin—derived from

oats. Physicians prescribe it almost univer-

sally for building up overworked nerves.

Oats Supply Energy
Oats contain more

protein than any other

cei'eal

—

2yi times as

much as corn. Pro-

tein is the body-build-

er, the energy-giving

food. The average

man at the average

work uses up ^j4 oun-

ces of protein per day.

That is why horses, which work with muscle

alone, thrive best on oats. And that is why
active boys crave oats.

Human Statistics

Here are .some facts which we have

learned by a pergonal canvass con-

ducted in forty states. They are cited

as confirming scientific opinion regard-

ing tlie worth of oatmeal.

In the tenement districts, where the
average child is nervous, wan and un-

developed, not one home in twelve

serves oats. The children are blighted,

the best authorities say, by the lack of

well-balanced food.

Among the highly intelligent, where

our best types are bred, seven out of

eight are oatmeal homes.

We consulted 12,000 physicians and

found that four out of five serve their

children oatmeal.

We find that four-fifths of all college

students come- from these oatmeal

homes. So do the great majority of

the successful in every walk of life.

But a canvass- of 61 poorhouses

shows that 93 per cent of the inmates

were not brought up on oatmeal.

In four state penitentiaries, only two

per cent of the prisoners were fed on

oatmeal in their youth.

Among the wayward boys in prison

schools, two-thirds had never tasted

oatmeal at home.

And the oatmeal-bred person is the

rarest exception among workers in the

lowliest vocations.

A Boy of the Tenements

A Boy of tie Boulevards

Poorhouse Type

Crimiual Type

The Richest, Most Luscious One- Third of Prime Oats

Quaker Oats is the utmost one can get in oatmeal. To
make it we take the finest oats grown and put them through

62 sittings.

Thus we pick out just the rich, pkmip grains. We get

only ten pounds of Quaker Oats from a bushel.

These selected oats, prepared by our process, form the

riciiest, most delicious oat food in existence. They are so

incomparable—so much superior to common oatmeal—diat

Quaker Oats now^ command the largest sale in the world.

We export this food to nearly every spot of the earth.

Yet Quaker Oats—with all its richness

—costs but one-half cent per dish.

Regular size package, 10c

Family size j^ackage for smaller

cities and country trade, 25c

The prices noted do not apply in the
extreme West or South

The Quaker Qa^ts G>n)pany
(86)

CHICAGO
Look for the

Quaker trade-mark
on every package

,•
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Special Christmas Offer

LAUGHLIN
Fountain

Pen
The most popular and

widely known Fountain

Pen made.

Style shown on left

mounted with sterling

silver filigree; style on

tight. Pearl mounted
with two handsome gold

bands, size and style

similar to cut.

Either of the above

patterns postpaid to any

address for only $2.00.

By insured mail 5c extra.

Elither of these patterns will

make a splendid practical

useful present for Lady or

Gentlemen for any occasion.

Either of these fountain

pens, without the fancy
mountings on holder, plain or

engraved pattern as desired.

Complete

to any

Address

I \

HEinoiri

Only

By insured mail 5c extra.

Every pen guaranteed full

14-Kt. solid gold, and
to be satisfactory in every

particular.

Try the pen a week. If you

do not find it as represented,

a better value than you can

secure for double our price in

any other make, return it and

we will refund your money.

In ordering, state whether

fine, medium or coarse point

is desired.

Beware of imitations;

insist upon gelling the gen-
uine Laughlin, advertised

pen, with name on pen and
holder. !f your dealer will

not supply you, refuse the
substitute and order direct

from us.

Give us the name of your

dealer that you asked to show
you a Laughlin pen, and
for this courtesy we will send

you free of charge one of

our new safely pocket foun-

tain pen holders. Address:

Laughlin Mfg. Co.
too Griswold St.. Detroit. Mich.

OAVE-THE-HoRSt^SpAVlNEURE.
REG TRADE MflB^

E. C. MESSIER, Civil Engineer, Real Estate and Insurance, 1008 Elm St
MSKCHESTER, X.H . Ol't. 22, 1910.

Troy Chemical Co. , Binshamlan, N. Y. I saw your adverisement
and sent .?:. f.,r ;[ I.Mttl, ,,f S.ive-The- Horse" to cure a bone
spavin. At llic tinip h,' w:i.^ ri .t worth $1; before liehad the spavin
I wasoffer.cljlilio Kimi vitii inarians told me that he was incur-
able, so I felt blue, as yon might believe. Since two weeks after
treating him with "Save-The-Horse" he has not taken a lame
step and I have driven him every day. and even thirty miles the
same day. "Save-Tlie-Horse" has done more than four doctors
in a year. Now it seems exaggerated, but any one in doubt can
call at the neighbors to prove wliat I say, and fnrtliennore. the
horse can give them a ride, and probal)ly one of the best in their
lifetime. I cannot say enough to praise your remedy. I will not
ho without it. Truly yours, E. C. Messier,

$f^ on ^ bottle, with legal written guarantee or contract.
f^.VV Send for eopy, booklet and letters from business^m iii<.M Miiil ir.-uopts i,n every kind r.f cn^t- Permanently^M cures Spavin, Thoroughpin, Ringbone ie.\,-ept low).

Curb, Splint. Capped Hock, Windpuff, Shoe Boil. Injnred
Tendons and all Lameness. No scar or loss of hair. Horseworks
as usual l)i;<i)eis (ir Erpyess Paid.
Troy Chemical Co.. 39 Commercial Ave. Binghamton. N.Y.

S5!52SS2S?SSSSSaiSSi>'NS
j

wara urnamentai Fence
" ir.iperaud far more durable than

inii for Lawns, Churches, Ceme-
-ifs, Public Grounds. Catalocue

_ ' Aftk For Special Offer
; WAKD FKN( F, TO. Rox U6, Dcratiir Ind

.cms w^ NEW mm^

Ju^ Across t|je River*
THE land that holds our treasures,

Where sin nor death can mar.
The land of lasting pleasures,

Is not so very far ;

'Tis only so in seeming.
And in our human fear.

For often in our dreaming
That land is very near

—

The land where friends ne'er sever,

'Tis just across the River.

'Tis but a moment's journey,
A closing of the eye,

A fluttering breath, a turning
From earth all wearily ;

A flight through regions airy,

Swift as a flashing beam

—

A sail with boatmen wary.
Over a narrow stream.

Bright land of the forever !

'Tis just across the River.

And when Faith's sunlight lingers
Upon the mystic tide.

Clouds, touched by angel fingers.

No more its glories hide.

Lost kindred, loved and loving,
So near us seem to stand.

That while mid earth scenes moving
We clasp them hand to hand.

Fair land where love dies never

!

'Tis just across the River.

Then wherefore this repining
For dear ones gone before.

Since Faith i-eveals them shining
Safe on the other shore ?

Though lost to mortal vision.

They're never far away ;

And soon to their Elysian
Our weary feet may stray.

Home of the soul foi'ever

!

'Tis just across the River.

A Book by a Child
Jingles, a book by a little girl au-

thor, some written when she was only
four years old. She is now seven.

Her name is Winifred Sackville Sto-

ner. She tells her secret in the fol-

lowing way:
When I was one year old.

So often I've been told.

Dear Ma-Mie sang to me
This cunning poetry

:

"Mousie. pousie. wousie,
In the Boush Street housie" ;

And always from that time
I've loved to make a rhyme.
So if it be my fate
To write a poem great.
Then dearest, sweet Ma-Mie,
The praise belongs to thee.

There are many choice little jingles
in the book, and who knows so well as
a child what will please other children?
Some of the jingles are in Esperanto,
for little Miss Stone, is an Esperantist
of much fame, having been granted a
diploma by the Master Zamenhof. The
book is quaintly illustrated by Karl
Kae Knecht. Smith & Butterfield,

publishers, Evansville, Ind.

The Doors of Life

Or, Little Studies in Self-Healing.
By Walter de Voe, author of Healing
Currents, Mystic Words, etc. Funk
& Wagnalls Co., New York. $1. In
this little book we are bidden to avoid
monotony; to keep the mind active; to

live with nature; to concentrate our
thoughts upon our weaknesses, with a
view to gaining strength; to rely on
exercise rather than on medicine; and
are given many other directions for
improving our bodies, with the ulti-

mate aim of elevating our minds and
souls.

The Problems of Youth
A series of Discourses for Young

People on Themes from the Book
of Proverbs. By Rev. Louis Albert
Banks, D.D., pastor of Trinity M. E.
Church, Denver, Colo. Author of

Hero Tales from Sacred Story, My
Yonvg Man, Sermov Stories for Boys
and Girls, The Christian Gentlejnan,
etc. $1.30. Funk & Wagnalls Co.,

New York, 1909. These sermons, like

'From .Jesus of Nazareth Passeth By. A col-

lection of poems by Emma F. R. Campbell. Pp.
130. Price $1.25. M. E. Munson, 77 Bible
House, New York, publisher.

all of Dr. Banks', read well. Their

style is clear and easy; their ideals

are sound, and nearly every position

taken is fitly illustrated by some strik-

ing instance from real life or from
some great work of fiction. It is a

good book for the Sunday School

library, as well as for that of the

preacher.

Books Received
The Elder Brother; .4 Dawn Thought

Sketch. By C. L. Brewer. To-morrow Pub-
lishing Company, Chicago. Cloth, 50 cents

;

paper. 25 cents. A hodge-podge of socialism,

poetical quotations, curi'ent slang phrases, and
here and there a touch of fine realistic descrip-

tion.

Lilies of Eternal Peace. By Lilian Whiting.
Pp. 41. In cloth covers, price 75 cents ; in

leather covers. .$1.50. Our Rich Inheritance.
By James Freeman Jenness. Cloth covers.

Pp. 36. Price 30 cents. The above two books
are published by Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.,

New York.

Standard Songs and Chorvses. An excellent
collection for the use of high schools, etc., but
one that should prove generally acceptable to
a large class of music lovers. Pp. 256. Cloth
covers. Price 75 cents. American Book Com-
pany, New York, Chicago and Cincinnati,
publishers.

/ Believe in the Holy Ghost. A study of the
doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the light of
modern thought. By J. Howard B. Master-
man. M.A., Warden of Queen's College. Bir-
mingham ; Professor of History in the Uni-
versity of Bii-mingham, etc. London ; Wells,
Gardner. Darton & Co. Imported by Thomas
Whittaker. New York. Price 75 cents ; post-
age, 7 cents.

Number Primer. By Bailey and Germann.
Cloth binding. Pp. 176. Price 30 cents. Amer-
ican Book Company, New York, publishers.

How to Incest Money. B.v Geoi-ge Garr
Henry. "The aim of this book is to present
in clear form the simple principles of invest-
ment." Cloth covers. Pp. 121. Pi-ice 75
cents. Funk & Wagnalls Company, New York
and London, publishers.

A Child's Guide to American History. By
Henry William Elson. author of A History of
the United States, Side-Lights on American
History, School History of the United States,
etc. New York : The Baker & Taylor Com-
pany. $1.25. Mr. Elson has managed to crowd
into this volume, though it is not large, the
main events of United States histoi-y. and to
present them in language sure to interest the
average child. This is a good book to read
aloud in the family circle, as well as to study
in school.

Til© IF©tm3mdl®.tl®ia

Contimted from page 1168

Then our children would be inspired
with this glorious ambition. If they
did wrong, we would remind them that
they were disobeying and dishonoring
God. Respect and obedience for par-
ents would be enforced by the reminder
that the offense was against God and
his commandments, and incurred his
displeasure, and we would seek to re-
strain from wrongdoing or sensual
pleasure by quoting Christ's specific
teaching, and impressing the privilege
of loving and obeying him who has
loved them.
Now, how do you and I stand? We

fulfilled our destiny yesterday of build-
ing a house. Was it one that will en-
dure? In the other world will the
Master say to us, "Well done, good and
faithful servant"? Is our path shining
more and more unto the perfect day?
Are we following the Shepherd who
leads to green pastures? If not, shall
not every one of us begin now to
change our lives? Shall not every
timber or brick that goes into our house
to-day and in our future life, be 'such
as will endure?

Let us cease to sow to the flesh and
be satisfied with corruption, but sow to
the Spirit and reap, instead of corrup-
tion, everlasting life. John tells us in
his First Epistle that "We know not
what we shall be, but when he shall
appear we shall be like him, for we
shall see him as he is." We shall be
one with God in Christ, and our home
will be "a house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens."

A Christmas
Gift that

Lasts the

Whole Year
Round
Ordinarily the Christmas Gift

is a thing of a day. Why not niake

it a thing of a year—a remem-

brance that renews itself every

week for a whole year—a per-

ennial delight to your friend, and

a constant occasion for grateful-

ness to you? It is often hard to

make the Christmas money meet

every desire—there are so many
to remember, and the heart during

the Yuletide season is so full of

kindness for all. In order to help

you make a little money go a great

vv^ay this Christmas, The Christian

Herald makes this suggestion:

Why not give a year's

subscription to The
Christian Herald to

one or several friends

as Christmas Gifts ?

Can you think of any
other Gift of equal
cost that would give

as much pleasure ?

It isn't a gift that will be forgotten

with the passing of Christmas Day—it

continues every week for a whole year

— it IS really 52 presents. Each week
the recipient will be reminded of your

kindness.

To make the gift more attractive we
have prepared a very dainty Chri^mas

Card-Folder and Envelope which will

be sent in time to reach the recipient on

Christmas Day. This card will contain

your name as the donor, together with

an appropriate message conveying your

be^ wishes for a Merry Chri^mas.

In sending in your order, please be

sure to give your own name as well as

the name of the person to whom you

wish to have The Christian Herald
sent as a Chri^mas Gift. We will mail

the announcement card so as to reach

its de^ination on Chri^mas Day.

The Christian Herald will make

a most charming and correct gift — a

weekly reminder of your thoughtfulness.

To friends who do not know our ^er-

ling weekly the magazine will come as

a delightful surprise, bringing sunshine,

and happiness, and inspiration into their

lives ; to shut-ins and invalids, and to

those who could not afford to buy it for

themselves, you will give a year of

happiness and pleasure. The subscrip-

tion rate is $1.50 for 52 issues.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
GIFT DEPARTMENT

Bible House, - - New York
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CHiaiSTIAN PROGRESS HN ARMILN:
T has been truly written that the
blood of the martyrs is the seed of

;he Church. Not long- ago, the prov-

nce of Aleppo in Asia Minor was the

;cene of massacres that recalled, while

;hey lasted, those terrible days four-

«en years ago when Armenia was
;leluged in blood and thousands of its

association dates from March, 1906.
After a little while the movement be-
gan to spread among the young women
and girls, the purpose of both sections
being the same. Their motto is con-
densed in the following sentence taken
out of their constitution, viz., "To im-
prove and elevate, religiously, morally,

tan

hi

j to

Active Members of the Akyol Christian Association

jiimi

M:

christian people slain by fanatical

iurds and Moslem soldiery. Readers

)f The Christian Herald will remem-
)er the persecutions and murders at

\.dana and other places in the prov-

nce, and how the relief fund they con-

ributed was welcomed by the surviv-

es. Now, fortunately, the situation is

vholly changed. Dr. Stephen Trow-
)ridge, missionary of the American
ioard at Aintab, writes us as follows:

"In spite of the discouraging times

vhich have followed the Adana mas-
;acres, this religious movement has

cone forward and has upheld the

3ross of Christ in daily life. The
nembers of the society lately begun
lere are chiefly from the tradesman
lass, but there are several well-edu-

ated young men as leaders, and there
ire also those of the laboring class. It

s a cause for thanks that in Christ all

hese young men may come into their

rue brotherhood."
The Trowbridge letter goes on to

tate that Akyol is in the western part
't the city of Aintab, and has been
)uilt up chiefly during the last fifteen

twenty years. The inhabitants are
nostly poor workingmen. Many of the

)Oor tenants formerly living in the

nain part of the city, unable to pay
heir annual house rent and annoyed
ly the trouble of frequent moving,
•esolved to have their own dwellings,

^ith little sums made up of niggardly
lavings they bought lots in a part of

he city which was regarded as of little

'alue. All the members of a family
vould partake in the building process,

yiany of their houses have no outer
curt walls. One hut contains one
•com which is at once bedroom, dining-
•Qom, sitting-room and parlor. Often
imes wife and husband work in the

;ame room. In this quarter, Christians
md Moslems live together. They are
ill poor and in need, morally and men-
ally. The older people do not frequent
he churches. For some of them Sun-
lay is simply as a working day. In

hort, all of them, young and old, are

ixposed to many unde.sirable, bad in-

luences.

Some years ago, he explains, several

Christian young men of the Akyol
juarter began to wonder if they could

lot do something to amend these mis-

Table conditions. After many strug-

gles, they organized a Christian So-

ciety. A building was bought and a

school opened. The real work of the

mentally, socially and physically, the
young men and the young women and
childi-en of Akyol quarter, without dis-

tinction, and to serve and promote their

growth in Christian life and charac-
ter." Protestants and Gregorians as
well as Turks, Jews and Catholics are
admitted to membership. Services for

younsr men are held every Sunday at

1.30 P.M., and for young women, every
Sunday at noon. Women's prayer or
singing meetings are also held, where
pleasant and interesting stories or
sermons, chiefly explaining the calling
of women, are read.

There is still much to be desired be-
fore the institution is complete. There
is a small indebtedness and funds are
also needed for a library and reading
room, an organ, benches, desks, etc.

The missionaries hope to interest
friends in the work, who will help them
in bringing it to a state of greater
efficiency and usefulness.

Answered Prayers
L. F. T., Turlock, Calif. "God has answered

my prayers many times."

J. C. O., Berwick, Pa. "God has answered
our prayer in restoring our baby girl to health

and strength."

P. S. "I promised that if He answered my
prayer in restoring me to my former health
from a severe affliction, I would acknowledge it

through your paper. He did so, also several

other prayers, for which I praise his name."

C. St., Liverpool, England. "I wish to pub-
licly acknowledge to the whole world God's an-
swer to prayers of mine. The answers have
been so wonderfully direct that I want every-
body to know that God will give them anything
asked for, provided the requests are made in

the right spirit and it is for their own good."

J. M., N. C. ; S. McM., Pine Village, Ind. ;

M. W., Allegheny, Pa. ; M. T. P., Corpus
Christi, Tex. ; D. M. C, Texas ; A. M., Law-
rence, Pa. : E. R. W., Denver, Col. ; Miss M. T.,

Weatherford, Tex. ; F. A. M., Gait, Ontario

;

E. E. C, Moscow, Idaho ; H. P. W., Pittsburg,

Pa. ; P. F., Billings, Mo. ; G. A. V., Premont,
Tex. ; H. L., Brooklyn, Mich. ; W. P. A., Old
Fort, N. C. : A. C, Syracuse, N. Y. ; J. B.,

Erie, Pa. ; R. T. H., New Orleans, La. ; R. G..

Blue Island, 111. ; F. H. D.. Phoenixville. Pa.,

A. W., Langton, Kan.

A PRETTY XMAS GIFT
These Exquisite Combs

$J EACH

1 Postage
Paid

Packed in Dainty Holly Box.

A Christmas
Gift that will

Please any
Woman,

Made of a strong,
clear composition
that looks exactly
like genuine tor-
toise shell, and does
not break easily;
adorned in intricate
and graceful designs,
with beautiful.clear
cut imported Rhine
stones, and genuine
German Silver,
which will not tarnish.

Your choice of these combsal$l each. EI*^~Sendfor our great free

Catalog No. 48 to-day; it is full of wonderful values like the above.

Money returned at once if not satisfactory

Fulton Street,

Brooklyn

^^ ^v.-,. "-.,. -^ NEW YORK.
.si>iI>TTr^rr-^ CITY

J^K?H^
THE ^VOMAN Ui:At;TIFUI>

who owes hfr rloar, fair roniiilpxion to LaMaclit-,
anticipates w ilh |>Ii-asuir tli-- ><..ial lun.-t ions ot win-
ter. No bouihnrcqiu pi uimiI

complete wit I iniu l^alilar
fhe grrat ln*aiititipr, i/?ri.-

ble thoutih o./hf'rent.
Labia*' lio <'oiiiplt'xioni
retain that smooth,
velvety appearaiu-e of ,'

youth and refinement.
Refuse substitutes. Tlu-y

may be danijcrous. Flosli,

White. Pink or Cream. 50c.

a box, of dru^Kists nr by
mail. Send lOc for sample box.

BEN LEVY CO.
j French Perfumers, Dept. 22

125 Kingston St., Boston. Ma:

If you want to succeed with poultry as the CURTISS
brothers have succeeded, subscribe NOW and get the new

CURTISS
POULTRY BOOK

which tells how Roy Curtiss, a New York farmer's boy, starting

about twenty years ago, with a few neglected hens, has built iij) at

NIAGARA FARM the LARGEST PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT
IN THE WORLD, with sales of

Over $100,000 A YEAR
Hoy agreed that if his father (a grain merchant and farmer) would furnish the feed he (Roy) would take

all care of the flock and supply eggs and chickens for the farm table, and all that were left over were to belong-

to him. In two years Roy was using so nuich feed that his father liad to cry quits, but the boy kejit right

on. He would start at two o'clock A.M. for Niagara Falls, 13 miles away, with poultry and eggs to sell. His

bro

bui

ther joined him, and the business grew and grew. They took the farm and paid off the mortgage. They

It and added to their plant, learning slowly how to avoid losses and make the greatest profits.

Diit tlicy li.ul no guidance, .ind li.iil to learn by tlu'ir own mistakes. If they had had such a guide as tlie CURTISS POULTRY BOOK, it

woidd liave saved tliem thousands of dollars and years oflost time. .„„...,.. ,, r.^vrr-r. ,. r> . i n ,^ *•

This capital book was written ri<:lit at Niagara Farm by the veteran poultryman, MICHAEL K. BOYER. Mr. Boyer had the Curtiss

brothers right ;it his elbow with their records and data. He says he never saw a general poullry plant so well managed at every pomt. No
putting on style," no fancy buildings, no ornaments, but straight solid business. Everything is planned lor months ahead. Every day ship-

ments go off, every day money comes in. You could hardly believe how little they lose. Their percentage of fertile eggs, of live strong chickens

liatclied, of 'd.iv-o'ld chicks shipped, without loss, to Kansas or Florida, is really wonderful.
.

And this book gives all their methods of managing incubators, handling eggs, feeding chickens and ducks, killing, dressing, packing, and

m.irketiii" their formulas for mixing feed at dittVrent ages. And all these have been tested and improved by years of experience, resulting in the

most prolit'able general poultry plant in the world. Whether you raise chickens, ducks, or eggs, whether you keep forty fowls or forty thousand,

you will liiul here help that you can get in no other way.

Profusely illustrated, with many fine engravings, from actual photographs taken from life.

Have you use for such a book ? Then read the offer below.

The CURTISS POULTRY BOOK is sold in combination with the F'arm Journal. Philadelphia, Pa.

The FARM JOURNAL is the standard paper for everyone who lives in or near the country, or ever has, or ever expects to. A particularly fine

poultry departmcM t, more valuable than most poultry papers. 33 years old, 750,000 subscribers and more. Goes everywhere. Clean, clever, cheerful,

•imusing, intensely practical. Cut to fit everybody, young or old, village, suburbs, or rural routes. Unlike any other paper and always has been.

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, the great New York State paper published at Syracuse, and full of good reading matter, is always

welcomed by the subscnl>er. Now in its 18th year. It is conceded to be one of the best poultry papers published in the United States. Well

edited by recngnizcd authorities on the

SPECIAL OFFER
subject of practical poultry raising. Has a circulation of 45,000 copies per month.

For Jgi.oo (cash, money order or check) we will send postpaid the

Curtiss Poultry Book and the Farm Journal for two years, and

American Poultry Advocate two years, all for $i.oo if order is sent at once to

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, 65 Hodgkins Block, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
Money=Saving Combinations

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD takes great pleasure in offering these Special
Combinations to its thousands of readers. The Clubs are, we believe, the
cheapest on the market, and it will certainly pay you to order your maga-

zines through us. With each order we will send our 1911 Calendar, in colors, and
a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. The magazines may be sent to one or different
addresses, as preferred. Be sure to give us complete instructions when you send
your order. These Special Prices are good forboth new and renewal subsciptions:

AMERICAN BOY, . . .(Regular Price) $1.00
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, " " $1.50
COSMOPOLITAN.. . . " " $1.00
DELINEATOR " " $1.00
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, " " $1.25
HARPER'S BAZAR,. . " " $1.25

HAMPTON'S, . . . (Regular Price) $1.50
LITTLE FOLKS " " $1.00
McCLURE'S " " $1.50
PEARSON'S, " " $1.50
WORLD EVANGEL, . . " " $1.00
WORLD TO-DAY, . . " " $1.50

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, (Regular Price) $1.50

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 1 Magazine in above table, $2.00
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) AND ANY 2 Magazines in above table, $2.65
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Vear) AND ANY 3 Magazines in above table, $3.30

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
Dl^^ REVIEW OF REVIEWS
And Any One Other Magazine On This Page

($1.50 a Year)
($3.00 a Year)

SEND US ONLy

S3.00
For ALL THREE

Here are Eight Handsome Books that are really needed in <

this remarkable offer that The Christian Herald makes I

For MODERN PRISCILLA (Fancywork—Monthly), add 50c. to any Combination.
For FARM JOURNAL 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper), add 25c. to any Combination.

Foreign Postage Extra. Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.

THE UFE WORK OF LOUIS KLOPSCH, fully described elsewhere in ihis issue, can be had in

connedlion with any of these Combinations by adding 50 cents to the advertised price of the Combination.

Eight Books for $1.00 Additional!
home. They have just been written and prepared for

—an offer that actually places these eight volumes in

your home for almo^ nothing 1 Each book is 4 x 6
inches in size, nicely printed and bound in vellum de
luxe cloth. The titles are:

1. Practical Suggestions for Mother and Housewife
2. Helpful Talks With Girls
3. Entertainments for Home, Church and School
4. How to Speak and Write Correctly
5. Handy Man' s Manual of Facts and Figures
6. Healthful Sports for Eoys
7. Business Hints for Men and Women

Marvels of Modern Science

There is a book for every member of the Family.
Almost every subject of interest has been covered in

such a praclical way that these books are really En-
cyclopedias of the Home. They are so different from
any books now on the market that we know you will

be immensely pleased with them.

TTiis great set of books is not for sale. It has been
prepared to interest old and new subscribers in this

greatest of weeklies for Christian Homes. There is

only one way to secure these valuable, necessary
books, that are new and up-to-date in every fact,

every suggestion, every helpful word.

Here is Our Offer

:

We will send The Christian Herald from now
until the end of 1911, and our beautiful 1911
Calendar, together with the Eight Books, entitled
" The Christian Herald Home Library," all

shipping charges prepaid,—all for only $2.30. If

you do not desire the whole set complete we will

send as many or as few as you want. Simply add
20 cents for each volume you order to the regular
subscription price ($1.50) of The Christian
Herald. Each of these striking books is complete
in itself. They are especially desirable as Holiday
Presents.

Another Way to Get Them
Or, if you prefer to accept one of the special

magazine combination offers advertised above, you
may also have the Eight Books in this new ** Christian Herald Home Library " by adding $1 .00 to your remit-

tance. Or, you may have as many or as few books in this Library as you want by adding 20 cents for each volume
selected to the advertised price of the offer you accept. The books will be sent prepaid, undamaged delivery guaranteed.

Our 1911 Calendar with Every Order
The Calendar has been exquisitely finished by an absolutely new photogravure process, and it is one of the

first color paintings ever reproduced in this manner. The colors are rich and perfectly blended. The baby is pictured

against a background of a soft, shimmering orange; the beautiful pale-blue bows
give a delightful contrast that produces a perfect composition; and the radiance of

a rose-like complexion, a charming pink and while combination so typical of health

and W^Ppiness, have been so faithfully retained that they melt and shade one into

another in absolute harmony. The miniature half-tone shown here is incapable,

of course, of conveying any adequate idea of the Calendar itself, which is 14 x 18

inches in size, printed on heavy de luxe stock, a dream of artistic perfection.

Think of the good old memories this little baby would awaken in your home
memories of the time when those near and dear to you were chubby little ones.

The Calendar will be prized by the whole family. It is frefi with each new and

renewal subscription.

Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch—FREE
We will also send a photogravure portrait of the late Dr. Klopsch, one of the world's

greatest and moft dearly beloved philanthropiste. You ail know of Dr. Klopsch,

and you are sure to welcome this opportunity to obtain a good picture of this ^erling

man in order lo perpetuate his memory in your own home. Address your orders to

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 140 Bible House, New York

The Revolt in Mexico
Continued from page 11^3

were for a time successful in the vicin-

ity of Santa Cruz, and Mexican cav-

alry, artillery and infantry were
hurried to the city. The rebels had
started to burn the railway bridges,

but they were driven off before they

could accomplish their purpose and
the troops reached their destination

with comparatively small loss.

In the City of Mexico there was no
outbreak, but the foreign residents

were in a state of great anxiety. Or-
der was maintained by a strong mili-

tary force.

It had been hoped by the insurgents
that General Reyes, one of the most
noted leaders in Mexico, would come to

the aid of the troops fighting against
Diaz and combine them into an army
capable of taking the open field aggres-
sively. Reyes, however, did not take
an active interest in the movement. A
rumor that he was coming served to

swell the number of insurgent bands.
Torreon and Gomez Palacio were at-
tacked and for a short time were held
by the rebels.

If the revolutionists had been well
led and had been united they would
have taken a number of important
places, for success several times was
almost in their grasp; as it was, they
made attacks in several different
States, widely separated, and not fol-

lowing any well ordered plan, they
were foredoomed to failure. At least
five small battles occurred on the same
afternoon in as many different places.

General Reyes wrote to his friends
refusing to take part in the insurrec-
tion, and the spirits of the insurgents
began to droop, though they continued
bandit tactics, and annoyed govern-
ment garrisons by their unexpected
raids from the mountains. Madero re-
solved on a bold stroke and declared
himself president of Mexico. He had
hardly enjoyed his self-made title for
more than twenty-four hours before he
got in the way of a government bullet
during a skirmish and was quite badly
wounded. The government regained
confidence, loyal regiments were sent
to threatened points and the insurrec-
tion seemed to break up as quickly as
it had started.

In Mexico City the foes of Diaz
couple him with the Americans, whom
they dislike intensely, and placards
bearing the inscription "Kill Diaz and
his Yankee Friends" were displayed
only to be torn down by the police.
Anti-American sentiment has thus
been made to serve the purpose of the
political agitator once more, but yet
unsuccessfully. It strikes the average
American oddly that this dislike exists
at all, as it has but little reason back
of it, and also that it should be made
into a party cry in Mexico.

Brazil's Odd Mutiny
RIO DE JANEIRO has been in a

state of panic for several days,
and every householder had visions of
solid shot plowing its way across his
parlor floor, for the fleet in the harbor
was in the hands of mutineers. The
sudden uprising of the sailors was
much like that at Lisbon, where they
began the revolution by bombarding
the city. It is probable that the Bra-
zilian jack tars thought they would try
the same methods in compelling the
Chamber of Deputies to agree to cer-
tain demands in regard to their pay
and the regulations. They demand
that corporal punishment be abolished,
and that the number of men in the
crews be increased. They took pos-
session of four powerful battleships
and trained the guns on the city. They
demanded that the Chamber grant their
terms at once and also that they be
given full pardon for their revolt. They
got tired of waiting and put to sea.
The Chamber then granted their de-
mands in full and Deputy Corvalho
went under a flag of truce to Sao Paulo
to confer with the mutineers. The sea-
men were satisfied with the result of
their "strike" and Rio de Janeiro re-
sumed its usual calm.

A Special Qiristmas Fmi
Offer

To Readers of Thif

Cl^ristian Herald

Unusual Value!
An Elegant
Set
for

That should be

priced at .$22.00 I

Money Returnedjl

if you are not

ExacUy Satistiedjl

$1

These elegant furs any
offered at this specis
priie to Christinn He
aid readers with the (

tiiict understanding t.ha|

the iiioiiey paid for the
will be promptly re]
turned if they are nd'fi

satisfactory. Read oui|
Refund Guarantee belowlj
You kno\\' that this ill

a bona-flde offer and
that tlie fnvs are as repj,

resei ted or the Christlai
Herald would not acl
cept this annouiicementt
Hut you will be def

lighted with the fvirsl

They are splendid yaluel
iriueh finer than yocj
could buy from yonil
dealer for the samel

money because we are irianufa<'turers, selling direcl||

and saving you the retailer's and middlemen's profits.

No. no. This fm- is the Finest French Coney—a softL
rich, silky hair in either adark brown or black. MuffiiJ
the pillow shape with fine tails, or if preferred, may btj

had without the tails. Lined with Skinners Guaranteecil
IJning. Price, $6.00. Kussian shawl collar with wid<l
shoulder effect and comes well down in the back, plaicl
all around. The ends are finished with fine tails andl
lined with Skinners Guaranteed Lining. Price, $6.00;|
Entire set, $to.oo.

We are still olTering the Belgian Lynx set, as appea^^
ed in previous issires, at $9.00

OUR REFUND GUARANTEE PLAN
makes it as safe to l)uy f i-»>tn us by mail as if you had made youijl

own selection. If it is lint exactly what you expect, or if youji

are in any way disappointed, return the gaiment at ouiil

expense and your money will be refunded by return mail]]

without question.
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ALASKA FUR CO.
1217-D Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Reference: Back of Commerce, 624 Chestnut St., Fhila., Pa.i
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Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.

A wonderful offer to every lover of music whether'

a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number, if you de-

sire) for either Organ, Violin, Piano, Guitar, Banjo,

Coinet, Sight Singing, Mandolin or Cello will be

given free to make our home study courses for these

instruments known in your locality. You will get

one lesson weekly, and your only expense during

the time you take the lessons will be the cost of

postage and tlie music you use, wliicli is small.

\\'rite at once. It will mean much to you to get our
free booklet. It will place you under no obhgation.

whatever to us if you never write again. You and
your friends should know of this work. Hundreds
of our pupils write: "Wish I had known of your
school before." ''Have learned more in one term
in my home with your weekly lessons than in three

terms with private teachers, and at a great deal

less expense." "Everything is so thorough and
complete." "The lessons are marvels of simplicity,

and my 1 1 year old Ijoy has not had the least trouble

to learn." One minister writes: "As each succeeding

lesson comes I am more and more fully persuaded
I made no mistake in becoming your pupil."

Established iSg8—have thousands of pupils from
seven years of age to seventy.

Don't say vou cannot learn music but send for'

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
bv return mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL OF
MUSIC, Box 7, 225 Fifth Ave.. New York City.
Instruments supp/iedwhen needed.Cash or credU
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20
Finest Christmas Cards
Very Choicest Gold Embossed

This grand assortment of 2llmnst beautiful Christ-

mas Post Cards in lovely colors and exquisite gold

embossed designs, all different, extra fine quality;

prettiest and most attractive collection ever of-

fered ; to introduce our cards qtiickly we send these

cards and latest price list prepaid for only lOcents.

Seymour Card Co.. Dept. 49, Topeka, Ban.
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TTERE-S the place where $1 O AAA
^ A two egg-raisers make 1 Li•UUU CI. YCdl

Continued from page 1H9
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ght that he had been a fool. When
s soliloquy was ended, Gleason

uched the bell. When his valet ap-
' ;aied he gave orders for the packing

his portmanteau. That done, he

mned his great fur coat and hurried

it into the street.

The snow was still falling, but it

id not driven pedestrians in doors.

1 efore the windows of The Fair, an
?p-to-date toy store, he saw a line of

iigged, little red-nosed newsboys hun-
h-ily eyeing the toys and calling out

i hich belonged to each one, the only

I
ay they ever expected to own the

« Ided baubles.

i Acting on a sudden impulse, Gleason
()llared a kicking, protesting half

3zen who fancied "the cop" had them
ire, and dragged them into the store,

half hour later they emerged, their

•ms heavily laden, their faces

reathed with smiles. And Robert
leason passed on, smiling too. He
as just beginning to learn the mean-
ig of Christmas Day.
On his way to his office—there were
jme matters which must be attended
I before he left town—he took a short

it through the alley and discovered a

oman, with three little dirty young-
,ers following her, all wailing mis-

•ably. They were evidently trying

p) escape from a loud-voiced man, who
lemed to be literally driving them
om the tottering tenement. It was
le work of a moment to learn the

luse of the woman's distress. The
_ ,d story—eviction for non-payment of

le rent—was tremblinerly told. A few
toments later Robert Gleason was
urrying on, and the woman, murmur-
g her thanks, was gathering up her
:anty belongings. For she held a

jirse with a sum of money sufficient

)r her needs, and on the folded paper
)rn from a memorandum was an or-

3r signed by the millionaire himself,

ving her permission to enter Gleason
lats and make it her home, rent free,

)r one year.
Robert Gleason had lived in the

idst of suffering and sorrow for

venty-five years. He had only just

2gun to open his eyes. It was re-

arkable how much was accomplished
I those fleeting hours by the man and
is millions.

Into alleys and offices and tene-

ents Robert Gleason hurried that

hristmas Eve. Clad in his great fur

)at covered with snow flakes which
y not melt in the cold little rooms
hich he entered, laden with toys and
•ders for substantials, the children

ho had never seen a Santa Claus
irieked and laughed and danced with

flight whenever they saw the tall

)rm coming. Stories of this New
,anta Claus had preceded him. The
rchins of all the East Side waited
ntil long in the night to see the

,atron saint.

The Christmas bells were chiming
•leir "Peace on earth"; bells for early

leetings were making musical the air

hen Robert Gleason sought his room.

ie had been out all night, but,

;rangely enough, he was not tired.

ie had been buoyed up, carried as it

|;ere, on the wings of the grateful

lothers' prayers. He had been en-

)Ided in a robe of love which the chil-

ren's little hearts had woven. He
ould feel in fancy their kisses upon
is hands and hear their blessings

nging in his ears. For the first time,

is whole being responded in spirit to

16 cries of "Merry ChrLstmas!"
In the early dawn of the cold clear

lOrn, with his valises in the carriage

2side him, Robert Gleason was driven

irough the deserted streets. At the

ity Mission he heard a woman's
oice singing, probably in the sunrise

rayer-meeting. The strains wei-e so

eautiful, so unearthly, so in keeping
ith his own thoughts that he bade
is coachman pause that they might
sten. He almost felt like obeying

ringing voice

I

the commands of the
which was singing:
Fail on your knees! Oh hear the angel voices.
This is the morn of the dear Saviour's birth.

Long- lay the world in sin and error pining,
Till He appeared and the earth felt his worth.

A glow of joy the weary world rejoiceth,
For yonder shines a sweet, a glorious room—
As the echoes died away the carriage

passed on. Memories, sweet mem-
ories crowded in to deepen the smile
upon the millionaire's face.
At home, the white-haired mother,

with the stamp of heaven on her face,
greeted him lovingly and thanked him—her son—for coming. Robert Glea-
son murmured a prayer for pardon of
his neglect. The trembling father
clasped his son's hands in his hard
ones and begged forgiveness for the
faults and injustices of the past, and
then—from the shadowy quiet of the
old parlor another figure, slight and
graceful as that of a girl, glided over
to the wanderer, begging forgiveness
too.

Muriel Standish's cheeks were just as
rosy, her eyes as beautifully brown as
when she promised to be true on that
Christmas so long ago. The man's
heart bounded with passionate love as
joyously as when she had promised to

he his wife, twenty years before.
Thankfully he gathered her into his

arms.
He had traveled far a lonely road

full of suffering and unrequited long-
ings. The follies of the world, riches

and honor had failed to satisfy. Here
in the home of his childhood he had
found his reward. On his first Christ-
mas he found love and home and
Muriel waiting for him.

An Expensive Sport

WHILE fox-hunting has not had the
popularity in this country that it

has in England, yet it comes as a sur-

prise to most to find out that there are

over fifty hunt clubs in America where
Reynard is given a few uncomfortable
hours if the hounds find him. The
colonists in the New England State.«

and in Virginia were fond of the chase,

and in the fall the woods and hills

echoed to the call of the hunting horns
and the land made gay with the flash

of the scarlet coats; but these were
neighborhood hunts and few clubs

were formed. There are, however, one

or two clubs which have had a con-

tinuous existence since Revolutionary
days. At present it is a pastime only

of those who are rich, and the cost

makes even those who are reckless of

their expenditures think more than

once before they join the ranks of its

devotees. At present there are about

three thousand fox-hunters who chase

Reynard in the Colonial and English

style and about 1,000 registered fox-

hounds. The cost for any one who
indulges in it amounts to several hun-

dred a year after he has paid probably

several thousand for a horse that will

not be certain to land him on his head

at the first fence or denosit him in the

first pool, where his ardor for the chase

might cool suddenly and remain chilled

for all time.

The Automobile on the Ranch
Mr. A. H. Henry, of Ola, S. D., a

ranchman twenty-four years old, had

never ridden in a railroad train or

even seen an automobile until a few

days ago. The sight of the first auto

was too much for him. He rode

twenty miles in the machine to the

nearest railroad station, took a train

to Minneapolis and purchased a motor

car. He is a prosperous rancher in

the Indian Reservation, where he ap-

plies himself so closely to his work
that he never traveled more than fif-

teen miles from his home. Mr. Henry
is so enthusiastic over the new method

of travel that he is relegating his

horses to the farm and employs the

machine daily for his own use.

A glimpse of the three great layuig houses, with U,500 pullets alicays at v;orlc

READER, if you want to know how
two city people, in poor health and without

experience, have in a few years built up an

egg business that clears over $12,000 a year,

subscribe now for the FARM JOURNAL, and

get with it the

Corning Egg-Book
which tells all the secrets of their success, and describes

the methods by which they obtained a profit of $6.41

a year per hen. {See offer below.)

Talk about "best selling novels"! Why, nearly 100,000 copies

of this book sold in less than six months! You see, these men
discarded old methods, and in spite of many failures, stuck at it

until they learned the secret of making hens lay the most eggs
in winter. That discovery marked a new era in poultry raising,

and thousands are eagerly studying how they do it.

Their success opens up a new money-making business of unlim-

ited possibilities. With this book for a guide, men or women
living in or near cities can raise eggs the year round, and sell them
at high prices, or eat them and save the high prices. The demand
for fresh eggs, especially in winter, is never satisfied. Learn how
to supply well-to-do customers regularly, and they will take all

you can raise, at high prices. Egg-raising is much simpler than
poultry raising. The hard work of killing, dressing, and market-
ing fowls is left out. The rest can be done hymen in poor health,

women, school-boys, girls, and others not qualified for regular

business.

The publishers of the Farm Journal saw the immense value of

a book that should describe the proved and tested methods of the

Comings. So, after careful investigation, they decided to publish

the Corning Egg=Book, and offer it to all who subscribe for the

Farm Journal on the offer below, to make the paper better known
to all people, in city or country, who are interested in growing

things.

The FARM JOURNAL is made for every one who raises or

wants to raise poultry, eggs, fruit, vegetables, milk, butter, honey,

etc., as well as grain and cattle. It has the largest circulation
OF ANY FARM PAPER IN THE WORLD—over 750,000. It has depart-

ments devoted to housekeeping, dressmaking, recipes, and bright,

fresh reading for boys and girls. It is brief, crisp, condensed and
PRACTICAL. No long-winded essays. "Cream, not skim-milk,"

is its motto. It is now running a series called "Back to the Soil," true stories

of city people who have changed to country life, intensely interesting. It

never prints a medical or trashy advertisement, and its columns are an ab-

solutely reliable guide in buying. Most of its subscribers pay five to ten
YEARS AHEAD. It is a special favorite with women. Every one who has a

garden, yard, flower-bed, or even a kitchen, ought to have this bright, cheery,

useful home paper. Those who merely exist in cities ought by all means to

get it, for it brings a whiff of outdoor life into their homes, and may help

them to escape to the country and really live.

CPECIAL OFFER: We will send, Cut out and sen

^ postpaid, the Farm Journal r
for FOUR FULL YEARS, with the
Corning Egg=Book,

d this Coupon

Both for $1.00
cash,money order, check,or stamps.
Book and paper may go to different

addresses, if necessary.

FARM JOURNAL, 184 Clifton St., Phila.

Farm Journal, 184 Clifton St. , Philadelphia.

Enclosed find $1.00. Send the Farm Journal

for four years, and the Corning Egg-Book, to

Name.

P. O..

R. F. D. .State.
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RISIhIG SUN STOVE
POLISH

)©innie Tr^tllhxs Albo^t Allcolh©!,

A ten-cent cake of Rising Sun gives

you far more polish than any other
stove polish at any price.

First, because it is a very large cake.

Second, because itgoes so much farther

on the stove than any other.

In addition and more important than
all other advantages combined it stands

the heat of the stove far longer than any
other, and that is the real test of a

stove polish.

If you once prove for yourself how
great a labor-saver it is you will cer-

tainly have it before you whenever
your stove needs polishing.

MORSE BROS., Proprietors,

Canton, Mass., U. S. A.

A K&ieiiTveiZo^
Direct to Yo\i"

TRADE MARK REGISTERED.

"And Gas Stoves Too"
Spend One Cent For
This Big FREE Boole

Our Big Free Stove and Rang.^-

Book gives yoa our factory whole-
sale prices and explains all—saving
you ?5 to $40 on any famous Kala-
mazoo stove or range, including
gas stoves. Sold only direct to

liomes. Over 140.000 satisfied cus-

tomers in 21. 000towns—many near
you—to refer to. $100,000 bank
itond guarantee. We prepay all
freigrht a'ld pive you

— 3 Days
Free Trial

— 360 Days
Approval Test
CASH
OR CREDIT
Write a postal f<.r uur

book today—any responsi-

ble person can have same
credit as your home stores

would give you—and you
save |5 to $40 cash. No better stuves or ranges than
the Kalamazoo could be made^at any price. Prove
it before we keep vur m^mev. Be an independent
luiyer. Send name for Free CatulogTUe No. 103.
Kalamazoo Stove Conpany, Mfrs.
KALAMAZOO MICIIIOAN

Oven Thermom-
eter Makes
Baking Easy

AGENTS-$45^ A WEEK
1ENDETS

Thev mend leake Instantly in granite ware, hot
water hajra, tin, copficr, braes, cooking utenBilB,

etc. No heat, eohjer, cement or rivet. Any on©
can use them. Fit any surface. Perfectly smooth,
Wonderfu! indention. MilliooB in use. Send for
sample pks.. J'lo, Complete pkg., assorted fiixeBi

C;'C., poBtpaid, Apente wanted,

Collette Mfg.Co- Box 122 Amsterdam.W.T.

MOTHERS NEED

Scott's Emulsion

Many mothers have learned
how much they needed

Scott's Emulsion
by taking It to show their

children that it was a sweet
medicine.
For thirty-five years it has

been the best known specific

against fatigue and enfeeble-

ment, as well as the standard
remedy for warding off and
relieving colds and affec-

tions of the throat and lungs.

Kvery *'SUN** Light U a complete gas plant,

lighted with a match, lik<

ga3. bumiog little %
line, much air. Brii:ht-i^

er and cheaper thau ^
gas, electricity, _**

lierogene. Use
"SUN"

Lights in
home, store,

church, hall. Send
for catalog of lo3

-^ styles, $2.25 up.
'^^ Sold direct—Noagts.

Sun Vapor Light Co.
1109 Market St.. Canton, a

:J

A BUFFALO brewery, when public

attention was centred on a pro-
' posed union railroad station, adver-

tised that "Union station matters are

quiet, but not so with our outfits. Bus-

iness rushing in ales and beers for

BufiFalo homes."
It is well known that matters are not

quiet when business is rushing in ales

and beers. Assistant Attorney-Gen-

eral C. W. Tricket said concerning the

closing of the joints of Kansas City:

"For the first time in twenty-five years

the court of common pleas of this

county opened its term of court the

first Monday in May without a crim-

inal case. The city courts, created for

the express purpose of trying petty

suits for the colfection of rents and
grocery bills, which formerly were
crowded with a black docket every day,

have practically no business now, for

the reason that people are paying their

bills instead of being sued for them.
The Juvenile Court, which has the care

of dependent children, had but two ap-
plications in the past eight months,
while prior to the closing of the joints,

from eight to eighty-eight children re-

quired some assistance and aid each
month. Prior to the closing of the

joints, we sent from fifteen to twenty-
five young men to the reformatory
every year. In the twelve months
since the closing of the saloons, we
have sent but two. The expenses of

prosecuting criminals have been re-

duced $25,000 per annum. The ex-

pense for the police force has been
reduced as much more. A year ago
the city was trying to devise ways and
means to spare the money to build ad-
ditions to our city jails. To-day, the
doors of the city jails swing idly upon
their hinges, and we have no use for
what we have." So you see the way
for a community to enjoy peace and
quiet is to stop "rushing in ales and
beers."
Another brewery advertised its

product as "Also being of value to
wives and children. As a preventive
of disease it adds tone to the system
and thus many forms of ailments are
happily overcome." The Twentieth
Century Quarterly for March, 1909,
contains an article contributed by the
Scientific Temperance Federation of
Boston, Mass., which says, in part:
"Professor F. Martins, director of the
Rostock Medical Clinic, said, at the
Congress of Internal Medicine, 190.5,
in an address on 'Predisposition and
Heredity,' that alcohol causes a certain
receptivity for other diseases, and that
it affects the generative as well as

A LIVING FROM POULTRY
$1,500.00 from 60 hens in ten
months on a city lot forty ft. square.

To the averag'e poultryman that would
seem impossible, and when we tell you that

we have actually done a $1,500 poultry

business with 60 liens on a corner in the

city g-arden, 40 feet wide by 40 feet long:,

we are simply stating: facts. It would not

be possible to §:et such returns by any one
of the systems of poultry keeping: recom-
mended and practiced by the American
people, still it can be accomplished by

The Philo System

1131 k.s^ ' nBvi'j" Inn.
IP li

Photograph Showing- a Portion of the Philo National Poultry Institute Poultry Plant W^here There
Are Now Over 5.0OO Pedigree White Orpingtons on Less Than a Half Acre of Land

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $1.00 for one year's sub-

scription to the Poultry Review, a
monthly magazine devoted to pro-

gressive methods of poultry keeping,

and we will include, without charge,

a copy of the latest revised edition

of the PHILO SYSTEM BOOK.

E. R. PHILO, Publisher,
2629 Lake St.. ELMIRA, N. Y.

The Philo System is Unlike AU Other Ways of
Keeping Poultry

an.i In (niiiiv respects jiist the reverse, accomplishing things in
poultry w.irk that have always been considered impossible, and
L'tttiir.' ui)!ieard-of resultsthat arehardto believe withoutseeing.

The New System Covers All Branches of .the
Work Necessary for Success

from seleetiiiB the breeders tci iiiarketiiiK the product. It tells
hnw to get egKS that will haieh, how to hatch nearly every egg
arifi liow to raise neai'ly all the chicks hatched. It eives com-
plete plans in detail how to make everything necessary^to run
Ihi- hiisiiMss and at less than half the cost required to handle
till' poultry business in any other manner.

Two-Pound Broilers in Sight Weeks
are raised in a space of less than a square foot to the broiler,
and the br..ilrrs aie of the vcrv best quality l)ringing here,
.'i ci'iits a pound above tlic lni:li.>t market price.

Our Six-months- old Ptillets Are Laying at the
Rate of 24 Eggs Each per Ifonth

in a space of two sqvtare feet f.-r each t>ird. No ureen cut bone
I'f any description is fed. and the food used is inexpensive as
compared with food others are using
Our new book, Tuk J'bilo Svstkm ok Pori.TRy Keepikq. gives

full l)articulars regarding these wvindei-ful discoveries, with
simple, casy-to-understand directions that are right to the
point, and 15 pages of illustrations showing all braifchesof the
work from start to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of the secrets of success is to save all the chickens that

are fully developed at hatching tyne. whether they can crack
the shell or not. It is a simple trick and believed to be the
secret of the ancient Egyptians .and Chinese which enabled
them to sell the chicks at 10 cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 15 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little

trouble and have a e. lo.I Mi|iplv aiiv dav in the year, winter or
summer. It is just .is iiiip,,..,!,!.. t.. t-et a lart:e egg yield with-
out green fo,„l as it i^ t.i k.-f. ,, e..w witli.iut bay or fodder.
OurNewBrooderSaves Two Cents onEachChicken
No lamps required. No danger of cliilling. over-heating or

burning up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any
kind of fire. They also keep all the lice off the chickens auto-
matically or kill any that maybe on them when placed in the
brooder. Our book gives full plans and tlie rightto make and
use thetn. One can easily be made in an hour at a cost of 25 to
50 cents.

other organs of the body, and that t

,

is the main factor in degeneracy. .

Professor C. F. Hodge of Clark U-
versity found that only 17.4 per ce
of the progeny of his alcoholized di ^

were able to live, while 90.2 per cc
of the progeny of the non-alcoholi:

I

dogs were normal. Professor Dem
of Berne found almost the same p -

portion of normal and abnormal (-

spring in the descendants of ten al-
holic families (17 per cent.), and 'i

temperate families (88.5 per cen
whose histories he followed. Dr. T.
MacNicoU of New York found that

'

the 3,711 school children whom
studied, over 70 per cent, of th
whose parents or grandparents h,

been drinkers, were dullards. Of 1

children with abstaining parents a
grandparents, only four per cent, wi
dullards. Professor G. von Bunge
Basle found from an extensive inves
gation that a very large proportion
the women who were not able to nu
their children were the daughters
drinking fathers; that, in fact, 1

proportion of women unable to nu:
increased with the degree of the al
holization of their fathers. That 1

inability in question was accompan
with other indications of degeners
was shown by a greater prevalence
tuberculosis, and a greater proporti
of bad teeth in the descendants
drinkers."

It is well known that the inj uric
effects of alcohol are especially mark
in the growing child. But what do t

brewers care, if only they can fosi
the habit which will fatten thi

purses? We remember reading of
officer of the Ohio Liquor League wl
at one of its meetings, boldly made tl

diabolical suggestion: "The success
our business is dependent largely up
the creation of appetite for drink. M
who drink liquor, like others, will d
and if there is no new appetite creat
our counters will be empty as well
our coffers. After men are gro^
and their habits are formed, th
rarely ever change in this regard,
will be needful, therefore, that m
sionary work be done among the boy
and I make the suggestion, gentlemt
that nickels expended in treats to t

boys now will return in dollars to yo
tills after the appetite is formed. Abo,
all things, create appetite."
And this fiendish advice sugges,

another liquor advertisement: "Goldi
Grain Whisky tastes like more." Ala:
how true that the first glass leads

'

the second, and so on until the vict;
is a slave to appetite. "Avoid it; pa
not by it; turn from it and pass away
Yes, it "tastes like more," but "at t

last it biteth like a serpent and stin;

eth like an adder." H. H. Culver.

Her Chri^mas Money
Continued from page 1H7

said Hiram. "It's worth a hundr
dollars to me. What do you say?"

"Oh, Hiram!" she cried. "You i

not mean it. I thought "

"Yes, little woman," he interrupte
stroking her hair, and smoothing '!

around her ear, just like he used to '

in the days of their courtship, "I knc
what you thought; but I want to kei

this story, just to read occasional!
and to think about. I'm glad tb
didn't publish it, for it is too swe
and sacred for any one but us to ev

read. Here's a hundred dollars in th

envelope. Is it a bargain?"
"Oh, you are too good, Hiram!" sJ

cried, happily. "Butnever mind,rilgi'
you the nicest Christmas present

;

"No, indeed!" declared Hiram, holi

ing her close, and looking down up«

her with eyes that were tender wi
the old boyish affection. "You juj

spend that money for paper cuttei

and pen wipers, and powder puffs, ai
j,

so on. What I want, if you will fii fe

it for me, is that little essay which y( j™

read a long time ago when you we
seventeen and I was twenty ; that essJ

on 'Love.'
"

m\



A Modern Captain of Philanthropy
I OUIS KLOPSCH, whom the whole world loved, left to every man and
*-• woman a rich legacy. He bequeathed to them the secret of his splendidly

successful career. How he found the Master-key which opened doors that led to

honorable service, and how he used it ; how it enabled him to carry out to com-
plete triumph his wonderful work in almost every country on the globe, put great

resources at his disposal, brought powerful people to his side and gave him as volun-

tary allies kings, premiers, potentates, cabinets, to further his world-wide enterprises

—all of this is disclosed in Mr. Pepper's book. In the Life-Work of Louis
Klopsch we trace, step by step, the

Measures
When Open
8x12 inches

Splendidly

Made

«l

lrEVVOR«

-OUIS
Lqpsct

LIFE WORK OF

lol;is klopsch

ah;

gradual development of the immigrant

boy. We travel with Dr. Klopsch
through the Western States in that ter-

rible winter of 1 892-93, when he suc-

cored our starving farmers. Then we
go with him over sea to Russia, on his

famous "mission of bread." We journey

with him to Cuba, where he set food

trains flying to save the starving. Now
we spin along with him in a dog-sled

over the frozen meres of Finland in

mid-winter. We wander at his side

amongthe fevercamps of sicken India.

We see him sending forth from

the home ports his food ships to far

distant lands. We stand beside him as

he speaks to the men of the Bowery
Mission, or gives food and kind, sym-

pathetic words to the gaunt, shadowy

figures of the "Bread Line." Like the

magician's carpet in the fable, this won-

derful book takes us almost around the

globe with Dr. Klopsch. Read this

Great Book, and learn and apply the wonderful Secret of a Successful Life which

it illustrates so well. We will send this Great Book, the LIFE-WORK
OF LOUIS KLOPSCH, 472 Pages, Large, Clear Type, Bound in

Dark Green and Gold ; a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch ; our

beautiful 1911 CALENDAR, and THE CHRISTIAN
HERALD Weekly for ONE YEAR—FIFTY-TWO ^O«00
ISSUES—ALL FOUR, shipped to you prepaid, for only V^

ca^FLEsMHF.^'Pf'^

Measures
When Open
"7^4 X 9^^ inches

Tender, Dramatic, and Full ot Charm
CTEPHEN, A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, is an intensely dramatic

story of a lovable character whose life is little known. Beginning with the

adventures of two little children, a blind girl and an active, sweet-minded boy,

both forlorn, homeless and friendless, she takes us with them to Jerusalem in search

of Jesus, who the blind little girl believes can restore the sunshine to her clouded

eyes. Thrown in the midst of many exciting and thrilling climaxes, we reach

Jerusalem with our little wanderers, only to find that Jesus Christ has been crucified.

But an accident brings them in contact with Stephen, who is said to possess the

power of healing, and who really restores

the little girl's sight.

To follow Stephen as he goes on his

way preaching to the poor, ministering

with deeds of kindness and commiseration

to the needy, healing the sick, comforting

the friendless, and making all lives brighter

and sweeter because he lives among them,

IS to be charmed and enchanted in a most

delightful way. The story of " Stephen"

is beautifully told. Mrs. Kingsley has

gathered the dust of this vanished life, and

built from it an image of its forgotten

beauty. It throbs and thrills with emo-

tion and tender pathos. From the quiet,

peaceful scenes with the loving apostles,

to the birring and dramatic climaxes, is

only a step here and there. You will

marvel at the wonderful and realistic

descriptions. The vivid and glowing im-

agination of the writer, and above all her

absolute sincerity, will completely capti-

vate you. A special limited edition of

STEPHEN, A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, has been printed for CHRIS-
TIAN HERALD i-eaders. It is a splendidly made book, nicely bound in

illuminated cloth covers, printed on desirable stock, clear type, the lines set well

apart, making the reading easy and well suited to almost all kinds of eyes. There

are 369 pages in the book and a colored frontispiece. STEPHEN, A
SOLDIER OF THE CROSS, will be sent prepaid with THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD for ONE YEAR and a copy ^ . oc
of Our Beautiful 1911 CALENDAR, together with JS | :2r
a photogravure of Dr. Klopsch. All four for only V-1-

The Christian Herald Home Library
"THE idea in compiling this set of books has been to make them of real practical

value and helpfulness to each and every member of the family. We have

< ndeavored to seek out those things which every member of every home needs to

know and wants to know. We believe we have succeeded in producing a set

of books that will appeal to every member of the family, and particularly to all

1 1 isses of people who read, or think, or work ; for women as well as men—for

eirls as well as boys. They are written in a plain, everyday style appealing to all.

I{ there is a boy in your home—a boy

rapidly approaching manhood— much con-

cern should be felt for iiis physical as well

as his mental development. The book,

"Healthful Sports for Boys," contains the

key to all clean sports that go to make
sturdy, well-balanced men. He'll like to

read this book, too, because it is written in

a way that is easily understood, and about

all of the things that boys delight in.

"Helpful Talks with Girls" is a

"different" kind of "Girl's Book." It gives

advice to the girl about ways of increasing

her popularity and prosperity. Girls al-

ways look forward to their career with live

interest, and this book is offered as a help-

mate. The ideas and suggestions are

invaluable to any girl.

The average woman or housewife wants

to make the pocketbook go as far as pos-

sible, and so we have filled the woman's

book with practical recipes for cooking and

matters ot a general household character.

1 he task of providing amusement in the

home for the children or guests, in church

for the social betterraeiit of the congrega-

tion, and in school again for the children,

always falls to the lot of the woman, and

so we have also provided amusements that

will fit any possible occasion for any num-

ber of people. You need this book

—

every woman does.

The books for men are filled with practical information that every man needs to know, from the

latest achievements in science, to the methods used in conducting various kmds of comniercial busmess,

How to Make a Will, Run an Automobile, Endorse a Note, Make an Investment, Build a House, etc.

If . /-N /^re We will send THE CHRISTIAN HERALD for one full year-
Mere is Our Ul-rer: 52 .ssues-our beautiful lan calendar and a photo^avure

of Dr. Kloo,.h. together with the 8 books entitled "THE CHRISTIAN HERALD HOME
UBRARY," all shipping charges prepaid.-all for only $2.50 If/""do not

^^^f'Jf '•'^X'°'%*„^^
complete we will send as many or as few as you want Simoly add 20 ""tf/^f.^^V'Jf'^^th °e
order to the regular subscription price ($1.50) of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD. Each of these

•triking books is complete in itself.

The Christian Herald

The Outlook.

Keep in Touch With

Roosevelt
All of his Editorials and Articles on
National Issues during the coming
year will appear in The Outlook—and
nowhere else. The Christian Herald, the Illustrated News
Weekly for the Home, is enabled to make you this offer:

104 n/lagazines For Only S3.00

The Christian Herald flsuesl $
Xhe OlltlOOlC 12 Double Numbers)

3:00
SVBSCRIPTION VALUE OF THE ABOVE IS $4.50

Of course you will disagree with Roosevelt in some things—possibly in many things, for rt's the

privilege of every American to have his own opinion on everything that relates to the national wel-

fare or national politics. Our readers know that THE CHRISTIAN HERALD is and always has

been thoroughly independent, reflecting all shades of opinion and giving impartial presentation to

both sides of every public question. There are multitudes of good Americans who regard Theodore

Roosevelt as "our foremost living citizen," though others may differ, and it is for the edification

of those who so regard him, as well as for those who don't, that we have made this special arrange-

ment CHRISTIAN HERALD readers of both classes, his friends and his opponents, are thus offered

an opportunity to know just what this many-sided, strenuous American is doing and saying, for

no matter how you may look at him he is a big newsmaker, and his terse, direct way of doing and

saying things-of recklessly poking the truth at you, whether you like it or notycommands respect.

It is the duty of every intelligent up-to-date American to keep posted on national events, and no

one can do this unless he knows just what is happening in the immediate vicinity of Roosevelt.

All ol The Outlook's Coining 1910 Issues Free

If you renew your subscription to The Christian Herald by accepting the above offer, we

will send you Free, all the remaining issues of The Outlook for 1910 which means that your

subscription to that magazine begins at once and extends to January 1, 1912. As this offer is a

special one, it is, of course, subject to withdrawal at any time. We, therefore, urge you to take advaa-

tage of it at once. Our 1911 Calendar and an excellent photogravure of Dr. Klopsch

will be given free with each order. This special arrangement offer can be had only from

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 125 Bible House, NEW YORK



This year make your Christmas Instrumerl

'Fy^ EDISON
PHONCXMPH

Make it an EDISON because

—

1st—The Edison Phonograph has just the right volume
of sound for the home. It is not loud enough to be

heard next door nor loud enough to echo to the farthest

corner of the dealer's salesroom, but in your home its

sweet, modulated tones will entertain you and your

family in a way that never grows tiresome.

2d—The Edison Phonograph has a Sapphire Repro-

ducing Point that does not scratch, does not wear out

and never needs changing, and which travels in the

grooves of the sensitive Edison cylinder Records, bring-

ing out the sweet tone for which the Edison is famous.

3d—The Edison is the instrument that plays Amberol
Records—records playing twice as long as ordinray

records and giving you all of all the world's best music.

4th—The Edison Phonograph permits of home reo

making—a most fascinating form of entertainme

It will record what you or your friends say, sing

play and then instantly reproduce it as clearly a

accurately as it reproduces the Records of Edison artii

These are a few of the Edison advantages. You want them in

instrument you buy. So go to a dealer's—there are Edison dea

everywhere—and insist on hearing an Edison—the instrum

that has been perfected and is manufactured byThomas A. Edis

$ .35Edison Standard Records .

Edison Amberol Records

(play twice as long)

Edison Grand Opera

Records $ .75 to 2.00

.50

There is an Edison Phonograph

price to suit everybody's means, f

the Gem at $15.00 to the Ambe
at $200.00. Ask your dealer or

complete catalogs of Edison Ph( >
graphs and Records, or write us.

The Edison Business Phonograph will cut the cost of your correspondence from eight cents a letl<

to at least four cents. In some cases it has reduced this cost to &8 low as two-and-one-half cent

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 8 LAKESIDE AVENUE, ORANGE, N. J.
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The Man and His Book
IT

is the life story of a poor German immigrant boy, who came to this land of opportunity and

achieved a career that reads like a romance. His wonderful progress is traced, step by step,

upward through poverty and struggle, until he becamq the owner and editor of the greatest of all

religious journals, a power in the community, a founder of great charities, and the benefactor of millions

of poor and afflicted throughout the world.

A Wonderful Life Story

NO biography issued in recent
years has so suddenly leaped
into popularity as The Life-

Work of Louis Klopsch, which is now
being placed in the hands of thousands
of Christian Herald readers all over
the country.
Those who have been among the first

to receive and read it unite in pro-
nouncing it "a great book." "An epic

of Christian helpfulness and inspira-

tion"; "It teaches more than a thou-
sand sermons"; such are some of the
comments made by delighted readers.
"Going ahead on faith" was one of

Dr. Klopsch's familiar sayings, and his

whole career, as Mr. Pepper has
graphically pictured it in this splendid
volume, illustrated its meaning and
application and demonstrated the tre-

mendous results that flow from the

sincere efforts of one earnest man

—

plus faith in God. "Ah," Dr. Klopsch
would say to some doubting friend,

"one with God is a majority, no mat-
ter how many are on the other side."

A Belief in God Means Victory

LOUIS KLOPSCH had many of the

I characteristics of George Muller,

of Bristol, England; of Dr. Cullis, of

Boston, of Spurgeon and Moody.
"If I seek God's glory and not my

own," he would say, "nothing can de-

feat what is planned; while if I do it

with selfish ends in view, nothing can

make it successful. The whole uni-

verse is keyed against it." And so,

acting on this principle, and taking as

his motto

**Do all the good you can
To ail the people you can,"

he became in these twenty years dur-

ing which he controlled The Christian
Herald the channel through which
over $3,000,000 flowed in a series of

charities and benevolences that are
probably without a parallel.

Always Working for Others

MR. PEPPER, the author of The
Life-Work, tells a number of de-

lightful anecdotes, illustrating the

many-sided personality of Dr. Klopsch.
In the c'.iapter headed, "A Faithful

Stewardship," Mr. Pepper gives a won-
derful array of the long line of char-
ities which Dr. Klopsch conducted dur-
ing his busy life. Concerning these
charities the author writes: "Louis
Klopsch did nothing by halves. He
believed with all the strength of his

forceful nature, that the Lord prospers
every really good work that is under-
taken for his sake, and with no pur-
pose of personal gain. And so, stak-
ing everything upon the issue—his

time, his talent, and his means—he
resolved that throughout his whole life

thereafter, he would 'Trust in God and
take courage.' He simply took the
Lord at his word and went ahead, to

the utmost extent of his ability."

Meeting the Kings and Queens

He tells of the meetings Dr.

Klopsch had with royalty, but we
quote merely a single instance.

He had called by invitation at

the Royal Palace in Rome, and
was soon in the presence of King
Victor Emmanuel. After talking
over various topics of interna-
tional interest the conversation took
this turn:

" 'You have met many crowned
heads?' queried the king.

"In reply I mentioned a number,
among them the Queen of England and
the Dowager Empress of Russia.

" 'I am to meet them both to-morrow
at Naples,' was his response with a
smile.

" 'You have also met the Emperor of
Russia?'

"'I have,' I answered; 'I fear that
he is not very happy.'

" 'There you are mistaken; the Em-
peror of Russia is very happy and
contented, and one must not believe
half 'the papers say,' he said.

Dr. Klopsch Surprises the King
" 'How many copies does The Chris-

tian Herald circulate?' the King in-

quired.
" 'Two hundred and forty-six thou-

sand a week.'
" 'Two hundred and forty-six thou-

sand!' repeated he. 'That is a large
number. You must reach over two

million people a week. You must be
very proud.'

Tells About Mont-Lawn

"We talked over several of the more
important charitable enterprises which
our subscribers had enabled us to en-
gage in, and particularly of our Chil-

dren's Home at Mont-Lawn, at which
over twenty-five hundred Italian boys
and girls and twenty-five hundred
others are entertained every summer.
'That charity is beautiful,' said the
King."

Dr. Klopsch's Charity Work
The review of Dr. Klopsch's char-

ities as given by Mr. Pepper occupies
about ten pages, and fittingly con-
cludes with the certificate and seal of

the public accountants, showing that
they have thoroughly investigated the
late philanthropist's many charities,

and certifying that "all the contribu-
tions received were properly disbursed
as shown by the exhibits of all the dis-

bursements, and by properly endorsed
checks and invoices."

««
LifeWork of Louis Klopscti''

The Bread Line—A Heart-Broken

Father—A Helpful Friend

MR. PEPPER tells this incident

of an experience of Dr. Klopsch
with the famous Bread Line

:

"On one cold wintry morning, Dr
Klopsch visited the Bread Line. The
poor, shivering, ill-clad men were
trooping in for their hot coffee and
rolls. A respectable looking but sad-

faced old man stood just within the
door, peering eagerly into the face of

each man as he crossed the threshold
and stepped into the light. Dr.

Klopsch spoke kindly to him, and
found that he was a father in search
of his prodigal son. For over seven
years the boy had been a wanderer

Measures
When Open
e'AxlS'Ain.

from home. News had come that he
was in New York City, and penniless.
The man had read of the Bread Line
at the Mission, and had said: "If my
boy is destitute that's a very likely

place to find him at"—so he came.

Cheering Words—Comforting Promises

"Dr. Klopsch stood at the old man's
side during the whole of the breakfast,
and when the line had passed in grim
review before them, and the boy was
not there, it was he who spoke com-
forting words to the disappointed par-
ent. By that time it was after two
o'clock in the morning, but in his char-
acteristically energetic manner, he set
machinery at work for a thorough
inquiry amongst the lodging houses of

the Bowery. Within a few hours the
search was successful. The lost was
found. The father's heart was glad-
dened, and an early Sunday morning
train took him and the recovered prodi-
gal back to their home in New Eng-
land."

Struggling Forever for the Poor and
Needy, Dr. Klopsch Never Faltered

IF all the instances cited by Mr.
Pepper where Dr. Klopsch enjoyed

the friendship and the cordial support
of great men, both in the home land
and abroad, could be presented here,
they would make a delightful anecdotal
budget, but space does not permit. Yet
he had more joy in the companionship

of the poor and the simple than in that

of the great. Especially was he a
lover of children, who seemed to be
drawn to him naturally. Mr. Pepper,
in The Life-Work, tells how he gave
pleasure to all who came in contact
with him. Like Abou ben Adhem,
liOuis Klopsch craved no honor or re-

ward, but simply desired to be written
down as "one who loved his fellow-

men." This is the world's verdict. He
deserved the splendid eulogy which
was pronounced by one of the speakers
at his memorial service, who said: "If
every man, woman and child whom
Louis Klopsch has helped were to place
a single flower on his grave, these
flowers would make a monument as tall

as the highest pyramid."

Jfework
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Beautifully Bound! Splendidly Printed!
"W7E are proud of the mechanical work done on this book. It is the best made book from cover to cover that we have
VV ever published. It is bound in a fine dark green cloth that is as attractive as it is durable. The title is stamped on

the back in gold with a center-peice design also in gold. On the cover page there is a half-tone picture of Dr. Klopsch,
framed in a laurel wreath stamped in gold. The book measures 6^^ x 9>^ inches closed— 1 3^< inches when open. The
paper is an extra heavy quality, the type is large and clear, the margins wide and even on every page. The illustra-
tions, of which there are forty all told, are printed on calendered paper, thus obtaining clean and perfect pictures. The
lilustr^ations, beginning with a frontispeice of Dr. Klopsch, are exceptionally interesting, as they take the reader clear round the
world, concluding with portraits of Dr. Klopsch's associates, and a facsimile reproduction of the accountant's certificate, showing
Ur. Klopsch sdisposihon of charity funds placed in his hands. There are 4 1 3 pages in the book, gilt top. It weighs over
J:> ounces. Ihe book is finely bourid, securely set in the covers and strongly reinforced. This book is a fine example of
beautiful and shiled workmanship, and all Christian Herald readers are sure to be pleased with its richness and simplicity.

HOW TO SECURE THE BOOK WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
We will send you the Christian Herald for one year—fifty-two issues—new or renewal subscription—our 1911

Calendar and a photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, together with a copy of this sumptuous book, Life-Work ofLouis Klopsch, all

tor only ^Z.Ui), all shipping charges prepaid.
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REFORM
WHILE it would be premature to say that the

day of the "bad boy" in New York City is

over, a movement lately bej^un under mu-
licipal auspices is certainly a long step in that direc-

ion. What is known as the New York Parental

school, situated at Flushing, just within the boun-

lary line of the greater city, is the agency through

vhich this great juvenile reformation seems likely

be accomplished.
The Parental School may be said to have only

)egun its great work of rescuing the "bad boy" from
-he evil of his way. The school is only about a year
n existence and only one-fifth of the proposed build-

ngs have as yet been erected, but the results of its

Tiethods of juvenile reform have already been so

narked and emphatic as to demonstrate that, when
n full working equipment, it will exert a great influ-

;nce for good in the juvenile community.
Reform the boy and you will have little need to

•eform the man—as the twig is bent so the tree is

nclined. This boy problem is intensified in the con-

jested sections of all our great cities, and notably in

Slew York, where the population is heterogeneous

—

nade up of all nationalities, classes and kinds. The
lotsam and jetsam of the whole world are gathered
nto these crowded di.stricts and tenements, and it is

lot surprising that from such an admixture there

should emerge criminals and degenerates.

It is hard to counteract these evils, unless they

ire checked very early. It is only when the clay is

At the Carpenter's Bench

plastic that it can be moulded into the desired form
and shape. It is only by taking the "bad boy" in

time that hope may be entertained of transforming
him into a good man and a useful, law-abiding mem-
ber of society.

New York's city authorities realize this and are

giving their attention to the reformation of the boy

whose childhood has been passed among evil sur-

roundings, or who has already gone beyond the con-

trol of his parents or relatives.

Truant schools anticipate the reform institutions

by taking the boy before he has had a chance to

commit a serious crime, before his future career and
character are blasted by the stigma of a prison sen-

tence. In other words, they stand for prevention
rather than cure. In the past they have done a good
work, though at times they may have been rather

severe in their methods. Two of these' are still in

operation in New York, but only as "feeders" for

the new institution, and as soon as it is wholly com-
pleted these truant schools will be abolished.

The Flushing Parental School will supersede all

others of the kind. As its name implies, its aim is

to combine both school and home and to reform the

incorrigible boy by firmness tempered with kindness,

rather than by harshness mixed with severity or

cruelty. The school has been projected to keep pace

with the advance of population. The appropriation

was $700,000, and when the buildings are completed

1,000 boys can be accommodated. At present only

the administrative building, three cottages and the

power house have been finished.

The administrative building is a well-propor-

tioned, white stone, four-story structure, with red

tile roof, and commands a fine view of the wooded
country between Flushing and Jamaica. Each of

the three double cottages has accommodation for

sixty boys. Seven more will be built, and these,

with the main building, will be in the form of a large

cross, which will cover an area of several acres. The
grounds take in about 150 acres, sixteen of which
are under cultivation by the boys, and supply not

only the institution itself with cereals, fruits and
vegetables, but leave a surplus sufficient for the

other two truant schools of Manhattan and Brook-
lyn. None of the produce is sold or given away.
Five experienced men are constantly employed in

farm work, there are six horses and a full supply of

agricultural machines and implements.
At the present time, there are 192 boys in the

school, ranging in age from eight to sixteen. Ital-

ians are in the majority; but there are many colored

boys and a few Hebrews. The boys are sent to the

school for two years, but for good conduct and prog-

ress, the most of them are paroled after six months
and kept under surveillance for the remainder of the

time. It costs the city about $1.75 per boy for the

six months. Most people will consider this well-

spent money not only on account of the change
Continued on page 1182

Under the Master's Eye in One of the Workshops
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DEFINITION is difficult. This country pro-

duced in its first century but one man eminent
for clear, accurate, concise definition of words.

And in this respect our country was more fortunate

than any other. The wise men of France sought to

publish a clear, accurate, concise encyclopedia of

all knowledge. They submitted their definitions to

experts in various departments. They submitted to

the eminent naturalist Cuvier this definition of the

crab: "A small red fish that walks backward."

"Very good, very good, with slight exceptions," said

Cuvier; "the crab is not small, is not red except

when boiled, is not a fish at all, and never walks

backwards."
The more large, far reaching and enduring a

subject, the more difficult its definition. It has so

many phases that it can not be defined in few words.

Christ's coming touched the world at so many
points, had to do with so many interests of men, that

no one expression could convey all its meaning.

Hence we find him giving several statements, not

contradiOTory but complementary, of the purpose of

his coming. Speaking to a dying world with more
diseases than can be written on the surface of the
human body, and with the average of life run clear

down to twenty years, he said, "I am come that they
might have life and have it in prodigal overflow."

Speaking to a world with false instincts and objects,

not knowing truth from error, deceiving and being
deceived, he said, "To this end was I born and for
this came I into the world, to bear witness to the

truth." To a world full of slaves and where all

men were anxious to be served he said, "I came not
to be ministered to but to minister." To a world
defiant of the will of God he said, "Lo, I come to do
thy will, O God." So large a life must have many
definitions.

The Largest Thing in the World

So of the Gospel, the largest thing in the world.
No short definition can cover the case. Even Christ
did not attempt to define the Gospel. There was in

the mind of man no capacity to apprehend the vast-

ness of the subject. So Christ contented himself
with illustration, with telling men what the kingdom
of heaven was like. It is like good seed. To be

more specific, it is like a grain of mustard seed; it

is like leaven. All these figures are illustrations of

power. The good seed is a handful, a bagful, but
by its own inherent power it fills a field with wav-
ing grain. It is the smallest of seeds, but it masters
the power of gravitation and chemical affinity and
appropriate earth and air till it is a tree, with far-

flung fragrance and branches full of singing birds.

It is like leaven, but beyond all conservation of

forces it is an indefinite multiplication of forces,

till the whole is leavened. Each illustration teems
and outbreaks with continuous increasing unmeas-
ured multiplication of inherent power. They fling

that maxim of philosophers about the conservation
of energy to the winds. They are examples of self-

multiplication of energy, unwasting and increasing
as it spreads. Paul having been trained to an un-
derstanding of these figures of speech by a personal
experience of their vital meaning leaps to the amaz-
ing generalization and gives the definition in the
text—the Gospel is the power of God. Pause to

note the force of the article the. It is the teaching
of the Bible and of science that all power is of God.
But Paul emphasizes this one as par excellence the

power of God. All powers are serviceable, welcome,
but this one specially so. If we have this power of
God we may do without most of all the others.

Paul's Definition of the Gospel

Now, a definition to have any value must be in

terms understandable by those to whom it comes.
The definition of evolution by its greatest exponent,
in terms of homogeneity, heterogeneity, differentia-

tion, etc., is not understandable by one in a million

of earth's inhabitants. Wiser is Paul. He defines

the Gospel by the one thing with which we are most
familiar. He had taken lessons of the Master, who
set lilies and clouds, shepherding, sweeping, prodi-

gal sons, seed-sowing, every event of lowly and lofty

life, to be his Bible and preach his word. Hence,

* Bishop Warren is one of the ablest and most eloquent leaders in

American Methodism.

Paul takes power, the most familiar and significant

thing in the universe, to define and explain his Gos-

pel. We are surrounded on every side, domed over

and girt under with all sorts of powers—gravita-

tion that holds the world and worlds together, chem-
ical affinity that binds two airs into water, so closely

that nothing short of a stream of lightning can sep-

arate them, the enormous power of vegetable growth
that lifts the sequoia gigantea of California over

300 feet in air. We have the power of steam that

does more work in this country every day than

every man, woman and child from the first effort to

rise from their beds till they lie down to rest at

night. We have the greater power of electricity

that promises to supplant that of steam, and many
finer powers that we have not yet learned to recog-

nize, much less to handle.

In the Realm of Power

What I mean to teach and have you realize is this:

That there is a realm of power for mind and heart, a

realm as real, powerful, legitimate, and a realm for

appropriate experiment, giving larger and larger

possession, as really as there is a realm of power for

matter, real, powerful, legitimate, and field for ap-

propriate experiment. Since then this realm is a
part of God's universal realm of powers it will prob-
ably have the same general characteristics as other
general realms.
What are some of the characteristics of these

general realms of power? First. It is a characteristic
of all great powers that they are everywhere pres-

ent. Everywhere in the world and out of the world
is gravitation present and at work. The sailor in

Arctic and Antarctic seas finds the ocean of mag-
netic force everywhere present. Since the mist
first went up from the ground to water the Garden
of Eden every drop of water has been full of the
power of steam. We can rake up enough electricity

anywhere on land or sea to light a city or make it

thrill with power. The comet gone from its con-
trolling sun a thousand years, so far away that a
human eye could not distinguish that sun from any
other star, gone into cold 400 degrees below zero,

finds gravitation everywhere in its far flight, gravi-
tation that swings it round its cold and dark aphe-
lion and brings it back to perihelion again.

The Wondrous Power of the Gospel

So is the power of the Gospel omnipresent. There
never went up a cry for help from Greenland's icy
mountains or from India's coral strand but it went
up into a present power to save. I have been where
I have needed over thirty languages to do my work,
and I find that the power of the Gospel brings into
the glories of heaven on earth men out of every
nation and kindred and tribe and tongue under the
whole heaven. There have been national and racial
religions that would not bear transplanting from
their native soil. At length one comes out of the
infinite everywhere present and efficient heaven with
power not dependent on the earth. Christ com-
manded us to preach this Gospel to the whole crea-
tion.

The second general characteristic is that all the
forces of nature are ready to serve men. Away
back in the beginnings of time, the measureless
might of all these forces has been waiting to serve
man. Niagara has thundered through the ages.
Gravitation has kept its ceaseless tension. Light-
ning has burst out with dazzling flashes and thunder
trying to tell men of its waiting power. There is

no other sufficient end of their being. Their power,
their swiftness, their omnipresence have no other
reason for existence but to serve man. So has every
supernal energy of the Gospel been ready to save.
Salvation was provided before sin. The Lamb was
slain from the foundation of the world.

Third. All these forces are always ready to serve
avy man. There is no caste in nature's forces. They
seem so anxious to serve that they will seize occasion
to serve anybody. The power that holds the world
together and swings the limitless suns to the music
of the spheres, will carry a savage on his log down
the river as readily as it will turn the wheels of
great mills, creating wealth for the already rich.
Electricity lights the miner at his hard labor' in the
dark caves of the earth as readily as it flashes on

coronets and pleasures in the palaces of kings,

the Gospel comforts the slave, strengthens the mall
tyr, cheers the dying, as readily as it ennobles tl|

great and crowns the learned. The poor slave wJ
murmurs from his bed of rags "I's going home to irl

Fadder" has the same support as he who cries frol
the cross, "Father, into thy hands I commit ir||

spirit."

Fourth. The forces of nature are limitless in thejl

own realms. Not only are there forces of mar||

kinds, but there is plenty of each. If we were
substitute steel wires for the force that binds til)

world to the sun we should have to put them all ov\
the side next the sun, on sea and land from side

side and pole to pole so thickly that a mouse coul
not run round among them. No sun millions upci
millions of times greater than our world is too greil

for gravitation to handle. Heap half a contineil

upon imprisoned steam. Alps and Andes rise i\
thousands of miles, but the power of steam is n(||

overtasked. So the power of the Gospel. One ms
exceeding mad against the Church, haling men arl
women to prison; when they were tried for thef
lives giving his voice against them, persecuting til

Church and persecuting the ascended Head of til

Church, finds mercy. No man's sin is too great f(l

God's salvation. It snatches a brand from till

burning and quenches the flames in living blood,
saves a thief on the cross within a minute of h||

death. It saves to the uttermost.

The Transmission of Power
Fifth. I notice but one more general character! I

tic of powers. They are all transferable or con)
municable, from place to place, from mind to mini
from heart to heart. I once approached a high blul
in Montana. There stood a great factory, but rl
sign of power. No tall smokestack with its blaal
plume signifying steam; no wheels uplifted to tl|

journeying wind. But on approaching the bank!
gazed far down on the great falls where more pow«|
runs to waste than at Niagara. Down there graf
itation was at work and up on the bluff was tl||

transmitted power. Niagara works in Albany, 3f
milfs away, as readily as at the Falls themselve
I speak here, and the mobile air transmits ir|

thought to you yonder. Emotions are as transmit
sible as mechanical powers or thoughts. One braiil

ofiicer imparts his dauntless courage to all his meJI
till they rush into the imminent deadly breach recl(|

less of life.

Some years ago, there was a fire in Canal Stree
New York. Suddenly a young girl appeared at tljj

third-story window and shrieked for help. Till

long ladder was quickly heaved aloft and up ran i

courageous heart for rescue. But when he reachc
the second story, a great belch of fire and smolll
burst out of the window and poured through til

ladder. The brave fireman cowered under th{|

canopy of death and seemed about to come dowi
But the captain cried out to the crowd, "Lift hiri||

boys, lift him!" and a great cheer broke out of thoil

sands of hearts that lifted the man above his feail

and through the belching fire. The stream of wate
was turned on the window and the man soon brougljj

the girl safely down.

Love, the Greatest Power of All

No David ever met Jonathan in the wildernesl

without having his hands strengthened in God. S'

this power for mind and heart, greatest of all poi;

ers, is communicable.
It is God's nature to manifest itself. In the bill

ginning God said, "Let there be light," let there tf

land and seas and grass and animal life and mail
Having gone so far there was no reason to sto||

Let him perfect and glorify the creation he hat

made. Hence love bursts forth, the most tran.sl

missible of all powers. Love flows forth by ever!

faculty. Your speech is confined to the tongu|
recognition of color and form to the eye. E\er
department has its own faculty. But love utilizd

them all. It glows in the eye, flows from the li]|

makes the touch electric. And when distance inteil

venes between physical senses, absence makes thl

heart grow fonder, and it finds means of commif
nication. Paul is in the dungeon in Rome, but

'

Continued on next 'page
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*Power for Mind and Heart
Continued from preceding page

prayer to the throne of God he sends
his love and courage to the Ephesian
Church. If man's love is so commu-
nicable, much more God's. It not only
makes his sun to rise on the evil and on
the good, and sendeth the rain on the
just and unjust, and makes every
blessing of life an expression and
medium of his love, but he sends its

precious joy and mighty power directly

from his heart to man's heart.

This is a most prominent doctrine of
the Scriptures and a most precious
conclusion of experience. "If any man
love me he will keep my words and my
Father will love him and we will come
unto him and make our abode with
him." "He that loveth me shall be
loved of my Father and I will love him
and will manifest myself to him."
And Paul voices the experience of the
Christian world and says, "When it

pleased God to reveal his Son in me."
He who can give eyesight to the blind,

strength leaping in gladness to the

poor cripple at the Beautiful Gate, and
life to the dead Lazarus, can give love

more strong, more full of life to the

heart. The mighty emotions received

at Pentecost were not self-evolved but
poured out by the Holy Ghost. Thus
we find that the Gospel is a verbal
expression of a power for mind and
heart, as really as gravitation is for

matter. It bears all the tests of other
powers and carries all their charac-
teristics.

What has this power done? Think
of its beginning. What forces it had
to oppose? It set itself against the

universal idolatry of the world. This
was intrenched in politics, in social

custom.s, in the interests of art, in the

life of business men, whose craft was
in danger, and in the superstitions of

humanity. Christianity was driven

out of the common speech of men. To
speak the name of Christ with rever-

ence was to raise the cry "to the lions."

So they were obliged to invent a new
language unknown to their foes. They
took the initials of the Greek words
.Jesus Chri.st, Son of God, Saviour, and
found that they spelled the Greek word
for fish. Then a man could ask a fel-

low if he caught any fish to-day, not

meaning luring any of the finny tribes

from the Tiber's depths, but had he
been a fisher of men. He could ask a

fellow if he had partaken of fish to-

day, meaning had he fed upon the liv-

ing bread that came from heaven.

Thus he avoided betraying the cause.

But in spite of all opposition, social,

civil, military, superstitional, all com-
bined in deadly hate and murderous
execution, the new religion spread.

How could it spread in the face of such
opposition? Because it was the power
of God and was only opposed by the

combined powers of men.
Recall a few practical applications.

"He giveth power to the faint, and to

him that hath no might he increaseth

strength." "Wait on the Lord and re-

new your strength." "Come unto me, all

ye that are weary and heavy laden, and
I will re.st you" (the Greek). We as

well as Israel may sing the Song of

Ascents: "I will lift up mine eyes unto

the mountains. From whence cometh
my help? My help cometh from the

Lord who made such heavens and
earth." We as well as Paul may say,

"Having obtained the help that is from
God, I stand unto this day." We may
a.sk the Holy Spirit to lead us into all

sorts of truth. We may realize that

the Lord bindeth up the broken-

hearted. He forgiveth iniquity, trans-

gression and sins and wants us to

know it as clearly as when he said to

the sick of the "palsy or the sinful

woman at his feet, "Thy sins are for-

given thee." We as well as Paul may
.say, "The love of God hath been poured
out throughout our hearts by the Holy
Spirit, which was given unto us."

There is power for mind and heart as

really as there is power for realms of

matter—everywhere present, sufficient,

accessible, transmissible.

[See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Columnl

PEACE SUNDAY By Rev. J. M. Farrar, D.D.*

IN
a charmed sleep on the Isle of Avalon, resting until the morn-

ing. You want to know who was asleep? In your history you
will learn that more than 1,-500 years ago the English conquered

the Britons. The Britons taught their children to believe that the
great King Arthur was not really dead, but slept a charmed sleep on
the Isle of Avalon, and that he would some day awake and lead them
to victory. More than 800 years before our first Christmas one of
the prophets looked into the future and wrote: "For unto us a child
is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon his
shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the
mighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace." Some
one greater than King Arthur coming to give us peace.

SOME people thought that this was only a fable, but it proved to
be a fact. The little Prince of Peace did come, and shortly we

shall celebrate the 1910th anniversary of his birth. God knew
best how to send peace to the world. Man would have sent a great
warrior with a big sword, who would have thrashed the next biggest
giant, and, with one foot on the conquered giant, would lift his sword
into the air and bellow like the Bull of Bashan, "Let us have Peace."
But God sent a little child and not a great giant with peace for the
world. Sunday, December 18, is "Peace Sunday," and all clergy-
men are expected to preach about peace. I am going to talk about
this little child who came to bring the blessings of peace for little

children! Here are facts that may interest you. Without peace we
must have great battleships. If we could have peace and sell one
battleship the money would build and furnish fifty Manual Training
Schools, where 7.5,000 children could each get a good education and
be taught a trade. The cost of one battleship would build two libra-

ries like the great Congressional Library at Washington, which is the
finest building in the world. The cost of books and libraries would
be less than the cost of keeping the battleship. One of our largest

battleships costs $12,000,000 and requires $800,000 a year to keep it.

Now, what could we do for children if we had peace and could use
this battleship money for them? We could furnish 1,400 churches
that would cost $20,000 each. Just think of 1,400 Junior Congrega-
tions! Then we could give 7,000 farms, costing $4,000 apiece, to

parents of little children who did not have a home. And we would
have enough of money left to send 14,000 boys and girls to college

and give them $500 a year for their expenses. Surely all children

will work for peace. . . .

THE little Prince of Peace came to the world, and gradually but

surely peace is coming. Some of you are old enough to remem-
ber about the war between Russia and Japan. Our ex-President,

Colonel Roosevelt, made peace between these two great countries.

He did not roar like the Bull of Bashan, but history says that a story

he told about a bull decided these nations to make peace. Here is

the story: "I was riding across the plains in a railway train when
a powerful bull placed himself squarely between the rails and defied

the oncoming locomotive. Now, the engineer could have accepted

the challenge and with his great engine could have killed the angry
bull. But he did not. No, he stopped the train, and with the aid

of the train crew drove the animal off the track. Why? Because of

the possible damage which might have been done to the train had he

run over the bull. It might have derailed the locomotive." When
they thought about this story, neither of the nations wanted to be the

bull and both decided to get off the track of war and have peace.

WHEN peace comes permanently to the world it will be Christian

peace. If the boys and girls become good Christians they can,

when men and women, bring peace to the world. A story will show

you how this can be done: A missionai-y from Madagascar writes:

The Kora tribe had been converted from heathenism to the worship

of the true God. The neighboring Sakalava people began to fight

them. It was the first time the Koras had gone to war since their

conversion to Christianity, and their prime minister reminded them

that it must be carried on in a Christian manner. There must be no

needless bloodshed, no carrying off of slaves, no stealing or like

wrong things that are usually the rule in war. A fund of money

was raised that the soldiers might honestly buy from the enemy

whatever they might need. Children held prayer-meetings and

prayed for the speedy end of the war.

THE Sakalava villagers were astonished at such queer warriors.

"What strange enemies are these?" they asked; "they will not

take even an egg without paying for it." When the two armies

faced each other, the Kora commander asked for parley. He ex-

plained to the opposing chief why he wished to avoid bloodshed, if

possible. The heathen chief sneered openly, accusing him of being

afraid to fight. In reply the commander said, "What is your price

for vonder bullock?" The amount was paid, and the general aimed

his gun at the animal. "You can't kill it at that distance," sneered

the other. The shot rang out and the bullock fell dead. "Now, said

the Kora chief, "all of my soldiers can shoot as well as I. What
would be your chance in a battle against us?"

"We should all be dead men," was the frank reply. The parley

was followed bv an agreement for peace. The heathen chief asked

:

"Cannot some of your men stay and teach us the religion that makes

enemies into friends?"
* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text: Isa. 9:6.

2\\oE HOE

A Labor of Love
THE Rev. N. S. Becker, pastor of the

Presbyterian Church, Cii'cleville,

Orange County, N. Y., did the Bowery
;\lission a great service at the recent
Thanksgiving festivity. Having ascer-
tained from the superintendent that
such a course would be acceptable, he
spoke to his own congregation about
providing something towards the
Thanksgiving dinners. The suggestion
was taken hold of with great avidity,
and quickly brought out into a town
affair. Dr. Becker placed a large no-
tice in the post oflfice, asking the assist-
ance of his fellow townsmen, and as a
result on the day before Thanksgiving,
several barrels containing chickens and
vegetables of all kinds arrived at the
Mission. This not only contributed to
the happiness of the men of the Bowery
Mission, but to many of the poor fami-
lies of the city, who came for their
baskets on Thanksgiving morning.
The following letter was received

from Dr. Becker in connection with
this beautiful little incident:

" November 15, 1910.
"My Dear Brother Hallimcnd: I

am glad for the opportunity to be of
some little service to my fellow-men.
My heart goes out to the down-and-out.
I feel for every one of them. I've been
in the work a little and know. While
I am daily struggling against various
discouragements, I am still able to
realize that I have a roof over my
head, and that God still keeps me.
Would I were in a position to do more
for the more unfortunate. I've gone
about some to enlist the aid of the
country-folk. I have heard only words
of sympathy for the homeless.

""Trusting and praying that the good
Father of all is blessing your every
effort in so great a work, and that some
hearts may receive an added joy, be-

cause they 'did it unto one of the least

of these,' I remain, sincerely yours,
"N. S. Becker."

The example that Dr. Becker and his

friends in the country have set will,

we hope, during this winter time be
kept up by many of the other sympa-
thetic friends. Any gifts of provisions
or men's cast-off clothing will be gladly
received, as the demands upon us this

year are heavier than ever before.

Never in the history of the Mission
have such large crowds attended its

meetings. Some hundreds are turned
away every night. The membership
of the Brotherhood is now so large that

it threatens to occupy every seat at the

nightly meetings, and arrangements
are being contemplated for holding-

overflow meetings. The expense of

getting these men ready for the posi-

tions which the Labor Bureau is find-

ing for them is very heavy, and any
contributions sent to the care of The
Christian Herald, 92 Bible House,
will be most cordially received.

J. G. Hallimond, Superintendent.

Anvil Strokes

. .One has not found himself until

he has found Christ.

. . A RELIGION that is good enough
for the week day will do for Sunday.

. .The heart is not a fit place to put
grudges in; they belong to the rubbish

pile.

. . A SMILE never wears out if it is

worn pleasantly, and it is always in

good style.

. . To have done one's best is the

source of greater joy than to have ob-

tained the best.

. . A LIVING that costs no sweat is too

costly, for it costs the privilege of a

great deal of life's sweetness.

. . When an achievement exhausts

all our resources in its accomplish-

ment, it will exhaust our capacity to

contain the joy of it.

. .When I read that Jesus was only

a Nazarene carpenter, I become con-

vinced that there is no honest calling

too humble for me, nor in which I may
not honor his name.

M. G. Rambo.
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IN
reviewing the causes which have contributed to

the extension of missions throughout the world,

due credit should be given to Christian explorers

and statesmen. Not only have they been pioneers

in penetrating and pacifying the unknown portions

of the earth, but they have also removed mighty
barriers to the progress of Christ's kingdom.
A worthy representative of these forerunners of

enlightenment is Mr. T. J. Alldridge, an English-

man, fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and
member of the Imperial Service Order, whose life

for nearly forty years has been interwoven with the

history of Sierra Leone, West Africa. He went to

Sierra Leone in 1871, at a time when British do-

minion was exercised by a single governor over a
vast undeveloped territory, called "The West Africa

Settlements," which included Gambia, Sierra Leone
and the Gold Coast down to Lagos.
Gradually these settlements were
divided into distinct crown colonies

of Great Britain.

To Mr. Alldridge, as Traveling
Commissioner, belongs in large

measure the credit of having opened
up and mapped out the remotest

parts of the Hinterland of Sierra

Leone. He went from town to town,

making treaties with important na-

tive chiefs. For some years, he was
the only white man in what is known
as the Upper Mendi country, and
to-day he is the only European offi-

cial intimately acquainted with con-

ditions in Sierra Leone, past and
present.

Mr. Alldridge has recorded his

experiences and observations in two
excellent books, entitled The Sherbro
and Its Hhiterland and A Trans-
formed Colony. These volumes
present an interesting and graphic
story of those events which led to

the transformation of the Hinter-
land of Sierra Leone from a war-
devastated and slavery-infested

territory to a well-regulated and
rapidly developing protectorate. Mr.
Alldridge followed the principles of

Christianity and humanity in his

great work; so it is entirely fitting

to regard him as a faithful ally of

the forces of Christianity in the de-

velopment of this portion of Africa.
In their primitive state, the tribes of Sierra

Leone dwelt in the forests and jungles, without
much friendly intercommunication. Their towns of

squalid, mud-walled huts were surrounded by strong
war-fences or stockades. The roads running from
town to town were usually narrow and badly kept.

Crooked and meandering paths passed through the
dense forests and thick bushes. Fallen trees often
blocked the way. There were poor bridges, or none
at all, over swamps and streams. Tribes viewed
one another with deadly distrust and suspicion.

Wars were constantly occurring, the main cause
being the desire for slaves. The slightest pretext
was sufficient for burning up a town and carrying
off the people.

These tribal wars produced very disastrous re-

sults. Towns were destroyed, the inhabitants killed

or enslaved, and the cultivation of the soil neg-
lected. Famine and pestilence often followed.
Mission work was well nigh impossible under such
conditions. It required a man of exceptional quali-

ties and heroic mould to push his way into this un-
civilized district and induce barbaric and warlike

chiefs to take the first step towards enlightenment.

Strange and untried roads had to be traveled, and
dangers from armed warriors and fatal diseases

had to be encountered.
It would be interesting, indeed, if a realistic pic-

ture could be presented of some of the numerous
meetings with Sierra Leone chiefs held by Mr. T. J.

Alldridge. Meetings of short duration generally

convened in the barri, or central building of the

town. Long conferences were oftentimes held in a
specially constructed shed, where the principal

chiefs reclined in hammocks, attended by some of

their wives and servants. A chief seldom opened
the meeting himself, but entrusted that duty to his

well-informed "prime minister." Extreme caution

and impressive dignity were manifested by all who
took part. Mr. Alldridge describes the close of a

Commissioner Alldridge and His Traveling Party

treaty as follows: "At such meetings as these no
immediate answer is ever given. Consultation must
take place between the paramount chief and sub-
chiefs. The chiefs therefore retired, but shortly
returned to the barri and put further questions,
showing how thoroughly they understood what they
were about, and again retired. At length the chiefs
all returned, when the paramount chief came for-
ward and stated that, having consulted his sub-
chiefs, he should have much pleasure in entering
into the friendly treaty proposed. The entire treaty
was then read aloud for every one to hear, I reading
it in English, the interpreter following in the Mendi
language. After this I signed the treaty and the
chief made his mark, and so did the sub-chiefs, the
whole being witnessed by some of the police, who
were able to write. Proceedings then terminated,
and festivities, to which the town was at once given
over, were carried on until late at night."

Mr. Alldridge mentions holding a meeting once
with a hostile chief, who had previously threatened
to make a drinking cup of his skull. However, the
result of a visit by Mr. Alldridge was that the chief

became friendly and made presents of rice and
sheep. The most important meeting Mr. Alldridge
ever convened was one in which a hundred chiefs

took part, some in person and others through their
representatives. With much difficulty, the chiefs
were gathered and conducted to Bandasuma, to
confer with Governor Sir Francis Fleming. The
meeting was entirely successful and the people were
brought into friendly relations with one another
and with the government.

Mr. Alldridge has always favored missions and
regards the work of Christianization as funda-
mental in the uplift of the people. To-day, Sierra
Leone is truly a transformed land. A railway runs
227 miles through the country. The main roads are
kept in a good condition. The most important
towns are connected by telegraph. The postal ser-

vice ramifies throughout the whole
interior. The jurisdiction of Eng-
lish courts has been introduced.
Above all. Christian missions have
made great progress through the
establishment of churches, schools,
hospitals and industrial farms.
Of special interest are Mr. All-

dridge's words concerning the work
of American missionaries in Sierra
Leone, where the Church of the
United Brethren in Christ is carry-
ing on mission work. Especially in

the vast and needy interior has this
denomination been taking the lead
in religious efforts, and lately a
growing church and an advanced
training institution have been estab-
lished in Freetown. Rev. J. R.
King, D.D., is the aggressive super-
intendent of the mission. In a letter

to a United Brethren missionary,
Mr. Alldridge says:

"I certainly give great credit to

your people for the great exertions
they have for so many years been
making and are still persistently
making to push on into the distant
parts of the Hinterland. It has to

be done, and now is the time to put
forth every possible exertion. The
mission must keep pace with the
government advance, which is enor-

. mous. The railway is doing won-
ders in opening up the parts through
which it passes and the adjoining

localities, and the people ought to have the mission-
ary influences brought to them without delay. In-
lying places should be visited by itinerating teachers
speaking the Mendi language, and this should be
done to counteract the Mohammedan influences
which are surprisingly in evidence. Your mission
has a gigantic field, if it can only obtain the means
to open out new centres. My interests naturally
tend towards your mission, as the 'Mendi Mission'
has, from my earliest connection with the Sherbro,
been before me, and I have admired its work, spirit-

ual and temporal, and its methods. Much remains
to be done, but I do think the times for pushing on-
ward are more favorable to-day than I have ever
known them."

This is both a commendation and a clarion call to
great efforts in the future. It is safe to say that
an unparalleled opportunity is before the Church
to-day in view of the favorable conditions which
exist in all non-Christian lands, due to those mar-
velous transformations of which Sierra Leone is an
example. May the response be adequate to the
accomplishment of the task!
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wrought, but also because of the saving of police-

men's and truant officers' time and the time also of

the Children's Court, besides the good done to the

public schools by removing from the midst of the

other boys the mischievous juveniles who might and
probably would contaminate many others.

The most unruly boys are the ones most welcome
at the Parental School. The superintendent takes

pleasure in bi'inging the boys under subjection.

However, he uses no severity and seldom has any
trouble. Mr. Hobart H. Todd is a man who has been
vised to boys all his life; he thoroughly understands
them and knows how to deal with their peculiarities

of character. He had quite a good experience with
juvenile irregularities while he was assistant super-
intendent at the House of Correction on Randall's
Island. He is a big good-natured man, who rules
not with the rod of iron but the wand of kindness.
Work is the keynote of his gamut with the boys. He
believes work is the panacea for all evils, the coun-

teractive for all bad tendencies. He never allows
the boys to be a moment idle, from the time the big
bell tolls the hour of rising at 6 o'clock until curfew
rings at 8 o'clock P.M. They are either in the class-
rooms or the trade-shops, in the fields or doing
some useful work around the buildings, as scrubbing
floors or polishing windows, and all the time under
the eyes of a master. Of course, they have a regu-
lar time for recreation; but in this respect also,
work is combined with pleasure. They have regu-
lar military drills, the "flag drill" being particu-
larly impressive.

While there is not much time in which to learn a
trade, a good beginning is made in several branches.
There are five workshops, devoted to painting, tail-
oring, carpentry work, plumbing and baking.
Despite the short time, many of the boys show pro-
ficiency in the mechanical arts. In the tailor shop
they can make their own uniforms and caps—heavy
dark blue for the winter and khaki for the summer.
A great deal of the carpentry about the place is

Continued' from page 1 179

done by the boys. In the print shop all the printing
is done for the three schools, and it is expected that
soon the entire work of the Board of Education will

be in the hands of these boys.
In the bake-shop adjacent to the kitchen, 7,000

loaves are baked every month, enough to supply the

Manhattan and Brooklyn institutions as well as the
regular consumption of the Parental School. The
boys do all the work—mix the dough in a big electric

mixer, knead it, shape it and attend to the ovens.

When they leave the school, they are qualified as
bakers, provided they get their "working papers."
In fact, the boy who works in any department is

sure of a job when he leaves, for though he may
not be a competent tradesman, he has learned
enough to make himself useful or at least give him
the preference to others who have had no experience.
The Parental School is moulding boys who in all

probability would have turned out criminals, into

youths of honesty and integrity, who will ripen into

a strong manhood.
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An Interesting Section for the Gardener and Orchardist The Apple Display at the Fruit Show

M'

II

"ORE than a thing of beauty and commercial
exploitation is the National Fruit and Corn
Show, opened November 10 by Governor

Carroll in the city of Council Bluffs, la., midway
between the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards. Its

educational value has been highly praised by com-

petent authorities, and its effects will be enduring

beyond a day or a year.

The size and beauty of the apple display which
first greets the eye upon entering the main exhibi-

tion hall, proves the apple to be king of all tree-

fruits in our latitudes; and one is at first inclined to

call it an apple show. But closer

inspection will show that all other

products of the soil are there—the

semi-tropical productions, the vege-

tables, the nuts, the grain and
fodder plants of all sections of our

land—over thirty States being rep-

resented by exhibits, each one
worthy of careful study.

While it seems to be granted that

the' far Western poi-tions of our
country are leading in new and
advanced methods of producing and
marketing fruit crops, the older

States give evidence of their latent

possibilities. The spray-pump, the

smudge-pot, the apple-box, the

small fruit farm, the fruit associa-

tions of the small growers, the ap-

pointment of professors of scientific

horticulture to advise and supervise,

according to strict rules, the grow-
ing of apples, peaches, apricots, etc.,

from the seedling to mature bearing
trees are creations of the West waiting to be adopted

advantageously and with similar glorious results in

other sections. Here labor—manual labor—is con-

sidered an honorable occupation, and in many parts

is furnished exclusively by white men and women
of fine intelligence, who find it agreeable and remun-

erative at the same time. Among these are uni-

versity graduates, doctors, ministers, journalists,

who follow horticulture as their only pursuit. The

value of applied intelligence over against haphazard

and easy-going methods is exemplified by striking

facts. How otherwise is it to be accounted for that

out of a restricted area in one State, roughly

fifteen miles by fifteen miles, there is shipped

and commercially disposed of more fine

peach fruit than from twenty millions of

peach trees in another State of no mean pro-

portions, and more apples from the same
section than from three other apple-growing

States?
The value of such exhibits is evidenced by

the fact that a State -exhibit from an old

historical section in the East has made a

supreme and successful attempt to capture

the prize for the most complete and varied

exhibit on the ground.
To make two blades grow where but one

grew before—in other words, to increase the

yield of corn per acre enormously—is the

object of the endeavors of practical profes-

sional men, and the results of their labors

are .seen in the Corn Show. But it is more
than an assumption that the exact methods

followed by irrigation farmers so success-

fully have stimulated if not induced the

efforts of Eastern pioneers in scientific farm-

ing. These efforts include the study of the

chemical composition of soils, their classifi-

cation and proper recommendations for their

utilization, upon which the national govern-

ment has entered. It will be completed when the
farmer takes down from his cupboard a given volume
telling him about the original ingredients of the soil

in his neighborhood for his guidance in caring for

it against depletion or bringing it back to a healthy
and normal condition. A soil map of Iowa of gen-
erous dimensions (ten by twelve feet) in the corn
section of this Exposition, shows the beginning of

the work. Another factor in securing larger re-

turns from the soil is the systematic breeding of corn
varieties for greater productiveness.
One almost hestitates to repeat the authentic

stories of stupendous yields of bushels of corn under

Heating an Apple Orchard During a Frost

forced and scientific cultivation—there are farms
where from 240 to 300 bushels an acre are raised.

But when they are told upon the occasion of a ban-

quet to a former president and referred to by a

governor in a public address and vouched for in the

other instance by a reputable professor, they can-

not be set aside. They also serve a laudable pur-

pose. The imagination of youth is fired by such

extreme results as by nothing else. It so happened
that a farmer boy of eighteen came to the show,

bringing his corn ears along in a suit case, and took

prizes right and left for the most perfect ear of corn

Orchards and Poultry Yards Combined

of a certain variety, for the best ten ears, and other
prizes outdistancing old and tried competitors. It

'

was the result of intelligent corn breeding for a
period of several years to bring it to such a state of
perfection.
The reduced average yield of old corn and grain

growing areas need just such a stimulus to counter-
act further deterioration, to ward off resulting
scarcity of food products and consequent high prices.

Is there anything more important in earthly affairs

than the right treatment of the only inexhaustible
natural resources, the soils, and the preservation of
this heritage for coming generations? Can any-

thing be done to awaken the intelli-

gent enterprise of larger numbers
of dwellers in city and country even
in those parts which lack the same
intelligent interest in this matter
until now? Can some of the meth-
ods of proved value be taken up in

semi-depopulated regions of the
older communities? Perhaps it

could be shown that it might be
attempted along simple lines with-
out abrupt and violent innovations.

Colorado has an exhibit which
shows that it is fast becoming one
of the leading fruit States of the
country. The principal fruit grow-
ing sections of Colorado are located

in the fertile valleys of the western
slope of the Rockies. Grand Junc-
tion is the metropolis of this dis-

trict. It is located on the D. & R. G.

R. R., midway between Denver and
Salt Lake City. The population is

about 10,000. Grand Junction lies

in the centre of what is known as the "Grand Val-

ley," the most extensive fruit section of Colorado.

The Grand Valley is the land of the five and ten-

acre orchard tracts where yields per acre have
reached startling figures.

From the Grand Valley last year, 1909, there were
shipped over three thousand car loads of fruit, more
than the combined output of Oregon, Washington
and Idaho. This immense output was harvested
from a strip of valley land not more than twenty-
five miles in length and only about eight or ten

miles wide. This valley is favored by a climate

most delightful. Many winters the tempera-
tures do not descend to the zero point. The
length of the growing season is longer than
any other fruit growing section in the West,
exclusive of Arizona and California, and
there is an average of one hundred and
ninety-six days between frosts. All the

varieties of California and European
grapes flourish in this valley and yield

not uncommonly from $100 to $200 per acre.

The yields per acre of apples amount to

$1,000. Rev. J. A. Becker, of Grand
Junction, sold from his orchard of Jonathans

$1,900 worth of fruit from a single acre.

The fruit growers are given every assist-

ance by the State and county. A county

horticulturist is employed to spend his entire

time with the growers to assist them in

problems of planting, pruning, spraying,

cultivating, thinning and harvesting the

fruits. This vear Mr. E. P. Taylor, former

professor in State of Missouri Agriculture

Department, the county horticulturist, and

entomologist, will inspect over 5,000 acres of

the 30,000 acres of the Grand Valley. Dur-

ing the winter horticultural meetings will be

held, bringing together thousands of these

progressive fruit growers.
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Dr. Klopsch's Vision

IT was the ambition of Dr. Klopsch to make The
Christian Herald not merely the most widely

circulated of religious journals, but the greatest

power for good in the whole world. To this end he

labored incessantly. His constant prayer was that

the paper might yet become the medium through
which the people of all lands should be drawn to-

gether in mutual sympathy and helpfulness; that

it might be widely used of God in the spread of

practical Christianity, and especially that its read-

ers might be made instrumental in the alleviation

of human suffering- and the advancement of the

Cross of Christ.

In the years of his activity, his efforts were
crowned with remarkable success. Under his leader-

ship The Christian Herald Family became a tre-

mendous power for good. Especially did he love to

think of the Old Guard—those who had been with
hini in many worthy enterprises, and whose prayers
and co-operation have been the means of doing great

deeds for Christ and humanity at home and in dis-

tant lands, in missionary effort, in philanthropy, and
many other ways that proved their consecration.

To us, who write these words and who served all

through the years with him in intimate and sym-
pathetic fellowship, it is an inspiration and a pleas-

ure to know that we still have around us the same
loyal legions of the Old Guard. Their zeal for ser-

vice is undiminished and they know that the journal
they love so well is true to the principles for which
it has always stood.

There was one ambition—a most laudable one

—

which Dr. Klopsch cherished and which was still

unfulfilled when he died. Year after year, he had
watched the circulation thermometer steadily

rising. He knew that every increase meant en-

larged opportunities for service, and the convic-

tion grew upon him that he should not cease his

efforts until the million mark was reached. A mil-

lion praying, working, earnest Christians, like one
great spiritual family, united for a common purpose
—what could not such an organization accomplish!
With almost prophetic vision, he foresaw the fai'-

reaching influence on the world's destinies of such
a mighty army of godly men and women working in

unison. What part might not such a force, under
divine direction, play in the great drama of human
regeneration

!

This was his dream: To have The Christian
Herald read in a million American homes, every
member of which should be a sharer in its work, its

humane enterprises, its labors for world-evangeliza-
tion, world-peace, world-uplift, and the increase of

human happiness. Speaking on this theme not long-

before he died, he said that if his desire could be
realized and the million mark reached, "nothing-

could prevent The Christian Herald from becom-
ing the greatest single agency of righteousness and
truth on the earth."

We believe that Dr. Klopsch's vision of the million

mark can be brought within a measurable distance
of realization. If every reader of this journal, and
especially the Old Guard, who have done such signal

service in many fields under his leadership, were to

bring in ONE NEW SUBSCRIBER WITH THEIR
OWN RENEWAL NOW, the goal would be clearly

in sight. It is the greatest opportunity we know of

for the best kind of missionary service. Why not
all try it?

We are the more encouraged to urge this be-

cause renewals and new subscriptions are now pour-
ing in upon us in a rising flood, eclipsing all

previous records at this season. A united effort

NOW would effectually show that Dr. Klopsch was
not a dreamer when he expressed the conviction that

The Christian Herald would yet become "the

greatest single agevcy of righteousness and truth

on earth." He himself would have desired no better

or more fitting memorial than this and you can

make it come to pass. Put forth the effort NOW,
pray for its success, and God's added blessing will

complete the work.

Tlie Nation's Drink Increase

SIMULTANEOUSLY with the announcement that

our total population in the home-land and its

colonies has passed the 100,000,000 mark, comes an-

other official announcement which causes a thrill of

a different character. According to the figures of the

Internal Revenue Bureau, the fiscal year lately ended
has been marked by the largest consumption of
liquors ever known in this country. Of distilled

spirits 165,000,000 gallons have been consumed, be-
ing 30,000,000 more than last year. During the
same time, 59,485,117 barrels of fermented liquor
have been consumed, being an increase of 3,000,000
barrels. For many years, we have been gathering
to ourselves a vast foreign population. For the last

half decade, our annual immigration has averaged
three-quarters of a million at the port of New York
alone. This big army of newcomers has brought with
it the drinking cu.stoms of the old world, and it will

not be until the second generation that they can be
hopefully converted to the modern scientific temper-
ance view. Another cause of the increase is that
our government still allows liquor to be carried into
and through "dry" States, regardless of the will of
the people, thus spreading the evil of intemperance.

These figures, startling though they are, need give
no cause for discouragement. The increase, as we
have shown, is more apparent than real. The fact
remains, and should not be forgotten, that nearly
40,000,000 of our population are living under tem-
perance laws of their own voluntary enactment—

a

larger number than ever before. Thus, though the
evil itself grows, the remedy grows at a still more
rapid rate. Scientific education in our schools con-
cerning the nature and effects of alcohol must be
pushed vigorously in all the States. Our churches
and temperance organizations must get together and
work harmoniously for this common end.

A Sound Basis

SOME clever but unscrupulous individuals perpe-
trated a hoax on the business community lately,

which, had it not been promptly exposed, might have
produced serious results. What purported to be an
interview with Mr. James J. Hill, the well-known
railroad builder and financier, was published, in
which he was represented as predicting that the
coming year would be one of great business depres-
sion; that capitalists were apprehensive and indis-
posed to undertake anything involving large outlays;
that there would be strikes, failures, and business
trouble generally throughout the country. Within
twenty-four hours after the publication, a dispatch
was received from Mr. Hill at St. Paul, stating that
the interview did not occur, and adding, "I see no
present cause for alarm. The outlay for new enter-
prises does not indicate great activity, but the gen-
eral conditions of business are on the whole sound."
The bogus interview was unquestionably the work
of some one who wished to affect the stock market.
Its circulation, however, has been the means of giv-
ing publicity to the views of leaders in business
throughout the country, and all unite in pronounc-
ing conditions good and the general outlook entirely
satisfactory. There ought to be some means to
reach and properly punish the disseminators of
fraudulent news.

Living by the Day
SIDNEY SMITH used to counsel people to take

short views. The wisdom for us, if we knew
it, is to live by the day. "Sufficient unto the day is

the evil thereof" is the saying- of our Lord, and he
has bidden us to "take no thought for the morrow,
for the morrow shall take thought for the things of
itself." Perhaps it is too much to hope that we
may ever arrive at a place in life where we can
be entirely free from anxiety. The child is not
worried about its daily bread. Father and mother
are sure to provide it. Only as the child emerges
into the grown-up world, does the wonder enter
where the shoes are to come from, who is to supply
the food and raiment and everything else that be-
longs to the daily demand. Why may we not remain

all our lives in the happy state of those children who
continue to trust confidently in parental love and
care all through the passing- years? We read from
time to time of singular occurrences, in which a
need has been met in answer to prayer, and we are
contented to think that these sweet experiences of
Providential provision were merely incidental, and
were not sent straight from heaven as gifts from
the Father's hand. Our lives would be far happier
if we could but live always in the larger hope and
the fuller trust which God promises us, because we
are his children. Why should it not be our rule in
everything, the little as in the great things, with
prayer and supplication, to make our requests known
unto God? Let us live by the day, secure in our
Father's never-sleeping care.
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Science and the Soul

THE American people have a high respect for the

men foremost in science. During the long inventive
career of Thomas Alva Edison, he has gradually
attained to a reputation in this country which is

second to none in his own particular field of investi-

gation. But Mr. Edison recently made a sad blunder
in venturing to step out of the domain of practical

science and into that of speculative philosophy. He
attempted, in a published interview, to prove that

because science, as he knew it, could not demonstrate
the existence of the soul, therefore it was non-exist-

ent and immortality was a dream. His philosophic

lucubrations have been promptly punctured by Dr.

William Hanna Thomson, who shows that Mr. Edi-
son, in dealing with the brain, is both unscientific
and superficial. "The fact that he is prominent in

one branch of science," writes Dr. Thomson, "does
not entitle him to pass upon other branches of
science." He remarks that Mr. Edison doesn't
seem to know that the brain has two lobes or hemi-
spheres, nor how these hemispheres are governed.
"The belief in personal immortality," Dr. Thomson
continues, "is generic. I believe that people who
do not believe in immortality are abnormal." Sir

Oliver Lodge, one of the most famous living scien-

tists, and one who holds a very reverent attitude
toward the revealed Word, in a recent address stated
as the ultimate conclusion of philosophy: "The death J n

of the body does not convey any assurance of the
j

[«'
''

soul's death. Death is a change indeed—a sort of i

emigration, a wrenching away of the old familiar I »
scenes, a solemn, portentous fact; but it is not anni-
hilation."

Mr. Edison's interview has been much discussed in

the pulpits and by the press, and the general conclu-
sion is that he has made a great mistake in endeav-
oring to demonstrate through scientific process the

,

'te

things that are wholly unapproachable by such '

methods. No amount of loose thinking and loose

speaking will avail in the spiritual domain. Those
who have already entered on the spiritual life can
best understand the supreme folly of attempting to

gauge the problems of that life with material instru-
ments and by mathematical calculations.
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Horrible Factory Fire

t /TORE than thirty persons, mostly women and
A/I girls, perished in a factory fire in Newark,
^'-^ N. J., the other day. The building was an
Id firetrap. It was the selfsame one that was
:cupied by Ericsson while designing the Monitor,

nd there it was that he experimented with his hot-

ir furnace. The first two floors of the building

ere occupied by the Drake-Morrison Paper Box
ompany and the Newark Paper Box Company, the

lird by the Aetna Electric Company and the
nchor Lamp Company, and the fourth or top floor

y the Wolf ]Muslin Undergarment Company, which
mployed a hundred or more women and girls. The
re began in the Anchor Lamp Company, where
[jss Sadie Henderson, who died from her injuries,

as cleaning a carbon for an incandescent lamp by
curing gasoline into the apparatus she was oper-
ting. Instantly there was a flash of fire that
linded the girl, who ran screaming, and the fire

immunicated itself to the inflammable material of

le room. The means of egress were only two little

re escapes and one narrow stairway. Panic-
tricken, the people in the building ran screaming
nd fighting to the windows for air and escape,

'he fire escapes were soon red hot and many of the

cor ci-eatures leaped out of the windows to their

eath. One woman impaled
erself upon the picket of a
lence which pierced her brain,

nd three young girls with
ands clasped undertook to

jap into the life-net which the

olicemen held, but they all fell

hrough it and were killed on
he pavement underneath. A
avage dog in a narrow alley

ut off the escape of a number
y biting viciously and danger-
usly all who tried to get past
im, and between the dog and
le chance of escaping another
:ay five or six of the girls, see-

ig others bitten so badly, un-
ertook another route of escape
nd perished. It is a shame
lat, with all the boasts of life-

rotection in our modern times
nd by our advanced civiliza-

ion, this old death-trap, built

t least two generations ago,
hould have been allowed to be
ccupied when it was nothing
nore than a box of kindling
,'ood well saturated with oil,

.'ith scarcely a ghost of a

hance for escape for the occu-

ants of the two upper stories,

'here is every presumption
hat a great and swiftly grow-
ng city like Newark has or-

inances that should have
.rotected these defenseless
.'omen and prevented this mas-
acie, which is a disgrace to our Christian civiliza-

ion. There are perils enough in our life of complex

idustries when there is the utmost prudence, and
: is a shame when these perils are multiplied by

uman greed or by the neglect of proper official

nspection. The tragedy has grieved the heart of

he nation, and its prayers go up for Divine sym-

athy for the survivors. There are spiritual perils,

ut there is no need that any one should perish, as

od has made a way of escape from them all.

;hri.st is the sure means of safety from every

piritual conflagration. The exhortation given to

.ot to escape the fires that burned Sodom can be

sed to those who are in spiritual peril now to

mpelthem to fly immediately to a place of safety.

Escape for thy life, look not bfihind thee, neither stay thou in

II the plain; escape to the mountain, lest thou be consumed.

3en. 19:17.)

iOlions in Savings Banks

The calamity howlers would do well to examine

he report of the savings bank deposits for the past

ear. The deposits in the 1,759 savings banks dur-

ng the year increased to more than four billions,

'he average depositor's account was $445.22, $24.77

bove the average of the year before. There are

00,000 more depositors in the savings banks than

here were a year ago, and the total of the deposits

as increased $354,000,000 during the year. There

3 a material basis for all earthly enterprises. Money
3 necessary for food, clothing, shelter, school,

hurch, and about everything else, and one of the

evidences of a high type of civilization is the pro-
vision which is made for the future. The reasonable
preparation for a rainy day is not only wise, but a
religious duty. Our savings banks are a great
blessing to all classes, and especially the common
people, who lay up steadily small amounts from
their meagre incomes. In harmony with the benevo-
lent spirit and life these weekly and monthly de-
posits of small denominations make quite a showing
at the end of a year or years, and help in the founda-
tion of a home or in any emergency that may arise.
Christ taught the lesson of saving in little things
when he said to his disciples:

Gather up the fraginents that remain, that nothing be lost. (John
6:12.)

Bronx Zoo Lion Escapes

Emperor Leo, the great Numidian lion of the
Bronx Zoo, New York City, escaped from his cage
the other evening and badly frightened the keepers
and people in the neighborhood. Armed with pitch-
forks they beat the underbrush over a wide area of
the park, until after about an hour's fruitless search
they heard Leo's terrible roar in the direction of the
bear den. They found him standing on his hind
legs and wrenching with his forepaws and grinding
with his fearful jaws at the iron bars of the cage
containing Silver King, the beautiful polar bear. It

was a happy thought that led one of the keepers to

open the door between the cage occupied by Silver

Scene of

herself being the twenty-first wife. He said that
there were some New York people who were trying
very hard to imitate these examples, and that they
were not all actors and actresses. The pastor
thought that the most serious thing about the mat-
ter is that such outrageous conduct should be at-
tended with so little shame upon the part of the
so-called highest society, as well as by the partici-
pants themselves. He said in closing the sermon

:

"Divorce at present is increasing two and a half
times as fast as our population. One can see the
incredible increase in twenty years when he remem-
bers that in 1880 the percentage was only 38 per
100,000 population, whereas in 1900 it was 73."

Wherefore they are no more twain, but one flesh. What there
fore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder. (Matt. 19:6.)

Dead Man Sang at Funeral

We hear now and then of a man reading his own
obituary in the papers, but it is a rare thing for a
dead man to sing at his own funeral. Pietro Ficco,
a shoemaker and amateur musician, had a very great
fondness for the phonograph. He purchased a
good many records and occasionally sang into his
own phonograph and kept records of the songs. He
was taken seriously ill. He realized that he could
not recover, and being a poor man and unable to get
up much of a funeral he requested that they
use his phonograph to furnish the music for

the funeral services. He picked
out the Angel's Serenade and
Gounod's Ave Maria, sung by
himself, and these were used,
and thus the dead man took an
important part at his own fu-
neral service. He instructed
that his phonograph and sev-

enty-two records, a number of

them his own, should be sent to

his mother in Italy. That
memory is short and heart
shallow that will not recall the
voices and melodies of loved
ones after their earthly forms
have vanished from us. The
sound of father's voice and
mother's saintly music, the ac-

cents of love of husband or
wife, the shouts of son or

daughter at play, or the sweet
cadences in prayer, and the
cooing of the cherub in the
cradle, make lovely melody and
heavenly companionship for the

jaded, lonesome spirit here.

The earthly immortality of

voice and faith is mentioned by
the apostle in his reference to

Abel.

And by it he being dead yet speaketh.

(Heb. 11:4.)

Kaiser Advises Total Abstinence

the Fated Factory Fire at Newark, N. J., Where Thirty Girls Perished in the last twelve months the
Emperor of Germany has fur-

nished the temperance people the

heaviest club with which to strike the liquor trafficKing and the one adjoining it, and after the bear

had passed through it the door was locked, and then

the door near the lion into the cage Silver King had
occupied was opened and Leo crept in quickly, mak-
ing sure that he would have a rich feast of bear

meat. The lion thus made prisoner had chloroform

by the gallon on a strong pole administered to him,

and after he had fallen asleep as harmless as a

lamb they tied his legs and muzzled him and carried

him back to his own cage. It was a fortunate thing

that the lion did not make a wider range and kill

some of the people in that neighborhood. The lion

is sometimes used in the Scriptures to express the

fierceness and destruction brought upon God's chil-

dren by their enemies. The psalmist offers prayer

for protection against such.

Keep me as the apple of the eye ; hide me under the shadow of

thy wings, from the wicked that oppress me, from my deadly ene-

mies, who compass me about, . . . like as a lion that is greedy of his

prey. (Ps. 17 : 8, 9, 12.)

The Divorce Peril

The Rev. Dr. Frederick Lynch, of the Pilgrim

Congregational Church of New York City, preached

a sermon the other Sunday against the divorce evil

which was timely, just and powerful. He said that

the rapid increase of divorce and the perfect ease

with which it could be obtained reminded him of the

corrupt times in ancient Rome. He referred to

Mfficenas, who changed his wife every year, and to

a woman Martial speaks of who had had her tenth

husband, and to the woman mentioned by St. Jerome

who was married to her twenty-third husband, she

of the world. On three or four public occasions the

Kaiser has taken great pains to express his dis-

approval of the drink habit of the Germans and to

warn individuals and the nation against the damage
of alcohol as a beverage. At the opening of the new
naval academy at Muerwick, November 21, Emperor
William read an order in council laying stress upon
qualifications necessary to naval officers, and later

speaking extemporaneously, insisted on temperance
on the part of the cadets. He said: "Character is

the first essential, and character is founded upon
strong moral and religious convictions. Drink un-

dermines the nerves, and the strenuous naval service

of to-day needs strong nerves." He counseled total

abstinence, and advised the young men to join the

Good Templars, and added that "the nation which in

the future uses the smallest amount of alcohol will

march at the head of the column on the fields of art

and war." In this race-wide war on the liquor

traffic, the appearance of the Kaiser as the new
champion of temperance is as great a surprise to the

world as it is a source of congratulation to the

enemies of the drink traffic. By the time America
shall have driven the liquor business out with eco-

nomical and religious weapons, it is possible that

Germany will have eliminated it from the Father-

land by the scientific and economic argument. The
advice of the Kaiser recalls the story of a family

that totally abstained from drink.

The words of Jonadab the son of Rechab, that he commanded his

sons not to drink wine, are performed ; for unto this day they

drink none, but obey their father's commandment. (Jer. 35 : 14.)
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THERE is an indefinable charm about the Holy

Land. For many ages travelers have been

lured thither by the fascination of its shrines

and temples, and by the places that are made mem-
orable by sacred and historical associations.

One of the most delightful books of the present

season is The Holy Land, by Robert Hichens, issued

by the Century Company, Nevi^ York. It is a noble

volume, beautifully illustrated with drawings by

Jules Guerin, reproduced in colors, and also with

photographs. Mr. Hichens' story is the record of

a tour from Baalbec to Jerusalem, taking in Damas-
cus, Nazareth, Jericho and Bethlehem—all of them
rich in sacred memories. In literary treatment, no

less than in its art, the volume is fascinating. One
of the most effective passages is where the writer

describes the country around about the Sea of Gali-

lee. He says:
"This was the country of Jesus; and for me, at

that moment, all the old gods were dead. The calm
of Galilee, on a perfect morning of spring, is like

no other calm I have ever known. It is gentler,

sweeter than the wonderful calm of the desert.

There you seem to be coming into the very presence

of God the Father. As you draw near to Galilee,

it is as if, with the handful of humble fishermen, you
drew near to God the

Son. Galilee takes your
hand as a friend, and
draws you to it. It

seems to breathe upon
you and give you
peace. . . . Every-
where there is beauty

:

in the oval sea, with
its deep-green, dream-
ing waters; in the

dreaming, flowery
shores, where the pink
blossoms of the olean-

ders lean toward Jor-

dan's entering wave;
in the long, green
lawns, with wine-col-

ored patches that slope

gently away behind
the three snowy cupo-
las, and the cypress
trees that mark the

probable site of Ca-
pernaum; in the steep

slopes of Gadara,
gashed with livid yel-

low and white; in the

low line of the shore,

like a line of paint in

a tender picture, where
once dwelt a woman
who was forgiven,
Mary Magdalene. Of-
ten my eyes turned to

where Mary Magda-
lene had lived. And
all these coasts and all

these motionless wa-
ters seemed waters
and coasts of forgive-

ness. And from every hill surely thei-e floated the

words, 'Blessed are the peacemakers; for they shall

be called the children of God.'
"

Here is a delicate, yet vivid, pen picture of Naz-
areth, "where He was brought up."
"And this was Nazareth! How un-Oriental, how

almost German-Swiss, it seemed to me at that mo-
ment! I rode down into it. My first impression
remained. We camped on a bit of waste ground
that looked suburban, close to the Russian mon-
astery, and at once I set out to see the famous
Mary's well, which was scarcely a stone's throw
away. There is very little doubt that this is the
actual source from which the Virgin Mother drew
water for the household purposes, and that our Lord
must often have stood there. These facts must for-

ever make it a place of pilgrimage; but it has little

picturesque charm. The site is not pretty; indeed,

it is almost squalid. It is in the town, and in a
rather dingy, unattractive quarter, low down, with-
out brightness, yet without any compensating re-

moteness or atmosphere of antiquity. About it,

however, gather the very handsome women of Naz-
areth, tall, regular of feature, graceful, and wear-
ing their long and simple garments of white and
colored cotton with an air of almost delicate aris-

tocracy. Coming and going upon the stone pave-
ment before the well they are full of vivacity, and
are surely supreme as retailers of humble gossip."

The journey from Jericho to Bethlehem was full

of reminiscences. He visited Bethany on the way,
and found it a small village of gray houses, spread
out on a slope of the Mount of Olives.

The "little town of Bethlehem," he writes, "lies

on a limestone hill, in which are cut terraces planted

with splendid olive trees, fig and other fruit trees

and vines. From a distance the gray town looks

important and prosperous. It has a background of

bare hills. It lies in a stony country. From it can

be seen far away the mountains of Moab. On the

highroad between it and Jerusalem, at Easter time

there is an ever-flowing stream of pilgrims, and the

narrow streets near the famous old church founded

by Coftstantine the Great's mother, the Empress

Helena, are thronged by Russians and travelers of

all nations. As I joined this crowd and threaded

my way between the houses strongly built of stone,

with thick walls and ample doorways, and the dome-

shaped roofs of stone for the construction of which

the builders of Bethlehem are famous all over

Palestine, I looked with interest at the natives of our

Lord's birthplace.

"In the Holy Land one passes from one little

world to another with a swiftness that is almost

bewildering. At one moment the world is Circas-

sian, at another Jewish, at another Italian or Ger-

man, Mohammedan or Druse. And even the native

populations of the different towns in which Chris-

tianity prevails differ markedly from one another.

The people of Bethlehem are distinguished by abil-

ity, energy, enterprise, and adaptability, and, I

iF«

1

nians, and the three religions, needless to say, c

not dwell together in peace. When I was in Betl

lehem I saw evidence of the rights of the Armenian
for when I made my way to the cavern in which
is believed that our Saviour was born, I found
occupied by Armenian priests, who were holding a

elaborate service.

"To reach this sacred cavern, round and ovJ

which the great church has been built, you pasi

through a screen into a rather gorgeous chapel bn

longing to the Greeks, gay with sacred pictures, an!

glittering with gold and silver and hanging lamp
roofed with cedar, and paved with marble, and conj

to two flights of marble steps forming a half-moo;
These steps are rather narrow and lead down in1

the cavern, which is in the living rock. When
reached them, I heard a sound of chanting in ^ ,

man's deep voice. I paused, and below me, in :

,Jf,,

dimness revealed by the lighted candles held h
Russian pilgrims standing or sitting upon the step
I saw two Armenian priests, dressed in pink, whit
red, and gold vestments, with long hair and heav
beards. They also held candles and books, and wei
loudly worshiping before a silver star. Beside thenB'""'f

impassive, handsome, gun in hand, fez on heai
stood an immensely tall Turkish soldier, with hal;

shut eyes, weary no doubt with the long sentry dut
which in Palestine is tl

Turkish soldier's li

during Holy Week an
at Easter. The lou
voices of the priest

ceased, and I heard boj
singing. Then again tl

priests raised their son
bre chants, one answe:
ing the other. I descenc
ed softly between tV '™i'

Russians, who, absorbet
as they always are, di "/

not glance at me, an
I, too, stood before tl:B«"

''

star. It is inlaid
marble, is of silver, an i* '''

is bordered by the soi *^'

liChjemn inscription, 'Hie c

Virgine Maria
Christtis vafus est
(Here Jesus Christ W8J|>j^

*

born of the Virgi
Mary.) The place whei
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Gethsemane The Church of the Nativity

thought, looked a powerful and vigorous lot, fear-
less and self-reliant and perhaps almost too inde-
pendent. Many of them emigrate, for they have no
fear of travel and make excellent colonists. It is

possible to come upon men of Bethlehem in Eastern
Africa and even in Haiti. Now for the first time I

saw the remarkable head-dresses for which the
married women of Bethlehem are famous. They
are large and entirely conceal the hair. I was told

that the foundation is a fez, stiffened and covered
with cotton. Chains of silver on which are strung
rows of silver coins ornament the front, and a great
white veil made of cotton gives the finishing touch.
Strongly built and active, the matrons of Bethlehem
look very imposing as they go about their affairs,

and I should scarcely think they live in great sub-
jection to their husbands. That they make alarm-
ing mothers-in-law I can well believe. There is a
proverb in Palestine, 'Were the mother-in-law to
love her daughter-in-law, dogs would go into para-
dise.'

"The Church of the Holy Nativity is entered
through a doorway so small that I had to bend my
head in order to pass through it. It is roofed with
wood cut from the cedars of Lebanon, has double
rows of yellow pillars, and is very large and very
simple, and fine in its simplicity. Here and there I

came upon a Turkish soldier standing patiently, gun
in hand, to keep Christian dogs in order. For in
this church, built on the spot where tradition places
the birth of Christ, there is often brawling and fight-
ing, as in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Joint
ownership is here, as in Jerusalem, the main cause
of all the trouble. The church with its holy place
belongs to the Latins, the Greeks, and the Arme-

it lies is called th 'pn,

Recess of the Nativitj 1 cf

and the small space bt «

fore it, where peopl >ps

were kneeling, is calle "li'

the Chapel of the Mar
ger.

"The whole caver]

is named the Chapel o|

the Nativity. Here it ii

believed that the Magi

came with their offeri les

ings, and their altar il m
here. Lamps belongin
to the Latins, Greekt
and Armenians bur;

here night and day a.

The low roof is drapea
i^-f

n

\k

"y

lilJ(

year follows after year.
and parts of the walls are draped in blue and silver

and there is a casing of marble brought from Italy

The service was long and monotonous, but I did no
regret it. The priests' and the boys' voices soundei
strange and almost unearthly in the heart of thi

rock consecrated by the simple faith of thousands! id it

Under the gold and silver lamps the barbaric vest

ments shone and gleamed as the priests moved to am
fro, bowed and kneeled, or stood upright. The Turk
ish soldier, who was on a tiny platform of wood
stared with his heavy eyes at the star. Crouched oi

the rows of steps, lit by their flickering candles, tb
Russian pilgrims wept, crossed themselves, move^
their old lips in the prayers of their church, anc

perhaps also in prayers that were spontaneouslj
born at this supreme moment in their peasant livei

in their own hearts. And the legend by the stai

held the eyes and the soul. Faith and worship havt

made the Chapel of the Nativity in Bethlehem for

ever sacred. For there thousands have seen the sta:

in the East, and having seen, have gone to their owl
homes, carrying with them a belief made suddenlj

more vital, more serene, made bright as the lamp.'

that -ceaselessly burn above those solemn words ii

the marble beneath the impending rock."

Mr. Hichens has made his book a most interesting

one, and its 302 pages will doubtless be read an(

pondered by many who, although they may nevei

hope to visit the Holy Land in person, will yet ex-

perience delight in perusing this account of th«
^

impressions of an observant and talented traveler

who treats his subject with the true reverence of a:

artist.
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THE Chapman-Alexander evangelistic campaign

in Chicago finished its six weeks of continuous
meetings on Sunday evening, November 27,

with an overwhelming attendance and a shout of vic-

tory over the most successful period of soul-winning
Chicago has ever seen. For six weeks the Chicago
Opera House has been filled each noon chiefly with
men, and the interest, as the meetings drew near
the close, increased in intensity. It was a notable
illustration of the drawing power of the old Gospel
as a means of appealing to the hearts of men. At
every Fervice, scores and hundreds asked for prayer,
and some notable conversions took place. The great
tabernacle, which seats between 5,000 and 6,000,
was filled at each of the services. Hundreds were
turned away on Friday night, and on Sunday night,
although it rained, the Tabernacle was crowded.
One of the final efforts of the evangelists to reach

all classes in the city

was their invasion of

the "Red Light Dis-

trict," where they co-

operated with the
Midnight Mission in

presenting the Gospel,

both of condemnation
and of hope, to the
young men thronging
the streets and to the

I

women as well. These
meetings were held at

the close of the even-
ing tabernacle service,

which from 1,000 to

2,000 young people
.attended by special

invitation, with their

parents and Sunday
I
School teachers, when
many gave themselves
to God, either in sol-

emn renewal of their

Christian vows, or for

the first time. The
contrast of going from
this Christian company
into a section of the
city given over to sin,

was a startling one.

Three open-air meetings were held in front of the

most noted resorts. Mr. Harkness presided at the

organ, while Mr. Alexander led the singing in which
all of the company joined. Dr. Chapman then
preached a short sermon from the two texts, "The
wages of sin is death" and "God so loved the

world." The Gospel of John, in the small edition

provided by the Pocket Testament League, was dis-

tributed to the crowd of on-lookers. Dr. Chapman,
Mr. Alexander, Mrs. Asher and a small company of

their fellow-workers entered the largest and most
richly furnished of the resorts and were permitted

to meet the inmates face to face in a service in which

the same Gospel was preached and sung that had
been everywhere so potent. It is too early to esti-

mate the results of this remarkable evangelistic work.
No more remarkable or impressive meeting was

held during the campaign than the meeting of
church officers held in the Wilson Avenue Taber-
nacle. Dr. Smith, one of the pastors of Dayton, O.,
related the effect on his own church, when his church
officers, after the Chapman-Alexander campaign in
Dayton, followed out the instructions given by Dr.
Chapman in the same address he had just delivered,
and then how he had come to Chicago to engage in
the campaign because of the prayers and encourage-
ments of his church. Following the addresses by
Dr. Smith and Dr. Chapman, the church officers
pushed forward until all the space in front of the
platform and all of the aisles were crowded with
men and women pledging loyalty to the pastors in
the work of soul-winning and in building up all of
the interests of the church. The meeting was typical
of the campaign. Never have the churches been so

A Remarkable Audience, Made Up Entirely of Church Officers and Their Wives

united as now. Never have so many Christians
been alive to the claims upon them for service. This
has been manifested among churches which have
only partially co-operated in the campaign. The
regular church audiences have been decidedly in-

creased. Several churches engaged in successful
evangelistic meetings on their own account. The
majority, however, put all of their strength in the
specified group meetings or in the main services in

the tabernacles, where Chapman and Alexander
were the leaders.

The ministry has been aroused as never before.

The Monday noon meetings at the Chicago Opera
House which have immediately followed the regular
weekly ministerial meetings have been of a special

character calculated to interest and arouse the min-
isters. On one Monday noon, seventeen evangelists
answered, in one-minute addresses, the question,
"Why I am a Christian." On the following noon,
a similar number answered the question, "Why I

believe that the Bible is the Word of God." More
ministers have been enlisted in evangelistic work
than ever before in the history of Chicago.

Meetings for children and young people have been
held by Mr. J. J. Lowe. Mrs. C. M. Alexander has
gathered the young girls by themselves in a wonder-
ful series of fruitful, heart-to-heart talks. Mr.
Alexander has with special tact and sympathy en-
listed them in the service whenever they have ap-
peared at the great tabernacle meetings. The reli-

gious canvass of Chicago and Cook County by the
International Sunday School Association was a most
complete one. Marion Laurence, General Secretary
of the International Sunday School Association, en-

tered zealously into
the plans for allying
Sunday Schools with
the evangelistic cam-
paign, with most grat-
ifying results.

Some noted charac-
ters are among the
converts. A gambler,
known as a leader in

the sporting fraterni-
ty, was won so effectu-

ally that he appeared
on the platform at one
of the men's meetings,
and told of his won-
derful redemption.
One of the drunkards,
whose reformation
seems most complete,
had been for nine
years a bar-tender in

a Chicago saloon.
The leadership in

the campaign has been
as nearly ideal as it is

possible. Dr. Chap-
man, Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Naftzger and Mr.
Harkness all did their
work most zealously

and effectively and proved themselves specially
fitted for their respective forms of evangelistic
ministry. Dr. Chapman, in his closing address,
stated that he had preached during the campaign
ninety times, and that Mr. Alexander had led in the
singing of 5,000 hymns and songs. In going to and
from the various meeting places they had traveled
by automobile eight hundred miles. They have been
prodigious workers, for not only have they led in

meetings, but they have held innumerable private
interviews, and Dr. Chapman has sent columns of

messages to the daily newspapers. By a careful
estimate 881,000 people have listened to the evangel-
istic message in either the group or the central
meetings. WiLLiAM Bernard Norton.
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rpWO noted servants of Christ passed
'J- away recently. In Rochester, N.

the Rev. John Everett Clough, for

years a missionary in India and

;nown as the "Apostle of the Telugus,"

ied in a hospital, where he had been

lUnder treatment for an ailment con-

tracted during his long career in the

arduous climate of India. Dr. Clough
will be remembered by many readers of

The Christian Herald as one who
took a prominent part in the mission-
ary relief work conducted by this jour-

nal during the great India famine. He
served on The Christian Herald
Interdenominational Relief Committee
and contributed largely to its success

in the wonderful results accomplished.
Dr. Clough's Mission Station was one

day the scene of a wonderful baptism.
Two thousand native converts were
baptized in the River Gundiacoraa on
that occasion, and during the next
twelve months, over 10,000 others fol-

lowed their example, a great wave of

revival having swept over the district.

Dr. Clough was a worker of great
anergy, and will long be remembered
as one of the most successful mission-

aries in India. Of five children who
survive him, two are missionaries in

the field.

Few names have been better known

than that of Rev. Frederick H. Jacobs,

the leader of the Fulton Street Noon-

day Mission, who ended his earthly

career last week in New York, after a

brief illness. Mr. Jacobs had a re-

markable history. Born in Germany
in 1855, he was brought to this country

at the age of .seven years. His father,

who fought for the Union in the Civil

War, died many years ago. Young
Jacobs had few educational opportuni-
ties, and until he was sixteen, he did

not know what it meant to be a Chris-

tian. After his conversion, he decided
to become an evangelist, and he soon
perceived that it would be necessary

Frederick H. Jacobs John Everett Clough

for him to be educated. With great
resolution, he worked his way through
high school and went to Cornell Uni-
versity, where he was graduated with
honors. He then went into practical

Young Men's Christian Association
work, first in Illinois and afterwards
in Missouri.

In 1892 Mr. Jacobs met the late

Dwight L. Moody, who was struck with
the force and vigor of his manner on
the platform, no less than with his

singing, for he had a rich, sympathetic
voice of considerable compass, and had
already become an experienced organ-
izer and choir leader. It was in this

capacity that Evangelist Moody de-

sired his services, and an engagement
was made with him for eight years of
evangelistic work. After leaving Mr.
Moody, Mr. Jacobs accepted a pastoral

charge in Philadelphia, and afterwards
became assistant to Rev. A. C. Dixon
of Hanson Place Baptist Church,
Brooklyn, where he remained four

years. Then he made an evangelistic

tour of the world, singing and preach-

ing the Gospel of Jesus Christ in many
lands.

For the last eight years, Mr. Jacobs

was connected with the Fulton Street

Noonday Mission, where his effective

ministrations and beautiful singing

will long be remembered.

I
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Que^ions and Answers
1)^^ The beautiful covers which have

appeared recently in THE CHRISTIAN
HERALD have attracted much attention,

but some of our friends have complained
that they have been received in a soiled

condition'through the mail. To prevent
this, we are installing a new mailing sys-

tem, whereby each copy of THE CHRIS-
TIAN HERALD will be enclosed in its

own wrapper, thus insuring the delivery

of the paper in the best possible condition.

The circulation of THE CHRISTIAN
HERALD is so great that the changes
cannot be made all in one week. Some of

our friends may be favored with new
wrappers sooner than others ; but after a
few weeks the entire list will reap the

benefit of the new system.

M. B. S., Hoboken, N. J. Is it wrong to have

entertainments in the church, or for the

benefit of the church ? Hasn't it the same
effect upon our brethren as going to the

theatre ?

Purely secular entertainments, such as

tableaux, fairs, auctions, suppers, etc., are out

of place in a building dedicated to the worship

of God. They lower the spirituality of a fon-

gregation. If held at all, they should be in

another building. There are many so-called

entertainments that are altogether inappro-

priate and should be ruled out firmly. On the

other hand, there can be no reasonable objec-

tion to a good lecture or an evening of sacred

song.

Mrs. H. P., Shreveport, La. 1. What holidays

are legal holidays in all the States? 2. Is

Christmas kept as a holiday everywhere in

the United States?

1. Washington's Birthday, Independence Day,

Labor Day. 2. Christmas Day is a legal holi-

day in every State except Kansas, and a legal

holiday in all the territories and the District of

Columbia.

T. G., Denver, Colo. 1. What was the fastest

trip made across the Atlantic by one of the

great liners? 2. From what points are the

Atlantic sailing distances measured? 3.

What is the fastest day's trip of any vessel ?

1. On the trip from September 26 to 30, the

Mauretania of the Cunard Line came acioss

from Queenstown to New York in four days,

ten hours and fifty-one minutes. She still

holds the record as the fastest ship. 2. The
speed is measured over a course from Roche's

Point, off Queenstown, to Sandy Hook Light-

ship, off the entrance to New York Harbor, a

distance of 2,800 miles. 3. The Mauretania
holds the record also for the greatest distance

covered in one day. June. 1909. she went 673

knots in twenty-four hours, an average of 26. S.^

knots per hour.

B. P., Morristown, N. J. Will you kindly give

me the translation of "In God We Trust"
in Latin ? A friend of mine says "E Pluri-

bus Vnuin" is or means "In God We Trust."

Fidem in Domino habemufi. The word Dom-
ino, Master or Lord, conveys the meaning better

than the ablative form of Dens, usually used

tor God. E Plurihus Uniim is the Latin for

"one from among many," referring to the fact

that we had set up a government different

from those then in existence, .starting on a
separate career with different ideas, one na-
tion from among many nations.

W. E. E., Saginaw, Mich. I have been read-

ing about the steamer Olympic. How does

it compare with Noah's Ark ?

The Olympic of the Cunard Line, which has
just been launched at Belfast, Ireland, is 882
feet in length, 92 feet broad. It will carry
5,600 people, including officers and crew. It

will steam at the rate of twenty-one knots an
hour. This is not so fast as the Mauretania
or Lutiitania; carrying capacity rather than
speed was sought in her construction. The
Ark was not built even for slow sailing, but
constructed to float on the water with no other

motion than it received from the waves them-
selves. Dr. Robinson describes it not as a ship

but rather a floating "building in the form of
a parallelogram, three hundred cubits long,

fifty cubits broad, and thirty cubits high. The
length of the cubit, in the great variety of
measures that have borne this name, it is im-
possible to ascertain. It had a flat or .slightly

inclined roof. It had three .stories and a
door in the side. The windows Noah was

commanded to make a cubit in size (Gen. 6:

16) may have been either on the side or the roof.

Some commentators take the latter view, although

nothing can be asserted positively on the subject.

Richard M., Davenport, la. What was the high-

est number of immigrants reaching New
York in a single year?

In 1907, the total was over 1.200,000. The
average in recent years has been about 750,000.

J. P. F., Evington, Va. Has God at the birth

of each individual made out his programme
for life? If so, can this programme be
changed ?

This is the doctrii)e of predestination or

fatalism, which is not accordant with Christian

belief. The view of the Christian Church is

that, vfhile God rules over all, he has given to

man the power to know and the privilege to

stantly increasing her forces. The United

States army budget for 1908-1909 was $95,-

935,862. Although our army is small, the

amount is larger as our men are much better

paid than those of other countries. The esti-

mates were reported as follows : Great Britain

for 1910, $100,117,517: Germany for 1909-10,

$88,000,000; France, estimate for 1909, $66.-

580,000 : Japan, estimate for 1909-10, $37,450,-

000 : the United States, estimate for 1908-09,

was $124,794,798. Of course it must be re-

membered that we may not always get the exact

figures from foreign powers, as it is often a

secret of the government alone as to the way
certain amounts are spent.

L. L., Victor, la. What is the meaning of Ex.

4: 24?

This is a somewhat obscure passage. Com-
mentators interpret it as meaning that Moses

l^"Look at Your Little Yellow Tab

npHERE is a small yellow tab on which your name and address

are printed, on the paper that comes to each subscriber. This

tab tells you when your subscription expires. Now, we have been
so greatly pleased and helped by the co-operation of our readers

during these very busy holiday times, that we are encouraged to

ask them to do one more favor, and it relates to the little yellow

tab. It will be solely to their advantage, and in the line of facili-

tating business.

A number of subscriptions expire during this month. .We
would urge these December Subscribers to send in their Renewals
NOW, that we may be enabled to send them their choice of Pre-

mium Books and Magazine Combinations in time for Christmas

Those whose subscriptions expire after the Holiday Season,

should also take advantage of this opportunity to secure their Pre-

miums AT ONCE, without waiting. If they will send us their

remittances within THE NEXT FEW DAYS, we will be able to

ship their Premiums in ample time for the Holidays.

Remember, you lose nothing by adopting this plan. The little

yellow tab tells the story. You get your premiums NOW, and
your subscription is advanced ONE YEAR from date of expiry, not

missing a single number of the paper. Look on your little yellow

tab on your copy of THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, and you will

find the date on which your subscription expires. When you
forward your renewal, the date on the tab will be changed within

two weeks to precisely one year from the date it now bears.

As a single day means much to us at this rush season, we would
strongly urge you to RENEW AT ONCE—TO=DAY if you can,

and thus help us to serve you to your satisfaction and our own.
You will find all our Premium Offers set forth in our issue of

November 30, and also in this number.

choose between right and wrong, good and evil.

The question whether predestination was abso-

lute or conditional (limited) has been discussed

for centuries, and the general conclusion is that
pre<lestination is conditioned by free-will, as, in

the absence of such freedom, there could be
neithej- reward nor punishment, and the divine

invitations in the Old Testament and in the
Gospels would be meaningless.

I. J. G., Lawrence, Kan. Give the compara-
tive cost of maintenance of the larmies

and navies of England, Germany, France,
Japan, and the United States.

In 1908-09 the British army, including its

operations, cost, it is estimated, $137,295,000

;

the amount put in the German army for

1909-10. $224.500,000 : France had an esti-

mated expenditure of $28,000,000 for the metro-
politan army ; $7,160,000 for it.s colonial troops,

and $13,250,000 for "new construction." Japan
is reported to spend yearly between $35,000,000

and $40,000,000 on her army, for she is con-

was either overwhelmed with mental distress or
overtaken with some sudden and dangerous
malady. He had failed to perform a duty which
was regarded among Hebrews as of prime im-
portance and was so deeply stricken with re-

morse that he had a narrow escape from col-

lapse.

D. C. F., New Lexington. O. 1. For what pur-
pose was the leaning tower of Pisa erected?
2. What shall determine as to getting reli-

gion, as for instance, at the "anxious seat"
or the "mourners' bench" ?

1. The leaning tower of Pisa, Italy, was built
as a bell tower. It is of marble and was
started in 1174 and completed in 1350. In the
church architecture of that day it was cus-
tomary to have the campanile or bell tower
stand separate and away from the church or
cathedral. It is thought that the tower was
started straight, but that its great weight
caused it to sink on one side. They kept on
building, however, trying by various architec-

1;

ne:

Tibai

tural devices to keep the weight as much a
possible from the side to which the tower in

clined. It has caused much discussion amoni J
builders of many ages and nations. 2. Conver
sion is defined as "that change in the thoughts
desires, dispositions and life of a sinner whicl

is brought about when the Holy Ghost enter

the heart as the result of a saving faith in th
atonement by which the sinner is justified.'

The process is : Conviction of sin by the Hoi;

Spirit : the awakening of faith in Christ a
Saviour ; justification, and the shedding abroai

of the love of God in the heart which makes i

complete transformation of the life. It ma;
more briefly be described as the voluntary ac '"

ceptance of Christ as Saviour and the surrende 116 8!

of the heart to him, whether it takes place on th jetilH

anxious seat or anywhere else.
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G. W. M., Claiborne, O. Explain why th

Jewish year begins or ends in Septembei St

use

'

IIIIS,^

when we read in Ex. 12 : 2, that the be

ginning of the year is the spring, at whic
time they still hold their Passover?

The Hebrews had really two calendars, on
for the sacred year and one for the civil yea:

The sacred year begins in the spring, while th

civil year commences in October, not in Sep
tember. The first month of the sacred yea
generally answers to the seventh of the civi

and comes during the moon of the month o

March or April, and the Passover came on th

fifteenth day of this first sacred month. ThJ
month was called Abib or NtKnn. The civ

year as at present calculated begins October <

F. G.. Atlantic Highlands, N. J. Where is th

People's Palace, and for what purposes i

it used.

The People's Palace is in the Mile End set

tion of the city of London. In 1882 Sir Walte
Besant wrote a story, entitled. All Sorts an
Conditions of Men. In it he described a palac

for the people. The idea was taken up, and th

building opened by Queen Victoria in 1887. 1

provides educational and social advantages t

the poor. Besant was connected with it unt
his death. In America a smaller People'

Palace was founded in Jersey City, and the idej

in a less degree, has been carried out by variou
social settlements.

Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy Deac

MRS. MARY BAKER EDDY
founder of the Christian Scienc

Church, died late in the evening o
December 4, at her residence at Chest
nut Hill, Brookline, Mass. Mrs. Edd;
had been ill for about a week, appaK
ently with pneumonia, but the fact wa
kept secret and no physician was callei

until the medical examiner, Dr. WeslU;™
was notified of her death. The an'

nouncement that the Christian Scienc
leader had pa.ssed from earth was firs

made to the members of the "Moth&ft' '

Church" in Boston. The usual servic
was carried through until just befoi'

the time for the benediction, when th'

reader changed the programme ant

read a letter written a number o:_^

years ago by Mrs. Eddy in which shiJCTss

urged her followers to carry on tb
cause regardless of the fact that shij"" P"Mo
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might not be present to direct them
Then the leader announced that "thei.lfffi

teacher and guide had passed fron' ,

sight." Pal
Mrs. Eddy was born in Bow, N. H

on July 16, 1821, and was in her nine
tieth year. Several years ago she gave' "wit

up the active leadership of the Chris "ati

tian Science Church and left it in tb
hands of several prominent officials o:

that body. Nevertheless she continued i!

to be consulted on very important mati tnci

ters, and her mind, it is said, was cleai bji

until shortly before her death. Sb i k

left a son, George W. Glover, of LeadB

S. D., and a foster son, Dr. E. J. Fos^eo;
ter, of Waterbury, Vt.
At this writing it has not yet beeiploh

announced on whom the duties o:

leader will fall. A full account of th. In,

life and work of Mrs. Eddy will appeal K.

in the next issue of The ChristuJ
Herald.
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JESUS lived in heaven before the
world was made. "All things were
made through him, and without

him was not anything made that hath
(been made" (John 1:3). He was the
jjoy of heaven. "I was daily "his de-

: light" (Prov. 8: 30). The angels of

heaven worshiped him (Heb. 1:6).
Of the four Gospel writers John is

the only one who begins the story of
Jesus with his life in heaven (read
John 1 : 1-5) . And then, to learn what
came next in the life of Jesus, we must
turn back to the book of Genesis and
read how he came to earth for a little

while and talked with Adam (Gen. 3:
;8). And when he came again and
.talked to Enoch (Gen. 5: 24) ; and to

i Abraham (Gen. 18: 1) ; and to Jacob
(Gen. 32: 30); and to Moses (Ex.
3: 2); and to Joshua (Josh. 1: 5-10;
5: 13-15), and to Gideon (Judges 6:

11) ; and to others to make them brave
for the right. These wondrous brief
;visits of Jesus to this world before he
fcame as the Babe of Bethlehem are
sometimes called "theopanies," and
some Bible students claim that there
are about thirty. It is profitable for

us to study and think about them, be-

cause we get a truer view of

the great sacrifice Jesus made
for us, when he condescended to

come again as a helpless babe,
and to grow as children grow,
and to be obedient to his mother
ind to live as a man, and then
to die as a malefactor. Though
he was the millionaire of stars,

"though he was rich, yet for
your sakes he became poor."
The Infinite condescended to be
wrapped in the swaddling
lands of the infant!

"Where Is the King?"

'Where is he that is born
Ring?" It was the question
which the wise men asked when
;hey came from the far East to

lerusalem, seeking him, for
aid they, "We are come to
A'oiship him." And they did

rndarl '^^ down before him, and they
i,^..„ )aid tribute to him of gold and

jrecious perfumes. But those
ivho do not now think of Christ
s reigning in heaven before
is earthly life began at Beth-
ehem, will hardly think of him
is having been born a King,
f children are not instructed
n this matter, Jesus' birth at
Bethlehem will be like the birth
)f any child, just "the dear
ittle baby Jesus," and it will

)e very difficult afterward to

et the idea of his Kingship into their
oinds. At one of the best Chautau-
[uas, children were questioned on this

•oint, and not one of them was aware
hat Jesus had ever lived anywhere
efore he came to Bethlehem! What
/onder that there is skepticism in

ater years in regard to Christ as the
iving Lord of the world?
The brief visits of Christ to men in

.)ld Testament times, the theophanies,
I'repared the Jews, as the study of
hem prepares them and others to-

ay, to welcome the Incarnation, his

inger visit to the world. A converted,
.Christian Jew of high standing deliv-

red a lecture on Christ in a college in

iOndon. He said : "Perhaps none of
ou know from experience "what it is to
ve without the knowledge of the In-
arnation—what it is to endeavor to

ealize the incomprehensible, infinite

lod, without the light and comfort of
he Mediator, and how joyous and self-

videncing is the peaceful brightness
'hen Jesus is revealed as the Son of
led declaring the Father. I was
rought up in my childhood in the
ynagogue, and was taught that there
'as one God, infinite, incomprehensi-
le, holy, the Spirit high above us and

J-
11;

' <

* The International Sunday School Lesson
T December 25, 1910. Review. GoLDEN
eXT: "Koriinto you is horn this day in the City
David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord,"

uke2:ll.

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

omnipresent. Much stress was laid
on the unity of God. But this vague,
bare and abstract monotheism leaves
the mind in utter darkness, while the
heart is chilly and desolate. There
was another current which then influ-

enced me: it was the national history
as recorded in the books of Moses, the
Psalms and the Prophets, and com-
memorated in the festivals. There I
was met by no abstract idea of unity,
but by a loving God, who appeared
unto Abraham, and spoke to him ; who
led Israel through the wilderness, and
dwelt among them. And often when
I thought of the friendly, kind, con-
crete and human way in which the
Lord God then appeared to his people,
and dealt with them, I wondered why
he was not with us now, known, loved
and followed. One day I was looking
at some books in a book-store, and the
title of one arrested my eye: 'God be-
coming Man.' The thought went
through my mind like a flash of light-
ning. It filled my soul with a most

earth as the Redeemer of man. They
told that his mother should be a virgin
(Isa. 7: 14) ; that his name should be
given from heaven (Isa. 62: 2); that
he should be born in Bethlehem
(Micah 5: 2) ; at a certain time (Dan.
9: 25); with a star over his cradle
(Num. 24: 17) which wise men and
kings would follow from far-off lands,
to bring him presents and worship
him (Ps. 72: 11-15). All of these
things and many more the prophets
told concerning his ministry, his death
and resurrection.

Jesus in the Gospels

It now remains for us to read the
story of his birth, and compare it with
the prophecies. We will open the Bible
at Luke's Gospel, or, if we are fond of
genealogy, we can read the first chap-
ter of Matthew's Gospel. If we read
in Luke, begin with the twenty-sixth
verse of the first chapter, and read
about the message which the angel
Gabriel brought from heaven to the

"A little child shall lead them"

joyous solemnity. I said to myself,
'This would be most beautiful, if God
would come and visit us.' Not many
years after, I heard about Jesus, and
read the Gospels. I felt here the same
presence, the same loving, condescend-
ing, redeeming and sanctifying God
that appeared unto the fathers. I felt

that here was Jehovah; only that all

darkness had disappeared, and that
the grand inconceivable glory here
shone upon us in the perfect, peaceful
and holy countenance of the man
Christ Jesus."

Oh, who can look on the sun
In the glory of his noon ?

And who can look on the God of lights

In the ineffable, fathomless heights
Of the Absolute One?

But the sun comes down to the earth.
And meets it in the west

;

And God in a human birth
Touches the human breast.

The light that we could not look upon
In the dazzle of its gold

We may see in the sunset crimson.
Cast in an earthly mould.

And the glory of God, the eternal One,
We behold in the face of His human Son.

—Charlotte Burgis Deforest.

Jesus in Prophecy

After we have read about some, if

not all, of the visits of Jesus to this

world before he was born in Bethle-

hem, it would be well for us to read
what the prophets were given to tell

mankind concerning his coming to

virgin Mary. In verse 31 read about
the name given from heaven, and then
the beautiful song which Mary sang,
which is now called the Magnificat, be-
cause she rejoiced that she was to
become the mother of the Son of God.
Then read on in the second chapter of
Luke how the child Jesus was born in a
manger and wrapped in swaddling
clothes, in the little town of Bethlehem,
as the prophet had foretold. Then
read on in the second chapter of Luke
how when the shepherds were keeping
watch over their flocks by night the
light shined out of heaven, and the
sweet songs of angels sounded forth,
announcing the birth of Jesus, and
angels themselves came down to assure
the frightened shepherds, and to tell

them where they should find the young-
child and his mother. And then we
will read on in the same chapter how
they sought and found them. And
they were the first men—the shepherds
of Bethlehem—to gaze upon the face
and form of the divine Child. How
wonderful it all seemed to them, and
how glad they were to tell about it to
all they met as they were returning to
the flocks!

And still let us read on in the second
chapter of Luke, clear through what
happened on his "name-day," when he
made his first journey to Jerusalem,
eight days after his birth. It was not
a long journey, only seven miles. Then

he entered the temple for the first time,
undoubtedly carried in the loving arms
of his mother Mary. And let us read
about the two old people, Simeon and
Anna, who were in the temple to praise
God for the coming of the Christ-child,
and to look with wonder upon his
lovely little face.

The Quest of the Star

Now we will turn back to Matthew's
Gospel, to the second chapter, and read
about the wise men from the far-away
East, who came to Jerusalem inquir-
ing, "Where is he that is born King of
the Jews?" They rode upon camels
and were laden with rich gifts to lay
at the feet of the new-born King. Let
us read how strangely ignorant were
the people and King Herod about the
great event. And how remarkable it

was that the priests and Scribes turned
to examine the very prophets we have
been reading to find out about the new-
born King, so that they could answer
the question of the wise men. Let us
read how the wise men then turned
their camels toward Jerusalem, and
how a wonderful guide from heaven

went before them to show them
the way, even the star, the
Jesus star, whose shining had
brought them from their far-
away home in Persia. We will
surely not close our Bibles until
we have read the whole story of
the visit of the wise men to the
new-born King, and then their
return to their own land, not by
the way of Jerusalem as they
had come, for a good reasoa
given them by God himself.
And now the Christmas story
is done; but let us read on a
little farther in Matthew's
Gospel about how the little

Christ-child was saved from
the ruthless King Herod, who
had murder in his heart, and
sent soldiers to kill all of the
little children in Bethlehem,
two years old and under, ex-
pecting thus to catch the child
Jesus in his bloody net. Let us
read about the message which
God sent to the foster father
Joseph, which saved the divine
Child from such disaster. But,
alas! many little ones did per-
ish, although the divine One
escaped. Sweet and holy is the
little chapel dedicated to those
little ones, which we visited in

Bethlehem in 1904.
Do you notice that we have

not been reading at all in
Mark's Gospel? for the reason that he
does not give the Christmas story, but
begins with the baptism of Jesus by
John. Do you notice also that we
have not been reading in John's Gospel
since we read about the life of Jesus
before the world was made? Neither
does John tell the Christmas story, but
quickly leads into the witnessing of
John to Jesus as the Light of the
world.

A Suggestion for 1911

SUPPOSE we think little about number one.

Suppose we all help some one else to have fun.

Suppose we ne'er speak of the faults of a friend.

Suppose we are ready our own to amend,
Suppose we laugh with, and not at, other folk.

And never hurt any one "just for the joke,"

Suppose we hide trouble and show only cheer,

'Tis likely we'll have a happy New Year.

A World-Power for Good
Please find enclosed check for |2 to

assist you in your laudable undertak-
ing in feeding the poor on Thanks*
giving Day. God bless you in your
noble work. The Christian Herald
is a power in the world for good. It is

a very, very welcome weekly visitor in

our home. Long may it continue in

its charitable work, and in the uplift

of poor humanity, is the wish of one of
your subscribers. G. F. Caldwell.

Augusta, Wis.
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Relations-in-Law
'AOMI stands on the sacred page as the im-

mortal portrait of the perfect mother-in-

law, while Ruth equally fills one's ideal of

the matchless daughter-in-law. In Oriental life and
story the mother-in-law is the queen of the home,
the sons bringing their wives into the household
where the wives at once take a secondary place.

This patriarchal fashion of living was no doubt
appropriate in antiquity, and still obtains in what
we used to call the changeless East. The East,
however, is rapidly becoming modified and a century
from now it may be altogether different even in its

family life from that which has ruled it through the
passing ages. In the West we have never had any-
thing that approaches the seclusion of women under
the traditional regime of China and India. Prac-
tically, the mother-in-law is dearly loved and greatly
honored in many a home. Theoretically, relations-

in-law are not invariably friendly, and are supposed
to maintain a sort of truce as enemies do when they
meet under the protection of a white flag. The sug-
gestion for this particular topic came to me in read-
ing a peculiarly bright and clever little book which
is warranted to make the dullest hour pass by in

an enchanted progress. The Professional Aunt is

the production of an English writer
whose name is Mary C. E. Wemyss,
and the publishers are Houghton,
Mifflin & Co.

The story is told in the first per-

son singular, and the aunt, who is a
young woman living by herself in

her own house with her old nurse
as a chaperone, is supposed to be
sufficiently detached from duties of
her own to be at the call of her
sisters-in-law whenever it suits

their convenience to have her pay
them a visit. Zerlina, the wife of
one brother, is thoughtless, incon-
siderate and selfish and has no hes-
itation in imposing all sorts of tasks
on the children's aunt. She always
speaks as if she were conferring a
great favor when she permits the
children to accompany their aunt to
the Zoo or any other place of amuse-
ment, and if they go to the seaside
she takes the opportunity of paying-
visits herself while the aunt is ex-
pected to supervise the children, see
that they get into no danger and
assume the responsibility of the
absent mother.

This is quite in keeping with the
role that maiden aunts were for-
merly expected to fill on every occa-
sion, and it is little wonder that this
young woman has her intervals of
rebellion. Diana, the other sister-

in-law, is of an opposite type. She
'

lives in the old homestead and she
never imposes on Beth, treating her at all times as
the dearest of guests, and never making a con-
venience of her. In consequence, the experiences of
the aunt in Diana's home are in agreeable contrast
with those she chronicles concerning the home of
Zerlina. There is a pretty little love story in the
background which is hardly suspected until the con-
clusion of the book has been reached. The book
sparkles with humor and is altogether charming.
One of its peculiar characteristics is its dainty
refinement. It ought to be a great favorite in the
coming summer.
Of course it is a far cry from such a little book

as this to the beautiful old idyl of Ruth and Naomi,
a story that takes rank with enduring literature
and that gleams like a diamond on the sacred page.
One never tires of reading about the three wom.en
all widowed, one of them old, the others still very
young, starting from Moab, where Naomi had known
nothing but trouble, where she had lost her husband
and both sons, and going back to the home of her
youth and happiness. In Moab she had the heart
of an exile. She longed to see once more the fields

of Bethlehem and to hear the voices of her kindred.
Both Ruth and Orpah loyally set out with her,

Bu MARGARET E. SANGSTER The Contra^s of the Passing Sho\

THE passing show like a panorama is displaye
every day in the columns of the newspape

but Orpah went back at her gentle persuasion to

abide with her own people, while Ruth clung to

Naomi as if indeed she had been the mother who
bore her. The beauty of Ruth's form and face, have
been extolled by poet and painter, and the exquisite

pathos of her devotion thrills us as often as we read
it. "Entreat me not to leave thee, nor to return
from following after thee, for whither thou goest I

will go, where thou lodgest I will lodge, where thou
diest I will die, and there will I be buried."
Naomi must have been a woman to be deeply

loved, else she would not have so won the affection of

this maiden of Moab. It is the more interesting to

us that in the entrance of Ruth upon the Scripture
narrative at this time, we find in her the ancestress
of our Lord, the one who brings in to the Hebrew
line the Gentile element, so that when Jesus is born
of Mary the strains of Jew and Gentile meet in him.

Reading for "I wish to suggest a resource for
the Blind one of your correspondents, an

elderly man, deaf and with im-
paired sight. There are books embossed in Moon
type for the blind. The older "point" systems are

Children's Carnival at Celerina

EVERY year, the children in the village of Celerina, in the upper Engadine, hold a coasting
carnival, when they dress up in fantastic costumes, and led by a band of music and

singing their own songs, they parade through the village streets. The boys drag the little

girls on their sleds. After the carnival parade the children are treated to chocolate and
calces. They then proceed with their coasting down the long hill.

too difficult for any but young pupils, as they require
very sensitive touch; but Dr. Moon invented this
type for the use of those who become blind in adult
years. It is very simple, and may be learned with-
out a teacher. A teacher, however, will be sent if

the pupil lives within easy reach of the library. My
mother learned to read it when eighty. She is now
eighty-nine, and has found constant pleasure in
reading these last nine years. Books in this type
will be sent free by mail. Uncle Sam carries read-
ing for the blind free. Application to the Public
Library Department for the Blind will bring full
particulars. Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago and Washington furnish these books.

"A. H. B."

Aunt Prudence Payson's Comer
—"I HAVE been a widow for two years. On my visiting

cards should I use my husband's name as in his lifetime, or
insert my Christian name instead of his? R. P."

Present usage makes it good form for a widow to use her
husband's name upon her card. She is Mrs. John Jones,
rather than Mrs. Mary Jones. One is at liberty, however, to
act according to her discretion.

Here we behold in sharp relief one against tl

other the extremes of poverty and of wealth. Fi
example, we may be told on the same day of a railwa
train which is a succession of splendidly equippe
and luxurious palaces, fitted out with a view in tl

minutest detail to be the temporary home of a grot
of American millionaires. Nothing is wanting th;
can minister to the pleasure en route from one er
of the continent to the other, of these worthy fo
with whose names we are familiar and some (

whom we dearly love. Many a little woman doir
her own work in the simplest of small househoh
enjoys hearing that there are women and men :,

this great land of ours whose every journey is 111

a royal progress. When the people who posse,
wealth are by way of distributing it with rare ge)
erosity no one envies them its possession.

The other side of the social fabric, however,
unfortunately so rough and seamy, so blurred wii
tears, so hopeless of relief that there is a temptatic
to doubt whether the republic is not false to its ear
promise, and to marvel how it is that it does nc
as once it did, extend a helping hand to the ignorar

the immigrant and the poor. Tl
question arises in view of the ama
ing contrasts evident betwee
wealth and poverty whether we a
really rising to our great opport
nity, or are making mistakes thi

we may one day deplore. Sure
there must be somewhere a solutic

of this problem.

Closer Union "Ought not
of Home mothers to do oi

and School best to brii)

about closer u:

derstanding between home ai

school? Our temptation is, wh<
the children come home with cor

plaints, at once to take their view
the matter without investigation,

have two little lads in school, one
them eleven and the other twel
years of age. The older boy is

favorite with his teacher, has gd
monthly reports and never gets in

trouble. His brother is usually
feud with his teacher, does not shi;

in tests, and is altogether a puzz!

although he behaves well at hone

I am at present at my wit's end, ai

I ask other mothers to tell me wh
to do with Jimmie. I am trying
establish intimacy with his teache

I think she does not understand n
boy. Ellen D."

Your plan of becoming well a

quainted with the teacher is a goi

one. The home and the school should be broug
into harmonious and sympathetic relations.

A Galaxy of Again the wedding bells ha
Golden Weddings chimed for the brides and groor

of fifty years ago. Althouf
some time has passed since the golden wedding
one of our subscribers, it is not too late even n(

to chronicle the happy event. Mr. and Mrs. B.

Young celebrated their golden wedding at Woo
stock, Ontario, Canada, October 11.

Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hodgen celebrated tb
golden anniversary at Buckland, Mass., on July 1

1910. An unusual interest attaches to a douh
golcjen wedding. Josiah Cole and Mary E. Ame
man and James B. Brown and Phoebe Tunison we
respectively married in Somerville, N. J., on Septei

ber 18, 1860. They held their golden wedding rece

tion together in the home where both parties we
married. September 24, 1860, Mr. and Mrs. L.

Cravath were married in Hartford, 0. The Chri
TLA^N Herald sends its congratulations to these ha
pily married pairs, hoping that they may be span
to enjoy life's eventide and its rich fulfilments f
yet added years of joy and honor.
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters

Little Jimmy Preston, aged six, gets a letter

at tlie post office for his sister Barbara. On
the way home it is lost. Barbara Preston has

been trying to keep the farm, the last of her

fathers estate, for Jimmy, but it is mortgaged
to Honorable Stephen Jarvis, who is compara-
tively young. He threatens to foreclose. Peg
Morrison, the old farm hand, is as greatly con-

cerned over the loss of the letter as is Barbara.

'She goes to Mr. Jarvis to ask for more time on

the mortgage. He tells her that he is disposed

to do it, and also that he is tired of his pres-

ent housekeeper and would like her to fill the

l>lace. She leaves without a w-ord. The old

housekeeper at once becomes her enemy. Stephen
Jarvis comes to see Barbara. He asks her to

marry him and he will give her the place. She
refuses. She thinks of her old lover who went
away and whose fate she did not know. Jarvis

drives up and insists she ride with him. He
rebukes her for not asking his aid to obtain a

school position he heard that she had applied

for, and she tells him that she asked his aid

once and was refused. He says that he had

offered her another place. He renews his pro-

posals and says her brother could live with

them. He tells her that he has never loved

any one else in his life. He leaves her at her

own gate, where little Jimmy meets her and
says Peg has found the letter. All she can

make out is the i)ost-mark. The handwriting is

that of David Whitcomb, her old lover, whom
she thought dead. Barbara writes to the ad-

dress. Tombstone, Ariz. Jarvis meets her once

more and walks with her, as she will not enter

the carriage ; and he tells her that he cannot

give her up. He grasps her arm, but with the

declaration that she is "free," she wrenches
away. She makes a desperate resolution. Going to

Mr. Bellows, the auctioneer, she tells him that she

wishes to sell her skill and intelligence to the

highest bidder." She says a mortage on the place

covers everything, and that she must sell her work
for a term of years for $1,200. Against his will, he
consents to auction her off. Jarvis is astonished

when ho finds Barbara is to sell her services.

X
<<T^OR Sale at Auction," Jarvis

1-^ read. "A younfj woman in good
J_ health, able and willing to do

housework and plain sewing, or could

teach a little child and cai'e for it;

would like to secure a position with

1 a respectable family for a term of

years. Her services will be disposed

of at private auction to the highest

bidder, for a term of three, four or five

year.«. Please communicate with B.,

Telegram."
Jarvis crushed the paper in his

hands savagely, as though he would
destroy the strange little appeal to an
unfriendly world. Then he sought for

and read it again, his eyes fixed and
frowning.

Four men and ten women, to be

exact, of those who chanced to notice

Barbara's somewhat absurd little ad-

vertisement, cut it out of the doomed
sheet, and placed it in securer quar-

ters, for further consideration. Of the

women four wrote to Barbara asking
for references; of the men, one con-

ceived it to be a business opportunity;

one was a widower blessed with three

small unruly children and little appe-

tite for further matrimonial experi-

ence; another a rich, crabbed old miser,

bent on escaping designing relatives,

and the fourth an enterprising young
mining engineer, very deeply in love

with a pretty girl and anxious to

marry her and take her with him to

a region remote from civilization.

These persons, therefore, or their

representatives, foregathered at the

Preston farm on the morning of the

eighteenth of May. With them also

appeared a half dozen or .so of neigh-

bors, curious and prying, and the

usual complement of shabby individ-

uals, mysteriously aware of the un-

usual, and alwavs to be seen at village

weddings, funerals and public auc-

tions.

Thomas Bellows, alert, business-like,

came early in the morning.
"Say, if vou want to back out, even

now," he said to Barbara, "I c'n tell

th' folks th' auction's off. I guess

you're feelin' kind of frightened, an

sorry you was so brash; ain't you?'

"No," said Barbara composedly. I

am not—frightened or soriy." But

her face was unnaturally white, and
her eyes deeply circled with shadowy
blue belied the statement. "Must I

stand up and be—sold, like—like
"

"No, ma'am!" exclaimed Mr. Bel-
lows decidedly. "Not by a jugful!
You've heard from some of the folks
intei-ested, you said?"

"Yes," said Barbara, "I've had a
number of letters. Two women are
looking for a girl to do all their house-
work; one needs a nursery governess—she is going with her family to
South America to stay five years ; an-
other requires a reliable person to look
after an imbecile child."

"Huh!" exploded Mr. Bellows; "that
all?"
By way of answer Barbara pro-

duced the letter of the elderly man who
required a competent housekeeper, that

of the widower, and that of the engi-

neer.

"Huh!" commented Mr. Bellows,

"What," she faltered, "are you going
to say?"

"Oh, you don't have to wori-y none
'bout what I say. I'll crack you up
sky high same's I would a first-class

horse. All you've got to do is to set

right still an' let me do th' auction-
eerin'. I'll run you up to fifteen hun-
dred, if I kin."

"Tell them I—I'll work—hard and
faithfully," faltered Barbara.

She choked a little over the last

word, her eyes bright with unshed
tears.

"If I was you, ma'am, I'd put on a

red ribbon or—or something cheerful
lookin'," advised Mr. Bellows, with
awkward sympathy. "I like a good
bright red m'self. An' say, don't you
worry none. You ain't 'bliged to ac-

cept anybody's bid, unless you feel like

it. I'm goin' t' bid ye in m'self, if

things don't go right. Where's the

little boy?" he asked suddenly.

"A tall, showily dressed
woman entered"

after a deliberate perusal of these

epistles. "Did you tell 'em all to show
up to-day?"
He looked sharply at the girl, as he

tapped the rustling sheets with a

blunt, tobacco-stained forefinger. "The
sale '11 have to be made conditional on

satisfactory evidence that the highest

bidder is an honest, respectable sort of

person. The's folks," he added darkly,
" 'at I wouldn't sell a cat to—if I cared

shucks 'bout the cat."

"I'm not afraid," said Barbara, to

do anv sort of work."
"Mebbe not," Mr. Bellows acquiesced

dryly. "Wall, guess I'll wait till I git

a good look int' their faces. I'll bet,"

he added, " 'at I c'n size 'em up all

right. An' I'll see t' it 'at the right

bidder gits the goods. An' now I'll

tell you what to do. You set here in-

side the parlor same's if you was the

corpse, we'll say, at a funeral, an' I'll

let the bidders come in one b' one an'

kind of size you up. 'Course they've

got to know the gen'ral specifications,

an' mebbe they'll want to ask a few

questions. But you'd best let me talk

up the article like I know how. That's

m' business; an' I won't make no fool

mistakes."
Barbara drew a deep breath.

Barbara controlled herself with an
effort.

"In school," she replied briefly. "He
—Jimmy isn't to know, till—till after-

ward."
"Mebbe you c'n take him along,"

hazarded Mr. Bellows, "to— South
America, say, or

"

"I shall leave him here," Barbara
told him with stony calm. "I have
arranged everything."
A stamping of feet on the porch

brought a defiant light to the girl's

eyes and a scarlet flush to her cheeks

;

Mr. Bellows surveyed her with open
satisfaction.

"That's right!" he encouraged her.

"Perk right up! You look wo'th the

money now all right. I'll open the

front door and let the folks pass right

in. Ye don't need to do a thing but

set right an' let me manage things.

Biddin' '11 begin at ten-thirty, sharp!"

And he bustled away full of im-

portance. „

Barbara stood quite still in the spot

where he had left her, her eyes fast-

ened with a kind of fascinated terror

upon the groups of persons coming

toward the house. The day was bright

and warm and the clumps of old-

fashioned shrubs on either side of the

driveway, lilac and bridalwreath and
snowball, were in full bloom. On the
other side of the fence long lines of
apple trees, laden with odorous pink
and white bloom, lifted their gnarled
limbs to the blue sky. Barbara saw a
woman pointing out the trees to the
man at her side. She knew the woman,
and fancied she might be speaking of
the great yield of fruit to be expected
that year from the once famous Pres-
ton orchards.
For two years past the girl had been

toiling to bring the trees back to a
thrifty condition; this spring for the
first tim.e they promised heavy returns
for all her labors. She clenched her
strong brown hands in a passion of
unavailing protest against the cruel
fate which flaunted the myriads of
blossoms in her face to-day.
More people were coming than she

had expected. Her face burned with
shame at sight of the two shabby hired
hacks among the groups of pedes-
trians. A woman in one of them
thrust her head out of the window and
asked some questions of the di'iver.

He nodded his head and presently drew
up in front of the house.

"Well, I declare!" she heard in a
high-pitched feminine voice, "this
seems like quite a nice place. I

thought "

The buzzing of tongues in the rooms
across the narrow hall increased; the
people were congregating there. She
could hear the occasional sound of Mr.
Bellows' creaking boots and his loud
authoritative voice, as he answered
questions and arranged the chairs,

which two of the shabby men under
his direction were bringing from vari-
ous parts of the house.

There was something dreadfully
suggestive of a funeral in the subdued
hum of voices, the solemnly inquisitive

glances leveled towards the house, and
the active creaking steps of Mr. Bel-

lows. Alone in the dim old parlor,

peering through the shutters, alter-

nately cold with apprehension and hot
with shame, Barbara found herself
threatened with hysterical laughter.

"They will come in presently and look

at me," she thought, and stiffened into

instant rigidity at sound of the creak-

ing knob.
"Yes, ma'am," she heard the old auc-

tioneer saying, "you'll find the young
woman right in here. She's ready f
be interviewed, an' I'll guarantee she's

wo'th double the price anybody '11 bid

for her. One at a time, if you please.

An' five minutes only allowed."
The door opened, and a tall, showily-

dressed woman entered. She stared

at Barbara through a lorgnette.

"Are you the young woman who is

to be sold at auction?" she asked in an
unbelieving voice. "I am Mrs. Perkins,

the housekeeper at Clifton Grange. I

wrote you with reference to a boy of

six. He is large for his age, and not

easy to care for. But his mother, who
is an invalid, won't hear to his being

sent away from home. Yes; I re-

ceived your references. But you don't

look old enough to attempt the position

I speak of. But I shall have to bid, I

suppose, for we can't keep a nurse in

the house. They simply will not stay

through more than one of his fractious

spells. And of course if we buy you,

you'll be obliged to remain. Are you

"strong in your hands?"
"Yes, very," said Barbara, conscious

of the increasing dryness of her lips

and throat.
"You have rather a nice face,' ob-

served the woman dubiously. "And I

do hope you're naturally lively and
cheerful; you'll get along better with

him if you are. If he takes a notion

to you he'll be pretty good most of the

Continued on page 1193
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English

Knock=

about

Hat

A stylish, serviceable hat for dress or business. Genuine
English Felt. Folds into compact roll without dania|ing.
Broad outside band. Would sell for $2.00 in most hat stores.
Colors: Black. Gray Mixture. Brnwn Mixture. Dark Blue
and White. Weight 4 ozs. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.
State size and coloi

Genuine Fur Cap $Q
For men and boys. Satjn _^^^^^^^^^^^^^_ ^k^^

Band and ^^^^^^^^^^Hjl^^^/*^
visor can be turned
down or up.
sizes. Coh
Black. Prepaid
on receipt of
$3.00.

Satisfactioll
guaranteed
on all

purchases.

Packed In
beantlfnl
Holiday
Boxes.

That is what our depositors have
been receiving ever since we started
in business—17 years ago.
5% without worry, because their principal is

invested byane.xperienced, conservative Board
of Directors in high class mortg-agres on city and
suburban real estate. They know our business is

Under Supervision of the
Nevir York Banking Dept.

They know that they can withdraw on short
notice without the loss of a penny of interest.
That the enormous annual increase of popula-
tion in New York makes their investments
every day more sound and solid than the day
before.

Assets over . . . $2,250,000
Surplus and Profits . 175,000

Wouldn't you tike to read our
booltlet Willi futt porlicutars?

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.
2 Times Buildine, Broadway and 42d Street, New York

Its Economy and Power
Startle the World!

The Engine Runs on COAL OIL at a
Fraction of Cost of Gasoline,

Thousands or these marvelous ent:ines—in actual
use today-prove beyond question that kerosene is
the engine fuel of the future. The eaccess of the
"Detroit* Engine is absolutely
tinparalleled.

'

Demand is overwhelming.
Kerosene (common coal oil)

Tana it with wonderful eron-
omy. Kerosene Keneraliy costs 6
toloclesH per gallon than pnsolino
—and gasoline iB^till g-oin^ up.
Runs on any entwine fuel. Only
three moving parts. Light
and portable. Do.s work of
engines weighing four ..

times OS much. Kunsevcry- f^-
thine.

The AmazSnff
AA HFTDIMT "

The Kerosene Wonder—on 15 Days*
Trial—Direct From Factory

Anyengineyouwant. from2to 20 H.P . sent on ISdays* free
trial—teated immediately before shipping and ready
to run. I£ dissatisfied—every doliuryouhavepnidus fur
the encliie cheerfully refunded. Prices lowest ever
known for hit,'h-grade. guaranteed en^ioes.

The New Book Is Ready—WRITEl T^Hs all about the&e csw
wonders tbatmurk a newera inen^inea. Special infr'^iiwtory price on firBt

••Dett-'if 'enridOBol.lineachcoiniQunity. Quick action geta it. Ad-ln-aa

Detroit Engine Works, 4456ellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich.

TYPEWRITERS JUi'
VISIBLE WRITERS

or otherwise

L. S. SMITHS, OLIVERS, UNDERWOODS, Elc.

<4to^M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped AWWIIKRE for Free Trial, or

KKNTKl) aliowine Rent to APPIY
PRICES sts.oo ur»

First ClaaB .^lacMoefl Freaii from the Hlfra— \Vrife for IlhistratM Catalog 71

Typewriter Emporium, (EST.1892)92-94 LAKE ST.,CHICAGO

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oil)

3iirn in;,' common kerosene tho ALADDIN Mj
LAMPt'enerates gas that K'vps a li^ht mnre bril-

liant tlian cily fe'ag, Eas"li'ie or electricity.

Simple, odorless, clean, safe and durable.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
la revolutionizing Iij;}itin^ everywhere. Weeded
in evers home. Every lamp guaranteed. Sell*

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lampB.
Ask oiirnearest omce hovr you can get a lamp
free or apply for Aceiicy Proposition. THE
MANTLE LAMPCO. of America,Desk 249

Chicago, Portland, Ore.; Waterbury, Conn.; Winnipeg, Montreal. CutaOfc

•STRONGEST
MADE. Buii-
stronpr chick-

/en-clght Sold totheuserat Wholesale
^Prices. We Pay Freleht. Catalogue free.

„ COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,'
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

T

By A. Russell Bond

AT the International Aviation Meet this year, when the

. Wright Brothers were testing out their aeroplane built

for high climbing, they used a very crude, home-made in-

strument to find out how high the machine could climb per

minute. The instrument was so simple that every one

wondered why he himself hadn't thought of the same thinu'.

It was merely a stick, with a

tin disc sliding on it. The
stick was held to the eye, and
pointed at the aeroplane, and

the disc was moved along the rod
until it appeared to be just large

enough to cover the aeroplane. Then
the disc was pressed into the rod,

making a mark. Knowing how
much larger the aeroplane was than the disc, the operator

knew how much higher the aeroplane was than the mai-k on

the rod above the eye.

Now it is easy to see that

any boy can use practically the

same scheme for trieastiring heights

and distances. Take an ordinary
yardstick and a piece of tin or card-

board with a hole in it that will

just fit the yardstick. Get your
chum to stand exactly 40 feet

away, and set the cardboard at the

four-inch mark on the yardstick.

Then, sighting along the yardstick

at him, with the end of the stick

held as close to the eye as possible,

clip the cardboard off with a pair

of shears until it seems to be just

as high as the boy you are aiming
at. Now you can measure any dis-

tance you please. Suppose you wish
to measure the width of a river.

Send your chum to the other bank,
and aim your instrument at him,

moving the cardboard along the
yardstick until it appears to just

cover him. Then, if the cardboard
is at the twelve-inch mark, you will

know that the stream is 120 feet

wide; if at the seventeen-inch mark,
170 feet wide, etc., because every
inch on the yardstick will stand for

ten feet. Of course, for a taller or
shorter boy, a proportionately larger or smaller piece of
cardboard will be required, and if you have a number of
chums to sight your instrument upon, you had better cut a
separate piece of cardboard for each, writing upon each
card the name of the boy for whom it is to be used.

EASILY the leader among this season's Christmas books
is Mr. Kipling's Rewards and Fairies, illustrated by

Arthur Rackham. The stories are a continuation of the
Puck of Pook's Hill stories. Dan and Una on Midsummer
morning, a year later, make their way to the Fairy Ring in
Long-Slip Meadow and old Puck once more magics them

To see what they can see, and hear what they can hear
Though it should have happened three thousand year.

The Boy's Book of Model Aeroplaiies : How to Build anw
Fly Them, by Mr. F. A. Collins, and The Scientific Ameri^
can Boy at School, by Mr. Russell Bond, are the leading
scientific books of the year in their class.

The Boy's Drake, the story of the "sea king" of the six-
teenth century, and Robinson Crusoe, in beautiful new
illustrated editions that should be in every boy's library.

In Line of Duty, by Captain Richmond P. Hobson;
Rulers of the Surf, by J. M. Muller; Swift and Sure, by
Herbert Strang, are three excellent sea stories.

Settlers and Scouts, by Mr. Herbert Strang, The Boyl
Ranchers of Puget Sound, one of Harold Bindless' new ilas

stories, and Fighting with Fremont, by Everett McNeil,
are three best books by three best writers for boys.
Captain of the School Team, by J. P. Earl; Sherman Hale,

the Harvard Half-Back, by George H. Rand, and An An-
napolis First Class Man, bubble with interest from start toBiri
finish.

And every Christian Herald boy will surely be inter-
ested in Healthful Sports for Boys, one of the now famous
Christian Herald series of books being offered as a pre-
mium to CHRISTIAN Herald boys and girls.
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Stories Girls Will Uke
Sidney: Her Senior Year, by Anna Chapin Ray; Betty's

Silver Mine, by Helen Hunt Jackson; Sarah's Mother, by
Mrs. L. T. Mead, and the Louisa
Alcott Story Book, famous old fav-
orites in beautiful Christmas edi-

tions. Betty Gaston, the Seventh
Girl, by Marion Ames Taggert,
whose writings remind us of Miss
Alcott; A Little Princess of the
Fives, by Mrs. Higgins; The Glen-
lock Girls Abroad, by Miss Grace M
Remick.

Dan and Una again make their %vay to

the Fairy Rin^ in Long-Slip Meadow "

For Little Folks
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If Santa asks you "Do you want
a book?" there are beautiful new,
fat editions of Grimm's and Ander-
son's folk and fairy tales; The Lilac
Fairy Book, by Andrew Lang; In
Monsterlavd, by the author of The
Giants of the Wood; Where the
Wind Blows, by Miss Katharine
Pyle, a plump book of stories that
begins this way:
"Hark! the wind is in the chim-BlW"'

ney; let us hear what it has to say."
The Little Gingerbread Man, with

lots of frolic and fun in it; Uncle
Remus and the Little Boy, a collec-

tion of some of the best of Uncle
Remus's songs and stories for little

folks. The Child's Life of Christ,

in a beautiful new edition.

We have given the titles and authors' names of a very
few of the Christmas books. If you want to know anything
further about these or other books in which boys and girls

are interested. Miss Porter, editor of The Cozy Corner, will

gladly send you the information for which you write.

Heading for December—A Prize Winner

By Hattie Paterson, 13 years old

DEAR BOYS AND GIRLS : I especially like the
Cozy Corner this week, don't you ? I like Mr.

Russell Bond's Simple Science story and the
Christmas books. The picture of little old Puck
with Dan and Una in the fairy ring was painted
by Mr. Arthur Rackham, one of the greatest living
illustrators. I am especially proud of the two
prize winning headings and of the little verses,

by Cozy Comer boys and girls. But above all,

perhaps, I love best the many letters that come
pouring in to the Cozy Comer with every mail.

I thank every one of you, my boys and girls, for

your big generous welcome among you. You will

all hear from me in time, but I am fairly swamped
with letters, so you must wait your turn and do not
forget The Special Prize Contest.

For Boys and Girls Over Twelve

The first prize is a beautiful aeroplane, tested
and guaranteed. The girls' first prize is a beauti-
ful gun metal watch, and there are twenty supple-
mentary prizes besides, for descriptions in less than
300 words of something I have made myself,
description to include photograph, drawing or
diagram.
For best stories in less than 300 words—Subjects:

Playing Alone, I Wish, Snow Fairy, there is a first-

class Brownie Kodak, with finder and film ready

SANTA CLAUS IN HOLLAND
NTOW children, listen to my tale,
* Believe me, it is true,
WTien Santa Claus to Holland goes
He looks 'round for a shoe.

If Gretchen's words have gentle been
Through all the long year past

;

If Hans has been a thoughtful boy.
Then Santa Claus will cast

In each of these dear children's shoes
'

Knives, marbles, dolls, and toys.
For don't you see he knows right well
What pleases girls and boys.

But if their words have angry been.
With quarrels not a few.

Ah, then old Santa leaves a whip
Within each wooden shoe !

So little Hans and Gretchen try
To be so good and kind.

That they shall never in their shoes
A whip on Christmas find.

Edith Austin, nine years old,

Wanregan, Conn. A prize winner.

n'aiit

also
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to take pictures, and eleven supplementary prizes

of best Christmas books.

For best drawings or photographs—Subjects:

The Pet of the Family, Chums, A Good Game,
there are twenty Christmas prizes of games, books,

toys, and pictures.

For Boys and Girls Under Twelve

For best work of any kind, stories, verses, pho-

tographs, drawings, there are bisque dolls, lead

soldiers and Christmas novelties.

All work in this Special Christmas Prize

Contest must be in by December 21. Put your

name, age, and address clearly on all manuscripts,

pictures, etc., and send to Miss Porter. 19 Bible

House, New 'Ifork City.

Let me hear constantly from you all, remembei
there is never a letter too many.

Our good-night verse for the week is :

Tlie Lord hrith ealohlixhed liia throne in th«

heavens : and liis kinfidom rideth over all.

The Aunt in the Cozy Comer,
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' ime. But if he don't— Are you used
children?"
"I have a brother."
"How old?"
"Six years."
"Well, I declare! Quite a coinci-

lence! Is your brother an ordinary
hild?"
"He is perfectly normal, if that is

\hat you mean," Barbara managed to

ay. It was being harder than she
bought.
"One thing more," the woman was

aying. "You didn't answer one ques-

ion I asked. How did you ever come
think of doing anything so strange

IS selling your sei-vices at auction?
Vnd why should you demand all the

noney at once? If your references

—

our pastor's letter and others—hadn't

)een so satisfactory we shouldn't have
bought of considerating you. But we
lo want to secure some one who will

tay, and of course you'll be obliged

o; though I'm not allowed to bid above
1 certain sum. Now I shall expect a
ruthful answer to

"

Mr. Bellows obtruded his puckered
ace into the room.
"Time's up, ma'am," he said author-

tatively. "Other bidders waitin' their

opportunity."
Barbara could not afterward recall

iill that passed during the intolerable

>eriod before the bidding began. She
vas vaguely aware of women, tall and
hort, curious, eager, clutching hand-
ags, presumably containing large

sums of money. There were men, too.

The representative of the Boston wid-
)wer, the young mining engineer, moro
ager and determined than ever after

lis short interview with Barbara.

"I'll bid every cent I can on you," he
isKured the girl with boyish sincerity,

'ifou're just the one for us, and I know
ou'd enjoy the life out there. We
.vouldn't treat you like an ordinary
servant; you'd be moi'e like a friend, I

;an see that, and I'm sure Ethel—Mrs.
Selfridge

—
" he blushed at his own de-

ightful mendacity— "will like you very
Tiuch. She'll want to see you at once,

f I am the lucky winner."

It was all strange, dream-like, and
for the most part intolerable. Bar-
)ara raised her heavy eyes once more
at the sound of the hard-shut door.

Stephen Jai-vis stood looking at her
n silence. She felt rather than saw
that some great though subtle change
had come over him.

"Why," he asked in a voice as
hanged as his looks, "have you done
this thing?"
She did not answer, and he drew a

step nearer.
"Tell me," he said under his breath,

"will you give it up? if I—agree to all

that you asked for—time to meet the

payments?"
He hesitated as if choosing his words

with care.

"You were right about the orchard,"

he went on; "there will be a good yield

—more than enough." He stretched

out his hands imploringly. "Spare me,
Barbara," he entreated. "Don't put
yourself and me to shame before them
all!"

The door swung open a little way.
"Did you say the young woman was

in here?" inquired a feminine voice,

sharp with curiosity. Barbara caught
a momentary glimpse of a militant

looking turban glittering with jet

beads. Jarvis shut the door, and stood

against it, a tall sombre figure of

authority.
"Let me put a stop to it all, Bar-

bara," he urged. "Barbara! I can't

let you do it!"

"It is—too late," she said, speaking
slowly because of the drjmess of her
throat and mouth. "Don't you see?

I must go on with it, and I—shall pay
you—every cent!"
He drew a difficult breath that was

almost a sob.
"You—will—pay—me," he repeated,

a dreadful self-loathing struggling
with the despair in his eyes.
Then he went away, quietly, as he

had come.

XI

Peg Morrison smote the rough
brown backs of his horses with a prac-
ticed slap of the lines.

"Y' remind me o' the sect in gen-
'ral," he observed in a loud critical

voice, as the off member of the team
backed and fidgeted uneasily. "When
y' want a female, woman er hoss, to
go, that's th' pertickler time they elect

t' Stan' still, an' when y' want 'em to
stan' still— Whoa, thar; can't ye?"

Mr. Morrison paused to wipe the
moisture from his bi-ow with an an-
cient handkerchief of red and white,
while he gazed lovingly at the wide
expanse of glistening brown earth
whicli had been deeply plowed, and
more or less leveled into smoothness
under the action of the harrow which
the horses were dragging.

"Planted t' onions," he went on, still

addi'essing his observations to the
horses whose heads drooped sleepily

toward the fresh smelling ground,
"this 'ere ten acres '11 net, any way you
figger it, four hundred an' fifty dol-

lars t' the acre; an' that'll total

—

lemme see, somethin' like
"

Mr. Moi-rison's gaze being wholly in-

trospective at this stage of the mental
problem under consideration, he failed

to notice the man who came swinging
along the road at a smart rate of

speed. At sight of the old man lean-

ing meditatively again-st the fence, a
spent dandelion stalk in his mouth,
the pedestrian halted.

"Why, hello, Peg!" he called out in

a clear and somewhat authoritative

voice.

The stranger wore a rough suit of

weather-stained tweeds and his felt

hat set at a becoming angle on his

curly head shaded a face bronzed by
sun and wind almost to the color of the

full brown beard curling away from
his red mouth with a careless boldness

repeated in the humorous blue eyes

which roved over the shabby old figure

by the fence.

He laughed outright at the puzzled

look in Morrison's face.

Then he folded his arms on top of

the fence.

"Well, how goes it, old man?" he in-

quired. "Same lazy old horses—eh?

Same job, same season of the year;

same old clothes, I should say—even

to the red and white bandana. Makes
me feel as if I'd been dreaming. May-
be I have; who knows?"
"Who be ye?" demanded Peg. "Seems

's 'o I'd seen ye somewhars; but I

can't think whar."
"Don't be hasty, my friend." ad-

vised the other, pulling his hat over

his laughing eyes. "You've forgotten

me, and so apparently has every one

else. I saw Al Hewett at the station

and he told me Miss Preston was un-

married and still at home, and that

Old Don Preston had gone to his re-

ward a couple of years ago."

"I c'n see you used t' live 'round

here," hazarded Peg, shaking his head,

"but I can't seem t' rec'lect who ye

be; unless—if I didn't know he was
dead I might think you was the young
feller 'at used t' teach school in th'

village.- Whitcomb, his name was. But
he's been dead a matter o' three

years."
"That being the case," said the

stranger coolly, "perhaps you'll tell

me about the auction up at the farm.

I heard some women asking questions

about it at the station."

"Auction?" repeated Peg. "The' ain't

no auction at our place—not yet. But
you sure do remind me o' thet young
school teacher feller. He got gold

crazy, an' went off
"

"Yes, I know; and got lost on a
Continued on next page

«EG. U.S. PAT. OFF

"S^i^i© Q- (ZoCum£na!
at $17.50 or $100

or at almost any price between.a Columbia Graphophone

or a Columbia Grafonola
and complete the welcome of your gift with a varied selection of

at $250.

$200. $150. $100 or $50.

Type

BNWM

Columbia Double-Disc
Records at 65c

All the music of all the world is at the
command of the owner of a Columbia.
It is the one perfect, complete musical
instrument, the one ideal home enter-
tainer, the one ideal gift for all the
household for all the year around.

Columbia Z>oz^3/(?-Disc Records! Music
on Iwlh sides ! A different selection on
each side ! And both at only a few
cents above the price of one! They
may be played on any disc machine,
and they give you double value for
your money, plain as daylight. At 65
cents for the regular lo-inch Columbia
Double-Disc Record, you are paying
only 32}-2 cents per selection ; which is

far below the price of any single-
sided record.

Catalogs ready for your call, or by mail.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Gen'l, Box 221, Tribune Bldg., N.Y.
Creators of the Talking- Machine Industry. Pioneers and Leaders in the Talking-Machine Art. Owners o(

the Fundamental Patents. Largest Manufacturers of Talking-Machines in the World. Prices in
Canada plus duty—Headquarters for Canada, 264 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont. Dealers

wanted— Exclusive selling rights given where we are not actively represented.

I;^EPAGES
LIQUID
GLUE

i.?km

You can buy it now

from your dealer in

Pin sealinq tubes

ready for instant use;

also in bottles with

new patented cap.

No waste-no leak-

no -trouble.
Demand ,

L^PACES
Sold everywhere

Library slips with every bottle and tiiis

mmm

Economize
CASSEROLE

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get " Improved,'- no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

B
LYEMYER
CHURCH

Write to Cincinnati Bel'

tmLIKBOTHEEBELia
kSWEETZE, liOEE EUE-

'aBLE, LOTEU PEL'S.

^OUEFEEECATALOSUa
TELLS WET.

Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. O.

on your

meat bills

bycooking

your foods in

"Fulper" Earthenware

Utensils
and follow the receipts as printed in the Free

Book of Recipes which we send with every

order for the

Home Assortment of Cookers
Two 4-inch Casseroles and Covers
Two ^'--portion Bean Pots
One 8-inch Casserole and Cover
One No. 2 Petite Marmite and Cover
One 2-quart Bean Pot and Cover

These 7 pieces and 5 Covers for only $2,
delivered Free

Your guests will envy you the hoi. tasty, savory

viands, cooked and served in these seven quaint snub-

nosed dishes. They'll all want to learn how to cook and

serve "En Casserole" and "En Marmite."

MARMITE Send Us $2 Right Now
together with your Dealer's

name; we will see that you get

this 1-lome Assortment. Be

the first to serve a luncheon

in this new style.

FULPER POTTERY CO.
FoandeJ 1805

27 Main St., Flemington, N. J.

Reference: Dun's or Bradslreel's

2m:hii-M FACTORY
REBUICT

S21V6 $Z5 to $bU "Factory Rebuilt" Typewriiers are

perfect in qtiality, cfiniition aud lovks. Durable and reliable

JQ con -^trueLion and B-i vkeable in every way. Buy from the

largest factory in tha world with br.nnch stores fn leading cities.

We guarantee for one year .-igrainst defect In workman-

ship »"*! mateii I. Write for cal.ilo^ue

of nearest branch office.

American Writing Machine Co.
345 Broadway, New York

d addri

PATENTS:
For facts about Prize

and Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and tor books

of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense. Dept.36 Barrister Bldg.,WashiDglon.D.C.

to have a new Song Kook in youi
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL," for S3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

YOU CAN AFFORD
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"Neurasthenia is

Starvation of

r*1 the Nervous

System'^

Late King Edward's
Physician

Dr. Ernest Ott. Marienbad'
"I liave been using Sanatogen for

a number of years in my practice
with excellent results. These re-

sults have been notably good in
the case of elderly people when it

was desirable to build up. the
streneth, to stimulate the bodily
functions, and to improve the cir-

culation of the blood."

The Czar of Russia's

Private Physician

Dr. Ferchmin: "My daughter,

who was very nervous and anae-

mic, has been greatly benefited by
the prolonged use of Sanatogen.
Her appetite improved, her weight
increased, and the color of her
skin became healthier."

The Late Emperor Fred-

eric's Private Physician

Professor Tobold, M. D.

:

"My experience points to the fact

that patients suffering from ner-

vous exhaustion after influenza,

and who present the troublesome
symptoms of neurasthenia, by us-

ing Sanatogen in a comparatively
short time regain strength and
vitality."

Emperor of Austria's

Private Physician

Surgeon General Dr. K<mz1. of

Vienna: "I have been using

Sanatogen with splendid results

and recommetid it continually and
everywhere, because I am thor-

oughly convinced that it is an ex-

cellent food tonic."

\ ''

I
"^HUS says one of the noted physi-

X cians of to-day.

Too often we allow ambition to sway judg-

ment—employ all our forces with never a
thought of their limitations.

'

True—we answer when hunger calls—feed

our bodies. But when nervous force is ex-

hausted we are heedless. Starved nerves need
food just as do starved bodies. Whtn your
supply of nervous energy is depleted—you
feel mentally worn out and even your muscles
are tardy in obeying nerve coimnands—-you

need

Sanaioqren
THE FOOD-ZTONtG

Sanatogen is a wonderful rebuilder, revitalizer—reinvigora-
for of starved, jaded nerves. It combines Albumen, milk's
nutrient—and Sodium Glyeero-phosphate—the great nerve-
reconstructive— in the form of an easily assimilated, fine
white powder, sotuable in water, coffee, cocoa or any non-acid
beverage. Sanatogen is recommended and prescribed by
over 12,000 practicing physicians and is enthusiastically en-
dorsed by prominent public people the world over, who have
benefited by its use.

"OUR NERVES OF TOMORROW"—F/?£:E

To know by ^vhat forces the nervous system is con-
trolled—how it operates—what it needs to maintain
its efficiency— is to hold the key to health. This
interesting book by a prominent physician-author
tells all this in simple, readable language. Send for
your copy today.

Sanatogen is Sold in three sizes—$1.00, $1.90» $3,60

Get it from your druggist—if

not chtainable from him, write the

BAUER CHEMICAL CO. Everett Bldg., Fourth ANEW ¥ORK

Do You Need
Christmas Money

The Christmas season isalmost
here. There will he presents to

5 to loved ones and remenibran-
ces to friends, that will increase the

expenses of the Home all around. Did
you ever think of the convenience of an in-

come that would enable you to pay some of
your Christmas bills without disturbing to any
great extent your regular savings? Wtiuldn't it

be nice to say to yourself. "Now. here's Christmns
again, and last year I got a little behind. This time
1 am going to do something special that will enabl
me to earn enough extra money to pay my Christmas
expenses. But wliat shall ! do? I know—I'll write to
The Christian Herald for their agency plan."

We Can Help You
Write for our "agency plan." We will show you how
you can earn money for Christmas. How much can
you earn? Why, just as much as you want; it all

depends upon you. We pay a liberal commission,
and in addition we have a Salary Payment Plan
that rewards you for your good work. Send
us a postal card to-day. You'll be glad we
suggested the idea to you. Now is the time to

begin. Act quickly!

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
Agency Department

BIBLE HOUSE
NEW YORK CITY

N. Y.

/ The Perfection Extension Shoe 1 I

f„r any p. ,so„ wiili ,„if short

liml,. Woin vvitl. any style of I /

ready-made shoes witli perfec*. P^
nd comfort. Shipped on trjj

trial. Write for Booklet. 'w'

HENRY B. LOTZ, 313 Third Ave., NEW YOBK

1^6.

OLIVEt^
TypeWri-fer

17 cents a Day
Buys an Oliver

Save Your Pennies and Own the
Standard Visible Writer

Can yon spenrl 17 cents a day
to better advantage than in
the purchase of this wonder-
ful machine?
Write for special Easy Pnymenl

Propositian, or see the nearest
Olioer Agent.

The OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.
310 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Jewelry at Factory Prices
Vou save profits of Jobber and Retailer. Stylish, Handsome,

Exclusive Designs. Nowhere can our values be duplicated.
We make tliese prices solely to introduce our goods.

No.577 J. HeavilyGoldPlated2-in.BarPiu.with2Handy "Tffa
Pinstomatcii, in Rose, English, or Green Gold. 3 Pieces. WV
No. 810. Heavy Gold Plated 3-inch Sash or Belt Pin. set with
either Ruby, Emerald. Sapphire, Topaz or Amethyst cut fZf^n
stone, in Rose. Green Gold, or in Oxvdizcd Silver, . . . «*WL

.

Both Numbers, $1.15
We guarantee qualily, iiuum -i i:[U ,i. liv.-i yin perfect condition,

and charges prepaid. All Goods Warranted. Bank References
Remit by Post Oftice or E.\press Momv i.trder. Agents Wanttd.

J. L CUSHMAN & CO.. Factory, 280-282 Sip Ave.. Jersey City. N. 3.

FREE OIL
Generous sample "-^-in-One'' for your sewing machine; oils

perfectly^ won't gum, collect dust, turn rancid* lasts Ion**;

free from acid. Write 3 in One Oil Co.,54 Bdwy., N.Y.

Continued from 'preceding page EK

trail and froze to death," interrupted

the stranger. "So I heard. Sad, wasn't

it? Did they find the body?"
"Not," said Peg, his puzzled eyes

still searching the stranger's face, "as

I heard tell of."

"Then you think the coast is clear

up at the farm? Is Barbara—Miss
Preston—at home?"
"Miss Barb'ry was to home when I

come away at six-thirty this mornin'.

Say, are you "

"I'll walk over and call on her," in-

terrupted the young man with some
impatience. "Perhaps Barbara will

remember an old friend. Her eyes
used to be bright enough."
Peg unhitched the harrow with fine

deliberation.
"Hold on a minute," he requested,

"an' I'll step with ye. It's gittin'

'long towards noon, anyhow."
He was furtively studying the

younger man's face and figure as he
let down the bars and drove his horses
through.

"B'en doin' any school teachin' sence
ye left these parts?" he drawled, as
the two struck the road at a pace com-
mensurate to the unhurried gait of the
old horses.
"No," said the stranger. He plunged

his hands deep in his pockets, the mer-
riment suddenly gone from his face
and eyes.

"Ye look consid'ble older'n ye did,"

observed Peg mildly, "an' the whiskers
gives ye a different look; but come t'

take notice, most anybody'd know ye,

though ye must hev knocked 'round
consid'able. Hev any luck minin'?"
Whitcomb laughed, throwing back

his head as if the question afforded
him a vast deal of amusement.
"Luck?" he echoed. "Certainly; a

man's bound to strike luck of one sort
or another."

"That's a fac'," agreed Peg senten-
tiously, "an' you can't always some-
times tell one sort f'om the other.
What passes fer the worst o' luck '11

frequent turn out to be fust rate. I

knew a man once "

He stopped short, his jaw dropping
at sight of the numerous vehicles con-
gregated near the house which they
were approaching. "I swan!" he ejac-

ulated, "It sure does look like But
Miss Barb'ry never said nothin' t' me.
She never tol' me "

"I'm going in," said David Whit-
comb scowling.

Several women congregated near the
door stared at him with a resentful
air as he made his way masterfully
among them.
At one end of the long, low room, his

back to the open windows, stood
Thomas Bellows, a small, bare table in

front of him, on which he rested the
flat of his outspread hands to harangue
the company ranged on either side, the
women for the most part comfortably
seated, the men standing in the rear,

as if half ashamed to be present.
"Eight hundred, do I hear?" in-

quired the auctioneer in a tone of pas-
sionate protest. "It bein' understood
there'll be a five years' lease on the
prop'ty in question? Ladies an' gents,
that ain't right! Eight hundred ain't

a patch on what she's worth. I've told

you what sort of goods you're biddin'
on, an' you've had the opportunity to

see fer yourselves. Eight hundred ten,

do I hear? Who'll make it fifty? Eight
hundred fifty, who'll make it nine hun-
dred? Come! let me hear some good
lively biddin' on the part of the lady
in the green dress. This lady is lookin'

fer an honest, permanent hired girl,

she told me so b'fore the biddin' begun.
She's had a terrible time with hired
help; she's paid 'em high wages, an'
they break her china dishes, steal her
clo'es, an'

"That's right! eight hundred sixty-

five from the young man in the corner.
That gentleman knows what's what;
an' he's lookin' fer an A Number One

helper t' take West t' help his wife c

the cookin'. W'y, this is the opporti
nity of a lifetime, an' if you let

pass—eight hundred seventy dollai

I'm offered, who'll make it nine hui
dred? I'll tell ye straight, ladies, th
perfec'ly healthy, honest, willin', agre<
able, faithful young woman ain't goi)

t' be knocked down t' any of ye at nir

hundred dollars. Don't think it fer
minute! She's goin' to git her pric
an' I know what it is."

"What's going on here?" ask€
Whitcomb of a man in a fashionab
light suit, with a diamond in his shii

front. "What is the man selling?"
By way of answer the man held u

his two hands, the fingers outstretchet
"There you are, ten hundred dollai '

'^••

ted a

I'm offered; one thousand dollars!

Who'll make it eleven? A thousanj
dollars may sound like a pretty goi

sum t' slap down all at once, ladiei

but do a little figurin', if you pleasi

You pay eighteen, twenty, twenty-fi\
dollars a month for a raw, untrainei
foreigner; can't speak English, cam
cook, can't do nothin', an' once you g(

her trained off she goes 's lively's

flea. Five years of domestic peace i

yer home! Five years of p'fect hai
piness! Ain't it worth more'n
measly thousand dollars? The gentl(

man in the corner says it is; he bid

ten hundred fifty. Ten hundred fiftj

ten hundred sixty! Oh, come, let's ru
'er up faster! I can't stan' here a
day foolin'. The gentleman in th

corner again. Yes, sir, eleven hur
dred! Who'll make it twelve?"

"Stop long enough to tell me wha
you're selling, man," called the lates

comer in a loud clear voice. "I didn
get here in time to find out, and no on
will tell me.'
A general murmur of protest arcs

all over the room. A tall woman, wit
a high peaked nose set midway in

large expanse of purplish red fact

arose.
"I'm through!" she announced acid

ly. "Let me out of here
""

"No, you ain't, ma'am. Kindly se

down in that nice comf'table chee
you've been occupyin' fer about te

minutes longer. I'll answer this gen
tleman quick an' t' the pint an' we'l

go on with the biddin'. I'm auctionir

off five years o' faithful work an' ser

vice; I'm auctionin' peace an' happi
ness in the home; I'm auctionin' th

educated brains an' han' an' feet of th
smartest young lady in this 'ere Unit&
States of Ameriky! An' that's Mis'

Barbara Preston. Do you want t

bid? Eleven hundred dollars I'm of

fered; who'll make it twelve?"
"Its an outrage on civilization!'

cried the man who had interrupted.
"

protest against the sale!"

"Put him out! Put him out!" shoutec

a dozen voices.

In the midst of the tumult some on<

signaled twelve hundred, and Thomas
Bellows caught the figures. Pounding
on the table with his mallet he com-

manded order.
^

"The sale will be continued, and I'lr

offered twelve hundred dollars; re-

member, gentlemen; remember, ladies

your bids will be canceled if you d(

not live up to your part of the previouf|

agreement. Spot cash before you leave

the room, and a guarantee of honor-

able service and kind treatment. Gen-

tlemen! Ladies! Your attention

please! Twelve hundred dollars I

offered! Twelve hundred, going

Twelve hundred dollars ! Twelve hun-

dred fifty? Yes, sir!

"Twelve hundred sixty! Thirteen

hundred dollars I'm bid by the gentle-

man by the door.

"Come down front where we can al.

see you, sir. Thirteen hundred, going

Fourteen hundred! Now this is som^

thing like! Isn't there any lady pres-

ent who'll make it fifteen!"

To be continued

lose'
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EVERY mail brings to The Chris-
tian Herald many letters express-

ing hearty sympathy with the work
that is being done among the poor and
the unemployed through the Bowery
Mission. In a majority of cases, the
writers send contributions for the
Mission's Christmas work among the
poor and for the support of the "Bread
Line."

Mrs. J. E. C, Presto, S. D. ($2),
writes: "I wish to add my little mite.

Wish I could do more as my heart goes
out to poor and suffering humanity
everywhere." "Enclosed you will find

$l,""write Mrs. J. N. and Mrs. E. W.,
two good ladies of Mystic, Conn., "to

help some one to have a joyful and
happy Thanksgiving." "This is in-

deed a widow's mite," writes Mrs. S.

E. T., of Norwich, Vt. ($1). "May
those to whom much has been given
deal generously with the poor." "I

am an old man," writes N. W. T., Wa-
terville. Me. ($2), "and have been an
invalid for ten years. . . . The
Bowery Mission is a noble Christian
work. I wish I could do more for it."

Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Lorzeaux, of Des-
Moines, la. ($5), write: "Your appeal
for the stranded unfortunates is surely
full of pathos. We are glad of the

opportunity to thus help some of our
fellow-beings. . . . God bless you
and your woi-k." "My sister and my-
self want to help," writes Miss G. A.,

Emmetsburg, Md. ($3); "may you be

I richly blessed in the work."
"This is to show my gratitude to our

heavenly Father in answering my
prayers," writes H. T., Ellson, Minn.
(.$r,). G. C. H., Mayfield, N. Y. (.$2),

writes: "I was in the Mission a short
time ago and saw something of what
it was doing, and am glad to help it a

little." Mary E. D., Greensboro, N.
C. (S.'j), writes: "Even this little mite
may do some good, and I hope to send
more before the year closes." "I pray
for you and the Mission every day in

my feeble way," writes A. H. D. ($2).

"I have been interested in it for many
years and shall be to the end of my
life." E. S. W., Riverhead, N. Y. ($4),
writes: "Use this in supplying the

homeless with dinner." A. ]\I., Batavia,
N. Y. ($1), "I am an old woman of 86,

a cripple and a shut-in and this, which
was given to me for a birthday pres-

ent I .send to you to get something for

the hungry to eat. My prayers go
with it." "You will please use this to
help some poor wandering ones at the
Mission," writes Mrs. A. H. S., Car-
dington, 0. ($1), "or in some poor
home. I know the dear Master will
bless you in your work of love." "My
prayer," writes Mrs. J. K. D., Lan-
caster, Pa. ($1.50), "is that God may
abundantly bless you with the many
good things to satisfy these poor peo-
ple and that it may be the means of
saving many precious souls." "I be-
lieve you are doing a grand work at
the Bowery Mission," writes G. H. W.,
Lincoln University, Pa. ($2), "and I

count it a privilege to help. Would be
glad if I could increase my offering a
hundredfold." S. P., Allegheny City,
Pa. ($2), writes: "We have been send-
ing our mite for nearly twenty years
to the Bowery Mission. This is little,

but it comes out of a true heart. The
Lord bless you in your work." "For
years," writes Mary E. K., Indiana,
Pa. ($1), "I have been deeply inter-
ested in this Mission and my gifts have
been varying, according to circum-
stances. May God open the hearts of
those who have abundance to relieve
these homeless ones." "May God's
blessing go with this gift," writes R.
0. M., Watkins. N. Y. ($1). "This is

from an invalid," writes Mrs. L. E. M.,
Lincoln, Neb. ($1), "and one who
knows what it is to suffer." "I wish
the gift could be much larger," writes
G. L. H., Foreston, Minn. ($2..50) ; "the
work is deserving of it, but we have
only one-fourth of a crop this year, in

this part of our State." Mr. C. A. M.,
Fargo, N. D., sends $2.5 with these
characteristic words: "I want to help
the old boys and the young boys of the
Bowery Mission. I want to help give
a Christmas dinner to a bunch of them,
and I thank you for the opportunity.
Remind me again some time, that I

may not neglect your most deserving-

charity." C, Orosi, Cal. ($1) , writes :

"Enclosed find silver certificate—

a

mite for the Bowery Mission. With it

I send a prayer that it may do some
soul great good. I expect it is the last

I shall contribute, as I am between 88

and 89, very feeble and liable to cross

the river any day. The blessing of the

Lord be on the friends of the Bowery
Mission and upon all who labor for the

salvation of the men."

Cosasadleiratfloira iToip tlhie A.dl'^eirtlnses'

THIS is the time of the year when the mail received by large business houses
doubles and trebles in quantity, with the result that orders for goods are

apt to be delayed. We have found it so in our own case and we know it

is .'o with many of our advertisers. Hence, we would caution our i-eaders not to

get over-anxious if a reply is not received on the day following the receipt of

the order. Of course, in ordering Christmas goods it would not do to wait too

long; the goods might not be received until after the Holidays; but at least a

little consideration should be allowed during this rush season.

The advertising columns of The Christian Herald contain only the adver-

tisements of dependable concerns, all of which, as a matter of business, try to fill

orders at the earliest possible moment; and it is surprising how few complaints

we receive concerning delays. It is, of course, due to the character of these

advertisers, who are as careful to conserve the interest of their customers as we
could wish them to be.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an adve7-tiser in The
Ciiulstian Herald we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who mu.st be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

X5^t Qboice of a

Q})ri0tma0 Oiit
" Scribner's Magazine has been more read, more
quoted, and more talked about within the past year
than any other magazine published. Its position of

leadership is established, its quality known, and its

reputation for progressivetiess, for filling its

pages with the best, most interesting and enter-

taining literature and art of the time, is as widely
known as its name."

In making up your list of gifts incKide
one or more yearly subscription orders
for Scribner*s Magazine.

Is there anything else for $3.00 that
Avould be more apt to please? Such
a gift is for the whole year, a welcome
monthly reminder of the giver.

Subscription orders should be placed as far ahead as pos.

sible. When forwarding same, ask for the very elaborate

and artistic CettlflCate Of ^Ub0Cription. This docu-

ment will be sent without charge to the recipient of your gift

on Christmas E^ay, together with a copy of the Magazine.

Remit by check, draft or money order payable
to order of Charles Scribner's Sons, 153-157

Fifth Avenue, New York.

jSutJScription price, $3.00 per ^mi

(f^Vl^ Grade
Buy At» Lowest* Factory Price
Two Year's Credit-On.© Year's Free Trial

Pianos $ Organs

Curnish Pianos and Organs are sold to you only direct from the factory by the
maker at lowest factory price. Three gen-
erations and over 50 years in business stand
back of the Cornish Plan, Nowhere else
can you buy a high grade inptnimeiit on this plan.

No Mo i:\ey Ii:^ Advai^ce
Use any Cornish Instrument JSO J>a>'H Free, then ff

satisfactory start payment

—

all the credit needed
—on terms of your own choice, with the understanding
tliat if not satisfactory any time within a year it may
he returned and your money refunded with per cent
interest. Cornish iustruiiients are GUARANTEED
FOK LIFE, have the sweetest tone and last longest.

We pay freight if desired.

Save Oi\e*Half
Write today for the wonderful new Cornish Book, tell-

ing how we do without dealers and save y<>«

money and why only the Corni>h nibtrunients are t-'ood

enough for yiivi. Also Reference liook ot'oOOO
recent purebasers and copy of our Rond of In-

Washlnglon, NewJorsey
Eitablisbed Over 60 Yearsdemnlty which protects yon

against risk in placing a Cornish in your home. C^ornisbC^o.:

These trade- :ery package

lET FOR
DIABETICS

[eumatisin.Obesity

Vric Acid

.eading grocers.

, Wale?lowii.\Y..lJ.S.A.

AGENTS
The Biggest Thing
in Years for Live
Is our guaranteed hosiery. A fast seller and good
repeater. You don't have to argue because every
itair is guaranteed to last four months without
holes. Worn goods replaced free.

We positively live np to this cuarantee.
YOU CAN 3IAKE Bit; JIOXEY.

No experience needed. AVe teach you every-
thing. Here's vour chance—don't lose it

—

write to-day for terms of Free Outfit.

THE THOMAS MFG. COMPANY
l!>a4 Wayne SI. Oeylen, Ohio

Burglars are afraid of Country Homes ^vith Thones
There's Always a Way to Rouse the Neighborhood and Catch Them before

They Get Away. A Telephone is Your Best Protection.

Rouses the Neighbors for Fire—Warns the People of Thieves—Tells-You the Markets Daily—Calls the Doctor Quickly
—Lets You Visit While it Rains—Tells the Weather Forecast—Summons your Harvest Laborers—Saves You Countless

Errands.
A Dean Telephone in Your Country Home Costs Only Ic a Week.

Every Country Home Will Soon Have a Telephone; Over 500,000 Miles of Farm Telephone Wires Now in Use in U. S.

Let a Dean 'Phone Do It for You, Send for Free Booklet and Plan.

Address—THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO., 1175 TAYLOR STREET. ELYRLA., OHIO

'I

P^#"'^
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Bomll^ Spoons

Almost FREE.h,K M plate. Bouillon Spoons,

m M Tea Spoons, Table Spoons.

W=^ Forks. A beautiful rose de-

siiin in French Gray finish

—

Free from advertisinsr.

You can get full sets, almost

7uithout expense simply by sav-

\y\Z the metal caps from jars of

Liebiff Company's Extract of Beef—
Tb<> purest, best tasting, most concen-

trated extract you can buy .

LIEBIG
Company's Extract of Beef
Send us ,,ne Liebier Tap and 10 cents

^

and we'll send you a Bouillon Spoon
' or a Tea Spoon, post-paid. Send one '

cap and 20 cents for a Table
Spoon or a Fork.

-^^ Address tor silverware and
60-page ^^k tree cook book. Dept. S,

Cook Book^^ '^S';rJ."'"1'S*''N*v
"•

by Mrs. ^^. 8 N.Moore bt.,N.Y.

Rorer. sent

Free oa request.

DUSTER for Xmas Gift.
Does more real dusting in 15 minutes than can

he done in an hour -with the ordinary kind.
Chemically treated—not oily. Sanitary, dustless.
Absorbs dust and retains it. When filled with
dust can he washed like an ordinary cloth with-
out injury to its dusting properties.'
Dusts and cleans. Removes finger marks and

leaves fine polish. Can't scratch. Use it on
furniture, pianos, woodwork, walls, mirrors,
bric-a-brac, leather, etc. Dclirered Jree on re-
ceipt ofprice. Send coin or stamps.

A Household Necessity.

2 for 25Ci by M3lli 25c. each, post-paid!

SavlB Kleana E-Z Mops for dyy use on hardwood or painted
floors. At >^.. 1 1. - <1mm instantly. L.ir^'est si/f 51 .on, post-paid.

M oney Refunded if Not Satisfactory.

DAVIS KLEANS E-Z CO., 227 Weeks Stt , Bennington.Vt.

20
Finest Christmas Cards
Very Choicest Gold Embossed

This grand assortment of 20 most beautiful Christ-
mas Post Cards in lovely colors and exquisite gold
embossed designs, all different, extra fine quality,
prettiest and most attractive collection ever of-

fered; to introduce our cards quickly we send these
cards and latest price list prepaid tor only lOeents.
Seymour Card Co., Dept. 49, Topeka, Kan.

"DON'T SHOUT"
ou. I can hear no»
as anybody. 'How?'
Oh, something nc«-
TheMOIiLEV FlIONE

hey are invisihl
uld not know 1 had th

. mysell. only that I he
8ht."

The mORLEY PHONE for th^

DEAF
nakes low sounds and
whispers plainly heard,
invisible, comfortable,

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write lor booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702, Perry Building. Philadelphia

Repair Your Furniture

at Home Without Glue.

Put a Fix-it on end of round
and drive it m. Fits any
joint, round or sciuare. In-

visiible. Kot affected by heat or
dampness. Sample pkg. 10c. ,two
doz. •J.'ic. Good profits lor Agents
FIX-IT MFG. CO 301 Wall St.

BinghatntoD. W. Y.

/=1
AGENTS
WANTED.

HOLIDAY COMBINATION
2 Beautiful Velvet I'ost Cards, - - 10 cents
10 Christuins, n/\riT> /^ A TknC 10 cents
6 Superior Xmas PlIV I |,AKU^ lOeents
10 New Year, * ViJl \^fEl*l/U jo cents

Any three lo-cent packages mailed for 25 cents.

Special Assortment for Dealers, loo for W <ents.

MADISON ART COMPANY. MADISON. CONN.

IN a recent address before the Quill

Club of New York, Mr. Melville D.

Stone, General Manager of the Asso-
ciated Press, who has traveled exten-

sively in the East, made an instructive

address^ on Race Pr^'udice in the

Orient. We are privileged to make
the following extracts from his re-

marks :

"Whatever our ignorance of, or in-

difference to, the Orientals in the past,

it is well to note that conditions, both
for us and for them, have entirely

changed within the last decade. There
is a new United States and a new Asia.

.

The Spanish War created the one; the

Russo-Japanese War the other. When
we acquired the Philippine Islands we
assumed the government of eight mil-

lions of Orientals and touched elbows
with all Asia. When Japan defeated
Russia, the Oriental learned his power.
He learned that a yellow man behind
the gun was quite as effective as a
white man. Then followed in travail

the birth of the new Asia. There were
actual revolutions in Turkey and Per-
sia, a startling recrudescence of unrest
in India and Ceylon, and, at this mo-
ment, China is in a state of revolution-

ary ferment.
"What is to be the outcome? What

does all this mean for the future of the

world? Let us view the problem from
the political, the commercial and the
moral aspects. How long will the

6,000 soldiers we have in the Philip-

pines be able to keep our flag afloat

among 8,000,000 of natives? How long
will the 75,000 English soldiers in

India be able to maintain British sov-
erei.gnty over 300,000,000 of Asians?
Believe me, these are not idle questions.
Upon our ability to answer will depend
the future of what we are pleased to
call our Western civilization. It is not
the Asian who needs educating, it is the
European.
"A statesman of Japan said recently

in a conversation I had with him

:

'Your missionaries undoubtedly have
done good for the morals of our people,
but they have done far more for our
health and strength as a nation. They
come to us with doctors, and nurses,
and hospitals and schools. Before
Perry's arrival 2,000,000 infants were
born every year in Japan, and for lack
of proper sanitary measures they died.

Now with the hospitals and sanitary
and hygienic methods introduced by the
missionaries, the 2,000,000 children are
born, but they do not die.' This is true
of every other Oriental country. Mean-
while in the countries of Europe the
increase of population is slow, and in

some countries, as in France, • it is

hardly increasing at all. In America
race suicide is becoming alarmingly
prevalent.
"We shall never meet the problems

growin.g out of our relation with the
Far East unless we absolutely and
once for all put away race prejudice.
I believe the European snob in Asia is

distinctly the enemy of the civilized

West. And his coadjutor in this coun-
try is a fitting criminal yoke-fellow.
Let me give you some illustrations of

what I mean—cases which came under
my personal observation. From Bom-
bay to Yokohama there is not a social

club at any port or treaty point where
a native, whatever his culture or re-

finement, will be admitted. At the
Bengal Club at Calcutta last year a
member in perfectly good standing in-

nocently invited a Eurasian gentleman
(that is, one who is half native and
half European) to dine with him. It

became known that the invitation had
been extended, and a storm of opposi-
tion broke among the members. The
matter was finally adjusted by setting

aside the ladies' department of the
club, and there the offending member

You can place money m the Industrial Savmgs and
Loan Company, and know that it is safe, and is inhere
you can obtain xt when wanted. &.i\<i will yield .I'atr farn-
inns tor every day invested. See their advertisement
oii page 119'.! and write them for fnll information.

and his unfortunate guest dined alone.

The next day the member was called

before the board of governors and no-

tified that another like breach of the

rules would result in his expulsion.

The beating of native servants and
workmen in India is a daily and hourly
occurrence. It formerly was so at

Hong Kong and Shanghai, but Mr.
Sprague, the representative of the

Standard Oil Company at Shanghai,
told me that since the Russo-Japanese
War, the natives would not stand it."

After discussing at some length the

conditions in India Mr. Stone turned to

Japan. He said: "I should be wholly
lacking in fairness if I did not ask
your attention to similar cases of race
prejudice in which we are involved

and which are equally dangerous—in

other parts of Asia. Let me tell you a

story as it was told me by a Harvard
graduate who is now a Minister of the

Japanese Crown. 'When Perry came
here,' said he, 'and Townsend Harris
(of blessed memory) followed him
and made the first treaty with Japan,

Melville D. Stone

it was stipulated that we (the Jap-
anese) should give them ground for
their legation and their consulate
compounds. We did so. Yokohama
was then an unimportant place, a na-
tive fishing village. The British and
the Russians and other European na-
tions came in and we gave them like

concessions. Well, as time went on
the villa.ge grew into a city. Under
the treaty of Townsend Harris and all

the other treaties, the right of extra-
territoriality was recognized. That is,

whenever a case arose in which a for-

eigner was involved, it must be tried

by the consul of the country to which
the foreigner belonged. As time went
on, Sir Harry Parks, the British Min-
ister, asked for ground in Yokohama
for a race-track. We cautiously sug-
gested that horse-racing was said to be
wicked by the European missionaries.
But he insisted and we gave him the
ground. Then we were asked for
ground for a social club for the for-

eigners, and we gave them a plot on
the sea-front, the finest piece of land
in the city. Later, they wanted to

play cricket and football, and finally

golf. Well, we gave them ground for
this. As the city grew, this cricket-

field was so surrounded by buildings
that it was practically in the centre of
town. Understand, all of this ground
was donated. Last year we suggested
that we could use the cricket-field, and
we offered to give in place of it a field

in the suburbs. As railways had been
built meanwhile, the new field would
be even more accessible than the old

one was when we gave it. The for-
eigners demurred and proposed that
we buy the old field and with the pur-
chase money they would secure a new
one. Finally, we compromised by pay-

ing for their improvements and fur-
nishing them a new field with like im-
provements free of cost. The question
of taxation arose. Yokohama had
grown to be a city of 300,000 inhabi-
tants, with millions of dollars invested
in buildings, owned by foreigners. We
asked no taxes on the ground we had
donated to them, but we did think it

fair that they should pay taxes on their
buildings. They said no, that every-
where in the West the buildings went
with the ground. We submitted the
question to the Americans, but they
dodged the issue, saying they would do
whatever the others did. Then under
the law of extra-territoriality we were
compelled to leave, the decis"ion to the
British consul, and he decided against
us. The case has now gone to The
Hague Court. Finally, when I tell
you that in the light of this history no
native Japanese gentleman has "ever
been permitted to enter the club-house
or the grandstand of the race-track, or
to play upon the cricket-field, perhaps
you will understand why there is feel-
ing against foreigners in Yokohama.'
"We have spent enormous sums to

establish schools in Japan for the edu-
cation of the natives. Yet we now are
.seeking to deny them admission to this
country and we are refusing to permit
them to attend our schools.

"In the Philippines a ruflian Ameri-
can soldier, recruited from the purlieus
of New York, shoves a native gentle-
man from the sidewalk of Manila with
an oath, calling him a 'Nigger.' Yet
that 'Nigger' is very likely a cultivated
gentleman, educated in Paris.

"In India, in China and in Japan,
we have been the guests who have en-
joyed their hospitality, only to rise in
the morning and say to our hosts, 'You
must not sit at table with us.' Believe
me, this condition cannot endure. Po-
litically we are in grave danger. Com-
mercially, with their industry and their
frugality, they are fast outstripping
us. They have ceased buying flour
from the Minneapolis mills, because
they are grinding Indian and Man-
churian wheat with Chinese labor at
Woosung, A line of ships is running
from the Yellow River to Seattle,
bringing 72,000 tons a year of pig iron
manufactured at Hankow and deliv-

ered, freight and duty added, cheaper
than we can produce it. In Cawnpore,
India, with American machinery they
are making shoes so cheaply that the
manufacturers of Lynn can no longer
compete with them. The cottons and
silks which we one time sent to Asia
are now made in Japan and China.
"Thus are we related to them politi-

cally and commercially. Socially they
are all saying to us: 'Stop cheating us,

stop swindling us, stop your treating
us as your inferiors who are to be
beaten and robbed.' Japan is crying
out, 'Treat us fairly and we will go
more than half way. Leave to us the

question whether Japanese laborers
shall go to America to annoy you, and
we will stop them. But do not say
that you will admit the iazzaroni of

Hungary and Italy and Russia, simply
because they are white, and shut us out
because we are yellow.'

"You may close your doors which
look toward Asia, while you open wide
those which look toward Europe; you
may refuse the Oriental admission to

your schools, while you accord the

privilege to any child of a European;
you may pile import duties mountain
high, and raise our standards of living

to any pitch of extravagance; you may
build warships without limit, and you
may continue to treat the Asian as

legitimate prey. But I am confident

that it will not avail. As a soldier,

the man of color has shown himself a

right good fighting man; in commerce
he has, by his industry, perseverance,
ingenuity and frugality, given us

pause; and before the eternal throne

his temporal and his spiritual welfare

are worth as much as yours or mine."
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God's Great Gift;

To understand the help to humanity
which came with the advent of

Jesus, we have only to look about us
and see the great nations in which his

name is most honored. Contrast with
them the pagan and the Mohammedan
world, and mark their lower civiliza-

tion.

Scoffers often assail the so-called

Christian nations for their wickedness.
We are told that London and New
York are quite as much in need of
missionaries as are Madagascar and
Timbuctoo.

There is more than a grain of truth
in this accusation. That it is fully
ippreciated is shown by the large num-
ber of "city missionaries" and "settle-

ment workers" in our larger towns.
But when we say that a land is

Christian, we do not mean that every
man and woman in it is a professing
and consistent member of a Christian
:-hurch.

We simply mean that a Christian
land is one which has practically
adopted Christian ideals.

Christ has left with us wonderful
;tandards of character and of life. Up
to the time of his advent, nothing so
noble had been advanced as within
human attainment.

.Just what were the distinctive
)eauties of this new type of character
ind life?

"All true Christianity," says Dr.
Tosiah Strong, in his great book. The
\cir Ern, "is the religion of a person,
entred in Christ, and drawing its life

ind power from him—that incompara-
)le character—the most masterful in
ill history.

"It is difficult for us to appreciate
now strange and how contrary to all

orcconceived ideas were many of the
cachings of Christ to the men of his
reneration.
"Eveiy Gentile child was regarded

IS 'unclean' as soon as born. All
neathcn were polluted and held in ab-
hor icnce.
"The teachings of the Gospels were

IS wide as the woi-ld. God so loved,
not the .Jews only, but the world, that
he sent his Son. 'Whosoever,' 'all na-
tions,' 'every one,' are frequently re-
:urring words."
And this new and wonderful toler-

"ince was accompanied by the com-
mand to love all humanity. Neither
Jews nor Greeks respected man as
such. They despised the common peo-
ple. Slaves were deemed necessary to
the existence of a State. They had no
lights, but could be maimed or muti-
lated at the will of their masters.

Infants, whenever parents so willed,
were exposed to death, or a worse fate,
<n the fields or forests. Parents could
sell their offspring into slavery or kill

chcrri.

Human life was held most cheaply.
For the most trifling offenses, a man
was condemned to death.
Christ changed all this. He preached

the sacredness of humanity, the dig-
nity of man, and that a whole world
would not compensate for the loss of a
single soul.

He showed a loving- respect for little

.'hildren. He represented the Good
Shepherd as leaving all to go and seek
for the one sheep that was lost.

Christ has been called by Walker
'the discoverer of the individual."
Love, pity, meekness, spirituality,

^he grandeur of service as far exceed-
ing the pomp of kings—all these Christ
-'xalted in the face of a hard, proud
generation which despised them.
Who can measure the blessed revolu-

tion that he wrought! I>et us thank
him anew on his bii-thday for the lofty
deals which form one of his greatest
iifts to mankind.

Topic of the Epworth Leajrue for Sunday,
Jecembpr 25. Text ; Gal. 4 : 4, 5.

Chri^ Born in Us==

mi
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MUSIC

LESSONS FREE
In Your Own Home

In order to make our home study courses known
in your locality we will give you—absolutely free—
48 or 96 lessons for either Piano, Organ, Violin,
Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we
ask that you recommend our Institute to your
friends after you learn to play.

It matters not whether you are a beginner or an
advanced pupil, the lessons will be made suitable
to your need. It is not necessary that you know
one note from another. The lessons are so simple
and easy that any person or little child who can
read English can learn them.
You will receive one lesson weekly, and your

only e.\pense during the time you take the lessons
will be the cost of postage and the music you use,
which is small. Thousands have learned by mail
and you can do the same.
You and your friends should take advantage of

this wonderful offer without delay. Write postal
card at once. It will mean much to you to get our
Free booklet, which gives full information. Our
lessons are marvels of simplicity. Photographs
and drawings make everything plain.
Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for

our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Write to-day.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
98 Filth Ave. Dcpt. 156 New York City
Individual Communion
Cups. Send us $4.75 for tiayCliko
ciitliind 36 plain glasses. Travand
44[;lnsscs,$.j.2r., Over7linOrluiivl..-s

aie nsintr Thomas Communion
Service Co., Box 125, Llma.Ohio.
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IHAT was why he came—not that
-L he should merely arrive in the
world, setting a matchless example of
manly virtue, and delivering sermons
on a higher plane than any which the
world had ever known; but that he
should take his place in every heart
and life.

As Nicodemus was bidden to undergo
the new birth of water and the spirit,
so each Christmas Day may Christ's
spirit be freshly born within our souls.
Amid the turmoil of gift-making

and social merriment which attend the
Christmastide, few of us remember
this mystic and beautiful meaning of
the day. Let us steal aside for a while
in the dawning of the sacred festival,
and in solitude beg for the re-birth, in
our choked and calloused souls, of the
spirit of the Christ-child.
No one can have this spirit without

longing to do his share in the saving
of the world. Christ was first and
foremost a Saviour. He saved not only
from sin, but from its consequences.
More than ever before and among

thousands who, while not naming the
name of Christ, are still unconsciously
actuated by his spirit and example, is

this desire ruling our race. We long
to save from sin and its ever resultant
sorrow. On the Christmas Day, this
desire becomes, as one might say,
almost worldwide in its scope. It
seems intolerable to all of us that at
such a time any should be suffering
whom we can possibly relieve.
"Humanity," said Sydney Smith, "is

a modern invention,"—modern because
Christian; and yet, as Henry George
reminded us a few years ago, "In the
richest city in the world, the mortuary
reports contain a column for deaths by
sheer starvation."

"It is nothing new that there is dire
want in the world," says a modern
philanthropist; "but there is far less
wretchedness now than when Christ
came. Then the 'milk of human kind-
ness' had well nigh curdled into mis-
anthropy in the proud Roman brea.st,

while now there are multitudes of hu-
mane men and women who would
gladly relieve want if knowing of it."

And we are going still further.
In the Proverbs we read : "If thou

sayest, Behold, we knew it not; doth
not he that pondereth the heart con-
sider it? And he that keepeth thy
soul, doth he not know it? And shall

he not render to every man according
to his works?"
Our good Christians are remember-

ing this. They are not waiting for
want to come to their doors and plead
for itself. The emissaries of Charity
are scouring the byways to find the
needy and to help them.
Many were surprised when the

great Wilberforce was winning thou-
stands to Christ by his eloquence, and
was attaining to great fame.
"What is there about this man

which gives him this power?" was
asked, again and again; and those who
knew him replied, "It is his loving

heart, which is full of sympathy for all

mankind."
Christ was in his heart, warming it

to enthusiasm, nerving his will, inspir-

ing his words, controlling his acts.

Let us pray on this sacred day the

beautiful prayer of Newman: "Shine
forth, O Lord, as when on thy nativity

thine angels visited the shepherds.
Change with thy mighty power this

visible world into that diviner world
which as yet we see not."

And let us sing- with old Giles

Fletcher

:

Awake, glad heart, get up and sing

!

It is the birthday of thy King.
I would I had in my best part.

Fit roomes for thee ! Or that my heart
Were as clean as
Thy manger was.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Decem-
ber 25. Text : Eph. 3 : 14-21.

YOU CANNOT ESCAPE
THE RISK OF INFECTION

from casual contact witK the traveling public,
by rail, trolley or steamer, in hotels, theatres,
churches, schools, etc., or when handling your
mail, money or newspapers.
You can guard against the consequences by

using Lifebuoy Soap, before and after, for
your toilet, bath and shampoo. Diseasegerms
cannot live where Lifebuoy is regularly used.

It gives a delightful sense of refreshing
cleanliness and assurance of
safety from infection.

C^ at AH Druggists
and Grocers,

If not at your dea er*s,

send 5c. (stamps orcoin)
for full sized cake to

LEVER BROS. CO.
Cambridge, Mass. ^ _

\

Every Class of Scripture Students and Readers
Will Find Enjoyment and Benefit in the

CHRISTIAN
WORKERS'
BIBLE
SERIES

Edited by Rev. Jesse Lyman Hurlbut and
J. Gilchrist Lawson

Minicforc *^^" "**^ *^ *" the prep.
iniSierS aration of Uible Read-
ings ami in the collation of texts.

T^ai^lifkrc ^^''^ ^'"'^ **' °^ ^*"^^*''

icaciicia assisfaiic*' in cieatinfi;
iiitrifst and fnthusiasin in Bilile

Y. mVc A. Workers and
LfVallgcilMd great conveni-
ence m their work and in present-
iiiK fui<-etal passages of tlie

Seiiptnres.

The Lay Worker S'ltfu'sX'
can, with very tew words of
comment, interest and impress a
company of listeners.

Each Bible is printed on thin Bible paper, from clear, large
type, and bound in Flexible French Morocco, limp style, round
corners, retl under grold edj^es, in the same high-class manner
that has made "International" Bibles so favorably known
the world o\ er. The two volumes are packed in a neat box.

The Most Ingenious and Helpful Method of Bible Marking

The "Christian's Secret of a Happy Life" lies in tlie realization of the

continuous presence and power of God in the affairs of this life,

and that He will supply all temporal needs as well as spiritual needs.

Vol. I. Contains
The Authorized Version of the
Sciiptures,Indexed and marked
by the best system of Bible
marking on all subjects pertain-
ing to

The Theme of Salvation

By a thread of red ink (symbol-
izing Salvation) running from
Genesis to Revelation, binds in

one harmonious whole each
leading topic. All the precious
truths which lie hidden under
the mass of unconnected matter
are brought to light and linked
together. Three Thousand
Selected Texts are arranged on
this plan.

Vol. 11. Contains
The Authorized Version of the
Scriptures, indexed and marked
by the best system of Bible
marking on all subjects pertain-
ing to the theme of

I Temporal Blessings

By a thread of bro'ii)n ink (sym-
bolizing Earth) running from
Genesis to Revelation. Out of
a total of 31.173 verses in the
Old Testament, 2,412 relate to

Temporal Blessing; and of 7,959
verses in the New Testament,
1,091 verses relate to Temporal
Blessing. Thus one verse in

every ten verses in the Bible
relates to Temporal Blessing.

PROMINENT PEOPLE'S OPINIONS
Dr. Lyman Abbott: "Valuable to Christian Workers in theirendeavors toget atthe teachings

of the Bible directly, and not through the medium of commentaries."
Jolin Wanamaker: 'An advance on anything hitherto attempted in making the Bible usable."

SPECIAL OFFER: Two Magnificent Bibles for the Price of One
The Christian Workers* Bible Series will be

sent to you FREE, all charges prepaid, sub-
ject to examination. If it does not please you,
return it at our expense. If it pleases you
remit only $4.50, or, if you prefer, send us $1.00
upon acceptance and $1.00 per month for four
consecutive months. Use coupon.

The John C. Winston Co., Phila., Pa.
Proprii-t.,rs. PuljlLshors. Printers, Binders o£

''International" Bibles
The Largest Series of BiWes made in America.

The John C. Winston Co., 1006 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

Please send nie The Christian Workers'
Bible Series in two voUmies, all charges pre-
paid. If not satist'actoiy, L w ill leturu same at
your expense in 5 <lays. If satisfactory, I will
remit $4.50, or send $\ on acceptance and $1.00
for four consiH-ntive nioiitlis.

Address
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Most
Nutritious Food
Made Prom Flour

A strong statement — but an

absolute fact Backed up by y*ears

of testing.

The stomach digests them with

pleasure, and sends them on their

way to make rich, red blood, sound
flesh and tough muscle.

Every ingredient is a strength'

giver, scientifically blended and
perfectly bakedii

Crisp and delicious Uneeda Bis-

cuit come to you in their dust tight,

moisture proof packages, fresh,

and clean, and good.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

(Never sold.in bulk)

Sit

Roosevelt's Own Book

StencU Outfit
Special Xmas Designs

l.iari- 6 tuljes aBsorteii best oil

L'olora. 'Z brushpB, 4 thutnl) tacke,

^hart showing correct t-olctre to be

u?eU. Also catalogue and full direc-

ti-ns. yteccila can be used many
tiuiea. Espeoially suited for begin-

ners. Nodrawing'or trarine ner-csearv. Complete outfit sent prepaid for special
introductory price of ONE nOLI.AR! or the H out Bt^ncils sold separateily. 35c.

(Si>eL-lal price to dealers.) FREEwitb each outfit, a handsome stencilled pillow
top. illuatratins in colors a combination of designs contained in above outfit.

French Art StencU Co. . Dept. 42 ,133 W.23d St. . NewYork City
Send f^r our Art Stencil and Embroidery Desitrn Tatoloeue.

'African
Game
Trails"

WANTKD! Hy thousan.ls in all j.ai ts of the country.

NF^EDKD! A man in *'v<'''> i>la<-<' to takt^ tliis the
'

sole account ot Theodore Koosevelt's ad-
ventures by liia own haiul to the families
hi his locality.

OFFERED! Strong ro-operation, niOTiopoly of
fjehljii^rh <oniniiHsi<m. Takethisgreat
ehaiH-i- :ui<l w riti' loi prospectus now to

CHARLES SCKIBNEK'S SONS
351 Fifth Avenue, New York

Nulite Gasoline Table Lamp
A beautiful lamp for homes, hotels, offices, stores,

banks, cafes. Portable, safe: can be turned up-
side down or rolled on floor without danger or
effecting the light. 300 C. P. of soft, brilliant
light, one-third cent per hour. Also 200 different
styles of lamps and systems.

AGENTS—We want town, munty and travel,

ling salesmen. Best propositiun ever offeied.

Sells everywhere. Write for Sptciiil Offer.

CHICAGO SOLAR LIGHT CO.,
213 S. Jefferson St., Chicago .

HALLOWED new and OLD
Byl.ALLANSANKEY.sonof IRA D.SAN KEY
OVER lOOO CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Sonirs, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. .^5c. per copy by mail
IMurnahle samples ntaiUd to " eariiesi tiujiiurrs "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago

-AWAY TO MAKE MUNtY-i
A little booklet. "A BuBineaa of Your Own," tells how
ynu can make money in ynur spare time without any in-

vestment on your part, and by simply doing some pleas-

ant work among friends and acfinai»tan'^*^s. You'Ulike
the plan, because it not only pays well, but at the same
lime it offers you achance to earn a permanent income that

will be very helpful to you. May we send you full informa-
tion ? Now is the time to begin. Every day you delay

may mean a loss of just as many dollars. Act now I Ask
for <.ur "Money Making Plan * WRITE TO-DAY I

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD. Agency Dept.. New York

EAGER TO WORK
Health Regained By Right Food.

The average healthy man or woman is

usually eager to be busy at some useful
task or employment.
But let dyspepsia or indigestion get

hold of one, and all endeavor becomes a
burden.

"A year ago, after recovering from an
operation," writes a Michigan lady, "my
stomach and nerves began to give me
much trouble.

"At times my appetite was voracious,
but when indulged, indigestion followed.
Other times I liad no appetite whatever.
The food I took did not nourish me and
I grew weaker than ever.

"I lost interest in everything and
wanted to be alone. I had always had
good nerves, but now the merest trifle

would upset me and bring on a violent
headache. Walking across the room was
an effort and prescribed exercise was out
of the question.

"I had seen Grape-Nuts advertised, but
did not believe what I read at the time.

At last when it seemed as if I was liter-

ally starving, I began to eat Grape-Nuts.
"I had not been able to work for a

year, but now after two months on
Grape-Nuts I am eager to be at work
again. My stomach gives me no trouble
now, my nerves are steady as ever, and
interest in life and ambition have come
back with the return to health."

Read the " The Road to Wellville, in

pkgs. " There's a Reason."

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

In the Kaiser's Capital

THIS most interesting story of long

and fruitful years in Berlin, gives,

perhaps, a clearer idea of German home
life than any American book of its kind

that has ever been written. Dr. Dickie's

wonderful tact and open and candid

spirit, quite as much as his ability and
his untiring zeal in the cause of Christ,

have opened to him scores and hun-
dreds of German hearts and homes,
from the Kaiser's palace to the labor-

er's cot.

His book, therefore, contains stories

of the intimate life of great Germans,
such as few have been able to relate

out of their own experience, and no
one tells a story better than Dr. Dickie.

Here we have a most picturesque de-

scription of Berlin itself, so complete
that a stranger, after reading it, could
almost find his way unaided about its

main streets. He gives also an account
of the difficulties and the compensating
pleasures of housekeeping in Berlin,

which in many features differs widely
from that in America. The wonderful
German army is described as it appears
in its manoeuvres and reviews, and
even an advocate of universal peace is

thrilled by Dr. Dickie's dashing picture
of the brilliant troops which are the
pride and joy of the German Emperor.

But the chief charm of the work lies

in its delightful sketches of the great
men whom Dr. Dickie has met inti-

mately in Berlin. He has been thrown
into personal relations with William
II. on many occasions, and this book is

* In the Kaiser's Copitnl. by J. F. Dickie, D.D.,
Pastor of the American Church, Berlin, 1894-1908.
New York. Dodd, Mead & Co. 315 pp. $2.00,

dedicated to him by his express permis-
sion. One of his famous sermons is
fully given here, and many new anec-
dotes are related of him. The venera-
tion and love of the German people for
the Empress are emphasized in Dr.
Dickie's narrative. Her wonderful
tact is illustrated by many instances
in which it was displayed in the hos-
pitals, on the streets and in her home.
She surely fills her place as conscien-
tiously and faithfully as her husband K';
endeavors to fill his.

'

Here are charming new stories of
Mark Twain and other American visi-
tors to Berlin. Equally amusing and
illuminative are the numerous anec-
dotes of illustrious Germans, such as
Emil Frommel, the late Court Chap
lain; Adolph Stoecker, the great
preacher; Joachim, the violinist; Men.
zel, the historic painter; Harnack
the wonderful theologian; Fleidererj
Grimm, Mommsen, and many others.
Such is Dr. Dickie's marvelous power

of depiction that one rises from his
vivid pages feeling that one has really
met and talked with the fascinating
personages who throng there.

In his appendix, he tells with greal
simplicity the story of his truly Hercu-
lean labors in building the Berlir,
Church, in which he takes occasion tc

recognize most gratefully the help ex-
tended to him at that time by Dr.'
Klopsch and The Christian Herald, .

This book will make an admirabUJ iZ
holiday or anniversary gift. It is i

brimful not only of humor and interest! '5,,,,

but of helpful information. It is oil ti-'n

especial value to those intending tc
j.f',!

visit Germany, while in those whcl
have been there it will revive many
agreeable memories. We predict foi
it a wide popularity.
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Bnlbl©s Dim Mo^el© iim a Yea
DURING the past year a great

Gospel work has been carried on
quietly but energetically by Mr. W. E.
Henderson, the new Secretary of the
Gideons. Never have so many Bibles
been placed in hotels in so short a time.
At their last meeting, the British Com-
mercial Traveling Men's Christian
Association rejoiced over the fact that
they had placed over 500 Bibles in
British hotels during the year. They
were astounded to learn that during
the past twelve months the Gideons of
America had placed over 50,000 Bibles
in American hotels.

Mr. Henderson has traveled from
city to city, speaking in churches and
halls, and many business men have
become interested. He has placed or
arranged to place Bibles in the guest
rooms of hotels in thirteen leading
American cities; 1,279 Bibles are al-
loted to the guest rooms of hotels in
St. Paul, 1,000 in St. Joseph, 1,000 in
Birmingham, Ala., 1,500 in Detroit,
1,000 in Duluth, 2,000 in Kansas City,
2,100 in Omaha, 1,000 in Atlanta,
2,500 in Minneapolis, 2,100 in Denver,
1,000 in Memphis, 1,500 in Toledo, and
other leading commercial cities are
also preparing to place Bibles in their
hotels.

Mr. Henderson is trying to interest
the Laymen's Evangelistic Council of
Chicago, and the Christian business
men of that city, in his plans to place
6,000 Bibles in Chicago hotels. ' The
LaSalle and other leading hotels there
have consented to the placing of Bibles
in their guest rooms. The American
Bible Society is furnishing a special
edition of the Bible for this purpose at
less than cost. In this way the Gideons
are able to place a splendid large clear-
type Bible in the guest room of a hotel
for thirty-two cents. On the inside of the
front cover of these Bibles is a printed
slip telling where to find the most

T
comforting and helpful passages oJ

Scripture for different circumstances
and conditions.

When Mr. Henderson was ir

Omaha, a leading manufacturer tolc

him that one of his best salesmen hac;
been exceedingly worldly. A shoii
time ago he telephoned from his bote
that he was sick and would like to have
some one call and see him. One of the

traveliixg salesmen went to see him
and on his return told the president ol

the company that he found the sicl'

man lying on his bed reading a Bible
and he asked him how this came about
He said, "Some months ago, I was ai

Fort Dodge, la., and discovered
Gideon Bible on my dresser. It was
the first Bible I had noticed since I wai
a boy. I opened it and began to read
and found a number of chapters thai;

my mother used to read to me, and be-

came deeply interested. At Cedai
Rapids I found another Bible in mj
room, and at Waterloo I found an- » lii^

other. I bought a Bible of my own
J;,|

and I have been carrying it in my grii if*

and reading it ever since."

In a church in Kansas City a ladj tfe

testified that her two brothers had beer
'.J'

converted through reading Gideor j'p"

Bibles in the hotels. Partly as a re-

suit of her testimony, a freewill offer

ing of $45 was made for the Gideor

Bible fund. Not long ago Mr. Hen
derson met an actor on a train v/Yn

said, "I believe the Gideons are doinj

a most practical and needed Christiar

work. Almost everywhere I go, espe

cially in the West and Northwest, '

find a Bible in my bedroom at the hotel

and it makes the hotel seem like a hom(

and the landlord like a brother."
Any one desiring to know men

about this work can do so by address

ing Mr. W. E. Henderson, Secretary

The Gideons, 17 Quincy Street, Chi

cago, 111.
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O^IIK 'O^^ery Missioz^
50
10

1 00

3 00
2 0(J

5 IXJ

1 20

r, W W
T W

wller. Miss J
{ E, Mrs. Hart-
Ue
Anuii'toa . .

.

^e. H R
Ug, Mrs C S.
Iimalev. Lizzie 1 0<)

tjdale. AH 1 00
Jnswortb. MrsE 5 00
jeman. Mrs DR 2 00
lAson. H F.. 2 00
ns. Mrs C 2 00

Jiertsoii. Molly 5 00

S age. Miss M 2 00
'ler. Anna F..2oiK)
y H H 1 00

JB, Sebastopol. 1 <J0

jm A Mite.
reSDO 1 fiO

nchard.MrsMB 1 00
Mrs n.. 1 (H)

Mrs L. . 1 00
lerson. Mrs B 24
ig, Jamos H. 1 00
•riend, Bennett 1 'K)

N. Denver. . 5 00
ads 75
Mrs John 1 00

ell, Wm E 1 00
M W 1 00
W J 1 00
1. Geo H.. 5 00
ids, Mrs JG 5 00

Two Friends, Wa-
terford 2 00

I H X. Bridgeport 3 00
. Middletown. 1 00
. Middletown. 3 00
. Meriden ... 1 00
, New Miltord 1 00

Brinton. Mrs G W 5 00
Gilelirist. Jas B.25 00
Jones, Dr W T. . ioO
Tunnell. W F. . . 2 00
Lamb. Mabel H.. 500
Middaugli & Shan-
non 1 00

Persenger. Jacob. 1 00
Browne, C M D. 6 00
Cash, Washington 80
Anderson J 5 00

L S.
D W
H C

JD, Dr E T
M E....
Mrs A E.

I. Mrs ML
.Mr & Mrs

',iSm B P
Otto

, LA
in. Dr B E.
Haven W C

i 00
1 00
5 00
2 (K>

2 00
35

2 00

2 00
2 00
1 W
2 (X)

5<J0

1 00
S. 1 00
G. 5 00
&

50O
1 00
1 00

[rg.

400
1 00
1 W
2 00
1 (M)

5 00
1 00
5 00
1 00
1 r)0

at gr

A F
Mrs H..
Mrs F Y
Miss

oert. B E
th, Mrs Jane,
hworth. G E.
mpson. J W..
it, Mrs L A.

.

.b. -Mrs Frank 1 00
ms, Mr &

00
F N 1 'JO

[ey. Mrs G H 5 00
ht. MD, G 11 5 oo
L. fJrei-nwioh 1 0*)

S, New Brl-
n 1 W)
De. Stratford 2 (H)

T. Torrlngton 1 (X)

I E. Naugatuck 3 00
riend. Water-
rv 5 00

f

Martin. Mi-s M J 1 50
Roliirison. Mrs S C 1 OO
Smitli. Chas H. .. 5 00
A Friend, Key
West 5 00

. Tallaliassee. 25
.\n old Subr, War-
renton 1 00

Arentsen, Mrs W. 1 00
Barton. Mrs Jos. .2 00
Beckwitli Mrs M 2 00
Clapp, Mrs .V R 33
Dunn. M
Edwards, Mi-s
Emory. Mrs Y
Erickson. P G
Family 5 00

Forth. Agnes 2 00
Freeport Daisy
Brace

.Johnson. .Mrs E.
Kidder, Ella J..
Mason, Mr & Mrs
J W 5 00

Melchers, Henry. 1 M
Mottaz, A 10 00
Rohrbasser. Katie 1 00
Sliepherd. Mrs DE 1 00
Snyder. Marv J. 1 OO
Still. .Mrs Will.. 5 00
Swanson. Mrs S J 5 00
Tschndi. Katie .. 1 OO
Wilkinson. Mrs H
Wood. Win
Wood. Win
Woodson. Miss A
A C II IU?ader,
Danville

I H X. Lanark.. 10 00
. .Morrison . . . 5 OO

Best. Geo II C... 1 00
Boston. John 1 00
Bnrkhalter. Lydia 1 00
Davidson. Carrie 5 00
Davis, Xancy J.. 50
Fair. Mrs Simon. 25
fJoodpasture. Miss
Xellle 10 00

Graeper. M & W. 5 00
O'iialr. Lillian .. I 00
I'arnell. F. & L.iooo
liobllng. Flora . . 1 00
Starr. J R 10 00
Whlston, Mrs Geo 1 '«»

35
50
50

1 00

1 00

A. R L, Sandborn. 1 00
A Friend, Bicknell 5 00

, MooreshiU. .10 00
Armstrong. MrsA 1 OO
Balcke, .\nna ... 1 00
Ballard. Mrs S... 2 OO
Bell. Anue 1 00
Braimar. Mrs B . . 5 00
Busch, Emma ... 1 00
Davis, Mrs F M. 2 00
DeBuhr, J H 4 00
Downs, A S 1 00
Drake, John M. . 2 00
Evans, S E 1 00
Frank, lima 2 00
George, C S 3 0<J

Glynn, Mrs B W. 5 00
Haflin, MrsFannie 3 iX>

Heash, Mrs Alice 3 00
Hewitt, Mrs Jas. 50
Hunt. Mrs Ann. . 2 00
Larson. Shure ... 2 50
Lyman, Mrs B. .. 1 00
Moulton. Mrs H. 1 OO
Orth, Hermine . . 1 00
Putzsch. Mrs H. 2 00
Bieger, J P 2 00
Runge, Lillian . . 1 OO
Tlgner, Elizabeth 1 00
Way & Umben-
hauer 60

Wesooat Dora E 5 00
Wier, W H 1 OO
WIntenburg. A . . 1 00
C A X. Xewell. . 1 00
A Friend. Sehallerlo OO
Bradford. B 15 00
Coleman. J C 2 00
Davis. Sadie 2 (X)

Emmett, Mrs L. 3 00
Hyatt. D K 1 00
Johnson. W G. .. 1 50
.Tones. Mrs O T. 5 00
McCuIlough, C M. 1 00
Shaw, AUcc 5 00
Wallace, Henry . . . .35

Warren. Mr & Mrs
J R 500

S E V W. Olathe 50
In memorj- of a
Mother who loved
Bowery Mission 1 00

, Indejiendence 1 OO
Sampson, Mrs E. 1 00
Surface. N 1 00
Theoliold & Theo-
bold 5 00

In the name of
S I Chenoweth . , .300 00
Unnamed. MonroelO 00
Bennett. Minnie L 25
Brown. G F 3 00
Cheney. FT 50
Gay. EC 1 00
Goodwin. L H... 1 00
Gonhl. J n 1 00
Hodgdon. Mrs L E 1 00
Kinsman. .Mr F W 1 00
Morse. Miss S E 1 50
Olds. U L 2 00
Pickham. .Mrs C A 1 00
Woodman. H . . . 5 fM)

E L, Bangor 5 00

L, Bangor 5
, Oxford 10
. Wayne .... 1

.\ddison, Mrs GW 1
Baker, Mrs L. . . 1
Bender. M 1
Bock. Thos H... 5
Breekrige, Mrs . . 1
Bi-otherton, M B. 5
Brumheld. J E . . 1
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Clark. N E 1
Cox. D R 1
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DeVris, H B 2
Dudley, Wm 1
EUegood. Jas E. 2
Fleckensteln, L V 2
Goodwin, Chas . . 2
Hauer, N D 10
Horn, George W. 1
Keller. C Harvey 1
Lee. Mrs Susan. 2
McVey, N A 1
Maits, J Gordon 1
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Martin, Mrs R K 2
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Milburn, Mrs M. 5
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Shauholtz, A L. . 1
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Stam. Mrs A H. 1

Waddell. Jas W. 1
Cash. CoUington. 5
From a Friend in
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Allen. Mrs L C.
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Bailey, Mrs H . . . 2
Barker. Mrs S E 5
Bai-nes. Mrs N P. 1

Bartlett. O H. . . 2
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.
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A 1
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Morey, Mrs T S. 1

Morse. M F 1
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Orne, .John H 1

Bark. E F 1

Perry. Mrs F D. 1
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Reed. Mrs J H. . 5
Rowland. E H. .. 5
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00 Rowley. Mrs . . .

00 Kvau. Wm J. . . . 5
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00 Shattuck. MrsM H 1
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00 E 2
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00 Shier. Mrs S H. 1
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00 Webster, Mrs O. 2
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fM) V R D. Evart ... 5
00 Willian > 30
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00 Friend, Hopkins. 1

00 Gillespie. MissNM 1

00 Pierce. Marian. . 1 (10

.">0 Riggs. H S 5 00
00 A Friend, Minne-
00 aix)lis 3 00
00 C H Readers. Cal-
00 edonia 2 00
00

. Zimmerman. 100
Whorton, C R... 2 00

00 B F M, Lakesville 1 00
00 Barr. Mrs J J . . . 2 00

Clarkson, E 50
00 Crisman, Miss A. 4 00
00 Dix. Mary 2 00
00 Gillett. D J 50
00 Jones. MP 50
00 LeFevre. T M. .. 1 00
00 McKean, Mrs J.. 100
00 Means, Mrs E . . . 25
00 Skelly, Mrs C M. 1 00

Wells, Margt C. 1 00
00 Wylie, MrsA McG 1 00
00 A Friend, Marion-
00 ville 5 00

, Montrose . . 1 (X)

00 Davidson. Mrs L. 2 00
Blackburn, Mrs M
A 2 00

50 Erickson, Mrs E G 2 (»
00 McRoberts. Eliza 1 00
00 Nelson, Mrs .... 1 00
00 Nichols, Mrs R S 5 00
00 Prouty, Mrs M S 00
00 Salmons, Frank . 5 54
00 Saunders, Mrs M. 5 00
OOL R B. York 3 00
00

, Barnestou . . 2 50
00 . Blair 1 00
00 Ayer, Margt G... 30
OOAyer. Mrs M G.. 20
00 David. Mary 1 00
00 Hodge. Mrs J A. 25 00
OOMasson, Ella M. . 50
50 Mathews. C 1 00
00 Morrile, Geo F.. 2 00
00 Pollard. Fred T. . 1 00
00 Sheldon, Cordelia. 50
00 White. Joseph . . 5 00
00 A Friend, Strat-
00 ham 1 00
00 From a Friend,
00 Plymouth 25
00 From a Friend in
00 His Name, Ply-
00 mouth 25
00 -— . Suncook 1 OO
00 Abbot. Cath F... 3 00

Adair, G W 10 00
00 Alden. M B 5 00
00 Aumack. Addie . . 2 00
OOAumack. J W. .. 50
00 Barnes, Mary E. 1 00
00 Borg, John 10 00
00 Bromley, M L... 1 00
00 Buckminite. H L 3 00
00 Campbell, E F.. 1 00
OO Conklin. W B 2 00
00 Cooke. Mrs H G. 1 00
00 Crowell. Mrs W A 1 00
00 Cuming. Thos H. 5 00
00 Dalttman. Mrs . . 1 00
00 DeGroff. A L 10 00
00 Demarest, A S D 1 00
00 Dunham, J M 1 00

Fell. C B 100
, .Morristown. 100

Fine, Miss May. 2 (X)
, Morristown. 2 00

Foshay, C A 2 00
, New Brims-

French, L II 2 00 wick 1 00
Grant, A D 2 00 A Friend, Newark 1 00
Grover, Mi-s W N 1 00 In His Name.... 5(H)
Harmer, Mrs J H 5 00 1st Congl Ch S S,
Harding. B V 5 00 Montclair 25 00
Harris. Jolin 1 00 I H N, Santa Fe 5 00
Hill, Sarah R 2 00

. Santa Fe. .. 100
Hinrielis, Miss M 2 00 Abbott, Robert . , 5 00
Holbi-ook, H S.. 1 00 Abel, Mrs G O. 5 00
Hughes, S E 1 00 Abner, G W 100
Husk. Mrs J H & .\dams, B B 2 8.")

W Husk 2 00 Akin. Arabella.. 2 00
Joost. W 11 1 00 Alexandre. Miss V 5 00
Kenny. A W 25 00 Alkier. MD, S J. 100
Kimball. Mrs G B 2 00 Apgar. J II 10 00
Knowles. Chas V 1 00 Arnold, Helen M 2 00
Knox;, Mrs L B. 2 00 Atherton. Wc E. 5 00
LaBau. M W 5 (X) Atterburv, MrsLB 5 OO
Liggins. John ... 5 00 .\yeis, ill's D. . . 50
Lough. Percy F. 5 00 Babcock, C IOO
McClain, D W.

.

1 00 Babcock. Mrs C E 1 00
McLaughlin, Mrs Bailie, H M 100
E B 100 Baker, J H 5 00

Mac.Mulleu, Miss J Barnes, M C 10 00
S 100 Barns. Miss M C. 2 50

Mattison. J M. . 1 00 Battelle & Ren-
Maver. MD, W W 1 00 wick 5 00
Merritt, Edna ... 1 00 Baum, Mrs 11 J. 6 00
Messing. Wm B. 1 00 Baylis, M 5 00
Midaledith, MrsA 1 00 Beasley, MM 2 00
Mills, Miss L B. 25 Bedford, Mrs O T 1 00
More. Miss J E.. 2 00 Beekman. Jno N. 5 00
Morris, .Miss E J. 1 00 Beers, Albert B. 100
Morris. Mrs .John. 2 00 Bell, (ieo W 10 00
Nelson, L A 2 00 Belloni. Mrs L J 5 00
Parmly. .lohn E. .25 00 Benedict. MissMP 7 00
Peak, Mi-s A 1 00 Benslev. Wm E. . 1 Oo
Poor, Mrs S H.. 5 00 Benson. Mrs F T 3 00
Powell, B T lOOBenz, Dr H 101
Raceur. K 1 00 Benz. Dr H 101
Randall, F S 1 00 Benzer, F 100
Ratley, H G 1 00 Bertuch & O), F.IOOO
Reitz, Hugo 5 00 Beyer. J W 1 00
Rellstab. John .. 5 00 Blaese. H F 100
Riley, Louisa L. 3 00 Blair. .Tohn II...10 0O
Robinson. W D. . 5 00 Blankenburg, Mrs
Rockwood, C G . . 3 00 J 1 00
Rood, V D 2 00 Bowdoin. B 100
Rose, WW 1 00 Riiidf.rd. .\nna..lOOO
Ryerson. Mrs ... 1 00 Breiinan. Margt. 2 00
Satterthwart, Mrs 3 0<l Briiickerhott. C A. 5 00
Selberg, A 1 00 Britt. Miss M P 25
Shall. G W 10 00 Brominal. J F. . 2 00
Sharp, Ira P 1 00 Brown, M H 100
Silberhorn, R J . . 2 00 Bruno. C 20 00
Smith, F McD. .10 00 Buccini. Alberto. 5 00
Terhune. Geo ... 2 00 Buchholz. O 2 00
Towes, B lOOButfton. Henry .. 100
Ward, Mrs E B. 1 00 Bukingham, E C. 1 00
White, E 1 00 Bull, J T 5 00
Wittel, I 100 Bull. S C 100
Vreeand, O P 5 00 Burdick, L H 2 00
Vroom, F A 6 00 Burkhard, Mary. 100

, Bridgeton.. 2 00 Burnett. C H 2 00
, Budd Lake. 25 Burns. Mrs A S. 1 00
, Chatham ..10 00 Burr. R 2 00
, E Orange... 1 00 Butler. Arthur R. 5 00
. Elizabeth . . 1 00 Campbell, Miss E
. Emerson ... 1 00 M 3 00
. Glen Ridge. 1 00 Carajanes, G J.. 100

Carpenter F C...25 00
Cary, C H 1 0<)

Chapln, Mr S B.IO 00
Chesebrough, R A 5 00
Clark, A L 2 00
Clark, C H 5 00
Clark. Dr J G... 2 00
Cleveland, H E. . 5 00
Cleveland, Miss M
and the boys and
girls in her office 3 10

Close, M C 5 0O
Colins, Wm 1 00
Connell, J H 5 00
Cook, Jno H 1 00
Cook, Levi 5 OO
Cook. M E 2 00
Coombs, J B 25 00
Coombs, .Tohn ... 2 OO
Crane. Mary L. . . 1 00
CraiT, J D 5 00
Cravy, Dr 1 00
Cunningham, Miss 3 00
Curtiss, G L & J

I- Koech 1 00
Davis, Mrs BE.. 1 00
Davis, Nathan . . 2 00
Davis, Mrs T R. 3 OO
Deal, Horace ... 3 00
DeCordover. A . . 3 00
Demarest, E A. .. 5 00
DeMarest. Geo W 5 00
Dewey, H B 2 00
Dewey, H B 2 00
DeWitt, H & P 2 00
Dickson, J B 10 Oo
Dickson, Robt ... 1 00
Ditchett. S H. ..lOOO
Dold. MD. W E 5 oo
Dove. Mrs N 2 00
Doremus, R P. . .50 00
Dortch. B M 5 00
Douglass, B V . . . 1 00
Dumond, J C 5 00
Dimlap, Mrs C W 5 00
Duryea. Mrs F P 2 00
Dutton. E P 5 00
Eagle, Clarence H 1 00
Edwards, Thos . . 5 00
Egbert. Mrs J C. 5 00
Elv. Mrs H S.. 3 00
Ern. Jr. E F... 1 00
Ewen, Miss C. . 5 00
Ewer. E 2 00
Feelinglinysen, Miss

5 00
Fehrmann, Max. 3 00
Felker. O 1 00
Ferguson, F B. . 2 00
Field. B F 2 00
Filer. Mrs P 3 00
Fisher, Mrs C H 5 00
Fisher. Miss L. . 1 00
Fondermuhll, Mrs
Alfred 10 00

Forrman. J M. . .20 00
Fowler. Mrs J W 1 00
Francis. Lewis.. 5 00

And several hun-
dred others to be
acknowl'g'd later.

COHTRIBUTIOM! AID

X jie

h, Miss M E
h. Mrs M J. 2
h. .Mrs O F. 1

h, P J 3
h, -Mrs S... 1

h, .Mrs S E. 1

h, Seneca S. 2

X Mis VV A 3
:Il, Jr. W n.50
h, .Mrs W K 3
)ts. A E 3
Ih. .Manila A 1

ler. 1 2
-her. H B. . . 2
Bell. Carrie I! 4
er, Lillian M 1

e, .Mrs J F. 2
ler, Enos R.
er, .MrsFrank 2

.Mrs L B 1

. Margt A 1

itrom. f; G.
Itrom. .Mrs E 6
Chas 3

_ E J
I'rville, A .M 10
ler. .\nna F. . 3
Ih, Mrs M A. 5
Ihvlner. .\. . . (i

. .Mrs L W 3
I ling. Mrs Ed-

\- -Vnother
end of tlie

. ildren 3
likes. J F 21
ks. Geo H .. 3
ks. .M M ... 3
row, lone *

l| eer. DM ... 1

Bleer. .Mrs F. . 2
Blcer. .Mrs J H 3
leer. Nettie . 1

Blcc'r. Susie L 3
P>?g. Emma.. 3
Bl?ue. Mrs D T 2
(Si,'lie. Marlon. 3
I'Une. Mrs .M E 1

Uue. W E .. 2
ig, Edward. 12
»ger, RuterW 5
igsteel, G.. 3
!r, Frances B 3
>r. Miss K H 3
>r, Mrs M E. .i

:, Martin N 2
ord. Mrs M E 1

r, Henry P.. 10
1, Mrs C 2
', Wm S 5
ly, Mrs J C.. 1

:on, Mrs D K 3
>Ird, Mrs J. . 1

•r, Mrs S II. 3
:h, Elizabeth 1
08, Mrs C N 3
'3, Mrs M K. 1

ilns. Emma. 1

tins, Fredk. 2
lem. R 1

e, Mi-s B W 2
e, Charles. . . 5
e, Mrs John 5
iberg. Mrslra 5

50 Steers. .Miss .\da 1

OO Stelnnietz, L . . . . 1

00 Stelle, S C 3
•X) Stengel, C \V . .M Stephens.Rhoda.M 5
OO Stevens, A M 1

00 Stevens. E .M ... 2
00 Stevenson. Eva . . 3
00 Steward, Mary K 3
00 Stewart, John A 2
00 Stewart. Mrs.MK 21
OO Stewart, .Minnie J 3
00 Stewart. T S ... 3
<M) Stlekney. H II. . 1

oil sugar. Mrs E. , .

00 Slillnian. .Mrs C. C
00 Slilwell. L W . . 1

.V) Stockton. .MrsCW 2
00 Slockwell. Grace 3
00 Sloebe. .Mrs 1

00 Stolz, Geo 1

00 Slolz, Jacob I

00 Stone, Charlotte. 1

OO Stone, Miss EvaD 2
OO stonebrink, X II 5
IK) Stork, Emma B. 1

(X) Slowell. I R 3
(Kl Strang. Helen H 3
(H) Slrickland. Rosa
OOStrong.MlssAbby 21

Strung, .Mrs Ilar't 1

Strong, J C 3
Strong, SB 1

00 Sturdlvant, J P.

.

00 Sturtevant. Mrs R 1

00 Slyer, -Miss M G 3
00 Siiber, I^eroy 2

Suits. Mrs P L. . 1

00 Surles, O E 3
00 Siillieiland, Grace
IM) W 3
IK) Sutphen, Mrs M. 1

oo Sutphen. Mrs RBI
00 Sutton. D M 3
(XI Sutlon. Uiuls M. 3
25 Sutton. Luellen M 3
00 Sutton. Mrs MI.^ 5
00 Sutton. W V. . . . 3
00 SwafToid. Mr:.CH 21
00 Swain. .Mrs C J. . 1

IKI Swan. Mrs ME.. 1

oil Swank. .Mrs .M J. 1

00 Swansim. Esther 2
IH> Swanson, llan'h.V 5
00 Swansdii. Rfidney 2
(") SwarlwiKid. K B. 1

OOSweenev.RachelM 1

(K) Sweet, .Mrs. Geo. 3
00 Sweet. Wm X . . 1

00 Sweetland. Lida.. 1

00 Swendsen, H B.

.

(Ml Swonson. A G . . 3
OO Svkes. Mrs J M. . 1

00 Taggart, Mabel &
OO Grace 3
IMI Talmage.MrsJVN 30
00 Tainm. MissFrlda 2
00 Tanner. Mrs A.. 1

00 TarlH.x. Mrs G S 3
OO Tarrant. Anna A 3
00 Tate. McCulloch.
00 Taylor. .V E 1

110 Tavlor. .Vnna A. . 3
(Ml Tayl.ir. E D .... 6

oo Tavlor. F.lenora. 1

(X> Taylor. Paul .M . 1

00 Teachout. Miss F
50 Teagle, Mrs John I

00 Teien, .\ (• 1

50 Teller, Mi-s M . . 5
OO Templin. .Mrs E L 1

OOTerral, S H 2
OO Teskev, Wm 3
00 Thaver, Mrs Arch 5
(X) Thaver. .Mrs W II 2
00 Thomas, MrsAnna 1

00 Thomas, Henry J 2
00 Thomas, Robert . 1

G5 Thomas, Mrs S J 1

IX)Tlumiazin, MrsM.\ 3
00 Thomiison, C U . . 1

00 Thompson. Eben. 1

IX) Thompson, Mrs I", 1

IX) Thompson, EiniuaC 5
(X) Thompson, Mr &
00 Mrs I H 3
00 Tliompsoii,LvdiaM 1

IX> Thompson. MrsI'L 5
00 Thornbiirg.Luzena ,5

00 Thornton. Mrs BE 1

00 Thorp, Elizabeth
00 & Albert 3
50 Thorp. John E. .. 5
00 Tlirockmorton,
00 Sara 2
(M> Throop, .\ J 3
00 Throop, H E ... 3
25 TIetze. LB 2
IX> Tiflin. Mrs W H.
00 Tilley, Mrs Geo . 3
00 Tllllnghast, T H 1

OO Tindall, Mr&MrsJ 3
00 Tinker, C N 5

Tinker. Wm 2
00 Tinning, A 3
00 Tipler, Mrs Isaac 1

(M) Tlsdale. MrsKB 10
00 Titus, Mrs C V. 1

00 Tobias, L C !)

00 Todd, Mrs Deb'h 1

00 Todd. Mr & Mrs
00 Flovd E 2
00 Tolemeier, Anton 10
00 Tompkins. C II ..3
1)0 Tompkins, II H. 6
.-|0 Tompkins. Mrs.MV 2
IX) Tompkins, R V . 3
00 Tonne. A 10
00 Torrey, Miss E L 9
00 Totel. Miss Mary 3

00 Toumln, Fl'nce B 3
00 Townsend. Mrs E
00 Townsend, F W. 21
00 Townsend. M W. 6
50 Tracht, August . . 1

00 Trask. Rev J H . .

00 Travis, J II 5
Treaklc, Mrs J E 3

00 Trevor, Miss S A 1

(M) Trotter. MissKate 3
00 Trout. M
00 Trowbridge. Jas A 5
IKi'Truax. Mrs Peter 5
OOTrull. Mrs Emma 3
50 Tiulson. Alfred.. 2
00 Truly. Jacob A.. 5
00 Trumpv. II 3
00 Trushel. P J 1

IH) Tubbv. Ralph . . 3
oo Tucker. Dr E T. . 1

.50 Turner. .Mi-s H. . 3
III) Turniu-. J T 3
OOTuthill. Mrs.Alfd 3
00 Tuthill, Mrs C W
OOTuttle, L S 10
00 Tut tie, Nellie F 2
00 Tygar. Lizzie M. 1

00 Fmlauf. S C 3
00 Unangst. Mrs R. 1

IM) Underdown, G H 3
IX) rnderhlli, Esther
0() II S 3
IM) Unger, .Mrs Anna 2
00 Ilpham. Mrs C A 2
Oil Fpp, E 3
00 I'tech, P Henry . 1

(«) Vail, Mrs B M . . 1

00 Vail, Mi-s M II C 6
Vaill. Mr & Mrs

00 Avery M 3
00 Valentine, Mgt A 3
01) Van Akin.MrsWH 1

00 Van Buren, E H
00 & wife 5

Van Buskirk, Mrs
IX) L C 1

00 Van Denburgh, Mar-
ion J 1

00 Vauderlyn. J N. . 3
00 Vanderpoel, G B.IO
00 Vanderimol, Mrs
50 A V S 10
25 Vandervoort, E O 2
00 Van Dine, MrsJR 2
00 Van Dyke. W J.. 1

00 Vaness. Mrs Jos. 1

00 Van Ilise, Mrs a 1

OO Van Ilouten, Mrs
00 Matilda 21
00 Van Ilyning.MrsN 1

00 Van Keuren, Miss
00 S E 3
25 Van Siyke.MrsCL 2
00 Van Steenburg, N 1

Van Sternburg, Ad-
50 die 3
00 Van Valkenburgh,
00 G M 1

00 Van Voorhls, Mary
00 B 6
00 Van Voorst, N L. . 1

00 Varley, Mary E. 1

(H) Vaughn, Mrs M K 3
(M) Veh, M G & wife 6
(10 Vessey, Fredk C 1

25 Vipham, Mrs C. 1

00 Visscher, Mrs C N 1

00 Voight, Mr & Mrs
50 EM 3
50 Vollmer, Daisy.. 3
00 Von Glahn, Mrs S 5
00 Voorhls, E C . . . 6
00 Vreeland. Mrs CA 1

00 Vrooman. C T. . . 1

35 Wachllng. Mrs H 1

00 Waddell, Mrs J A 3
00 Wagner, A 5
00 Wagner. Mary E. 5
00 Wakeling.MrsAM 21
00 Walbran. Lucy A 25
00 Waldo, VioletteE 3
00 Waldron, Lavinia 3

(Ml Waldstad, Emil.. 1 IM)

00 Walker, A S 2 00
00 Walker, Mrs C H 5 00
IH) Walker, Carrie A 1 00
00 Walker, Isabel C 3 00
25 Ward, Geo H ... 2 00
00 Ward, Mrs J C. 2 00
00 Ward, Mrs Sarah 1 00
00 Ward, Mrs W A. 3 00
(H) Wai-d, Mrs W H . 2 00
(X) Walker, Wm D &
00 Effle M 1 00

Wallace, James. 2 00
IH) Wallace, Marie O 2 00
IH) Wallace, Walter 1 (M)

00 Wallis, Mrs H . . 1 (X)

00 Walters, MrsFET 6 00
00 Walton, Mrs A E 1 00
00 Walton, Mrs M.. 5 00
(K) Walton, Mrs M. 10 00

Waltz, Mrs A H 5 00
00 Waltz, Mary H. 3 00
00 Ward, .Mr & Mrs
(H) C M 3 00

Ward, Miss ESI (K)

00 Warden, Janet . . 3 00
Ware, L 25

00 Warner, Mrs A. 1 00
Warner, Hobart A 9 00

25 Warner, Mrs J P 3 00
00 Warner. Mrs M D 3 00
00 Warren. C G &

Family 2 00
00 Warren. Rev. TCI 00
OO Warren. T D ... 2 00
00 Washburn, Miss
00 Grace F 50
01) Washburn, John, loo
00 Washburn, Mrs L 1 oo

Waterbury,Mrs.\M 3 IX)

00 Waterbury, Mrs A 3 00
(M) Waterbury, Rebecca

L 3 00
00 Watkins, Margt A 1 IH)

(M) Watkinson.AnnaK 3 00

00 Watkinson, Jennie 4 00
Watson, W & S 1 25

00 Watt. Mrs J A. . 3 00
Wavne, L F 2 00

00 Weaver, Miss C A 9 00
Weaver, C C 1 00

00 Weaver, Mr & Mrs
00 H C 6 IH)

01) Weaver, MrsHMT 2 "0
00 Weaver, H T ... 3 tx)

00 Weaver, Joseph.. 100
00 Webb, Anna 1 00
25 Webber, Mrs M C 3 00
00 Weber, Geo R . 15 00

Weber. Margaret 1 00
00 Webster. Alice . . 6 OO
00 Webster, Mrs C DIO 00
00 Webster. Mrs MA 3 00
00 Weed, Mrs H . . 1 00
00 Weeks, A E 1 00
00 Weeks, Miss Lois 3 00
00 Weeks, Marg't .S 25 00
00 Weeks, Verna L 3 00
00 Weideman. H. .. 1 00
(X) Weikel. Miss C E 1 00
1)0 W^ikert. HE . . 3 OO
00 Weir, Mrs Annie 3 00
00 Weir. Miss V O. 50
00 Weitzel, Lena ... 2 00

WeIb<Mne. H B. . 3
Welch. Mrs C H 3
Welch. Delia A.. 3
Welday, Mrs Mary 5
Weldin, W
Welling, Mrs E K
& Daughter ... 2

Wells, Mrs G F. . 2
Wells, Jessie M. 5
Welsh, Lizzie C. 3
Werner. Mrs A. 2
Werner, Paul ... 5
Westerman. .\ . . 5
Westfall. H C. . 3
Westlund, J N ... 2
Weston. Mrs L. . 3
Wetherill, S A..
Wetmore, S &
Friends 3

Wharton, C B .. 3
Wheeler, Frank.. 1

Wheeler, M L. . . 6
Wheelock, I .\ . . 3
White, Mr & Mrs

White, Mrs as! 3
White, Agnes. ... 5
White. Mrs E M . . 3
White, E S 1

White, Harry W 5
White, Ida M. .. 5
White. Mrs .M A 1

White. Rowena II 1

Whiting, James M 1

Whitney. MrsFW 3
Whittaker, Mrs J 3

00 Wbitten. Mrs K 3 00 Williams, Mrs JH 1

01) Whitten, Ellen E 3 00 Williams, Mrs JR 2
IH) Whitten. Sadie J 3 00 Williams. John. .10
00 Whittington, Mrs Williams, Lewis. 1

10 R P 6 00 Williams. L C. 1

Whittlesey, F E & Williams, Mrs M 3
00 Family 21 00 Williams. MissME 3
00 Wichers. Hv 3 IXt Williams. Mrs P. 2
00 Wickham. MrsJW 1 Oo Williamson. H E 1

(H) Wiebusch. C F. .10 (Ml Willis. Emma 1

(Ml Wiesenfeld, Mrs Willis, J & N D. 5
00 AD 1 00 Wills, C C 2
00 Wieting, Mrs 1 C 1 00 Wills, Rebecca W 1

00 Wike, Mrs DR.. 1 00 Willys. Mrs L M 2
00 Wilcox, Mrs HAS 00 Wilmarth, Mi-sPE 3
OO Wilcox, Mrs H L 1 00 Wilson, J F 1

50 Wilde, Sarah 1 00 Wilson, J M 2
Wile, Mrs JR.. 1 00 Wilson, Mrs J R 1

00 Wiley, John 2 00 Wilson, Mr&MrsL24
00 Wiley, Margaret. 2 00 Wilson. Miss L.

.

00 Wiley. Mary 2 00 Wilson, T J 5
00 WileV, Mrs Nancv 2 00 Wilson, Mrs W W 1

00 Wilev, Mrs W D.IO 00 Winans, Mrs F T 3

Wilgus, Mrs H L 5 00 Winchester, MisE 1

00 Wilkin. F P 3 00 Winkler, Mrs . .

.

00 Wilkison. Mrs DO 1 00 Winslow, H E . . 2
OO Willeoxson. W . . 1 00 Winslow, MrsHG 1

00 Wille. Mr&MrsH 1 01) Winslow, Mrs I C 3

00 Willet. M H ... 6 00 Winslow, MrsSEV
00 Williams. Mrs ... 3 00 Winter. E 2
(M) Williams, C S . .15 00 Wintermantel. G 2
01) Williams. Mrs E. 1 00 Wirt. Mrs Margt 1

110 Williams. Mrs E 2 00 Wirts, Mrs A S. 1

50 Williams. Ella J 3 00 Witter, O E 2
IH) Williams, Miss F 75 Wolcott. Mrs Ed 3
IM) Williams, MrsHH 00 Wolf, .Mrs G T. . 3

(HI Wolfe, Mrs G A. .5 00
00 Wolfe. Minnie C. 1 OO
00 Wood, Chas H... 1 00
25 Wood, Mrs Geo. . 5 00
00 Wood. H S & wf 5 00
00 Wood. Mrs H S.IO 00
00 Wood, Miss HA. 1 00
00 Wood, Martha M 1 00
00 Wood, N C 1 00
00 Wood, Mrs W H. 1 00
OO Woodcock. Mr &
00 Mrs M De M.. 3 00
00 Woodford, H 100
00 Woodford, MrsNW 1 01)

01) Woodhouse. John 3 00
00 WcHidin. E E 3 00
00 Woodruff. Beth.. 2 00
00 Woodward.MrsBM 5 00
00 Woodward. MrsM 1 00
25 Woodworth. S A. 3 00
00 Woolley. Edwin. 5 00
00 Woolsey, Mrs HH 6 00
00 Woolsey. Mary A 2 00
00 Work. Letltia J 3 00
50 Worrall, Mrs S L 1 00
00 Wright, Mrs BFB 25
00 Wright, Mrs G B 6 00
00 Wright, Miss J M 3 00
50 Wright, Mrs J.. 2 00
00 Wright. Mrs M H 1 00
OO Wrigley, Mrs E. 1 00

00 Avd several hun-

JjJ[
dred others to be

00 acknowl'g'd later.

(Contributions less than
$1. for 'Various Good
Causes."

Mrs J M M, 70; C. P.

30; , Hamburg. la..

10; Mrs E C N. 10; M
B M, 50; Mrs W T,
,50; Mrs C H M, 50;
Mrs E C N, 10; Mrs F
J, 75; E W 0,50; R P
B, 70; Mrs J E L, 50;
Mrs L B, 15.

(.\ged Farmer in Mo.)
Baltimore, . . . 5 00

(.\ny Goo<l Cause)
, Delphos, Kan 3 00

, Willimantic,
Conn 8 00

(Blind Babies' Home)
P N Kraybill 2 50
Molly Robertson. 2 50
Mrs L M H. In Je-
sus' Name 2 00

Mrs C S Mayer 2 60

(Bulgarian Mission)
Mrs J B Vande-
water 2 00

. Conn 200 00

. N Y. . . 2 00
I H N. Beverly. 5 00
I H N, Newark 5 00

(Christian Schmitt,
Labrador)

Thos M Peck... 25 00
.Carroiiton.O. 5 00

I H N, Newark 5 00

(China Inland Mission)
Miss O J Taylor 5 00

(Mayesville Institute)
Louise Murpliy . . 3 00
Miss J T Stewart. 1 00

(Deaconess Alice)
Mrs I Bennett... 2 00

, , N Y.. 2 00

(Foreign Missions)
M B Benchlev 1 00
J B Shoemaker.. 2 00
Mrs Dora Stevens 1 00
O A Wickstrom. 1 50
Mrs E G W. Poult-
ney, Vt 1 00

(Dr. Grenfell)
M A Gregson ... 5 00
Mrs Wm McAdam25 00
A Mottaz 10 (X)

, CarroUton.
Ohio 5 00

(Pacific Garden Mis-
sion)

Mr & Mis W J
Boynton 1 00

I Rev X F Hoijer,
,Swe<len)

Jas Lenfestey . . 5 00

(Home Missions)
J B Shoemaker. .. 2 00
Mrs Dora Stevens 1 (Ml

F B Wahler 1 00

(Jerusalem Lepers)
Frances H Close. 1 (M)

Marg't Marshall. 2 00

(Rev Matthias Klein)
M T Jones 1 o

(Rose H Lathrop)
Mrs N McVicar. 5 00

(Lepers in India)
Emily Herzog ...10 00
G S, Milwaukee 5 00

(McAuley Mission)
.CarroUton, O. 3 00

Miss A R Rawley,... 2 00

(Thornwell Orplianage)
W M Cumming. .10 00

(B M Wilson. Korea)
Reader of C H.. 1 00

(Rev Watts O Pye)
Alfred Burton . . 2 00
Lucv J Whiting &
Friend 2 00

I H N. Beverly. 5 00
In Jesus Name. . .15 00

Lelpeei
(H C & Nellie Bartel,

China)
, Nebr 5 00

(China Presby Mission)
H Farnsworth . . 1 00

(White Door)
.MissEM Campbell 2 00
John Coulter 1 00

Geo Dovle 5 00
W A GoldsworthvlO 00
Mrs Sam'l Kaser. 1 00
L W Kleinschmidt 5 00
Frank Salmons . . 5 00
Jas E Touzeau. . . 1 00
J T S Williams. 5 00
C C Wilmore 5 00

. Carroiiton.O. 5 00
•

, Corinne,Utah 2 00
. N Y City. ..50 00

.\ Friend 5 00
A Friend. Bicknell 3 00
A Friend. Moravia 1 00
A Friend to poor
Children 1 00

Mother. N Swan-
sea. Mass I 00

I H N, Newark 5 00

(Zulu Christian Indus-
trial School)

Chas W Loomis. 5 OO
I H N.Newark 5 00
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Don't blame the

lamp for giving a

poor light. It is

probably the fault

of the chimney.

A poor lamp
with a good chim-

ney will give more

light than a good

lamp with a poor chimney.

Any lamp with a Macbeth

"Pearl Glass" chimney will do

its best.

My Index tells which one to

get. Send for it.

Macbeth

Reg. U. S. Put. Off.

Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

SAW YOURWOOD^ RIXS KASY r,V- BL——^.. -» SAWS IHIWN"
TIIFKS

With a FOLDIXfi SAHINU IIAriliaE. a cords hj- ONE MAN ID
10 hours. Send for Free catalog No, l,o showing low price
and testimonials horn thousands. First order secures agency.
Foldlag Sawing Macb. Co. 158 E. Harrison St.. Chicago, III.

T YOUR IDEAS
.^^,500 for one invention. Book,

"How to Obtain a Patent" and
What to Invent" sent tree. Send roufrh

sketch for free report as to patentability.
Patents advertised fors.ale at ourexpense
in fourteen Manufacturers' Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys
EstaWislied 10 Yeara

916 F. Street, Washington, D. C.

Chairs&Tricycles
For Invabds and Cripples

IklS/ WorthingtonCo.
362 Cedar St., Ely ria,0.

^nP A ftiVOC! 1^^^* different foreign 2c. Mention paper.
l31/\lflri3 Qiiak<T stamp Co., Toledo, O.

Jiftg-®mn
dtftH in (§m

WHY not give a year's subscription to

The Christian Herald as a Christmas
Gift? Considering the price, no other

grift that we know of can give as much pleas-
ure and entertainment as the fifty-two weekly
issues of The Christian Herald. It is a gift

that cannot be forg-otten with the passing of
the Christmas season. It comes every week for
a whole year to remind the friend of your kind-
ness and thoughtfulness. A dainty Christmas

Card Folder, 4 x 6M inches, with an embossed
design in colors, and an appropriate Christmas
message on the inside page, enclosed in a nice
envelope, will be sent, writing in the donor's
name, in time to reach the recipient before
Christmas day.

Send $1.50 for each subscription ordered,
together with full instructions. By acting
promptly, the Christmas card, bearing your
name as donor, can be mailed in time to reach
the home intended on Christmas Day. Send the
names of the friend or friends whom you want
to remember in this delightful way, to

(EI|rt0ttau l^pralb, (Sift SfpL
23tble I^Duar, Jfpiii fork

Bargains in Holiday Books

!

A Night of Wonders. By Francis Bedford. A
sweet Christmas fairy story that makes the old
feel youni? again and charms the children.
Beautifully illustrated in colors. 124 pages.
Regular price, 75c. Our special price, 45c.

On Christmas Day in the Morning. By Grace S.
Richmond. A delightful gift book about a
family long .separated from the old folks, but
who all meet together by surprise under the
roof of the home of the old folks. Four colored
illustrations, beautifully designed pages, A
story clean in tone and sweet in sentiment.
Our pri<'e, .Wc.

Tommy Smith's Animals : Tommy Smith's Other
Animals. Two books that tell of conversations
by a little boy with the common country
animals, from which he learns a lot about their
habits and feelings. Regular price for each 60c.

Our special price, 25c. each. Postage, 5c, each.

Japanese Boys and Girls. By Alice Colhoun
Haines. Size 10 x 12}4. Four full-page color
plates, cover in colors, verse and text relating
incidents true to the life of the young Japanese.
A beautiful Christmas book for children. Reg-
ular price, $1.50. Our special price, 50 cents.
Postage, IOC.

The Teddy Bears. Stories of the doings of a
family of plush bears, and the games they
played with the children. Size, 10^x14^.
Fourteen full-page illustrations in colors. Just
the book for children's Christmas gift. Our
special price, 50c. Postage, 12c.

The Surprise Book. Easy riddles in verse for
children, explained by the pictures, of which
llieie are 36, full-page. Size, 8Mx 12)^. Regular
price, .$1.25. Our price, 50c. Postage, 20c.

The Brown Bears. A book of Bears. Large full-
page illustrations in tints, with appropriate
verse-s. Covers in colors. Size, M]^ x 9. Regular
price, 75c. Our price, 45c. Postage, 16c.

According to Grandma. Stories and verses, in

which things happen in the way Grandma says
they used to, when children were as good as
they should be. With six most amusing and
artistic pictures in color, and 18 in black and
white. A very beautiful book. Size, 9x11^.
Regular price, $1.50, Our Holiday price, 75c.
Postage, 17c,

Boys. A beautiful book showing various ages of
boy life. Four full-page color paintings, each
page illustrated. Appropriate verse by Alice
Colhoun Haines. Size. 10}^ x 12. Regular price,
$1.00. Our price, 50c. Postage. 10c.

Girls. A companion book to "Boys." This one
is all about Girls, and the nicest kinds of girls
they are, too. Each page illustrated—four full-
page illustrations. Verses by Alice C. Haines.
Size, inir^ x 12. Regular price, $1.00. Our price,
50c. Postage, 10c.

The Child's Life of Jesus. By Rev. C. M. Steed-
man. As beautiful a volume as we have
ever seen. Well bound in durable covers,
printed on excellent paper, uneven edges, large
type, 423 pages, containing 30 pictures in colors
of unusual quality. Size, 7x9M. iM inches thick.
It is the story of the birth, life, death and
resurrection of Jesus, told with a simplicity of
language and religious fervor. Regular price,
§2.50. Our price, $1.10. Postage, 20c.

The Young Traders. By Harold Bindloss. A
capital story, by a writer of the first order, of
the struggles and adventures of two boys,
forced to grapple with life in the open, who
take passage for West Africa in the service of
a company trading there. The two boys are
"bully fellows," and their fortitude will inspire
a cordial liking. Older readers, as well as young
ones, will enjoy this book. Six illustrations;
350 pages. Regular price, $1.25. Our price, 50c.

Postage, 10c.

England's Story for Children. By E. B. Williams.
A Ijeautiful book, well bound in cloth, colored
cover, and four illustrations in color and forty-
six in black and white. Size, 5% x 1%. 507
pages. The most important periods of English
history told in a simple and graphic manner.
A highly desirable book for all who would wish
more knowledge of the Old World. Regular
price, $1.50. Our price, 75c. Postage, 14c,

Loyal Hearts And True. By Ruth Ogden, The
story of a group of young children, whose
patriotism takes practical form during the war
with Spain. Profusely illustrated. Size, 5}4x7,

.S.')2 pages. Regular price, $1.25. Our price, 50c.

Postage, 10c.

The Story of Bacon's Rebellion. By Mary New-
ton Stanard. Just one hundred years before
the Revolution the thrilling drama known as
Bacon's Rebellion was enacted in Virginia. The
principal scenes were in Jamestown at the
"Middle Plantation," and at the "Falls of James
River." The two leading characters were Sir
William Berkeley, the Cavalier Governor of
Virginia, and Mr, Nathaniel Bacon, Jr., the
people's champion. Regular price, $1.00. Our
price, 0.5c Postage, 10c.

CHRISTIAN HERALD BOOK DEPT., Bible House, New York
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THEODORE N. VAIL, the newly
elected president of the Western

Union Telegraph Company, is a self-

made man. He will be no ornamental
figurehead in any sense, for he under-

stands the ramifications of the business

better probably than any other man.
It was with the telegraph key that

young Vail first opened the door to op-

portunity and entered upon the career

which has brought him to the highest
positions possible to attain in the busi-
ness or professional arena. From the
very beginning he determined to suc-
ceed, and he did not spare himself in
his efforts. He comes of a family of
workers, men who wanted to achieve
something, to do something in the
world that others had not done. His
uncle, Alfred Vail, a mechanical engi-
neer, was a co-laborer of S. F. B.
Mor.se, of telegraph fame, and a taste
for mechanics ran in the blood of
Theodore Vail, but his parents did not
intend him for a mechanical trade, nor
did they ever think of turning him to
the art which was to lead him to such
conspicuous eminence.

In 1844 they moved to Carroll
County, Ohio, and there Theodore Vail
was born July 16, 1845. He was but
a year old when the parents came back
to Morristown, and there around the
old Speedwell Iron Works the boyhood
of the future telegraph president was
passed. He attended the Morristown
common school, then the Morristown
Academy, and turned his attention to
medicine, which he studied for some
time. His mother was pleased with
her boy's choice of a profession, but
fate had not destined him to be a dis-
ciple of Esculapius. The call of the
telegraph clicked in his ears and young
Theodore eagerly responded. He spent
several months in the iron works try-
ing to master all that was then known
of the undeveloped art. When he con-
sidered himself proficient enough he
came to New York, where he succeeded
in getting a position as operator.

This was a beginning, but the young
man was anxious to forge ahead as
rapidly as possible. His parents at
this time moved to Iowa and Theodore
accompanied them, thinking to improve
his position. He obtained a place with
the Union Pacific, and soon became a
full-fledged and proficient operator.
He gave such satisfaction that his
work attracted the notice of General
Grenville M. Dodge, chief engineer of
the Union Pacific, who decided to as-
sist the young man in his plans and
ambitions. His promotion was quick,

and soon he was made assistant o\

the entire mail service of the road.

He discharged the responsible dut
of this position so efficiently that in

few years he was elevated to the j

perintendency of the whole system a
sent to Washington. To his organ

Theodore N. Vail

ing and his methods this road owes
remarkable prestige which it boasts
the present time. While in Washii
ton he became acquainted with Grabs
Bell, who was then experimenting w
the telephone, and just as his un
helped Morse to perfect the telegraj
he did much to assist Bell with the 1

ter's great invention. Vail resigr
his superintendency of the Union I

cific Road to develop the telephone, a
in this direction as everywhere else

was successful. His efforts were
sponsible for the gigantic Americ
Telephone and Telegraph Company

After seeing his efforts bear abi
dant fruit, he left active service on 1

company and devoted himself to r£

road and electrical enterprises
Europe and South America. When
had brought his projects to a high t

gree of success he sold out to Eu:
pean and South American capitalis

On his return to the United Stat
Mr. Vail was made president of 1

American Telephone and Telegra
Company, a position which carr
with it the presidency of every si

sidiary company in the country.
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The St. John, N. B., Revival

ON November 6, Rev, R. A, Torrey
began a four weeks' mission in St.

John, N. B., at the Queen's Rink, a
large auditorium in a central part of
the city. The mission is the first ever
held in Canada by laymen, and much
good is being accomplished.
'The mayor and common council

placed at the disposal of the laymen all

the benches from the public parks and
also loaned them the city's powerful
heating apparatus on wheels, which
was taken to the rink and connected
with pipes and radiators sent there by
private citizens. In this way the big
building was seated and heated at little

expense.
A local choir of 500 voices, under

the leadership of William McEwan,
with Miss Mary Anderson as pianist,

proved an inspiring feature of the
mission. The attendance has been the
largest ever witnessed at religious ser-

vices in St, John and on several occa-

sions has been greater than the large
hall could accommodate. The Chil-

dren's Service, for which the public

schools had an early closing, was one
of especial interest. Rev. W. S, Jacoby
and Miss Moody Parker assisted the
others named. W. M. P. M. L.
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Breeds of Bees
rpo the average man a bee is a b
-L just as a fly is a fly. As a mati

of fact there are quite as many var

ties of honey bee as there are breeds

domestic cattle, and the skilled apiar

selects and crosses them for the pi

pose of producing the greatest and t

best producers of good honey.

Like our breeds of cattle, the difft

ent kinds of bees are named from t
|j,j

lands in which they most abound a:
J!j,

from which they wei'e imported ir jj]

this country. We have the Germa
or black bees, the Italians, the Syria

or "Holylanders," the Caucasians, t

Cyprians, the Egyptians, and ma
other varieties.

The blacks, until fifty years ag

were the only domestic bees in tl

country. They were brought over

the first German settlers in Penns;

vania, long before the Revolutic

Although combative, the black be

are fairly good honey gatherers. Th
are now being superseded by or cross

with the imported Italian, which is

more beautiful and a much gentl

creature, in addition to being a s

perior collector of nectar.
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)^ffr^g®ilt©s (Q>m tllh® Warpatllhi

ONCE more the militant suffragettes

of Great Britain have gone upon

the warpath and made the leaders of

the House of Commons feel that they

must run the gauntlet between West-

minster and their places of residence.

The two things which led to the last

outbreak were, curiously enough, the

release, at the order of Winston
iChurchill, of a number of suffragettes

who had created a disturbance, and a

statement by Premier Asquith really

favoring the cause these women are

supposed to represent. ChurchilFs
order took away the hope of the ar-

rested women that they could go to

jail and thus claim to be martyrs to

their cause. The women who have
been committed to jail for breaches of

the peace are always made prominent
figures at suffragette demonstrations
after their release. Sometimes they
are met at the jail gate by processions,

presented with flowers and escorted to

'seats of honor on the top of tally-ho

coaches.
The second and immediate cause

was a declaration made in Parliament
on November 22. The premier in the

course of a speech said that if his

party won at the approaching elections

the government would give facilities

for the consideration of a woman's
franchise bill so framed as to admit of

free amendment. There was a meet-

ing of the suffragettes at the same
hour at Caxton Hall. Miss Christobel

Pankhurst was chairman and her
mother was on the platform. Some
one brought her the gist of the pre-

mier's speech and she called for imme-
diate action.

"We will answer his challenge at

once. By his procrastination and
evasion the premier has declared war,"
she cried.

She rushed from the hall, followed

by hundreds of women. They bore

down on Whitehall and ru.«hed the four
surprised policemen off their feet. The
policemen tried to hold the women
back from Downing Street, where
stands the premier's official residence.

The women knocked off their helmets,

kicked their legs while other punched
at them with their banner staves.
Pulling and drawing from one side to

the other, the women battered the
policemen out of the way. Suddenly
fresh policemen arrived on the scene
and drove the mob back. Women lying
on the ground grasped the officers' legs
and pulled them to the sidewalk. The
policemen pulled the prostrate women
out of harm's way when they could
reach them.
The scene of the encounter after the

women retired was covered with
broken police helmets, torn hats and
dresses, bits of ribbon, and handbags.
The women, no whit discouraged,

broke into small bands and went in
search of various cabinet members.
They went to the homes of Sir Edward
Grey, Winston Churchill and one or
two others, and threw stones through
the windows.
One party discovered Mr. Asquith,

who, all unconscious of danger, was
walking along a side street. They
rushed at him, one struck him on the
head with a bamboo rod, others struck
at him with their bare fists. Several
policemen rescued the premier and got
him into a cab. As the cab started
one woman drove her fist through the
glass door in an effort to deliver one
more blow.
A short time afterward another

crowd of women saw Mr. Birrell, a
member of the cabinet, strolling

through St. James' Park. In a mo-
ment his hat was knocked off and he
was struck in the face. They kicked
his legs and tried to drag him down.
Only the timely arrival of the police

saved him from more serious injury.

Mr. Birrell is an elderly man and not
strong, and he has not yet recovered
from the effects of the attack.

The police arrested nearly two hun-
dred women during the day. Some
were discharged, but a number were
sent to jail for two months, the mag-
istrate declaring that they had been
too leniently dealt with in times past.

The glass manufacturers so far are
the only ones who have profited by the

demonstrations.

Revoll^tlnoimfls^s S^all nm ttlh© FneHdl

THOUGH Diaz has got an iron grip

on the political situation in Mex-
ico and is apparently not losing much
sleep over the revolution started by
Madero and his follower.s, yet the em-
bers of the outbreak still flicker at

intervals as if waiting a favorable
opportunity to break out into flame.

Madero has not been captured though
efforts have been made repeatedly to

locate him. He has expressed the de-

termination to wage war to the bitter

end and the Mexican regulars, though
brave enough, do not evince a strong
desire to meet him in some of his moun-
tain fastnes.ses. He has made a num-
ber of raids on towns in northern Mex-
ico recently, and the garrisons do not
know but at any moment there will

come a patter of bullets about their

lodgings, and the fierce yell which
always accompanies the onslaught of

the Maderists. Unless he is captured
the region in which the rebel leader

makes his headquarters will be in a
constant state of political turmoil and
there will be just so much territory

over which Diaz does not hold undis-

puted sway.
Diaz has been receiving delegations

from the different States, pledging him
their loyalty, and in response to an ad-

dress of the chairman of a committee
from Oaxaca, he said: "The present

difficulties do not merit my giving my
personal attention to the disturbance."

He then .stated that if the insurgents

ever mustered five thousand men he

would take the field at the head of the

Mexican troops to crush the uprising.

Diaz was inaugurated for the eighth

time as President of Mexico on De-
cember 1.

The City of Mexico has apparently
recovered from its excitement, and
there seems little interest in what Ma-
dero and his bands may be doing so far

from the plaza that he can never in-

terrupt the band concerts and the end-

less promenade which seems to be the

chief diversion of the socially inclined

Mexican.

Among the Workers
—Evangelist Orin C. Bakek and Mrs. Baker

sailed on November 30 to spend three months
abroad, visiting Egypt and the Holy Land.

Mr. Baker is superintendent of the Evangelis-

tic Committee of New York City, and the

leader of a Bihie class of over one hundred men
at the West End Presbyterian Church.

—A Christmas Bazaar, arranged by the

Waldensian needlewomen, will be held at the

chapel of the Church of the Saint Esprit, 45

East Twenty-seventh Street, New York City,

on December 1.5, 1910. from 3 P.M. to 10 P.M.

The proceeds are to be used for the Waldensian

Church work to be conducted in New York

City. Saleswomen will dress as Waldensian

peasants. There is no charge for admission.

—The Bethesda Leper Home at Surinam.

D. W. l; needs bandage material (old linen,

cotton, cheese cloth, old sheets, pillow slips, etc.,

no colored material). The managers hope the

good people who have already helped through

The Christian Herald will assist again by

sending such material to this office. Mr. R.

Dan Wolterbeek, No. 1-3 Ann Street. New York,

will forward it to the Home as heretofore. Rolls

should be not larger than two or three inches

in diameter and bandages from two or three

inches wide. All packages should be prepaid.

Foster Made $19,484.83

Last Year From His

Million Egg Farm
Five years ago Joel M. Foster, a young city man, decided

to go into the poultry business. He was looking for a suitable

occupation, he was vigorous and energetic, and believed

that there was a fortune to be made raising chickens. He
had no experience. He bought and stocked a little farm

near a big city, but for a time he had only failures. His

poultry house burned with all its contents, and he had to

begin anew. The next year rats destroyed half his flock,

but he surmounted these and other difficulties, always

thinking, planning and experimenting. To-day he is at

the head of the largest EGG PRODUCING plant in

the world, with 20,000 laying hens and will market this

year between two and three million eggs.

Last year Mr. Foster made

$19,484.83 from his Million Egg
Farm. Most of it was from com-

mercial eggs ; $6000 was income

from sales of " Day-Old Chix ;

"

the rest from miscellaneous pro-

ducts of the great Rancocas Farm.

Read the Whole Amazing Story
in "The Million Egg Farm"

We have induced Mr. Foster to tell his experi-
ence for the benefit of poultrymen everywhere.
The beauty of his system is that the principles
can be applied just as well to the farmer's flock

or the suburban lot as to the still larger plant of
the man who wants to go into egg raising as a
profession. The book tells you how to start and
be successful with a few or many hens. It ex-
plains the Rancocas Unit, into which his gigan-
tic flock is divided. It gives estimates and advice
for the beginner with a little flock. It tells how
Foster began with a $300 investment and 100

hens, and how you can begin. It gives all the
Rancocas formulas for mating, hatching and
feeding—the result of his experience. It gives
the egg production day by day—proof that his

formulas are successful.

All Figures Are Certified

To satisfy ourselves that thefigures were correct

we employed the well-known firm of Lybrand,
Ross Brothers and Montgomery, certified public
accountant, to make an exhaustive two weeks'

We believe no other poultryman has ever thus
laid open his business secrets and experience to
the world.

How^ to Get the Boole
Fill out the coupon in the lower comer, and

mail at once with $1.00—money-order or a Dollar
Bill. This pays for a four-year subscription to

Gathering the Eggs in the Early Afternoon

examination of the books and records of the
Rancocas Farm. The result of their findings is

given in the book. Nothing has been held back.

The failures as well as the successes are set forth.

I Farm Journal, 184 Clifton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I llpie is my dollar. I want Farm .Journal for four
: years and "The Million Egg Tarm."

Name •

I R.F.D .State.

Feeding a Rancocas Unit

the foremost farm and home monthly in the
world, the FARM JOURNAL, together with a
copy of "The Million Egg Farm," postpaid.

What Farm Journal Is

Farm Journal is made for evei-yone in town or
country who raises poultry, eggs, fruits, vege-
tables, milk, butter, honey, as well as horses,
sheep, grain and cattle. It has the largest
circulation of any farm paper in the world, over
750,000 copies. It is devoted to housekeeping,
dressmaking, recipes, and bright, fresh reading
for bovs and girls. It is brief, crisp, condensed
and PRACTICAL. No long-winded essays,
"Cream, not Skimmilk " is its motto. It is now
running a series of articles called "Back to the
Soil," true stories of experiences of city people
who have changed to country life. They are
helpful and intensely interesting. Farm Journal
never prints a medical or trashy advertisement,
and its columns are all absolutely reliable guide
in buying. Most of its subscribers pay from five

to ten years ahead. It is a special favorite with
women. Everyone who has a garden, yard,
flower bed or even a kitchen ought to have this

bright,cheery, useful home paper. Farm Journal
takes pride in being "Unlike AnyOther Paper.

'

Farm Journal a Paper for City
Folk, Too

You do not have to be a dweller on farms to

enjoy Farm Journal. If you have a little patch
of real ground which you want to put to some
better, more useful purpose than a grass plot.

Farm Journal will give you the help you need,
and if you feel the call to the country and
would like to own a few hens and enjoy poultrj-

raising. Farm Journal and the Million Egg book
are indispensable. Farm Journal four years and
the Million Egg book for $1.00 is the greatest sub-
scription bargain of the year, but we don't want
you to subscribe for Farm Journal solely to get
the book, we want you to join the three-quarters
of a million army for the Farm Journal itself

;

you will find it the wisest, most helpful, cheer-
ful and entertaining of counselors and friends.

Send coupon to-day.

FARM JOURNAL
184 Clifton St., Philadelphia, Pa.



A Book Worth Reading—Worth Owning

!

A

SOLDIER

ND Stephen, looking about on the seventy men before whom he stood, the heads and leaders of that forlorn remnant of the chosen people,

desolate because of their rebellion against the God who had borne with them so long and patiently, was moved to brmg again the

wonderful promises of Jehovah to their minds. So plain did it all appear to him, filled as he was with that

Spirit of Light which ^he Lord had vouchsafed according to his Word, and which he had also promised to

pour out freely upon all men. A glorious hope was stirring in his breast as he

looked from one to the other of the stern faces before him. I latred indeed and

^ubborn self-satisfaction he saw written thereon, but what could stand before the

all-powerful Spirit of truth ? What if it should be granted him to mightily convince

these men ; to see, perchance, some such glorious exhibition of God's grace as had

been manifested at Pentecost?'
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Read Mrs. Kingsley's wonderful story. Stephen is little known. Only the last

day of his mortal life stands out with any clearness in the writings of past ages.

Mrs. Kingsley has taken Stephen's life and built from it a story that kindles a deep

appreciation of this lovable and unselfish man.

Read These Chapter Titles

:

FLORENCB

KINGSLEY

The Blind Singer
Good Tidings Out of the Desert
At the Palace of the High Priest

In Place of Judas
In the Abode of Kings
The Lord of the South-Land
The Pharisee from Tarsus
A Believer in the Nazarene
In the Desert Encampment
The White Dromedary
At the Gate Beautiful
In the Council Chamber
At the Feet of the Apostles
A Cup of Cold Water
In Pursuit of the Fugitives

A Roll of Parchment
In the Prison House
"Whose We Are and Whom We Serve"

In the Shadow of the Wall
Without the Jaffa Gate
"Not a Sparrow Falleth"
By the Thorny Ways of His Sin
In the Synagogue of the Nazarenes
The Warning
The Wrath of Man
Until the Daybreak
In the Valley of the Shadow
The Lifted Veil
The Watchful Love
A Flask of Crystal
A Scarlet Thread
Ben Hesed in Jerusalem
The Mercy of Israel

At the Third Hour
On the Road to Damascus
The Amulet

Sent, Charges Prepaid

Since Ben Hur, no story has so vividly portrayed the times of Christ. Mrs.

Sangster, on page 468 of her Story Bible (a Christian Herald premium), says

:

"Stephen was so good and true that there were wicked men who hated him. They

dragged him up to the council of priests and set up false witnesses, who said many things of Stephen which were made up by themselves. All

who sat in the council, looking ^eadfastly on Stephen, saw his face shine like the face of an angel (7th chapter. Acts of the Apostles). Never

were braver words spoken by any man on earth. He was the first of the noble army of martyrs, the first to bear witness to his faith unto death.

"

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD will be sent for one year, our 1911 Baby Calendar, and a Photogravure of Louis

Klopsch, together with the 369-page book, "Stephen, A Soldier of the Cross''—ALL FOUR FOR ONLY $1.85

For the Woman, the Man, the Boy and the Girl

!

IN
The Christian Herald Home Library of Eight Books you won't find a single line of fiction. But each book is full of practical suggestions and helps

that can be made very useful in most homes—in your own home. For months and months we have questioned people of authority, talked with editors and writers,

book publishers, housewives, and many others just as competent to advise, in order to learn all about the problems of the home. What the woman and the man,

and the girl and the boy all wanted to know, and should know. These were the things we sought for. We wanted these books to serve, to be helpful and practical.

The Christian Herald Home Library is full of information. Every word, every line, every page of these Eight Books were selected with the needs

of the entire family in mind. There is a book for each, in the boy's book he will find the rules of all the clean games boys should play ; the girl will find how to

improve her time both socially and in a business way ; the woman will find ways and means of practising household economy, arranging entertainments for school

and church ; the man will find much of solid value to him. There is something

for each, and much for all. They are clean, and may be read aloud in the

most varied family group to the keen pleasure and benefit of all. Each book
is complete in itself, and the whole family can be entertained at the same time.

How to Secure the Books
Each book is 4x6 inches in size, well bound in cloth, and clearly printed on

good paper. They were written expressly for us, and the only way they can be
obtained is through us. The first announcement of this new Library met with

an enthusiastic response, prediding an unusual demand for these volumes. We
therefore advise you to send us your order early to avoid any disappointment.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD will be sent for one year—52
issues—new or renewal, together with the eight Books in The
Christian Herald Home Library, all charges prepaid; a copy of

our 1911 Baby Calendar, and a Photogra-
vure of Louis Klopsch—ALL FOR ONL Y

If you do not want The Christian Herald Home Library complete, you
may order single copies by simply adding 20c. for each volume desired to the sub-

scription price of The Christian Herald. Thus one book and The Christian
Herald for $1 .70; two books and The Christian Herald, $1 .90, and so on.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 385 BIBLE HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY

$2.50

Sports
FORBOYS

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
HOME LIBRARY

. Practical Suggestions for Mother and Housewife
:. Helpful Talks With Girls

>. Entertainments for Home, Church and School

i. How to Speak and Write Correctly

>. Handy Man's Manual of Facts and Figures

\. Healthful Sports for Boys
'. Business Hints for Men and Women
\. Marvels of Modern Science



The Best Clubs at Cheapest Prices!
IT

has always been our. custom to offer the best Magazine Combinations at the lowest prices obtainable. For fifty cents added to your
subscription to The Christian Herald you can have a year's subscription to any magazine on this page, except the Review of Reviews.
For $1 .1 5 additional, any two magazines, except the Review of Reviews. For $1 .80 additional, any three magazines, except the Review

of Reviews. A year's subscription to The Christian Herald must always be included. These prices are the same as last year's, and
any combination you received from us will be duplicated at the same price this year. Our 1911 Calei-dar is given Free with each order.

A REAL BARGAIN
CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) .

REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year)
Any One other Magazine on This Page

Send Us Only

$3.00
For All Three

The Review of Reviews ::^i:^7:;
busy people. Always necessary, it is absolutely indispen-

sable in these times of stirring public affairs, to the man
who thinks and wants to know what is going on around
him. It brings together the best that is fn all the other

important magazines and explains, through Albert Shaw's
timely editorials, political issues, persons and all note-

worthy events which you must know about. It is always
fully informed, interestingly written and illustrated.

An Easy Plan of Making Up Your Own Clubs
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) and Any 1 Magazine Below, the Two for Only $2.00
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) and Any 2 Magazines Below, the Three for Only $2.65
THE CHRISTIAN HERALD ($1.50 a Year) and Any 3 Magazines Below, the Four for Only $3.30

The American Boy ^^^]" $1
Full of the rcHdiiifr that makes manly fellows.

500,000 careful parents endorse it. Boys every-
where are enthusiastic readers. The best of boys
are in danger of being lured awa}' by cheap novels

and wild story papers. Here is a clean, fascinating,

inspiring magazine that satisfies the boy's craving

for mental stimulant, gives him bright ideas for

work and play, amplifies the knowledge he gets

from his study, and supplements his home training.

The American Magazine P^;^;:'" $1.50

Tlicrc will be a new novel by Frani'es Hodgson
Hurnett, author of '"Little Lord Fauntleroy "' and
"The Shuttle;" more "Barbarous Mexico" articles,

more of those delightful "Adventures in Content-
ment," by David Grayson ; new stories by William
J. Locke; articles bv .Samuel Hopkins Adams, Ida

M. Tarbell, Rav Stannard Baker, Dr. William
Osier, William .\llen White, F. P. Dunne, and
many others. Two most extraordinary and sensa-

tional series are plumed for 1911.

Cosmopolitan P^jl^l" $1
Cosmopoliltiii is strong, sane, and thoroughly

American. It is progressive. Robert W. Cham-
bers, Sir Gilbert Parker, Charles Edward Russell,

George Randolph Chester, Samuel Hopkins Adams,
Upton Sinclair, and many others contribute regu-

larly. It always contains something of vital

interest to women. It prints more and better pic-

tures than the high-priced magazines. It is a
" different " magazine from all others.

The Delineator ^Ze]"' $1
TheDeliiifdlor is the fashion authority of the world.

It tells wh.'it the .\merican women will wear. There
will be fiction serialsbyMauricellewlett andGeorge
Barr McCutcheon, articles by David Graham Phil-

lips, Samuel HopkinsAdams.Jack London andothers.

From the women by Gwendolyn Overton,.\nne For-

sythe, Rebecca Insley and others. Literature, art,

andstage, domestic science, politics, education, re-

ligion, thecare of the child—everything that per-

tains to the home—will be found in The Delineator.

Farm Journal PA!"!" 25c.
Is the standard farm and home paper of America:
made for housekeepers, boys and girls, as well as

fruit-growers, truckers, poultrymen, stockmen,
dairymen, suburbanities and village people. It

has always stood up for women. It is clean, brief,

bright, "boiled down," intensely practical.
" Cream, not skim-milk," is its motto. It is thirty-

three years old, and known everywhere.

For "Modern Priscilla" (Fancywork —Monthly) add 50 cents fo

to a different address. Our I9II "BABY" Calendar and a

Good Housekeeping ^t^^^' $1,25
Helpfulness. That's the idea that is now, and

always has been, back of Good Housekeeping
Magazine. Comfortable economy and easier liv-

ing come naturally to those who read its pages.

Real inspiration for lowering the cost of living, for

bringing up children, for lessening housework, and
for every littlest part of women's work as well.

Hampton's Magazine P.Tel"' $1-50

Dr. Cook's Confession ! Does it startle you 'i

Does it grip j-ou ? It's true as can be that Dr.

Cook, who one day shook the nation by his mes-
sages from the far North, will answer one and all

in that lucid, trenchant, fascinating style of his!

And it will be a series worth reading—worth buy-
ing. Hampton's will have it, beginning in the

January number. No other magazine will print

it. You must buy Hampton's for the best of

everything that's worth reading.

Harper's Bazar P^;!^!^' $1.25

Is the great magazine for the ambitious and think-

ing woman of to-day, whatever may be her station

in life. The work the Bazar is doing has the co-

operation of the best thinkers and writers in the

world. During 1911, the Bazar will have a serial

novel "The Making of a Fortune," by Harriett

Prescott Spofford, with illustrations by Alice

Barber Stephens; short stories by Alice Brown,
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps; illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy,

Rose O'Neill, Fanny Y. Cory, Frank Craig.

Little Folks Regular djl
Price, «P *

Love and joy and goodness will be presented in

stories of real and of imaginary children and crea-

tures and things. Besides the charming stories

and pictures, there will be suggestions that will

keep them happily busy in beneficial work or joy-

ous play. The child will love the magazine, and
will remember the donor with gratitude.

McClure's Magazine PS^^I"^ $1-50

It will be the best work that S. S. McClure, the

greatest magazine editor of the day, ever pro-

duced. Its fiction will be the best money could

buy in England and America. It will be the one

indispensable, invaluable magazine—twelve issues

of entertainment, help and pleasure for every good
American home. A new serial by Mrs. Humphrey
Ward and a great article serial by George Kibbe
Turner—"Money Masters of America."

The Modern Priscilla ^p^^^' 75c.

Contains ideas and designs for making Ladies' and
Children's Waists, Gowns, Neckwear, Hats and
Underwear, Household Linens of every descrip-

tion. Illustrated instructions for all kinds of Art
Needlework, French Eyelet, Cutwork, Cross Stitch,

Shadow Work, Filet Guipure, Wallachian and all

kinds of'Lace, and the various stitches in Knitting

and Crochet. Special departments devoted to

China, Oil and Water Color Painting, Stenciling.

Pearson's Magazine P^f^l^^ $1.50
Aims to present information and entertainment

—

information on subjects which lie close to the heart

of the average man—subjects which have to do

with his daily expenses, his government, his health,

his general welfare. Once in a while a foreign sub-

ject will be discussed, but only in its relation to the

average American—or as entertainment. The Mag-
azine is famous on two hemispheres for its fiction.

The World Evangel P^e';' $1
Margaret Slattery's address on "The Charm of

the Impossible" will run through November, De-
cember and Januar)^ issues. The information which
our special representative, Melvin G. K3'le, D.D.,
secured in the Imperial Ottoman Museum at Con-
stantinople, will appear in early issues, fully illus-

trated. These archjeological discoveries are of

special importance to Old Testament studies.

World To-Day (The) Pre!" $1-50
The one magazine indispensable to every home.

A world review, furnishing monthly not only a

complete digest of events, but many attractive

articles on timely subjects, by noted contributors.

In it you will find events, religion, travel, science,

invention, art, drama, literature, education, etc.,

treated in a popular way, affording recreation for

the idle hour, and, best of all, worth while.

Woman's Home Companion P.Tel" $1.50
Serial stories by Kate Douglas Wiggin, Mary

E. Wilkins Freeman, Maude Radford Warren,
Margaret Deland and the Williamsons. Hundreds
of short stories by the most popular writers. Sam
Loyd's Monthly Puzzle Page. Cutting Down the

Cost of Living, Home Decoration and Handicraft,

Woman's Problems, How to Make the Home Self-

Supporting, Musical Instructions, Truth About
Woman Suffrage. In 1911 a series of famous
paintings reproduced on heavy rough art paper

made possible by the Companions exclusive con-

trol of a wonderful new art process.

any combination. For "Farm Journal" 2 years (General Farm Paper) add 25 cents to any combination. Each Magazine may be sent

Photogravure of Louis Klopsch are sent Free with every offer. Foreign Postage Extra. Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.

NOTE.—The matter on this page describing the Magazines is supplied by their respective publishers for the information of our readers.

I
The magazines may be sent to one or to different addresses, just as you prefer. Be sure to tell us to whom to send the magazines when you mail us your order.

Should you wish to subscribe for some magazine not mentioned on this list, you may send the order to us at the regular rates and we shall be glad to orward it tr

the publishers for whom it is intended. We will do this as a matter of convenience to you. We will also give you quotations on any magazme published.
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^^ CHRISTIAN MARTYRS «IVEN TO THE LIOIMS L

C™"
MRISriANITY is the greatest tact in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom rather than forsake Principle. The picture shown herewith,

from Ridpath's History, depicts 87,000 people assembled in the Coliseum at Rome to witness the Christians given to the lions. In such a scene

may be read the inevitable doom of the Empire that ruled the world. The blood of the Martyrs is the seed from which Christian civilization

sprang. If you would know the history of mankind—every sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty, every conflict and every achievement,

from the dawn of civilization down to the present time—then embrace this splendid opportunity to place in your home the world=famed publication,

Ridpath's History of the World
THE PUBLISHER'S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition ol this monumental work, which w^c
must sell immediately. The sets are BRAND NEW, brought right down to date, beautliully bound in Hall-Morocco.
Hundreds have already availed themselves ol this remarkable opportunity to secure the greatest History ol the
World ever written. We have only a lew sets remaining. We oiler these sets to CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS

Never Again Such a Book Bargain as This!
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and

address plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's family derive their income from his History, and to print our price
broadcast for the sake of more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injuryjto futiire sales^ Send coupon to-day.

FREE
II/E will mail free a beautiful' 46-page booklet on history

to every reader interested in his-

tory who mails us the coupon
below. It contains Dr. Ridpath's
Race Chart in colors, tracing all

races of mankind back to the parent
stock; a rare chronological chart,

the best map of the Panama Canal
ever printed, a large map of China
and Japan, two beautiful duotone
reproductions of great paintings
showing "Napoleon Before the
Sphinx in Egypt"and "Queen Eliza-

beth Signing the Execution Warrant
of Mary Stuart," together with por-

traits of Socrates, Caesar, Napoleon,
Shakespeare and Roosevelt and
other great characters in history,

also specimen pages from the
History, giving some slight idea of

the wonderfully beautiful style in

which the work is written.

^MAIL COUPON NOW

HISTORY
OF THE
WORLD

RID PATH
VOL. I.

EGYPT
CHALDAEA.
ASSYRIA
MEDIA.

BABYLONIA.
PERSIA.

HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HI5T0RV

WOR-LD WORLD WOR^D WORLD WORLD WORLD WOR^D WORLD

RIDPATH R.DPATH RIDPATH RIDPATH RIDPATH R.DPATH R.DPATH RIDPATH

VOL.11. VOL.111. VOL. IV. VOL.V. VOL. VI. VOL. VII.

,n Tur CMr,i<;H FRANCE. THECLOSEO'^
BARBARIAN THEPEOPLEAND T"E ENGU5"

GERMANY ITALY THE NINETEENTH

PARTHIA ROME. ASCENDENCY THE KINGS. '^^^°o' EASTERN EUROPE
;^ND DAWN OF

GREECE
'^^

'''"''IZ '"ATnS ^^« ^O'''^ FRfo^'H°GREAT
"^-ITEOSTATES „,,oR .MeriCAN ,,,,^,,,,,hGREECE THE REPUBLIC ASCENDE^^^^^^^^ ^^^ THE AGE OF GREAT BRITAIN

£ATE5
MACEDONIA, the EMPIRE-

^^^'^^'^'Z;"!;
REFORMATION REVOLUTION. ORIENTAL NATIONS

NINE
MASSIVE
VOLUMES
4000 PAGES
2000 ILLUSTRATIONS^

CHRISTIAN HERALD READERS have shown wonderful appreciation of
our great offer. We liave shipped this splendid liistory to delighted readers

living ill every State in the Union. Next to the Bible, this is in many respects
the greatest work ever written. In ihe past 20 years over 200,009 sets have

^i^>^^ been sold at more than double our Special Price, and every purchaser is

/N\ more than satisfied. More sets of Ridpath's History have been sold

'V^VS. thanany other set of books in the English language. Can you imagine
a greater testimonial for any work ? No other history in any way
compares with it. Tlie English-speaking world lias endorsed

Ridpath's as the only History of the World worth having.

IDPATH in your home means you need never spend

world's heroes; you can cross the Rubicon with
Caesar, after which Rome was free no more. Yoli
can sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest genius

of the ancient world. You can kneel at the
shrine of Lincoln, "the greatest character of

all time, the gentlest memory of our world."
It is ennobling to commune with these
children of destiny. To be associated

with great men is to be great one's
self, and you will add to your

store of knowledge which is

power, and to the richness of
your life.

RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before the pyramids
of Egypt were built; down through the romantic troubled times of

Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence ; of Babylonia's wealth
and luxury ; of Grecian and Roman splendor; of Mohammedan culture and
refinement ; of French elegance and British power ; of American patriotisin

and religious freedom, to the dawn of yesterday. He covers eveiy race, every
nation, every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.
Nothing more interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written.

RIDPATH throws the mantle of personality over the old heroes of history.

Alexander is there—patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning the

glory of Grecian history. Xerxes, from his mountain platform, sees

Themistocles, with three hundred and fifty Greek ships, smash his Persian

fleet of over a thousand sail, and help to mould the language in which this

paragraph is written. Rome perches Nero upon the greatest throne on earth,

and so sets up a poor madman's name to stand for countless
centuries as the synonym of savage cruelty ; Napoleon fights

Waterloo again under your very eyes, and reels before the
iron fact that at last the end of his gilded dream has come.
Bismarck is there— gruff, overbearing, a giant pugilist in the

diplomatic ring, laughing with grim disdain at France, which
says "You shall not." Washington is there, "four-square to

all the winds," grave, thoughtful, proof against the wiles of
British strategy and the poisoned darts of false friends ; clear-

seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrymen, and on into

another century— the most colossal world-figure of Ins time !

WESTERN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO

only
of your
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ATwentteth Century Knight of Mercy

Over 40 illustrations picturing

many interesting scenes in this

country and foreign lands, all con-

tributing to make this great book
one of interest and entertainment
to all who read it. Enjoy it yourself.

Measures
When Open
6'4 X 135^ in.

'Rework

'UJPSCH

I iFE WORK OF

LOUIS KLOPSCH

CIIARl

Every

AT the amazing rate at which the Life Work
r\ of Louis Klopsch is now being put in circu-

lation, it promises to take rank among the

"best sellers" of the season. Every day witnesses

a steady increase in the demand for it. The secret

of its remarkable popularity is that the life-story

it presents is one of universal human interest. It

appeals both to the head and the heart. To those
who read it, it is a moral and spiritual tonic, giving

wider and finer views of life, and showing how the
highest results may be realized from the humblest talents

man and woman has golden opportunities in life that must be seized

ere they pass away. The Life IVork of Louis Klopsch tells how you
may grasp these precious opportunities and turn them to honorable
advantage.

Mr. Pepper has called Dr. "Klopsch a "Modern Knight of Mercy,"
and it is a happy and appropriate appellation. All through the nar-

rative of his wonderful life, there runs a strain of knightly adventure,
of peril and- danger encountered and safely passed, of timely succor
to the weak and distressed, of a royal generosity that recognized all

men as brothers. It has been beautifully said that Louis Klopsch
had "the light heart of a boy and the soul of a hero," and these

extremes of his character are illustrated in Mr. Pepper's book, where
he tells of Dr. Klopsch's great compassionate love for the poor

413 pages. Weighs 33 ounces.

614x9^ inches closed—13/^ inches

when open. Bound in dark green
cloth. Titles stamped in gold. Por-

trait of Dr. Klopsch on cover page
framed in laurel wreath of gold.

children o; the tenements, who clustered about
him, showei-ing him with endearments, and, by
contrast, when he describes the sad, silent figure

that walked through the India cholera camps,
succoring the dying, and himself facing death at

gsMPEPPEf^ every step of the way.
Letters warmly praising the Life Work are pour-

ing in upon us. It would be tedious to reproduce
these, even if space permitted ; but all express

the highest satisfaction with this truly splendid

volume. "An intensely interesting book," writes B.T. Gerry, N.Y., "and
such good print." "Received the Life Work and was amazed at its size

and finish," writes Miss E.M.B., Philadelphia ;
" it is beautifully gotten

up, type large and clear and neatly bound. It will surely be an inspira-

tion to all who receive it." Mrs. W. S. B., Ardsley, N.Y., writes: "He
was a grand, good man!" " The book tells of many great and worthy
deeds clone through him. His memory will ever be held sacred iii the

hearts and homes of a loving nation—I might say, the whole world,"

writes Mrs. I. A. K., Rome, N.Y. "The Life Work of Dr. KlopscJi I shall

love and value very highly," writes J. A. S., Geneva, N. Y. "It will

prove an inspiration during my earthly journey to the 'Better Land.'
"

Add 50 cents to your CHRISTIAN HERALD subscription, new or renewal,
and we will send the CHRISTIAN HERALD for one year, our 1911 Calendar, a
photogravure of Louis Klopsch and the "Life Work of Louis Klopsch," all for $2.00.

Save Money By Ordering Your Magazines From Us
^TM^g^ ^^M^Mm^^mskm% Hm^K/^^mBm^ combinations have always been popular with our readers. This is

Kmm7 %MmmFm^^m€mMm MmCFimmmM due to the fact that many of our prices are better than you can
obtain anywhere else. Why, just think! For only 50 cents added to your subscription to the Christian Herald you
can include for one whole year, any one of the magazines mentioned on this page, except the Review of Reviews.
And for a little more you can have two magazines, and so on. The only condition is that a year's subscription to the
Christian Herald must always be included. But that's an easy condition, as you will surely want your favorite Christian
Herald for years and years, no matter how many other magazines you read. You have the privilege of sending the
magazines to one or different addresses ; extra postage is required for subscriptions sent to Canada and foreign countries.

HERE ARE THE SEASON^S BEST BARGAIN OFFERS

Christian Herald (fe'^^vtaT) and any 7 of these Magazines, $2.00\

Christian Herald
''

and any 2 of these Magazines, $2.65—

p

Christian Herald
*'

and any 3 of these Magazines, $3.30/

American Boy {Regular Price) $1.00 Hampton's (Regular Price) $1.50
American Magazine " " 1.50 Little Folks 1.00

Cosmopolitan " " 1.00 McClure's 1.50

Delineator " " 1.00 Pearson's " 1.50

Good Housekeeping " " 1.25 World Evangel " 1.00

Harper's Bazar " " 1.25 World Today 1.50

CHRISTIAN HERALD - ($1.50 a Year)

REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year)

Any One Other Magazine on this Page

/ SEND US ONLY

$3.00
( FOR ALL THREE

Woman's Home Companion (Regular Price) $1.50

For "Modern Priscilla" (Fancywork—Monthly) add 50 cents to any combination above.

For "Farm Journal" 2 yrs. (General Farm Paper) add 25 cents to any combination above.

2)ijr" Foreign Postage Extra. D^T' Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.
Each Magazine may be sent to a different address. Our Beautiful

1911 "BABY" Calendar is sent FREE with every order.

How to include the Book Premiums in ilte Aldove Clubs
^ Some of our readers desire magazine combinations as well as book
premiums. We are very glad to accommodate all who desire similar orders

on the following basis: "The Life Work of Louis Klopsch"
may be added to any combination which includes a year's subscription to

the Christian Herald by simply increasing the advertised price of the

combination or Book Of!'er 50 cents; for $1.00 additional, the "Home

Library" may be added to any combination or Book Offer; or single

volumes of the "Home Library" may be included by adding 20 cents

for each volume to the price of the offer ; "Stephen, A Soldier of the
Cross," for 35 cents additional. The only condition is that a year's

subscription to the Christian Herald must be part of the order. Send

yo,ur orders promptly so that we can send everything during the Holidays.

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, 222 Bible House, NEW YORK
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TUNNEL-BUILDER McADOO, SURROUNDED BY HIS STAFF OF ENGINEERS AND FOREMEN

THERE is one man in New York to-day who has

been able to make the lives of over 200,000

people who toil in the preat sky-scrapers more
comfortable, a sufficiently noteworthy achievement,

which ordinarily would make the one who had ac-

complished it feel that he could lean back in calm

content and not be troubled with any more problems
of serious import. As the man is William Gibbs
McAdoo, the foremost master in the world to-day of

transportation problems, you will not find him tak-

ing a rest from his labors. You will be more likely

to find him at his desk at seven in the morning, and
if you should happen by at seven in the evening you
might see him in the same place, working on some
.scheme to increase the comfort of the sub-

urbanite and also of that great proportion

of the city dwellers who would like to

leave the modern cave dwellings and
twentieth century pueblos and live in

- Suburbia if Mr. McAdoo would fix it so

they could get there.

Citizens of every growing municipality

all over the country should study Mr.
McAdoo's methods, and be well acquainted
with what he has done and with what he

has offered to do to extend the subway
facilities of Manhattan and Brooklyn and
other sections of Greater New York. Of
course the problem of transportation in

and out of New York differs widely from
that to be met elsewhere, but many cities

are suffering from congestion and clam-

oring for new ways to get from business

centres to their homes. As the cities in-

crease in size all will have to devise new
ways of moving a large part of the popu-

lation in a few hours each day. Subways
have been started in several other cities,

and there is a call for more. In connec-

tion with this Mr. McAdoo says: "The
problem of New York will soon be that of

Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis

and San Francisco. The rapidly growing
cities will be unable, within our time, to

handle all of the traffic in the streets. It

must go underground."
Two or three things have made Mr. Mc-

Adoo -stand out in odd contrast to most
great figures in the financial and indus-

I trial world. He is a dreamer, and the

upper part of his face shows this in a

marked degree. He has a pleasant

dreamy exnression about the eyes, but

just a ways below is a strong fighting

-jaw significant of that other quality in his

makeup which has made the dreams come

true. In addition to this he has proved himself a

discoverer. He first discovered the way to relieve

the great congestion in New York and get people

out to New Jersey, where there is room for sev-

eral hundred New Yorks; he also made the discov-

ery that the interests of the people and the interests

of a great transportation corporation are one and
the same. It sounds rather novel, but it has been
demonstrated satisfactorily to any fair-minded man
by the human dynamo who sits in an office on one

corner of the ninth floor in the Hudson Terminal
Building and radiates ideas and energy which in-

spire every one in his great working force, from the

banker who is anxious to have Mr. McAdoo take a

iraphed for The Christian Herald

Mr. William G. McAdoo in His Private Office

few millions off his hands, down to the man in over-

alls digging an extension to the Sixth Avenue Sub-
way.
The man who put the tunnels under the Hudson

River has long ceased to be a figure of only local

prominence. Every one who comes into New York
from any part of the country except New England
and Eastern New York, comes in through one of his
"holes in the ground," and every one from the East-
ern States going West by way of the metropolis, is

sped on his way through one of these exits.

One of the odd things about the tunnel-builder is

that although he is a master of engineering problems
such as were regarded as of insurmountable diffi-

culty until he did them, he is not an engi-
neer but a lawyer. He was born in Georgia
in 1862. His ancestors were Scotch and
served in nearly all of the wars which
this country had from colonial days to

the present, and th*y were interested in

national and State affairs and in educa-
tion. Mr. McAdoo's father served in the
Mexican War and in the Civil War on the
Southern side. After its close the fam-
ily moved to Tennessee, and young Mc-
Adoo went to college until the junior year
was reached. Then he found it necessary
to go to work, and he became a clerk of

the circuit court. He kept on studying,

however, and also absorbed a great deal

of law. Absorbed is the correct word,
for Mr. McAdoo literally absorbs infor-

mation of some kind every moment, and
always has some subject in hand. Even
at this day he studies French from a
phonograph while he shaves. He was
admitted to the bar and practised law in

Tennessee until he was twenty-nine, when
he came to New York.
He opened an office in Manhattan and

had his home in New Jersey. This was in

1892. Every morning he took part in the

rush and crush to get across the ferries,

and in the melee and free-for-all contest

to get back at night. He saw that condi-

tions were growing worse and would soon

be intolerable with New York growing at

the rate of a fair-sized city every year.

New York at that time had no tunnels,

no subways, and only one bridge—the old

Brooklyn Bridge, which was already

loaded far beyond the plans of its build-

ers. More ferries would notbea great help;

they were only a makeshift and could nofr

be depended upon. Many a time when he-

Cont timed on page 1217
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I
WANT to show what Scripture says about the

state of things that Christ is going to find when
he comes back. We celebrate Christmas in honor

of the first Advent; how will things be on this old

earth when he comes again?

In the third chapter of the last letter Paul ever

wrote, which was written to Timothy, we find what
he says will happen in the last days: "But know this,

that in the last days

grievous times shall

come; for men shall be

lovers of self, lovers of

money, boasters, heady,

railers, disobedient to

parents, unfaithful, un-

holy, without natural

affection, rebellious,

slanderers, without self-

control, fierce, no lovers

of good, traitors, head-
strong, puffed up, lovers

of pleasure rather than
lovers of God." Mark
these words: "Holding

Dwight L. Moody the form of godliness,

but having denied the

power thereof. From such also turn away. For of

these are they that creep into houses and take cap-

tive silly women, laden with sins, with divers lusts,

ever learning and never able to come to the knowl-
edge of the truth."

Unfilial Children

Study this, and after looking around, compare
such a situation with what we see every day. We
see disobedience, we see lack of natural affection.

A young man who has had devoted care, who has
had the best of mothers, will fall in love with some
frivolous, godless, Christless woman, who will in six

weeks take him away from his own mother, and he
will stamp the latter's tears and prayers and groans
into the dust. He will get in with a worldly young-

man, a frivolous, light-headed young man, and will

be taken right away from his parents. All done in

a few months. Isn't this happening all the time?
To me, one of the saddest things of the present day
is that so many men are void of natural affection.

If a young man in China should treat his father as

some young men do in this country, they would kill

him. They would say that such a monster wasn't
fit to be permitted to live. Easy enough to talk

about the "heathen Chinee," but we can learn some-
thing from them. A man may come into my house
and steal my money, but the boy that comes home
any night drunk, and who when the parents remon-
strate, gives curses—great horrors! If my boy
wants to murder me, I want him to do so at once.

How many men to-day are killing their parents by
inches! "Void of natural affection"! Am I not
talking facts?

"Lovers of money"! Why, less than a hundred
years ago, I suppose we had scarcely hklf a dozen
millionaires; now a hundred millions don't satisfy

some of them. If they get a hundred millions, they
want two hundred, and if they get two hundred
millions, they want four. And so they go on multi-
plying. "Lovers of money"! And that isn't the

worst of it. They have a "form" of religion, a
"form" of godliness, but deny the power.

The World's Condition

"Selfish"! Why does a man get drunk?—to please
his wife? No! To please his own self. Why does
a man gamble away every cent he has? To please
his family? No! He does it for his own gratifica-

tion. Why, my dear friends, there's little self-

denial, and the fires of martyrdom have gone out, I

will admit; but I will tell you what—there are other
things that have come in, and men to-day are pro-
fessing to serve God when they are gratifying them-
selves, and care very little about God or his cause.

They have the "form." Every nation has a "form."
Go into France, and they have a "form" of religion.

Into Germany or England, they have a "form" of
religion; and I will tell you that they've got a good
deal of "form" in this country—dead, cold, lifeless

formalism. "Having a form of godliness, but deny-
ing the power." That's where we are.

Are things getting better? Every theatre in Chi-
cago is open twice on the Sabbath. I remember
when they could not open once; there was a moral
sentiment against it; but now they are all open on
the Sabbath. Many a church is empty, and people
laugh and sneer at the old Book. They call the man

This is the ninth of twenty remarkable sermons by Moody,
never before published, and the existence of which was dis-

closed o«ly a few months ago. The absolute authenticity of

the sermons is vouched for by the evangelist's son, Wm. R.

Moody, who cordially approves their publication in this

paper. The sermons are the exclusive property of THE
CHRISTIAN HERALD. One will appear each month.

* This sermon, never before published, was preached by Mr.
Moody in Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass., February 2, 1897.

who believes in that old Book puritanic—let him go

back to New England! They have a "form" of

going to church on Sunday morning and the theatre

Sunday afternoon, giving up the day to recreation

and society, turning the rest of the day into a holi-

day—going off boating, skating, or to dinner parties.

Professed Christian fathers and mothers are putting
temptations before their sons and daughters, and
the result is, their daughters are marrying young
men, slaves to drink, and there comes home a
drunken husband, and the result is a divorce and a
smashup. But many people tell us the times are
much better, and if you say they are not, you are
reckoned a pessimist. I would rather go to the old

Book, and see what it says. Paul tells the state of
things that we are going to have.
Luke 17: 26—"And as it was in the days of Noe,

so shall it be also in the days of the Son of Man.
They did eat, they drank, they married wives, they
were given in marriage, until the day that Noe
entered into the ark, and the flood came and de-
stroyed them all. Likewise also as it was in the
days of Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought,
they sold, they planted, they builded. But the same
day that Lot went out of Sodom, it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all."

Now this is the teaching of the Son of God, bear
in mind. "Even thus shall it be in the days that the
Son of Man is revealed. In that day he which shall

be upon the house-top, and his stuff in the house, let

him not come down to take it away; and he that is

in the field, let him likewise not return back. Re-
member Lot's wife! Whosoever shall seek to save
his life shall lose it; and whosoever shall lose his
life shall preserve it." Then people turn around and
say, "Hasn't the day of Christ proved a failure?"
There are a great many men who have proved fail-

ures to lay hold of the day of Christ. Thank God,
there are some who have laid hold and the kingdom
of God has been set up within them. And if the
world doesn't lay hold of Christ, it must perish.
That's the teaching of Scripture.

The Signs of His Coming

Then another class say, "If you teach that, you
discourage work." I think a man will work all the
better when he sees there's destruction in the world.
But you say, "Are there not more Christians in the
world than ever?" Our citizenship is up yonder,
not down here, and our business is to occupy till he
comes. If I see a vessel going to pieces on the rocks,
God tells me to rescue all I can, and that's my busi-
ness; not to play cards and drink whisky, but haste
to the rescue. Save all you can.
Turn to the 19th chapter, the 13th verse: "He

called his ten servants and delivered unto them ten
pounds, and said unto them. Occupy till I come."
That's our business, too—occupy till he comes. Now,
in Matthew 24: 48—"And if that evil servant shall

say in his heart. My lord delayeth his coming; and
shall begin to smite his fellow-servants, and to eat
and drink with the drunken, the lord of that servant
shall come in a day when he looketh not for him,
and in an hour that he is not aware of, and shall cut
him asunder, and appoint him his portion with the
hypocrites : there shall be weeping and gnashing of
teeth."
But men say to-day, "Where is the sign of his

coming? Where is the sign? We don't believe that
promise of his coming back." What's the trouble?
The Church has got in with the world, eating and
drinking and carousing, instead of testifying against
the wickedness of the world. If I go into the world,
then I must take the judgment that it gets. When
judgment fell upon Sodom, Lot had to take his share.
He lost everything. If a man becomes a worldly
Christian, and makes his boast that he is a pay-
ing church-member and not a praying one, and
seems to laugh at the idea, the time is coming when
God will deal with him. Now see what Peter has to
say in II. Peter 3 : 3—"There shall come in the last
days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and
saying. Where is the promise of his coming? for
since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as
they were from the beginning of the creation."
That's the language to-day. "There's no danger of
his coming." I'll tell you, hosts of people will call

me a crank, even crazy, in talking about the Lord's
coming back. Of course that's nothing to me. It

is to teach what he taught. When the servant

knows above his Master, he had better get out of the
business. It is what God says, and not my theory
or your theory; and if Paul says it is going to be
dark when the Lord is to return, and if Peter teaches
it, I will stand in their company—pretty good com-
pany! I'd rather be with them than with the mod-
ern teachers who are teaching against the Book.

First, the Son of God has come. You'll all admit
that. Second, the Son of God has gone back. Third,
the Holy Ghost has come. He promised he would
send him. And, now, fourth, I think we have rea-
son to believe that he himself will come back. Now
there are four facts. Let us hold on to them. I

cannot understand all the programme that's going
to take place when he comes. Many things took place
at his birth. Some one has said that a wife may
not understand about the husband's ledger and his
business, but she does desire to hear his footfall
when he comes home at night. And I can keep
watching and waiting and desiring the coming of
my Lord, doing what he tells me to do. He says,
"Little flock, fear not; don't be afraid." The little

flock will hear his voice, and he is coming to take
his own out of this world. He will know whom to
bless. It is not the man who professes. He is

weary of your sham professions. I was in a place
some months ago, and a minister was very profuse
towards me, saying: "I think a great deal of you,
but my pastoral duties have been so great that I

couldn't get around to your meetings." I didn't ask
him to come, but I happened to hear that he was at
the theatre twice in the next week. That's what I

call a sham, and that's all there is about it.

As to the Millennium

We can't fool God ! You can't deceive him. What
God wants is truth in the heart. He wants a real

man, not a sham. And when he comes, he will gather
his own to himself. You take some pieces of steel

and throw them into some sawdust, and take a great
strong magnet and throw it over the sawdust, and
every particle of steel will flow to the magnet. There
wouldn't any sawdust flow. And when the great
Magnet comes to this world every particle will fly

up to be with the Lord. When he teaches this, let

you and I teach it. I don't believe there is to be a
millennium until he comes. Some think there's a
millennium now. It is a queer kind of millennium.
If this is the millennium, I pity the wife that has
got a drunken husband who comes home and kicks
her, bites her, knocks the children around so that
some of them will go down to their graves cripples.

Look at the drunkenness in these cities; look at the
licentiousness; look at the accursed sin of adultery
in these cities. And people tell us that Christ is

reigning now!
Now, I'll tell you, man is going to have his day

and then the Lord will have his. I tell you that
the Lord is going to set up his kingdom and reign in

his glory. 'The time is coming when the thoughts of

men will only be the echo of God's voice on this earth
He will have a thousand years of his own and teach
us then what the reign will be. Talk about my be
ing a pessimist! I am far from that. I believe

error is to be put down and righteousness is to pre
vail, and I expect to be back here. The nation is

going to be born in a day. I have the idea that the

Jews will come in in a day. I would rather have
Paul's little finger than the whole hand of others.

We are a poor lot; after having done all, we are
"unprofitable servants."

Asleep and Don't Know It

Some one picked me up because I said we were a
poor lot. Well, I'll tell you, from my standpoint we
are a miserable lot, the whole crowd of us, and I

wonder sometimes that the Lord doesn't send the

angels. Talk about our sacrifices! What have we
done? Shame on the Christianity of this century
of ours. Do you suppose that sin could hold up its

head and rejoice as it does in our cities—the wretch-
edness, the drunkenness and licentiousness coming
out on the streets on any night—if the Church of

God was on fire? No! The trouble is, we are asleep

and don't know it.

I caused a man to get angry once and he hit me;
went at me and knocked me down. It was on the

street in Chicago, and the fellow was freezing to

death ; and just before a man freezes he is in a woful
condition. I saw the fellow was freezing and I

began to pound him, and when he got mad he went
for me and I ran away and left him. And so with

the church members—they wake up awfully mad.
But they don't like to have me say so. They're cul-

tured and wiser now than they were formerly, and
a good deal better than the general run.
My dear friends, the devil does blind the world

and sin does deceive us. Let us get back to the idea

Continued on next page
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IVhen Jesus Comes Again
|-« Continued from preceding page

lat Christ is going to come, what is

eclared in the Book is going to be

one, and there isn't any power in hell

lat can hinder him from doing it.

'hank God, the time is rolling on and
he outlook is bright. It may be dark
efore day-dawn, but he is comihg.
I went to the Lord's table for years
nd never saw the coming of the Lord
(1 that. I was all the time looking
ack to his death, because I didn't read
he Scripture straight. "As oft as ye
at this bread and drink this wine, ye
how forth the Lord's death until I

ome." It is a continuation; it reaches
rom his death until his return. We
re to use our talents until he comes,
'hat's what we are down here for—not
ard-playing, dancing and theatre-
oing. The world is never goin'g to be
ifted up by dancing, theatre-going
ninisters. If the ministers don't do
hat, my words won't hurt them; if

hey do it, let them howl. Keep on
ighting day and night until he comes;
f we don't succeed to-day, we will keep
it it to-morrow. He is coming back.

A^e are to endure tribulation until he
omes. We are to suffer, but the crown-
ng time is coming. Thank God for

he glory and the outlook! We are to

;o outside the camp bearing his re-

)roach and be patient until he comes.
>et us not be impatient but patient.

A'e are to wait for the crown of life.

vVe don't win an earthly crown. Christ
vill give us a crown of life and a crown
)f glory when he comes. A crown of

lory that fadeth not away, when he
;omes. We don't get it until then.

That is the crowning time.

But what a day will burst upon the

arth I The time of our redemption
'Iraweth near. He may be coming in

lis chariot to earth, but we wait for

)iir inheritance until he comes. We
ire going to have an inheritance worth
oiiiething. What is your inheritance

lown here? A man only gets his house

jp and finishes it, and when it is "fin-

shed" he is gone. But by and by we
ihall have an inheritance and come into

possession of it when He comes. We
Wait for the reunion with loved ones
until he comes. He says that when
hiist comes he is going to bring our

loved ones with him. That sainted

mother we lost years ago is coming
back. She is coming with him. The
:hil(lren are coming back. Isn't there
:omfort in this doctrine? The devil has
tried to make us believe this is not real.

He will bring all the saints gathered
for six thousand years. Paul is com-
ing back; Moses the great lawgiver,
Elijah, Enoch, will be back. I see some
of you wiping your eyes. Well you
miuht. Thank God for the promise of

seeing our loved ones again. They are
gfiing to come, sure. He has promised
it, to bring them with him. We, with
our bodies, shall be caught up in the

air. to be forever with him, never to be
separated, "to go no more out forever."

Then we are to wait for Satan to be
bound until he comes. Get the devil

bound ! You laugh. I am stating facts.

Put it down. He ha? promised to bind
him. Put it down!
Temperance is going to prevail.

They laugh at us now, and call us
fanatics, but we are on the winning
side. Christ is coming back to bind
the devil, and to put him down, and
righteousness will flow through all this

earth. Get on the winning side! Get
on the winning side, man! Leave the

devil in his ranks. You will want to

()e with us then, sure. Suppose they
dp sneer at you. Haven't you courage
to stand up "for the right? If you think

I am talking fiction, go to the old Book,
and if that Book don't teach what I

have been teaching, come and tell me.
If I am right, you had better get on my
platform as quick as you can. Christ
is coming, and going to establish his

throne on the earth. Three times in

the closing up of this Book he says, "I

come quickly." It will seem but a little

while in eternity; it will seem like a

second.

n

o

f

[See •THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Column]

THE SILENT YEARS Bv Rev, j. m. Farrar. p.p.

STUDY a tree until you see what every one else sees in it, and
then study it until you see what no one else sees in it." This
is what a great teacher said to one of his Juniors. Jesus is

the Tree of Life and the Children's Pulpit wants you to study Jesus
until you see what every one else sees in him and then study him
until you see what no one else sees in him. Christmas is the best
time to begin your study. The New Testament tells us about the
life of Jesus as a little child. Then nothing more is told us about
him until he is twelve years of age. Then nothing more is told until

he is thirty years of age. All the other years are "silent years."
This twelfth year is probably the most important year. At this

age childi'en, like little birds, climb on to the rim of the nest and try
to fly. It was when Jesus was twelve years of age that he went up
with his parents to Jerusalem, but did not start back with them.
They had a long hunt for him. But Joseph and Mary showed Jesus
that he could do something good and great by remaining at home.
Probably they told him that the first great thing for a Junior of
twelve years of age was to obey his parents. Obedience is the key
to all success. Jesus went home with his parents and did just what
they told him. He remained at home until he was a man ready and
prepared to do something really great.

BUT what about these silent years? Do we know anything about
them? Our text tells us that during the silent years "he in-

creased in wisdom." His brain grew and he was able to think better

and to do things better. The second thing that he did during these

silent years was to "increase in stature." He grew to a strong,
healthful man. He grew in favor with God and man. It was
also during the silent years that he learned a trade. He was not
only spoken of in after years as the carpenter's son, but Mark tells

us that people that heard him preach, said, "Is not this the carpen-
ter?" You therefore see that we know many things about Christ
during his silent years.

I am so glad Luke told us these facts about the child Jesus. Real
Christmas helps for Juniors. We can not really know a great man
until we know something about his childhood. When a boy, Giotto

the painter sketched on rough stones pictures of his sheep. Nelson's
boyish reply to his grandmother was, "What is fear?" Washington
as a boy wanted to go to sea. His mother's tear was larger than
the sea, and in the boat of obedience, launched on the tear, he sailed

home again.

WHAT next? One great fact: The child life of Jesus was just

like your life. At twelve he wanted to do some great and good

work. Nearly every boy and girl when twelve want to be brave and

great. The majority of Christians confessed Christ when they were

twelve, or just a little older. Just think of Jesus as being tempted
and tried just as you are. Growing just as you are growing. Open
the door of your heart and let him in.

He will help you to make your life clean and sweet and to live

happy days and happy weeks. He will do more than this. He will

make your life so happy that when you are a man you can go back

to your childhood and live over again those happy days. Dr. Van
Dyke has written something very beautiful about going back to the

child-life.

When to the frarden of untroubled thought
I came of late, and saw the open door.

And wished again to enter, and explore

The sweet, wild ways with stainless bloom inwrought
And bowers of innocence with beauty fraught.

It seemed some purer voice must speak before

I dared to tread the garden, loved of yore.

That Eden lost unknown, and found unsought.

Then just within the gate I saw a child

—

A strange child, yet to my heart most dear

—

He held his hands to me. and softly smiled. . . .

•Come in." he said, '; nd play a while with me;
I am the little child y< u used to be."

YOU are to study the life of Christ until you see something no one

else has seen. Possibly your father and mother have never

noticed the fact that when Christ was twelve years of age he asked

a great many questions. I am sure he has sympathy with boys and

girls who are scolded for asking too many questions. Now, shall

I tell you a story? When Alexander the Great was a boy the Persian

ambassadors came to his father's court. We are told that the boy

Alexander asked them a great many questions and that the ambas-

sadors were interested in him because his questions were very wise

ones.
1 X ii

We are told that all Alexander's questions were directed to the

distance and size of their country and the nature of their great roads

and how they had carried them up into the high countries of Asia.

He asked about their king and about his power and about the power

their people had. He wanted to know what their king did with his

enemies when he had conquered them in war. When you are old

enough to read Plutarch you will learn more about Alexander's

questions. Some one has said, "The child is father to the man."

Alexander the boy was showing what he would be when he became

Alexander the Great.

* Pastor First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Text : Luke 2 : 52.

He Saved a Blind Baby

HE was a common yellow dog, with
red, watery, blinking eyes, and a

scraggly tail, but he was born for
something. He was sunning him-
self by the roadside. No human was
in sight. Three big porkers in a near-
by pen were making observations in
tlieir rather inarticulate language.
The dog was at peace with himself,
with his surroundings and with all the
world.
There was a sudden whizzing sound,

and a loud "honk, honk." The dog
jumped and dodged. Then, as a big
red automobile swept by, a queer, a
very queer thing happened.
A man stood up in the machine. In

his hand was a pasteboard shoebox,
with bulging sides held in with wind-
ing coi-d. The man threw the box
with all his might, and though the yel-
low dog dodged out of pure nervous-
ness, the box wasn't aimed at him. It

landed on a single board over the edge
of the pigpen. The automobile did not
stop. It disappeared in a cloud of dust
down the road.
The yellow dog knew that board

over the pigpen. The chickens roosted
there. They were not on his calling
list, but he had fun with them some-
times. He never had seen anything
like the stl'ange box on that board.
The porkers had stopped grunting and
were watching the box too. The board
was loose. In a gusty wind the box
was swaying as if about to fall into the
pigpen. "Something is wrong here,"
said the yellow dog to himself, "and if

I can't right it, maybe I can call those
who can." And he barked and barked
for almost an hour, capering around
the pen and jumping at the box now
and then just by way of emphasis,
though it was too high for him.
At last, a man living in a house a

hundred yards away grew exasperated
over the continued barking. He came
out to see what was the matter. The
yellow dog saw him and barked louder
if possible than ever. The man noted
the box on the board over the pigpen.
He was puzzled. He climbed up and
took it down. He cut and unwound the
cord from the bulging sides of the box,
while the yellow dog capered around.

"Mercy! It's a baby!" the man
cried out. And the little yellow dog,
sobered, as it seemed, by the exclama-
tion, just stood still and looked.

A baby it was. There was a cap on
the little head, and cotton around the
body. The man saw that the infant
was alive. He loosened the capstrings.

The baby opened its eyes and breathed
freer. But there was no sight in those
poor little vacant eyes, as he quickly
discovered. It was a blind baby ! This
baby was turned over by the man to

the International Sunshine Society,

and Mrs. Alden, the founder, had it

christened "Arthur." He was the first

to be taken into the Arthur Home for

Blind Babies opened by the society in

Summit, N. J. The First Sunshine
Home for Blind Babies at Eighty-
fourth Street and Thirteenth Avenue,
Dyker Heights, has twenty-five in-

mates. Several years ago, in a time
of financial stringency, the readers of

The Christian Herald came to the

aid of that home with a fund that

totaled more than $1,700. Now the

Arthur Home at Summit needs help.

It has a property in Summit worth
nearly $30,000. There is a mortgage
on it of $4,700. This is due January 1.

When it is paid the Home will be abso-

lutely free from debt. A good friend

of the work has come forward and said,

"I will give $2,500 if by the first of the

year you can raise $2,200." This is

what the International Sunshine So-

ciety is trying to do. The Christian
Hfrald re-^ders can help.

Contributions may be sent to the

treasurer of the International Sun-

shine Society, 96 Fifth Avenue, New
York, or to the care of The Christian
Herald. In acknowledging such gifts

the Sunshine Society will send with its

hearty "Merry Christmas" a pretty

gold and white enamel Sunshine badge,

as a token that the gift has proved the

giver a genuine S..nshiner.
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UNATTENDED by any physician, and sur-

rounded by the "students" of her household,

who were giving- her the "treatment" she had

prescribed for her followers, Mary Baker Glover

Eddy, the founder of Christian Science, passed away
in her palatial home on Chestnut Hill, Newton, a

fashionable Boston suburb, at 11.45 P.M. on Sat-

urday, December 3.

She had been ill only a few days. On the Thurs-

day previous, she had driven out in her closed car-

riage, drawn by a pair of handsome black horses;

but the outing was a short one. During the early

part of the week she had caught cold, and the drive

in the bleak November wind apparently aggravated

her ailment. On returning to her home, she was
put to bed. She rose on Friday morning, dressed

as usual and went to her study, but she soon grew
so weak that she was again compelled to rest. The
familiar Christian Science "treatment" was resorted

to. While she was alone in her apartment with

Mrs. Laura E. Sargent, she asked for a pen and a

pad of paper, and she wrote what proved to be her

last message. "God is my life," were the words her

weak fingers traced on the paper.

It was evident from various indications, that

neither Mrs. Eddy nor those who were with her in

her sickness had anticipated a fatal termination.

It is said that they, and possibly she also, assumed
that her serious condition was due to some "error"
which had been committed, perhaps unconsciously,
and which had allowed disease to creep in. The
treatment she received was the familiar kind re-

sorted to by Christian Scientists to remove "error."

But the sands of the aged woman's life were fast
running out. Notwithstanding momentary rallies,

like the last flickerings of a candle, every passing hour
emphasized more and more the feebleness of the

hold she had on life. She was dying, yet the watch-
ers, hoping against hope, believed otherwise.

Regarding Mrs. Eddy's physical condition on the
last day of her life, there are several sources of
information. One of her closest attendants in the
house says she rose on Saturday apparently much
refreshed. She moved about her rooms all day, and
uttered no complaint, and at six P.M. ate heartily

and chatted and laughed with Mrs. Sargent, Mr.
Tomlinson and Mr. Frye. There was in her mind
apparently no premonition of death. When she
retired, she seemed better than at any time during
the week. Members of her household, though not
anticipating complications, remained near her bed-
side. From the time she retired, she spoke no word
to any one. Death came in the silence and without
warning. One of the watchers bent over her, sup-
posing her to be asleep, and found her dead.
Chairman Alfred Farlow, of the Christian Science

Publication Committee, described the treatment
given to Mrs. Eddy in these words:

An effort to possess a clear consciousness of Divine power and
presence, with the understantlinfc that when the consciousness

of the individual is illumined by a realization of what God is.

that realization overcomes the disease, as the light dispels dark-

ness.

Those who were near when she passed away were
Calvin A. Frye, a member of her household for
many years, who had acted as her private secretary;
Mrs. Laura E. Sargent, her housekeeper; Rev.

Irving C. Tomlinson, assistant private secretary;

Adam E. Dickey, another private secretary; Wm.
A. Rathvon, corresponding secretary, and Mrs.

Rathvon.
It was noon Sunday before the outer world learned

of her" death. At that hour it was formally an-

nounced in the "Mother Church" in Boston by Judge

Clifford P. Smith, the First Reader, to a great

audience which thronged the marble building. There

was no tinge of sadness, no suggestion of mourning,

in the voice of the speaker, and his hearers received
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The Late Mary Baker Eddy

From a portrait taken shortly before her last illness

the news in silence. A few shed tears as they spoke
together in whispers of their leader having "passed
on."

Simultaneously with the church announcement,
the news was given to the public. It was then learned
that, in compliance with the State law, a regular
physician. Dr. George L. West, had been called in

to view the remains and to verify the causes of
death. When the doctor, a young and alert practi-
tioner, was shown into the death chamber, he at
once recognized the woman who lay there so white
and still as Mrs. Eddy. He had seen the Christian
Science leader many times, having passed her driv-

ing on the roads around Chestnut Hill, while he was
making his professional calls. Dr. West said after-
ward of his visit:

"Mrs. Eddy lay with her hands crossed over her
breast, attired only in a night robe. The face was
calm and peaceful and there were no indications of
suffering. It was the typical face of an aged per-
son in death. The body was very slight, weighing.

I should judge, under one hundred pounds, and tl

face had not the appearance of a woman of nine'

years, though plainly that of a very old woman. ]

death she resembled greatly the portraits that ha'

been made familiar through the public prints ar

the characteristic nose and jaw were plainly di

closed. The body gave every evidence that dea'

had occurred about twelve hours previous. SI

looked like a beautiful old lady. The marks
extreme age were very plain, and her form ws
small and slight. She must have been very feeble

Dr. West made the usual formal inquiries ar.

gave a certificate showing that death was the resu
of "natural causes," to which he added the won
"probably pneumonia."
The founder of Christian Science left no formi

message to hen followers. It is declared that thei
will be "no successor" in the leadership. "Christia
Scientists universally regard Mrs. Eddy as tl-

founder of a religion." Such is the explanatio
given of the present condition of affairs in the sec1

yet it is not considered an improbability that thei
may yet be a struggle for the leadership, both in tl

secular and spiritual affairs of the church. There
a vast property to be cared for and a great orgai
ization to be led. Mrs. Eddy's own estate is said 1

be a large one, between $1,000,000 and $2,000,00)
and there may be a conflict of interests concernin
it. These, however, are matters for development i

the future.
Mrs. Eddy's body will rest in a costly mausoleu)

to be erected in a cemetery near her home at Ches'
nut Hill. It is intended that it shall be a shrine t

which her followers from all parts of the world ma
make pilgrimage.

The Story of Mrs. Eddy's Life

Mary A. Morse Baker was born in the village c

Dow, N. H., July 16, 1821. The little farmhouse 1

which she first saw the light still stands on a
eminence from which can be had a good view of th "^'^''

Merrimac' Valley. Her parents had little of th
world's wealth and had to depend solely on thei
own exertions in tilling the small farm lying awa
among the New England hills. Mark Baker, th '*

father, inherited an unbending, inflexible will fror
a Scotch ancestry. The mother, Abigail Barnar
Ambrose, was the descendant of a strict Congrega
tionalist family. She was a woman of a calnr

pious disposition, with neither sentiment nor re

mance in her make-up. She was intensely religiou
in her own old-fashioned way.
The strong, dominant will which characterize!

Mary Baker Eddy at the zenith of her power, sh
inherited from her father. There were six childrei

in the family, three boys and three girls. Mary wa
the youngest of the girls. As a child she was of i

neurotic disposition. This intensified as she ap
proached the maturity of girlhood. Indeed, S'

extreme at times were her outbursts that she wouh
go into convulsions and remain for hours in a stat

of coma.
The education of Mary Baker was of the mos

jj,

elementary kind, though it has been claimed that sb
'

afterwards became master of Greek, Latin an<
Hebrew. At twenty-two, she married a younj '"^

bricklayer named George Washington Glover, wh( ['»

Covtinued on vext page
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The Beautiful Home of Mrs. Eddy, in Which She Passed A'way
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\BOUT once in a decade, a new fleet of ocean
liners is launched, setting a new standard for

^ size, luxury and safety at sea. The great
[ips which are thought to express the "last word"
boat-building are suddenly found to be dwarfed
their new sisters and relegated to second place.

Iways the new fleet, now under construction, sur-

isses all the great ships that have gone before,

arcely has the world becorrie accustomed to using
Mauretania as a synonym for the ocean levia-

, than two greater ships, the Olympic and the
mic, surpass all of her

mansions. Now in turn
imes the greatest of all

i:ean giants, the Europu
' the Hamburg-American
|ine, which is larger than
ly of her predecessors.
With increase in length.

" jam and tonnage, comes
corresponding develop-

ent in the luxury of

juipment. We can no
nger call the great ocean
ners floating hotels, since

le new boats offer many
'.ore attractive and novel
atures than have yet

jen attempted by any
uilder of hotels. They
ave even more comforts
lan any palatial home.
The supremacy of the
>as to-day, in black and
bite, stands thus:

Vessel I.EXf^xit Toxxace
rettmiit 790 feet 32.500
npi> 860 feet...: 40,000
>pa 900 feet. . . . 50,000

the Panama Canal). The combined capacity of the
three largest hotels in New York City is 3,235 per-
sons, while the Enrofa carries 4,250 passengers.
The Eitropa will have a beam of ninety-six feet, so
that her deck will be as wide as Broadway at its

widest point. She will have nine decks above the
water-line, which is the height of the largest apart-
ment houses, thus making her literally a skyscraper
afloat.

With the laying of the keel of the Europa, the
biggest ship in the world, now under construction.

tuAta

'he mere recital of di-

sions, however large,
:s little idea of the over-
ering bulk of such a
as the Enropn. The new liner will have a

lacement of about 70,000 tons; in other words:
material to be used in this construction will

; 'eigh 140,000,000 pounds. It would, therefore,
Inquire 1,400,000 men, or about the population of
Philadelphia, each carrying 100 pounds, to handle

'( (lis material. If this material were loaded upon
.' le largest American freight cars, it would fill a
1 rain forty-four miles in length (which, by the way,
ould he long enough to extend all the way across

The Mammoth Steamship Europa, Largest in the World, Now Building in Germany

comes the news from abroad, that the gross tonnage
of all the ships flying the Hamburg-American Line
flag has passed the 1,000,000-ton mark, or to be
correct, 1,022,452 tons. For years the Hamburg-
American Line has held the tonnage record for ships
sailing under one house-flag. Some idea of the
enormous size of the Europa may be gathered from
the order whigh has been given for 2,000,000 feet of
Oregon fir to be used for the decks alone. For
months this lumber has been drying near Portland,

Ore., before being shipped to Germany. Special
care is taken to provide only clear, vertical grain
wood.
None of the Europa's staterooms will be cramped

like those of earlier boats. There will be complete
suites available; a choice of dining-rooms for those
who do not care for the main dining salon; a Ritz-
Carlton restaurant, a grill-room, and a tea-garden.
Gardens which in winter may be converted to sun
parlors will occupy the upper decks. Ladies' salons,
finished in different decorative periods, will appeal
to the tastes of different nationalities. All the

salons will be connected by
telephone with the private
staterooms, so that those
whose cabins are perhaps
two or three city blocks
apart, may talk with each
other. The Europa'

s

gymnasium, too, will be
more spacious and better
equipped than any now
afloat. Besides the regu-
lar apparatus, there will

be a running track, so that
athletes may cross the
ocean without interrupting
training. The special
"squash court" will con-
nect with the gymnasium,
and nearby will be a large
swimming pool and com-
pletely equipped Turkish
and Roman baths.
The Europa will be ven-

tilated throughout by a
new system. She has no
clumsy ventilator rising
above her decks—a famil-
iar feature on other ocean
liners—and her long, un-
broken stretch of deck
gives her a trim and ship-

shape appearance. Air is

forced to the lowermost decks by powerful air
pumps, and thus every part of the huge ship is

assured of an abundance of pure air of the proper
temperature throughout all parts of the vessel.
The most powerful wireless telegraph apparatus

ever carried to sea will be set up on the Europa.
The unusual height of her mast will make it possible
to transmit or receive messages over the entire
width of the Atlantic Ocean, so that the giant liner
will always be in direct communication with land.

Clhrnsilnaini Scneimce's Fo^imdler
ad been a companion of her eldest brother Samuel.
rlover took his bride to Wilmington, N. C, where
e had obtained employment, but he was only six

:ionths there when he sickened and died of yellow

ever. His wife was left destitute, but some friends

aid her fare back to her father's home in Tilton,

I. H. A few months later a baby was born—the only

liild she ever had. This child was named after its

ather, George Washington Glover. It was given

the care of a nurse, Mrs. Cheney, who took the

oy to Minnesota, and his mother did not meet him
.gain until he was a married man with four chil-

Ipen of his own. He is now about sixty-six years

Id.

After Mary Glover came back from Wilmington,
here she buried her first husband, she lived

Iternately with her father and sister in the village

if Tilton until she married again. In 1853 she
ecame the wife of a dentist named Patterson. She
'as quite an invalid at this time, and she was
.ccustomed to go into trances in which she claimed
hat she saw .strange visions. She had given much
ttention to mesmerism and clairvoyance and the

lystical trend of her mind was beginning to show
self. Her second marriage was an unhappy one.

inally, she obtained a divorce on the uncontested
harge of de.'^ertion.

The entrance of this remarkable woman into the
imelight of publicity occurred while she was yet
"rs. Patterson, and is identified with the name of

hineas Parkhurst Quimby. Quimby had set up as
healer, by the "power of mind over matter," in

'ortland, Me., and there Mrs. Patterson met him in

862. He had effected such cures that the people
egarded him as a wonder-worker. Mrs. Patterson
lelieved herself suffei-ing from a weak spine and
magined she was foredoomed to early death. She
•esolved to consult Quimby. At the first treatment,
t is claimed, a complete cure was effected, and she

became a disciple of this strange master. It has
3een said that she copied his manuscripts, spread
ibroad the tenets of his creed, and wrote articles for

II

the press about his extraordinary powers. She was
enthusiastic over the new "science," and she told

Quimby that her object in life would be to take it up
and teach it to others. She studied keenly his

methods of treatment, both "personal" and "absent."

The healer died in 1866, and Mrs. Patterson was his

sincerest mourner.
Her followers give this account of the divine

inspiration : Injured by a fall on the ice, she was
carried home in a dying condition and pronounced
hopeless. Calling for her Bible, she asked to be
left alone. The Holy Book opened on Matt. 9: 2,

the healing of the palsied man. The truth which set

him free she saw, the life divine which healed him
restored her and rhe rose from her bed of pain
healed and free.

It is claimed that on this occasion she was at-

tended by a regular physician and cured in the

usual way.
Before writing Science and Health Mrs. Pat-

terson (who had resumed her first married name of

Glover) had begun to put her religious theories and
principles into practice. In 1870 in association with
Richard Kennedy she began to teach pupils in the

art of mental healing. It was not until 1875 that

the first edition of Science and Health appeared. In

March of that year Mrs. Glover purchased the house,

8 Broad Street, Lynn, a little two-story building

which is still pointed out as "the cradle of Chris-

tian Science." There she continued to teach. She
was still living here when she was married to Asa
Gilbert Eddy on New Year's Day, 1877. Mrs. Eddy
became involved in several litigations about this

period, and as a result, her savings were swallowed
up, her classes disrupted and she came to Boston.

This was in 1882. She hired the house, 569 Colum-
bus Avenue, and rallying all her forces, her mental
and physical reserves, she determined to make a

brave stand. Although sixty-two years old, she

was a woman with whom time had dealt kindly. She
had yet much physical beauty and a charm of man-
ner which drew many to her side. She did not save

herself or spare her energies. Early and late she
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kept at work. She taught, she lectured in hired
halls and churches and barns; she founded the
Massachusetts Metaphysical College; she went here,

there and everywhere in the surrounding country,
exhorting and pleading. Her earnestness of pur-
pose, her intense devotion to her principles were
such that she soon had a large following. Her hus-

band, soon after coming to Boston, fell ill and died.

Mrs. Eddy put aside her grief and worked the

harder. The propaganda grew and the new cult

continued to gain adherents. Its founder pur-
chased a residence at No. 385 Commonwealth Ave-
nue, in the heart of Boston's most exclusive resi-

dential section. She created a publishing society,

and intrusted it with the business management of

Christian Science, then she organized a Publication
Committee which is probably the most effectively

conducted press agency in the world. Her book has
undergone several revisions. In 1888 she made
Ebenezer Foster, a Vermont physician, her press

agent and the official publisher of Christian Science
literature. Later, she adopted him as her son. It

was he who selected Concord as a place of residence

for Mrs. Eddy. She tried it experimentally and,

finding that she liked the place, she purchased a
farm named Pleasant View, and built up a magnifi-

cent home.
Mrs..Eddy retired from active service in 1901 and

since that time her only official connection kas been
as pastor emeritufi of the mother church in Boston.

In 1907 she turned over to three trustees all her

estate, except her home. Pleasant View. The deed

was executed by Mrs. Eddy after suit had been
brought by three of her relatives for an accounting
against those who had surrounded her and managed
her affairs. The suit of the relatives was with-

drawn in 1909, when Mrs. Eddy gave her son,

George W. Glover, $250,000, and her adopted son,

Ebenezer Foster Eddy, $45,000. The revenues from
the royalties on her books and from ChristiaTi

Science publications has been enormous and it is

expected all will go to the advancement of the cult

which she founded.
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A Remarkable Woman
WITH the death of Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, there

closed a career which was in many respects

one of the most remarkable in modern religious his-

tory. Her mind, in early life, seems to have been

that of a mystic. She drank in knowledge and
inspiration at many fountains. Mental healing,

with its varied phenomena, occupied her attention

for a long period before she ventured to formulate
the elaborate system of belief she has left to her
followers. Possibly she would have been classed by
modern specialists as a neurotic visionary; but in

this respect she would only have been like others
who were distinguished in various lines of meta-
physical inquiry. It was not until she was over
sixty years of age that Mrs. Eddy's public career as
the founder and promoter of Christian Science
really began. Through her indefatigable efforts, it

has at the present time several million adherents
throughout the world.

Although, as formulated by Mrs. Eddy, Christian
Science has a new aspect, there is much of its teach-
ing that is very old. The doctrine that mortal mind
is the seat of all the ills that flesh is heir to; that
health and success are at the command of those who
are "masters of their souls"; that matter is non-
existent; that what a man wills, he can do; that
thought is regnant and we are as we think—all these
are ancient. Parallels may be found in the works
of many metaphysical and philosophical writers,
from Aristotle down to Kant and Descartes.

It is perhaps hopeless to expect that, amid the
conflict of many creeds, any two or more beliefs

could be found wholly harmonious. God has given
us in nature an infinite variety, and the same is true
of the human mind. It has been justly said that no
creed has a monopoly of the truth. Thus, even the
opponents of Christian Science, and those who criti-

cize it most severely, have been fain to admit that
it contains much that makes powerful appeal to a
very large class, both cultured and simple. In the
main, the attitude of the orthodox churches toward
the movement may be described as against it. If a
movement be of God, it will survive all antagonisms
and endure; if not of God, its existence will be brief

and it must ultimately pass away, like other ideal-

istic ephemera. If Mrs. Eddy's teachings have been
acknowledged as a means of grace, comfort and
consolation to her followers, the influence of those
teachings will doubtless long survive their founder;
while on the other hand, if the system be a mer-
cenary one—a Christless system, as many have
claimed—there is no power on earth that can per-
petuate it indefinitely.

The President's Message
BUSINESSLIKE" is perhaps the most appro-

priate term to apply to President's Taft's

message, which was sent to Congress on Decem-
ber 6. It is a document of over 30,000 words.

Summarized, it is a strong plea for economy in

Federal expenditures and for a close scrutiny of all

bills making appropriations for public buildings and
river and harbor improvements. It shows that the
policy of economy has resulted in a reduction of

$53,000,000 in the appropriations for the current
fiscal year. It tells how four hundred places in the
Civil Service have been abolished without impairing
its efficiency. It upholds the Payne Tariff' as the best
"revenue producer" the country has yet known. It

promises closer trade relations with Canada; urges
a thorough naval re-organization; announces the
successful initiation of postal savings banks; tells of
satisfactory progress on the Panama Canal, which
will be completed January 1, 1915, within the esti-

mated cost of .$375,000,000. • It discusses the Inter-

state Commerce law, and, in this connection, says:

It seems to me that the existing legrislation with reference to the
regulation of corporations and the restraint of their business has
reached a point where we can stop for a while, and witness the
effect of the vigorous execution of the laws on the statute books,
in restraining the abuses which certainly did exist, and which
roused the public to demand reform. If the test develops a need
for further legislation, well and Kood ; but until then, let us execute
what we have. Due to the reform movement of the present decade,
there has undoubtedly been a great improvement in business meth-
ods and standards. The great body of business men of this country
now have an earnest desire to obey the law and to square their con-
duct of business to its requirements and limitations.

The message favors a revival of the American

merchant marine, and recommends the passage of

a mail subsidy to aid in "the restoration of the

American flag to its ancient place upon the seas,"

It urges the establishment of American banks and
branches in foreign countries, as a means to financ-

ing American trade interests abroad. It favors
continued efforts for the conservation and improve-
ment of our agricultural lands, the building up of
home industries and the strengthening of confidence
01 capital in domestic investments. It notes with
satisfaction the progress made by the principle of
international arbitration, and declares that the
establishment of an international prize-court and
arbitral court of justice will go a long way towards
bringing about arbitration of questions which in the
past would have led to war. It has also a word of
hope concerning the limitation of armaments and
the formation of an international force for the pres-
ervation of universal peace. The message discusses
the business affairs of the nation in a simple,
straightforward fashion, without any attempts at
oratory or appeal to sentiment. These are admirable
characteristics in a public document.

The Pa^oral Call

IN earlier days, before our cities became so

crowded and life so strenuous, and when the
church family was on simpler lines than now, it

was the pastor's custom to call upon his flock once a
week at their homes. Those weekly visits, while on
a social footing, were always helpful and uplifting.
Unfortunately, the good old-fashioned pastoral call

has fallen largely into disuse. In many localities

where it is still kept up, it is simply impossible for
the preacher to visit his entire congregation once
each week.

In a great multitude of American homes, the sub-
stitute for the pastoral call is the welcome weekly
visit of The Christian Herald. It«iever misses a
single week the year round, and it brings to all of
its flock the Gospel message of life and light and
love, with a thousand other things to cheer, comfort
and entertain. It has a pleasant, sunshiny mes-
sage for every member of the household, from the
patriarch down to the children. Every home it

enters becomes a "Home Beautiful," because the
spirit of Christ is there sweetening the whole atmos-
phere, and investing even the humblest duties and
tasks with a new meaning. In such homes, every
one has an object in life, and the spirit of helpful-
ness finds scope for activities that bring happiness
and contentment to all.

If The Christian Herald is not already a regu-
lar weekly visitor in your home, subscribe for it now
and you will find that it will go far toward making
1911 the happiest year of your life. If you are
already a reader, make some other home happy by
sending it a copy. Thus, for the cost of an extra
subscription, you will assure that other home of
fifty-two pastoral visits for which you will be re-
membered most gratefully.

Fighting Laws of Hygiene

WE who live within the boundaries of the United
States, where education is widespread and

where every suggestion for improved hygiene is

usually welcomed, often fall into the error of think-
ing that the rest of the world, except portions desig-
nated as heathen lands, are also living in the twen-
tieth century. Then suddenly some event shows
that there are hundreds of thousands who still have
a long road to travel before they will be able to
look out for themselves, and perhaps be of some
benefit to humanity in general. The present epi-
demic of cholera, which has been devastating certain
provinces of Russia and has also broken out with
great virulence in certain parts of Italy, has shown
that portions of Europe are centuries behind the
times in a knowledge of the simplest rules of
hygiene.

In Russia, the officials and doctors, aware of the
danger of the scourge spreading throughout the em-
pire, established public dispensaries and emergency
hospitals and worked heroically to stem the rising
tide of disease. Were their efforts appreciated?
Not at all. The peasants would not follow the sim-
ple hygienic rules for avoiding the disease; but,
instead, plowed mystic circles around their villages

and paraded with ikons and relics. They gath
in squads, attacked the hospitals, took out the
tients, who nearly all died as a result, and
burned the buildings, "defeating," as they said|'t

conspiracy of the doctors." In Italy, the pe
fought the doctors who tried to disinfect
churches.

Such a condition of affairs must interest e>|

American, for a large part of the present flooi

immigration has its source's in Russia and It;

and if some of the infected peasants get throl

our ports we would have to fight the plague on
own soil. So far the extremely rigid examina
of all immigrants has kept the disease without |it

gates. All of the medical examiners are worl
together under orders from the surgeon-genera
Washington. Even if there should be an outbr
of the disease in this country, it would probablj
quickly subdued, for public opinion would be bad
every effort to restore healthful conditions.

Woman Mayors
OLDHAM, England, has just elected a wor

mayor, the third English town to depart t

from tradition. Her installation was held in

large town hall, though a small room has previoij

served on such occasions. When she entered,

vast throng present sprang to their feet and chei

and clapped interminably. Mrs. Lees, the i

mayor, made a speech, and the hall "echoed \ii

delighted laughter," for she is very keen and wr
"She seemed," said one reporter, "like the motheii
a great family before whom her children rise

and call her blessed." She is described as "a t

dignified woman, with a calm, beautiful, humor
face, crowned with white hair." A score or m
of small towns in Kansas have woman mayors, s

eral of whom have been re-elected term after te:

iekij-«t

l»»rE.
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General Notes
—$127,016,158 is called for by the Naval Estimates for

coming year, being within $1,000,000 of last year's total.

—A BRONZE STATUE of Bai'on Frederick von Steuben, ma
general in the Continental Army, has been erected in Lafay
Park, Washington, in front of the White House. The sculi

is Albert Jaegers. The general is shown standing on an t

nence, inspecting the army manoeuvers of 1778.

—One of the unbelievable things that are occasionally

with in the daily papers is a report from Akron, O., that s

prize-fight there on Thanksgiving night, the mayor of the U.

presided and an "evangelist" offered prayer before the I K iil

began. We should want affidavits before accepting sucl of

tale, and even then we should doubt it.

—Opponents of vaccination would do well to study an
structive chart recently prepared in Europe, which shows
effects of compulsory vaccination in Prussia and Holland,

fore the law, the rate of smallpox mortality in these two CO'

tries was ninety per cent. Since the law passed in 1874, it

dropped to considerably less than ten per cent. Austria, wh
there is no compulsory vaccination law, still shows a morta
of from forty to eighty per cent, from smallpox.
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TWENTY GOVERNORS OF STATES WHO MET IN CONFERENCE AT LOUISVILLE, KY.

)

The Governors' Conference
N November 29, the annual Governor.s' Confer-

ence opened in the city of Frankfort, Ky., and
continued its sessions in Louisville. The Gov-

nors of twenty-four States were in attendance,

irtisanship was forgotten in the discussions of

estions for the good of the nation. The following

r.sons were in attendance r.t the Conference:

)Vt'rnor Sloan and wife of Arizona; Governor

eeks and wife of Connecticut; Governor Brown,

fe and daughter of Georgia; Governor Plaisted,

fe and daughter of Maine; Governor Di'aper, wife

id daughter of Massachusetts; Governor Noyl and

fe of Mississippi, Governor Fort and wife of New
rsey, Governor Kitchin and wife of North Caro-

la, Governor Ansel and wife of South Carolina,

wernor Pothier and wife of Rhode Island, Gov-

nor Mann and wife of Virginia, Governor Vessey
id wife of South Dakota, Governor O'Neal and

**"''^
Ife of Alabama, Governor Shafroth and wife of

^lorado. Governor Marshall and wife of Indiana,

wernor Harmon and wife of Ohio, Governor Had-
y and wife of Missouri, Governor Deneen and wife

Illinois, Governor Norris and wife of Montana,
Dvernor McGovern of Wisconsin, Governor-elect

i(!«.»»§ruce of Oklahoma, Governor-elect Woodrow Wil-

4n of New Jersey and Governor Spry of Utah.

Dvernor Judson P. Harmon of Ohio and Governor-
ect Woodrow Wilson of New Jer.sey attracted pe-

liar attention, as their names had so often been

•nsidered among the possible Presidential candi-

itos on the Democratic ticket. Governor-elect

'oodrow Wilson delivered a very able address he-

re the Conference, which closed as follows: "For
ir problem, looked at from another angle, is one of

i-ordination. I am not now referring to the im-

jrtant matter we are so much concerned with in

igard to uniformity of laws; the laws of marriage
id divorce, for example, the laws of commercial

ansaction and those many other matters which

) vitally affect the morals or the convenience of our

altered communities. I am thinking of the mat-

•r of forests and watersheds and mines, of the great

isks of sanitation, of the treatment of epidemics,

le care of the poor and the restraint of the vagrant,
' the safeguarding of labor and all that long list of

ital interests with regard to which we can do so

luch more if we act together and upon some com-

lon plan." This was a memorable conference of

ole and upright executives, with promise of good

) the nation at large. National righteou.sness in

ublic administration and in individual integrity are

ajoined by the prophet.

la not this the fast I have chosen ? To loose the bands of wicked-

!8», to undo the heavy bunlens, and to let the oppressed go free,

id that ye break every yoke ? (Isa. 58 : 6.)

'kinese Queue-Cutting

Hong Kong was the scene of a remarkable queue-

utting demonstration the other day, when six

'ealthy Chinamen, whose ages aggregated 440

ears, in the most public way, on the platform of

he Chinese Club, to the music of the Indian Military

Sand playing selections from Gilbert and Sullivan s

operas, had their queues cut off. A hundred others

followed their example. In three days 11,000 in

Hong Kong alone voluntarily discarded their queues.

The agitator in the movement made effective refer-

ence to the case of an oiler who was killed two days

before, when his queue became entangled in some
machinery. No change in the national costume was
mac'e. The incident in Hong Kong started the queue-

cutting fever in New York City, where the Chinese

and American barber shops are filled with the Celes-

tials who are waiting for their turn to have their

queues cut off. Some of the Chinamen took their

queues home and others left them in the baskets of

the barbers. The human hair merchants of New
York will eventually get most of them, and the

women purcha.sers will have braids, switches, cor-

onets, and sets of puffs, which they will never dream
were worn on Celestial heads. The hand of Western
civilization is cutting many a Chinaman's queue, and
the Christ of that civilization will eventually win his

heart, in answer to the prophecies and prayers and
services of the Lord's children.

All the ends of the world shall remember and turn unto the Lord:

and all the kindreds of the nations shall worship before thee.

(Ps. 22:27.)

Stole Fifty Millions

The United States Government, through the De-

partment cf Justice and the Post Office Department,

has been waging a relentless warfare on "get-rich-

quick" concerns, in which arrests have been in

seventy-eight cases and in which schemes have been

exposed defrauding the people of the country out of

at least one hundred million dollars. The most
gigantic fraud was that which was unearthed the

other day in the arrest and imprisonment of Bun-
Brothers", promoters and stockbrokers, with offices

in the Flatiron Building, New York City, who it is

charged swindled the people out of fifty million dol-

lars. The ten thousand dollars of bail required for

the wrongdoers was not furnished, and they had to

go to the Tombs. This firm sold worthless stocks of

every conceivable kind, of mines that had no ore, of

railroads that were only on the map and scarcely

there, of industrial institutions that had gone into

the hands of receivers, etc. The government detec-

tives spent a long time in carefully investigating

the facts, and becoming assured that the government

mail had been used for the wholesale swindling of

the public, made the arrests. The Postmaster Gen-

eral said of the frauds of Burr Brothers and those

of another concern, which was raided the sarne

day: "A vast system of fraud, as far-reaching m
its ramifications as the postal service itself, had

been developed by unscrupulous men, who, through

the grossest forms of misrepresentation, were steal-

ing from the people millions of dollars annually.

These fraudulent operations have not only swindled

thousands of innocent investors, but have created a

lack of confidence in legitimate business enterprises.

It is therefore as important to the business commu-
nity to have these frauds stopped as it is to the

people whose losses are directly traceable to them.

These men, with their handsomely furnished suites
'

of bookkeepers,

clerks and stenographers, in the midst of their

gigantic successful frauds were criminals and they

are just as reprehensible as the crook on the side-

walk in front of their building, who takes his neigh-

bor's watch or pocketbook. They have no more right

to the favor of their fellow-men or the mercy of the

law. The collapse of these schemes of fraud and
the disgrace involved in them are in harmony with

this prophecy:
The robbfery of the wicked shall destroy them. (Prov. 21 : 7.)

Learn to Swim
Recent inquiries have revealed the fact that a

large percentage of the young people of the country
are unable to swim. Of the boys entering the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, forty-eight per cent, do not

know how to swim, and thirty per cent, of the fresh-

men at the College of the City of New York are

ignorant of this useful art. The average of the two
institutions is foxty-two per cent. It is more than
likely that if the young men and women of the whole
country were to be taken into consideration it would
be found that over fifty per cent, of them are unable
to swim. Prompt and efficient measures should be

taken to teach the young how to support themselves

in the water. Swimming schools might be insti-

tuted in many of the cities, but there ought to be in

every community, under public .supervision, oppor-

tunities for boys and girls to learn to swim without
expense or danger to themselves. Thousands and
tens of thousands of lives and an untold amount of

sorrow would be saved. Parents provide for the

support and education of their children and then

neglect this positive duty to their children, to them-

selves and to the general public. This provision

against the danger of drowning suggests the pro-

tection against all moral dangers which Christ pro-

vides in his presence and saving power. The cry of

the disciples to the Saviour when the storm seemed
sinking the little boat on the Sea of Galilee and
drowning them is the one used by the soul in all

kinds of spiritual peril

:

Lord, save us, we perish. (Matt. 8 :25.)

Iron from Ore-Dust

The Carnegie Steel Company of the United States

Steel Corporation has been working for two years

on a plan to utilize the ore-dust from furnaces and
machinery. The other day it succeeded in its ex-

periment in making the first briquette from the ore-

dust. Millions of dollars' worth of ore-dust has been

wasted which will now be converted into usable pig

iron. Fifty-eight men are already employed in the

first plant "for making briquettes, and new plants

will be established as the demands may require.

The wastes of many branches of industry have been

so utilized that their value has furnished a very

good profit for the year's business. Our country

has untold mineral resources and mills and inven-

tions which turn out a fabulous product of iron and

steel, reminding us of the Promised Land.

A land wherein thou shalt eat bread without scarceness, thou

shalt not lack anything in it ; a land whose stones are iron, and out

of whose hills thou mayest dij? brass. (Deut. 8 : 9.)

of offices, with their large corps
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HOSE were the days we paid in

kind," said the old steward.

"Which was not always a

kindness," put in the cynical youth,

"for perhaps the preacher needed other

things worse than what you gave."

"Well, young man, perhaps that was
so too, and, while we're on the penitent

bench, I might add, sometimes we clean

forgot the preacher and his family.
Seme men knew how to touch us up
and remind us that they had human
feelings and temporal needs. 'My
throat's pretty dry this morning,' said

one man, 'and the words soi't of stick.

They need greasing and I ain't had
butter for two weeks.' The women
folks took the hint and the next week
some bujter was sent in. Another
preacher came awful late one Sunday
and some of us took him to task for it.

He just looked quietly at us and when
we got through he said as meek as

Moses, 'You may drive me all you like

on no feed; but I ain't going to push
my horse when he hasn't anything
better than marsh hay to eat.' It was
a clincher and the next week
the stewards did some hus-
tling both for man feed and
horse feed.

"Vv'^e were nigh spoiled by
these preachers for the de-

cent treatment of the inde-

pendent sort. One such man
came to us and he was a
power for good. He was a
big man every way in body
and mind and he asked
favors of no man no where
in logging bee or in revival

services. He had a family
of seven husky boys, and on
the whole they asked no
favors either. If you caught
one and downed him, the
rest would soon even up the
score, and the other boys
found it best to leave the
preacher's sons alone. Even
the farmers found these lads

equal to them.
"An old cranky skinflint

cslled a couple of them into

his potato field to pick po-
tatoes. They were dandy
pickers and worked hard all

day. They might have taken
a pointer on the old man's
character from the dinner
he gave them, for it was
only buttermilk, sour bread
and a little piece of hard
pork. But they worked all

afternoon until near night,

when the old man stopped
them.

" 'It's near dark, boys,' he
said in his sweet slippery way we all

got to know, 'and your father will

wonder where you are. You'd better

run home.'
" 'Where's our pay?' asked the boys.

"'Pay!' roared the old man. 'Pay
for picking a few potatoes for a poor
old man? Run home, boys, and be
ashamed of yourselves.'

" 'We've worked hard for you, Mr.
Jones, and we've missed our school,

and we must have pay for it. We ex-
pect at least one-fourth of the potatoes
we picked,' said the older boy.
"'Go 'way, go 'way; you'd be rob-

bing an old man. Go home, boys, or
I'll call down the neighbors on your
father.' And with this the old man
drove the boys off his place.

"Bright and early the next day, five

of the boys camped near the old man's
potato field. The old man watched
the road to call in some more pickers.

He found some boys who were on their

way to school, but while they prom-
ised the old man to pick potatoes for

him, they never reached the field. They
were quietly and quickly warned to

leave that field of potatoes alone.

"Sharp frost came the next night
and old Jones became anxious about
his potatoes. He sent his wife into

the potato field, but she was so crippled

^y E. RYERSON YOUNG

with rheumatism that she could not do

much. Jones then scoured the country-

side for boys to help him. He brought

home two, but he did not keep them
half a day. They simply disappeared,

and the old man became frantic.

"After the potatoes had lain there

a week, the preacher's oldest son,

Jimmy, sauntered up and asked old

Jones how he was getting along with
his potatoes. The old man was grumpy.
No man likes to see the man, nor the

Uoy, no, nor the dog- either, that he
has abused. Jones wanted help in the

worst way, for his potatoes might be

all frost-bitten any night and he was
ready to hire most any one.

" 'Tell you what I'll do, Mr. Jones,'

said Jimmy brightly. 'I'll lift the

crop for you in two days, but I'll want
every third bagful I dig.'

"It was in the old days of grub-
hoeing and there were still plenty of

" 'Here, bring up that other bag,'

ordered the old man.
" 'That's mine,' said Jimmy.
" 'It's not, roared the old man.
"Instantly every hoe ceased work,

and the boys rallied around their

brother. Their flourishing hoes looked

dangerous, and the old man realized

that he was alone, face to face with
seven sturdy boys whom he had roused
to take their own part with force.

" 'Every third bagful was to be
mine,' said Jimmy quietly, 'and if you
are not satisfled with the bargain, say
so now and we'll take this bag and go
home.'
"The old man fumed for a while, but

at last he yielded.
" 'Go on with your digging,' he said.
" 'Tommy and Sam,' said Jimmy,

turning to two of his brothers, 'take

this bag home to mother so that we
may have some potatoes for dinner.'
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" We drove up to the parsonage with our sleigh full
"

roots around in the new-cleared field.

"The old man's eyes twinkled. He
didn't think the boy could get help
enough to do as he had bargained, and
even then the old man thought he could
find some way out of paying.

" 'Can you begin right now?' he
asked.

" 'As soon as you give me a hoe,' re-

plied the boy.
"Jones hurried over to his shed and

brought a hoe.
" 'Mind you, they are to be all up

before to-morrow night,' he said as he
handed the lad the hoe.

" 'AH right, and every third bagful
is mine,' replied Jimmy.
"The boy walked over to the field and

whistled.
"From the other side of the fence

there sprang up six boys with three
hoes and three bags. The older boys
swung the hoes and the little fellows
were given bags with which to gather
the potatoes.
"The old man came over and watched

them sharply. When the bags were
all full Jimmy asked the farmer where
he wanted his potatoes placed. He
showed him where he wished to pit the
potatoes and to that place the boys
carried two bags and dumped them in.

Then they began hoeing again.

"The little chaps carried or rather
dragged the bag to the fence and from
the bush they pulled out their home-
made wheelbarrow. They hurried the
potatoes home, dumped them into the
cellar and hurried back with the empty
bag. The other bags were filled, but
only just as fast as was the one for
home, and when this one was filled it

was sent away. And it was sent home
ten times.

"Old Jones groaned every time he
saw the bag heaved over the fence.

But as he had the rest of his potatoes
nicely pitted before the close of the
second day, he ought to have been
grateful, and he received no pity from
his neighbors when he complained of
the treatment he had received from the
boys.

"However, the countryside came to

believe that the father of such boys
could take care of himself and the
stewards did not push for his salary.
"When Christmas came around, and

our home folks were gathering, the
turkey was sizzling and sputtering on
the fire, and the steam of the huge
plum-pudding was filling the house,
and everybody was happy, I took the
notion to run over just before dinner
to the parsonage to wish the preacher
and his family a merry Christmas.

"I knocked at the door and hean
hearty 'Come in.' I entered and fov

the preacher and his family seated
the table. They had apparently j

said grace, and he was about to se:

out the dinner. There were the se^

boys, fine sturdy lads with bright oj

faces. There was the mother as w
as the father. But I hardly more th

saw the boys and the table, and
'Merry Christmas' stuck in my thro
When the preacher saw me he called

out : 'Merry Christmas, brother.'
" 'I came to say it to you,' I sta

mered, with my eyes glued on the b(

and the table, 'but—but I guess
have fogotten that this is Christir
day.'

" 'Why?' said the preacher in
hearty voice and with a smile.
"'Why!' I exclaimed, 'where's yc

Christmas turkey? There's nothi
here but potatoes!'

" 'Yes, there is,' said the preach
'there's salt.'

" 'Potatoes and salt ain't no Chri
mas dinner for boys,' I sputtered out.

" 'It's all we've g(

said he, 'and we're mig}
thankful for that.'

"I looked at him
guess, in a blank stare a
then was out of that hoiprsm
in a jump.

"I ran over to Thonr
son's, our leading stewa:
and hauled him out ir

the yard.
" 'What's the mati

now?' said he.
" 'Matter enough,' I :l!t

plied. 'Here's our preacl: itiiei

and his family sitti eslifi

down to a dinner of not lleee

ing but potatoes and sa ithtw

and this on Christmas dt ujh

He thanks the Lord f oup

that, but I'm thinking i iristn

neither the Lord, nor i

that he's been so faithfu! w li:

working for, but it's the imth

boys of his he's to tha: (iii?ht

for them very potatoes.' anced

" 'Well, that's too ba- ws t

said he. ieEa<

" 'Is that all you have jpast

say about it?' said I. j on,

" 'Well, what do y.; liie

propose?' he asked.
j

{k

?

" 'I propose we p m'w

something else in the pa Iristn

sonage to go with t pn 1

boys' potatoes,' said I, f
!

'1 c

I was hot. Iri-lii

" 'It's kind of late nc ij an

for Christmas.' iichi

" 'It's never too late f iristn

hungry boys,' said I, *
teen

long as it comes.' n^i
" 'Well, what can we do?' he aske "Int

" 'You've got a horse,' said I, 'ai
e oii

I've got a single sleigh. Let's hit< «[
up and go round and see what the pej npn

pie have to say.'
| iro'v:i

" 'All right,' said he, and withoij u^

stopping for a bite we drove off to si| ion;

our people. They were very sorry thi
jpji,

they had been so thoughtless of th
ef,,;

good man and had taken his faithf-j jtlfr

services so much as a matter of cours jiM

No one ever dreamed the truth of tl
imes

needs of the parsonage from his wow
jeaf

or actions and we stewards wei jp.,

soundly blamed for not finding out oi

minister's wants and seeing them suj'

plied. But we got something else b<

sides scoldings, and after two days wj
tn„j

drove up to the parsonage with ov

sleigh full of turkeys, geese, chicken
hams, flour and some other good thingi ,fi

besides half the salary in good mone^
We apologized for our neglect an
promised to do better in the futun
"But the eyes of the boys opened an

it was good to see them. Their fathe

was just a little too independent an
(j|,,,

that caused his family to be the chie

sufferers. However, though I had m;
^j,,^^

Christmas dinner two days late tha

year, it was the most delightful one
think I ever ate."

||„j
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CHRISTMAS Day was drawing to

its close with the sun setting like

a great mass of red fire behind
he green of the Christmas woods.
The mountains and hills beyond sloped
vhite and glistening in the last" slant-

ng sunbeams, toward the home of

Christmas peace. Inside the house in

he gloaming was gathered a company
(f old friends, a yearly gathering held
ince the grown persons present were
hildren, and came to see "the little

nother" on Christmas afternoons long
igo.

The company had changed some-
vhat as the years went by. Gray
lair as well as honors crowned some
if the temples. Others had crossed

1^, fcceans and continents, coming from
^'* ^smds where Christmas was glorified

n garlands of summer flowers, instead
f holly and evergreens, or from where
she story of the Christ had been re-

j,
i :ently told for the first time, and lis-

^V^ lened to by the children of far-away
)eoples, as a tale not older and dearer
lach year, but fresh and wonderful as
he story must have seemed on the first

Christmas Eve. Little children, newly
Town into the honor of the Christmas
tfternoon visit, had come also. One
emained the same, "the little mother"

jiamed by the first Christmas children,
'ftlwi^ej. sweet face was likened by some to

he fine cut cameos of her own young
lays, by others to the rose petals for
laintiness and beauty, and the sweet
pirit which shone from her starry
yes, reminding one of the indescriba-

°^le delicacy and odor of rose leaves.

On this Christmas afternoon a col-

lege professor, a philanthropist, a
wpw leacher of many children, a young man
•^ jiii fresh from the art schools of Paris, a
awtfii ipllege student, and a young mother
**"<li nth two little girls, together with the
Jntaui laughters of the house, represented a
tk» Uni *roup of those who had made the

Khristmas gathering for many years.

b'beii

mil

iMwrils was most natural, the conversation
iv.&^ Irew back the absent ones into the

varmth of the friendly circle, and
houghts of loving remembrance
rlanced to the great Pacific coast, and
iCross the wide ocean to the lands of
he East, where one of the company of

2jwkai|he past had gone to tell the Christmas
;tory.

The glowing sun had passed from
ight, giving place to the cheer of the
•vt-ning lamp and the glow of the
Christmas fire, when the story-tcHer
)egan her tale.

I "I came across a celebration of
Christmas this year," she said, "which

rflit(l|iad an atmosphere all its own, and
vhich carried a heart aglow with the
Christmas spirit straight back through
he centuries to the hills of Bethlehem,
he manger, and the shepherds' song.
"In the course of much research into

ihe origin and words of the earliest

l/isi Christmas hymns, I came across two
ibittlKll lergymen from Pennsylvania living in

lUr own city. One was a High Chuvch-
nan, whose forefathers had been
mong the early Scotch and Irish im-
nigrants of Pennsylvania. These were
he first settlers in some sections— the
Centlemen farmers who took up all the
ivailable unwooded land, building
lomes and owning farms of large
.cieage. My friend, the High Church
Icrgyman, was familiar with all the
Idest hymnology embraced in the ser-

icos of his church, his I'earning car-
ying the seeker after the Christmas
lymns of the past into the writings of
he early church fathers, and a rich

t(jre of the rhythmical inspirations of

he Christmas-tide.
"My second visit was to the home of

I pastor of a Lutheran Church, whose
orefathers had also been of Pennsyl-
'ania stock, but this time I met the
Pennsylvania German. The German
ettlcis, he informed me, had followed

jjtitJ ihe Irish and Scotch, and finding tho

vikjBdeared land all occupied, had taken
heir share of the new world's foot-

lold from the forest lands. They had
elled trees and hewed timber, and at

By ELIZABETH L GERHARD

last had found themselves the posses-
sors of better land than their neigh-
bors, the gentleman farmers, and so
prosperity had followed in the wake of
hard work.
"The Lutheran clergyman had him-

self been making a study of old hymns,
and we found much information in our
varied research to exchange with each
other. The church fathers who lived
their lives almost within memory of
the first Christmas, became familiar
friends to both of us in these days
prior to our own Christmas, though we
spoke their names with the reverence
due to those chosen to carry the first

Christmas messages, the writers of the

eyes, while their elders evinced a warm
interest.

" 'Have you a little time to spend
with us on Christmas Eve?' asked the

Lutheran clergyman as I entered. 'We
have something we would like to show
you,' and the eager eyes of the little

daughter, and the added word of wel-
come from the sweet-faced wife, to-

gether with the Christmas tension in

the air, made it an impossible invita-

tion to resist.
" 'We are making the garden under

the Christmas tree,' Mr. Ruigh said.

'Last year we could not have it, for
the snow came early and covered all

the moss. Gretchen is the more anx-

'The little maid with clasped hands lifted a flute-like voice'

hymns sung in the streets of Bethlehem
and Jerusalem in the first centuries

after Christ.

"Our mutual interest in the old

Christmas songs brought a certain

sympathy into our intercourse, which
extended into friendly relations with
his wife and only child, a little girl of

seven. On Christmas Eve I found my-
self once more at their hospitable door,

the bearer of a gift to the little daugh-
ter of the house."
Up to this point in the account, the

older persons present had been the

most interested listeners, but now the

two little guests became eager ques-

tioners. "Did she have a Christmas
tree?" asked one. "Did she hang up
her stocking?" questioned the other.

"She had a Christmas tree, and I am
sure that she hung up her stocking,"

the story-teller answered; "but she had
something more that I am quite sure

no one of you has ever seen." The little

girls waited for the story with seeking

ious to have the garden under her tree

this year.'

"

"I never heard of a garden under a
Christmas tree," said one of the small
guests.
"Was it made of moss?" asked the

other, and their mother added, "I con-

fess I am as curious as the children."

The story-teller's face took on a
reminiscent smile as she continued. "I

was curious, too, but saw in the atti-

tude of the family that the making of

this garden was a matter of import-

ance, indeed of reverence. Gretchen
took my hand and led me into an ad-

joining room, where her father and
mother followed. There I found a
beautiful Christmas tree in a corner of

the room, elevated about a foot from
the floor on a raised platform. This
platform was quite large and covered

with white. Above it the branches of

the tree had been trimmed away for

another two feet, leaving a wide un-

occupied space under the tree. On the

Tipi
platform was spread a covering of
moss, green and gray from the Christ-
mas woods. I waited developments
with much interest, while Gretchen
could hardly stand still for excited an-
ticipation.

"Mr. Ruigh had left the room with
his wife, but in a few minutes they
returned with their hands full of pack-
ages. The clergyman carried a wooden
box a little over a foot long, and about
a foot wide, and nine inches deep. It
was open at one side, and setting it

down he began to take paper packages
out of the three compartments into
which it was divided. Emptied, and
placed on one side, it presented the ap-
pearance of a low room, partitioned off
by small upright twigs into three
apartments, the largest in the centre.
The floor was covered with a thin
layer of hay. Opening one of the
packages, Gretchen's father produced a
little grain crib containing a tiny baby
doll.

" 'You know,' he said, 'it is believed
by many that the manger in which the
Christ-child lay was after this fash-
ion.'

"The little crib was placed quite at
the back of the larger room. Next a
doll wrapped in white, with a white
covering also about her head, repre-
senting the Virgin Mother, was placed
near the crib, but Gretchen, with a lov-
ing mother-hand, changed her position
in such a way that she hung with ten-
der solicitude over the sleeping child.
There was still one more occupant to
the room—Joseph in sandals, and with
his robe girt about him as if from re-
cent traveling.

"Occasionally the clergyman spoke.
'We wanted Gretchen to remember,' he
said once as the work went on, but for
the most part we were silent, intent on
the reproduction of the scenes of the
holy night.

"One by one the oxen and goats, the
donkeys and cows, were unpacked and
placed in the side stalls. 'What is the
closet in the corner?' I asked.

" 'That is where the light is placed,'
answered Mrs. Ruigh, 'sometimes a
candle and sometimes a little lamp,'
and then I saw a small window in the
closet which threw a ray of light over
the Virgin and the Child, but over no
other part of the place. When the
manger was finished, Gretchen's father
placed it on the moss under the Christ-
mas tree, and I asked, seeing a knoll
not far distant in the mossy expanse,
if there was still more in the picture.

" 'Oh, yes, the shepherds and the lit-

tle lambs,' answered Gretchen with a
sudden clasping of her hands. 'You
know that they heard the angels' song.'

Sheep as real as the animals in the
manger were soon placed on the slope

of the hill, while shepherds with their

crooks stood near, some with caretak-
ing eyes upon the sheep, while others
held their faces uplifted as if in wait-
ing for the song of songs.

" 'Now the wise men,' said Gretchen,
and with the reverent attitude of ex-

pectation which had marked the whole
of this reproduction of Bible scenes,

the clergyman placed beyond the hill-

top where the shepherds were grouped,
toward the east, at the intersection of

several paths, three men of foreign

aspect, turbaned and sandaled, weai'-

ing gowns of bright colors, and carry-

ing gifts in their hands, on their way
to the Christ-child.

"The light overhead had been hung
to throw its soft rays over the manger
where the Christ-child lay. Toward
the star the shepherds looked, and to-

ward it the wise men traveled.

"It was not until all was finished

that Gretchen's father spoke again,

while his child watched his lips as he

told the story, old and sweet, and ever

new, of the Christ-child born in a

manger, the scenes of which were be-

ing reproduced in his home, that a
little child might never forget the

beauty and the glory of his coming.
Continued on page 1217
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How to Keep Chri^mas
Timely Suggestions by Representative
Men and Women on the Observ-

ance of the Festival

IT has seemed to many of us as

though we were gradually losing

sight of the great underlying meaning
of the Christmas festival. The won-
derful day appears to be given up more
and more to dissipations, some of them
comparatively harmless, but others of

a dubious character or worse.

With this thought in view, we have
secured from several wise thinkers

their views upon the subject. It seemed
especially fitting that prominent edu-

cators should express themselves re-

garding the matter. Therefore we
have asked for a word from Dr. Wm.
L. Felter, the distinguished head of

the Girls' High School of Brooklyn, in

which, with its various annexes, about
4,000 girls are being trained for use-

fulness; and from Dr. Charles H. J.

Douglas, of the great DeWitt Clinton
High School for Boys in the Borough
of Manhattan.
A more purely religious presenta-

tion of the case is given by Dr. Joseph
Dunn Burrell, pastor of the Classon
Avenue Church of Brooklyn; to which
a word is added by Dr. Josiah Strong,
the famous author of Our Country
and The New Era, and president of the

Society of Social Service. A good
woman's mode of keeping Christmas
is outlined by Miss Susan Hayes Ward,
author of The Life of George H. Hep-
worth, History of the Broadivay Tab-
ernacle, and other works.

A Feast of the Spirit

Christmas is a feast of the spirit.

Only those souls who in spirit keep the
day can really enjoy it. This spirit is

not one of boisterousness^ of rollicking

fun, of nonsensical buffoonery, but
rather one of quiet contentment, of

sincere gratitude, of genuine brotherly
love. Christmas is pre-eminently the

season of self-giving, in the belief that
this will be the most acceptable offer-

ing to the God and Father of us all;

since it is made in the spirit that
moved him to bestow his matchless gift

upon the woi'ld. The spirit of self-

giving is the Christ spirit.

Christmas, then, stands for more
than the making of presents or the

giving of alms. It means moi'e than a
gorgeous tree, or bountiful repasts, or

unusual gifts. It means self-service.

It means sharing. Lowell sounds the

right note in the Vision of Sir Launfal,
a genuine Christmas poem, when he
says:

Not what we give but what we share

;

For the gift without the giver is bare.

The Christmas spirit is the chief thing,
not the gift.

In the family, then, this spirit can be
best exemplified. The gift need not be
costly, but he who gives it should
make sure that he is giving the gift

and himself. If a special plea is

needed at this time, let it be for sim-
plicity, for sincerity, for spirituality.

Let genuine joy abound. Let every
note of discontent cease. Let happy
spirits become contagious, so that every
one, from the silver-crowned grand-
father to the toddling child, shall enjoy
aright this great Christmas feast.

Wm. L. Felter.

A Day of Love and Recollections

How can we begin the day better
thaii by remembering gratefully, as we
wake from refreshing sleep, the work
upon earth of Him who had not where
to lay his head? Each member of the
family shows his good will by entering
into the feelings of the others, the bois-

terous mirth of Jack and Sue, the
radiant cheer of father and mother,
and the serene kindliness of grandpa
and gi-andma. And there are tender
recollections of loved ones that were
present at other Christmas-tides, and
now gone before.

Dinner is planned so that mother
and Bridget, too, if Bridget is a mem-
ber of our household, can be spared to

attend church, the grateful duty of all

on Christmas Day. The enjoyment of

dinner depends more upon the frame
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of mind of the diners than upon the
nature and quantity of the food. "Bet-
ter a dinner of herbs where love is,

than a stalled ox and hatred there-
with." But whatever we have, we will

take time to relish it, indulging mean-
time in a family visit.

The after-dinner lull affords oppor-
tunity for breaking up into groups for
confidential conversation, for a walk
on the street, along a favorite road or
through the fields, or for sitting down
with book or pictures or writing mate-
rials. At twilight, the skilled hand,
wandering over ivory keys, bears us
upward till, in the silence that follows,
we return to earth refreshed and
strengthened.
At the Christmas tea-table what

sight more pleasant than lighted can-
dles? What sound more welcome than
children's voices? The talk is of expe-
riences of the day and plans for the
evening. The young folk will away,
these to party and those to concert;
while their elders, happy in having
given of their best to make the day
bright, are now glad to rest by their
own fireside.

Charles H. J. Douglas.

A Day of Sentintent

Christmas is a time of joy, and in

that aspect it is symbolical. It typi-
fies the great love of God for us and
his desire for our happiness. Many
people very likely are so interested in

the symbol, that is, the presents, the
turkey-dinner, the games and sports

and laughter, that they lose sight of
the thing symbolized. But more or
less of the true meaning must trickle
into the heart. It is well therefore
for us to "have a good time" on Christ-
mas. The symbol sooner or later suc-
ceeds.

Christmas is a day of love, and love
is not at its best until it goes out into
the world. Everybody, therefore,
children as well as grown-ups, ought
to make a call, however brief, some
time during the day, on some one for
whom the day is likely to be cheerless.
Our own hearth will blaze the brighter
because we have lighted a little fire on
one that but for us would have been
desolate. Christmas, above every
other festival, ought to be unselfish.

Joseph Dunn Burrell.

The Children's Day
All church and national holidays are,

first of all, holy days, recalling some
great event or person; and Christmas
is the holiest of all. But it is also
especially the Children's Day, and on
Christmas children should be happy all

day long.

Let morning open with mirth' and
the exchange of greetings and gifts, if

a Christmas tree has not borne pre-
cious fruits the evening before. When
family gifts are exchanged before
breakfast is served, then a hush in the
merry-making may well follow break-
fast, and a service of worship either at

church or at home, with the story of

star-led shepherds, and grateful

\^
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How to Keep Cliri^mas,

(Continued)

thanks for home, friends, and God
unspeakable Gift.

Let dinner be early, for children
and for servants' sake, and make su;
that some homeless guest has bee
secured, and the wants of some neec
ones have been relieved.

After dinner should come out-o
door exercise; and an evening begii
ning with good, old-fashioned gami
played by all the household, though bi
one child be present (never mir
noise), continued with stories ar
family legends, and closing
Christmas verse, is an evening-
spent.

Ezra the Scribe knew how to „^,
holiday when, after he had worshiper
given thanks and taught the peop
God's law from morn till midday, \

charged the thronging crowds

:

your way; eat the fat and drink tl

sweet, and send portions to them fc

whom nothing is prepared, for th
day is holy unto our Lord; . .

neither be ye sorry; for the joy of t?

Lord is your strength."
Susan Hayes Ward.

A Day of Service

The best way to have a good Chris
mas is to transmute the opportunitie
of the preceding three hundred an
sixty-four days into the gold an
frankincense and myrrh of loving sei

vice—the offering most fit for th
Christ-child. Josiah Strong.

Yuletide

IN the depths of winter, when all th

charms of nature are dead, with th

short gloomy days and darkest c

nights, there come hovering over u
the need and comfort of each other'
society. We feel the dependence upo
each other for happiness and enjoj
ment, good fellowship and the warr
clasp of a friendly hand. We receiv
our pleasures from the kindness an
sympathy that exist in our hearts an
souls for others. From the dai-knes
without, we enter a home filled wit
the glow and warmth of the evenin;
grate fire, and at once the heart i

filled with joy and content to b
greeted with the honest face of a hos
pitable friend.

Christmas awakens the strongest
most heartfelt associations and lift

our spirits to that hallowed and ele

vated feeling of enjoyment that Yule
tide always brings. With the seasoi

of merriment now comes the feeling o
regret over the gradual dying out o

the old-time Christmas customs, th
loving remembrances, so dear to old

fashioned childhood. The ordinar;
child of to-day at four or five years i

already disillusioned and may b
heard to say: "They ain't no Sant;

Claus. It's your father," or "It*

your mother."
Yes, there was a charm about th

dear old Christmas of the past, witl

the tenderness and love it brought t<

the mother's heart, as she went silently

into the room to find the little stock

ings hanging along the fire-place one

after the other ! There might be onlj

a little lonesome one, or there might bt

six or more jolly little ones, some witl

holes in the toes worn through the day,

by frolicsome little feet. Santa Claus
the imaginary one of the past, ha
been almost crowded out of the chile

mind. A business Santa may be seer

on every block during the Christmas-
tide—the pity of it! for Santa, likt

Pierrot, seems to the child unknowr
and half human, half visionary; or

earth, yet not entirely of the earth.

After all, it is the unknown we livei

for. Surely, happiness is reflective

like the light of heaven, and every face

bright with smiles, and glowing with

innocent enjoyment, is a mirror re^

fleeting to others that supreme happi'

ness. There is always the sacred spell

of love in every soul at Christmas-tide
It is the heart's prayer born of glad-

ness that Christ was born to-day!

Mrs. Robert Grau.

t
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THAT "God moves in a mysterious way" has
been exemplified in a revival now in progress
in the Borough of Queens, Greater New York.

A colored clergyman died intestate, at Corona, N. Y.,

and his books and effects were sold at auction.

Among the books was a copy" of Drummond's A'ai-

vral Law m the Spiritual Woi-ld," which was
knocked down with others to Robert G. Lake, a prom-
inent business man of the town. Looking over his

purchase one day, Mr. Lake began to read Drum-
mond carelessly at first, and
then with riveted attention. In
reading there came to him a
spiritual awakening. He sought
God's forgiveness of sin. Early
in life he had consecrated him-
self to the ministry, but some-
how he had drifted back into

the world. Now that he had
been saved, he resolved that he
would bring his associates to
know his Saviour, and he found-
ed in the Union Church of
Corona a "Men's League." For
three years he held meetings
and then began an active lay-

men's movement, having as its

motto: "Saved to Save."
Earne.'^t laymen from eight
churches joined Mr. Lake;
special meetings were held and
cottage prayer-meetings insti-

tuted in Elmhurst and Corona.
For several months the laymen
planned for a wider evangelis-
tic movement. They secured
the services of Evangelist
Phillips of Macon, Ga. Godly
women held earnest meetings;
many cards we)e printed and
distributed, telling of the Phil-
lips and Butler meetings, and
sent in abundance through the
mails. Houses were visited
and invitations were taken into
saloons and gambling places.

The churches were meanwhile filled nightly by
throngs to hear the messages of the evangelist. At
one Young People's meeting in Corona, over 100
rose to accept Christ. The following Sunday, at
Elmhurst, over 200 took the same stand. Each
night people came forward at the invitation.

Evangelist Phillips, who was once a business man
himself, made a powerful appeal to business men.
The meetings were notable also for their song ser-
vices. With Walter Kantack at the organ or piano

rft I'Jf-^.f:

^ ^^ ^ /r

Evangelist Phillips and His Associates in the Long Island Revival

and Professor Frank Irwin (a blind musician) and
Professor Butler and his wife in duets, the move-
ment was substantially helped. Mrs. Butler held
meetings for mothers, sisters, and daughters, and
filled the Presbyterian church with women auditors,
and a great spiritual harvest was reaped.
The laymen's organization, on account of the suc-

cess of the recent revival, has become a permanent
organization, with Robert G. Lake, of Corona, L. I.,

president; John F. Rodman, vice-president; A. L.
Dunlop, treasurer; William
Fineout, secretary, and Messrs.

n Talleur, Burroughs, Welch,
Dunlop, Ansty, Mills, Mathews,

I

Rodman, Sjoberg, Carlin and
;

Kantack as active working offi-

cers. Pastors Clearwater John-
ston, Laas, Jackson (of the
African Church), E. A. Camp-
bell and W. J. Peck have also
been active in the movement.
The laymen brought together
the Reformed, Presbyterian,
Methodist, Baptist, Union
Evangelical Churches of both
Elmhurst and Corona into fra-
ternal bonds and they are now
planning for Union Men's
Meetings to be held monthly.
At the Men's Meeting on Sun-
day, November 27, over 200
men came around the altar and
in the evening the altar could
not accommodate the people
accepting the invitation given
out by Evangelist Phillips. He
estimates that not less than
six hundred in all have decided
for Christ. Forty have joined
a Converts' Class in the Union
Church and all the other
churches are expecting large
accessions. Dances, card par-
ties, concerts and social func-
tions were abandoned during
revival. W. J. P.

Tlhe OaiTcdeini Uimdleir ttlhe dhristtiimsis Tree continued from page 1215

.At a word from the mother, the little

maid with clasped hands, and eyes
which saw visions as only children
can, lifted a flutelike voice in Luther's
Christmas song, written for his own
little children

:

"Away in a manuer, no crib for a bed.
The little child Jesus laid down his sweet head.
The stars in the bright sky looked down where

he lay—
The little Lord Jesus asleep on the hay.

"The cattle are lowinir, the baby awakes.
But little Lord Jesus, no cryinir he makes,
I love Thee, Lord Jesus ! I<K)k down from the sky.
And stay by my cradle till morninK is ni^h.

"Be near me. Lord Jesus ! I ask Thee to stay
Close by me for ever, and love me 1 pray.
Bless all the dear children in Thy tender care
And fit us for heaven to live with thee there.

"As the last notes died away, Mr.
Ruigh took up the story again. 'It is

the custom in the section of country
which 1 call home, to reproduce the

scenes of the holy night in these gar-

dens under the Christmas trees. There
is sometimes half a room devoted to

this Christmas art. Paths are laid

out, the road from Jerusalem to Beth-

lehem is reproduced in perfect like-

ness of hill and dale, stream and woods.

Fountains play in private gardens,

and the scenes of the holy night are so

real that the mind is held, and the
heart is swayed as if in spirit one
stood by the manger bed, hearing the

beautiful strains, from afar, of the
angels' song, and turning, greeted the

wise men bearing the homage of the

nations of the East."
"Might it not be possible that

Luther's children sang their song fac-

ing a similar Christmas garden, and
that the cu.stom traveled over the sea

with the German folk of Pennsyl-
vania?" asked the Professor.

"It seems possible that this was a

beautiful custom of the Old World
before it was transplanted to the New,"
answered the story-teller. "Not only

for little Gretehen was the glad story

made fresh and vivid this year, but for

the guest within her father's gates.

Never did the holy night stand out
above all nights so gloriously before,

as when Mrs. Ruigh played softly the

strains of 'The Holy Night,' and the

whole family sang:

"Silent night! Holiest night!
Darkness flies, and all is light.

Shepherds hear the angels sing
Alleluia! hail the King.
Jesus the Saviour is here!
Jesus the Saviour is here!

"Silent night! Holiest night!
Guiding star, O lend thy light!

See the eastern wise men bring
Gifts of homage to our King,
Jesus the Saviour is here!
Jesus the Saviour is here!

A MAH WMO MADE BREAMS COMIE TMUE

"Silent night! holiest night!
Wondrous star, O lend thy light!
With the angels let us sing
Alleluia! to our King,
Jesus the Saviour is here!
Jesus the Saviour is here!

"When the voices ceased the night
had taken on again its first glory, and
as I passed out under the stars, each
shining orb spoke of the Star of Beth-
lehem which rested over the Child in

the manager—the Saviour of the

world."
There was a thoughful silence

among the old friends about the Christ-

mas fire when the story had ended.

Then one of the little guests spoke:
"And are the garden and the Babe

really in Gretchen's home and under
her Christmas tree to-day?" and the
"little mother" answered in reverent
tones, "He is in all our homes to-day,

and under all of our roof-trees, and we
are all full with his blessing."

Continued from page 1207

wanted to get home he had been sailed around in the

fog, while the pilot was trying to make out whether
the lights ahead were in Jersey City or Hoboken.
At other times the ferries were blocked with floating

ice, and there was more delay. Travelers had been

so used to being late and miserable that they had
given up any thought that there was a way out. Man-
hattan was filling up and homes must be found in

the vicinity for the hundreds of thousands who
would come there to work. Brooklyn and West-
chester still remained, but they would soon be
filled with homescekers, while New Jersey lay near
at hand with its wide extent of territory in great
part unavailable. He thought first of more
bridges, but the river seemed too wide for any
single span that could be devised. The idea of

going under the river occurred to Mr. McAdoo, but

every one said the plan was impossible. In fact, it

had been tried twice before, and .some one said that

there were eighteen hundred feet of tunnel jutting

out in the water up near Hoboken that was flooded

and had the bones of a few dozen workmen who had
been in it when the river came through.

Mr. McAdoo decided that the tunnels could be

built, and found that he was the only one who
thought so, and he decided that he was the man to

put the stupendous project through. As he had not

a cent at the time to back up his idea, and was but

little known, it was little wonder that all he had at

first was plenty of discouraging refusals.

He urged that tunnels had been put under the

Thames in England and under the Seine at Paris,

but the Hudson River scheme was so much larger

that the money men not gifted with McAdoo's
prophetic vision could not see what it would mean
for them, and preferred to let other kinds of water

affect their stocks rather than that which separated

New Jersey from New York.
McAdoo got possession of the old flooded tunnel

head and had it pumped out. He found an engineer

who would undei-take the work of constructing a

tunnel. The present number of tubes had not then

been thought of. The engineer was Charles Jacobs,

an Englishman, and a man after McAdoo's own
heart. Together they worked out the plans and
faced one new difficulty after another, for the solu-

tion of one engineering problem brought them to

a point where larger ones had to be met at once.

Mr. McAdoo raised the money for his plans in small

amounts at first, and did not have a pleasant time
in the process. He is not inclined to talk of this

period. All that any interviewer has extracted

from him on the subject is that it was a time of

great discouragement. As the tunnels went further

the money came easier and the plans larger. Now
that they have been completed, and over 200,000

people are saving time and nerve force by their use,

they can see that the price paid for it was sixty

million dollars and it has proved successful.

Mr. McAdoo is a home-loving man. He is simple

in his tastes. He never drinks and never smokes.

He dislikes to be known as a man of one idea
—"the

tunnel man"—and much prefers to talk on other

topics—books and history especially—and on his

favorite characters, which happen to be Napoleon,

Lincoln, Lee, and others who have made their mark
in the world's work. In all he is a typical Ameri-
can, whose life is a lesson well worth studying by
the clean boy with ambitions, but with little but

courage and stick-to-itiveness to bring them to

fruition. Robert S. Blair.
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ONE of the most charming occupations of the

year is that of getting ready for Christmas.

Weeks before the day itself the shops display

their tempting wares, and at home the subject up-

permost in the feminine mind has some relation to

Santa Claus. However obstinately the literalist

may object to the good old saint, he still rules and
reigns in the hearts of the world. Old people and
children alike come beneath his sway and the spirit

of good will and gaiety which he represents is one

perennially fresh and forever sweet, stimulating and
hallowed.

Getting ready for Christmas implies a certain

amount of mystery, and for most of us a little self-

denial and a good deal of thoughtful
planning. If we have long lists of

,

friends and relatives to whom we
send gifts and greetings in the

Christmas-tide not only is there a
tax on the pocketbook. The mental
strain cannot be underrated. We are

told that there are people of a frugal
turn who lay aside their own Christ-

mas gifts annually that they may
send them to some one else later.

This cannot be recommended as an
absolutely safe method, and certainly

there is a suspicion of meanness in

such an artifice. Mary Wilkins, with
inimitable skill, once wrote a Christ-

mas story about a pink shawl. A
dear little lady had longed for a pink
shawl for years, but had never been
able to afford the making of one for

herself. Each Christmas she knit
dainty stitches into a lovely shawl of

exquisite pink and sent it to a friend.

She tied it with rose-colored ribbon,

folded it in tissue paper and des-

patched it to the dear one whom she

had in mind. One Christmas an ex-

pressman or a messenger or a post-

man, or all together, left at her door
no less than six pink shawls, and she

recognized in every one her handi-
work, although in no instance had
the shawl been sent by the person to

whom it had originally gone from
her. Old-fashioned people used to

regard a gift as sacred, and therefore
not to be given away. Much of the
real delight in our Christmas prep-
arations would be tarnished if we
felt there was anywhere lurking in

them the commercial element, the
suggestion of barter, of a quid pro
quo.
The children have the right of way

in the Christmas season. If the fam-
ily circumstances forbid extra ex-
penditure for the grown people, let it

be remembered that childhood is a
season flitting rapidly away, and that
joy and disappointment are alike

greater in their effect on the boys and
girls than on their elders. This is

not to recommend a too lavish outlay
even for children under the spell of
the brave Saint Nicholas. A boy
will be happier in the long run with
simple than with elaborate gifts. A little girl does
not need a half dozen dolls; one at a time is enough.
Home-made sweets are as much appreciated, and are
usually as wholesome, as those which come from a
confectioner. The getting ready for Christmas will

be most successful if characterized by simplicity.

A Man's A book has lately been published
Steady Climb bearing the significant title, From

the Bottom Up. It is the life-

story of Alexander Irvine, a man well known as a
worker to-day among the poor, and an intelligent
and active champion of the workingman. The
story begins with the boy's childhood, and open'=f

with a bit of description. "The world in which I

found myself was a world of hungry people. My

By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

earliest sufferings were the suffering of hungei"

—

physical hunger. It was not an unusual sight to

see the children of our neighborhood scratching the

offal in the dunghills and the gutterways for scraps

of meat, vegetables, and refuse. Many times I have

done it myself.

"My father was a shoemaker; but something had

gone wrong with the making of shoes. Improve-

ments in machinery are pushed out into the com-

mercial world, and explanations follow. A new

although at twenty-one he could not read, it is more
than interesting to find later in life that he has
studied English literature to advantage, knows his

Greek grammar, and is graduated from a renowned
divinity school. Successively this fine, strong man
has been familiar with all sorts and conditions of
men, has traveled in many lands and touched many
lives.

He has been chosen to investigate labor condi-
tions in the mines and elsewhere, and has carried
through his investigations without the suspicion that
he was in any manner different from the men work-
ing at his side. As lay minister of the Church of
the Ascension in New York he is doing a directly

beneficial work among the masses of
the great city. The book abounds in
amusing incidents and is illuminated
by a gentle humor from the first to
the last page. For a gift to a young
man, whether rich or poor, no current
volume could be better chosen.
As an instance of the great ahd

tragic changes which sometimes occur
in individual lives there is a striking
story, one of many, related in the
course of this autobiography. As a
mere boy, Alexander was detailed to

be the guide in her rambles of a
beautiful young lady who was visit-

ing in the neighborhood of his early
home. He worshiped her from afar
as the loveliest and most perfect be-
ing he had ever seen. She returned
to her home in Belfast, and when
later in his adolescence her former
guide was employed there, he selected
the church she attended and gazed at
her from time to time as she sat in

her family pew. After a little while
she disappeared, and it was not until

twenty-five years had passed that he
learned that she had then married.
It transpired that the marriage was
not happy. The beautiful young
girl eventually became the victim of

drink, and in her widowhood in

America her people lost all trace of

her. She was discovered at last by
Mr. Irvine in one of the most de-

graded neighborhoods in New York.
She had been evicted for rent, her
poor furniture was on the sidewalk
and she was sheltered in her distress

by a friendly colored woman. Life

seldom shows a stranger contrast
than this. It is a flashlight thrown
upon the terrible evil wrought by in-

temperance.

BUYING CHRISTMAS CARDS

Some have pretty pictures on them.

Some have pictures bright and gay,

We may choose among the finest

For the Christmas holiday.

You for mother, I for dadd\-.

Both of us for baby Sue,

Then if you'll buy me a present,

I'll exchange with one for you

Women in

Council

shoemaker had arrived—a machine—and my father
had to content himself with the mending of the
work that the machine produced. It took him
about ten years to find out what had happened to

him."
The little Irish boy came of stanch Protestant

stock. There were twelve children in the family,
and the only person who knew how to read was the
mother. Very early the little fellow began to work
and earn money, digging potatoes, selling newspa-
pers, earning anything that he honestly could, in

winter, cold and barefoot, and early inured to every
possible hardship. He had a keen appetite for
learning; the one longing of his childhood and youth
was for an education.

Enlisting as a young man in the British army, he
lost no opportunity for self-improvement, and

As some interest

is manifested in

the matter of jig-

saw puzzles it may be as well to say
that they are usually to be purchased
of any stationer or may be found in

a department store. They may be
home-made, provided a boy possesses

a jig-saw. Select any picture you
choose from an illustrated paper,
paste it very smoothly on a piece of

thin board. Cut it up in any way you choose. The
fun is in fitting the different parts of the picture

together, so that they make a complete whole.

A Convalescent One of our friends has had a little

Child son restored to health after the

usual long siege of typhoid fever.

During the weary convalescence this laddie was
greatly cheered by receiving day after day pretty

picture cards by mail. Thoughtful friends sent

them, and the anticipation brightened dull hours
while the cards became the boy's treasures. The
pastor of a church tells me that when any child in

his congregation is ill, he writes him a letter, and if

the illness is long he writes several letters. Perhaps
we can hardly estimate how much such letters mean
to the proud recipient of a minister's greeting.
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So some cock-sparrow in a farmer's yard
Hops at the head of a huge flock of turkeys.

—Tom Thumb.

r*»bf«

N'
O little boy in the world has so

brilliant, so wonderful a
Christmas as the Little Czar

of Russia. Royal relatives on many
of the thrones of Europe, and loyal

subjects throughout the world, be-

stow upon the boy heir to the Rus-
sian throne a great variety of gracious Christmas
gifts, among which the toys, toys, toys, are miracles
of loveliness and ingenuity.

In the Little Czar's nursery, dolls laugh and cry,

and ride about in carriages and carts drawn by
horses that prance and step politely. Puppet lords

and ladies move in and out of automobiles and motor
boats, and fly in aeroplanes strung on wires from
the high vaulted ceilings. The flannel elephant
wanders in the elephantest way among the legs of

the tables and chairs. The rabbits jump, the tor-

toise creeps, and tiny marionettes act out many of

th^ fairy tales.

"^here is a wooden house, for instance, as big as a

cracker box, no bigger, on a green lawn with a
picket fence and a gate witti posts that are Christ-

mas trees; where three tiny bears and a doll with
yellow hair play the story of Goldilocks as smartly
and as smoothly as anything you can fancy. How
you would laugh and dance for joy to see the littlest

bowl of porridge and the littlest chair tumble over

when Goldilocks sits comfortably down to eat Little

Small Wee Bear's breakfast! And when she es-

capes through the window and runs into the woods,
there is Mammy Bear, if you please, smoothing the

pillows on the tumbled beds, and Great Huge Bear
grumbling and lumbering down the stairs to the

front door to watch Goldilocks run away.
"Mercy on me! This nursery is enchanted!" I

declared when I saw all this.

Warfare, Pageants, Coronations

BUT of all the toys that he loves

best, none are half so precious to

the Little Czar as his cities and his

soldiers.

Warfare, Pageants, Coronations

and Jubilees, where whole cities

and regiments of soldiers take part,

these are the games the dear Mother Czarina in-

variably finds him playing when she comes into the

nur?ery at the end of the day for their cup of cam-

bric tea together.

The story of the Little Czar's cities alone is as

beautiful as a fairy legend.

There is the wonderful city of gold, for example,

where a palace with shining windows that look out

upon velvety lawns, stands in tiny majesty, and a

market-place, a cathedral, and an arsenal full of

soldiers are fitted up. Little streets of extremely

little mansions reach north and south, and east and

west, from the palace, which is the centre. Around

it all a driveway runs, and when Vronski brings the

key and winds it up (Vronski is the Little Czars

favorite playmate, and is very much to the royal

boy what Peter Pan's shadow is to Peter Pan), sol-

diers with black busbies step out of sentry boxes on

guard; the Czar's carriage, no bigger than a filbert,

drives to the castle gate, the archbishop walks down

the street, the bell-ringer tolls the bell, httle people

in carved ivory frocks and hats move here and there.

But, you should see it> at night! The whole little

golden toy city lights up with myriads of electric

lights, no bigger than the head of a common pin.

A City of Brass

THERE is a city of brass perched

on a marble mountain, after the

City of Brass that Abdul Sammid
discovered in the Arabian Nights;

stories that the Little Czar knows by

heart as well as you know by your

heart the House that Jack Built.

There are larger and stronger cities, cities built

of little stone and wooden blocks, which the Little

Czar builds and unbuilds. I have seen more than

twenty of them at a time, spread about the nursery.

But, among them all, the Little Clay City of Bethle-

hem, which would by the casual visitor be accounted

BUILT
clay.

the humblest, is really the most remarkable. There
is nothing in the royal nursery to compare with it,

except perhaps the frescoes of white peacocks and
the famous paintings on the walls by greatest
artists.

No one is able to explain the charm that the Little

Clay City casts over those who really see it and fall

under its spell.

of nothing but common
there it stands, perched

upon the side of a low sandy bluff:
two narrow rough-paved streets and
some flat-roofed houses, with here
and there a low squat tower; little

clay citizens, no bigger than a baby's
thumb; this one with a jug upon her head, that one
carrying sheepskin bottles, the other one earthen
jars, all apparently on their early morning way to
the wells beyond the village. This is about all you
see at a first glance.

But examine it closer. By a door step a child
a little while ago left off his play; clearly it is the
potter's child. A half finished image and some clay
bowls set to dry tell the story. A beggar, asleep in

the shade of an archway, a bee-hive on a little bench
at the threshold of a work-shop closed for the night,
the desert folk coming over the highway, the little

marketplace not yet awake; these are some of the
many little touches that might have been left out,

but were not.

On blue hills in the distance little clay shepherds
watch little clay sheep, and the angel that bade
them, "Be not afraid, for behold I bring you tidings
of great joy," leads them on. Before long they shall
surely all reach the little group in the stable yonder,
where the Christmas Mother, her hands clasped
around the Holy Baby, her lovely eyes intent upon
his, watches the first mysterious little Christ-smile
steal into the world. Yet nothing moves in the
Little Clay City.

You will understand the strange enchantment of

the Little Clay City better, if I tell you the story as

the Mother Czarina told it to me, the stoi-y of that

Christmas Eve when it came bearing the label

:

"The Little Czar of Russia, from St. Nicholas."

The Night Before Christmas

IT was the night before Christmas:

The snow spread over Petersburg

so deep that it was appalling. For
more than a week the Little Czar had
not been out of his own suite; but
such a playtime as he had had! Lit-

tle red banners of Russia streamed
from turrets and towers, cathedral spires and house-

tops; every city had capitulated, the entire domain
was the Czar's own and the greatest moment of all

had come. At the head of the entire Russian army,
infantry, cavalry, artillery, volunteers, and the

Royal Red Hussars in lead and paint, his sword
thrust high above his head, the baby monarch,

astraddle his royal stick charger, rode triumphant.

"Brava! brava! Long live the Czar!" "Brava!

brava! the Czar, the Czar!" The brave little fellow

distinctly heard his soldiers calling, though it was
only Vronski, dear faithful Vronski.

In peeped the sun on its way to the West. Castle

windows, and minarets, garden-lakes and spires

turned to golden flame; tiny spears and guns and
muskets, how they glittered! And at this moment
the Mother Czarina looked in at the nursery door.

"Brava! Brava!" she cried, clapping her hands

for joy, because she understands how brave it is to

be a Czar.

A CORONATION, Vronski!

Bring out the garlands and the

velvets! The signal flags! Put up

the arches and the canopy ! Be quick,

Vronski ! The eagles and the dragons,

get them all ! A coronation ! A cor-

onation!"

But the Mother Czarina's strong proud ams
slipped around the excited little monarch. ' To-

morrow, not to-day, my little king. See, the sun is

setting in the big red West. Little boys must have

their tea and a good long sleep. To-morrow is

Christmas, you know, and oh, so many toys are
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down in the Throne Room, waiting." (Her gentleness
is like magic, always.)

"Is there a new city, mother?"
"Yes, such a beautiful new city!" She drew him

into her lap by the big bright fire.

"But always you make war upon your cities, dear.
The little cities fall and fall before your guns. See!
Even the city of brass has a broken gate. Is there
never a city that will not fall, my little king?"

"If a city would not fall I should order out more
soldiers and my biggest cannon should be sent from
Moscow."
The Mother Czarina only gathered him closer to

her.

Nobody ever thinks of questioning his kingly
ways, except the beautiful Queen Mother, who loves
him first as her little son, and only afterwards, very
loyally of course, as the Little Czar.

"Tell me about the new city, mother, please."
"It is a Christmas city, dear, sent from the Holy

Land to you. The good Kris Kringle himself must
have brought it and made it, because among all your
cities there is none half so wonderful as this one. I

do believe it is a magic city, dear."
"A magic city! mother, how can I wait until

to-morrow to play with it!"

But the good hot tea, with the big fire and moth-
er's arms so strongly about him, rocking, rocking in

the high-backed chair that was the throne of all his

dreams, soon set little visions to dancing, and off he
went to sleep.

Mother Czarina rocked him for a long while, then
in that gentle, mysterious way that mothers have
when they remember a surprise for you and go away
to fetch it, she tucked the tired little conqueror snug
and warm into the big white bed, beckoned to

Vronski, and together they stole out of the nursery.

Early Christmas Morning

IN the light of the night-lamp,

dimmed by the early dawn,
Vronski, spell-bound, stood at the
bedside of his little master.

"Oh, little master, come! Come
and see—the angels!" he pleaded.

"The shepherds are leaving their

sheep to follow them ! Look, little master! Here is the

Inn where there was no room! There is a picture of

it in the book the Archbishop gave to thee. The
Baby is right in here! See! See!"
The light of the shrine-lamp that ever hangs

among the little nursery folk of Russia shone di-

rectly down upon the two little playmates and the

little group in the stable. The Mother Czarina,

who had slept in the nursery that night, wakened and
refused to allow the nurse to disturb the children.

"Sh! Vronski, it is the Christ," she heard the

Little Czar say. "See the horses and the cows and
the light that shines ! Say the story to me, Vronski

!

Say all of it, the way mother tells it out of the book."

"Yes, little master. And we fixed it here alone,

the beautiful Czarina and I to help her. I remember
the story every word. I learned it from the

Archbishop to say at the Creche in the Basilica.

Ah, little master," Vronski went on when the

story was ended, "you shall be the Czar and their

little Majesties of Italy and Spain shall be kings and
queens. The baby princess in Holland shall be

Queen of the Netherlands. The beautiful Czarina

told me so this very night. But the Christmas

Baby is King of the world. The Archbishop told us

this, too, and "

But this was all too much for the sweet Queen

Mother. She folded the little boys into their beds,

just as any other joyous loving mother would do,

and bade them wait for their playthings until Christ-

mas morning. .

The story of the Little Clay City quickly spread

throughout the palace, already thronged with guests

for the Christmas festivities. Later in the day,

when the Czar, the Mother Czarina and the five little

Princesses came calling "Merry Christmas, Merry

Christmas," and all the royal household crowded

into the nursery, they found the Little Czar on his

favorite stick horse, and Vronski on a dapper hobby,

urging a puppet pageant, more splendid than could

be got together anywhere in the world, to the Little

Clay City of Bethlehem, heralding the Christmas

Baby as King.
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Questions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

J. F. M., McKees Rocks, Pa. What were the

names of the three wise men that went to

seek the child Jesus?

The legendary names which have come down
to us are Melchior, Balthasar and Caspar.

G. A. L., St. Elmo, Tenn. What is the size of

the largest vein of silver ever found in the

United States, and where was it located ?

What is the average size of veins of silver?

What is the value of silver bullion ?

The largest veins of silver in the United

States have been found in Leadville and Gun-
nison County, Colorado ; Silver City. Idaho, and
near Butte, Mont. At Leadville, some masses

have been taken out weighing several hundred
pounds. Peru and Mexico are rich in silver.

The largest ore ever exhumed was taken from
a mine in Peru, and weighed 800 pounds. No
average weight can be given for a silver vein.

It is generally found with other ores, notably

lead and copper. The coining value of an
ounce of pure silver is $1.2929, and the coining-

value of an ounce of standard silver is .$1.1636.

A. H. F., Darlow, Kans.
What countries are free Emperor William's Card
republics, partial
monarchies, and abso-

lute monarchies ?

The United States,
France, Portugal, Mexico,
the countries of South and
Central America, and the

governments of the West
Indies, except colonial pos-

sessions, are republics.
Afghanistan, Tunis, Zanzi-

bar, Bokhara, Abyssinia,

Khiva, Montenegro, Siam
and a few other small prin-

cipalities aie absolute mon-
archies. There are forty-

two limited and constitu-

tional monarchies including
Great Britain, Germany,
Austria, Hungai-y, Russia,
Turkey, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Holland, Italy,

Spain, China, Persia, and
Japan.

W. E. Y., Morton, Minn. 1.

How many railroads

are there in Alaska?
2. How long are they?

1. There are nine differ-

ent systems of railroads in

Alaska. One runs from
Skagway to White Horse
Rapids, whence boats in

summer run to Dawson
and the lower Yukon. Several short lines connect
Nome with neighboring mines. A road is under
construction between Valdez and the Tanana
region. 2. There are only 370 miles of railway in

the territory.

R. H., Buttonwoods, R. I. Do the secret ser-
vice men of whom .so much is written in

the papers have anything else to do beside
safeguarding the President and other pub-
lic officials?

The secret service men belong to the Secret
Service Division of the Treasury Department at
Washington. Their principal duty is to dis-

cover makers of counterfeit money and every
kind of fraud on the Treasury Department. Some
members of the division are detailed to look
after the safety of the President.

W. H. N., Wickford. R. I. Please explain
Matt. 27: 5; also Acts 1: 16-18.

The sarcastic reply which Judas received
from the elders and priests instead of the sym-
pathy he expected, deepened his remorse for his

crime. It is supposed that he flung the pieces

of silver after the priests into the sanctuary,
where only they might enter, and then rushed
out and hanged himself.

C. E. C, Block Island, R. I. What cases of

dispute have been brought before The
Hague Court for arbitration, .and how far

has this tribunal been successful in settling

international difl[iculties?

There have been two Hague Conferences,
those of 1899 and 1907, at which many inter-

national problems were discussed, such as war-

fare on land, on sea. in the air; armament,
arbitration, rights and duties of nations, etc.

In 1903, there sprang up a movement to en-

courage recourse to The Hague Court through

treaties of arbitration led by England and
France. The movement spread throughout

Europe and America. Forty-four such treaties

were signed by more than twenty European
and South American nations. Most of these

refer to The Hague Court all disputes not af-

fecting vital interests or national honor arising

between the contracting parties within five

years. The treaties between Denmark and

Holland and Denmark and Italy refer all cases

to The Hague Court. The next Conference

will be held in 1914. Certainly, The Hague
Conferences have done much towards universal

peace, and it is hoped that soon the armies of

the nations will become an international police

force to preserve the peace of the world.

Can you give me
5 and Hab. 2: 15?

F. R., Negaunee, Mich,

the meaning of Hosea 7

Hosea 7 : 5, "The day of the king" means his

inauguration day, or his birthday, probably the

latter. "Made themselves sick," they drank
not merely glasses, but bottles ; "he stretched

out his hand with scorners '—the gesture of

revelers in holding out the cup and in drink-

ing to one another's health,

king's boon companions.
Scoffers were the

Hab. 2: 15: The

Workingnien's Insurance in Europe, The Cam-
paign Against Tuberculosis, Report on the

Desirabilily of Establishing an Employment
Bureau in the City oj New York, Correction

and Prevention, and six volumes on labor in

Pittsburg. 2. Since the publication of these

volumes, it is said that great improvement has

been made in the conditions in the steel works,

which were previously very bad.

C. E., Newport News, Va. How many national

banks are there in this country, and how
much capital do they have altogether ?

The report of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency for last year (1909) gives 6,788 banks
with a total capital of $919,143,825.

E. H., Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y. What is an
aqueous rock ? The two words seem quite

contradictory.

It does not mean that the rock has any water
in its composition. It is a term used in

geology to designate rocks which have been
formed beneath the surface of the water by

deposits of shells, plant and animal remains and
precipitates of various chemicals.

C. M., Centralia, III. Plea.se explain Matt. 12:

39, 40.

These spokesmen of their generation ad-

dressed him in the prevailing spirit of unbelief.

issue of The Christian Herald and also in other
weeklies. We have since made investigation, writ-
ing to the authorities, and we are now informed
that the statements in the dispatch in question
were wholly unauthorized. The author of the
statements, who procured their circulation in the
newspapers, has been arrested and will be placed
on trial in a Canadian court.

R. W. L, Allisonia, Va. What is the trouble be-
tween the Vatican and .the Spanish Govern-
ment?

The Vatican claims that the Spanish gov-
ernment has no right to make church matters
subject to temporal authority. The govern-
ment claims that religious orders have estab-
lished themselves in the country on being driven
from France, and that these are unrecognized
orders and their presence is unlawful and con-
trary to the best interests of the country. The
government does not wish to have the orders
increased in numbers. It also objects to church
interference in political affairs. The govern-
ment has threatened to break off the concordat
whereby the Roman Church has privileges not
given to other faiths. It has been proposed
that Protestants and other non-Catholic reli-

gions be allowed to exhibit the symbols of their
faith or a sign stating to what faith the edifice

is dedicated, on the face of their buildings. This
was strongly opposed by the Roman Church.
The trouble ts still far from being settled.

The Queen of Italy's Card King George's Card

*
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Three Royal Christmas Cards

IT has long been the custom of the monarchs of Europe to exchange greetings on cards which display
the highest art of the painter and designer. These cards are also enclosed with gifts sent to friends

and faithful retainers. The King of England prefers the very artistic and majestic conception by
Howard Daire of a visit of Henry VIII to Cardinal Wolsey. Charles II, whose career was filled with
battles, hair-breadth escapes, and other adventures enough to fill a volume, is selected by the Kaiser as
the chief figure on his favorite Christmas card. The picture shows him at the dramatic moment of
his return to England after the death of Cromwell. The Queen of Italy has chosen most wisely of all,

in the Tjudgment of most of us. She likes best the artistic Madonna of H. M. Bennett. These
beautiful cards are the highest style of artistic and engraving work of Raphael Tuck & Sons.

slightly on the first syllable.

M. O.. New Haven, Conn.
I am a reader of

The Christian Her-
ald, whose subscrip-

tion expires in Jan-
uary. Can I take
advantage of your
premium offers now ?

I wish to use .some of

the books as Christ-

mas presents.

Certainlyyoucan. Send
in your renewal of sub-

scription early this week
with your order for pre-

mium books or magazines,
and you will receive your
premiums in time for

Christmas. Don't delay,

however, as the time is

short. Your subscription

will be advanced one year

from present date of ex-

pry. Thus you lose

nothing by sending in

ahead and you get the

same timely choice of

premiums as our Decem-
ber subscribers.

M. L. C, Marion, III. How
is the great musician
I n n e s' name pro-

nounced ?

'In-nes," with the accent

Miscellaneous

Chaldean king with his insatiable desires (a
kind of intoxication) allured neighboring
States into the same mad thirst for war to

obtain booty, and then at last exposed them to
loss and shame—an appropriate image in

Babylon, which at last fell during a drunken
revel : "that thou mayst look on their naked-
ness," that is, with unhallowed delight, like

Ham of old in the ease of Noah.

K. A. A., Kirk, Neb. 1. Please give a synopsis
of the results of the "Pittsburg Survey,"
and other investigations instituted by Mrs.
Russell Sage. 2. Is it true that the men in

the steel works of Pittsburg work twelve
hours a day seven days in the week, and are
given less consideration than they should
receive ?

1. The works so far published by the Russell

Sage Foundation are: The Standard of Living
Among Workingmen's Families in New York
City, Medical Inspection of Schools, Laggards
in Our Schools, Housing Reform, A Model Ten-
ement House Law, Among School Gardens,

Jesus answered by pointing them to the case of

Jonah. "In the heart of the earth" simply
meant the grave. The period was e-xpressed in

round numbers, according to the Jewish way of

speaking, which was to regard any part of a
day, however small, included within a period of

days, as a full day.

L. S. C, Topeka, Kan. In what year are we
living, according to the Jewish calendar as
the Jews use it to-day, and where did the
present year commence, according to that
calendar ? ,

This is the year 6670-71. according to the
Jewish calendar. The year began at sunset on
October 3.

Some time ago a press dispatch from Pittsburg,
Pa., appeared in the daily newspapers to the effect
that a new colony of settlers in Tantallon, Sask,
Canada, favored the emigration of eligible young
vyomen to that section, as many of the farmers and
young business men there were in favor of marry-
ing and making the place a permanent home. This
dispatch, in substance, was referred to in a recent

S. W. W., Fort Scott, Kan. 1. A vulgar

habit, though not so reprehensible as some
others. 2. Quite unnecessary, and nowhere
tolerated among well-bred people.

J. D. H., Bartow, Fla. 1. Under the law
and by nature, all are sinners, but though the

law made nothing perfect, yet Christ makes us

perfect in his perfection. To those who are

in Christ sin is not imputed, all their sins be-

ing covered by his righteousness—clothed as

with a garment. See I. Kings 8 : 46 ; I. John
1 : 8 and also 3:9; Gal. 3 : 22 ; Rom. 3 : 10 and
other passages. 2. Nothing is revealed beyond
what is contained in the Scriptures and specu-

lation is useless.

P. J. There ai-e many things in nature

which baffle even the ablest scientists. Scien-

tific theories are constantly 'changing and ad-

vancing. You cannot interpret spiritual

things through purely natural channels. The
human mind has its distinct limitations, and
when we try to supplement it by conjecture and
speculation, the result cannot be of real value.

With regard to your question as to different

Biblical interpretations we would say that in

all cases we must be governed (1) by the oldest

available texts and (2) by the obvious meaning
or purpose. A very slight error in translation

may completely transform the meaning of a

passage. Mark 16; 16 says simply, "He that

disbelieveth shall be condemned."
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters

Little Jimmy Preston, aged six. gets a letter

at the post office for his sister Barbara. On
the way home it is lost. Barbara Preston has
lieen tr>'ing to keep the farm, the last of her
father's estate, for Jimmy, but it is mortgaged
to Honorable Stephen Janis, who is compara-
tively young. He threatens to foreclose. Peg
Morrison, the old farm hand, is as greatly con-
cerned over the loss of the letter as is Barbara.
She goes to Mr. Jarvis to ask for more time on
the mortgage. He tells her that he is disposed

to do it, and also that he is tired of his pres-

ent housekeeper and would like her to fill the

place. She leaves without a word. The old

housekeeper at once becomes her enemy. Stephen
Jarvis comes to see Barbara. He asks her to

marry him and he will give her the place. She
refuses. She thinks of her old lover who went
away and whose fate she did not know. Jarvis
drives up and insists she ride with him. He
rebukes her for not asking his aid to obtain a
school position he heard that she had applied

for. and she tells him that she asked his aid

once and was refused. He says that he had
offered her another i)lace. He renews his pro-

posals and says her brother could live with

them. He tells her that he has never loved

any one else in his life. He leaves her at her
own gate, where little Jimmy meets her and
says Peg has found the letter. All she can
make out is the post-mark. The handwriting is

that of David Whitcomb, her old lover, whom
she thought dead. Barbara writes to the ad-

dress. Tombstone, Ariz. Jaois meets her once
more and walks with her, as she wilknot enter

the carriaiie; and he tells her that ne cannot
give her up. He grasps her arm, but with the
declaration that she is "free," she wrenches
away. She makes a desperate resolution. Going to

Mr. Bellows, the auctioneer, she tells him that she
wishes to sell her skill and intelligence "to the
highest bidder." She says a mortage on the place
covers everything, and that she must sell her work
for a term of years for $1,200. Against his will, he
consents to auction her off. Jarvis is astonished
when he finds Barbara is to sell her services. A
small crowd gathers at the Preston farm on the day
appointed, Mr. Bellows wishes to know if Barbara
wants to 'back out." She refuses to change her
mind. Jarvis comes to protest. Whitcomb returns
while the auction is in progress. $1,400 is bid.

XI

—

Continued

THE woman in the preen
''

dress rose in her place.

"This is preposterous!" she

cried. "No .servant is worth—

"

"Be quiet, madame," com-
manded the auctioneer. "I'm
runnin' this sale. Fourteen
hundred dollars! Is there any
lady or pent in the room who'll

rai.se it? Fourteen hundred
fifty! Fifteen hundred!"

"Sixteen hundred!"
The younp man in the travel-

stained tweeds shook his fist in

the face of the .small seedy

man, who drawled out his bids

in a hoarse, scarcely audible

voice.

"Sixteen hundred I'm offered

by the jrentleman who has just

arrived. Sixteen hundred, go-

inp!"
"Two thousand!" piped the

little man in the creased

checked suit.

"Twenty-one hundred!"
shouted the latest comer, his

eyes blazinfr.

"Twenty-three hundred!"
said the engineer in a dogged
monotone,

"Twenty-five hundred!"
wheezed the man in checks,

squinting through his glasses

at the paper on which he was
setting down the bids with painstaking

neatne.=s.

"Twenty-five hundred dollars I m
offered!" "shrilled the auctioneer. "Do
you raise it?" He turned to Whit-

comb.
"Twenty-six hundred!" cried the en-

gineer excitedly.

"Three thou.sand!

of the shabby little

posed.
"Three thousand

snapped Whitcomb.
"Three thousand one hundred! Who 11

make it four thousand?" The old auc-

tioneer's voice trembled. He leaned

far out over the table, brandishing his

mallet wildly.

The man in the checked suit nodded.
"Four thousand dollars I'm bid;

who'll raise it to five?"
The young fellow who had tacitly

acknowledged himself to be David
Whitcomb groaned aloud.

"I can't do it!" he said.

There was a general stir and turn-
ing of heads as Peg Morrison forced
his way through the excited crowd.

"Hold on thar!" he cried in a loud,
tremulous voice. "I've been up an' got
my money an' counted it. I'll bid on
Miss Barb'ry myself. She ain't a-goin'

t' leave this 'ere farm t' go with no-
body, ef I kin help it! I bid fifty-

eight dollars an' sixty-five cents on
Miss Barb'ry, an' its all I've got in the
world!"
"Four thousand dollars I'm bid!"

cried Mr. Bellows, his professional
tones easily dominating the babel of

voices. "Four thousand dollai's, going!
Four thousand dollars, going! Four
thousand dollars, gone! And sold to

this 'ere gentleman. Your name,
please!"
The small man in the checked clothes

"'I find you changed,' she said;

' greatly changed

XII

"I congratulate ye, ma'am, on the
success o' your idee," Thomas Bellows
said when an hour later he handed to

Barbara the roll of bills from which
he complacently peeled off his own tidy

commission. "This 'ere '11 pay off the
lien on your prop'ty, I take it, an' leave
you a pretty good nest egg besides."

"Who," said Barbara, her face pale
and troubled, "bought me?"

"W'y, as t' that," confessed the auc-
tioneer, "I can't tell you exactly. I

was asked to hand you this 'ere letter.

It contains further perticklers, I per-
soom."
He produced a thick square envelope

bearing her name and address in type-
written characters.
"You was to stay right here on call,

I was asked t' inform you. No, ma'am;
it wa'n't any o' them folks that wrote
t' you beforehand. A man, name of
Smith; said he was the agent of the
party as bid you in. You're to stay
right here till called for."

Barbara had opened the envelope

the hoarse voice

stranger inter-

one hundred!"

cleared his throat weakly and blinked,

as he strapped the leathern memoran-
dum book.
"My name'-s Smith," he said in an

apologetic whisper.
"Well, Mr. Smith, you c'n settle

right here and now, an' I'll give you

a signed receipt."

"Hold on!" blustered Whitcomb, his

face flushed to a wrathful crimson.

"Who is this fellow, and what does he

mean to do with—Barbara?" The
last word was a groan of rage and
disappointment.
"Excuse me, sir; I've got a bad cold

an' can't talk. I'll explain to Mr. Bel-

lows here in private. Yes, sir; I've

got the money all right."

and was scanning the few lines of

typewriting in the middle of the large

square sheet.

"Miss Barbara Preston," she read,

"will hold herself in readiness to enter

upon the term of her sei-vices, pre-

viously understood to be five years. It

is impossible, at the present instant,

for the writer to state when the call

will come ; but the term of service will

comprise the conduct of a home, and

the care and guardianship of a little

child."
, ,

There was also enclosed a stamped

and addressed envelope, containing a

thousand dollars (herein acknowl-
edged), to a term of continuous serv-
ice, beginning on the eighteenth day
of May, 19— , and terminating on the
same day of the month in the year
19—. The document was duly wit-
nessed and bore, in lieu of signature,
the imprint of a seal, with a device of
crossed battle axes and the single word
luvictits.

"You're t' sign right here," said Mr.
Bellows, indicating with his blunt fore-
finger the space below the seal. "Me
an' Peg Morrison '11 witness the signa-
ture. I told him to wait outside, in
case th' was papers to sign. I'll see to
forwardin' it for you. Le' me see that
there envelope; likely it'll shed a little

light on th' identity o' the party."
But the envelope merely bore the

number of a post-oflRce box in a dis-

tant city.

Mr. Bellows sci-atched his head and
squinted his eyes into puzzled slits as
he surveyed this unsatisfactory bit of
evidence from every possible point of
view.

"Wall, I don't know," he burst out
at length, " 'es I'd trust that
proposition teetotally, if it

wasn't fer the references. The
man as bid ye in satisfied me
the party he was representin'

was O.K. es t' character an'

intentions."
He glanced shrewdly at the

girl; but Barbara asked no
questions. She was beginning
to realize that while the shack-
les which had bound her to

Jarvis were about to be loosed,

this unknown master of her
future had forged a new and
perhaps heavier fetter. But
her composed features betrayed
nothing while she wrote her

name clearly—Barbara Allen

Preston—below the red seal,

with its short but significant

motto.
Thomas Bellows went away

after a little, taking with him
the contract, duly signed, sealed

and ready to deliver, and Bar-
bara, left quite alone in the dis-

ordered home, quietly locked

the money away in a drawer of

her desk.

She turned to find Peg Morri-

son staring at her with eyes

full of grief and consternation.

"Miss Barb'ry," he began,

"why in creation didn't ye tell

me what you was goin' t' do?

Sellin' yourself—sellin' your

own flesh and blood, like you

was an Aferc'n slave ! What d'

you s'pose your folks 'd said t'

what took place in this 'ere

house t'day, huh? I'll bet

your grandmother Preston 'd

think you'd gone crazy. Where
be you goin'? What you goin'

t' do with th' Cap'n? Whar do

I come in in this 'ere deal?

Them's questions 'at I want
answered right now. I've a

notion," he added darkly, "that you

be kind o' cracked. 'N' I don't wonder

at it much."
Barbara was putting the furniture

in place, straightening the rugs, and

otherwise restoring to its wonted order

the scene of the recent auction. Her
cheeks and lips were bright with color;

her eyes sparkled as she faced the old

"You are entirely mistaken. Peg,

she said impatiently. "Just listen, will

you? If I had waited a few days

longer we should have been sold out

under the hammer, farmhouse, furni-
" Do^^:::^u;^^^^f^^^&^, ture, stock no- we shan>t be

one Barbara Preston, spinster, for and you understand? This very da.,

°n consideration of the sum of four ConUnued on next page
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IS LIFE WORTH LIVING?

Is life worth living? "It depends on
the liver."

This is an old answer to an old question

—an answer with a two-fold meaning.
The little organ that secretes bile is

blamed for many ills and many crimes.

Everything looks blue to the bilious per-

son who has overtaxed his liver with indi-

gestible foods. It is easy to charge
everything to the liver.

Of course the trouble is not with the

liver,, but with the man who owns the

liver. The person with bounding health

and vital vigor does not ask the question,

"Is life worth living?" Life is full of

beauty and pleasure for the person who
eats simple, nourishing foods and lives in

accord with the laws of Nature. He en-

joys every moment of work or play, be-

cause every function of the body is per-

formed as Nature intended.

Life is sustained by the food we eat and
the air we breathe. These two elements,

food and air, properly selected and appro-
priated, build the perfect human body.
Now it ought to be plain that the complete
food for nourishing the perfect human
body must contain all the elements needed
for making bone, brain, muscle and fat.

One does not need to be a dietetic expert

to understand that a food which contains

one of these elements in excess of what
the body needs is not a perfect food.

A perfect food is one which supplies to

the human body the elements needed for

the making of bone, tissue, and brain in

the same proportions as we find them in

the perfectly developed human body. Has
Nature provided such a food? Yes. Whole
Wheat is such a food. It has been man's
"staff of life" for 4,000 years. It con-
tains all the elements found in the human
body, and we find that these elements are

in almost exactly the same proportion as

in the human body. It contains more
nutriment than corn, oats, or barley, and
when properly prepared, is more easily

digested.

The experience of many hundreds of
thousands of persons, combined with the
testimony of physicians and dietetic ex-

perts, proves that in Shredded Whole
Wheat we have a food that contains all the
nutritive elements of the whole wheat
prepared in their most digestible form.
Shredded Wheat is, therefore, a perfect
food. In making Shredded Wheat the
wheat is cleaned and then steam-cooked
for thirty -five minutes. It then passes
into shredding machines, which draw the
kernels of cooked whole wheat out into

tine, filmy, porous shreds. These shreds
are then formed into Biscuits and Triscuits
and baked.
The Biscuit is deliciously nourishing for

breakfast with hot milk and a little cream.
Being ready cooked and ready-to-serve it

also forms very wholesome combinations
with stewed or preserved fruits. It con-
tains more real nutriment than meat or
eggs, is more easily digested and costs
much less.

An absolutely
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A. J. Ditman, 2 Astar House, N. V.

going to settle with the Honorable
Stephen Jarvis," her red lips curled a
little over the words, "and I'll pay
Abe Hewett, too, and afl the others.

Oh! I'm glad I did it—glad! Jimmy
will have the farm, and there'll be
plenty left to fix the fences, and buy
the fertilizers we need and mend the
broken roof and maybe paint the
house. Don't you see, Peg, what a
splendid thing it will be?"
"But where are you goin'. Miss

Barb'ry?" The old man's voice held the
sound of tears. "An' who's goin' to

take cai-e o' the Cap'n?"
Barbara compressed her lips sternly.

"I don't know where I shall go," she
said, "but wherever I am I can write
to—to Jimmy ; and, Peg, I want you to

stay, just as you have; only I shall

pay you good wages. I shall pay you
all that I owe you, too, and '"

"Will I hev charge o' the Cap'n?"
inquired the old man anxiously. "Five
years is a long time, Miss Barb'ry;
he'll be—lemme see—w'y, the Cap'n '11

be 'leven years old time you're at lib-

ertv."
Barbara drew her fine dark brows

together.
"I've engaged Martha Cottle to come

here and keep house and take care of
Jimmy," she said. "She's coming this
afternoon."

Mr. Morrison's jaw dropped.
"Marthy Cottle!" he ejaculated.

"W'y, that female—she don't know
no more 'bout little boys 'an

—
'an a

Holstein steer. She's an old maid
school-marm, cut an' dried."
"She can help Jimmy with his les-

sons," Barbara said doggedly. "She's
good and honest, and she'll do her best
to

"

"My!" murmured the old man,
shaking his head. "She'll do her best,

mebbe, but—wall; I'll do what I kin
fer the Cap'n t'—keep him f'm gettin'
too awful lonesome an' discouraged.
Marthy Cottle! Huh! We'll hev t'

make out the best we kin after you're
gone. Does— the Cap'n know— hev
you tol' him you're a-goin' leave him?"

"No," said Barbara in a harsh voice,

"I haven't, and I don't intend to, either.

I— I'll leave word. I—couldn't, Peg."
Her young voice broke in an irre-

pressible sob.

"Don't you feel bad, Miss Barb'ry,"
the old man essayed to comfort her.
"You meant it fer the best, I know you
did, Miss Barb'ry. An' mebbe it'll

turn out all right. I wouldn't cross
no bridges till I got to 'em, ef I was
you. I s'pose," he went on, his shrewd
eyes on her face, 'at you seen young
Dave Whitcomb this mornin'—him 'at

used to teach school in th' village?"
Barbara's face whitened.
"You don't mean——" she faltered.
"Dave was here t' the auction," pur-

sued Mr. Morrison. "I heard him put
in two or three big bids on ye. He
was ready to pass out his entire pile

t' —save ye f'om bein' took away; I'll

say that much fer Dave."
He turned, with his hand on the

door.
"I didn't hev nothin' when it come

t' biddin'," he groaned. "I might a'

saved m' breath t' cool m' porridge.
But I'd a' give the best fi' years off'n

m' life t' 'a kep' ye right here at home,
whar ye b'long. I swan I would, Miss
Barb'ry."

"I know you would, Peg," Barbara
said gently. Her eyes, the beautiful
clear eyes of her father in his first un-
spoiled youth, were misty with tears,
but she smiled bravely. "Five years
isn't long," she reminded him. "It'll

soon be over. And you can raise five

crops of those wonderful onions while
I'm gone."

Stephen Jarvis was at home and
alone in his library that afternoon
when Barbara asked to see him. It

might even have been inferred that
he expected her, but if he did, he made
no sign. His manner was cool and

calm, quite in keeping with the busi-

ness of the hour, as he took pains to

explain to her a number of details con-

nected with the accumulated interest

upon interest, delinquent tax accounts
and other matters pertaining to the
estate which Barbara, in her poverty,
had been forced to ignore.

"I can pay it all," she said to him,
the fruit of her triumph sweet upon
her lips. "That is why I am here—to

pay—everything I owe."
He looked at her quietly.

"You are doubtless to be congratu-
lated upon the strccess of your scheme,"
he said. "I hear you realized quite a
handsome sum on the sale of," he hesi-

tated for the fraction of a minute,
"your future."

"It will be only five years," Barbara
said defiantly. "I shall be glad to
work hard for Jimmy."
"When," he asked, "do you expect to

leave town?"
"To-day, to-morrow— I cannot tefl.

I am ready to go now."
"To be gone five years," he said

thoughtfully. "Very well; we will fin-

ish this business at once. Let me ad-
vise you to attend to your taxes
promptly hereafter, and if

"

"Thank you," interrupted Barbara
haughtily. "I shall be able, I am sure,
to meet all obligations in the future.
The farm may be worthless, worn out;
but it will pay for itself."

He did not appear to have heard her
last words. He was busily arranging
various papers. And presently he
handed her the canceled bond and
mortgage and the receipted tax bills,

all neatly arranged. In return she
counted out to him with fingers which
trembled in spite of herself the crisp
bills for which she had sold her youth.

"There!" she said rather breath-
lessly. "Is that all?"

"All," he repeated quietly. "And it

is all quite right. Thank you."
She looked at him uncertainly. His

head was bent; his eyes fixed upon the
pile of rustling bank notes which she
had just pushed toward him.
A sudden unreasoning sense of dis-

may fell upon the girl, shadowing the
triumph in her face. She made swift
retreat toward the door, casting a half
frightened backward look at the som-
bre figure behind the desk.
He did not lift his eyes from their

unceeing contemplation of the money,
even when the jarring sound of the
hard shut door told him she was gone.

Left quite alone Stephen Jarvis
slowly folded the notes, sealed them
securely in a stout envelope and locked
them in his safe.

XIII
Young Whitcomb sat quite at his

ease in Donald Preston's big arm-
chair, one leg flung carelessly over
the other, his handsome head thrown
back, its riotous curls shining in the
lamplight. His blue eyes full of laugh-
ter were set upon Barbara.
"So you thought I was dead; did

you?" he asked in a bantering tone;
"but it didn't appear to bother you
much. You're looking handsomer than
ever, Barbara. I had an idea I'd find
you—changed."
He waited for some sort of reply;

but Barbara was trying hard to recon-
cile the ruddy, smiling -man, who sat
CO unconcernedly in her dead father's
place, with the pallid, serious, large-
eyed phantom of her dreams. She had
been looking at him in puzzled silence,

and now her glance disengaged itself

from his with an eff'ort.

"I'll wager," he said, "that you have
been thinking of me with a crown
upon my forehead, a harp within my
hand, the way we used to sing in Sun-
day school when we were kids. Now
own up! And you're disappointed to
find that I'm such a commonplace, live

looking chap—eh, Barbara?"
"I find you—changed," she confessed

in a low voice, "greatly changed."
To he continued

Dragon's Teeth

I
LOOKED from my chamber window
On the green house roof beneath.

And I saw on its lower edges
A row of dragon's teeth.

Some large, some small, some midway,
They shone in the setting sun,

That had fashioned their shining beauty
Through the day that was nearly don

Not sown like those of Cadmus ;

I feared no hostile band ;

But placed just where I could see them
By the Father's loving hand.

For I needed a thought to comfort.
And the glistening cylinders cold

Taught a lesson of strength and protection.
When the gray should transform the gold.

So I turned from the icy splendor
With a feeling of perfect trust

;

For He who could fashion such wonders
Would temper the wind's fierce gust ;

And I need not fear for the morrow.
Since His arms are underneath.

Nor dread the stings of sorrow
That come from care's dragon teeth.

Leominster, Muss. Nellie G. Stone.
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A REMARKABLE OFFER OF
HENDERSON'S SEEDS
Ponderota Tomato, Big Boston L«ttnce, Scarlet

Globe Radishes, Invincible Asters,, Mammoth
Butterfly Pansies, Giant Spencer Sweet Peas.

We will send for 10 cents our Hender-
son Specialty Collection, consisting
of one packet each of above varieties,

all enclosed in a coupon envelope,
which, when emptied and returned,
will be accepted as a 25c. cash pay-
ment on any order of $1.00 or over.

In addition we will mail our 1911
catalogue— "Everything for the Garden."
This is a book of 208 pages and is the
finest vv-e have ever issued and con-
tains a new feature— full cultural
directions for flowers and vegetables.

PETER HENDERSON & GO.
35 & 37 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YOF?K

Direct from Factory, Freight Prepaid
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You can buy a (rold Coin Stnve from us (*."> to

i^'iO less tham dealer's
prh-fs. We pay fri'ipht;
safe dclhcry insured,
polished and all ready
to set up.

•'Satisfaction oryour
ni'iiicy back any tinir

w ithin 1 year"
is our written
piiaranty,
Free Catalog— lUustratf.-^
all our Storett,
Gives Price

I. 'St and tells our
I' I an and Offer,
Send fnr xt. f

Gold Coin stove Co.

11 Oak St. Troy.N.y.

^ «li'
j ELECTRO
^Qmi

SILVER
POLISH

has no equal for Cleaning and
Polishing SILVERWARE and
all fine metals. Preserves as
well as Beautifies. Does not scratch or
wear. Free from chemicals. Its merits

—

notfound in others—have made it famous
around the world. Send address for

FREE SAMPLE
Or, ISc. In stamps for full sized lioi post-paid.

ThcF.l('otroS11lconCo.,30Cmtstri'.-t, New York.

Sold by Grocers and Droggisis Everywhere.

iont on Approval. Send No Money. $2 HAIR SWrrCH.
- - .^g y^iLL TRUST VOU TEN DAYS.

Choice of Natural wavy or Btraigrlit hair.

Send a lock of your hair, and wo will muil a
12 inch short stem fine human hair switch to

match. It you Irncl H a highargam remit »:;.00

in ten day«. or sell 3 ami <;i-,r YOUK t'WnLll
FKEK. Kxtrashixlea a little. more. Inclose Ec

costaKO. Free beauty hook showinit latest style of

SSir aressinK-nlao lliKh irraae switches pompa-

douni. wigs. puds. etc. ANNA AYERS, Uept^BOS

19 Quincy Str»«t, Chicago

PATENTS
i Free report afl to V.it

»K(:lll(KI» <»ll fKK
^ iii':Tl)iti\Ki>.

-enortasto Vatentabllity. Illustrated Guide
Book, and List of InveTitions JVanteU, sent free.

Vl( TOR .1. i:V \ 1\S & «^<)..^VaHllington. 1>. C.

'9 f\^ f^ YOU CAN PLAY IT Without Learning.

^\Jti\J Sini; into til.' iiionlhpl Zul.o does
the rest. For Hoine, Cliin.-li and Siiiulay SiIkk.I Kiiter-

taiiiineiils. Full iiiliiniialiiiu I'lti:!) on request.

aTRAUSS MFG. CO.. 35B Broadway, Dept. 19. New York

PELOUBET'S
SELECT NOTES
The World'* Greateit Commentuy on th^

International Sunday School Leisons for 1911

By REV.. F. N. PELOUBET. D.D.

. and PROF. AMOS R. WELLS, A.M.

(, 37»h ANNUAL VOLUME
Next to the Bible, the teacher'* belt friend

Cloth, price, $1.2S, potlpaid

W. A. WILDE COMPANY
Boston and Chicago

Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

YOUNG King Rehoboam wanted
to be advised, at least he
thought he did.

"He took counsel with the old men,"
who were probably the friends of his
father, King Solomon. It was at the
time of his accession to the throne.
Great and prosperous had been the
reign of King Solomon. All of his
cups and plates were of gold. None
were of silver. It was nothing ac-
counted of in the days of King Solo-
mon. Indeed, he made silver in Jeru-
salem as stones. (I. Kings 10: 21-

27). All of this magnificence brought
heavy taxation upon the people, for
somebody had to pay for the luxurious
customs of the king. And when Reho-
boam was made king, the people ap-
pealed to him to have their taxes light-

ened. And so he asked advice of the
old men. They did not say, "Make the
taxes of the people less." Neither did
they advise the continuation of "the
heavy taxes, but they did say: "Be a
servant unto this people, answer them
and speak good words to them, and
they will be thy servants forever." In
brief, the old men advised the young
king to be a friend of the people. But
the advice did not please King Reho-
boam. He had visions of kingly glory
and magnificence equal to, if not sur-
passing, that possessed by his father,

and so he rejected the advice of the old

men.

What the Young Advised

"And took counsel with the young
men," those of his own age, and with
whom he had grown up. They would
therefore be all the more likely to

reflect his own feelings. They were in

the mood of greatly increasing the

taxes of the people, and they made
very odious and discourteous compari-
sons. They advised King Rehoboam
to say to the people: "My father chas-
tised you with whips, but I will

chastise you with scorpions." This
probably referred to the manner of

securing public labor on public works,
where men worked under the lash for

King Solomon, but the young men
would have King Rehoboam use lashes

with bits of sharp cornered metal
fastened in that would tear the flesh.

"Tell them that you will add to their

yoke (their burdens) and that you will

"be more than three times as hard upon
them as your father has been; as much
harder as the little finger is larger

than the loin."

All of this pleased the young King
Rehoboam. It quite fitted in with his

ideas. So he gave the command that

after three days the people should come
before him, and hear what he had to

say to them. They were marshaled
by the great labor leader Jeroboam,

the master workman. And to the ex-

pectant throng, the king delivered his

cruel message. We are not told

whether or not the people were struck

dumb, or whether a great wail went up

from them, but a breach was made that

day. There was a revolt, and the

kingdom was divided: ten tribes left

Rehoboam, and made Jeroboam their

king. Two tribes only remained loyal

to King Rehoboam, and they were

never joined again. Not only did

Israel forsake their king, but they also

forsook their God, as we shall learn in

the lessons that are to follow.

How different it all would have been

if the young man Rehoboam had fol-

lowed the advice of the old men! A
good fairy called her assistant and

showed her a golden box. "Take this

box," she said, "and lock it carefully in

the safe. It contains good advice."

"My mistress," replied the assistant,

"why should we lock up^ good advice?

No one will ever take it."

* The International Sunday School Lesson for

January 1. 1911. The KinRdom Divided I- K.tigs

12 l-n Golden Text : He that walketh with

wise men shall be wise : but a companion of fools

shall be destroyed." Prov. U : 20.

Let us compare the young King Re-
hoboam, who was probably twenty-one
years of age when he came to the
throne, with his father King Solomon
who as a boy seventeen years of age
succeeded to the throne of his father
King David. We know the story well

:

how the Lord appeared in a vision to
Solomon as he was sleeping, and said
to him: "Ask what I shall give thee."
How wonderful was the reply of the
youth : "Give thy servant an under-
standing heart to judge thy people,
that I may di.scern between good and
evil; for who is able to judge this thy
great people?" And we are told that
the young king's reply pleased the
Lord, that he had asked for wisdom
instead of long life, or riches, and that
he had not sought power over his ene-
mies. Place these two pictures side by
side. Solomon, the God-loving, teach-
able young man, with Rehoboam, the
self-willed young man who sought wis-
dom of his fellow-men instead of God.

"Lord, I pray thee, open his eyes
that he may see." We feel like mak-
ing this prayer for all young men who
are like Rehoboam, even worse, for
they do not even take counsel with old
people, and they promptly reject the
advice given by parents or grand-
parents if it is offered to them. This
prayer was just made by the prophet
Elisha for his young manservant when
the Syrian host had come to the town
of Dothan, where Elisha and his ser-
vant were, to capture them. The young
man was not blind, but he did not see
with the eye of faith. And when the
Lord did open his eyes, he saw that the
host of heaven which had been sent for
protection far outnumbered the attack-
ing force (II. Kings 6: 8-17). The
result of that prayer was more won-
derful than any oculist ever achieved.
There was one young man who would

not open his eyes, although he was bid-

den by the Lord Jesus himself what to

do. "Go, sell that which thou hast, and
give to the poor, and thou shalt have
treasure in heaven; and come, follow
me." And the young man, though
rich in money and lands, went away
from Jesus sorrowful and blind; the

eyes of his soul were blind. Rehoboam
was just such a young man—rich, very
rich in titles and lands which he had
inherited from his father. King Solo-

mon ; but the cause of the poor and the
oppressed did not appeal to him. We
are not told whether or not the rich

young ruler who came to Jesus was
able to hold on to his possessions; but
we are told that Rehoboam lost the

greater part of his kingdom. We read

in I. Chron. 21 :
5—"All they of Israel

were a thousand thousand and a hun-
dred thousand men that drew sword"
(one million, one hundred thousand
warriors). "These were all lost to Re-
hoboam, because he did not ask wis-

dom of God, and refused the wise

advice of the old men. He lost beside

these the great multitude of men who
did not bear arms and the great com-

pany of women and children, probably

between three and four millions of

people. He lost also lands and treas-

ure, a tract of 9,000 square miles, while

he remained king over about three

thousand square miles. His greatest

misfortune was the number of enemies

he made. As King Solomon was
greater than King David, so we might

have expected that King Rehoboam
would be greater than King Solomon.

But how he dwindled in a single day

to a ruler over a small extent of terri-

tory !

"Lord, open the eyes of young men
to see the cowardice of following the

crowd in sinning." And also we pray:

"Open the eyes of young men to see

the nobility of Christian courage."

^Wiitpote
"Good J?l

Samaritan"

Fits

Every Spot

Hot

Water

Bottle

Soft as a

Pillow

No seams, joints, cement or wire. One piece

of moulded rubber. Nothing to give way
under the action of hot water.

When ends are

buttoned to-
gether it makes a
perfect heater

for the feet.

Ideal for throat

or face. Stays
without holding. Soothing instead of irritating.

10 inch, 2 quart,

$2.50

WALPOLE
1 85 Summer St.

Canadian Office: Eastern

of your dealer.

If he cannot supply
you order direct.

Makes an Ideal
CHRISTMAS GIFT.

RUBBER CO.
Boston, Mass.

onnship Bank Building;, Montreal

You can place money In the Industrial barings and

Loan Company, wid know that It is xaje. ana is wnere

uou can on'iam it irhen wanttd^tmd. wnll y'<'.'d/a'r«arn-

inas tor i-vrv dav <nvesl)-d. See their advertisement

on page 122-2, and write tliera for fnll information.

We will send you by

mail, po^age paid, 1

collars for 30 cents, or a

sample for 6 cents in U.S.

stamps. Cost at the stores

25 cents for box of 1 0.

State Size and Style

These collars look just like

linen and are more comforta-

ble, but cost so little that they

may be thrown away when
soiled. They may be reversed

and worn both sides.

Reversible Collar Co.
Dept. T, Boston, Mass.

JEWELRY AT FACTORY PRICES
YfiU save profits of Jobber and Retailer. Latest Parisian Designs.

Stylish and handsome. UnusualValue, Kinvhere elsecan you buy
.leveelry more safely and cheaply. We make these prices solely

Set No. 577 J—U Kt. Gold Filled 2-in.

Bar Pin with two handy Beauty Pins to

match i 11 Rose, English (blight) orGreen
c. la finish. The Set ol 3 Pins. .-.•75c
No. 810 J—Extra Heayily Gold Plated
:l-ni. Sash or Belt Pin, set with either
Ruby. Emerald. Sapphire, Topaz or Am-
etlirst. Cut Stone, in Roman, Rose or
Green GoldfinishorinOx'd. Silver, 50c
Both Numbers, (4 pieces! $1.15
We Guarantee Quality, immediate

diliveiy in perfect condition. AU
r]L,ii;,'es prepaid. Bank References.

Our Goods are Warranted. Specify fin-

ish and stone wanted.
K.'iiiit by P.ist Oltice or Express Money

Oidei- Agents Wanted.

J, L CUSHMAN & CO., Faclory, 280-282 Sip Ave.. Jersey City. N. J.

STALLMAN'S
DRESSER. TRUNK
Let our cataln^ tell what an improye-

ment it is. How easy to get at anything.

How quickly packed. How useful in

small room as chiffonier. Holds asmuch
as a good box trunk. Costs no more.
Strongest made ; hand riveted. So good

that we ship it C. O. D. subject to exam-
ination. Send 2c stamp to-day for that

catalog, p A STAILMAN,
99 E. Spring St., Coltunbus. 0.

B% «% YourStampinsrwith BrigKS' Transfer
II II Patterns. We will send you Brlsgrs' Outfit

I 1 1 I containing Thirty Transfer StampingUW Patterns—also Catalog of Patterns- alsa

IngnUs' Fancy Work Book -all for 10 cenU
Address J. F. Ingalls, Lynn, Mass. Box H.
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Can WithdrawYour
Money Without

Notice at Any Time
Do you realize what an advantage

that is to you? Your money is

not indefinitely tied up when it is

invested in this Company.

It is always under your control—always
available to meet sudden emergencies.

Yet it draws five per cent interest for

every day that it is in the care of this

Company—and it is safe—guarded by
first mortgages on improved real estate

<ieposited in trust with one of the strongest

financial institutions of this city.

What more attractive outlet for your

savings or surplus funds could you pos-

sibly find ?

Absolute safety—an exceptionally liberal

interest return.

Your money on demand whenever you

want it.

This Company has been in business for

fifteen years. It has never been a day

late in the mailing of interest checks and

has never failed to respond immediately

to a request for withdrawal of funds.

Let us send you the booklet
telling all about this institu-

tion and its plan of doing
business. Write today.

The Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.

1046 Calvert BIdg., Baltimore, Md.

Guaranteed Mortgages
For Large and Small^

Investors
^Don't think, because your capital is^

Ismail, that it can earn only 354 per cent.^
Tor 4 per cent. It used to be so— the smalll

Tinvestor for hundreds of years had no chance*
fbeside the capitalist. Our

First Mortgage Trust Bonds
On New York and Subtirban Re^l Estate

Iput you exactly on a par with the wealthiest!
^investor. You have the same security and the/
\same certain returns—5 per cent, or 5J^j
\per cent. You have the same opportunity

^

^to withdraw your capital if you should^
^need it.

Under Supervision of New York
Banking Department
M'vite for our Itnnl-fet

N'ew'York'Kortgage (o.
Pept. D, 1415 JilOttJway, fi„w Ifork city "

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Safest Investment Aql^ |g Cnt Write for
known. Yielding from Circular.

U L E N & CO.
BANKERS CHICAGO

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Many deals closed by our clients—one recently for
<fi80,000.00—our proof oi Patents that PROTECT.

Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. U^-T niv. ^fi Washinrton. D. C. Estab. 1869.

A sound investment

to yield nearly 6%
Rarely in our experience has it been possible to

offer well secured 6% Public Utility Bonds at a

price around par. Therefore, the bonds now on sale

afford investors an unusual opportunity to secure

a sound marketable security at an attractive price.

The bonds have been issued (or extensions by a

strong Electric Light & Power Company earning

net over double interest requirements.

Ask for descriptive circular B-61

N. W. HALSEY & CO.
New York Philadelpliia Chicagii Sao Francisco

49WaUSt 1421 OKstiiut Sl 152 Monroe Sl 424 California St.

WE had but just concluded our
former article, entitled "Spec-

ulation,"when the newspapers
brought to hand a sad c<)nfirmation of

all we had set forth as to the credulity

of so many people and the utter dishon-

esty of all the "get-rich-quick" concerns
that have so long and so persistently

made the country's thrifty toilers their

prey.

There is, in the expose recently made
by our post office authorities at Wash-
ington, a warning of so much value to

every small investor that we shall offer
no excuse for making it the subject of
this paper.

The Facts in the Case

No department of the government
comes into closer or' more constant
touch with the people than the post
office, and valuable though its services
are to all, there is no class of men who
use them to such advantage as the
"get-rich-quick" schemers. The Post-
master General is quoted as saying that
within a few years more than $100,-
000,000 has been taken fraudulently
from the people through the machinery
of the post office, and the spread of the
rural free delivery system. This is an
enormous amount, but the authorities
declare that it is far below the actual
sum and possibly represents less than
one-half of the total amount lost—lost
through the rascality of the few and
the blind credulity of the many.
The whole nation would rise in in-

dignant protest if our postal authori-
ties attempted to emulate those of
Russia, by reading the private corre-
spondence of our citizens. The
schemers know this, and take advan-
tage of it. From county tax lists,

business directories, and other sources,
they collect the names of prospective
victims. This done, the rest is easy.

It is a curious fact that most of us
are inclined to accept without question
the truth of statements read in print,
which we would quickly refute if given
to us verbally. The schemers know
this, and so they prepare their reading
matter so as to make it particularly
attractive and convincing, and send it

out through the mails.
Another curious fact, which the

schemers thoroughly understand and
use to their own advantage, is that
most people are inclined to make invest-
ments in ventures of which they have
heard much, but of which they know
absolutely nothing. There is a terrible
fascination about a promising but as
yet undeveloped gold mine, and there
is a lure about a recently discovered oil

field that cannot be resisted. We have
heard of the vast fortunes made in

these "get-rich-quick" enterprises, and
so we count our few dollars and dream
and dream, till one day a prospectus
arrives from a hitherto unknown
source, and then we think, and think
very seriously, and count over our
available cash again.

How the Schemers Work

If we do not become so deeply inter-

ested at once as to write for further
particulars, "the promoters" soon fol-

low the first communication with a
second. This second paper contains
the analyses of assayists, the reports of

mining engineers, and the opinions of

great financial experts as to the pres-
ent value and future prospects of the

great enterprise, in the profits of

which you are given the special privi-

lege of participating. The second
letter, known as "a hurrier" to the
thieves' trade, is apt to conclude with
the statement that the stock, offered

at one-tenth of its face value, is now
climbing up to par; that the subscrip-

tion books will close at the end of the

month, and that if you do not avail

yourself of this opportunity for a sud-

den fortune, it will never come again.

If this proposition should not tempt
you, a third and last will be pretty

sure to follow, and this will be an ap-
peal to your vanity as well as to your
pocket.
The third communication assures

you that the promotors, all of whom
are "Hons." or "Generals," have in-

vestigated your character, and are so

delighted with the result that they
are willing to give you a bonus of
stock in the concern, if you will agree
to act as their local agent and repre-
sentative. That is, having failed to

fleece you, they want to use you in

order to fleece your neighbors. Can't
you see through the whole wretched
business? Of course you can; but alas!
and yet alas! too many people equally
honest, but not equally shrewd, do not
see through it.

While this is being written two
members of a firm of promoters are in
the Tombs awaiting the action of the
federal grand jury, which is inquiring
into their methods. These men knew
all about the ultimate failure of other
schemes similar to their own, but that
did not deter them. The people soon
forget; they are fascinated by the
words "gold" and "oil."

These men and their associates, it is

believed, have taken in from the sale
of stocks in gold and oil properties,
which had no existence, about $50,000,-
000 in the past four years. When the
federal authorities took possession of
the swindlers' office, $20,000 was re-
ceived through the morning's mail, and
half that sum came in the afternoon,
and it may not have been a very busy
day at that.

The Dupes

The men who sent their money
through the mails had no thought of
being parties to a fraud. They were
honest country storekeepers, and
thrifty farmers and wage-earners.
But the person who fails to properly
guard his own property offers tempta-
tion to the thief and so, in a way, is

culpable.
As soon as the post office authorities

had exposed these thieves, the news
spread and their pale-faced, heart-
broken dupes began to crowd the fed-
eral offices. This is from a leading
morning paper, describing the occur-
rence: "The doors were hardly open
before the victims began to crowd in
and to tell how they had been duped.
Most of those who came to ask if there
was any chance of getting their money
back, were elderly women, and a num-
ber were widows who had put their
husbands' life insurance money into
these mining or oil stocks.

"There were a few men, however,
and among them a bricklayer who said
he had invested $2,000, his life savings,
in some of the stock offered at fifteen
cents a share, and in another company
at forty cents a share. After having
read the prospectuses, he went to the
office^ of the company, and met a very
pleasant talker. The result was that
he drew his money from the savings
bank and gave it to the promoters and
the only thing he received in return
was literature."
Among the victims was a woman

from Philadelphia, who had been in-

duced to invest her all, $4,000, that
she had saved and was keeping for the
declining years that were near at hand.
Another old woman, whose husband
and children were dead, put in her last
cent, $3,750, under the promise that she
would soon be in receipt of that sum
annually. "Oh, God of the widow and
the orphan!" wailed the poor creature
when she learned how she had been
duped. "How could men who had
mothers find it in their hearts to rob a
poor old woman!"

There is a lesson in all this. We
learn through the calamities of others
as well as through our own. Then let

us ask ourselves if it has not a moral,
and if we should not be warned by
example, and so saved from the disas-
ter that has overtaken people as honest
in intent as ourselves?

WONDERED WHY
Found the Answer Was "Coffee."

Many pale, sickly persons wonder for
years why they have to suffer so, and
eventually discover that the drug

—

caf-
feine—in coffee is the main cause of the
trouble.

"I was always very fond of coffee and
drank it every day. I never had much
flesh and often wondered why I was
always so pale, thin and weak.
"About five years ago my health com-

pletely broke down and I was confined to
my bed. My stomach was in such con-
dition that I could hardly take sufficient
nourishment to sustain life.

"During this time I was drinking coffee,
didn't thing I could do without it.

"After awhile I came to the conclusion
that coffee was hurting me, and decided
to give it up and try Postum. I didn't
like the taste of it at first but when it

vyas made right—boiled until dark and
rich— I soon became very fond of it.

"In one week I began to feel better.
I could eat more and sleep better. My
sick headaches were Jess frequent, and
within five months I looked and felt like a
new being, headache spells entirely gone.
"My health continued to improve and

today I am well and strong, weigh 148
pounds. I attribute my present health
to the life-giving qualities of Postum."
Read "The Road to Wellville," in pkgs.
"There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new

one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

6
% NET
INTEREST
and the best

security in the world!
Principal and interest secured
by select Mortgages on Pitts-

burg Preferred Real Estate

Amounts of any size ($25, $50, $100,
$200 or multiples) can be invested, tem-
porarily or permanently. Your money
available when wanted. Endorsed by hisrh-
est financial authorities everywhere.

Our Booklet explains how
6% Interest is possible on
such preferred securities.

If your Savings, or any other money, is drawing less

than 6%, read our booklet. Copy free on request.

A. C. LESLIE CO.
Suite 117, Bakewelt Law BuitdiD?. PITTSBURa PA.

the simplest, salest, most .

up-to-date gasoline lighting sys- I

tem. Catalog shows 108 styles fixtures, $i!.25 I
up. No a^euta—soUl direct. Ufi

SUN VAPOR LIGHT CO. n
1100 Market St. Canton. 0. LJ

THE BEST
FARM

LOCATIONS

To the man looking for
a home where produc-
tive land, favorable
climate and abundant
rainfall make the best
paying farm locations
in America, the South-
east is now the un-

eqnaled section. Land from $5.00 to $40.00 an acre
near to the heart of the country and close to the best

markets. The largest returns from alfalfa and other
hay, wheat, corn and all track crops. Lands unsur-
liassed for stock an<l poultry raising and dairying. For
f 1 uit growing, no region is more profitable. The South-
east has opportunities for every kind of farming. The
^^UlIlherll Railway will help yon to find the desired
location. Send for Southern Field and other publi-

cations to

M. V. RICHARDS
Land and Industrial Agent, Southern Railway

Cor. 13th St., & Pennsylvania Ave.. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS Thai Protect and Pay
* '^^ '-'^ ^ **-' Advi<-e and Books V li E E.

Rates lieasonable. Highest lieferences. Hest Service?.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, P»t«nt Lawyer.WASHINGTON, D.C..

t
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1 LADY recently listened to a new
x. pieacher and remarked, "I .liked

m very much, and the thing I liked

st about him was that he said so

ach about reading the Bible. Now-
ays we hear very little about reading

e Bible."

Perhaps this is true. Perhaps min-
ters and writers do not say as much
they ought upon this great subject.

And yet if we would live with Christ,

J must study his precepts. If we
juld catch his spirit, we must live in

e atmosphere which he created by his

ords.

We long to see those whom we love
St. We seek every opportunity to
I with them. More than that, we
nnot understand them unless we are
ten in their company, sharing their
oughts, their hopes, their sorrows.
Thus if we love Christ, we shall love
s words. We may not gaze upon his
,ce nor clasp his hand, as we clasp a
md of fle.=h; but by daily studying
s blessed Word, we may in spirit ap-
oach his presence.
Nothing fits us for prayer like the
udy of the Bible. It seems to usher
3 into the Holy of Holies, if read in

le right spirit; and, once there, we
in pour out our souls to him who is

ir best friend, as we could never do
• well without that sacred prepara-
on.

Therefore, as we enter upon this
onderful new year, let us resolve that
e will read our Bibles more faithfully
id pray more fervently than ever be-
»re. Thus may we ever live with our
ord.

In that precious little booklet, Mak-
'.g Beautiful Years (doubtless owned
id cherished by many who read these
nes), you remember that we are bid-
jn to make the most of the passing
ly; and to look not for high things
it be content to do well the humble
udgery which falls to the lot of most
us. The author says:
"To live well in one's place in the
orld, doing prosaic work diligently,

welling in love and unselfishness with
1 men, is to live grandly. One who
?hts well the battle with his own lusts

id tempers, in the midst of the count-
ss temptations and provocations of
/ery-day life, is a Christian hero.
"Each year is a volume of 36.5 white
iges. Our work is to put some lovely
icture on each page, which shall not
lame us when our book is opened on
»e Last Day."
We must want to live with Christ.
fe must hunger and thirst for his

resence.

Dr. Gunsaulus tells this story of
braham Lincoln.
In the dark days of the Civil War,

• Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
inuary 1. Texts: John 15: 1-7; I.John 3:24: 5:12.

his little boy became involved in a fight
with one of his playmates. He came
in with a bleeding face and many
pains, and walked straight into the
cabinet chamber, saying passionately,
"I want my father."

Secretary Chase was there. Sup-
pose he had said, "I know where the
greatest financier is that the world has
produced." Still the boy would have
repeated, "I want my father."
Another in the cabinet might have

said: "Boy, I can get you the com-
mander-in-chief of the army and navy
of the United States." And the boy
would only have repeated his agonized
cry, "Oh, but I want my father."
Another might have said, "I will

bring you the greatest lawyer in
America." Would he have satisfied
the heart-broken boy? No, he would
have only reiterated more sharply
than ever, "I want my father."

Let us open our hearts to him and
beg him to come in and dwell there
forever.

Giant and Dwarf Bees

IN some of the East Indian Islands,

and on the mainland of Hindustan,
are to be found the smallest race of
honey bees in the world. These dwarf
honey collectors are known to entomol-
ogists as apis florea. Their honey
combs are no larger than a child's
hand, and the cells are about the size

of a small pin-head. This honey is

excellent, as is the wax. The little

creatures build the combs on the branch
of a low tree, and as they have not to

provide for winter, they work all the
year through, raising broods like them-
selves.

In the same land there is a race of
giant bees, apis dorsata, as large as a
field cricket. These monsters of the
bee world build honey-combs that are
from six to seven feet in length, four
or more in width, and which weigh
from three to four hundred pounds
each.
The honey of the giant bee of India

is quite as fine as that of our own best
hives. We understand that our Agri-
cultural Department will try to import
these great bees. It is thought they
might succeed in the milder climate of
our Gulf States.

Improves with Every Issue

I was grieved over Dr. Klopsch's
death and was afraid The Christian
Herald might deteriorate; but instead,

each copy seems to be an improvement
on the preceding one. I have been a
subscriber to your paper for many
years, and I expect to have The Her-
ald as a weekly visitor in my home as

long as I am able. MRS. T. D.
Brownsville, Term.

Adves'tlases's aim ""Tlhe FaBKnily"
PTT T E have received a letter from one of our subscribers who sends us his

iA/ check and asks us to forward it to one of our advertisers "if we believe

? V this advertiser to be honest." Our subscriber states that while he
elieves in The Christian Herald, he does not believe in all of our advertisers.

We are sorry to hear this, for it is evident that our fi-iend has not grasped
he spirit of the Advertising Talks which have appeared in The Christian
Ierald during the last year. The aim of those talks has been, in the first place,

D show that we admit to our advertising columns only those advertisers who
an be relied upon, and, in the next place, to beget as confidential relations

etween our subscribers and our advertisers as possible.

It must not be forgotten that our advertisers are no less members of The
Ihristian Herald Family than are our subscribers. They are as much con-

srned for the general welfare of The Christian Herald Family as any of our

ubscribers could be. Such an attitude on their part would be only logical. Not
ne of them but expects, we hope, to enjoy his present relations with our sub-

ribers for a long time to come. The advertiser who looks merely to the profit

f the moment cannot long survive. He must look to the future, to long-

ontinued intercourse with his customers. Common business sense tells him that

e could not aff'ord to treat those customers in any way that might cause a

BSsation of their continued friendship and respect.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Hkrai.d we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

'ho must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

dvertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

t the appearance of the advertisement^

Be Jure ita
SvH Paste'.' XT^U'tJE'.' "ToachTthe.pot.': "A per/feet 5hirie:''

5UH PASTE STOVE
POLI<SH

It Shines the Best Whichever Way You LooJc at it

Tlie shine is blackest, the shine is brightest, the shine is

quickest, and above all others it is absolutely dustless. Just
what you want for your stove, isn't it? Get it the next time,
and you will be convinced and delighted.

^ MORSE BROS., Props., Canton, Mass., U.S.A.

GALLOWAY
SAVES YOU
$50 to $300

SAVE from $50 to $300 by buying your gasoline engine o\ 2 to22-horse-power from
a real engine factory. Save dealer, jobber and catalogue house profit. No such offer

as I make on the class of engine 1 sell has ever been made before in all Gasoline Engine
history. Here is the secret and reason : 1 turn them out all alike by the thousands in my
enormous modern factory, equipped with automatic machinery. I sell them direct to you
for less money than some factories can make them at actual shop cost.

All you pay me for is actual raw material, labor and one small profit (and I buy my
material in enormous quantities).

Anybody can afford and might just as well have a high grade engine when he
can get in on a wholesale deal of this kind. I'm doing something that never was
done before. Think of itl A price to you that is lower than dealers and
iobbers can buy similar engines for, in carload lots, for spot cash.

An engine that is made so good in the factory that I will send
ft out anywhere in the U. S. without an expert to any inexperienced
users, on 30 days* free trial, to test against any engine made of

nimilar horse-power that sells for twice as much, and let him
be the judge. Sell your poorost horse and buy

S'H.'P, Only $119.50
'-i^

aV^ufiy

Get Galloway's
Biggest and Best

FREE ^i%^^/rB^ BOOK
Write today for my beautiful new 50-page Engine Book in foot

cxjlors. nothing like it ever printed before, fuh of valuable information,

showing how I make them and how you can make more money with «
easoline engine on the farm. Write me

—

Wmm Galloway, Presm, Wm, Galloway COm
945 Galloway Station, Waterloo, Iowa

Automobile Jackets,
Blizzard Proof

Outside texture so closely woven it

resists wind and wear alike. Lined
with wool fleece that defies the cold.
Snap fasteners, riveted pockets.

PARKER'S
Arctic Jacket

Registered in U. S. Patent C{^ce.

Better than an overcoat for facing
coldandworktogether. Warm, dur-
able, comfortable. Ask yourdealer,
or sent postpaid on receipt of $2.3.S.

JOHN H. PARKER CO., Deuf. K,
25 James St., Maiden, Mass.

Oualify Higher-Price Lower
We beat tbem all a^ain. Get
our DIRECT-TO-YOU prop-
"Mtion, lovi^ prices, and BIQ

illHOOK on
batora

SUCCESSFUb
md Brooders before jou buy
tiis ;ear— (he ^eateet Tklu*
Catalog FREE—seed nam*.

If you waot a boott oo <'Frijper Cars of
Chlokf, Ducks. Turkeya"—Bend 10 ceati.

SCO Second St., Des Moines, la.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
IN YOUR OWN HOME. Heginners or advanced pupils. Writ*
today for our FREE booklet, which tells how to leain to pUy
Fiano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Comet, Banio, etc.

International lottitute of Music, 98 5tli Ava., Dept. lB6D*li* Ttib

Grandmother Used
Kingsford's Corn Starch. She made good
things to eat with it. For over 60 years Kings-

ford's has been celebrated for its extreme
delicacy and purity. It takes weeks of old-

fashioned care to produce.

OSWEGO

CORN STARCH
—while ordinary corn starch

can be made in a few days.

Yet you are asked as much
for these low-grade corn
starches as for Kingsford's.

It will pay you in every

way to insist upon Kings-

ford's Corn Starch.

The Cook Book "O" telU "What a Cook
Ought to Know About Corn Starch,"

168 of the best recipes you ever tried.

Jt's free—just send your name on a

post card.

T. KINGSFORD & SON
OSWEGO, N. Y.

National Starch Company, Successors
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SUNSHINE
AND

Scott's Emolsion

are the two great creators of

energy. You can get along

without Scott's Emulsion if

you have enough sunshine,

but for the millions who
don't get much sunshine,

Scott's Emulsion
is absolutely necessary.
You can always get Scott's

Emulsion. Get sunshine,

too, whenever you can. >'

''Used while you sleep!

for Whooping Cough,

Croup, Asthma,

Sore Throat, Coughs,

Bronchitis, Colds,

Diphtheria, Catarrh.

Asimple.safe and effective treatment avoidingdrngs.

Vaporised Ciesolene stojisthe paroxysms of Whoop-
ing Cough and relieves Croup at once.

It is a boon to sufferers from Asthma.

The air isrendered strongly antiseptii', inspiri-d with

every breath, makes hreatliing easy, soothes the sore

throat and stops the cough. assHriiig restful mi-'hts.

Cresolene relieves the bronchial conii)lii'ations of

Scarlet Fever and Jleasles and is a valualde aid m
the treatment ot liijihtheria.

Creeolene's best recommendation is its 80 years of

successful use. Send us postal for Descriptive Booklet.

For Sale by All Druggists

Try Cresolene Antiseptic Throat Talilets for the

irritated tliroat, composed ot slippery elm baik,

licorice, sugar and Cresolene. They can't harm you.

Of your druggist or from us, 10c in stamps.

The Vapo-Cresolene Co. , 62 CortUndt Si.,New York

or Leemlng-Miles Building, Montreal, Canada

Money lor Churches
THIS is a system which can be closely

identified with the successful financial

development of any church, making the

organization self-supporting. Instead of a
deficiency you can have a cash on hand fund
for all purposes. Obviates the necessity of

asking donations from anyone. Church
debts may be paid off, pastors' salaries

raised, missionaries supported, parsonages
furnished,organs purchased. Full particulars

furnished on application without expense.

Write to-day. CHURCH AID, Dept. 63}^,
Station D, Buffalo, N.Y.

Leam Piano Tuning at Home by the aid ot the TUNE-
A-PHONE. A Profession that can be converted into

money at any time or place in the civilized world at an
hour's notice. Earn $,t to $!.) per day. Illustrated book
Free. Write N1LK8 BRYANT SI IIOOI. OF PIAXO TININll,

51 nublc Hall, Bultle Crceli. MlchiBag.

SONGS

YOUR MOTHER

USED

TO SING -

Btxby'8 Home Songs is a unique collection

o( the old-time gems (luUabys, planta-

tion songs, minstrel songs, college songs,

patriotic songs, etc.) arranged for four

part singing.

Price, in cloth, ST* P*geSi Ji oo
post paid. Send for firee specimen
pamphlet with index. S. U. Bixby
& Co., 46th Street and Second Avenue,
prooklvn. New York.

iMBirffeA

HALLOWED new and OLD
Byl.ALLANSANKEY.Sonof IRA D.SAN KEY
OVER 1000 CHURCHES USING IT

256 Pages, 100 New Sono's, Responsive Readings
$25. per 100, not prepaid. 35c. per copy by mail
Returnable samples ntaittd lo " earnes' i/ignirers "

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.. New York or Chicago

STAMMERDo
You
Send for my 200 page book with Free Timl

Lesson explaining methods for Home Cure
Established 15 years. Reputation world-wide

G. A.LEWIS. 31 Adelaide St., Detroit. Mic

0)<ai(al©im

"pROBABLY few of us appreciate
L the amount of zest in life which its

mystery imparts. There is a certain

pleasurable excitement in simply

"turning the next leaf."

True, it may open to us a page of

bitter sorrow; button the other hand,

it may hold new and unsuspected joys.

"This is all very well," said one to

whom late years had brought much of

pain, "but within my soul there is only

terror as I contemplate the year to

come. Some new grief is before me,

I know. How can I bear it?"

Shame, shame on such an one!

Carey's great command to mission-

aries applies equally to each of us as

individuals: "Expect great things of

God."
Our "Way-Maker" goes before us, as

the ark led the hosts dry-shod over

Jordan. He will not try us above what
we are able to bear, and he will lead us

in the paths best for our souls.

It is true that we learn chiefly

through experience, and that, in one

sense, we must be constantly remem-
bering, constantly comparing the cir-

cumstances of to-day with those of yes-

terday, in order to act with wisdom.
Yet, in another sense, we must, as

the apostle reminds us, forget the

things which are behind, if we would
use our powers to the best advantage
in pressing forward to the goal.

In one of the daily readings from
Isaiah this view is emphasized:
"Remember not the former things,

neither consider the things of old."

That sweet and human poet, "Susan
Coolidge," voices the same thought
most hopefully when she reminds us
that

Every day is a fresh beginning,
Every mom is the earth made new.

Only the new days are our own.
To-day is ours and to-day alone.

Here are the skies all burnished brightly.

Here is the spent earth all reborn.
Here are the tired limbs, springing lightly

To face the sun and share with the morn.
In the chrism of dew and the cool of dawn.

Fear and worry are the two greatest
foes of the Spirit, next to sin itself.

Let us banish them out of this new
year. Doing the best we can every
day, let us look forward bravely to
each to-morrow. Having "done all,"

let us "stand" in the courage and faith
of our Lord.

To many of us it sometimes seems
hard to tell whether we are walking in
the right way. How can we know
whether we are truly led by Christ?

This is what the highly consecrated
and spiritual Bushnell said on this sub-
ject :

"Does it seem impossible that you
can ever find your way into a path
prepared for you by God and be led
along in it by his mighty counsel? Let
me tell you a secret. It requires a
very close, well-kept life to do this;

a life in which the soul can have con-
fidence always toward God; a life

which allows the Spirit always to abide
and reign. There must be a complete
renunciation of Sv^lf-will."

Henry B. Wright, in his very help-
ful book, The Will of God, says that
there is "a four-fold touchstone," by
which we may learn whether or not we
are walking in Christ's way. We must
have his Purity (Matt. 5: 27-32); his

Honesty (John 8: 44-46; Luke 16:

11) ; his Unselfishness (Luke 14: 33) ;

and his Love (John 15: 12).

Many minor matters are left op-
tional with us, but these four qualities

we must surely have if we would walk
in Christ's way. Let us strive with all

our might to possess them in this new
year.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, Janu-
ary 1. Text : Josh. 3 : 1-17.

Iet's make the Christmas Candy
_^ at home. Use Karo Syrup and follow the easy,

practical Karo recipes—Fondant Creams, Chocolates,

Glace Nuts and Fruits, Fudges, Taffies, "Divinities," etc.

Large Cans, 10c and 15c

The new Karo (Extra Quality)

is exactly the same candy syrup that

the finest confectioners use. Clear as

strained honey—delicate in flavor.

Look for the t:ed label.

Karo (Golden Brown) is fine for

Taffies and Fudges

—

blue label.

Send your name on a postcard
today for the Karo Cook Book

—

Free.

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO.
Dept, 0. NEW YORK P.O. Boi 161

A

Combination
Roasting and Boiling

Fireless Cooker
You'll Ee Surprised at the Low Direct Price I'll Make Yoa
Satistactiun cuaiunieed hy lull .Jl.iiiya' trial or no charge— I'aja for self

fastest—<'ijokH faBteet— No experience oecessary—Saves 8i> per cent on
fuel, time and work—NoQ-rustin^-Tnl^taMinell—Perfect loiulation—Steam
cftn'(«Boape—BoUftaSlea[ns,Stews—Roasts, Bakes,Fries.

30 FULL DAYS' FREE
TRIAL

Compleie, With Genuine
Aluminum Cooklna Utensils
Free. Also Metal Composi-
tion Heat-Radlaters. Can't
Break or Crack.

Cover completely protects cooker
from dust, and makes It useful as

s Beat, Send name today for Over-
12&-Splendid.Recipe book and
CataUi; Free, and low dtreflt-to-

you factory pricei.

'm. Campbell Co., D«pt. 2

_ ^^^^ Detroit, Midi.

BOOK FREE

THIS NEW HAIR BRUSH COMBS AND BRU8E

'

THE HAIR AND MASSAGES THE SCALP.
The greatest modern Inventioa for keeping the hair besD

1

and flaffy and the scalp clean, healthful sod free from >

druff or dirt. Keep the 6calp,clean and properly maw I

and nature will grow tbe iiair. Write for free circolar

AGENTS WANTED.
iDR. GEORGE LTMj

,

217 Dill St.. reorU,(U.

,

Makes and burua its owng
produces a pure white. 8

re, 100 candle power llgl
ek, gmoke, dirt, grease 0}

« YcSJj THE BEST LKf
Lighted instantly. OverMO'
Agents wanted. Write forci

THE BEST IiIGHT«
3.70 B- Sth St.. Canto

YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in yc
Church or Sunday School, and o
for every person when you can|

"FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for loo. Words and music, 83 very be

songs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne, III

Bargains in Holiday Books

H
all

vital

ilcc

linn

c\'e

A Night of Wonders. By Francis Bedford. A
sweet Cliristmas fairy story that makes tlie oUl
feel youiitc asraiii and charms tlie children.
Heautit'ully illustrated in colors. 124 pages.

^ KcKular price, Toe. Our special price, 45c.

On Christmas Day in the Morning. By Grace S.
Richmond. A delijrlitful sift book about a
f.imily long separated from the old folks, but
who all meet tojretlur by surprise under the
roof of tlie home of the old folks. Four colored
illustrations, beautifully desiirned pages. A
story c'leaii in tone and sweet in sentiment.
Our price. ."iOc.

Tommy Smith's Animals : Tommy Smith's Other
Animals. Two books that tell of conversations
by a little bov with the common country
animals, from which he )earns a lot about their
habits and feelings. Regular price for each 60c.
Our special price, 2.5c. each. Postage, 5c. each.

Japanese Boys and Girls. By Alice Colhoun
Haines. Size 10 .x 12)4. Four full-page color
plates, cover in colors, verse and text relating
incidents true to the life of the young Japanese.
A beautiful Christmas book for children. Reg-
ular price. $1.50. Our special price, 50 cents.
Tostage, 10c.

The Teddy Bears. Stories of the doings of a
family of plush bears, and the games they
played "itii the children. Size, 10}4 x Uj^.
Fourteen lull-page illustrations in colors. Just
the book for children's Chri.stinas gift. Our
special price, 50c. Postage, 12c.

The Surprise Book. Easy riddles in verse for
children, explained by the pictures, of which
thcie are 36, full-pasre. Size, 8^ x 12}^. Regular
price, .$1.25. Our price, 50c. Postage, 20c.

The Brown Bears. A hook of Bears. Large full-
page illustrations in tints, witli appropriate
verses. Covers in colors. Size, \2l4 x 9. Regular
price, 75c. Our price, 45c. Postage. 16«.

According to Grandma. Stories and verses, in
which tilings happen in the way Grandma says
they used to, when children were as good as
they should be. With six most amusing and
artistic pictures in color, and 18 in black and
white. A very beautiful book. Size. 9x11^.
Regular price, $1.50. Our Holiday price, 75c.
Postage, 17c.

Boys. A beautiful book showing various ages of
boy life. Four full-page color paintings, each
page illustrated. Appropriate verse by Alice
Colhoun Haines. Size. 10^ x 12. Regular price.
$1.00. Our price, 50c. Postage. 10c.

Girls. A companion booK to "Boys.'* This O
is all about Girls, and the nicest kinds of gi
they are, too. Each page illustrated—fourfll
page illustrations. Verses by Alice C. Haini
Size, 10J4 X 12. Regular price, $1.00. Our pri«

50c. Postage, 10c.

The ChUd's Life of Jesus. By Rev. C. M. Stee
man. As beautiful a volume as we ha.
ever seen. Well bound in durable cove;
printed on excellent paper, uneven edges, lar
type, 423 pages, containing 30 pictures in colt

of unusual quality. Size, 7x9%, IM inches thiCi

It is the story of the birth, life, death ai

resurrection of Jesus, told with a simplicity
language and religious fervor. Regular pric

$2.50. Our price, $1.10. Postage, 20c.

The Young Traders. By Harold Bindloss.
capital story, by a writer of the first order,
the struggles and adventures of two boy
forced to grapple with life in the open, wl
take passage for West Africa in the service-
a company trading there. The two boys a
"bully fellows," and their fortitude will inspi

a cordial liking. Older readers, as well as yont
ones, will enjoy this book. Six illustration

350 pages. Regular price, $1.25. Our price, SOy

Postage, 10c.

England's Story for Children. By E. B. William
A beautiful book, well l)ound in cloth, colorej

cover, and four illustrations in color and fort'

six in black and white. Size, 5K x 79|. Si

pages. The most important periods of EnglMi
history told in a simple and graphic manne
A highly desirable book for all who would wis
more knowledu'e of the Old World. ReguU
price, $1.50. Our price, 75c. Postage, 14e.

Loyal Hearts And True. By Ruth Ogden. Tl!

story of a group of young children, whof
patriotism takes practical form during the WJ
with Spain. Profusely illustrated. Size, 5)4x|

3.52 pages. Regular price, $1.25. Our price, 50i'

Postage, 10c.

The Story of Bacon's Rebellion. By Mary Ne"
ton Stanaid. Just one hundred years befoi

the Revolution the thrilling drama known S

Bacon's Rebellion was enacted in Virginia. Th
prin<'ipal scenes were in Jamestown at th

"Middle Plantation," and at the "Falls of Jam^
River." The two leading characters were Sil

William Berkeley, the Cavalier Governor t

Virginia, and Mr. Nathaniel Bacon, Jr., th

people's champion. Regular price, $1.00. Ou
price, 65c. Postage, 10c.

CHRISTIAN HERALD BOOK DEPT., Bible House, New Yorl



Christian Herald
Home Library
A Set of Eight New Books
For the Entire Family Circle

ALMOST GIVEN AWAY!

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
HOME LIBRARY

1. Practical Suggestions for Mother and Housewife
2. Helpful Talks With Girls

3. Entertainments for Home, Church and School

4. How to Speak and Write Correctly

5. Handy Man's Manual of Facts and Figures

6. Healthful Sports for Boys
7. Business Hints for Men and Women
8. Marvels of Modem Science

HERE is a library that fills a long-felt need in the home. It is

helpful to each and every member of the family. It unites

all of the features of an encyclopedia, so far as they cover the really

vital questions that arise in most homes. No library that we know
of ever attempted to approach the home life from so many dif-

ferent angles as does this library. We have gone to considerable

expense to discover the vital questions that concern most homes,
and once having found them we employed the best writers to dig

deep into the books of knowledge for the best answers and
suggestions that would convey help, happiness and inspiration to the

home circle. Our Home Library is the result. And you will find

every page in every book alive with bright and new ideas, all practical,

all tried, that you can use with profit and pleasure in your home life.

"Business Hints for Men and Wom-
en." Di) )()ii kiiDw lir)\v to Make a
Will, Endorse a Note, Draw up a Hill

of Sale, Make an Investment, Under-
.stand a Deed, etc., etc.? This book
will tell you.

"Entertainments for Home, Church
and School." Do you know liow to en-

tertain company, amuse younf^ folks,

provide holiday pa.stimes? Could you
{ret up some form of amusement for a
church or school social ? This book
will show you how.

"Helpful Talks With Girls." Every
{jirl would like to know how to make
extra money. This liook will tell you
hundreds of ways to do it at home, in

l)usiness, in town, or on (lie farm.

"Practical Suggestions for Mother
and Housewife." Did you secure a
copy of that Government Cook Book?
No? Well, you will find it in this book,
as well as a thousand other hints that

will make j'our home life brighter and
better.

"The Handy Man's Manual" is

filled with practical intVirmation—from
how to get free Government land to I lie

latest kink in automobiles—from how
to build a house to the differences in

standard time.

"Healthful Sports for Boys." The
grovvinj? boy will read (his book from
cover to cover. It contains Uie rules

for every game that every boy should

know—from marbles to baseball—kiie-

flying to skating.

"Marvels of Modern Science." In

these days of Aeroplanes, Wireless

Telegraphy, Radium, Seeing by Wire,

etc., it behooves j'ou to keep up to

date. This book will bring you up to

the minute on all these achievemenis
which people are talking about.

"How to Speak and Write Correctly."

Even if you did receive a good edu-

cation, yt)U may have fallen into the

habit of saying "I seen it" or "1 done
it." If you read the simple hints in

this book you need not go wrong.

Our Offer toYou is as Follows:
The regular subscription price of Thp: Christian Her.\ld is

$1.50 a year. Add One Dollar to your subscription this year (new

or renewal) making $2.50 in all, and we will send you the following :

The Chri.stian Herald (52 issues), Christian Herald &>f^
Home Library (8 volumes), our 1911 Calendar, a Photo- *P ^'
gravure of Dr. Klopsch, All for Only "^

If you do not want all of the Eight Books, simply add 20 cents for each volume

you desire to the subscription price ($1 oO) of The Christian Herald and we will

send them to you, together with the Calendar and Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch.

1.50

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD
195 BIBLE
HOUSE NEW YORK

A Story of Breathless Interest

Stephen, A Soldier of the Cross
By FLORENCE MORSE KINGSLEY

A Good Book for Every Good Home. You can
Secure a Copy of this Book by Merely

Adding 35 Cents to your Christian

Herald Subscription.

MRS. KINGSLEY tells why she
wrote Stephen: "There are those

who have asked me to write this book.
There may be others who shall ques-
tion me because I have written it.

'Assuredly,' these will cry out, 'it is

justly forbidden to ascribe words and
deeds of one's own devising to them
which have been set forever apart in
the pages of the Book of books. The
pen of inspiration has written of
Stephen all that God wills us to know
of him, therefore let us be content.'

"It is true that the story of Stephen
is little known; scarcely for a single
day does the light shine clearly upon
him, and that day the last of his
mortal life. A tale is told of ancient
alchemists, how that they possessed
the power of resurrecting from the
ashes of a perished flower a dim ghost
of the flower itself. In like manner,
may not one gather the fragrant dust
of this vanished life from out the writ-
ings and legends of past ages, and
from it build anew some faint image
of its forgotten beauty?

"Surely in these days, when the
imagination hurries to and fro on the
earth, delving amid all that is low and
evil and noisome for some new panacea
wherewith to deaden, if only for a
moment, the feverish pain in the
hearts of men, it were a good thing to

lift up the eyes of the soul to the con-

templation of those days when the

memory of the living Jesus was yet
fresh in the hearts of His followers;

when His voice still echoed in their
ears; when the glory of the cloud
which had received Him out of their
sight lingered with transfiiruing splen-
dor on all the commonplace happen-
ings of their daily lives; when the
words, 'Lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end,' meant a living presence
all comforting, all powei-ful.
"We are wont to look longingly back

through the dark mists of the ages and
sigh, 'Oh that I had known Him as
they knew Him! But in these hard,
gray days there is no glory that shines,
no voice that speaks, no ecstatic vision
of the Son of Man standing at the
right hand of power.'
"Yet had we lived in those days the

life which many of us live to-day, go-
ing to church and to prayer because
such attendance is a Christian duty;
giving of our abundance to the poor
because our neighbors will marvel if

we withhold; and for the rest, living
as those before the flood, and since also
—eating and drinking, and making
such poor merriment as we are able
in a life which was given us for an-
other purpose—had we lived thus in
those far-off days, would the Pente-
costal flames have descended upon us?
Could the crucified One have said unto
us, 'Lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end?' Would we not rather
have cried out in terror and fled away
from the light of those sad eyes into
darkness, even as did Peter after that
he had denied with curses?"

If 1. /^ i. 1.1^ 0^.^1>- • For only 35 cents added to your subscription
flow to Vaet tne DOOK . to the christian herald, we will send
the Magazine for One Whole Year, our Beautiful 1911 Calendar, a a i« qj-
Splendid Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, and a Copy of the Book entitled, «P I •OO
" Stephen, A Soldier of the Cross." ALL FOUR FOR ONLY 1
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"f^nity^ir^rtCalendar
FREE

V'ANITY FAIR'* is the title of the Armour Calendar for 1911. With pencil, crayon and brush,

Penrhyn Stanlaws, C. Allan Gilbert, James Montgomery Flagg and Henry Hutt have delineated our

American Girl at that mo^ intere^ing moment when enraptured with her new Hat, her new Dress,

her new Jewels and box of freshly cut flowers. She is both charmed and charming. These four illustrations

have an exquisitely designed cover in colors by Walter Ufer, usmg the peacock and rosebush to embody the idea

contained in the calendar.

No calendar from the higher priced art shops can excel it in artistic merit and attractiveness—it is admitted

to be the acme of the printer's art, and this we offer free to you.

How to Get It.

Send in three wrappers from Armour's Transparosa, Sylvan

Toilet or Supertar Soap, with 4 cents to cover postage, or 25 cents

in stamps, and we will send the calendar by return mail.

Art Proofs for Framing

We have reproduced a limited number of these drawings on

extra size paper, with all printing left off. These are ideal for

framing. We will send the one you select, prepaid, for 25 cents,

or the set, with a calendar, for $ 1 .00.

We Make This Offer So You May Become Better Acquainted With the

^rmourToilet Articles
For as the pictured beauties of the Calendar are enraptured with their

new possessions, so will you be enraptured with the purity and delicacy of

the Armour toilet articles when you have tried them.

All that the most exacting woman could demand for shampoo, bath

and dressing table is found in these master-productions of the famous

Armour laboratories. They set a new standard of perfection.

Sylvan Toilet Soap

is an absolutely pure

product of the Armour

laboratories. Its cleans-

ing, softening effect

upon the skin is mar-

velous. It may be had in any one of six

delicate perfumes : heliotrope, rose, sandal-

wood, carnation, violet, lilac.

Depf, of Toilei Soap

Transparosa is a

clear, amber trans-

parent soap, perfumed

with an especially

delicate attar of rose.

It is carefullyseasoned

and lathers plentifully in the hardest water.

All dealers carry
Armour Toilet Articles

ARMOUR^"COMPANY
SECTION X

Supertar represents

the absolute perfection

of a shampoo soap.

It is made from triple-

distilled extract of

Southern Pine Tar,

and affords a plentiiul, pure white lather. It is

in the highest degree beneficial to the scalp,

leaving the hair soft, fluffy and lustrous.

CHICAGO
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Que^ions and Answers
In forwarding MSS. to THE CHRIS-

TIAN HERALD, enclose stamped enve-

lopes for return, if unavailable.

R. V. M., Brownville, Neb. 1. Can a saloon-

keeper be a Christian while engaged in that

'. business? 2. Can a Christian support by

his ballot a party he knows will license the

saloon, if elected to office ?

'< 1. As soon as he becomes a Christian he will

Promptly get out of the liquor business, which

|uins both soul and body. No man can serve

two masters whose interests are diametrically

ipposed. 2. We believe a man should vote as

lie prays. Here is a question, however, of

choosing the least of two evils. It may happen

that a vote "for conscience's sake" will elect no-

body, and many, knowing this, will vote for the

better of the other candidates. If all votes

were truly "conscience votes" the saloon would

^oon disappear.

M. E. W., Roselle, N. J. Please tell me the

\
author of the poem beginning

"At the close of the day when the hamlet

V is still,"

E and where it can be found.

• It is by James Beattie (born in Scotland,

1735, died 180.3). and is called "The Hermit."

It may be found in any volume of his works.

And in many anthologies—for one, Dana's

household Book of Poetry.

B., Cohoes, N. Y. 'What is the distinction

between a fruit and a vegetable?

j
"Vegetable" in its widest sense, includes all

the productions of the vegetable kingdom, thus

taking in the so-called fruits. As the term is

generally used, however, it means plants culti-

vated for the table. A "fruit" is technically

defined as the matured ovary of a plant and

all that it contains or is connected with. It is

often used to mean whatever the earth pro-

duces.

C. T., Vineland, N. J. Please explain John
14: 3, wherein Christ says "And if I go,"

etc. Did Christ have any doubt about go-

ing?

None whatever. The "if" is not to be taken

as expressing doubt and was not so intended.

It is as though he had said : "I go to prepare a

place for you, and thuugli I go, I will come
Again." The whole tenor of verses 2, 3 and 4

Show the clear purpose and meaning of the

Master's words.

$. S., Richfield Springs, N. Y. What are. the

I
highest altitudes in the States of Massa-

i chusetts. New Hampshire, New York, Ver-
mont, Connecticut and Rhode Island ?

Massachusetts, Mount Greylock, 3,505 ; New
Hampshire, Mount Washington, 6.290 : New
York, Mount Marcy in the Adirondacks, 6,290 ;

Vermont, Mount Mansfield, 4,406 ; Connecticut,

Bear Mountain, 2,355 ; Rhode Island, Durfee
Hill, 805.

C. E. P., Brooklyn, N. Y. The case of the con-

ductor of a street railway car making a

fortune, or becoming independent, should

encourage young men to save. We have
had many examples before us in the 1 es

of men who have become prominent.
Among them Governor Johnson of Minne-
sota ; Governor N. P. Banks of Massachu-
setts, who was a bobbin boy in a mill

;

Senator A. P. Gorman, who was a mes-
senger boy (page) at thirteen ; Andrew

; Carnegie, Thomas A. Edison, Edward Ole-

son, who was a telegraph messenger boy,

and whose parents can hardly write their

< own names, and many more whom we
could mention. I cannot, however, quite

agree with what you have previously pub-
lished regarding child labor, endorsing the

sentiments of the so-called Child Labor
Association, for if they had their way,
most of these boys would have been put in

charitable institutions, instead of having
gone to work at thirteen years of age. I

left school myself when I was fourteen, and
I thank God that I was permitted to do

•- something at an early age to help support
/ the family.

The notable cases mentioned by our corre-

spondent only serve to show that there are

exceptions to the general rule, universally recog-

nized, that education is of the greatest advan-
tage to youth, and that only those with unusual
riative ability and force of character can rise in

the world without it. To-day, an ignorant,

uneducated boy or girl stands a poor chance in

the battle of life. A single generation has

completely transformed conditions in this re-

spect.

V. S. McN., Pasadena, Tex. How does it

come that the 19th chapter of II. Kings and

the 37th chapter of Isaiah are exactly alike,

word for word ?

There was a regular series of state annals,

both for the kingdoms of Judah and Israel, and

these were drawn upon from time to time by

later historians, as well as by other writers and

poets. In addition to these national annals

there were extant, at the time the two books of

Kings were compiled, separate works of the

various prophets which bore the same relation

to the annals as the historical parts of Isaiah

and Jeremiah bear to those portions of the

annals preserved in the books of Kings. In

of 500 Christian Science reading-rooms and

libraries scattered through the country. If

foreign countries are included, the cult has

almost 1,000 churches and a membership esti-

mated at about 2,000,000.

G. L. G., Hulls Cove, Me. 1. Did Adam lose

his soul when he disobeyed God ? Did he

repent? 2. Can you tell anything about

the "Pillar of Fire" sect, and what they

claim as their beliei ?

1, On account of his disobedience, Adam was
alienated from God ; but the Scripture gives

evidence that he repented of his sin. 2. We
know nothing of the sect you mention.

Reader, Milwaukee, Wis. What classes of work-

ers are included in the United States Steel

Corporation's pension scheme?

First. Employees who have served 20 years or

more and who if men are now 70 years old and

Professor Garner and "Susie" at the Bronx Zoo

l^O scientist has been more tireless in his chosen field than Professor Garner, who has been studying

the habits of monkeys and apes for man.v years. He has returned recently from Africa, bringing

a monkey called " Susie." The animal shows remarkable intelligence, and the Professor hopes to learn

through her more of the sounds and signs by which these creatures communicate.

some instances they were mere duplicates ; in

others they were fuller and more copious ac-

counts of certain events. "Thus," as one com-
mentator remarks, "the acts of Uzziah, written

by Isaiah, were probably identical with the his-

tory of his reign in the national chronicles, and
part of the history of Hezekiah we know was
identical in the Chronicles and in Isaiah." For
an example where the prophetic account gives

greater fulness see II. Kings 20, and compare
with Isaiah 38. The latter alone gives Heze-
kiah's writing.

B M., Chicago, 111. What is the estimated
numerical strength of Christian Science and
how many churches are there belonging to

that faith?

At present there are ft68 Christian Science
churches in the United States, having 85,096
communicants. In addition, there are upwards

if women 60 ; second, employees who have
served 20 years (men 60, women 50) ; third,

employees who have served 20 years and have
become incapacitated in service. Pensions run

from $12 a month to $1,200 a year.

M. A. S., Lockport, N. Y. How is it when you
have prayed earnestly for anything, and
the answer seems to come, yet it proves not

to be the answer after all, but rather

brings you trouble, and at times it seems
as if it would spoil your life?

We are but children, even the wisest of us.

Our Father knows better than we what is for

our good. He will withhold "no good thing"

from those who love him ; but if we in our un-

wisdom ask for that which he knows would be

to our hurt, his goodness will withhold it and
give us something far better in answer to our

petition. What we may consider evil may be

only discipline. Trust him and keep on pray-
ing, with confidence that he knows best and
will do more than we can even ask.

M. K., Sutherlin, Va. 1. Which is correct,

"I would rather go than stay," or "I had
rather go," etc. ? 2. Is there any special

name for the skull and crossbones repre-
senting poison ?

1. "I would rather go" is the more modern '

form. ; 2. The "death's head" is the term ap-
'

plied to the skull and crossbones. We cannot
answer your other question.

L. H., Roanoke, Va. How many people are
regularly employed by our government?

According to the report of 1909, the govern-
ment had on the first of July, 370,065 em-
ployees. In Washington it had 28,947 em-
ployees in the various departments.

Miscellaneous
Reader, Newbury, W. Va. Send full name

and address for reply by mail.

F. A. W., Bellingham, Wash. It is generally
known that Mrs. Julia Ward Howe was a
Unitarian.

Mrs. W. S., Milton, Wis. You can get full

information by addressing S^retary, Bureau of

Mining, Washington, D. C.

W. A.. Springfield, 111. The usual limit of

age for life insurance is eighty. Accident in-

surance extends between the ages of eighteen
and sixty-five.

D. W., Attleboro, Mass. Leonardo da Vinci
painted the "Last Supper" in oils on the wall

of the refectory of the Convent of Santa Maria
delle Grazie in Milan. It was original and is

considered the best painting of that subject.

A Boer subscriber in South Africa writes:
"Kindly allow an amendment in the answer to

R. R. McP.'s question in Our Mail-Bag : 'What
is the translation of the word Boer, applied to

people of South Africa?' (September 14, page
820. ) The similarity between the words boer

and boor (a peasant), has given rise to a mis-
conception which we have ceased to resent in

the English, but would be glad to see corrected

in Dutch-loving America. The word boer means
simply a farmer ; but here in South Africa the

term has been applied, during centuries, to

land owners, many of them the most noble and
highly cultured men in the land. The highest

officials, among others the Dutch governors,

Johan Van Riebeeck (1G57), and Simon Van
dor Stal and his son, whose estates are shown
to this date, as well as many high-born French
Huguenots, were Boeren, or Boers. And, to

come down to our own times, men like the

Hon. J. X. Merriman and General Louis Botha
are Boeren. Therefore, to the wonderment of

many in other lands who respect us, we glory

in the term."

A Blessing in the Home
Very precious is your paper in this home. I

prize it highly and it is no more than right to

say I think it improved. I hope you may live

long to do this glorious Christian work. Your
premium and book arrived safely. I don't

think you can realize how very much I prize

them—the photogravure and book in particular.

They will be a source of great comfort to me
this winter. H. A. F.

Buffalo, N. Y.

A Bee Lover

JOHN MUIR, the veteran geologist

of our West Coast, who loves nature

quite as much as he does life, and whom
every one loves because of this love of

his, thus writes of the bees that gather
nectar in the blossom-covered foothills

of the Sierra Nevada:
"Humming-moths and humming-

birds seldom set foot upon a flower, but

poise on the wing in front of it, and
reach forward as if they were sucking

through straws. But bees, though
dainty as they, hug their favorite flow-

ers with profound cordiality, and push
their blunt, poUeny faces against them,

like babies on their mother's bosom.

And fondly, too, with eternal love,

does Mother Nature clasp her small

bee babies, and suckle them, multitudes

at once, on her warm Shasta breast."
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Mrs. Carnegie The Family Residence on Fifth Avenue, New York Mr. Carnegie in his Library

CARMEGi:
SHORT but trimly built, with a well-knit upright

figure, in which there is just the faintest sug-

gestion of a stoop; a face that is ever smiling

and kindly in spite of its lines of unmistakable firm-

ness; a pair of merry twinkling eyes; a mouth
which, half concealed by its neatly-trimmed, snowy
mustache, seems about to laugh, and a beard that is

white enough yet not quite long enough to be

patriarchal—such is Andrew Carnegie, the hard-

headed, big-hearted old ironmaster, whose great

gifts to education and a variety of other worthy
causes have just been crowned by the gift of

$11,500,000 to be devoted to the creation of a fund
for the advancement of the World's Peace.

Although Mr. Carnegie has already given

awav $168,000,000 of his colossal fortune, in-

cluding $.53,000,000 for libraries, $20,000,000

to colleges, and several other benefactions each

in excess of $10,000,000, there is probably no

gift of them all that will win him so much
esteem and hearty approval, both here and in

other lands, as his splendid offering to the

cause of world peace.

For many months, Mr. Carnegie has been

debating with himself the matter of using a

considerable part of his great wealth for the

propagation of peace doctrines. He has long

been an ardent advocate of international arbi-

tration, and readers of The Christian
Herald already know of his generous gift of

$1,7.50,000 for the erection of the Peace Temple
at The Hague, Holland, as a place of assembly

for the peace and arbitration courts. In re-

cent years, he has been a foremost figure at all

the notable peace gatherings on both sides of

the Atlantic. He has been the lavish host of

many distinguished peace propagandists, and

his spacious mansion on Fifth Avenue, New
York, has been visited by many of the advo-

cates of arbitration. After much deliberation,

he decided upon a plan of action which was
carried out on Wednesday, December 14, when
he formally transferred to a corporation of

his own creation, bonds valued at $11,500,000

to establish the Carnegie Peace Fund, for the

purpose of hastening the abolition of war and
promoting the happiness and progress of the

human race.

This notable event took place in Washington,

D. C, in the rooms of the Carnegie Research

Foundation. To twenty-seven trustees, whom
he had chosen, the old ironmaster read the

deed of gift passing over to their hands prop-

erty which brings an assured income of over

$1,000,000. These trustees are: United States

Senator Elihu Root, New York; Dr. Nich-

olas Murray Butler, Columbia University;

Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, Carnegie Founda-

tion; Joseph H. Choate, New York; Albert H.

Smiley, Lake Mohonk; Dr. Charles W. Eliot, Mas-

sachusetts; James Brown Scott, State Department;

John W. Forster, formerly Secretary of State; An-

drew J. Montague, Virginia; William M. Howard,

Georgia; Judge Thomas Burke, Washington; James
L. Slayden, Texas; Andrew D. White, Robert S.

Brookings, Missouri; Samuel Mather, Ohio; J. G.

Schmidlapp. Ohio; Arthur William Foster, Cali-

fornia; R. A. Franks, New Jersey; Charlemagne
Tower, Oscar Straus, Austen G. Fox, New York;

John L. Cadwalader, New York; John Sharp Wil-

liams, Mississippi; C. L. Taylor, Pennsylvania;

From a recent photograph

Mr. Andrew Carnegie

George W. Perkins, New York; Robert S. Wood-
ward, Washington, and Cleveland H. Dodge, New
York.

In the trust deed, it is explained that the revenue

of the Fund "is to be administered by you to hasten

the abolition of international war, the foulest blot

upon our civilization. The nation is criminal which

refuses arbitration and drives its adversary to a

tribunal which knows nothing of righteous judg-
ment." It favors President Taft's plan of including

even so-called questions of national honor among
those to be referred to Courts of Arbitration. Mr.
Carnegie, in the trust deed, has this to say concern-

ing the questions of "national honor" which
are hot now submitted to arbitration

:

"Honor is the most dishonored word in our

language. No man ever touched another man's
honor; no nation ever dishonored another na-

tion; all honor's wounds are self-inflicted."

The deed urges the trustees to press the

work of harmonizing the Western republics.

It makes the point that no nation or govern-

ment should sit as judge in its own cause. It

urges effort to secure the passage of a treaty

agreeing to settle all disputes between America
and Great Britain by arbitration, and adds:

"If the English-speaking race adopts such a

treaty we shall not have to wait long for other

nations to join."

The concluding paragraph in the trust deed

is as follows:
"When civilized nations enter into such

treaties as named or war is discarded as dis-

graceful to civilized men, as personal war
(dueling) and man selling and buying (slav-

ery) have been discarded within the wide-

bound areas of our English-speaking race, the

trustees will please then consider what is the

next most degrading remaining evil or evils

whose banishment—or what new elevatmg

element or elements, if introduced or fostered,

or both combined—would most advance the

progress, elevation and happiness of man, and

so on from century to century without end

my trustees of each age shall determine how
they can best aid man in the upward march to

higher and higher stages of developments un-

ceasingly, for now we know that as a law of

his being 'man was created with the desire and

capacity for improvement, to which, perchance,

there may be no limit short of perfection even

here in this life upon earth. Let my trustees,

therefore, ask themselves from time to time,

from age to age, how they can best help man
in his glorious ascent onward and upward,

and to this end devote this fund."

The names of Louise Whitfield Carnegie

Continued on page 123^
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WHAT is Life? I went to the dictionary for

a definition and it said: "Life is the period

of existence between birth and death." I

went to the scientists—those who call themselves

"biologists" and should therefore certainly know

—

and Herbert Spencer, their illustrious spokesman,

gave this translucent answer: "Life is a definite

combination of heterogeneous changes, simultaneous

and successive, in correspondence with external co-

existence and sequences." Then I questioned the

poets. Shakespeare likened it to a drama:

Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow ; a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more.

Sir Walter Raleigh, from his cell in London
Tov/er, suggested the similitude of a journey:

Give me my scallop-shell of quiet.

My staff of faith to lean upon.
My scrip of joy—immortal diet!—
My bottle of salvation.

My gown of glory, hope's true gauge.
And thus I take my pilgrimage.

But quaint George Herbert said it was like a

ramble through the fields on a summer's day

:

I made a posie while the day ran by ;

Here will I smell my remnant out and tie

My life within this band.
But time did beckon to the flowers ; and they.
By noon, most cunningly did steal away
And wither in my hand.

I then took my query to the pagan dreamers.
Pindar said, "Life is the shadow of a dream."
Lucian likened it to a storm at sea, where "men like

bubbles rise," reflect the glory of the heavens for a
brief moment and then vanish forever. Pliny's

metaphor was of a larger sort: "It is a river," he
said, "taking its rise at a fountain among the hills,

gathering volume as it pursues its foaming, down-
ward way, anon flowing calmly through the green
valleys, and losing itself at last in the bosom of a
boundless sea."

Then I opened the Book of books; and I heard
God saying, "Thy days are swifter than a post;

they are as the eagle that hasteth to the prey" (Job
9: 25, 26). They are as a shadow (Job 8:9); they
pass away as the foam upon the water (Hosea 10:

7). As a flower of the field, so thou flourishest; for

the wind passeth over thee and thou art gone (Ps.

.103: 15, 16). Thou art like the grass which grow-
eth up: in the morning it flourisheth and groweth
up; in the evening it is cut down and withereth
(Ps. 90: 5, 6) ; or as the grass upon the housetops
which withereth before it even groweth up (Ps. 129 :

6). Thy years are as an handbreadth (Ps. 39: 5).

Thy coming and going are as the removal of a shep-
herd's tent (Isa. 38: 12). Thy life is soon over, as

a tale that is told.

This World Not Our Home

The story-teller is an interesting figure in the
Oriental life of the olden time. He served not
merely as a purveyor of news, in the absence of

books and newspapers, but also as the narrator of

legends and traditions. You will still meet with
him in the desert encampments. At night the Bed-
ouins gather in a circle, their swarthy faces glisten-

ing in the torchlight, their forms bent forward and
eyes attent upon the story-teller, whose gestures,

calm or violent, are adjusted to his theme. His
voice is tranquil as he leads his hearers to the wars;
monotonous along the weary march; rising to en-

thusiasm at the approach of the enemy; reaching a
shrill frenzy amid the clash of arms; sinking again
to monotone along the homeward trudge; closing

with a song beneath a lady's window. The tale is

told; the listeners have dispersed; the lights are out;

the solemn silence of the desert is over all.

Such is life. To-day, to-morrow and the day
after, and then /;'«/.?. Why not? Would you have it

interminable as a Chinese drama? Here is the ordi-

nance: "The days of our years are threescore years
and ten, and if by reason of strength they be four-

score years, yet is their strength labor and sorrow;
for it is soon cut ofi', and we fly away." Our hap-
piness depends in large measure on our cheerful

acceptance of that decree. A recent writer defines

life as "a continual struggle with death, with the

* Minister of the Marble Collegiate Church, New York City.

Text : Ps. 90 : 9. "We spend our years as a tale that is told."

certainty of being conquered at last." That is an

unworthy view. There are considerations which

make it clear to thoughtful people that our proper

attitude is not one of stoical indifference or stolid

surrender, but rather a calm and grateful acquies-

cence in the limitation of our present life.

First: The world was never intended to be the

abode of immortal man. The house is too little and
the tenant too great. A man is made in God's like-

ness; his nature is overarched by infinity; his life is

a bundle of incalculable potencies. The world is

only twenty-five thousand miles in circumference;

and the meanest man who walks upon its surface
can belt it with his thought in the twinkling of an
eye. It is inconceivable that God should have made
such a creature and quickened him with a spark of

his own being, to the end that he might walk on
terra firma with leaden feet, eat, drink, laugh, die,

and be shut up finally in a leasehold of six feet of

greensward.

When Old Age Comes

No; man is not for this world; and this world is

not for him. The disparity is too great between the
habitat and the inhabitant. When Darius offered

Alexander all the country lying west of the Eu-
phrates in exchange for his daughter's hand, his

favorite Parmenio said: "If I were thou, I would
accept it." To which Alexander replied: "So would
I, were I Parmenio." If the narrow view which
prevails in some quarters were correct—that man is

the remote descendant of a mollusk, that he is

merely a hundred and fifty pounds of bone and sinew
with nothing but phosphorus in his brain-cells

—

that he is "a stomach with its appurtenances" and
nothing more—the world would, indeed, be quite

large enough for him; but for immortal beings it is

simply "an inn where travelers bait, then post
away."

The second reason for acquiescence in the Ivmita-

tion of life is that its machinery ivears out. In the
Book of Ecclesiastes there is a striking picture of

the decay of the physical powers. In old age,

Koheleth says, "the keepers of the house do tremble
and the strong men bow themselves"; that is, the
limbs are palsied and bowed with infirmity. "Those
that look out of the windows be darkened"; poor
old eyes! "The doors shall be .shut in the streets

when the sound of the grinding is low"; the

shrunken lips are pursed. "He shall rise up at the

voice of the bird"; no need of chanticleer; the twit-

ter of a sparrow awakes him. "And all the daugh-
ters of music are brought low"; or as Shakespeare
puts it, "His big, manly voice, turning again toward
childish treble, pipes and whistles in his sound."
"He is afraid of that which is high"; a long steep

road is Via Dolorosa to him. "Fears are in the way;
the almond tree blossoms"; his head is crowned
with silver. "The grasshopper is a burden, desire

fails": It is time to go!
The mental faculties also yield to advancing years.

I remember an aged figure that used to shuffle in

slippers along the Yale campus. Time was when
the voice of that man rang like a clarion and the
multitude was swayed by his eloquence as by magic.
Alas, he had become a lean and slippered pantaloon,
babbling and maundering as he tottered on his way.
This is ever the dread of those who feel the burden
of increasing years. They would not linger until

memory fails and the wits go wool-gathering. Far
better is it to go hence, pausing at the borderline of
earth and heaven only to drink at the fountain of
perpetual youth, and then to live forever

!

A Better World Awaits Us

But—and this is sorrow's crown of sorrows—the
heart also wears out. At life's outset it puts forth
tendrils, clasping a friend here and another there,
which as years advance are sundered one by one.
"I feel like one who treads alone some banquet hall
deserted." In the art gallery at the Columbian
Exposition was a picture by Josef Israel, represent-
ing an old man sitting with his face bowed between
his wrinkled hands. On the bed near by lay his
wife—dead. The light of his eyes gone out! The
title of the picture was "Alone." Who would care
to linger under such circumstances? The home
empty, the hearthstone cold, the heart desolate.
Aye, s'irely, it is time to go.

The third reason for acquiescence in the divine

decree as to the transitoriness of life, is that a place

is prepared for i(s in a better ivorld. "In my Father's
house," said Jesus, "are many mansions; if it were
not so, I would have told you; I go to prepare a place

for you." The world whither we are bound will be
so adjusted to our nature as to afford ample room
for the exercise of its divine energies. Our life

there will be free from the hamperings of time and
space. "Now are we the sons of God, and it doth
not yet appear what we shall be."

Life a Preparatory School

Our days here are school days. This world is

just the right place for preparation for a better one.
Its pains and disappointments, its sorrows and ad-
versities have in them the possibilities of character.
The real life is beyond. In Heidelberg I saw once
a group of students coming down the street in merry
mood, one of whom was quite gray with age. I was
told that he was of noble blood and independent
fortune, and that he had been more than forty years
in the curriculum of the university with no ambi-
tion, seemingly, to be graduated. So is the man
who has no outlook beyond this handbreadth of
time.

Death is "Commencement." It is the gateway
into a larger and more real world of affairs. It is

promotion to higher tasks and nobler responsibili-

ties. It was a sad day for the Class of Sixty-seven
when, at the close of our college course at New
Haven, we gathered on the campus for our mutual
farewell. Our friendships had been cemented by
four years of loving comradeship, and the tears we
shed that day were tears of genuine grief. Yet,
had the opportunity been given to remain in the
vmiversity, there was not one among us who would
not have answered, "No! Our preparation is fin-

ished; the world beckons; our hearts are beating-

fast with hope and high purpose and aspiration; we
must go!"

The First Duty of the New Year

The solemn thought that we emphasize at the
threshold of the New Year is this: Let ii-s make the
utmost of our opportunities of preparation for the
larger life. Two things are necessary : one is to get
rid of sin; and this can only be done by a frank
acceptance of Christ who died to redeem us. Until
we have attended to that matter, all good resolu-

tions are futile. When Sir Thomas More was a
prisoner in the Tower of London a friend suggested
that his unkempt beard should be shorn. His an-
swer was, "There is a controversy between the king
and myself as to my head; and until that be settled,

I will take no trouble with it." The soul's welfare
is the prime consideration; pending its reconciliation

with an offended God, all other matters are of minor
consequence. An acceptance of Christ is the final

determination of destiny; it should therefore be
attended to at once.

Having thus gotten rid of sin, the total remainder
of preparation is to get used to service. By our
apprenticeship here in the kingdom of Christ we
should be fitting ourselves for the larger duties and
responsibilities that await us. A college boy who
squanders his study hours is naturally affrighted by
the thought of the examinations incident to gradua-
tion. Let us be scrupulous in the discharge of
every duty, knowing well the eternal issues that flow

from faithfulness here and now. "Do ye nexte
thynge." Follow close in the footsteps of Him of
whom it is written, "He went about doing good."
A pastor tells of a crippled parishioner confined

to her room but zealous of good works, who thus
expressed the purpose of her life

:

I must be doing something for the weary and the sad,

I must be giving forth the love that makes my heart so glad ;

For God so fills my spirit with a joy that passeth show,
I fain would do his bidding in the only way I know.

So to sufl^ering and to sorrow I shall always give my heart.

And pray to God that every day I may some good impart,
•Some little act of kindness, some simple word of cheer,

To make some drooping heart rejoice or stay some falling tear.

And when I've crossed the river and passed its waters o'er.

And feel that some will miss me upon the other shore.

My grateful spirit ever shall bless the Lord divine,

Who crowns the humblest efforts of a human love like mine.

The year is before us. It is Terra Incognita, an
unknown country of duties and dangers. One of

Continued on next page
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A Tale That Is Told
Continued from Tpreceding page

J:he customary admonitions at the bor-
der is, "This year we may die." It is

far more pertinent to say, "This year
we must live." For Hving is more
solemn than dying. It means respon-
sibility, day by day, hour by hour.
Patience is heroism; faithfulness is

success; steadfastness is ultirnate tri-

umph. These are the virtues that
shine brightest in the divine inventory.
On Riverside Drive, just under the

shadow of the Grant Monument, is a
solitary gravestone inscribed, "To an
Amiable Child." It was over a century
ago that this child lived sweetly, un-
selfishly, amiably for a little while and
then returned to God. But who shall
estimate the value of that little life?

Or who shall say that in the final reck-
oning the modest gravestone may not
overshadow the monument of the great
commander? For it is not success but
faithfulness that tells, after all.

I wish you a happy Neiv Year; a
year of God's peace in the conscious-
ness of duty done; a year of simple
faith in the divine goodness and of
clear outlook toward the heavenly
hills; a year of sweet communion with
Jesus and close following in his steps;

a year like that pleasant walk to

Emmaus of which the disciples said.

"Did not our hearts burn within us
while he talked with us by the way?"

(See "THE CHILDREN'S PULPIT"
in Adjoining Columnl

An Exhibition For Riders and Fliers

ONE of the interesting features of

the Eleventh Automobile Show,
which begins in the Grand Central
Palace in New York, on New Year's
Eve, is that a large section will be set

aside for the new auto of the air

—

the flying machine—so that both those

who ride and those who fly can see

what the inventors have been doing in

the last twelve months. Twenty-five
foreign and American aeroplanes will

be shown in addition to seventy-five

models. The automobile exhibition

shows what great strides have been
made in horseless vehicle construction.

Fifty thou-sand dollars have been spent

to decorate the exhibtion hall.

How It Won Its Way Into a Home
I trust the names I sent you will all

make life-long subscribers to your
beautiful paper that thrills with in-

spiration. When I subscribed first,

one member of our family said, "What
made you sub.scribe for such a paper?"
but I noticed that after the first issue

he was the first to get the paper, and
it was read from cover to cover before

I had taken it six months, so I see how
it threads its way through in our fam-
ily and know it does so everywhere.
I hope the circulation will expand until

it's in every home.
Biiford, ^^ D. Mrs. H. J. R.

ANVIL STROKES
..Very often small service results

in great joy.

. . Even the small favors of God are

wondrously large.

..Sometimes a rough way teaches

us to mend our ways.
. . Depending upon Providence is not

suspending operations.

. . It takes more than length of days

to constitute a good old age.

. . A week of industry is a good
preparation for the day of rest.

. .Yoi) cannot build a solid life with

a frozen heart for a foundation.

. .The wise man kno vs the difference

between pleasure and happiness.

. . Never does a man fall until he has
first eotten out of perpendicular.

. .When the bins of memory are well

stored with good things one is pre-

pared for the winter of life.

. .The rainbow of promise is to be

seen through the tears of penitence,

and not through those of regret.

M. G. Rambo.

Heaven in Nineteen Hundred and Eleven
By Rev. J. M. FARRAR, D.D.*

SUNDAY, January first, 1911. Three ones, like memory hooks.
What shall we hang on them? Three facts, one for each hook.
Sunday is the first day of the New Year, the first day of the

new month and the first day of the new week. How glad we are
that the New Year has such a good beginning! A good beginning
should have a good ending. Can you see to the end of the year? If
you look that far you will see three more facts for the hooks. First
fact: The year 1911 is bounded on the East by Sunday and on the
West by Sunday. Second fact: Five months, nearly half the
months of the year, have each five Sundays. We can almost call it

a rest year. Third fact: The last Sunday of 1911 gives its blessing:
upon the first week of 1912. Three ones, but what shall we do with
the figure nine? It tells us that the new year is fine and that our
lives should be like a rhym.e and on time.

THINK of a motto for the New Year. Think out loud, and I shall

write it large. A little louder, please. Fine! I shall write it

loud. Motto: "Nineteen hundred and eleven—A full year in heaven."
That will be fine and we shall all start on time. You cannot come
with us? Is it possible that you do not want to be with us in

heaven in 1911? Come and whisper to me your reason for saying
"No." "If I must die it will make me cry." But why die? We are

not talking about crying, sighing or dying; we are talking about
living. But my teacher says, "When we die we go to heaven." That
is true, but we cannot go to heaven when we die unless we have
been living in heaven before we die.

When I was at Princeton Theological Seminary a great and
good man, Charles Hodge, taught us how to live in heaven. A
student asked Dr. Hodge, "Where is heaven?" His answer was,
"Heaven is where Christ is." If you will read the story of Christ
in the home of Martha and Mary you will know what is meant by
heaven on earth. Lazarus died, that is, he went through the door of

death from his earth-heaven into a larger heaven. Martha and
3Iary were lonesome without their brother. Christ just opened the

door of death and brought him back.

IF you are with Christ during this new year you will be in heaven.

Living with Christ on earth and doing what he wants us to do is

living in heaven. But you say Christ died and was buried. That
is true, but you must also remember that when he found that the

world was so lonesome without him he came back. The angels were

sorry for us and came down and rolled away the stone from his tomb.

Christ came right out into the garden and began talking and living

with his friends. He is here and is with us all the time except when
we run away from him.
You cannot get into heaven now, but heaven can get into you.

Heaven is within us, in our hearts. You may not live in a beautiful

place and you may not have a handsome face, but you can have
heaven in your heart. Walter Scott, in Ivanfioe, tells us about a

beautiful home. The road to this house was an alley, and you had
to pass through a stable. But when you passed the second door you
came into a palace, everything the art of the East could make and
the wealth of the prince could purchase. Like this home you may
not look fine from the outside, but you can have in your heart all the

beauty and happiness of heaven.

Those who want to be happy in 1911 can have heaven; those who
just want earth and earthly things cannot enjoy heaven in 1911.

TELL you a story? There is an old legend of a swan and a crane.

A beautiful swan alighted by the banks of the water in which

the crane was wading about, seeking snails. The crane viewed the

swan in stupid wonder, and then inquired, "Where doyou come from?"

"I came from heaven," replied the swan.

"And where is heaven?"

"Heaven!" said the swan. "Heaven! Have you never heard of

heaven?" And then the beautiful bird went on to describe the gran-

deur of the eternal city. She told of streets of gold, and the gates

and walls made of precious stones; of the river of life, pure as

crystal, upon whose banks is the tree whose leaves shall be for the

healing of the nations. In eloquent terms the swan sought to

describe the other world, but without arousing the slightest interest.

Finally the crane asked, "Are there any snails there?"

"Snails!" repeated the swan, "No! of course not."

"Then," said the crane, as it continued its search along the shmy

banks of the pools. "You can have your heaven. I want snails.

"Snails! You can have pails full of them," answered the swan

"But you cannot get into heaven in nineteen eleven if you do not

enjoy "the things that are in heaven."

Tt lies around us like a cloud,

A world we do not see :

Vet the sweet closing of an eye

May bring us there to be.

- Pastor First Reformed Churrh. Erookl>-n. N. Y. Test: Matt. 6:33.

Its sentle breezes fan our cheek ;

Amid our worldly cares

Its gentle voices whisper love.

And mingle with our prayers.

|ol

The King's Fool

LONG ago, there lived and reigned a
i mighty King, who had a court

Jester who made him merry at times,
when his heart was heavy with cares
of state. The Jester's pranks and
antics pleased the court and mightily
amused the nobles.
But the King knew that the Jester,

whose simple mind was to him as clear
as water, was a fool. While others
about his court grew rich and power-
ful, the Jester let fortune go by un-
heeded, and his laugh and song and
merry quip were ever ready, though his
purse was empty, and but for the
King's largess, he would often have
gone hungry while others feasted. Yet
there were many outside the court who
knew that the Jester's coat of motley
covered a kind heart and a generous.
On a festival day the King, willing

to make sport for his nobles, handed
the Jester a staff, with a head of gold
on which was the royal seal.

"This for thy folly. Jester," said he,
"and when thou meetest one who is a
greater fool than thyself, give him the
staff."

The Jester bowed low, until his cap
and bells touched the floor; and as he
withdrew, carrying the staff, the
nobles laughed aloud.

There came a day, in the midst of
his great undertakings, when the King
fell sick. His physicians saw that the
hand of death was on him, yet they
feared to tell him. But the King
divined the cause of their silence, and
at last the oldest among them sum-
moned the courage to say that his
lord's sickness was mortal, and that
he would soon make an end of life.

When they had gone, there came the
King's wives and sons and daughters
to the sick chamber, but he could not
be comforted. He tossed on his couch,
and bemoaned his fate. And as he
lamented, the Jester came and stood,
silent and white, beside his master, his
face full of grief.

"Oh fool," said the dying monarch.
"Thou seest me sick unto death. I am
about to take a long journey hence."

"Yes, master," said the other, "and
whither?"
"That I know not," replied the King.
"When wilt thou return?"
"Never. It is a journey from which

there is no returning."
"But, doubtless, thou hast made

preparation for this great journey?"
persisted the Jester.
The King answered with a groan.

"No," he said faintly, "I have made
none."
Amazement sat on the Jester's face.

He seemed about to speak, but seeing
the King turn his face from him, he
left the chamber in silence.

In a few moments he returned. In
his hand he held the King's royal gift.

"Ah, master! master!" he said in

broken tones and weeping. "Right
gladly would I give my poor life to

save thine own. But it is not so de-

creed. Yet take this staff; it belongs
to thee and not to me; for thou, who
art going on a great journey whither
thou knowest not, and from which thou
comest not back, and for which thou
hast made no preparation, must be
even greater in folly than I, who am
so poor in wisdom."
And he placed the staff in tke King's

hands, and those who entered after-

ward to find him cold and still, saw
that he grasped it as though it were
indeed a royal sceptre.

Valued Above Price

The Red Letter Bible came as a sur-

prise, sent by some unknown friend.

The Christian Herald is no stranger

in my home. It has been a weekly
visitor for more than fifteen years. I

think it would be impossible to keep
house without it—at least I shall never

try. One can't estimate the value of

so good a paper. It is far above price.

I sipend many happy hours reading its

pages, which always afford encourage-

ment to me. Mrs. C. H.
Richwood, O.
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THE management of the Sage Foundation Homes
Company, which is a side issue of the Sage

Foundation, has planned to erect a model town

on Long Island at a short distance from the metropo-

lis. Plans and specifications have been drawn, and

it is expected that the enterprise will be ready by

next fall.

The site chosen for the model colony is at Forest

Hills, a beautiful and healthy suburb on the new
line of the Long Island Railroad, nine miles from
the Pennsylvania Station in the very heart of Man-
hattan. A tract of 142 acres has been purchased
and artistically laid out in lots and sections by
Frederick Law Olmsted, the well-known landscape

artist. The architectural development will be in

charge of Grosvenor Atterbury, who is famous for

beautiful and unique designs. Every detail has

been worked out to combine a maximum of utility

and beauty with a minimum of cost.

Though Mrs. Russell Sage has expended hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars, since her husband's

death, for philanthropic purposes and the general

betterment of the working people, the new enter-

prise will not be charitable in any way, nor is it

intended for the poor or laboring classes. Nor will

it be managed on a charitable basis. Whoever wishes

to become either tenant or purchaser, will pay a fair

price. It will be run solely as a business investment

and conducted in all details on the strictest business

principles. It is intended for people of moderate

salaries or incomes, those whose
means can enable them to pay $25

per month and upwards toward the

possession of their own homes.
Some may wonder why the labor-

ing man has been ignored in this

housing proposition of the Sage
management. He has not been for-

gotton; his interests will be looked

after later on, but elsewhere and
farther out on the island. Though
the houses of the first construction

at Forest Hills will be contiguous or

"block" houses and on plots smaller

than those in the city, none will fall

below $2,000 and the majority will

cost from $8,000 to $12,000.

In the initial operation, for which
plans are in readiness, there will be

ten different groups of buildings,
involving an expenditure in land
improvement and building construc-
tion of a million and a quarter dol-

lars. The different types of buildings
in the groups will cover as wide a
range as will be permitted by the
economic conditions. Adjoining the
railroad station and forming Station
Square, the buildings will be three
and four stories, containing offices,

stores ahd restaurants. The upper
rooms will be made into non-house-

Mrs. Russell Sage
From a recent photograph

keeping apartments for both men and women. From
Station Square as a centre out towards Forest Park,
which bounds the property on the southeast, the
houses are planned to correspond to the varying
values of the lots, the larger single-family dwellings
containing ten or twelve rooms and the smaller four

The Heart of the Projected "Model City," at Forest Hills

or five. While they will vary greatly in size, ar-

rangement, cost and architectural treatment, an
attempt will be made to make them alike in their

domestic and liveable character.

Forest Hills Gardens is the appropriate name by
which the place will be designated; it is indicative

of the scheme which has been followed in laying out
the grounds and the plans which will be observed in

erecting the buildings. Each of the latter will stand
in a garden of its own and will resemble the rural
villa of the English type. In fact, the model of the
English village will be followed throughout, the
purpose of the design beipg to give as much as
possible the appearance of quietude and seclusion.
There will be nothing of the stereotyped or conven
tional, so wearisome to the eye in city blocks. Two
principal streets, each eighty feet wide, will be car-

ried direct through the property on lines 1,260 feet
apart, while on the side next Forest Park will be a
boulevard 125 feet wide. One of the principal
streets will pass under the four railroad tracks at
the Station Square. The side streets will be laid

out with a view to quietness ' and freedom from
noise. Moreover, these side streets will be narrow,
so as to give greater space for gardens in front of
the cottages. The buildings themselves will be of
brick and cement. There will be a general har-
mony and color scheme. The ordinary apartment
houses will be different from anything the average
salaried man is accustomed to in the city, both in

external and internal arrangements.
Every living room will have a win-
dow opening out on the blue of the
sky; there will be no air-shafts,
closes, or "shut-ins" to shut out the
sunlight.
Owing to the proximity of Forest

Park—the largest in the borough of
Queens—it will not be necessary to
set apart a public recreation place,
but a sufliciency of playgrounds and
amusement centres will be provided.
A plot has been reserved for a public
school site, a playground and school
gardens. There will be enclosed
"block" playgrounds, occupying the
interior portion of some of the street
blocks and intended for the exclusive
use of those in the immediate neigh-
borhood.
No initial outlay will be spared on

roads, water supply, sewers and other
improvements. The whole enterprise
may be characterized as an educa-
tional experiment in housing. About
8,000 people will be given an oppor-
tunity of helping to demonstrate its

success or failure. Should it turn
out successfully, it will set a good
precedent to others who are inter-

ested in the problem of relieving city

congestion by building up the suburbs.

CAIRNEGHE'S GREAT GIFT TO PE,ACIE C"-'--'' /'°- p-^^ '^si

and Margaret Carnegie, wife and daughter of the

donor, are appended to the deed of trust as witnesses.

Mr. Carnegie's gifts now reach the stupendous
total of one hundred and seventy-nine million, five

hundred thousand dollars. Mr. Rockefeller stands
next in the amount of his public gifts, he having
bestowed on various worthy causes at least one

hundred and fifty millions. As both men are still

in good health and seem as interested as ever in

public philanthropy, it is probable that they will

part with much more before they consider their life

work done.

Books and education are both of great interest

to the famous ironmaster, and his gifts to libraries

and schools of various kinds far exceed those given
to other worthy objects, generous as these have been.
Carnegie libraries are now scattered all over the
country in cities and towns, and as adjuncts to

schools and colleges. The latest estimate of the

amount which he has given for libraries is fifty-three

million dollars. It is hard to keep the list of Car-
negie libraries up to date, for the building of new
ones is announced every week or so. There are

about thirty of these libraries in Greater New York
alone.

He gave sixteen millions to found and endow the

Carnegie Institute at Pittsburg. The greater part
of his fortune was made in Pittsburg. It is the
chief seat of the steel industry, and Mr. Carnegie
has shown in various ways his affection for the
Smoky City. He began his career there over forty
years ago in a small forging shop which made axles
from scrap iron. He has also given the city a mag-
nificent library. He also established a technical
school, giving it two millions. The Carnegie Insti-

tution at Washington has received twelve millions
from him so far. It was founded in 1902. It

encourages "investigation, research and discovery,"

and supplies the laboratories, apparatus and books
to investigators who may wish to work there.
The Scotch universities received a fund which

makes education practically free to deserving
students in the "Land o' Cakes." His native town
of Dunfermline has been endowed to the extent of
five millions, one of his gifts being a magnificent
park. He has also given some libraries in Great
Britain. To The Hague he gave the magnificent
Peace Palace, costing $1,750,000. Other miscella-
neous gifts to Europe amount to two millions and a
half. He gave $750,000 to the Bureau of American
Republics. The endowment for the Hero Fund was
five millions, while fifteen millions went to the Edu-
cational Foundation. The small colleges have
received twenty millions, while twenty more have
been given to miscellaneous objects in this country.
The Allied Engineering Societies received a million

and a half, and the building known as the Engineers'
Club in New York City is a monument to his gen-
erosity.

K^P^ CUIRIRISMT COMMJEMT OM FA^^EHG EVISMTS <^i7>

—New York City has raised $500,000 of the $2,000,000 en-

dowment asked for by President Taft for the American Red
Cross Society.

—Chicago firms this year divide $1,250,000 in Christmas
gifts among their employees. The Western metropolis has firm
confidence in the business outlook.

—Canada contemplates spending $100,000,000 on the
Georgian Bay Canal, $25,000,000 on the deepening of the Welland
Canal, and $75,000,000 on improving the St. Lawrence Canals
between Kingston and Montreal.

—The Mk.xican revolution, which was at first regarded as a
mere "tempest in a teapot," seems to have considerable staying
qualities. Federal forces and rebels have fought at several

places in the State of Chihuahua, and although in every encoun-
ter the revolutionists have been worsted, according to the gov-
ernment reports, they have quickly reappeared for a further
encounter.

—A Chicago party of tourists in the Holy Land, under the
leadership of Rev. W. R. Miller, has just had a stirring and
rather dangerous experience. Seven of the party, while ascend-
ing the Euphrates in a launch, were robbed by Bedouins. No
personal violence was attempted. The raiders took all the
travelers' checks (which will be useless to them) and such small
sums of money as they could confiscate.

—The Interborough Company of New York City has made
an offer to the Public Service Commission to construct and

operate a subway system which shall provide for the three

boroughs, the estimated cost of new construction to be about

$128,000,P00, the company agreeing to furnish $75,000,000 of

this, provided the city becomes responsible for the remaining

$53,000,000.

—Frederick W. Lehmann, of St. Louis, has been appointed

solicitor-general of the United States to fill the vacancy caused

by the death of Lloyd W. Bowers. Mr. Lehmann has been

practising law in St. Louis for the past twenty years, and is

recognized as an able man who will bring both judgment and

dignity to his new oflfice. He was born in Prussia in 1853, but

came to this country at an early age. He graduated from
Tabor College, la., and was admitted to the bar in 1873.
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IT
seems as if at last the authoi-ities of our cities

are making a determined effort to suppress the
almost daily outrages perpetrated by the secret

Italian organization, the "Black Hand." In New
York there has hardly been a week when there has
not been a bomb exploded in the hallway of some
store or tenement whose owners have refused to pay
blackmail. Kidnappings have been of almost reg-
ular occurrence, the children of well-to-do Italians
being stolen while at play or while on the way from
school, and held for ransom. Sometimes the parents,
being unable to pay the sums demanded for the
return of the child, or else urged to try and discover
the identity of the kidnap-
pers, have never seen their

children again, and they
were undoubtedly made
away with.

Recently the police of

New York, after following
up a number of baffling-

clues to discover the where-
abouts of one boy who had
been stolen, made a raid
which led to his rescue and
also to that of another
little boy and a little girl

who had been stolen from
their parents some time
before. Arrests were made
on the evidence secured,
and it is thought that the
police have in custody the
members of a "Black
Hand" band which has ter-

rorized a certain part of
the Italian colony for some
time, and which undoubt-
edly has connections with
the "Black Hand" of other
cities if not with Italy,

where the loosely formed
yet dangerous criminal or-

ganization doubtless has
its headquarters.

In proportion to the crimes they have committed,
the members of the so-called "Black Hand" bands
have suffered very little punishment. This is not
the fault of the authorities, but of the Italians, who
have been the greatest sufferers. They have been
afraid to turn over to the police what evidence they
have had, for fear that they would be killed or some
of the members of their families be spirited away.
Witnesses have been intimidated by secret signs even
in -the court-room while they stood at the witness

stand, and while the spectators could see no reason
they have suddenly lost their voices and their mem-
ories at the same time, and with ashen lips stam-
mered that they knew nothing about the case in

hand whatsoever. Police of all cities agree that

there is no case so baffling, which seems to become
so ob.scure, as that which involves any member of the

"Black Hand." Often the injured parties object to

having the police take part in the quest anyway.

and seem to prefer to settle it with knife or pistol
when the opportunity comes.
Most of the criminals who have been run to earth

have been tracked by Italian policemen on the New
York force and by Italian detectives, who make a
specialty of ferreting out crime among their own
countrymen. They have shown great ingenuity and
courage, and in some cases have given up their lives,
as did gallant Lieutenant Petrosino, who went to
Sicily to get evidence against certain criminals in
New York, and was assassinated at Palermo.
The recent important raid was made to discover

little Giuseppe Longo. He was stolen from before

Mrs. Frank Petello and Mamie Giuseppe Longo

his house in Brooklyn on November 19. His father
received several letters demanding $15,000 for his

son's return, and at last one came which said if the
money were not paid forthwith the boy's head would
be sent him by express. On the same day that
Giuseppe disappeared Michael Rizzo and Carlo
Gagliotto were stolen in Brooklyn. Carlo was re-

turned, however, in some mysterious manner, and
he was found in his own hall by his parents. As he
was but three he could tell nothing of where he had
been taken.
At last word came to Detective Micelli through

some devious channel of the underworld that he
might find Giuseppe in a house in East Sixty-third

Street, Manhattan, if he acted quickly. It is one of

the worst districts of the foreign quarter. Not so

long ago the body of a little boy who had been stolen

was found in a chimney. Feuds occur there fre-

quently with pistol shots and knife thrusts to settle

them. For the most part, the people who live in the
ramshackle tenements respect American institutions
and laws only so long as they are looking into the
muzzle of a policeman's revolver.
The police planned carefully for the raid. Thir-

teen detectives were taken from the Italian Bureau,
while several came over from Brooklyn, bringing
Giuseppe's nine-year-old brother to identify him.
The detectives were all dressed as laborers, and

throwing off their alert carriage with their good
clothes they slouched along as if perfectly at home
in the quarter. They scattered about the various
roofs near the suspected house and in the backyards

until only three were left.

These entered the house
and knocked on every door
until an answer came from
one. They held up the
older Longo boy to the
transom. "That's him," he
cried in delight, and the
next instant the door went
in off its hinges and the
room was covered by de-

tective's shooting irons.

Only the little Giuseppe
was there. They took him
out and in the street he
pointed out a man who had
brought him food, and he
was taken. The detectives

in the yard got a man and
his wife who were trying
to escape from the build-

ing. Three others were
taken after a brief strug-
gle in the dark hallway
and disarmed. Other sus-

pects were gathered in

until nine were taken to
jail. Two were women.

Michael Rizzo, who had
been missing, suddenly
made his appearance
weeping on the streets of

Harlem, and it is supposed that he was turned loose
by some member of the Sixty-third Street gang
who had become badly frightened by the capture of
his confederates. Later they took Rizzo to his

grandfather's store in Brooklyn and had him show
the way he was taken. He went all right until he
reached Sixty-third Street. Finally he reached the
house next to the one where the Longo boy had been
kept prisoner. All of the occupants had gone, tear-

ing up what they could not take. The same day,
though it may be but a coincidence, a little girl,

Mamie Petello, who had disappeared from Red Bank,
N. J., was mysteriously returned. It may be that the
success of the police in capturing one gang has intimi-

dated the rest. It is current report, however, among
the police that a good part of the kidnapping all

over the country was directed from Sixty-third
Street. A book was found which is thought to be
the record of the criminal society.

Michael Rizzo (at left)

3/
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II A NATIONAL SUFFRAGE CLUB N
THE Women's Political Union has just opened

new National Club rooms at 46 East Twenty-

ninth Street, New York City. It has hereto-

fore been called the "Equality League of Self-

Supporting Women." Now it includes all classes of

women, and men also. This club is intended to

advance the woman suffrage movement, especially

on its political side. It gets acquainted with legis-

latures, looks into the records of political candidates,

and makes it a point to have suffragists nominated,

as far as possible.

When both candidates for any New York office

are in favor of the suffrage, the Women's Political

Union has nothing to do. This is one of the peculiar-

ities of the situation. When one candidate is

against suffrage, the club's work is to defeat him.

They have found that their efforts count for more in

defeating the bad candidate than in helping to elect

the good one.
During recent political campaigns in New York

State, this society had three very interesting expe-

riences, one in Buffalo, one in Ontario and one in

Brooklyn, in all of which they showed that they

possessed far moi-e power than the politicians sus-

pected.
This society desires that all women should

acquaint themselves with the conditions of their sev-

eral districts—the streets, courts, factories, schools,

stores, saloons, and vicious resorts of each one, so

that their representatives may know all the facts

about them. It takes especial pains to instruct

women, by lectures and in classes, upon the best

methods of conducting campaigns, and of organ-
Mrs. Harriet Stanton Blatch

izing and addressing open-air meetings—in short,

upon the mechanics of the suffrage movement.
Mrs. Gertrude Andrews conducts a class in public

speaking every Tuesday evening at the Society's

headquarters, beginning January 13. Few women
speakers can be heard more than a few feet away
from their respective platforms. Once a week they
give a reception to some distinguished guest. Their
next one is to be given to Miss Draper, the new
woman member of the New York Board of Educa-
tion. Open-air meetings will be held twice a week
throughout the winter, when the weather permits.

All of the New York Suffrage Societies unite in

giving a grand exhibition of tableaux on Tuesday
evening, January 17. This organization will present

two tableaux, illustrating the old and the new meth-
ods of feminine industry. The first shows an antique

domestic interior with looms, spinning-wheels and
other industrial implements. The second will dis-

play a factory with the girls and women crowding

into it. At "a recent meeting pledges were circu-

lated, printed in the suffrage colors, purple, white

and green, and called "The Will and Won't Pledges."

Thev bind the signers to give no money nor services

to any other "cause," until the women of New York
State have been enfranchised.

Mrs. Harriet Stanton Blatch is president of the

Woman's Political Union. She believes that the

welfare of the country depends upon the giving of

the vote to women, and especially that the laws

affecting the 600,000 working girls and women of

New York State will never be properly made and

regulated until they themselves have a voice in the

matter.
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The World's Peace Hope

IN providing the foundation of a permanent fund
for the promotion of world peace, Mr. Carnegie

has eclipsed all his previous benevolences, in high

purpose if not in amount. He has already done more
to stimulate the peace movement in this country
than any other one man of this generation. His
trust deed, conveying this latest gift, is a compre-
hensive plea for arbitration. All logical minds
must agree that the nation or government which
refuses arbitration, when the means have been pro-

vided for the proper adjudication by a competent
tribunal of all disputes with other nations, is blood-

thirsty and criminal. Short of sudden invasion, or

some high-handed menace by a belligerent, there is

no conceivable situation which would justify war, or

prevent an appeal to an arbitration court. Mr.
Carnegie takes the ground that a government should
stand precisely in the same relation to the principles

of international law as does the individual to na-
tional or State law. He goes further and asserts

that " 'honor' is the most dishonored word in our
language," and is too often made a pretext for the
violation of all law.
Although the day when wars shall cease may still

be a long way off, the indications of the world's
trend toward peace are unmistakable. The Car-
negie Peace Foundation is a "sign of the times." It

points clearly to the initial step which American
peace-lovers have so long desired should be taken by
this nation. It would almost seem that the whole
world is waiting for us to do this—to speak the word
that shall set the peace flags fluttering in all the
capitals of civilization. If we do take the initiative,

it will not be long before other nations join us in the
movement, which will lessen the burdens of their
people and conduce to general prosperity and hap-
piness. Only when the leading governments are
mutually pledged to arbitration and peace preserva-
tion, will it be practical to reduce armaments.
Our old world makes progress slowly in all of its

great reforms; but it is nevertheless going in the
right direction. To those who look forward with
Christian faith and confidence to the prophetic ful-

filment of the world's peace hope, the skies are
bright with promise. Every great evil conquered,
every vile system abolished, is a milestone which the
race must pass in its progress upward and onward
to a perfect civilization.

The Most Despicable Crime

IT was not so many years ago that the crime of

kidnapping was of very infrequent occurrence,
and the news that a child had been stolen from its

parents sent a thrill of horror and indignation over
the entire country. Papers everywhere recorded
the details so far as they were known, and every
eye was on the lookout for the child, every man's
hand against the kidnapper. About thirty years
ago the case of Charlie Ross was on every one's lips

and the interest in his fate was kept alive for years.

Then there were several kidnappings scattered
through a series of years.
With the flood of immigration from Calabria and

Sicily, came the "Black Hand."
_
People had hardly

become acquainted with the sinister name of these
Italian bands, bound together for murder and
plunder, before there were reports of children being
kidnapped at different places where there were
Italian colonies. New York and vicinity has been
a favorite scene of these inhuman crimes. So fre-

quently is the crime committed that it attracts but
little attention from those not immediately con-
cerned. There is none more despicable. The par-
ents suffer agony worse than death, and if the child
is not discovered, they suffer on, believing that their
little one is somewhere in the hands of brutal men
and women. To know that he were dead would be
a relief. The fear and suffering of the stolen child
beggars description. The means used to draw
money from the frenzied relatives have been fiend-
ish in their ingenuity. The threat that the child
would be mutilated and returned is one of the most
ordinary of these. Sometimes these threats have
been made good. It is said by the New York police
that the recent case where two children were re-

turned after one had been rescued is the first time

on record where they have been recovered without a
ransom in Greater New York.
The police are making a determined effort to

break up these bands of child-stealers, and it is to

be hoped that the magistrates will punish to the full

extent of the law any one proved to have the slight-

est connection with such a crime. We can hardly
think of a short term of years in jail as adequate
punishment for outrages of this kind. They should
be put behind stone walls for the rest of their natural
lives.

Concerning Immigration

HAS the time arrived when immigration should

be restricted? This is the significant question

that is raised in the report of the Immigration Com-
mission, which was sent to Congress a few days ago.

It has given three years of exhaustive consideration

to every phase of the question, and its report, which
makes forty printed volumes, covers the whole his-

tory of immigration. In setting forth its conclusions

the Commission takes the ground that the subject

should not be viewed from the sentimental stand-

point, but purely as an economic problem. Industrial

and other conditions in Europe are improved and
can no longer be urged as a cause for emigration,
which is declared to be "not now an absolute eco-

nomic necessity." Restriction by our government is

discussed with various proposals made in that con-

nection, including the reading and writing test, ex-

clusion of single, unskilled laborers, limiting the
arrivals at any one port, also with respect to the
exclusion of immigrants from China, Japan, Korea
and British East India. An important suggestion
is for government co-operation with the States and
various societies in a better distribution of immi-
grants among agricultural sections. We are not yet
aware whether the report deals with the results of

the vast immigration as an addition to the popula-
tion of our congested cities, where the foreign ele-

ment is rapidly superseding the American worker
in the lower industrial ranks and thus indirectly

adding to the great army of the unemployed. The
report shows how immigration has lowered the

wages of labor everywhere and made life harder for
the native worker skilled and unskilled.

What Congress will do with the report is matter
of pure conjecture. Its conclusions are sound, and
its suggestion that as aliens are now coming not to

escape tyranny, but simply to make more money,
they do not need our sympathy, is very much to the
point. We may confidently expect the political

bosses to oppose any restriction of immigration, as
the naturalized vote is one of their best assets.

The Passing Years

WHAT a fortunate thing it is that we measure
time by days, weeks and months! Three hun-

dred and sixty-five days, fifty-two weeks, twelve
months, they go spinning by ever more swiftly when
childhood is left behind, and almost imperceptibly a
year has gone and another has come. The years are
growing constantly fuller of interest in this amaz-
ing twentieth century. There are many still living

who remember vividly the difficulties of travel to and
fro in the winter, the length of ocean voyages and
the time one had to wait for news if a loved one
living several States distant, was ill. Journeys then
took an entire day, which now would be very com-
fortably covered by an express train in the course
of a morning. When it cost six cents to send an
ordinary letter; when children were taught how to

fold their letters so that a space might be left for
the address, envelopes being still unknown; when
wax tapers, tallow candles or sperm oil furnished
our means of lighting the home; when the telegraph
and the telephone were mere dreams in the brain of
an inventor; when motor cars were unthinkable and
the mention of a flying machine stirred practical
folk to derision, one cannot but fancy that life was
full of inconveniences. We are very fortunate
in being dwellers on the earth in a period brim full

of agreeable excitement and vibrating with ardent
energy. Yet, as human nature remains much the
same throughout successive generations, there is a
strong probability that the essentials that make for
happiness are little altered in the present and com-
pare quite favorably, on the whole, with those which

obtain in the past. Years come and years go, wed-
ding bells ring and the sweet, old story of love, faith
and hope is told over and over from sea to sea.
Children are born and in their tiny hands they hold
a treasure that cannot be computed on a commercial
balance sheet.

The essentials are the same in every age, con-
tentment, honor, integrity, a good name, the love of
home and a home to be glad in—what more can we
ask? To every reader the best, wish that can be
written to-day is that in nineteen eleven there may
begin for her or for him a happy New Year.

Two Kinds of Art
ARE our cities retrograding in religious sentiment
l\. and in their appreciation of the proprieties?
Some years ago. New York was shocked at the prop-
osition to produce the "Passion Play," and in obedi-
ence to general protest, it was abandoned. Salome,
that frightful idealization of the degenerate mind of
Wilde, was also stamped as an offense against
metropolitan decency. That the bars have been
lowered since then is evidenced from the fact that a
play has been produced in New York, in which the
Saviour is shown in conversation with a French
actress, who one day plays the part of a modern
wanton, the next that of a Biblical character. To
complete the travesty, the pretense is made that the
piece is specially suitable to the Christmas season,
for religious propaganda! We hear occasionally
of an effort to purify the stage, and there are no
doubt managers who would be glad to help any real
reform; but conscienceless mercenaries spoil their
well-meant efforts. There is an art that is divine
and an art that is diabolic, and the skill of the sen-
sationalist frequently succeeds in confusing the
public in its choice between the two. The mercenary
manager makes his harvest quickly before the peo-
ple's eyes are opened, and laughs at them afterward.

The Season's Greetings

WE acknowledge with pleasure the many thou-
sands of kind and agreeable messages that

have come to The Christian Herald from members
of our Family Circle, far and near, during the last

two weeks. Their letters are fragrant with the
true spirit of the season of love and good will.
Many of the writers have been with us for fifteen or
twenty years, while others have come into the Circle
more recently. To all we send fraternal greeting,
with earnest prayer that the coming year may be to
them and to their immediate households, rich in
blessing, and filled with the joy and satisfaction of
Christian service, gladly and lovingly rendered.

Maintains Its High Standard

I am very glad indeed that the paper keeps up
the reputation which it won under Dr. Klopsch, and
that you are running it on the same lines. Trusting
you may have a most successful year,

U-pland, Calif. F. L. Black.
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Great King of Small Country

THE first family reception since Nicholas became
King- of Montenegro "was held in the royal
palace recently and a picture of the King and

Queen, their sons and daughters, with their hus-
bands and wives and a few intimate guests, was
taken, which is presented to the readers on this

page. The family of the late King of Denmark
furnished moi-e than its share of rulers for Europe.
The children of King Nicholas and Queen Milona
of Montenegro are able and influential. One of the
daughters is Helena, the popular Queen of Italy,

who had charge of the Mothers' and Babies' Fund
supplied by the readers of The Christian Herald
for the relief of the sufferers at Messina. It does
not take a great geographical territory to make a
great ruler. Nicholas governs the youngest and
one of the smallest kingdoms of Europe, and yet in

his real manhood he stands among the tallest of
modern sovereigns. Amidst the clash of arms, the
jealousy of kings and the greed of governments,
IMontenegro has remained an independent nation for
four or five hundred years. The people are simple,

honest, industrious, virtuous and patriotic. For half
a thousand years they have never been conquered by
any enemy. Nicholas during his reign of the princi-

pality had the ability and courage to fight and defeat
Turkey, by his victories doubling the geographical
extent of his territory.

Under his administration
graft in any department of

the government, high or

low, is a thing unknown.
Under his ideal rulership

of this splendid people
there is no such thing as

poverty nor caste. The
King himself treats the
humblest subject of his

realm with the same con-
sideration and affection

that he does the most
wealthy or distinguished.

He has a great habit of

shaking hands with the
plain people, especially the

farmers, which sends a
thrill of joy and inspiration

through them. He is so

singularly just in his char-
acter that Mohammedans
come from over the borders
to get his decisions in legal

contests in preference to

leaving them to the ver-

dicts of their own courts.

He is counted quite a tal-

ented poet and is the author
of several of the finest pa-
triotic poems, which are set

to music and sung by his

nation. He is a faithful

Christian ruler and loves

God and his fellow-men.
.Jethro's suggestion to Moses as to the qualities in

the men he should select for rulership seems to have
been followed by the elevation of Nicholas to the

leadership of his nation.
Morpover thou shalt provide out of all the people able men, such

as fear God, men of truth, hatinp covetousness ; and place such

over them, to be rulers of thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of

fifties, and rulers of tens. (Ex. 18 : 21.)

Gave Baby to Mother

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Warren, of Staten Island,

New York City, being childless, adopted the newly
born infant of Mrs. Campbell, a neighbor,by arrange-

ment, and proclaimed it as their own child. The War-
rens bestowed upon the babe their love and tendere.st

care, and everything went well until October 28,

when Mrs. Campbell came around and demanded her
child. The Warrens .refused, stating that she had
given the child to them for life. Mrs. Campbell took

the child in her arms and went away with it. Warren
entered suit in the Supreme Court on a writ of

habeas corpus to secure possession of the nine-

months-old baby. Mrs. Campbell did not deny
her agreement that the Warrens should have the

child, but she told the judge that she had changed
her mind and thought she had a legal right to the

possession of her own child. Justice Davis after

some deliberation decided that the mother should

keep the child, and made an order dismissing the

writ of Mr. Warren. Many such stories are found
in novels of ancient and modern times. The deceit

with the innocence and beauty of babyhood and the

royalty of womanhood is unbecoming and wicked.

This incident reminds us of the contest which two
women had in the court before Solomon over the

possession of a child. Each claimed the live child
and insisted that the other was the mother of the
dead one, and when Solomon proposed to divide the
child with a sword and give a half to each, the real
mother objected and said, "Let the other woman
have the child rather than kill it." Justice Davis
followed the judgment of Solomon, who said:
Give her the living child, and in no virise slay it : she is the mother

thereof. (I. Kings 3 : 27.)

Mount Olivet Reveals Church

A letter from a Christian Herald correspondent
in Jerusalem, Dr. N. K. Jamal, conveys the fact of
an interesting discovery where an entire church has
been unearthed on the summit of the Mount of
Olives. The building, which dates from 320 A.D.,
appears to have been destroyed by fire at one time
and then partly rebuilt. The remains contain some
remarkable baptismal fonts made in beautiful
mosaics, and a stone bearing the name "Theodorus"
in Greek. Scholars believe that this is one of the
early churches St. Helena erected on the place made
sacred by Christ's presence and prayers and glorious
as the place of his ascension. Of this remarkable
discovery Dr. Jamal says: "Under the auspices of
the Greek Catholic Order of 'White Fathers,' so-
called, excavations are being carried on in the
grounds of the institution known as the Carmelite
Convent of the Pater Noster. . . . The excava-
tors were not long in coming upon the ruined walls

King Nicholas of Montenegro and His Royal Relatives

Top Row—left to right—Ornnd Duke of Russia; Prince Francis Joseph of Battenberg; Trincess Vera. Princess Xenia. Crown Prince Danilo, Prince Merlio,

Prince Peter, all of Montenegro. Middle Row—left to right—Princess Militza. Grand Duchess Nikolajevitch. Queen Helena of Italy. Queen Milona

of Mont^'neero. King Nicholas. Princess Anna, wife of Prince Francis -Toseph of Battenberg. Victor Emmanuel III, Princess Natalie, wife of

Prince Merkoof Montenegro. Bottom Row—left to right—Princess Helena of Servia. Maid of Honor. Crown Prince Alexander of Servia.

of a chui-ch about six feet below the surface. This
church measures some 150 feet in length and about
sixty feet in its average width at the nave, its width
across the transepts, however, being something like

eighty feet. ... In the middle of the floor of

the south transept is a depression about four feet

square, the bottom of which stands some two and a
half feet below the common level of the transept's

floor, with a gently rising rim around the opening.

This must have served as an immersion pool or

trough for baptism, and is on the whole also won-
derfully preserved, and for that matter so is the

plastering on the sides of the wall enclosing this

transept, which also shows traces of some elegant

painting. . . . There were found two or three

tombs containing human bones, and on one tomb-
stone was inscribed in Greek the name 'Theodorus.'

. . . The church's history covers two separate

periods, namely: The first period after its original

construction by Queen Helena, mother of Constan-

tine, some time during the fourth century of our era

—for there is no doubt left in the minds of the White
Fathers that this is one of the first three Christian

churches ever built in the Holy Land by Queen
Helena, the other two being the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre in Jerusalem and the Church of the Na-

tivity in Bethlehem. . . . The church bears the

name of 'Eleona' in reference perhaps to Queen
Helena, its founder, or the 'Church of the Lord's

Prayer' because it stands, as tradition has it, over

the spot where our Lord taught his disciples how to

pray. It is the intention of the White Fathers to

erect an elaborate edifice for worship over the exact

site of this ruined church as soon as funds can be

procured." And thus the spade calls our attention
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to the generations and doings of the past and to the
beautiful story of the Saviour's life on the earth.
And when they had sung a hymn, they went out into ^he Mount

of Olives. (Matt. 26 : 30.)

$800 Fox Skin

Charles Huntington, a farmer living near Temple,
Me., caught a silver gray fox in a trap the other
day for the skin of which he was offered .$600. Feel-
ing that perhaps it was worth more, he hesitated,
and finally sold the pelt for $800. With the money
he paid off the mortgage on his home, and had
enough left over to purchase some delicacies for his
sick wife. Some men under similar circumstances
would have foolishly spent and wasted their money
in a short time or would have thrown it away in
reckless speculation or unwise investment; but this
man's thought was of home and of his invalid wife.
It is this fondness for home and family life which
is at the basis of the most and best industries of our
country and has had so much to do with its happi-
ness and thrift. Reference is made to the loyal head
of the family in these words

:

For I know him. that he will command his children and his house-
hold after him, and they shall keep the way of the Lord, to do
justice and judgment. (Gen. 18 : 19.)

Beavers Threaten Farm

John Stephens owns a farm on Forbes Creek near
Boonville, N. Y., whose destruction is threatened by

a colony of beavers. They
have constructed a dam
which has flooded his farm
lands. He cannot protect
himself, because the law
prevents his molesting the
animals. They have built
a house about ten feet
square, have cut trees
eight inches through down
with their teeth, trimmed
the branches and carried
them some distance. The
branches they used in mak-
ing the dam and the house.
It is likely these beavers
came down Black River
from the Adirondacks.
Under the State law no
person may molest wild
beaver, the houses in which
they live, or the dams
which they build; and the
farmer, whose farm is

flooded, seems to have no
protection against them.
It is to be hoped that in

some way or other a way
of relief will be found for
him. The beavers did not
know any better than to do
as they did; they were
only following the instinct

of industry and home-
building; but there are
many people who with-

out even these excuses will flood their neighbors'
farms, or even confiscate them by stealth or fraud.
The world is full of modern Jezebels and Ahabs who
are willing even to kill Naboth that they may take
his vineyard next to the palace grounds for a garden
of herbs.

And it came to pass, when Ahab heard that Naboth was dead,

that Ahab rose up to go down to the vineyard of Naboth the

Jezreelite, to take possession of it. (I. Kings 21 : 16.)

Dollars from White Paper

Mr. Lewis Leskowitz, a leather merchant of New
York, complained to the police that he had been
swindled out of $1,000 in this manner: A friend of

his took him to the Waldorf Astoria Hotel to see a

machine which a stranger had there, which he

claimed would turn white paper into dollar bills by
means of a crank. He said the machine had been
stolen from the government and was one with which
the government manufactured its dollar bills. This

man, his friend and the stranger went from the

hotel to Madison Square Park, where Leskowitz
handed out the $1,000 and took the machine. When
he got it home he found that it turned out only white

pieces of paper and not the beautiful "long green"

that he expected. It is to be hoped that the scoundrel

who perpetrated the fraud will be found and pun-

ished, but it is hardly enough to hope that men will

cease from being swindled by the infinite variety of

devices offering something for nothing. There is

very little difference in the moral quality of the one

who gives or takes a gold brick.

When thou sawest a thief, then thou consentedst with him.

(Ps. 50:18.)
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IT
was away out on the Western prairies in a

small Kansas town. I had just engaged a room
in a private home for a week, and was resting.

It was a dainty, spotless room, and the windows
were open, letting in the early spring wind laden
with the perfume of prairie flowers and wild plum
blossoms.
Some one was at the piano downstairs, and the

music was delightful. Not once did it tumble into

rag-time; not once did a jumpy, edged voice sing out

an invitation for "Molly to Be Mine," nor inquire

about Kelley. There was a sonata from Beethoven,
some passages from Bach's Christmas Oratorio,

and then the player lightly danced
into Haydn's Gypsy Rondo.

"There must be a music teacher
boarding here," I thought. But at

that moment the music ceased and a
childish voice called to the kitchen:
"Mamma, did I play that pretty

good?"
I was so astonished I went down-

stairs, and found a twelve-year-old
girl at the piano. I introduced my-
self very formally, for I felt a vast
respect for such a talented young
person. And in her frank child

way she told me her name was
Hilda, and that she attended the
public school, and was in the ninth
grade, and liked cats and chocolates.

"You play remarkably well," I

said sincerely.

She was pleased, but tried not to

show it. She had light hair, very
fair skin, and big blue eyes.

"Lots of them play better than I

do—and sing, too." And then in a
moment she inquired, "Are you go-
ing to stay all the week?"

"Yes," I answered, "I came to

attend the musical festival."

"You must be sure to go Satur-
day afternoon," she said, "We chil-

dren give the concert that day

—

only the band helps us. There are
dred of us in the chorus."

It was then I fully realized that this was Linds-
borg, the land of the Swede and the home of music.

Nearly fifty years ago a band of Swedish emi-
grants settled in the Smoky Valley, Kansas. They
prospered, built a town and a college. They loved
music next to their love for God, and they soon
organized a choral society that has grown into a
great oratorio society.

And how they do love music ! They sing in their

homes and in the fields and teach the children to sing
and to play.

The next morning I met a small "Gust" on the

street, and when I inquired of him a direction, he

took off" his hat and stood with the sun on his flaxen

head. He had a violin under his arm and told me he

was going to practise with three other boys and
girls a violin quartette for the Children's Saturday
Concert.
"And what are you going to play?" I asked.

"We will play three selections," he said in his clear

but slow English. "Minuet from E Major Sym-
phonie by Mozart, Wiege^ilied from Schubert, and

about six hun-

The "Children's Chorus" at Lindesborg, Kansas

the finale from Mozart's Quartette No. i3." It

fairly took my breath, and I went on smiling. Every-
where I saw children going or coming, with music
in their hands or instruments under their arms, all

keenly interested in the coming concert. It is the
great event of the year to these Swedish children,
just as the Grand Messiah Concert, rendered with a
chorus of nine hundred voices, is the event of the
year for their elders—and for thousands of visitors.

Every boy and girl in town who can sing at all

—

and that scarcely leaves enough for a game of three-

cornered cat—is in the chorus. And a few of the
most talented ones render piano, violin, or vocal
solos.

Director Earl Rosenberg, who trains the great
Bethany Oratorio Society with its chorus of hun-
dreds of voices to sing the Messiah, Stabat Mater,
Creation, Parsifal, Tannhavser and like music, also
trains the children for their concert. And their con-
cert is worth waiting for.

And what a scene greets the audience! Near the
edge of the stage sit the seven or eight boys and
girls who are to render solos and quartettes. Around
them in a semi-circle is the band of seventy pieces.

And back of them rising tier above
tier is the chorus of six hundred
children, wearing in advance their
Easter clothes, their faces lighted
with eagerness and pleasure. Their
light hair and fair faces and blue
eyes tell you they are mostly Swedes.
In the midst of them rises the great
pipe organ, and at it sits Hagbard
Erase, who has played for many,
many concerts.
The director raises his baton ; the

chorus stands; deep and solemn the
organ notes peal, and then six hun-
dred voices break forth in, "All
Hail the Power of Jesus' Name."
Following this are the violin, piano
and vocal solos. The band next
gives several selections.

Again rises the chorus—and it is

that which most delights the audi-
ence. They sing for ten, fifteen

minutes, giving passages from some
opera, like Martha for instance.
And how they do sing! Six hun-
dred children's voices that have
been diligently trained for weeks!
There is a thrill about it no other
music can give.

Once more the band plays. And
once more the chorus rises. They
sing three or four numbers this

time. One, a song of praise like "Praise Ye the
Father"; a patriotic song, "The Star-Spangled
Banner"—and even now I hear their voices ring.
Then solemnly and reverently and fervently they
close with "Praise God from Whom All Blessings
Flow."

And as you pass out upon the campus those sweet,
clear childish voices, singing praises to Him who
died but liveth again, still ring in your heart.

William H. Hamby.

FIM^T BIG ^H< '^TORM
THE first old-fashioned winter snowstorm of

the present season occurred on December 6. It

swept across the country from the Mississippi
Valley on the wings of a 38-mile-an-hour gale, and
struck New York with such violence that the people
thought a full-grown blizzard had arrived. The
flakes came dovim thick and fast from early in the
afternoon until midnight, when the storm rested for
a few hours to resume business with renewed vigor
during the day. The snow continued to fall for
thirty-six hours, covering the city streets with a
white mantle five inches deep and causing the usual
traffic congestion, inconvenience, accidents and suf-
fering which mark the advent of a New York storm.
The Street Cleaning Department attacked the

problem of removal with vigor; a small army of
men and horses were put on the miles of white
blocked streets and thoroughfares, but the work was
slow. The main efforts were confined to the prin-
cipal streets and avenues of traffic and during the
first few days these were put in passable condition;
but in the outlying districts, especially in Brooklyn
and the Bronx, the difficulty of removal proved too
great to surmount and scores of streets in both
these boroughs are still in places mantled beneath
"the beautiful." Neither in Brooklyn nor the Bronx
could surticient teams and carts be mustered to re-

move the snow. In addition to the regular employees
of the departm.ent, the snow contractors had about
5,000 men at work and put into use some 2,000 carts.

Down at the Stock Exchange, the brokers on the
curb were as busy bargaining, buying and selling,

as if a July sun were melting the asphalt. "Bears"
and "bulls" were shearing "lambs" with as keen a
delight as in the "good old summer time." A boat-
load of immigrants, chiefly from Southern Europe,
pulled in from Ellis Island in the thick of the storm.
The women wore shawls and mantillas wrapped
round their heads, the men were bundled in rough
homespun overcoats, with great woolen scarfs
around their necks. It was certainly a wonderful
transformation from the sunny skies of Calabria
and the vineyards of Piedmont, to fall right into the
jaws of a New York blizzard; but they did not seem
to mind it.

Wall Street Curbstone Brokers in the Snowstorm Immigrants Arriving at the Battery, New York
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Christian HerzJd for 1911

D'
.URING the coming year THE CHRISTIAN HERALD will present to its nearly two million readers a greater list of

attractions than ever before. Its contributors include many of the best known names in literature. Its stories, poems and

general articles are from authors whose faime, already established, is a guarantee of the quality of their output. Its

sermons are gems of Gospel eloquence from the leading preachers of all denominations. Explorers, scientists and missionaries

in many foreign lands will add to its other attractions, and its large staff of artists and photographers will give the charm of

perpetual variety to every issue. Its editorials will deal fearlessly and without prejudice with all the foremost questions of the

day. THE CHRISTIAN HERALD will be a complete and reliable weekly record of what

is going on in the great, wide world. Some of our contributors are noted briefly below:

Rev. Charles M. Sheldon

Hon. Chas. M. Pepper

Pastor Charles Wagner

Pastor Charles M. Sheldon, the famous author

of In His Steps, and one of our most appreciated

contributors, will write for us during the coming

year a number of uplifting Gospel sermons on

pracftical Christianity in every-day life.

Hon. Charles M. Pepper will continue his valua-

ble series of articles dealing with varied topics

of statesmanship and travel.

Mr. Pepper is a member of

the Pan-American Commis-

sion, and was'lately appointed

by our State Department as

one of the American negoti-

aries of the new Reciprocity

Treaty with Canada. He is

a fascinating wnter and the

author of several successful

books,hislate^beingtheL(/e

Work of Louis Klopsch.

Dr Wiiired Grenfell

Pastor Charles Wagner,
the famous author of The

Simple Life, who has been

called "one of the sweetest

and most Christlike souls of

a century," will contribute

several articles of timely in-

terest on the religious move-

ment in France.

Wilfred Grenfell, the dis-

tinguished explorer,will write

of a Doctor's Adventures in

the Frozen North. Dr.Gren-

fell's stories and sketches deal

with life in the Arctic, and

the pathos and romance of

the "Lone White Land."

Bishop Quayle Margaret E. Sangster,
greatly beloved of CHRIS-
TIAN HERALD readers,

will contribute a series of specially delightful sketches

that will interest old and young, wives, mothers,

maidens and children.

Bishop William A. Quayle, one of the most

eloquent of living Methodist divines, will contrib-

ute several sermons on timely religious topics dur-

ing the year. Bishop Qyayle's sermons have a

special charm, wit and originality of their own.

Florence Morse Kingsley, the brilliant author

of Titus and Stephen, and a great favorite with

^^^ CHRISTIAN HERALD readers, will be

Dr. R. A. Torrey one of ouf most entertaining contributors.

Do You Know
that THE CHRISTIAN HERALD is

read by nearly two million peo-

ple every week of the year?

that it is a great national home news-
paper which will keep you up to

date on matters of interest ?

that it does not confine itself to reli-

gious topics alone, but describes

every event of national interest,

whether it happens at home or

abroad ?

that it is illustrated on nearly every
page with graphic pictures of

men, women, places, and events

of interest?

that in addition to news matter, it

publishes magazine features of

interest to every one in the

family—special articles on live

topics, short stories, serial stories,

a "Boys and Girls" dept., etc.?

that it offers one and a half times the

quantity of reading matter of-

fered by the popular magazines?

that its large corps of correspondents

live in every country on earth?

that its readers constitute a srreat in-

fluential family to which it will

benefit you to belong?

Prof. R. A. Torrey, the long-time associate and

successor of Moody, the great evangelist, will

preach through our pages a number of powerful

evangelistic sermons during 1911.

Dr. David J. Burrell, the famous pastor of the

Marble Collegiate Church of New York, will

contribute a number of strong, eloquent Gospel

sermons. Dr. Burrell touches

every phase of Christian ex-

perience.

Dr. David J. Burrell
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J. M. Fzrrar. D.D.

Mrs. Florence IVl, Mnssley

Rev. J. M. Farrar, known
throughout the nation as the

founder and conductor of

The Children's Pulpit, will

continue his delightful minis-

trations to the young people.

Dr.J.WilburChapman,the

international evangelist, will

tell of his coming European

tour with Mr. Charles M.
Alexander durmg 1911. It

will be a memorable record.

Miss Janet Porter is the

Aunt Janet, who is the friend

of boys and girls everywhere.

The boys* and girls' clubs

inaugurated by her are to be

found all over the world, and

her department has met with

tremendous success.

ClaytonSedgwickCooper,
one of the ablest defenders

of the Old Book, has been

engaged to prepare a series

of articles on The Bible in

Everyday Life, which will

command the wide^ atten-

tion of all readers.

Pastor Charles F. Aked, of New York City,

will be one of our leading semionic contributors

during the year 1911. His language has been

called "the sturdiest Saxon of any preacher in Amer-

ica," and he is as sound as he is fearless and able.

Dr.Newell Dwight Hillis,who occupies Beecher's

pulpit in Plymouth Church, will also contribute a

number of notable Gospel sermons during 1911.

Rev. Hugh Black, one of the soundest and mo^

eloquent of metropolitan preachers, will also be a

valued contributor to our sermonic pages. There is

probably no abler theologian. His sermons are gems.

Dr. J. Vtilbnr Chapman

Miss Janel Porter

Clajlon S. Cooper

Rev. Chas. F. Aked

Newell Dwight HiHis,D.D.

Rev. hugli black
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Amelia E. Barr, the (amom author; Susan CBllhs, 9o,y writer- Kale U[«,n Clark, !|;e."*k"»™
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THE STORY «/ A STIRRING LIFE
413 Pages

Weighs 33
Ounces.

Gilt Top

LiPE WORK
, OF
Louis

Pepper

"Rmadno history, nothing bat biogrmphy, for that is life without theory. "—CONTARINt FLEMING.

THE spontaneous welcome by The Chri^an Herald readers of the Life

Work of Louis Klopsch, is the best evidence of the popular appreciation

of this wonderful volume. We regard it as the most desirable Preinium Book we
have ever issued—one that will give the greatest and most enduring satisfaction to

all who read it. It's much more than simply helpful and inspiring; it will give

you a new view of life and will show you how you may realize, both in material

and spiritual things, results you may never have dreamed of.

The Key to a Successful Life

'llT'HAT would not you give to one who should show you how you might maKe
the very best of your own life; how, instead of your good qualities lying

fallow and undeveloped, they might be so energized and utilized that you would

soon be classed among those wonderful men and women who can ''make things

come to pass"? This is precisely what you will find in the Life Work of Louis

Klopsch. And it is all so clear and simple that "he that runs may read" and apply

it in his own case. The matter of sex makes no difference.

The Jewel that Brought Victory

TN olden times, the alchemists sought for the mythical "philosopher's stone,"

with which they hoped to transmute base metal into pure gold. Of course,

they were invariably disappointed, for no such miraculous stone ever existed. But

Louis Klopsch found something far better and infinitely more precious which he

utilized in the transformation and conduct of his own life. It brought him sunshine,

friends, fortune, success, happiness; like a master-key, it opened all doors wide to

welcome him, and it blessed all with whom he came in contact.

Pleases Others: It Will Please You
\yt/E are constantly receiving by every mail letters from delighted subscribers

who have received the Life Work of Louis Klopsch as a premium, and

who express their satisfaction with the book: "It is the story of many great and

worthy deeds," writes Mrs. J. A. K., of Rome, N.Y., "by one whose memory
will be held sacred in the hearts and homes of a loving nation." "The Life Work
of Louis Klopsch is a beautiful book and will be read with deep interest by

myself and family," writes Mrs. L. J. H. F., Concord, N. H. "I thank you

very much for it." Another reader, J. A. S., Geneva, N.Y., writes : "The book will

prove an inspiration during my earthly journey to the better land." "To those who
remember the good he has done, the Life Work is intensely interesting," writes H.

M, 8., Grafton, N. Y.; "it will be greatly appreciated in my family." "Dr. Klopsch

certainly was a wonderful man," writes M. P., Utica, N.Y., "and the amount of good

he did no one can compute."

An Appropriate Gift Book
T F you have a friend to whom you wish to give the most acceptable kind of a present,

send that friend this grand book. Every copy of it will open up to the reader new vistas

of life and its hidden meaning. It is so fascinating in every chapter that no one will lay it aside

without reading it to the last line. It tells the whole life story of the poor immigrant boy who
became the helper of millions of human beings, and who was the trusted almoner of multitudes

of God's people. His secret of success can be yours if you will—and it's one well worth having.

We wUl send you THE CHRISTIAN HERALD for one year—fifty-two issues—our 1911 Calendar, and a
photogravure of Louis Klopsch, together vrith a copy of this sumptuous book, the "Life ^t» g^ g'\g'\
Work of Louis Klopsch" (413 pages, gilt top), charges prepaid—i4LL FOUR FOR ONLY nP^.UxJ
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EIGHT BOOKS
Their Value to the Family

The Christian Herald Home Lihrar)) comprises eight books, bound uniformly,
well printed on nice paper, making a very neat and attradtive set of books. Each book
is 4x6 inches in size. Any one of the books can be conveniently carried in the pocket
or handbag.

The purpose of the Christian Herald Home Library is utility. We have put in

these eight books a wealth of information and help and advice of value to each and
every member of the Family Circle. You will find them full of sugge^ions and ideas
that can be made useful in the daily life of almofl any person who wants to know more
and to be more. A single idea taken from one of the books may enable the housewife
to manage her horne more economically, it may help her to brighten her life socially,

as there are new kinds of entertainments for home, school and church, and many other
things that she can make use of. A suggestion to the man may be the means of a better

investment for his money—a new kind of insurance policy, a better understanding of

legal matters, etc. The boy will find pointers on new and old games—clean sports

that develop mind and body; the girl can learn how to make money, how to improve
her rime, and many other beneficial ideas. And it's all boiled down, free from superfluous

descriptions and introdudtions, but right to the point, and all presented in a way that

enables you to get what you want just as quickly as possible.

Only one suggestion taken from these books—only one idea that you would never
have thought of—may be alone worth to you many times the co^ of the books. And
they are all full of information; every word, every page and eyery chapter are fairly well

crowded with hints and suggestions that you can use, all arranged in an attractive and
convenient way. We know that you will be satisfied with this set of books because
the contents are so general and pradical that they will be useful in the home for years.

'

' ' '

The set of eight books will be sent prepaid, together with a year's subscription to

the Christian Herald, out 1911 Calendar and a photogravure of Louis Klopscn, all for'

only $2.50.

You may buy one volume of the Library, if one is all you care for, or as many as

you want, by simply adding 20 cents for each volume to the subscription price of the

Christian Herald.

-The New Year's Best Magazine Offers
C UBSCRIBE for your magames now ! Here are the season's best offers, Including all of the popular magazines, and at prices that we don't
*^ think can be duplicated anywhere. Each combination includes a year's subscription to THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, new or renewal.

Why, just think ! By adding 50 cents to your CHRISTIAN HERALD subscription, you can have any one other magazine on this page,

except the Review of Reviews, for a whole year. That's a saving to you of just about $ 1 .00, as most of these magazines sell for $ 1 .50 a year.

Pick out one of the clubs—the one you like best, and send in your order quickly, so you can enjoy the magazines with your CHRISTIAN
HERALD during the long winter evenings. Tell yo^r iri^nds about the CHRISTIAN HERALD'S combinations ; they'll appreciate them.

American Boy
American Magazine
Cosmopolitan
Delineator
Good Housekeeping
Harper's Bazar
Hampton's
Little Folks
McClure's
Pearson's

World Evangel
World To-Day
Woman's Home Companion

(Regular Price) $1.00
1.50

1.00
1.00

1.25

1.25

1.50
1.00

1.50

1.50

«

«
«
«

«

«
«

ANY ONE MAGAZINE
IN THIS LIST, ONE
YEAR AND THE i^-^:^^"^

Christian Herald I

One Year—52 Issues—Regular Rate $1. 50 I

ANY TWO MAGAZINES
IN THIS LIST, ONE
YEAR AND THE I^ Christian Herald '

One Year—52 Issues—Regular Rate $1.50 I

1.00
1.50

1.50

ANY THREE MAGAZINES
IN THIS LIST, ONE
YEAR AND THE iiifcK^C^"'^

Christian Herald '

One Year—52 Issues—Regular Rate $1.50 I

SEND US ONLY

$2.00
FOR THE TWO

SEND US ONLY

$2.65
FOR THE THREE

SEND US ONLY

$3.30
FOR THE FOUR

For "Modern Priscilla" (Fancywork—Monthly) add 50 cents to any combination.

For "Farm Journal" 2 yr». (General Farm Paper) add 25 cents to JUiy combination.

Foreign Postage Extra. ^^*" Canadian Postage Extra on Magazines.

Each Magazine may be sent to a different address. Our Wonderful
1911 "BABY" Calendar is sent FREE with every order

(christian HERALD . ($1.50 a Year) ) ^°** "* ^"'^

< i^" REVIEW OF REVIEWS ($3.00 a Year) >$3.00
( ANY ONE OTHER Magazine on this Page,

) por All Three

The magazines may be sent to one or different addresses, as your prefer. Our 1911 Calendar and the Photogravure of Louis Klopsch

will be sent free with every order. The Book Premiums may be added to any magazine combination as follows : For the "LIFE WORK
OF LOUIS KLOPSCH" add 50 cents; for the HOME LIBRARY OF EIGHT BOOKS add $1.00 (for single volumes of the

HOME LIBRARY add 20 cents each. For "STEPHEN. A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS," add 35 cents. Don't delay in sending

your order for magazines, as it is always best to order early and be sure of getting all the winter's good things in the magazines.
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The Coal-Miner at Home
By THEODORE ROOSEVELT

MR. ROOSEVELT'S story of his visit to the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania will appear

in the January Magazine Number of The Outlook The author states that this is not

a "sociological Study" nor a treatise on industrial conditions. His purpose in making the inves-

tigation was "to see the miners and their wives and families in their homes as they did their

daily tasks," and to find out for himself about their life.

Nationalism and Progress
MR. ROOSEVELT will write for early publication in The Outlook a group of editorials

under the general title Nationalism and Progress. In these articles he will take up the move-

ment for clean politics, honefl business, and popular rule, which he defined in his Osawatomie

speech and later amplified in his Outlook editorials and public addresses. Theodore Roosevelt's

Editorials and Articles on Current Topics will appear in the Outlook and nowhere else. The
Christian Heraldhas made a special arrangement with that magazine whereby we are enabled

to make you this offer: Christian Herald, one year, 52 issues ; Outlook, one year,

52 Issues, all for only $3.00—less than three cents each. The Christian Herala

costs you alone about that much, so why not take advantage of this opportunity to increase the

quantity of your magazines without being required to raise the coil per single copy. You will

enjoy the Outlook, which is unqueftionably one of the best edited and illustrated periodicals in existence. Here is our offer stated again

:

Copyright by Moffett Studio

CHRISTIAN HERALD one year
OUTLOOK one year

52
Issues

S2 Issues—Including Twelve
Illustrated Double Numbers

ALL
FOR
ONLY
$3

Of course you will disagree with Roosevelt in some things—possibly in many things : for it is the privilege of every American to have his

own opinion on everything that relates to the national welfare or national politics. The Christian Herald is and always has been thoroughly

independent, reflecting all shades of opinion. There are multitudes of good Americans who regard Theodore Roosevelt as "our foremost liv-

ing citizen," though others may differ, and it is for the edification of those who so regard him, as well as for those who don't, that we have

made this special arrangement. Christian Herald readers of both classes, his friends and his opponents, are thus offered an opportunity to know
what Roosevelt is doing and saying, for no matter how you may look at him his terse, direct way of doing and saying things commands attention.

Measures
When Open
7^ X 9H inches

STEPHEN, A BIBLE HERO! By Mrs. Kingsley
WE don't think we have transgressed in referring to Stephen as "A Bible Hero," for all those who are familiar with the life of Stephen

as told in the Book of Books will surely agree with us that he was one of the Lord's greatest men. Stephen's career is little known,

but Mrs. Kingsley has taken this man's devofaon and love as the foundation for a beautiful story which she has written in her own fascinating

ftyle. It is a story that does one good for the reading. We are introduced to some of our favorite Bible charadlers in a way that is delightful.

As the light is thrown on Stephen, and we read again of his deeds of kindness and self-sacrifice, we marvel at the glowing imagination of the

writer, but we never for a moment cease to respect her for her tenacity of purpose in never straying from the real fads of Stephen's life.

A Book That You Should Read
TO accelerate interest in Stephen, and to make the story attractive and inviting to all, Mrs. Kingsley

has peopled it with nearly all of the Bible charaders who were prominent in the days of Stephen.

Beginning with the adventures of two homeless and friendless children, a blind girl and a bright,

sweet-tempered boy, who are seeking for Jesus to restore the light to the little girl's eyes, we travel to

Jerusalem, where we meet with Stephen, who opens the girl's eyes to the first burst of sunshine she has

ever seen. The adventures of these children, and the troubles of Stephen and the loving apostles, all

united in one grand cause, that of propagating the mercies of God, are bright chapters in this wonderful

^ory. The ^ory of the regeneration of Saul of Tarsus is accurately described. Mrs. Kingsley's won-
derful knowledge of the Bible and her powers of description are better shown in this book perhaps than

in any of her other Tories. It is a book that you should have in your home, for every member of the

family circle to read. It is a good book from a mechanical standpoint. The binding is in cloth of

a medium-colored gray, the cover is illuminated in colors, and there is a beautiful frontispiece depiding

one of the Bible scenes. There are 369 pages, the type is large and clear, with plenty of space between
the lines, so that it can be read easily by all kinds of eyes.

HOW TO GET IT WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
Send us $1.85 and we will send you The Christian Herald for one whole year—52 issues

—

a copy of our 1911 Calendar, a Photogravure of Dr. Klopsch, and Mrs. Kingsley's great

book, "Stephen; a Soldier of the Cross,"—all four for only $1.85.
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IT
was New Year's Eve and bitterly

cold. The Old Year was going out
on the wings of a wild northwester.

3y morning the gale would probably
lave spent itself and left comparative
)eace in a world white with- snow.
There might be stars in the sky to wel-
:ome the dawn of the New Year, latest
:hild of Time. As the Old Year de-
jarted not a star was to be seen. The
itreet and roads were already encum-
)ered with drifts, and thick flakes
«rhirled through the air. It was a
light to stay indoors, if one could, and
.0 wrap to the eyes in one's warmest
:lothing, if forced to encounter the
veather.
In the Meredith home everything

,vas bright and cheery. The lamp on
he centre table in the living-room
Durned with a steady light. A fire
eaped and sparkled" on the hearth
more for cheer than for other effi-
:iency, the house being thoroughly
heated by steam. There were easy
.hairs, books on the shelves, a litter of
magazines and newspapers and pic-
tures on the walls. Everything be-
tokened comfort and luxury. Annie
Meredith, sitting beside the lamp ab-
sorbed in an interesting story, but on
the alert for a caller whom she ex-
pected, gave the last touch of roseate
beauty to a scene-setting of sui-passing
charm. Her caller came presently,
divested himself of ulster, cap and
overshoes in the hall, and presented
himself, a tall, athletic figure, none
the worse for a tussle with the storm,
ready to watch the Old Year out and
the New Year in with Annie. He was
Dr. Sterling, to whom she was engaged,
and he had in his pocket the solitaire
which he had brought to put on her
finger this evening. Her mother came
flitting in, a plump little matron in her
early fifties. The three were chatting

erly around the fire when the door
i.jain opened and a big policeman in
full uniform stood before them. The
trio looked around in the greatest sur-
prise. The policeman did not speak,
but a smile crept around his mouth,
contradicting the gi-imness of his lips.

At the same instant recognition flashed
into the eyes of the ladies, and Dr.
Sterling shouted in a great laugh of
mingled amazement and amusement.

"What's up now, John?" inquired
the doctor. "What's the meaning of
this masquerade, and where did you
borrow the clothes?"

"I'm an officer on duty to-night, if

you please," replied John Meredith, a
trifle embarrassed by his mother's
arms, clasped around him as she stood
on tip-toe. He kissed her and seated
her tenderly in her own arm-chair.
-Then he explained. "A friend of mine,
Patrick McMahon, has a wife at the
crisis of pneumonia to-night. With the
permission of his captain I have taken
his place until to-morrow morning.
His clothes fit me, as you see, and I am
going to walk his beat, do his work,
and, in fact, be a roundsman until
seven o'clock to-morrow, when I shall
be relieved."

"You do look a bit like IMcMahon,"
ejaculated the doctor, "but did any one
ever hear of so mad a freak?"
"Mad or not, I'm in for it," said John

Meredith. "There was nobody to take
Patrick's place, and so I volunteered.
What's the use of having been on the
foot-ball team at Yale, to say nothing
of having boxed for fun with brawny
athletes, if a fellrw at a pinch cannot
help another fellow in extremity?
Well, I'm off". Wish me luck, you
three. I say, don't mention this to any-
body now or ever. It would be likely
to get some of the force into trouble."
With this John Meredith vanished into
the night and the snow. He had been
an enthusiastic Settlement worker ever
since he had been graduated from the
university, and it was his delight to
know and love people of all sorts and
conditions. It was not too much to
say of John Meredith that he was the
friend of every man in town. It was

By ^MARGARET E. SANGSTER

like him to have persuaded a captain
of police to let him take Pat Mc-
Mahon 's place for a night. He was
an amateur in charity. By which is
meant one who loved as well as prac-
tised the divine quality.

Tramping his beat, up and down
from street to street, John Meredith at
first found nothing exciting. Pres-
ently, however, he was aware of what
a policeman in reality, instead of one
in masquerade, would have selected at
once as suspicious characters. Steal-
ing along, keeping close to the houses,
and now and then darting into an area
and remaining as if in conference, he
observed a ragged man and a sham-

a garbage pail in some area. That's
what we've been looking for. We want
a crust and a bone. We're starved."
"Come along with me," said John.

"I'll see that you have hot coflTee and
something to eat and a good bed to
sleep in."

"You're a new kind of policeman,"
ejaculated the man.

"I'm a man and a brother, that's all,"
said John, piloting his charges straight
to the University Settlement, where a
lot of his classmates and chums were
making a night of it. They were
watching the Old Year out and the
New Year in, just as Annie Meredith
and Dr. Sterling were, just as Chris-

bling, loose-jointed boy. He kept his

eye upon them, not feeling certain
whether they might be thieves intent

on house-breaking, or vagrants, who on
this bleak night were frozen, hungry
and homeless. He decided to have a
chat with them, and coming upon them
silently in the snow, he suddenly
flashed upon them a tiny electric light

which he had slipped into his pocket
before leaving home. The man stood
his ground without resentment, while
the boy tried to run away. John did

not think it necessary to speak in the

gruff tones usual to midnight guar-
dians of the peace. He simply said,

"You two appear to have had no sup-

per, if I can judge by the way the kid

looks, and you don't .seem quite to know
where to go, so come along: with me."

"Don't take us to the station house,

Mr. Policeman," said the boy. "Dad
and I haven't any home, we haven't

any work or any money. We thought
there might be an unlocked door and

tian people were doing in many an
open church. Not precisely as home-
less and hungry people were, stealing

along cold sidewalks and sleeping in

cellars and under bridges and wherever
the tempest overlooked a little corner
in the dark.
None of the boys paid any special

attention to John. He drew aside a
man on whom he could depend, told

him to look well to the comfort of

these poor waifs, and giving him a pe-

culiar handgrip which made the other

stare for an instant, he said, "Try to

detain them here till somewhere around
ten o'clock to-morrow morning. I want
the lad to have a happy New Year for

once."

John returned to his beat, stamping
his feet as he walked to keep them
warm, getting a new idea of the hard-

ships that are commonplaces to the

police, finding the night, on the whole,

less monotonous than he had expected

and humming to himself from time to

time a bar or two of the "Old Gray
Bonnet." When he tired of this he
varied it with "By the Light of the
Silvery Moon," and other popular
catches. He paused at the open door
of a saloon and by his presence intim-
idated a group of men the worse for
Barney Flynn's poisoned alcohol. There
might have been a fight, if his stern
"None of that. Go home peaceably, if
you know what's good for you," had
not, so to speak, nipped it in the bud.
Barney put up his shutters, grumbling,
and the men who had been drinking at
his counter took their devious and
stumbling way to homes where patient
wives dreaded their coming. What
heaps of misery must be laid at the
door of the omnipresent saloon ! What
joy unspeakable would come to women
and children, if its power could be
shaken and its course of blasting dis-
aster somehow arrested! So thought
John Meredith, pondering on ways and
means, as he continued to tramp on
his beat.

The New Year with its ringing of
bells, fanfare of whistles and general
jubilation was fully inaugurated when
the make-believe policeman, sturdily
pacing to and fro along streets which
he knew by daylight, had his attention
caught by the sudden flare of a light
on the second floor of a three-story
brick house, followed directly by the
lighting of the gas in the lower hall.
The door opened and a woman with
whom he was well acquainted, the wife
of an intimate friend, stepped out and
ran hurriedly down the steps. She
had put on a long cloak and had a
quilted hood upon her head. As she
saw him, she stopped and called "Offi-
cer, won't you please come here?" in a
voice of mingled supplication and re-
lief. "Oh, Mr. McMahon, I'm so glad
it's you," she said. "My husband is

away, the maids had leave to stay out
all night and the baby has been taken
ill. We have no telephone. I never
wanted one till now, and I must have
the doctor. Would you mind calling
hirn for me? Dr. Sterling—his office

is just around the corner."
"Be aisy, Mrs. Hurlbut," answered

the policeman. "I know Dr. Sterling
and I'll have him around in a jiffy.

Let me see you back in your own house.
It's cold the night is, to be sure."
Mrs. Hurlbut disappeared within her

door, and John hastily rushed for Dr.
Sterling. The physician had not been
long at home, and was sitting in his
library thinking over the bliss of the
evening and remembering the look in
Annie's eyes when he slipped the be-
trothal ring on her finger. He opened
the door at the sound of the night bell,

and there was no delay in his swift
answer of Mrs. Hurlbut's summons.
John had no time to parley with him,
nor did they exchange a word of ban-
ter after the first salutation.

Meanwhile, the tide had turned for
the better in the home of Policeman
McMahon. His wife passed the crisis,

and when morning came her husband
thanked God that Mary was to stay
with him and the children. As he
wrung John Meredith's hand and tried
to thank him the tears dimmed his eyes
and his tongue faltered. "Never mind,
old chap," said John. "I don't want
thanks. I've stai-ted the New Year as
I wanted to, doing a good turn for one
of my friends."

After breakfast and a bath at home,
Mr. Meredith, arrayed in his usual
habiliments, called at the Settlement,
looked up his proteges of the previous
night, and by skilful questioning and a
little personal trouble, managed to

start father and son on a new year of

hope and endeavor.
"One never knows what John will do

next," observed his little mother, shak-
ing her head as she thought of his last

piece of eccentricity.

"Yes, mother," Annie replied, "but
John's surprises ai-e revelations of the

kindest heart in the world. He's an
amateur in charity. That's what our
John is."
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The 1910 Census at

a Glance

THE number of people now
living under the protection

of the American flag exceeds

tthe hundred-million mark. Ac-
cording to the Official figures of

the Census Bureau the grand
total population of the United
States and its dependencies, in-

cluding Alaska, the Panama
Canal Zone, Hawaii, the Phil-

ippines, Samoa and Guam,
amounts to 101,100,000 souls.

Within its borders on the

North American Continent, ex-

clusive of Alaska, the United
States has a population of

91,972,266. The aggregate in-

crease for the past ten years is

15,977,691, or 21 per cent, over

the 1900 figures. The census
just concluded is the thirteenth

decennial enumeration, the first

having been taken in 1790. In

that year the figures were
3,929,214, or a total population

not much in excess of the num-
ber of people in the State of

Texas at the present time. The
country has grown just twenty-
five times larger than it was
then, out-distancing in its rapid

growth any other country in

ancient or modern times.

While the increase is great as

a whole, it has fallen in per-

centage however below other

decades. In the previous one,

between 1890 and 1900, the in-

crease was 22.7 per cent. The
greatest percentage of increase

was between 1800 and 1810,

when it reached as high as -36.4.

In the present census, there has
been a wider disparity among
the different States than at any
other time. The range is from
a decrease of 7.3 per cent, in

Iowa to an increase of 120 per

cent, in Washington. The
States showing the lowest rates

of increase, falling below 10

per cent., are five in the great
central section of the country,

namely: Iowa, Missouri, Ken-
tucky, Indiana and Tennessee;
the three northern New Eng-
land States, and Maryland and
Delaware. The States showing
the next higher rates of in-

crease, between 10 and 20 per
cent., lie adjacent to those
showing the lowest rate, and
include in the Middle West,
Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illi-

nois, Minnesota, Nebraska and
Kansas, and a large belt of

Southern States, namely, Vir-

ginia, the two Carolinas,
Georgia, Alabama and Missis-

sippi.

The large manufacturing
States, such as Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut,

New York and Pennsylvania,
have increased from 20 to 30
per cent., as have also Arkan-
sas and Texas. The States

which have gone beyond this

percentage are, with the excep-

tion of New Jersey and Flor-

ida, located in the West. South
Dakota, Colorado and Utah
had rates of increase between
30 and 50 per cent., while
North Dakota, Wyoming, Ore-
gon, Nevada, California, New
Mexico and Arizona increased
from 50 to 100 per cent. Okla-
homa, Idaho and Washington
more than doubled their popu-
lation.

Immigration during the dec-

ade amounted to about 9,000,-

000, but as these figures are
reduced greatly by returns,
deaths and other causes, the
census officials do not place the
net gains from this source at
more than 6,000,000 and possi-

bly less. This leaves an in-

crease in round numbers of
more than 10,000,000 among
the native-born.

Conthmed on last column

A New Year's Greeting

W. H. Collinson Mrs. W. H. Collinson
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1. Ring joy • ful - ly, bells, let each

2. Now let us take cour- age; His

3. Life here is so short, give aid

laughing cliime Ring out for the pass - ing of
will be done ; Be - lieve ia the Fa - ther, be •

while you can. For we're not im - mor - tal, we're
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Fa - ther Time, While the dead year pass - es tliat made us sad; It

in the Son; He will vie - fry give o - vor grief and pain, And
of God's plan; Let us help each oth - er with words of cheer, And
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oft brought us grief, and it oft made us glad,

sweet -ly will blend all life's sun- shine and rain,

bright-en the path of tlie hap- py New Year.
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The Widow of Nain
ERE He had entered the city.

Issued thence a burial train.

Bearing the son of a widow

—

Desolate widow of Nain

!

Desolate widow of Nain

!

Wholly heart-broken, that mother
Fill'd all her being with pain !

Who can afford consolation
To the poor widow of Nain ?

To the poor widow of Nain ?

Silent and sad all the people.

But they cannot lessen the strain.

Wresting the heart of the mother

—

The bereft mother of Nain !

The bereft mother of Nain !

Little dream they that the Ruler

—

Ruler of earth and the main

—

Standeth among them with power

—

Power to release or restrain !

Power to release or restrain

!

"Weep not !" to the mourner He sayeth ;

Nor toucheth that dead form in vain !

The young man, obedient, arises—

-

Restored to the widow of Nain !

Restored to the widow of Nain !

Oh ! for the mothers less favored.

Who still for their lost ones complain !

Would that some others could fare like

The fortunate widow of Nain !

The fortunate widow of Nain !

Eden Reeder Latta.

Help Somebody
Do a kindness for your neighbor

Every time you can ;

Give a greeting to the stranger.
He's your fellow-man ;

Break your box of alabaster

;

Thus your kindness show

:

Scatter seed of fellow-feeling

Everywhere you go.

If perchance you meet a brother
Fallen in disgrace

;

He was once some mother's darling.

Held in fond embrace ;

Tell the wayward one of Jesus

—

How He loved him so

;

Tell it out with joy and gladness
Everywhere you go.

If you meet a fallen sister.

Take her by the hand ;

Point her to the home up yonder.
Blessed Beulah land !

Do by her as Jesus taught you,

While on earth below ;

Raise the fallen, cheer the fainting
Everywhere you go.

Help the heathen in his blindness.

Teach him you're his friend ;

Throw the lifeline of salvation.

Hold the other end !

Draw him out of superstition,

Land him safe and sure
On the Rock of Ages shield him,
Evermore secure.

Milton. Del. J. B. Welch.

The 1910 Census at

a Glance
Continued from first column

The enormous increase oi

New York is more than amaz
ing, it is phenomenal and un
precedented in history. The I

city increased, within its limits
1,329,000. The adjoining!
towns on the north doubled
and the maze of suburbs on the
Jersey shore made vast gains.
The true.New York, including,
all these suburbs which are its

overflow, gained about 1,800,-'

000 in the decade, and the
figures place the population of
the entire metropolitan district
at about 7,000,000. It is now
obvious to every one that
within a short time New York
will be the largest city in the
world.

Old-Time Philanthropic

REV. J. F. DICKIE, pastor
of the American Church in

Berlin, when in Augsburg,
Germany, a few weeks ago,

found a little city in the heart
of the city, that was shut in all

by itself with two gates, and is

called the "Fuggerei." It is so
called because the one hundred
and six houses within it were
all built with money left by
Fugger, the wealthy sixteenth
century banker, who has been
called the J. P. Morgan of that
country. When he died, he
directed that these houses
should be built and then given
to poor aged families for four
marks and twelve pfennings
rental a year, that is, exactly
one American dollar. They
have four rooms and kitchen,
with a little front garden and a
little garden behind. The peo-
ple living there must keep their
own four streets clean and
every morning each one of

them must say the Creed. Each
evening they must say the
Lord's Prayer, and at noonday
they must say a prayer in re-

membrance of Fugger. That
was a splendid use of the
money he left behind and has
done good to many generations.
Some of our rich Americans
might well follow so practical
an example.

A Remarkable Watch
THERE is in the possession

of the Czar a very remark-
able watch. It was made by a
Polish mechanic named Jules
Curron. The Czar had heard
some wonderful tales about the
inventive ability of this man,
and, wishing personally to test

his skill, he sent him a parcel
containing a few copper nails,

some wood chippings, a piece

of broken glass, an old cracked
china cup, some wire and a few
cribbage-board pegs. Accom-
panying this was a command to

make them into a timepiece.

Within a remarkably short
time, the Czar received them
back in the shape of a watch.
The case was made of china,

and the works of the other
odds and ends. So pleased and
astonished was the Czar that he
sent for the man, and conferred
several distinctions upon him.

Thanks and Good Wishes

Please accept my sincere

thanks for the fine picture of

Dr. Klopsch, which you sent

me, also for the 1911 calendar.
May your good works material-
ize abundantly is the wish of

Mrs. E. A.
Trumansburg, N. Y.
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Sy FLORENCE MORSE KINGSLEY
Synopsis of Previous Chapters

Little Jimmy Preston, aged six. gets a letter
at the post office for his sister Barbara. On
the way home it is lost. Barbara Preston has
been ti-ying to keep the farm, the last of her
father's estate, for Jimmy, but it is mortgaged
to Honorable Stephen Jarvis, who is compara-
tively young. He thi'eatens to foreclose. Peg
Morrison, the old farm hand, is as greatly con-
cerned over the loss of the letter as is Barbara.
She goes to Mr. Jarvis to ask for more time on
the mortgage. He tells her that he is disposed
to do it, and also that he is tired of his pres-
ent housekeeper and would like her to fill the
place. She leaves without a word. The old
housekeeper at once becomes her enemy. Stephen
Jarvis comes to see Barbara. He asks her to
marry him and he will give her the place. She
refuses. She thinks of her old lover who went
away and whose fate she did not know. Jarvis
drives up and insists she ride with him. He
rebukes her for not asking his aid to obtain a
school position he heard that she had applied
for, and she tells him that she asked his aid
once and was refused. He says that he had
offered her another place. He renews his pro-
posals and says her brother could live with
them. He tells her that he has never loved
any one else in his life. He leaves her at her
own gate, where little Jimmy meets her and
says Peg has found the letter. All she can
make out is the post-mark. The handwriting is

that of David Whitcomb, her old lover, whom
she thought dead. Barbara writes to the ad-
dress. Tombstone, Ariz. Jarvis meets her once
more and walks with her, as she will not enter
the carriaqre; and he tells her that he cannot
^ve her up. He grasps her arm, but with the
declaration that she is "free," she wrenches
away. She makes a desperate resolution. Going to
Mr. Bellows, the auctioneer, she tells him that she
wishes to sell her skill and intelligence "to the
highest bidder." She says a mortage on the place
covers everything, and that she must sell her work
for a term of years for $1,200. Against his will, he
consents to auction her off. Jarvis is astonished
when he finds Barbara is to sell her services. A
small crowd gathers at the Preston farm on the day
appointed, Mr. Bellows wishes to know if Barbara
wants to 'back out." She refuses to change her
mind. Jarvis comes to protest. Whitcomb returns
while the auction is in progress. $1,400 is bid. A
man giving the name of Smith secures her ser-
vices for $4,000. Whitcomb in anger demands
who the bidder is, but cannot find out. Bellows
says Barbara is to stay at the farm until called
for but will not tell the name of the buyer for
whom Smith acted. She hires Martha Cottle to
come and keep house while she is away. She pays
Jarvis his money. Whitcomb comes to see her.
.She finds him changed.

Xlll—Coidiuved

DAVID WHITCOMB laughed tri-

umphantly at Barbara's answer.
"Yes; I flatter myself that

the pedagogue has been pretty well
knocked out of me in the last five years.
What a solemn, sentimental ass I must
have been in those days. It was a
lucky thing for me that you sent me
about my business. Still—Barbara,
I'd give a gold nugget to know just
what you thought when they told you
I'd passed in my checks. Did you
picture poor David lying cold and pale
under some frozen cairn along the
Yukon trail? That's the way they dis-

pose of unlucky prospectors up north;
just dig a hole in the snow and drop
'em in ; then pile stones on top to keep
off the wolves. Ugh! I can hear 'em
howl, if I stop to think, now. Did you
drop a tear on that imaginary grave of
mine up in the Arctic? did you, Bar-
bara?"
Her eyes evaded his smiling blue

gaze.
"Why should you a.sk?" she hesi-

tated. "It was a great surprise—

a

great shock."
"You refer, of course, to the news

of my death," he said. "But you sur-
vived the shock, as you call it, and—

•

you are far more beautiful than I re-
membered you.'
He leaned forward and rested his

head in his clasped hands, his eyes
searching her face with smiling bold-
ness.

"There are not many men," he went
on, "who come back from the grave
the way I did to find—everything so
unchanged."
He sprang from his chair and paced

the floor excitedly.
"If I'd only come yesterday!" he

cried. "I had saved enough

—

I could
have prevented that absurd fiasco."

He stopped in front of her.
"Why didn't you answer my letter,

Barbara?"
"I couldn't read it," she murmured,

a sudden vivid color fluttering in her
cheeks. "Jimmy lost it on the way
home from the office, and it lay out in
the rain a week. I knew, though, that
you were not—dead."
"And that I had not forgotten you,"

he urged. "You must have wondered,
though, why I had not written before.
But I couldn't. I vowed when I went
away that I would get money—some-
how. That I would get enough to save
you out of the slavery you were in
then. I meant to hire a caretaker for
your father, a nurse for the boy. Three
times I won, only to lose. Then I

made a little pile—not enough; but

"I—don't know," she said, "—not
yet."

"You don't know?" he echoed. "Why,
this is more preposterous than the
other. Of course you'll have to know."

"It is quite true," she said quietly.

"I only know that I must be ready to
leave home at a minute's notice."

He bent over her with sudden pas-
sion.

"Marry me, Barbara," he begged in
a low, shaken voice. "If you only will,
I'll manage it somehow."

"I—can't," she murmured. "I am
in honor bound. Don't you see? I've
accepted the money, and paid a part
of it for debts."
He threw himself down in his chair

and pulled it toward hers impatiently.
"Let me think," he said quickly.

"David Whitcomb sat in the dining-room of the Barford Eagle"

still I thought—I hoped Do you
want me to tell you what I hoped,
Barbara?"
"No," she said faintly, "I can't lis-

ten.

"Why?" he urged. "Do you—love
some one else?"

She looked at him imploringly.

"You were here, and you know "

"Yes," he said sharply. "I know
what happened. You must have been
out of your mind with anxiety, Bar-
bara, to have thought of such a thing.
Why did you do it?"

"I wanted to save the farm—for
Jimmy."
He shrugged his shoulders with a

muttered exclamation.

"You got the money?"
"Yes."
"And so you're sold into slavery for

five years?"
_ She made no reply.

"Now, see here, Barbara, I won't
-stand for anything of the sort. It's an
outrage. I haven't enough—quite—to

pay the other fellow out; but I'll ar-

range it with him—or her. Is it a man
or a woman slave-holder, Barbara?"

She hesitated.

"You've paid off your mortgage. How
much was it?"

She told him, and he set down the
figures rapidly.
"Who held your mortgage?" he

wanted to know.
"Stephen Jarvis," she said, with a

singular reluctance at which she won-
dered, even while she perceived it.

"Miserly old crab ; I remember him,"
said David Whitcomb.
His face brightened suddenly.
"Hurrah!" he cried. "I have it!

With what you've got left and my little

pile we've more than enough to buy
you back. Don't you see? Marry me,
dear, and we'll call the sale off, pay
back the money, and "

He stopped short at sight of her
unresponsive face.

"I've signed a contract," she ob-
jected.

"What if you have?" he urged.
"The contract can be quashed. You'll

give me the right to get you out of it,

Barbara?"
She hesitated, her eyes averted from

his anxious face.

"Do you mean that you don't—that
you can't? Barbara, do you prefer
slavery^to me?"

"I mean," she said slowly, "that I
cannot—promise anything until "

"But don't you see, dear, that it
would be better, safer that way? As
your husband—even as your promised
husband—I could What a pre-
posterous situation! You must give
me the right to get you out of it."

She shook her head.
"I did it voluntarily," she said, "and

I must fulfil my agreement."
His face reddened with quick anger.
"Then you will go peacefully away

with this person—man or woman—and
stay five years, when the matter might
easily be arranged by paying back the
money, and by proving a prior claim.
My claim is prior, Barbara. I loved
you five years ago. I love you now.
Give me the right to break this absurd
bond. Won't you, Barbara?"
His lips, his eyes, pleaded with his

eloquent voice. He dropped to his
knees beside her chair; his arm stole
about her waist.

She put out her hand to push him
from her.
"No; please. I cannot promise any-

thing—yield anything, until I have ar-
ranged the matter. If I succeed "

He waited for her to go on.
"I must have time to think," she

murmured. "I—am not sure of my-
self."

He went away, bidding her a brief
goodnight, his eyes hurt and angry.
Barbara watched his straight, lithe

figure, as he strode away from the
little circle of her lamplight into the
dripping gloom of the spring night.
So had she sent him away from her
long ago into the rain and the dark-
ness. Then as now she was in honor
bound to a lonely task.
She turned to find her newly engaged

housekeeper standing behind her in the
semi-obscurity of the passage. Martha
Cottle was a tall, angular woman with
a pallid, uncertain complexion, a long
thin nose and an air of perpetual in-
quiry.

"Was that the party you expect to
work for?" she demanded. "I thought,"
she added with a slightly offended air,
"that you'd call in and introduce me.
I was waiting in the dining room."
Barbara wondered if the spinster's

large, flat ears had caught any of the
conversation, carried on unguardedly
on the other side of the door.

She shook her head. "That wasn't
the person," she said. "Perhaps to-
morrow," she hesitated. "Of course
it will be soon."

Miss Cottle pushed authoritatively
into the room where Barbara had been
sitting.

"I haven't had a real good opportun-
ity to talk things over with you," she
said. "If you're expecting to be called
away sudden perhaps this will be as
good a time as any. I want to tell you
what I think about that child."
Barbara drew a deep breath.
"Well?" she murmured interroga-

tively.

"I see you've spoiled him pretty com-
pletely," pursued Miss Cottle. "But
I'll soon get him in hand."

She compressed her thin lips.

"He got into a regular tantrum to-

night because I took a book of his to
look at. 'Vallable Inf'mation,' he calls

it. Nearly every word in it is spelled
wrong. I wonder at you for permitting
anything of the sort. I took the book
away from him. Here it is."

Barbara looked at the woman in a
sudden panic of apprehension.

"Oh," she protested, "you ought not
to have done that. The book was a
birthday present. It is one of Jimmy's
dearest treasures."

"I believe you said you wanted I

should look after James' education,"
Continued on -page 12U7
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Two Little Christmas

HAPPY New Year! Happy New Year! to you all, my
boys and girls.

My own Happy New Year I have found in the

many hearty letters that you have written, telling me how
glad you are about the Cozy Corner. We shall indeed have

a Happy New Year together, and we are going to have a

whole long happy year of good things, as you shall see.

Best stories, articles, verses, and pictures, puzzles,

charades, and prize contests, are among your New Year's

gifties; and, almost better than all, we are going to publish

from time to time right here in the Cozy Corner, a full page
of your own best work. There will be one next week, so

look out for it. You shall see then what really interesting

things the younger readers of The Christian Herald are

doing.

Remember this, you sturdy-hearted boys and girls, with

your good American minds and hearts: The great story-

writers, editors, artists, poets, inventors, leaders—all

the big men and women of to-morrow—are the boys and
girls of to-day. You may be one of them; who can tell?

It is mighty fine to be just an Ameri-
can boy or girl, with a good Ameri-
can life full of opportunity spreading
out ahead of you. Most of us grown-
ups would give a whole lot to be in

your place. Make the most of your
opportunities; none of them is unim-
portant. Be sure to enter all of our
prize contests this year, and send me
the best work you can do.

All original work that is up to a
fair standard will receive very best,

prizes, and when it is good enough to
publish in the Cozy Corner for other
boys and girls to see, I will pay you
for it at regular rates.

Wake up, boys and girls. This is

a big opportunity. Make up your
mind, on New Year's Day, to enter
ex'cry Cozy Corner prize contest and
win. Win a place on the Honor Roll,
win prizes, win special prizes and
earn money this year in the Cozy
Corner, and I can promise you that
on New Year's Day, 1912, you will be
glad you made up your mind to win
and won out.

I hope each and every one of you
enjoyed receiving the beautiful Cozy
Corner Christmas gift as much as
the editors of The Christian Herald
enjoyed sending it to you.
And right here I want to thank

you all for the many loving holiday
greetings that have come crowding
into my big leather mail-bag, and
made it plump and bubble over, like

The LiltleCzar

of hussia

fii^^

A DOLLY DIALOGUE

New Doll (gnity—
I'm the little new doll,

I came to-day, you know.
Old Doll Uorrowfully)

I'm the little old doll,—

I came a year ago.

My eyes are dull and faded.
My hair no more is braided,—
I'm just the little old doll

Who came a year ago.

a Santa Claus' pack. I shall thank each one separately
before long. Meanwhile, do write to the Cozy Corner. To-

day, if you have not already written or entered

a prize contest. I very especially want to know
you, and be your friend.

rpHE Little Czar of Russia recently sent to
-L Pu Yi, the baby sovereign of China, a toy

railroad that is perfect in every detail. Little

engines carry beautifully fitted express, accom-
modation and freight trains, over three-quarters

of a mile of toy track. Miniature stations, block

signals, switches, everything that goes to make
up a complete modern railway, are included in

the Little Czar's Christmas gift that now occu-
pies a large part of the gardens of the Royal
Residence in Pekin.

The toy cost the Russian Government $25,000. In return
for what is one of the most beautiful playthings that have

ever been made, the baby Pu Yi sent
to the "Boy Czar" a
trained dwarfed ele-

phant and a collection
of curious Chinese play-
things, among which
queer little manikins,
no bigger than the ordi-

nary tin soldier, dance
queer dances, and act
out Chinese Fairy Tales.
Miniature jeweled ivory
men-o'-war sail about
on a little glass sea,

that by some ingenious
arrangement reflects
shore-lines and clouds,
sky and trees, for all

the world like a really
truly harbor. This splendid gift was
carried to Russia by a Prince of the
Royal House of China, who was
accompanied by a gorgeous retinue,
bearing the compliments of the baby
on the Dragon Throne, to the little

heir of all the Russias.

By Alice E. .\Uen

Yes, I'm the little old doll.

You should have seen me when-
New Doll Univmiptino gaily)

But I'm the little new doll

Of Nineteen Hundred Ten,
My gown is of the newest.
My slippers are the bluest,—

(dancing about)
Oh, I'm the little new doll

Of Nineteen Hundred Ten.

Yes, I'm the little new doll

By every one caress'd,—
Old Doll (happily)-

I'm just the little old doll.

You never would have guess'd—
So worn, so torn—behold me-
Mother just now told me
She loves me still the best

!

Courtesy of The F. A. Owen Pub. Co.

Our Good-Night Verse I«:

And yet, when I said my prayers to-day,
A whisper within me seemed to say,
"You are more than the Earth, though you

are such a dot

;

You can love and think, and the Earth can not."
Lovingly and Faithfully,

The Aunt in the Cozy Corner,

Sncwflakes

A Prize Winner. This little poem won the

French Bisque Doll.

DOLLY, there are nice white feathers
Coming from the clouds, just see

!

There's a fairy story 'bout 'em
That nobody knows but me.

All the fairies' little children

Up among the clouds can play

;

They get into lots of mischief
When their mamas go away.

Sometimes, when their parents leave them.
And they're sui-e they're out of sight,

They keep flying, flying, flying.

Till they see a cloud of white.

Now a hundred busy children.

Fairy children, dolly dear.

Could tear up more in half an hour
Than I could in most a year.

But I'm glad they're sometimes naughty,
For this feather stuff, you know.

Falls from clouds they've torn to pieces,

And we always call it snow.

Pearl Drain, lo years.

He Roll

Cozy Corner boys and girls whose work in the
December Contest merits honorable mention

:

Kathryn Dimer, 15 ; Mary Heim, 9 ; Purney
D. Kempton, 5; Gerald Scott, 11 ; Ruth Sletten,

12; Edith Redick, 11; Vivian Batten, 10;
Myra Eskew, 8 ; Hazel Talmadge, 14 ; James T.
Early, 11 ; Arthur McGrath, 13 ; Mai-garet Rey-
nolds, 13 ; H. Bernice Sensenich, 12 ; Eva Mon-
roe, 10 ; Ruth Centner, 14 ; Isabel Mackey, 12 ;

Jessie Cannon, 12 ; Clara Marshall, 15

.

Subject. Winter: this drawing won a beavitiful Christmas book

Drawn by Lavinia Lettice. age 14

Special January Prize Offers

For boys and girls under twelve are for best
STORIES or articles in less than 400 words.

Subjects: "My Favorite Hero," "My Own
Model Aeroplane." 'We will award prizes of
$2 each.

DRAWINGS. Subjects: "A Headpiece for
February," "My Chum," "Something I Made
Myself." We will give $2 for the first prize,
and five supplementary prizes for the next
best drawings in order of merit.

Over and Under Twelve Alike
VERSES. Subjects: "My Valentine," "Abe

Lincoln." We will give two first prizes of

$1 each, and ten supplementary prizes, con-
sisting of a Brownie kodak and nine appro-
priate books for good work in order of merit.
PHOTOGRAPHS. Subjects : "Winter."

"Homeless," "A Good Game." Five first prizes
"f SI each, and ten supplementary prizes for
good work appropriate to the Cozy Corner.
Put January Contest, your name, age, and

address, plainly on each letter, manuscript or
photograph, and send to Miss Janet Porter,
19 Bible House, New York.

All work must be original, and all work in this
contest must be in by January 20.

When You Buy a Piano

you want to know you are

getting the best for your money
VVhen you buy a
"Cornish" vou
Ret full II i a II o
value — notliing
added for the

protection of dealers.

Sent To You For A Year's Free Trial

a^npih
Cornish Pianos, for real
merit, are unexcelled
by any other, what>^
ever tlie price,
or name, or
reputation.

Three Tears' Credit, If Needed,
On This BABY GRAND

Send For
The New
CORNISH
BOOK

The most
beautiful piano
catalogue iKsued
—It explains
things that you
ougbt to know
whether you
buy from us or
elsewhere. The
book Is yours for
the asking.
Wrlteforltnow.

Muet prove their
superior value
over all others by
home tests or we
pay the freight
both ways. We
will place a piano
In your home,
freight paid
If you wish, at
rock- hot torn
factory price,
upon terms ofyour own
choice, glvlDg
you 1 year to test
the Instrument
before you need
decide to keep It
and we give you
a Bond ofIndem nity
which holds us to
tbls offer and also
Insures Instru*
meat against
defect for 25 years.

Save One-third—Buy On TheCORM^H PLAN -Easy Terms

C^OmiSb CQ Washington, New JerseyIt/Vl ltl«l/ XJV^ Established Over 60 Vssrs

1911 METZ
Runabout

Completely
Equipped
eis Shown—

Equipment includes Bosch Magneto, Top,
Gas Lamps and Generator, Three Oil Lamps,
Horn and 28x3" Clincher tires.

We want Live, Progressive Dealers every-
where. Write us for Book F and full particulars.

METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mass.

YOU CAN PROFIT by
THIS OPPORTUNITY

to transform an ordinary "savings account" into
a safe and highly profitable investment. Your
savings, deposited with us, earn standard
dividends. We have paid

5% PER
ANNUM

to our depositors for 18 years, aggregating
more than $1,000,000.00 distributed in this way.

Assets over $2,300,000
We invite you to deposit with
us by mail. Start any time,
withdraw on any date, receive
full interest for all of the time.

Write for booklet.

Industrial Savings & Loan Co.

2 Times BIdg., B'way & 42d St, New York

BEIXVTV
filled with kerosene it « ill liiirn for
tours :iiiil is .-ilisolutely oditi'less*
:iiii*Mii:il. too, because handsomely
ructed of brass, nickel -pia ted. and each

i is provided with enough w iek to last
al years. The lamp can be used in entries,
lays, closets, and is iiiv:ilii:ilile lor

\iirser>' :iiiil SicKrooiii
As); your dealer
or by mall (post- ^^ mm
paid) 65 cents. V* "^
Agents wanted. ^^^^
SILVER & cenpaniv

Sole llliiiilllncturers

320 Hewes St.,
'Ir.>rie-Mnrk Kepist

c.
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intoned the spinster. "If I am to stay

here, I shall do it con-sci-en-tious-ly."

She pronounced the last word with

due regard to every syllable, it being a
favorite adverb modifying every pos-

sible activity.

Barbara was turning over the pages
of the book, several of which were
quite covered with Jimmy's scrawling
characters in red ink.

"A Vallable Information bout get-

ing mad," she read. "Don't get mad
Ezy. It don't Do enny Good, an sum
the tim it gets a fello in Trubble. Peg
says this is portant."
Barbara smiled as she shut the

covers gently together.

"I shall give this book to Jimmy,"
she said quietly, "and please, Miss
Cottle, don't take it away from him
again. Jimmy is such a little boy,

and I—he has always been loved. I

hope you "

"I don't believe in sozzling over a
child," interrupted the woman severely.

"I'll see that the boy gets plenty of

good bread and butter, and that he
goes to school and Sabbath sei-vices

regularly. By the time you get back I

guess you'll see quite a change in him.
When do you expect to start—to-mor-

row?"
Miss Cottle's tones expressed a grow-

ing impatience.
"I supposed you'd get off this after-

noon. I see your trunk is packed and
all. There's no use of hanging back
and procrastinating when there's work
to do. That's one thing I shall teach

James."
She compressed her lips severely, as

if anxious to begin.

"I am ready to go," Barbara told her,

with lips which trembled in spite of

herself. "I hope you won't be too

severe with Jimmy—at first; he isn't

u.sed to it."

"Yes," agi-eed Miss Cottle, with an
acid smile, "its easy enough to see that

you've spoiled the child completely.

But I'll soon straighten him out. My
method with children has never been
known to fail. Their wills wants
breaking the first thing; after that

they'll mind, I can tell you."

"I don't want Jimmy's will broken,"
protested Barbara, "please don't try

to do that."
Miss Cottle tossed her head majesti-

cally.

"I shall use my own. judgment," she

said firmly, "and I don't expect no
interference."

Barbara fled upstairs, the little red

book in her hand, to find Jimmy in his

white nightgown standing at the top

of the stairs. She caught the child up
in her strong young arms, cuddling his

cold little body against her bi-east.

"I wanted you," grieved the child,

half strangling her with his eager
kisses. "Why do you have that wom-
an, Barbara? I don't like her. She
took my Vallable Inf'mation book, 'n'

—I scwatchcd her, 'n' she slapped me.
Send her away, Barbara; we don't

want her; do we?"
The girl wrapped a blanket warmly

about the child and sat down with him
in a chair by the window. The iron of

her new chain bade fair to eat into her
very soul as she soothed and rocked
into forgetfulness of his troubles the

beloved little cau.se of all her perplex-
ities. Why, after all, had she done
this thing? Was there not a heavier
debt than could be paid in money?
And was she not bankrupt still in love

and peace?
In that hour of darkness all the

terrifying consequences of her attempt
to break away from Jarvis crowded
upon her mind. Unless the person
who had paid four thousand dollars for
five years of her life could be induced
to release her, she must indeed pay
heavily for Jimmy's inheritance. Her
baffled thoughts hovered about the un-
known personality of this arbiter of
her future.

"To-morrow," she thought aloud, "I
shall know."

XIV
To await the slow unfoldment of

events, cultivating the while the cardi-
nal virtues of tranquillity and faith, is

the task set before each human being;
but there are times when the lesson be-
comes poignantly difficult. As one who
awaits the coming of a delayed train
endures the unfruitful minutes with
scant patience, so Barbara lingered on
the verge of her unknown experience;
and by turns dreading and longing for
the summons which would put an end
to the painful suspense, she found the
days speeding by, gathering themselves
into weeks, and the weeks in their turn
rolling themselves up into months.

"I guess you've said to me about all

there is to be said on the subject of this
house and the care of that child," Miss
Cottle observed in tones of exaspera-
tion. "I'd never have come when I did
if I hadn't supposed you were going
right off. I didn't bargain to be your
hired girl."

And David Whitcomb, who had
taken up his quarters in the village inn
with the avowed intention of "having it

out" with the owner and arbiter of
Barbara's future, expressed himself
with still greater frankness on the sub-
ject.

"Has it occurred to you," he asked
Barbara, "that perhaps you'll not be
sent for at all?"
The two were sitting in the long,

sweet twilight of a June evening, on
the narrow old-fashioned porch. The
giant locusts in front of the house were
in full bloom and the clouds of fra-
grance from their pendant white clus-
ters mingled with the odorous breath
of the honeysuckles. There was a whirr
of hummingbird moths among the
vines, and a song sparrow intent upon
feeding her young ones while the day-
light lasted darted in and out with
anxious glances of her bright eyes.

"Hush!" warned Barbara wincing,
"don't let Jimmy hear you speak of my
going."
"Pooh!" said David, "the little

beggar knows all about it. Did you
suppose he didn't?"
Barbara looked at him Indignantly;
"Did you tell him?"
"No; but I dare say the Cottle per-

son has. Besides, the auction is town
talk. Everybody is wondering, and
some are saying Do you want mo
to tell you what old Hewett asked me
to-night?"

Barbara's face burning with shamed
crimson was turned away from his.

"No," she said frigidly, "I don't

want to hear it."

David passed his fingers through his

thick curling hair with an impatient
gesture.

"I am sorry I spoke of it, Barbara,"
he said seriously, "but the fact is,

whether you know it or not, you've

been placed in a very unpleasant posi-

tion."

He waited for her to speak; but she

was obstinately silent, her eyes fixed

on Jimmy, who was helping Peg load a

wheelbarrow with the dried grass left

in the wake of the lawnmower.
"You are," pursued David, "or think

you are—unable to move hand or foot

for five years. Meanwhile you are

waiting, waiting for a summons which
may never come. Barbara, is there

any one you know who would be likely

to—who might wish to help you, and
who has taken this singular way to do

it?"

She flashed a look of startled inquiry

at him.
"The idea of the auction was your

own—though how you came by it, I

can't understand—and it succeeded
perfectly, as far as the price paid in

money was concerned; but you're likely

to pay it out in something worth

Continued on next page

Fashions Change
in Watch Cases

You usually knovv^ an old or out-of-date watch
by its case—not always because the case shows

wear but because it is out of style. As a rule, the
better the case the better the design and the longer it stays in style.

It is the worst possible economy to buy a cheap or a trashy watch
case. It is not fair to a good movement to put it in a poorly made case.

Then, too, the case represents a substantial part of your watch in-

vestment—and if you want your money's worth you must know who
made the case as well as the movement.

The trade marks illustrated on this page are your safeguard. They are
standard with the fine jewelry trade, and have been for 50 years. They mean
absolute integrity in bullion value, in assay, in construction of a watch case. Be
sure to find them. Every good jeweler in this country knows the marks and
carries the cases. They are made for ladies' and men's watches—plain, engine-
turned, engraved or enameled. All sizes, ail patterns.

CRESCENT
COLD FILLED

<AAir>

\(a/

KEYSTONE
SOLID COLD

TRADE. MASK

JAS.BOSS
GOLD FILLED

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
EstablUhed 1853

Philadelphia

^
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YOU CAN AFFORD to have a new Song Book in your
Church or Sunday School, and one
for every person when you can get

" FAMILIAR SONGS OF THE GOSPEL" for $3 for 100. Words and music, 83 very best

sonsjs. Sample copy 5 Cents. E. A. K. Hackett. 100 North Wayne St., Fort Wayne. Ind'

LOOK^FORTHCngl

This Is

the way "3-in-One" Is

sold. Look for the big

RED ONE on the label. No
otheroil bears it. There is and
can be only one "3-in-One," for it is the

first and only oil compound that cleans and
polishes furniture perfectly; lubricates all

things "oilright"; prevents rust on every

metal surface. FREE: Generous sample and
new complete book. Write right now.

3 in One Oil Co., 54 Broadway, N. Y. City

~ Send your name
-- on a postal and gret

W Llebig Company's C(K>k Book by Mrs. Kiirer.

and we will tell you how to cret our beautiful

I PR
I Ta
I Add
% Dep

PREMIUM SPOONS & FORKS
Table. Bouillon & Tea Spoons & Forks.

Address OORNEILLE DAVID * CO..
Dept. S, 9 North Moore St., New York.

' oaveTheHor5;E^SpavinGure.
RCG. TRADt nAR^

E. C. iVlESSIER. Civil Engineer. Real Estate and Insurance, 1008 Elm St.

Maxchester, N.H.. Oct. 22. 1910.
Troy Chemical Co. , Binghamton, N. Y. I saw your adverisement

and sent $5 for a bottle of "Save-The-Horse" to cure a bone
spavin. Attlietime he was not worth $1: before hehad the spavin
I was offered? 600. Four veterinarians told me that he was incur-
able, so I felt blue, as you might believe. Since two weeks after
treating him with "Save-The-Horse" he has not taken a lame
step and I have driven him every day, and even thii-ty miles the
same day. "Save-The-Horse" has done more than four doctors
in a year. Now it seems exaggerated, but any one in doubt can
call at tlie neighbors to prove what I say, and fui-thcrniore. the
horse can give them a ride, and probably one of the best in their

lifetime. I cannot say enough to pra^e your remedy. I will not
be without it. Truly yours. E. C. Mkssieb.
$mg AA ft bottle, with legal written guarantee or contract.
£^«vlf S.-1H1 for copv. booklet and letters from business

^m 111.^11 :iti.l trainers on t-veiy kind of i-ase. Permanently
W^ cares Spavin, Thoroughpin. Ringbone (except low).

Curb. Splint. Capped Hock. Windpnff. Shoe Boil. Injured
Tendons and all Lameness. N.i sr^u i I

i^>. of Iiair Huiso works
as usual- />r(/Vr.>c or E.rpyss Rani.
Troy Chemical Co.. 39 Commercial Ave., Binghamton, N.Y.

r-AWAYTOMAKEMONEY-i
A little booklet. "A BiulneSB of YonrOwn," tells how
you can make money in your spare time without any in-

vestment on your part, and by simply doing some pleas-

ant work among friends and acquaintances. Vou'Ulikc
the plan, because it not only pays well, but at the same
time it offers you achance to earn a permanent income that

will be very helpful to you. May we send you full informa-

tion ? Now is the time to begin. Every day you delay

may mean a loss of just as many dollars. Act now ! Ask

for our "Money MakinK Plan" WRITE TO-DAY !

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD, Agency Dept.. New York
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Most
Nutritious Food
Made From Flour

A strong statement — but an

absolute fact Backed up by years

of testing.

The stomach digests them with

pleasure, and sends them on their

way to make rich, red blood, sound
flesh and tough muscle.

Every ingredient is a strength-

giver, scientifically blended and
perfectly baked*.

Crisp and delicious Uneeda Bis-

cuit come to you in their dust tight,

moisture proof packages, fresh,

and clean, and good.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

(Never sold.in bulk)

>«*s^l

O'S

for a package

PTSHO
^ SHADE

^

ROLLERS
Original and unequalled.

Wood urtin rollers. "Improvi
requires no tacks. Invento

signature on genuine:

These tradejnark cnss-cross line on every packags

TlET FOR
DIABETICS

Kidney and UverlrNAle^^^eiiniatisni,Obesity
and Uh aTMig froh^xces^^ Uric Acid

Rich in Proteu^ Ask aour ^^sician^^eading grocers,

r or boKiet or saVple, wi

FARWQI & RfllNES. Wateflown.N.Y..l).S.A.

TYPEWRITERS J;!;k
VISIBLE V^RITERS

or otherwise

I. $. SMITHS, OLIVERS. UNDERWOODS. Etc.

'^toK^M'F'RS PRICES
Shipped ANYWHERE for Free Trial, or

KE.VTED allowing Rent to APPLY
PRICES 9 1S.OO UR

Firet Class Machines FreBh from the Mfra—^Write for Illustrated Catalog 71

Typewriter Emporium, (EST.1892)92-94 LAKE SL.CHICAGO

Repair Your Furniture

at Home Without Glue.

Put a Fix-it on end of round
and drive it in. Fits any
joint, round or square. In-

visnble. Not affected by heater
dampness. Sample pkg. 10c. ,two
doz.asc. Good profits Cor Agents
FIX.IT MFG. CO. 301 Wall St.

Binehamlon. N. Y. •

/=l
AGENTS
WANTED. I

SAVES YOU
$50 to $300

from

eALLOWAY
OAVE from $50 to $300 by buying your gasoline engine ol 2 to22-horse-powe
^S a real engine factory. Save dealer, jobber and catalogue house profit. No such offer

as I make on the class of engine I sell lia^ ever been made before in all Gasoline Engine
history. Here is the secret and reason : I turn them out all alike by the thousands in my
enormous modem factory, equipped with automatic machinery. I sell them direct to you
for less money than some factories can make them at actual shop cost.

AU you pay me for is actual raw material, labor and one small profit (and I buy my
material in enormous quantities).

^ yy^
Anybody can aRord and might just as well have a high grade engine when he y^^^

can get in on a wholesale deal of this kind. I'm doing something that never a

done before. Think of it I A price to you that is lower than dealers and
iobbers can buy similar engines for, in carload lots, for spot cash.

An engine tliat is made so good in the factory that I will send
ft out anywhe^'e in the U. S. without an expert to any inexperienced
users, on 30 days' free trial, to test against any engine made oi

yimilar horse-power that sells for twice as much, and let him ^/^^\0 4p

i-'^ ;:rv^

be the judge. Sell your poorest horse and buy a

S'H.'Pm Only $119.50 ^*-.<

Get Galloway's
Biggest and Best

FREE ^^.fS^LIr^ BOOKGASOLINE
ENGINE

Write today for my beautiful new 50-pa(re Engine Book in four

colors, nothing like it ever printed before, full of valuable information,

showing how I make them and how you can make more money with a
gasoline engine on the iarm. Write me

—

•Km. Galloway, Ppcs., Wnt. Calloway Co,
945 Galloway Station, Waterloo, Iowa

Continued from 'preceding page

more than money. You've grown thin
and pale, Barbara; you're being worn
out with this terrible suspense. Now
I think it's time we tracked your pur-
chaser to earth; or else—look at me,
Barbara! Why not marry me, and
defy the fellow, whoever he is?"

"It wouldn't be honorable," she ob-

jected. "I've accepted the money."
"See here," he said strongly, "I'm

going to find out who the person is,

either with or without your permission.
You'd like to know, I suppose?"

She hesitated, evading his eyes.

"I think I'd rather wait," she said
reluctantly. "Besides, you couldn't
find out."
He watched her steadily for a min-

ute, while she set half a dozen hasty
stitches in the long ruffle.

"It's too dark to sew," he objected,
"and I can't talk to you when your
eyes are glued to that piece of cloth."

"Well?" she said interrogatively.
"It isn't anything new, Barbara," he

said. "Just the same old request.

When will you marry me, dear?"
"I've told you, David, over and over.

I can't make any promises till—till
—

"

He frowned and shrugged his shoul-
ders impatiently.

"I know," he interrupted quickly.
"But why object on the score of that
absurd contract? Why, Barbara, I'll

go with you and work for nothing.
"Two slaves will be better than one. I'm
a husky chap, capable of trundling the
lawnmower, shaking down the furnace,
shoveling snow, or any little job of the
sort. Don't you think your widower
should appreciate my free services?"
Barbara refused to smile.
"Why," she asked, "should you sup-

pose it is a man?"
"A sad mixture of pronouns," he

objected. " 'It' might, as you suggest,
as well be a widow or an old maid.
But why 'its' waste of money and val-

uable service? That is what I shall

set myself to find out. But we'll be
married first, and then I'll be in a posi-

tion to defy him, her or it, as the case
may be."

"There is no use," she murmured,
"of your talking that way. I consider
myself bound; and I cannot "

His face softened as he looked at her.

"Poor little girl," he murmured, "it's

pretty rough sledding for you, and has
been all along. But I'd like to ask you
one thing. Has any other man asked
you to marry him since I went away?"
Her eyes fled into the distance.
"Will you tell me who it was?"
"Why," she stammered at last,

"should you ask?"
"Is it a case of 'how happy could I

be with either, were the other fair

charmer away?'"
He checked himself with an effort.

"Then you won't tell me?" he said
sulkily.

"It—was nothing," she stammered.
"I didn't "

"You didn't accept him," he finished

for her. "That's evident. Well, we'll

call it square if you'll say to me,
'David, I love you, and I'll marry you
as soon as we can straighten out this'

—what shall we call it?
—

'this previous
engagement.' Will you say that, Bar-
bara? Will you?"

"I haven't told you yet—what you
asked."

"Never mind that. Come, don't

put me off again!"
She looked at him, her eyes clouded

with doubt and pain.

"You don't trust me, Barbara. I

see that," he said bitterly.

"You—must make me—trust you,"
she murmured, after a difficult silence.

"I don't know why—I can't say—yes.

But—I can't—yet."
"I know," he said roughly. "You're

half in love vdth the other man!"

You can place money m the Inanstrial Savings and
Loan Comiiaiiv. ana kncn- that it is snre, and is irhr-re

vou can ooratn it when rcanted, and will yielA/ajr earn-
inas tor pvprv (iav nrested. See their artverlisement
oil oage 1246, and write them for fnll information.

He sprang to his feet, upsetting his
chair.

"No—no!" she denied breathlessly
"It isn't that. I refused him because—

'

Her voice trailed off in a whisper—
"I remembered you, David."
He caught her in his arms with a

triumphant laugh.
"You can't escape me now, after that

admission," he told her. "You shall
marry me, sweetheai't."
"We must not speak of it, David,"

she warned him, "nor—take too much
for granted, till after we have found
out about the contract."

"Oh, never mind the contract!"
cried David exuberantly.
Jimmy's rollicking laugh floated

across the lawn. ' Peg Morrison had
stacked the last wheelbarrow with the
sweet lawn grass, topped it with the
little boy and was trundling his load
toward the house.
"Now't I've got you aboard, Cap'n,"

Barbara heard him saying, "it's all I

c'n make out. You're turrible big an'
hefty."
"You won't ask me to leave him,

David," murmured Barbara. "I could
not do that; unless"— she added with
quick remembrance—"I am forced to."

"Little beggar!" quoth David good-
humoredly; "he's always been a dan-
gerous rival of mine. But I'll take him
for a side partner this time."
He turned and crushed her roughly

in his arms.
"I've waited long enough," he said.

"Now let everybody and everything get
out of my way. I'm going to marry
you within the month," and stopped
the words of protest on her lips with
his kisses.

That same evening Martha Cottle
wandered forth under the soft light of
evening. The labors of the day were
concluded, and Miss Cottle felt herself
attuned to the soft influences of the
hour. So when she chanced to come
upon Peleg Morrison reposing himself
in a battered wooden chair tipped
against the barn door, she addressed
him in terms of surprising amity.

"It's a real pleasant evening," ob-
served Miss Cottle, with an agreeable
smile.

"Yes, ma'am, it sure is," replied Peg,
in kind.

"I suppose you and I'll soon be left

in charge here," continued Miss Cottle,
sighing.
"Hes—Miss Barb'ry heard f'om "

"No; not that I know of. And I call

it strange—very str-range. Don't you,
Mr. Morrison?"

" 'Tis kind o' queer; that's so," he
agreed.
"And to cap the climax," she said,

"the girl's gone and engaged herself to

be married."
"Who? Not Miss Barb'ry?"
Miss Cottle nodded confirmation.
"To that young Whitcomb fellow,"

she concluded acidly.

"Did she—did Miss Barb'ry tell you?
Mebbe she wouldn't care to hev me
know."

"She didn't choose to make a con-

fidant of me," the spinster said, tossing

her head. "I chanced to be passing
through the hall, and I—overheard 'em
—spooning."

Mr. Morrison coughed deprecatingly.

"It's a vallable idee," he said slowly,

"not t' hear what you ain't meant t'

hear. Young Whitcomb—huh? Wall!
Wall!"

David Whitcomb sat in the dining-

room of the Barford Eagle. It was
fifteen minutes of eleven by the loud

ticking clock, with a calendar attach-

ment, proclaiming a new day, which
hung against the wall in full view of

the breakfaster, yet he appeared quite

unabashed by the lateness of the hour

as he attacked the platter of fried ham
,

and eggs which the pink-cheeked wait-

ress set before him.
To he continued
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Secured by Selected

NEW YORK REAL ESTATE

Yield 6% ""'*

Annually.

{Payable Semi-Annually)

An issue selefled by careful investors,

who for many years have recognized their

unsurpassed combination of

SECURITY
and INCOME

SEND FOR Ff^EE BOOKLZT 14.

15 YEARS* RESULTS:
Assets over .... $3,000,000
Surplus nearly . . . $1,000,000
Repaid Investors, over $1,000,000

New York Realty Owners
489 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

« -.'.a:

ANSWER
This Ad and Get My Big FREE Book and Save $50
Buy direct from the bippest spreader factory In

the world—My price hasmeide It—SavedealerJobber
aud catalog house proilt. No eucb price as 1 make
OH this hl^^h g^rade spreader ban ever been made
before In all manure spreader history. Here's the
0ecret and reason : I make you a price on one based
on a 30.000 quantity and pay the freltfht rljfht to
your station. You only pay for actual material,
labor and one Bmallpront, based on this euormooB
quantity ou a

GALLOWAY
Get my bran new prnpo^^iti'-n with proof—lowest

price e\er made on a br-t clu-s t-prea^ler, with my
a^Teementto pay you back your money after you
Irv It 12 months If Us not a paying Investment.
llow'8 that for a proposition! If I did not have

best spreader I would not dare make such an otfer.

40.000 farmers have stamped their O. K. on It.

They all tried It 30 days free just like I ask you
tr> try it—30 I>.\YS FRF.K. Five Sizes-Including
New Complete Steel Gear Spreader—70-bu. Size.

Drop me postal, and say—"Calloway, aend me
your new proposlilon and Big Spreader BOOK FREE
with low pricea direct from your factory.*'

Nobody can beat It. ^mr^ Freleht

WM. GALLOWAY CO. SlL ^*^l"^^

Fits
Your

>S'aKOQ

iP^JjJ WASHINGTON'S BIRTHS A -%/ 10 Fine""... SAINT PATRICK'S llJ\ I Post Cards

JEW^ELRY AT FACTORY PRICES
Y .1 sjiv.|.-..rus..l .l.ihWriin.l liftail.r-

1 il.st I'm niaii Dcsifns. Stylish, liaiiU.

-mf*. Unusual Value,
S t No. 677 J—14 Kt. Gold Filled 2-in.

Hi«r I'iii with two hand? Biaiily Pins to

uiat.hinHosc. KntlislllhiiKlitlorOrofii

G..l.|flinsli. TheSitof 3Piii» 7Sc
Ho. 810 J—Ext I a Hiavily Ocld Plali.l

3-iii. Sash or Bi It Pin. stt with cither

Ruhy.ElllcruId.SapphircTopaior Am-
ethyst. Cut Stone, in Roman. Rose ..r

lireen Gold finish. .r in Ox' d. Silver. 80c
Both Nuinl>er!i,(4 pieces) $1.1.';

We (liiaranteo ()unlity. All eharfi-s

J>r-(inir1 Bank RtfirtmcfS,

liiriMl liv I'-.^tlim. r Express Me y
Agtnll WQnItd.

J. L CUSHMAN i CO., Factory, 280-282 Sip Avt, Jersey Oty, N. J.

VALENTINr
I POST CARDS lOrts.

80i is.

Thr.'c l()-<fii( i>:itkiiei'« !ri;iil..i <•
SjK-ciat .\»sorti]ii'iit tor Il.•:^lll^ lOO 1.

mailed for 10 oi'iits. KNimaili'il for SO cents
»f.\I)ISON AKT COMPANY . .M'.\I)IS<)>. CON V

A FLOOD OF LIGHT
FROM KEROSENE (Coal Oil>

3 I'riiiii: common kerosene the ALADDIN MANTLE
,AM1' ttneratrs gas that eivcs a lifht more hril-

i[it than city pa'', easnlino or electricity.

,.lo rie ahle.

Jlcijo, Vu

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY
la rov.KitiLnizme li^'hlios everywhere. Needed
in every h"Qio. Kvcry lamp guaranteed. Sells

itself Our Sunbeam Burners fit other lamps.
Ask our nearest ofllcehovr you can get a lamp
free or apply f<T Airenry Proposititen. THE
MANTLE LAMP CO. of America,Desk 349

il, Ore; H»Mrtuij. C en.; Wlaoiif. M.ntr.. "

Bronchial Troches
.re most iKiieilcial in llie treatment of throat affec-

tions. I'TVK from opiates.

Price, 2Sc, 50c and $1.00. Sample free
John I. Brown & Son Boston. Mass.

'©uflug People's Societies

Our Relationship With God*
"rpHE very essence of the spiritual
Jl life," says President King, "is a

personal relation with God. No more
than any other personal relation can
this be wisely made a mere matter of
rules. Its laws are those of a spon-
taneously developing life, not of exter-
nal rules laid on from without."
The conditions of the spiritual life

are, then, the same as those of a con-
stantly deepening personal relation
with any being of a high and noble
order; only capable of an infinitely
greater intimacy and a corresponding-
uplift, as our Lord is so inexpressibly
superior to any human creature.
Complete honesty, perfect modesty

are necessary in order to enter fully
into this beautiful spiritual relation.
The "great values," as President King
calls them, can be realized from it only
by taking this attitude of genuine
openness and humility.

Attention, time and thought alone
secure to us the opportunities for en-
tering into this blessed relation—we
must stay persistently in the presence
of the beloved One. Study of the
Word; prayer without ceasing; "ac-
tive, hearty, loyal co-operation with
the divine will"; these only permit us
to enter into the true relationship
which the soul should maintain with
its Creator and Saviour.

Others may counsel us; others may
pray for us; but the attainment of this

wonderful relationship must be won by
our own efforts

:

No one can acquire for another—not one;
No one can grow for another—not one;
The song is to the singer, and comes back most

to him;
The teaching is to the teacher, and comes back

most to him.

"If we follow the story of Christ's
gracious life," says Dr. David J. Bur-
rell, "we shall see him healing the sick,

comforting the sorrowing and minis-
tering to all the needs of the children of
men; but if we follow far enough, we
shall find ourselves at the foot of Cal-
vary ; and there comes the crucial test

of our devotion to him. Shall we go
back, or shall we follow him up the
steep path to the Cross?

"There are multitudes who praise
Christ for his goodness until they
come to Golgotha, and there they halt,

turning their faces from him."
But through the shadows as well as

the sunshine let us follow him.
When Salome asked that her sons

should sit, the one on the right hand
and the other on the left of Christ,

when he should come into his kingdom,
he asked of them, "Can ye drink of the

cup that I drink of and be baptized
with my baptism?"
They answered, "We can," and they

lived to prove their sincerity.

Ten years later, under the orders of

Agrippa, James was led out beyond
the walls of the city and beheaded.
John lived on, but he saw the fires

kindled by the infamous Nero; he saw
Titus reduce to subjection the Holy
City with frigh*^ful atrocities; he saw
his fellow disciples one by one drop
away, nearly all of them in blood and
torture; but he was the beloved of the

Highest. Through all of a long life,

strength was given him to endure his

sorrows and he was spared the horrors

of martyrdom.
Thus may we walk with Him and in

him, each of us singing in the poet's

sweet words:
So I go on, not knowing;

I could not, if I might;
I'd rather walk in the dark with.God
Than go alone in the light.

I'd rather walk with him by faith
Than walk alone by sight.

* Topic of the Epworth League for Sunday,
January 8. Texts : Rom. 5: 8, 10 ; 8: 1 ; 4 : 25.

CLKKK'AI. OKWKKS FOK I'Jll.

Pennsylvania Kailroatl.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company will issue

the usual Clerical Orders for use during the year

1911. These tickets will be issued to regularly

ordained clergymen in charge of churches located

directly on the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

East of Pittsburgh. Application blanks may be
obtained of Ticket Agents.

Blessed—to Bless*

T T sometimes seems as though it were
-•- a pity that we did not have to pay
a high price in money for our religion.

That it is free to all seems, in one
view, to cheapen it.

If it cost a great deal of money,
those who revel in expensive luxuries
would probably be keen to get it. Then,
ha-ving proved the greatness of its

blessing, they would urge others to
procure it. They would say, "Go with-
out everything—deny yourself food,
shelter, and all but the plainest cloth-
ing, if only thereby you can procure
this priceless pearl. You will be more
than repaid for all your sacrifices. It
will guide you through life. It will
comfort you in all your distresses.
When you walk through the valley of
the shadow, you will fear no evil."

But because the poorest can have
this heavenly jewel, the world too often
scorns it and passes it by.

One of the chief ways in which we
can inspire our companions with a de-
sire to become Christians, is by show-
ing ever a serene and cheerful counte-
nance.

In our Saviour we have received the
chief of blessings. He has said, "Let
not your hearts be troubled," and,
"Peace I leave with you." We must
show by our bearing that we have a
deep and abiding joy in our hearts.
We must not wear faces full of worry
and unrest. Let the world see that
Christ is a stay, a shield, a strong-
tower, our song in the night, and a
real help in time of trouble.

Perhaps the most remarkable in-

stance of a zeal among those who have
been blessed, to bless others, is that of
the missionaries, Carey and Thomas.
They were comparatively unedu-

cated, and yet they were enabled by
what has been considered almost the
direct inspiration of God, to lay, deep
and secure, the foundations of all the
later literary achievements in East
Indian mission work.
Determined to bring to a sa-ving

knowledge of the Gospel the degraded
and wretched millions of India; and
finding their efforts to preach baffled,

they turned their attention to the
translation of the Scriptures into the
various Indian dialects.

Robert Southey, in the Quarterly
Review in 1807, wrote

:

"These 'low-born and low-bred me-
chanics', as the anti-missionaries call

them, have translated the whole Bible
into Bengali and printed it. They are
printing the New Testament in the
Sanskrit, Orissa and six or seven other
languages. Only fourteen years have
elapsed since they set foot in India,

and in that time these missionaries
have acquired this gift of tongues. In
fourteen years these 'low-born, low-
bred mechanics' have done more to
spread the knowledge of the Scriptures
among the heathen, than has been ac-

complished or even attempted by all the
world beside."

If such zeal resided in the souls of

our American Christians of to-day, a
zeal which made Carey and Thomas
cling to their work amid crushing dis-

couragements, even as Jacob clung to

the angel at Peniel, we could convert

our whole nation before this new cen-

tury should be half spent.

* Christian Endeavor Topic for Sunday, January
8. Texts : Gen. 12 : 1, 2; Ps. 1C7: 1-3.

Wide-Angle and Long-Distance

I have subscribed for The Chris-
tian Herald for several years, and I

feel that I cannot afford to be without
it. To one who wants a "World--view"
religiously, my advice is : Subscribe for

the wide-angle, long-distance, tele-

scopic Christian Herald.
JAS. T. Goodman.

Springport, Mich.

A Special Christmas Fur
Offer

,To Readers of The

Christian Herald

S10
Unusual Value
An Elegant
Set

(

for

That should be

priced at S'22.00

Money Returned
II ywi are not

Kxactly Salistied

I'hese elegatit furs are
offered at this special
pi i<e to Chrislian Her-
ald reaflers with the dis-

tinct underslandint; that
the money paid for them
will he promptly re-

turned if they are not
satist'aetoi-y. Read otu-

Refund Guarantee lielow.
You know that this is

a hona-fide offer and
that the fnrs are as rep-
resei ted or the ChriBtian
I]er:ild wonld not ac-
cept this annoimiemeitt.

liul von will be (le-

liphted with the furs.
They are splendid value,
mueli filler than yoa
could buy from your
dealer for the same

money because we are manufaetiuers, sellinp direct

and saving you the retailer's and nnddlemen's profits

No. 110. This lur is the * mest French Coney—a soft,

rich, silky hair in either a darl-.bro.vr. or black. Muff is

the pillow shape with fine tails, or if preferred, may b«
had without tlie tails. Lined with Skmners Guaranteed
Lining. Price, $5.00. Russian shawl collar with wide
shoulder effect ana comes well down in the back, plain
all around. The ends are flnislied with fine tails and
lined with Skinners Guaranteed Lining. Price, $5.00.

Entire set, $10.00.

We are still offering the Belgian Lynx set, as appear^
cd in previous issues, at $9.00

OUR REFUND GUARANTEE PLAN
makes it as safe to buy from us by mail as if ynu had made your
own selection. If it is not exactly what you expect, or if you
are in any way disappointed, return the gannent at our
e.xpense and your money will be refunded by return mail
without question.

Our beautiful CATALOGUH. illugtrating over 200 styles oi

neckpieces, muffs and coats, sent FREE upon request. Write

lor t to-day.

ALASKA FUR CO.
1217-D Mark.-t Sit., l'liilad«-lphla. Pa.

Beference: Back of Conunerce, 621 Chestnut St., Fliila., Fa.

Married or Going To Be?
In either event you

should become ac-

quainted with

That Delicious Flavor

Mapleine
Tse it in wliite sugar dissol veil

in water and you have a noui -

ishins;, homemade table syrup
for liaif the cost of other good
.syrups. Use it as a flavorin--

liKe lemon and vanilla and you
furnish a delightful variety to
the everyday sweets.

FI!EE—"jrapleine Dainties,"
a iccipe book— for the name of
your grocer. If he does not
sell JIapleine send us 3r,c for a
•2 oz. bottle (yom- money re-
funded if not entirely satis-
factory).

We will gladly answer any questions about MAPLEINE
or about any s|)ecial desserts or dainties.
Write to Uept. C.

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle, -Wash.Sole Manufacturers

91: FLOWER POST CARDS lA^
^<' CHARMING COLORS—ALL DIFFERENT *

"

K- 1 1 r t r. ppi.'*!, Na.'.turtiums, Tulips, etc Someeea,
bosbcd\s til li ^ IT ' 1. tiont;uarant*-ed. Gpkgs.SOc. 13pkffs. $1-
J. P. U1.>D1.LL, Dept. 160, CHICAGO, ELJU

T YOUR IDEAS
500 for one invention. Book.

*'How to Obtain a Patent" and
.. ..at to Invent" sent free. Send rough

sketcli for tree report as to patentability.
Patents advertised tor sale at our expense
in fourteen Manufacturers' Journa.'s.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHAIVDLEE. Patent Att'ys
Established lo Tearg

916 F. Street, Washington. D. C.

Returnable ezajnlnatioD copies of the great hymn bootHALLOWED HYMNS
mailed on request to churches needingnew books.
THE UIGLOU Jt 3IAL\ (0., Neu York or (hica^'o.
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Sunday School Lesson by Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Crafts

TO-DAY'S lesson tells us of the

first wrong step of the world-

famous "Lost Tribes." The ten

tribes that revolted against King Reho-

boam and formed another kingdom
under Jeroboam, were later carried
into captivity because of their Sabbath-
breaking and idolatry. The other two
tribes were brought back from cap-
tivity, but not the ten tribes. For cen-
turies, the world has been ransacked in

vain to find their descendants. Some
have held that the American Indians
are the lost tribes. Others have claimed
this distinction for the Japanese. But
no satisfactory proofs have been given
in either case or any other. "The Ten
Lost Tribes" will probably be "lost" to

the end of time.

Our lesson to-day describes the first

step which brought about their lost

condition. That first fatal step was
breaking away from the true worship
of the living God. King David and
King Solomon had been co-woi"kers
with God in the building of the temple
at Jerusalem. King David collected

the greater part of the treasures of
silver, gold, brass and marble for its

construction, and committed to his son.
King Solomon, the plans for the build-
ing. When it was completed, the Lord
God descended and filled it with his

glory. The great temple was as the
heart of the nation. Around it and
within it the most sacred rites were
performed. Against all of this the ten
tribes turned their backs. They
turned away from their God, and took
up the worship of calves made of gold
by Jeroboam.

Thei'e has been a good deal of dis-

cussion about where Jeroboam got his
pattern. Possibly he modeled it after
the historic calf set up by Aaron, or
perhaps he got the idea from the same
source. Some have suggested that he
made cherubs, like those on the ark of
the covenant in the temple. If that is

so, it was to make the people feel that
after all they were worshiping God,
though they did not go up to the tem-
ple to do it. Jeroboam's real reason
for making the calves was that he
feared he could not hold the people in

their allegiance to him if they still

continued going up to Jerusalem to

worship in the temple. He did not tell

this to the people, but instead, being a
shrewd politician, he tried to have it

appear that he had done it for their
accommodation: "It is too much for
you to go up to Jerusalem." He set up
two images-, one at each end of the
kingdom, about one hundred and fifty

miles apart, at Bethel and Dan.

Disobeyed a Commandment
All who worshiped the calves dis-

obeyed God's command, "Thou shalt
have no other gods before me." Jero-
boam was himself the high priest of
lawbreakers, not alone because he made
the images, but because he stood at the
altar of the calf and officiated in the
offering of sacrifice. It was a mere
pretense that he did it unto God.
While he was in the act of sacrificing,

God punished him for it by paralyzing
his arm, and by the power of God the
altar was broken, and the ashes scat-
tered about. God sent a special mes-
senger to him in the person of an aged
prophet to rebuke him for his impious
action.

"Lost "in this World

On that day the kingdom of Israel
began its course as "the lost tribes."
They show to us that men may be lost

even while they live in the world. The
descendants of the ten tribes are surely
living somewhere. Their course also
shows how the course of the "lost"
begins.

* The International Sunday Scho<^ Lesson
for January 8, 191 1. Jeroboam's Idols. I. Kings
12:25 to 13:6. Golden Text- "Thou shalt not
make unto thee any graven image." Ex. 20 : 4.

But let US understand this word
"lost." A man rushed into his home
one day exclaiming: "I have lost every-
thing," for he had become bankrupt.
"You have not lost me," replied his

sweet wife. "I am cot lost," replied
his son. And his little tot of a girl

lisped, "I'm not loth." A man may lose

all of his money and still have his best
treasures left, but let him lose charac-
ter, and he has indeed lost all. The
man who goes wrong will sooner or
later have lost health; lost the noblest
thoughts; lost the most manly feelings;
lost the best hopes and aspirations of
the soul; lost the purest joys of a
Christian home; lost the grand fellow-
ship of good men; lost true patriotism
and human brotherhood; lost God and
heaven. Note that Jesus spoke of the
lost whom he came to save as those
already thus "lost" in this world : "The
Son of man is come to seek and save
that which is lost." The lost sheep
and the lost coin and the lost son of
Luke 15 are not lost souls in hell, but
lost men and women in this world.

Hell begins here in lost character,
and consequent lost peace. Long be-
fore death, in many cases, character
becomes manifestly fixed. God says,
"Joined to his idols, let him alone."
The "unpardonable sin" is fixedness of
evil character.

There is a time, we know not when,
A point we know not where.

That marks the destiny of men
For sorrow or despair.

But let it always be remembered that
no one can have committed the un-
pardonable sin who desires pardon. No
one is hopelessly lost who desires to be
found.

The Fatal First Step

"It is the first step that costs." And
that first step toward the place of the
"lost" in this world and the other is
often a very small step. "Sow an act,
and you reap a tendency; sow a ten-
dency, and you reap a habit; sow a
habit, and you reap a destiny."

Let us think of many kinds of "lost
tribes" in this world that we have seen,
and to which some of us might wander,
and see just what were the first steps
that led men there. In the dreary
tramp army of the unemployed, driven
from town to town in wretched beg-
gary, there is many a man who had a
good position and lost it by some small
wrong that led on to greater ones, and
finally to discharge. He stole a few
postage stamps of his employer; and
then a few pens and a pencil; and then
kept some change by lying about the
price of what he bought; and then
came the broken till and the forged
check, and the first imprisonment

—

only a few days, but opportunities for
employment had been "lost." And with-
out wages clothes were soon ragged,
and the tramp life came in regular
sequence.
With many a boy who has lost his

standing in school and later his place
in tHe shop and his good name in the
community, the first wrong step was
the secret cigarette which he took,
thinking it proved him manly when it

only proved him a monkey, an ape; for
he did it only to imitate some one else,
not because there was any use or sense
in it. From the cigarette to lost nerve,
lost health, lost virtue, lost position
were easy and gradual steps.
One of the most dangerous first steps

is Sabbath-breaking. Many a man on
the gallows has confessed his first step
toward that disgraceful goal was Sab-
bath desecration. When he had broken
one commandment it seemed as if he
might as well be damned for breaking
all as for one. Cardinal Gibbons once
said to the writer : "The Sabbath com-
mandment is one the breaking of which
leads to the breaking of all the others,
as the keeping of it leads to the keeping

Continued on next page
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Net Income "w2*^

$3,000
From 28 Acres

of California Land

The original price per

acre was $40. Planted to

peaches, plums, grapes

pears it yields $3,000 a year

net, and would be cheap

$500 an acre.

This is only one example of what

has been done in a climate that draws

tourists from all over the world.

Union Pacific
Southern Pacific

Standard Route of tlie West

Electric Block Sliinals

For further facts and accurate infonna

tion about California call on or address

GERRIT FORT. P. T. M.
0. P. R. R.. 930 Farnam SI.

OMAHA. NEB.
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"DON'T SHOUT"
as anybody. 'How
Uh, somclhinS ne

IheMOULEY PHONE

libl

know I had the
If, only that I hee

ThelHORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
makes Low sounds end
whispers plainly heard.
Invisible, comfortable,

weightless and harmless. Anyone can adjust it. Over One
Hundred Thousand Sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 702, Perry Buililine. Philadelphia

THE WAY OUT
From Weakness to Power by Food Route.

Getting the right start for the day's
work often means the difference between
doing things in wliolesome comfort, or
dragging along half dead all day.

There's more in the use of proper food
than many people ever dream of—more's
the pity.

"Three years ago I began working in
a general store," writes a man, "and
between frequent deliveries and more
frequent customers, I was kept on my
feet from morning till night.

"Indigestion had troubled me for some
time, and in fact my slight breakfast was
taken more from habit than appetite. At
first this insufificient diet was not noticed
much, but at work it made me weak and
hungry long before noon.
"Yet a breakfast of rolls, fried foods

and coffee meant headaches, nausea and
kindred discomforts. Either way I was
losing weight and strength, when one day
a friend suggested that I try a ' Grape-
Nuts breakfast.'

"So I began with some stewed fruit,

Grape-Nuts and cream, a soft boiled egg,
toast and cup of Postum. By noon I

was hungry but with a healthy, normal
appetite. The weak, languid feeling was
not there.

"My head was clearer, nerves steadier
than for months. Today my stomach is

strong, my appetite normal, my bodily
power splendid and head always clear."
Read "The Road to Wellville, in pkgs.

"There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new

one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

1 Man Sawrna MaohlnS BSa'S

AMY WOOD „.
> IN ANY POSITION
I ON ANY GROUND I

llntoSn.Througll i

,
A MEN wHh • I

I & Cross>cutSMV I

9 10 • Gorda daily jaiiie"iiaual avorago lar ona man*
BUBS UBT (\ jB. ^ a, BiW9 DOWR

,^«?fM=pj;^§5^^ TBBK8

Our 1911 Model Machine Baws taster, runs easier and wlU
last loiigtT than ever. Adjusted In a minute tosultaia-
year-old'boy oi strongrest man. Ask tor catalog No M6
and low price. First order gets agency
|)oIdlagSawiagMacb.Co.,158C. Harrison St.,Cblca{o. in.

STERLINCWQRTH PLANT TABLETS
make your plants bloom

Nolhing so Good to Make Luxuriant Leaves and rlowers.

Used in water. 25c & 50c. Trial box, 10c. postpaid. Agents
wanted. Box I. Sterling Chemical Co., Cambridge, Mass.

P

, For 3j years we have been paying our customers
the highest returns consistent with conservative
methods. First mortgage loans of $-U0 and up
which we can recommend after the mobt thorough

3uoul iDveBtigstiun. Please ask for Loan List ^'o. 707

I
$25 Certificates of Deposit also for saving investors.

PERKINS & CO. Lawrence.Kans

PATENTS: For facts about Prize \

and Reward offers and
Inventions that will

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars; and for boolcs

of Intense Interest to Inventors, send 8c postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept. 36 . Barrister BldK., WashicKlan. D.C

AN OPPORTUIMITY
FOR YOU

IF
you want to make some extra money
during your spare time, our Special
Offer to readers of The Christian

Herald will be of great interest to you.

We are now esta blishing representatives

to take care of all new and renewal sub-

scriptions. The possibilities for money-
making are really unlimited, and you
can easily build up a clientele which you
can renew every year at practically the

original profit. It is pleasant, agreeable

work, as you will come in contact with
anly the best people. No expense is

necessary. Only spare time required.

Let us send you our interesting offer. It

is sure to appeal to you. Now is the time
to act. If you can use more money,
here's your chance to increase your
income. Ask for our Subscription
Money Plan. Write to-day. Address :

Christian Herald Agency Dept.
Bible House, New York
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of all the others." All that God has
given us in his owti autograph is the
Decalogue, and one-third of .that is the
Sabbath law— written twenty-eight
times as long as the command against
stealing. Is it not because the taking
of soulless things—minerals, vegetables
and animals—is less serious than the
attacks upon rights of health and life,

rights of conscience and rights of God
which are involved in Sabbath break-
ing? No wonder the breaking of this
longest, middle commandment, sever-
ing the Decalogue in its centre, leads
to the breaking of all other laws. When
the Sabbath is lost out of a man's life,

his noblest humane inheritance is lost.

How One Lie Calls for More
Another sin which is very often the

first step to a lost life, and seldom re-
mains a step by itself, is lying.

It is the first small step in sin
against which we most need to set a
watch. Henry M. Stanley says that
the most formidable foes he and his
men encountered in Africa, were not
the giant blacks, fierce though they
were, but the diminutive Wambutti
dwarfs. These little men, with their
bows and poisoned arrows, could hide
behind a bunch of leaves, and shoot
their arrows all unseen. Men and
women everywhere need to be on their
guard against the tyranny of the
dwarfs—the little insignificant habits
that endanger the peace and comfort of

home. These are their real and dan-
gerous foes.

Experts who investigated the cause

of an accident to the famous suspen-
sion bridge over the East River at
Brooklyn, N. Y., reported that the
breaks in the suspension rods were
gradual, progressive and sequential.
Neglect was writ large over this great
product of engineering. Officials be-
haved as if the elements themselves
would cease to act in order that they
might plunder. Oxidation had gone on
steadily where iron and steel had been
left unpainted ; and with the coming of
the elevated railroad cars a weight was
imposed upon the structure which has-
tened the revelation of structural im-
pairment. There are certain analogies
between the human soul and this bridge
which make it worth while to draw
them. Uncared for, uninspected, over-
burdened, one by one, gradually and
sequentially, the soul powers break
down unless unremittingly guarded
from the action of the elements of the
natural world.

Saving the Lost

But those who are "lost" and yet
living may be saved. The Son of man
came to seek and to save that which
is lost. How many a man so lost

that neither he nor his friends have a
hope left has been saved by Him who
seeks and saves the lost! Jerry Mc-
Auley's well-known story is a history
that has repeated itself scores of times
in his and other city missions. The
story of "Bowery Dan," recently pub-
lished by the American Tract Society,
is worth telling not alone for the sake
of the lost, but to show Christian men
and women how to help God find them.

Tlh© Mew Clhn©f Jtmstac©
PRESIDENT TAFT has set at rest

the rumors connecting various
prominent lawyers with the coveted
position of Chief Justice of the Su-
preme Court, by appointing Associate
Ju.stice Edward D. White to the posi-

tion. The New
Chief Ju.stice was
paid the compli-
ment of instant
confirmation b y
the Senate. Jus-
tice White is a
native of Louis-
iana. Joseph R.

Lamar, of Au-
gusta, Ga., will

succeed Judge
White as Asso-
ciate Justice.
Judge Willis Van
Devanter was ap-
pointed Associate
Justice in place
of Judge Moody
of Massachusetts,
who recently re-

signed. Judge
White and Judge
Lamar are Demo-
crats. Mr. Van
Devanter is a
Republican.
Chief Justice

White was born Chief Justice White

in the parish of Lafourche, Louisiana,
in 184.5. His father had been governor
of Tennessee. He was admitted to the
bar in 1868. He was for a time State
Senator in Louisiana, and later Asso-
ciate Justice of the Supreme Court of

his State.

Later, in 1888,
he was elected a
member of the
United States
Senate. He was
appointed to the
Supreme Court
by President
Cleveland. Hewas
a noted sugar
planter of Louis-

iana as well as a

lawyer. He spoke
feelingly of his

gratitude to Pres-
ident Taft for his

appointment and
to the Senate for

his quick confirm-
ation. He said

his sole desire was
to serve the coun-
try, and with the
aid of D i V in e

Providence he
would fulfil his

duties to the best

of his ability.

IT
IS remarkable "how few complaints are received by The Christian Herald

on account of its advertisers. When you take into consideration the fact

that many thousands of letters must pass between our subscribers and our
advertisers each week, it would seem that many causes for dissatisfaction might
arise. Of course they do arise occasionally, due in almost every instance to

misunderstandings, which, however, are very quickly adjusted. This confidence

between the subscriber and the advertiser is growing.
When we first printed our Guarantee we received a number of letters from

our subscribers concerning advertisers, but this number has grown steadily

smaller and smaller, until now it would seem as though all of our subscribers

had come to know and believe in all of our advertisers. This is as it should be.

Our subscribers know on the one hand that we would not willingly print an
advertisement which we knew to be fraudulent, and advertisers know, on the

other hand, that only those with reputable propositions need apply.

Whenever any of our subscribers is defrauded by an advertiser in The
Christian Heralo we will make good the claim, provided that the subscriber,

who must be of record, has mentioned The Christian Herald in writing to the

advertiser, and provided the claim is made to us within two months of the date

of the appearance of the advertisement.

The Neighbor-Maker
OAVAGES built rude
^ bridges so that they

might communicate with

their neighbors. These

have been replaced by

triumphs of modern engi-

neering.

Primitive methods of

transmitting speech have

been succeeded by Bell

telephone service, which

enables twenty-five mil-

lion people to bridge the

distances that separate

them, and speak to each

other as readily as if thej''

stood face to face.

Such a service, efficient-

ly meeting the demands

of a busy nation, is only

possible with expert oper-

ation, proper maintenance

of equipment, and central-

ized management

The Bell System provides

constantly, day and night,

millions of bridges to carry

the communications of this

country.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service

MUSIC

LESSONS FREE
In Your Own Home

In order to make our home study courses known
in your locality we will give you—absolutely free—
48 or 96 lessons for either Piano, Org-an, Violin,
Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, or Cornet. In return we
ask that you recommend our Institute to your
friends after you learn to play.

It matters not whether you are a beginner or an
advanced pupil, the lessons will be made suitable
to your need. It is not necessary that you know
one note from another. The lessons are so simple
and easy that any person or little child who can
read English can learn them.
You will receive one lesson weekly, and your

only expense during the time you take the lessons
will be the cost of postage and the music you use,
which is small. Thousands have learned by mail
and you can do the same.
You and your friends should take advantage of

this wonderful offer without delay. Write postal
card at once. It will mean much to you to get our
Free booklet, which gives full information. Our
lessons are marvels of simplicity. Photographs
and drawings make everything plain.

Don't say you cannot learn music, but send for
our free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent
by return mail free. Write to-day.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
98 Filth Ave^ Dept. 156 New York City

Ir m^MW^mL MADE. Bull-
S" '^~~ ^^^" strong chlck-
£en-tlglit Sold totheuserat Wholesale
\Price8. We Pay Frelcht. Catalogue free.

I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,^
EBox 47 Winchester, Indiana.

Macbeth "Pearl

Glass" lamp-chim-

neys bring the right

balance of draft to

the flame, and let

the liofht shine with-

out hindrance.

Common chim-

neys give a dull

light. They hinder

the light because the proportions

are wrong and the glass is misty.

Get my Index and you will know just what

lamp-chimney to get. I make one for every

style and size of biu-ner. Address,

Macbeth
Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. Pittsburgh

Chicago: Philadelphia:
178 East Lake Street 42 South Eighth Street

New York: 19 West 30th Street

Bl
VKJn^BD j^k^ tTKLIZZOTEESBSm* i»* ^^aVsWOTIS, HOSE SUS-

^UIID^U TcIb. ABLX, LOWES FSICE.Ni^nuKv^n sssstk opbfses catALOgns
3ESIjIJi!S.^^ TELLS WET.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co_ Cincinnati. 0.
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